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Introduction 
 

Welcome to the 42nd Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society and our 
first ever virtual meeting! This year’s conference brings together the latest 
research across all of Cognitive Science and also highlights the theme Developing 
a mind: Learning in humans, animals, and machines. In addition to the Rumelhart 
Prize keynote presentation by Stanislas Dehaene (Collège de France), the program 
features three plenary speakers: Janet Werker (University of British Columbia), 
Geoffrey Hinton (Google Research & Vector Institute), and Cecilia Heyes 
(University of Oxford), as well as three invited symposia. Further, the program 
includes a symposium to celebrate the inaugural winner of the Elman Prize: Jenny 
Saffran, and a symposium for the Robert J. Glushko Dissertation Awards. The 
keynotes and invited symposia showcase the broad spectrum of ideas that 
encompass the conference theme of development.  
 
The program committee for CogSci 2020 received 1,174 submissions, including 
841 full papers, 302 member abstracts, 12 publication-based talks, as well as 9 
proposals for symposia, and 9 for workshops and tutorials. After a rigorous review 
process, the committee selected 176 papers for oral presentation and inclusion in 
the conference proceedings (20.9%), 325 papers for poster presentation and 
inclusion in the proceedings (38.6%), and 130 papers for poster presentation with 
inclusion of abstracts in the proceedings (15.5%). We also selected 237 submitted 
member abstracts. In addition, we accepted 4 publication-based talks, 9 
symposia, and 9 workshops and tutorials to make for an exciting and inclusive 
program. 
 
We hope that you enjoy the program this year! 
 
Your Program Co-Chairs, 
 
Stephanie Denison (University of Waterloo, Canada) 
Michael Mack (University of Toronto, Canada) 
Yang Xu (University of Toronto, Canada) 
Blair C. Armstrong (University of Toronto, Canada) 
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Conference Awards 
 
Marr Prize 

          

The Marr Prize, named in honor of the late David Marr, is awarded to the best student 
paper at the conference. All student first authors were eligible for the Marr Prize for the 
best student paper. The Marr Prize includes an honorarium of $1000 and is sponsored 
by The Cognitive Science Society. The winner of the 2020 Marr Prize for the Best 
Student Paper is: 

      
Anjali Sifar, Indian Institute of Technology  

Limits on predictability of risky choice behavior 
Summary: “We empirically establish lower bounds on prediction error that 
realistic models of risky choice can expect to achieve.” 

 

Computational Modeling Prizes   

Four prizes worth $1000 each are awarded for the best full paper submissions to CogSci 

2020 that involve computational cognitive modeling. The four prizes represent the best 

modeling work in the areas of perception/action, language, higher-level cognition, and 

applied cognition. These prizes are sponsored by The Cognitive Science Society. The 

winners of the 2020 Computational Modeling Prizes are:  

Perception and Action: 
Ruomeng Zhu, The University of Edinburgh   

Synchrony and asynchrony of the two eyes in binocular fixations in the 
reading of English and Chinese: The implications for ocular prevalence 

Summary: “A study of fine-grain motor coordination of the eyes in reading in 
English and Chinese and its relation to perception.” 
 
Language:   
Robert Hawkins, Princeton University 

Generalizing meanings from partners to populations: Hierarchical inference 
supports convention formation on networks 



 

 

Summary: “We test a model of how linguistic meaning is generalized from 
partner-specific common ground to community-wide conventions.” 
 
 
Higher Cognition:   
Sarah A. Wu and Rose E. Wang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Too many cooks: Coordinating multi-agent collaboration through inverse 
planning  

Summary: “A Bayesian approach to learning group goals is a model of human 
intention attribution and enables agents to cooperate.” 
 
Applied Cognition: 
Lauren A. Oey and Isabella Destefano, University of California, San Diego 

Formalizing Interdisciplinary Collaboration in the CogSci Community 
Summary: “We introduce bottom-up network and topic space measures to an 
ongoing debate: is CogSci more inter- or multi-disciplinary?” 
 

Sayan Gul Award 
 
Sayan Gul was an undergraduate at UC Berkeley studying cognitive science and 
computer science, and had great potential as a cognitive scientist. This award is 
intended to support similarly outstanding undergraduates conducting research in 
cognitive science. In memory of Sayan Gul, the award supports undergraduate 
students with travel related costs who are presenting authors at the conference. 
The Sayan Gul Award includes a cash award of $500. This year’s recipient of the 
Sayan Gul award is:  
 
Chelsea Campbell, Indiana University 

How much to copy from others? The role of partial copying in social learning  
Summary: “Our research has found that groups solving complex problems 
perform best when they copy only part of their peers’ solutions.”   

  
 

   

 



 

 

Cognitive Science Society Prizes 
 

Robert J. Glushko Dissertation Prizes 
 
The Cognitive Science Society and the Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson 
Foundation award up to five outstanding dissertation prizes in cognitive science 
each year. The goals of these prizes are to increase the prominence of cognitive 
science and encourage students to engage in interdisciplinary efforts to 
understand minds and intelligent systems. The hope is that the prizes will 
recognize and honor young researchers conducting ground-breaking research in 
cognitive science. The eventual goal is to aid in efforts to bridge between the 
areas of cognitive science and create theories of general interest to the multiple 
fields concerned with scientifically understanding the nature of minds and 
intelligent systems. Promoting a unified cognitive science is consistent with the 
belief that understanding how minds work will require the synthesis of many 
different empirical methods, formal tools, and analytic theories. 2011 was the 
inaugural year of this prize, and a new competition is held annually. The 2020 
recipients are: 
    
Damián Blasi – Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences, 2018  

Linguistic Diversity Through Data 
 
Stephen Ferrigno – University of Rochester, 2018  

The Evolutionary and Developmental Origins of Human Thought 
 
Shipra Kanjlia – Johns Hopkins University, 2018  

Preservation and Plasticity in the Neural Basis of Numerical Thinking in Blindness 
 
Falk Lieder – University of California, Berkeley, 2018  

Beyond Bounded Rationality: Reverse-Engineering and Enhancing Human Intelligence 
 
Sebastian Michelmann – University of Birmingham, 2018  

Temporal Dynamics and Mechanisms of Oscillatory Pattern Reinstatement in Human 
Episodic Memory 

 
Laurel Perkins – University of Maryland, 2019  

How Grammars Grow: Argument Structure and the Acquisition of Non-basic Syntax 
 
Leor Zmigrod – University of Cambridge, 2019  

The Cognitive Underpinnings of Ideological Thinking 



 

 

The Jeffrey L. Elman Prize for Scientific 

Achievement and Community Building 
 

In recognition of Jeffrey L. Elman’s many contributions to the field of cognitive 
science, the Cognitive Science Society in partnership with the University of 
California, San Diego awards a prize at the Cognitive Science Society annual 
meeting to mid-career cognitive scientists (individuals or teams) whose careers 
exemplify the twin strands of scientific excellence and commitment to 
community-building and service that were so evident in his career. 
  
Jeffrey Elman made several major contributions to the theoretical foundations of 
human cognition, most notably in the areas of language and development. His 
work had, and continues to have, an immense impact across fields as diverse as 
cognitive science, psycholinguistics, developmental psychology, evolutionary 
theory, computer science and linguistics. In addition to the many important 
intellectual contributions Jeffrey Elman made to Cognitive Science, he also was an 
inspiring scientific citizen who is remembered for his generosity and mentorship. 
 

The inaugural Elman Prize has been awarded to Jenny Saffran, the Vilas 
Distinguished Achievement Professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
 

Elman Symposium 

 

This symposium will honor Dr. Saffran's contributions to the scientific community. 
Dr. Saffran's interests concern a seminal question in cognitive science: How do 
children acquire language? Acquiring language depends on a combination of 
innate structure and learning from experience. Saffran and her colleagues 
developed laboratory methods to study the experiential input to infant language 
learning to test specific theories about how learning unfolds. Her experimental 
research demonstrates, quite remarkably, that humans, including infants, acquire 
language by tracking statistical information available in the environment.  The 
Elman prize, and the symposium, also reflect the many contributions Dr. Saffran 
has made to nurturing a community of scientists, a goal reflected in her work as 
an undergraduate teacher, a graduate mentor, and a collaborator. 
 

 



 

 

David E. Rumelhart Prize  

The David E. Rumelhart Prize is awarded annually to an individual or collaborative 
team making a significant contemporary contribution to the theoretical 
foundations of human cognition. Contributions may be formal in nature: 
mathematical modeling of human cognitive processes, formal analysis of 
language and other products of human cognitive activity, and computational 
analyses of human cognition using symbolic or non-symbolic frameworks all fall 
within the scope of the award. The David E. Rumelhart Prize is funded by the 
Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson Foundation. The prize consists of a 
hand-crafted, custom bronze medal, a certificate, a citation of the awardee’s 
contribution, and a monetary award of $100,000. 
 

The recipient of the 2020 Prize is Sanislas Dehaene, from the Collège de France. 
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Introduction
We can all feel exhausted after a day of work, even if we
have spent it sitting at a desk. The intuitive concept of mental
effort pervades virtually all domains of human information
processing and has become an indispensable ingredient for
general theories of cognition (Anderson, 2007; Shenhav et
al., 2017; Lieder & Griffiths, 2015). However, inconsistent
use of the term across cognitive sciences, including
cognitive psychology, education, human-factors engineering
and artificial intelligence, makes it one of the least
well-defined theoretical constructs across fields. A number
of recent approaches lay the foundation for a consensus by
offering formal accounts of mental effort. Yet, reaching a
multifield-wide consensus on the operationalization of mental
effort will require cross-talk between different empirical and
computational approaches, including symbolic architectures,
non-parametric Bayesian statistics and neural networks. The
purpose of this full-day workshop is to review and integrate
these emerging perspectives.

Mental effort can be defined as a construct that “mediates
between (a) the characteristics of a target task and the
subject’s available information-processing capacity and (b)
the fidelity of the information-processing operations actually
performed” (Shenhav et al., 2017, p. 100). One of the prime
examples of mental effort in cognitive psychology concerns
cognitive control: our ability to bias information processing
toward relevant task goals. Recent theories suggest that
exerting cognitive control is associated with a cost, and
that agents consider this cost when making decisions about
how to allocate mental effort (Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen,
2013; Verguts, Vassena, & Silvetti, 2015). These theories
have become increasingly attractive as they can explain
irrationalities and/or idiosyncracies of human performance in
terms of rational adaptation to the cost of mental effort, e.g.,
in tasks that require cognitive control (Musslick, Shenhav,
Botvinick, & Cohen, 2015), the selection between cognitive
heuristics (Lieder & Griffiths, 2015) or model-based planning
(Kool, Gershman, & Cushman, 2017). Furthermore, this view
has influenced the understanding of cognitive impairments
in mental disorders, adding the possibility that deficits in
task performance stem from changes in the decision-making

process about effort allocation rather than or in addition to
one’s limitation to exert mental effort (Grahek, Shenhav,
Musslick, Krebs, & Koster, 2019).

The concept of mental effort has also played a significant
role for theory development in human factors and educational
research. In human factors research, mental effort manifests
itself as mental workload in domains such as driving,
supervisory control, or mobile interaction (Wickens, 2014).
Recent frameworks, building on the modular cognitive
architecture ACT-R (Anderson, 2007), quantify mental
workload of a given task in terms of the duration over which
processing modules need to be active (Jo, Myung, & Yoon,
2012). Educational research relates mental effort to invested
working memory resources in learning situations, building
on the Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, Van Merrienboer,
& Paas, 1998). In this context, production-based cognitive
modeling approaches have been used to connect the
conceptual framework directly to mechanisms of human
learning (Wirzberger, Borst, Krems, & Rey, 2019) and
problem solving (Sweller, 1988). Paralleling modeling
efforts in cognitive control, they leverage metrics such as
the number of elements in working memory, the number of
productions to fire, or processing module activity over time.

Goal and Scope
The goal of the workshop is to compare how the
construct of mental effort is defined and treated across
different research domains, such as cognitive control,
decision-making, human-factors engineering, education, and
artificial intelligence, and how it is operationalized across
various modeling efforts, including symbolic architectures,
non-parametric Bayesian statistics, connectionist models,
reinforcement learning, as well as quantum mechanic
accounts. To achieve this goal, we invited experts in these
fields to present an accessible summary of their research, and
allocate ample time for dialogue and audience participation
across two panel discussions (see Table 1). Key questions of
discussion will include (but are not limited to):
• What are the experimental phenomena that lay a

foundation for theories of mental effort?
• What is the common ground in operationalizing mental

effort across different domains of cognitive science?
• Which modeling approach(es) is (are) best suited to answer

which questions regarding mental effort?
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Table 1: Full-day workshop structure and confirmed presenters.

Morning session: measurement and operationalization of mental effort
Time Presenter Topic Position Institution
9:00-9:15 Sebastian Musslick Introductory Remarks PhD Candidate Princeton University
9:15-9:40 Wouter Kool Neural and computational signatures of cost-benefit

decision making
Assist. Prof. Washington

University in St. Luis
9:40-10:05 Eliana Vassena Meta-control as the neurobiological solution to the effort

allocation problem
Assist. Prof. Radboud University

10:05-10:30 Tom Verguts Cognitive effort via neural synchronisation Professor Ghent University
10:45-11:10 Amitai Shenhav Empirical and theoretical applications of the Expected

Value of Control model
Assist. Prof. Brown University

11:10-11:35 Jonathan D. Cohen On the rational boundedness of cognitive control Co-Director,
Professor

Princeton
Neuroscience Institute

11:35-12:00 All session presenters Panel Discussion (moderator: Maria Wirzberger)
12:00-13:00 Poster presenters Poster session (organizer: Laura Bustamante)

Afternoon session: the role of mental effort across cognitive science
13:00-13:25 Thomas L. Griffiths Modeling the rational use of mental effort Professor Princeton University
13:25-13:50 Matthew M. Botvinick Why is mental effort costly? Some ideas inspired by

recent AI research
Director,
Professor

Google Deepmind,
UCL

13:50-14:15 Lena Rosendhal Using quantum mechanical potential wells to model task
sets and its implications for mental effort

PhD Candidate Princeton University

14:15-14:40 Ivan Grahek Individual differences in the allocation of mental effort Post-Doc Brown University
14:45-15:10 Nele Russwinkel Workload-over-time modeling in a cognitive architecture Assist. Prof. TU Berlin
15:10-15:35 Maria Wirzberger Cognitive load in instructional design & closing remarks Assist. Prof. University of Stuttgart
15:35-16:00 All session presenters Panel discussion (moderator: Laura Bustamante)

In this way, we want to foster collaborations across
different domains. We also want to give early career
researchers the opportunity to present their work in a
dedicated poster session (for more information, see our
workshop website). Finally, we plan to invite the participants
to collaborate on a review article aimed at outlining the points
of consensus and divergence in understanding mental effort.

Target Audience

The interdisciplinary character of the workshop will appeal
to a broad audience, including researchers from psychology,
artificial intelligence, economics, clinical science, education
and philosophy. Furthermore, the topic of this workshop is
paradigmatic for multi-methodical approaches in cognitive
science to the same concept, and is designed to attract
scholars with expertise in different modeling frameworks
who seek to expand their interest to other methodologies.
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Overview
Cognitive capacities such as learning, reasoning, and
decision-making are often studied in tasks where a single par-
ticipant acts in isolation. Yet humans don’t learn, reason, and
make decisions in a vacuum. Human cognition is distinc-
tively social: Much of what we do influences—and is influ-
enced by—other people.

The goal of this workshop is to bring together diverse per-
spectives on the interplay between human cognition and the
dynamic, social environments we inhabit. The workshop is
organized around three key themes. Theme 1 lays out the
cognitive tools that equip individuals to thrive in social en-
vironments, including specialized mechanisms for teaching
and learning from others. Theme 2 examines how the social
environment is itself shaped by the dynamic interactions be-
tween multiple individuals, producing emergent behaviors at
the level of the collective. Finally, Theme 3 explores how
human cognition responds to the demands of particular so-
cial environments, including how cultural variability in social
cognition might emerge across development.

Collectively, the research showcased in this workshop
enriches this year’s conversation on “How to Develop a
Mind: Learning in Humans, Animals, and Machines”
by highlighting the social and cultural context of learn-
ing and development. In addition, our speakers represent
a broad cross-section of the conference, spanning multi-
ple disciplines (computer science, anthropology, psychol-
ogy), perspectives (computational, ecological, developmen-
tal), and career stages (from research assistants to full pro-
fessors). Below, we describe each theme and presenter
contributions in detail. To take part in the workshop,
visit cognitioncollectivesandculture.github.io for
the current schedule.

Theme 1: Cognitive mechanisms of social learning

Social learning differs in important ways from learning
through interactions with the environment (Ho, MacGlashan,
Littman, & Cushman, 2017). Social information is shaped
by the goals, beliefs, and intentions of other people (Shafto,
Goodman, & Frank, 2012), requiring specialized mecha-
nisms for understanding whom to learn from, what should be
learned, and how to infer the correct value judgments from
the behavior of others (Heyes, 2019; Vélez & Gweon, 2019).

Talks in this theme provide a computational and developmen-
tal perspective on the cognitive mechanisms underlying how
humans teach and learn from others.

Presenters

Mark Ho (Organizer)
Postdoctoral Fellow, Princeton
Topic: Computational models of teaching with evaluative
feedback and by demonstration
Patrick Shafto
Professor of Mathematics & Computer Science, Rutgers
Topic: A mathematical theory of cooperative communication
Hyowon Gweon
Assistant Professor of Psychology, Stanford
Topic: Social curiosity and social learning in young children
Charley Wu (Organizer)
Postdoctoral Fellow, Harvard
Topic: Attentional trade-offs between individual and social
learning in a virtual foraging environment

Theme 2: Emergent properties of collectives
Social environments allow for the emergence of collective
approaches to solving problems, where simple individual
behaviors can give rise to collectively complex solutions
(Krafft, Hawkins, Pentland, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2015).
For better or worse, collectives can arrive at solutions that
are beyond the control of any one individual—sometimes
promoting the wisdom of the crowd (Goldstone, Wisdom,
Roberts, & Frey, 2013), while other times amplifying mal-
adaptive behaviors through runaway information cascades
(Toyokawa, Whalen, & Laland, 2019; Ransom, Voorspoels,
Navarro, & Perfors, 2019). Talks within this theme use be-
havioral and computational approaches to study the dynamics
of collective behavior and social information transmission.
The work showcased in this theme is particularly relevant
for tackling real-world challenges—such as the formation of
echo chambers and structural sources of inequality—through
the lens of cognitive science.

Presenters

Robert Goldstone (Organizer)
Professor of Psychological & Brain Sciences, Indiana
Topic: Studying emergent group behavior from a complex
systems perspective
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Seth Frey
Assistant Professor of Communications, UC Davis
Topic: Using large social datasets from games, sports, and
online communities to link macro-scale system outcomes to
social reasoning and interaction mechanisms of individuals
Amy Perfors
Associate Professor of Psychological Sciences, Melbourne
Topic: Trust and the emergence of “echo chambers” in popu-
lations of Bayesian agents
Sholei Croom
Research Assistant Lab Manager, MIT
Topic: Integrating structural power and historical contin-
gency into computational frameworks of social behavior

Theme 3: Cognition and culture
Human cognition shapes and is shaped by large-scale pro-
cesses of cultural learning that unfold over multiple genera-
tions (Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2009). Through the pro-
cess of cultural accumulation (Dean, Vale, Laland, Flynn, &
Kendal, 2014), humans have developed a repertoire of tech-
nologies and cultural practices that have enabled us to sur-
vive everywhere from the tundra to the Earth’s orbit (Henrich,
2017). What’s more, this repertoire is easily available to new
individuals through social learning; within a few years, even
young children can learn skills and rituals that took whole
communities centuries to develop (Legare, 2019). Talks
within this theme use developmental, computational, and
cross-cultural approaches to examine the two-way interaction
between cognition and culture. In particular, they will exam-
ine how how social cognitive processes give rise to cumula-
tive culture, as well as how differing cultural contexts shape
the development of social cognition.

Presenters

Natalia Vélez (Organizer)
PhD Student in Psychology, Stanford
Topic: Multigenerational innovation and division of labor in
online communities
Kara Weisman
Postdoctoral Fellow in Anthropology, Stanford
Topic: The development of conceptual representations of
mental life in five cultural contexts
Dorsa Amir
Postdoctoral Fellow, Boston College
Topic: The ontogeny of social decision-making across di-
verse cultural contexts.
Cristine Legare
Associate Professor of Psychology, UT Austin
Topic: Cultural transmission and the development of social
cognition in twelve countries

Workshop Structure
We propose a full-day workshop consisting of 20-minute
talks given by each of the 12 presenters listed above. We
will provide brief breaks during the morning and afternoon
session to foster discussions among workshop attendees. At

the end of the workshop, we will have a 45-minute panel dis-
cussion on bridging insights from laboratory, naturalistic, and
simulation studies of social cognition.

The morning session will consist of the following talks:

Theme Presenters

Social learning Mark Ho
Patrick Shafto
Hyowon Gweon
Charley Wu

Collectives Robert Goldstone
Seth Frey

The afternoon session will consist of the following talks:

Theme Presenters

Collectives Amy Perfors
Sholei Croom

Cognition and culture Natalia Vélez
Kara Weisman
Dorsa Amir
Cristine Legare

Panel discussion (45 min.) All presenters
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Overview
People impose structure on raw percepts, filling the world
with objects, agents, events, and properties. This reason-
ing develops early: by their first birthday, infants can deter-
mine features of objects such as number and motion (Spelke,
1990; Wynn, 1992), construe agents’ actions as goal-directed
(Woodward, 1998; Gergely & Csibra, 2003), and distinguish
helpers from hinderers (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007).
Agents, objects, events, properties – these are the building
blocks of meaning and common sense that allow even young
children to rapidly understand and interact with novel scenes.

Despite recent great strides in several domains (e.g., De-
vlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019; Silver et al., 2016), ar-
tificial systems cannot yet understand and act on the world in
a human-like manner, and do not yet perform basic common-
sense reasoning at the level of even young children (Lake,
Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). What are these AI
systems missing? Is it certain learning mechanisms, initial
primitives, motivations, or the right environments and curric-
ula?

We focus on young children’s common sense as a step to-
wards building general machine common sense: by under-
standing the origins of common sense in humans, we hope
to understand how to recapitulate it in machines. In turn,
by looking at the successes and failures of machines, we
can make scientific progress towards understanding the initial
state and learning mechanisms of human intelligence. This
approach has spurred much interest across various fields of
cognitive science and artificial intelligence, and investment
from agencies that hope to design artificial systems with com-
mon sense. The organizers of this workshop are all mem-
bers of a large, multi-site DARPA grant aimed at developing
machine common sense inspired by the capabilities of young
children, and represent a diverse set of teams and approaches
to meeting this challenge.

The origin, development, and engineering of common
sense is a broad problem that is studied in many different
ways by many different members of the Cognitive Science
community. We aim to use this workshop as a forum to dis-
cuss this problem with the broader community by considering
theories and approaches for understand and building common
sense, presenting experimental research that probes the foun-
dations of common sense in people, and reporting on progress
made by the DARPA project teams and others on building ar-
tificial agents with infant-like commonsense reasoning capa-
bilities. We have brought together leading researchers from
cognitive psychology, developmental psychology, machine

learning, neuroscience, and robotics, all of whom share a
strong background and interest in the cognitive systems un-
derlying common sense in humans, or in the effort to engineer
commonsense reasoning into artificial agents in ways inspired
by human reasoning.

More specifically, the workshop will be a forum for ad-
dressing the following inter-related key questions:

• What commonsense knowledge is “built-in” in infants, and
what must be learned?

• What systems or strategies do infants have to learn com-
mon sense efficiently?

• How unitary or diverse are the cognitive systems underly-
ing commonsense reasoning?

• What structures and learning mechanisms are missing from
current artificial systems that would be required for com-
mon sense?

• How would we evaluate whether an artificial system has
“common sense”?

The workshop website is at https://ocs2020.github.io

Target audience
This workshop is very closely tied to this year’s theme of
“Developing a mind: Learning in humans, animals, and ma-
chines”, as we plan to discuss how common sense develops
in both humans and machines. The workshop should be of
interest to a broad audience that would include most of the
CogSci conference, including cognitive psychologists, devel-
opmental psychologists, neuroscientists, roboticists, machine
learning researchers, and philosophers.

Organizers and presenters
Kevin Smith (Organizer) is a Research Scientist at MIT,
working with Josh Tenenbaum. He studies how people use
physical reasoning for commonsense tasks such as prediction,
learning about object properties, and action planning.
Eliza Kosoy (Organizer) is a graduate student at UC Berke-
ley advised by Alison Gopnik. She is interested in under-
standing how children learn new concepts quickly and with
little data, and studies these questions by using tools from
artificial intelligence and developmental psychology using
techniques such as placing kids into environments tradition-
ally created for testing artificial agents and having children
explore them.
Alison Gopnik (Organizer) is a Professor of Psychology and
Philosophy at UC Berkeley. She studies how children explore
and learn about the causal structure of the world, and how this
learning allows them to develop intuitive theories.
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Deepak Pathak (Organizer) is an Assistant Professor of Ma-
chine Learning & Robotics at CMU and Researcher at Face-
book AI Research (FAIR). He researches how to design sys-
tems with a human-like ability to generalize in real and di-
verse environment, by continually developing knowledge and
acquiring new skills from raw sensory data.
Alan Fern (Organizer) is a Professor of Computer Science
at Oregon State. His research is focused on making machines
smarter by integrating machine learning with planning and
control. He is especially interested in building AI systems
that can learn models of the environment from experience that
can be used for effective planning of behavior.
Joshua Tenenbaum (Organizer) is a Professor of Cognitive
Science at MIT. His research sits at the intersection of cog-
nitive science and machine learning, and is focused on un-
derstanding the distinctively human ability to learn about the
world rapidly and flexibly from little data.
Tomer Ullman (Organizer) is an Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology at Harvard. He is interested in common-sense rea-
soning, and building computational models of how children
and adults form intuitive theories of agents and objects.
Moira Dillon is an Assistant Professor of Psychology at
NYU. Dillon’s lab uses cognitive, developmental, and com-
putational approaches to understand how experience with the
objects, agents, and places of everyday life might form the
foundation of human symbolic and abstract thought.
Stanislas Dehaene is a Professor and Chair of Experimental
Cognitive Psychology at the Collège de France. He studies
the neural bases of cognitive processes such as reading, nu-
merical cognition, and consciousness.
Jessica Sommerville is a Professor of Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Toronto. She studies cognitive and social develop-
ment from infancy through preschool with an emphasis on so-
cial and moral cognition and behavior, early persistence and
action/perception relations.
Shari Liu is a graduate student at Harvard advised by Eliza-
beth Spelke. She studies the origins of social intelligence: the
representations and computations supporting our earliest un-
derstanding of the beliefs, goals, and costs motivating other
people’s actions.
Ori Ossmy is a postdoctoral scholar with Karen Adolph at
NYU. He is interested in building systems that learn to solve
everyday problems using an integration of theory and meth-
ods from child development, AI, and cognitive neuroscience.
Matthew Botvinick is the Director of Neuroscience Re-
search at DeepMind and an honorary professor of neuro-
science at UCL. He is interested in using tools from neuro-
science to build more advanced models of artificial intelli-
gence, and using models from machine learning to better un-
derstand brain circuitry.
Tucker Hermans is an Assistant Professor in the School of
Computing at the University of Utah. His research is focused
on autonomous learning, planning, and perception for robot
manipulation; in particular he is interested in enabling robots
to autonomously discover and manipulate objects with which

they have no previous knowledge or experience.

Workshop structure
This workshop would span a full day, split into three sessions.
The first session, Frameworks for Common Sense, will focus
on theoretical accounts of the systems required for common-
sense reasoning. In the second session, Common Sense in
Humans, presenters will discuss recent advances in studying
the origins of common sense in people. The third session,
Common Sense in Machines, will focus on recent attempts to
build artificial agents that perform commonsense tasks like
human infants. We will end the workshop with a panel dis-
cussion that will tie together and contrast various theories of
common sense, as well as cover future directions for studying
and reverse engineering common sense.

Presenter Topic
Frameworks for Common Sense
Alison Gopnik Children are MESS-y: Model-building,

Exploratory, Social learning systems al-
low the emergence of common sense

Joshua Tenenbaum Tools for reverse engineering common
sense

Alan Fern A model-based reinforcement learning
perspective on common sense learning

Moira Dillon Cognitive Artificial Intelligence: Build-
ing better machines... and babies!

Common Sense in Humans
Stanislas Dehaene Advances in understanding human geo-

metrical intuition
Jessica Sommerville The extents and limits of infants’ socio-

moral cognition and behavior
Eliza Kosoy Curiosity and exploration in children’s

maze playing using DeepMind Lab
Shari Liu Origins of social intelligence in human

infants
Ori Ossmy A behavioral approach to the develop-

ment of common sense
Common Sense in Machines
Matthew Botvinick Learning intuitive physics (almost)

from scratch
Deepak Pathak Learning to generalize via self-

supervised exploration
Kevin Smith Building models of infants’ physical

understanding
Tucker Hermans Can common sense guide autonomous

robot exploration?
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Introduction 
Humans spend a great deal of time engaging with narrative 
fiction in the form of novels, picture books, films, television 
shows, podcasts, and video games. Television viewing alone 
accounts for over 5 hours per day—totaling over 76 days per 
year—for average American adults (Koblin, 2016). On the 
surface, this behavior is quite puzzling. Why should we spend 
so much time being involved with people who are not real 
and events we know have not occurred? The answer may lie 
in the fact that stories are not just an enjoyable escape from 
the real world but may help provide insight into the real-
world. Stories often deal with uncomfortable and upsetting 
themes, for example, and these can prove enlightening 
(Gottschall, 2012). A reader may experience fear as a 
character walks through a dark forest at night or sadness over 
the death of an important character. The evocation of these 
rich emotions seems unique to narrative and separate from 
our experiences with exposition. Stories involve imagination, 
perspective-taking, and emotional engagement, which allow 
us to be “transported” to another time and place (Gerrig, 
1993). In this way, stories afford a rich and emotional 
simulation of the social world, and these simulations can be 
edifying (Mar & Oatley, 2008; Oatley, 1999). 

Underlying the imaginative experiences of reading fiction 
is the construction of a rich, multi-dimensional representation 
of what is described that goes beyond the words offered on a 
page. During narrative processing, individuals create 
representations not only of the surface form (e.g., word order) 
and text-base (i.e., the propositional meanings of words and 
sentences), but also non-linguistic representations of the 
situation being depicted (Johnson-Laird, 1983; van Dijk & 
Kintsch, 1983). These representations, known as situation 
models, enable a reader or listener to draw inferences and 
predictions, and to monitor the many dimensions of complex 
situations (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). Studies of how 
individuals process stories have helped us to understand why, 
cognitively and phenomenologically, fiction is so engaging. 
Yet they leave open the question of the real-world impacts of 
fiction: what functions might stories serve, if any? 

Recently, researchers have turned to these fascinating 
questions of why people engage with fictional stories, what 
moment-by-moment experiences provide for readers or 
listeners, and what they take away from these experiences. 
Spoken narratives have existed as a part of daily human life 

across history in all cultures, and long predate the written 
word (Brown, 1991). How do we explain this ubiquity of 
narratives and storytelling? Given that narratives are centered 
on intentional agents, narrative may provide a simulation of 
our social world that helps us better  to understand real world 
social interactions (Mar & Oatley, 2008). Indeed, exposure to 
fiction is correlated with mentalizing abilities both in adults 
(Mar, Oatley, Hirsh, dela Paz, & Peterson, 2006) and in 
children (Mar, Tackett, & Moore, 2010). Narratives may also 
be useful for sharing information and lessons (Rubin, 1995). 
Given the striking overlap between the themes found in 
folklore and the domains of information that are relevant to 
survival (e.g., social relationships, animal behavior, weather), 
narratives may have helped individuals better to cope with 
survival challenges in our evolutionary past (Sugiyama, 
2001). In these ways, fiction can be seen to provide functions 
beyond entertainment, shedding light on important concerns 
relevant for human survival and flourishing. 

Workshop Goals 
The primary aim of the workshop is to bring together 
researchers from a wide variety of disciplines to discuss work 
on the interplay of stories and story consumers, in order to 
better understand how fiction shapes our lives. Key questions 
of focus include: 
• What are the key characteristics of stories and how do 

these characteristics influence readers? 
• How do the properties of a text influence and interact 

with the reader’s experience and enjoyment? 
• How does the reader’s background interact with the 

narrative experience? 
• What impact do the stories we tell, hear, and read have 

on our lives? 
These are questions that span traditional disciplinary 

boundaries, and deal with an aspect of human life across 
cultures and history. Cognitive science, with its diverse 
toolkit of methodologies and theoretical perspectives, is an 
ideal meeting point to address these questions. The Meeting 
of the Cognitive Science Society is therefore a perfect venue 
to bring together researchers coming from a wide variety of 
different perspectives. Our invited speakers come from a 
range of disciplines, including anthropology, 
communication, education, literary studies, neuroscience, 
philosophy, and psychology, and we expect the workshop to 
appeal to a similarly diverse audience.  The work presented 
also focuses on narratives and readers/listeners from a broad 
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expanse of cultural backgrounds, which will also widen the 
appeal of this workshop. 

Structure 
We propose a full-day workshop.  Each talk will be followed 
by a question-and-answer session, and the day will conclude 
with a unifying discussion.  

Our confirmed speakers include researchers from all stages 
of a career trajectory, including 3 graduate students, 3 early 
career researchers, 5 mid-career and senior faculty, and 2 
professors emeriti. Our speakers also span several 
disciplines, including anthropology, communication, 
education, literary studies,  neuroscience, philosophy, and 
psychology. 
 
The first set of talks focuses on the role of stories and 
storytellers:  
 
• Patrick Hogan (Professor, Department of English, 

University of Connecticut): Stories Come From 
Feelings: On particular causes and universal genres 

• Michelle Scalise Sugiyama (Senior Instructor, 
Anthropology, University of Oregon): To Build a Fire: 
Fire knowledge encoded in forager oral tradition 

• Gabrielle Starr (President and Professor of English 
and Neuroscience, Pomona College): Poetry as Fiction, 
with a Cognitive Turn 

• Angela Nyhout (Lecturer, School of Psychology, 
University of Kent): Children’s Understanding of 
Storytellers’ Intentions 

 
The second set of talks focuses on the dynamic interplay 
between reader and narrative: 
 
• Kendall Walton (Emeritus Charles Stevenson 

Collegiate Professor of Philosophy, University of 
Michigan): Life Experiences and Experiences of Art: 
Which come first? 

• Mary Gabrielle Prezioso (PhD student in Human 
Development, Harvard University): Children’s Story 
World Absorption in Avid and Occasional Readers 

• Keith Oatley (Professor Emeritus of Cognitive 
Psychology, Department of Applied Psychology and 
Human Development, University of Toronto): 
Character in Fiction and Everyday Life 

• Chantelle Ivanski (PhD student in Psychology, York 
University): Evaluations of Fiction Passages Based on 
Author Gender 

• Matthew A. Bezdek (Senior Scientist, Department of 
Psychological and Brain Sciences, Washington 
University in St. Louis): Cognitive Processes in the 
Moment of Narrative Experience 

 
 
 
 
 

The final set of talks focuses on learning and behavioral 
outcomes of engagement with fiction:  
 
• Vaunam P. Venkadasalam (PhD student, 

Developmental Psychology and Education, University 
of Toronto): Does Genre Matter when Teaching 
Kindergarteners Science Concepts? 

• Lisa Fazio (Assistant Professor, Psychology and 
Human Development, Vanderbilt University): Learning 
Correct and Incorrect Information from Fictional 
Stories: Is fiction special? 

• Melanie C. Green (Professor, Department of 
Communication, University at Buffalo): Stories for 
Social Good 

 
Paul Bloom (Brooks and Suzanne Ragen Professor of 
Psychology, Yale University) will lead a discussion at the end 
of the day.  
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Introduction 

Soon after the publication of Shannon’s (1948) seminal paper 

on information theory, the formalization of entropy and 

efficient coding systems saw applications in a wide range of 

disciplines ranging from biology and economics to 

fundamental physics (Shannon, 1956). In mathematical 

psychology, notions borrowed from information theory were 

successfully applied to pattern perception (Garner, 1962), 

proportion estimation (Attneave, 1953), choice reaction times 

(Hick, 1952), perceptual judgment (Miller, 1956), and data 

analysis (McGill, 1954). Within a couple of decades, 

however, these applications decreased, partially due to 

difficulties in quantifying perceptions of uncertainty and in 

connecting uncertainty with the psychological valence of 

associated outcomes (Luce, 2003). 

In recent years, theories and methods based on the 

information-theoretic notion of uncertainty have re-emerged 

in different areas of cognitive modeling, both in information-

theory-based tools for data processing (e.g., Rissanen, 2007; 

Williams & Beer, 2010) and as assumptions of the goals and 

mechanisms of the human cognitive system (Feldman, 2016, 

and Friston, 2010).  

In studies of decision making under uncertainty, measures 

of entropy have been applied in models of information 

acquisition (Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Crupi et al., 2018; 

Coenen, Nelson, & Gureckis, 2019), neural valuation of 

information (Filimon et al., in press), active learning (Parpart 

et al., 2017), economic choice (Luce, Marley, & Ng, 2009; 

Yang & Qui, 2014), and probability distortion (Zhang, Ren, 

& Maloney, 2019; Akrenius, 2020), whereas approaches 

based on efficient coding have been used to explain 

preference reversals (Summerfield & Tsetsos, 2015), 

decisions by sampling (Bhui & Gershman, 2018), and biased 

number perception (Prat-Carrabin & Woodford, 2020). 

Even though these frameworks differ strongly in their 

domain and theoretical postulates, they share the general 

assumption that a perceived (or neurally coded) reduction in 

uncertainty carries psychological utility, and that this 

reduction can be quantified using information entropy. This 

has inspired theoretical frameworks that aim to describe 

performance in different kinds of choice tasks under a unified 

formal theory (Ortega & Braun, 2013) and has been 

interpreted to suggest that cognitive function and adaptive 

behavior could be governed by a single principle (Friston, 

2010). However, given the diverse array of models that the 

notion of reducing entropy is embedded in, it appears likely 

that this conclusion is too simplified or needs to be refined. 

Goal and Scope 

The purpose of the proposed workshop is to bring together 

cognitive scientists, cognitive psychologists, physicists, 

neuroscientists, economists, philosophers, and computational 

biologists to (1) establish information-theoretic principles 

that extend across tasks and disciplines and can be modeled 

using similar or analogous notions, and (2) diagnose limiting 

cases in which these principles break or carry fundamentally 

different meanings. The invited speakers consist of experts in 

subfields of decision making that relate to the foundational 

processes underlying adaptive and intelligent behavior. 

Structure and Tentative Schedule 
This will be a full day workshop with three sessions of 20-

minute presentations, a 45-minute panel discussion, 5-minute 

flash talks, and opportunities for (virtual) mingling and 

conversation. The full program, along with a platform for 

participants to submit flash talks, will be published on the 

workshop website. 

Morning Session 1: Rationality and Optimal Encoding 

Nick Chater: Overview of the field 

Christopher Summerfield: Optimal irrationality 

Rahul Bhui: Context-dependent preferences and efficient 

neural coding 

Daniel Ortega: Information-theoretic bounded rationality 

models for sensorimotor learning and decision making 

Morning Session 2: Value and Uncertainty 

Laurence Maloney: The value of information: if you want to 

know the subtitle it will cost you $5 

Mikaela Akrenius: Information theory meets expected utility 

Flavia Filimon: Ventral striatum dissociates information 

expectation, reward anticipation, and reward receipt 
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Afternoon Session 1: Evidence and Accuracy 

Eric Schulz: Beyond uncertainty and information bonuses: 

Exploration as fun and empowerment  

Paula Parpart: Active information sampling, information 

gain, and decision heuristics 

Vincenzo Crupi: Towards an accuracy-based approach to 

information search 

Todd Gureckis: Asking the right questions about the 

psychology of human inquiry 

Afternoon Session 2: Panel discussion 

Organizers and Presenters 

Mikaela Akrenius is a PhD student in Cognitive Science at 

Indiana University Bloomington. Her current work focuses on 

the psychological roots of non-expected utility theories and the 

applicability of the notion of entropy in models of risky choice. 

Rahul Bhui is a postdoctoral fellow in Psychology and 

Economics at Harvard University, and incoming Assistant 

Professor at the MIT Sloan School of Management. His research 

combines cognitive science, computational neuroscience, and 

behavioral economics to understand the unifying principles that 

capture both rationality and irrationality. 

Daniel Braun is a Professor at the Institute of Neural 

Information Processing at Ulm University. His background 

spans physics, biology, and philosophy and his current research 

interests lie in the intersection of cognitive modeling, decision 

making and bounded rationality, sensorimotor learning, and 

information processing. 

Nick Chater is Professor of Behavioural Science at Warwick 

Business School. He researches rationality and cognition using 

both experimental and modeling approaches. 

Vincenzo Crupi is a Professor of Philosophy of Science and 

director of the Center for Logic, Language, and Cognition at the 

University of Turin. His interests are in formal epistemology, the 

psychology of reasoning, and medical decision making. 

Flavia Filimon is a cognitive neuroscientist interested in 

perceptual and cognitive decision making and the neural bases 

of the value of information. 

Todd Gureckis is an Associate Professor at the Department of 

Psychology at New York University. His research centers on 

models of memory, learning, and decision making. 

Laurence Maloney is a Professor at New York University. His 

work concerns Bayesian decision theoretic models of 

perception, cognition, and action. 

Jonathan Nelson researches the psychology of uncertainty and 

information in cognition and perception. 

Paula Parpart is a postdoc at the University of Oxford in the 

Human Information Processing Group. Her current research 

focuses on the role of robust decision strategies in human 

cognition and artificial neural networks. 

Eric Schulz leads the Computational Principles of Intelligence 

lab at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics. He 

researches learning and decision making from a computational 

and cognitive perspective.  

Christopher Summerfield is a Professor of Cognitive 

Neuroscience at the University of Oxford and Research Scientist 

at Deepmind. His work is concerned with understanding the 

neural and computational mechanisms that underlie human 

perception and cognition. 
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Significance 
The proliferation of web-connected devices has presented 

significant opportunities and challenges to cognitive sci-
ence — opportunities in that cognitive scientists can collect 
data relevant to human cognition orders of magnitude faster 
than before, addressing questions that were otherwise impos-
sible to address; and challenges in that cognitive scientists 
require new infrastructure to collect these data and new meth-
ods to analyze them once collected. 

This workshop brings together cognitive scientists who are 
at the forefront of these opportunities and challenges in scal-
ing cognitive science, along with cognitive scientists who 
would like to be, to engage in a day of interactive exchange 
and development of ideas related to scaling cognitive science. 

The workshop is a full day. Each presentation addresses a 
different opportunity or challenge. One set of presentations 
highlights opportunities. A second set highlights challenges 
of statistical analysis and data collection. In a break-out ses-
sion, attendees address these opportunities and challenges 
head on. 

Planned contributions of presenters 
Below, we introduce the presenters and their planned contri-
butions. Together, the presentations cover a wide variety of 
methods and application domains. 

Joshua Hartshorne on Scaling Language Studies 
Joshua Hartshorne is an assistant professor of psychology at 
Boston College, where he directs the Language Learning La-
boratory Hartshorne is interested in understanding what al-
lows humans, but not current machines, to learn language — 
and why it is that children, despite their salient limitations of 
both cognition and experience, are so much more successful 
at language learning than adults. Hartshorne is particularly 
interested in applying new and emerging methods (such as 
computational modeling and crowdsourcing) to core prob-
lems in the language sciences. 

Hartshorne will introduce the workshop by discussing 
opportunities and challenges associated with scaling cogni-
tive science. Hartshorne will discuss these challenges in the 
context of running GamesWithWords.org, a web-based re-
search laboratory that has tested hundreds of thousands of 
participants in a variety of experiments on language and cog-
nition. Hartshorne will also discuss Pushkin, a platform for 
running large-scale online experiments. 
 
Andrea Simenstad on Scaling the Zooniverse 
Andrea Simenstad is a developer with the Zooniverse project 
at the University of Minnesota, where she collaborates with 
researchers, museum professionals, volunteers, and other de-
velopers to create crowdsourced citizen-science research pro-
jects with Zooniverse. Simenstad has a B.A. in cognitive sci-
ence from Carleton College. 

Simenstad will discuss Zooniverse. Zooniverse is the 
world’s largest and most popular platform for crowdsourced 
citizen-science research, with more than 1,000,000 volun-
teers. The goal of the Zooniverse organization is to enable 
research that would not be possible, or practical, otherwise. 
Zooniverse research results in new discoveries, datasets use-
ful to the wider research community, and many publications. 

Todd Gureckis on Scaling Brain Data via Behavior 
Todd Gureckis is a professor at New York University, 
where he runs the Cognition and Computation lab. The goal 
of the lab’s research is to better understand the memory, 
learning, and decision processes which allow humans to 
carry out intelligent and adaptive behaviors.  

Gureckis will discuss scaling brain data through behav-
ior. One goal of computational cognitive neuroscience is to 
infer the relationship between latent variables in a cognitive 
model and particular features of brain data (e.g., fMRI or 
EEG). Typically, the precision of this relationship is con-
strained by the amount of brain data that can be collected 
(e.g., the number of subjects in a fMRI study). In this talk, 
Gureckis will leverage ideas from the statistics literature on 
inference with missing data and hierarchical modeling to ex-
plore how one can potentially learn more about a neuroimag-
ing signal by collecting only additional behavioral data.  
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Lauren Rutter on Scaling via Mobile Applications 
Lauren Rutter is a post-doctoral research fellow in the Labor-
atory for Brain and Cognitive Health Technology. Rutter 
studies basic cognitive and affective processes that influence 
the etiology and maintenance of internalizing psychopathol-
ogy across the lifespan. 

Rutter will discuss mobile applications for scaling men-
tal-health assessment as well as large-scale citizen-science 
experiments. Rutter will demonstrate that digital technolo-
gies provide benefit to a variety of clinical populations and 
participants from the general public to generate scientific in-
sights that would not have been possible with traditional 
models. 

Tom Griffiths on Scaling Cognitive Science 
Thomas Griffiths is a professor of psychology and computer 
science at Princeton University, where he leads the Compu-
tational Cognitive Science group. Griffiths’ research focuses 
on developing mathematical models of higher-level cognition 
and understanding the formal principles that underlie our 
ability to solve the computational problems we face in every-
day life. 
 Griffiths will introduce the workshop by discussing op-
portunities and challenges associated with scaling cognitive 
science. Griffiths will discuss how novel approaches to data 
collection and analysis — particularly “big data” — can 
change psychological research. 

James Houghton on Scaling Social Cognition  
James Houghton is a doctoral candidate at the MIT Sloan 
School of Management. He explores the mechanisms and 
outcomes of social contagion using a combination of data sci-
ence and massive online experimentation, informed by rigor-
ous simulation-based theory building. 

Houghton will discuss the Empirica platform in the con-
text of his research on social contagion. Social contagion re-
search has for decades explored the effect of social network 
structure on the adoption of a single belief or practice. How-
ever, new theoretical models show that interaction between 
diffusants has a strong influence on their patterns of adoption. 
Houghton will present an experimental design called the ‘de-
tective game’ for studying the diffusion of interacting beliefs 
in a controlled setting, explaining how an online laboratory 
experiment handles the confounds of pre-existing biases and 
meanings while cost-effectively achieving the scale neces-
sary to draw statistical inferences. 

Joshua Peterson on Scaling Choices and Categories  
Josh Peterson is a postdoctoral fellow at Princeton Univer-
sity, where he studies the relationship between the represen-
tations learned by deep neural networks and those learned 
by people. 
 Peterson will discuss scaling research on decision ma-
king and categorization. Technological advances have made 
it possible to observe human behavior at an unprecedented 
scale, and the massive datasets that result provide two excit-
ing new tools for cognitive modeling. First, such datasets 

serve as a test of the generalizability of our models and the-
ories and therefore have the potential to improve them. Sec-
ond, they offer the essential fuel for training machine learn-
ing models. Peterson will present case studies within two of 
the oldest modeling paradigms in cognitive science: catego-
rization and decision making. 

Mayank Agrawal on Scaling Moral Decisions 
Mayank Agrawal is a doctoral student in psychology and neu-
roscience at Princeton University. Agrawal is interested in 
building formal computational models to understand how hu-
mans learn and make decisions. 

Agrawal will discuss scaling studies of moral decision 
making. Standard methods of exploratory data analysis are 
vulnerable to noise in large datasets. To combat this problem, 
he proposes a methodology called Scientific Regret Minimi-
zation, which focuses on minimizing errors with respect to 
the data that are predictable. Agrawal applies this methodol-
ogy to large datasets in the domains of moral reasoning and 
economic choice, and demonstrates how this approach helps 
build powerfully predictive (and interpretable) models and 
identify interesting new phenomena. 

Jordan Suchow on Scaling Experiment Design 
Jordan Suchow is an assistant professor at Stevens Institute 
of Technology, where he runs the Cognition Lab, which fo-
cuses on computational models of human learning, memory, 
and decision-making. As part of DARPA’s Next Generation 
Social Science program, Suchow led a team to develop Dal-
linger, an online experimental platform for running behav-
ioral and social science experiments at the scales necessary 
to understand emergent social phenomena. 

Suchow will discuss Dallinger and associated techniques 
for experiment design at scale.  
 
Platform Presentations 
Platform presentations will include Dallinger, Empirica.ly, 
Pushkin, Zooniverse, and jsPsych. 

Structure of the Workshop 
The full-day workshop is structured as a series of 30-minute 
talks, short presentations on experiment platforms, and a 
breakout session on open questions to promote application 
of the ideas shared in the workshop. 
Introductory talk (30 minutes) 
Opportunities example #1 (30 minutes) 
Opportunities example #2 (30 minutes) 
Break 
Opportunities example #3 (30 minutes) 
Opportunities example #4 (30 minutes) 
Opportunities example #5 (30 minutes) 
Lunch 
Analysis challenge #1 (30 minutes) 
Analysis challenge #2 (30 minutes) 
Analysis challenge #3 (30 minutes) 
Break 
Platform advertisements (45 minutes) 
Breakout sessions on open questions (45 minutes) 
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Summary 
Students with visual impairments typically lack access to 

images in standard science textbooks and are under-
represented in STEM subjects. The perception of tactile 
images is an important skill for individuals who are blind 
(Thompson et al., 2006). Typically images are translated to 
text descriptions for “equal” access; however this is a sub-
optimal solution because translation of images to text results 
in the loss of the spatial properties of the depicted objects or 
events (Coppin, 2015). Given that a traditional scientific 
textbook contains over 500 images (Ladner et al., 2005); 
this can hamper the learning outcomes of students without 
access to visual images. In effect, the recognition of such 
representations may be less accurate and slower for blind 
students than the original representations are for the sighted. 
It has long been said that true experience and knowledge 
comes from first-hand accounts. From a scientific point of 
view, self-reports are limited in that they are dependent on 
an individual's honesty and awareness of what affects their 
experience. On the other hand first-hand accounts can 
provide insights into the lived experiences of participants 
that may not be captured by an objective study. First-hand 
accounts can be a good starting point for research which 
will complement the more objective viewpoints. In the 

proposed tutorial we will use insights from cognitive 
science and the lived experiences of students with visual 
impairment to co-design accessible representations. Co-
design is a well-established method in which participants 
with lived experiences are actively engaged in the design 
process. The tutorial will address accessibility challenges 
related to educational materials used in the field of 
psychology, neuroscience and statistics through the 
following learning objectives (1) to promote a deeper 
understanding of the challenges faced by blind learners; (2) 
to co-design accessible cross-sensory models with blind 
students; and (3) to develop strategies for improving access 
to scientific content and inclusion in classrooms. 

The tutorial will begin with a 30 minute introduction of 
current research being conducted around inclusive strategies 
and the accessibility challenges of blind learners in the field 
of psychology and STEM education. This will be followed 
by a 20 minute introduction of inclusive design and the 
Seven Principles of Universal Design (Story, 1998). These 
approaches to design will inform the strategies that will be 
implemented during the co-design. There will then be a 30 
minute demonstration of accessible learning tools that can 
be implemented in classrooms. Participants will then be 
divided into small groups and engage in a 60 minute co-
design of non-visual representations with sighted and blind 
facilitators. During the co-design, participants will build 
simple and accessible cross-sensory prototypes using simple 
materials around in their homes. Participants will learn 
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strategies for making simple models perceptible to blind 
users. These strategies can be used to make scientific 
images and diagrams from psychology textbooks more 
accessible. Following the co-design, there will be a 40 
minute discussion around each group’s prototype and 
experience. The tutorial will conclude with a discussion on 
how inclusive design can be applied to the respective 
practices of the participants. The tutorial will include 
feedback from a multi-disciplinary team of psychology and 
inclusive design students and faculty from the University of 
Guelph-Humber and OCAD University. 
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Keywords: Psychology experimental method; HCI usability 
studies. 

(I)  Objectives and scope of the tutorial 
The lack of materials on the details of running human 
experiments can lead to a gap between theory and practice, 
which is particularly acute in cognitive science experiments 
done outside of psychology departments. The details about 
how to run the studies themselves, how to interact with 
participants and other tacit knowledge about how to run a 
study are often not available, or available only through 
apprenticeship in a psychology or HCI lab: forcing 
practitioners to learn through trial and error. Researchers in 
psychology thus often end up appalled by the lack of this 
common but undocumented sense when behavioral research 
is performed and reported by researchers outside of 
psychology.  

This tutorial provides practical advice on how to run 
studies for beginning students and researchers starting to run 
studies. This tutorial will provide participants with an 
overview of how to run studies with human participants, not 
how to design or analyze studies. Specifically, we will focus 
on how to setup, debug, and run many basic studies in 
cognitive science. It will help people running experiments to 
run them more effectively, safely, and comfortably.  Our 
purpose is to provide hands-on knowledge about 
experimental procedure.   

The tutorial will cover the major topics noted in Figure 1. 
In particular, the tutorial will cover the role of identifying 
the research problem and reading in the general area; prepa-
ration for running a study, including piloting and IRB pro-
posals; preparing to run a formal study, including adver-
tising and recruiting subjects; running study sessions; and 
wrapping up a study.  

The tutorial will be done as a half-day tutorial as it was at 
Cognitive Science 2012 in Japan, with around 50 
participants, at the Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2012, 
and at TU/Chemnitz in 2013.  

(II)  How the tutorial will be delivered  
The tutorial will cover the topics in Figure 1 using a 
lecture/discussion format.  We will use some prerecorded 
material and plenty of discussion and workshop style 
interactions, either on the conference platform or in Zoom 
or Zoom-like rooms.  The topics will be introduced using a 
presentation. Discussion will follow each section using 
scenarios and questions included in the book and developed 
for the Cognitive Science Conference.   

An early draft (approximately half the current length) of 
the material is available in a tech. report at 
acs.ist.psu.edu/reports/ritterKM09.pdf, and published copies 
are available from Sage through SageResearchMethods’ site 
(perhaps for free in your university library).  Complimentary 
copies are available to instructors through Sage’s web site.  

 

 
Figure 1.  A pictorial summary of the research process 

with respect to running a human behavioral study.  This is 
similar to, but developed separately from Bethel and 
Murphy’s (2010) figure for human-robotic studies  

 

 (III)  Why the presenter and authors are well 
suited to give a tutorial in the proposed area 

The presenters are well qualified to prepare and present a 
tutorial in this area.  Along with colleagues, Ritter has 
written a book for Sage on this topic (Ritter, Kim, Morgan, 
& Carlson, 2013).   

Ritter has also run and directed studies with human 
participants (e.g., Friedrich & Ritter, 2020; Klein, Bennett, 
Whetzel, Granger, & Ritter, 2010; Reder & Ritter, 1992; 
Ritter, Freed, & Haskett, 2005; St. Amant, Horton, & Ritter, 
2004).  His collaborators on this tutorial and book include 
an industrial engineer (Kim), a research assistant who 
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helped run studies (Morgan, recently graduated with a PhD 
from Duke), and a professor of psychology who has been a 
member of an IRB board and director of a psychology 
department subject pool (Carlson).  While not all co-authors 
will be presenting, they have helped prepare the slides.  
They, too, are familiar with running studies (e.g., Carlson & 
Cassenti, 2004; Kim, Dancy, & Sottilare, 2018; Kim & 
Ritter, 2015; Morgan, Cheng, Pike, & Ritter, 2013). 

Ritter is also familiar with tutorials in general because he 
served as the first co-chair of tutorials at the Cognitive 
Science Conference in 1999.  Since then he has severed as 
tutorial chair or co-chair at the Cognitive Science Confer-
ence (2001, 2002, 2004, 2005), and at the International 
Conference on Cognitive Modeling (2004, 2006, 2007, 
2009, 2010, 2012, 2013), and was the co-chair of the 2011 
HCI Consortium Workshop, which was made up 
exclusively of tutorials on ways of knowing in HCI.  

 (IV)  Why it is appropriate to have a tutorial 
in the proposed area? 

Practical skills on how to run studies are well known and 
well taught skills in psychology departments, but often not 
well known outside of psychology departments.  Yet, in 
cognitive science, if the field believes in building computa-
tional models and gathering data to test those models then 
how to gather that data is an important skill for every 
cognitive scientist, no matter their home discipline or 
outlook. Or, if researchers start the other way ‘round by 
having non-psychologists gather data to test their model, for 
example, work by Morita and colleagues (Morita, Miwa, 
Kojima, & Ritter, 2011), this background knowledge is 
required.  
 There are few teaching materials on the practical details 
on how to run studies, which this tutorial addresses.  So, this 
tutorial covers an established but not well documented or 
often formally taught common technique.  The tutorial and 
related book show that there are important aspects of this 
technique.  We would argue that without training, these 
aspects are not well known to researchers outside of 
psychology, and the lack of this knowledge puts the 
resulting researchers and research done by those not trained 
at risk for failure of uninterpretable, non-reproducible, or 
incorrect results.   

 (V)  The likely audience for the tutorial.  
In addition to the tutorials presented at conferences as noted 
above, earlier versions of the material have been used in 
teaching graduate courses at Carleton University (cognitive 
science, Canada), U. of Connecticut (human factors, US), 
Florida Institute of Technology (HCI), U. of Texas at 
Houston (medical informatics), Middlesex U. (HCI, UK), 
Georgia Tech (industrial engineering), and at Penn State 
(information sciences and HCI).  So, we believe that is 
accessible and useful to undergraduate and graduate 
students who are working with human participant studies, 
but are outside of psychology departments.   

So, the likely audience for the tutorial are students and 
researchers outside of psychology departments who are run-
ning studies with humans in cognitive science and related 
disciplines, or are thinking about such studies.  It will also 
be useful to researchers in industry related to cognitive 
science who are interested in running safer, more efficient, 
more controlled experiments.   
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Significance of the topic
Dynamic Field Theory (DFT) has now been around now for
a good while (Schöner, Spencer, & DFT Research Group,
2016). Formalizing the earlier dynamical systems metaphor,
it has been used as a theoretical framework to understand
a broad range of sensory-motor behaviors and elementary
cognitive processes like metric working memory (Johnson
& Spencer, 2016), change detection (Johnson, Spencer,
Luck, & Schöner, 2009), cognitive control (Buss & Spencer,
2014), and movement generation (Knips, Zibner, Reimann,
& Schöner, 2017).

Dynamic Field Theory postulates that neural populations
provide a privileged level of description at which the link
between neural and mental or behavioral processes is closest
(Schöner, 2019). The forward connectivity between neural
populations and the sensory or motor surfaces as assessed
in tuning curves constitutes the low-dimensional spaces
that are spanned by neural fields, which are thus tightly
coupled to sensory-motor processes. On the other hand,
activation may be generated entirely within neural fields by
regular patterns of intra-field connectivity that make localized
peaks of activation attractor states of the implied neural
dynamics. This is due to the generic form of connectivity
within populations in which neurons tuned to similar feature
values are excitatorily coupled, while neurons tuned to
dissimilar feature values are inhibitorily coupled. Detection
and selection decisions are stabilized by such interactions as
is working memory. Active generation of time courses of
activation by such neural dynamics are the basis for sequence
and movement generation.

Neural fields are essentially strongly recurrent neural
networks tuned to low-dimensional features spaces. The
emphasis of DFT is on the autonomy of neural processing,
in which no “read-out” or other interface with non-neural
processing are invoked to generate funtion, ultimately
demonstrable on an embodied cognitive agent. A challenge
is to understand the autonomous generation of sequences
of thoughts or actions characteristic of higher cognition
within this framework. Recent work has established first

footholds on this road. The perceptual grounding of spatial
and movement relations has been demonstrated to emerge
from DFT architectures (Richter, Lins, & Schöner, 2017;
Lins & Schöner, 2019; Sabinasz, Richter, Lins, Richter, &
Schöner, 2020). Mental map formation (Kounatidou, Richter,
& Schöner, 2018), learning serial order from demonstration
(Tekülve, Fois, Sandamirskaya, & Schöner, 2019), visual
search and the autonomous building of scene memory
(Grieben et al., 2020), and generating intentional states in
an autonomous agent (Tekülve & Schöner, 2019) are other
examples.

Goal of the tutorial
In the tutorial, cognitive scientists will acquire the
fundamental concepts of DFT. Advanced topics in DFT
including higher-dimensional fields, coupling fields into
architectures, and sequence generation will lead to an
understanding of how DFT approaches higher cognition. We
will facilitate the transition for participants to build their own
models in this framework building on the software framework
cedar.

Structure and activities in the tutorial
We will adapt the tutorial format to the virtual nature of
CogSci 2020. Tutorial lectures (40 minute videostreams
followed by 15 minute discussion) will introduce the
foundational concepts of DFT. Case studies (ca 20
minutes with shorter discussion) will exemplify the
use of these concepts to model elements of higher
cognition from visual search and sequence generation
to the perceptual grounding of relational concepts and
cognitive control. Interactive simulators (available at
dynamicfieldtheory.org/cosivina) will be used to
illustrate ideas. Models built in cedar, an open source
graphical programming framework, available pre-compiled
for most operating systems at cedar.ini.rub.de), will be
demonstrated. Code for all models will be available to
participants for their own experimentation. As the virtual
format makes “live” hands-on sessions impractical, we will
offer individual support to participants upon request outside
the CogSci sesssion (see also dynamicfieldtheory.org).

1. Tutorial: Foundational concepts of DFT [Gregor Schöner]
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2. Case study: A DFT model of motor habituation [Sophie
Aerdker]

3. Tutorial: Advanced concepts of DFT: cued selection,
binding, coordinate transforms [Gregor Schöner]

4. Case study: Visual search [Raul Grieben]

5. Tutorial: Sequence generation [Jan Tekülve]

6. Case study: Introduction to cedar [Mathis Richter, Raul
Grieben]

7. Tutorial: Grounding of relational concepts [Mathis
Richter, Daniel Sabinasz]

8. Tutorial: Cognitive control [Aaron Buss]

9. Discussion and outlook [All]

Tutorial organizers and lecturers
Gregor Schöner will lecture on the foundations of DFT and
its advanced features. He is the Director of the Institute for
Neural Computation (INI) at the Ruhr-University Bochum in
Germany and holds the chair for Theory of Cognitive Systems
there. For the last 30 years, Gregor Schöner has brought to
bear his background in theoretical physics on disciplines as
varied as movement science, visual psychophysics, cognitive
science, neuroscience, cognitive robotics, and computer
vision. He contributed scientficially to the dynamical
systems account for movement coordination, the concept
of the uncontrolled manifold, the counter-change model
of motion detection, and the attractor dynamics approach
to motion planning. He is one of the originators of
Dynamic Field Theory and established its neural grounding
through Distributions of Population Activation working with
neuroscientists. He has held academic positions in the US,
France, and Germany, and has published over 250 scientific
articles.

Aaron Buss will lecture on using DFT to understand
cognitive control and its development. He is an Assistant
Professor of Psychology at The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville. He received a B.S. from North Central College
in 2007 and Ph.D. in Psychology from The University of
Iowa in 2013. He is recipient of the D. C. Spriestersbach
Dissertation Award from the University of Iowa. His research
examines executive function and brain-behavior relationship
across the lifespan. He is also trail-blazing the analysis of
neural imaging data based on neural dynamic models. His
research is funded by NIH (R01HD092485).

Mathis Richter is one of the architects of cedar and wrote
his doctoral dissertation on a DFT account for the grounding
of relational concepts. He is currently a postdoc at the INI
working on using DFT in neuromorphic systems.

Sophie Aerdker, Raul Grieben, Daniel Sabinasz, and
Jan Tekülve are doctoral students at the INI and will
provide case studies and tutorials based on their ongoing
dissertation research in extending the reach of DFT toward
higher cognition.
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Overview 
There is widespread agreement that environmental geometry 
can be used in reorientation by human children, adults and 
non-human species. However, there is less agreement about 
the use of landmarks or “features”. Human adults almost 
always use them, but feature use is less common in young 
children and non-human animal species. One way of 
explaining these facts is to suggest that there is widespread 
availability of a “geometric module” for reorientation by the 
shape of environmental enclosures, while the ability to use 
landmarks represents a signature achievement of human 
spatial cognition, related to an array of other abstract 
processes such as map use, spatial communication, and 
analogical reasoning (Lee & Spelke, 2010).  
 
This proposal is not the only way to account for the 
phenomena. Several other theoretical frameworks vie to 
account for the hundreds of empirical findings on 
reorientation. One possibility is that there is an early-arising 
capacity to use landmarks for spatial information, with an 
initially low ‘weight’ that becomes strengthened over time 
(adaptive combination models, Xu, Regier, & Newcombe, 
2017). Other proposals involve view-matching accounts 
(Stürzl, Cheung, Cheng, & Zeil, 2008) and learning theory 
accounts (Miller & Shettleworth, 2007).  
 
This symposium will consist of three papers and two 
commentaries. The first paper will be a philosophical analysis 
of the arguments lying behind the various theories, and the 
evidence each one seeks to explain (Duval). The second and 
third will present new empirical evidence (Lee, Shusterman). 
Following these papers, two discussants will provide 
commentaries from the point of view of learning accounts 
(Miller) and adaptive combination accounts (Newcombe). 

Paper 1 
Alexandre Duval (a.duval@sheffield.ac.uk) 
Department of Philosophy, University of Sheffield 

45 Victoria Street, Sheffield, S3 7QB UK 
 

This presentation will begin by summarizing the argument 
presented in Cognition (Duval, 2019) regarding the 
representation selection problem and how it offers the 
prospect of breaking the impasse in the debate between a 

geometric-module approach to spatial reorientation and a 
view-matching approach. The representation selection 
problem requires explaining how subjects can reliably select 
the relevant representation with which they initiate the 
reorientation process. The argument is that the view-
matching framework does not have the resources to address 
this problem, while a certain type of theory within the 
geometric-module framework can provide a natural response 
to it. The article also developed a new geometric-module 
theory.  
 
Duval will then go on to argue that (for reasons other than the 
ones discussed in 2019) we should favor geometric-module 
models over adaptive-combination models (like Xu, Regier 
& Newcombe, 2017) and associative models (like Miller & 
Shettleworth, 2007), especially as they pertain to animals. 
The argument draws mainly from work in neuroscience about 
place cells and head-direction cells. 

Paper 2 
Sang Ah Lee (sangah.lee@kaist.ac.kr) 

Department of Bio and Brain Engineering, Korea Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology 

291 Daehak-ro, Daejeon, 34141 Republic of Korea 
 

One of the debates surrounding reorientation findings 
involves the nature of the cognitive computations that 
underlie boundary-based spatial navigation. In particular, if 
there is a bias to reorient by boundaries, is it because they 
are represented differently from other non-boundary cues 
(as in the geometric module theory)? Alternatively, is it 
because a boundary is simply more salient due to its size, 
even though it is represented in exactly the same way as 
other visual cues (as in view-matching theories)?  
 
In this talk Lee will argue that visual representation 
(although not visual view-matching) of boundaries play a 
crucial role in vertebrate navigation. First, she will illustrate 
the importance of the visual representation of the 3D 
environmental structure in the spatial navigation by 
reviewing behavior evidence from a variety of species 
(including humans) starting early on in development. 
Second, she will provide evidence from both functional 
neuroimaging and direct intracranial recordings of the 
human hippocampus that suggests that not only do we share 
hippocampal boundary representations with other animals, 
we can activate those representations with purely visual 
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information using computer-based navigation tasks that do 
not require actual movement. Finally, she will propose that 
boundary representations in the brain’s visual scene 
processing network provides input to and therefore 
ultimately guides our sense of where we are and where we 
are going.    

Paper 3 
Anna Shusterman (ashusterman@wesleyan.edu) 

Department of Psychology, Wesleyan University  
Middletown CT 06459 USA 

 
Experiments to date testing reorientation have typically used 
a rectangular space with one marked wall: a setup in which 
children readily use the geometric information afforded by 
the rectangular shape. When children succeed in this setup, it 
is impossible to know whether they used geometry plus an 
AT relation between the target and the landmark to find the 
target location, or whether they are truly reorienting by the 
marked landmark wall. Children can compute and remember 
locations “at” or “not at” a landmark from early ages 
(Bushnell et al., 1995), but they have difficulty with more 
complex spatial relations. Thus, the developmental trajectory 
traced in the rectangular reorientation setup does not answer 
how children come to use landmarks alone, absent geometry, 
for reorientation.  
 
To address this question, Shusterman will report on a series 
of studies conducted in a large, square room with one marked 
wall. This setup eliminates informative geometry and allows 
us to observe children’s use of landmarks alone. Results 
indicate no landmark-based reorientation before age 3, and a 
gradual, increasingly sophisticated integration of landmarks 
into reorientation behavior between ages 4 and 7. Young 
children do not use the landmarks even when they are the 
only cue available, a finding more consistent with a 
protracted conceptual process rather than a shift in the 
weights assigned to different cues. Drawing on these data, 
Shusterman will address why landmark use is challenging for 
children, and will lay out a theoretical account, the Spatial 
Symbol Hypothesis, to explain the nature of the abstract 
conceptual leap that children must make to use landmarks as 
adults do, in reorientation and other abstract spatial tasks.  

Discussant 1 
Noam Miller (nmiller@wlu.ca) 

Departments of Psychology & Biology, Wilfrid Laurier 
University 

Waterloo ON N2L 3C5 CANADA 
 

One of the challenges for any account of spatial reorientation 
that aims to cover both the human data and the data from 
other species is accounting for learning. First, when non-
human animals do use features (and they do), it is difficult to 
see how symbolic coding can account for this fact. Second, 
non-human animals show pronounced improvements in 

spatial reorientation tasks over time, tested in hundreds of 
trials, whereas experiments with humans, including children, 
involve much shorter runs of trials with no learning observed 
over these runs. Miller will discuss problems with various 
explanations of spatial reorientation when considered in the 
light of these data.  

Discussant 2 
Nora S. Newcombe (newcombe@temple.edu) 

Department of Psychology, Temple University 
Philadelphia PA 19122 USA 

 
Adaptive combination approaches include a potential role 
for spatial symbols in developmental transitions, but they 
also consider the potential role of other factors, including 
environmental variations (size of the enclosure) and neural 
change (hippocampal development). Considering multiple 
factors offers flexibility in accounting for differences as 
well as similarities across species. However, a potential 
pitfall is that excessive flexibility can render an approach 
unfalsifiable. Newcombe will discuss how to address the 
philosophical and empirical questions posed in the first 
three papers, as well as the possibility of future studies that 
would make crucial predictions to adjudicate among the 
competing theories.  
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Introduction 
Proportional reasoning is a ubiquitous part of the human 

experience. We engage in proportional reasoning to meet 
both informal and specialized goals across a range of 
domains, such as medicine (e.g., disease rates, drug dosages), 
finance and commerce (e.g., interest rates, discounts), 
cooking and baking (e.g., scaling ingredient amounts), and 
many others. Given this variation in usage, it may not be 
surprising that proportional reasoning does not have a 
singular definition or interpretation, but instead is a complex 
topic with many interconnected concepts. The central goal of 
this symposium is to shed light on this complexity by 
discussing diverse perspectives of proportional reasoning.   

Proportion Tracking as a Learning Mechanism 
Substantial work suggests that human infants are able to track 
proportional information (McCrink & Wynn, 2006; Duffy, 
Huttenlocher, & Levine, 2005) and use it to make 
probabilistic inferences (Denison, Reed, & Xu, 2013), 
inferences about populations from samples (Xu & Garcia, 
2008), and inferences about other people’s preferences 
(Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010). Furthermore, these early 
abilities to use proportional information may form the basis 
of a powerful domain general learning mechanism early in 
development (Xu & Kushnir, 2013).  

Speaker: Stephanie Denison 
Denison will discuss the current state of evidence on the 
earliest developments of proportion-based probabilistic 
reasoning. Although substantial research suggests that 
infants, non-human primates, and other species can engage in 
proportional and probabilistic reasoning (e.g., Denison et al., 
2013; Eckert et al., 2018; Teglas et al., 2007), there are mixed 
results in 3- and 4-year-olds’ abilities to make similar 
inferences (Girotto et al., 2016; Gualtieri & Denison, 2019). 
This talk will raise a number of possible causes of these age 
differences, including whether current methods mask the 
abilities of preschoolers or whether infant methods should be 
revisited. She also examines how differences in conceptual 
development (i.e., the maturity of preschoolers versus infants 

and non-human animals) may contribute to preschoolers’ 
apparent dip in performance.  

Proportion as One Source of Information 
Additionally, by 6-years-old children begin to show 
systematic errors in proportional reasoning in certain 
contexts. When the stimuli involve countable information 
(e.g., the number of pieces), children may erroneously decide 
that 2/3 < 3/7 because 2 < 3 (Boyer, Levine, & Huttenlocher, 
2008). Importantly, children are able to reason proportionally 
when the stimuli are not divided (i.e., countable number is 
not available; Boyer et al., 2008). Together, these findings 
suggest that children’s difficulties with proportional 
reasoning at this age may be due to a strategy change (i.e., 
over-use of counting) in contexts that impact the saliency of 
different information (i.e., number versus proportion).  

Speaker: Michelle Hurst 
Hurst will discuss her work investigating what impacts young 
children’s tendency to use  proportional versus numerical 
quantities to make judgements across a range of domains, 
including probability (Hurst & Cordes, 2018), category 
learning (Hurst & Cordes, 2019), social evaluations based on 
resource distribution, and children’s interpretation of the 
word “most”. Although there are domain-specific strategies, 
the data suggest that some perceptual features impact 
proportional reasoning similarly across a range of domains.   

Ratio as a Type of Quantity 
Akin to absolute magnitude, which can be extracted from 
discrete sets (i.e., the number of items) or continuous formats 
(e.g., length, area), proportional magnitude can be processed 
via the ratio of discrete number, 1D extent, 2D area, and so 
on. Although there is substantial work investigating the 
developmental and psychophysical characteristics of 
absolute magnitude representations (Brannon, Lutz, & 
Cordes, 2006; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Leibovich & 
Henik, 2013), researchers have only recently begun to 
investigate proportion magnitude in this way.  

Speaker: Yunji Park 
Park will discuss her work investigating people’s ability to 
track both absolute and proportional quantity across 
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development (preschools, 2nd grade, 5th grade, and adults) and 
format (dots, lines, circles, and irregular blobs). Overall, 
performance does vary across format type and development 
and the pattern of format differences was the same for both 
absolute and ratio comparisons. However, performance on a 
given ratio comparison format was more related to 
performance on the other types of ratio than the absolute 
comparison in the same format. These results highlight both 
similarities and differences in how absolute and relative 
quantities are represented across formats and development. 

Ratio as an Abstraction  
Decades of psychophysical research has shown that 
quantitative representations are encoded in an analog format 
wherein discriminations among values are limited by the ratio 
between them (e.g., Moyer & Landauer, 1967). The mental 
scaling of quantities is thus inherently proportional.  

Speaker: Jessica Cantlon 
Cantlon will discuss data showing that adults and children 
compare different continua spontaneously by translating 
them into a common psychological space that preserves their 
ratio relations. Adults spontaneously track similarities 
between sequences of height, size, loudness, brightness, and 
pitch based on relative, proportional changes in values for 
each dimension. This proportional representation emerges by 
at least 5 years of age – when children compare sequences of 
different lengths, they align the sequence endpoints and 
compare their relative values. A computational function of 
proportional scaling is that it is useful (if not necessary) for 
comparing quantities between modalities and dimensions. 

Discussion 
Overall, Denison’s expertise in infant proportional reasoning 
and cognition, Hurst’s expertise in proportional reasoning 
across development and contexts, Park’s expertise in ratio 
magnitude representation across formats, and Cantlon’s 
expertise in magnitude representation will allow for broad 
and deep discussion of the open questions and theoretical 
implications of these distinct perspectives. The discussion 
will focus on how these varying perspectives inform each 
other, where they diverge and provide different predictions or 
implications, and what important next steps are necessary for 
developing and testing a unified theory of proportional 
reasoning. By bringing together scholars investigating 
proportional reasoning from varying perspectives, this 
symposium aims to bridge across these disparate research 
silos. Our hope is that new insights will emerge and 
collaborations will be formed that will allow for substantial 
and continued progress in understanding how the human 
mind represents proportional information.  
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Abstract

Research in decision-making has recently begun to empha-
size predictive accuracy as the dominant principle for design-
ing and evaluating choice models. This emphasis has led to
the development of increasingly more precise models of hu-
mans’ risk preferences, as measured in certain experimental
paradigms built upon certainty equivalence testing. In this
paper, we argue that the level of precision attained by recent
choice models is unexpected, because human preferences are
irreducibly noisy. We support this argument by conducting ex-
periments to measure intra-observer consistency in choice be-
havior in two common risk preference paradigms: decisions
from description and experience. We find that while current
choice models of decisions from experience align fairly well
with the upper limits of choice consistency seen in our experi-
mental data, choice models for decisions from description are
significantly more consistent with humans’ choices than the
humans themselves are consistent with their own choices. We
discuss some theoretical and practical implications of our re-
sults.
Keywords: risk preferences; predictability; decisions from ex-
perience; choice modelling

Introduction
The certainty equivalence paradigm for measuring risk pref-
erences is one of the workhorses of behavioral economics re-
search (Farquhar,1984). A typical certainty equivalence task
seeks to elicit the lowest certain amount that someone might
prefer over a given risky gamble. Beginning with Erev et al.
(2010), variants of this task have been developed and studied
using recurring choice prediction tournaments. The primary
ambition of these tournaments is to potentiate the develop-
ment of models that can make accurate quantitative predic-
tions for risky choice behavior, including the reproduction of
classic anomalies previously reported in the behavioral de-
cision theory literature (Erev, Ert, Plonsky, Cohen, & Co-
hen,2017).

While models of human decisions have historically been
assessed using a mix of qualitative insights and quantitative
tests, prediction tournaments have focused on making quan-
titatively precise predictions to the exclusion of other pos-
sible criteria for assessing the feasibility of models (Erev
et al.,2017). Tournaments are conducted by allowing teams
to fit choice models to human choices made on some cer-
tainty equivalence problems, and winning models are identi-
fied as the ones that most accurately predict human choices
for a different set of problems. This paradigm aligns quite
well with how supervised classification algorithms are trained

from data (Bishop,2006). Perhaps as a consequence, machine
learning models are now both competing and collaborating
with theory-driven models in more recent prediction tourna-
ments with excellent empirical success (Bourgin, Peterson,
Reichman, Griffiths, & Russell,2019).

The empirical success of this research program, given its
pure predictive emphasis, is measured in terms of the cor-
relation of model predictions with human choices. Choice
models developed through these tournaments have gone from
explaining about 70% of the variance in human choices, as
in the baseline models used in Erev et al. (2010) to explain-
ing more than 90% of the variance in human choices, as in
the BEAST model presented in (Erev et al.,2017). Machine
learning models built using features identified as important
by BEAST are able to approach test set values even more
closely (Bourgin et al.,2019).

However, this empirical success is more than a little
surprising, given the irreducibly stochastic nature of risky
choices (Bhatia & Loomes,2017). If someone asks you to
either pick 20 tokens of cash for certain or a gamble that will
pay 100 tokens 20% of the time, it is very likely that your re-
sponse may vary across multiple elicitations (Luce, Suppes,
et al.,1965). Thus, if someone uses one of these elicitations
to construct a dataset to fit a theory of decisions under risk,
one would expect that the theory would not be complete. In
plain language, given the intuitively fickle nature of human
choices, can we actually expect choice models to predict them
so well? This is the question we ask and try to answer in this
paper.

How predictable are risky choices?
Recent research allows us to also pose the puzzle of the ul-
timate predictability of risky choices more formally. Work-
ing within the framework of supervised rule learning from fi-
nite features, Fudenberg, Kleinberg, Liang, and Mullainathan
(2019) frame the question of completeness as asking how
close the performance of a given predictive model is to the
best predictive performance achievable in a particular do-
main. They propose a clever formalism to measure complete-
ness for a class of models F trying to map observations X to
prediction labels Y as

C(F ) =
ε( fnaive)− ε( fmodel)

ε( fnaive)− ε( fideal)
, (1)
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where ε(·) is prediction error, fnaive is a random predictor,
fmodel is a properly estimated parametric model trained on the
data, and fideal is the unparameterized set of mappings from
X to Y that minimizes the error on the training dataset. The
core idea behind completeness is that it tries to differentiate
the portion of error that might exist because of model mis-
specification from the irreducible portion that exists because
of stochasticity in the data.

As a demonstration, Fudenberg et al. (2019) estimate com-
pleteness on a large dataset containing 8906 certainty equiv-
alence responses elicited from 179 subjects (Bruhin, Fehr-
Duda, & Epper,2010) and show that cumulative prospect the-
ory (Tversky & Kahneman,1992) is 95% complete as a model
of such choices. That is, models given access to the same
feature set as CPT (payoffs, probabilities) can at best hope to
achieve a 5% improvement in prediction error beyond a prop-
erly estimated CPT model on certainty equivalence tasks. A
similar analysis was conducted for Technion Estimation (TE),
Technion Competition (TC) and our own dataset for Decision
from Description (DFD) and they were found to be respec-
tively 93%, 91% and 98% complete.

This expectation is in stark contrast with the results seen
in prediction tournaments. In the very first prediction tour-
nament, a logistic regression model was able to reduce pre-
diction error on the test set by close to an order of magnitude
(CPT: 0.084, LR: 0.013) (Erev et al.,2010). The regression
model uses only the information presented in the bare de-
scription of a certainty equivalence problem - the tuple {H,
M , L, p}, indicating respectively the high, medium and low
payoffs, and the probability of obtaining the high payoff, re-
spectively. While the CPT model could explain 70% of the
variance in the test set responses, the LR model could explain
nearly 90%.

So we have a mystery. Statistical estimates of irreducible
variability of risky choices suggest that simple CPT-style
models are close to the limits of predictability for risky
choices (Fudenberg et al.,2019), explaining about 70% of the
variability in respondents’ choice behavior (Erev et al.,2010).
Yet empirical performance in prediction tournaments has ex-
ceeded CPT performance by an order of magnitude, incen-
tivizing the development of increasingly elaborate models of
risky choice (Plonsky et al.,2019). Either the statistical esti-
mates are mistaken, or the prediction tournament results are
suspect.

In this paper, we report results from a pair of simple experi-
mental studies seeking to unravel this mystery. To obtain a di-
rect empirical upper bound for predictability of risky choices,
we ask how well observers’ behavior when presented with
a particular choice problem predicts the same observers’ be-
havior when presented with the same choice problem again,
controlling for memory-based consistency effects. In effect,
we have experiment participants act as models of choice for
their own behavior and see how well this model does, as mea-
sured by standard metrics used in choice prediction tourna-
ments.

Method
Design
A set of expectation-matched risky choice problems were pre-
sented to each participant, at a gap of at least a week over the
course of three weeks, following the protocol schematized in
Figure 1. Two experiments were conducted, testing for choice
consistency in decisions from description and experience re-
spectively.

Figure 1: Experiment Design For each participant, problem
space is randomly divided into four equal subsets.Half of the
problems presented in Week 1 are repeated in Week 2 (subset
A), and the other half in Week 3 (subset B). Week 2 and 3 re-
peated problems are interspersed with remaining fresh prob-
lems (subsets C and D).

In each experiment, as shown in Figure 1, each participant
solves 30 problems per week, with half the problems seen
in Week 1 being repeated during Week 2, and the other half
repeating in Week 3. Throughout this paper, we refer to the
first instances of problem presentation for a given participant
as fresh problems, while second presentations will be called
repeated problems.

The problem space used in our experiments is the Estima-
tion set in the first Technion Choice Prediction Tournament
consisting of 60 problems (Erev et al.,2010). We hosted the
experiments online and participants were able to participate
at their convenience. Participants were recruited from the IIT
Kanpur campus where the study was conducted. Email re-
minders were sent every week to all participants. The study
protocol was reviewed and approved by an IRB.

Decisions from Description
In decisions from description (DFD), for each problem,
participants were asked to choose between risky and safe
choices, given explicit payoff and probability descriptions.
Participants responded to 30 unique problems each day, with
each problem presented only once on any given day. Problem
order was randomized across participants, and within partici-
pants for repeat presentations as indicated in Figure 1.
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A total of 58(19 female,39 male) participants completed
the experiment, without compensation. Following the proto-
col used in Erev et al. (2010) we presented no outcome feed-
back following choice selections. However, feedback was
provided for one of the randomly selected problems at the
end of each day of the experiment as a notional payoff.

The one-shot DFD paradigm used is identical to the one
used in Erev et al. (2010). This also parallels other large-scale
risk preference elicitation protocols (Bruhin et al.,2010).
However, subsequent prediction tournaments have used a
modified version of this paradigm. In these tournaments, par-
ticipants respond to a choice problem multiple times in the
same sitting, with the first few trials conducted without feed-
back, and the remaining trials conducted with feedback about
both payoffs received and foregone after each choice (Erev et
al.,2017;Plonsky et al.,2019;Bourgin et al.,2019).

Choice Models In the Technion competition, the interest-
ing baseline model is Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT)
given by Tversky and Kahneman (1992) suggesting that the
decision makers choose the prospect with the highest subjec-
tive probability weighted value.

As we mentioned above, the winner of the first DFD tour-
nament was a logistic regression model (Erev et al.,2010).
The logistic choice rule predicts the proportion of risky
choices based on a linear relationship with the predictor vari-
ables - which in this case were the parameters of the problem
and the expected value difference.

A special model has been designed for the special
paradigm of decisions from description with feedback (Erev
et al.,2017). This complex model attempts to computation-
ally unite dynamic expected utility estimation with stochastic
implementations of four cognitive biases. The resulting Best
Estimate and Sampling Tools (BEAST) model was used as
a baseline model for the fourth and fifth prediction tourna-
ments, and has proved extremely difficult to beat, with tour-
nament winners being mostly minor variants of BEAST, and
performing statistically identically (Erev et al.,2017;Plonsky
et al.,2019).

Decisions from Experience
In decisions from experience (DFE), we instantiated the
sampling condition of the Technion tournament (Erev et
al.,2010). A total of 25 male and 22 female participants com-
pleted the experiment. The experiment was presented to the
participant as a series of games representing each problem -
the parameters of which were derived from the problem space
as described above. Instructions were followed by two prac-
tice games which were played under the guidance of the ex-
perimenter to ensure that the participant understood the game.
The actual experiment started after the participant consented
to continue the experiment, after playing the practice games.

For each game, the participant was able to view two buttons
corresponding to safe and risky choices respectively. In the
sampling stage, clicking on any one of the buttons, one at a
time, revealed one outcome for that option, sampled from a

Bernoulli trial corresponding to the conditions of the gamble.
These sampling trials were inconsequential, and participants
were free to sample as many times as they wanted. Once
they had sampled sufficiently many outcomes, they explicitly
indicated a desire to make a final consequential selection with
a button press. In this selection stage, they clicked on any of
the outcomes once, and this outcome was considered the final
outcome of the game. Participants were notionally randomly
incentivized, as in the DFD case.

Choice models The best baseline model for decisions from
experience in the first prediction tournament was a primed
sampler that draws ν samples from the gamble, where ν

is uniformly distributed from 1 to 9, and selects the option
which has the greater average value based on these sampled
values (Erev et al.,2010).

The winning model in this competition was an ensem-
ble model which makes decisions by sampling one of four
equally weighted decision rules (Erev et al.,2010). Of these,
the first decision rule is the baseline model as described
above. The second decision rule is a variant of the first rule
where ν is drawn from the observed distribution of sample
sizes in the observed data, upper-bounded at 20. The third de-
cision rule is a stochastic cumulative prospect theory model.
The final rule is a stochastic implementation of the priority
heuristic (Brandstätter, Gigerenzer, & Hertwig,2006).

Response Variables
For every problem presented in both paradigms above, partic-
ipants make a binary decision between a risky prospect and
safe prospect. Each participant’s response to each problem is
recorded. Additionally, the proportion of participants taking
the risky alternative for every problem is represented as the
problem’s Risky Choice Rate (R-rate). We record R-rates for
all problems in both decisions from description and experi-
ence.

Decisions from experience, however, involve another la-
tent decision of when to stop sampling. Measuring the con-
sistency of this additional decision is also potentially of in-
terest for informing models of information search within
the context of decisions from experience (Hills & Her-
twig,2010;Markant, Pleskac, Diederich, Pachur, & Her-
twig,2015;Srivastava, Muller-Trede, Schrater, & Vul,2016).
To this end, we also record the number of samples the deci-
sion maker takes before committing to a final choice (hence-
forth sampling duration).

Finally, in decisions from experience, an observer is pre-
sented with two choices that can altogether result in any of
three unique payoffs. Observers that terminate information
search before seeing each of the three possible outcomes at
least once will make their final choice without actually un-
derstanding the problem structure. The minimum number of
trials an observer would expect to make to see three unique
outcomes is three. So, to obtain a clearer view of on-task be-
havior in DFE, we also separately report our metrics for all
observations with sampling duration greater than 2.
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Measuring choice consistency
If risk preferences have low inherent stochasticity at the co-
hort level, we expect the R-rate (relative number of times the
risky option is selected by participants) for a problem to be
consistent across repeated elicitations. To quantify this con-
sistency, we compute the correlation between observed and
predicted R-rates across all tested problems. In the special
case of repeated problems, using the R-rates seen in the sec-
ond elicitation as predictors for the first week’s values yields
a simple consistency measure. This measure is additionally
attractive for offering a direct interpretation in terms of per-
centage of variance explained (Erev et al.,2010).

We also report the proportion of agreement PAgree, as cal-
culated in Erev et al. (2010), as an additional cohort-level
measurement of consensus in choices. This is set to 1 for a
problem if both predicted and observed R-rates are greater
than or less than 0.5; otherwise it is set to zero. We report
this value, averaged across all tested problems, in percentage
terms, following convention (Erev et al.,2010).

If risk preferences have low inherent stochasticity at the
individual level, we expect participant responses to the same
problem to be consistent across repeated elicitations. We
measure this individual-level intra-rater reliability using Co-
hen’s κ (Landis & Koch,1977). For our context with agree-
ment to be measured only for binary choices, this is simply

κ =
po− pe

1− pe
,

where po is the number of consistent choices made by an indi-
vidual across all repeated problems divided by the total num-
ber of choices made by that individual during any one presen-
tation of these problems and pe is the probability of random
agreement, calculated using the base risky choice proportions
calculated within participants. We report median intra-rater
reliability across participants, unless stated otherwise.

Results
In all analyses reported below, we refer to our data sources
as follows. Data collected in our experiments are denoted
as coming from RR (Repeated Risk). Data from the train-
ing datasets from the first Technion tournament will be re-
ferred to TE (Technion Estimation), and from the competition
datasets from the same tournament as TC (Technion Compe-
tition). We use both DFD and DFE datasets from all these
data sources. Data from the mixed paradigm used in Erev et
al. (2017) will be referred to using EEP.

Predicting choice proportions
Decisions from description Table 1 summarizes consis-
tency metrics calculated for our DFD experiment’s data, pre-
sented alongside human-model consistency metrics calcu-
lated on our data as well as reported previously on existing
datasets. Three observations stand out as particularly salient.

First, when we use the cohort’s R-rate calculated during re-
peated presentations of problems to predict their own R-rate

during the first presentation of the same problems, we obtain
correlations ranging between 0.67-0.78 and proportions of
agreement ranging between 78%-85%. Notably, these values
are much lower than corresponding values previously found
for model-data comparisons, even for baseline models like
cumulative prospect theory (Erev et al.,2010).

Second, the baseline model does not perform expectedly
well when we tested it on our data, yielding correlation and
agreement proportions of 0.57 and 81% respectively. The
problems used in our DFD experiments were identical to the
ones in the TE dataset, and we applied the model using pa-
rameters estimated on the TE dataset (reported in Erev et
al. (2010)). Thus, the large difference between the model’s
performance on the TC dataset and ours is surprising, and
warrants further investigation.

Third, very little individual level intra-level agreement is
seen across participants (Landis & Koch,1977), with κ= 0.25
in both repeated sets. This is in contrast with the baseline
model, which agrees with the human choice data consistently
more while predicting the Technion data sets κ∈ {0.43,0.51}
than human choices in our dataset agrees with itself. To add
to the puzzle, when applied to our dataset, the model agrees
with the data about as much (κ = 0.23) as expected by the
empirical measurements.

Decisions from experience Table 2 summarizes consis-
tency metrics calculated for our DFE experiment’s data, pre-
sented alongside human-model consistency metrics calcu-
lated on our data as well as reported previously on existing
datasets.

The main observation here is that the range of human-
human correlations and agreement proportions seen in our
data includes the corresponding model-human measurements
reported on the competition set in Erev et al. (2010), though
not similar measurements seen on the estimation set. Since
the winning ensemble model in this tournament was not sig-
nificantly better than the simple primed sampler baseline, our
observation is consistent with the possibility that a simple
primed sampler model might be the best possible model for
predicting R-rates in the decision from experience task.

This possibility is also supported by an additional analy-
sis. In addition to the values reported in Table 2, we sepa-
rately calculated the intra-rater reliability of our participants
on the subset of problems where the expected value difference
between the observed practice sequences was almost identi-
cal (within 5% of the smallest payoff outcome in the dataset)
across the two presentations. In contrast with the fair to mod-
erate values κ ∈ {0.4,0.32} seen for the full set of problems,
we find exceptionally high reliability κ ∈ {0.73,0.78} on this
subset of problems across observers. That is, when the same
people observe the same expected value differences again,
they make the same choices, consistent with the decision cri-
teria of the simple primed sampler model. This finding also
offers a possible explanation for the gap between the empir-
ical and model κ seen in DFE. The baseline primed sampler
does not take observation history into account and so per-
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Table 1: DFD Analysis Choice agreement indicators to check the test-retest reliability between the repeated problems in the
first row. Remaining rows indicate similar analysis using different models as predictors on the observed data sources.
WM = Winning Model (Logistic Regression), BM = Baseline Model (CPT) (Erev et al.,2010), BEAST = Baseline Model (Erev
et al.,2017).
*claimed in (Erev et al.,2010). ** claimed in (Erev et al.,2017). ’ First Presentation of the problems.

Data Sources Subset Observed Predictor Correlation κ PAgree

RR A Week 1 Week 2 0.78 0.25 85%
B Week 1 Week 3 0.67 0.25 78%

RR Fresh A
′
, B
′
, C, D BM 0.57 0.23 81%

TE - TE BM 0.85∗ 0.43 95%∗

WM 0.92∗ 88%∗

TC - TC BM 0.86∗ 0.51 93%∗

WM 0.94∗ 90%∗

EEP - EEP BEAST 0.95∗∗ - -

forms worse than humans themselves in predicting their prior
choices.

Finally, as we note above, the decisions from experience
paradigm actually involves two decisions per problem pre-
sentation - an overt risk preference, and a latent information
search stopping decision governing when to stop sampling
and make a final choice. As shown in Table 3, human-human
correlations for sampling duration in repeated problems for
all observations is 0.64, dropping to 0.54 when only obser-
vations with sampling duration greater than two are consid-
ered. These values indicate reasonable upper bounds on the
predictability of sampling duration in decisions from experi-
ence.

Interestingly, this limit is approached by a recent trial-by-
trial sampling duration model that incorporates the influence
of expected value difference, order-dependent variability in
observation sequences, and the expectation of seeing all three
outcomes at least once before committing to a decision in
predicting sampling duration in such decisions from experi-
ence (Srivastava et al.,2016).

Discussion
We measured the test-retest consistency of response choices
in certainty equivalence experiments by correlating the
decision-related behavior for the same problem by the same
participant, separated by over a week in two standard risky
choice paradigms.

By doing so, we fulfilled two inter-related goals. One,
we obtained a direct characterization of the degree of natural
variability in human observers’ revealed preferences in cer-
tainty equivalence experiments as currently conducted, previ-
ously hinted at theoretically as in Bhatia and Loomes (2017),
or estimated indirectly as in Fudenberg et al. (2019). Two,
we establish predictive upper bounds for the expected accu-
racy of cognitively realistic models of humans’ risky choices.

For decisions from description, we found that participants’
own future choices predicted at most about 60% of the vari-
ability in their previous choices on the same choice problems,

and suggest this as a reasonable upper bound for achievable
prediction performance for realistic choice models of one-
shot decisions from description. We note that our measured
intra-observer choice consistency values are considerably
lower than model-human consistency achieved by contempo-
rary models of risky choice behavior (Erev et al.,2010,2017).
We find this unexpected excess predictability of choice mod-
els at both cohort and individual levels in tournament data
sets, but crucially, not in our own data.

The pattern of results seen in our DFD analysis appears
to be most consistent with the conclusion that earlier choice
models for such tasks have been subtly over-fit to the valida-
tion set, a problem endemic to prediction tournaments with
leaderboards (Dwork et al.,2015). Such a conclusion would
also resolve the mystery of over-performance beyond statis-
tical expectation for risky decisions from description calcu-
lated in Fudenberg et al. (2019).

For decisions from experience, we found that participants’
own future choices again predicted at most about 70% of
the variability in their previous choices on the same choice
problems. Unlike in the case of decisions from description,
we found substantial agreement in the variance in responses
captured by a primed sampler model presented in (Erev et
al.,2010) with our upper bound estimates, suggesting that the
primed sampler model is already close to optimal prediction
performance on this task. We also found additional evidence
supporting the use of an expected value difference criterion
for deciding such decisions from experience, further support-
ing the plausibility of the primed sampler as a near optimal
model of the DFE task.

How do these results affect the mixed paradigm of re-
peated DFD with feedback? We have shown that one-shot
DFD responses greatly separated in time have high variabil-
ity. It is unclear whether response variables collected in
the mixed paradigm will have lower variability (Plonsky et
al.,2019;Bourgin et al.,2019). It could, if the source of be-
havioral variability is short-term noise in the decision pro-
cess, but wouldn’t if the source of variability is longer time-
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Table 2: DFE Analysis Choice agreement indicators to estimate test-retest reliability between repeated problems in the first
row. Remaining rows indicate similar analysis using different models as predictors for observed choices. For each indicator,
we also separately report values for observations with sampling duration greater than 2.
WM = Winning Model (ensemble) and BM = Baseline Model (primed sampler with variability) in Erev et al. (2010).
*claimed in (Erev et al.,2010). ’First Presentation of the problems

Correlations κ PAgree
Data Sources Subset Observed Predictor All SD >2 All SD >2 All SD >2

RR A Week 1 Week 2 0.83 0.80 0.40 0.41 90% 85%
RR B Week 1 Week 3 0.73 0.71 0.32 0.27 88% 85%
RR Fresh A

′
, B
′
, C, D BM 0.84 0.83 0.23 0.25 92% 92%

TE - TE BM 0.88∗ - 0.25 0.25 95%∗ -
WM 0.92∗ - - - 95%∗ -

TC - TC BM 0.80∗ - 0.19 0.2 82%∗ -
WM 0.80∗ - - - 83%∗ -

Table 3: Sampling Duration Correlation for human
model. Correlation values are for each problem and partic-
ipant pair.

Dataset All observations SD >2
A 0.64 0.54
B 0.65 0.56

scale fluctuations in retrieval patterns from long-term mem-
ory (Beck, Ma, Pitkow, Latham, & Pouget,2012). We intend
to investigate this question in future work.
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Abstract 
Evidence from a variety of learning tasks suggests that cues 
that are more predictive of an outcome attract greater attention 
and are learned about more effectively in subsequent tasks. We 
tested whether this learned predictiveness effect is due to the 
objective strength of the cue-outcome association (cue-
outcome correlation), or the degree to which the cue is 
informative for making the correct choice on each trial (choice 
relevance), by manipulating the possible outcome choices 
available on each trial. Experiment 1 compared two sets of cues 
that were equally (and imperfectly) correlated with outcomes 
and showed learning biases in favor of the set of cues that had 
initially been more relevant for choices made on each trial. 
Experiment 2 used a more conventional learned predictiveness 
design in which the cue-outcome correlation was stronger for 
one set of cues (perfect predictors) than the other set (imperfect 
predictors). However, here we manipulated whether or not the 
imperfect predictors could be used to make a correct choice, 
and thus whether the imperfect predictors possessed choice 
relevance that was equal to or less than the perfect predictors. 
In this case, we found no evidence that the relevance 
manipulation made any difference; learning biases towards the 
perfect predictor were evident regardless. The results suggest 
that both cue-outcome correlation and choice relevance can 
lead to changes in associability and learning biases; both were 
individually sufficient but neither were necessary.  

Keywords: attention; associative learning; learned 
predictiveness; associability; choice relevance 

Introduction 
The learned predictiveness effect describes the tendency for 
cues that are good predictors of outcomes to attract more 
attention than cues that are poor predictors of outcomes.  This 
attentional bias towards predictive stimuli persists, 
generating biases in new learning, even in situations where it 
is no longer relevant or warranted. Formal theories of 
learning account for this phenomenon as a change in the 
attention paid to cues (Kruschke, 1996; 2001) or their 
associability (Mackintosh, 1975), which acts as a boost to the 
learning rate, typically combining multiplicatively with 
prediction error (see Don, Beesley & Livesey, 2019).   

Le Pelley and McLaren (2003) first reported the learned 
predictiveness effect using the design shown in Table 1 (see 
also Lochman & Wills, 2003). In this design, participants 
completed a causal learning task where they played the role 
of an allergist determining the cause of a fictitious patient’s 

allergic reactions. On each trial, participants were presented 
with compounds of two cues, and asked to predict which of 
two possible outcomes they thought would occur (O1 and 
O2). In this design, stage 1 serves to establish the learned 
predictiveness bias, and stage 2 serves as a test to determine 
whether this bias transfers to a new set of contingencies.  

 
Table 1: Stage 1 training, stage 2 training, and test trials 

used by Le Pelley & McLaren (2003). 
 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Test LP effect 
AW – O1 AY – O3 AD Prediction of O3: 
AX – O1 BZ – O4 BC AD > XY 
BW – O2 CW – O4 XY  
BX – O2 DX – O3 WZ  
CY – O1 EF – O3 EH Prediction of O4: 
CZ – O1 GH – O4 FG BC > WZ 
DY – O2 IJ – O3 IJ  
DZ – O2 KL – O4 KL  

 
In the typical design, half of the cues in stage 1 are perfect 

predictors (A-D; paired with the same outcome 100% of the 
time), and the other half are imperfect predictors (W-Z; 
paired with both O1 and O2, each 50% of the time), arranged 
so that one cue in each compound is a perfect predictor and 
the other an imperfect predictor. For example, on some trials 
apple and watermelon (AW) are presented and led to a fever 
(O1). On other trials, banana and watermelon (BW) are 
presented and led to a rash (O2). In this example, watermelon 
(W) is an imperfect predictor as it sometimes leads to fever 
and sometimes to rash (paired with O1 and O2). On the other 
hand, A is a perfect predictor of fever (O1) and B a perfect 
predictor of rash (O2).  

Critically, the second stage of training involves new 
outcomes (O3 and O4) occurring in a new context (a new 
patient suffering different allergic reactions), rendering any 
learning about cues in stage 1 irrelevant. Each trial type in 
stage 2 consists of a perfect predictor and an imperfect 
predictor from stage 1, but now both of these are perfectly 
predictive of a new outcome. If participants are able to 
disregard what they have learned in stage 1, then there should 
be no difference in what participants learn about each set of 
cues (A-D vs. W-Z) in stage 2.  
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Instead, Le Pelley and McLaren (2003) found that a 
learning bias persisted in stage 2. In a subsequent test phase, 
participants were presented with compounds consisting of 2 
cues that were previously predictive in stage 1 (e.g., AD, see 
Table 1), or 2 cues that were previously non-predictive in 
stage 1 (e.g., XY, see Table 1) and asked to rate to what extent 
these compounds predicted the outcomes presented in stage 
2 training (O3 and O4). Participants showed better learning 
for the compounds consisting of cues that were previously 
predictive (AD, BC) than for compounds of cues that were 
previously non-predictive of O1 and O2 (WZ, XY). This bias 
has been replicated many times. It has been shown when cues 
are tested individually (e.g. Shone, Harris & Livesey, 2015). 
It coincides with a number of independent measures of overt 
and covert attention (e.g. Le Pelley, Beesley & Griffiths, 
2011). It also displays at least some resistance to instruction 
(e.g. Don & Livesey, 2015). Evidence to date thus suggests 
the learned predictiveness effect is pervasive and relatively 
automatic.  

Le Pelley et al. (2016) have recently proposed that many 
learned attentional changes (including the learned 
predictiveness effect) can be explained by assuming that 
attention to a cue is proportional to its strongest association 
with an outcome. However, evidence from other learning 
procedures suggests that attention might be directed to cues 
that are relevant for solving a discrimination, but are not 
necessarily correlated with an outcome. For instance, in a 
biconditional discrimination (AB+/BC-/CD+/DA-), the 
outcome can be predicted on the basis of the combination of 
two cues even though neither cue in isolation is strongly 
associated with a particular outcome. In some instances, 
features that are relevant for solving a biconditional 
discrimination appear to be attended more strongly in a 
subsequent learning task (Kruschke, 1996a; Uengoer & 
Lachnit, 2012). There are conflicting results, however, that 
suggest that discrete cues like those used in the original 
learned predictiveness paradigm may actually suffer the 
opposite fate, losing attention as a consequence of being 
involved in a biconditional discrimination (Livesey et al., 
2011; 2019).   

In the original learned predictiveness design (see Table 1), 
the predictive cues are perfectly correlated with their 
respective outcomes, but they are also the most relevant cues 
to attend to in order for participants to respond correctly on 
each trial. Since there are only two possible outcomes in stage 
1 of the typical design (see Table 1), the cue-outcome 
correlation and relevance of the cues for responding 
accurately are confounded. Therefore, it is unclear whether 
the learned predictiveness effect in these tasks is determined 
by differences in cue-outcome correlation, differences in the 
relevance of the cue for making correct choices, or both.  

The aim of the current study was to examine the locus of 
the learned predictiveness effect by separately manipulating 
the cue-outcome correlation and the relevance of the cues to 
making the correct response on each trial (choice relevance). 
We define choice relevance as the extent to which a cue is 
informative in identifying the correct response among the 

options available on a particular trial. Note that in these 
experiments, cues were either fully relevant (in principle, the 
choice could be made with 100% accuracy on the basis of the 
cue alone) or fully irrelevant (the cue in isolation predicted 
multiple outcome choices equally). This was achieved by 
increasing the number of possible outcomes in stage 1 
training from two to four, and making only a subset of the 
outcome choices available on any one trial. For example, 
imagine that cue A leads to O1 50% of the time and O2 50% 
of the time but never O3 or O4 (i.e., A is an imperfect 
predictor of both O1 and O2). If O1 and O2 are presented as 
choices on a given trial, cue A is uninformative as it is equally 
correlated with both outcomes. However, if given a choice 
between O1 and O3, the partial correlation with O1 can be 
used to answer correctly 100% of the time. Thus, a cue that 
is an imperfect predictor of a given outcome can be highly 
relevant to making the correct outcome choice. 

Experiment 1 tested whether choice relevance alone was 
sufficient to produce a learned predictiveness effect when all 
cues were imperfect predictors. Experiment 2 tested whether 
manipulating choice relevance had any impact on 
associability when one set of cues was more predictive than 
the other (emulating the typical conditions of the learned 
predictiveness effect). As in Le Pelley and McLaren (2003), 
we used competitive learning in stage 2 of training to test for 
changes in associability as a result of stage 1 training.  

Experiment 1 
The aim of Experiment 1 was to test whether choice 
relevance alone could drive changes in associability. Table 2 
shows the design of Experiment 1 and Figure 1 shows a 
schematic of how cue-outcome correlation and choice 
relevance were separated in the design.  
 

Table 2: Design of Experiment 1. 
 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Test 
Trials Choices Trials Choices  

AW - 1 1 v 3 AZ - 6 5 v 6 All cues 
individually 

tested for 
stage 2 
learning 
then for 
stage 1 
learning 

BX - 2 2 v 4 BY - 5 5 v 6 
CY - 3 3 v 2 CW - 5 5 v 6 
DZ - 4 4 v 1 DX - 6 5 v 6 
AY - 2 2 v 3   
BZ - 1 1 v 4   
CX - 4 4 v 2   
DW - 3 3 v 1   

 
In Table 2, all of the cues (A-D, W-Z) are imperfect 

predictors. For example, A is partially correlated with both 
O1 and O2, and W is partially correlated with both O1 and 
O3. However, cues A-D are rendered relevant by the outcome 
choices available on each trial, while W-Z are rendered 
irrelevant. For example, on AW trials, only O1 and O3 are 
available as choices. Since W is an imperfect predictor of O1 
and O3, W is not relevant or useful for making the correct 
choice. A, on the other hand, is an imperfect predictor of O1 
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and O2, and thus enables participants to make the correct 
choice (O1), rending it relevant on AW trials (see Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of how cue-outcome 
correlation and choice relevance were manipulated in each 

experiment. The correct outcome for AW is O1 in both 
cases. 

Method 
Participants Experiments 1 and 2 were both run using 
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk online platform. Participants 
were compensated USD5 for their participation. The task 
took around 30 minutes to complete. 105 participants 
completed Experiment 1 (32 female, mean age = 34.9 years). 
Procedure The design of Experiment 1 is shown in Table 2. 
The experiment consisted of two training stages, and two test 
phases. Each participant received 12 trials of each of the 8 
trial types in stage 1, and 8 trials of each of the 4 trial types 
in stage 2. Trials were randomized in blocks of 16 for stage 1 
and blocks of 8 for stage 2 (2 of each trial type per block, with 
the spatial layout of the cues counterbalanced within blocks).   

At the beginning of stage 1 training, participants were told 
that they would be playing the role of an allergist and their 
job was to determine what foods were causing different 
allergic reactions in a fictitious patient, “Mr. X”. On each 
trial, participants were presented with a combination of two 
foods, and asked to make a prediction about the outcome by 
pressing keys corresponding to the possible outcomes on 
each trial. Prior to stage 1, participants were told that they 

would have to choose between two of the four possible 
outcomes on each trial. After participants made their choice, 
feedback about the correct outcome was presented for 2 
seconds along with the food cues. After a 1s inter-trial-
interval (ITI), the next trial began. 

Critically, participants were told prior to the start of stage 
2 training that they would now be diagnosing a new patient, 
“Ms. Y” and that this patient is suffering from different 
allergic reactions. Stage 2 training proceeded in a similar way 
to stage 1 training, with participants making choices between 
just two outcomes (O5 and O6).  

After stage 2 training, participants were first tested on their 
stage 2 learning (with O5 and O6), and then on their stage 1 
learning (with O1-O4) in a separate test phase. They were 
told that they would no longer receive feedback as to what 
the correct outcome was. Participants were presented with 
each of the 8 individual cues (A, B, C, D, W, X, Y, Z), and 
asked to rate the likelihood that the patient would suffer from 
each of the allergic reactions. Participants gave a rating for 
each outcome (i.e. O5 and O6 for the critical stage 2 test) on 
a visual analogue scale ranging from “Extremely unlikely” to 
“Extremely likely” with equally spaced intermediate labels 
“Somewhat unlikely” and “Somewhat likely”. Each cue was 
presented once.  

Finally, participants were asked to report how many 
patients they saw across the two training stages and whether 
they wrote anything down during the task. 

Results and Discussion 
We used a threshold of 60% accuracy in the second half of 
stage 1 to identify those who failed to learn (the choice of 
60% is arbitrary but consistent with past studies from our lab 
on attention changes in causal learning, e.g. Don et al., 2019; 
Livesey et al., 2019; Shone et al., 2015). We excluded 
participants who did not meet this criterion, as well as 
participants who failed the writing check, since we explicitly 
told participants not to write anything down. After exclusions 
there were 78 participants remaining. Note that the pattern of 
critical test results in both experiments was the same when 
including all participants. We conducted our frequentist 
analyses using the afex package (Singmann, Bolker, 
Westfall, Aust, & Ben-Shachar, 2019) and Bayesian analyses 
using the BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder, 2018) in 
R (R Core Team, 2019). 

Figure 2 shows the data from the two training phases. It is 
clear that participants acquired the contingencies over both 
training phases. Table 3 reports mean predictive ratings for 
the correct and incorrect outcomes, for the choice-relevant 
cues (A-D) and the choice-irrelevant cues (W-Z), when tested 
first for stage 2 learning then subsequently stage 1 learning. 
The correct ratings for stage 1 learning were calculated by 
taking the mean rating for any outcomes paired with a 
particular cue (e.g., for A, the average of O1 and O2), and the 
incorrect ratings obtained by taking the mean rating for 
outcomes not paired with a particular cue (e.g., for A, O3 and 
O4). Note that critical learning scores are calculated from the 
stage 2 predictive ratings only (stage 1 ratings are presented 
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for completeness only). We calculated a learning score for 
each participant for each cue using the difference in ratings 
for the correct and incorrect outcomes in stage 2 (O5 and O6, 
positive scores indicate better learning). Figure 3 shows the 
distribution of the mean learning scores for the relevant (A-
D) and irrelevant (W-Z) cues (a), and their difference (b). 

 
 

Figure 2: Mean accuracy over both stages of training in 
Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars represent standard error of 

the mean. 
 

Table 3: Experiment 1 predictive ratings. 
 

 Relevant (A-D) Irrelevant (W-Z) 
 Correct Incorrect  Correct Incorrect  

Stage 2 79.3 25.0 75.6 29.3 
 (14.8) (18.5) (17.3) (18.9) 

Stage 1 65.0 33.0 61.6 35.8 
 (14.4) (19.3) (13.3) (16.9) 

 

 
 

Figure 3: a) Violin plots showing the distribution of learning 
scores in Experiment 1 for each cue type with data points 

for each subject joined by lines, and b) violin plot showing 
the distribution of learning score differences between 
relevant and irrelevant cues. Blue boxes indicate +/- 1 
standard error of the mean, solid blue line indicates the 

mean. 
 

Using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), we found 
a significant difference between learning scores for the 
relevant and irrelevant cues, F(1,77) = 6.97, p = .010, η2 = 
.083. Consistent with this result, a Bayesian t-test produced a 
Bayes Factor (BF) in favor of the alternative, BF10 = 3.15. 

This means that the alternative hypothesis is 3 times as likely 
as the null hypothesis for the effect of relevance. Thus, 
despite all cues being imperfect predictors in stage 1 and 
perfect predictors in stage 2, learning in stage 2 was biased 
towards cues that were previously more useful in selecting 
the correct outcome on each trial. The results of Experiment 
1 show that choice relevance alone can produce changes in 
associability, suggesting that it may contribute to, or be 
wholly responsible for, the learned predictiveness effect.  

Experiment 2 
The aim of Experiment 2 was to test whether choice 

relevance has an effect in a more typical learned 
predictiveness design where cues differ in their objective 
relationship with the outcomes in stage 1. The design of 
Experiment 2 is shown in Table 4. Unlike Experiment 1, in 
Experiment 2, one cue of each compound was a perfect 
predictor (cues A-D) and the other was an imperfect predictor 
of the outcome (cues W-Z).  

We manipulated relevance in stage 1 training by allocating 
participants to one of two groups that differed only in the 
choice relevance of the imperfect predictor. The perfect 
predictor in the learned predictiveness design is always 
choice-relevant (for instance cue A informs the learner that 
they should choose O1, see Table 4 and Figure 1). However, 
here we manipulated whether each choice in stage 1 could be 
made on the basis of the imperfect predictor alone, and thus 
whether or not the imperfect predictor possessed choice-
relevance that was equivalent to the perfect predictor. 

In Group Unequal, participants completing stage 1 were 
given choices between the two outcomes that were associated 
with the imperfect predictor. For instance, W is paired with 
O1 and O2, which are both possible outcome choices on AW 
and BW trials (see Table 4 and Figure 1). Therefore, the 
imperfect predictor is not useful for making the correct choice 
(W possesses less choice relevance than A or B). 

In contrast, in Group Equal, participants completing stage 
1 were given choices between an outcome associated with 
both cues (the correct choice) and a foil outcome that was 
never paired with either cue. In this case, the choice can be 
made perfectly on the basis of either cue, and thus the 
relevance of the predictive and non-predictive cues is (in this 
sense) equal. For example, examine AW in Table 4. A is a 
perfect predictor of O1, while W is an imperfect predictor of 
O1 and O2. However, since O2 does not appear in the 
response choices for AW trials (only O1 and O3 appear), W 
can be seen as just as relevant as A in making the correct 
choice (O1, see Figure 1). If choice relevance plays a role, 
then we would expect greater biases in learning towards the 
perfectly predictive cues in Group Unequal. 

Method 
Participants A total of 199 Mechanical Turk participants (71 
female, mean age = 34.6 years) completed Experiment 2, 
randomly allocated to Groups Equal (n = 94) and Unequal (n 
= 105). 
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Table 4: Design of Experiment 2. 
 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Test 
Trials Choices: Group 

Unequal 
Choices: Group 

Equal 
Trials Choices  

AW - 1 1 v 2 1 v 3 AY - 5 5 v 6 All cues 
individually tested 
for stage 2 learning 

then for stage 1 
learning 

AX - 1 1 v 2 1 v 3 BZ - 6 5 v 6 
BW - 2 1 v 2 2 v 4 CW - 6 5 v 6 
BX - 2 1 v 2 2 v 4 DX - 5 5 v 6 
CY - 3 3 v 4 1 v 3   
CZ - 3 3 v 4 1 v 3   
DY - 4 3 v 4 2 v 4   
DZ - 4 3 v 4 2 v 4   

Procedure The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 
except for the changes in design shown in Table 4. In 
particular, in this design, stage 1 compounds always 
contained one perfect predictor and one imperfect predictor. 
For group Equal, the choices presented in stage 1 were always 
between an outcome paired with both the perfect and 
imperfect predictor and an incorrect outcome choice that was 
never paired with either cue. For group Unequal, the choices 
presented in stage 1 were always between an outcome paired 
with both the perfect and imperfect predictor and an incorrect 
outcome choice associated with the imperfect predictor.  

Results and Discussion 
After applying the same exclusion criteria as Experiment 1, 
there were 70 participants remaining in Group 1 and 92 
participants in Group 2. 

Figure 2 shows the results from the training phase in 
Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, participants learned the 
contingencies. There was a significant group difference in 
overall accuracy for both stage 1 training, F(1,160) = 10.9, p 
= .001, η2 = .064, BF10 = 23.9,  and stage 2 training, F(1,160) 
= 6.86, p = .010, η2 = .041, BF10 = 3.90. Participants in Group 
Equal performed better, presumably because both cues on 
each trial were informative about the correct outcome, 
compared to Group Unequal who could only use the perfect 
predictor.  

We analyzed the data in the same way as Experiment 1, 
calculating a learning score for each cue by taking the 
difference between ratings for the correct and incorrect cues 
for stage 2 training (O5 and O6). Table 5 reports mean ratings 
for the perfect and imperfect predictors, for the correct and 
incorrect outcomes, and Figure 5 shows the distribution of 
mean learning scores (a) and difference between perfect and 
imperfect predictors (b). From Figure 5, it appears that 
learning is better for the perfect predictors than the imperfect 
predictors, but the difference is similar across groups. 

 
Table 5: Experiment 2 predictive ratings. 

 

 Perfect predictors 
(A-D) 

Imperfect predictors 
(W-Z) 

 Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
Stage 2     

Unequal 74.9 26.8 62.0 28.8 
(21.5) (25.5) (25.9) (22.2) 

Equal 79.8 17.4 71.4 21.1 
(20.5) (20.7) (24.7) (21.0) 

Stage 1     

Unequal 80.6 24.2 41.4 26.6 
(19.4) (20.3) (22.9) (21.1) 

Equal 85.0 18.5 38.4 23.1 
(18.1) (21.1) (27.9) (21.6) 

 

 
 

Figure 5: a) Violin plots showing the distribution of learning scores in Experiment 2 for each cue type with data points for 
each subject joined by lines, and b) violin plots showing the distribution of learning score differences between perfect and 

imperfect predictors. Blue boxes indicate +/- 1 standard error of the mean, solid blue line indicates the mean. 
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We analyzed the learning scores in a 2-way ANOVA with 
group as a between-groups factor, and predictiveness as a 
within-groups factor. The results were consistent between the 
frequentist and Bayesian ANOVAs. There was a significant 
effect of group, F(1,160) = 8.3, p = .004, ηp2 = .049, BF10 = 
15.3, a significant effect of predictiveness, F(1,160) = 11.8, 
p < .001, ηp2 = .049, BF10 = 7.08, but most importantly, no 
significant interaction, F < 1, BF10 = 0.17. The Bayes Factor 
indicates that the null hypothesis is more than 5 times more 
likely than the alternative for the interaction effect. 
Participants in both groups showed a bias in learning for the 
previously predictive cues, replicating the typical learned 
predictiveness effect. Interestingly, learning scores were 
higher overall in Group Equal. This may indicate a 
motivational or metacognitive consequence of stage 1 
training being easier for this group, even though stage 2 was 
identical in objective difficulty for the two groups. 

Critically, the difference in learning scores between perfect 
predictors and imperfect predictors did not differ between 
groups, suggesting that the effects of differential cue-
outcome correlation, and differential choice relevance are not 
additive. One explanation for these results is that the strength 
of the objective relationship between cues and outcomes 
comes to control the competitive allocation of attention when 
differences in this factor are present, whereas in its absence, 
subordinate factors such as choice relevance, have a stronger 
influence. Thus, when cues differ in their correlation with 
relevant outcomes, or when a single perfect predictor exists, 
manipulating the choice relevance of the imperfect predictor 
does not affect the relative associability of the two cues. 

General Discussion 
In two experiments, we tested whether the classic learned 
predictiveness effect (Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003) could be 
attributed to the relative strength of the correlation between a 
cue and outcome, or the relevance of a cue in making the 
correct choice on each trial. Using a modified learned 
predictiveness design in which only a subset of the possible 
outcomes was presented on each trial, Experiment 1 showed 
a choice relevance effect between sets of cues equated for 
their objective relationship with the outcome. Participants 
learned more about imperfect predictors that were 
informative about the correct outcome choice on each trial, 
compared to imperfect predictors that were uninformative. 
This result suggests that relative differences in choice 
relevance are sufficient to produce learned changes in 
attention, similar to the learned predictiveness effect. 

Experiment 2 manipulated cue-outcome correlation 
within-subjects and choice relevance between-subjects. 
Group Unequal received training with compounds of cues 
where the perfect predictor (a cue that is perfectly correlated 
with a single outcome) was choice-relevant, while the 
imperfect predictor (a cue that was partially correlated with 
two outcomes) was not choice-relevant (see Figure 1). The 
other group, Group Equal, was similar except that the 
imperfect predictor was choice-relevant (see Figure 1). Both 
groups showed a learned predictiveness effect (more learning 

for the perfect than the imperfect predictors) but there was no 
difference between groups. This result suggests that 
differential choice-relevance (in the Unequal group) did not 
have any effect over and above differential cue-outcome 
correlation (present in both groups). 

Taken together, the results from both experiments suggest 
that learned changes in associability may be driven by either 
choice relevance or by cue-outcome correlation. Although 
Experiment 1 showed a clear effect of choice relevance, it is 
unclear at this stage whether the typical learned 
predictiveness effect can be explained entirely by choice 
relevance. Experiment 2 showed that manipulating choice 
relevance did not affect the magnitude of the learned 
predictiveness effect, suggesting that participants’ attention 
is more strongly biased by differences in objective cue-
outcome relationships than by differences in the relevance of 
each cue to their current choice.  

Our results are consistent with other studies showing that 
choice-relevant stimuli maintain attention in tasks where they 
are not uniquely or differentially correlated with the outcome, 
such as in the case of a biconditional discrimination 
(Kruschke, 1996; Uengoer & Lachnit, 2012). However, our 
demonstration is important because relevance effects in non-
linear discriminations have been difficult to replicate using 
this discrete causal cue paradigm (see Livesey et al., 2011, 
2019 for the opposite result). 

The demonstration of a choice relevance effect in this study 
falls outside the scope of simple associative learning and 
categorization models that quantify attention changes simply 
on the basis of prediction error (Kruschke, 1996; Mackintosh, 
1975) or on the basis of the strength of associations (Le Pelley 
et al., 2016). Additional assumptions would be necessary in 
order to accommodate choice relevance effects. For instance, 
cues might form inhibitory associations with incorrect choice 
options that are always presented with correct choice options 
(e.g., O3 is always incorrect when presented with A in Table 
2), and attention may be sensitive to these inhibitory 
associations. Alternatively, associative models could be 
modified so that updating of associative strength differs 
depending on whether an outcome is presented as a choice on 
a particular trial. It is plausible that incorrect outcomes need 
to be present as a choice on a trial in order for updating to 
occur based on negative prediction error, while absent 
outcomes receive less, or even no updating. Accounting for 
these effects will be an important challenge for future model 
development in this area.   

In conclusion, the current study demonstrates that we 
selectively attend to stimuli for different reasons. We have 
shown that participants attend more, and learn more, about 
stimuli that are more relevant to making the current choice, 
but that increasing choice relevance does not have an effect 
on attention when there is a strong competing predictor. In 
terms of the objective qualities of the learning task, 
differences in either cue-outcome correlation or choice-
relevance are sufficient to produce biases resembling the 
classic learned predictiveness effect, while neither appear to 
be necessary.  
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Abstract 
We investigate the relationship between exploratory learning 
and confidence scale judgments in understanding and 
improving children’s early recognition of uncertainty. Four- 
and five-year-olds were presented with stimuli that varied in 
their amount of occlusion. We assessed children’s ability to 
distinguish between these levels of uncertainty using two 
types of measures. Experiment 1 used a traditional 3-point 
confidence scale to examine explicit uncertainty judgments. 
Experiment 2 examined exploration preference as an implicit 
measure of uncertainty using the same stimuli. We compared 
children’s performance on these two tasks before and after 
their experience of disconfirming evidence, to assess the 
impact of surprising events on the recognition of uncertainty. 
Results indicate that children intuitively recognize gaps in 
their knowledge and express this in their exploratory behavior 
before they are able to spontaneously produce accurate 
confidence judgments. We also find that this implicit 
recognition of uncertainty may be leveraged to support and 
improve explicit judgments, even without extensive training.  
 

Keywords: cognitive development; confidence judgments; 
exploration; uncertainty monitoring; decision-making; 
ambiguity 

Introduction 
Children under eight years of age have traditionally been 
described as ‘eternal optimists’ who tend to express 
overconfidence in their judgments (Newman & Wick, 1987; 
Beck, et al., 2011). That is, children often indicate high 
confidence even when they are likely to be incorrect, based 
on the level of uncertainty present (Roebers, 2002), and also 
tend to treat partial knowledge as complete (Rohwer, et al., 
2012).  

This apparent insensitivity to uncertainty contrasts with 
claims that spontaneous exploration in early childhood is 
guided by a preference for what is unknown, uncertain, or 
unusual, which supports self-directed learning. Specifically, 
children attend to and preferentially explore instances where 
they have incomplete or inconsistent knowledge (e.g., 
Legare, 2012; Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007; Bonawitz, et al., 
2012), select actions with the potential to improve their 
epistemic status (e.g., Stahl & Feigensen, 2017; Schulz & 
Bonawitz, 2007), and increase their tendency to test their 

hypotheses when confronted with surprising or inconsistent 
data (e.g., Cook, et al., 2011; Lapidow & Walker, 2020). 
This evidence not only demonstrates that children intuitively 
recognize gaps in their knowledge, but also shows that this 
recognition can motivate decision-making behavior from a 
young age.  

Implicit and Explicit Measures of Uncertainty 
One proposal explaining the contrast between these 
literatures emphasizes a distinction between children’s 
implicit and explicit awareness of uncertainty (Ghetti, et al., 
2013). Research from Ghetti and colleagues has shown that, 
by preschool, children begin to introspect on their subjective 
feelings of uncertainty with some accuracy (Hembacher & 
Ghetti, 2014; Destan, et al., 2014; Coughlin, et al., 2015; 
Lyons & Ghetti, 2011; 2013). This early awareness is 
observed in children’s developing ability to engage in 
“uncertainty monitoring”—the introspective process by 
which a learner considers whether a decision made under 
unreliable conditions is likely to be correct (Ghetti et al., 
2013). This is typically measured by asking children to 
explicitly report how ‘sure’ they are about an outcome or 
(more often) a judgment, using a scale with two or three 
fixed-points, corresponding to greater or lesser confidence 
(Lyons & Ghetti, 2011; Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014). 
Uncertainty monitoring is indicated when the average 
confidence rating given for correct judgments is higher than 
for incorrect judgments.     

However, these studies have also shown that children’s 
sensitivity to uncertainty can be measured indirectly via 
uncertainty control—using the output of metacognitive 
monitoring to regulate and optimize decision-making 
behavior when feeling uncertain (Koriat & Goldsmith, 
1996; Ghetti, et al., 2013). This ability has been found in a 
number of different behaviors, including the amount of self-
allocated study time (Destan et al., 2014), the tendency to 
seek help (Coughlin et al., 2015), the decision not to have 
one’s judgment assessed (Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014), and 
opting-out of making the judgment at all (Lyons & Ghetti, 
2013). For example, Hembacher and Ghetti (2014) asked 
children to explicitly rate their confidence in their own 
recognition judgments of previously studied items using a 3-
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point scale. They then compared these ratings to children’s 
decisions about whether or not to have the experimenter 
check the accuracy of those judgments. They found that 4- 
and 5-year-olds’ average confidence was somewhat higher 
for accurately identified items, but that the relationship 
between their accuracy and their willingness to have their 
judgments evaluated was far more robust. From this, the 
authors argued that the connection between uncertainty and 
decision-making might precede the ability to explicitly 
monitor and report these feelings in childhood (Hembacher 
& Ghetti, 2014). 

The Current Study 
We aim to extend the investigation of implicit and explicit 

awareness of uncertainty in early childhood by examining 
the relationship between exploratory behavior and 
confidence judgments. To do this, we developed a novel set 
of stimuli that manipulated the level of uncertainty present. 
On each trial, children observed three “windows” that 
differed in their degree of occlusion of a target shape (see 
Figure 1). The ‘Clear’ window was an empty frame, leaving 
the shape entirely visible and unambiguous. The frame of 
the ‘Partial’ window included a cross bar, leaving a portion 
of the shape concealed. The ‘Full’ window was entirely 
obscured. Thus, on each trial, we presented children with 
three distinct levels of ambiguity about the identity of the 
shape inside (i.e., whether the window contained the target 
shape or not), and asked whether they could accurately 
distinguish among them in explicit (Experiment 1) and 
implicit (Experiment 2) measures of uncertainty. 

In Experiment 1, we first assess children’s baseline ability 
to spontaneously use a 3-point confidence scale to indicate 
their confidence that the target shape was located behind 
each window. Prior studies examining uncertainty 
monitoring in preschoolers have all relied on the 
presentation of multiple training trials to calibrate their 
expression of confidence (e.g., Lyons & Ghetti, 2013; 
Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014). As the trials progress, children 
become increasingly sensitive to the differences between 
confidence levels, calibrating their scale use through a 
process of trial and error. It therefore remains unknown 
whether untrained preschool-aged children can use a 
confidence scale correctly before acquiring task-specific 
experience.  

 

To address this, we used a scale modeled on Hembacher 
and Ghetti (2014), which asks children to report how ‘sure’ 
they are on a three-point scale (i.e., “not sure,” “a little bit 
sure,” or “very sure”). Sensitivity to uncertainty is indicated 
when children use the different scale values to appropriately 
distinguish among the levels of ambiguity present. For 
example, when confronted with the Clear window, which 
provides direct, unambiguous evidence about the identity of 
the shape inside, children should be more likely to rate their 
confidence as “very sure.” On the other hand, when 
confronted with a window providing no or incomplete 
evidence, children should be more likely to rate their 
confidence about the identity of the shape inside as “not 
sure” or only “a little bit sure.” 

In addition to establishing their untrained baseline 
performance, we also presented children with disconfirming 
evidence on either the first or second trial of the task to 
determine whether implicit sensitivity to surprising events 
may be leveraged to improve their explicit confidence 
judgments. The crossbar of the Partial window frame was 
placed so that the identity of the shape inside appears 
obvious (see Figure 1). Unknown to the participant, 
however, the shapes placed behind this window were 
sometimes altered: portions of the target shapes were cut out 
in such a way to be completely concealed behind the 
crossbar. When the shape was subsequently revealed, 
therefore, it violated their (reasonable) expectation that it 
was the target, disconfirming their initial hypothesis about 
the true contents of the window.      

Given children’s sensitivity to surprising outcomes during 
exploratory learning, we predict that observing these events 
may cue them to the presence of uncertainty in the 
environment, and improve their use of the confidence scale 
on subsequent trials, even in the absence of direct feedback. 
Indeed, Ghetti, Hembacher, and Coughlin (2013) proposed 
that the ability to introspect on one’s own uncertainty may 
emerge from children’s repeated exposure to uncertain 
situations or outcomes, which in turn supports the 
development of conceptual understanding. However, to our 
knowledge, our study is the first to test this claim directly.  

Next, Experiment 2 uses a modified version of this task to 
examine children’s exploration of the same set of stimuli as 
an implicit measure of their sensitivity to uncertainty. We 
can thus compare children’s information-seeking decisions 
to their explicit confidence judgments from Experiment 1. 
Specifically, rather than asking children to report their 
uncertainty about each window, Experiment 2 offers a 
forced choice to reveal the contents of one of the three 
windows in order to learn more about the shape inside.  

The decision to seek additional information has 
previously been used as an indication of uncertainty control 
in infants (Kidd, et al., 2012) and non-human primates (e.g., 
Beran, et al., 2013; Paukner, et al., 2006; Marsh & 
MacDonald, 2012), but has never been compared to explicit 
uncertainty judgments. For example, Call and Carpenter 
(2001), presented orangutans, chimpanzees, and 2-year-old 
children with a task in which food was placed inside one of 

Figure 1: Task stimuli. Top row: ‘Windows’ (Clear, Partial, 
and Full) with heart as target shape. Bottom row: Examples 

of ‘target’ and ‘non-target’ shapes for heart and star. 
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two hollow tubes, which the participant would be awarded if 
they selected correctly. On trials where food placement was 
occluded, apes and children were more likely to look into 
the tubes before making their choice, relative to trials where 
food placement was known.  

Given this prior work, we predict that children will show 
earlier sensitivity to uncertainty in their implicit information 
seeking decisions relative to their explicit confidence 
judgments for the same set of stimuli. Further, we examine 
whether belief-violating evidence might scaffold children’s 
ability to calibrate their expressions of confidence to better 
reflect this uncertainty. If so, this would raise the possibility 
that children’s early experience with uncertainty may play a 
role in the later development of metacognition. 

Experiment 1 
Method  
Participants A total of 43 children participated in 
Experiment 1, including 21 4-year-olds, (M=54.52 months, 
SD=5.57, range: 49-59 months) and 22 5-year-olds (M= 
64.82 months, SD=3.75, range: 60-71 months). An 
additional 22 children were excluded, due to failure to pass 
the comprehension check (6), experimenter error (9), 
caretaker interference (2), or failure to complete the entire 
task (5). Children were recruited from local preschools and 
science museums. While specific demographic information 
was not collected from individual participants, 
demographics of the recruitment locations suggest the 
participants were predominately white (44.5%) and middle-
class (median household income of $73,900). 
 

Materials Two confidence scales were used. Half of 
participants were randomly assigned to receive a newly 
developed 3-point confidence scale using photographs of a 
child displaying facial expressions and body language for 
each level of confidence, and half received a standard, 3-
point “smiley face” scale.1   

The “windows” were constructed using two sheets of 
paper (one white, one blue), inserted into a clear plastic 
sheet protector. The bottom, white sheet was used to create 
a solid background for each of the windows. The top blue 
sheet was either left intact (for the Full window) or cut to 
resemble an open or bisected frame (for the Clear and 
Partial windows) (see Figure 1).  

Paper shapes could be placed inside the windows by 
sliding them between the top and bottom sheets. Two types 
of paper shapes (circles, hearts, squares, and rectangles) 
were created. ‘Targets,’ included standard instances of each 
shape, and ‘non-targets,’ included each shape with a part cut 
out (see Figure 1). The cut outs were placed such that the 
removed portion would be hidden behind the crossbar of the 
Partial windows. This meant that target and non-targets 
would look identical at this level of occlusion. Reference 
cards with images of the target shapes, of the same size and 

                                                             
1 No differences in performance were found between the two 

scales, so data were combined for all analyses. 

color as those to be placed inside the windows, were also 
used.   
 
Procedure Children were tested one-on-one with the 
experimenter. At the start of the task, the experimenter 
presented three empty windows (Full, Partial, and Clear), 
and arranged them in a row on the table. The order of the 
windows on the table was randomized and counterbalanced 
across trials and participants. The experimenter introduced 
the windows and explained that shapes can be placed inside 
them. To demonstrate, the experimenter showed the child 
three identical paper shapes, and placed them, one by one, 
inside each of the windows. This allowed children to 
observe what the same shape looked like behind each level 
of occlusion. 

Children were also introduced to the confidence scale. 
Following previous work, they were instructed to point to 
the image that represented how sure they were (i.e., “not 
sure,” “a little bit sure,” or “very sure”). To ensure children 
understood the task, they were asked, “Which one do you 
point to when you’re [very, a little bit, not] sure?” for all 
three levels of confidence. If children were unable to 
complete this task, their data was excluded from further 
analysis (n = 6).  
Test Trials. Following this training, three test trials were 
conducted. At the start of Trial 1, the experimenter produced 
three new windows (Full, Partial, and Clear), with a set of 
paper shapes already inside them. The experimenter laid the 
windows on the table, held up the reference card with an 
image of the target-shape, and said, “some of these windows 
have a [shape name] like this behind them, and some of 
these windows have a different shape behind them.” The 
experimenter asked participants to use the 3-point 
confidence scale to indicate their certainty that the target 
shape was behind each window, in turn. For each window, 
the experimenter would repeat the question and name the 
points by saying: “Are you very sure, a little bit sure, or not 
sure at all?” while pointing to the corresponding image on 
the scale. Children were instructed to respond by pointing to 
one of the images on the scale. 

After children produced baseline confidence judgments 
for all three windows on Trial 1, the experimenter revealed 
each of the concealed shapes in turn. Two target shapes and 
one non-target shape were revealed on each trial. The Clear 
window always contained a target shape, and the non-target 
shape was revealed to be inside either the Partial or the Full 
window. “Disconfirming evidence” was defined as 
revealing a non-target shape from behind the Partial 
window, which violated children’s (reasonable) expectation 
that there was a target shape in this location. In order to 
avoid biasing children to believe that Partial windows 
always contained non-target shapes, this disconfirming 
evidence was presented on only one of the first two trials 
(on the other trial, the non-target was located behind the Full 
window), with the order of presentation alternating across 
participants.  
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After revealing each shape, the experimenter then 
removed the windows, shapes, and reference card from the 
table and moved on to the next trial. Trials 2 and 3 were 
then conducted using the identical procedure, save that each 
trial used a different target-shape.  

Results 
To examine the extent to which children’s confidence 

judgments were sensitive to the different levels of 
uncertainty created by shape occlusion, we coded scale 
responses numerically and calculated mean confidence 
scores for each of the windows (following Hembacher & 
Ghetti, 2014). ‘Very sure,’ or high-confidence responses, 
were coded as 3, ‘little bit sure,’ or medium-confidence 
responses, as 2, and ‘not sure at all,’ low-confidence 
responses, were coded as 1.  

Baseline Confidence Judgments On Trial 1, collapsing 
across age groups, children spontaneously reported 
significantly lower average confidence for the Full window 
(M = 2.4, SD = 0.7) than the Clear window (M = 2.7, SD = 
0.6), t(84) = -2.04, p = 0.044. Average confidence for the 
Partial window fell in between (M = 2.6, SD = 0.67), and 
did not differ from either the Full, t(84) = 1.36, p = 0.176, or 
Clear windows, t(84) = -0.64, p = 0.523.  

However, when examining each age group individually, 
two distinct patterns of responding emerged (see Figure 2). 
Four-year-olds showed no differences in average confidence 
across any of the windows (Full: M = 2.4, SD = 0.7; Partial: 
M = 2.7, SD = 0.7; Clear: M = 2.5, SD = 0.8; all p-values 
greater than 0.10). Five-year-olds average confidence 
ratings, by contrast, were significantly higher for the Clear 
window (M = 2.9, SD = 0.3) than for either the Full (M = 
2.3, SD = 0.8), t(42) = -2.99, p = 0.005 or Partial windows 
(M = 2.4, SD = 0.7), t(42) = -2.35, p = 0.024. However, 
average confidence rating for the Full and Partial windows 
did not differ, t(42) = 0.6, p = 0.555. 

Confidence Judgments following Disconfirming 
Evidence We were also interested in the effect of 
disconfirming evidence on children’s confidence scale use. 
Comparing responses on Trials 1 and 3 across ages revealed 
that, as predicted, average confidence ratings for the Full, 
t(84) = 2.468, p = 0.016, and Partial, t(84) = 2.401, p = 
0.018 windows were significantly lower after observing 
disconfirming evidence. Average confidence for the Clear 
window did not differ, t(84) = -0.894, p = 0.374.2  

Analysis within each age group indicates that this result is 
driven by improvements in four-year-olds. Five-year-olds’ 
pattern of average confidence did not change between the 
first and third trials (all p-values greater than 0.20). 
Consistent with their baseline performance, they gave 
significantly higher confidence ratings for the Clear window 
(M = 2.9, SD = 0.5) than for either the Full (M = 2, SD = 
0.9; t(42) = -3.91, p = 0) or the Partial (M = 2.1, SD = 0.9; 

                                                             
2 Whether children observed disconfirming evidence on the first 

or second Trial had no effect on how their confidence judgments 
for any of the windows on Trial 3 (all ps > 0.5). 

t(42) = -3.4, p = 0.002) windows, and did not distinguish 
between the Full and Partial windows, t(42) = 0.5, p = 
0.621. On the other hand, 4-year-olds’ confidence ratings 
were significantly lower on Trial 3 than on Trial 1 for both 
the Full t(40) = 2.345, p = 0.024 and Partial t(40) = 2.177, p 
= 0.0354 windows. That is, following their experience of 
disconfirming evidence, younger children’s performance 
showed a similar pattern to that seen in older children at 
baseline: Significantly higher confidence ratings for the 
Clear window (M = 2.7, SD = 0.6) than for either the Full 
(M = 1.9, SD = 0.8), t(40) = -3.7, p = 0.001, or the Partial 
windows (M = 2.2, SD = 0.8), t(40) = -2.18, p = 0.035. 
Again, the difference between ratings for Full and Partial 
windows was not significant, t(40) = 1.41, p = 0.168.  

Discussion  
Experiment 1 examined 4- and 5-year-olds explicit 

uncertainty monitoring by looking at average confidence 
scale ratings before and after observing surprising 
outcomes. On Trial 1, younger children’s confidence ratings 
did not indicate sensitivity to the different levels of 
uncertainty: they gave roughly the same confidence rating in 
response to all three windows. Five-year-olds, by contrast, 

Figure 2. Average confidence ratings in Experiment 1 
for four-year-olds (top) and five-year-olds (bottom). 
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spontaneously distinguished between the maximally 
uncertain (Full) and maximally certain (Clear) windows, 
and also between the Partial and Full windows. However, 
not even the older children’s responses distinguished 
between the intermediate and complete uncertainty of the 
partially and fully occluded windows. These results are 
consistent with the existing literature showing that the 
ability to monitor and explicitly report uncertainty emerges 
and develops in the preschool years (e.g., Lyons & Ghetti, 
2013; Coughlin et al., 2015; Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014) 
and extends this work to examine spontaneous judgments in 
the absence of training and feedback on how to use the 
confidence scale.  

We predicted that observing evidence that disconfirms a 
current hypothesis would facilitate children’s explicit 
recognition of uncertainty. Indeed, comparison of the first to 
last trials shows a marked improvement, but only for the 
younger children. On trial 1, 4-year-olds indicated that they 
were equally confident about all three windows. Following 
the experience of disconfirming evidence, their pattern of 
confidence ratings was indistinguishable from baseline 
performance of older children. Given that 5-year-olds did 
not similarly improve, this change is unlikely to be due to 
practice using the scale.  Instead, these findings suggest that 
the experience of surprising or violating outcomes supports 
awareness of uncertainty when it is used to highlight the 
existence of incomplete knowledge.  

Experiment 2a 
In order to examine awareness of uncertainty in children’s 
information search in a way that is appropriately matched to 
the procedure from Experiment 1, two additional 
experiments were needed: Experiment 2a examines baseline 
performance on a forced-choice exploration measure and 
Experiment 2b examines the effect of disconfirming 
evidence on subsequent exploration behavior.  

Methods  
Participants Forty-five children, including 24 4-year-olds, 
(M=54.76 months, SD=3.64, range: 48-58 months) and 21 
5-year-olds (M= 65.79 months, SD=3.68, range: 60-72 
months) participated in Experiment 2a. An additional three 
children were excluded, due to experimenter error (2) or 
failure to complete the entire task (1). Children were 
recruited from the same locations with the same 
demographics as Experiment 1. 
 
Materials A total of six paper windows (two Full, two 
Partial, two Clear) from Experiment 1 were used. The 
shapes (circle, heart, square, and rectangle), and their 
accompanying reference cards were also used.  

 
Procedure The introduction and training trial were identical 
to Experiment 1, except that the confidence scale was not 
included.  

As in Experiment 1, the experimenter began by laying out 
three windows (one of each level of occlusion), with the 

shapes already in place inside each. The target shape and 
window order were counterbalanced across participants. 
Again, the experimenter explained that some windows 
contained the shape displayed on the reference card, and 
some contained different shapes. However, instead of asking 
children to rate their confidence that each window contained 
the target shape, the experimenter offered children a choice 
to explore just one of the windows, saying: “Let’s try to find 
out more about the shapes. We can look at what’s behind 
just one of these windows. Which window should we look 
behind to find out more about the shapes?” If children did 
not spontaneously select a window to explore, they were 
prompted to point to the window of their choice. Once 
children made their choice, the experimenter revealed the 
shape and ended the session.  

Results  
The vast majority of children (88.98%) spontaneously 

chose to explore one of the two uncertain windows at 
baseline. Indeed, children showed a significant preference to 
explore the window associated with the greatest amount of 
uncertainty, with 64.44% of children choosing the Full 
window, X2 (2, N = 45) = 20.8, p < 0.001. Of the remaining 
children, 24% chose to explore the Partial window, and only 
11.1% chose to explore the Clear window.  

This pattern of behavior was also observed within each 
age group (see Figure 3). Chi-square tests revealed a 
significant preference to explore the full window in both 4-
year-olds (62.5%), X2 (2, N = 24) = 9.75, p = 0.007, and 5-
year-olds (66.7%), X2 (2, N = 21) = 11.14, p = 0.003, with 
no difference in distribution of exploration choices between 
age groups, X2 (2, N = 45) = 0.219, p = 0.896. 

Experiment 2b 
Due to the forced-choice format of Experiment 2a, children 
did not have the opportunity to observe the contents of all 

Figure 3. Exploration choices of four-year-olds (left) and 
five-year-olds (right) in Experiments 2a and 2b. 
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three windows. Experiment 2b therefore recruited an 
additional sample of children to examine the effect of 
disconfirming evidence on exploration behavior. To do this, 
we largely replicated the procedure used in Experiment 1, 
except that we replaced the final confidence judgment (in 
Trial 3) with the exploration measure used in Trial 1 of 
Experiment 2a.  

Methods  
Participants Fifty-two children, including 26 4-year-olds, 
(M=54.86 months, SD=3.02, range: 48-59 months) and 26 
5-year-olds (M= 64.97 months, SD=3.9, range: 60-71 
months) participated in Experiment 2b. An additional 29 
children were excluded, due to failure to pass the 
comprehension check (11), experimenter error (6), caregiver 
interference (9), or incomplete session (3). Children were 
recruited from the same locations with the same 
demographics as the previous experiments. 
 
Materials Materials were identical to Experiment 1.  
 
Procedure The training and first two test trials of 
Experiment 2b were identical to Experiment 1. On Trial 3, 
however, the final confidence judgment was replaced with a 
forced-choice exploration measure. As in Experiment 2a, 
the experimenter explained that, this time, children would 
only have the opportunity to reveal one shape, and offered a 
forced-choice among the three windows.  

Results  
There was no difference in the average age of children 

included in Experiments 2a and 2b, t(90) = -0.003, p = 
0.997 (ns). 

 The pattern of children’s exploration behavior following 
disconfirming evidence was similar to their baseline 
performance in Experiment 2a. Again, the majority of 
children (82.69%) chose to explore one of the two uncertain 
windows, with 67.31% choosing the Full window, X2 (2, N 
= 52) = 27.04, p < 0.001. Of the remaining children, 15.4% 
chose to explore the Partial window and 17.3% chose to 
explore the Clear window.  

This pattern of behavior was found in both 4-year-olds 
(57.7%), X2 (2, N = 26) = 7, p = 0.03, and 5-year-olds 
(76.9%), X2 (2, N = 26) = 22.23, p < 0.001, with no 
difference in the distribution of exploration choices between 
age groups, X2 (2, N = 52) = 3.967, p = 0.138 (ns).  

Comparison of the distribution of window choices 
between Experiments 2a and 2b confirmed there was no 
difference in exploration behavior before and after 
observing disambiguating evidence, either overall (X2 [2, N 
= 97] = 3.61, p = 0.164) or within each age group (4-year-
olds, X2 [2, N = 50] = 2.77, p = 0.25, and 5-year-olds, X2 [2, 
N = 47] = 2.16, p = 0.339). 

Discussion 
 Experiments 2a and 2b relied on a modified version of 

the procedure used in Experiment 1 to examine how 4-and-

5-year-olds would choose to explore the same ambiguous 
stimuli as an implicit measure of their sensitivity to 
uncertainty. The results of Experiment 2a are consistent 
with past work showing children’s preference to explore 
ambiguous or surprising objects and events: The majority of 
younger and older children spontaneously chose to explore 
the window that would be most informative, and almost all 
children chose to explore where they had some amount of 
uncertainty. Critically, this contrasts with the baseline 
responses of younger children in Experiment 1, who did not 
make explicit confidence judgments that differentiated 
among the full, partial, and clear windows.  

Furthermore, results of Experiment 2b show no difference 
in exploration behavior following the same disconfirming 
evidence that served to improve 4-year-olds’ explicit 
confidence judgments in Experiment 1. This suggests that, 
children are already intuitively aware of the presence of 
uncertainty in the context of exploration decisions.  

General Discussion  
This study examined both confidence scale judgments and 
exploration to compare explicit and implicit measures of 
children’s sensitivity to uncertainty. We also examined the 
use of disconfirming evidence to highlight the presence of 
incomplete knowledge.  

In Experiment 1, we looked at children’s explicit 
confidence judgments in the absence of task-specific 
training or feedback, and asked whether they would improve 
following surprising events. In line with prior work, 
children’s explicit ratings generally tended towards 
overconfidence. However, by age 5, children accurately 
report their awareness of relative differences in uncertainty. 
Even at baseline, 5-year-olds judgments reflected their 
recognition of the difference, not only between complete 
information and complete ambiguity, but also between 
complete and incomplete evidence. Four-year-olds did not 
make these distinctions spontaneously. However, our results 
indicate that the presentation of disconfirming evidence can 
facilitate younger children’s recognition of uncertainty.  

The effect of this modest intervention on younger 
children’s performance suggests that implicit sensitivity to 
surprising events may extend to impact the development of 
uncertainty monitoring. Specifically, when the experimenter 
revealed an irregular shape from behind the partially 
occluded window, this evidence violated children’s existing 
belief that the window contained the target-shape. This 
experience likely highlighted the uncertainty associated with 
the Partial window, impacting future trials. This novel 
paradigm may therefore provide an effective training tool to 
facilitate children’s ability to accurately report their own 
confidence in both research and applied settings. 

We also investigated children’s implicit sensitivity to 
uncertainty, by examining their exploration decisions using 
the same stimuli in Experiments 2a and 2b. Past work has 
suggested that decision-making may demonstrate children’s 
implicit awareness of their own uncertainty in some 
domains (e.g., Ghetti et al., 2013; Hembacher & Ghetti, 
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2014). However, to our knowledge, this is the first study to 
compare children’s information-seeking decisions as a 
measure of uncertainty control in direct comparison to 
confidence scale use on the same task. We found that both 
4- and 5-year-olds showed sensitivity to their own 
uncertainty, by preferentially choosing to explore where 
they had incomplete information, even before the 
presentation of disconfirming evidence. This early implicit 
sensitivity to uncertainty is consistent with the prior work 
on self-directed learning reviewed above (e.g., Legare, 
2012; Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007; Bonawitz, et al., 2012).  

Critically, these findings provide evidence that children 
implicitly recognize what is most likely to be informative 
well before they are able to explicitly articulate that 
understanding (e.g., Cook, et al., 2011; Lapidow & Walker, 
2019). This suggests that children’s decision-making during 
information search may be an early developing form of 
implicit uncertainty control and provide a robust measure of 
children’s recognition of what they don’t know.  
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Abstract 
Decision making under risk is often studied as a preferential 
choice governed by stable individual personality 
characteristics, but risky choice can also be viewed as a 
dynamic problem of resource accumulation to survive. When 
decision makers aim to reach a particular goal in limited time, 
such as “earn at least $100 in five choices,” risky choice 
becomes a non-trivial planning problem. This problem has an 
optimal solution that can differ from immediate expected-value 
maximization. We studied the optimality of risky choices under 
such minimum goal requirements experimentally and find that 
the observed choices under goals approximate the optimal 
solution. However, because the optimal model is very complex, 
we examine if simpler models can predict people’s choices 
better. We test an extended version of prospect theory, 
assuming a dynamic reference point that depends on the 
distance to the goal. This “dynamic prospect theory” was better 
than the alternative model in describing people’s decisions 
(i.e., for 63% of the participants, it was the best model). Our 
findings show that humans can excel in a highly complex, 
dynamic, risky choice problem and that a dynamic version of 
prospect theory provides one possible explanation for how 
people decide under risk when long-term goals matter.  

Keywords: risky choice; energy budget rule; risk sensitivity; 
goals; choice modeling 

Introduction 
There is a long tradition in testing different theories to 

explain decision making under risk. These theories examine 
whether concepts besides people’s risk preferences need to 
be considered to provide an accurate description of the 
cognitive processes underlying risk-taking. However, this 
work has mainly ignored the situational aspects, such as long-
term goals or requirements of the decision maker. Recent 
work has shown that situational goals, such as “you need 
$100 in five risky choices”, significantly affect risky choices. 
High goals cause behavior change from risk-aversion 
(variance avoidance) to risk-seeking (Fujimoto & Takahashi, 
2016; Korn & Bach, 2018; Mishra, 2014). We investigate 
whether people adaptively take goals into account in their 
risk-taking behavior and how optimal their behavior is. 
Furthermore, we explore how an extended, dynamic version 

of cumulative process theory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) 
can describe people’s risky choices in comparison to 
alternative models. 

In the context of evolutionary survival strategies, 
behavioral biologists have long argued that changes in risk 
taking with higher goals are fitness-maximizing behavior 
(Houston & McNamara, 1988). If energy needs are high, a 
safe option may yield too little energy to meet a minimum 
energy requirement. Decision makers should become risk-
seeking and thereby bet on the high outcome of a riskier 
energy resource, given equal expected values of the options. 
This became known as risk-sensitive foraging (Caraco, 1981; 
Real & Caraco, 1986). Goal-dependent changes in risk taking 
may thus be an optimal response to meet resource goals, in 
line with a biological fitness-maximizing model for risky 
choice under requirements (Houston & McNamara, 1988).  

Interestingly, people tend to show the optimal behavior. In 
a recent study on risk-taking with requirements, people 
indeed behaved in a near-optimal fashion (Korn & Bach, 
2018). By contrast, in other higher-order cognitive tasks, 
optimal decision making is a rare result (e.g., Herce Castañón 
et al., 2019). And animals, for instance, when engaging in 
risky choices with various sizes of goals, are not consistently 
optimal (Caraco, 1981; Kacelnik & El Mouden, 2013). 
Importantly, the optimal solution to risk-taking with 
requirement problems is computationally complex (see 
below), and people do not adhere to the predictions by the 
optimal model deterministically. Some authors have recently 
hypothesized that an extension of Kahneman and Tversky’s 
prospect theory (1979; 1992) can explain the observed 
behavior in risky choice tasks with goals (McDermott et al., 
2008), which is a yet untested claim. Furthermore, it has been 
questioned on theoretical grounds to what extend cumulative 
prospect theory can represent decision making according to 
risk sensitive foraging theory (Houston et al., 2014). 
Therefore, our work examines a dynamic extension of 
prospect theory as a cognitive model to describe human 
decision making under risk with goals and a finite time 
horizon. 
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Models of finite-horizon risky choice with goals  
Our optimal benchmark model for risky choice with goals 
and limited time formulates the choice as a discrete-time 
dynamic programming problem and solves it by backward 
induction (Houston & McNamara, 1988). The optimal choice 
in trial t depends on the number of remaining trials, the 
options, the goal g, and on the currently accumulated point 
state s. Figure 1 illustrates the model’s solution strategy: The 
model spans the tree of all possible future states1 and 
probabilities until after the very last trial. Given the goal g, 
the model computes a final reward based on the obtainable 
states after the very last trial in T; usually, the reward function 
is binary (other forms are possible): 

𝑅𝑅(𝑠𝑠, 𝑔𝑔) =   �
0, 𝑠𝑠 < 𝑔𝑔
1, 𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝑔𝑔 

The model then determines the expected reward for all 
states s in the decision trial preceding the very last trial, T-1, 
for both options. The expected reward (ER) of the risky 
option is:  

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟(𝑜𝑜𝑅𝑅, 𝑠𝑠, 𝑇𝑇 − 1) =   � 𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 +  𝑠𝑠, 𝑔𝑔) × 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
,  

where xi and pi denote the risky gamble’s ith outcomes and 
probabilities, g is the goal. The expected reward of the safe 
option, 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠, in T-1, is computed analogously. 

The model maximizes the expected reward for each state s 
in trial T-1, which gives the optimal action a*: 

𝑎𝑎∗(𝑠𝑠,𝑇𝑇 − 1) = Max{𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆} 
The model assumes a deterministic choice of 𝑎𝑎∗ in the last 
trial T-1 for all states s. Given 𝑎𝑎∗ in T-1, it determines the 
expected reward in the preceding trial T-2 for all states s for 
both options and defines the action 𝑎𝑎∗ that maximizes this 
expected reward for each state in T-2. Given the resulting 

                                                        
1Mathematically it suffices to span the tree using the unique states 

deterministic optimal choices in T-2, the model determines 
the expected reward and optimal choice for all states in T-3. 
This process of backward optimal action selection given 
optimal future choices repeats until the model arrives at the 
expected rewards in trial 1, which it maximizes. The optimal 
solution is risk-neutral and finds the maximum expected 
reward. 

Figure 1 exemplifies this optimal model. Assume a risky 
option that yields +10 with 60% or +1 and a safe option that 
yields +7 with 80% or +4, and a time horizon of 2, and a 
current state s of 0. In the final trial (T-1), four states are 
possible (1, 4, 7, 10), and for each of those, the model derives 
expected reward for both options (circles), which it 
maximizes (dashed red circles). For instance, in state +10 in 
T-1, the safe option S has an expected reward of 1, which 
exceeds the risky option’s reward of .6. In the trial before, 
which is the first trial (T-2), the expected reward of the safe 
option, conditional on selecting the optimal choice in T-1, 
equals .76, which exceeds the expected reward of .60 of the 
risky option. The optimal response for trial 1 is “safe.” The 
algorithm can compute the optimal choice (best action 
policy) for each possible time horizon, starting state, given 
gambles.  

Computational Complexity. The optimal model requires 
the full future state-and-outcome tree (Figure 1). The number 
of final nodes in this tree grows exponentially with the 
number of trials, options, and outcomes (the curse of 
dimensionality, Bellmann (1961)). For a choice between two 
two-outcome gambles with 2 trials, the tree has 16 final 
nodes; with 3 trials, the number of final nodes equals 253; 
and with 5 trials, it equals 4,294,967,296. Beyond the optimal 
model’s poor scalability, after each change in the trial count 
and each change in the state, the optimal model either 
requires the re-computation of the tree or the full tree must be 
held in memory as a lookup table. Therefore, the optimal 
model is cognitively complex from a computational resource 
standpoint, rendering it less plausible that people go through 
the necessary computations to solve the task. 
 
Dynamic Prospect Theory. Prospect theory (Kahneman & 
Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) assumes risk 
aversion for gains (outcomes above a reference point) and 
risk-seeking for losses (outcomes below a reference point). If 
people would take the goal as their reference point, prospect 
theory can describe shifts from risk-averse to risk-seeking 
behavior with higher goals (McDermott et al., 2008). This 
goal-based reference-point theory, however, is not dynamic 
and fails to track a continually changing resource state 
(Houston et al., 2014). To model multiple-trial choices with 
requirements, we will make the novel contribution of 
extending prospect theory to assume a dynamic reference 
point that depends on the remaining number of trials (T-t), 
and the distance of current state s to the distant goal g: 

𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 = 
(𝑔𝑔 − 𝑠𝑠)
𝑇𝑇 − 𝑡𝑡

. 

in each trial t; for illustrative purposes we used the full tree here. 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of the optimal solution and backward 
induction for a 2-trial task with a goal of 14 points and two 
options (R = 10 with 60% or 1; and S = 7 with 80% or 4). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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The possible outcomes x of a gamble are then transformed 
relative to the reference point rt  as 𝑥𝑥 − 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡. We modeled the 
choices with the five-parameter version of prospect theory 
(power utility, specified as in Tversky and Kahneman, 1992), 
in which the utility of a gamble g is given by 

𝑢𝑢(𝑔𝑔) = � 𝜋𝜋(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)
𝑖𝑖

, 

where x is the ith outcome of a gamble minus the dynamic 
reference point, 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 . The value function is given by 𝑣𝑣(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥𝛼𝛼  
for positive or zero x and −𝜆𝜆(−𝑥𝑥)𝛽𝛽 for negative x. The 
probability weighting function is 𝑤𝑤(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) = 𝑝𝑝𝛾𝛾 /(𝑝𝑝𝛾𝛾 + (1 −
𝑝𝑝)𝛾𝛾 )1/𝛾𝛾  and we used two probability weighting parameter, 𝛾𝛾+ 
for positive and zero x and 𝛾𝛾− for negative x. Based on 𝑤𝑤(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖), 
the cumulative probability weight is then given by 𝜋𝜋(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) =
𝑤𝑤(∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖≥𝑥𝑥 ) − 𝑤𝑤(∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖>𝑥𝑥 ) for positive and zero x, and 
𝑤𝑤(∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖≤𝑥𝑥 ) − 𝑤𝑤(∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖<𝑥𝑥 ) for negative x. 

The idea behind the dynamic reference point is that, all else 
equal, high goals or a short time horizon set higher reference 
points. For high reference points, gain outcomes are more 
likely to lie below the reference point (a loss compared to the 
reference point), and prospect theory predicts risk-seeking 
behavior. In contrast, lower goals and long time horizons set 
lower reference points. For low reference points, gain 
outcomes are more likely to exceed the reference point, and 
prospect theory predicts risk-aversion. 

Model complexity. Although prospect theory is a more 
complex model in comparison to the optimal model in terms 
of its number of parameters—it has five parameters 
compared to zero parameters in the optimal model—in terms 
of the processing complexity, the optimal model scales less 
well than prospect theory. Prospect theory does not suffer 
from the curse of dimensionality, because it requires the 
computation of the reference point and a transformation of 
outcomes and probabilities, which scale linearly with 
growing numbers of outcomes and probabilities. 

Experiment 
To examine risky choices with requirements, we conducted 
an incentivized choice experiment. 

 
Participants. Sixty participants recruited from Prolific 
Academic completed an online study, one participant was 
excluded (for self-reported low data quality), leaving a final 
sample of N = 59; 29 males, 28 females and 2 preferred not 
to state (49%, 47%, and 3%, respectively), the mean age was 
29 years (Med = 25, SD = 9, range 19-58 years), data were 
collected from December 2018 to January 2019, the study 
was approved by the ethics committee of the Department of 
Psychology at the University of Basel. The mean study 
duration was 40 minutes (Med = 36, SD = 26). The study was 
incentivized (five randomly drawn blocks were paid, given 
that in a ,block, the goal was reached). 
 
Procedure. Participants engaged in a risky choice under 
requirement task (Figure 2, following Pietras, Searcy, 
Huitema, & Brandt (2008)). The task consisted in collecting 
points to reach a point goal by making five choices among a 
pair of risky gambles. The gambles were two-outcome 
gambles in the gain domain; risky gambles had higher 
variances than safe gambles (the Appendix lists the stimuli). 
The goal, point status, the gambles, and a trial counter were 
displayed on the screen, as shown in Figure 2a. After 
participants made their choice, one outcome was drawn from 
the chosen gamble and displayed on the screen, and the point 
total increased by the value of the outcome. Each block 
consisted of five choices between the same gambles, after 
which the point total had to meet the goal (Figure 2b). After 
a 5-trial block, the point total was re-set to zero; no points 
were carried over between blocks. New blocks involved 
various gambles and goals; all blocks started with 0 points; 
all blocks consisted of 5 trials to reach the goal. We presented 
nine combinations of goals and gambles, repeated seven 

Figure 2. The 5-trial risk and requirements task. (a) Example choice in a block with a goal of 32. Shown is trial 2 of 5 in 
which the left gamble is chosen. After the choice, outcome feedback appears based on a draw from the chosen gamble’s 
outcome distribution; the outcome raises the point total, shown as bar, from 10 to 20, and the trial counter increases from 
2 to 3. (b) A 5-trial block is characterized by a goal, and two gambles. (c) Experimental procedure, see text. 

(4) 
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times, resulting in 63 blocks (Figure 2c). The block order was 
randomized. 

Further, participants made 32 “one-shot” choices: The 
stimuli for these choices were a combination of a state, a goal, 
a trial number, and options (like Figure 2a). Participants made 
precisely one choice, asked to act as if they found themselves 
in this situation, after which no outcome feedback appeared, 
and they did not finish the block. The one-shot choices were 
not incentivized.  The reason for including these choices was 
that during the 5-trial phase, the states that participants 
experienced were not comparable between participants, 
except for the initial state. We wanted comparable choices to 
test model predictions. 

The goals in the experiment had various difficulties, 
measured as best chance to reach the given goal by the end of 
the block according to the optimal strategy (the expected 
reward in the first trial after backward induction, Eq. 3) Easy 

                                                        
2 Mixed-effects logit regression of the risky choices with the 

predictor goal and a by-subject random intercept and slope for goal. 
3 Excluding trials in which the value of the risky equals the value 

of the safe option according to the optimal model, because in these 
trials both risky and safe choices are optimal. Including these trials, 
the observed choices in the 5-choice phase are 85% optimal. An 

blocks in the 5-trial phase had 74%-92% chance to reach the 
goal, medium blocks had 60%-68%, and hard blocks had only 
44%-48%. The chances in the one-shot choices ranged from 
6% to 96%; for the one-shot choices, difficulties were given 
by the expected reward in the state and trial that were shown. 

Results 
The analyses were conducted in R (v3.6.3, R Core Team, 
2019) using the lme4 package (v1.1, Bates et al., 2015); 
cognitive modeling used the cognitivemodels package 
(v0.0.7, Jarecki & Seitz, 2020).  

 
Behavioral Results. Figure 3 shows that with higher goals, 
participants shifted from risk-averse to risk-seeking behavior. 
The proportion of risky choices in the blocks with goals as 
low as 20 (M=.29, SD=.17) or 24 (M=.17, SD=.17) were 
lower than the risky choice proportions in the blocks with a 
high goal of 40 (M=.75, SD=.20); with a significant effect2 
of goal on risky choice, F(1, 59) = 254, p < .001. This goal-
dependent change in risk-seeking behavior is in line with 
previous results (Fujimoto & Takahashi, 2016; Korn & Bach, 
2018; Pietras et al., 2008). The subsequent analysis will 
analyze the data by goal, trial, point total, against the optimal 
model as a gold standard. 
 
Approximate Optimality of Human Risky Choices. 
Overall, 75% of the observed choices in the 5-trial blocks 
equaled the optimal choice—across all experienced point 
totals, goals, and trials.3 In the one-shot phase, 56% of the 
choices equaled the optimal model. For a detailed analysis of 
the choice optimality, we contrasted the observed risky 
choices with the predicted metric advantage of the risky 
option over the safe option from the optimal model. To this 
end, we used the data from the 5-trial blocks. The advantage 
of options depends on the expected reward (ER) of both 
options by state and trial (Eq. 2, the chance to meet or exceed 
the goal in the remaining trials if choosing an option now and 
following the optimal policy strictly after that). For all 
experienced states and trials, the expected rewards of a risky 
choice 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and a safe choice 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆  were compared, yielding 
the advantage of the risky choice, 𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 . Higher 
values favor the risky option more strongly, values of 0 mean 
no advantage. Optimal agents would deterministically select 
“risky” for a > 0, and select “safe” for a < 0, else randomize.  

Figure 4 shows that human behavior follows the computed 
advantage of the risky option not in a deterministic but in a 
soft-max fashion (S-shaped curve). For zero advantage, the 
choice proportions are close to what we expect from random 
choices, which is the optimal behavior. A regression analysis4 
showed that a higher advantage significantly increased the 

optimal value maximizing decision maker would achieve 70% 
accuracy. 

4 Mixed-effect logit regression; predicting choices from the fixed-
effect predictors advantage + difference in the expected values 
(risky-safe), and the random effect predictors by-participant random 
intercept and slope for advantage, using a logit link. 

Figure 3. The observed risky choice share as a function of 
the advantage (see text) of the risky option as predicted by 
the optimal model. Lines are best-fitting logit regressions; 

colors separate trials in the 5-trial blocks. 
Obs. Count = observation count at each advantage. 

Figure 4. Increase in Risky Choice with the Goal 
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risky choice likelihood (b = 4.52, 95% CI [3.79, 5.29], p < 
.001); risky choices also depended on the expected value of 
the risky compared to the safe gamble (b = 0.27, 95% CI 
[0.25, 0.31], p < .001). A comparison of models showed that 
including the trial number as a predictor improved the model 
fit relative to the increase in model complexity 
(AIC+trial = 19,669 < AIC–trial = 19,812 and BIC+trial = 19,724 
< BIC–trial = 19,859, 𝜒𝜒2  = 144, p < .001). Removing the 
(fixed-effect) of the optimal advantage of the risky option as 
a predictor while keeping the expected value of the risky 
compared to the safe option worsened the model fit 
(AIC+adv = 19,669 < AIC–adv = 19,740 and BIC+adv = 19,724 
< BIC–adv = 19,787, 𝜒𝜒2= 72, p < .001). 

The result that risky choice tracks the optimal advantage of 
the risky option is particularly interesting from a cognitive 
processing perspective. Notably, at no point during the task 
were participants informed about the numerical advantage of 
the risky option, but they processed the trial count, the 
gambles, the state, and the goal. Three aspects are worth 
highlighting in this respect: Foremost, deriving the optimal 
solution to the risky choice under requirement problem is 
computationally complex, as outlined in the introduction. As 
a second point, it is also clear that participants’ choices are 
imperfect compared to the optimal choices, approximating 
optimality in a soft-max fashion but not maximizing 
deterministically, in line with probabilistic choice models 
(Rieskamp, 2008). Thirdly, and potentially surprisingly, the 
observed risky choices in trial five do not seem to become 
more deterministic than in earlier trials, which is interesting 
because, in the last trial, the choice problem is easier than in 
the first trial. 

 
Model Comparison. To test how well prospect theory 
describes the risky choices, we compared the extension of 
prospect theory to an extension of the optimal model. 
Because participants’ choices smoothly followed the 
advantage of the risky option, we specified the optimal model 
with a soft-max choice rule (Sutton & Barto, 2018) to select 
among the expected rewards of the risky and safe option in 
Eq. 3 (Korn & Bach, 2018). The optimal model thus had one 
free choice rule parameter. Prospect theory also used the soft-

max choice rule and had a total of six free parameters. The 
model comparison included a random-choice model 
predicting Pr(risky)=0.5 as a baseline. All free model 
parameters were estimated on the data in the 5-trial phase by 
maximum likelihood at the individual level; and the one-shot 
choices were used for out-of-sample predictions. To this end 
we compared the models regarding their predictive 
performance in the one-trial choices. The predictions of the 
optimal model were derived, assuming the block would be 
played until the fifth trial. The predictive performance was 
assessed using evidence weights from the log likelihood of 
the models (Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) in an individual-
level strategy classification in which an evidence strength > 
0.5 defines the winning model. The model comparison results 
differ for fitting and out-of-sample prediction (Table 1). The 
results from the out-of-sample prediction of the one-shot 
choices show that n=37 participants were best predicted by 
the extended prospect theory, and only n=11 participants 
were best-described by the soft-max optimal model; the 
baseline model predicted  11 participants best. Table 1, which 
shows the mean model fits aggregated across participants, 
reveals that although the optimal model with a soft-max 
choice rule outperforms the dynamic prospect theory in 
fitting (due to the parameter-based complexity of CPT), 
prospect theory predicts substantially better.  

 
Table 1. Performance of the Models 

Model NPar 
Fit  

to 5-trial phase  Prediction of 
one-shot phase 

  AIC BIC AICw  LLw 
Dynamic CPT 6 358 911 0.41  0.57 
OPT+soft-max 1 356 354 0.59  0.19 
Baseline 0 437 437 0.01  0.24 
Note: NPar  = number of free parameters, including the 
soft-max choice rule parameter. AIC/BIC = 
Akaike/Bayesian Information criterion, AICw = Akaike 
weight, values of 1 indicate strong relative evidence for 
a model, 0 indicates weak evidence (Wagenmakers & 
Farrell, 2004), LLw = like AICw based on log-
likelihood for the out-of-sample prediction. CPT = 
prospect theory, OPT = optimal model. 
 

 
Figure 5, which plots the predicted against the observed 

risky choices, shows that, at high advantage levels, the CPT 
model under-predicts the average riskiness slightly. The 
optimal model over-predicts only certain trials with 
intermediate advantage levels. The result that prospect theory 
outperforms the optimal model in out-of-sample prediction, 
despite the greater number of free parameters compared to 
the optimal model, might be interpreted as that people fail to 
calculate the complicated optimization on the fly when 
confronted with a single description-based scenario. By 
contrast, if participants had experience with the trial and their 
past choices, their performance became closer to the optimal 

Figure 5. Model predictions against observed data (bars) 
error bars are SDs; CPT=prospect theory, OPT=Optimal 

model 
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model.  

  
Response Times. Figure 6 shows the response times (log-

transformed). The response times in trial 1 of the 5 available 
trials in a block (M=1,845 milliseconds, back-transformed) 
were slower than the decisions in the later trials 2, 3, 4, and 5 
(Ms = 628 ms, 622 ms, 653 ms, 734 ms, respectively), with 
significant pairwise differences of the estimated regression5 
coefficients ∆b1-2= 1.077, p < .0001;  ∆b1-3= 1.085, 
p < .0001;  ∆b1-4= 1.032, p < .0001;  ∆b1-5= 0.900, p < .0001. 
Further, the response times were also faster the higher the 
advantage of either the risky or the safe option, and the 
advantage had a quadratic effect on response times (b = –
0.246, p < .001), and this regression specification 
outperformed a regression with no quadratic term 
(AIC+quadr = 41,247 < AIC-quadr = 41,280 and BIC+quadr  = 
41,341 < BIC-quadr  = 41,366; χ2= 34, p < .001). In line with 
research on value-based decisions, we can interpret the 
inverted-u-shape of the response time curves as a proxy for 
choice difficulty: the trials with small or zero advantages 
were more complicated to process than trials where one of the 
options was the better choice. 

Regarding concerns about the quality of response-time data 
from online studies, we designed the study following 
principles for high response time accuracy in web-based 
studies using CSS animations, which can cause a slight bias 
(30-100ms over-estimation) but low noise in the response 
times (SD < 10ms) in modern browsers (Garaizar & Reips, 
2018; Reimers & Stewart, 2015); and these measurement 
uncertainties are low compared to the 1,000 ms differences in 
response times between trial 1 and the remaining trials, that 
we found in our data. 

Discussion 
In this study, we have shown that goals have a significant 

                                                        
5 Mixed-effect logit regression; predicting log(response times) 

from advantage + difference in expected values + trial + (trial)2; and 

effect on risky choice. In the context of reaching a choice goal 
by making risky decisions, people can approximate a 
complex optimal planning solution for risky choice tasks that 
involve various goals and a 5-trial time horizon. Consistent 
with predictions by the optimal model for the task, people 
dynamically selected the risky option more often as the 
expected reward of the risky option increased relative to the 
expected reward of the safe option. A dynamic extension of 
prospect theory could describe slightly less than half of the 
participants better than the optimal choice model from 
behavioral biology, and prospect theory predicted the 
majority of the participants better than the optimal model. 
Theoretically, given the computational demands of the 
optimal model, prospect theory seems to provide a model 
with higher plausibility, at least in the early trials, where the 
optimal model is more complicated to compute than in later 
trials. However, qualitatively the dynamic prospect theory 
model could not consistently describe the aggregated choices 
(Figure 5), suggesting that other heuristics might describe the 
processes of goal-directed risky choice even better.  

In general, goal-dependent changes in risk preferences are 
in line with a broader biobehavioral view on human risk-
taking. Following this view, the cognitive processes 
underlying decision making under risk have evolved, at least 
partly, as a solution to resource and requirement problems. 
Following the biobehavioral view, an essential under-studied 
component of people’s risk-taking is its function for the 
decision-maker. Risky decisions may be fruitfully viewed as 
a means to an end, for example, to reach financial, personal, 
or social requirements. We believe that the interplay of risk 
attitudes in interaction with situation-specific demands 
provides exciting new research avenues for risk researchers. 
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Appendix 
 

Table A1. Stimuli used in the Experiment 
 

Difficulty Goal Safe  Risky EVS EVR VarS VarR 
  x1 Pr(x1) x2  x1 Pr(x1) x2     

Easy 24 5 0.9 4  7 0.2 1 4.9 2.2 0.09 5.76 
Easy 32 7 0.8 4  10 0.6 1 6.4 6.4 1.44 19.44 
Easy 40 8 0.8 2  10 0.8 0 6.8 8.0 5.76 16.00 
Medium 24 5 0.7 4  7 0.2 1 4.7 2.2 0.21 5.76 
Medium 25 5 0.8 4  9 0.4 2 4.8 4.8 0.16 11.76 
Medium 35 7 0.7 5  9 0.7 2 6.4 6.9 0.84 10.29 
Hard 20 4 0.8 3  8 0.2 0 3.8 1.6 0.16 10.24 
Hard 33 7 0.7 3  9 0.6 1 5.8 5.8 3.36 15.36 
Hard 35 7 0.7 3  10 0.6 1 5.8 6.4 3.36 19.44 
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Abstract

PRIMs theory describes a computational foundation for un-
derstanding task-general human learning and transfer using
rule-based cognitive architectures. Integration with ACT-R
has yielded Actransfer, a model that replicates human learn-
ing and transfer across many tasks. However, this model re-
quires task-specific latency scaling parameters from ACT-R
to model different tasks, implying that there is missing com-
putation in the theory. Neuroscience literature has separately
defined the “task set” as the neural encoding that configures
stimulus-response rule behavior in working memory. The pro-
cess of switching between different task sets is often used to
explain human latency costs. This paper introduces an alter-
nate instantiation of PRIMs theory that enacts task set process-
ing to account for the missing computation via a novel memory
structure called a procedure context. Human tasks of varying
complexity are modeled across two experiments. Procedure
contexts model human latencies and interference effects in all
tasks by integrating latency, decision making, task representa-
tion, and learning as aspects of a single unified process. This
approach offers promise for future modeling within cognitive
science by uniting theories from neuroscience and cognitive
architectures.
Keywords: task set; cognitive modeling; cognitive architec-
ture; Soar; PRIMs; PROPs; task switching; learning

Introduction
PRIMs theory (Taatgen, 2013) has been integrated with the
ACT-R cognitive architecture (Ritter, Tehranchi, & Oury,
2019) for a task-general model of learning called Actrans-
fer, which results in transfer profiles similar to those ob-
served in humans. PRIMs theory is based on compos-
ing computationally-primitive condition-action memory op-
erations, or “PRIMs,” through practice, and is associated
with basal ganglia modeling of rule-driven behavior (Taat-
gen, 2019). Actransfer is an architecture, with computational
definitions for decision making, working memory (WM), and
long-term memory that come from ACT-R, including a func-
tion for simulating latency from long-term declarative mem-
ory retrievals (Brasoveanu, 2015):

Tretrieve = Fr× e−A (1)

Fr is the latency factor parameter that varies from model to
model, and A is the activation of the retrieved memory.

Varying Fr for different task models is common in the ACT-
R tradition, but this practice implies that some theory for the
computational differences of different tasks is missing. Ac-
transfer results rely on task-specific Fr values, varied some-

times by an order of magnitude, to substantiate model sim-
ulations, and this prevents it from being a truly task-general
model of human learning and cognition.

One place to look for understanding task-specific process-
ing differences is task set theory (Sakai, 2008). Task set the-
ory describes how neural activity establishes links between
perceived stimuli and task responses. A task set is often
framed in terms of rule-driven behavior, and switching task
sets for different task rule behaviors is thought to significantly
contribute to task-specific latency.

This paper explores the unification of these lines of re-
search in order to achieve a task-general model of learning
that avoids task-specific Fr latency values. In this approach,
PRIMs theory is implemented in the Soar cognitive architec-
ture (Laird, 2012), resulting in a model called PROP3. PROP3
uses structures called “procedure contexts” that are theorized
to correspond to task sets, and that provide a task-general ap-
proach to timing. Two modeling experiments are presented
that use both PROP3 and Actransfer to model the same tasks
using identical task definitions and reasoning, and results
from both implementations are compared. PROP3 models
are timed by treating procedure context switches as task set
switches with uniform latency costs, while Actransfer models
use Equation 1 and task-specific values of Fr.

Task Sets
A task set is a WM representation of a set of contextually
associated stimulus-response rules, which make behaviors
available to decision making (Oberauer, 2010). Active task
sets are implied in the neural activity that is sustained while
a subject comprehends instructed task behavior, waits to per-
ceive task stimuli, recognizes them, and responds. Studies
indicate a hierarchical organization of task sets across the
pre-frontal cortex and to some degree the anterior cingulate
cortex, distributed according to the abstractness of the repre-
sented procedures (Sakai, 2008).

Task set neural activity changes when switching tasks, or
when performing different operations within a single task.
Specific operations, such as comparing whether two objects
are the same, have been linked with specific neurons (Sakai,
2008). The time required to establish a task set is a domi-
nant component of task switch costs and of WM interference.
By configuring stimulus-response mappings for current goals,
task sets filter the scope of perceived stimuli and available re-
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Figure 1: The PROP3 procedure context model in Soar. Conditions are shown in white, actions in gray.

sponses, thereby shielding decision making from irrelevant
information (Dreisbach & Haider, 2008). The cost of switch-
ing to a new task is considered the consequence of successful
shielding during the prior task.

This paper proposes to represent a task set in Soar as
declarative knowledge for describing task rules, or “D-Rules”
here for clarity. These control the selection and firing of pro-
cedural production rules, or “P-Rules.” Note that the declar-
ative/procedural distinction in cognitive architectures is sub-
stantially based on computational aspects of the representa-
tions (such as how they are accessed and modified) in addition
to psychological theory. In ACT-R or Soar, the distinction be-
tween procedural and declarative is effectively the distinction
between P-Rules and what is manipulated by P-Rules. Since
WM defines what knowledge is available for P-Rules to use,
all WM content is called declarative in Soar.

PROP3 and Procedure Contexts
The Primitive Operator (“PROP”) model (Stearns, Assanie,
& Laird, 2017) is a model of human learning and transfer
that follows PRIMs theory. It is a set of P-Rules encoded in
Soar that allow it to learn any task, once it is given a declar-
ative representation of task D-rules. D-Rules are encoded in
procedure contexts via a task-general “assembly language” of
primitive conditions and actions, which are interpreted as in-
structions for task execution by condition and action P-Rules.
Learning and transfer behavior arises during practice as D-
rules are converted to more efficient P-rules. PROP3 is a re-
vision of previous models and introduces procedure contexts
as a model of task set theory.

A procedure context is a symbolic representation of a set
of contextually associated D-Rules, which makes behaviors
available to decision making when in WM. Procedure con-
texts are hierarchically organized in Soar’s long-term declar-
ative memory, structured according to the abstractness of

the procedures, following the Soar Problem Space Compu-
tational Model (PSCM) (Laird, 2012). Retrieving a context
into WM corresponds to activating a task set.

Figure 1 shows example procedure contexts for a “Tran-
scribe Text” task, where a subject must copy a prompted line
of text into a computer text editor. Procedure contexts, shown
as triangles, encode a subject’s understanding of task proce-
dures in long-term declarative memory. Each procedure con-
text describes the decision options relevant to the subject for
different task states. Each decision can lead to another con-
text and set of possible decisions and procedures. Here, the
subject must first read the text from the prompt before writing
each word. Reading the prompt requires finding it and read-
ing the text. Writing each word might require placing the edit
cursor at the right location before typing the known word.
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"Transcribe Text"

"finish"
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Figure 2: A procedure context for the “Transcribe Text” goal.

Figure 2 depicts the starting “Transcribe Text” procedure
context in Soar’s graph-based WM. It describes three D-
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Rules in terms of conditions for pursuing deeper contexts.
The “write-text” structure describes the D-Rule, IF (slot1
is not equal to "\n" AND slot1 exists) THEN
(propose "write-text" as an operation). D-Rule
conditions in a procedure context are evaluated once the
context is retrieved into WM. Soar elaboration P-Rules
evaluate condition structures in parallel, so that any operation
is proposed if and only if its conditions are met. This is
consistent with implications of recent basal ganglia neural
modeling of PRIMs theory (Taatgen, 2019).

Once operations are proposed for all D-Rules with match-
ing conditions, Soar decision making selects one to pursue
as a subgoal. Soar maintains a stack of active goals in WM,
as shown in Figure 1. As in the figure, if “Transcribe Text”
was first retrieved into WM, Soar could select the “get-text”
operation if its conditions were satisfied, which would result
in retrieving the “get-text” procedure context as a subgoal
for more detailed decision making. Similarly, if the “read-
prompt” operation was then selected, the corresponding con-
text would be retrieved as a deeper subgoal. All context hier-
archies terminate in action operations, as shown in gray in the
figure. Procedure contexts describe actions with structures
comparable to the condition structures in Figure 2. Once an
action D-Rule is retrieved, P-Rules execute the memory oper-
ation. Once actions are complete, or if the task state changes
so that a different action is preferred, the irrelevant portion of
the WM stack is removed and new goals are pursued.

Soar automatically learns new P-Rules that summarize
subgoal actions, through a process called chunking. Learned
P-rules can execute actions without the need for a subgoal.
In Figure 1, a new P-Rule has just been learned from execut-
ing the “read-prompt” operation, so that the “read-prompt”
procedure context does not need to be retrieved in future.
PROP3 uses a gradual version of Soar’s chunking mechanism
(Stearns & Laird, 2018).
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Figure 3: Soar chunking.

Figure 3 depicts the Soar chunking process. Boxed letters
represent a WM state at different points in time, and arrows

represent operations that modify WM. Dashed boxes repre-
sent where the selected change to WM requires subgoal deci-
sion making. The figure shows what the decision making in
Figure 1 would look like in the future after learning.

When D-Rules entail multiple actions together (such as the
“finish” context in Figure 1), these are composed in a hierar-
chy similar to conditions, in pairs, according to PRIMs the-
ory for composing transferable P-Rules (Taatgen, 2013). For
each iteration of practice, only the lowest subgoal is chunked,
but eventually all actions will be chunked together. All exe-
cuted D-Rule actions (those in gray in Figure 1) are gradually
chunked into single P-Rules in this way, so that they can then
fire in place of deliberate subgoals, but Soar does not learn
chunks that replace condition-based procedure contexts such
as those shown in white in Figure 1. These describe decision
choices, not parallel actions for applying one decision.

In modeling human behavior with PROP3, each decision
corresponds to 50 msec. In modeling task sets with procedure
contexts, time is required to add contexts to WM. Creating a
subgoal requires one cycle, while retrieving knowledge from
long-term declarative memory requires two. This leads to the
following function for the latency of retrieving contexts:

Tcontext = Fg×G+Fc×C (2)

where G is the number of times a subgoal is created, Fg is a
goal latency factor (50 msec for one cycle), C is the number
of times procedure contexts are retrieved, and Fc is a context
latency factor parameter (100 msec for two retrieval cycles).
C and G increase or decrease according to the number of sub-
goal branches in a task’s PSCM structure.

Chunks speed up task performance by reducing G and C
for task actions. But more procedure contexts for a task’s
decision making increases G and C. Thus, this model predicts
greater latency for tasks that require more complex decisions.

In summary, PROP3 models the latency of task set switch-
ing as the time required for switching procedure contexts,
which depends on both the hierarchical structure of task de-
cision making and on learning task actions.

Comparison with Actransfer
As a PRIMs model, Actransfer learns tasks by converting D-
Rules to P-Rules, but there are several differences in compar-
ison to PROP3. First, Actransfer D-Rules are self-contained
bundles of conditions and memory actions without the PROP3
hierarchy. Only one D-Rule is in WM at a time, whereas
PROP3 allows one D-Rule hierarchy branch at a time. Ac-
transfer retrieves the D-Rule with the highest activation.

Additionally, Actransfer models latency for retrieving D-
Rules using Equation 1, and its Fr can vary significantly be-
tween tasks, whereas Fg and Fc in Equation 2 are the same
across tasks. Actransfer matches PROP3 in using 50 msec
per decision, but it will use more decisions per D-Rule than
PROP3, because it evaluates D-Rule conditions deliberately
via decision making rather than in the background in parallel.

Another difference is that Actransfer shields decision mak-
ing from irrelevant procedures by conditioning rule logic on
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explicit goal names in WM, as is standard in ACT-R, Soar,
and other architectures. PROP3 shields decision making via
the context-specific set of available D-Rules, without the need
for explicit goal names. Further, Actransfer goal names are
like any other WM value, and can change in parallel with
other WM operations without adding latency as in Equation 2.

The most significant difference is that, where Equation 1
adds latency that is not otherwise part of the model, Equa-
tion 2 merely describes the computational cost of using pro-
cedure contexts in Soar.

The following experiments compare PROP3 with Actrans-
fer to test the implications of these differences. To avoid tai-
loring tasks or procedure context structures for PROP3 re-
sults, the experiment tasks are chosen from those previously
modeled by Taatgen (2013) using Actransfer, and the D-Rules
of those models are imported into PROP3 as procedure con-
texts. In order to define the procedure context hierarchy struc-
ture, all Actransfer D-Rules that condition on the same goal
name are grouped into a single procedure context, and each
change in goal name is replaced with a procedure context
switch. Otherwise, the D-Rules are unchanged.

Experiment 1: Within-task switching
The first experiment uses two human tasks of different com-
plexity to compare the PROP3 and Actransfer timing mod-
els for within-task goal switch costs. The complex task
is the text editors task from (Singley & Anderson, 1985),
which required a deep hierarchy of task actions such as “edit-
document,” “edit-line,” “find-cursor,” and so on. In this task,
humans took 20 to 120+ seconds to complete each assigned
operation. The simple task is the mental arithmetic task from
(Elio, 1986), which had a shallow hierarchy of operations for
sequential mathematical routines, and in which humans took
2 to 12 seconds to complete the calculations.

The hypothesis is that latency from switching procedure
contexts (as task sets) can model both time scales, according
to the different amount of switching needed for each task. Be-
low, each task is described before model results are presented.

Complex Task: Editors
In the editors task (Singley & Anderson, 1985), typists mod-
ified documents according to written edit directions, such as
replacing one word with another or deleting a sentence. Three
keyboard-only editors were used with which participants had
no prior experience: ED, EDT, and EMACS. These each re-
quire different keyboard commands, with ED and EDT also
differing from EMACs as single-line editors.

The 1985 experiment took place over six days. To test
transfer, some participants switched editors after two days. If
a participant spent two days each on ED, EDT, and EMACS
in that order, this is called ED-EDT-EMACS. Figure 4a shows
human data for transfer from ED to EDT-EMACS. Other con-
figurations were tested, but are omitted here because results
were similar. EDT performance after two days of ED is al-
most as fast as after two days of EDT, indicating substan-

tial transfer. There is similar transfer to EMACS on day five.
(EMACS-only users required 80 sec on day 1, not shown.)

Simple Task: Arithmetic
Elio’s (1986) mental arithmetic task involved calculating hy-
pothetical pollution rates based on water samples. Subjects
repeatedly performed mental calculations such as shown in
Table 1 using given input values. Human subjects were
trained in a calculation sequence until they performed it on
input data with perfect recall. They were then tasked with
performing it 50 times on various inputs. Following training,
subjects were assigned 50 trials using a different sequence of
operations than the one memorized. Subjects were assigned
one of three types of new procedures: transferred integrative,
transferred component, and a control. Transferred integrative
procedures shared with the memorized procedure all steps
that required remembering intermediate results from previ-
ous steps. Transferred component procedures instead shared
steps that required only checking input values directly. No
steps were shared in the control.

Table 1: Example calculation sequence for the arithmetic
task. Intermediate calculation values are marked with italics.

Step Calculation Op Type
1: Particulate rating Solid× (lime4− lime2) Component
2: Mineral rating greater of (algea/2)(solid/3) Component
3: Index 1 Particulate + Mineral Integrative
4: Marine hazard (toxinmax + toxinmin)/2 Component
5: Index 2 Index 1/Marine Integrative
6: Overall quality Index 2 - Mineral Integrative

Human performance is shown in Figure 5a. Trials 1-
50 show the reported power-law fit to training performance.
Trials 51-100 show performance in the transfer conditions.
Elio’s reported transfer data show the mean from the first
and last 25 trials per subject.1 In the original study, results
for component and integrative training calculations were re-
ported separately. Only performance on component steps is
shown here for brevity, as integrative results are comparable.

Transfer in the transferred component and transferred inte-
grative conditions is evident by the faster initial performance
for these cases, as expected due to the shared calculation
steps. More interesting is the transfer to the control condition,
which has no shared calculations. This indicates that calcula-
tion sequences share more than the specific operations.

Actransfer models
The Actransfer models of both tasks arrange D-Rules so that
similar operations, such as “ctrl-k” in EMACS or “d” in ED,
which both delete the current line, or “algea / 2” and “Index1
/ 2”, which both divide, use similar primitive conditions and
actions. This similarity allows transfer of P-Rules learned
during practice, providing the results shown in Figure 4b and
Figure 5b. Results match the general human transfer trends.

1The original 1986 human data is not available - only the data
shown (R. Elio, personal communication, May 18, 2018).
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(a) Human task results from
(Singley & Anderson, 1985).

(b) Actransfer model (c) Actransfer model,
without declarative retrieval time

(d) PROP3 model

Figure 4: Editors task, human and model performance.

(a) Human task results from
(Elio, 1986).

(b) Actransfer model (c) Actransfer model,
without declarative retrieval time

(d) PROP3 model

Figure 5: Arithmetic task, human and model performance.

Figure 4c and Figure 5c show the same models, but when
omitting latency due to Equation 1. The number of retrievals
in these models decreases with practice, as the model learns
P-Rules to execute the tasks more automatically and less by
instruction, but the amount of simulated latency per retrieval
also decreases as activation of retrieved memories increases
with use. The figures show that decreasing latency per re-
trieval contributes significantly to the overall learning perfor-
mance, especially in Figure 4b.

In the editors Actransfer model, Fr = 1.5, whereas in the
arithmetic model, Fr = 0.15. The average latency per declar-
ative retrieval in the editors task thus decreased from about
0.95 to 0.3 sec over days 1 to 6, whereas for the arithmetic
model it decreased from about 0.07 to 0.03 seconds over the
course of that task. This accounts for most of the difference
in time scale between these two models, though the editors
task also requires more decision making to complete.

PROP3 models
The PROP3 models use the differences in goal hierarchy
structure to account for time scale differences in these tasks.
Results are in Figure 4d and Figure 5d. Consistent with the
hypothesis, the latency of switching contexts results in per-
formance time scales comparable to both original Actransfer
models, without requiring a task-specific scaling parameter.

In the arithmetic task, there is more transfer than exhibited

by humans or the Actransfer model. This reflects how the
model design treats identical calculation operations as identi-
cal subgoals, which are more fully transferred in PROP3. This
might indicate that humans do not mentally represent opera-
tions in quite so modular a fashion. This is consistent with
Elio’s (1986) findings, in which changes to integrative struc-
ture reduced component step transfer. A smoother power-law
learning curve is also evident.

For the editors task, neither Actransfer nor PROP3 models
achieve human latency scaling in days 1-2. An early PROP
model of this task explained this missing latency by modeling
the learning of D-Rule structure during task trials (Stearns &
Laird, 2018). PRIMs does not include a theory of the origin
or modification of D-Rules in declarative memory, and Ac-
transfer models do not include such behavior.

Experiment 2: Across-task switching
The second experiment tests the use of procedure contexts to
model task switch costs by modeling the WM training exper-
iment of Chein and Morrison (2010). Human subjects were
trained for 20 days on a complex WM task. Subjects were
sequentially shown single letters on a screen, and then asked
to report the sequence. Between each letter was a distractor
task of identifying if a word (e.g. “blick”) was real.

Subjects were given a battery of cognitive assessments be-
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fore and after training. Control subjects were assessed before
and after 20 days of no training. One surprising result was
from the Stroop task assessment, in which words describing
colors (e.g. “red”) were shown in fonts of a potentially dif-
ferent colors (e.g. blue), and subjects were asked to report
the color of the font. Short pauses separated each trial word.
WM interference was measured as the difference in average
response time between when text and font colors were incon-
gruent (e.g. “red” in blue font) and congruent (e.g. “red” in
red font). The results are shown in Figure 6a. The horizontal
axis shows the change in interference before and after the 20
day WM training period. Results showed surprisingly signifi-
cant transfer from training toward reducing WM interference.

The hypothesis for Experiment 2 is that the Equation 2
model of task set switching can also account for the described
Stroop interference effects. Each model is now presented.

Actransfer model
The Actransfer model uses transferred decision-making to ex-
plain this result. During pauses in the training task, the model
prepares by rehearsing known letters. During pauses in the
Stroop task, the model can either be idle or prepare to per-
ceive font color. The practice of preparing during training
biases the model to prepare in the Stroop task, since the pre-
pare decisions in both tasks are composed of many of the
same primitive operations, and both declarative instructions
increase in activation during practice.

Interference is modeled via declarative retrieval latency,
based on Equation 1. If there are conflicting stimuli in the
model’s visual WM buffer (the written color word and the
font color), activation for declarative knowledge of each is di-
luted. But if the model chooses to prepare, only the presented
font color enters its visual buffer. In that case, only that font
color’s memory is activated, and the undiluted higher activa-
tion leads to a faster retrieval time according to Equation 1.

Results in Figure 6b show substantial reduction in interfer-
ence with training. Transfer is more extreme than that seen in
human data, but the model demonstrates a working model of
transferring decision making via practice.

(a) Humans (Chein &
Morrison, 2010)

(b) Actransfer model
(Taatgen, 2013)

(c) PROP3 model

Figure 6: Stroop test results, before/after WM training.

PROP3 model
The PROP3 model represents WM interference as a failure
to prospectively retrieve the correct procedure context before
a trial prompt appears, consistent with the task set theory of
building up a task set in preparation for stimuli (Sakai, 2008).
A default Stroop response of reporting the written text is
made available in the top-level procedure context, but report-
ing the font color requires retrieving a more detailed context
as a subgoal. If the model prepares by retrieving the subgoal
context before the prompt appears, performing this process
does not delay the response once the prompt is shown.

As in the Actransfer model, between Stroop trials, the
PROP3 model has a choice between preparing or being idle.
WM training teaches the model to prefer preparation. This
is done using Soar’s built-in Reinforcement Learning (RL)
(Laird, 2012). An internal reward is given whenever a correct
response is made, discounted over time. The faster a correct
response, the greater the effect of the reward, and the more
likely the choice is to be repeated.

Results are shown in Figure 6c. The model replicates hu-
man transfer trends, consistent with the hypothesis, though
again, behavior is not an exact fit. It is clear, however, that
the procedure context approach can achieve comparable be-
haviors to Actransfer by enacting task set-like computation.

Discussion and Conclusions
Though PROP3 models replicate Actransfer behavior in both
experiments without depending on long-term memory acti-
vation, Equation 1 has a long history of successful human
modeling. There are two potential interpretations of these re-
sults. One is that procedure contexts and Equation 1 are two
different computational explanations for the same phenom-
ena, at different levels of abstraction. A second is that pro-
cedure contexts and Equation 1 explain different phenomena,
where procedure contexts model latency related to procedural
processes, and Equation 1 models more classical declarative
processes. The tasks examined here primarily test procedure
control and require few declarative fact recalls.

The idea of D-Rules as “declarative” knowledge comes
from PRIMs theory as applied in Actransfer (Taatgen, 2013),
but it is unclear whether D-Rules ought to be considered
declarative in the psychological sense. It is important that D-
Rules are accessible to the central executive in WM, as short-
term structures that guide decision making. In the computa-
tional theories of ACT-R or Soar, any symbolic knowledge in
WM has the form of “declarative” knowledge. However, in
psychological theory, the term declarative usually refers to se-
mantic or episodic knowledge that references facts or events
in the outside world, not task procedures (Kump, Moskaliuk,
Cress, & Kimmerle, 2015). Oberauer (2010) describes task
sets as WM structures with procedural function, and calls
them a form of procedural knowledge, although with a com-
putational structure similar to that of declarative WM knowl-
edge. This view of task sets as procedural WM knowledge
is consistent with the idea that procedure contexts and Equa-
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tion 1 model different processes. Regardless, results suggest
Equation 1 need not account for as much of task latency as
previously assumed in cognitive modeling, particularly with
respect to procedural control tasks.

The PROP3 models in this paper do not add substantial la-
tency for retrieving declarative memories that are not proce-
dure contexts, such as textual or mathematical facts relevant
for tasks. The slightly faster time scale of PROP3 results for
the editors task might reflect the lack of fact retrieval latency
in the model. The time scale for the arithmetic task model is
not exceedingly fast, however. It is difficult to make definite
conclusions without a more thorough investigation of how
declarative fact knowledge should be represented and used in
these models. Future work should explore whether procedure
contexts imply any particular integration with more overtly
declarative memory processes. Oberauer (2010) describes
the theoretical declarative counterpart to task sets, “memory
sets,” which similarly mediate access to declarative knowl-
edge in WM. The procedure context structure might be used
in similar fashion to support memory set behavior. Future
work might also explore on-line modification of procedure
context structures as a model of subjects learning more accu-
rate or efficient task set strategies.

One could attempt to encode hierarchical declarative struc-
tures in ACT-R comparable to procedure context structures.
However, their use would seem problematic. First, ACT-R
restricts WM buffers to hold only one declarative “chunk”
at once, making sets of D-Rules difficult to represent con-
currently in WM. Second, firing an individual ACT-R P-
Rule corresponds to a decision, so that testing D-Rule con-
ditions would require individual sequential decisions that up-
date each set item every time the WM state changed. The ex-
tra processing would likely lead to unrealistic response times.
Alternatively, in ACT-R one might plausibly replicate the net
results of the procedure context model by treating goal name
changes as a separate source of latency. This would effec-
tively mean using Equation 2 in ACT-R as an extra equation
that adds latency rather than describes existing computation.

The PROP3 use of procedure contexts corresponds to rep-
resenting procedural knowledge in WM, in the sense de-
scribed by Oberauer (2010), demonstrating that it is possible
to implement that approach to task sets in Soar. Moreover,
this work demonstrates that the procedure context approach
provides a single computational representation that generates
human temporal profiles for procedural learning, transfer, and
task switching, for a variety of tasks. This suggests a fruitful
path of future research that might build upon the theory of
procedure contexts to unify the fields of neuroscience, cogni-
tive architectures, or beyond.
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Abstract 
This study examined the separate and combined effects of 
exercise and cognitive training on children’s executive 
function (EF) and associated neural substrates. Sixty-two 
children were recruited and randomly assigned to an Exergame 
(exercise + cognitive activity), Exercise (physical activity), 
Sedentary (cognitive activity), or Control (no-play) Condition. 
The training consisted of 20 min sessions 2x/week and was 
completed by 49 children 4- to 5-years-old. Resting-state 
prefrontal cortex (PFC) connectivity utilizing functional near-
infrared spectroscopy, behavioral assessments of EF, and 
teacher ratings of EF were assessed pre- and posttest. 
Exergame training significantly improved performance on 
transfer EF assessments compared to the other conditions and 
increased PFC connectivity. The changes in PFC connectivity 
were positively associated with EF improvement. These 
findings suggest that the combination of cognitive and exercise 
training modulates the effects on EF and elucidates the neural 
mechanisms underlying the changes in EF induced from 
exergame play. 

Keywords: educational technology; executive function; 
exergames; prefrontal cortex, fNIRS 

Introduction 
Exergames are a generation of video games that stimulate 
cognitive and motor functions simultaneously: the digital 
interface requires participants to interact with the virtual 
environment through body movements. Existing research on 
exergames has primarily focused on health outcomes and 
found that exergames enhance physical activity in children 
and adults (Sween et al., 2014). A more recent body of 
research has focused on whether exergames exhibit not only 
physical health benefits, but cognitive health benefits as well.  

The majority of research on the effects of exergames on 
cognition have primarily focused on elderly populations. 
Prior findings suggest exergame training is more effective 
than exercise or cognitive training alone (Bruderer-Hofstetter 
et al., 2018) and within individual domains of cognition, 

exergames specifically benefit executive function (EF), 
theorizing the combination of exercise and cognitive training 
may affect neuroplasticity additively and improve EF over 
and above single component cognitive or exercise training 
alone (Monteiro-Junior et al., 2016). 

EF is an umbrella term for cognitive processes that 
subserve goal-directed behavior (Best & Miller, 2010). The 
ecological account of EF by Werchan and Amso (2017) 
emphasizes that environmental enrichment is critical in 
shaping the development of EF by providing increased 
quantity and quality of multimodal input to the prefrontal 
cortex (PFC). The combination of exercise and cognitive 
stimulation through multisensory exergame play could 
potentially foster EF by providing an enriching environment 
that promotes increased quantity (kinesthetic, auditory, 
visual) and quality (increasing challenge, continuously 
adapting difficulty based on individual performance, 
matching feedback) of multimodal input. 

EF longitudinally predicts academic achievement and 
learning-related classroom behaviors (Blair & Razza, 2007). 
Children with lower initial performance on EF tasks tend to 
benefit most; thus, early intervention is crucial and may avert 
widening achievement gaps later (Diamond & Lee, 2011). 
Exergames are widely available, require little space, adapt to 
performance, and are enjoyed by children (Best, 2010).    

Despite the practical applications of exergames in youth, 
few studies examine the efficacy of exergame training on EF 
with children. Those that do found exergames improve EF in 
children diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder and with autism spectrum disorder, as well as low-
income adolescents compared to no-play control groups 
(Anderson-Hanley et al., 2011, Benzing & Schmidt, 2019; 
Staiano et al., 2012). A limitation to these studies was that 
there were no cognitive or exercise training groups; therefore, 
conclusions could not be drawn as to whether the effects were  
driven by the exercise, cognitive, or combined cognitive and 
physical components of the exergames. 
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Studies that have compared exergames to exercise training 
found improved cognitive flexibility in adolescents and 
enhanced EF in preschool children from exergaming 
compared to exercise training (Benzing et al., 2016; Xiong 
Xiong, Zhang, & Gao, 2019). The limitation of these studies 
was that there was no cognitive control conditions; therefore, 
conclusions could not be made on whether the cognitive 
component alone from the exergame without the exercise 
component would be enough to induce changes in EF. 

While there is evidence of exergames demonstrating 
advantages over control and exercise groups, evidence is 
mixed when comparing exergame training to cognitive 
training with children. Best (2012) found that children’s EF 
improved after participating in an exergame and an exercise 
condition compared to both cognitive and no-play control 
conditions. These findings suggest that the exercise 
component of exergames—not the cognitive component—
enhances EF. A limitation of this study was that participants 
in each condition played different video games, and the type 
of motor movements differed between the exergame (i.e., 
moving from side to side, jumping to avoid obstacles) and 
exercise (i.e., running) conditions.  

Flynn and Richert (2018) worked towards resolving these 
limitations by ensuring children in the exercise group 
executed motor movements similar to the exergame group, 
and children in the cognitive and exergame groups played the 
same game. The researchers found that the exergame and 
cognitive groups improved performance on EF compared to 
the exercise and control groups. Contrary to Best (2012), 
findings from this study indicated that the cognitive 
component of exergames—not the exercise component—    
enhanced EF. Although the type of physical activity between 
the exergame and exercise groups were similar, a limitation 
to the exercise condition was that it was not in a virtual 
environment, making the context between the exergame and 
exercise interventions a potential confound. Additionally, 
while the participants in the exercise group exerted similar 
motor movements as the exergame group, these children did 
not have to inhibit or receive feedback to modify their 
responses, making the features of the exergame and cognitive 
conditions different from those of the exercise condition.  

While these studies are foundational to broadening our 
understanding of exergames and EF in youth, more carefully 
controlled studies with additional EF assessments and the 
supplementation of neuroimaging techniques are needed to 
clarify the unique efficacy of exergames on EF in children, 
and the neural mechanisms underlying these changes. A 
concern of EF training more generally is how the skills 
transfer to real-world contexts. This study aims to fill these 
gaps by (1) assessing the efficacy of exergames on EF with 
children by comparing exergame training to cognitive 
training, exercise training, and a control group, (2) including 
teacher ratings of children’s EF to assess if skills children 
learn from training transfer to EF-related behavior in a real-
world educational context, and (3) elucidating the potential 
neural mechanisms of exergame-induced EF changes with 
neuroimaging. Studies using functional near-infrared 

spectroscopy (fNIRS) have shown that PFC connectivity is 
developmentally correlated with EF in young children 
(Moriguchi & Hiraki, 2013); and more recently, resting-state 
functional connectivity (rsFC)—correlated activity in the 
absence of a task—has specifically been found to predict 
cognitive performance, educational attainment, and even 
household income (Shen et al., 2018). We hypothesized that 
exergame training would improve children’s performance on 
behavioral EF tasks, EF-related behaviors in the classroom, 
and rsFC in the PFC compared to the control groups.   

Method 
Participants 62 children were recruited from a pre-primary 
school on the campus of a Mid-Atlantic city in the United 
States. Of the 62 children, 5 children were excluded due to 
noncompliance on the EF assessments at pretest, 5 children 
did not return to the laboratory to complete the full 
intervention, 2 children lacked motor skills necessary for 
training, and 1 child from the control group was unwilling to 
participate in the posttest. The remaining 49 participants were 
ages 4 to 5 (M=4.89, SD=.42 years). The school environment 
represents local racial and economic diversity with children 
being 54% White, 24% Asian or Pacific Islander, 5% African 
American, 12% Middle-Eastern, 5% Hispanic, and 28% of 
children attending with financial aid. The experimental 
protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board. 
Signed consent was obtained from the parents of participants. 
Verbal assent was secured from all participants and children 
were given stickers for their participation. This study utilized 
a randomized block design by classroom, age, and sex. Then, 
within each block, subjects were randomly assigned to one of 
the four conditions: Exergame (n=13), Exercise (n=12), 
Sedentary (n=11), or Control (n=13).  

Procedure and Measures 
Predictions and analyses were preregistered on the Open 
Science Framework in advance, where the materials and 
protocols utilized in this study are available (Eng, 2018). A 
between-subjects design was used with two testing phases: 
pretest and posttest. PFC functional connectivity utilizing 
fNIRS, EF task performance, and teacher ratings of EF were 
assessed at pretest. The day after pretest, children in the 
Exergame, Sedentary, and Exercise Conditions trained for 2 
consecutive days, 20 mins/day, for 40 mins total. Participants 
returned to the laboratory the following day after training and 
PFC connectivity, EF task performance, and teacher ratings 
of EF were reassessed at posttest. Teachers were condition-
blind. Children in the No-play Control Condition continued 
their typical activities and just participated in the pre- and 
posttest assessments. 
 
Resting State-Prefrontal Cortex Connectivity fNIRS is a 
neuroimaging technique that uses low-levels of light to 
measure changes in cerebral blood volume and oxygenation. 
Optical imaging was collected with a continuous wave real-
time fNIRS system (TechEn, Inc.). There were 4 light 
sources, each containing 690-nm and 830-nm laser light and 
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8 detectors, with a source-detector distance of 3.0 cm to give 
oxygenation measures in 10 channels. Probes were 
positioned referenced to the 10–20 EEG international 
coordinate system covering areas Fp1-F8 on the PFC. 
Sensors were mounted on a probe strip and secured with a 
child-friendly Neoprene Cap. fNIRS is ideal for 
neuroimaging studies with children because it is noninvasive 
and does not require participants to remain relatively 
immobile. Inscapes (Vanderwal et al., 2015)—a movie 
paradigm designed to measure rsFC—has been found to be a 
useful condition between task-free rest and movies for 
children. It features abstract shapes without a social narrative 
and has been associated with patterns of connectivity that 
most closely resembles those obtained during rest. 
 
Behavioral Executive Function Assessments  
Modified Flanker Task (Rueda et al., 2004): A modified 
version of the Flanker Task appropriate for children was 
utilized in which a computer screen presented 5 fish in a row 
facing either right or left. The task goal was to make a 
response in accordance with the direction of the middle fish 
while ignoring the surrounding fish, which either faced the 
opposite or same direction of the target fish for incongruent 
and congruent trials, respectively. This task involves multiple 
EF skills: following rules, paying attention, and inhibiting 
distraction from the flanking fish. Children completed 8 
practice trials to ensure directions were understood, followed 
by 42 test trials. Children were given encouragement during 
the practice trials to respond as quickly and accurately as 
possible. No encouragement or correction was given during 
the testing block. The primary outcome measure was 
accuracy for the incongruent trials. 
 
Day-Night (Gerstadt, Hong, & Diamond, 1994): The Day-
Night Task presented children with cards with either a moon 
or a sun on them.  A block of congruent trials was shown first 
in which children were instructed to say “day” or “night” 
when shown a sun or moon card, respectively. A block of 
incongruent trials was shown next in which children were 
told to do the opposite and say “day” when shown a moon 
card and “night” when shown a sun card. Children completed 
2 sets of practice trials to ensure directions were understood, 
followed by 2 sets of 16 test trials for a total of 36 trials. This 
task also involves multiple EF skills: following rules, 
switching, and inhibiting prepotent responses. The main 
outcome measure was accuracy for the incongruent trials.  
 
Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function-
Preschool Version (BRIEF; Gioia et al., 2002): This 
questionnaire assessed EF as manifested in the everyday 
behavior of preschool-aged children. Teachers completed 
items assessing Inhibitory Control, Flexibility, Working 
Memory, and Planning/ Organizing with response options 
ranging from “never” to “often” a problem for the child (e.g., 
“Is impulsive”). Questionnaires were scored and entered by 
condition-blind trained research assistants.  
 

Training Sessions 
Each condition was programmed in Unity Technologies: a 
game software permitting customization of condition 
features. Each condition was projected onto a wall with a 
connected non-slip game step mat (144 x 96 x 48 in) and was 
a “gamified” version of the Flanker Task while maintaining 
the goals of the standard task. The game features included a 
narrative, player feedback, and a computational algorithm to 
provide incremental challenge by continuously adapting the 
difficulty level based on performance. For correct trials, 
difficulty advanced by decreasing the allotted response time 
by 500 ms. For incorrect trials, difficulty decreased by 
increasing the allotted response time by 500 ms. Children 
played 20 mins/day, for 2 consecutive days. Training was 
administered to participants in the same room each day, with 
a hypothesis-blind experimenter present to ensure directions 
were understood and followed.  
 
Enjoyment Post-training, an Again-Again question, a valid 
measure of children’s enjoyment assessed whether children 
would play an activity again, with answers of “no”, “maybe”, 
or “yes” (Read & MacFarlane, 2006). 
 
Exergame Condition (combined exercise + cognitive 
training): Identical to the Flanker Task, but instead of 
pressing left and right arrows on a computer keyboard, 
children responded by stepping left or right on the physical 
game mat’s arrows depending on the direction that the central 
target was facing (Fig. 1A). The surrounding fish faced the 
opposite or same direction of the central fish for incongruent 
and congruent trials, respectively. To ensure stimuli were 
projected in a systematic visual angle so the distractor fish 
were not in far peripheral vision, the visual angle was 
calculated as 2 x inverse tangent of S/2D, where S = the 
screen width and D = the distance from the eye pupil. 
 
Sedentary Condition (cognitive training): was identical to 
the Exergame except participants sat on the mat and pressed 
left or right with their hands, rather than stepping (Fig. 1B).  
 
Exercise Condition (exercise training) was identical to the 
Exergame except that the central target fish was not 
surrounded by distractor fish (Fig. 1C). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: (A) Exergame (B) Sedentary (C) Exercise Condition 
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Results 
 

Preliminary analyses examined condition differences of age, 
sex, training enjoyment, and pretest assessments. Neither 
age, sex, nor training enjoyment differed significantly 
between the groups (ps>0.11). At pretest, there were no 
significant differences between groups on the Flanker Task, 
the Day-Night Task, BRIEF, or mean PFC rsFC (ps>0.41).  
 
fNIRS Data Acquisition and Analysis Preprocessing and 
rsFC analyses were carried out using the NIRS Brain 
AnalyzIR toolbox (Santosa, Zhai, Fishburn, & Huppert, 
2018). Raw fNIRS intensity signals were first converted to 
changes in optical density. The data were then corrected for 
motion artifacts using the Temporal Derivative Distribution 
Repair method. This uses a motion correction procedure 
based on robust regression that effectively reduces the 
magnitude of large fluctuations (i.e., motion) in the signal, 
while leaving small fluctuations (i.e., hemodynamics) intact 
to prevent physiological artifacts from biasing the results 
(Fishburn et al., 2019). Signals were then converted to 
oxygenated hemoglobin concentrations using the modified 
Beer Lambert relationship. rsFC was quantified by 
concatenating the individual block time courses, and the 
Pearson correlation coefficient was computed between all 45 
channel-pairs at pre- and posttest.  

A Fisher's r-to-Z transformation was then applied to 
normalize the variance of the correlation values. To account 
for variability in the hemodynamic response function, the 
temporal and dispersion derivatives were estimated and 
discarded. An autoregressive iteratively-reweighted least 
squares approach (Barker, Aarabi, & Huppert, 2013) was 
used to estimate the coefficients to account for serial 
correlations in the data. The estimated coefficients for both 
conditions were submitted to a robust weighted mixed effects 
model, with time modeled as a fixed effect and subject as a 
random effect. The response variable and design matrices 
were weighted using the inverse of the 1st-level coefficient 
covariance matrices, effectively weighting observations by 
the reliability of the estimate. To assess the changes in rsFC 
over time between conditions, a t-contrast of ‘Posttest’ versus 
‘Pretest’ was carried out by group, and the false discovery 
rate (FDR) correction was used to control for multiple 
comparisons via multiple channel-pairs (Benjamini and 
Hochberg, 1995). The results from this analysis were used to 
assess the channel-pairs where there was a significant change 
in rsFC from pre- to posttest.  

Prefrontal Cortex Connectivity 

Out of 45 channel-pairs, PFC rsFC significantly changed 
from pre- to posttest in 26 channel-pairs for the Exergame 
group, 4 channel-pairs in the Exercise group, 3 channel-pairs 
in the Sedentary group, and 1 channel-pair in the Control 
group (Fig. 2). Exergame training elicited significantly 
greater rsFC than the control groups in the PFC (p < .05; FDR 
corrected). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Changes in PFC functional connectivity (p < .05) 

Effects on Behavioral EF Assessments 

As per preregistered analyses, one-way ANOVAs were 
conducted with difference scores from pre- to posttest as 
dependent variables and Condition as the explanatory 
variable. Planned contrasts based on a priori hypotheses were 
run if a significant main effect of condition was found.  
 
The Flanker Task Flanker Task accuracy changes from pre- 
to posttest revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 45) 
=4.03, p=.013, ηp

2=.21. Planned contrast analyses revealed 
that gains in Flanker accuracy were significantly larger for 
the Exergame Condition (M=29.67; SE=6.67), F(1, 45)= 9.63 
p=.003, ηp

2=.18, and for the Sedentary Condition (M=25.97; 
SE=6.69), F(1, 45)= 6.52, p=.014, ηp

2=.13 relative to the No-
play Condition (M=6.19; SE=4.58) while gains for the 
Exercise Condition (M=13.99; SE=5.16; p=.31), did not 
differ from the No-play Condition (see Fig. 3A). Tukey’s 
HSD Test showed Flanker Task accuracy gains did not differ 
between the Exergame, Sedentary, and Exercise Condition 
(p=.20). These results were not surprising, as the Sedentary 
and Exergame group directly practiced the ability to focus on 
a center target while ignoring distractors on the side during 
training, while the No-Play and Exercise Conditions did not.  
 
Day-Night Task Day-Night Task accuracy changes from 
pre- to posttest revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 
45)=6.58, p<.001, ηp

2=.31. The planned contrast analysis 
revealed that compared to the No-Play Condition (M=1.33; 
SE=4.26), gains in Day-Night accuracy were significantly 
larger for the Exergame condition (M=25.52; SE=4.77), F(1, 
45)=16.56, p<.001, ηp

2=.27, but not for the Sedentary (M= 
10.23; SE=3.98), or Exercise Conditions (M=3.13 SE=4.12), 
ps>0.15 (see Fig. 3B). Tukey’s HSD Test showed gains in 
Day-Night accuracy significantly differed between the 
Exergame and all conditions (p<.02), but there were no 
significant differences between the other conditions (p=.26).  
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Teacher Ratings of EF BRIEF score changes from pre- to 
posttest revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 45)= 
4.86, p=.006, ηp

2=.27. The planned contrast analysis revealed 
that compared to the No-Play Condition (M=.69; SE=1.70), 
BRIEF scores gains were significantly larger for the 
Exergame condition (M=9.00; SE=1.68), F(1, 45)=14.30, p< 
.001, ηp

2=.26, but not for the Sedentary (M=3.12; SE=4.09) 
or Exercise Conditions (M=2.80; SE=1.04), ps>0.19 (see Fig. 
3C). Teachers were blind to the hypotheses and condition 
assignments, ensuring no expectancy effect bias. Tukey’s 
HSD Test showed gains in BRIEF scores significantly 
differed between the Exergame condition and all other 
conditions (p<.05), but there were no significant differences 
comparing the other conditions to each other (p=0.92).  

Effects on EF and Associated Neural Substrates 

After the group-level analysis, subject-level rsFC correlation 
coefficients were extracted from all 45 channel-pairs and 
standardized using z-scores. Z-scores were averaged for each 
time point, resulting in a single global rsFC score at pre- and 
posttest. To quantify the mean change in rsFC, a difference 
score for each child was calculated by subtracting the mean 
pretest rsFC from the mean posttest rsFC. Scores estimated 
changes in rsFC, such that higher scores indexed greater 
changes in connectivity strength in the PFC. rsFC changes 
from pre- to posttest revealed a significant effect of condition, 
F(3, 45)=2.86, p=.04, ηp

2=.16. The planned contrast analysis 
revealed that compared to the No-Play Condition (M=-.05; 
SE=.16), gains in global PFC rsFC were significantly larger 
for the Exergame condition (M =.46; SE =.10), F(1,45)=5.79, 
p=.02, ηp

2=.11, but not for the Sedentary (M=.09; SE=.19) or 
Exercise Conditions (M=-.13; SE=.16), ps>0.74 (see Fig. 
3D). Tukey’s HSD Test showed gains in PFC rsFC 
significantly differed between the Exergame condition and 
all other conditions (p<.05), but no significant differences 
between the other conditions (p>.51).  
 

 

  
 

Figure 3: Changes in (A) Flanker (B) Day-Night (C) BRIEF 
(D) PFC Connectivity.  ***p < .001 **p < .01 *p < .05. 

Association of EF and PFC Connectivity Changes in 
behavioral EF assessments were positively and significantly 
associated (all ps<.009, r=0.37-0.42). Therefore, to examine 
the association between the behavioral EF assessments and 
PFC rsFC changes, changes in Flanker Task (M=18.29%) and 
Day-Night Task performance (M=9.69%), and BRIEF scores 
(M=3.53) were standardized using Z-scores and averaged 
together to create an EF composite variable (M=-.002; 
SD=.79). Global PFC rsFC difference scores ranged from  
-1.31 to 2.34 (M=.07; SD= .58). The changes in PFC rsFC 
were associated with children’s EF composite scores, 
r(48)=.41, 95%CI [.17, .98], p=.004 (see Fig. 4). 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Greater changes in EF were associated with higher 
PFC connectivity difference scores 

Discussion 
The results of this study provide the first systematic analysis 
to determine whether cognitive training without the exercise 
component, or exercise training with less cognitive 
stimulation more greatly impact EF via comparing an 
exergame to: 1) a sedentary version of the same game 2) an 
exercise version using the same motor movements as the 
exergame and 3) an age-matched control group. Although 
conservative interpretations should be drawn due to the small 
sample size, the present findings extend the literature in 
several ways. First, the Exergame Condition had the strongest 
effect on EF and associated PFC rsFC, suggesting that the 
interaction of exercise and cognitive training drives the 
effects on EF. Second, the Exergame and Sedentary 
Conditions had equivalent effects on the trained EF skill of 
resolving visuospatial conflict on the Flanker Task, 
suggesting that the cognitive component of game play—
whether physical or sedentary—provides a context to 
improve targeted EF processes. Third, only children in the 
Exergame Condition exhibited improvement on Day-Night 
Task performance and EF-related behaviors in the classroom.  

Children’s everyday environments at school are important 
venues for observing routine manifestations of EF. This study 
extends previous findings by demonstrating that 
improvements generalize to teacher ratings of EF in addition 
to a novel EF task. Furthermore, changes in EF were 
associated with changes in PFC rsFC, supporting the 
neuroplasticity hypothesis of exergames. An important 
question is whether exergames transiently facilitate EF, or 
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whether they have a more fundamental impact on 
development, resulting in long-term changes. Future research 
should follow children longitudinally to examine whether the 
effects of exergames are sustained over time.  

During exergame play, the physical effort imposed by 
exergames could produce the already known neurological 
mechanisms of exercise: the increased synthesis and release 
of trophic factors such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) subsequently stimulates neuroplasticity—the ability 
of the brain to form and grow connections—especially in 
response to learning and experiences (Ding et al., 2006). The 
cognitive effort imposed by exergames could produce the 
growing evidence of neuroplasticity induced from action 
videogame: game features such as adaptability, challenges, 
rules, and the feedback system (positive rewards and 
anticipating competitors) require participants to inhibit and 
initiate actions, pay attention, plan, and make decisions 
quickly and accurately, which subsequently fosters EF 
development and brain plasticity (Bavelier et al., 2012). 
Therefore, the combination of exercise and cognitive 
stimulation through multicomponent exergame play may 
provide an enriching environment that affects neuroplasticity 
additively, and may be more effective in improving EF than 
single component cognitive or exercise training alone 
(Monteiro-Junior et al., 2016).  

Exergames may be ideal for children from low income 
backgrounds who may not have access to safe recreational 
equipment, and also for children with low physical activity 
self-efficacy because they include  computational algorithms 
for continuously adapting the difficulty level based on 
children’s individual performance capabilities (Best, 2010). 
Therefore, the outcomes of this study are promising in 
support of Exergame training as a means to enhance EF 
development in children as young as 4 to 5-years old. 
Exergames can potentially be used as educational tools so 
that children enter formal schooling equipped with the EF 
skills to facilitate learning at par with their peers. 
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Dissociable systems for recognizing places and navigating through them:
neuropsychological and developmental evidence
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Abstract

Recent neuroimaging evidence suggests that scene processing depends on dissociable systems for visually-guided navi-
gation (including the occipital place area, OPA) and scene categorization (including the parahippocampal place area). If
these systems are truly dissociable, then it should be possible to find cases in which one system is impaired, while the
other is spared. Further, if dissociable, then these systems may develop independently. Here we tested visually-guided
navigation and scene categorization abilities in 36 adults with Williams syndrome (WS) a developmental disorder in-
volving cortical thinning in and around the OPA as well as 82 typically developing 4-8 year old children. We found
that i) WS adults are impaired in visually-guided navigation, but not scene categorization, relative to mental-age matched
children; and ii) visually-guided navigation matures later in typical development than scene categorization. These findings
provide neuropsychological and developmental evidence for dissociable scene processing systems for recognizing places
and navigating through them.
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Abstract

What role does the motor system play in language understanding? Here we show that effector-specific motor interference
can change how people interpret language about actions. An action like voting can be understood in terms of its concrete
details (writing marks on a ballot) or its abstract significance (influencing an election). If neural circuits for performing
motor actions enable people to mentally represent an actions concrete details, then occupying these circuits with a sec-
ondary motor task should make the actions details harder to represent. Consistent with this hypothesis, in two experiments
(N=180), tapping a complex rhythm with either the hands or the feet increased the proportion of abstract interpretations of
phrases describing actions with the same effector. Thus, meaningless motor activity causes qualitative changes in language
comprehension: Performing different actions can lead to different understandings of the same words and phrases.
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Abstract

Tetris is a fast-paced puzzle solving game that requires play-
ers to rapidly maneuver falling blocks to clear rows and score
points. Skilled Tetris players learn to execute moves in the
game very quickly to keep up with the increasing time pres-
sure. But world champion Tetris players employ more complex
strategies that save precious milliseconds that enable them to
reach even higher levels of play. Such strategies show mas-
tery of the game’s event structure, but also come with a startup
cost— a “cognitive speed bump”— wherein they must mo-
mentarily decide whether to rotate a block left or right, even
for scenarios where the distinction is not meaningful for per-
formance. We present data showing both the world champions’
superior overall action times, but also a preliminary “speed
bump” that is consistent both within and between world cham-
pion players. Potential underlying memory structures are ex-
plored, and implications are discussed for both the Soft Con-
straints Hypothesis and the relationship between Hick’s Law
and expertise.
Keywords: cognitive strategies; extreme expertise; video
games; real-time tasks; complex tasks; skill acquisition; Tetris;
complex skills; interactive behavior

Introduction
To achieve high degrees of skill in complex, real-time tasks–
for example, the video game Tetris– players must master
strategies that best exploit the game’s event structure (Zacks,
Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007), taking actions
bound by the rules of cognition (reaction times, uncertainty,
decision-making, motor activation) and fitting them as best
they can into the temporal dynamics of the task before them.
The process of learning these strategies can be fraught with
sub-optimal lures (Fu & Gray, 2004)– strategies that are ob-
jectively worse, but remain stable because of the excessive
costs associated with implementing those strategies in the
first place. For example, any strategy that requires additional
decision-making steps may require time spent deliberating
between a pool of possible choices (as follows from Hick’s
Law (Hick, 1952)), a process one can’t typically afford in
time-pressured tasks. As expertise in a task domain increases,
however, the time taken to deliberate between possible ac-
tions is thought to decrease (Logan, Ulrich, & Lindsey, 2016),
freeing up precious temporal resources to evaluate and imple-
ment better strategies (which, subsequently, may help break
out of a “plateau” in performance gains (Gray & Lindstedt,
2017)).

The present work examines a case of two strategies for
a sub-task in the complex, real-time video game Tetris:

one simpler strategy that may often cost additional button-
presses; and a more cognitively complex strategy that saves
button-presses, but with an apparent and remarkably consis-
tent “cognitive speed bump” prior to taking actions, even
among the very best players in the world. Data are presented
from three categories of players: true novices, regional cham-
pionship players, and world championship players.

The video game Tetris

Tetris is a puzzle-solving game wherein players arrange
falling blocks called “zoids” into the “pile” at the bottom of
the screen to fill and clear lines for points. As players clear
lines, the game level will increase, increasing both the speed
at which zoids fall and the points awarded for clearing lines.
The time pressure begins at a leisurely rate of zoids falling
2.5 rows (out of 20) per second, to the full 20 rows per sec-
ond, and beyond. At these highest speeds is when players are
most challenged, engaged, and require the best strategies to
ensure survival. Players have three kinds of actions availal-
ble: translations, to adjust the horizontal position of the zoid;
rotations, to adjust the orientation of the zoid; and dropping,
to quickly advance when the zoid is in the desired state. For
the purposes of the present study, we can consider a single
“episode” of Tetris to be the events that take place between a
zoid’s initial appearance and the placement of that zoid into
the pile. Figure1 illustrates the task and input device.

Rotation sub-task strategies

Tetris, like any complex task, can be broken down into sev-
eral subtasks: visual search, evaluation of options, aligning
the zoid vertically, recovering from (or avoiding) errors, etc.
Of particular interest is the “zoid rotation” sub-task, wherein
players must efficiently and accurately rotate zoids into the
desired orientation in order to drop them properly. Figure 2
shows the rotation behavior of zoids in Tetris. There are three
categories of zoids: “static” zoids, which do not rotate at all;
“flipping” zoids, which do rotate, but only osciallate betwen
two orientations tates; and “rotating” zoids, which have four
distinct orientations. These final zoids are of most interest,
because there are two viable methods for approaching them:
the “mono-rotational” strategy, and the “bi-rotational strat-
egy.”
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Figure 1: The anatomy of the game of Tetris. The upper
left box illustrates the task environment, with a “zoid” falling
down into the “pile”. The upper right box outlines how line
clears work, as well as the points awarded. The input device
at the bottom is an illustration of an NES controller, labeled
to indicate the actions available to players: translations (hori-
zontal position), rotations (orientation of the zoid), and drop-
ping (when the zoid is in the desired position and orientation).

Mono-rotational strategy The mono-rotational strategy is
simple: to get a zoid from its current orientation to the desired
orientation, all a player needs to know is how many times to
press the rotate button. This strategy ignores the option to ro-
tate the zoid in two directions entirely– as far as this strategy
is concerned, there is only one rotate button. This strategy
comes with a critical inefficiency: sometimes the player will
be required to press the rotate button three times (rather than
once in the other direction), a dangerous cost for the break-
neck pace of Tetris play.

Bi-rotational strategy The bi-rotational strategy is more
complex: the player utilizes both rotation buttons to rotate the
zoid only in the direction that requires the fewest keypresses.
As a result, the player must track more information, which
may result in some cognitive slowdown, but as a reward for
that additional effort, the number of keypresses required to
rotate the zoid is kept to a minimum.

Cognitive implications of rotation strategies
So, why don’t all Tetris players simply adopt the clearly
“superior” bi-rotational strategy? The answer likely lies in
the underlying cognitive costs (Gray, Sims, Fu, & Schoelles,
2006). Figure 3 illustrates a possible arrangement of the cog-
nitive “pipeline” of the two rotational strategies. It is likely a

Figure 2: Internal representations of Tetris zoids and their ro-
tation behavior. “Static” zoids do not rotate and require no
rotation button presses; “flipping” zoids only have two orien-
tations, so rotation is possible, but direction is irrelevant, as
both direction result in the same final orientation; “rotating”
zoids have four unique orientations, and thus require either
multiple button presses, or use of both rotation directions to
reach all possible states.

much simpler task– especially to a novice– to implement the
mono-rotational strategy, as it requires no decision-making
about which button to press, and likely much simpler mem-
ory structures to employ. Furthermore, the drawbacks of the
mono-rotational strategy only become apparent when play-
ers attain sufficient skill to reach the highest levels of game
speeds, wherein a single extra button-press can mean the dif-
ference between success and failure.

Method
We set out to examine how Tetris players of various skill lev-
els make use of both the mono-rotational and bi-rotational
rotation strategies.

Participants The participants consisted of 30 players from
both locally run Tetris tournament events on Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute’s campus, and the 2016 Classic Tetris World
Championship (CTWC) tournament: novices (N=10), re-
gional champions (N=10), and global champion players
(N=10).1

Procedure All participants played a version of Tetris de-
veloped in-house known as “Meta-T” (Lindstedt & Gray,
2015), designed explicitly for research purposes. Data were
collected either during the qualifying rounds of the tourna-
ment in question (for novice and regional champion players),
or in private sessions arranged during the CTWC. To mini-
mize the effect of the random factors of the game, all play-
ers played using the same fixed “random seed” meaning that
zoids would appear in the same exact order for all players.

Results
The following analyses address three primary questions: (1)
did players in each category actually differ in game scores,

1For a video example of CTWC players at peak performance
during the tournament finals (with announcer commentary), refer
to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdfRQjb5o9k
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Figure 3: Diagram of the possible flow of information for each of two cognitive strategies involved in the zoid-rotation subtask.
Players using the mono-rotational strategy rely only on simple memory retrieval structures to perform their task, but at the cost
of sometimes executing two additional keypresses. Conversely, players using the bi-rotational strategy minimize number of
rotations by employing both rotation directions, but at the cognitive cost of relying on a more complex retrieval structure. The
retrieval structures presented here are intended to illustrate the relative complexity of the information involved in each strategy,
not make strong predictions about the precise structure of memory.

(2) do they differentially adopt different rotational strategies,
and (3) how do those strategies affect performance?

Differences in performance between skill groups

First, to verify that the players vary in their overall game
performance, we conducted a one-way between subjects
ANOVA to compare the effect of player skill on total game
score (sixth root) for players in the novice, regional, and
global skill conditions. There was a significant effect of
player skill on game score (sixth root) for the three conditions
[F(2, 27) = 161.8, p < .00001, η2=0.92]. Figure 4 shows the
trace of player scores over game difficulty levels, and the dis-
tribution of final game scores (sixth root). Post-hoc compar-
isons using a pairwise t-test with Bonferroni correction re-
vealed that game score (sixth root) was significantly higher
for global (M = 7.97, SD = .29) vs regional (M = 6.41, SD =

.33) players, both of which differed significantly from novices
(M = 4.11, SD = .71). Regional players’s scores also signif-
icantly differed from novices. These results indicate that the
players do, in fact, differ significantly in their overall game
performance.

Evidence of rotational strategy use

To rigorously compare players’ strategy use, we measured the
proportion of each player’s rotation button-presses that were
in that player’s non-dominant rotation direction. First, we
conducted a one-way between subjects ANOVA to compare
the effect of player skill on log-proportion of non-dominant
rotations for players in the novice, regional, and global skill
conditions. Because the bi-rotation strategy is only mean-
ingful for “rotating” zoids, we restricted the analysis to only
include those zoids. There was a significant effect of player
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Figure 4: The trace of game scores across all game levels
for all 30 participants. The ’x’ marks the point at which the
game terminated. The right panel shows the distribution of
final game scores for players in each skill category.

skill on non-dominant rotations for the three conditions [F(2,
27) = 98.86, p< .00001, η2=0.88]. Post-hoc comparisons us-
ing a pairwise t-test with Bonferroni correction revealed that
the proportion of non-dominant rotations was significantly
higher for global (M = .206, SD = .105) than for regional
(M = .086, SD = .153) and novice (M = .005, SD = .011)
players. Regional and novice players’ proportions of non-
dominant rotations did not differ. Figure 5 shows this effect.

These findings suggest that global champion players do,
in fact, employ the bi-rotational strategy, while regional and
novice players rely most heavily on the mono-rotational strat-
egy, especially when the game’s time pressure is highest.
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Figure 5: Comparison of non-dominant rotation usage for
players of each skill category (x-axis). Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.

Impact of rotational strategy use
To contrast the mono-rotational and bi-rotational strategies,
we will examine both the motor costs (in terms of button-

pressing efficiency) and the cognitive costs (in terms of ini-
tial reaction times) associated with each strategy. We con-
sider regional players to by and large exhibit skilled usage
of the mono-rotational strategy, while global players near-
unanimously exhibit skilled usage of the bi-rotational strat-
egy.

First, we examined the impact of rotational strategy adop-
tion on motor efficiency by comparing the number of extra
rotations for “rotating” zoids exhibited by players in each
skill category. We conducted a one-way between subjects
ANOVA to compare the effect of player skill on extraneous
rotations for players in the novice, regional, and global skill
conditions (collapsed across game levels and only for “rotat-
ing” zoids). There was a significant effect of player skill on
non-dominant rotations for the three conditions [F(2, 27) =
37.18, p < .00001, η2=0.73]. Post-hoc comparisons using a
pairwise t-test with Bonferroni correction revealed that extra
rotations were significantly lower for global (M = .022, SD
= .018) than for regional (M = .756, SD = .262) players, and
both were significantly lower than novices (M = 1.132, SD =
.434) players. This result suggests that global players (who
all appear to have adopted the bi-rotational strategy) are more
efficient at rotating zoids than regional and novice players.
Figure 6 shows the number of unnecessary button-presses ob-
served in each player skill category.

Next, we examined the impact of each rotational strat-
egy on players’ initial reaction times. Initial reaction time
for a given episode is considered to be the time between the
zoid appearing on the screen and the player making their first
button-press, time during which we assume any delays are
due to additional cognitive processing. In addition, we want
to examine those game episodes where players are close to
the limit of their capability, when time pressure is high and a
high degree of performance is critical, so we limit the analy-
sis to only performance data from the highest level of game
difficulty fully completed by each player.

We conducted two one-way ANOVAs, one for each player
skill level (regional or global), to compare the effect of each
zoid rotation type (static, flipping, or rotating) on players’ ini-
tial reaction times. For the regional champion model (i.e.,
the skilled mono-rotational players), there was no significant
main effect of zoid rotation type on initial reaction time [F(2,
27) = .20, p = .821, η2 = .01]. For the global champion
model (i.e., the skilled bi-rotational players), there was a sig-
nificant effect of zoid rotation type on initial reaction time
[F(2,27) = 82.55, p < .00001, η2 = .86]. Post-hoc compar-
isons using a pairwise t-test with Bonferroni correction re-
vealed that global players’ initial reaction times for rotating
zoids (M = 126.3ms, SD = 17.89) were significantly higher
than for flipping zoids (M = 80.29ms, SD = 9.22ms) and
static zoids (M = 57.33ms, SD = 6.55ms), and reaction times
for flipping zoids were higher than for static zoids. Table 1
shows the means and standard deviations for each zoid ro-
tation type for both regional and global champion players.
This result suggests that global players (those employing the
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bi-rotational strategy) are differentially affected by the zoids’
number of possible rotations. Figure 8 shows this effect. Fig-
ure 7 expands to see how this effect plays out over the course
of a game as difficulty increases.
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Figure 6: Rotation efficiency in terms of how many extrane-
ous button presses are made to get the zoid into its ultimate
orientation (a zoid could, at maximum, require two button
presses to achieve a desired orientation, given the existence
of the bi-rotational strategy). Error bars represent 95% confi-
dence intervals.

Table 1: Means (and standard deviations) of reaction times
for regional and global players for each zoid rotation type.

regional champions global champions
static zoids 95.94 (47.16) 57.33 (6.55)
flipping zoids 84.01 (40.74) 80.29 (9.22)
rotating zoids 93.27 (45.22) 126.3 (17.90)

Discussion
The preceding analysis produced the following results. First,
each skill category (novice, regional, and global) produced
game scores and execution times that significantly differed
from one another. Second, we demonstrated that novice and
regional players adopted the mono-rotational strategy, and
global champions adopted the bi-rotational strategy. Third,
we showed that global champions (using the bi-rotational
strategy) reduced the number of extraneous zoid rotations per
episode to near-zero. Finally, fourth, we found expert players
using the bi-rotational strategy had initial reaction times that
were significantly impacted by zoid orientation type (static,
flipping, and rotating, in increasing order of complexity),
while there was no systematic difference for skilled users of
the mono-rotational strategy.

We think the most striking finding in this study is that
even extremely skilled players experience a cognitive “speed-
bump” when adopting a strategy that involves more complex
decision-making, and that this is true even at extreme levels
of expertise. The global champions do, in fact, save time by

adopting the bi-rotational strategy to avoid unnecessary zoid
rotations, as evidenced by their decreased extraneous button
presses (Figure 6). However, these global champion players
appear to achieve their overall more efficient performance at
the cost of considering more information, evidenced by their
increased initial reaction times for more complicated zoid
types (Figure 8). By contrast, the regional champions, who
have adopted the simpler mono-rotational strategy, show no
systematic slowdown when determining how much to rotate
each type of zoid, regardless of how many orientation states
that zoid may possess. The “bump” becomes even more ev-
ident when considering Figure 7, examining initial reaction
times across all game difficulty levels. When comparing re-
gional and global players at the same game difficulty level,
global champion players consistently show increasing initial
reaction times with the decision complexity of the zoid, while
regional champions show no such differential increase.

With respect to “stable sub-optimal solutions” (Fu & Gray,
2004), it would seem that this “speed-bump” is somewhat
damning– if even the best players in the world can’t elim-
inate temporal costs associated with the bi-rotational strat-
egy, then the novice would certainly not find this strategy ini-
tially palatable. Furthermore, the simple nature of the mono-
rotational strategy may lead to a sort of “slippery slope” sce-
nario wherein that simpler strategy gets practiced to the point
of automaticity, further investing them in their chosen subop-
timal solution and making it increasingly difficult to unlearn
in favor of the superior strategy.

These findings also imply some interesting things about
the decision structures involved in the two rotation strate-
gies. While on the surface the bi-rotational strategy ini-
tially seemed to require a more complex decision process,
it was also reasonable to expect that this complexity could
be reduced with continued practice and chunking processes
(Logan et al., 2016). This was evidently not the case. Even
the best Tetris players in the world appear to remain suscep-
tible to slowdowns associated with Hick’s law (Hick, 1952),
while those employing a simpler strategy show no such slow-
ing. Or perhaps players at this level of skill may not, in fact,
be merely plateaued, but have reached a “cognitive asymp-
tote” for the adopted strategy in the task (Gray & Lindstedt,
2017). This leads me to a friendly amendment to Logan’s
(2016) suggestion that choice reaction times reduce with ex-
pertise: “Hick’s law bends with practice, except when it can-
not.”

Conclusion
In this study, we examined how novice, regional champion,
and global champion Tetris players dealt with the zoid rota-
tion subtask, adopting one of two rationally adaptive strate-
gies: the mono-rotational strategy, which reduces cognitive
complexity at the cost of motor inefficiency; and the bi-
rotational strategy, which pays the cost of cognitive complex-
ity for reduced motor activity, saving precious milliseconds
required for high-level task performance.
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rotational strategy. Error bars represent 95% confidence in-
tervals.

The zoid rotation subtask is ultimately very simple: trans-
form an object from state A to state D using 1 to 3 button-
presses. Nevertheless, there exist two strategies for approach-
ing it, a simple strategy which can be practiced to such an
extent that it appears to require no decisions, and a more
complex strategy which appears to possess some irreducible
complexity. This implies that, despite the sometimes won-
drous ability of the human cognitive machinery to adapt to
any task, there may be limits– “cognitive asymptotes”– on
just how cognitively streamlined a given strategy can be, even

for simple tasks.
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We know from media, advertising and political discourse 

that language can be used as a powerful tool to influence 
people’s attitudes and choices (Mio, 1997; McQuarrie & 
Mick, 1996). Figurative expressions in particular, such as 
metaphors and idioms, tend to be more persuasive (Sopory & 
Dillard, 2002). But why is that the case? Pioneering research 
by Fainsiber and Ortony (1987) showed that people use more 
metaphors when they describe how they felt during a personal 
past event compared to when they describe what happened, 
especially if the event was emotionally intense. This and 
more recent behavioral research (Bowes & Katz, 2015; 
Citron et al., 2016a; Citron, Lee & Michaelis, 2020a; Citron, 
Steele, Simmons & Cain, 2019a; Horton, 2007) suggests that 
figurative language may be better suited to convey emotion. 

Over the last 20 years, neuroscientific research has clearly 
defined the neural network responsible for figurative 
language processing, which includes the left inferior frontal 
gyrus (IFG), associated with working memory, inhibition and 
problem-solving processes, and the left superior temporal 
gyrus (STG), indexing semantic processing and integration 
(Bohrn, Altmann & Jacobs, 2012; Reyes-Aguilar et al., 
2018). Event-related potential (ERP) studies have also 
revealed larger N400 amplitudes – semantic processing - and 
a larger late positive component (LPC) – pragmatic 
integration (Bambini et al., 2016; Lai & Curran, 2013; 
Siyanova, Canal & Heredia, 2019). However, until about 5 
years ago, little to no attention was paid to the role of 
figurative language in evoking emotive neural responses. 

In a study of conventional taste metaphors, e.g., She looked 
at him sweetly, compared to kindly (literal counterpart), we 
found stronger activation of the left amygdala and anterior 
hippocampus in response to metaphorical formulations, 
along with other regions of the extended language network 
(Citron & Goldberg, 2014). Given the amygdala’s role in 
responding to evolutionary relevant stimuli (Cunningham & 
Brosch, 2012), we interpreted our finding as indicating 
stronger emotional engagement for metaphors. Crucially, our 
stimuli were rated as highly similar in meaning and equal in 
emotive content, imageability and familiarity. Hence, it is not 
the emotive content per se that drives amygdala activation, 
but the metaphorical formulation. Our finding is consistent 
with a meta-analysis of 23 neuroimaging studies of figurative 
language that also showed consistently stronger activation of 
the left amygdala (Bohrn et al., 2012) and with converging 
evidence of stronger psychophysiological responses (heart 
rate) to metaphorical translations of English metaphors into 
Spanish compared to literal translations (Rojo et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, we replicated this finding using a range of 

different metaphors not restricted to taste, embedded in short 
stories to simulate more natural reading processes, and by 
avoiding explicit mention of emotions (Citron, Güsten, 
Michaelis & Goldberg, 2016b; Citron, Michaelis & 
Goldberg, 2020b; see also Forgács et al., 2012). We also 
extended this finding to idioms, e.g., He was in seventh 
heaven; She spilled the beans (Citron, Cacciari, Funcke, Hsu 
& Jacobs, 2019b). We also found no evidence for stronger 
engagement during metaphor comprehension in second 
language (L2) speakers, who typically show more emotional 
distance from their L2 (Pavlenko, 2012). Instead, L2 speakers 
showed greater activation for both literal and metaphorical 
sentences compared to native speakers in the extended 
language network and the ‘language switching’ network, 
typically active in multilinguals (Citron et al., 2020b).  

What remains unclear is what makes figurative expressions 
more engaging. Preliminary evidence from secondary 
analyses of neuroimaging data undermines the idea that 
conventional metaphors are perceived to be more appealing 
or beautiful compared to literal language, insofar as 
increasing beauty ratings of phrases do not evoke amygdala 
activation (Citron & Zervos, 2018). Citron et al. (2019b) 
suggest a different possibility on the basis of a functional 
connectivity analysis in a study of idioms, which finds a 
positive interaction between the variation in activity in the 
amygdala and in the IFG (working memory, inhibition, 
executive control more generally; Citron et al., 2019b). This 
finding raises the possibility that greater cognitive 
engagement evokes greater emotional engagement (or vice 
versa). In fact, other physiological effects, such as increased 
pupil dilation, correlate with both cognitive load and affective 
response (e.g., Leknes et al. 2013, van der Wel, 2018). 
Greater cognitive engagement in turn may result from 
conventional metaphors’ and idioms’ additional activation of 
literal meanings (Cacciari, 2014) and source-domain based 
inferences. For instance, She’s over the hill primes words 
related to the literal interpretation (e.g., journey); the 
metaphorical expression also implies that she was once active 
but is slowing down, inferences that are not made on the basis 
of a literal paraphrase such as, She’s old (Gibbs et al., 1997; 
Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Thibodeau, Hendricks, & 
Boroditsky, 2017). 

The latest research from our lab aimed to disentangle the 
role of sensorimotor information from metaphoricity in 
engaging listeners by recording pupil dilation, a measure of 
physiological arousal. Metaphorical expressions embedded 
in sentences, sweet compliment, their abstract literal 
counterparts, kind compliment, and concrete literal 
expressions, sweet candy, which also contain sensory words, 
were compared. These were equal in psycholinguistic and 
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emotional dimensions. Metaphorical expressions showed 
larger pupil dilations than both literal expressions, suggesting 
that stronger physiological responses are elicited by richer 
meanings activated by metaphors, rather than their 
sensorimotor features (Mon, Nencheva, Citron, Lew-
Williams, & Goldberg, in preparation).  

More research into the time course of emotional 
engagement – is it early and automatic or does it involve later 
and more explicit processing stages? – is needed. But the time 
is right to take stock of what we know and what we still need 
to learn about emotive neural responses to metaphor.  
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Abstract 

A large body of research has shown that engaging in 
explanation improves learning across a range of tasks. The act 
of explaining has been proposed to draw attention and 
cognitive resources toward evidence that will support a good 
explanation—information that is broad, abstract, and 
consistent with prior knowledge—which in turn aids discovery 
and generalization. However, it remains unclear whether 
explanation acts on the learning process via improved 
hypothesis generation, increasing the probability that the 
correct hypothesis is considered in the first place, or hypothesis 
evaluation, the appraisal of the correct hypothesis in light of 
evidence. In the present study, we address this question by 
separating the hypothesis generation and evaluation processes 
in a novel category learning task and quantifying the effect of 
explanation on each process independently. We find that 
explanation supports the generation of broad and abstract 
hypotheses but has less effect on the evaluation of hypotheses.  

Keywords: explanation; learning; inference; hypothesis 
generation; hypothesis evaluation 

Introduction 

Though every student knows the fear of being asked to 

explain their answer in front of the class, the benefits of 

explanation for learning have been shown across a broad 

range of domains. In particular, our unique abilities to reason 

abstractly and to infer causal structure in the world are 

heavily influenced by the process of seeking and generating 

explanations for our observations (Lombrozo, 2016). 

Children as young as three years of age are more likely to 

generalize on the basis of causal properties rather than salient 

perceptual features when prompted to explain (Walker, 

Lombrozo, Legare, & Gopnik, 2014; Legare & Lombrozo, 

2014), five and six year-olds are better able to abstract the 

moral of a story when they explain key events (Walker & 

Lombrozo, 2017), and adolescents learning biology concepts 

constructed better mental models and showed improved 

abstraction when they self-explained (Chi, De Leeuw, Chiu, 

& LaVancher, 1994).  

     Explanation also appears to support learning among 

adults. Williams and Lombrozo (2013) showed participants a 

set of eight novel robots that each belonged to a particular 

category and varied along a number of perceptual dimensions 

(e.g., body shape, color). Participants who were asked to 

explain why the robots in an initial learning phase belonged 

to their respective categories were more likely to infer the 

correct categorization rule and apply it to a set of new robots 
than control participants (Williams & Lombrozo, 2013).  

How might explanation benefit learning across such a 

broad range of domains? Prior research has proposed that 

learners who are prompted to explain will privilege 

hypotheses that support “good explanations”, focusing on 

simplicity, breadth, and consistency with prior knowledge 

(e.g., Bonawitz & Lombrozo, 2012; Lombrozo, 2016; 

Walker, Bonawitz & Lombrozo 2017). In other words, 

explaining has been suggested to act like a bottleneck, 

constraining the set of hypotheses to favor those that exhibit 

explanatory virtues. This supports better causal inference and 

abstract reasoning in some domains, but can also make 

learners less attentive to conflicting evidence, biasing them 

too strongly towards abstract and generalizable hypotheses 

(Williams & Lombrozo, 2013; Williams, Lombrozo & 

Rehder, 2013; Walker, Bonawitz & Lombrozo, 2017). 

Broadly, this research suggests that a learner’s goals play a 

selective role in the learning process by influencing which 

hypotheses they are most likely to privilege (Williams & 

Lombrozo, 2010). 

If explanation supports learning by influencing the 

hypotheses that learners endorse, this raises a question: Does 

explanation modify the set of hypotheses that learners 

initially entertain, or does it change how learners appraise the 

hypotheses they are considering? In other words, does 

explanation facilitate reasoning and abstraction via 

hypothesis generation or hypothesis evaluation?  

A growing body of research points to the role that 

environmental and contextual factors play in determining 

which hypotheses are generated during a particular task, 

including working memory capacity, perceived likelihood, 
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the number of alternatives available, and the design of the 

learning environment, among others (e.g., Dougherty & 

Hunter, 2003; Koehler, 1994; Walker, Rett, & Bonawitz, 

2020). If the effectiveness of explanation in learning lies in 

directing attention and cognitive resources to hypotheses that 

are consistent with explanatory virtues, we might expect this 

to predominantly impact the process of hypothesis 

generation. However, there is no prior research indicating 

that explanation might not also affect hypothesis evaluation, 

by, for example, causing learners to over-weight the evidence 

they observe in favor of a particular type of hypothesis.   

In the current study, we examine the role of explanation in 

hypothesis generation and evaluation by modifying existing 

methods that have been developed to pull these interrelated 

cognitive processes apart. Specifically, Bonawitz & Griffiths 

(2010) show that when participants are given a simple prime 

before performing a rule learning task, the prime impacts the 

proportion of participants who correctly infer the rule but 

does not impact how likely participants rate the correct rule 

to be. In this way, priming can be interpreted as constraining 

hypothesis generation, but not evaluation. Building on these 

results, we hypothesize a similar effect of explanation during 

learning.  

To test this, we presented participants with a category 

learning task which requires them to generate and evaluate 

hypotheses about which kinds of fishing lures are most likely 

to catch fish. Participants in an explanation condition were 

prompted to explain the evidence they saw during the task, 

while control participants simply described it. All 

participants were then presented with a hypothesis generation 

task drawing on the “rule report” method used in prior 

research on explanation (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010), 

followed by a separate hypothesis evaluation task modeled 

after Bonawitz & Griffiths (2010). Across these separable 

hypothesis generation and evaluation prompts, we compare 

the performance of explanation with the control description 

condition to understand the role that explanation plays in both 

hypothesis generation and evaluation processes. By 

combining prior research on explanation with investigations 

of hypothesis generation and evaluation, we aim to provide a 

more precise description of the impact that explanation has 

on the learning process. 

In line with existing theoretical proposals, we predict that 

explanation will support learners’ generation of broad and 

abstract hypotheses in this task. It is conceivable that 

explanation might also influence how learners evaluate 

hypotheses, but our predictions were conservative with 

respect to this possibility. In order to investigate how 

explanation impacts hypothesis evaluation, participants 

evaluated both an abstract “target” rule which was consistent 

with 100% of the evidence they had seen, as well as a 

“distractor” rule, which was also consistent with all of the 

evidence observed but was considerably more complex. 

These rules appear in Table 1. If explanation influences 

 
1 All code for this experiment, as well as analysis code for the 

results presented below can be found at: https://github.com/erik-

brockbank/go_fish 

learners’ evaluation of candidate hypotheses, we predict that 

explainers may be more likely to privilege the abstract target 

rule that better reflects explanatory virtues.  

Participants 

Participants were 86 undergraduate students from a large 

West Coast university who received course credit for their 

participation. Participants were randomly assigned to either 

explain or describe conditions.  

Procedure 

Participants completed the experiment in a web browser on 

laboratory computers1. All participants were given 

instructions indicating that they would see a number of 

different fishing lure combinations, and that their task was to 

determine which combinations were most likely to catch fish. 

The fishing lures used throughout the experiment were 

composed of two stacked shapes: one smaller shape on the 

bottom of the fishing lure and one larger shape on the top. 

Each of the top and bottom shapes belonged to one of six 

possible shapes, three of which were rounded (circle, oval, 

and teardrop) and three of which were pointy (triangle, 

diamond, and four-pointed star). Each shape in the fishing 

lure combination had one of four possible colors: red, blue, 

green or yellow. In addition, each shape either did or did not 

have a purple dot. The fishing lure combinations that caught 

fish were determined by the following rule: lures with pointy 

shapes on the bottom catch fish. This rule was chosen based 

on prior work suggesting that explainers are more likely to 

propose more abstract rules (i.e., pointy, rather than triangle, 

diamond, or star) (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010), and rules 

that are more consistent with prior mechanistic knowledge 

(i.e., pointed objects are used to catch fish) (Williams & 

Lombrozo, 2013). This was also confirmed in a pilot study of 

the present experiment. 

The experiment itself was composed of a trial phase, a 

hypothesis generation phase, a hypothesis evaluation phase, 

and a memory check.  

 

Trial Phase In the trial phase, participants observed eight 

fishing lure trials, each consisting of an evidence component, 

a description or explanation component, and a prediction 

component. These are illustrated in Figure 1.  

In the evidence component of each trial, participants were 

shown a novel fishing lure combination and told whether or 

not this combination successfully caught a fish. In the 

subsequent explanation or description component, 

participants in the explain condition were prompted to 

provide a written explanation for the evidence they had just 

seen (“Explain why your friend might have {not have} caught 

a {any} fish with this lure combination”), while in the control 

describe condition, participants were simply asked to 

describe the evidence they had just seen (“Describe this lure 
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combination that your friend caught a fish {didn’t catch a 

fish} with”). This was the only difference between conditions. 

In the prediction component of each trial, participants were 

shown a novel fishing lure combination which retained only 

one of the elements of the earlier lure combination they 

observed and asked to indicate whether they thought this new 

combination would catch fish or not. Participants were not 

given feedback about their predictions.  

Accumulated evidence from previous trials remained 

visible at the bottom of the screen throughout all subsequent 

trials to help participants recall which fishing lure 

combinations did and did not catch fish. The evidence and 

prediction segments of the trials included four fishing lure 

combinations that did catch fish and four that did not. The 

fishing lures chosen and the order they appeared in were 

identical across participants. The decision to present fishing 

lures in the same order for all participants allowed for tight 

control over when participants saw each negative exemplar, 

and therefore when various hypotheses could be ruled out by 

the evidence. Any order effects resulting from the 

presentation of evidence would therefore impact participants 

in both conditions equally.  

Hypothesis Generation Phase After completing the eight 

trials, participants were tested on hypothesis generation. 

First, they were given a free response prompt to assess 

whether they had figured out the target rule: “Describe the 

single best rule you used for deciding whether or not each 

lure combination will catch fish”. Next, they were shown a 

set of eight novel fishing lure combinations and asked to 

indicate whether each of these combinations would catch 

fish, along with a confidence rating from 1 to 7 (see Figure 

2). During the hypothesis generation phase, the evidence 

from earlier trials was not available for reference; this 

ensured that the rules participants provided were generated 

during the trial phase, rather than by careful study during the 

generation phase. 

Participants’ free responses were coded as either correct or 

incorrect, depending on whether they were able to provide a 

rule which was consistent with 100% of the evidence and 

would allow them to successfully classify a novel fishing lure 

combination. By this criterion, participants who were explicit 

about the shapes that caught fish (noting the triangle, 

diamond, and star), but did not refer to them as “pointy,” were 

still coded as correct. Responses that provided insufficient 

evidence that the learner generated the correct rule (e.g., “I 

used the lure’s shape”) were coded as incorrect. A second 

Figure 1: A sample trial seen during the trial phase of the 

experiment. Top, a sample evidence component in which 

participants see a lure combination that does or does not 

catch fish. Middle, a sample response component for 

participants in the explain condition. Control participants 

saw a similar prompt asking them to describe the lure 

combination. Bottom, a sample prediction component for a 

new lure similar to the previous evidence. 

Figure 2: Top, the hypothesis generation classification task 

used to test whether participants had inferred the correct rule 

for categorizing fishing lures. At bottom, the hypothesis 

evaluation task for a sample rule. 
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researcher who was blind to condition coded the responses 

for reliability. Agreement was 99%. Though it was possible 

to have come up with a rule—other than the target rule—

which was consistent with all of the evidence (e.g., the 

distractor rule), no participant provided such a rule.  

 

Hypothesis Evaluation Phase Next, participants were tested 

on hypothesis evaluation. Participants were shown a series of 

six possible rules representing candidate hypotheses about 

which types of fishing lure combinations catch fish. Of the 

six rules, the target rule and a distractor rule were both 

consistent with 100% of the evidence. Three additional 

miscellaneous rules were consistent with five or six pieces of 

evidence, and one additional rule suggested that it was 

randomly determined which fishing lure combinations caught 

fish. Table 1 lists each of the rules that participants evaluated. 

The target rule was chosen to highlight the sort of abstract 

reasoning recruited during explanation, while the distractor 

rule, while also consistent with all of the evidence, was 

significantly more complex. Participants were asked to rate 

the strength of each rule as an explanation of the evidence on 

a 1 to 7 scale (see Figure 2). During this phase, participants 

were again provided with a visual reminder of the outcome 

of each of the eight trials at the bottom of the screen. 

Consistent with prior work (Bonawitz & Griffiths, 2010), this 

was done to assess participants’ appraisal of each hypothesis 

in light of the evidence.  

 

Table 1: Rules used during evaluation. 

 

Rule Category Evidence 

If a lure combination has a red 

shape or a blue shape, it will 

catch fish 

 

Misc. 62.5% 

If a lure combination has a 

diamond, it will catch fish 

 

Misc. 62.5% 

If a lure combination has a 

pointy shape on the bottom, it 

will catch fish 

 

Target 100% 

There is no pattern to which lure 

combinations catch fish: the 

results are random, but there 

are approximately equal 

numbers that catch fish and 

don’t 

 

Random NA 

If a lure combination has a 

yellow shape or a diamond on 

the bottom, it will catch fish 

 

Distractor 100% 

If a lure combination has a 

purple dot on at least one of the 

lures, it will catch fish 

 

Misc. 75% 

Memory Check Finally, participants were given a memory 

probe in which they were shown a set of eight fishing lure 

combinations, including four novel fishing lure combinations 

and four that had previously appeared during the training 

phase. Participants were prompted to indicate whether they 

had seen each fishing lure combination at any point during 

the experiment. 

Results 

To understand the role of explanation on hypothesis 

generation and evaluation, we compare the explain and 

control conditions on the hypotheses they generate, their 

accuracy at classifying novel fishing lure combinations based 

on these hypotheses, and their subsequent evaluation of 

candidate hypotheses about which combinations catch fish. 

Our results provide evidence that explanation supports 

hypothesis generation while having a minimal effect on 

hypothesis evaluation. 

Hypothesis Generation 

We first examine the effect of explanation on hypothesis 

generation. In line with our hypothesis, a significantly greater 

proportion of participants in the explain condition provided 

the correct hypothesis in their free response: 51.2% in the 

explain condition versus 18.6% in the control ( 𝜒2(N = 86, 1) 

= 8.65, p = 0.003). Consistent with their performance on the 

free response item, participants in the explain condition were 

also better able to classify novel fishing lure combinations in 

the judgment task, compared with controls (Mean accuracy: 

explain: 0.81; control: 0.65,  t (84) = -2.84, p = 0.006). Figure 

3 shows accuracy on the judgment task by condition. Finally, 

if we treat people who had 100% accuracy on the judgment 

task as most likely to have generated the correct rule (whether 

or not they were able to articulate it in their free response), 

this proportion is significantly greater in the explain 

condition (explain: 0.54; control: 0.30; 𝜒2(N = 86, 1) = 3.87, 

p = 0.049). These results are robust to lower cutoff scores 

Figure 3: Accuracy on classification task by condition. Error 

bars indicate one SEM. 
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including 7/8 and 6/8 correct. In sum, both the free response 

and classification measures indicate that participants in the 

explain condition were more likely to produce and apply the 

target hypothesis, suggesting that explanation plays a role in 

hypothesis generation.  

Hypothesis Evaluation 

Figure 4 shows evaluation ratings for the target rule, the 

distractor rule, and the average ratings across all remaining 

rules.  The difference between conditions in target rule rating 

is significant, suggesting that explanation may also play a 

role in hypothesis evaluation (Mean ratings: explain: 6.6; 

control: 6.09, t (84) = -2.04, p = 0.045). However, both 

conditions provide target rule ratings that are close to ceiling 

and evaluate the set of all other rules, including the distractor, 

rule to be far worse explanations (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank: 

explain: z = -5.58, p < 0.001; control: z = -5.41, p < 0.001).  

To further investigate effects of explanation on hypothesis 

evaluation, we examine the evaluation ratings of the 

distractor rule across conditions and relative to the target rule. 

We might expect participants in the explain condition to find 

the distractor hypothesis less appealing than controls since 

this rule lacked the explanatory virtues of both simplicity and 

breadth, which they may be more attuned to. However, we 

find no significant difference between conditions in their 

average rating (Mean ratings: explain: 4.12; control: 4.74, t 
(84) = 1.53, p = 0.13). Notably, all participants did rate this 

rule significantly lower than the target rule, despite the fact 

that both rules were consistent with all the evidence observed 

(explain: t (84) = -7.54, p < 0.001; control: t (84) = -3.85, p < 

0.001). This likely reflects a general prior preference for 

explanations which are not only consistent with the evidence, 

but also simple and easily generalizable (Williams, 

Lombrozo & Rehder, 2013). Further, in a comparison of 

mean ratings of the target and distractor rule for participants 

in each condition, the interaction between condition and rule 

type is significant, suggesting that the differential between 

target and distractor rules was different for participants in the 

explain condition than control participants (F(1, 82) = 5.6, p 

= 0.02). This suggests that there may be an effect of 

explanation in producing a greater disparity between target 

and distractor rules. 

Finally, to ensure that these results do not depend on 

whether participants successfully generated the target 

hypothesis, we look at evaluation ratings of the target rule 

among participants who did not generate the target 

hypothesis. We find no difference in rule ratings across 

conditions (Mean ratings: explain: 6.24; control: 5.91, t (54) 

= -0.86, p = 0.39). More importantly, evaluation ratings for 

the target rule remain significantly higher than those for all 

other rules including the distractor (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank: 

explain: z = -3.83, p < 0.001; control: z = -4.75, p < 0.001). 

In line with the results for all participants, among participants 

who did not generate the target hypothesis, there is no 

significant difference between conditions in ratings of the 

distractor rule (Mean ratings: explain: 4.62; control: 5.17, t 

(54) = 1.14, p = 0.26). Finally, participants in both conditions 

rate the target rule significantly higher than distractor rule 

(explain: t (40) = -3.24, p = 0.002; control: t (68) = -2.02, p = 

0.048). This effect appears to be larger for explain 

participants, as with the full participant set; however, in this 

case the interaction between rule type and condition is not 

significant (F(1, 52) = 2.04, p = 0.16). In sum, we find 

evidence that is broadly consistent with the hypothesis that 

participants across both conditions evaluate the target rule 

based on the available evidence, as well as its generality.  

Memory 

Results of the hypothesis generation and evaluation tasks 

strongly support the proposal that explanation facilitates 

generation of broad and abstract hypotheses. To assess 

whether the observed effects of explanation on hypothesis 

generation could be due to a general increase in attention or 

engagement, we looked for condition differences in memory 

for fishing lure combinations. Participants in both conditions 

performed above chance in their overall memory accuracy 

(explain: t (42) = 5.17, p < 0.001; control: t (42) = 3.67, p < 

0.001), with no evidence of higher accuracy for participants 

in the explain condition (Mean accuracy: explain: 0.61; 

control: 0.59, t (84) = -0.61, p = 0.55). This suggests that the 

benefits of explanation on hypothesis generation cannot be 

reduced to a general increase in attention or depth of 

processing. Collapsing across conditions, participants who 

successfully generated the target hypothesis did not perform 

better on the memory task than those who did not (t (84) = 

0.32, p = 0.75). This further suggests that effects of effort or 

processing cannot account for accuracy in hypothesis 

generation. 

Figure 4: Evaluation ratings for target rule, distractor, and all 

other rules by condition. Error bars indicate one SEM. 
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Time on Task 

To understand whether performance on the hypothesis 

generation tasks could simply be attributed to time spent on 

the task, we examined time spent on the experiment as a 

whole, as well as time spent on individual trials within the 

evidence phase. Figure 5 shows overall time on the 

experiment across conditions. Participants in the explain 

condition did not spend any longer on the task than control 

participants; in fact, though it may appear that control 

participants spent longer, this difference is not significant 

(Mean time on task: explain: 731s; control: 816s, t (84) = 

1.18, p = 0.24). 

Looking exclusively at time spent on the evidence trials 

themselves (i.e., the segment of the experiment which 

differentiates the two conditions), the data are similar to the 

overall experiment time: control participants appear to spend 

slightly longer describing the evidence than explainers spent 

explaining it, but this difference is not significant (Mean time 

on trials: explain: 54.6s; control: 67.3s, t (67) = 1.63, p = 

0.11) (see right side of Figure 5)2. Further, participants across 

conditions who generated the target hypothesis did not spend 

longer on the task than those who failed to generate the target 

hypothesis, (t (84) = 0.99, p = 0.33), and did not spend longer 

on evidence trials, (t (67) = 0.93, p = 0.35). This further 

suggests that time spent on the task is not accounting for the 

accuracy in hypothesis generation at the outset. 

Discussion 

In this experiment, we investigated the role explanation plays 

in the process of hypothesis generation and evaluation. Using 

a category learning task with novel stimuli, we find that 

participants who are prompted to provide explanations for the 

evidence they observe are more likely to generate the 

(correct) abstract rule for category membership than control 

participants who were simply asked to describe the evidence. 

 
2 Trial completion time was not recorded for the first 17 

participants (20% of the total sample), balanced across conditions (8 

control, 9 explain). 

This suggests that the benefits that explanation confers on 

learning arise initially by constraining the set of hypotheses 

generated by the learner. By comparison, the effect of 

explanation on hypothesis evaluation is less clear. 

Participants in both conditions rated the target rule 

significantly higher than all other rules, including the 

distractor rule which was consistent with 100% of the 

evidence. In other words, the pattern of results was roughly 

similar for participants in both explain and control 

conditions. However, we also find a significant difference 

between the two conditions in their rating of the target rule; 

since these ratings were near ceiling in both cases, this may 

obscure a larger difference between the two groups in how 

they evaluate hypotheses.  

The results of the memory probe and time analysis allow 

us to rule out a variety of alternative explanations for the 

observed condition differences in hypothesis generation. 

First, it’s possible that participants in the explain condition 

simply tried harder. Generating explanations for the evidence 

observed during the eight trials is undoubtedly more 

challenging than simply describing that same evidence. The 

increased effort and attention in this condition, rather than the 

act of generating explanations, could have plausibly 

accounted for these results. However, if this were the case, 

we would expect participants in the explain condition to have 

better memory for the fishing lure combinations they did or 

did not see at any point in the experiment. The results from 

the memory probe do not support this explanation. 

Second, if participants in the explain condition had spent 

more time on the task, this longer exposure to the stimuli and 

additional time spent generating responses might have made 

them more likely to generate the target hypothesis. However, 

the time on task results also rule out this alternative account. 

In short, the lack of differences in the amount of time spent 

on the task or memory for task stimuli rule out alternative 

proposals that the process of explaining increases overall 

attention or engagement (e.g., Siegler, 2002).  

Though the hypothesis generation results were consistent 

with our initial predictions, the modest impact of explanation 

on hypothesis evaluation deserves further attention. One 

possibility which might account for these results relates to the 

overlapping demands of generating explanations with 

hypothesis generation and evaluation. In particular, the 

prompts to explain and the hypothesis generation task may 

themselves involve some amount of tacit hypothesis 

evaluation. Further, the evaluation task may rely to some 

degree on explanatory reasoning, such that when participants 

were prompted to explicitly evaluate the provided rules, 

differences between the two conditions were more difficult to 

discern. A second possibility (noted above) is that 

participants’ evaluations of the target rule were close to 

ceiling in both conditions. This was presumably due to the 

fact that participants were able to reference the evidence 

while evaluating hypotheses. Future work might address 

Figure 5: Mean experiment completion time and mean trial 

completion time by condition. Error bars indicate one SEM. 
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these concerns in several ways. First, the evaluation task 

could be modified to remove the evidence from view, 

increasing memory demands. Given that all participants 

performed similarly on the memory probe, any effects 

observed on this revised evaluation task should be due to 

condition differences. Second, the current study could be 

replicated without including the generation task, thus limiting 

the amount of evaluation that occurs prior to the explicit 

evaluation prompt. Finally, future work will consider the 

qualitative content of the explanations and descriptions 

provided during the evidence phase to shed light on the 

specific hypotheses considered during learning.  

In sum, we find strong initial evidence that explanation 

primarily supports learning via improved hypothesis 

generation. This work opens the door for further research 

defining the precise cognitive mechanisms underlying the 

effects of explanation in learning and inference, as well as 

broader questions about how learners generate useful 

hypotheses about the world.  
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Abstract 

People spontaneously make connections between superficially 
distinct domains through relational similarity, but this 
spontaneous transfer has yet to be demonstrated across distinct 
classification tasks. A related issue is that the acquisition of a 
category may affect recognition memory for category-
consistent items. Participants in the Category Learning 
condition completed an initial classification task. The Category 
Learning and Baseline conditions each received category-
consistent items to study followed by a recognition test. Both 
groups completed a final classification task in a novel domain 
abiding by the same underlying category structures as the 
initial classification task. The Category Learning group 
showed 1) increased false alarms during the recognition test 
and 2) higher accuracy in the final classification task (when 
told the classification phases were unrelated). This suggests 
that classification learning led to a schematization of the 
category-defining concept (evidenced by increased false 
alarms), which supported spontaneous transfer of relational 
concepts across distinct classification tasks. 

Keywords: analogical transfer; relational categories; 
classification; recognition memory 

Introduction 

Relational concepts are adaptive because they can be 

instantiated within multiple domains. Such analogical 

transfer and its limitations was demonstrated in a seminal 

study by Gick and Holyoak (1980). Participants first read a 

base passage about a general who captured a fortress by 

dividing an army into many small groups that simultaneously 

attacked the fortress from multiple angles. Participants were 

then given a target problem, which described a doctor who 

had a patient with an inoperable tumor and a ray device that 

could destroy the tumor but would harm the healthy tissue. 

Participants were asked to devise a solution to destroy the 

tumor without harming the patient. The critical question was 

whether the relational concept (convergence) demonstrated 

by the base passage would be transferred to the target 

problem to create a solution (i.e., firing less intense rays from 

around the tumor simultaneously). Participants who received 

a hint about the relevance of the base passage readily 

transferred the solution. When the base passage and target 

problem were presented as separate experiments, which 

requires noticing the analogy between them, few participants 

were able to successfully transfer the concept. This pattern of 

results highlights the key impediment to successful 

transfer—the frequent failure to spontaneously access 

germane, but superficially dissimilar prior knowledge. 

As an analogy and a relational category are both structured 

by a relational concept (i.e., all members of a relational 

category are analogous to one another) (Gentner & Kurtz, 

2005), recent work has leveraged the categorization literature 

to design novel study tasks that support spontaneously 

accessing analogically similar prior knowledge. Kurtz and 

Honke (2019) demonstrated that category construction is an 

effective way to encourage spontaneous transfer during 

problem-solving tasks. Likewise, Snoddy and Kurtz (2017) 

demonstrated that category-building, an enhanced form of 

sequential summarization of category relevant information, is 

effective in increasing the accessibility of analogically 

related prior knowledge in memory. Given the utility of 

categorization-inspired study tasks in promoting analogical 

transfer during problem solving tasks, we ask whether 

categorization may be fruitful in another way: assessing 

spontaneous transfer as using one category learning task to 

enhance learning of the same underlying relational category 

structure in another domain. 

Cued transfer has already received some attention in the 

categorization literature. Casale, Roeder, and Ashby (2012) 

operationalized transfer as an extension of a learned category 

structure to an unexperienced region of feature space during 

classification training. Casale et al. (2012) demonstrated 

successful application of a rule-based category to novel items 

without a loss of classification accuracy, however, 

participants had to relearn an information integration 

category structure for novel items—a failure to extrapolate 

that category structure to a new region of the feature space. 

This study used attribute-based categories, which are defined 

by members’ featural similarities (Gentner & Kurtz, 2005), 

so both the training and transfer items are from the same 

domain (albeit with different ranges of feature values). Such 

within-domain extrapolation is much less demanding than 

analogical transfer as it does not involve spontaneously 

accessing relevant prior knowledge from a superficially 

dissimilar domain (Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993).  

Cued analogical transfer between relational category 

learning tasks has been explored in a study by Kurtz, 

Boukrina, and Gentner (2013). Participants were assigned to 

either comparison-based or single-item classification tasks to 

acquire three relational categories (see Figure 1)—support, 

monotonicity, and symmetry—through supervised feedback. 

Participants underwent classification training followed by an 

unsupervised test including within-domain generalization to 

novel items. An analogical transfer assessment presented 

items in a new domain (mobile-like displays) that abided by 

the same three relational categories and asked participants to 

classify each display according to the same labels used during 
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training. Comparison led to improved transfer relative to 

single-item; both conditions provided evidence of analogical 

transfer with above-chance performance (Kurtz et al., 2013). 

Both Casale et al. (2012) and Kurtz et al. (2013) used the 

same category labels and contextual continuity (all phases of 

the same experiment), which attenuates the demands of 

accessing an analogous source.  

Prior work has demonstrated that comparison of multiple 

analogs at the time of study promotes spontaneous transfer in 

the problem solving task by encouraging the formation of an 

abstract representation of the shared relational concept that is 

more accessible in memory than representations of individual 

analogs (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Recent work by De 

Brigard, Brady, Ruzic, and Schacter (2017) tested a related 

hypothesis—category learning leads to schematization of the 

category-defining concept (i.e., an abstract representation), 

which affects recognition memory for category-consistent 

items. De Brigard et al. (2017) demonstrated increases in both 

the hit rate for old items and the false alarm rate for lures that 

were consistent with a learned category based on a 

unidimensional rule. As De Brigard et al. (2017) used an 

attribute-based category, this effect could emerge from either 

schematization of the category structure during learning or 

learning to attend to a perceptually identifiable feature. 

In the present study, we sought to investigate a 

classification task suitable for assessing spontaneous 

analogical transfer. As in past studies, an initial classification 

task provided an opportunity to acquire a set of relational 

categories and a final classification task was used to measure 

transfer. The final classification task was presented under the 

guise of a new experiment (Gick & Holyoak, 1980), the 

category structures were instantiated in a novel domain 

(Kurtz et al., 2013), and new category labels were used. For 

spontaneous transfer to occur in this task, participants must: 

1) access knowledge of the category structures from initial 

classification learning; 2) evaluate the structures in both tasks 

as analogous; and 3) apply the retrieved knowledge to 

promote successful classification learning in the new domain. 

In this approach, transfer is evidenced by improved accuracy 

during the final classification task relative to experiencing the 

same task without prior learning to draw upon. 

A second goal of the present study is to test whether the 

effect of category learning on recognition memory extends to 

relational categories, which are often characterized as ‘rule-

like’ (Gentner & Kurtz, 2005) as membership is based on 

whether a given stimulus conforms to the category-defining 

system of relationships. If the findings of De Brigard et al. 

(2017) are due to schematization of the category structure, 

then they will extend to relational categories, which are not 

based on the perceptually identifiable features of a stimulus. 

By including a recognition memory phase in the transfer 

classification task, future work can explore whether such 

schematization effects on memory are correlated with 

spontaneous transfer (see Discussion for an explanation of 

why this was not appropriate in the present study). 

This two-part classification measure reflects a novel way 

to examine spontaneous analogical transfer. This measure is 

related to the standard approach of using problem solving 

assessments (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980)—both involve 

forming a representation of a concept through a study task 

then spontaneously accessing that representation and 

applying it to a new domain during the transfer assessment—

yet offers a broader conception of analogical transfer. The 

standard approach has focused on acquisition of a single 

concept through exposure to a few cases paired with a high-

impact task such as comparison (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The 

classification-based approach extends acquisition to multiple 

concepts being jointly considered with a larger number of 

study items and an extended period of learning. Classification 

also differs in that it is an iterative learning task, which 

involves making a guess about category-relevant information 

for each item then updating the representation of the category 

based on corrective feedback (Patterson & Kurtz, 2019). 

 The way analogical transfer occurs may differ between 

approaches. The standard approach views transfer as a single 

process—it involves noticing that the problem is analogous 

between the representation of the study cases and the transfer 

problem, then applying the solution from the representation 

of the study cases to the transfer problem through inference 

(Gentner, 2010). Transfer may be similar in the classification 

approach—it could involve immediately noticing that the 

relational concepts are analogous between domains and 

directly applying the concepts to make sense of the transfer 

domain. Alternatively, it may be an iterative process that 

requires learning how to transfer (Bransford & Schwartz, 

1999). This may involve learning how analogous relations are 

instantiated within the transfer domain or how to align the 

instantiation of a relation in one domain into another.  

The classification approach is robust to differences in how 

concepts are represented. The standard approach often uses 

textual stimuli along with acquisition and transfer tasks that 

encourage a verbal description of the concept, which focuses 

on the transfer of explicit representations and has largely 

overlooked the transfer of implicitly represented concepts 

(Day & Goldstone, 2011). It has not yet been established how 

relational category structures like those used in Kurtz et al. 

(2013) are represented, but they appear compatible with both 

explicit representations (e.g., “support”) and implicit 

representations (e.g., the common spatial arrangement of 

elements within each category). Casale et al. (2012) have 

demonstrated that classification tasks can support acquisition 

of both explicit and implicit representations of concepts, so 

the classification approach is amenable to evaluating transfer 

of both implicit and explicit representations of concepts.  

Present Study 

The present study had two distinct, complementary goals: 1) 

to provide evidence of spontaneous analogical transfer in a 

classification task, and 2) to test whether the acquisition of a 

relational category affects recognition memory through 

schematization of knowledge. The procedure involved two 

classification phases: 1) an initial classification task that 

provided an opportunity to acquire the categories and 2) a 

final classification task that was introduced as a new 
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experiment (with different category labels and stimulus 

domains) to measure spontaneous transfer. A recognition 

memory phase was included between the classification tasks. 

Participants received novel, category-consistent items to 

study, then took a recognition test containing items from the 

study set intermixed with novel, category-consistent lures.  

Participants assigned to the Category Learning condition 

took part in all phases of the experiment. During final 

classification, the Category Learning group was randomly 

assigned to either a Spontaneous condition, which did not 

indicate any relationship between the two classification 

phases, or a Hint-aided condition which specified that the two 

classification tasks were related and abided by the same 

category structures. The Baseline condition did not receive 

initial classification, so the performance of this group reflects 

the absence of category learning for both the recognition 

memory and final classification phases. 

We predicted that both Spontaneous and Hint-aided 

conditions would demonstrate analogical transfer in the final 

classification learning task. This could be realized by 

improved accuracy during the final classification task in the 

Spontaneous and Hint-aided conditions relative to either the 

Baseline condition or a within-subject baseline of initial 

classification performance. Transfer differences between 

Spontaneous and Hint-aided conditions were exploratory. To 

the extent that the classification procedure invokes similar 

processes and representations as the problem-solving task, 

then the provision of a hint should mitigate the difficulty of 

spontaneously accessing prior knowledge resulting in either 

higher accuracy overall or higher accuracy in early blocks of 

training in the Hint-aided condition than in the Spontaneous 

condition. If classification encourages schematization of 

knowledge, the Category Learning condition is predicted to 

result in a higher rate of hits and false alarms relative to the 

Baseline condition on the recognition memory test.  

Method 

Participants 

A total of 167 undergraduate students from Binghamton 

University participated. Participants were randomly assigned 

to the Category Learning (N = 88) or Baseline (N = 79) 

conditions. During final classification, the Category Learning 

condition was randomly subdivided into Spontaneous (N = 

46) and Hint-aided (N = 42) conditions. 

Materials and Design 

The stimuli consisted of 72 images from two distinct 

domains—rock arrangements and mobiles (see sample items 

in Figure 1). All 36 of the rock arrangements and 15 of the 

mobiles were from Patterson and Kurtz (2019; see also Kurtz 

et al., 2013). An additional 21 mobile stimuli were created so 

that the domains could be counterbalanced across phases. 

Stimuli varied in the superficial attributes of their individual 

elements (rocks or geometric shapes): size, shape, and color. 

None of the superficial attributes were predictive of category 

membership. Each of the stimuli demonstrated exactly one of 

the three possible category structures (12 stimuli per category 

and domain): 1) support—a rock/shape being supported by 

two other rocks/shapes, 2) monotonicity—a decrease in 

height from left to right, or 3) symmetry—two rocks/shapes 

that are stacked atop each other and similar in size, shape, and 

color.  The same category structures were instantiated in each 

domain, but the Mobile domain was inverted over the x-axis 

and associated with different category labels (Zibble, Wuggy, 

and Doppa) than the Rock domain (Besod, Makif, and Tolar). 

 

Figure 1: Sample stimuli for each category within the 

Rock and Mobile domains. 

 

The domain presented in each phase was counterbalanced 

across participants. The Rock/Mobile domain was assigned 

to the initial classification and recognition memory phases 

while the Mobile/Rock domain was assigned to the final 

classification phase. For initial classification and recognition 

memory phases,  18 (6 per category) stimuli were randomly 

assigned to classification, 9 (3 per category) to the study 

component of the recognition memory phase, and 9 (3 per 

category) as new items were used as lures on the recognition 

test.  For the final classification phase, 18 (6 per category) 

stimuli were randomly selected for each participant to equate 

for stimulus exposure in initial classification. 

Procedure 

Upon entering the lab, participants were told that they would 

be taking part in multiple experiments throughout the session. 

A research assistant then executed a PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007; 

version 1.83) program that presented the initial classification 

and recognition memory phases. Participants in the Category 

Learning condition first proceeded to the initial classification 

phase; the Baseline condition proceeded directly to the 

recognition memory phase. Participants in the Category 

Learning condition were presented with instructions that 

included a cover story, provided with the three category 

labels, told that the task involved learning what makes a given 

item belong to a category, and told that they will be tested on 

their knowledge of the categories later in the experiment. 

These instructions did not specify the nature of the test phase 

so that participants were not aware of the upcoming 

recognition memory phase during initial classification. 

Participants then underwent 5 blocks of classification for 18 
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items (6 per category). Within each block, participants were 

sequentially presented with each of the items in a randomized 

order. The three category labels were presented below each 

item and participants made a classification response by 

clicking on a category label. After making each classification 

response, participants received corrective feedback.  

After the initial classification phase, participants proceeded 

to the recognition memory phase, which consisted of study 

and test sub-phases. Participants were told they were now in 

the “study phase” of the experiment and instructed to study 

each item so that they would be able to recognize whether it 

belonged to this “study set” later. Nine new items (not 

included in initial classification) were sequentially presented 

to participants without category labels. Once an item 

appeared on the screen, participants were able to study it for 

as long as they wished before proceeding to the next item. 

Immediately after the study phase, the recognition test was 

administered. Participants were told that they would be 

shown a series of items and their task was to decide whether 

the item was from the “study phase”. Participants were 

sequentially presented with 18 items—9 items from the study 

phase intermixed with 9 new lures (not presented during 

study or initial classification phases)—and made a yes/no 

judgment about whether each item was from the study phase. 

No feedback was given after each response. After the 

recognition assessment, the PsychoPy program was closed by 

the research assistant and participants were told that they 

would be moving on to the next experiment. 

All participants then proceeded to final classification. To 

make the classification tasks appear unrelated, this phase was 

introduced as a new experiment by the research assistant and 

a different PsychoPy program was executed to present the 

final classification task. To further enhance this context shift, 

superficial changes were made to the final classification 

experience: 1) participants received a generic version of the 

instructions from initial classification without the cover 

story; 2) the category structures were instantiated in a 

different domain; 3) different category labels were used; and 

4) the background colors of the stimuli, experiment program, 

and response buttons were all changed between classification 

phases. Spontaneous and Baseline conditions received 

instructions stating that they “will be shown images that 

belong to one of three categories” and their “goal was to learn 

how to correctly identify which category each image belongs 

to”. The Hint-aided condition received an additional 

instruction stating that “the categories from the previous 

experiment (initial classification phase) would be helpful in 

learning the present categories”. Participants in all conditions 

then underwent 5 blocks of supervised classification for 18 

items following the same procedure as initial classification. 

Results 

Initial Classification Learning 

No predictions were made regarding initial classification, but 

differences in this phase would bar comparisons between 

experimental conditions and certain baselines. The first 

question was whether the recognition memory experiment 

affected subsequent classification performance. To address 

this question, performance was compared between Category 

Learning (initial classification) and Baseline (final 

classification) conditions using a mixed-effects logistic 

regression model that allowed subject and item to vary as 

random intercepts and predicted trial-wise accuracy with  

condition, block, and their interaction. There was a 

significant effect of block for both the Baseline (β = 0.321, 

SE = 0.02, Wald Z  = 16.168, p < .001) and Category Learning 

(β = 0.364, SE = 0.019, Wald Z = 18.858, p < .001) 

conditions, such that accuracy increased as training 

progressed. There was no significant difference between 

conditions (β = 0.034, SE = 0.172, Wald Z = 0.189, p = .843) 

and no significant interaction between condition and block (β 

= 0.043, SE = 0.028, Wald Z = 1.552, p = .121) (Figure 2). 

This suggests that the inclusion of a recognition memory 

phase did not significantly alter performance in a subsequent 

classification task and that the Baseline condition serves as a 

valid comparison in final classification analyses. 

 

 
Figure 2: Each line reflects adjusted mean classification 

accuracy (right-offset points are unadjusted means) across 

blocks of training. Error bars are ± 1 SEM and the dashed 

line reflects chance performance. 

 

The second question was whether the two stimulus 

domains resulted in comparable classification accuracy when 

first acquired. A mixed-effects logistic regression model that 

allowed subject and item to vary as random intercepts and 

predicted trial-wise accuracy with domain, block, and their 

interaction was used to address this question. There was a 

significant effect of block for both the Rock (β = 0.281, SE = 

0.019, Wald Z = 15.129, p < .001) and Mobile (β = 0.42, SE 

= 0.021, Wald Z = 20.067, p < .001) domains, such that 

accuracy increased as training progressed. While there was 

no significant difference in accuracy between domains (β = 

0.089, SE = 0.196, Wald Z = 0.452, p = .651), there was a 

significant interaction between block and domain (β = 0.14, 

SE = 0.028, Wald Z = 5.001, p < .001) such that the Mobile 

domain was associated with greater increases in accuracy 

across blocks than the Rock domain. This confound between 

domain and accuracy bars the comparison of final 

classification performance and the within-subject baseline 

(initial classification in the Category Learning condition). 
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Recognition Memory 

The prediction for the recognition test was that the Category 

Learning condition would encourage schematization of 

knowledge thereby increasing both the rate of hits for items 

contained in the study phase and the rate of false alarms to 

category-consistent lures relative to the Baseline condition. 

A mixed-effects logistic regression model that allowed 

subject and item to vary as random intercepts and predicted 

trial-wise accuracy with condition was used to test this 

prediction. In contrast to the prediction, there was no 

significant difference in the proportion of hits between the 

Category Learning and Baseline conditions (β = 0.146, SE = 

0.188, Wald Z = 0.775, p = .438). In support of the prediction, 

the Category Learning condition led to a significantly higher 

rate of false alarms than the Baseline condition (β = 0.709, 

SE = 0.217, Wald Z = 3.362, p = .001) (Figure 3). 

 

  
Figure 3: Bars reflect adjusted mean proportion of hits and 

false alarms (points are unadjusted means) as a function of 

condition. Error bars are ± 1 SEM. 

 

Supplemental analyses added domain and the interaction 

between condition and domain into the regression models to 

test whether differences in the ease of acquisition between 

domains affected recognition memory performance. The lack 

of significant differences in hits between Category Learning 

and Baseline conditions and increased rate of false alarms in 

the Category Learning condition both persisted after 

controlling for domain. With respect to hits, there was no 

significant difference between stimulus domains (β = 0.0002, 

SE = 0.257, Wald Z = 0.001, p = .999) or interaction between 

domain and condition (β = 0.25, SE = 0.376, Wald Z = 0.666, 

p = .505). Like-wise, for false alarms  there was no significant 

difference between domains (β = 0.15, SE = 0.345, Wald Z = 

0.434, p = .664) or interaction between domain and condition 

(β = 0.062, SE = 0.433, Wald Z = 0.143, p = .886).   

Given the difference in the rate of false alarms, a remaining 

question was whether the Category Learning led to a response 

bias. To address this concern, each participant’s sensitivity 

and bias were calculated. As these measures aggregate across 

trial-wise responses, a linear regression model with condition 

as a predictor was used in lieu of a mixed-effects approach. 

Overall, Category Learning (M = 1.409, SD = 0.869) led to 

significantly lower sensitivity than Baseline (M = 1.742, SD 

= .692) (β = 0.333, SE = 0.122, t = 2.718, p = .007), which is 

driven by the increased rate of false alarms in the Category 

Learning condition. With respect to bias, Category Learning 

(M = 1.336, SD = .914) did not significantly differ from 

Baseline (M = 1.588, SD = 1.059) (β = 0.252, SE = 0.153, t = 

1.653, p = .1). Overall, this suggests that forming a 

representation of a category led to an increase in falsely 

recognizing category-consistent lures, and that this effect is 

not attributable to a response bias. 

Final (Transfer) Classification Performance 

The prediction for the final classification task was that the 

Category Learning conditions (Spontaneous and Hint-aided) 

would have higher classification accuracy than participants 

learning the category structures for the first time (Baseline). 

Either differences between conditions or an interaction 

between condition and block would provide evidence of 

analogical transfer. A mixed-effects logistic regression 

model that allowed both subject and item to vary as random 

intercepts and predicted trial-wise accuracy with condition, 

block, and their interaction was used to address this question. 

There were no significant differences in accuracy between 

conditions: Spontaneous and Baseline (β = 0.002, SE = 0.205, 

Wald Z = 0.01, p = .992), Hint-aided and Baseline (β = 0.281, 

SE = 0.21, Wald Z = 1.334, p = .182), and Spontaneous and 

Hint-aided (β =0.278, SE = 0.236, Wald Z = 1.178, p = .238). 

There was a significant effect of block for Spontaneous (β = 

0.444, SE = 0.028, Wald Z = 15.763, p < .001), Hint-aided (β 

= 0.284, SE = 0.028, Wald Z = 10.246, p < .001), and Baseline 

(β = 0.318, SE = 0.02, Wald Z = 16.087, p < .001) conditions. 

In support of the prediction regarding transfer, there were 

significant interactions between block and the Spontaneous 

and Baseline (β = 0.126, SE = 0.034, Wald Z = 3.671, p < 

.001) conditions and between block and the Spontaneous and 

Hint-aided conditions (β = 0.16, SE = 0.039, Wald Z = 4.044, 

p < .001), such that there were larger improvements in the 

Spontaneous condition across block than in the Baseline and 

Hint-aided conditions. There was no significant interaction 

between block and the Hint-aided and Baseline conditions (β 

= -0.034, SE = 0.034, Wald Z = -0.988, p = .323) (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Each line reflects adjusted mean classification 

accuracy (right-offset points are unadjusted means) across 

blocks of training. Error bars are ± 1 SEM and the dashed 

line reflects chance performance. 
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Supplemental analyses applied the previous model to each 

domain individually (as the model including domain as 

another predictor failed to converge) to test whether the 

observed transfer effects were consistent across domains. For 

the Mobile domain, the lack of differences between 

conditions (all ps > .3) and the significant effect of block were 

replicated (all ps < .001). Within the Mobile domain, the 

significant interactions between block and the Spontaneous 

and Baseline (β = 0.186, SE = 0.053, Wald Z = 3.515, p < 

.001) conditions, the significant interaction between block 

and the Spontaneous and Hint-aided conditions (β = 0.269, 

SE = 0.059, Wald Z = 4.540, p < .001), and the lack of a 

significant simple interaction between block and the Hint-

aided conditions and Baseline condition (β = 0.082, SE = 

0.049, Wald Z = 1.672, p = .094) were all replicated. For the 

Rock domain, the lack of differences between conditions (all 

ps > .381) and the significant effect of block was replicated 

(all ps < .001). None of the simple interactions were 

significant, but we note a non-significant trend where the 

Spontaneous condition led to greater improvement across 

blocks than the Baseline condition (β = 0.087, SE = 0.045, 

Wald Z = 1.908, p = .057; all other ps > .134). The 

improvements in later blocks of final classification 

performance for the Spontaneous condition appear to be 

driven by the Mobile domain. 

Discussion 

The aim of the present study was to test the following 

predictions: 1) acquisition of a relational category would 

increase the rate of both hits and false alarms in a recognition 

memory task, and 2) category learning would facilitate 

performance in the final classification task (i.e., analogical 

transfer). Results from the recognition memory assessment 

provided partial support for the predictions. The Category 

Learning condition led to an increased rate of false alarms to 

category-consistent lures when compared to the Baseline 

condition, but the Category Learning condition did not affect 

the rate of hits for old items. Results for the final 

classification phase provided partial support for the 

prediction regarding analogical transfer. Final classification 

accuracy was higher in the Spontaneous condition during 

later blocks of classification relative to Hint-aided and 

Baseline conditions. While this effect was primarily driven 

by the Mobile domain (we note a marginal trend relative to 

Baseline in the Rock domain), it suggests that participants 

were spontaneously accessing knowledge of analogically 

similar categories from initial classification and transferring 

it to the final classification task to facilitate performance. 

The finding that category learning increased false alarms to 

category-consistent lures suggests that acquisition of a 

relational category encourages schematization of the 

underlying structure, which may facilitate attention to the 

category-defining structure (De Brigard et al., 2017). An 

increased attentional focus when processing both new and old 

items could support the detection of a structural match 

between these items and known categories, which could 

create a sense of familiarity, increasing hits and false alarms 

(Yonelinas, 2002). The absence of category learning in the 

Baseline condition could result in the default bias to focus on 

the superficial features of the stimuli (Kotovsky & Gentner, 

1996). Such a superficial bias would support hits through 

recollection based on superficial details of stimuli, but not 

false alarms as each item had unique, albeit similar, 

superficial details (Yonelinas, 2002). Alternatively, the lack 

of differences in hit rate may be attributable to a ceiling 

effect. Future work should replicate this finding with more 

items in the recognition memory phase and a brief distractor 

task to determine if a difference in hits can be observed.  

The increase in false alarms arising from familiarity-based 

recognition is related to the relational luring effect (RLE)—

priming known semantic relations during study increases the 

amount of time taken to correctly reject novel, analogous 

items in an associative recognition task (Popov, Hristova, & 

Anders, 2017). The RLE assumes an abstract representation 

of relations in memory (i.e., schematized relations) and that 

priming these relations during study can create a sense of 

familiarity to novel, relationally similar items at test (Popov 

et al., 2017). If initial classification only serves to activate 

known relations, the RLE suggests that a priming mechanism 

is driving the increased rate of false alarms. Alternatively, if 

the concepts were acquired during initial classification or 

participants learned how to adapt known concepts into 

specific domains, familiarity-based recognition could also be 

achieved through either the perception of structural similarity 

between the known category and recognition item or 

classification of the recognition item as being a member of a 

recently acquired category. Future work should seek to 

disambiguate whether priming, similarity-based retrieval, or 

categorization are responsible for increased false alarms. 

The evidence of transfer in only the Spontaneous condition 

appears counterintuitive as the provision of a hint in problem-

solving tasks generally facilitates transfer by attenuating the 

access demands so that transfer primarily involves 

application of the relational concept (Gick & Holyoak, 1980). 

A key difference between problem solving and classification-

based measures of transfer is that the classification approach 

allows for participants to learn how to instantiate a concept 

within a novel domain. As the spontaneous transfer effect 

emerged during later blocks of classification, it is plausible 

that some initial exploration or learning of the categories in 

the novel domain was required for transfer. Such experience 

could support induction of the category structure, which 

facilitates retrieval of categorical knowledge. It could also 

provide domain experience, so that when relevant knowledge 

is retrieved it can be readily applied. As the Hint-aided 

condition was told that the known categories would be 

helpful in learning this domain, they may have only focused 

on applying those categories to a new domain at the expense 

of initial exploration that may have provided additional 

insights about the category structures. In contrast to the 

application of a solution to a new domain, understanding how 

to instantiate a category structure within a new domain may 

be comparably difficult as acquiring it for the first time, 

which would result in the lack of evidence for transfer in the 
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Hint-aided condition. Future work should test whether this is 

a meaningful difference between transfer measures or a 

mistranslation of the hint manipulation by using a stronger 

hint that provides direct instruction of the category structures 

and how to apply them to a new domain. 

 Alternatively, the lack of transfer in the Hint-aided 

condition may suggest representational differences between 

the present category structures and the kinds of principles 

often used in the standard approach. Day and Goldstone 

(2011) demonstrated that analogical transfer of an implicit 

representation between two domains does not benefit from 

the provision of a hint and that participants’ awareness of the 

explicit solution strategy could not fully account for 

successful transfer. If the relational categories in the present 

study were represented implicitly, the provision of an explicit 

hint may have impaired the access and/or application of 

relevant prior knowledge. Future work should explore the 

types of representations formed when learning the relational 

categories used in the present study and how different 

representations may mediate the effectiveness of a hint. 

A limitation of the present work is that the Mobile domain 

was easier to learn than the Rock domain. The difference in 

ease of acquisition between domains may have been driven 

by the Rock domain having a higher degree of superficial 

similarity between the elements of each arrangement (e.g., a 

large circular dark rock vs. a small elliptical light rock) than 

the Mobile domain (e.g., a yellow triangle vs. a red square) 

or that the ‘wires’ included in the Mobile domain may have 

provided a stronger cue to the system of relations reflecting 

the category structures than the Rock domain. Initial learning 

of the more difficult Rock domain may have led to better 

transfer to the easier Mobile domain, however, initial 

learning in the easier Mobile domain may not have led to a 

robust enough understanding of the category structures to 

support transfer to the more difficult Rock domain.  

This confound between ease of acquisition and domain 

prohibited the use of a within-subject measurement of 

transfer (final – initial classification) in the present study. The 

lack of a within-subject transfer metric prevented testing a 

third prediction— that false alarm rate would be predictive of 

transfer (i.e., analogical transfer and false recognition may be 

driven by the same mechanism). When evaluating final 

classification accuracy in the Category Learning condition, 

any observed effect could not be clearly attributable to either 

transfer or another aspect of classification performance. 

Future work should create additional domains for the present 

category structures that are normed for difficulty so that 

relationships between memory and spontaneous transfer can 

be assessed.  
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Abstract

Our ability to plan and build a wide array of physical
structures, from sand castles to skyscrapers, is a defining
feature of modern human intelligence. What cognitive tools
enable us to create such complex and varied structures?
Here we investigate how practice “reverse-engineering” a set
of physical structures impacts the procedures that people
subsequently use to build those structures, as well as how well
they build them over time. Participants (N=105) viewed 2D
silhouettes of 8 unique block towers in a virtual environment
simulating rigid-body physics, and aimed to reconstruct each
one in less than 60 seconds. We found that people learn
to build each tower more accurately and quickly across
repeated attempts, and that these gains reflect both group-level
convergence upon a smaller set of viable policies, as well
as error-dependent updating of each individual’s strategies.
Taken together, our study provides novel insight into how
humans learn from prior experience to discover better solutions
to physical reasoning problems over time.
Keywords: planning; spatial reasoning; intuitive physics;
construction; action

Our ability to plan and build a wide array of physical
structures, from sand castles to skyscrapers, is a hallmark
of modern human intelligence. What cognitive mechanisms
enable us to create such complex and varied structures?
Towards answering this question, a natural starting point is
to consider how people learn to ”reverse-engineer” existing
structures — that is, infer an appropriate decomposition of it
that can be translated into a sequence of actions to recreate
it from simpler components. Such problems are likely to
recruit general-purpose mechanisms for physical reasoning
and planning, in addition to mechanisms for learning from
prior experience. Here we investigate the role of practice
in guiding how people discover better solutions to such
problems over time.

Our paper builds on classic work investigating how people
reason about the properties of physical objects and how
they interact with one another (McCloskey, 1983), a suite
of abilities known as intuitive physics. A useful proposal
emerging from more recent work on intuitive physics is
that people reason about how physical systems evolve
over time via mental simulation, which may provide a
noisy approximation to real physical dynamics (Battaglia,
Hamrick, & Tenenbaum, 2013; Sanborn, Mansinghka, &
Griffiths, 2013; Hegarty, 2004). While many tasks in this
literature involve passive judgments about physical scenes,
a promising new direction is to consider tasks that involve

active interventions on physical systems to achieve various
goals (Allen, Smith, & Tenenbaum, 2019; Hamrick et al.,
2018). In particular, the current study takes inspiration from
prior work investigating how physical interventions can be
beneficial for downstream performance on various physical
reasoning tasks (Dasgupta, Smith, Schulz, Tenenbaum, &
Gershman, 2018; Kirsh & Maglio, 1994).

Our paper is also informed by recent advances in theories
of human planning that highlight the pervasive role of
mental simulation in guiding human sequential decision
making (Solway & Botvinick, 2015, 2012; Daw, Gershman,
Seymour, Dayan, & Dolan, 2011), combined with reasonable
assumptions about the cognitive costs of conducting mental
simulations (Callaway et al., 2018; Hamrick, Smith, Griffiths,
& Vul, 2015). While this progress has been galvanizing, the
generalizability of current theories to construction behavior is
potentially limited by the historically narrow focus on tasks
with relatively low state-space complexity (van Opheusden,
Galbiati, Bnaya, Li, & Ma, 2017), as well as abstract action
spaces and state transitions (Daw et al., 2011) that are far
removed from the physical environment. Moreover, these
theories do not address our core question of how people make
efficient use of prior task experience to overcome inherent
cognitive resource limitations, thereby learning how to plan
better over time.

Here we investigate how practice “reverse-engineering”
a set of physical structures in a 2D virtual environment
impacts the procedures participants subsequently use to
build those structures, and how well they build them across
repeated attempts. Our specific approach draws most
direct inspiration from prior work in developmental science
(Cortesa et al., 2018; Bullock & Lütkenhaus, 1988) and
AI (Bapst et al., 2019; Jones, Hager, & Khudanpur, 2019)
that have examined physical construction behavior. The
current study advances these prior investigations in three
ways: first, we develop a web-based environment for physical
construction, facilitating the collection of large behavioral
datasets; second, we examine how participants build the same
structure multiple times, providing quantitative insight into
how people adapt their strategies based on prior performance;
third, we show that healthy adult participants learn in a highly
sample-efficient manner from previous construction attempts,
providing a novel benchmark for AI construction agents to
emulate and explain.
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Figure 1: (A) Schematic of task display. The left window contained a target silhouette, and the right contained a building environment with
gridlines. (B) For each participant the 8 silhouettes were randomly assigned to conditions, 4 in repeated and 4 in control. (C) Repeated towers
were attempted 4 times, interleaved among other towers. Control towers were attempted twice, once at the beginning and once at the end of
each session.

Methods
The goal of our experiment was to understand how practice
“reverse-engineering” a set of physical structures impacts
how people build them over time. To accomplish this, we
developed a web-based environment in which people could
construct various block towers under simulated rigid-body
physics. On each trial, participants aimed to reconstruct
a specific target tower in less than 60 seconds using a
fixed inventory of rectangular blocks. What made this task
challenging is that only silhouettes of these towers were
provided, requiring participants to infer which blocks to use,
where to place them, and in what order. Over the course of
an experimental session, participants built each tower either
two or four times, allowing us to measure the degree to which
additional task experience led to greater improvement.

Participants
107 U.S.-based participants were recruited from Amazon
Mechanical Turk. After accounting for technical issues
during data acquisition (i.e., missing data), data from 105
participants were retained (49 female, mean age = 36.8
years). Participants provided informed consent in accordance
with the UC San Diego IRB.

Stimuli
To identify a set of block towers of similar complexity, we
randomly sampled a large number of stable configurations of
8-16 blocks, then manually selected 8 of these that could be
reconstructed in different ways (Fig. 3A).

Task Procedure
On each trial, participants were presented with two adjacent
display windows: On the left, a target block tower was
presented as a silhouette centered on the floor in a 18x13
rectilinear grid environment (Fig. 1A); on the right, they
were provided with an open building environment and a fixed
inventory of five types of rectangular blocks that varied in
their dimensions (i.e., 1x2, 2x1, 2x2, 2x4, 4x2).

Participants’ goal was to build a tower that matched
the shape of the target silhouette in less than 60 seconds

using any combination of the blocks provided. To select a
specific block type, they clicked on its image in the block
inventory. Then, by hovering the mouse cursor over the
building environment, a translucent block would appear,
showing where the block would be placed when they clicked
the mouse again. Blocks could be placed on any level surface
in the building environment (i.e., either the floor or on top
of another block). To minimize the intrusion of low-level
motor noise in block placement, the locations of each block
‘snapped’ to grid.

After the placement of each block, participants’ towers
became subject to gravity, simulated using Matter.js. Thus,
if their tower was not sufficiently stable, single blocks or
even the entire tower could fall over. After 60 seconds had
elapsed or if any block fell, the trial immediately ended and
participants moved onto the next tower. We truncated trials on
which any block fell for two main reasons: first, to ensure that
all recorded block placements could in principle form part
of a forward plan to build the target silhouette, rather than
reflect online corrections for error; and second, to strongly
incentivize the production of stable towers. Participants were
rewarded for both accuracy and speed: the more accurate
their reconstructions, the larger the monetary bonus they
received. If they perfectly reconstructed the target silhouette,
they could earn an additional bonus for speed.

Design
For each participant, the 8 block towers were randomly split
into 2 sets containing 4 towers each: a repeated set and a
control set (Fig. 1 B). Repeated towers were attempted 4
times, randomly interleaved among other towers. Control
towers were attempted twice, once near the beginning and
once near the end of each session, randomly interleaved
among other towers. Thus there were a total of 24 trials in
each session, including 8 first attempts and 8 final attempts
of each tower. In subsequent comparisons between the first
and final attempts on each tower, we combine data from both
repeated and control sets. In analyses of fine-grained changes
in behavior across successive attempts on the same tower, we
restrict our analysis to the control sets.
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Results
Change in reconstruction accuracy across attempts
We used the F1 score as our primary measure of
reconstruction accuracy, which reflects the degree to which
the shape of participants’ reconstruction coincided with
the target silhouette, and lies in the range [0,1], where
higher scores indicate higher accuracy. It is computed
by taking the harmonic mean of the precision (i.e., the
proportion of participants’ reconstruction that coincided with
the target silhouette) and recall (i.e., the proportion of
the target silhouette that coincided with the participants’
reconstruction):

F1 =
2

(recall−1 + precision−1)

In their first attempt, participants’ reconstructions were
moderately accurate, suggesting that they were engaged with
the task but not at ceiling performance (control: F1 = 0.790,
95% CI: [0.776,0.803]; repeated: F1 = 0.800, 95% CI:
[0.786,0.814]; confidence intervals generated via bootstrap
resampling). To evaluate changes in reconstruction accuracy
over time, we fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting
F1 score from attempt (first, final) and condition (repeated,
control) as fixed effects, including random intercepts for
participant and tower. We found a main effect of attempt
(b = 0.0759, t = 6.99, p < 0.001), showing that participants’
reconstruction accuracy reliably improved between their first
and final attempts. We found no reliable effect of condition
(b = 0.00803, t = 0.737, p = 0.461), and no evidence of
an interaction between attempt and condition (b = 0.0182,
t = 1.19, p = 0.235), suggesting that these improvements
may primarily reflect a combination of task-general and
tower-specific learning.

In particular, participants may have learned how to more
consistently place blocks that are fully contained within the
silhouette, resulting in fewer ‘off-by-one’ errors. To explore
this possibility, we visualized the spatial distribution of block
placements by constructing a heatmap of block placements,
averaged across participants (Fig. 3). This heatmap suggested
that participants did place a greater proportion of blocks
outside of target locations in their first attempts than in their
final attempts. To evaluate this possibility, we defined the
spatial error for a given tower on a given attempt as the
root-mean-squared cityblock distance between each location
in the heatmap and the edge of the target silhouette (zero if
within the silhouette), weighted by the value at each location
in the heatmap. We then computed the mean change in spatial
error between their first and final attempts, which revealed
that participants generally made fewer and less extreme errors
in their final attempts than in their first attempts (m=−0.625,
95% CI: [−1.08,−0.209], p = 0.012).

Change in reconstruction fluency across attempts
In addition to placing blocks more precisely, participants may
have also learned to produce more accurate towers by being
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Figure 2: (A) Reconstruction accuracy across build attempts. (B)
Build time across attempts, separated by perfect (F1 = 1) and
imperfect reconstructions. Error bars represent 95% CI.

better able to place more blocks within the time available
on each trial. To evaluate this possibility, we modeled the
change in the number of blocks used between the first and
final attempts using a linear mixed-effects model otherwise
identical in structure to that previously used to analyze
accuracy, however we excluded trials which were truncated
due to blocks falling. This analysis revealed a strong main
effect of attempt (b= 1.19, t = 7.41, p< 0.001), showing that
participants were able to consistently use more blocks in their
final attempt. There was no evidence of an effect of condition
(b = 0.0425, t = 0.264, p = 0.792) nor of an interaction
between attempt number and condition (b= 0.167, t = 0.735,
p = 0.463).

There are at least two potential explanations for how
participants were able to place more blocks in their final
attempt: first, their fluency with the construction task
interface may have improved, allowing them to select and
place more blocks per unit of time; second, they may have
been able to recall previously used procedures for building
a given tower, and thus required less preparation time to
devise an action plan prior to placing their first block. We
estimated task fluency by computing the mean time between
successive block placements within a single trial. We
estimated preparation time by computing the time between
trial onset and the placement of the first block. We found that
task fluency increased (b = −1.30, t = −9.306, p < 0.001)
and preparation time decreased (b = −2.24, t = −8.64,
p < 0.001) between first and final attempts, suggesting that
participants’ improved accuracy may reflect changes in both.

To quantify how quickly participants completed their
reconstructions, we measured the amount of time elapsed
between the start of each trial and the final block placement
on that trial, again omitting trials which were truncated
due to falling blocks. In their first attempt, participants
used nearly all of the time allotted (control: 51.8s, 95%
CI: [51.1,52.7]; repeated: 52.2s, 95% CI: [51.6,52.8]),
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Figure 3: (A) 8 target silhouettes used in the experiment. (B,C) Heatmap representations of the spatial distribution of block placements for
each tower, for first and final attempts. The intensity of each cell reflects the proportion of participants who had placed a block in that location.

and appeared to use less time to build each tower across
attempts (Fig. 2B). To evaluate changes in build time between
the first and final attempt, we fit a linear mixed-effects
model including attempt (first, final) and condition (repeated,
control) as fixed effects, including random intercepts for
participant and tower. This analysis revealed a main
effect of attempt (b = −1.92, t = −4.25, p < 0.001) but
not of condition (b = −0.704, t = −1.80, p = 0.0725).
In exploratory analyses, we discovered that 22.4% of all
trials contained perfect reconstructions (i.e., F1 = 1) of
the target silhouette. When we included an additional
binary variable in our regression model indicating whether a
trial contained a perfect reconstruction, we discovered that
these ‘perfect’ reconstructions took reliably less time than
imperfect reconstructions (b=−3.81, t =−4.47, p< 0.001).
Moreover, a reliable interaction between attempt number and
this binary variable revealed that decreases in build time from
first to final attempts were greater for perfect reconstructions
(b =−5.04, t =−5.10, p < 0.001). Together, these findings
suggest that the greatest increases in speed occurred once
participants had discovered a way of producing a perfect
reconstruction.

Change in reconstruction procedure across attempts
While an increase in speed and decrease in preparation
time are consistent with the possibility that participants
were reusing successful procedures they had previously
used to build each tower, these measures only indirectly
bear on this question. To directly assess the extent to
which participants reused previously used procedures across
attempts, we derived a measure of the similarity between
two procedures, which evaluates how similar the individual
actions comprising each procedure are.

Each action consists of an individual block placement,
represented by a 4-vector [x,y,w,h], where 0 ≤ x ≤
15, 0 ≤ y ≤ 13 represents the coordinates of the
bottom-left corner of the current block and where (w,h) ∈
{(1,2),(2,1),(2,2),(2,4),(4,2)} represent its width and

height, respectively. Each procedure consists of the full
sequence of such actions performed on a given reconstruction
attempt. For any pair of action sequences, we define the “raw
action dissimilarity” as the mean Euclidean distance between
corresponding pairs of [x,y,w,h] action vectors (Fig. 4A,
light). When two sequences are of different lengths, we
evaluate this metric over the first k actions in both, where
k represents the length of the shorter sequence. As this
measure compares the dissimilarity of sequences on an
action-by-action basis, it assumes that when a ‘similar’ plan is
executed again, that similar actions are performed in exactly
the same order.

To obtain a measure of similarity between procedures
that is robust to differences in the exact order in which
actions are performed, we also derived a “transformed”
measure of dissimilarity between sets of actions. We
used the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm to identify the one-to-one
mapping between each pair of action sequences minimizing
the Euclidean distance between them (Fig. 4A, dark). This
“transformed” measure has the advantage of being sensitive
to correspondences between similar actions performed in
different attempts, even when they were performed in a
different order. We fit both raw and transformed action
dissimilarities with a linear mixed-effects model including
fixed effects for attempt pair, the accuracy of the previous
attempt, and the dissimilarity type (raw or transformed), as
well as random intercepts for tower and participant. We found
that Euclidean distance is negatively related to attempt pair
(b =−0.186, t =−7.40, p < 0.001; Fig. 4A), suggesting that
participants became increasingly consistent in the procedure
they used to reconstruct each tower across repeated attempts.
We also found that transformed dissimilarities were smaller
than raw ones (b = −0.482, t = −2.96, p = 0.00315),
suggesting that when participants did reuse actions from prior
attempts, they could perform these in a somewhat different
order to achieve similar outcomes.

One potential explanation for the increase in internal
consistency in procedures across attempts is that
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Figure 4: (A) Magnitude of change in action sequences (raw) and sets of actions (transformed) across successive build attempts. (B)
Magnitude of change in sets of actions as a function of accuracy (F1) on previous attempt, for each pair of successive attempts of a given
tower. (C) Gini index for n-grams of action sequences in first and final attempts, compared to those of a random-policy agent. Higher Gini
index reflects a smaller number of frequently appearing action sequences. (D) Variability between sets of actions performed by different
participants on first and final attempts. Each line segment represents a different tower.

participants improved their ability to produce more accurate
reconstructions across attempts, and thus did not need to
update their procedure as dramatically in later attempts.
To the extent that accuracy on prior attempts is related to
how much participants alter their procedure in subsequent
attempts, we would predict that more successful procedures
are more likely to be reused than unsuccessful ones.
Consistent with this prediction, we found a strong negative
relationship between accuracy on the most recent attempt
and how much they changed their procedure (b = −0.6426,
t = −4.054, p < 0.001; Fig. 4B), such that participants
updated their procedure to a greater extent when their
previous attempt was less successful. Taken together, these
results suggest that people can reason flexibly about these
physical construction problems, making efficient use of prior
experience to update their procedures accordingly.

Consistency and variability in procedures across
individuals
Our results so far show that participants employ
increasingly accurate and internally consistent procedures
for reconstructing each tower, raising a natural question
concerning the degree to which procedures used by different
participants coincide with one another. We visualized the
distribution of procedures used by different participants by
constructing a map of trajectories over intermediate states
visited between the start and end of their reconstruction
(Fig. 5), where each state is defined by the shape of the
reconstruction up to that point. Under this definition,
reconstructions that are composed of different blocks but
share the same shape are treated as occupying the same state.

Even in their first attempt, many participants appeared
to traverse the same states when reconstructing each target
silhouette (Fig. 5A), hinting at broad consistency in the

procedures humans use to perform this task. Additional
simulations suggested that at most 2.2% of the total number
of possible solutions to each tower were represented in our
dataset (i.e., 435 unique trajectories across all towers out of
19,677 discovered so far via random sampling). To rigorously
quantify participants’ systematic biases toward certain states,
we computed the Gini index (G) over the frequency of visits
to each state across all participants:

G =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

∣∣xi− x j
∣∣∗ (2 n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

x j)
−1

where n is the number of total states visited and xi and x j
represents the number of times states i and j were visited,
respectively. G is largest when there are a small number
of frequently visited states, and lies in the range [0,1]. To
estimate how strongly human policies concentrate on the
same sequences of states at different timescales, we next
extracted n-gram representations for all state trajectories,
each defined by n successive states, for 1 ≤ n ≤ 10,
then calculated Gn for each of these n-gram frequency
distributions. To provide a baseline, we also constructed a
random-policy agent that samples blocks and viable locations
(i.e., within silhouette, maintaining stability) with equal
probability. We used this random-policy agent to generate
a null distribution of 1000 Gini values, each computed from
105 random-policy agents identified by unique random seeds.
When comparing the mean observed G for human trajectories
to this null distribution, we found that human state trajectories
were reliably more concentrated on fewer n-grams than the
random-policy agents, across n-grams of all lengths, for both
first attempts (Z-score = 21.6) and final ones (mean Z-score
= 42.7; Fig. 4C). These results show that a policy of selecting
random viable actions is insufficient to explain patterns of
human action selection in this task.
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Insofar as participants are biased to discover similar
solutions over time, we may expect the Gini index to
grow between the first and final attempts. To evaluate
this possibility, we fit human Gini values with a linear
mixed-effects model including attempt number, linear and
quadratic terms for n, as well as random intercepts for
target towers and participants. This analysis revealed a
positive effect of attempt number (b = 0.112, t = 6.02,
p < 0.001), suggesting that participants tended to converge
on a smaller set of procedures across attempts, and this
convergence applied to n-grams over action sequences of
all lengths (Fig. 4C). Although such convergence is one
signature of using similar procedures, the above analysis
is insensitive to cases where two participants reconstruct a
silhouette by placing the same blocks in the same locations,
yet only have first and final world states in common. To
address this limitation, we examined the distribution of
dissimilarities between the sets of actions performed by
different participants, and found that the variance of this
distribution was smaller on final attempts than on first
attempts, for all target towers (t(7) = 10.603, p < 0.001;
Fig. 4D). Taken together, these results indicate that despite
the relatively high state-space complexity of this task, people
share systematic biases toward similar solutions even on
their first attempt, and tend to update their strategies across
repeated attempts in similar ways, converging on a smaller
set of solutions over time.

Discussion

In this paper, we investigated how people reason about
challenging physical construction problems and update their
strategies across repeated attempts. We developed a novel
task requiring participants to “reverse-engineer” various
block towers, which could be reconstructed in many different
ways. We found that people can substantially improve the
accuracy and speed with which they reconstruct these towers,
even after one or a few prior attempts. Moreover, our data
indicate that changes in task fluency are insufficient to explain

the observed patterns of improvement, as the degree to
which participants altered the procedure they used was highly
dependent on how successful their prior attempt had been.
We also found that different individuals often discovered
similar solutions to the same problem, suggestive of shared
biases.

A key question raised by this paper concerns the source
of the systematicity we see in human strategies. It is
possible that shared prior experience with other physical
reasoning and planning tasks may play a crucial role, and
understanding how humans transfer such broad experiences
to new tasks may be critical for developing AI agents that
learn as flexibly as humans do. In future work, we plan to
evaluate state-of-the-art AI construction agents (Bapst et al.,
2019) on a version of the same task with a larger number
of towers, using the same metrics. Such evaluations will be
critical to expose the extent to which current algorithms for
physical reasoning and planning emulate human behavior in
this domain, as well as potential gaps for future algorithms to
fill.

Another important direction for future work is to
investigate how mental simulation and physical experience
interact to support effective physical reasoning. Future
experiments could manipulate participants’ ability to apply
physical interventions when solving these problems and
measure the consequences on how quickly they learn from
multiple attempts using mental simulation alone vs. physical
practice. Such studies may help to shed additional light on
how people spontaneously decide when to think more and
when to act during problem solving (Dasgupta et al., 2018;
Kirsh & Maglio, 1994).

In sum, our paper presents novel benchmarks for
computational theories of physical reasoning and planning to
explain, as well as a strong candidate for task domain that
can be fruitfully studied in both cognitive psychology and AI.
Such strong alignment between empirical studies of human
behavior and algorithms development may lead to both more
robust AI and a deeper understanding of human cognition.
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Abstract

Prior knowledge of relational structure allows people to
quickly make sense of and respond to new experiences. When
awareness of such structure is not necessary to support learn-
ing, however, it is unclear when and why individuals “spon-
taneously discover” an underlying relational schema. The
present study examines the determinants of such discovery in
discrimination-based transitive inference (TI), whereby peo-
ple learn about a hierarchy of interrelated premises and are
tested on their ability to draw inferences that bridge studied
associations. Experiencing “chained” sequences of overlap-
ping premises during training was predicted to facilitate the
discovery of relational structure. Among individuals without
prior knowledge of the hierarchy, chaining improved relational
learning and was most likely to result in explicit awareness of
the underlying relations between items. These findings add
to growing evidence that the temporal dynamics of training,
including successive presentation of overlapping associations,
are key to understanding spontaneous relational discovery dur-
ing learning.

Keywords: relational learning; relational discovery; transitive
inference

Relational knowledge guides learning and generalization
in novel circumstances, as when preexisting schemas allow
a learner to rapidly encode and react to new events (Gilboa
& Marlatte, 2017). A fundamental problem in cognitive sci-
ence is to understand how such abstract, relational knowledge
emerges from experience with fragments of a larger concep-
tual structure. This problem is especially crucial in light of
evidence that, in the absence of explicit instruction or salient
relational cues, people often fail to recognize the relational
structure that underlies the events they observe (Goldwater &
Gentner, 2015; Goldwater, Don, Krusche, & Livesey, 2018).

The present study examines how the dynamics of learning
affect whether people discover common relational structure
across a set of interrelated experiences. I focus on the prob-
lem of transitive inference (TI), a domain in which there is
clear evidence for such spontaneous discovery but a poor un-
derstanding of its causes. In transitive inference, a set of items
are organized in a linear hierarchy (e.g., A < B < C < D)
and participants learn the relations between adjacent premise
pairs (e.g., A < B, B < C). They are then tested on both their
memory for directly experienced premises (e.g., A ? B) and
their ability to make transitive inferences given novel pair-
ings that were never seen during training (e.g., A ? C). Pre-
vious studies of TI have found that, in the absence of explicit
instruction, relatively few people spontaneously discover the

hierarchical organization of the items during training, but this
explicit awareness is associated with improved relational in-
ference. At present, the factors which lead to explicit aware-
ness in TI are unknown. In the following I examine whether
two aspects of training facilitate such discovery: 1) experi-
encing “chained” sequences of overlapping premises, and 2)
active control over the selection of premises for study.

Explicit vs. implicit transitive inference
In early studies of TI, the hierarchical organization of the
items was readily apparent due to salient properties of the
stimuli or the meaning of the relations themselves. Spatial
relations (e.g., positions in a linear array) or shared physical
features (e.g., relative lengths) naturally imply the property
of transitivity. For instance, given the premises Bob is taller
than Dina and Dina is taller than Mark, people easily infer
that Bob is taller than Mark. These standard variants of TI are
associated with explicit learning strategies that entail aware-
ness of the hierarchy and the reasoning process itself, which
may involve logical deduction (Clark, 1969) or an integrated
mental representation of the hierarchy (Hummel & Holyoak,
2001). The explicit nature of these strategies is supported by
their reliance on working memory (Libben & Titone, 2008)
and sensitivity to relational complexity (Clark, 1969).

More recent research has demonstrated that explicit aware-
ness of the hierarchy is not necessary for transitive infer-
ence (Vasconcelos, 2008). These studies have relied on
discrimination-based tasks in which items lack any overt cues
to the underlying hierarchical organization (Dusek & Eichen-
baum, 1997; Frank, Rudy, Levy, & O’Reilly, 2005; Greene,
Spellman, Levy, Dusek, & Eichenbaum, 2001; Libben &
Titone, 2008; Smith & Squire, 2005). Premises are instead
learned through trial-and-error, where reinforcement feed-
back is determined by an item’s rank in the latent hierarchy
(A+B−, B+C−, C +D−, etc., with + following the item
that is reinforced in each premise). After learning to select
the reinforced item in each premise, people exhibit a capac-
ity for TI despite being unaware of the underlying hierarchy.
These findings have lent support to implicit accounts of TI
based on associative learning in the absence of explicit, logi-
cal reasoning.

Although explicit awareness is not necessary for TI, it
is typically associated with both faster learning of premises
and more accurate inference. Performance in discrimination-
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Stage 2 choice
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Figure 1: Depiction of transitive inference task. Left: Six cards were randomly arranged in a hierarchy that was unknown to
participants. Middle: During training, participants learned about premise pairs composed of items that were adjacent in the
hierarchy. In each study trial they first selected a card to learn about (stage 1 choice), which was randomly paired with an
adjacent card. Participants then chose one card from the pair (stage 2 choice) to reveal whether a reward was hidden beneath
it. Right: In each test trial, participants predicted which of two cards was hiding a reward. Recall trials involved premise pairs
that were directly experienced during training, whereas inference trials involved novel, non-adjacent pairs.

based TI improves when participants are informed about the
hierarchy prior to training (Greene et al., 2001; Libben &
Titone, 2008) or when the framing of the task signals com-
mon relations across premises (Kumaran & Ludwig, 2013;
Lazareva & Wasserman, 2010). Without prior knowledge or
cues to relational structure, some participants spontaneously
discover the underlying hierarchy during discrimination-
based TI, and this explicit awareness is similarly linked to
faster learning and more accurate inference (Kumaran & Lud-
wig, 2013; Lazareva & Wasserman, 2010; Libben & Titone,
2008; Smith & Squire, 2005; although see Frank et al., 2005;
Greene et al., 2001). However, serendipitous discovery is in-
frequent (typically occurring for a minority of participants)
and little is known about when and why it occurs.

Chaining and spontaneous discovery

One factor which may contribute to relational discovery in TI
is the order of premises during training. People may be more
likely to discover the hierarchy when they experience chained
sequences of overlapping premises in successive trials (e.g.,
A + B−, followed by B +C−, followed by C + D−, etc.).
Chained sequences improve performance in the standard ver-
sion of the task (Andrews, 2010; Waltz et al., 2004), but their
effect on discrimination-based TI is less clear. Chained se-
quences may help the learner identify the common relational
structure across multiple items (i.e., B is ”better” than A, but
”worse” than C; C is ”better” than B, but ”worse” than D).
Indeed, this possibility has led researchers to minimize such
overlap during training when they wish to focus on implicit
forms of TI (Frank et al., 2005). However, no existing stud-
ies have directly tested whether chained sequences are more
likely to result in explicit discovery of the hierarchy.

A second factor which may impact the discovery of rela-
tional structure is the opportunity to self-generate the train-

ing sequence. A recent study found that active control over
the selection of premises during training led to improved
performance in a standard TI task (Markant, 2019, 2020),
largely due to participants’ preference to chain premises dur-
ing study. It is unknown, however, whether learners exhibit
the same study behavior in discrimination-based TI or if ac-
tive control facilitates relational discovery in the absence of
prior knowledge of the hierarchy.

The present study examined the effects of chaining and
learner control on the discovery of relational structure. A
novel discrimination-based TI task (Figure 1) allowed par-
ticipants to exert control over the selection of premises dur-
ing training. Participants played a card game in which they
learned to choose cards to reveal hidden rewards. Each card’s
rank in an underlying hierarchy determined whether it would
be rewarded when paired with other cards. Each training trial
began with a stage 1 choice in which an item was selected for
study. The selected item was then paired with an item imme-
diately adjacent in the hierarchy, at which point participants
made a stage 2 choice and received feedback about whether
the chosen item was hiding a reward. In the Active training
condition, participants were free to select any of the items in
the hierarchy for study. There were two passive training con-
ditions in which the training sequences were predetermined.
In the Passive-Frequency condition, items were selected ac-
cording to how often they had been experienced during train-
ing. In the Passive-Overlap condition, items were selected so
as to create chained sequences of overlapping premises from
trial to trial.

Participants were tested on their recall of studied premise
pairs, their ability to make transitive inferences, and their ex-
plicit post-task awareness of the hierarchy. To better eval-
uate any changes in awareness (and associated differences
in performance; see e.g., Greene et al., 2001), participants’
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prior knowledge of the hierarchy was also manipulated. Par-
ticipants in the Informed condition were told from the out-
set about the hierarchical nature of the items, whereas Non-
informed participants were simply instructed to learn to pick
the correct item in each pairing through trial and error. The
Informed condition therefore provides a benchmark for ex-
plicit awareness and a comparison of the effects of training
condition when directly instructed about the hierarchy.

Experiment
Participants
N = 252 people were recruited from Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Forty-seven people were excluded because they failed
attention screening (N = 24) or instruction comprehension
questions (N = 23), leaving N = 205 participants (age M =
36.66 years, SD = 10.25; 37% female, 43% female, 20% no
sex indicated). Participants received a base payment of $1
and a bonus of up to $3 (M = $2.24, SD = 0.55) based on
their performance in the task, which took 21.39 minutes on
average (SD = 8.02).

Materials and Procedure
Participants learned about a 6-item hierarchy made up of
cards with unique graphical patterns (Figure 1, left). The task
was described as a card game in which the goal was to “learn
to pick the right card that is hiding a reward.” Cards were ran-
domly assigned to each rank in the hierarchy for each partic-
ipant. The rank of each item determined whether it should be
selected to find the reward, such that the higher-ranked item
in any given pair was always reinforced. The stimuli were
designed to avoid any consistent perceptual features which
might serve as a cue to the cards’ rank in the hierarchy.

The experiment was based on a 2 x 3 factorial design
with instructional condition (Informed or Non-informed) and
training condition (Passive-Frequency, Passive-Overlap, or
Active) as between-subjects factors.

Instructional manipulation. The between-subjects in-
structional manipulation occurred at the start of the task. Par-
ticipants in the Non-informed condition saw the following:

Each card may or may not be rewarded when paired with
other cards. Your performance will depend on whether
you learn the correct choice for each pairing of cards.

In contrast, participants in the Informed condition were
told there was an underlying hierarchy:

Each card has a rank that determines whether it will be
rewarded over other cards. For example, the top-ranked
card will always be rewarded regardless of what other
card it is paired with (just as an ace is ranked higher
than all other playing cards), while the bottom-ranked
card is never rewarded. Your performance will depend
on whether you learn the correct ranking of the six cards.

A quiz followed the instructions in which Informed partic-
ipants had to verify they understood the hierarchical relation-
ship. There were no further differences between the Informed
and Non-informed conditions.

Training phase. The training phase included up to 10
blocks, with each block comprised of 12 study trials followed
by 10 recall trials. Each study trial began with the six items
displayed in a circle (Figure 1, middle). Participants selected
an item for study (stage 1 choice) according to their training
condition (between-subjects):

• Passive-Frequency condition. A predetermined item was
highlighted and participants were instructed to select it.
The selected item was randomly sampled from the set of
items that had been studied the least often up to that point.
This condition produced sequences in which all items were
selected with equal frequency by the end of training and se-
lections of any given item tended to be spaced apart.

• Passive-Overlap condition. A predetermined item was
highlighted and participants were instructed to select it.
The selected item was sampled from the set of items that
were adjacent in the hierarchy to whichever item had been
selected on the previous trial. As a result, training se-
quences in this condition featured a high proportion of
chained premises in successive trials.

• Active condition. Participants were free to select any of the
six items on every study trial.

Following the stage 1 choice, the selected item was ran-
domly paired with an adjacent item to form a premise. All
participants then chose one of the two items (stage 2 choice)
and received feedback about whether it was hiding a reward
(Figure 1, middle).

After 12 study trials, participants completed 10 recall trials
(Figure 1, right), with two trials for each premise pair. On
each recall trial a premise was presented in the center of the
display and participants were instructed to pick the card that
was hiding the reward. No feedback was provided until the
end of the block, at which point participants were told the
proportion of correct responses. The training phase ended
either after 10 blocks or when participants reached a criterion
of 100% correct responses in a block, indicating that they
chose the correct card for every premise pair twice.

Test phase. The test phase was comprised of 45 trials, with
three repetitions of every pairing of items from the hierarchy.
Recall trials involved premises that were experienced during
the study phase, whereas inference trials involved novel
pairings of non-adjacent items. In each test trial, two items
were presented side-by-side in the center of the display. As
with recall trials during the training phase, participants were
instructed to select the item from each pair that was hiding a
reward. No feedback was presented during the test phase.
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Figure 2: Dependent measures by condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Post-task awareness questionnaire. Immediately follow-
ing the test phase, participants were assessed for their ex-
plicit awareness of the hierarchy using questions adapted
from Kumaran and Ludwig (2013). Responses consistent
with awareness of the hierarchy or a logical ordering of the
items were coded as aware (1); all other responses were coded
as unaware (0):

Q1: ”Do you think there was a correct answer for all of the
pairs that you experienced during Phase 2?” – No (0);
Not sure (0); Yes (1)

Q2: ”In Phase 2 when you were presented with different
pairs of cards, what reason did you have for choosing
one as opposed to the other?” – There is a logically cor-
rect choice (1); One just seemed right but I can’t explain
why (0); I guessed. There may be a correct answer but
I don’t know what it is (0); I made a random choice be-
cause there is no correct choice (0)

Q3: ”What strategy (if any) did you use in Phase 1 to learn
which card was correct in each pairing?” – I tried to fig-
ure out the correct ordering of all the cards (1); I memo-
rized the right choice for each pair (0); I just chose ran-
domly and eventually got it (0); No strategy (0); Other
(0)

The awareness score was the proportion of responses (out
of three) which indicated awareness of the hierarchical
organization of the items or the use of logical reasoning to
draw inferences during the test.

Ranking elicitation. Finally, participants were instructed
to rank the six items according to “how likely rewards are
when you choose them, ranging from low likelihood of re-
wards on the left to high likelihood of rewards on the right.”
The six cards were displayed in a random order and the po-
sition of each item could be changed by clicking on arrow
buttons. Ranking accuracy was the proportion of items that

were in the correct position. Participants then rated their con-
fidence that they ranked the items correctly on a scale from 1
(not at all confident) to 5 (completely confident).

Results
Test accuracy. Test responses were scored according to
whether participants chose the higher-ranked item in each
test pair (0 = incorrect, 1 = correct) and the proportion of
correct responses was modeled using logistic regression.
Recall accuracy (Figure 2A) was higher in the Informed
condition than the Non-informed condition (χ2(1) = 8.12, p
= 0.004). There was no effect of training condition (χ2(2)
= 4.16, p = 0.12) or interaction (χ2(2) = 0.01, p = 0.99).
Pairwise comparisons were all non-significant.

There was a main effect of instructional condition on in-
ference accuracy (Figure 2B) (χ2(1) = 101.58, p < .001),
with accuracy higher among Informed participants than Non-
informed in each training condition (all p < .001). In addi-
tion, there was an effect of training condition on inference
accuracy (χ2(2) = 74.47, p < .001), but no interaction (χ2(2)
= 0.01, p = 0.99). Within the Non-informed condition, in-
ference accuracy was higher in the Passive-Overlap condition
than both the Passive-Frequency (OR = 2.03 [1.52, 2.72], z
= 6.62, p < .001) and Active conditions (OR = 0.62 [0.46,
0.83], z = -4.42, p < .001), whereas accuracy did not differ
between the Active and Passive-Frequency conditions (OR =
1.26 [0.95, 1.67], z = 2.26, p = 0.16). Similarly, within the
Informed condition, Passive-Overlap inference accuracy was
higher than both the Passive-Frequency (OR = 1.83 [1.30,
2.57], z = 4.83, p < .001) and Active conditions (OR = 0.56
[0.40, 0.79], z = -4.63, p < .001) but there was no difference
between Active and Passive-Frequency conditions (OR = 1.03
[0.76, 1.39], z = 0.24, p = 1.00).

Ranking accuracy and confidence. There were main ef-
fects of both instructional condition (χ2(1) = 38.08, p < .001)
and training condition (χ2(2) = 24.85, p < .001) on rank-
ing accuracy (Figure 2C), but no interaction (χ2(2) = 1.23,
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Figure 3: A: Proportion of selections (stage 1 choices) in the Active condition at each absolute distance from the item selected
on previous trial. Horizontal lines indicate the proportions expected from random search. B: Effects of repeated selections (left
column) and adjacent selections (right column) on inference (top row) ranking accuracy (bottom row) in the Active condition.

p = 0.54). Ranking accuracy was higher among Informed
participants than Non-informed in each training condition
(Passive-Frequency: OR = 1.87 [1.05, 3.35], z = 2.93, p =
0.03; Passive-Overlap: OR = 2.59 [1.43, 4.70], z = 4.34, p <
.001; Active: OR = 2.02 [1.14, 3.60], z = 3.31, p = 0.008).
Within the Informed condition, Passive-Overlap ranking ac-
curacy was higher than both Passive-Frequency (OR = 2.02
[1.11, 3.66], z = 3.20, p = 0.01) and Active conditions (OR
= 0.43 [0.24, 0.77], z = -3.94, p < .001), while there was
no difference between Active and Passive-Frequency condi-
tions (OR = 0.86 [0.49, 1.49], z = -0.75, p = 0.96). Within
the Non-informed condition, ranking accuracy was lower fol-
lowing Active training than Passive-Overlap training (OR =
0.55 [0.30, 0.98], z = -2.82, p = 0.04) but there were no other
pairwise differences.

A similar pattern was seen in confidence judgments
of elicited rankings (Figure 2D). There was no effect of
training condition (F(2,179) = 2.02, p = .135), but there
was an effect of instructional condition (F(1,179) = 32.49,
p < .001) and a significant interaction (F(2,179) = 3.31,
p = .039). Confidence was higher when Informed for both
Passive-Frequency (β = 1.27 [0.50, 2.04], z = 4.52, p <
.001) and Active training conditions (β = 1.14 [0.38, 1.90],
z = 4.13, p < .001). For Passive-Overlap training only,
there was no difference in confidence between Informed
and Non-informed groups (β = 0.34 [-0.41, 1.09], z = 1.26,
p = 0.75). For Non-informed participants, confidence was
higher following Passive-Overlap training compared to
Passive-Frequency training (β = 0.89 [0.12, 1.67], z = 3.16, p
= 0.01).

Post-task awareness. Responses to the awareness ques-
tions were coded based on whether participants indicated ex-
plicit awareness of the hierarchy. The probability of making
“aware” responses was modeled using logistic regression (0
= unaware, 1 = aware) based on three responses for each per-
son. Awareness was higher among Informed participants in
all three training conditions (all p < .001), indicating that the
instructional manipulation had the intended effect of increas-
ing explicit awareness of the hierarchy.

There was no effect of training condition (χ2(2) = 2.27,
p = 0.32), but there was a significant interaction (χ2(2)
= 7.85, p = 0.02). Within the Non-informed condition,
awareness was higher following Passive-Overlap training
than Passive-Frequency training (OR = 2.63 [1.03, 6.72], z =
2.79, p = 0.04). No other pairwise comparisons were signif-
icant. Thus, in addition to the effects on relational learning,
Passive-Overlap training was associated with the highest
post-task awareness among Non-informed participants.

Selections during training

The results indicate that Active participants performed worse
in tests of relational learning compared to Passive-Overlap
training. The final analyses examined the search behavior
(stage 1 choices) of Active participants and how it related to
performance. On every study trial Active participants were
free to select any item from the hierarchy. Selections were
classified by their absolute distance to the item selected on
the previous trial. A distance of 0 indicates that the same
item was repeatedly selected, whereas a distance of 1 indi-
cates that an item immediately adjacent in the hierarchy was
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selected. Figure 3A shows the proportion of selections at each
distance, with the proportions expected from random search
marked by horizontal lines.

Both Informed and Non-informed participants made re-
peated selections (distance = 0) more often than expected
from random search, but repeated selections were less fre-
quent among Informed participants than Non-informed par-
ticipants (OR = 0.52 [0.45, 0.61], z = -8.10, p < .001). In
contrast, Informed participants were more likely to select ad-
jacent items (OR = 1.34 [1.13, 1.59], z = 3.35, p < .001) and
items at a distance of two (OR = 1.63 [1.33, 1.99], z = 4.72,
p < .001) and three (OR = 1.40 [1.09, 1.80], z = 2.62, p =
0.009) positions away. Thus, prior knowledge of the hierar-
chy was associated with a preference to learn about items that
were near to the item chosen in the last trial, including adja-
cent (distance = 1) selections that could produce overlapping
premises in successive trials.

Finally, I examined how these search behaviors were re-
lated to learning and post-task awareness. Regression models
for each dependent variable included terms for the propor-
tion of selections at distances of 0, 1 and 2 in each condition.
Among Non-informed participants, repeated selections (dis-
tance = 0) were associated with improved inference accuracy
(OR = 1.59 [1.14, 2.21], z = 3.64, p = .001) (Figure 3B, top
left). The proportion of adjacent selections (distance = 1) was
unrelated to relational learning in the Non-informed condi-
tion. In contrast, among Informed participants the proportion
of adjacent selections (distance = 1) was strongly positively
related to both inference accuracy (OR = 1.99 [1.45, 2.73],
z = 5.57, p <.001) and ranking accuracy (OR = 1.56 [2.13,
9.74], z = 5.17, p <.001) (see Figure 3B, right column). Se-
lections at any distance were not significantly related to post-
task awareness (all p > .29).

Discussion
Previous studies of discrimination-based TI found that, even
without the aid of explicit instruction or salient relational
cues, some learners become aware of the hierarchical orga-
nization of the items. The present findings show that the se-
quence of events during training is an important factor which
drives this relational discovery. The Passive-Overlap condi-
tion, in which training included a high proportion of chained
premises in successive trials, led to the highest accuracy and
post-task awareness among Non-informed participants. Al-
though similar training has been linked to improved inference
in informed settings (Andrews, 2010; Markant, 2020; Waltz
et al., 2004), this is the first demonstration that it is more
likely to cause explicit awareness of the hierarchy in naı̈ve
learners. Chained study likely highlights common structure
across multiple items (i.e., the presence of opposing contin-
gencies), a process that is consistent with the broader claim
that comparison spurs relational discovery (Doumas, Hum-
mel, & Sandhofer, 2008; Goldwater & Gentner, 2015).

The results also illustrate the powerful influence of prior
knowledge on relational learning, as being informed of the

hierarchy led to higher accuracy on tests of recall, transitive
inference, and ranking. These effects are consistent with stud-
ies that have used similar instructional manipulations (Greene
et al., 2001; Lazareva & Wasserman, 2010; Libben & Titone,
2008) or materials which naturally evoke a hierarchical or-
ganization (Kumaran & Ludwig, 2013). More broadly, the
results provide further evidence of the facilitative effects
of schematic knowledge on learning (Gilboa & Marlatte,
2017). It should be noted, however, that Passive-Overlap
training also improved performance among Informed partic-
ipants, indicating that chaining facilitates the integration of
relational knowledge given a preexisting schema (Andrews,
2010; Markant, 2019, 2020; Waltz et al., 2004).

The importance of chaining was further demonstrated by
Informed participants who actively selected premises dur-
ing study. Although overall performance was lower than the
Passive-Overlap condition, Informed participants who tended
to select adjacent items achieved high levels of inference and
ranking accuracy (Figure 3B), echoing recent evidence of a
similar search preference in a standard (non-discriminative)
TI task (Markant, 2020). In contrast, there was no such re-
lationship between the proportion of adjacent selections and
performance among Non-informed participants. This group
was also less likely to chain premises, instead favoring the re-
peated selection of the same item in successive trials. Given
that they were unaware of the latent hierarchy, Non-informed
participants may have sought to mass study in order to master
individual premises. This search behavior was in fact associ-
ated with improved inference accuracy but had no effects on
post-task awareness or the ability to rank items, reinforcing
the idea that this group relied on an implicit form of TI (Frank
et al., 2005; Greene et al., 2001; Smith & Squire, 2005).
For naı̈ve learners, active control may lead to study strategies
which help them reach immediate learning goals (e.g., mem-
orizing the premises) and support associative inference, while
being less effective for the explicit discovery of abstract, re-
lational concepts.

The relative disadvantage from Active training is also no-
table in light of work showing that active control improves
memory through a number of mechanisms (Markant, Rug-
geri, Gureckis, & Xu, 2016; Ruggeri, Markant, Gureckis, &
Xu, 2019; Murty, DuBrow, & Davachi, 2015; Voss, Gon-
salves, Federmeier, Tranel, & Cohen, 2011). For instance,
a sense of agency alone may augment memory formation, as
perceived control over study enhances recognition of items
delivered in a predetermined sequence (Murty et al., 2015).
The two-stage structure of the present task likely obscured
any such enhancement: Differences between active and pas-
sive training occurred solely at stage 1 when items were se-
lected for study, while all participants made volitional stage 2
choices to generate the feedback that was crucial for encod-
ing the premises. Alternatively, active choice during stage 1
might enhance memory if it involves metacognitive process-
ing (e.g., judgments of learning) that is absent during pas-
sive training. Although there were signs of strategic search
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based on items’ relationship to previously studied premises
(Figure 3A), it is unclear to what extent metacognitive moni-
toring guided those decisions or had broader effects on mem-
ory formation. In general, these findings suggest that control
over the order in which interrelated materials are studied may
produce inconsistent outcomes depending on a learner’s prior
knowledge and search strategy. In this context, chained study
(whether self-generated or directed by an external source)
may be most effective for supporting transitive inference and
catalyzing relational discovery.
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Abstract 

The ability to chain together sequences of information and 
action is pivotal to everyday acquisition of skills. Despite 
extensive research of sequence learning, little focus has been 
given to individual performance in standard tasks measuring 
this capability. As a result, little is known regarding what 
knowledge participants gain during such tasks. In the current 
work, an individual- and item-based analysis is performed of 
eye movements that occur during a spatial sequence learning 
task and reflect anticipation of upcoming target locations. We 
show that the knowledge participants acquire during the task 
is tightly linked to a-priori response biases they bring into the 
experiment. Results suggest that a-priori biases may be a 
sizeable influence on performance in learning experiments, 
that tends to be overlooked. Implications for designing and 
reading studies of sequence learning are discussed. 

Keywords: sequence learning; SRT; biases; prior knowledge; 
individual differences 

Introduction 

Skillful behavior entails producing chains of discrete actions 

as a single unified procedure. Underlying the acquisition of 

skill is therefore an ability to sequence incoming 

information and ongoing action. This ability is termed 

sequence learning (Clegg, Digirolamo, & Keele, 1998; 

Lashley, 1951). In the lab, it is predominately studied using 

the serial reaction time (SRT) task (Nissen & Bullemer, 

1987).  

The typical finding of SRT is that participants grow 

quicker in responding to sequences they were previously 

exposed to compared to responding to unfamiliar sequences. 

Enhanced speed is taken to indicate improved anticipation 

of sequence elements ahead of time, even though knowledge 

of the sequence is not necessarily explicitly available to 

participants by the end of the task (Cleeremans & 

McClelland, 1991; Marcus, Karatekin, & Markiewicz, 

2006). Due to the robustness and relative simplicity of the 

task, a huge literature has come to surround SRT. However, 

not much is known regarding the precise knowledge that 

participants gain during SRT. The reason for this is that 

most studies examine groupwise effects averaged across the 

entire target sequence. Higher-resolution knowledge of what 

portion of the sequence is learned by participants during the 

task and when it is learned would shed light on open 

questions in the field, such as what learning mechanism 

underlies sequence learning (Kirsch, Sebald, & Hoffmann, 

2010). Such understanding would also be instrumental for 

fine-grained assessment of individual learning capabilities, a 

feature that is particularly important in SRT due to its 

extensive use in the study of clinical populations (Ferraro, 

Balota, & Connor, 1993; Green, Kern, Williams, McGurk, 

& Kee, 1997). 

Recently, a measure based on eye movements has been 

shown to capture the major learning effects of SRT similarly 

to reaction time (RT; Marcus et al., 2006; Vakil, Bloch, & 

Cohen, 2017). Locations that participants fixate their gaze at 

before sequence elements appear on screen seem to capture 

their anticipation of upcoming elements, and hence learning 

of the sequence. This novel metric of learning reveals 

mistakes that participants make in their anticipation, 

information that is unavailable in the standard RT measure. 

It is therefore possible using this metric to identify both 

correct and incorrect behavioral patterns during the task. In 

the current work we set out to perform such an analysis of 

the oculomotor anticipation signal during an SRT task, at 

the level of the individual participant. In particular, we 

aimed to examine what behavioral patterns participants have 

at the beginning and at the end of SRT, and how they relate 

to one another. Patterns of consistent behaviors at the end of 

the experiment supposedly reflect knowledge gained 

throughout the task and so should mirror the to-be-learned 

sequence that participants are exposed to. However, patterns 

existing at experiment onset may reflect predispositions held 

by participants a-priori to the study.  

The topic of prior knowledge brought into the experiment 

by participants has long been acknowledged in the field of 

psychology (Harlow, 1949), but is mostly overlooked. An 

implicit assumption underlying most studies is that 

participants enter an experiment tabula rasa with regards to 

the experimental material. However, it has been shown that 

such an assumption is not always true. In an auditory 

statistical learning task, for example, participants’ mother 

tongue had influenced whether experimental non-words 

were successfully acquired or not, depending on whether 

they aligned with phonetic transitions that are prevalent in 

the language (Siegelman, Bogaerts, Elazar, Arciuli, & Frost, 

2018). Even short exposure to conflicting associations in an 

artificial language (Gebhart, Aslin, & Newport, 2009) or 

simply to the cue without the response in a contextual 

cueing task (Jungé, Scholl, & Chun, 2007) had hampered 

subsequent acquisition of such statistics. 

In the current work we aimed to uncover biases that 

participants bring into a simple spatial target detection task 
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and examine how these relate to the eventual learning of a 

sequence that inhabits the task. To do so, we performed a 

probabilistic analysis of oculomotor anticipations 

participants had in a spatial SRT task. To enhance the power 

of our results we pooled together for this work participants 

from two different experiments: one standard SRT 

experiment and another SRT experiment of longer training. 

We analyze the first six blocks only, the length of the 

standard SRT, and so this data is equivalent in both studies.  

In order to examine the homogeneity of biases found in 

the task, and to corroborate that response patterns at 

experiment onset do not reflect rapid learning occurring 

within the task but rather biases existing a-priori to it, three 

different stimuli streams were examined in this work. 

Participants of the fixed-sequence group were presented 

stimuli governed by a fixed repeating sequential order, as in 

standard SRT. There were two such sequences, and thus two 

subgroups with different stimuli streams. Participants in the 

random-sequence group were presented stimuli governed by 

the same statistical constraints as in the fixed-sequence 

group, but no fixed sequence inhabited the stream (see 

Random-sequence group section in Methods).  

Methods 

Participants 

Sixty-eight undergraduate students (40 females, mean age = 

24.4, range: 18-37) participated in the experiment for course 

credit or 30 NIS.  

Procedure 

Four white squares, in diamond formation, were presented 

against grey background on a computer monitor of 

1680X1050 resolution. Participants were requested that 

when a black dot appears on screen, they locate it as quickly 

as possible and press a keyboard arrow key corresponding to 

the square that the dot appeared in (up arrow for top square, 

left arrow for left square, etc.). Each target was presented 

for 3s or until a button was pressed. A 500ms inter-stimuli 

interval (ISI) separated each target disappearance from the 

appearance of the next target (Figure 1). The experiment 

comprised 648 targets. Keypress times and eye movements 

were collected throughout the experiment (eye movements 

captured using SMI iView 250 RED).  

 

Figure 1: Experimental paradigm.  

Fixed-sequence group. For participants in the fixed-

sequence group (n=38), target locations followed a 

repeating sequential order of length twelve that is second-

order conditional (SOC), meaning that location frequency 

and first-order transitions are counter-balanced (Reed & 

Johnson, 1994). Two such sequences were used. Target 

locations for twenty-four participants followed sequence A: 

3-4-2-3-1-2-1-4-3-2-4-1, and target locations for fourteen 

other participants followed sequence B: 3-4-1-2-4-3-1-4-2-

1-3-2 (numbers indicating location: 1 = down, 2 = left, 3 = 

right, 4 = up). Nine concatenated sequences constituted one 

block. Each block started from a different position within 

the sequence.  

Random-sequence group. For participants in the random-

sequence group (n=30), 648 targets were shown in an order 

with location statistics that maximally mimicked those of 

the SOC sequences, but without containing a repeating 

sequential order. Therefore, all locations appeared at similar 

frequencies without repeating the same location back-to-

back, and first order transitions were counter-balanced, as in 

SOC sequences. In contrast to the SOC sequences, however, 

second order transitions were counter-balanced as well (and 

hence uninformative). Lastly, twelve second order 

transitions that constitute a reversal (e.g. 2-1-2, 3-4-3, etc.) 

occurred at near uniform frequency, embedding in the 

stimuli stream reversals at a ratio similar to that existing in 

the two SOC sequences.  

Item-based analysis 

Eye movements captured during ISIs underwent fixation 

analysis using SMI’s built-in velocity-based algorithm for 

fixation detection. Fixations were found in 99% of ISIs. 

Fixations were considered anticipation of an upcoming 

target at the target location that they were closest to, 

effectively dividing the screen into four distinct areas of 

interest (AOIs). When fixations were detected in more than 

one AOI during an ISI, the last fixated AOI was considered 

the anticipation.  

Under SOC sequences, the minimal learning required to 

solve the task is of the second order (e.g. after 2-1 comes 4) 

as frequency and first order transitions are uninformative. It 

has also been shown that participants preferentially acquire 

second order information in similar statistical learning tasks 

(Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Maheu, Dehaene, & 

Meyniel, 2019). Therefore, we analyzed second order 

learning, regarding triplets of target locations as separate 

items. Each pair of neighboring stimuli was regarded a 

prefix, and the anticipation in the ISI that succeeded it was 

regarded the response to that prefix (hence reflecting 

learning of second order transitions). Twelve different 

prefixes appear in the stimuli stream (all possible pairs of 1, 

2, 3 & 4, except for pairs in which both elements are the 

same). There are four possible responses to each prefix, and 

so forty-eight unique items exist in analysis. 

Our analysis searched in each participant for anticipatory 

behaviors that were non-random. If a participant had 
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responded in a consistent manner to a prefix whenever that 

had appeared in the stimuli stream, we consider that a 

meaningful non-random behavior of the participant. If this is 

found at the end of the experiment, we consider it a 

“learned” behavior. If it is found at the very onset of the 

experiment, we consider it a “bias”.  

Randomness was determined according to a right-tailed 

binomial test. Responses during the first or last block were 

examined per each prefix, corresponding to the first or last 

nine responses to that prefix (for analysis of learning or of 

bias, respectively). The amount of each response was tested 

for exceeding chance level, considering that the chance 

probability of producing each response is 25%. Response at 

a rate that could be attributed to chance with a p-value of 

0.01 or under was considered non-random (corresponding to 

at least six identical responses out of the nine examined 

ones).  

Throughout the paper, in cases in which sphericity is 

violated according to Mauchly’s test of sphericity (p < 

0.05), Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values are reported.  

Results 

Participants grew quicker to respond to target locations 

throughout the task (main effect of block: F(2.5, 164.9) = 

38.28, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.37), but more so in the fixed-

sequence group (interaction between group and block: 

F(2.5, 164.9) = 4.28, p = 0.01, 
p = 0.06). Rate of correct 

oculomotor anticipation revealed similar effects (main effect 

of block: F(3.4, 226.6) = 21.55, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.25; 

interaction between group and block: F(3.4, 226.6) = 7.12, p 

< 0.001, 
p = 0.1; Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: A) Average RT to target locations throughout 

the experiment. B) Average percentage of trials in which 

participants correctly anticipated upcoming target locations. 

Error bars represent SEM.  

Item-based analysis 

Our method of item-based analysis had detected an average 

of 5.9 biases (SD = 2.6) per each participant in the study, 

and an average of 6.2 learned items (SD = 2.7). In both 

cases, more non-random behaviors were found within the 

fixed-sequence group. Fixed-sequence group had an average 

of 6.6 biases (SD = 2.6) and random-sequence an average of 

5.1 (SD = 2.3; t(66) = 2.38, p < 0.05). Fixed-sequence group 

had learned an average of 7 items (SD = 2.4) and random-

sequence and average of 5.2 (SD = 2.8; t(66) = 2.99, p < 

0.01).  

With regards to their identity, the twenty-four items that 

belonged to either sequence A or to sequence B were more 

prevalent as biases than the twenty-four items that belonged 

to neither of the sequences across all participants (main 

effect of item type: F(1,65) = 7.18, p < 0.01, , 
p = 0.1, 

main effect of participant group: F(2,65) = 2.81, p = 0.07, 

, 
p = 0.08, interaction between item type and participant 

group: F(2,65) = 1.65, p = 0.2, , 
p = 0.05). This is due to 

the fact that half of the latter type of items entail a reversal 

(a response in which gaze returns to the location of the 

target before last), which were less common as biases in all 

participants (t(67) = 9.95, p < 0.001).  

Across all participants, items of sequence A were equally 

common as biases as items of sequence B (t(67) = 1.23, p = 

0.22). Within participants of the fixed-sequence group only, 

items from the sequence governing the task were just as 

likely to be biases as items from the alternative sequence 

(t(37) = 0.52, p = 0.61).  

Learning, however, was preferentially of the sequence 

driving the stimuli stream within the fixed-sequence group 

(t(37) = 5, p < 0.001). Participants of this group learned 4 

items of their own sequence (SD = 2) and only 1.9 items of 

the other sequence (SD = 1.2). No preference for learning 

items of either sequence was found within the random-

sequence group (M = 1.5, SD = 1.3 for sequence A items 

and M = 1.4, SD = 1.2 for sequence B items; t(29) = 0.52, p 

= 0.61). See Figure 3 for a heatmap of individual biases and 

learning as identified in analysis.  

 

Figure 3: Heatmaps of non-random oculomotor behaviors 

– biases on the left and learning on the right. Rows indicate 

participants and columns indicate items. The top group of 

rows are participants of the fixed-sequence group whose 

target location order was determined by sequence A. The 

middle group of rows are fixed-sequence participants whose 

target location order was determined by sequence B. The 

bottom group of rows are participants of the random-

sequence group. Items of sequence A and those of sequence 

B are grouped in the leftmost and middle group of columns, 

respectively. The other 24 items that are not part of either 

sequence A or sequence B are grouped on the right.  
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Effect of bias on performance and learning 

In order to assess the influence of biases on sequence 

learning, we next turned to analyze participants of the fixed-

sequence group only. Participants of the fixed-sequence 

group had 6.6 biases on average (SD = 2.6). Of these, 4.5 

biases (SD = 2.4) conflicted with the correct response (e.g. 

for a participant of sequence B, in which 3-1 is followed by 

4, a bias existed to respond 2 after 3-1). 2.1 (SD = 1.4) 

biases matched the correct response.  

At the beginning of the experiment, biases dictated the 

rate of correct response to their prefix, depending on 

whether they matched the correct response or not. The effect 

of this different starting point diminished with practice 

(F(1,453) = 27.11, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.06). But, even by the 

last block of the experiment, the rate of correct response 

differed according to what relevant bias had existed in the 

first block (F(2,453) = 38.09, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.14). Correct 

response rate was highest in items whose starting point was 

highest (matching biases: M = 67.4%, SD = 30.1%), and 

lowest when the starting point was lowest (conflicting 

biases: M = 31.2%, SD = 29.2%; Figure 4A). As nine of our 

subjects underwent extended training, we were able to 

perform a preliminary examination of whether the effect of 

biases persisted over an experiment three times longer. 

Indeed, an effect of initial bias existed even eighteen blocks 

since experiment onset (F(2,105) = 8.89, p < 0.001, 
p = 

0.15), as correct response to items with matching biases 

reached 81.2%, (SD = 20.2%), but only 48.7% (SD = 35%) 

to items with conflicting biases (inset of Figure 4A).  

The existence of a bias at experiment onset, and whether 

the bias matched or conflicted with the correct response, 

also predicted whether the correct response was eventually 

learned (F(2,453) = 32.23, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.13). When 

there was no relevant bias related to a prefix, the correct 

response was learned in 32% of the cases. When a bias 

existed and conflicted with the correct response, the correct 

response was learned in only 19.4% of cases. When the bias 

and the correct response were the same, learning occurred in 

67.5% of cases (Figure 4B).  

 

Figure 4: A) Percent of correct oculomotor anticipation of 

items according to what bias, if any, existed for their prefix. 

In inset is the same graph, but only for the nine participants 

that underwent extended learning over 18 blocks. Shaded 

area represents SEM. B) Percent of items correctly learned 

given the bias that existed for their prefix.  

Agreement between bias and experiment group 

To examine the effect of biases on SRT outcomes, we 

quantified per each participant the extent to which her biases 

fit the experimental group she was assigned to. Per each bias 

that matched the sequence governing the participant’s 

stimuli stream we counted one fit point (+1), and per each 

bias that conflicted with the sequence we deducted one fit 

point (-1). This gave a score that reflected each individual’s 

fit to the experimental group she was randomly assigned to, 

based on her a-priori biases. This score could theoretically 

vary between -12 (if the participant had a biased response to 

all prefixes and none of them were the correct response) and 

12 (if all prefixes had a correct bias). But no such extreme 

case existed, and the average fit score was -2.4 (SD = 2.9).  

There are more options and hence a higher probability of 

an a-priori bias to conflict with the correct response than to 

match it, as is evident in the amount of conflicting and 

matching biases detected in our analysis, and so most 

participants had a negative fit score (71.1%). To assess the 

effect of fit, we therefore compared participants that had a 

non-negative fit score (the best fitting participants), to an 

equal number of participants with the worst fit score (score 

of -4 or below; n = 11 for both groups). The remaining 16 

participants that had intermediate fit scores were not 

included in this analysis.  

In correct anticipation rate, both main effects of block and 

of fit were significant (F(2.4, 47) = 18.16, p < 0.001, 
p = 

0.48 and F(1, 20) = 12.34, p < 0.01, 
p = 0.38 

respectively), and there was no interaction between block 

and fit (F(2.4, 47) = 2.1, p = 0.13, 
p = 0.1; Figure 5A). 

However, the lack of interaction could be due to the test 

being underpowered, as it seems that correct anticipation of 

participants with a bad fit catches up with correct 

anticipation of participants whose fit is not bad (correct 

anticipation in block 6: t(20) = -1.41, p = 0.17). More 

participants with extended training are needed to examine 

whether this is true.  

In RT, ANOVA across trajectories of the two groups 

revealed, again, a main effect of block on RT (F(2.4, 48.6) = 

15.43, p < 0.001, 
p = 0.44), a main effect of fit (F(1, 20) = 

10.27, p < 0.01, 
p = 0.34), and no interaction between fit 

and block (F(2.4, 48.6) = 1.49, p = 0.23, 
p = 0.07; Figure 

5B). The effect of fit on RT persisted throughout all six 

blocks of this experiment and, in contrast to correct 

anticipation, showed no sign of diminishing. Moreover, a 

correlation existed between fit score and individual RT 

across all participants (r(36) = -0.39, p < 0.05), such that 

higher fit scores predicted faster RT during the last block of 

the experiment (Figure 5C).  
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Figure 5: A) Average correct anticipation rate of 

participants whose biases were either a reasonable or a poor 

fit with the sequence driving their stimuli stream. B) 

Average RT according to the same partition. Error bars 

represent SEM. C) Relationship between fit score and RT 

by the end of the experiment. Dots reflect individual 

participant data, solid line reflects best linear fit and shaded 

area reflects 95% confidence interval.  

Discussion 

The current work examines consistent patterns of 

anticipation at the onset and conclusion of an SRT task, on 

an individual- and item-based level. Results indicate that 

there is a strong relationship between behavioral biases 

participants enter an experiment with, and the knowledge 

they eventually gather during that experiment.  

Prevalence and identity of biases  

Across participants, we found that half of the stimuli pairs 

(M = 5.9) elicited a consistent oculomotor response at 

experiment onset. The prevalence of this finding highlights 

the size of the tabula rasa assumption we tend to make in 

laboratory studies of learning, usually implicitly.  

Biases were slightly more prevalent in fixed-sequence 

participants than in random-sequence participants (M = 6.6 

vs. M = 5.1, respectively). We suggest that this may be due 

to weak biases that could be lost within the first block 

already, and so were dependent on the stimuli stream for 

reinforcement. Weak biases could be preserved if they 

matched the stimuli stream in fixed-sequence participants. 

However, they would always be conflicting in the random-

sequence case (as any bias) because any consistent response 

in that stream would produce more mistakes than correct 

responses, and so they would be lost in this group. 

Similarly, items corresponding to reversals were less 

prevalent as biases than other items, and we suggest again 

that this is due to their elimination very early in the 

experiment due to negative reinforcement. “Stuck” items, in 

which gaze remains in the same location as the last target in 

the prefix, are even more erroneous in the current task than 

reversals, but biases of this sort did exist to a larger extent. 

We suggest that this is because leaving gaze in place 

indicates not only anticipation of an upcoming target, but 

also lack of any anticipation attempt (passive waiting for the 

next target). Future study of biases should perhaps include a 

test phase prior to the main task in which biases are tested in 

isolation before the experimental material is presented. This 

may prevent contamination by rapid learning, but on the 

other hand may introduce other confounds stemming from 

exposure to the experimental material in configurations that 

differ from those of the task.  

Biases distributed similarly between sequence A items 

and sequence B items in fixed-sequence and in random-

sequence participants. The fact that these biases appeared 

similarly regardless of whether they were correct or 

incorrect for the participant affirms that the biases we detect 

derive mostly from processes that are a-priori to the 

experiment material.  

We found no principle predicting what makes certain 

items more prone to become a bias than others. We 

hypothesized that salient structures, either in stimuli or in 

response, such as shifting eyes to the left following targets 

at the right and then at the bottom (forming a clockwise 

motion) would tend to appear as a bias more often than 

others. Such structures have been shown to be easier to learn 

in SRT (Reed & Johnson, 1994). However, we found no 

evidence to support this hypothesis. Additional study with 

larger samples is required to examine whether universal 

principles exist in determining common biases. 

Item-based learning 

Participants in our study that had a repeating sequence 

underlying their stimuli stream had learned, according to our 

analysis, only 4 of the possible 12 items comprising the 

sequence (33%). This sparsity resonates with the finding 

that only a subset of learnable items in statistical learning 

tasks are eventually learned (Schlagbauer, Muller, 

Zehetleitner, & Geyer, 2012). Participants have learned an 

additional 3 items, on average, that did not correspond to the 

stimuli sequence and were hence incorrect. Participants of 

the random-sequence group have learned 5.2 items during 

the experiment, all of which are incorrect.  

Learning in our analysis reflects a convergence towards a 

certain behavior at the last block of the experiment. We find 

that this convergence is meaningful, as participants 

predominantly converge towards the correct behavior when 

a correct behavior exists (Tal & Vakil, in press). 

Convergence onto incorrect responses, both in the fixed-

sequence group and in the random-sequence group, could 

reflect either incorrect learning (e.g. learning based on first 

order transitions, that will be correct only in a third of 

trials), or acquisition of stereotypical responses that are 

unrelated to the prefix that preceded them (e.g. due to 

fatigue). We find slight support for both explanations, but 

on a small scale. Importantly, we find similar entropy in 

learned responses of both groups during the final block of 
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the study, ruling out the possibility that learning in the 

random-sequence group reflects uniform responses 

independent of the their prefix more so than in the fixed-

sequence group. Additional study is needed to understand 

the nature of incorrect learning, whether it is resilient and 

enhanced over time, and whether a relationship exists 

between correct and incorrect learning occurring in the task.  

Both with regards to correct and to incorrect learning, a 

certain amount of false positive findings can be expected to 

exist in our analysis. Specifically, tests of item learning rely 

on an alpha level of 0.01, simplistically suggesting a false 

positive rate of 1%. This would correspond to 8.2 items 

incorrectly classified as learned, constituting 1.9% of the 

422 items that we have detected as learned. This 

approximation is probably inflated, as 66% of the detected 

learned items were at a response rate corresponding to alpha 

levels of 0.001 or lower, but in either case it should have 

only a negligible effect on results. 

Influence of biases on learning 

The particular biases that participants expressed at the very 

first trials of the experiment had a lasting effect on 

performance. Correct anticipation of all items improved 

with practice, but the gap produced by biases at experiment 

onset still existed in performance when the experiment 

ended. Preliminary evidence suggests that this gap in 

performance prevails even after extended training, three 

times longer than the current experiment (whose length is 

quite typical of SRT studies). Our findings therefore suggest 

that biases affect eventual outcomes of SRT studies, both in 

the oculomotor measure of performance and in the more 

standard measure of RT learning effects. 

Moreover, initial biases greatly influenced the amount, 

identity and extent of the items that participants had 

eventually learned during the experiment. Items presented to 

a participant were over three times more likely to be learned 

if the participant had biases that happened to match them, 

than if she had biases that happened to conflict with them.  

Taking learning potential into consideration in addition to 

learning endpoint is especially warranted in domains in 

which learning is considered a reliable individual capacity 

such as in statistical learning (Siegelman & Frost, 2015). 

This is because overriding a conflicting bias with a new 

response entails more learning than simply learning the 

same response when no predisposition needs to be 

overcome, let alone simply maintaining that predisposition 

if it happens to agree with the to-be-learned response to 

begin with. Worse endpoint performance could therefore 

nevertheless conceal a better capacity for learning. Of our 

thirty-eight participants in the fixed-sequence group, 

thirteen (34.2%) would be in a better position to learn the 

sequence presented to them if they had been randomly 

assigned to the other sequence rather than to the one they 

were assigned to. In the field of sequence learning, such 

information is of added value because SRT is used in 

clinical populations to assess learning dysfunctions. We 

hope similar work in this vein would enhance the resolution 

of investigation into individual capabilities and biases, to 

form a measure of sequence learning that could inform on 

finer aspects of learning and on the various reasons that may 

underlie differences in performance.  
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Abstract

Standard methods in deep learning fail to capture composi-
tional or systematic structure in their training data, as shown
by their inability to generalize outside of the training distribu-
tion. However, human learners readily generalize in this way,
e.g. by applying known grammatical rules to novel words. The
inductive biases that might underlie this powerful cognitive ca-
pacity remain unclear. Inspired by work in cognitive science
suggesting a functional distinction between systems for syn-
tactic and semantic processing, we implement a modification
to an existing deep learning architecture, imposing an analo-
gous separation. The resulting architecture substantially out-
performs standard recurrent networks on the SCAN dataset, a
compositional generalization task, without any additional su-
pervision. Our work suggests that separating syntactic from
semantic learning may be a useful heuristic for capturing com-
positional structure, and highlights the potential of using cog-
nitive principles to inform inductive biases in deep learning.

Keywords: compositional generalization; systematicity; deep
learning; inductive bias; SCAN dataset

Introduction
A crucial property underlying the power of human cognition
is its systematicity (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman,
2017; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988): known concepts can be
combined in novel ways according to systematic rules, allow-
ing the number of expressible combinations to grow exponen-
tially in the number of concepts that are learned. Recent work
has shown that standard algorithms in deep learning fail to
capture this important property: when tested on unseen com-
binations of known elements, standard models fail to gener-
alize (Lake & Baroni, 2018; Loula, Baroni, & Lake, 2018;
Bastings, Baroni, Weston, Cho, & Kiela, 2018). It has been
suggested that this failure represents a major deficiency of
current deep learning models, especially when they are com-
pared to human learners (Marcus, 2018; Lake et al., 2017;
Lake, Linzen, & Baroni, 2019).

A recently published dataset called SCAN (Lake & Ba-
roni, 2018) tests compositional generalization in a sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) setting by systematically holding out
of the training set all inputs containing a basic primitive verb
(“jump”), and testing on sequences containing that verb. Suc-
cess on this difficult problem requires models to generalize
knowledge gained about the other primitive verbs (“walk”,
“run” and “look”) to the novel verb “jump,” without having
seen “jump” in any but the most basic context (“jump” →
JUMP). It is trivial for human learners to generalize in this

way (e.g., if I tell you that “dax” is a verb, you can general-
ize its usage to all kinds of constructions, like “dax twice and
then dax again”, without even knowing what the word means)
(Lake & Baroni, 2018; Lake et al., 2019). However, powerful
recurrent seq2seq models perform surprisingly poorly on this
task (Lake & Baroni, 2018; Bastings et al., 2018).

From a statistical-learning perspective, this failure is quite
natural. The neural networks trained on the SCAN task fail
to generalize because they have memorized biases that do
indeed exist in the training set. Because “jump” has never
been seen with any adverb, it would not be irrational for a
learner to assume that “jump twice” is an invalid sentence in
this language. The SCAN task requires networks to make an
inferential leap about the entire structure of part of the dis-
tribution that they have not seen — that is, it requires them
to make an out-of-domain (o.o.d.) extrapolation (Marcus,
2018), rather than merely interpolate according to the as-
sumption that train and test data are independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) (see left part of Figure 3). Seen an-
other way, the SCAN task and its analogues in human learn-
ing (e.g., “dax”), require models not to learn some of the cor-
relations that are actually present in the training data (Kriete,
Noelle, Cohen, & O’Reilly, 2013). To the extent that humans
can perform well on certain kinds of o.o.d. tests, they must
be utilizing inductive biases that are lacking in current deep
learning models (Battaglia et al., 2018).

It has long been suggested that the human capacity for sys-
tematic generalization is linked to mechanisms for process-
ing syntax, and their functional separation from the mean-
ings of individual words (Chomsky, 1957; Fodor & Pylyshyn,
1988). Furthermore, recent work in cognitive and computa-
tional neuroscience suggests that human learners may factor-
ize knowledge about structure and content, and that this may
be important for their ability to generalize to novel combina-
tions (Behrens et al., 2018; Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012). In
this work, we take inspiration from these ideas and explore
operationalizing a separation between structure and content
as an inductive bias within a deep-learning attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau, Cho, & Bengio, 2015). The resulting ar-
chitecture, which we call Syntactic Attention, separates struc-
tural learning about the alignment of input words to target
actions (which can be seen as a rough analogue of syntax
in the seq2seq setting) from learning about the meanings of
individual words (in terms of their corresponding actions).
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Figure 1: Syntactic Attention architecture. Syntactic and se-
mantic information are maintained in separate streams. The
semantic stream is used to directly produce actions, and pro-
cesses words with a simple linear transformation, so that se-
quential information is not maintained. The syntactic stream
processes inputs with a recurrent neural network, allowing
it to capture temporal dependencies between words. This
stream determines the attention over semantic representations
at each time step during decoding.

The modified attention mechanism achieves substantially im-
proved compositional generalization performance over stan-
dard recurrent networks on the SCAN task.

An important contribution of this work is in showing how
changes in the connectivity of a network can shape its learn-
ing in order to develop a separation between structure and
content, without any direct manual imposition of this sepa-
ration per se. These changes act as an inductive bias or soft
constraint that only manifests itself through learning. Fur-
thermore, our model shows that attentional modulation can
provide a mechanism for structural representations to con-
trol processing in the content pathway, similar to how spatial
attention in the dorsal visual pathway can generically modu-
late object-recognition processing in the ventral visual stream
(O’Reilly, Wyatte, & Rohrlich, 2017). Thus, attentional mod-
ulation may be critical for enabling structure-sensitive pro-
cessing — a natural property of symbolic models — to be re-
alized in neural hardware. This provides a more purely neural
framework for achieving systematicity, compared to hybrid
approaches that combine symbolic and neural network mech-
anisms (e.g., Yi et al., 2018).

Model
The Syntactic Attention model improves the compositional
generalization capability of an existing attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) by implementing two separate
streams of information processing for syntax and semantics
(see Figure 1). In the seq2seq setting, we operationalize ‘se-
mantics’ to mean the information in each word in the input
that determines its meaning in terms of target outputs, and we
operationalize ‘syntax’ to mean the information contained in
the input sequence that should determine the structure of the
alignment of input to target words. We describe the mecha-
nisms of this separation and the other details of the model be-
low, following the notation of (Bahdanau et al., 2015), where
possible.

Factorizing Syntax and Semantics in Seq2seq
In the seq2seq setting, models must learn a mapping from
arbitrary-length sequences of inputs x = {x1,x2, ...,xTx} to
arbitrary-length sequences of outputs y = {y1,y2, ...,yTy}:
p(y|x). In the SCAN task, the inputs are a sequence of in-
structions, and the outputs are a sequence of actions. The
attention mechanism of Bahdanau et al. (2015) models the
conditional probability of each target action given the input
sequence and previous targets: p(yi|y1,y2, ...,yi−1,x). This
is accomplished by processing the instructions with a recur-
rent neural network (RNN) in an encoder. The outputs of this
RNN are used both for encoding individual words for sub-
sequent translation, and for determining their alignment to
actions during decoding.

The underlying assumption made by the Syntactic Atten-
tion architecture is that the dependence of target actions on
the input sequence can be separated into two independent fac-
tors. One factor, p(yi|x j), which we refer to as “semantics,”
models the conditional distribution from individual words in
the input to individual actions in the target. Note that, un-
like in the model of Bahdanau et al. (2015), these x j do not
contain any information about the other words in the input se-
quence because they are not processed with an RNN. They are
“semantic” in the sense that they contain the information rel-
evant to translating the instruction words into corresponding
actions. The other factor, p( j→ i|x,y1:i−1), which we refer
to as “syntax,” models the conditional probability that word j
in the input is relevant to word i in the action sequence, given
the entire set of instructions. This is the alignment of words
in the instructions to particular steps in the action sequence,
and is accomplished by computing the attention weights over
the instruction words at each step in the action sequence us-
ing encodings from an RNN. This factor is “syntactic” in the
sense that it must capture all of the temporal dependencies in
the instructions that are relevant to determining the serial or-
der of outputs (e.g., what should be done “twice”, etc.). The
crucial architectural assumption, then, is that any temporal
dependency between individual words in the instructions that
can be captured by an RNN should largely be relevant to their
alignment to words in the target sequence, and less relevant
to the meanings of individual words. We argue that this can
be seen as a factorization of syntax and semantics, because
the grammatical rules governing the composition of instruc-
tion words’ meanings (e.g., how adverbs modify verbs) must
be learned in a module that does not have access to those
meanings. This assumption will be made clearer in the model
description below.

Encoder
The encoder produces two separate vector representations for
each word in the input sequence. Unlike the previous atten-
tion model (Bahdanau et al., 2015), we separately extract the
semantic information from each word with a linear transfor-
mation:

m j =Wmx j (1)
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where Wm is a learned weight matrix that multiplies the one-
hot encodings {x1, ...,xTx}. This weight matrix Wm can be
thought of as extracting the information from the inputs that
will be relevant to translating individual words into their cor-
responding actions (e.g. ”jump”→ JUMP).

As in the previous attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2015), we use a bidirectional RNN (biRNN) to extract what
we now interpret as the syntactic information from each word
in the input sequence. The biRNN processes the (one-hot)
input vectors {x1, ...,xTx} and produces a hidden-state vector
for each word on the forward pass, (−→h1 , ...,

−−→
hTx), and a hidden-

state vector for each word on the backward pass, (←−h1 , ...,
←−−
hTx).

The syntactic information (or “annotations” (Bahdanau et al.,
2015)) of each word x j is determined by the two vectors−−→h j−1,
←−−h j+1 corresponding to the words surrounding it:

h j = [
−−→h j−1;←−−h j+1] (2)

In all experiments, we used a bidirectional Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) for this purpose. These representa-
tions h j differ from the previous model in that only the sur-
rounding words are used to infer the relevant syntactic infor-
mation about each input. Our motivation for doing this was to
encourage the encoder to rely on the role each word plays in
the input sentence. Note that because there is no sequence in-
formation in the semantic representations, all of the informa-
tion required to parse (i.e., align) the input sequence correctly
(e.g., phrase structure, modifying relationships, etc.) must be
encoded by the biRNN.

Decoder
The decoder models the conditional probability of each
target word given the input and the previous targets:
p(yi|y1,y2, ...,yi−1,x), where yi is the target action and x is
the whole instruction sequence. As in the previous model, we
use an RNN to determine an attention distribution over the
inputs at each time step (i.e., to align words in the input to
the current action). However, our decoder diverges from this
model in that the mapping from inputs to outputs is performed
from a weighted average of the semantic representations of
the input words:

di =
Tx

∑
j=1

αi jm j p(yi|y1,y2, ...,yi−1,x) = f (di) (3)

where f is parameterized by a linear function with a soft-
max nonlinearity, and the αi j are the weights determined by
the attention model. The softmax in f produces a distribu-
tion over the possible actions. We note again that the m j are
produced directly from corresponding x j, and do not depend
on the other inputs. The attention weights are computed by
a function measuring how well the syntactic information of
a given word in the input sequence aligns with the current
hidden state of the decoder RNN, si:

αi j =
exp(ei j)

∑
Tx
k=1 exp(eik)

ei j = a(si,h j) (4)

where ei j can be thought of as measuring the importance of
a given input word x j to the current action yi, and si is the
current hidden state of the decoder RNN. Bahdanau et al.
(2015) model the function a with a feedforward network, but
we choose to use a simple dot product:

a(si,h j) = si ·h j, (5)

relying on the end-to-end backpropagation during training to
allow the model to learn to make appropriate use of this func-
tion. Finally, the hidden state of the RNN is updated with the
same weighted combination of the syntactic representations
of the inputs:

si = g(si−1,ci) ci =
Tx

∑
j=1

αi jh j (6)

where g is the decoder RNN, si is the current hidden state,
and ci can be thought of as the information in the attended
words that can be used to determine what to attend to on the
next time step. Again, in all experiments an LSTM was used.

Simulations
SCAN task
The SCAN1 task was specifically designed to test composi-
tional generalization (see figure 2). In the task, sequences of
commands (e.g., “jump twice”) must be mapped to sequences
of actions (e.g., JUMP JUMP), and is generated from a simple
finite phrase-structure grammar that includes things like ad-
verbs and conjunctions (Lake & Baroni, 2018). The splits of
the dataset include: 1) Simple split, where training and test-
ing data are split randomly, 2) Length split, where training
includes only shorter sequences, and 3) Add primitive split,
where a primitive command (e.g., “turn left” or “jump”) is
held out of the training set, except in its most basic form (e.g.,
“jump”→ JUMP).

Here we focus on the most difficult problem in the SCAN
dataset, the add-jump split, where “jump” is held out of the
training set. The best test accuracy reported in the original pa-
per (Lake & Baroni, 2018), using basic seq2seq models, was
1.2%. More recent work has tested other kinds of seq2seq
models, including Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) augmented
with attention (Bastings et al., 2018), convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) (Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019), meta-seq2seq
(Lake, 2019), and a novel architecture (Li, Zhao, Wang, &
Hestness, 2019). Here, we compare the Syntactic Attention
model to the best previously reported results.

Implementation details
Train and test sets were kept as they were in the original
dataset, but following Bastings et al. (2018), we used early
stopping by validating on a 20% held out sample of the train-
ing set. All reported results are from runs of 200,000 itera-
tions with a batch size of 1. Unless stated otherwise, each

1The SCAN task can be downloaded at
https://github.com/brendenlake/SCAN
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Figure 2: Examples from the SCAN dataset. Details about the detaset can be found in (Lake & Baroni, 2018). Figure reproduced
from (Lake & Baroni, 2018).

architecture was trained 5 times with different random seeds
for initialization, to measure variability in results. All exper-
iments were implemented in PyTorch. Our best model used
LSTMs, with 2 layers and 200 hidden units in the encoder,
and 1 layer and 400 hidden units in the decoder, and 120-
dimensional vectors for the semantic representations, m j. The
model included a dropout rate of 0.5, and was optimized us-
ing an Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with a learning
rate of 0.001.

Results
The Syntactic Attention model improves compositional gen-
eralization performance on the standard seq2seq SCAN
dataset (see table 1). The table shows results (mean test accu-
racy (%)± standard deviation) on the test splits of the dataset.
Syntactic Attention is compared to the previous best models,
which were a CNN (Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019), and GRUs aug-
mented with an attention mechanism (+ attn), which either in-
cluded or did not include a dependency (- dep) in the decoder
on the previous action (Bastings et al., 2018). Transformers
(Vaswani et al., 2017) were not included in our experiments,
but have been shown to suffer similar problems with compo-
sitional generalization on the SCAN dataset (Keysers et al.,
2020).

The best model from the hyperparameter search showed
strong compositional generalization performance, attaining a
mean accuracy of 91.1% (median = 98.5%) on the test set of
the add-jump split. However, as in Dessı̀ and Baroni (2019),
we found that our model showed variance across initializa-
tion seeds. For this reason, we ran the best model 25 times
on the add-jump split to get a more accurate assessment of
performance. These results were highly skewed, with a mean
accuracy of 78.4 % but a median of 91.0 %. Overall, this
represents an improvement over the best previously reported
results from standard seq2seq models in this task (Bastings et
al., 2018; Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019).

Recently, Lake (2019) showed that a meta-learning archi-
tecture using an external memory achieves 99.95% accuracy
on a meta-seq2seq version of the SCAN task. In this version,
models are trained to learn how to generalize systematically
across a number of variants of a compositional seq2seq prob-
lem. Here, we focus on the standard seq2seq version, which
limits the model to one training set.

We also report the newer results of Li et al. (2019), which
was work done concurrently with ours using a very similar
approach. These results are very consistent with our own,
and, taken together, lend support to the idea that separating
mechanisms for learning syntactic information from mecha-
nisms for learning the meanings of individual words can en-
courage systematicity in neural networks.

Additional experiments
To test our hypothesis that compositional generalization re-
quires a separation between syntax (i.e., sequential informa-
tion used for alignment), and semantics (i.e., the mapping
from individual instruction words to individual actions), we
conducted two more experiments:

• Sequential semantics. An additional biLSTM was used
to process the semantics of the sentence: m j = [−→m j;←−m j],
where −→m j and ←−m j are the vectors produced for the input
word x j by a biLSTM on the forward and backward passes,
respectively. These m j replace those generated by the sim-
ple linear layer in the Syntactic Attention model (in equa-
tion (1)).

• Syntax-action. Syntactic information was allowed to di-
rectly influence the output at each time step in the decoder:
p(yi|y1,y2, ...,yi−1,x)= f ([di;ci]), where again f is param-
eterized with a linear function and a softmax output non-
linearity.

The results of the additional experiments (mean test accu-
racy (%) ± standard deviations) are shown in table 2. These
results partially confirmed our hypothesis: performance on
the add-jump test set was worse when the strict separation be-
tween syntax and semantics was violated by allowing sequen-
tial information to be processed in the semantic stream. In the
sequential semantics experiment, the model performed com-
parably on the simple split (99.3 %) but performed worse on
the compositional split even though we augmented its learn-
ing capacity by replacing a simple linear transformation with
an RNN. This result suggests that this increase in capacity,
which corresponded to a violation of the factorization as-
sumption, allowed the model to memorize regularities in the
dataset that prohibited systematic generalization during test-
ing.
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Table 1: Compositional generalization results. The Syntactic Attention model achieves an improvement on the compositional
generalization tasks of the SCAN dataset in the standard seq2seq setting, compared to the standard models (Bastings et al.,
2018; Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019). Recent results from another novel architecture (Li et al., 2019), developed concurrently using
very similar principles, are also reported. Star* indicates average of 25 runs with random initializations. Others are averages of
5 runs.

Model Simple Length Add turn left Add jump
GRU + attn (Bastings et al., 2018) 100.0 ± 0.0 18.1 ± 1.1 59.1 ± 16.8 12.5 ± 6.6
GRU + attn - dep (Bastings et al., 2018) 100.0 ± 0.0 17.8 ± 1.7 90.8 ± 3.6 0.7 ± 0.4
CNN (Dessı̀ & Baroni, 2019) 100.0 ± 0.0 - - 69.2 ± 8.2
Li et al. (2019) 99.9 ± 0.0 20.3 ± 1.1 99.7 ± 0.4 98.8 ± 1.4
Syntactic Attention 100.0 ± 0.0 15.2 ± 0.7 99.9 ± 0.16 78.4* ± 27.4

However, syntax-action, which included sequential infor-
mation produced by a biLSTM (in the syntactic stream) in the
final production of actions, maintained good compositional
generalization performance. We hypothesize that this was be-
cause in this setup, it was easier for the model to learn to use
the semantic information to directly translate actions, so it
largely ignored the syntactic information. This experiment
suggests that the separation between syntax and semantics
does not have to be perfectly strict, as long as non-sequential
semantic representations are available for direct translation.

Table 2: Results of additional experiments. Again star* indi-
cates average of 25 runs with random initializations.

Model Add turn left Add jump
Sequential semantics 99.4 ± 1.1 42.3 ± 32.7
Syntax-action 98.2 ± 2.2 88.7 ± 14.2
Syntactic Attention 99.9 ± 0.16 78.4* ± 27.4

Related work
The principles of systematicity and compositionality have
recently regained the attention of deep learning researchers
(Bahdanau et al., 2019; Lake et al., 2017; Lake & Baroni,
2018; Battaglia et al., 2018). In particular, these issues have
been explored in the visual-question answering (VQA) set-
ting (Andreas, Rohrbach, Darrell, & Klein, 2016; Hudson &
Manning, 2018; Yi et al., 2018). Many of the successful mod-
els in this setting learn hand-coded operations (Andreas et al.,
2016), use highly specialized components (Hudson & Man-
ning, 2018), or use additional supervision (Yi et al., 2018).
In contrast, our model uses standard recurrent networks and
simply imposes the additional constraint that mechanisms for
syntax and semantics are separated.

Some of the recent research on compositionality in ma-
chine learning has had a special focus on the use of attention.
For example, in the Compositional Attention Network, built
for VQA, a strict separation is maintained between the repre-
sentations used to encode images and the representations used
to encode questions (Hudson & Manning, 2018). This sepa-
ration is enforced by restricting them to interact only through

attention distributions. Our model utilizes a similar restric-
tion, reinforcing the idea that compositionality is enhanced
when information from different modules are only allowed to
interact through discrete probability distributions.

The results from the meta-seq2seq version of the SCAN
task (Lake, 2019) suggest that meta-learning may be a viable
approach to inducing compositionality in neural networks.
Humans have ample opportunity through a long developmen-
tal trajectory to meta-learn the inductive biases that could fa-
cilitate compositional generalization, so this is a promising
alternative to the work discussed here. However, a key dif-
ference in the particular implementation used in that study is
that the additional training episodes explicitly demarcate the
primitive verbs by permuting their meanings across episodes.
In our work, the training is restricted to a single episode in
which no such permutation occurs.

The work of Li et al. (2019) was done concurrently with
ours; although their presentation is framed slightly differ-
ently, we believe very similar principles have motivated their
model. There are few differences with our architecture, but
their improved results on the SCAN task may be due to their
use of additive noise during training. Future work will ex-
plore the exact differences with their model and analyze the
important factors contributing to differences in results.

Finally, we note that the experiments presented here are
limited to the SCAN dataset, which may not completely cap-
ture the kinds of compositional generalization that humans
regularly manifest. This may be important, as recent work has
shown that the extent to which models can generalize outside
of their training distribution can depend heavily on the kind
of environments in which they are trained (Hill et al., 2020).
Recent work has experimented with other compositional gen-
eralization problems that may be more realistic (Lake, 2019;
Keysers et al., 2020). Future work will identify whether the
principles developed in this paper can aid generalization per-
formance in these other settings.

Discussion
The Syntactic Attention model was designed to incorporate
principles from cognitive science and neuroscience as induc-
tive biases into a neural network architecture: the mecha-
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nisms for learning rule-like or syntactic information are sepa-
rated (or factorized (Behrens et al., 2018)) from mechanisms
for learning semantic information. Our experiments confirm
that this simple organizational principle encourages system-
aticity in recurrent neural networks in the seq2seq setting, as
shown by the substantial improvement in the model’s perfor-
mance on the compositional generalization tasks in the SCAN
dataset.

The model makes the assumption that the meanings of in-
dividual words should be independent of their alignment to
actions in the target sequence (i.e., the attention weight ap-
plied to each word at each step in the action sequence). To
this end, two separate encodings are produced for the words
in the input: semantic representations in which each word
is not influenced by other words in the sentence, and syn-
tactic representations which are produced by an RNN that
could capture temporal dependencies in the input sequence
(e.g., modifying relationships, grammatical roles). The syn-
tactic system alone has access to the sequential information in
the inputs, but is constrained to influence actions through an
attention mechanism only (see Figure 1). These constraints
ensure that learning about the meanings of individual words
happens independently of learning about the structured rela-
tionships between words. This encourages systematic gener-
alization because, even if a word has only been encountered
in a single context (e.g., “jump” in the add-jump split), as long
as its syntactic role is known (e.g., that it is a verb that can be
modified by adverbs such as “twice”), it can be used in many
other constructions that follow the rules for that syntactic role.
Additional experiments confirmed this intuition, showing that
when sequential information is allowed to be processed by the
semantic system (sequential semantics), systematic general-
ization performance is substantially reduced.

The paradigmatic example of systematicity is a symbolic
system in which representational content (e.g., the value of
a variable stored in memory) is maintained separately from
the computations that are performed on that content. This
separation ensures that the manipulation of the content stored
in variables can be completely independent of the content it-
self, and will therefore generalize to arbitrary elements. Our
model implements an analogous separation, but in a purely
neural architecture that does not rely on hand-coded rules
or additional supervision. In this way, it can be seen as
transforming a difficult out-of-domain (o.o.d.) generaliza-
tion problem into two separate i.i.d. generalization problems
— one where the individual meanings of words are learned,
and one where how words are used (e.g., how adverbs mod-
ify verbs) is learned (see Figure 3). This may be a useful
approach to encouraging systematicity in neural networks,
which are very good at i.i.d. generalization but generally fail
when presented with o.o.d. problems.

Our work shows that a strict separation between syntax and
semantics can be useful for encouraging systematicity and al-
lowing for compositional generalization. It is unlikely that the
human brain has such a strict separation, but our work builds

Figure 3: Illustration of the transformation of an out-of-
domain (o.o.d.) generalization problem into two independent,
identically distributed (i.i.d.) generalization problems. This
transformation is accomplished by the Syntactic Attention
model without hand-coding grammatical rules or supervising
with additional information such as parts-of-speech tags.

on related ideas in neuroscience (Behrens et al., 2018) and
suggests a useful framework for investigating whether a simi-
lar principle may be at work in the human brain. Future work
will explore this principle in other settings, e.g. with trans-
former models (Vaswani et al., 2017), and investigate other
ways in which such a separation can be softened while main-
taining good compositional generalization performance.
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Abstract 
During language comprehension, what guides how we 
distinguish between objective facts and subjective opinions? 
Our three experiments investigate whether people’s ability to 
detect subjective content – which we indicated by means of 
opinion-conveying adjectives (e.g. amazing, frustrating) – is 
modulated by the adjective’s structural position. Our results 
indicate that altering the linguistic structure of a sentence 
influences our perception of how subjective it is: Even when 
the basic information being conveyed is held constant, 
packaging this information in different ways elicits different 
levels of perceived subjectivity. When a subjective adjective 
occurs in a structural position associated with new 
information, the text is rated as more subjective compared to a 
text that conveys the same basic information but has the same 
adjective in a position associated with already-known 
information. This suggests that the difference between fact 
and opinion, or at least our ability to recognize opinion-based 
information, can be distorted by linguistic packaging.  

Keywords: subjectivity; language comprehension; adjectives; 
information structure; psycholinguistics 

Introduction 
People are continuously faced with a large amount of 
information from many channels (e.g. television news, 
social media, news websites and newspapers), often in short 
‘sound bites’ with limited context, often intermixed with 
people’s subjective opinions and reactions. A fundamental 
step to make sense of such information is distinguishing 
objective, factual information from subjective opinions.   

However, a recent study found that people struggle with 
this fundamental step (Mitchell et al. 2018). Our work aims 
to shed light on why people struggle with the seemingly 
easy task of distinguishing facts and opinions. We 
investigate whether a statement being perceived as fact or 
opinion is modulated by its linguistic packaging. Can the 
same words, put together in a different way but conveying 
the same basic information, influence the extent to which a 
text is perceived as fact-like or opinion-like?  

Language provides multiple ‘packaging options’ for 
expressing the same basic information (e.g. Chafe 1976, 
Lambrecht 1996), and different packaging options are 
known to influence depth of processing and recall (e.g. 
Hornby, 1974; Sturt, et al. 2004). For example, the three 
variants in (1) all convey the same two pieces of 
information: Piece (a): The orchestra is amazing (someone’s 

opinion) and Piece (b): The orchestra includes five violinists 
who have won prizes (a fact). (1a-c) vary only in terms of 
how these two pieces are packaged: 

  
(1a) The amazing orchestra included five prize-winning 
violinists.  [prenominal modifier] 
(1b) The orchestra, which was amazing, included five prize-
winning violinists. [appositive relative clause (RC)] 
(1c) The orchestra was amazing. It included five prize-
winning violinists. [predicative] 

 
In (1a), the subjective adjective ‘amazing’ occurs before 

the noun ‘orchestra,’ as a prenominal modifier. In (1b), the 
adjective occurs in an appositive relative clause (RC), a type 
of RC which typically conveys supplemental information 
that is not part of the main news (e.g. Loock 2007, Potts 
2005, see also Dillon et al. 2017). In (1c), the adjective 
occurs in predicative position with a copular verb.  

Our work explores whether people’s ability to recognize 
that sentences like (1a,b,c,) contain subjective information 
(the opinion that the orchestra is amazing) is modulated by 
these different kinds of linguistic packaging. Is people’s 
ability to detect opinions indicated by subjective adjectives 
(e.g. amazing) lessened when the adjective is presented as 
background information or already-mentioned information? 
Conversely, is people’s ability to recognize opinions 
heightened when the adjective is packaged as part of the 
‘main assertion’ or as new information? 

Conveying opinions with subjective adjectives 
We explore potential effects of linguistic packaging with 
two classes of subjective adjectives: what we call ‘complex’ 
subjective adjectives (e.g. terrible, amazing, Experiment 1) 
and ‘simple’ subjective adjectives (e.g. long, heavy, 
Experiment 2). Objective adjectives (e.g. plastic, triangular) 
are used as controls (Experiment 3).  

Subjective adjectives convey opinions, rather than 
objective facts about the world. There is a large and growing 
semantics literature on subjective adjectives (e.g. Lasersohn 
2005, Kennedy 2013, Sassoon 2013, Pearson 2013, 
McNally & Stojanovic 2017, and many others). 

The subjectivity of complex subjective adjectives (e.g. 
amazing, beautiful) can stem from multiple sources. E.g. 
multiple dimensions can contribute to whether someone 
judges a particular place as beautiful (e.g. landscape, color 
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of the sky, McNally & Stojanovic 2017), and people differ 
in terms of which dimensions they view as more important 
(e.g. Sassoon 2013, McNally & Stojanovic 2017). Also, in 
some cases the subjectivity of these adjectives is linked to 
firsthand experience (e.g. Lasersohn 2005, Bylinina 2014, 
McNally & Stojanovic 2017), which often involves multiple 
dimensions: I might find a certain novel boring because it 
has too much description and not enough action; you might 
disagree because the ending was surprising. When assessing 
our experiences of whether the novel is boring, we can give 
different weights to different dimensions. In essence, 
complex subjective adjectives can convey individuals’ 
opinions in a way that does not have a semantically simple 
or unified source.1  

In contrast, simple subjective adjectives (e.g. tall, fast) 
only make reference to one dimension (e.g. height, speed), 
and require that a certain threshold along that dimension is 
met. For example, for a person to count as tall, their height 
needs to surpass a certain threshold. There is a large body of 
formal semantic research on this class of adjectives. In the 
present paper, we refer to them as simple subjective 
adjectives for ease of exposition, but in semantic terms, our 
simple subjective adjectives are members of the class of 
relative gradable adjectives which is often analyzed as 
having degree semantics. The subjectivity of these 
adjectives stems from the fact that individuals may have 
different opinions about the threshold/standard for what 
counts as, say, tall in a particular context or for a particular 
object (e.g. Kennedy 2007, Solt 2015, McNally & 
Stojanovic 2017). We regard the subjectivity of these 
adjectives as simpler (relative to complex subjective 
adjectives) because it is constrained to one dimension. 

Intuitively, simple subjective adjectives are less 
subjective than complex adjectives. Claims about being 
boring or funny seem more opinion-based that claims about 
being tall or fast. This difference can be derived from 
Kennedy (2007)’s observation that people tend to interpret 
linguistic elements according to conventionalized, shared 
standards whenever possible. The thresholds of simple 
subjective adjectives (e.g. what counts as tall for a person) 
are more conventionalized than complex subjective 
adjectives: E.g. even within the same sociocultural context, 
people disagree about whether a tv show is amazing. 
Testing simple and complex subjective adjectives allows us 
to assess the generality of our findings regarding the effects 
of linguistic packaging on the perception of subjectivity.  

Linguistic packaging 
Why might we expect linguistic packaging to modulate 
perception of subjectivity? Crucially, not all information in 
a sentence is equally ‘newsworthy’ (Prince 1981; Vallduví 
1992; Birner & Ward 1998). A sentence can contain various 
kinds of secondary, backgrounded information in addition to 

 
1 Our term ‘complex subjective adjectives’ is largely 

synonymous with the terms predicates of personal taste and 
multidimensional adjectives from formal semantics. However, this 
distinction is not central for the issues investigated in this paper. 

its main news (see focus vs. background, e.g. Jackendoff 
1972, at-issue vs. not-at-issue meaning, e.g. Potts 2005, 
Simons, Tonhauser, Beaver & Roberts 2010). We use the 
terms main news and secondary information for these two 
broad classes of information. 

It is generally agreed that some linguistic positions are 
used to convey the ‘main news,’ while other positions 
correspond to secondary, backgrounded information. In fact, 
the packaging choices in ex.(1) differ in terms of whether or 
not the subjective adjective is presented as main news or as 
secondary information. Information in predicative position 
(e.g. amazing in 1c) constitutes main news, while 
information inside an appositive relative clause (1b) or as a 
prenominal modifier of a definite noun (1a) is interpreted as 
not being the main contribution of the sentence (e.g. Potts 
2005). The main news conveyed by both (1a) and (1b) is the 
number of prize-winning violinists. (Here, we focus on 
definite nouns with ‘the’ because this makes it possible to 
compare the different linguistic packaging options in a 
maximally parallel way.) 

In addition to the distinction between main news vs. 
secondary information, we also consider whether or not 
the information is already shared between (known by 
both) the speaker and the addressee (e.g. Prince 1981, 
Birner & Ward 1998). Information that constitutes the main 
news of an utterance is typically new information for the 
addressee. However, secondary information can be new or 
already-known/shared information. Whether something is 
presented as new or already-known information maps onto 
the two packaging options for secondary information: 
prenominal adjectives vs. adjectives in appositive RCs.  

By using a prenominal adjective with a definite noun (e.g. 
the amazing orchestra), the speaker signals that the 
information conveyed by the adjective is not only secondary 
but also something already known and agreed-upon by the 
speaker and the addressee. Thus, the speaker treats the noun 
and the information from the adjective as already being in 
common ground.2 

In contrast, with appositive relative clauses, the speaker is 
marking the adjective as conveying extra, supplemental 
(background) information that may not be previously known 
by the addressee (e.g. Loock 2007). Although both 
prenominal modifiers and appositive relative clauses 
provide secondary, non-‘main news’ information, they 
crucially differ in terms of whether this information is 
presented as new vs. old/known information: Prenominal 
adjectives with definite nouns convey information that is 
already shared information, already in common ground, but 
this is not the case with appositive relative clauses. 

In sum, linguistic elements in different structural positions 
differ in terms of whether they are (a) part of the main news 

 
2 Our design, the critical nouns were in subject position. This 

choice was made to allow for maximal parallelism across 
conditions. In information-structural terms, information in subject 
position tends to be not only known (given/old) information but 
also topical (e.g. Chafe 1976). This topicality effect may be further 
strengthening the ‘known-information’ cue. 
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vs. secondary information, and (b) new information or 
already-known information. The existence of these 
informational differences and their associations with 
different structural positions brings up the question of 
whether they influence recognition of subjective content.  

Does linguistic packaging guide perception of 
subjectivity?  
We ask two questions: (i) Are subjective adjectives 
packaged as main news (predicative position) recognized as 
more subjective than the same adjectives packaged as 
secondary information (prenominal position or appositive 
RCs)? (ii) Are subjective adjectives that can be interpreted 
as new information (predicative position, appositive RCs) 
recognized as more subjective than the same adjectives 
presented as already-known information (prenominal 
position)? These questions relate to three hypotheses:  

First, according to a lexically-based hypothesis, the 
presence of a subjective adjective, regardless of position, 
triggers recognition of subjective content. According to this 
view, subjective adjectives are consistent cues that a 
sentence contains opinion-based information. This view is 
motivated by a large body of work arguing that the lexical 
semantics of subjective adjectives differ in fundamental 
ways from the semantics of objective adjectives (e.g. 
Lasersohn 2005, Bylinina 2014). Indeed, there is good 
reason to expect language users to be sensitive to such 
lexically-encoded information: Prior work has shown that 
the human language processing system is highly attuned to 
lexical properties and makes rapid, efficient use of lexical 
semantics during real-time processing (e.g. MacDonald, 
Pearlmutter and Seidenberg 1994 and many others). 

However, according to a structure-based view, the degree 
to which subjective adjectives are perceived as conveying 
subjective content depends on linguistic packaging. There 
are two (non-mutually-exclusive) sub-hypotheses under this 
view:  

According to the main-news hypothesis, subjective 
adjectives that are presented as being part of main news 
(predicative constructions) are more easily recognized as 
subjective than subjective adjectives that are packaged as 
part of secondary information (appositive RCs, prenominal 
modifiers).  

According to the new-information hypothesis, subjective 
adjectives whose structural position marks them as being 
information (prenominal modifiers) are less likely to be 
recognized as conveying an opinion when compared to 
information that is not clearly marked as being already 
known (appositive RCs, predicative constructions).  

As mentioned above, these two sub-hypotheses are not 
mutually exclusive. Both newsworthiness and newness 
could, in principle, play a role in guiding people’s 
perception of subjectivity.  

 
Predictions Investigating the three structures in (1) allows 
us to test these structure-based hypotheses: If the new/old 
information dimension modulates perception of subjectivity 

(new-information hypothesis), we expect adjectives in 
predicative position and the appositive RCs to be perceived 
as more subjective than the same adjectives in the 
prenominal modifier position. In contrast, if the main 
news/secondary information dimension modulates 
perception of subjectivity (main news hypothesis), the 
prediction is for adjectives in predicative position to be 
perceived as more subjective than those in prenominal 
modifier position or inside appositive RCs. If both 
dimensions guide perception of subjectivity, we expect a 
difference between all three configurations, since the 
predicative position is associated with newness and ‘main-
news’-ness, the prenominal position is associated with 
neither, and information in appositive RCs is associated 
with newness but not with main news (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Informational properties of linguistic packaging. 
 

Linguistic structure presented as 
main news or 
secondary info 

presented as 
new or known 
info? 

prenominal modifier secondary info known 
appositive RC secondary info (can be) new 
predicative main news new 
 

Psychological foundations Our predictions have their roots 
in a large body of prior psychological research showing that 
the human language processing system privileges new 
information and ‘main news’ information over old/known 
information and backgrounded information, in terms of how 
much attention is allocated to it: Backgrounded, known 
information is not processed as deeply, not attended to as 
much, and not recalled as accurately as information that 
conveys the main news (e.g. Hornby 1974, Sanford & Sturt 
2002, Sturt et al. 2004, and many others). Relatedly, other 
work has found that the main news is remembered better 
(e.g., Birch & Garnsey, 1995; see also Dillon et al. 2017). In 
other words, prior work convincingly shows there to be a 
close relation between information packaging and allocation 
of attention. Our experiments assess whether these effects 
influence people’s ratings of perceived subjectivity. 

Experiment 1: Complex subjective adjectives 
Experiment 1 investigated people’s subjectivity ratings of 
complex subjective adjectives in different positions to test 
for effects of structural position on the perception of 
subjectivity. Although linguistic packaging options are 
known to influence depth of processing and recall (as 
mentioned above), to the best of our knowledge the effects 
of different information-packaging options on our ability to 
recognize subjective, opinion-based information have not 
previously been systematically investigated. 

Method 
Participants Thirty-six native English speakers (recruited 
from Amazon Mechanical Turk) were included in the 
analysis. We only included those who reported being born 
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in the U.S. and speaking English as their first language, and 
made no more than two errors on unambiguous practice 
items. One more person was excluded because their 
responses on practice trials indicated they had reversed the 
scale. In all experiments reported, exclusion criteria were 
prespecified before data analyses on targets were conducted.  

 
Materials and design The study consisted of 20 targets and 
36 fillers.  In the targets, we manipulated the presence and 
location of the subjective adjective. The baseline condition 
contained no adjective (ex.1d); in the prenominal modifier 
condition the adjective modifies the noun (1a); in the 
relative clause condition the adjective occurs inside an 
appositive relative clause (1b); and in the predicative 
condition the adjective occurs in the predicative frame “X 
was Y” (1c). The critical noun is preceded by the definite 
article the. Crucially, all three adjective-containing 
conditions convey the same propositional information 
(orchestra=amazing; orchestra=included five prize-winning 
violinists). They only differ in the linguistic packaging. 

 
(1d) The orchestra included five prize-winning violinists.  
[baseline] 
 

Each target used a different adjective. We used a mix of 
positive and negative adjectives, e.g. amazing, interesting, 
impressive, frustrating, tragic, unpleasant. Items were 
presented to participants using a Latin-Square design. In 
targets, the semantic relation between the adjective and the 
rest of the text was controlled such that the objective 
information provided grounds/ evidence for use of the 
subjective adjective (e.g. the information that the orchestra 
included five prize-winning violinists provides the evidence 
for describing it as amazing). (Further studies not reported 
here show that the same results obtain even when no 
evidence/grounds is provided for the subjective adjective.) 

 
Procedure Participants completed the study via the web and 
were instructed to treat the texts as coming from newspapers 
or news websites, and to imagine that the sentences could 
come from any section such as News, Opinion, Sports, Arts 
and so on. Participants provided a subjectivity rating for 
each sentence on a 6-point scale (1=fact, 6=opinion). 
Crucially, they were instructed to rate a sentence as 
‘opinion’ if it contained any opinion-based/subjective 
information. (All sentences contained factual information.) 
People were told that if they “feel strongly that the sentence 
or sequence of sentences conveys an opinion (in other 
words, contains subjective information)”, they should rate it 
as 6, whereas if they “feel strongly that the sentence or 
sequence of sentences does not convey an opinion (only 
contains objective, factual information)”, they should rate it 
as 1. Participants were encouraged to use 2,3,4,5 as needed. 

 
Data analysis We used linear mixed effects regression 
(lme4, Bates et al. 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 
2017) in R (R Core Team 2013) to analyze the data. 

Because Experiment 1 does not have a factorial design and 
we are not testing for interactions, the baseline condition 
was first set as the reference level and compared to each of 
the other conditions using dummy coding. To conduct the 
remaining three comparisons, the reference level was 
changed to the modifier condition and then to the 
predicative condition. Because six comparisons were 
conducted, we treat p-values equal or below 0.0083 as 
significant (Bonferroni correction). In these and other 
analyses reported here, we used the maximal random effects 
structure that was justified by the design and supported by 
the data. We report the outcomes for raw scores; analyses 
with z-scores yielded largely the same basic pattern.   

Results 
As shown in Figure 1, the baseline condition is rated as 
significantly less subjective (i.e. more objective) than the 
other three conditions (t’s>1, p’s<.0001). The modifier 
condition – while rated more subjective than the baseline – 
is rated significantly less subjective than both the 
predicative and the relative clause conditions. (t’s>4, 
p’s<.0001) The predicative condition is numerically rated 
the most subjective, but it does not differ reliably from the 
relative clause condition. 
 

 
Figure 1. Complex subjective adjectives. The fact/opinion 

ratings for the four conditions in Experiment 1. 
 (1 = fact, 6 = opinion). Error bars: +/-1 SE 

Discussion  
Experiment 1 investigated whether linguistic packaging, i.e. 
subjective adjectives in different structural positions, has an 
effect on how people perceive subjective information. The 
results of Experiment 1 show clear effects of linguistic 
packaging, and support the new-information hypothesis 
more strongly than the main-new hypothesis: When the 
subjective adjective is a prenominal modifier, the text is 
rated less subjective (more objective) than when the same 
adjective is in predicative position or inside an appositive 
RC. The predicative and appositive RC conditions do not 
differ reliably. Crucially, we find a clear contrast between 
the prenominal modifier and appositive relative clause 
conditions. This difference is not predicted by the main-
news hypothesis.   
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Overall, the results of Experiment 1 show that people’s 
subjectivity ratings are modulated by linguistic packaging: 
We can take the same basic information and structure it 
differently, in order to raise or lower the likelihood that 
participants will judge a text as ‘opinion’ or ‘fact.’ 

Experiment 2: Simple subjective adjectives 
The results of Experiment 1 show that subjectivity ratings 
are modulated by the linguistic position of complex 
subjective adjectives. Experiment 2 tests the generalizability 
of this result by investigating whether it also applies to a 
simpler class of subjective adjectives: unidimensional 
relative adjectives e.g. tall, heavy and fast. If our findings 
regarding the effects of linguistic packaging on the 
perception of subjectivity extend to this class of adjectives, 
the predictions are the same as for Experiment 1. 
Furthermore, the subjectivity ratings for the class of simple 
subjective adjectives are predicted to be lower overall than 
the ratings for complex subjective adjectives, in light of 
Kennedy’ (2007)’s observations that people prefer to use 
conventionalized thresholds when possible. 

Method 
Participants Participant recruitment and exclusion criteria 
were the same as in Experiment 1, with the addition of four 
catch trials/attention checks. Participants who made more 
than one error on catch trials were excluded. Thirty-two 
participants were included in the final analysis. 
 
Materials and Design The study consisted of 24 targets and 
the same 36 fillers as in Experiment 1. In the target items, 
we again manipulated the presence and location of the 
adjective, for a total of four conditions. (New items were 
created because changing the adjectives in the Experiment 1 
items did not yield sensical items.) An example is in (2).  

 
(2a) The wide bridge connected the villages to each other.  
[prenominal modifier] 
(2b) The bridge, which was wide, connected the villages to 
each other. [appositive relative clause (RC)] 
(2c) The bridge was wide. It connected the villages to each 
other. [predicative] 
(2d) The bridge connected the villages to each other.  
[baseline] 

 
Procedure The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. 

Results 
The results are in Figure 2. We replicate the patterns from 
Experiment 1: the baseline condition (no adjective) is rated 
less subjective than each of the adjective-containing 
conditions (t’s>10, p’s<.0001), the modifier condition is 
rated less subjective than the predicative and the appositive 
relative clause structures (t’s>3, p’s<.001), but the relative 
clause and the predicative structures do not differ.  
 

 
Figure 2. Simple subjective adjectives. The fact/opinion 

ratings for the four conditions in Experiment 2.  
(1 = fact, 6 = opinion). Error bars: +/-1 SE 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2 replicate the effects of linguistic 
packaging with the simpler class of unidimensional relative 
adjectives. Echoing Experiment 1, the results support the 
new-information hypothesis, and confirm that even with 
relatively less subjective adjectives, linguistic packaging 
affects people’s subjectivity ratings. As expected, the class 
of simple subjective adjectives is rated as being less 
subjective overall than the class of complex subjective 
adjectives (tested in Experiment 1).This fits with the 
hypothesized preference to use conventionalized thresholds 
with unidimensional adjectives. 

Experiment 3: Objective adjectives 
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show that, with both 
simplex and complex subjective adjectives, the structural 
position of the adjectives modulates people’s subjectivity 
ratings. The extent to which people can detect that a text 
contains opinion-based information is influenced by the 
linguistic packaging of that information. However, the first 
two studies not yet answer an important open question, 
namely: Is the increased subjectivity of the adjective-
containing conditions (relative to the baseline) specifically 
due to the adjectives being subjective?  

The answer is not as obvious as one might think, given 
that research in computational linguistics suggests that the 
presence of any kind of adjectives may be linked to 
increased perception of subjectivity (see e.g. Wiebe 2000). 
Could it be that the presence of any kind of descriptive 
information – even if it is largely objective – would show 
the same kind of linguistic packaging effects we observed in 
Experiments 1 and 2? If even objective adjectives boost 
subjectivity ratings, this would mean that, rather than telling 
us about subjectivity, our results would be informing us 
more generally about the consequences of the presence vs. 
absence of adjectives.  

To assess whether the boost in subjectivity ratings in the 
adjective-containing conditions (relative to the baseline) is 
associated specifically with subjectivity, Experiment 3 
tested objective adjectives. The interpretation of objective 
adjectives (e.g. plastic, ceramic, international, electric) is 
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independent of a person’s subjective opinion. Thus, 
Experiment 3 tests whether we see the same increase in 
subjectivity ratings even when the adjectives express 
objective, non-opinion-based information. 

Method 
Participants Recruitment and exclusion criteria were as in 
Exp. 2. 32 participants were included in the final analysis. 
 
Materials and Design The targets were the same as 
Experiment 2, except with objective adjectives. An example 
is in (3). The fillers were the same as Experiment 2.  
 
(3a) The wooden bridge connected the villages to each 
other.  [prenominal modifier] 
(3b) The bridge, which was wooden, connected the villages 
to each other. [appositive relative clause (RC)] 
(3c) The bridge was wooden. It connected the villages to 
each other. [predicative] 
(3d) The bridge connected the villages to each other.  
[baseline] 
  
Procedure The procedure followed Experiments 1 and 2. 

Results 
The results are shown in Figure 3: All conditions receive 
low subjectivity ratings. Statistical analyses show that the 
baseline condition does not differ reliably from the modifier 
or the relative clause condition (t’s<1). We see hints of the 
baseline condition being rated less subjective than the 
predicative condition (t=2.76, which remains significant 
after correcting for multiple comparisons) but the 95% CIs 
reveal overlap (baseline: mean 1.354, SD 0.709, SE 0.051, 
95% CI 0.101, predicative: mean 1.552, SD 0.957, SE 
0.069, 95% CI 0.136), suggesting that this is not a strong 
effect. What about differences between the three adjective-
containing conditions? Statistical analyses confirm what can 
be seen visually in Figure 3: none of the adjective-
containing conditions differ reliably from each other. 
 

 
Figure 3. Objective adjectives. The fact/opinion ratings for 

the four conditions in Experiment 3.  
(1 = fact, 6 = opinion). Error bars: +/-1 SE 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 3 show that objective adjectives 
elicit a different pattern of subjectivity ratings than 
subjective adjectives. We find no evidence for the idea that 
the presence of any adjective triggers an across-the-board 
increase in subjectivity ratings. When combined with the 
outcomes of Experiments 1 and 2, the results of Experiment 
3 suggest that the effects of adjective position only occur 
when the adjective is subjective. We find hints of the 
predicative condition being judged – at least numerically – 
as more subjective than the baseline, but overlap in the 95% 
confidence intervals do not allow us to conclude that this 
difference is very strong. 

General discussion 
Being able to distinguish fact from opinion is a fundamental 
part of interpreting the influx of information that people 
today encounter on a daily basis. However, because texts 
often contain a mix of factual (objective) and opinion-based 
(subjective) information, detecting which texts convey 
subjective information is an important but non-trivial task. 

Language offers multiple ways to package information 
and different packaging options are known to influence 
depth of processing and recall, but to the best of our 
knowledge, the effects of different information-packaging 
options on the human ability to recognize subjective, 
opinion-based information have not been systematically 
investigated in prior work. Thus, we used subjective 
adjectives as a tool to systematically probe for potential 
effects of linguistic packaging on perception of subjectivity.  

Our results show that simply changing the linguistic 
structure of a sentence influences our perception of its 
subjectivity: The same basic information, packaged 
differently in linguistic terms, yields significantly different 
subjectivity ratings.  This has implications not only for our 
understanding of how humans process subjective 
information in language, but also for communicative 
choices made in various contexts. Our results suggest that 
linguistic packaging choices can be used to blur the 
distinction between fact and opinion, or at least our ability 
to perceive opinion-based information as such. 
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Abstract

Scalar inferences are commonly assumed to involve both lit-
eral semantic interpretation and social cognitive reasoning.
However, the precise way to characterize listeners’ represen-
tation of context - including the space of possible utterance al-
ternatives as well as the space of possible conventional mean-
ings associated with linguistic forms - is a matter of ongoing
debate. We report a partial replication of a scalar inference
priming study by Rees and Bott (2018), introducing a novel
baseline condition against which to compare behavior across
different priming treatments. We also investigate the effect
of raising participants’ awareness of communicatively stronger
alternatives that explicitly encode an exhaustive meaning (e.g.
some but not all with respect to some). Our results suggest
that exhaustive alternatives (which are ‘symmetric’ to canoni-
cal alternatives) can modulate the availability and strength of
scalar inferences, and that semantic uncertainty is an indepen-
dent channel through which scalar inferences are modulated.
We discuss implications for theories of pragmatic competence.
Keywords: experimental pragmatics; implicature; priming;
adaptation; computational pragmatics

Introduction
Linguistic communication depends on a listener considering
not only what a speaker has said (e.g. The movie was good)
but also the utterance alternatives a speaker could have pro-
duced but chose not to (The movie was excellent). This pro-
cess yields inferences beyond the literal meaning of the orig-
inal utterance, including scalar inferences (e.g. The movie
was good, but not excellent). Scalar inferences, rather than
being deterministically derived, are modulated by features of
the linguistic and extra-linguistic context (Horn, 1972; Grice,
1975; Levinson, 2000). One long-discussed feature is the role
that the unsaid alternatives play (Hirschberg, 1985; Fox &
Katzir, 2011; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015). The traditional
view holds that the weak scalar item competes with commu-
nicatively stronger alternatives retrieved from a lexicalized
or contextually-parameterized scale (e.g., 〈all, some〉). This
view additionally characterizes scalar inference in terms of
negation of the alternatives, which has implications for how
theoreticians characterize the alternative set: all canonically
competes with some, but (on this view) the upper-bounded
form some but not all cannot: if both were alternatives to
some, then their joint negation would lead to contradiction -
the alternatives negate one another in meaning (the so-called
symmetry problem - see Katzir, 2007). Thus, on this view,
the alternative set is assumed to be highly constrained.

This view has recently come under scrutiny. For example,
it has been shown experimentally that number terms inter-
fere with the computation of scalar implicatures from some
to not all (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015, 2016). Moreoever,
recent probabilistic computational approaches to pragmatics

(Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013; Franke & Jäger, 2016) dis-
card the ‘negation-of-alternatives’ view of scalar inference
and thus allow for the possibility that the set of alternatives is
relatively large (and possibly even includes symmetric alter-
natives). However, the experimental pragmatic literature on
scalar inference has largely adopted the traditional view’s as-
sumptions regarding the alternative set, and few studies have
considered whether non-‘canonical’ alternatives additionally
affect the strength and availability of these inferences.1

Another assumption of the traditional view is that speakers
and listeners have no uncertainty regarding the conventions -
the map from linguistic forms to meanings - of their shared
language. For example, some is assumed to have a fixed at
least some literal meaning, and it is via reasoning about com-
municatively stronger alternatives that this meaning is possi-
bly enriched to an exhaustive (upper-bounded) some but not
all meaning in context. A different view posits that interlocu-
tors have a priori semantic uncertainty (that is, a priori uncer-
tainty regarding these form-to-meaning mappings) and that
this uncertainty is updated over the course of interaction.2

Rees and Bott (2018) help to address this issue in a series
of priming experiments. The authors use a paradigm simi-
lar to that of Bott and Chemla (2016), in which one priming
treatment involved exposure to utterances containing canon-
ical alternative expressions (following the authors, ‘alterna-
tive’ priming), whereas another involved explicitly associat-
ing weak scalar items with scenes that the items exhaustively
describe (‘strong’ priming). The authors found that inter-
pretation of weak scalar expressions on target trials differed
substantially after canonical alternative priming and strong
priming relative to ‘weak’ priming (which involved explic-
itly associating weak scalar items with a non-exhaustive in-
terpretation). However, there was no detectable difference
in behavior on critical trials between alternative priming and
strong priming conditions, leading the authors to conclude
that “the rate of scalar implicature is determined entirely by
the salience of the [strong] alternative” (2018: 14).

We extend Rees and Bott (2018)’s paradigm in order to
a) address the question of symmetric alternatives and their

1Though see Nicolae and Sauerland (2015) and Bott and Chemla
(2016) for exceptions.

2We stay uncommitted as to the proper way to spell out this view
formally. One possibility - which we explore later on in the paper
- is to posit that lexical items such as some directly map to either
a some but not all meaning or to an at least some meaning. One
could also posit that some is fixed to an at least some reading on its
semantics but that listeners have a priori uncertainty as to whether
some occurs in the scope of a semantic enrichment operator which
triggers the exhaustive interpretation (e.g. the exhaustivity operator
proposed by Chierchia et al., 2012).
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role in scalar inferences; as well as to b) address the ques-
tion of whether or not scalar inferences are modulated by up-
dating listeners’ a priori semantic uncertainty. We find ev-
idence that raising awareness of symmetric alternatives af-
fects the strength and availability of scalar inferences, and
that the extent to which the symmetric alternative competes
with the weak scalar item is a function of the alternative’s
morphosyntactic complexity. Lastly, we find that weak and
strong priming give rise to different patterns of behavior than
do conditions designed only to raise awareness of alternative
forms, which we take as evidence that semantic uncertainty
is an independent channel for modulating scalar inference.

Experiment
Methods
Participants We recruited 480 participants online through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk - US IP addresses; min-
imum 95% prior approval rating). Participants were paid
$2.20, and average completion time was about 13 minutes.3

Materials and procedure Priming and target trials of the
experiment are schematized in Table 1. Priming trials con-
sisted of a sentence or a math task (see our example Baseline
priming trial, Figure 1), plus a forced choice between two im-
ages. Target trials followed two priming trials and involved a
forced choice between an image and the option to select “Bet-
ter Picture?”. The linking assumption for behavior on target
trials was as follows: if participants interpreted the sentence
as conveying an exhaustive meaning, they selected “Better
Picture?”; otherwise, they selected the other image.

The experiment featured sentences containing construc-
tions from one of three expression categories: some, cardinal
numbers, or simple existential declaratives of the form There
is an X (coded as ‘ad-hoc’ for the purposes of the study).
For each expression category, there was a construction for
which we assumed the availability of a lower-bounded, non-
exhaustive interpretation: that is, some is compatible with the
meaning some and possibly all; the cardinal numeral expres-
sion four is compatible with an at least four meaning; and
There is an X is compatible with There is an X and possi-
bly more. Some of the symbols are X, There are four X, and
There is an X were the resulting construction templates that
participants read on critical trials.

For each expression category, we identified an expression
that was communicatively stronger than the weak expression:
the canonical alternative expressions all (cf. some), six (cf.
four), and There is an X and a Y (cf. There is an X). Each
weak expression was furthermore associated with a semanti-
cally exhaustive meaning expressible in three different ways,
which differed in length and hence in presumed production
cost. The three construction types were obtained by adding
only; by conjoining the weak expression with the negation of

3Methods, exclusions, and analyses for the experiment were
pre-registered through the Open Science Foundation, available
at https://osf.io/p4nj5. Data and code are available at
https://github.com/bwaldon/symalts/.

4 + 5 =?

Figure 1: Example of a Baseline priming trial.

communicatively stronger alternative at the sub-clausal level;
and by conjoining the weak expression with the negation of
communicatively stronger alternative at the clausal level (see
Table 1 for examples of constructions).

Weak priming trials featured a weak scalar expression (e.g.,
some) and a forced choice between a) an image compati-
ble with the expression’s non-exhaustive interpretation and
b) an image that made the sentence false. Strong priming tri-
als also featured the weak scalar expression but involved a
forced choice between a) an image compatible with its non-
exhaustive interpretation and b) an image compatible with
its exhaustive interpretation. Alternative priming trials fea-
tured an alternative expression (either a canonical alterna-
tive or an exhaustive one, whose meaning included negation
of the meaning of the canonical alternative and hence was a
symmetric alternative) and a forced choice between an image
that made the sentence true and one that made the sentence
false. Prime type (Weak, Strong, Baseline, Alternative) was a
within-subjects manipulation, while alternative type (canon-
ical, exhaustive only, exhaustive sub-clausal, and exhaustive
clausal) was a between-subjects manipulation.4

For each non-Baseline prime type, we assumed an optimal
‘correct’ choice which served as the basis of our exclusion
criteria: on Weak priming trials, the correct choice was the
image compatible with the expression’s non-exhaustive inter-
pretation; on Strong priming trials, it was the image compati-
ble with the exhaustive interpretation; on Alternative trials, it
was the image that made the sentence true.

In each between-subjects condition, there were 12 types
of priming blocks (3 expression categories * 4 prime types).
Participants saw four blocks of each type, which were bal-
anced for position of the correct image in the preceding two
priming trials (left-left, right-right, left-right, or right-left),
for a total of 48 experimental blocks. Participants also saw 48
filler blocks, which matched the structure of the experimen-
tal blocks except that the third trial was a choice between an
image which made the sentence false and “Better Picture?”.

Participants were told “You will read a number of English
sentences. For each sentence, you will be asked to select one
of two pictures. Please select the image that best reflects the
meaning of the sentence. Most pictures contain either sym-

4The present study differs from that of R&B in that we introduce
the Baseline prime type for all participants, as well as alternative
type as a between-subjects manipulation (including novel exhaustive
alternative forms). Our addition of the Baseline priming blocks (and
a matching number of fillers) means that our participants saw 25%
more trials than did R&B’s participants. Anticipating noise from
data collected online, we assigned 120 participants to each condition
(whereas R&B recruited 100 participants for their in-person study).
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Table 1: Example priming and target trials for each priming type (rows) and expression category (columns).

some ad-hoc number

Prime: Strong

Some of the symbols are stars There is a club There are four notes

Prime: Weak

Some of the symbols are diamonds There is a spade There are four squares

Prime: Alternative
(canonical)

All of the symbols are spades There is a note and a triangle There are six ticks

Prime: Alternative
(exhaustive

-onlyi;
-sub-clausalii;

-clausaliii)

iOnly some of the symbols are stars
iiSome but not all of the symbols are stars

iiiSome of the symbols are stars,
but not all of them are stars

iThere is only a triangle
iiThere is a triangle but nothing else

iiiThere is a triangle,
but there is nothing besides a triangle

iThere are only four stars
iiThere are four but no more than four stars

iiiThere are four stars,
but there are no more than four stars

Target

Some of the symbols are notes There is a triangle There are four spades

bols or numbers. In some cases, one picture may contain the
text ‘Better Picture?’. This option should be selected if you
don’t feel the other picture sufficiently captures the sentence
meaning.” Participants were prevented from starting the ex-
periment until they correctly selected images on two practice
trials, on which they received feedback.5

Predictions
If participants’ awareness of alternative forms (via direct ex-
posure) is heightened on Alternative priming trials, and this
heightened awareness triggers Gricean counterfactual prag-
matic reasoning on target trials regarding the non-production
of the alternative, then we predict greater rates of “Better Pic-
ture?” selection relative to Baseline in the case of canonical
Alternative priming; and lower rates for exhaustive Alterna-
tive priming. We identify in particular a symmetric alterna-
tive hypothesis, which (contra the traditional view) is associ-

5Practice trial 1 featured Many of the symbols are X, plus a choice
between an image where 8/9 symbols were X and an image where
3/9 symbols were X; practice trial 2 read There is an X above a Y
and was a choice between a false picture and “Better Picture?”.

ated with the latter prediction regarding exhaustive Priming.
Effects of Strong and Weak priming beyond any observed

effects of Alternative priming are consistent with predictions
of the semantic uncertainty hypothesis, which posits that
scalar inference is driven at least in part by a priori uncertainty
about whether weak scalar items are exhaustive on their literal
semantic meaning. The semantic uncertainty hypothesis ac-
counts for these patterns in the data by positing that on target
trials, participants consider not only of the various forms that
can be used in the experiment but also of the conventions of
use of those forms. The hypothesis is consistent with the pos-
sibility that exposure to canonical alternative forms may in-
crease the rate of “Better Picture?” selection relative to Base-
line, though the null hypothesis is that no differences exist
between canonical Alternative priming and Strong priming,
both of which we expect to raise rates of “Better Picture?”
selection if they indeed modulate behavior.

Results
23 sets of responses were removed due to multiple participa-
tion. 6 participants were excluded for reporting a native lan-
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Figure 2: Proportion of “Better Picture” selection by expression category, prime type, and between-subjects condition (e.g.
‘Canonical’ = condition where the alternative type was canonical). Error bars indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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guage other than English. We excluded 9.5% of the remaining
experimental blocks due to incorrect answers on priming tri-
als. Proportions of “Better Picture?” selection on target trials
are displayed for each between-subjects condition in Figure
2. For the data from each between-subjects condition sep-
arately, we conducted a Bayesian mixed effects logistic re-
gression analysis predicting log odds of “Better Picture?” se-
lection from fixed effects of expression, prime type, and their
interaction; with random by-subject and by-item intercepts
and slopes for expression, prime type, and their interaction -
the maximal random effects structure justified by the design
(some was the reference level for the expression factor; Base-
line was the reference level for prime).6

Model results are shown in Table 2. In the canonical prim-
ing group, there was evidence of a negative main effect of
Weak priming relative to Baseline (0 not included in the 95%
credible interval of estimate) and conflicting evidence of a
positive main effect of Strong priming (P(β > 0) > 0.95, 0
inside the 95% credible interval); however, there was no ev-
idence of a main effect of Alternative priming. There was
evidence of an effect of both Weak and Strong priming in the
other three between-subjects conditions and evidence of Al-
ternative priming in the exhaustive-sub-clausal group (where
the effect was positive). There was no evidence of interac-
tions between expression and prime type except in the canon-
ical group, where there was evidence of a positive interaction
between the ad-hoc expression category and weak priming
(mean est. = 1.08, 95% CI = [0.18, 1.91]).

Figure 3 displays variation in behavior across the between-
subjects conditions. There is a numeric downward trend in
the rate of “Better Picture” selection across conditions: first
between the condition featuring canonical Alternative prim-
ing and the one featuring exhaustive-only priming, and then
a further drop when the morphosyntactic complexity of the
exhaustive form increases. In post-hoc analyses, we subset

6Bayesian analyses were performed using brms in R (Bürkner,
2017), with default parameter priors and four 3000-iteration chains.

Figure 3: Proportion of “Better Picture?” selection, aggre-
gated across between-subjects condition (x-axis labeled ac-
cording to type of Alternative prime seen in that condition).
Error bars indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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these data by expression type and conducted Bayesian mixed
effects logistic regressions predicting “Better Picture?” se-
lection from a fixed effect of condition, with a random by-
item intercept and random by-item slope for condition as well
as a random by-participant intercept (the reference level for
between-subjects condition was the condition with canonical
alternative priming).There was a main effect of exhaustive-
sub-clausal condition on the data subset to the number ex-
pression type (mean est. = -1.06, 95% CI = [-1.91, -0.25]).
For the ad-hoc expression type, there were main effects of the
exhaustive-sub-clausal and exhaustive-clausal conditions.7

In a second post-hoc analysis, we investigate the possibil-
ity that the similarities between Baseline behavior and behav-
ior after exhaustive Alternative priming are due to individual
variation.8 Perhaps observation of overtly exhaustive forms

7Model coefficients, data subset to ad-hoc expression type:
Exhaustive-only: Mean est. = -0.92, 95% CI = [-1.87, 0.02]
Exhaustive-sub-clausal: Mean est. = -1.13, 95% CI = [-2.12, -0.10]
Exhaustive-clausal: Mean est. = -1.03, 95% CI = [-2.02, -0.09]

8We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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Table 2: Mean estimates, 95% credible intervals, and posterior coefficient probabilities (probability that coefficient differs from
0 in predicted direction), for main effects of prime type (relative to Baseline), across conditions.

Alt. type Strong prime P(β > 0) Weak prime P(β < 0) Alt. prime
canonical 0.50 [-0.02, 1.01] 0.97 -1.83 [-2.37, -1.30] 1 -0.29 [-0.78, 0.19] P(β > 0) = 0.12
exh-only 0.60 [0.08, 1.12] 0.99 -1.70 [-2.31, -1.10] 1 0.05 [-0.43, 0.53] P(β < 0) = 0.41
exh-sub-clausal 0.47 [0.004, 0.94] 0.98 -1.44 [-2.02, -0.91] 1 0.49 [0.007, 0.98] P(β < 0) = 0.02
exh-clausal 0.55 [0.07, 1.05] 0.99 -1.52 [-2.12, -0.95] 1 0.31 [-0.16, 0.78] P(β < 0) = 0.10

primes some speakers to parse subsequent target sentences
with a covert only or other exhaustivity operator,9 while other
speakers take the exhaustive sentences to be pragmatic alter-
natives to the target sentence. This account would explain
why mean exhaustive Alternative priming behavior is similar
to Baseline, on the assumption that roughly equal numbers of
participants fall into either behavioral category (with perhaps
slightly greater numbers of covert-exhaust primers).

To investigate, we examine behavior of participants for
which we have 4 non-excluded observations of target trial be-
havior after both Baseline and exhaustive Alternative prim-
ing. We consider the change in the number of “Better Pic-
ture?” responses between these two priming conditions. A
small proportion (13%) of participants exhibit lower rates of
“Better Picture?” response after exhaustive Alternative prim-
ing relative to their Baseline behavior; this proportion is com-
parable to the proportion of participants who exhibit less
“Better Picture” selection after Strong priming relative to
Baseline across all four between-subjects conditions (12%, a
result we attribute to experimental noise). 21% of participants
exhibit more “Better Picture?” response after exhaustive Al-
ternative priming, and this proportion is greater than the pro-
portion of participants who exhibit more “Better Picture” se-
lection after Weak priming (6%, also attributable to experi-
mental noise). Thus, we have preliminary evidence that the
small positive effect of exhaustive Alternative priming over-
all is driven by a small number of participants, rather than by
sizable amounts of priming in either direction.10

Discussion
The condition of the experiment featuring canonical Alterna-
tive priming can be considered a partial replication of R&B’s
Experiment 1. Recall that R&B posit that Alternative and
Strong priming do not differ in extent to which they can mod-
ulate scalar inference. The results from the canonical Alter-
native condition of our experiment are in slight tension with
those results: we find at least weak evidence of modulation
from Strong priming but not from Alternative priming.

This result generalizes to our novel experimental condi-
tions in which we replace canonical Alternative priming
with exhaustive Alternative priming. In those conditions,

9Such an analysis could help to account for the within-block ef-
fect of exhaustive priming in the exhaustive-sub-clausal condition.

10More details are available in the GitHub repository. See:
bwaldon.github.io/symalts/results/switching.html

one might expect that calling attention to relatively ‘marked’
pragmatic alternatives can more effectively modulate subse-
quent scalar inference behavior than can raising the salience
of putatively unmarked alternative forms, if the latter are al-
ready a priori likely pragmatic alternatives for the participant.
For example, immediately after exposure to two sentences of
the form Only some of the symbols are X, a participant might
be relatively more likely to find the non-production of only
meaningful on the target trial - and hence interpret some non-
exhaustively on that trial. In fact, the data trend in the oppo-
site direction: there is a numeric increase in “Better Picture?”
selection after Alternative priming relative to Baseline in ex-
haustive priming conditions - and we find evidence for an ef-
fect in the case of the exhaustive-sub-clausal priming group.
However, in all three exhaustive priming groups, we find ev-
idence of Strong priming in the predicted direction. We take
this as evidence that (non-deterministic) expectations regard-
ing the form-to-meaning mapping of weak scalar expressions
play an independent role in modulating scalar inference.

However, there is evidence that raising awareness of alter-
natives - including symmetric alternatives - also modulated
scalar inference. Relative to participants who saw canonical
alternatives, participants exposed to exhaustive-subclausal
forms were less likely to provide a response indicative of
scalar inference on number trials. This pattern was observed
on ad-hoc expression trials for two groups exposed to exhaus-
tive alternative forms. We would predict this if the exhaustive
form is active as an alternative whose non-production indi-
cates an intention to convey a non-exhaustive meaning.

A formal model of behavior in this paradigm, then, should
allow for pragmatic inferences to be modulated via two dis-
tinct channels: one in which participants’ expectations about
the form-to-meaning mapping in the lexicon is updated, as in
the case of Strong and Weak priming in the experiment; and
one that allows for update of participants’ expectations re-
garding the linguistic forms they might encounter in context
(accounting for the changes in behavior across conditions).

The Lexical Uncertainty Rational Speech Act model of
pragmatic competence proposed by Bergen et al. (2016) is
one such formalism. On this model, pragmatic speakers are
modeled as a probability distribution S1 over utterances u∈U
given intended meanings m ∈M. S1’s production probability
of utterance u given intended meaning m and possible lexicon
L is a function of utterance cost C(u) and of the probability
that a literal listener L0 with prior meaning expectations P
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would conclude m given u and lexicon L . Pragmatic inter-
pretation of an utterance u is modeled as a probability distri-
bution L1 over meanings given observation of that utterance.
The likelihood with which L1 associates meaning m with ut-
terance u is a function of the expectation that S1 produces u
to signal m and prior meaning expectations P – marginalized
over a prior probability distribution over possible lexica PΛ.

L0(m|u,L) ∝ L(u,m)P(m)
S1(u|m,L) ∝ elog(L0(m|u,L))−C(u)

L1(m|u) ∝ ∑L∈Λ S1(u|m,L)P(m)PΛ(L)

Lexical uncertainty models have been previously applied
to analyze interpretation of some, including to analyze igno-
rance implicatures (by Bergen et al., 2016) as well as embed-
ded implicatures (by Potts et al., 2016). Following those au-
thors, we posit that listeners’ lexical uncertainty includes un-
certainty as to whether some should map to a non-exhaustive
some and possibly all meaning or to an exhaustive some and
not all meaning. On Weak and Strong priming trials of our
experiment, participants map some to one of these two pos-
sible meanings, leading to a corresponding update of the lex-
icon distribution PΛ. However, there is no uncertainty re-
garding the semantic representation of some’s canonical and
exhaustive alternatives, including all and some but not all,
which are unambiguous. Observation of these utterances thus
would not update PΛ but might update C, the listener’s repre-
sentation of the speaker’s utterance cost function.

Qualitative patterns of expected behavior are schematized
in Figure 4 for the case of interpretation of Some of the sym-
bols are X.11 On trials featuring constructions from this ex-
pression category, participants saw cards in which 9/9 sym-
bols were of type X, cards in which only 6/9 were, or (on filler
trials) cards in which 0/9 were. We assume that a participant
has a uniform prior over these three potential meanings. In
the ‘default’ case, (in the figure: ‘Before parameter change’),
we additionally assume a uniform prior over expected utter-
ances some, all, some but not all, and none and a uniform
prior over two lexica - one (LJ) in which some maps to a lit-
eral exhaustive meaning and one (LK) in which it maps to a
lower-bounded one (we assume both lexica contain a normal
semantics for the other items). By decreasing C(some but not
all) - that is, by increasing the listener’s prior expectation of
the pragmatic speaker producing the exhaustive alternative -
we can cause a relative decrease in the strength of the lis-
tener’s belief that Some of the symbols are X conveys an ex-
haustive, 6/9 symbol meaning. A similar pattern of results is
achieved by increasing the listener’s prior expectation of LK
over LJ . The pattern is reversed when we increase prior ex-
pectation of LJ over LK : in this case, Some of the symbols are
X is more strongly associated with the exhaustive meaning.12

11We present this schematic for illustrative purposes only. In our
study, we do not find evidence that the presence of symmetric alter-
natives decreases exhaustive interpretation of some (though we find
evidence for this in the case of the other two expressions).

12This analysis cannot, on its own, account for why we observed
more modulation after Weak priming than after Strong priming.

Figure 4: Simulated L1 probabilities given observation of
Some of the symbols are X, with parameter changes to the
lexical uncertainty RSA model as indicated in the paper.
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General discussion
Our findings suggest the need to relax a traditional assump-
tion regarding the set of alternatives active in scalar inference.
Moreover, we argue that our results are best understood as lis-
teners incrementally updating their uncertainty about speaker
production behavior and their uncertainty about the underly-
ing semantic representation of scalar expressions.13 That is,
we argue that the observed results reflect adaptive linguistic
processes rather than simple bottom-up priming.

Of course, the context of our experiment leaves underspec-
ified who the participant is adapting to (cf. Yildirim et al.,
2016 and Schuster & Degen, in press, whose tasks involve
introducing participants to speakers with more elaborate iden-
tities and motives). An adaptation analysis of our data would
be better motivated if we could replicate our findings in a
more naturalistic setting. We leave this to future work.

However, the differences in behavior across our four con-
ditions suggest that one cannot analyze the priming blocks in
isolation, and that a more nuanced story of incremental adap-
tation is warranted to understand the full pattern of results.
We find evidence of participants updating their expectations
about alternative utterance forms when considering partici-
pants’ behavior in aggregate across the entire experiment. At
the same time, replicating the results of both Bott and Chemla
(2016) and Rees and Bott (2018), we find evidence of more
‘local’ within-block Strong and Weak priming.

Finally, our results constitute just one of a growing number
of challenges to the traditional understanding of scalar infer-
ence as a categorical phenomenon driven by a small set of lin-
guistic alternatives and a fixed semantic lexicon. Even for the
case of scalar inference - one of the most well-studied phe-
nomena in the pragmatics literature - patterns of data such as
ours underscore the need for a departure from the traditional
view and towards a richer, more gradient understanding of the
relationship between language, context, and inference - as of-
fered by contemporary probabilistic pragmatic frameworks.

13For a similar argument regarding modulation of interpretation
of might and probably, see Schuster and Degen (in press).
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Abstract 

Many hallmarks of human intelligence including language, 
reasoning, and planning require us to draw upon knowledge about 
the world in which concepts, denoted by words, are organized by 
meaningful, semantic links between them (e.g., juicy-apple-pear). 
The goal of the present research was to investigate how these 
organized semantic networks may emerge in development from 
simple but powerful mechanisms sensitive to statistical co-
occurrence regularities of word use in language. Specifically, we 
tested whether a mechanistic account of how co-occurrence 
regularities shape semantic development accurately predicts how 
semantic organization changes with development. Using a 
sensitive, gaze-based measure of the semantic links organizing 
knowledge in children and adults, we observed that 
developmental changes in semantic organization were consistent 
with a key role for statistical co-occurrence regularities. 

Keywords: semantic organization; semantic development; 
statistical learning; taxonomic; association 

Introduction 

We rely on our knowledge about the world to achieve many 

vital, every-day cognitive tasks. For example, our knowledge 

of apples can allow us to use language to express and 

comprehend ideas about eating apples, retrieve knowledge 

from memory that apples are healthy to achieve a goal to eat 

a healthy snack, plan for lunch by packing an apple, and 

generate new ideas such as “pears are healthy” by 

generalizing what we know about apples to other fruits. 

These feats rely on knowledge that is not a jumble of facts, 

but instead an organized semantic network of linked 

concepts, such as apples, pears, eating, and healthy. How 

does such vital semantic organization emerge and change in 

the course of development? 

The many prior accounts of knowledge organization 

development have focused on how we form taxonomic links 

between members of the same, stable category, such as links 

between pigeon and duck that belong to the category of birds 

(Gelman & Markman, 1986; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; 

Lucariello, Kyratzis, & Nelson, 1992; Sloutsky, 2010). 

Research into taxonomic link development may provide 

valuable insights into the development of semantic 

organization. However, semantic organization is much richer 

than just these links, encompassing a variety of taxonomic 

and non-taxonomic links between a multitude of concepts. 

The goal of the present research is to evaluate how this richer 

semantic structure may be driven in part by simple but 

powerful mechanisms that form semantic links based on 

statistical co-occurrence regularities of word use in language. 

Co-Occurrence in Semantic Development 

The potentially fundamental roles for co-occurrence that we 

will investigate are outlined in the recently proposed Co-

Occurrence Account (Sloutsky, Yim, Yao, & Dennis, 2017). 

According to this account, sensitivity to co-occurrence 

initially fosters associative links between concepts whose 

labels reliably occur close together in language (adjacent or 

separated by intervening words), such as juicy-apple. 

Henceforth, these regularities are referred to as direct co-

occurrence. These associative links form a key non-

taxonomic facet of semantic networks that supports 

knowledge-dependent cognition from early development 

onward. For example, upon hearing a new word such as dax 

accompanied by words associated with animal such as furry, 

both young children and adults infer that dax means animal 

(Sloutsky et al., 2017) 

Critically, sensitivity to co-occurrence can also foster 

taxonomic links, because words for members of taxonomic 

categories (e.g., “apple” and “pear”) reliably share 

overlapping patterns of direct co-occurrence with other 

words (e.g., "juicy", Jones, Willits, & Dennis, 2015) 

However, unlike direct co-occurrence, shared co-occurrence 

cannot be immediately gleaned from language input. For 

example, to form a shared co-occurrence-based link between 

apple and pear as shown in Figure 1, the learner must 

 
Figure 1: Direct and shared co-occurrence regularities 

that can form associative and taxonomic links. 
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experience direct co-occurrences between both “juicy” and 

“apple”, and “juicy” and “pear”, then form a link between 

“apple” and “pear” based on their overlapping direct co-

occurrence with “juicy”1. Therefore, taxonomic links may 

develop more gradually (Bauer & Larkina, 2017; Schlichting, 

Guarino, Schapiro, Turk-Browne, & Preston, 2017).  

Together, the learning processes proposed in the Co-

Occurrence account outline how simple co-occurrence 

regularities may build both associative and taxonomic links 

between any concepts denoted by words. Moreover, this 

account makes specific predictions about how these semantic 

links emerge in the course of development. In what follows, 

we describe evidence from prior research supporting this 

account, then present an experiment designed to evaluate its 

predictions about the development of semantic organization. 

Support for the Co-Occurrence Account. The Co-

occurrence account is motivated by extensive evidence that 

linguistic input is rich in regularities from which semantic 

links can be formed. First, much of the variance in the 

strength of semantic links in adult semantic networks can be 

predicted by regularities with which words directly co-occur 

or share co-occurrence in language (Hofmann, Biemann, 

Westbury et al., 2018; Spence & Owens, 1990). Moreover, 

computational models that form word representations based 

on co-occurrence statistics in language simulate semantic 

networks that predict complex semantic phenomena, from 

semantic priming effects to the typical vocabulary growth 

rate of school children (Jones et al., 2015; Landauer & 

Dumais, 1997; Sahlgren, 2008). Together, these findings 

ground the Co-occurrence account’s proposal that co-

occurrence regularities are important drivers of semantic 

organization development. 

Importantly, a key proposal of the Co-Occurrence account 

is that developing humans form semantic links from co-

occurrence regularities in language. Extensive evidence 

supports the possibility that humans form links based on 

direct co-occurrence starting early in development. Much of 

this evidence comes from statistical learning research, which 

has shown early-developing abilities to form direct co-

occurrence-based links between stimuli such as speech 

sounds (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) and images (Fiser 

& Aslin, 2002). Recently, the formation of direct co-

occurrence-based links between words has also been 

observed in toddlers (Wojcik & Saffran, 2015) and young 

children (Matlen, Fisher, & Godwin, 2015).  

Evidence that humans form shared co-occurrence-based 

links comes from a smaller body of research. For example, 

adults in Preston, Zeithamova and colleagues’ studies 

(Zeithamova, Dominick, & Preston, 2012) who explicitly 

memorize pairs of images also link images that were never 

paired, but instead share each other’s pairing with the same 

image (see also Hall, Mitchell, Graham, & Lavis, 2003; 

 
1 The mechanism(s) that form links between inputs that share 

patterns of co-occurrence remain unknown. Candidates have been 

proposed and investigated in multiple fields, including conditioning 

(Honey & Hall, 1989), hippocampal memory formation (Schapiro, 

Turk-Browne, Botvinick, & Norman, 2017), and semantic 

Schapiro, Rogers, Cordova, Turk-Browne, & Botvinick, 

2013). Moreover, this ability may develop only gradually. 

For example, Schlichting et al. (2017) observed that the 

ability to link images based on their shared pairing with 

another image improved substantially from age six to 

adulthood. Similar evidence for gradual development comes 

from studies conducted by Bauer and colleagues, in which 

participants were given two stem facts that both link 

information to a shared concept, such as “dolphins talk by 

clicking and squeaking” and “dolphins live in groups called 

pods”. The ability to integrate across stem facts to derive a 

new fact such as “pods talk by clicking and squeaking” is 

poor at age four, and substantially increases over childhood.  

This prior evidence motivates and supports Co-occurrence 

account’s proposals about how sensitivities to direct and 

shared co-occurrence regularities may build semantic 

organization. However, evaluating the Co-occurrence 

account critically involves testing the specific predictions it 

makes about the development of semantic organization. 

Specifically, the Co-Occurrence account predicts that 

associative links between concepts that can form from direct 

co-occurrence regularities should emerge early in 

development. With development, associative links should 

become gradually supplemented by taxonomic links that can 

be formed from shared co-occurrence regularities. The goal 

of the present experiment was to evaluate these predictions. 

Present Experiment 

The present experiment tested the Co-Occurrence account’s 

prediction that associative links that can be learned from 

direct co-occurrence develop early, and are gradually 

supplemented by taxonomic links that can be learned from 

shared co-occurrence. We therefore measured the 

development of associative and taxonomic links between 

familiar concepts from early childhood (4-year-old children) 

to adulthood. To target associative and taxonomic links, we 

measured the strength of semantic links between “associated” 

concepts whose labels regularly co-occur in child language 

input (MacWhinney, 2000), and “taxonomically related” 

concepts similar in meaning ("About wordnet," 2010).  

We designed our measurement of semantic links to fulfill 

two important criteria. First, instead of merely measuring 

whether a certain type of semantic link is present or absent in 

a given age group, we acquired fine grained, sensitive 

measures of the strength of semantic links. Such sensitive 

measures are important for tracking the gradual, 

developmental emergence of semantic links. Second, we 

designed our measurement to primarily capture 

developmental changes in semantic links, rather than in other 

cognitive processes such as reasoning.  

To fulfill these criteria, we used a Visual World paradigm. 

This paradigm capitalizes on the fact that people tend to look 

organization (McNeill, 1963). For the present research, the key point 

is that direct co-occurrence can be directly experienced from 

language input, whereas shared co-occurrence-based links can only 

be derived by integrating across separate episodes of direct co-

occurrence. 
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at images that they perceive as related to language that they 

hear. Therefore, we can measure the strength of semantic 

links from the degree to which hearing a label for one concept 

prompts looking at an image of another concept over time. 

This measure is both fine-grained, and because it is based on 

spontaneous looking behavior, should be relatively 

uncontaminated by other cognitive processes. 

In our Visual World paradigm, participants saw a pair of 

unrelated Target pictures (e.g., bed and fish), and heard 

either: (1) An Associate Prime for one of the Targets (e.g., 

pillow or water), (2) A Taxonomic Prime for one of the 

Targets (e.g., chair or bird), or (3) An Unrelated prime that 

was neither associated with nor taxonomically related to 

either Target (e.g., stick). We measured the strength of 

associative and taxonomic links based on the degree to which 

participants looked more at Targets over time following 

Associate or Taxonomic versus Unrelated Primes. 

Importantly, our use of the same pairs of Target pictures in 

all Prime conditions meant that looking differences across 

Prime conditions can be attributed to semantic links between 

Prime and  Target concepts, rather than the salience, visual 

properties, or subjective appeal Targets themselves.  

Method 

Participants  

Informed consent was obtained from parents/guardians of 

child participants and from adult participants prior to 

participation. The sample included 41 4-year-olds and 37 

adults. Children were recruited from families, daycares, and 

preschools and adults were recruited from the undergraduate 

population at a public university in the same city.  

Stimuli 

The stimuli for this experiment were Sets of words 

consisting of a Target, an Associate Prime, and a Taxonomic 

Prime generated according to the following criteria.  

Associate criteria. Associate Primes were selected as 

words that reliably co-occur with Targets in corpora of child 

speech input (CHILDES database; MacWhinney, 2000). 

Using scripts developed in-lab, we measured the degree to 

which word pairs co-occurred more frequently within a 7-

word window across 25 CHILDES corpora  (O) than the 

frequency with which they would be expected to co-occur by 

chance, based on their respective frequencies (E). The larger 

the difference between observed versus expected frequency, 

the more reliably words in a pair co-occur. This ratio is 

captured by the following “t.score” formula: 

𝑡. 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑂 − 𝐸

√𝑂
 

Candidate Target-Associate pairs were pairs of nouns with 

t-scores of > 2.5 (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). In 

addition, Associates could not meet the taxonomic criteria 

described below. 

Taxonomic criteria. Candidate Taxonomic Primes for 

Targets were identified based on their membership in the 

same taxonomic category (e.g., clothing, foods) and 

similarity in meaning in WordNet (a database of word 

definitions composed by lexicographers; 2010). In WordNet, 

words are hierarchically organized such that more specific 

words (e.g., dog) are subsumed within less specific words 

(e.g., animal). We used Resnik similarity as a measure of 

meaning similarity in WordNet, which is based on 

identifying the most specific subsumer of a pair of words: 

The more specific the subsumer, the higher the similarity. For 

example, dog and cat are subsumed within carnivore, 

whereas dog and rat are subsumed within mammal; because 

carnivore is more specific than mammal, Resnik similarity is 

higher between dog and cat versus dog and rat. Candidate 

Taxonomic Primes had Resnik similarities to Targets of > 5, 

and did not meet the Associate criterion. 

Composition of Set Pairs. We used the Associate and 

Taxonomic criteria to compose 22 Sets each consisting of a 

Target, Associate, and a Taxonomic Prime. Importantly, 

Targets were neither taxonomically related to Associate 

Primes, nor associated with Taxonomic Primes. All words 

also met a familiarity criterion of being produced by at least 

55% of 36-month-old children (approximately one year 

younger than children in our youngest sample). Words within 

Sets were balanced for this criterion. 

We organized these 22 Sets into 11 “Set Pairs”. Within Set 

Pairs: (1) Targets were unrelated and equivalently familiar, 

and (2) Primes for one Target were unrelated to the other 

Target. To each Set Pair we added an Unrelated Prime that: 

(1) Met the familiarity criterion, and (2) Met neither 

Associate nor the Taxonomic criteria for both Targets. 

Materials. All words in Set Pairs were recorded by a 

female speaker using child-friendly speech. Targets were 

presented as pictures subtending ~5.3 of visual angle. 

Apparatus 

This experiment used an EyeLink Portable Duo eye tracking 

system with a sampling rate of 500Hz, and a button box that 

participants used in a cover task (see Procedure). 

Procedure 

Adults were tested in a quiet lab room, and children were 

tested either in a quiet lab room, or at their preschool or 

daycare. The procedure was similar for adults and children, 

with the exception that children completed one block of trials, 

and adults completed two blocks (i.e., repeated the same 

block twice with randomized trial orders).   

 
Figure 2: Sequence of events in experimental trials. 
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Following eye tracker calibration, the experiment consisted 

of trials in which participants were shown the two Target 

pictures  from a Set Pair (e.g. apple and bottle), one presented 

on the left side of the screen, on a yellow background, and 

one on the right side of the screen, on a blue background. As 

shown in Figure 2, the two Targets appeared alone for 500ms, 

and then participants heard a word.  

Participants first completed familiarization trials, then the 

main experiment, which included a mix of cover task and 

experimental trials. In familiarization and cover task trials, 

participants heard “yellow” or “blue”, and clicked a button of 

the same color on a button box to complete the trial. These 

trials were designed to keep participants engaged in a task on 

non-experimental trials.  

Experimental trials were similar to familiarization/cover 

task trials. However, instead of “yellow”/“blue”, participants 

heard Primes from the Set Pairs. Participants were instructed 

not to respond to these trials, which instead ended 

automatically 2000ms following Prime onset.  

Across trials, each pair of Target pictures (e.g., apple and 

bottle) was presented with the five Primes from their Set Pair: 

(1) The Associate Prime for one of the two Targets (e.g., tree 

or baby), (2) The Taxonomic Prime for one of the two Targets 

(e.g., grapes or bowl), or (3) The Unrelated Prime (e.g., door). 

Thus, there was a total of 55 experimental trials within a 

block: 22 Associate, 22 Taxonomic and 11 Unrelated. These 

trials were mixed with 22 cover task trials (one “yellow” and 

one “blue” trial for each Set Pair). The assignment of Target 

pictures in each Set Pair to appear on the yellow background 

on the left or blue background on the right was 

counterbalanced across experimental and cover task trials. 

This design ensured that looking on experimental trials was 

not contaminated by response-related behavior. 

Results 

To test the contributions of association and taxonomic 

relatedness, the data from this experiment were used to 

compare the time course of looking at Targets accompanied 

by Associate or Taxonomic Primes versus Unrelated Primes 

in each age group. To conduct this comparison, we first 

generated outcome variables of interest. 

Outcome Variables 

Data from practice and filler trials were excluded from 

analyses. The raw eye tracking data consisted of the position 

of gaze on the screen sampled every 2ms within experimental 

trials, which was identified as falling within an AOI for the 

image on the left, an AOI for the image on the right, or neither 

AOI.  We removed data from the 500ms prior to Prime onset, 

then divided the remaining two seconds into 100ms time bins. 

We used these data to generate two outcome variables. 

Target Dwell Time. We first calculated a Target Dwell 

Time variable that captures the amount of time spent looking 

at each Target in each time bin when accompanied by its 

Associate, Taxonomic, or Unrelated Prime. We used this 

variable to test whether looking dynamics for Targets 

differed when accompanied by their Associate or Taxonomic 

versus Unrelated Primes. 

Difference from Unrelated. This variable captured the 

degree to which looking in the Associate and Taxonomic 

Prime conditions each deviated from the Unrelated Prime 

condition. We calculated this value by subtracting the 

Unrelated Target Dwell Time for a Target/time bin from both 

the corresponding Target Dwell Time in the Associate 

condition, and the in the Taxonomic condition. We used this 

variable to test for differences between the effects of 

Associate versus Taxonomic (relative to Unrelated) Primes. 

Analysis of Looking Behavior 

We followed the Growth Curve Analysis (GCA) approach 

developed by Mirman and colleagues (Mirman, Dixon, & 

Magnuson, 2008). GCA involves generating hierarchical 

mixed effects models, starting with a “base” model with 

temporal terms that captures how looking changes over time, 

without considering variation across conditions, individuals, 

or items. In the base model, the intercept captures the average 

value of the looking outcome variable, a linear term captures 

monotonic changes in the value of the outcome variable over 

time, and a quadratic term captures the sharpness of the peak 

in looking. Finally, cubic and quartic terms capture changes 

in asymptotic tails of  looking over time that are not typically 

informative about the effects of experimental conditions.  

To analyze the effects of experimental conditions, the base 

model is supplemented with: Fixed effects of experimental 

conditions and their interaction with the temporal terms, 

random intercepts for participants and/or items, and random 

slopes for effects of experimental conditions within 

participants and/or items. Effects of experimental conditions 

are interpreted from their interactions with temporal terms. 

For example, an interaction between a fixed effect of 

condition and the linear term reveals that condition influences 

the monotonic increase or decrease in looking over time.  

Target Dwell Time Analysis. We first tested whether the 

temporal dynamics of looking at Targets differed when 

accompanied by Associate or Taxonomic Primes in 

comparison to when accompanied by Unrelated Primes. 

Specifically, we generated separate models of Dwell Times 

for Targets in each time bin for each age group that both 

supplemented the base model with a fixed effect of Prime 

condition (with Unrelated as the reference level to which 

Associate and Taxonomic were compared). These models 

Table 1: Target Dwell Time GCA results. Estimates are 

relative to the Unrelated condition. Non-significant 

estimates are in italics. 

 Associate Taxonomic 

Term Age  Est. (SE) Est. (SE) 

Intercept Child    9.599 (1.852)    6.389 (1.852) 

Linear Child  31.351 (5.603)  13.229 (5.603) 

Quadratic Child   -4.702 (5.057)   -9.130 (5.057) 

Intercept Adult    8.986 (2.605)    6.768 (2.605) 

Linear Adult  21.462 (7.149)  14.384 (7.149) 

Quadratic Adult -23.151 (5.097) -18.836 (5.097) 
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additionally included random intercepts for participant and 

item, and random slopes for the effect of Prime condition 

within participants and within items. 

Parameter estimates and their significance are reported in 

Table 1. Both children and adults looked more overall at 

Targets upon hearing an Associate or a Taxonomic versus an 

Unrelated Prime (as shown by significant effects on the 

Intercept). Associate and Taxonomic Primes also affected 

changes in looking at a given Target over time, including the 

rate at which looking at the Target increased (Linear term) 

and/or the sharpness of the peak in Target looking time 

(Quadratic term). Taken together, these results show that 

concepts depicted by Targets were activated by both Co-

Occur and Taxonomic Primes in both adults and children.  

Difference from Unrelated. This analysis assessed 

differences in degree to which Associate and Taxonomic 

Primes activated Targets, relative to Unrelated Primes. 

Specifically, we generated separate models of Difference 

from Unrelated values for children and adults that 

supplemented the base model with a fixed effect of 

Relatedness condition (Associate and Taxonomic), random 

intercepts for participant and item, and random slopes for the 

effect of Relatedness condition within participants and within 

items. Figure 3 depicts the Difference from Unrelated data 

and the corresponding fitted data from the models.  

The parameter estimates and their significance levels are 

reported in Table 2. In children, Associate Primes produced 

grater rates of increased looking at Targets (relative to 

Unrelated Primes) than Taxonomic Primes. In contrast, in 

adults, no such differences were observed: Associate and 

Taxonomic Primes affected looking at Targets relative to 

Unrelated Primes to equivalent extents.  

Discussion 

The present experiment revealed that, in young children, 

associative links between concepts whose labels reliably co-

occur are initially stronger than taxonomic links between 

concepts whose labels often share patterns of co-occurrence. 

By adulthood however, associative and taxonomic links were 

similar in strength. This trajectory is consistent with the Co-

Occurrence account prediction that associative links emerge 

early, and are supplemented by taxonomic links with 

development. These results therefore highlight how rich 

semantic structure may emerge from simple but powerful 

sensitivities to co-occurrence statistics. 

However, the trajectory of semantic organization 

development cannot be inferred from the present experiment 

alone. To contextualize these findings, we next evaluate the 

degree to which this developmental trajectory is consistent 

with evidence from prior research on semantic development. 

In this evaluation, we highlight how the present findings are 

both consistent with, and expand upon much of the large body 

of prior semantic development research.  

Contribution of Co-Occurrence 

Although a role for co-occurrence throughout semantic 

organization development has been overlooked (or posited to 

be transient) in the majority existing semantic development 

accounts, the present evidence supporting this role is 

consistent with many prior findings. Specifically, numerous 

studies with children (e.g., Blaye, Bernard-Peyron, Paour, & 

Bonthoux, 2006; Lucariello et al., 1992) and a handful of 

studies with adults (e.g., Lin & Murphy, 2001) have observed 

the presence of links in semantic organization that may be 

learned from co-occurrence, such as schematic and thematic 

relatedness. Moreover, in contrast with schematic and 

thematic relatedness, which are constructs subjectively 

defined by researchers, the present findings highlight co-

occurrence regularities as a measurable source of input in the 

environment that may shape these semantic links. 

Contribution of Taxonomic Relations  

This experiment revealed an influence of taxonomic 

relatedness that was initially weaker than the influence of co-

occurrence, but reached similar strength by adulthood. 

Contextualizing this finding within prior research is 

complicated by the fact that it has yielded conflicting 

findings. One body of findings suggest that taxonomic 

relations only gradually emerge starting from mid-to-late 

childhood (e.g., age 6-7, Blaye et al., 2006; Lucariello et al., 

1992). In contrast, a similarly large body of findings suggests 

that taxonomic relations are strong and robust starting early 

in development (Gelman & Markman, 1986; Waxman & 

Namy, 1997). In spite of these apparently contradictory 

bodies of evidence, we suggest that the present findings can 

be reconciled and shed new light on both. 

Table 2: Difference from Unrelated GCA results. 

Estimates are for the Associate versus the Taxonomic 

condition. Non-significant estimates are in italics. 

 Associate vs Taxonomic 

Term Age  Est. (SE) 

Intercept Child   3.210 (1.970) 

Linear Child 18.122 (5.938) 

Quadratic Child   4.428 (5.094) 

Intercept Adult   2.217 (2.493) 

Linear Adult   7.078 (7.541) 

Quadratic Adult  -4.315 (5.169) 

 

 
Figure 3: Difference from Unrelated values in the 

Associate and Taxonomic conditions in Children and 

Adults, plotted with lines depicting the fitted values from 

the models. Error bars show standard errors of the mean. 
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Gradual Taxonomic Development. Numerous studies 

using a variety of behavioral paradigms have found that 

taxonomic relations only begin to gradually contribute to 

semantic organization with starting in mid-to-late childhood 

(e.g., Blaye et al., 2006; Lucariello et al., 1992). The present 

findings are consistent with evidence for the gradual 

development of taxonomic relations, and suggest that 

sensitive measures (such as those used in the present 

experiment) can capture this gradual development starting 

earlier in childhood. 

Early Taxonomic Onset. Another large body of findings 

suggests early, robust taxonomic organization. Many such 

studies have assessed semantic organization using match-to-

sample paradigms, in which participants choose to match a 

sample item (e.g., dog) with one of two other items (e.g., 

elephant and bone) that are related to the sample in different 

ways. In some studies using variants of this paradigm (e.g., 

Bauer & Mandler, 1989; Gelman & Markman, 1986; 

Waxman & Namy, 1997), young children chose taxonomic 

matches throughout the study or under specific conditions.  

Our findings also suggest the presence of taxonomic 

relations in young children. Only the notion that these prior 

findings indicate robust taxonomic knowledge starting in 

early childhood conflicts with the present evidence that 

taxonomic relations are initially weak. However, this 

contradiction can be resolved by considering how additional 

information that could support taxonomic choices was 

available in prior studies showing “robust” taxonomic 

relations in young children. For example, in some prior 

studies, many target items are likely to have been visually 

similar to (e.g., car and jeep, pot and skillet) and/or co-

occurring with (e.g., chair and table) their taxonomic 

matches. Moreover, targets and taxonomic matches were 

sometimes given either identical labels, which may act as 

perceptual features that contribute to similarity in young 

children (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004), or co-occurring labels 

(e.g., puppy and dog), such that taxonomic choices could be 

based on co-occurrence. The availability of co-occurrence 

and/or perceptual similarity in addition to taxonomic 

relatedness also characterizes stimuli used in many studies of 

semantic knowledge in infants (e.g., Willits, Wojcik, 

Seidenberg, & Saffran, 2013). 

Asynchronous Development of Associative and 

Taxonomic Relations 

The Co-Occurrence account predicts that associative links 

emerge early because they can be formed from direct co-

occurrence regularities that can be directly gleaned from 

language input. For example, hearing “I’d like a juicy apple” 

can immediately contribute to a semantic link between 

“juicy” and “apple”. By the same token, the Co-occurrence 

account predicts that taxonomic links emerge later because 

they may rely on shared co-occurrence regularities that can 

only be derived by integrating across separate episodes of 

direct co-occurrence. However, the Co-Occurrence account 

does not currently specify a precise reason for why 

associative links based on direct co-occurrence may form 

earlier in development than taxonomic links based on shared 

co-occurrence. Instead, the present evidence for the Co-

Occurrence account highlights explanations for this 

developmental asynchrony to be explored in future research. 

One possibility is that taxonomic links develop more 

slowly simply because they require more language input: 

Hearing “juicy” and “apple” directly co-occurring can 

immediately contribute to an associative link, whereas the 

learner must separately hear “juicy” with both “apple” and 

“pear” to form a shared co-occurrence-based taxonomic link. 

Alternatively, abilities to form links between inputs based on 

direct and shared co-occurrence statistics may themselves 

develop asynchronously. This possibility is supported by the 

contrast between extensive statistical learning evidence that 

even infants can form links between inputs that directly co-

occur (Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran et al., 1996; Saffran, 

Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999), and a handful of evidence 

for the more gradual development of abilities to form links 

based on shared co-occurrence (Bauer & San Souci, 2010; 

Schlichting et al., 2017). Disentangling these possibilities can 

shed light on the underlying processes that drive 

developmental changes in semantic organization. 

Conclusions 

Organized semantic knowledge plays a fundamental role in 

many facets of human intelligence. The present experiment 

provides evidence supporting the possibility that this 

organization emerges in part from the operation of simple but 

powerful learning mechanisms that form semantic links from 

statistical regularities in language. 
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Abstract 

With development, we acquire rich body of knowledge about 
the world in which concepts denoted by words (e.g., juicy, 
apple, and pear) are connected by meaningful, semantic links 
(e.g., apples and pears are similar, and can both be juicy). One 
potentially powerful driver of this development is sensitivity to 
regularities with which words co-occur in language. 
Specifically, language is rich regularities that can support: (1) 
Associative semantic links between words that directly co-
occur together (e.g., juicy-apple), and (2) Taxonomic semantic 
links between words similar in meaning that share patterns of 
direct co-occurrence (e.g., apple and pear both co-occur with 
juicy). Here, we investigated the development of abilities to 
form semantic links from these regularities. Results revealed 
that both children and adults formed direct co-occurrence-
based links, whereas only adults formed shared co-occurrence 
based links. We discuss how these results may provide key 
insight into how semantic organization develops. 

Keywords: semantic organization; co-occurrence regularities; 
taxonomic development 

Introduction 
Our knowledge about the world is not simply a repository 

of stored information. Instead, it functions as an organized 
semantic network, in which concepts, denoted by words, are 
linked by semantic relations (Cree & Armstrong, 2012; 
Jones, Willits, & Dennis, 2015; McClelland & Rogers, 2003). 
It is difficult to overestimate the importance of semantic 
organization, as it supports a myriad of knowledge-dependent 
functions. For example, when going on a hiking trip, our 
knowledge of concepts linked to hiking can help us retrieve 
knowledge about, discuss, and plan what to bring, such as a 
tent, backpack and boots, even if we have never hiked before.  

It is hardly controversial that word knowledge becomes 
organized with development, and that experiences acquired 
during development are important for driving this process 
(Bjorklund, 1987; for recent discussion and evidence, see 
Coley, 2012; Unger & Fisher, 2019). What remains less clear 

is what elements of experience drive semantic organization 
development, and how. 

Here, we first provide an overview of the development of 
semantic organization, then propose that a key driver of this 
development is the formation of semantic links from 
statistical regularities of word use in language. Finally, we 
present a series of experiments investigating how abilities to 
form semantic links from such regularities develop. 
Two Critical Types of Semantic Relations: Associative 
and Taxonomic 

Extensive evidence suggest that, from early development 
into adulthood, semantic organization is shaped by 
associative links between concepts whose labels or real-
world counterparts occur together in the same utterances or 
contexts, such as zoo and animal (Blaye, Bernard-Peyron, 
Paour, & Bonthoux, 2006; Fenson, Vella, & Kennedy, 1989; 
Lin & Murphy, 2001; Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky, In Press; 
Walsh, Richardson, & Faulkner, 1993). These links play a 
key role in many intelligent processes that semantic 
organization supports. For example, associations such as 
animal-zoo can support inferring that dax is an animal upon 
hearing dax with zoo (Sloutsky, Yim, Yao, & Dennis, 2017).  

Semantic organization also comes to be organized 
according to taxonomic links between concepts that belong to 
the same stable semantic category (e.g., fruits), whose labels 
are thus similar in meaning (e.g., apple and pear). Like 
associative links, taxonomic links are fundamental to 
semantic organization and the intelligent processes it 
supports, such as generalization. For example, upon learning 
that apples are a rich in vitamins, people can extend this 
knowledge to other fruits (Gelman, 2009; Gelman & Meyer, 
2011; Heit, 2000; Sloutsky, 2010). However, numerous 
studies suggest that taxonomic links emerge more gradually 
than associative links over semantic development (Bjorklund 
& Jacobs, 1985; Blaye et al., 2006; Tversky, 1985; Unger et 
al., In Press). 
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Together, associative and taxonomic links provide rich, 
meaningful structure to semantic knowledge. How are these 
links formed in the course of development? 

Co-occurrence Regularities as Drivers of Semantic 
Development 

To date, numerous accounts of semantic organization 
development have been proposed that focus on the 
emergence of taxonomic links (Gelman & Markman, 1986; 
Quinn & Eimas, 2000; Sloutsky, 2010; Smith & Heise, 1992). 
Although these accounts might provide some valuable 
insights into semantic development, here we consider how 
both associative and taxonomic links may emerge from 
simple but powerful sensitivities to co-occurrence 
regularities in language (Figure 1). Specifically, we propose 
that associative links may be formed from the regularities 
with which words directly co-occur together (either adjacent 
or separated by intervening words, e.g., juicy-apple; juicy-

pear), and taxonomic links from regularities with which 
words share patterns of direct co-occurrence with other words 
(e.g., apple-pear). Henceforth, we refer to this proposal as the 
Co-Occurrence Account. 

The potentially powerful contributions of co-occurrence 
regularities are highlighted by extensive evidence that 
language is rich in co-occurrence regularities that can capture 
meaningful semantic links between words. First, much of the 
variability in the strength of semantic links between words  
can be predicted by the regularity with which words directly 
co-occur, or share co-occurrence (Hofmann, Biemann, 
Westbury et al., 2018; Spence & Owens, 1990). Moreover, 
extensive computational modeling research attests that 
simulated representations of words based on their patterns of 
co-occurrence in language predict complex semantic 
phenomena, from human semantic similarity judgments to 
the typical vocabulary growth rate of schoolchildren  (Jones 
et al., 2015; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Together, this 
research provides evidence that language is rich in 
regularities that can in principle foster meaningful semantic 
links between new and familiar words. 

The plausibility of the proposed role for co-occurrence 
regularities is further underlined by evidence that sensitivities 
to these regularities in a variety of domains emerge in the 
course of development. For example, extensive statistical 
learning research attests that an ability to link inputs such as 
speech sounds (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), images 
(Fiser & Aslin, 2002), and pairs of novel words (Wojcik & 
Saffran, 2015) emerges early in development. A handful of 

findings are also suggestive of sensitivities to shared co-
occurrence in some domains that may emerge more 
gradually. For example, Schlichting, Guarino, Schapiro, 
Turk-Browne, and Preston (2017) observed a gradually-
developing ability to link pairs of images that had never been 
seen together, but had both been paired with the same, third 
image. Similarly, studies conducted by Bauer and colleagues 
(e.g., Bauer & Larkina, 2017) have shown developmental 
improvements in abilities to integrate together two “stem 
facts” that both link new information to the same concept 
(e.g., dolphins communicate by clicking and squeaking and 
dolphins live in pods) to derive a new fact (e.g., pods 
communicate by clicking and squeaking). 

Together, these lines of evidence provide strong support 
for the Co-Occurrence account of semantic organization 
development. In the next section, we outline how this account 
may explain developmental changes in semantic 
organization. 

Co-occurrence Regularities as Drivers of 
Developmental Changes in Semantic Organization 

As described above, numerous investigations into the 
development of semantic organization suggest that 
associative links emerge early, and are more gradually 
supplemented by taxonomic links. The Co-Occurrence 
account can explain this trajectory in one of three ways. 

The first potential explanation for developmental changes 
in semantic organization emphasizes the role of the 
experience. Specifically, abilities to form semantic links from 
direct and shared co-occurrence regularities may both emerge 
early in development. However, developing learners may 
need to first observe direct co-occurrence regularities. Only 
once direct co-occurrence-based links become robust may 
learners be able to integrate across overlapping direct co-
occurrence-based links to form shared co-occurrence-based 
links (Sloutsky et al., 2017).  

A second possibility is that the ability to form semantic 
links from direct co-occurrence emerges early, and is only 
gradually supplemented by abilities to form shared co-
occurrence-based links (Schlichting et al., 2017).  

Finally, even abilities to form direct co-occurrence-based 
links may improve with development. Because shared co-
occurrence-based links can only be derived from overlapping 
direct co-occurrence-based links, improvements in abilities 
to form direct co-occurrence-based links may collaterally 
improve the formation of shared co-occurrence-based links. 

Present Experiments  
The primary goal of the present study was to test the 

fundamental Co-Occurrence account assertion that direct and 
shared co-occurrence regularities in language act as simple 
but powerful drivers of semantic organization development. 
To accomplish this goal, we investigated the development of 
abilities to form semantic links from direct and shared co-
occurrence regularities. Moreover, we designed this study to 
investigate how the emergence of these abilities may account 

 
Figure 1: Direct and shared co-occurrence regularities 

that can form associative and taxonomic links. 
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for developmental changes in the organization of semantic 
knowledge according to associative and taxonomic links. 

In our experiments, we exposed 4-year-old children and 
adults to sentences in which novel words either directly co-
occurred or shared co-occurrence with familiar words (Figure 
2). We then tested whether participants formed 
corresponding semantic links between novel and familiar 
words using two measures. Specifically, we tested whether 
participants: (1) Produced words that directly co-occurred or 
shared co-occurrence with prompt words in a child-friendly 
adaptation of a free association task (Sentence completion), 
and (2) Labeled images of the familiar words using the novel 
words with which they shared co-occurrence. 

Experiment 1 
To measure the development of sensitivity to Direct and 

Shared co-occurrence regularities in language, young 
learners (4-year-olds) and adults were read sentences 
containing regularities in which novel words both Directly 
co-occurred and Shared co-occurrence with familiar words 
(Figure 2).  

We specifically designed the study to test for formation of 
semantic links between novel and familiar words for two 
reasons. First, we wanted to track formation of novel 
semantic links based only on co-occurrence regularities. 
Second, the inclusion of familiar words allows us to test both 
whether novel concepts become linked with the specific 
familiar concepts (those that they co-occur with, e.g. apple – 
mipp), and whether these links generalize to other members 
of the same category (e.g., mipp – fruits). The proof that links 
based on Shared co-occurrence can support generalization is 
critical here, as generalization is the key property of 
taxonomic relations. 

 

A. 

 

B. 

 
Figure 2: Panel A. Illustration of the two triads. Panel B. 

Examples of training sentences.  
 
More specifically, during the training phase, participants 

heard sentences in which, a pseudoadjective (Triad 1: foobly; 
Triad 2: dodish) was paired with either the familiar noun 
(Triad 1: APPLE; Triad 2: HORSE), or the pseudonoun 
(Triad 1: MIPP; Triad 2: GECK) from the same Triad of 

words (see Figure 2). Thus, the familiar word in each Triad 
both Directly co-occurred with one novel word, and Shared 
co-occurrence with (but never appeared in the same sentence 
as) another novel word.  

Critically, each Directly co-occurring pair (e.g., foobly - 
APPLE and foobly - MIPP) was embedded within a separate 
set of unique sentences that provided no additional 
information from which the meanings of the novel words 
could be derived (e.g., “Sally saw a foobly mipp”).  

Immediately following training, participants were tested in 
two tasks (see Figure 3). The production task, i.e. Sentence 
completion, was used to measure participants’ sensitivity to 
Direct and Shared regularities. Generalization task, i.e. Label 
Extension, was designed to measure abilities to generalize 
based on Shared co-occurrence links. 

 
1. 

Training: Listening 

 
 

2. 
Sentence completion 

 
 

3.  
Label extension 

 
Figure 3: Illustration of three parts of the experiment: 

Training, Sentence completion and Label extension task. 

Method 
Participants Participants were 33 4-year-old children and 

30 adults. Children were recruited from preschools and 
childcares on the basis of returned parental permission forms. 
Adults were The Ohio State University undergraduate 
students, and they received course credits for their 
participation. 

Stimuli The training stimuli were two Triads of words 
(Triad 1: foobly-APPLE-MIPP; Triad 2: dodish-HORSE-
GECK). Each Triad consisted of a pseudoadjective (foobly; 
dodish), familiar noun (APPLE; HORSE), and a pseudonoun 
(MIPP; GECK) (see Figure 2). Within each Triad, the 
pseudoadjective was paired with (a) the familiar noun and (b) 
the novel pseudonoun. These four pairs of words (foobly-
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APPLE, foobly-MIPP, dodish-HORSE, and dodish-GECK) 
were presented to participants embedded in sentence frames.  

Each word pair from the two Triads was embedded in 10 
unique sentence frames, for a total of 40 training sentences. 
To ensure that semantic links formed between the words from 
the two Triads could be attributed only to exposure to co-
occurrence regularities, sentences frames were neutral and 
did not convey any cues to pseudoword meaning. All the 
sentences were recorded by a female speaker in a child 
friendly voice, and thus were presented to the participants 
auditorily.  

For the purpose of the Sentence Completion task, 30 novel 
sentence frames were constructed. Each of the six triad words 
was paired with 5 of these sentence frames. In addition, 
stimuli set included 48 pictures of mammals (24) and fruits 
(24), used in Label Extension task. 

Procedure  
The experiment had three parts: Training, Sentence 

completion task and Label extension task (see Figure 3). 
Participants completed all three parts within one half-an-hour 
session. 

 In Training, participants were told that they will hear “silly 
stories” told by a character, “Jimmy”, who sometimes uses 
“silly words”. They then heard two stories, each containing 
40 training sentences, while watching child-friendly videos 
that did not contain narrative content.  

Immediately following training, participants completed 
Sentence completion task. In Sentence completion task 
participants were asked to use “Jimmy’s silly words” to 
complete stem sentences. The stem sentences always ended 
with one of the Triad words, which therefore served as cues 
for participants to produce a word from the same triad (e.g. 
“Jimmy saw a foobly ____”). Participants were presented 
with 30 sentences, 5 sentences per cue word. 

After the Sentence completion task, participants took part 
in a Label Extension task (see Figure 3), where they were 
prompted to label pictures of mammals and fruits using one 
of the two pseudonouns from the triads (i.e. mipp or geck). 
There was a total of 48 trials.  
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Figure 4: Proportion of responses based on Direct and Shared co-occurrence regularities in Sentence completion task and 
Accuracy in Label Extension task, in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Chance performance is 0 in the Sentence completion 
task and 0.5 in the Label Extension task. 

 

Results 
Preliminary analyses In Sentence completion task 4-year-
olds responded with words from the triads (i.e. gave a valid 
response), on an average of 93% of all trials. Adult 

participants made more errors, and gave a valid response on 
73% of all trials.  

Further analyses included valid responses only. We 
additionally excluded word repetitions, multiple word 
responses and other response types that could not be coded. 
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This resulted in an additional removal of 2.2% of adult and 
5.6 % of children responses. 

Main analyses: Sensitivity to Direct and Shared Links 
Figure 4 shows average proportion of responses in Sentence 
completion task based on Direct (panel A1) and Shared 
(panel B1) co-occurrence regularities.  

The proportion of the responses congruent with Direct and 
Shared co-occurrence regularities was corrected for guesses. 
Specifically, we subtracted proportion of incongruent (i.e., 
opposite Triad) responses from the raw proportion of 
congruent (i.e. same Triad) responses. The minimal value 
was set to 0 (random responding), and maximum to 1 (all 
responses congruent). 

Both age groups made congruent responses based on Direct 
co-occurrence regularities at rates above chance level of 0, 
one sample t-tests against chance, ts > 5.52, ps < .001. 
However, there were significant developmental differences, 
with adults producing higher proportions of congruent Direct 
co-occurrence responses than children, F(1,58) = 12.62, p < 
.001, η = .178. 

The proportion of responses based on Shared co-
occurrences was low for both age groups (children: M = .08, 
SD = .12; adults: M = .19, SD = .24), but significantly greater 
than chance level of 0, both ts > 4.01, ps < .001. There were 
also significant developmental differences in the proportion 
of responses based on Shared co-occurrence, with adults 
outperforming children, F(1,58) = 5.27, p = .025, η = .083. 
Main analyses: Generalization based on Shared Links 

Patterns of results in Label extension task are shown in 
Figure 4, panel C1. In this task, we found striking 
developmental differences, F(1,58) = 97.72, p < .001, η = 
.648. In accordance with their performance in Sentence 
completion task, children were at chance level of .50, t(31) = 
0.90, p = .377. On the other hand, adults were above chance, 
t(22) = 13.56, p < .001. While only 5 out of 32 children had 
above chance accuracy (i.e., above .62 based on binomial 
distribution), more than 90% of adults performed above the 
chance. This suggests that in contrast to children, adults could 
rely on Shared co-occurrence links to label familiar fruits and 
mammals using newly learned words. 

Experiment 2 
We have found significant developmental differences in 

Experiment 1. Although both age groups were given equal 
exposure to the regularities, adults performed better than 
children on both of the 3 measures: (a) Sensitivity to Direct 
co-occurrence regularities, (b) Sensitivity to Shared co-
occurrence regularities, and (c) Ability to rely on Shared co-
occurrence links to perform generalization.  

The patterns of results found in Experiment 1 provided 
initial evidence that sensitivity to Direct co-occurrence 
regularities might start emerging early, but that abilities to 
form links based on Shared regularities may not be available 
until later in development.   

Another potential explanation of the results of the 
Experiment 1 is that young children showed no sensitivity to 
Shared co-occurrence regularities simply because they 

formed weak Direct co-occurrence links. Since there is 
extensive evidence coming from statistical learning literature 
suggesting that sensitivity to Direct co-occurrence 
regularities develops early, it is possible that due to the other 
factors (e.g. lack of attention at training) and not their ability 
to form links per se, 4-year-olds in Experiment 1 simply 
underperformed.  

To address this possibility, in Experiment 2, 4-year-olds 
and adults were given more training. Specifically, the training 
phase of Experiment 1 was repeated 3 times. At the end of 
each of the 3 blocks of training, participants completed 
Sentence completion task. At the very end, participants took 
part in Label extension task.  

Participants in Experiment 2 were 28 4-year-old children 
and 32 adults, who did not take part in Experiment 1. They 
were trained using the same materials and following the 
procedures describes for Experiment 1.  

Results 
Preliminary analyses Following the same approach as 

described for Experiment 1, we first calculated the proportion 
of valid responses (i.e. responses that were words from the 
training Triads). Children gave on average 87.5%, and adults 
91% of valid responses. In addition to exclusion of invalid 
responses, 1.3% of adults and 3.3% of children responses 
were excluded from the final analyses. 

Main analyses: Sensitivity to Direct and Shared Links 
As it can be seen on panel A1 of Figure 4, both children and 
adults demonstrated above-chance formation of Direct co-
occurrence links in the Sentence completion task, one sample 
ts > 18.87, ps < .001. To compare children and adults’ 
formation of Direct co-occurrence links over the course of the 
three Training blocks, we conducted a two-way mixed 
ANOVA in which we predicted Direct co-occurrence link 
formation based on Age (between subjects; 4-year-olds vs. 
adults) and Training block (within subjects; one vs. two vs. 
three blocks). This analysis revealed that training improved 
the formation of Direct co-occurrence links in both age 
groups, F(1.67,95.08) = 8.29, p < .001, η = .036. In addition, 
adults again performed better than children, F(1,57) = 13.39, 
p < .001, η = .148. The two factors did not significantly 
interact (p > .10).  

In the same task, evidence for the formation of Shared co-
occurrence links was above chance (children: M = .06, SD = 
.14; adults: M = .05, SD = .11; one sample ts > 4.11, p < .001). 
A two-way mixed ANOVA with Age (between subjects; 4 
versus adult) and Training Block (within subjects; one versus 
two versus three blocks) revealed only a significant effect of 
the interaction of the two factors, F(1.65,93.80) = 5.28, p = 
.010, η = .050, with no significant main effects. This 
interaction was driven by a slight reduction in Shared co-
occurrence responses over blocks of training in adults, but not 
in children. Similar as in Experiment 1, we overall observed 
very low rates of Shared co-occurrence responses. Therefore, 
the reduction in adults, may be a side-effect of the fact that 
Sentence Completion assesses only participants’ dominant 
responses. Thus, the dominance of Direct co-occurrence 
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responses collaterally precludes Shared co-occurrence 
responses. 
 Main analyses: Generalization based on Shared Links  

Replicating results of Experiment 1, we found significant 
developmental differences in the ability to use Shared co-
occurrence links to support generalization, F(1,57) = 35.02, 
p < .001, η = .407. The majority of adults (80%) and only 
20% of children performed above the chance (ts > 2.64, ps < 
.014). 

Dependence of Shared Co-Occurrence Links on 
Direct Co-Occurrence Links 

The preceding analyses provided evidence that abilities to 
form both Direct and Shared co-occurrence links undergo 
improvement with development. This pattern was 
particularly pronounced for Shared co-occurrence links. 

Here, we analyzed whether these developmental patterns 
reflect (a) independent development trajectories for abilities 
to form Direct and Shared co-occurrence links, or (b) the 
dependence of abilities to form Shared co-occurrence links 
on abilities to form Direct co-occurrence links. Specifically, 
we tested whether to the strength of Direct co-occurrence 
links (i.e. proportion of responses based on Direct co-
occurrence in the final block of the Sentence completion task 
of Experiment 2) can predict performance in the 
generalization task (i.e., accuracy in the Label extension) 
beyond the effect of Age.  

Hierarchical regression analyses showed that Age 
explained a significant amount (40%) of variance in Label 
extension task, F(1,51) = 35.03, p < .001. Importantly, 
introducing the strength of the Direct co-occurrence links 
explained an additional 12% of variance. This change in R² 
was statistically significant, F(2,51) = 4.13, p < .001.  

This pattern provides evidence that the development of 
abilities to form Direct co-occurrence links predicts the 
formation of Shared co-occurrence links above and beyond 
age. 

General Discussion 
Language is rich in co-occurrence regularities that can 

foster formation of both associative and taxonomic links 
(Jones et al., 2015; Landauer & Dumais, 1997. Thus, co-
occurrence regularities represent a potentially powerful, but 
often overlooked, driver of semantic organization 
development. Across two experiments, we observed that 
exposure to co-occurrence regularities in language does 
indeed foster the formation of novel semantic links in both 
children and adults.  

We further found significant developmental differences in 
abilities to form semantic links from both Direct and Shared 
co-occurrence regularities in language. Critically, although 
strength of Direct co-occurrence links in four-year-olds 
significantly improved with the extensive training, the great 
majority of them failed to rely on links based on Shared co-
occurrence in generalization task. In contrast, adult 
participants performed well in both tasks. 

The results of Experiment 2 further expanded on the results 
of Experiment 1 by providing evidence that the ability to 
form and use Shared co-occurrence links depends in part on 
the ability to form Direct co-occurrence links. Specifically, 
the formation of Direct co-occurrence links (measured from 
the Sentence Completion task) predicted generalization on 
the basis of Shared co-occurrence links (measured from the 
Label Extension task) above and beyond age.  

Comparison of performance of children in Experiment 2 
and adults in Experiment 1 offers additional evidence. Direct 
co-occurrence links in 4-year-olds by the end of Experiment 
2 (M = .61, SD = .41) were comparable, and even stronger, 
F(1,163) = 4.23, p < .05, η = .025, than Direct co-occurrence 
links in adults in Experiment 1 (M = .47, SD = .41). However, 
despite the comparable strength of Direct links in these two 
groups, there were striking developmental differences in 
abilities to rely on Shared links (Label extension task). This 
suggests that formation of robust Direct links is not sufficient 
for formation of Shared links. Instead, learner also needs to 
have developed ability to integrate information across 
overlapping Direct co-occurrence patterns.  

Reasons for Protracted Taxonomic Development 
Taken together, the results of these experiments support the 

general assumption of Co-Occurrence Account of more 
gradual development of taxonomic versus associative links, 
and further illuminate the role of learning mechanisms that 
can explain this development.  

First, these results suggest that associative links emerge 
early because they rely on early-emerging abilities to form 
Direct co-occurrence links. However, even abilities to form 
Direct co-occurrence links improve with development. 
Because forming Shared links relies on Direct links, the 
development of abilities to form Shared co-occurrence links 
is driven in part by the development of abilities to form Direct 
co-occurrence links.  

Our findings support this hypothesis of interdependence of 
developmental trajectories for abilities to form Direct and 
Shared co-occurrence links and hence the account that 
highlights the role of maturation of the ability to from Direct 
co-occurrence links. Importantly, Shared links pose the 
added challenge of integrating together overlapping Direct 
co-occurrence links, and we find that this ability also 
undergoes development. Thus, taxonomic links may emerge 
gradually (a) because they are dependent on development of 
abilities to form Direct co-occurrence links and (b) because 
the ability to integrate Direct co-occurrence links matures 
slowly. 
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Abstract
Temporal connectives are function words that relate events in
time. Despite their ubiquity and utility, children acquire the
meanings of temporal connective words late in development.
Experimental work has uncovered patterns in the acquisition
of temporal connectives that clarify the learning challenge that
these words pose to children. In particular, developmental
studies have identified differing acquisition trajectories across
connective types, asymmetries in learning within pairs of re-
lated connectives, and monotonic increases in comprehension
with age. Expanding on prior theoretical accounts, we formal-
ize temporal connective acquisition in a computational word
learning framework. We demonstrate that each of the empir-
ically determined acquisition patterns emerges in the learning
behavior of our computational model. Finally, we discuss our
findings in relation to earlier theories and to general learnabil-
ity concerns in language acquisition.
Keywords: computational modeling; language acquisition;
learnability; semantics; time

Introduction
Did you brew a cup of tea before settling into your desk
chair? Were you listening to a Charles Mingus record while
the kettle boiled? Temporal connective words like ‘before’
and ‘while’ enable speakers to express temporal relations be-
tween events and may facilitate sophisticated forms of causal
and event reasoning. Temporal connectives are present in
many languages and some researchers have proposed that
they function as semantic universals (von Fintel & Matthew-
son, 2008). Despite the ubiquity and utility of temporal con-
nectives in natural language, children do not fully acquire
their meanings until after age 7 (Feagans, 1980). Moreover,
children exhibit distinct learning trajectories for each of the
temporal connectives, complicating efforts to explain tempo-
ral connective acquisition within a unified framework. In the
present study, we develop a new model of temporal connec-
tive acquisition that synthesizes formal semantic analyses of
the meanings of temporal connectives with statistical learn-
ing methods capable of inferring these meanings from devel-
opmentally plausible amounts of data. In what remains of
the introduction, we first review the empirical findings that
pertain to theories of temporal connective acquisition, then
present two prominent theoretical accounts, and lastly intro-
duce our word learning framework.

Empirical Findings
Developmental studies have identified unique patterns of ac-
quisition that distinguish temporal connective types. Ac-
cording to Feagans (1980), children first understand temporal

connectives expressing sequence (‘before’ and ‘after’), then
temporal connectives expressing simultaneity (‘while’), and,
lastly, temporal connectives expressing both sequence and
duration (‘since’ and ‘until’). Investigating children’s com-
prehension of all three types of connectives, Feagans (1980)
found that children understand sentences containing ‘before’
and ‘after’ at age 3 and those containing ‘while’ at age 7, but
do not exhibit above-chance understanding of sentences con-
taining ‘since’ and ‘until’ at any age in that range. A cross-
linguistic study confirmed the general tendency of this learn-
ing trajectory in English, Thai, and Lisu (Winskel, 2003).

Beyond the developmental differences found across tem-
poral connective types, several studies have identified unique
acquisition trajectories among the words within a connective
type. Beginning with Clark (1971), experimenters have rou-
tinely observed that children understand the connective ‘be-
fore’ prior to ‘after,’ in spite of their superficial similarity
(Feagans, 1980; Winskel, 2003; Blything, Davies, & Cain,
2015). Additionally, both Feagans (1980) and (Winskel,
2003) report that ‘until’ is better comprehended than ‘since’
among cohorts of English-speaking children, although this
comparison has attracted less theoretical attention.

Finally, several studies provide evidence for monotonic
increases of temporal connective comprehension with age.
Feagans (1980), Winskel (2003), and Blything et al. (2015)
all report main effects of age in their linear model analyses,
and Clark (1971) also reports a strong negative correlation be-
tween a subject’s error rate and age. Crucially, these improve-
ments persist beyond the specific age group in which children
were judged to have acquired the meaning of a connective,
which is typically determined by a performance threshold in
the experimental task.

Theoretical Accounts
Theoretical treatments of temporal connective acquisition
have attempted to account for the empirical findings just out-
lined in terms of broader developmental principles. A promis-
ing direction of research has related semantic analyses of the
temporal connectives to their relative ease of acquisition. An
early theory offered by Clark (1971) posits that distinct com-
binations of binary-valued and hierarchically-organized fea-
tures comprise the meanings of the temporal connectives. In
order of generality to specificity, the features Clark proposes
are: time (indicating whether the word refers to a temporal
relation), simultaneous (indicating whether events in relation
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overlap), and prior (indicating that one event precedes an-
other). The theory predicts that children acquire features in
general-to-specific order, and that within each stage of fea-
ture acquisition, the positive value of the feature is learned
first. Accordingly, children will first learn the correct mean-
ing of ‘when’ (+time, +simultaneous), then the meaning of
‘before’ (+time, -simultaneous, +prior), and lastly the mean-
ing of ‘after’ (+time, -simultaneous, -prior).

An alternative theory from Feagans (1980) proposes that
the logical complexity of temporal connectives determines
their order of acquisition. Feagans (1980) surveys formal se-
mantic analyses of the temporal connectives and notes that
their relative complexity matches the order of acquisition
present in empirical data. That is, children first acquire the
temporal connectives that possess the fewest logical elements
(‘before’ and ‘after’) and then proceed to acquire connectives
consisting of more logical elements (‘while’ then ‘since’ and
‘until’). Rather than positing the existence of several distinct
temporal features, Feagans contends that children construct
temporal connective meanings from just a single primitive re-
lation, the temporal ordering of two events.

Word Learning Framework
Our study develops a word learning model that can formally
assess the predictions of Feagan’s theory. We hypothesize
that learners build semantic expressions for the temporal con-
nectives from simpler representational primitives. We take in-
spiration from language of thought (LOT) models of concept
and word learning, which provide a formalism for uniting
compositional semantic representations with statistical learn-
ing mechanisms that can infer target meanings from observed
data (Fodor, 1975; Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Grif-
fiths, 2008; Piantadosi, 2011; Goodman, Tenenbaum, & Ger-
stenberg, 2014; Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2016;
Piantadosi & Jacobs, 2016). Prior research has shown that
LOT models can learn the meanings of quantifiers, another
important class of function words, under assumptions and
with learning targets comparable to those of the current study
(Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2012). In the next sec-
tion, we introduce the target temporal connective meanings
that our model will attempt to learn.

Semantic Analysis of Temporal Connectives
A rich and long-standing tradition in formal semantics has an-
alyzed the usage of temporal connectives and produced pre-
cise logical expressions of their meanings. In these analy-
ses, temporal connectives are treated as functions that map
event contexts to binary truth values (true or false). We first
present the basic intuitions behind influential formal semantic
accounts of the five temporal connectives and then describe
the interval-based event representation used in this work.

‘Before’ and ‘after’: Perhaps surprisingly, leading anal-
yses of the semantics for ‘before’ and ‘after’ suggest that
they are not exact converses of one another (Anscombe, 1964;
Beaver & Condoravdi, 2013). That is, it is not the case that
for all true utterances of the form ‘A after B’, ‘B before A’ is

also true. For example, consider that Alice was in California
from 2015 to 2019 and Bob was in California from 2016 to
2018. On the basis of these facts, we can state that Alice was
in California after Bob was. However, we cannot say that Bob
was in California before Alice was (presumably because Al-
ice arrived there first). Our target expressions for ‘before’ and
‘after’ follow the analysis of Anscombe (1964) and preserve
their asymmetries.

‘Since’ and ‘until’: These two words can be viewed as
special cases of ‘after’ and ‘before,’ respectively. That is,
whenever ‘A since B’ is true, ‘A after B’ must be true, and the
same relationship holds for the ‘until-before’ pair. In a sen-
tence containing ‘since’ or ‘until,’ the main clause expresses
an event whose duration extends into a reference time point
determined by the context. Our target expressions for these
two words follow the analysis in temporal logic from Kamp
(1968), which is widely accepted in the field of formal se-
mantics (Zwarts, 1995; Condoravdi, 2010).1 Kamp’s analy-
sis focuses only on the retrospective cases of ‘since’ and the
prospective cases of ‘until.’ In these cases, the contextual ref-
erence points can be naturally modelled as the moments of
utterance. To illustrate this, consider the following two utter-
ances of retrospective ‘since’ and prospective ‘until’: ‘He has
been playing piano since he attended grade school’ and ‘I will
be working in the office until she comes back.’ For the ‘play-
ing piano’ event, we assume an ongoing process that persists
into the moment of utterance. For the ‘working’ event, we as-
sume that it started before the moment of utterance and will
end at some point during the ‘coming back’ event.

‘While’: For ‘A while B’ to be true, A and B just need
to overlap with one another in time (Monens, 1971; Bennett
& Partee, 2004). Suppose that Charlie slept from 2 PM to 4
PM and that it rained from 3 PM to 5 PM; in this case, one
can validly assert both that Charlie was sleeping while it was
raining and that it was raining while Charlie was sleeping.
A common application of ‘A while B’ establishes that A is a
part of B, as in ‘She took a psychology course while she was a
freshman in college.’ Since the sub-event relation is a special
case of the overlapping relation, our target expressions for
‘while’ conform to such usages.

Interval-Based Event Representation
The formal semantic analyses reviewed above are often ex-
pressed in first-order logic. For the present study, we translate
first-order logical formulas into semantically equivalent ex-
pressions in a simpler representational language that assumes
an interval-based representations of events. In our represen-
tation, time is discrete and linear, so time points are repre-
sented by integers. An event E is represented by an interval
defined by two integers e1 and e2, which are the start and
end points of E, respectively. Our formulation diverges from
the set-based representations typically employed by semanti-
cists, but confers two main advantages: firstly, intervals are

1Kamp (1968) and Zwarts (1995) are not readily available online.
For an overview of Kamp’s semantics, see Section 4 of Goranko and
Rumberg (2020) or Chapter II of van Benthem (1991).
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Table 1: Target hypotheses of the semantics

Word Target Hypothesis

A before B a1 < b1
A after B b1 < a2
A since B (a1 < t)∧ (t ≤ a2)∧ (a1 ≤ b2)∧ (b1 < t)
A until B (a1 ≤ t)∧ (t < a2)∧ (b1 ≤ a2)∧ (t < b2)
A while B (b1 < a2)∧ (a1 < b2)

cognitively plausible representations of events in time (Ivry
& Hazeltine, 1995), and secondly, interval representations are
more memory-efficient and computationally tractable than set
representations, and so they are commonly used in computa-
tional systems that perform temporal reasoning (Allen, 1983).

Importantly, for all of the five temporal connectives, we
obtain quantifier-free translations of the quantified first-order
semantics using just the integer comparators =, <, ≤, and
the Boolean connectives. For example, the expression (∃a ∈
A) (∀b ∈ B) a < b is a first-order logic formula that expresses
our target semantics for ‘A before B.’ It says that there exists
a time point a in A such that for any time point b in B, a
precedes b. Given our assumptions about the structure of time
(discrete and linear) and events (the start point preceding the
end point), this proposition is equivalent to a1 < b1 in our
notation, which says that the start point of A, a1, precedes the
start point of B, b1. To see why, note that b1 precedes all other
points in B. Therefore, a1 precedes all points in B. a1 is in A,
so a point in A that precedes all points in B exists.2 The final
target hypotheses for our model are shown in Table 1. In the
next section, we proceed to describe the key components of
our learning model.

The Learning Model
We define w = 〈before, after, since, until, while〉 as the
words whose hypothetical meanings m = 〈m1, . . . ,m5〉 the
learner is representing such that mi is the meaning of wi. For
example, the target m5 for w5 = while is

λ A B t . (b1 < a2)∧ (a1 < b2) .

A given data point for learning consists of a tuple 〈ui,ci〉,
where ui ∈ w is the utterance attached to a context ci. A con-
text, ci, consists of two events, A and B, and a moment of
utterance, t. The components of a context are the input ar-
guments to the Boolean functions that learners construct. An
illustration of our learning setup is shown in Figure 1.

We are interested in computing P(m | u,c), the probability
of a set of meanings m, given observed contexts c paired with
utterances u. By Bayes’ rule,

P(m |u,c) ∝ P(u |m,c) ·P(m) . (1)

2Although the five word meanings considered here have equiva-
lent quantifier-free expressions in the interval representation, not all
first-order logical expressions admit of such translations.

Figure 1: Word learning setup. Adults produce utterances
according to the target temporal connective meanings, and
the learner’s goal is to infer these meanings from observed
utterances and contexts. Suppose that an adult utters ‘Jack
set the kettle to boil before he turned on the radio’ at time
t. Here the event ‘Jack sets the kettle to boil’ (A), the event
‘Jack turns on the radio’ (B), and time t form a context. In this
case, the learning target depends only on A and B, since the
moment of utterance, t, is not part of the semantic expression
for ‘before.’

In the following subsections we describe the grammar
that generates expressions m, a probabilistic extension of the
grammar that defines prior probabilities P(m), and a func-
tion that computes the likelihood of utterances given a set of
meanings and observed contexts, P(u |m,c).

Grammar
The target temporal connective meanings we previously de-
scribed can be generated by a context-free grammar (CFG).
Such grammars consist of non-terminal variables that expand,
through the successive application of production rules, into
strings consisting exclusively of terminal symbols. Our CFG,
which is specified in Table 2, always returns a Boolean func-
tion of the input. It supports the standard Boolean connec-
tives, not, and, and or, which can define any other binary
Boolean operation (e.g., implies).3 The grammar also in-
cludes integer comparators =, <, and ≤. The int arguments
of the comparators can be any of the input integers: a1, a2,
b1, b2, or t.

One should note that this is a very expressive grammar that
can generate many logical expressions that are irrelevant to
the temporal relations under consideration. For example, the
grammar can generate hypotheses like (a2 < t∧b2 < t), which
means that both A and B ended before the time of utterance.
The target expressions for ‘since’ and ‘until’ are functions
that consist of three Boolean connectives, of which there are
216 possibilities in total. For each of those possibilities, one
can obtain still different expressions by changing the integer-
comparison arguments (a1 = t, b2 ≤ a2, etc.) for the Boolean

3The technical notion here is that the three functions form a func-
tionally complete set of Boolean operations (Enderton, 2001).
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Table 2: The grammar used to generate meanings of temporal connectives.

Nonterminal Expansion Description

START → λ A B t . BOOL A function of A, B, and t that returns a truth value
BOOL → true Always true

→ false Always false
→ (and BOOL BOOL) True if and only if (iff) both arguments are true
→ (or BOOL BOOL) True iff at least one argument is true
→ (not BOOL) True iff the argument is false
→ (= int int) True iff the two arguments are equal
→ (< int int) True iff the first argument is less than the second
→ (≤ int int) True iff the first argument is less than or equal to the second

int → a1 The first element of argument A (the start point of A)
→ a2 The second element of argument A (the end point of A)
→ b1 The first element of argument B (the start point of B)
→ b2 The second element of argument B (the start point of B)
→ t Argument t (the time point of the utterance)

connectives. So the entire hypothesis space of expressions
containing at most three Boolean connectives is, by combina-
torial approximation, on the order of 108. Therefore, learning
specific temporal relations in our grammar is highly nontrivial
as it requires identifying plausible relations in a large space
of possible hypotheses.

Prior
We define prior probabilities, P(m), over hypothetical mean-
ings using an extension of our grammar. Having specified the
CFG in Table 2, we transform it into a probabilistic context-
free grammar (PCFG) by assigning probabilities to the expan-
sion rules. For every non-terminal, we assign uniform prob-
abilities to each of its expansion rules so that the prior does
not prefer any particular expansions.

This PCFG induces a prior distribution over all possible hy-
potheses. The prior probability of a hypothesis is proportional
to the product of the probabilities of its constituent gram-
mar expansions. Our prior specification penalizes grammar
expansions and therefore biases learning towards shorter hy-
potheses. Thus, we build a simplicity bias into our model,
which has been shown to capture the behavioral tendencies
of experimental subjects (Feldman, 2000; Chater & Vitányi,
2003).

Likelihood
We formulate a likelihood that represents language produc-
tion from the learner’s perspective. We assume that the
learner determines how likely a speaker would have been to
utter a meaning in a hypothetical set m given observed event
contexts c. That is, the likelihood measures the probability
that utterances ui ∈ u would be produced in contexts ci ∈ c
given that the speaker holds m to be the meaning of the tem-
poral connectives.

We assume that each utterance ui depends only on the hy-
pothetical meanings m and the context ci, but not any of the

other utterances or their corresponding contexts, and thus can
rewrite the likelihood as:

P(u |m,c) =
n

∏
i=1

P(ui | m,ci) . (2)

Importantly, multiple utterances can be true in a given con-
text under some hypothetical meanings m. So, to compute
P(ui | m,ci), we first partition w into two sets by evaluating
each wx on the function represented in its corresponding mx.
wtrue contains those words that are true under the current con-
text ci and meanings m,

wtrue(m,ci) = {wx ∈ w | mx(ci) = true}, (3)

while wfalse consists of the remaining words:

wfalse(m,ci) = w−wtrue(ci). (4)

We assume that speakers generate utterances that are true
of a context with probability α = 0.95, which characterizes
the amount of noise in the data. In the likelihood, we model
this production noise as a speaker’s choosing ui randomly
from the set w, either ignoring or misapplying the functions
present in m.

If ui ∈wtrue, the utterance’s inferred meaning applies to the
context and:

P(ui | m,ci) =
α

|wtrue(ci)|
+

1−α

|w|
. (5)

The two terms correspond to the two ways in which a true ut-
terance could have been generated: either from sampling with
uniform probability from the elements of wtrue or by choosing
ui randomly from the set of all temporal connective words w.
If, instead, ui ∈ wfalse, then only this second possibility ap-
plies and thus:

P(ui | m,ci) =
1−α

|w|
. (6)
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The likelihood for a true utterance given in Equation 5 fol-
lows the size principle (Tenenbaum, 1999), a crucial feature
of our model that biases the learner to prefer meanings that
are true in fewer contexts.

Inference

Given the expressiveness of our grammar, many of the gener-
ated hypotheses will have low probability, either because of
their long length (small prior) or inability to explain the data
(low likelihood). To approximate the posterior distribution,
we employ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
As a practical computational constraint, we set the maximum
number of grammar expansions in a hypothesis to 15. We
run an incremental sampling procedure beginning at 25 data
points (consisting of five examples of each word) and incre-
ment in steps of 25 up to a maximum data amount of 600.
The training data for all words are generated according to the
likelihood given by Equation 5 assuming the target semantics
given in Table 1. When generating data for a given word, we
randomly select event intervals A and B, a time point t, and
accept that context with its likelihood probability. At each
data increment, we run the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for
50,000 steps to sample the posterior, P(u |m,c), for many pos-
sible settings of m, and store the ten sets of meanings with the
greatest posterior probability. We repeat the entire sampling
procedure 30 times.

Results

Following machine learning best-practices, we evaluate the
top hypotheses our model learns on a testing dataset. This
testing dataset is generated as follows: for each word, we
produce five-thousand positive and five-thousand negative ex-
amples according to the target hypotheses in Table 1. Chance
performance (e.g., a hypothesis that is trivially true for all
contexts) on this task is 50%. Evaluating our model on a test-
ing dataset allows us to identify partially-learned hypotheses
that exhibit above-chance performance but may lack compo-
nents of the target semantics.

We retrieve the top ten hypothetical meanings m for each
interval step. Next we partition the hypotheses in the ten high-
probability settings of m by word and count the proportion
of the 3,000,000 test examples (10 hypotheses · 30 repeats ·
10,000 test examples per word) that are correctly labeled at
that data amount. We plot these accuracy values for each data
amount in Figure 2, which summarizes our results.

Our model learns the target meanings for all of the tempo-
ral connectives in w. For each connective, the model learns
hypotheses that perform significantly above chance, even at
the smallest data amount (five training examples per word).
Moreover, the learning curve for each temporal connective
exhibits monotonic improvement up to a plateau. Assuming
a 95% accuracy criterion for successful acquisition, the or-
der of acquisition our model attains is: ‘before’ ≺ ‘after’≺
‘while’ ≺ ‘since’ ≈ ‘until.’

Figure 2: Modeling results. The top ten hypotheses learned at
each training data amount and inference chain are evaluated
on 10,000 test examples, split equally between those that are
true and false of each word. Chance performance is thus 50%.

Discussion
Our learning model recapitulates each of the developmen-
tal findings outlined in the introduction. Firstly, the model
acquires accurate representations of the sequential connec-
tives (‘before’ and ‘after’), followed by the simultaneous con-
nective (‘while’), and lastly the connectives expressing both
sequence and duration (‘since’ and ‘until’). Secondly, the
model acquires ‘before’ prior to acquiring ‘after.’ Thirdly,
our model learns increasingly more precise meanings for the
connectives, resulting in monotonically increasing accuracy.

The learning framework we employ captures aspects of
the theoretical proposals offered by both Feagans (1980) and
Clark (1971). The semantic feature theory of Clark (1971)
emphasizes the incremental character of temporal connec-
tive acquisition, which is argued to proceed in discrete stages
as children acquire the specific temporal features necessary
for understanding each of the connectives. Our model also
exhibits incremental learning because the prior introduces a
preference for simple meanings, so that complex expressions
are assigned high probability only when simpler expressions
fail to account for observed utterances. Our account diverges
from Clark’s because the features that constitute our target
meanings are available to the model from the outset as prim-
itives, and so the learner’s task is to infer combinations of
primitive elements that best account for observed utterances.

Our theoretical approach is most consistent with that of
Feagans (1980), which proposes that logical complexity de-
termines the order of temporal connective acquisition. In-
deed, we found that the logical complexity of our target con-
nective meanings determined the amount of training data re-
quired for successful acquisition. Our study extends Fea-
gans’ work by demonstrating that a statistical learner can ac-
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quire accurate meanings for the temporal connectives from
developmentally-plausible amounts of data. Feagans (1980)
observes that the set of temporal connective meanings can be
constructed from a single operation that compares the rela-
tive ordering of two events. In our framework, this operation
is achieved by applying the integer comparators =, <, and ≤
to pairs of event time points. Beyond its representational sim-
plicity, Feagans’ proposal is compatible with theories posit-
ing that a small set of primitive cognitive operations, which
may include the operators relevant to this study, can support
learning across a range of domains (Fodor, 1975; Piantadosi,
2011; Piantadosi & Jacobs, 2016).

A critical feature of our model is its ability to overcome the
subset problem in language acquisition (Wexler & Manzini,
1987; Crain, Ni, & Conway, 1994). Our learning framework
is potentially susceptible to the subset problem because sev-
eral of our target expressions overlap in meaning. Namely,
the contexts in which ‘until’ is true is a small subset of those
in which ‘before’ is true, and the contexts in which ‘since’
and ‘while’ are true are small subsets of those in which ‘af-
ter’ is true. The latter connectives are thus logically stronger
than the former connectives. Because our model learns exclu-
sively from positive data, the subset problem introduces the
worry that our learner will fail to distinguish the meanings
of ‘until’ from ‘before’ and ‘since’ and ‘while’ from ‘after.’
However, the setup of our likelihood, which implements the
size principle (Tenenbaum, 1999), solves this problem by pre-
ferring meanings that are true in fewer contexts. Our model
is biased to learn the correct and logically stronger meanings
for ‘until,’ ‘since,’ and ‘while’ because these meanings assign
higher likelihood to observed utterances.

One limitation of our model is its reliance on a uniform
sample from true meanings in the likelihood specified by
Equation 5. The model of quantifier learning in Piantadosi
et al. (2012) integrated a production probability based on ut-
terance informativeness into its likelihood. These production
probabilities were computed over a large simulated dataset
in support of a Gricean pragmatic framework. By weigh-
ing utterances according to their informativeness, the learn-
ing model will be biased towards more specific hypotheses,
reflecting the presuppositional assumption that speakers will
tend to utter the most specific word that applies to a context.

Our model learns in an idealized setup that diverges in
important respects from the situation children encounter.
Our learning framework was intentionally designed to assess
whether previously reported patterns of acquisition would
emerge in a statistical learner under ideal conditions; hav-
ing determined that these patterns do emerge from the for-
mal learning problem, we now discuss several factors beyond
the current scope of the model that affect children’s learning.
Firstly, unlike our model, real-world learners must contextu-
ally disambiguate the temporal meanings of the connective
words from non-temporal alternatives (e.g., the spatial mean-
ing of ‘before’). Secondly, our model maintains perfect mem-
ory of previously encountered training examples, whereas

children are likely to focus their learning on recently expe-
rienced episodes. Thirdly, our model is not subject to psy-
cholinguistic processing constraints that have previously been
suggested to influence temporal connective acquisition, like
working memory limits during sentence parsing (Blything et
al., 2015; Clark, 1971). Future work could expand upon our
study by building each of these limitations into computational
models and evaluating their impact on word learning.
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Abstract 
This paper presents simulations of eye movements during read-
ing, lexical decision, and naming using Über-Reader, a new 
computational model that aims to provide a complete account 
of the perceptual, cognitive, and motor processes involved in 
reading. The present simulations focused on Über-Reader’s 
word-identification module—an implementation of the Multi-
ple-Trace Memory model (Ans et al., 1998) based on the theo-
retical assumptions of the MINERVA 2 model of episodic 
memory (Hintzman, 1984)—with a vocabulary comprising the 
full corpus of the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007). 
The model’s lexicon was probed with words and one-letter-dif-
ferent non-words from the Schilling et al. (1998) corpus, and 
outputs of the model were scored to evaluate performance 
against the empirical data. The outcomes of these simulations 
will inform further development of Über-Reader by providing 
the foundation for our ultimate goal of simulating reading, in 
its entirety.  

Keywords: computer modeling; eye movements; reading; lex-
ical-decision task; naming task; visual word recognition; Über-
Reader 

Introduction 
Reading has been the focus of research since the inception of 
psychology (e.g., Huey, 1908) and has proved to be a fertile 
area for computational modeling (see Reichle, 2020). To 
date, the models that have been developed to explain the rep-
resentations and processes involved in reading are typically 
limited to a single level of the reading system. There has been 
a particular focus on modeling isolated word recognition: 
over 40 such models have been published in Psychological 
Review since 1980. This is perhaps unsurprising because 
words are the building blocks of meaning and provide the 
bridge between spoken and written language. Computational 
models of higher-order reading processes have also been de-
veloped, but their scope is typically limited to the construc-
tion of sentence or discourse representations. Although these 
models have stimulated the growth of vast empirical litera-
tures, further theoretical progress requires an integrative ap-
proach to modeling that addresses fundamental questions 
about the architecture of the reading system (i.e., how the 

various components are organized and coordinated during 
natural reading; Andrews & Reichle, 2019). 

Computational models of eye-movement control currently 
provide the closest approximation to models of the reading 
architecture. Unfortunately, existing eye-movement models 
fail to provide a detailed account of any of the component 
processes of reading. For example, one of the most successful 
of these models, E-Z Reader (Reichle et al., 1998; Reichle et 
al., 2012), has been used to simulate all of the major bench-
mark findings related to the eye movements of both skilled 
and developing readers. However, its utility is intrinsically 
limited because it only describes how key variables (e.g., 
word frequency) affect the time required to complete various 
processes (e.g., word identification) without providing a deep 
(computational) account of these processes. Importantly, E-Z 
Reader shares this limitation with other major models of eye 
movements (e.g., SWIFT; Engbert et al., 2005) that provide 
comparable fits to empirical data. This makes it difficult to 
adjudicate between competing theoretical claims, such as 
whether lexical processing occurs serially—for one word at a 
time—or in parallel, for multiple words simultaneously.  

The overarching goal of the current project is to develop 
and test a new computational model of reading in its en-
tirety—Über-Reader (Reichle, 2020; see Figure 1). The full 
Über-Reader model embeds components that process sen-
tences (Van Dyke & Lewis, 2003) and discourse (Kintsch, 
1998) within the framework of the E-Z Reader model which 
coordinates the movements of covert and overt attention. The 
assumptions of the model are based on general principles of 
memory, attention, and language processing, reflecting the 
fact that the reading system “piggy backs” on brain structures 
that evolved for other functions. Thus, in principle, the model 
should be able to simulate all of the tasks used to study read-
ing, including both on- and off-line behaviors (e.g., lexical 
decision, word naming, patterns of eye movements during 
reading, and the recall of propositional content), without 
making any reading-specific assumptions.  

 The first stage of this project—and the specific goal of this 
paper—is to evaluate Über-Reader’s word-identification 
component. To do this we tested the model’s performance in 
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simulating the most commonly used tasks to study isolated 
word identification: lexical decision and naming. Before val-
idating the model’s assumptions concerning sentence and 
discourse processing, it was also critical to verify that directly 
simulating the process of word identification did not compro-
mise the model’s ability to account for benchmark eye-move-
ment effects observed in sentence reading. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the full Über-Reader 
model. During reading, episodic memory is probed with the 
orthographic features of the currently attended word to re-
trieve its pronunciation, meaning, and syntactic category. 

Sentences are parsed into phrase structures by a set of pro-
duction rules in procedural memory. A composite pattern of 

the semantic features of key words from the sentence re-
mains active in working memory and can pre-activate up-
coming input. The pattern is encoded into long-term epi-

sodic memory when a sentence boundary is reached. 
 

Overview of Über-Reader’s Lexical Module 
In Über-Reader, each new experience with a word is encoded 
as a discrete memory trace containing a collection of features 
representing the word’s spelling, pronunciation, syntactic 
category, and contextually appropriate meaning. In the for-
malism of the model, these memory traces are vectors of ele-
ments that take on values of 1 or 0 to represent feature pres-
ence versus absence, respectively. For example, an encounter 
with the word “cat” would likely result in the encoding of a 
memory trace with the features corresponding to the letters 

 
1 This somewhat simplistic method of defining semantics was 

adopted for computational expedience. The semantic features lack 
any inherent structure (i.e., cat is as similar to leopard as it is to 
democracy). Thus, the model’s performance at recalling the 

“c,” “a,” and “t” in positions 1-3 being set equal to 1 and fea-
tures corresponding to other letters being set equal to 0. Sim-
ilarly, specific phonological features are encoded. Semantic 
features are defined by setting each of 500 possible features 
equal to 1 with a probability of psemantic. Each word is thus 
represented by a small number (M = 10) of random features 
that denote aspects of the word’s core meaning and likely 
case role(s).1 Finally, syntactic features denote words belong-
ing to seven possible parts of speech: adjectives, conjunc-
tions, determiners, nouns, prepositions, verbs, and an “other” 
category. The model’s lexicon comprises 40,411 words from 
the English Lexicon Project corpus (Balota et al., 2007). 

Über-Reader retains the core assumption of E-Z Reader 
that attention is allocated to words in a strictly serial manner, 
supporting the lexical processing and identification of only 
one word at a time. The model’s “engine” is the system that 
identifies printed words. A word can be identified by using 
its orthographic features to probe memory. This causes 
memory traces to “resonate” or become active to the degree 
that their orthographic features are similar to those in the 
probe. These active traces generate an overall familiarity sig-
nal, or intensity, and then settle into a stable pattern, called 
the content, that represents the words’ spelling, pronuncia-
tion, meaning, and part of speech. This conceptualization of 
word identification is consistent with instance-based models, 
specifically the Multiple-Trace Memory model (Ans et al., 
1998) that borrows extensively from MINERVA 2, a model of 
human memory (Hintzman, 1984). 

Core Assumptions Relating to Word Identification 
A memory trace containing the orthographic features of an 
encoded word probe will become active to the degree that the 
features of the trace are similar to those in the probe. Equation 
1 describes how this similarity is calculated, where i is an in-
dex of the memory traces, j is an index of the N features, and 
Nr is the number of non-zero features in either the probe or 
trace. Because features are limited to taking on values of 1 or 
0, the similarity between a probe and trace can range from 0 
to 1, with the former indicating complete dissimilarity and the 
latter representing perfect similarity. 

 
The similarity values provided by Equation 1 can be used 

to gate the memory traces that will contribute to information 
that is ultimately retrieved from memory (see Dougherty et 
al., 1999). This gating is done using a minimal similarity 
threshold, qsimilarity, to delimit those traces that will become 
active in response to a given probe. 

As Equation 2 shows, the activation of each memory trace 
is an exponential function of its similarity to the probe, as 

meanings of a large corpus of text is likely a conservative estimate 
of how well the model will perform when more realistic assumptions 
about semantic structure are incorporated in future versions of the 
model, e.g., by deriving features from latent semantic analysis.  
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determined by the parameter d. The activation of a trace is 
also weighted by a quantity, wi, which represents the word’s 
frequency of occurrence in printed text (according to the 
HAL frequency norms) scaled against the maximum fre-
quency of any word in the text using Equation 3. Scaling a 
word’s frequency in the interval [0, 1] is consistent with the 
notion that more common words will be encoded more often 
and thus be better represented in memory, and provides an 
approximation to encoding x memory traces for a word of 
frequency x. The scaling also implies that new word experi-
ences are being encoded at a more-or-less constant rate, but 
with the rate of information loss due to forgetting also being 
more-or-less constant.  

 
The summed activation of all of the traces in memory pro-

vides an index of a probe’s intensity, I, as described by Equa-
tion 4. In the context of simulating the eye movements of 
readers, this index of global activation is assumed to be used 
as a heuristic indexing how soon the system will reach a sta-
ble state, allowing the initiation of saccadic programming to 
move the eyes to the next word (cf., the familiarity check—
L1—in E-Z Reader; Reichle et al., 1998, 2012). 

 
The time to generate the intensity of a given probe, t(L1), is 

assumed to be a proportion of the intensity, as described by 
Equation 5. As shown, the logarithm of the intensity, I, is 
used to linearly transform the intensity values into time (ms) 
using two free parameters, a1 and a2. 

 
The process of recalling lexical information uses a subset 

of probe features to construct a composite pattern of features, 
where Cj is the sum across traces of feature j in trace i multi-
plied by the activation of trace i, as described by Equation 6. 
The resulting pattern of features is the content of recall.  

 
The recall content typically exhibits some degree of noise 

because it reflects all of the information contained in 
memory. The noisy content pattern can be ‘cleaned up’ for 
the purpose of, for example, naming the word by normalizing 
the features so that the feature values span the range [0, 1]. 
This is done by first identifying the feature having the maxi-
mal absolute value and then dividing all of the recalled fea-
tures by that value, as described by Equation 7. The resulting 
pattern of features, Nj, is called the normalized content. 

 
The time needed to generate the normalized content is as-

sumed to vary as a function of the maximal difference in the 
pre-normalized feature values [0, |Cj|]. The assumption is 
consistent with the basic intuition that smaller absolute dis-
crepancies among the pre-normalized features will require 
more time to settle into a stable pattern—one that represents, 
for example, the pronunciation of a word with any degree of 
accuracy. The time required to generate the normalized con-
tent, t(L2), is thus the sum of the time required to generate the 
intensity, t(L1), and a term that reflects the maximum absolute 
feature value, max[|Cj|], scaled by two free parameters, a3 
and a4. 

 
Finally, the visual ‘front end’ of Über-Reader is based on 

principles of the Overlap model (Gomez et al., 2008) in that 
the visual evidence supporting the existence of a given letter 
in a particular location is not precise, but is instead normally 
distributed around some true location, as described by Equa-
tions 9 and 10. Equation 9 specifies the strength of evidence 
supporting letter i in position x given that it is located in some 
true position, µ. The degree of uncertainty is determined by 
the variability associated with the evidence, as determined by 
s. As Equation 10 indicates, this variability increases with 
the absolute distance (in character spaces) between the fixa-
tion position (i.e., center of vision) and the true location of 
letter i, as scaled by two free parameters, b1 and b2. Thus, in 
the process of identifying a given word, the features repre-
senting the orthographic input will often reflect some degree 
of uncertainty or noise that will increase with the eccentricity 
of the word. Returning to our previous example of the word 
“cat,” the visual input for letters “c,” “a,” and “t” in letter po-
sitions 1-3 would respectively be 1.0, 1.0, and 1.0 from a fix-
ation on the word, but would drop off to 0.38, 0.35, and 0.32 
from a fixation located 10 character spaces to the left of the 
word. There would also be uncertainty about the precise lo-
cation of each letter; for example, evidence for the letter “t” 
in its true location would be 0.32, but would equal 0.23 for 
the two spatially adjacent locations and 0.09 for the next two 
more distant spatial locations. However, to avoid excessive 
interference due to low-level visual noise, any feature less 
than some threshold value, qfeature, is not included in the probe 
that is used to identify words. 

 
The time required for visual input to propagate from the 

eyes to the mind is delimited by the eye-mind lag. Based on 
Reichle and Reingold’s (2013) empirical estimates the dura-
tion of this eye-mind lag, t(V), is set equal to 60 ms. 
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The model’s assumptions about saccadic programming and 
execution were borrowed from E-Z Reader (Reichle et al., 
2012). Über-Reader includes additional assumptions related 
to the processing of sentences, and encoding, representing, 
and recalling the meaning of a text. Space limitations prohibit 
a full description of these assumptions here (see Reichle, 
2020). In brief, a set of 17 productions (i.e., if-then statements 
in procedural memory that operate on the information ac-
cessed from the words) parse the sentences into phrase struc-
tures so that another set of four productions can then extract 
the meanings of key words. The meanings of these words are 
used to build a composite pattern of semantic features that is 
actively maintained in working memory until a sentence 
boundary is reached; at that time, the pattern can be encoded 
into long-term episodic memory. This pattern can also be re-
called using Equations 1, 2, 6, and 7. 

Simulating Word-Identification Tasks 
This section describes the task-specific assumptions required 
to simulate three commonly used word-identification tasks 
that share a common lexical-processing component: natural 
reading, lexical decision, and word naming. 

Two key assumptions allow patterns of eye movements 
during reading to be simulated. First, the intensity of a given 
word provides a signal to the oculomotor system that the 
identification of that word is imminent, causing the system to 
initiate the programming of a saccade to move the eyes to the 
next viewing location (which in most instances is the next 
word). The second key assumption is that the information 
contained in the normalized content is sufficient for further 
semantic and syntactic processing and, as such, causes atten-
tion to be shifted to the next word. Thus, the times required 
to initiate saccadic programming versus the shifting of atten-
tion are respectively given by t(L1) and t(L2). Über-Reader’s 
distinction between intensity and content, which is inherited 
from MINERVA 2, corresponds to the two stages of lexical 
processing in E-Z Reader—the familiarity check (L1) and the 
completion of lexical access (L2), respectively.  

The times required to perform other word-identification 
tasks reflect the mental operations involved in making deci-
sions and the motoric operations required to execute re-
sponses. The details of these operations are not simulated 
here; instead, only the mean times required to make deci-
sions, t(D), and execute responses, t(R), are specified. The 
values of these two parameters are sampled from gamma dis-
tributions with means equal to t(D) and t(R), respectively, and 
standard deviations equal to 0.22 of the means. Thus, as 
Equation 11 shows, the response time, RT, to name a word or 
to make a lexical decision about a string of letters is the sum 
of four components: the eye-mind lag, t(V), the time required 
to resolve whatever lexical features are required to make a 
response, t(L2), the decision-making time, t(D), and the re-
sponse-execution time, t(R). 

 
 

 
In simulating lexical decision and naming, any lexical fea-

ture exceeding the noise threshold, qfeature, are considered vi-
able in making overt responses. Features that are mutually in-
compatible are assumed to compete in a ‘winner-take-all’ 
manner in making those responses. For example, in generat-
ing the pronunciation for the word “cat,” the values of the 
phoneme features (e.g., those corresponding to the phonemes 
/k/, /æ/, and /t/) are recalled in the normalized content. Those 
features and any others that exceed the noise threshold are 
then compared, and the most active feature in each phoneme 
position is selected for inclusion in the response. This method 
is consistent with the assumption that mutual inhibition 
among competing features is sufficient to dampen all but the 
most active features in a winner-take-all manner (see Ans et 
al., 1998.) The operations required to actually make the re-
sponse are not simulated, but the response is scored for the 
purposes of assessing the model’s response accuracy by cal-
culating the proportion of features correctly recalled. Any re-
sponse exceeding some criterion of accuracy, qresponse, is then 
scored as being correct. 

Using the above assumptions, the lexical-decision task 
(LDT) is simulated by scoring the orthographic features that 
are recalled at time t(L2); an orthographic pattern that equals 
or exceeds some threshold of accuracy (qresponse = 0.9) is 
scored as being a ‘word’ response and the response latency is 
the time specified by Equation 11. An orthographic pattern 
that does not exceed the response threshold is conversely 
scored as a ‘non-word’ response. In a similar manner, the 
naming task is simulated by scoring the phonological features 
that are recalled at time t(L2); a phonological pattern that 
equals or exceeds some threshold of accuracy (qresponse = 1) is 
scored as having been correctly pronounced and the response 
latency is also the time specified by Equation 11. Finally, in 
simulating reading, the proportion of correctly recalled se-
mantic features must exceed a threshold (qresponse = 0.5) for 
the word to be considered “identified.”   

Table 1 provides a summary of the model’s parameters, 
along with their values and short descriptions of their inter-
pretations. The simulations reported below use the Schilling 
et al. (1998) corpus, which includes item-level data for lexi-
cal decision, naming, and various eye-movement measures 
for the same 48 target words, comprising 24 high-frequency 
(HF; M = 10.32 Log HAL) and 24 low-frequency (LF; M = 
5.93) words. The target words are 6-9 letters in length and 
contain 1-4 syllables.  

For the simulations of the LDT, non-words were created by 
randomly replacing a single letter in each of the target words 
to create one-letter-different non-words as used in the Schil-
ling et al. study. The simulations of lexical decision and nam-
ing were each conducted with 100 simulated subjects. 
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Table 1: Über-Reader parameter values used in simulating 
the LDT, naming task, and sentence reading. 

 
Parameter Value Description 
a1 200/87 Time to generate intensity, 

t(L1), intercept (ms) Note: 
LDT & naming = 200; read-
ing = 87 

a2 50/19 Time to generate intensity, 
t(L1), slope (ms) Note: LDT 
& naming = 50; reading = 19 

a3 50/32 Time to generate normalized 
content, t(L2), intercept (ms) 
Note: LDT & naming = 50; 
reading = 32 

a4 60/24 Time to generate normalized 
content, t(L2), slope (ms) 
Note: LDT & naming = 60; 
reading = 24 

b1 0.05 Letter-position uncertainty 
gradient intercept (character 
position) 

b2 0.05 Letter-position uncertainty 
gradient slope (character po-
sition) 

d 17 Similarity gradient for trace 
activation 

psemantic 0.02 Probability of semantic fea-
ture being active 

qsimilarity 0.9 Minimal probe-trace similar-
ity for trace activation 

qfeature 0.1 Feature activation threshold 
qresponse 0.9/1/0.5 Goodness-of-response 

threshold Note: LDT = 0.9; 
naming = 1; reading = 0.5 

t(D) 100 Mean decision time (ms) 
t(R) 100 Mean response time (ms) 
t(V) 60 Eye-mind lag (ms) 

 

Simulation Results 

Lexical Decision  
The results of the simulation of the LDT are presented in Fig-
ure 2. As shown, Über-Reader accounted for a good propor-
tion of the item-level variance in lexical-decision RTs (R2 = 
0.58). The simulated data also clearly reproduced the fre-
quency effect on lexical decision latencies. The model was 
100% accurate at discriminating the 48 Schilling et al. target 
words from one-letter-different non-words. In contrast, Schil-
ling et al. reported accuracy of 97% for HF words and 89% 
for LF words. 

Word Naming  
The results of the simulation of word naming are presented in 
Figure 3. Über-Reader was again found to account for a good 
proportion of the item-level variance in naming latencies (R2 

= 0.52) and reproduced the frequency effect on naming laten-
cies. The model was also 100% accurate at naming the 48 
Schilling et al. target words. In contrast, Schilling et al. re-
ported accuracy of 98% for HF words and 97% for LF words. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Item-level mean LDT RTs for the Schilling et al. 
(1998) targets vs. Über-Reader simulated data. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Item-level mean naming latencies for the Schil-
ling et al. (1998) targets vs. Über-Reader simulated data. 

 

Sentence Reading  
Figure 4 shows six observed (Obs) and simulated (Sim) eye-
movement measures as a function of word frequency, with all 
calculated using first-pass eye movements (i.e., excluding 
fixations following inter-word regressions back to earlier 
parts of the text). Panel A shows: (1) first-fixation duration 
(FFD), the duration of the first of possibly several fixations 
on a word; (2) single-fixation duration (SFD), the duration of 
the fixation on a word that is fixated exactly once; and (3) 
gaze duration (GD), the sum of all first-pass fixations. Panel 
B shows the: (4) probability of fixating a word exactly once 
(Pr1); (5) probability of fixating a word two or more times 
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(Pr2+); and (6) probability of skipping a word (PrS). As 
shown, the model provided good fits to all of these measures; 
for example, as word frequency increases, both the probabil-
ity of fixating a word and the durations of those fixations 
tends to decrease. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Mean observed and simulated: (A) fixation-dura-
tion and (B) fixation-probability measures for the Schilling 

et al. (1998) sentences. 
 

Figure 5 shows three other simulated “benchmark” eye-
movement findings, all of which are shown as a function of 
both word length and initial fixation landing position (with 0 
being the blank space to the left of a word). Panel A shows 
the simulated fixation landing-site distributions, which are 
approximately normal in shape due to the fact that the eyes 
are directed towards the centers of words but often miss their 
mark due to both systematic and random error (McConkie et 
al., 1988). Panel B shows the probabilities of making a refix-
ation, which are U-shaped but asymmetrical due to the fact 
that words are most likely to be refixated following an initial 
fixation near the beginning of a word (McConkie et al., 
1989). Finally, Panel C shows SFDs as a function of their lo-
cation; as has been observed, SFDs are longer for fixations 
near the centers than ends of words, resulting in inverted op-
timal-viewing position (IOVP) effects (Vitu et al., 2001). 
These simulated results are important because they demon-
strate that the direct simulation of the sequence of processes 
required for word identification operates sufficiently quickly 
to yield the trade-offs that occur between lexical processes 
and the programming and execution of saccades that manifest 
themselves in the empirical phenomena depicted in Figure 5. 

 
 
Figure 5: Three simulated “benchmark” eye-movement phe-
nomena: (A) fixation landing-site distributions; (B) refixa-

tion-probability distributions; and (C) IOVP effects. 
 

Discussion 
The present work represents the first attempt to simulate three 
tasks that have been extensively used to study reading using 
the instance-based, word-identification component of Über-
Reader. Nevertheless, Über-Reader accounts for an impres-
sive proportion of the item-level variance in the Schilling et 
al. (1998) corpus for all three tasks.  

The simulations of sentence reading produced comparable 
fits of the eye-movement data to E-Z Reader, and Über-
Reader replicated several benchmark eye-movement effects. 
This was important to verify because, despite the assump-
tions about saccade planning and execution being inherited 
from its predecessor, Über-Reader makes additional assump-
tions about the processes and time-course of word identifica-
tion and directly simulates the retrieval of lexical content 
from long-term memory. These simulations therefore demon-
strate that an instance-based model of word identification can 
successfully be incorporated into the architecture of an 
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existing model of eye-movement control and account for pat-
terns of eye movements in reading. Furthermore, the distinc-
tion between intensity and content in Über-Reader, and the 
interface of this resonance-retrieval process with saccadic 
planning and attention shifting, addresses a key limitation of 
E-Z Reader in which the equivalent distinction between the 
two stages of lexical processing (L1 and L2) that is central to 
the model’s account remains theoretically underspecified. 

This demonstration must be interpreted with some caution, 
however. The fact that different values of the lexical-pro-
cessing parameters provided optimal fits to the data from 
tasks that were performed by the same set of participants may 
reflect limitations in how the parameter values were selected 
(via grid-searches of the parameter spaces using relatively 
few statistical subjects due to the fact that each required ap-
proximately 2.75 minutes on a 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon W proces-
sor). However, it is perhaps unsurprising that the parameter 
values differed between isolated word-identification tasks 
and sentence reading. In contrast to lexical decision or nam-
ing, identifying words in sentences involves the contribution 
of top-down information derived from the context, even in 
unconstraining sentences, which likely makes markedly dif-
ferent demands on the word-identification component com-
mon to the three tasks. The next stage of this project will re-
fine the sentence- and discourse-processing assumptions of 
the model to simulate higher-level contextual effects on word 
identification and confirm these task differences.  

Additional assumptions may also be required to capture RT 
distributions. One notable feature of the LDT and naming 
simulations was that the model was 100% accurate for the 48 
Schilling et al. target words. While human performance was 
effectively at ceiling in the naming task for these items, the 
model substantially outperformed participants in lexical de-
cision accuracy for the LF items. One possible solution to this 
discrepancy would be to incorporate an evidence accumula-
tor for making the word/nonword decision in the LDT. Addi-
tional modelling work that is not reported here tested a ver-
sion of the model that included such an evidence accumulator 
but resulted in unacceptable trade-offs between word/non-
word discrimination performance and fits to the item-level 
RT data. Other possibilities would be the addition of noise to 
the decision and/or response execution stages of the LDT, or 
trial-by-trial adjustments to the response threshold parameter 
on the basis of previous trial response accuracy. 
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Abstract

What determines degree of competition among phonologically
similar words? One proposal is that proportion of overlap
predicts competition independently of word length. We argue
that proportion of overlap may provide descriptive adequacy,
but does not provide an explanation. We show that TRACE
correctly predicts patterns previously attributed to proportion
of overlap. In additional simulations, with independent
manipulations of word length and proportion of overlap,
proportion of overlap fails to predict the full pattern of results.
We discuss how competition dynamics in TRACE modulate
competition as word length and proportion of overlap change.
These results have implications for theories of human spoken
word recognition, and will motivate experiments to test these
new TRACE predictions.

Keywords: spoken word recognition; computational models

Introduction
The nature of similarity mapping is a crucial question
in human spoken word recognition. The time course of
competition between different types of competitors provides
important clues to the mechanisms underlying human speech
recognition. Two types of competitors that have been
important in the spoken word recognition literature are
cohorts and rhymes. Cohorts overlap at onset. They
are called “cohorts” because they (words overlapping in
approximately the first 200 ms or first 2 phonemes) constitute
the competitor set of the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson &
Welsh, 1978). Rhymes have the same number of syllables,
and match in all positions except onset (for example, beaker,
speaker. Thus, when multisyllabic, they need not correspond
to linguistic rime (syllable nucleus and coda) or poetic
rhyme (approximately, overlap from the final stressed vowel
onward). Because the Cohort Model predicted that only
items overlapping at onset could enter the recognition cohort,
rhymes – words with complete overlap everywhere but onset
– were a crucial test case. Marslen-Wilson and colleagues
(e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989) tried to find
evidence for rhyme activation in tasks like gating and
cross-modal semantic priming. They generally found that,
at best, a word might be slightly activated by a rhyme form if
that form was not a real word, and it differed by no more than
a single acoustic-phonetic feature at onset (e.g., bleasant can
weakly activate pleasant).

However, there were other indications that rhymes might
receive significant activation in spoken word recognition.

There is similar priming from 4-phoneme words that overlap
in 1-3 phonemes, with mismatch at offset (cohorts) or onset
(rhymes, so long as the matching portion includes the vowel;
Slowiaczek, Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1987). According to
the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM; Luce & Pisoni,
1998), words differing by no more than a single phonemic
deletion, addition, or substitution (the so-called “DAS rule”)
are sufficiently similar that the form for one should also
activate the other. Notably, the DAS rule includes many items
that Cohort excludes (e.g., rhymes), and excludes many items
Cohort would include (cohort pairs differing by more than 1
phoneme, e.g., cat, castle, and cadaver are cohorts but not
neighbors). Nonetheless, frequency-weighted neighborhoods
based on NAM’s DAS rule provide one of the best extant
predictors of spoken word recognition facility for large sets of
words. Thus, in the 1990s, the field faced a conundrum: using
methods designed to investigate activations of word pairs,
there was almost no evidence for (lexical) rhyme activation,
but there was evidence for facilitory priming from rhymes
(Slowiaczek et al., 1987) and indirect evidence that rhymes
contribute to lexical competition (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) from
other methods.

Allopenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus (1998) investigated
these inconsistencies using the visual world paradigm
(Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).
They gave participants spoken instructions to select items
from a 4-alternative display (e.g., click on the beaker) as
they tracked their eye movements. On critical trials, the
display included a potential cohort competitor (e.g., beetle)
and/or a rhyme (e.g., speaker), along with phonologically
unrelated baseline items (e.g., carriage). Approximately 200
ms after word onset, fixations shifted to targets and cohorts
(as expected, since both match the initial input). About
200 ms after the disambiguating phoneme (e.g., the /k/ in
beaker), fixation proportions to cohorts began to decline,
while fixations to the rhyme began to increase. Although the
rhyme fixation proportion was significantly greater than that
for the unrelated baseline, the rhyme peak was later and lower
than the cohort peak.

Allopenna et al. (1998) conducted simulations with the
TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986). TRACE is
an interactive activation neural network, where over-time
phonetic feature nodes pass activation to phoneme nodes,
which pass activation to word nodes, which send feedback
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Table 1: Example critical items based on Simmons and
Magnuson (under revision). One example (from nine pairs)
is shown for each combination of conditions.

Type Length Item 1 Item 2 Unrelated

Cohort Short bat bas ril

Cohort Long kasdit kapr2d gubluk

Rhyme Short kak rak l2p

Rhyme Long sud2ls pud2ls gatikS

to constituent phonemes. There is lateral inhibition at each
level, which governs competition. TRACE predicts a time
course of activation and competition remarkably similar to
patterns of eye movements. The crucial pattern (early, strong
cohort competition, and later, weaker rhyme competition)
emerges in TRACE due chiefly to lateral inhibition. Although
rhymes have greater global similarity with a target, their
activation is suppressed by lateral inhibition from the target
and its cohorts, which get a literal head start due to earlier
overlap with the bottom-up input.

McQueen and Viebahn (2007) extended Allopenna et al.
(1998) in 4 ways: they used Dutch, they used text as visual
referents rather than images, they manipulated word length
(with short vs. long pairs), and they held proportion of
overlap constant for cohorts and rhymes. Examples of each
class include short cohorts, tor, tol; long cohorts, geloof,
geloop; short rhymes, rat, lat; and long rhymes, rotje, lotje).
They replicated the basic pattern found by Allopenna et al.
(early, strong cohort competition, and later, weaker rhyme
competition), but with an effect of length: there was stronger
competition for longer cohort and rhyme pairs (though
the latter was weak). McQueen and Viebahn proposed
that proportion of overlap determines lexical competition.
However, their results cannot distinguish between a word
length (and total overlap) vs. proportion of overlap, as length,
total overlap, and proportion of overlap were correlated in
their design (due to their use of “maximal cohorts” that
overlap in all but the final phoneme, in contrast to more
conventional cohort definitiosn, such as overlap in the first
2 phonemes).

Recent work by Simmons and Magnuson (under revision)
may be consistent with the proportion of overlap principle.
We also manipulated word length. However, unlike McQueen

Table 2: Example critical items based on McQueen and
Viebahn (2007). The only change compared to the examples
in Table 1 is that long cohort pairs mismatch only in their final
phonemes.

Type Length Item 1 Item 2 Unrelated

Cohort Long kasdit kasdip gubluk

Table 3: Example critical items from new proportion
manipulation. Items have 67% or 75% proportion overlap.

Type Length Overlap Item 1 Item 2 Unrelated
Cohort Short 67% kit kib sul

Cohort Short 75% guSi guS2 kard

Cohort Long 67% tabula tabuki kipirg

Cohort Long 75% rulSapak rulSap2t dirt2sub

Rhyme Short 67% lab Sab kus

Rhyme Short 75% iSug 2Sug kard

Rhyme Long 67% alubat ikubat kipirg

Rhyme Long 75% t2paSlur kapaSlur bus2trid

and Viebahn (2007), we used the conventional cohort
definition (overlap in first 2 phonemes). Thus, shorter pairs
(e.g., bus, bug) had greater proportion of overlap than longer
pairs (e.g., bubbles, butter). Proportion of overlap rather
than total overlap predicted degree of competition: rhyme
effects were larger for longer words, but cohort effects were
larger for shorter pairs. Simmons and Magnuson confirmed
that TRACE predicts this pattern, and that TRACE predicts
the results of(McQueen & Viebahn, 2007), with analogs
of their items. (They also make a case for focusing on
conventional cohorts because they are known to compete
strongly (Allopenna et al., 1998), and are much more
common: 99.7% of English words have at least 1 such cohort,
while “maximal” cohorts like those used by McQueen and
Viebahn are much rarer; only 19% of English words have at
least 1 such cohort.)

However, while proportion of overlap may describe some
results, it does not provide an explanation. Simmons
and Magnuson found greater competition for shorter cohort
pairs even though shorter and longer pairs overlapped
only in the first 2 phonemes in their materials. Either
the system somehow “knows” how long the word will
be, or it normalizes evidence by word length (as implied
by McQueen and Viebahn, although they did not discuss
potential mechanisms for such normalization). Simmons and
Magnuson described how TRACE emergently normalizes
by word length due to the dynamics of lateral inhibition.
However, they did not address the challenge of dissociating
proportion of overlap from total overlap as word length
increases. We next report simulations with independent
manipulations of length and proportion of overlap aimed at
addressing this challenge.

Simulations
Simulations were conducted with the TRACE (McClelland
& Elman, 1986) C code distributed by Jay McClelland,
modified for compatibility with current compilers. Our
emphasis is on a new manipulation of proportion of overlap,
but we begin with simulations using materials like those of
Simmons and Magnuson (under revision) and McQueen and
Viebahn (2007) to establish a basis for comparison.
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Materials
The 3 sets of simulations used critical items added to the
original 212-word TRACE lexicon, expanding it to 300
words. For examples of critical items based on Simmons
and Magnuson, see Table 1, and Table 2 for items based
on McQueen and Viebahn. For these items, there were
9 item sets in each combination of length and competitor
type. Cohorts conformed to a conventional definition (overlap
in first 2 phonemes). For simulations of McQueen and
Viebahn, long cohort pairs were altered to differ only in the
final phoneme. Finally, in Table 3, we present examples
of new materials: cohorts and “pseudo-rhymes” with length
and proportion of overlap manipulated separately. Note that
although the original TRACE lexicon is based on real English
words, the words in the tables were constructed with a focus
on precise control of similarity, without consideration of
whether the items have real English word analogs.

Defining phonological competitors Cohorts overlap at
onset, and are called “cohorts” because they constitute the
recognition cohort in the Cohort Model (Marslen-Wilson &
Welsh, 1978). Cohorts are limited to items overlapping at
onset due to a theoretical commitment (the algorithm for
word recognition should make maximal use of bottom-up
information) grounded in empirical findings (strong evidence
for mutual activation of items overlapping in approximately
the first 200 ms at a typical speaking rate [ first 2 phonemes],
and virtually no evidence of activation for items that
mismatch at onset, even if they match at all subsequent
positions; (Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989)). Rhymes,
again, as operationally defined in the human spoken word
recognition literature, are items that overlap everywhere but
word onset (vs. overlap in a single syllabic rime [though they
overlap from the first rime onward] or poetic rhymes, which
can mismatch in length so long as they overlap from the final
stressed vowel onward). We revisit these definitions because
our materials include 3 cases where we deviate from these
conventional operational definitions.

First, McQueen and Viebahn created unconventional
cohorts that were matched to rhymes in terms of amount
of overlap (and amount of mismatch): their Dutch words
matched everywhere but the final position (e.g., short cohort
pairs such as tor, tol, and long cohort pairs like geloof,
geloop. Even though previous studies (e.g., (Allopenna
et al., 1998)) had demonstrated stronger competition for
cohorts than rhymes in the VWP, this was an important and
useful control that complements other work on phonological
competition in the VWP. However, by allowing a maximum
of one phonemic mismatch in cohorts (and rhymes), it entails
that proportion of overlap is confounded with word length in
such items. Note that they claim that proportion of overlap is
a determining principle of degree of competition (McQueen
& Viebahn, 2007); while their results are consistent with that
claim, they cannot provide a critical test since their materials
confound length and proportion of overlap. The second and
third deviations are in the new materials in Table 3, where

we have cohorts and “pseudo”-rhymes that vary in proportion
of overlap at different word lengths. The items overlap by
2/3 (literally 2 of 3 phonemes in short words, and in 4 of 6
phonemes in longer words) or 3/4 (3 of 4 phonemes in shorter
words, or 6 of 8 phonemes in longer words).

Predictions
Critically, the new items in Table 3 allow us to examine
interactions of proportion of overlap and length. If proportion
of overlap truly predicts degree of competition (McQueen
& Viebahn, 2007), we should see greater competition for
75% overlap than 67% overlap for both shorter and longer
pairs. If instead, as suggested in (Simmons & Magnuson,
under revision), the time course of lexical activation and
competition follows possible non-intuitive trajectories due
to complex interactions of lateral inhibition and degree of
bottom-up support, we may observe interactions of word
length and proportion of overlap.

Procedure
We conducted 1 simulation for every target. For Simulations
1 and 2, there were 72 targets: 9 pairs (2) x length (short,
long) x phonological competitor type (cohort, rhyme). For
Simulation 3, there were 64 targets: 4 pairs x length x
competitor type x proportion of overlap (67%, 75%). For
each simulation, we tracked target, competitor, and unrelated
baseline activations. Results from all simulations within a
condition were averaged to provide summary plots (Figures
1-4).

Results
The key results are shown in Figures 1-4. In Figure 1,
where amount of mismatch is held to one phoneme, and so
proportion of overlap increases with word length, we see
greater competition for longer words, which have greater
proportion of overlap (the CminusU lines are higher in lower
than upper panels), although the difference is quite small for
rhymes. This is consistent with the human performance data
of (McQueen & Viebahn, 2007), which was the basis for their
claim that degree of competition depends on proportion of
overlap. In Figure 2, which plots the results from simulations
where the materials used the conventional cohort definition
of match in the first two phonemes, the rhyme results are
identical (they are the same results shown for rhymes in the
previous figure), but the cohort trends have flipped: now
there is greater competition for shorter pairs, consistent with
proportion of overlap (2 of 3 phonemes vs. 2 of 5 for longer
words).

In Figure 3, the results are from new simulations with
cohort items varying in length and proportion of overlap (see
Table 3). There are clear main effects of length, with greater
competition for longer words (compare top to lower panels),
and greater competition with greater proportion of overlap
(compare left to right panels). However, note that there
proportion of overlap does not dictate the absolute amount
of competition: there is slightly greater competition for long
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Figure 1: Simulations of (McQueen & Viebahn, 2007),
with mismatch constant (1 phoneme, and thus higher
proportion of overlap for longer pairs). “CminusU” =
competitor - unrelated baseline. Effects are stronger
for longer items (compare CminusU in top vs. bottom
panels), consistent with the claim that proportion of overlap
determines degree of competition (McQueen & Viebahn,
2007). For examples of items, see Tables 2 (for Long Cohort
items) and 1.

pairs with 67% overlap than short pairs with 75% overlap.
In Figure 4, the results are from the new simulations with
“pseudo”-rhymes varying in length and proportion of overlap.
Here, the pattern is different. There is less competition for
longer than shorter pairs (compare top to bottom panels),
but still greater competition for greater proportion of overlap
(though there is virtually no difference for longer pairs).

Discussion and conclusions
As suggested by Simmons and Magnuson (under revision),
and contra McQueen and Viebahn (2007), proportion of
overlap does not determine amount of competition – in
TRACE. Of course, these results are thus far restricted
to the TRACE model, and TRACE’s predictions must
be tested against human performance. Nonetheless, it
is notable that TRACE predicts the correct pattern for
both previous experiments with human subjects discussed
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Figure 2: Simulations of (Simmons & Magnuson, under
revision). Effects are stronger for longer rhymes and shorter
cohorts. Because degree of match was constant for cohorts,
shorter pairs had higher proportion of overlap. Thus, this
pattern is also consistent with the claim that degree of
competition follows from proportion of overlap (McQueen &
Viebahn, 2007). For examples of items, see Table 1.

above where degree of competition was consistent with
the proportion of overlap principle (Simmons & Magnuson,
under revision; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007; see Figures 1 and
2, respectively). Thus, the principle of proportion of overlap
cannot describe the full range of outcomes we observe
(with TRACE). Furthermore, as discussed by Simmons and
Magnuson (under revision), even when TRACE’s results
are consistent with the principle of proportion of overlap,
proportion of overlap does not, by itself, constitute an
explanation. This is true in particular because we are
considering an input signal that emerges over time. Consider
cohort pairs that are matched on amount of overlap (2
phonemes) rather than proportion of overlap, as in Figure 2.
In these cases, cohorts match targets through the second
position. The model does not “know” how long the words
will be, and yet there is greater competition for shorter
pairs where two phonemes represents a greater proportion of
overlap. Why?

In TRACE, the answer follows from lateral inhibition.
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Figure 3: Simulation 3, interaction of word length and
proportion of overlap for cohort pairs. For example items,
see Table 3.

Word units have a literal temporal extent in TRACE’s
memory, and words have inhibitory connections to all
words they overlap with in “time” (position) in TRACE’s
memory. Thus, longer words have more incoming inhibitory
connections (because they span more positions and therefore
overlap with more words). Even tiny amounts of activation
in the sending units can have non-trivial impact on a word’s
activation. This leads to longer cohorts being less able
to compete, because they are receiving proportionally more
inhibition than shorter cohorts (not just from the target, but
from any word with any non-zero activation). When length
and proportion of overlap are independently manipulated, as
in Figure 3, similar or greater competition can occur with
less proportion of overlap for longer words (e.g., the greater
competition for 67% overlap long cohorts vs. 75% overlap
short cohorts).

Inhibition is also crucial for understanding the dynamics
of rhyme competition. In Figures 1 and 2 (where the same
rhyme simulations are presented in the right column of each
figure), there is only a slight increase in competition for
longer rhymes, despite the fact that there is a large increase
in proportion of overlap, as shorter pairs share only 2/3
phonemes, while longer pairs share 5/6. This is because
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Figure 4: Simulation 3, interaction of word length and
proportion of overlap for rhyme pairs. For example items,
see Table 3.

as word length increases, several interactions occur. In
addition to the one mentioned above (longer words have
more inhibition sites in TRACE), the other major impact is
that the amount of inhibition target words can send increases
with word length, because longer words simply receive more
bottom-up support and reach higher levels of activation.

Thus, proportion of overlap cannot explain, nor even
describe, the full range of outcomes that follow from
word length, type of phonological similarity, and degree of
similarity in lexical access. In many cases, a model with
a simple architecture but many simple interacting elements
(like TRACE) will defy intuition, and exhibit complex
emergent behaviors. Simulations are often required to
elucidate the actual behavior of the model.

Of course, now that we have new predictions in hand from
TRACE (for independent manipulations of onset and offset
overlap, as in Figures 3 and 4), the next step will be to test
these predictions with human subjects. We are developing an
experiment based on these simulations currently.
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Abstract 

The debate about how attention is allocated during reading 
has been framed in as: Either attention is allocated in a strictly 
serial manner, to support the identification of one word at a 
time, or it is allocated as a gradient, to support the concurrent 
processing of multiple words. The first part of this article re-
views reading models to examine the feasibility of both posi-
tions. Although word-identification and sentence-processing 
models assume that words are identified serially to incremen-
tally build larger units of representation, discourse-processing 
model allow several propositions to be co-active in working 
memory. The remainder of this article then describes an in-
stance-based model of word identification, Über-Reader, and 
simulations comparing the identification of single words and 
word pairs. These simulations indicate that, although word 
pairs can be identified, accurate identification is restricted to 
short high-frequency words due to the computational de-
mands of both memory retrieval and limited visual acuity.  

Keywords: attention; computational modeling; reading; sen-
tence processing; Über-Reader; word identification 

Introduction 
The role of attention during reading has been debated be-

cause models of eye-movement control in reading (see Ta-
ble 1) alternatively posit that the attention required to sup-
port lexical processing is either limited to one word at a time 
(e.g., ASM: Reilly, 1993; E-Z Reader: Reichle, Pollatsek, 
Fisher, & Rayner, 1998; EMMA: Salvucci, 2001), or alterna-
tively, that it can be allocated to support the concurrent 
processing of several words (e.g., Glenmore: Reilly & Rad-
ach, 2003; OB1-Reader; Snell, van Leipsig, Grainger, & 
Meeter, 2018; SWIFT; Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & 
Kliegl, 2005). Although this debate has motivated many 
experiments to adjudicate between the two positions, the 
question has not been resolved because the empirical find-
ings are subject to alternative interpretations, and because 
the models instantiating the two positions provide equally 
good accounts of eye-movement control during reading. 

As we will argue here, however, this debate has been al-
most exclusively framed around models of eye-movement 
control and the eye-movement experiments that they have 
motivated, with little consideration of what is known about 
other components of reading. In the remainder of this arti-
cle, we will redress this limitation by considering the serial-
vs.-parallel debate within the larger context of what is 
known about word identification, sentence processing, and 
the representation of discourse. More specifically, we con-
sider the role of attention from the perspective of what mod-
els of each of the aforementioned processes suggest about 

the constraints that skilled reading imposes on how words 
are identified and then used to construct larger units of 
meaning (e.g., the phrases, sentences, and propositions of a 
text). In doing this, we remove the debate about attention 
from its current “either-or” framing by showing what the 
parallel lexical processing of words might actually entail. 

Table 1 lists some of the most influential models of read-
ing. Although this list is not exhaustive, the models are rep-
resentative of the alternative approaches to understanding 
how readers (1) use the visual features of words to access 
their spellings, pronunciations, and meanings from memory; 
(2) use the meanings of words to construct larger representa-
tions of sentences and discourse; and (3) coordinate the 
movement of their eyes and attention to do the aforemen-
tioned processing with some degree of speed and accuracy.  

 
Table 1: Models of reading. 

 
 
Word-identification models. Although these models in-

stantiate “word identification” in a variety of ways, it is im-
portant to note that “…one of the most important aims of 
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the lexical access process is to make the meaning of the 
word available to the sentence comprehension system” 
(Taft, 1991, p. 2).  Although the mental processes needed to 
do this might appear straightforward, the computations re-
quired to rapidly and reliably convert the visual features of a 
word into its spelling, pronunciation, and meaning are com-
plex and prone to error. As demonstrated below, the compu-
tational demands of lexical access are severe enough that the 
models listed in Table 1 adopt specific assumptions to help 
guarantee its accuracy, with one of the chief assumptions 
being that individual words and/or their subcomponents are 
processed serially, one at a time. 

For example, the highly influential interactive-activation 
model (IA) of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) assumes 
that words are identified via a process whereby visual fea-
tures of letters activate a layer of nodes representing indi-
vidual letters, which then activate nodes representing words. 
This activation propagates between these layers of represen-
tation across processing cycles, until the word node that best 
matches the visual input comes to dominate the others 
through a set of mutually inhibitory connections. This latter 
assumption is critically important for the present discussion 
because it is specifically intended to ensure that only one 
word is identified at any given point in time. This point is 
illustrated in Figure 1, which shows how input from the 
word “cat” drives activity in the model in two time steps. 
First, input from the letter nodes “c,” “a,” and “t” partially 
activate the word nodes for “cat,” “catch,” and “sat.” Then, 
because the letters match “cat,” its node comes to dominate 
the others via an inhibitory ‘winner-take-all’ competition. 
This example shows precisely why the inhibitory connec-
tions are necessary; without them and the assumption that 
only one word is identified at a time, words would often be 
misidentified as their similarly spelled ‘neighbors.’ 

 
 

Figure 1: Word identification in the IA model. 

As Table 1 shows, this example is important because 
variants of the IA model are the ‘cores’ of several more re-
cent word-identifications models. In these models, the nodes 
represented individual words are interconnected via mutu-
ally inhibitory connections for the sole purpose of ensuring 
that, during any given point in time, only one word can be 
identified. Thus, like the IA model, its many progeny are 
specifically designed to enforce the serial identification of 
words. 

Several of the other models also include mechanisms that 
enforce serial word identification or—in some instances—
the serial processing of sub-lexical constituents. For exam-
ple, the Activation-Verification model (Paap, Newsome, 
McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982) identifies words in two 
stages: an initial stage in which a cohort of possible 
“matches” to a word are activated, followed by a stage in 
which the these candidates are verified one at a time in a 
frequency-ranked order. Similarly, the ACT-R LDT model 
(Van Rijn & Anderson, 2003) simulates lexical-decision 
(i.e., binary word vs. non-word decisions to letter strings) by 
adopting a core assumption of the cognitive architecture 
from which the model was developed—that only one 
“chunk” of declarative knowledge (corresponding to a 
word) can be active during any given 50-ms processing cy-
cle. Finally, four of the remaining models assume a sub-
lexical processing route in which letters (DRC, SCM, SE-
RIOL) and/or syllables (Multiple-Trace Memory model: 
Ans, Carbonnel, & Valdois, 1998) are processed serially. 

Of course, the assumption that words and/or their sub-
lexical constituents are processed serially does not necessar-
ily preclude additional assumptions that might afford the 
parallel identification of words. For example, the models 
that assume serial processing of letters might be augmented 
with the assumption that, at any given point in time, multi-
ple processing ‘streams’ allow serial letter processing within 
multiple words, with attention perhaps being instrumental in 
keeping track of which letters are being processing within 
each stream. Such possibilities have been suggested, for 
example, by two of the current models of eye-movement 
control in reading: Glenmore (Reilly & Radach, 2003) and 
OB1-Reader (Snell et al., 2018). Both models incorporate 
variants of the IA model as their word-identification cores, 
and both models assume that, with the limits of the percep-
tual span, the letters from spatially adjacent words can co-
activate letter nodes (in Glenmore) or bi-gram (i.e., letter 
pair) nodes (in OB1-Reader) to support the concurrent acti-
vation of multiple words. Both models are thus consistent 
with the hypothesis that lexical processing (defined here as 
the activation of letter/bigram and word nodes) encompasses 
multiple words. However, like the IA model, both models 
posit that mutually inhibitory connections among word 
nodes to ensure that, at any given point in time, one and 
only one word is identified. Thus, although both models 
allow concurrent lexical processing, these models—like the 
word-identification models listed in Table 1—are restricted 
to the serial identification of words. 
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One way to sidestep the serial-identification restriction is 
to assume that individual words are represented within mul-
tiple (redundant) lexicons, as in Figure 2. Here, the simulta-
neous processing of two words (e.g., “at” and “the”) might 
occur by mapping the visual forms of each word onto their 
respective word nodes within independent lexicons. How-
ever, although this solution affords the accurate identifica-
tion of word pairs, it raises more questions than it answers.  
For example, given that the eyes move along a line of text 
during reading, one question is: How are the individual 
words aligned to the different lexicons so that each word 
only activates nodes within one lexicon? Furthermore, what 
happens to a given lexicon when the readers’ eyes move to 
another position? And similarly, how is the structure of the 
lexicons learned? The finding that common words are iden-
tified more efficiently suggests that the quality of a word’s 
lexical representation reflects the frequency with which the 
word has been encounter in text. If this account of the word-
frequency effect is correct, then how (if one posits multiple 
lexicons) would the lexical representation(s) of a word be 
adjusted with each new encounter with that word? 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Parallel identification of words represented in 
multiple (redundant) lexicons. 

 
Turning now to the remaining word-identification models 

in Table 1, one might ask whether they might accommodate 
the parallel identification of words. The Triangle model 
(Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) and its variants (e.g., 
Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996) learn to 
map patterns of features representing a word’s spelling onto 
patterns of features representing a word’s pronunciation. 
The model learns these mapping across hundreds of learning 
trials in which the model is given both the correct input and 
output patterns so that the connection weights between the 
two can be gradually adjusted. Because connectionist mod-
els of this ilk are capable of learning such complex map-
pings, it is reasonable to predict that, with sufficient train-
ing, the models might learn the spelling-to-pronunciation 
mappings for pairs of words (or even word triples). How-
ever, because the models require extensive training to learn 
how to accurately identify single words, one might also pre-
dict that the task of simultaneously identifying two or three 

words would both dramatically increase the number of train-
ing trials and—perhaps more significantly—require one to 
assume that such training accurately reflects what children 
experience when they learn how to read. Because language 
is inherently productive in nature, the extensive training 
required to train a connectionist model to identify word 
pairs would seem unreasonable given that words most often 
appear in novel combinations. 

The remaining model, Bayesian Reader (Norris, 2006), is 
unique among the models listed in that it provides a task-
level description of word identification, rather than algo-
rithmic- or implementation-level descriptions. The model is 
thus agnostic about precisely how words are identified, and 
thus the question of how many words might be concurrently 
identified. However, the model is in many ways similar to 
the Multiple-Trace memory model (Ans et al., 1998) in that 
the task of identifying a word broadly entails the sampling 
of perceptual input generated by a word for the purpose of 
mapping that input onto a unique point in representational 
space. The latter model does this, however, by encoding 
individual word experiences as discrete memory traces that 
can then be used to generate a composite pattern represent-
ing the word. This approach is also similar to the Triangle 
model in that the model learns to generate phonological 
output from orthographic input, but can learn these map-
pings very rapidly, often with only a single encounter with a 
given word. The question, then, is whether or not the as-
sumptions of this instance-based model are sufficient to 
support the concurrent identification of two or more words. 
The next section of this article answers this question by us-
ing a simplified variant of the Multiple-Trace memory 
model (Reichle, 2020) to examine the conditions under 
which pairs of commonly co-occurring words (e.g., “… in 
the …”) might be accurately identified. 

Über-Reader 
The simulations reported below were completed using the 

word-identification core of the Über-Reader model of read-
ing (Reichle, 2020). This core is based on principles of the 
Multiple-Trace memory model of word-identification and 
its precursor, the MINERVA 2 model of episodic memory 
(Hintzman, 1984). In the model, experiences with words are 
encoded as discrete memory traces. In the formalism of the 
model, these memory traces are vectors of elements repre-
senting the presence (= 1) or absence (= 0) of specific or-
thographic (letter), phonological (phoneme), semantic, and 
syntactic features. For example, an encounter with the word 
“cat” would likely result in the encoding of a memory trace 
with the features corresponding to the letters “c,” “a,” and 
“t” in positions 1-3 being set equal to 1 and features corre-
sponding to other letters being set equal to 0. The informa-
tion in these traces can be accessed via a ‘resonance’ proc-
ess in which a probe (in working memory) is used to acti-
vate the individual traces to the degree that their contents 
resemble the contents of the probe. The sum of the activa-
tion that is generated by the memory traces in response to a 
probe is called the ‘echo intensity’ and reflects the familiar-
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ity of the probe and can thus be used to simulate recogni-
tion. The features of the activated trace can also be com-
bined to generate a composite pattern of features called the 
‘echo content,’ which can be used to simulate recall. Only 
those assumptions related to recall are provided below.  

In the context of identifying words, a word’s orthographic 
features are used as a probe to recall its other lexical fea-
tures. Memory traces containing those orthographic features 
become active to the degree that a trace is similar to the 
probe, as described by Equation 1, where i indexes the 
memory traces, j indexes the N features, and Nr is the num-
ber of non-zero features in either the probe or trace. Because 
features take on values of 1 or 0, the probe-trace similarity 
can range from 0 to 1, with the former indicating complete 
dissimilarity and the latter representing perfect similarity. 

 

 
 
Trace activation is then determined using Equation 2, 

where the parameter δ (=17) enhances the signal-to-noise 
ratio by allowing those traces that are highly similar to the 
probe to become disproportionately active. 

 

 
 
The signal-to-noise ratio can also be enhanced by delimit-

ing those traces that become active to those that exceed 
some threshold of similarity to the probe, θsimilarity (= 0.9; see 
Dougherty, Gettys, & Ogden, 1999).  

The echo content, of value of each recalled feature j, con-
tentj, is determined using Equation 3, where M is an index 
of the number of memory traces and ωi is a weight assigned 
to each trace as a function of its frequency of occurrence 
(Balota et al., 2007), as described by Equation 4. This 
weighting is used instead of encoding multiple traces per 
word for computational convenience (see Reichle, 2020).  

  

 
 
The echo content generated by Equations 3 and 4 is then 

normalized using Equation 5, so that the resulting values of 
the echo content span the range [0, 1]. 

 

 
 
The different lexical features of the echo content can then 

be scored for accuracy. For example, to score the accuracy 
of a generated spelling, the most active orthographic feature 
in each letter position must exceed some threshold, and be 
the most active feature in the correct letter position. The 

accuracy of a generated pronunciation is scored similarly, 
but using phonological features. The accuracy of a word’s 
meaning is calculated as the proportion of correctly recalled 
semantic features, and a word’s part of speech is scored by 
calculating the correlation, r, between the pattern of syntac-
tic features returned in the normalized echo content and the 
patterns representing each of the seven possible syntactic 
categories and then selecting the best match. 

Finally, eye-movement models explain visual-acuity con-
straints on reading (i.e., visual input is more precise in the 
center of vision and decreases with increasing eccentricity; 
Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012). For example, serial 
models include parameters for eccentricity that affect the 
rate of lexical processing in addition to serial shifts in atten-
tion, and parallel models use eccentricity as a parameter that 
decreases processing efficiency of simultaneously processed 
words. The ‘front end’ of Über-Reader likewise provides 
visual input about letters and their positions using principles 
of the Overlap model (Gomez, Ratcliff, & Perea, 2008). By 
this account, evidence for a given letter in position x (i.e., 
the strengths of the features in an orthographic probe) is a 
function of the letter’s true position, µ, as given by: 

 

 
 
where the variability is determined by the value of σ, which 
itself is determined by the absolute difference (in character 
spaces) between the true position of a letter and the fixation 
location and two free parameters, β1 (=0.05) and β2 (= 0.05): 
 

 

Simulations 
The first set of simulations examined the model’s accu-

racy recalling four types of lexical information (ortho-
graphic, phonological, semantic, and syntax) from single 
words (Single) and pairs of words (Pair) that were presented 
at four different fixation locations: (i) the center of the stim-
uli (Center); (ii) the first letter of the stimuli (1); (iii) three 
character spaces left of the stimuli (-3); and (iv) seven char-
acter spaces left of the stimuli (-7). Figure4A shows the 
mean recall accuracy for 16 extremely high-frequency (M = 
6,598,697; SD = 5,956,309) 1-4 letter words (e.g., “a,” 
“the”, “that”) and 16 word pairs derived from these words 
(e.g., “it is,” “in the”). Figure4B shows the mean recall ac-
curacy for 20 low-frequency (M = 10,204; SD = 17,223) 4-
10 letter words (e.g., “ants,” “hurricane,” “parakeet,” etc.) 
and 10 word pairs derived from these words (e.g., “carpen-
ter ants,” “sick parakeet”). These words and word pairs were 
taken from sentences used by Schilling, Rayner, and Chum-
bley (1998) because future simulations using Über-Reader 
will examine how the identification of word pairs influences 
the patterns of eye movements that are generated by the 
model. The word pairs were represented in the model’s lexi-
con as discrete memory traces using the lowest possible 
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frequency weighting (i.e., frequencyi = 1; see Equation 4) 
for the high-frequency word-pair traces, and using the joint 
probability to estimate the weightings for low-frequency 
word-pair traces (i.e., frequencyi = 1-5). The model’s per-
formance recalling the high-frequency word pairs is thus a 
conservative test because those pairs would be expected to 
be represented by more traces if one were to use the joint 
probability of the two words occurring in written text to 
estimate their frequencies of occurrence. Finally, all of the 
simulations were completed using 100 statistical subjects 
per condition. 
 

 
Figure 3: Mean recall accuracy of lexical information corre-
sponding to (A) high- and (B) low-frequency single words 
vs. word pairs from four fixation locations. 

 
As Figure 3A shows, the model accurately recalled both 

single words and word pairs if those items were high fre-
quency. However, recall accuracy was slightly reduced for 
word pairs from fixations three spaces to the left of the first 
word, suggesting that visual-acuity limitations were slightly 
more disruptive to the identification of word pairs that sin-
gle words. Recall of both single words and word pairs was 
markedly reduced from the distant fixation location, consis-
tent with evidence that visual-acuity limitations delimit 
word-identification accuracy (Bouma, 1973). Finally, as 
Figure 3B shows, although recall of low-frequency single 
words was similar to recall of their high-frequency counter-
parts (Panel B), the recall of the low-frequency word pairs 
was significantly reduced at all viewing locations except 
fixations on the centers of the word pairs.  

The second set of simulations (Figure 4) were partial rep-
lications of those shown in Figure 3, but using only the low-

frequency words and word pairs (shown in Figure 3B) and 
introducing two manipulations to better understand why the 
recall of low-frequency word pairs was at a disadvantage in 
the first set of simulations. The first manipulation entailed 
reducing the distortion in letter position information by re-
ducing the values of β1 (= 0.01) and β2 (= 0.01). As Panel A 
shows, this markedly improved the recall of the word pairs, 
effectively allowing them to be recalled with the same level 
of accuracy as the same words displayed in isolation.  
 

 
Figure 4: Mean recall accuracy of lexical information of 
low-frequency single words vs. word pairs from four fixa-
tion locations. The two panels show recall: (A) without vis-
ual-acuity limits; and (B) using larger frequency values. 
 

The second manipulation increased the frequency weight-
ings of the word-pair traces by setting the value of frequen-
cyi for each equal to the larger frequency value of its two 
constituent words. (For example, frequencyi for “sick para-
keet” was set equal to 22,109 because the frequencies of 
“sick” and “parakeet” are respectively 22,109 and 178.) As 
Figure 4B shows, despite the dramatic nature of this second 
manipulation, word-pair recall accuracy did not improve. 

Discussion 
Our simulations suggest that the current framing of the se-

rial-vs.-parallel debate about attention allocation in reading 
is too simplistic. As shown above, an instance-based model 
of word identification can accurately identify pairs of words 
if those words are short and high frequency. The condition 
of being short in length reflects the constraints imposed by 
limited visual acuity, as suggested by the fact that low-
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frequency word pairs could be accurately identified if vis-
ual-acuity limitations were removed (Figure 4A). The con-
dition of occurring frequently reflects the necessity of hav-
ing robust, easily accessible word representations, as sug-
gested by the simulation results in Figure 4B. However, 
because most English words are longer than three or four 
letters and language is highly productive, it is unlikely that 
most word pairs are encountered often enough to be repre-
sented in memory. The parallel identification of two or more 
words would thus likely be limited to sequences like “in 
the,” as well as perhaps idioms or commonly used phrases.   

Although the review and simulations reported above have 
focused on word identification, the discussion can be ex-
tended to sentence processing and discourse representation 
because our understanding of these topics also inform the 
debate about attention allocation during reading. 

Sentence-processing models. Table 1 also lists several in-
fluential models of sentence processing—models that are 
specifically designed to explain how readers construct rep-
resentations of constituents, phrases, and sentences from 
individual words (see Reichle, 2020). These models share 
the assumption that larger representational units are con-
structed in a staged, incremental manner, using the syntactic 
category and meaning of each new word that is identified in 
conjunction with implicit or explicit ‘rules’ to generate the 
meaning of a given sentence. The critical part of this shared 
assumption for the present discussion is the fact that the 
lexical information is delivered in an incremental manner—
one that presupposes and depends upon the words being 
identified one at a time, in their correct order within the sen-
tence. The latter condition is necessary to construct an accu-
rate sentence representation because word order often con-
veys meaning (e.g., topic focus) even in languages that al-
low free word order (e.g., German). 

Discourse-representation models.  Table 1 lists several in-
fluential models of discourse representation (see Reichle, 
2020). These models are designed to explain how readers 
construct large units of meaning, deriving from individual 
sentences. These models share the assumption that the 
meanings of individual phrases and/or sentences are con-
verted into some type of high-level (e.g., propositional) rep-
resentation of the meaning of a text, devoid of specific sen-
tential details (e.g., word-order information), and that the 
meanings of several phrases and/or sentences are concur-
rently maintained in working memory, subject to its capac-
ity limitations. This latter assumption is critical to the pre-
sent discussion because it indicates that, at the level of dis-
course representation, there is significant parallelism, with 
the meanings of multiple phrases and/or sentences being 
maintained in working memory over intervals of time so 
that those meanings can be encoded into long-term memory.  
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Abstract 

Reference resolution is one of the core components of language 
understanding.  In spite of its centrality, psychological 
evidence has shown that the reference resolution process is 
prone to errors and egocentric bias.  In this work, we propose 
an extension to Analogical Reference Resolution, a 
computational model based on analogical retrieval, which 
accounts for such errors.  We test the extended model on a 
study by Epley et al. (2004) and replicate human patterns of 
bias and correction. 

Keywords: reference resolution; perspective taking; analogy 

Introduction 

Reference resolution is the process of identifying the entities 

a speaker intends to refer to in an utterance.  Although 

common ground (Clark & Carlson, 1981, 1982) has long been 
held as the basis for successful reference resolution, 

experimental evidence paints a more complex picture (Epley, 

Morewedge, & Keysar, 2004; Keysar et al., 1998, 2000; 

Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003; Lin, Keysar, & Epley, 2010).  

Listeners adopt a two-stage strategy when resolving referring 

expressions: an initial, automatic judgment that only makes 

use of the listener’s knowledge followed by a slower 

corrective process that takes common ground into account.  

This two-stage process arguably leads to greater efficiency 

by avoiding the cognitive overhead of keeping explicit track 

of common ground when unnecessary (Keysar et al., 1998).  
Given that interlocutors’ situation models are often aligned 

and become more so over the course of a conversation 

(Pickering & Garrod, 2004), coupled with the fact that 

corrections in an interactive setting are relatively cheap, this 

two-stage strategy is an efficient way to make use of the 

cognitive resources at the listener’s disposal. 

The processes involved in reference resolution are quite 

powerful.  For instance, people are remarkably adept at 

understanding near misses, referring expressions which fail 

to accurately describe their intended referent (Donnellan, 

1968).  For example1: 

A: “Do you see the man drinking champagne?” 
B: “He’s actually drinking sparkling water.” 

B is able to interpret A’s referring expression even though 

it is an erroneous description of the man in question.  

Furthermore, according to Keysar et al. (1998), B is able to 

do so without a full, explicit model of A and A’s potential 

misconceptions.  What can account for this ability? 

 
1 Adapted from (Kripke, 1977). 

Nakos, Rabkina, and Forbus (in press) argue that structure 

mapping lies at the heart of reference resolution.  According 

to Structure-Mapping Theory (SMT; Gentner, 1983), 

structure mapping underlies analogical comparison.  It has 

been proposed as the process responsible for human 

similarity judgments (Gentner & Markman, 1997).  SMT 

offers a flexible, domain-independent, and psychologically 

plausible explanation for the ability to match descriptions to 

referents even in the presence of errors.  It also provides an 

explanation for the gradations of correctness exhibited by 

erroneous descriptions.  Analogical comparison has been 
shown to be invoked spontaneously by people (Day & 

Gentner, 2007), making it a plausible fit for the automatic 

process proposed by Keysar et al. (1998). 

In this paper, we extend our model of Analogical Reference 

Resolution (ARR) to incorporate the two stages proposed by 

Keysar et al. (1998).  Analogical retrieval provides the initial, 

automatic judgment, while a corrective process, introduced 

here, identifies common ground violations and triggers re-

representation if needed.  We test our implemented model on 

the stimuli used in Epley et al.’s (2004) perspective-taking 

experiment. 

We begin by reviewing SMT and the computational 
models built on it.  Next, we recap ARR and how it makes 

use of structure-mapping.  Then we discuss Keysar et al.’s 

two-stage model of reference resolution, the experiments 

used to test it, and a body of related research.  From there, we 

describe an extension to ARR, a corrective process that 

provides a flexible way for the model to handle perspective-

taking and re-representation.  We then test our extended 

model, briefly discuss other models of reference resolution, 

and conclude. 

Background 

Analogy 

Structure-Mapping Theory (SMT; Gentner, 1983) argues that 

analogical comparison involves computing mappings 

between structured descriptions of objects or situations.  In 
particular, mapping occurs between a base case, typically a 

set of facts retrieved from memory, and a target case, which 

describes a new entity or situation to compare to.  The outputs 

of the mapping process are a set of correspondences 

indicating which items in the base correspond to which items 
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in the target, a similarity score proportional to the depth and 

connectedness of the mapping, and a set of candidate 

inferences, facts which are projected from the base to the 

target on the basis of shared structure. 

The Structure-Mapping Engine (SME; Forbus et al., 2016) 
is a computational implementation of SMT that has been used 

to model a wide range of cognitive phenomena, including 

conceptual change (Friedman & Forbus, 2010), visual 

similarity (Lovett & Forbus, 2017), and problem-solving by 

analogy to prior experience (Klenk & Forbus, 2007).  Entities 

and expressions are represented with predicate calculus. 

SME has also been used as the basis for a model of 

analogical retrieval called MAC/FAC (“many are called/few 

are chosen”; Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1995).  Given a probe 

case, MAC/FAC searches a case library for the case most 

similar to it.  Inspired by the dichotomy between human recall 

(which favors surface-level matches) and similarity 
judgments (which favor deeper, structural matches), 

MAC/FAC has two stages.  The first, MAC, uses cheap, 

vector-based representations to identify the cases that are 

most likely to be similar to the probe.  The second, FAC, 

performs full analogical comparison between each of these 

candidates and the probe.  The case with the highest structural 

similarity score is returned. 

Analogical Reference Resolution 

The central claim of the ARR model (Nakos et al., in press) 

is that the automatic stage of reference resolution relies on 

analogical retrieval.  The hearer constructs a representation 
of the referent based on the speaker’s description and then 

searches through a set of potential referents for the one that 

is most similar to it.  In this model, structural similarity 

accounts for the ability to resolve near misses.  The greater 

the structural overlap between a referent and its description, 

the stronger the reference, even if the description is not 

completely accurate. 

In computational terms, ARR consists of constructing a 

probe case based on the speaker’s description and then calling 

MAC/FAC over a case library of relevant entities.  For 

example, if a speaker used the description “the red apple”, the 

probe case might consist of (red apple123) and 

(apple apple123), where apple123 is a token 

representing the entity described by the phrase. 

The case library constitutes the model’s representation of 

the visual scene.  It contains facts about whatever entities are 

visible.  So if there was actually a green apple on a table, the 

case library would contain a case consisting of (green 

apple1), (apple apple1), (table table2), and 

(on apple1 table2).  The cases in the case library must 

use the same representations as the probe case for SME to 

capture their similarities.  But unlike the probe case, the cases 

in the case library are not necessarily derived from language.  

The green apple found in the case library may be an apple 

that is visually salient, one that was remembered from a 

previous situation, or one that was described hypothetically.  

As long as the representations are encoded by processes using 

the same vocabulary of predicates as the probe case, ARR is 

agnostic to their source. 

MAC/FAC typically retrieves one case, the case that has 

(approximately) the highest structural similarity score with 

the probe.  MAC/FAC will only fail to retrieve a case if none 
of the cases in the case library have any overlap with the 

probe.  This means that it will always return a match if one is 

possible, even if the best one it can find is extremely tenuous. 

ARR imposes a similarity cutoff on the matches returned 

by MAC/FAC, below which retrieval is considered to have 

failed.  This puts a limit on near misses and prevents a grossly 

erroneous description from matching an arbitrary referent for 

lack of a better option.  When MAC/FAC returns a single 

match above the threshold, the description is considered 

uniquely identifying and the reference succeeds.  When 

MAC/FAC returns no match above the threshold, the 

description is too inaccurate to pick out the intended referent 
and the reference fails. 

A more interesting situation crops up when MAC/FAC 

returns more than one match for a description.  This can 

happen when the top matches for the probe have similarity 

scores that are nearly equal.  MAC/FAC returning more than 

one case indicates that the probe was not able to strongly 

distinguish between them; the reference is ambiguous.  This 

definition of ambiguity goes a step beyond the traditional 

one, where an underspecified description applies equally well 

to multiple referents.  ARR also identifies when an erroneous 

description could apply to multiple entities (e.g., “the man 
drinking champagne” when there is a woman with 

champagne and a man with sparkling water) or when a 

correct description fits a distractor closely enough to cause 

confusion (e.g., “the man drinking champagne” when there 

are two men, one with champagne and one with sparkling 

water). 

These features make analogical retrieval a natural fit for the 

automatic stage of reference resolution.  Analogical retrieval 

is an existing process used in other modes of cognition, rather 

than an ad hoc algorithm designed specifically for reference 

resolution.  It accounts for hearers’ robustness to near misses 

by appealing to structural similarity.  Finally, analogical 
retrieval is conducted in parallel (Forbus et al., 1995) and 

does not rely on conscious attention (Day & Gentner, 2007), 

making it suitable for use in an automatic process. 

Perspective Taking in Reference Resolution 

Keysar et al. (2000) examined the role of common ground in 

language understanding using a pair of perspective taking 

experiments.  Their experiments were designed to determine 

whether people include common ground in their initial search 
for a referent or whether it is factored in later, after an initial 

judgment has been made.  They set up a grid of boxes 

containing everyday objects between two people, a director 

and a subject.  Several of the boxes were blocked on the 

director’s side so that only the subject could see their 

contents.  The director gave the subject verbal instructions to 

move certain objects to new locations in order to reach a goal 

configuration.  The subject’s eye gaze was tracked to 
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determine which potential referents were considered and with 

what timing. 

The key factor in the experiment was that some of the 

referring expressions used by the director best described an 

object that could only be seen by the participant, a distractor.  
For example, the director might refer to “the small truck” 

when there are three trucks: a small one that can only be seen 

by the subject, and a large truck and a medium truck that can 

be seen by both people.  If subjects take common ground into 

account during their initial search for a referent, they should 

ignore the distractor (i.e., the small truck), and their gaze 

should move immediately to the medium-sized truck. 

On the contrary, Keysar et al. (2000) found that 

participants typically looked at the small truck first and only 

later corrected to the medium-sized truck, in some cases 

going so far as to reach for the wrong object.  This finding is 

consistent with the Perspective Adjustment model proposed 
by Keysar et al. (1998).  The Perspective Adjustment model 

holds that the initial stage of reference resolution ignores 

common ground and instead searches over the set of objects 

that are relevant to the hearer, regardless of whether the 

speaker is aware of them.  This initial search is followed by a 

slower process that is responsible for checking that the 

speaker is, in fact, aware of the selected referent, triggering a 

search for a more suitable one if necessary.2 

Several other studies have replicated these findings with 

minor changes to the experimental setup.  Keysar et al. (2003) 

show that the effect persists even in the absence of direct 
visual perception of the distractor object.  They also show that 

hearers still show an egocentric bias when they are explicitly 

made aware of the speaker’s ignorance.  Epley et al. (2004) 

confirm the findings in adults and demonstrates that the same 

egocentric bias exists in children.  However, children are 

even slower to correct themselves after selecting a referent 

that is not in common ground, suggesting that the second 

process has not fully developed yet.  Lin et al. (2010) delve 

deeper into the nature of the corrective process and show that 

the ability to correct for the egocentric bias in reference 

resolution is impaired by cognitive load.  Together, these 

findings paint a picture of an effortful secondary process 
which, when executed successfully, can correct the snap 

decisions made by the initial reference resolution process. 

Reference Correction 

ARR cannot model these experimental results by itself.  

Restricting the case library to entities known to the hearer can 

replicate the egocentric bias but not the process used to 

correct it, since ARR performs a single retrieval over a fixed 

set of entities with no way to check its output or change its 
results.  To address this issue, we extend ARR with a 

corrective process that checks the selected referent against 

common ground, reconfigures ARR if needed, and kicks off 

 
2 Keysar et al. (1998) suggest that the two stages may operate in 

cascade, with the corrective process beginning as soon as partial 
results from the initial search are available.  For simplicity, we treat 
the two stages as sequential here and leave a cascade model for 
future work. 

another round of analogical retrieval to obtain a final result.  

The addition of this corrective process brings ARR in line 

with the Perspective Adjustment model described by Keysar 

et al. (1998) and provides a principled way for ARR to take 

perspective into account. 
The timing data from Keysar et al. (2000) suggests that the 

corrective process is comparatively slow and frequently does 

not complete in time to prevent subjects from reaching for the 

wrong item.  Per Lin et al. (2010), the corrective process 

draws on cognitive resources that are shared across a variety 

of tasks.  Subjects under increased cognitive load are more 

prone to making egocentric errors.  This suggests that the 

corrective process is more cognitively demanding than the 

automatic initial judgment.  Here we posit three steps in the 

corrective process that account for the increased cognitive 

demand: Theory of Mind reasoning, suppression, and re-

representation.  We consider each in turn. 
Theory of Mind (ToM) is one person’s understanding of 

another person’s mental states.  For example, children who 

have yet to develop full ToM are unable to distinguish their 

beliefs from another person’s (Wimmer & Perner, 1983).  

The ability to track others’ beliefs is crucial for determining 

what is in common ground, but the egocentric stage of 

reference resolution suggests that people do not store this 

information explicitly.  Instead, hearers must perform at least 

some ToM reasoning on the fly.  Such reasoning can be 

arbitrarily difficult due to both the open, flexible nature of 

common ground and the infinite regress of the mutual 
knowledge paradox (Clark & Marshall, 1981).  Copresence 

heuristics can alleviate some of the difficulty by limiting the 

search to a plausible set of scenarios, but in principle, the 

corrective process may have to perform a large amount of 

work to catch an error.  This explains the need for a fast, 

automatic process in the first place: to form an initial 

judgment quickly enough for real-time understanding, at the 

cost of occasional errors that will have to be corrected. 

The corrective process for our model begins with an error 

identification step, an inferential process that includes ToM 

reasoning.  The hearer applies a set of ToM rules to determine 

whether common ground has been violated (i.e., the speaker 
does not know about the selected referent).3  In principle, 

error identification can include other types of reasoning, such 

as making sure the referent is suitable for the task at hand.  

But without further experimental evidence, it is unclear 

whether these checks are performed as part of error 

identification or another step in the resolution process.  As 

such, we limit our error identification to common ground 

violations for the current work. 

The second step of the corrective process is suppression.  

Referents that are deemed unsuitable by the error 

identification step are removed from further consideration.  
This impacts ARR in two ways.  First, a temporary case 

3 Our model makes no claims as to how these rules are acquired.  

One possibility is that the rules are learned from experience by way 
of analogical generalization (Gentner & Medina, 1998).  Rabkina, 
McFate, Forbus, and Hoyos (2017) argue that ToM rules are learned 
this way. 
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library is constructed without the suppressed entities.  This 

achieves the desired effect of ruling out referents that are not 

in common ground.  Second, the removed entities are ignored 

when determining the meaning of gradable adjectives like 

“small” or “large”.  This enables ARR to select a new referent 

that matches the description, as described below. 
The third step of the corrective process deals with re-

representation.  Suppression alone may not be enough for 

ARR to find the correct referent.  Sometimes the cases 

themselves must be altered to reflect a new interpretation of 

the scene.  Consider our running example: an occluded small 

truck, along with a medium truck and a large truck in 

common ground.  Once the small truck has been suppressed, 

the hearer adjusts his or her interpretation of the sizes of the 

remaining trucks.  Since there are two trucks, one larger and 

one smaller, the medium-sized truck is re-represented as the 

“small” one, allowing it to match the description “the small 
truck” without issue. 

To handle gradable adjectives like “small” and “large” in a 

way that allows for re-representation, our model uses a two-

stage encoding process.  The first stage encodes type 

information and relative magnitude of the objects along any 

relevant dimensions (size, position, etc.).  Comparisons are 

only made within object categories; if the scene contains 

trucks and candles of varying sizes, they will be compared 

separately, leading to a natural interpretation of phrases like 

“the small truck”. 

The second stage uses these relative magnitudes to assign 

attributes to the objects, a process we refer to as enrichment.  
For instance, in the original scene, the trucks will be encoded 

as small, medium, and large based on their relative 

sizes.  Once the small truck has been suppressed, the 

attributes are recalculated and the remaining two trucks are 

marked as small and large, respectively.  The separation 

of the underlying comparisons from the final assignment of 

attributes allows our model to deal with gradable adjectives 

in a general, flexible way.  The interaction between 

suppression and enrichment is shown in Figure 1. 

To recap, our corrective process begins by identifying 

common ground violations using ToM inference.  It then 

suppresses any unsuitable entities, removing them from 

further consideration.  This is followed by re-representation, 

which recomputes the semantics of attributes that correspond 

to gradable adjectives.  With representations finalized, the 
corrective process then invokes ARR again to make the final 

choice of referent. 

Evaluation 

To demonstrate our model of reference resolution, we 

replicate the perspective taking experiment from Epley et al. 

(2004) using their stimuli.  Our model is presented with a 

description from one of the trials and the corresponding set 

of potential referents.  For the sake of simplicity, we factor 
out natural language processing, visual object identification, 

and actually obeying the speaker’s direction to move the 

identified object.  Instead, we encode the object description 

by hand and use CogSketch (Forbus et al., 2011) to encode 

the visual scene.  CogSketch is a sketch understanding system 

that allows users to create diagrams with visual objects 

 
Figure 2: Sample visual scene encoded in CogSketch. 

 
 

Figure 1: Interaction between enrichment and suppression in the corrective process.  Given a representation of a scene (a), 
enrichment produces attributes for relative size and position (b).  These are used for initial retrieval. If error identification 

determines that the retrieved referent is occluded, suppression produces a reduced scene without the occluded entity (c). 

This scene is then enriched, yielding a modified set of attributes (d). 

(isa truck1 Truck)

(isa truck2 Truck)

(isa truck3 Truck)

(biggerThan truck1 truck2)

(biggerThan truck2 truck3)

(occluded truck3)

(isa truck1 Truck)

(isa truck2 Truck)

(biggerThan truck1 truck2)

(isa truck1 Truck)

(isa truck2 Truck)

(isa truck3 Truck)

(large truck1)

(medium truck2)

(small truck3)

(occluded truck3)

(isa truck1 Truck)

(isa truck2 Truck)

(large truck1)

(small truck2)

a) b)

c) d)

Enrichment

Enrichment

Suppression
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identified using menus.  A sample sketch is shown in Figure 

2. CogSketch automatically computes visual relationships 

between objects, creating a set of facts suitable for use with 

ARR. 

Given a description and a scene, our system invokes ARR 
to produce an initial judgment of the intended referent.  If our 

system is modeling reference resolution correctly, then for 

trials where the description is ambiguous, the initial referent 

should be the distractor, which is known to the hearer but not 

the speaker.  Our system then uses a set of simple rules to 

check whether the speaker can see the selected entity.  If not, 

the system suppresses the initial referent, updates size and 

position attributes by rerunning the enrichment process, and 

invokes ARR again.  If our system is behaving correctly, the 

new referent chosen this way should be the correct one. 

We find that this is indeed the case.  The Epley et al. (2004) 

stimuli consist of four visual scenes, each with four 
descriptions that pick out entities in the scene.  For each 

scene, one of the trials is a test condition where the 

description fits an occluded entity more closely than the 

intended referent.  In each of the 16 trials, our model behaves 

as expected, immediately selecting the correct referent when 

no distractor is present and successfully correcting itself from 

the distractor when the egocentric choice fails. 

There is one trial that breaks the pattern.  In a scene with 

two rabbits, one stuffed and one made of chocolate, the 

description “the bunny” applies to both of them equally well.  

In this case, ARR notes the ambiguity before going on to 
correct its interpretation to the visible bunny.  In another 

study, Keysar et al. (2003) constructed their stimuli 

specifically to avoid this type of ambiguity. 

Related Work 

Many other computational models of reference resolution 

have been proposed over decades of research, beginning with 

Winograd’s (1972) SHRDLU system, which used procedural 

semantics to interpret referents in a block world domain.  

More recent work has focused on robotics (Chai et al., 2014; 
Williams & Scheutz, 2015), visual scenes (Gorniak & Roy, 

2004; Kennington & Schlangen, 2017), and multimodal input 

(Chai, Hong, & Zhou, 2004; Kehler, 2000). 

Our approach has the most in common with Chai et al.’s 

(2014).  Their system handles reference resolution using 

inexact graph matching between a vision graph, a 

representation of the observed scene, and a dialogue graph, a 

graph of entity mentions and coreference.  Their work 

explicitly deals with the issue of common ground and its 

effect on human-robot interactions, particularly when 

mismatched sensory capabilities put the robot at a 
disadvantage. 

Unlike their system, ARR is not limited to visual 

characteristics, and the graph-matching process it uses (SME) 

is believed to be employed in multiple areas of cognition.  

Furthermore, the corrective process outlined in this paper 

accounts for errors in human reference resolution which Chai 

et al.’s system does not address.  On the other hand, their 

system has the advantage of working more naturally with 

sensor data and quantitative scales, where ARR must rely on 

sketched data and symbolic representations. 

Discussion 

In this paper, we have extended the ARR model of reference 

resolution to account for the pattern of egocentric bias and 

error correction observed in studies like Epley et al. (2004).  

Resolution consists of an initial call to analogical retrieval 

that does not take perspective into account, followed by a 

more elaborate corrective process which performs ToM 

inference, suppression, and re-representation as needed.  A 

simulation using Epley et al.’s stimuli shows that our model 

behaves as predicted, matching the error pattern of human 

subjects.  This provides preliminary evidence for ARR as a 

plausible cognitive model. 
Analogy provides a useful starting point for further 

investigation.  If analogical retrieval is at the heart of 

reference resolution, the claims of Structure-Mapping Theory 

should apply.  In particular, human subjects should prefer 

referents that are structurally similar to the description, 

favoring systems of relations over surface attributes.  

Designing an experiment to test this hypothesis would shed 

light not only on reference resolution but the use of analogy 

in human similarity judgments. 

Another open question is what type of analogical retrieval 

is at work during reference resolution.  Our model currently 
uses MAC/FAC to retrieve the entity that is most similar to 

the description, but an alternative approach is SAGE-WM 

(Kandaswamy, Forbus, & Gentner, 2014), which models 

working memory as a case library ordered by recency.  

SAGE-WM performs retrieval by searching for the most 

recent case with a strong structural match to the probe.  This 

model better captures referential phenomena that rely on 

temporal ordering, like anaphora, but sacrifices MAC/FAC’s 

clean handling of ambiguity.  Determining how these 

retrieval strategies interplay in online reference resolution is 

an area for future work. 

Further study is also needed to clarify the specific steps 
involved in the corrective process.  In this paper, we have 

proposed one possible form of correction which explains the 

findings of Epley et al. (2004).  More work will need to be 

done to extend this process to correction that goes beyond 

simple ToM reasoning.  More sophisticated knowledge about 

the speaker, contextual factors such as task suitability, and 

other forms of re-representation should be taken into account. 

In particular, it is unclear from the available data whether 

suppression operates incrementally or in batch.  Incremental 

operation would mean that only the selected referent is 

suppressed when a common ground violation occurs.  Batch 
operation would mean that, once a common ground violation 

is detected, all entities are checked against the common 

ground and the ones the speaker does not know about are 

ruled out in bulk.  Empirically, incremental operation would 

suggest that, when faced with multiple distractors, people 

tend to look at each one in turn before settling on the 

appropriate referent. On the other hand, batch operation 

would suggest that people skip past subsequent distractors, 
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an effect that should persist to consecutive trials over the 

same scene. Further extensions to the testing paradigm 

proposed by Keysar et al.’s (2000) should shed light on this 

matter. 

Reference resolution is not a new problem in the fields of 
linguistics, psycholinguistics, or artificial intelligence.  

Formal theories of reference, psychological evidence, and 

practical algorithms all shed different kinds of light on one of 

the fundamental processes of language.  We believe that 

Analogical Reference Resolution can help bridge the gap 

between these traditions, providing a model that accounts for 

human experimental data and can serve as a component in 

larger AI systems. 
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Abstract 

A fundamental issue in cognitive science concerns the mental 
processes that underlie the formation and retrieval of concepts 
in the short-term and long-term memory (STM and LTM 
respectively). This study advances Chunking Theory and its 
computational embodiment CHREST to propose a single 
model that accounts for significant aspects of concept 
formation in the domains of literature and music. The proposed 
model inherits CHREST’s architecture with its integrated 
STM/LTM stores, while also adding a moving attention 
window and an “LTM chunk activation” mechanism. These 
additions address the overly destructive nature of primacy 
effect in discrimination network based architectures and 
expand Chunking Theory to account for learning, retrieval and 
categorisation of complex sequential symbolic patterns – like 
real-life text and written music scores. The model was trained 
through exposure to labelled stimuli and learned to categorise 
classical poets/writers and composers. The model categorised 
previously unseen literature pieces by Homer, Chaucer, 
Shakespeare, Walter Scott, Dickens and Joyce, as well as 
unseen sheet music scores by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and 
Chopin. These findings offer further support to mechanisms 
proposed by Chunking Theory and expand it into the 
psychology of music.  
 

Keywords: categorisation; CHREST; concept; chunking; 
learning; literature; long-term memory; music; short-term 
memory. 

Introduction 
How do we develop a feeling that a poem sounds 
“Shakespearian” or that a music piece is “Mozart like”? How 
do we form, update and apply concepts of Homer and Bach? 
Indeed, what are concepts? 
   One definition is that concepts are “mental representations 
of classes of things”, with “classes of things“ themselves 
being categories (Murphy, 2002, p.5). According to the naive 
realist perspective, all concepts have defining features, 
which, when fulfilled, are sufficient for class membership 

(Hull, 1920). That view has been convincingly challenged by 
Wittgenstein (1953) who demonstrated that, while defining 
features may be necessary (e.g. being animate and breathing 
for cats), they may not be sufficient.  

Prototype approach was put forward to account for 
concepts’ “fuzziness” and suggested that each concept has a 
prototype with a summary description where the greatest 
family resemblances point to the most prototypical members 
(Rosch, 1975). For example, “fruit” might include typical 
attributes such as having seeds, being edible and growing 
above the ground – with these attributes being characteristic, 
rather than defining ones (Hampton, 1979). However, 
Murphy (2002) notes that prototype theory is vague when it 
comes to the definition of prototype and, more importantly, 
lacks clarity on how feature lists are to be determined.  
   Further, Barsalou (2009) makes the important point that 
concepts have little meaning when isolated and thus need to 
be part of an interconnected conceptual web (Goldstone & 
Steyvers, 2001) while also being linked to sensory-motor 
processes. “Conceptual representations are modal, not 
amodal. The same type of representation underlies perception 
and conception. When the conceptual system represents an 
object’s visual properties, it uses the representations in the 
visual system; when it represents the actions performed on an 
object, it uses motor representations” (Barsalou, 2003, p. 
521). 
   The exemplar approach to concept formation (also known 
as Generalized Concept Model or GCM) has been put 
forward by Nosofsky (2011) to address some of the concerns 
above. According to the exemplar theory, instead of 
operating on abstract lists of features, the memory system 
stores large numbers of specific instances; a typicality 
gradient may thus be derived from the underlying pattern. For 
example, it would derive the “bird” concept from a 
distribution incorporating commonly encountered pigeons as 
well as a rarely seen penguin.  One other strong point of the 
exemplar model of classification is that it has quantitative 
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analysis at its core, addressing the inescapable ambiguities 
that necessarily accompany verbal theories.  
   The current study aims to address several criticisms that 
may be aimed at the research above. Firstly, when applied to 
real-world natural category domains, the exemplar 
approach’s typicality gradient is devised by computing 
probabilities based on human participants’ (or, indeed, 
experts’) responses within some narrow modality. For 
example, a psychological model of categorisation of rocks 
(Nosofsky, Sanders, & McDaniel, 2018) was made possible 
by participants providing similarity judgments among the 
pairs of rock specimens and/or by deriving corresponding 
dimensions from geology textbooks. Student participants 
have then scored various rock stimuli along these very 
dimensions with the scores being input into GCM. For 
instance, a participant may score a piece of granite as 
“lightness/darkness of colour = 4; average grain size = 2; 
shininess = 8; roughness/smoothness = 2”; these values may 
then be put into GCM equations to model recognition of 
granite and continue to train it with more participants and 
more rocks. One implication here is that the GCM account of 
concept formation relies on the conceptions of particular 
experts (geology in this case) to provide it with the required 
dimensions and, outside of the imposed similarity metric, 
does not allow for participants to develop their own 
subjective dimensions (e.g. “these stones look like the ones 
that made up my grandmother’s fireplace” dimension). 
Secondly, GCM offers little insight into how the 
participants/experts came up with their dimensions and 
scores in the first place. Thirdly, a fully developed and fully 
trained model of rock categorisation would once again need 
expert/human input of dimension data to classify poems 
(novels, music pieces… ad infinitum) – it cannot account for 
learning concepts from raw data.  
   The other major issue of concept formation theories 
outlined above is that, outside of vague verbal theorising, 
they often have little to say on how the formation of concepts 
is rooted in fundamental psychological mechanisms such as 
STM, LTM and the perceptual apparatus. For example, it is 
difficult to see how the “magic number 7 plus or minus 2” 
(Miller, 1956) is related to the formation, update and retrieval 
of a stored concept of a rock (a poem, a music piece) in the 
exemplar or the prototype theory.  

The Outline of Chunking Theory / CHREST 
Architecture 

Before proceeding with what the current model has to offer 
to the discussion above, we will briefly introduce the theory 
and the modelling architecture itself.  
   The origins of Chunking Theory can be traced to 1959 
(Chase & Simon, 1973; Simon, 1974). Since then, the theory 
has captured at least 20 findings in verbal learning research 
(Richman, Simon, & Feigenbaum, 2002), shed light on STM 
and distilled seminal work on perception and memory in 
chess (Chase & Simon, 1973; De Groot, 1965; Gobet & 
Simon, 1996c).  All of the research above (plus more) is 
encapsulated in computational architectures, first EPAM 

Elementary Perceiver and Memorizer (Richman, Staszewski, 
& Simon, 1995), and now CHREST Chunking Hierarchy and 
Retrieval Structures (Gobet & Lane, 2012), which embodies 
most of EPAM’s mechanisms.  
   As its name suggests, Chunking Theory is founded on the 
proposed mechanism of chunking (Simon, 1974). While a 
chunk can be defined as a meaningful unit of information 
constructed from elements that have strong associations 
between each other (e.g. several digits making up a telephone 
number or a group of letters and digits making up a postal 
address), chunking is the process of creating and updating 
chunks in the cognitive system. Although chunks themselves 
vary between people due to personal differences, the 
chunking mechanism is largely invariant across domains, 
individuals and cultures (Chase & Simon, 1973; De Groot, 
1965; Gobet et al., 2001; Miller, 1956).  
   CHREST is a self-organising computer model that 
simulates human learning processes. The patterns that are 
processed by CHREST are symbolic – they are meaningful 
and are represented in identical ways for objects inside 
(cognition) and outside (input) the architecture. Thus, 
CHREST is an example of a symbolic cognitive architecture 
(often contrasted with subsymbolic connectionist neural 
network approach, although the two are similar in their focus 
on perception as the primary attribute of cognition). Patterns 
are assumed to be composite objects made up of primitives: 
for example, a collection of letters making up words, a 
collection of words making up sentences, a collection of 
chords making up musical measures and a collection of 
measures making up a musical piece. 
   For both Chunking Theory and CHREST, learning implies 
incremental growth of an LTM network, a process influenced 
both by the environmental stimuli – such as literature and 
music – and by the knowledge that has already been stored 
(Gobet & Lane, 2012). Concretely, CHREST’s STM forms 
associative links between chunks in its “magic number long” 
queue-like structure (Miller, 1956). The LTM, on the other 
hand, consists of a pool of chunks, storage of associations 
among chunks and memory retrieval structure in the form of 

Figure 1. CHREST’s learning mechanisms in action: (1) the 
visual stimulus is sorted through LTM and a pointer to the 
node retrieved is formed in visual STM; (2) the verbal 
stimulus is sorted through LTM and pointer to the retrieved 
node is created in STM; and (3) when a visual pattern and a 
verbal pattern are stored in STM concurrently, the chunks 
they elicit are connected together in the LTM. 
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indexed discrimination network. The latter mechanism is 
vital for updating existing memory chunks and for integrating 
perception, STM and LTM into a single coherent whole.  

Prior Developments and the Present Study 
Historically, modelling concept formation in CHREST has 
involved two stages: learning a concept by sorting a stimulus 
through its discrimination net and assigning a lateral “naming 
link” within the discrimination net to a label node.  
   The canonical “five-four” categorisation experiment 
(Smith & Minda, 2000) provides for a simple “toy” 
demonstration of CHREST’s mechanism for forming 
concepts and differentiating between them. The basic 
experiment structure is presented in Figure 1. The task here 
is for an agent to classify a stimulus as either a “type A” or a 
“type B” face. A stimulus face possesses four binary features, 
with different interpretations of each face being created by 
changing the features. The four binary values of the toy faces 
(A0 – eye height, A1 – eye separation, A2 – nose length, A3 
– mouth height) provide 16 different faces. Examples of 
category A face are typically closer to having all four features 
turned on, while instances of category B face tend to have the 
four binary features turned off. 
   When shown the stimuli, CHREST forms a hierarchy of 
visual chunks in LTM that contain the visual features of the 
“faces”. At the same time, the same learning process forms 
nodes with verbal chunks of “A” and “B” labels.  Concretely, 
learning in both domains comes about as the result of revising 
the LTM discrimination network through creating new 
chunks and updating the old chunks with new information. 
One example of the former process would be the creation of 
a new “face” representation node with a “large eye height” 
attribute – if there was no chunk with such a face in LTM at 

that moment. An illustration of a chunk update would be 
adding the “low mouth” feature to the previously incomplete 
facial representation of the “low eyes plus low nose” type. 
When chunks from visual “face” and verbal “label” 
modalities occupy the same spot in the respective STM 
queues, a naming link is formed and stored into LTM. Lastly, 
it should also be noted that the terms “visual” and “verbal” 
chunks are mere naming conventions for LTM hierarchies 

that represent distinct domains; the underlying symbolic 
nature of the patterns and the mechanisms that operate on 
them are exactly the same in all cases. 
 
The Present Study The present study intended to develop 
CHREST account of concept formation in non-toy, 
ecologically valid domains – literature and music. Not only 
do these domains possess real-life “fuzziness”, but they also 
rely on time-step sensitive sequential data. To achieve this 
aim, firstly, we tested the present CHREST model stability 
with sequential non-binary “toy” data. One example of a toy 
test for resistance to pattern occlusion involved 
categorisation of city names: “Liverpool = type A”, 
“Manchester = type B”. The examples of occluded patterns 
included “Liverpooz”, “Lizerzool”,  “zzzzLzverzool”. Due to 
CHREST failing to categorise patterns when the occluder is 
preceding the pattern (e.g. “zLiverpool”, “zzzZiverpool” and 
so on), we then incorporated two new mechanisms: a 
“moving attention window” and an “LTM chunk activation” 
measure (more on this below). We trained the model on 
unabridged works by various authors and composers. We 
tested categorisation on previously unseen pieces produced 
by the same authors and composers. 

Method 

Training and Testing 
The training data for the literature categorisation experiment 
was as follows. For Shakespeare, CHREST was given 140 
Sonnets, Romeo and Juliet and an excerpt of Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. The Homer (translated by Samuel Butler) 
training set had the first four chapters of The Iliad. For 
Dickens, a large excerpt from David Copperfield was used. 

For Chaucer, it was Troilus and Criseyde.  For Walter Scott, 
the “reading set” included excerpts from Ivanhoe and Rob 
Roy. Lastly, the Joyce sample contained the first 4 chapters 
of Ulysses. For every author, there was 300Kb of text in total. 
   The Shakespeare tests included the remaining Sonnets, The 
Passionate Pilgrim, Venus and Adonis, Pericles Prince of 
Tyre. The Homer tests contained chapters from The Odyssey 
and the ending chapter of The Iliad. The Chaucer tests 

Figure 2. An excerpt from Chopin’s Op.48 No1. From the perspective of CHREST, each vertical frame 
represents a single pattern primitive, equivalent to a word in a text sentence. 
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included excerpts from Canterbury Tales, Book of Duchesse 
and The Parliament of Fowles. The Dickens test was 
comprised of excerpts from Oliver Twist, The Pickwick 
Papers, A Christmas Carol and Tale of Two Cities. The 
Walter Scott test category had chapters from The Black 
Dwarf, Marmion and Talisman. The final chapter of Ulysses 
and excerpts from Finnegans Wake and A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man formed the Joyce test. 
   For music, training included 63 pieces from Bach’s Well-
Tempered Clavier (WTC); Mozart’s Piano Sonatas No.1-6 
and No.8-12; Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas No.1-7; and 14 
Etudes and 18 Nocturnes by Chopin. As with literature, each 
training category contained approximately 300Kb of text, this 
time generated from MIDI files. 
   The music test dataset contained 5 Bach WTC pieces; 5 
Sonata pieces by Mozart; 5 Sonatas excerpts for Beethoven; 
a Waltz, Ballad Op.23, a Nocturne and two Etudes for Chopin 
(for full details see Table 1).  
   All pieces were transposed to C-major/A-minor key. Full 
chord complexity and polyphony was preserved, but timings 
were not kept in the text conversions.  
   The pattern primitives for the text modality were chosen to 
be words. In the music case, the primitives were note/chord 
structures that occupied one time step in a given sequence 
(see Figure 2). 

Following the conclusions of Gobet and Lane (2012), the 
training samples were split into 20-word phrases (for text) 
and 2 measures (for music) to avoid forming overly large 
chunks. The order of the training samples was randomised. 
No words/notes were removed from either training or testing 
texts/music scores.  

Procedure 
Due to CHREST failing to categorise sequential patterns 
when an occluder is preceding the pattern (e.g. “zLiverpool”, 
“zzzLiverpool” and so on), two important developments to 
the existing CHREST architecture were proposed. 
   Firstly, a recursive “sliding attention window” was added 
to represent the limited scope of a human reader and to allow 
multiple passes over patterns deemed unfamiliar by the LTM. 
If a vector of patterns can be represented as input p = [𝑝 , 𝑝 , 
… 𝑝 ], then CHREST attention window w would fetch [𝑝 , 
𝑝 , … 𝑝 ], with m being the span of the window and t 
being the time step size. Before proceeding to the next step, 
the window would progressively shrink and fetch sequences 
[𝑝 , … 𝑝 ], [𝑝 , … 𝑝 ], … [𝑝 , 𝑝 ]. 
   Secondly, CHREST now records chunk “activation” – the 
largest chunk met so far – as a function of an input pattern, to 
allow for conflict resolution between chunks “voting” for 
different categories. In the “zzzLizerzool” example, 
CHREST would iteratively scan the pattern and attempt to 
retrieve corresponding chunks from its LTM, eventually 
reading off the naming link/verbal chunk (“type A”) from the 
largest of the retrieved visual chunks (“Liverpool”). 
   The retrieved verbal and visual LTM chunks send pointers 
to STM, which then enables naming links to be stored in the 
LTM. It is important to stress that the length of the STM 

queue is measured in chunks and not in primitives – as we 
can briefly memorise 7(+/-2) individual digits, but also 7(+/-
2) previously learnt telephone numbers (Miller, 1956). 
   The internal parameters of the model were fixed for the 
entire duration of the experiment. In particular, the STM size 
was set to 5 chunks; the maximum size of the attention 
window was set to 20 words or 2 measures; the likelihood of 
forming a chunk was set to 1; the time needed to create a new 
chunk was set to 10 seconds; and the time needed to update a 
chunk was set to 2 seconds. Music and literature patterns 
were assigned to the visual modality, while author/composer 
names were assigned to the verbal modality (with the caveat 
that this distinction is a mere convention – as discussed 
above). 
   If there are m categories, the vector of category labels is c 
= [𝑐   , 𝑐   , … 𝑐   ], the vector of category specific chunk 
activations is a = [𝑎   , 𝑎   , … 𝑎   ] and the confidence of a 
prediction that a pattern belongs to category 𝑐   would be 
calculated using the equation  

𝐶(𝑐 |𝑥) = 𝑎   / (𝑎 ) 

where 𝐶(𝑐 |𝑥) is confidence that category label is 𝑐   , given  
a book or music score x; 𝑎   is the LTM chunks’ activation 
corresponding to that category, and the summation part being 
the sum of chunk activations across all m categories. 

The final important point is that the model will be 
simultaneously trained on both literature and music: its 
STM/LTM will seamlessly form, store, update and retrieve 
concepts across both domains.  

See https://github.com/Voskod for Python3 source code 
and basic architecture guide;  for Java   implementation of 
CHREST with graphical user interface and more 
documentation see www.chrest.info. 

Results 
CHREST was able to learn and apply new concepts in the 
complex real-world domains of literature and music. It 
required no ad hoc additions to the fundamental architecture 
in order to deal with domain specific nuances. The detailed 
breakdown of the categorisation performance is presented in 
Table 1. CHREST’s categorisation performance was 
substantially above chance – of the 50 tests across 10 
categories (implying 5 correct answers by pure chance), 39 
were classed correctly. Within modalities, CHREST 
correctly categorised 24/30 literature works and 15/20 music 
pieces. Although the test sample was small (30 pieces of 
literature, 20 music scores), several patterns have emerged. 
In the literature task, categorisation of the old Masters – 
Homer, Chaucer and Shakespeare – produced the highest 
mean confidence scores (0.31, 0.56 and 0.32 respectively), as 
well as the highest proportion of true predictions. On the 
music side, Bach and Mozart had the highest mean 
confidence scores (0.55 and 0.65 respectively), as well as the 
highest proportion of true predictions. Of the notable 
mistakes, Scott was often confused with Shakespeare 
(possibly due to CHREST seeing Scott’s prose, but not poetry 
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during training) and Joyce was twice mistaken for Dickens. 

Table 1. CHREST categorisation of literature and music works. Numbers in bold signify its 
highest confidence score on a given test.  
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during training) and Joyce was twice mistaken for Dickens. 
On one occasion Mozart was confused with Beethoven, 
Beethoven was twice mistaken for Bach, while Chopin was 
mistaken for both Bach and Beethoven. 

There were no mistakes across modalities – literature was 
never categorised as music and vice versa. This implies that 
while the model was taught to classify 10 types of 
regularities, it has formed (empirically) distinct clusters of 
chunks that separate the domains of music and literature. Not 
only was this evident from the overall winning confidence 
scores, but also from the absence of any “LTM chunk 
activations” across mismatching modalities. To put it another 
way, there were no cases where a stimulus was, for example, 
60% likely to be Mozart, but 0.03% likely to be Homer. 
   By the end of training, CHREST LTM had developed 
around 56,000 chunks that encoded both modalities, with the 
literature modality spanning over 34,000 chunks and music 
clusters of the LTM taking over 22,000 chunks.  

Discussion 
There are several key strengths and contributions of the 
current study. Firstly, computational methodology allowed 
for rigorous and objective investigation of the fundamental 
learning mechanisms implicated in human concept 
formation. Secondly, this model moved away from relying on 
hand engineered features/dimensions while learning from 
complex real-life data from multiple modalities. Thirdly, and 
unlike some pure computer-science machine-learning 
algorithms, the CHREST architecture is rooted in decades of 
research in cognitive psychology. The latter point addresses 
one possible criticism of the current study – despite its lack 
of comparison with human data, the current findings are still 
relevant to psychology as they can be viewed as a rigorous 
extrapolation based on prior research into the cognitive 
apparatus. Another strength of this study is intuitive realism 
with regards to its parsimony with training data – only a 
fraction of Homer’s Iliad and several Mozart’s Sonatas were 
needed to learn generalisable concepts of Homer and Mozart 
respectively. At this point we should note that research into 
chess expertise has shown that over 300,000 LTM domain-
specific chunks are needed for experts to perform true to their 
name (Gobet & Simon, 1998; Richman et al., 1996). The 
LTM volume of the current model was way below that, which 
may possibly explain some of its performance. 
   Of the two modelled domains, music does seem to be more 
impressive. This is in part because music vocabulary and 
semantics are so abstract and elusive, with music LTM 
having no intuitively easy moments, as opposed to literature 
(“doth”? it must be a Shakespeare chunk!). However, this 
model suffers from an important shortcoming – the dismissed 
timings in music. While possibly less crucial with regard to 
the rhythmically rigid classical period composers like Bach 
and Mozart, romantic period of later Beethoven (and 
certainly Chopin) relied on tuplet/contrametric rhythm. One 
extension to the current study would be to model a rhythm 
LTM network that would run in parallel to other chunking 
hierarchies. 

   Another potential theoretical weakness is that 
author/composer categories were a-priori labelled and 
predetermined, with learning being supervised and closed to 
unsupervised clustering of input examples. There are three 
ways of answering this criticism. Firstly, CHREST 
architecture has unsupervised learning at its core: the 
automatic clustering of patterns into chunks is independent of 
a-priori labels. As mentioned above, CHREST would 
categorise an occluded “zLiverzool” pattern as “type A”, 
after having been trained on the labelled training data 
“Liverpool = Type A”. However, this very same occluded 
“zLiverzool” stimulus would also trigger it to recall 
“Liverpool” if CHREST was trained without any supervision 
or labels (i.e. if the training set contained just the unlabelled 
“Liverpool” pattern). Secondly, despite music/literature 
distinction not being explicitly taught – there were no 
“literature” or “music” labels during training – CHREST has 
shown no LTM chunk activation across mismatching 
modalities. This unsupervised clustering of chunks may point 
to the creation of distinct concepts of literature and music. 
Indeed, while CHREST’s categorisation confidence scores 
were a sliding scale that incorporated authors or composers, 
they never incorporated both. Thirdly, human readers and 
musicians do tend to know the name of the author/composer 
that they are studying, thus largely matching the labelled 
stimuli approach of this concept formation study. 
   A common general criticism of the computational 
modelling approach is the potential for “overfitting” – 
changing free parameters to achieve better fit may lead to 
poor generalisability beyond the currently simulated data 
(Tetko, Livingstone, & Luik, 1995). This study followed 
Simon’s (1992) advice and attempted to address the issue by 
doubling the data explained/free parameters used ratio – the 
same free parameters were used for both literature and music. 
However, conclusive guarantee that the model provides a 
unique explanation is impossible (Lakatos, 1970).  
   With these qualifiers out of the way, Chunking Theory does 
seem to provide a general insight into the psychology of 
concept formation beyond the two modelled domains. 
Utilising the rigour of a formal model, the CHREST 
architecture connects fundamental psychological structures 
such as LTM/STM to the detailed ground up process of 
learning to categorise – a framework that can potentially be 
applied to any symbolic domain. Furthermore, the current 
study also shows CHREST’s power to operationalise the 
factors underpinning subjectivity – learning a concept is a 
function of many potentially unique variables. The variation 
in prior knowledge, the amount of data and learning cycles 
devoted to learning a concept, the order in which this data is 
learnt and the agent’s internal parameters (including the span 
of the attention window, STM size, the likelihood and speed 
of forming or updating  a chunk) – are all part of CHREST’s 
computational methodology and all play a part in predicting 
how individuals come to share subjective states… Like 
concepts of Mozart or Homer.  

We may thus conclude by paraphrasing Herbert Simon 
(1992): it is a justified conclusion that human concepts can 
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be characterised by operations in STM/LTM with CHREST-
like architecture, although the detailed structure of the model 
is open to further enrichment. 
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Abstract 

Recognition memory studies have reliably demonstrated the 

word frequency effect (WFE), where low-frequency words are 

more accurately recognized than high-frequency words. The 

context noise account of WFE argues that pre-experimental 

exposure to stimuli generates interference that compromises 

high-frequency words more than low-frequency words.  

Because the representations of the contexts associated with 

more recent exposures are assumed to overlap more with the 

representation of the study context, stimuli that have been seen 

more recently are thought to generate the most interference. 

We asked participants to log their daily email for two months. 

Based on the participant’s email corpus, we constructed an 

individualized study-test recognition memory task to 

investigate the effect of recency. Results show that recency has 

a graded effect on recognition memory that extends for at least 

two months providing support for the context noise account.  

Keywords: word frequency effect; recency; context noise; 

item noise; recognition memory 

Introduction 

The word frequency effect (WFE) in recognition memory 

refers to the phenomenon that low-frequency (LF) words are 

better discriminated than high-frequency (HF) words with LF 

words having higher hit rates and lower false alarm rates 

(Glanzer et al., 1993; Glanzer & Adams, 1990). The WFE has 

been of theoretical interest since (1) even though LF words 

are less well represented in memory they are recognized 

better, and (2) that the pattern is the opposite in a recall task, 

where high-frequency words are better recalled than low-

frequency words.  

There are two views of the mechanism of the WFE 

in recognition memory. The retrieving effectively from 

memory (REM) model claims that the effect stems from the 

different properties of LF and HF words (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 

1997). Considering that items have different features with 

some being more common and some being less common, 

REM assumes that the uncommon features are more 

diagnostic. Additionally, REM, and most of the recognition 

memory models, assume a global matching process for the 

recognition process. In a global matching process, a to-be-

recognized item is compared to all stored items in one’s 

memory storage and when a similarity signal is above a 

certain criterion, a decision that the item was presented 

during the study list (YES) will be made, whereas if the signal 

strength is below the criterion a NO response will be made. 

Therefore, when making a decision whether a word was 

presented during the study list, it will be easier to distinguish 

LF words from other memories than HF, since LF words will 

have more uncommon features, which are more diagnostic. 

The model was supported by studies that control the word 

frequency while manipulating the frequency of the 

orthographic features, where words that contained 

uncommon orthographical features were better distinguished 

than words that contained common orthographic features 

(Malmberg et al., 2002). REM relies on the interference 

between the words itself and has been termed as an item noise 

account of the WFE.  

While the REM model assumes that a decision in a 

recognition task involves discriminating between the items 

that were only presented in the test list (i.e., lures) from the 

items that were presented in the study list (i.e., targets), there 

is evidence to suggest that the decision also depends on 

distinguishing between pre-experimental contexts and the 

experimental context, where context refers to information 

from the environment peripheral to the item that is stored in 

memory with the item (Dye et al., 2017). This information 

can come from a number of places: the physical environment 

(Godden & Baddeley, 1975), the semantic context (Steyvers 

& Malmberg, 2003), or the temporal context (Hintzman & 

Summers, 1973).  
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The Bind-Cue-Decide Model of Episodic Memory 

(BCDMEM) model argues that an item presented on a test 

list triggers memory traces of the prior contexts where the 

word was experienced (Dennis & Humphreys, 2001). 

Therefore, the WFE stems from the fact that the LF words 

have been seen in fewer contexts (i.e., less context 

variability) than the HF words have been and are easier to 

distinguish since there are fewer contexts to be confused 

about. BCDMEM relies on the interference between different 

contexts and has been called a context noise account of the 

WFE. 

The two models that explain the WFE introduces a 

fundamentally different explanation. The item noise account 

argues that the distinguishability of the item itself causes 

interference, while for the context noise account the contexts 

that the item is experienced in cause interference. There have 

been studies that attempt to untangle the sources of 

interference by controlling for item distinctiveness and 

manipulating context variability in different ways (Chalmers 

et al., 1997; Chalmers & Humphreys, 2003; Malmberg et al., 

2002; Reder et al., 2002). However, it is not trivial to 

completely test the idea in a laboratory experiment since the 

distinctiveness of the items tend to be correlated with the 

frequency (or diversity) of the contexts (e.g., the more times 

the item is seen the more familiar it becomes and thus 

becoming less distinctive).  

One way to resolve the issue is considering recency. 

Following the context noise account, if the context of an item 

is the source of interference, not only will the number of 

times the item has been seen in different contexts matter, but 

also the amount of time that has passed since the item has 

been seen (i.e., recency) will matter as well. This is because 

the representations of the contexts that are temporally close 

together will be harder to distinguish, thus, create more 

interference. For example, when trying to remember whether 

you parked your car by the tree today, it will be harder to 

answer the question if you parked your car by the tree 

yesterday compared to if you parked your car by the tree a 

couple of weeks ago. 

A couple of recent studies have provided evidence 

that recency matters by pre-exposing the to-be-recognized 

stimuli prior to the main recognition memory task (Dye et al., 

2017). However, pre-exposing the materials in these studies 

involve an unnatural way of manipulating recency and 

possibly introduces confounds. Moreover, the time scale that 

these studies examine (the time between pre-exposure to 

testing) is relatively short (e.g., 20mins).  

In the current study, therefore, we propose a more 

ecologically valid way in examining the effect of recency in 

recognition memory using experience sampling methods. By 

utilizing an experience sampling platform (i.e., 

Unforgettable.me), we collected participant’s daily email for 

two months. Then, participants went through a study-test 

recognition memory test using the words that occur in their 

emails. Therefore, recency can be observed by the researcher 

instead of being manipulated as in previous studies. 

Additionally, by having access to the words that an individual 

experience (i.e., personal corpus), it is possible to generate 

individualized frequency rather than relying on normative 

frequency measures. Since individualized frequency will 

provide a more customized window - looking into one 

participant’s experience - it is possible that the individualized 

frequency will provide a better account for understanding the 

WFE compared to the normative frequencies, which rely on 

the assumption that the normative frequency is a good 

approximation to the frequency experienced by each 

participant.  

 

Experiment 

Methods 

Participants Sixty-five participants (42 females) were 

recruited via online and flyers around the University of 

Melbourne. Participants were paid $30 for their email data 

and $15 for completion of the memory test. Approval for this 

research was obtained from the University of Melbourne 

Human Research Ethics Committee.  

Design and Materials The Unforgettable.me platform 

(Dennis et al., 2019) was used to collect two months of email 

from the participant’s primary email account. The platform 

automatically saved the participant’s received emails onto the 

server. The system preserved privacy ensuring the researcher 

was not able to see the actual content of the email or whether 

the email was read by the participant. There had to be at least 

ten incoming emails a week to participate in the study. In the 

current study, participants had an average of 773 (SD = 

1,024) emails, which on average had a total of 52,505 (SD = 

73,080) words with an average of 2,843 (SD = 1,203) unique 

words after the preprocessing steps (see below).  

Words were drawn from the participant’s received 

emails. The recency and frequency of the words were taken 

and the normative frequency (per million counts) was 

calculated for the words from the SUBTLEX frequency 

database (Brysbaert & New, 2009). The individualized 

frequency was a raw count of how many times a word 

appeared in the participants’ email, and recency was 

measured in hours since the word was last seen before the 

experiment. For words to be eligible to be selected for 

inclusion in the study and test list, they had to meet a number 

of criteria. First, they had to be in the SUBTLEX frequency 

database with a normative frequency between 1 and 300 

counts per million, thus excluding both extremely common 

words and rarely used words. Second, words had to be 

between 3 and 10 letters long. Also, offensive words and 

names were removed using the Better Profanity Python 

package and using the database from the top 1000 US Baby 

Names from 1800 to 2009 (http://github.com/hadley/data-

baby-names). Finally, a Porter stemmer algorithm 

implemented by the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK; 2019) 

was used to normalize morphological and inflexional endings 

(e.g., plans, planning -> plan).  

Then, the words were binned based on the 

SUBTLEX (normative) frequency (high/low), individualized 
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frequency (high/low), and individualized recency (high/low) 

using a median split for each category. This resulted in 8 

possible bins. Based on the number of emails that the 

participant collected, different numbers of experiment 

sessions were created with a maximum number of sessions 

being constrained to 18. Participants completed as many 

sessions as possible within one hour.On average, participants 

went through 13.88 sessions (Median = 15, SD = 3.76; see 

Figure 1). For each session, six words were randomly 

selected from each bin to construct the study list (i.e., 48 

words), and another six words were randomly selected to 

construct the list of lure words which was presented during 

the test phase (i.e., 48 words).  

 
Figure 1. Number of sessions across different participants.. 

 

Procedure Participants collected their received emails for 

two months through the Unforgettable.me platform 

(https://unforgettable.me/). Immediately after the two-month 

period, they were instructed to complete an online memory 

experiment in a quiet distraction-free environment. 

Participants were not specifically told that the words 

appearing in the experiment were from their email. The 

experiment was created in the Unforgettable.me system using 

jsPsych (de Leeuw, 2015). The experiment did not last more 

than one hour.  

In each experiment session, there was a study phase 

followed by a 45-second retention interval and a test phase. 

In the study phase, participants were presented with words 

that were extracted from their emails (see Design and 

Materials). The words were presented on the center of a white 

screen for 1sec with a font size of 2em and font color of black. 

There was no interstimulus interval. During the retention 

interval, participants played a card game (i.e., Egyptian Rat 

Screw) which was a combination of a 2-back working 

memory task (e.g., press button A if two hearts show in a row 

and B if two queens appear in a row) and a pattern-matching 

task (e.g., press J if you see a Joker). In the test phase, 

participants were randomly presented with 96 words one at a 

time, where half were from the study phase and the other half 

not, which served as lures. Test words were presented in the 

center of the screen until a response was made by the 

participant. Participants were instructed to indicate whether 

they had seen the word presented on the study list, by 

pressing the ‘Y’ key to indicate yes and the ‘N’ key to 

indicate no. 

   
Figure 2. Hit rates (in blue) and False alarm rates (in red) 

against (a) recency, (b) normative frequency (SUBTLEX), 

and (c) individualized frequency. The dots represent data, 

error bars represent standard deviation, and the lines 

represent the fitted regression model. 

Results 

Analyses were conducted on the pooled subject data. The 

words had an average recency (hour past from test) of 497.55 

hours (SD = 402.26). The average normative frequency was 

31.87 per million (SD = 51.42), and the average personalized 

frequency was 10.99 counts (SD = 57.36). Overall accuracy 
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was .61 (SD = .002), which was statistically above chance 

level .5 (one sample t-test p < .001). 

Hit rates (HR) and false alarm rates (FAR) were 

analyzed using a logistic regression model. We first, binned 

the normative (SUBTLEX) frequency, individualised 

frequency1 and recency into 10-quantiles. Based on the 

quantized bins the median value of the bin and the accuracy 

corresponding to the bin was fit to the logistic regression 

(binomial regression with a logit function). 

Most importantly, for recency, HR increased 

(regression weight b = 7.5e-5, p = .002) and FAR (b = -1.15e-

4, p < .001) decreased as the time since the word had been 

seen increased. (see Figure 2a). For normative frequency, HR 

decreased (b = -.002, p < .001) and FAR increased (b = .001, 

p = .002) as the frequency of the presented word at test 

increased (see Figure 2b). Similarly, for individualized 

frequency, HR decreased (b = -.09, p = .001) and FAR 

increased (b = .22, p < .001) as the frequency of the presented 

word at test increased (see Figure 2c). 

Next, we examined how discriminability (d-prime) 

changed in relation to the normative frequency, recency and 

individualized frequency. Since the words used in the HR 

model and FAR model were different, d-prime can only be 

simulated. Therefore, we first fit the HR and FAR with a 

logistic regression model, where all three variables were used 

as independent variables so that the model could fully fit the 

data as well as possible. The variables were standardized for 

the convenience of the simulation exercise. Using the 

estimated beta weights, HRs and FARs can be generated with 

a given set of independent variables where the corresponding 

equations are presented in equation 1. 

 

   HR   = sigmoid( -.11∙NF -.002∙IF + .10∙RC + .17 ) 

   FAR = sigmoid( .003∙NF + .03∙IF - .03∙RC - .73 ) 

(1) 

 

where NF indicates normative frequency, IF indicates 

individualized frequency, and RC indicates recency. Then we 

submitted values for each independent variable which ranged 

from -5 to 5 to simulated HR and FAR (cf., note that the 

independent variables were standardized and the range of -5 

to 5 represents a generous range of the independent 

variables). From the derived predicted values of HR and 

FAR, d-prime scores were calculated (i.e., Z(HR) - Z(FAR)). 

As shown in Figure 3, results are consistent with the analysis 

conducted with HR and FAR separately. d-prime increases as 

the test word was more distantly experienced in the past, and 

also increases with lower individual and normative 

frequencies. We also see a nice correlation between the 

individual and normative frequency (Figure 3c).  

                                                
1 Individualized frequencies were standardized for each participant 

before being used in the analysis. 

 

Figure 3. Simulated d-prime measures by two independent 

variables. (a) individualized frequency and recency, (b) 

normalized frequency and recency, and (c) normalized 

frequency and individualized frequency. The graded colors 

represent d-prime values, where the lighter yellow colors 

present higher values than the darker blue colors. 
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We further examined the correlation (Spearman’s 

rho) between the three independent variables using a 

permutation test with 10,000 samples. Results are shown in 

Table 1 with all correlations being statistically significant. As 

predicted, there was a positive correlation between normative 

frequency and individualized frequency. The small size of 

this correlation suggests that they are two different measures 

and may include different information that does not overlap 

much. If the correlations had been large, this would have 

indicated that our measures of normative and individualised 

frequency were describing essentially the same thing. The use 

of experience sampling methods in this study therefore 

allowed us to truthfully capture participant’s real experiences 

with words, independently of the words’ normative 

frequency. 

 

Table 1: Correlations between independent variables. 

Values indicate Spearman’s rho. The top table shows 

variables used in the hit rate model and the bottom table 

shows variables used in the false alarm rate model. 

 

HR Norm. Freq. Indivi. Freq. Recency 

Norm. Freq. ∙ .12 -.03 

Indivi. Freq. .12 ∙ -.34 

Recency -.03 -.34 ∙ 

 

FAR Norm. Freq. Indivi. Freq. Recency 

Norm. Freq. ∙ .13 -.03 

Indivi. Freq. .13 ∙ -.35 

Recency -.03 -.35 ∙ 

 

Interestingly, the correlations of recency with both 

normative and individualized frequency were quite small2 

relative to the logical prediction that since high-frequency 

words will have more chance of occurring they would have 

occurred more recently as well. The correlation between 

recency and normative frequency was particularly small. This 

observation is curious, as prior research and common sense 

would suggest that HF words are more likely to have been 

recently experienced, and vice versa for LF words 

(Scarborough et al., 1977), and as such we expected a 

moderate correlation between the two variables. However, 

there has been some work done in this area that may explain 

the observed relationship being smaller than expected. The 

small association may be attributable to what Albert-Laszlo 

Barabasi (2010) referred to as “bursts”, which refers to the 

intermittent alternating between periods of low and high 

activity. This phenomenon was modelled by Burrell (1980) 

                                                
2 Note that -.34 is considered as a mid-sized correlation in social 

science. However, considering the nature of encountering words in 

the real world, we would expect a very high correlation. 

and elaborated upon by Anderson and Milson (1989), who 

posit that the probability of a memory being needed is 

dependent on its pattern of past use - that is, memories vary 

in desirability based on the environment. These levels of 

desirability can also be quite volatile, depending on the 

environment. Thus, according to this model, even though 

some words might have a high raw frequency count and 

therefore have been classed as HF, their presentations may 

have been clustered together towards the beginning of data 

collection. These words were probably momentarily very 

desirable but high volatility led to this desirability dropping 

off quickly, therefore creating clusters of high frequency 

words that were seen some time before the experiment. This 

explanation is particularly likely considering that words were 

drawn from emails, which are particularly “bursty” in nature 

(Barabasi, 2010). 

Discussion 

In the current study, we examined the word frequency effect 

in recognition memory using an experience sampling method 

in order to gain better ecological validity and overcome 

possible confounds. The experience sampling method, 

delivered a way to measure the recency of a given word in 

one’s pre-experimental experience, where measuring the 

recency of a word provides a valuable way to distinguish 

different theories of recognition memory regarding the word 

frequency effect. In particular, the context noise account of 

the word frequency effect will predict that more recently 

experienced words will cause more interference than words 

that were experienced earlier. Notably, we find that recency 

has a graded effect on recognition memory that extends for at 

least two months (see Figure 2a). The results strongly support 

the existence of context noise in word frequency effect. This 

is not to say that context noise alone is driving the word 

frequency effect in recognition memory as recent research 

shows that recognition memory is affected by a mixture of 

both item and context noise (e.g., Fox, Dennis, & Osth, 2020; 

Osth & Dennis, 2015).  

It is also interesting to see that the individualized 

frequency captures the WFE well. On one hand, it is an 

obvious result since the individualized frequency, which is 

calculated from an individualized corpus, is personalized and 

will handle the individual variability better.  However, it is 

also worth noting that the individual corpus is based on (1) 

only two-month worth of emails, and (2) only from received 

emails, which are not guaranteed to have been read by 

participants. Considering how many words people 

experience in their daily life from diverse sources (e.g., TV, 

messenger, books, etc.) and also compared to the size of the 

normative corpus that has been used (50,000 words vs. 51 

million words), the information that the individual frequency 

is providing is striking. Therefore, it is highly probable that 

having a longer length of data collecting period with a diverse 
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source may provide more interesting information about one’s 

pre-experimental word experience. 

 Finally, the study provides an interesting way to use 

experience sampling methods in memory research. Pure 

memory studies have been preferred controlled laboratory 

studies as they generally have less noise in the data and 

tighter manipulations for examining the effect of concern. 

However, the current study shows that some issues, some of 

which are greatly debated in pure memory literature, can not 

be achieved in the laboratory, and using experience sampling 

methods provides a promising way of conducting these 

studies.  
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Abstract 

Humans are highly variable in their ability to learn and execute 
complex tasks; however, there are conflicting theories on skill 
acquisition. This study compared two different explanations 
for how association learning interacts with other cognitive 
processes: a) reinforcement learning and working memory are 
separate, competing processes operating simultaneously on 
association learning; and, b) associations are proceduralized 
into production rules and reinforcement learning acts on those 
rules. Participants completed a simple association learning task 
followed by a delayed test under two conditions designed to 
contrast these theories. The results are consistent with a 
proceduralization account in which reinforcement learning and 
working memory are not competitive interfering systems, but 
there remain important questions about how these two accounts 
may be best integrated. 

Keywords: reinforcement learning; working memory; 
procedural learning; skill acquisition 
 

Imagine you just encountered a light switch for the first time. 
With some trial and error, you surmise that by positioning 
your fingers above or below the switch and elevating or 
lowering your hand, you can reposition the switch at its 
vertex. After the switch has clicked into place, you notice the 
level of luminance in the room change. You try to recreate 
your new discovery and are repeatedly met with predictable 
results. The next time you encounter a light switch, you could 
operate it by remembering what you did last time. Upon 
further interactions with the light switch this process is 
further proceduralized, up to the point where you no longer 
think about the positioning of your hand, the actuation of your 
joints, the mechanism of the pivoting switch, and the range 
of outcomes that may follow. With enough experience, it is 
more efficient to use a proceduralized rule: if the goal is to 
produce light and contained in the room is a light switch, then 
flip the light switch. 

There are at least two theoretical frameworks that describe 
the processes involved in learning associations such as that 
between a switch and the correct response to activate the 
switch. One perspective is that these simple associations are 
learned via reinforcement learning. Another perspective is 
that this is a rudimentary skill acquired in the same manner 
as other skills. The goal of the study reported here was to 
examine predictions arising from these two theoretical 
frameworks. Both frameworks have substantial empirical 
evidence supporting them. Therefore, the long-term goal of 

this research is to examine ways in which these two 
frameworks might be integrated into a more comprehensive 
theoretical framework. 

In the skill acquisition framework, skill is theorized to 
transition from a declarative representation to a procedural 
representation (Anderson, 1982). The declarative 
representation can come from reading a set of instructions or 
via a trial-and-error process like that described for the light 
switch. As the declarative representation is retrieved in 
performing the skill, it becomes proceduralized into a 
procedural memory. Within the ACT-R architecture 
(Anderson et al., 2004), declarative knowledge is represented 
as a chunk and procedural knowledge as a production rule 
that can be executed to perform the skill. A production 
compilation mechanism explains how declarative knowledge 
is compiled into new production rules (Taatgen & Anderson, 
2002). Once a new production has been compiled, it offers an 
additional method for doing the task that does not rely on 
retrieving a declarative memory. The compiled procedure 
and the procedure to retrieve the declarative representation 
(i.e., a retrieval-based strategy) are now alternative 
competing procedures. As these procedures get reinforced 
upon successful execution of the skill, the faster and less error 
prone compiled production gains a much higher estimate of 
utility and gets selected much more often than the retrieval 
strategy. This skill acquisition mechanism has been used to 
explain skills such as learning the past tense (Taatgen & 
Anderson, 2002). In this account of skill learning, 
reinforcement learning is used to learn which procedure is 
most likely to yield a quick and accurate response, and 
working memory holds any retrieved declarative chunks 
while they are used by a production. 

An alternative framework arising from the study of 
reinforcement learning proposes that reinforcement learning 
competes with a more explicit working-memory based 
system of learning (Collins, 2018; Collins et al., 2017; 
Collins et al., 2017; Collins & Frank, 2012). A recent study   
explored a potential interaction between reinforcement 
learning and working memory (Collins, 2018). From this 
perspective, working memory is a short-term, capacity 
limited form of memory used to briefly hold task-relevant 
information, and reinforcement learning is a slower, capacity 
unlimited mechanism whereby actions increase or decrease 
in their likelihood of being repeated as a function of their 
consequences. These two systems are said to both 
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simultaneously operate on learning tasks such that items 
being held in working memory do not receive updates to their 
value via reinforcement learning (Collins, 2018). 

Original Study 
The original study used a simple associative learning task, 
wherein participants learned which of three keys was the 
correct key to press for each image in a set of images (Collins, 
2018). For example, if an image of a triangle was shown, one 
might guess that the “a” key was correct. Correct/incorrect 
feedback would then be provided, and the next image shown. 
Over many presentations of the triangle with feedback, one 
would eventually learn the correct key press. During the 
learning phase of this task, participants were asked to learn a 
block of images and the correct key that corresponded with 
each image. Each block consisted of a set of either 3 or 6 
images that were categorically related (e.g., colors, shapes). 
Each image in a block was presented 12-14 times in a 
pseudorandom order, and there were 12 blocks of  images. 
Half of the blocks had 3 images in the set (small set size) and 
half had a set size of 6 images (large set size). Different set 
sizes (3 and 6) were used in the learning phase to introduce 
different levels of working memory load. The assumption 
was that for the small set size, but not for the large set size, it 
was more likely that all of the stimulus-response associations 
could be held in working memory.  

After a delay following the learning phase, there was a 
surprise test phase, in which participants were presented with 
the images in random order and asked to select the correct 
key associated with each image. During learning, the larger 
set size takes longer to learn and responses to those items take 
longer. Counterintuitively, during the test phase, responses 
for images from the larger sets were recalled more accurately 
(and more slowly) than those from the smaller sets (Collins, 
2018). The interpretation of the results was that associations 
presented in smaller set sizes are more often held in working 
memory, which operates more quickly leading to better 
learning performance. Working memory is capacity limited 
so all of the associations for the large set size could not be 
held there. Associations held in working memory were not 
updated via reinforcement learning. Because working 
memory representations are not held onto over a long delay, 
only the representations learned via reinforcement learning 
are available at test. Associations learned in larger sets are 
updated via reinforcement learning more frequently and were 
available at test. Therefore, performance on large set size 
items was higher at test and experienced less forgetting than 
the low set size. The conclusion, supported by a comparative 
model fits of models of reinforcement learning and working 
memory, was that a model with interacting working memory 
and reinforcement learning systems was the best explanation 
of the results (Collins, 2018). 

Present Study 
The theory of skill acquisition and production compilation 
offers another possible interpretation of these results. When 
an image is first encountered, each of the three keys has the 

same relative probability of being correct. Once the correct 
response for an image has been produced, then an alternative 
strategy for responding is available (i.e., recall what key was 
correct last time). Once this response has been recalled a 
number of times, a compiled production is available that 
eliminates declarative retrieval: if the goal is to respond to 
shapes and you see a triangle, then press the “a” key. The 
utility of the newly compiled rule increases via reinforcement 
and eventually surpasses the declarative retrieval strategy as 
it consistently yields the same response more quickly than 
retrieval (Anderson et al., 2004; Taatgen & Anderson, 2002).  

During learning, as shown in Figures 1a and 1b, the 
average delay between items shown in the smaller set size is 
smaller than the delay in the large set size. This delay has 
implications for the rate of learning and the rate of compiling 
a task-specific production rule, accounting for the differential 
rate of learning for the two set sizes. The chances are higher 
that the correct response for a large set size image cannot be 
recalled because the delay between trials of the same image 
is longer. 

 

 
Figure 1a: Stimuli in smaller set sizes have a smaller interval 
between presentations. Response mappings can be more 
easily retrieved from declarative memory because of the 
shorter delay, allowing more opportunities for the response 
mapping to be compiled into a production rule. 
 

 
Figure 1b: Stimuli in larger set size blocks have a longer 
interval between presentations, making it more difficult to 
retrieve the previous response from declarative memory 
when the stimulus is next encountered. Consequently, this set 
size takes longer to learn and there are fewer opportunities 
for a compiled production to be produced and compete with 
the retrieval strategy. 

 
During the test phase, a critical aspect of the original study 

is that stimuli were presented at random, rather than in blocks 
from the same category as they were presented in the learning 
phase. If the compiled productions from learning contain 
information about the category, then they will fail to apply in 
the test where the category information is not a central part 
of the task. For example, this rule references the category and 
would not apply in the test phase: if the goal is to respond to 
shapes and you see a triangle, then press the “a” key. In this 
case, during the test phase, only the retrieval strategy is 
available. Retrieval time and success will be related to the 
frequency and recency that these stimuli were retrieved from 
declarative memory. In the case of the smaller set size, 
frequency and recency of retrieval will be on average lower 
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because a compiled production took over and eliminated 
declarative retrieval. Therefore, the lower accuracy for the 
small set size during test results from failure to retrieve 
because the task-specific rule eliminated the need to retrieve 
that information during learning. 

The crux of this alternative explanation for the findings of 
Collins (2018) is that when task-specific production rules can 
be compiled quickly and reinforced enough times, then they 
eliminate the need to retrieve the correct response from 
declarative memory. Since recency and frequency are both 
predictive of future retrieval success, reducing recency leads 
to greater difficulty retrieving the correct response at test 
when the proceduralized rule is not applicable. These 
alternative theoretical explanations have important 
implications for how skill acquisition, working memory, and 
reinforcement learning interact. 

The current study compares these two theories by 
replicating the method of the prior research (Collins, 2018) 
and manipulating across participants the presentation of the 
items at test. Randomization in the test phase presumes that 
the associations were learned individually, rather than in 
blocks as they were presented in the learning phase. A 
between-subjects manipulation where half the participants 
see the original design with the stimuli randomized at test and 
the other half of the participants encounter stimuli blocked 
according to category in the same manner as the learning 
phase should reveal if response mappings are learned 
procedurally or retrieved from working memory. 

By reinstating the same method at test as during learning, 
any proceduralized rules are still applicable and will generate 
faster and more accurate responses than the retrieval strategy. 
With this small modification to the experiment, it is expected 
that 1) response accuracy will be the same or greater for the 
small set size than for the large set size; and, 2) the response 
time for the small set size will be faster than the large set size. 
These hypothesized results for the blocked testing condition 
are the opposite of what is expected in the randomized test 
condition (e.g., a replication of the original results).  

Method 

Participants 
A sample of 176 adult participants was recruited from 
undergraduate courses at a large public university in 
exchange for course credit. Based on an effect size estimated 
from the results reported in Collins (2018), it is expected that 
70 participants in each condition (for a total of 140) should 
yield .8 power. As in the original study, an asymptotic 
performance criterion of 75% correct was set for response 
accuracy in the learning phase of the associative learning task 
to ensure that participants had learned response mappings 
prior to test. Asymptotic performance was measured as the 
average response accuracy on the last 6 trials for each image. 
30 participants were eliminated based on this criterion, 
resulting in a sample size of 146.  

Tasks 
Participants completed an associative learning task 

identical to that described by Collins (2018). The learning 
and test phases of the task were separated by performance of 
the automated operation span task (Unsworth et al., 2005). 
The original study used a visual N-back task for the delay 
between learning and test. The nature of the delay should not 
matter as long as participants are not rehearsing the stimuli or 
responses. The operation span task lasted on average 13 
minutes (similar to the original study’s delay of 11 minutes). 
The operation span (OSPAN) was selected because the task 
duration was similar to the visual n-back task used in the 
original design while also providing a measure of working 
memory. 
 
Associative Learning Task During the learning phase, 
participants were asked to learn a set of images and pair them 
with a set of responses. In each block, there are either 3 or 6 
distinct objects from the same category (e.g., shapes), each 
having one of 3 distinct correct key presses. The goal is to 
learn via correct/incorrect feedback the corresponding key 
press for each object. Each block includes 13 trials per 
stimulus, regardless of the number of distinct images (3 or 6) 
presented in the block. Each block and its respective stimuli 
were presented in a pseudorandom order unique to each 
participant, with a uniform distribution of delays (number of 
stimuli between repetitions of one stimulus) for each stimulus 
(Figure 2). There was a total of 14 blocks of images in this 
phase: eight blocks of categories with three images (i.e., set 
size 3) and six blocks of set size 6. The first and last blocks 
of the training phase were set size 3 and were not analyzed to 
control for primacy and recency. The remaining 12 blocks 
were presented in random order. 

In the test phase, participants were presented with the same 
stimuli from the learning phase and asked to provide the 
associated keypress, without reinforcement. Participants 
were randomly divided into one of two conditions in the 
testing phase. In the random condition, all stimuli from all 
learning blocks were presented in random order as in the 
original study (Collins, 2018). In the blocked condition, 
stimuli in the testing phase were presented in blocks, in the 
same manner that they were presented in the learning phase.  

 
 

Figure 2: Stimuli are presented in a pseudorandomized order 
for 1500 ms. Feedback is presented for 500 ms immediately 
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after the response, followed by a 500 ms fixation cross. 
During the test phase, the trials are identical except that 
feedback is not displayed.  

 
Operation Span The OSPAN was used both as a distractor 
task between the learning phase and test phase and as a 
measure of working memory capacity. The OSPAN task asks 
participants to remember a series of letters in sequence while 
completing math problems. Participants were first presented 
with a simple math problem, which they were asked to 
complete as quickly as possible. After responding to the 
problem, they were briefly presented with a single letter. 
After 3-7 problem-letter pairs, participants were asked to 
recall the letters in order and select corresponding boxes. 
Feedback was provided at the end of each trial. 
Letters/problems were presented in sets that ranged from 3-7 
with each set size presented three times. A participant’s score 
on the task is the number of letters recalled correctly, ranging 
from 0-75. A performance criterion of 80% correct was 
applied to the math portion of the OSPAN to ensure 
compliance with the task and 7 participants failed to meet this 
criterion. The OSPAN was used to measure working memory 
and yielded 139 valid responses. Scores ranged from 13 to 74 
(out of 75), with a mean of 57.2 and a standard deviation of 
12.2. 

Analyses 
Data were analyzed in linear mixed effects models to 
determine if response accuracy and response time were 
predicted by the testing condition (blocked or random), the 
set size of the initial stimulus presentation during learning (3 
or 6), and working memory capacity. An additional set of 
analyses was performed using only data from the random 
condition to replicate the original study design (Collins, 
2018). Accuracy was modeled using a logistic general linear 
mixed effects model to predict individual responses and 
change in accuracy from learning to test. All models 
contained random intercepts for participants and items as 
well as random slopes for all within-participant or within-
item effects. Degrees of freedom were estimated using 
Satterwaite’s method as implemented in the lmerTest R 
package. 

Results 

Accuracy 
Mean response accuracy over the course of the 13 

presentations of a stimulus is shown in Figure 3. Mean 
accuracy on small set size blocks was higher than large set 
sizes. The slope of the accuracy curve leveled out earlier in 
the small set size blocks, however both slopes approached 0 
by the end of the block. These qualitative learning results 
replicate the same pattern of results observed in the original 
study (Collins, 2018). Analysis of the learning phase yields 
similar results as the original study. Given the focus of the 
current study is on the testing phase, we report analyses on 

the testing phase only. Mean accuracy at the end of learning 
and at test is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Replication of Prior Study First we focus on the random 
testing condition and assess to what degree the results 
replicate those of the original study. One result from the prior 
study is that asymptotic learning performance in set size 6 
was a significant predictor of performance at test for both set 
sizes and that asymptotic set size 3 performance was not a 
significant predictor of test performance. We found similar 
results with asymptotic set size 6 performance predicting 
both set size 6 test performance (z = 5.56, p < .001) and set 
size 3 test performance (z = 2.10, p = .04). However, set size 
3 was not a significant predictor of test performance in either 
set size (z < 1). 
 

 
Figure 3: Mean accuracy across learning phase for set size 3 
and set size 6.  

 
Figure 4: Mean accuracy at the end of the learning phase and 
during the test phase. 

 
Next, the original study found that at test, items learned in 

set size 6 were recalled better than set size 3, but this effect 
was not replicated in our data using a simple model with only 
set size predicting test performance, z = -0.39, p = .7. 
However, a model with set size, asymptotic learning 
performance, and learning block showed two interactions: a 
set size by learning block interaction, z = 3.33, p < .001 and 
a set size by asymptotic learning accuracy interaction, z = 
5.31, p < .001. The block by set size interaction was due to 
block recency having a greater impact on set size 6 accuracy 
than set size 3. The learning accuracy by set size interaction 
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was due to set size 3 having higher testing accuracy at lower 
levels of learning while set size 6 had slightly higher accuracy 
at the highest levels of learning accuracy. 

The learning accuracy by set size interaction suggests that 
the failure to replicate the set size difference may be due to 
variability in learning accuracy. When the simpler model 
predicting test accuracy from set size during learning is 
restricted to items with perfect asymptotic learning accuracy, 
the set size effect is significant, z = 3.26, p = .001 with set 
size 6 having higher accuracy (M = .89, SE = .01) than set 
size 3 (M = .85, SE = .01). In comparison to Figure 4, it can 
be seen that the set size 6 mean shifts to a greater degree when 
restricting the stimuli to only those well learned. Most of the 
results from the original study were replicated with the 
exception that the set size effect was dependent on learning 
accuracy, which was not observed in the original study. 
 

Comparison of Blocked and Random Conditions Under 
the skill acquisition framework, performance for set size 3 
should be greater than set size 6 in the blocked condition. 
First, we examined whether asymptotic learning performance 
was a predictor of test performance in the blocked condition. 
Asymptotic performance during the learning phase was used 
as a covariate to determine if reward history was predictive 
of performance at test. Results showed that asymptotic 
performance in the learning phase for set size 6 is predictive 
of performance in set size 6 at test, z = 5.79, p < .001, but not 
set size 3 associations. Asymptotic performance for set size 3 
associations was not predictive of performance for set size 3 
or set size 6 associations at test, z < 1. 

Mean accuracy at the end of the learning phase was also 
compared to accuracy in the test phase by including phase 
(learning or test), set size, and condition as predictors of 
accuracy. The decrease in accuracy from learning to test was 
greater in the random condition than in the blocked condition, 
t(137) = -6.49, p < .001. The larger set size also dropped less 
than the smaller set size from learning to test in both 
conditions, t(137) = 4.19, p < .001. The three-way interaction 
between phase, set size, and condition was not significant. 
The steeper slope for the smaller set size is consistent with 
the original study, but given that the smaller set size was also 
recalled better than the larger, this result seems inconsistent 
with interference between working memory and 
reinforcement learning. 

Contrary to our predictions for the blocked condition, 
associations learned in the larger set size showed a shallower 
decline in accuracy when compared to the smaller  set size. 
In other words, there was not a three-way interaction with 
condition. The blocked condition decreased much less than 
the random condition, providing partial support for 
proceduralization of both set sizes. However, it is possible 
that the additional category cue in the blocked condition 
benefitted the retrieval strategy as well as the proceduralized 
rules. 

Higher working memory scores were associated with 
higher accuracy during both phases, t(136) = 3.82, p < .001). 
However, higher working memory also interacted with set 

size and phase such that higher working memory was 
associated with increased set size 6 accuracy more than set 
size 3, t(137) = 2.65, p = .009, and increased accuracy more 
in the testing phase than the learning phase, t(137) = 2.87, p 
= .005. This result seems inconsistent with the theory that 
working memory is interfering with reinforcement learning. 

Because the delay from learning to test did vary across 
participants depending on OSPAN completion time, it may 
be possible to discriminate between the retrieval strategy and 
a proceduralization strategy by examining the effect of delay 
between learning and test. The time between the last 
presentation of the stimulus in the learning phase and the time 
it was presented during the testing phase was included in a 
model predicting testing accuracy. Delay should impact 
retrieval but not execution of a proceduralized rule. Also, 
from the interfering reinforcement learning and working 
memory theory, delay is not explicitly theorized to have any 
impact on associations learned via reinforcement learning. 

In a model examining end of learning and test performance, 
delay was included along with phase, condition, set size, and 
working memory. In this case, the model was a logistic mixed 
effects model predicting the binary outcomes for individual 
stimuli because delays were stimulus specific. The model 
revealed that in both conditions, associations learned in set 
size 3 were affected less by the duration of the interval 
between the last stimulus presentation at learning and the first 
presentation at test, z = 5.44, p < .001. The mediating effect 
of stimulus presentation delay further suggests that 
associations learned in large set sizes are more of a function 
of memory retrieval while associations encountered in 
smaller sets are retrieved using a more robust proceduralized 
rule. 

Response Time 
Mean correct response time during learning is shown in 
Figure 5. The initial couple of presentations are faster likely 
due to a “guessing” stage until the correct response is learned. 
After that, response time was decreased slightly as the correct 
response became more practiced.   

 
Figure 5: Mean correct response time in seconds across the 
learning phase for set size 3 and 6.  
 

The primary effect of an item-specific proceduralized rule 
for responding would be to significantly increase the speed of 
response. For example, in ACT-R a production rule is 
executed in 50 ms, while retrieval from declarative memory 
would take about an order of magnitude longer (Anderson, 
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2004).  It was hypothesized that a behavior produced by a rule 
would operate much more quickly than memory, given that 
declarative memory retrieval is not necessary. In the present 
study this translates into the prediction that response times 
would be substantially faster in the blocked testing condition, 
where a production rule might be utilized, than for the 
random condition. Similarly, it follows that associations 
learned in the smaller set size condition would result in a 
faster response than those learned in a larger set in the 
blocked condition, because it is more likely that a production 
rule would be compiled for the smaller set size than for the 
larger set size. In the random condition, we would not expect 
to see any significant differences between small and large set 
sizes, since the task demands are identical for the small and 
large set sizes and both would require retrieval from 
declarative memory. 

Mean response time at the end of learning and at test was 
examined with a model including phase (learning or test), 
condition (random or blocked), and set size. Mean correct 
response time for correct responses once asymptotic 
performance was reached in the learning phase and correct 
responses in the test phase is shown in Figure 6. Consistent 
with the hypothesized results, response times increased more 
in the random than in the blocked testing condition from 
learning to test but the lower set size was affected the most as 
shown by an interaction between condition, phase, and set 
size, t(135) = -7.62, p < .001. 
 

 
Figure 6: Mean correct response times in seconds at the 

end of learning as during the test phase. 
 

An analysis similar to that done for accuracy was also 
carried out by predicting testing response time with 
asymptotic learning accuracy, set size, and block. In this 
model, higher learning accuracy led to faster response times, 
t(187) = -6.76, p < .001. The larger set size was associated 
with slower response times, t(193) = 12.39, p < .001. Stimuli 
learned in more recent blocks were responded to faster, t(128) 
= -4.67, p < .001. Stimuli in the random testing condition 
were also responded to slower, t(172) = 9.49, p < .001. 
However, again there was a larger effect of set size in the 
blocked condition than in the random condition, t(162) = -
13.1, p < .001. 

Working memory had a greater impact on response time in 
the random condition than the blocked condition (t(126.5) = 
-2.70, p = .008), however the interaction of working memory 
and set size was not significant. This finding is potentially 
consistent with a retrieval-based strategy being utilized more 
in the random condition as discussed below. 

Discussion 
The current study has significant implications for how we 
conceptualize the interaction between working memory, 
reinforcement learning, and skill acquisition. In the random 
testing condition, the current study replicated many of the 
findings from prior research (Collins, 2018) which posited 
that reinforcement learning and working memory are 
separate, competing processes. The main difference is that 
the lower set size only led to better test performance if the 
analysis was restricted to stimuli that were at ceiling at the 
end of learning. It is likely that there was simply higher 
variability in learning accuracy in our data than in the original 
study even though all participants met the performance 
criteria of 75% mean accuracy at the end of learning. 

For accuracy, the results are largely consistent with the 
predictions from the skill acquisition framework. In the 
blocked condition, participants should be both faster and 
more accurate than in the random condition due to the use of 
proceduralized rules. In the random condition, participants 
should be relying more on a retrieval-based strategy and 
therefore take longer and be more sensitive to the delay 
between the last presentation of the stimulus during learning 
and test. Furthermore, the opposite effect of set size was 
observed in this study as in the original study (Collins, 2018) 
even when controlling for asymptotic learning accuracy. As 
noted, the original set size effect is only found when limiting 
analyses to stimuli learned perfectly. One possible 
interpretation of this set size effect is that these are exactly 
the stimuli that are well proceduralized at the end of learning. 
When stimuli are still being learned, they are still reliant on a 
retrieval-based strategy; therefore the larger set size lags 
behind due to the increased delay between stimuli [Figure 
1b].   

Particularly compelling are the differences in response 
times between set sizes in the blocked and random 
conditions, which may imply that smaller set sizes are being 
executed via a proceduralized rule rather than retrieved from 
declarative memory. At the very least, the response times 
suggest that the blocked testing condition is similar enough 
to learning to yield little difference in response times. 
Whether that is a function of proceduralization or an 
alternative theoretical explanation is still unclear. 

Working memory, as measured by the OSPAN, had an 
overall effect on accuracy across all conditions and set sizes. 
In addition, working memory had a stronger relationship with 
response time in the random condition than in the blocked 
condition. Working memory as measured by the OSPAN is 
likely composed of multiple cognitive processes including 
attentional control and ability to more easily access long-term 
memories to bring them into working memory (Unsworth, 
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2016). It could be that the working memory relationships 
observed here are due more to the ability to access long-term 
memories. Some models of working memory have modeled 
individual differences as increased activation to spread in 
long-term memory to improve the accessibility of memories 
(Lovett et al., 2001). This kind of working memory 
mechanism would be consistent with the improved ability to 
retrieve the correct associations from declarative memory 
that was observed here in both learning and test behavior. 

The proposed theoretical explanation for differences 
between the two conditions is informed by the ACT-R 
cognitive architecture. Parameters obtained from these 
behavioral data will be used to create an ACT-R model of the 
association learning task, allowing us to further explore 
whether differences in performance at test can be attributed 
to procedural knowledge. At the moment, results seem to 
indicate that when the context is similar enough, a 
proceduralized and reinforced rule is learned and used at test. 
However, it will be important to verify that the proposed 
mechanism actually accounts for the data. 

In addition to developing a cognitive model of the task, 
future work will attempt to further examine the reinforcement 
learning process by introducing probabilistic reinforcement 
to the learning phase. It is hypothesized that associations with 
a higher value assigned in the learning phase will be retrieved 
more quickly in the test phase. If reinforcement prediction 
error is indeed present in associations learned in smaller set 
sizes, it would suggest that the association learning task is 
performed using reinforcement learning. Additionally, a 
repeated measures modification of the design might be used 
to address relatively unexplored issues such as skill decay. 
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Abstract

A primary challenge for alibi generation research is establishing the ground truth of the real world events of interest.
We used a smartphone app to record data on participants for a month prior to a memory test. The app captured their
accelerometry continuously and their GPS location and sound environment every ten minutes. After a week retention
interval, we asked participants to identify where they were at a given time from among four alternatives. Participants were
incorrect 36% of the time. Furthermore, our forced choice procedure allowed us to conduct a conditional logit analysis
to assess the relative importance of different aspects of the events to the decision process. We found strong evidence that
participants confuse days across weeks. In addition, people often confused weeks in general and also hours across days.
Similarity of location induced more errors than similarity of sound environments or movement types.
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Prefrontal-striatal circuitry supports
adaptive memory prioritization across development
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Abstract

Previous work has revealed that the ability to strategically en-
code high-value information may improve gradually over de-
velopment as cognitive control mechanisms mature. However,
studies of value-directed memory have relied on explicit cues
of information value, which are rarely present in real-world
contexts. Here, using a novel fMRI paradigm, we examined
whether individuals across a wide age range (N = 90; ages 8
– 25 years) could learn the value of information from expe-
rience and use learned value signals to strategically modulate
memory. We found that memory prioritization for high-value
information improved across development, and was supported
by increased engagement of the caudate and prefrontal cortex
during both encoding and retrieval of high-value information.
Our results suggest that across development, the dynamic ad-
justment of memory based on the statistics of the environment
is supported by a wide network of brain regions involved in
both the recognition and use of information value.

Keywords: motivated memory; cognitive development;
fMRI

Introduction
In any particular context, all information is not equally useful,
and so the value of remembering it similarly varies. A baker
who makes bread every day in her pastry shop will likely ben-
efit more from remembering the name of the supplier with
the best price on flour relative to the supplier with the best
price on tuna. For a sushi chef, prioritizing memory for fish
suppliers may be more valuable. Though children may have
fewer opportunities to make consequential decisions based
on remembered information, they too face many situations
in which the need to prioritize memory arises. For example,
it may be more useful for a child to remember the television
channel that plays her favorite daily show than the the channel
that only plays fun cartoons on Saturdays. Indeed, selectively
remembering relevant or useful information may be particu-
larly beneficial for children, who may encounter more novel
information while contending with greater difficulty in form-
ing detailed memories (Ghetti & Bunge, 2012).

Neural mechanisms of motivated memory
Previous research has found that individuals can strategically
prioritize memory for information that will enable them to
gain more reward in the future (Shohamy & Adcock, 2010),
and that this ability improves from childhood to early adult-
hood (Castel et al., 2011). In young adults, memory prior-
itization has been shown to involve diverse neural circuitry,

including mesolimbic areas associated with dopamine pro-
duction that have been implicated in reward anticipation, the
hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal areas that are
critical to memory encoding and retrieval, and the prefrontal
cortex (Cohen et al., 2014; Adcock et al., 2006), which may
be involved in implementing top-down strategic control pro-
cesses.

This prior work suggests two possible routes through
which value signals may influence memory. First, value sig-
nals may elicit dopamine release in the ventral tegmental area,
lowering the threshold for long-term potentiation in the hip-
pocampus and other medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures
(Adcock et al., 2006). Through this pathway, reward anticipa-
tion may directly promote the formation of more robust mem-
ories, though the influence of reward anticipation on memory
may grow stronger after a period of overnight consolidation
(Murty et al., 2017; Patil et al., 2016).

Alternatively, value cues may signal the need for increased
control. Through this pathway, value responses in the stria-
tum may trigger the engagement of the prefrontal cortex,
which may then influence encoding processes in the MTL,
either directly or through other neural systems such as those
involved in attentional control Castel et al. (2002). Unlike the
direct effects of reward anticipation on memory, those that
arise due to the implementation of strategic control may not
be consolidation-dependent, and instead emerge immediately.

Despite extensive prior research examining these two
mechanistic pathways in adults, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no studies have examined how the functional recruit-
ment of the neural systems that support motivated memory
change across development. Whereas the direct influence
of reward anticipation and dopamine release on hippocampal
memory formation may be age-invariant, the ability to mod-
ulate the engagement of control based on value cues emerges
gradually over the course of development and, depending on
the complexity of the control demands, may continue to im-
prove throughout adolescence as corticostriatal circuitry ma-
tures (Davidow et al., 2018; Insel et al., 2017).

Learning value through experience
Past studies of motivated memory processes have relied on
explicit value cues at the time of encoding, like dollar signs
preceding high-value stimuli. But in the real world, individ-
uals must prioritize memory for useful information in the ab-
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sence of such explicit cues. To do so, they may extract nat-
uralistic signals of value from the statistics of their environ-
ments, and rely on their prior experiences to determine what
to prioritize in memory (Anderson & Milson, 1989).

We previously demonstrated that from childhood to adult-
hood, individuals improve in their abilities to use the statistics
of their environment to prioritize memory for valuable infor-
mation (Nussenbaum et al., 2020). Specifically, we examined
whether individuals could use item frequency as a signal of
information value. Because many real-world contexts are rel-
atively stable and predictable, the frequency with which one
has encountered something in the past often predicts the fre-
quency with which one will encounter it in the future (Ander-
son & Schooler, 1991), and therefore, the value of remember-
ing information about it. Returning to our previous example,
the baker has likely used flour many times in her recent past,
so she can infer that she is likely to use flour many times again
in her near future. Therefore, she will likely encounter many
opportunities in which knowing information related to flour,
like its price, can help her make the best purchasing decisions.
Similarly, if the child remembers the channel of her favorite
weekday show, she will be able to use that information to find
it five days each week, whereas remembering the channel of
her favorite Saturday cartoon will benefit her on only one day
out of seven. We found that from childhood to adulthood,
individuals became better both at learning the frequency of
items in their environments and at using that knowledge to
prioritize memory for valuable information associated with
high-frequency items (Nussenbaum et al., 2020). In our prior
work, these effects did not require a period of overnight con-
solidation to emerge, and instead were present after a brief,
5-minute delay between encoding and retrieval.

The present study
Here, we examined the functional recruitment of the neural
circuitry that supports prioritization of valuable information
in memory across development. Specifically, we used a task
in which individuals first learned the frequency of items in
their environments, and then learned information associated
with each item. Importantly, we structured our task such that
the frequency with which participants first experienced each
item indicated the frequency with which they would be asked
to report the information associated with each item, and there-
fore, the number of points they could earn by remembering it.
In this way, an item’s frequency signaled the value of remem-
bering associated information. Immediately following encod-
ing, we administered a memory test in which participants had
to select each item’s correct associate. We examined differ-
ences in neural activity when participants were asked to en-
code and retrieve information associated with high- vs. low-
frequency items.

Given our task structure — and specifically, the lack of a
consolidation period between encoding and retrieval — we
expected learned value signals to influence memory through
the recruitment of strategic control processes. Specifically,
we hypothesized that during encoding, the presentation of

pairs involving high- vs. low-frequency items would en-
gage value-responsive regions, including the striatum, and
regions involved in implementing strategic control, like the
lateral prefrontal cortex (lPFC). Given our previous behav-
ioral findings (Nussenbaum et al., 2020), we further expected
younger participants to demonstrate weaker sensitivity to the
relative value of high- vs. low-frequency items, reflected in
smaller differences in striatal engagement across conditions.
In addition, we expected that older participants would show
a greater enhancement of lPFC activity during encoding of
associations involving high-frequency items, and that this ef-
fect would be larger than the age-related modulation of the
striatum. Finally, even though participants could only earn
one point per retrieval trial, we hypothesized that they would
continue to recognize high-frequency items as being asso-
ciated with greater value, such that they would continue to
demonstrate increased striatal responses to high- relative to
low-frequency items.

Methods
Participants
Ninety participants between the ages of 8.0 and 25.9 years
took part in this experiment. Thirty participants were chil-
dren between the ages of 8.0 and 12.7 years, thirty partic-
ipants were adolescents between the ages of 13.0 and 17.7
years, and thirty participants were adults between the ages of
18.32 and 25.9 years. Ten additional participants were tested
but excluded from all analyses due to excessive motion dur-
ing the fMRI scan (n = 8; see exclusion criteria below) or
technical errors during data acquisition (n = 2). Participants
were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and no history of diagnosed psychiatric or learning disorders.

Research procedures were approved by the relevant In-
stitutional Review Board. Adult participants provided writ-
ten consent prior to participating in the study. Children
and adolescents provided written assent, and their parents or
guardians provided written consent on their behalf, prior to
their participation in the study. All participants were com-
pensated $60 for the experimental session. Participants were
told that they would receive an additional bonus payment that
would be based on their performance in the task; in reality,
all participants received an additional $5 bonus payment.

Experimental task
Participants completed two blocks of four experimental tasks
while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) (Figure 1). All tasks were framed within a single nar-
rative.

Participants were told that they had a large collection of
different postcards that they needed to stamp. In the first,
frequency-learning task, participants viewed each of their 24
types of postcards, one by one. Critically, half of the post-
cards were displayed only once, while others repeated five
times, such that participants completed 72 trials in total. Par-
ticipants were instructed to press one of two buttons to indi-
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Figure 1: Participants completed four tasks while undergoing fMRI. Participants first learned the frequencies of each item
(A) by viewing them one-by-one. They then were shown the information associated with each item (B). In the memory test,
participants had to select the information associated with each item (C) and the item’s original frequency (D).

cate whether the postcard was new or repeated. Further, they
were told to try to remember how many of each item they had,
as this would be useful for them later.

In the encoding task, participants saw each of their 24 types
of postcards with their accompanying stamps. Participants
were told that they would later have to stamp all of their post-
cards, earning one point for each postcard stamped correctly.
Participants were further instructed that this meant that if they
remembered the stamp that went on a type of postcard that
they had five of, they could earn up to five points. Importantly,
participants saw each postcard-stamp pair once, regardless of
the postcard’s original frequency.

Next, participants completed the retrieval task in which
they saw each type of postcard and had to select the correct
stamp from an array that included the correct stamp, a foil
that was presented with a low-frequency postcard, a foil that
was presented with a high-frequency postcard, and a novel
foil. In the first part of the retrieval task, participants only re-
sponded to each item once. In other words, even if they had
five of a particular postcard, they only selected the correct
stamp for it once, such that participants completed an equal
number of retrieval trials involving high-frequency and low-
frequency items.

After retrieving the paired associates, participants were
asked to explicitly report the number of each type of postcard
they had, by thinking back to the very first frequency-learning
task they completed. Participants pressed buttons that corre-
sponded to the numbers 1 - 7 to make their responses.

Finally, participants completed a second round of the re-
trieval task in which they selected the stamp for each of the
postcards they had five of four more times. Critically, while
participants remained in the scanner, we did not collect fMRI
data during this part of the task, nor did we analyze partic-
ipants’ behavioral responses. The purpose of including this
second retrieval task was to maintain the task structure re-
quired for our value manipulation while simultaneously en-
suring that each retrieval trial was only worth one point. In
other words, if participants remembered the stamp that went
on a postcard they had five of, including this part of the task
meant that they actually had five opportunities to use that
knowledge and select the correct stamp, earning one point

each time they did so, up to a total of five points per high-
frequency postcard. At the end of the retrieval task, partic-
ipants saw how many total postcards they had stamped cor-
rectly across both parts of the retrieval task. Thus, in total,
participants completed 72 retrieval trials and could earn up
to 72 points: the first 24 trials included the 12 unique high-
frequency postcards and the 12 unique low-frequency post-
cards, in a randomized order. This part of the retrieval test
occurred prior to the explicit frequency reports, and data from
this part of the experiment is included in both our behavioral
and neural analyses. The latter 48 retrieval trials occurred af-
ter the explicit frequency reports, and included four more rep-
etitions of each of the 12 unique high-frequency postcards, in
a random order. Data from this part of the experiment was not
analyzed, but participants were told that their performance on
this part of the task influenced their bonus payments.

After completing all five parts of the task, participants com-
pleted a second block of all tasks with different stimuli (pic-
tures and picture frames). The order of the blocks was coun-
terbalanced across participants, such that half of them com-
pleted the block with picture and picture frames first.

All participants also completed the matrix reasoning and
vocabulary portions of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence (WASI-II), from which we derived IQ scores
(Wechsler, 2011).

Behavioral analyses
All analyses were conducted in R. Mixed-effects models were
implemented through the ”afex” package (Singmann et al.,
2016). All models included random intercepts for each par-
ticipant and item, and random slopes across all fixed effects
and their interactions. For logistic models, significance of the
fixed effects was tested with likelihood ratio tests. For lin-
ear models, significance of the fixed effects was tested with
F tests with Kenward-Rogers approximations for degrees of
freedom. In all analyses, age was included as a continuous
variable. A linear regression revealed a significant negative
relation between age and IQ, F(1,88) = 5.29, p = .023. To
control for the influence of IQ, we included it as an interact-
ing fixed effect in all behavioral analyses. To increase the
power of our neuroimaging analyses, all analyses were col-
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lapsed across the two experimental blocks.

FMRI data acquisition, processing and analysis
Participants were scanned using a 3 Tesla Siemens Prisma
scanner for approximately 1 hour. Prior to the day of the
scan, children and adolescents completed a short mock scan-
ning session to acclimate to the scanning environment and
practice remaining still. On the day of the scan, all partici-
pants completed a 10-minute tutorial in which they practiced
shortened versions of each phase of the task outside of the
scanner.

Prior to the functional runs, high-resolution T1- and T2-
weighted anatomical images were collected. Functional data
were acquired with a T2*-weighted multi-echo EPI sequence
(TR=2s, TEs=12.2, 29.48, 46.76, 64.04ms; MB factor = 2; 44
axial slices; 75◦ flip angle, 3-mm isotropic voxels). Data were
preprocessed using fMRIPrep (Esteban et al., 2018, 2017), a
robust preprocessing pipeline that adjusts to create the opti-
mal workflow for the dataset, and visually inspected. Runs
in which more than 15% of TRs were censored for motion
(relative motion > .9 mm framewise displacement) were ex-
cluded from neuroimaging analyses. Participants who did not
have at least one usable run of each task (frequency-learning,
encoding, retrieval, frequency reports) were excluded from
all behavioral and neuroimaging analyses. Of the ninety par-
ticipants included in the final data set, eight contributed only
one run to encoding, and nine contributed only one run to
retrieval.

All subsequent neuroimaging analyses were completed
in FSL 6.0 (Jenkinson et al., 2012). Preprocessed BOLD
data, registered to fMRIPrep’s MNI152 template space and
smoothed with a 5mm Gaussian kernel, were submitted to a
GLM analyses to estimate relevant task effects. For both en-
coding and retrieval analyses, the model regressors included
temporal onsets for high- and low-frequency trials, convolved
with a double gamma hemodynamic response function. Nui-
sance regressors included 6-parameter motion correction val-
ues and their derivatives, framewise displacement values,
censored frames, the first 6 anatomical noise components
(aCompCor) from fMRIPrep, and cosine regressors from fM-
RIPrep to perform high-pass filtering of the data. Analyses
were thresholded using a whole-brain correction of z > 3.1
and a cluster defining threshold of p < .05 using FLAME 1.

Results
Age-related change in frequency learning
First, we examined whether participants across our age range
learned the frequency of items in their environments. In
the frequency-learning task, participants’ responses were
both more accurate (χ2(1) = 116.71, p < .0001). and faster
(F(1,64.53) = 301.59, p < .0001) as the number of repeti-
tions of each item increased. Response accuracy increased
with increasing age (χ2(1) = 42.23, p < .0001), while reac-
tion times decreased (F(1,87.35) = 21.77, p < .0001). De-
spite the age-related improvements in task performance, par-

ticipants across our entire age range were able to accurately
identify the repeated images (Mean Accuracy: Children =
.88, Adolescents = .92, Adults = .95).

Next, we asked whether there were any age-related differ-
ences in participants’ abilities to transform their experiences
of encountering each item into explicit representations of item
frequencies. We computed frequency report error magnitude
for each item by taking the absolute value of the difference
between the participant’s frequency report (1 - 7) and the
true frequency (1 or 5). We then examined how these er-
ror magnitudes varied as a function true item frequency and
age. While frequency report error magnitudes did not vary as
a function of true item frequency (p = .99), they decreased
with age, (F(1,94.28) = 17.57, p < .0001), particularly from
childhood to adolescence (Mean error magnitudes: Children:
1.48; Adolescents: 1.10; Adults: 1.13; Figure 2). Thus
older participants’ explicit beliefs about item frequency more
closely matched the statistics of their experienced environ-
ments.

Figure 2: In their explicit reports, children, adolescents,
and adults successfully differentiated items that had appeared
once from items that had appeared five times. However, par-
ticipants’ explicit frequency reports became more accurate
with increasing age.

Age-related change in memory prioritization

To address our primary behavioral question, we examined
how item frequency influenced memory for associated infor-
mation. Retrieval trials were coded as ”accurate” if partici-
pants selected the correct paired associate for the presented
item from the array of four choices. As such, chance-level
performance on the memory test was 25%.

We found that participants demonstrated higher mem-
ory accuracy for information associated with items in the
high- relative to low-frequency condition, χ2(1) = 16.78, p <
.0001. In addition, overall memory accuracy improved with
increasing age, χ2(1) = 34.31, p < .0001. Critically, we ob-
served an age x frequency condition interaction, such that
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older participants demonstrated a greater modulation of mem-
ory accuracy by frequency condition, χ2(1) = 4.94, p = .03
(Figure 3). In other words, with increasing age, individuals
demonstrated increased prioritization of high-value informa-
tion in memory.

We also examined how age, memory accuracy, and fre-
quency condition influenced participants’ response times at
retrieval. Participants made faster responses on trials in
which they responded accurately, F(1,76.55) = 61.94, p <
.0001. However, this effect was qualified by an age x
memory accuracy interaction, such that memory accuracy
decreased reaction times to a greater degree in older par-
ticipants, F(1,90.36) = 32.09, p < .0001. We further ob-
served a memory accuracy x frequency condition interaction
(F(1,3535.26) = 16.37, p < .0001) such that on accurate tri-
als, responses to items in the high-frequency condition tended
to be faster than those in the low-frequency condition. Partic-
ipants’ sensitivity to frequency condition at retrieval suggests
that learned value representations persisted beyond the initial
encoding of associations, and may have influenced retrieval
processes as well.

Figure 3: With increasing age, participants demonstrated
increased value-based modulation of memory, as indicated
by higher memory accuracy for information associated with
items in the 5- relative to the 1-frequency condition. Thin
lines indicate individual participant performance, while the
thicker lines indicate age-group averages. Chance-level per-
formance was 25%.

Neural mechanisms supporting value-guided
memory
We next examined whether individuals recruited different
neural circuity while encoding pairs involving high- vs. low-
frequency items. A whole-brain contrast revealed increased
engagement of the right lPFC (1603 voxels at x = −39,
y = 18, z = 30) and bilateral caudate (332 voxels at x =−15,
y = 6, z = 18; 53 voxels at x = 12, y = 12, z = 3) during
encoding of pairs involving high-frequency items (Figure 4).
We further tested how both age and memory performance in-

fluenced neural activity during encoding. We repeated the
high- vs. low-frequency contrast with different covariates:
age and a memory difference score, computed for each partic-
ipant by subtracting their mean memory accuracy in the low-
frequency condition from their mean memory accuracy in
the high-frequency condition. We did not detect age-related
change in functional recruitment for encoding of pairs involv-
ing high- vs. low-frequency. However, memory difference
scores were associated with greater modulation of right lPFC
activity (201 voxels at x =−48, y = 21, z = 27). Participants
who demonstrated the greatest degree of value-based mem-
ory modulation also demonstrated increased recruitment of
the lPFC in the high- vs. low-frequency condition at encod-
ing.

Finally, we examined the persistence of differential neu-
ral responses to high- vs. low-frequency items by examining
neural activity during retrieval. Mirroring our encoding re-
sults, a whole-brain contrast revealed greater activity in the
right lPFC (86 voxels at x =−30, y = 3, z = 57) and bilateral
caudate (141 voxels at x = 15, y = 0, z = 15) during retrieval
of the information associated with high- vs. low-frequency
items. At retrieval, we did not detect modulation of func-
tional recruitment of neural activity by age or memory differ-
ence scores.

Discussion
Using a recently developed task, we replicated our previous
behavioral findings by demonstrating that from childhood to
adulthood, individuals improved in their ability to extract sig-
nals of information value from their past experiences and
use them to strategically modulate memory. Specifically, we
found that children, adolescents, and adults, could track the
repetitions of items in their environments. By adolescence,
individuals could use their prior learning of item frequency
to prioritize memory for information associated with high-
frequency items, which ultimately enabled them to earn more
reward.

Here, we extended our previous work by examining the
neural mechanisms that support the recognition and use of
information value to guide memory across development. We
found that across our age range, the presentation of high-
value information at encoding engaged striatal and prefrontal
regions, including the caudate and lateral PFC, as we had hy-
pothesized. Previous work has demonstrated that the caudate
shares connections with the frontal cortex, including the lat-
eral PFC, which may implement cognitive control processes
(Miller & Cohen, 2001). One limitation of our design is that
we were unable to examine the specific control processes that
participants implemented to prioritize memory — they may
have increased their mental rehearsal of high-value pairs, as-
signed them verbal labels, or tried to integrate them into pre-
existing associations in memory (e.g., ”the sky-colored post-
card goes with the sun-colored stamp.”) Regardless of the
specific strategy that participants used to encode the novel as-
sociations, interactions between the caudate and lPFC may
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Figure 4: Participants demonstrated increased recruitment of the right lPFC and the bilateral caudate when presented with
pairs involving high-frequency items at both encoding (A) and retrieval (C). Participants who showed the greatest difference
in memory performance between the high- and low-frequency conditions also showed the greatest difference in right lPFC
engagement between the high- and low-frequency condition at encoding (B).

have gated its implementation, supporting its upregulation
during the presentation of high- relative to low-value infor-
mation at encoding.

The differential recruitment of neural circuitry during en-
coding of associations with high- vs. low-frequency items
was related to the extent to which participants successfully
prioritized memory for high-value information. Specifically,
participants who showed the greatest difference in memory
accuracy for associations involving high- relative to low-
frequency items also showed the greatest increase in right
lPFC activity during presentation of pairs with high- vs. low-
frequency items at encoding. This suggests that across peo-
ple, the recognition of information value, which we expected
to be reflected in reward responsive regions, may have been
more consistent, while the use of information value to influ-
ence encoding varied to a greater extent and was a stronger
predictor of value-based memory modulation.

Contrary to our initial hypothesis, we did not observe any
modulation of our high- vs. low-value encoding contrast by
age, despite our behavioral results showing age-related im-
provements in memory selectivity. Our whole-brain contrast
may have been underpowered to detect age effects. Further,
we observed heterogeneity in memory selectivity across age
groups, such that some young participants demonstrated large
effects of information value on memory and some older par-
ticipants demonstrated small effects or no effect of informa-
tion value on memory. The heterogeneity in performance
across participants of similar ages may be why we observed
a relation between neural activity and our memory difference
score — which is a more direct readout of the magnitude of
value-based memory modulation — but not between neural
activity and age. It may also be the case that though partic-
ipants across our age range showed similar levels of striatal
and prefrontal activity during encoding, the computations im-
plemented by these regions may have changed from child-
hood to adulthood. Children may have been equally likely
to increase their engagement of strategic control processes
when pairs involving high-frequency items were presented,
but if the actual mnemonic strategies they attempted to im-

plement were ill-suited to the task at hand, then this increase
in strategic engagement would not be reflected in better mem-
ory performance.

Also contrary to our hypothesis, we did not observe any
difference in MTL activity during the presentation of high-
relative to low-value information at encoding. This may be
because unlike tasks that have been used in past studies of
motivated memory, our task required the retrieval of learned
value signals during encoding of pairs with both low- and
high-frequency items. One of the key features of our design
was that rather than being presented with explicit value cues,
participants had to consider all of their past experiences with
the presented stimuli to determine the relative value of en-
coding associated information. Thus all items presented at
encoding likely triggered the engagement of neural regions
in the MTL involved in retrieving past experiences (Squire,
1992). The need for retrieval across encoding conditions may
explain why we did not observe robust differences in MTL
activation across conditions.

Finally, we observed increased engagement of the caudate
and right lPFC during retrieval of high- relative to low-value
information in the retrieval block itself. This suggests that
we cannot rule out the possibility that differences in retrieval
processes also contributed to participants’ increased memory
accuracy in the high- relative to the low-frequency condition.
We designed our task such that encoding information asso-
ciated with high-frequency items would yield more reward,
whereas retrieving each association would always yield one
point — participants could earn more points by remember-
ing the high-frequency associations because they had more
opportunities to retrieve them. Nevertheless, our retrieval
response times and our neural data suggest that participants
may have engaged different processes to retrieve more valu-
able associations. This finding is in line with prior work that
has shown striatal involvement in value-based modulation of
memory retrieval (Scimeca & Badre, 2012). As at encod-
ing, the recognition of the value of a particular association
may elicit the engagement of cognitive control mechanisms
that increase the probability of successful retrieval (Scimeca
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& Badre, 2012). Further work is needed to determine the
extent to which developmental change in encoding vs. re-
trieval contribute to improvements in value-guided memory
from childhood to adulthood.

Our findings demonstrate that from childhood to adult-
hood, individuals recruit a diverse network of neural circuitry
to promote memory prioritization for high-value informa-
tion, including the caudate and lateral PFC. Individual differ-
ences in memory prioritization were reflected in differential
involvement of the lateral PFC during encoding, which sug-
gests that the strategic use of item value to modulate encoding
may be a greater source of variability in memory selectivity
relative to the recognition of item value. Importantly, we also
replicated our prior behavioral findings that demonstrated that
individuals could learn the value of information through ex-
perience, and modulate memory based on retrieved value sig-
nals that were not explicitly presented at the time of encoding
— a process that, relative to previous studies of motivated
memory, may more closely mimic the memory challenges in-
dividuals face in real-world environments.
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Abstract 
Two studies explore gender gaps that favor girls in low-stakes 
learning contexts yet are not evident in high-stakes 
achievement measures. Study 1 (n = 386) combined control 
data across multiple experiments testing student’s learning 
from a challenging proportional reasoning lesson to explore 
consistent gender gaps in favor of girls. This learning gap could 
not be explained by the baseline mathematics, affective, 
motivational, or Executive Function individual differences we 
measured. In Study 2 (n =178), we experimentally manipulated 
pressure, raising the stakes by telling some students that their 
performance would determine whether or not their entire class 
received an incentive. Gender gaps in favor of girls remained 
in the absence of pressure, but when external pressure was 
imposed before or after learning, the female advantage 
disappeared. These data suggest managing feelings of pressure 
in learning or testing contexts may be an important step in 
ultimately increasing female representation in math-intensive 
fields. 

Keywords: Mathematics; Gender Gaps; Learning; Reasoning; 
Pressure; STEM 

Introduction 
Gender gaps in careers that rely upon mathematical skills 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) careers) persist in most countries around the world 
(National Science Foundation, 2017), leading many to 
assume the solution to be improving girls’ early mathematics 
achievement – yet gender gaps in mathematics are more 
paradoxical. While boys sometimes outperform girls on high-
stakes mathematics assessments (Ellison & Swanson, 2018, 
Reardon et al., 2018), girls now often outperform boys on 
many measures of mathematics achievement requiring 
sustained effort in low-stakes settings (e.g., grades and study 
behaviors; see Cimpian et al., 2016). Moreover, even when 
boys and girls exhibit equal mathematics performance, 
gender differences are often evident in mathematics attitudes 
and ability perceptions, with girls displaying higher 
mathematics anxiety and lower (yet more accurate) 
perceptions of their mathematics ability (e.g. Cimpian et al., 
2016, Devine et al., 2012). 

We explore cognitive explanations for this paradox, 
theorizing that the role of pressure may be a key, with 
working memory (WM) engaged in worries (see Beilock, 
2008), differentially impacting the cognitive load of 

mathematics for girls and boys. We report on two studies 
investigating gender differences in fifth and sixth grade 
students’ learning and engagement during mathematics 
instruction. 

Human performance actually peaks under conditions of 
moderate stress and arousal (see Sapolsky, 2015; Yerkes & 
Dodson, 1908), yet as stress increases, outcomes plateau and 
eventually decline (see Sapolsky, 2015). Mathematical 
thinking and problem solving relies on high level cognitive 
resources to map correspondences across problems and 
contexts, to manipulate goals and calculations in mind, and 
to generalize, make inferences, and overall engage relational 
and attentional processing (see Vendetti et al., 2015).  
Pressure too can load these processes. If pressure is perceived 
as a threat, it can generate intrusive thoughts and worries that 
are verbally rehearsed (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Eysenck et al., 
2007; Schmader et al., 2008). These worries can thereby take 
up limited cognitive resources, like WM and other executive 
functions (EFs), that are necessary for task engagement and 
mathematics performance (Beilock, 2008; Maloney et al., 
2014; Schmader et al., 2008). Thus, too much pressure can 
reduce mathematical learning and test performance due to the 
competing resource allocation to verbal worries (see Lyons 
et al., 2017; Maloney et al., 2014). 

In regard to gender, women and girls may have higher 
levels of baseline pressure, even in the absence of imposed 
pressure (e.g. Goetz et al., 2013). This is especially true in 
mathematics contexts, in which females may worry that their 
learning and performance will be judged based on negative 
stereotypes about women and math (Spencer et al., 1999;). 
Like imposed pressure, experiencing stereotype threat prior 
to math tasks can induce worries that consume EFs that are 
necessary for mathematics performance (Schmader et al., 
2008). As early as age 5, girls subscribe to negative 
stereotypes about women and math (Ambady et al., 2001) and 
by early elementary school show decrements in mathematics 
performance when primed to think about these stereotypes 
(Ambady et al., 2001; Galdi et al., 2014).  

In this paper, we report on findings from a series of studies 
investigating the role of learning context in shaping gender 
differences in mathematics achievement. In Study 1, we 
reported findings on gender gaps from several different 
studies conducted by our lab. In follow up analyses, we 
focused on student-level cognitive, motivational, and 
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affective factors that might explain the gender gap in 
mathematics learning. In Study 2, we considered the role of 
pressure in learning contexts. We experimentally 
manipulated increased pressure either before or after the 
mathematics lesson to test impacts on the gender 
gap. Students were randomly assigned within classroom to 
receive a pressure manipulation either before the lesson, 
before the immediate posttest, or not at all.  

In all studies, we implemented a pretest, lesson-and-
immediate-posttest, delayed-posttest design, assessing both 
immediate learning and retention for proportional reasoning 
concepts and procedures. Items on all three assessments were 
identical, but counterbalanced in order. Students interacted 
with a high-quality, cognitively demanding video-taped math 
lesson in their regular math classrooms - maximizing 
ecological validity, while allowing for controlled stimuli. 
Because we wanted to assess initial learning of proportional 
reasoning, we chose fifth and sixth grades because they 
possess the prerequisite fraction and division skills but have 
yet to receive formal instruction on proportional reasoning. 
Both the lesson and assessment items were challenging in that 
they were cognitively demanding – requiring students to hold 
in mind and manipulate multiple solution strategies (Begolli 
& Richland, 2016). Thus, the lesson and assessment items 
were appropriate for their grade level, but the content and 
presentation were challenging.  

Study 1 
The primary aim of Study 1 was to characterize a large, 

consistent gender gap in mathematics learning from one 
lesson on proportional reasoning. We have used this lesson 
for 7 studies that were conducted between 2015 and 2017 in 
16 diverse elementary schools in the greater Chicago area. 
For the purposes of Study 1, we analyzed the data of students 
in the non-experimental conditions. Students in these 
conditions did not receive any imposed pressure; their 
learning and performance contexts were quite low-stakes as 
students’ grades were not impacted by their performance in 
the experiment. A secondary exploratory aim of the study 
was to investigate whether gender differences in students’ 
affective, cognitive, and motivational factors may contribute 
to gender differences in their learning. We tested whether 
girls and boys differed at baseline in their EFs, prior related 
knowledge, learning orientations, or mathematics anxiety. 
We also tested whether they differed in their subjective 
experience of the mathematics learning opportunity by 
assessing their situational interest and ability perceptions 
after the lesson. Finally, we explored whether any differences 
explained the observed gender gap in learning from the 
proportional reasoning lesson.   
Method 
Participants 
Participants were 386 diverse fifth and sixth grade students 
(17% White, 48% Black, 17% Latinx, all others under 1%, 
missing, or answered “Other.”).  
Procedure 

Procedures were group administered during three visits to 
each classroom over a two-week period. Students completed 
all procedures alongside their peers in their everyday math 
classes. 

Session 1. Students completed a pretest assessing their 
initial understanding of proportional reasoning, the material 
to be covered in the lesson. A subset of students also 
completed measures of mathematics anxiety (n = 249) and 
learning orientations (n = 252). 

Session 2. Two to three days later, students viewed a 
previously-recorded, conceptually challenging mathematics 
lesson on individual computers. All students completed a 
post-test immediately following the lesson. A subset of 
students (n = 343) also completed a self-report measure of 
their situational interest during the lesson. A different subset 
of students (n = 55) also completed a self-report measure of 
their perceived ability on the posttest. 

Session 3. One week after the lesson, students completed a 
delayed posttest and a measure of EFs.  
Math lesson 

We examined student learning during a single high-quality 
yet challenging instructional opportunity. In the thirty-minute 
video lesson, a teacher introduces proportional reasoning to a 
real class of fifth grade students. Specifically, the teacher 
compares a correct strategy (least common multiple) and an 
incorrect strategy (subtraction, a common misconception) to 
solve proportional reasoning problems. The teacher uses 
high-quality and highly recommended teaching strategies 
(e.g. simultaneous comparison of strategies, linking gestures) 
that are highly recommended but often pose a challenge to 
students insofar as they must manipulate a lot of information 
at once (see Figure 1; Begolli & Richland, 2016).  
 
Figure 1. Screenshot from the video proportional reasoning lesson.  

Measures 
Below, we first provide details on our measures of student 

mathematics achievement and learning. We then provide 
details on measures of student learning orientations, EFs, and 
ability perceptions.  

Baseline measure: Pretest mathematics score. We 
obtained measures of students’ misconception use and 
accuracy prior to the mathematics lesson. Students’ pretest 
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misconception score was calculated as the proportion of 

problems they attempted to solve using subtraction at pretest 
(out of a possible 5 items). Students’ pretest accuracy score 
was calculated as the proportion of problems answered 
correctly (10 items) or solved using a valid strategy (5 items) 
at pretest (15 points total). For full test properties, see Begolli 
and Richland (2016). See Figure 2 for a sample assessment 
item. 
Figure 2. Sample item from the proportional reasoning assessment.  

Mathematics gains. We obtained four primary measures 
of mathematics gains following the lesson: immediate gains 
in accuracy, immediate gains in misconception use, sustained  
gains in accuracy, and sustained gains in misconception use. 
Immediate and sustained gains in accuracy were calculated 
by subtracting the proportion of problems students answered 
correctly or solved using a valid strategy (out of 15 possible 
points) at pretest from their scores on the immediate and 
delayed posttests. Immediate and sustained changes in 
misconception use were calculated by subtracting the 
proportion of problems students had attempted to solve using 
subtraction at the pretest from the proportion of problems 
they used subtraction on at the immediate and delayed 
posttests (out of 5 possible problems). 

Baseline measure: Attentional Control Measure of EF. 
Student EFs were assessed using the d2 Test of Attention, a 
measure of sustained and selective attention and inhibitory 
control (Brickenkamp & Zillmer, 1998). The task requires 
participants to search for target characters (“d”s with two 
dashes surrounding it) from among perceptually similar 
distractors (e.g., “d”s with one dash, “p”s with two dashes) 
under a time pressure and was group administered to each 
class. The focal outcome score analyzed in this study was the 
total number of items processed minus errors (TN-E), which 
yielded a range of 133 to 539.  

Baseline measure: Learning orientations. Students’ 
learning orientations were assessed using the Mastery Goal 
Orientation, Performance-Approach Goal Orientation, and 
Performance-Avoid Goal Orientation subscales from the 
Patterns of Adaptive Learning Survey instrument (Midgley et 
al, 2000).  

Baseline measure: Mathematics anxiety. Due to time 
constraints during data collection, mathematics anxiety was 
assessed using a single item measurement. Students used a 5-
point Likert scale (1: Not at all to 5: Very much) to report the 
extent to which they agreed with the statement “Math makes 
me nervous.” This measure of mathematics anxiety was 
modeled after other single-item mathematics anxiety 
measures (Gogol et al., 2014; Núñez-Peña et al., 2014) that 

retain high validity, test-retest reliability, and correlation with 
other full-scale math anxiety measures.  

Subjective experience: Situational interest. Situational 
interest was assessed using an abbreviated version of the 
Situational Interest Survey, an instrument designed to 
measure five components of situational interest in a task for 
middle school students (Chen et al., 2001). In our abbreviated 
version, students completed two items each in which they 
reported on the extent to which they found the content in the 
mathematics lesson enjoyable (instant enjoyment) and would 
like to learn more about the content (exploration intention). 

Subjective experience: Ability perceptions. After the 
immediate post-test, a subset of students responded to the 
following question on a 5-point Likert scale (1: Very bad to 
5: Very good): “How well do you think you did on the test?” 
This item, modelled after the mathematics subscale of the 
Self-Description Questionnaire (Ganley & Lubienski, 2016; 
e.g. “I get good grades in math”), was modified to assess 
students’ task-specific perception of their mathematics 
ability.  
Results 

Analytic Plan 
We first describe pretest performance and report on the 

emergence of overall gender gaps in learning that are evident 
both immediately following the lesson and at a one-week 
delay. We next test whether these gender gaps are robust or 
might be explained by demographic variables or differences 
in baseline cognitive factors like prior knowledge and student 
EFs. We then report on exploratory analyses in which we 
examine in a subset of participants whether boys and girls 
differed in baseline motivational factors, affective factors, or 
subjective experience of the lesson.  

Pretest Performance and Overall Gender Gaps in 
Learning 

Pretest achievement did not differ between boys and girls 
on either the accuracy or misconception measure. However, 
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that girls 
had larger gains in correct content both immediately 
following the lesson (F(1,383) = 9.59, p = .002) and at a one-
week delay (F(1,383) = 17.06, p < .001), and also had greater 
sustained declines in misconception use (F(1,383) = 4.73, p 
= .03). Girls on average declined in their use of the 
misconception strategy from pre-test to immediate and 
delayed post-test, whereas boys on average increased in 
misconception use at both timepoints.  

We next conducted regression analyses to test whether 
these gender differences were robust or might simply be 
artifacts of demographic variables, differences in pretest 
performance, or EFs. Additionally, we tested whether gender 
may interact with our covariates of interest, suggesting prior 
knowledge, EFs, or demographic factors may differentially 
benefit boys and girls. When adding controls, gender 
remained an important predictor of learning, with girls 
showing larger immediate (B = 1.29; SE B  =0.40; p = .001) 
and sustained (B = 1.75, SE B = 0.39, p < .001) gains in 
mathematics content, as well as greater sustained declines in 
misconception use (B = -0.40, SE B = 0.19, p = .04). With 
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regards to Model 3, gender did not interact with either race or 
EFs to predict any changes in students’ accuracy or 
misconception use (see Table 1 for full regression model for 
students’ sustained gains in accuracy). 

A next set of analyses examined whether this gender gap 
could be explained by learning orientation, math anxiety, or 
situational interest, but they could not (all ps > .05).  

Lastly, a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant gender 
difference in ability perceptions: (F(1, 53) =3.82, p = .05). 
Girls reported having lower confidence in their performance 
than boys. Notably, this is despite girls demonstrating greater 
learning gains than boys.  
 
Discussion 

In sum, we found a consistent, large gender gap favoring 
girls in learning from a conceptually-rich mathematics lesson 
on proportional reasoning. This gender gap existed across 
multiple studies, schools, and classrooms. Though they had 
similar pretest performance, girls reliably learned more than 
boys from the lesson and retained these gains after a week’s 
delay. Girls also had lower rates of misconception use at both 
immediate and delayed posttests, again indicative of greater 
learning from the lesson, whereas boys increased in their use 
of the misconception. These findings are consistent with a 
growing body of literature (e.g. Easton et al., 2017; Souchal 
et al., 2014) demonstrating that in low-stakes learning and 
performance contexts, girls outperform boys. What remains 
to be addressed, however, is why girls outperform boys in 
these settings.  

Greater learning gains among girls in this low-stakes 
setting could not be explained by individual differences in 
students’ mathematics anxiety, learning orientations, 
situational interest, or EFs. Boys and girls in our sample did 
not differ on any of these variables. However, consistent with 
prior work (e.g. Else-Quest et al., 2010; Ganley & Lubienski, 
2016), we did find gender differences in students’ ability 
perceptions, as boys reported greater confidence in their 
performance than girls, despite girls outperforming boys. 

 
Table 1. Regression analyses showing relations between gender and 
sustained gains in accuracy. Controls include student EFs, pretest 
score, and race.   

Sustained Gains in Accuracy 

  R2 B SE B t p 

Model 1: 
No controls 

0.04         

Gender   1.66 0.4 4.13 <.001 

Model 2: 
With controls  

0.15         

Gender   1.75 0.39 4.49 <.001 

Race   0 0.15 -0.1 0.93 

Pretest   -0.3 0.06 -4.8 <.001 

EF   0.02 0.003 5.36 <.001 

Model 3: 
Testing interactions 

0.16         

Gender   0.85 2.06 0.41 0.68 

Race   0.13 0.21 0.63 0.53 

Pretest   -0.2 0.09 -2.2 0.03 

EF   0.01 0.005 2.6 0.01 

Gender* Race   -0.3 0.3 -0.9 0.35 

Gender*Pretest   -0.2 0.12 -1.9 0.06 

Gender*EF   0.01 0.006 1.13 0.26 

Study 2 
In Study 2, we turn our attention to external factors. We 

focus in particular on the role of learning context in shaping 
gender gaps, specifically the extent to which learning is 
higher-stakes or pressured. How does heightened pressure 
impact children’s learning and does this differ for boys and 
girls?  

We predicted that, on the one hand, heightened pressure 
could boost motivation and effort, resulting in improved 
learning and performance. But, on the other hand, pressure 
could also result in anxious ideation and intrusive thoughts 
that interfere with learning and performance. 

We examine whether average impacts of pressure on 
learning and performance differ between boys and girls. We 
believe pressure may play a role in shaping gender gaps in 
mathematics achievement, as prior research suggests a larger 
performance boost in response to incentives (Levitt et al., 
2016) and high-stakes testing contexts (Attali et al., 2011) 
among males compared to females. Moreover, we expand 
upon the literature on boys’ and girls’ mathematics 
achievement under pressure to include learning, as opposed 
to just test performance. Prior work suggests that 
manipulating the framing of an upcoming assessment can 
create gender differences in high school students’ STEM 
learning (Souchal et al., 2014). Such a finding suggests that 
gender differences in average impacts of pressure on learning 
and performance may play a role in explaining some of the 
seemingly paradoxical patterns of children’s mathematics 
achievement noted above. 
 
Method 
Participants 
Study participants were fifth grade students drawn from five 
schools in the Chicago area. Participating schools included a 
traditional public school, two Catholic schools, a charter 
school, and a private school. A total of 205 students 
participated. 27 students who were absent on one or more 
study days were excluded due to missing data, leaving 178 
students (90 girls; 25% Hispanic, 30% African American, 
25% White, 20% Biracial). 
Design and Procedures  

Study measures and procedures were identical to Study 1 
with a couple exceptions. First, at the end of Session 2, all 
students were provided a non-required math puzzle activity 
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to complete if desired. Second, we did not assess ability 
perceptions in Study 2. 

Lastly, and most critically, we added a pressure 
manipulation in Study 2. Prior to session 2, students were 
randomly assigned within each classroom to experience 
heightened pressure during learning (LP condition), during 
testing (TP condition), or not at all (NP condition). To enable 
within-classroom condition assignment, the pressure 
manipulation was delivered via computer, either at the start 
(LP) or end (TP) of the lesson.   

We modeled our pressure manipulation following Beilock 
and colleagues’ (2004), which effectively induced feelings of 
pressure and social-evaluative threat by informing 
participants that their performance would determine not only 
whether or not they would receive a reward, but also whether 
or not a partner would receive a reward (Beilock et al., 2004). 

Either before learning (LP condition) or before testing (TP 
condition), students in the pressure conditions were told that 
they would be taking a test, and if they scored at least 80%, 
their class would be given a pizza party, but if they failed to 
earn 80% or higher, their class would lose the pizza party. In 
contrast, students in the NP condition were told the aim of the 
study was to better understand how students learn math and 
were told that after the lesson they would be asked to solve 
some problems. All prompts were made visible and narrated 
on the laptop screen.  

 
Results 
Analytical Plan  

We first describe pretest performance between the three 
conditions and confirm success of random assignment. In the 
description of pretest performance, we also report on student-
level factors that predicted pretest performance. We next 
describe gender differences in student learning gains across 
the no pressure (NP) and high pressure (LP and TP) 
experimental conditions, and test whether impacts of pressure 
during learning or testing differed for boys and girls. Finally, 
we describe gender differences in student engagement in the 
high pressure vs. no pressure experimental conditions, and 
test whether the role of pressure in shaping engagement 
differed for boys and girls. In learning and engagement 
analyses, we narrow our focus on the role of pressure while 
learning (LP) in particular.   
Pretest Performance  
Pretest performance did not differ between the three 
conditions or between boys and girls (all ps > .24). Pretest 
performance was not predicted by student EFs or race, but 
did differ between schools. A dummy variable for student 
school, along with pretest performance, were included as 
controls in all analyses of learning outcomes. 
Gender Gaps in Learning in the High vs. No Pressure 
Experimental Conditions 
We first conducted a series of regressions to examine 
predictors of student learning in the absence of pressure, 
among the 54 students (28 girls) assigned to the NP condition. 
The only student characteristic that predicted either 
immediate or sustained learning gains among students in the 

NP condition, after controlling for school and pretest 
performance, was gender, mirroring findings from Study 1. 
Girls exhibited significantly larger immediate learning gains 
(βstandardized = 0.29, p = .03), and trended towards greater 
sustained learning gains (βstandardized = 0.21, p = .09).  
    We then repeated the same analysis to examine predictors 
of student learning in the pressure conditions; gender did not 
predict learning gains among students in either the LP or TP 
conditions (all ps > .45). Mirroring broader-scale patterns of 
achievement, girls had larger learning gains in the lower 
pressure context, while the gender gap disappeared, and 
showed possible trends towards reversing, in the pressure 
conditions. Neither student EFs nor race predicted learning 
outcomes, although it is possible that the model may have 
been too underpowered to detect these relations.  
Gender Differences in Impacts of Learning Pressure on 
Learning Outcomes  
To examine whether gender differences in the role of pressure 
in shaping learning might help explain the differences in 
gender gaps in math across pressure vs. no pressure contexts, 
we next examined main effects and interactions of the 
Learning Pressure (LP) manipulation and gender.  

Pretest score, along with a dummy variable for school, 
were first entered into the regression (Step 1), as control 
variables. Main effects (student gender, LP) were added at 
Step 2. Finally, to test the possibility that the role of 
heightened pressure in shaping learning differed for boys and 
girls in this study, an LP-by-gender interaction term was 
added to the analysis (Step 3). The analysis indicated that 
gender interacted with the LP manipulation to predict 
sustained learning gains (βstandardized = -0.32, p = .05) and may 
have also interacted to predict immediate learning gains 
(βstandardized = -0.27, p = .07).  

To better understand these interactions, we next examined 
effects of the LP study manipulation among boys and girls 
separately. The analyses indicate that, among girls, 
heightened pressure during instruction predicted smaller 
learning gains, suggesting that pressure acted more as a 
distracting threat than as a motivating incentive (see Figure 
3) . Girls assigned to the LP condition had smaller immediate 
(βstandardized = -0.26, p = .04) and sustained (βstandardized =  -0.29, 
p = .003) learning gains than NP girls. In contrast, the LP 
manipulation did not harm boys’ learning. Instead, boys who 
were assigned to the LP condition actually had numerically 
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larger learning gains as compared to boys assigned to NP, 
although these differences were not statistically significant 
(Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3. Difference in boys’ and girls’ learning gains between the 
No Pressure (NP) and Learning Pressure (LP) conditions. Error bars 
are ± 1 standard error.   
Gender Differences in Impacts of Learning Pressure on 
Engagement during Learning  
We next conducted a series of single linear regressions to test 
for gender differences in engagement (enjoyment, 
exploration intention, and likelihood of completing a non-
required math activity) across LP vs. NP conditions. 
Mirroring findings for learning outcomes, in the NP 
condition, girls exhibited higher engagement as compared to 
their male counterparts. NP girls attempted more optional 
math puzzles (Β = 1.63, SE Β = 0.69, p = .02) and completed 
a greater number of these puzzles successfully (Β = 1.96, SE 
Β = 0.61, p = .002). Additionally, with regards to situational 
interest in the lesson, girls in the NP condition trended 
towards reporting greater exploration intention (Β = 0.47, SE 
Β = 0.29, p = .09) and numerically reported greater enjoyment 
than boys.  
     We next examined whether gender predicted these same 
outcomes among students experiencing heightened pressure 
during learning (LP). Among students in LP, boys completed 
more optional math puzzles successfully (Β = -1.11, SE Β = 
0.55, p = .045), and reported numerically greater enjoyment 
and exploration intention than girls. In sum, under no 
pressure, girls had greater engagement than boys, but after 
applying pressure during learning, these patterns reversed.  
 
Discussion 

The findings reported here provide support for the 
possibility that gender differences in the role of pressure in 
shaping mathematics learning and engagement may help to 
explain the seemingly paradoxical ways in which 
mathematics achievement remains patterned by gender. Girls 
learned more and exhibited higher engagement outcomes 
under no pressure. In contrast, gender gaps in learning 
disappeared under pressure, with boys and girls showing 
similar learning gains, and boys showing greater 
engagement, when pressure was experienced either before or 
after learning.  

The reversal of gender gaps across the no pressure versus 
heightened pressure experimental conditions raises the 
question as to whether this is due to heightened pressure 
facilitating boys’ mathematics learning and engagement or 
harming girls’ mathematics learning and engagement. 
Answering this has important implications for practice 
because better identifying when pressure helps versus harms 
learning could help to support learning for all students by 
allowing educators to leverage the potential for pressure to 
act as a motivator while also minimizing its potential to act 
as a distracting threat. The clearest answer from this 
experiment is that experiencing pressure during learning was 
harmful for girls (on average). Compared to girls in the no 
pressure condition, girls who experienced pressure while 

learning had significantly smaller learning gains immediately 
following the lesson and these differences persisted one week 
later, even when pressure was no longer heightened. 
Compounding these direct effects on learning, girls who 
experienced pressure while testing were less likely to attempt 
and complete optional math activities than girls in the no 
pressure condition. However, trends in the data suggest that 
the disappearance or reversal of the gender gap in the 
heightened pressure experimental conditions may also be 
partially due to pressure boosting boys’ learning and 
engagement outcomes.  
 

General Discussion 
In summary, across two studies, we explored the role of 
pressure in the learning context as one possible explanation 
for the often observed, disparate patterns of gender gaps in 
mathematics performance. Consistent with literature finding 
a male advantage in higher-stakes mathematics contexts, and 
a female advantage in lower-stakes mathematics contexts, we 
found that girls outperformed boys only in the absence of 
imposed pressure. The gender gap disappeared when 
pressure, particularly pressure prior to learning, was applied 
in Study 2. Patterns in student self-reported engagement and 
motivation largely mirrored gender differences in impacts of 
pressure on learning, suggesting that pressure may harm 
girls’ engagement and subsequent learning from a lesson, 
whereas pressure may boost engagement and learning for 
boys. 

This work has serious implications for educators and policy 
makers. Importantly, the findings from this study and similar 
work (e.g. Attali et al., 2011; Souchal et al., 2014) suggest 
that high-stakes assessments might not accurately represent 
students' actual content knowledge. Rather, the framing of 
STEM assessments likely determines the extent to which one 
is able to demonstrate their ability, and consequently, pursue 
careers and other opportunities in STEM fields. Therefore, 
one way to reduce gender gaps in STEM may be to change 
how we assess STEM preparedness. For example, Souchal 
and colleagues (2014) find that if high-stakes science 
assessments are presented to students as a learning 
opportunity, rather than a performance-focused test of ability, 
gender gaps in science performance scores are substantially 
reduced. Importantly, both boys and girls show highest 
performance under a learning opportunity framing, 
suggesting this framing can help all students succeed in 
STEM (Souchal et al., 2014). 

Taken together, these data provide evidence to suggest that 
pressure in the learning context is an important contributor to 
gender differences in mathematics performance, setting the 
foreground for differences in STEM career engagement.  
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Abstract

Love is a central theme in modern music, but do women and
men differ in their expressions of love? Results from empiri-
cal studies on gender differences in love attitudes have evolved
from showing consistent differences to more similarities over
time and witnessed gender convergence in relationship expec-
tations, housework responsibilities, and sexual attitudes. Inde-
pendently, pop culture studies have shown how music can be
used as a contextual artifact whose lyrics can reflect a culture’s
changing psychological processes and ideologies. We combine
these two research areas to explore whether the gender con-
vergence reported in psychological studies is mirrored in love
songs. Using a corpus of lyrics and song metadata from 1960
to 2009, we present a computational analysis of the lexical dis-
tribution of lyrics across genre, gender and time. We show that
love songs between vocalists who are men vs. women have
become significantly more similar in their lyrical expressions
of love.

Keywords: culture and cognition; love; gender; lyrics; com-
putational analysis

Gender and romantic love
Love is a central theme in human culture, but do women
and men differ in their expressions of love? Gender roles
in romantic relationships can influence the expectations, be-
haviours, and levels of communicative intimacy between
partners. Traditional gender roles employ different sex-
ual scripts for men and women (Maxfield, Chafetz, Glazer-
Malbin, & Waehrer, 1975; Cyranowski & Andersen, 1998;
Cohen & Shotland, 1996), but over the past half century, gen-
der convergence has been observed in housework responsibil-
ities, sexual attitudes, and the labour market (Goldin, 2014;
Altintas & Sullivan, 2016; Lottes, 1993). Here we explore
whether the expressions of love show gender convergence as
well, mirroring the other domains via a computational analy-
sis of song lyrics.

Research has shown that music can serve as a lens into the
“cultural changes in psychological processes” (Dewall, Pond,
Campbell, & Twenge, 2011), so if songs and culture change
in “harmony” will love songs also show gender convergence
(illustrated in Table 1)?

Table 1: Excerpts of songs lyrics in 1950s and 2000s.

t Sung by a Man Sung by a Woman
50s You ask how much I need you As long as he needs me
00s You are the love I need I need you, you’re my love supply

The psychological theories on the relationship between
gender and love have evolved over time. In the 1970s,
Lipman-Blumen and Tickamyer (1975) wrote a review on a
decade of sex-roles where they referenced studies of “mod-
ern” American dual marriages. They stated that the stud-
ies showed how “men’s needs would dominate the marriage”
where the wife’s needs were “sacrificed” (Lipman-Blumen &
Tickamyer, 1975; Steinmetz & Holmstrom, 1973; Poloma &
Garland, 1971). In the 1980s, Hendrik and Hendrik’s em-
pirical studies showed that there were “consistent” gender
differences in love attitudes between men and women such
that men were more instrumental in attitude and goal-oriented
whereas women were more communal in attitude and rela-
tionship oriented (Bailey, Hendrick, & Hendrick, 1987; Hen-
drick, Hendrick, Foote, & Slapion-Foote, 1984; Hendrick &
Hendrick, 1986). Despite these reported differences in love
attitudes, Critelli et. al (1986) suggested that “sex role differ-
ences [in love] are being gradually eliminated”. Their study
shows that feminist-ideologies lead to nontraditional love-
role definitions, and more experiments showed that high-
masculine and high-feminine individuals succumbed to gen-
dered dating scripts while feminists did not (Delucia, 1987;
Rickard, 1989). Moving on to the 1990s, a study found no
gender difference in other-orientation (focusing on others’
needs) or sacrifice between men and women (Heiss, 1991),
but showed that feminist men and women prescribe less
other-orientation for women than non-feminists do (Heiss,
1991). In the 2000s, we see this continue as non-feminists
are less likely to show egalitarian expectations and sexual as-
sertiveness (Yoder, Perry, & Saal, 2007), whereas feminists
have more egalitarian expectations for romantic relationships
(Schick, Zucker, & Bay-Cheng, 2008). Finally, empirical re-
sults have shown that women today expect egalitarian inti-
mate romantic relationships more than they had in the 1960s
(Botkin, Weeks, & Morris, 2000; Ogletree, 2015), revealing
that romantic love attitudes have been converging.

Several pop-culture studies have explored the relationship
among gender, music, and love, but none has found gender
convergence in the expressions of love across time. In one
of the earliest studies on love in popular music, Wilkinson
(1976) studied the most popular 200 songs between 1954 and
1968. They found that although some songs agreed with sex-
role stereotypes, but women were almost as active as men,
men were dependent on women, and men were more posses-
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sive of their partners than women were.
Although Wilkinson’s work is not longitudinal, studies that

followed found no change in the quality of love expression in
hit songs between genders across time (Dukes, Bisel, Borega,
Lobato, & Owens, 2003; Gallee, 2016). Furthermore, Kreyer
(2015) found that songs on romantic topics from the top 50 al-
bums of 2011 were “surprisingly similar” in word use across
genders. Although Krause and North (2019) found that men
and women performers had different lyrical themes, these
findings were not specific to love and did not examine on how
the expression of love has evolved as a function of time.

To preview our study, we confirm Kreyer’s (2015) findings
that lexical uses in the love songs from 2011 were similar
between genders. We also confirm Wilkinson’s (1976) find-
ings that in the 1960s, men were portrayed as dependent on
women in love songs and both groups were portrayed as ac-
tive components of the relationship. Since our focus is on the
expression of love, we focus on the way in which love is com-
municated, but not the images, stereotypes, or depictions of
femininity and masculinity in popular music. Although stud-
ies have found portrayals of feminine and masculine stereo-
types in popular music (Avery, Ward, Moss, & Üsküp, 2016;
Rasmussen & Densley, 2016; Freudiger & Almquist, 1978;
Cooper, 1985), these studies are not specific to love, and their
focus was not on the temporal shift in the expression of ro-
mantic love. Furthermore, although songs may be written
by men for women vocalists and vice-versa, lyrics and the
gender of their performers still reflect the expected cultural
lyrical expression of the time.

Our study extends work in psychology and pop culture as
follows. For the above-mentioned psychological studies, (1)
none of the studies analyzed how love is expressed in a natu-
ral setting. Participants were asked to give ratings and answer
surveys for hypothetical scenarios or personal experiences,
but we have had no account for how love is communicated
and expressed in an emotionally-laden context, (2) none of
the cited studies has explored how love attitudes for both, men
and women, have developed over time. For the cited pop cul-
ture studies, (1) analyses have only explored popular songs,
which may be a better representation of what is selling rather
than of how love is expressed, (2) many of the datasets used
are sparse and depend on a small number of songs (<= 4,000
songs), (3) several studies do not separate songs by genre, al-
though linguistic styles differ greatly among genres, (4) none
of the aforementioned studies has considered songwriter in-
formation as a possible confounding factor.

We analyze 13,564 love songs from 1960-2009 across the
genres of Pop, Country, Alternative, R&B Soul, and Rock.
By studying the gender differences in lexical and phrase-
based distributions as a function of genre and time, we gain a
better understanding of how love expression has changed as
a function of gender and time.

Our hypothesis
We hypothesize that romantic song lyrics between men and
women should become more similar through time, reflecting

gender convergence in the expressions of love.
Since our emphasis is on the expressions of love, we focus

on the way in which love is communicated, but not the im-
ages, stereotypes, or depictions of femininity and masculinity
in popular music. We also do not postulate what the artists
were feeling about love at the time, but rather, how love, and
cultural and psychological ideologies in relation to love, are
being expressed through lyrics.

Treatment of data
The Musixmatch dataset (MXM) is the official lyrics
dataset of the Million Song Dataset (MSD) and has
the “largest clean lyrics collection available for re-
search” (Bertin-Mahieux, Ellis, Whitman, & Lamere,
2011). We classified the artist name as either that of
Women or Men using python’s gender-guesser package
(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/gender-guesser/) which has a
2.6% misclassification error when disregarding unknowns
(Santamarı́a & Mihaljević, 2018). The package implements
a wrapper around a database of over 45,000 names with gen-
der annotations. After using gender-guesser, one human an-
notator verified the package’s performance and corrected its
misclassifications. Example inferences are shown in Table
2. The intersection of the lyrics and year-gender subsets
leaves us with 48,012 songs that contain lyrics, year, and
singer gender information. We characterize a love song as
any song that contains the word love; once we excluded
bands (using python’s spaCy Named Entity Recognition)
and non-English song titles, we had a total of 13,962 love
songs across the most populated genres from 1960-2009
(Pop: 5,630; Rock: 3,715; Country: 2,052; R&B/Soul:
1,430; Alternative: 1,135). As a final step, we retrieved the
full syntactically-structured lyrics and songwriter information
from Genius.com (www.genius.com), in order to conduct a
more fine-grained analysis on the dataset.

Table 2: A sample of artist names and inferred genders.

Name Inferred gender
Barbra Streisand W
Barry Manilow M
Céline Dion W
Charlie Daniels M
Duncan James M
Dusty Springfield W
Fiona Apple W
Francis Dunnery M
Keith Sweat M
Kelly Price W

Computational methodology
We analyzed the difference between the bag-of-word and
phrase-based lexical distributions of songs sung by men
(M) and women (W ) from 1960 to 2009 across the gen-
res pop,rock,country,r&b/soul,and alternative. For each
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genre g and decade t, we randomly sampled 20 songs with
replacement from each gender w and m, and computed the
Jenson-Shannon Divergence (JSD) between the normalized
frequency distributions of the words used within each sam-
ple. We repeated this process 1,000 times and computed the
mean JSD between the gendered lexical distributions at every
decade and genre.

Bag-of-word distributed representation of lyrics
Our bag-of-word approach summarizes a (love) song in terms
of a binary vector x of size |V |, where V is the total vocabu-
lary of all songs within the decade t and genre g. As such,
each song can be expressed as a binary vector where the pres-
ence of a word gives 1 in that vector, and 0 otherwise. This is
a type-based representation. We can thus distinguish between
songs sung by women xW and those sung by men xM . Simi-
larly, we can incorporate temporal t and genre g information
and obtain a finer grained specification of both gender and
time: xg,t

W and xg,t
M .

In a sample of n songs, a continuous variant of this simple
representation is to express each unique word by its normal-
ized average frequency (0-1) across n songs. More frequent
words in the gender sample will be given higher values than
less frequent words. This is a token-based representation for
the lexical distribution Pg,t

W and Pg,t
M of each sample of n songs.

Phrase-based representation of lyrics
We also consider how the dependency of verbs might have
changed as a function of gender and time because verb
phrases (e.g., I need vs you need) can inform love attitudes
at a fine-grained level. For the phrase-based vector represen-
tation of lyrics, we retrieved the 31 most frequent verbs used
across all genres and constructed giving/other-centric phrases
and receiving/ego-centric phrases by manipulating the subject
(I,you) and object (you,me) of each verb (see examples in
Table 3). Every line in the song was treated as its own phrase,
and we used SpaCy’s dependency parser (www.spacy.io) to
transform every line with the target verb into a subject, verb,
and object component.

Table 3: Examples of phrase-based representations of the 31
most frequent verbs.

Lyrics line Parsed phrases Label
“but all I ever said, I need you” I need, need you receiving + ego
“I will wait for you” I wait, wait you giving + other
“and I can’t stay here long” I stay -neg not included

Quantification of distance between distributions
We use the Jenson-Shannon Divergence (JSD) to measure the
distance between the lexical probability distributions across
gender groups. For the probability distributions P and Q, 0≤
JSD(P ‖ Q) ≤ 1 where JSD converges to 0 as P and Q the
become more similar:

JSD(P ‖ Q) =
1
2

D(P ‖M)+
1
2

D(Q ‖M) (1)

where D(Q ‖M) is the Kullback–Leibler divergence and M=
1
2 (P+Q) .

Results
We first explore how the lexical distribution of songs has
changed as a function of gender, genre and time and test
our findings against time and love-topic null hypotheses. We
further explore the effect of songwriter distributions on lyri-
cal content and a more fine-grained phrase-based analysis of
lyrics.

Gender convergence in the lyrics of romantic love
In accordance to our hypothesis, we see that songs sung by
men and women across all genres become more similar over
time. In Figure 1a, we observe a decrease in mean JSD across
time for all genres, thus revealing that songs across genders
have become more similar in their lexical distributions.

We assert that time of release, topic of love, and gender
of vocalist are drivers of gender convergence through run-
ning time-attested, love-attested, and gender-attested experi-
ments. In Figure 1b, we shuffle the sampled love songs across
time while maintaining gender and genre. When calculating
the mean JSD in the time-shuffled experiment, the downward
JSD trend goes away, revealing that the trend seen in Figure
1a is due to temporal shifts in word use. The one-tail t-test
between the shuffled and non-shuffled cases reveals that the
decreased JSD in love songs is significant (Table 4).

Table 4: Results of time shuffled tests (all tests have p-values
< 0.001).

Genre t-value
Pop −27.6850
Rock −51.9427
Country −56.1833
R&B/Soul −45.3853
Alternative −33.5944

In order to test whether gender convergence is specific to
love, we run the JSD analysis on songs that do not contain the
word “love” at a sample size of n = 12 (finding the mean JSD
across 1000 samples) per gender due to data sparsity in ear-
lier decades. We observe that non-love songs for the genres
pop,rock, and r&b/soul become more different over time,
and that non-love songs have a generally higher JSD than
love songs do. These results may be due to topical variabil-
ity and are consistent with Krause and North’s (2019) work
which shows differences in lyrical themes between men and
women. Finally in Figure 1d, we shuffle love songs across
singer gender while maintaining the correct decade, and ob-
serve that the downward trend also disappears; thus revealing
that time, gender, and love are driving factors for the conver-
gence in JSDs. Figure 2 is a qualitative analysis of the top
10 content words whose difference in relative frequencies be-
tween genders has changed the most across flanking decades.
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Figure 1: Bag-of-word analysis of love songs across time. a) Mean JSD of love songs performed by men vs. women across
genre and time. b) Time-shuffled love song analysis. c) Non-love JSD analysis. d) Gender-shuffled JSD Analysis.
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Figure 2: Difference in word frequency between genders as a function of decade and genre where difference
d(word,gender, time,genre) = P(word|W, time,genre)−P(word|M, time,genre).

The difference in word use between genders of the top chang-
ing words converges to 0, revealing that words are being used
more similarly across time.

Songwriter gender as a confounding factor
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Figure 3: Mean JSD for songs written by men songwriters
across 1000 samples of n=5 per vocalist gender.

Love song similarity across time may be an effect of a more
similar gender distribution in songwriters rather than a change
in cultural ideologies. We retrieved a sample of the songs
that contain songwriter information (50% of the songs) from
www.genius.com in order to understand the changes in gender
distribution among lyricists (summarized in Table 5). When
examining how the proportion of same-gendered songwrit-
ing teams changed over time, we observed an increase in the
number of songwriters who are women writing for singers
who are women. Although we did not observe a change in the
distribution of songwriters writing for singers who are men,
we noted that men songwriters are writing more similarly for
vocalists who are women and men over time (Figure 3).
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Table 5: Gender Distribution for same-gender songwriting
groups. a) Songwriter distribution writing for women vocal-
ists. b) Songwriter distribution writing for men vocalists.

(a)
Decade %W %M
1960s 40.97 59.03
1970s 35.38 64.62
1980s 42.82 57.18
1990s 52.55 47.45
2000s 65.36 34.64

(b)
Decade % W % M
1960s 1.72 98.28
1970s 0.41 99.59
1980s 1.24 98.76
1990s 2.57 97.43
2000s 1.54 98.46

Lexicon size as confounding factor
Lexicon size can be characterized as the number of unique
words found in a corpus, and thus the size of the continu-
ous bag-of-word vectors input into our JSD analysis at each
decade and genre. The Jenson-Shannon Divergence (JSD)
tends to grow proportionally to the size of its input proba-
bility vectors. Since lexicon size of songs increases across
decades (Table 6), the decreasing JSD results reported are not
driven by the size of the vocabulary but rather by the content
of the vectors.

Table 6: Lexicon size per genre and decade.

Genre Lexicon size in 1960s Lexicon size in 2000s
Pop 1,861 4,043
Rock 1,539 3,583
Country 1,123 3,024
R&B/soul 1,243 2,865
Alternative 60 3,286

Fine-grained assessment of gender convergence
We perform a similar set of analyses with bag-of-phrase vec-
tors, and observe a substantial JSD decrease and gender con-
vergence in the lexical distribution of phrases over time (Fig-
ure 4). To better understand how the phrase usages have
changed, we analyze the giving/receiving ratio of verbs by
gender, time and genre. We observe that the use of verbs has
become more similar (Figure 5a) for all genres such that the
difference in ratio distributions between genders in the ear-
lier decades is greater than that in the most recent (see Table
7 for significance tests). For instance, for pop in Figure 5b,
“need” by vocalists who are women was used as giving 50%
of the time and receiving 50% of the time in the 1960s. How-
ever, “need” was used in a receiving phrase (I need, need you)
90% of the time with singers who are men, showing that (in
accordance to Wilkinson, 1976), men were expressing their
love in terms of receiving love from their partner and women
were portrayed as active as well. Moving on to the 2000s,
we observe that in pop, both genders agree on the distribu-
tion of “need”. This shift is also true for other terms such as
f eel, want, hold, walk, and call where we see a convergence
in both genders’ proportions of giving to receiving over time.
This is not to say that expression of love was polar however,

since songs sung by women expressed love in receiving terms
as well. With regards to terms such as fall (for), hear, say, let,
and make, songs by men in the pop genre were expressing
love in more giving terms than those by women were.
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Figure 4: Mean JSD for bag-of-phrase vectors at 1000 sam-
ples of n=20 per vocalist gender.

Table 7: Results of giv/rec difference tests from Figure 5a
across time (all tests have p-values < 0.01).

genre t(diff2000s, diff1960s)
Pop -4.6658
Rock -4.0514
Country -4.4303
R&B/Soul -2.9053
Alternative -3.4078

Conclusion
Our study shows a parallelism between the psychological
changes in love attitudes and the love songs across time. The
fine-grained analyses further suggest that the expressions of
love have converged on the level of giving, receiving, and
other-orientation. Our study is limited to love songs from
1960 to 2009 which have been sung by individuals, and ex-
cludes bands and duets.

Through our analysis of lexical distribution, we have wit-
nessed gender convergence in the expressions of love and
shown how music, a form of self-expression timestamped in
its context, unfolds the empirical and psychological changes
that the literature has revealed.
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Figure 5: Phrase-Based Fine Grained Analysis: (a) Absolute Difference of giving-receiving ratio between W and M over time.
(b) Pop genre’s mean giving to receiving ratios.
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Abstract 
The current study tests subjects’ vocal alignment toward female 
and male text-to-speech (TTS) voices presented via three 
systems: Amazon Echo, Nao, and Furhat. These systems vary in 
their physical form, ranging from a cylindrical speaker (Echo), to 
a small robot (Nao), to a human-like robot bust (Furhat). We test 
whether this cline of personification (cylinder < mini robot < 
human-like robot bust) predicts patterns of gender-mediated 
vocal alignment. In addition to comparing multiple systems, this 
study addresses a confound in many prior vocal alignment studies 
by using identical voices across the systems. Results show 
evidence for a cline of personification toward female TTS voices 
by female shadowers (Echo < Nao < Furhat) and a more 
categorical effect of device personification for male TTS voices 
by male shadowers (Echo < Nao, Furhat). These findings are 
discussed in terms of their implications for models of device-
human interaction and theories of computer personification. 
Keywords: vocal alignment; embodiment; human-device 
interaction; gender; text-to-speech   

Introduction 
Recent advancements in robotics and conversational AI has 
led to the development of more human-like robotic systems, 
such as those with expressive facial movements (e.g., Sophia 
by Hanson Robotics) and speech synthesis systems that yield 
hyper-naturalistic voices (e.g., Amazon Echo). The presence 
of and variation across these different systems allows for an 
empirical test of aspects of computer personification theories, 
such as the Computers are Social Actors (CASA) framework 
which proposes that humans apply the social behavior norms 
from human-human interaction to their interactions with 
technology when they detect a cue of humanity in a digital 
system (e.g., Nass, Steuer, and Tauber, 1994). Aspects of 
CASA have received support across many empirical studies, 
such as showing that people apply politeness norms to 
computer interlocutors (Nass et al., 1997). Yet, most studies 

do not directly compare human-computer and human-human 
interaction (e.g., Bell et al., 2003; Nass et al., 1999, 1994). 
Furthermore, no prior studies, to our knowledge, have tested 
the extent to which people’s application of human-based 
social responses might be gradient. The current study was 
designed to fill this gap in the literature by investigating 
whether we see differences in application of social behavior 
from human-human interaction across systems that vary 
gradiently in apparent humanness.  

Given that the main type of interaction with modern voice-
activated artificially intelligent (voice-AI) devices is through 
speech, a relevant social behavior to examine is vocal 
alignment: when speakers adjust their pronunciations of 
words to more closely mirror their interlocutors’ speech 
patterns. Greater degree of alignment has been argued to 
signal social closeness between interlocutors; one theory of 
human-human linguistic coordination is Communication 
Accommodation Theory (CAT) (Giles et al., 1991; Shepard 
et al., 2001): where speakers use degree of convergence to 
convey their closeness to an interlocutor – or, conversely, 
their divergence to signal greater social distance. For 
example, people align more to interlocutors if they find them 
attractive (Babel, 2012) and likeable (Chartrand & Bargh, 
1996).  

Some prior work has explored whether alignment patterns 
differ for non-human interlocutors, comparing human-human 
and human-computer interaction (for a review, see Branigan 
et al., 2010). For example, Branigan and colleagues (2003) 
found that participants aligned in syntactic structure (e.g., 
“give the dog a bone” vs. “give a bone to the dog”) to the 
same extent in typed interactions between an apparent 
‘computer’ and ‘human’ interlocutor. Yet, in spoken 
language interaction, differences by interlocutor appear to be 
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more pronounced: three recent studies found that people 
vocally align to both human and voice-AI assistants (Apple’s 
Siri, Amazon’s Alexa), but display less alignment to the 
assistant voices (Cohn et al., 2019; Raveh et al., 2019; Snyder 
et al., 2019). These findings suggest that our transfer of social 
behaviors to AI systems in speech interactions is tempered by 
their social category as not human. This differentiation of 
speech behavior based on humanness is in line with the 
theory of Audience Design (Bell, 1984; Clark & Murphy, 
1982): whereby interlocutors strategically adapt their 
productions for the communicative needs of their listener. 
Combining aspects of Audience Design and CASA (Nass et 
al., 1997, 1994), we hypothesize that people’s speech 
behavior toward voice-AI will vary gradiently as a function 
of their personification of the system. We predict that people 
will treat more naturalistic systems more like they would a 
real human, while less human-like systems will receive less 
human-based socially-mediated behaviors. 

The present study tests this hypothesis – gradient 
application of social behaviors based on personification – by 
varying the physical embodiment of voice-AI systems. 
Current devices vary in how they embody humanness. For 
example, cylindrical smart speakers are now common 
household voice-AI systems (e.g., Amazon Echo; Google 
Home). Other types of voice-AI systems take on more 
human-like forms. For example, the Nao robot has a head, 
face, and body, but with clear physical and mechanical 
characteristics that make it distinct from a real human (see 
Figure 1). Related work has suggested that the Nao could be 
considered an intermediate type of robot along a cline of 
human-likeness: in a study by Brink and colleagues (2019), 
they found that participants found the Nao less uncanny than 
a more human-like robot face. In the present study, we 
consider a cline of personification from a smart speaker to a 
Nao robot to a Furhat robot (Al Moubayed et al., 2012), 
another type of robot that is more human-like (see Figure 1). 
The Furhat resembles a human bust, with a 3D printed face, 
and a back-projected video of a human face. These videos 
increase its realism: the eyes blink and make micro-
movements, and the mouth shows appropriate articulation of 
speech sounds to match the audio.  

 

 
 
Figure 1: Systems used in the present study (L-R): Amazon 
Echo, Nao, Furhat (male), Furhat (female).  
 
These three devices – a cylindrical speaker, mini-robot, and 
naturalistic bust – vary along a continuum of humanness in 
terms of embodying a human form and displaying human-
like features. Our AI personification hypothesis is that simply 
varying the humanness of the device will lead to changes in 
vocal alignment toward the system. Identical stimuli 

recordings will be presented across systems to avoid any 
confound that might arise from using different voices. In this 
case, we expect an increasing degree of alignment, signaling 
greater application of this human-based, socially-mediated 
behavior, as the personification of the device increases: 
greatest alignment toward the Furhat device, less toward the 
Nao, and least toward the Echo speaker. 

An alternative hypothesis is that increasing personification 
of AI may lead to less alignment – or even divergence – from 
the speech produced by the most human-like system (e.g., 
Furhat) as a consequence of the Uncanny Valley effect (Mori 
et al., 2012): as non-human, robotic entities display greater 
human-like characteristics, there is a tendency for people to 
assess them more positively. Yet, there is a point at which 
there is a steep drop-off and likeability plunges, a function 
known as the ‘uncanny valley’. An example of this is the 
response to seeing a nearly human-like face in a non-human 
device, triggering feelings of disgust or uneasiness. Speakers’ 
patterns of vocal alignment are one way to test the uncanny 
valley; prior work has shown that speakers show more 
convergence toward an interlocutor they feel socially close 
with, while they show divergence from those they want to 
distance themselves from socially. If a human-like voice is 
paired with a hyper-naturalistic robotic entity, this might 
trigger an uncanny valley-like effect, causing participants to 
align less than they would for a real human. 

Gender-mediated alignment toward AI? 
In addition to social factors, such as likeability, human-
human vocal alignment has been shown to be mediated by 
gender. For example, participants show stronger vocal 
alignment toward human male voices than female voices 
(Pardo, 2006). However, this gender effect is sometimes 
mixed (Pardo et al., 2017), suggesting that idiosyncratic 
properties of voices can influence the degree of alignment as 
well. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that gender-
mediated alignment patterns may also transfer to human-
device interaction: humans display greater alignment toward 
male, relative to female, voices for both human and Apple 
Siri model talkers (Cohn et al., 2019; Snyder et al., 2019). 
This supports the hypothesis that humans transfer gender-
mediated patterns of vocal alignment from human-human 
conversations to their interactions with voice-AI systems, 
supporting predictions made by CASA (Nass et al., 1994). 
Yet, the properties of the voices themselves (e.g., 
idiosyncrasies of the human speakers, TTS synthesis) pose a 
confound between apparent human-likeness and degree of 
alignment seen in prior studies. 

Based on our proposal that people’s vocal alignment 
behavior toward AI will vary as a function of the 
personification of the system, we can explore more specific 
predictions by varying the apparent gender of the voice. Prior 
work reports that male voices are imitated to a greater degree 
than female voices, which is realized to a lesser extent for 
TTS voices (Cohn et al., 2019; Snyder et al., 2019). Thus, we 
predict that this gender-mediated pattern will vary gradiently 
as a function of the personification of the AI. More 
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specifically, we predict gender-mediated patterns of 
alignment to be realized to the largest extent for the AI system 
with the most human-like physical features (Furhat) and the 
least amount of gender-mediated alignment patterns for the 
Echo speaker, with the Nao receiving alignment patterns in-
between the others. 

Current Study 
The present study examines 1) the influence of degree of 
human-likeness on extent of vocal alignment toward voice-
AI interlocutors, and 2) how AI personification interacts with 
apparent gender on vocal alignment patterns. We conducted 
a shadowing experiment for identical sound files produced by 
two TTS voices presented across three embodied robotic 
systems: a Furhat (Al Moubayed et al., 2012), a Nao robot 
(SoftBank Robotics), and an Amazon Echo.  In doing so, we 
address a limitation of many vocal alignment studies, where 
comparisons are made across a small subset of different 
model talkers, leading to mixed, and often conflicting 
findings about the influence of gender on alignment in the 
literature (cf. Pardo et al., 2017), allowing us to specifically 
test for the role of system personification, while holding the 
voice characteristics constant across model talkers. 
Furthermore, using these three systems also serves as a 
stronger cue that these are indeed separate interlocutors. The 
current study consists of two experiments: the first is a single 
word shadowing paradigm, where participants were first 
asked to record baseline productions of words and then asked 
to repeat (to shadow) words produced by the systems. 
Experiment 2 is an AXB similarity rating task where a 
separate group of listeners rate the speakers’ baseline and 
shadowed productions from Experiment 1, providing a 
holistic assessment of vocal alignment (cf. Cohn et al., 2019). 

 

Experiment 1. Shadowing 

Methods 
Subjects. Subjects were 10 native English speakers (mean 
age = 35.1 ± 8.5 years old; 5 female, 5 male). Six participants 
reported prior use of one or more voice-AI systems (e.g., 
Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google Assistant, etc.); four 
reported no prior interaction with any voice-AI system. 
Participants received a $15 Amazon gift card for their time. 
 
Stimuli. Twelve target CVN words were selected for the 
current study, taken from related studies of phonetic 
alignment by talker gender and humanness (Cohn et al., 2019; 
Snyder et al., 2019): bomb, chime, hem, pun, sewn, shone, 
shun, tame, vine, wane, wren, yawn. The 12 target words 
were generated with two Amazon Polly TTS voices (US-
English): a male voice (“Matthew”) and a female voice 
(“Salli”). For the Furhat talkers, two face “textures” were 
selected (male texture: “Marty”, female texture: “Fedora”). 
These faces were selected as they were the most human-like 
available (see Figure 1). For each of the 6 gender/system 
pairings, we generated instructions where each model talker 

introduced themselves with a different gender-matching 
name (e.g., 6 different apparent speakers: “Rebecca”, 
“Matthew”, “Mary”, “Michael”, etc.). 
 
Procedure. Subjects completed the experiment in a semi-
soundproof room with a head-mounted microphone. First, a 
pre-exposure production of the words was recorded from 
each of the subjects in order to get their baseline speech 
patterns prior to exposure to the model talkers. Participants 
produced each of the 12 target words (repeated 2 times), 
reading from a pseudo-randomized list.  

Next, participants completed the word-shadowing portion 
of the study with the Amazon Echo, Nao, and Furhat (order 
counterbalanced across subjects). The same experiment was 
designed on all three systems, using the Amazon Alexa Skills 
Kit, Nao Choregraphe, and Furhat Blockly, respectively. For 
each interlocutor (Echo, Nao, Furhat), subjects completed 
two blocks: a male and female speaker (gender ordering was 
counterbalanced across subjects). For each subject, the voice 
gender ordering (e.g., M-F, M-F, M-F) was consistent across 
the interlocutors; this was to avoid consecutively presenting 
an identical voice for two different interlocutors (e.g., male 
Furhat, male Echo). On a given trial, subjects heard the 
system produce a target word (e.g., “wren”) followed by a 
3000ms silence, providing the subject time to respond. Note 
that the systems’ responses were not contingent on the 
subjects’ productions to avoid ASR errors.  

Finally, subjects completed a short ratings survey about 
each talker (randomly presented). For each, they saw the 
“name” of the talker, a picture of the face/system, and an 
example word recording. Using a sliding scale, they rated 
each voice on four dimensions: age, friendliness (0=not 
friendly, 100=extremely friendly), human-likeness 
(0=machine-like, 100=human-like), and interactiveness 
(0=inert, 100=extremely interactive.) 

Ratings Analysis & Results 
We analyzed participants’ ratings of the talkers with separate 
mixed effects linear regressions, with main effects of Model 
Talker System (a 3-level predictor: Echo, Nao, Furhat) and 
Model Talker Gender (a two-level predictor: Female, Male), 
and their interaction, and by-Subject random intercepts. 
Average ratings for the male and female TTS voices across 
the systems are plotted in Figure 2.  

First, we observe differences of Model Talker Gender for 
age rating: female voices were rated as being younger than 
male voices [β=-7.27, t=-9.13, p<0.001]. Additionally, there 
was a top-down effect of Model Talker System: voices 
presented through the Furhat were rated as being younger 
[β=-4.03, t=-3.58, p<0.001]. Yet, this is driven by an 
interaction between Model Talker Gender and System, where 
the male voice was rated as being younger when presented 
through the Furhat device, compared to when it was 
presented through the other systems [β=-3.27, t=2.90, 
p<0.01]. For friendliness ratings of the voices, the model 
showed only a main effect of Model Talker System: voices 
presented through the Furhat were rated as being friendlier 
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[β=6.53, t=2.97, p<0.01]. For friendliness ratings of the 
voices, the model showed only a main effect of Model Talker 
System: voices presented through the Furhat were rated as 
being friendlier [β=6.53, t=2.97, p<0.01]. For ratings of 
human-likeness and interactiveness of the voices (bottom two 
panels), there were no significant differences by the Model 
Talker System or Model Talker Gender. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Mean ratings of age, friendliness, human-likeness 
and interactiveness of the TTS voices when presented across 
systems (Echo, Nao, Furhat). Error bars show standard error 
of the mean.  

Experiment 2. AXB Similarity 
 
In this experiment, we assessed global similarity between the 
participants’ baseline productions of the words (produced at 
the beginning of the experiment, prior to exposure to the 
model talkers) and their shadowed productions for each 
model talker from Experiment 1 with an AXB similarity 
ratings task (Cohn et al., 2019).  

Methods 
Subjects. 51 native English speakers participated in the AXB 
study. Subjects were recruited through a university 
Psychology subjects’ pool (37 females, 14 males; mean age 
= 19.9 ± 1.7 years old). All subjects received course credit for 
their participation. 
 
Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of a baseline and shadowed 
production by the 10 speakers who completed Experiment 1. 
For each speaker, we selected one of their pre-exposure and 
shadowed productions of each word for each of the six model 
talkers (i.e., Furhat female, Furhat male, Echo female, etc.). 
Due to speakers’ confusions about the TTS production of 

‘yawn’, and speaker mispronunciations for several other 
words, we only had a full set of pre-exposure and correct 
shadowed productions from each model talker of 8 words for 
the AXB study: bomb, chime, hem, pun, shun, tame, wane, 
wren. 
 
Procedure. Participants completed the AXB similarity 
ratings experiment in a sound-attenuated booth, wearing 
headphones (Seinheiser Pro) and sitting in front of a 
computer screen and button box. On a given trial, raters heard 
three words separated by a short silence (ISI =1s): a speaker’s 
production of a word at baseline (e.g., “A”), the model 
talker’s production of that same word (“X”), and the 
speaker’s shadowed production of that word for that model 
talker (e.g., “B”). Their task was to select the speaker’s token 
that sounded most similar to “X” (i.e., the model talker). 
Order of pre-exposure and shadowed token (i.e., “A” and 
“B”) was balanced within each subject and counterbalanced 
across both system and interlocutor gender. In total, raters 
completed 480 AXB similarity ratings (10 speakers x 8 words 
x 3 systems x 2 genders). Trials were presented in four blocks 
of 120 trials; after each block, subjects could take a short 
break. In total, the experiment lasted roughly 45 minutes. 
 
Analysis. We coded whether the raters selected the shadowed 
token as more “similar” to the model talker (=1) or not (=0) 
and analyzed their responses with a mixed effects logistic 
regression (glmer). Fixed effects included the Model Talker 
System (3 levels: Echo, Nao, Furhat), the Model Talker 
Gender (2 levels: female, male), and the Shadower Gender (2 
levels: female, male), and the interaction between them. 
Random effects structure included by-Shadower random 
intercepts and by-Shadower random slopes for Model Talker 
System, and by-Rater and by-Word random intercepts.  

Results 
The mean AXB similarity ratings for each of the three 
systems and two TTS voices is displayed in Figure 3. Overall, 
the model computed several main effects and interactions. 
First, there was a main effect of Model Talker Gender: 
shadowers showed significantly less alignment to the female 
TTS voice (in orange, Figure 3) than the male TTS voice (in 
blue, Figure 3) [β=-0.01, t=-4.8, p<0.001].  

While there was a trend toward significance for less 
alignment toward the Echo (p=0.054), there was not a main 
effect of Model Talker System. Similarly, there was not a 
main effect of Shadower Gender. However, Model Talker 
System and Model Talker Gender did participate in several 
significant interactions. First, we observed greater alignment 
toward Furhat by female shadowers [β=0.01, t=3.08, 
p<0.001]. Yet, this effect was mediated by a three-way 
interaction: female shadowers imitated the female Furhat 
more [β=0.02, t=4.29, p<0.001] (see Figure 3, left panel).  
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Figure 3: Mean ratings of perceived degree of vocal 
alignment in the AXB similarity ratings task for the three 
systems (Echo, Nao, Furhat) and two TTS voices. Error bars 
show standard error of the mean.  
 
There was also a three-way interaction for the Echo: female 
shadowers showed less alignment toward the Echo with the 
female TTS voice than to the male TTS voice [β=-0.01, t=-
3.03, p<0.001]. The releveled model (ref = Echo) showed 
only a two-way interaction for the Nao: both male and female 
shadowers aligned to the male Nao more than the female Nao 
[β=1.24e-02, t=2.85, p<0.01]. The releveled model for 
gender (ref = female) showed that males aligned to the male 
Furhat more [β=1.92e-02, t=4.39, p<0.001] and to the male 
Echo less [β=-1.32e-02, t=-3.03, p<0.01] (in blue, Figure 3). 
A post-hoc analysis on the data for male shadowers/male 
model talkers confirmed no significant difference for the Nao 
and Furhat, but both showed greater alignment than the Echo 
[β=-2.61e-02, t=-2.96, p<0.01].  

Post-hoc Analysis: Alignment and Ratings 
We additionally conducted post-hoc analyses to test whether 
participants’ ratings of the model talkers (e.g., age, 
friendliness, human-likeness, interactiveness) mediated their 
alignment patterns. The four ratings were included as 
additional independent variables in separate logistic 
regression models run on similarity ratings responses, with 
identical fixed and random effects structure: Model Talker 
System*Model Talker Gender*ShadowerGender*Rating + 
(1 + Model Talker System | Shadower) + (1|Rater) + 
(1|Word). 

Results 
None of the models revealed significant main fixed effects 
for any of the ratings; yet, there were interactions between all 
ratings and Model Talker System. For age, we found an 
interaction with age ratings of the model talkers and degree 
of alignment: participants showed more alignment toward the 

female Echo when they rated the voice as being older 
[β=2.45e-03, t=2.16, p<0.05]. Age ratings did not influence 
alignment patterns toward the Furhat model talkers. The 
releveled model showed that female shadowers displayed 
less alignment toward the female Nao voice as ratings of its 
age increased [β=-1.75e-03 t=-2.04, p<0.05].  

Friendliness also interacted with alignment patterns toward 
particular model talkers: participants showed less alignment 
toward the Furhat talkers when they were rated as being 
friendlier [β=-9.8e-04, t=-2.8, p<0.05] and no effect for the 
Echo talkers. The releveled model showed greater alignment 
toward the Nao voices as they were rated as being friendlier 
[β=6.8e-04, t=2.5, p<0.05].  

For ratings of human-likeness of the system, several 
interactions were computed as significant: first, there was less 
alignment toward the female Furhat if it was rated as being 
more human-like [β=-3.7e-04, t=-2.1, p<0.05]. Additionally, 
the model revealed there was less alignment for female 
shadowers toward the female Echo if it was rated as being 
more human-like [β=6.0e-04, t=-2.6, p<0.001]. The model, 
releveled in order to unpack the comparison with the Nao 
system and the other devices, also revealed that shadowers 
displayed alignment patterns toward the Nao system as a 
function of their human-likeness ratings: there was more 
alignment toward the female Nao if it was rated as being more 
human-like [β=8.0e-04, t=3.4, p<0.0001].  

The model with how interactive-inert the talker was 
revealed just one interaction: shadowers displayed even less 
alignment toward the female Echo with less interactive 
ratings [β=-7.2e-04, t=-3.0 p<0.001]. There was no effect for 
Furhat talkers. The releveled model showed a different 
pattern toward the Nao: shadowers displayed greater 
alignment toward the female Nao with increasing 
interactiveness ratings [β=9.0e-04, t=4.1 p<0.001].  

Discussion 
This study was designed to test whether patterns of vocal 
alignment toward male and female TTS voices are realized 
gradiently, on the basis of the physical form of the device 
producing the speech, varying from very non-human-like (a 
cylindrical speaker) to more human-like (a human-shaped 
bust). In general, participants aligned toward the male TTS 
voices to a greater extent, in line with gender-mediated 
patterns observed in prior work on human and Siri voices 
(e.g., Cohn et al., 2019; Pardo, 2006). That we see 
applications of  this gender-mediated social ‘rule’ from 
human-human interaction to human-AI interaction supports 
predictions made by the CASA framework (Nass et al., 1997, 
1994): participants applied gender-mediated patterns to their 
alignment during interactions with AI systems.  

Additionally, we observed gender asymmetries based on 
both shadower and model talker gender. Female participants, 
in general, displayed greater alignment to the male TTS voice 
across systems. These findings parallel those in the human-
human literature. For example, in a shadowing experiment 
with disembodied voices (and no images), female shadowers 
aligned more to the male talkers, while male shadowers 
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aligned equally toward both male and female voices (Namy 
et al., 2002). We see these patterns borne out in the present 
study for the Amazon Echo responses (females aligning to 
the male TTS voice more; males aligning to both genders 
equally). Yet, when more social cues are available (e.g., in a 
more human-like form: Furhat), we observe that alignment 
may vary based on same- versus mixed-gender 
shadower/model talker pairs. This suggests that the amount 
of social information available and characteristics of the 
participants may shape the degree of alignment more 
generally. 

Furthermore, we found some evidence in support of our 
proposal of AI personification gradience: degree of vocal 
alignment increased as degree of personification of the device 
increased (cylinder < mini-robot < human-like robot) for 
female shadowers toward the female TTS voice. Male 
shadowers also showed evidence that personification of the 
system mediates alignment, but in a more categorical way: 
Male shadowers aligned more toward the male TTS voice 
presented in the Nao and the Furhat, the two more pseudo-
anthropomorphic systems, relative to the Echo. These results 
support our hypothesis, that the degree to which a device 
embodies a human-like form, the more people will apply the 
norms of human-human communication to human-AI dyadic 
interactions: in this case, alignment. This finding supports 
CAT (Giles et al., 1991; Shepard et al., 2001), where speakers 
strategically adapt their degree of convergence toward their 
interlocutor based on their social relationship. Additionally, 
our findings are broadly in line with Audience Design (Bell, 
1984; Clark & Murphy, 1982): speakers adjust their speech 
differently based on the apparent communicative needs of 
their interlocutor (here, based on their physical form as, 
possibly, a cue of more ‘human-like’ competence).  

Our proposal of AI personification gradience also receives 
support from our post-hoc analyses; all four ratings of the 
interlocutors (age, friendliness, human-likeness, and 
interactiveness) interacted with the degree of human 
embodiment of the system to explain vocal alignment 
patterns. For one, increasing human-likeness ratings of the 
Nao system led to increased alignment; in contrast, 
increasing ratings of human-likeness led to decreased degree 
of alignment toward the Furhat device. The reversal of the 
expected pattern of increasing alignment with increasing 
human-likeness, might be interpreted as an ‘uncanny valley’ 
effect (Mori et al., 2012), where increasing human-likeness 
of a non-human entity leads to increasing positive feelings 
toward the entity until a threshold where it elicits feelings of 
discomfort and/or disgust. Some participants may have felt a 
sense of eeriness in seeing a more human-like face realized 
on a device. Age ratings were also linked to patterns of vocal 
alignment: participants aligned more to the Echo if they rated 
the voice as being from an older speaker, but displayed less 
alignment to the Nao if it was rated as being older. This may 
also be related to the uncanny valley effect, where cue 
incongruency drives a sense of uneasiness: the Nao has an 
infant-like form which contrasts with the voice ages (adult 
TTS parameters) (~30s for the female TTS voice, ~40-50s for 

male TTS voice). These observations lead us to refine our AI 
personification hypothesis: people’s application of human-
based behavior norms during speech interaction with voice-
AI will increase as a function of the personification of the 
device, until the AI anthropomorphism reaches realism levels 
that trigger feelings of discomfort. The finding of uncanny 
valley realized in patterns of vocal alignment is novel and 
opens up new ways of exploring and investigating behavioral 
responses to embodied AI.  

There are several limitations of the current study that can 
serve as avenues for future work. For one, differences 
observed for the Furhat faces may have been driven by those 
particular images displayed: future studies using additional 
face textures and having participants rate the attractiveness of 
the faces can tease apart the contribution of this visual social 
information. Previous work has reported a link between 
shadower’s attractiveness ratings of faces and their degree of 
alignment toward that voice (Babel, 2012), further suggesting 
this may have played a role.  

Additionally, while an advantage of an AXB similarity 
rating is that we make no a priori assumptions as to which 
acoustic-phonetic features may be imitated, our overall 
number of shadowers was limited in order to allow for raters 
to make similarity judgments on the full set of stimuli (all 
shadowed tokens, across the three systems; 480 trials, taking 
roughly 45 minutes). While some groups have split AXB 
ratings into separate experiments by groups of speakers, the 
results were less than clear (Pardo et al., 2017). One benefit 
of the current approach is that the patterns are easily 
identifiable and comparable for future work (cf. Cohn et al. 
2019; Snyder et al., 2019).  

Furthermore, one limitation and avenue for future study is 
the number and variety of TTS voices. While using two 
Amazon Polly voices allowed us to address a confound in 
previous work (by using identical voices across the three 
systems during the shadowing experiment), it may have 
affected the ratings that the participants provided (age, 
friendliness, etc.) if they recognized that the same voice was 
used on each system. This was, in part, mitigated by never 
presenting the same voice consecutively. Having the speakers 
shadow a greater variety of TTS voices across different 
systems could lessen this possible effect. 

 Finally, subtle differences in the speaker systems between 
the Echo, Nao, and Furhat may also have contributed to 
differences in perceived human-likeness. Future work using 
computer-mediated methods, such as that presenting videos 
of the three interlocutors, can control more aspects of the 
interaction (e.g., intensity) and be compared to the present 
study to assess the degree to which embodied versus 
computer-mediated interactions may shape vocal alignment. 

Overall, this study provides a first step in exploring the 
nature of AI personification and its relationship with vocal 
alignment, and sets the groundwork for future research.  
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Abstract

We don’t learn about each person we meet from scratch: Our
knowledge of social groups (e.g., cognitive scientists) shapes
our expectations about new individuals (e.g., the reader). Here
we explore how 4- and 5-year-old children and adults use min-
imal statistical evidence about social groups to support induc-
tive inferences about individuals. Overall, we find that both
children and adults readily infer the preferences and group
membership of new individuals when they have appropriate
evidence to support these inferences. However, our results
also suggest that children and adults interpret this informa-
tion in different ways. Adults’ responses align closely with
a Bayesian model that assumes that each group’s preferences
are independent of one another. By contrast, we find prelimi-
nary evidence that children’s inferences about the preferences
of new group members are sensitive to the composition (Exper-
iment 1) and size (Experiment 2) of the opposing group. Our
work provides insights into how people form structured, gen-
eralizable representations of social groups from sparse data.

Keywords: cognitive development; statistical reasoning; so-
cial groups

Introduction
Social groups give structure to an otherwise crowded social
world by highlighting similarities and affiliations between
people (Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000; Rhodes & Baron,
2019). However, thinking of others in terms of their group
membership can be a double-edged sword. On one hand, cat-
egorizing others into social groups can elicit a wide range of
intergroup biases, even when the groups are entirely novel
and emphatically arbitrary (Dunham, 2018). On the other
hand, social groups can signal latent properties that support
predictions about individuals. For example, one can use one’s
past experiences interacting with “cognitive scientists” to in-
fer the interests and prior knowledge of new readers.

One important latent property of social groups is their
preferences—what its members like and dislike. From an
early age, children expect certain preferences to indicate so-
cial connection. For example, even preverbal infants expect
that two people who like the same foods will interact posi-
tively with one another (Liberman et al., 2014) and that two
people who interact positively with one another will like the
same foods (Liberman et al., 2016). Infants’ early-emerging
abilities to reason about preferences may help solve evolu-
tionarily ancient, life-or-death problems, such as selecting
foods that are safe to eat.

However, humans can also learn to attach meaning to an
incredible variety of seemingly arbitrary preferences. For ex-
ample, we may feel a deep kinship towards someone who
likes the same obscure movie as us (Vélez et al., 2019) and
even create groups of people who like the same movie (e.g.,
fanclubs), even though movies have only existed for an eye-

blink in our evolutionary history. How do seemingly arbitrary
preferences come to have meaning?

A rich body of work has explored how humans transmit
information about generalizable properties through language
(Tessler & Goodman, 2019). Generic statements enable chil-
dren to learn about novel preferences among social groups
that they have never encountered (e.g., “Gazorps eat bub-
bas”). Preschool-aged children even enforce these regulari-
ties and negatively evaluate group members who don’t share
this preference (Roberts, Gelman, & Ho, 2017). Despite the
power of generic statements, however, they may not always
be available, especially for groups that are rather novel or
clustered around arbitrary preferences.

Here, we explore a second, complementary learning mech-
anism: People can also build representations of social groups
de novo by harnessing patterns of available data in the envi-
ronment. Past work suggests that the foundations of this abil-
ity are present early in life. For example, suppose that a child
sees an experimenter draw a sample of five red balls from
a box containing mostly white balls. Because this sample
is unlikely to have occurred randomly (Xu & Garcia, 2008),
children use this evidence to make rich inferences about the
experimenter’s communicative intent (Gweon et al., 2010) or
even about her preferences (Kushnir et al., 2010). Children
can also generalize these preferences selectively to other in-
dividuals: If two experimenters draw the same unlikely sam-
ple, children infer that people within the experimenters’ so-
cial group, but not people outside it, will have the same pref-
erence (Diesendruck et al., 2015).

Thus, both generic language and patterns of observation
can support inferences from groups to properties. However,
past work suggests that children don’t readily draw inferences
in the reverse direction—namely, inferring an individual’s
group membership based on shared properties (Gelman et al.,
1986; Vélez et al., 2018). In one such study, preschool-aged
children were told that boys have a substance called “andro”
in their bodies and that girls have “estro” in their bodies. Chil-
dren readily inferred that other boys would also have andro in
their bodies, but not that children who have andro are boys
(Gelman et al., 1986). Given that the two inferences have
highly similar logical structures, the asymmetry in children’s
responses may seem rather puzzling.

To explain this asymmetry, prior work raised the possibil-
ity that children may lack sufficient prior knowledge about
the relevance of a given property to group membership (Gel-
man et al., 1986). In the absence of this prior knowledge,
children may (appropriately) hesitate to make this inference,
especially given sparse evidence. However, this explanation
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leaves open questions about what makes certain properties
more relevant than others, and how children come to acquire
this knowledge.

Here, we explore the possibility that children’s inferences
are constrained by their beliefs about how properties are dis-
tributed across groups. In particular, inferring group mem-
bership based on shared properties may not be licensed if one
believes that all groups are equally likely to have the prop-
erty. More concretely, suppose that both boys and girls pro-
duce andro and estro. (This is, in fact, closer to the ground
truth. Women actually secrete more androgen than they do
estrogen; see Burger, 2002.) In this case, having andro would
be consistent within each group, and it would thus generalize
to other group members. However, it would not be diagnostic
of group membership.

Critically however, even in the absence of specific prior
knowledge about groups and properties, children may be able
to flexibly infer group membership when they have appropri-
ate evidence to support this inference. The present work ex-
plores how children and adults use minimal statistical infor-
mation about social groups to infer the preferences and group
membership of new individuals. Across two experiments, we
compare the intuitions of adults and 4- and 5-year-old chil-
dren to the predictions of a Bayesian computational model
that formalizes these inferences. Computational and develop-
mental approaches have been productively combined to study
how children draw inferences about object categories, word
labels, and even individual preferences (Xu & Tenenbaum,
2007; Lucas et al., 2014; Gweon et al., 2010). Our work pro-
vides an empirical and computational framework for under-
standing how children build structured, generalizable repre-
sentations of social groups from sparse data.1

Experiment 1
This experiment examines how preschool-aged children and
adults use statistical information about social groups to infer
the preferences and group membership of new individuals.
In contrast to prior work (Gelman et al., 1986; Vélez et al.,
2018), we hypothesized that children may even be able to
use individuals’ preferences to infer their group membership
when they have appropriate evidence to support this infer-
ence. We used a Bayesian beta-binomial model to formalize
participants’ inferences.

Methods
Participants 262 adults (average N = 44/condition) partic-
ipated in this study online on Amazon Mechanical Turk. An
additional 26 adults were excluded due to a technical error.

97 children (4- and 5-year-olds, average N = 16/condition)
were recruited from local preschools and children’s muse-
ums. An additional 6 children were excluded due to peer
interference (2), experimenter error (2), or failure to comply
with the task (2). In all experiments, children participated
with the informed consent of a parent or legal guardian.

1Study materials can be found at: osf.io/ak83b/

Procedure Children watched a Keynote presentation about
the preferences of novel agents called Gazorps (stimuli were
adapted from Vélez et al., 2018; Vélez et al., 2019). Figure
1A–B shows representative stimuli. Gazorps could belong
to one of two minimal groups—the “red team” or the “blue
team”—as indicated by the color of their uniforms. The pre-
sentation depicted a classroom scene. The back of the class-
room had a red and blue table where each team would sit;
both tables were empty at the start of the task. The front of
the classroom had two baskets, each containing a different
novel fruit (bubbas and kikis).

Children watched Gazorps from each team choose their fa-
vorite fruit, one by one. Each Gazorp appeared in the center
of the screen, approached the basket containing their favorite
fruit, then returned to the center of the screen holding the
fruit. In the next slide, the Gazorp would appear sitting at its
team’s table with its chosen fruit, and a new Gazorp would
appear in the center of the screen. To keep children engaged,
the experimenter sang a song that described the events on the
screen; Figure 1A shows part of this process and accompa-
nying lyrics. Children repeated this process until they had
observed four members from each team.

Tasks In the critical test question, children were introduced
to a new Gazorp (hence the “target”). Children were assigned
to two between-subjects tasks, which differed in the inference
that children were asked to make of the target (Figure 1B). In
the Infer Group task, children learned what the target likes
and were asked which team it belongs to. The target carried
its favorite fruit and did not have a uniform. The experimenter
explained that “this Gazorp lost its shirt, so we don’t know
what team this Gazorp is on.” The experimenter then asked:
“Is this Gazorp on the red team or the blue team?”

In the Infer Preference task, children learned which team
the target belongs to and were asked what it likes. The target
wore its team’s uniform and did not have a fruit. The experi-
menter explained that “This Gazorp doesn’t have a snack yet,
so we don’t know what this Gazorp likes to eat.” The experi-
menter then asked: “Does this Gazorp like kiki or bubba?”

Conditions Within each task, we assigned children to three
between-subjects conditions. These conditions differed in
how preferences were distributed across the two teams and,
thus, affected the evidence that children had available to sup-
port their inferences about the target. Figure 1C shows repre-
sentative distributions in each condition.

In the Unique & Consistent condition, each group unan-
imously liked a different fruit. In the two remaining con-
ditions, one group’s preferences were unanimous, while the
other group’s preferences were heterogeneous. Critically,
these conditions differed in the preferences (Infer Group)
or group membership (Infer Preference) of the target. In
the Unique condition, the target had a preference that was
unique to the heterogeneous group (Infer Group) or belonged
to the heterogeneous group (Infer Preference). In the Con-
sistent condition, the target had a preference that was shared
across both groups (Infer Group) or belonged to the unani-
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Figure 1: Experiment 1. (a) Procedure: Example slides are shown on the bottom, with the experimenter’s script on top. (b) Test
questions. (c) Conditions: Blue and red ovals represent each team’s table during the final test question. Yellow circles represent
bubbas, purple squares represent kikis. (d–e) Results: Proportion of (d) adults and (e) children who selected the matching
team (Infer Group) or fruit (Infer Preference) by condition. Error bars denote 95% CI; ∗ shows significant within-condition
contrasts (two-tailed binomial test, p < 0.05). Diamonds show the average model-predicted probability that the target belongs
to the matching team (Infer Group) or likes the matching fruit (Infer Preference). The light gray square highlights a discrepancy
between the model predictions and children’s responses.

mous group (Infer Preference).

Counterbalancing Within each of these conditions, we
designated one group as the reference group and one fruit
as the reference item. For example, in the Consistent con-
dition depicted in Figure 1B, liking bubba (yellow circles)
is consistent within the blue team, but not unique to the blue
team. Thus, the blue team is the reference group, and bubba is
the reference item. We counterbalanced the reference group
and reference item, as well as the locations of the teams and
baskets, to create 16 counterbalanced variants of the stimuli.
Each child saw a unique variant.

Adults completed a streamlined version of the task, where
each team’s preferences were shown in a single static image
and all superficial aspects of the task were randomized.

Model
We formalized our predictions using a Bayesian beta-
binomial model. Importantly, the model assumes that the red
and blue teams’ preferences are independent; thus, its obser-
vations of one team have no bearing on its beliefs about the
preferences of the other team.

The model describes each team’s choices (D) as a random
sample from a binomial distribution. For example, the likeli-
hood of the blue team’s choices is:

P(D|θb) =

(
nb

kb

)
θ

k
b(1−θb)

nb−kb

where nb is the total number of Gazorps on the team, kb is
the number of Gazorps who chose the reference item, and θb
is a latent variable that describes the blue team’s underlying
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preferences. This variable is akin to the weight of a biased
coin, and each team member’s choice is akin to a coin flip.

The model infers each team’s preferences from the ob-
served choices. We describe the model’s posterior beliefs
about each team’s preferences using a Beta distribution:

θb|D∼ Beta(α0 + kb,β0 +nb− kb)

where α0 = β0 = 1 reflect that the model has a uniform prior
belief over the weights.

In the Infer Preference task, the model generates a new pre-
diction about the target by sampling from the posterior. Fig-
ure 1D–E shows the mean of the posterior distribution for the
target’s team (E[θb|D]; orange diamonds).

In the Infer Group task, the model observes the target’s
choice (c) and entertains two competing hypotheses: The tar-
get could belong to the blue team (zb = 1) or to the red team
(zb = 0). Because both teams are of the same size, these
two hypotheses have the same prior probability (P(zb) = 0.5).
Thus, the model’s beliefs about the target’s group member-
ship (P(zb|c,D)) are driven by the likelihood of observing the
target’s preferences in each group. We describe the relation-
ship between these beliefs using Bayes rule:

P(zb|c,D) ∝ P(zb)
∫

θz

P(c|θz)P(θz|D)dθz

where θz = θb if the target is on the blue team, and θz = θr if
the target is on the red team. Figure D–E shows the mean of
this posterior distribution (E[zb|c,D]; blue diamonds).

Results
Adults Adults’ responses closely followed the pattern of
model predictions (Figure 1C). In the Infer Group task, adults
readily inferred the target’s group membership based on its
preferences in the Unique & Consistent (47/48; two-tailed bi-
nomial test, 95% CI: [.89,1], p < .001), Unique (40/43; two-
tailed binomial test, 95% CI: [.81, .99], p < .001), and Con-
sistent conditions (39/40; two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI:
[.87,1], p < .001).

In the Infer Preference task, adults readily inferred the
target’s preferences based on its group membership in the
Unique & Consistent (36/40; two-tailed binomial test, 95%
CI: [.76, .97], p < .001) and Consistent conditions (38/46;
two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI: [.69, .92], p < .001), but
not in the Unique condition (22/45; two-tailed binomial test,
95% CI: [.34, .64], p = 1).

Children In the Infer Group task, children readily inferred
the target’s group membership based on its preferences in the
Unique & Consistent (15/16; two-tailed binomial test, 95%
CI: [.7,1], p < .001), Unique (14/17, two-tailed binomial
test, 95% CI: [.56, .96], p = 0.01), and Consistent conditions
(13/16, two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI: [.54, .96], p= 0.02).

In the Infer Preference task, children in the Unique & Con-
sistent condition expected the target to like the same item
as its teammates (15/17; two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI:

[.64, .99], p = .002), and those in the Unique condition did
not systematically expect the target to like the item that was
uniquely (but not consistently) liked by its teammates (11/16,
proportion = .69; two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI: [.41, .89],
p = .2). While these were in line with model predictions and
similar to Exp.1a, we observed a discrepancy between chil-
dren’s responses and the model prediction in the Consistent
condition (Figure 1B, highlighted; children did not systemat-
ically predict the target’s preference (8/15, proportion = .53;
two-tailed binomial test, 95% CI: [.27,79], p = 1). We return
to this discrepancy below.

Overall, we find that both children and adults use statistical
information to infer the group membership and preferences
of new individuals. Our results suggest that children can use
preferences to infer group membership when they have the
appropriate evidence to support it, even in subtle cases where
the target’s preference is consistently, but not uniquely, as-
sociated with a particular group. However, children’s infer-
ences about the target’s preferences deviated from the model
predictions in the Consistent condition. In this case, children
did not expect the target to share the same preference as its
teammates, even though the target’s team unanimously liked
the same fruit.

Note that there were two conditions where the preferences
of the target’s team were unanimous: Unique & Consistent
and Consistent. Unlike adults, however, children generalized
the team’s preferences in the former condition, but not the
latter—and the only difference between the two conditions is
the preferences of the opposing team. Critically, the model
assumes each team’s preferences were generated through in-
dependent random processes; thus, the opposing team has no
bearing on the model’s beliefs about the target.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that chil-
dren’s responses reflect not only their hypotheses about how
preferences are distributed within each group, but also over-
hypotheses about how groups are generated (Kemp et al.,
2007). For example, observing that the opposing team’s pref-
erences are heterogeneous may lend support to overhypothe-
ses where preferences are heterogeneous within groups—
and thus temper children’s expectations about how consistent
preferences are within the target’s team. Adults, however,
might have assumed that these two groups are independent;
this could reflect their beliefs about the pragmatics of the task
setup (i.e., that team colors must be relevant to preferences) or
their broader beliefs about minimal novel groups. In Experi-
ment 2, we present ongoing work that tests this possibility.

Experiment 2
This experiment tests whether adult’s and children’s infer-
ences about the target’s preferences are influenced by the size
of the target’s team and by the size of the opposing team. Data
collection is ongoing; the results below are preliminary.

Methods
Participants 300 adults (N = 50/condition) participated in
this study on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Data collection with
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Figure 2: Experiment 2. (a) Model predictions. Diamonds
show the mean probability of the target liking the matching
fruit, as a function of the size of the target’s team (line color)
and the size of the opposing team (x-axis). (b–c) Results:
(b) Proportion of adults who selected the matching fruit. (c)
Proportion of children who selected the matching fruit (or-
ange bar), compared to children’s responses and model pre-
dictions in Experiment 1 (light yellow bar; Infer Preference
task, Consistent condition). Error bars show 95% CI; ∗ de-
notes p < 0.05 (two-tailed binomial test).

children is ongoing; 32 4- and 5-year-old children have been
recruited for the condition described here (see Procedure).

Procedure This task was identical to the Consistent condi-
tion of the Infer Preference task in Experiment 1. As in Ex-
periment 1, participants inferred which fruit the target likes
based on its group membership. The target’s team unani-
mously liked one fruit, while the opposing team’s preferences
were evenly split between the two fruits.

Critically, we independently manipulated the size of the
target’s team (2 or 4 members) and of the opposing team (2,
4, or 8 members) to create 6 between-subjects conditions. We
have completed data collection in adults in all conditions. Be-
low, we report preliminary results on children’s responses in
a single condition, in which the target’s team has 4 members
and the opposing team has 2 members (Figure 2B).

Results
Figure 2A shows model predictions. The model assumes that
the two teams’ preferences are generated through indepen-
dent processes. Thus, the model’s beliefs are not affected by

the size of the opposing team. As the size of the target’s team
increases, the model becomes increasingly confident that the
target will like the matching fruit. Thus, the model predicts a
main effect of the size of the target’s team, no main effect of
the opposing team, and no interactions between the two.

Adults’ responses followed model predictions closely.
We used a logistic regression to predict participants’
responses (match or non-match) as a function of the
size of the target’s team and of the opposing team
(response ˜ target team ∗ opp team). Consistent with
model predictions, participants were more likely to gener-
alize the preferences of the target’s team to the target when
the team had more members (main effect of target team :
β = 1.07, SD = 0.45, z = 2.37, p = 0.02). We observed
no effect of the size of the opposing team (β = 0.24,SD =
0.22, z = 1.05, p = .3) and no interaction between team sizes
(β =−0.09, SD = 0.08, z =−1.12, p = .26).

Conversely, based on Experiment 1, we predicted that chil-
dren’s inferences about the target’s preferences would also be
sensitive to the preferences of the opposing team. Children
may expect the target to like the same item as its teammates
when the opposing, heterogeneous team is smaller (and thus
contributes less evidence). Our preliminary results suggest
that this is indeed the case (30/32, two-tailed binomial test,
95% CI: [.57, .89], p = .007; Figure 2C).

Our results provide preliminary evidence that children and
adults interpret statistical information about social groups in
rational, yet distinct, ways. Adults’ responses in Experiments
1 and 2 are consistent with a model that considers the two
groups’ preferences as completely independent of one an-
other. Conversely, children’s inferences are not only sensi-
tive to the preferences of the target’s team, but also to the
composition (Experiment 1) and size (Experiment 2) of the
opposing team. These results suggest that children pool evi-
dence across social groups to make inferences about individ-
uals. Future work will continue to explore these differences
and make future refinements to the model, in order to pre-
cisely characterize this pattern of developmental change.

General Discussion
The current work finds that preschool-aged children and
adults can use minimal statistical information about how pref-
erences are distributed across social groups to infer the pref-
erences and group membership of new individuals. Overall,
Experiment 1 found that 4- and 5-year-old children’s intu-
itions aligned closely with adults’ responses and with the pre-
dictions of a computational model. However, we did find
instances where children’s responses diverged. In particu-
lar, children’s inferences about the preferences of new group
members were influenced both by the composition (Experi-
ment 1) and size (Experiment 2) of the opposing group.

These results naturally raise the question of why children
and adults had different intuitions. One possibility is that
such discrepancies reflect particular pragmatic assumptions
that adults have in the context of an experiment. Participants
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were given information about two teams and two fruits to an-
swer questions about a new individual; thus, even without
prior knowledge of the specific groups and properties in this
task, adults may have answered the questions with a stronger
expectation that shared properties must be relevant to group
membership. It is an open question whether these assump-
tions can be weakened when there is explicit information that
group memberships is arbitrary and clearly unrelated to prop-
erties. Ongoing work tests this possibility.

We tested adults’ and children’s ability to make these in-
ferences in a minimal, supportive context, where participants
have equal opportunities to learn about all social groups and
where the properties that they learn about are neutral. This
approach provides a window into our ability to draw judg-
ments about social groups and their members. It is especially
impressive that, unlike previous work (Gelman et al., 1986;
Vélez et al., 2018), even young children were able to make
judgments in both directions. Rather than simply being un-
able to infer groups from preferences, children in our study
drew flexible inferences about new individuals when they had
access to relevant evidence. This simplified task is amenable
to a computational modeling approach, allowing us to char-
acterize children’s inferences in precise, quantitative terms.

Moving forward, however, it is important to consider how
the information that children actually receive from their so-
cial environment differs from the information they received
in this task. One key difference is the child’s point of view.
Children learn about many categories in order to make sense
of the world around them (Gelman & Roberts, 2017); chil-
dren can learn about cars, dogs, and blickets without being
cars, dogs, or blickets themselves. But social groups are cat-
egories that children can be a part of—and thus, the mere
presence of social groups creates boundaries between us and
them, ingroup and outgroup (Dunham, 2018).

These boundaries may impose constraints on what children
can and want to learn from their social environment. Children
do not sample information evenly from their social environ-
ment, but are instead biased to seek information that casts
their ingroup in a positive light (Over et al., 2018). More im-
portantly, however, children also do not have equal opportu-
nities to learn about ingroup and outgroup members. For ex-
ample, in U.S. contexts, neighborhoods tend to be segregated
by race and income (Reardon & Owens, 2014); thus, many
children are raised in communities that are largely composed
of families like theirs. An emerging line of work suggests
that children’s cultural and social environment may influ-
ence their conceptual knowledge about social groups, such as
whether individuals’ preferences can deviate from the group’s
(Roberts et al., 2018) and who should and will be friends (Ea-
son et al., 2019; Roberts, Williams, & Gelman, 2017).

Overall, these results are cause for both hope and concern.
On one hand, these results suggest that children can build
rich, generalizable representations of social groups from just
a few observations and, critically, that these representations
reflect the evidence they’ve observed. On the other hand, chil-

dren in our task learned about fairly neutral properties of so-
cial groups that they’re not a part of. In naturalistic contexts,
these inferences might easily go awry, supporting the forma-
tion of biases and stereotypes. Our results are thus relevant
to understanding how prejudice forms—and how it might be
corrected with evidence.
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Introduction 
We make decisions that affect our short-term and long-

term health several times every day. We all have beliefs 
about what is good for us and what is bad for us (and we at 
least sometimes act in accordance in those beliefs). How we 
form these beliefs, and how these beliefs do or do not affect 
our future behavior is a domain ripe for cognitive science 
research. Given the importance of topics such as causal 
reasoning, reinforcement learning, and decision-making to 
our field, one might expect direct applications to health to 
be at the forefront. However for the sake of experimental 
and formal control, researchers typically conduct 
experiments with materials disconnected from real world 
beliefs and design experimental tasks that may not reflect 
the true structure of the domain. 

The goal of this symposium is to show how the domain of 
health is perfect for a more tightly coupled exchange 
between investigating real-world beliefs and behavior with 
controlled experimental tasks ready for formal explanation.  
The research we will present both advances our basic 
cognitive science theories and are key pieces of applied 
health interventions. The work uses a variety of empirical 
methods, sampling populations from across the globe.  
Speakers: Zachary Horne is an assistant professor at 
Arizona State University who studies belief updating and 
explanatory reasoning. His presentation connects big data 
analysis of real-world health beliefs and behaviors with 
experimental methods. Amy Perfors is an Associate 
Professor at the University of Melbourne whose research 
focuses on quantitative approaches to higher-order 
cognition, and cultural evolution. She presents work on 
reasoning about extremely low-frequency “black swan” 
events with severe consequences. Micah Goldwater is a 
senior lecturer at the University of Sydney, who 
researches concept learning and causal reasoning. He 

presents experiments on the interaction of interpreting new 
information about medical treatments and people’s prior 
beliefs. Cristine Legare is Associate Professor at the 
University of Texas at Austin. Her research examines 
cognition across ages, cultures, and species to answer 
questions about cognitive and cultural evolution. She 
presents research on perinatal risk and the cultural ecology 
of health. Our moderator and discussant is Ellen Markman, 
Professor at Stanford University and a leader in in the field 
of applying cognitive science to health. Her work focuses on 
how to leverage the structure of belief to improve health 
decision-making. Professor Markman will lead the 
integrative discussion after the four presentations.  
We hope this symposium will help spread the practice of 
connecting cognitive science with health research.  

Effects of headline images on vaccination 
attitudes 

Zachary Horne 
Between 2018 and 2019, an estimated 34,200 people died 
from the flu (Center for Disease Control, 2019). Around 
37% of adults receive the flu vaccination, a decrease of 6% 
over the prior few years. There are numerous barriers to 
causing people to receive vaccinations, but one potentially 
overlooked barrier is common images displayed when news 
articles report the spread and consequences of the flu. 
Indeed, online newsfeeds seem to commonly present images 
of the flu vaccine when reporting the number of people who 
have died from the flu, in contrast to, for example, the 
images typically presented with news of outbreaks of 
salmonella in poultry or E. coli in produce.  

Here, I describe an investigation of how these images 
impact perceptions of the dangers of vaccines when people 
scroll through their online newsfeeds. I discuss how people 
may associate the negative information about a disease (e.g., 
the deaths caused by the flu) with the vaccines––an 
association that may lead to increased hesitancy towards 
vaccination. I examined the effects these headlines may 
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have on vaccination attitudes by first experimentally 
measuring how different types of headline images (e.g., an 
image of a vaccine, the flu virus, a sick child) affects 
participants’ vaccination attitudes.  Second, I conducted a 
machine learning study that mined news feed data and 
popular sources for new article images (e.g., Getty images) 
to measure the rates at which different news sources use 
headline images of the flu vaccine in their reporting of 
deaths caused by the flu. This work identifies new barriers 
to increasing vaccination rates in the U.S. and abroad.   

 
Decision-making about “black swan” events 

in health care and beyond 
Amy Perfors 

 
Formal models of decision-making struggle to account for 
reasoning in situations where the outcomes are extremely 
unlikely (e.g., 1 in a million) but the associated utilities are 
extreme as well (e.g., death). Many real-world situations, 
especially health decisions, have this character. In this talk I 
will discuss research comparing utility-based models of 
decision-making to people’s reasoning in situations where 
they must gamble money on outcomes with this structure. 
People show a systematic bias that may emerge from a 
failure to appropriately ignore events with tiny probability. I 
will then discuss follow-up work involving translating these 
gamble-based decisions (which, being quantitative, are 
amenable to modelling) to real-world qualitative problems 
in domains including health (which are not amenable to 
modelling because it is impossible to assign numbers to the 
utilities and probabilities). This work suggests that decision-
making in more real-world situations is highly influenced by 
specific domain knowledge and assumptions, and does not 
necessarily reflect the insights from quantitative models in a 
straightforward way. 

Herbal medication and causal illusions 
Micah B. Goldwater 

 
In 2018, herbal medicine and supplements sales were 
$8.842 billion in the US, an increase of 9.4% from 2017, 
when sales grew 8.5% from 2016 (the Nutrition Business 
Journal’s annual report, see Smith et al., 2019). Despite this 
trend, there is minimal evidence that herbal medicine 
benefits your health. This trend is worrying because 
purchasing ineffective treatments is not just a waste of 
money- these supplements can be dangerous. For example, 
they appear to increase the risk of death in cancer patients 
(Johnson et al., 2018). This talk aims to better understand 
how people form beliefs that these medical treatments are 
effective, and asks what can help revise these beliefs.  

Across a series of experiments, participants were 
surveyed about their prior beliefs in and experiences with 
herbal medication. They then completed a causal learning 
paradigm concerning the efficacy (or lack there of) of a 
novel herbal medication. Further, the experiments examined 

a short educational intervention about the logic of causal 
inference from randomized control trials. Across the 
experiments, there were strong effects of prior beliefs, the 
statistical relationships present in the learning paradigm, and 
the educational intervention.  The question of whether 
people are “rationally” updating their prior beliefs about 
herbal medication, with or without the educational 
intervention will be evaluated. 

 
Perinatal risk and the cultural ecology of 

health in Bihar, India 
Cristine H. Legare 

 
The perinatal period is associated with substantial health 
risks to mothers and infants. These risks vary in amount and 
kind based on environmental risk factors and access to high 
quality health care. Maternal and infant mortality rates have 
declined rapidly over the past several decades worldwide, 
but continue to vary substantially among populations. The 
objective of the current study was to examine the cultural 
ecology of health associated with mitigating perinatal risk in 
Bihar, India (Legare et al., in press). The occurrences, 
objectives, and explanations of health-related beliefs and 
behaviors during pregnancy and postpartum were examined 
using focus-group discussions with younger and older 
mothers. First, perceived physical and supernatural threats 
and the constellation of traditional and biomedical practices 
including taboos, superstitions, and rituals used to mitigate 
them were documented. Second, the extent to which these 
practices are explained as risk-preventing versus health-
promoting behavior were described. Third, the extent to 
which these practices are consistent, inconsistent, or 
unrelated to biomedical health practices and the extent to 
which traditional and biomedical health practices compete, 
conflict, and co-exist are explained. Finally, the relations 
between traditional and biomedical practices in the context 
of the cultural ecology of health and reflect on how a 
comprehensive understanding of perinatal health practices 
can improve the efficacy of health interventions and 
improve outcomes will be discussed. 
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Throughout its own history, cognitive science has paid little 
interest to the historical dimension of its key topic. Most cog-
nitive scientists tended to treat cognition as if it always and 
everywhere were the same (Bender, 2019). But present-day 
cognition in humans (as well as in any other species for that 
matter) is a product of evolution – sometimes of different 
kinds of evolution – and has been subject to substantial 
change (Heyes, 2018).  

About 6 million years ago, the human line dissociated from 
its closest relatives, setting off on a different evolutionary 
track. Several hundred thousand years ago, early Homo sapi-
ens learned to control fire, invented complex compound tools 
such as bow and arrow, and began to use abstract symbols 
and language (Wadley, 2013). Even today, these achieve-
ments strike us as truly impressive, yet they also raise tanta-
lizing questions: What made them possible? Did they emerge 
all of a sudden, subsequent to genetic mutations, or did they 
emerge gradually, through cultural cumulation? Which fac-
tors spurred them on, which role(s) did culture play in this, 
and how are these innovations linked to language?  

For a more in-depth understanding of the forces that have 
shaped—and are still shaping—cognition, we need to com-
bine insights across a range of disciplines that are not fre-
quent contributors to cognitive science conferences: compar-
ative research on cognition in humans and non-human spe-
cies, archeological and other palaeoscientific research on pre-
history, and anthropological research on human evolution 
and cognitive diversity. Bringing together leading scholars 
from these disciplines is what our symposium tries to 
achieve. In addressing some of the challenging questions 
mentioned above, they will also showcase why their contri-
butions to cognitive science are invaluable. With publications 
in high-quality journals (such as Science, Nature, PNAS, 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, or TiCS), 
each of the presenters to this symposium is at the forefront of 
their respective fields:  

Tennie, with his background in behavioral ecology and 
comparative psychology, has made key contributions to the 
evolution of culture and cognition in humans and great apes 
(Schmidt et al., 2019; Tennie et al., 2009). Stout has been 
pioneering the combination of anthropological research with 
brain-imaging for reconstructing past tool cognition (Stout & 
Chaminade, 2007; Stout et al., 2008). An outstanding expert 
on Bayesian phylogenetic methods, Greenhill harnesses pre-
sent-day diversity to reconstruct the evolutionary dynamics 
of cognitive systems (Dunn et al., 2011; Greenhill et al., 
2017). And d’Errico, in the past four years the “world’s most 
cited researcher in the field of prehistory”, has investigated 
the origins of human cognition across a wide range of do-
mains (d’Errico et al., 2017; Henshilwood et al., 2018). Con-
tingent disagreement notwithstanding, they will argue that – 
while attempts to investigate questions on past cognition are 
by necessity inferential and reliant on our understanding of 
present-day cognition – respective findings, in turn, have the 
potential to advance this understanding in fundamental ways. 

Cultural evolution requires transmission of form – 
which evolved late in the human lineage 

Claudio Tennie 

Without transmission of form, the “cultural ratchet” slips – 
and behavioural form reverts back to baseline. With transmis-
sion of form, culture necessarily evolves – even without any 
selection – due to unavoidable transmission error (Eerkens 
& Lipo, 2005). Often, the literature conflates transmission of 
form (rare in the animal kingdom) with mere socially medi-
ated – catalysed – increases of form frequencies (widespread 
in the animal kingdom). I will show that non-human great 
apes (a) do not spontaneously transmit form and (b) do not 
need to (empirically, mere socially mediated re-innovation 
suffices for apes). I will argue that this lack (and lack of need) 
of transmission of form is the most parsimonious model for 
early hominins. I will also briefly touch on the source of form 
transmission in humans: genetic, cultural, or both (see Heyes, 
2018).  
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Neurocognitive foundations of stone tool-making 
skill learning: An individual differences approach 

Dietrich Stout, Erin Hecht, & Justin Pargeter 

Stone tools provide key evidence of human cognitive evolu-
tion but remain difficult to interpret. Toolmaking skill-learn-
ing in particular has been understudied even though (1) the 
most salient cognitive demands of toolmaking should occur 
during learning, and (2) variation in learning aptitude would 
have provided the raw material for any past selection acting 
on toolmaking ability. We thus investigated the effects of in-
dividual neuroanatomical and cognitive differences on 
toolmaking aptitude in naïve individuals. Study 1 employed 
Diffusion Tensor Imaging with participants learning to make 
Acheulean ‘handaxes’ (750,000-year-old technology) and 
found that aptitude correlated with the fractional anisotropy 
of white matter connections to anterior Broca’s Region, sup-
porting “action parsing” hypotheses of tool–language coevo-
lution. Study 2 employed psychometrics with participants 
learning to make Oldowan flake-tools (2.5 million-year-old 
technology) and found aptitude to be associated with fluid in-
telligence in a verbally instructed group and with tendency to 
use social information in an observation-only group.  

A cross-linguistic comparison  
of the evolved complexity of numeral systems  

Simon Greenhill & Numeralbank Team 

The ways in which languages keep track of quantities differ 
substantially (Bender & Beller, 2018), but the global diver-
sity of these systems has barely been explored. Here we pre-
sent some preliminary investigations into Numeralbank: a 
new global database of numeral systems containing ~186,000 
number words from ~5300 languages. First, we show that 
there is a strong relationship between a number and the or-
thographic length of its lexeme, where the lexical forms for 
numbers below five are shortest, followed by the numbers be-
low ten. Number words for multiples of base 10 (e.g. 
“twenty”) also tend to be short. Second, we develop a novel 
method for characterizing the complexity of numeral systems 
in these languages, and quantify and model their evolution 
over time. Finally, we use these data to test some broad-scale 
generalizations (e.g., Pagel & Meade, 2018) that number 
words are shorter and less ambiguous than other words.  

The complex and gradual origin  
of modern cognition 

Francesco d’Errico 

Paleoanthropological, genetic, and archaeological evidence 
is questioning a direct cause-and-effect relationship between 
the speciation event that would have given rise 200,000 years 
ago to Homo sapiens in Africa and the emergence of modern 
cognition (d’Errico & Colagè, 2018; Scerri et al., 2018). It is 
becoming increasingly clear that symbolic practices and 
other key cultural innovations emerged at different times, in 
different parts of the world, among different hominin taxa. 
These taxa appear more and more as phenotypic expressions 

of the same biological species sharing comparable plastic 
cognitions. Material culture–cognition coevolution, changes 
in modes of cultural transmission, and diffusion of cultural 
innovations, rather than inherited biological changes, appear 
the best candidate to account for the origin of modern human 
cognition. 
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Abstract

Speakers often overspecify by using colour adjectives redun-
dantly in referential communication. We investigated whether
this tendency to overspecify is influenced by a partner’s lin-
guistic behaviour, and whether the effect is enhanced by lex-
ical repetition and semantic relatedness. We used a director-
matcher task in which speakers interacted with either a consis-
tently overspecific or a consistently optimal partner. Our re-
sults show that partner behaviour influences overspecification.
An analysis over time indicates that speakers tended to over-
specify at the outset, but reduced this behaviour over interac-
tion with an optimal partner much more than with an overspe-
cific partner. This may suggest that overspecification (at least
with colour modifiers) is the “default” behaviour, with speak-
ers adapting to optimality in a partner’s linguistic behaviour.
Keywords: overspecification; partner alignment; referential
communication; pragmatics

Introduction
When referring to an object, speakers may encode informa-
tion that is superfluous and not required for a listener to
uniquely identify the object being described in context (e.g.
requesting the “blue sock” in a context where only one sock is
present). This behaviour is known as overspecification and is
a recurring theme in research on the pragmatic processes un-
derlying reference production and comprehension. Studies on
referential communication often note that overspecification
is unexpected given the Gricean Maxim of Quantity, which
states that speakers should provide as much information as
necessary but no more (Grice, 1975). This raises the ques-
tion as to what causes speakers to produce overspecific object
references. Here, we examine the role of an interlocutor’s
linguistic behaviour on a speaker’s tendency to overspecify.

Previous research attributes referential overspecification to
a variety of factors. These may be speaker-centric, such as
an attempt to facilitate production before visual processing
is complete (Pechmann, 1989), or a heuristic tendency to en-
code attributes that are perceptually salient (Koolen, Gatt, van
Gompel, Krahmer, & Van Deemter, 2016). Speakers tend
to overspecify colour more than, for example, size (Koolen,
Gatt, et al., 2016), a finding which has been attributed to
the relative salience and absoluteness of an object’s colour
(Tarenskeen, Broersma, & Geurts, 2015). The rate of over-
specification is also sensitive to visual context: speakers over-
specify more with more complex scenes, e.g. when distrac-
tors vary in number or colour (Koolen, Goudbeek, & Krah-
mer, 2013; Koolen, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2016). These find-

ings imply a general link between cognitive demand on a
speaker and their tendency to overspecify.

Other researchers argue for overspecification as a listener-
oriented process. Experimental evidence suggests that speak-
ers may overspecify in order to facilitate their interlocu-
tor’s search for an intended referent (Arts, Maes, Noord-
man, & Jansen, 2011; Rubio-Fernández, 2016). Speakers in
Rubio-Fernández (2016) overspecified only when target ob-
jects were atypically coloured (e.g. a pink banana), and were
more likely to do so when instructions emphasised the possi-
bility of communication breakdown with the listener. These
findings are consistent with evidence from comprehension
to suggest that listeners expect speakers to use prenominal
adjectives rationally: on hearing a scalar adjective such as
“tall . . . ”, for instance, listeners begin to narrow their visual
search down to a set of contrastive objects (e.g. a tall and a
short glass; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999).
Listener-oriented overspecification has also been observed in
speakers’ choice of lexical names: directors who had en-
trained with a matcher on an overspecific subordinate name
(e.g. “pennyloafer” for a shoe) stopped overspecifying and re-
verted to simpler, basic-level terms such as “shoe” with a new
matcher (Brennan & Clark, 1996). Together, these findings
suggest that overspecification is interlocutor-dependent, and
support a growing literature to show that speakers take into
account their partner’s perspective in various aspects of refer-
ence production (e.g. Hanna & Tanenhaus, 2004; Chambers,
Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2004; Brennan & Hanna, 2009).

Less is known, however, about the role of a partner’s lin-
guistic behaviour on a speaker’s production of overspecific
expressions. The majority of studies on referential overspec-
ification have focussed on one-sided communication, either
with hypothetical listeners or fixed speaker/addressee roles.
However, there is reason to believe that a speaker’s tendency
to overspecify may be influenced by their interlocutor’s refer-
ential behaviour in bi-directional interaction.

Referential communication studies involving dialogue
show that interlocutors often adopt their partner’s forms of ex-
pression over time, leading to coordinated behaviour at many
levels of linguistic structure (e.g. Branigan, Pickering, & Cle-
land, 2000; Cleland & Pickering, 2003; Branigan, Picker-
ing, Pearson, McLean, & Brown, 2011). Pickering and Gar-
rod (2004) explain this via an Interactive Alignment Model,
which proposes that conversation partners come to align on
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their linguistic representations through dialogue, leading to a
tendency to repeat each other’s choices at various levels, from
low-level phonetic realisations to high-level situational mod-
els. Branigan et al. (2000) provide a demonstration of such
alignment at the syntactic level. They showed that preposi-
tional object (PO) prime descriptions (e.g. “the pirate giving
the banana to the doctor”) provided by a confederate were
more likely to elicit PO target descriptions from the partici-
pant, while double object (DO) prime descriptions (e.g. “the
pirate giving the doctor the banana”) were more likely to elicit
DO target descriptions. This alignment process is assumed to
be largely automatic and subconscious (Pickering & Brani-
gan, 1998), with percolation of alignment between levels en-
hancing the effect (Garrod & Pickering, 2004). For instance,
syntactic alignment is enhanced by lexical repetition between
prime and target (e.g. give–give vs. give–show; Branigan et
al., 2000), as well as by semantic relatedness between prime
and target (e.g. sheep–goat vs. sheep–knife; Cleland & Pick-
ering, 2003). Such alignment has been observed even when
a partner’s choice of expression may be more effortful for
a speaker to produce, for instance with less frequent lexi-
cal names such as “coach” for a bus (Branigan et al., 2011),
or dispreferred modifier attributes such as orientation as op-
posed to colour of an object (Goudbeek & Krahmer, 2012,
experiment1).

Goudbeek and Krahmer (2012) also addressed the ques-
tion of alignment in the production of overspecific referring
expressions. In their experiment 3, they showed that partic-
ipants who heard overspecific prime descriptions containing
a preferred and a dispreferred attribute (e.g. “the red chair
seen from the front”) when either attribute would suffice were
more likely to produce similarly overspecific target descrip-
tions compared to participants who heard primes with only
one attribute. However their study only examined alignment
occurring within semantic categories (e.g. furniture objects),
and relied on interaction with a hypothetical interlocutor.

In the current experiment, we attempt to more closely ap-
proximate authentic interaction by presenting the experiment
as a communicative game with a remote partner in real-time.
We test whether speakers align with a partner’s linguistic
behaviour to produce overspecific object descriptions using
prenominal colour adjectives, comparing interaction with a
partner who consistently overspecifies with one who is con-
sistently optimal. In addition, we test whether this alignment
is enhanced by lexical repetition between prime and target
modifiers (e.g. “red sock” to “red glove”) as well as seman-
tic overlap between prime and target categories (e.g. sock
to glove vs. sock to cup). Previous work examining lexical
and semantic boost effects in alignment have mainly concen-
trated on speakers’ choice of syntactic structure (e.g. Cleland
& Pickering, 2003; Hartsuiker, Bernolet, Schoonbaert, Spey-
broeck, & Vanderelst, 2008). These studies suggest that syn-
tactic encoding is affected by repetition of lexical and concep-
tual information. Referential production experiments have
also shown that speakers’ choice of modifier (size vs. colour)

is influenced by repetition of semantic content in the form of
the noun being described (Heller & Chambers, 2004). Less is
known, however, about whether the pragmatic phenomenon
of overspecification, i.e. whether or not a redundant modifier
is used, is similarly sensitive to lexical and semantic effects.

Method
The experiment was a director-matcher task in which partic-
ipants alternated between describing and matching pictures.
On critical trials, participants heard a partner-produced prime
description which either contained an overspecific colour
modifier (overspecific partner) or featured only the bare noun
(optimal partner). On the following target trial, participants
produced an object description for their partner, where colour
was never necessary to distinguish between objects in the dis-
play. We manipulated whether the prime and target objects
have the same or different colours, and whether they were
drawn from the same or different semantic categories.

Participants
Sixty-eight self-reported native speakers of English between
the ages of 18 and 35 were each paid £6 to take part.

Materials
Critical stimuli We created four different coloured image
variants (red, blue, green, yellow) of each of eight common
nouns from two semantic categories (clothing: cap, glove,
scarf, sock; kitchenware: bowl, fork, mug, pot). Each image
was associated with a voice recording specifying the noun
item and colour modifier, e.g. “the red cap”. The record-
ings were produced by a male speaker of British English in a
single recording session. For each object, the same token of
each colour modifier was cross-spliced onto the bare noun to
create the colour-modified version.

Filler stimuli The experiment also included two types of
filler stimuli: images of easily recognisable natural objects,
and photographs of human facial expressions. For natural ob-
ject fillers, we selected 32 images (16 animals; 16 fruits and
vegetables) with high nameability (name agreement ≥ 90%
and H value ≤ 0.5) from the Bank of Standardised stimuli
(BOSS)1. Each image was associated with a recording of its
modal name as determined through the study’s norming pro-
cedure, e.g. “the giraffe”. For facial expression fillers, eight
photographs (four men; four women) for each of six emotions
(angry, disgusted, frightened, happy, sad, surprised) were
taken from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces database
(KDEF)2. These were converted to grayscale to discourage
participants from relying on colour-modified facial features
such as hair and eye colour in their descriptions. Each photo

1BOSS is a set of normative colour images created for cognitive
and psycholinguistic research (Brodeur, Dionne-Dostie, Montreuil,
& Lepage, 2010)

2KDEF is a collection of purposed-designed photos of expres-
sions developed for psychological research (Lundqvist, Flykt, &
Ohman, 1998)
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was associated with a recording describing the subject’s fa-
cial expression. A variety of descriptions were used, e.g. “the
woman who looks angry”, “the angry-looking woman”, “the
angry one”. All filler recordings were produced by the same
speaker who recorded the critical stimuli.

Design
The experiment utilised a 2 x 2 within-subjects design manip-
ulating colour (same vs. different for prime and target) and
semantic category (within vs. across category between prime
and target). Additionally, partner behaviour (overspecific vs.
optimal) was manipulated between-subjects.

Figure 1: Example of a four-trial sequence in a critical item
from the same colour–across category condition.

The experiment included 32 critical items—eight per
within-subjects condition. Each critical item consisted of a
four-trial sequence: a prime (participant matching), a filler
(participant describing), a filler (participant matching), and a
target (participant describing) trial. Within each condition,
each of the eight noun items (four per category) appeared
once as a prime and once as a target referent, with the four
objects from each category appearing once in each colour as
prime and once as target.

On critical prime and target trials, the display featured a
target image alongside a distractor, chosen randomly from
the full set of objects with the constraint that it differed from
the target in both noun and colour (i.e. colour was never nec-
essary to distinguish between the two objects). Filler trials
similarly presented two images, both either natural objects or
facial expressions. These were included to reduce the con-
nection between the prime and target trials (cf. Goudbeek &
Krahmer, 2012). Fig. 1 shows an example of four trials that
constitute a critical item. The relative positions of target and
distractor images were randomised, with the target appearing
equally on each side in each condition.

The experiment included an additional 128 filler trials: 48
natural object trials, 48 facial expression trials, and 32 trials
featuring the same images used in critical trials. For natural
object fillers, the target and distractor were always from the

same category (i.e. animals or fruits and vegetables) to dis-
courage participants from relying on superordinate category-
based naming strategies. These fillers were designed to be
easily nameable in order to elicit unmodified referring expres-
sions. For facial expression fillers, the target and distractor al-
ways depicted subjects of the same gender to encourage par-
ticipants to focus on facial expression in their descriptions.
These fillers were included primarily as a more open-ended
description task, to distract participants from the actual focus
of the experiment. For the 32 filler trials featuring the same
images as critical trials, half were displays which required
colour for disambiguation (e.g. a red sock and a blue sock),
while the other half were displays which required the ob-
ject name for disambiguation (e.g. a red sock and a red ball).
These were included to prevent participants from learning to
rely on specifying only colour or only noun over the course
of the experiment.3 The overspecific partner always specified
colour on these fillers regardless of whether it was necessary,
while the optimal partner only specified colour when it was
necessary (i.e. the same item in different colours). For all
three filler types, half of the trials were participant-describing
trials and the other half participant-matching trials.

Figure 2: Example timeline of trial order. M and D denote
whether the participant is matching (M) or describing (D).

The order of presentation of trials was randomised on each
run with the constraints that at least four filler trials preceded
the first critical item, and at least two filler trials occurred
between critical items (see fig. 2).

Procedure
Participants were tested individually in sound-attenuated
booths. Prior to the experiment, participants were told they
would be playing a picture description and matching game
over a networked connection with a participant located at a
partner university.

After clicking begin, a “connecting” screen was displayed
for 15 s to simulate a wait for their partner to connect to the
network. The experiment always began with a participant-
matching trial, and alternated between description and match
trials. On description trials, the target and distractor images
appeared side-by-side with an arrow pointing to the target.
After 500 ms, a microphone symbol below turned red to sig-
nify that participants were being recorded. Participants were
instructed to click on the microphone when they had finished
speaking to send their description to their partner. A “wait”
message appeared for a set delay to simulate their partner

3This type of filler never appeared within critical items to avoid
directly influencing speakers before a target trial.
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selecting an object. This was fixed at 2,000 ms for critical
trials, and randomly variable between 1,800 and 3,000 ms
on filler trials, with the delay decreasing as the experiment
progressed. On match trials, the target and distractor images
appeared side-by-side. Playback of the audio recording asso-
ciated with the target began after a delay, fixed at 2,000 ms
on critical trials, and randomly variable between 1,800 and
3,000 ms on filler trials, with the delay decreasing as the ex-
periment progressed. After this, the mouse pointer appeared
at the centre, along with the instruction text “Click on the pic-
ture your partner described” below the images. No feedback
was provided after the participant clicked on an image.

To simulate more naturalistic interaction, the partner audio
included a variety of disfluencies (filled pauses, repetitions,
prolongations). The first three partner descriptions were dis-
fluent, after which approximately 10% of fillers were dis-
fluent, with the probability of a disfluency occurring being
higher on facial expression fillers, and decreasing as the ex-
periment progressed.

At the end of the experiment participants were debriefed,
during which the partner manipulation was revealed. Partic-
ipants were then verbally asked whether they had suspected
that they were not interacting with a partner in real-time; only
participants who explicitly confirmed that they believed the
interaction was real were included in our analyses.

Results
Data and analysis
We excluded data from 20 participants who indicated during
debrief suspicion about the nature of the interaction. Thus,
the final dataset we analysed consisted of 48 participants (24
per partner condition).4

We coded participants’ descriptions for overspecification.
This was defined as including both the colour modifier and
noun item in the description. Across 1,536 critical trials, 977
overspecific descriptions were recorded: 644 with the over-
specific partner and 333 with the optimal partner.

We analysed the outcome variable of whether or not par-
ticipants produced an overspecific description using logistic
mixed effects regression. To analyse the overall influence of
their partner’s behaviour, we modelled the outcome variable
by the fixed effects of target colour (same/different), semantic
category (within/across), and partner (optimal/overspecific),
with all predictors sum-coded. Participant and target object
intercepts, and by-participant slopes for target colour and
semantic category were added as random effects. To test
whether participants were influenced by their partner’s be-
haviour over time, we conducted a second analysis including
critical trial progression as a predictor. The model structure
was the same as before, with the addition of the fixed effect
of trial (coded such that the intercept was centred on the first
critical trial).

4We note that analysis on the full dataset including all partici-
pants shows approximately the same pattern of results. We report
these results in footnotes 6 and 7.

Effect of colour, category and partner on
overspecification behaviour

Figure 3: Mean percentages of overspecific descriptions pro-
duced by participants in each condition. Error bars represent
±1 standard error of by-participant means. Dots represent
individual participant means.

Fig. 3 shows the overall mean percentage of overspe-
cific descriptions produced by participants in each condition.
The analysis showed a main effect of partner: Participants
were more likely to overspecify with an overspecific partner
than an optimal partner, β = 4.94, SE = 1.15, p < .001; as
well as a marginal main effect of colour: Participants were
marginally less likely to overspecify when the prime and tar-
get objects differed in colour β =−0.73, SE = 0.39, p = .06.
There was also a partner by colour interaction: Participants
interacting with an overspecific partner were more likely to
overspecify when prime and target objects shared the same
colour compared to participants interacting with an optimal
partner, β =−2.21, SE = 0.77, p = .004. This likely reflects
a lexical boost effect of priming that occurred with an over-
specific partner.5 There was no effect of semantic category
nor its interaction with any of the other predictors.6

Influence of partner’s behaviour over time
Because we were interested in whether participants’ rate of
overspecification would change over the course of interact-
ing with their partner, we conducted a second analysis that
looks at overspecification across trials. Fig. 4 shows the mean
percentage of overspecific descriptions produced by partici-
pants in each condition over the course of the experiment’s

5Although Fig. 3 appears to indicate that participants interacting
with an optimal partner were more likely to overspecify when prime
and target objects differed in colour, separate analyses by partner
condition showed an effect of colour only in the overspecific partner
condition and no difference in the optimal partner condition. This
suggests that the interaction was driven mainly by a difference by
colour with the overspecific partner.

6Analysis including all participants: Partner effect, β = 4.38,
SE = 0.86, p < .001; partner:colour interaction, β = −1.23, SE =
0.47, p = .008; colour effect n.s.
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Figure 4: Mean percentages of overspecific descriptions pro-
duced by participants over critical trial progression. The
curved lines represent the data with a loess smoothing curve
fitted. The grey ribbons represent 95% confidence intervals
around the smooth.

progress. There were effects of partner, with more overspec-
ification occurring with an overspecific partner, β = 4.47,
SE = 1.36, p = .001; of colour, with less overspecification
when prime and target objects differed in colour, β =−2.29,
SE = 0.71, p = .001; and a partner by colour interaction,
β = −3.25, SE = 1.21, p = .007, reflecting a lexical boost
effect of priming with an overspecific partner. Turning to
the rate of overspecification over time, there was an effect of
trial progression, β =−0.73, SE = 0.13, p < .001, indicating
that, overall, participants were less likely to overspecify as
the experiment progressed. Trial progression interacted with
colour, β= 0.77, SE = 0.27, p= .004, reflecting a greater de-
crease in overspecification when prime and target differed in
colour. Importantly, trial progression interacted with partner,
β = 0.63, SE = 0.25, p = .01, reflecting a greater decrease
in overspecification when interacting with an optimal part-
ner. This difference is evident in the rates of overspecification
over trials in Figure 4, and was confirmed by separate anal-

yses on the data for each partner condition, which showed a
larger effect of trial progression in the optimal partner condi-
tion, β=−1.00, SE = 0.14, p< .001, than in the overspecific
partner condition, β =−0.60, SE = 0.28, p = .03.7

Discussion
We investigated whether a speaker’s tendency to overspec-
ify is influenced by their partner’s linguistic behaviour, and
whether this effect is enhanced by lexical repetition and se-
mantic relatedness. We found an overall influence of partner
behaviour, such that speakers were more likely to produce
overspecific colour modifiers with a partner who consistently
overspecified compared to one who was consistently opti-
mal. These results are consistent with Goudbeek and Krah-
mer (2012), who found that speakers were influenced by their
partner to overspecify in their use of attributes to describe ob-
jects. More generally, they demonstrate that, as with many
other aspects of linguistic behaviour, overspecification is sus-
ceptible to the tendency to align with a partner, strengthening
the evidence for interactive alignment in dialogue.

As expected, the alignment we observed was enhanced by
lexical overlap between prime and target descriptions: speak-
ers interacting with the overspecific partner were more likely
to overspecify when prime and target objects shared the same
colour. Previous work on lexical boost effects have mainly
focussed on syntactic alignment between speakers; however,
our results show that lexical enhancement extends to align-
ment on a pragmatic aspect of production—overspecification.
The fact that overspecification with the optimal partner was
not similarly affected by colour repetition is unsurprising,
since the optimal partner’s prime descriptions never included
a colour modifier.

Our results indicated no effect of category on speakers’
likelihood of overspecifying with either partner. This sug-
gests that alignment in overspecification is not affected by
semantic relatedness between prime and target. This ap-
pears at odds with Cleland and Pickering (2003), who found
that speakers were more likely to repeat a partner’s syntactic
structure when the prime and target contained nouns from the
same semantic category. Cleland and Pickering attribute the
semantic boost to increased activation of related concepts by
the prime noun (e.g. sheep activates goat more than it does
knife). It is possible, however, that the process of syntactic
planning activates semantically related concepts in a way that
pragmatic encoding does not. Another simpler explanation is
that the semantic categories we used (clothes, kitchenware)
were not distinct enough for a within-category advantage to
be observed. This seems possible particularly when consid-
ering that the category distinctions in Cleland and Picker-
ing (2003) were frequently animate/inanimate objects. Pre-

7Analysis including all participants: Partner effect, β = 3.98,
SE = 0.97, p< .001; colour effect, β=−1.02, SE = 0.42, p= 0.02;
partner:colour interaction, β = −1.97, SE = 0.74, p < .01; trial
effect, β = −0.67, SE = 0.09, p < .001; trial:colour interaction,
β = 0.43, SE = 0.19, p = .02; trial:partner interaction, β = 0.44,
SE = 0.19, p = .02
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vious research also highlights the role of colour pertinence
on colour overspecification, with objects for which colour is
a central property (e.g. clothes, shoes) more susceptible to
overspecification (Rubio-Fernández, 2016). A category ef-
fect on speakers’ tendency to align may thus be observed
with more distinct categories such as items of clothing and
geometric shapes (cf. Rubio-Fernández, 2019). Further work
examining semantic enhancement using a range of category
distinctions would provide a more concrete picture of the role
of semantic relatedness in alignment.

Turning to the influence of partner behaviour over time, our
results indicate that speakers adapted differently to an over-
specific and an optimal partner. Unexpectedly, rather than
increase their rate of overspecification with an overspecific
partner, speakers in both partner conditions tended to over-
specify at the outset and decrease this behaviour over time.
Notably, those in the optimal partner condition decreased
their rate of overspecification much more dramatically, likely
in response to their partner’s linguistic behaviour. In other
words, speakers appeared to be more influenced by the opti-
mal rather than the overspecific partner’s behaviour. Anec-
dotally, we note that this is consistent with reports from sev-
eral participants during debrief that they stopped producing
redundant colour adjectives when they noticed their partner
did not produce them. The fact that overspecification seemed
to be the ‘default’ manner of expression initially for speakers
in both conditions suggests that this behaviour might be due
to speaker-internal processes. This supports the view held
by some psycholinguists that overspecification, at least with
colour mention in reference production, may be the result of
an intrinsic tendency to encode information that is visually
salient or easily cognisable (e.g. Pechmann, 1989). This
could explain why speakers in our experiment started out
overspecifying colour, but were more likely to cease doing
so over the course of interacting with an optimal partner.

It should be noted, however, that our results do not rule out
the possibility that speakers would also align with an over-
specific partner over time. The strong tendency in speak-
ers to overspecify from the outset limited our opportunity
to observe any increase as the experiment progressed. This
tendency was likely a result of the fact that we targetted
colour overspecification (as opposed to say size or pattern;
Tarenskeen et al., 2015; Belke & Meyer, 2002), and addi-
tionally used prototypical colours that were visually distinct
(cf. Viethen, Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2016) and objects which
tend to elicit colour-modified expressions (Rubio-Fernández,
2016). It is plausible that speakers may be similarly influ-
enced by an overspecific partner in a context where they are
less likely to overspecify by default, for instance with objects
that differ on a scalar dimension such as size or number. An-
other possibility would be to explore the effect of interacting
with a partner who modifies their linguistic behaviour mid-
interaction—we might see alignment with overspecification
emerge as a partner shifts from being consistently optimal to
being overspecific.

Finally, we note that the paradigm we employed still some-
what departs from authentic dialogue. Although we designed
our recordings to simulate realistic partner behaviour, and
only analysed participants who reported having believed the
partner manipulation, such methods may not be fully com-
parable with actual interaction between interlocutors. No-
tably, however, a recent study by Out, Goudbeek, and Krah-
mer (2020) replicated Goudbeek and Krahmer’s (2012) find-
ing of alignment with a partner’s choice of modifier (colour
vs. orientation) in a more naturalistic dialogue setting. This
highlights the robustness of alignment behaviour, at least with
modifier encoding, in authentic interactive contexts. The
alignment of overspecific modifier use in authentic interac-
tion would be a useful avenue for future research to pursue.

Conclusion
We investigated the influence of a partner’s linguistic be-
haviour on speakers’ tendency to produce overspecific colour
modifiers, and whether this effect would be enhanced by lex-
ical repetition and semantic relatedness. Speakers were in-
fluenced by their partner’s behaviour to produce more over-
specific referential descriptions with an overspecific partner
compared to an optimal partner. This effect was magnified
by lexical repetition when the prime and target shared the
same colour. The behaviour of speakers over time suggests
that they tended to overspecify at the outset, but were influ-
enced by an optimal partner more than an overspecific partner
to reduce this behaviour over interaction. This suggests that
speakers in our experiment were adapting to optimality rather
than overspecification in their partner’s linguistic behaviour.
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Abstract

A key property of linguistic conventions is that they hold over
an entire community of speakers, allowing us to communicate
efficiently even with people we have never met before. At
the same time, much of our language use is partner-specific:
we know that words may be understood differently by differ-
ent people based on our shared history. This poses a chal-
lenge for accounts of convention formation. Exactly how do
agents make the inferential leap to community-wide expecta-
tions while maintaining partner-specific knowledge? We pro-
pose a hierarchical Bayesian model to explain how speakers
and listeners solve this inductive problem. To evaluate our
model’s predictions, we conducted an experiment where par-
ticipants played an extended natural-language communication
game with different partners in a small community. We ex-
amine several measures of generalization and find key signa-
tures of both partner-specificity and community convergence
that distinguish our model from alternatives. These results
suggest that partner-specificity is not only compatible with the
formation of community-wide conventions, but may facilitate
it when coupled with a powerful inductive mechanism.
Keywords: learning; communication; coordination

To communicate successfully, speakers and listeners must
share a common system of semantic meaning in the language
they are using. These meanings are conventional in the sense
that they are sustained by the expectations each person has
about others (Hawkins et al., 2019a; Lewis, 1969). A key
property of linguistic conventions is that they hold over an
entire community of speakers, allowing us to communicate
efficiently even with people we’ve never met before. But
exactly how do we make the inferential leap to community-
wide expectations from our experiences with specific part-
ners? Grounding collective convention formation in indi-
vidual cognition requires an explicit theory of generalization
capturing how people transfer what they have learned from
one partner to the next.

One influential theory is that speakers simply ignore the
identity of different partners and update a single monolithic
representation after every interaction (Barr, 2004; Steels,
1995; Young, 2015). We call this a complete-pooling theory
because data from each partner is collapsed into an undiffer-
entiated pool of evidence (Gelman & Hill, 2006). Complete-
pooling models have been remarkably successful at predict-
ing collective behavior on networks, but have typically been
evaluated only in settings where anonymity is enforced. For
example, Centola and Baronchelli (2015) asked how large
networks of participants coordinated on conventional names
for novel faces. On each trial, participants were paired with
a random neighbor but were not informed of that neighbor’s
identity, or the total number of different possible neighbors.

While complete-pooling may be appropriate for some ev-
eryday social interactions, such as coordinating with anony-
mous drivers on the highway, it is less tenable for everyday
communicative settings. Knowledge about a partner’s iden-
tity is both available and relevant for conversation (Davidson,
1986; Eckert, 2012). Extensive evidence from psycholinguis-
tics has demonstrated the partner-specificity of our language
use (Clark, 1996). Because meaning is grounded in the evolv-
ing ‘common ground’ shared with each partner, meanings es-
tablished over a history of interaction with one partner are not
necessarily transferred to other partners (Metzing & Brennan,
2003; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992). Partner-specificity thus
poses clear problems for complete-pooling theories but can
be easily explained by another simple model, where agents
maintain separate expectations about meaning for each part-
ner. We call this a no-pooling model. The problem with no-
pooling is that agents are forced to start from scratch with
each partner. Community-level expectations never get off the
ground.

What theory of generalization, then, can explain partner-
specific meaning but also allow conventions to spread through
communities? We propose a partial-pooling account that of-
fers a compromise between these extremes. Unlike complete-
pooling and no-pooling models, we propose that beliefs about
meaning have hierarchical structure. That is, the meanings
used by different partners are expected to be drawn from a
shared community-wide distribution but are also allowed to
differ from one another in systematic, partner-specific ways.
This structure provides an inductive pathway for abstract
population-level expectations to be distilled from partner-
specific experience (see also Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015;
Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011).

We begin by formalizing this account in a probabilistic
model of communication and presenting several simulations
of listener and speaker behavior within and across partners.
Next, we test the qualitative predictions of this model in a be-
havioral experiment. Participants were paired for a series of
extended reference games with each neighbor in small net-
works. Our results showed signatures of partner-specific con-
vention formation within pairs, but also gradual generaliza-
tion of these local conventions across subsequent partners as
the network converged. Taken together, these results suggest
that local partner-specific learning is not only compatible with
global convention formation but may facilitate it when cou-
pled with a powerful hierarchical inference mechanism.
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A hierarchical Bayesian model of convention
In this section, we provide an explicit computational ac-
count of the cognitive mechanisms supporting the balance
between community-level stability and partner-specific flex-
ibility. Specifically, we show how the Bayesian model of
dyadic convention formation proposed by Hawkins, Frank,
and Goodman (2017) can be extended with a principled
mechanism for generalization across multiple partners. This
model begins with the idea that knowledge about linguistic
meaning can be represented probabilistically: agents have
uncertainty about the form-meaning mappings their current
partner is using (Bergen, Levy, & Goodman, 2016). In our
hierarchical model, this uncertainty is represented at multiple
levels of abstraction.

At the highest level of the hierarchy is community-level
uncertainty P(Θ), where Θ represents an abstract “overhy-
pothesis” about the overall distribution of possible partners.
Θ then parameterizes the agent’s partner-specific uncertainty
P(φk|Θ), where φk represents the specific system of meaning
used by partner k (see Fig. 1). Given observations Dk from in-
teractions with partner k, the agent updates their beliefs about
the latent system of meaning using Bayes rule:

P(φk,Θ|Dk) ∝ P(Dk|φk,Θ)P(φk,Θ)
= P(Dk|φk)P(φk|Θ)P(Θ)

(1)

This joint inference decomposes the learning problem into
two terms, a prior term P(φk|Θ)P(Θ) and a likelihood term
P(Dk|φk). The prior captures the idea that different partners
may share aspects of meaning in common. In the absence
of strong evidence that partner-specific language use departs
from this common structure, the agent ought to regularize to-
ward background knowledge of the population’s conventions.
The likelihood represents predictions about how a particular
partner will use language under different systems of meaning.

The joint posterior over meanings in Eq. 1 has two con-
sequences for convention formation. First, it allows agents
to maintain idiosyncratic partner-specific expectations φk by
marginalizing over community-level uncertainty:

P(φk|Dk) =
∫

Θ

P(Dk|φk)P(φk|Θ)P(Θ)dΘ (2)

Second, the hierarchical structure provides an inductive
pathway for partner-specific data to inform beliefs about
community-wide conventions. Agents update their beliefs

shared representation

lexical prior for 
individual partner

partner 1 partner k

partner-specific
predictions

Figure 1: Schematic of hierachical Bayesian model.

about Θ by marginalizing over data accumulated from dif-
ferent partners:

P(Θ|D) = P(Θ)
∫

φ

P(Dk|φk)P(φk|Θ)dφ (3)

where D =
⋃N

k=1 Dk, φ = φ1×·· ·×φN , and N is the number
of partners previous encountered.

After multiple partners are inferred to have a similar sys-
tem of meaning, beliefs about Θ shift to represent this ab-
stracted knowledge: it becomes more likely that a novel part-
ner will share it as well. This hierarchical inference is some-
times referred to as “sharing of strength” or “partial pooling”
(Gelman & Hill, 2006) because it smoothly integrates ag-
gregated data (as in complete-pooling models) with domain-
specific knowledge (as in no-pooling models).

Model simulations
We investigate the predictions of our partial-pooling model
under three increasingly complex scenarios, and compare
them against the predictions of complete-pooling and no-
pooling models. In all of these scenarios, speaker and lis-
tener agents play a reference game with a set of two objects
O = {o1,o2}. On each trial, one of these objects is privately
identified to the speaker as the target. They must then select
from a set of utterances U = {u0, . . . ,u j} to convey the iden-
tity of the target to the listener. Upon hearing this utterance,
the listener must select which of the objects they believe to
be the target. Both agents then receive feedback. The result-
ing data Dk from an interaction with partner k thus consists of
utterance-object pairs {(u,o)t} for each trial t.

In this reference game setting, we can explicitly specify
the likelihood and prior terms in Eq. (1). We consider a
likelihood given by the Rational Speech Act (RSA) frame-
work, which formalizes the Gricean assumption of cooper-
ativity (Goodman & Frank, 2016). A pragmatic speaker S1
attempts to trade off informativity against the cost of produc-
ing an utterance, while a pragmatic listener L1 inverts their
model of the speaker to infer the intended target. The chain
of recursive social reasoning grounds out in a literal listener
L0, who identifies the intended target directly using a softmax
over the parameterized lexical meaning function Lφk . We as-
sume, for simplicity, that φk is a |O|× |U| real-valued matrix
with entries for each utterance-object pair, and Lφk(o,u) sim-
ply looks up the entry for (o,u). This model can be formally
specified as follows:

L0(o|u,φk) ∝ exp{Lφk(u,o)}
S1(u|o,φk) ∝ exp{wI · logL0(o|u,φk)−wC · c(u)}
L1(o|u,φk) ∝ S1(u|o,φk)P(o)

c(u) is the cost of producing u and wI and wC are free param-
eters controlling the relative weights on the informativity and
parsimony, respectively1. Note that under each value of φk,

1Throughout our simulations, we set wI = 11, wC = 7. A grid
search over parameter space revealed other regimes of behavior, but
we leave broader exploration of this space to future work.
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Figure 2: Model predictions for (A) listener accuracy, (B) speaker efficiency, and (C) network convergence across three partners.
Vertical lines indicate partner boundaries, and error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs across simulation runs.

the S1 and L1 functions assign a probability to each word or
object that one’s partner has chosen, thus yielding the like-
lihood of the full set of observations P(Dk|φk). In addition
to using the RSA likelihood for updating an agent’s beliefs
about Θ and φk, we can use the same functions to simulate
the choices of speaker and listener agents on a particular trial.
That is, we sample from the posterior predictive, marginaliz-
ing over the agent’s current beliefs about φk:

L(o|u) ∝
∫

φk
P(φk|Dk)S1(u|o,φk)dφk (4)

S(u|o) ∝ exp{
∫

φk
P(φk|Dk)wI logL1(o|u,φk)−wCc(u)dφk}

Finally, we must specify the form of the hierarchical lexical
prior and a method to perform inference in this model. The
hyper-prior for Θ is given by independent Gaussian distri-
butions for each matrix entry Θi j ∈ Θ. We then center the
partner-specific prior φi j ∈ φ at the corresponding value Θi j:

P(Θi j) ∼ N (0,1)
P(φi j|Θi j) ∼ N (Θi j,1)

These priors represent assumptions about how far partner-
specific learning can drift from the community-wide value.

For all simulations, we used variational inference as im-
plemented in WebPPL (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, n.d.). Vari-
ational methods transform probabilistic inference problems
into optimization problems by approximating the true pos-
terior with a parameterized family. Specifically, we make a
mean-field approximation and assume that the full posterior
can be factored into independent Gaussians for each random
variable. We then optimize the parameters of these posterior
Gaussians by minimizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
objective (see Murphy, 2012). On each trial, we run 50,000
gradient steps on previous observations to obtain a posterior
(Eq. 1) and compute the agent’s marginal prediction for the
next observation by taking the expectation over 50,000 sam-
ples from the variational guide (Eq. 4).2

2These details were chosen to ensure high-quality estimates of
the model’s behavior; see Discussion for other possible algorithms.

Simulation 1: Listener accuracy across partners The
key predictions of our partial-pooling model concern the pat-
tern of generalization across partners. In our first simulation,
we consider the partner-specificity of a listener’s expecta-
tions about which object is being referred to. To observe the
model’s behavior in the simplest possible case, we assume
the speaker has a vocabulary of two single-word utterances
{u1,u2} with equal cost and produces the same utterance for
the same target object ({o1,u1}) on every trial. We introduce
a new partner every 4 trials.

The probability the listener assigns to the target on each
trial is shown for the different models in Fig. 2A. Under the
partial-pooling model (top row), the listener agent begins at
chance due to its uninformative prior, but after observing sev-
eral trials of evidence from the same partner, it rapidly in-
fers the meaning of u1 and learns to choose the true target
with higher accuracy. When a second partner is introduced,
the agent’s expectations revert nearly to their original state,
unlike a complete-pooling model (middle row). This rever-
sion is due to ambiguity about whether the behavior of the
first partner was idiosyncratic or attributable to community-
level conventions. In the absence of data from other partners,
its observations are more parsimoniously explained at the
partner-specific level. After observing multiple partners use
u1 similarly, however, we find that this knowledge has grad-
ually been incorporated into community-level expectations.
This is evident in much stronger initial expectations when in-
troduced to the fourth partner (∼ 75% accuracy vs. 50% with
the first partner), unlike a no-pooling model (bottom row).

Simulation 2: Speaker utterance length across partners
Next, we examined our model’s predictions about how a
speaker’s referring expressions will change with successive
listeners. While it has been frequently observed that mes-
sages reduce in length across repetitions with a single part-
ner (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964) and sharply revert back to
longer utterances when a new partner is introduced (Wilkes-
Gibbs & Clark, 1992), the key prediction distinguishing our
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Figure 3: In our experiment, (A) participants were placed in fully-connected networks of 4, (B) paired in a round-robin schedule
with each neighbor, and (C) played a series of repeated reference games using tangram stimuli.

model concerns behavior across subsequent partner bound-
aries. Complete-pooling accounts predict no reversion in
number of words when a new partner is introduced (Fig. 2B,
middle row). No-pooling accounts predict that roughly the
same initial description length will re-occur with every sub-
sequent interlocutor (Fig. 2B, bottom row). Here we show
that a partial pooling account predicts a more complex pat-
tern of generalization.

We allowed a set of four primitive utterances,
{u1,u2,u3,u4}, to be combined into conjunctions, e.g.
{u1 + u2,u3 + u4}, which are assumed to have twice the
utterance cost. The meanings of these conjunctions were
determined compositionally from the values of the primitive
utterances. We used a standard product T-norm for conjunc-
tion. Because our values come from a Gaussian prior and
the T-norm is defined over [0,1], we used logistic and logit
function to map values to the unit interval and back. Speakers
do not typically begin at chance over their entire vocabulary,
so we introduced a weakly biased prior for Θ: two of the
primitive utterances initially applied more strongly to o1 and
the other two more strongly to o2. This weak bias leads to a
preference for conjunctions at the outset and thus allows us
examine reduction.

We paired the speaker model with a fixed listener who al-
ways selected the target, and ran 48 independent simulations.
First, we found that descriptions become more efficient over
interaction with a single partner: the model becomes more
confident that shorter utterances will be meaningful, so the
marginal informativity provided by the conjunction is not
worth the additional cost (see Hawkins et al., 2017). Second,
we find that the speaker model reverts back to a longer de-
scription at the first partner swap: evidence from one partner
is relatively uninformative about the community. Third, after
interacting with several partners, the model becomes more
confident that one of the short labels is shared across the en-
tire community, and is correspondingly more likely to begin
a new interaction with it (Fig. 2B, top row).
Simulation 3: Network convergence The first two simu-
lations presented a single adaptive agent with a fixed part-
ner to understand its gradient of generalization. In our final

simulation, we test the consequences of the proposed hierar-
chical inference scheme for a network of interacting agents.
From each individual agent’s perspective, this simulation is
identical to the earlier ones (i.e. a sequence of 3 different
partners). Because all agents are simultaneously making in-
ferences about the others, however, the network as a whole
faces a coordination problem. For example, in the first block,
agents 1 and 2 may coordinate on using u1 to refer to o1 while
agent 3 and 4 coordinate on using u2. Once they swap part-
ners, they must negotiate this potential mismatch in usage.
How does the network as a whole manage to coordinate?

We used a round-robin scheme to schedule four agents
into three blocks of interaction, with agents taking turns in
the speaker and listener roles, and simulated 48 networks.
We measured alignment at the interaction-level by comput-
ing whether different agents produced the same one-word ut-
terances. We compared the alignment between currently in-
teracting agents (i.e. within a dyad) to those who were not
interacting (i.e. across dyads). Alignment across dyads was
initially near chance, reflecting the arbitrariness of whether
speakers reduce to u1 or u2. Under a no-pooling model (Fig.
2C, bottom row), subsequent blocks remain at chance, as
conventions need to be re-negotiated from scratch. Under a
complete-pooling model (Fig. 2C, middle row), agents per-
sist with mis-calibrated expectations learned from previous
partners rather than adapting to their new partner, and within-
dyad alignment deteriorates. By contrast, under our partial-
pooling model, alignment across dyads increases, suggesting
that hierarchical inference leads to emergent consensus (Fig.
2C, top row).

Behavioral experiment

To evaluate the predictions observed in our simulations,
we designed a natural-language communication experiment
following roughly the same network design. Instead of
anonymizing partners, as in many previous empirical stud-
ies of convention formation, we divided the experiment into
blocks of extended dyadic interactions with stable, identifi-
able partners (see Fay, Garrod, Roberts, & Swoboda, 2010;
Garrod & Doherty, 1994 for similar designs). Each block
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Figure 4: Results from behavioral experiment: (A) listener accuracy, (B) speaker efficiency, and (C) network convergence.

was a full repeated reference game, where participants had to
coordinate on ad hoc conventions for how to refer to novel ob-
jects with their partner (Brennan & Clark, 1996). Our partial-
pooling model predicts that these conventions will partially
reset at partner boundaries, but agents should be increasingly
willing to transfer expectations from one partner to another.

Participants We recruited 92 participants from Amazon
Mechanical Turk to play a series of interactive, natural-
language reference games. Base pay was set to $3.00, with
a 4 cent performance bonus for each correct response.

Stimuli and procedure Each participant was randomly as-
signed to one of 23 fully-connected networks with three other
participants as their ‘neighbors’ (Fig. 3A). Each network was
then randomly assigned one of three distinct “contexts” con-
taining abstract tangram stimuli taken from Clark and Wilkes-
Gibbs (1986). The experiment was structured into a series of
three repeated reference games with different partners, using
these same four stimuli as referents. Partner pairings were
determined by a round-robin schedule (Fig. 3B). The trial
sequence for each reference game was composed of four rep-
etition blocks, where each target appeared once per block.
Participants were randomly assigned to speaker and listener
roles and swapped roles on each block. After completing six-
teen trials with one partner, participants were introduced to
their next partner and asked to play the game again. This
process repeated until each participant had partnered with all
three neighbors. Because some pairs within the network took
longer than others, we sent participants to a temporary wait-
ing room if their next partner was not ready.

Each trial proceeded as follows. First, one of the four tan-
grams in the context was highlighted as the target object for
the speaker. They were instructed to use a chatbox to commu-
nicate the identity of this object to their partner, the listener
(see Fig. 3C). The two participants could engage freely in
dialogue through the chatbox but the listener must ultimately
make a selection from the array. Finally, both participants
in a pair were given full feedback on each trial about their
partner’s choice and received bonus payment for each correct
response. The order of the stimuli on the screen was ran-
domized on every trial to prevent the use of spatial cues (e.g.
‘the one on the left’). The display also contained an avatar
representing their current partner to emphasize that they were
speaking to the same partner for an extended period.

Results

We evaluated participants’ generalization behavior on the
same three metrics we used in our simulations: accuracy, ut-
terance length, and network convergence.
Listener accuracy We first examined changes in the pro-
portion of correct listener selections. In particular, our par-
tial pooling model predicts (1) gains in accuracy within each
partner and (2) drops in accuracy at partner boundaries, but
(3) overall improvement in initial interactions with successive
partners. To test the first prediction, we constructed a logis-
tic mixed-effects regression predicting trial-level listener re-
sponses. We included a fixed effect of repetition block within
partner (1, 2, 3, 4), along with random intercepts and slopes
for each participant and each tangram. We found that accu-
racy improved over successive repetitions with every partner,
b = 0.69, z = 3.87, p < 0.001.

To test changes at partner boundaries, we constructed an-
other regression model. We coded the repetition blocks im-
mediately before and after each partner swap, and included
this as a categorical fixed effect. Because partner roles were
randomized for each game, the same participant often did not
serve as listener in both blocks, so in addition to tangram-
level intercepts, we included random slopes and intercepts at
the network level (instead of the participant level). We found
that across the two partner swaps, accuracy dropped signif-
icantly, b = −1.56, z = −2, p < 0.05, reflecting partner-
specificity of meaning. Finally, to test whether performance
improves for the very first interaction with each new part-
ner, before observing any partner-specific information, we
examined the simple effect of partner number on the trials
immediately after the partner swap (t = {1,5,9}). As pre-
dicted, we found a significant improvement in performance,
b = 0.57, z = 2.72, p < 0.01, suggesting that listeners are
bringing increasingly well-calibrated expectations into inter-
actions with novel neighbors (see Fig. 4A).
Speaker utterance length Next, as a measure of coding
efficiency, we calculated the raw length (in words) of the ut-
terance produced on each trial. We then tested analogues of
the same three predictions we tested in the previous section
using the same mixed-effects models, but using a linear re-
gression on the continuous measure of efficiency instead of
accuracy (see Fig. 4B). We log-transformed utterance lengths
for stability. We found that speakers reduced utterance length
with every partner, b=−0.19, t(34)=−9.88, p< 0.001, in-
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creased length across partner-boundaries, b = 0.43, t(22) =
4.4, p < 0.001, and decreased the length of their initial de-
scriptions as they interacted with more partners on their net-
work, b =−0.2, t(516.5) =−6.07, p < 0.001 (see Fig. 4B).

Network convergence In this section, we examine the ac-
tual content of pacts and test whether these coarse signatures
of generalization actually lead to increased alignment across
the network, as predicted. Specifically, we extend the ‘exact
matching’ measure of alignment used in Simulation 3 to nat-
ural language production by examining whether the intersec-
tion of words produced by different speakers was non-empty.
We excluded a list of common stop words (e.g. ‘the’, ‘both’)
to focus on the core conceptual content of pacts; using the
size of the intersection instead of the binary variable yielded
similar results.

As in our simulation, the main comparison of interest was
between currently interacting participants and participants
who are not interacting: we predicted that within-pair align-
ment should stay consistently high while (tacit) alignment
between non-interacting pairs will increase. We thus con-
structed a mixed-effects logistic regression including fixed
effects of pair type (within vs. across), partner number, and
their interaction. We included random intercepts at the tan-
gram level and maximal random effects at the network level
(i.e. intercept, both main effects, and the interaction). As pre-
dicted, we found a significant interaction (b = −0.85, z =
−5.69, p < 0.001; see Fig. 4C). Although different pairs in a
network may initially use different labels, these labels begin
to align over subsequent interactions.

Discussion
How do community-level conventions emerge from local in-
teractions? In this paper, we proposed a partial-pooling ac-
count, formalized as a hierarchical Bayesian model, where
conventions represent the shared structure that agents “ab-
stract away” from partner-specific interactions. Unlike
complete-pooling accounts, this model allows for partner-
specific common ground to override community-wide expec-
tations given sufficient experience with a partner, or in the
absence of strong conventions. Unlike no-pooling accounts,
it allows networks to converge on more efficient and accurate
expectations about novel partners. We conducted a series of
simulations investigating the model’s generalization behav-
ior, and evaluated these predictions with a natural-language
behavioral experiment on small networks.

Hierarchical Bayesian models have several other properties
of theoretical interest for convention formation. First, they of-
fer a “blessing of abstraction” (Goodman et al., 2011), where
community-level conventions may be learned even with rel-
atively sparse input from each partner, as long as there is
not substantial variance in the population. Second, they are
more robust to partner-specific deviations from conventions
(e.g. interactions with children or non-native speakers) than
complete-pooling models relying on a fixed set of memory
slots or a single mental “inventory.” This robustness is due to

their ability to “explain away” outliers without community-
level expectations being affected.

While our behavioral data is inconsistent with complete-
pooling and no-pooling accounts, there remain deep theoret-
ical connections between our hierarchical Bayesian formula-
tion and alternative theories of generalization (e.g. Rogers &
McClelland, 2004; Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008;
Marcus, 2001). For example, recent neural network al-
gorithms such as Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML;
Finn, Abbeel, & Levine, 2017), which attempt to learn gen-
eral parameter settings (e.g. conventions) that can rapidly
adapt to different specific tasks (e.g. partners), have been
shown to be equivalent to hierarchical Bayes under certain
conditions (Grant, Finn, Levine, Darrell, & Griffiths, 2018).
Such neural network instantiations may scale better in prac-
tice to natural language in more complex referential spaces,
and may only require a handful of gradient steps to success-
fully adapt (Hawkins et al., 2019b). Alternatively, if differ-
ent partners are represented as different “contexts” (Brown-
Schmidt, Yoon, & Ryskin, 2015), then context-dependent re-
inforcement learning mechanisms may produce similar pre-
dictions (Gershman & Niv, 2015). These theoretical con-
nections expose a common underlying view that conventions
emerge from a group of agents discovering latent structure in
coordination problems by adapting to each idiosyncratic part-
ner along the way.

Real-world communities are much more complex than the
simple networks we considered: each speaker takes part in a
number of overlapping subcommunities. For example, we use
partially distinct conventions depending on whether we are
communicating with psychologists, friends from high school,
bilinguals, or children. For future work to address the full
scale of an individual’s network of communities, additional
social knowledge about these communities must be learned
and represented in the generative model (e.g. Gershman et al,
2017). Additionally, the number of distinct speakers an in-
dividual is exposed to (Lev-Ari, 2018) and the connectivity
dynamics of their community (Segovia-Martı́n, Walker, Fay,
& Tamariz, 2020) remain key manipulations to explore. Our
results are a promising first step, providing evidence that hier-
archical generalization from partner-specific representations
may be a foundational cognitive mechanism for establishing
conventionality at the group level.
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Abstract

In successful communication, speakers tailor their language to
the context and listeners make inferences about the speaker’s
knowledge. Several current accounts propose that both speak-
ers and listeners accomplish this by rational analysis of the
statistics in the environment, including their partner. Here we
examine perspective-taking behaviour in a dyadic conversation
task, where the same individuals act in the role of both speaker
and listener. We model perspective-taking in both production
and comprehension, taking into account the dyadic situation.
Our findings suggest that conversational partners weight their
own perspective more than the partner’s when speaking, and
the partner’s perspective more than their own when listening.
We also find that in both production and comprehension, con-
versational partners change the weighting of perspectives over
time, moving towards relying more on the partner’s perspec-
tive at the expense of their own perspective. Surprisingly, we
find little evidence that listeners or speakers adapt to the id-
iosyncratic statistics of their partner’s linguistic behaviour.

Keywords: perspective-taking; pragmatic inference; dyadic
communication; common ground; reference.

Introduction
The goal of a typical conversation is to exchange informa-
tion. This is enabled by the fact that different individuals
have different knowledge and beliefs. Yet this asymmetry
also presents a challenge, as it requires interlocutors to tai-
lor the message to their partner’s perspective in order for it
to be understood. Largely focused on reference, much re-
search has demonstrated that speakers tailor referential forms
to the knowledge of the listener (e.g., Isaacs & Clark, 1987;
Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992), and that listeners are sensitive
to the knowledge of their speaker (Brown-Schmidt, Gunlog-
son, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell,
2003; Heller, Grodner, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Nadig & Sedivy,
2002). At the same time, much work has shown that inter-
locutors also consider their own perspective, both in produc-
tion (e.g., Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira, 2006) and in compre-
hension (e.g., Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003).

Recent work has proposed that the combination of in-
fluences from both perspectives is, in fact, what underlies
perspective-taking behaviour (Heller, Parisien, & Stevenson,
2016; Mozuraitis, Stevenson, & Heller, 2018). This model
is in line with a larger trend in pragmatics to explain aspects
of communication as probabilistic inference over the statis-
tics of the context (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman &

Stuhlmüller, 2013). How speakers and listeners select the
relative weighting of the two perspectives remains an open
question.

Here we reanalyze data from a dyadic communication task
collected in Ryskin, Benjamin, Tullis, and Brown-Schmidt
(2015) using the multiple-perspective model (Heller et al.,
2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018). This dataset has several unique
properties that allow us to ask novel questions. First, it com-
prises data from 152 participants which is large compared to
most interactive studies (usually 20-60 participants), thus pro-
viding a better test of the probabilistic framework.

Second, two naive participants took turns as speaker and
listener. The fact that all exchanges were unscripted, and thus
included some errors, provides a more ecologically-valid rep-
resentation of perspective-taking behaviour. Because individ-
uals acted as both speaker and listener, this data set allows us
to compare – for the same individual – perspective-taking be-
haviour in production and comprehension. If weighting is
tied to individuals, the same individual will show the same
weighing across production and comprehension. However,
it is also possible that production and comprehension do not
correlate, because speakers and listeners are subject to differ-
ent pressures.

Finally, the dyadic structure of the task allows us to
ask whether interlocutors adapt to the specific linguistic
behaviour of their partner. Indeed, previous research has
demonstrated that speakers and listeners adapt to similar sta-
tistical properties. For example, listeners who receive instruc-
tion from an unreliable speaker do not draw the same infer-
ences as those who interact with a reliable speaker (Grodner
& Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin, Kurumada, & Brown-Schmidt,
2019). However, these findings have been restricted to experi-
ments where the speaker and listener have access to the same
information. When a speaker and listener have mismatch-
ing information, any infelicitous language may instead be at-
tributed to differences in perspective, leading to less adapta-
tion.

The dataset: Ryskin et al. (2015)
The dataset comprises 152 participants, paired in 76 dyads,
and engaged in a referential communication task. Con-
versational partners, seated in front of separate computers
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and communicating via speakers, took turns instructing each
other about which object to click on out of an array (see
Fig. 1) over the course of 288 trials1. Each partner saw 7
objects in a “cubby hole” display : 6 objects had a white
background, meaning that they were also visible to the other
partner, one object had a grey background, meaning that it
was visible to them alone, and one was “hidden“ behind a
black square, indicating that the partner had an object in that
location.

Figure 1: Stimuli from Ryskin et al. (2015) production (a)
and comprehension (b) conditions. In each display, the target
(e.g., banana) and competitor (e.g., balloon) were phonolog-
ical onset competitors; this was done in order to increase the
ambiguous portion of the speech stream.

During production, speakers provided an instruction to
their partner to click on the object marked with a green frame
(Fig. 1a). There were three types of critical trials (N=64 per
participant): (i) No Contrast (n=16): The target object was the
only one of its nominal category, and thus a bare noun would
suffice (e.g., “the banana”); (ii) Contrast-Shared (n=32)2:
the display contained two objects contrasting in size, which
meant that size information was required (e.g., ‘“the big ba-
nana”); (iii) Contrast-Privileged (n=16): the second object
was only visible to the speaker — this was the critical test
case for perspective-taking.

196 production trials [64 critical + 32 other] + 96 comprehension
trials [64 critical + 32 other] + 48 production fillers + 48 comprehen-
sion fillers = 288 total trials. Production trials for one dyad member
serve as comprehension trials for the other member and vice versa.
64 trials were critical for both members of the dyad: labeled as
Contrast-Shared in Production and Two Contrasts - Shared in Com-
prehension (see Figure 1). “Other” trials are ones which are only
useful insofar as they provided the stimulus for the partner.

2Unlike other trial types, Contrast-Shared/Two Contrasts-Shared
trials were critical both for the producer and the comprehender.
Their number was 2x the other trials to allow for certain analyses
that are relevant to the current paper.

On average, speakers produced size adjectives on 8% of
No-Contrast trials and 98% of Contrast-Shared trials: these
provide a baseline of modification behaviour as a function of
the absence or presence of contrast. The Contrast-Privileged
trials are the critical test of the combination of the speaker’s
and listener’s perspectives: including size information re-
flects influences from the speaker’s own perspective, whereas
producing a bare noun reflects influence of the listener’s per-
spective. On average, participants modified on 66% of these
cases—an intermediate behaviour between the two extremes.

During comprehension, listeners had to click on an object
given a referring expression from their partner. In all three
types of critical trials (N=64 per participant) (Fig. 1b), the in-
tended referent was an object in a contrast set, e.g., the big
banana, with the appropriate instruction, “Click on the big
banana”: (i) In the One Contrast - Shared condition (n=16),
upon hearing “the big”, listeners should expect the speaker
to refer to the big banana, because it is the only object with a
size contrast (see Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson,
1999); (ii) In the Two Contrasts - Shared condition (n=32),
the fragment “the big” should be ambiguous between the big
banana and the big balloon, because both have a size contrast
(cf. Heller et al., 2008); (iii) The Two Contrasts - Privileged
condition (n=16) was the critical test of perspective-taking:
here there was a second small object (e.g., small balloon)
which was only visible to the listener. The influence of the
listener’s own perspective will lead to a pattern of ambiguity,
parallel to Two Contrasts - Shared, whereas the influence of
the speaker’s perspective will lead to earlier bias towards the
target, parallel to One Contrast - Shared.

Interpretation was measured using eye-movements, which
were recorded for both partners. Trials with an incorrect in-
struction or an incorrect response were excluded (∼ 2% of
trials). The timing of the adjective and the noun in the speech
stream were marked, and eye movements were aligned to
those onsets. We used the same analysis window as Ryskin
et al. (2015): from 200ms after adjective onset to 800ms af-
ter noun onset (200ms for oculomotor delay + 600ms for the
average noun).

Fig. 2 plots proportion of fixations over time. For analy-
sis purposes, fixation durations were binarized (any duration
> 0 was coded as 1), in order to provide a proportion mea-
sure analogous to the production measure. Logistic mixed-
effects regression (with random slope for condition, by par-
ticipant and by item) indicates, first, that listeners were more
likely to fixate the target object in the One Contrast con-
dition compared to Two Contrasts Shared (β = 0.54,SE =
0.13, p < 0.001): this establishes the difference between no
ambiguity and temporary ambiguity. Importantly, listeners
were also more likely to fixate the target object in the Two
Contrasts Privileged condition compared to Two Contrasts
Shared (β = 0.29,SE = 0.13, p < 0.05): this is the effect
of perspective-taking, reflecting the influence of the partner’s
perspective. There was no evidence that these fixation pat-
terns changed systematically over the course of the experi-
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Figure 2: Timecourse of eye gaze to target and competi-
tor objects over the course of the critical time window (on-
set+200ms to ∼ onset+1300ms), by condition.

ment (interactions with trial order ps> 0.1).
In what follows, we model the empirically observed behav-

iors of speakers and listeners during the perspective-taking
task described above within the perspective-weighting frame-
work (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018). We first
use each speaker’s production data to estimate the weighting
of their own and their partner’s perspectives. We then esti-
mate the weighting parameter for comprehension on the ba-
sis of individual listeners’ eye-tracking data. In the third sec-
tion, we ask whether partners in a dyad influence each other’s
perspective-weighting.

Perspective-weighting in production
We model reference production following Mozuraitis et al.
(2018) as the probability of a particular referring expression,
RE, being used to refer to an object, ob j:

P(RE | ob j) = ∑
d∈D

P(RE | ob j,d)P(d) (1)

where D = {s, `} is the set of all available referential domains
(i.e., perspectives on the objects in the situational context
that are relevant to the selection of referring expressions); s
is the speaker’s perspective, and ` is the listener’s perspec-
tive. Because s and ` exhaust the space of D, we can let
αs = P(d = s) = 1−P(d = `) and rewrite Eqn. 1 as:

P(RE | ob j) =αsP(RE | ob j,d = s)

+(1−αs)P(RE | ob j,d = `) (2)

The weight αs represents how much the speaker’s own per-
spective is weighed – the rest of the weight is given to the
listener’s perspective. Thus, when αs is closer to 0, this re-
flects a speaker who weighs their own perspective less (they
consider the listener’s perspective more), whereas when αs
is closer to 1, this reflects a speaker who is more egocentric
(they rely on the listener’s perspective less). Talking about
the weighting in terms of αs is an arbitrary choice we make

for expository reasons: it is equally possible to talk instead
about the weight assigned to the listener’s perspective (which
we will do when modelling comprehension).

We first compute an aggregate αs for the critical condi-
tion Contrast - Privileged, computing the weight that results
in P(RE = “big...” | target) = 0.66 (the average modifica-
tion rate in this condition). To this end, we use the produc-
tion behaviour from the two control conditions: Contrast -
Shared representing the speaker’s own perspective – P(RE =
“big...” | target,d = s) = 0.98, and No Contrast representing
the listener’s perspective – P(RE = “big...” | target,d = `) =
0.08. Solving for αs in Eqn. 2 gives us αs = 0.64, suggesting
that, in aggregate, speakers considered their own perspective
somewhat more than the listener’s perspective.

More interestingly, we consider αs separately for each in-
dividual speaker, solving Eqn. 2 for each individual using
their production behaviour. We first estimated αs for each
participant by considering their behaviour over the whole ex-
perimental session. Fig. 3 plots the distribution of αs for 134
speakers: this reveals that there is much variability across dif-
ferent speakers (values from 18 participants were excluded
because αs exceeded 1 or was negative, likely due to noise).
In addition, we compared αs for the first and second halves of
the session, finding that it decreased over time (first half αs =
0.73 vs. second half αs = 0.57; paired t = 6.53, p < 0.001).
This indicates that speakers grew to consider their partners’
perspective more over time, perhaps due to their own experi-
ence in the listener role.

Figure 3: Proportion of size adjective use by condition for in-
dividual participants (a) and distribution of individual speak-
ers’ αs values (b).

Perspective-weighting in comprehension
Reference comprehension asks a different question: what is
the probability that an object, ob j, is the intended referent,
given a referring expression RE. Unlike in production, the
probability here cannot be directly estimated from a listener’s
exposure to language, and so Bayes’ rule is used to rewrite it
as in Eqn. 3 (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018).

P(ob j | RE) ∝ ∑
d∈D

P(RE | ob j,d)P(ob j | d)P(d) (3)
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As in Heller et al. (2016), the prior P(ob j | d) is estimated
based on theoretical considerations: we assume occluded ob-
jects are considered by the listener less likely to be a referent
and set P(occluded obj | d) = 0.05). The remaining probabil-
ity mass is distributed equally among non-occluded objects.
Because both domains – or perspectives – d have 7 such ob-
jects, we set P(visible obj | d) = 0.136.

The likelihood P(RE | ob j,d) is estimated from the pro-
duction data, based on the assumption that these probabilities
arise—in the mind of a listener—from experience with speak-
ers’ productions. The Contrast - Shared condition serves
as a proxy for how likely speakers are to use a size adjec-
tive to describe a target object when it’s in a pair (0.98).
We estimate how likely speakers are to use a size adjective
when the target object is a singleton using both the No Con-
trast and Contrast - Privileged conditions: this is because
both are singletons from the listener’s perspective. Given
that listeners experience 80 trials where the referent is a
singleton, including 48 fillers, 16 No Contrast trials, and
16 Contrast - Privileged trials, we set this value to 0.196
((48∗0.08+16∗0.08+16∗0.66)/80 = 0.196). Fig. 4 sum-
marizes these distributions for each domain.3
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Figure 4: Probabilities of referring expression with a size ad-
jective for each object and domain.

Parallel to production, D = {s, `} is the complete set of
domains (or perspectives), so Eqn. (3) can be written as:

P(ob j | RE) ∝(1−α`)P(RE | ob j,d = s)P(ob j | d = s)

+α`P(RE | ob j,d = `)P(ob j | d = `) (4)

To focus on the partner who is processing the language, here
we set α` = P(d = `) which encodes how much the lis-
tener’s perspective is weighed (in production, we talked about

3The probability for the unknown object in the speaker’s domain
(question mark in Fig. 4) is estimated from the production data based
on the assumption that it could be either a big pair member, a small
pair member, or a singleton (0.25∗0.98+0.25∗0.00+0.5∗0.196=
0.343).

αs = P(d = s)). This change in focus allows for an easy com-
parison of αs, whereby a higher weight of α always indicates
greater emphasis on one’s own perspective, across both pro-
duction (αs) and comprehension (α`) (α is how much one
weights one’s own perspective).

The estimates of P(ob j | d) and P(RE = “big...” | ob j,d)
are used to predict P(ob j | RE = “big...”), as in Eqn. (4),
for both targets and competitors across the range of possi-
ble α` values, as shown in Fig. 5. Recall that an α` closer to 0
means less egocentricity (because there is more weight on the
speaker’s perspective), whereas an α` closer to 1 means more
egocentricity (more weight on the listener’s perspective).

Figure 5: Model predictions for comprehension across a
range of α`.

For all values of α`, participants are predicted to consider
the target much more than the competitor in the One Contrast
- Shared condition (green) and to consider them equivalently
in the Two Contrasts - Shared condition (purple: the two lines
in Fig. 5 completely overlap). In both of these conditions, the
difference between the speaker’s and listener’s perspective is
not relevant to the probability of considering the target. The
critical case is the Two Contrasts - Privileged condition. Here,
participants are predicted to consider the target more than the
competitor for all values of α` < 1. When α` = 1, listeners
consider only their own perspective, which means consider-
ing the target and competitor equally, and when α` = 0, lis-
teners consider only their partner’s perspective, which means
considering the target almost exclusively.

How do these predictions map onto the eye-tracking data?
Overall, the pattern of gaze from Fig. 2 are consistent with
the model predictions for all values of 0 < α` < 1. This in-
dicates that, in aggregate, listeners considered both their own
and the speaker’s perspectives during comprehension. To es-
timate this relative weighting, we examine how models with
different values of α` map onto the eye-tracking data.

Before we proceed, it is important to note that there is
no agreement in the literature on how visual attention links
to reference resolution, namely P(ob j | RE). For example,
when an object is selected as the referent, it is not fixated
at 100%, and when objects are inconsistent with the refer-
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ring expression, they may nevertheless receive some visual
attention. Nevertheless, we chose to use an identity linking
function between gaze and model predictions, as this choice
avoids making any further assumptions. We return to this is-
sue in the discussion.

For the analyses that follow, dyads in which one of the
members had an improper αs were excluded, leaving data
from 59 dyads (118 participants). Simulations across a range
of possible α` values indicate that a model with an α` = 0.27
minimizes mean squared error for predicting the observed
eye-fixation proportions of individual listeners (in the time
window described above), averaged by condition and object.
The model with α` = 0.27 (Fig. 6a; R2 = 0.55) provides a
better fit to eye gaze than a model which uses the weight-
ing we estimated from the production data, namely α` = 0.64
(Fig. 6b; R2 = 0.50; BF10 = 5.5e15 by BIC approximation4).
This result suggests that interlocutors may weight their own
perspective more during speaking than during listening, al-
though this conclusion requires further investigation due to
the different ways in which these weights are estimated.

Figure 6: Observed proportion of eye fixations to target and
competitor objects by condition over predicted proportions
based on (a) α` = 0.27, (b) α` = 0.64, (c) α` = 0.16 with
partner-specific P(RE), and (d) α` = 1− partner’s α` .

Further, listeners appear to consider their partner’s perspec-
tive more over the course of the experiment (first half best α`

= 0.43 vs. second half α` = 0.20), suggesting that listeners
may be adjusting to speakers who are focused on their own
perspective by weighting their own perspective to the same
extent as the partner (i.e., moving α` toward 1−αs).

4BF10 > 10 are considered strong evidence for H1 over H0.

Perspective-weighting in dyads
The changes in both αs and α` over the course of the task
are suggestive of adaptation. One possibility is that interlocu-
tors are adapting to the task: speakers may be learning what
it is like to receive instructions that are ambiguous given the
visual display, and listeners may become more aware of the
cognitive burden on the speakers who must take into account
what their partner does and doesn’t know. However, inter-
locutors may also be adapting to the idiosyncrasies of their
conversational partner; we investigate this possibility by tak-
ing account of the dyadic structure of the task.

Production of modified expressions
Participants varied substantially in terms of how much they
weighted the two perspectives when designing referring ex-
pressions. Here we ask whether this variability was related to
their partners’ production behaviour. One might imagine that
having a partner with a higher αs, who frequently produces
modifiers that are not necessary from the listener’s perspec-
tive, might lead one to similarly overproduce unnecessary
modifiers: This would lead to a positive correlation between
αs values within a dyad. Alternatively, the listener might try
to set a good example for their egocentric partner by produc-
ing felicitous references. This would lead to a negative cor-
relation between αs values within a dyad. However, neither
scenario was borne out: There was no correlation between
the αs values of members of the same dyad (r =−0.04,CI =
[−0.29,0.23]), nor did such a relationship emerge over the
course of the task (first half r = 0.12,CI = [−0.17,0.37] vs.
second half r =−0.03,CI = [−0.30,0.22]).

Comprehension of modified expressions
Fig. 7 shows how model predictions for P(ob j | RE) vary as
a function of individual production probabilities which are
used as P(RE | ob j,d) (cf. average in Fig 5): while the same
general pattern is predicted for all participants, there are nev-
ertheless quantitative differences. For example, for listener
35 the model predicts target probabilities between 0.75 and
0.50 in the Two Contrasts - Privileged condition, whereas for
listener 37, the predicted range is 0.50 to 0.40. Given the vari-
ability in how speakers produced modified referring expres-
sions, a rational strategy for listeners may be to adapt their
comprehension to the production statistics of the partner they
have been paired with.

Dyad-specific probabilities of REs. We tested whether
predictions generated from probability distributions com-
puted on a per-dyad basis would provide a better fit to the
observed gaze data. As in the overall comprehension mod-
elling, we simulate model predictions across the range of
potential α` values and find the one which minimizes mean
squared error. In contrast to the previous analyses, the values
of P(RE | ob j,d) are not the same across listeners but rather
computed for each listener based on their partner’s production
probabilities. Predicted values from the best-fitting α` = 0.16
with P(RE | ob j,d) estimated from the partner’s productions
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Figure 7: Model predictions of P(target|RE) for a random
sample of 12 participants

were robustly correlated with gaze data (R2 = 0.46; Fig. 6c).
However, these provided a worse fit than the earlier model,
which used P(RE | ob j,d) estimated from the average of all
participants’ productions and α` = 0.27 (BF10 = 6.3e− 28).
The inferior model fit of the dyad-specific model suggests that
listeners may not be rapidly adapting their pragmatic infer-
ences to the production probabilities of their partners, though
it is possible that some adaptation is masked by the additional
variability in the predictions.

Dyad-specific probabilities of α`. It is possible that in-
stead of changing their estimates of P(RE | ob j,d), listeners
may be updating their α` to reflect their partner’s perspective-
weighting, αs. We compare predictions from models with α`

values corresponding to each listener’s own αs and 1−αs as
well as their partner’s αs and 1−αs. These four models also
did not provide a better fit to gaze data than the model us-
ing the average P(RE | ob j,d) estimates and α` = 0.27 (own
αs: R2 = 0.46, BF10 = 6.7e− 28; partner’s αs: R2 = 0.45,
BF10 = 1.3e− 30); 1-own αs: R2 = 0.49, BF10 = 9.8e− 20;
1-partner’s αs: R2 = 0.50, BF10 = 7.8e−17, Fig. 6d). Taken
together, we find no evidence that listeners are tuned to their
partner’s perspective-weighting. However, as pointed out ear-
lier, the additional variability in the predictions may make
such effects more difficult to detect. It is interesting to note
that, among these four models, the one that fits the data
best is the one where α` is set to 1 - partner’s αs (own αs:
BF10 = 8.6e−12; partner’s αs: BF10 = 1.6e−14; 1-own αs:
BF10 = 1.3e− 3). We speculate that this may reflect the lis-
teners changing their perspective weights to match how much
their partner weights the listener perspective during speaking.

Conclusions
In a dyadic referential communication task where inter-
locutors’ perspectives (always) differed, we examined the
perspective-taking behaviour of individuals taking turns as

speakers and listeners. When they were in the role of speaker,
there was much variability in how individuals weighted their
own and their partner’s perspectives, and yet overall they
considered their partner’s perspective more in the second
half of the session. Interestingly, individuals in the current
paradigm assigned relatively less weight to their own per-
spective compared to speakers in other (similar) experimen-
tal paradigms (Heller & Stevenson, 2018; Vanlangendonck,
Willems, Menenti, & Hagoort, 2016). This might be because
in the current task they also played the role of listener, putting
them in a position to notice ambiguous and redundant instruc-
tions. This interpretation is further supported by the finding
that speakers assigned less weight to their own perspective in
the second half of the experiment.

When they were in the role of the listener, participants gen-
erally weighted their partner’s perspective more than their
own’s, suggesting that listeners expected speakers to be us-
ing their own perspective. As in production, listeners also
considered their partner’s perspective more over time (i.e., α`

decreased in the second half of the experiment relative to the
first), perhaps as listeners come to better understand the cog-
nitive pressures experienced by the speaker attempting to pro-
duce an unambiguous and felicitous referential expression.

Modelling comprehension required us to link the listener’s
probabilistic inferences and the eye-movements they execute;
to our knowledge, this is the first attempt to fit model pre-
dictions of this kind to eye-tracking data. Because it is not
clear what a reasonable linking function should be, as a first
foray, we have used an identity link, which makes few as-
sumptions but is likely sub-optimal. Finding a better linking
function will be challenging, given that it may depend on the
time window being examined, but is a crucial next step that
may improve our ability to investigate perspective-taking in
comprehension which is often measured with eye tracking.

Comparing the weightings used in production and com-
prehension suggests that speakers were more egocentric than
listeners: that is, αs > 0.5 and α` < 0.5, indicating the
speaker’s perspective is weighted more than the listener’s by
both speakers and listeners. Note that we do not directly com-
pare αs and α` to determine the relative level at which they
weight the speaker’s perspective (i.e., how much above or be-
low the “tipping point” of 0.5 they are). This is because we
cannot guarantee that αs and α` are directly comparable; they
are estimated in different ways and thus may exist on distinct
scales (despite both being bounded by 0 and 1). While further
investigations are needed to determine whether these con-
clusions are robust to variation in the estimation procedure
(e.g., time window for eye-tracking data), the basic asymme-
try we observe between speakers and listeners is consistent
with other findings in the literature (e.g., Hawkins & Good-
man, 2016; Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2013).

Despite the substantial variability between dyads in terms
of the statistics of the linguistic environment (see Fig. 7), us-
ing partner-specific estimates did not improve model fits. One
possibility is that there is simply too much noise in the data
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to use individual estimates. A more intriguing possibility is
that speakers and listeners may not be tuned to the specifics
of their partner because that idiosyncratic experience is out-
weighed by their prior expectations of speakers using adjec-
tives felicitously in the real world. Note that this conclusion
would contrast with prior results where listeners adapt their
inferences to the speaker’s pragmatic competence (Grodner
& Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin et al., 2019), though these studies
did not include differences in perspective.

The current paper is the first to analyze the production and
comprehension for the same individuals using one model: the
multiple-perspectives model (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis
et al., 2018). An important goal for future research is to
compare the present model to alternative frameworks. For
example, within the Rational Speech Act Framework (Frank
& Goodman, 2012), Hawkins and Goodman (2016) come to
complementary conclusions regarding the division of labor
between speakers and listeners in conversation. Comparing
both models against the same dataset may yield important in-
sights about the computations that best capture perspective-
taking in dyads. Alternatively, dynamical systems approaches
provide a more sophisticated way to model perspective-taking
effects as they unfold over time (Dale et al., 2018). Integrat-
ing probabilistic and dynamical approaches may prove to be
a fruitful avenue for future work, particularly given the rich
time-course information afforded by the use of eye-tracking.
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Abstract

Contrastive inferences, whereby a listener pragmatically infers
a speaker’s referential intention of a partial referring expres-
sion like the yellow by reasoning about other objects in the
context, are notoriously unstable. We report a production-
centric model of interpretation couched within the Rational
Speech Act framework. Adjective production probabilities a
listener expects for objects in a context drive the size of con-
trastive inferences: the greater the asymmetry in expectation
for a speaker to use a pre-nominal adjective for the target rather
than for competitors, the greater the listener’s resulting target
preference. Modifier production probabilities were collected
(Exp. 1) and used to make predictions about comprehension
in an incremental decision task (Exp. 2). The model’s inter-
pretation predictions are supported by the data. This account
has the potential to explain the fluctuating appearance of con-
trastive inferences and shifts the explanatory focus away from
contrastive inference towards online interpretation of referring
expressions more broadly.
Keywords: contrastive inference; RSA; typicality; incremen-
tal processing

Introduction
One of the most interesting features of language is its flexibil-
ity. In referring to an object, speakers choose from a wealth
of possible referring expressions. The banana, the yellow ba-
nana, and the curvy fruit are all expressions that can refer to
the same object. Moreover, the same utterance – e.g., the ba-
nana – can be used to refer to different kinds of objects (yel-
low bananas, brown bananas, etc.). This flexibility poses a
challenge for listeners, who have been shown to rapidly draw
pragmatic inferences about speakers’ referential intentions in
online processing. Consequently, understanding how listen-
ers process referring expressions – in particular, to what ex-
tent contextual information enters into this process – has been
a central topic of psycholinguistic research.

Language is processed incrementally. Eye-tracking experi-
ments have shown that upon hearing an incomplete utterance
like the yellow in a display like Fig. 1A, listeners start to fixate
the yellow objects more than other objects even before they
hear the disambiguating noun banana (Eberhard, Spivey-
Knowlton, Sedivy, & Tanenhaus, 1995). Additionally listen-
ers go beyond the information contained in the signal itself in
processing language; they also take into account contextual
information – including the nature of other possible referents
– to draw rapid pragmatic inferences about a speaker’s in-
tended referent. One such inference that has received much
attention in recent years is the so-called contrastive inference
(Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999; Aparicio,

Figure 1: Three contexts, each with a yellow banana as the
target and another yellow object as its competitor. The com-
petitor can be typical (A, B) or atypical (C), and a contrast can
be absent (A) or present (B, C). Gray stars represent other dis-
tractors that do not share color or type with any other object.

Kennedy, & Xiang, 2018; Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Rubio-
Fernandez, Terrasa, Shukla, & Jara-Ettinger, 2019; Ryskin,
Kurumada, & Brown-Schmidt, 2019). Consider the context
in Fig. 1B that shows a yellow and an orange banana, a yel-
low corncob and some other distractor item. When a lis-
tener is asked to Click on the yellow..., there are two eligi-
ble objects to choose from: the yellow banana and the yellow
corncob. Rather than considering both yellow objects equally
likely target referents, listeners often exhibit a preference, ev-
idenced by increased looks, for the yellow object that has a
contrasting member of the same type and different color in the
display (i.e., the banana, Sedivy et al., 1999; Sedivy, 2003).
When the contrast is absent (Fig. 1A), listeners have no such
preference. This preference for the target over the competitor
elicited by the presence of a contrast (i.e., the orange banana)
is considered the result of drawing a contrastive inference.

Contrastive inferences arise as the result of listeners ex-
pecting a cooperative speaker to not be more informative than
required by the context (Grice, 1975). The presence of a con-
trast object makes it contextually necessary to include the ad-
jective. In contrast, the adjective is not necessary to refer to
the competitor object. Upon observing the adjective, listen-
ers can reverse-engineer that the intended referent must be
the color-congruent object with a contrast member, i.e., the
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yellow banana in Fig. 1B (Aparicio et al., 2018; Grodner &
Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin et al., 2019; Sedivy et al., 1999).

This simple Gricean account that only takes into consid-
eration the contrastive function of the adjective predicts that
contrastive inferences should arise whenever the target object
occurs in the presence of a contrast object. It is surprising,
then, that contrastive inferences are not consistently observed
across experiments. While the contrastive inference effect has
been replicated reliably in the size adjective domain (Aparicio
et al., 2018; Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Heller, Grodner, &
Tanenhaus, 2008; Ryskin et al., 2019; Sedivy et al., 1999),
the effect is less stable with color adjectives (Sedivy, 2003).
Sedivy (2003) reports that the contrastive inference arises in
contexts where the target object has a predictable color (such
as the yellow banana in Fig. 1) but not when it is replaced
by an object with an unpredictable color like a cup, which
comes in many colors. She shows that these objects differ in
how likely a speaker is to produce the color modifier for the
object in isolation: in the absence of a contrast, a yellow ba-
nana is usually called the banana while a yellow cup is often
called the yellow cup, which Sedivy (2003) calls these ob-
jects’ default descriptions. Only in cases where the modifier
is not part of the default description, she argues, is its obser-
vation surprising and can be interpreted as a signal that will
elicit the contrastive inference.

In addition to expectations of informativity as described
above, contrastive inferences have been proposed to depend
on the semantics of the adjective involved, such that it reliably
arises with relative adjectives (e.g., size adjectives) and max-
imum standard absolute adjectives (e.g., full), but not with
minimum standard absolute adjectives (e.g., empty); while
the evidence from color adjectives is conflicting (Rubio-
Fernandez et al., 2019; Sedivy, 2003). Furthermore the effect
disappears when the listener considers the speaker unreliable
(Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin et al., 2019).

In this paper, we investigate an account of contrastive
inference that has the potential to unify the above proper-
ties by reducing them to listeners’ expectations about the
speaker’s contextual probability of producing the pre-nominal
adjective. In so doing, we follow recent research high-
lighting the importance of listeners’ generative model of
the speaker in generating pragmatic inferences (Hawkins,
Gweon, & Goodman, 2018; Kao & Goodman, 2015; Klein-
schmidt & Jaeger, 2011; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Sei-
denberg, 1994; Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley, & Brysbaert, 1995;
Rubio-Fernández & Jara-Ettinger, 2018). We formalize the
relevant listener-side reasoning within the Rational Speech
Act (RSA) framework (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman
& Frank, 2016; Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, & Potts, 2019), a
computational framework that models pragmatic inference as
the result of listeners performing Bayesian inference on their
speaker model and their prior beliefs about likely meanings,
thereby giving the speaker model a central role in the infer-
ence. It provides a way to quantitatively assess the probabil-
ity that a listener assigns to possible referents after observing

partial sentences of the form Click on the yellow. . . given
their prior beliefs and expectations about the speaker. This
account shifts the explanatory focus away from specific cog-
nitive and linguistic factors that influence contrastive infer-
ence and towards listeners’ production expectations (and their
prior beliefs, which we don’t treat in depth in this paper).

For this investigation it is important to distinguish between
two notions: the behavioral pattern that manifests as a tar-
get preference, i.e., a preference for the target over the com-
petitor; and the theoretical construct of a contrastive infer-
ence, i.e., the increase in target preference when a contrast is
present vs. when it is absent.

We proceed by first showing that our production-centric ac-
count makes the same qualitative predictions about the basic
contrastive inference effect as for instance the default descrip-
tion account proposed by Sedivy (2003). We then derive new
predictions about the size of target preferences across differ-
ent contrast-present and contrast-absent contexts. We report a
free production study (Exp. 1) we conducted to elicit modifier
probability estimates, which we used to determine quantita-
tive model predictions. We evaluate the model by comparing
those predictions to empirical comprehension data which we
elicited using an incremental decision task (Exp. 2).

A Bayesian account of contrastive inference
The Rational Speech Act framework (Frank & Goodman,
2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016) is a probabilistic (and
thus non-deterministic) Bayesian account of natural language
which ascribes a central role to the speaker in pragmatic in-
terpretation. The core idea of the model is that a listener and
a speaker recursively reason about each other: A pragmatic
listener L1 wants to infer the meaning of an utterance u, as
formulated by the pragmatic speaker S1. Possible referents r
are assigned a probability proportional to the probability that
S1 will produce u to convey r multiplied by the listener’s prior
belief in r P(r), as defined by Bayes’ Rule.1

PL1(r|u) ∝ PS1(u|r)∗P(r) (1)

To simplify the following example, we will assume that
listeners have a uniform prior P(r) over all objects in the dis-
play2. Then the RSA model predicts a direct relationship be-
tween the production probabilities PS1 and the listener’s dis-
tribution over possible referents PL1 .

While RSA has typically been applied to the analysis of
full utterances, it can straightforwardly be extended to gener-
ate predictions at the sub-sentential level3. To generate RSA
predictions for an incomplete referring expression such as

1The pragmatic speaker model and further recursive steps are
spelled out in detail elsewhere (e.g., Goodman & Frank, 2016).
Since we will elicit speaker probabilities empirically, we need not
be concerned with the details of the speaker model.

2The simplifying assumption is justified by the results of Exp. 2.
3One exception is the Incremental Iterated Response Model of

Pragmatics, which is also shown to qualitatively predict contrastive
inference in general (Cohn-Gordon et al., 2019).
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Click on the yellow..., we take PS1 to correspond to the con-
textual probability of color mention for each referent in the
display. This corresponds to marginalizing over the proba-
bilities of all continuations of the utterance (i.e., Click on the
yellow banana/corncob/lettuce/...!). Let’s investigate this ac-
count’s qualitative predictions:

Consider the example contexts in Fig. 1A and 1B. Upon
hearing the modifier yellow, the pragmatic listener PL1 con-
siders how likely a speaker is to include this modifier in their
referring expression for each object in the display. Since only
the target (yellow banana) and the competitor (corncob) are
yellow, we assume that the production probabilities of yellow
for the other objects in the display are 0. This only leaves the
target and the competitor as potential referents.

Hypothetical modifier production probabilities for target
and competitor are shown in the middle row of Fig. 1. As-
sume that in the absence of a contrast object (Fig. 1A), speak-
ers are equally unlikely to include the color modifier when
referring to the target banana (probability 0.1) and its color
competitor, the corncob (0.1). Pragmatic listener predictions
are obtained by renormalizing these probabilities, resulting in
a target preference of 0.5, i.e., the pragmatic listener does not
prefer one potential referent over the other.

Does RSA predict the target preference and therefore con-
trastive inference in context Fig. 1B? Assuming that the pres-
ence of the contrasting orange banana does not affect the
speaker’s modifier production probability for the competitor
corncob but does increase modifier production probability for
the target banana to 0.9, renormalizing the production proba-
bilities results in a target preference of 0.9 – thus reproducing
the classic contrastive inference.

Unlike previous accounts of contrastive inference, modi-
fier production probabilities are expected to directly drive the
contrastive inference and associated target preference. Since
the contrastive inference is the difference in target prefer-
ence between contrast conditions and the target preference
depends on the modifier production probabilities of the tar-
get and the competitor, the competitor takes on a central role
in these predictions. This suggests that increasing the modi-
fier production probabilities for the competitor should lead to
a decrease in target preference. It has been established that
speakers are more likely to include color modifiers in refer-
ring expressions for objects in isolation when they appear in
an atypical rather than in a typical color (Rubio-Fernández,
2016; Westerbeek, Koolen, & Maes, 2015; Degen, Hawkins,
Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman, 2020). Thus the atypical yellow
strawberry in Fig. 1C is more likely to elicit a color modifier
than the typical corncob in Fig. 1B. Assuming a modifier pro-
duction probability of 0.6, this contrast-present context yields
a much smaller increase in target preference compared to the
contrast-absent context. In other words, the size of the target
preference is predicted to be dependent on the choice of com-
petitor in the contrast-present vs. contrast-absent conditions,
keeping target typicality constant. This predicts that the size
of the contrastive inference can vary depending not only on

features of the target (as previously shown by Sedivy, 2003;
Rubio-Fernandez et al., 2019), but also crucially on features
of the competitor (and more generally, any other objects in
the display that may plausibly elicit the relevant modifier).

To investigate this novel prediction, we first elicited mod-
ifier production probabilities (i.e., an estimate of PS1(u|r)) in
a free production interactive reference game (Exp. 1) in con-
texts that varied in the presence of a contrast, the typicality
of the target, and the typicality of the competitor. This al-
lowed us to generate pragmatic listener probabilities for each
display. We then evaluated model performance by compar-
ing these predictions to empirically elicited interpretations
(Exp. 2).

Experiment 1: Modifier Production in an
Interactive Reference Game

The goal of Exp. 1 was to obtain color modifier production
probabilities for the items in the displays ultimately used in
the contrastive inference experiment (Exp. 2). In particular,
we elicited production probabilities for those items that func-
tioned as targets and competitors in Exp. 2.4 Probabilities
were elicited in a free production interactive reference game.
We expected modifier production probability to be higher for
atypical objects and in the presence of a contrast. For in-
stance, we expected speakers to call a yellow banana simply
the banana, but an orange banana the orange banana. We
treated the elicited modifier production probabilities as the
pragmatic speaker probabilities in the RSA model evaluation.

Method
We recruited 282 participants over Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk, who were randomly matched to form director-matcher
dyads (i.e., 141 pairs in total).

Each context included four objects, as displayed in Fig. 1.
The pool of objects consisted of 10 items (e.g., broccoli), each
of which could occur in a typical (green broccoli) and atypical
color (red broccoli). All objects were carefully normed for
color-diagnosticity (Tanaka & Presnell, 1999), typicality, and
nameability. Both director and matcher saw the same four
objects, but in scrambled positions. The director also saw a
green border around one object which was to be described to
the matcher through a chat window. The matcher’s task was
to click on this object.

On critical trials, participants saw critical displays from
Exp. 2. The object to be communicated could be either the
object that functioned as the target or the object that func-
tioned as the competitor in that display in Exp. 2, as exempli-
fied in Fig. 1. We continue to refer to ‘target’ and ‘competitor’
in the reporting of this experiment, terms which refer to the
function of the object to be communicated in Exp. 2. Con-
texts varied in the typicality of the target and the competitor
and the presence of a contrast, resulting in eight conditions.

4We assumed that the production probability of the relevant color
modifier was close to 0 for the remaining distractor objects in the
display and did not elicit these explicitly.
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Participants saw each context exactly once. Throughout the
experiment, half of the critical trials required the speaker to
communicate the ‘target’ and in the other half the ‘competi-
tor’.

In contexts where the contrast was absent, the distinction
between target and competitor was meaningless and thus one
of the color competitor objects was arbitrarily coded as the
target and the other as the competitor. Fillers were randomly
created contexts where the ‘contrast’ or the ‘distractor’ from
Fig. 1 was the object to be communicated. Overall, each dyad
saw 60 contexts (32 critical trials) in randomized order.

Results
We excluded two dyads because of multiple participation and
27 dyads for primarily using playful descriptions, e.g., should
be yellow, must have teeth to eat for the red corn object,
which left 112 dyads for the analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the proportion of color modifier mentions for
the target and competitor in each condition. We conducted
a Bayesian mixed effects logistic regression predicting color
mention for each item from centered fixed effects of contrast
presence, target typicality, and competitor typicality, as well
as random by-participant intercepts (the most complex ran-
dom effects structure that allowed the model to converge).

There was strong evidence of contrast presence (E =
5.25, CI = [4.82,5.69]), such that when a contrast to the ob-
ject was present (e.g., another banana, see target proportions
in the upper row in Fig. 2), participants were more likely to
mention the color modifier than in the absence of a contrast
(see target proportions in the lower row in Fig. 2 and com-
petitor proportions overall). This was especially true when
the object was atypical5. There was also strong evidence
for the object’s typicality (E = 2.82, CI = [2.52,3.12]), such
that participants were more likely to include a color modifier
when referring to an atypical object than a typical one.

The results of this production experiment show that
the probability of a speaker’s modifier use is modulated
by an object’s color typicality, replicating previous results
(Westerbeek et al., 2015). The results also confirm the as-
sumption made by many contrastive inference studies that
speakers are more likely to produce the color modifier in the
presence of a contrast (Aparicio et al., 2018; Grodner & Se-
divy, 2011; Sedivy et al., 1999), though this probability is
modulated by the typicality of the object.

Experiment 2: Referential Interpretation in an
Incremental Decision Task

To investigate which object listeners consider to be the most
likely referent after observing the color adjective, we con-
ducted an incremental decision task (Qing, Lassiter, & Degen,

5A full interaction model did not converge because color was al-
ways mentioned in the contrast-present condition with atypical tar-
gets, which did not allow the model to generate estimates for inter-
actions involving these conditions. We did not find evidence for any
other interactions.

Figure 2: Proportion of modifier mentions in each condition
for objects that functioned as target and competitor in Exp. 2.
Error bars indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

2018). This is an offline task that allows for eliciting partici-
pants’ belief distributions at multiple points in the unfolding
referring expression.

Method
We recruited 239 participants over Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk. This experiment was a one-player comprehension-only
adaptation of the production study described above and was
implemented as an incremental decision task (Qing et al.,
2018): Participants read sentences of the form “Click on the
yellow banana”, which contained a referring expression, and
their task was to select the target in the display. Crucially,
the sentence was only gradually revealed. Participants made
a selection at each of three time points: (1) before receiv-
ing any information about the referent (i.e, after observing
“Click on the”, prior window), (2) after observing the adjec-
tive (“Click on the yellow”), adjective window, and (3) after
observing the full referring expression with the disambiguat-
ing noun (“Click on the yellow banana”), noun window.

The critical displays were identical to the critical displays
in Exp. 1. Target typicality and contrast presence were
within-participant manipulations, competitor typicality was a
between-participants manipulation 6 . All critical trials used
color modified referring expressions. Filler trials were in-
cluded that primarily used unmodified utterances and referred

6The complexity of the 2x2x2 design and considerations of
power required that either the number of trials per participant be
high or one manipulation be between-participants. We decided for
a smaller number of trials to minimize the probability of strategic
responses or response fatigue developing over the course of the ex-
periment. Contrast presence and target typicality could not be ma-
nipulated between-participants since these regularities are easily de-
tectable by a participant within an experiment. Between-participants
manipulations are considered more conservative (Charness, Gneezy,
& Kuhn, 2012) and random by-participant intercepts and slopes
were included in the analyses to account for random by-participant
variability.
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to one of the other three items in the display to avoid learn-
ing effects. Participants completed 55 trials (20 critical) in
random order. To minimize the risk that the speaker was
perceived as pragmatically uncooperative (Grodner & Sedivy,
2011; Pogue, Kurumada, & Tanenhaus, 2016; Ryskin et al.,
2019), trials with modified utterances that referred to a typi-
cal object with no contrast only appeared after the 15th trial.
To familiarize participants with the task, they first completed
four practice trials in the director role.

Results
We excluded participants due to multiple participation (1),
self-reported confusion about the experiment (13), self-
reported non-English native language (6), and a higher than
20% error rate7 (7). 211 participants remained; 108 saw atyp-
ical and 103 saw typical competitors on critical trials.

Fig. 3 shows the proportion of target and competitor selec-
tions in the adjective window (lighter colors) alongside the
RSA model predictions derived from the Exp. 1 production
probabilities (darker colors), grouped by condition.8 We con-
ducted a Bayesian mixed effects logistic regression on adjec-
tive window choices, predicting the log odds of target over
competitor selections from centered fixed effects of contrast
presence, target typicality, competitor typicality, and their in-
teractions, prior window selection, as well as the maximal
random effects structure that allowed the model to converge9.

There was strong evidence for an effect of contrast pres-
ence (E = 0.34, CI = [0.13,0.53]), such that when there was
a contrast object (top panels), there was a general preference
for target over competitor selections, replicating the standard
contrastive inference effect. This preference was largest when
the target was atypical and the competitor was typical and dis-
appeared when the target was typical and the competitor was
atypical, following the qualitative predictions discussed in the
modeling section above and exemplified in Fig. 1. There
was also strong evidence for an effect of competitor typical-
ity (E = −0.54, CI = [−0.90,−0.17]), such that when the
competitor was atypical, target selections decreased, which is
again in line with our predictions.

Although object selections in the prior window were ap-
proximately at chance, there was strong evidence that it af-
fected participants’ specific selections of their adjective win-
dow choices (E = 1.46, CI = [1.29,1.63]). These results sug-
gest that when participants’ prior selection is congruent with
the newly revealed adjectival information, they stick with
their previous choice.

Overall, these results suggest that the color typicality of not
just the target, but of competitor objects in the display, too,
affects the inferences listeners draw about the intended refer-

7An incorrect response is defined as a selection of a non-target
object after observing the fully disambiguating noun.

8Neither of the other two objects in the display was chosen after
observing the adjective.

9Random effects: (1+ contrast ∗ target typicality|participant)+
(1 + contrast ∗ competitor typicality|target) + (1 + contrast ∗
target typicality|competitor)

Figure 3: Empirical proportion (light bars) and model pre-
dicted probability (dark bars) of object selections in each con-
dition. Dashed line indicates chance. Error bars indicate 95%
bootstrapped confidence intervals.

ent. An atypical competitor alone can promote the competitor
over the target when the contrast is absent and can even make
the target preference disappear when a contrast is present.

If one quantifies contrastive inference as an increased tar-
get preference in the adjective window in the contrast-present
condition compared to its item-matched contrast-absent con-
dition, the contrastive inferences is small or even non-existent
when the target is atypical and the competitor typical (left
column of Fig. 3). This may explain why contrastive infer-
ences did not occur with target items of unpredictable col-
ors (Sedivy, 2003). However, even though those items have
been reported to have a higher modifier production proba-
bility in isolation (Sedivy, 2003), future work still needs to
establish how those objects of unpredictable colors relate to
(a)typically colored objects.

Model evaluation
Here we assess the extent to which RSA captures the com-
prehension data based on the empirically elicited modifier
production probabilities. We assume a flat prior over all ob-
jects in the display, a choice justified by the uniform selec-
tion distribution over objects in the prior window of the com-
prehension experiment. The pragmatic listener probabilities
assigned to the target over the competitor are then the nor-
malized modifier production probabilities as shown in Equa-
tion (2), where r are contextually possible referents rtarget and
rcomp, and u the referring expression up to the contextually
warranted color modifier, e.g., the yellow.

PL1(r|u) =
PS1(u|r)

PS1(u|rtarget)+PS1(u|rcomp)
(2)

Fig. 3 shows the model predictions (dark bars) alongside
the empirical results (light bars) for target and competitor se-
lection in the adjective window. Using the modifier produc-
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Figure 4: Empirical target selection proportions against RSA
model predictions. Dashed lines indicate chance. Error bars
indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

tion probabilities obtained in Exp. 1, the model predicts the
qualitative patterns for all the different context conditions.

Quantitatively we found strong evidence that the RSA
model predicts the empirically elicited comprehension data
(E = 1.46,CI = [1.01,1.92])10 and its predictions are highly
correlated with the empirical results (r = 0.91). However, it
generally predicts more extreme probabilities than observed
in the empirical data (see Fig. 4). The model overpredicts tar-
get selections in high target preference conditions and under-
predicts target selections in low target preference conditions.

One possible explanation for the mismatch between model
predictions and observed target selections towards the ex-
treme ends of the scale is that the empirically elicited con-
trastive inferences appear smaller due to participants’ re-
selection bias (as described in the results of Exp. 2). If a par-
ticipant observes an adjective that could elicit a contrastive in-
ference but the participant selected the competitor in the prior
window, the re-selection bias counteracts the contrastive in-
ference. This can explain why the range of empirical target
selection proportions is compressed towards the center of the
scale. We have since re-run this experiment without eliciting
prior window selections, and the results support this expla-
nation. In an eye-tracking version of the experiment, where
participants do not make explicit looking decisions, the bias
to continue looking at the same object may also be weaker.

Overall, these results suggest a strong connection between
referring expression interpretation and production. Only us-
ing the probability of encountering the observed adjective, the
RSA model can qualitatively and quantitatively predict the
empirically elicited comprehension data.

General Discussion
In this paper, we tested a speaker-centric model of contrastive
inference couched within the Rational Speech Act (RSA)
framework. We used the model to make quantitative pre-
dictions about the behavior a pragmatic listener should ex-

10Results of a Bayesian mixed effects logistic regres-
sion model: target selection ∼ RSA prediction + (1 +
RSA prediction|participant)

hibit in varying contexts. In contrast to previous accounts, it
is not simply the modifier production probability for the tar-
get that modulates the inference (as suggested by, e.g., the
default description account proposed by Sedivy, 2003), but
more broadly the relative modifier production probabilities
for all contextually relevant objects. This account shifts the
focus away from specific cognitive and linguistic factors that
have been discussed to affect contrastive inference and onto
listener’s production expectations, and away from contrastive
inference narrowly to the interpretation of referring expres-
sions more broadly.

We show that this speaker-centric model not only predicts
the basic contrastive inference effect; it also provides possi-
ble explanations for why contrastive inferences are less sta-
ble with color adjectives. First, the nature of the competitor
affects the behavioral patterns generally associated with con-
trastive inference, such that the target preference can disap-
pear even when a contrast is present, as long as the expected
modifier production probabilities are sufficiently similar for
target and competitor. Second, higher modifier production
probabilities for the target in contrast-absent contexts can de-
crease the difference in target preference compared to its oth-
erwise matched contrast-present context.

These results also provide a challenge for accounts that
would explain away variable contrastive inference behav-
ior by pointing towards adjective semantics. The presented
comprehension results show a high degree of variability in
target preference within the color adjective domain, calling
into question a generalizable contrastive inference pattern
for color adjectives. While an adjective semantics-based ac-
count predicts greater variability between than within adjec-
tive types, a speaker-centric account predicts instead that dif-
ferences in target preference and contrastive inference are
mediated by a listener’s expectations about how likely the
modifier is to be produced.

The strong correlation between the model predictions and
target preference patterns in the comprehension experiment
suggests a clear connection between production expectations
and pragmatic interpretation. To derive listener predictions,
the presented model used empirically elicited modifier pro-
duction probabilities, essentially treating the speaker model
as a black box. One avenue of future work is to apply exist-
ing RSA models of modified referring expression production
(Degen et al., 2020), which have been successful in modeling
the empirically observed redundant use of color modifiers as a
function of objects’ typicality, to the production data reported
here.

Finally, the RSA model predicts that a listener’s prior be-
liefs about likely referents should affect listeners’ inferences
in a systematic way. In other words, a listener’s target prefer-
ence should be greater for objects they believe the speaker is
more likely to refer to a priori. Explicit prior manipulations,
and extensions of the model to other adjectives are promising
new avenues to further probe the RSA account of the inter-
pretation of referring expressions.
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Abstract 
Learners faced with competing statements that each have 

support from multiple sources must decide whom to trust. 
Lacking firsthand knowledge, they frequently trust the 
majority. Yet, majorities can be misleading if most members 
are relying on hearsay from just a few members with 
firsthand knowledge. Thus, past work has emphasized the 
importance of informational independence when deciding 
whom to trust, showing that children and adults do consider 
informational independence important in certain contexts. 
However, because informational independence precludes 
group deliberation, we ask whether children make the reverse 
inference and devalue informational independence when 
facing a problem that could benefit from deliberation. In two 
studies, children and adults ignore informational 
independence when attempting to answer abstract reasoning 
questions. However, for a question type for which 
deliberative reasoning would be of doubtful benefit, children 
and adults seek advice from multiple independent sources 
rather than a deliberative group.  

Keywords: group reasoning, trust in testimony, 
development, wisdom of crowds, cooperative learning 

Introduction 

In a famous demonstration, Galton (1907) showed 
that averaging 787 fair-goers’ estimates of a cow’s 
weight produced the exact weight in pounds. 
Averaging is an initially surprising means of extracting 
an accurate judgment from a large number of people,  
but the problem of managing information from 
multiple sources is ubiquitous in social groups. We rely 
daily on information many degrees removed from our 
own direct experience, and construct serviceable 
representations of reality from these indirect, 
incomplete, and error-prone representations, which are 
conveyed to us by agents in no better circumstances 
than ourselves. How do we do this? Here, we examine 
children and adults’ intuitions about the value of 
independent testimony versus group discussion as two 
methods of managing collective capacities. We argue 
for an early developing recognition that deliberative 
reasoning is more effective in groups, regardless of the 
value of independent testimony in other domains.  

The kind of question at hand may be important to 
deciding how to make use of collective intelligence. 
First, one might consider whether most people could 
provide a reasonably accurate answer, either because 

(A) everyone is approximately equally competent as a 
problem-solver or (B) the answer has already been 
figured out and is now common knowledge. If the 
competence landscape is fairly flat, one might do well 
to ‘poll’ a large number of informants and trust the 
majority judgement. Condorcet (1785) demonstrated 
that if independent voters each have a greater than 50% 
chance of correctly choosing between two options, the 
majority decision is more likely than the minority to 
identify the correct option; moreover, as the absolute 
number of independent voters increases, the majority 
approaches perfect accuracy. However, if the 
competence landscape is rugged — some people know 
essentially nothing, while others are domain experts — 
both majoritarian rule and the wisdom-of-crowds 
approach can harm accuracy: depending on the 
proportion of experts in the crowd of informants and 
the number of experts and cost function assigned to 
errors, the crowd may drown out accurate answers 
(Laan, Madirolas, de Polavieja, 2017).  

Second, one might consider whether cooperative 
problem-solving could increase the odds answering 
correctly. Small group discussions frequently 
outperform not only the average individual, but also 
the best individuals on a variety of inductive reasoning 
tasks (Laughlin et al., 2006; Laughlin, 2011; Trouche, 
Sander, & Mercier, 2014), concept learning in 
undergraduate genetics courses (Smith et al., 2009), lie 
detection (Klein & Epley, 2015), and numerical 
estimation (Navajas et al., 2018). Of particular interest 
is the advantage in reasoning tasks. Deliberative 
reasoning may be most naturally deployed in service of 
argumentation, and function most effectively in 
interpersonal contexts (Mercier & Sperber 2011; 
Mercier, 2016). One reason for the group advantage 
may the ability to effectively handle greater amounts of 
evidence (Laughlin, Bonner, & Altermatt, 1998). By 
easing the cognitive load on individuals, groups allow 
members to monitor each others' reasoning for 
mistakes (Kirschner, Paas, & Kirschner, 2009a; 
2009b). Increased processing capacity and the potential 
for error-correction may be particularly beneficial 
when some answers are demonstrably correct or 
incorrect (Laughlin & Ellis, 1985).  

In short, effective social learning in multi-agent 
contexts requires some understanding of how 
information is distributed across individual agents and 
how different methods of aggregating collective 
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knowledge and collective capacities influence the 
reliability of a response. 

A variety of strategies support learning from others. 
For example, children are particularly likely to trust 
those who have been accurate in the past (Koenig & 
Harris, 2005; Birch, Vauthier & Bloom, 2008), and 
there is some evidence of a “copy-the-successful” rule 
in other species as well, including chimps (Menzel, 
1974), bats (Wilkinson, 1992), and guppies (Lachland, 
Crooks, & Laland, 1998). Conforming to the majority 
is also a common learning heuristic in many species, 
including humans (Claidière & Whiten, 2012; Haun, 
Rekkers, & Tomasello, 2012). The majority bias is of 
particular interest because its value is contingent on the 
probability that the majority response is correct, or at 
least adaptive. When the majority is correct, the 
majority bias can be an effective way to reduce 
learning costs; when the majority is mistaken, trusting 
the majority can be far more costly than individual 
learning, depending on the consequences of adopting a 
maladaptive response. Thus, one should expect social 
learners to trust majorities selectively. 

Children’s trust in majorities is selective in a variety 
of ways. As noted earlier, the kind of question at hand 
may influence decisions about how to make use of 
collective intelligence. Conventions like object labels 
are intrinsically majoritarian, and 4-year-olds explicitly 
favor majority testimony for novel object labels 
(Corriveau, Fusaro, & Harris, 2009). Yet, when given 
reason to believe that a dissenter has privileged 
epistemic status with regard to a label — as might an 
artist for her art — children trust a single dissenter’s 
label over a label provided by three other observers 
(Einav, 2014). Likewise, if a minority and majority 
each demonstrate accuracy by successfully 
manipulating a puzzle or tool, 4-year-olds endorse the 
minority as frequently as the majority (Hu et al., 2013; 
Burdett et al., 2016). These studies suggest that 
children do evaluate the competence of the majority 
and minority relative to the question at hand. 

One dimension by which adults evaluate majorities 
may have a protracted developmental trajectory: the 
extent to which members themselves rely on their own 
judgement or are influenced by others. Hu et al., 
(2015) presented children with two boxes that each 
contained a different prize (different treats in one trial, 
different toys in another trial), and two sets of four 
informants. In one set, each member looked in each 
box, and so had “direct knowledge” of their contents; 
and each endorsed the same box. The other set 
endorsed the opposite box — but only one member had 
direct knowledge; the other three explicitly based their 
endorsement the fourth’s testimony, without looking 
themselves. Four-year-olds preferred the endorsement 
based on direct testimony; yet, when two more 
informants were added to the “indirect knowledge” set 
in a second study, four-year-olds showed no 
preference. This suggests that while children favor 

direct knowledge, reliance on indirect knowledge does 
not discredit a majority in their eyes. Using a similar 
method, but an eyewitness memory paradigm, Aboody, 
Yousif, Sheskin & Keil (2019) more systematically 
varied the number of informants with direct and 
indirect knowledge across three experiments, and 
report that only by age 6 do children prefer a smaller 
number of informants with direct knowledge over a 
larger number with indirect knowledge. A more subtle 
form of independence prevents the informants from 
sharing any information at all — ensuring that they 
cannot mutually influence one another. Einav (2018) 
presented children with testimony about trivia, and 
found that only by age 8-9 did children endorse the 
testimony of three individuals independently recalling 
the same answer (without looking at each other’s 
answers), with 5-year-olds actually preferring the 
testimony of the “non-independent” set in which two 
informants ostentatiously looked at the third’s answer 
before answering themselves. Thus, not only were 
younger children not concerned that only one of the 
three in the non-independent consensus seemed to 
know the answer, but they may have interpreted the 
two informants “copying” as a cue to the first 
informant’s expertise. 

Both direct knowledge and “informational 
independence” can be important cues in some contexts. 
Direct knowledge may be valuable because 
independent responses can prevent the information 
cascades in collective judgements that reduce their 
reliability. Informational independence is also a key 
requirement for both the Condorcet jury theorem and 
the traditional interpretation of the wisdom of crowds. 
Because people tend to adjust their own responses to 
match others’, collective accuracy may suffer if 
respondents are allowed to share information (Tversky 
& Kahneman, 1974; Epley & Gilovich, 2001; Larrick, 
Mannes, & Soll, 2012). 

Nevertheless, while a strict insistence on direct 
knowledge or complete informational independence 
may be appropriate in “local” contexts such as 
eyewitness memory or judgements of everyday 
experiences, it is a poor general principle when there is 
a substantial division of cognitive labor. Popular belief 
in scientific theories is based on a few standard 
textbooks assigned to every high-schooler rather than 
direct knowledge of the evidence. It would seem silly 
to reject a scientific theory because scientists conferred 
together to develop it. Yet, insistence on informational 
independence as a prerequisite for trust even rules out 
discussion as a means of problem-solving. As noted 
earlier, small group discussions outperform individuals 
in a variety of reasoning tasks. Moreover, when the 
task has a demonstrably correct answer, one competent 
member is sufficient to predict an accurate collective 
decision, even if all other members initially agree on a 
wrong answer — given that the other members are 
s u f f i c i e n t l y c o m p e t e n t t o u n d e r s t a n d t h e 
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demonstration, “truth wins” (Laughlin & Ellis, 1986). 
As Laughlin & Ellis (1986) put it, “mathematics is the 
preeminent domain of demonstrability”, but the “truth 
wins” also predicts the collective response to logical 
insight problems like the Tower of Hanoi and the 
Wason Card Selection task. Thus, a problem with a 
“demonstrably correct” answer simply needs to have 
an answer that clearly satisfies a set of constraints 
better than any alternative, given that all understand 
the constraints.  

In the present studies, we chose a set of constraint-
satisfaction problems that would challenge adults’ 
capacities, but still be understandable to children. 
Because reasoning problems of this sort have a 
demonstrably correct solution, but the correct solution 
is difficult to identify among many possible 
alternatives, they are particularly likely to benefit from 
group error-correction (Laughlin, 2011). In contrast, 
informational independence may be important when 
correct answers are not demonstrable. A paradigm case 
is intuitions about population preferences. Without 
having ever polled compatriots, most of us have a 
sense of what our culture likes and dislikes; discussion 
may sway our intuitions one way or the other, but is 
unlikely to produce a “proof” of the correct answer.  
However, because past work has reported that 
children’s grasp on the value of informational 
independence develops between the ages of 6 and 9 
(Einav, 2018; Aboody et al., 2019), we predicted an 
overall bias for group discussion over independent 
testimony among younger children, with a question-
specific preference for group discussion only emerging 
among older children.  

Study 1 
In Study 1, participants were asked which of two 

forms of advice would be more helpful for questions of 
t w o k i n d s : ‘ R e a s o n i n g ’ a n d ‘ P o p u l a t i o n 
Preference’ (hereafter ‘Popularity’). The two forms of 
advice pitted the value of discussion with a group 
(‘Talking Together’) against value of independent 
testimony from each member of a crowd (‘Answering 
Alone’). If participants recognize the specific value of 
group discussion, they should favor Talking Together 
for Reasoning more than for Popularity. If they value 
independent testimony over the benefits of group 
discussion regardless of question type, they should 
favor Answering Alone for both kinds of questions. We 
predicted that older children (9-10) and adults would 
favor Talking Together for Reasoning and Answering 
Alone for Popularity, while younger children (7-8) 
would favor group discussion for both kinds of 
questions. The pre-registration, data, and materials are 
available on the OSF.  

Method 
Participants. We recruited 40 adults through MTurk, 
as well as 80 children (40 Younger, M=8.01, SD=.56; 

40 Older, M=9.92, SD=.56; 39 girls). Children 
participated through an online platform for 
developmental research that allows researchers to 
video chat with families using pictures and videos on 
slides (Sheskin & Keil, 2018). Sample size was chosen 
based on the estimated effect size from pilot results. 
Materials. We asked eight test questions, four from 
each of two question types: ‘Reasoning’ and 
‘Popularity’. The Reasoning questions were chosen to 
be simple enough to explain to children, but 
challenging enough that adults would also be forced to 
think carefully to answer correctly. Questions were 
presented from the perspective of a protagonist (Jack).
(1) A 4x4 Sudoku puzzle adapted for children. (2) A 
vehicle routing problem that required a MarioKart 
character to find the shortest road through all the 
treasures on a map without taking “two in a row that 
are the same color, or two in a row that are the same 
shape”. (3) A single-heap, non-misère game of Nim 
(“Each side takes turns picking up pencils. Each turn, 
you can pick up either 1, 2, or 3 pencils. The winner is 
the person who picks up the last pencil. There are 5 
pencils left in this game; how many pencils should 
Jack pick up?”). (4) An “impossible object” puzzle that 
requires the solver to remove an object from a bottle 
without breaking the object or the bottle. The 
Popularity questions concerned the most common 
subjective preferences in a population. (1) Whether 
pizza or hot dogs were more preferred by students in 
Jack’s school. (2) What most people in the world say 
their favorite fruit is. (3) What most people in the 
world say their favorite day is. (4) What most people at 
Jack’s school say their favorite day is. Questions were 
written to have approximately equal word counts 
(MReas = 73.75, MPop=67.75). Three counterbalances 
were created to vary the order of the questions — 
Forward, Reverse, and a Shuffle. Color coding of 
answer choice and left/right presentation were also 
counterbalanced between participants.  

Af te r the tes t ques t ions , we asked two 
comprehension quest ions (“Comp_TT” and 
“Comp_AA”) to test more explicitly whether 
participants were considering the effects of information 
sharing in a setting familiar to children. In these 
questions, Jack’s teacher was giving a test to Jack’s 5 
informants, and participants were asked whether the 5 
people should answer by Talking Together or by 
Answering Alone. In Comp_TT, the teacher wanted 
“the 5 people to get as many answers right as 
possible”; in Comp_AA, the teacher wanted to “find 
out which of the 5 people did their homework and 
which ones didn’t”. If children understand how 
discussion changes the informativeness of individual 
responses, they should recognize that Answering Alone 
is more informative to the teacher in Comp_AA. If 
they understand the benefits of discussion (or at least, 
information sharing), they should prefer Talking 
Together for Comp_TT.  
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Procedure. Children were introduced to the 
protagonist, Jack (a silhouette). They were told that 
Jack was unsure of the answers to the questions, and 
could ask five people for help. The five people could 
either help by Talking Together (giving Jack a single 
answer as a group), or by Answering Alone (each 
giving Jack their own answer after thinking about the 
question without consulting others). For each item, 
children first chose the better method and then were 
asked whether that method was “probably more 
helpful, or definitely more helpful”; adults used a 4-
point scale directly. After answering the eight test 
items, participants were asked the two comprehension 
check questions (these were not counterbalanced: 
Comp_TT was always presented first). Two features of 
the procedure are important to keep in mind. First, 
participants could not evaluate the content of any 
answer to any question, because none was given; they 
were asked to choose a means of advice, not evaluate 
the quality of the advice itself. Secondly, they could 
not make judgements based on degree or quality of 
consensus — they only knew that the group would 
have to give one answer, while the crowd would have 
to give 5 independent answers which could differ or 
not. 

Results and Discussion 
 For the primary test, the four responses within each 

question domain (Fig. 1) were averaged to create a 
single score for each domain. A repeated measures 
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of question Type 
(F(1,117)=132.87, p<.001, η² = .523) and an 
AgeGroup*Type interaction (F(2,117)=7.83, p<.001, η² 
= .118), and a marginal effect of AgeGroup 
(F(2,117)=2.82, p=.064, η² = .046). All age groups 
showed the predicted stronger preference for 
TalkingTogether for Reasoning questions, both as 
compared to Popularity questions (with Bonferroni 

corrections for multiple comparisons, Younger: t(117) 
= 3.66 p=0.0057, Older: t(117)= 7.105, p<.0001, Adult: 
t(117) = 9.201, p<.0001), and compared to chance 
responding (Younger: M=3.11, t(39) = 7.42, p<.0001, 
Older: M=3.19, t(39) = 8.53, p<.0001, Adult: M=3.45, 
t(39) = 11.237, p<.0001). However, Younger children 
were more similar to the adult pattern than we had 
predicted; while both Older children and Adults 
favored Answering Alone for Popularity questions, 
Younger children’s answers for Popularity did not 
differ significantly from chance, thus showing a more 
mature sensitivity to question Type rather than the 
predicted general bias towards Talking Together 
(Younger: M=2.46, t(39) = -0.232, p=n.s., Older: 
M=1.94, t(39) = -4.076, p<.001, Adult: M=1.83, t(39) 
= -5.24, p<.0001). Moreover, children’s responses to 
the comprehension questions suggest that even the 
youngest were able to choose a method of responding 
consistent with what the teacher wanted to learn about 
the students (Comp_AA: MYoung= 65%, p=.04, MOld= 
87.5%, p<.0001,  MAdult= 92.5%, p<.0001, Comp_TT: 
MYoung= 70%, p=.008, MOld= 85%, p<.0001, MAdult= 
87.5%, p<.0001). 

These data suggest that from an early age, people 
have an intuitive sense of how to manage collective 
wisdom. Children as young as 7 recognize that the 
benefits of deliberative reasoning in groups outweigh 
the risks introduced by non-independent responding; 
however, their preference for group discussion is not 
blind. By age 8-9, children prefer independent 
responding in a domain in which such responses may 
better approximate the truth than group deliberation. 
The pattern of responses from 7-8-year-olds supports 
the predicted early preference for group discussion as a 
means of answering reasoning questions, but suggests 
that their understanding of independent responding 
may be more mature than we had predicted. Moreover, 
children’s responses to the two comprehension 

Figures 1 & 2. Box plots of average preference for group discussion or independent responding in Study 1 (Fig. 1, 
left) and Study 2 (Fig. 2, right), presented by question for visualization (all analyses were on the average for 
Question Type). Blues=Reasoning, Greens=Popularity. Red labels are means for each question. 
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questions at the end of the study suggest that by age 
7-8, they have explicit knowledge of how 
informational independence impacts the nature of 
information. 

Study 2 
How robust is the preference for group deliberation 

for reasoning questions? Group discussion allows 
individuals to vet an answer, but in our paradigm, also 
conveys less raw information than individual 
responding: the group discussion produces one answer, 
while the crowd poll produces five. In some cases 
more raw information may be desirable — for 
example, polling a larger crowd is more likely to 
accurately identify population preferences. Indeed, 
Condorcet’s theorem suggests that group accuracy 
increases monotonically with group size (but see Kao 
& Couzin, 2014). However, increasing the number of 
informants is unlikely to improve accuracy for 
reasoning questions. First, increasing group size may 
quickly make effective deliberation unfeasible. 
Secondly, if individuals are typically unable to answer 
questions alone, polling a very large crowd is at best 
inefficient — while it may increase the odds of 
including an individual who can answer the question 
alone, it won’t identify that individual in the crowd of 
wrong answers. In other words, a small group 
discussion may be a more efficient means of answering 
a reasoning question than the individual responses of 
even a very large crowd.  

Thus, Study 2 made one change to Study 1: instead 
of a choice between asking five people to Talk 
Together or Answer Alone, the choice was between 
five people Talking Together or fifty people Answering 
Alone. 

Our predictions for Study 2 were similar to those for 
Study 1. We predicted that adults and older children 
would continue to favor group deliberation for 
Reasoning questions, and crowdsourcing for 
Popularity questions. We predicted that younger 
children would continue to distinguish between 
Reasoning and Popularity questions, but saw two 
plausible alternatives for absolute judgements. First, 
younger children could show the mature pattern. 
Second, younger children’s preference for group 
deliberation could be attenuated by a “more is better” 
bias for Reasoning items as well. The pre-registration 
and power analysis, and data and materials are 
available on the OSF. 

Method 
Participants. We recruited 40 adults through MTurk, 
as well as 80 children (40 Younger, M=8.01, SD=.56; 
40 Older, M=9.92, SD=.56; 39 girls). As in Study 1, 
children participated through an online platform for 
developmental research that allows researchers to 
video chat with families using pictures and videos on 
slides (Sheskin & Keil, 2018). One additional child 

was excluded and replaced because the family lost 
internet connection partway through the study and 
could not rejoin.  
Materials & Procedure. The materials and procedure 
were identical to Study 1, but the pictures now 
displayed fifty cartoon icons for Answering Alone 
instead of five. 

Results and Discussion 
For the primary test, the four responses for each 

question Type (Fig. 2) were averaged to create a single 
score for each Type. A repeated measures ANOVA 
revealed a significant effect of question Type 
(F(1,117)=376.88, p<.001, η² = .763) and AgeGroup 
(F(2 ,117)=9 .63 , p<.001 η² = .141)and an 
AgeGroup*Type interaction (F(2,117)=5.39, p<.001, η² 
= .084). The results were stronger than we expected. 
Even the youngest children showed the predicted 
stronger preference for Talking Together for Reasoning 
questions, both as compared to Popularity questions 
(with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons, 
Younger: t(117) = 8.60  p<.0001, Older: t(117)= 11.97, 
p<.0001, Adult: t(117) = 13.06, p<.0001), and 
compared to chance responding (Younger: M=3.28, 
t(39) = 9.29, p<.0001, Older: M=3.28, t(39) = 11.75, 
p<.0001, Adult: M=3.15, t(39) = 6.37, p<.0001). As in 
Study 1, adults and older children favored Answering 
Alone for Popularity questions, but unlike Study 1, 
younger children also favored Answering Alone for 
Popularity questions (Younger: M=2.05, t(39) = -3.38, 
p=.0017, Older: M=1.57, t(39) = -8.52, p<.0001, 
Adult: M=1.28, t(39) = -11.75, p<.0001).  

By age seven, children in our studies believed that a 
small group discussion would provide a more helpful 
answer than hearing the responses from even ten times 
as many individual informants. Yet, the youngest 
children also recognized that the responses of 50 
individual informants would be more helpful to 
someone asking about population preferences. These 
results suggest that intuitions about how to effectively 
aggregate information from multiple sources develop 
early and in a context-specific manner; in particular, 
the recognition that group discussions are a more 
effective means of reasoning than individual effort or 
even asking ten times as many individuals is striking.  

General Discussion 
Informational independence is a potentially useful 

litmus test for the value of informant testimony in 
certain contexts (e.g., Yousif, Aboody, & Keil, 2019), 
but the division of cognitive labor that scaffolds human 
knowledge would be impossible if we were unable to 
trust the conclusions of collaborating groups. Our 
studies suggest that while children recognize the 
importance of informational independence in 
appropriate contexts, they also recognize that people 
reason more effectively in groups. When careful 
reasoning could produce a demonstrably correct 
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answer to a question, children as young as seven 
believe that hearing from a small discussion group will 
be more informative than hearing from ten times the 
number of individuals.   

These experiments suggest that children have 
abstract intuitions about how to manage collective 
wisdom; future work will examine to what extent 
children are able to put these intuitions into practice. 
Rekers, Haun, & Tomasello (2011) report that three 
year old children (but not chimpanzees) recruit 
partners for a collaboration even when able to 
complete a task alone; but recruiting group for 
deliberation or polling a large crowd require 
considerably more coordination and effort than 
recruiting a single partner. A fruitful approach might  
examine the relative costs of implementing each 
strategy; it seems likely that children apply a mixed 
strategy, wherein children “discuss” with an initial 
partner(s), and for more difficult problems continue to 
iteratively recruit more partners until they either solve 
the problem or give up. Just as it would be inefficient 
to recruit an informant simply to hear an answer 
without asking for additional explanation, it may be 
impractical to postpone discussion until some quorum 
is reached, or end discussion if one of several group 
members exits the discussion.  

The Reasoning and Population Preference questions 
differed in more than just how “demonstrably” better 
one answer was.  For example, Population Preference 
questions were more likely to elicit an intuitive 
response than the Reasoning questions, regardless of 
whether participants recognized the potential for a 
demonstrably correct answer to the Reasoning 
questions. A strong intuitive response may have made 
Population Preference questions appear easier. 
Likewise, children in particular may have believed the 
Population Preference questions had more than one 
answer, despite instructions to the contrary. Both 
possibilities are being addressed by a third experiment 
in which difficult perceptual discrimination tasks — 
which clearly have only one correct answer, but no 
intuitive response — are contrasted with easy versions 
of the same reasoning tasks. If the preference for group 
discussion is caused simply by the challenge of 
producing answers oneself, or by a desire for a single 
answer, then participants should prefer the group for 
challenging perceptual tasks. 

Past work has suggested that though children begin 
to value direct knowledge from age 6 (Aboody et al., 
2019) , thei r apprecia t ion of informat ional 
independence only develops by 8 or 9 (Einav, 2018). 
Our results are consistent with this trajectory, and 
suggest an explanation: children weigh the benefits of 
group discussion against the benefits of independent 
responding in a domain-specific fashion. By age 7, the 
group discussion is seen as more beneficial for solving 
reasoning problems than it is for discovering 
population preferences, and by age 9, independent 

responding is explicitly preferred for discovering 
population preferences.  

Thus, we conjecture that children’s mixed intuitions 
about the value of informational independence in 
contexts other than deliberative reasoning — such as 
certain forms of memory — may result from an early 
expectation that groups generally make cognitive 
processes more reliable, which is later refined into a 
more specific understanding of the benefits and risks of 
collective cognition for different kinds of question 
types. 

We have argued that people may expect group 
discussion to produce more accurate answers to 
reasoning questions in particular because such 
questions characteristically have demonstrably correct 
answers, and so afford agents opportunity to produce 
and process potentially conclusive arguments. Though 
recent work has characterized testimony as more 
reliable when provided (A) independently or by (B) a 
greater number of direct sources, our work suggests 
that children and adults evaluate the importance of 
these factors in light of the question at hand. In a richly 
inductive domain, the testimony of a collaborating 
group outweighs even the testimony of ten times as 
many independent sources.   
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Abstract 
People tend to place value on information even when it does 
not affect the outcome of a decision. Two competing 
accounts offer explanations for such non-instrumental 
information seeking. One account foregrounds the role of 
anticipation and the other focusses on uncertainty aversion. 
Both accounts make similar predictions for short cue-
outcome delays and when outcomes are positively valenced, 
but they differ in their explanation of information preference 
at long delays with negative outcomes. We present a series 
of experiments involving both primary and secondary 
reinforcers that pit these accounts against each other. The 
results indicate a consistent preference for non-instrumental 
information even at long cue-outcome delays and no 
evidence for information avoidance with negative outcomes. 
This pattern appears to provide more support for the 
uncertainty-aversion account than one based on anticipation.  
 
Keywords: information seeking, uncertainty; anticipation; 
temporal discounting; valence; delay 

 
Introduction 

Humans are often described as informavores (Gigerenzer 
& Garcia-Retamero, 2017; Hertwig & Engel, 2016; Miller, 
1983): we scroll smart phones consuming meaningless 
media, read trivial internet comment sections, and refuse to 
leave even the worst movies so we can find out how they 
end. This tendency to want-to-know spills over into 
situations when the information we seek has no 
“instrumental” value, such as navigating to a new website 
and looking up the price of an item just purchased. Such 
behaviours challenge standard decision making accounts 
(Hirshleifer & Riley, 1979; Raiffa & Schlaifer, 1961) that 
are premised on the notion that information is only valuable 
for its ability to inform future decisions (i.e., its 
instrumentality).  

Recent theories of non-instrumental information 
seeking can be broadly classified into two accounts. The 
anticipation account posits that “non-instrumental” 
information affords the subjective value of anticipating a 
reward or its related prediction error (Iigaya, Story, Kurth-
Nelson, Dolan, & Dayan, 2016; Zhu, Xiang, & Ludvig, 
2017). Conversely, the uncertainty aversion account 
describes information seeking in terms of the resolution of 
temporal uncertainty (Bennett et al., 2016).  

These two accounts have successfully predicted a 
number of empirically observed effects in information 
seeking. In cases where a predetermined reward is delayed, 
but information about it is available at no cost, people show 
strong preferences to ‘find out’ about the nature of the 
reward prior to its arrival (Bennett et al., 2016, Iigaya et al., 
2016, Zhu et al., 2017). This preference typically increases 

with the length of delay between choice and outcome 
arrival (Iigaya et al., 2016) and decreases as the cost of 
obtaining information rises (Bennett et al., 2016).  

The anticipatory and uncertainty aversion accounts, 
however, qualitatively diverge in their predictions when 
outcome valence is negative and at extended delay lengths.  
 
The Anticipation Account 
Anticipation-based models of information seeking assume 
that preference for advance information increases as the 
period for outcome anticipation builds. Importantly, they 
also assume that information preference is attenuated by a 
temporal discounting mechanism that increasingly reduces 
information preference with longer delays (Chapman, 
1996). Consequently, preference for information is 
predicted to follow a unimodal trajectory: people should be 
indifferent between knowledge and ignorance when delays 
are short (e.g., 1-10 seconds) because there is very little 
time for anticipation to build, information preference 
should increase and peak for moderate delays (e.g., 20 - 30 
seconds), before trending towards indifference at long 
delays where the preferential boost from anticipation is 
balanced with temporal discounting (Figure 1). 

Empirical support for this account is mixed. In their 
own data, Iigaya et al. (2016) find partial support for the 
model using “erotic” images as a primary reward: at short 
delays participants were indifferent, but at longer delays 
participants had strong information preference. They found 
no evidence of any preference attenuation for the longest 
delays in their experiment (40 seconds), although this delay 
may simply not be long enough for the counteracting effect 
of discounting to take hold. 

Anticipatory models of information-seeking also 
consider the reward valence in generating predictions. 
Under an anticipatory account, future negative outcomes 
should elicit “dread” and therefore people should avoid 
acquiring non-instrumental information; in contrast, if the 
effect is driven by uncertainty avoidance, people should 
still prefer to find out even if the outcomes are unpleasant 
(Figure 1). 

 Zhu et al. (2017) used “erotic” images for positive 
outcomes and “mutilation” images as aversive outcomes, 
and included three conditions (positive, negative, and 
mixed) at a fixed delay of 20 seconds. With positive 
outcomes, participants showed information preference; 
preferences attenuated when positive and negative trials 
were intermixed, and choice indifference was observed in 
the negative condition. Contrary to model predictions, 
information aversion was not observed in the negative 
condition. Moreover, the results were obtained from nine 
choice trials, with large individual differences observed. 
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Further evidence against this class of models is also seen in 
earlier literature showing preference for non-instrumental 
information about upcoming electric shocks (Averill & 
Rosenn, 1972; Lanzetta & Driscoll, 1966, 1968). 
 
The Uncertainty Aversion Account 
According to the uncertainty hypothesis (Bennett et al., 
2016; Kreps & Porteus, 1978), people find uncertainty 
inherently aversive (Berlyne, 1960). Consequently, 
information is valued for its ability to resolve uncertainty 
regardless of valence (appetitive, neutral, or aversive). 
Uncertainty aversion models predict that preference for 
knowledge increases with delay as long periods of 
uncertainty are more aversive than short periods. These 
models however do not incorporate temporal discounting 
mechanisms1 and predict a monotonic increase in 
information preference as delay increases (Figure 1). 
Generally, these models are consistent with the data from 
both Iigaya et al. (2016) and Bennett et al., (2016) which 
used primary (erotic images) and secondary (money) 
rewards respectively, and is also consistent with the older 
literature (Lanzetta & Driscoll, 1966, 1968).  

In this paper, we compare the anticipation and 
uncertainty accounts by examining whether a longer delay 
can yield observable effects of temporal discounting on 
information preference across different outcome valences. 
In addition, we conduct these investigations using 
secondary (e.g., monetary reward) and primary (e.g., food) 
reinforcers. Our focus here is on behavioural data patterns; 
we leave formal model analyses for future publications.   

 

 
 

Figure 1. Qualitative predictions of the probability of 
choosing the informative “Find Out Now” option for the 
anticipation-based hypothesis (discontinuous lines with 
long segments) and uncertainty-based hypothesis 
(discontinuous lines with short segments) with different 
reward valences. Note that the uncertainty-based 
hypothesis does not distinguish between reward valence. 
 

 
1 Bennett et al. (2016) briefly consider a variant of their model with 
temporal discounting, but their mechanism functions across the 
presentation duration of the cue, as opposed to the duration between cue 
and outcome which we focus on in this paper. 

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 employs a “secrets” task following Iigaya et 
al. (2016) and Zhu et al. (2017), but used points/money as 
the outcome (a secondary reinforcer). In the task 
participants could learn whether they were going to win 
points, lose points, or receive 0 points. Delay length 
between choice and outcome was varied within-subjects.   
 
Method 
Participants Forty undergraduate students from the 
UNSW psychology cohort (Mage = 20.13 years, 25 females, 
15 males) participated in exchange for course credit, and 
were paid an amount depending on the points awarded (M 
= $3.50 AUD). 
 
Materials The experiment was implemented in jsPsych (de 
Leeuw, 2015) within Google Chrome on a desktop. 
 
Design On each trial participants were presented with two 
options, labelled “Find Out Now” and “Keep It Secret”, and 
information on the delay length. We used seven delay 
lengths (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, & 80 s), randomly intermixed 
throughout the task. Each participant completed two blocks 
of trials in a random order. In the win block, the outcome 
was 0 points or ~100 points (uniformly distributed between 
90-110 points); in the loss block, participants either 
received 0 points or lost ~100 points. There was an equal 
chance of receiving either of the two outcomes (win/loss or 
zero points), regardless of choice. If the participant chose 
“Keep It Secret” a non-informative cue was immediately 
shown, and the outcome revealed after the appropriate 
delay. In the win block, if they chose “Find Out Now” they 
would be immediately shown a smiley face if the outcome 
was positive, and a sad face if the subsequent outcome was 
neutral (0 points), with the outcome again shown after the 
appropriate delay.  In the loss block, the sad face signalled 
the later arrival of a loss and the smiley face signalled the 
zero-points outcome. This design is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The win and loss conditions of the ‘secrets’ task. 
Choosing ‘Find Out Now’ provides the participant with 
early information. Choosing ‘Keep It Secret’ provides no 
information about the delayed outcomes.  

Procedure All participants started the experiment with 
3000 points to prevent the possibility of obtaining a 
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negative balance. There were 60 choice trials in each block 
(120 in total): 10 trials at the 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 second 
delays, and five trials for 40 and 80 second delays. 
Participants were informed about the nature of the task and 
that their decisions did not determine the outcome; rather, 
the options allowed them to receive information regarding 
the outcome before the delay or keep it a secret. Cues were 
displayed immediately after their initial decision.  After 
completion, participants were debriefed on the 
experiment’s aims and reimbursed according to the amount 
of money they earned: 1000 points = $1AUD.  

Results 
The results are displayed in Figure 3. Visual inspection of 
the results suggests an overall preference for the “Find Out 
Now” (FON) option that is constant across delay and 
unaffected by valence. Across all trials, this preference was 
significantly greater than chance (M = .63 t(39) = 4.05, 
95% CI [.57, .69], p < .001; although there were individual 
differences – see Figure 3, right panel). 

We investigated the effect of delay and valence using 
generalised linear mixed models (GLMM). The initial 
baseline model contained only random intercepts for 
individual participants to predict choice preference and was 
compared against models with random slopes (as a function 
of delay) and delay length as a fixed effect. This analysis 
found no evidence for an effect of delay or valence (all p > 
.05).  

We also found a significant positive correlation 
between average choice preferences in win trials and loss 
trials (r(38) = .74, p < .001), suggesting that the 
mechanisms driving preference for information are related, 
regardless of the valence of the expected outcome. 
Discussion 
Experiment 1 replicates aspects of the Iigaya et al. (2016) 
data and earlier electric shock experiments (Lanzetta & 
Driscoll, 1966; 1968), that is, information preference is 
observed at longer delays for both positive and negative 
outcomes. Contrary to Zhu et al., (2017) we find no effect 
of outcome valence on this preference. Moreover, we do 
not replicate Iigaya et al.’s (2016) finding that delay 
influences choice preference as information is preferred to 

ignorance regardless of delay. One possible explanation for 
this discrepancy is that previous studies used primary 
rewards (erotic images) as the outcome, whereas we used 
points/money, a secondary reward. A secondary reinforcer 
may not be sufficient for generating the effects of delay 
discounting and outcome valence in this context because 
money is not inherently rewarding, and is merely a stand in 
for primary reinforcers that can be obtained (by spending 
the money!) at a later point. 
 

Experiment 2 
To address this limitation of Experiment 1, an additional 
experiment was conducted using primary reinforcers as the 
outcomes. In Experiment 2 there were two conditions, one 
with an appetitive outcome, and the other with an aversive 
outcome. These conditions were run consecutively on 
different groups of participants but for convenience we 
report them as a single experiment (with appropriate 
caveats for cross-condition comparisons). The appetitive 
condition used chocolate M&Ms as the reward, the 
aversive condition used a high pitch aversive tone 
(microphone feedback). These two experiments were 
intended to be respective analogues of the loss and win 
block conditions from Experiment 1. 
 
Participants Experiment 2 (sound) had 51 undergraduate 
psychology student participants (Mage = 19.49, 38 females, 
13 males) who were granted course credit for their 
participation. Experiment 2 (chocolate) had 49 participants 
(Mage  = 21.82, 20 females, 29 males). Participants were a 
mix of undergraduate students who received course credit  
 
for participation and paid participants who received $15 
AUD. Participants were required to fast for two hours prior 
to the experiment and self-reported that they liked M&Ms. 
We ensured participants had not previously completed 
Experiment 1 or other similar studies.  
 
Materials The setup for the sound condition was analogous 
to the loss condition of Experiment 1 other than points 
being replaced with the following outcomes: 10 seconds of  

Figure 3. Left – Mean choice proportions for ‘Find Out Now’ across delay lengths for win and loss trials in Experiment 1. 
Right – Individual mean preferences for ‘Find Out Now’ across delay for both trial type. 
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Figure 4. The designs of Experiment 2 (left: sound condition; right: chocolate condition). Regardless of choice, participants 
are equally likely to receive either of the two outcomes. Participants are merely choosing whether they want to know the 
delayed outcome prior to the delay or not.

microphone feedback (ranked 2nd most aversive from a list of 
34 tested sounds; Cox, 2008) or silence (neutral). There was 
equal chance of receiving these outcomes regardless of 
choice. The chocolate condition was coded in MATLAB, 
displayed using PsychToolbox on a desktop computer, and 
was attached to an M&M dispenser. Participants either 
received an M&M or nothing, with equal probability. 
Participants were also told to consume the M&M 
immediately upon receipt.  
 
Design We increased the number of trials at the “extreme” 
delays to 10 for each delay length (70 trials in total), 
otherwise the design was as in Experiment 1 (Figure 4).  
 
Procedure Procedures were identical to Experiment 1, with 
the exception of not having any accumulation of points. In 
addition, the number of trials for the 40 and 80 second delays 
were increased from five to 10.  
 
Results: Sound Condition 
The results from Experiment 2 are displayed in Figure 5. We 
analysed the average preference for the FON option using a 
GLMM analysis analogous to that of Experiment 1.  

Firstly, the addition of random slopes (varying across 
delay) significantly improved the fit of the model (p < .001), 
suggesting information preference across time varies 
significantly between participants. The addition of delay also 
significantly improved the model’s fit (p < .01) suggesting 
that delay length did have some effect in this experiment. On 
average we observed that the preference for the FON option 
increased from short to long delays. Specifically, at 1 and 2 
second delays, people were mostly indifferent (preferences 
of .52 and .51 respectively), with preferences for FON 
increasing to .73 and .74 at the 40 and 80 second delays 
respectively.  

We also inspected whether trial number had any influence 
on people’s preferences. We found a significant positive 
correlation between FON preference and trial number (r = 
.43, p < .01) with the preference to find out increasing with 
trial number, indicating that as people gained more 
experience with the task, their tendency to prefer early 
information increased.  

Finally, we reiterate that there is considerable variation in 
individuals’ baseline preferences and the change in these 

preferences across delays (Figure 5). While the majority of 
participants increased their preference as delay increased, 
there appear to be a subset of people who opted for ignorance 
as delay lengths increased.  
 
Results: Chocolate Condition 
Figure 6 displays the data for the chocolate condition. Similar 
to the sound condition, the addition of random slopes 
improved the model’s fit (p < .001). The addition of delay 
also significantly improved the model’s fit (p < .01), once 
again suggesting that delay length affected people’s 
information preferences. The pattern of results was roughly 
the same as in the sound condition: at 1 and 2 second delays, 
mean preference was .45 and .43 respectively, with these 
preferences increasing to .70 and .72 at 40 and 80 seconds 
respectively. In this condition, however, we did not find any 
correlation between trial number and choice preference (r = 
.01, p = .73).  

As in the sound condition, we note that participants 
exhibit a wide range of individual preferences in this task 
(see Figure 6). Most show clear increases in their preference 
for early information as delays increase. However, a small 
subset show opposing preference trends. There are also a 
number of individuals who show a consistent, near-100% 
preference for early information regardless of delay.  
 
Discussion: Experiment 2  
Unlike the secondary reinforcement used in Experiment 1, 
both tasks using primary reinforcement found that delay had 
an effect on information preference. In this respect our results 
are consistent with those of Iigaya et al. (2016). Despite 
doubling the length of the longest delay (40 seconds to 80 
seconds) we did not, however, see the non-monotonic pattern 
predicted by anticipatory models.  

Our results diverge somewhat more sharply with this 
model when negative valence outcomes are considered 
(Experiment 2 sound). The theory posited by Iigaya et al. 
(2016) and Zhu et al. (2017) predicts information avoidance 
with aversive outcomes. We however find strong evidence 
that preferences for early information remain even when 
participants are expecting an aversive, primary outcome. 
This pattern of results is more consistent with the uncertainty 
aversion approach adopted by Bennett et al (2016).  
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Figure 5. Sound condition of Experiment 2. Left – Mean choice preferences for Find Out Now averaged across participants 
for each delay length. Right – Individual choice preferences for the seven delay lengths.  
 

        
 

Figure 6. Chocolate condition of Experiment 2. Left – Mean choice proportions for Find Out Now averaged across participants 
for each delay length. Right – Individual choice proportions for Find Out Now across each delay length.  
 

General Discussion 
Since people seek information even when it cannot aid 
future decisions, information must itself be valuable. 
Separate accounts of this intrinsic value focus on 
uncertainty aversion or anticipation. These accounts 
produce conflicting predictions depending on the valence 
and the delay of outcomes. This paper aimed to elucidate 
the factors which influence people’s preferences for non-
instrumental information in an experiential, decision-
making setting.  

At a qualitative level, the results of our two experiments 
seem most consistent with the uncertainty aversion 
account. That is, information is valued for its ability to 
resolve temporal uncertainty. Regardless of whether the 
expected outcome was positive (chocolate or monetary 
win) or negative (aversive sound or monetary loss), on 
average, participants exhibited a preference to ‘Find Out 
Now’ for intermediate and longer delays. 

While participants presumably “anticipate” the 
outcome before its arrival (whether that be a positive, 
negative, or neutral outcome), this anticipation does not 
appear to be driving choice preference over and above a 
desire to resolve uncertainty. If it did, then participants 

should avoid foreknowledge of negative outcomes, thereby 
attenuating the dread of a certain aversive impact. In 
contrast, we find a desire to know rather than be surprised 
by the delivery of an outcome, irrespective of its valence. 

With regard to delay, we find evidence to support Iigaya 
et al.’s (2016) findings that the length of delay influences 
people’s preference for early information about primary 
outcomes. The majority of participants increased their 
tendency to receive early information as the delay between 
choice and outcome increased. Despite trends for finding-
out appearing to plateau at longer delays (i.e., 40 and 80 
seconds) we did not observe an attenuation in choice 
preference at longer delays. While anticipatory accounts 
such as Iigaya et al. (2016) hypothesise that reward 
savouring is attenuated by temporal discounting, we are not 
aware of any experimental demonstrations of this pattern. 
Future work will perhaps need to include even longer 
delays (in the order of minutes rather than seconds) in order 
to provide more robust tests of the anticipatory account.  

Another potentially productive direction in which to 
take this research is to investigate the level of uncertainty 
associated with outcome delivery. Our experiments held 
the level of uncertainty constant at its maximum (i.e., 50/50 
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chance), but recent research (Charpentier et al., 2018; 
Iigaya et al., 2019) suggests the level of uncertainty plays a 
role in people’s preference for resolution. In particular, 
Charpentier and colleagues’ results suggest people’s 
inclination for early information increases as the likelihood 
of a positive outcome increases. On the face of it, this 
finding is more aligned with anticipatory accounts than 
uncertainty aversion, because pure uncertainty aversion 
would predict maximum information seeking at maximum 
uncertainty. Modifications of the secrets-task would allow 
more specific tests of these predictions. 

This series of experiments are also the first, to our 
knowledge, to explore the differential effects of primary 
and secondary rewards on information preference in the 
secrets-task. Primary rewards have previously been argued 
as necessary to exhibit delay effects (Crockett et al., 2013; 
Iigaya et al., 2016) because immediate consumption at the 
conclusion of the delay is necessary to fulfil the expected 
reward. Our results seem consistent with this claim: 
although there is a general desire for uncertainty resolution 
irrespective of reward-type and valence, the increasing 
desire with delay is only seen when the outcome has an 
immediate impact on participants’ subjective state.  

A clear challenge in advancing our understanding of 
how these factors of valence, delay and uncertainty drive 
non-instrumental information seeking is to develop 
quantitative computational models of observed behaviour. 
Several models already exist in the literature (e.g., Bennett 
et al., 2016; Charpentier et al., 2018; Iigaya et al, 2016; Zhu 
et al., 2017) but whether these models can capture the full 
gamut of findings across different paradigms remains to be 
seen. Further model development and careful comparison 
is an important next step for this work. For example, 
adjudicating between models that include a parameter for 
temporal discounting and those with an ‘uncertainty 
penalty’ would seem a fruitful approach. Such modelling, 
with the inclusion of uncertainty aversion scales (e.g., 
Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale; Carleton, Norton, & 
Asmundson, 2007) may also shed light on the robust 
individual differences in information preference we 
observe (Figures, 3, 5, 6 right panels).  

There are certainly limits to the understanding of 
information preference that can be gained from a simple 
laboratory task like the one we use here (i.e., small 
monetary payments and relatively trivial 
rewards/penalties). Moreover, data from field studies and 
hypothetical questionnaires do appear to show robust 
tendencies for the active avoidance of information 
(Hertwig & Engel, 2016) – a pattern we do not see in our 
data. For example, only 55% of those tested for HIV return 
for their test results (Hightow et al., 2003) and only 3% to 
25% of those at risk of carrying the Huntington’s disease 
gene opt for the test (Creighton et al., 2003). Additionally, 
Gigerenzer and Garcia-Retamero (2017) found that over 
85% of people do not wish to know the date of death for 
themselves or their partners (should such knowledge be 
available).  

Predominantly, examples of these kinds of deliberate 
ignorance arise when potential future outcomes are 
extremely aversive (e.g., incurable illness or death) and thus 
go beyond the ethical constraints of experimental 
environments. Presumably this information avoidance is 

driven by feared dread of the potential outcome, and in 
these instances the aversive quality of uncertainty weighs 
less heavily than the dread elicited by the possibility of 
knowing extremely negative information. Additionally, 
there are instances where ignorance itself provides utility 
(e.g., not knowing the final score of a football game you’re 
watching); behaviours which are also difficult to reconcile 
with pure uncertainty aversion accounts. 

While these examples of deliberate ignorance are 
largely found in case studies and questionnaires, a 
comprehensive understanding of information preference 
will need to address, and reconcile, these real-world 
observations with the findings obtained in the lab. 
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Abstract

In the present paper, we introduce a novel computational
approach for uncovering mental representations underlying
healthiness judgments for food items. Using semantic vec-
tor representations derived from large-scale natural language
data, we quantify the complex representations that people hold
about foods, and use these representations to predict how both
lay decision makers and experts (trained dietitians) judge the
healthiness of food items. We also successfully predict the
impact of behavioral interventions (e.g. the provision of nutri-
ent content information or “traffic-light labels”) on healthiness
judgments for food items. Our models are highly general, and
are capable of making predictions for nearly any food item.
Finally, these models outperform competing models based on
factual nutritional content, suggesting that health judgments
depend more on complex (semantic) knowledge representa-
tions than on quantified nutritional information. The results in
this paper illustrate how methods from cognitive science and
computational linguistics can be combined with existing theo-
ries in psychology, to better predict, understand, and influence
health behavior.
Keywords: judgment; knowledge representations; vector se-
mantics; behavioral interventions; computational models

Introduction
Is granola healthy? What about steak? People make health-
iness judgments daily and understanding the psychological
underpinnings of these judgments is central to the develop-
ment of effective health interventions. It is commonly be-
lieved that people’s judgments of food healthiness are closely
tied to their beliefs about the food’s nutritional content. There
is now a large body of research investigating whether peo-
ple’s judgments of food healthiness can be explained by
government-provided nutritional guidelines (Bucher, Müller,
& Siegrist, 2015; Rizk & Treat, 2014). In a typical study
of this kind, participants are asked to rate the healthiness
of some food stimuli and then explain their ratings. How-
ever, as self-assessed knowledge is not always reliable, it
is difficult for participants to accurately state the rationale
behind their beliefs and judgments (Fernbach, Light, Scott,
Inbar, & Rozin, 2019; Schwarz & Clore, 1983). In addi-
tion, the nutritional content of foods does not often align
perfectly with people’s judgments (Rozin, 1996; Rozin, Fis-
chler, Imada, Sarubin, & Wrzesniewski, 1999), and beliefs
about food healthiness could stem from other complex as-
sociations that are uncorrelated with nutrient content. Thus
the knowledge representations that underpin judgment may
be biased, causing systematic (and thus predictable) error in

healthiness judgments. In fact, the knowledge representa-
tions that people have for food items are often a product of
social communication, media, and advertisements (Paquette,
2005; Provencher & Jacob, 2016; Yarar & Orth, 2018), which
are sometimes at odds with nutritional guidelines (e.g. in-
volve misleading claims such as “fat-free”, “organic” and “no
added sugars”) (André, Chandon, & Haws, 2019; Steinhauser
& Hamm, 2018).

Existing literature offers little insights into the extent to
which these non-nutrient-related media and informational
factors influence judgments of healthiness, as they are dif-
ficult to identify and measure. Additionally, despite exten-
sive research on the effects of different formats of nutrient
labelling and the provision of nutrient information (Cecchini
& Warin, 2016), a single coherent and evidence-based la-
belling strategy is still to be determined (Goiana-da Silva et
al., 2019). Part of the problem is that the effectiveness of nu-
trient labelling systems is dependent on the existing knowl-
edge, beliefs, and associations about that food item (Ikonen,
Sotgiu, Aydinli, & Verlegh, 2019). As knowledge represen-
tations for food items are hard to measure, current evaluative
approaches cannot make conclusive generalisations about the
effectiveness of various nutrient-labelling systems and related
public health interventions beyond the food stimuli used in
particular studies.

In order to predict healthiness judgments of everyday food
items, we thus need to model the complex representations
and associations that people have for food items; represen-
tations that stem not from nutrient labelling but rather from
the rich (and sometimes misleading) information presented
in various forms of media. Fortunately, there have been re-
cent advances in computational linguistics that offer a solu-
tion to this problem. These advances rely on the structure of
word distribution in large-scale natural language data to un-
cover quantitative knowledge representations for words and
phrases (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; see Lenci, 2018; Jones,
Willits, Dennis, & Jones, 2015 for a review), such as those
that describe natural entities like food items. These repre-
sentations often take the form of high-dimensional semantic
vectors for words (also known as word embeddings). The
proximities between these vectors measure the associations
between words, which in turn correlate with human semantic
judgment, factual judgment, probability judgment, and social
judgment (Bhatia, 2017a, 2017b; Bhatia & Walasek, 2019;
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Caliskan, Bryson, & Narayanan, 2017; Garg, Schiebinger,
Jurafsky, & Zou, 2018; Hills, Jones, & Todd, 2012; Man-
dera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2017; Pereira, Gershman, Rit-
ter, & Botvinick, 2016), all of which rely on association as
a psychological cue. As the semantic vectors quantify what
people know about various natural entities, they have been
used to approximate knowledge representations of these en-
tities and to predict more complex judgments, such as risk
perception, consumer judgment, and organizational judgment
(Bhatia, 2019; Richie, Zou, & Bhatia, 2019).

In the present study, we collect healthiness judgments for
172 food items from general public and registered dietitians
and assess the effectiveness of three different behavioral in-
terventions – calorie labelling, monochrome front of package
(FoP) labelling, and traffic light (TL) colored FoP labelling.
Using semantic vectors as knowledge representations of food
items, we build a computational model to predict, in an out-
of-sample manner, healthiness judgments for foods in differ-
ent populations, as well as differences in such judgments be-
tween individuals exposed to different behavioral interven-
tions. Finally, unlike previous approaches, there is no reliance
on nutritional content values of the food stimuli. Therefore,
this approach can be applied even to food items for which
nutritional information is unknown. In the following pages,
we illustrate the generalizability, accuracy, and power of our
approach.

Methods
Participants
Participants from all but one study (1B) were recruited from
Prolific Academic https://www.prolific.ac, an online
crowdsourcing site designed for experimental research re-
cruitment (Palan & Schitter, 2018). These participants were
all from the general population. For Study 1B which required
an expert sample, registered dietitians were contacted either
by email or through social media sites to complete the online
study. All participants were over the age of 18 and English-
speaking, with no other constraints to the eligibility criteria
in Study 1A-3. In Study 4, only UK residents were recruited
because of their familiarity with the traffic light (TL) nutri-
ent labelling presentation. Each participant was only eligible
to take part in one of our studies. The overall target sam-
ple size was approximately 700 participants, and was deter-
mined before obtaining the data. This target sample size was
chosen based on previous work, as this study adopts parts of
the methodology and data analysis of the research by Bhatia
(2019). The participants took part in return of a payment that
equated to roughly £5.00/h, in line with the fair pay agree-
ments of Prolific Academic. This research was approved by
the University of Warwick’s Biomedical and Scientific Re-
search Ethics Sub-Committee (approval REGO-2018-2268).

There were 134 participants (mean age = 30.25 years, SD
= 8.86, 43% females, and 84% had no dietary restrictions) in
Study 1A and 19 registered dietitians (mean age = 37 years,
SD = 10.36, 89% females and 68% had no dietary restric-

Table 1: Presentation formats of food names for each study
and each condition.

Study Control Condition Experimental Condition
1A Food Name Only n/a
1B Food Name Only n/a
2 Food Name Only Food Name

+ Calorie Content
3 Food Name Only Food Name

+ Calories Content
+ FoP Content

4 Food Name Only Food Name
+ Calories Content
+ FoP Content
+ TL labeling

tions) in Study 1B. There were 197 participants (mean age =
30.30 years, SD = 10.74, 52% female, and 80% had no di-
etary restrictions) in Study 2, 195 participants (mean age =
29.16 years, SD = 10.28, 48% female, and 82% had no di-
etary restrictions) in Study 3, and 202 participants (mean age
= 34.69 years, SD = 11.51, 70% female, and 81% had no
dietary restrictions) in Study 4.

Stimuli
The initial list of foods was taken from the USDA Food Com-
position Database, the most recent official publication of nu-
trient information pertaining to over 3102 unique food items
(USDA, 2018). Only foods present in the pre-trained word
embedding model were considered, leaving a subset of 571
food items. Two hundred food items, across all food cate-
gories (e.g. vegetables, meats, dishes), were then manually
chosen to maximise variance of the calorie values. Unknown
and ambiguous food items were also removed through dou-
ble blind coding, resulting in the final list of 172 usable food
items. The presentation format of the key nutrient informa-
tion in the experimental conditions of Study 2-4 was based on
guidance from UK government publications (Department of
Health and Social Care, 2013).

Design and Procedure
A between-subjects design was used to explore how display-
ing nutrient information, akin to existing policy interventions,
influences people’s representations of food healthiness. The
sub-studies (see Table 1) were all conducted between De-
cember 2018 and April 2019, with all recruitment per sub-
study completed on the same day. After providing consent
(Study 1A and 1B), and being randomly assigned to a con-
dition (Study 2-4), participants were instructed to rate the
healthiness of all 172 food items. The scale ranged from -
100 (extremely unhealthy) to +100 (extremely healthy); the
starting slider position was always defaulted at zero (neither
healthy nor unhealthy). This scale was chosen because it is
fine-grained (200 intervals) and balanced (symmetric around
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0), as well as being consistent with previous relevant studies
(Bhatia, 2019; Rizk & Treat, 2014). Participants also had the
option of selecting “Don’t know” if they were unfamiliar with
a food item. The order of the items was randomised for ev-
ery participant and only one item was visible at a time. The
same generic task instruction: “Using the slider, please use
your first impression to rate the following food item accord-
ing to the scale below:” was displayed above all stimuli in
every study condition. Information asking about participants’
birth year, gender and dietary restrictions was collected at the
end of the study, as well as years of experience as a registered
dietitian and area of specialism for our dietitian sample.

Computational Approach
In all studies, we used three statistical models to predict sub-
jective food healthiness judgments. Our analysis explored
participant judgements at the aggregate level, averaging food
item ratings within each condition of every study. We eval-
uated the accuracy of each of our three statistical models in
predicting subjective food healthiness judgments using leave-
one-out cross validation 1, which means that we trained our
models on all but one participant-supplied judgement and
used the trained model to predict the rating of the left-out
food item. We repeated this procedure for all food items.
This ensured that our modelling avoided overfitting and that
performance of each model was evaluated based on model
generalisability.

Our first model was the nutrient model, in which we used
nutrient content information to predict healthiness judge-
ments. Using OLS regression, we predicted ratings using the
following nutrients: food calorie content, amounts of nutri-
ents (fat, saturates, sugar, salt and protein) per 100g, and traf-
fic light color coding (green, orange and red).

In the vector representation model, we used vector repre-
sentations from the word2vec model to approximate the gen-
eral knowledge people associate with the healthiness of our
food stimuli names. Our model is pre-trained on a dataset
of Google News articles, which has 300-dimensional vector
representations for the three million most common words and
phrases in the English language (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen,
Corrado, & Dean, 2013) 2. In our main analyses, we used
normalized word2vec vectors, which represent the most com-
monly associated words with our food stimuli, to predict the
participant supplied healthiness ratings. Because of the high
number of predictor variables in this model (300), we ap-
plied a regularised regression technique known as ridge re-
gression. Ridge regression allows high numbers of predictors
to be considered and takes into account whether predictors
are highly correlated. In the previous and similar work (e.g.

1We also tried cross validation with other train-test splits, e.g.,9-
1. The results were similar. We will publish these results separately.

2We chose this particular pre-trained word embeddings due to its
prior success in predicting various human judgments (Bhatia, 2019;
Richie et al., 2019). We also fit this model with vector represen-
tations from other pre-trained word embeddings, such as fastText
(Mikolov et al., 2018) and GloVe (Pennington, Socher, & Manning,
2014). Results will be published separately.

Bhatia, 2019; Richie et al., 2019), ridge regression was found
to be the best-fitting regression technique for mapping pre-
trained 300-dimensional vector representations to judgements
and was consequently chosen for our analysis 3.

Finally, our third and final model combines the vector rep-
resentation model and the nutrient model, also using ridge
regression to explore the extent that both models can col-
lectively explain people’s subjective food healthiness judge-
ments.

Results
We begin by showing the distribution of aggregate healthi-
ness ratings from Study 1A in Figure 1. Here we can see that
healthiness judgements vary greatly amongst the food stim-
uli, both across and within food categories. Unsurprisingly,
the foods with the healthiest ratings were all fruit and veg-
etables, with the top five mean ratings ranging between 82
– 77 for broccoli, carrots, apple, cucumber and tomatoes re-
spectively. The five foods that received the unhealthiest rat-
ings, ranging between -65 and -50, were cola, donuts, skittles,
cheeseburger, and kit kat. A sample of the 172 food stimuli
can also be seen in Figure 1, highlighting the variety of foods
used to train our computational models.

We now turn to our main analysis, in which we attempted
to predict the aggregate judgments of healthiness using nu-
trient model, vector representation model, or the combined
model. Figure 2 summarises the out-of-sample coefficient of
determination (r2) of these three models, separately for each
condition across all five studies. The dots within each scat-
terplot represent the predicted vs. actual (aggregated) health-
iness ratings for the foods. R2 was calculated as the squared
pearson correlation between actual ratings and predicted rat-
ings by the models using leave-one-out cross validation.

As shown in Figure 2, the vector representation model per-
formed very well across all studies and conditions. In fact, the
predictive accuracy of the vector representation model was
consistently between 76-77% in the control conditions of all
four studies. Predictive accuracy for this model was slightly
lower in our expert sample, perhaps because they relied more
on internal nutrient knowledge about the foods.

We can also assess how different types of nutrient labelling
affects the predictive ability of the model using word vectors
(experimental conditions of Studies 2-4). For example, de-
spite participants being provided with calorie content infor-
mation in Study 2, word vectors were equally predictive of
healthiness judgments compared to when participants were
only provided with food names. However, we can start to see
a reduction in reliance on associations, as captured by our
word vector model, when participants were provided with
monochrome nutrient labelling, and particularly traffic light
labelling.

3We also tested other regression techniques including lasso, sup-
port vector, and k-nearest neighbors regression and found that ridge
regression is indeed the best-fitting regression. Results will be pub-
lished separately.
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Figure 1: Distribution of aggregated food healthiness ratings
from Study 1A. Foods have been separated by food category.

By comparison, the predictive accuracy of the model based
on the nutritional information varies greatly between studies
and conditions. In all control conditions, the out-of-sample
predictive accuracy of the nutrient model was considerably
lower than the vector representation model. In line with ex-
pectations, the nutrient model was slightly better at predicting
healthiness ratings of experts than of those from the general
population sample. However, it is still clear to see that the
out-of-sample predictive power of the vector representation
model is much better than that of the nutrient model, even
for experts. When people were presented with additional nu-
tritional information about foods, the predictive performance
of the nutrient models increased more substantially, suggest-
ing that the nutrient labelling information presented to par-
ticipants did influence their healthiness judgments to vary-
ing extents. The highest accuracy of the nutrient model was
achieved for the ratings by participants who saw calories, nu-
trients and relative magnitudes (as indicated by the traffic
light coloring scheme), where the predictive accuracy reached
77%. This is also the only group for which the accuracy was

Figure 2: Leave-one-out cross validation results for the con-
trol and treatment conditions of each study, comparing mod-
els predicting health ratings of foods using only nutrient con-
tent, only semantic vector representations, or a combination
of nutrient content and semantic vector representations. All
conditions of Studies 2-4 were conducted in a general public
sample.

higher than for the corresponding results of vector represen-
tation model.

If we turn our attention to the findings of the combined
model in Figure 2, comprising of both the vector representa-
tion model and the nutrients model, we can see that it achieves
very high predictive accuracy. In fact, in the case of mod-
els fitted to ratings made by the participants who saw either
monochrome labelling or traffic light colored labels, the pre-
dictive accuracy of the combined model even exceeds the
accuracy of the vector representation model. These results
support the interpretation that word vectors explain people’s
judgments over and above the nutritional information of in-
dividual foods. Of course, if nutritional content information
of foods were always available then the best predictive model
of people’s subjective food healthiness judgments would be
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Figure 3: Leave-one-out cross validation results for the ability of vector representations and the combined model to predict
the difference between conditions in Study 2 (Calorie – Control), Study 3 (Front of Package Labelling – Control) and Study 4
(Traffic Light Labelling – Control).

the combined model. Nonetheless, these findings demon-
strate the high capability of the vector representation model
in providing subjective healthiness insights even when just
food names are known. We obtained similar findings on the
individual-level analyses 4.

We are also able to assess how much of the variance be-
tween the control and experimental condition of each study
can be explained by word vectors alone. We show this in
Figure 3 alongside the combined model to demonstrate the
maximum predictive power of our computational models in
explaining what alters people’s healthiness judgments. Asso-
ciations, as captured by the word vector model, explain a sig-
nificant proportion of the difference between those presented
with just food names and additional calorie content informa-
tion (seen in Panel a). The model using word vectors is less
predictive of the changes between conditions in Study 3 and 4
but the predictive ability of the combined model considerably
increased. This reinforces that participants were making use
of the information from the respective monochrome and traf-
fic light colored nutrient labelling formats to influence their
judgments in these experimental conditions.

Another benefit of the vector representation approach is
that it can identify regions of the semantic space related to
food healthiness. This can be done by passing the vector rep-
resentations of common words (that are not necessarily food
items) through a model trained on participants’ food healthi-
ness judgments. Words given high predictions would be those
most associated with healthiness, and would capture the con-
ceptual underpinnings of health judgment. Figure 4 shows
a word cloud of the fifty English language words with the
highest healthiness predictions, derived with this approach.
Visibly, agriculture and nature related words, such as crop,
organic, and leaf, make up the majority of this word cloud.
Interestingly, the word healthy is also present in the word
cloud even though our model was never explicitly trained on

4Results will be published separately.

this concept. It seems that implicit in people’s judgments
are associations with concepts like healthiness, as well as
other concepts (e.g. naturalness, organic, appearance) iden-
tified by previous researches as being psychological cues for
food healthiness. Our novel computational approach provides
quantitative methods for uncovering these associations.

General Discussion
We combined insights from cognitive science and computa-
tional linguistics to uncover knowledge representations un-
derlying health judgments and built a computational model
based on such representations to predict people’s subjective
healthiness ratings. We showed that this model achieved high
accuracy, with an out of sample predictive accuracy of up to
77% for 172 diverse foods. Notably, we found that seman-
tic vector representations of foods were an even better pre-
dictor of health judgments than any internal knowledge that
dietitians hold about the foods’ nutritional values. This is
in line with previous literature that found that, contrary to
expectations, nutritional expertise does not always translate
into higher reliance on nutritional information when making
healthiness judgments (Orquin, 2014). In contrast to classical
research that often assumes an existence of a direct mapping
between nutritiousness and healthiness (Bucher, Hartmann,
Rollo, & Collins, 2017), our results show that mere nutri-
tional information may only be a fragment of mental repre-
sentations of food items.

We were also able to interpret why the vector representa-
tion model performs well. Using our best-fit model on partic-
ipant healthiness rating data to infer the associations implicit
in people’s judgment, we found that healthy food items were
strongly associated with words related to nature and the cul-
tivation of vegetarian food products (e.g., “crop”, “harvest”,
and “agricultural”). This means that even in the presence of
interventions aimed at aiding individuals to choose healthier
options, internal knowledge representations continue to exert
a strong effect on people’s judgments. This is consistent with
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Figure 4: Words with the highest predicted healthiness rating
based on the Vector Representation Model estimated for the
lay people in Study 1A (control).

the findings showing that marketing techniques stressing nat-
uralness and organic nature of food create a halo effects that
can influence people’s judgments of food healthiness (Schuldt
& Schwarz, 2010; Scrinis & Parker, 2016; Whalen, Harrold,
Child, Halford, & Boyland, 2018). In line with this research,
our work also shows that nutritional labelling neither sub-
stitutes nor corrects for the associations that people rely on
when judging food’s healthiness. This is why even with nu-
trition labels it is possible to predict health judgment using
vector representations of knowledge and association, with a
high degree of accuracy.

Our approach offers a unique insight into the psychologi-
cal basis of subjective food healthiness judgements. We ob-
tained healthiness ratings by providing participants with the
generic name of the food stimuli (with or without nutritional
information) to gain universal insights into people’s healthi-
ness judgment for that food. Written language predominantly
contains generic information about foods because its primary
purpose is to communicate information to others (De Deyne,
Perfors, & Navarro, 2016). Therefore, our vector represen-
tation model is most suitable, and indeed highly successful,
at approximating mental representations of food items at the
abstract level. However, a model trained on written text is un-
likely to capture attributes of foods perceived to be uninfor-
mative, like specific visual attributes of the food (e.g. fresh-
ness and size). In fact, Richie et al. (2019) found that rep-
resentations derived from the exact same word embeddings
(i.e. word2vec, Mikolov et al., 2013) did not predict food
tastiness judgments well. We also suspect that our vector rep-
resentation model may not work as well for uncommon food
items, as there may not be sufficient natural language data
to derive tractable representations for food items that peo-
ple rarely talk about. Hence, while our results are certainly
promising, our findings are a first step in providing a rich
set of attributes and associations that people use in judging
food’s healthiness. The direction of future studies should be
to assess how the word vectors might perform when the judg-
ments are influenced by additional sensory information, in-
cluding promotional packaging, smell of food, portion sizes,

or hunger states.
Using three design features from different nutrient la-

belling formats, we demonstrate how the interaction between
external information and people’s pre-existing knowledge
about foods can be uncovered using computational models.
Our findings are complementary to existing reviews about the
effectiveness of interventions, and provide robust evidence of
the differences in ability of various types of nutrient labelling
to shift healthiness judgments (Egnell, Talati, Hercberg, Pet-
tigrew, & Julia, 2018). Using our approach, we are able to
assess and compare how each design feature of currently im-
plemented labelling strategies alters people’s judgements and
reliance on knowledge representations of foods. This is im-
portant as it could potentially provide rationale for remov-
ing unnecessary information that could contribute to overload
confusion (Leek, Szmigin, & Baker, 2015).

In summary, our modelling approach can be used by regis-
tered dietitians, health professionals, policy makers and re-
searchers alike to gain better insights into subjective food
judgments, which is pivotal to confronting the obesity epi-
demic. In doing so, our paper shows how established ideas
and methods in cognitive science can be used to guide behav-
ioral outcomes and improve welfare in subject populations.
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Abstract

Learning what is relevant for reward is a ubiquitous and crucial
task in daily life, where stochastic reward outcomes can de-
pend on an unknown number of task dimensions. We designed
a paradigm tailored to study such complex scenarios. In the ex-
periment, participants configured three-dimensional stimuli by
selecting features for each dimension and received probabilis-
tic feedback. Participants selected more rewarding features
over time, demonstrating learning. To investigate the learning
process, we tested two learning strategies, feature-based rein-
forcement learning and serial hypothesis testing, and found ev-
idence for both. The extent to which each strategy was engaged
depended on the instructed task complexity: when instructed
that there were fewer relevant dimensions (and therefore fewer
reward-generating rules were possible) people tended to seri-
ally test hypotheses, whereas they relied more on learning fea-
ture values when more dimensions were relevant. To explain
the behavioral dependency on task complexity and instruc-
tions, we tested variants of the value-based serial hypothesis
testing model. We found evidence that participants constructed
their hypothesis space based on the instructed task condition,
but they failed to use all the information provided (e.g. reward
probabilities). Our current best model can qualitatively capture
the difference in choice behavior and performance across task
conditions.
Keywords: representation learning; reinforcement learning;
serial hypothesis testing; active learning

Introduction
When interacting with a multidimensional environment, it is
crucial to figure out what dimensions are relevant for obtain-
ing rewards. For example, when purchasing coffee beans, a
collection of decisions needs to be made including the brand,
the packaging, the origin of the beans, the level they are
roasted, etc. Among these dimensions, some determine the
flavor of the coffee and how enjoyable it is (e.g. the origin
and the roast level), while others (e.g. the brand and pack-
aging) may matter less. An inexperienced coffee drinker can
be clueless when facing these decisions, but after trying out
different combinations, they will hopefully figure out what
dimensions are relevant and which are not. Learning about
relevance helps the agent make better decisions and allocate
limited resources to useful information.

Determining the dimensions relevant for a task, however,
can be challenging: outcomes may be stochastic, so learning
requires aggregating over multiple experiences, and the num-
ber of relevant dimensions is often unknown, leaving learners
uncertain as to whether they have fully learned. Few studies
have considered both complexities (but see (Choung et al.,

2017; Duncan et al., 2018)). Instead, in most multidimen-
sional reinforcement learning (RL) tasks (Niv et al., 2015;
Marković et al., 2015; Wunderlich et al., 2011), only one di-
mension of a stimulus is relevant for reward, and participants
are explicitly informed so; in category learning tasks, rules
often involve multiple dimensions, but they are often deter-
ministic by design (Ballard et al., 2017; Mack et al., 2016).
Therefore, we developed a task aimed at studying probabilis-
tic reward learning about multiple (or even an unknown num-
ber of) relevant dimensions.

The “build-your-own-stimulus” task
In this task, stimuli are characterized by features in three di-
mensions: color ({red, green, blue}), shape ({square, circle,
triangle}) and texture ({plaid, dots, waves}). In each game, a
subset of the three dimensions was relevant for reward, mean-
ing that one feature (compared to the other two) in each of
these dimensions made stimuli more rewarding.

To earn rewards and figure out the most rewarding features
(abbreviated as “rewarding features” from here on) in the rel-
evant dimensions, participants were asked to configure stim-
uli by selecting features for each dimension (Figure 1). They
could also leave any dimension empty, in which case the com-
puter would randomly select a feature in that dimension. The
participant then saw the resulting stimulus and received prob-
abilistic reward feedback (one or zero points) based on the
number of rewarding features in the stimulus (Table 1). Par-
ticipants’ goal was to earn as many points as possible over the
course of each game.

Table 1: Probability of reward in different types of games,
depending on number of rewarding features in the stimulus

Game type # rewarding features
0 1 2 3

1D-relevant 20 % 80% – –
2D-relevant 20 % 50% 80% –
3D-relevant 20 % 40% 60% 80%

Each game had 1-3 relevant dimensions (corresponding to
1D, 2D and 3D-relevant conditions), and this number was ei-
ther known or unknown to participants (“known” and “un-
known” conditions), resulting in six game types in total.
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Figure 1: The build-your-own-stimulus task. Participants
built stimuli by selecting a feature in each of 0-3 dimensions
(marked by black squares). After hitting “Done”, the stimulus
showed up on the screen, with features randomly determined
for any dimension without a selection (here, circle was ran-
domly determined). Reward feedback was then shown.

Compared to the multidimensional RL tasks and catego-
rization tasks in the literature where stimuli (i.e. the combina-
tion of features) are often pre-determined and where it is hard
to isolate the participants’ preference over single features, this
task design enables us to directly probe participants’ prefer-
ence (or lack thereof) in each of the three dimensions.

Participants.
27 participants recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk
each played all six types of games (3 games of each type, 30
trials per game). Participants were told that there could be
one, two or three dimensions that are important for reward,
and were explicitly informed about the reward probabilities
in Table 1. In “known” games, the number of relevant dimen-
sions was instructed before the start of the game. Participants
were never told which dimensions were relevant or which fea-
tures were more rewarding.

Learning performance and choice behavior.
Across all six game types, participants’ performance im-
proved over the course of a game (Figure 2A). Games were
harder (i.e. participants were less able to learn all the reward-
ing features) as the number of relevant dimensions increased;
knowing the number helped performance when three dimen-
sions were relevant (repeated measures ANOVA: F(1,26) =
6.826, p = .002), but not for one or two relevant dimensions.

Participants also showed distinct choice behavior in the dif-
ferent game types (Figure 2B): in “known” (number of rele-
vant dimensions) games, they systematically selected more
features on each trial as more dimensions were relevant; in
“unknown” games, the number of selected features was not
different between game types. In post-game surveys (not
shown), participants correctly identified more rewarding fea-
tures in 3D-relevant games in the “known” condition than

A

1D-relevant

B

2D-relevant 3D-relevant
Known
Unknown
Chance

Figure 2: Performance and choices by game type. (A) The
number of rewarding features in the configured stimulus, and
(B) The number of features selected by the participants, over
the course of 1D, 2D and 3D-relevant games (left, middle and
right columns); red and blue curves represent the “known”
and “unknown” conditions, respectively. Shaded areas rep-
resent 1 s.e.m. across participants. Dashed lines represent
chance level for that type of game.

“unknown”; they also were more likely to falsely identify an
irrelevant feature as relevant in 1D-relevant games in the “un-
known” condition than “known”.

In sum, participants learned the task and performed better
than chance, and their performance and choice behavior de-
pended on game conditions.

A hybrid of two learning systems
There is extensive evidence supporting the existence of two
learning systems in representation learning (Ashby & Mad-
dox, 2005; Radulescu, Niv, & Ballard, 2019): an incremen-
tal learning system that learns the value of stimuli based on
feedback from trial-and-error experiences, and a rule-based
learning system that explicitly represents possible rules and
evaluates them. Both learning strategies have been observed
in tasks similar to the current one. For instance, in proba-
bilistic reward learning tasks, people seem to learn via trial-
and-error to identify relevant dimensions, and gradually focus
their attention onto the rewarding features in those dimen-
sions (Niv et al., 2015; Marković et al., 2015; Wunderlich et
al., 2011). In contrast, in some types of categorization tasks,
people seem to evaluate the probability of all possible rules
via Bayesian inference, with a prior belief favoring simpler
rules (Ballard et al., 2017). Inspired by these prior works, we
test and compare both learning strategies.

Reinforcement learning model
First, we consider a feature-based reinforcement learning
(RL) model, similar to the feature RL with decay model in
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(Niv et al., 2015). It learns the values of nine features us-
ing Rescorla-Wagner updating, with separate learning rates
for features that were selected by the participant (η = ηs) and
those that were randomly determined (η = ηr). Values for
the features not in the current stimulus st are decayed towards
zero with a factor d ∈ [0,1]. ηs, ηr and d are free parameters.

Vt( fi, j) =

{
Vt−1( fi, j)+η(rt −ER(ct)), if j = si

t

d ·Vt−1( fi, j), if j 6= si
t

(1)

where i and j index dimensions and features, respectively.
At decision time, the expected reward (ER) for each choice

c is calculated as the sum of its feature values:

ER(c) = ∑
i

V ( fi,ci), (2)

with the average value of all three features used for dimen-
sions with no selected features.

The choice probability is then determined based on ER(c)
using a softmax function, with β as a free parameter:

P(c) =
eβ·ER(c)

∑c′ eβ·ER(c′)
. (3)

Rule learning models
Unlike the value-based strategy that learns values for each
feature independently and combines them additively at choice
time, the rule-based strategy directly evaluates combinations
of features. We considered each specification of the relevant
dimension(s) and the corresponding rewarding feature(s) as a
“rule”. For “unknown” games, there were 63 possible rules
in total; for “known” games, the total reduced to 9, 27 and 27
for 1D, 2D and 3D-relevant conditions, respectively.

There is little consensus on how people learn which rule
is correct. One possibility is to consider all candidate rules,
and use Bayes’ rule to evaluate how likely each of them is;
we term this a “Bayesian rule learning model”. This model
optimally utilizes feedback information to learn about candi-
date rules1, and can serve as a reference model. However,
Bayesian inference is computationally expensive and has a
high memory load. A simpler alternative is serial hypothesis
testing, with the assumption that people only test one rule at a
time: if the evidence supports their hypothesis, they continue
with that rule; otherwise, they switch to a different one, until
the correct rule is found.

Bayesian rule learning model maintains a probabilistic
belief distribution over all possible rules (denoted by h for hy-
potheses). After each trial, the belief distribution is updated
according to Bayes’ rule:

P(h|c1:t ,r1:t) ∝ P(rt |h,ct)P(h|c1:t−1,r1:t−1). (4)

1We note that this model is nevertheless not strictly optimal, even
with no decision noise, as it maximizes the reward on the current
trial, but not the total reward.

At decision time, the expected reward for each choice is cal-
culated using the entire belief distribution:

ER(c) = ∑
h

P(h)P(r|h,c). (5)

The expected reward is then used to determine the choice
probability as in Equation 3.

Serial hypothesis testing (SHT) models assume the par-
ticipant is testing one hypothesis at any given time. We do
not directly observe what hypothesis the participant is test-
ing, and must infer that from their choices. We do so by
using the change point detection model in (Wilson & Niv,
2012). The detailed math of this approach is beyond the page
limit, but the basic idea is to infer the current hypothesis us-
ing all the choices the participant made so far (in the cur-
rent game) and their reward outcomes (together denoted by
D1:t−1). Different variants of the model differ in the assump-
tions they make about the hypothesis testing and switching
policies (i.e., whether to switch hypotheses and which next
hypothesis to switch to, respectively; these two policies to-
gether determine the transition from the hypothesis on the last
trial to the current one), and the choice policy (the probability
of choice given the current hypothesis). Given this generative
model of choices, we use Bayes’ rule to calculate the pos-
terior probability distribution over the current hypothesis ht :
P(ht |D1:t−1), and use this to predict the choice:

P(ct |D1:t−1) = ∑
ht

P(ct |ht)P(ht |D1:t−1) (6)

Various choices can be made regarding the three policies,
and the hypothesis space. As a baseline, we allow all Nh = 63
hypotheses in the hypothesis space, and consider the follow-
ing hypothesis testing policy: On each trial, the participant
estimates the reward probability of the hypothesis on last trial.
With a uniform Dirichlet prior, this is equivalent to counting
how many times they have been rewarded since they started
testing this hypothesis. The estimated reward probability is
then compared to a soft threshold θ to determine whether to
stay with this hypothesis or to switch to a different one:

Pr(stay) =
1

1+ e−βstay(P̂reward−θ)
, (7)

where P̂reward = reward count +1
trial count+2 is the estimated probability of

reward for hypothesis ht−1, and βstay and θ are free parame-
ters. If the participant decides to switch, the model assumes
that they will randomly switch to any other hypothesis:

P(ht) =

{
Pr(stay), if ht = ht−1

1
Nh−1 (1−Pr(stay)) , if ht 6= ht−1

(8)

Participants’ choices are assumed to be aligned with their hy-
potheses most of the time, with a free-parameter lapse rate of
λ.

We call this model the random-switch SHT model.
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B C

A

Figure 3: Model comparison supports both learning
strategies. (A) Geometric average likelihood per trial for
each model. Higher values indicate better model fits. Dashed
lines indicate the chance level. (B, C) The difference in like-
lihood per trial between the hybrid value-based SHT model
and (B) the feature RL with decay model (i.e. the contribu-
tion of serial hypothesis testing in the hybrid model), or (C)
the random-switch SHT model (i.e. the contribution of fea-
ture value learning), by game type. Error bars represent 1
s.e.m. across participants.

Hybridizing the two learning systems
So far we have considered the two learning systems sepa-
rately. However, they are not necessarily exclusive. We thus
consider a hybrid model by incorporating the feature values
into the switch policy of the serial hypothesis testing model.
Rather than choosing a new hypothesis randomly, this model
favors hypotheses that contain recently rewarded features. It
maintains a set of feature values updated according to feature
RL with decay as in Equation 1 (but with a single learning
rate), and calculates the expected reward for each alternative
hypothesis by adding up its feature values, similar to Equa-
tion 2 but for h instead of c. The probability of switching to
ht 6= ht−1 is:

P(ht) = (1−Pr(stay))
eβswitch·ER(ht )

∑h′ 6=ht−1 eβswitch·ER(h′)
, (9)

where βswitch is a free parameter. We call this model the
value-based SHT model.

Model fitting and model comparison
We fit the models using maximum likelihood estimation
with the minimize function (L-BFGS-B algorithm) in Python
package scipy.optimize with 10 random starting points. We
performed leave-one-game-out cross-validation. Model fits
were evaluated with cross-validated trial-by-trial likelihood.

Model comparison results are shown in Figure 3A. Among
the four models, the Bayesian rule learning model, even

though optimal in utilizing the feedback information, showed
the worst fit to participants’ choices. This is potentially due
to the large hypothesis space (up to 63 hypotheses), making it
implausible that participants performed exact Bayesian infer-
ence. Both the feature RL with decay model and the random-
switch SHT model showed much better fit. Compared to the
Bayesian model, both have lower storage and computational
loads: the RL model takes advantage of the fact that differ-
ent dimensions are independent and the reward probabilities
are additive, by learning nine feature values individually and
later combining them; the random-switch SHT model limits
the consideration of hypotheses to one at a time. The hybrid
value-based SHT model, which combines both learning sys-
tems, fit best, suggesting that participants used both strategies
when solving this task.

Knowing that both learning systems were used in this task,
the next questions is how they were combined in participants’
strategies and how much each of them contributed. We ad-
dress this question by comparing the hybrid model with the
two component models, for each game condition separately:
the additional likelihood per trial for the hybrid model as
compared to each component is a proxy for the contribution
of the other mechanism (Figure 3B and 3C). Our results show
that participants’ strategies were sensitive to task information.
In “known” games, the contribution of hypothesis testing de-
creased with more relevant dimensions (estimated fixed effect
slope −0.080±0.011 in a mixed linear model with a random
intercept, p< .001), and the contribution of value learning in-
creased instead (estimated slope: 0.0147±0.0032, p< .001).
This suggests that when the task was known to have a smaller
hypothesis space, participants were more likely to test one
hypothesis at a time; whereas when the hypothesis space be-
came larger, participants relied more on parallel learning of
feature values, showing a strategic use of task information.
In “unknown” games, in contrast, the contribution of both
mechanisms differed less across game conditions (estimated
slopes: −0.024±0.010 for SHT, p= .024;−0.0010±0.0025
for RL, p = .674).

Exploring the value-based serial
hypothesis-testing strategy

In this experiment, human participants were sensitive to the
game condition (Figure 2). Crucially, both their perfor-
mance and choice behavior differed between “known” and
“unknown” games with the same number of relevant dimen-
sions. A reinforcement learning strategy that learns individ-
ual feature values is unable to predict these differences. For-
tunately, the serial hypothesis testing strategy can potentially
explain this finding. For instance, the hypothesis space can
be constructed according to the instructed number of relevant
dimensions, so that only a subset of hypotheses need to be
considered in known games, potentially simplifying learning.

This having been said, the two minimalistic SHT models
we have considered so far do not use game condition infor-
mation, always having all 63 hypotheses in the hypothesis
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space. In this section, we explore the possibility of incorpo-
rating task instructions into the SHT models to capture the ob-
served behavior differences. We also explore various choices
for each of the assumptions the SHT models make (Figure
4), with the goal of explaining some more choice patterns we
observed, and better accounting for participants’ behavior.

To compare model variants, we use the value-based SHT
model as the baseline model.

Model variants
Hypothesis space: Incorporating game information. In
“known” games, participants were informed about the num-
ber of relevant dimensions, which could be used to limit the
size of the hypothesis space. The extent to which people trust
and follow instructions can vary. Thus, we parameterize the
hypothesis space with two weight parameters wl and wh that
were multiplied with the probability of hypotheses P(h) in
Equation 9 at hypothesis switch point:

P(h)←


wlP(h) if D(h)< D
P(h) if D(h) = D
whP(h) if D(h)> D

(10)

Here, D(h) is the dimension of hypothesis h (how many re-
warding features are specified in h), and D is the number of
relevant dimensions according to the instruction. The base-
line model can be seen as a special case of this variant with
wl = wh = 1. If a participant follows the instruction exactly,
wl = wh = 0. The average P(h) of 1D, 2D and 3D games is
used for “unknown” games.

Hypothesis testing policy: incorporating reward proba-
bility information. In the experiment, participants were in-
formed of the reward probabilities for all game conditions,
which is not used by the baseline model. One way to use
such information is to calculate a “target” reward probabil-
ity RPtarget(h|D,D(h)), which can be achieved under the best
case scenario if all features specified in the current hypothe-
sis are rewarding (while not exceeding the instructed number
of relevant dimensions D). In “known” games, we assume
that participants set their threshold according to this “target”
reward probability, with a free-parameter offset δ:

θ = RPtarget(h|D,D(h))+δ (11)

The intuition is that the participant should expect a higher
reward probability, for example, when testing the same one-
dimensional hypothesis in a 1D-known game compared to in
a 3D-known game. The average RPtarget of 1D, 2D and 3D
games is used for “unknown” games.

Not always testing hypothesis. The baseline model as-
sumes that people are always testing hypotheses, which might
not be true. Since we did not enforce feature selection on any
of the dimensions, the participant could choose not to select
any feature, and let the computer configure a random stimu-
lus. In fact, many participants did so, especially in the begin-
ning of games (not shown). This was potentially due to not
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Figure 4: Value-based serial hypothesis testing models:
model variants and their comparison. (A) A diagram of
the SHT models. Model assumptions are presented in white
boxes, accompanied by different variants on each assumption
in colored boxes: in light gray are the assumptions adopted
by the baseline model, and in other colors are those used
in the model variants. (B) Difference in average likelihood
per trial between variants of the SHT models and the base-
line model (the value-based SHT model). All models except
the full model are only different from the baseline model by
one assumption as noted in the label; the full model adopts
the better alternative in every assumption. Bar colors corre-
spond to those in panel A, except for the full model (in dark
gray). (C, D) Same as in Figure 2 but for simulation of the
full model.291



having a good candidate hypothesis in mind, either because
little information had been obtained at the start of a game, or
participants had trouble figuring out what features were good,
which could happen at any point in a game. To model this in-
ability to come up with hypotheses, we add a soft threshold
on hypothesis testing: if the expected reward of the best can-
didate hypothesis is below a threshold θtest, participants will
be unlikely to test any hypothesis:

Pr(test) =
1

1+ e−βtest(maxh(ER(h))−θtest)
(12)

βtest and θtest are free parameters. This probability is applied
to the first trial of a game and at hypothesis switch points.

Choice policy: selecting more than hypothesizing. In the
baseline model, participants are assumed to make choices
aligned with their current hypothesis, unless they have a
lapse. In the experiment, however, we observed an overall
tendency to select more features than instructed (Figure 2B).
This was not surprising as there was no cost for selecting
more features. In fact, it is strictly optimal to always make
selections on all dimensions, as there is always a best feature
(at least equally good as the other two) within each dimension
according to the participant’s mental model. Thus, we allow
in the model for participants to select more features than what
are in their current hypothesis, and parameterize the extent to
which they do so with a free parameter k: if ct is more com-
plex than or the same as ht , P(ct |ht) ∝ (1−λ)ek(D(ct )−D(ht ));
otherwise, P(ct |ht) ∝ λ.

Model comparison results
All the variants improved model fits, except for the hypothe-
sis testing policy that incorporates the reward probability in-
formation (Figure 4B). These results suggest that participants
made use of the task instructions to form their hypothesis
space, but may not have used the reward probability informa-
tion in evaluating the hypotheses. When there was not enough
evidence for a good hypothesis, they would not engage in hy-
pothesis testing. They also seemed to choose more features
than what they had in their hypotheses.

The full model, which takes the better alternative on all as-
sumptions, was able to qualitatively capture the dependency
of both choices and performance on task condition (model
simulation: Figure 4C and 4D; data: Figure 2). The effects
predicted by the model, however, are smaller than those ob-
served in the data, including the performance difference be-
tween “known” and “unknown” conditions for 3D-relevant
games, and the choice differences between “known” and “un-
known” conditions for 1D- and 3D-relevant games.

Summary
We designed a novel “build-your-own-stimulus” task to study
probabilistic reward learning of multi-dimensional stimuli
when the underlying rules involve multiple or an unknown
number of relevant dimensions. Participants were able to
learn over time and performed above chance level across

all task conditions. Their strategies and performance were
sensitive to both the complexity of the underlying rules and
whether they were given this information explicitly. We
found evidence for the use of two learning strategies, namely
feature-value learning and serial hypothesis testing. When
deciding which one to rely on more, participants took advan-
tage of the task complexity information. We also explored
various ways the value-based serial hypothesis testing mod-
els can incorporate task instructions, and different model as-
sumptions. The current best model is able to qualitatively
capture how choice behavior and performance depended on
task conditions.
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People have the ability to accurately judge the truth-values 

of propositions involving relations, though are sometimes 

prone to errors which arise due to the use of heuristics and 

cognitive shortcuts. For example, while judging whether or 

not the PartOf relation holds between the concepts sparrow 

and bird, people may use structured symbolic knowledge 

representations that directly evaluate the truth or falsehood of 

the proposition PartOf(sparrow,bird), but may also query 

unstructured representations that merely consider the 

association between sparrow and bird. The latter are often 

more accessible and can be used to make quick and effortless 

judgments. However, they can lead to errors when the 

association between two concepts does not correspond to 

whether or not the target relationship holds between the 

concepts, such as in the example considered here. 

This interplay between structured and unstructured 

relational judgment is often understood through the lens of 

dual process theories (see Evans & Stanovich, 2013 for a 

review), which propose that people’s responses are the 

product of two types of cognitive processes: Type 1 processes 

are automatic and rely on heuristics of association, 

contiguity, and relatedness, whereas Type 2 processes are 

deliberative and rely on symbolic and rule-based 

computations. The automaticity of Type 1 processes implies 

that their responses serve as intuitive defaults, which may be 

overridden by Type 2 processes with effort and time.  

Dual process theories have provided a useful 

organizational framework for theorizing about judgment and 

reasoning. That said, nearly all dual process theories of high-

level cognition are expressed verbally and are capable of 

making only qualitative (and not quantitative) predictions 

regarding participant responses. There are two reasons for 

this. First, Type 1 and Type 2 processes involve complex 

dynamic interactions, which are difficult to describe using 

mathematical models. Second, the representations over 

which Type 1 and Type 2 processes operate are often highly 

complex. It is impossible to build a formal model of Type 1 

and 2 processes for common judgment and reasoning tasks, 

without specifying unstructured (associative) and structured 

(symbolic) representations for the thousands of concepts that 

could be evaluated in these tasks. 

We present a computational framework for modeling 

relational judgment for pairs of words, that addresses these 

two problems. Our framework is based on our prior work on 

decision making (Bhatia, 2013; Bhatia & Mullett, 2016; 

Bhatia & Pleskac, 2019;  Golman et al., in press; and Zhao et 

al., 2019) and on semantic representation (Bhatia, 2017; 

Bhatia et al., 2019; Bhatia & Stewart, 2018). In the former, 

we examine mathematical models capable of capturing 

complex dynamic and stochastic aspects of two-alternative 

forced choice. Although such models are typically applied to 

simple perceptual, lexical, or preferential choice, here we 

show that they can also be used to model the interplay 

between Type 1 and 2 processes in high-level relational 

judgments, such as those asking participants to judge whether 

PartOf(sparrow,bird) is true or false. Specifically, we use the 

diffusion decision model (DDM) (see Ratcliff & Smith, 2004 

for a review; also see Zhao et al., 2019 for a related 

application). We specify the signals generated by Type 1 

processes as starting point effects that automatically bias the 

individual in favor of one of the two responses at the 

beginning of the decision process, and the signals generated 

by Type 2 processes as drift rate effects that gradually drive 

the deliberation towards the correct response.   

The specific starting points and drift rates in our framework 

are obtained from word vector models of semantic 

representation. Vector semantic models describe words and 

concepts as points in high dimensional spaces, which are 

derived from word-co-occurrence statistics in large-scale 

natural language data. Prior work has found that similarity in 

these spaces corresponds to word association, and is thus able 

to predict associative bias in high-level judgment tasks (see  

Bhatia et al., 2019 for a review). Following this research, we 

specify the starting point bias in our DDM model as a linear 

transformation of the cosine similarity between the word 

vectors for the words involved in the relational judgment (e.g. 

sparrow and bird). For the purposes of this paper we use 

pretrained GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014). 

Vector semantic models are also useful for predicting 

whether or not a given relation holds between a pair of words. 

Specifically, the Bayesian Analogy with Relational 

Transformation (BART) model (Lu et al., 2019) passes word 

vectors for entities in a proposition (e.g. sparrow and bird) 

through a relation-specific non-linear function, to generate a 

continuous measure of the degree to which the proposition 

being judged is true or false. Such functions can be learnt 

from sufficient relational data and can thus be used to make 

predictions for novel propositions (not explicitly hard-coded 

by the modeler). Following this work, we specify the drift 

rate in our model as a linear transformation of the BART 

prediction for the proposition.  

We build and test our framework using relations between 

word pairs obtained from ConceptNET, a large open source 

knowledge base (Speer et al., 2017). Specifically, we extract 

over 12,000 word pairs that are linked to each other by at least 

one of ten different relations (IsA, PartOf, UsedFor, 

AtLocation, Causes, HasProperty, Synonym, Antonym, 

DistinctFrom, and MannerOf). These word pairs and 
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relations represent common sense knowledge about the world 

obtained from numerous sources, including crowd-sourced 

data. By training our models on this data we are able to 

quantify Type 1 and 2 signals for propositions that apply the 

ten ConceptNET relations to nearly any English word pair.  

We find that the average cosine similarity of word pairs 

that make up the ConceptNET propositions is 0.31, whereas 

the average cosine similarity of two randomly selected 

unrelated words is 0.07. Consequently, Type 1 processes, that 

rely entirely on association, are able to successfully predict 

whether or not two words are related to each other. This result 

indicates that Type 1 processes (as specified by our 

framework) are adaptive. If these processes provide 

immediately accessible and cost efficient signals, then these 

signals serve as good priors for further deliberation. Indeed, 

the DDM provides a particularly compelling interpretation of 

this result. According to the sequential probability ratio test, 

priors in optimal sequential decision making should enter as 

starting points in a DDM-based dynamic process. Thus, using 

simple association to determine the DDM starting point in a 

relation judgment task is (boundedly) rational if this 

association is immediately and effortlessly available. 

Of course, the association between a pair of word (e.g. 

cosine similarity of sparrow and bird) is not enough to judge 

whether or not a specific relation (e.g. PartOf) holds between 

the words. Our BART-based specification of Type 2 

processes, which provides a relation-specific prediction for 

the words, is able to address this problem. We find that the 

signal generated by this model achieves an out-of-sample 

accuracy rate of 73% (significantly higher than a random 

accuracy rate of 50%) in making relation predictions on the 

ConceptNET data. This shows that BART-based Type 2 

processes can be used to substantially improve the response 

tendencies generated by Type 1 associative processes. 

In order to test whether our framework is able to 

successfully describe participant responses, we ran an 

experiment in which 42 subjects were asked to judge the truth 

or falsehood of 300 propositions made up of 30 word pairs 

for each of the ten ConceptNET relations. Half the 

propositions were true, and the false propositions were 

chosen to match the true propositions in terms of the strength 

of association of their word pairs. Our dual process DDM 

specification predicts that subjects should be more likely to 

respond correctly in congruent trials (in which Type 1 and 

Type 2 processes both support the correct response) than in 

incongruent trials (in which only Type 2 processes support 

the correct response). It also predicts that correct responses 

should be quicker in congruent trials than in congruent trails. 

Both these patterns emerge in our data.  We also fit our DDM 

model to choice and response time data using hierarchical 

Bayesian model fitting, and find that cosine similarity plays 

a significant role in the starting point (with starting points 

closer to the “true” threshold for highly associated word 

pairs) and that the BART rating plays a significant role in the 

drift rate (with drift rates favoring the “true” response when 

BART judges the proposition to be true). These results are 

consistent with the theoretical structure proposed above.  

 Overall, our framework offers novel insights that 

significantly advance our understanding of reasoning and 

judgment processes. By combining technical and theoretical 

ideas from two important subfields of cognitive science it is 

able to make precise choice and response time predictions for 

nearly any English language word pair on the ten 

ConceptNET relations. This makes it unique amongst 

computational models of reasoning and judgment, which 

seldom make quantitative predictions, and are usually limited 

to a small set of stimuli that are hand-coded by the modelers. 

We are currently in the process of running additional 

experiments to test our framework. These involve relations 

obtained from other datasets (e.g. SemEval-2012) as well as 

experimental manipulations that alter Type 1 responses with 

additional participant training, and restrict Type 2 processing 

with working memory load. We also plan to use our 

framework to test for more complex interactions between 

Type 1 and 2 processes. We are excited about these tests and 

look forward to presenting their results at the Cognitive 

Science conference  in July.   
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Abstract 
Successful cooperative activities rely on the efficient distribu-
tion of sub-tasks between co-actors. Previous research has 
found that people often forgo individual efficiency in favor of 
group-level efficiency (i.e., joint cost minimization) when 
planning a joint action. The present study investigated the cost 
computations underlying such "co-efficient" decisions: We 
tested the hypothesis that people compute the joint costs of a 
shared action sequence by summing the individual costs of 
their own and their co-actor's actions. We independently ma-
nipulated the parameters quantifying individual and joint ac-
tion costs and tested their effects on decision-making. Partici-
pants weighed their own and their partner’s costs equally to es-
timate the joint action costs as the sum of the two individual 
parameters. The results provide empirical support for compu-
tational approaches that formalize cooperation as joint utility 
maximization based on a sum of individual action costs.  

Keywords: cooperation; joint action; efficiency; decision-
making; cost computation 

Introduction 
Humans cooperate: in joint actions, they share goals with oth-
ers, and plan and coordinate actions with their partners to 
achieve these goals (Butterfill, 2017; Sebanz, Bekkering, & 
Knoblich, 2006). Often, multiple sub-tasks contribute to an 
overarching joint goal, and the corresponding actions may be 
distributed among co-actors in many different ways with var-
ying degrees of efficiency. Planning cooperative activities 
can be regarded as making a series of decisions about the ac-
tions to be performed. What principles guide people’s deci-
sion-making in joint action contexts?  

Do actors plan their actions to optimize efficient perfor-
mance as individuals, or do they plan them with their partners 
in mind, to be maximally efficient as a group? Previous stud-
ies suggest that co-actors tend to maximize the joint effi-
ciency of an action sequence by minimizing the total costs of 
movements when they work towards a shared goal (Kleiman-
Weiner, Ho, Austerweil, Littman, & Tenenbaum, 2016; 
Török, Pomiechowska, Csibra, & Sebanz, 2019).  

In an experimental joint action task without monetary pay-
offs, Török and colleagues (2019) recently observed collec-
tive utility-maximizing decisions, which they termed co-effi-
cient. In their task, participants made binary decisions be-
tween two action plans to coordinate the transfer of an object 
with a partner. Costs in that context were operationalized as 
the length of movement paths to be covered on a touchscreen. 
One of the action options was more efficient for the decision-
making actor (i.e., the initiator of the action sequence), while 
the other option was more efficient for her partner; the co-
efficient option coincided with either. The study tested 
whether the participants maximized their own efficiency, and 
when they did not, whether the decisions followed a co-effi-
ciency maximizing strategy or an altruistic strategy to in-
crease the partner’s individual utility (cf. Trivers, 1971). The 
results supported the co-efficiency hypothesis: Participants 
made decisions that minimized the joint, rather than the indi-
vidual, action costs – even if the co-efficient solution required 
additional individual effort from either member of the dyad 
(Török et al., 2019).  

The present study focuses on the computations that under-
lie co-efficient decisions. To minimize a dyad’s costs in ac-
tion planning, a decision-maker first needs to reliably esti-
mate them (Körding & Wolpert, 2006). In joint actions, be-
yond their own individual action costs, people are sensitive 
to their partner’s efforts, needs, and task difficulty (Ray, de 
Grosbois, & Welsh, 2017). This sensitivity is reflected in par-
ticipants’ increased willingness to invest effort in the joint ac-
tion (Chennells & Michael, 2018), and in adjusting their ac-
tions to facilitate the partner’s task (Ray et al., 2017). We hy-
pothesize that, whenever the summed total of individual costs 
is calculable, it is taken as the estimate of the cost of a joint 
action. This proposal gains support from computational work 
that has formulated cooperative planning as maximizing the 
utility of a collective agent, in which joint utility is computa-
tionally represented as the weighted sum of the individual 
utilities of each agent (Kleiman-Weiner et al., 2016). 
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While assessing and summing individual costs may be the 
generic process to calculate joint costs to be minimized, de-
pending on the context, shortcuts may also be available. For 
example, the task employed by Török and colleagues (2019) 
required actors to move an object along one of two paths to a 
target location. Although the movement along these paths 
was divided between the participants, the decision-making 
actor could have just planned the joint action sequence as if 
she had intended to complete the task alone, and then per-
formed only the first section of the plan. Such a planning pro-
cess would choose the co-efficient action option from the al-
ternatives without requiring the planner to sum individual 
costs. 

In the present study, we employed a novel task in which 
joint action costs cannot be computed without representing 
and summing two individual action costs. As in Török et al. 
(2019), action costs were estimated to be proportional to the 
path length of movements. However, the physical separation 
of paths to be taken by co-actors (see Figure 1) made it im-
possible to plan a single action that incorporated both paths. 
This feature of the task enabled us to generate, and paramet-
rically vary, individual action costs that were statistically in-
dependent from each other. If people represent the joint costs 
of an action sequence as a sum of individual costs, choices 
between action plans should be consistent with a co-effi-
ciency maximizing strategy that minimizes this sum. We hy-
pothesized that, in the absence of asymmetries in cost-related 
uncertainty or in social hierarchy, which could potentially 
justify an unequal weighting of costs (Kleiman-Weiner et al., 
2016), the individual costs of the actors would be weighed 
equally in the sum.  

Our task also allowed us to investigate an alternative hy-
pothesis related to fairness. People are often motivated to re-
duce payoff inequality in economic games (Dawes, Fowler, 
Johnson, McElreath, & Smirnov, 2007). Similarly, actors in 
the present study might choose action plans to minimize the 
difference in the action costs distributed across co-actors, 
even at the expense of individual or group efficiency.  

Methods 

Participants 
Forty-eight participants (24 dyads) took part in the experi-
ment. We analyzed the data of 40 participants (15 males, 24 
females, 1 preferred not to disclose, age M = 24.21 years, SD 
= 4.09) after the exclusion of three dyads whose data were 
partially (2 dyads) or wholly (1 dyad) missing due to equip-
ment failure. In addition, we excluded and subsequently re-
placed one dyad because the sampled Self and Other action 
costs were statistically significantly correlated in their data 
(see below).  

Apparatus 
The task was performed on a touchscreen monitor (Iiyama 
PROLITE 46”, resolution 1920 X 1080 pixels, horizontal 

sync: 31.47 – 67.5 KHz, vertical sync: 47 – 63 Hz) lying flat 
on a table between two participants facing each other, con-
nected to an Apple MacBook Air computer. Stimulus presen-
tation and data recording were controlled by a script using the 
Psychophysics Toolbox (Kleiner et al., 2007) in MATLAB®. 
Two response boxes (Black Box Toolkit Ltd.) were used to 
control trial onset. 

Stimuli and Task 
On each trial, a layout displaying the following elements was 
presented to the participants: (1) a thin black wall dividing 
the screen into two halves, corresponding to the two partici-
pants’ task areas, (2) two pairs of black target objects (two 
circles and two squares, 30 pixels [px] diameter) distributed 
between the two task areas (one of each), and (3) two black-
bordered octagonal starting locations (96x96 px) with two 
smaller octagons inside (60x60 px, see Figure 1). The starting 
locations were always displayed at mid-position along the 
longer sides of the screen, aligned with the response box keys. 
At the beginning of each trial, one of the smaller octagons 
was orange-colored to signal which participant would initiate 
the joint action (playing the role of Actor 1). After 3 seconds, 
the color switched to green, which served as a cue for Actor 
1 to start to move.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. An example of the trials in the task. The starting 
locations were indicated by the octagons, and the locations 
for the two pairs of black target objects were generated by 
stochastic selection processes. The arrows and labels indicate 
the distances that provided the basis for cost calculations 
comparing the two target options, and were not visible to the 
participants. 
 

In each trial, Actor 1 had to choose between the two target 
objects on her side and drag the chosen target back to her 
starting location using the green octagon. Having completed 
this, her partner (Actor 2) had to pick up the corresponding 
object from his task area and drag it back to his starting loca-
tion. Thus, while both participants acted in each trial, only 
one of them (Actor 1) made the decision that determined the 
individual and joint costs incurred in a trial. 
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Design  
Cost Disparities The cost of an action was considered to be 
a monotonic function of the path length that the object cov-
ered on the touchscreen when being dragged. For the sake of 
simplicity, here we treat the path length as the absolute cost 
paid for its transport. For example, in Figure 1, the cost of 
choosing object A1 (the square) is the distance between Actor 
1’s starting location and this square: a1. If Actor 1 makes her 
decision based on her expected cost, she should compare this 
cost to the cost of moving object B1: b1. The cost disparity 
between these actions is expressed by the difference between 
a1 and b1. We will call this value Self Cost Disparity, or 
simply Self Disparity.  

If Actor 1 intends to make individually efficient decisions, 
she should choose A1 when the Self Cost Disparity is nega-
tive, and B1 when this value is positive. The matching indi-
vidual cost disparity for Actor 2 (Other Disparity, a2 - b2) in 
this example is negative. Thus, picking up object B1 would 
be individually optimal for Actor 1, as it minimizes her Self 
Disparity, whereas it is the less efficient option for Actor 2. 

The joint cost of an action is taken to be the summed costs 
of the actors. If Actor 1 chooses A1, the joint cost is a1 + a2; 
if she chooses B1, the joint cost is b1 + b2. Thus, the Joint 
Cost Disparity (or Joint Disparity) is (a1 + a2) - (b1 + b2), 
which is the sum of the two individual disparities (Self Dis-
parity and Other Disparity). In the example in Figure 1, the 
Joint Disparity is negative, suggesting that from the dyad’s 
perspective, picking up the square objects (A1 and A2) was 
associated with the shorter total path length, and as such, was 
the co-efficient choice. At the same time, picking up the 
square object pair was also individually efficient for Actor 2, 
but not for Actor 1. This illustrates the fact that depending on 
the spatial configuration of the objects in a trial, the cost-min-
imizing interests of each individual actor may or may not 
align with the interest of the dyad they are part of. 

We assume that the likelihood of choosing object A1 para-
metrically depends on the magnitude of one or more of these 
disparities through a logistic link function. For example, if 
Actor 1 optimizes her own cost, the more negative the value 
of Self Disparity, the more likely it is that she will choose A1, 
thereby forcing Actor 2 to act on A2. 
 
Parameter sampling Our primary aim was to investigate the 
independent contributions of Self Disparity and Other Dis-
parity to the actors’ decisions. To make this possible, we kept 
the distributions of these two factors uncorrelated across tri-
als. To generate the locations of the target objects, we sam-
pled Self Disparity and Other Disparity for each trial inde-
pendently from the same uniform distribution (between -265 
and 265 px). We then randomly selected the positions of all 
objects in such a way as to match these disparities. For each 
dyad, we generated 100 different spatial arrangements. This 
list was repeated twice, once per each participant acting as 

Actor 1, totaling 200 trials per dyad presented in pseudo-ran-
dom order, with the constraint that neither of the participants 
be assigned the role of Actor 1 more than 3 times in a row. 

The sampling process that generated object arrangements 
guaranteed that Self Disparity and Other Disparity were un-
correlated. As a direct consequence, Joint Disparity (the sum 
of the two individual disparities) had a triangular distribution 
and was positively correlated with both terms. 

To address the alternative hypothesis regarding Fairness, 
we operationalized it as the difference between the asymme-
tries in individual paths related to object pair A and object 
pair B, distributed between co-actors in each trial, that is, as 
the difference between [abs(a1-a2)] and [abs(b1-b2)] (see 
Figure 1). De-correlating Self and Other Disparities from one 
another also de-correlates Joint Disparity from Fairness, 
which allowed us to estimate a model that included both of 
these predictors and to compare it to a single-predictor Fair-
ness model.  

Procedure  
The participants were instructed to collect matching object 
pairs by cooperating with their partner without communi-
cating with one another, and to complete each trial as quickly 
as possible. No feedback was provided about performance. 
Participants took on average M = 34.95 minutes (SD = 5.06 
minutes) to finish the task. 

To trigger the start of each trial, the participants were in-
structed to keep their dominant index finger on the key of 
their response box. First, an orange-colored octagon appeared 
inside one of the starting locations, which identified the par-
ticipant who was required to start the trial (Actor 1). Partici-
pants were instructed to inspect the layout while the octagon 
was orange-colored, and to decide which target object they 
would pick up when prompted to move. 

The octagon turned green after three seconds, signaling that 
Actor 1 could start to move the octagon to one of the objects. 
By dragging the green octagon over a black object with her 
index finger, the participant picked up the object and col-
lected it by dragging it back to her starting location. Once 
Actor 1 collected an object, she pressed the key on her re-
sponse box again to make the white octagon in front of her 
partner turn green. The appearance of this second green octa-
gon cued Actor 2 to start moving to collect the matching ob-
ject on their side of the screen. The trial was over when Actor 
2 collected the object with the shape corresponding to the one 
chosen by Actor 1 (non-matching objects did not respond to 
dragging). 

Data Analysis 
To test the hypothesis that object choices would be influenced 
primarily by the difference between aggregate joint action 
costs, we used hierarchical logistic regression models in a 
Bayesian parameter estimation framework (Kruschke, 2015). 
We fitted and contrasted three models in which the probabil-
ity of Actor 1 choosing object A1 was predicted in turn, by 
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(1) Self Disparity, (2) Other Disparity, and (3) a weighted 
linear combination of the Self and Other Disparities. In addi-
tion, we also fitted and contrasted models that attempted to 
predict choices by (4) Fairness or by (5) the linear combina-
tion of Fairness and Joint Disparity. 

We assumed that the trial-by-trial probability of choosing 
A1 was Bernoulli distributed with parameter μi|s, where i in-
dexes the trial and s indexes the participant. The value of this 
parameter depended on a logistic function of the focal cost 
parameter of the model weighted by the participant’s beta 
coefficient β1,s (for the combination models, by β1,s and β2,s). 
We fixed the value of the intercept in the logistic equation to 
0 in all models, equivalent to assuming random decisions in 
the absence of any action cost disparities. 

The individual β coefficients were assumed to be normally 
distributed at the group level. We set the uninformed priors 
for this group-level distribution by vague hyperparameters (µ 
~ 𝒩(0, 2), σ ~ 𝒰(0.0, 0.5)), a wide distribution around a zero 
effect of cost disparity. The same uninformed hyperprior was 
used for all cost disparities, expressing our prior expectation 
that participants would weigh the minimization of all costs 
equally. The individual and group-level posterior distribu-
tions of the beta coefficients were estimated via Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo simulation in JAGS, following Kruschke 
(2015).  

 

 
 

Figure 2. (a-c) Predictions for optimal responses according to 
Self, Other, and Joint cost-minimizing strategies (calculated 
assuming a Boltzmann policy with the temperature parameter 
fixed to k = 50). (d) Observed object A1 choices for all trials. 
Each dot in the scatter plot corresponds to the cost parameters 
of a trial, presented twice to a dyad (once to each participant 
as Actor 1). Red dots indicate that neither participant in a 
dyad chose object A1 in the trial; white dots: one of them 
chose object A1; and blue dots: both of them chose A1.  

Results 
Overall, the participants chose object A1 1981 times out of a 
total of 4000 trials. Further, at the individual level, most par-
ticipants’ object choices were not different from chance, sug-
gesting that they were not biased to pick up objects based on 
their shape (one-sample t-test comparing the group to chance: 
t(39) = 0.61,  p = .542, Cohen’s d = 0.10, 95% confidence 
interval for proportion .50 = [.48, .51]). 

Descriptive Statistics 
Cost-minimization Cost disparities strongly influenced ob-
ject choices, and the effects observed were a close qualitative 
match with the predictions of the Joint Cost-minimizing strat-
egy (see Figure 2). Overall, participants chose the object re-
sulting in a co-efficient action sequence 3235 times out of a 
total of 4000 trials (80.9%). The proportion of co-efficient 
choices was significantly higher than chance (.5) for each 
participant as well as in the whole sample (t(39) = 33.23,  p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = 5.26, 95% CI for proportion .81 = [.79, 
.83]).  
 
Fairness We found that participants made fair choices 2071 
times in the 4000 trials (51.8%). On the group level, the pro-
portion of fair choices was statistically significantly above 
the chance level (one-sample t-test of individual proportions 
to .5: t(39) = 2.62, p = .013, Cohen’s d = 0.41, 95% CI for 
proportion .52 = [.50, .53]). However, the choices were much 
more strongly influenced by Joint Cost-Minimizing concerns 
than by Fairness (see Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 3. (a) Predictions for optimal responses according to a 
strategy that minimizes the unfairness of task distribution be-
tween co-actors (calculated assuming a Boltzmann policy 
with the temperature parameter fixed to k = 50). (b) Observed 
object A1 choices for all trials as a function of Fairness and 
Joint Cost Disparity.  

Parameter Estimations 
Models 1 and 2: Self Disparity, Other Disparity On their 
own, Actor 1’s individual cost disparities had a significant 
effect on the probability of their choosing object A1. The es-
timated mode of the posterior for μβ, the parameter denoting 
the group level weight for the cost disparity, was -.013, and 
its 95% highest density interval (HDI) was [-.016, -.010], 
which, crucially, excludes zero (Figure 4a). This means that  
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Figure 4. Posterior probability distributions of the μβ parameters (a-b) for Self and Other Disparities in the single predictor 
models (Models 1 & 2) and in the (c) combination model (Model 3), and (d) for Joint Disparity + Fairness (Model 5). Dashed 
vertical lines indicate the Mode μβ, the black horizontal lines represent the 95% highest density intervals of each distribution. 
 
a one px increase in the cost disparity for Actor 1 is expected 
to result in the odds of an A1 choice over a B1 choice de-
creasing by exp(Mode μβ) = .987. That is, for every 100 px 
(approx. 5.3 cm distance on the screen) increase in Self Dis-
parity, a 73% decrease in the odds is expected. 

The estimation of the μβ parameter’s posterior distribution 
for the Other Disparity model revealed that Actor 2’s cost dis-
parities also had a statistically significant effect on the odds 
of Actor 1’s object A1 choices, when considered on their own. 
The 95% HDI did not include zero ([-.010, -.005]), with the 
most credible value for μβ being -.008 (Figure 4b). Given the 
most credible estimates, the odds of choosing A1 over B1 
were estimated to decrease by exp(Mode μβ) = .993 for a one 
px increase in the Other’s cost disparity. This translates to a 
55% estimated decrease in the odds for every 100 px increase 
in Other Disparity. 

The results of these two single-predictor models suggest 
that both individual cost disparities influenced the probability 
of Actor 1 choosing object A1. 
 
Model 3: Self and Other Disparities Estimated μβ posterior 
distributions for the model containing both Self and Other 
Disparities were similar to the two single-predictor models’ 
(Figure 4c). The group-level means (μβ1 and μβ2) of the β1 and 
β2 coefficients for both Self and Other Disparities, respec-
tively, were distributed below zero (Self: 95% HDI for μβ1: [-
0.022, -0.016], Mode μβ1 = -0.019; Other: 95% HDI for μβ2: 
[-0.016, -0.010], Mode μβ2 = -0.013). Therefore, the odds of 

choosing A1 decreased when Self and Other Disparities in-
creased (odds ratio for a one px increase: exp(Mode μβ1) = 
0.982; exp(Mode μβ2) = 0.987). Increasing Self and Other dis-
parities by 100 px is expected to lead to an 85% and 73% 
decrease in the odds of picking A1 over B1, respectively. 

The 95% HDIs of the combination weights of the two cost 
disparities (at the group level) overlapped with one another, 
suggesting no difference between the magnitudes of the ef-
fects of the two parameters on decision-making. The esti-
mated standard deviations of the two group-level posterior 
distributions were not different from one another, or from the 
standard deviations of the single-predictor models. 

 
Models 4 & 5: “Minimizing unfairness” The 95% HDI of 
the posterior distribution of group-level μβ of the single-pre-
dictor Fairness model did not include zero ([-0.002, -
0.0004]), and the most credible β coefficient was Mode μβ = 
-0.001. These results suggest that Fairness weakly influenced 
the probability of Actor 1 choosing A1. In the combination 
model, we found a similar effect (Figure 4d), but with a much 
larger effect of co-efficiency (Joint Disparity: 95% HDI for 
μβ1: [-0.014, -0.011], Mode μβ1 = -0.013; Fairness: 95% HDI 
for μβ2: [-0.004, -0.001], Mode μβ2 = -0.002). The odds of 
choosing A1 over B1 decreased by exp(Mode μβ1) = 0.987 
with every one px increase of the Joint Disparity, whereas the 
odds decreased by exp(Mode μβ2) = 0.998 with a one px in-
crease in unfairness of the cost distribution. Increasing Joint 
Disparity and the Fairness asymmetries by 100 px is expected 
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to lead to a 73% and 18% decrease in the odds of picking A1 
over B1, respectively. The estimated standard deviations for 
the two parameters’ posterior distributions were not different 
from one another.  

Model Comparison 
To compare model fits to the data, we extracted Deviance In-
formation Criterion (DIC) for each model. We found that the 
Self + Other Disparities (i.e., Joint Disparity) model (Model 
3) fit the choices the best (DIC = 2467), while the separate 
Self (DIC = 3810) and Other Disparities (DIC = 4575) mod-
els (Models 1 & 2) fit them less well. The Fairness (Model 4) 
was a particularly ill-fitting model (DIC = 5539). A combi-
nation model of Joint Disparity + Fairness (Model 5) pre-
dicted the data second-best (DIC = 3205). 

Exploratory Analyses 
We conducted explorative analyses to see if participants 
learned to be co-efficient over time. The task was divided into 
eight blocks of 25 trials, between which participants were of-
fered the chance to take short breaks. To investigate a learn-
ing effect, we calculated the block-wise ratios of co-efficient 
object choices for each participant. We found no effect of 
time: the ratios of co-efficient choices were significantly 
higher than chance from Block 1, and we observed no statis-
tically significant changes over time (Kruskal-Wallis test: χ2 
= 8.11, df = 7, p = .323). 

The overall ratio of co-efficient choices we found suggests 
that in about 1 out of 5 trials, the decisions did not minimize 
the joint action costs. To examine the factors driving deci-
sion-making in these cases, we analyzed the subset of trials 
with jointly sub-efficient decisions (765 trials, Mdn = 19.5 
trials per participant, SD = 5.88). We found that in total, 
23.5% of the participants’ jointly sub-efficient choices mini-
mized Self costs only, while 15.3% of them minimized Other 
costs only, and 9% of the choices only ensured Fairness. The 
remaining trials were, by design, characterized by overlaps 
between predicted optimal solutions for Self cost minimiza-
tion, Other cost minimization and Fairness maximization: 
Choices in 30.6% of the jointly sub-efficient trials minimized 
both Self costs and unfairness, whereas in 16.2% of the trials, 
they minimized Other costs and unfairness. Due to the over-
laps in predictions, we cannot conclude which factors deter-
mined these choices. Finally, in 5.4% of the jointly sub-effi-
cient trials, participants’ choices were inefficient and unfair 
to everyone (1% of the full sample). To sum up, the pattern 
of non-co-efficient choices suggests that minimizing Self 
costs was a strong secondary decision strategy, followed by 
some considerations for ensuring Fairness.   

Additional Experiments 
In two further experiments, we tested if either self- or other-
cost minimization had an additional effect on choices beyond 
joint cost minimization. Joint Disparity was de-correlated 
from Self Disparity (Experiment 2) and from Other Disparity 

(Experiment 3). Both additional experiments adopted the 
same task as Experiment 1 and were indistinguishable from 
participants’ perspective.  

In the Self Disparity-only model in Experiment 2, the beta 
parameter did not differ from zero, indicating no effect of 
self-cost minimization. However, Joint Disparity as the pre-
dictor resulted in a non-zero modal beta value, comparable in 
magnitude to that of Experiment 1. Adding both predictors to 
the model did not change the results: Joint Disparity alone or 
with Self Disparity had a similar fit to the data.  

In Experiment 3, the Other Disparity model’s estimates 
were slightly above zero, indicating Actor 1’s tendency to de-
cide against minimizing Actor 2’s costs. However, Joint Dis-
parity as the sole predictor resulted in estimates that were 
similar to Experiments 1 and 2. Combining the two predictors 
revealed the same pattern of results as the single-predictor 
models: negative weighting for Joint Disparity, a positive one 
for Other Disparity. The combined model fit the data best. 

Discussion 
The current study addressed the computations that underlie 
joint cost-minimizing decisions in joint action planning. We 
tested the hypothesis that co-actors represent the dyad’s joint 
costs as a sum of the members’ individual costs.  

In a joint object matching task, participants made binary 
decisions between action plans with different associated 
costs. Costs were operationalized as the length of paths to be 
taken to collect objects on a touchscreen, and the disparities 
between the costs of the two action options available to each 
actor were hypothesized to play causal roles in the decision-
making process.  

We independently manipulated Self and Other Cost Dis-
parities on a trial-by-trial basis, and tested three logistic re-
gression models that included each cost parameter and their 
combination. The results of the parameter estimations sug-
gested that both individual cost disparities influenced the par-
ticipants’ decisions. We found the predicted negative rela-
tionship between an increase in the costs related to picking 
up an object and the probability of choosing it. The overlap 
for Self and Other Disparities and the parameter estimates of 
the combination model suggested that, while Self Disparity 
has a numerically larger effect, the size of this effect hardly 
differed between the two individual costs. This supports the 
hypothesis that on the group level, an additive combination 
of the two individual costs was minimized by the first actor’s 
decisions. This result was confirmed by two additional exper-
iments. 

We also tested an alternative hypothesis according to 
which action decisions are determined by the minimization 
of unfairness in the distribution of individual action costs. We 
found that although fairness did have an effect on decisions 
(~52% of choices were “fair”), this effect was much smaller 
than that of the joint costs (~81% of choices were co-effi-
cient). Joint cost minimization was a better predictor of deci-
sion-making than minimizing unfairness in task distribution. 
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It is worth noting, too, that in the minority of trials where the 
participants’ decisions were guided by strategies other than 
joint cost minimization (~19%), they primarily tended to 
minimize their own individual action costs. 

Regardless of the particular statistical dependencies be-
tween the cost parameters in the three experiments, models 
that predicted object choices based on the equally weighted 
sum of the co-actors’ individual action costs predicted deci-
sions with the highest accuracy. This is consistent with the 
way Kleiman-Weiner et al. (2016) operationalized coopera-
tive planning, and confirms that, as long as the individual 
costs can be estimated on the same scale (i.e., as proportional 
to distance in our case), joint costs are calculated as the sum 
of the individual costs in joint action planning.  

Future research should address the generalizability of this 
cost computation mechanism to different types of effort and 
different forms of joint action. Here, costs were operational-
ized such that they strongly correlated with the time required 
to complete a movement (path lengths). Time may serve as a 
common currency for comparing costs like physical and men-
tal effort (Potts, Pastel, & Rosenbaum, 2018), but we propose 
that the additive cost estimation mechanism should also be 
applicable in cases where time is not strongly correlated with 
costs. This proposal could be explored by operationalizing ef-
fort as fixed-duration movement in a viscous force field. 

Since our task consisted of many repeated interactions, we 
cannot make strong claims about the scope of the cost esti-
mation. The participants could have estimated costs locally in 
each trial, or over the whole experimental session, as trial-by-
trial joint cost minimization also minimized the total time 
spent in the lab. These hypotheses could be tested by fixing 
the total duration of an experimental session. Similarly, ma-
nipulating the payoff structure of the task could reveal the 
boundary conditions of joint cost minimization. Asymmetries 
in co-actors’ benefits from the task would influence the extent 
to which they prioritize joint over individual action costs. 

Investigating the factors that might modulate how individ-
ual costs are weighed in decision-making (e.g., social hierar-
chies, motor skill differences) will help us achieve a fuller 
understanding of the computations that people employ in co-
operative action planning. As a first step toward this goal, the 
present study provides clear evidence for an additive cost 
computation that enables efficient coordination in joint ac-
tion. 
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Abstract 

Adolescents are going through a period of rapid growth in 

cognitive resources, both in crystallized, or knowledge-based, 

cognition and fluid cognition, or the ability to think and reason 

flexibly. Past literature reveals an ongoing debate as to 

whether, or in what way, different activities during childhood 

relate to these abilities. The current study leveraged the 

Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development baseline dataset to 

explore the interplay between nine- and ten-year-olds’ 

extracurricular activities, screen time, and the different 

components of cognition. Results indicate that adolescents’ 

activities explain more variance in crystallized than fluid 

cognition. Further, participation in artistic activities is 

associated with increased fluid and crystallized cognition, 

though sports is positively associated with fluid but negatively 

associated with crystallized cognition. Different types of 

screen time, though notably not video game playing, may be 

negatively associated with cognition. Screen time explains 

more variance in fluid cognition than extracurricular activities 

do, whereas the opposite is true of crystallized cognition. This 

correlational study suggests potential avenues for further work 

to disentangle the causal links underlying the relationships 

between experiences and cognition. Do such activities change 

adolescents’ cognitive skill, or do children self-select to 

participate in certain types of activities that complement their 

existing skills? 

Keywords: adolescence; screen time; extracurricular 

activities; cognition; ABCD 

Background 

Two components are thought to make up general intelligence: 

fluid and crystallized cognition. However, there is an ongoing 

debate as to how different environmental factors in the world 

can differentially impact these components, especially in 

adolescence when cognitive skills are rapidly developing. 

Crystallized cognition is thought to be a product of 

knowledge and skills, continuing to increase throughout the 

lifespan. Fluid intelligence, on the other hand, is thought to 

reflect the ability to reason and think flexibly, peaking during 

early adulthood.  

Previous genetic studies show that fluid intelligence is 

more heritable than crystallized intelligence, though both 

have a significant heritable component (Cattell, 1980). These 

findings indicate that crystallized intelligence may be more 

highly correlated with the activities young children engage in 

compared to fluid intelligence. In contrast, a recent study 

leveraging the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development 

(ABCD) dataset found that a genome-wide polygenic score 

for intelligence was more predictive of crystallized rather 

than fluid cognition (Loughnan et al., 2019). They attribute 

their results to a gene-environment correlation; children self-

select their activities based on their cognitive predisposition. 

In either case, not all activities are created equal, and different 

activities may be more closely associated with development 

of one type of cognition over the other. In general, past work 

investigating adolescents’ activities and associated cognition 

leave an unsettled debate. 

Though participation in many different activities has been 

shown to benefit performance in that or similar tasks, far 

transfer, or the generalization of skills to broader domains 

such as fluid and crystallized cognition, has been harder to 

demonstrate. Meta-analyses examining training studies on 

one aspect of fluid cognition, executive functioning, have 

found little to no far transfer to untrained executive 

functioning tasks (Kassai et al., 2019; Sala & Gobet, 2020). 
However, these meta-analyses analyzed studies using 

training tasks specifically designed to tap executive functions 

over an intervention period, rather than examining common 

extracurricular activities and long-term participation in such 

activities.  

Executive functioning has seen improvements from pre to 

post test in multiple fitness or exercise interventions for 

adolescents (e.g. Diamond & Lee, 2011, Hillman et al., 

2014). Diamond and Lee (2011) note that programs for 

younger children see greater benefits, and addressing 

emotional and social development are just as important for 

increased executive functioning as focusing on physical 

development. Further, increased aerobic exercise in children 

has been linked to structural and functional differences in 

brain areas associated with cognitive skills (e.g. prefrontal 

cortex), introducing a possible mechanism for how exercise 

positively impacts cognition (Chaddock et al., 2011). 

Extracurricular activities, particularly sports, may be well 

suited to address all three of these aspects of development, to 

more greatly impact fluid cognition. On the other hand, 

Fedewa et al. (2015) found that schools that incorporated 

more physical activity throughout the school day found 

significant improvements in crystallized cognitive measures 

of math and reading, but not in fluid cognition measures. 

Within the ABCD study itself, multiple investigators have 

analyzed global cognition, a composite of fluid and 

crystallized cognition, and its relations to sleep, screen time, 

and movement. Bustamente (2018) reported that getting the 

recommended daily amount of physical activity was not 

associated with global cognition. However, using similar 

methods, Walsh et al. (2018) found that adolescents who met 

the daily movement recommendations in addition to also 
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meeting sleep and screen recommendations did see superior 

global cognition. These opposing findings illustrate the 

ongoing debate about daily activities and cognitive function. 

Notably, both studies binarily compared children who did 

and did not reach recommendations and used only one global 

measure of cognition. Often, studies exploring adolescents’ 

activities and cognition use different designs, impeding the 

ability to generalize findings. New research and insights into 

these relationships would lend greatly to the field. 

Studies investigating activities that promote deep thought, 

especially creative thinking, also reveal seemingly 

contradictory findings. Such activities could be considered 

artistic in nature. Fluid cognition, but not crystallized, has 

been found to be positively correlated with creativity scores 

(Sligh, 2005), pointing to the possibility that engaging in 

activities that promote, or use, creativity at young ages may 

in turn support cognition associated with fluid intelligence. 

Investigating adolescents in the ABCD dataset, Hoffman and 

Thompson (2019) report that playing an instrument, another 

activity associated with artistic expression and creativity, is 

predictive of fluid cognition.  

Conversely, divergent thinking, a measure also associated 

with creativity, has been found to be predictive of both fluid 

and crystallized intelligence (Batey, 2009). Burgoyne et al. 

(2016) also found that chess skill, an activity promoting deep 

thought, correlated positively with fluid cognition (including 

processing speed and short-term memory) and with 

crystallized cognition. In general, though, adolescents who 

participate in extracurricular activities tend to have better 

academic performance, whether the activity is athletic or 

artistic (Reeves, 2008). Many of the students who engage in 

non-required activities may simply also be high achievers.  

Screen usage may have interesting effects on children’s 

cognition. TV watching has been correlated with the 

development of brain structures associated with cognition as 

well as with worse cognitive scores, corroborating findings 

from the ABCD study that limiting screen time to 

recommendations positively relates to global cognition 

(Bustamente, 2018; Takeyuchi et al., 2015). Other studies 

suggest that different types of screen time relate to children’s 

cognition in different ways. Though Sala et al. (2018) 

generally found only weak to no relationship between video 

game trainings and general cognitive skill, they did find that 

spatial reasoning and visual attention, aspects of fluid 

intelligence, may increase as gaming skill increases, and 

consistently found that players had higher cognitive ability 

than non-players. This suggests possible long-term effects 

not easily assessed in specific intervention or training studies. 

Paulus et al. (2018) analyzed the ABCD dataset and found 

that overall screen time was related to brain structures 

associated with cognitive skill, but that this may or may not 

translate to cognitive ability. The ABCD study breaks screen 

time outside of school down into specific types, such as TV, 

YouTube, video gaming, facetime, etc. These different types 

of screen time may see differential effects on children’s fluid 

and crystallized cognition that cannot be seen when 

aggregating them together as some previous research has. As 

screen time becomes more common in younger children, 

more research is prudent to better understand the long-term 

relationship between screen usage and cognition. Currently 

such studies are few and far between.  

One limitation with much of the previous research relating 

adolescents’ daily activities with cognition is that they use a 

single measure of total cognition or investigate very specific 

aspects of cognition. The NIH Toolbox within the ABCD 

study measures five aspects of fluid cognition and two of 

crystallized individually as well as forming these two 

composite scores. The ABCD study further provides a rich 

observational dataset including these measures to investigate 

how children’s own day-to-day activities may influence both 

their fluid and crystallized cognition.  

The goal of the present analyses is to investigate the 

differential relationship adolescents’ extracurricular 

activities, including screen time, could have with fluid 

cognition compared to crystallized cognition, over and above 

factors such as gender, age, and socioeconomic status. These 

activities will include physical activities such as sports, 

artistic activities such as music and chess, and recreational 

screen time usage. These analyses will help add to the debate 

about if, and if so, to what degree, the different activities 

adolescents engage in relate to their cognitive skill. The 

present study will further explore each task within the NIH 

Toolbox individually, in addition to the composite scores.  

Based on prior genetic research, we hypothesize that: 1) 

such activities may, in general, account for more variance in 

crystallized cognition compared to fluid. We also predict that 

2) Sports and artistic activities may positively relate to both 

types of cognition, though sports may be more so related to 

fluid cognition, and 3) most screen time measures may have 

a negative impact on the different types of cognition, though 

some, such as video games, may see positive effects on the 

components of fluid reasoning. 

Method 

Participants 

The ABCD baseline sample consists of 11,875 children 

recruited at ages 9-11 years (M=118.94 mo, SD=7.46 mo). 

Children were recruited into this longitudinal study at one of 

21 sites throughout the United States, chosen to approximate 

the US population on key demographic variables, including 

race, gender, and socioeconomic status. Table 1 summarizes 

demographic information. Participants were largely recruited 

through local school systems. Exclusion criteria for 

recruitment was lack of English proficiency, severe 

limitations that would prevent the child from complying with 

protocol, and the inability to complete an MRI scan.  

The current study utilized baseline data from ABCD 

release 2.0 (DOI: 10.15154/1503209). Though many other 

measures were taken for each participant, here the analyses 

utilize the cognitive assessments from the NIH Toolbox, 

extracurricular activity data, and screen time activity data, 

amongst other demographic and socioeconomic variables.  
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Table 1: Demographic and Socioeconomic information. 
 

Gender 

F 

M 

N 

5681 

6188 

Ethnicity 

Hispanic 

Not Hispanic 

N 

2409 

9321 

Parent Education 

<HS diploma 

HS diploma/GED 

Some college 

Bachelor 

Graduate degree 

 

788 

1258 

3486 

3331 

2995 

Family Income 

<50K 

50K – 100K 

>100K 

 

3222 

3070 

4565 

Race 

White 

Black 

Asian 

Other 

 

6174 

1779 

252 

3670 

Family Relationship 

Single 

Sibling 

Twin 

Triplet 

 

8147 

1593 

2105 

30 

Parent Married = Yes 7990   

NIH Toolbox Cognitive Assessment 

The NIH Toolbox cognition measures were one assessment 

within a larger group of neurocognitive measures. The 

toolbox was administered one-on-one with a research 

assistant using an iPad and was expected to last about 35 

minutes. The toolbox is normed for multiple sample ages, the 

battery of interest being normed for ages 7-17. The toolbox 

battery consists of seven individual measures designed to 

cover a range of cognitive abilities, including language 

ability, episodic memory, processing speed, executive 

function, working memory, and attention. The scores are also 

aggregated to form three composite scores, a crystallized, 

fluid, and total cognition score. The means and standard 

deviations for the toolbox tasks can be found in Table 2.  

The Toolbox Picture Vocabulary Task measures verbal 

intellect. The task requires participants to match a spoken 

word to one of four pictures presented on screen. The 

Toolbox Oral Reading Recognition is a test in which 

participants pronounce single words. These two measures are 

derived to form the Crystallized Composite score. The Fluid 

Composite is derived from scores on the remaining five 

measures in the toolbox. The Toolbox Pattern Comparison 

Processing Speed Test measures rapid visual processing, by 

asking individuals to compare two side-by-side images and 

decide if they are the same as quickly as possible. The 

Toolbox List Sorting Working Memory Test asks 

participants to sequence items based on size. Each item is 

presented one at a time, so participants must hold each item 

in working memory until the test. The Toolbox Picture 

Sequence Memory Test assesses episodic memory by 

requiring participants to encode and retrieve a sequence of 

event pictures in the correct order. The Toolbox Flanker Task 

is designed to test inhibition and conflict monitoring by 

requiring individuals to identify the direction of a central 

arrow surrounded by either congruent or incongruent arrows. 

Finally, the Toolbox Dimensional Change Sort Task 

measures executive function. Each task provides a raw score, 

uncorrected standard score, and age-corrected standard score. 

Uncorrected task scores are used in the present analyses.  

Extracurricular Activities and Screen Time 

A parent-report questionnaire was used to determine the 

amount of time spent in multiple extracurricular activities. 

For each activity, parents were asked: how many years, how 

many months per year during the most active period, how 

many days per week, and how many minutes per session did 

your child participate? A composite of how many hours over 

the lifespan each child participated in any given activity was 

produced using these questions. A lifespan estimate was used 

as any effects would most likely be due to long-term 

developments.  Means and standard deviations for the activity 

and screen time task data can be found in Table 2. Each 

dependent variable will be standardized for analysis. 

 

Table 2: Measures summary. Cognitive tasks are 

uncorrected standard scores, extracurriculars are hours over 

the lifespan, and screen time are average hours per day.  
 

Dependent  

Variable 

Mean 

(SD) 

Independent 

Variable 

Mean 

(SD) 

Total Cognition 86.22  

(9.14) 

Sports 533.54 

(811.72) 

Fluid Cognition  91.55 

(10.66) 

Arts  234.06 

(686.61) 

Crystallized 

Cognition 

86.36  

(7.06) 

Reading 925.53 

(2283.94) 

Pattern Comparison 88.06 

(14.59) 

TV & Movies 1.26  

(1.04) 

Picture Sequence 102.81 

(12.07) 

YouTube 0.98  

(1.14) 

List Sort 96.64 

(12.09) 

Video Games 1.01  

(1.11) 

Flanker 94.00  

(9.14) 

Texting 0.23 

(0.54) 

Card Sort 92.52  

(9.51) 

Social Media 0.12  

(0.42) 

Oral Reading 90.85  

(6.91) 

Video Chat 0.19  

(0.49) 

Picture Vocabulary 84.45  

(8.12) 

  

Activities were then divided into two categories, sports 

(exercise) and arts (creativity). The sports composite assessed 

how many hours the child had participated in: ballet, softball, 

basketball, climbing, field hockey, football, gymnastics, ice 

hockey, horseback riding, skating, martial arts, lacrosse, 

rugby, skateboarding, ski or snowboarding, soccer, surfing, 

swimming, tennis, track, mixed martial arts, and volleyball. 

The arts composite combined the number of hours spent 

participating in: playing a musical instrument, art, theater, 

crafts, competitive games, and hobbies. A third variable also 

incorporated was reading for leisure. Though this measure 

could be considered creative, it is largely language based, and 

of interest was how this language measure may relate to the 

cognitive language and crystallized intelligence measures 

from the NIH toolbox. Because both crystallized measures 

from the toolbox are linguistic in nature whereas the fluid 

measures are not, reading could be particularly interesting.  

Screen time was assessed using a child-report 

questionnaire that included the screen activities TV shows or 
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movies, videos such as YouTube, videogames, texting, social 

media, and video chat. For each screen activity, children were 

asked to report approximately how many minutes they spend 

engaging with the activity both on weekdays and on 

weekends. These measures were used to form a composite of 

the average number of hours spent in each activity per week. 

Each screen time measure will be kept separate rather than 

forming a screen time composite, as different types of screen 

time may impact cognition differently.  

Data Analysis 

To assess the relationship between children’s activities and 

their cognitive abilities, we fit General Linear Mixed Models. 

Each model had a different cognitive task or composite score 

as the dependent variable. In order to better understand if and 

how the different activities may relate to each other (e.g. 

interactions, moderator/suppression effects), the activities 

were used as independent or predictor variables. Models with 

fluid and crystallized cognition were run with and without 

controlling for the other cognitive composite. All models 

included fixed effects for each of the six screen time 

measures, the sports and arts composite measures, the reading 

measure, and the interactions between sports and arts as 

predictors of cognition. Each of these predictor variables 

were standardized so resulting coefficients are comparable 

and can be interpreted in standard deviations. 
In order to control for demographic and socioeconomic 

variables, each model also included fixed effects of age, 

gender, ethnicity, race, parental marital status, parent 

education, and family income. Family ID was also included 

as a random effect in each model. Participants who share a 

family have the same family ID (i.e. siblings, twins).  Though 

not a full twin analysis, this random effect was utilized with 

the other controls following previous analyses of the ABCD 

baseline dataset (see Loughnan et al., 2019). 

Models including the interaction between reading for 

leisure and artistic activities was found to be nonsignificant 

and did not alter the outcome of the models, so will not be 

included in the present analyses. The amount of time spent 

reading or participating in sports was not hypothesized to 

have a relationship. 

Results 

Cognitive Measures 

Results from the full models including both extracurricular 

activities and screen time measures are reported. Reported t-

tests use the Satterthwaite’s method. Regression models for 

each composite measure of the NIH Toolbox (Total, 

crystallized and fluid cognition) showed different relations 

with activities and screen time. Lifetime hours spent engaged 

in artistic activities was found to be positively predictive of 

cognitive composite scores (total: t(10,390)=4.84, p<.001; 

crystallized: t(10,450)=6.81, p<.001; fluid: t(10,350)=2.34, 

p<.05). Reading for leisure follows the same trend (total: 

t(10,400)=11.59, p<.001; crystallized: t(10,420)=15.28, 

p<.001; fluid: t(10,420)=5.93, p<.001). Sports, on the other 

hand, showed differential impacts on the cognitive composite 

scores. Sports was not associated with total cognition 

(t(10,180)=1.23, p=0.22), was positively associated with 

fluid cognition (t(9,987)=3.66, p<.001), but was negatively 

associated with crystallized cognition (t(10,410)=-3.60, 

p<.001). The interaction between sports and art activities was 

significantly related to fluid cognition (t(8,843)=-2.53, 

p<.05), but was not associated with total or crystallized 

cognition (total: t(7,974)=-1.89, p=0.06; crystallized: 

t(7,827)=0.26, p=0.80). However, this interaction was 

trending toward significance for total cognition.  

  The screen time measures also have differing 

relationships with the cognitive composite measures, though 

some patterns emerge. In general, the screen time measures 

are associated with decreases in cognition scores when 

significant. The average time spent watching TV or movies 

per week predicts a decrease in cognitive ability for all 

composite cognitive measures (total: t(10,200)=-6.02, 

p<.001; crystallized: t(10,190)=-6.61, p<.001; fluid: 

t(10,380)=-4.09, p<.001). Time spent video chatting mirrors 

the trend for TV/movies (total: t(10,350)=-7.53, p<.001; 

crystallized: t(10,400)=-5.89, p<.001; fluid: t(10,430)=-6.69, 

p<.001). The amount of time children engaged in social 

media use was also negatively associated with all three 

cognitive composite scores (total: t(10,040)=-3.29, p<.01; 

crystallized: t(10,020)=-3.54, p<.001; fluid: t(10,260)=-2.17, 

p<.05). It should be noted that children spend the least time 

invested in social media use, most likely because of their 

young age. Watching YouTube videos was negatively 

associated with total and fluid cognition (total: t(10,410)=-

3.97, p<.001; fluid: t(10,450)=-4.08, p<.001), but was only 

trending toward a significant negative association with 

crystallized cognition (t(10,440)=-1.92, p=.055). Texting, 

however, showed an opposing pattern, in which more time 

spent texting predicted decreases in crystallized intelligence 

(t(10,110)=-2.05, p<.05), but showed no predictive 

relationship with total or fluid cognition (total: t(10,150)=-

1.49, p=0.14; fluid: t(10,320)=-0.57, p=0.57). Again, 

children did not text and video chat as often as some other 

screen time activities. Interestingly, video game usage 

showed no significant relationships with the three composite 

cognition scores (total: t(10,250)=-0.47, p=0.64; crystallized: 

t(10,250)=1.24, p=0.22; fluid: t(10,400)=-1.23, p=0.22).  

Models were also run for the fluid and crystallized 

composites including the other as a predictor. Both 

cognitions were positively associated with the other and did 

impact the predictive nature of some of the activity and 

screen time variables. Table 3 shows beta coefficients and 

significance for both the models with and without the 

opposing cognition as a predictor. Further regression models 

using each individual cognitive task as the dependent variable 

were run. Overall, trends followed that of their respective 

composites, but are not reported due to space constraints. 
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Table 3: Final estimation of fixed effects for the composite cognitive measures in the NIH Toolbox. Each standardized beta 

coefficient is listed followed by the significance (indicated *** p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05, -p<.1).  

 
Fixed Effects Total Fluid Fluid (controlling 

for crystallized) 

Crystallized Crystallized 

(controlling for fluid) 

Sports 0.0981 0.3700*** 0.4799 *** -0.2165 *** -0.2751 *** 

Arts 0.3819 *** 0.2343 * 0.0330 0.4132 *** 0.3702 *** 

Reading 0.8736 *** 0.5696 *** 0.0970 0.8860 *** 0.7916 *** 

Sports * Arts -0.0531 - -0.0919 * -0.0958 ** 0.0055 0.0228 

TV & Movies -0.4798 *** -0.4164 *** -0.1958 * -0.4038 *** -0.3336 *** 

YouTube -0.3427 *** -0.4491 *** -0.3830 *** -0.1275 - -0.0574 

Video Games -0.0419 -0.1399 -0.1843 - 0.0845 0.1101 - 

Texting -0.1354 -0.0667 0.0101 -0.1424 * -0.1326 * 

Social Media -0.2868 ** -0.2423 * -0.1222 -0.2358 *** -0.2002 ** 

Video Chat -0.6709*** -0.7614 *** -5621 *** -0.4014 *** -0.2505 *** 

Other Cognition NA NA 0.5128 ***  NA 0.1853 *** 

Proportional Reduction in Error 

Further analyses examined the Proportional Reduction  in 

Error for each full model  and its subsets,  when only adding 

in screen time or extracurricular activity measures over and 

above demographic, socioeconomic and family relationship 

covariates. Results for all models analyzed are summarized 

in Figure 1. For crystallized cognition, screen activities 

significantly reduced error by 0.29% (χ2(6)=203.92, p<.001), 

sports and art activities reduced error by 0.46% 

(χ2(4)=316.19, p<.001), and the full model combining all 

activities reduced error by 0.73% (χ2(10)=508.89, p<.001).  

The same trends follow, albeit to a still significant but lesser 

degree, for the individual tasks that make up the crystallized 

cognition composite: oral reading recognition and picture 

vocabulary. Investigating the error in the fluid cognition 

composite, screen time significantly reduced error by 0.23% 

(χ2(6)=190.47, p<.001),  sports and arts reduced error by 

0.07% (χ2(4)=65.40, p<.001), and the full model significantly 

reduced error by 0.30% (χ2(10)=248.64, p<.001). Again, the 

same trend follows for the individual tests that derive the 

fluid composite score, to a still significant, but lesser degree. 

Total cognition follows the trends of fluid cognition.   

Overall, the full model including activity and screen time 

measures reduces a greater proportion of the error in 

crystallized cognition compared to fluid cognition. Within 

fluid cognition screen time measures  reduce a greater 

proportion of the error compared to sports and art activities, 

though the opposite trend occurs for crystallized cognition. 

Sports and art activities reduce a greater proportion of error 

compared to screen time activities in  the crystallized 

composite score.  

  
 

Figure 1: Proportional Reduction in Error (PRE) for each cognitive measure. All bars compare against a model with only 

covariates included (age, gender, ethnicity, race, parent marital status, parent education, family income and family ID). Left 

bars indicate PRE when adding only screen time measures, middle bars indicate PRE when adding only extracurricular activity 

measures, and right bars indicate PRE when adding in both screen time and activity measures.  
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Discussion 

The work presented here looks at the differential 

relationships between extracurricular activities, broken down 

into athletic, artistic and reading activities, and types of 

screen time, with both fluid and crystallized cognition. 

Overall, the current work adds evidence from a large dataset 

indicating that there are significant relationships between the 

activities children engage in and their general cognition. This 

builds on prior debates about whether such associations even 

exist in the first place.  

First, such activities do account for a larger proportion of 

overall variance in crystallized than fluid intelligence. 

Though the proportion of variance explained by such 

activities is small, they are significant. These results are over 

and above multiple demographic and socioeconomic 

variables which alone explain a great deal of variance. These 

analyses indicate that crystallized cognition may be more 

amenable to the environment children create for themselves 

(i.e. Cattel, 1980), or that at least far transfer is less likely to 

happen in the fluid cognition domain (Kassai et al., 2019; 

Sala & Gobet, 2020). In an opposing vein of genetic research, 

recent studies positing a gene-environment correlation also 

support the notion that crystallized cognition would be more 

highly related to extracurricular activities. Loughnan et al. 

(2019) found that a genetic intelligence score was more 

predictive of crystallized intelligence, and in turn children 

self-select their experiences based on these cognitive 

predispositions. The present analyses do not speak to whether 

these experiences are effectively changing cognition, or 

whether children with certain cognitive skill levels are then 

participating in these activities because they are more 

inclined to enjoy them. Future studies, as well as analyses 

once data is fully collected in this longitudinal study, could 

help disentangle a possible causal relationship. Interestingly, 

within fluid cognition, screen time measures reduced a 

greater proportion of error compared to sports and art 

activities, though the opposite trend was seen for crystallized 

cognition. Screen time, as compared to extracurricular 

activities, may be more predictive of flexible reasoning, 

whereas it is less predictive for academic skills.  

Second, artistic activities are positively associated with all 

cognitive skills, though sports are positively associated with 

fluid cognition but negatively associated with crystallized. 

The more creative and divergent thinking skills involved in 

activities such as music, chess and painting may translate to 

fluid cognition, but these activities can also teach skills such 

as patience and perseverance that may translate to a 

classroom setting. Sports enhance blood flow and promote 

quick decision making and teamwork skills, which may 

translate to fluid reasoning skills. Sports promoting aerobic 

exercise specifically may also see differences in prefrontal 

structures and improved functioning (Chaddock et al., 2011). 

These results contradict findings by Fedewa et al. (2015) who 

indicated a positive association between physical activity and 

crystallized measures. Time spent in sports may take away 

from time spent in more academic activities. Or, perhaps 

acquiring sports skill may not involve as much linguistic 

communication as other activities, and the current 

crystallized measures are language-based. Interestingly, with 

the exception of picture vocabulary, which is associated with 

both sports and arts, each individual measure that was 

significantly associated with sports was not with arts, and 

vice versa. Again, it could be that participation in certain 

activities change the brain areas associated with different 

types of reasoning. However, the lack of successful far-

transfer studies may suggest that preexisting differences in 

these structures lead children to be skilled at and enjoy 

different activities, supporting Loughnan et al. (2019). 

The activities that make up the sports composite variable 

need to be more closely evaluated for future analyses 

involving this dataset. Specifically, some activities included 

may be more or less similar to each other, and to the other 

artistic activities. For example, team sports may involve 

different cognitive or reasoning skills as compared to sports 

traditionally completed individually, and some sports may 

have a larger creative component (e.g. ballet) compared to 

others. New and ongoing analyses investigating these 

variables using structural equation modeling (SEM) will help 

better understand the different extracurricular and screen 

time variables used here, and how best to model them.  

Third, screen time measures saw negative associations with 

cognition in general. TV or movies, social media, and video 

chatting all saw negative impacts on both types of cognition. 

However, adolescents in this sample did not engage in social 

media, texting and video chatting very often if at all. Parents 

of children who are engaging in these activities may not be 

regulating their child’s technology use and other activities, or 

may not be spending as much time with their child as other 

families, which are all important factors in development. In 

fact, screen time was also associated with greater 

externalizing behaviors in adolescents (Paulus et al., 2019). 

It is possible children who use screen media more may also 

engage in other activities, such as extracurriculars or 

homework, less. Video game usage did not see a significant 

relationship with either type of cognition, perhaps because 

some of the benefits of video game usage (spatial reasoning, 

attention) help offset some of the costs of screen usage. 

YouTube was negatively associated with fluid intelligence; 

perhaps the content adolescents are searching for, or how 

they learn to search, may translate to academics and 

crystallized cognition. Texting saw the opposite trend, 

correlating negatively with crystallized intelligence. Texting 

could replace one-on-one communication, impeding 

language development. The crystallized cognition measures, 

which are linguistic in nature, may reflect this hindered 

development. Future research should continue to investigate 

different types of screen usage, including in-school screen 

usage. Examining change in screen usage over time, once this 

full longitudinal dataset is collected, could help identify 

mechanisms underlying screen’s association with cognition.  

Crystallized cognition, as measured using the NIH 

Toolbox, is comprised of only two tasks, both of which are 

highly linguistic in nature. General academic performance 

could add another dimension to crystallized cognition, and be 
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more comparable to past work (Fedewa et al., 2015). Further, 

the boundary between crystallized and fluid cognition, as 

currently measured using the NIH Toolbox, may not be as 

clear-cut as postulated. New analyses using SEM indicate the 

potential for considerable overlap among the tasks in a two-

factor model. Future analyses providing a better 

understanding of the distinction between fluid and 

crystallized cognition in adolescents may in turn provide a 

better understanding of how non-scholastic activities relate to 

different facets of cognition.  

Overall, these findings support general recommendations 

for parents: encourage physical activity and limit or structure 

screen usage. These analyses also highlight the importance of 

engaging in activities that promote creativity as well as deep 

thought. However, a key takeaway from the present analyses 

is that not all screen time is created equal. In fact, video 

gaming, the screen time parents seem to associate with 

negative consequences the most, had no relationship with 

cognition. Still, parents would do well to regulate their child’s 

use of the internet and other social-type screen usage. TV and 

movies, though an easy distraction, can also be detrimental in 

large amounts. Adolescents’ brains and cognition are rapidly 

developing, and their day-to-day activities play a crucial role 

in this growth.   
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Abstract 
Curiosity motivates exploration and is beneficial for learning, 
but curiosity is not always experienced when facing the 
unknown. In the present research, we address this selectivity: 
what causes curiosity to be experienced under some 
circumstances but not others? Using a Bayesian reinforcement 
learning model, we disentangle four possible influences on 
curiosity that have typically been confounded in previous 
research: surprise, local uncertainty/expected information 
gain, global uncertainty, and global expected information 
gain. In two experiments, we find that backward-looking 
influences (concerning beliefs based on prior experience) and 
forward-looking influences (concerning expectations about 
future learning) independently predict reported curiosity, and 
that forward-looking influences explain the most variance. 
These findings begin to disentangle the complex 
environmental features that drive curiosity.   

Keywords: curiosity; learning; surprise; uncertainty; 
expected information gain 
 

Suppose you are a baker trying to figure out which of two 
new yeast strains (A or B) will more consistently produce 
delicious bread. Every night, you bake a loaf of bread with 
one of the two strains. But there’s a problem: one of your 
employees is careless, and sometimes they fail to clean the 
kitchen equipment properly. Undetected salt in the bowls 
contaminates the yeast, and the bread fails to rise properly. 
As a result, you don’t know whether a given loaf’s failure is 
due to the viability of the yeast strain, or to the carelessness 
of your employee.  

After a modest string of successes with strain A, you 
observe a failure with strain A—how curious are you to 
know whether your employee failed to clean the bowls 
properly? After a modest string of failures with strain B, you 
observe another failure with strain B—how curious are you 
now? Intuition suggests you may be more curious about 
your employee’s possible negligence in the first case. Why? 

Characterizing when and why we experience curiosity is 
valuable not only because of the link between curiosity and 
learning (e.g., Kang et al., 2009), but also because it sheds 
light more broadly on how our mental states, in interaction 
with our environment, motivate action. In the current 
research, we introduce a new paradigm for quantifying and 
dissociating the contribution of several factors to the 
experience of curiosity. Below, we review theoretical and 
empirical support for several candidate features that may 

explain the selectivity of curiosity before introducing our 
paradigm and two experiments that employ it. 

Potential Influences on Curiosity 
If the goal of curiosity is to guide an agent towards inquiry 
that will lead to learning (Berlyne, 1954; Loewenstein, 
1994), curiosity should be triggered by expectations about 
whether learning will occur as a result of pursuing inquiry. 
For example, if you were to investigate whether your 
employee cleaned the bowls on a given day, how much 
would you expect to learn about your employee’s actions 
(“local” anticipated learning, about the target of your 
question)? And how much would you expect to learn about 
the viability of the yeast strain (“global” anticipated 
learning, about your ultimate learning goal)?  

Research in neuroscience and developmental robotics has 
used measures of expected learning to generate theories of 
curiosity-driven learning (Friston et al., 2017; Oudeyer, 
Kaplan, & Hafner, 2007) and to test these theories in 
artificial agents (Macedo & Cardoso, 2012; Oudeyer et al., 
2007). One important example is expected information gain 
(Oaksford & Chater, 1994), which quantifies the expected 
reduction in uncertainty over a hypothesis space after 
receiving the answer to a particular query. Expected 
information gain has been used to model goal-directed 
exploration and question asking (Coenen, Rehder, & 
Gureckis, 2015; Markant & Gureckis, 2012; Rothe, Lake, & 
Gureckis, 2018; Ruggeri et al., 2016; Ruggeri, Sim, & Xu, 
2017), and recent work suggests that people experience 
more curiosity about the answer to a question when they 
expect it to teach them something new and valuable (Liquin 
& Lombrozo, 2020). Moreover, related work shows that 
learners experience curiosity about a given stimulus 
proportional to the probability of encountering that stimulus 
again in the future (Dubey & Griffiths, 2020).  

 If an agent is solely motivated to learn an accurate 
representation of the world,1 these forward-looking 
evaluations of future learning are likely to be the optimal 

                                                        
1 Of course, human agents surely have goals beyond just 

“getting the world right.” In fact, prior work has described an 
optimal policy for curiosity based on the premise that curiosity’s 
goal is to increase an agent’s ability to take the right actions 
(Dubey & Griffiths, 2020). As our experiments do not require 
participants to take actions, we only consider the goal of learning 
in the present research. 
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triggers of curiosity. For example, if your goal is purely to 
learn about your employee’s negligence, local anticipated 
learning describes the optimal policy for curiosity (assuming 
curiosity is followed by inquiry behavior). Likewise, if your 
goal is purely to learn the viability of your yeast strains, 
global anticipated learning describes the optimal policy for 
curiosity. However, instead of measuring these forward-
looking considerations directly, the bulk of previous 
empirical research has instead considered the association 
between curiosity and several backward-looking 
considerations, which compare one’s current situation to 
what one already knows based on prior experience. 

For, example, one plausible cause of curiosity is surprise 
or a violation of expectation (Berlyne, 1966; Stahl & 
Feigenson, 2015). Being curious after a prediction fails 
(e.g., that the bread with yeast strain A will rise well) makes 
sense insofar as the surprise signals some inaccuracy in 
one’s current beliefs, and thus pursuing inquiry will likely 
lead to future learning. Prior work finds that curiosity can be 
triggered by the recognition of errors in one’s own beliefs 
(Vogl et al., 2020), and relates the experience of curiosity to 
prediction errors encoded in the hippocampus and anterior 
cingulate cortex (Gruber & Ranganath, 2019). 

Another plausible cause of curiosity is uncertainty (which 
may be focused on local or global information, as for 
anticipated learning). Prior research has shown that local 
uncertainty is related to curiosity: for example, curiosity 
about the answer to a trivia question is related to how 
confidently the participant believes they know the answer 
(Dubey & Griffiths, 2020; Kang et al., 2009). Local 
uncertainty can also be objectively quantified and 
manipulated to influence curiosity (Kobayashi et al., 2019). 
However, prior research addressing global uncertainty as it 
relates to curiosity is sparse (cf. Markant, Settles, & 
Gureckis, 2016).  

These backward-looking considerations (surprise and 
uncertainty) are likely related to curiosity precisely because 
they are useful heuristic cues to when learning should occur 
as a result of inquiry. In the bulk of empirical research on 
curiosity, and perhaps in many real-world contexts, these 
potential precursors to curiosity are conflated. For example, 
in the case where a failure with yeast strain A is observed 
after a string of successes with the same strain, the failure 
violates your expectations, leads to local uncertainty about 
the source of the failure, leads to global uncertainty about 
the viability of the yeast strain, and leads to anticipated 
learning about both sources of uncertainty.  

Nevertheless, recent research (Liquin & Lombrozo, 2020) 
suggests that features like surprise, uncertainty, and 
expected learning explain unique variance in participant 
ratings of curiosity. Furthermore, more variance in curiosity 
ratings was explained by expected learning than by surprise 
or uncertainty, controlling for other possible precursors to 
curiosity. In these studies, however, surprise, uncertainty, 
and expected learning were based on participant report, so it 
is not clear what mathematical quantities these self-reports 
might track. In another study (Markant & Gureckis, 2014), 

forward- and backward-looking considerations were 
quantitatively disentangled, but these quantities were used 
to describe exploration in the service of an experimenter-
provided learning goal, rather than intrinsically motivated 
curiosity (see Gottlieb & Oudeyer, 2018). Additionally, this 
research only considered local uncertainty and global 
anticipated learning, and it did not consider whether 
multiple triggers could operate simultaneously. Thus, in the 
present research, we ask: Does curiosity track optimal 
forward-looking features and/or heuristic backward-looking 
features? And if both sets of triggers are at play, which 
explain the most variance in curiosity? 

The Present Research 
We present a paradigm and computational model that allows 
us to quantify and dissociate several factors that may drive 
curiosity in a value-learning context. Again, this is 
challenging because these quantities are often highly 
associated. In our example of baking—and in paradigms 
that have been used in prior work (Baranes, Oudeyer, & 
Gottlieb, 2015; Gruber, Gelman, & Ranganath, 2014; Kang 
et al., 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2019; Liquin & Lombrozo, 
2020)—these quantities hang together and cannot be easily 
disentangled. 

In our paradigm (based on Dorfman et al., 2019), 
participants observe a series of choices between two mines, 
which produce either rocks or gold. Outcomes (rocks or 
gold) depend in part on the underlying reward distribution 
of the mines (i.e., how likely the mine is to produce gold). 
However, outcomes are occasionally influenced by a latent 
variable: a bandit who steals the gold from both mines and 
leaves only rocks. Thus, a negative outcome (rocks) can be 
produced by either the mine’s failure to supply gold or by 
the bandit’s intervention. Participants rate their curiosity 
about whether the bandit intervened after observing each 
outcome. Using a Bayesian reinforcement learning model, 
we quantify four possible drivers of curiosity in the task: 
surprise, local uncertainty (which is also local expected 
information gain), global uncertainty, and global expected 
information gain. To preview our results, we find that all 
four features correlate with curiosity, but that the two 
forward-looking anticipated learning features explain the 
most unique variance. 

Computational Model 
To test the hypothesized determinants of curiosity, we 
extract multiple quantities from a Bayesian reinforcement 
learning model that tracks the probability of receiving rocks 
or gold from each of the two mines.2 For ease of exposition, 
we present the model for a single mine, noting that it is 
extended to two mines by separately tracking the evidence 
about each mine with a copy of the single-mine model. 

                                                        
2 The model is similar to that presented in Dorfman et al. (2019), 

but it represents exact posterior distributions over each mine’s 
reward probability, rather than an approximate posterior mean. 
This is necessary to derive the information-theoretic features. 
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The generative model is as follows. On each trial, 𝑡, the 
selected mine produces gold with probability 𝜃. However, 
with probability 𝜖, the bandit intervenes, stealing the gold. 
This intervention is modeled as a latent variable, 
 𝑍% ∼ Bernoulli(𝜖), where 𝑍% = 1 means the bandit 
intervened on trial 𝑡. Gold is only received when the mine 
produces it and the bandit does not steal it, thus the reward 
for the trial is distributed 𝑅% ∣ 𝜃, 𝑍% ∼ Bernoulli(𝜃(1 − 𝑍%)). 

We assume that 𝜖 is known (participants are told its 
value), but that 𝜃 must be estimated. We further assume a 
uniform prior on 𝜃 between 0 and 1. Unfortunately, the 
standard Beta-Bernoulli process does not apply in this case 
because of the bandit interventions, 𝑍%. However, the 
posterior can still be numerically computed by 
marginalizing over the sequence of interventions, 𝑧, 
𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%) ∝67Bernoulli

%8⃗

(𝑧%; 𝜖)Bernoulli(𝑟%; 𝜃𝑧%). 

Although marginalizing over 𝑧 directly is intractable, this 
quantity can be efficiently computed by noting that it 
depends only on the number of times each possible 
combination of (r, z) occurs. We omit this derivation for 
reasons of space. We compute the normalizing constant by 
adaptive quadrature. 

On each trial, we extract four quantities: 
1. Reward prediction error (RPE) magnitude encodes 

the extent to which the observed reward on a given trial 
differs from the expected reward (i.e., surprise). It is defined 
|𝑅% − 𝑟%|, where we consider two definitions of the expected 
reward, 𝑟%. First, the true Bayesian expected reward is 
defined 𝑟%

bayes = 𝐸[𝑅%|𝑟3:%>3] = 𝑝(𝑍 = 0)𝜃%, where 𝜃% 	=
∫ 𝜃3C 𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%>3)	𝑑𝜃 is the posterior mean estimate of 𝜃 
before seeing the current reward. We additionally consider a 
biased estimate that does not take into account the 
possibility of intervention, 𝑟%

bias = 𝜃%. Note that the latter 
most closely corresponds to the RPE in Dorfman et al.’s 
(2019) model of the task. 

2. Local uncertainty/Local expected information gain 
(EIG) encodes both uncertainty and anticipated learning 
about the target of curiosity, which in our case is the 
presence of the bandit, 𝑧%. We define local uncertainty as the 
entropy of the predictive distribution, 𝐻(𝑍% ∣ 𝑟3:%) =
−𝑧%log𝑧% − (1 − 𝑧%)log(1 − 𝑧%) where 𝑧% = 𝑝(𝑍% = 1 ∣
𝑟3:%) = ∫ 𝑝3C (𝑍% = 1 ∣ 𝜃, 𝑟%)𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%)	𝑑𝜃 is the conditional 
probability of the bandit having intervened on this trial 
given the just-observed reward and the history of previous 
rewards. We define local EIG as the expected reduction in 
entropy in the predictive distribution, 𝐻( 𝑍% ∣∣ 𝑟3:% ), after 
observing the value of 𝑧%. Because observing the value of 𝑧% 
would reduce entropy to zero, local EIG is exactly equal to 
local uncertainty. 

3. Global uncertainty describes uncertainty about 
variables other than the immediate target of curiosity. Here, 
we focus on uncertainty about the reward probability of the 
selected mine. This is defined 𝐻(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%) = −∫ 𝑝3C (𝜃 ∣
𝑟3:%)log(𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%)). 

4. Global expected information gain (EIG) describes 
expected learning about the reward probability of the 
selected mine. Formally, it is the reduction in entropy of the 
posterior distribution of 𝜃 after observing the value of 𝑍%, 
∑ 𝑝8∈{C,3} (𝑍% = 𝑧 ∣ 𝑟3:%)𝐻(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:% , 𝑍% = 𝑧) − 𝐻(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟3:%). 

While RPE magnitude and global uncertainty are 
backward-looking in nature (concerning beliefs based on 
prior experience), global EIG is forward-looking 
(concerning expectations about future learning). Local 
uncertainty and local EIG are equivalent, and thus confound 
forward- and backward-looking considerations. While RPE 
magnitude, local uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, and 
global EIG are related to each other, as a mathematical 
consequence of the model, they can be partially 
disentangled.  

Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants Participants were 101 adults (ages 20-71, M = 
36) recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk to complete an 
~11-minute study in exchange for $1.40. Participation was 
restricted to MTurk workers in the United States who had 
completed at least 1000 prior tasks with a minimum 
approval rating of 99%. All participants successfully passed 
two attention checks. Three additional participants who 
rated their curiosity as zero on all trials were excluded. 

 
Procedure Participants were instructed that they were 
supervising a team of miners, with the goal of learning how 
to get as much gold as possible from a set of two mines. On 
each trial, participants would observe their miners dig in one 
of two mines, then observe the outcome (rocks or gold). 
Participants were told that a bandit intervened to steal the 
gold from both mines on 30% of trials, so they would 
receive rocks on those trials. Participants were required to 
correctly answer two comprehension questions. During the 
main task, after observing each mine choice and outcome, 
participants dragged a slider to rate their curiosity: “How 
curious are you about why this outcome occurred (i.e., about 
whether or not the bandit intervened)?” The slider ranged 
from 0 (not at all curious) to 100 (very curious) and its 
initial position was set to 50. After 50 trials, participants 
answered two multiple-choice attention check questions. 
Finally, participants provided their gender and age. 

 
Stimuli Participants were randomly assigned to one of four 
sequences of 50 choices and outcomes. These sequences 
were generated randomly with the following constraints: (1) 
one mine was selected on approximately 60% of trials; (2) 
on exactly 30% of trials, an agent intervened and rocks were 
received; (3) on the remaining 70% of trials, a reward was 
drawn based on the underlying probability 𝜃J of the chosen 
mine, with 𝜃J set at 30% for one mine and 70% for the other 
mine. Across these sequences, the bivariate Pearson 
correlations between the four quantities of interest was 
moderate (ranging between -0.61 and 0.70). 
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Results 
For all analyses, curiosity was z-scored within participants, 
so that scores reflected the curiosity experienced by a given 
participant relative to their baseline level of curiosity and its 
variance across the task.  

First, we examined the relationship between curiosity and 
RPE magnitude, local uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, 
and global EIG. For RPE magnitude, we considered both 
the true Bayesian RPE that considers the probability of 
intervention, and the biased RPE that only considers the 
inferred reward probability of the chosen mine. A series of 
linear regression models were fit, with each quantity as a 
predictor in a single model (Figure 1). Curiosity was 
positively associated with Bayesian RPE magnitude, β = 
0.03, 95% CI [0.001, 0.06], t(5048) = 2.06, p = .04 (R2 = 
.001), biased RPE magnitude, β = 0.39, 95% CI [0.37, 0.42], 
t(5048) = 30.29, p < .001 (R2 = .15), local uncertainty/EIG, 
β = 0.40, 95% CI [0.38, 0.43], t(5048) = 31.12, p < .001 (R2 
= .16), global uncertainty, β = 0.17, 95% CI [0.15, 0.20], 
t(5048) = 12.54, p < .001 (R2 = .03), and global EIG, β = 
0.55, 95% CI [0.53, 0.58], t(5048) = 47.08, p < .001 (R2 = 
.31). Interestingly, the biased RPE magnitude measure was 
more strongly related to curiosity than the Bayesian RPE 
magnitude measure. However, the correlations between 
biased RPE magnitude and local uncertainty/EIG (r = 0.11), 
global uncertainty (r = 0.27), and global EIG (r = 0.70) were 
numerically larger than the same correlations for Bayesian 
RPE magnitude (r = -0.61, r = 0.21, and r = 0.19, 
respectively). Thus, the stronger link between biased RPE 
magnitude and curiosity may be accounted for by its 
stronger association with other predictors of curiosity.  

Subsequently, we tested whether each quantity explained 
unique variance in curiosity. To do so, we fit two regression 
models predicting curiosity with all four quantities as 
predictors. In one regression model, Bayesian RPE 
magnitude was used to capture surprise, while biased RPE 
magnitude was used in the second model. In the first model, 
Bayesian RPE magnitude, β = 0.13, 95% CI [0.08, 0.17], 
t(5045) = 5.92, p < .001, local uncertainty/EIG, β = 0.29, 

95% CI [0.24, 0.33], t(5045) = 11.90, p < .001, and global 
EIG, β = 0.38, 95% CI [0.34, 0.42], t(5045) = 19.18, p < 
.001, all explained unique variance in curiosity. The effect 
of global uncertainty was marginally significant, β = 0.02, 
95% CI [-0.001, 0.05], t(5045) = 1.90, p = .06. The model 
explained 33% of the variance in curiosity.  

In the second model (Figure 2), biased RPE magnitude, β 
= 0.10, 95% CI [0.07, 0.14], t(5045) = 5.85, p < .001, local 
uncertainty/EIG, β = 0.20, 95% CI [0.17, 0.23], t(5045) = 
13.82, p < .001, global uncertainty, β = 0.03, 95% CI [0.004, 
0.05], t(5045) = 2.27, p = .02, and global EIG, β = 0.37, 
95% CI [0.33, 0.41], t(5045) = 18.32, p < .001, all explained 
unique variance in curiosity. This model also explained 33% 
of the variance in curiosity.  

These results suggest that surprise, local uncertainty/EIG, 
and global EIG, as captured by an optimal model of 
learning, all explain unique variance in participant reports of 
curiosity. Global uncertainty, while positively related to 
curiosity in isolation, explained less variance in curiosity (if 
any) when accounting for the other measures. When 
accounting for all other measures, there was little difference 
in the extent to which Bayesian RPE magnitude and biased 
RPE magnitude predicted curiosity. Regardless of how RPE 
is defined, however, the EIG features explained most of the 
unique variance in curiosity (32.5% for a model with only 
EIG features vs. 33% for the full model). 

We calculated variance inflation factors (VIFs) for the 
simultaneous regression models above. The VIF estimates 
how much the variance of a given coefficient is inflated due 
to multicollinearity between predictors in a model, and thus 
can inform whether the null effect found for global 
uncertainty is a Type II error. For the model where global 
uncertainty did not reach significance, the VIF for global 
uncertainty was 1.12 (a VIF over 10 is taken as indicative of 
serious multicollinearity). This indicates that the null result 
is unlikely to be due to multicollinearity. 

 
Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 reveal several insights about the 

Figure 1: Relation between each quantity and curiosity (z-scored within participants). Each point represents one 
curiosity rating from a given participant on a given trial. For ease of visualization, curiosity values greater than 4 or 

less than -2.5 are not plotted (0.2% of all data). 
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determinants of curiosity. First, surprise, local 
uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, and global EIG can be 
operationalized and partially separated based on a Bayesian 
reinforcement learning model. Moreover, unique variance in 
curiosity is explained by these measures (with the possible 
exception of global uncertainty). RPE magnitude and global 
uncertainty are purely backward-looking in nature, while 
global EIG is purely forward-looking in nature—allowing 
us to conclude that both forward- and backward-looking 
considerations are associated with the experience of 
curiosity.  

While these findings are suggestive, the sequences of 
choices and outcomes presented to participants have some 
properties that may have made them poorly suited to test the 
role of these measures in predicting curiosity. In particular, 
all sequences (unintentionally) began with definitive 
evidence that one mine had a reasonably high probability of 
reward and the other had a lower probability of reward. As a 
result, there were few trials in which global uncertainty was 
high, and there were few trials in which biased RPE 
magnitude and global EIG were moderate (Figure 2). We 
thus attempted to replicate our results in Experiment 2 using 
a new set of observations and rewards, which capture a 
fuller and more naturalistic range of these measures of 
interest. 

Experiment 2 
In Experiment 2, we presented participants with sequences 
of observations sampled from the participant data from 
Experiment 1 of Dorfman et al. (2019). In this prior 
experiment, participants’ task was to select between the two 
mines on each trial. Each time gold was received from a 
mine, the participant’s bonus payment increased by a fixed 
amount; each time rocks were received from a mine, the 
participant’s bonus payment decreased by the same fixed 
amount. Thus, participants’ goal was to learn about the 
mines in order to maximize long-run rewards. In addition to 
providing a more complete range of model estimates across 
all trials, this has the additional benefit of providing us with 

more ecologically valid data sequences (generated by 
humans rather than sampled randomly). 
 
Method 
Participants Participants were 99 adults (ages 22-62, M = 
36) recruited from MTurk, as in Experiment 1. Four 
additional participants were excluded for failing to pass two 
attention checks. Two additional participants who rated their 
curiosity as zero on all trials were excluded. 
 
Procedure The procedure matched that of Experiment 1. 
 
Stimuli Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight 
sequences of choices and outcomes. Using the data from 
Dorfman et al. (2019), we selected eight sequences of 
choices and outcomes generated by the 72 participants in the 
adversarial condition (where a bandit was the intervening 
agent; there were also two additional intervening agents in 
their experiments) of their Experiment 1. The four quantities 
of interest were modestly correlated across these sequences 
(ranging between -0.70 and 0.64). 

Results 
As in Experiment 1, we first examined the association 
between curiosity and each of the four quantities of interest, 
with each quantity serving as a predictor in a separate 
regression model (Figure 1). Curiosity was positively 
associated with biased RPE magnitude, β = 0.27, 95% CI 
[0.25, 0.30], t(4948) = 20.06, p < .001 (R2 = .08), local 
uncertainty/EIG, β = 0.52, 95% CI [0.49, 0.54], t(4948) = 
42.59, p < .001 (R2 = .27), global uncertainty, β = 0.15, 95% 
CI [0.12, 0.17], t(4948) = 10.40, p < .001 (R2 = .02),  and 
global EIG, β = 0.47, 95% CI [0.45, 0.50], t(4948) = 37.87, 
p < .001 (R2 = .22). However, curiosity was negatively 
associated with Bayesian RPE magnitude, β = -0.23, 95% 
CI [-0.26, -0.20], t(4948) = -16.55, p < .001 (R2 = .05). 
Again, the contrast in results between the biased and 
Bayesian measures of RPE magnitude may be accounted for 
by the correlations between the RPE measures and the other 
quantities of interest. While biased RPE magnitude was 
positively associated with local uncertainty/EIG (r = 0.19), 
global uncertainty (r = 0.23), and global EIG (r = 0.56), 
Bayesian RPE magnitude was negatively associated with 
both local uncertainty/EIG (r = -0.70) and global EIG (r = -
0.13), two of the strongest predictors of curiosity.  

Subsequently, we fit two regression models including all 
four measures as predictors (one using Bayesian RPE 
magnitude as a measure of surprise, and the other using 
biased RPE magnitude). In the model using Bayesian RPE 
magnitude, all measures but global uncertainty explained 
significant variance in curiosity; Bayesian RPE magnitude: 
β = 0.16, 95% CI [0.12, 0.20], t(4945) = 7.88, p < .001, 
local uncertainty/EIG: β = 0.53, 95% CI [0.48, 0.58], 
t(4945) = 24.48, p < .001, global EIG: β = 0.16, 95% CI 
[0.12, 0.20], t(4945) = 8.29, p < .001. This model explained 
31% of the variance in curiosity. Notably, when controlling 
for the other quantities, the association between Bayesian 

Figure 2: Partial regression plots showing the association 
between each quantity (using biased RPE magnitude) and 
curiosity (z-scored within participants), holding the other 

quantities fixed at their means. The marginal density of the 
quantity of interest is depicted above each plot. 
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RPE magnitude and curiosity was positive.  
In the model using biased RPE magnitude (Figure 2), a 

similar pattern of results was found; biased RPE magnitude: 
β = 0.11, 95% CI [0.08, 0.14], t(4945) = 7.58, p < .001, 
local uncertainty/EIG: β = 0.40, 95% CI [0.36, 0.43], 
t(4945) = 24.80, p < .001, global EIG: β = 0.16, 95% CI 
[0.12, 0.20], t(4945) = 8.11, p < .001. This model explained 
31% of the variance in curiosity.  

Again, the strength of the association between each of the 
two measures of RPE magnitude and curiosity was similar 
when controlling for all other quantities. Additionally, the 
EIG features explained the majority of the variance in 
curiosity ratings (30% for a model with only EIG features 
vs. 31% for the full model). The VIF for global uncertainty 
was 1.16 in both models, suggesting that its failure to reach 
significance was unlikely to be due to multicollinearity. 

Discussion 
Experiment 2 replicates many of the results of Experiment 
1, using a naturalistic set of human-generated choice data 
that captures a fuller range of the model-predicted 
quantities. Again, we found that RPE magnitude, local 
uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, and global EIG were 
significantly related to curiosity in isolation. Together, all 
but global uncertainty—also a weak predictor of curiosity in 
Experiment 1—explained unique variance in curiosity.  

General Discussion 
In the present research, we developed a paradigm that 
quantifies and dissociates the influence of surprise, local 
uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, and global EIG on 
curiosity. We found that curiosity was independently 
associated with both RPE magnitude (a backward-looking 
consideration) and global EIG (a forward-looking 
consideration) in both Experiments 1 and 2. Additionally, 
local uncertainty/EIG, which conflates backward- and 
forward-looking evaluations was a strong predictor of 
curiosity. Interestingly, and in contrast with previous 
research on goal-directed exploration (Markant & Gureckis, 
2014), forward-looking considerations (local/global EIG) 
explained a far larger proportion of the variance in curiosity 
than did backward-looking considerations. However, local 
uncertainty/EIG conflates forward- and backward-looking 
considerations, and thus it remains to be determined whether 
its association with curiosity is accounted for by the 
forward- or backward-looking component. 

Our model does not explicitly define an optimal policy for 
curiosity, but rather defines an optimal policy for learning. 
However, under the assumption that a curious agent is 
motivated to learn, local EIG and global EIG define 
potential optimal policies for curiosity. Despite the success 
of these measures in describing participants’ curiosity, it 
remains possible that curiosity is best described by another 
goal that was not considered in the present research. For 
example, recent research (Dubey & Griffiths, 2020) has 
proposed that a rational curious agent should be curious 
about the stimuli in their environment that maximally 

increase the value of their total body of knowledge for 
facilitating future action. Though participants in our task 
were not responsible for any action, they may have 
nonetheless taken their goal to be future choices between the 
two mines, in which case local/global EIG are not 
necessarily the optimal policies for curiosity. Whether a 
corresponding policy describes curiosity ratings better than 
local or global EIG is a question for future research. 

Several additional limitations of these studies must be 
addressed. First, it was not possible to manipulate RPE 
magnitude, local uncertainty/EIG, global uncertainty, and 
global EIG completely independently because, while the 
correlations between these variables were moderate, the 
variables are non-linearly related. Thus, we cannot make 
strong claims about the causal influence of any single 
variable. It also remains an open question whether and when 
these four precursors to curiosity come apart in real-world 
contexts. Additionally, participants did not have the 
opportunity to make choices (i.e., dig in a particular mine) 
or to attempt to satisfy their curiosity (e.g., look for signs 
that the bandit had intervened), both of which would likely 
inform the experience of curiosity. 

Finally, we have not considered all possible precursors of 
curiosity in the present research. In particular, there are 
several definitions of surprise (for a review, see Munnich, 
Foster, & Keane, 2019): surprise may be determined by the 
presence of a low probability event (Reisenzein, 2000), the 
extent to which one has difficulty explaining an event 
(Foster & Keane, 2015; R. Maguire, Maguire, & Keane, 
2011) or by the extent to which one sees patterns where they 
expect noise (P. Maguire et al., 2018). In addition, we have 
not captured all definitions of curiosity. While we focus on 
state curiosity in response to external stimuli, other research 
has explored individual differences in trait curiosity (e.g., 
Litman, 2008). It remains an open question whether 
participants in our task vary in trait-level curiosity, and 
whether this variation affects the determinants of state-level 
curiosity. 

Despite these limitations and open questions, the present 
research introduces a novel paradigm for studying curiosity 
and identifies several partially separable influences on 
curiosity. Curiosity was predicted by both backward-
looking influences (concerning beliefs based on prior 
experience) and forward-looking influences (concerning 
expectations about future learning). These findings help 
reduce our uncertainty about curiosity, while pointing to 
new research directions where we can gain additional 
information. 
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Abstract 

Questions about the origins of life and the universe seem to call 
out for explanation, with science and religion offering 
candidate answers. These answers clearly differ in content, but 
do they also differ in psychological function? In Study 1 
(N=501) participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk rated 
scientific and religious answers to existential questions on 
dimensions related to epistemic functions (e.g., “This 
explanation is based on evidence”) as well as 
moral/social/emotional functions (e.g., “If everyone believed 
this, the world would be a more moral place”; “This 
explanation is comforting”). For non-religious participants, 
only scientific explanations were assigned high values along 
epistemic dimensions; For religious participants, only religious 
explanations were assigned high values along non-epistemic 
dimensions. In Study 2 (N=130), priming a non-epistemic need 
boosted religious participants’ evaluation of the quality of 
religious (vs. scientific) explanations. These findings shed light 
on the functions of scientific and religious cognition and raise 
new questions about explanatory co-existence and the origins 
of religious belief. 

Keywords: explanation; science; cognitive science of religion; 
religiosity; epistemic needs; emotional needs; social needs 

 
How did the universe come to exist? Why is there suffering 

in the world? What happens after we die? Questions like 

these seem to call out for explanation. Science and religion 

offer candidate answers, and many people endorse elements 

of both (Legare et al., 2012). Yet it’s not obvious what makes 

an answer to such questions appropriate and satisfying (e.g., 

Parfit, 1998). Scientific explanations with good epistemic 

credentials – those supported by evidence and argument – 

might not address the existential concern that prompts such 

questions in the first place. Explanations that are comforting, 

on the other hand, may be epistemically weak. How do 

people satisfy both epistemic and non-epistemic explanatory 

goals? 

We explore the hypothesis that scientific and religious 

explanations are tuned to different functions, with the former 

oriented towards epistemic functions (e.g., tracking 

evidence), and the latter towards more social and emotional 

functions (e.g., providing comfort and community). To 

satisfy both epistemic and non-epistemic goals, people could 

endorse both scientific and religious explanations (Shtulman 

& Lombrozo, 2016), or imbue their favored explanation with 

additional characteristics: religious believers could judge 

religious explanations epistemically strong, and non-

believers could find scientific explanations emotionally 

uplifting (e.g., Rutjens & Preston, in press). Below, we first 

review the literature on the role of scientific and religious 

explanatory frameworks in fulfilling epistemic and non-

epistemic functions. We then report two novel studies that 

investigate the perceived epistemic and non-epistemic 

features of scientific and religious explanations. In the 

General Discussion, we turn to broader implications for 

theories of scientific and religious cognition. 

Distinct Functional Roles for Explanations 

Although people often appeal to science and religion under 

different circumstances (see Lupfer, Tolliver, & Jackson, 

1996), or use science and religion to explain different aspects 

of the same phenomenon (e.g., Legare, Evans, Rosengren, & 

Harris, 2012), existential questions, such as those concerning 

the origins of life or the consequences of death, often fall 

under the purview of both science and religion (see Legare & 

Visala, 2011 for a review). 

While co-existence between scientific and religious 

explanations is pervasive (Legare & Visala, 2011; Shtulman 

& Lombrozo, 2016), prior work investigating scientific and 

religious explanations finds that in this region of shared 

explanatory space, explanations sometimes compete. For 

example, Preston and Epley (2008) found that highlighting 

the power of science in explaining the origins of the universe 

led to lower (implicit) valuation of religion, and that 

highlighting “gaps” in scientific explanations led to a more 

positive (implicit) valuation of religion (see also Preston, 

Ritter, & Hepler, 2013). These effects suggest that science 

and religion can sometimes satisfy the same need, such that 

an adequate explanation within one domain obviates the need 

for an alternative.  

Importantly, this work on attribution and competition does 

not identify the specific needs that motivate a search for 

explanations, nor the dimensions along which explanations 

compete. It’s plausible that explanations serve epistemic 

needs (e.g., accurately representing the world), emotional 

needs (e.g., offering comfort), and/or social needs (e.g., 

supporting community), and competition occurs only when 

the same need is under consideration. Below, we review 

evidence to suggest that both scientific and religious 

explanations can potentially satisfy all three of these needs, 

but scientific explanations may be better aligned with 

epistemic goals, and religious explanations with 

social/emotional goals. 

Epistemic Needs 

Evidence suggests that science and religion differ in their 

relationship to evidence and inquiry. For example, Shtulman 

(2013) found that while both scientific and religious beliefs 
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are often justified by appeal to others (experts or texts), 

scientific beliefs are more often justified by appeal to 

evidence. Metz, Weisberg, and Weisberg (2018) report that 

those who endorse an evolutionary explanation for human 

origins (vs. creationism) are more likely to invoke scientific 

evidence, and less likely to invoke criteria such as what they 

feel in their heart. Finally, Liquin, Metz, and Lombrozo 

(2018) found that American adults judge science questions to 

be in greater need of explanation than religious questions, and 

are more willing to accept “it’s a mystery” as an answer to 

questions about religion than science.  

These results suggest a closer alignment between science 

(vs. religion) and epistemic goals, such as tracking evidence 

and revising beliefs through ongoing inquiry. However, these 

effects could be moderated by religiosity. For instance, 

believers might treat considerations like what one feels in 

one’s heart as a source of evidence. Moreover, Liquin et al. 

(2018) found that for religious believers, the gap between 

ratings of need for explanation and mystery acceptability for 

science vs. religion was attenuated.  

Emotional Needs 

Both science and religion can support a psychological need 

for order and control. For example, Kay et al. (2008) found 

that threat to control contributed to an increase in belief in 

God when God was presented as intervening and controlling, 
but not when God was presented as non-intervening and 

working in “mysterious ways” (see also Khenfer et al., 2017). 

Van der Pligt and van Harreveld (2010) found that 

participants more often preferred the theory of intelligent 

design to evolution when the evolutionary account 

emphasized chaotic and unpredictable processes, but not 

when it emphasized order and predictable processes.  

Under some conditions, science and religion can both also 

mitigate anxiety and stress. Norenzayan and Hansen (2006), 

for example, found that increased attention to mortality 

increased belief in the existence of God. Farias and 

colleagues (2013) found that in a relatively secular sample, 

increased attention to mortality increased “faith” in science. 

These results, among others (see Rutjens & Preston, in 

press) suggest that the content of a claim, rather than its 

scientific or religious designation per se, determines its 

potential to meet emotional needs. Yet content will tend to 

vary systematically across domains: it may well be that 

religious explanations more characteristically feature 

elements that satisfy emotional needs, even if science – under 

some conditions – can do so as well.  

Social Needs 

On one account, natural and supernatural explanations are the 

outcomes of distinct learning systems: one focused on 

figuring out physical causal regularities and mechanisms, and 

another focused on learning and transmitting social norms 

(Whitehouse, 2011). Indeed, some evidence suggests a close 

link between supernatural / religious belief and social 

considerations. For instance, in addition to religious 

involvement playing a role in social integration (see for 

example, Cadge & Ecklund, 2006 showing patterns of 

religious service attendance among immigrants), religious 

belief itself may serve as a catalyst for belonging to a 

community and signaling social commitments. For example, 

in recent work, Cui et al. (2019) have shown that within a 

religious minority group in China, the development of 

children’s religious beliefs closely follows the patterns 

observed among their parents, whereas there is no relation 

between children’s and parents’ beliefs among the 

mainstream secular group. This context-dependent pattern 

provides evidence for the role of religious belief as a marker, 

catalyst, or even “glue” for community ties and social 

identity, especially when observed among persecuted groups, 

such as religious communities within Mainland China.  

The role of scientific belief as a social catalyst is more 

debatable. Kahan and colleagues (2017) argue that scientific 

beliefs can, under certain politicized circumstances, function 

as social signals (see also Kahan, 2012). Again, content and 

context seem to matter here, although it is possible that 

religious explanations more readily offer contents that are 

amenable to social needs (e.g., Wilkins, 2018). 

Current Project 

The goal of the current project is to systematically investigate 

the (perceived) functional roles of scientific and religious 

explanations. We focus on existential questions that support 

explanations from both domains (e.g., “How did the universe 

come to exist?”), and on explanations that are representative 

of those endorsed in our target population (see Stimulus 

Generation below). 

Our studies are designed to test two predictions: (1) that on 

average, scientific explanations will be attributed more 

features linked to epistemic functions and religious 

explanations more features linked to non-epistemic 

functions, and (2) that these effects will be moderated by 

participant religiosity. 

In Study 1, we investigated the (perceived) epistemic and 

non-epistemic features of religious and scientific 

explanations. In Study 2, we manipulated epistemic and non-

epistemic need and measured the perceived quality of 

religious and scientific explanations.  

Study 1 

Method 

Stimulus Generation 

Participants recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk 

(MTurk) were presented with one of the following questions 

and asked to provide a “good explanation”: “How did the 

universe come to exist?”, “Why is there suffering in the 

world?”, or “What happens after we die?”. These 

explanations were then presented to another group of 

participants who classified them as scientific, religious, 

neither, or both. We repeated this process until we obtained 

10 explanations per question rated by 75% or more as 

religious and 10 rated by 75% or more as scientific, yielding 

a total set of 60 explanations.  
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Examples for the final stimuli set include the following 

scientific and religious explanations for the universe and 

suffering questions, respectively: “by the big bang, a massive 

explosion that created all matter in the universe. This 

happened many billions of years ago”; “The universe was 

created by God in 6 days. He created everything out of 

nothing by his own will. The last thing that he created was 

man, before he rested on the 7th day. Nothing came into 

existence by itself since you need life to create life”; 

“Because not everyone has the same access to resources. Also 

because some areas are more developed than others. In 

addition there are many unfair things about living in areas 

without having the financial resources to better oneself”; 

“Because there is free will in the world. God doesn't like 

suffering, but when man has free will there will be suffering”.  

 

Participants 501 adults (320 female, 175 male, 6 non-binary, 

MAge = 37 years) were recruited on MTurk. Participation was 

restricted to workers with an IP address within the United 

States and an approval rating of at least 95% based on at least 

500 prior tasks. An additional 168 participants were excluded 

for failing preregistered attention checks (described below). 

 
Procedure 

Participants first consented to participate and pledged to pay 

attention and answer questions carefully. After completing a 

short training on how to use the response scale (which 

doubled as an attention check), they were randomly assigned 

to one of six conditions based on the corresponding question 

(How did the universe come to exist? Why is there suffering 

in the world? What happens after we die?) and domain of the 

explanation (Scientific, Religious), and randomly received 

one of the 10 explanations within the corresponding set. Each 

unique explanation was rated by 7-12 participants.  

Rating explanations on their functional roles. 

Participants saw their question and the corresponding 

explanation at the top of the page and rated statements about 

it (see Table 1) from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly 

Agree”). These statements were designed to measure 

attributes related to epistemic as well as non-epistemic 

psychological functions. Two attention checks were also 

included (e.g., “select the middle option”). The order of 

statements and attention checks was randomized.  

Demographics. Before concluding the study and being 

debriefed, participants answered a number of demographic 

questions, including a 4-point measure of religiosity: (1) not 

religious at all, (2) slightly religious, (3) moderately 

religious, (4) very religious. 36%, 19%, 28%, and 16% of 

participants identified themselves at each level of religiosity 

from “not at all” to “very”, respectively. Data was not 

available for one participant. 

Results 

Exploratory Factor Analysis on Explanation Ratings 

We conducted an exploratory factor analysis over the 

explanation rating items, using the GPArotation (Barnaards 

& Jenrich, 2005) and psych (Revelle, 2018) packages in R (R 

Core Team, 2019). To determine the number of factors, we 

used the Parallel Analysis method (Horn, 1965) using the 

fa.parallel function from psych, specifying the minimum 

residual approach to account for assumed correlations 

between components. We also inspected the scree plot, which 

suggested a range of 5-7 factors. Finally, we used the fa 

function from the psych package, specifying an oblique 

rotation and the minimum residual method and modeled 5- to 

7-factor solutions. The 7-factor solution achieved simple 

structure (no item loaded on more than one dimension) and 

suggested good fit to the data, based on model parameters 

(RMSR = 0.02, RMSEA = 0.04, Tucker Lewis Index = 0.96, p 

< 0.01 compared to 6-factor model). Thus, we extracted 7 

factors (see Table 1 for items loading on each factor). Prior 

to investigating the EFA patterns, we decided on eliminating 

items with factor loadings less than 0.4.  

The resulting structure was highly interpretable, and a good 

match to the functional roles identified in the introduction 

(see Table 1). We created average composite scores for each 

factor (function), yielded by the EFA, based on the items that 

loaded on the corresponding factor. This resulted in seven 

average composite scores.  

 

Table 1: Explanation rating items clustered by factor. 

Statements with asterisks loaded negatively and were 

reverse-scored in composite scores. 
 

Statement EFA Factor 

 This explanation is based on evidence.  

Epistemic 

(Objectivity) 

 This explanation is based on logic 

 This explanation is based on facts that aren’t supposed 

to be questioned. 
 This explanation is based on expert knowledge. 

 this explanation offers a clear cause-and-effect 

mechanism or pathway 

 We’ll never know whether this explanation is right or 

wrong Epistemic 
(Subjectivity)  This explanation is right for some people, but it is not 

the right explanation for everyone. 

 This explanation tells me something important about 

who I am. 

 

 

Self & 
Identity 

 This explanation helps me understand my true self. 

 This explanation offers insight into my feelings and 

subjective experiences. 

 If everyone believed this, the world would be a more 

moral place. 

 

Moral  

(Positive)  If everyone believed this, the world would be a kinder 
place. 

 If everyone believed this, there would be no 

accountability for people’s actions. 

Moral 

(Negative) 

 This explanation is harmful for the world.  

 This explanation offers peace of mind.*  
Emotional 

(Negative) 

 

 This explanation is comforting.* 

 This explanation is unsettling. 

 This explanation provokes anxiety. 

 Shared belief in this explanation can foster a feeling of 

personal connection. 

 

 
 

Social 

 Disagreeing about this explanation can threaten social 

bonds. 

 This is the sort of explanation that brings people closer 

together. 

 People typically learn this explanation from other. 
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Effects of Domain and Religiosity  

To investigate whether religious and scientific explanations 

differed in their functional profiles (as reflected in composite 

function scores), we conducted linear regression models with 

each of the seven composite scores as the dependent variable 

and Domain (religious, scientific) as a predictor (see Figure 

1). 

Because we were additionally interested in moderating 

effects of religiosity, we also included individuals’ level of 

religiosity and an interaction term (Domain x religiosity). 

Finally, to control for effects of Question (Universe, 

Suffering, Death) and Question by Domain interactions, 

these terms were also included in the final model, wherever 

significant (in the interest of space, we do not report effects 

of Question here).  

 

Epistemic Considerations Controlling for a significant main 

effect of Question, objective epistemic considerations were 

rated higher for scientific explanations than for religious 

explanations (B = 2.11, SE = 0.18, t = 11.42, p < 0.001). 

Controlling for a significant main effect of Question, 

subjective epistemic considerations showed the reverse 

pattern (B = -0.82, SE = 0.21, t = -3.88, p < 0.001, 

respectively). These effects, however, were moderated by 

Religiosity. For objective epistemic considerations, less 

religious participants rated scientific explanations more 

objective than religious explanations, but more religious 

participants did not (Religiosity X Condition: B = -0.57, SE 

= 0.07, t = -7.80, p < 0.001; see Figure 2A). 

 
Figure 1: Mean composite score for each factor by 

Domain, collapsed across the three questions. Error bars 

indicate +/-1 SEM.  

 

For subjective epistemic considerations, less religious 

participants rated religious explanations more subjective than 

scientific explanations, but more religious participants did 

not (Religiosity X Condition: B = 0.26, SE = 0.08, t = 3.10, p 

< 0.01; see Figure 2B).   

 
Non-epistemic considerations  

Self & Identity. Religious and scientific explanations differed 

with respect to Self & Identity (B =1.24, SE = 0.21, t =6.00, 

p < 0.001). This effect was also moderated by Religiosity (B 

= -0.62, SE = 0.08, t = -7.50, p < 0.001). Less religious 

participants provided low ratings for both religious and 

scientific explanations, whereas more religious participants 

rated religious, but not scientific, explanations high on these 

functions (see Figure 2C).  

Positive moral. Positive moral considerations were rated 

higher for religious explanations than for scientific 

explanations (B = 0.79, SE = 0.22, t = 3.49, p < 0.001), but 

this effect was moderated by Religiosity (B = -0.54, SE = 

0.09, t = -6.03, p < 0.001). Less religious individuals rated 

both religious and scientific explanations low on positive 

moral functions, whereas more religious individuals rated 

religious, but not scientific, explanations high on these 

functions (see Figure 2D). 

Negative moral. Controlling for a significant main effect of 

Question, scientific explanations were higher than religious 

explanations on negative moral considerations (B = -1.25, SE 

= 0.22, t = -5.61, p < 0.001), but this was moderated by 

Religiosity (B = 0.57, SE = 0.09, t = -6.42, p < 0.001). Less 

religious individuals provided low ratings for both types of 

explanation, while religious individuals rated scientific, but 

not religious, explanations high (see Figure 2E).  

Emotional. Controlling for a significant interaction 

between Question and Domain, scientific explanations were 

rated higher on negative emotions compared to religious 

explanations (B = -0.48, SE = 0.23, t = -2.12, p = 0.03), but 

this effect was moderated by Religiosity (B = 0.35, SE = 0.07, 

t = 4.66, p < 0.001). Less religious individuals rated both 

scientific and religious explanations high, whereas more 

religious individuals rated religious, but not scientific, 

explanations low on negative emotions (see Figure 2F).  

Social Considerations. Controlling for a significant 

interaction between Question and Domain, there was no main 

effect of Domain (B = -0.26, SE = 0.18, t = -1.44, p = 0.15) 

and no moderating effect of Religiosity (B = -0.08, SE = 0.06, 

t = -1.32, p = 0.19).  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Moderating effects of religiosity on Domain in 

Study 1. 
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Study 2 

In Study 2, we primed epistemic or non-epistemic needs and 

measured participants’ ratings of the quality of religious and 

scientific explanations. Based on the findings from Study 1, 

we predicted that for religious participants, a non-epistemic 

prime would boost the perceived quality of religious (vs. 

scientific) explanations.  

 

Method 
Participants 133 adults (65 female, 68 male, MAge = 38 

years) were recruited on MTurk as in Study 1. An additional 

30 participants were excluded for failing attention checks 

similar to those in Study 1. 

 
Procedure 
After an initial consent and pledge, participants were 

randomly assigned to the epistemic or non-epistemic 

condition. In both conditions, we aimed to prime a need by 

having participants reflect on a situation in which they tried 

–but failed – to solve a personal problem. To manipulate the 

nature of the need, participants in the epistemic prime 

conditions were asked to consider a problem for which they 

tried to take an objective stance, reason logically, and rely on 

evidence. To prime a non-epistemic need, we asked 

participants to consider a problem for which they tried to 
foster personal connection to others, achieve emotional 

comfort, and have peace of mind. Participants were then 

presented with a set of four scientific or religious 

explanations for the question of how the universe came to 

exist (selected from the stimulus set for Study 1) and were 

asked to rate how good they found each explanation, on a 

scale from 1 (very bad) – 7 (very good). These “goodness” 

ratings were introduced as “part of a different project.” 

Lastly, all participants completed the same demographics 

survey as in Study 1. And 48%, 16%, 23%, and 13% 

identified as not at all, slightly, moderately, and very 

religious, respectively. 

 

Results 
We conducted mixed-effects linear regression analyses, 

using the nlme package, on ratings of “goodness” with Prime 

(Epistemic, Non-epistemic), Domain (of explanation: 

science, religion), Religiosity, and all interactions as fixed 

effects, and Explanation as a random effect. This analysis 

revealed a significant three-way interaction between 

Religiosity, Prime, and Domain (B = -1.17, SE = 0.44, t = -

2.68, p < 0.01).  

To understand this interaction, we looked at effects of 

prime for each type of explanation separately (see Figure 3). 

With greater religiosity, the non-epistemic prime (relative to 

the epistemic prime) increased the perceived quality of 

religious explanations (B = 0.77, SE = 0.27, t = 2.89, p < 0.01) 

while it followed a declining pattern (although non-

significant) in the perceived quality of scientific explanations 

(B = -0.40, SE = 0.35, t = -1.14, p = 0.26). Figure 3 shows 

these observed patterns.  

 
 

Figure 3: Moderating effects of religiosity on “goodness” 

ratings of (A) scientific and (B) religious explanations in 

each priming condition of Study 2. 

Discussion 

Across two studies, we find that scientific and religious 

explanations are differentially attributed properties that 

correspond with epistemic versus non-epistemic functions. In  

Study 1, participants who identified as religious rated both 

scientific and religious explanations as high on objective and 

low on subjective epistemic characteristics, but only religious 

explanations were attributed features associated with identity  

and self-insight, positive moral characteristics, and a 

reduction in negative moral and emotional implications. For 

participants who identified as low on religiosity, only 

scientific explanations were attributed high objective and low  

subjective epistemic features, and religious explanations 

were not judged more favorably along any dimensions. So, 

while participants at all levels of religiosity systematically 

differentiated the religious and scientific explanations, the 

basis for differentiation varied with religiosity. 

In Study 2, priming a non-epistemic need (vs. an epistemic 

need) primarily affected the group of participants who shared 

a relevant demographic variable with those who recognized 

non-epistemic values in Study 1: namely religious 
participants. With greater religiosity, the non-epistemic 

prime increased the perceived quality of the religious 

(relative to the scientific) explanations. This suggests that 

explanatory needs are malleable, and that priming a need can 

result in higher evaluations of explanations that satisfy that 

need (cf. Preston & Epley, 2009).  

In addition to documenting the role of different needs in 

appealing to scientific and religious explanations, these 

patterns inform theories about the coexistence of religious 

and scientific explanatory frameworks (Legare et al., 2012; 

Shtulman & Lombrozo, 2016). Specifically, across various 

cultural and social groups, children and adults have been 

shown to coherently appeal to both natural and supernatural 

conceptions of existential matters, such as death (Astuti & 

Harris, 2008; Gimenez & Harris, 2005) or the origins of life 

(Legare, Evans, Rosengren, & Harris, 2012; Evans, 2001). 

Why might natural or scientific and supernatural or religious 

explanations both make sense and provide value for the same 

individual, despite the two explanatory frameworks making 

potentially conflicting claims about how things work? Our 

data suggest that these different types of explanations for the 

same phenomena can both provide functional value because 
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they are primarily concerned with different aspects of 

inquiry. Scientific explanations satisfy the need to grasp 

evidential, objective, and causally coherent truths, whereas 

religious explanations, at least for some, provide additional 

value in response to needs such as relief from existential 

anxiety. This proposal, supported by patterns reported here, 

raises new questions about the ways in which scientific and 

religious explanations co-exist in individuals’ minds. It is 

possible, for instance, that for a religious individual who 

believes in creationism, integrating this religious explanation 

with a scientific one is very likely if an epistemic need arises 

to reason about the origins of the universe based on objective 

evidence. If, however, for this same individual, the belief in 

creationism serves non-epistemic functions (e.g., establishes 

a sense of order and control), then integrating a creationist 

explanation with a scientific one may be less likely.  That is, 

when scientific and religious explanations that make 

conflicting claims serve the same function for a given 

individual, they may cognitively coexist in a coherently 

integrated framework, whereas when they serve different 

functions, they may coexist in compartmentalized schemas.  

Our findings also bear on accounts of the origins of 

religious belief. Some have posited that religion emerges in 

part as a response to an explanatory need (e.g., Tyler, 1871; 

Snow, 1922); others (Boyer, 2007) question the prevalence 

of explanatory drives and existential quandaries outside 

highly specialized circumstances. While our findings cannot 

speak to the prevalence with which people experience or 

pursue “existential curiosity,” they do point to various 

possibilities about the relationship between explanatory 

needs and religiosity. The association of non-epistemic 

attributes with religious explanations for existential matters 

suggests that the reflection of our emotional, social, and 

moral needs in religious explanations for existential 

quandaries may have contributed to the cultural transmission 

of religious beliefs and the global pervasiveness of 

supernatural conceptions of life and death. Yet, it remains a 

question whether, in the cultural evolution of religious belief 

as well as within individual minds, valuing non-epistemic 

considerations supports religious belief or if religious belief 

increases the perceived explanatory value of non-epistemic 

considerations. Moreover, a third possibility would be that 

both non-epistemic considerations and religious belief are the 

result of one or more common early-developing abilities or 

cognitive constraints (see Boyer, 1994). 

Our finding that more religious participants do not 

discriminate between scientific and religious explanations 

along epistemic dimensions also raises new questions about 

the role of evidence in navigating religious belief. How do 

religious participants understand the role of evidence across 

domains? Recent data show that what is perceived as 

justification or reason for belief varies based on religious 

belief. For instance, the beliefs of loved ones or of religious 

authorities, as well intuitive knowledge “of the heart,” are 

seen by US adults who believe in creationism as being 

legitimate bases for belief (Metz, Weisberg, & Weisberg, 

2018). Moreover, children from a particularly religious 

community in China refer to the source of their beliefs about 

religious entities (e.g., angels) as justification for knowing 

that these entities exist (Davoodi et al., 2020).  
Turning to our non-religious participants, we might 

wonder whether they place low value on non-epistemic 

considerations quite generally, or rather identify and value 

them in contexts beyond those investigated here. Given prior 

findings suggesting that scientific beliefs can sometimes play 

social/emotional roles (Kahan et al., 2017, Farias et al., 

2013), it seems plausible that scientific explanations that 

offer a more structured and predictable world, that are used 

to mark identity-relevant group boundaries, or that induce a 

sense of awe might be perceived to have more social-

emotional functions (see Johnson et al., 2019). These are 

important questions for future research.  

In summary, the data presented here provide initial support 

for the proposal that scientific and religious explanations are 

associated with different psychological functions. Yet, 

specific patterns of coexistence in relation to functional roles, 

the conditions under which epistemic and non-epistemic 

functions are highlighted and served by various explanations 

for given individuals, and the role of these functions in the 

cultural transmission of belief remain to be investigated.   
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Abstract

Piaget proposed that development proceeded in stages; more
recently researchers have proposed modular theories in which
different abilities develop on their own timetable. Despite the
abundance of theory, there is little empirical work on the struc-
ture of developmental changes in early childhood. We inves-
tigate this question using a large dataset of parent-reported
developmental milestones. We compare a variety of factor-
analytic item response theory models and find that variation
in development from birth to 55 months of age is best de-
scribed by a model with three distinct dimensions. We also
find evidence that dimensionality increases across age, with
the youngest children described by a two-factor model. These
results provide a model-based method for linking holistic de-
scriptions of early development to basic theoretical questions
about the nature of change in childhood.
Keywords: child development; milestones; item response the-
ory; model comparison

Introduction
How do young children grow and change? Is child devel-
opment a single unified process or a host of different pro-
cesses, each with their own constraints and timescale? Pi-
aget famously proposed a stage theory in which many seem-
ingly distinct mental processes developed in concert through
the operation of the same principles across domains (Flavell,
1963). In contrast, modern theories propose that different
facets of children’s mental life develop on their own timetable
(Gelman & Meck, 1983). And the grandmother of one author
of this paper was known to assert that developmental mile-
stones were in compensatory relationships with one another
(“children either walk early or else they talk early”).

This question is important not only from a theoretical per-
spective but also for application. The process of assessing
children’s developmental status critically depends on our as-
sumptions about the nature of that status — in particular,
whether there is a single unified process that can be measured
via some score derived from subprocesses. In this sense,
questions about the nature and structure of development are
psychometric questions (Borsboom, 2005). Such psychome-
tric analysis investigating the dimensionality of change has
been studied extensively in the case of cognitive aging (e.g.,
Balinsky, 1941; Li, Nuttall, & Zhao, 1999) but has received
less attention in early childhood.

Our goal is to explore the psychometric structure of devel-
opment. We take as our starting point the idea that psycho-
metric models can instantiate hypotheses about psychologi-

cal structure in ways that can be assessed via their fit to data.
We adopt the framework of item response theory (IRT). IRT
models allow us to capture how responses to such questions
track both with individual children’s abilities as well as with
the measurement properties of the questions (and underlying
milestones). In particular, our interest is in comparing within
a family of multidimensional IRT models in order to gain in-
sight into the underlying dimensionality of early childhood
development.

In a standard factor-analytic approach (which multi-
dimensional IRT extends), a solution with N factors partitions
observed variance into factors, suggesting dimensions of vari-
ation in the sample. One substantial complication to this per-
spective for analyzing developmental data is the issue that
the dimensionality of children’s variation could itself change
developmentally. Indeed, the dedifferentiation hypothesis of
cognitive aging — that distinct factors collapse — is such a
hypothesis (Frias, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Nilsson, 2007).
To address this challenge, we use a new set of cross-validation
methods to investigate changes in dimensionality.

We use milestone data for our investigation. Global assess-
ment of developmental status via a series of binary questions
(e.g., “Can your child walk at least ten steps unassisted?”) is
both a standard feature of pediatrician visits (Sheldrick et al.,
2019) and a gold standard for child development in the re-
search and intervention communities (Bayley, 2009; Bricker
et al., 1999; McCoy, Gonzalez, & Jones, 2019). In such as-
sessments, which are typically but not always conducted via
parent report, developmental progress is pooled across do-
mains like motor development or language. Thus, these in-
struments implicitly assume a unifactorial model, although
some also provide subscale scores (Bayley, 2009).

Unfortunately, these instruments are commercial products,
and hence normative data at the item level are typically not
available for analysis. In the current paper, we thus analyze a
new set of data from a set of 414 milestone questions adminis-
tered online to a group of 1946 middle-class Mexican parents
of children from 0 to 55 months of age. This very compre-
hensive milestone set allows us to ask questions about how
variation in developmental growth can be partitioned across
age and face-valid domains (language, cognition, motor, and
socio-emotional development).

We first describe our dataset. We then introduce the family
of item response models that we use and the way in which
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we compare performance across these models. These mod-
els allow us to consider the overall dimensionality of our
dataset, which we then follow up on by looking for evidence
of change in dimensionality across development. We end by
considering the limitations, implications, and next steps for
this work.

Data
A child’s development can be thought of as the set of develop-
mental milestones that they have reached at a particular point
in time. This conceptualization results in data with the same
structure as the item response data common to educational
measurement. In education, item response data is most typi-
cally students responding to test items (i.e., questions) and, in
the dichotomous case, getting each question either correct or
incorrect. In the context of child development, the child is the
“student,” and each developmental milestone is the “item.”

Data were provided by Kinedu, Inc., a developer of par-
enting applications. We consider the 1946 children between
2 and 55 months of age whose parents responded to all 414
of the developmental milestones. Kinedu, Inc. mapped each
milestone to a face-valid group: physical, cognitive, linguis-
tic, or social & emotional. Table 1 shows the number of de-
velopmental milestones in each group along with an example
milestone from each group translated to English.

Table 1: Developmental milestone groups and examples

Group Milestones Example milestone

Physical 180 Stands on their toes
Cognitive 100 Finds objects on the floor
Linguistic 75 Babbles to imitate conversations
Social & Emotional 59 Complains when play is stopped

Figure 1 shows the age (in months) and number of com-
pleted milestones for each child. At 12 months old, most chil-
dren have reached about 200 developmental milestones. At
24 months old, most children have reached about 300 devel-
opmental milestones. At 48 months old, most children have
reached about 375 of the 414 developmental milestones.

Methods
We frame the assessment of the dimensionality of child de-
velopment as a model comparison question.

Models
Item response theory offers a suite of models with which to
model item response data. We adopt the notation used in
Chalmers (2012). Let i = 1, . . . , I represent the distinct chil-
dren and j = 1, . . . ,J the developmental milestones. The item
response data is stored in a matrix, y, where element yi j de-
notes if the ith child has or has not achieved the jth develop-
mental milestone as reported by their parent/guardian. Each
model represents the ith child’s development using m latent
factors θθθi = (θ1, . . . ,θm). The jth milestone’s discriminations
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Figure 1: Number of milestones completed by age with per-
centile curves. Dots represent individual children.

(i.e. slopes) aaa jjj = (a1, . . . ,am) capture the latent factor load-
ings onto that milestone. We fit five two-parameter logistic
(2PL) models where a child’s development is represented by
m = 1, m = 2, m = 3, m = 4 and m = 5 latent factors. Here-
after, we, for example, refer to a 2PL model with m = 4 la-
tent factors as a 4F 2PL model. As is common, we estimate
all models using marginal maximum likelihood estimation
(MMLE), which integrates over a generic distribution for θθθ

and therefore estimates only item parameters (Baker & Kim,
2004). According to the 2PL model, the probability of a child
having achieved a developmental milestone is

P(yi j = 1|θθθiii,aaa jjj,b j) = σ(aaa>j θθθiii +b j)

where b j is the milestone easiness (i.e. intercept) and σ(x) =
ex

ex+1 is the standard logistic function. As an example, Figure
2 shows item characteristic curves from the 1F 2PL model
for the items in Table 1. Item characteristic curves show the
relationship between θi and P(yi j = 1) for a particular item.
These curves reveal that babbling is unrelated to development
(presumably because parents interpret babbling as including
early cooing and hence report that essentially all babies bab-
ble). On the other hand, finding objects on the floor is highly
related to development with most children with θi greater than
-1.5 having reached this milestone.

We primarily focus here on the latent factor structure of
children’s ability, but we also examined the structure of indi-
vidual item models. While we use a 2PL model here (which
includes difficulty and discrimination parameters), we also
explored 3PL models (which add a guessing parameter for
each item). Overall, 3PL models did not fit better than 2PL
models and so we omit them in the interest of space. For
comparison, we do include a 1F Rasch model where all of
the discrimination parameters, a j, are set to 1 for each item.

Each of these models learn the latent factor structure en-
tirely from the data, making them exploratory. We also fit a
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Figure 2: Example item characteristic curves. Babbling is
unrelated to a child’s development whereas finding objects
on the floor is highly related to development.

variety of confirmatory models where milestones are mapped
to specific factors according to the four developmental mile-
stone groups shown in Table 1. In the interest of space, we
report only the bifactor model, which was the best perform-
ing confirmatory model. In the bifactor model, each mile-
stone loads onto a general factor θ0 and a specific factor θs
(Cai, Yang, & Hansen, 2011). Accordingly, the probability of
a child having achieved a developmental milestone is

P(yi j = 1|θ0,θs,a0,as) = σ(a0θ0 +asθs +b j).

Computing is done in R (R Core Team, 2019), model fit-
ting in the R package mirt (Chalmers, 2012), and data wran-
gling/visualization in the set of R packages known as the tidy-
verse (Wickham, 2017). Materials to reproduce this paper are
available at github.com/stenhaug/kinedu.

Model comparison
Model comparison in IRT typically uses information criterion
such as AIC and BIC (Maydeu-Olivares, 2013). However,
these methods are not guaranteed to work with modest sam-
ple sizes or when the models are misspecified (McDonald &
Mok, 1995). Instead, as motivated by Bolt & Lall (2003), we
use a marginalized version of cross-validation. In essence,
we partition the data into folds based on the children (i.e. the
rows of the item response matrix). Then for each fold, we
estimate the item parameters using all but that fold, and cal-
culate the likelihood of that fold by integrating over g(θθθ).

Mathematically — following notation similar to Vehtari,
Gelman, & Gabry (2017) — we partition the data into 6 sub-
sets y(k) for k = 1, . . . ,6. Each model is fit separately to each
training set y(−k) yielding item parameter estimates which we
compactly denote Ψ

(−k)
j . The predictive (i.e. out-of-sample

or cross-validated) likelihood of y(k) is

p(y(k)|y(−k)) =
I

∏
i∈i(k)

∫
θ

J

∏
j=1

P̂r(y(k)i j |Ψ
(−k)
j ,θ)g(θ)dθ.

The ultimate quantity of interest for each model is the
log predictive likelihood for the entire item response matrix,
which is defined as

lpl y =
K

∑
k=1

log p(y(k)|y(−k)).

Results
Table 2 shows the number of parameters, the in-sample log
likelihood (which necessarily increases with more parame-
ters), and the lpl y defined in the model comparison section.
The 3F 2PL model performs best, which is evidence that child
development between the ages of 2 and 55 months follows a
multidimensional path.

Table 2: Model performance: The 3F 2PL performs best as
measured by lpl y

Model Parameters log-likelihood (in-sample) lpl y (out-of-sample)

1F Rasch 415 -254984 -255442
1F 2PL 828 -222073 -223106
2F 2PL 1241 -212896 -214491
Bifactor 1242 -210030 -211682
*3F 2PL* 1653 -208806 -210961
4F 2PL 2064 -208114 -211023
5F 2PL 2474 -207316 -211036

Understanding the latent factor structure
To understand each of the three factors in the best perform-
ing model, we fit the model to the the full dataset. We then
estimated the factor loadings (i.e. discriminations or slopes)
using a varimax rotation. The varimax rotation results in or-
thogonal and, therefore, more interpretable factors (Kaiser,
1959). Under the varimax rotation, the first factor explains
41% of the variance, the second factor explains 16% of the
variance, and the third factor explains 3% of the variance.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of factor loadings for each
group on each of the three factors. The first factor loads
mainly on cognitive and linguistic milestones. The sec-
ond factor is a combination of each of the groups with the
strongest loadings on the physical and social & emotional
milestones. The third factor mainly loads positively on lin-
guistic milestones and, interestingly, negatively on physical
milestones.

We estimate the factor scores for each child using expected
a posteriori (EAP) with a three dimensional standard normal
distribution as calculated by Gauss-Hermite quadrature with
61 points (Embretson & Reise, 2013). Figure 4 shows the
relationship between age and factor score for each factor. The
first factor, perhaps unsurprisingly, has a high correlation (r =
0.9) with age. The second factor has a strong association with
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Figure 3: Factor loadings by group

age from 2 to 16 months but thereafter is unrelated to age. By
and large, the third factor does not have any association with
age.

Dimensionality across the age-span
For the entire dataset, we’ve shown evidence that the 2PL
model with 3 factors performs best. But is this latent factor di-
mensionality consistent across age? For example, perhaps for
very young children 1-factor is sufficient and then later on 2
and then 3 factors become valuable. We take two approaches
to assessing the dimensionality of child development across
the age-span. First, we examine the performance of each of
the models by age. Second, we partition the data by age and
use the same cross-validation procedure to find the best fitting
model in each partition.

Full model Figure 5 displays the mean cross-validated log
likelihood for each model by age, which comes from the k-
fold cross-validation described in the model comparison sec-
tion. For each student, we calculate the marginalized out-of-
sample likelihood based on the item parameters Ψ

(−k)
j from

fitting the model to y(−k), the folds of data that do not include
the student. As a reminder, students are assigned to folds ran-
domly and not by age.

Figure 5 shows how both the 3F 2PL and bifactor models
compare to the 2F 2PL model in terms of cross-validated log
likelihood for each age. The 2F 2PL outperforms both models
for children younger than 7 months old. For children older
than 11 months old, both the 3F 2PL and bifactor models
outperform the 2F 2PL model with the 3F 2PL model tending
to perform best.

Age-partitioned models As another method of examining
the dimensionality of child development across the age span,
we create four partitions of the data based on the ages of the
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Figure 4: The first factor is highly associated with age

children. We then cross-validate the 2PL models indepen-
dently in each partition. This analysis allows us to examine
the dimensionality for each age group separately. For each
age partition, we drop milestones where less than 2.5% or
greater than 97.5% of children have reached the milestone
because they contain little information and make the models
less stable. This process results in, for example, 432 children
and 359 milestones in the 13-24 month old partition.

Figure 6 shows the results of this analysis. Consistent with
our findings in the previous section, the best fitting model
contains a lower dimensional factor structure for younger
children. The best fitting model is the 2F 2PL for the partition
of data containing children two to 12 months old, whereas the
best fitting model is the 3F 2PL for the partitions containing
older children.

Discussion
Is child development a single unified process or a host of
different processes? Stage theories assume synchroniza-
tion in developmental changes across distinct domains like
language, social/emotional development, and cognition. In
contrast, more modern modular theories tend to assume
that particular aspects of development proceed “on their
own schedule” (Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson,
1992). Here, inspired by psychometric studies of age-related
changes in cognition, we explored this issue in a large dataset
of children’s developmental milestones. Our premise was that
understanding the nature of variation in milestones could help
shed light on whether children’s developmental change co-
varies across domains within a single factor or whether it is
split into multiple factors.

Using multi-factor item response theory models and a new
cross-validation method for model comparison, we found that
a three-factor model best described developmental variation
across the first 55 months. While the first factor described a
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Figure 5: Comparing the 3F 2PL and Bifactor models to the
2F 2PL

large amount of shared variation in development, the struc-
ture of these factors did suggest some differentiation between
cognitive/linguistic development, physical development, and
socio/emotional development. Further, we found that the
dimensionality of variation increased developmentally: 2–
12 month-olds were best described by a two-dimensional
model, while older groups were best described by a three-
dimensional model. This analysis provides tentative support
for a developmental differentiation hypothesis, where differ-
ent domains of development vary across individuals in a way
that is increasingly more independent over age.

Our study has a number of limitations that should inform
future work. Our dataset is cross-sectional, meaning that we
are only describing variation across individuals rather than
the coherence of factors within individuals. Second, we relied
on parent report, which can have significant biases and lim-
itations, especially in its precision regarding capacities that
are difficult to observe (e.g., cognitive abilities; Feldman et
al., 2000; Frank, Braginsky, Marchman, & Yurovsky, 2020).
Third, our data come from a very specific population group
(middle- and upper-class Mexican parents whose children
were in group care) and hence caution is warranted in gen-
eralizing to other populations. Fourth, our cross-validation
procedure evaluates item parameters by integrating over a
generic ability distribution g(θθθ), which is consistent with how
IRT models are typically estimated (MMLE), but does not
map directly onto a practical prediction task. Future work
should explore other cross-validation procedures. Fifth, it’s
important to note that the best-fitting model describes only
the optimal dimensionality with regard to child development
as defined by the Kinedu milestones; it is at best a distant re-
flection of the structure of any latent variables internal to the
child (Bork, Epskamp, Rhemtulla, Borsboom, & Maas, 2017;
Maraun, 2003; Van Der Maas et al., 2006).

37+ months 452 kids 289 milestones

25−36 months 644 kids 323 milestones

13−24 months 432 kids 359 milestones

2−12 months 418 kids 296 milestones
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Figure 6: 2F 2PL best for young kids; 3F 2PL best for older
kids

This work has significant practical implications: Measures
of developmental change should not assume that a single
score captures all of the variance in developmental change.
Thus, understanding the generality of our conclusions is an
important practical goal that could affect the structure of a
variety of standardized developmental inventories in broad
clinical and research use.

The nature of developmental variation is of core impor-
tance to our theorizing about the mechanisms of child de-
velopment. Yet this variation has often been assumed to be
unifactorial or multifactorial without formal evaluation. Our
work here takes a first step towards using psychometric mod-
els to evaluate this dimensionality empirically.
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Abstract 
Sustained attention (SA) is a critical skill in which a child is able to 
maintain visual attention to an object or stimulus. The current study 
employs head-mounted eye trackers to study the cognitive processes 
underlying SA by analyzing micro-level behaviors during parent-
child social interactions in both typically and atypically developing 
children. Specifically, we examined the role of parent look, parent 
touch, and child touch on SA duration. Results show that parent look 
equally influences SA in both groups, while parent touch is more 
critical for SA for TD children and the child’s own touching is more 
critical for SA in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
Implications of different pathways to maintain SA between typically 
developing children and children with ASD are discussed. 

Keywords: micro-level behaviors; eye tracking; sustained 
attention; action; social attention; autism spectrum disorder 

Introduction 
Sustained attention (SA) is the ability to maintain attention 

to an object or stimulus for an extended amount of time and 
reflects an increased ability to withstand distraction. SA 
develops throughout infancy and early childhood (Kannass et 
al., 2006; Ruff & Capozzoli, 2003; Ruff & Lawson, 1990) 
and has been linked to language (Yu et al., 2019) and 
cognitive development (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; 
Johansson et al., 2015). SA has typically been studied in 
constrained laboratory tasks and generally performed in 
isolation as it is classically viewed as an endogenous visual 
attentional ability of the child (Mundy & Newell, 2007).  

Recent advancements have allowed researchers to use 
head-mounted eye trackers to study children in naturalistic, 
social environments and to analyze micro-level behaviors as 
they unfold moment-by-moment, thereby revealing cognitive 
processes on short timescales. This line of research has 
broadened our understanding of the cognitive mechanisms 
underlying SA in typically developing (TD) children to 
include social attention and manual activity. Two studies 
found that a child’s SA during toy play was extended when a 
parent looked to the same toy at the same time (Yu & Smith, 
2016) and was further extended by parent talk or touch 
(Suarez-Rivera et al., 2019). Additional research suggests 
that the child’s actions during play are important for 
constraining their visual attention. When children play with 
toys, they often coordinate their gaze with what is in their 
hands (Yu & Smith, 2017a, 2017b), allowing the child to 
constrain his or her attention (Bambach et al., 2017). These 

moments where a child looks to a toy in their hands have been 
identified as important for object name learning (Slone et al., 
2019; Yu & Smith, 2017a, 2017b), but may also be important 
for the development of attentional skills.  

If social attention and manual action are important factors 
for the development of SA, one group that may be impacted 
is children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ASD is a 
disorder characterized by deficits in social attention and 
interaction, but individuals with the disorder also display 
deficits in attention and action (Ozonoff et al., 2008). 
Abnormalities in social attention and abilities are evidenced 
across the lifespan in individuals with ASD (Klin et al., 2002; 
Pierce et al., 2016), which could lead to children with ASD 
having less access to important attention skill-building and 
learning moments. Furthermore, past research reports that 
children with ASD generate atypical actions on toys (Ozonoff 
et al., 2008; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005). These atypical motor 
behaviors may relate to an atypical development of hand-eye 
coordination and other attentional skills, including SA.  

Despite reported differences between children with ASD 
and TD children in social attention and visual-manual 
coordination, some studies of children with ASD have found 
no core deficit in SA (Johnson et al., 2007; Pascualvaca et al., 
1998). Still, the equivalent performance of children with 
ASD and TD children on SA tasks may arise through the 
support of different cognitive processes that may cause 
atypical patterns of behavior in other tasks. Without a deeper 
understanding of the processes supporting SA, it is premature 
to claim intactness of internal attentional processes. 

Current Study 
Taken together, the current study aims to examine the micro-
level behaviors underlying SA in early development and to 
identify potential similarities and differences across TD 
children and children with ASD. The results will shed light 
on differing developmental processes, including if and to 
what degree social attention and manual action relate to SA, 
and if any of these factors are more critical than others for the 
extension of SA. Specifically, we aim to answer: (1) If 
children with ASD sustain their attention at a similar rate to 
their TD peers; (2) if and how the visual attention and manual 
action of a social partner (the parent in the present study), 
relate to the presence and duration of child SA; and (3) if and 
how a child’s coordination of attention with their own manual 
action relates to the presence and duration of SA.  
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To answer these questions, we first examined the rate at 
which children generated SA looks and the duration of these 
looks. If children with ASD show less SA overall, it may be 
reflective of an attention deficit. If, however, children with 
ASD show similar rates of SA, it would suggest an intact 
ability to maintain attentional focus.  

Next, we investigated the role of the parent on the child’s 
SA. Specifically, we investigated parent looking and 
touching behaviors to further understand the social influences 
on children’s attentional abilities. A difference between 
groups would suggest a difference in social cueing or 
responsiveness and a difference in the way behaviors are used 
to support child SA. A similarity would reflect that dyads in 
both groups use similar strategies to extend child SA.  

 Finally, we assessed the role of a child’s own manual 
actions on their SA. We investigated the rate at which 
children touched toys during SA and if touching related to an 
extension of SA. Differences in the coordination of manual 
action with SA between groups would be reflective of 
different attentional strategies during play. A similarity 
would reflect that children in both groups use manual action 
to support their attention in similar ways. 

Methods 

Participants 
We collected usable eye tracking data from 17 TD dyads and 
19 ASD dyads. Data collection for the TD dyads was 
conducted at Indiana University, and data collection for ASD 
dyads was conducted at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital. The 
two locations used the same testing equipment, stimuli, 
procedures, and personnel. All ASD diagnoses were 
confirmed according to the DSM-V criteria by a trained 
clinician. Table 1 provides characterization information for 
the ASD and TD children. The two groups did not differ on 
age, t(29)<0.01, p=0.99 or sex distribution, χ2 (N=29)=0.72, 
p=0.40. As a group, children with ASD were extremely 
delayed in expressive and receptive language (Table 1). 

 
 
 

Table 1: Participant Characterization 
 

 TD 
n=17 

ASD 
n=19 

Age (Months) 36.2 (7.8) 36.3 (7.2) 
Sex (M/F) 13 / 4 13 / 6 

Mullen Receptive Language AE 11.5 (5.5) --- 
Mullen Expressive Language AE 13.4 (6.8) --- 

* Mullen = Mullen Scales of Early Learning 
* AE = Age Equivalent (Months) 

 

Procedure and Stimuli 
Parents and their children were brought into a room that 
resembled a playroom. Dyads were seated on a carpet 
together, typically at a 90° from each other or with the child 
seated on the parent’s lap. Each dyad member was equipped 
with a head-mounted eye tracker and scene camera affixed to 
either a pair of glasses (parent) or a hat (child). For each dyad 
member, the experimenter would first modify the position of 
the eye camera to capture eye movement and then adjust the 
angle of the scene camera to capture the scene directly in 
front of the participant. The scene camera was adjusted so 
that the hands were visible in the participant’s own lap to 
ensure that all manual actions were captured. After eye 
tracker setup, the dyads were given a set of 24 everyday toys 
that were spread on the carpet. Parents were instructed to play 
with their child as they would at home with no explicit 
instruction about how to interact with the toys or one another. 

Data Processing 
Videos were recorded from parent and child eye and scene 
cameras, as well as several cameras around the play space. 
Parent and child eye-tracking videos were calibrated off-line 
to overlay a cross-hair representing eye movements onto the 
video of the participant’s scene camera. Following the 
calibration procedure, gaze coding was conducted by trained 
human coders for each participant. A custom program was 
used to divide the continuous gaze data into individual looks 
based on the velocity of the eye movements. Coders then 
identified if the crosshair was located on one of the 24 toys 

Figure 1: (A) Each dot represents an individual child. The mean is represented by a solid line and the standard error by a 
dotted line. Groups generated similar proportions of SA looks. (B) Violin plots represent the probability density of the 

duration of SA for each group. Box plots are overlaid to display the first quartile through third quartile for each group. There 
was no difference between groups in overall SA duration. 
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or on the other dyad member’s face for each look. Following 
gaze coding, SA moments were defined as any look that was 
greater than or equal to 3 seconds long, following standards 
in the field (Suarez-Rivera et al., 2019; Yu & Smith, 2016). 

Manual action was coded frame-by-frame using the scene 
camera and the other camera views from the play space. 
Trained coders first identified all manual action of the right 
hand and then repeated the process for all actions of the left 
hand for both dyad members. A manual action was coded as 
soon as the participant’s hand came in contact with an object. 
During data analysis, manual action events were merged if 
both hands were touching the same toy simultaneously. 

Results 

SA Rates and Duration 
We first examined if TD children and children with ASD are 
sustaining their attention to toys at a similar rate during play. 
We first computed the proportion of looking events that 
resulted in SA (looks ³ 3s) by dividing the number of SA 
looks by the total number of looks to toys. TD children and 
children with ASD generated SA looks at a similar rate on 
average across the session (TD: 11% (SE±1%); ASD: 13% 
(2%); t(34)=-1.16, p=0.26, d=0.39) (see Figure1a).  

Next, we determined if the duration of SA is similar 
between groups. For this analysis, we created a corpus of all 
SA moments for all participants in each group. The corpus 
was used for all further analyses. The overall SA duration was 
5.60s (0.17s), and the two groups produced similar SA 

durations (TD: 5.62s (0.28s); ASD: 5.57s (0.21s)). We ran a 
linear mixed effects (LME) model on SA duration with fixed 
effects for group and random effects for participant to 
account for the variability in SA duration for each participant. 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the LME model 
revealed no difference between groups, F(1,489)=0.03, 
p=0.87. Overall, the time TD children and children with ASD 
spent in SA arose from similar dynamics of looks generated 
and the duration of these SA looks during toy play. 

Parent Look 
Recent work has shown that a child’s SA is extended when 
parents attend to the same object at the same time (Suarez-
Rivera et al., 2019; Yu & Smith, 2016). In light of those 
findings, we next examined how parent looking relates to SA 
in children with and without ASD.  

We first calculated the proportion of each instance of SA 
where the parent looked to the same toy as the child, thereby 
creating a moment of joint attention. On average, parents in 
both groups did not differ on the proportion of their child’s 
SA that they looked to the target toy (TD: 44% (2%); ASD: 
41% (2%)). An ANOVA on an LME examining the 
proportion of child SA that overlapped with a parent look, 
with fixed effects of group and random effects for participant, 
revealed no difference between groups, F(1,530)=0.50, 
p=0.48 (see Figure 2a). This suggests that shared visual 
attention with a parent on an object may play a similar role in 
supporting child SA in both groups. 

Next, we compared the durations of SA instances that 
either did or did not co-occur with parent look for each group 

Figure 2: Violin plots in (A-B) represent the probability density of the measure for each group. Box plots are 
overlaid to display the first through third quartile for each group. (A) Parents of children with ASD look at toys for a 
similar proportion of SA compared to TD peers. (B) SA moments without parent look are shorter overall, but there 

is no difference between groups or in the interaction between group and SA type. (C) Considering only the instances 
of SA with parent look, the probability of parent look increases in the 10s before SA, peaks about halfway through 

SA, and decreases in the 10s following SA. There are no differences in the temporal dynamics between groups. 
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(see Figure 2b). We conducted an LME with fixed effects for 
group and SA type (with or without parent look) and random 
effects for participant. As previously observed, there is no 
main effect of group on SA duration. We observed a main 
effect of SA type, F(1,487)=11.33, p<0.01, indicating that SA 
events with parent looking were 1.50s longer on average 
(5.87s (0.21s)) than SA events without parent looking (4.37s 
(0.18s)). The interaction effect was non-significant, 
F(1,487)=0.75, p=0.39, suggesting that parent look relates to 
the extension of SA in a similar manner across groups. This 
also suggests that children with ASD are equally sensitive to 
the attention of a social partner during play as their TD peers. 

We next explored the temporal dynamics of parent looking 
behavior surrounding and during child SA (see Figure 2c). In 
the instances where parents did visually attend, the likelihood 
that a parent in either group looked to the toy steadily 
increased by 31% for TD children and 25% for children with 
ASD in the 10s preceding SA. Both groups follow their 
parent’s gaze into SA about 40% of the time, further 
suggesting that TD children and children with ASD are 
sensitive to their parent’s gaze. The probability of parent 
visual attention peaked halfway through the child’s SA at 
62% and 58% for TD children and children with ASD, 
respectively. This further suggests that parents are 
responding to their child’s gaze between groups at equal 
rates. Finally, the probability of parent looking progressively 
decreased in the 10s after SA by 35% for the TD children and 
22% for the children with ASD. The groups do not show a 
different average temporal pattern of parent visual attention. 

Overall, we saw no difference between TD children and 
children with ASD on the proportion or duration of SA with 
parent look, and no difference in the temporal dynamics of 
coordinating parent look with child SA. Parents in both 
groups looked to the same toy as the child at a similar rate 
with similar dynamics, and the presence of parent look during 
SA related to a boost in SA duration for both groups. 

Parent Touch 
Parents use multimodal behaviors when playing with their 

children (Yu & Smith, 2012, 2013), and parent touch has 
been identified as one behavior that may support a child’s 
attention to an object, with children often shifting their 
attention to attend to an object that a parent is manipulating 
(Deák et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2017a). Therefore, we next 
examined the role of parent manual action on child SA. 

First, we calculated the proportion of each SA instance 
where the parent was touching the toy. Parents of TD children 
touched the target toy during a child’s SA for 11% more on 
average than parents of children with ASD (TD: 29% (2%); 
ASD: 18% (2%)). An ANOVA on an LME examining the 
proportion of SA with parent touch overlap with fixed effects 
for group and random effects for participant revealed a 
difference between groups, F(1,489)=12.86, p<0.01 (see 
Figure 3a). Parents of TD children touched the toy for 
significantly longer than parents of children with ASD, 
suggesting that parent touch may be more related to SA 
among TD children than among children with ASD. 

Figure 3: Violin plots in (A-B) represent the probability density of the measure for each group. Box plots are 
overlaid to display the first through third quartile for each group. (A) Parents of TD children touch toys more during 

SA than parents of children with ASD. (B) SA moments without parent touch are shorter overall. There is a 
significantly greater increase in SA duration with parent touch in the TD group relative to the ASD group. (C) 
Considering only the instances of SA where the parent touched the target toy, the probability of parent touch 

increases in the 10s before SA, with the biggest increase being from 4s before to the onset of SA. The probability of 
parent touch decreases throughout SA at different rates for the two groups and continues to decrease after SA. 
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 Next, we compared the duration of SA instances that either 
did or did not co-occur with parent touch for each group (see 
Figure 3b). We conducted an LME with fixed effects for 
group and SA type (with or without parent touch). As 
previously observed, there is no main effect of group on SA 
duration. We observed a main effect of SA type, 
F(1,487)=19.91, p<0.01, indicating that SA events with 
parent touching were 1.59s longer on average (6.55s (0.38s)) 
than SA events without parent touching (4.96s (0.13s)). The 
interaction effect was significant, F(1,487)=5.80, p=0.02. 
Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that SA duration increased 
significantly with parent touch compared to that without 
parent touch for TD children, t(248)=4.45, p<0.01, d=0.57, 
but not for children with ASD, t(239)=1.64, p=0.10, d=0.39. 
This suggests that TD children are better able to coordinate 
their attention with objects in their parent’s hands than 
children with ASD. 

We next explored the temporal dynamics of parent 
touching behavior surrounding and during child SA (see 
Figure 3c). In the instances where parents touched the toy 
during SA, the likelihood that a parent touched the toy 
increased in the 10s preceding SA by 59% for TD children 
and by 60% for children with ASD, with a steep increase in 
probability around 4s before child SA. For both groups, 
parent touch typically preceded SA, suggesting that children 
in both groups were attuned to the actions of their parent. The 
probability of parent touch decreased during child SA for 
both groups, but the probability decreased by 14% less for 
TD children than for children with ASD. The likelihood of 
parent touch remained slightly elevated for TD children 

compared to children with ASD in the 10s following SA. This 
suggests that parent touch supports TD children’s SA, but 
that a decrease in parent touch may provide children with 
ASD the opportunity to maintain SA. 

Overall, we observed that the use of touching by parents 
differentially related to SA between TD and ASD dyads. 
Parents of TD children touch more frequently, and the 
increase in SA with parent touch compared to without parent 
touch is greater for TD children than for children with ASD. 

Child Touch 
Children generate actions on toys during play to select objects 
of interest, thereby influencing their own visual attention (Yu 
et al., 2009). The ability to manually act on toys relates to and 
supports visual SA in TD toddlers (Yuan et al., 2019). Our 
recent research suggests that manual action and visual-
manual coordination during naturalistic toy play does not 
differ between children with ASD and their TD peers 
(Yurkovic et al., Under Review). However, it remains an 
open question whether and how hand-eye coordination 
during play might differentially relate to higher-order 
cognitive processes such as SA in children with ASD 
compared to their TD peers. 

We first determined how often children are acting upon 
objects during SA. We computed the proportion of each SA 
instance where the child was touching the toy. TD children 
on average touched the target toy for 7% less than children 
with ASD during SA. (TD: 65% (3%); ASD: 72% (2%)). We 
ran an LME on the proportion of SA with child touch overlap 
with fixed effects for group and random effects for 

Figure 4: Violin plots in (A-B) represent the probability density of the measure for each group. Box plots are 
overlaid to display the first through third quartile for each group. (A) children with ASD touch more during SA than 

their TD peers. (B) SA moments without child touch are shorter overall. There is no difference between groups in 
the boost of SA duration with child touch compared to without child touch. (C) Considering only the instances of 

SA with child touch, the probability of child touch increased in the 10s before SA and during SA. The probability of 
child touch decreased following SA. There are no differences in the temporal dynamics between groups. 
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participant. An ANOVA on the LME revealed a difference 
between groups, F(1,489)=4.63, p=0.03 (see Figure 4a). 
Child manual activity may play a larger role in maintaining 
SA for children with ASD than for TD children. 

Next, we compared the durations of SA instances that 
either did or did not co-occur with child touch for each group 
(see Figure 4b). We conducted an LME with fixed effects for 
group and SA type (with or without parent touch). As 
previously observed, there is no main effect of group on SA 
duration. We observed a main effect of SA type, 
F(1,487)=3.89, p=0.05, indicating that SA instances with 
child touch were longer (6.17s (0.20s)) than those without 
child touch (4.88s (0.30s)). The interaction effect was not 
significant, F(1,487)=0.01, p=0.94, suggesting that SA 
duration in both groups was extended by child touch. 

We next explored the temporal dynamics of child touch 
surrounding and during child SA (see Figure 4c). In the 
instances where children touched the toy during SA, the 
likelihood that the child touched the toy increased by 31% 
and 26% for TD children and children with ASD, 
respectively, in the 10s preceding SA. In both groups, the 
probability of child touch increased during child SA, peaking 
at 91% probable for TD children and 88% probable for 
children with ASD in the second half of the SA instances. 
This increase most likely coincides with the decrease in 
probability of parent touch during SA. The probability of 
child touch decreased by 55% TD children and 52% for 
children with ASD in the 10s after SA, suggesting that 
manual activity on toys is tightly linked to visual attention. 
There were no differences in the temporal dynamics of child 
touch, suggesting that the role of child hand-eye coordination 
on SA is similar for the two groups. 

Overall, children with ASD manually act on objects during 
SA more than their TD peers. Child touch during SA related 
to a similar boost in SA duration between groups, suggesting 
that children with ASD require more hand-eye coordination 
to achieve a similar duration of SA as their TD peers. There 
were no differences in the temporal dynamics of child touch 
for the SA instances that did coincide with touch. 

Discussion 
The current study used head-mounted eye tracking to 

quantify how child and parent behaviors during dyadic play 
might support SA in children with and without ASD. We first 
determined if children with ASD sustain their attention to 
toys at a similar rate to their TD peers. Our results suggest 
that children with ASD have an intact ability to sustain 
attention to toys during play, a result that is consistent with 
past work showing no differences between groups (Johnson 
et al., 2007; Pascualvaca et al., 1998). SA looks in the two 
groups were generated at a similar rate and had a similar 
average duration, suggesting that children with ASD are 
achieving typical levels of focused attention during play. We 
next quantified the role of additional parent and child 
behaviors on the child’s SA. Parent look to toys played a 
similar role between groups. The parent’s manual actions 
may play a larger role in SA for TD children than for children 

with ASD, while children with ASD may rely more on their 
own hand-eye coordination to achieve SA. This may 
represent an internal, rather than social, locus of attention 
distribution for children with ASD. 

 Past research exploring the role of the social partner in a 
child’s SA found that the parent’s visual attention to the same 
toy at the same time related to an extension of SA (Suarez-
Rivera et al., 2019; Yu & Smith, 2016). Our result supports 
this finding, showing that the duration of SA increased with 
the presence of parent look in both groups. We saw no 
difference between groups in the proportion of time that 
parents looked to the target of SA. In line with past literature, 
we found that parents of children with ASD are equally 
responsive to their children’s attention (Van Ijzendoorn et al., 
2007). We found that children with ASD are equally 
responsive to the visual attentional cues of their parent, which 
merits further exploration. 

Children attend to objects that their parent is manually 
acting upon (Deák et al., 2014; Yu & Smith, 2017a), so we 
next examined the role of parent touching behavior on child 
SA. We found differences in the role of parent manual action 
between groups. Relative to parents of TD children, parents 
of children with ASD touched toys less frequently overall 
during SA, and the children with ASD had less of an 
extension in SA duration with parent touch compared to 
without parent touch. Dyads develop interaction styles over 
time (Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda, 1990), and it is likely 
that these differences represent differences in strategy that the 
parents in both groups have learned for supporting their 
children during play. children with ASD may be more likely 
to look at objects in their own hands than at objects in the 
parent’s hands, while TD children may redirect their attention 
to toys in their parents’ hands more readily. Additionally, 
parents of children with ASD may be more selective in using 
manual action as a behavioral cue relative to parents of TD 
children. 

Finally, we explored the role of the children’s own 
behavior on their SA. children with ASD generate more 
actions to toys during SA than their TD peers. Our past 
research found no differences in the rate of manual action or 
visual-manual coordination in children with ASD relative to 
TD peers during naturalistic play (Yurkovic et al., Under 
Review). However, it is possible that visual-manual 
coordination differentially supports cognitive processes such 
as SA, despite similar levels of coordination throughout play. 

Taken together, our results present promising findings for 
the study of cognitive processes during naturalistic dyadic 
interactions. We found that intact SA abilities in children 
with ASD may be supported through different behavioral 
cues than those employed by their TD peers. Understanding 
the mechanisms that children and parents use to coordinate 
their attention during play to support higher-level cognitive 
processes may provide an inroad to targeted early 
interventions for ASD, as well as key insights into the 
development of social and attentional deficits in ASD. Future 
research will quantify the dynamics between the behaviors 
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that support a child’s focused visual attention and to explore 
the mechanisms for maintaining attention to a toy once in SA. 
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Abstract 

This is a joint work of two labs that offers a perspective on 
development and learning, which complements the 
conference’s focus on “changes in representation and 
processing abilities in development”. Strong background in 
ecological psychology allowed us to recognize the richness 
and multilayered structuring of infants’ environment, which 
actively engages them and to which infants tune their action-
perception. We conceptualize this environment as reliable 
“social physics”, constituted of predictable, enacted social 
events, in which infants learn to participate. Using both 
traditional (qualitative and quantitative) and dynamical 
systems methods, we show the structuring of such events on 
multiple timescales and levels and how participating in them 
sculpts the child’s agency in the social world. We show how 
this background allows a fresh look on language acquisition 
and how it informs computational modelling of language 
emergence and models of human-robot interaction. 

Keywords: ecological psychology, social development; 
language development; mother-infant interaction; routines 

Growing up in social physics 
This publication-based paper presents joint work from two 
labs, which integrated their expertise in qualitative and 
quantitative mother-infant interaction microanalysis and in 
ecological psychology and dynamical systems methods in 
order to account for the changing “Umwelt” of the child. In 
a complementary effort to the theories that “reflect the 
developmental trajectories and the changes in representation 
and processing abilities” we focus on the environment in 
relation to which such changes occur.  

Congruently with the main tenets of the ecological 
psychology: “(…) animate beings unlike inanimate things 
are: a) ceaselessly active and b) continually in the process of 
engaging their surroundings in a selective manner. (…) 
animate beings exist in relation to a flow of events, and their 
functioning is best understood as that of dynamic, 
organismic process in context.” (Heft, 2001, p. xxiii). 
Accounting for learning in humans, animals and machines, 
therefore involves accounting for the “Environment 
considered in its full complexity, including at multiple 
levels of its organization.” (ibid. p. xxiv) 

 Yet in the case of developmental contexts of humans and 
many other species, the context in relation to which 
cognition is structured is itself active and selectively 
engaging. Unlike physical events, social events are enacted 
by others but like the physical world also provide causal, 
reliable and thus predictable structure. It is this “social 

physics” that we set out to investigate, in its multilevel and 
multi-timescale complexity, underscoring how it hinges on 
infant’s active participation and how it shapes infant’s 
agency for social and linguistic interaction. In this task we 
integrated methods of qualitative and quantitative 
microanalyses based on hand-coding mother-infant 
interactions developed by Katharina Rohlfing at the U. of 
Paderborn lab together with Iris Nomikou (now Plymouth 
U.) with dynamical systems recurrence analyses performed 
at the U. of Warsaw Human Interactivity and Language Lab.  

Levels of Participation 
The theoretical foundations, scaling up the intentional 
development of a child as agent in the physical world from 
Gibson’s original work to navigating “social physics” were 
laid out in our 2013 paper. Using the work of Merleau-
Ponty (1945/1963) and Heft (1989) we traced the 
purposefulness of interaction and individual actions to being 
immersed in culturally re-enacted events or “projects”. Such 
events, unfolding on various timescales, give the infants’ 
movements directionality and social sense. The child learns 
patterns of agency in contexts: that the movements of others 
are affordances for own actions and that owns actions can 
be affordances for the others. We supported the framework 
by qualitative analyses of particular interactive situations in 
which we show how the infant, swept by enacted routine 
sequences and timings, learns – often “movement first” – 
how to properly navigate this enacted world.  

We also show (Nomikou & Rączaszek-Leonardi, 2015) 
how this “propriety” of movements in interaction is dictated 
not only by the efficiency of coordination, a momentary 
functionality of joint action but by multiple values preserved 
and instilled by particular timings and sequences of actions, 
such as mutual respect and agency of the participants.  

In subsequent 6 papers we detail the main events in social 
physics and ways in which they engage the child.  

 
Coupling Gaze and Vocalizations Using hand-coded 
mother-infant interactions from the Bielefeld corpus 
combined with recurrence analysis, we showed evolution of 
gaze-coupling, from unspecific, prolonged gaze-locking at 3 
months of infant’s age, to a more precisely timed mutual 
gaze relations (Nomikou et al., 2016). Similarly, in vocal 
modality, we show progressive turn-taking tendencies in 
vocalizations (Leonardi et al., 2016). Both gaze and vocal 
patterning reflect the informational coupling of the 
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interaction participants, already defining their mutual 
constraining relation and providing background for 
coordination in progressively more complex projects. Later 
we broaden the analyses to multimodal contingencies 
(Rohlfing et al., 2019) 
 
Towards agency in complex events The subsequent two 
papers analyze the notion of agency in mother-infant dyads. 
We show how re-enacted events structure the individual and 
joint agency on several time-scales (Rączaszek-Leonardi, 
2017). We also use both qualitative and statistical analyses 
to demonstrate how the complex structures of jointly 
enacted “projects” require specific agency of an infant at 
specific moments and how the agency of the mother 
impinges of infant’s agency in non-adjacent points in a 
sequence of events (Nomikou et al., 2017).  

Supported by our collaborator, Nicole Rossmanith, who 
joined the team with her work and insights on jointly 
enacted action arcs, we underscore the importance of such 
energy contours, showing how this aids in explaining the 
directedness and coherence of enacted events, providing a 
narrative, affect-laden structure both to simple events and to 
more complex “projects” (Rossmanith, et al., 2014; 
Rączaszek-Leonardi et al., 2019). 

Language in social physics 
The above background gave us insights on the structuring of 
the ecologies for social development. This, in turn, offered a 
good view-point for assessing the place and role of language 
as a specific joint activity which poses additional constraints 
on coordination, while basing on the above principles of co-
action in social physics (Rączaszek-Leonardi, 2016). The 
obvious grounding of language in co-action, allowed us a 
fresh look at language learning and language emergence. 
Thus, understood as joint achievement, language learning 
occurs in specific pragmatic frames, a multimodal, joint 
(dialogical) “learning units” co-constructed with a partner 
(Rohlfing et al., 2016). On the other hand, a tight coupling 
to co-action poses hard problems of how language can gain 
its systemic and abstract properties (the “symbol 
ungrounding problem”, Rączaszek-Leonardi et al., 2018). 
The collaboration continues on the theoretical level but also 
dovetails into work on communicating with artificial agents 
and computational modeling of language emergence.  
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Abstract
Language acquisition research has shown that children are
delayed in their production and comprehension of truth-
functional negation (e.g., “A raven is not a writing desk.”) as
compared to other kinds of negation (e.g., rejection and nonex-
istence). The source of this delay is unclear, it may reflect
difficulty in mapping the concept of negation to the way it
manifests in their language, or it may be due to a lack of a
conceptual or cognitive ability. This work aims to investigate
the circumstances under which a learner might infer the pres-
ence of negation in a message, inspired by the approach of
Papafragou, Cassidy, and Gleitman (2007). Namely, we in-
vestigate the degree to which videos in which agents fail in
completing an action encourages adult participants to infer the
use of negation in an utterance describing it. In addition to
Event Type (i.e., Failures vs. Successes), we provided par-
ticipants with additional linguistic information (i.e., syntactic
information via Jabberwocky sentences), lexical information
(i.e., an alphabetical list of the content words), and Full Lin-
guistic Context (the English sentence with a single item miss-
ing). With adults, we ask whether learners with the ability to
attend to goals and perceive deviations from their completion
could make use of this information, and if so, to what extent
do varying degrees of converging linguistic evidence further
assist in inferring the use of a negator.
Keywords: language acquisition; cognitive development; nu-
merical cognition; preregistered

Introduction
Early work in psycholinguistics has shown a delay in chil-
dren’s production of truth-functional negation (e.g., “A raven
is not a writing desk.”) as compared to other kinds of nega-
tion such as nonexistence or denial (Bloom, 1968). Recent
work has provided support for a delay in comprehension as
well, with children younger than 2 years performing at chance
on using negative information (e.g., “It’s not in the bucket.”)
(Austin, Theakston, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2019; Feiman,
Mody, Sanborn, & Carey, 2017). Since truth-functional nega-
tion presents a host of obstacles to a new language learner,
ranging from abstractness (e.g., how can one point to or show
negation in the world) to salience (e.g., referring to things that
are not present or nonexistent), gaining insight into the cues
that are available for language learners to exploit for acquir-
ing knowledge of negators in their language is crucial.

Prior research on the acquisition of words with abstract
meaning (especially credal verbs, e.g., think, know) has found

that linguistic knowledge gives individuals access to helpful
evidence for identifying abstract referents, particularly syn-
tax (Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999; Snedeker
& Gleitman, 2004). Moreover, it is hypothesized that such
syntactic evidence would be especially helpful in supportive
referential contexts whose conceptual organization align with
syntactic structure. Work in this vein by Papafragou et al.
(2007) investigated the degree to which particular situations
provide helpful cues to reference. They found that specific
referential contexts can, on their own, promote the hypoth-
esis that a message might contain a credal verb. In particu-
lar, contexts involving false belief (e.g., a woman incorrectly
reaching for, and picking up a teapot instead of her teacup) are
more likely to be described by participants using credal verbs
than the matched, true-belief scenes (e.g., a woman correctly
reaching for and picking up her teacup). Interestingly, when
participants received converging syntactic evidence (e.g., Jab-
berwocky sentences like “The zeb that the dax is a flor-
bit.”) alongside the false-belief scene, their credal verb re-
sponses increased significantly as compared to those who re-
ceived just scene or syntactic evidence alone. This suggests
that a learner armed with linguistic knowledge and the corre-
sponding referent world would be especially good at discov-
ering the meanings of credal verbs in supportive contexts. In
addition, the findings suggest that an observer who is capable
of inferring the beliefs and/or goals of others would be able to
sometimes infer words whose meanings on the surface seem
uninferable from the situational context alone (i.e., situations
of false belief).

We seek to extend this approach as it concerns negation:
Can a learner who is capable of inferring the goals of an
agent, develop expectations, and recognize deviations be-
tween goals and the resulting state of affairs, infer the use of
a negator. Since negation seems similarly unobservable, and,
in addition, lacks a specific syntactic form in English unlike
credal verbs, an investigation of the relative contributions of
linguistic and non-linguistic cues in the inference of nega-
tion would provide a better understanding of 1) what kinds
of situations tend to elicit negative descriptions and 2) what
kinds of linguistic cues are helpful in inferring the polarity of
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a statement if one does not have knowledge of a language’s
negators.

Following previous work that suggested a relationship be-
tween fulfillment of expectation and negation (Pea, 1980;
Tomasello & Farrar, 1986), we predict that “failure” events
(e.g., not catching a ball, not being able to turn on a light)
encourage descriptions which include negators. But, some
failures can be described affirmatively (e.g., missing a ball)
and in other cases there may be other aspects of the scene
that can be described affirmatively (e.g., trying to turn on a
light), so linguistic cues which draw attention to the failure
should further encourage the use of negators.

We report three experiments that investigated the relative
contributions of non-linguistic evidence (i.e., visually pre-
sented event information) and linguistic evidence (i.e., syn-
tactic and/or lexical information) to inferring the presence of
a negator in a message. In all three experiments, each trial
consisted of the participant watching a video of an individ-
ual carrying out an action, after which the participant was
to guess what a parent might say to a child to describe the
video. These descriptions were then later coded for the pres-
ence / absence of negation. The three experiments always
compared two types of events (Event Type): Success events
depicted the individual achieving their goal (e..g., catching
a ball) whereas Failure events depicted that same individual
failing at this goal (e.g., failing to catch the ball). Success
versions of an event might involve someone lighting a match,
catching a ball, or cutting a leaf, while the Failure versions
of those events would show failed attempts (striking, but not
lighting a match; missing a ball, or trying and failing to cut a
leaf). As mentioned above, Failure events should make nega-
tion more salient.

Additionally, in all three experiments, Event Type was
crossed with a second factor (Information Type), such that
participants provided their response to Success and Failure
events under one of two conditions pertaining to the kind
of information provided about the parent’s message. In the
Video Only condition (which was present and the same in
all three experiments), participants only saw the video and
received no linguistic clues about what the parent had said,
and thus had to provide their own sentence (with or without
negation) to describe the video. In the Video+Language con-
dition, participants were provided with additional clues about
what the parent had said. The kind of linguistic information
differed across experiments. In Experiment 1, participants in
the Video+Language condition were provided with syntactic
clues about the message; a Jabberwocky version of the “par-
ent’s utterance” was presented below the video (e.g., “The
rizz did bleck the dax,” for “The girl did not catch the
ball.”). Participants were asked to provide the missing word
in English. In Experiment 2, those in the Video+Language
condition were instead provided with a list of content words
that were present in the target utterance (e.g., below the ball-
catching video, an observer was provided with “ball, catch,
girl”, which is an alphabetically ordered list of the content

words found in “The girl did not catch the ball.”). Participants
in this condition assembled a sentence using these words plus
any additional words they thought were needed. Finally, in
Experiment 3, those in the Video+Language condition were
provided with the full linguistic context, i.e., an English sen-
tence with a missing word that they were told came from
parental descriptions of the scenes (e.g., “The girl did
catch the ball.”). They were asked to provide the missing
word in English.

Thus, all three experiments had a 2x2 design consisting of
one within-subject factor (Event Type: Success vs. Failure)
and one between-subject factor (Information Type: Video vs.
Video+Language). If as predicted, Failure events lead learn-
ers to infer the presence of negation in a message, all three ex-
periments should show a reliable main effect of Event type,
such that Failure events will elicit more negation than Suc-
cess events. If linguistic evidence from the message also
helps infer the presence of negation, then one would expect
a reliable interaction between Event Type and Information
Type, such that the effect of Event Type (Success vs. Fail-
ure) should be larger when additional linguistic evidence is
provided (Video+Language) than when it is not (Video). Fi-
nally, we ran an additional base-line (Language Only) condi-
tion for all three experiments. Participants in this condition
never saw the videos and instead answered using only the lin-
guistic clues. This permits us to examine the contribution of
linguistic evidence on its own in the absence of a scene.

Method
Preregistration
The preregistration can be accessed at: osf.io/wt6p2. One
deviation occurred; twice as many people participated than as
planned due to a miscommunication between lab members.
This deviation was discovered only after the experiment was
complete. Analyses below include data from all participants.

Participants
A total of 112 English-speaking participants were recruited
on MTurk and completed the task on PCIbex (Zehr &
Schwarz, 2018), of which 4 were dropped (1 for providing un-
grammatical responses and 3 for not following instructions)
and replaced. Each experiment had 36 participants, 12 in
each condition (i.e., Video; Video+Language; and Language
Only).

Materials
Visual materials 44 short videos (each under 20 seconds)
of people performing simple actions were recorded and used
in the experiment. Of the 44 videos, there were 20 filler items
and 24 experimental items. For the experimental items, 12
actions were used in the 24 items, with each action having
two video versions, one in which the action succeeds (e.g.,
a person catches a ball) and another in which it fails (e.g., a
person misses a ball). Experimental items all begin similarly,
and only diverge minimally at the point of completion.
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Linguistic materials The sentences used in the Language
conditions of the experimental items are based on partici-
pant descriptions of failure scenes from a pilot version of
this experiment run on different participants. For example,
one vignette involved a person lighting a match (i.e., the suc-
cess version) and a similar video in which the match did
not light following the person’s attempt (i.e., the failure ver-
sion). In the pilot, participants often described the failure
version of the scene as “A person can’t light a match.” Par-
ticipants in the Jabberwocky condition would see “A tive
can glizz a dax,” and those in the Content Words con-
dition would see “light, match, person,” And finally, for the
Full Linguistic Context condition, they would see “A person
can light a match.” The nonsense Jabberwocky words
were partly derived from previous experiments (Gillette et al.,
1999; Snedeker & Gleitman, 2004) as well as the ARC Non-
word Database (Rastle, Harrington, & Coltheart, 2002). For
filler items, the linguistic stimuli were developed to resemble
the experimental item stimuli, but other parts of speech were
randomly selected to be removed (either adjectives, nouns,
adverbs, verbs, prepositions, and conjunctions).

Procedure
For all experimental items with video, Event type was a
within-subject condition. In particular, participants were ran-
domly assigned to a list in which half of the events were Suc-
cess scenes and the other half were Failure scenes. Lists are
matched such that participants only saw one kind of event per
video (e.g., if one saw the Success version of an event, one
would not see the Failure version). For each experiment, par-

Figure 1: Figure 1: Proportion of negators (no, not, -n’t) in-
cluded in response by Information Type and Event Type for
all experiments. Average of Subject means. Error bars indi-
cate ±1 Standard Error.

ticipants were randomly assigned to one of the two Informa-
tion type conditions (Video; Video+Language) or to the base-
line (Language-Only) baseline condition. For all three experi-
ments, participants in the Video Only condition saw the video
and were told “You are about to see a series of silent videos.
We asked parents to describe these videos to their children,

and your task is to guess how a typical parent might have de-
scribed it to their child.” Those in the Video+Language condi-
tion got different instructions depending on the Experiment.
Those in Experiment 1 (Syntax) were told “You are about
to see a series of silent videos and sentences that English-
speaking parents have used to describe these videos to their
children. These sentences have been translated into a novel
language. We have removed ONE WORD from the sentence.
For each video, we want you to provide the missing word that
you think a parent might have used.” Those in Experiment 2
(Content Words) were told “You are about to see a series of
silent videos and a list of words from sentences that English-
speaking parents have used to describe these videos to their
children. After each video, you will be presented with a list of
words (in alphabetical order) that parents used in describing
the video to their children. For each video, we want you to
provide a sentence that you think a parent might have used.”
Those in Experiment 3 (Full Information) were told “You
are about to see a series of silent videos and sentences that
English-speaking parents have used to describe these videos
to their children. We have removed ONE WORD from the
sentence. For each video, we want you to provide the miss-
ing word that you think a parent might have used.”

Results

Experiment 1: Syntax Figure 1A presents the proportion
of trials for which a negator was inferred, split by Event
Type (Success vs. Failure) and Information type (Video vs.
Video+Language). As can be seen in the figure, participants
on average were more likely to infer negation from situations
of Failure (38.9%) than Success (5.6%) collapsed across In-
formation Type. Moreover, the addition of Syntax (in the
Video+Language condition) did not seem to affect the abil-
ity to infer negation from Failure vs. Success events. These
conclusions were supported by a multilevel logistic regres-
sion that predicted negation, using Event and Information
type, and their interaction as fixed effects. (In all models
reported, a maximal random effects structure for subjects
and items were used, simplifying for nonconverging mod-
els). We found a reliable main effect of Event type (β=4.011,
SE=1.501, z=2.672, p=0.008), no effect of Information type
(β=-0.149, SE=0.915, z=0.162, p=0.871) and no reliable in-
teraction (β=1.379, SE=1.487, z=0.928, p=0.353). The four
conditions plotted in 1A were also individually compared to
the base rate (8.3%) of inferring negation from the Jabber-
wocky sentence alone (Language Only condition). Only the
Failure condition of the Video Only condition differed from
base rate (β=3.679, SE=1.471, z=2.501, p=0.012), though
there was a trend when comparing the Failure condition of
the Video+Language condition to the base rate (β=10.93,
SE=5.825, z=1.876, p=0.061). When participants failed to
produce negations in the Jabberwocky + Video and Jabber-
wocky alone conditions, they most frequently (18%) pro-
duced -ly adverbs (e.g., quickly, completely, easily).
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Experiment 2: Content Words Figure 1B presents the
proportion of trials for which a negator was inferred in Ex-
periment 2, split by Event Type and Information type. As
can be seen in the figure, participants on average were more
likely to infer negation from situations of Failure (36.8%)
than Success (1.39%); the addition of the language (Content
Words) did not seem to affect the ability to infer negation.
These conclusions were supported by a multilevel logistic re-
gression1. In particular, we found a reliable main effect of
Event type (β=4.014, SE=0.786, z=5.107, p<.001), no ef-
fect of Information type (β=-0.1927, SE=0.8304, z=-0.232,
p=0.817) and no reliable interaction (β=0.7739, SE=1.5514,
z=0.499, p=0.618). The base rate of guessing negation from
just the Content Words alone (the Language Only condition)
was 7.6%. Only the two Failure conditions were different
from this base rate (Video: β=1.705, SE=0.494, z=3.449,
p<0.001; Video-+Language: β=2.082, SE=0.679, z=3.063,
p=0.002).
Experiment 3: Full Linguistic Context Figure 1C
presents the proportion of trials for which a negator was in-
ferred in Experiment 3, split by Event Type (Success vs. Fail-
ure) and Information type (Video vs. Video+Language). As
can be seen in the figure, participants on average were more
likely to infer negation from situations of Failure (56.9%)
than Success (2.8%). Here, the addition of the full linguis-
tic context seemed to affect the ability to infer negation from
these scenes. These conclusions were supported by a multi-
level logistic regression that predicted negation, using Event
and Information type, and their interaction as fixed effects.
In particular, we found a reliable main effect of Event type
(β=5.520, SE=0.985, z=5.605, p<.001) and Information type
(β=2.228, SE=0.918, z=2.426, p=0.015) plus a reliable in-
teraction (β=3.735, SE=1.825, z=2.046, p=0.041). Here the
base rate of inferring negation from the linguistic context
(Language Only) condition was much higher than the pre-
vious experiments 45.6%. The two Failure conditions dif-
fered from this base rate (Video: β=-1.208, SE=0.002, z=-
501.364, p<.001) (Video+Language: β= 2.908, SE=0.968,
z=3.004, p=0.003). There was no reliable difference from
base rate for the two Success conditions, with the model fail-
ing to converge in the Video+Language condition, and trend-
ing for the Video Only condition (β=-6.416, SE=3.675, z=-
1.746, p=0.081). When participants failed to produce nega-
tions in the Full + Video and Full alone conditions, they typi-
cally (70%) produced -ly adverbs.
Pairwise comparisons between Experiments Models
comparing the Failure scenes of all three experiments to each
other (i.e., 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 1 to 3) found no reliable effects or

1In Experiment 2, the Success Video of the Video Only condition
had no negation responses at all (0%), which caused the generalized
linear model (glmer in R) to fail to execute. We decided to randomly
select a single trial from a single subject and change the observed
value from 0 to 1, which permitted the model to converge without
changing any of the observed patterns reported here (the mean went
from 0% to 1% as shown in the figure)

interactions when comparing Jabberwocky to Content Words,
but when comparing either of the two to the Full Linguistic
Context.

The model comparing Experiments 1 (Jabberwocky) and
2 (Content Words) found no significant effects of experi-
ment (β=-0.04108, SE=0.38263, z=-0.107, p=0.914), Infor-
mation Type (β=0.61744, SE=1.22175, z=0.505, p=0.613),
and no reliable interaction (β=-0.14199, SE=0.76551, z=-
0.185, p=0.853).

Comparing Experiments 1 (Jabberwocky) and 3 (Full
Linguistic Context) found significant effects of experiment
(β=1.33949, SE=0.54261, z=2.469, p=0.0136), Information
Type (β=2.23286, SE=0.56131, z=3.978, p<0.001), as well
as a reliable interaction of both (β=3.29817, SE=1.10333,
z=2.989, p=0.003).

Finally, Comparing Experiments 2 (Content Words) and 3
(Full Linguistic Context) found significant effects of exper-
iment (β=1.14023, SE=0.35250, z=3.235, p<0.001), Infor-
mation Type (β=1.77007, SE=0.36678, z=4.826, p<0.001),
as well as a reliable interaction (β=2.84034, SE=0.71805,
z=3.956, p<0.001).

Discussion
As we initially predicted, Failure events were significantly
more likely to promote negation responses than Success
events across all Experiments. This effect of Event Type was
enhanced by the addition of the full linguistic context (Exp
3), but not by the addition of just syntax (Exp 1), or con-
tent words (Exp 2). The presence of a main effect of Event
Type in all three experiments suggests that there may indeed
be particular situational contexts in which a learner could in-
fer the presence of negation in a message, even when that
learner does not have access to any linguistic information
about that message (as evidenced by the effect of Event type
within the Video Only conditions). In a context in which a
speaker is commenting on a situation in which someone failed
to achieve a goal, a learner might reasonably posit that this ut-
terance contained negation. Note that this requires a learner
who is sophisticated enough to interpret the goals of others
and evaluate when those goals were not satisfied, as well as
something about the pragmatics of language use. In this re-
gard, it is notable that work within social development sug-
gests that even 18 month old humans attempt to help adults
who are unable to accomplish a goal (Warneken & Tomasello,
2006, 2009). Thus, it is possible that young children might be
able to use failure contexts (like the ones used here) to aid in
the learning of negation, although the literature to date sug-
gests delays in this ability.

Interestingly, a slightly more sophisticated learner who has
access to a syntactic evaluation of the utterance (as simulated
in Exp 1) or to the meanings of the other words in the sen-
tence (as simulated in Exp 2) appeared to obtain no addi-
tional benefit for inferring negation, above and beyond what
can be gleaned from the situational context alone. (In par-
ticular, there was no reliable interaction between Scene Type
and Information type in either Exp 1 or Exp 2). We predicted
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this to be the case for syntactic information (Exp 1) since at
least in English there are no strong syntactic cues to nega-
tion being present in a sentence (beyond the presence of the
negator itself). However, we hypothesized that knowing the
content words in an utterance might help a speaker identify
which event construal was being labeled (e.g., door, woman,
open) but it appears that the addition of this information was
insufficient. We now think that this may be due to the fact
that a participant/learner could have used these same content
words to label some other event in the scene (e..g, the fact that
some other woman was able to open the door before the girl
who failed).

The fact that partial access to the linguistic context (Exp
1 and Exp 2) did not enhance the detection of negation pro-
vides us with an additional hypothesis for why children show
delays in understanding negation. Young language learners
(who likely only have partial access to the parse of the sen-
tence and/or the meanings of the other words) would struggle
to identify negation from these situations of use. Indeed, it
was only a truly sophisticated language learner/user (as sim-
ulated in Exp 3) who shows a significant advantage in in-
ferring the presence of negation. Here, probabilistic evidence
derived from the utterance itself supports negation (e.g., “The
girl could open the door.”), resulted in 45.6% negation
responding without any scene. If we accompany such a sen-
tence with a situational context of Success or Failure, now it
is relatively easy to infer when negation is, or is not, intended
by the speaker (as evidenced by 5% negation responses for
Success events vs. 80% for Failure events). The effect of
linguistic information requiring the combination of syntactic
and lexical information is consistent with the fact that nega-
tion interfaces with syntax (i.e., scope) and does not occupy a
unique syntactic position in English. In other words, the lex-
ical information helps narrow down possible referent events
in the world, and the syntactic information provides a frame
which constrains candidate sentence forms (e.g., excluding
the use of “trying to”).

In sum, we found initial support for our prediction that
learners who are able to infer goals, develop expectations,
and notice deviations from them, would be able to use this
information to infer the presence of a negator in a descrip-
tion of that scene. Additionally, neither syntactic informa-
tion alone nor lexical information alone has an effect. This
has potential consequences for work in children’s acquisition
of negation, as children, if they are equipped to infer goals,
develop expectations, and notice deviations from them, may
additionally be able to use this information to assist them in
learning the negators of their language. It additionally may
speak to the results mentioned above concerning the observed
delay in children’s comprehension of negation before age 2,
as children typically exit the two word stage of production af-
ter age 2 (the stage at which most utterances are comprised
of two words, e.g., “Mommy eat.”), which strongly indicates
a meaningful growth in syntactic abilities (Bloom, 1968). If
this is the case, then the delay may be because they are mostly

only able to make use of lexical knowledge and are limited in
the ability to fully exploit the syntactic information that is
also available to them in supportive learning contexts.

Additional work is underway to address limitations of the
present study and broaden our conclusions. Most notably,
the referential contexts that support negation were artificially
generated based on intuition, and there may be other contexts
(e.g., contrast, or absence) that similarly encourage the infer-
ence of a negator in a message. If our conclusions have any
merit, it is urgent to evaluate the situations of use of negation
in natural environments, where parents spontaneously pro-
duce negation in the home. Our work to date indicates that
negation is common in parent’s speech to children. We are
now examining the extent to which the linguistic and nonlin-
guistic contexts of use show effects of informativity similar
to those found here.
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Abstract

Children’s prelinguistic gestures play a central role in their
communicative development. Early gesture use has been
shown to be predictive of both concurrent and later language
ability, making the identification of gestures in video data at
scale a potentially valuable tool for both theoretical and clini-
cal purposes. We describe a new dataset consisting of videos of
72 infants interacting with their caregivers at 11&12 months,
annotated for the appearance of 12 different gesture types. We
propose a model based on deep convolutional neural networks
to classify these. The model achieves 48.32% classification ac-
curacy overall, but with significant variation between gesture
types. Critically, we found strong (0.7 or above) rank order
correlations between by-child gesture counts from human and
machine coding for 7 of the 12 gestures (including the critical
gestures of declarative pointing, hold outs and gives). Given
the challenging nature of the data - recordings of many differ-
ent dyads in different environments engaged in diverse activi-
ties - we consider these results a very encouraging first attempt
at the task, and evidence that automatic or machine-assisted
gesture identification could make a valuable contribution to the
study of cognitive development.

Keywords: Deep learning, child gesture recognition, language
development.

Introduction
The last two decades have seen a renewed research focus on
the production of prelinguistic gestures as a critical compo-
nent of communicative development. Tomasello, Carpenter,
and Liszkowski (2007), for example, argue that in children’s
early pointing behavior we can already see the cognitive tools
on which the subsequent development of conventional lin-
guistic communication will hinge. Colonnesi, Stams, Koster,
and Noom (2010) perform a meta-analysis of 25 different
studies and find robust evidence of a link between early point-
ing and later language ability.

Other papers have focused on the importance of other kinds
of gestures in early communicative development. For exam-
ple, Boundy, Cameron-Faulkner and Theakston (2019) report
evidence of the intentionally communicative nature of hold-
out gestures (holding out objects in order to direct others’
attention), while Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2015) report ev-
idence that such gestures call on the same cognitive abilities
as pointing. McKean et al. (2016) report evidence that this
gesture type is a valuable predictor of later language ability.

Donnellan et al. (2019) report an analysis of a cohort of
children in which they evaluate the predictive value with re-
gard to later vocabulary of a very large set of gestural and

vocal behaviors. They find that a number of gesture types
have predictive value. However, they also find that the ges-
ture types vary greatly in their value, and even in their direc-
tion of effect, with the rate of some gesture types being a pos-
itive predictor of later vocabulary (the more a child produces
that gesture, the larger their subsequent vocabulary) but oth-
ers being a negative predictor (the more a child produces that
gesture, the smaller their subsequent vocabulary). This high-
lights the importance of distinguishing gesture types from one
another. It is this objective to which the current work makes
a contribution.

All of the work described above has involved the coding
of gesture types in videos of child-caregiver interaction. This
work has all been done manually. This is very time consum-
ing and expensive to perform, a factor that restricts progress
in the field, and limits the possibility of application to clini-
cal contexts - assessing an individual child’s gestural devel-
opment might be of considerable clinical utility, but is not
a practical proposition if it requires the manual analysis of
hours of video.

In this paper, we propose an automatic child gesture recog-
nition method to support the analysis of child gesture. Our
method is based on a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN) model combined with Support Vector Machines.
We formulate the child gesture recognition problem as a hu-
man action recognition problem. We focus on two different
types of information: shape and motion. We trained a spa-
tial DCNN to capture the shape of the actor and a motion
DCNN to capture the motion information. We then pooled
these two types of features from all the frames and combined
them to give the final feature representation. We classify each
video representation using a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM). We evaluate our model on a child language devel-
opment dataset from Rowland, Durrant, Peter, Bidgood, and
Pine (2015b) and report promising results. In this paper, our
contributions are as follows:

• We propose an automatic child gesture recognition method
from video, which has wide application in cognitive sci-
ence communities.

• We explore the application of the deep learning (two-
stream DCNN) to a new type of action recognition.

• We introduce a new human gesture/action recognition
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dataset that will be of considerable interest to the cogni-
tive science communities.

Related work
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous
work on automatic child gesture recognition (CGR). Ges-
ture recognition in the context of communication has mostly
involved adult sign language recognition. Starner, Weaver
and Pentland (1998) used hidden Markov models to create
an American Sign Language (ASL) recognition system from
single fixed camera hand gesture videos and head mounted
camera videos. Farhadi and Forsyth (2006) proposed a dis-
criminative word model for ASL alignment from the video
transcript. Later Farhadi, Forsyth and White (2007) used
transfer learning to extend a model of ASL from artificial
data (an avatar signer) to human data. They calculated differ-
ent features (position, orientation and velocity of the hands
and head and their SIFT features representation) for each
video frame and concatenated seven consecutive frames as a
final feature representation. Their model relies heavily on the
handcrafted features. Nayak et al. (2009) represent ASL as
multidimensional time series data and extract the stable part
of the sign (called signemes) from multiple sentences using
Iterated Conditional Modes.

Some early work (Buehler, Everingham, & Zisserman,
2009) on the automatic learning of British Sign Language
(BSL) from TV broadcasting explored the pictorial structure
model (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 2005). Buehler, Ever-
ingham and Zisserman (2009) first estimated the human up-
per body part (shoulder, arms and hand) configurations using
a stochastic search method. They then used multiple instance
learning to align the English words with the corresponding
BSL signs. Later, Pfister et al. (2014) treated the pose esti-
mation problem as a regression problem using a deep convo-
lutional neural network (DCNN) for BSL recognition. Their
DCNN consists of five convolutional layers followed by three
fully connected layers. After each convolutional layer they
normalized the convolution response and then pooled. Pfis-
ter, Charles and Zisserman (2014) proposed a domain adapta-
tion based method for BSL and Italian hand gestures recogni-
tion. They used a Global Alignment Kernel (Cuturi, 2011) to
overcome the alignment problem in Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) (Sakoe & Chiba, 1978). There is also work on other
signed languages (Holden, Lee, & Owens, 2007; Zhang,
Zhou, Xie, Pu, & Li, 2016; Hore et al., 2017)

Our model is formally similar to the human action recogni-
tion model of Simonyan and Zisserman (2014). They trained
two different DCNNs: one for the spatial features and an-
other for the temporal features, and used different types of
fusion techniques for both the features to classify different
human action. This two-stream-based DCNN and its differ-
ent variants (Zha, Luisier, Andrews, Srivastava, & Salakhut-
dinov, 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Yu, Wang, Huang, Yang, &
Xu, 2016; Crasto, Weinzaepfel, Alahari, & Schmid, 2019) are
the most successful methods to-date for human action recog-
nition.

Proposed Method
Our child gesture recognition method consists of two steps:
i) video feature representation and ii) labeling of each video
frame using Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The proposed
method is different from Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) in
two ways: i) we use a temporal pooling on spatial and tem-
poral feature for our final video feature representation and ii)
instead of combining the SVM scores from two network, we
train the SVM on combined features from two networks. We
will first describe our feature representation.

Video feature representation

For video feature representation, we use a deep convolution
neural network (DCNN) based on the spatial and temporal
network in Simonyan and Zisserman (2014). We trained two
different networks: 1) a spatial net, to capture the shape in-
formation of the actor and 2) a temporal net, to capture the
motion information of the child gestures. From both the DC-
NNs, we take the last layer output (before the classification
layer) as our spatial and motion feature representation. We
concatenate these feature vectors to get the final video repre-
sentation. Figure 1 shows our feature representation.

For the spatial net, we use a DCNN similar to the ResNet
101 (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016) architecture with a 3-
channel (RGB) video frame as input and C(= 12) different
gesture classes as output. We randomly select 10 frames from
a fixed size video clip of 30 frames. We accumulate the clas-
sification score (using So f tmax) from all the 10 frames and
calculate the classification error using a cross-entropy loss
function.

For each video clip, we calculate the displacement of each
pixel (the optical flow; Bruhn, Weickert, & Schnorr, 2005)
between two consecutive frames. We then randomly select
10 consecutive frames from the fixed size video clip of size
30 frames. We stack the optical flow (both horizontal and
vertical one by one) and make a three-dimensional matrix of
size 20× r× c, where r and c are the height and width of
the video frame, respectively. We use a similar DCNN to the
spatial net (ResNet 101; He et al., 2016) architecture with
20-channel as input for our Temporal net.

Take a video clip V (a particular child gesture) divided into
m sub-clips V1,V2, ....Vm. For our spatial and temporal net-
works, we use Vi as input and get a high-level dsn and dtn
dimensional spatial and temporal feature representation fsn,i
and ftn,i, i = 1,2, ...,m, respectively.

As different child gestures have different durations and
we need to represent each gesture with a fixed dimension
vector, we use a temporal pooling over all the feature rep-
resentation on both spatial fsn1 , fsn2 , ..., fsnm and temporal
ftn1 , ftn2 , ..., ftnm feature representation from that clip. Let h
be the pooling operator, then the vector zsn and ztn represent
the spatial and temporal feature representation of V defined
as:

z j = h({ f j1 , f j2 , ..., f jm}); j ∈ {sn, tn} (1)
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Figure 1: Proposed model architecture

We concatenate zsn and ztn to get the final representation
z = [zsn,ztn] of the video V .

There are different types of feature pooling operator in the
literature (Boureau, Ponce, & LeCun, 2010). Max and aver-
age pooling (Murray & Perronnin, 2014; Yang, Yu, Gong, &
Huang, 2009) are the most popular choices for visual recog-
nition. We use h as a max-pooling operator for our video
feature representation, which is defined as:

zsn,i = max({ fsn1,i, fsn2,i, ..., fsnm,i}); i = 1,2, ....,dsn (2)

ztn,i = max({ ftn1,i, ftn2,i, ..., ftnm,i}); i = 1,2, ....,dtn (3)

We classify each child gesture based on its feature repre-
sentation vector z ∈ Rdsn+dtn by concatenation of zsn and ztn
(see equations 2 and 3).

Labeling of each video frame using classification
During training, for each video clip we have a feature vec-
tor z ∈ Rdsn+dtn . Let there be N training gesture clips. So
we have a set of feature vectors {z1,z2, ...,zN}, where each zi

represents a particular gesture class. We train a linear Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) with fixed cost parameter value
(c = 100) using a one-vs-rest strategy.

Here, our main goal is to classify each frame of a long
video, which contains multiple gestures. To label a particular
video frame, we consider the consecutive τ−1 frames before
that frame (total τ frames) and calculate the feature repre-
sentation as described in the previous subsection. We then
classify that feature using our trained SVM and consider that
class label as the label of that frame. In this way, we label all
the frames of that video. We evaluate our method using the
dataset from (2015b) described in the next section.

Experimental Evaluation

Dataset

For our experimental evaluation, we have used the dataset
from Rowland et al. (2015b). This dataset, which will shortly
be publicly available for research purposes (2015a), contains
videos of 72 children at two ages (11 & 12 months) engaging
in various activities with their caretakers. The dataset also
contains data at each age from the UK-CDI - an adaptation
of the MacArthur Bates Communicative Inventory (Fenson et
al., 2007), a widely used parental questionnaire that tells us
about the child’s gesture production along with other aspects
of their communicative development. Most notably for our
purposes it contains caregiver ratings of their child’s use of
a series of common gestures on a three-point scale (not yet,
sometimes or often). The dataset was collected in home envi-
ronments using a handheld moving camera. The camera pa-
rameters (pan, tilt, and zoom) were adjusted according to the
infant movement in the room (both natural and artificial light
sources). For each age group, there is an average of 30 mins
of videos. For all the videos, child gestures have been man-
ually coded by trained research assistants and cross-checked
by the different students. They identified 12 different child
gestures: grasp object (GO), give (GV), hold out (HO), lower
object (LO), object manipulation (OM), other (OT), point-
declarative (PD), point-imperative (PI), reaches-imperative
(RI), reaches-declarative (RD), retract object (RO), and share
orientation (SO). Table 1 shows the number of occurences of
each gesture class, respectively. In total, the dataset contains
22082 videos. For our evaluation, we have used a three-fold
cross validation strategy. Sample images for each gesture are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Sample frames of different child gestures in dataset: (a) grasp object (GO), (b) give (GV), (c) hold out (HO),
(d) lower object (LO), (e) object manipulation (OM), (f) other (OT), (g) point-declarative (PD), (h) point-imperative (PI), (i)
reaches-imperative (RI), (j) reaches-declarative (RD), (k) retract object (RO), and (l) share orientation (SO).

Table 1: Number of videos per gesture class.

Age Different gestures Total
GO GV HO LO OM OT PD PI RH-1 RH-2 RO SO

11M 627 221 396 69 5988 153 401 208 127 938 42 589 9759
12M 720 316 409 107 6044 391 876 229 338 1188 46 1659 12323
All 1347 537 805 176 12032 544 1277 437 465 2126 88 2248 22082

Experimental setting
For each data partition, we trained our DCNN for video fea-
ture representation. We implemented our DCNN using the
PyTorch library (Paszke et al., 2019). We used 500 epochs to
train our networks with batch size 64. To update our network
parameters, we use Adam update rules (Kingma & Ba, 2014)
with learning rate 10−2 and decay after 100 epoch with a fac-
tor 10−1. For optical flow calculation, we used Coarse2Fine
methods (Brox, Andreś, Papenberg, & Weickert, 2004; Bruhn
et al., 2005; pyflow, 2017). To reduce the displacement error,
we capped the optical flow vector at [-20, 20], which is suit-
able for our Temporal net DCNN. Similar to Simonyan and
Zisserman (2014), we stack both the horizontal and the verti-
cal optical flow one-by-one to form our input to the Temporal
net.

For our evaluation metric, we first calculate the gesture
recognition accuracy (%) with respect to the hand coding.
To give a measure of the practical utility of our method
(in ranking each child’s rate of production for each gesture
relative to their peers), we report the rank order correlation
(Spearman) over all children between the rate of each
gesture according to the hand coding and the machine
coding. We report these evaluations separately at each
age (11M & 12M). Our test code is publicly available at
https://github.com/soumitrasamanta/child gesture.

Experimental results
To see the individual feature (spatial and temporal) perfor-
mance and their combination, we calculate the average accu-

Table 2: Average accuracy for different feature combinations

Feature type Avg. accuracy (%)
spatial feature (SF) 43.92

motion feature (MF) 46.72
SF + MF 48.32

racy over all the three-fold data partitions and the results are
shown in the Table 2. From the Table 2, we see that the mo-
tion feature gives better performance than the spatial feature
as in general human action recognition (Simonyan & Zisser-
man, 2014). The combination of both the features gives the
highest performance of 48.32% accuracy.

Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the correlation between hand
coded and machine coded gesture class for the 11M and 12M
age groups, respectively. In Figure 3 (a) and (b), the horizon-
tal and vertical axes shows the different machine coded and
hand coded gestures, respectively. Each cell (i, j) (i, j ∈ {12
different gestures}), indicates the correlation between the ith

machine coded and jth hand coded gesture. The diagonals
show there is a strong correlation (0.7 or above) between ma-
chine coding and hand coding for each 7 individual gesture
(GO, GV, HO, OM, PD, RD and SO). And critically there
are considerably lower correlations across different gesture
types (e.g. between machine coding for one gesture type and
hand coding for another type), indicating that we are pick-
ing up gesture-specific information and not simply an overall
rate of gesturing. Please note that due to the small number of
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Figure 3: Rank order correlation (Spearman) matrix between hand coded and machine coded labels for each age group (11M
& 12M)
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Figure 4: Individual rank order correlation between two age
groups (11 & 12 month) of mother, hand coded and machine
coded labels

data points for reach out gestures (Table 1), 0% accuracy was
achieved and thus the RO column in Figure 3 is empty.

These results, then, suggest that the machine coding is giv-
ing us meaningful information about the rate of production
for each gesture type for each child. In order to check this
further we check the repeatability/test-retest reliability of the
machine coding but checking the rank order correlation be-
tween the 11 and the 12 month data. For four gestures (GV,
HO, PD, and SO), we have the mother’s assessments (on a
three-point scale) of the child’s rate of producing that ges-
ture type at each age taken from the UK-CDI. We report the
correlation across the ages for these four gestures shown in
Figure 4. For the critical behaviors of hold out and point-
declarative, the machine coded correlation is similar to that
observed for the mother and hand coded data.

Conclusion
We have proposed an automatic child gesture recognition
method to aid the study and assessment of children’s early
communicative abilities - one with potential valuable clin-
ical application. We have applied current state-of-the-art
deep-learning-for-action-detection methods to this child ges-
ture recognition problem. The primary real-world use of this
method that we envisage is in assessing the gestures produced
by a given child relative to other children, and we therefore
evaluate our method by comparing the way it ranks the chil-
dren for each gesture type to the ranking provided by hand
coding. We found promising performance, particularly for
the most important gesture types (declarative points, hold-
outs and gives having been most consistently found to be as-
sociated with language development). This suggests that the
automatic classification of gestures could be a valuable part of
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the workflow in the analysis of communicative development.
Our next step will be to combine this classification method
with the first step of the analysis process - the detection of
gestures in free video. If successful, this will provide a valu-
able end-to-end tool for use by researchers and practitioners.
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Abstract 
    During sentence comprehension, listeners form expectations 
about likely structures before they have reached the end of a 
sentence. Children are more likely than adults to ignore late-
arriving evidence when it contradicts their initial parse. While 
this difference is often ascribed to developmental changes in 
executive function, this paper investigates whether statistical 
properties of child-directed speech could be responsible for 
children’s failure to revise temporarily ambiguous sentences. 
We examined well-studied garden-path sentences and 
calculated surprisal values derived from adult and child-
directed corpora at each word. For adult corpora, surprisal was 
highest where the sentence structure was disambiguated. For 
child corpora, however, values at the disambiguating region 
were low relative to other words in the sentence. This suggests 
that for children, the disambiguating words may be statistically 
weak cues to ruling out their original parse, and that in 
principle, the statistics of child-directed speech could 
contribute to children’s difficulty with garden-path sentences. 

Keywords: Language; language development; corpus studies; 
kindergarten-path; surprisal 

1. Introduction 
1.1 The Kindergarten-path effect 
    During language comprehension, listeners interpret 
sentences incrementally, integrating each new word in real 
time as a sentence unfolds (Frazier & Rayner, 1982, inter 
alia). Incremental processing can make comprehension 
difficult: since listeners are constantly guessing the structure 
of the full sentence before they’ve heard every word, they 
may be surprised when late-arriving words are inconsistent 
with initial parses (Rayner, Carlson & Frazier, 1983; 
Pickering & Traxler 1998; Sturt, Pickering & Crocker, 1999). 
These dynamics are visible when listeners encounter 
temporarily ambiguous or “garden-path” sentences. For 
example, in (1), listeners are initially lulled into assuming the 
wrong attachment for the first prepositional phrase (PP1: “on 
the napkin”).  

(1) Put the frog on the napkin into the box 
 

    At first, PP1 seems like it should attach to the verb phrase 
(VP), and offer a location to the “putting” event (as in “Put it 
on the napkin.”). However, the subsequent arrival of PP2 
(“into the box”) indicates that this interpretation was 
incorrect, and that PP1 instead attaches to the first noun 
phrase (NP1) (as in “Put the frog that is on the napkin…”). 
Given a display like Figure 1, adults often initially look to the 
incorrect goal (the empty napkin) at “napkin” before looking 
to the correct one (the box) at “into” (Tanenhaus et al., 1995; 
Trueswell et al., 1999). When asked to act out the action after 
hearing the sentence, adults have little difficulty putting the 
frog directly into the box. This indicates that while they 
temporarily consider the incorrect VP-attachment parse, they 
quickly revise their interpretation in favor of the ultimately 
correct NP-attachment interpretation after disambiguation. 
Psycholinguistic models of surprisal have been used to 
quantify adults’ temporary confusion and the extent to which 
late-arriving words rule out earlier parses by correctly 
predicting that the location of increased processing costs will 
be at the start of PP2, where the sentence is disambiguated 
(Levy et al., 2008).  
    Children have greater difficulty than adults in recovering 
from these sentences. In a seminal study, Trueswell and 
colleagues examined 5 year-olds’ interpretations of sentences 
like (1) using a visual-world eye-tracking paradigm. Children 
and adults listened to these sentences while viewing a visual  
display like Figure 1. After PP1, they looked between the 
napkin-less frog and the empty napkin, indicating a VP-
attachment interpretation (i.e. “Put it on the napkin”). After 
PP2, adults quickly shifted their gaze to the box, suggesting 

Figure 1: Schematic of a display for Trueswell et al., (1999) 
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revision in favor of an NP-attachment interpretation. In 
contrast to adults, after PP2, children were significantly 
slower to look away from the incorrect goal, indicating that 
they had more difficulty overriding their initial incorrect 
parse. After the sentences, children also enacted the events 
incorrectly, often by putting the animal onto the incorrect 
goal before the correct one (e.g. hopping a frog to the empty 
napkin, and then to the box). This phenomenon is known as 
the “Kindergarten-path” effect (Trueswell et al., 1999; 
Anderson et al., 2011; Choi & Trueswell, 2010; Hurewitz et 
al., 2000; Weighall, 2008). 
 
1.2 Accounting for the Kindergarten-path effect 

The standard explanation for children’s difficulty with 
garden-path sentences is that children, like adults, parse 
sentences incrementally, and subsequently must revise 
incorrect parsing decisions in the face of late-arriving 
conflicts. But unlike adults, their underdeveloped cognitive 
control system prevents them from inhibiting the initial parse 
they built (Novick et al., 2005; Woodard et al., 2016; Choi & 
Trueswell, 2010; Mazuka et al., 2009). Specifically, under the 
cognitive-control account, children’s difficulty stems from 
errors in mediation between two conflicting parses. Systems 
for generating parses and detecting errors may be identical 
across development, but once children realize that the 
particular sentence representation they’ve built is incorrect, 
errors arise due to their failure to inhibit the initial parse. 
Under a strict interpretation of this account, the Kindergarten-
path effect arises solely due to differences in adults’ and 
children’s nonlinguistic cognitive abilities. It is not 
attributable to other factors, such as the linguistic 
expectations children and adults generate based on what they 
have inferred about their language from their input.  
    However, evidence is mixed for the claim that cognitive 
control differences fully account for children’s garden-path 
errors. For one, performance on non-linguistic tests of 
cognitive control – including the Day-Night task (Gerstadt et 
al., 1994), Dimensional Change Card Sort (Jacques & Zelazo, 
2001), and the Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) – does 
not consistently correlate with success at parsing garden-path 
sentences (Woodard et al., 2016; Qi et al., 2020). Second, 
when children’s overall language abilities are equated based 
on vocabulary size, individual variation in cognitive-control 
skills has no discernable impact on parsing garden-path 
sentences (Huang et al., 2017). While inhibitory processing 
skills likely play a role in successfully parsing temporary 
ambiguities, these results suggest that other developmental 
factors beyond domain-general cognitive control maturation 
may also be needed to explain children’s difficulties.     

In this paper, we investigate a new hypothesis: that 
children’s difficulty with garden-path sentences may be in 
part due to differences between their input and that of adults. 
Parental input often reflects the communicative goals of 
interacting with less linguistically and cognitively developed 
interlocutors (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; Lieven, 
1984; Richards, 1994). Child-directed speech tends to use 
short sentences (Snow & Ferguson, 1977), and refer to events 

in the here-and-now through imperatives (Warren-Leubecker 
et al., 1984) and pronouns (Tardif, Shatz, & Naigles, 1997; 
Laakso & Smith, 2007). The strict cognitive-control account 
implicitly assumes that these differences in input do not play 
a role in accounting for the Kindergarten-path effect, but this 
has not been directly investigated.  

To do so, we quantitatively measure differences between 
children’s and adults’ input using surprisal, a well-known 
psycholinguistic measure of the probability of words given 
their sentential context. This metric quantifies the extent to 
which developmental differences in input impact parsing by 
taking into account the structural and lexical frequencies 
present in adult and child-directed corpora. Surprisal offers a 
way to measure the extent to which listeners’ prior experience 
with their input might affect their expectations about each 
new word as they’re parsing a sentence. We use surprisal to 
test for differences between the expectations generated by 
adult and child-directed input, for a set of relevant garden-
path sentences that have been used to measure the 
Kindergarten-path. Importantly, the errors that children make 
in processing “Put” sentences are likely due to the 
subcategorization requirements of the verb “put” (namely, 
that it requires a location). Thus, prior to the surprisal 
calculation, we semi-lexicalized our corpora by tagging the 
VP nodes with information about the head verb.   

To preview our results, we find an expected pattern for 
adults: highest surprisal values fall on the words that 
disambiguate the sentences. For children, however, we find 
that the disambiguating regions have relatively lower 
surprisal values, relative to other words in the sentences. This 
indicates that variation between adult and child-directed 
speech could lead to differences in how adults and children 
process these sentences in real time. Thus, children’s trouble 
with Kindergarten-path sentences relative to adults may stem 
not just from differences in cognitive control, but also from 
differences in what they have learned about how verbs predict 
subsequent words in their language, based on their input.  

2. Interpreting the input signal with Surprisal 
    Hale (2001) proposed that a word’s reading time is 
proportional to its surprisal, computed as the natural log of its 
conditional probability of appearing in an utterance. In other 
words:  
 

Reading time = −𝛼 log 𝑝(𝑤)|𝑤+ …𝑤)-+) 
 

Where α is a proportionality constant, w1 is the first word in 
the sentence and wi is the word whose surprisal value is being 
calculated. 

This measure has been used frequently in previous work as 
an index of processing difficulty, with more surprisal 
predicted at words where highly probable parses are ruled 
out. Traditional accounts of why surprisal values track 
reading-time performance assume that there is a processing 
cost incurred when listeners encounter input that is 
inconsistent with the sentence structure they’d been building. 
This cost is incurred because of a mismatch between a new 
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word that’s encountered, and the expectations listeners had 
built from their prior input. For adults, we expected to find 
high surprisal at the disambiguating word of temporarily 
ambiguous sentences.  
    Importantly, under a strict cognitive-control account, 
children and adults are both good at detecting when late-
arriving words rule out an initial parse, but immature 
cognitive-control impairs correct selection of competing 
alternatives. Translating this to a surprisal model, the 
cognitive-control account predicts that the disambiguating 
region of the sentence should be unexpected to both adults 
and children, and children’s difficulty lies only in domain-
general conflict resolution. Alternatively, finding a different 
pattern at the point of disambiguation for adult and child data 
may indicate that the statistics of child-directed speech are 
different from adult speech in a way that matters for these 
temporarily ambiguous structures. 

3. Methods 
    We trained language models using parsed corpora of adult- 
and child-directed speech.  The grammars that were learned 
from each of these corpora approximate the structural and 
lexical frequencies present for adults and children, 
respectively. These grammars were then used to calculate 
surprisal values at each word. The surprisal values provide a 
composite measure of how unexpected each word is: they 
take into account both whether high probability parses are 
ruled out at that word, and the rarity of the specific lexical 
item.  

 For adult-directed speech, we expect to replicate previous 
work and find that the region in the sentence with the highest 
surprisal value will be the point of disambiguation. We are 
interested in whether child-directed speech shows a different 
pattern. 

 
3.1 Training and evaluation datasets 
    To determine the surprisal values at each word for adults, 
we used a sample of 118,000 sentences from the Switchboard 
corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992). For child-directed speech, we 
used the Pearl & Sprouse parsed corpus of child-directed 
speech (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013). This corpus contains parsed 
versions of six corpora within the CHILDES database 
(MacWhinney, 2000). The data represent speech to children 
between the ages of 1 and 5 years, and contain over 150,000 
total utterances, and is to date the largest parsed corpus of 
child-directed speech.  We trained a separate model on each 
of these corpora, for a total of six language models trained on 
child-directed speech. 

Our test set consisted of 24 sentences with PP-attachment 
ambiguity on which children have been shown to have 
difficulty reaching the correct final interpretation (Weighall, 
2008, Appendix A items 1-24). All sentences were similar in 
structure to (1), and contained “put” as a matrix verb. Each 
sentence contained different nouns that referred to common 
animals, objects, and locations and were known to typically 
developing 5-year-olds (e.g. “Put the fish on the sponge on 

the plate”). Prepositions were either “in,” “on,” “behind,” or 
“with.”  

 
3.2 Calculating surprisal values 
    Surprisal values at word i were calculated as 
 

− log/ 0
𝑝(𝑤+ …𝑤))
𝑝(𝑤+ …𝑤)-+)

1 

 
Where p(w1…wi-1) is computed by summing the probabilities 
of all possible parses that are compatible with the first i-1 
words of the sentence, given the grammar, and p(w1…wi) is 
computing by summing the probabilities of the subset of 
those parses that are also compatible with word i.  Intuitively, 
lower-frequency words and words that rule out highly-
probable parses generate higher surprisal values, since in 
these cases the prefix probability at word i will be much lower 
than the probability at word i-1. These probabilities were 
calculated using the EarleyX parser, a java implementation of 
Stolcke’s probabilistic Earley parser (Stolcke, 1995; Earley, 
1970). This parser provides a way of computing surprisal 
values from any imported phrase structure grammar, and 
provides several advantages over Stolcke’s original 
algorithm (Luong et al., 2013). It is based on the prefix 
probability parser by Levy (2008), but uses an updated 
scaling method to reduce the time needed to parse long 
utterances.  
    We were concerned that surprisal values based on a 
probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) might not capture 
the desired effect, because the verb “put” is a determining 
factor in making the continuation “on the napkin” in (1) 
ambiguous. Structures that contain other verbs, such as 
“choose” (i.e., “Choose the frog on the napkin”), are not 
ambiguous. A typical PCFG does not take into account the 
fact that individual lexical items can influence which 
structures are possible, and so it might not accurately capture 
listeners’ expectations that “put” should be followed by a 
location that describes the endpoint of the putting event. In 
order to ensure that our surprisal calculation was taking these 
probabilities into account, the parser was semi-lexicalized: 
each VP node was tagged with information about the verb 
head prior to calculating the prefix probabilities.  

4. Results  
Our adult and child corpora differ in many respects, 

including the lengths of utterances, the topics they contain, 
and the conversational setting (in-person versus over the 
phone). Because of this, we did not directly compare surprisal 
levels in the adult corpora to surprisal levels in the child- 
directed corpora. Instead, we compared the surprisal across 
the different words in the sentences within each corpus.  

 
4.1 Adult-directed corpus results 

Our first goal was to confirm that surprisal coincides with 
adults’ slowdowns in processing sentences with PP- 
attachment ambiguity. We predicted that for adults, the 
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highest surprisal values in the sentence would be found at the 
start of PP2, where the sentence is disambiguated. Figure 2 
shows normalized average surprisal values for adults for the 
24 sentences with PP-attachment ambiguity (Weighall, 
2008). These values were calculated by subtracting the mean 
value for each sentence from every word in the sentence, and 
dividing by the standard deviation of surprisal values in the 
sentence. Sensibly, the lowest surprisal values were found at 
definite determiners following the verbs and prepositions, 
since the parser takes lexical frequency into account. 
Importantly, the highest surprisal values for the adult corpus 
were indeed found at the disambiguating region (highlighted 
in the red box). This reaffirms what prior literature has found, 
that surprisal values track input-driven effects of 
expectations. Given that these values reflect the expected 
garden-path slow-downs, any differences between these 
results and those obtained from corpora of speech to children 
suggest that children have license to form different 
expectations based on the input they receive. 
 
4.2 Child-directed corpus results 
We next calculated surprisal values at each word based on a 
sample of speech to children. Figure 3 shows surprisal values 

for child-directed speech for the same 24 sentences as Figure 
2, averaged across the six language models that were trained 
on child-directed speech. These values were calculated by 
subtracting the mean value for each sentence from every 
word in the sentence, for each corpus, and dividing by the 
standard deviation of surprisal values in the sentence. 
Generally, the surprisal results for the child corpora mirror 
those for adults, with a few notable exceptions. Similar to 
adults, lowest surprisal values occur at the definite 
determiners, suggesting that the frequency of these words is 
successfully taken into account. The exception is the first 
determiner, likely because children often hear “put” 
imperatives with pronouns (e.g., “put it down”) (Warren-
Leubecker et al., 1984). However, unlike adults, surprisal at 
sentence initial “put” is relatively low for children, consistent 
with the observation that adults often use more imperatives 
when speaking to children than when speaking to other adults 
(Warren-Leubecker et al., 1984).  
    Most importantly for our study, surprisal values for 
children were not highest at the disambiguating regions of the 
temporarily ambiguous sentences (highlighted in the red 
box). Instead, for children, the initial nouns in the sentence 
consistently have surprisal values greater than the values at 
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Figure 2: Z-scored surprisal values based on the adult Switchboard corpus for 24 garden-path sentences 
(from Weighall, 2008). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.  

Figure 3: Z-scored surprisal values based on 6 child corpora for 24 garden-path sentences (from Weighall, 
2008). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.  
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the point of disambiguation. This is likely in part due to the 
fact that our calculation of surprisal included a measure of 
lexical frequency, and for children, each noun token was 
relatively unexpected. Since the adult and child corpora we 
used contained utterances of different lengths and topics, we 
did not further analyze direct comparisons between the adult 
and child results at each word.  

 
5. Discussion 

    The goal of this paper was to determine whether 
differences in adult and child-directed speech parallel 
developmental difficulties with garden-path sentences. We 
chose a set of consistent and paradigmatic garden-path 
sentence stimuli: all of our sentences contained PP-
attachment ambiguity and have been shown to elicit larger 
errors for children than for adults during an eye-tracking task 
(Trueswell et al., 1999; Weighall, 2008). We used surprisal 
to measure how unexpected each word should be, based on 
the sentences found in adult and child corpora. We found that 
for adults, surprisal is highest on the words where a highly 
likely parse is ruled out. However, for child-directed speech, 
less surprisal is predicted at this disambiguating region than 
at other words in the sentence. This finding indicates that 
variability between what children and adults hear may 
contribute to children’s garden path errors. While further 
work is needed to determine how such input differences 
might map onto the established real-time processing delays, 
the present results offer some suggestions. 
    Surprisal tracks the probability that a given word will occur 
next, and it is generally taken to be an index of the fact that a 
probable parse has been ruled out (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; 
Fine et al., 2013; Ferraro & Van Durme, 2016; Futrell et al., 
2017). However, this account of surprisal is difficult to 
reconcile with the present data. Our analyses of child-directed 
corpora showed low surprisal at the disambiguating region. If 
lower surprisal values index relatively expected words, then 
we might conclude that children are already predicting NP-
attachment (i.e., they are not surprised by it) and thus that 
they should have less difficulty than adults at reaching this 
interpretation.  This is the opposite of what actually happens: 
this disambiguating region is where children display more 
difficulty than adults in reaching a final interpretation 
(Trueswell et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2011; Choi & 
Trueswell, 2010; Hurewitz et al., 2000; Weighall, 2008). 
    Instead, our results are more consistent with an account 
that interprets high surprisal as reflecting a type of error 
signal. Under such an account, children would be receiving a 
weaker error signal than adults at the disambiguation point. 
If “into” in (1) is relatively expected compared to other words 
the child is hearing in the sentence, it may not be an effective 
signal that reparsing is needed at all. This view is relatively 
incompatible with previous characterizations of surprisal, 
which assume that difficulty arises when comprehenders 
must jump to a less expected parse or rebuild their parse tree 
from an earlier node. Instead, interpreting surprisal as an error 
signal assumes that difficulty can arise when this signal isn’t 
encountered to begin with. We found that for child-directed 

speech, high surprisal is predicted at open-class words like 
nouns in these sentences. The signal that children get from 
the word that rules out a likely parse is then in competition 
with many other error signals in the sentence, and may be less 
salient. If they find the first nouns more unexpected than the 
point of disambiguation, they may fail to encounter the strong 
error signal that adults receive at the disambiguation point in 
the sentence. This is a different characterization of surprisal 
than is typically found in the sentence-processing literature, 
and the idea that low surprisal may reflect a failure to realize 
that a particular parse is incorrect would need to be reconciled 
with the fact that surprisal values are computed in the first 
place by summing across different possible parses of a 
sentence.   

This is an explanation for the Kindergarten-path effect that 
has not been previously proposed in the literature on 
children’s sentence processing. It suggests that Kindergarten-
path effects occur because the error signals children receive 
are competing for their attention, and this added noise leads 
to a failure to detect the disambiguation. This assumes that 
the error signal children receive from encountering an 
infrequent noun is qualitatively similar to the error signal they 
receive when a likely parse is ruled out, and that this causes 
the point of garden-path disambiguation to be a weak cue to 
adopt a less likely structure when it occurs amid other error 
signals in the sentence. In essence, the input children hear is 
full of unexpected words, so the word that rules out an 
incorrect initial parse is drowned out. 

It is worth noting that the eye-tracking studies that reveal 
children’s difficulty with garden-path sentences use only a 
small set of objects. Children see the objects that will be 
referenced in the sentences they hear, either as toys on small 
platforms in front of them, or as computer images. The very 
act of displaying these images for children may reduce 
children’s surprise at hearing them, even for relatively 
infrequent nouns. However, the visual-world eye-tracking 
paradigm is robustly sensitive to lexical frequency effects, 
even for young children (Magnuson et al., 2003; Dahan et al., 
2007; Borovsky et al., 2016). Participants are faster to look 
to higher frequency words than they are to look to low-
frequency ones. Seeing visual representations of the 
upcoming nouns therefore does not make children expect all 
of them to be equally plausible, and it is reasonable to assume 
that children’s surprise at hearing unexpected nouns will still 
be reflected in the eye-tracking studies that demonstrate 
Kindergarten-path effects. 

At a minimum, the present findings indicate that statistical 
properties of children’s input could play a role in their 
relatively impaired performance on garden-path sentences. 
This is not to say that input effects are mutually exclusive 
with a role for the development of cognitive-control; given 
the preponderance of evidence that children’s executive 
function skills are still developing (Davidson et al., 2006; 
Diamond et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2005), it is premature to 
try to rule out the cognitive-control account. Input differences 
may interact with children’s still-developing cognitive-
control abilities: children may have additional difficulty 
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revising their initial incorrect parsing commitments because 
the error signal they receive is weaker. Even if children and 
adults were equally adept at conflict resolution, these results 
suggest that children are at a disadvantage for detecting the 
conflict signal to begin with. Indeed, children may be 
disadvantaged in two different ways: the speech they hear 
doesn’t prepare them to detect this type of syntactic 
ambiguity, and when they do detect it, they have trouble 
giving up their initial parse in favor of the correct one. 

In order to fully spell out this account, further work is 
needed to make sure the current results remain consistent. 
Since the Kindergarten-path effect holds across languages 
(Choi & Trueswell, 2010; Huang et al., 2013; Omaki et al., 
2014; Lassotta et al., 2016), similar results are expected for 
non-English corpora of child-directed speech.  Additionally, 
by the time children are eight years old, the Kindergarten-
path effect with sentences like (1) nearly disappears 
(Weighall, 2008), and so we might expect the properties of 
speech to these slightly older children to reflect this change. 
Additionally, PP-attachment ambiguity is only one type of 
Kindergarten-path sentence. Children have been found to 
have non-adult-like interpretations for a variety of other 
temporarily ambiguous structures such as passives and 
relative-clause attachment ambiguity (Huang & Arnold, 
2016; Traxler, 2007; Huang et al., 2013, 2017). Future work 
will test a wide variety of temporarily ambiguous sentences 
to see if this finding can explain children’s performance on 
other structures. If low surprisal values are consistently found 
where children fail to notice disambiguation in other sentence 
types, this would suggest that differences in the way we speak 
to children and adults can account for a substantial portion of 
children’s difficulty in navigating syntactic ambiguity. 
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Abstract 
Two main classes of theory have been proposed to account for 
insight problem-solving performance; those that invoke the 
overcoming of constraints arising from prior knowledge as the 
source of insight, and those that propose strategic search for 
moves that make progress towards a hypothesized goal state. 
An experiment using matchstick algebra problems assessed the 
contributions of each source. Results indicate that, while prior 
knowledge creates the conditions under which matchstick 
algebra problems are more or less difficult to solve, search for 
moves that make the most apparent progress towards a 
hypothesized goal provides the key to eventual solution.  

Keywords: insight problem-solving; restructuring; prior 
knowledge; strategic search; representational change; progress 
monitoring. 

Introduction 
A seminal paper by Knoblich, Ohlsson, Haider and 

Rheinus (1999) heralded a wave of research into insight 
problem-solving and introduced a new theoretical 
framework, Representational Change Theory (RCT). RCT 
builds upon previous work of Ohlsson (1984 a & b, 1992), in 
which he emphasized the role of the initial problem 
representation in eliciting from memory prior knowledge that 
might prove useful to solution or might be unhelpful, 
resulting in impasse. In the latter case, reaching a solution 
requires re-representation of the problem to activate 
potentially more useful knowledge for solution.   

In RCT, the negative effects of prior knowledge can be 
overcome by constraint relaxation, a process described as 
“one of the mind's responses to persistent failure” (Knoblich 
et al, 1999, p. 1535). The ease with which a constraint of 
knowledge can be relaxed is a function of its scope, that is, 
how much an individual’s mental representation would be 
affected by changing that knowledge, the narrower the scope 
the more likely being its relaxation. In addition to constraint 
relaxation, RCT proposes that the chunks in which prior 
knowledge is organized can restrict the solution of insight 
problems. To solve some problems requires chunk 
decomposition, a process also triggered by persistent failure. 
The ease of chunk decomposition, according to RCT, is a 
function of how ‘tight’ the chunk is bound together, where 
tightness typically relates to perceptual organization (e.g., 
where components are linked together as a single object).  

Knoblich et al tested the predictions of RCT in a series of 
innovative experiments involving matchstick algebra 

problems, in which the task is to correct an arithmetic sum 
shown as Roman numerals made up of individual matchsticks 
by moving only a single matchstick (see Fig. 1 for examples). 
Problems in which the scope of knowledge to be relaxed 
applies widely across mathematics (e.g., the fact that 
formulae typically have an x = F(y) structure rather than the 
tautologous structure required for some solutions, as 
exemplified by problems e and f, Fig.1) were solved less 
often than those where mathematical knowledge applies 
more locally (e.g., changing an operator from division to 
multiplication, as in problems a and b, Fig.1). Similarly, 
problems requiring decomposition of a tight chunk (e.g., 
decomposing a + to make a -, as in problem c, Fig.1) were 
solved less often than those requiring decomposition of a 
loose chunk (e.g., decomposing III to make a II, as in 
problems a and b, Fig.1). 

A number of other studies have confirmed the role that 
scope and tightness of constraints play in mediating problem 
difficulty (e.g., Jones, 2003; Zhang et al., 2015; Öllinger et 
al., 2017), and there seems little doubt that prior knowledge 
is a source of difficulty in solving matchstick algebra 
problems. Otherwise, each match within a problem would 
presumably have a similar probability of selection, 
notwithstanding differences in perceptual salience. What is 
less certain, however, is the mechanism through which 
relaxation and decomposition occur, and also how more 
useful knowledge can become activated so that solutions are 
eventually found. The notion that processes of constraint 
relaxation and decomposition are a natural response to 
persistent failure implies that there is a mechanism for 
switching off unwanted knowledge, at least temporarily, and 
another for discovering and activating more useful 
knowledge. Yet, while repeated failed attempts may act in an 
inhibitory fashion, the current problem representation is 
presumably continually re-activating that inappropriate 
knowledge. Moreover, if inappropriate knowledge is 
somehow switched off to enable solution, presumably there 
needs to be some mechanism that switches it back on again 
once the problem-solving episode is over, otherwise general 
mathematical performance might be impaired. Even if the 
influence of inappropriate knowledge can somehow be 
temporarily suspended, this begs the question as to how the 
right knowledge gets activated in its place. 
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 Low value High value 
Loose chunk a) 

 
Solution:  

b)  
 
Solution: 

Tight chunk c)  
 
Solution:  

d)  
 
Solution:  

Standard tautology e)  
 
Solution:  

f)  
 
Solution:  

Reverse tautology g)  
 
Solution:  

h)  
 
Solution:  

 
Figure 1. Matchstick algebra problems used in the experiments. The solution to each problem must be found by moving 

one match only to make the equation mathematically correct.  
 

 
MacGregor, Ormerod & Chronicle (2001) proposed a 

theory of progress monitoring in insight problem-solving, 
which has subsequently been referred to as Criterion for 
Satisfactory Progress Theory (CSPT – Ormerod & 
MacGregor, 2017). CSPT offers an alternative account of 
difficulty and success in insight problem-solving to that of 
RCT.  In CSPT, the source of difficulty in solving insight 
problems is not the imposition of inappropriate prior 
knowledge, but is instead the selection of move attempts that 
appear to make the most progress towards a hypothesized 
goal, but that do not lie on the solution path. For example, the 
nine-dot problem requires four straight lines to be drawn 
connecting nine dots arranged as a square grid, without 
removing one’s pen from the paper. According to CSPT, the 
problem is hard because individuals can find many ways of 
making satisfactory progress in drawing the first three lines, 
so they fail to consider moves that make less initial progress 
but might allow them to discover the complete solution.  

Insight occurs, according to CSPT, not when constraints of 
prior knowledge are relaxed, but when ‘criterion failure’ 
arises, that is, when no further moves can be discovered that 
meet a criterion of satisfactory progress (in the case of the 
nine-dot problem, the ratio of dots remaining to lines 
available), at which point the problem space is expanded to 
search for novel moves that do meet the criterion for 
satisfactory progress. The role of progress-monitoring in 
insight problem-solving has also been confirmed in other 

studies (e.g., Jones, 2003; Ormerod, MacGregor & 
Chronicle, 2002; Ormerod et al, 2013; Nakano, 2017). 

CSPT has little to offer in explaining the initial difficulty 
of matchstick algebra problems: the scope and tightness of 
chunks of mathematical knowledge act independently of the 
perceived progress towards solution that moving any one 
match might make. However, it does offer a mechanism for 
discovering solutions, and it is one that does not require the 
suspension of knowledge to allow new knowledge to surface.  
Under CSPT, the search for moves in solving a matchstick 
algebra problem is guided by an estimation of the progress 
towards solution that any move might make, that is, the extent 
to which a move is likely to reduce the disparity between the 
sides of the expression. Where a move makes the most 
apparent progress towards solution, it is more likely to be 
selected than moves that make less progress. If this 
maximizing move also coincides with the correct solution, 
the problem will be solved.  

This hypothesis is tested in two experiments reported 
below. The first experiment explores the effects of varying 
the size of the numerical values, to act as a signal for moves 
that make the most progress in reducing the equation 
disparity. This hypothesis is contrasted against a 
manipulation of chunk tightness, which according to RCT 
should determine solution rates. The second experiment 
compares the solution of problems requiring the discovery of 
tautologous expressions, the most difficult class of problem 
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identified by Knoblich et al (1999), with problems presented 
in the form of a reverse tautology that, according to RCT, 
should be easier to solve because the constraint of knowledge 
scope is removed in the latter problems. The experiment also 
examines how manipulating numerical values moderates the 
effects of scope, as predicted by CSPT.  

Experiment 1 
In this experiment, participants attempted to solve 

matchstick algebra problems requiring the construction of a 
new operator to solve. The problems differed according to 
chunk tightness: RCT predicts that problems that require the 
decomposition of the loose chunk ‘III’ to solve (problems a 
and b in Fig. 1) will be solved faster and more often than those 
requiring the decomposition of the tight chunks (the ‘+’ in 
problem c and the ‘[’ representing 100 in problem d in Fig 1). 
A second prediction that follows from RCT is that 
participants’ initial attempts should focus more on matches 
that are loosely chunked (operationalized here as any match 
that is not physically connected to any other, with the 
exception of the division operator, which because of its 
relatively high scope as an operator is counted as a tight 
chunk). CSPT predicts no effect of Chunking. 

Problems also differed according to the numerical value of 
their components. According to CSPT, because the 
difference between numerical values in low value equations 
is relatively small, considering a change to the numbers is 
worthy of exploration, thereby reducing focus on changing 
the operator, which is the move required for solution. In high 
value equations, changing the numbers will not yield 
sufficient progress, increasing the likelihood that they will be 
quickly passed over and the operator will be focused upon. 
Thus, high-value equations should be solved more often than 
low-value equations. A further prediction that follows from 
CSPT is that participants’ initial attempts to solve high-value 
problems should focus more on matches that are part of 
operators or high value numbers (e.g., 50 or 100) than 
matches that are part of low value numbers, with the opposite 
pattern of initial attempts being found with low-value 
problems. As a consequence, value acts in opposition to 
chunking, decreasing selections of matches from loose 
chunks when value is high.  RCT predicts no effect of Value 
on solution rates or on initial attention focus, which should 
always be on number before operator. 

Method 
Participants One hundred and twenty nine adults 
participated on a voluntary basis during a series of 
undergraduate student recruitment open days at the 
University of Sussex. Five participants attempted fewer than 
50 of the pre-test items to identify alphanumeric equivalents 
of Roman numerals, and 3 correctly identified fewer than 
90% of those they attempted. This left 121 participants: 38 
males (mean age = 26.9) and 83 females (mean age = 25.4). 
 
Materials and Design The problems used as task stimuli in 
this experiment are problems a-d as shown in Fig.1. Each 

problem was composed of 14 matches, and was presented 10 
times on a problem sheet to allow repeated attempts to be 
recorded. Participants were assigned to either high-value 
problem or low-value problem groups, and within each of 
those groups were further assigned to loose-chunk or tight-
chunk groups, yielding a fully between-subjects design. 
Dependent variables comprised the frequency of solutions to 
each problem, and the initial attempts of participants 
classified in terms of the frequency of initial attempts 
involving loosely-chunked matches. 
 
Procedure Participants solved the problems individually in 
groups of approximately 30 people during introductory 
Psychology workshops. To reduce the likelihood of 
collusion, participants sitting adjacent to each other were 
assigned to different experimental groups so that their 
problems differed. Participants were each given a booklet 
containing an ethical consent form, a Roman numerals 
training/pre-test, a matchstick algebra problem that varied 
according to experimental group, and a study debrief sheet. 

Following the method of Knoblich et al (1999, Expt. 1a), 
participants received a training phase in which they first read 
a description of the structure and nomenclature of Roman 
numerals. They then received a sheet showing 100 numbers 
of values between 1 and 200 written as Roman numerals, and 
were required to provide the alphanumeric equivalent for as 
many as they could within 5 minutes.  

After the pre-test, participants were then told to attempt the 
matchstick algebra problem. Before commencing to attempt 
the problem, they were told to record their very first solution 
idea, regardless of whether it led to a correct solution or not, 
by circling the match to be moved and then writing down the 
resulting outcome next to the problem statement, and were 
reminded to do so after 30s had elapsed. On completion of a 
5-minute solving period, the booklets were collected, 
solutions to problems were revealed, and participants were 
debriefed as to the purpose of the study. 

 
Results and Discussion 

The frequencies with which participants’ first moves 
involved matches that were loosely or tightly chunked are 
also shown in Table 1. For participants attempting low-value 
problems, solution rates were 77% (23/30) for the loose 
chunk problem and 43% (13/30) for the tight chunk problem. 
For participants attempting high-value problems, solution 
rates were 90% (28/31) for the loose chunk problem and 77% 
(24/31) for the tight chunk problem. A logistic regression 
using Chunking (loose, tight) and Value (low, high) and the 
interaction between these factors as predictors yielded a 
significant model, χ2(3, N = 121) = 21.6, p = .001, with 
Chunking (Wald = 8.12, p =.004), and Value (Wald = 8.65, p 
=.003) significant predictors in the model. The interaction 
between Chunk and Value was not significant in the model. 

The frequencies with which participants’ first moves 
involved matches that were loosely or tightly chunked are 
also shown in Table 1. A logistic regression using Chunking, 
Value, and the interaction between these factors as predictors 
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on the yielded a significant model, χ2(3, N = 121) = 15.03, p 
= .002, with Value (Wald = 8.86, p =.003) and Chunking 
(Wald = 4.71, p =.030) significant predictors in the model.  
The interaction between Chunking and Value (Wald = .666, 
p =.414) was not significant in the model. 
 

Table 1. Solution frequencies and ‘loose chunk’ first 
move selections in Experiment 1 (%s in brackets) 

 
 Low value High value 
 No. 

Correct 
1st move 

loose  
No. 

Correct 
1st move 

loose  
Loose 
chunk 

23/30 
(77) 

28/30 
(93) 

28/31 
(90) 

21/31 
(63) 

Tight 
chunk 

11/29 
(40) 

22/29 
(76) 

24/31 
(77) 

16/31 
(52) 

 
The results confirm the prediction derived from RCT that 

chunk tightness determines difficulty of these matchstick 
algebra problems, with more solutions for the loose-chunk 
than the tight-chunk problem.  The first move data partially 
confirm this finding: with low-value problems, participants’ 
initial attempts focused upon loosely chunked matches. 
However, the results also confirm the prediction derived from 
CSPT: Participants were more likely to solve high-value 
problems. Moreover, the value of equations also influenced 
the selection of first moves, with fewer loose-chunk first 
moves chosen for the high-value problem. Thus, it appears 
that a large disparity in values on each side of the equation 
serves as a cue to seeking moves that maximize the reduction 
of this difference, and this effect of value ameliorates to some 
extent the effects of chunk tightness. 

 Experiment 2 
The results of Experiment 1 indicate roles for both prior 

knowledge and progress monitoring in the relative difficulty 
of different matchstick algebra problems. However, the 
experiment examined only a limited number of relatively 
simple problems. Moreover, the two ‘tight chunk’ problems 
differed in terms of the nature of chunk to be decomposed, 
the low-value problem requiring decomposition of the 
operator ‘+’, the high-value problem requiring 
decomposition of the numeral ‘[’. This difference introduced 
a confound, since the scope of an operator is greater than that 
of a numeral, so RCT would predict it would be more difficult 
to decompose the former than the latter. Thus, the 
hypothesized effects require a further test. 

In the second experiment, some participants attempted to 
solve a matchstick algebra problem requiring a tautologous 
expression for solution (problems e and f in Fig.1), the 
hardest type explored by Knoblich et al. Others attempted 
‘reverse’ tautologies, in which the tautologous expression 
was presented as the problem statement (problems g and h in 
Fig.1). The prediction that follows from RCT is that reverse 
tautology problems ought to be solved more readily than 
standard tautology problems, since the constraint imposed by 
prior knowledge of typical mathematical functions is undone 

by the presentation of the tautology itself. CSPT offers no 
prediction regarding the effect of Tautology. 

As in Experiment 1, problems also varied in terms of the 
numerical value of their components. Again, according to 
CSPT, high values in equations signal move attempts that 
make greater progress in reducing disparities. Thus, high-
value equations should be solved more often than low-value 
equations. Again, RCT offers no predictions regarding the 
effect of Value. In Experiment 2, no analysis of first moves 
was made, since chunk tightness was not manipulated 
systematically (e.g., there are no tight chunks apart from the 
operators in equation e, compared with equation h, which 
consists only of tight chunks).  

Method 
Participants A different sample of 144 adults participated on 
a voluntary basis during a series of undergraduate student 
recruitment open days at the University of Sussex. Seven 
participants attempted fewer than 50 of the pre-test items to 
identify alphanumeric equivalents of Roman numerals, and 4 
correctly identified fewer than 90% of those they attempted, 
and these were excluded from the sample.  This left 133 
participants: 47 males (mean age = 26.3) and 86 females 
(mean age = 25.5). 
 
Materials and Design The problems used as task stimuli in 
this experiment are problems e-h as shown in Fig.1. Each 
standard tautology problem comprised 10 matches and each 
reverse tautology problem comprised 11 matches. 
Presentation of the study materials to participants was as in 
Experiment 1. 
 
Procedure The procedure was identical to that of the first 
experiment. 

 
Results and Discussion 

For participants attempting standard tautology problems, 
solution rates were 12% (4/32) for the low-value problem and 
62% (21/34) for the high-value problem. For participants 
attempting the reverse tautology problems, solution rates 
were 72% (23/32) for the low-value problem and 77% 
(28/35) for the high-value problem.  A logistic regression 
using Tautology (standard, reverse) and Value (low, high) 
and the interaction between these factors as predictors 
yielded a significant model, χ2(3, N = 133) = 39.30, p < .001, 
with Tautology (Wald = 19.33, p < .001), Value (Wald = 
11.12, p =.001), and the interaction between Tautology and 
Value (Wald = 5.26, p =.022) all significant predictors in the 
model. 

The results again provide support for RCT, in this case 
showing the effects of scope of mathematical knowledge on 
problem difficulty: As predicted, the standard tautology 
problems were solved considerably less frequently than the 
reverse tautology problems.  However, again this effect was 
moderated by the value of numbers in the equation. In the 
case of the standard tautology, solution frequencies 
approached those of the reverse tautology problems. It 
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appears that, with standard tautology problems, participants 
sought to overcome the debilitating effects of scope by 
searching for solution ideas prompted by moves that would 
make the greatest change in value.  In equation f (Fig. 1), the 
numeral LI (51) is clearly the main source of the equation 
disparity, and so participants are orientated towards changing 
this value, a move that happens to lie on the solution path. In 
equation e (Fig. 1), there is little to differentiate the loose 
chunks of matches contained in the IIs and the III, so 
participants receive little or no hint from the problem itself as 
to what moves might make most progress. In the case of the 
reverse tautologies (g and h, Fig. 1), in both instances the 
relative values are the same (both having a structure 2x = x= 
x), and so the number values do not give a clear hint to which 
match to move, hence the similarity in solution rates for these 
problems.  

General Discussion 
In two experiments that employed matchstick algebra 

problems as insight puzzle stimuli, the relative impacts of 
manipulating constraints of prior knowledge and of perceived 
progress towards solution were manipulated, as tests of 
Knoblich et al’s (1999) Representational Change Theory 
(RCT) and MacGregor et al’s (2001) Criterion for 
Satisfactory Progress Theory (CSPT), respectively.  

In Experiment 1, the constraint of prior knowledge that 
arises from the tightness with which chunks of knowledge are 
bound was examined. Results show that problems requiring 
the decomposition of tight chunks (e.g., operators) are more 
difficult than those requiring decomposition of loose chunks 
(e.g., II and III). This result is consistent with the predictions 
of RCT, and is confirmed by the main effect of Chunking 
found with first move selections. However, the effect of 
chunk tightness was all but eradicated by manipulating the 
numerical value of the presented expression. Large values 
orientated participants to seek moves that might offer the 
greatest reduction in disparity between the two sides of the 
equation, thereby providing a cue to a matchstick move that 
lay on the solution path. This result is confirmed in the first 
move data: With high-value problems, participants were 
more likely to select first moves from tightly chunked 
problem elements if they signaled a large value change.  

In Experiment 2, the constraint of prior knowledge that 
arises from the scope with which mathematical knowledge 
applies was examined. Participants found the reverse 
tautology problems considerably easier to solve than the 
standard tautology problems, again a result predicted by 
RCT. It appears that participants do not have ready access to 
the concept that a mathematical expression can be correct 
while being tautologous. However, solution rates for the 
standard tautology problem which contained a high-value 
disparity were much higher, approaching those of the reverse 
tautologies. Again, it appears that the presence of a number 
that causes a large value disparity acts as a cue for 
participants to select a move that lies on the solution path.  

Our contention is, then, that although prior knowledge 
undoubtedly creates the conditions under which matchstick 

algebra problems vary in difficulty, there is no need to 
propose the relaxation of prior knowledge to explain eventual 
solution. Instead, we argue, when participants enter a state of 
impasse, they begin a search for alternative moves that have 
not been considered before. Given that the problems used 
here contain between 10 and 14 matches that might be 
moved, this search is non-trivial, since each moved match can 
have many potential resting places. We propose that 
participants narrow the search by seeking to test moves that 
make the most apparent progress towards solution. In the 
experiments reported here, we believe participants solved 
when they did, not because they were able to ‘switch off’ 
erroneous knowledge and thereby access more useful 
knowledge, but because they picked up on cues to progress 
that happened to lie on the solution path.   

In some respects, the search process of CSPT has 
similarities with the concept of ‘detecting invariants' 
proposed by Kaplan & Simon (1990), in which they suggest 
that individuals search for problem features that do or do not 
vary, and use this search to provide cues for move attempts. 
Where the accounts differ, however, is that invariant 
detection examines only the idea generation component, 
whereas CSPT explains both sources of difficulty and 
eventual solution. In CSPT, it is cues to progress that provide 
both the source of difficulty, as participants select moves that 
seem to make progress but that do not lie on the solution path, 
and also the source of solution ideas, as participants respond 
to impasse by searching for novel moves that still seem to 
make progress.  

Perhaps the most important aspect of the current findings 
is that, for the first time, a process for achieving insight is 
proposed in which the concept of constraint relaxation is 
rendered unnecessary. It may be possible for proponents of 
RCT and similar knowledge-based accounts to develop an 
implemented model that combines spreading activation and 
inhibition processes in a neurally plausible way to model 
contemporaneous activation and de-activation of 
mathematical knowledge (see Ohlsson, 2011, for a partial 
specification of such a model).  We suggest, however, that an 
account which has no need for relaxation of prior knowledge 
to discover solutions will benefit from greater parsimony. In 
our view, the mind’s ‘response to persistent failure’ is not to 
try to forget what it knows; it is to try to find something better. 
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Abstract

How do neural network models of quasiregular domains learn
to represent knowledge that varies in its consistency with
the domain, and generalize this knowledge appropriately?
Recent work focusing on spelling-to-sound correspondences
in English proposes that a graded “warping” mechanism
determines the extent to which the pronunciation of a newly
learned word should generalize to its orthographic neighbors.
We explored the micro-structure of this proposal by training a
network to pronounce new made-up words that were consistent
with the dominant pronunciation (regulars), were comprised
of a completely unfamiliar pronunciation (exceptions), or
were consistent with a subordinate pronunciation in English
(ambiguous). Crucially, by training the same spelling-to-sound
mapping with either one or multiple items, we tested whether
variation in adjacent, within-item context made a given
pronunciation more able to generalize. This is exactly what
we found. Context variability, therefore, appears to act as a
modulator of the warping in quasiregular domains.
Keywords: quasiregularity, neural network models, context
variability, read aloud, spelling-to-sound correspondences,
reading acquisition.

Introduction
In many domains, typically referred to as ”quasiregular”
domains, knowledge acquisition often entails learning about
typical patterns and regularities alongside exceptions and
violations. For instance, birds typically have wings and can
fly. However, bats, which do have wings and can fly, are not
birds. Meanwhile, penguins, which cannot fly, are still birds
(Rogers & McClelland, 2004). Similarly, in the domain of
learning the tenses of English verbs, the past tense can usually
be guessed correctly by adding -ed to the present tense of
the verb, as in walk-ed and talk-ed. However, violations of
consistency must also be learned, such as the past tense of go
being went, not go-ed (Seidenberg & Plaut, 2014).

The same kind of tension between regular patterns
and exceptions characterizes the reading system of many
languages, including English, in which relationships between
spelling and sound are quite opaque. Learning how to
translate spelling into sound requires that regularities, such

as the English “i” typically pronounced in mint, hint, or tint,
be able to coexist alongside exceptions, such as the “i” of pint
being pronounced as in eye. Learning regularities leads to an
efficient representation of knowledge, as storing a repeated
pattern means that it can be applied to most instances,
including new ones. In the illustration above, generalizing
the typical pronunciation to the plausible novel word kint, for
example, would in all likelihood produce a correct response.
However, stimuli that violate the prototypical pattern should
not be allowed to generalize, and this needs to be learned
as well. How a computational model should deal with
these two competing pressures—to generalize and not to
generalize—has been a challenge for any account of how the
brain’s architecture learns to represent quasiregular domains.

One class of accounts that attempts to address these
competing pressures are “rules-and-exceptions” models,
which assume that rules and exceptions are coded by distinct
pathways characterized by specific computation abilities and
underlying neuro-anatomical substrates. In the domain
of reading aloud, the Dual Route Cascaded model (DRC;
Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001), as well
as closely related models, such as CDP++ (Zorzi, Houghton,
& Butterworth, 1998), have one route via which the most
typical pronunciation can be retrieved and applied to most
words as well as novel, unknown words. These models,
therefore, must also have another separate route in order
to code exceptions and ensure that these do not generalize.
This type of account is appealing to psychologists due to its
high-level theoretical transparency.

However, the limitations of this type of account become
more prominent as soon as one tries to understand what
makes a given word an exception to the rule. In particular,
not all exceptions to the rules are equal, and some may be
more extreme than others. For example, the pronunciation
of “i” in pint may not be shared by any other rhyming word.
In other rhyme neighbourhoods, however, the pronunciation
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of “i” is more ambiguous and it is less clear which case is the
exception to the rule, as in give and live versus hive, and drive.
Thus, addressing the full quasiregularity continuum is more
challenging for such dual route accounts, often involving
assumptions about the speed and probability of completing
processing via one route or the other under race conditions.

To address this challenge, a competing class of accounts,
often exemplified by neural network models, has been
developed. These models rely upon a single set of
simple neuro-biologically inspired learning, processing, and
representation principles that allow for information to be
summated, nonlinearly transformed, and transmitted between
“units” that are akin to neurons. However, despite the
simplicity of the underlying mechanisms, these models can
learn internal connectivity structures that encode the diversity
of cases encountered on a quasiregular continuum, such as
English spelling-to-sound mappings (e.g., Plaut, McClelland,
Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; McClelland, 2015).

Work by Kim, Pitt, and Myung (2013) has shed light
onto exactly how these neural networks accomplish this
feat through representational warping, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Warping is a hypothesized mechanism underlying
quasiregularity that can be understood as a simplified
two-dimensional schematic of the high-dimensional mapping
between spelling and sound in the trained network. The
representational space is relatively flat (minimally warped),
so that consistent pronunciations can easily generalize to
neighbouring areas (e.g. the “i” in mint, lint). Encoding
a word that violates this consistency will entail warping a
local area of the representational space where a different
spelling-sound mapping can apply (e.g., the “i” in pint).
Warped representations should minimally bleed out to impact
neighbouring areas of the space, including to regions where
newly-learned words (and nonwords) would be represented.
However, the more exemplars that follow an atypical
pronunciation (i.e., the more ambiguous the string is in terms
of its pronunciation), the wider the area occupied by the
alternate pronunciation and the shallower the slope. On that
basis, neighboring strings are more likely to slip into that area
and adopt the alternate pronunciation, thereby increasing the
likelihood of generalizing ambiguous pronunciations.

These core tenets of representational warping have
received direct empirical support through a series of
coordinated neural network simulations and behavioural
investigations (Armstrong, Dumay, Kim, & Pitt, 2017).
Simulations and college-aged human participants were
assessed on how well they learned and generalized the
pronunciation of new words that were either consistent or
inconsistent with their prior knowledge (that is, regular
or exceptional), or somewhere in between (ambiguous).
The behavioural results paralleled those of the simulations,
showing differential rates of pronunciation generalization of
new words even though these words had been learned equally
well.

Figure 1: Warped space enabling the representation of the
pronunciation of exception word pint with minimal spill-over
to neighbouring words (lint, mint) and nonwords (fint, rint).

Present Aims
Although promising, the initial studies of warping leave
much unanswered about exactly which properties of a word
drive the formation of warped representations, and how
warping could be modulated to impact generalization while
preserving the learnability of items. To advance this line
of reasoning, the current work looks at context variability,
which has previously been shown to promote learning of the
input structure (e.g., Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Rost &
McMurray, 2009). Any dimension (even across modalities)
that covaries with the target domain can in theory assist with
its partitioning into meaningful perceptual categories (e.g.,
Thiessen, 2007). Previous work in non-linguistic domains
has established that context variability can enhance learning
of initial items as well as generalization to novel items (e.g.,
Finch, Carvalho, & Goldstone, 2016). Therefore, the aim of
the simulations we report herein is to identify how context
variability—the number of words that share a rhyming
pronunciation—could impact warping and generalization.

The interaction between context variability and warping is
especially important because it allows an exploration of the
micro-structure of representational warping. For example,
learning a new exception word such as suff, rhyming with
roof not cuff, should generate maximal warping. However, if
instead, two new exception words sharing that rhyming word
are learned, such as chuff and vuff, this “exception” should
be slightly less exceptional, thereby requiring less warping
to store both exceptions, ultimately increasing generalization
for this new pronunciation. This should be true even when
holding the total frequency of each rhyme mapping constant,
such as by presenting the pair of exceptions at half the
frequency as the single exception.

Taken together, the results of the current simulations
will further our understanding of the warping mechanism,
contributing to an explicit mechanistic understanding of
how and why context variability modulates learning and
generalization in a number of experimental studies, without
recourse to qualitatively distinct representations of “rules”
versus “exceptions.”
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Neural Network Simulation
We explored how the number of examples of a new
pronunciation that varied in its consistency with prior
knowledge impacted the ease of learning the new
pronunciation, and how well this pronunciation generalized
to previously unseen nonword neighbors in the surrounding
representational space.

As in Armstrong, Dumay, et al. (2017), we extended
a popular connectionist model of reading English words
aloud (Plaut et al., 1996). First, we trained this model
on a base vocabulary of English, and then introduced new
items that varied in their consistencies with the established
spelling-sound regularities. The task of reading aloud in
English is particularly well-suited for the present purpose
because of its quasiregularity: most words follow common
sets of regularities to determine how spelling maps to
sound—but there are also some exceptions.

Once the model was trained, we then introduced
new regular, ambiguous, and exception words into the
vocabulary, which we refer to as anchors. Holding rhyme
frequency constant, we manipulated context variability by
varying whether there was one, two, or three new words
that contained each new pronunciation—we refer to this
manipulation as dilution.

Finally, we examined how well these new words were
learned and the degree to which their representations
generalized to neighbouring nonword probes. Nonwords are
an ideal test of generalization because unlike neighbouring
words, which may have been explicitly trained to some
particular pronunciation, nonwords have not been explicitly
represented, and their performance is determined by how the
pronunciation of known words is extended to them.

At a macro-structural level, we predicted that when all
three anchor types were equally well-learned, there should
be substantial generalization of the ambiguous anchors
to their corresponding probes, and minimal generalization
of the exception anchors. This is because learning the
exceptions will entail more warping than learning the
ambiguous anchors. As we dilute each pronunciation,
this macro-structural prediction should be recapitulated
at a micro-structural level: having three words sharing
an exceptional (or ambiguous) rhyme should make that
pronunciation less exceptional, thereby leading to reduced
warping and more generalization of the new pronunciation.
Regular words serve as a basic control condition in all cases;
they should already be pronounced correctly even before
training via generalization of existing pronunciations, as
should regular probes.

Methods
Architecture
The architecture of the model is presented in Figure 2.
The model consists of an input layer coding for a word’s
orthography, which feeds forward to an intermediate hidden
layer, which in turn feeds into the phonology output layer.

Figure 2: Model architecture. An example word, MAKE,
is presented to the orthographic layer. The corresponding
pronunciation, /mAk/, is produced by the phonology layer.

Both the input and output layers use a slot-based coding to
denote the position of elements in a word, thereby enabling
the representation of the spelling and sound of monosyllabic
English words. A sequence of slots in the orthographic layer
codes for each grapheme in a word, in sequence. Similarly,
a sequence of slots in the phonological layer codes for the
onset, vowel, and coda of words (e.g., the “h”, “i” and “nt” in
hint).

Representations
Base Vocabulary The training corpus consisted of 2998
monosyllabic words, representing the bulk of common
English monosyllabic words. Their written word frequencies
were also used during training to make the simulations
more realistic given the importance of frequency effects in
language processing. For consistency with prior simulations,
we used the frequency data from Kučera and Francis (1967).

New Word Anchors After training on the baseline
vocabulary, the model learned three sets of new anchors:

1. Regular anchors, whose pronunciation was consistent with
the regularities in the baseline vocabulary (e.g., bint,
rhyming with mint, hint, tint).

2. Exception anchors, whose pronunciation was inconsistent
with the regularities in the baseline vocabulary (e.g., suff,
rhyming with roof, not cuff ).

3. Ambiguous anchors, whose pronunciation was consistent
with a subordinate pronunciation, but not the dominant
regularity, in the baseline vocabulary (e.g., bive, rhyming
with give, live, not drive, hive).

Each set consisted of ten triplets, with each triplet coding
for three words sharing the same rhyme (vowel + coda), using
the stimuli in Armstrong, Dumay, et al. (2017) as the basis
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for the first word in each triplet. For example, one exception
triplet consisted of {suff, chuff, vuff}.

To study the effects of diluting the exposure to each word
(onset + vowel + coda) while holding the frequency of the
rhymes (vowel + coda) in each triplet constant, we created
three dilution sets presenting either the first anchor in a triplet,
the first and second anchors in a triplet, or the entire triplet.
The summed word frequency of each pronunciation was held
constant using a dilution scaling factor, such that the word
frequency of presenting a single anchor in a triplet would
be scaled by 1, presenting two anchors in a triplet would
be scaled by 1/2, and presenting all three anchors would be
scaled by 1/3. We refer to each of these sets as the the low,
moderate, and high dilution sets, respectively. We trained
models using two different orderings of the triplets to test
the robustness of the model’s performance to the effects of
dilution. The results were highly similar, so for brevity we
report the average results across orderings.

To address other key psycholinguistic properties that can
behaviourally modulate the naming aloud task, we also
matched the words on several other properties—to the extent
possible given the constraints of English—including length in
letters, length in phonemes, and orthographic neighbourhood
size.

Probes (nonwords to test generalization)
Probes consisted of four rhyme neighbours for each of the
anchor triplets (e.g., vlit as a probe for anchor blit, rhyming
with slit). Put differently, the probes and their corresponding
anchors all share the same rhyme. The only difference
between these two types of stimuli is that the model learned
to read the anchors through supervised learning, whereas the
model never learned (i.e., never had its weights adjusted)
based on exposure to the probes. Thus, the probes reflect a
test of the generalization of the pronunciation learned from
the anchors to these novel (nonword) items.

Training
Model Initialization
Prior to training, the weights in the simulation were
instantiated to small random values in proportion to N, the
number of weights between layers, as (mean = 0, range = ±
1/
√

N). All bias values were initially set to −1.85, which
reduced the mean activity in the hidden and output units and
facilitated the learning of the sparse output patterns. To gain
insight into the systematicity of the results, two variants of
each set of random weights were run, each using a different
random seed to initialize the weights. The results of each
individual simulation were very similar, so we report the
average across the simulations.

Base Vocabulary For the first 350 epochs, the model was
trained on the base vocabulary only. Weight adjustments
for the initial 10 epochs were calculated using Steepest
Gradient Descent, with a learning rate of 0.0001. For
the next 340 epochs, weight adjustments were performed

using Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) with a learning
rate of 0.01 and the default algorithm parameters (betas =
(0.9,0.99); epsilon = 1× 108) (Kingma & Ba, 2014). The
effects of word frequency, F were simulated by scaling
the cross-entropy error between the target unit activations
and the actual unit activations in the output layer by the
log-transformed word frequency, ln(F + 2). We completed
one sweep through every word in the training corpus before
updating the weights (i.e., batch learning). The updated
weights were also subject to a small amount of weight decay
(1× 10−6). After training on the base vocabulary for a total
of 350 epochs, error had reduced to a small, asymptotic
state, and 96.2% percent of words were pronounced correctly.
Here, a “correct” response was defined as whether the most
active vowel in the output pattern matched the target vowel in
the training example.
Learning new words After epoch 350, the base vocabulary
was expanded to also include the training anchors for each
dilution condition. The word frequency for the anchors was
specified for three dilution scaling amounts, D = {1, 1

2 ,
1
3}, as

ln((10∗D)+2), in order to maintain equal exposure to each
rhyme regardless of how many anchors shared that rhyme.
After training on the base vocabulary and prior to training
on the expanded vocabulary, the Adam optimizer was reset.
The model was then trained for an additional 350 epochs
until overall performance in the base vocabulary and for
each anchor type reached a stable state and all anchors were
pronounced correctly.

Results

The predicted behavioural markers of warping and dilution
are as follows: first, whereas the network will not
need to warp the space to represent regular anchors, it
will need to increasingly warp the space for ambiguous
and exception anchors. More warping should prevent
generalization for exception probes compared to ambiguous
probes. The dilution manipulation should recapitulate these
macro-structural changes at a micro-structural level: diluting
an exception anchor (or an ambiguous anchor) will make it
slightly less exceptional, leading to increased generalization.
To test for these predictions in a simple and straightforward
manner, our analyses focused on how often the model
produced the pronunciation of the vowel that was consistent
with the anchors learned during training. Warping was
expected to be necessary to accommodate the atypical
pronunciations associated with exceptions, and to a lesser
extent, with the ambiguous words.

In the vast majority of cases when the model was
not producing this training-consistent pronunciation, it
produced a regularized pronunciation consistent with the
regularities of the baseline vocabulary and not some third
other type of unexpected (“erronous”) response. Note that
for regular anchors, the regularized response is also the
training-consistent response.
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Figure 3: Proportion of Anchors and Probes producing training-consistent responses. The figure in the left panel depicts the
effects of training with anchors, in which all anchors were trained to perfect accuracy for all word types. The figure in the right
panel depicts the final accuracy of probes after training upon anchors, as well as the pre-training baseline. Regulars are not
depicted in the figure because they begin with perfect accuracy due to their rule-consistent pronunciations. Note the different
y-axis ranges were used across the two figures to better highlight the effects of interest.

Learning Anchors
The proportion of training-consistent responses for
ambiguous and exception anchors is presented in the
left panel of Figure 3. The “Pre-training” data was sampled
from training sweep 350, after the learning of the base
vocabulary, and the “Post-training” data were sampled from
training sweep 700, following an additional 350 sweeps of
training for both the anchors and the base vocabulary.

The “Pre-training” data establishes how well the base
vocabulary can be used as grounds for generalizing to
the untrained anchors, and as a basic validation of
the core characteristics of our anchors sets and of the
reimplementation of the Plaut et al. (1996) model. The
results show that the model never produces the correct
(training-consistent) pronunciation of an exception anchor,
sometimes produces a correct response for an ambiguous
anchor, and always produces a correct pronunciation of a
regular anchor, as expected.

After training on the anchors, the model learns to
pronounce all anchors perfectly for all dilution levels,
demonstrating that all item types can be represented in the
network. The critical question, then, is how well these
representations generalize to neighbouring nonword probes.

Generalizing to nonword probes
The proportion of training-consistent responses for the probes
is presented in the right panel of Figure 3. First, at a
macro-structural level, the results clearly show that the rates
of generalization are higher for ambiguous words than for
exception words, as predicted by the warping mechanism.
The predicted effects of dilution within each item type
also recapitulate these macro-structural effects at the
micro-structural level: the proportion of generalized anchor
pronunciations increases as a function of increased dilution.
That is, generalization of a newly learned pronunciation

increases as a function of increased context variability, here
defined as varying word onsets. Collectively, these results
provide important insights and explicit quantitative evidence
of how different aspects of a word’s representation influence
the warping of representational space, and the resulting
changes in generalization of the pronunciation of newly
learned words.

Discussion
Understanding how quasiregular domains are represented
so as to enable the generalization of regularities but not
inconsistencies is a fundamental issue in the cognitive
sciences. The present work expands past work exploring
warping to understand its sensitivity to context variables
that could affect word acquisition and generalization. In
particular, we probed whether macro-structural differences
in generalization rates for newly learned regular, ambiguous,
and exception anchors would be recapitulated at the
micro-structural level when the rhyming portion of a newly
learned word was diluted by presenting it in more than one
new word. We observed that this was indeed the case, such
that increased context variability in word onsets caused the
network to infer that there was stronger evidence that this new
pronunciation should be generalized, both for ambiguous and
exception items. Thus, context variability can play a critical
role in modulating the formation of warped representations.
Notably, these results were observed in the context of equal
ceiling performance for the explicitly trained anchor words of
each item type.

The results of our simulation suggest that generalization
is driven by the sublexical components of a word’s
representation, and that increased context variability in word
onsets for a same-rhyme ending helps the network infer that
a new sublexical regularity is emerging. Statistical cues to
segmentation a la Saffran, Aslin, and Newport (1996) and
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exemplar based models of segmentation (Perruchet & Vinter,
1998) work in similar ways. These results provide strong
predictions regarding how humans should perform when
learning these types of items which, if confirmed empirically,
could offer a new avenue for contrasting neural network and
dual route models. In particular, our results were observed
when the sublexical rhyme portion of the representation was
presented equally frequently and it was only the onset +
rhyme conjunction (i.e., the lexical representation) whose
frequency was varied across dilutions. This makes specific
quantitative predictions regarding the relative importance of
sublexical and lexical representations for generalization, as
well as for how and why rule-like behaviour emerges for new
consistencies.

Empirical data consistent with these claims has been
reported previously in a number of studies, wherein increased
context variability (broadly construed) leads to learning
benefits, although the exact magnitude of these benefits
has varied across studies (for discussion, see Roembke,
Freedberg, Hazeltine, & McMurray, 2020.) Whereas
this past work has typically focused primarily on the
learnability of new explicitly taught words (anchors, in
present parlance), the work we report highlights how such
learning is likely simultaneously impacting generalization
rates. This possibility is well-illustrated by considering
how our present findings might offer a slightly different
interpretation of the results reported by Roembke et al.
(2020). In their study, the authors tested children and
observed a benefit for variability in a consonontal frame
similar to our dilution manipulation. However, accuracy
for their “anchors” did not reach 100% at training. Our
results suggest that, insofar as some anchors sharing a
same pronunciation had not been learned, the benefits from
context variability may have arisen not just from explicit
learning of the anchors, but also from from generalization
of the knowledge of the successfully learned anchors to
the unsuccessfully learned anchors (effectively, probes, in
our nomenclature). Indeed, in additional simulations not
reported here for the sake of brevity, we have observed
that the likelihood of generalization of anchor knowledge
is modulated by how much experience the model has had
for learning the anchors in the lead up to the “steady state”
performance that we reported in detail in the results section,
wherein accuracy for the probes and anchors had remained
relatively stable for hundreds of training sweeps. A more
detailed examination of these transient effects is therefore a
clear direction for future work.

Our results may also relate to other aspects of word
learning. Several studies have reported how rule-like
generalizations can be enhanced in infants by providing
broader evidence of context variability in processing. For
example, Gerken (2006) noted that infants learning stimuli
generated using an AAB rule (e.g., leledi, dededi, wiwije,
jijili) were more likely to learn an abstract representation
of this rule if a more diverse set of syllables was used to

demonstrate the abstract rule (e.g., leledi, wiwije, jijili). In
contrast, if only a single syllable was used to code for the “B”
portion of the rule (e.g., leledi, wiwidi, jijidi), generalizations
appeared restricted to novel items that shared this B syllable.
For instance, in the former but not the latter case, infants were
more likely to generalize the rule to novel stimuli that had no
syllable overlap with the training stimuli, such as kokoba.

These results are consistent with our own findings that
experience with a diversity of onsets and a consistent word
ending lead to generalizations of the word ending to other
novel onsets. They also suggest that the warping principle
could be extended even further to explain more abstract
rule-like behaviour if we varied not only the onset of a
word, but also its rhyme. As such, the warping mechanism
may be relevant for understanding broad cross-sections of
the statistical learning literature focused on learning both
linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli (Armstrong, Frost, &
Christiansen, 2017). Thus, warping may have major
implications not only for the domain of reading aloud, but
also for learning and generalizing other aspects of language -
and beyond.

Conclusion
The present simulations clearly outline important predictions
regarding the micro-structure of how new representations are
learned and generalized, and how these processes can be
modulated by context variability that dilutes the degree to
which an inconsistent word’s onset occurs with a particular
rhyme. These results have clear connections and implications
for what and how representations are learned and generalized
when reading aloud, as well as for other linguistic domains
and domains in the cognitive sciences more generally. Our
explicit computational framework also has close links to
potential analogous behavioural experiments that examine
learning and generalization. Collectively, such coordinated
computational and behavioural studies should also allow for
the efficient exploration of how representational warping is
modulated by other key psycholinguistic factors, yielding
further insights into the operation of this powerful and flexible
mechanism.
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Abstract

The number of the subject in English must match the num-
ber of the corresponding verb (dog runs but dogs run). Yet
in real-time language production and comprehension, speak-
ers often mistakenly compute agreement between the verb and
a grammatically irrelevant non-subject noun phrase instead.
This phenomenon, referred to as agreement attraction, is mod-
ulated by a wide range of factors; any complete computational
model of grammatical planning and comprehension would be
expected to derive this rich empirical picture. Recent develop-
ments in Natural Language Processing have shown that neural
networks trained only on word-prediction over large corpora
are capable of capturing subject-verb agreement dependen-
cies to a significant extent, but with occasional errors. In this
paper, we evaluate the potential of such neural word predic-
tion models as a foundation for a cognitive model of real-time
grammatical processing. We use LSTMs, a common sequence
prediction model used to model language, to simulate six ex-
periments taken from the agreement attraction literature. The
LSTMs captured the critical human behavior in three out of the
six experiments, indicating that (1) some agreement attraction
phenomena can be captured by a generic sequence process-
ing model, but (2) capturing the other phenomena may require
models with more language-specific mechanisms.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; computational modeling;
agreement attraction; neural language models;

Introduction
In most varieties of English, subjects and their correspond-
ing verbs must share a number feature: The dog runs, but
The dogs run. This constraint, subject-verb agreement, holds
regardless of what other noun phrases appear within the sen-
tence. However, real-time human comprehension and pro-
duction does not always follow this grammatical constraint.
Bock and Miller (1991) found that when a noun phrase with
a different number feature than the subject (called an attrac-
tor) appears before the verb position, speakers prompted to
produce a verb sometimes produce verbs that agree in num-
ber with the attractor rather than the subject itself (The keys
to the cabinet is rather than the grammatically correct The
keys to the cabinet are). This phenomenon, called agreement
attraction, has been demonstrated to be robust, appearing in
both production and comprehension (Bock & Miller, 1991;
Pearlmutter et al., 1999; Wagers et al., 2009), and in a variety
of agreement dependencies across languages.

The size of the agreement attraction effect has been shown
to be sensitive to a variety of syntactic (Bock & Cutting, 1992,
inter alia) and semantic (Humphreys & Bock, 2005, inter
alia) factors. A number of theories have been proposed to

account for various subsets of results, including the Marking
& Morphing model (Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock, 2005), fea-
ture percolation accounts (Franck, Vigliocco, & Nicol, 2002),
and memory retrieval accounts (Wagers et al., 2009, etc).
However, none of these theories provide a comprehensive ac-
counts of all of the empirical results.

Recent work in natural language processing has demon-
strated that neural language models, particularly those using
Long-Short Term Memory models (LSTMs, Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997), were capable of capturing subject-verb
agreement (Linzen et al., 2016; Gulordava et al., 2018), and
appear to show some human-like attraction errors (Linzen &
Leonard, 2018). Unlike prior psycholinguistic models, these
language models are broad-coverage models trained over
large corpora to predict the following word in a sequence.
When combined with a method to link the model’s predic-
tions to measures of human behavior, these models can be
used to generate predictions for any set of experimental mate-
rials. Crucially, LSTM language models are domain-general
sequence predicting models that are trained on language data,
and are not constructed with any explicit, language-specific
mechanisms.

In this paper, we will use LSTM language models to sim-
ulate results from six experiments in the agreement attraction
literature: (1) Attractors in prepositional phrases generate a
stronger attraction effect than those in relative clauses (Bock
& Cutting, 1992); (2) Attractors closer to the verb exert a
stronger attraction effect, measured in both syntactic (Franck
et al., 2002) and (3) linear (Haskell & Macdonald, 2005) dis-
tance; (4) Collective subjects with distributive readings hav-
ing higher rates of plural agreement than those with collec-
tive readings (Humphreys & Bock, 2005); (5) Attractors in
oblique arguments create a larger attraction effect than those
in core arguments (Parker & An, 2018); (6) Attractors outside
of the clause where agreement is computed cause attraction
effects, and (attraction effects make ungrammatical sentences
seem grammatical, but do not make grammatical sentences
seem ungrammatical (Wagers et al., 2009).

We find that LSTMs are able to capture the critical human
behavior in three of them, indicating that (1) some agree-
ment attraction phenomena can be captured by a simple se-
quence model without any built-in language-specific mech-
anisms, but (2) capturing the other phenomena may require
models with such mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Our paradigm for modeling human performance at a sentence completion task with LSTM LMs. (a) The preamble is
fed into the LSTM LM, which outputs a distribution over the following word. (b) The probabilities assigned to the candidate
singular and plural forms of be are normalized and assumed to be the distribution over singular and plural verbs. (c) The
probability of the erroneous number feature is thus the probability the model makes an agreement error.

Methods
Models
Language models take as input a sequence of words, and
probabilistically predict the next word. The neural language
models we use in this paper operate by generating a vector
representation of the input sequence using a recurrent neu-
ral network architecture, and predicting the next word using a
softmax classifier over the model’s vocabulary. In our simula-
tions, we will use a language model based on the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM, Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997)
architecture, a standard architecture in language technolo-
gies. We trained five such models with different random ini-
tializations and orderings of training examples. Following
Gulordava et al. (2018), each model was a 2-layer LSTM with
650 hidden units in each layer, trained for 12 epochs over 80
million words extracted from English Wikipedia. The mod-
els all achieved perplexities between 55.16 and 55.31 over the
development set (an additional 10 million words from English
Wikipedia). The models were trained with the code publicly
provided by the authors.1

Linking Language Models to Human Behavior
Given the first k−1 words of a sentence, each language model
outputs a probability distribution over the k-th word in the
sentence. For the six experiments we wish to model, we must
select a linking function to transform this probability distri-
bution into some measure comparable to the human data re-
ported in the original study. The behavioral data elicited in the
experiments is of two types: reading times from a self-paced
reading task and the proportion of ungrammatical verbs pro-
duced from a sentence completion task.

Reading experiments Prior work has demonstrated that
surprisal is an effective linking hypothesis between proba-
bilistic models of language and reading times in a self-paced
reading task (Hale, 2001, inter alia), so for the self-paced
reading experiments we simulate we will report surprisal av-
eraged over all words in the sentence.

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/colorlessgreenRNNs

Production experiments Linzen et al. (2016) evaluated
language models on their ability to perform subject-verb
agreement by comparing the probability of the singular and
plural form of a verb given the preceding words in sentences
extracted from natural text. In their paradigm, the model is
evaluated as though it had produced the verb form with the
higher probability, with no regard to the magnitude of the dif-
ference in the probabilities of the two forms.

For our simulations of sentence completion tasks, we will
use a slightly modified version of the paradigm of Linzen et
al. (2016). For each input, we we will compare a singular
and plural form of the verb be, and have the probability the
model assigns to the singular and plural features be propor-
tional to the probabilities the underlying LSTM assigns to the
corresponding forms (see Fig. 1). The simulations will be
run over a relatively small number of experimental items for
each experiment, and some of the effects we seek to simulate
are subtle, so this modification allows for the simulations to
be more sensitive to variation in the probability distributions
provided by the model.

We can compare our paradigm to that of Linzen et al.
(2016) by considering a model that samples from the LSTM’s
distribution over the singular and plural forms, and produces
the form that was sampled most often. Our paradigm is equiv-
alent to a model that takes one sample from the distribution,
whereas the Linzen et al. (2016) paradigm is approximated in
the limit as the number of samples approaches infinity. One
could interpret this as mimicking a competence-performance
distinction, as our paradigm introduces more variance in out-
put given a one sample performance constraint relative to the
Linzen et al. (2016) paradigm, which produces determinis-
tic, competence-like outputs given the ability to sample an
unbounded number of times.

Statistical Analysis
For each statistical analysis presented below, we first con-
structed a mixed-effects model with the relevant fixed effects
for the study in question and a maximal random effects struc-
ture. If the model did not converge, we incrementally pruned
the random effects until convergence was reached. For all
mixed models discussed below, this process resulted in only
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(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 2: Human and simulation PP/RC attraction results for
Bock and Cutting (1992). Dots represent individual model
means; bars represent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
The demo tape(s) { from the popular / that promoted the} rock
singer(s). . .

random intercepts for each item and each of the 5 LSTM
models.2

For studies where the response variable is surprisal, we
used linear mixed-effects regressions as our analysis tech-
nique. For studies where the response variable is the prob-
ability, we used beta regression, which assumes the response
variable lies between 0 and 1. To test the significance of each
relevant fixed effect, we report the results of the correspond-
ing Wald test on the resulting model.

Simulation Results
Syntactic Effects
Attractors in PPs vs. RCs Bock and Cutting (1992) asked
whether the syntactic environment containing the attractor af-
fected the strength of the attraction effect. Specifically, they
compared the attraction effect caused by attractors in preposi-
tional phrases to that caused by attractors in relative clauses.
To do this, they conducted a sentence completion task where
participants were provided preambles containing a subject
with a post-nominal modifier and were asked to repeat the
preamble and finish the sentence. Each sentence was varied
along three dimensions: whether the subject was singular or
plural, whether the number of the attractor matched that of the
subject, and whether the post-nominal modifier was a prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) or relative clause (RC) (see Ex. 1 and
2).

(1) The demo tape(s) from the popular rock singer(s). . .

(2) The demo tape(s) that promoted the rock singer(s). . .

The two critical findings we wish to simulate are (i) a num-
ber asymmetry—plural attractors had a much stronger attrac-
tion effect than singular attractors—and (ii) a stronger attrac-
tion effect from attractors in PPs than those in RCs. The hu-
man results taken from Bock and Cutting (1992) can be seen
in Fig. 2a.

Results from the LSTM simulation can be seen in Fig. 2b.
A beta mixed-effects regression indicated that the attraction

2All code used to simulate and analyze the models is available at
https://github.com/SArehalli/NLMsCaptureSomeAgrAttr

effect was significantly stronger in PPs than in RCs in the
LSTMs (|z| = 2.86, p < 0.005), as well as stronger when
the attractors are plural rather than singular (|z| = 5.81, p <
0.001). Both results are consistent with the human results.
Note that our simulation results differ from those of Linzen
and Leonard (2018), who found the opposite error pattern for
the PP vs. RC comparison. This may be due to a difference
in task: Linzen and Leonard (2018) trained their models to
directly predict number features, while the models evaluated
here are trained as language models (predicting each word
in a sentence given all of the preceding words). Language
modeling demands that successful models represent a more
varied set of syntactic features (predicting a verb both inside
and outside an RC, for example), as well as provides more
training examples per sentence (one example per word rather
than one per sentence), both of which may contribute to the
differences between results.

Syntactic vs. Linear Distance Franck et al. (2002) tested
whether the probability of an agreement attraction error is
more strongly affected by syntactic or linear distance between
the attractor and the verb. Using the same sentence comple-
tion task as Bock and Cutting (1992), they provided partici-
pants with sentences with two potential attractors in preposi-
tional phrases within the subject. Crucially, the second prepo-
sitional phrase modified the first attractor, causing it to simul-
taneously be syntactically further from the verb position (as
it is more deeply embedded) but linearly closer in the surface
form (of the company(s) in Ex. 3). They constructed eight
versions of each item, with all possible combinations of the
number of the subject and the two attractors. They found
that the syntactically closer attractor had a stronger attraction
effect than the linearly closer one, indicating that the mecha-
nism underlying attraction in humans is sensitive to the hier-
archical structure of the sentence. Their results can be seen in
Fig. 3a.

(3) The threat(s) [PP to the president(s) [PP of the com-
pany(s) ] ]. . .

Results from the LSTM simulation can be seen in Fig. 3b.
A beta mixed effects regression found there were significant
attraction effects for the intermediate (LSTM: β = 0.34, |z|=
7.48, p< 0.001) and local (LSTM: β= 1.14, |z|= 21.71, p<
0.001) attractors. Here, the model predictions run counter to
the human results: The effect of linear distance is stronger
than that of hierarchical distance.

Linear Distance in Coordination Haskell and Macdon-
ald (2005) set out to measure the effect of linear distance
on agreement attraction, controlling for effects of syntactic
distance. Again using a sentence completion paradigm, they
achieved this by coordinating two disjuncts that differ in num-
ber:

(4) Can you ask Brenda if the boy or the girls. . .

(5) Can you ask Brenda if the boys or the girl. . .
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(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 3: Human and simulation PP/RC attraction results for
Franck et al. (2002). Dots represent individual model means;
bars represent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
The threat(s) to the president(s) of the company(s). . .

(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 4: Human and simulation results for Haskell and Mac-
donald (2005). Dots represent individual model means; bars
represent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
Can you ask Brenda if the boy or the girls. . .

They then compared the rate of plural agreement with the
subject between the two disjunct orderings: Under the as-
sumption that the two disjuncts are the same syntactic dis-
tance away from the verb, any difference in plural agreement
rates must be due to the linear ordering of the disjuncts. They
found that participants did produce plurals at a higher rate
when the plural disjunct was closer to the position at which
the verb is to be produced than when it was further, indicat-
ing that linear distance does have an effect independent of
syntactic distance. The human results can be seen in Fig. 4a.

Results from the LSTM simulation can be seen in Fig. 4b.
A significant effect of order was found in the beta mixed ef-
fects regression (|z| = 4.10, p < 0.001), consistent with the
linear order effect observed in our simulation of Franck et
al. (2002): The linearly closer disjunct is more likely to be
agreed with.

Semantic Effects
Notional Number and Distributivity While the previous
experiments we simulated focused on manipulating the gram-
matical number of attractors, Humphreys and Bock (2005)
tests the effect of notional number on agreement, particu-
larly whether attaining a distributive or collective reading of
noun phrase influences agreement. A noun phrase’s notional
number reflects how the phrase’s referent is conceptualized:
For instance, in Ex. 6, the presence of the preposition on

(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 5: Human and simulation results for Humphreys and
Bock (2005). Dots represent individual model means; bars
represent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
The gang on/near the motorcycles. . .

is expected to bias participants toward a distributive reading
(each gang member on their own motorcycle), and thus create
a notionally plural NP, whereas in Ex. 7, participants should
be biased toward a collective reading (a group of gang mem-
bers next to group of motorcycles) and singular notional num-
ber:

(6) The gang on the motorcycles. . .

(7) The gang near the motorcycles. . .

Humphreys and Bock (2005) tested the effect of this no-
tional number manipulation using a sentence completion
paradigm. They found that participants were more likely
to produce plural agreement in trials with the distributive-
biasing preposition than in those with collective-biasing
prepositions (see Fig. 5a).

Results from the LSTM simulation can be found in Fig. 5b.
A beta mixed-effects regression found no significant effect
of preposition choice (z = 0.66, p = 9.51). This can indi-
cate one of two things: that the LSTMs failed to learn the
lexical semantics of on and near (mapping the on and near
to distributive and collective readings), or that they failed to
learn the influence of notional number on agreement (map-
ping collective and distributive readings to differing rates of
plural agreement). An evaluation scheme targeted directly at
the model’s semantics could help distinguish between these
hypotheses in future work.

Agreement Attraction in Comprehension
Argument Status Attractors can appear in both core ar-
guments, which are required for the interpretation of the
verb (. . . sat the girls), and oblique arguments, which are not
(. . . sat near the girls). Core arguments, due to their im-
portance to interpretation, have been argued to be encoded
more carefully than their less-critical oblique counterparts
(Van Dyke & McElree, 2011). Parker and An (2018) predict
that this would lead to stronger attraction effects from attrac-
tors in oblique arguments, as the poor encoding may cause the
attractor to be more easily confused with the subject. Parker
and An (2018) tested this hypothesis in a self-paced reading
study using materials such as the following:
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(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 6: Human and simulation results for Parker and An
(2018). Dots represent individual model means; triangles rep-
resent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
The waitress who sat near the girl(s) unsurprisingly was/were
unhappy about all the noise.

(8) The waitress who sat the girl(s) unsurprisingly
was/were unhappy about all the noise.

(9) The waitress who sat near the girl(s) unsurprisingly
was/were unhappy about all the noise.

Participants read one of eight versions of each item, four
grammatical and four ungrammatical. The attraction effect
can thus be realized in two ways: as a facilitatory effect in
ungrammatical sentences (i.e., a speed-up in the ungrammat-
ical sentences with an attractor) or as an inhibitory effect in
grammatical sentences (i.e., a slowdown in grammatical sen-
tences with an attractor). In both cases, the difference be-
tween the grammatical and ungrammatical reading times—
the slowdown associated with ungrammaticality—should be
smaller when the sentence contains an attractor whose num-
ber does not match the subject (and thus matches the verb).
This is the measure of the attraction effect we aim to simulate.
Parker and An (2018) found that this effect was smaller when
the attractor appeared in a core argument like in Ex. 8 than
when it appeared in an oblique argument as in Ex. 9. Human
results are shown in Fig. 6a.

Simulation results from the LSTMs can be found in
Fig. 6b. A linear mixed-effects regression did not find a sig-
nificant interaction between attractor number and the argu-
ment status of the phrase containing the attractor NP (z =
0.83, p = 0.41). The failure to simulate this effect again leads
us to two possible explanations: Either the model fails to en-
code argument status, or it fails to use that encoding when
computing agreement. Just as with Humphreys and Bock
(2005), future work could help distinguish between these two
possibilities. In particular, one could see if a linear classifier
could distinguish between core and oblique arguments based
on the representations the models construct. If so, we can
conclude that the models encode argument status.

Clause-External Attractors and the Grammaticality
Asymmetry
Bock and Cutting (1992) found that attractors that ap-
peared in a subordinate clause (. . . The key [ that was in
the cabinet(s) ]. . . ) caused weaker attraction effects than

(a) Human Results (b) Simulation

Figure 7: Human and simulation results for Wagers et al.
(2009). Dots represent individual model means; triangles rep-
resent averages over 5 models. Sample item:
The musician(s) who the reviewer(s) praise(s) so highly will
probably win a Grammy.

those that appeared in the same clause as the verb. One might
predict that the same effect might happen in reverse: An at-
tractor in the matrix clause would have little effect on agree-
ment occurring within a subordinate clause (. . . The key(s) [
the cabinet holds ]. . . ). Wagers et al. (2009) found a clause-
external attraction effect in humans, and argued that the fact
that the attractor is not part of of the relevant subject NP in
these kinds of sentences causes significant trouble for some
accounts of attraction in humans. They used materials such as
10, where the head of the matrix clause subject (musician(s))
acts as the attractor. Each item was varied in the number of
the RC subject, the attractor, and the verb.

(10) The musician(s) [ who the reviewer(s) praise(s) so
highly ] will probably win a Grammy.

Wagers et al. (2009) additionally found that while there
were significant facilitatory effects of attraction in ungram-
matical sentences (ungrammatical sentences with attractors
that didn’t match the number of the subject were read faster
than those with attractors that did match the number of the
subject), there were no inhibitory effects on grammatical sen-
tences (grammatical sentences were read at the same speed
regardless of the number of the attractor; see Fig. 7a). They
refer to this effect as the grammaticality asymmetry. We
will discuss the implications of this asymmetry in the discus-
sion.

Simulation results can be found in Fig. 7b. Significant
attraction effects were found in a linear mixed effects anal-
ysis of simulation results (|t| = 9.88, p < 0.001), indicat-
ing that a clause-external noun phrase can act as an attrac-
tor. In addition, a significant interaction was found between
grammaticality and subject-attractor match conditions (such
that the attraction effect was significantly larger for ungram-
matical sentences than grammatical; |t| = 4.14, p < 0.001),
patterning like the grammaticality asymmetry. However, de-
spite a difference in effect size, significant attraction effects
were found in in both ungrammatical and grammatical sen-
tences (Ungrammatical: |t|= 9.88, p < 0.001; Grammatical:
|t|= 4.07, p < 0.001).
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Discussion
We have simulated six experiments from the agreement at-
traction literature using LSTM language models. Our simu-
lations replicated a number of the findings from the human
experiments, but failed to replicate others. Space constraints
preclude detailed discussion of the relationship of each of
these results to theoretical debates; instead, we will focus on
two particularly salient aspects of our findings.

Syntactic Position of the Attractor The LSTMs showed
greater attraction effects when the attractor was in a prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) than in a relative clause (RC), match-
ing the human pattern (Bock & Cutting, 1992). At the same
time, whatever syntactic distance effects they exhibited were
weaker than the effects of linear distance, as evidenced by (1)
the failure to simulate the human pattern in which syntacti-
cally close, but linearly distant attractors resulted in greater
attraction effects than the reverse (Franck et al., 2002), and
(2) the stronger attraction effect of linearly closer attractors
that are matched for syntactic distance (Haskell & Macdon-
ald, 2005). This pattern of results is in line with the Clause
Packaging Hypothesis (Bock & Cutting, 1992), under which
attraction effects are weakened when the attractor is sepa-
rated from the verb by a clausal boundary. While this fac-
tor crucially differentiates the PPs and RCs in Bock and Cut-
ting (1992), it does not distinguish attractors in the doubly-
embedded PP structures of Franck et al. (2002). In combi-
nation with linear distance effects, this more coarse-grained
syntactic factor — the number of clausal boundaries crossed
— explains the results of the simulation. To derive the human
pattern of results, language models with greater sensitivity to
hierarchical structure may be necessary: the processing of the
LSTM allows the model to encode some syntactic informa-
tion (clausal boundaries), but not representations sufficient to
match human processing behaviors (i.e., the effect of syntac-
tic distance observed by Franck et al., 2002).

Grammaticality asymmetry As in human studies, our
models showed a significant interaction between the gram-
maticality of a sentence (whether the subject and its verb
match in number) and the attraction effect (whether the attrac-
tor matches or does not match the subject number). Specifi-
cally, the facilitatory attraction effect (the mismatched attrac-
tor causing ungrammatical sentences to less surprising) was
stronger than the inhibitory effect (the mismatched attractor
causing grammatical sentences to be more surprising). Ac-
cording to Wagers et al. (2009), this asymmetry demonstrates
that attraction effects in humans must be explained through
retrieval mechanisms, where attraction emerges from a failure
to retrieve the correct number feature from memory, rather
than through encoding mechanisms, where attraction emerges
from an incorrect encoding of the subject’s number feature in
memory. This is because an encoding failure can only result
in a symmetric attraction effect: For example, such an ac-
count must make the same predictions for the number feature

of the subject The key to the cabinets regardless of whether it
is followed by is or are. Thus, if a fallible encoding procedure
caused this subject to be marked as plural some percentage of
the time, this incorrect marking would lead readers to mis-
judge The key to the cabinets is. . . as ungrammatical just as
often as they would misjudge The key to the cabinets are. . .
as grammatical. Prior work has shown that LSTMs seem to
use an maintain an encoding of the subject’s number to pro-
cess agreement (Lakretz et al., 2019); the fact that this asym-
metry emerged from what appears to be an encoding model
of agreement is therefore particularly intriguing and should
motivate future work.

Conclusion
The simulations we have presented serve two purposes. First,
they allow us to benchmark an off-the-shelf statistical se-
quence learner on its ability to capture agreement attraction.
Phenomena captured by the LSTMs can be characterized as
emerging from domain-general sequence processing mech-
anisms, whereas those that do not may demand additional
mechanisms to explain them. This knowledge can help to
guide psycholinguistic theory building with respect to agree-
ment: understanding which effects must be explained with
language-specific mechanisms and which can be reduced to
general purpose sequence processing can help understand
which results theories should be held accountable for.

Of course, demonstrating that an effect can emerge from a
trained neural network model does not provide an explanation
of the phenomenon. It does, however, allow us to characterize
what kinds of inductive biases are needed for a learner to learn
to exhibit that effect. Our simulations used LSTM language
models as a simple, relatively unsophisticated learner, but by
comparing profiles of effects simulated across multiple model
architectures, one can identify what kinds of biases might
lead to human-like behaviors. These results thus also serve
as a starting point for developing more sophisticated neural
network models of agreement, identifying in which areas the
simple LSTM model used here needs more sophisticated ma-
chinery, whether it be additional mechanisms, like the explicit
parsing mechanisms of Recurrent Neural Network Grammars
(Dyer, Kuncoro, Ballesteros, & Smith, 2016), or processing
constraints, like noise or memory limitations. The results
presented here represent a promising sign for future work,
demonstrating that relatively simple models can learn to ex-
hibit a number of signatures of human agreement processing
from large corpora, but also that much work needs to be done
in developing more human-like neural models of processing.
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Abstract

Humans carry stereotypic tacit assumptions (STAs) (Prince,
1978), or propositional beliefs about generic concepts. Such
associations are crucial for understanding natural language.
We construct a diagnostic set of word prediction prompts to
evaluate whether recent neural contextualized language mod-
els trained on large text corpora capture STAs. Our prompts
are based on human responses in a psychological study of con-
ceptual associations. We find models to be profoundly effec-
tive at retrieving concepts given associated properties. Our re-
sults demonstrate empirical evidence that stereotypic concep-
tual representations are captured in neural models derived from
semi-supervised linguistic exposure.

Keywords: language models; deep neural networks; concept
representations; norms; semantics

Introduction
Recognizing generally accepted properties about con-
cepts is key to understanding natural language (Prince,
1978). For example, if one mentions a bear, one does
not have to explicitly describe the animal as having teeth
or claws, or as being a predator or a threat. This phe-
nomenon reflects one’s held stereotypic tacit assump-
tions (STAs), i.e. propositions commonly attributed to
“classes of entities” (Prince, 1978). STAs, a form of
common knowledge (Walker, 1991), are salient to cog-
nitive scientists concerned with how human representa-
tions of knowledge and meaning manifest.

As “studies in norming responses are prone to re-
peated responses across subjects” (Poliak et al., 2018),
cognitive scientists demonstrate empirically that hu-
mans share assumptions about properties associated
with concepts (McRae et al., 2005). We take these con-
ceptual assumptions as one instance of STAs and ask
whether recent contextualized language models trained
on large text corpora capture them. In other words, do
models correctly distinguish concepts associated with a
given set of properties? To answer this question, we de-
sign fill-in-the-blank diagnostic tests (Figure 1) based
on existing data of concepts with corresponding sets of
human-elicited properties.

By tracking conceptual recall from prompts of itera-
tively concatenated conceptual properties, we find that
the popular neural language models, BERT (Devlin et
al., 2019) and ROBERTA (Liu et al., 2019), capture
STAs. We observe that ROBERTA consistently outper-
forms BERT in correctly associating concepts with their

Prompt Model Predictions

A has fur. dog, cat, fox, ...
A has fur, is big, and has claws. cat, bear, lion, ...
A has fur, is big, has claws, has
teeth, is an animal, eats, is brown,
and lives in woods.

bear, wolf, cat, ...

Figure 1: The concept bear as a target emerging as the highest
ranked predictions of the neural LM ROBERTA-L (Liu et al., 2019)
when prompted with conjunctions of the concept’s human-produced
properties.

defining properties across multiple metrics; this perfor-
mance discrepancy is consistent with many other lan-
guage understanding tasks (Wang et al., 2018). We also
find that models associate concepts with perceptual cat-
egories of properties (e.g. visual) worse than with non-
perceptual ones (e.g. encyclopaedic or functional).

We further examine whether STAs can be extracted
from the models by designing prompts akin to those
shown to humans in psychological studies (McRae et
al., 2005; Devereux et al., 2014). We find significant
overlap between model and human responses, but with
notable differences. We provide qualitative examples in
which the models’ predictive associations differ from
humans’, yet are still sensible given the prompt. Such
results highlight the difficulty of constructing word pre-
diction prompts that elicit particular forms of reasoning
from models optimized purely to predict co-occurrence.

Unlike other work analyzing linguistic meaning cap-
tured in sentence representations derived from language
models (Conneau et al., 2018; Tenney et al., 2019), we
do not fine-tune the models to perform any task; we in-
stead find that the targeted tacit assumptions “fall out”
purely from semi-supervised masked language model-
ing. Our results demonstrate that exposure to large cor-
pora alone, without multi-modal perceptual signals or
task-specific training cues, may enable a model to suffi-
ciently capture STAs.

Background

Contextualized Language Models Language models
(LMs) assign probabilities to sequences of text. They
are trained on large text corpora to predict the probabil-
ity of a new word based on its surrounding context. Uni-
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directional models approximate for any text sequence
w = [w1,w2, . . .wN ] the factorized left-context probabil-
ity p(w) = ∏

N
i=1 p(wi | w1 . . .wi−1). Recent neural bi-

directional language models estimate the probability of
an intermediate ‘masked out’ token given both left and
right context; this task is colloquially “masked language
modelling” (MLM). Training in this way produces a
probability model that, given input sequence w and an
arbitrary vocabulary word v, predicts the distribution
p(wi = v | w1, . . .wi−1,wi+1, . . .wn). When neural bi-
directional LMs trained for MLM are subsequently used
as contextual encoders,1 performance across a wide
range of language understanding tasks greatly improves.

We investigate two recent neural LMs: Bi-
directional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) and Robustly optimized
BERT approach (ROBERTA) (Liu et al., 2019). In ad-
dition to the MLM objective, BERT is trained with an
auxiliary objective of next-sentence prediction. BERT
is trained on a book corpus and English Wikipedia.
Using an identical neural architecture, ROBERTA is
trained for purely MLM (no next-sentence prediction)
on a much larger dataset with words masked out of
larger input sequences. Performance increases ubiqui-
tously on standard NLU tasks when BERT is replaced
with ROBERTA as an off-the-shelf contexual encoder.

Probing Language Models via Word Prediction Re-
cent research employs word prediction tests to ex-
plore whether contextualized language models cap-
ture a range of linguistic phenomena, e.g. syn-
tax (Goldberg, 2019), pragmatics, semantic roles, and
negation (Ettinger, 2020). These diagnostics have psy-
cholinguistic origins; they draw an analogy between the
“fill-in-the-blank” word predictions of a pre-trained lan-
guage model and distribution of aggregated human re-
sponses in cloze tests designed to target specific sen-
tence processing phenomena. Similar tests have been
used to evaluate how well these models capture sym-
bolic reasoning (Talmor et al., 2019) and relational
facts (Petroni et al., 2019).

Stereotypic Tacit Assumptions Recognizing associa-
tions between concepts and their defining properties is
key to natural language understanding and plays “a crit-
ical role in language both for the conventional meaning
of utterances, and in conversational inference” (Walker,
1991). Tacit assumption (TAs) are commonly accepted
beliefs about specific entities (Alice has a dog) and
stereotypic TAs (STAs) pertain to a generic concept,
or a class of entity (people have dogs) (Prince, 1978).
While held by individuals, STAs are generally agreed
upon and are vital for reflexive reasoning and pragmat-
ics; Alice might tell Bob ‘I have to walk my dog!,’ but

1That is, when used to obtain contextualized representations of
words and sequences.

she does not need to say “I am a person, and people
have dogs, and dogs need to be walked, so I have to
walk my dog!” Comprehending STAs allows for gen-
eralized recognition of new categorical instances, and
facilitates learning new categories (Lupyan et al., 2007),
as shown in early word learning by children (Hills et al.,
2009). STAs are not explicitly facts.2 Rather, they are
sufficiently probable assumptions to be associated with
concepts by a majority of people. A partial inspiration
for this work was the observation by Van Durme (2010)
that the concept attributes most supported by peoples’
search engine query logs (Pasca & Van Durme, 2007)
were strikingly similar to examples of STAs listed by
Prince. That is, there is strong evidence that the beliefs
people hold about particular conceptual attributes (e.g.
“countries have kings”), are reflected in the aggregation
of their most frequent search terms (“what is the name
of the king of France?”).

Our goal is to determine whether contextualized lan-
guage models exposed to large corpora encode associa-
tions between concepts and their tacitly assumed prop-
erties. We develop probes that specifically test a model’s
ability to recognize STAs. Previous works (Rubinstein
et al., 2015; Sommerauer & Fokkens, 2018; Da & Ka-
sai, 2019) have tested for similar types of stereotypic
beliefs; they use supervised training of probing classi-
fiers (Conneau et al., 2018) to identify concept/attribute
pairs. In contrast, our word prediction diagnostics find
that these associations fall out of semi-supervised LM
pretraining. In other words, the neural LM inducts STAs
as a byproduct of learning co-occurrence without receiv-
ing explicit cues to do so.

Probing for Stereotypic Tacit Assumptions
Despite introducing the notion of STAs, Prince (1978)
provides only a few examples. We therefore draw
from other literature to create diagnostics that evalu-
ate how well a contexualized language model captures
the phenomenon. Semantic feature production norms,
i.e. properties elicited from human subjects regarding
generic concepts, fall under the category of STAs. Inter-
ested in determining “what people know about different
things in the world,”3 McRae et al. (2005) had human
subjects list properties that they associated with individ-
ual concepts. When many people individually attribute
the same properties to a specific concept, collectively
they provide STAs. We target the elicited properties that
were most often repeated across the subjects.

Prompt Design We construct prompts for evaluating
STAs in LMs by leveraging the CSLB Concept Prop-
erty Norms (Devereux et al., 2014), a large extension
of the McRae study that contains 638 concepts each

2E.g., “countries have presidents” does not apply to all countries.
3Wording taken from instruction shown to participants—as

shown in Appendix B of McRae et al. (2005)
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Figure 2: Results from neural LM concept retrieval diagnostic. Mean reciprocal rank and assigned probability of correct concept word sharply
increase with the number of conjunctive properties in the prompt.

linked with roughly 34 associated properties. The fill-
in-the-blank prompts are natural language statements in
which the target concept associated with a set of human-
provided properties is the missing word . If LMs accu-
rately predict the missing concept, we posit that they en-
code the given STA set. We iteratively grow prompts by
appending conceptual properties into a single compound
verb phrase (Figure 1) until the verb phrase contains 10
properties. Since we test for 266 concepts, this pro-
cess creates a total of 2,660 prompts.4 Devereux et al.
(2014) record production frequencies (PF) enumerating
how many people produced each property for a given
concept. For each concept, we select and append the
properties with the highest PF in decreasing order. It-
eratively growing prompts enables a gradient of perfor-
mance - we observe concept retrieval given few “clue”
properties and track improvements as more are given.

Probing Method Prompts are fed as toknized se-
quences to the neural LM encoder with the concept to-
ken replaced with a [MASK]. A softmax is taken over
the final hidden vector extracted from the model at the
index of the masked token to obtain a probability dis-
tribution over the vocabulary of possible words. Fol-
lowing Petroni et al. (2019), we use a pre-defined, case-
sensitive vocabulary of roughly 21K tokens to control
for the possibility that a model’s vocabulary size influ-
ences its rank-based performance.5 We use this proba-
bility distribution to obtain a ranked list of words that
the model believes should be the missing t token. We

4Because LMs are highly sensitive to the ‘a/an’ determiner pre-
ceding a masked word e.g. LMs far prefer to complete “A
buzzes,” with “bee,” but prefer e.g. “insect” to complete “An
buzzes.”, a task issue noted by Ettinger (2020). We remove exam-
ples containing concepts that begin with vowel sounds. A prompt
construction that simultaneously accepts words that start with both
vowels and consonants is left for future work.

5The vocabulary is constructed from the unified intersection of
those used to train BERT and ROBERTA. We omit concepts that
are not contained within this intersection.

evaluate the BASE (-B) and LARGE (-L) cased models
of BERT and ROBERTA.

Evaluation Metrics We use mean reciprocal rank
(MRR), or 1/rankLM(target concept), a metric more
sensitive to fine-grained differences in rank than other
common retrieval metrics such as recall. We track the
predicted rank of a target concept from relatively low
ranks given few ‘clue’ properties to much higher ranks
as more properties are appended. MRR above 0.5 for
a test set indicates that a model’s top 1 prediction is
correct in a majority of examples. We also report the
overall probability the LM assigns to the target concept
regardless of rank. This allows us to measure model
confidence beyond empirical task performance.

Results
Figure 2 displays the results. When given just one prop-
erty, ROBERTA-L achieves a MRR of 0.23, indicating
that the target concept appears on average in the model’s
top-5 fill-in predictions (over the whole vocabulary).
The increase in MRR and model confidence (y-axis) as
properties are iteratively appended to prompts (increas-
ing x-axis) demonstrates that the LMs more accurately
retrieve the missing concept when given more associ-
ated properties. MRR steeply increases for all models as
properties are added to a prompt, but we find less stark
improvements after the first four or five. The LARGE
models consistently outperform their BASE variants un-
der both metrics, as do ROBERTAs over the BERTs
of the same size. ROBERTA-B and BERT-L per-
form interchangeably. Notably, ROBERTA-L achieves
a higher performance on both metrics when given just
4 ‘clue’ properties than any other model when pro-
vided with all 10. ROBERTA-L assigns double the
target probability at 10 properties than that of the next
best model (ROBERTA-B). Thus, ROBERTA-L is pro-
foundly more confident in its correct answers than any
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Comparison of ROBERTA-L’s performance given only properties from each category versus all combined. (b) ROBERTA-L
performance given the property sets with the top vs bottom production frequencies (PF) ordered in increasing vs decreasing PF. Plotted against
a randomly sampled and reordered baseline.

other model. However, that all models achieve at least
between .5 and .85 MRR conditioned on 10 properties
illustrates the effectiveness of all considered models in
identifying concepts given STA sets.

Qualitative Analysis We find that model predictions
are nearly always grammatical and semantically sensi-
ble. Highly-ranked incorrect answers generally apply
to a subset of the conjunction of properties, or are cor-
rect at an intermediate iteration but become precluded
by subsequently appended properties. 6 We note that an
optimal performance may not be perfect; not all prompts
uniquely identify the target concept, even at 10 proper-
ties. 7 However, models still perform nearly as well as
could be expected given the ambiguity.

Properties Grouped by Category To measure
whether the the type of property affects the ability of
LMs to retrieve a concept, we create additional prompts
that only contain properties of specific categories as
grouped by Devereux et al. (2014): visual perceptual
(bears have fur), functional (eat fish), and encyclopaedic
(are found in forests).8

Figure 3a shows that ROBERTA-L performs inter-
changeably well given just encyclopedic or functional
type properties. BERT (not shown) shows a similar
overall pattern, but it performs slightly better given en-
cyclopedic properties than functional. Perceptual prop-
erties are overall less helpful for models to distinguish
concepts than non-perceptual. This may be the prod-
uct of category specificity; while perceptual properties
are produced by humans nearly as frequently as non-

6E.g. tiger and lion are correct for ‘A has fur, is big, and has
claws’ but reveal to be incorrect with the appended ‘lives in woods’

7E.g. the properties of buffalo do not distinguish it from cow.
8We omit the categories “other perceptual” (bears growl) and

“taxonomic” (bears are animals), as few concepts have more than
2-3 such properties.

perceptual, the average perceptual property is assigned
to nearly twice as many CSLB concepts as the average
non-perceptual (6 to 3). However, the empirical finding
coheres with previous conclusions that models that learn
from language alone lack knowledge of perceptual fea-
tures (Collell & Moens, 2016; Lucy & Gauthier, 2017).

Selecting and Ordering Prompts When designing the
probes, we selected and appended the 10 properties with
the highest production frequencies (PF) in decreasing
order. To investigate whether these selection and or-
dering choices affect a model’s performance in the re-
trieval task, we compare the top-PF property selection
method with an alternative selection criterion using the
bottom-PF properties. For both selection methods, we
compare the decreasing-PF ordering with a reversed,
increasing-PF order. We compare the resulting 4 eval-
uations against a random baseline that measures per-
formance using a random permutation of a randomly-
selected set of properties.9

Figure 3b compare the differences in performance.
Regardless of ordering, the selection of the top
(bottom)-PF features improves (reduces) model perfor-
mance relative to the random baseline. Ordering by
decreasing PF improves performance over the oppo-
site direction by up to 0.2 for earlier sizes of property
conjunction, but the two strategies converge in perfor-
mance for larger sizes. This indicates that the selection
and ordering criteria of the properties may matter when
adding them to prompts. The properties with lower
PF are correspondingly less beneficial for model per-
formance. This suggests that assumptions that are less
stereotypic—that is, highly salient to fewer humans—
are less well captured by the LMs.

9The random baseline’s performance is averaged over 5 random
permutations of 5 random sets for each concept.
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Eliciting Properties from Language Models
We have found that neural language models capture to
a high degree the relationship between human-produced
sets of stereotypic tacit assumptions and their associated
concepts. Can we use the LMs to retrieve the conceptual
properties under the same type of setup used for human
elicitation? We design prompts to replicate the “linguis-
tic filter” (McRae et al., 2005) through which the human
subjects conveyed conceptual assumptions.

In the human elicited studies, subjects were asked
to list properties that would complete “{concept}
{relation}...” prompts in which the relation could take
on10 one of four fixed phrases: is, has, made of, and
does. We mimic this protocol using the first three rela-
tions11 and compare the properties predicted by the LMs
to the corresponding human response sets. Examples of
this protocol are shown in Table 1.

Comparing LM Probabilities with Humans We can
consider the listed properties as samples from a fuzzy
notion of a human STA distribution conditioned on the
concept and relation. These STAs reflect how humans
codify their probabilistic beliefs about the world. What
a subject writes down about the ‘dog’ concept reflects
what that subject believes from their experience to be
sufficiently ubiquitous, i.e. extremely probable, for all
‘dog’ instances. The dataset also portrays a distribu-
tion over listed STAs. Not all norms are produced
by all participants given the same concepts and rela-
tion prompts; this reflects how individuals hold differ-
ent sets of STAs about the same concept. Through
either of these lenses, we can speculate that the hu-
man subject produces the sample e.g. ‘fur’ from some
p(STA | concept = bear, relation = has). 12 We can
consider our protocol to be sampling from a LM approx-
imation of such a conditional distribution.

Limits to Elicitation Asking language models to list
properties via word prediction is inherently limiting,
as the models are not primed to specifically produce
properties beyond whatever cues we can embed in
the context of a sentence. In contrast, human sub-
jects were asked directly “What are the properties of
X?” (Devereux et al., 2014). This is a highly semanti-
cally constraining question that cannot be directly asked
of an off-the-shelf language model.

The phrasing of the question to humans also has im-
plications regarding salience: when describing a dog,

10Selected at the discretion of the subject via a drop-down menu.
11We do not investigate the does relation or the open-ended “...”

relation, because the resulting human responses are not easily com-
parable with LM predictions using template-based prompts. We
construct prompts using is a and has a for broader dataset coverage.

12This formulation should be taken with a grain of salt; the subject
is given all relation phrases at once and has the opportunity to fill out
as many (or few) completions as she deems salient, provided that in
combination there are at least 5 total properties listed.

Context Human ROBERTA-L

Response PF Response pLM

(Everyone
knows that) a
bear has .

fur 27 teeth .36
claws 15 claws .18
teeth 11 eyes .05
cubs 7 ears .03
paws 7 horns .02

(Everyone
knows that) a
ladder is made
of .

metal 25 wood .33
wood 20 steel .08
plastic 4 metal .07

aluminum 2 aluminum .03
rope 2 concrete .03

Table 1: Example concept/relation prompts with resulting human
and ROBERTA-L responses (and corresponding production fre-
quencies and LM probabilities, resp.). Portions of context prompts
encased in () were only shown to the model, not human.

humans would rarely, if never, describe a dog as being
“larger than a pencil”, even though humans are “ca-
pable of verifying” this property (McRae et al., 2005).
Even if they do produce a property as opposed to an al-
ternative lexical completion, it may be unfair to expect
language models to replicate how human subjects pre-
fer to list properties that distinguish and are salient to
a concept (e.g. ‘goes moo’) as opposed to listing prop-
erties that apply to many concepts (e.g. ‘has a heart’).
Thus, comparing properties elicited by language models
to those elicited by humans is a challenging endeavour.
Anticipating this issue, we prepend the phrase ‘Every-
one knows that’ to our prompts. They therefore take
the form shown in the left column of Table 1. For
the sake of comparability, we evaluate the models’ re-
sponses against only the human responses that fit the
same syntax. We also remove human-produced proper-
ties with multiple words following the relation (e.g. ‘is
found in forests’) since the contextualized LMs under
consideration can only predict a single missing word.
Our method produces a set of between 495 and 583
prompts for each of the relations considered.

Results We use the information retrieval metric mean
average precision (mAP) for ranked sequences of pre-
dictions in which there are multiple correct answers. We
define mAP here given n test examples:

mAP =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

|vocab|

∑
j=1

Pi( j)∆ri( j)

where Pi( j) = precision@ j and ∆ri( j) is the change in
recall from item j− 1 to j for example i. We report
mAP on prediction ranks over a LM’s entire vocabu-
lary (mAPVOCAB), but also over a much smaller vocab-
ulary (mAPSENS) comprising the set of human comple-
tions that fit the given prompt syntax for all concepts in
the study. This follows the intuition that responses given
for a set of concepts are likely not attributes of the other
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Relation |Data| Metric Bb Bl Rb Rl

is 583 mAPVOCAB .081 .080 .078 .190
mAPSENS .131 .132 .105 .212
ρHuman PF .062 .100 .062 .113

is a 506 mAPVOCAB .253 .318 .266 .462
mAPSENS .393 .423 .387 .559
ρHuman PF .226 .389 .385 .386

has 564 mAPVOCAB .098 .043 .151 .317
mAPSENS .171 .138 .195 .367
ρHuman PF .217 .234 .190 .316

has a 537 mAPVOCAB .202 .260 .136 .263
mAPSENS .272 .307 .208 .329
ρHuman PF .129 .153 .174 .209

made of 495 mAPVOCAB .307 .328 .335 .503
mAPSENS .324 .339 .347 .533
ρHuman PF .193 .182 .075 .339

Table 2: Mean average precision and Spearman ρ with human PF for
LM prediction of properties given concept/relation pairs. B and R
indicate BERT and ROBERTA, b and l indicate -BASE and -LARGE.

concepts, and models should be sensitive to this discrep-
ancy. While mAP measures the ability to distinguish
the set13 of correct responses from incorrect responses,
we also evaluate probability assigned among the correct
answers by computing average Spearman’s ρ between
human production frequency and LM probability.

Results using these metrics are displayed in Table 2.
We find that ROBERTA-L outperforms the other mod-
els by up to double mAP. No model’s rank ordering of
correct answers correlates particularly strongly with hu-
man production frequencies. When we narrow the mod-
els’ vocabulary to include only the property words pro-
duced by humans for a given syntax, we find that per-
formance (mAPSENS) increases ubiquitously.

Qualitative Analysis Models generally provide coher-
ent and grammatically acceptable completions. Most
outputs fall under the category of ‘verifiable by hu-
mans,’ which as noted by McRae et al. could be listed
by humans given sufficient instruction. We observe
properties that apply to the concept but are not in the
dataset 14 and properties that apply to senses of a con-
cept that were not considered in the human responses. 15

We find that some prompts are not sufficently syntacti-
cally constraining, and license non-nominative comple-
tions. The relation has permits past participle comple-
tions (e.g. ‘has arrived’) along with the targeted nomina-
tive attributes (‘has wheels’). We also find that models
idiosyncratically favor specific words regardless of the
concept, which can lead to unacceptable completions.16

13Invariant to order of correct answers.
14E.g. ‘hamsters are real’ and ‘motorcycles have horsepower’.
15While human subjects list only properties of the object anchor,

LMs also provide properties of a television anchor.
16ROBERTA-B often blindly produces ‘has legs’, the two BERT

models predict that nearly all concepts are ‘made of wood,’ and all
models except ROBERTA-L often produce ‘is dangerous.’

Prince Example ROBERTA-L

A person has parents, sib-
lings, relatives, a home, a pet,
a car, a spouse, a job. ,

person [.73], child [.1], hu-
man [.04], family [.03], kid
[.02]

A country has a leader, a
duke, borders, a president,
a queen, citizens, land, a
language, and a history.

constitution [.23], history
[.07], culture [.07], soul
[.04], budget [.03], border
[.03], leader [.03], currency
[.02], population [.02]

Table 3: ROBERTA-L captures Prince’s own exemplary STAs (tar-
get completions bolded), as shown by predictions of both concept
and properties (associated probability in brackets).

Effect of Prompt Construction We investigate the
extent to which our choice of lexical framing impacts
model performance by ablating the step in which “ev-
eryone knows that” is prepended to the prompt. We find
a relatively wide discrepancy in effects; with the less-
ened left context, models perform on average .05 and
.1 mAP worse on the is and has relations respectively,
but perform .06 and .01 mAP better on is a and has
a. Notably, ROBERTA-L sees a steep drop in perfor-
mance on the has relation, losing nearly .3 mAP. We
observe that models exhibit highly varying levels of in-
stability given the choice of context. This highlights the
difficulty in constructing prompts that effectively target
the same type of lexical response from any arbitrary bi-
directional LM.

Capturing Prince’s STAs
We return to Prince (1978) to investigate whether neu-
ral language models, which we have found to capture
STAs elicited from humans by McRae, do so as well
for what she envisioned. Prince lists some of her own
STAs about the concepts country and person. We ap-
ply the methodologies of the previous experiments and
show the resulting conceptual recall and feature produc-
tions in Table 3. We find significant overlap in both di-
rections of prediction. Thus, the exact examples of basic
information about the world that Prince considers core
to discourse and language processing are clearly cap-
tured by the neural LMs under investigation.

Conclusion
We have explored whether the notion owing to Prince
(1978) of the stereotypic tacit assumption (STA), a
type of background knowledge core to natural language
understanding, is captured by contexualized language
modeling. We developed diagnostic experiments de-
rived from human subject responses to a psychologi-
cal study of conceptual representations and observed
that recent contextualized LMs trained on large cor-
pora may indeed capture such important information.
Through word prediction tasks akin to human cloze
tests, our results provide a lens of quantitative and qual-
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itative exploration of whether BERT and ROBERTA
capture concepts and associated properties. We illus-
trate that the conceptual knowledge elicited from hu-
mans by Devereux et al. (2014) is indeed contained
within an encoder; when a speaker may mention some-
thing that ‘flies’ and ‘has rotating blades,’ the LM can
infer the description is of a helicopter. We hope that our
work serves to further research in exploring the extent
of semantic and linguistic knowledge captured by con-
textualized language models.
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Abstract 
Research beginning with Piaget reveals a change in infants’ 
understanding of multistep, means-end action sequences: 
Whereas 12-month-old infants reason that (e.g.) one opens a 
box to access its contents, younger infants are more likely to 
reason that one’s goal is simply to open the box. Here we 
explore the implications of this developmental change in 
infants’ action understanding for infants’ social evaluations. 
Using a puppet show paradigm, we examined infants’ 
evaluations of two agents who helped another agent to achieve 
either the end or the means of a means-end sequence, both 
before and after 12 months of age. In a subsequent preference 
test, 15-month-old infants reached for an End-Helper over a 
Means-Helper, whereas 8-month-old infants did the reverse. 
These findings link infants’ evaluation of helpers to their 
representations of action plans, consistent with recent 
computational models of naïve psychology. 

Keywords: infant development; social cognition; action 
understanding 

Introduction 
In our social world, people face the challenge of determining 
who might help or harm them. Beginning with Hamlin, 
Wynn, and Bloom (2007), a number of studies have 
demonstrated that even infants engage in social evaluation of 
individuals who have helped others fulfill their goals or 
prevented others from doing so. Specifically, infants 
preferentially look at and reach for helpers over hinderers by 
3 months and 4.5 months, respectively (Hamlin & Wynn, 
2011; Hamlin et al., 2010; see Margoni & Surian, 2018, for 
meta-analysis). In order to determine who has helped or 
hindered a protagonist, however, one must first understand 
the protagonist’s goal. Here we investigate how infants 
evaluate agents who help others fulfill their goals in a 
multistep, means-end action sequence. If one character tries 
to open a box to get to an object and the object then is moved 
to a different box, what do infants consider to be the more 
helpful action: opening the original box that the character 
previously sought to open, or opening the box that now 
contains the object? 

Beginning with Piaget (1952), past work has demonstrated 
a developmental change in infants’ capacities to engage in 
multistep, means-end actions that require understanding of 
second-order goals (e.g., understanding that the goal of 
opening a box is secondary to the goal of obtaining its 
contents). Until late in the first year, infants do not reliably 
execute two-step actions involving second-order goals, such 
as removing a barrier or pulling on a blanket to gain access to 
an object that lies out of sight or out of reach; see also, Bates 

et al., 1980; Diamond, 1985; Sommerville & Woodward, 
2005; Willatts, 1999). Such limits to infants’ and children’s 
action planning pervasively modulate their action capacities 
and understanding of the object-directed actions of others. 

Insights into the role of action planning in infants’ action 
understanding comes from a highly productive line of 
research that places infants in the role of third-party observers 
of other people’s actions. Imagine a person repeatedly 
opening a box and grasping a truck inside. The truck in the 
box is switched with a different toy, a duck, and the truck is 
put into a second box as the person observes. After this 
switch, will the person be more likely to open the first box, 
where the truck used to be, or the second box, where the truck 
now resides?  

When infants observe others engage in such means-end 
actions on objects, their understanding of those actions 
undergoes systematic developmental changes that track the 
development of their own action capacities. Just as infants do 
not reliably produce means-end actions until late in the first 
year of life, infants only reliably infer that another person 
performs a means-end action to achieve the end state (e.g., 
accessing the truck in the above scenario) at about 12 months 
of age. Infants below 12 months of age are more likely to 
infer that the goal state desired by the actor is the opening of  
the first box, where the truck used to be (Sommerville & 
Woodward, 2005; see also Woodward & Sommerville, 2000; 
Gergely et al., 2002). 

Recent computational models can account for these 
findings. According to Baker et al. (2009), we understand 
other people’s actions, and the mental states that underlie 
them, through a Bayesian process of inverse planning. From 
observing others’ actions, we work backwards to infer the 
mental states that led them to enact those actions. Through 
computational models using an inverse planning approach, 
we can recover not only the goals of others’ actions and 
behaviors (Ullman et al., 2010), but other mental states, 
including the value that people place on different goal objects 
(Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), and their beliefs about the 
existence and locations of different objects (Baker et al., 
2017). If Bayesian inverse planning models are correct, then 
younger infants may fail to understand the first-order goal of 
other agents in a two-step action for the same reason that they 
fail to engage in multistep actions to achieve their own goals: 
They are unable to generate the correct, hierarchically 
structured two-step action plan. 

In prior research on infants’ execution or understanding of 
multistep actions, all the actions have been directed at 
inanimate objects: infants either act themselves, or they 
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observe an agent who acts to change the state of the physical 
world (e.g., by opening a box to access an object). In the 
present experiments, we examine what happens when, 
instead, infants observe agents who help other agents who are 
attempting, but failing, to complete a multistep, means-end 
action sequence. In past work in which infants preferentially 
reached for helpers, the agents sometimes needed help 
achieving a first-order goal (e.g., climbing a hill to get to the 
top, as in Hamlin et al., 2007) and sometimes needed help 
achieving a second-order goal (e.g., opening a box to gain 
access to a toy inside, as in Hamlin & Wynn, 2011). In the 
latter case, however, infants might have preferred the helper 
(who joined an agent in opening the box) without 
understanding the agent’s primary goal of obtaining the toy. 
To our knowledge, our experiments are the first to investigate 
whether infants’ understanding of multistep actions informs 
their social evaluations. 

From a computational perspective, understanding 
multistep, means-end actions could be harder, easier, or 
equally difficult in situations involving helping (as in the 
study of Hamlin & Wynn, 2011), relative to situations in 
which an infant observes an agent acting to obtain an object 
and predicts what the agent will do after the object is moved 
to a new box (as in the studies of Woodward & Sommerville, 
2000). Action understanding could be harder because 
representations of helping require the coordination of the 
actions of two distinct agents with different goals that are 
hierarchically organized: The helper’s goal is to aid another 
person’s efforts to achieve his goal. If the latter person’s goal 
is to obtain an object by opening a box, therefore, the helper 
accordingly pursues a third order goal to help the agent 
achieve its second-order goal of rendering accessible the 
object that it seeks to attain. Hamlin et al. (2013) present a 
computational model of helping, based on inverse planning 
of actions with hierarchically structured, embedded goals. 

In contrast, understanding of means-end action sequences 
could be easier in social contexts for either of two reasons. 
First, social contexts allow for an unpacking of multistep 
actions into their component parts. The agent and the helper 
can divide and conquer by each engaging in a distinct, single-
step, direct action: The helper aids in the opening of the box, 
and then the protagonist extracts the object. By decomposing 
the multistep action into two single-step actions, infants need 
not ascribe a third-order social goal to a helper. Instead, they 
could associate the helper with the creation of a state that the 
protagonist desires for some reason, without attributing to the 
helper any knowledge of what that reason is.   

SecondSecond, infants, like adults, may attribute third-
order goals to a helper in this situation, because goal 
attribution is a form of mental state inference, and children’s 
mental state inferences may be enhanced in social contexts. 
Consistent with this possibility, Hamlin et al. (2013) found 
that 10-month-old infants selectively reached for an agent 
who opened a door that provided a protagonist with access to 
its preferred toy over one who opened a different door that 
provided access to a non-preferred toy only if the agents had 
seen the protagonist directly reach for and grasp one toy over 

the other in familiarization (i.e., the agents were 
knowledgeable of the protagonist’s preference). Critically, 
obtaining the object at test (but not during familiarization) 
required a two-step action because the act of helping was not 
a direct action on the toy, but an action on one of two barriers 
that appeared at test preventing access to the toys. Because 
the infants reached for the agent who provided the protagonist 
with access to its preferred toy only if the agents had 
knowledge of the protagonist’s preference, infants’ behavior 
suggests that they were sensitive to the means-end structure 
of the action required to obtain the protagonist’s goal, and 
that they represented the protagonist’s goal as being 
embedded in the agent’s goal. That is, in contrast to findings 
that 10-month-olds as a group do not infer the ultimate goal 
of a single agent’s means-end action (Sommerville & 
Woodward, 2005), 10-month-old infants may be able to 
reason about hierarchically structured, embedded goals in 
social evaluative contexts. One notable difference, however, 
is that Hamlin et al.’s protagonist engaged in a single-step 
action in familiarization, whereas Sommerville and 
Woodward’s actor engaged in two-step actions. It is unknown 
if familiarization to the protagonist grasping a toy (i.e., what 
would later be the ultimate goal in test trials) facilitated 
infants’ means-end reasoning in Hamlin et al.’s experiment.  

Finally, action planning could be equally difficult in 
situations involving helping, relative to those in which infants 
themselves act on objects or observe the object-directed 
actions of a single agent. Infants may begin to understand 
helping in situations requiring multistep actions at the same 
time that they begin to plan these actions for themselves and 
understand the actions of others in non-social contexts. This 
prediction follows from the hypothesis that core social 
knowledge involves shared experiences: When infants view 
social characters in an interaction, they may view them as 
acting as one, with a shared body of knowledge, or common 
ground (Clark, 1996). Consistent with this possibility, 
evidence for sensitivity to the unitary character of shared 
social actions comes from studies of adults with no access to 
a conventional language (Gleitman et al., 2019) as well as 
recent studies of infants (Papeo et al., 2020). 

As a first step toward testing these contrasting predictions, 
we assessed infants’ evaluations of helpers in multistep, 
means-end actions at 15 months of age (Experiment 1) and 8 
months of age (Experiment 2). We focused on these ages, 
because past work has demonstrated that infants of these two 
ages should have different capacities to enact and reason 
about others’ two-step, means-end actions (Sommerville & 
Woodward, 2005), yet infants at both ages show preferences 
for helpers in a broad array of situations (Margoni & Surian, 
2018). In both of the present experiments, we showed infants 
videotaped events in which a protagonist—a bear puppet—
tried to open one of two boxes, each with a toy inside. The 
bear was only able to open the box that it had chosen with 
help, in alternation, from each of two helpers—rabbit puppets 
who wore distinctive clothing and appeared on the two sides 
of the stage. Once the box was opened, the bear pounced on 
the toy, in a manner that indicated to adults that the toy was 
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its second-order goal. After this familiarization, we switched 
the locations of the toys in the presence of the rabbits, who 
observed this event. Thus, the first- and second-order goals 
of the bear’s original means-end action in familiarization 
were now separated. In alternation, we presented test events 
in which each rabbit opened one of the boxes for the bear; 
that is, one opened the original box, while the other opened 
the second box that now contained the toy that the bear had 
pounced on. Thus, one rabbit (the Means-Helper) opened the 
same box that the bear had sought to open before, whereas 
the other rabbit (the End-Helper) opened the box containing 
the object that the bear had sought before. All action was 
paused after the boxes were opened in the test trials (i.e., 
infants never saw the bear react to the box being opened). To 
prefer the End-Helper, therefore, infants would need to 
reason that the End-Helper had created a state in which the 
bear could achieve its first-order goal, but without seeing this 
goal being achieved. In all previous work on infants’ 
evaluations of helping (including Hamlin et al., 2013), by 
contrast, the protagonist always acted on a goal after a helper 
created a state in which the protagonist could achieve its goal. 
By preventing infants from seeing the bear’s final action, our 
method prevented infants from evaluating either rabbit’s 
action based on the valence of the bear’s action that followed. 
Thus, mature performance on our task required that infants 
take account of the hierarchical structure of the helpers’ 
goals: They could not succeed by representing the helpful 
rabbit’s action and the bear’s action as sequence of two acts 
with distinct first-order goals. 

The present experiments were therefore uniquely poised to 
investigate infants’ reasoning about the two-step action plans 
of other agents in a social evaluative context. If social 
evaluations complicate the task of action understanding, 

because they involve the coordination of the actions of two 
agents with hierarchically structured goals, then even 15-
month-old infants might fail to represent the opening of the 
second box containing the original goal object as the more 
helpful action, and therefore fail to prefer the End-Helper. If 
social evaluations enhance infants’ reasoning of means-end 
actions, then even 8-month-old infants might successfully 
represent the opening of the second box containing the 
original goal object as the more helpful action, and therefore 
prefer the End-Helper. Finally, if the only factor bearing on 
the development of infants’ action prediction and social 
evaluation is their capacity for formulating and inferring two-
step action plans, then we should observe the same 
developmental change in the present experiments as in the 
studies of Piaget, and Sommerville and Woodward: 8-month-
old infants should judge the puppet who opens the original 
box that previously held the original goal object to be more 
helpful (the Means-Helper), because that was the box that the 
bear sought to open during familiarization. In contrast, 15-
month-old infants should judge the puppet who opens the 
second box that now holds the original goal object to be more 
helpful (the End-Helper), because that was the object that the 
bear consistently sought during familiarization. 

Experiment 1 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four full-term 15-month-old infants 
contributed data to this experiment (11 girls; mean age = 
15.05 months; range = 14;1–15;15). An additional 9 
participants began the experiment but were not included in 
the final sample due to fussiness (n = 5), inattentiveness (n = 
3), and parental interference (n = 1). Blind experimenters 

 
 
Figure 1. Stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2, including familiarization (I), the toy-switch (II), and test events (III). In 
familiarization events (I), the Protagonist repeatedly tried and failed to open the same box, which switched sides on the stage 
between events ((a)(i), (b)(i)). The Helper on that side of the stage helped the Protagonist lift the box’s lid ((a)(ii), (b)(ii)), and 
the Protagonist grasped the toy inside. In the toy-switch event (II), a pair of hands switched the toys’ positions as the Helpers 
were present (c). During test events (III), the Protagonist first jumped between the two boxes. Next, in alternating events, the 
Means-Helper opened the original box that the Protagonist had tried to open in familiarization (e), and the End-Helper opened 
the box containing the original toy that the Protagonist had grasped in familiarization (f). 
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determined exclusions using pre-set criteria. For all studies, 
participants were tested with parental informed consent. 
Displays Infants sat on their caregiver’s lap before a 40” by 
52” LCD projector screen. Two speakers located on the sides 
of the screen played all stimuli-related sounds. Parents were 
instructed to close their eyes and not influence their infants. 
Each infant viewed 6 familiarization events, 1 event in which 
toys switched positions, and 4 test events, for a total of 11 
events. All events depicted 2 transparent boxes (one blue, one 
green), and 2 toys (one blue, one green) that were inside the 
boxes. Events are outlined below (see Fig. 1). 

All familiarization events began with two bunnies (the 
Means-Helper and the End-Helper; one wearing pink, one 
wearing yellow) sitting at a stage’s rear corners. At the start 
of each familiarization event, a bear puppet (the Protagonist) 
jumped onto the stage behind one of the boxes and 
approached the side of the box that was closer to the stage’s 
center. The Protagonist looked towards the box twice. The 
Protagonist then jumped on a corner of the lid of the box, 
grasped it, and made 4 attempts to open the box, failing each 
time. On the Protagonist’s fifth attempt to open the box, as 
the Protagonist grasped one corner of the lid of the box, and 
the Helper on the other side of the box moved forward and 
jumped to grasp the remaining corner of the lid. The acting 
Helper and the Protagonist then opened the box together. 
Once the box was open, the Protagonist jumped on top of the 
open lid and laid its head down to grasp the toy inside. The 
acting Helper then jumped forward to the stage next to the 
box, and returned to its corner of the stage. Once the acting 
Helper returned to its corner, all action paused. These helping 
actions were based on a show that has been used in prior 
literature to depict helping (e.g., Hamlin & Wynn, 2011). 

In all 6 familiarization events, the Protagonist always 
approached and tried to open the same box, demonstrating 
that it had a preference. Between familiarization events, 
while all puppets were off stage, a pair of hands came out and 
switched the boxes’ positions. Thus, the box that the 
Protagonist approached appeared alternatingly on the left and 
right, and the helper puppets consistently helped when the 
box was on its side. Because only the boxes’ positions 
switched between events, and the Helpers’ corners did not 
change between events, each Helper took turns being the 
acting Helper that helped the Protagonist to open the box. 

After familiarization, infants saw a single toy-switch event 
in which a pair of hands opened the two boxes while the 
Helpers were present on stage. The hands took the toys in the 
boxes, and switched them. Thus, the original box that the 
Protagonist had tried to open now contained a different toy, 
and the box that the Protagonist had not tried to open but now 
contained the original toy that the Protagonist had sought. 

Lastly, infants saw test events, which began with the 
Means-Helper and the End-Helper sitting at the stage’s rear 
corners. The boxes were on stage as in familiarization events, 
except that their contents had been switched. At the start of 
each test event, the Protagonist jumped onto the stage at the 
center, and jumped up and down two times as though 
requesting help. In each event, one of the Helpers moved 

forward and jumped to grasp the corner of the lid of one box. 
If the acting Helper was the Means-Helper, it opened the 
original box that the Protagonist had tried to open, although 
the toy inside was now different. If the acting Helper was the 
End-Helper, it opened the box that the Protagonist had not 
tried to open but now contained the original toy that the 
Protagonist had grasped. All action was paused: i.e., infants 
never saw the bear grasp either toy in test events. 
Counterbalancing The following were counterbalanced 
across infants: color of the box that the Protagonist tried to 
open in familiarization events (blue/green); End-Helper show 
side (left/right); End-Helper order (first/second); End-Helper 
color (pink/yellow); and End-Helper choice side (left/right).  
Measures and analyses Our principal measure was selective 
reaching. Following test events, we presented infants with a 
choice between the Means-Helper and the End-Helper. First, 
parents turned 90 degrees to the left so that they were no 
longer facing the screen, and closed their eyes. An 
experimenter blind to the puppets’ identities kneeled in front 
of infants and held the Means-Helper and the End-Helper 
approximately 30 cm apart and initially out of reach for 
infants. Infants were required to look at both puppets before 
looking back to the experimenter; the puppets were then 
moved within reach. The experimenter determined a choice 
as the first puppet infants touched via a visually guided reach 
(i.e., a touch preceded by a look). 

Additionally, looking time data were coded online for 
familiarization and test events using Xhab64 (Pinto, 1995) 
software from the moment that all action paused during an 
event until infants looked away for 2 consecutive seconds or 
until 30 seconds elapsed. The observer watched infants 
through a live video feed in a separate room, could not hear 
or see events, and was blind to counterbalancing. We 
examined whether looking time differed after test events 
involving the Means-Helper and the End-Helper. 

 
Results 
All reported p-values are two-tailed. Fifteen-month-old 
infants preferred the End-Helper to the Means-Helper (21/24 
infants chose the End-Helper, binomial p < .001, relative risk 
= 1.75; see Fig. 2). None of the low-level cues of our display 
(box color, puppet sides, puppet orders) predicted infants’ 
choice behavior (ps < .526). 
 

 
Figure 2. Percentage infants choosing Means-Helpers and 
End-Helpers in Experiment 1 (n = 24) and Experiment 2 (n = 
24). Asterisks indicate significant differences (*p < .001). 

* * 
* 
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To determine whether looking time differed in test events 
when the Means-Helper and the End-Helper acted, we 
examined infants’ looking times in a gamma mixed-effects 
model (see Table 1 for summary of descriptive statistics). The 
dependent variable was looking time. The fixed effects were 
Helper type (Means/End), event pair (first/second), and the 
interaction between them. The random effect was participant 
ID. We found that Helper type did not predict looking time 
(b = -0.03, β = -0.00, t = -0.26, p = .790, 95% CI of β [-0.02, 
0.02]), that looking time was lower during the second event 
pair vs. the first event pair (b = -0.27, β = -0.02, t = -2.20, p 
= .027, 95% CI of β [-0.05, -0.003]), and that there was no 
significant interaction between Helper type and event pair (b 
= 0.25, β = 0.01, t = 1.02, p = .303, 95% CI of β [-0.01, 0.03]). 

 
Table 1: Infants’ mean looking time (s) 1 after test events 

 
 Attention to test 

events involving 
helping at means  

Attention to test 
events involving 
helping at end 

Experiment 1: 
15-month-olds 

  

Event Pair 1 8.95 (1.12) 7.20 (0.72) 
Event Pair 2 6.11 (1.10) 6.40 (0.76) 
All Events 7.56 (0.80) 6.81 (0.76) 

Experiment 2:  
8-month-olds 

  

Event Pair 1 5.26 (0.74) 5.23 (0.50) 
Event Pair 2 4.72 (1.27) 4.14 (0.77) 
All Events 4.99 (0.78) 4.70 (0.64) 

Discussion 
In Experiment 1, 15-month-old infants selectively reached 
for the End-Helper over the Means-Helper. By the measure 
that is standardly used to assess infants’ social evaluations, 
these findings provide evidence that infants determined that 
the puppet who opened the new box with the goal object was 
more helpful, and therefore, a more valuable social partner. 
Our present findings suggest that 15-month-old infants’ 
evaluations of helpers in means-end actions depend on their 
successful analysis of the two-step action that satisfied the 
protagonist’s first-order goal. Fifteen-month-old infants’ 
preference for the End-Helper was based on an understanding 
that the Protagonist’s first-order goal in familiarization was 
to reach the specific toy that had been in the original box. 

Nevertheless, 15-month-old infants’ looking times in test 
events did not vary depending on which box was opened. 
This finding suggests that infants did not hold expectations 
for how the Helpers would act during test events, in conflict 
with past findings that infants, aged 12 months, will expect 
that an agent who has opened a box in order to grasp a toy 
will open a new box if the toy inside has changed location 
(Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). This inconsistency may 
be explained by two competing effects on infants’ looking in 
test trials. By 3 months of age, infants prefer looking at 

 
1 All numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 

helpers over hinderers (Hamlin & Wynn, 2011). In addition 
to being surprised to see a helper open the original box 
because its actions are focused on the first-order goal, then, 
infants may prefer to look at the helper who acts on the new 
box because it has done something that is more helpful. These 
two competing reasons to look longer at one helper vs. the 
other helper could lead to the lack of a difference in looking 
times in our test trials. 

In sum, we found that 15-month-old infants selectively 
reached for the End-Helper to the Means-Helper. In 
Experiment 2, we investigated 8-month-old infants’ 
evaluations. Past research suggests that infants of this age are 
less capable of formulating two-step action plans, and that 
they are unlikely to infer the first-order goal of a means-end 
action (Piaget, 1952; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005). If 8-
month-old infants’ evaluations reflect their capacity for 
generating and recovering two-step action plans, then they 
should prefer the Means-Helper. If, however, a social context 
enhances their means-end understanding or decomposes the 
multistep action, then they may also prefer the End-Helper. 

Experiment 2 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four full-term 8-month-old infants 
contributed data to the experiment (8 girls; mean age = 7.86 
months; range = 7;9–8;11). An additional 9 participants 
began Study 2 but were not included in the final sample due 
to inattentiveness (n = 3), failure to choose between puppets 
(n = 3), parental interference (n = 2), and fussiness (n = 1). 
Procedure This was identical to that of Experiment 1. 

Results 
Eight-month-old infants preferred the Means-Helper to the 
End-Helper (20/24 infants chose the Means-Helper, binomial 
p < .001, relative risk = 1.66). Patterns of choice differed 
significantly across Studies 1 and 2 (χ2(1) = 21.37, p < .001, 
Cohen’s h = 1.49, Wald’s odds ratio = 35, 95% CI [6.94, 
176.39]; see Fig. 2). As in Experiment 1, low-level cues of 
our display did not predict infants’ choices (ps < .282). 

To determine whether looking time differed in test events 
when the Means-Helper and the End-Helper acted (see Table 
2 for summary of descriptive statistics), we ran a gamma 
mixed-effects model with the same dependent variable, fixed 
effects, and random effect as in Study 1. As in Experiment 1, 
we found that Helper type did not predict looking time (b = -
0.01, β = -0.00, t = -0.14, p = .844, 95% CI of β [-0.03, 0.02]). 
Additionally, we found that looking time did not vary by 
event pair (b = -0.08, β = -0.01, t = -0.68, p = .495, 95% CI 
of β [-0.03, 0.01]) and that there was no significant interaction 
between Helper type and event pair (b = -0.26, β = -0.01, t = 
-1.00, p = .315, 95% CI of β [-0.04, 0.01]). 
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Discussion 
In Experiment 2, 8-month-old infants showed the opposite 
reaching preference to that of the 15-month-old infants in 
Experiment 1. Whereas the older infants reached for the End-
Helper over the Means-Helper, the younger infants reached 
for the Means-Helper over the End-Helper. 

These findings provide evidence that the 8-month-old 
infants valued the helper who fostered the attainment of the 
Protagonist’s first action in a two-step action sequence over 
the helper who fostered the Protagonist’s ultimate goal. This 
finding suggests that 8-month-old infants did not infer the 
ultimate goal of the Protagonist, and instead only inferred that 
the Protagonist had the goal of opening the original box that 
it had tried to open in familiarization. Our finding encourages 
a reanalysis of past work (Hamlin & Wynn, 2011) that 
examined 5- and 9-month-old infants’ evaluations of helpers 
and hinderers using a show depicting a protagonist trying to 
open a box containing a toy: Younger infants may have 
positively evaluated an agent who opened a box not because 
they viewed the protagonist as wanting the object inside, but 
as wanting the box to be open. 

General Discussion 
In two experiments, we investigated whether infants’ 
understanding of multistep actions informs their social 
evaluations. In Experiment 1, 15-month-old infants 
selectively reached for a helper who opened a new box 
containing the toy that the Protagonist had sought to attain in 
familiarization, over a helper who opened the original box 
that the Protagonist had opened in familiarization. By 
contrast, in Experiment 2, 8-month-old infants demonstrated 
the opposite preference when presented with exactly the same 
events. These findings suggest that infants of both ages 
evaluated helpers in accord with their changing 
understanding of the hierarchical structure of means-end 
action sequences. 

The present findings are consistent with the hypothesis that 
infants’ evaluations of helpful actions depend on their 
capacity for generating and recovering two-step action plans. 
Specifically, past work has demonstrated that infants do not 
reliably plan two-step, means-end actions until later in the 
first year of life (Bates et al., 1980; Diamond, 1985, 1991; 
Piaget, 1952; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005; Willatts, 
1999), and that they do not reliably infer the first-order goal 
of a two-step, means-end action until 12 months of age 
(Sommerville & Woodward, 2005; Woodward & 
Sommerville, 2000). The present experiments provide 
evidence for the same developmental limits to action 
planning in a social evaluative context.  

Our findings are striking given that infants never saw the 
Protagonist respond to the box being opened in test events. 
To prefer the End-Helper, the older infants evidently 
reasoned that the End-Helper had created a state in which the 
Protagonist could grasp the original toy, despite not having 
seen the Protagonist actually act on the original toy in test 
events. To prefer the Means-Helper, moreover, the younger 
infants evidently reasoned that the Means-Helper fulfilled the 

Protagonist’s desired goal state of a particular open box, even 
though the Protagonist did not act on either box in test events.  

Although 15- and 8-month-old infants showed opposite 
evaluations of End- and Means-Helpers, it is an open 
question as to when in development this reversal of 
preference occurs, relative to the age at which infants reliably 
demonstrate the ability to infer the first-order goal of a two-
step action: i.e., 12 months (Sommerville & Woodward, 
2005; Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). It may be that the 
ability to evaluate helpers who foster the attainment of the 
ultimate goal-state in a means-end action develops: (i) some 
time after 12 months and before 15 months, if a social 
evaluative context makes means-end understanding more 
difficult; (ii) some time after 8 months and before 12 months, 
if a social evaluative context facilitates means-end 
understanding; or (iii) at 12 months, if means-end 
understanding is equally manifest in social evaluative and 
non-evaluative contexts. The application of our methods to 
infants at intermediate ages could tease apart these 
possibilities. 

Future work should explore whether infants’ evaluations 
were only based on what they saw as a more positive 
outcome, based on their action understanding (an associative 
account), or whether infants’ evaluations also depended on 
an analysis of the helpers’ mental states. That is, 15-month-
olds could have preferred the End-Helper only because it had 
opened the box with the toy that the Protagonist had sought 
in familiarization.  Although infants must have represented 
the protagonist’s goal, they may not have reasoned that the 
helpers represented also represented the Protagonist’s goal. 
Similarly, 8-month-olds could have preferred the Means-
Helper only because it had opened the box that the 
Protagonist had tried to open in familiarization; it is unknown 
whether 8-month-olds also reasoned that the helpers 
represented the Protagonist’s goal of opening that box. 

Evidence against an associative account comes from two 
sources. First, by 8 months of age, infants’ evaluations 
privilege helpers’ intentions over action outcomes: They do 
not distinguish between an agent who unsuccessfully 
attempts to help and an agent who successfully helps, even 
though only the successful helper is associated with a positive 
outcome (Hamlin, 2013). Moreover, by 10 months of age, 
infants selectively reach for an agent who provides a 
protagonist with access to a preferred toy over an agent who 
provides the protagonist with access to a non-preferred toy 
only if the helpers have knowledge of the protagonist’s 
preference (Hamlin et al., 2013). Future research could test 
the associative account by studying infants’ evaluations, in 
means-end action contexts, of helpers who manifest different 
intentions or states of knowledge. 

If the associative account of the present findings is wrong, 
then our findings suggest capacities for action planning 
beyond what has been demonstrated in past work. In 
Experiment 1, in addition to being able to represent the 
Protagonist’s first- and second-order goals in familiarization, 
15-month-old infants would need to infer that the 
Protagonist’s first- and second-order goals are embedded in 
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the End-Helper’s social goal. Likewise, in Experiment 2, in 
addition to representing the Protagonist’s goal of opening the 
original box in familiarization, 8-month-old infants would 
need to infer that this goal is embedded in the Means-
Helper’s social goal. That is, if the associative account is 
wrong, then 15- and 8-month-old infants can be credited with 
representing the third-order goal of an End-Helper, and the 
second-order goal in a Means-Helper, respectively. Such 
abilities are notable, because children as old as 3 years 
struggle to engage in three-step action sequences (i.e., 
sequences that would require formulating a first-order, 
second-order, and a third-order goal; Metevier, 2006), and 
infants do not reliably formulate and recover two-step action 
plans until later in the first year of life (Bates et al., 1980; 
Diamond, 1985; Piaget, 1952; Sommerville & Woodward, 
2005; Willatts, 1999; Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). 
Future work is critical to determine whether the associative 
account is responsible for findings here, or whether we may 
indeed be observing third- and second-order goals in 
Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. 

In sum, the present experiments examined infants’ action 
planning in a social evaluative context. Our findings suggest 
that infants’ evaluations are consistent with their capacity for 
formulating and recovering two-step action plans. The 
present paper calls for future work to probe the development 
of infants’ evaluations of helpers in multistep action contexts 
more finely, and to test whether infants’ evaluations of 
helpers depend on associative learning about the outcomes of 
helpers’ actions or their attributions, to helpers, of social 
intentions and social knowledge. 
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Abstract 
While it is straightforward to compare the costs of different 
variants of the same action (e.g., walking to a coffeeshop at the 
end of the block will always be less costly than walking to a 
coffeeshop three blocks away), the relative costs of different 
actions are not directly comparable (e.g., would it be easier to 
jump over or walk around a fence?). Across two experiments 
we demonstrate that 10-month-old infants spontaneously 
encode the manner of different goal-directed actions (jumping 
over an obstacle vs. detouring around it, Experiment 1) and use 
the principle of cost-efficiency to infer their relative costs 
(jumping is less costly to bypass low walls, but detouring is 
less costly to bypass high walls, Experiment 2). By relating 
action choices to the physical parameters of the environment, 
infants identify the least costly actions given the 
circumstances, which allows them to make behavioral 
predictions in new environments and may also enable them to 
infer others’ motor competence. 

Keywords: cognitive development; action interpretation; 
rational action; infancy 

Introduction 
Walking up 108 stories to reach the top of the Eiffel tower on 
foot requires more stamina than climbing to its first-floor 
terrace. Taking a lift all the way up instead of taking the stairs 
seems definitely easier, while scaling the tower on the outside 
requires much more effort than either of the other choices. 
Different actions towards the same goal often vary 
dramatically in their energetic costs, and yet, people have no 
difficulty in comparing the prospective costs of these actions 
across a range of contexts. 

The ease of performing these inferences conceals their 
complexity. In particular, there are no simple mappings of 
action parameters to energetic costs that would apply to all 
agents and situations. Thus, for an inexperienced or 
unknowledgeable observer the relative costs of various 
actions are not directly comparable. However, there is a way 
to infer relative costs by deploying the assumption of cost-

efficiency (i.e., the idea that agents tend to go for the least 
costly of the available actions that gets them to their goal, 
Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016) while 
comparing an agent’s actual actions to potential alternatives 
in a given physical environment. This way one can apply a 
backwards inference from the observed action to the 
underlying cost functions that the agent is minimizing. For 
example, witnessing someone jump over a low wall and then 
walk around a high wall would indicate that jumping is less 
costly than detouring for the particular dimensions of the first 
obstacle and, conversely, that detouring is less costly than 
jumping for the particular dimensions of the second obstacle. 
That is, from the assumption of cost-efficiency one can 
readily learn which action minimizes the cost function of the 
agent given the environmental constraints she faces.  

Computing relative cost functions by taking into account 
the co-variation between observed actions and environmental 
constraints allows us to assess an agent’s cost profile (i.e., a 
set of relative costs associated with various actions for this 
agent) as a function of certain environmental variables. Such 
information is useful for two reasons. First, it supports 
behavioral predictions in novel environments (e.g., what will 
the agent do if the wall is lower?). Second, and relatedly, it 
enables us to find out the parameters defining one’s motor 
competence (e.g., she can jump high).  

Here we asked whether the inferential apparatus 
responsible for calculating and comparing relative costs of 
different goal-directed actions is available in early ontogeny. 
A sophisticated understanding of others’ actions within the 
first year of life seems to provide young infants with 
conceptual building blocks required for performing such 
computations. First, infants engage in action interpretation 
and attribute goals to the observed actions. For example, they 
recognize approach actions as means to seek proximity of, or 
getting access to, the approached objects (e.g., Woodward, 
1998; Hernik & Southgate, 2012; Skerry, Carey, & Spelke, 
2013). Second, their action interpretation is guided by the 
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assumption of cost-efficiency, such that they expect agents to 
minimize the costs of their actions (e.g., by taking a straight 
path toward the goal, Gergely et al., 1995; Csibra et al., 1999; 
or by performing a jump aligned in height with an obstacle 
rather than leaping over it, Liu & Spelke, 2017). Finally, they 
treat action cost as a monotonic function of certain geometric 
features of the environment (e.g., height of a wall, length of 
a path, incline angle of a hill slope, Gergely & Csibra, 2003; 
Liu et al., 2017), interpreting, for instance, a higher jump as 
more costly to perform than a lower jump.  

We hypothesized that the expectation of cost-efficiency 
should lead infants to perform cost comparisons even 
between alternative actions whose cost-relevant parameters 
are not on the same scale (i.e., the cost of detouring relates to 
the length of the obstacle, while the cost of jumping relates to 
its height and/or width). Under the efficiency assumption, the 
evidence of different behavioral choices in response to 
changes in the geometry of the environment allows one to 

map different monotonic cost functions onto each other. That 
is, just as in the example above, when the agent jumps over a 
low wall and detours around a high wall, one can identify the 
height interval containing the cross-over point at which the 
cost function of jumping starts to take higher values than that 
of detouring. 

Building on this logic, we conducted two looking-time 
experiments to investigate whether 10-month-old infants 
appreciate the relative costs of two distinct goal-directed 
actions: jumping over versus detouring around obstacles 
towards a desired object. We proceeded in two steps. In 
Experiment 1, we tested whether infants spontaneously 
encode the manner of an efficient goal-directed action – even 
though such information is superfluous to goal attribution. 
More specifically, we sought to establish whether 10-month-
olds would spontaneously differentiate between two 
approach actions varying in manner: jumping versus 
detouring. In Experiment 2, we tested whether infants 

Figure 1 : The stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2. The agent (blue sphere) moved always from the right to the left to 
approach its target (red cylinder). The dotted lines illustrate its trajectory. (A) In Experiment 1, during familiarization, the 
agent performed always one type of action (e.g., jumping) to bypass the obstacle blocking its way to the goal. Consistent 
test trials were identical to familiarization trials. On inconsistent test trials, the agent performed a novel action (e.g., 
detouring) to bypass the obstacle. (B) In Experiment 2, during familiarization the agent had to bypass two obstacles to reach 
its goal. It jumped over the first, low, obstacle and detoured around the second, high, obstacle. At test, the actions and their 
order were identical to familiarization (first jumping, then detouring), but the environment changed: the second, high, 
obstacle was replaced by a novel obstacle. On consistent test trials, the novel obstacle was higher than both familiarization 
obstacles, while on inconsistent test trials the novel obstacle was lower than both familiarization obstacles. 
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appreciate the fact that different actions varying in manner 
bear different relative costs, and are able to evaluate these 
costs for the sake of predicting the agent’s future behaviors. 

Experiment 1 
Our aim in Experiment 1 was to provide evidence that infants 
discriminate between goal-directed actions varying in 
manner: jumping over an obstacle and detouring around it 
while remaining on the ground. The ability to encode such 
information is a prerequisite for computing relative costs of 
different actions. Despite the abundant literature on infants’ 
goal attribution, it remained unclear what information they 
encode about the action itself. Imagine an agent jumping over 
a barrier to get access to a desired object. Infants might 
conceptualize the observed action merely as an efficient goal 
approach, without representing the means via which it was 
achieved. Alternatively, infants might go for a more detailed 
description of the event, such as an efficient goal approach 
via jumping. Only this latter conceptualization, which 
specifies the manner of the performed action, would allow 
them to discriminate between jumping over an obstacle and 
other ways of making way around it (e.g., detouring it).  

To assess whether 10-month-old infants encode the manner 
of efficient action carried out by an agent to achieve her goal, 
we familiarized them with an animated character 
approaching a target object separated from her by a wall. At 
familiarization, the agent always performed the same action 
to go past a wall (e.g., jumping). At test, infants saw the agent 
either perform the familiarized action (i.e., jumping) or a 
novel efficient approach action (e.g., detouring the obstacle 
while remaining on the ground). If infants represent the 
manner of the observed actions, they should look longer at 
the novel- than the familiarized-action test events. 

Methods 
Sample size The sample size in the current experiments was 
regulated using a prespecified preregistered stopping rule. 
Namely, the data collection was due to stop in one of 
following cases: either (i) after collecting 32 valid data sets 
or (ii) when the sequential log10-Bayes Factor (log10-BF) in 
the looking-time analysis assuming variable effect size 
(Csibra et al., 2016) becomes (ii.a) larger than +1 or (ii.b) 
smaller than -1. The BF calculation was fixed to be performed 
first after collecting 12 valid samples, and at every second 
sample thereafter. The log10-BF value larger than +1 would 
indicate a strong effect to the predicted or to the opposite 
direction, or the value smaller than -1 would indicate an 
absence of looking-time difference. 

 
Participants Our final sample consisted of 12 healthy full-
term 10-month-olds (M = 10 months 17 days, R = 9 months 
25 days to 10 months 28 days). An additional 10 infants were 
excluded from the analysis as a result of parental interference 
(n = 1), not disengaging from the screen at either of test trials 
(n = 2), and failure to complete the task (n = 7). All parents 
gave written informed consent. Infants received a small gift 

for their participation. The study was approved by the local 
ethics committee. 
 
Apparatus and procedure The visual stimuli were 
displayed on 24’’ TFT wide screen monitor (sampling rate: 
60 Hz, resolution: 1920 x 1200 px). The sound was delivered 
through stereo loudspeakers placed on both sides of the 
monitor. Matlab 2014b (MathWorks, MA, US) and 
Psychtoolbox 3.0 (Brainard, 1997) were used for stimuli 
presentation and on-line looking time measurement.  

The experiment took place in a dimly lit soundproof 
laboratory room. Infants were seated on their caregivers’ lap 
approximately 60 cm away from the monitor. Their behavior 
was monitored on-line by the experimenter using a digital 
video camera. The caregivers were instructed to remain silent 
throughout the task and wore opaque sunglasses to prevent 
them from watching the stimuli and biasing the infant’s 
behavior toward the display. 
 
Stimuli and design Stimuli were 3D animations depicting 
agent A bypassing a wall on her way to agent B (Figure 1A), 
either by jumping above it or detouring around it. Jumping 
and detouring actions were matched in duration. Each 
animation was 12 seconds long. 

The task consisted of 6 familiarization trials followed by 
2 test trials. In the familiarization trials, infants were exposed 
to one kind of approach action (e.g., jumping). The first test 
trial was identical to the familiarization trials. The second test 
trial depicted the novel action (e.g., detouring).  

Trial structure and termination criteria. Each trial was 
participant controlled. That is, within each trial, the video 
stimulus was looped and displayed continuously unless the 
infant looked away for more than 2 seconds, in which case 
the trial was terminated. If the infant did not trigger the trial 
termination, the video stimulus was presented 5 times. Thus, 
the trail duration varied depending on the infant’s looking 
behavior, with the maximum duration corresponding to 60 
seconds per trial. 

Attention getters. Before each familiarization trial, the 
infant's attention was drawn to the middle of the screen by a 
centrally displayed pulsing attention-getter consisting of two 
short animations. The display time of the first animation was 
fixed at 3 seconds, while the display time of the second gaze-
contingent animation was regulated by the infant, as it 
remained on the screen until being fixated for 0.5 seconds. 
Each test trial was preceded by a novel attention-getter 
animation (15 seconds) and the same gaze-contingent 
animation as at familiarization. 
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We randomized which action the infants were familiarized 
to. Half of the participants was randomly assigned to the 
jumping action and the other half to the detouring action. 
Because one of our test trials was identical to the 
familiarization trials, we fixed the order of test trials such that 
the familiarized action was always presented first the novel 
action second. This is a typical procedure for testing infants’ 
ability to discriminate between to two stimuli (Colombo & 
Mitchell, 2009). 
 
Measure, coding, and analysis 
Our main measure of interest was infants’ looking time 
toward the screen during the test phase. The looking times 
were measured from the beginning of the trial (i) until the 
infant looked away from the screen for more than 2 s or (ii) 

until the end of the test trial. The looking time data was coded 
offline. 

The data were base-10 log-transformed and our primary 
statistical analysis computed Bayes factors assuming variable 
effect size (Csibra et al., 2016). We calculated a log10-BF to 
compare a null model to an alternative model that assumes a 
change in looking times between conditions (i.e., familiarized 
goal-directed action v. novel goal-direct action targeting the 
same goal as the familiarized action). Additionally, we 
conducted frequentist statistical analyses.   

Results and discussion 
Novel-action test trials elicited longer looking (M = 29.08 s, 
SD = 13.27 s) than familiarized-action trials (M = 17.75 s, SD 
= 10.66 s), providing strong evidence that infants 
discriminated between two kinds of actions performed by an 

Figure 2 : Results of Experiment 1 and 2. (A,D) Bar plots represent the average raw looking times across consistent versus 
inconsistent test trials. Error bars represent +/- 1 standard error. (B,E) Dots represent individual differences scores calculated 
by subtracting raw looking time at the consistent test trial from the raw looking time at the inconsistent test trial. Positive 
values indicate longer looking to the inconsistent test trials, while negative values indicate longer looking to the consistent 
test trials. (C,F) Evolution of log10-Bayes Factor over the course of data collection. Values larger than +1 indicate a strong 
effect in the predicted direction. 
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agent to bypass an obstacle, jumping versus detouring (log10-
BF = 2.504; t(11) = 2.722, p = .020 , d = 0.79, 95% CI = [0.04, 
0.41] (Figure 2A-C). Ten out of 12 infants displayed this 
looking pattern. Their looking time was not affected by the 
type of action they were familiarized to. This was confirmed 
by the absence of significant main effect of familiarized 
action (jumping v. detouring), or significant interaction 
between this factor and test action (familiarized v. novel) in 
an ANOVA using these contrasts as a between- and a within-
subject factors, respectively (ps > .249). These results 
indicate that 10-month-olds spontaneously encoded the type 
of action performed by the agent to reach her goal object even 
though such information was not necessary for action 
interpretation and goal attribution.  

Experiment 2 
In Experiment 1 we established that infants differentiate goal-
directed jumping from detouring. In Experiment 2, we 
investigated whether they compute and compare relative 
costs of these actions. To this aim, we presented 10-month-
olds with events depicting an agent encountering two 
obstacles, O1 and O2, on the way to her goal. The obstacles 
had the same length (20 units), but O1 was lower than O2 
(O1: 2 units, O2: 4 units). The agent jumped over the lower 
obstacle, O1, and detoured the higher one, O2, by detouring 
it. Relating the kind of performed action to the size of the 
obstacle would allow infants to evaluate the costs of jumping 
and detouring relative to the height parameter and, more 
specifically, to infer that jumping over O1 was less costly 
than detouring it and the opposite held for O2. If infants 
compute costs of jumping as a monotonic function of the 
height of the obstacle, and expect efficient actions in a novel 
situation, they should look longer to an event in which the 
agent detours an obstacle lower than O1 than to another event 
in which the agent detours an obstacle higher than O1 and 
O2. 

Methods 
Participants Twelve healthy full-term 10-month-olds (M = 
10 months 13 days, R = 9 months 20 days to 10 months 28 
days) were included in the analysis. An additional 6 infants 
were excluded from the analysis as a result of failure to 
complete the task (n = 5) and preterm birth (n =1). The rule 
to determine the sample size was identical to Experiment 1. 
 
Apparatus and procedure We used the same apparatus and 
followed the same procedure as in Experiment 1. 
 
Stimuli and design Stimuli were 3D animations depicting 
agent A bypassing two walls (one by jumping above it and 
the other one by detouring it) on her way to agent B (Figure 
1B). The obstacles fell from above as the agent advanced 
towards her target such that when its way was blocked, it was 
located at the midpoint of the obstacle. 

As in Experiment 1, the task consisted of 6 familiarization 
trials, followed by 2 test trials. In each familiarization trial, 
infants were exposed to a sequence of two actions: jumping 

over a low obstacle O1 (2 units) and detouring a high obstacle 
O2 (4 units). The obstacles had the same length (20 units). 
The order in which actions were performed was fixed.  

At test, the agent jumped over O1 and detoured a new 
obstacle, O3 or O4, that replaced O2. All obstacles were 
matched in length but differed in height: one obstacle, O3, 
higher (8 units) than both O1 and O2 was presented on 
consistent test trials, and another one, O4, which was lower 
(0.5 unit) than both O1 and O2, appeared on inconsistent test 
trials. Both O3 and O4 differed by a factor of 4 from O1, such 
that the relative change in height between O1 and the new 
obstacle was the same across consistent and inconsistent test 
trials. The kinematics and trajectory of both actions were kept 
constant across familiarization and test. 

Note that, unlike in Experiment 1, both test trials differed 
from the familiarization trials. Hence, the order in which the 
test events were presented was counterbalanced across 
participants: half of the infants saw the consistent test first, 
while the other half saw the inconsistent test first. 

 
Measure, coding, and analysis Infants’ looking times at test 
remained our main measure. We employed the same coding 
and analysis schemes as in Experiment 1. 

Results and discussion 
Infants looked significantly longer to the inconsistent test 
event (M = 23.97 s, SD = 14.01 s), in which the agent 
detoured the lowest obstacle, than to the consistent test (M = 
16.00 s, SD = 11.24 s), in which the agent detoured the 
highest obstacle, log10-BF = 1.319; t(11) = 4.06, p = .002, d 
= 1.17, 95% CI = [0.08, 0.27], (Figure 2D-F). Eleven out of 
12 infants displayed this looking pattern. A mixed-model 
ANOVA with test event (consistent v. inconsistent) and order 
(consistent 1st v. consistent 2nd) did not reveal a significant 
main effect of order nor interaction with this factor, ps > .317. 

These results provide evidence that 10-month-olds 
interpreted the variability of action choices of the agent by 
the principle of cost-efficiency, and computed relative costs 
of jumping and detouring accordingly. Namely, they 
identified jumping as more costly than detouring for the high 
obstacle O2 (4 units), while remaining less costly than 
detouring for the low obstacle O1 (2 units). This inference 
allowed them to use the height of the novel obstacles at test 
to establish which action would minimize the agent’s cost: 
detouring when the novel obstacle was higher than O1 (i.e., 
O3 8-unit high) and jumping when the novel obstacle was 
lower than O1 (i.e., O4 0.5-unit high). 

To corroborate the above interpretation and rule out the use 
of simpler heuristics (e.g., jump whenever the wall is higher 
than 2 units), in follow-up work, we are testing whether 
infants are surprised to see the agent jump over an obstacle 
that would be less costly to detour. 

General discussion 
Our experiments establish initial evidence that 10-month-
olds encode the manner of distinct goal-directed actions 
performed by others and are sensitive to how the relative 
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costs of these actions vary as function of environmental 
constraints. In Experiment 1, infants increased their looking 
when the agent changed the way it approached its target from 
jumping over an obstacle to detouring around it (or vice 
versa). This indicates that infants spontaneously encode not 
only the goal of the action but also how it is performed. This 
information is required to estimate the cost functions that may 
differ across actions and govern agents’ behavioral choices. 
Indeed, in Experiment 2, infants were able to infer that 
distinct actions had different relative costs for the observed 
agent. Namely, they appreciated that jumping over a wall was 
less costly than detouring around it unless the wall exceeded 
a particular height. Furthermore, they used this inference 
productively to predict an agent’s behavior in a new 
environment, expecting her to detour novel obstacles lower, 
but not higher, than the cut-off height.  

How did the infants infer the relative costs of jumping and 
detouring in Experiment 2? We propose that the assumption 
of cost-efficiency led to them to seek explanation for the 
variability of the agent’s behavior. To do so, infants drew 
backward inferences from action choices and the 
environment characteristics to the underlying action costs. 
That is, upon observing that an agent’s actions varied 
between jumping and detouring, they worked out that (1) the 
costs of these actions were not equal at the obstacles with 
particular dimensions, and that (2) below a certain obstacle 
height jumping was less costly than detouring. The properties 
of cost functions posited by the infants (beyond being 
monotonic) remain a question for the future research. 

The ability to compare cost functions of different actions 
can be used not only to predict how others will behave in the 
future, but also to learn about their motor competence. People 
vary in how fit and how skilled they are. However, the 
information about their fitness and competencies is not 
directly available to others. Behavioral dispositions can be 
either conveyed verbally (e.g., “Malvin is a great climber”) 
or inferred from their performance. Computing relative cost 
functions of an agent provides a way to learn about her motor 
competence (e.g., she can climb higher than she would be 
able to jump). Furthermore, identifying relative cost 
functions of several agents enables the observer to take a step 
further and compare motor competence across agents (e.g., 
Malvin can climb higher than Mike). The experiments 
reported here are not sufficient to assess whether infants’ 
inferences to cost functions were agent-specific. Further 
research should address this question by contrasting the 
behavior of multiple agents (e.g., one who detours a high wall 
and one who jumps over it). 

To conclude, our findings suggest that young infants apply 
the principle of cost-efficiency to make sense of variability in 
the behavior of others. By linking others’ action choices to 
the physical parameters of the environment, they are able to 
compute and compare cost functions of different actions. 
Such computations are inferentially powerful, supporting not 
only behavioral predictions but also providing a foundation 
for reasoning about others’ motor competence. 

Preregistrations  
The preregistrations and materials can be found under the 
following links: Experiment 1 (https://osf.io/wuxp3), 
Experiment 2 (https://osf.io/w329v). 
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Abstract

People’s assessment of their ability varies in whether it is mea-
sured once following a task or sequentially via confidence
judgments recorded throughout. Multiple models have been
developed to predict one-off judgments of performance, which
have often distinguished between peoples’ biases about their
general ability in a domain and their sensitivity to correctness.
We propose a rational model of sequential self-assessment
which allows us to make predictions about each individual
separately—unlike in the one-off case which looks exclusively
at the population level—and to identify, in addition to bias and
sensitivity, the extent to which individuals’ beliefs are respon-
sive to their most recent evidence over the course of a task. We
fit our model to data where participants solve algebraic equa-
tions and show that bias, sensitivity, and responsiveness vary
meaningfully across participants.
Keywords: Bayesian modeling; Monte Carlo methods; parti-
cle filter; self-assessment; metacognition

Introduction
Self-assessment — the act of judging one’s performance on
a task — is a fundamental metacognitive skill that can be
studied in a wide variety of tasks, from trivia (e.g., Bur-
son, Larrick, & Klayman, 2006) to mathematics (e.g., Nel-
son & Fyfe, 2019). When related to a task where success
can be measured, as in an algebra test, self-assessment itself
can be measured and analyzed by capturing individuals’ be-
liefs about their performance, and comparing it to their ob-
served performance. Researchers have typically done this
in one of two ways, either via one-off judgments made fol-
lowing a task (e.g., in Kruger & Dunning, 1999), or with
a sequence of confidence judgments collected throughout a
task (used by, e.g., Krueger & Mueller, 2002; Burson et al.,
2006). Multiple researchers have sought to model the for-
mer type of judgments (e.g., Fleming & Daw, 2017; Healy
& Moore, 2007; Krajč & Ortmann, 2008; Jansen, Rafferty, &
Griffiths, 2018), which allows for distinguishing group-level
differences in bias, or “self-concept” as in Ehrlinger, Johnson,
Banner, Dunning, and Kruger (2008), and sensitivity to cor-
rectness, both of which are parameters in Fleming and Daw
(2017). Previous work has discriminated between these abili-
ties across domains (Jansen, Rafferty, & Griffiths, 2017), task
difficulty (Burson et al., 2006), gender (Correll, 2001), and
even growth mindset (Ehrlinger, Mitchum, & Dweck, 2016).

Measures of self-assessment that involves sequential con-
fidence judgments made by each individual participant are

frequently employed in the educational literature and re-
ferred to as “metacognitive monitoring” (e.g., Nelson & Fyfe,
2019). Having people monitor their performance throughout
a task gives the chance to identify individual in addition to
group-level differences in calibration, and is therefore bet-
ter for determining what underlies in self-assessment cali-
bration. However, sequential confidence judgments have not
been modeled to the same extent as aggregated single judg-
ments.

Here, we present a rational model that makes predictions
about individuals’ confidence judgments based on (a) their
correctness on each problem, (b) their prior beliefs about their
ability (frequently referred to as “bias”), and (c) their skill at
determining whether they are correct on a single problem (of-
ten called “sensitivity”). This approach makes it possible to
determine the variability of accuracy in individual-level pre-
dictions and also has the potential to reveal individual differ-
ences, which can be separately examined and analyzed across
different domains. We observe that participants vary greatly
in their prior beliefs about their ability. Additionally, some
do not seem to know when they have correctly solved a prob-
lem while others are quite aware. We additionally see that
some individuals are more responsive to their recent progress
on a task while others do not update their beliefs as much, so
we develop a version of the model that incorporates the idea
of responsiveness as a parameter and compare it to models
where this parameter is equal to zero.

Using this rational modeling to disentangle causes of mis-
calibration separately for each person enables us to identify
whether there are patterns in responses or personal charac-
teristics (e.g., age or experience learning about a particular
domain) that regulate the different parameters in our model.
This customized modeling approach promises a more accu-
rate picture of a given individual’s metacognitive abilities
than any that have been undertaken previously.

Background: Measuring Self-Assessment
Results from studies of self-assessment show that multiple
individual-level characteristics may cause differences in cal-
ibration to performance on a task. Ehrlinger and Dunning
(2003), for example, proposed that a person’s “self-concept,”
their beliefs about their overall skill in a domain, is founda-
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tional to their beliefs about their performance on a specific
task. These views about the self are likely to be very dif-
ferent, especially in domains like math where variable self-
concepts have been widely documented (e.g., Seaton, Parker,
Marsh, Craven, & Yeung, 2014). Thus, analyzing individu-
als’ confidence judgments can assist in capturing even smaller
individual-level differences across domains.

In Ehrlinger and Dunning (2003), men and women per-
formed comparably on a science test, but women underes-
timated their ability compared to men. In a similar vein,
Correll (2001) argued that cultural beliefs about gender and
math ability harmed girls’ perceptions of their competence.
A model of consecutive self-assessment can still account for
these sorts of group-level differences (in additional to indi-
vidual differences) because this type of analysis will specify
the full distribution of individual parameters within groups.

Some have argued that aggregating confidence judgments
is a superior method to requesting a single judgment per par-
ticipant (e.g., Krueger & Mueller, 2002), but really these are
different types of judgments that may both be important in
distinct ways: single judgments following a task are useful
for a person to determine what they will be capable of in
the future, while confidence judgments, which convey some-
one’s tracking of their ability, are necessary for determining
which more specific skills require targeted study. On a linear
equation-solving task, for example, self-assessments made
following the task will be used by someone to decide whether
to keep practicing at their level or to move on to quadratic
equations or another more advanced topic. Tracking perfor-
mance throughout this task, on the other hand, will provide
insight into whether there is a specific algebra skill they are
having trouble with (e.g., distribution or combining terms).
We will be able to analyze how different individuals update
their perceptions of their ability throughout a task with this
formal model of sequential self-assessment.

Modeling Sequential Confidence Judgments
Through a computational model, we can generate a more ac-
curate representation of the form of the function that links
each participant’s confidence throughout a task to their actual
performance. In this section, we describe a rational model
and the predictions it will make under a variety of circum-
stances. Following this, we fit alternative versions of the
model to data where participants solved algebraic equations.

Model assumptions
Our model makes similar assumptions to previous modeling
work (e.g., Jansen et al., 2018; Fleming & Daw, 2017), but
at the problem-by-problem level rather than at task comple-
tion and treats individuals as making confidence judgments
that are consistent with Bayesian inference about their abil-
ity. We assume a rational agent makes each judgment based
on their beliefs about their ability so far (which includes both
their prior beliefs before beginning the task and their perfor-
mance on already solved problems), the task’s difficulty, and
individuals’ sensitivity to their correctness on each problem.

Xp,2Xp,1 ... Xp,n

β1 β2 βn

θp,1 θp,2 θp,3 ... θp,n+1

...

µβ,σβ

µθ,σθ

ε

σdyn

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the model: each ob-
served item Xp,t is influenced by latent variables βt (difficulty
of problem at time t) and θp,t (perceived ability of person p
at time t) as well as a constant ε (ability to determine cor-
rectness). The difficulties of all problems βt and the prior
over perceived ability θp,1 are drawn from normal distribu-
tions with means µβ, µθ and standard deviations σβ, σθ. Each
subsequent θp,t>1 is drawn from a N(θp,t−1,σdyn).

We assume that the priors over a person p’s perceived abil-
ity before beginning the task (θp,1) and the difficulty of each
problem (βt ) are normally distributed1 and we compute the
probability of a person’s correctness at a particular time point
t (Xp,t ) which is dependent on perceived ability and difficulty
parameters up to and including the current time point.2

At each time point, we compute the probability of respond-
ing to a problem correctly or not given the person’s prior per-
ceived ability and the difficulty of this problem which acts as
the likelihood in this Bayesian computation. To do so, we use
the 1-parameter IRT model, known as the Rasch model. We
borrowed this from the psychometrics literature as our rep-
resentation of the likelihood because it is commonly used to
evaluate student ability (Embretson & Reise, 2013). We are
turning this idea inward and thinking of people as intuitive
psychometricians tracking their own ability. If the problem is

1Alternative distributions may be considered in future work, as
these would produce different predictions about individuals’ beliefs
going into the task.

2For ease of reading, we drop the p in the subscripts, as we as-
sume that the model is run separately for each individual.
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solved correctly, the likelihood is equal to:

P(Xt = 1|θt ,βt) =
1

1+ e−(θt−βt )
. (1)

When an incorrect response is made, the likelihood is equal
to one minus the probability of a correct response: P(Xt =
0|θt ,βt) = 1−P(Xt = 1|θt ,βt) =

1
1+e(θt−βt )

.
This version of the likelihood assumes that individuals are

flawless in their judgments of correctness, so we include an
error parameter (ε), which represents the probability of incor-
rectly guessing performance on an individual problem:

P(Xt = 1|θt ,βt ,ε) = (1− ε) ·P(Xt = 1|θt ,βt)

+ ε ·P(Xt = 0|θt ,βt). (2)

Because we are modeling sequential confidence judg-
ments, perceived ability at time t depends on perceived ability
at all problems up to t−1. At time t = 1, θ1 is drawn from a
normal distribution with mean µθ and standard deviation σθ.
At all subsequent time points, the dynamics governing how θt
is related to θt−1 is specified by p(θt |θt−1). We assume a nor-
mal distribution for θt centered at θt−1 and that the variance
of this distribution, σdyn, is a parameter of the model which
controls how reactive people are to their most recent data.

We additionally need to adjust the likelihood function for
all t > 1 to incorporate all previous problems, so we define the
probability of responding to a question correctly given some-
one’s perceived ability and the difficulty of the problems so
far as the product of all likelihoods up through the current
problem. We combine this likelihood with a person’s pre-
vious ability belief p(θt−1,X1:t−1) and the dynamics of per-
ceived ability p(θt |θt−1) via Bayes’ rule to compute each per-
son’s posterior beliefs about their own ability on each prob-
lem at time t:3

p(θt |θ1:t−1,X1:t) ∝

∫
βk

p(Xk|θk,βk,ε)p(βk)dβk

· p(θt−1|X1:t−1)

· p(θt |θt−1). (3)

A graphical representation of the model dependencies is
shown in Figure 1. In model simulations presented next,
we vary prior beliefs about ability via µθ, the likelihood by
increasing ε, and the dynamics of perceived ability through
changes to σdyn.

Generating model predictions
Because the integrals in Equation 3 are intractable to calcu-
late exactly, we require an algorithm that can dynamically
update the posterior on θt in light of new data. We use a
standard sequential Monte Carlo method known as a parti-
cle filter (see Doucet & Johansen, 2009, for an overview).
To produce a model simulation for a given set of parameters

3To obtain estimates of people’s inferences over their ability, we
marginalize over the difficulty parameters (βt ).
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Figure 2: Model predictions in a toy example where partici-
pants solve 10 problems in a baseline model (µθ, µβ = 0, σθ,
σβ = 1, and ε= 0). Each point shows the weighted average of
the posterior distribution on each θt , corresponding to confi-
dence judgments at each time point. The first judgment made
before the first problem is simply based on the prior over abil-
ity. The hashed areas demarcate problems solved incorrectly.

with a particle filter, we follow Algorithm 1 to generate pos-
terior distributions of each θt given X1:t . At each time point
t > 1, we represent the posterior with a set of n θt values, or
particles, from a probability distribution based on the parti-
cles at the previous time t − 1. Each vector of particles has
a normalized set of n weights equal to the cumulative likeli-
hoods as in Equation 3. If the variance of these weights is
large we want to remove particles with low weights and mul-
tiply ones with higher weights, so we resample n new parti-
cles using the normalized weights as a distribution, and then
adjust the weights to be uniform. The likelihoods then accu-

Algorithm 1: PARTICLE FILTER ALGORITHM

1. Sample a set of n particles θi
t , (i = 1...n)

(a) If t = 0: from the prior N(µθ,σθ);
(b) If t > 1: from the particle at time t−1

p(θi
t |θi

t−1);
2. Compute weights wi

t(θ
i
1:t) which are equal to the

product of the previous likelihoods p(X1:t |θi
1:t) since

resampling: wi
t(θ

i
1:t) ∝ wi

t−1(θ
i
1:t−1)p(Xt |θi

t);
3. Resample: if resampling criterion satisfied,
resample {W i

t ,θ
i
1:t} to obtain n new equally weighted

particles { 1
n , θ̂

i
1:t}
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mulate again as new data come in. For each time point, we
convert the vector of associated particles into probabilities of
a correct response via Equation 1 (which is a sigmoid func-
tion) and take the weighted average of all particles to obtain a
model prediction of each confidence judgment between 0 and
1 over time (see Figure 2 for a baseline example of model
predictions where we set all adjustable parameters ε, µθ, and
σdyn equal to zero).4

Changing the prior When we adjust the prior over a per-
son’s beliefs about their ability (µθ), we observe changes to
their overall beliefs. In the toy example in Figure 3a, when
we assign a higher mean over ability (µθ = 1), confidence
judgments tend to be higher overall. Shifting the prior mean
downward (µθ = −1) most depresses confidence judgments
early on, when the person has limited data from the task, but
as they have more experience, their estimates of their ability
become more similar to the case with the higher prior mean.

Changing the likelihood Increasing ε to include more er-
ror in individual judgments of correctness lowers confidence
following correct responses and raises them after incorrect
responses (see Figure 3b).

Changing dynamics By varying the dynamics of our
model, we can control the extent to which participants learn
from their entire set of previous responses. When σdyn = 0, a
new particle at time t will be exactly the same as the old par-
ticle at time t− 1 because the probability distribution places
all the mass at the one location. As σdyn increases, there
is a higher chance of the particle moving farther away from
its previous location. In Figure 3c, we observe that a larger
value of σdyn results in recent observations having a greater
influence on beliefs. In particular, as seen in this example,
when the simulated participant answers multiple problems
correctly in a row, their confidence increases more steeply
when σdyn = 2 than when it is zero (and decreases similarly
after multiple sequential incorrect answers).

Fitting the Models to Data
To see how well models with different sets of parameter val-
ues compare to actual judgments, we designed an experiment
to elicit sequential self-assessments from individuals. To see
whether the parameter adjusting the dynamics of the model
(σdyn) is necessary to generate better model predictions, we
fit each individual’s data to a version of the model with no
dynamic updating (σdyn = 0)—which we refer to as the static
model—and a second version, the dynamic model, where
σdyn > 0. This distinction is consistent with the idea of ‘mind-
set’ (Ehrlinger et al., 2016) such that the static model captures
a fixed mindset (because θ is fixed) while the dynamic model
represents a growth mindset (since θ varies and we can track
how it changes). We chose a mathematical domain because,
as previously discussed, there are many cultural influences on

4In all models implemented here, we opted to generate n =
10,000 particles and used the Effective Sample Size as threshold
for determining when to resample.

self-views that may impact participants’ prior beliefs about
their ability (captured by µθ), and adult participants will also
have had different amounts of math education, which is likely
to impact their sensitivity to their correctness (or ε).

Procedure
We conducted a study to elicit confidence judgments from in-
dividuals on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants solved
20 multiple-choice algebraic equations and prior to each were
asked “You are about to solve a problem. How confident are
you that you will solve it correctly?” as well as following
the final problem (on a scale from 0 to 100), which resulted
in a total of 21 judgments each. All participants received the
same problems in the same order, so that problem difficulty
was preserved and individuals could be directly compared. To
vary problem difficulty, equations required varying amounts
of steps and skills (e.g., combining like terms, fractions) to
solve, such as 15− x = 19 and 6(−10+3x)+2(5x+6/5) =
−10x. There were four multiple-choice options per problem
and the three distractor solutions were designed to be the re-
sults of different errors a participant might make.

We obtained a total of 199 responses, but excluded 17 for
failing an instructional manipulation at the beginning of the
survey and an additional 3 who claimed to have used assis-
tive technology to solve the problems (they were asked to use
nothing but pencil and paper). This left us with 179 responses
for analysis, with an average number of problems correctly
solved of 10.85 out of 20.

Model simulations
We compared each individual’s data to both the static model
(where σdyn = 0) and the dynamic model (σdyn > 0). In order
to make this comparison, we generated sets of model simu-
lations for each participant given their set of correct and in-
correct responses by performing a grid search over µθ and
ε for the static model and these two parameters along with
σdyn for the dynamic model such that values of µθ ∈ [−3,3],
ε ∈ [0,0.5],5 and σdyn ∈ [0.01,6] were considered. We took
steps of 0.05 for ε, giving 11 possible values, steps of 0.2
for µθ, resulting in a total of 31 values, and increasing steps
of σdyn

6 for a total of 31 values, which produced 341 static
model predictions and 10,571 dynamic model predictions.
These parameter values were chosen based on initial attempts
to model a subset of participants such that a representative
spectrum of possible parameters were considered.

Results
For each participant, we compared their confidence judg-
ments to each set of model predictions by calculating the sum
of squared errors (SSE). We took the models with the smallest
SSE amongst the static models and then the dynamic models
to identify the parameters associated with the best fit model

5Because ε is a probability, we only consider values from 0 to 0.5
in our simulations because this value signifies guessing at chance.

6The values considered were (0.01, 0.02, 0.03, ..., 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6).
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Figure 3: Model predictions on the same toy example as in Figure 2 for (a) when the mean on ability (θpt ) is adjusted (µθ = 1
or −1), (b) when the error parameter ε is adjusted (ε = 0.2 or 0.4), and (c) when (σdyn) is zero or nonzero (σdyn = 2). In all
three plots, the parameters we are not adjusting are equal to zero.

in each case. As expected, individuals’ confidence judgments
were represented by different combinations of parameter val-
ues (see Figure 4 for some interesting examples) and though
there were some parameters that were more common amongst
participants, values varied across individuals (see Figure 5).
To determine whether the dynamic or static model fit the data
better in general, we calculated each model’s Bayesian infor-
mation criterion (BIC) by taking the sum of all individuals’
likelihoods (calculated from their SSEs) for each model.

We observed a somewhat higher BIC for the dynamic
model (32232.71) than for the static model (31124.55) when
fitting the models to all participants. Since the models
are nested, we conducted a likelihood ratio test yielding
χ2(179) = 365.36, p < .001 which is significantly above the
threshold for significance, and thus provides evidence to pre-
fer the dynamic model generally across participants (even
though for some, the model with σdyn = 0 was a better fit,
as seen in Figure 5c.

As we might intuit, it appears that some individuals have
more dynamic ability beliefs compared others. We thus cal-
culated both models’ BIC values for each individual sepa-
rately since we have 21 confidence judgments per participant:
the dynamic model fit the data better for 142 participants
(meaning it had a lower SSE compared to the static model)
and for 35 participants, this difference was significant such
that the χ2 test with one degree of freedom was above the
threshold of 3.84 for significance (e.g., χ2(1) = 11.20, p <
0.001 shown in Figure 4a and χ2(1) = 8.91, p < 0.01 in
Figure 4b). This suggests that sequential self-assessment
judgments reflect a changing estimate of underlying ability
for many people and that at least on an algebraic equation-
solving task, most individuals update their confidence ac-
cording to performance on the most recent problems. We
can clearly see that these parameters return interpretable
and meaningful results on an individual rather than group
level which contributes information beyond what previous
metacognitive modeling efforts have provided.

Discussion

We constructed a Bayesian model to predict confidence judg-
ments made sequentially throughout a task and observed that
different parameter values described the best-fit models for
individual participants. This confirms real-world intuitions
that there are individual differences in prior beliefs about abil-
ity (µθ), knowledge of performance following a given prob-
lem (ε), and reactivity to recent performance (σdyn). Based
on the examples presented, we can also conclude that our ra-
tional model can accurately predict individuals’ confidence
judgments, which acts as a good proxy for evolving perceived
ability over time. Our approach demonstrates that, by model-
ing their moment-by-moment confidence judgments, we can
identify individuals with dynamic (growth mindset) or static
(fixed mindset) beliefs about their own ability in a given do-
main without relying on self-report of the construct itself.
With this dataset, we were able to see that more dynamic ver-
sions of the model generally provided superior model fits to
human confidence judgments.

There are many avenues for further expanding upon the
model presented in this paper. Next, we will look at individ-
ual characteristics that might determine groupings of param-
eter values. We exclusively analyzed data from an algebraic
equation-solving task, so in future work we will compare
the range of individual parameters across different domains.
Specifically, we will compare metacognitive ability on math-
ematical tasks to trivia tasks where people may have lower
sensitivity to their performance following each item (captured
by higher ε values) or potentially increased sensitivity since
they cannot make simple computational errors (so lower ε).
This will likely depend on the type of trivia asked as well as
the question formats.

The data we collected contain not only confidence judg-
ments, but overall judgments of ability following a task. In
future work, we will compare versions of the model that pre-
dict confidence judgments to versions that predict one-off
estimates of performance to see whether in aggregate, peo-
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Figure 4: Model predictions for four example participants where grey areas signify incorrect responses: (a) the best fit static
model was parametrized by ε = 0.25 and µθ = 1 and the best fit dynamic model had parameters ε = 0.2, µθ = 1, and σdyn = 0.6;
(b) was fit by ε = 0.05 and µθ =−1.7 while the dynamic model is fit by ε = 0.1, µθ =−1.3, and σdyn = 2; (c) the best fit static
model for this participant was parametrized by ε = 0.3 and µθ =−0.3 while the dynamic model is fit by ε = 0.45, µθ =−0.1,
and σdyn = 1.6; (d) was best fit by ε = 0.25 and µθ = −1.9 for the static model and ε = 0.35, µθ = −2, and σdyn = 0.2 for
the dynamic model. The dynamic model fit the data significantly better than the static model in (a) and (b). In (c) and (d),
the dynamic and static models fit the data equally well. Confidence judgments were made out of 100, so displayed are scaled
versions of participants’ responses here.

ple are better calibrated to their ability during or after a task
and be able to inquire about what is behind someone hav-
ing greater accuracy in their assessments at one time point
and not another. Individuals might be very knowledgeable in
their confidence judgments, for example, but then overesti-
mate their performance following the task to maintain their
self-concept. There might be similarly protective instincts in
the reverse direction, where people may be optimistic during
a challenging task to maintain their motivation, but end up
with a realistic picture of their ability following the task.

Given how frequently metacognitive monitoring is studied
in educational domains, we hope to apply this rational model
of self-assessment to more real-world data in the hopes of
gleaning what is at the source of metacognitive judgments for
students on an individual basis and demonstrate the useful-
ness of computational modeling in more applied settings.
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Abstract 

Our world is filled with statistical information: from dice rolls to 
lotteries, we often act based on our impressions of probability. Yet 
the human mind is not wired to reason about truly probabilistic 
events, often imposing structure on data or events where no such 
structure exists (as in ‘illusory correlations’). Here, we consider a 
case study in intuitive statistics: disjunctive events. For example, 

participants are asked to imagine a button that, when pressed, has a 
1 in 100 chance of yielding a prize. They are told to imagine 
pressing that button 100 times. Across several paradigms, we show 
that people overestimate the probability of this disjunctive event — 
in stark contrast to classic demonstrations where people 
underestimate such probabilities (e.g., when iteratively selecting 
marbles from jars with replacement). These results reflect a 
tendency to view events as causally connected in illusory ways; 

implications for other domains of reasoning are discussed. 

Keywords: Intuitive statistics, disjunctive events; probability; 
reasoning; decision-making; reservoir fallacy 

Introduction 

Every day, we are flooded with statistical information, whether 
explicitly (as when reading or watching the news) or implicitly 

(as when slowly learning over time when you might expect to see 

certain events on your way to work). For example, you may think 

about whether it will rain each day over the next two, which may 

be thought of as the probability that it will rain tomorrow and the 

probability that it will rain the next day. In these cases, you may 

implicitly form predictions about what is or is not likely to 

happen. In others, you may be forced to explicitly form 

predictions: e.g., when gambling at a roulette table, you would 

likely be well aware of your odds of losing money over repeated 

rounds. But how do you arrive at these estimates?  
Probabilities about dichotomous outcomes can be difficult to 

discern; mental math will usually be insufficient to approximate 

an answer. For example, it is easy to calculate the probability of 

getting ‘tails’ three times in a row when flipping a coin. But it is 

much harder to predict the probability of getting exactly two “2s” 

when rolling a die six times. Prior work (e.g., Bar-Hillel, 1973; 

Brockner et al., 2002; Costello, et al., 2009).  suggests that people 

misestimate the probability of disjunctive events in a particular 

way, namely by underestimating the probability of disjunctive 

events. A single (but well-cited) paper (Bar-Hillel, 1973), 

documents how people reason about both conjunctive events and 
disjunctive events in the context of retrieving marbles from jars. 

The paradigm is straightforward: you are playing a betting game, 

and you must choose between one of two jars to bet on. Let's say 

both jars have twenty marbles. In Jar A, there will be one red 

marble and nineteen blue marbles. If you choose to bet on Jar A, 

you can select from the jar twenty times (with replacement); you 

win if you get the red marble at least once. In Jar B, there will 

also be twenty marbles: 12 red and 8 blue. If you choose to bet 

on Jar B, you can select from the jar only once; you win if you 

get a red marble. Which jar would you choose? If you are like 
most of the participants, you would take the 'simple' gamble, Jar 

B.  This would be irrational, however, because the probability of 

winning by betting on Jar A (~64%) is greater than the probability 

of winning by betting on Jar B (60%). 

This finding has led to the oft repeated claim that people have 

a general tendency to underestimate the probability of disjunctive 

events (e.g., see Bazerman & Moore, 1994; Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1986). Is this always true? Consider the following 

scenario. A button, when pressed, has a 1 in 100 chance of 

yielding a prize. Suppose you press that button 100 times. 

Without using a calculator or some other tool, ask yourself: what 
is the probability that you will win at least one prize? Even 

readers with training in formal statistics may have trouble 

figuring out an exact answer. For most readers, we suspect that 

the estimate that first comes to mind is higher (perhaps much 

higher) than the correct answer: 63%. Note that this problem is 

formally identical to the problem of selecting marbles from jars, 

yet (even knowing this) you may still have an intuition to 

overestimate the probability of winning a prize in this case. This 

failure — and its seeming incongruity with classic results — is 

the focus of the present paper. 

Impressions of structure 

It is no longer surprising to assert that humans are bad ‘intuitive 

statisticians’; a large body of work spanning nearly half a century 

has attempted to understand the cognitive bases of decision-

making — and the many ways in which we fail to grasp our 

probabilistic world (e.g., Peterson & Beach, 1967; Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1974). Yet this literature is only one part of an even 

broader story. In general, we often perceive structure or causal 

relationships where none exist. We not only perceive regularities 

in our environment (Saffran et al., 1996; Turk-Browne et al., 

2005), we also infer their underlying causal structure (Gopnik et 

al., 2004; Rottman & Keil, 2012; Steyvers et al., 2003). For 
example, ‘illusory correlations’ between features and groups may 

give rise to social stereotypes (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976). And 

it is said that our impressions of ‘conceptual coherence’ are 

governed not by similarity or features correlations, but instead by 
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the extent to which those concepts cohere with our own prior 

beliefs and naïve theories (Murphy & Medin, 1985).  

In light of this tendency to ‘overperceive’ connectedness, we 

ask whether subject probability estimates may be explained by 

illusory causal structure. Here, we seek to understand (1) whether 
people do reason about disjunctive events in a (discernible) 

context-dependent manner, and, if true, (2) whether illusory 

impressions of connectedness may explain this pattern. We 

suggest that the physical instantiations of many probability 

problems may matter far more than previously thought; we 

discuss a possible ‘reservoir fallacy’ that may underlie such 

intuitions. 

Current Study  

In a first set of studies, we replicate the original marbles-in-jars 

paradigm in several unique ways. In a second set of studies, we 

ask whether people always underestimate disjunctive events. We 
test participants in the button-pressing framing (explained above) 

and show that people have a strong tendency to overestimate the 

probability of disjunctive events (Experiment 2a). This effect is 

not explained by the number of events (Experiment 1a), is robust 

across paradigms (Experiments 2b-2c), and seems to be a part of 

a coherent mental model (Experiment 2c). We then discuss how 

these findings contribute to our understanding of reasoning about 

specific kinds of probabilistic events, but also how these findings 

advance our understanding of probabilistic reasoning generally. 

Experiment 1a: Marbles — Gambles 

First, we aimed to conceptually replicate classic effects 
documenting underestimation of disjunctive events (e.g., when 

selecting marbles from jars; Bar-Hillel, 1973). However, we 

modified this paradigm in three ways: (1) participants do not 

manipulate physical marbles in jars, but instead are told to 

imagine them; (2) the values differ from the original work; in our 

disjunctive bet, for example, participants are told there is a jar 

with 19 blue marbles and 1 red marble, from which they select 20 

times with replacement; in our simple bet, three different groups 

of participants are told either that there is a flat 60%, 65%, or 75% 

chance of winning only a single selection (from a set of 20 

marbles); and (3) we test adults rather than school-age students. 
We sought to replicate and extend these findings — to ensure that 

underestimation is due to the general framing of the problem and 

not the specific details of the paradigm. 

Method 

Participants Three separate groups of 100 adult participants 

completed a survey online through Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

The sample size was chosen in advance and was pre-registered. 

Pre-registrations for this experiment and subsequent experiments, 

as well as raw data and other materials, can be found at the 

following OSF page. All participants lived in the United States. 

This study was approved by the relevant Institutional Review 
Board. 

Design & Procedure Participants are asked to choose between 

two bets. In Bet A, the disjunctive bet, there is a jar with 20 

marbles, 19 of which are blue and one of which is red. 

Participants were told to imagine making 20 iterative selections 

from the jar, one marble at a time, with replacement. They were 

told that if they choose this bet, they win if they ever receive a 

single red marble. In Bet B, the simple bet, participants were told 

to imagine a jar with 20 marbles, x (12, 13, or 14) of which are 

red while the rest are blue. (Three different groups of 100 
participants saw each value of x). They were told that, unlike the 

other bet, they could only select from this jar one time. They were 

told they win the bet if they receive a red marble. Thus, 

participants chose between a disjunctive bet of unknown 

probability (Bet A) and a simple bet of known probability (Bet 

B). To ensure that observers responses were valid, we urged 

participants not to use calculators or other aids and we explained 

that there were no tricks in the task and that we were only 

interested in people’s intuitions. Separate groups of subjects 

answered the question for different values of x (12, 13, or 14). 

Participants simply made a selection. After this selection, they 

were prompted to “re-state the [question] in [their] own words, 
and provide a one sentence explanation for [their] answer.” 

Results and Discussion 

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 1a. As is evident 

from the figure, participants reliably preferred the ‘simple’ bet in 

all three conditions — even when the disjunctive bet was 

rationally the better option (and these impressions are confirmed 

with analyses following). Note that the objective likelihood of 

winning for the disjunctive bet is always ~64%. In comparison, 

the objective likelihood of winning the simple bet is 60%, 65%, 

and 70% in each of the three conditions. Therefore, if participants 

are behaving rationally, they should choose the disjunctive bet 
more in the first conditions, about equally in the second, and less 

in the third. Instead, participants consistently preferred the simple 

bet over the disjunctive bet: across all three conditions, 217 of 

300 participants chose the simple bet (p<.001; 74, 71, and 72, for 

each of the conditions above, respectively; all ps<.001). Thus, 

participants seem to prefer the simple bet even when it is 

objectively the poorer option. This is consistent with prior results 

documenting a similar effect (Bar-Hillel, 1973). Here, we 

conceptually replicate these effects while altering many minor 

experimental details — suggesting that this pattern is indeed 

robust and meaningful.  

 
Figure 1.  The number of participants who chose the ‘simple’ bet in (A) 
Experiment 1a and (B) Experiment 2a. The y-axis simply represents the 
number of participants (out of 100) who chose the simple bet (as opposed 

to the disjunctive bet). On the x-axis are the three different values of the 
simple bet for each experiment; note that these are not identical across 
experiments, by design. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 
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Experiment 1b: Marbles — Free Response 

Experiment 1a shows at least one case where people do in fact 

underestimate the probability of disjunctive events. Nevertheless, 

it is still unclear how these results might vary with task demands. 

Here, we assess people’s statistical intuitions in a different way, 

by having them explicitly estimate the probability of a given 
outcome. For example, we will again tell participants about a jar 

with 1 red marble (from which they select marbles one at a time, 

with replacement), and ask them to estimate the probability 

they’d receive at least one red marble if they selected x times 

(where x equals the number of total marbles in the jar). Instead of 

choosing between two gambles, they indicate their probability 

estimate by freely adjusting a number line from 0-100. Do people 

still underestimate? 

 

Method 
This experiment is identical to Experiment 1a except as otherwise 

noted. Three separate groups of 100 participants completed this 

experiment. Here, instead of choosing between two gambles, 

participants simply explicitly estimated the probability of 

receiving one or more red marble when selecting x times (20, 

100, or 300) from a jar with x marbles (20, 100, or 300), only one 

of which was red. They made their responses by dragging and 

dropping a point along a number line from 0-100.  

To ensure that observers responses were valid, we urged 

participants not to use calculators or other aids and we explained 

that there were no tricks in the task and that we were only 
interested in people’s intuitions. We also noticed in pilot data that 

a large number of people would either answer 100% or the 

equivalent of (1/x)% (i.e., if there were twenty marbles, they 

would say 5%). To combat this, we added a note that said, e.g.: 

“Hint: the answer is neither 100% nor 5%.” We further 

encouraged participants to think about this problem like a coin 

flip, explaining: “There is a 50% chance you’ll get tails on any 

given flip — but that does not mean you are guaranteed to get 

tails in two flips. And, in general, you’re more likely to get at 

least one tails if you flip the coin 10 times vs. 5 times.”  

 
Figure 2. The mean probability estimates of receiving one or more 
prizes for (A) Experiment 1b and (B) Experiment 2b. The y-axis simply 
represents the mean response. The x-axis represents the specific gamble 

(i.e., the three different conditions of each experiment). The x-axis itself 
(set at a value of 63.5) corresponds to approximately chance 
performance in each case (though this differences slightly across 
conditions). The chance line is for the purpose of visual demonstration 
and is not meant to be exact. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 

Results and Discussion 

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 2a. As is evident 

from the figure, participants reliably underestimated the 

probability of the disjunctive events in all three conditions (the x-

axis corresponds to approximately rational performance; these 

impressions are confirmed in subsequent analyses). The objective 

likelihood of winning for the disjunctive bet is ~63-64%; 

therefore, participants’ responses should on average be lower 

than these values. For purposes of standardization, and to be 
conservative, we ask in each condition whether the observed 

averages differ from a value of 63%. And, indeed, that was the 

case: participants indicate that the estimated probability of 

selecting at least one red marble was 41.6%, 38.3%, and 37.8% 

for the 20, 100, and 300 marble conditions, respectively. All three 

conditions were lower than would be expected by chance if 

participants’ answers matched the objective truth (20 selections: 

t(99)=6.15, p<.001, d=.62; 100 selections: t(99)=6.84, p<.001, 

d=.68; 300 selections: t(99)=6.67, p<.001, d=.67). These results 

offer further evidence for the tendency to underestimate the 

probability of disjunctive events and suggest that participants 
underestimate even when making explicit judgments.  

Experiment 1c: Marbles — Exact Estimates 

In Experiments 1a and 1b, we participants underestimated the 

probability of disjunctive events in the marbles-in-jars framing. 

But why? Many participants give implausible answers, as if they 

fail to understand the logical constraints of the problem. E.g., 

without thinking for very long, one may not realize that saying 

you have a 100% chance of getting one red marble means there 

is no possibility whatsoever of failing to draw that red marble. To 

address this, we had participants simultaneously estimate the 
probability of getting (a) exactly zero red marbles, (b) exactly one 

red marble, and (c) two or more red marbles. Participants were 

explicitly told the probability estimates had to add up to 100%. 

In this way, we force participants to reason about many possible 

outcomes at once — while also helping them recognize the 

logical constraints of the problem.  

Method 

This experiment is identical to Experiment 1b except as otherwise 

noted. A new group of 100 participants completed this 

experiment. Here, instead of indicating the probability of getting 

one or more red marble, participants simultaneously indicated the 
probability of getting exactly zero, exactly one, and two or more 

red marbles. They made their responses by dragging and 

dropping points along three separate number lines from 0-100. 

Participants were told that these probabilities constrained each 

other and therefore must add up to 100%; responses that did not 

add up to 100% were excluded and replaced. 

Results and Discussion 

The objective likelihood of winning zero prizes is 35.9%; the 

objective likelihood of winning one prize is 37.7%; and the 

objective likelihood of winning two or more prizes is 26.4%. (In 

the figure, these objective likelihoods are represented by thin 
grey bars.) We compare the observed values to these expected 
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values. If participants have a general tendency to underestimate 

the probability of disjunctive events, then we should expect an 

overestimated probability for zero prizes. However, we have no 

specific predictions about the other two values. People could 

underestimate disjunctive probability because they underestimate 
the probability of receiving one item, or two items, or more.  

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 3a. As is 

evident from the figure, participants reliably underestimated the 

probability of the disjunctive event (i.e., they overestimated the 

likelihood of receiving zero prizes, and thereby underestimated 

the probability of receiving one or more prizes). These 

impressions are confirmed by the following analyses. On 

average, participants estimated there to be a 61.5% probability of 

receiving zero prizes (t(99)=6.72, p<.001, d=.67), a 23.3% 

probability of receiving one prize (t(99)=4.96, p<.001, d=.50), 

and a 15.2% probability of receiving two or more prizes 

(t(99)=4.69, p<.001, d=.47). As expected, people overestimated 
the probability of receiving no prize at all. Interestingly, this 

increased probability was displaced both from the probability of 

receiving one prize and two or more prizes. In other words, 

people think the probability of receiving any number of prizes is 

less likely than would be expected by chance. This extra 

information helps us to understand how participants 

underestimate. They are not underestimating just because they 

are bad at estimating probability. Instead, they are reasoning in a 

consistent and coherent (albeit illogical) manner (in the sense that 

they view the probability of winning two or more prizes as less 

likely than winning one prize — which is true — and in the sense 
that their overestimated chance of winning exactly zero prizes 

detracts both from of these values).  

Unlike Experiments 1a and 1b, participants in this task are 

explicitly forced to recognize how the probability of each 

outcome constraints the other. As such, if the prior results arose 

from a general failure to understand the problem, we might have 

seen an entirely different pattern of results in this paradigm. 

Finding a very similar pattern suggests that whatever mental 

model participants are engaging is highly systematic, always 

triggered in this context, and unlikely due to task demands. 

 
Figure 3. The mean probability estimates of receiving certain exact 
outcomes for (A) Experiment 1c and (B) Experiment 2c. The y-axis 
simply represents the mean response. The x-axis represents the specific 
outcome (i.e., zero, one, or more prizes). The grey bars represent the 
objective likelihood of each outcome in each experiment. If a value is 

above this bar, it would mean that participants are overestimating the 
probability of this specific outcome. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 

Experiment 2a: Buttons — Gambles 

Do people always underestimate the probability of disjunctive 

events? Previously, we gave the example of pressing a button one 

hundred times that has a 1% chance of yielding a prize. 

Intuitively, it feels like the chances of winning are much higher 

in this case. Here, we mirror the paradigm in Experiment 1a but 
with a slightly different framing. Participants were asked to 

choose between two bets involving pressing a button. In Bet A, 

the disjunctive bet, there is a button that can be pressed 100 times, 

which has a 1/100 chance to yield a prize. They were told that if 

they choose this bet, they win if they ever receive a single prize. 

In Bet B, the simple bet, participants were told that there is a 

button with y% (65, 70, 75) chance of yielding a prize. They were 

told that, unlike the other bet, the button could only be pressed 

once. Thus, participants must choose between a disjunctive bet of 

unknown probability (Bet A) and a simple bet of known 

probability (Bet B). Using this approach, we can determine 

whether people always underestimate disjunctive probabilities or 
if, instead, the intuition presented in the introduction is 

empirically supported. 

Method 

This experiment is identical to Experiment 1a except as otherwise 

noted. Three separate groups of 100 participants completed this 

experiment. Here, instead of indicating the probability of getting 

red marbles when selecting from a jar, the gambles were framed 

in terms of button presses. For example, in Bet A, the disjunctive 

bet, there is a button that can be pressed 100 times, which has a 

1/100 chance to yield a prize. Participants were told that if they 

choose this bet, they win if they ever receive a single prize. In Bet 
B, the simple bet, participants were told that there is a button with 

x% (65, 70, 75) chance of yielding a prize. They were told that, 

unlike the other bet, the button can only be pressed once. Thus, 

the choice is between a disjunctive bet of unknown probability 

(Bet A) and a simple bet of known probability (Bet B).  

Separate groups of subjects answered the question for different 

values of x (65, 70, 75). 

Results and Discussion 

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 1b. As is evident 

from the figure, participants reliably preferred the ‘disjunctive’ 

bet more than they rationally should have (and these impressions 
are subsequently confirmed with analyses). The objective 

likelihood of winning for the disjunctive bet is ~63%. In 

comparison, the objective likelihood of winning is 65%, 70%, 

and 75% in each of the three conditions. Therefore, if participants 

are behaving rationally, we should expect that they choose the 

disjunctive bet less often in all three conditions. However, this is 

not the case. Participants overestimate the probability of the 

disjunctive bet in the first condition, choosing it more often than 

the simple bet (71 of 100; p<.001). In the other two conditions, 

participants were at chance (50/100 and 51/100, respectively) 

when in fact they should have been choosing the simple bet more 
often (ps>.50). In other words, participants seem to prefer the 

disjunctive bet more often than they should, even when it is 

objectively the poorer option. This is inconsistent with other 
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effects of disjunctive probability estimation Experiments 1a-c 

here; Bar-Hillel, 1973). This experiment provides the first 

evidence of overestimating the probability of disjunctive events 

in certain contexts. Before trying to understand what accounts for 

this difference, we first wanted to ensure that this pattern is 
robust. The next 3 experiments were designed to replicate this 

pattern across unique paradigms.   

Experiment 2b: Buttons — Free Response 

Are the results in Experiment 2a generalizable? In this scenario, 

rather than having participants choose between two bets, they 

will be asked to explicitly estimate the probability of a particular 

outcome. Participants were told that they could press a button x 

(20, 100, 300) times which had a 1/x (20, 100, 300) chance to 

yield a prize. They were asked to indicate the probability that they 

would receive at least one prize. Note, crucially, that this framing 

is mathematically identical to the marbles-in-jars framing. Note 
also that we were less interested in the absolute answers of 

participants, and more in the relative values of their answers 

(compared to Experiment 1b). 

Method 

This experiment is identical to Experiment 1b except as otherwise 

noted. Three separate groups of 100 participants completed this 

experiment. Here, instead of indicating the probability of getting 

one or more red marble when selecting from a jar, participants 

were told that there is a button with a 1/x chance (20, 100, or 300) 

of yielding a prize when pressed. They were told to imagine 

pressing this button x times (20, 100, or 300). They made their 
responses by dragging and dropping a point along a number line 

from 0-100. (See also our discussion of exclusion criteria and 

how those should affect the interpretation of these results in the 

Method section of Experiment 1b.) 

Results and Discussion 

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 2b. As is evident 

from the figure, participants greatly overestimated the probability 

of the disjunctive events for all three values (relative to the 

marbles-in-jars framing in panel 2a). The objective likelihood of 

winning for the disjunctive bet is ~63-64%; therefore, we may 

expect that participants’ responses are on average higher than 
these values; however, because of the difficulty of offering an 

explicit probability estimate and noise in the data, we caution 

against interpreting the absolute value of these estimates. Instead, 

we should consider the relative values (compared to the marbles-

in-jars framing of Experiment 1b). That said, for purposes of 

standardization, and to be conservative, we ask in each condition 

whether the observed averages differ from a value of 64%. In 

fact, participants were no different from the chance value of 64% 

in any of the three conditions (ps>.05). These probability 

estimates differed greatly from Experiment 1b. In the 20 button 

condition, participants gave an average estimate that was 19 

points higher (t(99)=4.09, p<.001, d=.58); in the 100 button 

condition, participants gave an average estimate that was 25 

points higher (t(99)=5.18, p<.001, d=.73); and in the 300 button 

condition they gave an average that was 31 points higher 

(t(99)=6.57, p<.001, d=.93). In some situations, therefore, people 

overestimate the probability of disjunctive events: the problem 

posed to participants in this experiment is mathematically 

identical to what they encountered in Experiment 1b, yet average 

probability estimates differed by as much as 32%. 

Experiment 2c: Buttons — Exact Estimates 

We can use these same paradigms to further probe people's 

mental models of disjunctive events. For example, we can ask not 

about the probability of receiving one or more prizes, but instead 

about the exact probability of receiving exactly one prize (or 

exactly twice prizes, or exactly zero prizes). Mirroring the 

paradigm of Experiment 1c, participants simultaneously assessed 

the probability of receiving exactly zero, exactly one, and two or 

more prizes. This allows us to better understand why people 

overestimate in this context: is it because they overestimate the 

probability of exactly one event occurring, or because they 

overestimate the probability of two events occurring, or three, 
etc.? 

Method 

This experiment is identical to Experiment 1c except as otherwise 

noted. A separate group of 100 participants completed this 

experiment. Here, instead of indicating the probability of getting 

specific numbers of red marbles when selecting from a jar, 

participants were asked to indicate the probability of getting a 

specific number of prizes (zero, one, or more) when pressing a 

button 100 times with a 1/100 chance of yielding a prize. 

Results and Discussion 

The objective likelihood of winning zero prizes is 36.6%; the 

objective likelihood of winning one prize is 37.0%; and the 

objective likelihood of winning two or more prizes is 26.4%. We 

compared the observed values to these expected values. If 

participants have a general tendency to overestimate the 

probability of disjunctive events in this context, then we should 

expect an underestimated probability for zero prizes.  

Results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 3b. 

Participants reliably overestimated the probability of the 

disjunctive event (i.e., they underestimated the likelihood of 

receiving zero prizes, and thereby overestimated the probability 

of receiving one or more prizes). These impressions are 
confirmed by the following analyses. On average, participants 

estimated there to be a 25.3% probability of receiving zero prizes 

(t(99)=3.83, p<.001, d=.38), a 47.2% probability of receiving one 

prize (t(99)=3.28, p=.001, d=.33), and a 26.4% probability of 

receiving two or more prizes (t(99)=.40, p=.69, d=.04). As 

expected, people underestimate the probability of receiving no 

prize at all. Interestingly, it seems that most of this probability 

was displaced to the probability of receiving exactly one prize 

(which participants consistently overestimated). This extra 

information helps us to understand how participants 

overestimate. As in Experiment 1c, they seem not to be 
estimating incorrectly just because they are bad at estimating 

probability in general; if that were the case, these results should 

be much more random and much more like those of Experiment 

1c. In fact, the average for each value (zero prizes, one prizes, 

and two or more prizes) was significantly different from what we 
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observed in Experiment 1c (ps<.001) — further confirming that 

participants are reasoning differently in these two contexts. 

Participants seem to engage different cognitive models 

depending on how the problem is framed. These different 

cognitive models cause systematic underestimation in one case 
(the marbles-in-jars framing; Experiments 1a-c) and 

overestimation in another (the button-pressing framing; 

Experiments 2a-c). 

General Discussion 

People have conflicting intuitions about disjunctive events. In 

some cases, people underestimate the probability of disjunctive 

events (Experiments 1a-c); but in others, they overestimate 

(Experiments 2a-c). Yet a coherent mental model may underlie 

these contrasting intuitions — one that is swayed by (mis)-

perceptions of causal connectedness. This mental model has two 

key components: (1) people view probabilities as being more 
exact than they truly are (i.e., interpreting 1/300 to mean that we 

should expect almost exactly one out of every three hundred, 

whereas the reality is that one should expect an average of 1 

output per 300 inputs, whether that means one receives 0, or 2, or 

3, or 10 outputs for a given set of inputs; see Experiment 2d); and 

(2) people view disjunctive events as part of a finite-but-

replenishable resource (i.e., a ‘reservoir’) that rapidly depletes 

(unless there is clear evidence of its replenishment, as when 

replacing marbles into a jar) — possibly reflecting a general 

tendency to overperceive or erroneously infer causal connections 

among independent events. Behavior in these tasks does not stem 
from arbitrary, irrational intuitions, but instead arise from an 

appealing (albeit incorrect) mental model of the world: that, in 

the absence of an explicit cue to replenishment (or 

independence), probabilistic outcomes are finite and must 

eventually occur. This is what we refer to as the ‘reservoir 

fallacy’. 

Note that the previously documented effect of 

underestimation has been explained in a very different way. 

Tversky and Kahneman (1986), write “…The overall probability 

of a disjunctive event is higher than the probability of each 

elementary event. As a consequence of anchoring, the overall 

probability… will be underestimated in disjunctive problems” (p. 
47). While it may be the case that underestimation in the relevant 

cases may be understood as an effect of anchoring, this 

explanation cannot explain overestimation in other cases (e.g., in 

the button-pressing framing). Therefore, the present results call 

into question this domain-general explanation. Note that this 

same explanation is used by Tversky and Kahneman to explain 

why people are biased to overestimate conjunctive events (as in 

Cohen et al., 1972). If anchoring does not explain the estimation 

of disjunctive events, does it still explain the estimation of 

conjunctive events? Our results suggest that, instead, reasoning 

may often be guided by specific, context-dependent mental 
models.  

That said, this ‘reservoir fallacy’ may be explained in other 

ways. Here, we have suggested that ‘illusory causal connections’ 

in certain scenarios drive differing intuitions. However, there are 

other ways of thinking about these results. For example, perhaps 

a sense of control over the marble selection (and a lack of sense 

of control when pressing a button) contribute to these differing 

intuitions. In ongoing work, we address this concern by using 

more carefully controlled scenarios (e.g., simultaneous vs. 

successive dice rolls). Even in this minimal pair, observers have 

different intuitions about the likelihood of certain outcomes. 
Here, however, a sense of control is unlikely to explain the 

difference: ostensibly people exert the same amount of control 

over dice rolls, whether or not they are successive or 

simultaneous. Even so, there may be other subtle ways of framing 

these results; ‘illusory causal connections’ are not the only 

possible explanation for the differences observed here. We 

encourage future work that addresses other possibilities.  

Subjective Probability in a Causal World 

We exist in a world of causes and effect; our minds are 

predisposed to be attuned not just to regularities in our 

environment (Saffran et al., 1996; Turk-Browne et al., 2005) but 
also to infer their causal structure (Gopnik et al., 2004; Rottman 

& Keil, 2012; Steyvers et al., 2003). Indeed, complex social 

processes like academic failure are often conceived by laypeople 

as stemming from a network of causes and effects (Lunt 1988, 

1991). And in some cases, people over-interpret regularities 

(causal or not) — continuing to attend to where those regularities 

were, even after they exist no longer (Yu & Zhao, 2015). In some 

cases, this attention to and rapid interpretation of regularities 

serves a crucial functional role: to facilitate learning (Trueswell, 

et al., 2013). In other words: we automatically attend to the causal 

structure of the world and construct causal interpretations and 

models on highly incomplete data (as in Hamilton & Gifford, 
1976).  

Similarly, these findings may best be explained by a general 

disposition to impose or over-interpret regularities and/or causal 

structure when there is none. For example, when pressing a 

button 100 times, observers may be tempted to view those button 

presses as causally related in some way — each one gradually 

influencing the probability of the next. Yet, in the marbles-in-jars 

framing, people are faced with the reality that the system is 

‘resetting’ each time, allowing them to overcome this (erroneous) 

disposition. This interpretation is consistent with other biases of 

subjective probability like the gambler’s fallacy and the hot-hand 
fallacy, where, in both cases, people fail to properly grasp the 

causal independence of independent events.  

 

Conclusion 

We have shown a clear case where people overestimate the 

probability of disjunctive events. We have come to refer to this 

tendency as a ‘reservoir fallacy’, whereby disjunctive events are 

viewed as a being drawn from a finite-but-replenishable resource. 

This model explains how we reason about probability in a variety 

of contexts, from speculating about the probability of rain, to 

playing board games, to gambling — shedding light on the 
underlying nature, structure, and origins of our statistical 

intuitions. 
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Abstract 

Theories of event cognition have hypothesized that the 

boundaries of events are characterized by change, including a 

change in the agent’s goal, but the role of higher-order goal 

information on the placement of event boundaries has not been 

addressed experimentally. We tested whether goals can affect 

how viewers determine event boundaries. Participants read a 

context sentence stating an agent’s goal (e.g., “Jesse wants to 

eat the orange with her breakfast” vs. “Jesse wants to use the 

orange as a garnish”). Participants then saw an image of an 

event outcome (e.g., a partly peeled orange) and were asked to 

identify whether the event had occurred (“Did she peel the 

orange?”). Participants were more likely to respond Yes to a 

partly complete outcome if the outcome satisfied the agent’s 

goal. Our results offer the first direct evidence in support of the 

conclusion that higher-order intentionality information affects 

the way events are conceptualized.  

 

Keywords: events, aspect, telicity, goals, intentionality, 

perfective 

Introduction 

Daily life, from morning routines and daily commutes to 

getting ready for bed at night, can be viewed as a series of 

events. From this point of view, “completing your morning 

routine” can be thought of as an event by itself, but this 

overarching event can also be broken down into smaller 

subevents such as making a pot of coffee, cooking breakfast, 

or making the bed (Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, 2001). One 

definition of an event that aligns with this description states 

that events are characterized as temporal entities unfolding at 

a specific time and location and having a beginning and 

ending point (Zacks & Tversky, 2001).  

According to a prominent model of how people parse 

dynamic events (Event Segmentation Theory, or EST; Zacks, 

Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007), event 

comprehension is an ongoing process that is facilitated by the 

use of multiple simultaneous event models that are 

maintained in working memory. Event models are used to 

predict near future occurrences and are adjusted when there 

is an increase in prediction errors. These increases in 

prediction error, as indicated by transient changes in neural 

activity, correspond to the placement of boundaries during 

both active event segmentation and passive viewing (Zacks 

et al., 2001). An increase in prediction errors, and the 

corresponding detection of event boundaries, has been found 

to correspond with points of change in the stream of input 

(Speer, Zacks, & Reynolds, 2004; 2007). These changes can 

be perceptual such as changes in movement (e.g., a car turns; 

Magliana, Kopp, McNerney, Radvansky, & Zacks, 2012). 

Additionally, top-down processes such as inferences about an 

agent’s intentions have also been argued to influence the 

placement of event boundaries (Zacks, 2004). For instance, 

adults have been shown to adjust their level of segmentation 

(i.e., the density of event boundaries) depending on their 

familiarity with the actor’s intent – a stream of actions will 

be divided into smaller units when viewers are uncertain 

about the goal of making these actions (Newtson, 1973; 

Vallacher & Wegner, 1987; Wilder, 1978). Relatedly, very 

young infants can parse everyday actions by placing 

boundaries at the points where a goal is achieved (Baldwin, 

Baird, Saylor, & Clark, 2001; cf. also Brandone & Wellman, 

2009; Luo & Johnson, 2008; Woodward, 1998).  

In the line of research just reviewed, the roles of perceptual 

and conceptual/intentional cues to event boundaries are 

typically intertwined, with changes in the latter often 

initiating or corresponding with changes in the former 

(Tversky, Zacks, & Hard, 2008). This close relationship 

creates a limitation when it comes to understanding how 

intentionality contributes to event boundaries (and thus event 

conceptualization) more generally. For instance, in many of 

the classic event segmentation studies, it is not possible to 

completely isolate changes in the goals of an event agent 

from co-occurring spatiotemporal cues as participants view 

and segment film clips. In the event of making a pot of coffee, 

for instance, a change in the agent’s goal (e.g., completing the 

goal of filling the coffee maker with water and then deciding 

to turn it on) is also accompanied by a distinct change in 

movement (the change in motion away from the reservoir 

towards the ‘on’ button). One study by Levine, Hirsch-Pasek, 

Pace, and Golinkoff (2017) attempted to eliminate such 

spatiotemporal cues in a film segmentation task by playing 

motion clips in reverse. Participants shown the reversed film 

continued to segment similarly to those shown the original 

film. However, as the authors note, while reversing the film 

reduced the available spatiotemporal cues, the cohesion of the 

agent’s movements was not eliminated.  

A related limitation in prior work lies with the difficulty of 

presenting an agent’s goals explicitly and naturally within a 
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film segment. Ideally, in order to address the hypothesis that 

a salient goal might affect placement of event endpoints, the 

goal information presented with the event must be both 

explicit and amenable to manipulation in isolation from the 

physical components of the event. In the present experiment, 

we addressed these limitations in a novel paradigm exploring 

the role of intentionality in event cognition. 

Current Study 

In the current study we tested whether contextually supplied 

knowledge about the goals of an agent within an event affects 

how viewers place event endpoints. We presented 

participants with a context sentence that introduced an 

overarching goal of an agent (e.g., either “Jesse wants to eat 

the orange with her breakfast”, or “Jesse wants to use the 

orange as a garnish”). Then people were shown images of 

objects depicting an event at a stage of partial completion 

(e.g., a partly-peeled orange) and had to answer a question 

about the event (e.g., “Did she peel the orange?”). Critically, 

the event in the test question was an intermediate step (or 

subevent) in fulfilling the agent’s overarching goal. We were 

interested in whether participants would be more likely to 

give non-culmination responses (e.g., to deny that the agent 

peeled the orange) when the agent’s stated goals involved a 

higher degree of subevent development (as in eat the orange, 

that requires that all of the orange be peeled) as opposed to a 

lower degree of development (as in use the orange as a 

garnish, where even a small piece of the skin is enough).   

The present study bears on theories of event cognition, 

especially those that have hypothesized that higher-order 

considerations such as intentionality affect event boundaries 

(Baldwin et al., 2001; Newtson, 1973; Vallacher & Wegner, 

1987; Wilder, 1978; Zacks, 2004). As previously discussed, 

many of the methods utilized in prior work on event cognition 

were insufficient to isolate the role of intentionality from that 

of visual features of the input stream. The solution employed 

in the current experiment was to use a combination of 

narrative text and static images of event outcomes depicting 

various stages of completion. The use of a partially narrative 

format to present goal information allows for the agent’s goal 

to be made explicit while also allowing the manipulation of 

the goal in isolation from other cues (cf. also Madden & 

Zwaan, 2003). The use of narrative is justified by studies of 

event segmentation that have found similar patterns of event 

boundary placement (Magliano et al., 2012) and similar 

neural activation around event boundaries (Speer et al., 2007; 

Zacks et al., 2001) regardless of whether an event was 

presented visually or in a narrative text. Similarly, the use of 

a static image allows for the manipulation of visual cues to 

event progression and culmination. The choice of static 

pictures is further justified by evidence that event information 

can be reliably extracted from a single event snapshot (e.g., 

Hafri, Papafragou, & Trueswell, 2013), even when the 

snapshot involves only the event outcome (specifically, the 

object affected by the action) in the absence of the agent 

(Hindy, Altmann, Kalenik, & Thompson-Schill, 2012; 

Solomon, Hindy, Altmann, Thompson-Schill, 2015; Ünal & 

Papafragou, 2019).  

Finally, the present study connects to discussions of event 

culmination in the linguistic literature. When asked whether 

someone colored a picture (perfective aspect), people are 

often likely to say yes even when the coloring is not complete 

(Arunachalam & Kothari, 2011; van Hout, 2018). This 

phenomenon has been observed in different languages 

(Jeschull, 2007; Li & Bowerman, 1998; Schulz & Penner, 

2002; Weist, Wysocka, & Lyytinen, 1991) and characterizes 

both adults’ and children’s responses (van Hout, 2018; 

Jeschull, 2007; Schulz & Penner, 2002), but its origins are 

poorly understood. Previous linguistic studies have suggested 

that, even for perfective descriptions of events such as color 

a picture that have a definitive endpoint (as opposed to, say, 

color pictures), contextual factors seem to play a role in 

whether people think that the description applies to a half-

finished event (Arunachalam & Kothari, 2011; van Hout, 

2018). Such contextual effects are more likely to occur when 

the event is not totally incomplete or totally complete. Our 

study bears on this literature because it directly probes 

contextual effects on the interpretation of perfective event 

descriptions. 

Experiment 

Participants 

Forty-three native English speakers were recruited from the 

Psychological and Brain Sciences department subject pool at 

the University of Delaware. Participation in the study 

fulfilled a course requirement.  

Stimuli 

A total of 54 images were included in the experiment. Of 

these, 36 were filler items: 18 depicted Incomplete (Visual 

Outcomes and 18 Complete Visual Outcomes for events (see 

Figure 1). The remaining 18 were target items and depicted 

Partly Complete Visual Outcomes (Figure 2). Images were 

assigned to Outcome types based on a prior norming study 

that asked a separate group of 25 participants to assess the 

percentage of event completion after each image was 

presented with the Neutral Goal context. For Incomplete 

Visual Outcomes, this estimated percentage was very low 

(M=7.91%), for Complete Visual Outcomes, it was very high 

(M=92.78%) and for Partly Complete Visual Outcomes, it 

was intermediate-low (M=27.02%). Unlike Incomplete 

Outcomes, Partly Complete Outcomes were cases where the 

event had been initiated 

 Each Visual Outcome image was followed by a test 

question (in perfective aspect) requiring a Yes or No answer 

 (e.g., “Did she peel the orange?”, for the target item in Figure 

2).  Each Visual Outcome image was preceded by a  

Context that stated the agent’s goal (i.e., a sentence that 

included verbs such as want, plan, etc.). For each filler, there 

was a single Context (Figure 1). For each target (Partly 

Complete Visual Outcome), there were 3 possible Contexts: 

(a) Low Goal Contexts introduced an overarching goal that 
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could be satisfied even by a relatively modest degree of 

progress along the subevent timeline (e.g., “Jesse wants to 

use the orange as a garnish”, where a small amount of peeling 

an orange can yield enough for a garnish); (b) High Goal 

Contexts introduced a goal for which a greater development 

of the subevent was needed (e.g., “Jesse wants to eat the 

orange for her breakfast”, where the orange needs to be 

completely or almost completely peeled to be eaten); (c) 

Neutral Goal Contexts simply included the information later 

found in the test question (“Jesse wants to peel the orange”).  

Procedure 

Visual Outcome (Incomplete, Complete, and Partly 

Complete) and - for Partly Complete Visual Outcomes only - 

Context (Low Goal, Neutral Goal, and High Goal) were 

within-subjects variables. Three lists were created by 

counterbalancing the Contexts for Partly Complete Outcomes 

so all participants saw a total of 54 trials: 18 involved 

Incomplete Outcomes, 18 Complete Outcomes, and 18 Partly 

Complete Outcomes (with 6 Partly Complete Outcomes in 

each of the 3 types of Context: Low Goal, High Goal, and 

Neutral Goal). Contexts and Partly Complete Outcome pairs 

varied across the lists so each participant saw only 1 instance 

of a given Outcome. The experiment was programmed and 

administered in OpenSesame. Trial order was randomized 

separately for each participant within the OpenSesame 

software.  

Participants were asked to “read the following scenarios, 

look at the accompanying image, and answer each question” 

prior to beginning the experiment. Each trial began with a 

fixation point and participants moved on by pressing the  

spacebar on the keyboard. The Context sentence was then 

shown in the upper quarter of the screen. Participants were 

instructed to press the spacebar after reading the sentence. 

Next the Visual Outcome appeared below the Context 

sentence. The test question and response options (“Yes”/ 

“No”) automatically appeared below the Visual Outcome 

after an additional 500ms. The Context sentence, Visual 

Outcome, and test question remained on screen until a 

response was given by pressing “d” for “Yes” and “k” for 

“No”. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Example of an Incomplete and a Complete Visual 

Outcome and corresponding Contexts (filler items). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of a Partly Complete Visual Outcome 

and corresponding Contexts (target item). 

 

Results  

Response data were first submitted to a logit model with 

Visual Outcome contrasts (Partly Complete vs. Incomplete; 

Partly Complete vs. Complete) as predictors (see Figure 3). 

Responses were coded on a binary scale (yes = 1; no = 0). We 

collapsed across Contexts for the Partly Complete items for 

this analysis. Unsurprisingly, the observable degree of 

completion of the event affected whether viewers assessed 

that the event boundary had been reached: Partly Complete 

Visual Outcomes elicited Yes responses significantly more 

often than Incomplete Outcomes (z = -5.80, p < .001), and 

Complete Outcomes elicited Yes responses significantly 

more often than Partly Complete Outcomes (z = 6.32, p < 

.001; see Table 1). Visual information, therefore, clearly 

affected the placement of event boundaries. 

A second analysis was run only on Partly Complete (i.e., 

target) Visual Outcomes using Context contrasts (Neutral 

Goal vs. Low Goal; Neutral Goal vs. High Goal) as the 

predictors (see Figure 4). Partly Complete Visual Outcomes 

paired with a Low Goal context elicited more Yes responses 

compared to those paired with a Neutral Goal context (z = 

3.93, p < .001). No significant difference was found between 

Neutral Goal and High Goal contexts (z = -0.21; p > .05; 

Table 2).  
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Figure 3. Proportion of Yes responses by Visual Outcome. 

 

Table 1: Fixed effect estimates for the multi-level model of 

Yes responses by Visual Outcome. 

 

Effect Estimate SE z value 

(Intercept) -0.58 0.22 -2.65** 

Visual Outcome 

(Partly Complete vs. 

Incomplete) 

 

 

-3.32 

 

 

0.57 

 

 

-5.80*** 

Visual Outcome                       

(Partly Complete vs. 

Complete) 

 

 

3.41 

 

 

0.54 

 

 

6.32*** 

Formula in R: Response ~ 1 + Visual Outcome + (1|Subject) 

+ (1|Item) + (0 + Visual Outcome | Subject) 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 

Discussion 

Streams of events make up every component of our daily 

lives, from making a cup of coffee in the morning to getting 

ready for bed at night. It has long been recognized that one 

cue that helps us to recognize when one event ends and 

another begins is the knowledge that an agent’s goal has 

changed (Zacks & Tversky, 2001). Nevertheless, the role of 

higher-order goal information on event representations has 

not been addressed experimentally in detail. Similarly, 

psycholinguistic research has found that both children and 

adults sometimes accept sentences with perfective aspect 

(“She colored the picture”) even for incomplete events, and 

has pointed to the possible role of extra-linguistic, contextual 

factors in determining event culmination, even though it has 

not examined such factors directly (van Hout, 2018; 

Arunachalam & Kothari, 2011). Here, using a novel 

paradigm, we asked whether prior knowledge of an agent’s 

goals can affect viewers’ placement of event boundaries (as  

assessed by viewers’ answers to perfective questions, e.g., 

“Did she do X?”).  

We found that goal information affected endpoint 

placement for Partly Complete Visual Outcomes. 

Specifically, participants were more likely to place an event 

boundary at a Partly Complete Outcome if the Outcome 

satisfied the agent’s goal. For target items, event boundaries  

 
 

Figure 4. Proportion of Yes responses to Partly Complete 

Visual Outcomes by Context. 

 

Table 2: Fixed effect estimates for the multi-level model of 

Yes responses to Partly Complete Visual Outcomes by 

Context. 

 

Effect Estimate SE z value 

(Intercept) -0.63 0.34 -1.85 

Context (Neutral 

Goal vs. Low Goal) 

 

0.86 

 

0.22 

 

3.93*** 

Context (Neutral 

Goal vs. High Goal) 

 

-0.05 

 

0.22 

 

-0.21 

Formula in R: Response ~ 1 + Goal Context + (1|Subject) + 

(1|Item) 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 

did not change between Neutral Goal and High Goal contexts 

but did between Neutral Goal and Low Goal contexts. Given 

that Low Goal contexts differed from the Neutral baseline, 

while High Goal contexts did not, our findings suggest that 

Low Goal contexts shifted the placement of event boundaries 

that would otherwise be placed later in the event timeline. Put 

simply, events that are less-than-halfway complete (such as 

the one in Figure 2) are not considered culminated; however, 

in contexts where a contextual standard is satisfied by such 

an incomplete degree of event unfolding, viewers are more 

likely to consider that a culmination point has been reached.   

One might find the lack of difference between Neutral and 

High Goal contexts puzzling. However, Neutral Goal 

contexts were not expected to represent a halfway point 

between the Low and High Goal contexts; indeed, much of 

prior literature has assumed that, even in the absence of a  

specific context, an event such as peel the orange would 

culminate at its natural endpoint (Filip, 2017). It seems that 

the High Goal contexts did not shift that expectation any 

further. We are currently exploring further interactions 

between context types and visual outcomes.   

Our findings offer the first direct piece of evidence in 

support of the conclusion that higher-order intentionality 

information affects how viewers place event endpoints. 

Furthermore, given that our materials involved assigning 

boundaries to events denoted by telic (perfective) sentences, 

our results support theories of aspectual interpretation that 
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allow for a strong contribution of pragmatic-contextual 

factors to culmination interpretations of perfectivity (cf. 

Depraetere, 2007; Borer, 2005; Filip, 2017; cf. Arunachalam 

& Kothari, 2011). 

Implications and Extensions 

In important regards, our results are in line with the claim that 

change is an indicator of event boundaries (Speer, Zacks, & 

Reynolds, 2004; 2007; Zacks & Tversky, 2001) - more 

specifically, the idea that salient goals can affect the 

placement of event boundaries (e.g., Levine et al., 2017; 

Speer et al., 2004; 2007; Newtson, 1973; Vallacher & 

Wegner, 1987; Wilder, 1978). However, our results go 

beyond prior work that has focused on event segmentation 

and did not always decouple the contribution of goal changes 

from that of spatiotemporal cues to event boundaries. Most 

broadly, our results support the conclusion that event 

boundaries are determined by a variety of considerations, 

some of which may be very abstract (cf. also Zacks & 

Tversky, 2001; Ji & Papafragou, in press; Cohn & Paczynski, 

2019). 

 The current study explored the effect of goal information 

on in-the-moment placement of event boundaries but can be 

extended to shed light on the role of event boundaries in other 

domains of cognition. Prior research has demonstrated that 

event boundaries can act as a marker for event memory. For 

example, event boundaries appear to facilitate the updating of 

event information in working, long term, and procedural 

memory (Kurby & Zacks, 2008); furthermore, objects 

located at event boundaries are remembered better than those 

located outside of an event boundary (Swallow, Zacks, & 

Abrams, 2009). Our findings raise the tantalizing possibility 

that conceptual cues to event boundaries such as an agent’s 

goals or intentions (alongside perceptual cues to event 

boundaries such as motion) might influence event memory. 

Concluding Remarks  

In conclusion, we found that knowledge of an agent’s goal 

affected whether an event would be considered as culminated 

or not: viewers were more likely to accept a Partly Complete 

Outcome as indicating culmination if the agent’s goal was 

satisfied. This result strongly suggests that higher-order goal 

information affects the way events are conceptualized.  
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Abstract 
 
Exposure to images constitutes a ubiquitous day-to-day 
experience for most individuals. From mass-media exposure, 
to engagement with social-networking sites, to educational 
contexts, we are bombarded with images. Here, we explore the 
effect that emotional images have on belief endorsement. To 
investigate this effect, we test whether statements accompanied 
by emotionally arousing images become more or less 
believable than the same statements when they are 
accompanied by neutral images or by no images. We find that 
emotional images increase statement believability (Experiment 
1, replicated in preregistered Experiment 2). We discuss the 
implications of this finding in the context of interventions 
aimed at reducing misinformation.  
 
Keywords: belief update; misinformation; emotional arousal 

Introduction 
Humans are a highly visual species. They can process an 
image in only 13 milliseconds (Potter et al, 2014), they can 
remember for days 2000 images they’ve been minimally 
exposed to (Grady et al, 1998), they are more persuaded if an 
argument contains visual aids (Vogel, Dickson, & Lehman, 
1986), and they judge statements as true more often when 
these statements are accompanied by an image (Newman et 
al, 2012). Thus, images can have a powerful influence on 
people, especially if they elicit emotions. A classic example 
of an emotional image having a powerful impact on human 
society is Sam Shere’s 1937 photograph of the Hindenburg 
airship traveling from Frankfurt and arriving in New Jersey 
in flames. This image captured the areal tragedy and thereby 
instilled the belief that Hydrogen fueled passenger air travel 
is highly dangerous. It put an end to this means of travel, even 
though this hadn’t been the first, nor the deadliest such 
incident (Lowndes, 2019). 
   The power of impactful, emotional images hasn’t been lost 
in journalistic reporting. Thus, being a consumer of news 
media guarantees your exposure to emotionally arousing 
imagery, from natural disasters and wars, to tragic accidents, 
and grieving victims (Newhagen, 1998; Allan & Zelizer, 

2004; Miller, 2006; Shoshani & Slone, 2008; Höijer, 2010). 
And reporters’ use of emotional visual content to capture the 
attention of their audiences is not just based on lay intuitions 
on how to win the competition for sensationalism. Empirical 
research provides strong evidence for the hypothesis that 
viewers are more engaged with information presented by 
news reports that feature emotionally arousing content. For 
example, viewers are more likely to attend to news articles if 
these are accompanied by visual depictions of victimization, 
(Zillmann, Knobloch, & Yu, 2001), threatening images 
(Knobloch et al, 2003), or alarming images (Gibson & 
Zillmann, 2000). 
   Furthermore, images presented alongside information as 
supporting material have also been found to influence the 
believability of the information conveyed. For example, 
including brain images in neuroscience articles increases the 
believability of the articles’ conclusions (McCabe & Castel, 
2008; but see Schweitzer, Baker, & Risko, 2013). In another 
study, smoking warnings accompanied by images illustrating 
smoking hazards have been found to be more believable than 
written warnings alone (Shi et al, 2016). Despite this 
burgeoning literature, the impact of emotional images on 
message believability remains unexplored. Here, we are 
investigating whether statements accompanied by 
emotionally arousing visual stimuli become more or less 
believable than when accompanied by either neutral or no 
visual stimuli. 
   The belief formation literature provides compelling 
indications that emotional arousal could influence the 
believability of information. On one hand, emotional images 
may enhance believability of associated statements by 
making these statements more memorable. Extensive 
research shows that emotionally charged events experience 
enhanced encoding and subsequent recall (Cahill et al, 1994). 
For example, in a naturalistic experiment, Miller (2006) 
found that television news viewers were more likely to recall 
information when the news report was more emotional in 
nature, especially when it elicited feelings of disgust (Miller, 
2006). And better memory for an experienced event has been 
shown, in a different context, to increase believability. 
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Repeated presentation of trivia facts leads to increased 
believability of the facts, a phenomenon known as the 
illusory truth effect (Begg, Anas, & Farinacci, 1992; Ozubko 
& Fugelsang, 2011; Vlasceanu & Coman, 2018). This effect 
is so robust it has been shown to hold even in the presence of 
countervailing knowledge (Fazio, Brashier, Payne, & Marsh, 
2015). Based on these findings, one would expect that 
emotionally arousing images would increase believability, an 
effect potentially mediated by memory accessibility. 
   On the other hand, emotional arousal could negatively 
affect belief endorsement. This prediction is supported by at 
least two potential mechanisms: a heuristic judgement 
mechanism (Murphy & Zajonc, 1993; Tversky & Kahneman, 
1973; Petty & Briñol, 2015), and an attention mechanism 
(Loftus, Loftus, & Messo; 1987; Loftus, 1979; Hope & 
Wright, 2007). The former mechanism would posit that since 
emotions can be used as heuristics for judgements, negative 
feelings during statement evaluations could be misinterpreted 
as disagreement with the statement (Petty & Briñol, 2015). 
The latter mechanism would predict that negative emotional 
images may capture attention in a weapon focus effect 
manner (Loftus, Loftus, & Messo; 1987; Loftus, 1979; Hope 
& Wright, 2007), leading to increased memory for the image 
but suppressed memory for the statement, which can then 
lead to a decrease in the statement’s believability (Vlasceanu 
& Coman, 2018). Thus, both mechanisms would predict 
negative emotional arousal to decrease statement 
believability. 
   Here, we investigate the impact of emotional images on 
believability in a main study and a preregistered direct 
replication study. Participants first rated the believability of a 
set of statements. They were then exposed to the statements 
again – this time alongside images that were conceptually 
relevant and negatively-valenced. The images were either 
highly arousing, neutrally arousing, or blank screens. We 
were interested to assess the degree to which the believability 
of the statement is affected by the arousing image that 
accompanied it, as measured in a subsequent believability 
task. 
 

Experiment 1: Main study 
 
Method 
 
Participants. To detect a moderate effect size of 0.30 for 
within-subject comparisons with 0.80 statistical power we 
estimated a sample of 90 participants. Based on previous 
studies conducted in the lab which result in approximately 
10% of the sample discarded due to pre-established criteria, 
we collected data from a total of 107 participants. Participants 
were recruited on Cloud Research (Litman, Robinson, & 
Abberbock, 2016), an Internet-based research platform 
similar to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and were 
compensated at the platform’s standard rate. The study 
protocol was approved by the Princeton University 
Institutional Review Board. Of the 107, 5 participants failed 

our attention checks and were therefore discarded from 
further analyses, following our pre-established discarding 
criteria. The attention checks were: two open-ended 
questions asking participants what their favorite food is (1) 
and how their day is going (2). An additional exclusion 
criterion was embedded in the task and involved 
indoor/outdoor and animate/inanimate judgements for each 
image (3). Participants who provided no answers to (1) and 
(2) or incorrectly answered more than 30% of the image 
judgments were discarded from analyses. After the 
exclusions, we performed statistical analyses on the final set 
of 102 participants (Mage=49.21, SDage=17.26; 61% women).  
 
Stimulus materials. We undertook preliminary studies to 
develop a set of 42 statements and their associated images. 
These statements were equally split into: 21 correct pieces of 
information (e.g., “There are more jails than colleges in the 
U.S.”), and 21 incorrect pieces of information. (e.g., “Using 
a phone while pumping gas can ignite a fire.”). The 42-
statement set was selected from a larger initial set of 70 
statements that we pretested using the Qualtrics platform on 
Cloud Research (N=153; Mage=35.06, SDage=10.55; 39% 
women). We matched the correct and incorrect statements on 
three dimensions: perceived believability (i.e., as measured 
by the composite value of the questions “How accurate do 
you think this statement is?” and “Do you think there is 
evidence that supports this statement?”), perceived relevance 
(i.e., “How relevant is this statement to you?”), and perceived 
emotionality (i.e., “How emotionally charged do you think 
this statement is?”). All questions involved 0-100-point 
scales. The final set of chosen statements was selected such 
that the 21 true statements (Facts) did not differ significantly 
from the 21 false statements (Myths) on these dimensions. 
   We also developed a set of 42 pairs of images, each pair 
being representative of a statement. Of the two images in a 
pair, one was intended to be more emotionally arousing than 
the other. Otherwise, the two images were intended to be 
equivalent on several dimensions. To construct the intended 
stimuli set, we pretested a total of 288 images using the 
Qualtrics platform on Cloud Research (N=203; Mage=36.70, 
SDage=28.99; 40% women) on four dimensions: emotional 
arousal (i.e., as measured by the question “How emotionally 
arousing do you find this image?”), emotional valence (i.e., 
“How positive or negative do you find this image?”), 
relevance for the statement (i.e., “How closely do you think 
this image represents the statement?”), and visual complexity 
(i.e., “How visually complex do you find this image?”). All 
questions involved 1-7 Likert scales, except where indicated 
otherwise. The final set of images contained 42 emotional 
images rated significantly more emotionally arousing than 
the 42 neutral images (Mean-Emotional images rating=4.94, 
SD=0.60; Mean-Neutral images rating=3.59, SD=0.53, 
p<0.001). To ensure both image types were categorized as 
having negative emotional valence, participants rated the 
question “How emotionally positive or negative do you find 
this image?” on a 9-point scale from 1=”Extremely positive”, 
to 9=”Extremely negative”, with the midpoint being marked 
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at 5=”Neutral”). Both the Emotional images (M=7.76, 
SD=0.41, p<0.001) and the Neutral images (M=6.59, 
SD=0.67, p<0.001) were rated significantly more negative 
than the Neutral midpoint of 5. Crucially, the emotional 
images did not significantly differ from the neutral images on 
how representative of the statement they were (Mean-
Emotional images rating=5.25, SD=0.58, Mean-Neutral 
images rating=5.18, SD=0.48, p=0.57) and they also did not 
differ on how visually complex they were (Mean-Emotional 
images rating=4.24, SD=0.79, Mean-Neutral images 
rating=4.28, SD=0.74, p=0.82). These controls within the 
stimulus set serve to disambiguate a potential effect of 
emotional arousal on believability from confounding 
explanations. For instance, they ensure the emotional images 
do not add additional evidence in support of their 
corresponding statements compared to the neutral images. 
 
Design and procedure. Participants were told they would 
participate in an experiment about people’s opinions 
concerning information frequently encountered on the 
Internet and were directed to the survey on the Qualtrics 
platform. After completing the informed consent form, 
participants were warned about the graphic content of the 
experiment, and told they can end their participation at any 
point should they experience any discomfort. After the 
warning, participants were asked to complete a series of 
demographic measures. Then, they were instructed to rate a 
set of 42 statements (one on each page) by indicating the 
degree to which they believed each statement (i.e., “How 
accurate do you think this statement is?” from 1-Extremely 
inaccurate to 100-Extremely accurate). This phase acted as 
both the believability pre-test and the encoding phase. Next, 
participants were asked to answer a distracter question (e.g., 
“Please describe your favorite food”), that also served as an 
attention check. During the statement-image association 
phase of the experiment, participants were shown the initial 
42 statements again (also one on each page), this time 
alongside an image, and were asked two irrelevant questions 
that also served as attention checks (e.g., “Does this image 
capture an indoor or an outdoor scene?” and “Does this 
image capture any people?”). The pseudo-random pairing of 
images to statements was assigned such that of the 42 total 
statements, 6 of them were randomly assigned to the 
emotional image association condition, 18 statements were 
assigned to the neutral image association condition, and 18 
statements were assigned to the blank image association 
condition. The decision to present fewer highly emotional 
images was made in order to minimize the psychological 
discomfort of the participants and to more closely match real-
world conditions, where typically highly emotional events 
happen with reduced frequency, relative to neutral events 
(Walker, Skowronski, & Thompson, 2003). Moreover, 
varying the proportion of critical items has been found in a 
meta-analysis to have no impact on a similar effect, the 
illusory truth effect (Dechêne, Stahl, Hansen, & Wänke, 
2010). These assignments were counterbalanced such that 
across the entire sample each statement was equally likely to 

be displayed with either an emotional, a neutral, or a blank 
image. After another distracter task (i.e., “Please provide a 
brief description of how your day is going so far”), 
participants were instructed to rate the believability of the 
initial 42 statements again (believability post-test phase). No 
images were presented in this phase. Finally, participants 
were debriefed and asked to review the false statements they 
were exposed to during this experiment to acknowledge their 
inaccuracy.  
 
Results 
The belief change score for every statement for each 
participant was computed by subtracting the belief score in 
the pre-test phase from the belief score in the post-test phase, 
and then averaging these differences across all statements 
within each condition (Emotional, Neutral, and Blank). We 
note that in our study some of the statements were accurate, 
while some of the statements were inaccurate. To test 
whether the accurate and inaccurate statements elicited 
different results, we ran a Repeated Measures ANOVA with 
Accuracy and Image Type as independent variables and 
found no main effect of accuracy (p=0.462), and no 
interaction between image type and accuracy (p=0.115). 
Therefore, we decided to conduct the analyses combining the 
correct and incorrect statements. A Repeated Measures 
ANOVA with Item Type as the within-subjects independent 
variable and belief change as the dependent variable revealed 
a main effect of Item Type, F (2, 202)=3.491, p<0.032, 
ηp2=0.033. Posthoc analyses revealed that statements in the 
Emotional condition showed a significant increase in 
believability (M=8.50, SD=15.92) compared to statements in 
both the Neutral condition (M=6.10, SD=12.50), t(101)=2.11, 
p<0.038, Cohen's d=0.17, CI[1.14, 4.66], and Blank 
condition (M=5.17, SD=14.55), t(101)=2.18, p<0.032, 
Cohen's d=0.22, CI[1.52, 6.35] (Fig.1A).  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Belief change computed as the difference between Post-
belief estimation and Pre-belief estimation in Main Study (Panel A) 
and Replication Study (Panel B). Blank condition represented in 
grey, Neutral condition represented in blue, and Emotional 
condition represented in red. Error bars represent ±1 standard error 
of the mean. 
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Discussion 
We find that all statements increase in believability upon re- 
exposure. Furthermore, the results show that statements in the 
Emotional condition increase in believability even more, 
compared to those in both the Neutral and Blank conditions. 
This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that emotional 
images may enhance believability of associated statements 
by making these statements more memorable, according to 
literature on the illusory truth effect (Begg et al, 1992; 
Ozubko & Fugelsang, 2011). This finding also provides 
evidence against the competing hypothesis that emotional 
images may hinder statement believability, as predicted by a 
heuristic judgement mechanism or an attention mechanism. 
   To solidify the finding that emotional images increase 
statement believability compared to neutral or no images, we 
conducted a preregistered, direct replication of Experiment 1. 
 

Experiment 2: Replication study 

Method 
Participants. To run a direct replication of Experiment 2, we 
collected data from a total of 104 participants, also recruited 
on Cloud Research, and compensated at the platform’s 
standard rate. Of the 104, 4 participants failed the attention 
checks described in Experiment 1 and were therefore 
discarded from further analyses as stated in the 
preregistration. After the exclusions, we performed statistical 
analyses on the final set of 100 participants (Mage=55.8, 
SDage=14.98; 63% women). 
 
Stimulus materials. We used the same stimuli as in 
Experiment 1.  
 
Design and Procedure. We used the same design and 
procedure as in Experiment 1.  

Results 
The belief change score for every statement for each 
participant was computed by subtracting the belief score in 
the pre-test phase from the belief score in the post-test 
phase, and then averaging these differences across all 
statements within each condition (Emotional, Neutral, and 
Blank). To test again whether there is a difference in the 
effect between the accurate and inaccurate statements, we 
conducted a Repeated Measures ANOVA with Accuracy 
and Image Type as independent variables, and found no 
main effect of accuracy (p=0.751), and no interaction 
between image type and accuracy (p=0.466). Thus, as 
before, we conducted the analyses combining the correct 
and incorrect statements. A Repeated Measures ANOVA 
with Item type as the within-subjects independent variable 
and belief change as the dependent variable revealed a 
statistically significant main effect of Item Type, 
F(2,402)=9.937, p<0.001, ηp2=0.076. Posthoc analyses 
revealed that statements in the Emotional condition showed 

a significant increase in believability (M=7.57, SD=14.91) 
compared to statements in both the Neutral condition 
(M=5.21, SD=10.39), t(99)=2.38, Cohen's d=0.18, p<0.019, 
CI[0.39, 4.32], and Blank condition (M=4.01, SD=10.55), 
t(99)=3.55, Cohen's d=0.28, p<0.001, CI[1.56, 5.55] 
(Fig.1B).  

Discussion 
In a preregistered, direct replication of the main study we 
found again that all statements increase in believability upon 
re-exposure, and that statements in the Emotional condition 
increase in believability even more, compared to those in 
both the Neutral and Blank conditions, solidifying our trust 
in the observed effect.  

General Discussion 
In two studies we found that emotional arousal increases 
statement believability. This finding is consistent with 
previous research showing that increasing mnemonic 
accessibility increases believability (Vlasceanu & Coman, 
2018; Vlasceanu, Morais, Duker & Coman, 2020). We 
speculate that the emotion-induced belief amplification effect 
could therefore be driven by memory, although this 
mechanism remains to be empirically tested.  
   Moreover, there might be other factors that could also 
impact the manifestation of this effect. For instance, in the 
current studies, we purposefully employed a highly 
controlled paradigm in which participants received no details 
about the source of the information. In real-world contexts, 
the source of information was found to reliably impact 
believability (Pornpitakpan, 2004; Jennings, 2018). In mass-
mediated communication, for example, news stations are 
more or less aligned with the ideology of their viewers, as 
viewers spend more time-consuming attitude-consistent 
media (Knobloch-Westerwick & Meng, 2009). MSNBC 
viewers might be more convinced of the accuracy of a 
statement if associated with an emotional image, as would 
Fox viewers be upon exposure to emotionally charged 
images. Such ideological commitments could constitute 
factors that would amplify the effect observed in the current 
investigation. This might be due to the normative component 
implied by the ideological nature of the information source 
(Brady et al, 2017). Future research could programmatically 
investigate variables such as ideological commitment, 
attitudinal extremity, or perhaps vary the alignment between 
a participant’s ideology and that of the source of information. 
   At the same time, when it comes to beliefs, individuals 
oftentimes communicate with one another, shaping each 
other’s beliefs in the process. Future research building on the 
effect investigated herein could explore how communicative 
contexts impact its manifestation (Vlasceanu, Enz, & Coman, 
2018; Vlasceanu, Morais, Duker & Coman, 2020). How does 
the effect propagate in a social network after a central speaker 
broadcasts messages to individuals? It is often the case that 
factual statements are broadcasted by newscasters while 
images or videos supporting the conveyed information are 
concurrently displayed. Does the belief amplification effect 
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propagate from the original source? If so, how deep in the 
network does it propagate? Fowler and Christakis (2010) 
show that even though there are 6 degrees of separation in 
real-world networks, influence only spreads three degrees 
away from the originating source. Empirical findings from 
the literature on the propagation of memory effects in social 
networks also support this conclusion (Coman et al, 2016). 
We do not know whether other cognitive effects, such as the 
one investigated here, have similar characteristics in 
communicative settings. 
   Finally, the current research has broad, direct implications 
for understanding how images could affect both accurate and 
inaccurate beliefs, which, in our study were equally subject 
to the belief amplification effect. This is important as this 
effect could be instrumental to the investigation of strategies 
aimed at decreasing the believability of inaccurate 
information in the population. The urgency of research 
uncovering misinformation reduction tactics has been 
acknowledged by many (Pennycook et al, 2018; Vosoughi, 
Roy, & Aral, 2018; Vlasceanu & Coman, 2018), and is of 
immediate importance given the potential for fake news to 
spread at increasingly fast speeds on social media platforms. 
For example, a recent Twitter study reported that false news 
diffuse “farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly than the 
truth” (Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018). Understanding which 
cognitive processes are successful in amplifying trust in 
accurate information is a crucial first step that can inform 
future investigations into techniques aimed at reducing 
misinformation spread in vulnerable communities. For 
instance, future such work could consider pairing classical 
strategies of debunking of inaccurate beliefs (Lewandowsky 
et al, 2012) with associating negatively arousing images with 
accurate information. This pairing of tactics could prove 
more effective than a simple debunking intervention. If 
proven effective, such interventions will add to the tools that 
policy makers employ in the battle against one of the top 
threats faced by the world today, the misinformation 
epidemic (Farkas & Schou, 2019; Lewandowsky et al, 2012). 
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Abstract

Emotional experiences have a significant impact on learning
about complex topics. Yet, challenges exist because
emotions are typically operationalized as end products,
excluding if, how, and when emotions change during
learning and their relation to metacognition and performance
with advanced learning technologies such as intelligent
tutoring systems (ITSs). In this paper, we addressed these
challenges by capturing and analyzing 117 college students’
concurrent and self-reported emotions at 3 time points during
learning with MetaTutor, an ITS. Analyses revealed negative
relationships between increases in boredom, metacognitive
monitoring accuracy, and performance. We also found
that if confusion persisted over time during learning, it
was detrimental to performance. These findings provide
implications for designing affect-sensitive ITSs which foster
emotion-regulation and metacognitive monitoring based on
changes in emotions during learning to optimize performance.
Keywords: Emotions; Self-regulated learning; Intelligent
Tutoring Systems; Metacognition

Introduction
Studies suggest emotions impact learners’ ability to
understand complex topics with advanced learning
technologies (Lajoie, Pekrun, Azevedo, & Leighton, in
press), where positive and negative emotions may influence
learners differently (Wortha, Azevedo, Taub, & Narciss,
2019). Positive emotions, such as excitement, were found
to be positively associated with learning processes such as
metacognitive monitoring and performance during learning
compared to negative emotions (Ahmed, Van der Werf,
Kuyper, & Minnaert, 2013). Yet, other studies revealed
positive relationships between negative emotions, learning
processes, and performance. For instance, D’Mello, Lehman,
Pekrun, and Graesser (2014) found that when learners were
confused, it resulted in better performance on post- and
transfer tests compared to learners who were not confused.
Similarly, a study found that negative emotions such as
frustration were not detrimental to learning, but rather the
persistence of a negative emotion (e.g., boredom) throughout
the learning session was more indicative of poor performance
(Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010). However,
another study found evidence suggesting that boredom
was negatively related to SRL processes and performance
(Obergriesser & Stoeger, in press).

Mixed findings on whether negative emotions are
beneficial or detrimental to learning processes and

performance begs a methodological question: how are
studies capturing and defining emotions? Traditionally, in
educational, cognitive, and psychological studies, emotions
are captured before and after a learning session using
self-report questionnaires, quantifying emotions as static
states that do not change across tasks and learning (Price,
Mudrick, Taub, & Azevedo, 2018). Other studies use
observational methods to capture students’ emotions (Baker,
Ocumpaugh, & Andres, 2019). Recently, studies have begun
using facial-recognition software such as Taub and colleagues
(2019) to define emotions. They examined whether positive
and negative emotions were related to self-regulated learning
(SRL) processes such as metacognitive monitoring accuracy,
cognition strategy use, and performance. Their results
showed that frustration was positively related to learning
processes and performance (Taub et al., in press). However,
gaps remain in this methodological approach as emotions
were not captured as dynamic, fluctuating states that change
over time during learning to examine its impact on learning
processes such as metacognitive monitoring accuracy and
performance.

Theoretical Frameworks

We grounded our work in (1) the information-processing
theory (IPT) of SRL because it describes learning as a cyclic,
non-linear process that occurs over time (Winne, 2018), and
(2) the model of affective dynamics (D’Mello & Graesser,
2012) because it explains how and why emotions arise during
learning with technologies such as an ITS, while defining
emotions as dynamic and fluctuating of which depends on
the learner and the information they are learning about.

IPT of SRL describes learners as taking an active
role in their learning consisting of goal setting and
information-processing events that occur during four phases
of learning (Winne, 2018). Each phase describes how
learners navigate and complete tasks, represented in a
feedback loop that is interrelated and dependent on the
learners’ SRL process use. The phases consist of (1) task
definition, where learners must define what is required to
complete the task, (2) goals and planning, where learners
must set goals and initiate plans to complete the task based on
its requirements, (3) enact strategies, and (4) metacognitively
monitor and adapt strategies initiated based on the learners’
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feedback loop, reflecting their motivation, beliefs, and
continuous evaluation of progress toward achieving their set
goals in phase 2. Previous research using IPT of SRL has
found evidence supporting that the more often SRL is used,
the better learners perform (Azevedo, Taub, & Mudrick,
2018). As such, we analyzed variables related to phase
4 in this study (i.e., metacognitive monitoring accuracy),
because phase 4 depends on information gathered in phases
1-3 and plays a critical role in one’s ability to self-regulate
their learning. However, IPT of SRL does not account for
how emotions experienced during learning might change, so
we used the model of affective dynamics to explain how
emotions occur during learning with an ITS and develop our
research questions/hypotheses.

D’Mello and Graesser (2012) describe that the model
of affective dynamics is based on cognitive disequilibrium,
which is critical for deep, conceptual understanding of
information. Cognitive disequilibrium is defined as
uncertainty stemming from impasses (e.g., being confused
about a biology concept) in completing goals (e.g.,
understanding the path of blood flow) during learning.
The model assumes that learners are in a constant
state of (1) engagement or (2) disengagement (e.g.,
boredom) while learning, distinguished based on whether
learners are working toward their goals (i.e., engagement)
or not (i.e., disengagement). When learners reach
cognitive disequilibrium upon encountering an impasse,
they experience confusion and must engage in activities
(e.g., metacognitive monitoring) to resolve the impasse and
alleviate their confusion. Once the impasse is resolved,
cognitive equilibrium is restored. Although, if the impasse
is left unresolved after the learner attempted to work through
their confusion, they get stuck, leading to frustration and
eventually boredom and disengagement. For example, if
learners were confused about the path of blood flow during
learning with MetaTutor, they must metacognitively monitor
their confusion (e.g., enact a judgment of learning to assess
how well their perceived understanding of blood flow is
aligned with their actual understanding) and then regulate
by adapting their strategies (e.g., reread information on path
of blood flow). Since empirical evidence has found mixed
results regarding the relations between negative emotions,
SRL processes, and performance, to what degree do changes
in emotions (e.g., increases in confusion at 3 times points)
impact learners’ metacognitive monitoring accuracy and
performance?

Fusing these models together helps explain what might
give rise to an impasse during learning, leading to cognitive
disequilibrium and a subsequent emotional experience.
IPT of SRL describes the phases of learning such
as metacognitively monitoring their understanding of
information. Learners adapt their strategies based on
information acquired from their judgment of learning based
on impasses presented during learning (e.g., realizing they
do not understand as much about the content as they

had predicted, etc.). This impasse gives rise to cognitive
disequilibrium and an emotional experience, occurring at any
point during a learning session. Based on methodological
gaps related to capturing emotions as states that do not
change and mixed findings in literature about the role of
negative emotions during learning, it is critical to examine
how emotions might change during learning to gain insight
into their relation to metacognitive monitoring accuracy
and performance after learning with an intelligent tutoring
system. In our study, those gaps were addressed.

Current Study
Confusion, boredom, and frustration were captured and
analyzed at 3 time points during learning based on
assumptions explained in the model of affective dynamics
(see Coding and Scoring for justification on using 3 time
points), and IPT of SRL was used to examine and interpret
relations between emotional changes, judgments of learning
accuracy (i.e., metacognitive monitoring), and performance
after learning with MetaTutor.

Our research questions and hypotheses include (1)
To what extent are there relationships between
metacognitive monitoring accuracy and post-test scores
while controlling for pre-test scores and condition after
learning with MetaTutor? We hypothesize there will be
significant, positive relationships between metacognitive
monitoring accuracy and post-test scores while controlling
for pre-test scores and condition after learning with
MetaTutor. (2) Are there differences in how changes
in confusion, boredom, and frustration are distributed
at 3 time points during learning with MetaTutor?
We hypothesize there will differences in how changes in
confusion, boredom, and frustration are distributed at 3
time points during learning with MetaTutor. (3) To what
extent are there relationships between if, when, and how
confusion, boredom, and frustration change at 3 time
points and post-test scores while controlling for pre-test
scores and condition after learning with MetaTutor? We
hypothesize there will be relationships between if, when,
and how confusion, boredom, and frustration change at 3
time points and post-test scores while controlling for pre-test
scores and condition after learning with MetaTutor, where
changes in confusion will be positively related to post-test
scores and no changes in confusion will be negatively
related to post-test scores. Additionally, we hypothesize that
changes in boredom and frustration will be negatively related
to post-test scores, whereas no changes in boredom and
frustration will be positively related to post-test scores. (4)
To what extent are there relationships between changes
in confusion, boredom, and frustration at 3 time points
and metacognitive monitoring accuracy while controlling
for condition during learning with MetaTutor? We
hypothesize there will be relationships between changes in
confusion, boredom, and frustration change at 3 time points
and metacognitive monitoring accuracy while controlling
for condition after learning with MetaTutor. We do not
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provide a direction because the theoretical frameworks used
do not indicate how changes in negative emotions impact
metacognitive monitoring accuracy in conjunction with the
mixed findings in literature.

Methods
Participants and Materials
A total of 199 college students were recruited from three,
large North American universities and completed a 2-day,
quasi-experimental study with MetaTutor. In this paper, we
analyzed 117 college students (58% female; 72% Caucasian)
because they met our inclusion criteria (see Coding and
Scoring). Ages ranged from 18 to 35 years (M=20.19,
SD=2.21) where students were compensated $10/hour in a
study lasting up to 2.5 hours.

To assess knowledge of biology, a 30-item, pre- (M=0.59,
SD=0.15) and equivalent post-test (M=0.70, SD=0.14) was
administered before and after learning with MetaTutor. The
Emotions Value (EV) questionnaire was administered every
14 minutes during learning to capture concurrent emotional
states using a 5-point, Likert scale measuring 19 emotions
defined as discrete, basic, and learner-centered and 2 items
measuring task value and perceived ability to perform
(Harley, Bouchet, Hussain, Azevedo, & Calvo, 2015). These
items were grounded in theories and empirical research on
emotions (Pekrun, Goetz, Frenzel, Barchfeld, & Perry, 2011).
In this paper, we focus on self-reported confusion, boredom,
and frustration to align with the model of affective dynamics.

MetaTutor
MetaTutor is a multi-agent ITS designed to teach students
about the circulatory system using 47 pages of text and
diagrams with four embedded pedagogical agents (PAs;
Figure 1). Each PA was designed to mirror tutoring behaviors
such as providing feedback on performance (e.g., quiz scores)
and prompting SRL processes and strategies during learning
(Azevedo et al., 2018). Specifically, MetaTutor was designed
with two conditions where students in the control condition
did not receive feedback on performance or prompts from
PAs to use SRL processes compared to students in the
experimental (i.e., prompt and feedback) condition.

Each agent specialized in a component of SRL–e.g.,
Gavin the Guide introduced students to MetaTutor by
highlighting tools, whereas Pam the Planner emphasized
planning activities and creating sub-goals. Mary the Monitor
prompted students to monitor progress toward achieving
goals and Sam the Strategizer asked students to use strategies
such as summarizing content. All students were informed
the overall objective of learning with MetaTutor was to gain
as much knowledge about the circulatory system during
the learning session. Before learning, all students were
required to set at least two sub-goals (e.g., components of the
circulatory system) related to the objective, aligning with IPT
of SRL (Winne, 2018). MetaTutor was also designed with
interface elements that fostered SRL including (1) a table of

contents, (2) a timer reflecting the amount of time left, and
(3) progress bars representing the amount of progress made
toward each sub-goal as well as the overall objective.

Tools designed to foster metacognition. Mary the Monitor
was designed to foster metacognition during learning
for students in the experimental condition (Azevedo,
Witherspoon, Chauncey, Burkett, Fike, 2009). Mary
prompted judgments of learning (JOLs; see top-right in
Figure 1), content evaluations, and feeling of knowing
judgments to trigger and foster metacognitive processes
during and after students viewed content related to the
objective and created sub-goals. When students used
metacognitive processes such as a JOL, they did so by
selecting an SRL process or strategy on the SRL palette
(right-hand side of Figure 1). Students were not prompted
to use metacognitive processes in the control condition, but
in both conditions participants were free to initiate these
processes using the SRL palette.

Figure 1: MetaTutor interface

Procedure
The study lasted 2 days. On day 1, students were randomly
assigned to 1 of 2 conditions: (1) prompt and feedback
(n=69) and (2) control (n=48). More students were in the
experimental condition because they more often than not
met our inclusion criterion for analyses (see Participants
and Materials). We suspect the nature of the experimental
condition required students to stay in the environment longer
than the control (e.g., agent prompts, etc.), resulting in
completing more EVs every 14 minutes. Following consent,
students completed demographic questions, questionnaires
that gauged emotions and motivation, as well as a 30-item,
multiple choice pretest. On the second day, students
returned to the lab space and were calibrated to an
eye tracker, electrodermal activity bracelet, and facial
recognition software. Next, they were required to set
two sub-goals before learning with MetaTutor and then
started the learning session. Both conditions required
students to complete the EV approximately every 14 minutes
over the learning session, which we used to capture if,
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how, and when emotions changed during learning. Once
the learning session was ended, students completed a
similar, counterbalanced 30-item, multiple-choice post-test
and self-report questionnaires that gauged motivation and
emotion regulation. Next, students were paid, debriefed, and
thanked for their participation.

Coding and Scoring

Performance variables were operationalized using pre-
and post-test scores, such that pre-test scores defined
students’ level of prior knowledge which plays a crucial
role in metacognitive monitoring accuracy and knowledge
acquisition (i.e., post-test scores) according to IPT of
SRL and previous empirical studies. JOLs were used to
define metacognitive monitoring accuracy, while changes
in EV scores at 3 time points captured differences in
self-reported confusion, boredom, and frustration during
learning with MetaTutor. These variables were used to assess
relations between emotional changes, self-regulation–i.e.,
metacognitive monitoring accuracy and performance with
MetaTutor.

Emotional changes over 3 time points. MetaTutor
prompted all students to complete the EV approximately
every 14 minutes during learning. We analyzed EV scores
captured at (1) 0 minutes (i.e., before learning), (2) 14
minutes (i.e., at the start of learning), (3) 28 minutes
(roughly half-way through learning), and (4) 42 minutes into
learning (i.e., the late stages of learning). Students were
included in our analyses if they completed the EV at these
instances. To capture changes in emotions, we calculated
whether confusion, boredom, and frustration (1) increased
(e.g., confusion at 0 minutes was less than confusion at 14
minutes), (2) decreased (e.g., confusion at 0 minutes was
greater than confusion at 14 minutes), or (3) did not change
(e.g., confusion at 0 minutes was equal to confusion at 14
minutes) from time points (1) 0 to 14 minutes, (2) 14 to 28,
and (3) 28 to 42 minutes. All participants were assigned to
a group that either (1) increased, (2) decreased, or (3) did
not change for each emotion based on the initial self-reported
emotion at 3 time points.

Performance. Pre- and post-test scores were calculated
separately by summing all of the correct items and dividing
by 30 to generate pre- and post-test ratio scores.

Metacognitive monitoring accuracy. Metacognitive
accuracy was calculated using judgments of learning (JOLs)
initiated using the SRL palette on the MetaTutor interface.
Once a JOL was initiated, students reported, How well do
you feel you understand the content on this page? on a
6-point scale (1=I feel I strongly do not understand; 6=I feel
strongly I understand) based on previously-viewed content.
After reporting, students completed a 3-item quiz based on
the page they had made the JOL to assess how aligned their
rating was with actual performance–i.e., quiz score. We
used a coding scheme that calculated the accuracy of JOLs

by assessing 3 components, where (1) 50% of points were
allocated based on how aligned the JOL was with the quiz
(e.g., student reported little understanding and performed
poorly on the quiz, their metacognitive monitoring was
more accurate than if they reported little understanding but
performed well on the quiz; (2) 25% of the points were
allocated based on quiz score; and (3) 25% of the points were
allocated based on JOL rating (Taub et al., in press). Students
in the experimental condition generated an average of 27%
(SD=0.31) accuracy, while students in the control generated
an average of 59% (SD=0.26) accuracy.

Results
Data were extracted from logfiles using ’Numpy’ (Oliphant,
2006) and ’Pandas’(McKinney, 2011) packages in Python.
The dataset was processed in R Studio (R version 3.5.1) using
‘dplyr’ (Wickham, Francois, Henry, & Müller, 2015). We
conducted statistical analyses using SAS software (Version
9.4 for Windows). Homogeneous variance and normality
assumptions were met prior to conducting the analyses.

RQ1: To what extent are there relationships
between metacognitive monitoring accuracy and
post-test scores while controlling for pre-test scores
and condition during learning with MetaTutor?

A partial Pearson correlation was calculated to assess whether
there were positive relationships between metacognitive
monitoring accuracy and post-test scores while controlling
for pre-test scores and condition. We found a significant,
positive partial correlation between metacognitive monitoring
accuracy and post-test scores, r=0.26, p=0.006, indicating
a positive relationship between metacognitive monitoring
accuracy and post-test scores (Figure 2). These findings are
consistent with our hypothesis.

Figure 2: Partial correlation between metacognitive accuracy
and post-test scores.
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RQ2: Are there differences in how changes in
confusion, boredom, and frustration are distributed
over 3 time points during learning with MetaTutor?
Three Chi-squares were calculated to examine whether there
were differences in the distribution of changes in confusion,
boredom, and frustration at 3 time points during learning with
MetaTutor. Using a Bonferroni correction (p<0.05/3=0.017),
differences were found in the number of (1) increases, (2)
decreases, and (3) no changes in confusion, boredom, and
frustration at time points 1, 2, and 3. The results suggested
differences in how emotional changes were distributed at
time points 1-3 (i.e., 0 to 42 minutes) during learning with
MetaTutor (see Table 1 and Figure 3). These findings support
our hypothesis.

Table 1: Differences in emotional changes at time points 1-3

Time point χ2 p
1 24.44 <0.001
2 16.21 0.002
3 50.89 <0.001

Figure 3: Frequency of emotions between 3 time points

RQ3: To what extent are there relationships
between changes or no changes in confusion,
boredom, and frustration over 3 time points and
post-test scores while controlling for pre-test scores
and condition after learning with MetaTutor?
To examine whether there were differences in post-test scores
between changes in emotions during learning at 3 time
points, three separate Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVA)
were calculated for each 3 time point (i.e., (1) 0 to 14 minutes,
(2) 14 to 28 minutes, and (3) 28 to 42 minutes). Using a
Bonferroni correction (0.05/3=0.017), where pre-test scores
and condition were included as covariates, the first model
(i.e., time point 1) revealed significant differences in post-test
scores between increases, decreases, and no changes in
boredom that occurred from 0 to 14 minutes during learning,

F(5,111)=19.55, p<0.001, where boredom, pre-test scores,
and condition explained 47% of the variance in post-test
scores. The fitted model estimated that average post-test
scores decreased by 0.23 points when increases in boredom
occurred between 0 to 14 minutes (relative to decreases or no
changes) during learning with MetaTutor.

Significant differences were also found in post-test scores
between increases, decreases, and no changes in confusion
from 14 to 28 minutes during learning, F(5,111)=20.54,
p<0.001, where confusion, pre-test scores, and condition
explained 48% of the variance in post-test scores. The fitted
model estimated that average post-test scores decreased by
0.23 points when no changes in confusion occurred between
14 to 28 minutes (relative to increases or decreases) during
learning with MetaTutor. These findings partially support our
hypotheses where we expected changes in emotions at 3 time
points to be related to post-test scores while controlling for
pre-test scores and condition.

RQ4: To what extent are there relationships
between if, when, and how confusion, boredom, and
frustration change over 3 time points and
metacognitive monitoring accuracy while
controlling for condition during learning with
MetaTutor?
Three separate ANCOVAs were calculated for each time
point (i.e., (1) 0 to 14 minutes, (2) 14 to 28 minutes, and
(3) 28 to 42 minutes) between emotional change groups
(i.e., (1) increases, (2) decreases, and (3) no changes)
using a Bonferroni correction (0.05/3=0.017). Condition
was included as a covariate in the model since a t-Test
indicated significant differences in metacognitive monitoring
accuracy between experimental (M=0.28, SD=0.31) and
control conditions (M=0.59, SD=0.26). Pre-test was not
included as a covariate in this research question because
there were no differences in pre-test scores and metacognitive
monitoring accuracy (p<0.05).

Analyses revealed significant differences in metacognitive
monitoring accuracy between changes in boredom that
occurred from 14 to 28 minutes, F(5,111)=8.09, p<0.001,
where boredom and condition explained 27% of the variance
in metacognitive monitoring accuracy. Specifically, we
found a significant interaction when increases in boredom
that occurred from 14 to 28 minutes during learning was
negatively related to metacognitive monitoring accuracy for
learners in the control condition. The fitted model estimated
that average metacognitive monitoring accuracy decreased by
0.36 points when increases in boredom occurred between 14
to 28 minutes during learning with MetaTutor for learners in
the control condition.

Discussion
To address gaps in research on emotions during learning,
we examined if, how, and when confusion, boredom, and
frustration changed at 3 time points during learning and
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their relation to metacognitive monitoring accuracy and
performance after learning with MetaTutor. We found
a positive relationship between metacognitive monitoring
accuracy and post-test scores, while controlling for pre-test
scores and condition. This finding was consistent with
our hypothesis, IPT of SRL (Winne, 2018), and previous
research (Taub et al., in press). We also found significant
differences between changes in confusion, boredom, and
frustration occurring between (1) 0 to 14 minutes, (2) 14
to 28 minutes, and (3) 28 to 42 minutes during learning
with MetaTutor. These findings were consistent with our
hypotheses and previous research (Wortha et al., 2019).

Next, we found negative relationships between post-test
scores, changes in boredom, and no changes in confusion
during learning with MetaTutor while controlling for pre-test
scores and condition, where on average, post-test scores
decreased by 0.23 points when increases in boredom occurred
between 0 to 14 minutes during learning. These findings were
consistent with our hypothesis where we expected increases
in boredom to negatively relate to post-test scores while
controlling for pre-test scores and condition, in addition
to the model of affective dynamics (D’Mello & Graesser,
2012) and previous literature (Obergriesser & Stoeger, in
press). For instance, students may have reached an impasse
(e.g., not understanding a concept in biology) during 0 to
14 minutes of learning. If students were unable to resolve
the impasse, they may have gotten stuck (i.e., frustrated),
entering cognitive disequilibrium which theoretically leads
to boredom and disengagement, potentially explaining lower
post-test scores after learning. We also found that, on
average, post-test scores decreased by 0.23 points when no
changes in confusion occurred between 14 to 28 minutes
during learning. This finding was consistent with our
hypothesis, the model of affective dynamics (D’Mello &
Graesser, 2012), and previous literature (Ahmed et al.,
2013). For instance, if students reported no changes in
confusion, they would not have reached a state of cognitive
disequilibrium where they would need to assess and monitor
the impasse to understand what they are confused about,
potentially propelling a deeper, conceptual understanding
of biology. However, we did not find any relationships
between changes in frustration and post-test scores. This
finding was inconsistent with our hypothesis, the model of
affective dynamics (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012), and previous
literature (Taub et al., in press). A possible explanation
could be that administering the EV every 14 minutes may
have missed the window in which confusion transitioned to
frustration, or before frustration transitioned to boredom.

Last, we found a negative relationship between
metacognitive monitoring accuracy and changes in boredom,
where on average, metacognitive monitoring accuracy
decreased by 0.36 points when increases in boredom
occurred between 14 to 28 minutes particularly for the
control condition. Not only was this result consistent with
our hypothesis, but also the model of affective dynamics

(D’Mello & Graesser, 2012), IPT of SRL (Winne, 2018),
and previous studies (Baker et al., 2010). This finding
was particularly interesting because we found a negative
relationship between post-test scores and increases in
boredom from 0 to 14 minutes. Yet, when boredom
continued to increase from 14 to 28 minutes–i.e., suggesting
that boredom persisted from 0 to 28 minutes during learning,
it was related to lower metacognitive monitoring accuracy,
consistent with Obergriesser et al. (in press). However, this
result begs a question about the role of the pedagogical agent,
and its ability to help down-regulate emotions that may be
detrimental to learning. We would also like to highlight
our results did not reveal a relationship between changes
in frustration and metacognitive monitoring. This finding
was inconsistent with previous research and the model of
affective dynamics (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012), suggesting
that frustration may not play a role in SRL or performance
during learning with MetaTutor.

Limitations
Capturing changes in emotions at 14 minute intervals may
not have been an accurate threshold to measure emotional
changes (e.g., emotions may have changed before 14
minutes). Also, the trichotomy used does not consider the
degree of change or emotional baseline. Additionally, we
did not assess dynamics between emotional changes–e.g.,
examining if emotions such as confusion that persist for too
long led to a transition into frustration or boredom.

Future Directions and Implications
Findings from this study suggest future research should
examine if and how changes in emotions at certain stages
during learning (e.g., beginning or middle of learning)
might influence changes in emotions and other SRL
processes–e.g., cognition and motivation (Cloude, Taub,
& Azevedo, 2018; Cloude, Taub, Lester, & Azevedo,
2019), at later stages during learning with ITSs. For
instance, do changes in emotions influence interest, and
how is cognitive load impacted by emotions that persist
for too long or too little? Sequential pattern mining could
be a novel technique for examining if, how, and when
emotions may change during learning and their relation to
later emotions, SRL, and performance. Understanding the
temporal dynamics of emotions and their causal relations
to other learning-related processes (e.g., metacognitive
monitoring accuracy) could provide insight into designing
affect-sensitive ITSs that intervene when emotional changes
reach a temporal threshold–e.g., confusion persisting from
0 to 28 minutes, which may be detrimental to SRL and
performance.

Our next steps are to analyze the temporal dynamics
between self-reported measures, physiology using sensors,
and facial expressions of emotions and their relation to SRL
processes and performance over the sequence of learning
activities using latent growth modeling. Future studies
should also analyze other data channels to capture changes
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in emotions during learning that go beyond self-reports.
Capturing eye-gaze and logfiles might reveal what a student is
doing in relation to changes in their emotions during learning,
potentially highlighting if, what, when, and how the student
is learning before, during, and after a particular emotion. For
example, imagine a student is fixating on irrelevant content
during learning with MetaTutor and experiences confusion.
Implications of our findings could provide suggestions for
building a system that could pinpoint what might have led
a learner to experience a particular emotion. The system
could use the emotional trigger to guide intelligent, adaptive
scaffolding and feedback, such as redirecting the student’s
attention to relevant material and prompting their use of
an emotional-regulation strategy to reduce confusion if it is
detrimental to SRL, learning, and performance.
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Abstract 

For human and automatic text annotation of emotions, it is as-
sumed that affect can be traced in language on (combinations 
of) individual words, text fragments, or other linguistic pat-
terns, which can be identified and labelled correctly. For exam-
ple, many sentiment analysis systems consider isolated words 
affectively meaningful units, whose proportions in a given text 
reveal its overall affective meaning. However, whether these 
words and their combinations as identified either by humans or 
algorithms also match the actual feelings of the authors remains 
unclear. Potential discrepancies between affect expression and 
perception in text have received surprisingly little scholarly at-
tention, although a number of studies has already identified dis-
parities between self- and other-annotation in affect detection 
for speech and audio-visual data. Therefore, we ask whether a 
similar difference shows in annotations of emotions in text.  

Keywords: emotion expression; emotion perception; text an-
notation; language production; appraisals 

Introduction 

The correct understanding of language depends not only on 

an addressee’s knowledge of the respective language itself 

but also on the correct decoding of a message with respect to 

both its semantic and its pragmatic meaning. For example, 

the connotation of a word such as “shoot” depends not just 

on the words succeeding it (e.g., “a ball”, “a photo”, or “a 

person”; see also “semantic prosody”, Louw, 1993) but also 

on the pragmatic context. While scoring a goal is generally a 

positive thing in soccer, it is admittedly less so if the author 

is a supporter of the opposing team, in which case it would 

be the description of a rather negative event surrounded by 

disappointment or even anger. However, to correctly decode 

such affective meanings, additional background information 

about the author and their motivation are necessary. In spo-

ken language, this information can be communicated indi-

rectly or directly in the form of facial expressions or the pros-

ody of an utterance. In written text, this can also entail addi-

tional text or one’s own background knowledge about the re-

spective subject. Whereas it is widely known that intended 

meanings are crucial to grasp phenomena like sarcasm, their 

importance for the expression and perception of affect in lan-

guage has been less studied. Nevertheless, it seems fair to as-

sume that author context and motivation are just as important 

when it comes to decoding emotions and that disregarding 

them might lead to discrepancies between affect expression 

and perception. This might be especially problematic for re-

search fields dedicated to the detection of patterns that reveal 

affect and opinions, such as sentiment analysis. 

Although sentiment analysis has become a fast-growing 

and popular research field over the past decades, these poten-

tial differential effects of context have received little schol-

arly attention. For both human and automatic approaches to 

annotation, the underlying idea is that affect can be traced in 

language (see, e.g., Bestgen, 1994; Hunston & Thompson, 

2000) – on individual words, text fragments, or other linguis-

tic patterns – and that these patterns, produced consciously or 

subconsciously by authors, can be identified and labelled cor-

rectly. Many sentiment analysis systems take a bag-of-words 

approach, which considers isolated words as affectively 

meaningful units, whose proportions in a given text reveal its 

overall affective meaning. However, whether these words 

and their combinations identified either by humans or algo-

rithms also match the actual feelings of the authors is difficult 

to assess. Depending on its extent, a potential gap between 

affect expression and perception could cause problems for the 

field since sentiment analysis is not only used for commercial 

purposes, such as the identification of trends and opinions 

about products or people (Bae & Lee, 2012), but also for clin-

ical applications, such as depression detection (Losada & 

Gamallo, 2018; Nguyen, Phung, Dao, Venkatesh, & Berk, 

2014), the development of better suicide prevention strategies 

(Christensen, Batterham, & O'Dea, 2014), research into the 

perceived quality of healthcare in patient online communica-

tion (Denecke & Deng, 2015), or the automatic detection and, 

hence, better prevention of (cyber)bullying (Chatzakou et al., 

2017). For these sensitive purposes, discrepancies could lead 

to incorrectly labeled data and inaccuracies in analyses even 

though accuracy and precision of analyses are of particular 

importance for clinical applications that aim at interventions.  

Although obtaining affective “ground truth” is a challeng-

ing endeavor, attempts have been made by requesting authors 

and speakers to label their own data. In doing so, a number of 

studies has already identified disparities between self-re-

ported and other-observed emotions. For speech and audio-

visual data in the context of video games, Truong, Van 

Leeuwen, Neerincx, and de Jong (2009) showed that players, 

whose voices and faces were recorded while they played a 

computer game, categorized their own facial expressions into 
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different emotions and assigned different intensities to them-

selves than other coders who annotated the same videos on 

the same emotions. Barr and Kleck (1995) demonstrated a 

similar effect in two studies: participants evaluated the inten-

sity of amusement expressed in their own faces, which were 

recorded while they watched video segments. Independent 

judges subsequently rated the intensity of the participants’ 

faces in the same recordings, but generally judged the facial 

expressions as less intense than participants themselves. 

Other studies report similar findings (see, e.g., Afzal & 

Robinson, 2009). However, these studies only examined au-

dio-visual data, so the question arises whether these effects 

can also be traced in written language. 

Intuitively, the existence of differences between affect ex-

pression and perception in text makes sense, considering that 

people generally tend to infuse judgements about the opin-

ions of others with their own knowledge and opinions. Re-

search on “the curse of knowledge” , i.e. the inability to ig-

nore one’s preexisting knowledge, illustrates the difficulty of 

making objective judgements about others’ mental states, 

both on a cognitive and an emotional level (see, e.g., Birch & 

Bloom, 2007; Damen, van der Wijst, van Amelsvoort, & 

Krahmer, 2018; Keysar, 1994). On a related note, Van Boven 

and Loewenstein (2005) discuss egocentricity in knowledge 

in the form of “empathy gaps” in the prediction of emotions 

in others: similar to biases about other’s knowledge, people 

tend to judge others’ affective states based on their own ex-

periences and emotions. Moreover, not only do people tend 

to misjudge others’ affective and mental states based on their 

own knowledge but they also misconstrue the intensity of 

their own emotional expression. This phenomenon is known 

as the “illusion of transparency” (see, e.g., Barr & Kleck, 

1995; Gilovich, Savitsky, & Medvec, 1998). 

While these effects are mostly investigated within the field 

of psychology, cognitive and affective expression-perception 

gaps have also been studied with regard to language, such as 

computer-mediated communication (CMC). For instance, 

Kruger, Epley, Parker, and Ng (2005) discuss people’s over-

confidence when communicating through emails: in five 

studies, they illustrate an expression-perception gap, among 

others, for sarcasm, sadness, or anger, and argue that this gap 

is a consequence of people’s egocentricity, triggered by the 

focus on one’s own intentions and the inability to adjust to 

the (emotional) perspective of another person. In similar ex-

periments, Riordan and Trichtinger (2017) demonstrate the 

discrepancy between the perceived emotional intensity of 

emails between authors and readers. These studies suggest 

that, especially in email communication, more subtle infor-

mation such as affective meanings can easily get lost, a find-

ing that nicely illustrates potential gaps between own- and 

other-perceptions of texts. 

Attempts have been made to assess and resolve, or at least, 

minimize these gaps in analyses. To address discrepancies, 

some studies for which large online text corpora were col-

lected already include hashtags and emojis added by the au-

thors of texts. In contrast to email communication, these texts 

are often not directed at specific addressee but are intended 

for an unspecified number of readers. The added tags are con-

sidered a form of emotional self-report or self-annotation and 

are used by authors to voluntarily indicate information about 

affective states (e.g., Liew, Turtle, & Liddy, 2016; Park, Xu, 

& Fung, 2018) or other meta-information about the text, such 

as intended sarcasm (see, e.g., González-Ibánez, Muresan, & 

Wacholder, 2011; Khodak, Saunshi, & Vodrahalli, 2017; 

Mihalcea & Liu, 2006). While for short texts, these tags that 

usually refer to the whole post and its context provide valua-

ble information about the author and their intentions, the ex-

pression of affect can fluctuate within longer texts consisting 

of several sentences or even paragraphs. If no explicit cues 

like hashtags and emojis are provided – a practice that is 

mainly common on social media but less so in other registers 

– an author’s true emotions are all but accessible. In particu-

lar, the intended affective meaning can diverge drastically 

from a reader’s understanding of a text. Yet, it remains un-

clear how substantially author affect differs from the readers’ 

perception. Therefore, in the current study, we attempt to in-

vestigate this affect expression-perception gap in longer writ-

ten text further by examining the relationship between affect 

expression of the authors of affective texts and the perception 

of their readers (RQ). 

The Current Study 

Based on the research question and existing literature con-

taining evidence for an affective expression-perception gap, 

such as studies on audio-visual data (e.g., Truong, Van 

Leeuwen, & De Jong, 2012), the “curse of knowledge” (e.g., 

Keysar, 1994), the “illusion of transparency” (e.g., Gilovich 

et al., 1998), and discrepancies in email communication in 

CMC, we intend to measure the discrepancy between author 

and reader perception of affective texts using a two-part study 

(writing and annotation). Since many sentiment analysis ap-

proaches assume a bag-of-words approach to affective texts 

by using individual words and their proportions in a text as 

markers of overall text affect, we will investigate text affect 

in a similar way, using annotations of individual, emotionally 

meaningful words and compare their proportions to the over-

all valence of the texts. Further, we are not only interested in 

the valence (positivity, negativity) of words and texts, which 

most studies focus on, but also in the discrete emotions con-

veyed by individual words (see, e.g., Ekman, 1992 or, more 

recently, Cordaro et al., 2018). Although, for example, anger 

and sadness are both generally categorized as negative emo-

tions, they tend to arise in different contexts (Smith & 

Ellsworth, 1985) and they usually serve different purposes 

(e.g., Tiedens, 2001): anger tends to convey dominance and 

competence, while sadness often triggers compassion in ad-

dressees. However, since the wording of a writing task could 

prime authors’ language if emotion terms were used, we will 

use an appraisal-based framework for the instructions. Ap-

praisals are dimensions related to a situation or trigger that 

can be used to explain and describe emotional experiences, 

such as arousal, pleasantness, or certainty, the combination of 

which, in turn, is believed to prompt specific emotions (Ells-

worth & Scherer, 2003; Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). In our 
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case, we expect the combination of different appraisals to cue 

authors to write about different emotional experiences. 

Therefore, we hypothesize that texts produced according to 

different combinations of appraisals will differ in valence 

(H1a) and emotion categories annotated by authors (H1b). 

Further, we assume that self-annotations will contain more 

emotion tags than other-annotations (H2) and that self-anno-

tators will rate their texts to be more strongly valenced overall 

compared to other-annotators (H3). Based on the difference 

in audio-visual data, we predict that inter-annotator agree-

ment will be higher between other-annotators than agreement 

between self- and other-annotators (H4). 

Method 

Text Production In order not to prime authors with specific 

emotion terms, appraisals were used to formulate writing in-

structions. Based on the appraisal theory of emotion (Smith 

& Ellsworth, 1985), two appraisals, which are likely to elicit 

a range of different emotions when combined, were chosen: 

pleasantness, which is related to valence, and control, which 

is related to the attribution of responsibility for an event or 

situation. Combined, four combinations and, hence, condi-

tions emerge: 1) high pleasantness, low control (HPLC), in-

volves emotions such as amusement, happiness, awe, relief, 

surprise; 2) high pleasantness, high control (HPHC), e.g., 

happiness, relief, coyness, contentment, desire, interest, tri-

umph; 3) low pleasantness, low control (LPLC), e.g., sad-

ness, fear, pain, confusion, boredom), and 4) low pleasant-

ness, high control (LPHC), e.g., embarrassment, anger, con-

tempt, disgust, shame. 

 

Annotation For the annotation task, participants were asked 

to identify individual words with emotional meaning in the 

texts and assign emotion categories to these words by creat-

ing “tags” (max. one per word). The categories to be anno-

tated were inspired by Cordaro et al. (2018), who identified 

22 emotions, categorized according to valence (i.e. positive 

or negative) and arousal: amusement, food desire, sexual de-

sire, interest, surprise, triumph, contentment, coyness, relief, 

anger, confusion, embarrassment, fear, pain, bored, con-

tempt, disgust, sadness, shame, sympathy. The terms were 

translated to Dutch by three native Dutch speakers, who, after 

intensive discussion, agreed on the final translations. The an-

notation of emotions in the texts was done on the word level 

using the freely available offline annotation tool MMAX2 

(Müller & Strube, 2006). Emotion categories were provided 

as 22 buttons that participants could assign by highlighting a 

word and then clicking on a button. 

Procedure 

Part 1: Text production and self-annotation Upon arrival, 

participants were informed about the study and gave consent, 

after which they were asked to start a Qualtrics survey. For 

the text collection part of the study, participants completed a 

writing task. They entered their age and gender in the begin-

ning and were subsequently presented with four different 

writing instructions based on the conditions, whose order was 

automatically randomized in the survey, e.g.: “Think of a sit-

uation in which you felt like you had no control over what 

was happening but which was ultimately very pleasant for 

you. Take your time and try to remember details about the 

experience. After you have visualized the situation in your 

mind, describe it below. You can continue with the next part 

of the survey after five minutes. If you are not done by then, 

don’t worry and take your time to finish your story.” (trans-

lated from Dutch). Upon finishing each text, participants 

were asked to rate the valence of the described experience on 

a 9-point Likert scale. After participants were finished with 

the writing task, the survey concluded with a neutral nature 

video without voiceover or subtitles. 

The writing task was followed by a 5-minute break, in 

which participants watched a nature video with a calming 

melody but without spoken or written descriptions. During 

this break, the experimenter prepared the annotation task by 

loading the produced texts into the offline annotation tool on 

a second computer. When the video finished, the participant 

informed the experimenter, who then explained the annota-

tion tool and task to them. A brief instruction manual was 

kept on the table and the experimenter stayed in the room in 

case problems arose. Participants proceeded to annotate all 

four texts in random order and again notified the experi-

menter after they were finished. Finally, they received the de-

briefing form, were thanked for their participation, and dis-

missed from the session. 

 

Part 2: Other-annotation Again, participants were first in-

formed about the study and gave consent, after which the ex-

perimenter explained the annotation tool and task. Partici-

pants received a sheet of paper on which they rated each an-

notated text on valence on a 9-point Likert scale and on which 

they noted their age and gender. Similar to the first part of the 

study, participants could also consult an instruction manual 

or ask the experimenter questions about the annotation tool. 

After they completed the ten annotations, they informed the 

experimenter, who handed them the debriefing form. Finally, 

they were thanked for their participation and dismissed from 

the session. 

Participants 

In Part 1 of the study, 30 participants (25 female, MAge = 

22.03, SD = 1.59) completed the writing task and self-anno-

tation. For Part 2, another 60 participants completed the an-

notation-only task (47 female, MAge = 21.85, SD = 2.15). All 

participants in both parts of the study were Bachelor and Pre-

master students of Tilburg University (Department of Com-

munication and Cognition) and participated for course credit. 

Analysis plan 

To investigate the proposed hypotheses, different types of 

analyses were used. For H1, H2, H3, and part of H4, linear 

mixed effects models were run in R using the lme4 package 

(Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) to account for re-

peated measures due to multiple texts and annotations by the 
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same authors across conditions. For H1, the dependent varia-

bles were overall text valence as indicated on a 9-point scale 

and the number of positive and negative emotion tags per 

text, and the independent variable is Appraisal Combination 

(HP/LC, HP/HC, LP/LC, LP/HC). Authors and individual 

texts will be added as random factors. For H2 and H3, again, 

the dependent variables were the overall number of emotion 

tags and valence, while the independent variable is Annota-

tion Perspective (self, other). The confidence intervals were 

set to 99% to correct for multiple comparisons. For H4, we 

calculated the inter-annotator agreement between other-an-

notators, and other-annotators and authors using Krippen-

dorff's alpha with the "irr" package (and the implemented 

kripp.alpha function) in R. For the comparison, we consid-

ered the distribution of Kalphas and the changes for the 

agreement of other-annotators and other-annotators/authors 

across all texts. Since we did not have an indication of data 

spread for Kalphas, we compared the Kalphas of the two 

groups (other-annotators with/without the authors) in a linear 

mixed model with Annotator Group as the predictor and 

Texts as random factors.  

Results 

On average, the texts consist of 149.42 words (SD = 54.25). 

Valence assigned by authors to their own texts differs signif-

icantly between almost all combinations of the four condi-

tions (H1a), with the exception of the comparison of HP/LC 

(M = 7.90, SD = 1.29) to HP/HC (M = 8.26, SD = 1.20; see 

Table 1). The types of emotions annotated vary by condition 

(H1b; see Figure 1): e.g., contentment is most prominent in 

HP/HC, while surprise is mostly annotated in HP/LC. In LP 

conditions, sadness and pain are indicative of LC, while 

shame and embarrassment occur mostly in HC situations. 

However, the difference in number of annotated positive and 

negative tags is only significant between HP (positive: M = 

5.07, SD = 2.43; negative: M = 1.6, SD = 2.03) and LP (pos-

itive: M = 1.67, SD = 1.60, b = -3.40, SE = 0.36, BC 95% CI 

[-4.08, -2.65]; negative: M = 5.1, SD = 3.14, b = 3.50, SE = 

0.42, BC 95% CI [2.65, 4.33]), not between LC and HC con-

ditions. In addition, there is no significant difference between 

the number of tags used by authors and other-annotators in 

either of the conditions (H2). A comparison between own- 

and other-ratings of valence (H3) shows that authors rated LC 

conditions to be significantly more positive (HP) and more 

negative (LP) than other-annotators (Tab. 2; Fig. 2), while 

there is no significant difference between HC conditions. 

While inter-annotator agreement for annotated emotions (H4) 

is low overall, agreement between other-annotators only (M 

= 0.31, SD = 0.09) is higher than between other-annotators 

and the author (M = 0.30, SD = 0.08, b = -0.009, SE = 0.004, 

BC 95% CI [-0.02, -0.002]). 

Discussion 

In a two-part study, we showed that authors and other readers 

differ in their understanding of affective texts. For authors, 

four conditions based on two appraisal categories, high/low 

pleasantness and control (HP/LC, HP/HC, LP/LC, LP/ HC), 

differed significantly in valence ratings except for the two HP 

conditions, while the annotated emotion tags mainly reflected 

the difference between high and low pleasantness. In con-

Table 1: Comparison of valence ratings by conditions (HP/LC, HP/HC, LP/LC, LP/HC) as rated by authors (H1). 

 

 Mean  SD Condition b 99% CI SE 

HP/LC 7.90 1.29     

   HP/HC 0.37 -0.40, 1.17 0.28 

   LP/LC -6.17 -6.94, -5.33 0.32 

   LP/HC -5.17 -5.94, -4.44 0.30 

HP/HC 8.26 1.20     

   LP/LC -6.53 -7.31, -5.82 0.29 

   LP/HC -5.53 -6.33, -4.83 0.29 

LP/LC 1.73 0.94     

   LP/HC 1.00 0.19, 1.83 0.31 

LP/HC 2.73 1.33     

 

Note: Significant comparisons in bold. 

Table 2: Comparison of valence ratings (H3) by conditions 

(HP/LC, HP/HC, LP/LC, LP/HC) as rated by authors and 

other-annotators (intercept). 

 

 Mean SD b 99% CI SE 

HP/LC 7.05 1.13 0.85 0.26, 1.39 0.22 

HP/HC 7.77 1.06 0.50 -0.20, 1.18 0.27 

LP/LC 2.43 1.53 -0.69 -1.41, -0.03 0.27 

LP/HC 3.18 1.40 -0.44 -1.13, 0.26 0.27 

Note: Significant comparisons in bold. 
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trast, other-annotators considered LC conditions to be respec-

tively more negative (HP) and more positive (LP) than au-

thors themselves. Additionally, agreement between other-an-

notators for annotated words and assigned emotion categories 

was higher than between other-annotators and authors. Alt-

hough inter-annotator agreement appears to be low and the 

observed difference between own- and other-annotations 

seems small, it is important to consider the low chance level 

in the current study. Since 22 emotion categories were used, 

each text consisted of about 150 words, and 6 people anno-

tated each text chances of participants “accidentally” anno-

tating the same words the same way in the texts were negli-

gible, making such a seemingly small difference meaningful 

in the context of the study and topic. This finding is in line 

with earlier research on audio-visual perception differences 

between the self and other observers by Truong et al. (2012) 

and with well-known phenomena observed in psychology, 

such as the “illusion of transparency” and the “curse of 

knowledge”. 

While the results suggest a difference between emotion ex-

pression and perception, some characteristics of the data and 

the experimental setup that could have potentially influenced 

the results should be considered. Firstly, gender distribution 

across the two parts of the experiments was 

not ideal. More women than men partici-

pated in both the production and annotation 

study, which is likely due to a higher pro-

portion of women in our student population 

and, hence, the participant pool used for the 

study. In previous studies, gender has been 

shown to have an effect on emotion recog-

nition abilities and emotional intelligence, 

with women being supposedly more sus-

ceptible to others’ emotional states (Hall, 

Carter, & Horgan, 2000; Hoffmann, Kess-

ler, Eppel, Rukavina, &Traue, 2010), alt-

hough recent findings suggest more subtle 

differences (Fischer, Kret, & Broekens, 

2018). While these differences might also 

exist in our dataset, we assume that the 

higher proportion of female participants 

would, if anything, have reduced the gap 

between emotion expression and perception 

 
 

Figure 1: Percentages of all emotion tags per condition as annotated by authors (HP/LC, N = 194;  HP/HC, N =206;  LP/LC, 

N = 209; LP/HC, N = 197). 

 
 

Figure 2: Valence ratings by conditions (HP/LC, HP/HC, LP/LC, LP/HC) as 

rated by authors and other-annotators. 
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and that, in a more balanced setup, the gap might be even 

greater; based on the research on gender differences, this dif-

ference should be especially pronounced for male annotators. 

Aside from gender differences, another point of concern 

about the current study might be generally different abilities 

in terms of emotion expression and recognition, in particular 

alexithymia. Alexithymia refers to a subclinical condition 

which describes impaired introspective processes and a lack 

of mental representations of emotions, which can lead to 

problems with recognizing and verbalizing one’s own emo-

tions and which can also affect recognition of others’ emo-

tional states (see, e.g., Lane et al., 1996). Consequently, alex-

ithymic participants would have experienced more difficul-

ties performing the tasks required for our study than non-

alexithymic participants. Parallel to gender differences in 

emotion recognition abilities, the condition is also considered 

more prevalent in men than in women (Levant, Hall, Wil-

liams, & Hasan, 2009). Unfortunately, as we did not control 

for alexithymia in the current study, we cannot make claims 

about its influence on the current results. However, a recent 

study suggests that the condition might be moderated by ver-

bal abilities, meaning that highly alexithymic individuals 

with a high verbal IQ might be able to recognize emotions 

similarly well as low-alexithymic individuals (Montebarroci, 

Surcinelli, Rossi, & Baldaro, 2011). Since a high verbal IQ 

might be expected for a communication student population 

and since the majority of our participants were females, we 

assume that the condition might have been less problematic 

in this study. Nevertheless, to ensure that the results were not 

affected by alexithymia, this could be controlled for in a fol-

low-up study. Further, the differences between authors and 

annotators might also reduce over time, in that an extended 

period of time between recall and annotation of emotional 

events might increase the author’s emotional distance to the 

words used to tell the story. Again, this might open up inter-

esting possibilities for future research. 

In future work, we aim to do more extensive analyses. For 

example, the overlap between authors and other-annotators 

will be analyzed further; in particular, whether the valence of 

the annotated emotion categories coincides and to which de-

gree the annotated words match for both groups. Addition-

ally, we will compare the emotion words annotated by our 

participants with existing affective word lists, such as the 

Dutch Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Zijlstra, 

Van Meerveld, Van Middendorp, Pennebaker, & Geenen, 

2004). In theory, the words identified in the current study and 

should match entries in existing affective lexicons and these 

lexicons should classify the valence of texts produced for the 

current study in a similar way as our human annotators did. 

 The results of the current study hint at a misalignment of 

author and reader perception, which might be caused either 

by misunderstanding or miscommunication of the emotions 

conveyed through the texts. If the emotions supposedly com-

municated through text do not match the ones detected, this 

might have serious implications for automatic emotion detec-

tion as already done by sentiment analysis systems, especially 

for diagnostic purposes, e.g., aimed at online suicide preven-

tion (e.g., Christensen et al., 2014). In this case, the approach 

to analyzing affect in texts should likely be reconsidered.  

 Additionally, disparities do not only lead to potential issues 

for sentiment analysis but also raise questions about the role 

of self-report and observation in affective science. A discrep-

ancy between authors’ intentions and readers’ perceptions 

might either indicate a mismatch between the intentional af-

fect communication by authors and the affect experience of 

others, or an unawareness of one’s own affective states – and 

hence, their forms of expression. 
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Abstract 
Although many studies have shown that being exposed to 
empirical data that contradict one’s beliefs can lead to learning, 
it is not clear whether calling attention to inconsistencies 
among beliefs without the provision of new data, leads to 
learning. The present study asked whether calling attention to 
inconsistent beliefs via thought experiments leads to belief 
revision. Five-hundred-seventy-five participants were assigned 
to three different conditions in a pre-training, training, post-
training design. The results showed that participants generated 
inconsistent beliefs between pre-training and training, but they 
did not spontaneously revise them at post-training (Baseline 
Condition). They did revise them, however, when they were 
asked to reason about the implications of the training thought 
experiments (Warning Condition) and when they saw an 
explicit inference drawn from the training thought experiments 
(Explicit Inference Condition). These results show that, with 
prompting, scientifically naïve adults can learn from thought 
experiments.       

Keywords: thought experiments; learning; belief revision; 
naïve physics 

Introduction 
The richness of the human conceptual repertoire is unique in 
the natural world. However, our theories about the world and 
our concepts, which are atoms of beliefs, do not always agree 
with nature. Often, our theories are wrong, just like the theory 
about phlogiston in the history of science was wrong. The 
process of theory change, conceptual revision, and 
conceptual change is hard and prolonged, and it relies on 
specialized learning mechanisms (Carey, 2009). One 
important factor that motivates theory revisions are noticed 
contradictions between the predictions made by the learner 
on the basis of her conceptual system and data that come 
either from other people (Harris, 2012) or from direct 
empirical observation. Indeed, being exposed to data that 
contradict currently held beliefs leads to more exploratory 
behavior, more explanations, and more learning (Bonawitz, 
van Schijndel, Friel, & Schulz, 2012; Legare, Gelman, & 
Wellman, 2008; Schulz, Goodman, Tenenbaum, & Jenkins, 
2008; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). However, it is not clear 
whether exposing inconsistencies in the learner’s system of 
beliefs, without the provision of new data, would lead to 
learning.  
 Thomas Kuhn (1977) proposed that conceptual change 
could be motivated by thought experiments (TEs). Thought 
experiments are experiments conducted in the head. They are 
typically presented as a narrative, which invites the learner to 
imagine a scenario where the learner applies her concepts as 

she usually does in the real world. The learner runs the 
experiment and sees the outcome (Brown & Fehige, 2014; 
Nersessian, 1992). Sometimes, the outcome of a thought 
experiment are two solutions that contradict each other, 
suggesting that there must be something wrong with the 
learner’s concepts. It is thought experiments like this that 
according to Kuhn (1977) can reveal the exact way in which 
nature does not agree with the learner’s conceptual system 
and can thus motivate conceptual revision. Given the lack of 
empirical studies, it is not clear whether scientifically naïve 
learners can benefit from such thought experiments. The 
present study begins to address this question. 

The Machinery of TEs 
There are several, not mutually exclusive ways in which 
thought experiments could generate outcomes. First, thought 
experiments could work just like any other inductive or 
deductive argument where the learner begins from some 
known premises and reaches a novel conclusion (Norton, 
2004). Alternatively, thought experiments could be more like 
real experiments in the sense that they rely on quasi-
observational or imagistic simulations (Gendler, 2004). In 
this case, conducting a thought experiment would consist of 
running a simulation where the process of simulating is 
similar to data collection. Finally, thought experiments could 
rely on model-based reasoning where the learner develops a 
mental model and runs simulations of the model, which is the 
basis for generating new outcomes (Nersessian, 1992). Any 
of the processes listed above could generate new outcomes, 
and in this paper, I am not trying to differentiate between 
them. Here, the focus is on a special case where the outcome 
of a thought experiment is inconsistent with other beliefs held 
by the learner, and therefore inconsistent with outcomes that 
could be drawn from other TEs. Would the realization that 
one’s beliefs are inconsistent with each other lead to 
conceptual work and belief revision, and if yes, then how 
does the learner decide which beliefs are true?  

Learning by thinking  
That noticing inconsistencies in one’s beliefs should 

benefit learning is supported by findings showing that 
providing self-explanations or conducting mental simulations 
is epistemically beneficial (Lombrozo, 2019). Some possible 
reasons for why this might be the case is that simulations 
allow learners to extract isolated representations from 
different modules and use them in downstream reasoning, 
which would not happen otherwise (Aronowitz & Lombrozo, 
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in press). Furthermore, producing explanations allows 
learners to directly compare the explananda with prior beliefs 
and prior knowledge (Williams & Lombrozo, 2013), and they 
allow the learners to have better metacognitive awareness of 
inconsistencies or lack of explanatory depth (Chi, De Leeuw, 
Chiu, & Lavancher, 1994; Rozenblit & Keil, 2002).  

There are, however, many reasons why pointing out 
inconsistencies in one’s beliefs might not benefit learning. 
First, it is not clear that learners would even notice 
inconsistencies in their beliefs. One possible obstacle might 
be the inability to see deep structural relationships between 
various beliefs. Learners may hold inconsistent beliefs 
without ever realizing that they are structurally related to each 
other (Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gick & Holyoak, 1980; 
1983). Another obstacle, as recent evidence suggests, is that 
both scientifically naïve individuals and scientists seem to be 
blissfully unaware of harboring what appear to be naïve 
theories and scientific theories that are in conflict with each 
other (e.g., see Shtulman & Harrington, 2016; Shtulman & 
Legare, in press; Shtulman & Lombrozo, 2016; Shtulman & 
Valcarcel, 2012). Although these studies do not offer 
examples of conflicting beliefs that exist at a conscious level, 
they still show that there are underlying competing 
representations and computations that produce outputs that 
are in conflict with each other and can therefore sometimes, 
e.g., under speeded conditions (Goldberg & Thompson-
Schill, 2009) or because of weakened EFs (Tardiff, 
Bascandziev, Sandor, Carey, & Zaitchik, 2017), produce 
conflicting beliefs that reach consciousness. Finally, even if 
the learner notices some explicit inconsistencies, there are 
other potential pitfalls. For example, even though humans are 
generally motivated to maintain internal consistency among 
beliefs, values, and actions (Festinger, 1957), as is well 
known, the ways by which cognitive dissonance is avoided 
are not necessarily epistemically prudent (Hart, Allbarracin, 
Eagly, Brechan, Lindberg, & Merril, 2009), and they may 
include processes such as ignoring of conflicting information.  
 In the present study, I asked two general questions. First, 
could thought experiments be used to show that individuals 
are harboring inconsistent beliefs? Second, would individuals 
who generate inconsistent beliefs move to revise them, and if 
yes, then in which direction, and under the influence of which 
factors? I asked these questions in the context of a scientific 
understanding of forces and motion. According to Newtonian 
mechanics, no force is required for an object at rest to remain 
at rest and no force is required for an object in motion to 
remain in motion. Although many people may know how to 
recite this law, it does not mean that their underlying concepts 
of force and motion are Newtonian. Indeed, the mastering of 
Newtonian concepts is very difficult (Halloun & Hestenes, 
1985). The naïve understanding of forces and motion 
resembles the medieval impetus theory, according to which 
objects set in motion receive an impetus (a force that is inside 
the object while it is moving), which slowly dissipates and 
becomes weaker, leading to the slowing down and eventual 
stopping of the object (Clement, 1982; McCloskey, 1983; 
McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green, 1980). Although thought 

experiments have been traditionally used to elicit beliefs that 
are consistent with the impetus theory (e.g., see McCloskey, 
1983), other representations derivable from perceptual 
memory or implicit in perceptual-motor procedures are 
consistent with Newtonian mechanics, and could be elicited 
by thought experiments that highlight relevant contexts. In 
the present study, I contrasted thought experiments designed 
to elicit beliefs consistent with the impetus theory to thought 
experiments inspired by Galileo Galilei and designed to elicit 
beliefs consistent with Newtonian mechanics in a Pre-
Training (Impetus TEs), Training (Newtonian TEs), Post-
Training (Impetus TEs) design. I asked whether participants 
would spontaneously notice inconsistencies between their 
Pre-Training and Training beliefs, which would lead them to 
change their initial beliefs (Baseline Condition) and whether 
this would be augmented by receiving a warning to monitor 
for such inconsistencies (Warning Condition) or by seeing an 
explicit inference that follows from the Training TEs and 
directly contradicts the impetus outcomes from the Pre and 
Post-Training TEs (Explicit Inference Condition).  

Method 

Participants 
I recruited 600 participants (200 per condition) from the 

US on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. A total of 25 
participants were excluded (10 from the Baseline Condition; 
7 from the Warning Condition; and 8 from the Explicit 
Inference Condition) because they failed the control 
questions embedded in the survey. The final sample consisted 
of 575 participants with an average age of 36 (range = 18 – 
74; SD = 11.25). Two-hundred-seventy-nine identified as 
females, two-hundred-ninety-two identifies as males, and 4 
identified as non-binary. A total of 313 participants had taken 
a high-school or college-level physics class (130 took both; 
154 took high-school physics only; and 29 took college 
physics only) and 262 had not taken any physics classes.  

Design and Stimuli 
The experiment consisted of 4 Pre-Training TEs designed 

to elicit impetus responses, 4 Training TEs designed to elicit 
Newtonian responses, and 4 Post-Training, which were the 
same 4 TEs from Pre-Training. After running and answering 
each TE, participants reported the basis for their response 
(e.g., theoretical knowledge, specific memories, simulation 
of the event), and how confident they were in the basis of 
their response. 
 The 4 Pre- and Post-Training TEs were inspired by 
previous work (e.g., Clement, 1982; McCloskey, 1983; 
McCloskey et al., 1980) that used thought experiments (i.e., 
narratives that invited participants to imagine a scenario and 
give a qualitative prediction about what would happen) to 
uncover misconceptions that people have about forces and 
motion. All 4 thought experiments in the present study were 
variations on a theme: a vehicle is moving at a constant 
velocity in a straight line; an object that was attached to the 
vehicle is either dropped downwards or launched upwards; 
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participants are asked to describe either the trajectory of the 
object or where it would land. Here is an example of one such 
thought experiment: “A train is moving at a constant velocity 
of 100 MPH in a straight line. Inside the train, there is a 
mechanical claw that is holding a ball. The mechanical claw 
is fixed and rigid and so it does NOT move as a result of 
vibrations. Furthermore, the claw is located halfway along 
the ceiling between the front and the rear ends of the car. At 
one point, the ball is released. Please ignore air resistance. 
There is no wind inside the car. The ball will fall: a) Behind 
the halfway point of the car floor b) Exactly on the halfway 
point of the car floor.” A typical, incorrect answer that is 
consistent with the impetus theory of motion would be that 
the ball would fall behind the halfway point of the car floor 
because once the ball is detached from the train, it will start 
losing the force that kept it moving, and it will slow down 
relative to the train.   
 The 4 Training TEs were designed to abstract the 
Newtonian law that no force is required for bodies at rest to 
remain at rest and no force is required for bodies in motion to 
remain in motion. All 4 thought experiments asked 
participants to reason about the forces that act on a body 
while the body is on a vehicle that travels at a constant speed 
(e.g., a train or the spinning Earth), and thus realize that no 
such forces act on the body as a result of the motion of the 
vehicle. Here is an example of a Training TE: “Earth spins 
from west to east at a constant velocity of ~ 1000 MPH at the 
equator. Imagine yourself at the equator, standing on a flat 
surface, facing east. Would you feel that you are being 
pushed backward and you need to use your own force to 
remain in one place? a) Yes, I would feel forces pushing my 
body in a direction opposite from the direction in which the 
earth is moving b) No, I would not feel any forces pushing 
my body in a direction opposite from the direction in which 
the earth is moving.”  
 In the Warning Condition, before receiving the Training 
TEs, participants received a note that they will next see 
problems designed to improve their understanding of the 
phenomena they reasoned about at Pre-Training. It asked 
them to “think about the implications of their answers, and 
about how they relate to their previous answers.” It also asked 
them to “think about whether they would have answered the 
previous questions differently, had they been aware of the 
answers to the new questions.” 
 In the Explicit Inference Condition, after receiving the 
Training TEs, participants received an explicit inference that 
followed from the Training TEs, saying that “… no forces are 
pushing you in a direction opposite from the direction of the 
motion. That means that if you jump upward, the earth’s 
ground (or the vehicle’s floor) will not escape beneath your 
feet. It also means that if you are dropped from a cliff, you 
will fall in a straight line, and while you are falling, you will 
not lose any speed relative to the ground (floor) beneath you.” 
Participants were asked if they agreed with this statement.  

Procedure 
The surveys were prepared and administered via Qualtrics. 

After giving their consent, participants proceeded to the TEs. 
The demographic questions (age, gender) and whether they 
had taken any physics classes were asked at the end of the 
survey.  

Results 
A preliminary analysis showed that the relationship 

between previous physics education (high-school and 
college-level physics) and performance at Pre-Training was 
weak (rs < .1) and not statistically significant (ps>.05), 
although it was trending toward being significant. Unlike 
many other studies in which participants are college-age 
students who have recently been in contact with physics 
classes, the present sample was comprised of participants 
with a much wider age range, many of whom had not had any 
contact with formal education in years or even decades. It is 
likely that this is why the magnitude of the effect of education 
was very small. The remaining analyses were conducted by 
collapsing over this variable.  
Pre-Training Performance. The average performance of all 
575 participants at Pre-Training was M = 2.32 (out of 4); SD 
= 1.46; range = 0 – 4. A one-way ANOVA with Pre-Training 
performance as the dependent variable and Condition as the 
independent variable showed that participants’ performance 
was comparable across conditions at Pre-Training (F(2, 572) 
= .49, p = .61). The average confidence across all 4 TEs that 
participants had in the bases of their answers at Pre-Training 
was M = 3.43 (on a 1 to 5 scale); SD = 1.04; range = 1 – 5. 
This initial result replicates previous findings showing that 
somewhere between 47% and 68% (depending on the 
problem) gave correct Newtonian answers, whereas the 
majority of incorrect answers (30% to 51%) were curvilinear 
impetus responses (McCloskey et al., 1980). In the present 
study, the Pre-Training items were answered correctly by 
59%, 67%, 49%, and 56% of all participants. The similarity 
and persistence of the impetus like reasoning in the different 
samples (i.e., undergraduate students vs Amazon MTurk 
participants with a time gap of nearly 40 years between the 
two; i.e., 1980s in the case of McCloskey (1980) vs the 
present study), is striking.  
Training Performance and Comparison with Pre-
Training. In contrast to the Pre-Training performance, many 
more participants gave correct Newtonian responses to the 
training TEs. The average performance was M = 3.29 (out of 
4); SD = 1.02; range = 0 – 4. Broken down by item, 67%, 
85%, 86%, and 90% of all participants gave Newtonian 
responses on the Training TEs. These results show that many 
of the participants who had given impetus like responses at 
Pre-Training, gave Newtonian responses at Training. In other 
words, the very same people seem to espouse beliefs that 
contradict each other. To check that participants were 
comparable across the 3 different conditions, I conducted a 
one-way ANOVA with performance on Training TEs as a 
dependent variable and Condition as an independent variable,  
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Table 1. Average performance at Pre- and Post-Training by condition. 

 
which confirmed that there were no significant differences 
between the 3 conditions (F(2, 572) = 1.61, p = .21.  

I expected the confidence that participants had in the basis 
of each answer on the Training TEs would be higher than 
their confidence at Pre-Training, because the Training TEs 
were based on direct perceptual-motor memories about the 
kinds of forces that we feel on our own bodies while on a 
vehicle that is moving at a constant speed. This prediction 
was confirmed. The average confidence was M = 3.88 (on a 
1 to 5 scale); SD = .96; range = 1 – 5. This was significantly 
higher than the confidence at Pre-Training (M = 3.43) (t(574) 
= 13.61, p < .001). Importantly, there were no significant 
differences among participants in the three conditions in 
terms of their confidence levels at Training (F(2, 572) = 1.54, 
p = .22).  

Change Between Pre- and Post-Training. Did 
participants spontaneously notice inconsistencies between 
their Pre-Training and Training beliefs, and did that lead to 
change between Pre- and Post? Table 1 presents that Pre- and 
Post-Training performance by Condition. A 3 (Condition) x 
2 (Test) repeated measures ANOVA found a significant 
effect of Test (F(1, 572) = 29.30, p < .001, h2 = .05) and a 
significant Test x Condition interaction (F(2, 572) = 4.82, p 
= .008, h2 = .02). Next, I computed the simple effect of Test 
for each of the three conditions. As the inspection of Table 1 
suggests, only participants in the Warning (F(1, 572) = 20.90, 
p < .001, h2 = .04) and the Explicit Inference condition (F(1, 
572) = 17.90, p < .001, h2 = .03) changed their answers 
between Pre- and Post-Training and the change was in the 
direction of giving more answers consistent with Newtonian 
mechanics at Post-Training. There was no significant change 
in the Baseline condition (F(1, 572) =.35, p = .56, h2 = .001). 
In summary, although participants across all three conditions 
were confident in the bases of their Training TE outcomes, 
only those in the Warning and Explicit Inference conditions 
changed their Post-Training responses in the direction 
consistent with the Training TEs. It is important to note that 
the change between Pre- and Post in the Warning and the 
Explicit Inference conditions was not a result of changes on 
a small number of thought experiments between Pre- and 
Post-Training. A series of McNemar Chi Square tests showed 
a significant change in the number of participants who 
switched from impetus like responses at Pre-Training to 
Newtonian responses at Post-Training on all 4 TEs in both 
the Warning and Explicit Inference conditions (ps < .05), 
whereas there was no significant change on any of the TEs in 
the Baseline condition (ps > .22).  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Did the participants who accepted the relevance of the 

Training TEs for the Post-Training TEs in the Warning and 
Explicit Inference Conditions also change their confidence 
between Pre- and Post-Training? As reported above, 
participants were more confident in the bases for Training 
TEs than for Pre-Training TEs. If they used the Training TEs 
as a basis for their Post-Training decisions, then we should 
expect that their confidence will increase between Pre- and 
Post-Training. A 2 (Pre and Post Confidence) x 3 (Condition) 
repeated measures ANOVA found a significant effect of Pre- 
Post Confidence ((F(1, 572) = 31.35, p < .001, h2 = .05) and 
a significant Test x Condition interaction (F(2, 572) = 6.19, 
p = .002, h2 = .02). Next, I computed the simple effect of Pre- 
Post Confidence for each of the three conditions and found 
that the Confidence levels changed significantly only in the 
Warning (F(1, 572) = 30.19, p < .001, h2 = .05) and the 
Explicit Inference (F(1, 572) = 13.49, p < .001, h2 = .02) 
conditions, but not in the Baseline condition (F(1, 572) =.30, 
p = .58, h2 = .001). This pattern suggests that participants in 
the Warning and Explicit Inference Conditions relied on the 
Training TEs when reasoning about the Post-Training TEs, 
which led to increased confidence.  

Discussion  
Although many previous studies have shown that exposing 

learners to empirical data that contradict their beliefs leads to 
more exploratory behavior and more learning, to my 
knowledge, there have been no empirical studies that have 
tested whether pointing out inconsistencies in learners’ 
beliefs, via TEs, can lead to learning. The main goals of the 
present study were to: i) establish that thought experiments 
can be used to expose inconsistent beliefs within participants; 
and ii) establish whether scientifically naïve participants 
would notice those inconsistencies and change their beliefs. 
The first important and novel finding in the present study is 
that thought experiments can indeed be used to elicit 
inconsistent responses within individuals. I found that the 
very same people can give impetus like responses in one set 
of thought experiments and Newtonian responses in a 
different set of TEs. The second important finding is that 
participants did not spontaneously use the outcomes from the 
Training TEs in order to change their beliefs between Pre- 
and Post-Training, even though their confidence in the 
Training TEs was higher than that in the Pre-Training TEs. 
The third important finding is that pointing out the relevance 
of the Training TEs (Warning Condition) and providing the 
participants with an explicit inference that followed from the 
Training TEs (Explicit Inference Condition) resulted in belief 
revision between Pre- and Post-Training in a direction that 
was dictated by the higher confidence Training TEs.  

 Baseline C. Warning C. Explicit Inference C. 
Pre-Training 2.37 2.35 2.23 
Post-Training 2.43 2.75 2.61 
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These results are consistent with the view that thought 
experiments can be used to highlight contradictions among 
beliefs and that doing so may provide a context for belief 
revision in the service of conflict resolution, which may in 
turn motivate conceptual work and conceptual revisions 
(Kuhn, 1977). However, the evidence from the present study 
suggests that this happens only under certain circumstances. 
First, it is not sufficient to simply execute the TEs, as 
participants did in the Baseline Condition. That participants 
revised their beliefs in the other conditions suggests that in 
addition to executing the TEs, learners need to draw the 
relevant inferences (Explicit Inference Condition) and they 
need to compare those inferences side by side with the 
inferences following from the other TEs (Warning 
Condition). It is important to note, however, that even after 
going over these steps, not all participants who produced 
Newtonian responses at Training decided to change their 
beliefs at Post-Training. For example, even though 74% of all 
participants in the Explicit Inference condition agreed with 
the inference itself, at Post-Training they, on average, gave 
Newtonian responses only 65% of the time. This suggests 
that many of the participants who were giving impetus like 
responses on Pre- and Post-Training TEs and Newtonian 
responses on Training TEs either did not see any 
contradictions to be resolved or did not know how to resolve 
them. This is consistent with the literature showing how 
persistent naïve theories about physics are (Clement, 1982; 
Halloun & Hestenes, 1985; McCloskey, 1983).  

Could these results be explained by appealing to 
experimental demands, namely that participants changed 
their Pre-Training answers not because they understood 
something they did not understand before, but because they 
thought that that was the goal of the experiment. This is 
unlikely for several reasons. First, participants in the Baseline 
Condition also received the same Pre- and Post-Training TEs, 
with the Training TEs in between. Receiving the same 
questions twice could have been interpreted as a signal that 
they should change their answers the second time around. 
They did not. Second, in the Warning Condition participants 
were asked to consider the outcomes of the Training TEs 
when they reason about the Post-Training TEs. If they did not 
understand what the relationship between the two was, the 
change between Pre- and Post-Training could have gone in 
any direction (i.e., from impetus to Newtonian and vice 
versa). Similarly, in the Explicit Inference Condition, 
participants had to decide on their own whether they agreed 
with the inference that connected the Pre/Post TEs with the 
Training TEs. As in the Warning Condition, if they did not 
understand the connection, the change between Pre- and Post-
Training could have gone in either direction. Indeed, 25% did 
not agree with the inference.  

The Training TEs in the present study were designed to 
draw from perceptual-motor memories about the kind of 
forces we feel on our own bodies when we are on a vehicle 
that is moving at a constant speed. This design was employed 
in order to generate a high number of accurate Newtonian 
responses about which participants would be highly 

confident. As reported in this study, executing such thought 
experiments was not sufficient. What is not clear is whether 
the high-confidence, bodily aspect of the thought 
experiments is necessary. Would participants still improve if 
the Training TEs asked them to reason about other physical 
objects? Although the present study cannot answer this 
question, preliminary results from a follow-up experiment 
suggest that the answer is yes.  

In conclusion, the present study has shown that calling 
attention to inconsistencies in one’s belief system via thought 
experiments can lead to learning. Furthermore, it has shown 
that just bringing the inconsistencies to the surface in a form 
of explicitly stated beliefs, is not sufficient for learning to 
take place. Additional work is required in the form of drawing 
inferences that follow from certain beliefs and actively 
comparing those inferences with other currently held beliefs. 
This finding is important because on the one hand it shows 
something fundamental about our naïve theories and the 
tolerance we have for inconsistent beliefs, and on the other 
hand it points toward potential mechanisms that are necessary 
for resolving inconsistencies, and therefore necessary for 
theory refinement and learning.  
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Abstract

People’s beliefs and attitudes about social and scientific
issues, such as capital punishment and climate change, appear
to form complex but generally coherent networks.
Understanding the nature of these networks is a prerequisite
for designing interventions for changing beliefs on the basis
of rational arguments and evidence. It is therefore important
to develop methods to represent and analyze the form and
nature of belief networks, which may not be explicitly
verbalizable. Adopting an emerging approach that utilizes
crowdsourcing to develop educational interventions, we
mined discussions from the Reddit forum Change My View to
determine which beliefs and types of information underlie
people’s attitudes about capital punishment. By combining
computational analyses based on a topic model with more
qualitative assessments of the extracted topics, we found that
moral arguments are more prevalent than statistical or
data-based arguments. The present study serves as a test case
for the open sourced software crowdpy , a Python toolkit for
running naturalistic studies on the web, which will enable
other researchers to use crowdsourcing in their research. This
approach sets the stage for research exploring potential
interventions to change people’s beliefs.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, digital field studies, belief
networks, attitude change

Introduction
The processes by which people form and change their beliefs
is central to understanding human thinking. As a
consequence of the recent increase in political and scientific
misinformation propagated via the internet, it is important to
leverage the cognitive science of belief change to develop
interventions that can effectively mitigate the resulting social
ills and misconceptions, such as xenophobia, racism, and
science denial.

The most common approach taken by cognitive scientists
aiming to correct misconceptions is to experimentally test
the efficacy of different types of corrective information on
people’s attitudes (e.g., Horne, Powell, Hummel, Holyoak,
2015; Nyhan & Reifler, 2015; Ranney & Clark, 2016).
However, people may be resistant to corrective educational
information, and educational interventions developed by
academic researchers and tested in the lab have often proved
ineffective (e.g., Lai et al., 2014). The prevalence of negative
results has led some researchers to conclude that changing
beliefs based on rational assimilation of evidence is not
feasible (e.g., Flynn, Nyhan, & Reifler, 2017).

But before accepting this pessimistic conclusion, it is
important to consider the complex nature of people’s beliefs.
In general, people do not hold individual beliefs in isolation,
but rather systems of beliefs that mutually cohere with one
another (Thagard, 1989). Because people aim to maintain
coherence in their belief systems, changing one belief can
potentially alter interrelated beliefs in the overall network

(Holyoak & Simon, 1999), including beliefs related to moral
issues (Holyoak & Powell, 2016). For many social and
scientific topics, such as vaccine safety and climate change,
analyzing individual beliefs in relation to a larger ecosystem
of related beliefs can shed light on people’s conceptual
frameworks.

Graphical models are frequently used to formally
represent belief systems, with commonly-held beliefs
represented as nodes and relationships between beliefs
(typically, positive or negative implications) coded as
directed edges. Recent work has developed techniques for
eliciting the form of people’s belief networks (Powell,
Weisman, & Markman, 2018). Here we consider the role
that crowdsourcing may play in gaining a better
understanding of the belief networks that support views
about complex social issues. The present study focuses on
simply identifying the basic types of beliefs that underlie
disagreements about a controversial social issue, capital
punishment. Our findings may facilitate future work aimed
at either finding effective rational arguments for changing
beliefs or fleshing out complete graphical models of people’s
belief systems surrounding capital punishment.

Crowdsourcing as a Research Tool

Crowdsourcing affords a number of advantages as a tool for
cognitive science. One is ecological validity, as materials
acquired by crowdsourcing by their very nature are vetted
naturalistically (cf. Kahan & Carpenter, 2017). Furthermore,
crowdsourcing allows researchers to test the ecological
validity of laboratory findings.

In addition, crowdsourcing can take advantage of free and
plentiful big data. Huge numbers of people discuss social
issues online, and crowdsourcing enables researchers to mine
this information to assess what arguments and information are
effective at changing people’s beliefs, as well as to identify
beliefs most central to common misconceptions.

Crowdsourcing with crowdpy We ran the present
crowdsourcing study using the open source software
package crowdpy: a flexible and easy-to-use Python
toolkit designed for running crowdsourcing and digital field
studies (Priniski, 2020). Despite an emerging interest in the
ecological validation of lab studies (Kahan & Carpenter,
2017), crowdsourced studies remain relatively rare in the
cognitive science literature. This mismatch may stem from
naturalistic research being difficult to run––due to a required
familiarity with data mining and machine learning––and
being analytically flexible, which in turn casts doubt not only
on the replicability of such studies but their value to science
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more broadly. Crowdpy is designed to help overcome these
shortcomings by providing researchers with an intuitive
toolkit for running and preregistering naturalistic studies.
Specifically, crowdpy provides support for (1) specifying
and executing the computations underlying a crowdsourcing
study, and (2) easy access to common data mining tools
(e.g., accessing data from Reddit and Twitter). We hope the
present paper will demonstrate the value crowdpy can
provide as part of the cognitive scientist’s toolkit. For more
information and tutorials on using crowdpy, the reader
should visit the software’s website at crowdpy.com.

Crowdsourcing to Analyze Belief Networks
Here we describe a general methodology that can enable
researchers to crowdsource the content and nature of belief
systems using the crowdpy toolkit. Specifically, this
methodology will allow researchers to (1) discern the
reasons, evidence, and auxiliary beliefs on which people’s
views about controversial issues depend, and (2) determine
which types of auxiliary beliefs are most central, and
therefore perhaps most important as targets for
counterarguments. To aid this goal we have created a
ready-to-go crowdpy workflow designed to help researchers
with little-to-no coding experience use crowdsourcing to
analyze belief networks, which can be found on the crowdpy
website.

In broad strokes, the method of crowdsourcing flexible
beliefs follows two steps:

1. Mine social media (here, we focus on the Reddit forum
Change My View, described below)

2. Train an unsupervised topic model (e.g., Latent Dirichlet
Allocation; Blei et al., 2003) to determine which beliefs
and reasons underlie people’s core beliefs.

Additional data analyses or follow-up behavioral studies can
then be performed to assess which beliefs are most flexible
and which types of arguments are most effective in changing
them. We will now elaborate on the above two core steps, and
describe how they are executed in the crowdsourcing software
tool created for this task.

Step 1: Mine Naturalistic Data An approach commonly
used to mine social media data is to access a social media
website’s Application Programming Interface (API). APIs
provide direct access to the platform’s freely available data.
The crowdsourcing software tool we developed consists of
the code necessary to access the Reddit and Twitter APIs, so
that a user without prior data-mining experience can mine
these platforms. To access the APIs with our crowdsourcing
software tool, the user will only have to create an account
with the respective platform and specify which call they
want to make (e.g., specify a keyword they would like to
search for in the data). The resulting data will be saved
automatically in a csv or excel file.

Step 2: Run a Topic Model A topic model serves to
analyze which topics are frequently discussed for a given

issue (e.g., climate change, capital punishment, vaccine
safety), making it possible to determine the auxiliary beliefs
and reasons on which people’s attitudes towards complex
social and scientific issues depend. These topics will serve
as the basis for assessing which auxiliary beliefs support
people’s representations of a complex social or scientific
issue. In conjunction with the code that connects users to the
website’s APIs, the crowdsourcing software tool will
perform topic modeling using LDA (Blei et al., 2003). To
assist in interpreting the model, the software tool will also
create an interactive data visualization using the Python
package pyLDAvis (Maybe, 2019), which allows users to
examine the topic details in greater clarity.

Researchers can crowdsource from numerous social media
platforms. Here we focus on analyzing data from the Reddit
forum Change My View. Given the structure and nature of
conversations on Change My View, it is at present the most
natural data source to use for our present purposes.

Reddit’s Change My View

Change My View is a popular Reddit forum in which users
post their views on issues ranging from gun control to the
movies. “Redditors” posting in this community understand
that others will attempt to change their view by providing
arguments opposing their beliefs. Because some arguments
are more persuasive than others, the variance in argument
quality found on the forum provides a naturalistic resource
for analyzing the features of effective arguments (e.g.,
Priniski & Horne, 2018; Hidey & McKeown, 2018). Work in
computer science has focused on automatic extraction of
features that predict the probability an argument will be
effective (Tan, Niculae, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, & Lee,
2016), and on identifying aspects of beliefs that are most
amenable to change (Jo et. al, 2018).

Previous work has demonstrated that researchers can build
on successful crowdsourced arguments––that is, arguments
mined from naturalistic resources such as Reddit, Facebook,
and Twitter––to develop effective educational interventions
likely to correct people’s misconceptions (e.g., Priniski &
Horne, 2019). Narrowing the hypothesis space of possible
interventions increases the probability that researchers will
be able to develop an effective intervention. Indeed, Priniski
and Horne (2019) demonstrated that crowdsourcing can
produce educational interventions just as effective at
correcting misconceptions as interventions published in top
academic journals.

The present study was designed to demonstrate how the
crowdsourcing approach can be used to identify the types of
beliefs and reasons that underlie people’s attitudes about
capital punishment. The goal is to better understand how
people’s belief systems are structured, and how core beliefs
cohere with additional auxiliary beliefs.
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Table 1: Summary of Change My View data used in study.

Position Number of posts Number of comments
Pro-capital
punishment

94 5264

Anti-capital
punishment

55 3921

Non-related 32 2111
Total 181 11296

Crowdsourcing Study: Assessing Beliefs About
Capital Punishment

The present study aimed to shed light on the structure of
people’s belief systems surrounding capital punishment, and
what types of reasons they deem relevant to their attitudes.
Understanding the beliefs and justifications that underlie
people’s attitudes toward capital punishment is a prerequisite
for developing effective interventions that might change their
attitudes.

In broad strokes, we first mined Reddit for Change My
View discussions relating to capital punishment. We then
hand-labeled the discussions as either promoting an attitude
in favor of capital punishment or an attitude against it.
Second, we employed a topic modeling algorithm, LDA, to
elucidate the beliefs and justifications on which people’s
attitudes to capital punishment hinge. Third, we tested a
hypothesis inspired by the results obtained using the topic
model. We assessed whether people’s attitudes towards
capital punishment (on both sides) rely more strongly on
morality-based justifications, in contrast to data-driven or
statistical justifications.

Data Collection
The first step in our crowdsourcing methodology is to mine
naturalistic data. We mined discussions about capital
punishment from the Reddit forum Change My View. This
forum provides a straightforward platform for obtaining data
that can be used to analyze attitudes, attitude change, and
persuasion tactics in a relatively naturalistic setting (Priniski
& Horne, 2018).

To this end, we mined Change My View posts related to
capital punishment and the death penalty using the Python
Reddit API Wrapper (2019). Specifically, we searched
Change My View for discussion posts and replies for the
strings “capital punishment” and “death penalty”. If either
the post or a reply returned a match, we collected the full
discussion for our dataset. Descriptive statistics for the
mined dataset are presented in Table 1 above.

Topic Modeling
Method We fit an unsupervised topic modeling algorithm,
LDA, to determine which types of beliefs and considerations
are most relevant to attitudes toward capital punishment
expressed in the discussion posts. LDA assigns documents
(here, the titles of discussion posts on Change My View) to
topics by instantiating a set of k topics, where each topic is

Table 2: Example post in Change My View dataset.

Title (i.e., attitude) Selftext (i.e., justification)
CMV: The death penalty
is only a harsh punishment
for people who are wrongly
convicted. For the guilty,
it is by no means the
ultimate punishment. It is
inherently unjust and should
be universally abolished.

This is USA-specific, but
feel free to include your
perspective if you are not
a USA-ian. If someone
killed or hurt someone in the
circle of people I consider
“family”, I would probably
want . . .

defined by a set of words that compose the documents. In
general terms, the algorithm assigns a probability value for
how likely a document belongs to each topic. This
probability value is determined by how many of the topic’s
“representative” words appear in the document.

Because divergent attitudes toward capital punishment
may hinge on different beliefs, reasons, or justifications, we
fit one model to the titles of posts indicating a favorable
attitude towards capital punishment, and another model to
the titles of posts indicating disapproving attitudes, using the
Python package Genisim (Řehůřek & Sojka, 2010). We fit
the model to the titles because these provide a concise,
non-noisy representation of the participant’s attitude and
justifications. The topic model could also be fit to the
selftext of the posts (a more detailed justification for their
attitudes, written by the posting user). An example title on
which we trained the topic model is provided in Table 2.

Results We fit two topic models, one to the pro-capital
punishment posts and another to the anti-capital punishment
posts, each with five topics. The topics underlying the
pro-capital punishment attitudes are displayed in Table 3 (the
topics from the anti-capital punishment discussions are
nearly identical). Model selection was guided by
maximizing a model’s coherence scores (Řehůřek & Sojka,
2010), which numerically quantify on a scale from 0 to 1
how well the topics fit to the data and how well the terms
within a single topic are semantically related. The coherence
value of the selected model for pro-capital punishment
attitudes was .48; coherence for anti-capital punishment
attitudes was .44. In addition to using a model’s coherence
scores, model selection was also guided by a subjective
assessment of the interpretability and meaningfulness of the
topic classifications, guided by previous analysis of the
considerations many people deem relevant to their stance on
capital punishment (e.g., Miske et al., 2019). The selected
topic model can be found at the project’s GitHub repository.

The topics (and their associated keywords) found to
underlie both pro- and anti-capital punishment attitudes
indicate that people more strongly consider ethical and
moral justifications than statistical and cost-benefit reasons.
Both types of justifications are factors commonly identified
in work on psychology and law as underlying people’s
attitudes toward capital punishment (e.g., Miske et al.,
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Table 3: Words associated with pro-capital punishment
attitudes.

Top 10 keywords
Topic 0 life, prison, give, crime, sentence, wrong,

form, abolish, morally
Topic 1 crime, prison, child, sentence, life, make,

favor, oppose, rape, standard
Topic 2 deserve, life, believe, murder, pro, crime,

state, citizen, criminal, people
Topic 3 legal, people, murder, state, system, time,

criminal, believe, innocent, kill
Topic 4 believe, use, method, crime, must, viable,

consider, certain, state, replace
Note. Bolded words indicate a moral basis for capital punishment,
whereas italicized words indicate the role capital punishment plays
in achieving retribution. Retributive and other morally-grounded
beliefs appear to underlie each topic. Words associated with anti-
capital punishment attitudes are similar to those associated with pro-
capital punishment attitudes and also emphasize moral coherence
over statistical concerns.

2019). The observed emphasis on moral and ethical
justifications (reflected in keywords such as “morally”,
“barbaric”, and “wrong”) over statistical and cost-benefit
justifications (keywords such as “cost”, “rate”, or “crime
statistics”) suggests that coherence of moral beliefs plays a
central role in supporting people’s attitudes towards capital
punishment (cf. Holyoak & Powell, 2016). In the next
section we report a more direct test of this hypothesis.

Statistical Analyses
To assess whether attitudes toward capital punishment
depend on moral coherence to a greater extent than statistical
evidence, we adapted an approach developed by Priniski and
Horne (2018) to measure evidence-related and statistical
language in Change My View discussions. Our aim was to
determine whether participants used language more
indicative of reasoning driven by moral coherence as
compared to statistical evidence. We used two dictionaries
of terms commonly associated with types of reasoning to
measure types of reasoning in the posts. To measure rates of
moral coherence, we used the 2nd version of the Moral
Foundations Dictionary (Frimer, Boghrati, Haidt, Graham, &
Dehgani, 2019).

To our knowledge no comparable inventory of terms
associated with everyday statistical reasoning exists. We
therefore employed a data-driven approach (extracting
features from a Random Forest model) to create a list of
terms indicative of statistical reasoning. To this end, we first
created a dataset composed of Reuters financial news articles
(Ding et al., 2014), a large set of discussions from the Reddit
forum r/Statistics, and tweets collected by Go, Bhayani, and
Huang (2009) that have commonly been used to build
sentiment analysis models. The Reuters and r/Statistics
corpora involve reasoning about numeric values and
statistics, while the tweet corpus provides a reference group

against which to classify the Reuters r/Statistics posts. With
this grouped dataset ready, we then trained a Random Forest
classifier to determine which dataset (Reuters or r/Statistics
vs. Twitter) each post in the conjoined dataset came from,
based on the text’s individual word tokens. Having created a
model with high predictive accuracy, we then extracted the
features that the model used to determine which posts were
in the Reuters or r/Statistics datasets and used that as the
basis for our dictionary of terms related to statistical
reasoning. The code used to mine the Reddit forum, prepare
and model the data using Random Forest classification can
be found at this paper’s GitHub repository (linked above).
We sketch the statistical details of this approach to feature
selection below.

Feature Extraction with Random Forests
Random Forests are a class of supervised, ensemble learning
algorithms that are commonly used in both classification and
regression tasks. They model data by aggregating the results
of a large set of decision trees constructed from random
subsets of the feature space. In addition to their widespread
success in machine learning applications, they are also an
effective variable selection tool. Here, we sought to use
Random Forests to highlight which terms are most strongly
associated with statistical reasoning. To achieve this goal,
we first fit a Random Forest classifier to the compiled dataset
described above. Next, we extracted the features the model
identified as the most important to determining
classifications.

Here, we sketch the statistical framework underlying this
process and relate it to the task at hand. Let
D = {(xxx1,y1), ...,(xxxn,yn)} be the collection of document
tuples di = (xxxi,yi) in our corpus (i.e., the conjoined dataset).
Each document di is composed of an encoding of the text
data, xxxi, and its associated classification, yi ∈ {0,1} (yi = 0
indicates di is from the Twitter dataset while yi = 1 indicates
the document belongs to either the Reuters or r/Statistics
datasets). Here, xxxiii is a bag-of-words of document di.

The principle idea behind a Random Forest classifier is to
aggregate the results of many smaller classification trees to
derive predictions. In their simplest form, classifications trees
are binary decision trees, which for each node in the tree,
must make a binary decision of whether a document belongs
to a class (i.e., document indicates statistical reasoning) or
not. Nodes in a classification tree consists of a random subset
of features or dimensions from xxx, and classification decisions
are made at each node in the tree.

The importance of each feature loosely stems from how
essential that feature is to maximizing the model’s
classification accuracy. Roughly, importance of a feature
x j ∈ xxx is assessed by how much the Gini impurity is
decreased when the data is split at that feature relative to
other features. Gini impurity, which is an information
theoretic measure that calculates the probability a randomly
selected document is misclassified given a set of features,
takes the following form:
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G =
C

∑
i=1

pi(1− pi)

with C representing the number of classes. By iterating over
a random subset of features, each classification tree seeks to
minimize G in order to classify a document. A Random
Forest model will then aggregate all of the tree-level
classifications for a document and form a final classification
based on the class which has the most “votes”.

We trained a Random Forest model with the purpose of
distinguishing between text documents that likely
demonstrate statistical reasoning (i.e., financial news and
discussions from the Reddit forum r/statistics) and those that
do not (a random set of tweets commonly used for training
sentiment analysis models). The corpus was constructed
such that any Random Forest model could easily distinguish
between both types of documents. Indeed, even base models
performed achieved accuracy scores above 95% without any
parameter tuning. The features the Random Forest model
relied most strongly on to classify the documents, along with
their quantitative importance scores learned by the model,
can be found on the project’s GitHub (linked above).
However, because our general goal is to construct a
dictionary of terms that map onto statistical reasoning, we
refined the returned set of features by (1) removing terms
that are artifacts of the dataset and do not reflect statistical
reasoning (e.g., “New York” and “Reuters”) and (2) adding
synonyms and related terms to the remaining set of terms.
The revised set of terms, which was used in the following
analyses, can be found on the project’s GitHub as well.

Predicting Coherence-based and Statistical
Considerations
To test our hypothesis that attitudes toward capital
punishment depend more on moral coherence than on
statistical evidence, we performed Bayesian mixed effects
modeling using the R package brms (Bürkner, 2018). We
examined how participants justified their capital punishment
attitudes by measuring the rates at which their language
pertained to moral-based considerations versus
statistics-related considerations. Specifically, we treated
each word in the dataset of attitude justifications as
belonging to either moral terms (e.g., “morally”, “logically”,
and “wrong”), statistical terms (e.g., “data”, “rate”, “cost”),
or as a stopword (i.e., a term that belongs to neither
category). By modeling the rates at which participants
justify their beliefs using moral-based or statistics-based
language, we can estimate the extent to which moral-based
and statistics-based reasons (and beliefs about those reasons)
are relevant to people’s attitudes toward capital punishment.

As shown in Figure 1, when Redditors justify their beliefs,
they use language more strongly associated with
moral-based justifications than with statistical justifications
(e.g., costs associated with capital punishment or its efficacy
at reducing crime rates). This result converges with our
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Figure 1: Prevalence of moral and statistical language in posts
that either demonstrate pro-capital punishment attitudes or
anti-capital punishment attitudes. Error bars represent 95%
Bayesian credible intervals.
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Figure 2: Prevalence of different moral constructs in our
corpus. Consideration of care (reflecting on the pain of the
victims), authority, and fairness are the most common in the
dataset, indicating that people consider these moral values
most strongly when justifying their capital punishment
positions.

findings from the LDA model, indicating that people’s
attitudes toward capital punishment cohere with their moral
considerations.

We looked a bit closer at which types of moral constructs
are at play in people’s moral coherence reasoning. In Figure
2, we see that considerations related to care as a vice (i.e.,
considerations about the suffering and pain inflicted on
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victims) is the most prevalent moral consideration. However,
the virtues of authority and fairness, which reflect
considerations about respecting order or authority and the
importance of achieving justice, respectively, are also
strongly considered. Interventions should target these types
of beliefs, because they appear to be most central to people’s
capital punishment attitudes.

Discussion
The beliefs people hold, particularly those relating to moral
and scientific issues such as capital punishment and climate
change, are not held in isolation. Rather, people’s beliefs are
situated in an interlocking and cohering system (Thagard,
1989). Here, we propose a crowdsourcing methodology
designed to identify the types of beliefs underlying people’s
representations of moral or scientific topics, focusing on the
case of people’s attitudes about capital punishment.
Specifically, we fit an unsupervised topic model (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation) to a dataset of people’s attitudes about
capital punishment. The results obtained using the topic
model suggested that people’s attitudes toward capital
punishment cohere with their moral considerations to a
greater extent than with statistical or data-oriented evidence.
We were able to confirm this finding in a follow-up analysis
using a different approach based on natural language
processing. The results of this study demonstrate the value
of using crowdsourcing as the basis for an automated
technique to uncover the beliefs and considerations
underlying people’s attitudes about a controversial social
issue.

To facilitate use of our proposed method, we built an
easy-to-use crowdsourcing software tool crowdpy. This tool
will enable researchers with little-to-no coding experience to
utilize crowdsourcing in their own research. Using this tool,
researchers will be able to easily connect to social media
APIs (e.g., Reddit and Twitter), thereby allowing them to
mine social media data. Furthermore, crowdpy will
automatically fit a topic model to the crowdsourced dataset
and create an interactive data visualization in pyLDAviz,
allowing the researcher to gain a functional understanding of
the topical structure of their crowdsourced data.
Limitations and Future Directions
One concern with any crowdsourcing methodology is that
the data mined from individuals posting and debating their
beliefs on social media may not be representative of the
eventual target population. Criticisms of the crowdsourcing
approach to developing psychological materials have
generally centered around potential population differences
between where the data is being acquired (e.g., Change My
View) and where it is being applied (e.g., the general
population). For certain tasks, such as crowdsourcing
educational interventions, this critique has been answered by
demonstrating the generalizability of crowdsourced
materials in a controlled experiment (Priniski & Horne,
2019). It remains an empirical question whether the beliefs
determined by crowdsourcing to underlie people’s attitudes

toward capital punishment also underlie those of the general
population. A simple behavioral study that tests the
generalizability of the results gleaned from the analyses
presented here is a natural next step for this research.

An additional line of future research will need to articulate
the structure of people’s systems of beliefs with greater
specificity, and in particular, to identify the most central
nodes in an individual’s system of beliefs. Analyzing
individual beliefs in relation to a larger ecosystem of related
beliefs can shed light on people’s conceptual frameworks
and decision-making processes, as well as help develop
interventions for correcting misconceptions. This process is
challenging, however, both because of the often-complex
nature of people’s belief systems, and because we lack a
strong theory of how beliefs change within a larger
conceptual system. Crowdsourcing can assist with the first
difficulty, but modeling work will be needed to address the
second (cf Powell et al., 2018).

How might crowdsourcing be extended to extract a more
complete picture of a belief system? The present findings
using the topic model suggest that people commonly justify
their attitude toward capital punishment by ethical beliefs
(e.g., whether or not it is humane) and the value of its
retributive impact. Both of these constructs (“ethical
footing” and “retribution”) can act as separate nodes in a
system of beliefs. A deeper understanding of people’s belief
systems (i.e., accounting for a larger set of auxiliary beliefs)
might be achieved in part by mining more data from other
sources (e.g., other Reddit forums, Twitter, opinion sections
of newspapers).

Once a more detailed representation of people’s belief
systems has been obtained, a further goal will be to test the
efficacy of different interventions targeting individual beliefs
in the crowdsourced network. This process will attempt to
identify which of these beliefs are especially malleable (i.e.,
amenable to change by counterarguments) and also pivotal
(i.e., those for which a change would maximally impact the
rest of the network). The expectation will be that revision of
a pivotal belief will trigger a coherence shift (i.e., updating
of other beliefs in the network so as to restore coherence
with the one that has shifted). Leveraging networks of belief
in the process of developing educational interventions may
increase the probability that these interventions will be
effective in changing misconceptions.

Belief networks derived by crowdsourcing necessarily are
based on data aggregated across a population of users. But
for many moral and scientific issues, individual differences
in network structure are likely to influence which beliefs are
especially malleable and/or pivotal. Future work will need to
also find ways to enable crowdsourcing to leverage the power
of big data while also accounting for individual differences
(e.g., Kwon, Priniski, & Chanda, 2018).

A wide range of social and scientific misconceptions,
including climate change denial, racism, and xenophobia,
pose serious threats to democracy. In this context, methods
that enable crowdsourcing of belief systems can provide an
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ecologically valid yet rigorous starting point to aid scientists,
educators, and policymakers in developing effective
interventions.
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We bring together researchers who apply a variety of
mathematical tools in their research on human performance.
Travis Wiltshire examines the social interactions of team
members. Chris Sims pushes forward the assessment of in-
dividuals via computational rationality. Rahman and Gray
shine their Spotlight on the dips and leaps of performance
during skill acquisition. Elizabeth Torres examines stochas-
tic shifts in learning across the lifespan. We maintain that
these lines of research show common ground and we have
challenged each of our panelists to look for and highlight
that common ground in their presentation.

Chris R. Sims – Computational Rationality: A New Fron-
tier in the Assessment of Individual Behavior

Computational rationality is an emerging paradigm for
understanding biological intelligence as efficient computing.
In this symposium, we argue that computational rationality
offers a new, and incisive tool for the assessment of indi-
vidual behavior. Stated simply, people differ in computa-
tional resources such as working memory, attention, or mo-
tor ability and these differences in resources may translate
into differences in both strategy and performance. We argue
that such performance variation is neither arbitrary nor un-
predictable but emerges from the definition of computational
rationality as used in the formal analysis of behavior.

A long-understood constraint on biological intelligence is
information theoretic channel capacity, which places strong
limits on the ability to perceive, store, and process informa-
tion. This limit was most famously demonstrated in Miller’s
(1956) paper, "The magical number seven, plus or minus
two: Some limits on our capacity for processing informa-
tion". While Miller defined the relevant limit, he left unan-
swered the question of what constitutes optimal behavior
subject to this limit. Namely, given a finite constraint on
the ability to store, transmit, or process information, what
is the optimal performance achievable in a given task? And
how does that compare to actual human performance? Using
the framework of computational rationality, these questions
have formal answers. In particular, a branch of information
theory known as rate-distortion theory concerns the prob-

lem of optimizing utility subject to constraints on informa-
tion processing. In recent years, the mathematics of rate-
distortion theory have been applied to human information
processing, in domains including visual working memory
(Sims, Jacobs, & Knill, 2012; Sims 2015), absolute iden-
tification (Sims, 2016), and perceptual generalization (Sims,
2018). In each case, human performance can be quantified
according to its computational efficiency – how well behav-
ior achieves the standard of optimality defined relative to
the particular information processing limitations of the in-
dividual. We argue that the most promising new frontier for
this approach is turning it towards the exploration and ex-
planation of individual differences in cognitive strategy, an
argument which will be bolstered with computational sim-
ulations. Computational rationality, and rate-distortion the-
ory more specifically, predict that optimal mental represen-
tations and algorithms are defined by the limitations of the
individual, as well as the behavioral consequences of com-
mitting different kinds of errors in a specific task environ-
ment.

Travis J. Wiltshire – Social Coordination Dynamics in
Collaborative Interactions

Social interactions are pervasive in human life. How-
ever, in some social interactions, particularly in collaborative
contexts (e.g., teamwork), the effectiveness of those interac-
tions can directly facilitate desirable/undesirable outcomes
(e.g., successful team problem solving). Varying forms of
intra- and inter-personal coordination in different modalities
(e.g., behaviors, speech/language, and physiology) emerge
in many interactions and these can function toward facilitat-
ing effective interaction processes and collaborative cogni-
tive processes.

In this talk, I outline the social coordination dynamics ap-
proach to collaborative cognition by emphasizing different
forms of coordination (e.g., synchrony, phase transitions)
with some empirical examples. One study, examining col-
laborative problem solving using NASA’s Moonbase Alpha
task, shows how a sliding window entropy method applied
to team communication sequences can detect transitions in
collaborative processes and how this measure predicts task
performance (Wiltshire et al., 2018).

However, during collaborative interactions, as in any dy-
namical system, patterns of coordination form and dissipate
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at different time scales and time points. Thus, we should
move beyond quantifying aggregate measures of coordina-
tion for a given interaction by focusing on how the rela-
tive strength of coordination changes over the time course
of an interaction. As an example of this, I review findings
from a study using the Moonbase task focusing on move-
ment coordination (i.e., synchrony). In this work, we have
shown that movement coordination occurs during complex
computer-mediated collaboration at certain time scales, that
the overall amount of coordination at certain time scales as
well as the pattern of change in coordination over time differ-
entially relate to collaborative task performance (Wiltshire et
al., 2019).

I will conclude this talk by advancing theoretical, method-
ological, and modeling directions for understanding the
function of social coordination across contexts and detect-
ing transitions in coordination such that coordination-based
measures can be used to facilitate more effective collabora-
tions.

E. B. Torres – Stochastic Shifts in Learning Performance
Across the Lifespan

Working on the modeling of adaptive learning and neuro-
motor control of complex human movements alerted Torres
to age-dependent shifts in the patterns of motor variability
differentiating deliberate from spontaneous learning (DL vs
SL). Specifically, her research involving a cross section of
the population from 3-60 years of age uncovered a power law
characterizing the stochastic fluctuations of the hand speed
in route to the target, during pointing and decision-making
motions. The log-log linear relation and maturational shifts
along this line extended to more complex motions in sports
and ballet, whenever the participants underwent typical neu-
rodevelopment. However, the shifts in stochastic signatures
failed to manifest in autistics. This phenotypic feature of
the autistic nervous system’s performance during DL moti-
vated Torres to further explore possible ways to induce the
signatures’ shift in autistics towards typical levels. This led
to the discovery that SL (through exploration evoking self-
discovery, rather than instructing and pre-defining goals)
was a more appropriate way to teach autistics.

The generation and coordination of bodily movements re-
quires the solution of multiple computational problems that
shift priority in a phylogenetically orderly way, as the ner-
vous systems mature 1. Traditional approaches to learning
consider averaged trajectories in adult systems that have al-
ready undergone maturation; but when one examines infants
as they transition to more mature states 2, it becomes evi-
dent that the patterns of variability in the fluctuations of their
motions shift over time 3. There is a dynamically chang-
ing probability landscape that a single probability distribu-
tion function cannot capture. As the fluctuations in motor
output are also sensed through kinesthetic channels (kines-
thetic reafference), these shifting PDF families are impor-
tant to properly carry on our statistical analyses and com-
putational modeling. As such, the characterization of motor

signatures during learning across different ages is critical.
Here we leverage the wearable sensors revolution and show
how to measure naturalistic complex behaviors that are de-
liberate. We also show how to track spontaneous behaviors
that are consequential to what we deliberately intent to do, as
SL reflects the adaptive learning progression 4,5. We posit
that it is the SL, occurring largely beneath awareness and
scaping the naked eye that helps all systems (typically and
atypically developing) learn to coordinate action and scaf-
fold cognition, while resulting in a log-log linear relation,
a.k.a. a power law of the deliberate ones.

Roussel Rahman & Wayne D. Gray – Mining Data Hid-
den by Plateaus, Dips, and Leaps

When plotted, the skill acquisition of individual learners
often resembles a series of plateaus, dips, and leaps (PDL)
(Gray & Lindstedt, 2017) more than it does the power-law
of learning. Indeed, following Rickard’s (2004) lead, we
maintain that power law functions are endemic when the per-
formance of many individuals is averaged together but rare
when the performance of any single individual is examined.

Our recent research focuses on the routes which different
individuals take to expertise. In this work, we analyzed nine
individuals who each spent 31 hours playing 248 games of
Space Fortress (SF). Across these games, for each individ-
ual, we can examine the many game scores and the perfor-
mance measures for the plethora of skills required by the
game. Using a measure of relative entropy as our Spotlight,
we shine it on these scores and measures to reveal periods
of individual discovery and change; indeed, such periods are
revealed as dips and leaps in some, but not all, game mea-
sures and game scores.

Space Fortress is a complex game but to our surprise, as
revealed by our Spotlight, most of our nine individual play-
ers show the same sequence of skill learning across their 31
hours of play. Indeed, it appears to us that most of these
players recurrently employ a “design for the weakest link”
principle to update their methods, with a caveat that the up-
dates must also reinforce existing strengths of gameplay. For
the weakest players some of these skills functioned as road-
blocks; weaker players would advance so far in their skill
development but hit some sort of perceptual, cognitive, ac-
tion roadblock that precluded further advances. Hence, at
the end of 31 hours and 248 games of play, the performance
of several of our players remained stuck at stable suboptimal
levels of performance; that is, rather than asymptoting, their
performance plateaued (Gray, 2017).

Ray Perez – Basic Research for Complex Problems

Ray Perez has long pursued theory-based solutions to ap-
plied problems. He is co-organizer of this symposium as
well as its moderator and discussant. In each of these three
roles, Ray is focused on how complex tasks, sometime per-
formed by a single person and other times performed by
teams, are learned and executed.
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Problem solving can be understood as a very active 

learning strategy which is also being employed in education, 
even though the mechanisms behind it are poorly understood 
(Loyens, Kirschner, & Paas, 2012). Insight in problem 
solving is often heralded as a moment of blinding 
understanding which generates a great deal of motivation 
(Liljedahl, 2005). Research on insight focuses on these 
moments, examining the cognitive processes that lead to this 
feeling of sudden understanding alongside the solution, and 
on methods of eliciting these electrifying sensations reliably 
(e.g., Webb, Little, & Cropper, 2017). An important 
consideration in insight research is the considerable 
differences in operationalizations of “insight” between 
studies. For example, Mednick (1962) operationalised 
insight/creativity as the ability to solve a verbal association 
problem (the remote associates task, RAT), in which 
participants are presented with three remotely associated 
words, and are required to find a single fourth word that 
provides a common link between the three (e.g., cottage, 
blue, goat–cheese). If the words were already closely 
associated, it would not require creativity to find the missing 
link. Insight has therefore sometimes been operationalized as 
a sudden switch from a state of incomprehension, to a state 
of comprehension, which might be induced by presenting the 
solution (Auble et al., 1979; Webb et al., 2018). This 
definition has held for a long time, with substantial shifts in 
more recent years. Increasingly, the presence of a subjective 
‘‘aha!’’ experience is considered necessary to interpret a 
solution to a problem as an insight (e.g., Bowden & Jung-
Beeman, 2003). Finally, some researchers have proposed that 
insight does not necessarily include a state of 
incomprehension, but needs mental restructuring (Wills, 
Estow, Soraci, & Garcia, 2006).  

Protocol analysis and neuroimaging techniques are used to 
explore brain areas that are active when an insight is achieved 
(e.g., Becker, Sommer, & Kühn, 2019; Kizilirmak et al., 
2019). However, there is a wide variety of laboratory tasks 
(Threadgold, Marsh, & Ball, 2018; Webb et al., 2017), 

methodologies, and analyses. An important development in 
understanding insight is the use of computational models to 
more specifically predict the underlying cognitive 
processing. The CLARION model (Hélie & Sun, 2010) was 
an excellent step in this field; however other recent models 
investigate the use of reinforcement learning to investigate 
the processes underlying insight (Colin & Belpaeme, 2019). 

The participants in this symposium, in alphabetical order, 
are Linden J. Ball, Maxi Becker, Thomas R. Colin, Jasmin 
M. Kizilirmak, and Margaret E. Webb (discussant). 
Ball investigates component cognitive processes involved 

in the solution of an adaptation of Mednick’s (1962) RAT, 
the compound remote associates task (CRAT; Bowden & 
Jung-Beeman, 2003). Despite many studies that have 
examined performance with RAT items, controversy remains 
regarding the component processes involved in their solution, 
with lexical-semantic and associative processes dominating 
current accounts. Ball reports on three studies that aimed to 
shed further light on the component processes underpinning 
CRAT performance by using the mere presence of task-
irrelevant sound as a key theoretical tool. With three 
experiments, Ball demonstrates that both semantic activation 
and sub-vocalisation are important determinants of 
successful creative thinking with CRA items, with the 
suggestion being that semantic activation underpins solution-
generation processes whereas sub-vocalisation underpins 
solution-evaluation processes. 
Becker investigates insight problem solving by exploring 

the subjective aha experience as a function of the 
restructuring of a problem. While there is a long history of 
considering the aha experience as the direct consequence of 
restructuring (e.g. Danek, 2018; Kounios & Beeman, 2014), 
Becker shows that the aha experience does not always result 
from prior restructuring and that solutions with accompanied 
aha experiences do not underlie a single neuro-cognitive 
process. Becker shows that solutions with accompanied aha 
experience differ in their behavioral, neural and eye-tracking 
related signature as a function of restructuring. These have 
two major implications for insight research: First, from only 
measuring the subjective aha experience especially using 
CRATs it cannot be implied anymore that restructuring has 
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occurred. Second, it is vital to experimentally separate the 
different components of insight to better understand its 
underlying diverse neuro-cognitive processes. 
Kizilirmak will talk about age-related decline in episodic 

long-term memory formation and present first evidence that 
learning from insight may represent a beneficial learning 
strategy for the elderly. Kizilirmak presents a behavioral 
study on learning from insight using CRATs. She compared 
performance on insight problem solving and later memory 
performance for 30 young (18-35 yrs) and 31 older adults 
(60-85 yrs). First results suggest that older adults profited 
more from insight regarding the correct recognition of old 
CRA compared to control items, suggesting that insight 
facilitates episodic encoding. 
Colin applies a computational learning model to the 

process of insight, outlining a hierarchical reinforcement 
learning theory of the insightful discovery of multi-step 
solutions. Colin focuses on insight as characterized by 
sudden restructuring and a simultaneous aha experience. 
While this is straightforward in a simple problem (as many 
commonly used insight problems are), subjective suddenness 
is surprising for problems requiring multiple actions to solve. 
For such problems, one might expect a delay following 
restructuring, corresponding to the time needed for mental 
look-ahead to validate the multi-step solution. Colin presents 
a mechanism for insight problem-solving based on 
hierarchical reinforcement learning, which explains 
restructuring as an option-switch, and the aha experience as a 
temporal difference error. Colin’s approach highlights the 
value of combining computational models with the 
neuroscientific approach in aiding our understanding of how 
creative insights come to pass. 
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Abstract 
Interpersonal coordination is essential for successful 
cooperative action. Beyond synchronized joint action to 
achieve a goal such as moving furniture, humans tend to 
spontaneously coordinate movement in everyday action (i.e., 
coordinated limb movement during walking). Furthermore, 
these actions are said to arise from the interaction dominant 
dynamics between agents and foment cooperative behavior. As 
such, existing research demonstrates that closer affiliation is 
associated with entrainment of physiological signals including 
heart beat and rhythmic limb movement. Considering the role 
social stigmatization plays in disrupting social interaction, the 
present research investigated the impact of concealable stigma 
disclosure (depression diagnosis or bisexual identity)—as a 
perturbation to a nonlinear dynamical system—on 
interpersonal coordination and affiliation. Study 1 results 
demonstrate that depression disclosure may lead to more social 
distancing in a collision avoidance walking task compared to 
bisexual and neutral disclosures. In study 2, interaction 
improved affiliation regardless of disclosure type. 

Keywords: Concealable stigma disclosure; spontaneous 
synchronization; interpersonal coordination; nonlinear 
dynamics 

Introduction 
Human behavior and coordination is said to arise from social 
complex dynamical systems with interacting components at 
and between multiple timescales—for example, exchanges 
between two academics at a research conference and between 
higher order structures such as the academy (Richardson, 
Dale, & Marsh, 2014). As spontaneous synchronization is 
characteristic of complex dynamical systems, interpersonal 
coordination is thought to aid in enhancing rapport and 
solidarity (Lumsden, Miles, & Macrae, 2014; Fischer et al., 
2013). In fact, research has demonstrated that many 
physiological signals between two coacting individuals tend 
to spontaneously synchronize including heart rate (Mitkidis 
et al., 2015), rhythmic limb movement (Cross, Wilson, & 
Golonka, 2016), and even neural activity (Pérez, Carreiras, & 
Duñabeitia, 2017). Importantly, in complex systems, this 
increased synchronization is typically exhibited following 
transitional states between disorder and order (Haken, 1977). 
Another crucial aspect of a complex system is reorganization 
following perturbation (Thelen, 1993). In the present studies, 
we investigated the role of stigma disclosure (ie., depression 
diagnosis or bisexual identity) as a perturbation disrupting 
interpersonal behavioral dynamics during unidirectional 
coupled rhythmic arm movement and a cooperative collision 

avoidance walking activity. We further considered how 
spontaneous synchronization impacted liking. 

Concealable Stigma Disclosure as a 
Perturbation 

In his early sociological work on the process of stigma, 
Erving Goffman (1963) stated that the stigmatization of 
certain attributes arises when deviations from expected 
societal norms are made salient. Importantly, this results in 
social devaluation and marginalization (Jones et al, 1982). 
While some stigmatizing attributes are readily apparent, such 
as race or physical disability, many stigmatized identities are 
not visible. Individuals with a concealable stigmatized 
identity (CSI)—including a mental health disorder or sexual 
minority identity—often make decisions regarding how and 
when to share this information. Though revealing a CSI could 
result in rejection by friends and family (Hoggart, 2017), 
reduced job mobility (Baur et al., 2018), or even job loss 
(Ragins, Singh, & Cornwell, 2007), extant research 
demonstrates numerous benefits of revealing a concealable 
stigma within personal and professional relationships (Quinn 
& Earnshaw, 2013).  

General self-disclosure is an expected aspect of 
relationship formation and growth (Greene, Derlega, & 
Matthews, 2006), and disclosing a CSI can serve to 
strengthen trust and increase affiliation within a relationship 
(Beals, Peplau, & Gable, 2009). Furthermore, the burden 
associated with keeping a CSI concealed is said to increase 
cognitive load as actively hiding an important part of one’s 
identity distracts from other tasks (Smart & Wegner, 1999). 
Researchers have also demonstrated that concealing a hidden 
stigma can lead to less group cohesion in the workplace 
(Clair, Beatty, & Maclean, 2005) and is associated with 
increased depressive symptomology (Frost, Parsons, & 
Nanin, 2007) and less adherence to identity related medicine 
(Lyimo et al., 2014). Therefore, while the risk of a negative 
disclosure response is significant, sharing a CSI to a 
supportive confidant is desirable, and sometimes necessary.  

Though stigma disclosure is an important aspect of identity 
management and relationship development, making a CSI 
known may disrupt or perturb the social relationship. As 
stigma exists when an individual holds an identity that can be 
labelled as deviant or different from the cultural norm, when 
someone discloses a CSI, a degree of uncertainty about the 
relationship is inserted into the interaction. Naturally, a 
complex dynamical system tends to fall into stable states, in 
an interpersonal interaction, that is often exhibited through 
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synchronization of behavioral and physiological signals 
(Richardson, Dale, & Marsh, 2014). When a perturbation is 
introduced into the system, there is generally a period of 
fluctuation and destabilization, known as a critical fluctuation 
(Gorman et al., 2012). During this time, the system explores 
new patterns of behavior until, inevitably, it falls into a new 
stable state. Though stigma disclosure has not been explicitly 
described as a perturbation to a dynamical system, the 
phenomenon of relationship fluctuations and changes 
following a disclosure has long been noted. In a recent 
qualitative study of sexual violence disclosure within close 
relationships, researchers found that 91% of dyads described 
a shift in the relationship, either positive or negative, 
following the disclosure (O’Callaghan, Lorenz, Ullman, & 
Kirkner, 2018). As such, CSI disclosure may result in a 
critical fluctuation which transitions interpersonal 
relationships into new stable states, either positively or 
negatively.  

The Present Study 
In the present studies, we investigated the impact of CSI 
disclosure on spontaneous synchronization and behavioral 
dynamics during cooperative action. In particular, we were 
interested in exploring interpersonal behavioral dynamics 
following a CSI disclosure, and how this influenced liking 
and attitude change. To examine CSI disclosure as a 
perturbation, participants viewed a pre-recorded ‘ice-
breaker’ video presented as a live Skype video feed. In study 
1, which served as a proof of concept, the confederate 
disclosed that she either: 1) identifies as bisexual, 2) has 
depression, or 3) never learned how to ride a bike (neutral 
disclosure). In study 2, the depression condition was dropped 
as participants’ attitudes towards individuals with depression 
were relatively positive prior to participation. In both studies, 
after the confederate disclosure, participants performed 
rhythmic arm movements while unidirectionally coupled to 
the confederate with a prerecorded video. Cross-spectral 
coherence was employed as a meter of coordination. 
Participants also completed a walking collision avoidance 
task in which the participant was forced to walk in an 
elliptical pattern around the confederate, relative deviation 
from a straight line, circular deviation, was used as a meter 
of avoidant behavior. As such, in these two studies we tested 
the following hypotheses: 

 
Hypothesis 1: Participants will exhibit less spontaneous 
synchrony with the confederate in the stigma disclosure 
conditions compared to control during a rhythmic arm 
movement task. 
Hypothesis 2: Participants will exhibit larger circular 
deviation (ie., more avoidance) when interacting with the 
confederate in the stigma disclosure condition compared 
to neutral disclosure during a walking collision 
avoidance task. 
Hypothesis 3: Both liking and attitudes towards the 
stigma group will increase following the interaction with 
the study confederate. 

General Experimental Method 

Participants 
Participants in study one (N = 31) were recruited from a large 
Australian university’s psychology participant pool and 
received partial course credit for their time. Four participants 
were excluded from analysis: One due to experimenter error, 
one participant was visually impaired and required a cane to 
aid in walking, and two participants did not consent to their 
data being used following the debrief. Therefore, N = 27 
participants were included in the reported analyses. 
Participants were between 18 to 29 years old (M = 20.33, SD 
= 3.16) and the majority (81.5%) identified as female. The 
majority of participants self-identified races were White 
(40.7%), Asian (37%), Middle Eastern (7.4%) or multi-
racial/undefined (14.8%). In study two, participants (N = 30) 
were recruited using posted flyers and word of mouth and 
received AUD$30.00 for their time (n = 3 were recruited for 
course credit). Data from five participants were excluded 
from analysis: four participants saw the video timer during 
the ice-breaker task, therefore realizing the videos were pre-
recorded, and one participant had met the study confederate 
previously. Participants included in analysis (N = 25) were 
between 18 and 48 years old (M = 31.84, SD = 9.09) and the 
majority (68%) identified as female. Participants self-
identified races were White (48%), Asian (44%), or multi-
racial/undefined (8%). 

Procedure 
Prescreen and Attitudes Approximately 2-7 days prior to 
the lab experiment, participants completed a 15-minute 
online Qualtrics survey to measure attitudes towards bisexual 
women and people with depression (these measures are 
described below). 
 
Disclosure Manipulation In the laboratory session, 
following informed written consent, participants were 
instructed to watch another participant answer 5 ‘ice-breaker’ 
questions on what they were told was a live Skype video feed. 
The video they viewed, however, was a recording of the study 
confederate in which the confederate disclosed either a 
bisexual identity (study 1 [n = 11]; study 2 [n = 11]), a 
depression diagnosis (study 1 [n = 9]), or that they do now 
know how to ride a bike (study 1 [n = 7]; study 2 [n = 14]). 
Participants also answered the same questions on a pretend 
Skype video call, the order was counterbalanced such that 
half of the participants answered the questions first, and the 
other half viewed the confederate video first. Next, 
participants completed a revised version of the Reysen 
Likability Scale (Reysen, 2005) and the one item Inclusion of 
the Other in the Self (IOS) measure (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 
1992). 
 
Behavioural Synchrony Participants then completed a 
unidirectional arm curl behavioural synchrony task to 
quantify spontaneous interpersonal synchrony. In a baseline 
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trial, participants performed arm curl movements to the beat 
of a metronome (in study 1, the metronome was 61 BPM, and 
reduced to 50 BPM in study 2). The metronome played for 
15 seconds, and participants were instructed to continue at the 
same rate for an additional 75 seconds (90 seconds in total). 
In the next trial, participants performed the same 90 second 
arm curl task while viewing the confederate doing the same 
action over what appeared to be a live Skype video feed, and 
without the aid of a metronome. In reality, the confederate 
movement was prerecorded, and her arm movement 
maintained a consistent 61 or 50 BPM in studies 1 and 2 
respectively. Movement was recorded from two handheld 
HTC Vive controllers at a 90 Hz recording rate. We captured 
the degree to which participants spontaneously synchronised 
their movement to the confederate by measuring cross-
spectral coherence. Cross-spectral coherence identifies how 
correlated two time series are across a range of frequencies 
with degree of coordination measured from 0 to 1—where 0 
suggests no coherence and 1 being perfect coherence 
(Richardson, Marsh, & Schmidt, 2005). In study one, 
participant time series were compared against the confederate 
time series by matching the final peaks and analysis was 
performed on the last 60 seconds of the trial. As that provided 
an imperfect estimate of coherence, in study 2, a tone in the 
confederate video signalled confederate movement and was 
matched to the participant time series. In study 2, the first 5 
seconds of the trial was removed to account for potential 
transient movement at the beginning of the trial. Cross-
spectral coherence was performed for both participant 
right/confederate left and participant left/confederate right 
arm time series. As the pattern of results were the same, 
coherence was averaged for ease of interpretation. 
 
Collision Avoidance Following the remote behavioural 
synchrony activity, the research confederate entered the room 
to complete an in-person collision avoidance task using 
methods adapted from those employed by Richardson and 
colleagues (2015) and served as an indicator of 
complementary joint action and avoidant behavior. 
Participants completed two 60 second trials of continuous 
walking between targets concurrently with the confederate. 
In the task space, four posts (1m tall) were placed in the 
corners of a 3m x 3m square and the participant and 
confederate started at adjacent posts. The participants and 
confederate were instructed to walk diagonally between the 
target posts at a comfortable and consistent pace, and to touch 
the top of their target posts at the same time as their study 
partner. To successfully complete these task demands, one 
person would maintain a straight-line trajectory, while the 
other would move in an elliptical pattern to avoid collision 
(see Figure 1; Richardson et al., 2015). Unbeknownst to 
participants, the confederate was instructed to maintain the 
straight-line trajectory, essentially imposing the elliptical 
pattern on the participant. As such, we use circular deviation 
as a measure of avoidance, potentially signalling social 
distancing away from the research confederate. Essentially, 
circular deviation characterizes the proportional deviation 

(relative to the confederate) that the participant takes from a 
straight line trajectory. Finally, participants again responded 
to questionnaires measuring their attitudes towards people 
with depression and women who are bisexual, their general 
liking of the confederate, and the IOS. 

 
Figure 1: Experimental space and example participant and 
confederate movement patterns for the walking collision 

avoidance task. 

Measures 
Feeling Thermometer To quantify overall attitudes towards 
bisexual women and people with depression, participants 
completed a modified version of a feeling thermometer in 
which participants rated a number of attributes on a 101-point 
scale where lower ratings (min = 0) indicates negative 
feelings and higher ratings (max = 100) indicates positive 
feelings (Herek & Capitanio, 1999). Participants were asked 
to provide feelings on 13 different characteristics (e.g., 
‘People with Autism’ and ‘People who inject illegal drugs’) 
to distract from the true purpose of the study; though we were 
specifically interested in responses towards ‘Bisexual 
women’ and ‘People with depression.’ Participants 
responded to this measure during the online prescreen and at 
the end of their lab participation. 
 
Liking To measure participant’s affiliative feelings toward 
the confederate, participants completed a modified version of 
the Reyson Likability Scale (Reysen, 2005). This assessed 
how much the participant ‘likes’ the confederate with 
questions such as “How close do you feel to the other 
participant?” on a likert-scale from 1 (Not at all) to 9 (Very 
close). A composite score was created by averaging the 
responses. Participants responded to this measure following 
the ‘ice breaker’ questions and again at the end of the study. 
 
Inclusion of the Other in the Self This is a one-item measure 
in which participants describe their relationship with the 
research confederate on a 7-point scale where each point 
contains two circles labelled ‘you’ and ‘x’ (x being the 
research confederate). The circles vary in their degree of 
overlap such that the circles do not overlap at 1 and almost 
completely overlap at 7 (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992). As 
with the likability measure above, participants responded to 
this measure following the ‘ice breaker’ questions and at the 
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end of the study. All measures were completed on a lab 
computer using Qualtrics. 
 
Debrief Given the deception in this study, all participants 
were thoroughly debriefed and explained the purpose of the 
manipulation. As part of this process, participants rated the 
degree to which they believed the research confederate was a 
participant on an 11-point scale (0 = Completely believed she 
was a participant; 10 = Completely believed she was not a 
real participant). Lastly, participants were given the 
opportunity to reconsent to their data being used once they 
were aware of the true purpose. In study 1, n = 2 participants 
did not consent, therefore, their data were immediately 
deleted and not used for any analyses. All participants in 
study 2 provided consent for their data to be used in 
publication. 

Study 1: Proof of Concept 

Study-Specific Method 
Study 1 included three disclosure conditions (depression, 
bisexual, and neutral) to compare the impact of different 
types of stigma disclosure on interpersonal movement 
dynamics, attitudes, and liking. During the behavioral 
synchrony task, a 61-bpm metronome was used for both the 
baseline and the confederate recording. Data collection 
occurred between August and October 2019. 

Results and Interpretation 
Behavioral Synchrony Due to an equipment malfunction 
during the coupled condition, data was not recorded for two 
participants during the synchrony trial. However, as data 
were recorded for these participants in the baseline trial, they 
were maintained and their coherence values were replaced 
with mean values of the corresponding condition. A 2 
(coupling condition: baseline and unidirectional coupling) X 
3 (disclosure: depression, bisexual, neutral) mixed methods 
analysis of variance was performed on the coherence 
parameter. Recall that coherence provides a value from 0 to 
1 with 0 reflecting no coherence and 1 being perfect 
coherence. As expected, there was a significant main effect 
of coupling condition (F(1,22) = 9.73, p = .01, ηp2 = .31) such 
that there was greater synchronization with the confederate in 
the coupled condition compared to baseline (Table 1). This 
simply suggests that participants did spontaneously 
synchronize their rhythmic arm movements to the 
confederate when viewing the video. Surprisingly, there was 

no effect of disclosure type on the degree of synchronization 
(F(2, 22) = .04, p = .96, ηp2 = .004). 

 
Collision Avoidance For three participants in the bisexual 
disclosure condition, movement data were corrupted and 
therefore, not included in the analysis. To test the hypothesis 
that stigma disclosure would result in greater avoidance away  
from the confederate, we conducted a oneway analysis of 
variance on the circular deviation across the three disclosure 
conditions. Results revealed a significant effect of disclosure  
type (F(2,19) = 4.39, p = .03, ηp2 = .32). Post hoc analyses 
using a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that circular 
deviation was greater in the depression disclosure condition 
(M = 6.57, SD = 2.81) compared to the bisexual disclosure 
condition only (M = 2.57, SD = 1.43). Surprisingly, neither 
experimental condition was significantly different from the 
neutral disclosure (M = 4.33, SD = 3.35).  These results 
partially support hypothesis 2 as participants demonstrated 
more avoidance away from the research confederate 
following a depression disclosure (Figure 2). 

 
Attitudes and Liking To test hypothesis 3, we performed 
four separate 2 (time: pretest/posttest) by 3 (disclosure 
condition: depression, bisexual, or neutral) analyses of 
variance on four dependent variables of interest: attitudes 
towards people with depression (taken from the one-item 
measure from 0-100), attitudes towards bisexual women 
(taken from the one-item measure from 0-100), affiliation as 
measured by the adapted Reysen Likability Scale, and 
closeness as measured by the one-item IOS. 

There was no significant main effect of time, disclosure 
type, or the expected interaction on attitudes towards bisexual 
women and people with depression (all F’s < 1.33, p > .26). 
Though nonsignificant, there was a trend towards more 
positive attitudes towards people with depression following a 
depression disclosure (pretest: M = 76.57, SD = 20.83, 
posttest: M = 86, SD = 11.12) as well as warmer feelings 
towards bisexual women following a bisexual disclosure 
(pretest: M = 66.18, SD = 30.95, posttest: M =76.55, SD = 
19.94). 

More surprisingly still is the result of the analysis of 
variance on liking. Results revealed a significant main effect 
of time (F(1,22) = 16.36, p = .001, ηp2 = .43) such that liking 
decreased following the participant’s interaction with the 
research confederate (time 1 [M = 6.13, SD = 0.93] and time 
2 [M = 5.38, SD = 0.98]). Contrary to our hypothesis and 
previous research, participants tended to like the research 
confederate less after the behavioral synchrony and collision 
avoidance tasks regardless of the disclosure condition. 

Table 1. 
Mean and standard deviation of coherence parameter at baseline (uncoupled) and during the coupled condition 
 

Baseline M (SD) Coupled M (SD) 
 

Depression Bisexual Neutral Total Depression Bisexual Neutral Total p 
Study 1 .10 (.27) .03 (.09) .002 (.002) .04 (.15) .28 (.34) .31 (.39) .32 (.35) .31 (.35) < .01 
Study 2 - .03 (.02) .06 (.11) .05 (.09) - .64 (.31) .52 (.38) 0.57 (.35) < .01 

Note. p values refer to the significant main effect of coupling condition. 
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However, there was no significant difference in closeness as 
measured by the IOS at times one and two or between the 
disclosure conditions (all F’s < 2.32, p > .12). 

Though these results were unexpected, it should be noted 
that the participants in this study were relatively suspicious 
in regards to the research confederate with most participants 
indicating some degree of suspicion (M = 3.5, SD = 2.53). As 
participants were recruited from the psychology department 
participant pool, many stated that they were uncertain if their 
study partner was a real participant as they had experienced 
deception in previous research, or they had learned about 
confederate research in their coursework. 

 

 
Figure 2. Mean circular deviation away from the research 

confederate for participants in the depression, bisexual, and 
neutral conditions (note, the depression condition was 

dropped in study 2). Error bars represent standard error. 
** p < .01 

Study 2 

Study-Specific Method 
Given the already warm feelings towards people with 
depression during the prescreen in study 1, this condition was 
dropped in study 2. Therefore, participants either heard a 
bisexual disclosure or that the research confederate cannot 
ride a bike during the disclosure manipulation. During the 
behavioral synchrony task, a 50-bpm metronome was used 
for both the baseline and the confederate recording. 
Crucially, in study 2 participants were recruited primarily 
from the community rather than from the psychology 
participant pool. Participants in study 2 were less suspicious 
compared to study 1 (M = 1.5, SD = 1.12). Data collection 
occurred between November and January 2019-2020. 

Results and Interpretation 
Behavioral Synchrony As with study 1, we conducted A 2 
(coupling condition: baseline and unidirectional coupling) X 
2 (disclosure: bisexual, neutral) mixed methods analysis of 
variance on the coherence parameter. As expected, there was 
a significant main effect of coupling condition (F(1,22) = 

58.68, p < .01, ηp2 = .72) such that there was greater 
synchronization in the coupled condition compared to 
baseline (Table 1). As with study 1, there was no effect of 
disclosure type on the degree of synchronization (F(2, 22) = 
.34, p = .57, ηp2 = .05). 
 
Collision Avoidance To test the hypothesis that stigma 
disclosure would result in greater avoidance away from the 
confederate, we conducted an independent samples T-test to 
compare the circular deviation between the bisexual and 
neutral disclosure condition. Unlike in study 1, results 
revealed no significant difference in circular deviation (T(23) 
= 0.37, p = .71) suggesting no change in avoidance behavior 
following a bisexual disclosure (Figure 2). 
 
Attitudes and Liking To test hypothesis 3, we performed 
three separate 2 (time: pretest/posttest) by 2 (disclosure 
condition: bisexual or neutral) analyses of variance on three 
dependent variables of interest: Attitudes towards bisexual 
women, liking, and closeness. 

As with study 1, there was no significant main effect of 
time, disclosure type, or the expected interaction on attitudes 
towards bisexual women (all F’s < 0.68, p > .42). 

For liking, results revealed a significant main effect of time 
(F(1,23) = 12.09, p = .002, ηp2 = .35) such that liking 
increased following the participant’s interaction with the 
research confederate (time 1 [M = 5.72, SD = 1.10] and time 
2 [M = 6.69, SD = 1.02]). Whereas liking of the confederate 
significantly decreased in the previous study in which 
participants were already suspicious regarding the research 
confederate, affiliation towards the confederate significantly 
increased following the interaction in study 2. This pattern of 
results was maintained for the IOS measure (F(1,23) = 19.85, 
p < .01, ηp2 = .46) such that participants felt closer to the 
confederate at time 2 (M = 3.44, SD = 1.42) compared to time 
1 (M = 2.72, SD = 1.31) 

Discussion 
These two studies investigated the impact of stigma 
disclosure on spontaneous synchronization, behavioral 
avoidance, attitudes, and liking. Results did not support our 
first hypothesis that CSI disclosure would reduce coherence 
during unidirectionally coupled rhythmic arm movement 
task. Study one did demonstrate greater avoidance during the 
collision avoidance walking task, however, this was not 
supported by study two. Finally, affiliation following 
coordinated action was contradictory between studies one 
and two with significantly less liking at time 2 in study one 
and significantly greater at time 2 in study two; this may be 
due to the overall suspicion participants experienced towards 
the confederate in study 1. Taken together, these results 
provide tenuous support that stigma disclosure perturbs 
social interaction leading to a reorganization of human 
behavior and less coordinated movement.  

As expected, participants did synchronize their rhythmic 
arm movement to the confederate video as interpersonal 
coordination is an emergent phenomenon of human 
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interaction (Lumsden et al., 2014). Previous research has 
demonstrated that synchronous movement may not simply be 
a stable state, but a functional aspect of increased affiliation. 
Miles and colleagues (2011) found that participants exhibited 
more inphase synchrony with an incongruent (compared to a 
congruent) confederate in a minimal groups paradigm 
perhaps suggesting that participants unintentionally 
increased coherence to reduce differences between the two. 
While spontaneous synchrony has been examined within 
minimal groups, little is known regarding interpersonal 
coordination following a stigma disclosure. Though these 
results suggest no difference in coordination, this may 
support the idea that synchronization influences cooperation. 
as synchrony was not reduced. Future research should further 
disentangle the function of coordinated action on attitude 
change and affiliation following a CSI disclosure. 

Results partially supported hypothesis 2 as participants in 
the depression disclosure condition deviated more from a 
straight-line trajectory compared to both the bisexual 
disclosure and neutral disclosure conditions. This is in line 
with the social distancing individuals exhibit towards people 
depression (Link et al., 1999). This behavioral pattern was 
not demonstrated in the bisexual disclosure condition which 
had the smallest circular deviance. While initially surprising, 
the research confederate described discomfort when 
participants did not take on the elliptical role. Future research 
should examine how stigma impacts the leader-follower 
relationship during joint action. 

Finally, whereas affiliation decreased following 
coordinated action in study one, it significantly increased in 
study two. As trust is an important factor in relationship 
formation (Lewicki & Bunker, 1995), participant suspicion 
in study one may have influenced their liking of the research 
confederate. In study two, where suspicion was low, 
participants expressed more liking and closeness towards the 
research confederate following the interpersonal interaction 
regardless of CSI disclosure. Though not reported above, we 
also performed Pearson correlations to determine the 
relationship between synchronous and avoidant behavior on 
attitudes and liking and found no significant relationships. 

Limitations and Conclusion 
Given the nature of the deception in this research, there are 
limitations that should be addressed. First and foremost, the 
confederate did not spontaneously provide a genuine in 
person CSI disclosure, rather, she followed a script and 
participants viewed this on a prerecorded video. While this 
was important to maintain consistency between participants, 
future research should aim to capture the interpersonal 
interaction following an in-person, genuine disclosure. 
Though the results presented here are inconsistent, they 
provide the framework for conceptualizing CSI disclosure as 
a perturbation to complex dynamic systems. 
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Abstract

Groups of interacting individuals often coordinate in service of
abstract goals, such as the alignment of mental representations
in conversation, or the generation of new ideas in group brain-
storming sessions. What are the mechanisms and dynamics
of abstract coordination? This study examines coordination in
a sophisticated paragon domain: collaboratively improvising
jazz musicians. Remarkably, freely improvising jazz ensem-
bles collectively produce coherent tonal structure (i.e. melody
and harmony) in real time performance without previously es-
tablished harmonic forms. We investigate how tonal structure
emerges out of interacting musicians, and how this structure
is constrained by underlying patterns of coordination. Dyads
of professional jazz pianists were recorded improvising in two
conditions of interaction: a ‘coupled’ condition in which they
could mutually adapt to one another, and an ‘overdubbed’ con-
dition which precluded mutual adaptation. Using a computa-
tional model of musical tonality, we show that this manipu-
lation effected the directed flow of tonal information amongst
pianists, who could mutually adapt to one another’s notes in
coupled trials, but not in overdubbed trials. Consequently,
musicians were better able to harmonize with one another in
coupled trials, and this ability increased throughout the course
of improvised performance. We present these results and dis-
cuss their implications for music technology and joint action
research more generally.

Keywords: joint action; time series modeling; musical impro-
visation; tonal consonance

Introduction
Groups of interacting individuals often coordinate in service
of abstract goals, such as the alignment of mental representa-
tions in conversation, or the generation of new ideas in group
brainstorming sessions (Garrod & Pickering, 2009; Paulus,
Levine, Brown, Minai, & Doboli, 2010). While some ef-
forts have been made to formalize and experimentally study
collective behavior in such abstract spaces (Goldstone &
Gureckis, 2009; Frey & Goldstone, 2016; Paulus et al., 2010),
most work on human interaction has focused on sensorimo-
tor coupling (e.g. entrainment, synchronization, mimicry)
(Shockley, Richardson, & Dale, 2009; Richardson, Dale, &
Kirkham, 2007; Richardson & Dale, 2005), so the individ-
ual mechanisms and group-level dynamics of high-level co-
ordination remain poorly understood. The current study ad-
dresses this gap by examining sophisticated musical coordi-
nation in improvising jazz ensembles. Remarkably, freely im-
provising jazz musicians collectively produce coherent tonal
structure (i.e. melody and harmony) in real time perfor-
mance, without previously established harmonic forms or key

signatures. Advances in music information retrieval have
made it possible to formalize and quantify such tonal mu-
sical structure (Chew et al., 2014). Improvised jazz thus of-
fers a remarkably sophisticated, yet computationally tractable
paragon domain to study the basic properties and limits of our
ability to coordinate and collectively produce high-level, ab-
stract information.

Musicians respond and adapt to one another when they
play together. These interactions are mediated by organiza-
tional structures which can vary depending on genre, per-
formance/recording context and personnel. For example, or-
chestras are hierarchically organized with prescribed leader-
follower roles fixed throughout a performance, whereas free
improvising jazz ensembles are typically more characterized
by feedback loops of mutual influence (D’Ausilio et al., 2012;
Borgo, 2005). Ensemble performance research has shown
that these underlying patterns of coordination are reflected
in synchrony and entrainment of ensemble members (Keller,
2014; Rasch, 1979). For example, small temporal asyn-
chronies in co-performer note onsets have been shown to
reflect leader-follower roles and the degree to which musi-
cians mutually adapt to one another (Keller & Appel, 2010;
Goebl & Palmer, 2009; Demos, Carter, Wanderley, & Palmer,
2017), and postural sway couplings reflect leader-follower
relations in ensembles (Chang, Livingstone, Bosnyak, &
Trainor, 2017).

Improvised music is of particular interest, because the in-
fluence of coordination extends beyond sensorimotor coordi-
nation and into the music’s formal architecture which is freely
evolving over time in its rhythm, melody, harmony, and tex-
ture. These components of musical structure are fixed in com-
posed music, but collectively generated in real time impro-
vised performance in jazz ensembles. These structural fea-
tures are thus constrained by and presumably reflective of the
interactions and coordination patterns jazz musicians spon-
taneously engage in when they play together. Is this some-
thing we can quantify and empirically test? Developing mu-
sically relevant measures of improvised coordination can in-
form the development of artificial generative/interactive mu-
sic systems (A. Roberts et al., 2019) and benefit music ped-
agogy by automating assessment of ensemble performance.
More broadly, it offers an important extension to JA research,
which as mentioned earlier has focused more on sensorimotor
coupling and less on high-level, abstract coordination.
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Measuring aspects of music that are structurally deep,
nuanced and psychologically resonant is computationally
tractable thanks to centuries of music theory and decades
of Music Information Retrieval. Here we focus on tonal
consonance, which refers to how different combinations of
notes sound on a continuum from dissonant/unstable to con-
sonant/stable. Tonal music is essentially a dynamic interplay
between these extremes. Remarkably, freely improvising
jazz musicians spontaneously generate coherent tonal struc-
ture without prior harmonic forms. We adapt a previously
established tonal model – the Tonal Spiral Array (Chew et
al., 2014; Chew, 2005; Herremans, Chew, et al., 2016) – to
operationalize a measure of tonal consonance. Time series
of these features are extracted from individual and collective
musical streams from collaboratively improvising jazz mu-
sicians playing in experimentally manipulated conditions of
interaction.

This study builds on previous empirical studies of coordi-
nation in collaboratively improvising musicians. In a notable
example, Aucouturier and colleagues showed that experimen-
tally manipulated social attitudes (e.g. dominant, caring) are
sonically encoded and perceivable in the music produced by
co-improvising musicians, and that these attitudes influence
temporal and spectral coordination (Aucouturier & Canonne,
2017). Another study applied nonlinear time series analyses
to the body movements and notes of interacting jazz musi-
cians to show that improvised musical coordination is shaped
by musical context (e.g. playing with a drone versus a swing
backing track) (Walton et al., 2018). These findings lay an
important foundation to the study of joint action in impro-
vised music, but since the analyses did not incorporate music
theory, the findings are limited to sensorimotor and tempo-
ral/spectral coordination, and do not extend to more sophis-
ticated musical phenomena such as the emergence of tonal
structure.

In this work we directly manipulate interaction of impro-
vising musicians to examine how different underlying pat-
terns of coordination constrain the exchange and emergence
of tonal musical information. Dyads of professional jazz mu-
sicians freely improvised in two conditions of interaction: (1)
a coupled condition, in which pianists improvised simultane-
ously and (2) a one-way condition, in which a single pianist
improvised along with a recording of another pianist taken
from a previous coupled performance. Musicians could mu-
tually adapt to one another in coupled trials, but the one-way
condition enforced an asymmetric causal influence (i.e. from
recording to musician), as in the popular recording technique
of ‘overdubbing’. These conditions allowed us to isolate the
effects of mutual coupling by contrasting music produced
in two naturalistic musical settings. Tonal consonance time
series were extracted from individual and merged musical
streams (recorded as isolated MIDI1 tracks for each musician)

1Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is a format for rep-
resenting music on a computer. It symbolically represents the pitch,
volume and timing (onset and offset) of musical note sequences.

produced in each condition. We find that interaction con-
dition systematically altered the coordinated musical behav-
ior of dyads, who produced more consonant tonal structure,
which evolved dynamically throughout improvised pieces, in
coupled trials as compared to one-way. These results are pre-
sented and discussed in terms of their implications for music
technology and joint action research more generally.

Methods
Participants
28 professional jazz pianists (25 male, 3 female) from the
New York City music scene participated in this study. Par-
ticipant age ranged from 21-37. On average participants had
over 22 years experience playing piano (sd=5.2) and 15 years
experience improvising (sd=4.6). All participants received
formal training in piano performance and jazz studies at elite
conservatories. None of our subjects had prior experience
performing with one another.

Apparatus
Two MIDI-enabled keyboards were used: a Roland Juno-Di
and Nord Electro 2, both of which had 61 semi-weighted
keys. Both keyboards were used on every trial (i.e. one-way
trials were arranged such that the live pianist played whatever
keyboard their ghost partner did not play). Ableton Live 9
Lite (running on a MacBook Air) was used to collect isolated
MIDI recordings for each musician. Ableton was also used
to synthesize the audio that participants heard, in the fashion
of an electric Rhodes. This ensured time alignment of MIDI
recordings, and that participants heard the same exact tim-
bre for themselves and their partner irrespective of condition.
Participants were recorded at a music studio in Brooklyn, NY.
The studio was divided by a curtain such that participants
could not see one another. Participants heard to themselves
and their partners through Sony CH700N Noise Cancelling
headphones. Thus, from the participants’ perspective there
was no visual or audible indication of their condition on a
given trial.

Design and Procedure
Each musician played at least 3 trials in both coupled and
one-way conditions. Pairs of participants entered the studio
in separate sessions. Each participant played with the same
‘live’ partner for each of the coupled trials they played in and
the same ‘ghost’ partner for each of their one-way trials. Con-
ditions were interleaved within sessions and counterbalanced
across sessions to control for possible order effects. Individ-
ual tracks from each coupled trial were used to yoke one-way
trials in the following session, as depicted in Figure 2.

Participants were instructed to improvise a series of short
(4-7 minute) duos. These improvisations were ‘free’, with
no accompanying stimuli and no a priori musical template or
constraints. Other than the suggested time frame, the only in-
struction musicians were given was to do their best to impro-
vise a compelling piece of music, as they would in a typical
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Figure 1: Tonal consonance measure. (a) Every pitch interval is assigned a dissonance rating (perfect fifth and tritone are
colored for illustration). Tonal consonance is the negative weighted sum of dissonance levels scaled by how often intervals
occur within pitch sets. (b) Consonance time series were computed from music sequences using 5 second sliding window.

performance setting. Participants were told they would be im-
provising in one of the two conditions (coupled or one-way),
but were not told which condition they were playing in on any
given trial. After each trial, participants responded to ques-
tionnaires to indicate their subjective experience of the previ-
ous improvised performance in terms of: (1) how easy it was
to coordinate with their partner (2) how well coordinated they
were with their partner (3) quality of the improvised piece and
(4) the degree to which they played a supporter or a leader
role.

Figure 2: Yoked experimental design. Each participant
played a series of coupled and one-way pieces with the same
live and ‘ghost’ partner. Individual tracks from each coupled
trial were used to yoke one-way trials in the following ses-
sion.

Tonal Consonance Measures
Our measure of tonal consonance was adapted from a pre-
vious model of tonal structure called the Tonal Spiral Array,
which has been validated against listener ratings as well as
expert music theory analyses of musical tension (Chew et
al., 2014; Herremans et al., 2016). The rationale behind the
measure is that certain pairwise pitch intervals are inherently
more or less consonant. For example, a tritone (e.g. {C,F#})

is a highly dissonant (i.e. low consonance) interval, whereas
a perfect 5th (e.g. {C,G}) is a highly consonant (low dis-
sonant) interval. Accordingly, every interval was assigned a
dissonance rating, taken from past applications of the Spiral
Array model, as indicated in Figure 1A (Herremans et al.,
2016). Tonal consonance was then computed as the negative
weighted sum of dissonance ratings scaled by how often in-
tervals occurred within a pitch set (a constant of 2 was added
to avoid negative values). Table1 shows model ratings for
exemplar pitch sets.

Table 1: Consonance ratings of exemplar pitch sets.

Pitch Set Consonance
{C,E,G} (Cmaj) .65
{C,Eb,G} (Cmin) .65
{C,B,G} .54
{C,E,G,F,A,C} (Cmaj + Fmaj) .49
{C,B} .48
{C,E,G,F#,A#,C#} (Cmaj + F#maj) .13
serial (all 12 pitches) .09

Consonance time series were computed from music se-
quences using a 5 second sliding window2 with 0.2 second
hop size, as illustrated in Figure 1B. Three measures of con-
sonance were considered: Individual Consonance (conso-
nance of individual music streams), Combined Consonance
(consonance of merged music streams from both players in
a dyad) and Emergent Consonance (Combined Consonance
minus average Individual Consonance of both musicians in a
dyad, plus a constant of 1.8 to avoid negative values). Emer-
gent consonance is essentially a measure of tonal coordina-
tion, as it captures the consonance arising from the interac-
tion of pitches played by the two different musicians. A sit-
uation in which each pianist plays consonant notes that clash

2All reported analyses were also conducted with 2 and 10 second
window sizes and yielded the same results.
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with one another would result in low emergent consonance
(e.g. {C,E,G} and {F#,A#,C#} are consonant on there own
but {C,E,G,F#,A#,C#} is highly dissonant), whereas a situa-
tion in which each pianist plays dissonant pitch sets that stabi-
lize one another when sounded together would result in high
emergent consonance (e.g. {C,B} and {E,G} have low aver-
age consonance but {C,E,G,B} has high consonance because
it is tonicized to a Cmaj7 chord).

Results

Directed Flow of Tonal Information

A novel lagged consonance analysis was used to quantify how
musicians responded to and harmonized with one another’s
notes as a function of interaction condition. Lagged conso-
nance was computed by taking individual note sequences of
co-performers, shifting them relative to another, and comput-
ing Combined and Emergent Consonance time series of the
merged pitch collections using a sliding window (5 second
sliding window, 2 second hop size). This analysis facilitates
the assessment of causal influence and directed flow of tonal
information, as it quantifies the degree to which individuals
harmonize with the preceding notes of their co-performer.
For example, Player A might respond and harmonize with
Player B’s past notes but not the other way around, which
would be reflected in high consonance for B-to-A lags but
not for A-to-B lags.

Lagged consonance was computed for every trial in each
condition with lags in the range of +/-20 seconds (spaced by
increments of 2 seconds). In one-way trials, positive lags cor-
respond to evaluating past notes of the ghost recording with
future notes of the live musician (ghost-to-live) and vice versa
for negative lags (live-to-ghost). The beginnings and endings
of pieces (first and last 10%) were discarded to avoid bound-
ary effects. Average Combined and Emergent Consonance
were computed at every lag within each trial.

Figure 3 depicts average Emergent Consonance (EC)
across the range of lags by condition. EC is essentially
symmetric around 0 for coupled trials, but is significantly
higher for ghost-to-live (positive) lags compared to live-to-
ghost (negative) lags within one-way trials (paired t(85)=2.3,
p<0.05; mean ghost-to-live compared to mean live-to-ghost
EC within each one-way trial). This same asymmetry in one-
way trials (but not coupled) trials was found with respect to
Combined Consonance (paired t(85)=2.5, p<.01). These re-
sults reflect the underlying causal networks of each condition.
Live musicians in one-way trials responded to ghost record-
ings by harmonizing with their past notes (resulting in high
ghost-to-live lagged consonance) but ghost recordings could
not respond to the notes of the live musicians (resulting in
lower, presumably chance-level live-to-ghost lagged conso-
nance). There was no such asymmetry in coupled trials, since
both musicians could mutually respond to one another.

Figure 3: Musicians harmonize with preceding notes of their
partner. Mean lagged Emergent Consonance (EC) across all
pieces in each condition, error bars denote standard error.
Within one-way trials, EC is higher at ghost-to-live (positive)
lags versus live-to-ghost (negative) lags. EC is symmetric
around zero, and higher overall in coupled trials.

Emergence of Group-Level Tonal Structure
How does interaction condition effect dyads’ ability to collec-
tively produce tonal structure at the group-level? Time series
of lag-0 (simultaneous) Combined and Emergent Consonance
were computed for every trial in each condition with 5 sec-
ond sliding window and 0.2 second hop size. Overall there
was more EC in coupled trials versus one-way trials (paired-
t(42)=2.21, p<0.05, difference of means -0.011; paired t-test
comparing mean consonance of each coupled trial versus that
of the correspondingly yoked one-way pieces). Thus, mutu-
ally adaptive dyads exhibited higher tonal coordination com-
pared to overdubed dyads, as they were better able to harmo-
nize their notes with one another. There was no such effect
in terms of combined consonance, which is perhaps unsur-
prising given that a dynamic range of tonal consonance (e.g.
tension and release) is generally desired in tonal music.

Is there systematic structure to how Emergent Consonance
evolves over the course of improvised pieces? If so, is this
temporal structure modulated by interaction condition? To
answer these questions we examined EC over normalized
time, as the average EC in 50 equispaced time bins for each
trial, as depicted in 4 (other binning schemes, not reported,
yielded the same results). Hierarchical Bayesian modeling
was used to model the time course of EC as a function of
condition. A quadratic model of EC as a function of time was
fit for every trial, and trial-level parameters were modeled as
being drawn from condition-level distributions. This allowed
us to isolate how the time course of consonance was mod-
ulated by condition by comparing means of condition-level
distributions for each term.

This analysis revealed temporal structure that was common
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to trials in both conditions, but this structure was more exag-
gerated in coupled trials. In both conditions we found a posi-
tive linear term (posterior estimate of linear term for coupled
trials was 6.4e-3 with 95% CI [4.6e-3,8.1e-3], with Effective
Sample Size (ESS)=7890, Gelman-Rubin Statistic=1.00; esti-
mate of average slope for one-way trials was 4.2e-3 with 95%
CI [2.9e-3,5.5e-3], ESS=8208, Gelman-Rubin Statistic=1.00)
and a negative quadratic term (posterior estimate of quadratic
coefficient for coupled trials was -1.1e-4 with [-1.4e-4,-7.6e-
5] 95% CI, ESS=9170, Gelma-Rubin Stat=1.00; estimate was
-7.7e-5 for one-way trials with [-1.03e-4,-5.1e-5] 95% CI,
ESS=8220, Gelman-Rubin Stat=1.00). The positive linear
term indicates a general trend for EC to increase through-
out an improvised performance, while the negative quadratic
term reflects the extent to which a non-monotonic low-high-
low structure for EC is found, which combines additively
with the linear relation. Interestingly, the linear term was sig-
nificantly more positive in coupled trials versus one-way tri-
als (posterior estimate of difference between linear slopes i.e.
coupled minus one-way is 2.2e-3 with [1.6e-06,4.3e-03] 95%
CI i.e. non-overlapping with zero, ESS=8171, Gelman-Rubin
Stat=1.00). These posterior distributions indicate a general
tendency for tonal coordination to increase throughout per-
formances, and this increase happens significantly moreso in
coupled trials.
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Figure 4: Mean Emergent Consonance (EC) over normalized
time across every trial in each condition. Error ribbons denote
standard error. EC increases within trials, and this increase is
exaggerated in coupled trials.

Discussion
This study examined how tonal structure (i.e. harmony) pro-
duced by collectively improvising jazz musicians is shaped
by underlying patterns of coordination. We recorded dyads of
professional jazz pianists improvising in two conditions of in-
teraction: one in which pianists improvised together simulta-

neously (coupled), and an ‘overdubbed’ condition which pre-
cluded mutual adaptation (one-way). These interaction con-
ditions constrained the directed flow of musical information,
which systematically altered musicians’ ability to harmonize
their notes with one another to collectively produce sophisti-
cated tonal structure.

We conducted a novel lagged consonance analysis to quan-
tify the directed flow of tonal information from one musician
to another. This analysis revealed that musicians harmonize
with the past notes of their partner, which occurs mutually
in coupled trials, but asymmetrically in one-way trials be-
cause there is only one direction of causal influence (i.e. from
recording to live musician) in the dyad. This finding builds on
the results of previous studies which have demonstrated that
causal influence and leadership roles in performing music en-
sembles are reflected in the postural sway, note onset asyn-
chronies and temporal coordination of performers (Chang et
al., 2017; Keller & Appel, 2010; Aucouturier & Canonne,
2017). In this case we see that causal influence is reflected in
the exchange of abstract tonal information in freely improvis-
ing musicians.

Our lagged consonance analysis was inspired by the tech-
nique of Cross Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA),
which has been used extensively in joint action research to
study the dynamics of dyadic interaction (Dale & Spivey,
2006; Louwerse, Dale, Bard, & Jeuniaux, 2012; Richardson
et al., 2007; Richardson & Dale, 2005). In these applications,
CRQA operates on similarity matrices quantifying behavioral
matching of interacting individuals over time and across a
range of time lags. CRQA has the flexibility to detect non-
linear patterns of coordination which can evolve over time,
unlike related time series analyses such as Granger causal-
ity which assume stationary time series (Marwan, Romano,
Thiel, & Kurths, 2007). Our lagged consonance analysis is
an extension of CRQA: instead of using a similarity mea-
sure to quantify behavioral matching, we used a measure of
tonal consonance to the notes played by co-performers over
time and across time lags. This allowed us to assess comple-
mentary coordination (as opposed to mimicry) with a func-
tional, domain specific operalization. Complex, naturalistic
human interaction often involves such complementary, func-
tional coordination, and similar lagged analyses can be used
with appropriate operalizations of domain-specific coordina-
tion in future joint action research.

At the group-level, interaction condition shaped the emer-
gence and dynamics of tonal structure. Mutual coupling en-
hanced pianists’ tonal coordination, as they achieved greater
Emergent Consonance (EC), which indicated an enhanced
ability to harmonize their notes with one another. Addition-
ally, EC systematically increased throughout improvised per-
formances in both conditions, but significantly more so in
coupled trials. This echoes previous findings that success-
ful group coordination can emerge spontaneously, without
explicit communication, as individuals interact and work to-
gether towards a common goal (M. E. Roberts & Goldstone,
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2011). Interestingly, in the case of improvised music, the
dynamics of how coordination evolves throughout real-time
performance are reflected in the music generated, and may be
central to our aesthetic experience of collaboratively impro-
vised music as listeners.

In sum, this study demonstrates that high-level musical
structure (i.e. tonality) produced by improvising jazz ensem-
bles is shaped by underlying patterns of coordination. These
findings have implications for the popular recording tech-
nique of ‘overdubbing’ – which may alter the music produced
by musicians performing without mutual adaptation. More-
over, our measures of tonal coordination in expert improvis-
ers can contribute to the design of generative and interactive
AI music systems to make them more human-like and more
musical (A. Roberts et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019). This
work also contributes to our understanding of JA more gen-
erally; with appropriate operationalizations, it is possible to
quantitatively assess how abstract features of emergent group
performance are constrained by and reflective of underlying,
dynamic patterns of coordination.
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Abstract

From childhood, people routinely explain each other’s behav-
ior in terms of inferred mental states, like beliefs and desires.
In many cases, however, people can also infer the mental states
of agents whose behavior we cannot see, such as when we in-
fer that someone was anxious upon encountering a chewed-up
pencil, or that someone left in a hurry if they left the door open.
Here we present a computational model of mental-state attri-
bution that works by reconstructing the actions an agent took,
based on the indirect evidence that revealed their presence. Our
model quantitatively fits participant judgments, outperforming
a simple alternative cue-based account. Our results shed light
on how people infer mental states from minimal indirect evi-
dence, and provides further support to the idea that human The-
ory of Mind is instantiated as a probabilistic generative model
of how unobservable mental states produce observable action.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; Computational modeling; Social
cognition

Introduction
As social creatures, people have a natural capacity to detect
other agents (Neri et al., 1998; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000;
Heider & Simmel, 1944), and infer their goals, beliefs, and
desires based on how they act (Woodward, 1998; Repacholi
& Gopnik, 1997; Aboody et al., 2018). In some cases, how-
ever, people can even infer the mental states of agents whose
behavior we did not get the opportunity to see. Imagine, for
instance, hiking through a national park and encountering a
stack of rocks, about two feet tall. Even if you had never seen
something like this before, you would quickly realize that
someone must have built it, you would have a sense of how
they achieved it (perhaps picking up rocks that they found
nearby and throwing them haphazardly onto a pile), and you
would even have a reasonable guess as to why they did so (to
help hikers know that they are on the right path).

Our ability to make inferences about others’ minds is sup-
ported by an abstract theory-like understanding of how unob-
servable mental states relate to observable behavior—a The-
ory of Mind (Gopnik et al., 1997; Wellman, 2014). Recent
work suggests that Theory of Mind is structured around an as-
sumption that agents act to maximize utilities. That is, we ex-
pect agents to maximize their subjective rewards while mini-
mizing the costs that they incur (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Lu-
cas et al., 2014). Under this account, mental-state inference
is a process of identifying the costs (agents’ competence and
dispreferences) and rewards (agents’ desires) under which the
observed behavior maximizes the underlying utility function.

This approach thus formulates Theory of Mind as transform-
ing observable actions into unobservable mental states. Yet,
as the example above shows, we can often infer the mental
states of agents whose behavior we cannot see. What princi-
ples guide these types of inferences?

Computational theories of social cognition have often ar-
gued that Theory of Mind is instantiated as a generative
model that allows us to sample utility-maximizing action
plans as a function of different hypothetical mental states
(Jara-Ettinger et al., 2019, 2016; Baker et al., 2017, 2009;
Jern et al., 2017). Building on this work, we propose that in-
ferences about the mental states of unobservable agents are
supported by a type of event reconstruction, where, upon see-
ing indirect evidence of someone’s presence, we jointly infer
the mental states and corresponding actions that explain how
the observable evidence arose.

While related research has found that people can infer each
other’s personality based on indirect evidence (such as see-
ing someone’s bedroom; Gosling et al., 2002), to our knowl-
edge, no work has analyzed people’s capacity to infer mental
states from indirect evidence. In this paper we present a com-
putational model of mental-state attribution from agent-less
physical scenes. Given indirect evidence that someone was
present, our model infers what the agent was doing through
a generative model of how mental states produce actions and
how actions leave observable evidence. In Experiment 1, par-
ticipants saw a single pile of cookie crumbs left in a room
and were asked to infer the agent’s entry point and goal (see
Fig. 1). We show that our model predicts participant infer-
ences with quantitative accuracy. We contrast our model with
a simple cue-based account trained to fit participant judg-
ments through superficial features of the environment (such
as the relative distance between the indirect evidence and the
possible goals). We find that our model significantly outper-
forms the cue-based account, even though the latter is directly
trained on participant data. Our model predicts that people
should not only be able to infer the goals and actions of an ab-
sent agent, but also the number of agents that may have been
in a room, based on the indirect evidence. We test this predic-
tion in Experiment 2. Once again, we find that participant’s
confidence about the number of agents that were in a room is
quantitatively predicted by our model. Combined, our results
suggest that people can quickly reconstruct agents’ behavior
from minimal indirect evidence that reveals their presence.
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Computational Framework
To make our focus concrete, consider a situation like the ones
shown in Fig. 1a-b. Each of these displays represents a room
with three possible goals (A in blue, B in orange, and C in
green), two different doors (1 at the top in both rooms and 2
on the left and bottom, respectively), a set of walls (shown in
dark grey), and a small pile of cookie crumbs revealing that
someone was previously in this room. Although we cannot
see where this agent came from, what goal they were pursu-
ing, or the actions that they took, the cookie crumbs nonethe-
less contain information that we readily extract. In Fig. 1a, we
can infer that the agent was clearly pursuing goal C, despite
not being able to tell which door they came from. In Fig. 1b,
the cookie crumbs reveal that the agent entered through door
1, but is unclear whether they intended to pursue goal A or
goal C. Our computational model aims to explain how we
performed these inferences.

Our model builds on past work that formalizes mental-state
attribution as Bayesian inference over a generative model
of utility-maximizing action plans (Baker et al., 2017; Jara-
Ettinger et al., 2019). In our model, however, rather than eval-
uating unobservable mental states against observable actions,
we perform a joint inference over mental states and actions
that, combined, explains the visible indirect evidence.

Formally, we model the environment as a gridworld, where
the possible states of the world are given by the different po-
sitions in space that an agent can occupy. At each time step,
we assume that the agent can move in any of the four cardinal
directions, and that these actions successfully move the agent
in their intended direction (except when the agent attempts
to cross a wall). We further assume that all actions incur a
cost of 1, and that reaching each reward location yields an
unknown reward (set as a uniform distribution over the range
0−100).

Given a static scene s (a gridworld with a set of goals,
doors, walls, and a pile of cookie crumbs), the posterior prob-
ability that an agent entered through door d and took trajec-
tory t = (~s,~a) (a sequence of pairs of states and actions that
the agent took) to complete goal g is given by

p(t,g,d|s) ∝ `(s|t,g,d)p(t|g,d)p(g)p(d) (1)

obtained by combining Bayes’ theorem with the chain rule.
Here, `(s|g, t,d) is the likelihood of observing scene s if the
agent indeed completed g by taking trajectory t, defined as
1
|t| if the pile cookie crumbs lie within the trajectory (to ac-
count for the uniform probability of the agent dropping them
anywhere along the path), and 0 otherwise.

p(t|g,d) is the probability that the agent would take tra-
jectory t if they entered from door d with the intention to
fulfill goal g. This probability was set to 0 if the trajectory
did not begin at door d. To implement the expectation that
agents are more likely to complete their goals efficiently (and
hence maximize their utilities; Csibra et al., 2003), we used
a Markov Decision Process (MDP)—a planning framework
that makes it possible to compute the exact action plan or

policy that maximizes an agent’s utility function (Bellman,
1957). Classical MDPs produce a single utility-maximizing
policy. In our model, we instead used a probabilistic MDP
that creates a probability distribution over all possible action
plans, obtained by softmaxing the value function (see Jara-
Ettinger et al., 2019, for implementation details). Here we
used the softmax parameter τaction = 0.15, which was set prior
to data collection. The probability of a trajectory, given a goal
and a door, is thus given by

p(t|g,d) =
N

∏
i=1

p(ai|si,g) (2)

where N is the length of the action plan and p(ai|si,g) is the
probability of taking action ai in state si, where the state se-
quence is derived from trajectory t.

Next, p(g) is the prior distribution over goals. This proba-
bility depends both on the costs and rewards associated with
the goal. To compute this term, we softmaxed the expected
utility associated with each goal, given by the expected re-
ward minus the expected navigation cost (using softmax pa-
rameter τgoal = 0.10; also set prior to data collection). Fi-
nally, p(d) is the prior distribution over which door the agent
entered through, which we set as a uniform distribution.

We implemented this inference procedure through Monte
Carlo sampling, where we sequentially sampled entrance
points, goals, and trajectories. Each model prediction was
obtained by sampling 1000 combinations of entrance points
and goals, and 1000 trajectories conditioned on the selected
entrance and destination. Fig. 1c-d visualize model posterior
inferences. Each line corresponds to a sample from the pos-
terior distribution, color coded to indicate time. This shows
how our model reconstructs the agents’ probable behavior to
determine where they came from and what goal they were
pursuing.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we tested our model in a task where people
had to infer which goal an agent was pursuing and where they
came from, all from a single piece of indirect evidence about
their presence.

Participants
40 U.S. participants (as determined by their IP address) were
recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk (M = 37.03 years,
SD = 11.20 years).

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 23 gridworld images, like those in
Fig. 1a-b (see https://tinyurl.com/syt4q5h for full
stimuli). Each gridworld was 7-by-7 squares in size and rep-
resented a room that contains three goal squares (A in blue,
B in orange, and C in green), up to three doors (labeled 1, 2,
and 3), and a pile of cookie crumbs. The goals were always
in the same corners, but the position of the doors and the pile
of cookie crumbs varied between gridworlds. In addition to
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Figure 1: (a-b) Example stimuli from Experiment 1. Poten-
tial goals are positioned in the corners, labeled alphabetically,
and color coded. Doors are shown in yellow and coded nu-
merically. Walls are shown in dark grey. Each trial included
a set of cookie crumbs positioned in a part of the room. (c-
d) Visualization of the underlying event reconstruction per-
formed by our computational model for (a) and (b), respec-
tively. Each line represents an inferred possible path, color
coded in time, moving from cool to warm. For visibility
purposes, only paths with probability greater than 0.001 are
shown (although our model is probabilistic, inefficient paths
do not appear here because their probability did not surpass
the visualization threshold).

these three features, a subset of trials included walls (shown
by the dark grey squares in Fig. 1a-b) that agents could not
walk through.

Our stimuli set was designed to capture different types
of inferences while also controlling for features that simple
heuristics could exploit (i.e., ensuring that the target goal was
not always the one closest to the cookie crumbs, and that it
could not be determined by projecting a straight line that in-
tersected the entrance and cookie crumb location). We began
by considering four different possible inference patterns: full
certainty (assigning probability close to 1 to a hypothesis; D
trials), full negative certainty (assigning probability close to 0
to a hypothesis, while also not having full certainty over two
remaining hypotheses; N trials), partial certainty (assigning a
higher probability to one of the hypotheses; P trials), and no
certainty (assigning a uniform distribution to the hypothesis
space; U trials).

We first designed seven single-door trials that captured
each of these inference patterns in goal inference (two D, N,
and P trials, and one U trial; Fig. 3a). We then built 16 ad-
ditional trials by combining every possible inference pattern
for the goal the agent was pursing and the entrance that they
took (Fig. 3b).

r = 0.94 (95% CI: 0.91 − 0.96)
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 results. Each point corresponds to a
judgment, with model predictions on the x-axis and average
participant judgments on the y-axis. Color indicates inference
type and the dotted line shows the best linear fit with 95%
confidence bands (in light grey).

Procedure
Participants read a brief tutorial that explained the logic of the
task. After learning how to interpret the images, participants
were told that agents were equally likely to enter from any the
possible doors (to prevent people from assuming that agents
intentionally pick doors that are closest to their desired goal)
with the aim of going directly to one of the three goals (to
remove the possibility that the agent pursued multiple goals,
or wandered aimlessly before selecting one). After the intro-
duction, participants completed a questionnaire that verified
that they had read the instructions. Participants that failed at
least one question were redirected to the beginning of the in-
structions and those that failed the questionnaire twice were
not permitted to participate in the study.

Participants completed all 23 trials in a random order.
In each trial, participants had to answer a multiple-choice
attention-check question (“Which corner is farthest from
Door 1 (there may be more than one)?”) and infer the agent’s
goal (“Which corner is the person going for?”) using three
continuous sliders, one for each goal (each ranging from 0,
labeled as “definitely no”, to 1, labelled as “definitely”). Tri-
als with at least two doors included a third question asking
participants to infer the agent’s entrance point (“Which door
did they come from?”) using one slider per door. Partici-
pants were allowed to submit their responses for each trial
only when they correctly answered the attention-check ques-
tion. Otherwise, participants were told to “please pay atten-
tion and try again.”

Results
Participant judgments were first normalized within each trial
(such that every distribution over goals or doors added up
to 1) and then averaged across participants. Fig. 2 shows
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Figure 3: Detailed results for Experiment 1. From top to bottom, each row corresponds to the D, N, P, and U trials for goal
inferences. (a) Results for trials that only had one door. (b) Results for trials that had more than one door. From left to right,
each column of plots corresponds to the D, N, P, and U trials for door inferences. The goals A, B, and C are indicated by the
blue, orange, and green squares, respectively. The doors are sequentially numbered in a clockwise fashion, with door 1 starting
from the top (or from the right if there is no door there). Red lines represent average participant judgments and blue lines show
our model’s predictions. All participant judgments have 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

the results from Experiment 1. Overall, our model showed
a correlation of r = 0.94 with participant judgments (95%
CI: 0.91− 0.96), and the strength of the model fit was sim-
ilar when looking only at goal inferences (r = 0.95, 95%
CI: 0.93− 0.97) and door inferences (r = 0.92, 95% CI:
0.86−0.95). Fig. 3a-b shows our model results split by trial,
showing the tight correspondence between our model’s pre-
dictions and participant judgments.

One alternative possibility is that participants judgments
were driven by superficial features of the stimuli, rather than
by performing Bayesian inference over a generative model
of event reconstruction. We tested this possibility through a
multinomial logistic regression that predicts participants’ dis-
tribution over goals as a function of the distance between the
pile of cookie crumbs and each goal, the average distance be-
tween the pile of cookie crumbs and each door (as opposed to
using the distance to each door, allowing us to use the data
from all trials since our stimuli varies on door count), the

number of doors, and all of their interactions. To train this
regression, we transformed participant judgments into a one-
hot vector, marking 1 for the goal with the highest probabil-
ity and 0 for the rest, and implemented LASSO regularization
(Tibshirani, 1996) to avoid overfitting. To test this regression,
we performed leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).

Even though this alternative model had access to the qual-
itative structure of participant judgments, it nonetheless pro-
duced a correlation of r = 0.48 (95% CI: 0.29−0.63), which
was substantially lower than the one of our model (∆r = 0.46;
95% CI: 0.33− 0.66). These results show that, while super-
ficial features can capture the broad structure of participant
judgments, they fail to do so at our model’s level of granular-
ity.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 shows that people can infer an agent’s goal and
entrance from a single piece of indirect evidence about their
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Figure 4: (a-d) Example stimuli from Experiment 2 for D1,
P1, P2, and D2 trials, respectively. Potential goals are posi-
tioned in the corners, labeled alphabetically, and color coded.
Doors are shown in yellow and coded numerically. Walls are
shown in dark grey. Each trial included two piles of cookie
crumbs positioned in various parts of the room.

presence. In Experiment 2, we test a further prediction of our
account. If our model of event reconstruction is correct, then
people should not only be able to infer an agent’s probable
actions, but also infer the number of agents that may have
been in a given scene.

Participants

40 U.S. participants (as determined by their IP address) were
recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk (M = 37.63 years,
SD = 11.94 years).

Stimuli

Our stimuli consisted of 15 gridworld images that were iden-
tical to those in Experiment 1 with the difference that each
trial has two piles of cookie crumbs (see Fig. 4 for examples;
https://tinyurl.com/syt4q5h for full stimuli). As in Ex-
periment 1, our stimuli set was designed to capture different
types of inferences that our model supports. We considered
five different possible inference patterns: full certainty that
one agent was in the room (assigning probability close to 1 to
a hypothesis; D1 trials), partial certainty that one agent was
in the room (assigning probability between 0.5 and 1 to a hy-
pothesis; P1 trials), full uncertainty whether it was one or two
agents in the room (assigning probability close to 0.5 to a hy-
pothesis; UN trials), partial certainty that two agents were in
the room (assigning probability between 0 and 0.5 to a hy-
pothesis; P2 trials), and full certainty that two agents were
in the room (assigning probability close to 1 to a hypothesis;
D2 trials). We built three different stimuli for each inference
pattern.

Procedure
The procedure was nearly identical to Experiment 1. After
reading a cover story that explained that their task was to infer
if one or two agents had been in the room, participants com-
pleted a questionnaire to ensure they read the instructions.
As in Experiment 1, only participants that answered all of the
questions correctly were given access to the experiment. Par-
ticipants that got at least one question wrong were re-directed
to the beginning of the tutorial and given a second chance to
complete the inclusion questionnaire.

Participants completed all 15 trials in a random order. In
each trial, participants answered a multiple-choice attention-
check question (“Which corner is the farthest walk from Door
1? If there is more than one correct answer, just choose one of
them.”) and our key question (“How many people were in the
room?”) using a continuous slider (ranging from 0, labelled
as “definitely one”, to 1, labelled as “definitely two”). As
in Experiment 1, participants were allowed to submit their
responses for each trial only when they correctly answered
the attention-check question. Otherwise, participants were
told to “please pay attention and try again.”

Results
Participant judgments were averaged across trials and com-
pared against our model’s predictions. To obtain these pre-
dictions, we computed the probability that two agents were in
the room by first computing (1) the likelihood that two trajec-
tories explain the scene (`(s|t1, t2,g1,g2,d1,d2)) and (2) the
likelihood that one trajectory explains the scene (`(s|t,g,d);
from Eq. 1) and then normalizing the first likelihood using
both terms.

We computed the likelihood that two trajectories explain
the scene by modifying our generative model to sample two
sets of entrance points, goals, and trajectories at a time instead
of one. Similar to the likelihood term in Eq. 1, this likelihood
is defined as 1

|t| if both piles of cookie crumbs lie within both
trajectories—specifically, the set union of the set of states that
define each trajectory—and 0 otherwise.

Fig. 5 shows the results from Experiment 2. Participant’s
relative confidence about the number of agents in the scene
was quantitatively similar to our model’s predictions, yielding
a correlation of r = 0.78 (95% CI: 0.45−0.92). Like in Ex-
periment 1, we proposed the alternative possibility that par-
ticipant judgments were driven by superficial features of the
stimuli rather than invoking Bayesian inference over a gener-
ative model of event reconstruction. We tested this possibility
through a linear regression that predicts participants’ distribu-
tion over the number of agents they thought were in the room
as a function of the distance between each goal and each pile
of cookie crumbs, the average distance between each pile of
cookie crumbs and the doors, the number of doors, and all
their interactions. We trained and tested this regression us-
ing LOOCV and implemented LASSO regularization to avoid
overfitting.

Even though this alternative model had access to the qual-
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itative structure of participant judgments, it nonetheless pro-
duced a correlation of r = −0.06 (95% CI: −0.47− 0.61),
which was substantially lower than the one of our model
(∆r = 0.83; 95% CI: −0.13−1.34). These results extend our
findings in Experiment 1, suggesting that people can not only
infer what an agent may have done from indirect evidence,
but also the number of agents that may have been present in
the area.

Discussion
Research on human action understanding has historically fo-
cused on how we infer the goals and mental states of agents
whose behavior we are observing. Our results show that our
capacity to reason about others goes beyond face-to-face in-
teractions. In Experiment 1, we showed that people can infer
an agent’s desires (where an agent was going) and past ac-
tions (where an agent came from) from just a single piece of
indirect evidence about their presence. In Experiment 2, we
showed that people can even infer the number of agents that
were in a room, all from indirect patterns that reveal what
may have happened.

Here we focused on inferences we make upon recognizing
that an agent was present. Thus, our work does not speak to
how we recognize this evidence in the first place. We do not
know whether our ability to identify evidence that reveals the
presence of an agent is guided by similar inferences to those
from our model, or by more superficial visual features (such
as structure or statistical rarity). We are currently investigat-
ing this question.

Our computational model formalized these inferences as
the process of reconstructing the goals and behavior that can
explain the indirect observable evidence. Our model’s quan-
titative fit with participant judgments, as well the failure of
our alternative models in both experiments (despite being
trained on participant judgments), suggests that people were
performing similar computations. Nonetheless, neither of our
experiments directly tested participants’ ability to explicitly
reconstruct an agents’ path. We are currently testing this abil-
ity to see if participants do so in a way similar to our model.

While our model was able to quantitatively predict partic-
ipant judgments in both experiments, the model fit was no-
tably higher in Experiment 1 (Fig. 2) relative to Experiment 2
(Fig. 5). Interestingly, the amount of computation necessary
for Experiment 2 is substantially larger than the one neces-
sary for Experiment 1, as it requires reconstructing multiple
possible paths that combined explained the observed scene.
In this sense, the lower fit in Experiment 2 may be additional
evidence that participant inferences are indeed supported by
some form of event reconstruction. In current work, we are
testing if participant errors are predicted by the number of
Monte Carlo samples necessary to approximate our model’s
normative inference.

While our focus here was on human adults, one open ques-
tion is when and how this ability develops. Related research
has shown that even infants can reason about other agents’
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Figure 5: Experiment 2 results. Each point corresponds to a
trial, with model predictions on the x-axis and average par-
ticipant judgments on the y-axis. Color indicates inference
type and the dotted line shows the best linear fit with 95%
confidence bands (in light grey).

goals, preferences, and desires (Wellman, 2014), and that
they can even infer the presence of an agent from indirect
evidence (Saxe et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2010). Nonethe-
less, it is unknown if infants can combine these abilities to
simultaneously detect the presence of an agent from indirect
environmental evidence, and infer the corresponding mental
states that explain how this evidence arose.

Overall, our results show the sophistication of human so-
cial intelligence. Beyond being able to read the mental states
of agents that we are interacting with, we can also infer the
mental states of agents we have never encountered, just from
minimal indirect evidence that reveals their presence. Re-
searchers have long argued that humans are unique in their
ability to reason about and navigate the social world (Her-
rmann et al., 2007). Our work shows that this ability is not
confined to social interactions, but fundamentally affects how
we reason about the physical world, allowing us to see mean-
ing embedded in physical structures, like a pile of rocks,
where other animals see merely just that: a pile of rocks.
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Abstract

Is cognitive science interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary? We
contribute to this debate by examining the authorship struc-
ture and topic similarity of contributions to the Cognitive Sci-
ence Society from 2000 to 2019. We compare findings from
CogSci to abstracts from the Vision Science Society over the
same time frame. Our analysis focuses on graph theoretic fea-
tures of the co-authorship network—edge density, transitivity,
and maximum subgraph size—as well as clustering within the
topic space of CogSci contributions. We also combine struc-
tural and semantic information with an analysis of homophily.
We validate this approach by predicting new collaborations in
this year’s CogSci proceedings. Our results suggest that cog-
nitive science has become increasingly interdisciplinary in the
last 19 years. More broadly, we argue that a formal quantita-
tive approach which combines structural co-authorship infor-
mation and semantic topic analysis provides inroads to ques-
tions about the level of interdisciplinary collaboration in the
cognitive science community.
Keywords: co-authorship networks; topic modeling; interdis-
ciplinarity; multidisciplinarity; scientometrics

Introduction
Since its foundation, the Cognitive Science Society sought to
unify various disciplines of study under one interdisciplinary
research field. Recently, criticism of the success of this mis-
sion has sparked a debate about whether cognitive science is
fundamentally multidisciplinary rather than interdisciplinary
(Núñez et al., 2019; Gray, 2019). The distinction between
these community structures is subtle, making any claims fa-
voring one or the other difficult to evaluate. Broadly, a re-
search community might be considered to be more multidis-
ciplinary if collaborations happen mostly within small groups
and there is greater topical isolation of each group from the
rest. On the other hand, a more interdisciplinary research
community will show fewer isolated groups structurally and
less separation of research interests across groups.

But how do we measure interdisciplinarity in a way that
captures meaningful differences within diverse communities?
Currently, there is no consensus on a single measure that best
aligns with this abstract concept. Previous studies quanti-
fied interdisciplinarity by considering the journals as tags for
different disciplines. Some of these studies have examined
the distribution of journals cited (Goldstone & Leydesdorff,
2006; Porter, Cohen, Roessner, & Perreault, 2007; Núñez et
al., 2019), the citation networks (Rafols & Meyer, 2010), and
the journals that authors previously published in (Bergmann,
Dale, Sattari, Heit, & Bhat, 2017). But this earlier research

aiming to quantify interdisciplinarity was primarily targeted
at the categorization of disciplines. These measures suffer
from inconsistencies across classification systems, leading to
variable conclusions (Wagner et al., 2011). Others have used
departmental affiliation and educational background (Núñez
et al., 2019; Schunn, Crowley, & Okada, 1998), but research
interests often shift over the course of a lifetime which makes
the affiliation label a transient indicator (Porter et al., 2007).

In the present work, we address the challenges of defin-
ing and measuring interdisciplinarity through a combination
of co-authorship network features, topic analysis, and assess-
ment of graph homophily that unifies both structure and con-
tent of publications. We validate our measures using full pa-
pers from the Cognitive Science Society proceedings between
2000 and 2019 and abstracts from the Vision Science Society
(only abstracts are submitted) over a similar time frame (2001
to 2019).

First, the degree to which a community is interdisciplinary
or multidisciplinary may in large part be revealed by who col-
laborates with whom. Scientific collaboration can be repre-
sented as an undirected graph, in which nodes correspond to
individual authors and edges between nodes indicate whether
any two authors co-authored a paper together (Newman,
2001, 2004; Barabási et al., 2002). Co-authorships within a
community containing multiple areas of study can range from
highly integrated to highly modular, and the structure of the
resulting co-authorship network will reflect this spectrum of
possibilities.

Second, while the collaboration structure of a community
no doubt reveals something about the modularity of interdis-
ciplinary work that occurs within it, the ways in which re-
search interests combine must play a role as well. To better
understand how the content of collaborations informs the in-
terdisciplinarity of the field, we use a topic model (Griffiths &
Steyvers, 2004) to extract high level patterns in cognitive sci-
ence research over the last 19 years. Topic models have been
used in previous research to capture trends in the published
work within a discipline, including within cognitive science
(Cohen Priva & Austerweil, 2015; Rothe, Rich, & Zhi-Wei,
2018). Studies specifically addressing interdisciplinarity have
used topic models to complement pre-defined discipline tag-
ging (Nichols, 2014). In the present work, we apply clus-
tering algorithms to the topics that authors study, addressing
the separability of the interests and methods of researchers in
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Figure 1: The co-authorship network of CogSci in 2000 and
2019 and the network of VSS in 2001 and 2019.

the field. More distinct clusters in topic space imply greater
division between disciplines.

Finally, we propose a unified approach that draws on both
the structure and the content of collaboration within the cog-
nitive science community. We analyze the homophily of
the co-authorship network with respect to the topic similar-
ity of individual authors (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook,
2001). Homophily within a network measures the degree to
which similar nodes (for any given similarity function) are
likely to be connected. In a highly interdisciplinary commu-
nity, we might expect people to be more likely to collaborate
with those who have more distant interests from their own,
while in a multidisciplinary community, such collaboration is
less likely. Thus homophily provides a formal but intuitive
metric for the amount of interdisciplinary collaboration in an
authorship network.

Together, our analyses measure (1) interconnectedness in
the co-authorship network structure, (2) clusters in the author
topic space, and (3) homophily, unifying the co-authorship
network and topic space. Not only do these metrics quantita-
tively illustrate how authorship within cognitive science has
changed over time, but we also believe these measures may
provide a meaningful contribution to the multidisciplinary-
interdisciplinary debate across science1.

Data
We retrieved 11,553 full text PDFs (with 12,203 unique au-
thors) from the published Proceedings of the Annual Meet-
ing of the Cognitive Science Society from 2000 to 20192.

1All code used in this analysis can be found at:
https://github.com/isabelladestefano/formalizing
interdisciplinary collaboration

This data is primarily full text conference proceedings pa-
pers but also includes submitted abstracts. In addition, we
retrieved 22,504 Vision Science Society Annual Meeting ab-
stracts (with 23,842 unique authors) published in the Journal
of Vision from 2001 to 20193. Both data sets were processed
to extract unique authors, publication year, and the full text of
each paper or abstract.

Co-Authorship Network
Using the publication data collected from CogSci and VSS
proceedings, we generated a co-authorship network for each
year of the conferences with nodes representing authors
and edges representing co-authored publications by pairs of
authors in that year’s proceedings. The graphs were un-
weighted, i.e., edges represented whether two authors pub-
lished together at all in a given year. We analyze three graph-
theoretical measures which, when applied to the collaboration
networks, provide insight into the level of interdisciplinarity
within these conference communities: edge density, transitiv-
ity, and maximum subgraph size.

Edge density refers to the proportion of edges within the
network relative to the theoretical maximum. Here, the theo-
retical maximum is determined by the number of edges pos-
sible given the total number of publications in that year. For
every paper, there exists a fully connected subgraph of the pa-
per’s authors with n(n−1)/2 edges, where n is the number of
authors on that paper. Thus, the full set of N papers, and their
associated number of co-authors, sets a theoretical maximum
number of edges at ∑

N
i=1

ni(ni−1)
2 . We define edge density for

a given year by normalizing the observed number of edges by
this theoretical maximum (eq. 1).

edge density =
|E(G)|

∑
N
i=1

ni(ni−1)
2

(1)

where |E(G)| is the total number of edges in the co-
authorship network G for that year, N is the total number of
papers published in that year, and ni is the number of authors
on any given paper i. Our edge density metric measures the
degree of repeated collaboration between any two authors, as
a proportion of the amount of possible collaboration: a higher
edge density indicates a higher rate of unique co-authorships.
In an interdisciplinary community, we expect a higher edge
density, indicating that authors tend to publish with a broad
set of collaborators.

The edge density metric is shown in Figure 2. The edge
density for both CogSci and VSS appears relatively stable
over the range considered. Critically, we note that the edge
density for VSS is significantly lower than CogSci (β̂ = -0.05,
p < 0.001) and, perhaps more importantly, the CogSci edge

2(a) 2000-2014 papers are hosted at
https://escholarship.org/uc/cognitivesciencesociety/,
retrieved 9 December 2018; (b) 2010-2019 papers are hosted
at https://mindmodeling.org/cogsciYEAR/, retrieved 9
December 2018 and CogSci 2019 retrieved 3 December 2019

3All abstracts hosted at https://jov.arvojournals.org/, re-
trieved 6-8 January 2020
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Figure 2: (a) Edge density, or the proportion of edges in the graph to the theoretical maximum given the number of papers
and authors per paper. (b) Transitivity, or the proportion of authors whose co-authors also publish together. (c) The maximum
subgraph size, or how many authors are in the largest island relative to the full graph.

density measure is relatively close to the theoretical maxi-
mum for this measure. This suggests that on average, CogSci
authors publish with many unique authors.

Transitivity measures the probability of a node’s adjacent
nodes also being connected by an edge, i.e., closed triads.
Also referred to as the clustering coefficient, transitivity ap-
proximates the commonality of local clustering in the graph,
such that higher transitivity indicates more clustering. Thus,
we would expect an interdisciplinary community to have
lower transitivity—authors publish with authors across group
boundaries.

The transitivity for CogSci appears to decrease over time
whereas the transitivity of VSS remains low over the range
considered. Indeed the slope of a regression against year is
significantly negative (β̂ = -0.012, p < 0.001), suggesting that
the transitivity of the CogSci network is decreasing meaning-
fully. This could be influenced by a number of factors, includ-
ing the possibility that authors have published more papers in
the proceedings over time. Nonetheless, the decreasing tran-
sitivity suggests that collaborations are often between a more
diverse set of individuals: that is, CogSci has become less
“clique-y”.

The size of the maximum subgraph specifies the proportion
of nodes in the graph that are connected to the largest island.
A network with a large island relative to the overall size of
the graph indicates that many authors are connected to many
other authors through their co-authors’ and their co-authors’
co-authors’ collaborations. We would expect an interdisci-
plinary community to have a large maximum subgraph, re-
flecting the tendency of a large subset of the field to be con-
nected in the same collaboration network.

Across both VSS and CogSci, the maximum subgraph ap-
pears to grow over the analyzed time period. Broadly, this
suggests that the network of authors within the CogSci com-
munity has become increasingly interconnected: the positive
slope of this increase in the CogSci data is significant (β̂ =
0.014, p < 0.001).

Figure 3: Frequent words from selected topics: these exam-
ples illustrate the level of granularity that the topic model is
able to extract from the CogSci texts with 100 topics.

Topic Space
To extract the research topics studied by the cognitive science
community, we used the stm package in R (Roberts, Stew-
art, & Tingley, 2014) to fit a topic model to the full text of
the papers from the CogSci and VSS proceedings. stm pro-
vides functions for cleaning the data by removing punctua-
tion, stopwords, and numbers, then lemmatizing the remain-
ing text. Finally, we fit a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic model to the full text documents (Blei, Ng, & Jordan,
2003; Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004). In the model fitting pro-
cess we specified 100 topics, which yielded niche yet endur-
ing topics and methods, e.g. theory formation (Gopnik &
Sobel, 2000), rational analysis (Chater & Oaksford, 1999),
and connectionism (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). See
Figure 3 for several examples of high probability words be-
longing to particular topics fit by the model. The topic model
estimates a distribution over the 100 topics for each paper
(or abstract); author locations in topic space were computed
to be the overall distribution of their topics across all papers
they had published in a given year. To alleviate unusually
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Figure 4: K-means cluster analysis (k = 5) on topic space of authors, mapped onto 2 dimensions via MDS. The cluster maps
show the clustering of topics studied by authors in the earliest (left) and most recent year (right) for both CogSci (blue) and
VSS (orange). The line graph shows the ratio of within- to between-cluster sums of squares for each year. CogSci is becoming
less clustered over time.

high spikes within topic distributions resulting from authors
that publish only one paper, we smoothed the distributions by
regularizing individual authors’ topic distributions in a given
year to the overall topic distribution for each year.

To understand how integrated the topics were year over
year, we first applied multidimensional scaling (MDS) to
the authors’ distributions across the 100 topics to reduce the
space to two dimensions, which is easier to visualize. We
computed clusters on the scaled topic space of authors via k-
means clustering (we used k = 5 which seemed to balance
resolution of salient clusters and consistency across years).
If authors are more clustered in topic space, that reflects less
connectivity between disciplines and suggests a multidisci-
plinary community. To measure the separability of clustering
across years, we computed the ratio of the within-cluster sum
of squares to the between-cluster sum of squares based on the
k-means centroids. A higher ratio reflects greater dispersion
within clusters compared to between clusters, indicating that
the clusters are not very separated—in other words, that au-
thors are less siloed in disciplinary enclaves, as would be the
case in a more interdisciplinary field.

The central plot in Figure 4 shows the ratio of the total
within-cluster sum of squares to the between-cluster sum of
squares for CogSci and VSS between 2000 and 2019. While
VSS appears relatively stable (a regression on the data during
this range is in fact negative: β̂ = −0.006, p = 0.004), the
CogSci data has increased dramatically during this time (β̂ =
0.014, p < 0.001). Our results suggest that clusters in topic
space have become less separable over time. The left and
right sides of Figure 4 are the author clusters for the earliest
and most recent years of the CogSci and VSS data sets. The
increase in topic overlap (decreased separability) in the set
of CogSci authors is apparent in the two plots while topic
consolidation in VSS does appear more nominal.

Homophily

In the previous sections, we argue that structural measures
of collaboration and general trends in topic space are both
useful in trying to quantify interdisciplinarity. However, in-
terdisciplinarity is not only about community structure and
topic distributions alone, but about the distribution of top-
ics studied within the co-authorship structure. In this vein,
we combine the previous methods to better capture the in-
terdisciplinarity of cognitive science. The most natural way
to combine network structure and topic space is through the
concept of homophily: do people who study the same top-
ics publish with people who have similar topic interests or
different interests? Since most of our analysis involves the
evolution of the CogSci community, we want a method that
will tell us if (1) homophily exists within the community and
(2) To what extent does homophily predict new collaborations
and persisting collaboration network structure. Our measure
of homophily in the CogSci co-authorship network allows us
to address both of these questions.

Here, we frame homophily in the CogSci network as a link
prediction problem: how does the topic similarity of authors
contribute to the likelihood that they would publish a paper
together the following year? If the topic similarity between
two authors is a strong predictor that they will publish to-
gether, then this suggests a degree of homophily in the au-
thorship network: authors are more likely to publish with
other authors who have similar research interests. In a mul-
tidisciplinary field, we expect a greater degree of homophily
in the network: proximity between authors likely reflects a
great deal of topic similarity, so topic similarity should be a
strong predictor of whether authors will publish together in
future years. In contrast, a more interdisciplinary field should
see disproportionately more collaboration among authors that
are more distant in topic space, yielding a weaker relationship
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between topic similarity and future collaborations.
We measured similarity in topic space between two authors

in a given year as the cosine similarity: the cosine of the angle
θ between two authors’ 100 topic vectors fitted by the topic
model.

cos(θ) =
a ·b
||a||||b||

(2)

The cosine similarity between each pair of authors was log-
transformed to eliminate skewedness. Given the topic simi-
larity between any two authors, the question is whether this is
a strong predictor of future collaboration between those au-
thors. Homophily predicts that two authors are more likely
to publish together next year if they have similar topic distri-
butions this year. Some amount of homophily is inevitable,
assuming coherent and stable research interests; however, ex-
cess homophily may lead to insular research clusters, i.e., a
more multidisciplinary network. On the other hand, in a more
interdisciplinary community, homophily should be lower and
topic similarity should be a weaker predictor of future collab-
orations.

Using the topic similarity between authors, we fit a logis-
tic regression to the co-authorships during each year with the
similarity between authors from the previous year as a pre-
dictor. To control for the auto-correlation in network struc-
ture (i.e. authors who published together one year are likely
to publish together in the following year) we used a binary
variable representing whether two authors had a “prior col-
laboration” the previous year as a covariate in our model.

We first look at whether topic similarity is a significant pre-
dictor of whether authors will publish together in a given year.
Then, as a measure of homophily, we compare the strength
of the similarity coefficient for CogSci and VSS regressions.
After controlling for the covariate of a “prior collaboration”,
similarity was found to be a significant predictor of a new
collaboration for both CogSci and VSS. For both CogSci
and VSS the slope on similarity was positive (β̂ = 2.248,
p < 0.001 and β̂ = 2.598, p < 0.001 respectively) suggesting
that there is at least some level of homophily within both of
these communities. A Wald-Z-test between the regression pa-
rameters of VSS and CogSci model revealed that the slope on
similarity was significantly greater for VSS than for CogSci
(z = 5.486, p < 0.001). This suggests that the VSS commu-
nity may be more homophilous than the CogSci community.

To assess how ingrained the amount of homophily is, we
looked at the interaction between “prior collaboration” and
topic similarity between two authors. If the interaction term is
positive, that means that topic similarity has a greater impact
among prior co-authors, indicating that authors selectively
publish again only with particularly like-minded collabora-
tors. This would suggest an aversion to interdisciplinary col-
laboration within the network. If the interaction term be-
tween these two variables is negative, that means that topic
homophily is lower among prior co-authors than among indi-
viduals who have not published together the previous year. If
it is not only negative, but also larger than the positive main

effect of similarity, that would indicate that authors prefer-
entially publish again with prior collaborators who are less
similar to them than their other collaborators.

We do find that the slope of the interaction is negative for
both CogSci (β̂ =−3.862, p < 0.001) and VSS (β̂ =−3.960,
p < 0.001). As suggested above, since the slope on similar-
ity is positive and the slope on the interaction between sim-
ilarity and ”prior collaboration” is both negative and larger
in magnitude than the main effect, once two authors have
collaborated they will be more likely to collaborate again in
the following year if their topic interests are dissimilar. So
while new co-authorship edges arise from topic homophily,
the persisting collaborations tend to cross topics. This pro-
cess suggests that the core network structure is fundamen-
tally interdisciplinary since the collaborations that are likely
to continue from year to year are between sets of authors with
diverse interests.

To ensure the strength of all the predictors in our model, we
compare the full model described above—which predicts new
collaborations on the basis of prior publication, topic similar-
ity, and their interaction—to lesioned models with only prior
publication and only main effects. The full model outper-
formed both lesioned models (topic similarity: deviance =
1150, p < 0.001; interaction: deviance = 518, p < 0.001),
suggesting that topic similarity and the interaction between
topic similarity and prior publication improve predictions of
novel collaborations.

Predicting 2020 Collaborations

Using the dynamic homophily regression with prior publi-
cation and topic similarity and their interaction as predictors
and training data from CogSci 2000 to 2019, we generate pre-
dictions about who co-authors together in CogSci 2020. A
subset of these predictions are shown in Figure 5a.

To evaluate the model’s effectiveness, we compare the
model’s predictions to holdout data: the full set of collab-
orations from CogSci 20204. Figure 5b shows a Receiver
Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve (Swets, 1988). This
curve is generated for new collaborations only (when there
was no prior collaboration the previous year), since a model
that predicts 2020 co-authorships might obtain high accuracy
simply by assuming that authors who previously collaborated
together will do so again. Instead, we are interested in the
model’s effectiveness predicting collaborations on the basis
of the authors’ topic similarity. We use the area under the
curve (AUC) to evaluate how well our model predicted new
publications; an AUC of 0.5 indicates chance performance
and an AUC of 1 indicates perfect classification accuracy. We
found our model had an AUC = 0.689, which indicates our
model is well above chance when making predictions about
new collaborations5. At the optimal threshold, the model’s

4We thank the organizers of CogSci 2020 for providing us with
the co-authorship data for the purposes of this analysis.

5Based on all model predictions (including authors with and
without prior collaboration) we obtain an AUC = 0.869.
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Figure 5: a) Prediction of co-authorships in 2020 for the 50 most eigencentral authors of 2019. The lighter the tile, the
more likely our model predicts two authors will publish together. b) ROC curve created by using different thresholds on the
probability of new publication to make binary predictions. We evaluate only cases where authors did not publish together in
the previous year. The dotted line shows where an ROC curve would fall for a model making predictions at chance.

predictions have specificity (i.e., true negatives) of 0.802 and
sensitivity (i.e., true positives) of 0.504.

Discussion
It has been argued that science is becoming more inter-
disciplinary across a broad range of research areas (Porter
& Rafols, 2009). However, a recent debate in the cogni-
tive science community raises questions whether the diverse
fields that contribute to cognitive science pursue integrated
research or are better described as multidisciplinary (Núñez
et al., 2019; Gray, 2019). We argue that this discussion—
and broader investigations into the interdisciplinary nature of
research—is complemented by a formal, bottom-up treatment
of the collaboration structure and content within the field. Us-
ing the full text and author data from 19 years of published
proceedings of the Cognitive Science Society, we analyze the
evolution of the co-authorship network and assess changes in
topic space year over year. Since these methods are novel in
their application and have not yet been externally validated,
we provide a second example of how these same analyses ap-
ply to the full set of abstracts published in the Vision Science
Society over a similar time period.

This bottom-up approach yields converging support for the
claim that the Cognitive Science Society has become more in-
terdisciplinary over the past two decades. First, the cognitive
science co-authorship network shows that the field is becom-
ing (structurally) less clustered and more interconnected, as
evidenced by the decreasing transitivity of co-authorships and
increasing maximum subgraph size. Second, co-authorship
edge density, though more stable over time, is consistently

higher for CogSci than VSS, suggesting that CogSci authors
tend to publish with more unique authors. Third, beyond the
structure of collaboration networks in CogSci, we find that
the clustering of authors by topic within the CogSci proceed-
ings has become less separable over time. We argue that this
provides some evidence that distinctions among disciplines
may be shrinking. Finally, by combining co-authorship net-
work and topic information, our analysis suggests that new
collaborations reflect some degree of homophily—as they are
predicted by prior collaborations and topic similarity—but
this tendency to publish with similar authors is reversed for
prior collaborators. These results suggest that although new
co-authorships are driven by similar topics, persisting CogSci
co-authorships are more likely to reflect interdisciplinary col-
laborations.

The use of topic modeling, characteristics of the co-
authorship network, and the combination of the two offers a
novel set of measures for understanding interdisciplinarity in
a given field. The strength of these measures, apart from their
formality, is the degree to which they are sensitive to the data
in the research itself. Rather than pre-specifying the unique
disciplines or fields within the community, we let graph clus-
ters and topic separability speak to the connectedness of the
research being done. This may allow for broader application
across a range of distinct fields. However, such an approach
may also suffer from its lack of structure.

First, the success of the approach depends on the richness
of the data used. In the present investigation, we compare the
full text of CogSci proceedings to abstracts published in VSS
proceedings. One concern is that abstracts have a higher pro-
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portion of general introductory material, and a smaller pro-
portion of more idiosyncratic details. This would yield less
divergence in topic space than a corpus of full length arti-
cles, thus potentially undermining a comparison of the two
for measures of interdisciplinarity in topic space. Future work
using data driven approaches should aim to use maximally
similar data sets as the basis for any comparison across fields.

Second, results that rely on graph theoretic and topic space
measures like the ones proposed here, which lack predefined
sub-fields or topics, can be difficult to interpret. Although
VSS serves as a pragmatic comparison point, future work
should test our measures against theoretically motivated base-
lines, e.g., simulated interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
network structures and topic spaces. We believe that the pos-
sibility of combining top-down analysis techniques used in
prior literature (Núñez et al., 2019) with network connectivity
and topic similarity methods explored in the present work will
allow for a more nuanced depiction of interdisciplinary col-
laboration. Building on our current results, future investiga-
tion into the interdisciplinary nature of research in cognitive
science and beyond might draw not only on top-down mea-
sures of collaboration across disciplines, but on data driven
measures of community structure and topic change.
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Abstract

Prediction problems vary in the extent to which accuracy is
rewarded and inaccuracy is penalized—i.e., in their loss func-
tions. Here, we focus on a particular feature of loss functions
that controls how much large errors are penalized relative to
how much precise correctness is rewarded: convexity. We
show that prediction problems with convex loss functions (i.e.,
those in which large errors are particularly harmful) favor sim-
pler models that tend to be biased, but exhibit low variability.
Conversely, problems with concave loss functions (in which
precise correctness is particularly rewarded) favor more com-
plex models that are less biased, but exhibit higher variabil-
ity. We discuss how this relationship between the bias-variance
trade-off and the shape of the loss function may help explain
features of human psychology, such as dual-process psychol-
ogy and fast versus slow learning strategies, and inform statis-
tical inference.

Keywords: judgment; decision-making; dual-process theory;
statistics

Introduction
”That’s the difference between us, Allison. You wanna
lose small; I wanna win big.” - Harvey Specter, Suits

You’re coaching a team in the “Bias-Variance Darts” cham-
pionship. In Round 1 of the competition the high-scoring re-
gions of the target are large, so anything close to the center of
the board tends to win a lot of points. In Round 2 the high-
scoring region is small, so unless you hit very close to the
center, you won’t get any points at all. You’ve got two play-
ers on your team. Lefty’s darts always hit in the same small
area just a few inches to the left of the center. Loosey’s darts
fall all over the place, in a wide scatter centered on the middle
of the board. Which player should play which round?

As Figure 1 shows, there is a pretty clear answer to this
problem. Lefty should play Round 1: because he’s only
a few inches off he’ll usually be “close enough” on a dart
board where close enough counts, and he’s never too far off.
(Loosey is a bad choice because she sometimes throws so far
off that she gets very bad scores.) Meanwhile, Loosey should
play round 2: although she’ll often get no points, at least it is
possible for her to hit the bulls eye and (occasionally) score
points. Since Lefty is almost always off by a few inches,
chances are far too small that he’ll ever score a point at all.

In other words, before choosing a dart throwing strategy,
we must first ask the following question: How close is “close
enough” to count?

(Low bias, high variance)

(High bias, low variance)

(Low bias, high variance)
Loosey:  50 points

Lefty:  400 points

Loosey:  250 points

100 points
75
50
25
0

Round 1 
CONVEX LOSS

Round 2 
CONCAVE LOSS

(High bias, low variance)
Lefty:  0 points

Figure 1: Suppose that a prediction problem is like a game
of darts, and an estimation strategy is like a dart-thrower.
A high-bias/low-variance strategy generates predictions (like
Lefty’s throws) with systematic errors that are small but con-
sistent. A low-bias/high-variance strategy generates predic-
tions (like Loosey’s throws) with unsystematic errors that
may be small or large. Now suppose that we apply a loss
function to these errors, specifying how costly they are to a
decision-maker (analogous to the points earned on the darts
board). We find that when loss is convex—that is, one’s
goal is to avoid being very wrong—this tends to favor a
high-bias/low-variance strategy. Conversely, when loss is
concave—that is, one’s goal is to be precisely right—this
tends to favor a low-bias/high variance strategy. In other
words, the structure of the loss function dictates the optimal
bias-variance trade-off.

Bias-variance Trade-off

Most of life isn’t a dart-throwing competition, but the trade-
off between the two strategies illustrated above is analogous
to a ubiquitous problem in learning, prediction and decision-
making. When making predictions based on a limited sample
of data, we face a dilemma about the optimal model to use to
make these predictions. Models that are good at finding true
regularities are also more likely to overfit noise in the training
data. Conversely, models that are less responsive to noise are
more likely to miss out on meaningful regularities (underfit).

This dilemma between underfitting and overfitting is often
referred to as the “bias-variance trade-off” (Geman, Bienen-
stock, & Doursat, 1992). A high-bias model systematically
misses the target of prediction, on average. However, because
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they are simpler, models with more bias tend to be more ro-
bust to fluctuations in the training data they receive. They are
systematically off-target, but consistent in how much they’re
off-target. In this sense they are like Lefty, whose throws are
biased on average (to the left), but are highly consistent in
their degree of error (slight—rarely egregious). In contrast,
the predictions of a high-variance model are highly variable,
based on the particular training data the model receives. This
variability can lead to large unsystematic errors, even if bias
(that is, systematic error) is low. In this sense they are like
Loosey, whose throws are unbiased (i.e., the spatial average
is the true center of the board), but exhibit large and incon-
sistent errors (i.e., often fall far from the center). Typically,
there’s some optimal level of model complexity that balances
the relative magnitudes of systematic and unsystematic pre-
diction errors.

Bias-variance tradeoffs are widely explored in statistics
and machine learning. For example, in a regression prob-
lem in which a model is trying to uncover some relationship
between known features and some real-valued output, there
is a trade-off between fitting a complex model that might in-
clude many features or complex functional relationships (e.g.,
higher-order polynomials) and fitting a sparser model. The
average prediction of the complex model is more likely to be
close to the target, but individual predictions fluctuate more
in response to noise in the training data. This overfitting prob-
lem has inspired techniques, like ridge and Lasso regression,
that penalize complexity.

More generally, an ideal model must balance how much it
pools information across times, categories, or contexts. In a
dynamic system like the stock market, older information will
generally be less relevant than newer information, but biasing
predictions with this older information may usefully reduce
the risk of detecting false patterns in recent data. In nested
data structures, in which observations are stratified by groups
or individuals, it can be useful to use information about one
group to learn about another, even if this biases inference. Of
course, too much of this sort of pooling may cause the model
to miss out on important differences between groups.

Bias-variance trade-offs in human psychology
Just like artificial systems, humans routinely encounter the
bias-variance trade-off. For instance, when making decisions,
we face the choice between using simple heuristics or relying
on complex models. Should we buy the most popular model
of car or consider all the variables that could determine which
specific model would be best for us? Should we take the route
that has usually been fastest in the past or consider all the
variables that might affect traffic patterns today? Should we
simply hire employees who come from our alma mater or
carefully consider all the information in their dossiers?

One dimension of this problem has been exhaustively ex-
plored elsewhere, and we set it aside here: heuristics are usu-
ally cognitively “cheap”, while reasoning over complex mod-
els can sometimes be cognitively demanding (Kahneman,
2011; Dolan & Dayan, 2013). This is true, but it is not our

concern.
Rather, even setting aside computational demands, the

bias-variance trade-off may even help explain how—and
when—simple heuristics can sometimes outperform more
complex reasoning strategies (Brighton & Gigerenzer, 2015).
In other words, simple “biased” models may not just be more
efficient; they can actually be more accurate. Gigerenzer and
colleagues (1999; 2007) have documented several real-world
cases in which a trivial strategy, like investing one’s money
equally among several candidate funds, outperforms compli-
cated estimation procedures, like the mean-variance analy-
sis used in Modern Portfolio Theory. These biased heuris-
tics dominate other methods particularly when data is lim-
ited, which may happen for one of two reasons. First, data
is simply sparse in nature, and even if we wanted to acquire
it, we couldn’t. Second, data is, in principle, available, but
difficult to generate. This latter problem is particularly preva-
lent in human decision-making, which often relies on costly
sampling-based algorithms (Stewart, Chater, & Brown, 2006;
Vul, Goodman, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2014). If samples
from a generative model take time to retrieve, the decider
must act with limited information.

We take up a key question: under what circumstances
should simpler models (e.g., estimating the value of a car
according to the single feature of its market share) outper-
form more complex models? As we describe below, an im-
portant part of the answer is the structure of the costs associ-
ated with error. If small errors are benign but large errors be-
come catastrophic (as in Dart Board 1), a simple model (high-
bias, low variance) is typically favored. When such a model
is employed, small errors will be frequent, but they cost little;
large errors will be rare. On the other hand, if exact preci-
sion is rewarded and all errors (large or small) are roughly
equal in value (as in Dart Board 2), a complex model (low-
bias, high variance) is typically favored. Like playing the
lottery, employing such a model makes it possible to at least
occasionally reap the rewards of an accurate prediction. As
we describe in the general discussion, this relationship pro-
vides new insight into when we should expect humans to rely
on heuristic-like versus deliberative forms of cognition. Our
next goal is to develop these ideas more precisely.

Convexity of Loss
Many methods in machine learning have been developed to
find the optimal balance between bias and variance. A clas-
sic paper provides a general formulation of the bias-variance
trade-off for all symmetric loss functions (James, 2003), in-
cluding those that we will discuss. Here, we aim to extend
this work—and apply it to cognitive science—by noting how
a particular structural feature of loss functions that arise in
decision-making influences the optimal allocation of bias ver-
sus variance. As the introductory example about darts illus-
trates, the ideal amount of systematic vs. unsystematic error
that a model should strive for will depend on the shape of
the reward function. The optimization problem in the simple
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darts example can be characterized as a maximization of the
probability of hitting any of the five reward regions multiplied
by their point values. This is a very simple payoff scheme. In
the real world, however, payoffs can be arbitrarily complex.
Thus, we turn our attention to a property that we call “con-
vexity”.

(Although, strictly speaking, functions are defined categor-
ically as either convex or not, we treat convexity as a graded
property—similar to its use in some branches of finance. In
particular, for all the functions we will discuss except one,
we can simply characterize convexity as the magnitude of the
function’s second derivative for values of x > 0. Because
these functions are symmetric, we need only consider posi-
tive values.)

Keeping with the convention in statistics and machine
learning of characterizing payoffs in terms of loss functions
to be minimized, we consider several continuous, symmetric
functions that vary in their curvature. Convex loss functions,
such as the commonly used quadratic (L2) loss, penalize er-
rors at an accelerating rate. For example, supposing that Dart
Board 1 (convex loss) is 10cm in radius, the payoff difference
between being 1cm off and 4cm off is small, whereas the dif-
ference between being 6cm off and 9cm off is large. Concave
functions (like Board 2), on the other hand, have the opposite
property: errors near the target matter a lot, while errors far
from the target matter relatively less.

In the real world, most loss functions are neither com-
pletely convex nor completely concave. For example, if a
wealthy investor makes a risky leveraged bet on a speculative
stock, his losses may be initially convex if the stock begins
to fall and he loses more and more of his money at an ac-
celerating rate. At some point, though, the investor will go
broke, and thus, further losses will not hurt him as much. In
other words, the loss function has a sigmoidal shape, which
is initially convex and then becomes concave.

Nevertheless, for simplicity, we focus mostly on loss func-
tions that are globally convex or concave. These functions
can be used to approximate locally optimal model behavior.
Roughly speaking, in contexts with convex losses it is essen-
tial to avoid major errors, as the costs of major errors out-
weigh the gains from precise accuracy. In the limit, a loss
function of this sort turns into a version of the darts game in
which you only need to hit the dartboard to win the game.
With these types of payoffs, you want to avoid missing the
board, and therefore, limiting variance is crucial.

In contexts with concave losses it pays to focus on preci-
sion, as even minor deviations from the target matter a lot.
In the limit, the payoffs look similar to a version of the darts
game in which you need to hit the center of the board exactly
in order to get reward. In these cases, a model that is con-
sistently biased away from that target will incur heavy losses.
Meanwhile, occasional large unsystematic errors will not be
much costlier than small errors. Thus, unsystematic variance
may be relatively less harmful than systematic bias. In other
words, it is better to miss badly often but hit exactly some-

times than to always miss by a small amount.

Simulation Results
To evaluate the trade-off between bias and variance, we con-
sider a simplified setup in which prediction error is Gaussian,
and the target y is deterministic. Let f̂ denote a given model’s
prediction. Then we suppose that

f̂ − y∼N (β,σ2).

In this Gaussian formulation of prediction error, β denotes the
bias, and σ2 denotes the variance. Since we stipulate that y is
deterministic, there is no irreducible error, and the combina-
tion of β and σ fully determines prediction error.

We consider a few types of loss functions, which vary pro-
portional to the absolute magnitude of error. Let x = f̂ − y.
We consider the following functional forms:

L(x;n) = |x|n (Power)

L(x;c) = c log |x| (Log)

L(x;c) = ec|x| (Exp)

L(x;c) =−e−cx2
(Mass)

The shapes of these functions, for select parameters, are
shown in Figure 2.

ConvexConcave

Power ½ Power 1 Power 2 Power 3

Local MassLogarithmic Exponential

Figure 2: Example loss functions.

We focus primarily on the set of power functions, as the
exponent n in these functions most directly modulates con-
vexity. Loss is convex when n > 1 and concave when n < 1
(i.e., the second derivative is positive and negative for x > 0,
respectively). We also consider exponential and logarithmic
functions, which are well-known convex and concave func-
tions, respectively. Finally, we consider the local mass func-
tion (Brainard & Freeman, 1997), which is akin to an inverted
bell curve. This function has the interesting property that it
rewards some degree of precision near the target, but is also
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almost completely insensitive to the relative magnitudes of
large errors. In mathematical terms, its second derivative is
positive for small values of x > 0 (indicating convexity), but
negative for larger values of x (indicating concavity). It per-
haps maps most closely to many real-world contexts in which
reasonable—though not perfect—precision near the target is
important, but losses are capped for larger errors (Vul et al.,
2014).

Now we consider how expected loss varies as a function of
β and σ. We use a Reimann approximation on the bounded
interval [-50, 50] to calculate the expected loss:∫

∞

−∞

L(x) f (x|β,σ2)dx,

where f (x|β,σ2) is the normal density. Standardized ex-
pected losses are plotted in contour plots, where color indi-
cates the magnitude of loss, as well as line plots, where these
losses are plotted as a function of σ (square root of variance)
for different β values (Figures 3 and 4).

The green line in each of the contour plots displays the
optimal combination of β and σ that satisfy the constraint that
β+σ = C, where C is a constant ‘cost’ that is varied. This
line, which runs perpendicular to the contour lines, shows the
relative benefits of minimizing bias versus variance. A line
with a slope that’s shallower than σ= β indicates that one unit
of bias is less costly than one unit of square-rooted variance,
and vice versa for lines steeper than σ = β. (Note that the y-
axis of the contour plots starts at σ = 1 while the x-axis starts
at β = 0.)

Results from a set of power losses with different exponents
(n) are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen by the green lines,
the relative harm from β vs. σ decreases with n. For n =
2, the green line is simply the identity line, β = σ, which is
implied by the well-known bias-variance decomposition for
squared error, in which one unit of squared bias produces as
much expected loss as one unit of variance (James, Witten,
Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013). However, the more convex loss
function with n = 3 is relatively more harmed by (square-root
of) variance, compared to bias. The opposite is true for n < 2.

Interestingly, when the loss function is concave (n =
.5), adding prediction variance can actually reduce expected
loss—if bias is high. This can be seen in the contour lines
for high levels of loss, which bend back along the x-axis. It
can also be seen in the non-monotonicity of the bluer (high β)
lines in the line plot. This is in keeping with previous anal-
ysis of the bias-variance trade-off for general symmetric loss
functions (James, 2003) and has also been noted for 0/1-loss
functions used for classification (Friedman, 1997).

We see a similar trend in the other loss functions shown in
Figure 4. (We set the parameters c for each function in such
a way to make the plots as readable as possible, but the key
qualitative results do not depend on particular values.) The
logarithmic and local mass functions favor variance over bias,
while the highly convex exponential function greatly favors
bias. And for the former two functions, we again see non-
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Figure 3: Standardized expected loss for power loss functions
(exponents of .5, 1, 2, and 3). Middle: Contour plot with
color indicating magnitude of expected loss (blue = low, red
= high). Green lines show the combination of β and σ that
minimize expected loss given the constraint that β+σ = C,
where C is a constant. Right: Line plot with different lines
for β, varying as a function of σ. Red dots indicate optimal σ

values for each β.

monotonicity in the influence of σ on loss for high β values:
when bias is high, variance can actually reduce loss.

In short, we find that the structure of the loss function im-
portantly dictates the optimal balance between bias and vari-
ance. Loss functions with accelerating costs of errors favor
simple, biased strategies over less biased, but noisy ones.
Loss functions with decelerating costs of errors favor unsys-
tematic noise, since even small systematic deviations from
the correct answer incur large costs.

Discussion
The analysis presented here uncovers an important relation-
ship between a problem’s objective function and optimal
model complexity. Because of the bias-variance trade-off,
modelers are forced to navigate between underfitting data
with an overly biased model and overfitting data with an ex-
cessively sensitive model. But the costs of underfitting and
overfitting are not fixed in real environments. Although statis-
ticians often use mathematically convenient loss functions
like quadratic or absolute error, people face a wide array of
loss functions. Sometimes, approximate solutions are accept-
able, and agents must primarily avoid major errors. Other
times, extreme rewards can only be achieved (or extreme
costs can only be avoided) by being precisely correct. Our re-
sults suggest that relatively simpler models are favored in the
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former kinds of cases and relatively more complicated mod-
els in the latter kinds. This relationship bears on key issues in
statistics, machine learning, and cognitive science. Here, we
focus on its implications for psychological research.

Application to human cognition
Much work in psychology has emphasized two broad types
of cognitive processing: one type that is fast and automatic,
and another type that is slow and deliberative (Evans, 2008;
Kahneman, 2011; Sloman, 1996; Dolan & Dayan, 2013).
A key question is how humans decide which type of pro-
cessing to deploy for any given task. Typically this is pre-
sumed to involve a trade-off between better decisions (given
by deliberation) and faster or less cognitively taxing deci-
sions (given by automatic processes) (Kool, Gershman, &
Cushman, 2017; Daw, Niv, & Dayan, 2005; Lee, Shimojo, &
O’Doherty, 2014; Keramati, Dezfouli, & Piray, 2011; Shen-
hav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013). Yet some work illustrates
contexts in which simple heuristics can in fact generate better
decisions than complex cognitive strategies even in the ab-
sence of cognitive constraints because of the bias-variance
trade-off (Brighton & Gigerenzer, 2015).

In order to view this issue in its most general form, it helps
to conceive of human decision-making as a series of prob-
lems that are never identical, but often similar. Take, for
example, your choice of what food to eat today. You have
made many choices like this before, but the circumstances
were not identical. One decision strategy is to choose the
thing that you have enjoyed the most in the past. This kind
of strategy—relying on historical average rewards in similar

past circumstances—is characteristic of habitual (or “model-
free”) decision-making. It is a canonical example of auto-
matic cognition. It is likely to be a biased decision strategy
because the “average” situation you faced in the past almost
certainly deviates systematically from the exact situation you
face today. Thus, the optimal decision averaging across past
episodes is unlikely to be the exact optimal decision today.
But it is likely to be a low variance decision strategy because
you are averaging over a very large number of similar past
episodes, and what was best on average is unlikely to be far
from best today.

Alternatively, rather than simply averaging over all past
episodes of eating various foods, you could estimate a
high-dimensional function relating specific features of any
given day to the optimal food for that day—features such
as whether you’re hungry, whether you’re sick, how much
money you have, etc. For example, this might take the form
of inferring a generative causal model of the reward structure
of your environment. This kind of strategy is characteristic of
planning (or “model based” decision making). It is a canon-
ical example of controlled, deliberative cognition. The re-
sulting model may reduce systematic bias, reflecting the fact
that it attempts to derive the value of foods in this particu-
lar, unique circumstance (rather than on average). But it will
likely introduce unsystematic errors generated by over-fitting
a high-dimensional model to the limited training set of your
past data.

In sum, two forms of value-guided decision-making widely
regarded as canonical examples of an automatic process
(habit, or “model-free” choice) and a deliberative process
(planning, or “model-based” choice) may occupy distinct lo-
cations on a bias-variance trade-off. If so, then, according
to our results, decision problems characterized by concave
loss (“close doesn’t count”) should favor model-based delib-
eration while decision problems characterized by convex loss
(“close is good enough”) should favor relatively automatic,
model-free processes.

Similarly, one can make decisions by copying the behav-
ior of others on the assumption that their choices are adaptive
(Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Richerson & Boyd, 2008). This
strategy introduces bias because other people do not face pre-
cisely the same decision that you do, and the “average” opti-
mal action for them is unlikely to be precisely the same as the
optimal action for you. But it may reduce variance because
you are able to average over a large population of similarly
situated people.

One can also make decisions by relying on an innate in-
stinct shaped by natural selection. Natural selection favors
instincts that worked well over many generations of ances-
tors who faced similar, but not identical, problems to the ones
we face today. These decision strategies occupy a position of
even greater bias than habit learning, since they average not
only across diverse situations but also across diverse individ-
uals. According to our results, policies derived from adaptive
processes such as cultural or biological selection might be
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favored in decision problems characterized by extreme con-
vex loss, as compared to policies derived not only from com-
plex model-based reasoning, but potentially also from simple
model-free learning.

In other words, heuristics (including instinct, conformity,
or habit) may dominate when it is more essential to avoid big
mistakes than minimize small ones. In contrast, heuristics
should be less useful, or even harmful, in contexts in which
precision is essential—for example, in competitive winner-
takes-all dynamics. In these cases, even an approach that is
less accurate on average can be favored because it has the
potential to be perfectly accurate. Such approaches might
involve, for instance, sampling from a complex generative
model. (Here, decision error could arise either from over-
fitting in the model (Gaissmaier, Wilke, Scheibehenne, Mc-
Canney, & Barrett, 2016) or from the cognitive constraints
on the number of samples that can be drawn (Stewart et al.,
2006; Vul et al., 2014).)

Future work could explore whether people modulate their
prediction strategies based on the nature of the payoffs they
face. There are several broad ways in which this might hap-
pen. At one extreme, people might be highly sensitive to spe-
cific loss functions of particular problems and, in turn, flexi-
bly modulate their prediction strategies to optimally navigate
the bias-variance trade-off as they move from task to task. For
example, if people are asked to make online predictions with
real-time reward feedback, the nature of this feedback might
influence the ways in which people make their predictions.

At the other extreme, to the extent that the distribution of
resources or risks in one’s environment is stable across in-
tergenerational timescales, there might emerge a culturally
ingrained tendency towards working with either simpler or
more complex models—one that is not tailored to particular
contexts, but rather applies across the diverse contexts en-
countered in a lifespan.

Other possibilities fall between these extremes. Even if we
do not continuously monitor the shape of payoffs from mo-
ment to moment, we nevertheless approach different broad
classes of problems with prediction strategies tailored to their
typical objective functions. For problems with salient left-
tail risks, such as death or extreme harm, people may adopt
a more “high-bias” mindset than the “high-variance” mind-
set that they would adopt for problems with salient right-tail
benefits, such as great wealth or fame. These general strate-
gies could be learned individually, or inherited biologically or
culturally.

Application to statistics and machine learning
Apart from its psychological applications, the current work
may help inform the ways in which researchers select statis-
tical models based on their complexity. Of course, in many
contexts, there is little cost to optimizing out-of-sample pre-
diction using techniques like cross-validation. But when this
is not possible, it is important to keep in mind that rela-
tively more complex models may be most useful when the re-
searcher’s goal is precision, whereas relatively simpler mod-

els may be most useful when the researcher’s goal is to make
consistent, safe predictions. Broadly speaking, if a researcher
is focused on exploring new patterns in the data that are worth
following up on, large mistaken inferences should be rela-
tively harmless, and thus a more complex model may be ad-
vised. On the other hand, it may be much riskier to employ
such a model when large errors are very costly. Indeed, we
hope to apply these ideas to medical contexts in which large
errors can result in serious injury or even death.

Finally, it is worth noting that the present work is limited
in its focus on Gaussian prediction error and neglect of other
irreducible factors besides bias and variance that contribute to
loss. Moreover, the simple approach we pursue here is quite
abstract and may not generalize to all applications of the bias-
variance dilemma. Future work should explore how much the
loss function impacts specific modeling choices, such as the
penalization terms in ridge or Lasso regression or the depth
of decision trees. Nevertheless, we hope that the analysis pre-
sented here calls attention to an important relationship be-
tween how one makes predictions and how close to the truth
one needs them to be.
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Abstract 

There is a considerable amount of literature on the role of 
immersion and presence in virtual reality learning 
environments. Far less is known about the interaction of 
immersion and presence with the important individual 
characteristics that influence learning behavior, particularly, 
dispositional awe. Dispositional awe is manifested by an 
emotional response to information that defies existing mental 
schemas in a given domain and by a need to accommodate this 
experience. In a virtual reality study with eight elementary 
school classes, we investigated the interaction of immersive 
tendencies with dispositional awe and compassion on learning 
gains in the domain of nature conservation. We tested this 
interaction using a novel virtual reality concept in which 
children are sent to virtually simulated space to experience the 
overview effect, a cognitive shift in awareness reported by 
astronauts. The findings of the study showed that participants 
experienced strong feelings of awe and scored highly on 
overview effect constructs. Importantly, their learning gains 
were influenced by the overview effect which was, in turn, 
supported by presence, dispositional awe, and compassion. 
This study shows the potential of using immersive virtual 
reality experiences in educational programs, combining 
wonder and learning.  

Keywords: learning; virtual reality; awe; structural equation 
modeling; ecological validity 

Introduction 
Virtual environments are considered to be highly immersive 
and to elicit a feeling of presence, thereby leading to an 
improved learning performance in some domains. For 
example, Alhalabi (2016) investigated performance using 
three different virtual reality (VR) systems with engineering 
students and reported significant improvements compared to 
non-VR engineering education. Similarly, Dede, Salzman, 
and Loftin (1996) showed that VR can aid in the learning of 
complex scientific systems. Roussou and Slater (2017) 
demonstrated that virtual environments can also benefit 
learning in children. Albeit not all learning in VR is effective, 
it is often found more engaging and motivating than other 
types of learning (Parong & Mayer, 2018). For example, de 
Back, van Hoef, Tinga, and Louwerse (2018) who compared 
performance in high- and low-immersive conditions on a 
spatial location task, did not find an effect on performance 
but reported a difference when considering measures of 
presence. 

Presumably, the positive impact of virtual learning 
environments could be further amplified by engaging 

learners’ emotions. The most relevant emotion experienced 
by learners appears to be awe, an emotion known to promote 
inquiry. An awe eliciting experience is triggered by 
encountering a person or an event that is perceived as much 
bigger, more complex or more important than the self 
(Keltner & Haidt, 2003). A typical example involves the 
experience of vastness, i.e., of open, rugged scenes, or an 
extreme level of perceived depth (Klatzky, Thompson, 
Stefanucci, Gill, & McGee, 2017). In addition to scenes, a 
famous or selfless person can be perceived as awe-inspiring 
as well (Graziosi & Yaden, 2019). Awe-inspiring events or 
scenes violate learner’s current mental model about the 
world, and cause feelings of uncertainty that, in turn, cause a 
need for accommodation. The gap between current 
knowledge, and knowledge needed to accommodate that 
unexpected event, motivate learning (Valdesolo, Shtulman, 
& Baron, 2017). People who score highly on  dispositional 
awe are more comfortable with altering their mental schemas 
(Shiota, Keltner, & Steiner, 2007), and are thus more open to 
learning from these experiences (Gottlieb, Keltner, & 
Lombrozo, 2018).  

Inducing awe with the help of immersive VR has been 
shown to be successful in past studies (Chirico et al., 2017; 
McPhetres, 2019; Stepanova, Quesnel, & Riecke, 2019a). For 
example, Chirico, Ferrise, Cordella, and Gaggioli (2018) 
showed that virtual environments that were specifically 
designed to produce feelings of awe achieved this goal. The 
authors related the success of VR to participants having a 
high feeling of presence in the environment (Schubert, 
Friedmann, & Regenbrecht, 2001). Both Stepanova, Quesnel, 
and Riecke (2019b), and Quesnel and Riecke (2018) induced 
strong feelings of awe through VR by having participants 
view the Earth from space. This feeling of awe is linked to 
what has been called the overview effect (Yaden et al., 2016). 
The effect has been frequently reported by astronauts who 
experience a cognitive shift in awareness when viewing 
planet Earth from space (White, 2014), and when reflecting 
on this experience (Nezami, 2017).  

In the current study, we investigate the link between an 
awe-inspiring VR inducing the overview effect and learning 
in an ecologically valid setting. The learning program taught 
in several primary schools in the Netherlands,  could be 
considered a bridging program (Moher, Johnson, Ohlsson, & 
Gillingham, 1999). Below, we first give an overview of the 
theoretical framework on which our study was based, using a 
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structural equation modeling approach. Subsequently, we 
describe the methods of the study and its outcomes. 

Theoretical Framework 
We followed Makransky and Petersen (2019) and used a 
structural equation modelling (SEM) approach to model how 
the concepts of awe, the overview effect, and learning are 
related when experiencing VR. The hypothesized model 
(Figure 1) consists of presence, dispositional awe, 
dispositional compassion, gender and age, as well as the 
overview effect and learning gains. These factors are 
discussed in further detail below. 

Immersive Tendencies and Presence 
Immersive tendencies are personal characteristics which 
describe the degree to which a participant feels immersed in 
fictional situations. For example, Ling, Nefs, Brinkman, Qu, 
and Heynderickx (2013) found that immersive tendencies 
were significantly correlated with felt presence in a study 
where participants used VR for public speaking. Presence 
measures represent the degree of felt realism, and of “being 
there” (Witmer & Singer, 1998). Presence has been observed 
for adults and children alike: Mikropoulos and Strouboulis 
(2004), and others, reported a sense of presence with 12-year 
olds in an educational VR having a positive effect on 
engagement and motivation. However, there is no direct 
evidence that presence has a positive effect on learning 
(Buttussi & Chittaro, 2018; Makransky, Terkildsen, & 
Mayer, 2019). Since presence increases the feeling of 
actually being in a situation, in our VR simulation viewing 
planet Earth from space, we would expect presence to 
influence the overview effect (Stepanova et al., 2019a). 

Dispositional Awe and Compassion 
Awe is a feeling of being overwhelmed and impressed by a 
great or vast experience (Klatzky et al., 2017). It has been 

reported to lead to a “need to accommodate” (Shiota, Keltner, 
& Steiner, 2007). Awe can result in a feeling of self-
transcendence and transformation, as well as spirituality 
(Chirico & Yaden, 2018; Van Cappellen & Saroglou, 2012), 
and is in that sense related to the overview effect. Awe can 
cause the observer to feel small, increase pro-social behavior, 
and support integration into social groups (Bai et al., 2017; 
Piff, Dietze, Feinberg, Stancato, & Keltner, 2015). This 
suggests that it is related to compassion, which is an attitude 
of concern, care, support and help towards humanity. Both 
are correlated items on the Dispositional Positive Emotions 
Scale (DPES) by Shiota, Keltner, and John (2007), which 
measures, among others, awe and compassion in a subjective 
way. Dispositional awe and compassion are personal traits 
and thus can be used as predictors. 

 Following Gottlieb et al. (2018) and Valdesolo et al. 
(2017) and given that awe results in a need for 
accommodation to new mental schemas, we expect 
dispositional awe to promote learning. 

Gender and Age 
In the review by Mikropoulos and Natsis (2011), gender 
could have an effect on performance in VR scenarios. 
Learning gains in VR experiments for girls and boys have 
been reported to differ using VR (Mackinnon, Bacon, & 
Osunde, 2018). Age has been added because older children 
might have more prior knowledge on the subject than 
younger children (Borgers, de leeuw, & Hox, 2000), and prior 
knowledge influences the effectiveness of a learning 
environment (Otero, 2001). 

 
 

Figure 2: VR hardware 
 

Figure 1: The hypothesized model. 
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Study 
A mobile VR experience was created by the non-profit 
organization SpaceBuzz . It resembles a rocket ship that is 13 
feet high, 8 feet wide and 50 feet long. It has a futuristic 
interior, and contains nine moving chairs that can rotate and 
tilt. Eight HTC Vive Pro headsets (Resolution: 1440 x 1600 
pixels per eye, 615 PPI, 3D Spatial Audio, refresh rate of 
90Hz) present a VR simulation, created in Unity, to emulate 
a 15-minute journey to space. In the VR journey an embodied 
avatar of European Space Agency (ESA) astronaut André 
Kuipers is visible and narrates the journey, virtually present 
as the rocket ship’s captain. The rocket ship virtually flies in 
orbit around the Earth, explaining the world’s wonders, and 
its journey through space finally returns back to Earth (Figure 
2). As of yet children cannot interact with the VR world. 

Methods 

Participants 
In total, 233 children from eight classes in six schools 

participated in the study, of which 193 questionnaires were 
returned. A total of 183 usable data cases were analyzed, after 
removal of five extreme outliers (over three SDs away from 
the mean) on proportional learning gains (2.6% of the total) 
and five experimenter errors (age M = 10.67, SD = .70; 87 
boys, 89 girls, 6 unknown).  

Parents gave prior consent for children to participate in the 
study. Children who were given consent to participate, but 
were worried about being dizzy or nauseous, experienced VR 
under direct supervision of their teacher. The study was 
approved by the Ethical Review Board of Tilburg University 
(REDC # 2019/04a).  

Procedure 
Prior to the VR simulation, participants received a pre-test 
questionnaire. All children received identical questionnaires 
on paper and filled them out individually.  

For the VR program, classes traveled to an external 
location. Nine participants at a time could experience the 
simulation together, while others were playing a 
collaborative game in a separate room. After completing the 

VR experience, children filled out questionnaires at a 
separate table under supervision of research assistants. 

Materials 
Pre-test The pre-VR program included several 
questionnaires in between learning activities (about 
astronauts, the solar system, rockets, and satellites): a 
personality questionnaire, a demographics questionnaire, an 
immersive tendencies questionnaire, a compassion and awe 
questionnaire, and a knowledge test. The immersive 
tendencies questionnaire was an adaptation of the 
questionnaire by Schubert et al. (2001). The ‘compassion and 
awe’ questionnaire was an adaptation of the DPES 
compassion and awe items (Shiota, Keltner, & John, 2007), 
reduced to around six items per questionnaire, and simplified 
for better comprehension by children (van Kesteren, Bekker, 
Vermeeren, & Lloyd, 2003). They were validated using an 
online questionnaire taken by 43 native Dutch speakers (age: 
M = 32.4, SD = 14.79) who answered both the original and 
the new questions after an immersive experience, in random 
order. The new Immersive Tendencies questionnaire had a 
reliability score of Cronbach’s α = .70. The original 
questionnaire and children’s questionnaire correlated 
strongly (r = .73, p < .001), using Pearson correlations. The 
original compassion and awe questionnaire and children’s 
questionnaire correlated strongly as well (r = .783, p < .001), 
as did the subscales of the questionnaire, compassion (r = 
.694, p < .001), and awe (r = .640, p < .001). We can therefore 
conclude that the newly adopted questionnaire measured the 
same constructs as the original. The knowledge test was 
written by the developers of the educational program to check 
for knowledge acquired in the lessons and consisted of 15 
multiple-choice questions. From these 15 questions, eight 
matched the post-test in content. These were used for analysis 
of learning gains. 

 
Post-test Immediately after experiencing the VR, another set 
of questionnaires was administered: a presence 
questionnaire, an emotions questionnaire, an awe and 
compassion questionnaire, an overview effect questionnaire, 
a personality questionnaire, and a knowledge test. The 
presence questionnaire was an adaptation of Witmer, and  
Singer (1998). The questionnaire was simplified, shortened, 

 
Table 1: Correlations of all items in the hypothesized SEM 

 
Observed variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Immersive tendencies (1) 1        
Presence (2) 0.10 1       
Dispositional Awe (3) 0.21** 0.18* 1      
Disp. Compassion (4) 0.03 0.15* 0.37** 1     
Overview Effect (5) 0.11 0.27** 0.58** 0.39** 1    
Gender (6) -0.02 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.19* 1   
Age (7) -0.01 -0.05 -0.8 -.24** -0.24** -0.11 1  
Learning Gains (8)  -0.24** 0.02 0.11 0.16 0.16 -0.09 0.10 1 
Note: ** indicates significant correlation at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), and * indicates significant correlation at the 0.05 level 
(2-tailed). 
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and evaluated. The new presence questionnaire had a 
reliability score of α = .80. The original questionnaire and 
new questionnaire correlated strongly (r = .89, p < .001).  

The emotions questionnaires rated feelings of awe, 
happiness, boredom, excitement, fear, and nausea on a 5-
point scale, similarly to Piff, et al. (2015) and Rudd, Vohs, 
and Aaker (2012). The awe and compassion, and the 
personality questionnaire were the same as the ones used in 
the pre-test. The overview effect questionnaire contained 
nine questions that addressed a learner’s attitude towards the 
planet and prosocial behaviour. 

The knowledge test consisted of ten multiple choice 
questions, where eight questions matched the questions from 
the pre-test in content and were thus comparable. The 
questions were reviewed by the developer of the first 
questionnaire for a good match. 

After the virtual reality experience, schools covered the last 
six lessons back in their own classroom within the week 
following their VR experience. These covered a world 
without borders, what aspects of life that are important right 
now, and what people in the future can use, and research 
based on satellite images. The lessons also included the final 
post-test questionnaires: awe and compassion, the overview 
effect and personality (evaluation letter for astronauts). The 
findings from these classroom sessions are not the focus of 
the current study and are therefore not further discussed here. 

 
Statistical analyses The SEM, using unstandardized 
residuals (β), was calculated with the IBM SPSS Amos 24.0 
statistical package. Questionnaires corresponding to the  
theorized model were used. To account for prior knowledge, 
we computed proportional learning gains (Craig, Graesser, 
Sullins, & Gholson, 2004) for the eight matched questions in 
Pre- and Post-VR. Gender was also included in the SEM. For 
correlations, means and standard deviations see Table 1. 
Maximum likelihood was used in the SEM, and missing 
values were handled using means and intercepts estimates.  

Results and Discussion 
The reliability of the questionnaires was assessed by 

computing Cronbach’s Alpha for interrater reliability. All 
scores were at an acceptable level with Cronbach’s Alpha of 
around .6 or higher, with the exception of immersive 
tendencies and presence that had a lower reliability score. 

The awe score (M = 4.49, SD = .72) showed that children 
felt awed by the VR, with t (177) = 27.48, p < 0.001, 
compared to neutral (3 on a 5-point scale). 

The hypothesized model did not have an acceptable fit 
(CFI = 0.799, TLI = 0.597, RMSEA = 0.091). We therefore 
iteratively removed the non-significant paths, based on the 
greatest misfit, until a proper model fit was reached. The final 
simplified model in Figure 3 reached an acceptable fit (CFI = 
.956, TLI = .885, RMSEA = .059). For model estimates, see 
Table 2. 

 
Immersive Tendencies and Presence Immersive tendencies 
did not have a significant effect on presence in this study, and 
were removed from the model. Presence did not have an 
effect on learning either, and this link was also removed. 
Presence did, however, have an effect on the overview effect 
questionnaire score (β = 0.179, p = .010), in line with our 
expectations. This means that the degree of felt realism 
influenced the strength of the felt overview effect, albeit the 
case that these results have to be taken with caution because 
of the low reliability scores that the questionnaires had in this 
study. 

 
Dispositional Awe and Compassion Dispositional awe and 
compassion were correlated, as expected (β = 0.149, p < 
.001). Dispositional awe influenced how present someone 
felt (β = 0.108, p = .017) and it was a strong predictor of the 
overview effect (β = 0.339, p < .001); it did not directly 
influence learning. Dispositional compassion was another 
predictor of the overview effect (β = 0.194, p = .003). 

 
Gender and Age Age did not have an effect on learning and 
was removed from the model. Gender remained in the model, 
despite not having a significant effect because an acceptable 
model fit was reached. Unknown gender was coded as 0, boys 
were coded as 1 and girls as 2. The effect of gender on 
learning was negative, meaning that it was stronger for boys 
(β = -0.156, p = .151). 

 

Table 2: Final model estimates. 
 
 β S.E. p 
Awe  Presence .108 .045 .017 
Presence   Overview  .179 .070 .010 
Awe  Overview  .339 .046 < .001 
Compassion  Overview  .194 .066 .003 
Overview  Learning .215 .101 .031 
Gender   Learning -.156 .108 .151 
Compassion  Awe .149 .033 < .001 
    

 
Figure 3: The final model. 
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Overview Effect and Learning The overview effect had a 
significant effect on learning (β = 0.215, p = .031). This 
shows that the overview effect, which is strongly correlated 
with awe, yields learning. 

General Discussion 
The current study demonstrated the learning benefits of awe-
inspiring immersive VR for primary school children. We 
reported a link between dispositional awe of young learners 
and their experience of the overview effect, which had a 
positive impact on learning, especially for children with 
lower prior knowledge of the learning domain.  

When comparing our hypothesized SEM model and the 
final SEM model, there are some differences. A previously 
reported claim about a strong relation between immersive 
tendencies and presence was not confirmed by our data. The 
cause of this difference could be the low reliability scores in 
the questionnaires. Not surprisingly, there is a trade-off 
between reliability and amount of questions that can be used 
for research with children, which could be the cause of that.  

Presence did not have a direct link to learning but did have 
an indirect effect on learning through the overview effect. For 
future research, the link between awe, the overview effect, 
presence, and learning needs to be investigated. Dispositional 
awe and compassion did not have a direct link to learning 
either, although feeling awed in ‘this moment’, such as in the 
overview effect, did have an effect. 

The most important finding concerns the overview effect 
has an effect on learning. This has not been reported in 
literature before. With awe and the overview effect being 
strongly related, the finding is in line with previous studies 
on awe. The results thus support the potential use of awe-
inspiring experience in education for a younger generation. 

The current study did not investigate two important 
avenues: 1) What is the effect in terms of learning gains of 
the educational program without the VR simulation, and 2) 
what is the effect of the VR simulation without the 
educational program. By comparing these three different 
scenarios, the effect of awe, virtual reality and learning can 
be better mapped out. Practically, however, such studies are 
difficult to conduct, for instance because in one condition 
children will be deprived of the VR experience. Nevertheless, 
such studies are planned to be conducted in the near future. 

The findings of the current study open the door for future 
research on the combination of immersive virtual reality, 
learning, awe, and the overview effect. Moreover, they 
demonstrate the potential of using immersive virtual reality 
experiences in educational programs, combining wonder and 
learning.  
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Abstract 

Without conscious thought, listeners link events in the world 
to sounds they hear. We study one surprising example: Adults 
can judge the temperature of water simply from hearing it 
being poured. How do these nuanced perceptual skills 
develop? Is extensive auditory experience required, or are 
these skills present in early childhood? In Exp.1, adults were 
exceptionally good at judging whether water was hot vs. cold 
from pouring sounds (M=93% accuracy; N=104). In Exp.2, we 
tested this ability in N=113 children aged 3-12 years, and found 
evidence of developmental change: Age significantly predicted 
accuracy (p<0.001, logistic regression), such that 3-5 year old 
children performed at chance while 85% of children age 6+ 
answered correctly. Overall our data suggest that perception of 
nuanced differences between auditory events is not part of 
early-developing cross-modal cognition, and instead develops 
over the first six years of life. 

Keywords: auditory development; cross-modal perception; 
auditory perception; nature vs nurture; individual differences  

Introduction 
Without conscious thought, we make inferences about events 
in the world from sounds we hear: We distinguish heavy from 
light rain, or whether a car is hurtling towards us at a 
reasonable versus dangerous speed. Sounds convey 
information about their sources (Gibson 1966, 1977; Gaver, 
1993a, 1993b), and we use even subtle differences in 
everyday sounds to guide our decisions and actions: Using 
sound alone, we are able to detect when a water bottle or cup 
is close to full, and use this information to stop pouring and 
prevent overflowing (Cabe and Pittenger, 2000; Perfecto, 
Donnelly, and Critcher 2018). By reasoning about the sources 
of auditory input, we link perceptual input to a rich, cross-
modal representation of what had to happen in the world to 
cause the sound (Cusimano, Hewitt, Tenenbaum & 
McDermott, 2019; Gerstenberg, Siegel & Tenenbaum, 2018). 

How do humans develop the ability to perceive the sources 
of auditory events in a nuanced way? What is the role of 
experience, versus innate or early-developing factors? The 
literature provides two conflicting theories of how humans 
develop such skills. Work on adult perception of auditory 
events posits that such skills require experience with the 
sounds of relevant everyday events (e.g. Gaver, 1993a; 
1993b). By this account, people accumulate cross-modal 
experience of various events (pouring, striking, splashing), 
involving various materials (liquids, metal, wood), and learn 
the types of acoustic features associated with materials and 

types of events from this experience. This account makes the 
prediction that young children may be unable to categorize 
nuanced properties of auditory events, until they have 
specific experience with the relevant events. 

Contrastingly, developmental literature on cross-modal 
perception suggests that some relevant aspects of auditory 
event perception develop early in infancy. By 1 month of age, 
infants realize that sounds and impacts go together, and 
expect to hear a sound when they see an impact between two 
objects, or between an object and a surface, such as a 
bouncing ball (Bahrick, 1983, 1988; Kopp, 2014; 
Lewkowicz, 1992, 1994; Spelke, 1979). By this age, infants 
also match speech sounds (e.g. vowel sounds) to a face 
moving in ways appropriate to produce that sound (Kuhl & 
Meltzoff, 1982). Infants also appear to systematically map 
certain kinds of speech sounds to visual shapes with specific 
properties, in the same manner as adults and toddlers (the 
‘bouba/kiki’ effect; Ozturk, Krehm, & Vouloumanos, 2013). 
Together, developmental data suggest that many 
foundational components of auditory cross-modal perception 
are present from early in life, and that extensive auditory 
experience is not always needed to link sounds to the events 
that caused them. 

A case study: Hearing water temperature 
Here we explore the origins of the ability to make subtle and 
nuanced inferences about events from sounds, focusing on an 
informative case study: Our ability to hear water temperature. 
Adults can judge the temperature of water simply from 
hearing the sound of it being poured into a cup (Velasco, 
Jones, King, & Spence, 2013). In spite of expecting to fail at 
this task, adults are surprisingly accurate, judging correctly 
whether water they heard poured was hot or cold with ~80% 
accuracy (Velasco et al., 2013). This ability is driven by 
temperature-related changes in the sound: For all sound clips, 
the only variable manipulated was the temperature of the 
water (see Figure 1), and manipulating relevant acoustic 
features was sufficient to make adults categorize the sounds 
as hot or cold water (Velasco et al., 2013). 

How do such nuanced perceptual abilities develop over 
childhood? To our knowledge, no empirical studies have 
addressed the origins of nuanced cross-modal perception 
about everyday sounds. Developmental work has instead 
focused on perception of broader, more abstract aspects of 
cross-modal events, such as the distinction between the sound 
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of impact and lack of impact (Spelke, 1979). If experience 
plays a crucial role in our ability to link sound with specific 
materials and events, we would expect that the ability to hear 
temperature from sound would develop later in childhood 
than these more foundational components. 

Here we report two experiments on the ability to hear water 
temperature, as a case study in the origins of nuanced 
auditory event perception. To provide a baseline measure of 
adult accuracy, we first test adults using the same two-
alternative forced choice method we use with children in Exp. 
2. We also explore individual differences in adulthood, 
asking whether there are individual differences in accuracy, 
and whether any differences may be explained by differing 
levels of experience with relevant sounds (Exp. 1). We then 
characterize the development of this ability in childhood, 
testing children 3-11 years of age (Exp. 2). If this aspect of 
cross-modal perception is innate, or requires only a few 
months of experience (e.g. Spelke, 1979), then children of all 
ages in this range should succeed at this task. If instead more 
extensive experience is needed, young children may fail to 
distinguish the sound of hot versus cold water, succeeding 
only later in childhood.  

Stimuli, data, methods, and supplemental results for both 
experiments can be found in an OSF repository at the 
following link: https://osf.io/j4ksu/. 

Experiment 1 
In a first experiment, we tested adult accuracy in judging 
whether water is hot or cold from the sound of it being 
poured, using a two-alternative forced choice method, to 
provide a baseline with which to compare child performance. 
Participants listened to pairs of pouring sounds – one hot, one 
cold; and otherwise matched – and selected which sound was 
hot and which was cold water. In addition, participants 
completed a short questionnaire to measure the extent of their 
experience with relevant sounds (hot or cold liquids being 
poured), to explore how any individual differences in 
performance related to levels of experience with relevant 
sounds.  

Stimuli, methods, and analyses were pre-registered and are 
accessible here: http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=pp29ys. 

Method 
Participants N=104 undergraduate students (Mean age = 
21.3 yrs; SD = 2.32 yrs; 75 female) at a large public 
university in Southern California participated in exchange for 
course credit. Five participants were additionally tested but 
excluded based on criteria established a priori: Answering 
before or without listening to the audio stimuli (n=3); 
technical difficulties in presentation (n=2). 
 
Stimuli All acoustic stimuli were professional recordings 
taken directly from previously published work, provided by 
the author (Velasco et al., 2013). Each sound was a pouring 
event five seconds long, of either hot or cold water being 
poured into a cup. Hot water was 180-183°F, and cold water 
was 43-46°F. The recordings involved pouring the same 

 
 
Figure 1: Spectrograms of Acoustic Stimuli. Spectrograms 
of hot versus cold water being poured from the same height 

at the same rate into the same cup. X-axis is time in 
seconds, y-axis is acoustic frequency in Hz. 

 
 
amount of water (20 mL) from the same height (10 cm) at the 
same flow rate (40 mL/s).   

One pair of sounds (hot, cold) was created for each of four 
different cups, each of a different material (paper, plastic, 
porcelain, glass), for a total of 8 stimulus items (4 pairs), 
presented across four unique trials corresponding to the four 
cup materials. 
 
Design On each trial, participants heard two pouring sounds 
(one hot, one cold; matched for cup material), and were asked 
to judge which was hot and which was cold. Participants each 
completed 32 trials (8 sets of the 4 unique trials). The order 
of questions (whether “hot” or “cold” was queried first) was 
counterbalanced across participants; the order of trials and 
the order of sounds (whether hot or cold was played first) was 
randomized.  
 
Procedure Participants completed the task in the lab in a 
web-browser on an iMac desktop computer, using high-
quality headphones (Bose QuietComfort® 25 headphones) 
and via Qualtrics survey software. 

Participants were instructed that they would be judging 
whether water being poured was hot or cold, from the sound 
of it being poured; and that every trial would include one hot 
and one cold sound. Before the task, participants judged 
whether they expected to be able to hear water temperature, 
on a 5-point confidence scale from -2 to +2 (‘Very confident 
that I cannot do this task’ to ‘Very confident that I can do this 
task’), and completed a brief sound check in which they 
identified two common sounds. 

Each trial was presented on a separate page, and consisted 
of a prompt to listen to each of two sounds, followed by two 
questions: “Which of the sounds was hot water? (1, 2)” and 
“Which of the sounds was cold water? (1, 2)”. Participants 
could listen to the clips as many times as they liked before 
making their choices, and clicking to move on to the next 
trial.  
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After completing all 32 trials, participants then filled out a 
survey measuring their levels of experience with relevant 
sounds, based on previous established measures (Beverage 
Intake Questionnaire in Hedrick, Comber, Estabrooks, Savla, 
& Davy, 2010). Items were: Number of [hot/cold] drinks you 
hear being prepared/made per week; Number of [hot/cold] 
drinks you consume per week; Do you enjoy [hot/cold] 
beverages; Do you consider yourself to be someone who 
never/rarely drinks [hot/cold] drinks. Participants answered 
the above questions once for hot beverages and once for cold 
beverages. The study concluded with a brief demographics 
section, followed by a debriefing if requested. The study 
session lasted for 20 to 30 minutes on average.  

Results 
Adult accuracy at judging temperature from sound was 
extremely high: Participants were accurate on 93.0% of trials 
(29.8/32; SD=2.78), performing significantly above chance 
(t(103)=107.4, p<0.001, t-test vs. chance of 50%). 
Performance was heavily skewed, with 35% of participants 
accurate on 100% of trials, and 75% of participants correct 
on 90% of trials or more (see Figure 2). This high accuracy 
contrasted with participants’ predictions before starting the 
task: 28% of participants were very or moderately confident 
that they would fail at the task, however these individuals 
(like the rest of the sample) had extremely high accuracy 
(M=93.8%; SD=1.41). 

To further characterize the data, we examined effects of 
cup material and trial order using logistic regression. The 
model predicted accuracy on each trial (‘correct’ vs. 
‘incorrect’) with the predictors of cup material (paper, plastic, 
porcelain, glass), and both trial number (1 to 32) and subject 
as random effects. Nested model comparisons revealed there 
was a significant effect of cup material (χ2(3)=112.5, 
p<0.001), such that stimuli created with certain cup materials, 
particularly plastic cups, were more challenging than others 
(mean proportion correct: Plastic 85.6%; Paper 92.8%; Glass 
96.5%; Porcelain 97.0%). There were individual differences 
in performance (χ2(1)=135.5, p<0.001), such that some 
participants were more accurate than others. There was no 
significant effect of trial number; that is, performance did not 
significantly change over the course of the session 
(χ2(1)=3.08, p=0.079). 

 Finally, we explored whether performance on this task 
differed based on how much experience participants had with 
relevant sounds. To do this, we binned participants into low- 
and typical-experience groups based on our binary measure: 
Whether participants identified as drinking hot or cold 
beverages rarely/never; or not. We found that the low- 
experience participants performed, numerically, slightly  
worse than the rest of the sample; however, this difference 
was not statistically significant; t(98.71)=1.903, p=0.059, 
two-tailed two sample t-test). Our power to detect such 
effects was low due to ceiling effects: Overall, both groups 
were successful at the task (Typical-experience group, n=62: 
Mean trials correct=30.3/32, SD=2.42 trials; Low-experience 
group, n = 42: Mean trials correct= 29.3/32, SD= 3.02). 

 
 

Figure 2: Results, adult participants. Adult participants 
were extremely accurate at judging the temperature of water 
from the sound of it being poured. Scores are out of 32 trials 

per participant; each trial was a two-alternative forced 
choice identifying which sound was hot vs. cold. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Comparing adults with normal vs. low levels of 
relevant auditory experience. Low-experience participants 
performed numerically though not significantly lower than 
the rest of the sample; ceiling effects limited our power to 

detect effects of experience.  
 

Discussion 
Exp. 1 confirms that adults can successfully judge the 
temperature of water from the sound of it being poured. This 
provides a baseline of adult performance to which we can 
compare children’s performance, in Experiment 2. 
Performance in our task was substantially more accurate than 
the single prior study (Velasco et al., 2013), on which 
participants succeeded on an average of 72.5% of trials, vs. 
93% here. This is as expected, due to methodological 
differences: Our task involved auditory discrimination 
(comparing two sounds) rather than outright identification 
(listening to one sound at a time). Our participants were also 
allowed to repeatedly listen to the stimuli before making their 
judgments, in contrast with prior work (Velasco et al., 2013). 
Both of these modifications were chosen intentionally, to 
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make the task easier for children and allow for future 
developmental comparison (in Exp. 2). 

We also observed a significant main effect of cup material, 
which indicates that there were differences in people’s ability 
to succeed at this task across our four stimuli. Plastic cups, in 
particular, made it more challenging to hear the difference 
between hot and cold water being poured. This difference in 
accuracy could result from differential everyday experience 
with various materials; for example, it is uncommon for 
people to pour hot water into a lightweight, disposable plastic 
cup (as used in this stimulus). However, this result may not 
generalize: Lower accuracy for these stimuli was not seen in 
previous work, which used the same stimuli with a slightly 
different method (Velasco et al., 2013). Thus, the effect of 
cup material on performance should be replicated and tested 
with new stimuli in future work. 

Finally, we explored whether people’s level of experience 
with relevant sounds predicted individual differences in 
accuracy. The answer to this question is less straightforward: 
Many people in our low experience group could nevertheless 
do the task very well, and overall the low experience group 
numerically performed lower but was not statistically 
different from the normal experience group. This could imply 
that experience with relevant sounds may not be required to 
perform these nuanced perceptual judgements. However, it is 
also plausible that all adults have substantial experience with 
relevant pouring sounds, even adults who do not themselves 
consume hot/cold beverages. In this case, individual 
differences in adults’ experience may not be sufficient to find 
an effect of experience, should it truly exist. In Experiment 2, 
we therefore conducted a developmental study, as young 
children may have substantially less experience with relevant 
sounds. 

Experiment 2 
In a second experiment, we performed what to our knowledge 
is the first developmental study of nuanced auditory event 
perception. Taking a cross-sectional approach and testing 
children across a wide range of ages (3-11 years), we asked 
whether young children can hear water temperature, and 
whether there is a change in this ability over development. In 
doing so, we aimed to address the role of auditory experience 
from a different perspective – instead of asking adults how 
much experience they have with such sounds in everyday life 
(as in Exp. 1), here we consider age as a proxy for amount of 
relevant experience. If the ability appears in early childhood, 
this would suggest that extensive relevant auditory 
experience is not needed for this ability. 

Children performed a two-alternative forced choice task in 
which they were asked to identify which of two sounds was 
hot vs. cold water. The task was designed to parallel the task 
given to adults in Exp. 1, with modifications to make the task 
developmentally appropriate (length of task, format of 
presentation). To ensure that all children in our final sample 
understood the task, we included pre-test questions to ensure 
that children understood the concepts of hot and cold (i.e. 

could identify hot and cold scenes and objects), and could 
identify other sounds they heard (animal sounds). 

Method 
Participants N=113 children from the San Diego metro area 
participated, recruited from a database of local families 
interested in research, as well as from local preschools. 
Children ranged from age 3-11 years (3 years, 0 months - 11y, 
7m; Mean age = 5y,10m; 46 female), and were tested by 
convenience within this range. The final sample included a 
large group of 4-5 year old children, and smaller samples of 
other ages (see Figure 5). An additional 23 participants were 
tested, but excluded according to a priori exclusion criteria: 
Answering one or more pre-test questions incorrectly (n=22); 
having participated previously (n=1). 
 
Stimuli Acoustic stimuli (water pouring sounds) were the 
sounds of hot and cold water being poured into a glass, from 
Experiment 1. Stimuli for additional pre-test trials (to check 
task comprehension) consisted of two animal sounds (a cow 
mooing, a dog barking); cartoon images of hot and cold 
scenes (a sunny desert; a snowy scene); and cartoon images 
of hot and cold drinks (iced lemonade; a steaming mug). 
 
Design Each participant completed one test trial, with the 
order of presentation of hot/cold sounds counterbalanced 
across participants. Participants also completed the three pre-
test trials, during which the question order, order of sounds 
and position of images on pre-test trials was counterbalanced 
across participants. The study session took approximately 
five minutes. 
 
Procedure Children were tested individually in the lab or at 
their preschool, in a quiet room seated at a child-size table 
across from an experimenter. To ensure that the experimenter 
remained blind to condition, sounds were presented via high 
quality headphones (MPOW 059 Bluetooth Headphones). 
The study was conducted on an iPad, with stimuli presented 
using Keynote slides, controlled by the experimenter via a 
remote control (with touchscreen disabled using Guided 
Access to prevent children from accidentally advancing the 
slides). 

Pre-test trials: Three pre-test trials tested whether children 
understood the task and the concepts of hot and cold. 
Children were first asked to identify common animal sounds, 
using a similar procedure to the main task: The screen 
displayed two circles numbered 1 and 2; each corresponded 
to a sound by pulsing slightly as the sound played. Children 
listened to two animal sounds (cow mooing; dog barking) and 
were asked two questions: “Which one sounded like a 
[cow/dog], the first one or the second one?” Participants were 
then presented with two pictures of hot and cold scenes side 
by side, and asked: “Which of these pictures is somewhere 
[hot/cold]?” Lastly, participants were shown two pictures of 
hot and cold beverages, and asked “Which of these is a 
[cold/hot] drink?” 
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Figure 4: Developmental change in children’s ability to 
hear water temperature. Each dot represents one child’s 

response, which was either correct (on the top) or incorrect 
(on the bottom). The blue line indicates the probability of a 
correct response as a function of age (logistic regression; 

grey represents 95% confidence intervals). 
 
 

Test trial: Children were instructed “Now in the next part, 
you’re going to hear two sounds. Each one is the sound of 
water being poured into a cup. But one of them is hot water, 
and one of them is cold water. I want you to listen and think 
about if it sounds like hot water, or cold water.” Children saw 
two circles, numbered 1 and 2, each corresponding to one 
sound (of hot or cold water being poured) by pulsing slightly 
as the sound played. After hearing both sounds, children were 
asked if they wanted to hear them again, and stimuli were 
replayed if requested. Children were then asked: “Which one 
sounded like [hot/cold] water, the first sound or the second 
sound?”  

Results 
To test for developmental change in children’s accuracy, we 
conducted a logistic regression, predicting accuracy based on 
age (Figure 4). Participants’ age significantly predicted their 
accuracy in identifying the sound of hot and cold water 
(Nested logistic model comparisons, Likelihood ratio test, 
χ2(1) = 12.91, p<0.001). Notably, children aged 5 and under 
performed at chance, in spite of our testing a substantial 
sample of four and five year-olds (45.7% accuracy, 36/79 
children, p=0.499). In contrast, 85% of children age 6 and 
older answered correctly (29 of 34 children age 6+; p<0.001; 
Figure 5). 

Discussion 
We find evidence of developmental change over childhood in 
the ability to hear water temperature: While children over 6 
performed above chance in distinguishing the sound of hot 
versus cold water, children age 3-5 years performed at 
chance, in spite of our testing a substantial sample of young 
children. Crucially, this failure was not due to lack of 
understanding of the task: All children succeeded at using a  

 
 

Figure 5: Accuracy and sample size by year of age. 
Children under the age of 6 performed at chance, while 
older children succeeded. The overall height of each bar 
shows the number of children tested in each age group; 4 

and 5 year olds performed at chance in spite of a large 
sample of participants tested at these ages. 

 
 
similar method to distinguish other sounds, and to distinguish 
and categorize other (visual) hot and cold stimuli.   

General Discussion 
Across two experiments, while adults and older children were 
able to judge water temperature from sound with high 
accuracy, preschool-aged children notably failed to do so. 
This failure was in spite of young children’s comprehension 
of the task, and the concepts of hot and cold. Overall these  
data suggest that perception of nuanced differences between 
auditory events is not part of early-developing auditory 
cognition, and instead develops over the first six years of life. 

Developmental work has shown that even infants can make 
some broad links between sounds and the events that cause  
them (Spelke, 1979). The current work suggests, however, 
that sound-event mapping is not entirely present in early 
childhood, and that that more nuanced aspects of sound-event 
mapping develop in a protracted manner over childhood.  

This developmental change may help explain differences 
in how people perceive sounds, including musical sounds. 
When perceiving musical sounds, people perceive meaning 
in part due to the relationship of musical sounds to the sounds 
of everyday events (Clarke, 2005). The current data suggest 
that young children and adults differ in our ability to link 
sounds to specific meaningful events. This represents a novel 
way in which auditory perception changes over 
developmental time, and an important potential source of 
differences in the music perception of adults and young 
children.   

Why does the ability to hear water temperature appear only 
later in childhood, rather than earlier in life? Experience with 
relevant everyday sounds may play a crucial role in our 
ability to link sound with specific materials and events. By 
this account, young children may not have sufficient 
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exposure to relevant events to have mapped sounds to the 
somatosensory experience of hot and cold. Children may 
particularly lack acoustic and somatosensory experience with 
the pouring of hot water.  

We believe that this experience-based account is the most 
parsimonious account of the developmental change we 
report. However, the developmental change may 
alternatively be explained as due to biological maturation. 
For example, maturation of the auditory system could 
potentially change sensitivity to the relevant aspects of the 
acoustic stimuli, making it easier for older children to hear 
the acoustic frequencies that contain the relevant information 
for distinguishing hot and cold pouring sounds.  

A training study, which we plan in future work, may be 
able to tease apart these two accounts. If differences are due 
to experience and not maturation, then an intervention to 
provide preschool-age children with experience of relevant 
pouring events should be able to increase their accuracy, at 
young ages where they previously fail. The current data thus 
provide a foundation for answering broad questions about the 
role of innate factors and experience in the development of 
auditory perception. 
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Specificity of Infant Statistical Learning
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Abstract

Sensitivity to transitional probabilities (TP) in continuous speech has been extensively documented, yet little is known
about how infants represent sequences that are the output of statistical learning. Across 3 experiments we test 8-month-
old English-learning infants indexical, segmental, and suprasegmental representations of newly-encountered statistically-
defined words. Following familiarization with a naturally-produced Italian corpus that contained two trochaic (strong-
weak) high TP (HTP) words produced by a female speaker, infants were tested on their ability to discriminate modified
HTP words (Experiment 1=male voice; Experiment 2=onset consonant change); Experiment 3=iambic stress pattern),
from foils. Infants demonstrated a significant familiarity preference for modified HTP words in Experiments 1 and 3,
but failed to recognize consonant modified HTP words in Experiment 2. Findings demonstrate infants can generalize
representations of statistically-defined words across a range of acoustic forms less relevant to word meaning in English,
but not across phonemic characteristics that are core to word meaning.
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Abstract

How do children learn the typical features of objects in the
world? For many objects, this information must come from the
language they hear. However, language does not veridically
reflect the world: People are more likely to talk about atypical
features (e.g., “purple carrot”) than typical features (e.g., “or-
ange carrot”). Does the speech children hear from their parents
also overrepresent atypical features? We examined the typical-
ity of adjectives produced by parents in a large, longitudinal
corpus of parent-child interaction. Across nearly 2000 unique
adjective–noun pairs, we found parents’ adjectives predomi-
nantly mark atypical features of objects, although parents of
very young children are relatively more likely to comment on
typical features as well. We then used vector space models to
show that learning the typical features of common categories
from linguistic input alone is challenging even with sophisti-
cated statistical inference techniques.
Keywords: language input, language acquisition, child-
directed speech, corpus analysis, word2vec

Children learn a tremendous amount about the structure
of the world around them in just a few short years, from
the rules that govern the movement of physical objects to
the hierarchical structure of natural categories and even re-
lational structures among social and cultural groups (Bail-
largeon, 1994; Legare & Harris, 2016; Rogers & McClelland,
2004). Where does the information driving this rapid acquisi-
tion come from? Undoubtedly, a sizeable component comes
from direct experience observing and interacting with the
world (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015).
But another important source of information comes from the
language people use to talk about the world (Landauer & Du-
mais, 1997; Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012). How similar
is the information available from children’s direct experience
to the information available in the language children hear?

Two lines of work suggest that they may be surprisingly
similar. One compelling area of work is the comparison of
semantic structures learned by congenitally blind children to
those of their sighted peers. In several domains that would
at first blush rely heavily on visual information, such as verbs
of visual perception (e.g., look, see), blind children and adults
make semantic similarity judgments that mirror their sighted
peers (Bedny, Koster-Hale, Elli, Yazzolino, & Saxe, 2019;
Landau, Gleitman, & Landau, 2009). A second line of evi-
dence supporting the similarity of information in perception
and language is the broad success of statistical models trained
on language alone in approximating human judgments across
a variety of domains (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Mikolov,

Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). Even more com-
pellingly, models trained on both language usage and percep-
tual features for some words can infer the perceptual features
of linguistically related words entirely from the covariation of
language and perception (Johns & Jones, 2012).

Still, there is reason to believe that some semantic features
may be harder to learn from language than these data suggest.
This is because we rarely use language merely to provide run-
ning commentary on the world around us; instead, we use lan-
guage to talk about things that diverge from our expectations
or those of our conversational partner (Grice, 1975). Peo-
ple tend to avoid being over- or under-informative when they
speak. In particular, when referring to objects, people are
informative with respect to both the referential context and
the typical features of the referent (Rubio-Fernández, 2016;
Westerbeek, Koolen, & Maes, 2015). People tend to refer to
an object that is typical of its category with a bare noun (e.g.,
calling an orange carrot “a carrot”), but often specify when an
object has an atypical feature (e.g, “a purple carrot”). Given
these communicative pressures, naturalistic language statis-
tics may provide surprisingly little evidence about what is
typical (Willits, Sussman, & Amato, 2008).

If parents speak to children in this minimally informative
way, children may be faced with input that emphasizes atyp-
icality in relation to world knowledge they do not yet have.
For things like carrots–which children learn about both from
perception and from language–this issue may be resolved by
integrating both sources of information. Likely almost all of
the carrots children see are orange, and hearing an atypical
exemplar noted as a “purple carrot” may make little differ-
ence in their inferences about the category of carrots more
broadly. But for things to which they lack perceptual access–
such as rare objects, unfamiliar social groups, or inaccessible
features like the roundness of the Earth–much of the infor-
mation must come from language (Harris & Koenig, 2006).
If language predominantly notes atypical features rather than
typical ones, children may overrepresent atypical features as
they learn the way things in the world tend to be.

On the other hand, parents may speak to children far dif-
ferently from the way they speak to other adults. Parents’
speech may reflect typical features of the world more veridi-
cally, or even emphasize typical features in order to teach
children about the world. Parents alter their speech to chil-
dren along a number of structural dimensions, using simpler
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utterance pair rating 1 rating 2 rating 3 rating 4 mean typicality
especially with wooden shoes. wooden-shoe 2 2 3 2 2.25
you like red onions? red-onion 3 5 3 4 3.75
the garbage is dirty. dirty-garbage 7 7 5 7 6.50

Table 1: Sample typicality ratings from 4 human coders for three adjective-noun pairs drawn from the corpus.

syntax and more reduplications (Snow, 1972). Their use of
description may reflect similar alignment to children’s grow-
ing knowledge.

We examine the typicality of adjectives in a large, di-
verse corpus of parent-child interactions recorded in chil-
dren’s homes to ask whether parents talking to their chil-
dren tend to use adjectives predominantly to mark atypical
features. We find that they do: Parents and children over-
whelmingly choose to mention atypical rather than typical
features. We also find that parents use adjectives differently
over the course of children’s development, noting typical fea-
tures more often to younger children. We then ask whether
the co-occurrence structure of language nonetheless captures
typicality information by training vector space models on
child-directed speech. We find that relatively little typical
feature information is represented in these semantic spaces.

Adjective typicality

In order to determine whether parents use adjectives mostly
to mark atypical features of categories, we analyzed care-
giver speech from a large corpus of parent-child interac-
tions. We extracted a subset of adjective-noun combinations
that co-occurred, and asked a sample of Amazon Mechani-
cal Turkers to judge how typical the property described by
each adjective was for the noun it modified. We then exam-
ined both the broad features of this typicality distribution and
the way it changes over development. Our theoretical hy-
potheses, statistical models, sample size, and exclusion cri-
teria were pre-registered on the Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/ypdzv/).

Corpus

We used data from the Language Development Project, a
large-scale, longitudinal corpus of parent-child interactions
recorded in children’s homes. Families were recruited to
be representative of the Chicagoland area in both socio-
economic and racial composition (Goldin-Meadow et al.,
2014). Recordings were taken in the home every 4 months
from when the child was 14 months old until they were 58
months old, resulting in 12 timepoints. Each recording was
of a 90-minute session in which parents and children were
free to behave and interact as they liked.

Our sample consisted of 64 typically-developing children
and their caregivers with data from at least 4 timepoints
(mean = 11.3 timepoints). Together, this resulted in a total
of 641,402 distinct parent utterances.

Stimulus Selection
From these utterances, we extracted all of the nouns (using
human-coded part of speech tags) resulting in a set of 8,150
total nouns. Because of our interest in change over develop-
ment, we considered only nouns that appeared at least once
every 3 sessions (i.e. per developmental year). This yielded
a set of some 1,829 potential target nouns used over 198,014
distinct utterances.

We selected from the corpus all 35,761 distinct utterances
containing any of these nouns and any word tagged as an ad-
jective. We considered for analysis all adjective-noun pairs
that occurred in any utterance (e.g., utterances with one noun
and three adjectives were coded as three pairs) for a total of
18,050 distinct pairs. This set contained a number of high-
frequency idiomatic pairs whose typicality was difficult to
classify (e.g., “good”–“job”; “little”–“bit”). To resolve this
issue, we used human judgments of words’ concreteness to
identify and exclude candidate idioms (Brysbaert, Warriner,
& Kuperman, 2014). We retained for analysis only pairs in
which both the adjective and noun were in the top 25% of the
concreteness ratings (e.g., “dirty” – “dish”; “green” – “fish”)
restricting our set to 2,477. Finally, human coders in the lab
judged whether each pair was “incoherent or unrelated” and
we excluded a final 576 pairs from the sample (e.g., incoher-
ent pairs such as “flat” – “honey”).

Thus, our final sample included 1,901 unique adjective-
noun pairs drawn from 3,749 distinct utterances. The pairs
were combinations of 637 distinct concrete nouns and 111
distinct concrete adjectives. We compiled these pairs and
collected human judgments on Amazon Mechanical Turk for
each pair, as described below. Table 1 contains example ut-
terances from the final set and typicality judgments from our
human raters.

Participants
Each participant rated 20 adjective-noun pairs, and each pair
was rated by four participants; we used Dallinger, a tool
for automating complex recruitment on Amazon Mechanical
Turk, to balance recruitment. Overall, we recruited 444 par-
ticipants to rate our final sample of adjective–noun pairs. Af-
ter exclusions using an attention check that asked participants
to simply choose a specific number on the scale, we retained
8,580 judgments, with each adjective–noun pair retaining at
least two judgments.

Design and Procedure
To evaluate the typicality of the adjective–noun pairs that ap-
peared in parents’ speech, we asked participants on Amazon
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Mechanical Turk to rate each pair. Participants were pre-
sented with a question of the form “How common is it for
a cow to be a brown cow?” and asked to provide a rating on
a seven-point scale: (1) never, (2) rarely, (3) sometimes, (4)
about half the time, (5) often, (6) almost always, (7) always.

Results
The human typicality ratings were combined with usage data
from our corpus analysis to let us determine the extent to
which parents use language to describe typical and atypi-
cal features. In our analyses, we token-weighted these judg-
ments, giving higher weight to pairs that occurred more fre-
quently in children’s inputs. However, results are qualita-
tively identical and all significant effects remain significant
without these re-weightings.

If caregivers speak informatively to convey what is atypi-
cal or surprising in relation to their own sophisticated world
knowledge, we should see that caregiver description is dom-
inated by modifiers that are sometimes or rarely true of the
noun they modify. If instead child-directed speech privileges
redundant information, perhaps to align to young children’s
limited world knowledge, caregiver description should yield
a distinct distribution dominated by highly typical modifiers.
As predicted in our pre-registration, we find that parents’ de-
scription predominantly focuses on features that are atypical
(Figure 1).

To confirm this effect statistically, we centered the ratings
(i.e. “about half” was coded as 0), and then predicted the
rating on each trial with a mixed effect model with only an
intercept and a random effect of noun (typicality ∼ 1 +
(1|noun)). The intercept was reliably negative, indicating
that adjectives tend to refer to atypical features of objects
(β = -0.77, t = -19.72, p < .001). We then re-estimated these
models separately for each age in the corpus, and found a re-
liably negative intercept for every age group (smallest effect
β14 = -0.5, t = -4.45, p = < .001). These data suggest that
even when talking with very young children, caregiver speech
is structured according to adult communicative pressures ob-
served in the lab.

For comparison, we performed the same analyses but
with typicality judgments weighted not by the frequency of
each adjective-noun pair’s occurrence in the Language De-
velopment Project, but instead by their frequency of oc-
currence in the Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA; Davies, 2008). While this estimate of adult usage
is imperfect—the adjective-nouns pairs produced by parents
in our corpus may not be a representative sample of adjec-
tives and nouns spoken by the adults in COCA—it provides
a first approximation to adult usage. When we fit the same
mixed-effects model to the data, we found that the intercept
was reliably negative, indicating that adult-to-adult speech is
likely also biased toward description of atypical features (β =
-0.3, t = -19.72, p < .001).

Returning to caregiver speech, while descriptions at every
age tended to point out atypical features (as in adult-to-adult
speech), this effect changed in strength over development. As
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Figure 1: Density plots showing usage at each timepoint
based on the typicality of the adjective-noun pair.

predicted, an age effect added to the previous model was re-
liably negative, indicating that parents of older children are
relatively more likely to focus on atypical features (β= -0.11,
t = -3.47, p= .001). In line with the idea that caregivers adapt
their speech to their children’s knowledge, it seems that care-
givers are more likely to provide description of typical fea-
tures for their young children, compared with older children.
As a second test of this idea, we defined adjectives as highly
typical if Turkers judged them to be ‘often’, ‘almost always’,
or ‘always’ true. We predicted whether each judgment was
highly typical from a mixed-effects logistic regression with a
fixed effect of age (log-scaled) and a random effect of noun.
Age was a highly reliable predictor (β = -0.94, t = -5.01, p =
< .001). While children at all ages hear more talk about what
is atypically true (Figure 1), younger children hear relatively
more talk about what is typically true than older children do
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Proportion of caregiver description that is about
typically-true features, as a function of age.

Child Speech. Given the striking consistency in adult-to-
adult speech and caregiver speech across ages, we next briefly
consider what kind of information is contained in children’s
speech. By analyzing children’s own utterances, we can de-
termine when children come to use description in a way that
looks like adult speech. Are children mirroring adult-like
uses of description even from a young age, or are they choos-
ing to describe more typical features of the world?

The Language Development Corpus contains 368,348
child utterances. Using the set of adjective-noun pairs for
which we have judgments from our analysis of caregiver
speech, we repeat our analysis on usage data for a set of
460 distinct adjective-noun pairs which also appeared in chil-
dren’s productions. While preliminary, a mixed effects model
predicting typicality had a highly-reliable negative intercept
(β = -0.72, t = -10.14, p = < .001), but adding an age term
did not improve model fit. Thus, children’s speech is also
biased towards atypical descriptions, and this bias does not
change reliably over the first 5 years.

Discussion
In sum, we find robust evidence that language is used to dis-
cuss atypical, rather than typical, features of the world. De-
scription in caregiver speech seems to largely mirror the us-
age patterns that we observed in adult-to-adult speech, sug-
gesting that these patterns arise from general communicative
pressures. Indeed, even children’s own productions show a
similar usage pattern, with more description of atypical fea-
tures of the world even at the youngest ages.

It should be noted that children’s utterances come from nat-
uralistic conversations with caregivers, and their use of atyp-
ical description may be prompted by parent-led discourse.
That is, if a caregiver chooses to describe the purpleness
of a cat in book, the child may well respond by asking
about that same feature. Further, atypical descriptors may
actually be more likely to elicit imitation from child speak-
ers, compared with typical descriptors (Bannard, Rosner, &

Matthews, 2017). Future analyses would need to better disen-
tangle the extent to which children’s productions are imitative
of caregivers.

Interestingly, the descriptions children hear change over
development, becoming increasingly focused on atypical fea-
tures. The higher prevalence of typical descriptors in early
development may help young learners learn what is typical;
however, even at the earliest point we measured, the bulk of
language input describes atypical features.

This usage pattern aligns with the idea that language
is used informatively in relation to background knowledge
about the world. It may pose a problem, however, for young
language learners with still-developing world knowledge. If
language does not transparently convey the typical features
of objects, and instead (perhaps misleadingly) notes the atyp-
ical ones, how might children come to learn what objects are
typically like? One possibility is that information about typi-
cal features is captured in regularities across many utterances.
If this is true, language may still be an important source of
information about typicality as children may be able to ex-
tract more accurate typicality information by tracking second-
order co-occurrence.

Extracting Typicality from Language Structure
Much information can be gleaned from language that does
not seem available at first glance. From language alone, sim-
ple distributional learning models can recover enough infor-
mation to perform comparably to non-native college appli-
cants on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (Lan-
dauer & Dumais, 1997). Recently, Lewis, Zettersten, &
Lupyan (2019) demonstrated that even nuanced feature in-
formation may be learnable through distributional semantics
alone, without any complex inferential machinery. We take
a similar approach to ask whether a distributional semantics
model trained on the language children hear can capture typ-
ical feature information.

Method
To test this possibility, we trained word2vec–a distributional
semantics model–on the same corpus of child-directed speech
used in our first set of analyses. Word2vec is a neural network
model that learns to predict words from the contexts in which
they appear. This leads word2vec to learn representations in
which words that appear in similar contexts become similar
to each-other (Firth, 1957).

We used the continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) implemen-
tation of word2vec in the gensim package (Řehůřek & Sojka,
2010). We trained the model using a surrounding context of
5 words on either side of the target word and 100 dimensions
(weights in the hidden layer) to represent each word. After
training, we extracted the hidden layer representation of each
word in the model’s vocabulary–these are the vectors used to
represent these words.

If the model captures information about the typical features
of objects, we should see that the model’s noun-adjective
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word pair similarities are correlated with the typicality rat-
ings we elicited from human raters. For a second comparison,
we also used an off-the-shelf implementation of word2vec
trained on Wikipedia (Mikolov, Grave, Bojanowski, Puhrsch,
& Joulin, 2018). While the Language Development Project
corpus likely underestimates the amount of structure in chil-
dren’s linguistic input, Wikipedia likely overestimates it.

Results

We find that similarities in the model trained on the Language
Development Project corpus have near zero correlation with
human adjective–noun typicality ratings (r = 0.03, p = .208).
However, our model does capture other meaningful informa-
tion about the structure of language, such as similarity. Com-
paring with pre-existing large-scale human similarity judge-
ments for word pairs, our model shows significant correla-
tions (correlation with wordsim353 similarities of noun pairs,
0.28; correlation with simlex similarities of noun, adjective,
and verb pairs, 0.16). This suggests that statistical patterns in
child-directed speech are likely insufficient to encode infor-
mation about the typical features of objects, despite encoding
at least some information about word meaning more broadly.

However, the corpus on which we trained this model was
small; perhaps our model did not get enough language to
draw out the patterns that would reflect the typical features of
objects. To test this possibility, we asked whether word vec-
tors trained on a much larger corpus—English Wikipedia—
strongly correlate with typicality ratings. This model’s sim-
ilarities were significantly correlated with human judgments,
although the strength of the correlation was still fairly weak
(r = 0.25, p < .001). Interestingly, similarities from the two
models correlated more highly to each other than either model
correlated with human judgments (r = 0.29, p < .001). This
suggests that these models are picking up on some systematic
associations between nouns and adjectives, but not the typical
features of things.

One possible confound in these analyses is that the simi-
larity judgments produced by our models reflect many dimen-
sions of similarity, but our human judgments reflect only typi-
cality. To accommodate this, we performed a second analysis
in which we considered only the subset of 73 nouns that had
both a typical (rated as at least “often”) and an atypical (rated
as at most “sometimes”) adjective. We then asked whether
the models rated the typical adjective as more similar to the
noun it modified than the atypical adjective. The LDP model
correctly classified 38 out of 73 (0.52), which was not bet-
ter than chance (p = .815). The Wikipedia model correctly
classified 56 out of 73 (0.77), which was better than chance
according to a binomial test, but still fairly poor performance
(p = < .001). Fig 3 shows the ratings from Turkers and the
two models for the 73 nouns. Table 2 gives the six cases in
which word2vec similarities are worst at predicting human
typicality judgments, judging the low-typicality adjective to
be more similar to the noun than the high-typicality adjective.
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Figure 3: Plots of word2vec noun-adjective similarities for
nouns for which there was at least one atypical adjective
(rated at most ”sometimes”), and at least one typical adjec-
tive (rated at least ”often”).

General Discussion
Language provides children a rich source of information
about the world. However, this information is not always
transparently available: because language is used to com-
ment on the atypical, it does not perfectly mirror the world.
Among adult conversational partners whose world knowledge
is well-aligned, this allows people to converse informatively
and avoid redundancy. But between a child and caregiver
whose world knowledge is asymmetric, this pressure com-
petes with other demands: what is minimally informative to
an adult may be misleading to a child. Our results show that
this pressure structures language to create a peculiar learning
environment, one in which caregivers predominantly point
out the atypical features of things.

noun typical adjective atypical adjective
puzzle flat giant
apple red brown
bird outside purple
elephant fat pink
whale wet red
frog green purple

Table 2: The top six cases in which Wikipedia-trained
word2vec similarities were worst at predicting human typi-
cality judgments. In each case, word2vec judged the low-
typicality adjective to be more similar to the noun than the
high-typicality adjective.
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How, then, do children learn about the typical features
of things? While younger children may gain an important
foothold from hearing more description of typical features,
they still face language dominated by atypical description.
When we looked at more nuanced ways of extracting infor-
mation from language (which may or may not be available
to the developing learner), we found that models of distribu-
tional semantics capture little typical feature information.

Of course, perceptual information from the world may sim-
plify this problem. In many cases, perceptual information
may swamp information from language; children likely see
enough orange carrots in the world to outweigh hearing “pur-
ple carrot.” It remains unclear, however, how children learn
about categories for which they have scarcer evidence. In-
deed, language information likely swamps perceptual infor-
mation for many other categories, such as abstract concepts
or those that cannot be learned about by direct experience. If
such concepts pattern similarly to the concrete objects ana-
lyzed here, children are in a particularly difficult bind.

It is also possible that other cues from language and inter-
action provide young learners with clues to what is typical or
atypical, and these cues are uncaptured by our measure of us-
age statistics. Caregivers may highlight when a feature is typ-
ical by using certain syntactic constructions, such as generics
(e.g., “tomatoes are red”). Caregivers may also mark the atyp-
icality of a feature, for example demonstrating surprise. Such
cues from language and the interaction may provide key in-
formation in some cases; however, given the sheer frequency
of atypical descriptors, it seems unlikely that they are consis-
tently well-marked.

Another possibility is that children expect language to be
used informatively at a young age. Under this hypothesis,
their language environment is not misleading at all, even
without additional cues from caregivers. Children as young
as two years old tend to use words to comment on what is new
rather than what is known or assumed (Baker & Greenfield,
1988). Children may therefore expect adjectives to comment
on surprising features of objects. If young children expect ad-
jectives to mark atypical features (Horowitz & Frank, 2016),
they can use description and the lack thereof to learn more
about the world. Indeed, this idea is consistent with our find-
ing that even young children largely choose to describe atyp-
ical features. Though this effect can be explained by simpler
means such as mimicry, it suggests that caregivers and chil-
dren may be usefully aligned in the aspects of the world they
choose to talk about.

Whether adult-directed, child-directed, or a child’s own
speech, language is used with remarkable consistency: peo-
ple talk about the atypical. Though parents might reasonably
be broadly over-informative in order to teach their children
about the world, this is not the case. This presents a poten-
tial puzzle for young learners who have limited world knowl-
edge and limited pragmatic inferential abilities. Perceptual
information and nascent pragmatic abilities may help fill in
the gaps, but much remains to be explored to link these ex-

planations to actual learning. Communication pressures are
pervasive forces structuring the language children hear, and
future work must disentangle whether children capitalize on
them or are misled by them in learning about the world.

Stimuli, data, and analysis code available at
https://osf.io/ypdzv/
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Abstract 
Fictional entities in animations and puppet shows are widely 
used in infancy research, and there is plenty of evidence 
suggesting that infants are able to make inferences about them 
(e.g., ascribing agency to self-propelled 2-D figures). In the 
present set of experiments, we asked whether 19-month-olds 
take what they see on the screen to be happening in the here 
and now, or whether they think that on-screen events are 
spatiotemporally decoupled from the immediate environment. 
We found that infants do not expect an animated ball falling on 
a screen to end up in real boxes below the screen, even though 
they can track the ball (i) when the ball is real, and (ii) when 
the boxes are also part of the animation. These findings indicate 
that infants separate animations from the surrounding 
environment and cast doubt on the assumption that infants are 
naïve realists about iconic representations.  

Keywords: representations; animation; development; fiction; 
methodology 

Introduction 
Humans stand out among other animals in their ability to go 
beyond their current environment and gather information 
about distal states of affairs from proximal sources (e.g., an 
utterance spoken at present, a screen in front of me).  While 
an apple, a photo of an apple, and the Apple logo share apple-
ness as part of their internal description, only the first of these 
affords apple-action (eating, cutting, peeling, etc.). That we 
navigate such stimuli so swiftly indicates an ability to 
decouple incoming percepts, which necessarily reach our 
senses here and now, from the information carried by those 
percepts (Ittelson, 1996; Millikan, 2017). 

Take, for instance, Heider & Simmel’s (1944) short 
animations of geometrical shapes moving around. When 
adults are asked to describe such clips, they respond as if they 
talked about real agents, attributing to them goals, desires, 
and intentions: the big triangle is chasing the small triangle, 
the circle wants to exit the enclosing, and the three shapes 
together form a love triangle (Heider & Simmel, 1944; Oatley 
& Yuill, 1985). Regardless, adults are not fooled into 
believing that these shapes do form romantic bonds: they 
know these are not fully-fledged agents, they are not afraid 
that the big bully triangle will chase them, and they do not 
consider interacting with the shapes. At least if prompted to 
think about it, adults would say that there is a designer behind 
the clip who used shapes and movement patterns to stand in 
for fictional agents and chasing events, respectively. In other 
words, they are aware that they are seeing a representation of 
a fictional world.  

Similar stimuli are routinely used in developmental 
research to tap into early conceptual understanding and, in 
many cases, there is substantive evidence that young infants 
interpret them in an adult-like manner: they attribute 
instrumental and social goals to 2-D shapes (Gergely, 
Nádasdy, Csibra, & Bíró, 1995;  Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & 
Bloom, 2003), they infer social relations from minimal 
interactions between these shapes (Powell & Spelke, 2013; 
Tatone, Geraci, & Csibra, 2015), and they ascribe mental 
states to animated caterpillars and flatfish (Surian, Caldi, & 
Sperber, 2007; Tauzin & Gergely, 2018). Undoubtedly, 
infants’ inferences are prompted by the low-level cues that 
they would use to detect agents outside the lab, such as face-
like features, self-propelled movement and contingent 
responsivity (see Opfer & Gelman, 2011, for a review). Little 
is known, however, on what infants make of these stimuli 
once the interpretive process has started. As a first step, we 
asked whether infants think that animated events are 
continuous with the surrounding reality. 

We tested this question by investigating whether 19-
month-olds expect a ball falling on the screen to land in boxes 
below the screen. First, we measured a baseline for infants’ 
accuracy in tracking real balls falling in one of two boxes 
(Experiment 1, Reality Baseline). Second, we tested whether 
infants expect animated balls falling on the screen to land in 
boxes below the screen (Experiment 2, Crossover). Third, we 
ran a control experiment, in which both the ball and the boxes 
were part of the animation, to make sure that infants can 
follow an animated ball’s trajectory when everything 
happens on the screen (Experiment 3, Animation). The three 
setups are illustrated in Figure 1. The hypotheses and 
dependent measures for all three experiments were 
preregistered at the Open Science Framework (here and 
here).  

 

 
Figure 1: Overview of Three Experimental Setups: 

Reality, Crossover, Animation (left to right). 
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Experiment 1: Reality Baseline 

Methods 
Participants The final sample consisted of 16 typically 
developing 19-month-olds (Mage = 19 months 14 days, SDage 
= 12.38 days). 
 
Materials We built a wooden seesaw (height = 40 cm; width 
= 60 cm) that could be inclined left and right (angle  25o) 
by means of a 25-cm handle extending from the back of the 
seesaw, which allowed us to manipulate the seesaw from 
behind a curtain (Figure 1, left). We used several identical-
looking red sponge balls (radius = 2.5 cm) and two different-
colored rectangular cardboard boxes (14  15  26 cm3) as 
landing positions for the balls dropped from the seesaw. 
Within each box, we added a dividing wall to create two 
compartments. This ensured that balls in the box were not 
accessible to infants even if they tried to open the boxes. The 
back compartments were padded with soft cloth to remove 
acoustic cues. In addition, we used two plush toys (a cat and 
a bird), which were hidden in the boxes to familiarize infants 
with the task of pointing to object locations, and a canvas bag 
for storing the toys and balls throughout the procedure. 

 
Stimuli A small loudspeaker, placed behind the seesaw, 
played a 1-second jingle before each test trial, to prompt 
infants to attend to the ball-falling event. 
 
Familiarization Infants entered the lab room with their 
caregivers and were seated on their caregivers’ lap, 
approximately 40 centimeters from the experimental table 
(Figure 1, left). The experimenter drew the infant’s attention 
to the two boxes, showed them that they can be opened, and 
revealed their (empty) insides. She then took a plush toy cat 
from a canvas bag and allowed the infant to inspect the toy 
for 10 seconds. Meanwhile, she pushed the inner 
compartments backwards, so she would be able to drop the 
toy into the boxes. She then asked the infant to hand the toy, 
moved behind the seesaw, drew the infant’s attention to 
herself (“[Name, ] look!”), and dropped the toy into one of 
the two boxes (e.g., the orange box). She then slid the inner 
compartments back into place, pushed the boxes to the edge 
of the table, where the infant could reach them, and asked 
“Where is it?”. If the infant failed to respond within 3 
seconds, she asked them “Where is the cat?” two more times 
(at 10-second intervals) before retrieving the toy from the box 
herself. If infants touched or pointed to the right box, the 
experimenter congratulated the infant and took the toy out 
from the box. If infants picked the wrong one, the 
experimenter showed them that the box they chose is empty 
and retrieved the toy from the box where it had been dropped. 
The next familiarization trial was identical except that the cat 
was replaced by a toy bird. When infants responded correctly 
for 2 trials in a row, the experimenter put the toys away, 
pushed the boxes to the left and right of the seesaw, and 

pulled their inner compartments so the ball could fall into the 
boxes. 
 
Test While looking at the ball from behind the seesaw, the 
experimenter drew the infant’s attention to the red ball in the 
middle of the seesaw (“[Name, ] look at the ball!”). 
Immediately afterwards, infants heard a 1-second jingle 
coming from a loudspeaker behind the seesaw and saw the 
ball falling either left or right into one of the two boxes. The 
experimenter did not follow the ball with her gaze, but kept 
her eyes on the middle of the seesaw. After the ball fell, the 
seesaw was brought back into horizontal position. The 
experimenter then pushed the boxes to the edge of the table, 
and asked the infant “Where is it?”. Just like in 
familiarization, infants received two more prompts before 
ending the test trial. Unlike in familiarization, infants were 
given neutral feedback, by being congratulated regardless of 
their choice, and the ball was not removed from the box. Once 
the trial ended (when infants chose a box or 10 seconds after 
the third question), infants were handed one of the two toys 
from familiarization and encouraged to play with it while the 
experimenter set up the next trial (pushing the boxes back 
next to the seesaw and placing a new ball in the middle of the 
seesaw). Each infant received 4 test trials. 
 
Design The location alternated across familiarization and test 
such that the toy in the last familiarization trial and the ball in 
the first trial always ended up in opposite boxes  (AB-
ABBA). The side with which the AB-ABBA alternation 
started (left vs. right), the side of the boxes (orange right, blue 
left vs. orange left, blue right), and the experimenter’s 
position during the test question (to the left vs. to the right of 
the seesaw) were counterbalanced. For each trial, we 
measured whether the infant made a choice and, if they did, 
whether the box they chose was on the same side as the falling 
event. 
 
Coding We had two primary dependent measures: choice and 
correctness. Infants received a score of 1 for having made a 
choice if they unambiguously reached, grasped, or pointed to 
one of the two boxes, and 0 otherwise. Infants’ correctness 
was coded as 1 if they chose the box that was on the same 
side as the falling event, and as 0 otherwise. Infants’ 
responses were recorded by one researcher during the testing 
session, and double-coded from video by a second researcher 
who was blind to the ball location. Inter-rater reliability was 
very high (Cohen’s κ = 0.858); inconsistencies were solved 
by discussion. 
 
Exclusion Criteria We excluded infants who did not make 
two correct choices in a row across 8 familiarization trials (n 
= 4). One additional infant was excluded due to experimenter 
error. In addition, we excluded trials in which infants did not 
follow the ball trajectory with their gaze based on video 
recordings (2 out of 16  4 = 64 trials). One additional trial 
was excluded due to experimenter error. 
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Results 
Before proceeding to data analysis, infants’ raw scores for 
each trial (0 or 1 for choice, 0 or 1 for correctness if infants 
made a choice) were converted into aggregate individual 
scores: the proportion of choices across trials, and the 
proportion of correct responses across the trials where a 
choice has been made. All analyses were conducted in R. 

As expected, infants were able and motivated to solve the 
task. Most of them provided at least one response (87.5%, 14 
out of 16 participants), and they did so in 72.1% of the trials 
(44 out of 61). When they made a choice, their responses 
were correct 83.3% of the time (median = 1, Wilcoxon signed 
rank1, V = 82.5, p = .007, r = .655), well above the 50% 
chance level.  

Discussion 
The purpose of Experiment 1 was twofold: (i) to make sure 
that infants can follow the trajectory of balls falling into 
boxes; and (ii) to get a quantitative baseline of this capacity 
when the entire setup consists of real objects. The results 
indicate that 19-month-olds can answer questions about 
displaced objects reliably (70% choices) and accurately (83% 
correct choices). This benchmark allowed us to go for the 
main question of the study and investigate whether infants 
would do the same in a situation in which screen events 
appear to extend into the surrounding environment. 

Experiment 2: Crossover 

Methods 
Participants The final sample consisted of 16 typically 
developing Hungarian 19-month-olds (Mage = 19 months 7 
days, SDage = 13.9 days). 
 
Materials We used an LCD TV screen (16:9, diagonal 110 
cm) to play animations, in which a ball on the screen fell 
either to the left or the right. The same boxes used in 
Experiment 1 were placed under the screen to create the 
illusion that the ball lands into them (Figure 1, center). In 
familiarization, we used the same two plush toys (a cat and a 
bird) as in Experiment 1.  

 
Stimuli We transposed the events from Experiment 1 in a 
2D-animated format, using Adobe Animate CC: a red ball 
(more precisely, a red circle) falling off a seesaw to the left 
or to the right (Figure 1, center). The dimensions of the 
animated ball and seesaw matched those of the real objects. 
The same jingle used in Experiment 1 was played from the 
TV speakers before the ball-falling event to draw infants’ 
attention to the screen. 
 

 
1 As 10 out of 16 infants were at ceiling (accuracy score of 1), 

accuracy scores were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk, W = 
.784, p = .002), hence the use of non-parametric tests. 

Familiarization The warmup phase was identical to 
Experiment 1: the experimenter dropped a toy into one of the 
two boxes and asked the infant where the toy was. 
 
Test Test trials followed the same logic as those in 
Experiment 1. While behind the screen, the experimenter 
drew the infant’s attention to the red ball on the screen 
(“[Name, ] look at the ball!”), which then rolled to the left or 
to the right of the seesaw. The experimenter pushed the boxes 
away from the screen and towards the infant, and asked them 
“Where is it?”. The trial ended if the infant chose one of the 
two boxes or if they did not respond to the third prompt. The 
experimenter handed one of the toys from familiarization, 
which they could play with while she set up the next trial. 
Each infant received 4 test trials. 
 
Design The design was identical to Experiment 1 (AB-
ABBA location alternation), and we counterbalanced the 
same factors (first location of the ball, side of the two boxes, 
and experimenter’s position at test). 
 
Coding We had the same two primary dependent measures, 
choice and correctness, as in Experiment 1. The responses 
were recorded by one researcher during the testing session, 
and double-coded from video by a second researcher who 
was blind to the side on which the ball had fallen. Inter-rater 
reliability was substantial (Cohen’s κ = .761); inconsistencies 
were solved by discussion. Based on pilot data, we 
preregistered a secondary measure and coded how often 
infants pointed to the center of the screen when not choosing 
one of the two boxes. 

 
Exclusion Criteria Just as in Experiment 1, we excluded 
infants who did not make two correct choices in a row across 
8 familiarization trials (n = 4) and trials in which infants did 
not look at the falling event (n = 2). Two additional trials were 
excluded due to experimenter error. 

 
Predictions If infants decouple the events on the screen from 
the surrounding environment, they should not expect the 
animated ball to cross the boundaries of the screen. We thus 
predicted that infants would (i) make fewer choices than in 
the Reality Baseline; and (ii) be at chance when making a 
choice. 

Results 
Unlike in Experiment 1, only 50% of the infants chose a box 
at least once during test (8 out of 16 participants). Out of the 
60 valid trials included in the final analysis, infants picked 
out a box in 18 trials only (30%). Our secondary measure 
allowed us to rule out that infants were less motivated to 
provide an answer to the question in this version of the task: 
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in 24 out of the remaining 42 trials (57%), infants pointed to 
the screen when asked where the ball was. 

When they did make a choice, infants chose the box that 
was on the same side of the falling event 45.8% of the time 
(median = 0.5, Wilcoxon signed rank, V = 3.5, p = .71, r = 
.196). 

Discussion 
In the Crossover version of the falling ball experiment, 
infants behaved in a way that is inconsistent with the belief 
that animations are spatiotemporally continuous with reality. 
In contrast to their behavior in Experiment 1, they were less 
likely to choose a box when asked where the ball was, and 
often preferred to point to the screen. When they did provide 
a response, however, they did not base their answer based on 
the side of the falling event and chose a box at random 
instead. 

Nonetheless, it is possible that infants simply did not get the 
intended referent of the question “Where is the ball?” because 
they did not see the red animated circle as a potential 
candidate for “ball”, and that they pointed to the screen to 
request another animation. To rule out this alternative 
explanation, we added the two boxes to the animated world: 
if infants understand the question as we intended them to, 
they should now be able to point (again) to the correct 
location when asked about the ball’s whereabouts. 

Experiment 3: Animation  

Methods 
Participants The final sample consisted of 16 typically 
developing Hungarian 19-month-olds (Mage = 19 months 3 
days, SDage = 12.8 days). 
 
Procedure As we sought to exclude the possibility that 
events happening on the screen are more difficult to process 
by infants, the materials, stimuli, procedure, and design were 
identical to Experiment 2 except for the boxes, which were 
now also part of the animation (Figure 1, right2). 

 
Coding The two primary dependent measures, choice and 
correctness, were the same as in Experiment 1. Subjects’ 
responses were recorded by one researcher during the testing 
session, and double-coded from video by a second researcher 
who was blind to the ball location. Inter-rater reliability was 
very high (Cohen’s κ = 0.804); inconsistencies were solved 
by discussion.  
 
Predictions We expected infants to be able to track ball 
displacement when everything happens within an animation. 
We thus predicted the same pattern of results as in the Reality 

 
2 Once infants passed the familiarization phase with the two plush 

toys, the cardboard boxes were removed from the table. 

Baseline: when infants choose, they would choose correctly 
(i.e., the box that is on the same side as the falling event). 

Results 
Comparable to the Reality Baseline, 81.3% of infants gave at 
least one response (13 out of 16 participants). Out of the 62 
valid trials included in the final analysis, infants chose a box 
in 30 trials (48.4%). As for accuracy, infants chose the box 
that was on the same side of the falling event far from the 
50% chance level: they pointed to the correct box in 93.6% 
of the trials in which they made a choice (median = 1, 
Wilcoxon signed rank, V = 78, p < .001, r = .864). 

Discussion 
While they made fewer choices overall compared to 
Experiment 1, infants overwhelmingly pointed to the box into 
which they saw the animated ball last fall on trials where they 
made a choice. This suggests that the random pattern of 
pointing in the Crossover Experiment was neither due to 
infants’ inability to link the animated red circle to the 
intended referent of “the ball”, which this experiment was 
designed to control for, nor due to other differences between 
Experiments 1 and 2 (e.g., the fact that the experimenter 
could not herself see the ball when it fell because she was 
standing behind the TV screen).  

Overall Results 
Correctness The experiment-wise differences between 
infants’ accuracy rates (choosing the box into which they last 
saw the red ball fall) are straightforward. As Figure 2 shows, 
accuracy rates across Experiments 1-3 do not come from the 
same distribution (Kruskal-Wallis, χ2(2) = 13.658, p = .001).  

 
Figure 2: Accuracy rates (transparent: individual 

averages, opaque: group median) for trials in which infants 
chose a box. 
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The difference is driven by the Crossover Experiment, 
where infants were at chance between the two boxes (Reality-
Crossover, Dunn’s Test, z = 2.876, p = .008; Animation-
Crossover, Dunn’s Test, z = 3.612, p < .001; Reality-
Animation, Dunn’s Test, z =   –.905, p = .366). When infants 
chose a box in Experiments 1 and 3, they chose it based on 
the falling event they had just seen. By contrast, in 
Experiment 2, they completely disregarded the animated 
falling event and randomly picked one of the two boxes. 

 
Correctness and Choice To model both choice and accuracy 
rates, we built a Bayesian multinomial processing tree in 
JAGS (Plummer, 2003; Kruschke, 2014), which considers 
the two independent measures at once (Figure 3). Using 
infants’ responses (no choice, correct choice, or incorrect 
choice), the model allows us to infer both (i) whether infants 
believe falling balls end up in boxes, and (ii) whether their 
beliefs differed across experiments.  

 

Figure 3: Hierarchical Bayesian model for all three 
experiments, modeling both choice and accuracy. 

 
 
We use k (ranging from 0 to 1) to denote infants’ beliefs 

about ball location in each experiment, and we make no a 
priori assumptions about what the values of k would be before 
seeing the data. We do, however, make two assumptions as 
to how beliefs and responses are linked. First, we assume that 
infants are more likely to make a choice and to choose 
correctly if they believe that the ball is in one of the two boxes 
(indicated by the mildly skewed priors on the left side of the 
tree). Second, we assume that infants are equally likely to 
refrain or to choose a box (at random) when they don’t think 
that the ball is in either of the two boxes (as shown by the 
balanced priors on the right side of the tree).  

Having constructed the data-generating model (from 
infants’ beliefs to their responses), we use Bayes’ rule to 
invert it to infer infants’ beliefs from their responses to 
beliefs. In the extreme case, if infants always choose and 
choose correctly, they probably believe that the ball is in the 
box (left side of the tree). On the other hand, if infants make 
a choice only half of the time, and are at chance when 
choosing, they probably don’t think that the ball is in the box 
(right side of the tree). Thus, large k-values (closer to 1) 
would indicate that infants believe there is a ball in the box 

into which they last saw it fall; conversely, small k-values 
(closer to 0) would indicate that infants do not entertain this 
belief.  

The posteriors on the overarching parameter k (different for 
each experiment) as well as the posterior on the distribution 
of pairwise differences between Experiments are in line with 
frequentist analyses (Figure 4). 

The first row in Figure 4 shows individual posterior 
distributions for all three experiments. For Experiment 1, 
kReality peaks around 1, suggesting that infants rely on the 
previous ball falling event when answering the test question. 
Similarly, kAnimation also peaks towards the right end of the [0, 
1] interval, but the estimate is noisier because infants made 
fewer choices than in Experiment 1. By contrast, kCrossover 
shows the opposite trend towards 0, indicating that infants do 
not think that the animated ball ends up in real boxes. 

 

Figure 4: Posterior distributions for the k-parameter in each 
of the three experiments (top row), and posterior 

distributions on pairwise differences between Experiments 
(bottom row). Bold horizontal lines above the x-axis give 

the 95% highest density interval of the distributions. 
 

The second row in Figure 4 computes the posterior of 
distribution differences for the three experiments. While the 
Reality and Animation distributions for the k-parameter are 
not very different from one another (mode of difference 
posterior is close to 0), the Crossover distribution diverges 
from the other two (the 95% highest density intervals for both 
difference posteriors exclude 0 as a plausible value). 

General Discussion 
Fiction and representations are relevant for developmental 
psychology because they are pervasively used to elicit 
infants’ and children’s inferences (e.g., animations, puppet 
shows, games). Strange setups involving fictional worlds 
transgressing boundaries are often used in developmental 
research under the assumption that infants are naïve realists. 
In a study by Lucca, Pospisil, & Sommerville (2018), for 
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instance, 13-month-olds saw two people dropping objects on-
screen, and were encouraged to choose one of the trays on the 
floor (as a measure of their preference between the two on-
screen agents). Did infants really believe that these are the 
same objects they saw on the screen? At the heart of these 
methodologies lies the tacit assumption that infants take these 
stimuli at face value, which seems unlikely in the light of our 
experiments, at least for 19-month-olds. If our infant 
participants had been naïve realists, we would have seen the 
same choice patterns across all three experiments. 

Taken together, the data indicate that 19-month-olds do not 
think that events on the screen extend beyond the screen. 
When the setup is fully real or fully animated, infants have 
no difficulty tracking the ball, from the seesaw into one of the 
two boxes, and indicate the right box when asked where the 
ball is (Experiment 1 & 3). By contrast, when infants watch 
an animation that appears to continue beyond the screen, 
infants are not fooled into thinking that the boundary can in 
fact be crossed (Experiment 2): infants either ignore the 
boxes and point to the screen, or pick one of them at random. 

Conclusion 
The world of infants is not a spatiotemporal hodgepodge. By 
19 months of age, they have figured out that what happens on 
a screen stays on the screen, and they can answer questions 
about objects’ locations appropriately based on this 
knowledge. However, it remains an open question whether 
infants view these animations as representations (of fictional 
or real events) or whether they have just learned that screens 
are spatially disconnected from their surroundings, while still 
believing that the events depicted on the screen are happening 
now (like in an aquarium). We are currently running a study 
meant to tease apart between these two possibilities.  

We think it is important to figure out what infants make of 
fiction and representations for both theoretical and 
methodological reasons. First, the literature has focused 
predominantly on how children understand representations of 
particular states of affairs (see DeLoache, 2004, for a review; 
but see Preissler & Carey, 2007). Humans, however, gather 
plenty of information from representations that are not about 
immediate reality, so it is unclear why the former should 
come first in development. Second, this line of research is 
directly relevant to the methodology of developmental 
studies, where it is often tacitly assumed that fictional worlds 
and the real one will be treated as one and the same by infants 
and children. 
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Dynamics vs. Development in Numerosity Estimation: A Computational Model
Accurately Predicts a Developmental Reversal

Dan Kim
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, United States

John Opfer
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, United States

Abstract

Perceptual judgments result from a dynamic process, but little is known about the dynamics of numerosity estimation. A
recent study proposed a computational model (D-MLLM) that combined a model of trial-to-trial changes with a model
for the internal scaling of discrete number. Here, we tested a surprising prediction of the model – a situation in which
children’s estimates of numerosity would be better than those of adults. Consistent with the model simulations, task
contexts led to a clear developmental reversal: children made more adult-like, linear estimates when to-be-estimated
numbers were descending over trials (backward), whereas adults became more like children with log estimates when
numbers were ascending (forward). In addition, adults’ estimates were subject to inter-trial differences regardless of
stimulus order. In contrast, children were not able to use the trial-to-trial dynamics unless task contexts were salient
(forward or backward order), indicating the limited memory capacity for dynamic updates. Together, the model adequately
predicts both developmental and trial-to-trial changes in number-line tasks.
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Children use one-to-one correspondence to establish equality after learning to
count
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Abstract

Humans make frequent and powerful use of external symbols
to express number exactly, leading some to question whether
exact number concepts are only available through the acqui-
sition of symbolic number systems. Although prior work has
addressed this longstanding debate on the relationship between
language and thought in innumerate populations and semi-
numerate children, it has frequently produced conflicting re-
sults, leaving the origin of exact number concepts unclear.
Here, we return to this question by replicating methods pre-
viously used to assess exact number knowledge in innumer-
ate groups, such as the Pirahã, with a large sample of semi-
numerate US toddlers. We replicate previous findings from
both innumerate cultures and developmental studies showing
that numeracy is linked to the concept of exact number. How-
ever, we also find evidence that this knowledge is surprisingly
fragile even amongst numerate children, suggesting that nu-
meracy alone does not guarantee a full understanding of exact-
ness.
Keywords: Number; language; cognitive development; con-
ceptual development

Introduction
Human numerical abilities are built upon a foundation of core
cognitive mechanisms shared with nonhuman animals; hu-
mans, however, enjoy a concept of number that is both ex-
act and unbounded, and far exceeds the limits of what these
foundational systems afford (Carey & Barner, 2019). Hu-
mans are distinct from other animals in another critical sense,
however, in that they regularly use symbols to externalize
these exact number representations. This relationship be-
tween the uniquely human capacities of symbolic expression
and exact number representation has prompted an enduring
debate about whether representations of exactness are depen-
dent upon knowledge of a symbolic number system.

There is generally agreement that, even without access to
exact number language, humans possess two numerical rep-
resentation mechanisms: the Parallel Individuation (PI) sys-
tem, which can represent small sets (3-4), and the Approx-
imate Number System (ANS), which offers imprecise repre-
sentations of large quantities (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke,
2004). While both mechanisms are available early in life
(Izard, Sann, Spelke, & Streri, 2009; Wynn, 1992a) and are
refined over development, neither is capable of supporting
large exact number representations. Although the PI system
furnishes precise representations, it is limited to quantities
of 3 or 4, and while the ANS supports large number repre-
sentations, they are imprecise. In particular, a key failing of

the ANS in capturing integer properties is that it operates as
a function of the ratio between two quantities (i.e., Weber’s
law). Thus, the ANS cannot detect quantity differences when
ratios are sufficiently small (e.g., 9:10).

There is some evidence from innumerate cultures that,
without access to linguistic number, human numerical repre-
sentations are limited to these two systems and do not permit
representations of large exact numerosities. Gordon (2004)
investigated how the Pirahã, an indigenous Amazonian group
with no exact number language, perform on a task requiring
them to create a set of objects matching an experimenter’s.
In the simplest version of this task, the experimenter placed a
row of objects (e.g., batteries) in front of the participant, and
then asked them to copy the set with another collection of ob-
jects. The logic of this task as a test of exact number stems
from Hume’s Principle – that one-to-one correspondence be-
tween sets ensures exact equality. Therefore, if a participant
understands this, then they should use one-to-one correspon-
dence to generate matches for all numerosities. On the other
hand, if no such knowledge exists, then their matches for
large quantities should show the ratio-dependent signatures
of the ANS.

Using this diagnostic, Gordon (2004), and later Everett &
Madora (2012), found that the Pirahã succeeded for items
within the PI range (e.g., up to 3 or 4), but approximated
for larger quantities, even when one-to-one correspondence
could be easily established. While these results seem to sug-
gest the concept of exact equality is linked to symbolic num-
ber language, they were contradicted by Frank, Everett, Fe-
dorenko, & Gibson (2008), who found that the Pirahã could
deploy one-to-one correspondence for all numerosities, al-
though they were less likely to do so when this correspon-
dence was more difficult to establish (e.g., if the experi-
menter’s set was hidden after a brief presentation). However,
Everett & Madora (2012) contended that the participants who
succeeded in Frank et al. (2008) had been exposed to ex-
act number language and training on one-to-one procedures,
leaving open the possibility that these participants may have
failed the set-matching task without such training or symbolic
number language, consistent with Gordon (2004). Due to the
challenges associated with testing remote populations such as
the Pirahã, however, these discrepant findings are difficult to
adjudicate and resolve.

The origin of exact number concepts has also been ex-
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plored in another semi-numerate population: young chil-
dren. Although most children in industrialized cultures hear
number language early in life, they do not begin to acquire
the meanings of number words until around 2.5 years of
age (Wynn, 1992b), and even then do not achieve adult-like
knowledge of number words for at least another 2-3 years.
Children begin the learning process by acquiring the mean-
ings of small number words – e.g., one, two, three, four – one
at a time, in sequential order, over a period of many months,
and do not seem to understand their relationship to the count
list. Around 4 years of age, however, children progress be-
yond this “subset knower” stage, and acquire some form of
the “Cardinal Principle” (CP). These “CP-knowers” under-
stand how to use the count routine to generate sets for larger
number words (Wynn, 1992b), and they seem to possess a
qualitatively different understanding of number relative to
subset knowers (Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). The developmen-
tal trajectory associated with children’s number acquisition is
remarkably consistent (Mollica & Piantadosi, n.d.), and can
be reliably assessed in the lab, offering a compelling case
study in which to explore the origin of exact number concepts
and their relationship to symbolic number.

Recent investigations of whether children can reason about
large exact number prior to CP acquisition have produced
mixed results. For instance, Izard, Streri, & Spelke (2014)
found that subset knowers could track equality between 6
puppets placed on 6 tree branches, although they failed to
do so if the perceptual identity of the puppets changed. Sim-
ilarly, Sarnecka & Wright (2013) found that subset knowers
could use one-to-one correspondence to determine whether
two sets of 6 were “just the same.” Finally, Jara-Ettinger, Pi-
antadosi, Spelke, Levy, & Gibson (2017) found that subset
knowers could track changes to equality between two large
sets, indicating a fairly robust understanding of exact equal-
ity. In contrast, other work has shown that subset knowers fail
to spontaneously use one-to-one correspondence to establish
equality, even for sets within their PI range. For example, Ne-
gen & Sarnecka (2009) found that children’s ability to match
sets <5 cumulatively increased as a function of known num-
ber words. Additionally, Mix (1999) and Mix, Huttenlocher,
& Levine (1996) found that subset knowers’ ability to match
sets of 2-4 was significantly affected by their perceptual sim-
ilarity.

While the developmental literature suggests that subset
knowers may have some partial understanding of Hume’s
Principle, this work is limited in several ways. First, much
of the current literature focuses on sets within the PI range,
and does not compare performance between small and large
numerosities. Second, it leaves open whether subset know-
ers’ successes for larger quantities stems from understand-
ing the relationship between one-to-one correspondence and
exact number, or because this relationship was highlighted
within these paradigms. Finally, comparisons of nonsymbolic
one-to-one knowledge between subset and CP-knowers are
limited, leaving open the question of whether this knowledge

is affected by learning the significance of the count routine.
Here, we address these outstanding questions in the devel-

opmental literature along with a set of contested findings from
innumerate cultures. We adapt methods previously used in
work with the Pirahã (Everett & Madora, 2012; Frank et al.,
2008; Gordon, 2004) to investigate exact number knowledge
in a large group of 3- to 5-year-old children. Specifically,
we use the set-matching task to explore whether young chil-
dren recognize the nonsymbolic relationship between one-to-
one correspondence and exact equality, and how this knowl-
edge is related to their acquisition of symbolic number. In
Experiment 1, we replicate findings from innumerate cul-
tures and some of the developmental literature that numer-
acy is significantly related to performance on a set-matching
task. In Experiment 2, we rule out one alternative hypothesis
for CP-knowers’ increased accuracy in comparison to sub-
set knowers. Surprisingly, we find that while CP-knowers
outperformed subset knowers in both experiments, their per-
formance was far from ceiling. Together, our findings sug-
gest that the relationship between one-to-one correspondence
and exact number becomes more salient to children after they
have acquired the CP, and that this knowledge may continue
to develop for some time after children achieve this level of
numeracy.

Experiment 1
Method
This study was pre-registered on OSF (https://osf.io/
3wta2), and all methodological and analytical choices were
as preregistered, unless stated otherwise in-text.

Participants Our final analyzable sample included 144
children (Mage = 3.94 years, SDage = 0.52 years, range =
3.01 - 5.07 years) recruited from local preschools and the sur-
rounding community in San Diego, California, USA and Co-
mox Valley, British Columbia, Canada. In this sample, 70
were identified as CP-knowers, while the remaining 74 were
classified as subset knowers.

Procedure
Set-matching This task, modeled on Gordon (2004), was
framed as a “matching game.” Children were presented with a
6“x30” blue cardboard rectangle and a container with 15 fish.
The experimenter introduced the game by saying, “Let’s play
a matching game. Do you know what matching is? Matching
is when you make things look the same. So, in this game,
you’re going to make things look like each other.” The exper-
imenter explained that the child could put their fish in their
pond. Next, the experimenter then placed another blue board
with one plastic fish glued to the center directly above the
child’s and said, “Using your fish, can you make your pond
look like my pond?”

In an effort to replicate the methods of Gordon (2004) as
closely as possible, and to obtain a measure of children’s un-
prompted attention to exactness, the experimenter did not ex-
plicitly direct children to attend to number when giving ei-
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ther task instructions or feedback. One deviation from Gor-
don (2004) was the inclusion of two training trials with 1 and
2 fish (on the experimenter’s board), during which the chil-
dren received non-numerical feedback to ensure that they un-
derstood the purpose of the task (e.g., “Look! These ponds
match, because there is a fish here, and a fish here!”).

Boards were presented to children either in a Parallel or
Orthogonal orientation, based on Gordon (2004). In the Par-
allel orientation the experimenter’s board was was placed di-
rectly above the child’s, such that one-to-one correspondence
was a readily available strategy for solving the task. In the
Orthogonal orientation the experimenter’s board was placed
perpendicularly to the right of the child’s, requiring a spatial
transformation of one-to-one correspondence. All children
received tasks in both orientations, with Parallel trials pre-
sented before Orthogonal trials.

To test whether children’s ability to use one-to-one corre-
spondence was affected by the identity of sets (Mix, 1999;
Mix et al., 1996), we manipulated the similarity of the fish
relative to the experimenter’s between subjects. Half of the
children were randomly assigned to the Identical condition,
in which fish were the same for both the experimenter and
the child, and half were assigned to the Non-identical condi-
tion, in which fish where were matched on relative size, but
were different varieties.

Training trials were presented for both the Parallel and Or-
thogonal orientations in a fixed order (1, then 2). After pass-
ing these training trials, children received 5 test trials in both
board orientations with small (3, 4) and large (6, 8, and 10)
quantities with neutral feedback. Trial order was fixed for the
Parallel (3, 4, 10, 8, and 6) and Orthogonal (4, 3, 8, 10, and
6) orientations. Fish on the experimenter’s boards were al-
ways approximately 1” apart, regardless of set size; although
the set of 10 was spread across the majority of the board, the
maximum number of fish (15) could still be placed on the
board with approximately .25” separation.

Children who attempted to count were immediately
stopped and told “This isn’t a counting game - this is just
a matching game!” Counting attempts were relatively rare:
In both conditions, CP-knowers attempted counts on 64/700
trials, while subset knowers attempted counts 28/740 trials.

Give-N Children’s CP knowledge was assessed using an
abbreviated version of a titrated Give-N (Wynn, 1992b). The
experimenter gave the child a plate and 10 plastic objects
(e.g., bears, apples, buttons), and asked the child to place
some number on the plate. After children placed some num-
ber of objects on the plate and indicated that they were fin-
ished, the experimenter asked, “Is that N? Can you count and
make sure?” If the child answered in the negative, they were
permitted to fix the set. If children successfully generated a
given N, they were asked for N+1 on the next trial; other-
wise, they were asked for N-1. Children were considered CP-
knowers if they were able to generate sets of 6 (the maximum
number tested) at least 2 out of 3 times when requested. Chil-
dren were classified as subset knowers if they gave another N
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Figure 1: Mean accuracy on the set-matching tasks by CP-
knower level. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
computer by nonparametric bootstrap.

correctly at least two of three times, and did not give that N
more than once for another number, as in Wynn (1992b).

Results and Discussion
Our primary question was whether CP-knowers were more
likely than subset knowers to generate exact matches for both
large and small set sizes. To test this, we built a general-
ized linear mixed effects model (GLMM) predicting exact
matches from CP-knower status, set size, orientation (Par-
allel/Orthogonal), and age, with a random effect of sub-
ject.1 This model indicated that CP-knowers generated exact
matches significantly more often than subset knowers overall
(β = 1.09, p < .0001; Figure 1), even when controlling for age
(β = 0.3, p = .01). This final model also revealed decreased
accuracy with increasing set sizes (β = -1.24, p < .0001), and
for Orthogonal trials (β = -0.86, p < .0001). Follow-up anal-
yses found no interaction between set size and orientation (χ2

= 0.99, p = 0.32); however, there was a significant 3-way in-
teraction between set size, orientation, and CP-knower status
(χ2 = 12.5, p = 0.006), such that the difference in performance
between subset and CP-knowers for increasing set sizes was
greatest in Parallel, as opposed to Orthogonal, orientations (β
= 0.98, p = .002).

We next tested whether, consistent with prior work (Mix,
1999), CP-knowers were more likely than subset knowers
to ignore perceptual dissimilarities in this task by construct-
ing another GLMM predicting an exact match from an in-
teraction between CP-knower status and identity condition
(Identical/Non-identical), orientation (Parallel/Orthogonal),
set size, and age, with a random effect of subject. This model
indicated a significant interaction between set identity and
CP knowledge, with CP-knowers significantly more accurate
than subset knowers in the Non-identical condition (β = 1.13,

1All mixed effects models were fit in R using the lme4
package. The final model specification was: Correct ∼
CP-knower status + Set size + Orientation + Age +
( 1 | subject). Although we pre-registered a model containing
a CP-knower status x Set size interaction, a Likelihood Ratio Test
indicated that this interaction did not improve the fit of the main
effects model (χ2 = 1.2, p = .21).
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Figure 2: Mean absolute error for incorrect trials on the set-
matching tasks by CP-knower level. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals computer by nonparametric bootstrap.

p = .002), which was again significant when controlling for
age (β = 0.31, p = .007). In addition to these effects, this
model again indicated decreased accuracy when boards were
presented in the Orthogonal orientation (β = -0.86, p < .0001)
and with increasing set size (β = -1.24, p < .0001).

These analyses indicate that, when one-to-one correspon-
dence was a readily available strategy for matching sets, CP-
knowers were more likely than subset knowers to capitalize
on this relationship in order to generate numerically equal
matches, even when the two sets were perceptually dissim-
ilar. When the boards were presented in an Orthogonal ori-
entation, and one-to-one correspondence was less easily im-
plemented, however, CP-knowers’ performance for large nu-
merosities was not appreciably different from subset know-
ers’. However, despite CP-knowers’ increased accuracy for
boards in the Parallel orientation, their knowledge of one-to-
one’s significance was strikingly limited, with overall accu-
racy for large set sizes only 42% and far below adult-like
levels (Frank et al., 2008). This surprisingly variable per-
formance (Figure 3) suggests that acquisition of the CP alone
may not guarantee an understanding of exact equality and its
relationship to one-to-one correspondence.

Next, we also investigated errors in children’s matching as
a less conservative signal for whether they were attempting
a one-to-one match, even if they were not perfectly accurate.
We reasoned that exploring children’s errors as a complement
to our accuracy analyses may yield more information about
the matching strategy that children are deploying: If children
are attempting a one-to-one match, we should find that their
responses are closer to the target set, whereas if they are not
attempting a one-to-one match their errors should be farther
from the target set. For these analyses, we specifically inves-
tigated differences between subset and CP-knowers’ absolute
error (|Target set - Response|) on incorrect trials, as well as
their Coefficient of Variation (CoV).

We first analyzed differences between subset and CP-
knowers’ absolute error on incorrect trials with a linear mixed
effects model predicting absolute error from CP-knower sta-
tus, set size, orientation, and age, with a random effect of

subject.2 Likelihood Ratio Tests indicated a main effect of
CP knowledge (χ2(1) = 9.76, p = .004), with lower absolute
error for CP-knowers’ in comparison to subset knowers (β =
-0.79, p = .002), even when controlling for age (β = -0.21, p
= .10; Figure 2). Absolute error increased with set size (β =
0.39, p < .0001), and in the Orthogonal orientation (β = 0.57,
p < .0001).

Once again, we found evidence that CP-knowers are less
affected by perceptual dissimilarities when establishing nu-
merical equality; a second linear mixed effects model pre-
dicting absolute error from an interaction of CP knowledge
and Identity condition, set size, orientation, and age, with a
random effect of participant showed a significant interaction
between CP knowledge and Identity (χ2(1) = 10.3, p = .002),
such that CP-knowers had significantly lower error on Non-
identical trials in comparison to subset knowers (β = -1.39, p
= .001).

Finally, we also used CoV, which captures noise in partici-
pants’ responses to a given set size3 as an additional measure
of error in this task. Mirroring our accuracy and error anal-
yses above, CoVs were significantly lower for CP-knowers
in comparison to subset knowers for trials in both the Paral-
lel (t(142) = -5.73, p < .0001) and Orthogonal orientations
(t(141) = -4.99, p < .0001). While the slope of CoV rela-
tive to target quantity has been used to identify whether par-
ticipants are deploying a one-to-one or approximation strat-
egy in previous set-matching work (Everett & Madora, 2012;
Frank, Fedorenko, Lai, Saxe, & Gibson, 2012), this analysis
is not appropriate for our dataset for several reasons. First,
both the number of items that participants could use to match
sets, as well the area in which they could be matched, were
bounded, which truncated the full distribution of responses
for larger sets and affected CoV approximations. Prior work
has shown that such bounds preclude assessments of the kind
of scalar variability associated with ANS (Wagner, Chu, &
Barner, 2019). Second, accuracy in our task was much lower
than in previous work, and more children seemed to default
to error-prone heuristics to solve this task (e.g., many subset
knowers gave the maximum number of fish for large sets),
yielding noisier CoV estimates. Due to these considerations,
we cannot use CoV to make inferences about whether chil-
dren were using one-to-one correspondence or approximation
to solve this task.

Together, the results of our accuracy and error analyses
broadly replicate the finding that numeracy is significantly
related to the availability of exact number concepts. Sim-
ilar to the Pirahã, and consistent with developmental work

2The final model specification was: Absolute error ∼
CP-knower status + Set size + Orientation + Age + ( 1
| subject). Although we again pre-registered a model containing
a CP-knower status x Set size interaction, we pruned this interaction
after finding it did not improve the fit of the model (χ2 = 2.74, p =
.10).

3CoV was approximated as in Frank et al. (2012), with the for-
mula

√
(ti− ri)2/ti, where t is the target quantity, and r is the child’s

response.
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Figure 3: Frequency of set-size response (x-axis) for each target size in the Parallel condition, grouped by CP knowledge.

showing set-matching failures prior to CP acquisition, we
found that although subset knowers were generally accurate
for sets within their PI range, they were less likely to gener-
ate an exact match for large numerosities. In contrast, CP-
knowers were significantly more accurate in comparison to
subset knowers for these larger numerosities, with their pat-
tern of errors suggesting that a majority of children in this
group were potentially attempting to deploy one-to-one cor-
respondence. CP-knowers’ performance was far from ceiling,
however, and reflected some striking limitations. We return to
this novel finding in the General Discussion.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we found that CP-knowers were much more
likely than subset knowers to establish exact equality between
two large quantities. One possible reason for CP-knowers
outperforming subset knowers in this task, however, is that
they might have subvocally counted the experimenter’s set
and used it to generate a match. Experiment 2 was designed
to test for this possibility.

Method
This study was pre-registered on OSF (https://osf.io/
pj4zy), and all methodological and analytical choices were
as preregistered, unless stated otherwise in-text.

Participants Our current sample includes 28 children out
of a planned sample of 40 (Mage = 4.38 years, SDage = 0.51
years, range = 3.25 - 5.03 years) recruited in preschools and
the surrounding community in San Diego, California, USA.
All children were classified as CP-knowers by the Give-N
task.

Procedures
Procedures and tasks were identical to Experiment 1 with
two exceptions in the set-matching task. First, because the
results of Experiment 1 indicated that children were unable
to use one-to-one correspondence with orthogonally oriented
sets, boards were only presented in a Parallel orientation, with

trial order for larger sets counterbalanced across participants.
Second, to test whether CP-knowers’ performance could be
explained by subvocal counting, after the last trial of set-
matching (8 or 10 fish) the experimenter covered both boards
and asked the child, “How many fish are in my pond?” If
the child did not know, they were prompted to guess. The
logic of this follow-up question was that, if the child had suc-
ceeded by counting, then they should provide an accurate an-
swer when asked to report the target set’s cardinality. To con-
trol for differences in working memory, and to test whether
children were capable of remembering a recently counted set,
the experimenter then let the child count the board, covered it
again, and then asked, “How many fish are in my pond?”

Results and Discussion

The majority of children (93%) were able to remember the
cardinality of a recently counted set. Of the 28 children cur-
rently included in this dataset, 15 first responded “I don’t
know.” Of the 13 children who first offered a numeric answer,
only 2 gave a correct response. Children who were able to
provide a numeric response gave verbal estimates that were,
on average, about 4 numbers off from the correct response
(Min = 1, Max = 18, SD = 5.5). Additionally, these chil-
dren did not show evidence of having counted as they were
generating their sets, as their verbal responses were almost 5
numbers off from the size of the set they had generated (M
= 4.92, SD = 3.7). Finally, children who gave a numeric re-
sponse did not have higher overall mean performance in com-
parison to children who were unable to provide a numeric
response (t(26) = 0.37, p = 0.72). Together, these results sug-
gest that the greater accuracy CP-knowers demonstrated in
Experiment 1 was likely not due to subvocal counting.

Additionally, we found that CP-knowers’ set-matching
performance closely matched Experiment 1, with 93% accu-
racy for small numerosities (compared with 89% in Experi-
ment 1), and 40% accuracy for large numerosities (compared
with 42% in Experiment 1).
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General Discussion
Although concepts associated with linguistic expressions
such as “eleven” are unequivocally tied to symbolic num-
ber, it is unknown whether the idea that number can be ex-
act is only available through exact number language. Pre-
vious work exploring this question has produced conflicting
results, with exact number representations sometimes hing-
ing on symbolic number (Everett & Madora, 2012; Gordon,
2004; Negen & Sarnecka, 2009); and sometimes being avail-
able in its absence (Frank et al., 2008; Jara-Ettinger et al.,
2017). In the current work, we returned to this question with
a large sample of children to explore whether one diagnostic
of exact number – the ability to use one-to-one correspon-
dence to generate numerically equal matches – changed as a
function of symbolic number acquisition.

By adapting a method previously used in innumerate cul-
tures, we provide a broad and flexible test of children’s ex-
act number knowledge at varying stages of their symbolic
number acquisition. Our findings adjudicate between previ-
ous studies by providing a large and robust set of findings,
replicated across two experiments, that show a link between
large exact number representations and knowledge of sym-
bolic number language. We replicate previous findings with
the Pirahã and young children that numeracy is related to
exact number concepts (Everett & Madora, 2012; Gordon,
2004; Negen & Sarnecka, 2009): While both subset and CP-
knowers were generally accurate on the set-matching task
for quantities within the PI range, only CP knowers were
more likely to generate an exact (as opposed to approximate)
match for larger quantities. Subset knowers, on the other
hand, were unlikely to spontaneously deploy a set-matching
strategy that would guarantee exact, rather than approximate,
equality. These findings are compatible with Gordon’s (2004)
claim that large exact number concepts are related to numer-
acy, but sharpen this claim to show that (1) simply knowing
some exact number words is not sufficient to acquire a full
understanding of one-to-one correspondence, and (2) even
learning to count does not ensure perfect performance on this
task.

While CP-knowers were more accurate than subset know-
ers, their performance was surprisingly variable and well be-
low adult levels (Frank et al., 2008). This indicates that
while acquisition of the CP may make one-to-one correspon-
dence more accessible, knowledge of the CP alone may not
be sufficient to furnish a complete understanding of how ex-
act number and one-to-one correspondence are related. One
possible reason for this pattern of performance may be that
children learn the significance of one-to-one correspondence
not through number language, but through its associated pro-
cedures. Specifically, as CP-knowers learn how to deploy
one-to-one correspondence in the count routine to create a
partition between counted and uncounted sets, they may no-
tice that one-to-one procedures can also be deployed non-
symbolically to the same end, as in the set-matching task.
Thus, it is possible that CP-knowers’ increased accuracy on

the set-matching task may not reflect new conceptual knowl-
edge stemming solely from exact number language, but rather
their abstraction of a general principle from learning the pro-
cedures of the count routine. Through gaining more experi-
ence with deploying the count routine and recognizing how it
is coextensive with nonsymbolic one-to-one procedures, CP-
knowers may discover the integral role of one-to-one corre-
spondence in exact number.

This hypothesis may account for CP-knowers’ variable
performance in the current work; CP-knowers are an un-
bounded group, and demonstrate a high degree of hetero-
geneity in both their understanding of counting and the inte-
gers. For example, many young CP-knowers may have only
a surface-level understanding of counting, and blindly deploy
it to generate cardinalities without necessarily grasping its
deeper logical entailments and numerical meaning (Barner,
2017). Prior work has shown that many children discover
other properties of the integers, such as the successor function
(Cheung, Rubenson, & Barner, 2017), well after acquiring the
CP, suggesting that as children progress from a procedural to
numerical understanding of the count list, their understand-
ing of exact number similarly grows more robust. Children’s
performance here raises the possibility that a full understand-
ing of the role of one-to-one correspondence in establishing
equinumerosity may emerge some time after acquiring the
CP. Future work should investigate the trajectory of this un-
derstanding, and its implications for the development of other
numerical knowledge (Carey & Barner, 2019).

There are two important limitations of this work. First,
because we wished to provide a measure of children’s un-
prompted attention to exactness, our ambiguous instructions
to “Make your pond look like mine” may have created too
large a hypothesis space, prompting some children to gen-
erate matches on the basis of length, density, or some other
set feature. That subset knowers’ matching behavior was af-
fected by set identity is consistent with this alternative, and
with prior work showing that perceptual identity is more
salient than numerical equality for subset knowers (Izard et
al., 2014; Mix, 1999), and even some CP-knowers (Chan &
Mazzocco, 2017). Second, the set-matching paradigm does
not fully rule out an approximation strategy. Children’s ANS
becomes more precise after they acquire the CP (Shusterman,
Slusser, Halberda, & Odic, 2016), leaving open the possibil-
ity that CP-knowers’ lower rates of error and higher accuracy
may reflect some mix of both one-to-one and approximation
strategies. These limitations provide direction for future work
testing the effects of directing children’s attention to num-
ber, and also disambiguating between different set-matching
strategies.

Together, this work provides key data on the previously
unclear role of language in the development of exact number
concepts. We find that, consistent with the hypothesis that
the availability of exact number concepts is linked to exact
number language (Núñez, 2017), children with limited sym-
bolic number knowledge struggled on a nonsymbolic test of
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exact equality. While children with greater symbolic number
knowledge had higher accuracy, their performance on even
the simplest version of this task was surprisingly low, sug-
gesting that exact number language alone may not be suffi-
cient to fully grasp Hume’s Principle, and that the numerical
significance of one-to-one correspondence may be discovered
through counting experience. Future work should explore the
development of this knowledge in numerate children, and the
process through which children might acquire a more com-
plete understanding of the relationship between one-to-one
correspondence and exact number.
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Abstract 
The Give-a-Number task has become a gold standard of 
children’s number word comprehension and has been 
increasingly used to organize debate in developmental 
psychology. In this task, the experimenter asks children to 
give specific numbers of objects (e.g., 1 to 6), and based on 
their pattern of responses, children are classified into stages 
that can be readily related to other developmental milestones. 
The increasing popularity of Give-a-Number raises the 
question of how reliable it is, since the size of a correlation 
between two different tasks cannot reliably exceed the test-
retest reliability of either measure taken individually. In 
Experiment 1, 2- to 4-year-old children were tested twice in a 
single session with Wynn’s (1992) version of the Give-a-
Number task, which features a titrated design. In Experiment 
2, we tested a second group of children with an alternative 
version that uses a larger number of trials in a non-titrated 
design. We found that in both cases the task was highly 
reliable in differentiating children who could accurately count 
from those who could not, but that reliability differed for 
specific numbers, and was more reliable for very small 
numbers (i.e., “one” and “two”) than for slightly larger ones 
(i.e., “three” and “four”). We discuss practical implications of 
these results for researchers studying numeracy and discuss 
further directions to assess the validity of the task.   

Keywords: Give-Number task; concordance; number 
acquisition 

Introduction 
Preschool children are often good at reciting the count list, 
but, early in development exhibit surprisingly little 
understanding of number word meanings and how to 
accurately count sets. Over the past 40 years, a large corpus 
of studies in the field of number cognition has revealed that 
children acquire the meanings of number words in highly 
protracted stage-like sequence, and that this basic pattern is 
present across a range of different cultures and language 
groups. In the U.S., English-speaking children typically 
begin by learning the count list at around the age of 2 as 
though it were a single expression (“onetwothreefour…”), 
without attaching meaning to the individual words (Carey & 
Sarnecka, 2008; Fuson, 1988). For this reason, these 
children are often called “non-knowers”. Not long after, 
children learn the meaning of their language’s word for 
“one”, which means, in practice, that they can provide one 
object upon request but can’t reliably give accurate amounts 
for larger numbers. Over the course of many months, 
children then learn the meanings of “two”, “three”, and 

“four” in sequence. This is followed by a form of 
breakthrough in which children learn to use their memorized 
counting routine to label and generate any set within the 
range of their count list (called the Cardinal Principle 
Knower or CP-Knower stage). Data compatible with this 
basic pattern have been documented in English, French, 
Spanish, Japanese, Russian, Slovenian, and Tsimane 
amongst others (Almoammer et al., 2013; Piantadosi, Jara-
Ettinger, & Gibson, 2014; Sarnecka, Kamenskaya, Yamana, 
Ogura, & Yudovina, 2007; Wagner, Kimura, Cheung, & 
Barner, 2015). 

This apparently robust developmental sequence has been 
demonstrated in large part by using the Give-a-Number task 
(Give-N). In this task, children are presented with a set of 
objects (e.g., 10 apples), and are asked to “give” subsets of 
this set (e.g., by placing them into a container), often 
starting with one – e.g., “Can you put one apple in the 
plate?”. Though versions of the task were used as early as 
the 1970s (Schaeffer, Eggleston & Scott, 1974), Give-N 
became a type of gold standard to study number word 
comprehension following its use by Wynn in two papers 
(Wynn, 1990, 1992), which have now been cited nearly 
2000 times. In one version of this task, used by Wynn, the 
trial structure of Give-N is titrated, such that if a child 
responds correctly to a request (e.g., giving exactly 2 objects 
when asked for two), they are then tested with the next 
largest number (e.g., three), whereas if they fail they are 
tested on a smaller number. This procedure is then repeated 
until the experimenter is able to identify the highest number 
that a child can succeed at, 2 out of 3 times (i.e., knower 
level; see method for more details). Other studies have used 
an alternative, non-titrated, version of the task in which 
children are tested on all numbers of interest (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8, 10) three times each in pseudo-random order. The 
reason why some studies favor one version over the other 
seems be to hypothesis driven; for example, studies 
interested in specific numbers (e.g., how “one” or “two” are 
acquired; Almoammer et al., 2013; Sarnecka et al., 2007) 
may use the non-titrated version of Give-N as it ensures that 
all numbers of interest (e.g., one, two and three) will be 
tested at least 3 times, unlike with the titrated version. 
Importantly, past studies generally assume that different 
versions of Give-N are interchangeable as diagnostics of 
knower level.   

Using this framework, numerous studies have begun to 
ask how these stages of number word development are 
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related to other developmental measures, such as vocabulary 
size (Negen & Sarnecka, 2012), comprehension of 
grammatical number (Almoammer et al., 2013; Le Corre, 
Li, Huang, Jia, & Carey, 2016; Sarnecka et al., 2007), or 
later mathematical achievement (Chu, vanMarle, & Geary, 
2016; Purpura & Simms, 2018). Critically, however, the 
replicability of the overall knower level framework does not 
itself assure the reliability of individual knower levels, and 
therefore doesn’t guarantee that testing correlations between 
knower levels and other factors will generate interpretable 
results.  

Currently, the reliability of the knower level status of any 
particular child within a dataset is not known. This is 
important because the strength of a reliable correlation 
between two observations (e.g., knower level and 
vocabulary size), r(ObservedA,ObservedB), is bounded by 
both the size of the correlation between the true value of the 
variables being measured, r(TrueA,TrueB), and the test-
retest reliability of these measures taken individually, 
reliabilityA, reliabilityB (Nunnally, 1970). Thus, as noted 
by Vul, Harris, Winkielman and Pashler (2009), in a 
scenario in which a true correlation between two variables is 
100% but the test-retest reliability is .7 for one and .8 for the 
second, the highest reliable correlation that can be detected 
is .75 (i.e., 1 x √(.7 x .8) = .75). In the current context, this 
means that if individual knower levels – e.g., the 1-knower 
stage – exhibit low reliability (e.g., .3), then the size of 
expected correlations between knower level and other 
variables should also be low. Also, it means that a particular 
knower level assignment might overestimate – or 
underestimate – a child’s true knowledge. More generally, 
interpreting correlations between knower levels and other 
outcomes hinges critically on the reliability of the Give-N 
task.  

In the present study, we investigated the reliability of the 
Give-N task in two studies. In Experiment 1, we assessed 
the test-retest reliability of Wynn’s titrated version of Give-
N and in Experiment 2, we measured the test-retest 
reliability of the alternative non-titrated version, which we 
expected might offer stronger reliability than the titrated 
version, because it features more trials and tests children 
using the same trial structure across administrations. Aside 
from these two different methodologies, there are also other 
ways in which the administration of Give-N likely differs 
across labs that could affect the reliability of the task. Here, 
we systematically assessed the potential impact of one such 
factor, testing location.1 Specifically, in both experiments, 
we tested children across different settings (within subjects) 
– either in lab or outside of lab (i.e., museum, preschool) – 
to assess the impact of experimental environment on knower 
level reliability. 

                                                        
1 Various others exist. For example, labs test different numbers, 

provide children with different numbers of objects, order of trials, 
type of follow-up questions children are asked, number of objects 
presented and environment in which children are being tested. 

Experiment 1 

Method 
Participants In total, 81 English-speaking children, aged 
2;2 to 4;1-year-old were included in the study (M = 3;4 
years). This age range was targeted as previous studies have 
shown variability in children’s knower-levels at this age. An 
additional 35 children were excluded from analysis because 
of failure to complete all 3 tasks (n=11), being outside the 
targeted age range (n=4), because English was not their 
primary language, because of language delay (n=3), or 
experimenter error (n=17). Participants were recruited from 
a parent database (lab), preschools and museums in San 
Diego. Informed consent was obtained from the parents. 
The study received approval by the ethics committee of the 
University of California, San Diego.  
 
Materials and procedure In order to assess the influence of 
testing location, children were tested either in the lab or 
offsite (i.e., preschool and museum). The testing 
environment in the preschools and in museums was similar 
and consisted of a relatively quiet corner of a room made 
available by the staff. In the lab, the testing environment 
was more quiet than off-site and possible distractions were 
limited (i.e., proximity of games, toys and noise). Each 
session lasted approximately 8 min and included (1) Give-a-
Number task 1, (2) Highest Count task and (3) Give-a-
Number task 2. All participants were administered the tasks 
in this order. Children received a small prize for their 
participation at the end of the session. 
 
Give-a-Number Task (Titrated) This task was adapted 
from Wynn (1992). Stimuli consisted of a puppet, a plastic 
plate, and a pile of small plastic toys. Children were asked 
to provide a certain number of toys in the following way: 
“Mr. Monkey is very hungry. This is a plate and these are 
your bananas. I want you to put bananas in the plate for Mr. 
Monkey ok? Listen carefully! Can you put N banana(s) in 
the plate? (N is the number word). Put N banana(s) in the 
plate and tell me when you’re all done”. After this first 
prompt, children were asked to count to verify that they had 
provided N (i.e., “Is that N? Can you count and make 
sure?”), and if they chose to fix their answers only their 
final responses were recorded. Children were always asked 
for 1 first and then 2. If the child succeeded on both trials, 
the experimenter then asked for 3, otherwise, they asked for 
1. The next requests depended on the child’s pattern of 
response: if the child succeeded, the experimenter asked for 
N+1 and if the child failed, they asked for N-1. The lowest 
request was 1 and the highest was 6. Consistent with Wynn 
(1990)’s criteria, children were credited as N-knowers (e.g., 
two-knowers) if they correctly gave N objects at least 67% 
of the time when asked for N, and failed to give the correct 
N at least 67% of the time at a request for N+1. In addition, 
for the child to be credited as an N-knower, 2/3 of their 
responses of N objects had to be in response to requests for 
N (e.g., such that a child who gives 2 objects across all trials 
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would not be credited with knowing the meaning of two). 
Finally, children were credited as CP-knowers if either they 
succeeded on 67% of trials for 5 and 6 or responded 
correctly to each request, 1 to 6, consecutively. Finally, 
except in this last instance (of CP-knowers), children were 
tested with a minimum of 2 trials for N in order to verify 
that they were an N-knower. 
 
Highest Count Task (HC) This task had two goals: first, to 
serve as a proxy for exposure to numeracy in our model 
comparison of the two Give-N tasks (titrated vs non-
titrated), and second, as a filler task between Give-N tests. 
Participants were asked to count as high as they could. The 
last number reached before stopping or making an error was 
recorded as the child’s highest count. 

Results & Discussion 
Give-a-Number Table 1 shows the distribution of knower-
levels in the first and second assessment of the titrated Give-
N task. We first assessed the agreement and reliability of the 
task by including all knower-levels (0 to CP) in a 7x7 
contingency table (see Figure 1 for example of contingency 
table). Reliability was measured using the weighted Kappa 
statistic (Cohen, 1960).2 We obtained an agreement of 77% 
and a Kappa of 0.866 (unweighted 0.709), which 
corresponds to what previous studied classify as “excellent” 
reliability (Landis & Koch, 1977; but see Sim & Wright, 
2005, for disagreement regarding how to describe different 
levels of reliability). However, as indicated by Figure 1, the 
rate of effective agreement (in percentage) across different 
knower levels was quite variable, ranging from 18% to 76%. 
These first two results suggest that when all knower levels 
are considered together, the Give-N titrated task has a high 
degree of reliability, but that individual knower levels differ 
substantially and may not be uniformly strong predictors in 
statistical tests. 

To explore this issue further, we calculated agreement and 
Cohen-Kappa for subset-knowers, non-knowers and CP-
knowers separately. For the subset-knower analysis, we 
created a 6x6 contingency table with the knower-levels 1 to 
5, as well as a new category of non-subset-knowers (binning 
together non-knowers and CP) for Give-N Test 1 (T1) and 
Give-N Test 2 (T2). We first calculated the reliability of 
knower levels within the subset range, taken together, and 
found an agreement of 63% and an unweighted kappa of 

                                                        
2 The overall agreement corresponds to the total number of 

matches between the first and second assessment of Give-N 
titrated divided by the total number of observations. The effective 
agreement is the number of matches divided by the number of 
observations that include at least one of the Knower Levels in 
consideration. However, both values are inflated indexes of 
reliability as they don’t consider the agreements that could have 
occurred by chance. Kappa is considered to be an improvement 
over % agreement as it controls for chance. Also, weighted kappa 
is considered to be more appropriate for ordinal scales, as it 
attaches greater weight to large differences between ratings than to 
small differences.  

0.714, which is considered “substantial. Next, for the non-
knower analysis, we generated a 2x2 contingency table with 
non-knowers and non-non-knowers (i.e., all subset knowers 
and CP-knowers) at Give-N T1 and T2. We obtained an 
effective agreement of 80% and a reliability of 0.951. Next, 
for the CP-knower analysis (CP vs non-CP at T1 and T2) 
we found an agreement of 76% and a reliability of 0.827, 
which is considered excellent. These last two results suggest 
that the non-knower and CP-knower classifications are 
highly reliable, and somewhat more reliable than 
classifications within the subset stage, when all subset 
knower levels are considered together (though as already 
noted, reliability within the subset stage varies between 
individual knower levels, as shown in Figure 1).  

In some past studies (e.g., Sarnecka & Carey, 2008), 
researchers have been less interested in whether a child is a 
specific N-knower (e.g., one-knower), and more interested 
in whether they are a CP-knower or instead have not yet 
learned to count accurately, and are a subset knower or non-
knower. Relatedly, many studies simply lack the power to 
analyze individual knower levels as predictors. In our next 
analyses, we therefore asked whether a child classified as, 
for example, a subset-knower at Time 1, was likely to be a 
subset-knower again at Time 2. To do this, we divided 
knower-levels in 3 groups: non-knowers, subset-knowers 
(1K to 5K) and CP-knowers.3 We then created a 3x3 
contingency table with knower-level groups at T1 and T2. 
Here, we found an overall agreement of 89%, and a 
weighted Kappa of 0.873, which is considered excellent. 
This suggests that children who were classified as subset-
knowers in the first assessment are very likely to remain 
subset-knowers in the second assessment, as are non-
knowers and CP-knowers.  

We next asked whether, when discrepancies existed 
between knower-levels within a subject, knower level 
systematically increased or decreased between Time 1 and 
Time 2. An increase could signal a practice effect while a 
decrease would suggest a fatigue effect. In total, more 
children exhibited a decrease in their knower-level from 
Give-N 1 to Give-N 2 (decreased n=13; increase n=6) but 
this difference was not significant (p=0.11). In addition, 
most of these children had knower-levels that differed by 
one level (difference of 1 level, n=11; difference of 2, n=8), 
though again this difference was not reliable (p=0.17).  

 
Table 1: Distribution of Knower-Levels at the first (T1) and 

second (T2) assessment of Give-N titrated4 
 

                                                        
3 In task 1, there were 9 children classified as non-knowers, 45 

subset-knowers (1K to 5K) and 27 CP-knowers. In task 2, there 
were 9 non-knowers, 48 subset-knowers and 24 CP-knowers.  

4 Here, 0K refers to non-knowers, 1K to one-knower, 2K to two-
knower, 3K to three-knower, etc., and CP to cardinal-principle-
knower. 

 0K 1K 2K 3K 4K 5K CP 
T1 9 14 16 5 7 3 27 
T2 9 15 15 8 6 4 24 
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Testing Location We found no difference in agreement 
between knower-levels depending on the testing location (in 
lab vs offsite; p=0.29)  

 

 
 
Figure 1: Knower-level classification in the first (T1; x axis) 
and second assessment (T2; y axis) of Give-N titrated. The 
percentages represent the percent effective agreement – i.e., 
the agreement calculated over not all paired knower-levels, 
but those paired knower-levels in which at least one belongs 
to the knower-level in consideration. The number in 
parenthesis represent the frequency of the paired knower-
level. The color scale is based on the proportion of effective 
agreement, where darker red represent higher agreement.  

Experiment 2 
In Experiment 2, we assessed the test-retest reliability of the 
non-titrated version of Give-N.  

Method 
Participants In total, 81 English-speaking children, aged 
2;6 to 4;0-year-old were included in the study (M = 3;4 
years). An additional 20 children were excluded from 
analysis because of failure to complete all 3 tasks (n=12), 
being outside the targeted age range (n=5), because English 
was not their primary language (n=1), or experimenter error 
(n=2). Children were recruited in the same way as in 
Experiment 1. The study received approval by the ethics 
committee of the University of California, San Diego. 
 
Materials and procedure The testing environments were 
identical to Experiment 1, except that children were 
presented with a non-titrated version of Give-N, twice.  
 
Give-a-Number Task (Non-Titrated) This task was 
identical to the titrated version used in Experiment 1, aside 
from the trial structure.  In this task, each child was given 15 
trials: three trials for each of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. We 
created two lists of trials in a pseudorandom order. All 
children were presented with both lists, either at Time 1 or 
Time 2 and we counterbalanced which list came first across 
children. Note that since we did not ask for 5, children could 
not be classified as 5-knowers in this version, unlike in the 

titrated task (note, however, in Experiment 1, only 5 
children were ever classified as a 5-knower). The criteria to 
assign knower-level were the same as those used in the 
titrated version: children needed to correctly give N two out 
of three times when asked for N, and fail to give the correct 
N two out of three times for N+1. Again, children could not 
use N more than 50% of the time for requests other than N 
and children were credited as CP knowers if they could 
correctly give six, two out of three times.  
 
Highest Count Task (HC). The task was identical to 
Experiment 1. 

Results & Discussion 
Give-a-Number Table 2 shows the distribution of knower-
levels in the first and second assessment of the non-titrated 
Give-N task. We first calculated agreement and Cohen’s 
Kappa including all knower-levels (0 to CP) in a 6x6 
contingency table. We found an agreement of 73% and a 
weighted Kappa of 0.815 (unweighted 0.650), which 
corresponds to excellent reliability. The contingency table in 
Figure 2 illustrates children’s knower-levels in the two 
iterations of the non-titrated task as well as their agreement.  

Next, as in Experiment 1, we explored the reliability for 
subset-knowers, non-knowers and CP-knowers separately. 
For the subset-knower analysis, we created a 5x5 
contingency table with knower-levels 1 to 4 and a non-
subset-knower category for Give-N T1 T2. We found an 
agreement of 58% and an unweighted Kappa of 0.661, 
which is considered substantial. In the non-knower analysis 
(2x2 contingency table), we obtained an agreement of 57% 
and a reliability of 0.926. In the CP-knower analysis, we 
found an agreement of 76% and a reliability of 0.803. 
Similar to Experiment 1, these results suggest that reliability 
is affected by knower-levels such that the reliability within 
the subset-knower level is lower than that of CP-knowers 
and non-knowers. 

Next, we assessed the agreement and reliability of 
knower-level groups5 (non-knowers, subset-knowers, CP-
knowers). Here, we found an agreement of 86%, and a 
weighted Kappa of 0.844, which is considered excellent. 
This suggests that children classified as subset-knowers in 
the first assessment are likely to remain subset-knowers in 
the second assessment (and so are non-knowers and CP-
knowers).  

Overall, these results using the kappa statistic are 
conceptually identical to those obtained in Exp1. 
Specifically, we found that the reliability of Give-N non-
titrated, when considering all knower-levels at once, is high, 
but that this effect is likely driven by the high reliability of 
non-knowers and CP.  

Next, we assessed whether there was an order effect, 
whenever knower-levels did not match across the two tasks. 

                                                        
5 In task 1, there were 6 children classified as non-knowers, 47 

subset-knowers (1K to 4K) and 28 CP-knowers. In task 2, there 
were 5 non-knowers, 46 subset-knowers and 30 CP-knowers. 
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As in Experiment 1, more children decrease their knower-
level from Give-N 1 to Give-N 2 (decreased n=13; increase 
n=9) but this difference was not significant (p=0.40). Also, 
as in Experiment 1, most of these children had knower-
levels that differed by one level (difference of 1 level, n=16; 
difference of 2 levels, n=4; difference of 3 levels, n=2; 
p=0.26). 

 
Table 2: Distribution of Knower-Levels at the first (T1) 
and second (T2) assessment of Give-N non-titrated 

 

 
Testing Location We found no difference in agreement 
between knower-levels depending on the testing location (in 
lab vs offsite; p=0.57)  

 
 
Figure 2: Knower-level classification in the first (T1; x axis) 
and second assessment (T2; y axis) of Give-N non-titrated. 
The percentages represent the percent effective agreement – 
i.e., the agreement calculated over not all paired knower-
levels, but those paired knower-levels in which at least one 
belongs to the knower-level in consideration. The number in 
parenthesis represent the frequency of the paired knower-
level. The color scale is based on the proportion of effective 
agreement, where darker red represent higher agreement.  
 
Comparing the reliability of the two Give-N types To 
investigate the difference in rates of agreement across Give-
N type (titrated and non-titrated) and knower-levels, we ran 
a logistic model using glm function in R (R Core Team, 
2017). In a first model, we predicted agreement (coded as 
yes or no) from Age (in months) and Highest Count6, but 
both factors were not significant (both ps>0.05). Because 
these factors were not significant, we did not add them into 
our principal model of interest. In our principal model, we 
predicted agreement from Give-N type – either titrated or 
non-titrated – knower-level group (i.e., subset-knower, non-

                                                        
6 On average, children’s counting skills were highly variable (M 

= 12.8; SD = 13.0; range = 0-100). 

knower and CP) and the interaction between the two 
factors7. In this model, only the main effect of knower-level 
group was significant, when considering the knower-level 
values of both Give-N T1 and T2 (both ps<0.05). In other 
words, a child that was classified as a subset-knower, either 
when considering T1 or T2, was less likely to have an 
agreement between Give-N assessments compared to 
children classified as non-knowers or CP-knowers in at least 
one of the two assessments. This result corroborates the 
findings of Experiments 1 and 2 using the kappa index.  

General Discussion 
The goal of this study was to investigate the reliability of 
both versions of Give-N, titrated (Experiment 1) and non-
titrated (Experiment 2). In both experiments, when 
considering all knower-levels together, we found an overall 
high reliability of the Give-N task. This suggests that 
children who were classified into a particular N-knower-
level in their first assessment were likely to receive the same 
knower-level assignment in the second assessment. 
However, we also found evidence that the reliability of the 
task was somewhat affected by individual knower-level 
group. Specifically, for both the titrated and non-titrated 
type, the reliability of the subset-knower group was lower 
than that of non-knowers and CP-knowers, suggesting that 
the high reliability of the task might be driven by these last 
two knower-level groups. In line with this result, we also 
found that knower-level group (either subset-knower, non-
knower or CP) was a significant predictor of agreement, 
regardless of the Give-N methodology used. Finally, the 
testing location (either in lab or off-site) didn’t have any 
impact on the rates of agreement of the task, for either the 
titrated or non-titrated version. 

Overall, these results bring encouraging news to 
researchers using Give-N to study number words 
comprehension in children, as we show that Give-N has a 
high and satisfactory reliability. Nonetheless, these findings 
have practical implications for how future studies should 
use this task. Given the lower reliability of individual 
knower-levels within the subset knower group, researchers 
could try to use a broader knower-level group distinction 
(e.g., 3 groups: non-knowers, subset-knowers and CP), as an 
alternative to individual knower-levels to predict outcomes. 
The reliability of these groups (e.g., that a child classified as 
a subset-knower at T1 remains a subset-knower at T2) was 
in fact the highest obtained for both Experiments 1 and 2. In 
cases where using the broader distinction is not applicable 
however, for example in studies investigating questions that 
are specifically about individual knower-levels (e.g., 
Almoammer et al., 2013), researchers could use the 
reliability index provided in this study in order to estimate 
the sample size needed to reach adequate power. In addition, 
since there was no difference in agreement and apparent 

                                                        
7 The first model specification was Agreement ~ Highest Count 

+ Age. The second model was Agreement ~ Give-N type * KL 
group. 

 0K 1K 2K 3K 4K CP 
T1 6 18 10 7 12 28 
T2 5   21 11 10 4 30 
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reliability across the titrated and non-titrated versions of 
Give-N, it might be more advantageous for researchers to 
use the titrated version of Give-N in a study as this version 
is faster to run than the non-titrated one (~8min for titrated 
vs ~10 minutes for non-titrated), and therefore, more 
appropriate for younger children with a limited attention 
span. 

An interesting theoretical question raised by these 
findings is why there is variation in reliability across 
individual knower levels and what can this tell us about 
models of number words acquisition? We address this 
question by looking at non-knowers, subset-knowers and CP 
individually. For non-knowers, our results show that these 
children’s behaviors are consistent over repeated 
assessment; non-knowers tend to grab all the objects or 
provide quantities somewhat randomly. This is compatible 
with a view in which these children don’t have yet a reliable 
hypothesis for the meaning of any number words. On the 
opposite end of the spectrum, children who understand the 
meaning of counting (at least to 6; CP-knowers) are also 
consistent in how they perform at Give-N and can 
accurately count objects as they provide them. Subset-
knowers, on the other hand, are less consistent in their 
responses to requests, as demonstrated by the lower 
reliability across Give-N tasks. The interesting puzzle is 
why there is a high variability in the reliability measures 
within subset-knowers and what this variability can tell us. 
One possible explanation is that subset-knowers learn 
number words gradually, and have solid knowledge of some 
numbers, but only partial, instable, knowledge of larger 
ones. Evidence for this comes from the fact that subset-
knowers perform slightly better than chance when asked to 
give numbers just beyond their knower level (Barner & 
Bachrach, 2010; Gunderson, Spaepen, & Levine, 2015; 
Wagner, Chu, & Barner, 2019). The possibility that an N-
knower might have partial knowledge of N+1 or N+2 might 
explain why these children can be classified, just by chance, 
as N-knower at T1 and then N+1-knower at T2. Such an 
explanation would provide support for models of number 
words acquisition on which children begin learning all small 
numbers simultaneously, but acquire adult-like meanings at 
different moments due to differences in frequency. Children 
may learn the meaning of “one” earlier than “two” not 
because it is easier or required for learning larger numbers, 
but simply because they hear it much more frequently 
(Dehaene & Mehler, 1992). 

Given the variation in reliability for subset stages, another 
interesting question raised by these results is how necessary 
it is for children to have fixed association between number 
words and the non-symbolic representations of those 
number words in order to learn the meaning of counting. 
Our data support the view that there is an important 
conceptual distinction between subset-knowers and CP-
knowers, but doesn’t specify what explains this difference. 
Given the high variability in responses within subset-
knowers it is possible that this variability remains the same 
when children become CP-knowers, but that what 

characterizes CP-knowers is the mastery of a counting 
procedure. In other words, CP-knowers may be distinct 
from subset-knowers only in that they can apply a procedure 
without implicating representations of small number words. 
Future studies should explore this possibility.  

While this study is the first to assess the reliability of 
Give-N in a systematic manner, our results leave open 
multiple questions. For example, it would be interesting to 
not only assess the reliability of the titrated and non-titrated 
Give-N tasks in a within-subject design, but also to 
investigate the validity of different Give-N versions by 
relating them to other tasks frequently used in the numeracy 
literature. Our lab is currently addressing this question, by 
testing children with both the titrated and non-titrated 
versions of Give-N, as well as the What’s On this Card task 
adapted from Le Corre & Carey (2007).  

Finally, these results can have implications not only for 
the development of numeracy but also for other aspects of 
cognitive development. Specifically, given the increasing 
concern about replicability in research, it is important to 
assess and discuss measurements and methodological 
differences across labs. As noted in the introduction, there 
are many differences in the way that tasks can be 
administered across labs and experimenters, including the 
type of questions asked, the order of trials, the type of 
material and location. Here, we provide evidence that 
testing location doesn’t impact the reliability of Give-N, 
which is good news for researchers using this task. 
Addressing the potential impact of these factors might be a 
step to better understand some of the issues at the core of 
the replicability crisis.  
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Starting small: Exploring the origins of successor function knowledge
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Abstract

Although most U.S. children can count sets by 3.5 years of age, many fail to understand that adding 1 to a set corresponds
to counting up 1 word in the count list (i.e., the successor function). Initially, children have piecemeal knowledge of this
relation, and do not understand that it holds for any number. Although generalized successor knowledge emerges around
6 years of age, it is unknown when children’s item-based learning begins, and therefore when they begin learning relations
between number words – a critical precursor to mathematical reasoning. Here, we explore the timescale and mechanisms
underlying this knowledge in 2- to 4-year-old children. We find that these children have established item-based mappings,
but that they are unrelated to count list knowledge. Instead, we show evidence that the origins of successor knowledge
may lie in mappings made between non-symbolic set representations and known number words.
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Abstract 
On a now orthodox view, humans and many other animals are 
endowed with a “number sense”, or approximate number system 
(ANS), that represents number. Recently, this orthodox view has 
been subject to numerous critiques, with critics maintaining either 
that numerical content is absent altogether, or else that some 
primitive analog of number (‘numerosity’) is represented as opposed 
to number itself. We distinguish three arguments for these claims – 
the arguments from congruency, confounds, and imprecision – and 
show that none succeed. We then highlight positive reasons for 
thinking that the ANS genuinely represents numbers. The upshot is 
that proponents of the orthodox view should not feel troubled by 
recent critiques of their position. 

Keywords: number sense; numerosity; approximate number 
system; analog magnitude system. 

Introduction 
On a now orthodox view, humans (and many non-human 
animals) possess a primitive and pre-linguistic capacity to 
represent number. This is sometimes referred to as our 
“number sense” (Dehaene, 1997).   

At the heart of this theory lies the postulation of an 
approximate number system (ANS). This is a well-studied 
psychological system that enables organisms to efficiently 
intuit gross numerical quantities. It’s not perfect. Most 
notably, its performance conforms to Weber’s Law. So, while 
the ANS enables organisms to intuit (sometimes quite large) 
numerical quantities, ANS-governed numerical 
discriminations remain imprecise and ratio sensitive. 8 is 
easier to discriminate from 10 than 10 is from 12. Conversely, 
8 is discriminated from 10 as easily as 16 is discriminated 
from 20. In each case, absolute difference in number has little 
effect on performance: it is the ratio between sets which 
matters (the further from 1:1 the better).  

It bears emphasizing that the postulation of an ANS has 
proven extremely productive. Countless studies have served 
to support its existence, with the postulation of an ANS 
generating empirical predictions that have been borne out 
repeatedly in carefully controlled experiments (for reviews, 
see Anobile, Cicchini & Burr, 2019; Odic & Starr, 2018). In 
spite of this, there has been growing discontent with the 
suggestion that humans (and other animals) possess an ANS 
which genuinely represents number. Instead, critics have 
argued that (strictly speaking) the relevant systems/processes 

merely represent non-numerical magnitudes, like size and 
density, or primitive analogs of number (like “numerosity”). 
Either way, critics have denied that number is literally 
represented by an ANS, thereby calling the number sense 
theory into question.  

In the present treatment, we address these critiques. We 
begin by distinguishing three arguments that have motivated 
scepticism about the ANS, and its capacity to represent 
number, and show that none succeed. We then highlight 
positive, and previously unarticulated, reasons for thinking 
that the ANS genuinely represents numbers. The upshot is 
that proponents of a number sense should not feel troubled by 
recent critiques of their position. 

 
The ANS 

To begin, let us consider a tiny sample of the many studies 
that have purported to show that humans possess an ANS 
with genuine numerical content. To be clear, it is the 
interpretation of these studies that is at issue in this paper. 
Nevertheless, it is useful to have some evidence in view 
before considering the skeptic’s critiques.  

One particularly important source of evidence emerged 
in the early 2000s, when studies yielded evidence that young 
human infants could track the numerical properties of large 
sets, albeit imprecisely and in accord with Weber’s Law. For 
instance, Xu and Spelke (2000) habituated six-month-old 
infants to seen arrays containing either 16 or 8 dots. When 
habituated to an 8-dot array, infants recovered interest when 
presented with a 16- or 4-dot array, but not a 12-dot array. 
Meanwhile infants who were habituated to a 16-dot array 
would dishabituate to a 32- or 8-dot array, but not a 24-dot 
array. Since obvious confounds were controlled for, these 
findings were interpreted as showing that six-month-old 
infants can represent and discriminate the approximate 
number of items in large sets provided they differ by a 
suitably large ratio (e.g. 1:2). Subsequent studies then 
suggested that these basic discriminative capacities persist 
and improve into development. For instance, nine-month-old 
infants were found to reliably discriminate numerical 
quantities in comparable tasks provided these differed by a 
ratio of just 2:3 (Wood & Spelke, 2005), with adult humans 
pre-attentively discriminating numerical quantities with 
tighter ratios still (Halberda, Ly, Wilmer, Naiman & 
Germine, 2012). In each case, performance decreases as the 
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numerical ratio nears 1:1, irrespective of precise cardinal 
values. 

Cross-modal studies bolster the suggestion that these 
results reflect a genuine sensitivity to number or numerical 
quantity. In one study, Izard, Sann, Spelke and Steri (2009) 
even found neonates capable of matching numerical 
quantities across modalities – i.e. matching a number of seen 
items with a number of heard sounds in a sequence of tones. 
Note that studies of this sort complicate attempts to explain 
the preceding results in terms of non-numerical confounds. 
After all, neonates in Izard et al.’s study could not have relied 
on (say) the size of the dots, or the total area of the seen set, 
when identifying a match, since properties of this sort could 
not have been heard. In this way, cross-modal studies support 
the conclusion that even pre-linguistic infants are genuinely 
sensitive to numerical quantities. And, since their failures 
were (again) a function of ratio, these results implicate a 
system with the performance profile of an ANS as outlined 
above.  

Of course, infants are notoriously difficult to study, 
requiring the use of indirect measures such as looking time. 
But preschoolers can be directly asked which of two stimuli 
has “more” dots or tones, and since they’re still too young to 
reliably count, they use their ANS to answer. For instance, 
Barth, La Mont, Lipton and Spelke (2005) found not only that 
preschoolers could reliably answer which of two visual 
stimuli had “more” (e.g. whether there were more red dots or 
blue dots), but also that they were roughly as good at doing 
this across modalities (e.g. vision to audition) as they were at 
matching intra-modal stimuli (e.g. the numerosities of two 
seen displays). Similar results are found in adults (Arrighi 
Togoli & Burr, 2014). In each case, the numerical ratio 
between sets continues to predict patterns of success and 
failure, further implicating a system with the performance 
profile of an ANS. 

Using a quite different paradigm, Franconeri, Bemis and 
Alvarez (2009) and He, Zhang, Zhou and Chen (2009) 
discovered additional evidence for an ANS. In their studies, 
subjects were presented with visual arrays containing sets of 
dots. What they showed was that connecting pairs of dots 
with a thin line (effectively turning pairs of dots into single 
dumbbell-shaped items) substantially reduces subjects’ 
intuitive estimates of numerosity. Franconeri et al. also 
showed that introducing a small break in the lines would 
immediately eliminate this “dumbbell effect”. Since displays 
with small breaks and displays with dots connected by thin 
lines differ only very slightly with respect to their total 
surface area, spatial frequency, and other non-numerical 
magnitudes, but dramatically with respect to their numerical 
quantity (displays of the former type contain twice as many 
items) these studies support the hypothesis that humans 
possess an operational ANS that provides a genuine 
sensitivity to number  itself.  

Finally, all of these results have been linked to findings 
at the level of neural implementation. Individual neurons in 
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) respond selectively to specific 
numbers (Nieder, 2016). Thus, specific neurons in the IPS 

respond preferentially when one sees or hears an array or 
sequence containing (say) seven items, Crucially, this 
response profile is noisy. Thus, a neuron which is tuned to 7 
will fire when one observes 6 or 8 items and occasionally 
when one observes 5 or 9 items. Indeed, noise levels increase 
with number. As various theorists have observed, this is 
precisely what we would expect of neurons implementing an 
ANS, for it would seem to explain the system’s conformity 
to Weber’s Law. 

Recent Critiques 
The preceding remarks do not provide a comprehensive 
overview of work on the ANS. Nor do they definitively 
establish its existence. They merely provide readers with an 
initial sense of the vast, and seemingly convergent, evidence 
which speaks in favor of the ANS’s existence and capacity to 
represent number. With this in mind, we will now consider 
three arguments that have been levied against such proposals. 
For brevity, we will call these the arguments from 
Congruency, Confounds, and Imprecision. In showing that all 
three fail, we gain a deeper appreciation for why we really 
should posit an ANS which genuinely represents numbers. 

 
The Argument from Congruency 
An initial reason why some continue to doubt the existence 
of an ANS, with even broadly numerical content, stems from 
the existence of numerical congruency effects. These are 
cases in which numerical judgments are influenced by the 
perception of irrelevant magnitudes. For instance, when 
subjects compare Arabic numerals and decide which picks 
out a larger number, their reaction times are influenced by 
font size. So, when the larger numeral is printed in a larger 
font (a “congruent” trial) they answer more quickly than 
when the numerals are identical in font size (a “neutral” trial). 
And when the smaller numeral has a larger font (an 
“incongruent” trial), they’re slower and less accurate (Henik 
& Tzelgov 1982; Gebuis, Cohen Kadosh, de Haan & Henik, 
2009; Gebuis & Reynvoet 2012c). Similar effects occur in 
non-symbolic tasks. Thus, subjects who are tasked with 
determining whether one display of dots is more or less 
numerous than another are influenced in comparable ways by 
things like average dot diameter, dot density, convex hull, 
and dot brightness (Cohen Kadosh & Henik 2006; Dakin 
Tibber, Greenwood, Kingdom & Morgan, 2011; Gebuis & 
Reynvoet, 2012a, 2012b; Leibovich and Henik 2014).  

The argument from congruency proposes that these 
effects undermine the ANS hypothesis (Leibovich, Katzin, 
Harel & Henik, 2017; Gebuis, Cohen Kadosh & Gevers, 
2016). Here, it is claimed that if there were an ANS with 
genuine numerical content we would expect relevant 
numerical judgments to be based entirely on its outputs. In 
other words, continuous magnitudes should be ignored. But 
the existence of congruency effects shows that (often) they’re 
not, so the ANS hypothesis is problematic.  

Gebuis et al. (2016, p. 22) put the objection like this: if 
the relevant numerical judgments are influenced by the 
perception of non-numerical magnitudes then: 
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why would there be an ANS system that can extract “pure 
numerosity”? What would be the use of having a system that 
can tell us exactly which cue at the passport control contains 
less [sic] people when it in the end adjusts this accurate answer 
in a possibly incorrect answer [sic] when for instance the length 
of the people in the cue [sic] is taken into account? 

From the perspective of optimal design, Gebuis et al. propose 
that it makes little sense for an ANS to exist if its outputs are 
influenced by confounding variables.  

An initial problem with this argument is that it 
overgeneralizes. It is well known that congruency effects 
affect our judgements of uncontroversially perceptible 
magnitudes. For instance, judgments of duration exhibit 
congruency effects on size (Lourenco & Longo, 2010), 
luminance (Xuan, Zhang, He & Chen, 2007), length 
(Casasanto & Boroditsky 2008), and distance (Sarrazin, 
Giraudo, Pailhous & Bootsma, 2004). So, if congruency 
effects demonstrate that numerical quantity isn’t represented 
in studies of the above sort, then by parity of reasoning they 
would demonstrate that magnitudes such as duration and 
distance aren’t perceptually represented either.  

To compound matters, congruency effects tend to be 
symmetric. For while numerical judgments are influenced by 
area and density, judgments of area and density are likewise 
influenced by number. Indeed, number appears to influence 
judgments of area and density more than vice-versa 
(Cicchini, Anobile & Burr, 2016). So, if the fact that 
numerical judgments are influenced by area and density 
shows that number isn’t represented by an ANS, there should 
be equal or greater evidence that area and density aren’t 
perceptually represented either. In this way, the argument 
from congruency leads to an implausible skepticism about the 
perceptual representation of magnitudes quite generally.  

These considerations suggest that the argument from 
congruency fails, but where exactly does it go wrong? We 
believe that the argument errs in assuming congruency effects 
are even in tension with the ANS hypothesis. If there is an 
ANS dedicated to representing number, the perception of 
continuous magnitudes might introduce biases at the initial 
encoding stage, influencing inputs to the ANS, or at the 
decision/response stages, altering outputs of the system. At 
the encoding stage, numerical and non-numerical magnitudes 
such as density may be computed on the basis of overlapping 
features, such as spatial frequency (Dakin et al. 2011) or 
object size (Dehaene & Changeux 1993). Thus, altering non-
numerical magnitudes might alter numerical judgments by 
altering features that are inputs to the ANS (Odic 2018). 
Alternatively, congruency effects might be a Stroop-like 
byproduct of competition for a single response. And given its 
scalar variability, the ANS is not a perfectly precise 
instrument. So, if it’s true that certain magnitudes typically 
correlate with number, it might make sense to adjust the 
outputs of the system in accord with those correlations. Thus, 
congruency effects might reflect an optimal strategy for 
counteracting the imprecision of the ANS.  

 
 
 

The Argument from Confounds 
The argument from congruency is unpersuasive. However, a 
related and comparatively troubling objection stems from the 
observation that numerical quantity is never presented 
independently of all confounding variables. For instance, a 
visual display containing nine dots will also contain dots with 
an average diameter, cumulative area, convex hull, and 
density. Similar points apply to heard or felt sets. 
Consequently, there is always the worry that number isn’t 
really being represented or tracked in studies of the above 
sort, only confounding variables. The objection from 
confounds claims that this undermines experimental attempts 
to evince an ANS with genuine numerical content (Leibovich 
& Henik 2013; Leibovich et al. 2017; Gebuis et al. 2016). 

There are actually two readings of this objection. On a 
strong reading, it is deemed impossible to empirically 
adjudicate the hypothesis that subjects represent numerical 
quantities (in addition to various sensory confounds) against 
the hypothesis that they merely represent sensory confounds. 
According to a weak reading of the objection it may not be 
impossible to empirically distinguish these hypotheses, but it 
is sufficiently difficult that there is, at present, no empirical 
justification to favor one hypothesis over the other – studies 
that have been conducted so far are, thus, equivocal. 

We see no reason to accept the argument in its stronger 
incarnation. Theories in science are always underdetermined 
by the data, and the selection of one theory over another 
requires an inference to the best explanation (Duhem, 1914). 
So, in psychology, there will never be a single experiment 
that eliminates all potential confounds. Instead, we must 
consider multiple studies that, cumulatively, support one 
hypothesis over the other. The postulation of an ANS with 
genuine numerical content is not special in this regard. For 
while number is an abstract property that cannot be observed 
in isolation, the same is true of many other properties which 
are plausibly represented by the pre-linguistic mind, such as 
causation (Kominsky & Carey, 2018) and animacy (Gergely 
& Csibra, 2003). In each case, these hypotheses are assessed 
against plausible alternatives, for to the extent that viable 
alternatives are ruled out in controlled experiments we can 
reasonably increase our faith in the relevant conjectures.  

This leaves the weaker reading of the objection. To 
appreciate its force, consider studies that examine our visual 
perception of number by presenting arrays of dots on a 
screen. Some such studies choose one potential confound – 
say, total surface area, and keep it constant while number 
varies. As Leibovich et al. (2017, p. 4) observe, this always 
leaves other continuous magnitudes uncontrolled for. For 
example, if the total surface area of the dots is kept constant 
while numerical quantity increases, then the average size of 
each dot will need to decrease. So, if subjects succeed in 
discriminating a difference, we don’t know if that’s because 
they’re tracking number or average dot-size.  

Other studies take turns varying non-numerical 
magnitudes across trials, such that no one confound correlates 
with number throughout the whole experiment. Thus, half the 
trials might keep total surface area constant while the other 
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half keep average dot-size constant. Alternatively, each of a 
range of non-numerical magnitudes might be varied across 
trials such that, throughout the whole experiment, they are 
congruent on half of the trials and incongruent on the other 
half. But while these controls suggest that subjects do not rely 
on a single confounding magnitude, Gebuis et al. (2016, pp. 
23–24) object that subjects could still be switching between 
cues throughout the experiment or relying on multiple 
confounds (see also Leibovich et al. 2017, pp. 4-6).  

This may be possible, but in and of itself this fails to 
provide reasonable grounds for doubt. This is because a 
reasonable skepticism about the ANS cannot be ad hoc. It 
cannot rest on a piecemeal strategy of finding one set of 
continuous cues to account for behavior in one experiment, a 
second set of continuous cues to account for behavior in 
another experiment, and so on. What is needed is a positive 
proposal that explains how some particular function of 
continuous cues, or some principled strategy for switching 
among cues, could account for what appears to be number-
tracking behavior across a wide range of studies. Skeptics of 
the ANS have not provided one. Instead, they simply observe 
that numerical judgments are influenced by non-numerical 
magnitudes – that is, that they are subject to congruency 
effects. But as we have already seen, congruency effects are 
fully compatible with the existence of an ANS and fail to 
provide grounds for doubt. 

These points undermine the argument from confounds, 
indicating that it is theoretically undermotivated. But, before 
moving on, it is important to stress that empirical findings 
speak directly against the objection. Take the dumbbell 
effects discussed when introducing evidence for the ANS. 
There, we noted that connecting items with a thin line 
substantially reduces judgments of number, while 
introducing a small break in these lines eliminates this effect 
(Franconeri et al. 2009; He et al. 2009). Given that displays 
with and without a small break are nearly identical with 
respect to sensory confounds, but differ substantially in 
number, these studies indicate that number is itself tracked 
and represented and that performance doesn’t simply involve 
tracking non-numerical confounds. We have found no 
discussion of these studies by skeptics of the ANS.  

Additionally, some studies reveal that our sensitivity to 
number differs markedly from our sensitivity to non-
numerical magnitudes. For example, DeWind, Adams, Platt 
and Brannon (2015) compared how the number, size, and 
spacing of dots in a display affect numerical judgments and 
found that judgments were more sensitive to actual number 
than to size or spacing, suggesting that number itself is being 
tracked. (For a reply, see Leibovich et al. 2017, p. 10, and for 
a rebuttal to the reply see Park, DeWind & Brannon, 2017). 
Similarly, Cicchini et al. (2016) had subjects judge the area, 
density, and number of dots in a visual display, and found that 
number judgments were more sensitive than area and density 
judgments. Again, this suggests that subjects do not simply 
represent area and density, but also numerical quantity.  

Finally, we have already seen that cross-modal studies 
naturally eliminate potential confounds. For as was discussed 

when introducing evidence for the ANS, a static array of seen 
dots and a sequence of heard tones will seem to lack 
properties in common that could serve as a plausible crutch 
on which to base numerical comparisons. For while the dots 
will have a cumulative area, average diameter, and convex 
hull, the tones will have none of those properties. Since 
numerous cross-modal studies demonstrate success in 
numerical discrimination tasks, this further undermines the 
objection.  

Skeptics of the ANS do sometimes recognize this latter 
point. Leibovich et al. (2017) note that cross-modal studies 
provide “[a] very strong line of evidence supporting the 
ANS” (p. 5). But while they proceed to question whether 
cross-modal studies of newborns and infants show that the 
ANS is already operational at (or near) birth, we can bracket 
these worries here since we aren’t focused on the issue of 
innateness. The important point is that there are numerous 
cross-modal studies of adults (Barth, Kanwisher & Spelke, 
2003), preschoolers (Barth et al. 2005), and animals (Church 
and Meck 1984) that don’t face the same worries. In each 
case, these cross-modal comparisons display the distinctive 
performance profile of an ANS – discriminability in accord 
with Weber’s Law – thereby supporting the system’s 
existence.  

A more relevant critique for our purposes comes from 
Gebuis et al. (2016). They acknowledge the existence of 
studies in human adults demonstrating cross-modal 
adaptation (Arrighi et al., 2014) and cross-modal 
comparisons (Barth et al., 2003), but claim that such studies 
“do not present a clear result” (p. 27). They reason that if 
number is represented across modalities, there should be no 
cost to cross-modal comparison. But while the existence of 
some such cost remains a matter of dispute (contrast Barth et 
al., 2003, with Gebuis et al. 2016), its potential discovery 
should not alarm proponents of the ANS. In intra-modal 
tasks, numerical comparisons are probably facilitated by 
congruent continuous magnitudes while inter-modal tasks 
leave no such opportunity for facilitation. In any case, it is the 
fact that cross-modal numerical comparisons can be 
successfully executed at all that speaks in favor of an ANS 
with numerical content. So, while none of these studies are 
immune to criticism, they collectively constitute a 
compelling reply to the argument from confounds.  
 
The Argument from Imprecision  
The preceding remarks highlight empirical findings that are 
hard to make sense of without an ANS that affords genuine 
sensitivity to number. Nevertheless, a final argument – the 
argument from imprecision – raises a conceptual worry with 
this suggestion.  

Once again, this argument comes in two varieties. In its 
weaker incarnation, the argument states that the imprecision 
of the ANS’s numerical discriminations reveals that it cannot 
literally be representing the numbers that mathematicians 
recognize and discuss. At best, it can be representing 
numerosities, which are primitive analogs of number but not 
literally numbers themselves. In its stronger incarnation the 
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argument purports to establish that the imprecision of the 
ANS prevents it from having any numerical content 
whatsoever – even primitive numerosity content. 

The stronger incarnation of the argument appears to be 
endorsed by Núñez (2017). He introduces his worry by noting 
that when the ANS discriminates numerical quantities its 
discriminations are “rarely exact” (p.417) – as we have seen, 
they are imprecise and conform to Weber’s Law. But as he 
sees it: 

A basic competence involving, say, the number ‘eight’, should 
require that the quantity is treated as being categorically 
different from ‘seven’, and not merely treated as often – or 
highly likely to be – different from it. (ibid.) 

In this way, Núñez proposes that the ascription of genuine 
numerical content to the ANS would require that it quantify 
“in an exact and discrete manner” lest this amount to nothing 
more than “loose” talk (p.418). Since this is something that 
the ANS does not do (to reiterate, its discriminations conform 
to Weber’s Law), Núñez proposes that the ANS does not 
represent numerical quantities at all. 

As we interpret him, Núñez is not merely proposing that 
the ANS is an approximate number system which represents 
imprecise or primitive analogs of number. He is denying that 
it produces any numerical content whatsoever. This is 
apparent in his “crucial distinction” between cognition that is 
genuinely “numerical” and cognition that it is merely 
“quantical” (a theoretical term Núñez introduces). Among 
other things, quantical cognition concerns “quantity-related 
capacities” that do not meet the requisite level of precision to 
qualify as genuinely numerical. Thus, Núñez argues that 
unless an ANS meets the requisite level of precision, it is 
inappropriate to suppose it could represent anything more 
than non-numerical quantities.  

In so doing, Núñez effectively lumps the ANS’s 
representations in with the representation of other 
magnitudes, such as duration, brightness, distance, and 
chemical concentrations. All of them are on a par. They are 
all “quantical.” But this obscures an important difference: 
numerical quantities are higher-order (Frege, 1884). Thus, 
numbers can only be assigned relative to a sortal—a criterion 
for individuating the entities that are being counted. The 
question, “How many things are in this room?” is ill-posed. 
The type of entity that’s being counted needs to be specified. 
When researchers study the ANS, they are investigating a 
system which tracks a property that is higher-order in this 
sense.   

To see why this matters, consider a recent study by 
Plotnik, Brubaker, Dale, Tiller, Mumby and Clayton (2019). 
Here, elephants were presented with pairs of buckets 
containing sunflower seeds. These had opaque, perforated 
lids, allowing elephants to smell (but not see) their contents. 
Plotnik et al. found that elephants would preferentially select 
the bucket containing a greater quantity of sunflower seeds, 
albeit imprecisely and in accord with Weber’s Law. On this 
basis, they took their results to corroborate studies that have 
been seen to indicate the existence of a numerical ANS in 
these creatures (e.g. Irie, Hiraiwa-Hasegawa & Kutsukake, 
2019). But note that while this might be so, it neglects a 

simpler possibility: that the elephants were merely sensitive 
to the intensity of the odor emanating from the buckets, 
leading them to approach the bucket with the stronger odor 
(and hence more seeds). On this account, Plotnik et al.’s 
findings would be orthogonal to the presence or absence of 
an ANS with genuine numerical content; they would simply 
provide further demonstration of these creatures’ formidable 
capacity for olfaction. 

Plotnik et al.’s study fails to distinguish between these 
possibilities. But it is a substantial question which is correct. 
And, it is a question we might wish to answer whether or not 
the relevant discriminations are intrinsically imprecise. This 
is because there is a basic distinction between a mere 
sensitivity to a non-numerical first-order magnitude such as 
odor, and an ability to abstract away from these to represent 
a higher-order numerical magnitude. Núñez’s approach 
obscures this important distinction, perhaps because he 
assumes that numerical magnitudes must be represented 
precisely. But just as first-order, non-numerical magnitudes 
can be represented precisely or imprecisely (you can 
represent someone’s height as “72 inches” or as 
“approximately the length of a sofa”) so too can higher-order 
numerical magnitudes (you can represent the number of coins 
in your pocket as “exactly five” or as “several”).  

Aware of this, and the fact that various studies would be 
hard to make sense of unless the ANS were genuinely 
tracking and representing numerical quantities, many 
theorists embrace a modest version of the argument from 
imprecision. They side with Núñez in thinking that the 
system’s imprecision precludes it from literally representing 
integers or other numbers that mathematicians typically 
recognize. But they maintain that this does not preclude it 
from representing numerical quantities of some variety. To 
this end, they introduce an intermediate category – 
“numerosity”. Numerosities are higher-order magnitudes but 
are intrinsically imprecise and indeterminate in a way that 
integers and other numbers of the sort discussed in the math 
class are not. Thus, proponents of the argument from 
imprecision, in its weaker variety, reject the suggestion that 
the ANS represents number (on account of its imprecision) 
but they allow that the system still represents imprecise 
numerosities of this sort. 

Interestingly, this position is often defended by theorists 
who are otherwise sympathetic to a number sense. For 
instance, Carey (2009, p. 295) writes that the ANS is "not 
powerful enough to represent the natural numbers" despite 
strongly advocating for the existence and workings of an 
ANS throughout the lifespan. Similarly, Spelke and Tsivikn 
(2001) claim that the ANS merely represents "a blur on the 
number line" given its imprecision, the suggestion being that 
rather than represent precise numbers, like integers, the ANS 
is representing an imprecise analog of these. Indeed, we 
suspect that most contemporary researchers working on the 
ANS implicitly accept a conclusion of this sort. Why else 
would they carefully avoid the term “number” in favor of the 
neologism “numerosity” when discussing the outputs of the 
system?   
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Carey provides two arguments for the conclusion that the 
ANS represents numerosity rather than number. Neither 
succeeds. First, she notes that ANS representations "fail to 
capture small numerical differences between large sets of 
objects" (e.g. 58 vs. 59), the implication being that if the ANS 
were to represent these numbers it must be sensitive to these. 
This seems to be a mistake. The visual system fails to 
discriminate small differences between distances (e.g. 58 vs. 
59 meters), but it doesn't follow that it fails to represent 
distance. This is because, there is nothing problematic in the 
thought that a precise quantity (like a precise distance) might 
be represented imprecisely. As in the example above, 
someone’s height might be represented imprecisely as “about 
the length of my sofa”. There is no reason why the ANS, or 
its capacity to represent precise numbers, should be any 
different. To suggest otherwise is to mistake what the system 
is representing (e.g. precise integers) for how it represents 
this (e.g. precisely or imprecisely).  

Carey’s second argument moves beyond her first. She 
argues that because the ANS treats 5 and 6 as more similar 
than 4 and 5, it obscures the successor relation, and thus 
cannot represent precise numbers like the integers. Here, the 
suggestion is that a capacity to represent numbers, like the 
integers, ought to require a sensitivity to properties or 
features of these that are essential (or in some way central) to 
our conception of them (as the successor relation plausibly is 
with respect to number). But note, this is not true of the 
general case. Short of assuming an outdated and widely 
discredited descriptivism about mental content (which Carey 
would be at pains to reject) a capacity to represent some 
property does not require a sensitivity to any or all of its 
essential properties. So, while the successor relation is central 
(perhaps essential) to a mature grasp of number, a capacity to 
represent number (e.g. precise integers) does not depend on 
our capacity to represent this. 

To illustrate, note that without extensive training in 
chemistry, few would be able to distinguish genuine cases of 
gold from cases of fool’s gold. This is true despite essential 
differences in their chemical makeup. But it would be absurd 
to suppose that, for this reason, we are unable to represent 
and (e.g.) think about gold as such prior to gaining a 
chemistry degree. Indeed, the point applies to any given 
feature of the kind (Burge, 2010). So, in the same way that 
one can represent gold, despite an insensitivity to any specific 
differences between gold and other chemicals (e.g. fools’ 
gold), there is no reason why an ANS could not represent 
precise integers, like 7 or 8, despite an insensitivity to their 
precise categorical boundaries or successive relationship.  

Of course, even if Carey’s arguments don’t succeed, that 
doesn’t show that the ANS represents number rather than 
numerosity. But we think that this should be the default view 
for two reasons. First, it avoids the awkward question of what 
a numerosity is. This is a good thing since so far as we can 
tell no one really has any idea.  

Second, positing that the ANS genuinely represents 
number allows us to avoid a curious double standard that has 
plagued discussions of the ANS. To appreciate this, note that 

positing genuine number representations allows for greater 
consistency with our treatment of non-numerical magnitudes. 
For instance: we have already noted that perceptual 
representations of distance are imprecise, but we have not 
come across a single passage which concludes that we 
thereby represent “distancosity” as opposed to distance. So, 
pending a convincing argument to the contrary, it is natural 
to hold on to the hypothesis that humans possess an ANS that 
genuinely represents numbers. 

  
Conclusion 

This paper has considered a now orthodox view according to 
which humans have an approximate number system (ANS), 
that represents number. This orthodox view has faced 
resistance in the form of three objections – the arguments 
from congruency, confounds and imprecision. But, upon 
close inspection, none are persuasive. To compound matters, 
there are reasons to hold onto the suggestion that the ANS 
genuinely represents numbers, pending a convincing 
argument to the contrary. So, as things stand, proponents of 
the orthodox view have nothing to fear from recent critiques 
of their position. 
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Abstract

Understanding a gradable adjective (e.g., big) requires mak-
ing reference to a comparison class, a set of objects or entities
against which the referent is implicitly compared (e.g., big for
a Great Dane), but how do listeners decide upon a compari-
son class? Simple models of semantic composition stipulate
that the adjective combines with a noun, which necessarily be-
comes the comparison class (e.g., “That Great Dane is big”
means big for a Great Dane). We investigate an alternative
hypothesis built on the idea that the utility of a noun in an
adjectival utterance can be either for reference (getting the lis-
tener to attend to the right object) or predication (describing a
property of the referent). Therefore, we hypothesize that when
the presence of a noun N can be explained away by its util-
ity in reference (e.g., being in the subject position: “That N is
big”), it is less likely to set the comparison class. Across three
pre-registered experiments, we find evidence that listeners use
the noun as a cue to infer comparison classes consistent with a
trade-off between reference and predication. This work high-
lights the complexity of the relation between the form of an
utterance and its meaning.

Keywords: comparison class; adjectives; information struc-
ture; reference; predication

Introduction
The meanings of linguistic expressions can change dramati-
cally depending on the context. But determining which as-
pects of context are relevant for understanding a speaker’s
message is far from understood. This issue is brought into
focus when trying to understand gradable adjectives like big,
tall, or beautiful. The utterance “That Great Dane is big”
informs the listener that the referent (a Great Dane) has a rel-
atively large size, but relative to what the speaker thinks the
Great Dane is large goes unsaid: The Great Dane could be
big for a Great Dane, big for a dog, big for a four-legged
creature, as well as an infinity of other possibilities. How do
human listeners determine the comparison class when faced
with multiple a priori reasonable options?

Simple models of semantic composition posit that when an
adjective combines syntactically with a noun, an interpretable
adjectival phrase is produced by using the noun as the com-
parison class (e.g., big(Great Dane)→ big for a Great Dane,
small(goldfish) → small for a goldfish; Kamp, 1975; Cress-
well, 1976). There are intuitive reasons to doubt that such a
simple mapping between the modified noun and the compar-
ison class will work in general (e.g., a rich Fortune-500 CEO
might not be rich relative to other Fortune-500 CEOs; Bier-
wisch, 1989; Kennedy, 2007), but research on comparison

classes has eschewed the question of how to determine the
comparison class, instead focusing on representational issues
about how to integrate a comparison class (once determined)
into a compositional semantics (Kennedy, 2007; Solt, 2009;
Bale, 2011). The simple syntactic account could be gener-
alized into one in which non-modified nouns in the sentence
could be used as the comparison class (e.g., “That Great Dane
is big” → big for a Great Dane). These syntactic mecha-
nisms, however, would have nothing to say about the role that
world knowledge or the physical environment might play in
influencing comparison classes.

We consider the problem of comparison class inference
from a functional perspective – what goals are speakers try-
ing to achieve when crafting their utterance, and how might
these goals influence listeners’ interpretations? In order to
communicate a property of a referent, a speaker must achieve
two informational goals: reference (identifying the right tar-
get object) and predication (ascribing a property to the refer-
ent) (Reboul, 2001). In simple sentences of the form “Sub-
ject Predicate”, we posit that listeners expect reference to be
established by the Subject (independent of the Predicate as-
serted to hold of the subject) and that speakers aim to satisfy
this expectation.1 From this perspective, the noun in a sen-
tence is a cue to the comparison class (Fig. 1): If the noun
appears in the predicate (“That’s a big Great Dane”), the
speaker’s noun choice is likely non-referential, and rather a
cue to the intended comparison class. In contrast, if the noun
appears in the subject (“That Great Dane is big”), then the
speaker’s choice of noun can be explained away as intending
to help the listener establish reference of the subject; the noun
would then serve as a weaker cue to the comparison class and
allow for other pragmatic reasoning (e.g., world knowledge
and perceptual cues) to play a more substantial role in deter-
mining the comparison class (e.g., the Great Dane is big for a
dog; Tessler, Lopez-Brau, & Goodman, 2017).

We test this reference – predication trade-off hypothesis us-
ing a syntactic manipulation wherein the noun appears either
in the subject or the predicate of a sentence involving a grad-

1Of course, it cannot always be taken for granted that the referent
is established by the subject noun (e.g., insofar as one can infer who
he is in the sentence “He’s making those outrageous tweets again.”, it
is because the predicate provides a cue to the referent). We posit this
relation between subject noun and reference as an expectation that
listeners may hold, perhaps due to information structural reasons.
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Figure 1: Cartoon of the inferential account for comparison class determination. The noun (Great Dane) in a sentence can
be employed either for the goal of reference (green) or predication (purple), shown in the case when this distinction is made
via the syntactic position of the noun (subject S vs. predicate P). When the noun is used for reference (top), a listener is left
with uncertainty about what to use as the comparison class (dogs or Great Danes) and integrates their world knowledge and
the physical context to make this inference. When the noun is used for predication (bottom), the listener should have less
uncertainty about the comparison class: The comparison class is stipulated by the noun.

able adjective (e.g., “That Great Dane is big” vs. “That’s a big
Great Dane”). The critical test is how speakers and listeners
treat these sentences in the context of a referent for whom the
adjective is felicitous given one comparison class but not an-
other (e.g., big to describe a normal-sized Great Dane, which
would be big if the comparison class is dogs but not Great
Danes). We examine human judgments using three distinct
dependent measures in pre-registered experiments.

Experiments
Our guiding hypothesis is that when speakers compose their
utterance, the utility of a noun in reference trades-off with the
utility of the noun conveying a feature value of the referent
(predication) 2; utility in reference can then explain away the
utility of using a noun to set the comparison class. We opera-
tionalize utility in reference via the syntactic frame in which
the noun phrase appears: if the noun appears in the subject
of the sentence (That NOUN is ADJ), it is likely to be used
for reference and less likely to set the comparison class. If
the noun appears in the predicate of the sentence (That’s an
ADJ NOUN), it is unlikely to be used for reference and more
likely to set the comparison class.

In all of our experiments, we use the ADJs big and small
because of the simplicity with which the feature value (i.e.,
size) can be conveyed through visual presentation and be-
cause they convey a salient feature about which participants
likely have strong expectations for different categories (e.g.,
Great Danes are generally big dogs; goldfish are generally
small fish; etc.). Referents were always described using the
size adjective consistent with these general expectations (e.g.,

2For scalar degrees, a noun conveying a feature value amounts to
setting the comparison class of the respective gradable adjective

Table 1: Experimental items: each basic-level context had
two potential targets from an either saliently small or saliently
big subordinate category within the basic-level class. Items
marked with * were used in Expt. 2.

Basic-level category Smaller referent Bigger referent
Dogs Pug Great Dane
Dogs Chihuahua Doberman
Birds Hummingbird Eagle
Fish Goldfish Swordfish
Flowers Dandelion Sunflower
Trees Bonsai Redwood
Birds* Sparrow* Goose*
Birds* Canary* Swan*
Fish* Clownfish* Tuna*
Flowers* Daisy* Peony*

Great Dane – big, goldfish – small), to allow for the possi-
bility of either subordinate (Great Dane) or basic-level (dog)
comparison classes. The preregistrations and full experimen-
tal procedures can be viewed at tinyurl.com/rcsyz9f.3

Experiment 1: Syntax rating
In this experiment, participants rated how well each of two
sentences differing in the position of the noun described the
target. The noun was either the basic-level (e.g., dog) or the
subordinate target label (e.g., Great Dane; within-subjects).

Participants We recruited 113 participants from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk; participants in all experiments were re-

3All data and code can be found under
https://github.com/polina-tsvilodub/refpred
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Figure 2: Overview of Experiments 1-3. A - B: Example context stimuli. A: Basic-level contexts used in Expts. 1-3. B:
Subordinate context from Expt. 3. C - E: Example test questions with referents. C: Syntax Rating trial (Expt. 1) with a
referent from a large-subordinate category referred to with a subordinate-level noun. D: Noun free-production trial (Expt. 2)
with a referent from a small-subordinate category described with a predicate-noun syntactic frame. E: Comparison Class
Inference trial (Expt. 3) with a referent from a large-subordinate category described with a subject-noun syntactic frame using
a subordinate-level noun.

stricted to those with US IP addresses and at least a 95%
work approval rating. We excluded 33 for reporting a native
language other than English, failing a comprehension check
or providing the same responses on every trial. The exper-
iment took about 5 minutes and participants were compen-
sated $0.80.

Materials All experiments used the same materials. Nouns
and referent pictures were chosen from five basic-level cat-
egories in the animal and plant domains: dogs, birds, fish,
flowers, trees. Within each basic-level category, we chose
target objects from subordinate level categories about which
people have prior expectations concerning the size of mem-
bers of those categories (Table 1).

Procedure Participants completed two comprehension
check trials and six main trials. In the comprehension check
trials, participants saw a picture (e.g., a purple chair), read
pairs of sentences describing it (e.g., “The chair is blue” and
“The chair is yellow”), and were asked to rate on a slider how
well each of the sentences described the referent.

In the main trials, participants read: “You and your friend
see the following:” above a context picture with other mem-
bers of the same basic-level category (e.g., a group of dogs;
Figure 2A). Six different basic-level contexts were created
from the five categories depicting groups of several members
belonging to different subordinate categories (e.g., dogs of
different breeds, including the target and filler subordinate
categories, such as Great Danes, pugs and poodles; Table 1).
Below the context they read “You also see this subordinate
label” and saw the referent pictured.

Participants rated how well two sentences described the tar-
get, using sliders ranging from very bad to very well. The sen-
tences differed in whether the noun N appeared in the subject
or predicate of the sentence (e.g., Predicate N: “That’s a big
Great Dane”; Subject N: “That Great Dane is big”; Fig. 2C),
and the order in which the sentences and corresponding slid-

ers appeared on the page was randomized between-subjects.
Trials differed in whether the noun was the subordinate ref-
erent label (e.g., Great Dane) or the basic-level label (e.g.,
dog), in randomized order. Each participant saw only one of
the two possible targets for each context (e.g., either the Great
Dane or the pug for the dog basic-level context).

Results We found no effect of the slider presentation or-
der (syntactic conditions), so the data was collapsed across
the two conditions for all analyses. Consistent with our pre-
diction, participants substantially dispreferred sentences with
the subordinate noun in predicate position compared to the
subject position (Figure 3), confirmed by a Bayesian general-
ized linear mixed-effects model with main effects of syntax,
the noun phrase, and their interaction, as well as a maximal
random effects structure.4 We found an interaction between
the syntax and the noun-label (mean and 95% Bayesian cred-
ible interval: β = −4.01[−5.84,−2.18]), as well as an over-
all preference for the basic-level nouns (β = 5.44[2.76,8.09])
and subject-N syntax (β = 2.69[0.69,4.77]). In exploratory
analyses, we observed considerable variation in the by-target
intercepts (e.g., sunflower item received overall lower rat-
ings), probably due to a varying basic-level label bias of the
single items (the subordinate labels were more salient for
some items than for others; β = 9.53[5.76,15.73]).

Experiment 2: Free-production of noun

If the syntactic position of the noun modulates the strength
of the cue the noun provides towards the comparison class,
we would also expect speakers to produce different nouns de-
pending on the noun’s syntactic position, which we test here.

Participants We recruited 242 participants and excluded
52 for implementation glitches, non-native English language,
or failing warm-up trials more than 4 times. The experiment

4In lmer-style syntax: rating ∼ syntax * NP + (1 +
syntax*NP | subject) + (1 + syntax*NP | target)
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Figure 3: Experiment 1 mean ratings for how well sentences
which differed in the syntactic position of the noun (x-axis)
and the noun-label (color) described the referent, a typically-
sized member of the subordinate category (e.g., a normal-
sized Great Dane). Points represent participant means within
condition. Error-bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals (bootstrapping independent of random-effects struc-
ture).

took about 7 min and participants were compensated $1.00.
Procedure The main trials were divided into two blocks,
and before each block, participants completed warm-up trials.
The warm-up trials were designed to elicit category labels
at different levels of abstraction (e.g., “Great Dane”, “pug”,
“dog”) by filling-in labeling sentences, for which they were
provided corrective feedback. The same subordinate referents
were used as targets in the main trials. Trial order within each
warm-up and main block was randomized. We used the same
contexts as in Experiment 1 and created four additional basic-
level contexts (Table 1). Six contexts were randomly sampled
for each participant (three per block).

On the main trials, subjects saw “You see the following:”
above the context picture (as in Expt. 1; Fig 2A). Below, they
read “You also see this one:” and saw the picture of the refer-
ent (e.g., a Great Dane or a pug). They were told “You say to
your friend:”, followed by either a subject-N or predicate-N
sentence frame (between-subjects), where the noun was omit-
ted (e.g., “That is big“ vs. “That’s a big ”; Fig. 2D). Each
participant saw only either the big or the small target for each
basic-level category. The free-production responses were cat-
egorized by hand into subordinate or basic-level labels of the
referent. 16 uncategorizable responses (1.4%) were excluded
from the analysis.
Results Participants produced basic-level nouns at a higher
rate in the predicate than in the subject position (Figure
4), confirmed by a logistic Bayesian mixed-effects regres-
sion model, predicting the response category (basic-level vs.
subordinate) by an intercept, the main effect of syntax and
by-participant and by-referent random intercepts and a by-
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Figure 4: Experiment 2: Proportions of freely-produced
basic-level labels (e.g., dog) in different syntactic frames
(x-axis) when the referent was a typically-sized member of
a subordinate category (e.g., a normal-sized Great Dane).
Error-bars denote 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

referent random slope effect of syntax.5 Participants were
appreciably more likely to use basic-level labels in the predi-
cate position (β = 2.25[0.74,4.01]).

Experiment 3: Comparison class inference
According to our inferential account, comparison class in-
ferences should be driven by the noun (dog or Great Dane)
to the extent that the usage of the noun cannot be explained
away as achieving the goal of reference. Our first two exper-
iments support this view: Participants dispreferred sentences
like “That’s a big Great Dane” when the subordinate com-
parison class was infelicitous for the referent (i.e., the Great
Dane was not big for a Great Dane). In this experiment, we
provide a more direct test of our account by explicitly mea-
suring comparison class inferences.

Our experimental design manipulates three factors within-
subject: syntactic position of the noun, level-of-abstractness
of the noun (basic-level vs. subordinate-level vs. underspec-
ified; e.g., dog vs. Great Dane vs. one), and visual context
(e.g., other dogs vs. other Great Danes). Foremost, the infer-
ential account provides a natural avenue for visual context to
influence comparison class inferences: The noun in the sen-
tence may not provide the comparison class if the visual con-
text is very salient. Second, when the noun’s usage can be ex-
plained away by its utility in reference, comparison class in-
ferences should be more strongly driven by world knowledge
(e.g., Great Danes are big dogs) or the visual context. We in-
clude an underspecified noun condition using the anaphoric
“one” to provide a base-line measure of the influence of vi-
sual context on comparison class inferences: In a context with
varying types (basic-level context; Fig. 2A), anaphoric “one”
should be interpreted as “dog”; when the context provides an-
imals of the same type (subordinate-level context; Fig. 2B),

5In lmer syntax: response category ∼ syntax + (1 |
subject) + (1 + syntax | target)
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anaphoric “one” is more likely to be interpreted more nar-
rowly (“Great Dane”; Goldberg & Michaelis, 2017).

Participants We recruited 245 participants and excluded
45 for either reporting other native languages than English,
failing a task comprehension check, or failing warm-up trials
more than 4 times after feedback. The experiment took about
9 minutes and participants were compensated $1.20.

Procedure Before the main trials, participants completed
a comparison class paraphrase of the kind used in the main
trials, for which they were provided corrective feedback. Fol-
lowing this comprehension test, participants completed two
blocks of warm-up and main trials, akin to Expt. 2.

In the main trials, participants read “You and your
friend see the following:” above a context picture of either
subordinate-level or basic-level distractors (Fig. 2A, B). Be-
low the context picture, they read “Your friend runs far ahead
of you, and you see him in the distance” with a cartoon per-
son standing next to the referent (e.g., a Great Dane) in the
distance so that the referent size could not serve as a cue
to the comparison class (Fig. 2E). Participants read “Your
friend says: [critical sentence]”, which could vary by both
syntactic position of the noun and the noun-label’s level-of-
abstractness (e.g., “That Great Dane is big”, “That’s a big
dog”, “That one is big”, etc.). Participants were asked: “What
do you think your friend meant?” and responded in the sen-
tence frame: “It is big (small) relative to other ” (Fig. 2E).
Participants completed 12 trials which could vary by syntac-
tic frame [subject vs. predicate], visual context [subordinate
vs. basic], and noun [subordinate vs. basic vs. one].6

Results Responses were categorized by hand as either
basic-level or subordinate labels. Six of participants’ re-
sponses were superordinate category labels (e.g., “animals”),
which we collapsed with the basic-level responses. 39 uncat-
egorizable responses (1.6%) were excluded from the analysis.

To test our predictions, we constructed a Bayesian logis-
tic mixed-effects regression model that predicted the response
category (basic- vs. subordinate-level comparison class) from
the syntax, context, noun-label and the pair-wise two-way and
three-way interactions, with a maximal random effects struc-
ture afforded by our design (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily,
2013).7 A simple, syntactic account of comparison class de-
termination would hold that the noun in the sentence deter-
mines the comparison class: the same sentence should re-
ceive the same comparison class regardless of context. Contra
this account, we observe a large main effect of context: given
the exact same sentence, more basic-level comparison classes
were inferred overall from the basic- than subordinate-level

6Due to a coding error, condition balancing occurred at the level
of individual factors independently but not jointly (i.e., participants
did not complete all 12 unique trial types, but did complete equal
numbers of each level of each factor).

7response category ∼ syntax*NP*context +
(1 + syntax + NP + context || subject) + (1 +
syntax*NP*context || target). We set the correlation of
random effects to be 0, for computational tractability.
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Figure 5: Experiment 3 results. Proportions of inferred com-
parison classes in terms of basic-level responses (e.g., “...big
relative to other dogs”) as a function of syntactic posi-
tion of the noun (x-axis), noun-label (color), and context
(facets). Context strongly modulated the comparison class
(left vs. right panel). The noun additionally provided a cue to
the comparison class (red vs. blue) bars, even in subject posi-
tion. The effect of noun (red vs. blue) is modulated by syntax.
Error-bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

context (β = 1.88[1.49,2.31]; Fig. 5, left vs. right facets)
and in particular, for our baseline anaphoric one condition
(β = 0.37[0.10,0.64]). We additionally observe a main ef-
fect of noun-label regardless of the syntactic position of the
noun, arguing against an account wherein only syntactically-
modified nouns (“ADJ NOUN”) provide the comparison
class: basic-level nouns were overall more likely to trig-
ger basic-level comparison classes compared to subordinate
nouns (β = 2.01[1.37,2.71]). These noun-labels influenced
comparison classes above and beyond the baseline for the per-
ceptual contexts, as indexed by the anaphoric one condition:
basic vs. one (β = 0.60[−0.47,1.70]) and subordinate vs. one
(β = −1.40[−2.17,−0.66]). We also observe that a subordi-
nate noun can be the minority comparison class response even
when the noun is syntactically modified by the adjective (e.g.,
“big Great Dane”→ for a dog; Fig. 5, left-facet, blue-bar).

We find evidence in support of the Noun (basic vs. sub)
x Syntax interaction predicted by the reference – predication
trade-off hypothesis: Participants provided more subordinate-
level comparison classes when the subordinate-level noun ap-
peared in the predicate than when it appeared in the subject,
in comparison to the basic-level noun (red vs. blue bars X x-
axis; β = 0.47[0.02,0.95]). We further examine the syntax
X noun interaction in the context of the N vs. one contrasts
and find suggestive evidence that this interaction is driven by
the subordinate noun.Specifically, we find a 90.0% probabil-
ity that the subordinate-N vs. one x Syntax interaction term
was less than 0 (i.e., more subordinate comparison classes
when the noun was in the predicate; β =−0.36[−0.93,0.22])
in contrast to only a 65.5% probability of the basic-N vs. one
X Syntax interaction being greater than 0 (i.e., more basic-
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level comparison classes when the noun was in the predicate;
β = 0.11[−0.44,0.68]).8 These results are consistent with
listeners entertaining a trade-off between the communicative
goals of reference and predication when reasoning about the
comparison class for an adjectival utterance.

Discussion
Understanding language requires appreciating the context in
which the words are uttered. Yet, speakers almost never ar-
ticulate explicitly what features of context are relevant and
leave it to listeners to pragmatically reconstruct. Inferring
comparison classes for relative adjectives (e.g., big) is a case
study in this larger phenomenon of pragmatic reconstruction
of context. In addition, comparison classes play a role in un-
derstanding many kinds of linguistic expressions that convey
relative meanings, including vague quantifiers (e.g., “She ate
a lot of hot dogs”; Schöller & Franke, 2017) and generic lan-
guage (e.g., “Dogs are friendly [relative to other animals]”;
Tessler & Goodman, 2019). Additionally, studying compari-
son classes particularly stresses the complexity of the relation
between the form of an utterance and its meaning.

The basic inference we highlight is that listeners are more
likely to use the noun phrase in the sentence as the compar-
ison class when the noun appears in the predicate (“That’s a
big Great Dane”) than in the subject of the sentence (“That
Great Dane is big”). We propose an information-structural
reason for this inference: When the noun is in the subject
of the sentence, its usage can be explained away by its util-
ity in reference (especially when it combines with the deictic
“That”), whereas a predicate-noun less strongly conveys ref-
erence and hence is more likely to be produced by a speaker
aiming to use the noun to convey the comparison class.

We argue that the utility of a noun phrase for reference can
be modulated based on the syntactic position of the noun, but
the syntactic distinction of subject vs. predicate is just one
cue for referential vs. predicative uses. In Expt. 3, we found
that comparison class inferences were driven by a subordi-
nate noun more so when the noun appeared in the predicate
of the sentence than when it appeared in the subject. We hy-
pothesized this effect is due to the referential utility of the
subordinate-noun differing by syntactic position, but we note
that the context must also support this inference. The refer-
ential utility of the basic-level noun was not affected by the
noun’s syntactic position because in neither context (basic or
subordinate) was the basic-noun an informative referring ex-
pression: dog is both referentially uninformative in a context
of dogs (basic-level context) and the context of Great Danes
(subordinate-level context). As a result, the referential – pred-
icative trade-off view would not expect comparison class in-
ferences to differ across syntactic positions for the basic-level
noun, which is indeed what we found. At the same time, in
the subordinate-level context, we do observe a higher rate of

8These probabilities are computed by examining the proportion
of the posterior distribution over the parameter than is above or less
than 0. This comparison is analogous to “1-tailed” statistical tests
from the frequentist tradition.

basic-level comparison class inferences for basic-level nouns,
regardless of the syntax: Since the context makes the basic-
level noun referentially uninformative, listeners may reason
that the usage of the noun was to set the comparison class.
Further tests of this account should experimentally manipu-
late the referential utility of the noun (e.g., “dog” in the con-
text of other animals; Graf, Degen, Hawkins, & Goodman,
2016) and confirm its impact on inferences about the com-
parison class.

In our experimental paradigm, the subject vs. predicate
noun position manipulation is perfectly confounded with
whether or not the adjective syntactically modifies the noun.
Direct modification can occur in the subject of the sentence:
“That big Great Dane is my favorite”. Under the assumption
that the subject is expected to establish reference, the refer-
ence – predication hypothesis here would also predict that the
noun “Great Dane” is unlikely to set the comparison class.
We plan to explore this prediction in a follow-up experiment.

The reference – predication distinction we highlight in
this paper is similar to the distinction of topic vs. comment
from Information Structure. Though the precise definitions
of topic vs. comment are debated (e.g., Jacobs, 2001), the
broad distinction is that topic is what is being talked about
and comment is what is being said of the topic (Lambrecht,
1996; Krifka, 2008). We believe this distinction is dissociable
from that of reference vs. predication (Reboul, 2001). Con-
sider, for example, the sentence: “What’s big is that Great
Dane”. The sentence seems appropriate in a context where
the topic is that something is big and the comment is that it
is “that Great Dane”. Yet, “Great Dane” also seems to be es-
tablishing reference and, additionally striking, it is doing so
from the grammatical predicate of the sentence.9

Understanding comparison classes is a basic cognitive skill
used for interpreting a simple class of context-sensitive ex-
pressions: scalar adjectives. Very soon after children start
producing their first scalar adjective (i.e., big), they seem to
understand its context-sensitive behavior and flexibly switch
between contexts (e.g., that a small mitten might also be big
for a doll; Ebeling & Gelman, 1994). The kinds of cues
shown to modulate comparison class inferences in young
children have been rather dramatic cues (e.g., “is the mit-
ten big for the doll?”), though 2-year-olds appear sensitive to
the specificity of the noun alone when interpreting adjectives
(Mintz & Gleitman, 2002). The problem that the language
learner faces goes beyond inferring the comparison class in
the moment: Young children are jointly learning the mean-
ing of the nouns and adjectives along with trying to construct
the appropriate comparison classes to interpret the utterances
they hear. Understanding children’s sensitivity to the cues we
investigate here can provide some hints as to how they are
able to accomplish the incredible feat of learning language.

9Though we examine reference vs. predication through the gram-
matical subject – predicate distinction, we believe the communica-
tive goals, not grammatical positions, are primary in driving infer-
ences about the comparison class.
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Abstract 

Naming a picture is more difficult in the context of a 
taxonomically-related picture. Disagreement exists on whether 
non-taxonomic relations, e.g., associations, have similar or 
different effects on picture naming. Past work has reported 
facilitation, interference and null results but with inconsistent 
methodologies. We paired the same target word (e.g., cow) 
with unrelated (pen), taxonomically-related (bear), and 
associatively-related (milk) items in different blocks, as 
participants repeatedly named one of the two pictures in 
randomized order. Significant interference was uncovered for 
the same target item in the taxonomic vs. unrelated and 
associative blocks. There was no robust evidence of 
interference in the associative blocks. If anything, evidence 
suggested that associatively-related items marginally 
facilitated production. This finding suggests that taxonomic 
and associative relations have different effects on picture 
naming and has implications for theoretical models of lexical 
selection and, more generally, for the computations involved in 
mapping semantic features to lexical items.  

Keywords: word production; semantic interference, semantic 
facilitation, taxonomic similarity, associative similarity 

Introduction 

Semantic interference, defined as slower and/or more error-

prone production of words in the context of semantically 

related words, has been a robust finding in picture naming 

studies using both continuous naming methods and repeated 

naming of a small set of items (e.g., Schnur et al., 2006). The 

majority of such studies have used taxonomically related 

items, i.e., items that were members of the same category, 

e.g., “cow” and “bear”, which are both animals. The presence 

of robust semantic interference has long been taken as 

support for an influential theoretical account of lexical 

selection: the competitive selection account poses that 

production cannot proceed until a certain differential 

threshold has been reached between the activation of the 

target lexical item and competitors. Because of their shared 

features with the target, semantically related lexical items are 

particularly prone to gaining activation, and semantically 

related context exaggerates this. Thus, a general prediction of 

the competitive selection account was that semantically 

related context should create interference in production.   

This prediction was violated when it was discovered that 

non-taxonomic relations do not yield the same interference 

effect in picture naming. Picture-word interference 

paradigms have often shown that naming a picture is in fact 

facilitated by presenting a distractor word that is associated 

with the picture in a non-categorical manner. For example, 

associates facilitate the production of other associates (e.g., 

bone → dog; Alario, Segui & Ferrand, 2000). Based on this 

evidence, the non-competitive selection view was formed, 

which suggested that semantic relations, in general, facilitate 

lexical selection, and the interference arises at other levels 

(e.g., Mahon et al., 2007). Recently, a third view has been 

proposed, suggesting that production can have a differential 

threshold, as proposed by the competitive selection account, 

but this threshold is flexible and can be changed based on task 

goals and the state of the production system to mimic a non-

competitive profile (Nozari & Hepner, 2019). This account, 

however, views the change in the threshold as a process 

separate from the dynamics of spreading activation in the 

semantic-lexical system. The question thus remains: Do 

different kinds of semantic relations have different effects on 

picture naming?  

To explain the discrepancy between the interference 

created by taxonomic similarity on the one hand, and the 

facilitation effect created by non-taxonomic relations in 

picture interference word paradigms on the other hand, Abdel 

Rahman and Melinger (2009) proposed the “swinging lexical 

network” account. In a nutshell, they proposed that semantic 

similarity induces both semantic facilitation and lexical 

interference. Taxonomically related items induce 

interference because they activate a cohort of lexical items 

via a common category node (e.g., bear → cow, horse, etc., 

via the animals node). Associative items are not connected 

via a category node, and thus do not activate additional 

cohort. In short, the differential effect is ascribed to the 

number of activated competitors (many vs. one) in taxonomic 

vs. associative relations; both types of relations induce some 

facilitation, but only the former activates enough lexical 

items to create enough interference to counter the facilitation.  
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Abdel Rahman, Melinger and colleagues tested the 

predictions of the swinging lexical network model using a 

cyclic blocked naming paradigm, in which participants 

repeatedly named a small set of items in taxonomically 

related, associatively related, and unrelated blocks. The logic 

was that, compared to picture word interference paradigms, 

repeated naming of multiple items should lead to interference 

even for associatively related items. This was indeed what 

was found (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007; 2011; Aristei, 

Melinger & Abdel Rahman, 2011). De Zubicaray et al. 

(2014) criticized these studies by pointing out that the 

associative relations were contaminated by taxonomic 

features. When they redesigned the study with materials that 

were better controlled in this respect, no evidence of 

interference was uncovered in the associative condition. 

Instead, de Zubicaray et al. (2014) found that such relations 

generated a transient facilitation effect compared to the 

unrelated condition. This finding casts doubt on the 

explanation offered by the swinging lexical network account. 

More generally, it remains unclear whether different types of 

semantic similarity have fundamentally different effects on 

word production, because at least two main issues have been 

overlooked in the designs of prior studies. 

 The more prominent of these issues is the absence of a 

definition of “associative” relations, beyond a general 

description of occurring in a common setting or theme (hence 

the alternative label, “thematic”), without belonging to the 

same category. It is difficult, however, to measure the 

strength of such associations. For example, the associative 

category “United States” in Aristei et al. (2011) contains 

items like “prairie”, “hamburger”, and “cap”. But in the 

absence of explicitly linking them together with a label 

“United States”, these items are not highly associated in the 

language network. In keeping with this, some of the 

interference effects found for associative relations were only 

present when participants were explicitly presented with a 

verbal label (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2011). Similarly, 

de Zubicaray et al.’s (2014) materials include blocks such as 

“Roman” with members such as “lion” and “shield” which 

are not otherwise strongly associated, which may be the 

reason for their null effect. The second issue is that none of 

these studies have controlled for phonological similarity 

which is documented to induce interference effects (e.g., 

Nozari et al., 2016). It is thus possible that some of the 

interference stems from sources other than the hypothesized 

one. The current study aimed to investigate the effect of 

taxonomic and associative relations on picture naming in a 

design that avoided these problems.  

 

The current study 

The current study used a shorter version of the cyclic blocked 

picture naming task (Nozari et al., 2016). Participants saw 

only two pictures per block and named them repeatedly, one 

at a time, in randomized order for a total of 12 trials per block. 

The same targets (e.g., “cow”) were paired with three 

 
1 From the perspective of the participant, there is no difference 

between targets and competitors. All pictures are named.  

“competitor”1 pictures in the three conditions: a 

taxonomically related item (e.g., “bear”), an associatively 

related item (e.g., “milk”), and an unrelated item (e.g., 

“pen”). The design has the following features: 

 (a) It still builds on the strength of the cyclic naming 

paradigm and avoids extra processes such as reading or 

hearing irrelevant distractors. It is thus more likely to reflect 

the true dynamics of the production system. Moreover, the 

repeated naming of the two pictures maximizes the activation 

in the semantic-lexical network and helps us investigate the 

trajectory of the effect beyond initial naming attempts. This 

is particularly important given the reports of transient 

facilitatory effects on first trials in such a paradigm (e.g., 

Schnur et al., 2006). At the same time, the shortened version 

avoids the variability induced by differences in working 

memory demand.  

(b) The main difference between the current and prior 

studies is quantifying “associative similarity”. Items that 

frequently occur together in the world, also occur frequently 

together in language. In fact, modern techniques of analysis 

in the field of distributional semantics have shown that the 

similarity structure in the real world can be faithfully 

recovered from the structure of language (e.g., Mikolov et al., 

2013). The problem is that many items are related to other 

items in more than one way. For example, “cat” and “dog” 

are members of the same animal category, but also frequently 

appear in the same real-life scenarios, as well as in language. 

Thus, in order to test pure effects of taxonomy and 

association, one needs 1) objective measures for each, and 2) 

pairs that show a double dissociation on such measures, i.e., 

score high on one and low on the other and vice versa. This 

rationale was applied to the current study. 

To quantify taxonomic similarity, we used Resnik scores 

(Resnik, 1995), calculated on word pairs in WordNet. 

WordNet is an implementation of the mental lexicon and 

organizes four classes of words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs) with regard to their semantic relationships to other 

words. The key relationship that forms the organization of 

WordNet is hyponymy/hypernymy, or superordinate 

relations, which generates a hierarchical network in which 

various semantic relations such as synonymy, meronymy, 

and antonymy are represented. For any given word pair, a 

Resnik similarity score represents their closeness in these 

taxonomic hierarchies, with 0 indicating no relationship and 

higher scores indicating greater similarity. 

To quantity associative similarity, we used pointwise 

mutual information (PMI), which indexes the probability that 

the two words cooccur in text, with PMI = 0 indexing co-

occurrence at chance level and positive and negative values 

indicating more and less than chance probabilities, 

respectively.  Results were double-checked with another 

measure, log-likelihood (LL), since the two measures have 

been shown to have different biases (Evert, 2007).  

Using these measures, we created a stimulus set in which 

targets were paired with competitor items that showed a 
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double dissociation in their taxonomic and associative 

relations to the target. For example, for the taxonomic 

condition, target “cow” was paired with “bear”. This pair had 

a high Resnik and low PMI and LL scores. For the associative 

condition, target “cow” was paired with “milk”. This pair had 

high PMI and LL and low Resnik scores. The unrelated 

competitor (e.g., “pen”) was chosen to have low scores on 

both taxonomic and associative measures.  

(c) The competitor items were matched carefully with each 

other and with target items in length, lexical frequency, and 

age of acquisition. Phonological overlap was tightly 

controlled and kept close to zero in all sets. Finally, (d) we 

selected highly familiar, high-frequency items, with age of 

acquisition of all items <6 years. This choice, together with 

the selection of items with high PMI and LL scores in the 

associative condition, is important, because it is virtually 

impossible for adult, native speakers who name the two 

pictures in the associative conditions repeatedly not to notice 

the common theme, and thus removes the concern that the 

manipulation may have been too weak for associative effects 

to show up.    

These characteristics make the design well suited for 

comparing the effect of taxonomic vs. associative similarity 

in picture naming. We first compare the effect on the same 

(target) word, which is identical in all three conditions. Since 

the materials are controlled for other psycholinguistic factors, 

we would expect the effect to be replicated when the 

competitor items are also included. All analyses are based on 

the same predictions: if different kinds of semantic similarity 

have the same general effect on word production, we should 

see consistent effects across taxonomic and associative 

conditions. On the other hand, qualitatively different patterns 

of data would point to fundamentally different dynamics 

resulting from the two kinds of similarity.   

Methods 
 

Participants 
Forty-three native English-speaking undergraduate students 

(Mage= 19.33, SD=1.80; 24 female) participated for credit.  

Materials 
Three conditions (taxonomic, associative, and unrelated) 

were created, each containing six pairs of monosyllabic 

words that were related taxonomically (e.g. cow/bear), or 

associatively (e.g. cow/milk), or were unrelated (e.g. 

cow/pen). Targets were the same, while the competitor words 

were different in each set, creating a total of 24 unique words 

(Table 1). Items were matched for lexical frequency, age of 

acquisition, and word length. The sets were also matched 

across condition for phonological similarity which was 

minimized by design. As explained above, taxonomic and 

associative competitors had high Resnik and PMI/LL 

measures respectively, while scoring low on the other 

measure. Resnik scores were calculated on WordNet, as 

SimResnik (c1, c2) = IC(LCS(c1, c2)), where LCS(c1, c2) = 

Lowest node in hierarchy that is a hypernym of c1, c2; lowest 

common subsumer, and IC(c) = -logP(c); information 

content. LL scores were calculated with Natural Language 

Toolkit for Python, using a window of 5 words (and 

replicated with a window of 10 for robustness) on SubtlexUS 

(Brysbaert & New, 2009).  

Taxonomically related pairs were chosen to have high 

Resnik scores (M = 5.69), and low associative scores 

(PMI: M = .79; LL: M = .69). Conversely, associatively 

related pairs had high associative scores (PMI: M = 5.20; 

LL: M = 32.23), and low Resnik scores (M = 1.18). Unrelated 

pairs had low scores on both sets of measures (Resnik: M = 

1.62; PMI: M= .51; LL: M = 0.196). 

Twenty-four 400 x 400-pixel, color images corresponding 

to the 24 words were selected from Google Images, taking 

care to minimize visual similarity (e.g., for animal pairs, 

postures were selected that did not always reveal four legs, 

etc.). For cases where some similarity in the taxonomic 

condition was unavoidable due to category membership 

(cow/bear), we included a pair that was more visually similar 

in the associative condition (hand/glove).  

Three pseudo-randomized orders were created, where the 

same item was not repeated more than three times in a row 

within a block and the same target never appeared in adjacent 

blocks. The orders were counterbalanced across conditions to   

ensure an equal number of repeats and switches across 

conditions, with roughly twice as many switches as repeats, 

creating three different lists. Each list contained 18 blocks (6 

of each condition), each containing one pair of pictures.  

 

Table 1. The six sets used in the experiment. Each row 

shows the target words, along with the three competitors.    

T = taxonomic, A = associative, U = unrelated. 
 

Set Target T A U 

1 Cow Bear Milk Pen 

2 Car Bike Road Doll 

3 Hand Tongue Glove Chair 

4 Sock Hat Foot Kite 

5 Bird Sheep Nest Plate 

6 Pear Corn Tree Boat 

 
 

Procedure 
The experiment was run in MATLAB R2019a with the 

Psychtoolbox-3 package. Pictures were displayed at the 

center of a 20 x 13inch Dell desktop approximately 25 inches 

in front of the participants. Participants were assigned to one 

of three lists (see above). On each block, they first saw both 

pictures and read their written labels aloud. Next, they 

completed four practice trials. On each trial, one of the two 

pictures was presented for 1500 ms (or until a response was 

recorded) and participants were instructed to name the picture 

as quickly and accurately as possible. The next trial started 

after 500 ms of a blank screen. After practice, participants 

completed 18 blocks of 12 experimental trials (6 of each 

picture), with the same structure as practice trials. Response 

times (RTs) for spoken responses were registered using an 

Audio-Technica microphone, and all spoken responses were 

recorded. 
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Coding and Analyses 

All data were transcribed and coded offline for accuracy, 

which, as expected, was near ceiling in neurotypical adult 

speakers. All the RTs registered with the voice key were 

double checked by viewing the acoustic wave for individual 

words in PRAAT and measuring the onset of the word from 

the onset of the beep (which marked the onset of the picture). 

Word durations were also calculated by marking the offset of 

words in PRAAT using text grids, with manual checking, and 

subtracting the onsets.  

Analyses were conducted in R (version 3.6.1; R Core 

Team, 2019). Trials with incorrect responses and RTs more 

extreme than 3 standard deviations away from each 

participant’s mean RTs were excluded from the analyses. For 

the analyses, RTs were log-transformed to better approximate 

a normal distribution. Data were analyzed by linear mixed 

effects models (LMEMs) using lme4 (version 1.1-21), in 

conjunction with lmerTest (version 3.1-0) to calculate p-

values using Satterthwaite approximations. Comparisons of 

interest were contrast-coded in the models as taxonomic vs. 

unrelated, associative    vs.   unrelated, and taxonomic vs. 

associative. We   included   the   maximum   random     effect 

structure that the models tolerated, which was the random 

intercepts for participants and items.    

Results  

In total, 9288 responses were collected (4644 on target 

items). Error rates were low (<1%) and did not differ between 

conditions. After excluding errors and extreme RTs, ~3% of 

data were excluded from analysis. RTs were 453 (SE=7.8), 

441 (SE=7.5) and 444 (SE=7.7) ms in taxonomic, associative 

and unrelated conditions, respectively. The results of the 

LMEMs showed that RTs were significantly longer in the 

taxonomic vs. both unrelated (β = -.02, t = -3.51, p <0.001), 

and associative (β = -.03, t = -4.62, p < 0.001) conditions. 

While the RTs were numerically shorter in the associative vs. 

unrelated condition, this difference did not reach significance 

(β = .01 , t = 1.11, p = .27). A very similar pattern was 

observed for the whole dataset (targets + competitors; Figure 

1a). The models’ results were also very similar; significantly 

longer RTs for the taxonomic vs. unrelated (β = -.02 , t = -

3.54, p < .001) and associative (β = -.03 , t = -4.66, p < .001) 

conditions, and no significant effect of associative vs. 

unrelated condition (β = .007 , t = 1.14, p = .26). Figure 1b 

shows the target RTs for the three conditions, graphed by 

trials that contained targets in the randomization (all trials 

except for trials 6 and 11). As seen in the graph (and expected 

from the past literature), the effect of the first trial is very 

different than the rest of the trials.  

The taxonomic effect shows the same pattern as previous 

reports from blocked cyclic naming paradigms with a larger 

set: a temporary facilitation followed by interference.  The  

 
2 We also ran a model with an interaction between condition and 

trial, with trial coded in a binary fashion, as “first” vs. “others”. The 

problem is the few number of trials in the first compared to other 

trials, which creates an imbalance in the analysis. Nevertheless, the 

 

Figure 1: RTs in the three conditions. (a) Average RTs by 

condition for all items. The pattern is identical to the Target-

only dataset. Error bars show by-participant SEs. (b) Target 

RTs in the three conditions by trial. Trials 6 and 11 are not 

shown because those positions did not contain target items in 
any of the three randomized lists. The other positions contain 

an equal number of target items in the three conditions. Error 

bars are by-trial SEs. 

 

associative condition shows a flipped pattern. Because of the 

clearly different status of the first trial, we ran the same model 

excluding the first trial2. The effect of taxonomic vs. 

unrelated and associated conditions were unchanged (β = -

.022, t = -3.53, p <0.001, and β = -.029, t = -4.62, p <0.001). 

But this time, there was also a marginal effect of associated 

vs. unrelated condition (β =.01, t = 1.8, p = .07). The same 

analyses repeated with the whole set returned very similar 

results: significantly slower RTs for taxonomic vs. unrelated 

and associative conditions (β = -.025, t = -3.58, p < .001; and 

β = -.029, t = -4.66, p <0.001, respectively), and marginally 

faster RTs in the associated vs. unrelated condition (β =.011, 

t = 1.8, p = .07). Importantly, note that this marginal effect 

was in the direction of facilitation, i.e., the opposite of the 

effect of taxonomic condition. Finally, to ensure that we were 

not missing a tradeoff between RTs and durations, durations 

were also compared using similar models with the same 

contrasts. There were no significant differences in durations 

between the taxonomic (343 ms; SE=37) and unrelated (344 

analysis showed no interaction between condition and trial for the 

contrast coding taxonomic vs. unrelated but revealed a significant 

interaction for the contrast coding associated vs. unrelated, which is 

in line with the findings of the analysis reported in the text.  
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ms; SE = 37) conditions (β =.079, t = .38, p = .71), between 

taxonomic and associative (345 ms; SE = 37) conditions (β = 

1.56, t = .91, p = .36), or between associative and unrelated 

conditions (β = -1.19, t = -.57 , p = .57).  

Discussion 

This is, to our knowledge, the first study to test the effect of 

semantic and associative similarity in picture naming using 

materials that were selected based on quantitative measures 

to show a double dissociation in their relationship to the 

target. This is important for two reasons: first, it ensures that 

the hypothesized relationship (taxonomic or associative) is 

indeed strong, which, as pointed out earlier, has been a 

problem in the past studies, making the interpretation of null 

effects (e.g., de Zubicaray et al., 2014) particularly difficult. 

Second, a double dissociation is necessary to ensure that the 

uncovered effects of specific kinds of semantic similarity are 

not cross-contaminated. Using this method, and controlled 

for additional factors, we replicated the interference effect 

induced by taxonomic similarity in an alternative version of 

the cyclic blocked naming task with only two items. 

However, we found no evidence that associative relations 

affected the target production in the same way as taxonomic 

relations. More specifically, not only was there no robust 

evidence of interference in this condition, but also the effect 

was in the opposite (facilitatory) direction. In fact, save the 

first trial, our data showed a marginally significant 

facilitation induced by an associated competitor. Moreover, 

direct comparisons between taxonomic and associative 

conditions consistently revealed a significant difference. All 

of these effects were robust on targets which remained 

constant across conditions, as well as the whole dataset which 

also included comparisons between different but well-

controlled competitors across conditions.  

These findings, together with the absence of any significant 

differences in accuracy and word durations, show 

unambiguously that taxonomic and associative contexts 

affect word production quite differently. The findings are 

better aligned with previous results that associations, if 

anything, tend to facilitate production (e.g., Alario et al., 

2000; de Zubicaray et al., 2014) and show that that the 

absence of interference cannot be attributed to the lack of 

repetition. The argument that participants may not have been 

aware of the relationship between words in the associative 

blocks is also extremely unlikely, given the highly 

transparent relations (e.g., cow/milk, car/road, hand/glove, 

etc.). Finally, proponents of the swinging lexical network 

might suggest that the effect is due to the small set, as they 

claim that taxonomic relations activate an array of cohorts 

that belong to the category but associative relations do not. 

The rationale for this claim, as well as the empirical evidence 

in its support, is unclear. If anything, the long-standing 

concepts of “schema”, i.e., quick activation of a large set of 

elements related to a common scenario is based purely on 

associations (e.g., Rumelhart et al., 1986). It is thus hard to 

argue that repeated visualization and naming of pictures of 

cow/milk activated a weaker schema (and hence fewer items) 

compared to cow/bear.  

We must also mention one previous study that investigated 

the effects of non-taxonomic similarity, specifically avoided 

lexical associations: de Zubicaray et al. (2014) stated that the 

materials were selected based on “informal polling” of an 

independent group of participants and that, according to free 

association norms, they were not associates. We would like 

to re-emphasize that semantic and lexical associations are 

highly correlated, as shown by the success of distributional 

semantics approaches that use linguistic regularities to 

uncover structured semantic knowledge (e.g., Mikolov et al., 

2013). It is thus not only impractical to try to separate 

semantic and lexical association, but more importantly, doing 

so will inevitably lead to relations that are semantically weak; 

perhaps too weak to generate any reliable effects.  

In summary, the results of this study strongly suggest that 

taxonomic and associative relations induce different effects 

in picture naming.  

Theoretical Significance 

As noted in the Introduction, the interference effect induced 

by various kinds of semantic relationships has been taken as 

evidence for competitive lexical selection. The fact that two 

words that are highly lexically associated (and thus highly 

activate each other) do not interfere with one another, does 

not lend support to this view. Note that, if anything, lexical 

associations activate lexical competitors a lot more strongly 

than any other kind of semantic similarity, so if interference 

really results from close lexical activations per se, repeated 

production of two lexical associates should create the largest 

interference. The current data do not support this prediction.  

An alternative account of semantic interference, the 

incremental learning account, offers an explanation without 

resorting to competitive lexical selection. For example, 

Oppenheim, Dell, and Schwartz’s (2010) model explains 

interference in the following manner: naming an item leads 

to the strengthening of the connections between the semantic 

features of that lexical item (e.g., four legs and “cow”), and 

weakening of the same features to other items that share those 

features (e.g., “bear”). This differential weight change puts 

those other items at a relative disadvantage if they become 

the target on the next trial. This manifests as semantic 

interference. Thus, the behavioral finding of semantic 

interference is not equivalent to a competitive lexical 

selection mechanism. Another possibility is that strict 

selection is not really mandatory at the lexical level, and that 

the system can proceed with a good deal of cascaded 

activation and narrow down selection at lower levels.  

But the finding that associative relations have a 

fundamentally different effect on picture naming than 

taxonomic relations is still theoretically relevant to the 

predictions of models such as Oppenheim et al.’s. Most 

computational models of word production are agnostic about 

the nature of semantic representations. In such models, 

semantic similarity is represented by a subset of semantic 

nodes that are shared between the lexical nodes of 
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taxonomically similar items. The simplest (and seemingly 

reasonable) way to model associative relations in such 

models is to do something similar; connect a number of 

associatively similar lexical nodes to a shared set of semantic 

nodes, arguing that while the nature of the semantic overlap 

is different, the dynamics of activation and incremental 

weight adjustments should be the same. The current results 

clearly oppose this view and suggest that to best understand 

the cognitive processes underlying word production, one 

must pay careful attention to the organization of semantic 

knowledge and how that knowledge interacts with lexical 

representations.  

Preliminary proposals in this regard include a 

superordinate node for the taxonomically related words (e.g., 

“animals” for cow/bear), which does not have an equivalent 

in associatively related words (Aristei et al., 2011). But it is 

hard to theoretically refute that a “theme” node cannot play a 

similar role (e.g., “dairy farm” for cow/milk). It is also hard 

to argue that the supraordinate node automatically activates a 

lot more coordinates than the theme node, given the concept 

of schema discussed earlier. Another possibility is that the 

weight changes act in a more selective manner to maximize 

production success according to task demands. Although the 

majority of studies that investigate semantic interference 

control for visual similarity as much as possible, the fact 

remains that taxonomically related items, by definition, share 

“features”, most of which create visual confusion in general, 

as well as in the context of specific tasks. Such a close 

interaction between visual features and the language 

production system is absent in associative relations. It is thus 

possible that the system has learned to maximize differences 

when similarity affects the input system, at least in the 

context of a visually driven task such as picture naming.  

While these explanations are speculative, the bottom line 

is clear: different kinds of semantic similarity affect word 

production in different ways. This finding, in turn, suggests 

that the two kinds of semantic similarity cannot be modeled 

the same way in computational models of word production. 

One solution could be to directly connect lexical nodes of 

associated items. This may require revising the assumption of 

competitive selection at the lexical level. A second solution 

would be to acknowledge that the nature of semantic 

knowledge is critical to the dynamics of weight change in the 

language production system. Consequently, the dynamics of 

incremental learning must be modeled with regard to the 

nature of shared knowledge, and in accordance with what 

maximizes production efficiency in a goal-oriented manner. 

These solutions are not mutually exclusive. Future modeling 

work should explore the ramifications of either choice.  
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Abstract 

The effect of semantic neighborhood density (SND) on 
metaphor interpretation was examined by asking participants 
to list features for both metaphors (e.g., “music is medicine”) 
and the individual words in the metaphors (e.g., the metaphor 
topic, “music” and the metaphor vehicle, “medicine”). Topic 
word SND was associated with greater interpretive diversity 
for individual words, but lesser interpretive diversity for 
metaphors. High-SND metaphor topics decreased in 
interpretive diversity when the topic was framed in a metaphor 
(compared to when presented alone) whereas for Low-SND 
topics, there was an increase in interpretive diversity when 
framed in a metaphor. We propose that the function of the 
vehicle differs depending on the nature of the metaphor topic. 
Vehicles convey or emphasize a select few relevant features of 
topic meaning when the topic has many close semantic 
associates, whereas they highlight many potentially relevant 
low-salience features for topic concepts with few close 
associates. 

Keywords: metaphor, feature-listing, interpretive diversity, 

semantic neighborhood density, conceptual representation.  

Introduction 

   A metaphor involves the conjunction of two seemingly 

unrelated concepts to make some communicative point. For 

instance, in the classic Shakespearian metaphor, “All the 

world’s a stage,” (As You Like It, Act II Scene VII) the 

metaphor topic, the “world,” is framed in terms of the 

metaphor vehicle, a “stage.” This framing highlights certain 

aspects of the topic: much like on a stage, in the world people 

play certain roles and need to act in certain ways depending 

on the social context. 

   In most psycholinguistic models of metaphor processing, 

the topic and vehicle play different roles. Although models 

differ in how specific relevant properties of the vehicle 

subsequently modify our understanding of the topic, the 

general consensus is that such properties are nonetheless 

conveyed to the topic, with the semantic representations of 

the topic and vehicle interacting to produce metaphoric 

meaning. 

   Metaphors vary in terms of “interpretive diversity” 

(Utsumi, 2005), that is, the amount and distribution of 

different possible interpretations. With some metaphors, the 

vehicle may highlight one salient feature of the topic, for 

instance, for the metaphor “a zebra is a piano,” the 

interpretation that a zebra, like a piano, is “black and white” 

may dominate. In contrast, for a metaphor such as “time is 

money,” there may be a variety of interpretations, such as 

time is valuable, limited, needs to be carefully managed, etc., 

and no single interpretation may dominate over the rest. 

When a metaphor generates a small number of 

interpretations, and a single interpretation is far more 

frequent than all other interpretations, it is considered low in 

interpretive diversity. In contrast, when a metaphor generates 

many interpretations and they are all about equally as 

frequent, it is considered high in interpretive diversity.  

   Although interpretive diversity has been investigated in 

terms of how it influences metaphor aptness and appreciation 

(Utsumi, 2005), the difference between similes and 

metaphors (Utsumi, 2007), and how it affects metaphor 

comprehension (Utsumi, 2011), there has been little research 

on what factors influence interpretive diversity itself. The 

purpose of this study was to investigate a word-level variable, 

semantic neighborhood density, to see whether it influences 

the diversity of metaphor interpretations.  

   Semantic neighborhood density (SND) is a measure of how 

closely associated in meaning a word is to its neighbors (i.e., 

other related words) in semantic space (Buchanan, Westbury 

& Burgess, 2001). Words with many close associates are 

considered to reside in a high-density semantic space, 

whereas words with more distant associates are considered to 

reside in a low-density space. Semantic neighborhood density 

can be estimated using a vector space model of word meaning 

(Reid & Katz, 2018), for instance, by calculating the average 

cosine of a target word to its n nearest neighbors. 

Semantic distance (or dissimilarity of topic and vehicle) 

influences both metaphor comprehension and production. 

Trick and Katz (1986) found that metaphors were best 

understood and appreciated when the topic and vehicle 

concepts were from dissimilar higher-order categories (high 

between-domain distance), but shared similar distinguishing 

features within those categories (low within-domain 

distance). Semantic distance between topic and vehicle has 

also been used in computer simulations to predict whether 

categorical statements are considered metaphorical or literal 

with high accuracy (85% correct in both English and Chinese; 

Su, Huang, & Chen, 2017). Additionally, Katz (1989) found 

in a metaphor completion task that participants preferred to 

select metaphor vehicles that were moderately semantically 

distant from the topic, not too close and not too far. 

Semantic neighborhood density has received less attention 

in the metaphor literature. Katz and Al-Azary (2017) found 
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that metaphors were more bidirectional (i.e., decreased less 

in comprehensibility when the topic and vehicle terms 

switched positions; “A is B” to “B is A”) when both the topic 

and vehicle were from high-density space. Recently, Al-

Azary and Buchanan (2017) found that metaphors with Low-

SND topic and vehicle words were more comprehensible 

than metaphors with High-SND topic and vehicle words (see 

also Al-Azary, McAuley, Buchanan & Katz, 2019). To 

interpret their effect, Al-Azary and Buchanan reasoned that 

High-SND words are too semantically rich to take on new 

meanings in metaphors. Low-SND words, on the other hand, 

have more room for making new associations.      

To date, SND has not been examined in terms of how it 

might affect the features evoked by metaphors and the 

diversity of interpretations. High-SND words have many 

close associates, so when the topic and vehicle terms in a 

metaphor are High-SND, it may evoke more diversity of 

features and multiple interpretations. On the other hand, 

High-SND words may be very similar to their neighbors, 

leading to a more constrained overall meaning, and thus, 

when employed in a metaphor, may elicit less diversity of 

interpretations. 

In terms of the relative contributions of the topic and 

vehicle to a metaphor’s interpretive diversity, the semantic 

space of the topic may be particularly important. Glucksberg, 

Manfredi, and McGlone (1997) argue that the topic provides 

relevant dimensions for constraining the semantic properties 

of the vehicle. Therefore, the topic and its associates may 

play an important role in constraining which features of the 

vehicle, and how many, are attributed to the topic.  

The Current Study 

The effects of SND on interpretive diversity were 

examined in a feature-listing task in which each participant 

was instructed to list three features per metaphor or word. We 

obtained features for 88 metaphors, and also for the 146 

words used in those metaphors (some metaphors had 

overlapping words, e.g., “history is a mirror” and “history is 

a sponge”). This way, we can compare the interpretive 

diversity for the words both when they are presented alone, 

and when they are presented in a metaphor.  

Methods 

Participants 

   One hundred and fifty-five (90 female) undergraduate 

psychology students completed the study in partial fulfilment 

of course requirements. The reported ages ranged from 17 to 

77 (M = 18.91, SD = 5.09). Participants were recruited 

through the department of psychology’s Sona system 

website, a cloud-based service for connecting researchers 

with potential participants. 

Materials 

   The metaphors consisted of 88 nonliterary metaphors taken 

from the Katz, Paivio, Marschark, and Clark (1988) norms. 

Only metaphors that contained a single word (or hyphenated 

word) for both the topic and the vehicle were selected as 

experimental stimuli. For instance, “Education is a lantern” 

was selected as the topic was the single word “education” and 

the vehicle was the single word “lantern.” However, 

“Thought is a boiling kettle” was not selected as the vehicle, 

“boiling kettle,” consisted of two words. The word stimuli 

were simply the 146 unique topic and vehicle words 

contained in the 88 selected metaphors.  

The stimuli were combined into four groups, two each with 

44 metaphors, and two each with 73 words. The stimuli were 

initially randomly sorted into groups, but after 

randomization, we then sorted similar metaphors or words 

(e.g., “history is a mirror” and “history is a sponge”) into 

separate groups as much as possible to reduce carryover 

effects. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the 

four groups of stimuli. The stimuli within each group were 

presented in random order to participants. Unlike some 

previous studies on metaphor features (e.g., Becker, 1997; 

Utsumi, 2005), each participant saw only words or 

metaphors, not both (see Roncero & de Almeida, 2015). We 

did this to obtain purer features of the words; we did not want 

to encourage the participant to think metaphorically about the 

words.  

Procedure 

   The entire task took place online over the Qualtrics survey 

platform. The first screen was a letter of information 

explaining the study and the next screen asked demographic 

questions on age and gender. Following this, a screen 

explaining the basic task was presented. For the metaphor 

groups, participants were instructed to list three features or 

characteristics of the topic that are being described by the 

vehicle (see Utsumi, 2005). An example with the metaphor 

“music is medicine” was given in which the three listed 

features were “soothing,” “healing,” and “enjoyable.” For the 

word groups, participants were instructed to list three features 

or characteristics of the word. The word “music” was given 

as an example, and the features listed were “artists,” 

“beautiful,” and “creative” (examples taken from Roncero & 

de Almeida, 2015). Following this screen, the metaphors or 

words were presented one at a time with a textbox 

underneath. Once a participant completed their response, 

they were not allowed to return to previously answered items.  

Results 

Pre-processing 

   The feature data were processed in Python using tools from 

the nltk package (Loper & Bird, 2002). Aside from saving 

time, automated analysis of feature data also increases 

consistency and transparency across different labs and 

studies (Buchanan, De Deyne, & Montefinese, 2019). There 

were four basic steps to data processing. First, the raw 

response from the textbox was split into responses using the 

re.split() command in Python; whenever a paragraph indent 

or a comma occurred, a new response started (e.g., “soothing, 
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healing, enjoyable” would be split into three responses, 

“soothing,” “healing,” and “enjoyable,” based on the 

commas). The second step converted all responses into lower 

case letters using the .lower() command in Python. This was 

so that identical words would be counted together even when 

the capitalization differed, for instance, “Healing” and 

“healing.” Third, stop words (words that hold little semantic 

content such as “the,” “a,” “has,” and “it”) were removed, 

which allows similar responses to be grouped together more 

accurately (Buchanan, De Deyne, & Montefinese, 2019). For 

instance, for the word butterfly, one participant may list 

“wings” whereas another may list “has wings,” which is 

essentially the same feature. If the stop word “has” is 

removed, both responses are now simply “wings,” and the 

program will count both responses together. Finally, word 

suffixes were removed using Porter’s (1980) stemming 

algorithm using the PorterStemmer() command from the nltk 

package. This allowed features to be counted together when 

they shared the same morphological root (see Roncero & de 

Almeida, 2015). For instance, words such as excite, excited, 

exciting, and excitement would all be reduced to “excit,” 

which means all four responses would be counted as the same 

feature (note that unlike lemmatization, stemming algorithms 

sometime result in non-words). Similar to other metaphor 

feature studies, features were only retained in the final 

analysis if at least two participants listed it (Becker, 1997; 

Utsumi 2005, 2007). An example of the processed features 

for the metaphor “A fisherman is a spider” is displayed in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Processed feature list for the metaphor “A 

fisherman is a spider” 

Features Count 

patient 5 

catch 4 

hunter 4 

resourc 3 

sneaki 3 

consum 2 

net 2 

prey 2 

quiet 2 

work 2 

Semantic Neighborhood Density 

   For our SND calculations, we used the Global Vectors 

(GloVe) model of word representation, a vector-based model 

that predicts word similarity based on word occurrences in 

large text corpora (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). 

Vector-space models assume that words that occur in similar 

contexts are more similar but vary in terms of what is defined 

as a “context.” Some models focus on occurrences within a 

small context window, such as a span of 10 words, whereas 

others focus on occurrences within a large context, such as an 

entire document (see Reid & Katz, 2018, for a review). 

GloVe combines a mixture of both methods and has been 

demonstrated to outperform singular value decomposition 

models (e.g., Latent Semantic Analysis; Landauer & Dumais, 

1997) and word2vec’s models on analogy and word 

similarity tasks (Pennington et al., 2014).  

  The GloVe model we employed was pre-trained on a dump 

of Wikipedia from February 2017 (available for download 

from vectors.nlpl.eu/repository, model ID = 8). Recall that 

SND can be calculated by taking the average cosine of a 

target word to its n nearest neighbors. We selected a 

neighborhood size of 500, as is commonly used in 

computational simulations of metaphor comprehension 

(Kintsch, 2000; Reid & Katz, 2018). For a given word, the 

500 nearest neighbors were the 500 words that had the 

highest cosine similarity to the word out of all the words in 

the model (the model included just over 300,000 words). 

Cosine is typically preferred over distance in computing 

similarity between word vectors because some words occur 

far more frequently than others (Clark, 2015; Erk, 2012). 

Distance underestimates similarity when two words often 

occur in similar contexts, but one word is far more frequent 

than the other. After the 500 nearest neighbors were found, 

SND was calculated as the average cosine similarity of these 

500 words to the target word.  

Three metaphors (“memory is a trash-masher,” “a storm is 

a coffeepot” and “wounds are fiords”) contained words that 

were not in the pre-trained GloVe model. Therefore, these 

metaphors were removed from all subsequent analyses, 

yielding a total of 85 metaphors and 140 unique words.  

Interpretive Diversity 

Interpretive diversity was calculated using Utsumi’s 

(2005) method, which is based on Shannon’s (1948) measure 

of entropy. The equation is as follows: 

 

���� =  − � 	�
�log� 	�
�
�∈�

 

 

p(x) in the above equation refers to the probability of a 

feature being listed. This can be calculated by dividing the 

number of times a feature was listed by the total number of 

features listed. For example, imagine for the metaphor 

“music is medicine” the features “soothing,” “healing,” and 

“enjoyable” are listed by 5, 3, and 2 participants 

respectively. p(x) for the feature “soothing” would be .5 

(5/10). The entire calculation for the interpretive diversity in 

this example would be: –(5/10) log(5/10) –(3/10) log(3/10) 

–(2/10) log(2/10) = 1.49. Interpretive diversity scores 

increase as the probability distribution becomes more 

uniform across the features and decrease as one feature 

becomes more probable than all other features.  

Correlation analyses 

 

Words The first correlation analysis involved the interpretive 

diversity scores and SND values for the 140 unique words in 

the study. There was a marginally significant positive 

correlation between interpretive diversity and SND, r(138) = 

.16, p = .054, wherein words from dense semantic space 
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tended to be more interpretively diverse. We next examined 

the words that serve as topics (n=66) and vehicles (n=78) 

separately, finding that the correlation between interpretive 

diversity and SND was only significant for the topics, r(64) 

= .24, p = .048, but not for the vehicles, r(76) = .02, p = .837.  

   An independent t-test was conducted to compare the mean 

SND values for topic vs. vehicle words. Four words served 

as both topics and vehicles and were removed from analysis. 

The t-test revealed that topics had significantly higher SND 

on average (.37) than vehicles (.30), t(106.99) = 6.50, p < 

.001 (degrees of freedom were adjusted from 134 to 106.99 

as Levene’s test indicated unequal variances, F = 7.44, p = 

.007). Furthermore, the vehicles had a more restricted range 

of SND (.23–.42, range = .19) compared to the topics (.25–

.53, range = .28). The lower SND and restricted range of the 

vehicles may have diminished the power to detect a 

significant correlation with interpretive diversity. 

 

Metaphors Separate correlations were conducted between 

interpretive diversity for the metaphors and both topic SND 

and vehicle SND. The correlation between interpretive 

diversity and vehicle SND was non-significant, r(83) = -.03, 

p = .756. However, unlike the positive effect with diversity 

when topic words were presented alone, there was a 

significant negative correlation between interpretive 

diversity and topic SND, r(83) = -.29, p = .007, when the 

topic was presented in a metaphor. Thus, greater topic SND 

was associated with less diverse metaphor interpretations. 

As suggested by a reviewer, we explored whether there 

were interactive effects of topic and vehicle SND on 

interpretive diversity. This was examined using a linear 

regression model with topic SND, vehicle SND, and their 

interaction entered as predictors. The overall model was 

significant, F = 3.36, p = .023, R2 = .11; however, none of the 

predictors contributed significantly to the prediction on their 

own, t’s < 1.6, p’s > .1. An ANOVA comparing this 

interactive model to a model with only topic SND indicated 

that the interactive model did not account for significantly 

more variance than the topic only model, F = 1.16, p = .320. 

Therefore, there was no evidence of a significant interaction 

between topic and vehicle SND, and because the interactive 

model did not account for significantly more variance, the 

more parsimonious topic only model is preferred. 

To further unpack the opposing correlations between topic 

SND and interpretive diversity for words and metaphors, we 

examined the change in interpretive diversity between topic 

words when presented alone (e.g., “music”) to when 

presented in a metaphor (e.g., “music is medicine”). Recall 

that the instructions for the metaphor feature-listing task were 

to list three characteristics of the topic being highlighted by 

the vehicle. Therefore, essentially the metaphor features were 

topic features made salient by the vehicle. We calculated the 

change in interpretive diversity by subtracting the 

interpretive diversity score for the topic word presented alone 

from the interpretive diversity score for the metaphor. 

Therefore, higher values correspond to a greater increase in 

diversity for the topic when presented in a metaphor vs. the 

topic alone. If the value was negative, it means that the topic 

concept actually exhibited less diversity of interpretations 

when presented in a metaphor than when presented alone. A 

median split in terms of topic SND revealed that topics from 

High-SND space were associated with metaphors that 

decreased interpretive diversity (mean = -0.28) whereas 

topics from Low-SND space were associated with metaphors 

that increased interpretive diversity (mean = .16). This 

difference was reliable, t(82) = 3.99, p < .001. 

We also examined whether the change in interpretive 

diversity between topics presented alone and topics 

embedded in metaphors was predicted by an interaction of 

topic and vehicle SND. A linear regression model with topic 

SND, vehicle SND, and their interaction yielded a significant 

overall prediction, F = 7.34, p < .001, R2 = .21, but none of 

the three predictors accounted for a significant unique portion 

of variance, t’s < 1.8, p’s > .05. A topic only model also 

yielded a significant prediction, F = 18.65, p < .001, R2 = .18, 

and the interactive model did not account for significantly 

more variance than the topic only model, F = 1.56, p = .216. 

Therefore, again the more parsimonious topic only model is 

preferred.  

Discussion 

   We find that SND differentially influenced interpretive 

diversity for words, depending on whether they were 

interpreted individually (e.g., “music”) or in metaphors (e.g., 

“music is medicine”). For topic words alone, SND was 

associated with an increased diversity of features listed, but 

for metaphors, the association was opposite as higher topic 

SND was associated with less diversity of features. Further 

analyses revealed that High-SND topics were associated with 

a decrease in interpretive diversity when the topic was framed 

in a metaphor vs. presented alone. In contrast, Low-SND 

topics were associated with an increase in diversity when 

presented in a metaphor vs. alone. 

Our results indicate that, in metaphor, the vehicle may 

serve a different purpose depending on the nature of the topic 

concept being framed. In everyday metaphor usage, when the 

topic concept has many close associates (High-SND), the 

vehicle employed may serve to constrain topic meaning, 

emphasizing only certain characteristics of the semantically 

rich concept. For example, in “a mosquito is a vampire,” the 

vehicle vampire emphasizes the blood meaning of mosquito 

(a High-SND topic). In contrast, when the topic concept has 

few close associates, the vehicle may serve to highlight other, 

non-obvious or low-salience features of the concept (see 

Ortony, 1979), bringing about more diversity of 

interpretations. For example, in “a library is a sanctuary,” the 

vehicle “sanctuary” may bring numerous less-salient features 

of “library” (a Low-SND topic) to mind, such as “peaceful,” 

“contemplative,” “safe,” etc. According to the interaction 

theory of metaphor (Black, 1962, 1979; Gineste, Indurkhya, 

& Scart, 2000), the vehicle functions as a “filter” that both 

highlights and hides aspects of the topic. However, our data 

suggests that the topic shapes that filter, widening the filter 

when the topic concept is semantically poor (i.e., Low-SND), 
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allowing for more possible interpretations, and constraining 

the filter for semantically rich (i.e., High-SND) topics. This 

is also consistent with Glucksberg et al. (1997) who argue 

that the metaphor topic provides relevant dimensions upon 

which specific values from the vehicle on those dimensions 

are conveyed to the topic. As these authors argue, metaphor 

topics can vary in terms of the number of relevant 

dimensions. Our data suggests that SND is a strong predictor 

of the number of relevant dimensions a topic will provide in 

a metaphor. Furthermore, the lack of an effect for vehicle 

SND is also consistent with this model, as the vehicle does 

not provide the dimensions themselves, but only values on 

those dimensions. 

It was also found that SND only affected interpretive 

diversity for the topic terms, but not the vehicle terms, even 

when these terms were presented alone. This was not due to 

the task or the metaphors as the participants who listed 

features for words never saw metaphors. Therefore, it seems 

there is something different about the nature of the words 

themselves. Recall we chose the metaphors first and elicited 

features for these words and it remains likely that words that 

serve often as metaphor vehicles differ systematically from 

those that rarely do so. Here we find that the concepts used 

as vehicles had lower SND on average and a more restricted 

range of SND values than the concepts used as topics. 

Restricted range is a factor that is known to hinder the ability 

to find significant correlations. There is evidence that in 

general Low-SND words make for good metaphor vehicles. 

For instance, Al-Azary (2018) found that participants 

preferred to employ Low-SND vehicles when creating 

metaphors, which he suggests may be to reduce the overall 

semantic richness of the metaphor. Our findings were 

consistent with this as it was found that High-SND topics 

decreased in interpretive diversity when framed in terms of a 

vehicle, suggesting that the vehicle helped to reduce the 

semantic richness of the topic. Furthermore, as mentioned 

earlier, Glucksberg et al. (1997) argue that topics provide 

dimensions that are relevant to the vehicle, which in turn 

creates metaphor meaning through class attribution. 

Arguably, when the vehicle is from a low-density 

neighborhood, the relevant value is easier to find, leading to 

efficient metaphor meaning resolution. 

Metaphor topics and vehicles may differ in other ways as 

well, and these differences may also contribute to why SND 

level only affects interpretive diversity for topics but not 

vehicles. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) posit that the function 

of metaphor is to comprehend abstract concepts in terms of 

more concrete, directly experienced concepts. Therefore, 

metaphor vehicles are often more concrete and imageable 

than metaphor topics. It is possible that because these 

vehicles have such semantically rich representations already, 

there is little room for word associations (as measured by 

SND) to have an impact. In contrast, word associations have 

been proposed as a major component for how abstract 

concepts are represented (Barsalou & Wiemer-Hastings, 

2005). To this point, Danguecan and Buchanan (2016) found 

that SND affects response times associated with processing 

abstract words but not concrete words. A full analysis of 

concreteness and imageability is beyond the scope of this 

paper, but could be an avenue for future research on SND and 

interpretive diversity, as SND and concreteness tend to 

interact in various semantic processing tasks (Al-Azary & 

Buchanan, 2017; Danguecan & Buchanan, 2016).  

Lastly, it should be noted that we only employed non-

literary “A is B” metaphors, which are somewhat artificial, 

and it is unclear whether the findings apply to more creative, 

natural, and literary uses of metaphor. We are currently 

working on a study with a set of literary metaphors to explore 

this question. 

Conclusion 

   In this study, we found that words employed as metaphor 

topics differed in interpretive diversity when these words 

were presented by themselves or in the context of a metaphor, 

depending on SND level. Greater SND was associated with 

increased diversity for words’ interpretations when presented 

alone but, in a reversal, was associated with decreased 

diversity when presented in the context of a metaphor. We 

propose that the function of the metaphor vehicle may differ 

depending on the semantic richness of the metaphor topic. 

When topics are semantically rich, the vehicle may function 

to constrain meaning by limiting features to consider. In 

contrast, for semantically poorer topics, the vehicle may 

function to highlight aspects of the topic, leading to increased 

diversity of interpretations.  
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Abstract 

Previous research has demonstrated that Distributional 
Semantic Models (DSMs) are capable of reconstructing maps 
from news corpora (Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009) and novels 
(Louwerse & Benesh, 2012). The capacity for reproducing 
maps is surprising since DSMs notoriously lack perceptual 
grounding (De Vega et al., 2012). In this paper we investigate 
the statistical sources required in language to infer maps, and 
resulting constraints placed on mechanisms of semantic 
representation. Study 1 brings word co-occurrence under 
experimental control to demonstrate that direct co-occurrence 
in language is necessary for traditional DSMs to successfully 
reproduce maps. Study 2 presents an instance-based  DSM that 
is capable of reconstructing maps independent of the frequency 
of co-occurrence of city names.  

Keywords: semantic memory; spatial cognition; embodiment 

Introduction 

Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) posit cognitive 

mechanisms to explain how humans construct semantic 

representations for words from statistical regularities in 

natural language. Typically, these models represent words as 

points in a high-dimensional vector space, and similarity 

between words is measured as the proximity in this semantic 

space. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 

1997) is the classic example of a DSM, but more modern 

versions span theoretically diverse learning mechanisms (see 

Jones et al., 2015 for a review). In general, DSMs have shown 

remarkable success at accounting for a broad range of 

semantic phenomena from relatively simple mechanisms.  

One major criticism of DSMs is that their representations 

are amodal and are not grounded in perception or action (De 

Vega et al., 2012). Without perceptual grounding, DSMs may 

lack a necessary source of statistical information to fully 

represent semantic relationships between words. However, 

there is often strong alignment between the statistical 

distributions of words in a corpus and perceptual data 

(Riordan & Jones, 2011; Roads & Love, 2020).  

A surprising early demonstration of the capacities of DSMs 

was presented by Louwerse & Zwaan (2009) where they 

reproduced the map of the USA by applying LSA to various 

large news corpora. Louwerse and Benesh (2012) followed 

up this study by demonstrating that even on the relatively 

small corpus of The Lord of the Rings trilogy, LSA was able 

to closely reproduce a map of Middle Earth. Contrary to the 

assumption that spatial representations are fundamentally 

perceptual and necessarily grounded in sensory modalities, 

the reproduction of maps demonstrates that spatial 

distributions are encoded in language, and that semantic 

processes are able to elicit these spatial distributions 

independent of perceptual grounding.  

While recreating the map of Middle Earth is entertaining 

as a demonstration, it opens up more questions regarding the 

source of its success than it answers. Specifically, it is unclear 

what the statistical properties of the corpus are that enable 

external spatial distributions to be reconstructed from the 

text. It may be the case that the additional words that occur in 

the same context as the cities serve as additional dimensions 

along which the relationships between cities may be 

differentiated. Alternatively, cities which are near each other 

may be discussed in the same contexts more frequently. In 

this paper, we examine the hypothesis that cities that are near 

one another are discussed in the same context with greater 

frequency than cities that are separated by greater distances.  

We generate artificial corpora describing randomly 

generated maps to compare whether DSMs are able to elicit 

spatial distributions independently of frequency of sampling. 

Specifically, we bring sampling under experimental control 

by manipulating whether a statement relating a pair of cities 

has a uniform probability of ending up in the final corpus. 

Uniform sampling is compared to distance-based sampling, 

where a statement relating a pair of cities has a higher 

probability of showing up in the final corpus based on their 

relative distance, such that nearby cities are likely to be in the 

corpus whereas distant cities are not. Study 1 found that no 

standard DSM was able to reproduce spatial locations 

independent of sampling.  

The unexpected lack of success for DSMs to reproduce 

spatial distributions is likely because they represent an 

‘abstraction at learning’ class of models (Jones, 2019) that 

mirrors the ‘prototype-vs-exemplar’ debate in the 

categorization literature. Many researchers have noted that 

the static word meanings produced by DSMs are ineffective 

at modeling the way word meanings change as a function of 

learning or retrieval processes. Hence, Study 2 uses a recently 

proposed ‘abstraction at retrieval’ DSM, based on the idea 

that semantic relationships are produced on the fly (Instance 

Theory of Semantics; ITS; Jamieson et al., 2018). Using ITS 

we demonstrate that a retrieval-based DSM is capable of 

accurately reconstructing spatial representations from 

corpora given uniformly sampled descriptions of cities. 

Methods 

Our goal is to determine whether a DSM is able to 

reproduce a map from systematically constructed linguistic 

descriptions of the relationships between cities. Here, we 

briefly describe our steps for evaluating DSM performance, 

with a more in-depth description to follow. We start by 
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generating a corpus of descriptions of a map. First, we 

randomly generate a set of maps of varying distributions of 

cities. Next, for every pair of cities, we generate statements 

that describe the relationship between the two cities. In 

particular, we use two sets of relationships: North, South, 

East, and West; and near and far. We sample the sets of 

descriptions either uniformly or based on distance in order to 

yield multiple corpora. Once we have the corpora, we test a 

set of DSMs for their ability to reproduce the original maps 

based on the linguistic descriptions of the relationships 

between cities. We follow an outline of the steps used in 

Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) and Louwerse and Benesh 

(2012) in order to move from a corpus of text to a two-

dimensional map, with minor modifications to their process. 

In particular, we start by training a model on a given corpus. 

We then find the cosine similarity between the vectors 

representing each city, and convert the similarity into 

distance using Shepard’s (1987) exponential law of 

generalization. We convert the distance matrix into a two-

dimensional plot using multidimensional scaling. Finally, we 

compare the two-dimensional plot yielded by the DSM to the 

original map using bidimensional regression (Friedman & 

 
 

Figure 1. A representative sample of the performance of models at reconstructing the original map given the 

North/South/East/West relationship set with uniform sampling. From left to right, the columns present 1) the original maps, 

2) the maps produced by GloVe (Study 1), and 3) the maps produced by ITS (Study 2). Each row shows one of the three 

distributions tested. The r coefficient and significance is noted below each map. 
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Kohler, 2003). Bidimensional regression is a special measure 

designed to compare two-dimensional plots that yields a 

measure of goodness of fit. Study 1 evaluates the 

performance of standard DSMs at reproducing maps given 

corpora where statements relating cities are sampled either 

uniformly or based on distance. Study 2 implements ITS 

coupled with a context retrieval mechanism, and evaluates 

this model’s performance at reproducing maps as a function 

of sampling. 

Generate Maps 

We generated three maps with different distributions of 

‘cities’: random, clustered, and circular. The maps are 

displayed in the first column of Figure 1. There are 20 cities 

on each map, labelled with the letters ‘A’ through ‘T’. We 

chose these three distributions of cities to vary the amount of 

external distribution information available to disambiguate 

the cities, and cover a range of challenges.  

Generate Corpora 

We generated multiple sets of corpora for each 

combination of conditions. The conditions include the 

distribution of cities (random, clustered, shape), the 

description set (either North/South/East/West, or near/far), 

and the type of sampling (uniform or distance-based). In total, 

there were 12 corpora. 

In order to generate the corpora, we created statements 

about each pair of cities on a given map. The statements took 

the form: [city] [relationship to] [city]. We used two sets of 

relationships: near/far, and North/South/East/West. 

Near/Far. For each map, we found the average distance 

between cities. Subsequently, when generating a statement 

relating two cities (e.g. cities ‘A’ and ‘B’), if the distance 

between the two cities was above the average distance we 

would label the relationship between the two cities as ‘far’ 

(e.g. ‘A is far from B’). Conversely, if the distance between 

the two cities was lower than the average distance between 

all cities, we would label the relationship between the two 

cities as ‘near’ (e.g. ‘A is near to B’). 

North/South/East/West. In order to formalize the 

directional relationship between cities, we divided the area 

surrounding a city into four quadrants such that a quadrant 

was 90 degrees, offset by 45 degrees. If some city ‘B’ 

appeared in the quadrant above a city ‘A’, it would be labeled 

as ‘north of’ city ‘A’ (e.g. ‘B is North of A’).  

Generating the statements. We compared each city to every 

other city in order to generate a sentence regarding the two 

cities’ relationships. Therefore, there are two sentences 

relating any two cities – with the relationship reversed. If the 

relationship between cities A and B is that ‘A is North of B’, 

then there will necessarily be a converse statement in the 

corpus that ‘B is South of A’. There are no statements relating 

a city to itself (e.g. ‘A is South of A’).  

A total of 20*19 = 380 possible unique statements relating 

all the cities to one another were generated. In the statements, 

the phrases were condensed such that the relationship was 

just one word (e.g. ‘is North of’ was reduced to ‘north_of’). 

Sampling the statements. A corpus was generated by 

sampling the statements either uniformly or based on 

distance. Each corpus totaled 10,000 statements. If the set of 

statements was sampled uniformly, then each statement 

occurred an equal number of times in the final corpus. If the 

set of statements was sampled based on distance, statements 

relating cities that were closer together were sampled more 

frequently than statements relating cities that were farther. 

The probability of sampling a statement t based on distance 

between two cities i and j is given by 

                                𝑃(𝑡𝑖𝑗) =
𝑑𝑖𝑗

∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝐽
𝑗

𝐼
𝑖

  (1) 

where dij is the distance between cities i and j. 

Vector Spaces Produced by DSMs 

We trained a set of models on each corpus. The set of 

models includes LSA (Landauer et al., 1998), Positive 

Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI; Bullinaria & Levy, 

2007), Continuous Bag Of Words (CBOW; Mikolov et al., 

2013), and Global Vectors for word representation (GloVe; 

Pennington et al., 2014) – to be described in further detail in 

Study 1 – and the exemplar model, ITS (Jamieson et al., 

2018) – to be described in further detail in Study 2.  

Each of these models – with the exception of PPMI – 

operates by building a vector space, where words are placed 

in an arbitrary high-dimensional space. Their location in that 

space determines their similarity to the other words in that 

space, such that words that are near to each other are similar, 

while distant words are dissimilar. The cosine between two 

vectors is a commonly used metric to compute word 

similarities (Bullinaria & Levy, 2007).  

Rather than working with similarities, the steps that follow 

require distances. We transform the cosine similarity matrix 

into a distance matrix using Shepard’s (1987) universal law 

of generalization, such that the distance d between two word 

vectors i and j is given by  

𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒−𝛾 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖,𝑗) 

where sim(i, j) is the similarity between two word vectors i 

and j, and γ is a monotonic scaling factor. 

The cosine similarities were computed between each city, 

and the similarity matrix was transformed into a distance 

matrix. Our processes yielded a distance matrix for each 

model, for each sampling method, for each description set, 

for each map, for a total of 60 distances matrices for 

evaluation. 

Generating and Evaluating the Map 

We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to generate a 2-

dimensional map from the distance matrix. We then used 

bidimensional regression to evaluate the map produced by the 

model against the original map. 

MDS. MDS is a well-established technique to transform a 

distance matrix into a plot of some arbitrary dimensionality 

(Kruskal & Wish, 1978). We used Kruskal’s non-metric 

MDS as implemented in R (MASS; Venables & Ripley, 
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2002). Non-metric MDS produces a solution that matches the 

ordinal ranking of the distances provided in the distance 

matrix. The solutions produced by non-metric MDS are 

subject to rotations, shifts, scaling, and flips. 

Bidimensional Regression. We used bidimensional 

regression to evaluate how well each MDS solution recreated 

the map from which it was derived (Friedman & Kohler, 

2003; Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009). Bidimensional Regression 

is a measure of how well two maps align. The measure of 

interest for this study is the r coefficient. The r coefficient 

indicates how well two spatial distributions of points match 

each other. We generated our r coefficient using the affine 

bidimensional regression in R (BiDimRegression; Carbon, 

2013).  

Study 1 – Standard DSMs 

The purpose of Study 1 is to establish the source of success 

for DSMs in producing maps as demonstrated by Louwerse 

and Zwaan (2009) and Louwerse and Benesh (2012). We 

aimed to test the hypothesis that the first order co-occurrence 

of words drives the performance of modern DSMs. We 

manipulated the frequency by which statements are sampled. 

DSMs for evaluation 

We first evaluate the ability of four state-of-the-art DSMs to 

produce spatial distributions from linguistic descriptions of 

maps1. While the set of models used here is not exhaustive, it 

is representative of the range of techniques of the best-

performing models used in the field of semantic memory. 

 

LSA. LSA is a well-established method of creating a 

semantic space by applying a combination of tf-idf and 

singular value decomposition (SVD) to a word-by-document 

frequency count of words in a text corpus (Landauer et al., 

1998). SVD is a linear algebra technique that smooths a given 

matrix on the basis of its eigenvalues, or principle sources of 

                                                           
1Code for the analyses presented here available at: 

https://github.com/masterccioli/reconstructing-space-from-text 

variance. We used the python package, gensim (Řehůřek & 

Sojka, 2010), to implement LSA. 

 

CBOW. CBOW is a neural network implementation of a 

DSM (Mikolov et al., 2013), where the localist input layer is 

a given word, and the output layer is the set of words in whose 

context the input word is found, with a single hidden layer. 

The algorithm finds the appropriate weights between nodes 

by minimizing the error between the context that the model 

predicts and the actual context in which a word occurs. The 

weights between nodes are treated as word embeddings in a 

high dimensional vector space. We used the CBOW 

implementation provided by the Python gensim package, 

with 50 training iterations, and the standard 300 nodes in the 

hidden layer. 

 

GloVe. GloVe generates word vector representations using a 

gradient descent technique (Pennington et al., 2014). The 

technique minimizes the spatial distributions between the co-

occurrence matrix and the vector space of arbitrarily high 

dimensionality. We used the GloVe implementation provided 

by Pennington et al., with 50 dimensions and a maximum 15 

iterations to convergence. 

 

PPMI. PMI is a log transform of the conditional probabilities 

of the co-occurrence of words (Bullinaria & Levy, 2007). 

Positive PMI sets negative PMI values to zero. PPMI is 

distinct from the other DSMs, as it produces a value relating 

two words based on their conditional probability, skipping 

the step in vector space models in which a word is placed in 

a high dimensional space and the relationship between words 

is derived from their cosine similarity. We used the PPMI 

implementation provided in the Python gensim package. 

Results 

Table 1 presents the performance of each model at 

reproducing the original map given the different corpus 

Table 1. Presents the r coefficients for each model at reproducing a map distribution given a particular sampling 

procedure and relationship set. The Near/Far relationship set is denoted ‘N/F’, while the North/South/East/West 

relationship set is denoted ‘N/S/E/W’. 

                Uniform                 Distance 

Model Map Distribution N/F N/S/E/W N/F N/S/E/W 

LSA Random 0.23 0.20 0.87*** 0.86*** 

 Clustered 0.41 0.25 0.69*** 0.76*** 

 Circular 0.34 0.21 0.09 0.76*** 

CBOW Random 0.21 0.17 0.67*** 0.72*** 

 Clustered 0.11 0.77*** 0.97*** 0.85*** 

 Circular 0.45 0.23 0.99*** 0.76*** 

GloVe Random 0.13 0.06 0.88*** 0.88** 

 Clustered 0.36 0.77*** 0.97*** 0.97*** 

 Cicular 0.37 0.15 1.00*** 1.00*** 

PPMI Random 0.40 0.11 0.96*** 0.96*** 

 Clustered 0.29 0.12 0.97*** 0.97*** 

 Circular 0.47 0.43 1.00*** 1.00*** 
p < 0.05 - *; p < 0.01 - **; p < 0.001 - *** 
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sampling conditions for each relationship set. The 

significance of how well the map is reconstructed is indicated 

with asterisks. When the corpus is generated using uniform 

sampling, only a few models produced maps that 

significantly reproduced the original map. In contrast, when 

a corpus is generated with distance-based sampling, all 

models produce significant reproductions of the maps. 

The center column in Figure 1 provides a visual 

demonstration of the performance of GloVe at reproducing 

the maps given the North/South/East/West relationship set 

with uniform sampling. Notably, the reproduction of the two 

clusters by GloVe demonstrates that though the reproduction 

is significant, a value of r = 0.77 corresponds to only a rough 

approximation of the original space. Note how in this 

example, the two clusters are not well separated. Overall, 

models using corpora generated by uniform sampling are 

mediocre at best at reconstructing the maps. 

Discussion 

The manipulation of the frequency by which statements are 

sampled illuminates the source of success demonstrated by 

Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) and in Louwerse and Benesh 

(2012). Namely, DSMs require frequency of co-occurrence 

to encode geographical relations. Generally, objects that are 

highly related to one another are more likely to be discussed 

in the same context. This principle extends to the spatial 

locations of cities, such that cities that are spatially co-located 

are discussed in the same context more frequently. When we 

control for the frequency of co-occurrence, modern DSMs are 

not able to accurately co-locate cities in semantic space.  

Study 2 – A Retrieval-Based DSM 

Study 1 demonstrates that standard DSMs depend on 

frequency of co-occurrence to reconstruct accurate spatial 

relationships. Specifically, modern DSMs treat frequently co-

occurring words as more similar to one another.   

Study 2 starts from the premise that humans may create 

semantic abstractions as a by-product of an episodic retrieval 

mechanism, and that word meanings depend on the context 

of retrieval. We use ITS (Jamieson et al., 2018) to 

demonstrate that a model with a sufficiently complex 

learning, storage, and retrieval process is capable of learning 

the spatial distributions of the three maps from linguistic 

descriptions independent of sampling procedure in corpus 

generation. 

Model 

ITS uses a multiple-trace episodic memory store. Each 

instance is a set of words that co-occur in the same context, 

and is uniquely stored as a trace in memory. Memory may 

then be probed in order to get the vector representation of the 

word. When memory is probed, traces that contain the probe 

are recalled and combined into an echo. The echo is the 

normalized sum of all the contexts in which the probe word 

occurred (cf. Hintzman, 1986). When the probe is composed 

of multiple words, the echo is composed only of contexts 

where both words occur. 

An advantage of using an abstraction-at-retrieval model 

lies in the flexibility of the retrieval process. Specifically, ITS 

can take context of retrieval into account, a key drawback of 

DSMs pointed out by numerous researchers (Jamieson et al., 

2018; Jones, 2019; Kintsch, 2000). We modify the retrieval 

process in two ways in order to maximize ITS ability to vary 

word meanings based on context. First, we modify the echo 

to yield simply the context of the probe without the probe 

itself. Second, we modify the process by which similarity is 

evaluated. 

 

Context of Probe. In ITS, the retrieved echo is composed of 

the vectors representing the set of words that co-occur with 

the probe, as well as the probe itself. Here, we are interested 

in comparing the context in which a word occurs. Since the 

echo contains both the probe and the context of the probe, we 

must separate the context from the probe. Specifically, we 

define the context of a probe as the echo of a probe without 

the probe itself. Formally, 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒) = 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑜(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒) − 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒  (2) 

where cont denotes the context, and echo(probe) yields the 

echo given a probe as defined by ITS. 

 

Retrieval Process. Ubiquitously, the similarity between 

words is treated as a direct cosine comparison between the 

vectors representing two words. Here, we deviate from 

convention by treating similarity as the comparison between 

the two words and some set of tertiary words. That is, the 

similarity between two words A and B can be approximated 

as what is shared between the context of word A and some 

other word C and the context of word B and that same word 

C. Words A and B are similar to the extent that the features 

that constitute the context of words A and C are shared with 

the features that constitute the context of words B and C. This 

definition of similarity does not deviate from the 

distributional hypothesis, but rather serves as an alternate 

formalization. 

We define the similarity sim between two words a and b as 

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑎, 𝑖), 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡(𝑏, 𝑖))𝐼
𝑖  (3) 

where I is the set of all unique words used in the corpus, 

cosine is the cosine similarity. 

Here we present a concrete example of how such a retrieval 

process in ITS might elicit a spatial distribution of cities from 

Table 2. Presents the r coefficients for ITS at 

reproducing a map distribution given a particular 

sampling procedure and relationship set. 

Relationship Distribution Uniform Distance 

Near/Far Random 0.83*** 0.84*** 

 Clustered 0.97*** 0.97*** 

 Shape 1.00*** 1.00*** 

North/S/E/W Random 0.85*** 0.98*** 

 Clustered 0.84*** 0.85*** 

 Shape 1.00*** 0.99*** 
p < 0.05 - *; p < 0.01 - **; p < 0.001 - *** 
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a linguistic description of their relationships. Consider three 

cities A, B, and C, such that A and B are near each other and 

are both far from C. When comparing A and B, we use all the 

words in the corpus except A and B. For instance, we want to 

compare the cont(A, C) with cont(B, C). The cont(A, C) yields 

‘far_from’, likewise the cont(B, C) also yields ‘far_from’. 

Therefore, when evaluating cosine(cont(A, C), cont(B, C)), 

the yielded value is high because the context for both pairs is 

identical.  

In contrast, if we want to compare cities A and C, we would 

use B as a tertiary word of comparison. In this case, 

cosine(cont(A, B), cont(C, B)) would yield a low similarity 

because the cont(A, B) yields ‘near_to’ while the cont(C, B) 

yields ‘far_from’. Thusly, the process of eliciting the 

similarity between two words via the shared contexts with 

tertiary words can accurately elicit spatial locations from 

linguistic descriptions. 

Results 

Table 2 presents the performance of ITS at reproducing the 

original map given the different corpus sampling conditions 

for each relationship set. The significance of how well the 

map is reconstructed is indicate with asterisks. Independent 

of sampling condition, ITS is able to produce significant 

reconstruction of all original maps. Notably, the lowest 

performing reconstruction has an r = 0.80, well above the 

highest performing model in Study 1 in the uniform sampling 

condition. 

The right column in Figure 1 provides a visual 

demonstration of the performance of ITS at reproducing the 

maps given the North/South/East/West relationship set with 

uniform sampling. The ITS reconstruction of the shape 

provides compelling visual evidence that DSMs are capable 

of reproducing maps given different model assumptions. 

General Discussion 

Demonstrations by Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) and 

Louwerse and Benesh (2012) show that spatial distributions 

can be elicited from text. Given that amodal DSMs are not 

grounded by any perceptual input, it is surprising that DSMs 

can reproduce spatial distributions whatsoever. Here we 

bring sampling frequency under experimental control to 

demonstrate that frequency of co-occurrence provides the 

statistical redundancy that enable standard DSMs to 

reproduce spatial distributions. 

Study 1 demonstrates that standard “absraction-at-

learning” DSMs are only able to elicit spatial distributions 

from linguistic descriptions given appropriate frequency of 

sampling. When cities that are near each other are discussed 

more frequently than cities that are far from each other, 

modern DSMs are able to reproduce their spatial 

distributions. When cities are discussed with uniform 

frequency, standard DSMs are not able to reproduce spatial 

distributions. 

Study 2 explores a cognitively inspired ‘abstraction-at-

retrieval’ DSM, where the semantic relationship between two 

words is dependent on the context in which the words co-

occur, unlike ‘abstraction-at-learning’ DSMs. In an instance-

based DSM, there is no stored semantic memory, only 

episodic memory. Semantic representations are constructed 

on-the-fly as an artifact of the episodic retrieval mechanism 

in response to an environmental probe.  The model presented 

in Study 2 demonstrates that an instance-based DSM is 

capable of reproducing spatial distributions given uniformly 

sampled descriptions of cities. 

Both Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate that spatial information 

can be elicited by DSMs independent of any grounding in the 

external world. While modern DSMs are capable of 

producing spatial distributions with distance-based sampling, 

it is insufficient to posit that humans are only capable of 

producing spatial distributions given linguistic descriptions 

based on frequency alone. Study 2 extends the representation 

of space toward a comprehension process, whereby spatial 

distributions can be elicited by DSMs independent of the first 

order co-occurrence of cities.   
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Abstract

Recognition of the similarities between programming and nat-
ural languages has led to a boom in the adoption of language
modeling techniques in tools that assist developers. However,
language model surprisal, which guides the training and eval-
uation in many of these methods, has not been validated as
a measure of cognitive difficulty for programming language
comprehension as it has for natural language. We perform a
controlled experiment to evaluate human comprehension on
fragments of source code that are meaning-equivalent but with
different surprisal. We find that more surprising versions of
code take humans longer to finish answering correctly. We
also provide practical guidelines to design future studies for
code comprehension and surprisal.

Keywords: Code Comprehension; Language Model Surprisal;
Transformer Model

Introduction
As software has become nearly ubiquitous, people, even
those who do not consider themselves to be developers, in-
teract with code and learn to program. One of the largest
costs in software engineering comes from maintaining ex-
isting code (Banker et al., 1993); understanding code that
others have written (or returning to code a person has writ-
ten themselves) takes up a large portion of a programmer’s
time (Tiarks, 2011).

Though code comprehension research has a long history—
see Johnson & Soloway (1985); Mayer (2013) for early ex-
amples and Siegmund (2016) for a survey of the area—there
have been more recent calls by psycholinguists to explic-
itly understand the cognitive processes that drive program-
ming (Fedorenko et al., 2019). Code is often treated as just
another kind of language; people refer to teaching coding in
terms of “literacy” and describe its structure using terms from
linguistics such as grammar, syntax, and semantics. This ac-
knowledgment of the human communicative element of pro-
gramming is not new: Knuth’s Literate Programming empha-
sizes writing code not for machines, but for the benefit of
other developers (Knuth, 1984). While the degree to which
natural and programming language share cognitive processes
is unknown, recent work has shown some regions of the brain
used in natural language processing are also used in program-
ming (Siegmund et al., 2014). In contrast, eye-tracking stud-
ies have shown people read code differently than natural lan-
guage; their eyes jump around non-linearly, and this effect
increases with experience (Busjahn et al., 2015).

Appreciation of the similarities and differences between
natural and programming languages has led to the adoption
of computational language models for code. Language mod-
els operate by learning probability distributions over text, and
key to training these models is the notion of surprisal. The
surprisal of a token is its negative log probability in context as
captured by the language model1. Programming language is
more repetitive and has lower surprisal than natural language,
i.e. language models find code more predictable than natural
language (Hindle et al., 2012). Moreover, this finding holds
across many natural and programming languages, and some
of this is contingent on human choices, above and beyond
that which would be expected by inherent differences in lan-
guage structure (Casalnuovo, Sagae, & Devanbu, 2019). This
potentially makes language models even more effective in a
source code context and has led to their adoption for many
applications. These applications include automatic comple-
tion of code, finding defects and errors, or generating doc-
umentation from code, all of which are tools making a real
impact—see Allamanis et al. (2018) for an extensive survey.
These tools often leverage language model surprisal during
training; by minimizing surprisal they are assumed to be bet-
ter models of source code.

Though these tools and methods have obtained wide ac-
ceptance, the underlying measure of surprisal used by lan-
guage models has thus far seen very little validation as re-
lating to what makes code “better” for humans. This lack
of testing of assumptions and validating tools is a longstand-
ing problem for code comprehension (Siegmund, 2016). For
example, often times when assessing code readability, exper-
iments have relied on developers’ perception of code, which
may not be representative of how easy the code is to actu-
ally understand (Scalabrino et al., 2017). In natural language,
the relationship between language model surprisal and cogni-
tive load is fairly established; higher surprisal leads to higher
load (Levy, 2008; Smith & Levy, 2013), but this is not true for
code. Surprisal’s impact in natural language and the evidence
that human choices influence surprisal in code (Casalnuovo,
Lee, et al., 2019; Casalnuovo, Sagae, & Devanbu, 2019) are
suggestive of surprisal having an impact on human compre-
hension of code, but this still must be demonstrated.

1This is closely related to entropy, which is the expectation of
surprisal.
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In code, this relationship is complicated by developers
needing to simultaneously write code for two ‘audiences’—
one audience is the machine, which obtains precise seman-
tics through execution, and the other audience is other hu-
mans. These effects intermingle in complex ways, with some
elements of code, such as variable names, whitespace format-
ting, or parentheses use typically possessing no meaning for
the formal algorithmic channel that the machine processes;
these elements communicate only to other humans (Casaln-
uovo et al., 2020).

Thus, for code, two expressions can have identical com-
putational meaning (i.e. the meaning obtained by the ma-
chine when executing the code) but be written in different
ways. For example, consider the statement a = b/c∗d;. This
could be equivalently written as a = (b/c) ∗ d;, which clari-
fies the order of operations to the developer, but has no effect
on the meaning to the machine. Similarly, consider how the
common code idiom for incrementing is usually written as
i= i+1; and almost never as the entirely equivalent i= 1+ i;.
Developers may choose to write one over the other due to ei-
ther readability concerns or possibly the pressures of existing
style or convention.

This feature enables opportunities to explore surprisal in
code via controlled experiments. By looking at source code
snippets with different surprisal, but equivalent meaning, we
can test hypotheses about whether surprisal can measure the
readability and understandability of source code. Most re-
lated to this study is our previous work (Casalnuovo, Lee, et
al., 2019), which looks at the relationship of human prefer-
ence and surprisal. In that study, humans tended to prefer
code with lower surprisal in a forced-choice experiment be-
tween two lines with different surprisal but identical compu-
tational meaning. We use a similar methodology and trans-
formations in this study.

In contrast to the preference study, here we consider how
surprisal influences human comprehension of source code.
One way to measure if someone understands code is if they
can execute it: given some input can they correctly describe
the output? If we have two snippets of source code with
equivalent meaning but different surprisal, we can ask hu-
mans to compute the outcome of each of them. We ask two
primary research questions to see how easily they understood
each variant: how accurately do humans compute the answer,
and how quickly do they correctly compute the answer?

Methodology
Materials
Data To develop meaning-equivalent source code frag-
ments, we first train a language model to predict the sur-
prisal of code. Our training and test data come from the 1000
most starred Java open source projects on Github (https://
github.com/). From this set, we selected a smaller sample
of the 30 Java projects with the most opportunities to perform
meaning preserving transformations. We split these into 21
and 9 projects for the training and testing set, chosen ran-

domly, with some preprocessing to remove potentially dupli-
cate or highly similar files by removing those with identical
filename and parent directories.

Language Model Training We use a Transformer
Model (Vaswani et al., 2017) with Byte-Pair Encoding
(BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) to train the model and obtain
surprisal scores for each line. BPE creates subtokens of
roughly similar frequency from the tokens, reducing vocab-
ulary size to 9165 subtokens. Code has a larger vocabulary
than natural language, which makes training with neural
models difficult, and BPE has proven effective at addressing
this vocabulary size problem (Karampatsis et al., 2020). This
model is implemented in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016),
using 2 layers and dimensions of 512 for the attentional and
feedforward layers, 8 attention heads, and a dropout rate of
0.1. We train for 10 epochs, with learning rate 0.2, a batch
size of 15000, and 200 tokens per sequence.

Table 1: Pseudocode examples of transformations. The first
column shows the general type of operation, second lists the
operators involved, and the last two show an example.

Swap
Arithmetic

* a * b b * a
+ a + b b + a

Swap
Relational

==, != a != b b != a
<, <=, >, >= a <= b b >= a

Adding Parentheses a + b * c a + (b * c)
Removing Parentheses a + (b * c) a + b * c

Meaning-Preserving Transformations We use 4 cate-
gories of meaning-preserving code transformations. Table 1
shows all our transformation with examples in pseudocode.
At the top, we have two types of operations swapping around
arithmetic and relational operators. For the arithmetic swaps,
we look at + and ∗ operations, which are commutative, and
conservatively swap only in cases using numerical variables
and literals, avoiding expressions with functions as they may
contain side effects that change code meaning. For relational
operators, we swap the operands around ==, ! =, >, >=,
<, and <=. If the relation is not symmetric (less and greater
than variants), we also invert the operator when swapping to
maintain precise meaning. We also add and remove parenthe-
ses that are not essential to the meaning of the code, but are
often added by developers for readability. These examples
appear in the bottom two rows of Table 1.

Experimental Materials Selection and Validation We se-
lected a total of 64 pairs of original and transformed lines of
code (16 from each transformation) to present to study par-
ticipants. We used a combination of initial random sampling
and then manual selection, creating a set of pairs where half
the time the transformation decreased surprisal relative to the
original line, and half the time it increased surprisal. In the
first phase, we randomly sampled 64 examples from the test
set for each transformation. These samples came from be-
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yond the median in both the positive and negative direction
to ensure pairs had large surprisal differences. This initial
sample was filtered to automatically exclude expressions that
were likely to be automatically generated (e.g. hashes), con-
tained rare operations (like bit shifts), were overly easy (com-
parisons to null or 1), or were over 80 characters long. From
this initial set we manually selected 16 samples per trans-
formation, so that no 2 examples would be too similar, and
avoided samples that required too much contextual informa-
tion (such as calls to anything but the most basic functions,
like size() on a list).

Next, we artificially created concrete values to initialize all
variables used in the expression. These initializations were
used for both versions of the expression, and if there was
more than 1 variable to initialize, the order was randomized.
We used simple initializations for the variables in each ex-
pression, to reduce cognitive overhead, but also such that par-
ticipants would have to evaluate the entire expression. Once
these initializations were generated, we ran the code for each
of the 64 pairs to verify the correct answer and that they were
equivalent. Figure 1 shows an example of initialization and a
pair of snippets.

int width = 7;
int x = 3;
// Original Source Code
if(x >= width / 3 * 2) {
// Transformed Source code
if(x >= 2 * width / 3) {

Figure 1: Example initialization and expression pair. Partic-
ipants saw only one of the pair (without the Original/Trans-
formed label) and the question: ”Does the expression evaluate
to true or false?”

Procedure
Our experiment consists of presenting each subject with 32
randomly chosen samples from our 64 pairs, sampling across
transformations from all types. Subjects are randomly shown
only 1 variant of the pair, to prevent any learning effect from
seeing both versions. For each sample, the subject is first
shown the variable initializations for 3 seconds, after which
they can advance the page to see the expression that uses them
in addition to the initializations.

Then, they are asked to mentally compute the value of
the expression after execution. Tasks included computing a
numerical value, determining whether a boolean expression
was true or false, or determining how many times a for loop
would execute. For numerical questions, respondents entered
the value in a text box, and for boolean values they choose be-
tween true/false buttons. For text questions the cursor began
in the text box, and true/false questions could be answered
with the ‘t’ and ‘f’ keys, enabling subjects to complete the
experiment entirely using their keyboard.

During the experiment, we measured both answer cor-
rectness and response time. Correctness is straightforward,

though we give credit for similar answers (i.e. “8” counts for
a question with a floating-point answer of “8.0”). For tim-
ing, we used the high precision timing Javascript library Per-
formance2 to record the timing of every keystroke and click
involving the text box or answer buttons. Using these times
we constructed two response variables of interest: First Ac-
tion Time and Last Action Time. Respectively, these are the
first and last times the subject interacts to answer the ques-
tion (whether by click or keystroke), excluding the final click-
/keystroke to submit their answer. We tried two different tim-
ing measures as we were uncertain which would be most ap-
propriate for this type of code comprehension experiment due
to lack of prior literature. We hope the results here will help
guide such experiments in the future.

We presented the survey to workers on Amazon’s Mechani-
cal Turk3. To qualify for the main experiment, subjects had to
pass a 3 question Java code comprehension task. Answering
all 3 questions correctly allowed them to choose to continue
to the main task. After the subjects completed the main task,
there was an optional demographics survey and a couple of
open-ended feedback questions. At the end, they were pre-
sented their overall score on the main task, and we exclude
from data analysis any response that received a score of less
than 20 out of 32.

Participants
We restricted our participants to workers on Mechanical Turk
who had 1000 or more hits, a 99% or greater acceptance
rate, and were from the US or Canada. We also used Unique
Turker4 to avoid duplicate attempts. In total, we had 343 at-
tempts on the qualification task, and 116 full completions of
the main task with 111 scoring 20 or higher.

The subjects reported age with mean 32.2 and s.d. 8.8
years, Java experience with mean 10.5 and s.d. 5.3 years, and
took 34.2 minutes on average with s.d. 14.3. About 67% pro-
grammed at least a few times a week and most of the rest at
least a few times a month. Almost all participants had at least
at some college education, with over 50% having a Baccalau-
reate degree. Most use Mechanical Turk as an extra source of
income. We paid $1 to everyone who took the qualification
(pass or fail), and an additional $4 to everyone who completed
the main task, regardless of their score.

Results
Statistical Analysis
We have 3 primary response variables of interest, 1) a binary
variable for whether the respondent answered the question
correctly, 2) their First Action Time in seconds, and 3) their
Last Action Time in seconds. Our primary explanatory vari-
able for surprisal is a binary value which is 0 if this variant
was the less surprising version or 1 if it is the more surprising

2https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/
Performance

3https://www.mturk.com/
4https://uniqueturker.myleott.com/
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version. We analyze our data using mixed-effects regression
models. Our full models contain fixed effects for which of
the 4 transformation types a question was, and whether the
question was a text box or true/false question. We also con-
sidered interaction effects for each of these with the surprisal
value. Our random effects are the maximal structure justified
by the design (Barr et al., 2013); for items, we have a random
intercept and a slope for surprisal; for subjects, a random in-
tercept and slopes for surprisal, transformation type, question
type, and their interactions. We use deviation coding for all
categorical variables; each coefficient is in comparison to the
grand mean. Therefore, for example, the regression formula
for our full model using the binary measure for Last Action
Time is as follows: Last Action Time ∼ Surprisal*(TransType
+ QuestionType) + (1 + Surprisal*(TransType + Question-
Type)|ResponseID) + (1 + Surprisal|Question). The correct-
ness models were logistic regressions, and the timing models
were lognormal, as we observed that fit the distribution of
the response well. We fit these models using the brms pack-
age for bayesian regression, using default priors (Bürkner,
2017). We also tested each of these full models against sim-
pler ones to check robustness, using WAIC scores to compare
them (Watanabe, 2010). When the simpler models have qual-
itatively similar results to the full models, but much better
WAIC scores, we present the simpler models.

As these experimental methods have not typically been ap-
plied to code, we additionally want to explore best practices
for these types of experiments, so we also considered our data
in a few other ways. We considered our models with and
without timing outliers (cases where subjects answered more
than 3 standard deviations away from the mean of first and
last action time), but observed that they had minimal impact,
so we present the models with outliers. We also modeled the
text answer and true/false questions separately, after observ-
ing different behavior from these questions in our models and
plots. Supplementary materials, data, and R notebooks show-
ing models and plots not included in results are available at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3626129

Timing and Surprisal

Table 2: Fixed effects for bayesian mixed-effects lognormal
regression comparing if a variant was more or less surpris-
ing against the Last Action Time. WAIC scores suggested the
model without interactions was best.

Estimate Error 1-95% CI u-95% CI
Intercept 3.08 0.06 2.96 3.20
Surprisal 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.12
AddParen 0.09 0.09 -0.08 0.26
Arithmetic -0.20 0.09 -0.37 -0.03
Relational 0.02 0.09 -0.17 0.19
Text 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.26

First, let’s consider the question of whether more surprising
code takes longer for humans to comprehend. We will focus

primarily on Last Action Time, as the effects were larger and
more significant than First Action Time. Figure 2a shows the
median time difference for Last Action Time plotted against
the difference in surprisal. Note that though the models and
analysis presented here and for the correctness results operate
on the full data with random effects, the figures show summa-
rized versions of the data with simple regression lines to aid in
visualizing the data. These simplified models trend upwards
as predicted; participants tended to answer questions about
the more surprising code variant more slowly.

Now, to see if these effects are significant, we present the
results of our mixed-effects models which account for the
variance of the questions and subjects. We will discuss the
Last Action model in detail in Table 2, and then briefly men-
tion the First Action Time model. Surprisal has a significant
effect, and as the regression is lognormal, we can interpret
the average variant with lower surprisal taking 21.8 seconds
and with higher surprisal taking 23.3 seconds. Looking at
the other coefficients, we see significant differences on arith-
metic questions and on text questions, with arithmetic being
significantly faster and text questions significantly slower. In
comparison to this model, the estimated surprisal coefficient
for the First Action Time model with the best WAIC score is
0.06 with 95%-CI (0.00, 0.11). The effect is suggestive, but
not large enough to conclude significance.

When we divide our data to look at the text and true/false
questions separately in models, we see that the effect is less
significant for the true/false models, but much more so in the
text models. The text questions exhibit larger effects; in fact,
for the text questions only both first and last action time show
significant effects of surprisal: 0.12 with CI (0.01, 0.23) for
the first action model and 0.14 with CI (0.07, 0.21) for the last
action model. However, when modeling the true/false ques-
tions only, the effects are no longer significant - both contain
0 within their credible intervals. Figure 3a shows these trends
with summarized data using simple regression models.
Case Studies Some transformations lead to drastic changes
in the time to answer correctly. Using the difference in
median Last Action Time, we present the most extreme
examples for and against our hypothesis that higher surprisal
leads to longer mental computation. For the most extreme
example that agreed with our theory, we saw an increase of
22.5 seconds when changing time -= hours * 60 * 60;
to time -= 60 * hours * 60;. The language model
preferred the original in this case. The most extreme
change in the direction opposite to what is predicted
by our theory also happened when the language model
gave lower surprisal on the original, but the trans-
formation proved much easier to comprehend. After
adding parentheses around step >= minStep in the line
for(int i = 0; i < _maxfev && step >= minStep;
++i, step *= _stepDec), subjects were able to correctly
determine how many times the loop executed a median of
26.1 seconds faster. We theorize that the unusual nature
of this loop construction might explain why surprisal and
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(b) Correctness vs Surprisal Difference

Figure 2: Per question pair plots of a) last action time and b) question accuracy differences against the difference in surprisal
between the transformed and original code broken down by each of the 4 transformations. For the x-axis on each plot, further
left indicates when the original code is more surprising, and further right means the transformed code is more surprising. For
a), the y-axis plots the difference in median time between the two; smaller values (below 0) indicate that questions about the
transformed code were answered more quickly. For b) the y-axis plots the difference in the fraction of correct answers. Higher
values mean more people correctly answered questions about the transformed code.

comprehension were unaligned in this case. Regardless,
these examples show that small line-level transformations
can substantially change comprehension time.

Accuracy and Surprisal

For our mixed-effects model of correctness, the best model
judging by WAIC scores was a model with no interactions
that excluded the transformation type as a categorical vari-
able. The binary surprisal coefficient was -0.21, suggesting
a negative trend between surprisal and correctness. However,
the 95% credible interval on this coefficient was (-0.56, 0.15).
As this interval is wide and includes 0, we cannot conclu-
sively say that the effect is significant, though it is at least in
the expected direction. Graphically, we express this trend in
Figure 2b, comparing the accuracy against the surprisal dif-
ference, summarized for each question.

As in the timing models, there is a significant difference
between the text and true/false questions, so we divide the
data and model them separately. We see that the effect is
even less significant for the true/false models, but more so in
the text models. The coefficient for surprisal for the text-only
model is -0.37, but the 95% credible interval still contains
0 (-0.87, 0.11). Figure 3b shows a summarized plot of these
trends. Therefore, we can at best say the effects are suggestive
but not conclusive for correctness; further study is needed to
link surprisal and comprehension accuracy.

Case Studies As with timing, we present the most ex-
treme cases for and against our hypothesis that higher
surprisal means fewer correct responses for the questions.
For an example of the largest change in the expected
direction, we swapped the operands in the expression
res[numstart + i] += scale * numVals[i]; to change

it to res[numstart + i] += numVals[i] * scale;.
The transformed code had lower surprisal, and it im-
proved the percent of correct answers from 55.5% to
89.2%. In this case, we theorize that grouping the
array accesses together might have made the men-
tal computation easier. The most extreme change in
the unexpected direction was the transformation from
return (2.0 / sampleSize) * (prediction - lb);
to return 2.0 / sampleSize * (prediction - lb);.
The transformation had lower surprisal, but 93.1% of our
subjects correctly computed the original code and only 57.1%
did so for the transformed version. Perhaps the lack of paren-
theses made the order of operations between the divide and
multiply operations unclear. Therefore, as with comprehen-
sion time, we can find examples where small transformations
have large impacts on correct comprehension.

Discussion
Does higher language model surprisal predict increased dif-
ficulty in processing code? Our experiment provides sugges-
tive but not definitive evidence for this effect. The clear-
est effects appeared in the models measuring the total time
to answer the comprehension questions; for models measur-
ing the first time the subjects interacted with the questions
and whether the question was answered correctly, the effects
trended in the predicted direction but were not significant.
Exploratory analysis beyond our main models showed these
effects were more pronounced when we only considered text
box questions and excluded true/false questions.

One may question whether such small changes to single
lines of code could really affect how easy they are for humans
to understand. However, our case studies demonstrated this
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(b) Correctness vs Surprisal Difference

Figure 3: Per question pair plots of a) last action time and b) question accuracy differences against the difference in surprisal
between the transformed and original code broken down by each of 2 types of questions. For the x-axis on each plot, further
left indicates when the original code is more surprising, and further right means the transformed code is more surprising. For
a), the y-axis plots the difference in median time between the two; smaller values (below 0) indicate that questions about the
transformed code were answered more quickly. For b) the y-axis plots the difference in the fraction of correct answers. Higher
values mean more people correctly answered questions about the transformed code.

is not true by counterexample; we found cases where even
a small change could drastically alter how quickly and accu-
rately participants could answer questions. A single changed
parenthesis or reordered statement can lead to a misunder-
standing about some code’s meaning.

There may be additional factors explaining when surprisal
does or does not predict comprehension well. If language
models learn from past exposure, the alignment between sur-
prisal and comprehension may depend on the type and fre-
quency of similar expressions. For instance, in chess, hu-
man experts were able to more quickly comprehend and re-
member known configurations, but displayed ability little bet-
ter than novices when exposed to unusual random configura-
tions (Chase & Simon, 1973). Sorting out the relationship
of surprisal with frequency and other potential abstract fac-
tors could also be a promising future area of research, as both
have been shown to play a role in natural language prefer-
ence (Morgan & Levy, 2016). In more novel code expres-
sions, does surprisal relate to comprehension, and if so, what
factors might explain this connection?

Our experiment shows comprehension tasks are a viable
method of studying how people process code and provides
some recommendations for future studies. First, focus on
comprehension questions that require text entry answers.
True/false questions can be more easily guessed and might
be too simple to see the desired effects. Next, more difficult
questions or situations may show more significant effects. For
example, surprisal has also been used as a means to drive
code obfuscation (i.e. transforming code to make it harder to
interpret) (Liu et al., 2017). Though the authors of this pa-
per focused more on inhibiting machine learners than human
comprehension, establishing if surprisal driven obfuscation is

similarly effective on humans could help create better obfus-
cation tools for privacy and intellectual property protection.
In other contexts, we hope that as these effects are better
understood, it may be possible to use surprisal as a method
to guide automated tools modifying code to be more easily
understandable by humans without altering its computational
meaning. Such tools could include style recommendations or
parts of the code editor. Finally, methods of measuring read-
ability and comprehension of code may support more effec-
tive teaching of coding, establishing good code writing prac-
tices that are more understandable to existing programmers.
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Abstract

In the first year of life, infants’ speech perception becomes
attuned to the sounds of their native language. Many accounts
of this early phonetic learning exist, but computational models
predicting the attunement patterns observed in infants from
the speech input they hear have been lacking. A recent study
presented the first such model, drawing on algorithms proposed
for unsupervised learning from naturalistic speech, and tested it
on a single phone contrast. Here we study five such algorithms,
selected for their potential cognitive relevance. We simulate
phonetic learning with each algorithm and perform tests on
three phone contrasts from different languages, comparing the
results to infants’ discrimination patterns. The five models dis-
play varying degrees of agreement with empirical observations,
showing that our approach can help decide between candidate
mechanisms for early phonetic learning, and providing insight
into which aspects of the models are critical for capturing in-
fants’ perceptual development.

Keywords: early phonetic learning; representation learning;
phone discrimination; computational model

Introduction
Infants’ speech perception changes in the first year of their
life. For example, at the age of 6–8 months, English-learning
and Japanese-learning infants are equally able to detect the
difference between sounds [ô] (as in rock) and [l] (as in lock),
whereas by the age of 10–12 months, the two groups diverge,
showing attunement to the phonetic contrasts present in their
input language (Kuhl et al., 2006). Similar results have been re-
ported for many other languages (Werker & Tees, 1984; Bosch
& Sebastián-Gallés, 2003; Tsao, Liu, & Kuhl, 2006, etc.). A
number of theoretical accounts explaining such early phonetic
learning have been proposed (e.g., Kuhl & Iverson, 1995; Best,
1994; Werker & Curtin, 2005), but until recently no compu-
tational models could explain how the specific speech input
to which infants are exposed leads to the observed changes in
those infants’ discrimination of phonetic contrasts. Models
have been evaluated on their ability to learn phonetic cate-
gories, rather than to predict patterns of discrimination (Val-
labha et al., 2007; McMurray, Aslin, & Toscano, 2009), but
none has yet succeeded in that task when learning from non-

idealized natural speech input (Bion et al., 2013; Antetomaso
et al., 2017).

In a recent study, Schatz et al. (2019) were the first to present
such a computational model, which correctly predicted the
documented cross-linguistic difference in infants’ discrimi-
nation of [ô] and [l] after learning from unsegmented speech.
They explicitly simulated the learning process for Japanese
and American English infants by (separately) training their
model on naturalistic speech recordings either in Japanese or
in American English. They then measured the trained models’
ability to discriminate [ô] and [l] with the machine ABX task,
a flexible measure of discrimination that can be applied to
model representations in essentially any format. To obtain
a model capable of handling realistic input, they selected an
algorithm for unsupervised learning from naturalistic speech
that had been proposed in the context of engineering appli-
cations. The success of their model raises the question of
whether other learning algorithms recently proposed in this
context may lead to equally good, or even better, models of
infants’ early phonetic learning.

In this paper we apply the approach introduced in Schatz
et al. (2019) to test a variety of models on multiple data sets
of infant phone discrimination. Doing so allows us to gain
insight into the kinds of representations and learning mech-
anisms that infants are likely to employ. We consider five
different learning algorithms developed in the speech technol-
ogy community, focusing on those that implement cognitively
plausible learning mechanisms. We test the models on three
crosslinguistic phone discrimination tasks grounded in infant
studies from different languages. Our two goals are (1) to
test whether Schatz et al.’s result is specific to their particu-
lar model applied to a particular American English phonetic
contrast, and (2) to identify which computational models can
best explain the existing infant data. We find that two mod-
els show infant-like crosslinguistic discrimination patterns for
American English [ô]–[l] and another contrast in Mandarin
Chinese, while three other models appear less successful as
models of early phonetic learning. We perform additional
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analyses to assess whether the two most successful models—
which substantially differ in their learning mechanisms and
representation formats—also differ in what they learn. The
results suggest that it should be possible to find an empirical
test to decide between these two models.

Method
In a series of simulations, we train computational models
on unsegmented speech data from different languages. Each
group of simulations focuses on one phonetic contrast (such
as American English [ô]–[l]) for which cross-linguistic phone
discrimination data for infants exist. We test five different
models on each contrast. For each model, we train two dif-
ferent versions: a ‘native’ model, which simulates a learner
of the language from which the contrast is drawn (American
English, in this example), and a ‘non-native’ model, which
simulates a learner of another language that does not contain
the relevant contrast (here, Japanese). Models are trained on
corpora of natural speech, to simulate learning ‘in the wild’.
We then test each model by simulating a phone discrimination
task, using real examples from the language where the con-
trast exists. To show an infant-like pattern, the ‘native’ trained
version of the model should display better discrimination than
the ‘non-native’ trained version of the model.

The training and test conditions for the three simulations
are summarized in Table 1. The contrasts are chosen based
on the strength of evidence regarding infants’ behavior on this
contrast and the availability of corresponding speech corpora
for training computational models. Simulation 1 tests mod-
els learning American English and Japanese on the English
[ô]–[l] contrast, where English learners show better discrimi-
nation than Japanese learners by 12 months (Kuhl et al., 2006;
Tsushima et al., 1994). Simulation 2 tests models learning
Mandarin Chinese and American English on the Mandarin
[C]–[tCh] contrast, where Mandarin learners show better dis-
crimination than English learners by 12 months (Tsao et al.,
2006; Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). Simulation 3 tests Catalan-
and Spanish-learning models on the Catalan [e]–[E] contrast,
where Catalan learners show better discrimination than Span-
ish learners by 8 months (Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003;
Albareda-Castellot, Pons, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2011). In the
experiments with infants, each phonetic contrast was tested
in a particular phonetic context (e.g., [ôa]–[la]). To have suffi-
cient test data for our models, we report the results averaged
over all phonetic contexts instead. However, we also tested
the models in the restricted contexts that were actually used in
the experiments, and the trends were in the same direction.

Simulating phone discrimination tasks

To test a model’s ability to discriminate a phonetic contrast,
similar to the tests carried out with infants such as conditioned
head turn (Werker, Polka, & Pegg, 1997), we use the machine
ABX task (Schatz et al., 2013).1 In this task, A and X are

1https://github.com/bootphon/ABXpy

Table 1: Training and test conditions.
Sim. # Test

language
Training
language

Listener
type

1 EN English (EN) Native
Japanese (JA) Non-native

2 ZH Mandarin (ZH) Native
English (EN) Non-native

3 CA Catalan (CA) Native
Spanish (ES) Non-native

two instances of the same phone (e.g., [l]), while B is a dif-
ferent phone (e.g., [ô]). If A and X are closer to each other
in a model’s representation space than B and X, the model’s
prediction is correct, otherwise it is not.2 A model is evalu-
ated by considering the proportion of ABX triplets for which
it makes correct predictions: 0% error rate corresponds to
perfect discrimination, and 50% to chance performance. Fol-
lowing Schatz et al. (2019), we sample ABX test triplets in
such a way that all three phones—A, B, and X—appear in the
same neighboring phonetic context and are pronounced by the
same speaker.

To test whether the difference between the ABX error rates
in a given pair of simulated listeners (native vs. non-native) is
significant, we fit mixed-effects regressions to the error rates
of the two models in question. Each regression includes main
effects of simulated listener type (native vs. non-native) and
data subset (as shown in Table 3 below) and random intercepts,
to account for the variation among data subsets, speakers and
phonetic contexts. Significance for the effect of simulated
listener type was then determined using two-tailed ANOVA
tests (with Satterthwaite degrees of freedom approximation)
on the predicted values of the regressions.

Computational models
We consider five models: the one used in Schatz et al. (2019)
and four neural network models inspired by existing work in
unsupervised speech representation learning. These models
show high performance in low-resource speech technology
applications, making them a good starting point for modeling
unsupervised infant learning. In high-level terms, the mod-
els differ along several dimensions, as summarized in Table 2.
Three of the models learn representations at the level of speech
frames (i.e., 25-ms-long chunks of speech commonly used
in automatic speech recognition), while two learn to encode
word-sized units of variable length as vector representations of
fixed length (somewhat similar to semantic word embeddings).
Note, however, that at test time all models provide a way to
compute distances between speech sequences (in this case,

2Following earlier studies, we use Kullback–Leibler divergence
to measure distances in the representations for one of the models
(DPGMM, see Table 2), and angular cosine distance for the other
models. For models using frame-level representations (see Table 2),
we align the frames in each pair of phones using dynamic time
warping (Vintsyuk, 1968), and compute the distance as an average
over the framewise distances.
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phones) of any duration. Finally, three models are strictly un-
supervised, while two others rely on top-down guidance from
known wordforms—based on evidence that even 6–8-month-
olds can segment and recognize some wordforms (Bortfeld et
al., 2005; Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Jusczyk, Houston, & New-
some, 1999). In all cases, we use existing implementations
that were developed for processing speech with minimal su-
pervision (Schatz et al., 2019; Kamper et al., 2015; Kamper,
2019), adopt the previously used training options and do not
retune hyperparameters.
Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM, Chen
et al., 2015) with parallel MCMC sampling (Chang &
Fisher III, 2013) is the model used by Schatz et al. (2019). It is
a probabilistic generative model with the number of Gaussian
components (clusters) derived from the data. It learns in a
fully unsupervised bottom-up manner, by soft-clustering indi-
vidual speech frames. Using the learned mixture, each frame
in the test data is represented as a posterior probability vector,
consisting of the probabilities of this frame being generated by
each component. We use the implementation based on Chang
& Fisher III (2013)3 and parameter settings from Schatz et al.
(2019): the model is initialized with 10 clusters and is trained
for 1501 iterations.
Autoencoder (AE, Kramer, 1991) is an unsupervised feedfor-
ward neural network. It learns by reconstructing (i.e., encoding
and decoding) a given input, which results in the emergence
of latent representations in its hidden layers. In this case,
the model reconstructs individual speech frames one-by-one.
We use a deep implementation with 8 hidden layers (7×100
and 1×39 units), as described in Kamper et al. (2015),4 and
pretrain it for 5 epochs per layer plus 5 epochs of final fine-
tuning, without early stopping, using Adadelta optimization
with adaptive learning rate (Zeiler, 2012) with decay 0.95. At
test time, the 39-dimensional second-to-last hidden layer is
used to encode individual frames from the test data into the
model’s representation space.
Correspondence autoencoder (CAE, Kamper et al., 2015) is
a deep neural network similar to the AE, but it uses weak word-
level supervision. Instead of trying to encode and reconstruct
each input frame to itself, as is done in the AE, it is given pairs
of spoken instances of the same word (aligned at the frame
level), and tries to reconstruct each frame in one instance of a
word from the aligned frame in the other instance—so the en-
coded representation must focus on linguistically meaningful
information and abstract away from other variation between
the aligned frames. Following Kamper et al. (2015), we initial-
ize the CAE using the AE, and train the CAE with the same
architecture as in the AE for 120 epochs.4

Autoencoding recurrent neural network (AE-RNN, Chung
et al., 2016), or sequence-to-sequence autoencoder, is a type
of AE in which both the encoder and the decoder are recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs). RNNs are commonly used in

3http://people.csail.mit.edu/jchang7/code/
subclusters/dpmm subclusters 2014-08-06.zip

4https://github.com/kamperh/speech correspondence

Table 2: Models of early phonetic learning used in the study.
Model Top-down guidance Representation type
DPGMM No Frames
AE No Frames
CAE Yes Frames
AE-RNN No Word-sized
CAE-RNN Yes Word-sized

language modeling (Linzen, 2019), as they can process an
input sequence as a whole. In our case, the model is given a
random word-sized chunk of speech, encodes it into a vector
of fixed dimensionality, and then uses this vector to recon-
struct the same chunk sequentially, frame-by-frame. We use
the implementation by Kamper (2019),5 with 3 hidden lay-
ers (400 gated recurrent units each) in both the decoder and
the encoder, and an embedding dimensionality of 130. We
train it for 15 epochs without early stopping using Adam opti-
mization (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of 0.001,
and then use its encoder to convert each test chunk into a
fixed-dimensional representation.
Correspondence-autoencoding recurrent neural network
(CAE-RNN, Kamper, 2019) is similar to the AE-RNN, but
instead of training on random chunks of speech, it is trained
on pairs of instances of the same word—i.e., like the CAE, it
also relies on weak top-down supervision. Again, following
previous work (Kamper, 2019),5 we use the AE-RNN to ini-
tialize the parameters of the CAE-RNN and then train it (with
parameters analogous to those of the AE-RNN) for 3 epochs.

Input to the models
To prepare input to the models from unsegmented speech data,
we follow a standard approach in speech processing, also
adopted by Schatz et al. (2019): we discretize the speech data
into 25-ms-long frames (sampled every 10 ms) and extract
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), together with
their first and second time derivatives, from each frame using
Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011). Representing speech using its
auditory spectrum—as MFCCs do—is grounded in human
auditory processing and is different from traditional accounts
of phonetic learning, which assume phonetic feature detectors
(see Schatz et al., 2019, for further discussion).

Additionally, we need to obtain speech alignments, i.e., la-
bels that map chunks of speech to their corresponding phones
or words. For training the models with top-down guidance,
we obtain word-level alignments, and for testing all the mod-
els, we obtain phone-level alignments, using the Montreal
Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017). When running the
alignments, we noticed that the Catalan dictionary did not
always contain the correct entries for our target Catalan con-
trast, [e] vs. [E], and we replaced such entries with standard
Catalan pronunciations available in Wiktionary6. For Simu-

5https://github.com/kamperh/recipe bucktsong awe
py3

6http://wiktionary.org
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Table 3: Corpus samples used in the simulations.

A. Training data.
Sim.
#

Language Corpus Register Amount
of data

No. of
spk.

1

EN WSJ1 Rd7 19:30 96
JA GlobalPhone2 Rd 19:33 96
EN Buckeye3 Sp7 9:13 20
JA CSJ4 Sp 9:11 20

2

ZH AIShell5 Rd 58:59 166
EN WSJ Rd 58:49 166
ZH GlobalPhone Rd 11:51 48
EN WSJ Rd 11:49 48

3

CA Glissando6 Rd+Sp 7:41 26
ES Glissando Rd+Sp 7:41 26
CA Glissando Rd+Sp 7:02 17
ES Glissando Rd+Sp 7:03 17

B. Test data.

1 EN WSJ Rd 9:39 47
Buckeye Sp 9:01 20

2 ZH AIShell Rd 58:45 165
GlobalPhone Rd 11:51 48

3 CA Glissando Rd+Sp 1:15 2
Glissando Sp 2:19 11

1 The Wall Street Journal CSR corpus (Paul & Baker, 1992).
2 The multilingual text and speech database (Schultz, 2002).
3 The Buckeye corpus of conversational speech (Pitt et al., 2005).
4 Corpus of spontaneous Japanese (Maekawa, 2003).
5 An open-source Mandarin speech corpus (Bu et al., 2017).
6 A corpus for multidisciplinary prosodic studies in Spanish and

Catalan (Garrido et al., 2013).
7 Rd and Sp stand for read and spontaneous speech, respectively.

lation 1, we obtained the existing alignments (Schatz et al.,
2019) generated with Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011).

In each case we train and test models on two different
subsets of speech data per language, in order to ensure that
the results for each model are robust across various data sets.
Ideally, each subset should come from a different corpus, and
the corpora should represent two different speech registers:
spontaneous and read. In practice, our choices are limited to
the available speech corpora, so that in Simulation 2 we use
corpora of read speech only, and in Simulation 3 all our data
come from the same bilingual corpus (Table 3). To further
reduce potential variability across corpora, we sample the
audio signal in each corpus at 16 kHz and balance the speakers’
gender within each corpus sample.

Results
Crosslinguistic patterns of ABX discrimination
The ABX error rates of each model across languages are shown
in Figure 1, together with the average performance of each
model across all consonant (for English and Mandarin Chi-
nese) or vowel (for Catalan) contrasts (red lines in the figure).
In this figure, results are averaged over multiple ABX triplets,
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Figure 1: ABX error rates of the five native and non-native
models in the three discrimination tasks (EN [ô]–[l], ZH [C]–
[tCh] and CA [e]–[E]). To match the infant pattern of discrimi-
nation, the native model in each pair must show significantly
lower error rates than the non-native model: out of 7 pat-
terns with a significant difference, 6 are in the predicted direc-
tion (black brackets) and 1 is in the wrong direction (orange
bracket). The number of data pairs in each test set is shown
on top of each bar. Red lines indicate models’ error rates
averaged over all consonant (for EN and ZH) or all vowel (for
CA) contrasts.

speakers, neighboring phonetic contexts, and subsets of the
corpus, although the significance values take into account all
of these variables (as previously discussed). The reported pat-
terns are consistent over the two corpus subsets in all cases,
except the AE-RNN on the Mandarin contrast (where the dif-
ference between the ‘native’ and the ‘non-native’ model does
not reach significance when trained on the smaller subset). In
what follows, we compare the performance of each simulated
‘native’ listener to its corresponding simulated ‘non-native’ lis-
tener. Note that comparing the results across the simulations
is not meaningful, as the amount of training data and number
of speakers differed depending on the simulation.

In Simulation 1, which tests the models on the English
[ô]–[l] contrast, three out of five models (DPGMM, CAE and
CAE-RNN) correctly predict the discrimination pattern ob-
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served in infants: the error rate of the simulated native listener
is significantly lower compared to the simulated non-native
listener. Two models do not predict this pattern correctly: the
AE shows no significant difference between the two types of
simulated learners, and the AE-RNN predicts a significant
difference in the wrong direction (i.e., lower error rate in
the non-native listener). Across all models (native and non-
native), the discrimination error on this contrast ranges from
5.8–19.7%, comparable to the average error on all English
consonant contrasts (red lines, 7.6–17.8%). In other words,
the [ô]–[l] contrast is easy to discriminate for all models.

In Simulation 2, with the Mandarin [C]–[tCh] contrast, a
different set of three models (DPGMM, AE-RNN and CAE-
RNN) correctly predict the infants’ discrimination pattern, and
two models (AE and CAE) predict no significant difference
between the simulated native and the non-native listener. Over
all models, the discrimination error on this contrast ranges
from 16.0–30.5%—noticeably higher than the average error
over all Mandarin consonant contrasts (red lines, 4.6–9.6%).
In other words, the [C]–[tCh] discrimination is difficult for
the models. This may be due to the kinds of phones in this
contrast: one of them, [tCh], is a combination of a short [t]
followed by a ‘breathy’ version of [C], the other phone in the
contrast (somewhat similar to the distinction between the first
phones in cheap vs. sheep). As a result, one of the phones, [C],
is almost a ‘subchunk’ of the other phone, [tCh], a distinction
potentially difficult to learn for our models. Nevertheless, three
‘native’ models show lower error rate than the corresponding
‘non-native’ models.

In Simulation 3, no model predicts a significant difference
for the Catalan [e]–[E] contrast. In general, this contrast is
more difficult for all models than an average Catalan vowel
contrast, with error rates ranging from 32.5–40.3% (vs. the av-
erage of 14.0–23.7%). Further analysis (not shown) revealed
that this may be because some [e] and [E] vowels in the test
data had very short duration (unlike the lab stimuli used with
infants). Filtering out very short (< 80 ms) phones from the
test data reduced the overall error rates, but still yielded simi-
lar performance between the ‘native’ and ‘non-native’ models.
Note that the models’ average error rates on Catalan are gen-
erally high, suggesting that the models could benefit from
additional training data. At the same time, speaker idiosyn-
crasies in the test data are unlikely to affect the results, as
we observe no meaningful differences in the discrimination
error across the two test samples (consisting of data from 2
vs. 11 speakers). Thus, all models struggle to discriminate the
Catalan [e]–[E] contrast, as well as to reproduce empirically
observed cross-linguistic differences in its discrimination.

While no model captures all three crosslinguistic discrim-
ination patterns, the DPGMM and the CAE-RNN correctly
predict two patterns out of three. The CAE and the AE-RNN
only predict one pattern each, while the AE makes no correct
predictions. The two models that perform best use very differ-
ent learning algorithms and representation formats, effectively
presenting two alternative hypotheses about early phonetic

Table 4: Phone contrasts with the largest difference in ABX
discrimination between the two models in terms of standard
scores (or z-scores: how many standard deviations the error
rate of a particular model is higher or lower than the mean
error rate of that model). Positive difference indicates that the
contrast is easier for the CAE-RNN than for the DPGMM.

Standard score
Contrast Language DPGMM CAE-RNN Difference
d–z JA −0.2 −1.0 +0.8
i–i: JA −0.4 −1.2 +0.8
a–a: JA −0.4 −1.1 +0.7
ph–th ZH −0.2 −0.8 +0.6
r–z JA −0.8 −1.4 +0.6
C–C: JA +0.2 −0.3 +0.5
h–T EN −1.4 0.0 −1.4
g–N EN −0.9 +0.4 −1.3
u–U EN −0.3 +0.9 −1.2
f–x ES −0.4 +0.6 −1.0
t–T ES −0.7 +0.3 −1.0
t–t: JA −0.7 +0.3 −1.0

learning, yet they make identical predictions regarding the
crosslinguistic discrimination of three phone contrasts. This
raises the question of whether these two models, despite their
differences, may behave similarly on discrimination tasks in
general. We address this question in the next section.

Comparing predictions of the two models
In this section, we identify phone contrasts for which the two
models—DPGMM and CAE-RNN—make different predic-
tions in the discrimination task. For simplicity, we only focus
on the ‘native’ listeners—i.e., trained and tested on the same
language. We use 5 simulated listeners trained on different
languages: English and Japanese from Simulation 1, Mandarin
from Simulation 2, Catalan and Spanish from Simulation 3.
We test each model on a variety of contrasts from its train-
ing language. Among hundreds of phone contrasts that could
be tested, many of them are trivial to discriminate (e.g., a
vowel vs. a consonant), and we only consider those where
the two phones differ on one distinctive phonological feature:
e.g., Japanese [i] and [i:] differ in length (i.e., duration), and
Mandarin [p] and [ph] differ in aspiration (i.e., ‘breathiness’).

Table 4 shows the contrasts for which the discrimination
performance of the DPGMM and the CAE-RNN differs the
most. As the average error rates (and their distributions) vary
across the two models, we report differences in terms of stan-
dard scores. One pattern we see is that the easiest contrasts
for the CAE-RNN relative to the DPGMM (upper part of Ta-
ble 4) are those where the two phones are continuous and
differ only in their length: Japanese [i]–[i:] and [a]–[a:], Man-
darin [C]–[C:]. The DPGMM performs best relative to the
CAE-RNN (lower part of Table 4) on such contrasts as [t]–[t:]
and [u]–[U], where one phone (here, [U] and [t]) is similar
to a ‘subchunk’ of the other phone ([u] and [t:]), so that the
difference between the two is only observable within a short
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time window: e.g., [t:] is a silence followed by [t] (and see Hil-
lenbrand et al., 1995, regarding the vowel contrast). This may
be because the CAE-RNN ‘compresses’ the time dimension
into a fixed-dimensional representation, losing the information
about individual speech frames. It is less clear why contrasts
involving [T] are difficult for the CAE-RNN, though Jongman
(1989) shows that listeners need to hear the full duration of [T]
to successfully discriminate it from similar sounds.

We also looked at the models’ error rates on types of con-
trasts (e.g., all contrasts where the two phones differ on a
particular feature), to see whether the discrimination along a
particular phonological feature (e.g., aspiration) is easier for
one model than for the other. The most salient pattern is that
length contrasts (e.g., short [a] vs. long [a:], cf. Table 4) are on
average easier to discriminate for the CAE-RNN (compared
to other types of contrasts) than for the DPGMM, in line with
our analysis for the individual contrasts.

Conclusion
Using computational modeling on realistic input, we compared
possible mechanisms for early phonetic learning in their ability
to predict the changes in discrimination empirically observed
in infants. We tested five models on three phone contrasts
from different languages, using a phone discrimination task.
In our study, Schatz et al.’s (2019) DPGMM model showed
the infant-like crosslinguistic pattern of discrimination both
for English [ô]–[l] and for Mandarin [C]–[tCh], demonstrating
that the earlier result was not specific to a particular English
contrast. Moreover, a second model, the CAE-RNN, also
made correct predictions on the same two contrasts. Although
no model predicted the correct pattern for the Catalan vowel
contrast [e]–[E], the fact that two of them make correct pre-
dictions on the other two contrasts is promising. This result
supports the idea that models learning representations directly
from unsegmented natural speech can correctly predict some
of the infant phone discrimination data. Based on the results
of this study, the DPGMM and the CAE-RNN show some
promise as models of early phonetic learning, although their
failure to capture the effect on the Catalan contrast warrants
further investigation to determine whether the failure is a prob-
lem with the models or with the amount and/or quality of the
training and the test data.

Here we are making predictions about infants’ phone dis-
crimination. Adults show many cross-linguistic discrimination
differences as well, and one question for future research is
how the presented models of infant speech perception relate to
predictions one might make about adult perception. There are
likely to be additional learning mechanisms later in childhood
beyond those we have modeled here, but what changes over
development, and how, remains an open question.

The DPGMM and the CAE-RNN both aim to model pri-
marily unsupervised infant phonetic learning, although they
make very different assumptions about the learning mecha-
nism and the types of representations: the DPGMM is an
unsupervised bottom-up model that learns by clustering frame-

level representations, while the CAE-RNN encodes chunks
of speech holistically, learns by sequentially reconstructing
an acoustic word, and uses weak top-down guidance from
the word level (but see Kamper, 2019, for a fully unsuper-
vised alternative). Importantly, our analysis shows that the
two models do not always make identical predictions about
discriminability: for example, vowel length contrasts are gen-
erally easier to discriminate for the CAE-RNN than for the
DPGMM. Such differences between the models allow us to
make predictions—both for native and non-native listeners—
which can then be tested in experimental studies with infants
to differentiate between the models.
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Abstract

In acquiring language, differences in input can greatly affect
learning outcomes, but which aspects of language learning are
most sensitive to input variations, and which are robust, remains
debated. A recent modeling study successfully reproduced a
phenomenon empirically observed in early phonetic learning—
learning about the sounds of the native language in the first
year of life—despite using input that differed in quantity and
speaker composition from what a typical infant would hear. In
this paper, we carry out a direct test of that model’s robustness
to input variations. We find that, despite what the original result
suggested, the learning outcomes are sensitive to properties of
the input and that more plausible input leads to a better fit with
empirical observations. This has implications for understanding
early phonetic learning in infants and underscores the impor-
tance of using realistic input in models of language acquisition.
Keywords: early phonetic learning, computational modeling,
input variation, speech perception

Introduction
Early experience with language can vary widely across chil-
dren. The consequences of these variations for language ac-
quisition remain under debate. Variability in the linguistic
input that children are exposed to has been associated with
differences in learning outcomes in some cases (Hart & Risley,
1995; Cristia, 2011; Hoff, 2006; Song, Demuth, & Morgan,
2018), but learning has been argued to be robust to input vari-
ations in others (Bergmann & Cristia, 2018; Cristia, 2018).

A recent modeling study by Schatz, Feldman, Goldwater,
Cao, and Dupoux (2019) appears to support the idea that a spe-
cific aspect of language learning—early phonetic learning—is
robust across a range of input variations. Schatz et al. focused
on the finding that English-learning infants become better at
discriminating [l]-[ô], as in “lock” and “rock,” but Japanese
infants—whose native language does not distinguish between
these two sounds—do not (Kuhl et al., 2006; Werker & Tees,
1984). They used a distributional learning algorithm (Maye,

Werker, & Gerken, 2002) operating on low-level auditory rep-
resentations of unsegmented speech, and showed that models
trained on English performed significantly better on discrim-
inating the [l]-[ô] contrast than models trained on Japanese.
This was true even though the training data consisted of a
roughly even mix of speech from more than 20 speakers that
was balanced across gender, and even when the model was
trained on as little as one hour of speech. Those training char-
acteristics do not match input conditions expected for a typical
infant in the behavioral literature in terms of either the number
of speakers (Bergmann & Cristia, 2018), the duration of input,
or the composition of the input by speaker and by speaker gen-
der (Bergelson et al., 2019). The model’s successful prediction
of infants’ discrimination of [l] and [ô] despite this atypical
input raises the possibility that early phonetic learning could
be robustly supported across a wide range of input conditions.

In this paper, we directly examine the sensitivity of Schatz
et al.’s (2019) learning model to variations in input, and find
that while the model is robust to some variations in input, it is
highly sensitive to others. Specifically, we look at the effect of
varying the duration, speaker composition, and speaker gen-
der of the input. To obtain enough speech data to manipulate
these input parameters, we assemble a corpus based on public-
domain audiobooks, which provide abundant data separable
by speaker (up to 900 hours per speaker). The large size of
public-domain audiobooks allows us to control the speaker
distribution or select a single speaker to train the model, which
makes it an ideal resource to answer questions about how
the distribution of speakers in a model’s input affects what
the model learns. We find that differences in input affect the
model learning outcome substantially, and that training on
more plausible input leads to predicted learning outcomes that
better fit empirical observations. Our study suggests that if the
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model from Schatz et al. (2019) is an accurate model of early
phonetic learning, then early phonetic learning may be more
sensitive to input conditions than had been previously realized.
More broadly, our results underscore the importance of crit-
ically assessing input assumptions when modeling language
acquisition.

Methods
We simulate the phonetic learning process from corpora of un-
segmented raw speech and examine the ability of the resulting
model representations to discriminate between pairs of speech
sounds in the ‘native’ (i.e. training) language or in a ‘foreign’
language. To examine the learning outcomes predicted by our
models under different input data, we use two kinds of input to
train speech learning models. The first type of input consists
of speech from 10+ individuals, similar to the input in Schatz
et al. (2019); the second type of input comes from an individ-
ual speaker, such that each model learns from one speaker’s
speech. We focus on whether the amount and speaker gen-
der of the input speech affects the learning outcome, using
the cross-linguistic difference between models’ discrimination
performance as the measure of learning outcomes. Specifi-
cally, we train models on English and Japanese, representing
infants learning English or Japanese as their native languages.
Then, we test them on English contrasts. Based on the empiri-
cal results from Kuhl et al. (2006), we expect English models
to perform better as they are trained on more data1, but do not
expect Japanese models to improve. We also expect the differ-
ence between English and Japanese performance to increase
as the models are trained on more data.

Corpus construction
We assembled an audiobooks corpus containing read speech in
English and Japanese using (untranscribed) speech recordings
from LibriVox (https://librivox.org) and the Internet
Archive (https://archive.org/), two public domain media
repositories. For each language, the corpus contains speech
from 6 males and 5 females. The total duration of the corpus
is more than 2000 hours of speech, and the duration for each
speaker ranges between 2.9 and 918 hours. Code to assemble
the corpus can be found at https://osf.io/9fnxa/.

Input representation
Following Schatz et al. (2019), we use Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) as the input representation to our models
(Mermelstein, 1976). They take the form of 13-dimensional
descriptors of the short-term auditory spectrum of the speech
input, with added first and second derivatives. They are ob-
tained at regular intervals of 10ms along the speech stream
and are computed over 25ms-long (overlapping) stretches of
signal. See Schatz et al. (2019) for further motivation for using
MFCCs as input to models of early phonetic learning.

1We do not assume an exact mapping between the model training
duration and the actual number of hours of speech that an infant hears,
but we do assume that the increase in training duration reflects the
learning trajectory as infants have access to more speech data.

Learning model
Following Schatz et al. (2019), we train Dirichlet process
Gaussian mixture models on the input MFCCs. This genera-
tive model assumes that each datapoint was generated from
a multidimensional Gaussian cluster, and learns the number
of clusters as well as the parameters (weight, mean and co-
variance matrix) of each cluster. The means and covariance
matrices are assumed to be generated from a normal-inverse-
Wishart prior. We set the hyperparameters in the Dirichlet
process as follows: α to 1, µ0 and λ0 to the average and in-
verse of the covariance of all input MFCCs, λ to 1, and ν to
42. The Dirichlet process (Ferguson, 1973) allows the model
to learn the number of Gaussian clusters from the data.

The model is trained through an efficient parallel MCMC
sampling scheme (Chang & Fisher III, 2013). Each model is
trained for 1501 iterations, sampling through every datapoint
in the training data in each iteration. From the number of
Gaussian categories and the test error rate, it appears that most
models converge before the training is finished: the number of
categories usually stabilizes between 100 and 1000 iterations,
and the error rate in testing also stabilizes at about the same
point in training. The two models (out of 84) that failed to
converge according to these metrics are excluded from the
analysis and results.

Discrimination test
After training, we extract the models’ representations of the
test stimuli, which is transformed into MFCCs like the training
data. We take the posterior probability distributions over the
learned Gaussian clusters as the models’ representations at
each time point of the speech stimuli. The posterior probability
distributions are calculated based on Bayes’ Rule, where Gn
denotes the nth Gaussian category, and yt denotes the datapoint
at time t,

p(Gn | yt) ∝ p(yt | Gn)p(Gn) (1)

As p(Gn | y) is calculated for every Gaussian category, the
posterior of each datapoint is a vector [p(G1 | y), p(G1 |
y), ..., p(GN | y)], where N is the number of Gaussians.

Model testing uses the machine ABX task (Schatz et al.,
2013; Schatz, 2016). This task evaluates a model’s ability to
discriminate two sounds. Specifically, it takes occurrences2 of
two sound categories in an annotated and time-aligned speech
corpus, and compares triplets of three tokens at a time (A, B,
and X, where A and X are taken from the same phonetic cate-
gory, e.g., [ô], and B is taken from the other category, e.g., [l])
to see whether the model correctly predicts a greater similarity
between A and X, or incorrectly predicts a greater similar-
ity between B and X. The similarity for each token pair is
calculated as the average KL-divergence between the two rep-
resentations aligned by dynamic time warping. KL-divergence
is a measure of the difference between two probability dis-
tributions, and the dynamic time warping algorithm allows
representations of two speech segments of different temporal

2Occurrences are controlled by phonetic context and subsampled,
in the same way as Schatz et al. (2019).
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Figure 1: The effect of input amount on ABX discrimination errors, for models trained with multiple speakers. For each
duration, 10 models are trained. Each dot represents a model; the lines represent means of the ten models, and the error bands
represent 95% confidence intervals. The two rows represent the two testing corpora. Statistical significance is obtained from
permutation tests, in which the training language is permuted 10,000 times for each training duration, test corpus and consonant
pair. One-tailed tests are performed against the null hypothesis that English models do not have smaller error rates than Japanese
models. Significance is assessed with Benjamini-Yekutieli correction for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2001).
One, two and three stars indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively, n.s. stands for non-significant.

lengths to be compared (Vintsyuk, 1968). After the model’s
choice (correct vs. incorrect) is obtained via the method above,
we collapse across all triplets and all environments (phonetic
neighbors) to obtain an overall error rate for the pair of sound
categories, e.g., [l]-[ô]. We denote this measure as the ABX
error rate. The lower the ABX error rate is, the better the
model is able to discriminate between the target sound pair,
where chance performance is 50%.

Training and Testing

For each speaker, models are trained on speech that varies in
duration along a log 10 scale, starting at 6 minutes (6 min-
utes, 1 hour, 10 hours, 100 hours, etc.). Up to 10 models are
trained on each training duration when enough speech data
are available. Additionally, one model is trained on the full
duration of the speech data (e.g., for the speaker with 8.5 hours
of data, in addition to the 8 models that are trained on 1 hour of
speech, one model is trained on all 8.5 hours of speech). This
is to ensure that we have models trained on the full range of
input durations without sacrificing statistical power for shorter
durations.

The testing is carried out on the Buckeye Corpus (Pitt, John-
son, Hume, Kiesling, & Raymond, 2005), which consists
of conversational, spontaneous speech, and the Wall Street
Journal Corpus (Paul & Baker, 1992), which consists of read
speech. The ABX error rate is obtained for each test speaker,
and then averaged in the main results. Following Schatz et

al. (2019), we look at [l]-[ô] and two controls: [w]-[j], which
is contrastive in both Japanese and American English, and
the average over all American English consonants. While
[l]-[ô] is critical for the observation of perceptual attunement,
the average across American English consonants offers an
overview of how the model performs in general on the ABX
task; and the [w]-[j] pair is used as a control pair, which the
model is expected to discriminate well regardless of its train-
ing language. For [l]-[ô], if the gap between the English and
Japanese models’ performance increases as the models are
trained on more data, it would suggest that the models are
showing cross-linguistic differences in discrimination that re-
sult from exposure to speech input in their native language,
and in this way behaving like infants.

Results
Models trained on multiple speakers
We first replicate Schatz et al. (2019) in order to ensure that
possible confounds in our audiobooks, such as lower-quality
microphones or uncontrolled recording environments, do not
impact the results. Following their gender-balanced input
distribution of speakers with a roughly equal amount of speech
per speaker, we look at the results of models trained on an
equal distribution of 11 speakers.

The replication is successful: On all American English con-
sonants as well as [l]-[ô], the Japanese models perform worse
than English models, and this difference increases with the
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Figure 2: The effect of training duration on ABX discrimination errors, for models trained on a single speaker. Each blue dot
shows one American English model, and each red dot shows one Japanese model. The colored lines correspond to smoothing
splines fitted to the results of models trained on each language, and the error bands around each colored line represent 95%
confidence intervals. For significance testing, the continuum of training durations is divided into four blocks: [0, 6min], (6min,
1hr], (1hr, 10hrs], (10hrs, 100hrs]. Models trained on more than 100hrs of data (n = 3) are not included in a block, since they
are all English models and lack a Japanese counterpart to compare with. These English models are still shown in the figure for
visualization purposes. For each block, permutation tests are performed to test statistical significance, in the same way as in
Figure 1.

amount of input (Figure 1). While we observe no signifi-
cant cross-linguistic difference on [l]-[ô] when the models are
trained on 0.1 hours of data, there are significant differences
with 1 hour and 10 hours of input data, which indicates that
the models show a cross-linguistic difference with greater in-
put amounts. The effect size also increases with more input
amounts; this increase in the effect along the learning trajec-
tory is similar to the patterns observed in infants (Kuhl et al.,
2006). On the [w]-[j] pair, no significant difference is found.3

Models trained on single speakers
Figure 2 gives results for the models trained on single-speaker
data. We can observe that the simulated English infants have
lower error, i.e., better performance on American English
consonants overall, than the simulated Japanese infants. As
expected, while models trained on more input showed signifi-
cant cross-linguistic difference between [l] and [ô], there is no

3There is a trend in the other direction in Figure 1, such that the
blue (English) line lies above the red (Japanese) line. However, a
two-tailed test on [w]-[j] results did not find a significant difference
between languages in either direction. The trend may be attributable
to the recording settings: a large part of the Japanese corpus came
from a professional recording, while all English speakers except one
are LibriVox contributors who record by themselves, using whatever
equipment is available to them. This may have allowed the Japanese
models to learn the [w]-[j] contrast better due to possibly clearer
recordings. This point would only strengthen our observation on the
[l]-[ô] contrast, as the models are able to capture the cross-linguistic
effects despite the input data for English being harder to learn from.

significant cross-linguistic difference in the discrimination of
[w]-[j] for any amount of training data.

Discrimination of ‘native’ contrasts (here for ‘American
English’ models) appears to improve as the amount of input
increases, even when the input amounts are already relatively
large (e.g., 10 vs. 100 hours). Since the amount of relevant
linguistic input to a child might be even larger than even the
largest training sets considered here (Bergelson et al., 2019),
this suggests that large databases of naturalistic recordings
might prove necessary to model early phonetic learning.

In all panels of Figure 2, the ABX error rate of the Japanese
models increases after an initial decrease. However, this ob-
servation appears to be driven by the single datapoint with 67
hours of input, which is the only model trained on more than
15 hours of Japanese data. After the removal of this datapoint,
this observation disappears.

Due to the small amount of Japanese speech data, there are
only two models trained on 10–100 hours input range, and
no model is trained on more than 100 hours of Japanese data.
This made the statistical tests on 10–100 hours unstable and
thus unlikely to be informative.

Overall, our results on single speaker models are similar to
those on multiple speaker models in Figure 1. As expected, the
models demonstrate cross-linguistic differences in discrimina-
tion on all American English consonants and [l]-[ô], whereas
there is no significant difference on [w]-[j].
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Figure 3: The effect of gender match or mismatch between
training and test speakers on [l]-[ô] ABX discrimination er-
ror. Each blue dot shows one American English model, and
each red dot shows one Japanese model. The colored lines
correspond to smoothing splines fitted to the results of models
trained on each language, and the colored bands represent 95%
confidence intervals. Permutation tests are performed in the
same way as Figure 1.

Effect of speaker gender

Schatz et al. (2019) used input data from a gender-balanced set
of multiple speakers. As a result, their models encountered dif-
ferent genders in training. However, the current single speaker
models do not have access to this variation between speakers
during training, and that lack of variation in model input might
lead the models to generalize not as well as model trained
on data with greater variations. Here, by analyzing the effect
of speaker gender, we examine whether the model’s general-
ization ability is affected by this difference in the input data.
Using the models trained on single speakers from the previous
section, we separately analyze performance on test speakers
who have the same gender as the training speaker (gender-
matching) and test speakers who do not (gender-mismatch).

Figure 3 shows the difference between these two conditions.
The cross-linguistic difference is not significant at any training
duration in the gender mismatch condition, while this differ-
ence is significant in the gender matching condition, and the
difference between native and nonnative models increases with
longer input amounts. We used one-tailed permutation tests
(one per test corpus and duration block) to compare these data
against the null hypothesis that the average cross-linguistic dif-
ference in [l]-[ô] discrimination errors between ‘Japanese’ and
‘American English’ models is not larger in the gender-matching
condition than in the gender-mismatch condition, and found

a significant difference in all cases,4 showing that matching
gender facilitates the cross-linguistic effect. Interestingly, the
crosslinguistic differences in discrimination abilities observed
in the gender matching condition in Figure 3 are quite larger
than those observed with models trained on multiple speakers
(Figure 1). In addition, the same change in learning trajectory
observed in Figure 2, where Japanese models’ discrimina-
tion gets worse between intermediate and large quantities of
training data, appears on Figure 3. In the gender-mismatch
group, the change is still driven by the 67-hour outlier, and
permutation tests permuting the input amount (10 vs. more
than 10 hours of input) on Japanese speakers does not show a
reliable change in learning trajectory (p = 1 for both testing
corpora). In the gender-matching group, however, there is a
reliable increase in error rate when comparing models with
10 hours of input and those with more than 10 hours of input,
with permutation tests yielding p-values of 0.0251 and 0.0234
for Buckeye and Wall Street Journal as the testing corpus, re-
spectively.5. This result suggests that in the gender-matching
condition, while the performance on native sound discrim-
ination improves further with more input, the performance
on nonnative sound discrimination deteriorates with more in-
put: Japanese models, in successfully learning properties of
their “native” language, become worse at discriminating the
nonnative contrasts of [l]-[ô].

Discussion
In this study, we asked how outcomes of phonetic learning
models are affected by differences in the input, and con-
tributed a large public-domain corpus in American English and
Japanese that is suitable for addressing this question. We first
replicated earlier results of phonetic learning models (Schatz
et al., 2019) on much larger, single speaker data. We found that
models trained on single speaker inputs and models trained
on multiple speakers both reproduce cross-linguistic patterns
of phone discrimination similar to those observed in infants.
While this result suggests that different (multi- and single-
speaker) input could lead to similar learning outcomes, a sub-
sequent gender-specific analysis showed that the similarity
in learning outcomes can be modulated by additional factors.
Specifically, we found that for single-speaker models, the
expected cross-linguistic difference is found only when the
gender of the test speakers matches the gender of the training
speaker. This illustrates the importance of critically assessing
input assumptions when modeling language acquisition.

Our results also provide evidence that models trained on
more naturalistic input lead to a tighter fit to the learning out-
comes observed empirically, underscoring the benefits of using
naturalistic input in phonetic learning models. Compared to
the conditions considered in (Schatz et al., 2019), a typical

4Using Benjamini-Yekutieli correction for multiple comparisons;
p-values fell between < 0.0001 and 0.018.

5The training speaker leading to the outlier is excluded in this
test to ensure the outliers are not driving the statistical significance.
The results are significant (p < 0.05) when this training speaker is
included in the testing as well.
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infant is likely to get a larger amount of input (Bergelson et al.,
2019), and that input is likely to come mostly from a limited
number of speakers with a skewed gender balance (Bergmann
& Cristia, 2018). The large, single speaker training sets we
consider are thus likely to better reflect naturalistic learning
conditions than the balanced multi-speaker training sets in
(Schatz et al., 2019). We find that this more naturalistic input
predicts larger crosslinguistic differences in discrimination
abilities, and—similar to infants (Tsushima et al., 1994)—
a worsening of [l]-[ô] discrimination for models trained on
Japanese, which was not found when training on the multi-
speaker input.

While it is virtually impossible to test the entire range of
inputs that infants could be learning from, since infants receive
a wide range of inputs depending on the culture, SES, and
even gender of the child (Hoff, 2006), our work represents a
step in that direction. Admittedly, audiobooks are not the most
naturalistic type of data for modeling infant phonetic learning,
since infants primarily hear spontaneous speech, and since in
many cultures, infant-directed speech has different acoustic
properties from adult conversational speech (Fernald et al.,
1989). In this study, we used audiobook data instead of infant-
directed speech because no existing corpus of infant-directed
speech is both long enough for training the current models,
and labeled by speaker to allow us to control the distribution of
speakers in the models’ input. However, since the audiobooks
data we used were naturalistic in many ways—we made direct
use of speech recordings, unlabeled and unsegmented—the
learning outcomes from audiobook data should be more gen-
eralizable to infant phonetic learning outcomes than previous
modeling studies (De Boer & Kuhl, 2003; Feldman, Griffiths,
Goldwater, & Morgan, 2013; McMurray, Aslin, & Toscano,
2009; Vallabha, McClelland, Pons, Werker, & Amano, 2007).

Our replication of the cross-linguistic effect originally found
in multiple speakers (Figure 1) on models trained on single
speakers (Figure 2) is compatible with the empirical literature.
Bergmann and Cristia (2018) studied the relationship between
number of talkers in infants’ speech input and the infants’
ability to discriminate native phonetic contrasts. Their overall
results do not show an effect of the number of input speakers
on the infants’ ability to discriminate vowels in their native
language. This is supported by our modeling results showing
that models trained on one or 11 speakers are both successful
in demonstrating phonetic learning of their native language.

Regarding infants’ ability to generalize speech learning
outcomes to different speakers, the literature does not give a
conclusive answer. Kuhl (1979) and Kuhl (1983) found that
6-month-olds trained on one gender and tested on another
can successfully generalize the task to the other gender on a
phonetic discrimination task, whereas Houston and Jusczyk
(2000) found that infants’ ability to generalize across genders
on a word segmentation task improved substantially between
7.5 and 10.5 months. While Kuhl (1979) and Kuhl (1983)
examined vowel discriminability, which is closer to the current
work than the word segmentation task in Houston and Jusczyk

(2000), the vowel discrimination studies did not control for, or
collect data on, the speaker distribution in the infants’ speech
learning environment. It is difficult to tell from these data
whether sensitivity to phonetic contrasts would be modulated
by speaker gender match between infants’ input and the test
stimuli used in laboratory studies.

If our model of how infants learn is correct, then in the set-
ting that American children are most often in (Bergelson et al.,
2019)—few speakers and mostly female—one might expect to
see the same learning outcomes found in the gender-mismatch
models, which is a lack of cross-linguistic difference in dis-
criminating ability. However, the effect might not be as strong
as it was in our models, since infants typically hear more
than one speaker, and encounter speech from males at least
sometimes. A direct behavioral test of whether infants’ phone
discrimination performance is affected by whether the gender
of the speaker who recorded the experiment stimuli matches
the gender of the primary speakers in their environment could
be carried out. The presence of such an effect would suggest
that early phonetic learning is more sensitive to input condi-
tions than had been previously realized. Its absence might
indicate that infants have strong enough generalization abili-
ties capable of correcting for variability due to gender in the
speech input, and that our phonetic learning model should be
augmented with speaker normalization algorithms that reduce
the between-speaker variability of the acoustic input.

In conclusion, our work shows that the properties in the
speech input matter in training models of early phonetic learn-
ing. This highlights the importance of using naturalistic input
for such models, and of testing different types of input when
simulating the way in which children learn.
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Abstract

Until the last couple of decades, research on speech acqui-
sition generally assumed that infants were born with innate
knowledge of a universal set of phonetic features that occurred
across all the world’s languages and that learning one’s native
language involved selecting the appropriate subset from this
broader group. Over the last two decades, this account has
given way to the idea that speech sounds are learned via gen-
eral learning mechanisms. Statistical clustering models have
become the most common way to explain how infants learn
the sounds of their language. Over the first few months of
life, infants go from being able to discriminate the sounds of
all languages, to perceiving speech sounds in a way that is in-
creasingly honed to their native language. However, recent
empirical and computational evidence suggests that purely sta-
tistical clustering methods may not be sufficient to explain
speech sound acquisition. The present study used discrimina-
tive, error-driven learning, an implementation of the Rescorla-
Wagner model, to model early development of speech percep-
tion. Expectations about the upcoming acoustic speech signal
were learned from the surrounding speech signal, with spec-
tral slices from a spontaneous speech corpus as both inputs
and outputs of the model. After training, the model was tested
on vowel and fricative continua. The model was able to dis-
criminate both the vowels and the consonants, with decreas-
ing activation along the continuum for steps further away from
the target sounds. Inspection of cue weights showed that both
the vowels and the fricatives were discriminated based on cues
in the expected spectral frequency ranges. Vowel discrimina-
tion occurred in the frequency bands corresponding to vowel
formants; fricative discrimination occurred in the lowest fre-
quencies corresponding to presence versus absence of voic-
ing. These results suggest that a discriminative error-driven
approach may provide a viable alternative to statistical cluster-
ing for modelling early infant speech acquisition.
Keywords: error-driven learning; discriminative learning; sta-
tistical learning; Rescorla-Wagner model; speech acquisition;
first language acquisition

Introduction
One of the key questions in speech perception research is how
human speech perception becomes specialised for the spe-
cific language(s) in the learner’s environment. In the 1970s,
and even up to the 1990s, many researchers assumed that in-
fants were born with innate knowledge about the sound units
of language. Language was thought to be too complex to
be learned through general learning mechansims and so in-
nate neural functions were proposed that were specialised for
speech sounds (e.g. Eimas & Corbit, 1973).

Recent decades have seen a shift in thinking regarding both
the ability of infants to learn from their environment through
general learning mechanisms and, relatedly, the ability to

learn from a variable acoustic signal, rather than a set of
discrete units. Statistical (or distributional) learning models
in particular are now arguably the dominant models of lan-
guage acquisition. Yet recent research has raised the question
of whether purely statistical models can adequately account
for speech acquisition. We present an alternative account of
how listeners can learn from the distribution of information in
speech: through error-driven learning of the acoustic signal.

According to statistical learning models, listeners keep
track of the frequency of occurrence of events in their envi-
ronment (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Maye & Gerken,
2000). In the case of speech sounds, listeners are thought to
keep track of acoustic cue values, which form clusters around
the peaks of distributions (Maye & Gerken, 2000; Maye,
Werker, & Gerken, 2002). Based on how many clusters occur
for the various acoustic cues, listeners learn how many speech
categories occur in their language. Discriminative cues form
at least two clusters, such as short and long voice onset time
in English (e.g. /b/ vs. /p/), while non-discriminative cues
form only one cluster, such as pharyngealisation in English.1

Statistical learning models have been highly successful in
suggesting a possible mechanism by which learners could
learn their language from the input. This has likely been
one of the major contributing factors in the transformation in
thinking regarding the learnability of language. Yet, despite
their successes, recent empirical and computational evidence
suggests that purely statistical models may not be able to ac-
count for speech sound acquisition (Baayen, Shaoul, Willits,
& Ramscar, 2016; Feldman, Griffiths, Goldwater, & Morgan,
2013; McMurray, Aslin, & Toscano, 2009; McMurray & Hol-
lich, 2009; Nixon, 2020; Soderstrom, Conwell, Feldman, &
Morgan, 2009).

McMurray and Hollich (2009) argue that behavioural stud-
ies cannot answer the question of whether statistical learning
is the mechanism underlying learning and that computational
modelling is essential for addressing this question. Compu-
tational models have exposed a number of challenges for sta-
tistical models in explaining first language speech sound ac-
quisition. For example, clustering algorithms without com-
petition fail to converge on the right number of categories
(McMurray et al., 2009). If phonemes are taken to be the

1Pharyngealisation discriminates consonants and vowels in a
number of languages, including Arabic (e.g. Mohamed, 2001)
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units that are to be learned, the distribution of tokens in cat-
egories such as vowels is not such that it can be learned
through unsupervised clustering mechanisms, because there
is often too much overlap between categories (Feldman et al.,
2013). Analysis of the time course of effects of statistical
variance on eye movements suggests that the statistical vari-
ance effects are more likely to stem from uncertainty or error
in the system, rather than perceptual learning of statistical dis-
tributions (Nixon, van Rij, Mok, Baayen, & Chen, 2016). In
addition, in the distributional learning paradigm, the greatest
learning results from rare surprising events, as predicted by
error-driven learning models, rather than an equal amount of
learning from all events (i.e. a linear or veridical representa-
tion of the distributions), as predicted by statistical learning
models (Olejarczuk, Kapatsinski, & Baayen, 2018). It has
also recently been demonstrated that speech sound acquisi-
tion involves cue competition and is affected by the predictive
structure of learning events, findings that cannot be explained
by purely statistical models (Nixon, 2020). Together these
findings suggest that it will be necessary to find alternatives
to purely statistical clustering models in order to explain first
language speech sound acquisition.

In the present study, using computational modelling, we
present an alternative account of early infant speech sound ac-
quisition. The model is based on the Rescorla-Wagner learn-
ing equations (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). The Rescorla-
Wagner model was developed based on decades of re-
search, particularly in animal learning (Pavlovian condition-
ing). Since its publication, it has had a profound impact on
a number of areas of psychology (see e.g. Miller, Barnet, &
Grahame, 1995; Siegel & Allan, 1996, for reviews). Insights
from the model and from error-driven learning theory have
only very recently begun to be applied to language (e.g. Ram-
scar, Yarlett, Dye, Denny, & Thorpe, 2010; Ramscar, Dye, &
McCauley, 2013), yet a wide range of linguistic phenomena
have been successfully modelled using error-driven learning
(Arnold, Tomaschek, Sering, Lopez, & Baayen, 2017; Kap-
atsinski, 2018; Nixon, 2020; Tomaschek, Plag, Ernestus, &
Baayen, 2019; Shafaei-Bajestan & Baayen, 2018).

The model is very simple and there are no hidden lay-
ers. Compared to deep neural networks, which generally
have many hidden layers, this transparency can be considered
an advantage in cognitive science, as the results are gener-
ally more interpretable in terms of cognition. The Rescorla-
Wagner equations and their implementation in the R pack-
age NDL (Arppe et al., 2015) update connection strengths be-
tween present cues and all encountered outcomes. Connec-
tion strength increases between cues and outcomes that are
present during a learning event (or trial). Connection strength
decreases between cues that are present and outcomes that
are not present. For cues that are not present, no adjustment
is made. Outcomes have a maximum connection strength
(here set to the default, 1). The adjustments to cue-outcome
connection strength are a constant proportion of the error be-
tween the current connection strength and either the maxi-

mum connection strength for present outcomes or zero for
absent outcomes (see Nixon, 2020, for a straightforward in-
troduction to the Rescorla-Wagner equations and their appli-
cation in second language speech sound acquisition).

We propose that infants learn by using all available per-
ceptual cues to predict upcoming important outcomes. One
aspect of this process is that infants should learn to use the
acoustic signal to predict upcoming acoustic signal.2 There-
fore, we model the learning of speech as a process of pre-
diction and discrimination of the upcoming signal from the
surrounding acoustic signal itself. We use NDL for training
the corpus. We test the model on discrimination of vowel and
consonant continua.

Method
Training materials and procedure
The model was trained on the Karls Eberhard Corpus
of native German spontaneous speech (KEC; Arnold &
Tomaschek, 2016). The corpus consists of 79 speakers, with
approximately one hour of spontaneous dialogue between
two speakers known to each other (on average 30 minutes
of signal per speaker). Each speaker was recorded in separate
sound-attenuated booth at 44100 Hz.

We trained individual NDL networks for 38 of the speakers
in the KEC. The Rescorla-Wagner learning algorithm takes
discrete cues and outcomes as input and output. Therefore,
the acoustic features that served as cues and outcomes of the
NDL network consisted of discretised spectral slices of the
acoustic signal. The continuous speech signal was divided
into 25 ms windows with 15 ms overlap as is common in
speech processing and machine learning (e.g. Chapaneri &
Jayaswal, 2013). Most information conveyed in speech oc-
curs below 10,000 Hz; therefore, to reduce processing cost,
only frequencies up to 10,200 Hz (49 mel) were included.
To reflect the non-linear perceptual sensitivities of the human
cochlea to spectral change (Allen, 2008), spectral frequencies
were divided into 104 equidistant (approx. 0.47) steps on the
mel scale. For each spectral component (i.e. 25 ms by 0.47
mel cell), the log power spectrum was calculated and rounded
to one decimal place as a measure of amplitude.

Thus, for each 25 ms time step, an amplitude value was
obtained for each 0.47 mel spectral component from 0 to 49
mel. Note that the numerical value of neither the spectral
frequency nor the amplitude was available to the model due
to discretisation. Each spectral component was named ac-
cording to its spectral frequency component and amplitude
values, with each spectral component-by-amplitude combi-
nation simply forming a unique code (e.g. SC12A4 for the
12th spectral component at 344 Hz - 375 Hz / 5.16 mel - 5.63
mel with a log amplitude of 4).

In each learning event, the outcomes were the 104 spectral
components for a single 25 ms window. Cues consisted of the

2This learning process presumably involves all sensory input, not
just acoustic information. But for practical reasons, we restrict our-
selves to the acoustic modality in the present study.
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104 spectral components for each of the two previous win-
dows and one following window (104 spectral components ×
three time windows = 312 cues per learning event). Repeti-
tions of identical cues were permitted, if they occurred. Thus,
the model was trained to use low-level acoustic cues to pre-
dict low-level acoustic outcomes.

Training was conducted with a moving window of these
four time steps across the whole speech file for each individ-
ual speaker. At the end of training, the model consisted of
a matrix of cue-outcome connection strengths. For each en-
countered amplitude value for each spectral component, the
value of the connection strengths indicate the degree of ex-
pectation that the upcoming signal will contain each of the
various possible amplitude values for the different spectral
components.

Model evaluation
Model performance was evaluated based on two tests com-
monly used in human speech perception studies, namely the
AX and AXB discrimination tasks. The AX task is typically
used to test whether participants can discriminate sounds
(Nixon et al., 2018; Pisoni, 1973; Tomaschek, Truckenbrodt,
& Hertrich, 2013, 2015). Two sounds are presented and par-
ticipants are asked to decide whether they are the same or
different. The AXB task is typically used to test which of two
sounds (A or B) participants perceive a third, target, sound
(X) as most similar to (MacKain, Best, & Strange, 1981).
Three sounds are presented (AXB) and participants are asked
to indicate whether the second sound is most similar to the
first or third sound.

Test material We created 20-step continua for four pairs of
German vowels and four pairs of fricatives. The pairs were
produced in carrier words by the second author. Due to space
restrictions, we examine one vowel pair /i/-/y/ and one con-
sonant pair here /v/-/f/.

The vowel continua were created in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2014) by synthesising intermediate steps with inter-
polated formant frequencies between the two endpoint vowels
(Winn, 2014). Vowel formants were: /i/: 280 Hz, 2400 Hz
and 2910 Hz; /y/: 270 Hz, 1545 Hz and 1940 Hz. The frica-
tive continua were created by linearly increasing/decreasing
and adding the wave forms of the two endpoints in a step-wise
manner. Visual inspection of the fricatives and intermediate
stimuli and their spectra confirmed linear change of the spec-
trum.

Finally, discrete 25ms-by-0.47 Hz spectral components
were then created for the test stimuli in the same manner as
above for the training stimuli.

AX test
A form of the AX task commonly used with infants is the
head turn paradigm (e.g. Werker & Tees, 1984). Infants hear
a string of speech sounds and are trained to turn their head
when the sound changes. Our AX test predicts the infant’s
decision to turn their head or not in this task. When the infant

hears X on the current trial after A on a previous trial, do they
respond to the change? Or, put another way, is X sufficiently
surprising to warrant a head turn?

We model the continuum endpoints as A and each of the
continuum steps as X. To determine whether X differs from
A, we calculate the degree to which X activates A. Activation
captures the amount of support from cues to a specific out-
come. Activation is calculated by summing the weights be-
tween all present cues (in this case the cues for all time steps
and mel frequency bands in the continuum step, X) to the out-
come (in this case each individual mel frequency band in the
endpoint, A). Calculating the activation individually for each
of the 104 mel frequency bands in the endpoint stimulus (A)
also allows us to generate predictions about which spectral
frequencies are most important for discrimination.

AXB test
Our AXB test simulates performance in a two-alternative
forced-choice task. The continuum steps represent the test
items, X, and the endpoints represent the alternative choices
A and B. For each mel frequency band, we determined
whether activation was higher for the left or right endpoint
stimulus (A or B). We then summed the number of winning
frequency bands for each endpoint to get the probability of
an A versus B response. The categorisation plots in Figure
1 (right panels) show the percentage of mel frequency bands
with higher activation for A than B along the continuum.

Results
Model results were analysed using generalised additive mixed
modelling (GAMM; Lin & Zhang, 1999; Wood, 2017). For
the AX test, a Gaussian GAMM of activation was modelled
with smooths of continuum step, spectral frequency and their
interaction. For the AXB test, a binomial GAMM modelled
endpoint stimulus selection (A vs. B) with a smooth of con-
tinuum step. Both models included random intercepts for
speakers.

Figure 1 illustrates the GAMM model results for the vow-
els (top row) and fricatives (bottom row). The left two
columns show the estimated effect of the interaction between
continuum step (x-axis) and spectral frequency (mel/Hz; y-
axis) on the activation of the left endpoint stimulus (left pan-
els) and right endpoint stimulus (centre panels). Activation is
shown on the z-axis and is colour-coded from cool to warm
colours: dark blue represents low activation; green, medium;
yellow, high activation. The right column illustrates the prob-
ability (y-axis) of selecting the left endpoint point stimulus in
the AXB classification test for each step along the continuum
(x-axis). Y-axis values were back-transformed from logit to
probabilities.

In the model of the /i/ vowel (top left), in spectral frequen-
cies between ∼1000 Hz and ∼3300 Hz, activation is high at
the left of the continuum close to the target, /i/, and decreases
towards the competitor, /y/. The inverse pattern occurs for
the /y/ vowel (top centre). The further away the test stimu-
lus is from the target, the lower the activation. The frequency
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Figure 1: Results of model evaluation tests: AX (left and centre panels) and AXB (right panel) for vowel (/i/-/y/; top row) and
fricative discrimination (/v/-/f/; bottom row.). Y-axis shows mel in black and Hertz in white.

bands with the greatest changes in activation correspond to
the second and third formants, with higher and lower fre-
quency ranges much less affected. Note that the pattern of
activation is characterised by low activation in parts of the
spectrum that support the competitor vowel (blue areas). This
suggests unlearning of cues that do not predict the target out-
come. The AXB test for the vowels shows an almost linear
discrimination of the /i/-/y/ vowels.

For the consonants /v/-/f/, the biggest change in activa-
tion between target and competitor is below 500 Hz, i.e. the
frequency band that represents the changes in fricative voic-
ing. As with the vowels, activation is high at the target end
and low at the competitor end of the continuum, suggesting
unlearning of cues for a given target.

The AXB test for the /v/-/f/ contrast (bottom right panel)
shows a sigmoidal classification function. This nonlinear
change over the continuum is typical of consonant discrim-
ination. While we do not have space to present them here in
full, the other consonants and vowels tested showed a simi-
lar general pattern: relatively linear categorisation function of
vowels and non-linear categorisation for consonants.

It is worth noting here again that, due to the discretisation
of cues and outcomes, the model does not have a representa-

tion of the acoustic similarity or dissimilarity of the stimuli.
The change in activation across the continuum emerges from
the degree to which each continuum step activates the end-
point stimulus, not due to similarity per se. The activation
in turn comes from the degree to which the various acoustic
cues predicted one another during training. This allows the
model to develop a nonlinear change over the continuum, as
well as an asymmetry between the left and right target stim-
uli, despite linear acoustic change.

Discussion
The present study investigated an alternative account for how
early first language speech sound acquisition could occur
without assuming innate knowledge of phonological units,
such as phonemes or phonetic features. We modelled speech
sound aquisition as discriminative, error-driven learning of
the acoustic speech signal. After training with incoming spec-
tral amplitude components predicting upcoming spectral am-
plitude components from a corpus of spontaneous speech, the
model simulated discrimination between speech tokens in a
way that mimics human behaviour in perceptual tasks, such
as infants’ head-turn decisions in the head turn paradigm.

An aspect of the results that is worth highlighting is that
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the discrimination – that is, the changes in activation across
the continuum – occurs in the expected spectral frequency
ranges. For vowels, the greatest effects were in the range
∼1000 Hz and ∼3300 Hz, the frequency range of the second
and third vowel formants. Lip rounding (in the vowel /y/)
lowers the formant frequencies (relative to /i/). For the frica-
tives, the greatest effects were at the lowest spectral frequen-
cies, corresponding to the presence (in /v/) versus absence of
voicing (in /f/). The emergence of differential activation pat-
terns depending on the sound pair being discriminated sug-
gests that the model learned which cues were important for
discrimination for different speech sounds and, importantly,
also unlearned cues that were not predictive.

A prediction that falls naturally out of the model is that
changes in consonants and vowels are perceived differently.
The AXB discrimination task showed a nonlinear sigmoidal
function for the consonants, with relatively poor within-
category discrimination, while vowels showed a more contin-
uous, linear discrimination. The tendency for consonants to
show sharper discrimination than vowels has been observed
in human speech sound perception (Pisoni, 1973), although
the effect has been found to be task dependent (Gerrits &
Schouten, 2004; Massaro & Cohen, 1983). This may seem a
surprising result, as neither the training nor the test involved
any top-down identification of units of speech of any kind,
including distinctions between consonants and vowels. Ex-
actly how the model achieves this requires further investi-
gation. One possibility is that due to coarticulation, grad-
ual changes in spectral frequency during training developed
relatively high expectations of encountering slightly differ-
ent vowel formants. On the other hand, the cues in voiceless
fricatives may have been poor predictors of voiced fricatives
in training. Interestingly, there is an asymmetry between tar-
gets in the fricative results (comparing the left vs. centre pan-
els), such that voiced fricatives are better predictors of voice-
less fricatives than vice versa. This may be due to voiceless
or final devoiced consonants in which the initial portion of the
consonant has spillover voicing from the preceding vowel.

One question is whether the results really stem from learn-
ing the predictive relationship between cues and outcomes
during the training phase and not simply from, for example,
changes in acoustics across the continuum. The latter expla-
nation seems unlikely for at least two reasons. Firstly, the
acoustic changes are linear - changes occur in equal steps
across the continuum. However, the model’s predicted per-
ceptual changes are nonlinear, at least in the case of the con-
sonants. And secondly, activation patterns in the left and right
endpoint stimuli are asymmetrical. Given that the acoustic
differences are equal, if the model perception were acous-
tic only, we would expect the endpoints to be the inverse of
each other. This asymmetry in the activations suggests an
asymmetry in the cue-outcome weights. This suggests that
the model has learned the informative cues and unlearned
or downweighted cues that are predictive of competing out-
comes.

In his review of current models of speech sound and word
learning, Räsänen (2012) concludes that without assuming in-
nate phonetic knowledge, learning words is possible if the
speech signal is represented acoustically, as sequences of
spectral features. However, models that first learn phone-
like units and then learn words from phone sequences have
had only limited success. The present study demonstrates a
method for learning speech sounds acoustically without as-
suming phone-like units. At the same time, the model avoids
some of the issues that statistical clustering models face.

Our aim here was to model the first few months of life,
when even the passive vocabulary is minimal. At this age,
due to the small or non-existent lexicon, infants presumably
do not learn speech sounds by discriminating between lexical
items. We propose instead that infants discriminate impor-
tant events in the world based on any perceivable cues in the
environment. In this study, we focused on the speech signal
as both cues and outcomes. However, it is most likely that
learning is multimodal, incorporating all available perceptual
cues. As infants grow older, they also become better at us-
ing acoustic cues to predict events in the world other than
the acoustic signal itself, such as feeding, social interactions,
the appearance of important people, objects, foods, toys and
so on - that is, they ‘learn words’. Infants as young as six
months have been shown to recognise many common words
(Bergelson & Swingley, 2012). As the lexicon develops, lex-
ical/semantic outcomes are likely to also become important
outcomes that play a role in further developing discrimina-
tion of speech sounds. Further research is needed to incorpo-
rate other sensory modalities and the role of the developing
lexicon.

In summary, the present study provides an alternative to
statistical clustering models as an account of the first few
months of speech sound acquisition. At the heart of the model
is the idea that infants (and people generally) use currently
available sensory information to predict important upcoming
events in the world. Through feedback from prediction error,
infants learn which acoustic cues are predictive of upcom-
ing signal and which cues can be ignored. After training,
the model was able to discriminate between speech sounds in
ways very similar to human listeners. Furthermore, the model
captured the specific spectral frequency ranges relevant to the
sound pair in question.
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Abstract

We present the Perceptimatic English Benchmark, an open ex-
perimental benchmark for evaluating quantitative models of
speech perception in English. The benchmark consists of ABX
stimuli along with the responses of 91 American English-
speaking listeners. The stimuli test discrimination of a large
number of English and French phonemic contrasts. They are
extracted directly from corpora of read speech, making them
appropriate for evaluating statistical acoustic models (such as
those used in automatic speech recognition) trained on typical
speech data sets. We show that phone discrimination is corre-
lated with several types of models, and give recommendations
for researchers seeking easily calculated norms of acoustic dis-
tance on experimental stimuli. We show that DeepSpeech,
a standard English speech recognizer, is more specialized on
English phoneme discrimination than English listeners, and is
poorly correlated with their behaviour, even though it yields a
low error on the decision task given to humans.
Keywords: benchmarks; speech perception; acoustic dis-
tance; speech recognition

Introduction
There is no accurate computational model of human speech
perception that applies to real speech. Implemented speech
perception models exist which take artificial phonetic or per-
ceptual features as input and map them to recognized words
(McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris & McQueen, 2008), use
speech recognizers as a front-end to derive phonetic transcrip-
tions (Scharenborg, Norris, ten Bosch, & McQueen, 2005),
or work on raw speech waveforms for extremely artificial ut-
terances only (Elman & McClelland, 2015). Yet, traditional
automatic speech recognition systems directly analyze natu-
ral, recorded, continuous speech and decode it as a sequence
of phonemes or words. We take the reverse engineering ap-
proach (Dupoux, 2018) of concluding that the signal process-
ing and machine learning tools underlying automatic speech
recognition should thus provide a starting point for a model
of human speech perception.

Little is known, however, about the exact nature of the dif-
ference between the behaviour of human beings and that of
speech processing tools developed for an applied purpose.
We propose the Perceptimatic English Benchmark (PEB),
an experimental human data set documenting English and
French phone discrimination by English speaking individu-
als, which is amenable to comparisons with a wide range of
models.1

1All stimuli, human experimental data, analysis and pro-

Our ultimate goal is to build models of human speech per-
ception. The narrower project to which this paper contributes
is to build a testing architecture, and in particular to construct
a series of different benchmarks, tapping into different as-
pects of human speech perception. Here, we construct an ex-
periment which taps into a relatively detail-oriented mode of
speech perception, constraining it to be as similar as possi-
ble to an existing data set (already used for testing statisti-
cal acoustic models) so as to be useful in applied unsuper-
vised speech recognition research as well. We focus on a
simple experiment for which typical speech recognition mod-
els could in principle give results comparable to humans, that
of phone discrimination (typical speech recognition models
are classifiers for sequences of phones). However, speech
recognition models are trained on databases of continuous,
natural speech, while typical experimental stimuli are indi-
vidual phones, syllables, or words, read or synthesized in an
effort to ensure that the phonetic properties being probed are
audible. Such word-list type pronunciations, while clear to
human listeners, are likely quite different from the training
data of standard speech recognition models. Models applied
to them would be faced with the often difficult task of gener-
alizing to a novel speech style. We thus start with a conserva-
tive test: the Perceptimatic English Benchmark is constructed
out of snippets from a French and an English corpus of read
speech—ecological for typical models—tested as phone dis-
crimination experiment items on English listeners.

To the degree made possible by the speech corpora from
which the stimuli are extracted, we make the evaluation com-
plete, in the sense that it tests discrimination of as many pairs
of phones as possible, while being controlled in several ways,
notably in never comparing phones extracted from radically
different phonetic contexts. Using French stimuli in addition
to English stimuli enables us to test English speaking individ-
uals and models trained on English recordings on unfamiliar
sounds, and study their foreign language speech perception.
Details are found in Perceptimatic English Benchmark be-
low.

In this paper, we use the PEB to evaluate seven models
that apply to real speech. We compare models’ representa-
tional space with human perceptual space by studying how

cessing scripts, and model results, are available at the follow-
ing permanent link: https://github.com/JAMJU/Cogsci2020
-Perceptimatic-English
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well distances in models’ representational space can predict
English speaking participants results for the studied task.We
find that several models are predictive of humans. Surpris-
ingly, a multilingual model—which is not trained to recog-
nize English phonemes—and a short-duration acoustic event
model—which is not trained to recognize phonemes at all—
are far more predictive than a standard speech recognizer. We
argue that the speech recognizer overfits on the language it
has been trained on—English—and organizes its representa-
tional space in a way that is different from English-speaking
listeners’ perceptual space.

Perceptimatic English Benchmark

Experimental Task We assess the perception of short
phone sequences. We use an ABX discrimination task. Hu-
man participants hear three stimuli and are asked to identify
which one of the first two stimuli (A or B) is more similar
to the third (X). The experimenter always identifies a correct
answer—in this case, by making A and B instances of two
different phonetic categories, and X another example of one
of the two. The accuracy of listeners’ responses to a given
triplet (combination of specific stimuli into an A–B–X item)
gives a measure of the discriminability of the categories to
which A and B belong.
Stimuli We construct triplets in which A, B, and X are each
sequences of three consecutive phones (triphones) extracted
from running speech, where the phonemic-level transcription
indicates that only the centre phone differs between A and B
(for example, [seIk]–[soUk]). Both English and French stim-
uli are extracted from the subset of the LibriVox audio book
collection used as evaluation stimuli in the Zero Resource
Speech Challenge (see Related work below). We control the
context in order to avoid mismatching different contextual al-
lophones. We incorporate this context into the stimuli in order
to avoid making the stimuli too short. The stimuli are not an
arbitrary subset, but are a nearly-balanced subset selected by
hand, taking the phonemic retranscription of the corpus as a
starting point, and performing a manual verification to select
clear examples (see below).

We exclude phones (or phones in certain neutralizing con-
texts) which we expected might be subject to a merger for
some listeners, or which were sufficiently marginal that the
corpus transcriptions were unlikely to be reliable. Not all
phone comparisons occur, nor do all phone comparisons oc-
cur in the same contexts, or with the same set of speakers:
we (native English and French listeners) selected the stimuli
by hand out of the very large set of constructible triplets to
maximize the phonetic similarity of the probe’s centre phone
to that of the correct answer, and to minimize phonetic dif-
ferences in the surrounding contexts. This is critical when
extracting stimuli from natural speech: transcriptions are not
always accurate, and a three-phone window is not sufficient
to guarantee which of the many possible contextual variants

each transcribed phone really corresponds to.2

For each ABX triplet, the reference stimuli, A and B, are
uttered by the same speaker, in order to avoid listeners’ re-
sponding on the basis of speaker differences, while the probe,
X, is uttered by a different speaker, to encourage listeners to
focus less on minor acoustic details. The delay between A
and B is 500 milliseconds, and between B and X 650 millisec-
onds, as pilot subjects reported having difficulty recalling the
reference stimuli when the delays were exactly equal.

In total, the stimuli consist of 5202 triplets (2214 from En-
glish), making 461 distinct centre phone contrasts (212 En-
glish, 249 French), in a total of 201 distinct contexts (118
English, 83 French), with most phone comparisons appear-
ing in three contexts each (a total of 47 English contrasts
appear in either one, two, or four contexts). The speakers
used (15 English, 18 French) have, in our assessment, stan-
dard, broadcast-type American English/Metropolitan French
pronunciations. Each set of three stimuli (triplet) appears in
four distinct items, corresponding to orders AB–A (that is, X
is another instance of the three-phone sequence A), BA–B,
AB–B, and BA–A.

We note a few things about the construction of this test.
First, while speaker variability was introduced in order to
prevent listeners from attending to acoustic details, the delay
between stimuli is still relatively short, meaning that listen-
ers need not rely heavily on memory, and will thus still have
reasonable access to detail. The stimuli are also short, and
are sometimes not cut at syllable boundaries, so that listen-
ers may not treat them as fully speech-like. The fact that the
A and B stimuli are from the same speaker may also attune
listeners to small differences between those two stimuli, po-
tentially thus attuning them to low-level differences overall.
By testing individuals on stimuli of this kind, we expect that
we will obtain a profile of low-level phonetic/auditory dis-
crimination.

In order to understand the gap between human listening
and typical speech recognition models—and, more gener-
ally, any statistical model of acoustics used in automatic
speech processing, serving either applied or fundamental sci-
ence purposes—we will require a broad spectrum of differ-
ent kinds of tests, in different listening modes. The stimuli
we use here, which are extracted from running speech, are
designed with the express purpose of putting current speech
processing models in ecological listening conditions, and thus
represent a narrow starting point for the broader testing ar-
chitecture. As a speech perception experiment, the results
are difficult to interpret, for several reasons. While the first
and last phones were, in principle, held constant across each
stimulus triplet, in reality, it is very difficult to get phoneti-
cally well-matched contexts in natural speech. Although the
stimuli were selected by hand to minimize the differences due

2The full set of English centre phones included in at least one
item is [æ A b d D eI E f g h i I k l m n N oU p ô s S t tS u U v 2w z].
The full set of French phones included is [a Ã b d e E Ẽ f g i j k l m n
ñ o ø O Õ p K s S t u v w y z Z]. For the full list of pairs and contexts
tested, see the online repository.
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to surrounding context, they are far from perfectly controlled,
which means that the target (centre) phone is not the only
thing that will drive human listeners’ decisions. Thus, group-
ing the stimuli by centre phone contrast for analysis is risky.
We make our comparisons with models only on an individual
triplet stimulus level, so as not to suppose that the only source
of difference is the centre phone. We assess the global pre-
dictiveness of the relative distance or similarity produced by
each model for the pairs AX versus BX, for the probability
of an accurate response in the human listeners. The overall
predictiveness gives an indication of the similarity of mod-
els’ representational spaces to the perceptual encoding used
by human listeners in a low-level speech listening task.

Reference Data Collection The data set includes 91 partic-
ipants reporting English as the language to which they were
primarily exposed before the age of eight. They performed
the task on Amazon Mechanical Turk (US participants) with
the LMEDS software (Mahrt, 2016) and were paid for par-
ticipation.3 We asked participants to use headphones, to do
the task in a quiet environment, and to check the sound vol-
ume before the experiment began. 15 additional participants
were tested but did not meet the language background re-
quirements, and 65 were rejected for failing at least three out
of twelve catch trials or not finishing the task.4

For testing, items were counterbalanced into lists of 190
triplets per participant, such that no participant was tested
twice on the same contrast, and such that the combination
of speakers was not predictive of the right answer. Each stim-
ulus was tested three times, so that most contrasts were tested
at least 36 times. Participants responded as to which of the
two reference stimuli the probe corresponded to on a six-point
scale, ranging from first for sure to second for sure, with two
intermediate degrees of certainty in favour of each reference
stimulus. The benchmark includes both these responses and a
binarized version, taking into account the participant’s choice
but not their reported certainty. Here we report only analysis
of the binarized responses to avoid questions about how to
model participants’ use of the scale (preliminary analyses on
the scaled responses indicate that the results are qualitatively
the same).

The results we obtained are consistent with the assessment
that listeners tap into a low-level phonetic/auditory mode of
listening.While many of the difficult phone pairs seem rea-
sonable, others do not: among the more difficult English
contrasts for listeners are English [f]–[v], which should not
be particularly difficult, and French [f]–[y], which should be
trivially easy. The reason must be that the relevant set of items
did not highlight the centre phone contrast. Furthermore, the
fact that the locus of contrast was not always apparent might

3Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015 made a detailed comparison of
data from an in-lab speech perception experiment with a Mechani-
cal Turk replication and found a close correspondence between the
results.

4The catch trials consisted of additional, highly distinct three-
phone ABX stimuli, including several which required participants
to distinguish cat from dog.

also have led listeners to attend to acoustic detail across the
whole experiment. Again, we use this kind of behaviour to
justify a stimulus triplet-level analysis.

In spite of the apparent fact that listeners made use of low-
level phonetic detail, the results are not driven by purely au-
ditory mechanisms completely irrelevant to speech. We argue
this on the basis of the fact that there is a native language ef-
fect, such that listeners are globally better at native-language
(English) stimuli than non-native (French) stimuli. This sug-
gests that linguistically relevant processing is still revealed by
this test.

Generating Model Predictions
For each experimental stimulus, we apply a model to the au-
dio file and extract that model’s representation of the stimu-
lus (see below for examples). We use these representations
to compute distances d(Target,X), between the probe and
the correct matching stimulus, and d(Other,X), between the
probe and the other reference stimulus, to generate a degree
of correct discriminability δ = d(Other,X)−d(Target,X). If
δ> 0, then the model treats the probe as being more similar to
the correct than to the incorrect answer. Our goal is to assess
whether humans’ perceived similarity matches the model’s
distances (δ values). Humans’ responses are stochastic, and
need not use a threshold at the point of maximal perceived
similarity. This leads us to use a binomial generalized lin-
ear model with an intercept parameter (see Section ). This
is similar to generating confusion matrices at the level of in-
dividual stimuli, and comparing those generated by acoustic
model distance with those given by human accuracies.

Using δ values is not the only possible linking hypothesis,
but it is broadly applicable, and allows for a distance function
to be selected that is appropriate to the type of representa-
tion being tested. All the models we consider in this paper
yield representations of variable length (they output vector
sequences—one vector per time frame—and the stimuli are
not all of the same duration). Thus, we use distance func-
tions based on dynamic time warping. Dynamic time warp-
ing takes two sequences C and D as input, as well as a func-
tion γ for comparing pairs of sequence elements. It aligns C
and D by matching the elements of one to the other so as to
minimize the sum of γ(c,d) for all matched elements (c,d).
Each element of C must to be matched with at least one ele-
ment of D, and alignments must respect temporal order. Here
we calculate distances between stimuli C = c1,c2, ...cp and
D = d1,d2, ...dq as:

d(C,D) =
∑ci,d j are matched γ(ci,d j)

max(p,q)
(1)

For the models analyzed here, we take γ to be either a sym-
metrised Kullblack–Leibler divergence5 (for models that out-
put probability vectors), or a cosine distance. Where x and y

5We replace zero elements with a very small constant to avoid
division by zero.
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are N-dimensional vectors, they are defined as:
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Experiments
We apply the methods described in the previous section. Un-
less stated, we take γ to be the cosine distance (3).

Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model We evaluate
a Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM) as
proposed by Chen, Leung, Xie, Ma, and Li (2015). Given
a training set of speech recordings in a language, the model
performs non-parametric Bayesian clustering on the entire
database, treated as an unordered collection of instanta-
neous acoustic feature vectors (see Mel Filterbank Cep-
stral Coefficients below). It models short-duration acoustic
events. A fitted model consists of an optimal set of Gaussian
distributions—typically several hundred. The model thus pre-
serves fine-grained temporal and acoustic detail, while still
modelling a specific language. It does not use phoneme la-
bels. Passing over a new sample at a fixed analysis rate (in
our case, analyzing 25 milliseconds of signal every 10 mil-
liseconds), each instant of signal is mapped to a vector of
posterior probabilities over the Gaussians in the model. We
take γ to be the symmetrized KL divergence (2). We apply the
English model described in Millet, Jurov, and Dunbar (2019),
trained on 34 hours of English speech taken from the Lib-
riVox dataset (no overlap with the stimuli or speakers in Per-
ceptimatic).

Bottleneck features We evaluate three models proposed
in Silnova et al. (2018). These bottleneck models are trained
to label speech with phone states. Phone states are temporal
analysis units used by certain speech recognizers: each
phone of the language is modelled as having (in the typical
three-state model) a beginning, middle, and end state, each
with different acoustic properties. The bottleneck models are
trained on speech data labeled annotated with an attribution
to phone states. They are neural networks trained to predict
the phone state associated with a given instant of speech,
on the basis of its acoustic features, accompanied by 310
ms of surrounding context. This model is thus optimized to
predict a more temporally fine-grained version of standard
phoneme labels. “Bottleneck” refers to a hidden layer that
has significantly lower dimension than the other layers. The
features we use are the contents of this layer, for each instant
of signal. We evaluate English monophone, English triphone,
and multilingual models.6 The English monophone model

6Referred to by Silnova et al. (2018) as FisherMono, FisherTri,
and BabelMulti.

is optimized to predict states for English phonemes. The
English triphone model is optimized to predict states for con-
textual allophones. The multilingual model is trained on data
from seventeen phonetically diverse languages (not including
English), optimized to label phoneme states in any of these
languages (if the same sound belongs to different inventories,
it is treated as distinct, for a total of 1032 possible phonemes).

DeepSpeech DeepSpeech (Hannun et al., 2014) is a neural
automatic speech recognition model used in the Mozilla
speech tools.The model uses bi-directional recurrent units,
which integrate information both forwards and backwards
in time, to predict text transcriptions (sequences of letters,
not phones) from speech. We can examine the state of any
of its several internal layers corresponding to any instant
of signal. After scoring each layer on its performance on
the phone discrimination metric described in Dunbar et al.
(2017) (on which the PEB is based), we found that layer five
was optimal. We thus analyze the outputs from that layer.
The model has a training objective related to that of the
English bottleneck models (predicting text), but the recurrent
units allow it to model long distance temporal dependencies,
and the units to be predicted are graphemes, which are more
similar in their temporal granularity to phonemes than to
phone/phoneme-states. We use Mozilla DeepSpeech 0.4.1 7,
which is trained on the Fisher (Cieri, Miller, & Walker, 2004)
and Switchboard (Godfrey, Holliman, & McDaniel, 1992)
telephone corpora and the LibriSpeech audio book corpus
(Panayotov, Chen, Povey, & Khudanpur, 2015). The model
achieves an 8.26% word error rate on the LibriSpeech clean
test evaluation.

Articulatory Reconstruction To explore whether similari-
ties at the level of articulation are more predictive of humans’
behaviour, we evaluate a neural articulatory reconstruction
model (Parrot, Millet, & Dunbar, 2019), trained to recon-
struct continuous electromagnetic articulography (EMA)
coil position trajectories from speech recordings (tongue
body, tongue tip, tongue dorsum, upper lip, lower lip, lower
incisor). The model is trained on the EMA-IEEE corpus
(Tiede et al., 2017), approximately six hours of read English
speech, paired with EMA recordings, from eight speakers.

Mel Filterbank Cepstral Coefficients We use Kaldi
(Povey et al., 2011) to extract 13 Mel filterbank cepstral coef-
ficients (MFCC): one vector every 10 milliseconds, each ana-
lyzing 25 milliseconds of signal. These audio representations,
used standardly as input to speech recognition, are the re-
sult of a low-resolution spectral analysis and a discrete cosine
transformation. We add the first and second derivatives, for
a total of 39 dimensions, and apply mean-variance normal-

7https://github.com/mozilla/DeepSpeech/releases/
tag/v0.4.1
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PEB GMM DS BEnM BEnT BMu Art MFCC
En 79.5 88.3 89.5 91.2 90.3 88.9 77.3 78.6
Fr 76.7 82.0 80.2 87.6 88.8 88.5 70.1 78.3

Table 1: Percent accuracies for humans (PEB) and models
(the bigger the better). GMM is for DPGMM, DS for Deep-
Speech. BEnM, BEnT and BMu are (in order) for mono-
phone English, triphone English and multilingual bottleneck
models. Art is for articulatory reconstruction.

ization over a moving three-second window. This approach,
like the multilingual bottleneck features, does not specifically
model English; unlike that model, this is a fixed transforma-
tion, not tuned to any language, or indeed to speech at all.

Results
Performance on the Experimental Task We compute the
mean accuracies8 for each of the models, scoring stimuli as
correct where δ > 0. The results in Table 1 indicate that the
models’ performance is generally better than the human lis-
teners in the PEB. This implies that, to the extent that any
of these models accurately captures listeners’ perceived dis-
criminability, listeners’ behaviour on the task, unsurprisingly,
cannot correspond to a hard decision at the optimal decision
threshold. The results also indicate a small native language
effect—a decrease in listeners’ discrimination accuracy for
the non-English stimuli. Such an effect is also captured by all
the models trained on English. We observe that some models
show native language effects numerically much larger than
human listeners, a point we return to below.

Prediction In order to see which model best predicts the
human results,9 we fit probit regression models with a coef-
ficient for the δ discriminability score corresponding to the
given model. The dependent variable is whether the trial re-
sponse was correct (1: accurate, 0: inaccurate). To correct for
effects that are not of interest, the models each also include a
coefficient for whether the correct answer was A or B, a co-
efficient for the position of the trial in the experimental list,
and a coefficient for participant.

We use differences in log likelihood for model comparison,
obtaining confidence intervals by repeatedly drawing bal-
anced subsamples (N = 43358): for each stimulus, we draw
three observations without replacement. The results, in Table
2, show that the most predictive approaches are short-term
acoustic event modelling (DPGMM) and bottleneck phone
state predictors, with the English monophone (phoneme) pre-
dictor model showing non-significantly poorer performance

8Scoring accuracy first by stimulus, then averaging by contrast,
then overall.

9Here we report results combining the English (native) and
French (non-native) stimuli. In the interest of analyzing stimuli that
are maximally ecological for the models tested, we also analyzed
the results of the native-language perception task only. The model
comparisons are qualitatively identical, so we omit the results in the
interest of space.

BMu BEngT BEngM MFCC DS Art
GMM 3 9 28 204 249 257
BMu 6 24 202 246 254
BEngT 19 196 241 248
BEngM 177 222 229
MFCC 45 52
DS 8

Table 2: Mean of resampled differences in log likelihood be-
tween models. Models are ordered by column and by row
in descending order of their performance, with better models
on the left/top. Positive numbers indicate that the model indi-
cated in the given row is better than the model indicated in the
column. Bolded results have 95% confidence intervals that
exclude zero. GMM is for DPGMM, DS for DeepSpeech.
BEnM, BEnT and BMu are (in order) for monophone En-
glish, triphone English and multilingual bottleneck models.
Art is for articulatory reconstruction.

than the allophonic and multilingual ones. This means that
these models have representational spaces that are the closest
to human perceptual space of all the tested models.

Discussion
Behaviour on our speech discrimination benchmark are best
predicted by the DPGMM’s short-duration acoustic event
modelling and the three bottleneck phone state classifica-
tion models, consistent with Millet et al. (2019) and Jurov
(2019). These do substantially better than generic audio fea-
tures. These means that their representational space is the
closest to the perceptual space used by humans in this task.
Two of the bottleneck models are trained to predict English
phoneme/allophone states, but the multilingual model is not
trained on English, which makes its performance all the more
surprising. The DPGMM model, which, although trained on
English, models 25 millisecond acoustic events into combi-
nations of hundreds of detailed acoustic categories of its own
devising, and is thus much more temporally and acoustically
fine-grained than typical phonetic annotation.

The articulatory reconstruction model is not very predic-
tive of human behaviour. The likely reasons are simple. First,
predicting articulatory parameters for novel speakers is diffi-
cult, and this model is far from having state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Second, the model does not predict a complete set of
articulators. It is thus unsurprising that, when scored on the
experimental task, this model is worse than even the acoustic
features.

The continuous speech recognizer (DeepSpeech) is also
bad at predicting human behaviour, but, unlike the articula-
tory reconstruction, performs well on the experimental task.
This model is different from the English bottleneck mod-
els in three ways. First, it is in principle capable of tak-
ing into account longer temporal dependencies than the finite
310 ms window used by the bottleneck model. Second, it
is optimized not to predict phonemes or allophones, but or-
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Figure 1: Normalized human accuracy versus normalized δ

for (left) the DeepSpeech speech recognizer and (right) the
DPGMM short-duration acoustic model. White circles are
English stimuli and black triangles are French stimuli.

thographic (letter) transcriptions. These are not equivalent,
since English orthography is not completely transparent: dis-
tinct sequences of phones correspond to distinct sequences
of letters (thus, allow for a high score on the experimental
task), but the representation’s distances may capture similar-
ities and differences exclusively found in spelling. Finally,
the bottleneck models are optimized to predict temporally
more fine-grained sequences (distinguishing between begin-
ning, middle, and end states for each phoneme or allophone),
while transitions between English letters roughly correspond
to transitions at a level of temporal granularity similar to that
of the segment.

DeepSpeech shows the largest discrepancy between the
English and French stimuli (larger than English listeners’).
This difference is clear from Figure 1 (left), which plots
DeepSpeech’s δ discriminability scores against listeners’ av-
eraged accuracy,10 colour-coded for whether the items are
native (English) or non-native (French). We observe a clear
separation in the distributions of DeepSpeech’s predicted dis-
criminability for the English stimuli (concentrated on the
right-hand part of the graph, where the model is better) ver-
sus French stimuli. There is also a (statistically significant)
separation between native and non-native stimuli for humans,
but it is small enough as to be visually far less salient. Corre-
spondingly, the DPGMM model (right) also shows a smaller
separation between the two types of stimuli (though still
larger than English listeners’: see Table 1). Furthermore,
DeepSpeech’s δ values for the English-language stimuli are
also more homogeneous than the DPGMM’s, with a less pro-
nounced slope from difficult to easy stimuli. It would seem
that optimizing on the task of predicting English grapheme
sequences leads DeepSpeech to attend to, or ignore, very dif-
ferent acoustic information than human listeners, at least in
the context of this low-level speech discrimination task.

10Here we group by centre phone pair in order to have more res-
olution in our measure. An equivalent analysis making use of sub-
jects’ gradient responses is qualitatively similar.

Related work

Our data set is in the spirit of other cognitive benchmarks
for artificial intelligence (syntax: Warstadt et al., 2019; in-
tuitive physics: Riochet et al., 2018; question answering:
Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). In speech perception, the idea
of matching human behaviour is not new (Kleinschmidt &
Jaeger, 2015; Feldman & Griffiths, 2007; Schatz, Feldman,
Goldwater, Cao, & Dupoux, To appear; Schatz, Bach, &
Dupoux, 2017; Schatz & Feldman, 2018), and is an echo of
the literature on modelling phonetic learning, most notably
Guenther and Gjaja (1996), who qualitatively compared their
modelled distances to similarities reported in the literature for
human listeners. To our knowledge, the only previous work
providing stimuli, human responses, and recommendations
for generating predictions at the individual stimulus level
with a wide range of models is Millet et al. (2019). Those
stimuli only tested a narrow range of cross-linguistic phone
contrasts, however, and were non-words read in a word-list
style, rather than extracts of natural, running speech.

The PEB stimuli are drawn from the evaluation for the
Zero Resource Speech Challenge 2017 (Dunbar et al., 2017),
widely used in evaluating unsupervised speech models. The
PEB complements this existing measure (the existing mea-
sure is not scored against humans), and can be applied to any
model already tested on the Zero Resource Speech Challenge
2017 evaluation.

Summary of Contributions

We have presented the Perceptimatic English Benchmark,
an open benchmark for computational models of human
speech perception made up of English and French stimuli
that are ecological for typical speech models. It is the only
open data set we know of that systematically probes a wide
range of phone contrasts and that enable us to easily compare
English speaking humans with computational models for a
low-level speech discrimination task. We have shown, for the
first time, that a standard speech recognizer trained on En-
glish recordings is not predictive of English speaking human
phone classification behaviour, while models not optimized
to recognize English phonemes are (a quasi-universal phone
classifier and a model of short-duration acoustic events). The
multilingual model is easy to use off-the-shelf,11 and we rec-
ommend it to researchers needing an estimate of perceptual
distance.
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Abstract 
Humans learn much about their language while still in the 
womb. Prenatal exposure has been repeatedly shown to affect 
newborn infants’ processing of the prosodic characteristics of 
native language speech. Little is known about whether and how 
prenatal exposure affects infants’ perception of speech sound 
segments. Here we simulated prenatal learning of vowels in 
two virtual fetuses whose mothers spoke (slightly) different 
languages. The learners were two-layer neural networks and 
were each exposed to vowel tokens sampled from an existent 
five-vowel language (Spanish and Czech, respectively). The 
input acoustic properties approximated the speech signal that 
could possibly be heard in the intrauterine environment, and 
the learners’ auditory system was relatively immature. Without 
supervision, the virtual fetuses came to warp the continuous 
acoustic signal into “proto-categories” that were specific to 
their linguistic environment. Both learners came to create two 
categorization patterns and did so in language-specific ways, 
primarily on the basis of the vowels’ first-formant 
characteristics. Such prenatally formed proto-categories were 
not adult-like in that they entirely collapsed some of the native-
language contrasts. At the same time, the categories reflected 
features of the adult language in that they were language-
specific. These results can inspire future work on speech and 
language acquisition in real young humans. 

Keywords: prenatal learning; speech sound acquisition; 
vowels; models of language development; neural network 

 

Introduction 
Humans start to learn about their native language well before 
they are even born. At birth infants (or near-term fetuses) 
recognize the voice of their mother over a female stranger, 
their native language from an unfamiliar one, and recognize 
a rhyme they had heard during the last weeks of intrauterine 
development (Mehler et al., 1988; Moon, Cooper, & Fifer, 
1993; DeCasper & Spence, 1986; Kisilevsky et al., 2009). 
The global prosodic, or suprasegmental, patterns of native-
language speech are thus learnable, and begin to be learnt, 
even before an individual is born (Abboub, Nazzi, & Gervain, 
2016). Besides their prosodic patterns, languages are 
distinguished by how they implement the individual speech 
sound segments: the number and acoustic properties of 
vowels and consonants differ vastly across languages and 

language varieties. Contrary to the acquisition of prosody, 
however, the acquisition of native-language segmental 
phonology was typically assumed to start only after a child is 
born (see e.g. the timeline in Kuhl, 2004). Here we challenge 
that assumption and employ a computational model to test 
whether language-specific perceptual categorization of 
segmental vowel categories could begin before birth. 

Recent work suggests that (some) segmental categories of 
native-language speech could, comparably to the 
suprasegmentals, begin to be acquired already during 
intrauterine development. Moon, Lagercrantz, and Kuhl 
(2013) tested American English and Swedish newborns in a 
high-amplitude sucking paradigm on discrimination of 
within-category variants of an American English /i/ and a 
Swedish /y/. Overall, the infants suckled more to the variants 
of the non-native vowel than to the variants of the native 
vowel. This result was interpreted as evidence for a stronger 
within-category discrimination – and thus lesser extent of 
perceptual warping, or categorization – for the non-native 
vowel phoneme. One might question to what extent the 
Swedish /y/ and the American English /i/ differed 
perceptually from an American English /u/ and Swedish /i/, 
respectively. Nevertheless, the language-specific 
performance of the newborn infants suggests that prior 
experience with the ambient language (i.e. prenatal and/or 
short post-natal) is what affected the infants’ behavior at the 
time of the experiment. 

Although not testing the effects of naturalistic language 
exposure, several other studies demonstrate that before and at 
birth, humans can learn about the speech sounds in their 
environment. Cheour et al. (2002) showed that several hours 
of overnight auditory training with frequent [i]’s and rare [ɨ]’s 
and [y]’s helped Swedish newborns to perceptually 
distinguish amongst those vowels at post-test. Along similar 
lines but this time with auditory training done over several 
weeks before birth, Partanen et al. (2013) found facilitating 
effects of prenatal exposure on newborns’ discrimination of 
vowel length and vowel pitch. It thus seems that fetuses learn 
from exposure to the ambient speech sounds. 

The ambient speech signal for a developing fetus is, 
however, different from the speech signal that infants learn 
from after they are born. A relatively large body of research 
addressed the intrauterine (speech) sound properties. Despite 
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some variation in the reported cut-off frequency values and 
attenuation degrees, the findings indicate that, in utero, the 
externally generated acoustic signal below 500 Hz or even 
1000 Hz is well preserved and that higher frequencies get 
progressively attenuated (e.g. Gerhard & Abrams, 1996; 
Richards et al., 1992). It is thus primarily temporal and low-
frequency information that can guide the prenatal learning of 
speech (Granier-Deferre et al., 2011). This explains why 
near-term fetuses and newborns demonstrate language-
specific perception of prosody, i.e. temporal and intonational 
patterns that are inherently realized within the low-frequency 
range. 

At the segmental level, adults’ recognition of phonemes 
from intrauterine recordings of speech seems to be mainly 
cued by the sounds’ first formant (Querleu et al., 1988), 
which is the lowest of the vocal tract resonating frequencies 
and in adults typically ranges from 200 Hz to 1200 Hz. The 
ideal candidates for prenatal learning are vowels because, 
compared to most consonants, they are loud and are 
distinguishable in the low- to mid-frequency range (mostly 
by their first two, and sometimes the first three, formant 
frequencies). Arguably, the main cue on the basis of which 
fetuses learn to categorize vowels in the ambient speech 
signal (if they do perceptual categorization at all) will be the 
lowest, i.e. the first, formant (F1). The prominent role of F1 
in prenatal learning is quite intuitive but it remains unclear 
whether and to what extent individual vowel categories could 
be in utero distinguished solely on the basis of their F1 
properties, and whether and to what extent these would 
interact, or collide, with information from the second formant 
(F2) or higher ones. 

Computational modelling can help examine the potential 
fetal and perinatal learning processes without the need to 
recruit the rather sensitive population and measurement 
techniques. Seebach et al. (1994) presented neural-network 
simulations of prenatal acquisition of plosive place of 
articulation. Seebach et al.’s neural network learned to 
categorize three plosive places of articulation [pa], [ta], [ka], 
and did so on the basis of acoustic information in lower as 
well as higher-frequency range. 

To get a picture of how prenatal acquisition could unfold 
for vowels we simulated unsupervised intrauterine learning 
of five-vowel inventories. The goals were to find out (1) 
whether and on which vowel dimensions, fetuses could 
perform perceptual warping, or categorization, and (2) 
whether they could do so in language-specific ways. We 
employed a biologically plausible model, a two-layer 
symmetric neural network, and had it listen – inside the 
womb – to vowels’ first three formants. Two learners were 
simulated: one listening to Spanish and the other listening to 
Czech (both these languages contrast 5 short vowel 
phonemes and slightly differ in some of the vowels’ acoustic 
realizations). The resulting perceptual behavior was 
evaluated to see whether categorical-like structures emerged 
and whether they were specific to the learners’ ambient 
language. 

Experiment 

Network 
Prenatal learning of vowels is simulated here with a 
bidirectional neural network that has previously been used to 
successfully demonstrate several phonological phenomena, 
such as category creation or auditory dispersion (Boersma, 
Benders, & Seinhorst, 2020). When exposed to the sounds of 
a 5-vowel language at some point after birth, this network 
comes to successfully create the 5 adult-like phoneme 
categories (Boersma, Chládková, & Benders, in prep.). 

The network has two layers, which a phonologist might call 
levels of representation. As illustrated in Figure 1, the 
bottom, auditory layer consists of 33 nodes. These 
correspond to the auditory frequency range from 4 to 28 ERB 
and thus represents a part of the basilar membrane (the 
distance between two adjacent nodes is 0.75 ERB). The 
second layer represents a higher, abstract level of processing, 
and we may call it the phonological form. The phonology 
layer consists of 15 nodes. We are using a 5-vowel system for 
network training and expecting category creation; in the ideal 
scenario that a learner acquires 5 categories, reserving 3 
nodes for each category seems reasonable (note that we do 
not force the network to create 5 categories exactly).  

There are connections across all nodes between the two 
layers, as well as within layers. In the network’s initial state 
all connections between the layers have random low weights 
(ranging from 0 to 0.1). The connections within layers are 
inhibitory and held constant (set at -0.1 and -0.25, within the 
auditory and the phonological layer, respectively). 

 
Figure 1: The neural network before learning. 

Input 
The virtual learner is to be exposed to Spanish or Czech 
vowels (see Figures 2 and 3, and Table 1; data from 
Chládková et al., 2011, 2019). The network is trained with 
auditory data transformed to approximate the intrauterine 
speech sound acoustics. 

Since the values of the reported acoustic modulations vary 
across studies, we base our model on the transformations 
reported in Richards et al. (1992), who found that: “Low-
frequency sounds (125 Hz) generated outside the mother 
were enhanced by an average of 3.7 dB. There was a gradual 
increase in attenuation for increasing frequencies, with a 
maximum attenuation of 10.0 dB at 4 kHz.” (p.186) 

According to the definition of the unit decibel, 
enhancement by 3.7	𝑑𝐵 means an increase in sound intensity 
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by the factor of 10!.#$ which is approx. 2.34, whereas 
−10	𝑑𝐵 would mean a decrease by the factor of 0.1.  

 
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑	𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙	[𝑑𝐵] = 10 × log!"

#
#!

  

 
The increase in attenuation seems to be gradual. We could 

apply a linear approximation in order to predict the factor of 
increase or decrease for other frequencies. The equation of a 
line passing through the two given points can be expressed as 
follows: 

 
𝑝 = max	(0.1, −0.00058 × 𝑓 + 2.42) 

 
where 𝑓 is frequency measured in Hz and the obtained 

value of 𝑝 will be the intensifying factor for the given 
frequency. The value of p will always be at least 0.1, since 
that is the factor corresponding to the reported maximal 
attenuation at 4kHz (Richards et al., 1992). 

 
 

Table 1: The formant values of Spanish and Czech vowels (in 
ERB). Means and between-speaker standard deviations from 
10 Castilian Spanish and 17 standard Czech female speakers. 
 

Spanish vowels 
 /i/ /e/ /a/ /o/ /u/ 

F1 mean 
(sd) 

8.88 10.67 13.63 11.12 9.35 
(0.54) (0.47) (0.31) (0.41) (0.37) 

F2 mean 
(sd) 

22.97 21.57 19.46 16.36 14.67 
(0.50) (0.50) (0.51) (0.49) (0.55) 

F3 mean 
(sd) 

24.41 23.99 23.54 23.17 23.91 
(0.45) (0.49) (0.57) (1.74) (0.63) 

Czech (short) vowels 
 /i/ /e/ /a/ /o/ /u/ 

F1 mean 
(sd) 

8.93 11.34 12.99 9.47 8.15 
(0.80) (0.87) (1.06) (1.25) (0.49) 

F2 mean 
(sd) 

21.99 20.58 18.00 15.86 15.14 
(0.93) (0.42) (1.18) (0.98) (1.31) 

F3 mean 
(sd) 

24.09 23.74 23.12 23.94 23.94 
(0.60) (0.46) (1.43) (0.71) (0.71) 

 

Training 
The network is trained in a bottom-up direction, in 40.000 
steps. At each iteration, a random vowel category is selected 
and its F1-F2-F3 values are drawn from the Gaussian 
distributions defining this vowel’s first three formants in 
ERB (see Table 1 and Figures 2 and 3; the formula for 
converting Hz to ERB is: yERB = 11.17 ln ((xHz + 312) / (xHz 
+ 14680)) + 43). The auditory nodes are clamped (meaning 
that their activities cannot change) and the phonological 
nodes are unclamped (meaning that their activities will 
adapt). The auditory node activities are set with the formula:    

∆𝑒 = 	0.5 × D𝑝$! × 𝑒
(&'$!)"

)" + 𝑝$* × 𝑒
(&'$*)"

)" + 𝑝$+ × 𝑒
(&'$+)"

)" E 
 

where 𝑝 is the factor of in-utero increase or decrease of 
energy, 𝑠 – auditory spreading, 𝑘 – index of the auditory node 
(from 1 to 33), F1-F3 are the frequencies of the first, second 
and third formant respectively measured on our arbitrary 
scale from 1 to 33. Auditory spreading here is 1.5 times larger 
than in Boersma et al. (2020) to represent the fact that the 
basilar membrane (and the topography in the A1 as well) is a 
bit less developed before than after birth.  

 
Figure 2: A plot of 40,000 F1-F2-F3 Spanish input vowels. 
Color-coding of 5 adult categories, unknown to the learner. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: A plot of 40,000 F1-F2-F3 Czech input vowels. 

Color-coding of 5 adult categories, unknown to the learner. 
 
 

Once the auditory node activities are set (i.e. fetus 
encounters an auditory stimulus), the activity is allowed to 
spread through the network. The activities of the unclamped 
nodes at the phonological layer are initially set to zero and 
during the spreading of activity they are being updated in 500 
small steps according to the following formula: 

 

∆𝑒 = 𝜂, G H 𝑤-.𝑎- − 𝑒.
/0112/324	1042)	-

K 

where 𝜂, is the spreading rate (in our simulation kept 
constant at 0.01), 𝑤-. is the weight of connection between 
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nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑎- is the activity of node 𝑖, and 𝑒𝑗 stands for the 
current excitation of node 𝑗. 

After activity spreading, the weights of between-layer 
connections are updated. The weight of a connection between 
an input node 𝑖 in the bottom auditory layer and an output 
node 𝑗 in the top phonological layer is changed according to 
the inoutstar learning rule (Boersma et al., 2020): 

 
Δ𝑤!" = 𝜂#(𝑎!𝑎" − 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟	𝑎!𝑤!" − 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟	𝑎"𝑤!" − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘	𝑤!") 
 

where 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 0.5, and 𝜂𝑤 is the 
learning rate (in our simulation equal to 0.001). The formula 
means that the weight of a connection is strengthened when 
both nodes that it connects are on, weakened when only one 
of the nodes is on, and slightly weakened if none of the nodes 
is on.  

Once the weights are updated, they undergo normalization 
so that the total weight of a node’s connections is kept at a 
fixed value (see Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985), by applying: 

 
𝑤-.	6789:;<=>? = 𝑤10@A

𝑤-.
∑ 𝑤-.1
.B!

 

 
where 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the current weight of the connection between 

node 𝑖 from the top layer and node 𝑗 from the bottom layer, 
and 𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is the value at which the sum of connection 
weights incoming to node 𝑖 is maintained. In the present 
simulation, 𝑤10@A = 0.1 × 𝑛, where 𝑛 is the number of 
auditory nodes. 

Evaluation 
When the network reaches an equilibrium, i.e. when the 
connection weights no longer change with training, we 
evaluate how the learner perceived an F1-F2-F3 combination 
typical for each of the five adult vowel categories. During 
evaluation, auditory nodes are clamped and the respective F1-
F2-F3 auditory nodes (and their neighbors) are activated, and 
activity is allowed to spread through the network causing a 
particular activity pattern at the unclamped phonological 
level. Figures 4 and 5 show, for each language, how the 
learner perceived a typical rendition of each of the five adult 
phonemes. The activation patterns at the phonological layer 
reveal whether the learner warps the auditory space into 
category-like structures. 

Let us first examine the outcome of Spanish-exposed 
network. As can be seen in the top left corner of Figure 4, an 
incoming sound [i], i.e. the F1-F2-F3 of the adult phoneme 
/i/, activates the auditory nodes corresponding to [i]-like low 
F1 and high F2 and F3 . Hearing this particular sound [i] also 
activates some nodes in the phonology layer, namely nodes 
4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 (counting at the top layer from left to 
right). The same phonological nodes are activated upon 
hearing three other sounds, namely [e], [o], and [u]. This 
means that the four vowels [i], [e], [o], and [u], all of which 
differ in their acoustic F1, F2, and/or F3 values, share a 
discretized specification at the level of phonology. The sound 
of [a] does not activate any of the phonological nodes that are 

relevant for [i], [e], [o], and [u], but elicits a unique distinct 
pattern at the layer of phonology, namely, nodes 1, 2, 3, 5, 
and 14. This means that the Spanish virtual learner perceives 
[a] as a one category and she perceives [i]-[e]-[o]-[u] as 
another category. The vowel /a/ is thus perfectly 
distinguishable from any of the other four Spanish vowels. At 
the same time, the adult /i/, /e/, /o/, and /u/, are for the (near-
term) Spanish-exposed fetus overlapping and hardly 
discriminable from each other.  
 

 
 

Figure 4: The Spanish-exposed network after learning: 
perceiving typical realizations of each of the 5 native vowels. 
Font color-coding of sound as in the scatter plot in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: The Czech-exposed network after learning: 
perceiving typical realizations of each of the 5 native vowels. 
Font color-coding of sound as in the scatter plot in Fig. 3. 

 
 
The fetus exposed to Czech comes to warp the auditory 

signal into slightly different categories. Figure 5 shows that 
there is a single pattern of phonological activity for the 
sounds [a] and [e], namely, nodes 1, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13, and 14 
(perhaps with slightly varying category goodness ratings as 
indicated by e.g. node 13 blackening up more for [a] and less 
for [e] and vice versa for e.g. node 14). Besides that, there is 
a completely different pattern of phonological activity for [i], 
[u], and [o], namely, nodes 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 15. 

Both the Spanish-exposed and the Czech-exposed fetus 
formed two category-like structures in their phonology. The 
emerged categories were qualitatively different across the 
two languages. Three out of the four emerged phonological 
structures (namely, the Spanish /i-e-o-u/ and the Czech /a-e/ 
and /i-o-u/) only partially corresponded to how adult speakers 
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of the language categorize their native speech sounds. One 
could thus as well call those “proto-categories”. 

Evaluating the outcomes across the two languages, it seems 
that learners based their categorization exclusively on the F1 
dimension. The Czech fetus created one proto-category for 
[a]’s and [e]’s because in Czech /a/ and /e/ are relatively close 
on the F1 dimension. Along the same lines, Czech short /i/, 
/u/, and /o/ have relatively similar F1 values, which – despite 
the fact that /i/ is rather far from /u/ and /o/ on the F2 
dimension – lead the Czech-exposed fetus to group them into 
a single proto-category.  

Discussion 
We simulated prenatal learning of vowel inventories from 
two languages. Our virtual learners were modeled as two-
layer symmetric neural networks where the bottom layer 
corresponded to the basilar membrane and the upper layer to 
a more abstract, “phonological”, level of representation. 
These two-layer neural nets had been previously shown to 
exhibit phonological learning behaviors such as (post-natal) 
category creation or auditory dispersion (Boersma et al. 
2020). To simulate learning in individuals with a relatively 
immature auditory system, our learners’ basilar membrane 
had a less accurately developed topography than that of 
previously reported virtual language learners. To simulate 
learning in utero, before reaching the basilar membrane the 
input underwent modulations that are typical of the sounds’ 
passing from the external to the intrauterine environment. 

Prenatal learning of vowels was assessed for two five-
vowel languages that are similar to one another in the number 
of vowel phonemes that they contrast but slightly differ in 
how they implement some of the phonological categories 
acoustically. The languages were Castilian Spanish and (the 
short phonemes of) standard Czech. A Spanish and a Czech 
fetus were each trained with 40,000 vowel tokens drawn from 
their respective (mother’s) language, hearing each token’s 
(modulated) first, second, and third formant values. Training 
was unsupervised, meaning that the learner did not know 
which vowel category was intended, which is the only 
learning mechanism plausible in utero as the fetus does not 
have access to any other cues (e.g. visuals on objects that is 
being talked about) that could inform them on the intended 
category membership, and neither did they how many 
categories they should eventually acquire. 

Both the Spanish and the Czech learner came to 
perceptually categorize the continuous auditory world. Their 
categorization of vowels was not adult like: they did not warp 
the auditory space into the five adult categories but each 
arrived at two category-like structures. Interestingly, even the 
few categories that the learners created were specific to the 
language that they had been exposed to. The Spanish-exposed 
fetus created one precategory for the [i-e-o-u] sounds and one 
for [a]’s. The Czech-exposed fetus created one proto-
category for [i-o-u] sounds and one for [a-e] sounds. Given 
the vowel acoustics in each language, it is apparent that the 
learners’ perceptual categorizations are based on the vowels’ 

first formant (in line with the observations in e.g. Querleu et 
al., 1988, and McCarthy, Skoruppa, & Iverson, 2019). 

The argument that humans may perceptually categorize 
vowels in language-specific ways (perhaps entirely) on the 
basis of the vowels’ F1 does not align with the results of 
Moon et al. (2013) who reported language-specific warping 
effects for vowel differences cued primarily by F2 (and 
higher formants). An explanation might be that in the tested 
infants, the warping of F2 occurred within the few days or 
hours that the newborns had before the experiment was 
administered. Possibly, the individuals might have first 
developed a coarse perceptual categorization of F1 in utero 
(as suggested by the present simulations). Once born, they 
could have promptly started warping also the suddenly well 
audible and structured F2 (and higher formant) space and 
exhibit those newly-acquired F2 categorization effects in the 
experiment. Learning to categorize within several hours or 
days of exposure is not unlikely since infants can reportedly 
learn novel speech sound contrasts even after brief, several-
minute, exposure (Maye et al., 2008; Wanrooij et al., 2014). 

Conclusions and Future Research 
We extend on previous modeling work that found 

(language-specific) bottom-up perceptual categorization of 
speech sounds through a distributional learning mechanism 
(such as Guether & Gjaja, 1996; Vallabha et al., 2007). Our 
simulations suggest that language-specific categorization 
behavior acquired through unsupervised learning could 
develop already in utero. 

The learners in our simulations developed rough rather 
than precise representations of the ambient language 
environment. Nevertheless, those coarse perceptual 
categorizations make predictions for both language general 
as well as language-specific effects in vowel discrimination 
(that humans might exhibit at around the time of birth 
perhaps). 

Both virtual individuals came to be able to distinguish /a/ 
from /i/ and from /u/, which means that /a/-/i/ and /a/-/u/ 
should be reliably discriminated (and perceived as a between-
category difference) by both a Spanish and a Czech near-term 
fetus or newborn infant. Human fetuses and newborns, as 
well as non-human animals, indeed discriminate these vowel 
contrasts (Kujala et al., 2004; Shahidullah & Hepper, 1994; 
Baru, 1975). Since even animals who are not exposed to 
human language do so, these discrimination capabilities can 
be driven by the large acoustic F1 distance between /a/ and 
the other two corner vowels and not necessarily by perceptual 
warping. 

A more interesting situation occurs for the less salient 
vowel differences. After learning, the two fetuses differed in 
how they distinguished, for instance, /a/ from /e/ and /e/ from 
/o/. A Spanish infant may, at birth, not be able to tell apart /e/ 
from /o/, unlike the Czech infant who will differentiate the 
two vowels /e/ and /o/ quite reliably. On the contrary, the 
Spanish near-term fetus or newborn infant will distinguish 
between /a/ and /e/ in her parents’ speech, while a Czech 
individual of the same age might have troubles doing so. 
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Our model needs to be developed further to account for 
speech sound learning on other dimensions (of which 
duration is a particularly intriguing one) and of other classes 
of sounds. We have shown that already with 5-vowel 
inventories, the model provides for informed hypotheses 
about language-specific listening in speech perception 
experiments with newborn infants, who had – to date – been 
mostly considered universal listeners not perceiving speech 
sounds in language-specific ways. 
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Abstract 
Spatial demonstratives (words like this and that) are thought to 
primarily be used for carving up space into a peripersonal and 
extrapersonal domain. However, when given a noun out of 
context and asked to couple it with a demonstrative, speakers 
tend to use this for manipulable objects (small, harmless, 
inanimate), while non-manipulable objects (large, harmful, 
animate) are more likely to be coupled with that. Here, we 
extend these findings and map demonstrative use along a wide 
spectrum of semantic features. We conducted a large-scale (N 
= 2197) experiment eliciting demonstratives for 506 words, 
rated across 65+11 perceptually and cognitively relevant 
semantic dimensions. We replicated the findings that 
demonstrative choice is influenced by object manipulability. 
Demonstrative choice was additionally found to be related to a 
set of semantic factors, including valence, arousal, loudness, 
motion, time and more generally, the self. Importantly, 
demonstrative choices were highly structured across 
participants, as shown by a strong correlation detected in a 
split-sample comparison of by-word demonstrative 
distribution.  
Keywords: language, semantics, spatial demonstratives  

Introduction 
One of the central ways in which language coordinates 

attention is via spatial demonstratives. Words like the 
pronouns this or that, or the adverbs here and there are among 
the few undisputed language universals (Diessel, 1999, 
2014). They are developmental (Capirci, et al., 1996) and 
evolutionary (Pagel, et al., 2013) cornerstones of language, 
and they are among the most frequent words in the lexicon 
(Leech, et al., 2014). 

Demonstratives are deictic expressions which in principle 
can be used to indicate any object, and their meaning depends 
on the context of utterance (Diessel, 1999). During speech 
monitoring, demonstratives elicit activation in the brain’s 
parietal lobe, suggesting a link to the where/how processing 
pathways and attention (Rocca, et al., in press). 
Demonstratives thus form a vital link between language and 
non-linguistic perception and cognition. 

We most often use the proximal demonstrative (this) to 
refer to objects within manual reach and the distal (that) for 
objects beyond (Coventry, et al., 2008). Previous 
experiments, however, have shown how elicitation of 
demonstratives not only reveals information about the spatial 
location of the object, but also relates to the speaker’s 
relationship to the referenced objects (Coventry, et al., 2014; 
Rocca, et al., 2019a) and to the conversational situation 
(Peeters & Özyürek, 2016; Rocca, et al., 2019b).  

In a recent study (Rocca et al., 2019), Rocca and 
collaborators introduced the Demonstrative Choice Task 

(DCT), a new experimental paradigm where participants are 
asked to match nouns (e.g. tiger, or apple) with a 
demonstrative (i.e. this or that) without any further context. 
Across three languages, the authors found that participants 
consistently use the distal demonstrative (that) for a word like 
tiger, whereas they consistently choose this for a word like 
apple. This effect was found to be related to the inferred 
manipulability of the object, both related to inferred 
perceptual (size) and psychological (harmfulness) semantic 
dimensions. This is in line with research suggesting that 
demonstratives are interconnected with kinematic planning 
(Bonfiglioli, et al., 2009; Caldano & Coventry, 2019; Rocca, 
et al., 2018) and interactional affordances (Rocca, et al., 
2019b), rather than being mere distance indicators. 

In this experiment we expanded on this line of research, 
further validating the DCT and exploring how semantic 
dimensions other than manipulability affect how speakers 
choose to couple demonstratives and content words in the 
absence of context. First, we attempted to establish whether 
the pattern of demonstrative choices for particular words are 
reproducible across a large set of words. Secondly, we aimed 
to replicate Rocca et al.’s previous finding that manipulability 
affects demonstrative choice. Lastly, we tested if additional 
semantic domains have an influence on demonstrative 
choice, thus providing a comprehensive characterization of 
the relationship between semantics and demonstrative use. 

Demonstrative use depends on the establishment of an 
“origin”, serving as the centre of the frame of reference from 
which an utterance is constructed (Bühler, 1934/2011). The 
semantic interpretation of here and this etc. thus presupposes 
a coordinate system anchored by some entity, usually the 
speaker’s body. However, we also know that spatial 
demonstratives can be used to denote nonspatial semantic 
features, such as time (e.g. this time), events (this event), 
emotions (this emotion), phenomenology (this experience) 
and abstract notions (this abstraction), that have no clear 
spatial anchoring. More generally, as noted by Bühler 
(1934/2011), deictic reference can be used in an imagination-
oriented fashion ("deixis am Phantasma"), i.e. to refer to non-
spatial entities such as discourse elements, memories, 
imagined scenes or other products of “constructive 
phantasy”. 

We hypothesize that spatial demonstratives, in the broadest 
sense, by default will have a strong imagination-oriented 
function and map onto a coordinate system, not anchored by 
the physical body, but by the “self” of the speaker. The self 
includes the speaker’s body, but extends it with multiple 
semantic dimensions, including temporality (i.e. discourse 
markers such as anaphora), emotions, phenomenology, and 
social embeddedness (see Hanks, 2009). Our hypothesis is 
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thus that such dimensions should be observable using the 
simple Demonstrative Choice Task. 

Methods 
We conducted a large-scale experiment based on the DCT on 
the website http://prolific.ac. 2197 native English-speakers 
participated (Gender: 1364 female, 819 male, 13 other; age: 
801 were 18-30 years, 693 were 30-40 years, 347 were 40-50 
years, 244 were 50-60 years, and 111 were 60+ years). The 
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at 
Aarhus University. 

The study took on average 4 minutes to complete, and 
participants were rewarded with 0.42 GBP. In the study, 
participants were presented with 48 or 49 words, selected 
from a database of 535 words, which have been rated on 65 
different semantic dimensions based on neurobiological 
considerations, comprising sensory, motor, spatial, temporal, 
affective, social, and cognitive experiences  (Binder, et al., 
2016). The 535 words were divided into 11 subsets of either 
48 or 49 words, and participants were subjected to one subset 
in a pseudorandomized manner. Similar to Rocca and 
colleagues’ experiment (2019a), participants were asked to 
couple each word with either the spatial demonstrative this or 
that without further context. They were instructed to simply 
follow their intuition and choose the combination of 
demonstrative and word they thought fitted best. 
Data analysis 
Data was analysed in RStudio version 1.1.383 (RStudio 
Team, 2016). All data and scripts for analyses are available 
from Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/tqejb/ 

The 65 semantic dimensions that words are rated along in 
the Binder dataset can be seen from figures 1 and 2, ordered 
according to semantic factors. The database is available here: 
http://www.neuro.mcw.edu/representations/index.html, and 
the rationale for the choice of these exact features is 
extensively described in Binder et al. (2016). 

One of the aims of the present work was to test the 
replicability of results from Rocca et al. (2019), where 
manipulability is argued to play a role in demonstrative 
choice. The Binder et al. (2016) dataset does not provide an 
explicit manipulability dimension. We initially attempted to 
extract a proxy for manipulability by applying principal 
component analysis and factor analysis on the Binder 
dimensions. This, however, did not yield a component that 
could be straightforwardly interpreted as such. We therefore 
added to our feature set the Lancaster Sensorimotor Norms 
(available here: https://osf.io/7emr6/). This dataset provides 
ratings along  11 sensorimotor features for a large body of 
words (Lynott, et al., In press). The 11 dimensions can also 
be seen from figure 1 and 2, ordered according to semantic 
factors (the affix _Lan is appended to differentiate them from 
features from the Binder dataset). 

The overlap between the two databases included 506 out of 
the original 535 words. All subsequent analyses are 
conducted on this subset of the data, using the 65+11 
semantic features. All feature ratings were standardized to 
make them comparable. Two features contained missing 

ratings for particular words. These were imputed using the 
mean of all other words along that feature. 
Factor analysis 
To determine the number of latent factors, we used Horn’s 
parallel method (Horn, 1965), implemented in the psych 
package in R. This method compares the scree of factors of 
the observed data with that of a random matrix and random 
samples (randomized across rows) of the original data and 
subtracts out the components that explain less variance than 
a comparable factor based on non-informative data (see 
analysis script: https://osf.io/7emr6/ for an illustration). The 
estimated remaining number of factors using this procedure 
was 12. 

Factor analysis was conducted using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) to find the minimum residual (minres) 
solution. Orthogonal rotation (varimax) was applied. The 
cumulative proportion of variance of the semantic features 
explained by the 12 factors was 0.75. 

Factor labels were given by the authors on the basis of 
inspection of the features yielding the highest factor loadings 
(see figures 1 and 2). The 12 factors and the proportion of the 
variance they explained in the semantic features were: Vision 
(0.14), Valence (0.11), Loudness (0.09), Human (0.06), 
Taste/Smell (0.06), Motion (0.06), Manipulability (0.06), 
Scene (0.05), Time (0.03), Torso/Legs (0.03), Arousal (0.03), 
Self (0.03) (See figures 1 and 2). It is important to note that 
these factors and the relative variance they explain do not 
reflect the general distribution in language or semantics, but 
only the particular word and feature sample present in the 
combined databases. The ordering of the factors may 
therefore be partly specific to these stimuli and features. 

The 12 factors were used as predictors in an aggregate-
level linear regression analysis investigating the role of 
semantic dimensions in the distribution of demonstrative 
choices for words (see below for details). 

 
Aggregate level analyses 
At the aggregate level, we used the proportion of proximal 
demonstratives chosen for each word as outcome variable. 

The first aim of the analysis was to investigate the 
consistency in demonstrative choices across participants and 
words. We divided the data into two parts and calculated the 
proportion of proximal demonstratives chosen for each word 
in both samples. This yielded a vector of 506 proportion 
values (one per word) per sample. If participants’ choices of 
demonstrative forms for each word were random or highly 
inconsistent, we would expect the two vectors to be 
uncorrelated or only very weakly correlated. A strong 
correlation would speak in favor of participants’ coupling of 
demonstratives and stimulus words being structured and thus, 
at least to some extent, predictable. 

Secondly, we conducted a linear regression analysis with 
the overall proportion of proximal demonstratives chosen for 
each word as dependent variable and the 12 factors as 
independent variables to determine which (if any) semantic 
factors could be used to predict demonstrative choices.  
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Figure 1. Factor analysis on a combination of Binder and Lancaster features resulted in 12 factors. 
Here, factors 1-6 are displayed (see figure 2 for factors 7-12), with features ordered by loading. 
Factors are labelled by the authors. Coefficients reflect regression results. A significant positive 

coefficient means that positive (green) sematic features are likely to elicit a proximal demonstrative, 
whereas features with negative (red) loadings tend to elicit distal demonstratives. When the 

coefficient is negative, the effect of the factor is reversed in the regression, i.e. features with positive 
loadings (green) are more likely to elicit distal demonstratives. 
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Figure 2.  Factor analysis on a combination of Binder and Lancaster features resulted in 12 factors. Here, 
factors 7-12 are displayed, with features ordered by loading. Factor 7 (top panel) represents 

manipulability, which was hypothesized to explain demonstrative choice. See figure 1 for additional 
details. 
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Results 
Descriptive results 

The overall proportion of proximal/distal demonstratives 
in the data was 0.465/0.535 (standard deviation across words: 
0.114). 
Aggregate level analyses 

The proportion of proximal demonstratives was highly 
correlated across the two samples (r=0.82, t(503)=32.7, 
p<0.0001, figure 3), which speaks in favour of participants’ 
choices of demonstrative forms not being random. 

The linear regression model with semantic factors (figures 
1-2) as independent variables and overall proportion of 
proximal demonstratives as dependent variable was highly 
significant (Adjusted R-squared:  0.6018), indicating that the 
semantic factors did explain variability in the distribution of 
proximal and distal demonstratives. 

Out of the 12 semantic factors, 10 significantly contributed 
to the model (p<0.05, Bonferroni corrected): Valence 
(t(493)=-15.6, p<0.0001), Loudness (t(493)=-11.3, 
p<0.0001), Human (t(493)=-7.4, p<0.0001), Taste/Smell 
(t(493)=4.0, p<0.001), Motion ( t(493)=-9.4, p<0.0001), 
Manipulability (t(493)=3.1, p<0.05), Scene (t(493)=-4.5, 
p<0.0001), Time (t(493)=2.9, p<0.05), Arousal (t(493)=-4.0, 
p<0.001), and Self (t(493)=13.0, p<0.0001). The factors 
Vision and Torso/Legs were non-significant (p>0.05). 
Positive regression coefficients (see figure 1 & 2) and t-
values indicate that the factor contributes positively to the 
choice of proximal demonstratives (i.e. elicits this more 
often), whereas negative regression coefficients and t-values 
indicate that the factor contributes negatively to the choice of 
proximal demonstratives (i.e. elicits that more often). 

A linear combination of factor loadings and regression 
coefficients for the 10 significant components allows us to 
project the effects back into feature space (figure 4). This 
shows how positive valence is an important driver of 
demonstrative choice, in combination with self-relatedness, 
proximity and features relevant for manipulability. Negative 
valence, motion and loudness drive choices towards the distal 
demonstrative. 

Discussion 
In this study, we documented that a seemingly meaningless 
task, such as pairing either a proximal or distal demonstrative 
with a content word, yields highly reproducible results. The 
proportion of proximal demonstratives for specific words in 
one data split closely matched the proportion in the 
complementary participant sample (see figure 3).  

We also replicated the result (Rocca, et al., 2019a) that 
affordances for haptic interaction (manipulability) predict the 
choice of proximal demonstratives. This effect, however, was 
found in a combination with nine additional semantic factors 
that also significantly contributed to the choice. 

On the face of it, the manipulability effect in the current 
experiment seems less pronounced than the one found in our 
previous study (Rocca, et al., 2019a). The regression 
coefficient is smaller than several other factors (see figures 1-
2), suggesting that the manipulability factor is not the main 

driver of semantic effects in this experiment. This is also 
clearly visible in figure 4 where semantic features related to 
manipulability are overshadowed by those related to valence 
etc. However, manipulability in the previous study (Rocca, et 
al., 2019a) was defined along three dimensions: “Can you 
move it with your hands”, “Do you want to move it with your 
hands” and “Will it let you move it with your hands”. These 
dimensions yield a broader definition of manipulability than 
the one entertained in the present paper, including semantic 
features that feed into several other factors here, i.e. size, 
valence/harmfulness and animacy. The manipulability factor 
used in the present experiment factors out valence and to 
some degree animacy (into the factor “motion”) and the 
results thus demonstrate that demonstrative choice is affected 
by manipulability, even with this narrow definition. The 
broader effect of manipulability is distributed across 
additional factors that indirectly yield affordances for 
manipulability. 

When combining the effects of the semantic factors and 
projecting them back into the original feature space, we find 
that features related to the experiential self dominate (e.g. 
Needs, Pleasant, Happy) over features related to proximity 
and the physical self (e.g. Near, Haptic_lan). Whether this 
effect reflects a hierarchy present outside the experiment or 
whether it is brought about by the format of the present 
experimental paradigm remains to be investigated.  

This study clearly shows that demonstratives can be used 
to organize both physical and high-dimensional 
psychological spaces across an array of semantic dimensions. 
Taking this line of thought a bit further, we argue that 
demonstrative choices in the DCT, and perhaps in naturalistic 
language use, depend on the position of the speaker within 
the relevant feature space, a physical or imaginary 
hyperspace depending on the context of use. 

Figure 3. Proportion of proximal demonstratives in two data 
splits show a high degree of reproducibility (r=0.82) in 

demonstrative choices 
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Conclusion 
We have found that demonstrative choice is influenced by 
multiple semantic dimensions, including spatial, bodily and 
emotional, extending the use of spatial demonstratives 
beyond physical space to semantic space. 
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Abstract

The Temporal Focus Hypothesis proposes that a person’s tendency to conceptualize either the past or the future as being
located in front of them depends on their temporal focus: the balance of attention paid to the past (tradition) and the
future (progress). How general is the TFH and to what extent can cultures and subcultures be placed on a single line
relating time spatialization and temporal focus in spite of stark differences in language, religion, history, and economic
development? Data from 10 Western and Middle Eastern (sub)cultural groups (N=1198) were used to derive a linear
model relating aggregated temporal focus and proportion of future-in-front responses. This model then successfully fitted
nine independently collected (sub)cultural groups in China and Vietnam (N=841). A logistic mixed model computed
over the whole dataset (N=2039) showed that the group-level relation arose at the individual level and allowed precise
quantification of its influence. Temporal focus shapes how people around the world think of time in spatial terms.
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Abstract

Field scientists collect data in a noisy heterogeneous environment, where the value of additional data for characterizing
the natural system is weighed against the time and money involved in data collection. This is analogous to foraging for
food data is the resource and its collection can be optimized based on energy costs. Here we conduct a novel simulated
data foraging study to elucidate how spatiotemporal data collection decisions are made in field sciences, and how search is
adapted in response to in-situ data. Expert geoscientists were asked to evaluate a hypothesis by collecting environmental
data using a mobile robot. At any point, participants were able to stop the robot and change their search strategy or
make a conclusion about the hypothesis. We identified previously unrecognized spatiotemporal reasoning heuristics, to
which scientists strongly anchored, displaying limited adaptation in response to new data. We analyzed two key decision
factors: variable-space coverage, and fitting error to a given hypothesis. We found that, despite varied search strategies, the
majority of scientists made a conclusion as the fitting error converged. Scientists who made premature conclusions, either
due to insufficient variable-space coverage or before the fitting error stabilized, were more prone to incorrect conclusions.
We believe the findings from this study could be used to improve field science training in data foraging, and aid in the
development of technologies to support data collection decisions.
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Abstract

From early in life, people implicitly associate time, number,
and other abstract conceptual domains with space. Accord-
ing to the Generalized Magnitude System proposal, these men-
tal mappings reflect a common neural system for represent-
ing various magnitudes, and share a common spatial organiza-
tion. In a test of this proposal, here we measured mappings of
size, time, and number in the Tsimane’, an indigenous Ama-
zonian group with few of the cultural practices (like reading
and math) that spatialize size, time, and number in the expe-
rience of industrialized adults. On three spatial axes, the Tsi-
mane’ systematically arranged imagistic stimuli according to
their magnitudes, but they showed no directional preferences
overall and individuals often mapped different domains in op-
posite directions. The results are inconsistent with predictions
of the Generalized Magnitude System proposal but can be ex-
plained by Hierarchical Mental Metaphor Theory, according
to which mental mappings initially reflect a set of correlations
observable in the natural world.

Keywords: Metaphor; Magnitude; Spatial cognition;
SNARC; Culture

Introduction
People implicitly associate time, number, and other abstract
conceptual domains with space. For example, people implic-
itly associate smaller numbers with the left side of space and
larger numbers with the right side, forming a mental number
line that increases from left to right, at least among adults in
Western industrialized cultures (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux,
1993). Likewise, in many cultures people associate earlier
events in time with the left and later events with the right,
forming a mental timeline that progresses from left to right
(Tversky, Kugelmass, & Winter, 1991). Spatial mappings
of non-spatial conceptual domains extend beyond time and
number to domains like size (Ren, Nicholls, Ma, & Chen,
2011; Bulf, Cassia, & de Hevia, 2014), loudness (Hartmann
& Mast, 2017), and brightness (Ren et al., 2011) on the lat-
eral axis, and such mappings have been found on all three
spatial axes: lateral (left-right), vertical (up-down), and sagit-
tal (front-back; e.g. Winter, Matlock, Shaki, & Fischer, 2015;
Fuhrman et al., 2011). Where do these mappings come from

and how are they related to each other? Two influential theo-
ries offer different answers to this question.

On one account, spatial mappings like the mental number
line and mental timeline are the product of a shared neural
system for representing space, number, and time, as well as
other magnitudes. The hypothesized Generalized Magnitude
System (GMS; Walsh, 2003) is said to represent magnitudes
in disparate conceptual domains in a “common underlying
code” (Cantlon, Platt, & Brannon, 2009), a domain-general
analog magnitude metric for indexing “how much.” 1 Some
support for this proposal comes from studies of prelinguistic
infants, who appear to expect a change in the magnitude of
one domain (e.g. size) to correspond to an analogous change
in the magnitude of another domain (e.g. duration; Lourenco
& Longo, 2010; de Hevia, Izard, Coubart, Spelke, & Streri,
2014).

One of the few “strong predictions” that Walsh (2003) of-
fered in his seminal GMS proposal was that the so-called
“mental number line” would prove to be not a mapping of
number per se but a mapping of quantity more generally.
Since then, other researchers have tested for such a “mental
magnitude line” (Holmes & Lourenco, 2011), arguing that by
“serving to organize magnitude in a consistent manner...space
may serve a fundamental organizational role, extending be-
yond number to magnitude information more generally. . . ”
(Lourenco & Longo, 2011). They reason that when a given
domain (like brightness or emotional intensity) is mapped in
the same direction as one of the “big three” magnitude do-
mains (like number), then this provides “compelling support”
(Holmes & Lourenco, 2011) that these domains are all repre-
sented by a generalized magnitude system.

On some versions of this account, the GMS causes people
not only to spatialize different magnitudes in the same direc-
tion, but to spatialize them in a particular direction: from

1This system applies to any domain that can be represented in
terms of more and less relations, but “the big three magnitudes”
(Lourenco & Longo, 2011) of size, time and number are the most
widely studied.
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left to right. As Holmes and Lourenco (2011) argued, “left-
to-right orientation may extend to any dimension that can be
captured in terms of more/less relations.” This proposal finds
some support in studies of human infants and non-human
animals, which suggest that at least some spatial mappings
may have a default left-to-right direction. Monkeys, new-
born chicks, and even human neonates appear to associate
smaller numbers of objects with the left side of space and
larger numbers with the right (Vallortigara, 2018), leading
some researchers to posit that “a predilection to map numbers
from left to right is embodied in the architecture of all ani-
mal neural systems” (Rugani, Vallortigara, Priftis, & Regolin,
2015; see also McCrink & de Hevia, 2018). In short, these ac-
counts posit that various domains – notably spatial, temporal,
and numerical magnitude – inherent their shared spatial struc-
ture from a common representational system which underlies
them all.

On an alternative account, mental mappings of time, num-
ber, and other non-spatial domains have distinct origins and
can be represented independently. According to theories of
metaphoric mental representation, many cross-domain asso-
ciations reflect mental metaphors, point-to-point mappings
from a source domain (e.g. space) onto a target domain (e.g.
time or numbers), which support inferences in the target do-
main (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Pitt & Casasanto, 2019). On
one such account, called Hierarchical Mental Metaphor The-
ory (HMMT; Casasanto, 2017), the mental metaphor link-
ing source and target domains is constructed over two stages.
In the first stage, mental metaphors are structured by cross-
domain correlations that are observable in the natural world.
For example, space and time are correlated in the movement
of objects; progress through time corresponds to progress
through space. This space-time correlation is found for mo-
tion in any direction (e.g. right, left, up, down, etc.) and so it
gives rise to a mental metaphor linking progress through time
with progress through space in any direction. This direction-
agnostic mapping between space and time, called the over-
hypothesis, sits atop the proposed hierarchy of metaphorical
mappings and comprises a family of specific mappings (i.e.
specific hypotheses), including rightward, leftward, upward,
and downward mappings, among others (Casasanto & Bot-
tini, 2014).

In the second stage, the overhypothesized family of map-
pings is shaped by correlations in cultural, linguistic, and
bodily experiences. For example, the experience of reading
text from left to right provides a correlation between progress
through time and progress rightward through space; on each
line of English text, the reader’s gaze starts on the left side at
an earlier time and ends on the right side at a later time. As a
result of this space-time correlation, which is built into the act
of reading and writing text, readers of English accumulate a
disproportionate amount of evidence for a rightward-directed
mapping of time, whereas readers of Arabic (which is writ-
ten from right to left) accumulate evidence for a leftward-
directed mapping of time. This difference in the way time

is spatialized in reading explains cross-cultural variation in
the direction of the mental timeline; whereas English- and
Dutch-speakers have mental timelines that progress from left
to right, Arabic- and Hebrew-speakers show mental time-
lines that progress in the opposite direction, from right to
left (Casasanto & Bottini, 2014; Shaki, Fischer, & Petru-
sic, 2009). Moreover, spending just a few minutes reading
mirror-reversed text (i.e. English written from right to left)
can change the direction of people’s typical rightward men-
tal timelines (Casasanto & Bottini, 2014; Pitt & Casasanto,
2019). Like the mental timeline, the mental number line has
a direction that is variable across cultures (Shaki et al., 2009)
and sensitive to brief laboratory interventions; experiences
that systematically spatialize numbers selectively influence
the direction of the mental number line (Pitt & Casasanto,
2019).

These findings show that, whatever their starting point,
mappings of time and number can be shaped by cultural prac-
tices (like reading and math) that systematically spatialize
time and numbers in people’s experiences; strong directional
practices produce strong directional mappings. For this rea-
son, the GMS proposal is difficult to test in people with strong
directional practices like industrialized adults, as their map-
pings could in principle result from a GMS or from the direc-
tional practices of their culture (or both).

Some researchers have studied the mappings of people
from indigenous societies, where cultural conventions like
reading and math are rare or absent. With no formal school-
ing, no calendar system, and no words for time or year, the
Amondawa people of Brazil nevertheless showed signs of a
horizontal mental timeline, systematically arranging objects
that represented events in a temporal sequence (e.g., sow-
ing and harvesting crops; Sinha, Sinha, Zinken, & Sam-
paio, 2011). Likewise, the Yupno people of Papua New
Guinea, who lack writing, calendars, and linear measurement
tools, nevertheless spatialized objects in a line according to
the size or number they depicted (Cooperrider, Marghetis,
& Núñez, 2017, but see Núñez, Cooperrider, & Wassmann,
2012). However, neither group showed any directional pref-
erences in their mappings. Rather, mappings varied widely
in direction, even among people with the same language and
culture.2 Although these previous studies suggest that such
mappings do not have a default direction (e.g. left-to-right),
they do not address the basic GMS proposal (nor were they
designed to), according to which different mappings should
have the same direction in a given mind. Indeed, the direc-

2In another study (Núñez, Cooperrider, Doan, & Wassmann,
2012), the Yupno systematically associated future events with the
uphill direction and past events with the downhill direction (see
Boroditsky and Gaby (2010) for another allocentric mapping of
time). This spatial mapping of deictic time (e.g. yesterday, today,
tomorrow) is not relevant to the GMS. Whereas the GMS proposal
applies only to prothetic domains (i.e., domains in which people ex-
perience quantitative variation, as in numerical cardinality or tempo-
ral duration), deictic time is an example of metathetic domain (i.e.,
a domain in which people experience qualitative variation; Stevens,
1957); an hour has more time than a minute but tomorrow does not
have more time than today.
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tion of different mappings could be highly consistent within
individuals even if it were highly variable across individuals.
Therefore, evaluating this central prediction of the GMS pro-
posal requires comparing mappings of different magnitudes
within individuals.

Here we conducted within-subjects tests of size, time,
and number mappings in the Tsimane’, a group of farmer-
foragers indigenous to the Bolivian Amazon (Huanca, 2008).
With little or no formal education, Tsimane’ adults have low
literacy levels and many have only basic numerical abili-
ties, often struggling to perform simple addition problems
(O’Shaughnessy, Gibson, & Piantadosi, forthcoming). Com-
puters, cell phones, printed materials, and other modern tech-
nologies are uncommon. The result is a material culture that
is largely devoid of the kinds of cultural practices and arti-
facts that spatialize time, numbers, and other quantities in a
consistent direction in the experience of industrialized adults.

We tested each participant on all of the “big three” magni-
tude domains – size, time, and number – on all three spatial
axes: lateral, vertical, and sagittal. On each axis, they ar-
ranged sets of five cards in a line according to the spatial,
temporal, or numerical magnitudes that the cards depicted
(see Figure 1). A fully within-subjects design allowed us not
only to measure the overall directional biases of the group,
but also to compare the directions in which individual partic-
ipants spatialized different domains on each axis.

Figure 1: Stimuli for size, time, and number tasks, here
shown with magnitude increasing from left to right.

The theories outlined above make contrasting predictions
about the way the Tsimane’ should spatialize size, time, and
number. According to the generalized magnitude system
proposal, a mental magnitude line should produce mappings
with “a consistent spatial orientation” (Holmes & Lourenco,
2011); a person’s mappings of size, time, and number should
all go in the same direction on a given spatial axis, whatever
direction that may be. However, if left-to-right orientation is
a general “property of magnitude representation” (Holmes &
Lourenco, 2011), as some GMS theorists have proposed, then
Tsimane’ participants should not only map different domains
in the same direction, they should map them from left to right
by default. By contrast, if strong directional mappings re-

sult from strong directional practices, then people who rarely
engage in practices that consistently spatialize size, time, or
numbers should not have strong culture-specific mappings of
those domains, nor should they necessarily map different do-
mains in the same direction. Rather, according to Hierarchi-
cal Mental Metaphor Theory, they should have the overhy-
pothesized, direction-agnostic mappings that are observable
in the natural world. On this account, given that the Tsimane’
lack strong directional practices, they should produce map-
pings that are systematic, with smaller magnitudes closer to
one pole and larger magnitudes closer to the other pole in any
one mapping, but the direction of these mappings may differ
within and across individuals.

Method
Participants
Sixty Tsimane’ adults provided informed consent and partici-
pated in exchange for goods. All protocols were approved by
the IRB of UC Berkeley.

Materials
We constructed three sets of five cards, one set for each of the
three tasks (see Figure 1). In the size task, each card showed
a single black circle whose area differed by factors of two. In
the time task, cards depicted a bunch of bananas of various
ages, from under-ripe to rotten. In the number task, each card
showed an array of dots (i.e. a “dot cloud”), and the number
of dots differed across cards by factors of two, from 2 to 32.
On the back of each card (approximately 3x3 inches, lami-
nated), we placed an adhesive piece of velcro which allowed
the card to be temporarily affixed to a velcro board. Velcro
boards were 3x24 inches and had a strip of velcro adhered
lengthwise along the middle of the board. Three identical
velcro boards were used, one for each spatial axis (to avoid
translating a single board between spatial axes in view of par-
ticipants).

Procedure
Each participant performed all three tasks (size, time, and
number) on each spatial axis (lateral, vertical, and sagittal)
before progressing to the next axis, for a total of nine tri-
als. The order of spatial axes was counterbalanced across
participants and the order of tasks on a given axis was quasi-
randomized.

Participants were seated at a table between the experi-
menter and translator (such that all three were on the same
side of the table). Two of the velcro boards were positioned
on the table, one oriented laterally to the participant and the
other oriented sagittally. The third velcro board was oriented
vertically (i.e. resting on its short side) on a chair beside the
participant.

For each task, participants were presented with all 5 cards,
which the experimenter placed in a disordered pile on the ta-
ble or chair near the relevant velcro board. After explaining
how the five cards differed from each other (in size, age, or
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Figure 2: A translator explains the size task to a Tsimane’
woman.

number), the experimenter picked up the card depicting the
“medium” magnitude and placed it in the middle of the vel-
cro board (and explained this action verbally; see Figure 2).
Participants were instructed to “organize the other cards on
the board in order of their size/age/number.” Once the partic-
ipant was done placing all the cards on the board, the experi-
menter noted the position of each card, without providing any
feedback to the participant. After each task on the first axis,
the experimenter also asked the participant to indicate which
card had the smallest circle, the newest bananas, or the fewest
dots and then to indicate which card had the largest circle, the
oldest bananas, or the most dots. All cards were removed
from the velcro board after each trial. After completing all
three tasks on a given axis, the velcro board for that axis was
removed from sight and the participant was directed to the
board that corresponded to the next axis.

Results
Coding
The systematicity and direction of each mapping was calcu-
lated using Kendall’s Tau, which yielded a score between 1
and -1 (see Figure 4). The sign of this score indexes the
direction of the mapping: Positive mappings were those in
which magnitudes generally increased rightward, upward, or
away from the participant; negative mappings were those in
which magnitudes generally increased leftward, downward,
or toward the participant. The absolute value of the score
indexes the systematicity of the mapping (i.e. how orderly
it was): A score of +/-1 corresponds to a perfectly systematic
mapping; one in which magnitude increased monotonically in
one direction across all five cards. Intermediate scores reflect
imperfectly ordered mappings of magnitude. For example, a
score of 0.8 corresponds to a mapping with a strong rightward
trend with one swap (i.e. two adjacent cards whose positions
could be reversed to produce a perfectly ordered mapping). A
score of zero corresponds to a mapping with no systematicity
and therefore no discernable direction.

Exclusions
Participants correctly identified which two cards depicted the
most extreme magnitudes in 88% of trials. For tasks on which
they failed (12%), their data for that task was excluded for all
spatial axes.

Systematicity of mappings
Overall, across all domains and axes, participants produced
perfectly systematic mappings in 52% of trials and nearly
perfect mappings (i.e. with only one swap) in another 11%
of trials. Figure 3 shows the distribution of mapping scores
for each domain and each axis. The observed distributions
differed significantly from the chance distribution (i.e. the
distribution of mapping scores that would result from random
spatial arrangements) for all domains on all axes (according
to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests; all p′s < .0001). Participants
used space systematically to organize the stimuli according to
their relative magnitudes.

As shown in Figure 3, the distribution of mapping scores
was trimodal, with peaks at each extreme and a peak in the
middle near zero. We used this attribute of the data to dis-
tinguish systematic mappings (i.e. those with scores more
extreme than +/- 0.5) from unsystematic mappings (i.e. with
scores between -0.5 and +0.5). Because unsystematic map-
pings do not have clear directionality, they are excluded from
the following analyses (and from Figures 5 and 6), which test
directional patterns within and across individuals.

Figure 3: Systematicity of all mappings. The observed dis-
tribution of mapping scores (blue bars) differed significantly
from the null distribution overall (grey bars) for all domains
and axes.

Directional biases at the group level
To test for directional preferences in our sample of partic-
ipants, we calculated the proportion of mappings that went
in each direction (i.e. positive or negative) on each axis and
compared this proportion to chance (50:50). Across all three
domains and spatial axes, participants showed no reliable di-
rectional preferences; binomial tests with Bonferroni correc-
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Figure 4: All mappings, by axis and task. Dots closer to the poles represent more systematic mappings, and different poles
correspond to different directions.

tion showed that the ratio of positive and negative mappings
did not differ reliably from chance (all p′s> .05). Rather, par-
ticipants produced roughly equal numbers of positive map-
pings and negative mappings, as seen in Figures 4 and 5.

Notably, there was no evidence of a left-to-right mapping
of numbers. In fact, participants produced more leftward
mappings than rightward mappings of number (although the
trend was not statistically significant; see shortest bar in Fig-
ure 5).

Figure 5: Proportion of positive mappings of each domain
on each axis. Positive mappings were those that went clearly
rightward, upward, or away. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.

Directional consistency of individuals
The within-subjects design of this experiment allowed us to
test the extent to which individual participants mapped differ-
ent domains in the same direction or in different directions on

a given spatial axis. We compared the direction of mappings
across each pair of domains, as shown in Figure 6. Over-
all, 64% of mappings went in the same direction and 36% of
mappings went in opposite directions. Across axes, partici-
pants were most consistent in the way they mapped size and
numbers, arranging them in the same direction 80% of the
time and in opposite directions 20% of the time (p < .0001;
Figure 6, left). Participants showed less consistency between
size and time (61% same direction; p = .05; Figure 6, center)
and between time and numbers (53% same direction; p= .67;
Figure 6, right), neither of which patterned together signifi-
cantly more than would be expected by chance (according to
Bonferroni-corrected binomial tests). Whereas size and num-
bers reliably patterned together on all three axes (even with
Bonferroni correction; all p′s< .01), no other pair of domains
was more consistent in direction than would be expected by
chance, on any axis (all p′s > .10).

Discussion
People map size, time, number, and other domains onto
space, and this widespread cognitive tendency has often been
attributed to a Generalize Magnitude System (Walsh, 2003;
Bueti & Walsh, 2009), a single neural system for represent-
ing magnitudes across various domains. Here we tested a
central prediction of the GMS account by studying the spatial
mappings of size, time, and number in the Tsimane’, an in-
digenous society with little exposure to the cultural practices
that spatialize these domains in the experience of industri-
alized adults. The Tsimane’ showed no overall directional
preference for any domain on any spatial axis, and individu-
als often spatialized different domains in different directions
on a given axis.

The results are inconsistent with central predictions of the
GMS proposal. On one version of this proposal, people
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Figure 6: Consistency of mapping direction across each pair of domains.

should spatialize size, time, number and “any dimension that
can be captured in terms of more/less relations” (Holmes &
Lourenco, 2011) from left to right, by default. The Tsimane’
showed no evidence of this pattern for any of the “big three”
domains, producing as many leftward mappings as rightward
mappings. This finding in adults is at odds with some stud-
ies of human infant and non-human animals, which suggest
that a left-to-right mapping of numbers may be biologically
endowed (Vallortigara, 2018; Rugani et al., 2015, but see
McCrink & de Hevia, 2018).

These findings also bear on one of the “strong predictions”
(Walsh, 2003; Bueti & Walsh, 2009) of the GMS proposal,
a prediction that has motivated tests of the GMS since its in-
ception: mappings should have “a consistent spatial orienta-
tion” (Lourenco & Longo, 2011) across domains along a pur-
ported “mental magnitude line” (Holmes & Lourenco, 2011).
Indeed, GMS theorists have often interpreted the directional
consistency observed in industrialized groups as “compelling
evidence” for a GMS (Holmes & Lourenco, 2011; but see Pitt
& Casasanto, 2018; Casasanto & Pitt, 2019). However, many
of those effects can also be explained by direction-specific
cultural practices (like reading and math) which tend to go in
the same direction in a given culture. Here we showed that
people without strong directional practices show little con-
sistency in their spatial mappings: In more than one third of
trials, individual participants arranged size, time, and number
in opposite directions.

This pattern of findings cannot be explained by a GMS, but
it can be explained by Hierarchical Mental Metaphor The-
ory.3 According to the CORrelations in Experience (CORE)
principle, one of the central tenets of HMMT, people map a
given domain in their mind according to the way that domain
is spatialized in their experience (Pitt & Casasanto, 2019).
Therefore, in industrialized societies where size, time, and

3To be clear, these findings do not rule out an alternative version
of the GMS proposal, one which does not make predictions about
spatial mappings at all. In principle, people could associate more in
one domain with more in another domain, as the GMS posits, even
if such associations had no effect on the spatial mappings of those
domains. However, the current findings challenge the claim that a
common code for representing magnitudes underlies people’s map-
pings of size, time, and number, a claim that has animated empirical
tests of the GMS proposal since its inception (Walsh, 2003; Bueti &
Walsh, 2009)

number tend to be spatialized in the same direction (e.g. from
left to right), people should map all three domains in the
same direction. Broad support for this prediction of HMMT
comes from cross-cultural comparisons of spatial mappings
(e.g. Tversky et al., 1991) as well as from causal interventions
in the lab that selectively manipulate the spatialization of in-
dividual domains in people’s experience (Pitt & Casasanto,
2019).

Beyond explaining the directions of spatial mappings
within and across industrialized cultures, HMMT also ex-
plains the present findings in the Tsimane’. The Tsimane’
have less experience with the cultural practices that consis-
tently spatialize size, time, and number in industrialized so-
cieties (like reading and math), but they have ample experi-
ence with the space-size, space-time, and space-number cor-
relations that are observable in the natural world. For exam-
ple, space and time are correlated in the motion of objects,
whichever way they travel. Likewise, arrays of objects get
longer in space (on average) as they become more numerous,
providing a correlation between space and number that ap-
plies in any direction. To the extent that these correlations are
similarly prevalent in any direction, they should give rise to
direction-agnostic mappings of these domains.4 The multi-
directional mappings we observed in the Tsimane’ do not re-
flect a generalized magnitude system but may reflect the over-
hypothesized mappings that HMMT posits, the results of the
first stage in the process of constructing mental metaphors.
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Abstract

We present a neural dynamic architecture that grounds sen-
tences in perception which combine multiple concepts through
nested spatial relations. Grounding entails that the model gets
features and relations as categorical inputs and matches them
to objects in space-continuous neural maps which represent vi-
sual input. The architecture is based on the neural principles
of dynamic field theory. It autonomously generates sequences
of processing steps in continuous time, based solely on highly
recurrent connectivity. Simulations of the architecture show
that it can ground sentences of varying complexity. We thus
address two major challenges in dealing with nested relations:
how concepts may appear in multiple different relational roles
within the same sentence, and how in such a scenario various
grounding outcomes may be “tried out” in a form of hypothesis
testing. We close by discussing empirical evidence for crucial
assumptions and choices made when developing the architec-
ture.

Keywords: language grounding; conceptual combination;
neural network; dynamical system; dynamic field theory

Introduction
Human cognitive competences depend critically on the ca-
pacity to combine concepts through relations. Humans are
capable of generating complex trains of thought to reach a
conclusion. Humans understand and generate propositions
that range in complexity from single words to deeply nested
sentences. This competence is critical to establish joint atten-
tion to specific objects or events when humans communicate.
Imagine you and your friend are standing on the top of a hill at
night with a view of the city (Figure 1). To point your friend
to your house, you say: “I live in the house to the right of
the large house that is next to the big tree and below a star.”
You are using the complex combination of multiple spatial
relations because the objects in the scene are relatively poor
in visual features in this nightly scene. Your friend may per-
ceptually ground your utterance by directing her attention to
different objects in the sentence, until settling on the location
of your house.

Through what kind of neural processes may the brain bring
about the perceptual grounding of sets of phrases that invoke
concepts and relations? Earlier modeling work proposed the
component processes that enable the grounding of an indi-
vidual relation between a pair of objects (e.g., “A above B”,
where “A” is the target and “B” the reference object; Lipin-
ski, Schneegans, Sandamirskaya, Spencer, & Schöner, 2012;
Richter, Lins, Schneegans, Sandamirskaya, & Schöner, 2014;

Figure 1: A scene for which multiple spatial relations may
naturally be used to refer to an object.

Richter, Lins, & Schöner, 2017). In this paper, we extend that
work to provide a neural process account for the perceptual
grounding of sets of relations with varying degrees of com-
plexity (e.g., “A above B and below C” or “A above the B
that is below C”). The account is aligned with the notion of
grounded cognition (Barsalou, 2008) in that the higher cog-
nitive processes responsible for such grounding overlap with
neural processes responsible for perception and visual cogni-
tion.

Rather than describing the outcome of the neural process
in abstract computational terms such as symbol manipula-
tion (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988), we take principles of neu-
ral processing seriously. As a result, we face challenges that
are not visible at the abstract computational level. Princi-
pal among those is the fact that neural networks are not free
to pass just any “information” from one processing step to
another. The activation that synaptic connections pass from
one population of neurons to the next does not include infor-
mation about from where activation originated or what it is
about. In neural networks, such information is instead im-
plicit in the pattern of connectivity. For activation patterns
to play different roles in a subsequent processing step, the
patterns must actually reside in distinct neural populations
with different sets of connections. For instance, activation
patterns representing target objects reside in different sub-
networks than activation patterns representing reference ob-
jects, so that the two sets of activation patterns play different
roles in grounding a relation.

While grounding sequences of relations, neural process ac-
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counts then face the problem that the role of an object may
change along the way. In the example of Figure 1, the large
house is the reference object in “the house to the right of the
large house”, while it is the target object in “the large house
that is next to the big tree”. In the course of processing these
phrases sequentially, different activation patterns must repre-
sent the large house in these two different roles so that dif-
ferent paths of neural connectivity guide the next processing
step.

A second challenge arises when different possible ground-
ing outcomes must be “tried out” in a form of hypothesis test-
ing. For example, if there are multiple large houses in the
scene, the model may select one candidate as reference object
and then try to ground the rest of the description. If the wrong
large house was initially selected, that choice must be rejected
and a new candidate selected, a process easily conceived of in
terms of algorithms that manipulate symbols (as suggested in
the verbal description we give here), but challenging to con-
ceive of in terms of activation patterns in neural networks.
Here we extend an earlier proposal for such hypothesis test-
ing to sequences of relations (Richter et al., 2014).

Our neural process account is based on dynamic field the-
ory (DFT; Schöner, Spencer, & the DFT Research Group,
2015), a framework for using strongly recurrent neural net-
works to understand embodied cognition. Grounding hap-
pens by generating activation patterns in neural fields, popu-
lations of neurons that receive input from the visual surface.
The interface to language is a set of neural nodes that repre-
sent feature concepts like RED, relation concepts like TO THE
LEFT OF, and grounding instructions that correspond to dif-
ferent grammatical roles. We begin by introducing the rele-
vant concepts of DFT, then provide an overview over the pro-
posed neural architecture, and finally demonstrate the com-
petence of the model in a few exemplary simulations.

Methods: DFT
In DFT, the activity of populations of neurons is captured by
dynamic neural fields (or maps), whose activation, u(x, t), is
defined over continuous feature dimensions, x, and evolves in
continuous time, t, according to:

τu̇(x, t) =−u(x, t)+h+
∫

g(u(x′, t))k(x− x′)dx′+ s(x, t)

τ is the time scale and h < 0 is the resting level. The integral
captures interaction within the field, excitatory (k(x−x′)> 0)
over short distances, x−x′, and inhibitory (k(x−x′)< 0) over
large distances. The sigmoid transfer function, g(u(x, t)),
makes this a nonlinear integro-differential equation. Input,
s(x, t), from the sensory surface reflects the forward connec-
tivity that makes that the field is sensitive to dimensions, x.
Input may also come from other fields within an architec-
ture. Zero-dimensional fields are dynamic neural nodes that
respond categorically to input.

At small levels of input, the sub-threshold state, u(x, t) =
h+ s(x, t) < 0, is stable until it reaches the detection insta-
bility when interaction engages. The activation then switches

to supra-threshold peak solutions that are self-stabilized by
interaction. A single peak may result for selective fields, a
small number of peaks may co-exist for different parameter
settings. Peaks may remain stable when inducing input is re-
moved, a simple model of working memory.

Peaks are the units of representation in DFT. This is be-
cause only supra-threshold activation is passed on to down-
stream neural processes as all connections entail the sigmoid
threshold function, and the only supra-threshold patterns of
activation are peaks. The stability of peaks makes that when
multiple fields and nodes are coupled in a neural dynamic ar-
chitecture, the dynamics remains largely invariant.

Higher-dimensional fields afford additional functions such
as biased competition (when a top-down input is localized
along one and constant along other dimensions, peaks pop
up where bottom-up inputs overlap with top-down inputs),
binding, and coordinate transforms (see chapters 5, 7, 8, and 9
of Schöner et al. (2015)).

Architecture
The neural dynamic architecture is depicted in Figure 2. We
provide a survey over the functions of its components.

Object representation: perception and mental map
The model receives sensory input from a vision sensor (cam-
era) or an image. Visual pre-processing extracts feature
values that provide input to three three-dimensional fields
(bottom right in Figure 2), the color/space perception field,
orientation/space perception field, and shape/space percep-
tion field. They all share the two spatial dimensions of the
visual surface. The third dimension reflects the extracted fea-
ture, where shape is computed as similarity to a template. The
three fields can be regarded as representing the population ac-
tivation of retinotopic maps in the visual cortex. As such, they
comprise a simplified model of perception.

Paired with each perception field is a mental map field, de-
fined over the same dimensions but tuned to support sustained
activation. These fields keep previously grounded object rep-
resentations in working memory in order to allow referring to
them in later processing steps.

The activation in the perceptual fields have an impact on
the attentional system that can be gated (depicted as “gates”
in Figure 2). Every perceptual field gives input to a respective
perceptual gating field, defined over the same dimensions.
These gating fields receive additional inhibitory input from
the from mental map node, such that they only pass activation
on to the attentional system if that node is inactive. Analo-
gously, every mental map field gives input to a mental map
gating field that also receives excitatory input from the from
mental map node, allowing the mental map fields to pass ac-
tivation on to the attentional system if the from mental map
node is active. This way, the attentional system is flexible to
operate on input from either the perceptual system or from
working memory representations of objects attended to in the
past.
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Figure 2: The architecture for grounding combinations of concepts. Only the main structure is visualized.

Attention
Attentional selection of objects occurs through feature atten-
tion fields (top right box in Figure 2), defined over the fea-
tures shape, orientation, and color. These fields are coupled to
feature/space attention fields, which combine the respective
feature dimension with two visual spatial dimensions. These
fields are also coupled to the space attention field, which is
defined over visual space only.

When a particular feature value is attended, a peak in
the corresponding feature field provides slice input into the
matching feature/space attention field, highlighting attended
features. Additional input reflecting object representations
may enter these fields either from perceptual fields or the
mental map fields (see above). When that input matches the
location of the slice input along the feature dimension, peaks
may form. This is how objects with particular features are
brought into the attentional foreground.

This part of the architecture models covert attention in the
visual cortex. It is a placeholder for a more comprehensive
model of visual search (Grieben et al., 2020) that can also
accommodate gaze shifts (Schneegans, Spencer, Schöner,

Hwang, & Hollingworth, 2014).

Concepts
Feature concepts (e.g., the color concept RED) are repre-
sented by neural nodes (top left in Figure 2). The perceptual
meaning of a concept is instantiated in the pattern of synap-
tic connections between its node and a feature attention field
(Richter et al., 2014). Concepts of spatial relations (e.g., LEFT
OF) are represented by neural nodes and their synaptic con-
nections to the spatial relation field.

In the simulations reported in this paper, the synaptic
weights are fixed. For features, the synaptic weight pattern
is modeled as a Gaussian centered on a prototypical feature
value. For spatial relations, the synaptic weight pattern is
modeled based on empirical data (Logan & Sadler, 1996)
through a Gaussian in polar coordinates, centered on the an-
gle of the direction of that relation. The synaptic nature of
the coupling between concept nodes and sensorimotor fields
enables learning concepts by repeatedly presenting examples
and altering the synaptic weights with Hebb’s rule (Hebb,
1949).
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Target search
The fields depicted in the central box of Figure 2 enable
the system to hold possible candidates for the target object
in working memory and refine the selection of candidates
through a sequence of processing steps.

The target candidates field holds peaks at the spatial lo-
cations of all objects that, at the current stage of processing,
are still viable candidates for the target object. Input from
the space attention field determines where peaks may arise.
The target candidates field is in the dynamic regime in which
peaks can be self-sustained in the absence of localized input,
so that it acts as a working memory of candidate objects.

The reduction field holds peaks at the locations of all target
candidates that presently receive spatial attention. It forms
peaks at locations at which inputs from the space attention
field and from the target candidates field overlap. Unless
supported through input from the reduction field, peaks in
the target candidates field may decay due to inhibitory in-
put. This enables the model to iteratively eliminate all target
candidates that do not receive spatial attention.

The target selection field receives input from the target
candidates field. It operates in the selective dynamic regime
in which only a single localized peak may form. Excitatory
input into this field controls when such a peak is formed and
selection thus takes place. Whenever a selection is made, the
representation of the selected object is kept in memory in the
mental map fields as well as in the inhibition of return field.

Relations
When grounding a target object that stands in a given relation
to a reference object, the target candidates have to be reduced
to those consistent with that relation (bottom middle box in
Figure 2). For example, to ground “a house below the star”,
the candidate houses have to be reduced to those that are be-
low the star.

The spatial location of the reference object is represented
by a peak in the reference field that receives input from the
space attention field, is in the self-sustained dynamic regime,
and can be brought into the selective regime by excitatory
input.

To apply a spatial relational concept to a reference object,
the spatial locations of target candidates are transformed (de-
picted by a diamond shape in Figure 2) into a reference frame
that is centered on the location of the reference object (see
Schneegans and Schöner (2012) for the neural dynamics of
coordinate transforms). The result feeds into the spatial re-
lation field, forming sub-threshold bumps of activation there.
That field receives additional sub-threshold input from any
activated spatial relation concept node with its characteristic
spatial pattern. Only where that pattern overlaps with input
from target candidates does the spatial relation field form a
peak. The reverse coordinate transform converts the peaks’
locations back into the reference frame of the visual array
and projects them onto the space attention field, effectively
enabling the model to eliminate all target candidates incon-

sistent with the relation.
The architecture described here implements the spatial re-

lations TO THE LEFT OF, TO THE RIGHT OF, ABOVE, and
BELOW, all in the viewer centered reference frame. Previ-
ous work has presented similar architectures implementing
an object-centered reference frame, as well as movement re-
lations, such as TOWARD (Richter et al., 2017).

Generating sequences of processing steps

The interface between language and perceptual grounding is
a neural dynamical system that generates sequences of pro-
cessing steps. We assume here, for now, that the language
pre-processing system, which we do not model, specifies the
serial order of processing steps required to ground the lan-
guage input. Our architecture activates these processing steps
in a sequence that unfolds autonomously in time. Each step in
a sequence is represented by an ordinal node, whose connec-
tivity to other ordinal nodes enables their sequential activa-
tion (not shown in Figure 2; see Sandamirskaya & Schöner,
2010). Each ordinal node projects onto a processing step
(bottom left box in Figure 2), represented by an intention
node (labeled “i”) that activates the step and a Condition-of-
Satisfaction (CoS) node (labeled “c”) that signals the comple-
tion of the step (Richter, Sandamirskaya, & Schöner, 2012).
Activation of the CoS nodes also triggers the transition to the
next ordinal node and, hence, the next processing step.

We propose four processing steps that together enable
the grounding of sentences comprising multiple concepts in
nested relations.

The select target candidates intention node is activated in
conjunction with a feature concept node that represents a cued
feature value of the target. It initiates the grounding of a
new target by boosting the target candidates field such that
it forms peaks at locations at which objects with matching
feature values receive spatial attention. When peaks have
formed, the CoS node is activated.

The reduce target candidates intention node is activated in
conjunction with a feature concept node or, in case a refer-
ence object has previously been selected, a spatial relation
concept node. It inhibits the target candidates field, causing
all target candidate peaks to decay that do not receive excita-
tory support from the reduction field, i.e., that do not receive
spatial attention. The CoS node associated with this intention
node becomes active by default after a fixed time determined
by its time constant.

The select target intention node boosts the target selection
field, bringing it into a dynamic regime in which it can form
a single peak based on input from the target candidates field.
When a peak has formed, the CoS node is activated.

The select reference intention node boosts the reference
field, bringing it into a dynamic regime in which it can form a
single peak, which then activates the CoS node. The selection
of where in the field a peak arises is guided by input from the
space attention field. When activated in conjunction with the
from mental map node, an object from the mental map instead
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of the perceptual input is attended to and selected as reference
object.

We will demonstrate in the results section how activating
these four processing steps sequentially enables grounding
sentences of varying complexity.

Hypothesis testing Grounding combinations of relations
may require a form of hypothesis testing: The selection of
the target of one relation may depend on the outcome of the
grounding of another relation, which cannot be stated without
selecting the first target. Initial selection decisions must then
be made, but potentially also be reversed later. Reversing a
decision requires a neural representation of the failure to find
a suitable target or reference object. This is achieved through
the no target candidates node (labeled “ntc” in Figure 2). It is
excited by the reduce target candidates intention node and in-
hibited by the target candidates field. The node becomes ac-
tive if and only if the reduce target candidates intention node
is active while there is no peak in the target candidates field,
reflecting that all target candidates have been eliminated.

When the no target candidates node becomes active, its
global inhibitory projection onto the mental maps resets ac-
tivation in these, and the sequence generation mechanism is
re-initiated. The inhibition of return field retains a memory
of all objects previously selected as targets. It is defined over
visual space and is in the dynamic regime of self-sustained
peaks. By providing localized inhibitory input to the target
selection field, it biases the competition in favor of objects
that have not previously been selected.

Results
The architecture was implemented and simulated in the
graphical programming framework cedar (Lomp, Zibner,
Richter, Ranó, & Schöner, 2013), which solves what is es-
sentially one large integro-differential equation numerically.
Simulation runs differ only in perceptual input and linguistic
description. The latter is supplied by the user by setting con-
nections between the ordinal nodes of the sequence genera-
tion system and the process and concept nodes. Parameters
of the model remained unchanged across simulations.

Table 1: Exemplary simulation results.

Linguistic description Image Target

the red horizontal rectangle

the red below a green

the red below the green and above the blue

the blue below the red below the green

We tested scenarios of varying complexity that differ in the

number of features per object, the pattern of relations between
objects, and the number of distractors (Table 1). The model
handles the grounding of phrases about a single object with
multiple features, phrases with a relation between two ob-
jects, phrases with multiple relations, as well as phrases with
nested relations. In all cases, the model successfully finds an
object matching the linguistic description.

Figure 3 shows detailed activation time courses of rele-
vant nodes and fields generated while grounding the linguis-
tic description “There is a cactus below the tent and above
the camel. Find the blue object above that cactus.” in the
presence of the visual input depicted in the upper left of that
figure.

At t1, the sequence generation system has activated the
select target candidates intention node and the cactus node,
causing the locations of the three cacti to be memorized in
the target candidates field. At t2, the sequence generation
system has activated the select reference intention node and
the tent node, causing the location of the tent to be memo-
rized in the reference field. It has also activated the below
node, causing the spatial relation field to form peaks on the
relative positions of the two target candidates that are below
the tent. At t3, the sequence generation system has activated
the reduce target candidates intention node, which by t4 has
caused the target candidates to be reduced to those cacti that
receive spatial attention (reflected in the space attention field
and the reduction field), i.e., the cacti below the tent. At t5, the
sequence generation mechanism has activated the select ref-
erence intention node and the camel node, causing the camel
to be stored in the reference field. It has also activated the
above node, causing the spatial relation field to form peaks at
the relative position of the target candidate that is above the
camel. At t6, the sequence generation mechanism has acti-
vated the reduce target candidates intention node, which by
t7 has caused the target candidates to be reduced to the cactus
above the camel. At t8, the sequence generation mechanism
has activated the select target intention node, causing the cac-
tus to be selected in the target selection field and to be stored
in the mental map. At t9, the sequence generation mecha-
nism has activated the select target candidates intention node
and the blue node, causing the three blue objects to be stored
in the target candidates field. At t10, the sequence genera-
tion mechanism has activated the select reference intention
node in conjunction with the from mental map node (not in
Figure 3), as well as the cactus node. This causes the pre-
viously grounded cactus from the mental map to be attended
to, and to be stored in the reference field, effectively allowing
the grounding of the blue target object to refer to the refer-
ence cactus that was the target of a previous grounding step.
It has also activated the above node, causing the spatial rela-
tion field to form peaks on the relative position of the target
candidate that is above the reference cactus. At t11, the se-
quence generation mechanism has activated the reduce target
candidates intention node, which by t12 has caused the target
candidates to be reduced to the blue object which is above
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Figure 3: Activation snapshots of parts of the architecture as it grounds a description in a visual scene (top left). Top panels:
horizontal bars show time ranges during which nodes are active (gray bars: concept nodes, colored bars: intention nodes, striped
bars: CoS nodes). Below: field activations are shown as color coded snapshots at discrete moments in time (t1, . . . , t13).

the cactus. At t13, the sequence generation mechanism has
activated the select target intention node, causing the target
object to be selected in the target selection field.

Discussion
We have presented a neural dynamic architecture that grounds
spatial language in perception by sequentially combining
concepts. The model is a single dynamical system that
evolves in continuous time, and therefore solves the ground-
ing task without algorithmic control. We addressed the two
major challenges that this entails: First, the model allows
for a single word to appear in different grammatical roles by
coactivating its concept node with different process and pa-
rameter nodes, it allows the corresponding object represen-
tations to appear in different relational roles by representing
them in distinct neural populations, and it allows to establish
reference to previously grounded objects by directing atten-

tion to the mental map instead of the perceptual input. Sec-
ond, the model allows for hypothesis testing by deactivating
prior choices when no match is detected and using inhibition
of return to avoid activation of the same hypothesis again.
Beyond the simulations reported, the model can ground more
complex constructions that are combinations of the phrases
listed in Table 1.

The assumption that the grounding of the individual ob-
jects proceeds sequentially, one object at a time, is supported
by empirical evidence. Logan (1994) found that the time
it takes to ground a relation between two objects increases
proportionally with the number of distractors that are distin-
guished from the two objects only by their spatial relation.
This suggests that discriminating object pairs based on their
spatial relation requires selective spatial attention, and that
the consideration of different candidate pairs proceeds se-
quentially. Franconeri, Scimeca, Roth, Helseth, and Kahn
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(2012) review further evidence that objects are attended to
individually and sequentially in search tasks involving spa-
tial relations. Additionally, Holcombe, Linares, and Vaziri-
Pashkam (2011) found that applying spatial relations requires
selective attention to the objects, which can only happen se-
quentially. Further support comes from the fact that language
grounding usually proceeds in real time as a sequential lin-
guistic representation is processed, i.e., people raise attention
to the objects one by one as they are mentioned in a discourse
(Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).

The assumption that the grounding proceeds by selecting a
set of target candidates through bottom-up attention and sub-
sequently iteratively eliminating them is also supported by
empirical evidence. In a series of experiments on the con-
current discrimination of different features (color, shape, and
motion) reported by Lee, Koch, and Braun (1999), it was
found that different discriminations draw on the same lim-
ited attentional capacities. Thus, attending to one feature
value comes at the expense of not being able to attend to
another feature value, even across modalities. This makes
it plausible that attention to the feature values proceeds se-
quentially. Moreover, Burigo and Knoeferle (2015) review at-
tentional studies during spoken language comprehension. In
these studies, it is found that upon processing a noun phrase,
the words in that phrase are processed in an incremental fash-
ion and constrain spatial attention to relevant target candi-
dates: Initially, spatial attention is not directed. Upon hear-
ing the first word specifying a feature value, spatial attention
is divided between all objects with that feature value. Sub-
sequently, upon hearing each new word denoting a feature
value, attention narrows down to all objects that have all fea-
ture values mentioned so far.

Our current research examines the limits of the complexity
the model can handle and asks if those limits may be reflected
in human performance. Furthermore, we examine the inter-
face between the model and language input.
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Abstract 
 
Successful categorization requires a careful coordination of 
attention, representation, and decision making. Comprehensive 
theories that span levels of analysis are key to understanding 
the computational and neural dynamics of categorization. Here, 
we build on recent work linking neural representations of 
category learning to computational models to investigate how 
category decision making is driven by neural signals across the 
brain. We combine functional magnetic resonance imaging 
with hierarchical drift diffusion modelling to show that trial-
by-trial fluctuations in neural activation from regions of 
occipital, cingulate, and lateral prefrontal cortices are linked to 
category decisions. Notably, lateral prefrontal cortex activation 
was also associated with exemplar-based model predictions of 
trial-by-trial category evidence. We propose that these brain 
regions underlie distinct functions that contribute to successful 
category learning.  
 
Keywords: category learning, fMRI, computational 
modelling, EBRW, drift diffusion model  

Introduction 
Category learning, our ability to organize our experiences 
into meaningful concepts that can be leveraged in novel 
situations, is fundamental to the human experience. Not only 
are we able to group objects based on basic features such as 
colour and shape, but we are also capable of learning highly 
abstract and multivariate categories with relatively little 
practice. Besides commonplace categories such as “edible” 
and “friendly” and their antagonistic equivalents, objects can 
be assembled based on one or several complex perceptual 
features. Influential category learning models posit that novel 
objects are categorized according to their relative positions in 
a multidimensional psychological space populated with 
known category members in which the distance between 
objects determines their degree of similarity (Shepard, 1957). 
While this perceptual space can be composed of an unlimited 
number of dimensions, it is often the case that only some 
inform categorization decisions, and the weights of those few 
dimensions can vary (Nosofsky, 1986; Seger & Miller, 
2010). 

Although category learning has been studied for decades 
(Shepard, 1957; Young & Householder, 1938), more recent 
work has converged on a comprehensive account that 
formalizes the computational and neural mechanisms 
underlying successful learning (Zeithamova et al., 2019). 
While previous accounts of category learning feuded over the 

nature of concept representations (i.e., exemplar versus 
prototype), the multifactorial nature of concept learning has 
been found to implicate myriad neural systems. For instance, 
while lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) and parietal areas 
recruit specific category exemplars (Mack et al., 2013), the 
hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex inform 
representations based on category prototypes (Bowman & 
Zeithamova, 2018). In addition to similarity-based 
comparisons of representations, successful learning requires 
higher-order inferential processes, such as when faced with 
novelty or uncertainty invoked by a given stimulus (Paniukov 
& Davis, 2018). A comprehensive account must be able to 
link each of these processes; how these multiple brain 
systems interact remains to be defined. 

Much of this work has focused on the link between 
predictions of representations formed during learning and 
how task strategies can influence what is learned by 
combining sophisticated neural analyses with formal model 
predictions (Bowman & Zeithamova, 2018; Braunlich & 
Seger, 2016; Mack, Love, & Preston, 2016; Mack et al., 
2013). There is, however, a missing component: the decision 
making process itself. Limited work has explored the neural 
mechanisms that govern how category knowledge, once 
learned, is applied to novel situations to yield measurable 
behavioural changes in decision making. 

Investigating the neural processes of category decision 
making requires a computational theory of how such 
decisions unfold. The Exemplar-Based Random Walk 
(EBRW) model (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) formalizes 
category decisions as an evidence accumulation process. 
Evidence in support of different categories is sampled over 
time through similarity-based retrieval of category exemplars 
motivated by the seminal Generalized Context Model (GCM) 
(Nosofsky, 1986). The key innovation of EBRW is its ability 
to predict both response probabilities and speed, thereby 
providing a comprehensive formal account of the behaviour 
underlying categorization decision making.  

Here, we leverage EBRW in an exploratory approach to 
identifying neural processes linked to categorization decision 
making. Our approach significantly extends prior work that 
has interrogated brain function with categorization models 
(e.g., Bowman & Zeithamova, 2018; Davis, Goldwater, & 
Giron, 2017; Mack et al., 2013) by 1) targeting neural 
response that fully characterizes decision responses and 
speeds, and 2) focussing on participant-specific predictions 
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through hierarchical model analyses. The EBRW model 
provides a strong theoretical framework for interpreting 
potentially informative neural processes; however, there are 
no analytic approaches for applying EBRW in a hierarchical 
manner that captures individual differences underlying 
common neural substrates at the group level in category 
decision making. As such, we split the two primary elements 
of EBRW—that is, exemplar-based category representations 
that drive an accumulation of noisy decision evidence—into 
a two-stage analytic approach: First, we interrogate neural 
signals related to decision making with a hierarchical variant 
of the drift diffusion model (DDM; Ratcliff, 1978), a 
computational model that approximates EBRW’s decision 
making mechanism. Second, we evaluate the correspondence 
between the identified brain measures and individually 
tailored predictions of the GCM, the model that EBRW’s 
exemplar-based category representations are based on. Since 
EBRW formalizes that category representations impact 
decision making through changes to the rate of evidence 
accumulation (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) and that this sort 
of category evidence has been correlated with neural function 
in prefrontal and parietal cortices and striatum (Davis et al., 
2017), we focus on the drift rate parameter in the DDM.  

Thus, we test the hypotheses that brain activation during a 
classic categorization task (Mack et al., 2013; Medin & 
Schaffer, 1978) corresponds to the rate of category evidence 
accumulation on a trial-by-trial basis and that such neural 
decision signals may vary when category knowledge is 
generalized to novel relative to previously encountered 
stimuli. Given the exploratory nature of this approach 
(Thompson, Wright, & Bissett, 2020), we take a purposefully 
uninformed view of brain function. Specifically, we 
interrogate neural response from a parcellation of distinct 
regions across the whole brain independently identified in a 
large-scale, data-driven analysis of resting state interregional 
connectivity (Schaefer et al., 2018). This approach provides 
a key first approximation of how to identify neural function 
underlying complex human behaviour through the lens of a 
formal computational theory. 

Methods 
The current study leverages a previously published open-
access dataset (Mack et al., 2013). This dataset, which 
includes behavioural and structural and functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) data, was downloaded from OSF 
(https://osf.io/62rgs/). For completeness, we include a full 
description of the methods for this experiment. 

Participants  
Twenty-three participants participated in the experiment. 
Two participants were removed prior to analysis for 
excessive head motion during fMRI scanning, and one 
participant was removed for failure to learn the categorization 
task. The remaining 20 participants were included in the 
primary analysis (age range of 19–33 years; mean age of 23.5 
years; 14 female). 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Stimuli and test performance. Stimuli 

composed of four binary dimensions were split into 
training (five A and four B items) and testing sets 

(example stimulus set shown in top row). Test 
performance showed typical accuracy (middle) and 
median reaction time (bottom) performance as in 

previous reports (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978). Lighter 
dots depict participant-specific averages, darker dots 

depict group averages, and errors bars depict 95% 
confidence intervals. 

Stimuli 
The stimulus set was composed of 16 objects consisting of 
simple shapes enclosed in a grey, horizontally oriented 
rectangle (Figure 1). The simple shape varied based on four 
salient binary-valued features (colour: red or green, shape: 
circle or triangle, size: large or small, and position: right or 
left). For each participant, the four features were randomly 
assigned to the four dimensions defined by the 5/4 category 
structure (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). This structure is divided 
into two categories with the prototype member of category A 
corresponding to [0,0,0,0] and the prototype member of 
category B corresponding to [1,1,1,1]. Nine objects served as 
the training items with five for category A and four for 
category B. The remaining seven objects served as a test set. 

Procedures 
After an initial screening and consent in accordance with the 
University of Texas Institutional Review Board, participants 
were instructed on the category learning task. These 
instructions explained that the participant would be shown 
simple objects composed of different features and that the 
task was to learn which object belonged to one of two 
categories through corrective feedback.  

Participants performed the training phase of the experiment 
in a behavioural testing room. On each training trial, one of 
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the nine training stimuli was displayed for 3.5s and 
participants made a response to the stimulus’ category by 
pressing one of two labelled keys on the keyboard. Then, a 
fixation cross was presented for 0.5s, followed by a feedback 
display that presented the stimulus, the correct category, and 
whether the participant’s response was correct or incorrect 
for 3.5s. Trials ended with a 0.5s fixation cross. The nine 
training stimuli were presented 20 times in randomized order 
during the initial training outside the scanner. Participants 
also completed additional training trials inside the fMRI 
scanner during an anatomical scan as a refresher of the 
training items’ category membership. In total, across the 
entire training phase, participants completed 24 repetitions 
with each training stimulus. 

After training, participants performed the testing phase 
during functional scanning. On each test trial, one of sixteen 
stimuli (consisting of the nine training stimuli and seven 
novel transfer stimuli) was displayed for 3.5s and participants 
made a category response by pressing one of two buttons on 
an MRI-compatible button box. A fixation cross was then 
presented for 6.5s. No feedback was provided during the 
testing phase. The 16 stimuli were presented three times in 
randomized order during six functional runs for 18 total 
repetitions per stimulus. 

fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
Whole-brain imaging data were acquired on a 3.0T GE Signa 
MRI system (GE Medical Systems). Structural images were 
acquired using a T2-weighted flow-compensated spin-echo 
pulse sequence (TR=3s; TE=68ms, 256x256 matrix, 1x1mm 
inplane resolution) with thirty-three 3-mm thick oblique axial 
slices (0.6mm gap), approximately 20° off the AC-PC line. 
Functional images were acquired with an echo planar 
imaging sequence using the same slice prescription as the 
structural images (TR=2s, TE=30.5ms, flip angle=73°, 64x64 
matrix, 3.75x3.75 in-plane resolution, bottom-up interleaved 
acquisition, 0.6mm gap). An additional high-resolution T1-
weighted 3D SPGR structural volume (256x256x172 matrix, 
1x1x1.3mm voxels) was acquired for registration and brain 
parcellation. 

Anatomical and functional MRI data for each participant 
were preprocessed using the fMRIPrep automated MRI 
workflow (version 1.0.15; Esteban et al., 2019), which 
included brain extraction, motion correction, coregistration 
between functional and T1 volumes, and normalization to the 
MNI 2009c asymmetric brain template. AROMA-identified 
noise components were regressed out of the functional 
timeseries. For each run, trial-level beta parameters were 
estimated from the functional timeseries across the whole 
brain using the LS-S approach (Mumford, Turner, Ashby, & 
Poldrack, 2012). Finally, beta estimates across trials were 
averaged within 100 regions of interest (ROI) as defined by a 
resting-state brain parcellation (Schaefer et al., 2018) and an 
additional eight ROIs from subcortical regions including 
right and left hippocampus, caudate, putamen, and thalamus. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Brain parcellation and analysis schematic. A) 
Analyses targeted 108 brain ROIs derived from a data-

driven resting-state functional parcellation and 
anatomically-defined subcortical regions. B) Mean trial-by-

trial beta estimates within each ROI were extracted and 
leveraged to predict trial-by-trial changes in drift rate in 

DDM simulations of categorization decisions.   

Brain-informed Drift Diffusion Modelling 
DDM analyses were conducted by first averaging beta 
estimates within each ROI for each trial resulting in an ROI-
specific timeseries (Figure 2B). Separate DDM simulations 
were conducted for each ROI wherein trial-by-trial changes 
in drift rate, v, were linked to the ROI timeseries. Given the 
theorized relationship in EBRW between exemplar-based 
category similarity and the random walk accumulation of 
evidence (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997), we focused on the link 
between brain and drift rate in the DDM. The DDM 
formalizes other parameters that distinctly influence 
predictions of decision making behaviour (e.g., decision 
threshold, a, and non-response time, TER); however, the key 
prediction from EBRW we test here depends on drift rate. 
Additionally, the relationship between drift rate and ROI 
activation was allowed to vary by stimulus type (training vs. 
testing items). Simulations were implemented with the 
Hierarchical Drift Diffusion Model (HDDM) library 
(Wiecki, Sofer, & Frank, 2013), which performs hierarchical 
Bayesian parameter estimation. MCMC sampling was 
conducted for 20,000 samples with 10,000 burn-in and 
thinning set to 2. The deviance information criterion (DIC) 
for each ROI-based model was compared to a baseline model 
not linked to neural activation. ROI-based models with 
smaller DIC values differing from the baseline model by at 
least 10 were consider a significantly better fit (Spiegelhalter, 
Best, Carlin, & Van Der Linde, 2002). Parameter estimates 
from ROI-based models meeting this criterion were further 
explored by analyzing the posterior distributions of effects 
due to neural activation and stimulus type (training vs. testing 
items) on drift rate. Specifically, the probability of direction, 
pd, for each effect was calculated as the proportion of 
posterior samples in the most probable direction (i.e., pd 
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ranges from 0.5 to 1 with values closer to 1 for more likely 
effects). 

Linking Category Evidence and Neural Response 
Leveraging the HDDM provides a quantitative means for 
interrogating the link between neural activation and 
categorization decisions. In particular, finding that trial-by-
trial fluctuations in the neural activation of certain brain 
regions predicts behaviour suggests these brain regions are 
performing an important role in mapping sensory information 
onto category knowledge. However, the DDM is agnostic to 
specific mechanisms underlying computations of category 
evidence, thus it represents only one component of the 
broader EBRW framework.  

To test the hypothesis that the degree of evidence for one 
category over another is reflected in the neural dynamics of 
the identified ROIs, we performed an additional analysis that 
linked participant-specific cognitive model predictions of 
categorization to neural activation in the ROIs identified by 
the brain-informed DDM analysis. Specifically, we generated 
predictions of category evidence with the GCM (Nosofsky, 
1986). A key mechanism of GCM is selective attention, 
whereby diagnostic feature dimensions for a given task are 
weighted to varying degrees in calculating similarity to stored 
category exemplars and thus modulate the evidence for each 
category. It has been previously shown that individual 
differences in both categorization performance and neural 
representations (e.g., Mack et al., 2013; Braunlich & Love, 
2019) are related to attention weighting in the GCM. 

Thus, to quantify participant-specific predictions of 
category evidence, we fit to each participant’s behaviour by 
optimizing GCM parameters of dimensional attention 
weights (w) and sensitivity (c) with a genetic algorithm 
approach (differential evolution in scipy version 1.3.0) to 
maximize likelihood of response probabilities during the last 
block of training (Mack et al., 2013). Participant-specific 
optimized parameters were then leveraged to predict for each 
stimulus the degree of discriminatory evidence (ev) for the 
most probable category. This measure of category evidence 
for stimulus x is the absolute value of the difference between 
the summed similarity for category A and B: 
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where d is the set of feature dimensions, A and B are the set 
of training items in the two categories, w is the set of 
optimized dimension weights, and c is sensitivity. We then 
evaluated the relationship between category evidence (ev) 
and trial-by-trial neural activation with a mixed effects linear 
regression. Specifically, category evidence was modelled as 
the response, neural activation as the predictor, and random 
intercepts were included for participants. Given that category 
evidence is exponentially distributed, a log link function was 
included in the regression model. Regression analyses were 
conducted with Bayesian estimation (rstanarm R package 

version 2.19.2). Neural activation models were compared to 
a baseline model that only included random intercepts. 

Results 
Testing phase performance (Figure 1) showed typical results 
consistent with previous reports (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 
1978). Responses to A and B training items demonstrated 
clear learning that was retained during test. Responses to 
novel test items varied according to match to category 
exemplars as determined by each participants’ learning 
performance (Mack et al., 2013). Median reaction times 
(RTs) at the group level did not vary across items; however, 
there was variability across participants and trials. The brain-
based DDM analysis offers a means for accounting for trial-
by-trial variability in response choices and times with neural 
function. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Brain regions linked to category decisions. DDM 
models informed by neural activation from occipital (red), 

mid cingulate (blue), and lateral PFC (green) each 
accounted for category decisions significantly better than 

the baseline model not informed by brain signals. 

Brain Regions Related to Category Decisions 
Across the brain, only six of the tested ROIs showed brain-
informed HDDM predictions with significantly better 
accounts of category decisions relative to the baseline model. 
Interestingly, these six ROIs were composed of three pairs of 
adjacent regions, with each pair showing similar effects. To 
simplify presentation of the results and to best reflect the 
nature of their similar effects, we combined these pairs into 
three ROIs (Figure 3): an occipital region including 
extrastriate cortex, a region of midcingulate cortex, and a 
region of left lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) extending into 
insula. HDDM simulations of these combined ROIs 
demonstrated significantly lower DICs (occipital: 6,712.9, 
mid cingulate: 6,713.5, lateral PFC: 6,711.5) relative to 
baseline (6,725.3). 

Although these three regions demonstrated similar overall 
fits to behaviour, the nature of the relationship between ROI 
activation and drift rate was unique across ROIs (Figure 4). 
In the occipital ROI, neural activation was positively related 
to drift rate but only for test items (pdtrain = 0.8, pdtest = 0.998). 
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In mid cingulate, neural activation was negatively related to 
drift rate but only for training items (pdtrain > 0.999, pdtest = 
0.676). Finally, the lateral PFC region showed a negative 
relationship between neural activation and drift rate for both 
stimulus types (pdtrain = 0.997, pdtest = 0.985). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Effects of neural activation on drift rate. Posterior 
predictions of drift rate as a function of ROI activation (top: 

occipital, middle: mid cingulate, bottom: lateral PFC) 
separately for training (purple) and test (orange) stimuli are 
shown on the left. Posterior distributions of the activation 

effects on drift rate for training and test stimuli relative to 0 
(dotted line) are shown on the right. Shaded regions 

represent 95% prediction intervals.  

Category Evidence in Neural Activation 
The key prediction of EBRW follows that category decision 
making is driven by similarity-based comparisons to category 
exemplars. Extending this hypothesis to neural function, it 
follows that brain regions key for category decision making 
will exhibit activation profiles that track category evidence. 
To test this prediction, we evaluated the association between 
category evidence, as derived from GCM-based model fits of 
learning behaviour, and neural activation in the DDM-
identified brain regions. 

Of the three ROIs, only lateral PFC showed a significant 
relationship with model-based predictions of category 
evidence (Figure 5; R2 = 0.145) with higher lateral PFC 
activation associated with less discriminatory category 
evidence (β = -0.004, CI = [-0.007, -0.001], pd = 0.987). 
These findings support the hypothesis that lateral PFC 
activation fluctuates as a function of category evidence 
(Paniukov & Davis, 2018) and that this category evidence 
plays a role in the accumulation of evidence in category 
decisions (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997). 

 

 
Figure 5: Relationship between lateral PFC activation and 

GCM-predicted category evidence. Shaded ribbon and 
regions depict 95% prediction intervals. 

Discussion 
By integrating a formal category decision making model, 

EBRW, with whole-brain neural measures, we demonstrate 
that activation in specific brain regions relates to the trial-by-
trial dynamics of category decisions. Specifically, we found 
that activation in LPFC was associated with category 
decisions and the speed of those decisions. Notably, trial-by-
trial activation in this region also related to exemplar-based 
predictions of category evidence. In both cases, the link to 
LPFC activation was an inverse relationship: higher 
activation was accompanied by slower decisions and less 
category evidence. These findings support an account of 
LPFC engagement tied to the difficulty of the current 
category decision, such that LPFC is recruited to resolve 
conflicts and help drive decision making in ambiguous 
circumstances. 

The LPFC has been previously reported to be involved in 
a variety of tasks consistent with this interpretation. Monkey 
studies suggest that neurons in LPFC are sensitive to 
multidimensional feature representations (Mendoza-Halliday 
& Martinez-Trujillo, 2017) and code for category boundaries 
(Seger & Miller, 2010). Additionally, human work points to 
a specific role for LPFC in the control of memory retrieval, 
particularly in the face of ambiguity and competing 
information (e.g., Badre & Nee, 2018; Thompson-Schill et 
al., 1998). These prior results portray the LPFC as the 
recipient of perceptual information, to which it applies 
representations of category structure to guide and drive 
category decisions. When the perceptual representations 
provide less obvious category distinctions, an increase in 
activation may be indicative of a greater amount of cognitive 
effort required to make a decision.  

Recent work has isolated the distinct contribution of 
subregions of LPFC, namely rostrolateral PFC (RLPFC), to 
categorization. It has been proposed that RLPFC is involved 
in tracking higher-order relations between object features, 
while other LPFC regions drive the decision making process 
more generally (Davis et al., 2017). For instance, a recent 
study of category decision making has determined that the 
RLPFC engages in comparisons of dissimilarity between 
exemplars, signalling its involvement in highly abstract 
category learning processes, while DLPFC is activated in 
cases of uncertainty when there is less similarity-based 
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evidence available to inform a category decision (O’Bryan, 
Worthy, Livesey, & Davis, 2018). Furthermore, RLPFC has 
been shown to continually evaluate categorization rules, even 
if the correct strategy has been arrived at (Paniukov & Davis, 
2018). Therefore, when less information is provided by 
perceptual representations, or when the categorization 
decision is not obvious enough to rely on earlier cortical 
areas, LPFC is engaged to compare the current stimuli to 
previous exemplars according to task-specific goals. By 
directly linking trial-by-trial neural signals from LPFC to 
category decision making and the expression of exemplar-
based category knowledge, our findings uniquely support the 
notion that LPFC is tracking category evidence in a 
behaviourally-relevant manner (O’Bryan, Walden, Serra, & 
Davis, 2018) akin to the mechanisms of EBRW (Nosofsky & 
Palmeri, 1997). 

Although occipital and mid cingulate regions were not 
associated with model-based predictions of category 
evidence, activation in these regions did exhibit distinct 
relationships with evidence accumulation as formalized in 
the DDM. In occipital cortex, decision-related activation was 
restricted to novel test items, such that higher activation was 
accompanied by quicker and more accurate responses. Prior 
studies support the notion of concept representation in 
perceptual cortices. Specifically, it is thought that recurrent 
feedforward/feedback loops with medial temporal lobe and 
PFC allow visual regions to make inferences about stimulus 
features (Hindy, Ng, & Turk-Browne, 2016; Lee & 
Mumford, 2003). Moreover, occipital regions respond to the 
similarity between particular stimuli and category 
representations (Braunlich & Love, 2019), as well as 
demonstrating an increase in activation in category-relevant 
visual areas (Folstein et al., 2013). Thus, the link between 
occipital activation and decision making we observe may be 
due to the engagement of neural representations tuned to 
diagnostic visual dimensions. It follows that this neural 
tuning may be most helpful and, therefore, recruited when 
generalizing to new stimuli. 

Although the inclusion of the mid cingulate cortex (MCC) 
also improves DDM predictions, its potential role in this 
category learning paradigm is less clear. The relationship 
between MCC activation and drift rate was restricted to 
trained items, such that lower activation was associated with 
higher drift rates. While this relationship resembles that of the 
one observed in the LPFC, perhaps suggesting a role in 
encoding category rules during training trials, the lack of any 
association for testing trials is puzzling. In the absence of 
feedback, it may be that the MCC serves as a mere conduit 
between posterior and anterior cortical regions (Yarkoni, 
Poldrack, Nichols, Van Essen, & Wager, 2011). 

A comprehensive account of category learning requires an 
understanding of the dynamics of attention, representation, 
and decision making both at the level of computational and 
neural processes. Here, we build on recent advances that link 
computational model predictions of category representations 
to neural coding (Mack, Love, & Preston, 2018; Zeithamova 
et al., 2019) to isolate the neural signals of category decision 

making. We also extend methods of linking brain and 
behaviour through the DDM (Frank et al., 2015; Mack & 
Preston, 2016; Roberts & Hutcherson, 2019; White, 
Mumford, & Poldrack, 2012) to demonstrate that trial-by-
trial neural signals from occipital, mid cingulate, and lateral 
PFC track the accumulation of evidence in category 
decisions. Importantly, LPFC activation tracked participant-
specific predictions of exemplar-based category evidence as 
formalized by EBRW (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997). More 
generally, this approach offers a novel method for 
quantitatively connecting behavioural data to neural 
processes with cognitive theory. 
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Abstract
Traditional models of category learning in psychology focus
on representation at the category level as opposed to the stim-
ulus level, even though the two are likely to interact. The
stimulus representations employed in such models are either
hand-designed by the experimenter, inferred circuitously from
human judgments, or borrowed from pretrained deep neural
networks that are themselves competing models of category
learning. In this work, we extend classic prototype and ex-
emplar models to learn both stimulus and category represen-
tations jointly from raw input. This new class of models can
be parameterized by deep neural networks (DNN) and trained
end-to-end. Following their namesakes, we refer to them as
Deep Prototype Models, Deep Exemplar Models, and Deep
Gaussian Mixture Models. Compared to typical DNNs, we
find that their cognitively inspired counterparts both provide
better intrinsic fit to human behavior and improve ground-truth
classification.
Keywords: category learning; deep neural networks; proto-
type models; exemplar models; Gaussian mixture models

Introduction
Categorization is central to cognition, and so models of cate-
gory learning are ubiquitous in cognitive science (Kruschke,
1992; Nosofsky, 1984; Posner & Keele, 1968; Reed, 1972).
Most models of category learning can be understood as meth-
ods for inferring the structure of different categories (i.e.,
their representations). For example, prototype models rep-
resent a category as an idealization or abstraction—typically
the mean—of its members (Reed, 1972), whereas exemplar
models represent a category by all previously encountered
members (Nosofsky, 1984). These category representations
are by definition a function of the underlying stimulus repre-
sentation, which is typically fixed in advance.

How the modeler should choose the “right” stimulus rep-
resentation for any particular task is not clear. When the rep-
resentations are designed by hand, they may be considerably
biased. A popular alternative is to infer mental representa-
tions directly from judgments via multi-dimensional scaling
(MDS; Shepard, 1980), but this process is sensitive to context
(Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993), and when applied to
downstream modeling, is limited to predicting behavior from
behavior. Further, neither of these options provide a stimulus-
to-representation mapping, nor a theory of how humans might
acquire one. More problematic, however, is the observation
that stimulus representations are unlikely fixed at all, and their
structure may be influenced by the process of category learn-
ing itself (Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998).

More recent work (e.g., Battleday, Peterson, & Griffiths,
2019; Lake, Zaremba, Fergus, & Gureckis, 2015; Peterson,
Abbott, & Griffiths, 2018; Sanders & Nosofsky, 2018) lever-
ages representations learned from deep neural networks to
support psychological models. Unlike hand design or MDS,
these networks both model learning and provide a mapping
from raw inputs to low-, mid-, and high-level representations
(LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015). However, these networks
are typically trained for the task of categorization in a way
that is not motivated by psychological theories. In particular,
they are trained to discriminate categories via linear bound-
aries over their learned feature spaces, and do not explicitly
represent the categories themselves. When we use them in
service of psychological modeling, we are borrowing from an
(implicit) theory of category learning that we do not espouse
in order to support a different theory that we do.

Theories of feature learning in psychology do exist (e.g.,
Austerweil & Griffiths, 2013; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985),
but they do not model the interaction between feature learn-
ing and category learning, and are often not computationally
tractable for large, high-dimensional stimulus sets. While
a variety of burgeoning unsupervised deep neural networks
(e.g., Donahue, Krähenbühl, & Darrell, 2016; Dumoulin et
al., 2016; Ji, Henriques, & Vedaldi, 2019) provide com-
petitive alternate candidates for stimulus representation that
could support effective categorization, they are likewise fixed
after training.

To address these shortcomings, we propose a probabilis-
tic framework for incorporating feature learning into classic
accounts of category learning, including prototype models,
exemplar models, and a family of mixture models that define
a continuum between these two extremes. Our framework
can be instantiated via deep neural networks, backpropagat-
ing through each categorization model (i.e., category repre-
sentation learner) to a feature learning network that is learned
simultaneously. We call these networks Deep Prototype Mod-
els (DPM), Deep Exemplar Models (DEM), and Deep Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (DGMM). When trained on a popu-
lar benchmark dataset from machine learning, we find that
our new family of models provide excellent out-of-sample
fit to human uncertainty behavior for a large dataset of over
500,000 judgments, and boost ground-truth classification ac-
curacy compared to traditional deep neural networks.
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Formalization of Category Learning
The problem of category learning can be formalized as infer-
ring the probability that a stimulus, x, belongs to each of a
set of C categories, p(ci ∈ C|x) (Anderson, 1991; Ashby &
Alfonso-Reese, 1995). Bayes’ rule implies that

p(ci |x) =
p(x |ci)p(ci)

∑ j p(x |c j)p(c j)
. (1)

The prior over categories, p(c j), can reflect the frequency or
saliency of each category. When it is uniform, the posterior
is proportional to the likelihood of the stimulus given the cat-
egory:

p(ci |x) ∝ p(x |ci). (2)

Our choice of a functional form for the likelihood, p(x |ci),
specifies the strategy for representing categories, with each of
the classical categorization models listed above correspond-
ing to a particular functional form (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese,
1995).

A simple first choice for p(x |ci) is a Gaussian density, such
that stimuli in each category are normally distributed with
mean µi and covariance Σi. This implies that

p(ci |x) ∝ e−d(x, µi, Σi)
2
, (3)

where d is the Mahalanobis distance between the stimulus
and the mean of the category given its covariance structure Σi.
Gaussian likelihoods correspond to the probabilistic formula-
tion of prototype models over integral psychological spaces,
with category prototypes given by µi, and the similarity of
a stimulus to the prototype inversely proportional to its dis-
tance. When Σi 6= I, new variants of more complex prototype
models emerge, including cases that are equivalent to models
with curved decision boundaries (Ashby & Maddox, 1993;
Battleday et al., 2019; Minda & Smith, 2001).

A much more flexible form for the likelihood is the ker-
nel density estimator, which allows both the distribution of
stimuli in each category to be arbitrarily distributed and the
boundary between categories to be arbitrarily shaped. In this
model, the probability distribution representing a category is
composed of the normalized sum of a set of kernel distribu-
tions over the stimulus space. Taking a Gaussian kernel, we
have that

p(ci |x) ∝ ∑
x′

e−d(x, x′, I)2
, (4)

where x′ are kernel positions for ci, and Σi is typically taken
to be the identity matrix, I; this reduces the Mahalanobis dis-
tance to the Euclidean distance. When all previously encoun-
tered members of category i are used as kernel locations, the
Gaussian kernel density estimator is equivalent to the exem-
plar model (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995). Intuitively, this
means that the probability that stimulus x comes from cate-
gory ci is inversely proportional to the sum of its distances to
each member of that category. Other variations of exemplar

models may include alternate distance metrics, scaling pa-
rameters for the distance metric, and convex attentional trans-
formations of x (Nosofsky, 1984).

Finally, we can consider a class of models that interpo-
late between these two extremes—of a single Gaussian like-
lihood for each category and one Gaussian kernel for each
exemplar—by allowing the number of kernels per category,
K, to vary between 1 and the number of exemplars in that cat-
egory. This corresponds to a mixture of Gaussians, and allows
the modeler to trade off between model accuracy and com-
plexity given data (Griffiths, Sanborn, Canini, & Navarro,
2012). Although less commonly used, Gaussian mixture
models have also been proposed as models of human cate-
gory learning (Rosseel, 2002), and are special cases of other
influential categorization frameworks (Anderson, 1991; Grif-
fiths, Canini, Sanborn, & Navarro, 2007).

Incorporating Feature Learning
Incorporating feature learning into classic models implies
that, in addition to a learnable category representation, a
joint model must also specify a learnable transformation of
stimulus inputs, φ(·), over which the categorization model
will operate. The idea of inferring representations of stimuli
for input into categorization models has been employed for
some time via strategies such as MDS (Shepard, 1980), or by
searching over a range of feature extraction algorithms (Bat-
tleday et al., 2019). However, although these methods yield
a transformed input representation, φ(x), they do not provide
the corresponding transformation φ(·) itself, nor a means to
learn it. The transformation itself is important because it both
explains part of human learning and allows a model to gener-
alize to new stimuli.

For complex naturalistic stimuli, we want the flexibility
to learn a transformation φ(·)—and thus, a resulting repre-
sentation φ(x)—that can best support a particular categoriza-
tion strategy or category representation. However, if φ(·) is
learned incrementally, then each individual evaluation of the
transformation will require either re-estimation of category
means or mixture centers, or re-transformation of all exem-
plars in the dataset, both of which seem psychologically im-
plausible and computationally intractable. Alternatively, we
can parameterize our likelihood function for each category i
by a set of K learnable centers zi = (z1, ...,zK) for category i,
and take the likelihood function p(φ(x)|ci,zi)) to be the Gaus-
sian kernel density estimator proposed above, with kernels at
locations zi for category i. The task of category learning can
therefore be re-framed as inferring the probability

argmax
φ,z

p(ci |φ(x)) ∝ p(φ(x)|ci,zi)), (5)

When K = 1, the number of centers per category corresponds
to learned prototypes for each category. Assuming an equal
number of stimuli per class, when K = N

C there are as many
centers as stimuli per class, corresponding to learned exem-
plars. For C total classes, when N

C > K >C, there are an arbi-
trary number of centers, and while they could be thought of as
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Figure 1: General schematic for deep categorization models.

subsets of exemplars, it may be most appropriate to think of
them as the centers of a Gaussian mixture density. In general,
we are now interested in the probability

p(ci |φ(x),zi) ∝ ∑
z′∈zi

−d(φ(x), z′,I)2. (6)

Note that exponentiation and normalization are omitted for
clarity, since the proportional relationship still holds. When
K = 1, the sum contains only a single term, corresponding
to a Gaussian density (prototype model), when N

C > K > C,
the sum corresponds to a Gaussian mixture density with uni-
form weights, and when K = N

C , the sum corresponds to a
Gaussian-kernel density (exemplar model).

Deep Categorization Models
While transformation φ(·) and centers zi could be estimated
through a variety of methods, we choose to express both us-
ing a deep convolutional neural network (CNN; Krizhevsky,
Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012) with parameter matrices (θ1, θ2),
which among other reasons are highly scalable and efficient
for featurizing image inputs. The transformation φθ1 is instan-
tiated as a convolutional neural network and Zθ2 parameter-
izes a final classification layer via learned centers zi for each
category. A visualization of our deep categorization models
is shown in Figure 1. Particular variants of the model are
explained in detail below.

Deep Prototype Models. In the case of Gaussian likeli-
hoods, the covariance matrix Σ j determines whether the dis-
tance function is Euclidean or Mahalanobis. This differ-
ence corresponds to constraints on the possible shape of the
Gaussian category densities that will be estimated. When
Σ j is the identity I (denoted as ΣI hereafter), we assume
that category distributions are isometric Gaussians (i.e., d-
dimensional spheres in the stimulus or feature space). When
the diagonal of Σ j is a scalar multiple of I (i.e., the diago-
nal is filled by the same constant that does not need to be 1),
denoted as ΣC hereafter, the size of the sphere and variance
of the category is allowed to vary across categories. Finally,
when the elements of the diagonal of Σ j can vary freely, de-
noted as ΣA hereafter, the category distributions are allowed
to stretch into d-dimensional ellipsoids that are aligned with
the axes of the stimulus space. An additional case is also pos-
sible, wherein Σ j is a full covariance matrix, and dimensions

of the Gaussian are allowed to be correlated. However, we
leave this much more expressive variant to future work.

Notably, DPMs are formally similar to a training objective
called center loss (Wen, Zhang, Li, & Qiao, 2016), although
the latter re-estimates class means for each mini-batches dur-
ing training. They are also related to prototypical networks
(Scott, Ridgeway, & Mozer, 2019; Snell, Swersky, & Zemel,
2017), which learn representations such that averages of ex-
emplars from unseen classes support few-shot learning.

Deep Gaussian Mixture Models. DGMMs were imple-
mented as multi-center versions of the DPMs described
above, but distances are summed across all centers for each
class, and the distance function is always Euclidean. This
model contrasts with related ones that are instead trained
asynchronously (Variani, McDermott, & Heigold, 2015), en-
courage large margins (Wan, Zhong, Li, & Chen, 2018), or
focus on multiple layers of latent variables (Van den Oord &
Schrauwen, 2014; Viroli & McLachlan, 2019).

Deep Exemplar Models. DEMs were implemented as DG-
MMs with as many centers as training datapoints. Exem-
plars were initialized as the initial random projections (a re-
sult of random starting weights) of the training data through
the untrained neural network. It should be noted that another
popular neural network model of category learning (which
also does not incorporate feature learning) known as AL-
COVE (Kruschke, 1992) is a special case of our models
where centers are arranged in a grid or randomly initialized
in a fixed stimulus space, but not trained. DEMs are also re-
lated to deep Gaussian process hybrid deep networks (Brad-
shaw, Matthews, & Ghahramani, 2017), which are fitted with
stochastic variational inference.

Methods
Dataset. While there are a variety of large natural image
datasets from computer vision that may be appropriate for
training, (e.g., Barbu et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2009), we fo-
cus on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009), a popular
benchmark; albeit one with relatively small images in terms
of pixel size. We choose CIFAR-10 both because it allows us
to train many hundreds of models and replications to conver-
gence in a reasonable amount of time (about 5-7 hours each),
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Baseline Prototype (DPM) DGMM Exemplar (DEM)
ResNet AllCNN ResNet AllCNN Resnet AllCNN ResNet AllCNN

ΣI ΣC ΣA ΣI ΣC ΣA
CIFAR-10 (Accuracy) 90.3 92.3 90.3 90.3 90.4 92.3 92.3 91.8 90.4 92.5 90.2 92.1
CIFAR-10H (Error) .88 .78 .72 .77 .84 .55 .63 .67 .72 .45 .74 .57

Table 1: Mean CIFAR-10 validation accuracy and CIFAR-10H error (crossentropy; fit to human uncertainty) for each model.

Baseline Prototype (DPM) DGMM Exemplar (DEM)
ResNet AllCNN ResNet AllCNN Resnet AllCNN ResNet AllCNN

ΣI ΣC ΣA ΣI ΣC ΣA
CIFAR-10 (Accuracy) 90.3 92.3 90.4 90.5 90.5 92.4 92.4 91.9 90.8 92.8 90.6 92.5
CIFAR-10H (Error) .88 .76 .72 .77 .84 .53 .63 .67 .71 .43 .72 .48

Table 2: Best CIFAR-10 validation accuracy and CIFAR-10H error (crossentropy; fit to human uncertainty) for each model.

and because it allows for a rigorous comparison to an exist-
ing, large human behavioral dataset (see Evaluation below).
CIFAR-10 contains 5000 training and 1000 validation images
for each of ten categories: airplane, automobile, bird, cat,
deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck.

CNN Architectures. To learn transformation φθ1 over input
images, we employ two architectures: ResNet (He, Zhang,
Ren, & Sun, 2016) and All-CNN (Springenberg, Dosovitskiy,
Brox, & Riedmiller, 2014). All-CNN is a surprisingly parsi-
monious (i.e., uses only convolutional layers), low-parameter,
stable, high-accuracy network that can be trained quickly.
Our only architectural modification is the addition of batch
normalization layers after each rectified linear (ReLU) ac-
tivation function on top of each convolutional layer, which
significantly reduced training time. Including the new layers
before the ReLUs was less effective in our tests. For ResNet,
we use the 20-layer, v2 version, which is by no means the
best of its cousins, but has a high size-to-accuracy ratio. The
final representation layers in All-CNN and ResNet are 192-
and 256-dimensional respectively. We also use each unmodi-
fied architecture as a baseline model, with the original fully-
connected classification layer at the end.

For both networks, we do not mirror the original training
schemes exactly, which involve different optimizers and com-
plicated learning rate schedules that would interact with our
new architectural changes; instead, we hold them constant to
reduce the search space. In particular we used a simple gra-
dient descent optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01, decay
value of 1e-6, and Nesterov momentum with a value of 0.9.
These values were chosen before any baselines or novel mod-
els were trained.

Training. We train each of our models in the typical su-
pervised manner. While categorization models in psychol-
ogy are typically fit directly to human behavior, we follow
the machine learning paradigm of presenting only single la-
bels for each image. This mimics a type of supervision that
humans receive, since humans do not learn categories by fit-
ting to their own behavior. As explained below, we evaluate

our models’ fit to humans after learning, requiring that our
models learn to behave like humans without being explicitly
trained to do so.

Evaluation. Following standard practice in machine learn-
ing, we evaluate the accuracy of our models on a held out set
of images and ground-truth labels (in our case, the CIFAR10
validation set described above). This is mostly to ensure that
our baselines are valid and our models are competitive in this
regard. However, we are mainly interested in fit to human
behavior. Peterson, Battleday, Griffiths, and Russakovsky
(2019) provide a useful dataset in this regard, which mea-
sures human uncertainty for each image of the 10,000-image
CIFAR-10 validation, which they call CIFAR-10H.
CIFAR-10H contains 10-way classification judgments from

50 subjects for each image (over 500,000 total judgments),
yielding probability distributions that reflect human uncer-
tainty at the image level. For example, for a particular im-
age, which are small and often somewhat ambiguous, 60% of
subjects may have chosen dog, and the other 40% may have
chosen cat. These proportions are directly comparable to the
output of a network when expressed as probabilities. The au-
thors validate this dataset by showing that training directly
on it (as opposed to typical “one-hot” vectors) generalizes to
human uncertainty for held out images, generalizes in terms
of accuracy to a series of large and challenging held out vali-
dation datasets, and confers robustness to adversarial attacks.
This both defines a crucial natural-image benchmark for pre-
dicting human behavior, and also introduces a new metric for
objectively evaluating image classification models. To apply
this dataset as evaluation, crossentropy (error) between the
probability distributions output by a trained model yi and the
human probabilities hi for each image in the validation set is
computed: −∑

C
i=1 hi log(yi).

Results
Performance
For all results, we report both the best (Table 1) and the av-
erages (Table 2) of 10 training runs, which exhibit the same
pattern of results. We first note that all but one of our eight
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Figure 2: Accuracy and human fit as no. model centers varies.

models outperform the standard convolutional neural network
baseline for accuracy on CIFAR-10 ground-truth labels, with
the Deep Gaussian Mixture Model scoring highest. As accu-
racy gains not trivial to obtain for well-studied architectures,
these are encouraging results.

However, as we are primarily interested in providing high-
quality models of human categorization for more complex
stimuli, the main criterion of model success is the fit to
human-derived labels for these images from CIFAR-10H.
Here we also find that all of our models outperform the neural
network baselines, but with a much greater improvement, par-
ticularly for the DGMMs and DEMs. For comparison, in the
study that introduced this CIFAR10-H, a ResNet architecture
pretrained on CIFAR10 and further fine-tuned on subsets of
the CIFAR10-H human label distributions achieved a cross en-
tropy loss of 0.35 (Peterson et al., 2019). Our models achieve
nearly the same loss with none of the extra supervision, in
most cases with lower accuracy (the authors do extensive hy-
perparameter search), and without any additional fine-tuning
of hyper-parameters.

Optimal Number of Centers
In the previous section, we make a distinction between mod-
els with single clusters for each category (prototypes), models
with as many clusters as training datapoints (exemplars), and
anything in between (mixture centers). For DGMMs, we re-
ported only the best models. To explore the optimal number
of centers for predicting human uncertainty (and obtaining
highest accuracy) more finely, we vary the number of cen-
ters from 2 to 5000 for All-CNN and plot them against each
performance metric in Figure 2, averaged over 10 runs. We
first note that both accuracy and fit to humans are a smooth
function of the number of centers and exhibit a clear maxi-
mum. To maximize accuracy, roughly 25 centers are optimal;
to maximize fit to human uncertainty, less than half of that
are needed (roughly 10). This suggests that both can be max-
imized given some number of centers 10 < M < 25, and pro-
vides clearer evidence that GMM models of category learn-
ing, a middle ground between infamously opposed prototype
and exemplar models, may best model joint human feature
and category representations for natural images.
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Figure 3: Validation accuracy × fit to human uncertainty.

Accuracy Versus Fit to Humans
Compared to baseline, our models are both more accurate
and a much better fit to human uncertainty. While our mod-
els contain more parameters, the complexity (i.e., parameter
count) of each model does not appear to be related to perfor-
mance: the most complex DPMs (i.e., with axis-aligned co-
variance matrices) and the most complex multi-center models
(i.e., DEMs) were not the best models. The optimal number
of centers was also quite modest as we saw in the previous
section. Further, accuracy does not appear to be related to
human fit at all. In Figure 3, we plot accuracy against error
on CIFAR10-H for all 90 All-CNN models that we trained and
find essentially no discernible relationship. Instead, fit to hu-
mans appears to be solely a function of categorization model
(identified by color).

Visualizing Category Representations
Lastly, we visualize representations and centers using t-SNE
for two illustrative model classes: identity-covariance DPMs,
with a single center per class, and a DGMM with 100 centers
per class. For the DPMs we expect to see a single point (dark
color) representing the prototype for each category near the
center of its members. For DGMMs, there are two possibili-
ties: (1) a degenerate case where the model learned many near
duplicates of the mean of the category, or (2) a more interest-
ing case where centers have an arbitrary nontrivial distribu-
tion that supports a nonlinear classification boundary. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 4. DPMs appear largely unimodal,
as expected, and DGMMs indeed exhibit an interesting and
non-degenerate pattern: centers are reasonably spread out,
sometimes in nonlinear shapes or multimodal clusters, and
not always located at the center of class members. The dis-
tribution of category members is also multimodal: subsets of
centers are sometimes located distantly from the others in or-
der to accommodate these flexible distributions.
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Discussion
Traditional models of category learning in psychology are
evaluated in the context of underlying stimulus representa-
tions that are chosen independently, which fails to model
their interaction, and may significantly bias model compar-
ison. We directly address this issue by learning the most ap-
propriate representation for each categorization strategy.

Our approach appears to have been successful in that
DCMs can be trained in a stable manner with no apparent
drawbacks. Even networks that must employ up to 5000 cen-
ters per category had no trouble learning useful stimulus rep-
resentations in parallel. Moreover, nearly all of our models
exhibit patterns of uncertainty in their post-training predic-
tions that match people, and most of them improve accuracy,
which is no easy feat given a fixed, well-known architecture
in computer vision. Since we expected the former results but
not the latter, we did not aim to augment the absolute state-of-
the-art CNNs, and so cannot yet fully assess the utility of our
models on that tier. However, the results we obtained were re-
markably consistent across our ten training runs. The pattern
of results reported in this paper were obtained in one large
training batch, and were not revised to find hyperparameters
more advantageous to our models’ performance.

While the accuracy gains obtained by our models were
modest, improvements in fit to human uncertainty were rela-
tively large compared to previous work (Peterson et al., 2019)
that required extensive human-based supervision to obtain
comparable results. This result is important because agree-
ment between human and model uncertainty patterns is both
a better predictor of robustness and generalization than ac-
curacy (Peterson et al., 2019), and a crucial verification of
psychological theories of category learning that posit explicit
category representation. Although producing datasets like
CIFAR10-H is not as straightforward for datasets of larger im-
ages with less ambiguity (and therefore less human uncer-
tainty), the success of our category learning models on this
dataset provides way to potentially improve network perfor-
mance on any dataset, since fitting directly to human behavior
is not necessary.

Conclusion
In the current work, we have proposed a set of models that
generalize several seminal accounts of categorization to in-
clude feature learning, making use of deep neural networks
as our workhorses. One advantage of doing so is that it en-
ables us to study more complex and naturalistic stimulus sets,
while ensuring stimulus and category representations cohere
well with inaccessible human psychological representations.
We see such integrations as the next step in the synergistic
relationship between modern machine learning and cognitive
science. In particular, we see this successful experiment as
motivation for cognitive modelers to take inspiration from
scalable methods, and as evidence to machine learning practi-
tioners that insights into human cognition can tangibly inform
the design of AI.

Figure 4: t-SNE embeddings of 3000 random stimuli and all
per-category centers for a DPM (top) and DGMM (bottom).
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Abstract 

   A classic issue in the cognitive-science of human category 
learning has involved the contrast between exemplar and prototype 
models.  However, experimental tests to distinguish the models have 
relied almost solely on use of artificial categories composed of 
simplified stimuli.  Here we contrast the predictions from the models 
in a real-world natural-science category domain – geologic rock 
types. Previous work in this domain used a set of complementary 
methods, including multidimensional scaling and direct dimension 
ratings, to derive a high-dimensional feature space in which the rock 
stimuli are embedded.  The present work compares the category-
learning predictions of exemplar and prototype models that make 
reference to this derived feature space.  The experiments include 
conditions that should be favorable to prototype abstraction, 
including use of large-size categories, delayed transfer testing, and 
real-world natural category structures. Nevertheless, the results of 
the qualitative and quantitative model comparisons point toward the 
exemplar model as providing a better account of the observed 
results.  Limitations and directions of future work are discussed. 

Keywords: categorization; exemplar models; prototype models; 
high-dimensional similarity spaces 

Introduction 
A classic issue in cognitive science concerns the manner in 
which people represent categories in memory and make 
decisions about category membership.  Two of the major 
models of human categorization are exemplar and prototype 
models.  According to exemplar models, people represent 
categories by storing numerous individual examples of the 
categories in memory and classify objects on the basis of their 
similarity to the stored examples (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; 
Nosofsky, 1986).  By contrast, according to prototype models 
(Reed, 1972; Minda & Smith, 2001), people form summary 
representations, usually formalized as the central tendencies 
of the category distributions, and classify objects on the basis 
of their similarity to the prototypes. 

There is an enormous past literature that has contrasted the 
predictions from exemplar and prototype models.  However, 
to achieve needed controls, virtually all the research has 
contrasted the models in experiments using highly simplified 
perceptual stimuli and artificially designed category 
structures.  The key idea in the present work was to contrast 

the models in a domain involving real-world natural-science 
categories involving complex, high-dimensional stimuli.   

Our example target domain is rock classification in the 
geologic sciences.  Recent research suggests that the same 
principles govern the structure of rock categories as govern 
the structure of numerous other categories in the natural 
world (Nosofsky, Sanders, et al., 2018a,b).  For example, 
rock categories exhibit graded structures, with prototypical 
instances at their centers, but numerous less typical instances 
as well (cf. Rosch & Mervis, 1975).  Also, as is the case with 
other natural categories, the boundaries separating different 
rock categories from one another are often fuzzy, and the 
category distributions can sometimes even overlap (cf. 
McCloskey & Glucksberg, 1978).  Finally, we think rock 
classification is an intriguing domain to study because, 
despite people’s general familiarity with rocks, a relatively 
small percentage of people arrives to the lab with very much 
prior knowledge of their detailed category structures.  Thus, 
one can maintain careful control of people’s learning 
histories in laboratory settings. 

In recent work, Nosofsky and colleagues demonstrated 
success in using an exemplar model to account for 
classification learning and generalization in the rocks domain 
(Nosofsky et al., 2018a, 2019).  However, most of the 
experiments involved cases in which there were only three 
training exemplars per category and in which transfer tests 
took place immediately after initial training.  In the present 
work we conducted a rock-category learning experiment that 
we thought would be quite challenging to the predictions 
from exemplar models.  First, participants learned to classify 
rock images into 10 igneous-rock categories defined by 9 
training examples each (90 total).  Past research has 
characterized size-9 categories as large in size and conducive 
to prototype abstraction (Homa et al., 1981).  Second, our 
experiment included a delayed testing phase, with a one-week 
interval between initial training and subsequent test.  Classic 
work argues that any exemplar-based category knowledge 
tends to be short-lived, but that the representation of the 
prototype is durable over time (Homa et al., 1981; Posner & 
Keele, 1970).  Third, as we have already emphasized, the 
rocks domain is a real-world natural-category domain 
involving complex high-dimensional stimuli.  If natural 
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categories are organized around prototypes, as theorized in 
classic work, then testing the models in this natural domain 
might also confer advantages to prototype models. 

 Our model comparisons will involve both qualitative and 
quantitative contrasts between the competing models.  Initial 
qualitative contrasts will examine overall performance 
patterns during a test phase that includes old training 
examples from the categories and novel transfer items of 
varying degrees of similarity to the original training 
examples.  Included among the novel transfer items are a set 
of photoshopped rock images that we explicitly constructed 
to be highly similar to specific training items from each 
category, yet clearly discriminable from the parent rocks 
from which they were created. We will refer to these 
photoshopped transfer stimuli as the high-similarity 
neighbors (HSNs): An example is shown in Figure 1.  The 
intuition is that if the training examples of the categories are 
really stored in memory, then when tested with a HSN, 
people may be reminded of the specific parent training rock 
from which it was created, thereby enhancing their 
classification performance (Ross et al., 1990).  In addition to 
assessing overall qualitative performance patterns across 
different item types of the categories, we also conduct 
detailed quantitative fitting of the models to classification-
probability data observed at the individual-item level.  As 
explained below, the models are fitted to the data by making 
reference to a high-dimensional feature-space representation 
for the rock stimuli that has been derived using a variety of 
complementary methods.  The goal is to evaluate the ability 
of the competing models to account for extremely rich sets of 
classification data: namely, the probability with which 
participants classify each individual rock image into each of 
the 10 candidate categories during both immediate and 
delayed test phases. 

 
Figure 1. Example HSN transfer item and its parent rock.  

Method 

Participants 
There were 67 participants from the Indiana University 
community.  The participants all had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and all reported having normal color vision.  
All reported that they had little or no previous experience in 
rock classification.  Each participant received $40 in 
compensation, $15 for an initial session involving a training 
phase and an immediate-test phase, and $25 for completing a 
one-week-delayed test phase.  Nine participants did not return 

for the one-week-delayed test phase; we do not include these 
participants’ data in the analyses. 

Stimuli and Apparatus 
The stimuli were 120 rock images from the igneous-rock 
image set described in previous articles (Nosofsky et al., 
2018a,b).  In addition, we created 30 photoshopped rock 
images (the high-similarity neighbors; HSNs), with each 
HSN highly similar to a specific “parent rock” image used 
during the training phase.  The HSNs were either slightly 
lighter or darker than the corresponding parent image and 
were rotated a variable number of degrees from the original 
orientation of the parent rock. In addition, the edge of the 
parent rock was manually cropped to change the parent rock’s 
shape outline.  As a manipulation check, we conducted 
similarity-scaling work involving the HSNs (a detailed report 
goes beyond the scope of this article) to confirm that they 
were judged to have a relatively high degree of similarity to 
their parent rocks but were clearly discriminable from them. 
  The experiment was run on PCs and each participant was 
tested individually in a private, sound-attenuated booth. 

Procedure 
Each of the 10 rock categories comprised 15 members:  9 
randomly selected training items, 3 standard transfer items, 
and 3 HSN transfer items. The experiment started with a 
training phase: each of the 90 total training examples was 
shown once per block in a random order across 6 blocks for 
a total of 540 training trials.  On each trial of the training 
phase, a rock image was presented on the screen and the 
participant attempted to classify it into one of the 10 
categories.  Immediate feedback was provided on each trial 
informing the participant of the correct category response.   

Following training there was an immediate test phase.  For 
each category, in addition to the 9 old training examples, 
participants were presented with the 3 novel standard transfer 
items and the 3 HSN transfer items.  The test phase was 
organized into 6 blocks of 75 trials each, with each item 
presented 3 times in a balanced random order across blocks.  
To keep participants engaged in the task, corrective feedback 
was provided on one-third of the trials in which old training 
examples were presented; no feedback was provided on trials 
in which new transfer items were presented.  Following an 
approximately one-week delay, participants were tested in a 
delayed test phase.  The procedure for the delayed test phase 
was the same in all respects as the immediate one, except no 
corrective feedback was provided on any trials. 

Results 
In Figure 2 we plot mean proportion correct in both test 
phases, averaged across all 10 categories, for the three main 
item types: the old training examples, the standard transfer 
items, and the HSN transfer items.  As is clear from 
inspection, in both test phases, performance was best on the 
old training examples, intermediate on the HSN transfer 
items, and worst on the standard transfer items.  The finding 
that performance was better on the old training examples than 
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on the novel transfer items is consistent with the view that 
classification decision making was based, at least in part, on 
memories for the individual training examples themselves.  
The pattern of results challenges the predictions from pure 
prototype models, because each of the item types has roughly 
equal distance to the category prototypes. 
 

 
Figure 2: Mean proportions of correct responses for the 

item types in the immediate and delayed conditions.  Error 
bars are within-subject standard errors. 

 
  A more nuanced version of the prototype model that has 
been proposed in the literature is a mixed prototype-plus-
rote-memory (PRM) model (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978; 
Minda & Smith, 2001). According to this model, the 
prototype plays the dominant role in the category 
representation.  However, the model makes allowance for the 
possibility that learners also form all-or-none rote memories 
for some of the examples.  If an old example is tested, and the 
rote memory for that example has been formed, then people 
can use the rote memory to correctly classify the item; 
otherwise they rely on the prototype.  Clearly, the PRM 
model blurs the distinction between exemplar and prototype 
models.  In addition, unlike the pure prototype model, the 
PRM model can predict a performance advantage for the old 
training examples.  However, as formalized in the literature, 
the PRM model fails to predict any difference in performance 
between the standard transfer items and the HSN transfer 
items -- both tend to be the same distance from their category 
prototypes.  By contrast, the exemplar model predicts an 
advantage for the HSN transfer items, because it explicitly 
assumes that people can make use of their specific exemplar-
based memories to generalize to novel items.  As is seen in 
Figure 2, in both the immediate and delayed tests, overall 
performance was higher for the HSN transfer items than for 
the standard transfer items – again strongly suggesting the 
operation of exemplar-based generalization processes. 

Figure 3 shows the results broken down by the individual 
10 categories in the immediate test (the results from the 
delayed test were extremely similar).  Overall, most of the 
individual categories show the same pattern of results as for 
the grand-averaged data, so the effects are reasonably 
general. However, there are a couple of exceptions (basalt 
and diorite); we consider these in more detail below. 

 
Figure 3: Immediate Test.  Observed (red=training, 
green=standard transfer, blue=HSN) and predicted 

proportion correct by individual rock category. Dots= 
exemplar predictions, x’s=prototype predictions, squares= 

PRM predictions. 

Formal Modeling Analyses 
Although the qualitative comparisons described above 
provide initial evidence pointing in the direction of exemplar-
based generalization processes, the central goal of the work 
involves quantitative model-fitting comparisons between the 
competing models.  As representatives from the classes of 
exemplar and prototype models we use Nosofsky’s (1986) 
generalized context model (GCM) and its prototype analogue 
(Nosofsky, 1987, p. 102).  The steps in the model-fitting are 
as follows:  First, one derives a high-dimensional feature-
space representation in which the rock stimuli are embedded; 
second, one computes similarity relations between test items 
and the individual rock exemplars and category prototypes by 
making reference to this feature space; and third, one 
substitutes the computed similarities into well-known choice 
rules that predict the probability with which each individual 
test item is classified into each of the alternative categories. 

Feature-Space Representation 
Using a variety of methods, Nosofsky et al. (2018b, 2019; 
Sanders & Nosofsky, 2018, 2020) have devoted extensive 
work to building a high-dimensional feature-space 
representation for a set of 360 rock-image samples, including 
the 120 igneous-rock samples tested in the present 
experiment.  In some studies, they conducted 
multidimensional-scaling (MDS) analyses (Lee, 2001; 
Shepard, 1980) of matrices of pairwise similarity-judgment 
data for the rock images. Based on a combination of overall 
fit and interpretability of the resulting dimensions, the 
researchers initially settled on an 8-dimensional scaling 
solution, in which the dimensions could be easily interpreted 
in terms of:  lightness vs. darkness, average grain size, 
smoothness vs. roughness, shininess, organization, 
chromaticity, red-green hue, and shape-related components 
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(for interactive displays of the MDS solution, see 
https://osf.io/w64fv/). Although these dimensions provided 
an excellent account of the similarity-judgment data, 
subsequent research made clear that, in the context of 
independent classification-learning experiments, observers 
also made use of more subtle emergent dimensions that were 
highly diagnostic of category membership (Nosofsky et al., 
2019; Sanders & Nosofsky, 2020).  Nosofsky et al. (2019) 
supplemented the original MDS space with these “missing” 
dimensions by having independent groups of participants 
provide direct dimension ratings for them.  The 
supplementary dimensions included:  porphyritic texture, 
presence of holes, pegmatitic texture, greenness of hue, and 
conchoidal fracture (see Nosofsky et al., 2019, for details).  
In addition, for purposes of the present study, we also 
collected additional similarity-judgment data (analyzed 
through MDS) and ratings on the supplementary dimensions 
in order to embed the 30 HSN items in the same feature-space 
representation as the original 120 igneous rock images.  A 
detailed description of these MDS analyses for the HSN 
stimuli goes beyond the scope of this brief report. 

Similarity Computation 
As in past work, we assume that the original eight MDS 
dimensions and the supplementary ones lie in a common 
Euclidean space.  The distance between test item i and 
exemplar j is given by 
 
    dij =  [  ∑|xim- xjm|2  +  ∑wm|x’im- x’jm|2 ]1/2,               (1) 
 
where xim is the value of item i on dimension m in the MDS 
space; x’im is the value of item i on supplementary-dimension 
m; and wm is the weight given to supplementary-dimension 
m. Here, we have assumed for simplicity that the observers 
give equal attention-weight to the original 8 MDS 
dimensions; for scaling convenience, these weights are set at 
one.  However, weights on each of the supplementary 
dimensions need to be estimated because the manner in which 
the psychological scales of the directly rated supplementary 
dimensions relate to one another and to the initial MDS 
dimensions is unknown – see Nosofsky et al,. 2019 for 
extensive discussion. 
   Following Shepard (1987), the similarity between item i 
and exemplar j is an exponential decay function of their 
distance, 
                      sij  = exp(-c·dij),                                      (2) 
 
where c is an overall sensitivity parameter that measures the 
rate at which similarity declines with distance in the space. 
   The values of the prototypes on each dimension are 
computed by averaging across the dimension values 
associated with each of the individual training examples of 
each category.  The similarities of any given test item to the 
prototypes are then computed by using equations analogous 
to Equations 1 and 2 above. 

Classification Decision Rules 
According to the GCM, the probability with which item i is 
classified in Cat J is found by summing the similarity of i to 
all the training examples of Cat J and dividing by the summed 
similarity of i to all training examples of all categories: 
 

                  | 	
∑ ∈

∑ ∑ ∈
                                   (3) 

 
where γ is a response-scaling parameter.  As γ grows larger 
in magnitude, observers respond more deterministically with 
the category that yields the largest summed similarity. 
   According to the prototype-plus-rote-memory (PRM) 
model, if test-item i is a member of Cat J, then the probability 
that it is correctly classified into Cat J is given by 
 
       P(J|i)  =  pmem + (1-pmem)· [ (siJ)γ / ∑( siK)γ],                (4a) 
 
where siJ is the similarity of item i to the prototype of Cat J 
(computed using equations analogous to Eqs. 1 and 2 above); 
and pmem is the probability that the observer uses a rote 
memory for test-item i to correctly classify it into Cat J. If 
test-item i is not a member of Cat J, then the probability that 
the observer classifies it into Cat J is given by 
 
       P(J|i)  =  (1-pmem)· [ (siJ)γ / ∑ (siK)γ].                           (4b) 
 
The pure-prototype model is a special case of (4a) and (4b) 
in which pmem = 0. 
     The present version of the GCM makes use of 7 free 
parameters: the sensitivity parameter c, response-scaling 
parameter γ, and 5 weights (wm) associated with each of the 
5 supplementary dimensions.  As explained in previous 
articles (e.g., Nosofsky & Zaki., 2002, p. 926), the parameters 
c and γ are mathematically non-identifiable within the 
prototype model (one can estimate only their product), so we 
arbitrarily set γ=1 in the prototype models.  Thus, the PRM 
model uses 7 free parameters (c, pmem, 5 wm’s); and the pure-
prototype model uses 6 free parameters (with pmem=0).  The 
model fits are evaluated by using the Bayesian Information 
Criterion, BIC = -2ln(L) + Pln(N), where L is the maximum-
likelihood of the data given the model, P is the number of free 
parameters in the model, and N is the number of observations 
in the data set.  The model that minimizes BIC is viewed as 
providing the best fit.  Using multiple random starting 
configurations, we used the Hooke and Jeeves (1961) search 
algorithm to locate the best-fitting parameters. 

Model-Fitting Results 
In Figure 4 we provide scatterplots of the maximum-
likelihood fits from the GCM and pure-prototype model to 
the data from the immediate test phase.  (The scatterplots for 
the delayed test phase showed extremely similar patterns, but 
space limitations prevent us from displaying them in this brief 
report.) Recall that in each test phase, observers classified 
150 rock items into 10 different categories.  Each point in 
each scatterplot indicates the probability that a particular item 
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was classified into a particular category; thus, there are 1500 
points in each plot.  For each item, the probability of correct 
classification is indicated using a geometric symbol (decoded 
in the figure caption).  In addition, for each item, the 
probabilities of the remaining nine incorrect classifications 
are indicated with small dots.  The y-axis shows the observed 
probabilities, whereas the x-axis shows the predicted ones. 

 

 
Fig 4. Item-level predictions from the models. 1=andesite, 

2=basalt, 3=diorite, 4=gabbro, 5-granite, 6=obsidian, 
7=pegmatite, 8=peridotite, 9=pumice, 10=rhyolite. 

    
  Comparing the results of the GCM (top panel) to those of 
the prototype model (bottom panel), it is clear that the GCM 
provides a far superior fit to the data.  The conclusion drawn 
from visual comparisons of the Figure 4 scatter plots is 
confirmed by the BIC fits of the models to the data, which are 
reported in Table 1: In both the immediate and delayed test 
phases, the BIC is dramatically smaller for the GCM than for 
the prototype model.  To gain deeper insights into these 
results, in Figure 3 we show the averaged predictions from 
the models for each of the individual item types in each 
category – the predictions from the GCM are shown as black 
dots and those of the prototype model as x’s.  In general, the 
GCM predicts well the results for the old training items and 
for the HSN transfer items; however, it tends to under-predict 
the accuracies associated with the standard transfer items.  

We consider likely reasons for the latter result below.  By 
contrast, the prototype model under-predicts the accuracies 
associated with all three item types in most of the categories.  
Thus, the model-fitting results converge strongly with the 
qualitative patterns described earlier in suggesting a strong 
role of exemplar-based classification processes. 
 
 

Table 1: BIC Fits of Models 
 

It was more difficult to tell apart the quantitative 
predictions of the exemplar model and the PRM model (full- 
prediction scatterplot not shown in this brief report).  This is 
not surprising, because the rote memory model’s assumption 
that numerous individual exemplars are stored blends 
together the assumptions from the two classes of models.  
Nevertheless, the BIC fit achieved by the exemplar model is 
still far better than that achieved by the PRM model in both 
the immediate and delayed conditions (see Table 1).  More 
importantly, focused qualitative comparisons continue to 
favor the predictions from the exemplar model.  The 
predictions from the PRM model for the individual item types 
in each category are depicted as open squares in Figure 3.  
Although this version of the prototype model predicts 
correctly the accuracies for the old training examples 
(because it allows rote memory for those items), it still under-
predicts the accuracies for the HSN items because it makes 
no allowance for generalization from the stored examples. 

Earlier in our article, we noted that for a couple of 
categories (basalt and diorite), participants did not classify 
the HSN transfer items with higher accuracy than the 
standard transfer items.  Interestingly, as can be seen in 
Figure 3, the models provide a partial account of this finding.  
Recall that the specific stimuli that served as HSN-transfer 
items versus standard-transfer items were selected randomly 
for each category.  Apparently, by chance, the particular 
stimuli chosen to serve as HSN-transfer items in the basalt 
and diorite categories were located in difficult-to-classify 
regions of the rock-feature space.  For example, they may 
have been located near the boundaries that separated basalt 
and diorite from contrasting categories in the space.  The 
more important result is that, considered across all categories, 
the HSN-transfer stimuli were classified with higher 
accuracy than the standard ones, providing clear evidence for 
exemplar-generalization processes. 

Earlier in our article, we also acknowledged a tendency for 
the exemplar model to underestimate accuracies associated 
with the standard transfer stimuli.  One possibility is that the 
result may be pointing in the direction of a high-parameter 
mixed model that allows generalization to both exemplar and 

Model Condition BIC 
GCM Immediate 39,952 
Prototype Immediate 45,304 
PRM 
 

Immediate 41,090 

GCM Delayed 46,921 
Prototype Delayed 49,461 
PRM Delayed 47,350 
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prototype representations. Although a detailed report goes 
beyond the scope of this article, we formalized such a model 
and fitted it to the data: In brief, the high-parameter mixed 
model yielded slightly improved BIC fits to the data, but still 
systematically under-estimated the accuracies associated 
with the standard transfer stimuli. 

We believe that a more likely reason for the under-
estimation is that more work remains to develop a fully 
comprehensive feature space for the rock stimuli.  As 
documented by Nosofsky et al. (2019), participants in these 
experiments appear to be highly adept at discovering features 
that are useful for purposes of classification and that tie 
categories together (cf. Austerweil & Griffiths, 2013; Schyns 
et al., 1998).  Although Nosofsky et al. made progress in 
identifying such supplementary dimensions for the present 
domain, more work along these lines is undoubtedly needed. 

Discussion 

Summary 
This study is among the first to have conducted rigorous 
comparisons between predictions of exemplar and prototype 
models in a high-dimensional natural-category domain in 
which the history of training examples experienced by the 
learners was placed under careful experimental control.  In 
addition, the design had attributes that theorists have argued 
should be conducive to prototype abstraction, including 
reasonably large category sizes, large numbers of distinct 
training examples, delayed testing, and use of naturally-
occurring category structures.  Nevertheless, the patterns of 
qualitative results and quantitative modeling comparisons 
provided compelling evidence for a role of exemplar-based 
classification and generalization processes.  

Relations to Other Recent Work 
A line of closely related recent work is the interesting and 
ambitious study reported by Battleday, Peterson, and 
Griffiths (2019).  These researchers collected classification 
choice data for 10,000 images from 10 real-world categories 
(Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009).  In apparent contrast to the 
results reported in the present study, these researchers found 
that prototype models yielded quantitative fits to the data that 
were as good as or better than the exemplar model.  However, 
there are numerous differences between the studies that make 
comparisons of the results difficult.  First, rather than using 
MDS-based approaches, Battleday et al. obtained feature 
representations for the images by extracting activations from 
the final pooling layer of deep-learning networks that had 
been trained to classify the images. It is an open question 
whether these highly derived pooling-layer activations 
should be regarded as fundamental “building-block” features 
composing objects.  Second, the good-fitting prototype 
models used complex Mahalanobis-distance functions, with 
ten times as many free parameters as the distance function 
used for the good-fitting exemplar model.  Third, because the 
researchers tested categories for which the observers had a 
lifetime of prior knowledge, the training examples that 

guided the development of the category representations were 
unspecified.  To fit the data, the researchers therefore 
randomly sampled training items from the complete category 
distributions across different runs of the models. By contrast, 
in the present study, the learning histories of the participants 
were placed under strict experimental control and the specific 
training exemplars were known.  Any one of these major 
differences in approach across our studies would likely have 
an enormous impact on the results and conclusions. 

Limitations and Future Research Directions 
We made efforts in this research to test conditions that 
previous work suggested should be challenging to exemplar 
models.  Nevertheless, it may be that more extreme 
manipulations are needed to provide compelling evidence for 
a role of prototype abstraction.  Thus, future research might 
test even larger-size categories or greater delays between 
initial study and subsequent test than were used here. 
   In addition, the present research considered models at only 
two endpoints of a continuum between specific exemplar 
storage and prototype abstraction.  Important models have 
been developed that lie intermediate along this continuum, 
such as models that allow for formation of multiple 
prototypes or clusters (Anderson, 1991; Love, Medin, & 
Gureckis, 2004; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2010; 
Vanpaemel & Storms, 2008).  The extent to which the rock 
categories examined here may be well characterized in terms 
of multiple distinct clusters remains unknown.  Thus, future 
research should examine whether the multiple-prototype 
models might yield improved accounts of the present data. 
   Finally, within the framework of the exemplar model, more 
work is needed to flesh out the detailed cognitive processes 
involved in learning, forgetting, and selectively attending to 
diagnostic information.  In the present work, for simplicity, 
we assumed that the complete set of presented exemplars was 
stored, and with each exemplar stored at full strength. More 
general versions of the model allow for probabilistic 
exemplar storage and with individual examples stored with 
differential memory strengths.  Likewise, any forgetting that 
occurred across immediate and delayed testing was modeled 
primarily in terms of decreases in the overall memory 
sensitivity parameter (c in Equation 2).  However, a fuller 
account of forgetting would make allowance for processes 
such as probabilistic loss of stored examples from memory, 
decreases in memory strength, and loss of memory for the 
category labels attached to the stored examples.  Finally, a 
core assumption of exemplar models has always been that 
observers selectively attend to those dimensions of items that 
are most diagnostic for purposes of categorization.  However, 
in cases in which observers are attempting to discriminate 
simultaneously among members of 10 categories, as in the 
present experiment, the relevant directions in the space will 
vary dramatically depending on which particular category 
contrasts the observer is considering at any point in time.  
Future work is needed to flesh out the kinds of dynamic 
changes in selective attention that likely operate during the 
time course of categorization decision making.   
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Abstract

How do cumulative cultural evolution and individual learning
differ? In an abstract computational sense, both are optimisa-
tion processes that search a space of possible explanations and
previous work has identified deep parallels in the mathematical
models used to describe them (Suchow, Bourgin, & Griffiths,
2017). However, there are obvious differences as well: for
example, individual learning involves a single agent charac-
terised by one set of prior beliefs, representational capabilities,
and so forth, while cultural evolution involves multiple agents
who may vary along these factors. We argue that this differ-
ence implies that the process of cumulative cultural evolution
should involve searching a more restricted set of hypotheses
and converge on simpler ones. In two iterated category learn-
ing experiments, we test this prediction and find that transmis-
sion chains composed of single individuals, who learn based
on their previous performance, consider both a wider variety
and more complex categorisation schemas than do chains in-
volving multiple people. Keywords: cumulative cultural evo-
lution; learning; complexity, categorisation

Introduction
What is the root of human evolutionary success? Many have
argued that it can be found primarily in our individual cog-
nitive skills, ranging from domain-general representational
abilities to language (e.g., Lieberman, 1991; Premack, 2007;
Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008). Others suggest that indi-
vidual cognition has a more indirect effect and that the true
“secret of our succcess” is cumulative cultural evolution – the
ability to pass on cultural traits and skills (technology, knowl-
edge, etc) across generations to create a cumulative ratchet
effect (Henrich, 2015; Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018). The
process of cumulative cultural evolution relies on individual-
level skills such as the capacity to imitate and reason about
other minds (Tomasello, Kruger, & Ratner, 2018) but its suc-
cess has been argued to derive at least in part from charac-
teristics of the system rather than individual learners. For
instance, cultural systems may allow for greater breadth of
innovation or higher overall information processing capacity
than any single learner can attain (e.g., Caldwell & Millen,
2008; Muthukrishna, Shulman, Vasilescu, & Henrich, 2014).

This seems quite sensible, but it has also been argued that
culture-level evolution and individual-level learning can be
characterised by the same abstract mathematical and com-
putational descriptions (Harper, 2009; Suchow et al., 2017).
On the individual level, changes in beliefs are in many cases
well-described as a process of Bayesian inference by which
learners integrate prior knowledge with data from the world

(Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). On the
cultural level, standard mathematical models of evolution in-
volve replicator dynamics in which agents produce offspring
in proportion to their fitness (Nowak, 2006). There are deep
mathematical parallels in the form of these two equations
(Harper, 2009; Suchow et al., 2017), reflecting the fact that
on an abstract level both individual learning and cultural evo-
lution are optimisation processes involving searching a set
of alternatives and identifying the best of those according to
some metric.

This parallel can be seen in the iterated learning frame-
work (Smith, Kirby, & Brighton, 2003), which investigates
how information changes when passed between people. The
behaviour of the resulting transmission chains can be experi-
mentally explored in the lab (Griffiths, Christian, & Kalish,
2008; Kirby, Cornish, & Smith, 2008; Claidière, Smith,
Kirby, & Fagot, 2014) as well as modelled mathematically
(Griffiths & Kalish, 2007; Suchow et al., 2017).

These chains are often modelled as a sequence of Bayesian
agents, where each agent observes some data d from the pre-
vious agent and forms a hypothesis h about what knowledge
the previous agent used to generate the data. As Bayesian
reasoners, each agent performs this computation according to
Bayes Rule, calculating the posterior probability of each hy-
pothesis given the data P(h|d) so that it is a function of their
prior belief in that hypothesis P(h) as well as the likelihood
of the data given that hypothesis P(d|h). This conceptualisa-
tion reduces the process of cultural transmission to a Markov
chain, which means that it is possible to derive the conver-
gence properties of the outcome of the process. In this simple
case, in fact, the stationary distribution of the chain is just the
prior distribution (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007).

Interestingly, at least under some assumptions, the math-
ematical analysis is identical whether each generation of the
chain is a different agent (as in cultural evolution) or repre-
sents the same agent learning from their own previous data
(Griffiths et al., 2008). One such assumption is that all agents
in the chain share the same prior; this is trivially the case
when the chain consists of a single learner, but is not necessar-
ily the case when each agent is a distinct individual. If these
individuals do not share a prior, then the information trans-
mission will be systematically distorted by those with more
extreme priors (Navarro, Perfors, Kary, Brown, & Donkin,
2018). A prior in this sense simply means the a priori distri-
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of how individual learning and cul-
tural evolution might search the hypothesis space differently. Each
box represents the hypothesis spaces considered a priori by learners,
and the arrows indicate the search path of the chain through the hy-
potheses. (a) When there is a single learner or multiple learners with
the same prior, the chain searches the entire space and converges on
the prior distribution. (b) When there are multiple learners, the bot-
tleneck imposed by needing to transmit information amongst all of
them means that the space effectively searched by the chain is much
smaller and consists of the shared overlap between them all.

bution of weight amongst all hypotheses in the space, which
can be shaped by many factors that humans vary substantially
on (memory, attention, executive function, motivation, intel-
ligence, or previous experience). It thus seems likely that in-
formation transmission through a chain of distinct agents (as
in cumulative cultural evolution) might have different con-
vergence properties and dynamics compared to the process of
information transmission within a single learner over a chain
of distinct learning phases.

What differences might we expect to see, and where might
we expect to see them? One idea is to consider not just the
convergence properties of the chain, but also the space of hy-
potheses investigated and the dynamics of that investigation
over time. Consider the case illustrated schematically in Fig-
ure 1. When a single agent creates a transmission chain by
learning from their own input — or when multiple agents
with exactly the same priors do the same – the process of in-
formation transmission does not distort the search at all: any
information that is capable of being represented is passed on
in proportion to its prior probability and ease of representa-
tion. This is why such transmission chains converge to the
prior. However, when multiple agents with different priors
are in a transmission chain, the process of transmission itself
affects the search. Only the set of hypotheses shared between
all of the agents gets searched effectively, because only those
are capable of being transmitted veridically between every-
one. This is why agents with more “extreme” priors (i.e.,
less overlap with other agents) have a distorting effect on the
chain, as found by Navarro et al. (2018).

This analysis suggests that, as long as individuals differ in
their priors, transmission chains composed of distinct peo-
ple (cultural evolution) should generally search a smaller part
of the hypothesis space. Moreover, since simpler hypotheses
are more likely to be shared by more people, cultural evolu-
tion should favour simpler hypotheses in a way that individ-
ual learning does not. We test both of these predictions here.
Over the course of two experiments, we give people a cate-
gory learning task by putting them into transmission chains

where they either learn from another person’s data (the CUL-
TURAL condition) or where they learn from their own (the
INDIVIDUAL condition). We find that, as predicted, the space
of hypotheses explored by people in the cultural condition is
smaller and the hypotheses considered are less complex.

Experimental design
Experiment 1

Participants 297 participants were recruited on Mechani-
cal Turk and took our experiment online via Google App En-
gine. Location was restricted to the USA. Participants were
paid a base rate of 1.50 USD and bonused to ensure they made
10 USD per hour. There were 90 participants in the INDIVID-
UAL condition and 207 in the CULTURAL condition.

Stimuli & Method Participants were trained and tested on
a mapping between 2 labels and 10 stimuli for several rounds.
All stimuli had identical shape (a seashell), but each had a
different fill color, varying from dark gray, RGB(25,25,25), to
light grey, RBG(250,250,250), in increments of 25. One pair
of labels from the following list was randomly assigned to
each participant for the duration of the experiment: (buv,kal)
(dap,mig) (pon, fud) (vit,lem) (seb,nuk) (gos,tef).

Each round consisted of 30 training trials and 10 testing
trials. On each training trial, a shell and two possible labels
for it were displayed. The participant clicked on one of the
labels and received feedback with the correct label from an
alien biologist who was training the participant to identify the
shells on planet Zorg.1 During the testing phase, participants
received 10 trials (one per stimulus) and chose labels without
feedback. This set of 10 labels will be called the category
system that participants produced on round x.

Conditions The experiment consisted of two transmission
conditions: CULTURAL and INDIVIDUAL. In the CULTURAL
condition, each person participated in only one round of tri-
als, and they were organized into 45 transmission chains. The
first participant in each chain was trained on a random cate-
gory system in which five tokens of each label were randomly
assigned to the ten stimuli. Each subsequent participant in the
chain was trained on the category system that the previous
participant had produced on their test trials. Chains ran until
convergence (i.e. when two participants produced identical
category systems in a row).

In the INDIVIDUAL condition, each person participated in
two to eight rounds of trials. In the first round, they were
trained on a random category system as defined above. In
subsequent rounds, they were trained on the most recent cate-
gory system they produced (although they did not know this),
constituting an iterated learning chain within one participant.
Chains ran until convergence (i.e. when the participant pro-
duced identical category systems on two consecutive rounds)
or until they completed eight rounds.

1This was the cover story told to participants, not the actual ex-
perimental setup...
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Figure 2: Example evolutionary trajectories in the INDIVID-
UAL condition (left) and the CULTURAL condition (right)
from Experiment 1. The ten stimuli are shown above and
their labels are shown by the cells below. Dark cells mean
label A was used for the stimulus and light cells mean label
B was used. Iteration 0 are the random initial systems. It-
eration x is the category system produced by the participant
on round x in the INDIVIDUAL condition or on generation
x in the CULTURAL condition. The trajectory from the IN-
DIVIDUAL condition begins with random mapping ABABB-
BABAA and explores 7 systems before converging on the
two-boundary system AAAAABBBBA, while the trajectory
from the CULTURAL condition begins with BAABAAABAA
and converges on the one-boundary system BBBBBBBBAA.

Experiment 2
In order to ensure that the results from Experiment 1 were
robust, we performed a pre-registered2 replication of it here.

Participants 313 participants were recruited under the
same conditions described in Experiment 1. There were 90
participants in the individual condition and 223 in the cultural
condition.

Stimuli & Method The method is identical to Experiment
1 with one exception: stimuli varied in color on a blue-purple
continuum, as in Levari et al. (2018). Color values for the 10
stimuli ranged from RGB(100,0,155) to RGB(1,0,254) in R
and B increments of 11.

Results
In this section, we analyze how the evolutionary trajecto-
ries produced in the CULTURAL and INDIVIDUAL conditions
differed. We ask two main questions. First, what was the
breadth of the space of category systems explored in each?
Did the chains composed of multiple people tend to consider
fewer hypotheses than the chains composed of a single indi-
vidual? Second, what was the complexity of the category sys-
tems explored? Did the chains with multiple people tend to
consider systems with fewer boundaries than the chains with
single individuals?

In order to address these questions we must first define the

2http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=ej9yg4
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Figure 3: Proportion of category systems produced in Experi-
ment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right), grouped by their num-
ber of category boundaries (x-axis), for generations 1-8 in
the CULTURAL condition (dark grey), rounds 1-8 in the INDI-
VIDUAL condition (light grey), and the theoretically-defined
baseline one would observe if the two category labels were
randomly assigned to stimuli (white).

space of all possible category systems. This experimental de-
sign implicitly defines 210 = 1024 possible category systems
since there are ten stimuli that can each take one of two la-
bels. These 1024 systems vary in complexity, ranging from
simple (AAAAABBBBB) to interesting (ABBBAABBBA)
to random-looking (ABABBAAAAB). In the following anal-
yses, we operationalize complexity as the number of cate-
gory boundaries a system has. This value ranges from zero
(ex: AAAAAAAAAA) to nine (ex: ABABABABAB). There
is an interesting debate about whether randomness should
be considered high or low complexity (e.g., Still & Crutch-
field, 2007) and this provisional operationalisation falls on
the side of calling both interesting and random-looking cate-
gories “complex.”

In addition to defining the space of systems and opera-
tionalising complexity, it is also useful to define a baseline
to compare behaviour in both conditions against. A natural
baseline to consider is what we would expect to see if par-
ticipants were randomly choosing labels during the test trials.
Figure 3 (baseline) shows the probability that random choice
would produce a category system with k boundaries. The total
number of category systems with k boundaries is 2

(n
k

)
where

n is the maximum number of boundaries possible.
All of the analyses that follow are restricted to the category

systems obtained in the first 8 iterations of their evolution-
ary history (i.e. rounds 1-8 in the INDIVIDUAL condition and
generations 1-8 in the CULTURAL condition). This ensures
that the features we’re comparing between conditions (like
the number of category boundaries) had equal time to evolve.

Question 1: Exploratory breadth
Does the set of category systems explored in the INDIVID-
UAL and CULTURAL transmission conditions differ from the
baseline and differ from one another? Figure 3 shows the dis-
tributions of category systems from each condition and each
experiment, in terms of the number of category boundaries.
The set of attested systems under each transmission condi-
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Table 1: Percent of the 1024 possible category systems ex-
plored within each condition.

INDIVIDUAL CULTURAL

Experiment 1 19.2% 8.8%
Experiment 2 18.6% 8.3%

tion seem to exhibit less diversity than the random baseline,
suggesting that there were constraints on the evolution of cat-
egory systems in each of these conditions. The two condi-
tions appear to differ from one another as well: evolutionary
search in the CULTURAL condition is more focused around
one-boundary systems than the INDIVIDUAL condition is.

One way to measure exploratory breadth is simply to count
up the number of possible 1024 category systems that were
explored in each condition. This is somewhat crude because
it does not naturally compare performance to a sensible base-
line (which we do below). However, it is useful to give an
intuition of what is going on. As Table 1 shows, in both exper-
iments, people in the CULTURAL condition considered fewer
category systems overall than the INDIVIDUAL condition.

As a more principled measure, we also computed the ratio
of explored to unexplored evolutionary space by estimating
the Shannon entropy of the experimental and baseline dis-
tributions.3 The estimates are 2.63 bits for the baseline, 2.47
bits for the INDIVIDUAL condition, and 2.17 bits for the CUL-
TURAL condition. This means that for the INDIVIDUAL con-
dition, 94% of the space was explored and 6% was not, while
for the CULTURAL condition, 83% was explored and 17%
was not. Figure 4 shows the bootstrap 95% confidence inter-
vals around these estimates. In Experiment 1, these intervals
do not overlap, providing strong evidence that all three distri-
butions come from different generative processes. In Experi-
ment 2, confidence intervals do not overlap with the baseline,
showing that both search processes were significantly more
constrained than random generation of category systems, but
the two transmission conditions overlap very slightly.

Overall, it appears that the cultural transmission regime im-
poses more constraints on evolutionary search than the indi-
vidual transmission regime does for this particular categoriza-
tion task. As we address in the discussion, the next interesting
step will be identifying what these constraints are.

Question 2: Category system complexity
The previous analysis suggests that individuals and cultures
explore different proportions of the space of all possible hy-

3We used the R entropy library’s minimax estimator for the ex-
perimental data and the plug-in estimate for the known baseline. Be-
cause finite data sets exhibit lower entropy than the generative pro-
cess they are sampled from, entropy estimation procedures correct
for this by raising the estimate more for smaller N. Our experiment
had N = 90 INDIVIDUAL chains and N = 45 CULTURAL chains. It
is possible that the values in Table 1 are higher for the INDIVIDUAL
condition because it was sampled more. However, even after the en-
tropy corrections were made, the CULTURAL condition still exhibits
less diversity than the INDIVIDUAL condition.
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Figure 4: Differences in search space coverage between conditions
in Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right). The solid line is
the maximum entropy of the search space, according to the random
baseline. Diamonds are the estimated Shannon entropy of each dis-
tribution in Figure 3. Dashed lines denote the 95% confidence inter-
vals around the INDIVIDUAL estimate and dotted lines denote those
around the CULTURAL estimate. The violin plot shows the density of
100,000 bootstrap resamples of the experimental data used to com-
pute the 95% confidence intervals.

potheses in this categorisation task. Do they also differ with
respect to the complexity of the category systems they found?

To address this question we compared the number of cate-
gory boundaries within the INDIVIDUAL and CULTURAL con-
ditions in a linear mixed effects regression analysis. Num-
ber of category boundaries was the dependent variable while
condition and iteration were the independent variables. Tra-
jectory is included as a random effect because category sys-
tems within a chain are not independent from one another,
since they share a common evolutionary history. The best-
fit model was determined by systematically comparing a full
model with all variables and interactions to reduced models
omitting each effect, as outlined in Winter (2013).

In Experiment 1, the best-fit model incorporated con-
dition (β = 0.527,SE = 0.223, t(5) = 2.37) and iteration
(β = −0.222,SE = 0.023, t(5) = −9.65) but no interac-
tion. In Experiment 2, the best-fit model contained condi-
tion (β = −0.358,SE = 0.247, t(6) = −1.45) and iteration
(β = −0.377,SE = 0.047, t(6) = −8.10) as well as their in-
teraction (β = 0.186,SE = 0.055, t(6) = 3.41). Thus, in both
experiments, category complexity (as measured by the num-
ber of category boundaries) was significantly affected by both
transmission condition and time (i.e., iteration). Complexity
decreased over time in both conditions and was significantly
lower in the CULTURAL condition.

All of the analyses so far have suggested that the search
process differed between conditions, but do the end products
differ as well? For instance, it might be the case that all trajec-
tories in both conditions could have ended with one-boundary
systems, but gotten there via very different search dynamics.
To address this question, we looked at the subset of category
systems that converged within the first eight iterations. Table
2 gives the percentage of systems that converged within the
first 8 iterations and Table 3 breaks them down by the number
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Table 2: Number of category systems that converged within
the first eight iterations. A similar proportion of systems con-
verged in both conditions.

Experiment 1
INDIVIDUAL 79/90 88%
CULTURAL 40/45 89%
total 119/135 88%
Experiment 2
INDIVIDUAL 74/90 82%
CULTURAL 42/45 93%
total 116/135 85%

of category boundaries in the final system in the chain.
The distribution of converged category systems differ by

condition in Experiment 1 (χ2(12) = 30, p = .003) and Exper-
iment 2 (χ2(12) = 30, p = .003). This suggests that individ-
ual transmission supports evolutionary endpoints with more
diversity in number of category boundaries, whereas cultural
transmission largely converges to one-boundary systems.

Discussion
This work compared the dynamics of evolutionary search
within and between individuals, in the domain of category
learning. In two iterated learning experiments, we presented
participants with a novel one-dimensional category and inves-
tigated how that category changed over time. Participants in
the INDIVIDUAL transmission condition, who learned based
on their own previous data, ended up searching a larger part
of the overall hypothesis space in the aggregate and tended
to consider more complex hypotheses with more category
boundaries. In contrast, participants in CULTURAL transmis-
sion chains, who learned based on data produced by the pre-
vious participant, searched a smaller portion of the hypothe-
sis space in the aggregate and considered simpler hypotheses
with fewer category boundaries.

These findings might appear surprising in light of previous
work that argues that transmission-chain models of cumula-
tive cultural evolution and this kind of individual learning are
identical (Griffiths et al., 2008; Suchow et al., 2017). How-
ever, although they are identical in the case where all agents in
the population have the same prior, transmission plays a dif-
ferent role when they do not: in effect, it creates a filter which
means that the system effectively searches only the space of
hypotheses and priors that are shared by everyone.

How can we square this with experimental work that ap-
pears to show similar individual and cultural learning? For
instance, Griffiths et al. (2008) presented both individuals
and chains of learners with a category-learning task based
on the six category types of Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins
(1961). They found that both individuals and chains showed
similar behaviour for all six category types. However, unlike
in our experiment (and most experiments with iterated learn-
ing chains), instead of passing on the labelled data from the

Table 3: Number of category boundaries in the converged
category systems (from Table 2). INDIVIDUAL chains tended
to converge to more complex systems with more category
boundaries than CULTURAL chains did.

boundaries 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Experiment 1
INDIVIDUAL 0 44 22 11 1 1 0 0 0 0
CULTURAL 0 34 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Experiment 2
INDIVIDUAL 8 49 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
CULTURAL 5 36 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

previous agent, they had each agent select which of the six
category types they believed was correct and generated the
data from that. This subtle difference may have had two ef-
fects. First, it meant that the space of hypotheses was much
smaller than ours (effectively only six) and all participants
were shown all six hypotheses explicitly. To the extent that
individual differences in priors or hypothesis spaces might
stem from individual differences in the ease of conceptual-
ising or thinking of them, making them explicit would have
removed this source of differences. Second, having partic-
ipants select hypotheses rather than pass on their data may
have meant that there was little pressure toward data simpli-
fication of the sort that occurs when people’s errors during
learning and labelling occur asymmetrically in one direction
(towards simplicity). Taken together, it is possible that there
was little scope within their experiment to notice system-level
differences in the complexity of the hypotheses favoured or
the extent of the space searched.

To our knowledge, there is little additional experimen-
tal work beyond the present experiment that directly com-
pares between-subject transmission chains involving multi-
ple people (cumulative cultural evolution) to within-subject
transmission chains involving a single learner. Every trans-
mission event is an opportunity for a culturally-evolving ar-
tifact to be restructured by selection pressures (such as a
learner’s prior bias) or to acquire information about the en-
vironment in which it is evolving (across a network of agents
vs within a single mind). Most iterated learning research
focuses on understanding the behaviour of between-subject,
multi-generational chains on their own (Kalish, Griffiths, &
Lewandowsky, 2007; Kirby et al., 2008) or compared to a
baseline involving individuals learning in what are effectively
single-generation chains (e.g., Reindl & Tennie, 2018; Silvey,
Kirby, & Smith, 2019). However, if we want to know ex-
actly how cultural evolution creates cumulative changes that
“no single individual could invent on their own” (Boyd &
Richerson, 1996), it seems fair to compare artifacts of similar
evolutionary age. The only other work we are aware of that
compares the two directly is Sasaki and Biro (2017), which
finds cumulatively more efficient flight paths in homing pi-
geons compared to individual controls matched for number
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of flight iterations, and Claidière et al. (2014), which found
that between-subject chains of baboons created more struc-
tured patterns (tetrominos) in a pattern copying task over
time than did within-subject chains (which produced more
non-tetrominos). Although they did not analyse complexity
explicitly, if tetrominos are of lower complexity than non-
tetrominos, their results are in line with ours.

Recent work by Carr, Smith, Culbertson, and Kirby (2018)
and Silvey et al. (2019) provides thorough experimental in-
vestigation of the cultural evolution of category systems.
Both studies find that category system complexity4 goes
down over time when transmitted in between-subject iterated
learning chains. Our CULTURAL condition replicates these
findings. Silvey et al. (2019) also investigated category sys-
tems created from scratch by single individuals and found
that their complexity was low and did not significantly dif-
fer from the final generation of the between-subject transmis-
sion chain. However, their individual condition wasn’t de-
signed to be directly compared to their cultural condition, as
their research question was, instead, aimed at the role of com-
munication in cultural transmission. Our experiment was de-
signed to make this absolute comparison possible by 1) using
the same initial starting conditions for all chains, 2) imple-
menting transmission identically in the two conditions, and 3)
controlling for artifact age, such that we’re comparing com-
plexity between sets of artifacts that all had the opportunity
to evolve for 8 iterations. By doing this, we have shown that
the process of transmission leads to a decrease in complexity
over time in both conditions, but that cultural transmission
chains arrive at simpler systems, and discover fewer systems
overall, than individual transmission chains do.

Although our work suggests that the dynamics and nature
of the information search between people (cultural evolution)
may differ in important ways from the dynamics and infor-
mation search within people (individual learning), this con-
clusion is still preliminary. Even if we view evolution and
learning entirely through the simplifying lens of transmission
chains, we have not considered more complex kinds of in-
formation transfer like verbal instruction or posterior passing
(Beppu & Griffiths, 2009). These and other techniques may
permit cultures to avoid the kind of simplifying bottleneck
that drove our results. It is also possible that these dynamics
would be affected by horizontal transfer within generations
(e.g., Fay et al., 2018), bidirectional communication within
generations (e.g., Silvey et al., 2019), and imposing external
pressures for expressivity, and thus the maintenance of com-
plexity in communication systems (e.g., Carr, Smith, Cornish,
& Kirby, 2017).

In future work, we plan to focus in on the specific, cog-
nitive differences that exist between individual and cultural
transmission chains. In addition to differing in diversity of

4Complexity is operationalised similarly in their studies and
ours, in terms of contiguity, convexity, and number of category sys-
tem boundaries. Also, all studies initialized chains with category
systems near the maximum complexity in their particular search
spaces.

priors, as mentioned in the introduction, individual chains
have memory of previous iterations, get more practice with
the task at hand, and may have decreased attention or in-
creased fatigue toward the end of the chain. Does eliminating
one of these factors unleash the cumulative power of cultural
transmission? For example, when individuals do not have
memory of an artifact’s evolutionary past, does this free them
up to innovate more? Or to re-analyse a linguistic construc-
tion? For example, people with direct memory of Watergate
in 1972, may be less likely to invent x-gate as a suffix mean-
ing “scandal of type x”, such as in Ubergate.5 In addition
to exploring the cognitive differences across conditions, we
would also like to know how properties of the search pro-
cess differ between conditions. Currently, we are develop-
ing formal models of our intuition that simple hypotheses are
over-represented in the intersection of a group of learners’ hy-
potheses, and that the process of cultural transmission over-
explores this intersection.
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Abstract 
This study intended to investigate the effects of varying factors 
on the use of verbal and implicit classification systems when 
learning novel categories in an interactive video game 
environment by measuring the effects of feature type (easy vs 
difficult to describe verbally). Verbal and implicit 
classification were operationalized by measuring rule-based 
and family resemblance strategy use respectively. This 
experiment found that participants presented with stimuli that 
were easy to describe verbally were more likely to use rule-
based classification, while participants presented with stimuli 
that were difficult to describe verbally showed no preference 
for one form of classification. The results of this study open up 
a novel field of research within category learning, further 
exploring the effects of feature verbalizablity.  
 
Keywords: Category learning, COVIS theory, feature 
verbalizablity 

 
Category learning is a part of everyday life. People form, 

update, and use various categories to make classification 

decisions about a variety of things in daily life, from animals 

to food to vehicles. Most category learning and use takes 

place without an individual’s conscious awareness and - in 

the average adult - with a high level of accuracy. However, 

there is a wide variety of factors that can influence how we 

determine which things belong to what category, and how our 

brains process the categories themselves. 

Review of Literature 
The COVIS (Competition between Verbal and Implicit 

Systems) theory of category learning posits that category 

learning is accomplished by two separate but competing 

systems: the verbal system, which deals with learning explicit 

category rules, and the implicit system, which involves 

learning more complex categories through the procedural 

learning of multiple exemplars (Ashby & Maddox, 2011). 

The verbal system operates using active hypothesis testing,  

 

 

with individuals making, testing, and revising rules on a 

conscious level. This approach is effective when learning 

categories with a feature-based rule or series of rules 

determining category membership. However, individuals are 

capable of learning more complex categories through the use 

of the implicit system. The implicit system can operate 

outside of conscious awareness and uses dopamine-mediated 

learning in order to gradually acquire categories based on 

covariation of features, family resemblance, and other  

complex and subtle distinctions that can broadly be described 

as non-rule-described categories (Minda & Miles, 2010). 

Generally, the verbal category learning system can be 

considered to learn categories with rules that are easy to 

verbalize, while the implicit category learning system can be 

considered to learn categories with rules that are difficult to 

verbalize (Ashby & Maddox, 2011). This dual-systems 

theory has a basis in neurobiological findings as well as 

behavioral findings (Ashby & Casale, 2003; Ashby & 

Maddox, 2011). 

According to COVIS, both systems learn categories 

simultaneously, but there is a bias towards the verbal system 

that results in implicit learning not being initially expressed, 

as the implicit process is slower. In general, an individual will 

attempt to consciously find a rule-based solution during 

categorization tasks, and implicit categorization will occur if 

conscious verbal categorization is unsuccessful (Ashby et al., 

1998; Maddox & Ashby, 2004). When classifying ambiguous 

stimuli that could be classified according to either rule-based 

(verbal) or family resemblance (implicit) strategies, both 

European Americans and Asian Americans as well as East 

Asians showed significant preference for using rule-based 

categorizations strategies (Norenzayan et al., 2002). 

However, there has been recent work calling this bias into 

question; a study modelled on the work of Norenzayan et al 

failed to replicate the results and instead found a preference 

for family resemblance categorization strategies in their 
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sample of European American participants (Murphy, Bosch, 

& Kim, 2017).  

While the effects of language are easiest to see in verbal 

category learning, language can be an important factor for 

both category learning routes. Research on the role of 

language in category learning has found that merely 

introducing novel words as labels can highlight the item 

categories (Balaban & Waxman, 1997). The inclusion of 

existing category labels in a categorization task can also 

affect the perception of individual category member features 

(Lupyan, 2008).  One study found that embedding a simple 

two-dimensional stimulus - a Gabor patch with varying 

orientation and spacing of lines - within category-irrelevant 

features and labelling the stimuli holistically as a “flower” 

decreased reliance on individual features of the stimulus 

(Perry & Lupyan, 2014). Perry and Lupyan concluded that 

placing a stimulus in a richer visual context distracted 

participants from the normally visually salient feature of 

orientation. 

One specific factor that can affect which category 

learning strategies are favored is the verbalizablity of the item 

being categorized or of the item’s features. Feature 

verbalizablity refers to whether the individual features of a 

stimulus are able to be described verbally. While the effect 

on the verbalizablity of stimulus features specifically has not 

been explored in the current literature, the findings of 

previous research on language and category learning as well 

as the theory of COVIS allow us to formulate predictions for 

this study. As verbal category descriptions facilitate category 

learning and verbal route categorization relies on easy to 

verbalize rules, we hypothesize that when presented with 

stimuli with features that are difficult to describe verbally, 

individuals will be less likely to use rule-based 

categorization. Lupyan’s work was largely concerned with 

assigning verbal labels to categories to increase holistic 

classification, while we expect the emphasis on verbalizablity 

of the individual features to include rule-based classification. 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the 

effects of feature type (easy to describe verbally vs difficult 

to describe verbally) on category learning preference. Feature 

verbalizablity is a possible factor in the selection of a 

category learning strategy that has not been fully addressed 

by the current literature. The only other work on feature 

verbalizablity was conducted by Zettersten & Lupyan (2020) 

using colours and shapes that were easy or difficult to assign 

a verbal label; this study found that category learning rate was 

faster when the features were easy to describe verbally. 

However, this study did not address categorization strategy. 

Our hypothesis was that individuals who learn categories 

with features that are easy to describe verbally will show a 

preference for rule-based categorization, while individuals 

who learn categories with features that are difficult to 

describe verbally may show a preference for family 

resemblance categorization. Our reasoning for this is that 

when individuals are learning stimuli with features that are 

easy to describe verbally, it may be easier to identify a single 

feature rule for classification, since verbal descriptions are 

important for this kind of category learning. Furthermore, 

when individuals cannot easily describe a feature in simple 

verbal terms, this may bias them towards using an implicit 

category learning strategy instead of trying to find a verbally 

described rule. 

Methods 

Participants 
Seventy undergraduate students at Western University 

participated in this experiment. Participants were 

compensated with course credit in an undergraduate 

psychology course. The 70 participants in Experiment 1 were 

drawn randomly from this subject pool. Two of the 70 

participants (one in the easily-verbalizable condition, one in 

the not-easily verbalizable condition) were not included in 

the final sample as they failed to learn the training stimulus 

within our criterion. 

Materials 
Stimuli. The stimuli were images of fictional monsters 

constructed of five binary features. The first set consisted of 

features selected to be easy to describe verbally: spots (two 

vs. four), eyes (two vs. three), ear colour (teal vs. orange), tail 

shape (square vs. triangle), and back colour (red vs. green). 

The second set consisted of features selected to be difficult to 

describe verbally: spots (uneven stripes vs. uniform polka 

dots), eyes (narrow and vertical vs. wide and horizontal), ear 

shape (short and pointed vs. long and floppy), nose shape 

(long and pointed vs. short and blunt), and back shape (short 

bumpy “spines” vs. tall “sail”). Prototype items are shown in 

Table 1. 

 

 

In order to verify that the novel stimuli intended to have 

feature sets that were easily and not-easily verbalizable were 

verifiably such, a norming study was conducted. The 

norming study was designed to collect descriptions of the 

features from one group of individuals and determine if 

another group of individuals could then identify the same 

feature based on those descriptions. This study consisted of 

two phases. In the first phase, 63 individuals participated in a 

Qualtrics study through the University of Western Ontario’s 

SONA system. In this study, participants were shown one of 

the four stimulus prototypes followed by one of the features 

Table 1: Stimulus Prototypes. 

 Group A Group B 

Easily-Verbalizable 

  

Not-Easily Verbalizable 
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in isolation. They were then asked to describe the individual 

features in the provided text box. Then, for each feature, the 

two most common descriptors from the 63 responses were 

selected to be used in Phase Two.  

In the second phase, 30 individuals participated in a 

Qualtrics study through Amazon’s MTurk system. They were 

shown the top two descriptors from Phase One and asked, out 

of the two paired features, which was best fit by the 

descriptors. The accuracy from Phase Two was then 

calculated compared to the results from Phase One. A Paired 

Sample Student’s t-test found that accuracy was significantly 

higher for the easily-verbalizable items (M = 0.95, SD = 0.09) 

than for the not-easily verbalizable items (M = 0.63, SD = 

0.14), t (29) = 11.55, p < .001.  

The participants in the second phase were better able to 

differentiate the feature pairs from descriptions generated in 

the first phase for the feature pairs in the easily-verbalizable 

category. This means that when describing features in the 

easily-verbalizable category, the generated descriptions were 

more distinct from each other when compared to the 

description of the paired feature. To illustrate this, the 

description for the spot feature pair in the easily-verbalizable 

category set included “two yellow hearts” and “four yellow 

hearts” with “yellow spots” included in each description, a 

clear and easy to describe distinction. However, for the spot 

feature pair in the not-easily verbalizable category set, the 

descriptions collected included “green spot pattern” and 

“beige markings” with “green spots” included in each 

description; in this case, any of the descriptions used could 

apply to either of the members of the feature pair, so accuracy 

was lower in matching the description to the correct stimulus. 

From these results we can conclude that the easily 

verbalizable stimulus features are objectively easier to 

verbally describe than the not-easily verbalizable stimulus 

features. 

 

Table 2: Training Stimulus. 

 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

Category A Category B 

A1 0 0 0 0 0 B1 1 1 1 1 1 

A2 0 1 0 0 0 B2 1 0 1 1 1 

A3 0 0 1 0 0 B3 1 1 0 1 1 

A4 0 0 0 1 0 B4 1 1 1 0 1 

A5 0 0 0 0 1 B5 1 1 1 1 0 

 
The binary notation for the category sets was taken from 

Minda and Ross (2004) and is shown in Table 2. Like the 

original study, each training category contained fifteen 

stimuli with five exemplars presented in three sizes. Small 

stimuli were presented at 75 x 51 pixels, medium stimuli were 

presented at 150 x 102 pixels, and large stimuli were 

presented at 225 x 153 pixels. The size of the stimulus was 

not relevant for categorization; this was meant only to add 

more variation to the stimulus set. Each category set 

generated for the training phase included the prototype and 

four stimuli that varied by a single feature; one random 

feature would always be present on all stimuli in the category. 

This was designed such that the category could be learned 

either by a family resemblance (FR) or a criterial attribute 

(CA) strategy. A family resemblance strategy could be used 

due to the similar appearance of each stimulus to the 

prototype, while a criterial attribute strategy could be used 

due to the single feature which perfectly predicts category 

membership. 

 

Table 3: Testing Stimulus. 

 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

Exception Items Single Features 

T1 1 0 0 0 0 T11 0 X X X X 

T2 1 1 0 0 0 T12 X 0 X X X 

T3 1 0 1 0 0 T13 X X 0 X X 

T4 1 0 0 1 0 T14 X X X 0 X 

T5 1 0 0 0 1 T15 X X X X 0 

T6 0 1 1 1 1 T16 1 X X X X 

T7 0 0 1 1 1 T17 X 1 X X X 

T8 0 1 0 1 1 T18 X X 1 X X 

T9 0 1 1 0 1 T19 X X X 1 X 

T10 0 1 1 1 0 T20 X X X X 1 

 

In addition to the training stimuli, a group of test stimuli 

was also generated to be used in the study and is shown in 

Table 3. The test stimulus consisted of three subsets of ten 

items each; all test stimuli were presented at the medium size. 

The first subset - items TA1-5 and TB1-5 - were repetitions 

of the training stimulus used to gage the participant’s 

accuracy. The second subset - items T1-10 - were exception 

items taken from the original Minda and Ross (2004) study; 

these items had conflicting category membership based on 

whether the participant used a FR or CA strategy and were 

used to differentiate these strategies. The final subset - items 

T11-20 - were each of the single features presented in 

isolation used to gage the participant’s attention towards the 

individual features that comprised the two category 

prototypes. 

Procedure 
The experiment was conducted using a video game 

programmed in GameMaker Studio 2. All responses were 

recorded by the program and saved to a plain text document 

on the testing machine. Randomization of condition and CA 

feature was also handled by the program. 
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Gameplay (Easily-Verbalizable 

Condition). 

 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two 

stimulus sets: easily-verbalizable features and not-easily-

verbalizable features. This affected only the visual 

appearance of the stimuli used and the experiment proceeded 

identically regardless of condition. Participants in both 

conditions were introduced to the game “Monster Farm” 

where they would play as a farmer and their job was to figure 

out which group each of the “monsters” living on a farm 

belonged to. They were also told that some features or aspects 

of the monsters might help them determine the correct group, 

either group A or group B. On each trial, they would need to 

select a collar for the monster with the group letter using 

either the A or B key. If the classification was correct, they 

were shown a check mark; if the classification was incorrect, 

they were shown an X. This feedback was displayed with the 

stimulus still visible until the next trial began automatically 

after a few seconds.  

The training phase would continue until a subject had 

completed at least four blocks (60 trials) and completed at 

least twelve trials in a row correctly. If a subject did not 

complete this criterion within 400 trials or one hour, the game 

would end without the testing phase and the participant’s data 

would not be further analyzed. After reaching the criterion, 

both groups entered the testing phase. In this phase, subjects 

were shown each of the test stimuli in Table 2 and sorted the 

monster, as in the training phase, into the group they thought 

it belonged to. In this phase, there was no feedback on their 

decisions and each stimulus was shown once in a randomized 

order.  

Results 

Learning Rate Analysis 
The first analysis focused on the number of trials it took a 

participant to reach criterion in each condition. This was 

defined as making a correct categorization decision on 12 

trials in a row, after a minimum of 60 trials. A Welch’s Two 

Sample t-test found that the learning rate for the easily 

verbalizable condition (M = 82.68, SD = 50.23) and the not-

easily verbalizable condition (M = 89.50, SD = 43.2) did not 

differ significantly from one another, t (64.56) = -0.60, p = 

.550. These results are visualized in Figure 2. Note that the 

minimum number of trials a participant could complete the 

training phase in was 60. 

 
 

Figure 2: Mean Number of Trials to Criterion by 

Condition. 

Accuracy Analysis 
The second analysis focused on participants’ accuracy on the 

training items as presented during the testing phase in each 

condition. All ten training items were presented in a 

randomized order with the other testing stimuli and presented 

only in the medium size. A Welch’s Two Sample t-test found 

that accuracy was significantly higher in the easily 

verbalizable condition (M = 0.93, SD = 0.12) than in the not-

easily verbalizable condition (M = 0.80, SD = 0.18), t (58.47) 

= 3.50, p = .001. These results are visualized in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Mean Accuracy in the Testing Phase by 

Condition. 

Categorization Strategy Modelling Analysis 
The final analysis of this data set focused on the 

categorization strategies used by the participants. Modelling 

was conducted using participants’ responses to the ten 

transfer items presented in the testing phase, randomized with 

the other testing stimuli and presented only in the medium 
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size. The exception items were designed such that a 

participant using a FR rule and a participant using a CA rule 

would categorize the stimulus in opposite categories. 

Therefore, based on the participants’ responses, we can 

determine what strategy each participant was most likely 

relying on. 

These responses were then compared to the results 

predicted by two model responses and each participant was 

given a score out of one indicating how well their responses 

matched the predicted results of each model. For each 

matching item response, the individual was given a 1. For 

each response that didn’t match, the individual was given a 

0. These scores were added together and divided by the 

number of items (10) with a possible score of 1 indicating a 

perfect fit with the model. If a given strategy model correctly 

predicted a participant’s classification for all ten stimuli, the 

model fit with a score of 10. If the model did not predict all 

the classifications, the score would be less than 1.0 

For the criterial attribute (CA) strategy model, 

individuals’ responses were compared to the expected 

responses if one was only attending to the criterial attribute. 

This would entail responding with A when the criteria 

attribute matched group A but three or four of the remaining 

features were consistent with group B. This indicates that the 

individual was ignoring most or all of the other features of 

the stimulus and only using the criterial feature to make their 

category decisions. The family resemblance strategy model 

compared the responses to the opposite pattern, one that was 

expected if one was attending to overall family resemblance 

regardless of the criterial attribute. This would entail 

responding B when three or four of the features were 

consistent with group B but the criterial attribute matched 

group A. This would indicate that the individual is only 

looking at the overall family resemblance to make their 

category decisions and is ignoring the criterial feature. 

A mixed 2x2 ANOVA was conducted with model type as 

a within-subjects independent variable (CA vs. FR), stimulus 

set as a between-subjects independent variable (easily-

verbalizable vs. not-easily verbalizable), and model fit as the 

dependent variable. There was no main effect of condition, F 

(1, 66)  < . 01, p  >  .999. There was a significant main effect 

of model type, indicating that the CA model (M = 0.67, SD = 

0.35) was overall a better fit for participants than the FR 

model (M = 0.33, SD = 0.35) regardless of condition, F (1, 

66) =  19.12, p < .001. There was also a significant interaction 

effect, F (1, 66) = 14.78, p < .001. These results are visualized 

in Figure 4. Due to the binary nature of the responses and the 

design of the exception items, the FR and CA model fits are 

inverse of one another as these model fits are mutually 

exclusive. 

Discussion 
We found in this experiment that the easily-verbalizable 

stimulus set and not-easily verbalizable stimulus set were 

both equally easy to learn, as seen in the learning rate 

analysis, but participants were better at retaining the category 

membership of the easily-verbalizable stimulus set into the 

training phase than the not-easily verbalizable stimulus set, 

as seen in the accuracy analysis. The similar learning rate is 

not consistent with the results of Zettersten & Lupyan (2020); 

however, this may be due to a floor effect since there was a 

minimum of 60 trials in the learning phase. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Model Fit (CA and FR) by Condition. 

Additionally, our modelling analysis found that 

individuals in the easily-verbalizable condition were more 

likely to use CA strategies, while individuals in the not-easily 

verbalizable condition did not show a strong preference for 

either strategy. This result is consistent with our hypothesis 

that a stimulus with not-easily verbalizable features would 

facilitate implicit category learning strategies; individuals in 

the not-easily verbalizable condition were more likely to use 

family resemblance strategies than those in the easily-

verbalizable condition even if there was not a strong 

preference for them.  

This preference for rule-based learning is further seen by 

the finding that individuals were more likely to retain the 

category membership knowledge into the testing phase in the 

easily-verbalizable condition, as individuals were able to use 

the previously discovered rules to easily sort the stimulus 

again without having to rely on knowledge of the prototype.  

Consistent with the findings of Perry and Lupyan (2014), 

we expected labelling the stimulus as “monsters” and placing 

them in a rich visual context to cause participants to view the 

stimuli more holistically, rather than attending only to the 

discrete features they contained. Similar to Perry and 

Lupyan’s (2014) flowers, our stimuli had a variety of visual 

features irrelevant to their category membership. 

Furthermore, we attempted to extend this concept by varying 

the verbalizablity of the individual features. From these 

results, we can conclude that feature verbalizablity does play 

a role in category learning strategy selection and features that 

are easy to describe verbally are conducive to rule-based 

strategy use and verbal route category learning. 
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This experiment demonstrated an interesting and novel 

effect of feature verbalizablity on preference for category 

learning strategies. Participants showed a strong and 

significant preference for rule-based categorization when 

classifying the stimulus set with easily-verbalizable features 

compared to the stimulus set with not-easily verbalizable 

features. There was no strong preference for either rule-based 

or family resemblance strategies when classifying stimulus 

with not-easily verbalizable features. While the role of verbal 

labels and names has been of interest in categorization 

research, the effects of the verbalizablity of the individual 

features themselves is unexplored in the existing literature 

and this study demonstrates a need for further work. 

While our findings are not definitive as to the cause, there 

are a few possible explanations. The first is that the easily-

verbalizable features facilitated rule-based learning by 

encouraging the use of verbal route categorization. When 

individuals are presented with features that they can easily 

describe it is easier for them to formulate and test a 

hypothesis (e.g., two spots = group A, four spots = group B). 

If an individual is presented with features that are more 

difficult to describe verbally it is more difficult to formulate 

a straightforward hypothesis; two different spot patterns that 

are difficult to describe distinctly can be harder to group into 

verbally described rules, since they are harder to describe. 

Another possibility is that the easily-verbalizable features 

appeared more distinct from one another compared to the not-

easily verbalizable features. The easily-verbalizable features 

were designed with simple colour and number contrasts in 

order to be easy to describe verbally. However, this may have 

caused a larger visual contrast in this group compared to the 

not-easily verbalizable group, which had consistent colours 

and numbers, which means the results may have been due to 

the features appearing more distinct, so individuals attend to 

the individual features more for this stimulus group. 

Furthermore, the not-easily verbalizable stimulus set might 

have been viewed more holistically due to this decreased 

visual contrast, leading to more use of family resemblance 

categorization.  

In the future, we would like to conduct additional research 

to further investigate these findings and identify the 

underlying cause. One possibility is to examine the role of 

feature verbalizablity or visual distinctiveness. A study like 

this could replicate the current experiment with two new 

stimulus sets. These stimulus sets would be balanced to 

control for their visual distinctiveness, possibly by using 

grey-scale stimuli or by adding colour contrasts to the not-

easily verbalizable stimulus, with varying hues of the same 

colour to create a contrast that is visually distinctive but 

relatively difficult to describe verbally.  

Overall, this study had novel findings that open a new 

possible line of category learning research and demonstrated 

that a previous category learning study has results that may 

not be replicable. Additionally, we successfully created a new 

platform for conducting classification experiments that can 

be developed and adapted for future studies as we continue to 

better understand the effects of this video game environment 

on category learning. While our work on indirect feedback 

and diverted attention was inconclusive, we demonstrated 

that language is an important factor in category learning 

strategy use that should be explored further.  
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Introduction 

How is it possible to mentally represent abstract               
concepts? One abstract domain, which has been explored by                 
scholars across disciplines, is time. A concept of time allows                   
us to understand our world and our memories, and to make                     
decisions. However, “the concept of time” is a vast                 
oversimplification. Time encompasses durations, sequences,         
locations relative to the ego, Newtonian beliefs, causal               
reasoning, linguistic structure, episodic memory, the           
“mental timeline,” and more. These facets of time span the                   
gamut from perception to cognition, and scientists across               
fields explore relevant questions. However, they often do               
not use the same methods, vocabulary, or populations. The                 
complexity of temporal cognition means that, if scientists               
are ever going to get a handle on the psychological nature of                       
time, interdisciplinary dialog is necessary.  

Some components of temporal processing and ways of               
mentally representing time are present from birth, but many                 
others appear to be environmentally driven. Evidence for               
this can be found in extensive cross-cultural and               
cross-linguistic differences, and developmental change that           
extends for years. Cross-cultural and developmental studies             
provide unique opportunities to tease apart aspects of time                 
that are universal and evolutionarily-ancient from those that               
aren’t, and to identify the factors most important for the                   
formation of mature mental representations of time. Prior               
studies, and new ones that will be discussed here, indicate                   
that relationships between time and space are critical,               
though exactly how the relationships are instantiated             
remains debated. Languages and cultural tools provide             
means of representing temporal relationships that are not               
available to other animals, but vary across humans. 

We bring together researchers from three countries, who               
have overlapping interests, but examine different facets of               
time, different populations, and different levels of             
representation. Pitt, Bender, and Starr explore           
relationships between time and space, but Pitt discusses               
time-space mappings in different sensory modalities, while             
Bender and Starr discuss the linguistic and cultural factors                 
later shaping them. Tillman, Starr, and Pathman discuss               
developmental change in temporal cognition. Pitt explores             
time at the level of perception, Pathman at the level of                     

memory, and Tillman at the level of theories of time itself.                     
Tillman will also serve as moderator. 

 

Space-time asymmetry in vision and audition (Tom 
Gijssels, Benjamin Pitt, Roberto Bottini, Ceren 

Battal, Olivier Collignon, Daniel Casasanto) 

How are space and time related in the human mind? Many                     
experiments using visual stimuli show a space-time             
asymmetry: People use space to think about time more than                   
vice versa. Why? Here we tested whether the extent to                   
which people use one domain to think about another                 
depends on how reliably people can typically perceive or                 
think about each domain. We tested this proposal by                 
comparing the relationship between space and time across               
two sensory modalities in which the reliability of each                 
domain typically reverses: Whereas space tends to be more                 
reliable in vision than in audition, time is more reliable in                     
audition than in vision. In separate visual and auditory tasks,                   
participants reproduced the spatial and temporal extents of               
stimuli that traveled for varying distances and durations. In                 
two experiments, we found that space and time interfered                 
with each other in different ways across modalities, as                 
predicted by differences in the relative reliability of the                 
domains: In vision task-irrelevant spatial information           
influenced temporal reproductions more than vice versa, but               
in audition task-irrelevant temporal information influenced           
spatial reproductions as much as, or even more than, vice                   
versa. These results show that the relationship between               
space and time in nonlinguistic thought differs across               
sensory modalities, and validate a principle that governs               
cross-domain interactions: When two domains are           
correlated in experience, people will use the domain that is                   
typically easier to perceive, imagine, or remember to               
structure their thoughts about the other domain. 
  
Representing time in terms of space: Directions of 

mental timelines in five different languages  
(Andrea Bender & Annelie Rothe-Wulf ) 

People often use spatial vocabulary to describe temporal               
relations, and this has motivated attempts to map spatial                 
frames of reference (FoRs) onto time. How people assign                 
FRONT to temporal entities and to time itself is crucial for                     
diagnosing which temporal FoR a person actually adopts,               
yet strongly depends on cultural conventions. To assess the                 
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cultural conventions involved in FRONT assignment, we             
conducted a survey with speakers of English, Norwegian,               
German, Chinese, and Japanese, which differ on several               
potentially relevant dimensions, including traditional         
writing direction and preferences for spatial and temporal               
referencing. Data on temporal movements of events, on the                 
temporal order of events, and on explicit FRONT               
assignments to events, time units, and 'time itself' suggest                 
that speakers of these languages use different principles for                 
describing fixed relations (static time) versus moving events               
(dynamic time). 
 

The future is in front, to the right, or below: 
Development of spatial representations of time in 

three dimensions (Ariel Starr & Mahesh Srinivasan) 
The experience of mapping time onto space is likely                 
universal, but these mappings can take many forms.               
Previous work has demonstrated that cultural differences in               
writing direction, metaphorical language, gesture, and           
temporal focus all influence the way time is mapped onto                   
space. Even within a culture, it is common to use different                     
spatial reference frames to represent different temporal             
concepts. Here, we explored the development of two types                 
of spatiotemporal representations: sagittal representations of           
time (the front-back axis as one moves through time and                   
space) and the mental timeline (a linear reference frame that                   
is typically oriented horizontally or vertically) in Indian               
schoolchildren aged 6 to 15 years. We show that these two                     
different types of spatiotemporal mappings are constructed             
in parallel throughout childhood and become increasingly             
aligned with cultural norms. In addition, we identify               
multiple factors that influence the orientation of these               
mappings. Individual differences in children’s attitudes           
towards the future influenced sagittal spatiotemporal           
mappings, and experience with horizontal and vertical             
calendars influenced the orientation of children’s mental             
timelines. Taken together, our results demonstrate that             
children are sensitive to both internal and external factors                 
when building their mental models of time.  
 

Examining the development of memory for 
temporal order in a naturalistic setting 

(Thanujeni Pathman, Lina Deker, Tida Kian, Puneet 
Parmar & Giulia Fabiano) 

Episodic memory (EM) is memory for past events from a          
particular time and place. Temporal memory (memory for        
‘when’) is a critical feature of episodic memory, yet         
relatively little is known about the developmental trajectory        
of temporal memory in childhood. The aim of this study          
was to examine temporal memory development in early to         
middle childhood using naturalistic and engaging events       
experienced over an extended period. Participants were 4-        
to 5-year-olds, 6- to 7-year-olds, and 8- to 10-year-olds         

(N=129) who took part in a 5-day camp at a local zoo.            
Children visited various animals every day, according to a         
predetermined schedule. On day 5, children participated in        
various tests, including a primacy/recency task. Using each        
individual child’s schedule, pairs of events were selected        
from the week and children were asked questions about the          
temporal order of the events (“which animal did you visit          
first, the polar bear or the giraffe?”). The elapsed time (lag)           
between events pairs were manipulated to examine the        
effect of temporal distance in children’s accuracy. In        
addition to this temporal order task, children were asked to          
provide autobiographical memory narratives; narratives     
were coded for various features, including references to time         
and space. We found age-related improvements in the        
accuracy of temporal order judgments. Further, the oldest        
group showed a temporal distance effect (higher accuracy        
for event pairs with a long lag compared to a short lag;            
effect seen in adults), but younger groups did not. These          
data, along with the data from the autobiographical memory         
narratives, and implications of this work to our        
understanding of EM development will be discussed.  
 

Children’s theories of the past and future 
(Katharine Tillman, Cole Dougherty, James Daly, & 

Caren M. Walker) 
Adults often think of time as an abstract domain: linear,                   
unidirectional, and divisible into past, present, and future. I                 
discuss two studies exploring 3- to 6-yr-old US children’s                 
developing beliefs about the nature of the past and future. In                     
the first study, we tested when children know that present                   
actions can change the future, but not the past. We told                     
children 3-step causal stories, and asked about the effects of                   
an intervention at step 2. We found that children’s reasoning                   
about effects on the future event improved gradually from                 
age 4 to 6, but even 3-yr-olds judged that the past event                       
would not change. Although Newtonian time is             
unidirectional, adults nevertheless make retrospective         
inferences about what occurred in the past, based on                 
observations of the present. Using the same paradigm, we                 
found that while even 4-yr-olds treated such scenarios               
differently from interventions on past events, consistent             
retrospective reasoning only emerged around age 6. In the                 
second study, participants made explicit judgements about             
the (im)possibility of various temporal phenomena.           
Interestingly, the majority of 4-yr-olds judged that it is                 
possible to travel back in time, and to see into the future. In                         
contrast, only about a third of 6-yr-olds (and few adults)                   
said either phenomenon was real. Thus, while intuitions               
about the causal unchangeability of past events emerge early                 
in development, conventional theories about the nature of               
time itself emerge gradually in early and middle childhood. 
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Introduction 
The past decade has seen an increasing focus on visual 

narratives like comics as an area for investigating numerous 
facets of cognition across numerous subfields of Cognitive 
Science (Cohn & Magliano, 2019). While early work focused 
on applying linguistic theories to analyze the structure of 
these visual and multimodal narratives, empirical work has 
extended to methods in cognitive psychology and cognitive 
neuroscience. This research has illustrated how the visual 
representations of sequential images share structural 
properties with language, and often overlap in their 
neurocognitive comprehension mechanisms (Cohn, 2019), 
albeit manifested in the visual-graphic modality rather than 
the verbal modality. 

Adjacent to this has been a growing focus on 
computational methods applied to comics (Augereau, Iwata, 
& Kise, 2018; Laubrock & Dunst, 2019). These include the 
use of computational modeling to analyze corpora of comics, 
the use of parsers to extract underlying properties of comics 
and their comprehension, and the programming of 
computational systems to generate novel comics. These 
approaches again provide opportunities to integrate various 
facets of cognition, as they combine analytical methods often 
used to analyze or generate text alongside those often applied 
to visual representations. 

This symposium surveys a range of these computational 
methods applied to the visual and multimodal properties of 
comics. 

A corpus analysis of framing structure of 
panels and their cohesive links 

A first way that computational analyses can inform 
research on visual narratives is through analysis of annotated 
comics (Laubrock & Dunst, 2019). There is at least tacit 

acknowledgement that visual narratives differ across 
cultures, though they may share basic underlying features. 
Yet, corpus analyses of the properties of such cross-cultural 
systems remains limited. In this presentation, Andrew 
Hendrickson will discuss an empirical analysis of annotated 
comics from the Visual Language Research Corpus (VLRC: 
http://www.visuallanguagelab.com/vlrc), which includes 
annotation of the properties of 290 comics from the United 
States, Europe, and Asia and contains over 36,000 comic 
panels. This analysis focuses on using sequential pattern 
mining (Zaki, 2001) to identify patterns in the framing of 
characters within panels and dimensions of meaningful 
relations between images (shifts in time, characters, or spatial 
location) both within and between panels. Subsequently, the 
similarity between comics across these sequential patterns 
are compared to both geographical and temporal distance 
using representational similarity analysis techniques 
(Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008). The results indicate 
that storytelling patterns in comics across the world differ in 
distinctly characterizable systems of visual narratives that 
emerge and differ over time. 

Hierarchical structure in processing visual 
narratives: A computational investigation 

Recent years have seen an increase in computational 
analyses of linguistic corpora and psycholinguistic data to 
explore the underlying structure and compositionality of 
language. In this presentation, Aditya Upadhyayula extends 
these methods to analyze a self-paced reading experiment of 
visual narrative sequencing. Participants viewed 6-panel long 
wordless comic strips panel-by-panel at their own pace where 
each sequence had two primary constituents. In experimental 
sequences, blank white “disruption” panels were either 
inserted within or between the constituents (Cohn, Holcomb, 
Jackendoff, & Kuperberg, 2012), where participants were 
found to spend longer time looking at the disruption panels 
when they were presented Within Constituents (WC) than 
when presented in Between Constituents (BC) of the 
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narrative structure. We then validated these results using two 
computational models. We compared the predictions of a 
probabilistic Earley parser (Hale, 2001) and a Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) against the behavioral RT measures. 
While both the models output the surprisals for each panel in 
the comic strip, the Earley parser used information about the 
underlying narrative structure and the HMM used the 
category level bigrams in the comic strips to generate these 
surprisals. If our perception of comic strips is structured, then 
we should expect a negative correlation between the parser’s 
outputs and the disruption panels’ RTs when presented within 
(WC) and between (BC) constituents. We found a negative 
correlation as hypothesized. More specifically, the 
probabilistic Earley parser’s outputs correlated more with the 
disruption panel RTs than the HMM model. Taken together, 
these results are consistent with findings that visual narratives 
use hierarchical structure, and they demonstrate that such 
methods from computational linguistics can provide insights 
into the formal structure of domains beyond verbal language. 

Generation of visual narrative  
Computational methods have also provided insight beyond 

analyses of existing data, but instead for their capacity to 
model the generation of expressions, including narrative. In 
interactive media, the problem of narrative generation 
supposes a computationally modeled universe in which the 
goal is to algorithmically generate narratively plausible 
trajectories of character behavior that meet authorial 
constraints. The last several decades have seen innovations in 
a “pipeline” approach to narrative generation, in which AI 
planning is used to construct plot structures and then 
discourse, or the telling of the story, is developed as a second 
pass. However, this approach poses challenges for the highly 
visual medium of comics, wherein the affordances for 
discourse shape the possibility space of available plots. 
Cognitive science indicates, for instance, that the layout of 
panels on a page, choices of framings within a panel, and 
careful elision of information are critical to how comic 
readers form mental models of the underlying story-world 
and plot of a comic. In this talk, Chris Martens and Rogelio 
Cardona-Rivera will discuss ongoing research on an 
alternative approach to computational narrative generation in 
which the cognition of comic readers directly drives a process 
for generating visual narratives. 
 

Automatically generating news comics 
Finally, generating comics can aid in applied settings. 

Because of their communicative power, comics can provide 
an effective method of communication for conveying news 
for less engaged members of the public, and indeed many 
forays into non-fiction comics have been made in the past 
decades. Neil Cohn describes a collaboration with BBC 
News Labs to create a tool that will help create “news 
comics” for wider accessibility for journalism. Starting with 
stories related to health, this system allows journalists to type 
a simple news story, and then organizes this text into a 

structured story template. It then pairs this text with images 
which are stored in an established visual vocabulary of an 
“image library.” Images are ‘tagged’ with keywords 
describing that content. When those keywords appear in the 
inserted text, the system automatically links appropriate 
images to that text within a comic panel’s frame. Simple 
content might involve concrete and specific elements like 
prominent societal figures (via names), places and locations 
(via names), organizations and companies (perhaps depicted 
with logos), and generic stereotyped professions (i.e., a 
doctor, a scientist, etc.). More complex image generation 
involves metaphors, whereby images are encoded with 
keywords associated to a metaphoric frame. For example, 
images of rainclouds might be encoded with keywords 
associated with their literal depictions (clouds, rain, storm) 
and with words associated with a metaphoric frame (such as 
“depression is a storm”). Altogether, this system allows for 
considerable generativity of images in combination with text 
to create an effective tool for multimodal expressions in 
communicating news. 
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Abstract 

Article production difficulties in Spanish-speaking children 
with specific language impairment (SLI) are well documented. 
However, evidence on article comprehension is scarce. In an 
eye tracking experiment, we compared online comprehension 
of definite and indefinite articles in monolingual Spanish-
speaking children with SLI and children with typical language 
development (TLD) matched for age. Children listened to 
simple phrases while inspecting a visual context with four 
images. The article in the phrase agreed in number and gender 
with the target image only. Visual target preference was 
monitored as the phrase unfolded. Eye movements revealed 
that children with SLI showed a weak preference for the target 
on indefinite article trials only after hearing the noun, although 
no significant effects of definiteness were observed. In 
contrast, children with TLD were able to use the article to 
anticipate the noun. These findings contribute to reducing the 
gap between article production and comprehension in children 
with SLI.  

Keywords: Specific language impairment; grammar; articles; 
comprehension; eye movements  

Introduction 
Specific Language Impairment (SLI) is defined as a 

language development disorder, observed in the absence of 
evident neurological damage, hearing deficit, cognitive 
impairment or severe environmental deprivation (Ullman & 
Pierpont, 2005). This disorder can be first identified during 
childhood and it can extend until adolescence (Stothard, 
Snowling, Bishop, Chipchase, & Kaplan, 1998). 
Approximately 7% of the child population is affected by SLI 
(Tomblin, Records, Buckwalter, Zhang, Smith, & O'Brien, 
1997). One central aspect of this deficit is the grammatical 
problems evidenced by these children at both morphological 
and syntactic level (Aguado, 2007; Leonard, 2014). 
However, the way in which these difficulties are realised 
differs across languages (Leonard, 2009; Ullman & Pierpont, 
2005). Thus, to understand the underlying grammar problems 
that characterise the language of children with SLI, it is 
necessary to investigate this phenomenon in different 
languages. Yet most of the available studies have been 
conducted in English-speaking populations, with fewer 

studies conducted in other languages, such as Spanish. 
Existing studies in Spanish-speaking children indicate that 
grammar difficulties in these children are mostly 
characterised by problems with plural markers (such as the s 
morpheme), and function words, particularly clitic pronouns 
(Bedore & Leonard 2001) and determinate articles (Restrepo 
& Gutiérrez-Clellen 2001).  

Articles in Spanish are gender- and number-marked, 
presenting more challenges for children with SLI relative to 
their English-speaking peers. In this regard, evidence from 
spontaneous speech and controlled tasks (e.g. question tasks) 
has shown that Spanish-speaking children with SLI present 
difficulties using articles (e.g. Anderson & Souto, 2005; 
Auza & Morgan, 2013; Coloma, Araya, Quezada, Pavez & 
Maggiolo, 2016). Particularly, children with SLI tend to omit 
and substitute articles, making more mistakes than age-
matched healthy peers (Anderson & Souto, 2005). Studies 
using cloze tasks have shown that children with SLI omit 
articles more than an age-matched control group (Auza & 
Morgan, 2013; Morgan, Restrepo & Auza, 2013) and they 
have a similar performance to younger children who are 
matched for their linguistic profile (Auza & Morgan, 2013). 
In turn, a study on spontaneous speech (Coloma, et al., 2016), 
has recently shown that children with SLI tend to make more 
omissions and substitutions compared to an age-matched 
control group but also to the control group of younger 
children matched for mean length utterance (MLU). 
Altogether, these results suggest that for children with SLI 
the use of articles in spontaneous context is more difficult 
than in more controlled situations.  

In Spanish, definite articles (i.e., “el”, “la”, “los”, “las”; 
English ‘the’) are always unstressed while indefinite articles 
(i.e., “un”, “una”, “unas”, “unas”; English ‘a’) are 
predominantly stressed (Alarcos-Llorach, 1994). The surface 
hypothesis proposed by Leonard (1998), suggest that children 
with SLI have a limited auditory processing capacity, which 
affects their analysis of the superficial characteristics of 
language. Definite articles are always unstressed, which 
could implicate that they are less salient for listeners, and 
therefore, more difficult than indefinite articles for SLI 
children. Based on this hypothesis, it is expected that 
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Spanish-speaking children with SLI would present more 
difficulties processing definite articles than indefinite ones. 

The evidence on the differences between definite and 
indefinite articles processing in monolingual Spanish-
speaking children with SLI is scarce. Existing studies in 
production show that SLI children present more difficulties 
with definite than indefinite articles, favouring the surface 
hypothesis (e.g. Auza & Morgan, 2013; Bosch & Serra, 1997; 
Restrepo & Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2001). For instance, a study 
using a question task showed that children with SLI have a 
reduced performance (e.g., omission, substitutions) when 
using the definite article compared to children with typical 
language development (TLD) matched for age, as well as 
younger children matched for MLU. However, the SLI group 
performed equally to both groups when using indefinite 
articles (Auza & Morgan, 2013). Similar findings have been 
reported in spontaneous speech in bilingual Spanish-speaking 
children with SLI (Aguilar-Mediavilla, Sanz-Torrent & 
Serra-Raventos, 2007; Bosch & Serra, 1997; Restrepo & 
Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2001).  

The studies discussed so far focus on language production. 
However, much less is known about the comprehension of 
articles in children with SLI (Muñoz, Carballo, Fresneda & 
Mendoza, 2014). Current evidence points out that 
performance in production and comprehension can be 
dissociated (e.g. Chondrogianni, Marinis, Edwards & Blom, 
2015; Hakansson & Hansson, 2000). For instance, it has been 
shown that monolingual Greek-speaking children with SLI 
failed in detecting ungrammatical sentences when clitics 
were omitted, despite the fact that they had a high level of 
production (Chondrogianni et al., 2015). Similarly, a study in 
Canadian French-speaking children with SLI showed that 
they were able to understand clitic pronouns even though they 
had problems producing them (Grüter, 2005).  

In sum, evidence suggest that children with SLI have 
difficulties in correctly producing articles. Some studies, 
however, have identified a clear dissociation between 
language comprehension and production in this population. 
Since the number of studies addressing the comprehension of 
articles in Spanish-speaking children is limited, it remains an 
open question whether monolingual Spanish-speaking 
children with SLI have similar difficulties in comprehending 
articles, as they do for production. In this context, the main 
aim of this study is to investigate whether online 
comprehension of articles is impaired in monolingual 
Spanish-speaking SLI children compared to children with 
TLD matched for age. In addition, we compared the 
performance of both groups on definite and indefinite articles 
to contribute with new evidence testing the surface 
hypothesis. 

In an eye-tracking experiment, children listened to spoken 
utterances containing definite and indefinite articles while 
inspecting four images where only one of them agreed in 
gender and number with the article. We calculated the 
proportion of looks to the target image after the article was 
presented. Based on previous evidence in production, we 
expected slower and less accurate article processing in SLI 

children compared with TLD children. This would be 
reflected by longer latencies (delayed increase in fixation 
proportion) and a lower overall proportion of fixations to the 
associated noun in the SLI group relative to the TLD group. 
Finally, the surface hypothesis would predict that children 
with SLI would present more difficulties than children with 
TLD with definite than indefinite articles. If so, this should 
be reflected by longer latencies and a lower proportion of 
fixations to the target image. 

 
The Present Study 

Participants 
A total of 68 participants (30 SLI and 38 children with 

TLD) were initially evaluated in the study. The data of 10 
children from the SLI group was excluded because they did 
not fulfil the inclusion criteria. The final sample included a 
group of 20 children with SLI (6 girls, mean age 5.9 years, 
range 5.1- 6.6 years). For the control group, we selected 20 
children with TLD (6 girls, mean age 5.9 years, range 5.1-6.7 
years) matched for age and gender. All children in the control 
group were SLI children’s classmates. Parents of 
participating children were informed about the aim of the 
study and gave written consent before participation. 
Participants attended five public schools with “integration 
programmes” (in Spanish, Programas de Integración 
Escolar, or PIE). These programmes were conceived in Chile 
to allow children with all sorts of special needs to attend the 
same schools as children with typical development. 

Sample selection 
Children with SLI had a diagnosis made by the speech 

therapists at the school. An independent evaluation was 
conducted by our research team on each child to confirm their 
difficulties in grammar (Spanish version of the Clinical 
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-4 (CELF-4, Semel, 
Wiig & Secord, 2003). The diagnosis was confirmed when 
children presented (1) low grammar skills, reflected by low 
scores in the Formulated Sentences subtest of the CELF-4. 
Furthermore, we confirmed that children in the SLI group had 
(1) normal hearing, assessed by a screening for hearing 
impairment, (2) nonverbal cognitive skills within a normal 
rank, measured by Raven’s coloured progressive matrices 
test (Raven, 2005) and (3) no evident neurological or social 
skills problems, based on teacher’s reports. Children in the 
control group had no history of language difficulties and 
presented normal hearing and nonverbal cognitive skills 
measured with the same instruments. 

Materials and design 
Apparatus Eye movements were sampled monocularly at 
500 Hz using the Remote Mode of the EyeLink 1000 Plus eye 
tracker system (SR Research, Ontario, Canada). To operate 
the system in the remote mode, a small target sticker was 
placed on the participants’ forehead. Pictures were displayed 
using a high definition 24-inch widescreen display (BenQ 
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XL2430) at 1024 x 768 pixels at a refresh rate of 144 Hz 
viewed from a distance of 57 cm. 
 
Stimuli We created 32 short phrases in Spanish composed of 
two single words (article + noun). All phrases were preceded 
by an imperative verb (‘Look!’) to draw the participant’s 
attention to the screen. Half of them contained a definite 
article and the other half contained indefinite articles with the 
same gender and number distribution. The auditory stimuli 
were recorded by a Spanish native female speaker uttered in 
infant-directed speech (IDS). The mean length of the articles 
was 1431 ms (definite articles 1368 ms; indefinite articles 
1495 ms). The visual stimuli included 32 images, illustrating 
four familiar objects within four different categories 
(vegetables, animals, toys and common house objects) on the 
four quadrants of the screen: A target (e.g. ‘manzana’, apple), 
a number competitor which shared the number morpheme 
with the target (e.g. ‘plátano’, banana), a gender-lexical 
competitor which shared both the gender and the lexeme 
morphemes with the target (e.g. ‘manzanas’, apples) and a 
distractor which did not share either lexical or morphological 
information with the target (e.g. ‘plátanos’, bananas). 
Objects corresponding to targets and competitors in the same 
trial belonged to the same category (see Figure 1). Using a 
Latin square design, we created four experimental lists that 
rotated the target object for each of the visual displays. Thus, 
each object in the display appeared as the target an equal 
number of times across the lists. The position of each type of 
object (based on their number and gender agreement) was 
counterbalanced across items. 

 

 
 Figure 1. Visual display example for an experimental 

trial example. 

Procedure 
All participants were seated comfortably in the front of the 

computer screen in an isolated room at their school. Before 
the experiment started, a 5-point calibration was 
implemented. On each trial a centred fixation point was 
initially presented (drift check). The trial was manually 
triggered by the experimenter and a visual display (four 
objects) appeared in the screen. After 2750 ms, participants 
heard the verb ‘Mira’ (look). Then, the article was played at 
4000 ms after picture onset followed by the target noun at 

5250 ms after picture onset. The image remained on the 
screen for 3000 ms after noun onset. Participants’ eye 
movements were recorded during the whole experiment. The 
experiment lasted approximately 5 minutes, still a short break 
was taken, if necessary. The study was approved by the 
Ethics Committee of the Faculty. 

Data analysis 
We created four square areas of interest (AOI) surrounding 

each object displayed in the visual context, and a fixation 
report containing with the fixation’s order, duration and 
locations using the Data Viewer software (SR Research). 
Subsequently, the R Project software (R Core Team, 2018), 
was used to examine every trial per participant and AOI on 
every millisecond. Then, fixation proportion to each AOI was 
calculated as the percentage of looks for each trial and across 
time, considering participants’ fixations outside of the areas 
of interest as looks to the background. 

Our analysis relied on a complementary approach based on 
confidence intervals for quantifiable effect size in terms of 
the magnitude and timing of preferential fixation proportion 
(see Cumming, 2014; Huettig & Guerra, 2019; Huettig & 
Janse, 2016), as well as a linear mixed effects regression 
(LMER, with the lme4 package, Bates, Maechler, Bolker, 
Walker, 2015) on the log ratio of the proportion of fixations 
between the target and the gender-lexical competitor (Arai, 
Van Gompel, & Scheepers, 2007) aggregated in three critical 
time windows. 

To calculate confidence intervals, the proportion of 
fixation was aggregated into time windows of 250 ms, by 
participant and AOI. LMER models included the maximal 
random structure justified by the design but excluded the 
random correlations from the model to facilitate converge, 
keeping the within-unit intercepts (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & 
Tily, 2013). Consequently, the regression analysis included 
the aggregated log ratio as a dependent variable, type of 
article (i.e., “Definite”, “Indefinite”), children’s group (i.e., 
SLI, TLD), and time window (i.e., article, noun, and silent 
window) as predictors. Article type and group were centred 
using a zero-sum contrast, which compares predictor level 
means to each other. To observe the changes in time, we used 
a sliding contrast (Venables & Ripley, 2002) in the time 
window predictor. 

Results 
First, we present the results of our confidence intervals 

analysis, which provides a detailed visual description of the 
fixation proportion pattern across time. Then, we compared 
online comprehension of articles in children with SLI and 
children with TLD through a LMER model on the log ratio 
across time windows. 

  
Confidence Intervals results Figure 2 shows participants’ 
gaze pattern over time divided by children’s group with 
(within-subject) 95% confidence intervals as shaded areas 
around the full lines. In the upper panel, the proportion of 
fixation to each of the four images in the visual context is 
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depicted. The confidence intervals analysis shows that 
children with SLI exhibit no preference for the target between 
the onset of the article and the onset of the noun. After the 
noun onset, SLI children show a strong preference both for 
the target and the gender-lexical competitor, discarding the 
number competitor and the distractor. Results show a small 
preference for the target at 1600 ms after the noun onset 
which lasts for about 800 ms. By contrast, children with TLD 
show a preference for the target even before they heard the 
noun, and this preference further increases for the rest of the 
trial. 

With regards to the effect of article type on the gaze pattern 
of children with SLI, confidence intervals show no preference 
for the target object before the onset of the noun, either when 
children heard either a definite or an indefinite article. Figure 
3 shows the mean log ratio between target and gender-lexical 
competitor by group and by article type. This analysis reveals 
that the small, late preference for the target exhibited by 
children with SLI seems to be driven by the indefinite article. 
Children with TLD, in contrast, show a preference for the 
target before the onset of the noun. The graph also shows that 
preferential looks towards the target object start earlier for 
indefinite articles. 

 

 
Figure 2. Mean fixation proportion and log ratio as a 
function of children’s group in time steps of 250 ms. 

 

 
Figure 3. Mean log ratio as a function of children’s group 

and article type in time steps of 250 ms. 
 

Linear mixed regression results The results of the LMER 
model on log ratio shows a main effect of children’s group (β 
= 0.024, se =0.007, t = 3.53, p < 0.01, see Table 1). Overall, 
the proportion of looks to the target (relative to the lexical 
competitor) across time windows was higher for children 
with TLD than for children with SLI (see Figure 2). In 

addition, we found an increase in the preference for the target 
over time, as evidenced by the significant difference between 
time window contrasts; overall, a larger preference for the 
target object was observed during the noun time window 
compared to the article time window (β = 0.028, se =0.012, t 
= 2.35, p < 0.05), as well as in the silent time window relative 
to the noun time window (β = 0.033, se =0.012, t = 2.68, p = 
0.01, see Figure 2). No main effect of article type, or reliable 
interaction effects were observed (all t-values < |2|). Table 1 
shows the summary of the LMER model on log ratio and 
Figure 4 illustrates the main effects identified in the LMER 
model. 

Discussion 
In the present study we compared the online comprehension 
of articles in monolingual Spanish-speaking children with 
SLI to a control group of children with TLD matched for age. 
Furthermore, we examined the performance of both groups 
on definite and indefinite articles to contribute to the surface 
hypotheses discussion. The results showed that children with 
SLI exhibit an impaired online comprehension of articles. 
Regarding the type of article, we observed that both groups 
of children performed similarly in definite and indefinite 
articles suggesting that the difficulties observed in children 
with SLI cannot be completely explained by the surface 
hypothesis. 
 

 
Figure 4. Mean log ratio as a function of children’s group 

and window of interest in time steps of 1250 ms. 
 

Specifically, we observed that children with SLI did not 
look more at the noun referred to by the article before it was 
named, suggesting the lack of use of the gender or number 
information of articles to anticipate the noun. After the onset 
of the noun, children with SLI looked longer both at the 
corresponding noun (e.g. manzana/apple) and its gender-
lexical competitor (e.g. manzanas/apples) discarding the 
competitors that had a different lexeme (e.g. plátano/banana 
and plátanos/bananas). These results indicate that visual 
attention in children with SLI was guided by the lexical 
information of the noun but not by the morphological 
information of the article. Conversely, children with TLD 
tended to look more to the corresponding noun even before it 
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was produced and this preference continue to increase after 
the noun onset. This reveals that children with TLD were able 
to predict the noun based on the morphological information 
of the article. 

The time course curves also showed that after the noun 
(silent window), children with SLI presented a slight 
preference for the referred image. This slight tendency does 
not allow us to establish with certainty that the children with 
SLI were processing morphological information. However, it 
suggests that, at some level, they might integrate the 
morphological information provided by the article with the 
morphological information provided by the noun (i.e., the 
presence or absence of the morpheme s) to disambiguate the 
competition between the corresponding noun (e.g. la 
manzana/the apple) and its gender-lexical competitor (e.g. 
las manzanas/the apples). 

Previous evidence in Spanish has shown that online 
comprehension of articles is preserved in older children with 
SLI (Christou et al., 2019). This previous study showed that 
bilingual (Catalan-Spanish) children with SLI (mean age 7.8 
years) behaved similarly to their peers matched for age. 
Specifically, both groups looked longer at the target image 
after hearing the article, even before the referred noun was 
presented. When they split the SLI group into older (mean 
9.07 years-old) and younger (mean 6.0 years-old) 
participants, the time-curves showed that both age groups 
tended to look more to the referred noun. However, children 
in the older group showed a significantly larger magnitude of 
the effect than the younger children. In our study, children 
with SLI were similar in age (5.8 years-old) to the younger 
group of Christou et al. Yet we did not find any clear effect 
of article processing.  

Differences in difficulty between these two studies might 
be related to the distinct results. In Christou et al., semantic 
keys were given by the verb in some of the trials (e.g. “la niña 
tira una piedra”/‘the girl throws a stone’). These trials had a 
lexical competitor (e.g. piedras/stones) and two distractors 
(cocina/stove and molino/windmill). Thus, two of the 
distractors (stove and windmill) could be discarded before the 
onset of the article based on verbal semantic information. In 
contrast, in our experiment, no previous semantic 
information was given. This difference makes our task more 
demanding for younger children with SLI, revealing their 
article comprehension difficulties. Taken together, the results 
from Christou et al. and those from the present study suggest 
a developmental path in article comprehension, in which 
article comprehension tends to improve with age in Spanish-
speaking children with SLI.  

These findings are in line with previous results in the 
production of articles in monolingual Spanish-speaking 
children showing that young children (5.5 years of age; 
Morgan et al., 2013; 6.6 years of age; Coloma et al., 2016) 
present difficulties using articles. Altogether, evidence based 
on production and comprehension indicates that children 
with SLI present a slower development rate in article 
acquisition than children with TLD. However, there is no 
evidence in article production in Spanish-speaking children 

older than 7 years of age. Thus, it is possible that 
comprehension and production reach a typical performance 
at different ages. Further studies, comparing comprehension 
and production in monolingual Spanish-speaking children 
with SLI at different ages are needed to understand better the 
developmental path of article acquisition.  

Regarding the type of article, children with SLI performed 
worse than children with TLD in both types of article. 
Furthermore, we did not find differences in the magnitude of 
the response between article type (i.e., definite or indefinite) 
in any group. Nonetheless, we observed a tendency in the 
TLD group to look to the referred noun faster in indefinite 
than definite articles. Likewise, the tendency observed in the 
SLI group to look more to the referred noun after it was 
named was driven again by indefinite articles. The surface 
hypothesis (Leonard, 1998) predicts that indefinite articles 
are easier than definite articles since they are acoustically 
more salient. Thus, this tendency in favour of indefinite 
articles can be explained by this hypothesis. However, this 
tendency did not reach significant levels. In addition, our 
results showed that children have problems with indefinite 
articles which cannot be explained by the surface hypothesis. 
These suggest that acquisition of articles relies more on other 
levels of processing such as cognitive or linguistic levels.  

There are not many studies addressing the surface 
hypothesis of children with SLI in languages other than 
English. Evidence in English-speaking children with SLI in 
favour of this hypothesis has shown that English-speaking 
children with SLI have problems with morphemes that are 
short in duration and unstressed such as the past tense -ed and 
third person singular -s (Leonard, 2014). In Spanish, evidence 
in production of articles by children with SLI shows that they 
make more mistakes with definite than indefinite articles 
(Restrepo & Gutierrez-Clellen, 2001). Similar results have 
been observed in bilingual children (Catalan-Spanish). 
Aguilar-Mediavilla, Sanz-Torrent and Serra-Reventos (2007) 
found that bilingual children with SLI omitted more articles 
compared to an age-control group, in particularly for definite 
articles (Aguilar-Mediavilla, Sanz-Torrent & Serra-
Reventos, 2007). 

 Our findings cannot be fully accounted for by the surface 
hypothesis, since the comparison between the definite and 
indefinite articles revealed no significant effects of article 
type. This is in line with a comprehension study in Greek-
speaking children with SLI, suggesting that the surface 
hypothesis is not sufficient to explain the grammar problem 
in this population (Chondrogianni et al., 2015). Specifically, 
the study showed that definite articles are less impaired than 
clitics pronouns even though both functional words have 
similar levels of acoustic saliency. More evidence from both 
comprehension and production research that contrast salient 
and non-salient functional words in Spanish is needed to 
define the extent to which this hypothesis explains the 
grammar problems of Spanish-speaking children with SLI. 

To our knowledge this is the first study in monolingual 
Spanish-speaking children addressing the online 
comprehension of articles, contributing to decrease the gap of 
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knowledge about comprehension in Spanish-speaking 
children with SLI. The findings presented here indicate that 
children with SLI, unlike children with TLD at the same age, 
do not use morphological information of articles to predict 
their referred noun, indicating that they have difficulties in 
the comprehension of articles. Additionally, the differences 
in acoustic characteristics between definite and indefinite 
articles has a weak influence on the performances of 
participants, suggesting that the surface hypothesis is not 
central in explaining the difficulties in children with SLI. 
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Event-related potentials reveal differences between foveal and parafoveal
integration of visual and contextual information during sentence processing

Sara Milligan
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Abstract

Electrical brain potentials in response to violation of expectations in language processing have revealed that people use
sentence context to facilitate word recognition and integration. Less is known about the interaction between the quality
of visual information in reading and the use of contextual information. In the current study we manipulated the visual
field (foveal vs. parafoveal) in which a sentence-final expected word, orthographic neighbor of an expected word, or
unexpected word is presented and recorded event-related potentials (ERPs) to investigate the role of visual clarity. We find
evidence that earlier stages of semantic retrieval indexed by the N400 are resilient to visual information presented at greater
eccentricity, but that later, integration-related processes indexed by a posterior late positive complex (LPC) may depend on
unambiguous, foveally presented visual information. These findings have implications for parafoveal processing during
natural reading.
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Abstract 

We explore low-level, behavioural universals in reading, 
across English and Chinese. We investigated binocular 
coordination in terms of the small non-alignments between 
the two eyes’ fixations in time. We define a typology of nine 
such asynchronies and report the different spatial distributions 
of these types across the screen of text. We interpret them in 
terms of their implications for ocular prevalence—the 
prioritizing of the input from one eye over the input from the 
other eye in higher perception/cognition, after binocular 
fusion. The results show striking similarities of binocular 
reading behaviours across the two very different 
orthographies. Asynchronies in which one eye begins the 
fixation earlier and/or ends it later occur most frequently in 
the hemifield corresponding to that eye. We propose that such 
small asynchronies in binocular fixations prioritize the higher 
processing of the input from that eye, after binocular fusion. 

Keywords: binocular reading; eye-tracking; ocular 
prevalence; English; Chinese 

Introduction 
Two topics have attracted increasing attention from reading 
researchers over recent years. One is binocular coordination 
during reading (e.g. Liversedge, White, Findlay, & Rayner, 
2006; Shillcock, Roberts, Kreiner, & Obregón, 2010); how 
do the two eyes coordinate their efforts? The other topic is 
the specific effects of different languages and their 
orthographies (e.g. Hsiao, Shillcock, Obregón, Kreiner, 
Roberts, & McDonald, 2018; Liversedge, Drieghe, Li, Yan, 
Bai, & Hyönä, 2016); are there universal behaviours in 

reading? We address both of these issues, below. We ask, 
first, do the small temporal asynchronies in the fixations of 
the two eyes have implications for changing the prioritizing 
of the input from one eye to the other (‘ocular prevalence’) 
in higher perception/cognition, after binocular fusion? 
Second, do the same behaviours have the same effects in 
languages with very different orthographies?  

Chinese, as a logographic language, is considered to be 
ideographic and its written text has a high degree of visual 
density compared with alphabetic languages such as English 
(cf. Hsiao et al., 2018). The higher visual density and 
greater informational density of Chinese text are associated 
with smaller saccades and longer fixations (cf. Hsiao, 2017; 
Liversedge et al., 2016), compared with English. Ho and 
Bryant (1999) suggest different visual skills are important 
for learning to read English and Chinese. Similarly, 
McBride-Chang, Tong and Mo (2015) propose that more 
regions of the brain need to be co-opted during the reading 
of Chinese, compared with alphabetic texts. 

However, despite such processing differences in English 
and Chinese reading, commonalities—or universals—in 
reading behaviours have also been proposed. Sun, Morita 
and Stark (1985) reported similar patterns of saccades and 
fixations in reading the two languages. Feng, Miller, Shu 
and Zhang (2009) also reported similarities between 
Chinese and English reading behaviours. In a recent study, 
Liversedge et al. (2016) reported universals in binocular eye 
movement behaviours (across English, Chinese and Finnish 
readers) concerning word frequency, word length and word 
predictability.  
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Cross-linguistic research on binocular coordination of 
Chinese and English has so far mainly been concerned with 
the basic spatial characteristics of eye-movement 
behaviours and binocular disparities during reading (e.g. 
Hsiao et al., 2018; Kirkby, Webster, Blythe, & Liversedge, 
2008; Liversedge et al., 2006; Shillcock et al., 2010), 
specifying the spatial location of the two eyes’ fixations. 
Hsiao (2017) has investigated binocular disparities with 
temporally conjugate fixations (i.e. fixations in which the 
right and left eye both start and end their fixations at the 
same time.) She reports both similarities and differences—
chiefly quantitative—across the two languages. 

However, temporal disjugacy, the unyoking of the two 
eyes’ fixations in time, has been less explored; it provides a 
new perspective on eye-movements in reading. The research 
we report below focuses on binocular fixations of reading 
English and Chinese in terms of temporal asynchronies 
between the two eyes during multiline reading. Instead of 
simple, overall duration, we explore the non-alignment in 
the timing of the start and end points of the fixation of the 
two eyes. 

The unequal access of the two eyes to the stimulus may 
have implications for ocular prevalence, the weighting of 
one eye’s input over the other eye’s input in processing that 
is accessible to consciousness, after binocular fusion 
(Kommerell, Schmitt, Kromeier, & Bach, 2003). Ocular 
prevalence is relatively evenly distributed between the two 
eyes: it depends on the stimulus context—one eye’s input 
may be prevalent if the target is closer or if it is located 
substantially away from the midline and towards the side of 
the relevant eye, meaning that there will be differences in 
the range, clarity and distortion of the two images. 

In contrast, ocular dominance is the tendency of the 
viewer to use one eye over the other in sighting tasks in 
which binocular fusion cannot be used because of the great 
difference in inputs. Such sighting situations are less 
frequent (although still cognitively important) than the 
constant demand for fusion of the two inputs. Ocular 
dominance is skewed towards the right eye, over the 
population. The implications of ocular dominance are 
unclear; for instance, Mapp, Ono and Barbeito (2003) have 
claimed that the dominant eye may have ‘no unique 
functional role in vision’. 

We tested two hypotheses: (1) The left eye will tend to 
begin fixating earlier and stay fixating longer in the left 
visual field, and the same will apply to the right eye in the 
right visual field, thereby facilitating the appropriate 
switching of ocular prevalence, even though the timing 
differences are small. (2) These binocular temporal 
asynchronies (start and end times of fixations) will be found 
even across the two very different orthographies of English 
and Chinese. 

 

Experiment and procedure 

Method 
 
Participants 36 Chinese and 38 English native speakers, all 
tested and reported as having normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision, were paid for their participation in the experiment. 
They were students at the University of Edinburgh. The 
Chinese participants all had English as a second language. 
The English participants had a variety of exposures to other 
languages. Analysis of the role of demographic variables is 
ongoing. 

 
Apparatus Participants sat in a room with diffused lighting, 
and watched a 22” Ilyama Vision Master Pro 514 display, at 
a distance of 75 cm. The screen resolution was 1024 x 768 
pixels. A chin-rest and forehead support kept the head 
stable. The eye-tracker was an SR Research EyeLink II 
head-mounted video-based tracker. 

 
Stimulus Materials and Procedure Eye movements were 
recorded binocularly with pupil and corneal reflection and 
sampled at 550Hz, during the reading of English (24 pt 
monospaced Monaco font) and Chinese (PMingLiU, 
standard print) texts, each comprising 21 newspaper stories, 
with a total of 5000 words for each language, presented in 
black characters on a light background, on consecutive 
pages with up to five left-justified lines of text each. The 
stimuli were intended to be comparable between languages, 
in form and content, based on the intuitions of native 
speakers. One monospaced English letter occupied 14.4 
pixels; one Chinese character occupied 28 pixels. Readers 
were calibrated monocularly with a 9-point fixation grid 
while occluding the other eye with a black paper shade. 
Participants fixated a black fixation disc before each page of 
text was displayed and responded on the keyboard to a 
yes/no question after each story to ensure reading for 
meaning. The whole recording process consisted of three 
blocks with intervening rest-breaks, lasting for around 1.5 
hours in total. 
 
Analysis 
For each binocular fixation, the start-time offset was 
calculated as the fixation start-time of the right eye minus 
the fixation start-time of the left eye. The end-time offset 
was calculated analogously. A difference of +/-2ms between 
events in the two eyes was considered as simultaneous. 
StartTime offset or EndTime offset < 2ms means the right 
eye starts or ends earlier than the left eye. StartTime offset 
or EndTime offset > 2ms means the left eye starts or ends 
earlier than the right eye. 
   Figure 1 shows a graphical version of the comprehensive 
typology of offsets. There are nine types of binocular 
fixation, with different patterns of start-time and end-time 
offsets. For example, Type 1 shows both eyes starting 
fixation synchronously and the left eye fixating for longer. 
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Figure 1: Typology of binocular fixation asynchronies.  

Left-prevalent types: T1, T6, T7 
Right-prevalent types: T2, T3, T5 

 
   We first used demonstrative graphs to show the types and 
their distributions on the screen. We then analysed the data 
quantitatively with GLMER models, to further reveal the 
eye-movement behaviour and potential implications for 
ocular prevalence during reading. 

Results 
We analysed a total of 160,567 binocular fixations (i.e. pairs 
of individual, overlapping fixations by the left and right eye) 
for the English readers and 158,794 binocular fixations for 
the Chinese readers. Below, we first report descriptive 
statistics from two perspectives: (a) the overall distribution 
of the different types in the two languages; (b) the spatial 
distribution of the types across the screen on which the text 
stimuli were displayed. Then, we report the quantitative 
analysis from GLMER models to explore screen differences 
under the main asynchronised types (i.e.T1,T2,T3,T6), 
based on the features shown by the descriptive analysis. The 
results all together indicate a lawful mapping of binocular 
behaviours relevant to ocular prevalence, across the visual 
field.  

 
Overall results 
Figure 2 shows the overall distribution of each type and 
their percentages among all fixation pairs for English and 
Chinese readers respectively. Similar patterns obtain for 
both languages, with notable distributions of the 
synchronized pairs, and Type 3 and Type 6, as the three 
most numerous types of binocular fixation; in particular, 
synchronized binocular fixations account for over half the 
binocular fixations for both languages. Overall the two 
distributions are strikingly similar. Just over 80% of 
binocular fixations in both languages end synchronously. 
 
Spatial distribution 
Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of each type on the 
screen in English readers. The hexbin graph shows the mean 
coordinates (during the fixation) of the right eye for each 
binocular fixation, accurately representing the spatial 
distribution of binocular fixations. For present purposes, the 
choice of the right eye over the left has no implications. 
Readers fixated a square at the bottom right of each page  

 
Figure 2: The distribution of types of asynchrony in English 

and Chinese readers 
 
after finishing reading it. The counts indicate the frequency 
of fixations and the legend reflects the frequency from low 
to high.  

The fixation pairs Syn (synchronized), T3 and T6 show 
the greatest density according to their numbers in the data 
frame. There are notable differences between left, middle 
and right side of the screen. Syn pairs are concentrated at 
the beginning of each line. T3 and T6 also show skewed 
distributions—a concentration at the right side of each line 
(T3) and a focus at the beginning of each line (T6), 
respectively. T1 and T2 show slighter concentrations at the 
beginning and the end of the lines, respectively. The 
remaining four types reveal less skewed spatial distributions. 
The Chinese data qualitatively resemble the patterns found 
for English readers (Figure 4). We then divided the screen 
into left, middle and right, to investigate the implications for 
ocular prevalence, in the following analyses. 
 

 
Figure 3: Spatial distribution of types in English readers. 
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Modeling results 
In the following models, we analyse quantitatively the 
similarities and differences seen in the plots, with General 
Linear Mixed-Effects Regression Models (GLMER). All 
analyses were carried out in R using the lme4 software 
package (Bates, Maechler, & Dai, 2008). We used the 
counts of fixation pairs as dependent variables in all the 
models. We defined null models with participants and pages 
as random factors. Predictor variables included the sides of 
the screen (left, middle and right) and tested under subsets 
of types (cf. Figure 1) in each group (English, Chinese) 
separately to explore the quantitative distribution of these 
types. All Model fit was assessed using the anova function 
to compare different models. Models were created to 
understand the statistical dimension of our descriptive data. 
The results show a systematic pattern of binocular behavior 
across languages, with the Chinese data being somewhat 
more systematic. 

 
Figure 4: Spatial distribution of types in Chinese readers. 

 
  

Table 1: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 
English T1 

   Fixed effects 
 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.464847 0.030979 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left 0.003518 0.022029 0.873 
Screen Right -0.277650 0.028813 < 2e-16 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 38 0.02671 0.1634 

 
 
 
 

Table 2: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 
English T6 

Fixed effects 
 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.50283 0.04796 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left 0.59289 0.01784 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Right -0.21863 0.02523 < 2e-16 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 38 0.07300 0.2702 
Page 113 0.01392 0.1180 

 
The results of T1, T2, T3 and T6 which contain most of 

the non-Syn types are similarly distributed in both groups. 
The patterns reflect ocular prevalence. Firstly, Tables 1 and  
2 show that T1 and T6, which have left-eye priority, have 
significantly less value on the right side of the screen 
compared with the middle (i.e. the reference) in English 
readers. T6 also has significantly more value on the left side. 
Similar results can be observed in Chinese readers as shown 
in Table 3 and 4, particularly in T6, though in Chinese type 
T1 has significantly more value on the left side, indicating a 
more systematic pattern across the line. 
   Furthermore, T2 and T3 as right-eye priority types, show 
significantly more value on the right side of the screen in 
English readers, as can be seen in Table 5 and 6, while T3 
also shows significantly less value on the left side. Also, as 
seen in Table 7 and 8, Chinese T2 and T3 show more value 
on the right side. Furthermore, both types also indicate 
significantly less value on the left side of the screen, 
completing the picture of the quantitative spatial distribution 
of the different types. 
 

Table 3: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 
Chinese T1 

  Fixed effects 
 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.41575 0.04005 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left 0.12324 0.02316 1.03e-07 *** 
Screen Right -0.19722 0.02907 1.16e-11 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 36 0.04196 0.2048 
Page 103 0.01102 0.1050 

  
Table 4: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 

Chinese T6 
  Fixed effects 

 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.58834 0.04579 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left 0.48823 0.01733 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Right -0.11661 0.01303 1.16e-07 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 36 0.06581 0.2565 
Page 103 0.02820 0.1679 
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Table 5: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 
English T2 

  Fixed effects 
 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.25171 0.03118 6.82e-16 *** 
Screen Left 0.02285 0.03225 0.479 
Screen Right 0.12263 0.02928 2.81e-05 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 38 0.01415 0.1189 

 
Table 6: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 

English T3 
  Fixed effects 

 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 1.02541 0.04652 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left -0.37914 0.01568 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Right 0.03450 0.01340 0.01 * 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 38 0.07089 0.2662 
Page 113 0.02240 0.1497 

  
Table 7: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in  

Chinese T2 
  Fixed effects 

 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.32966 0.03894 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left -0.06823 0.03125 0.029 * 
Screen Right 0.21347 0.02598 < 2e-16 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 36 0.03472 0.18634 
Page 103 0.00578 0.07602 

  
Table 8: GLMER analysis of Screen differences in 

Chinese T3 
  Fixed effects 

 Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) 0.89793 0.04998 < 2e-16 *** 
Screen Left -0.13152 0.01665 2.85e-15 *** 
Screen Right 0.13598 0.01486 < 2e-16 *** 
Random effects    
 Number Variance Std.dev. 
Participant 36 0.07427 0.2725 
Page 103 0.03125 0.1768 

     
   This systematic binocular pattern, further shows in T5 and 
T7 in both readers, which are right-eye priority and left-eye 
priority respectively, though the data are relatively sparse. 
We find significantly more value at the right side compared 
with the middle in Chinese T5 (Est= 0.14502, SE= 0.04432, 
z(3070)= 3.272, p< .01) and significantly more value at the 
left side compared with the middle in Chinese T7 (Est= 
0.16563, SE= 0.05074, z(2349)= 3.264, p< .01). Similar 
results also show in English T5 (Est= 0.10911, SE= 
0.04554, z(2939)= 2.396, p< .05) and English T7 (Est= 

0.14013, SE= 0.04778, z(2436)= 2.933, p< .01), which all 
accord with the previous results.   

Discussion 
Overall, we have found that the asynchronies of binocular 
fixation accord with ocular prevalence. When readers fixate 
towards the left, the left eye tends to be prioritized in 
starting and ending fixations, and conversely for the right 
eye for rightward fixations. Statistical modelling tends to 
bear out the picture seen in Figures 3 and 4. The left-to-right 
dimension of the text was only approximated by our 
division of the space into three; consequently, the statistical 
modelling can show the concentration of a particular type on 
the right side of the screen by a significant reduction in the 
number of types from the middle section to the right section. 
Overall, we have found qualitatively similar results from 
English and Chinese readers, with the latter showing a more 
systematic picture.  
   Both orthographies are left-to-right. One way to 
understand the results is that for fixations on the left, the left 
eye had tended to travel faster than the right eye and thus 
arrive earlier to start the fixation. The return sweep from the 
end of one line to the beginning of the next is a prime 
candidate for this effect. Smaller, regressive eye movements 
on the same line are a further candidate. The return sweep 
involves the left eye’s lateral rectus muscle, associated with 
faster acceleration (Robinson, 1964); the left eye gets there 
first. 
   The lateral rectus muscle is critical for abductive 
saccades—moving away from the nose. Its relative strength 
over the musculature controlling adductive saccades 
(towards the nose) provides us with a more general 
explanation for the overall pattern in our data. Thus, left-to-
right movements across the line of text will favour the right 
eye which moves abductively and will tend to arrive earlier 
to start the fixation, particularly for longer saccades landing 
more towards the end of the line. T3 (more numerous), T4 
and T5 are the early-right-priority types. We suggest that an 
earlier start to a fixation, even by a small margin, constitutes 
a stimulus for ocular prevalence. The right eye tends to 
assume priority in the conscious perception of the text as the 
reader moves from left to right across the screen. Types T6, 
T7 and T8 are the early-left-priority types; the picture is 
clearest in the more numerous T6. 
   The other aspect of asynchrony is late-priority, when one 
eye continues to fixate for longer. T2 (more numerous), T5 
and T8 are the late-right priority types, tending to be 
associated with the right side of the screen. T1 (more 
numerous), T4 and T7 are the late-left-priority types, 
tending to be associated with the left of the screen. Overall, 
the left eye has earlier starts and/or later ends on the left of 
the screen. Conversely, the right eye, tends to have earlier 
starts and/or later ends on the right side of the screen. 

One eye continuing to fixate longer can also cue a switch 
in ocular prevalence or confirm an existing prevalence. In a 
fixation preceding a return sweep, an extended right-eye 
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fixation may reflect a faster abductive beginning to the 
saccade by the left eye. 
   The differences between English and Chinese readers on 
T1 and T3 implies more systematic binocular behaviour by 
Chinese readers. In accordance with the binocular pattern, 
T1 as left-eye-prevalent type concentrates on the left side 
and T3 as right-eye-prevalent type concentrates on the right 
side spatially in both readers. However, while the model of 
T1 in English readers (Table 1) only shows a significantly 
smaller distribution on the right, the model for the Chinese 
readers (Table 3) shows a significantly greater distribution 
on the left as well as a smaller one on the right. Similarly, 
the distribution of T5 and T7 which are right-eye-prevalent 
and left-eye-prevalent types shows significantly greater 
numbers at the right side and left side respectively only in 
Chinese readers, while not significant at all in English 
readers.  

In general, the patterns predicted by ocular prevalence 
were well supported in both languages, though Chinese 
shows more systematic patterns, with significantly more at 
the left side of T1 and significantly less at the left side of 
T2. This might be related to orthographic differences 
between the two languages, with the Chinese text filling 
each line with evenly spaced characters, effectively right-
justifying each line. Chinese readers proceed in 
asynchronised manner further across each line, into the 
visual hemifield in which the right eye is prioritized. 

The temporal asynchronies we have measured are 
typically very small, consisting of a few milliseconds. First, 
the measurements necessarily depend on Eyelink II 
technology and the algorithm for calculating saccade onset 
and offset; are the differences ‘artefactual’ in some way? 
Second, are such small differences relevant to processing? 
These are related questions. Understanding the process of 
saccade onset and offset is an ongoing research question 
(e.g. Bao, 2019; Hooge, Hessels, & Nyström, 2019; Hooge, 
Holmqvist, & Nyström, 2016; Hooge, Nyström, 
Cornelissen, & Holmqvist, 2015). It raises questions like: 
What types of visual processing occur at what times? Is 
there differential processing of high and low spatial 
frequencies, for instance, or of different colours? Further, 
the potential importance of a timing difference close to the 
sensorium is not best seen in the light of timed behaviours 
in psychological tasks, where small differences can be seen 
as inconsequential. Rather, it is a computational issue and 
the evidence is that spike-timing-dependent processing can 
play a key role in learning (cf. Hopfield & Brody, 2004). 
Small differences can have big effects. 

For now, we report a predictable, interpretable pattern of 
temporal asynchronies arising from the mechanics of 
saccades. We propose that these asynchronies are 
informative enough to drive ocular prevalence, such that the 
input to the left and right eye is respectively prioritised in 
the higher binocularly-fused processing of the left and right 
visual field. 

Conclusion 
We have analysed small timing mismatches between the 
two eyes at the start and end of binocular fixations in 
English and Chinese reading. We have shown that such 
asynchronies are predictive of ocular prevalence, in which 
the input to the left eye is prioritized in conscious perception 
of a fused visual stimulus for targets in the left visual field 
and right-eye input is prioritized for targets in the right 
visual field. Ocular prevalence optimizes perception by 
respecting the differences in distortion and range for the 
images in the two eyes. Having one eye’s fixation begin 
even slightly earlier is a way of eliciting prevalence for that 
input in higher perception and cognition. Having one eye’s 
fixation end even slightly later is also a way of eliciting a 
switch in prevalence or of respecting its existing prevalence. 
We have shown the distribution of types of asynchrony is 
strikingly similar in Chinese and English. This similarity 
confirms our suggestion that these behaviours associated 
with binocular reading are oculomotor universals; that is, 
they can be taken as applying across all readers and all (left-
to-right) orthographies. In ongoing research, we further 
analyse the quantitative differences in the distributions of 
the different types of asynchrony in Chinese and English, 
and we report the situation in right-to-left orthographies. By 
affecting ocular prevalence, low-level oculomotor 
universals can thus interact with other higher-level 
universals in cognitive processing. 
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Task effects on the lexical boost effect in structural priming
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Abstract

Four structural priming experiments investigated the lexical boost effect in structural priming. In two experiments, we
tested whether repeating the subject in prepositional object or double object ditransitive structures boosted structural
priming. In two other experiments, we manipulated the repetition of the verb. Repetition of the subject noun affected
structural priming, but only when the prime remained visible while participants produced the target sentence. In contrast,
repetition of the verb boosted priming regardless of whether participants could see the prime and target simultaneously.
We conclude that the subject noun repetition effect is more strategic in nature than the verb boost effect. Structures are
automatically associated with the verb, their syntactic head, whereas repetition of the subject noun only affects priming if
the presentation method makes the repetition highly explicit.
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Abstract 

The paper investigates the existence of position-independent 
segments in written and typed word production. In two 
experiments, we employed the segmental interference effect to 
first replicate past findings that naming a picture is more 
difficult in the context of another picture with which it shares 
segments in the same position (e.g., glow-flow) compared to 
an unrelated word (e.g., glow-cave). We then tested a new 
condition, in which the same target word is paired with an 
anagram of the original competitor (glow-wolf). Critically, the 
anagram shared the same number of segments with the target 
word, but never in the same position. Both experiments found 
robust interference for targets produced in the context of 
anagrams, with a magnitude comparable to the interference 
induced by the position-overlapping word. The results suggest 
that not only are position-independent segments represented in 
the production system, but they also play a critical role in 
activating segmentally related words and creating competition 
during word production.  

Keywords: word production; segmental encoding; positional 
frame; segmental interference 

Introduction 

One of the most important questions in models of language 

production is the nature of the representations involved in the 

process of mapping meaning to sound. Major advances in the 

field resulted from the discovery of separate lexical and 

segmental layers, with distinct stages of processing (e.g., 

Garrett, 1975), and a very large body of literature, both on 

spoken and written production, has since focused on 

determining the nature of additional representations in the 

production system (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999). A special 

challenge in this regard is the nature of segments (phonemes 

in spoken and graphemes in written production) which 

mediate the mapping between lexical items and motor 

commands to articulate the word or write it down. The 

challenge stems from the fact that segments, unlike higher-

level representations such as lemmas, lexemes, and semantic 

features, must be ordered and produced in the correct 

sequence even at the level of single-word production. This 

problem can be readily seen in words such as “pot” vs. “top”, 

which have the same segments but differ in where those 

segments appear. This problem has led to the proposal of 

position-dependent segments in production (e.g., onset /p/ vs. 

coda /p/ as opposed to the generic /p/). The question of 

whether position-independent segments are still represented 

in the production system or not remains. This paper addresses 

this question. 

Representation of segments in models of language 

production 

The nature of segments in language first came under scrutiny 

after Lashley’s seminal article criticizing chaining as a viable 

account of serial order in language (Lashley, 1951). The first 

instance of an alternative, context-sensitive coding, was 

proposed by Wickelgran (1969), who proposed that segments 

are further specified by the environment in which appear. For 

example, /p/ in “pot” is /-pɒ/, while /p/ in “top” is /ɒP-/. The 

two are thus distinct representations, distinguished by the 

attachments which represent their context within the word. 

Apart from requiring a large number of segments, this 

account was unable to explain findings like the strong 

tendency for segmental migration errors to maintain their 

positions within syllables: onsets are much more likely to 

replace other onsets than codas, and vice versa. This finding 

gave rise to the proposal of segmental “frames”, i.e., abstract 

slots to which segments are bound. This kind of 

representation was implemented in models like Dell (1986) 

as onset, nucleus, and coda clusters for consonant-vowel-

consonant (CVC) syllables such as “pot”. In this method, /p/ 

would still have different representations in “pot” and “top” 

(as /ponset/ and /pcoda/, respectively), but its advantage over 

Wickelgran representations was that /ponset/ was the same for 

all words that started with /p/, and had the privileged status 

of replacing other segments that were also attached to the 

onset slot in the syllabic frame. 

Since then, this method of frame-bound representations has 

been common in a variety of language models, although 

“frame” can represent different constructs, like syllabic 

structure or position in the word. Examples include models 

of speaking (e.g., Foygel & Dell, 2000), spelling (Houghton 

& Zorzi, 2003), and reading (Harm & Seidenberg, 1999 and 
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its predecessors). This implementation is, of course, to some 

extent a matter of computational simplification. But if 

position-independent representations are essential for 

explaining fundamental aspects of word production, such as 

the dynamics of facilitation and interference due to the 

activation of competitors, then this simplification has non-

negligible consequences. We approach this question of 

position-independent segmental representations in writing 

and typing by comparing interference between words that 

share segments in either the same or different positions. 

Segmental interference in word production 

For years, overlap in segments was thought to facilitate 

production. In addition to priming paradigms, blocked cyclic 

naming paradigms, in which a small set of pictures were to 

be repeatedly named, have been used to show that the same 

target was named faster if it shared its onset with other words 

in the cycle (e.g., pig, pen, pot) compared to when it did not 

(e.g., pig, bed, sun; e.g., O’Séaghdha & Frazer, 2014). This 

effect, however, turned out to be strategic, and turned into 

interference when overlap was moved to non-onset segments 

(e.g., mat/hat; Nozari et al., 2016), or when onset-overlapping 

words were interleaved with words that overlapped in non-

onset positions (Breining et al., 2019). The interference was 

robust in both spoken and written production. 

 

Figure 1: Schemata of the position-dependent (a) and 

position-independent (b) coding of segment /p/ in “pen”, 

“top” and “cup”. The blue and green boxes show the 

positional/syllabic frames for “pen” and “top”, respectively. 

Specific slots activate segment /p/ based on its position in 

the word, e.g., through competitive queueing mechanisms 

(Houghton, 2018). Critically, model (b) has a position-

independent representation of segment /p/ which activates 

both “pen” and “cup” when “top” is activated. No such 

representation is available in model (a), thus only “cup” is 

activated by “top”. 

The basic mechanism for segmental interference is that the 

segments activated by the target word feed back to the 

competing word, further increasing its activation and 

subsequently the activation of its phonemes, which compete 

with those of the target word. When the competing word 

shares no segments with the target word, the feedback does 

not activate it, so there is much less interference. This is true 

irrespective of whether segmental interference results from 

spreading activation or from incremental learning (Breining 

et al., 2019). 

The interference induced by segmental overlap can be used 

to study the nature of the segmental representations involved 

in word production. So far, all evidence for segmental 

interference in picture naming comes from words that share 

segments in the same position. The resulting interference is 

thus compatible with position-dependent representations: 

/pcoda/ in “cup” activates /pcoda/ in “top”, making it a stronger 

competitor than an unrelated word such as “bed” (Fig. 1a). 

The question is what happens if “top” is instead paired with 

“pen”. If the representation of /p/ is strongly position-

dependent, then the two /p/s in “pen” and “top” are different 

/p/s (/ponset/ vs. /pcoda/) and should not cross-activate one 

another (Fig. 1a). Therefore, the interference induced by 

“pen” on “top” should be close to that of an unrelated word, 

and far less than that induced by “cup”. If, on the other hand, 

a position-independent /p/ is still strongly represented in the 

system, then “pen” should interfere as strongly with “top” a5s 

would “cup” (Fig. 1b). We test these predictions in two 

experiments, one in handwriting and one in typing, pairing 

the same four-letter target word with an unrelated word 

(Baseline condition), a competitor that shares three letters in 

the same position (Overlap condition), and a second word 

that is the anagram of the competitor in the Overlap 

condition, i.e., it still shares three segments with the target, 

but in different positions (Anagram condition). Since 

segmental interference has been reported in response times 

(RT) and/or durations, we measure both in responses to the 

same target picture when it is paired with each of the three 

types of competitors. Based on prior findings, we expect 

interference in the Overlap vs. Baseline condition. An equally 

strong interference effect in the Anagram condition would 

point to a strong representation of position-independent 

segments in the production system. Absent (or much weaker) 

interference in the Anagram condition would rule out the 

strong representation of position-independent segments. 

Experiment 1 

Methods 

 

Participants Forty-two native English-speaking 

undergraduate students (23 female, 18 male, 1 non-binary; 

mean age = 19.36 (SD = 1.32); 40 right-handed) participated 

for course credit. 

 

Stimuli Stimuli consisted of 12 four-letter target words (e.g., 

glow) paired with a second four-letter word (henceforth 
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referred to as “competitors”) in three conditions (Overlap, 

Anagram, and Baseline). In the Overlap condition, the 

competitor shared all but the initial segment with the target 

(e.g., flow). In the Anagram condition, the segments of the 

word used in the overlap condition were rearranged to create 

an anagram (e.g., wolf)1. In the Baseline condition, target 

words were paired with words that did not share segments or 

CV structure with either the target or anagram (e.g., cave). 

Stimuli were balanced for frequency across condition using 

frequency data from the SUBTLEX-US corpus. Color images 

corresponding to the 48 words in the experiment were 

selected from Google images and sized to 320x320 pixels. 

The 12 targets, each appearing with a competitor in three 

conditions, created 36 blocks. The order was counterbalanced 

such that the first, second, and third appearances of the targets 

were equally distributed across the three experimental 

conditions. With this constraint, six lists with pseudo-

randomized block orders were created, with the same target 

never appearing in two adjacent blocks. 

 

Procedure The experiment was developed in jsPsych (de 

Leeuw, 2015) and administered in an internet browser 

running on a PC and displayed on a Huion Kamvas Pro 12 

tablet, on which participants also wrote their responses. Prior 

to beginning the experiment, participants saw and labeled 

four practice images, presented one at a time, to get 

comfortable using the tablet. 

Participants were then assigned to one of the six lists and 

completed 36 blocks of word pairs as described above. At the 

start of each block, participants were shown a pair of images 

and their corresponding labels (e.g. glow-flow), and practiced 

the labels until comfortable, to reduce imageability effects. 

From this point on, only one image at a time was presented, 

and participants were instructed to write down the label as 

quickly and accurately as possible on the tablet. In each trial, 

a fixation cross was presented in the middle of the screen for 

700 ms. The image was then presented in the center of the 

screen along with a 1×2.5-inch response box underneath. The 

image remained on the screen for 2000 ms, or until a response 

was initiated. Participants then had 2000 ms to complete their 

response. After that, the fixation cross for the next trial would 

immediately appear on the screen. At the beginning of each 

block, participants completed 4 practice trials with the 

pictures of that particular block. They then completed 16 

experimental trials (8 presentations of each image). Trials in 

a block were pseudo-randomized such that an image did not 

appear more than twice in a row. Across all blocks, a total of 

576 responses were collected in the experimental trials. The 

experiment took approximately 50 minutes to complete, 

including two short breaks. 

 

Analyses Analyses were conducted in R (version 3.6.1; R 

Core Team, 2019). Trials with incorrect or null responses, 

RTs of less than 200 ms, or RTs more than 3 standard 

 
1 Because of the limited number of 4-letter words with anagrams, 

imageability could not be matched at the trial level, but was 

balanced in the experiment. 

deviations away from each participant’s mean were excluded 

from the analysis. To ensure the tightest experimental 

control, analyses focused on target items, which could be 

compared to themselves in different conditions2. Three 

planned contrasts on RTs and durations were tested: Overlap 

minus Baseline, Anagram minus Baseline, and Overlap 

minus Anagram. Data were analyzed using two methods with 

complementary strengths for ensuring the reliability of 

results. 1) For each contrast, we compared the absolute value 

of the mean difference in target RTs and durations across 

participants to the distribution generated by a Monte Carlo 

simulation with 100,000 permutations, resampling within 

participants such that order of appearance (1st, 2nd, or 3rd 

block containing the target) was maintained. This method is 

conservative and does not require assumptions about the 

shape of the distributions, etc., but does not capture the nested 

structure of items under subjects, or the potential item effects. 

2) To ensure that the observed effects were not item-specific, 

the data were also analyzed with linear mixed effects models 

(LMEMs) using lme4 (version 1.1-21; Bates et al., 2015), in 

conjunction with lmerTest (version 3.1-0; Kuznetsova et al., 

2017) to calculate p-values using Satterthwaite 

approximations. RTs were log-transformed to better 

approximate a normal distribution, and all numeric variables 

were centered and scaled. Comparisons of interest were 

contrast-coded in the models. The models included random 

intercepts for participants and targets. They did not tolerate 

random slopes. 

Results & Discussion 

Out of 12,096 total trials containing target items, 4.5% were 

excluded based on the criteria described above. Error rates 

were low and similar across conditions (0.9% of Baseline 

trials and 1.0% of both Overlap and Anagram trials). After 

excluding these trials, 11,546 trials were included in the 

analyses. 

Figure 2 shows the RTs and durations for the target words 

in the three conditions in Exp 1. Analyses of targets revealed 

that RTs were not significantly longer in the Overlap vs.  

Baseline condition (M = 1.28 ms, p = .632). They were longer 

in the Anagram vs. Baseline condition (M = 5.43 ms, p = 

.043) but the difference between Overlap and Anagram was 

not significant (M = −4.14 ms, p = .125). Durations, on the 

other hand, were significantly longer in both Overlap and 

Anagram conditions (M = 8.67 ms, p = .048, and M = 15.02 

ms, p < .001, respectively) compared to Baseline, but again 

the difference between Overlap and Anagram conditions was 

not significant (M = −6.34 ms, p = .146). The results of the 

LMEMs were identical, except that the non-significant 

difference between durations in the Overlap and Anagram 

conditions became significant in this analysis (p = .036). 

To summarize, we found evidence of interference in 

handwriting durations in the Anagram condition compared to 

2 LMEMs on a dataset that included both targets and competitors 

returned similar results to those with only target items. 
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the Baseline, which, despite its small effect size, was highly 

robust in both methods of analyses. Moreover, both methods 

showed significantly longer RTs in Anagram compared to 

Baseline conditions. Together, these results point to a clear 

interference effect induced by words that share segments with 

the target, even when there is no positional overlap between 

any of the segments. 

 

Figure 2: Mean (a) RTs and (b) durations for responses to 

target items in Baseline, Anagram, and Overlap conditions 

across participants in Experiment 1.  Error bars represent 

95% CIs, not corrected for between-subject variance. 

 

Several findings, however, called for a replication and 

further investigation of the effect. First, the effect of 

interference on RTs was absent in the Overlap condition (cf. 

Nozari et al., 2016). The reason could be that handwriting is 

not ideal for exploring RTs, because participants could put 

the pen on the pad (and register an RT) before having decided 

exactly what letter to write. Typing, on the other hand, does 

not have this problem, since the identity of the letter must be 

determined before pressing the first key. Second, the 

comparison of the effect between Anagram and Overlap on 

durations yielded inconsistent results across the two methods 

of analysis. LMEMs found significantly longer durations in 

the Anagram condition, but Monte Carlo simulations did not. 

Although the direction of the effect, which, if anything 

suggests greater interference in the Anagram compared to 

Overlap conditions, does not call the main conclusion into 

question, it is worthwhile establishing whether it is a true 

effect. If it is, we hypothesized that this difference might be 

caused by a small facilitation in the Overlap condition 

because it shares its CV structure with the Baseline condition. 

If this hypothesis is true, the difference between the Anagram 

and Baseline conditions should be maximal in the earlier 

stages of production, when the CV frame is still being 

built/retrieved. Specifically, the effect should show the 

largest difference in RTs and initial inter keystroke intervals 

(IKIs) and disappear on later IKIs in the Anagram condition. 

Experiment 2 was designed to answer these questions. We 

used the interference effect in durations in the Overlap 

condition in Exp 1 (which was less consistent than the 

Anagram condition), to estimate the sample size needed to 

replicate the effect at α = 0.05 with a power of .80. The 

estimated sample size was 20 (note that the modality 

differences might have an effect, but this was the closest 

effect size available to make a reasonable estimation). We 

thus targeted a sample size of 24 (allowing for potential 

attrition) to conduct the same experiment, this time 

instructing participants to type their responses.  

Experiment 2 

Methods 

 

Participants Twenty-four English-speaking undergraduates 

(11 female, 13 male; mean age = 19.71 (SD = 1.23)) 

participated for course credit. None had participated in 

Experiment 1. Data from one participant was excluded from 

analysis due to failure to follow task instructions.  

 

Stimuli Stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 

1. 

 

Procedure Procedures were similar to those used in 

Experiment 1. The experiment was displayed on a 

20.41×12.75-inch Dell monitor approximately 24 inches in 

front of participants. RTs, durations, and IKIs were recorded 

on a millisecond-accurate Empirisoft DirectIN PCB v2016 

keyboard. Participants were instructed to type the name of 

each image as quickly and as accurately as possible. To 

submit their response, participants simultaneously pressed 

the left and right shift keys to reset their hand positions in 

preparation for the next trial. In each trial, a fixation cross 

was presented in the center of the screen for 700 ms, followed 

by the presentation of the image. Participants then had 1500 

ms to finish typing their response. If participants did not 

complete their response within 1500 ms, they were prompted 

on screen to press both shift keys to proceed to the next trial. 

This experiment took approximately 40 minutes to complete, 

including two short breaks. 

 

Analysis Trials were excluded according to the same criteria 

as Experiment 1, except the minimum RT was reduced to 100 

ms to reflect the shorter RTs in typing. Analyses of RTs and 

durations were identical to Experiment 1. Three IKIs were 

also analyzed: between the first and second (IKI1), second 

and third (IKI2), and third and fourth (IKI3) keypresses.  

Each IKI was analyzed separately in the same way as the 
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durations. Unlike RTs and durations, we did not have clear a 

priori predictions regarding effects on specific IKIs. All IKI 

analyses were thus corrected for multiple comparisons. 

Results & Discussion 

Because we were interested in analyzing the timing of 

individual keystrokes, the exclusion of all trials that 

contained an incorrect letter was unavoidable, even if 

participants had efficiently corrected that letter. Together 

with uncorrected errors, these trials comprised 9.9%, 9.1%, 

and 10.7% of trials in Baseline, Overlap, and Anagram 

conditions, respectively, and did not differ between 

conditions. With an additional 1.5% of trials excluded based 

on the criteria defined under Analysis, 5,547 target trials were 

included in the analyses. 

Figure 3 shows the RTs, durations, and IKIs for the target 

words in the three conditions in Exp 2. As in Exp 1, durations 

were significantly longer for both Overlap and Anagram 

conditions compared to the baseline (M = 6.57 ms, p = .042, 

and M = 13.54 ms, p < .001, respectively). This time, the 

direct comparison between the two conditions also revealed 

significantly longer durations in Anagram condition (M = 

−6.98 ms, p = .030). As expected, cleaner RT effects emerged 

in Exp 2. Both Overlap and Anagram conditions showed 

significantly longer RTs compared to Baseline (M = 14.03 

ms, p = .009, and M = 23.71 ms, p < .001, respectively). The 

difference between the Overlap and Anagram conditions was 

marginal (M = −9.68 ms, p = .071). The results of the LMEM 

analyses replicated the effect of Overlap and Anagram 

against Baseline, but the comparisons between Overlap and 

Anagram were non-significant on RTs (p = .218) and 

marginal on durations (p = .084). After correcting for three 

comparisons, IKI1 was only significantly longer in Anagram 

compared to Baseline conditions (M = 3.98 ms, corrected p = 

.033). IKI2, on the other hand, was only significantly longer 

for Overlap vs. Baseline (M = 4.72 ms, corrected p = .012). 

IKI3 was not significantly different in any comparisons (all 

p-values > .1). LMEM results were identical. 

To summarize, the results of Exp 2 largely replicated those 

of Exp 1 and cleaned up the discrepancy in the RT effects 

found in Exp 1. A robust interference effect was found on 

both RTs and durations on targets when they were produced 

in the presence of words that shared segments with them, 

irrespective of whether the shared segments were in the same 

or different positions, i.e., in both Overlap and Anagram 

conditions compared to Baseline. Interestingly, Experiment 2 

also replicated the unreliability of the difference between 

Overlap and Anagram conditions, which was significant in 

one method of analysis but not the other. It must be noted 

though, that the pattern of results was identical in both 

experiments and consistent across RT and duration measures; 

there was always a slightly larger interference effect on 

Anagram compared to Overlap conditions, but the effect in 

individual measures and experiments was not robust. Note 

again that because of the direction of the effect, the 

interpretation of the main finding remains unambiguous: 

segmental interference is not limited to shared segments in 

the same position. Nevertheless, the IKI analyses may shed 

some light on the slightly larger interference effect in 

Anagram vs. Overlap conditions: interference in the 

Anagram condition was evident on IKI1, whereas 

interference in the Overlap condition was only evident on 

IKI2. This is consistent with greater difficulty in filling 

earlier rather than later slots in the Anagram condition, 

which, in turn, may reflect difficulty in building the CV frame 

in this condition. In the Overlap condition, the CV structure 

is, by definition, shared between target and competitor, and 

could be built/retrieved much faster on each trial. 

 

 

Figure 3: Mean (a) RTs, (b) durations, and (c) IKIs for 

responses to target items in Baseline, Anagram, and Overlap 

conditions across participants in Experiment 2.  Error bars 

represent 95% CIs not corrected for between-subject 

variability. 
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General Discussion 

In two experiments, we employed the segmental interference 

effect to test whether segments cross-activate similar 

segments in different syllabic positions or not. The results 

suggest that they do. Both “flow” and “wolf” interfered with 

the production of “glow”. This finding supports a layer in the 

production system in which segments are represented 

independent of their context. Moreover, it suggests that such 

segmental representations can in fact activate words that 

contain similar segments, irrespective of the position of those 

segments. Such segments gain positional representation 

through links with specific positions in individual words (Fig. 

1b; e.g., Houghton, 2018). This finding has important 

implications for models of spelling, and reading, most of 

which only represent segments in a position-dependent 

manner. Even if this was simply a pragmatic choice, those 

models would not be able to simulate the current findings. 

More generally, the current data suggest that capturing the 

true scope of interference effects requires models that posit 

position-independent segmental representations, which can 

feed back to lexical items before they are bound to specific 

positions in the syllabic frame. 

There was no evidence that the interference effect induced 

by Anagram competitors was smaller than that induced by 

Overlap competitors. If anything, the direction of the effect 

was consistently towards a larger interference effect in the 

Anagram condition (a consistent pattern across both RT and 

duration measures and in both experiments, but not 

statistically significant in all tests). It is possible that this 

difference is due to the fact that the competitors in the 

Anagram condition, unlike the Overlap condition, do not 

share the CV structure with the target, so the switch between 

CV frames adds some cost. This hypothesis is supported by 

an earlier locus of interference in IKI (IKI1 in Anagram and 

IKI2 in Overlap). Note, however, that the difference in the 

CV structure cannot be the main source of interference in the 

Anagram condition, because the competitors in the control 

condition also do not share their CV structure with the target. 

If that were the main source of interference, there should have 

been no significant differences between Anagram and 

Baseline conditions. 

The convergence of results in handwriting and typing 

points to some level of modality-independence for the effect. 

However, extrapolation to spoken production requires testing 

the effect in the spoken modality. The findings so far are 

inconsistent: facilitation in picture naming using 

phonologically related auditory primes has been shown to be 

position-specific (Gagnon & Sawusch, 1989), but as 

discussed in the Introduction, facilitatory effects of 

phonological overlap tend to have a strategic component. In 

line with this reasoning, Gagnon and Sawusch (1989) showed 

that priming-related facilitation was found to depend on 

speaker-related variables. Moreover, they did not replicate 

the position-specificity of segments when a different 

production task was used. The paradigm tested in the current 

work offers a solid alternative for investigating whether the 

position-independence of segmental representations extends 

to spoken production. 
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Abstract 
Generic language (e.g., “Women are nurturing”; “Women do 
not like math”) is prominent in child-directed speech, and has 
been shown to promote essentialist beliefs about the relevant 
kind, supporting stereotyping and prejudice. Here we 
investigate a theoretically-motivated intervention to break the 
link between generics and essentialist assumptions. In a study 
with 223 3-8-year-old children who learned about novel social 
groups from generic language, we demonstrate that a structural 
construal of generics (attributing the category-property 
association to stable external constraints) mitigates essentialist 
assumptions about social categories. We discuss practical 
applications for reducing stereotype endorsement, and 
theoretical implications regarding the meaning of generic 
language and the development of social kind representations. 

Keywords: generic language, structural explanation, 
psychological essentialism, social categories 

 
Imagine hearing the following: “women multitask a lot,” 
“women quit jobs after having children,” and “women have 
trouble getting tenure-track positions in mathematics.” While 
they vary in content and valence, they share a common form: 
all three are “generic claims,” attributing properties to the 
category in general (Carlson & Pelletier, 1995). Generic 
language plays an important role in learning and 
communicating about the social and natural world. Even 
though few people living in the western industrialized world 
have actually observed a whale feeding or seen an Inuit build 
an igloo, most have learned at some point that “whales eat 
plankton” and that “the Inuit build igloos,” and may use these 
generics to teach a child about the natural and social world.  

While generic language is enormously powerful and often 
appropriate, it has also been implicated in perpetuating 
essentialist stereotypes about categories (e.g., that women 
have the properties above due to their inherent, immutable 
nature), even in children. Here we investigate a theoretically 
motivated intervention to break the link between generic 
language and essentialist beliefs. Specifically, we test the 
hypothesis that with appropriate scaffolding even young 
children can adopt a structural construal (Vasilyeva, Gopnik, 

& Lombrozo, 2018) of generics, and that this construal 
mitigates essentialist assumptions. This result not only has 
practical implications for the role of generics in promoting 
harmful stereotypes, but also theoretical implications 
concerning the meaning of generic language and the 
development of social kind representations. 

Prior work on generics about social categories 
Generic language has recently come under scrutiny as a 

vehicle promoting psychological essentialism: the belief that 
a category has an underlying nature, or essence, that is 
causally responsible for observable characteristics (e.g., 
Cimpian, 2010; Cimpian & Markman, 2010; Gelman, 2003; 
Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012; Wodak, Leslie, & Rhodes, 
2015). Psychological essentialism underwrites a cluster of 
related beliefs and expectations, such as assuming inherent 
and often innate differences between members of different 
categories, where categories are separated by sharp and 
immutable boundaries. Such views of categories can interfere 
with scientifically accurate representations of the natural 
world (e.g., making it harder to grasp how one species can 
transform into another in evolutionary theory, Shtulman & 
Schulz, 2008). When applied to social categories, generic 
language can promote stereotyping, prejudice, and 
endorsement of the status quo in children and adults (Bastian 
& Haslam, 2004; Cimpian, 2010; Diesendruck & Menahem, 
2015;  Leslie & Gelman, 2012). For example, explanations of 
women’s underrepresentation in mathematics that appeal to 
their “essential” or inherent nature have been shown to 
discourage girls from pursuing careers in this field (Leslie, 
Cimpian, Meyer, & Freeland, 2015).  

One proposal is that generic language (a) reflects the 
essentialist beliefs of the speaker, and (b) plays an important 
causal role determining which social categories a learner will 
essentialize. On this view, generics about social kinds are by 
default understood to “hold because of common intrinsic 
features of the members of the kind” (Leslie, 2014, p. 216; 
Cimpian & Markman, 2011; Gelman & Rhodes, 2013; 
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Wodak, Leslie, & Rhodes, 2015). In other words, hearing a 
category label featured in a generic claim signals to the 
listener that the social group is an essentialized kind. Rhodes, 
Leslie, and Tworek (2012) offer evidence in support of this 
proposal. They taught children and adults about a novel social 
group, Zarpies, using either generic language (e.g., “Zarpies 
sleep in tall trees”) or non-generic language, namely specific 
claims (e.g., “This Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”). They 
measured whether participants formed an essentialized 
representation of the group through a combination of 
explanation, inheritance, and generalization measures. They 
report “strong evidence that generic language is a mechanism 
by which social essentialist beliefs can be transmitted from 
parents to children....hearing generic language about a novel 
social category led both preschool-age children and adults in 
our samples to develop essentialist beliefs about the 
category” (p. 4).  

Overall, it appears that generic language easily and 
powerfully triggers essentialist thinking. Even generics with 
positive valence (e.g., “girls are good at math”) are 
problematic because they similarly promote an essentialized 
view of the category (Cimpian, 2010), thus supporting a more 
homogenous and immutable representation of category 
members. The implications of these results are particularly 
troublesome from a developmental perspective, since generic 
language serves as an important input to children learning 
about the social world.  

Here we explore an approach based on a new theoretical 
proposal about the interpretation of generics, and report a test 
of this proposal with 3-8-year-old children. As Vasilyeva and 
Lombrozo (under revision) argue, generic claims are not 
necessarily interpreted in essentialist terms; they are also 
compatible with a structural construal, where the association 
between kind membership and a particular property is 
explained by stable external constraints. Consider the 
generics cited in the very beginning of this paper: they could, 
of course, be uttered by a person holding essentialist beliefs 
about women, implying that “women quit jobs after having 
children” and “women have trouble getting tenure track 
positions in mathematics” because of their inherent 
preferences or capacities. But the very same generics could 
be uttered by an activist fighting for equal rights and 
opportunities. They would say “women quit jobs after having 
children!” and “women have trouble getting tenure track 
positions in mathematics!” to call out the systematic barriers 
and additional challenges that women face in our society, 
resulting in lower participation in the work force (due, e.g., 
to the gender wage gap and limited paid parental leave), and 
under-representation of women in prestigious occupations 
(due, e.g., to biased hiring policies and the glass ceiling). It is 
not only possible to draw attention to these systematic 
patterns using gender and racial generics (e.g., “Black people 
end up in prison”) – it is an especially apt way of doing so, 
since generics are particularly well-suited to conveying the 
idea that some characteristics of social groups are products of 
systematic societal patterns that can’t be brushed off as mere 
coincidences (Ritchie, 2019).  

On this view, while a generic claim acknowledges that the 
property is associated with kind membership in virtue of 
some stable facts about the kind, it does not commit the 
speaker or the listener to a particular explanation of the 
association: either stable internal/inherent causes, or stable 
external causes (or other types of relevant causal and/or 
constitutive relationships) could be responsible for the 
association. Vasilyeva and Lombrozo (under revision) report 
evidence that adults recognize multiple construals of generic 
meaning (including both internalist and structural) and that 
explanations can shape and shift these construals.  

While it is promising that adults can understand generics in 
either internalist of structural terms, it is important to 
examine whether children are capable of doing so as well. 
Children are just learning about many social categories 
through adults’ testimony, which includes generic claims. If 
the capacity to understand generics in structural terms is a 
late-developing skill, even adults who understand and use 
generics in structural terms could be unwittingly perpetuating 
essentialized stereotypes in their communication with 
children. It is thus especially pressing, for both theoretical 
and practical reasons, to understanding whether children are 
able to understand generics in structural terms, and the 
conditions under which they succeed in doing so.  

Current Study 
Our study examined the impact of generics on children’s 
representations of social groups. We do not question the 
conclusion that generics can promote psychological 
essentialism (Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012); rather, we 
question the generality of the conclusion. We hypothesize 
that generics do not always or necessarily promote 
essentialism in children. Specifically, we explore the 
possibility that generics only do so when they are construed 
in internalist terms (i.e., as indicating that category members 
have a property due to their inherent, essential nature). But if 
we give children tools to reinterpret generics structurally, we 
can potentially promote an alternative construal that blocks 
problematic essentialist assumptions. 

To test this proposal, we taught 3-8-year-old children about 
two novel social groups, Zarpies and Lollies, using generic 
language (e.g., “Zarpies talk loudly”; “Zarpies look up as 
they walk”; “Zarpies sleep in tall trees”; “Lollies talk 
quietly”; “Lollies look down as they walk”; “Lollies sleep in 
caves”). Half of the children also received information about 
the stable structural characteristic of each group’s 
environment: Zarpies live in the land of giants, and Lollies 
live in the land of elves. An additional group of children was 
tested in a control condition, where specific, rather than 
generic language was used to teach the properties (e.g., “This 
Zarpie talks loudly”, “This Lollie sleeps in a cave”). All 
participants then completed a series of tasks designed to 
measure their essentialist beliefs (open-ended explanations of 
novel properties; switched-at-birth task measuring 
expectations about property heritability), as well as an  
additional measure probing their intuitions about the target 
groups (generalizability of properties).  
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Based on Rhodes, Leslie, and Tworek (2012), we expected 
that in the absence of additional structural information (the 
plain generic condition), generic language would promote an 
essentialist construal of the group, with properties causally 
rooted in the group’s essence. For example, children might 
think of Zarpies as inherently predisposed to be loud and 
wanting to stand out, and of Lollies as inherently more quiet 
and subdued. Such a construal would be reflected in property 
explanations citing internalist, inherent characteristics, and 
relatively high expectations of property heritability, even for 
individuals who are brought up in a different social context. 
In contrast, we expected that adding information about the 
stable structural characteristics of the environment (the 
structural generic condition) would invite children to 
construe group properties cited in generics as products of 
these constraints (e.g., Zarpies might look up as they walk 
and talk loudly and sleep in tall trees because they live with 
giants: it’s helpful to draw attention to oneself and avoid 
being on the ground at night so you don’t get stepped on; 
Lollies might speak quietly, look down as they walk, and 
sleep in caves etc. to ensure harmonious cohabitation with 
elves by not disturbing them and not squishing them 
accidentally). We expected that under the structural construal 
of generics participants would explain novel category 
properties by citing stable properties of the environment (e.g., 
the presence of giants or elves) rather than inherent 
predispositions and preferences; we also expected the 
structural construal to weaken expectations of property 
heritability, by virtue of highlighting the dependence of group 
properties on context. 

Essentialist construals have also been proposed to promote 
the generalization of properties across category members and 
boost expectations of property stability. In fact, property 
generalizability is routinely used as a measure of 
psychological essentialism (e.g., Gelman, 2003; Rhodes, 
Leslie, & Tworek, 2012). However, people might expect 
properties to generalize for reasons other than inherent 
similarities (Lombrozo & Gwynne, 2014; Vasilyeva & 
Coley, 2013), so high generalizability is not a reliable cue to 
essentialist beliefs. When a social group is affected by stable 
structural constraints, we can also expect relative 
homogeneity of properties across group members, even in the 
absence of a shared group essence (e.g., in our example we 
can expect relative homogeneity across Zarpies simply 
because they are adapted to a common constraint: sharing 
space with giants). We thus predicted that both the plain and 
structural generic conditions would support expectations of 
high property generalizability, relative to the control 
condition.  

We spanned a fairly broad developmental range, from 3 to 
8 years of age, since prior work has documented early signs 
of structural thinking in children as young as 3, with the 
capacity to appreciate structural constraints becoming more 
robust through ages 5 and 6 years (Vasilyeva, Gopnik, & 
Lombrozo, 2018)  
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Sample illustrations of properties attributed to 
Zarpies and Lollies (look up / down as they walk; speak 

loudly / quietly; sleep in tall trees / caves). 
 

Method 
 
Participants Two-hundred-and-twenty-three children from 3 
to 8 years of age were recruited in preschools and museums 
in San Francisco Bay Area, California (younger group (3-5-
years) mean age 59 months,  SD =  7; older group (6-8 years) 
mean age 83 months, SD=7).  
 
Materials, Design and Procedure All children were tested 
in individual sessions with an experimenter, who read out an 
illustrated story about two novel social groups, Zarpies and 
Lollies, living in Zarpieland and Lollieland, respectively. 
Accompanying illustrations showed each group as diverse in 
age, gender, and racial composition; the two groups could be 
visually differentiated by clothing color. Each child was 
assigned to one of three conditions: plain generic language,  
structural generic language, and specific language (control). 
In the two generic language conditions, the experimenter 
used generic language to teach participants properties of each 
group (e.g., “Look at this Zarpie! Zarpies sleep in tall trees”; 
“Look at this Lollie! Lollies sleep in caves”). In the specific 
language condition, the same properties were attributed to 
individual category members (e.g. “Look at this Lollie! This 
Lollie sleeps in a cave”). Each property was illustrated by an 
image (see Figure 1 for examples). The same set of properties 
and images was used across the three experimental conditions. 

The crucial manipulation concerned the framing of the 
generic language in the two generic conditions. In the plain 
generic condition, no additional information was provided. In 
the structural generic condition, participants additionally 
learned that Zarpies live in the land of giants, and Lollies live 
in the land of elves. These stable features of each group’s 
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environment offered an account of the group features (e.g., 
children learned that Zarpies look up as they walk because 
this way they can spot the giants, and Lollies look down as 
they walk because this way they don’t step on elves). 

After learning the properties and responding to 
comprehension checks, children completed a series of tasks 
designed to measure the extent to which they construed the 
target social groups in essentialist vs. structural terms, as well 
as to probe their intuitions about the generalizability / 
stability of properties.  

In the property explanation task, participants were 
presented with two novel properties and asked to explain 
them. For instance, in the generic conditions they heard: 
“Zarpies paint colorful sparkling stripes on their hair. Why 
do they do that, what do you think?” In the specific condition 
they heard: “This Zarpie paints colorful sparkling stripes on 
her hair. Why does she do it, what do you think?”  

In the switched-at-birth task designed to measure intuitions 
about property heritability, participants learned about a baby 
who was born to a Zarpie mom, but was brought up by a 
Lollie mom in Lollieland (or vice versa). Participants 
indicated whether the baby, when grown up, would share 
specified properties with the birth mother or the adoptive 
mother. The properties included looking up/down while 
walking, speaking loudly/quietly, liking/hating spicy food, 
and swimming really slow/fast. 

The property generalization task introduced two novel 
properties: being good at climbing very tall fences and 
playing a game called “flub.” Each property was attributed to 
one Zarpie. Participants were then shown two new Zarpies 
(differing from the first Zarpie in age, race, and gender), and 
asked whether they share the property. Participants selected 
one of three response options, generalizing the property to 
both of the new category members, to only one of them, or to 
neither (indicating expectations of high, moderate, or low 
property homogeneity across category members, 
respectively).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Proportion of participants generating internalist 
and structural explanations, as a function of language 

condition and age group. Error bars: 1 SE of proportion. 

Results 
 
Property Explanation Participants’ explanations were 
transcribed and coded by two independent coders. They were 
coded as “internalist” if they cited preferences or other 
characteristics true of the groups or individuals in isolation 
from their context (e.g., “because they are Zarpies and they 
like rainbow hair”; “’cause she likes the jingley”). They were 
coded as structural if they cited stable characteristics of the 
social or physical context (e.g., “so that the giants see them 
and don’t step on them”). Explanations citing both types of 
factors received both codes. The proportion of participants 
generating each explanation type is shown in Figure 2. 

Due to null or near-null frequencies of structural 
explanations in some design cells, we conducted two sets of 
analyses. First, we examined the distribution of internalist 
explanation in a logistic regression, predicting whether a 
participant generated an internalist explanation (yes or no) 
from the language condition (plain generic, structural 
generic, specific), centered age in months, and their 
interaction. A significant interaction was observed, model 
likelihood ratio test χ2 (2) = 6.31, p = .043, which we explored 
further by switching to the categorical age predictor (younger 
vs. older children). The interaction was driven by the 
structural generic condition, in which older children 
generated fewer internalist explanations than younger 
children (OR (odds ratio) = .19, z = -2.95, p = .003). The two 
age groups were equally likely to generate internalist 
explanations in the plain generic condition, z = -.43, p = .630, 
and in the specific language condition, z = .27, p = .802. 
Within each age group, the structural generic condition 
produced the lowest rate of internalist explanations (younger: 
vs. plain generic OR = .27, z = -2.55, p = .011; vs. specifc OR 
= .23, z = -2.72, p = .007; older: vs. plain generic OR = .07, z 
= -4.58, p < .001; vs. specific OR = .04, z = -5.15, p < .001). 
The plain generic and specific language conditions did not 
differ (younger: z = .23, p = .817; older: z = .93, p = .354). 
Overall, older children were marginally less likely to generate 
internalist explanations than older children (OR = .55, z = 
1.75, p = .079). 

In the second analysis, we examined novel property 
explanations generated in the structural generic condition 
only, in a mixed effects logistic regression with age (in 
months) and explanation type as predictors, allowing for 
random intercepts across participants, using the glmer 
command in R. We observed a significant interaction, 
likelihood ratio test χ2(1) = 27.88, p < .001, which we 
explored by switching to the categorical age predictor. The 
younger children were equally likely to generate internalist 
and structural explanations in this condition, z = .236, p = 
.814. Older children were significantly more likely to 
generate structural explanations than internalist explanations, 
OR = 58.56, z = 5.43, p < .001. 
 
Switched at Birth Figure 3 shows the proportion of trials on 
which participants in each condition expected the baby to 
develop properties shared with the birth parent, rather than 
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with the adoptive parent (indicating a more essentialist 
construal of the category), averaged across the four trials and 
across participants. Participants’ responses were analyzed as 
binary outcomes (attributing the property of the adoptive vs. 
birth parent), predicted from language condition (plain 
generic, structural generic, specific language), centered age in 
months, and their interaction, allowing for random participant 
intercepts, using the glmer command in R. The interaction 
between condition and age group was not significant, χ2 (2) = 
1.52, p = .467, and was dropped from the model. Both age 
and condition significantly affected participants’ responses. 
The expectation that an adopted baby would develop the 
properties of the birth-parent became less pronounced with 
age, z = 2.05, p = .041 (mean proportion of birth-parent 
selections in the younger vs. older groups, mean proportion 
of birth-parent selections in younger vs. older groups: .54 vs 
.40). Most importantly, the structural framing of generics 
significantly reduced essentialist expectations about the 
baby’s properties relative to the plain generic language, z = -
3.01, p = .006, and relative to specific language, z = -3.18, p 
= .004; the latter two did not differ, z = .04, p = .999.  
 
Property Generalization The mean number of category 
members (out of 2) predicted to share the property with the 
target individual in each condition is shown in Figure 4. 
Participants’ generalization responses were treated as an 
ordinal variable (with levels corresponding to the number of 
individuals sharing the property: 0, 1, or 2), and were 
predicted from language condition (plain generic, structural 
generic, specific language), centered age in months, and their 
interaction, allowing for random participant intercepts, in an 
ordinal regression, using the clmm command in R. The  
 

 
 

Figure 3: The mean proportion of times participants 
expected the baby to develop properties of the birth parent, 

rather than the adoptive parent (indicating a more 
essentialist construal of the category), as a function of 

condition and age group, averaged across trials and 
participants. Error bars: 1 SE of proportion. 

 
1 But see Vasilyeva & Lombrozo (under revision) for evidence 

that generalization patterns under the internalist and structural 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The mean number of category members (out of 2) 
predicted to share the property with the target individual in 

each condition. Error bars: 1 SEM. 
 
interaction was not significant, likelihood ratio .90, p = .639, 
and was dropped from the model. Participant age did not have 
a significant effect, z = 1.08, p = .281. Language condition, 
however, did have a significant effect, likelihood ratio  12.96, 
p = .001: as predicted, both plain generic language, z = 3.34, 
p < .001, and structural generic language, z = 2.68, p = .007, 
significantly boosted generalization ratings, relative to 
specific language. The generalization ratings did not differ 
across the two generic language conditions, z = .75, p = .456.1 

Discussion 
Our findings demonstrate that children as young as 3-5 

years of age already recognize that generic language supports 
both essentialist and structural readings: properties of social 
kinds can be seen as products of kind essences, or as stable 
structural constraints acting on social positions. When 
appropriate cues to the existence of stable structural 
constraints were available (in our example, in the form of 
information about the group sharing the space with giants or 
elves), children were able to interpret generics about the 
novel groups in structural terms, instead of forming 
essentialized representations (as suggested by the types of 
explanations they generated for novel properties of group 
members, and by their intuitions about the heritability of 
properties). These findings offer a new perspective, 
questioning the generality of previous claims about the role 
of generic language in the perpetuation of essentialism and 
stereotyping across development, with the associated 
negative consequences of an essentialist construal (e.g., 
Cimpian, 2010; Cimpian & Markman, 2010; Leslie, 2014; 
Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012). We show that these effects 
can be moderated by a structural construal. 

construals can diverge when category membership and social 
environment are deconfounded. 
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Our findings are particularly important given that few other 
“damage control” strategies for managing generic language 
are on offer. One proposed strategy is to draw attention to the 
precise feature prevalence in a category, e.g., responding to 
“Muslims are terrorists” with “Well, what percentage of 
Muslims commit terrorist acts?” (Wodak, Leslie, & Rhodes, 
2015). This may work well when the generic cites a striking 
but very rare property. But when generics cite properties with 
relatively high prevalence (women do leave the work force 
after having children more often than men do; Black people 
are over-represented in prisons), appealing to accurate 
statistics may be insufficient, without offering an alternative 
(non-essentialist) explanation for what appears to be a highly 
non-accidental regularity. Another strategy for managing 
social generics is to negate the attributed property, e.g., to 
assert that “women do not quit jobs after having children” 
(Haslanger, 2011; Langton, Haslanger, & Anderson, 2012). 
Again, when the actual property prevalence is relatively high, 
this may appear to contradict the data, discrediting the 
speaker. More importantly, negating the property fails to 
question the presupposition that the group has a distinctive 
essence, and is therefore unlikely to  mitigate negative 
consequences of an essentialist construal (Foster-Hanson, 
Leslie, & Rhodes, forthcoming; Wodak, Leslie, & Rhodes, 
2015). Finally, replacing generics (or responding to them) 
with quantified statements (involving the quantifiers “some,” 
“many,” “most”) does not work either, since children (and 
sometimes adults) tend to interpret and remember quantified 
statements as generics (Hollander, Gelman, & Star, 2002; 
Leslie & Gelman, 2012). Given the problematic social 
consequences of essentialist beliefs about social categories, 
identifying an effective way to neutralize essentialist 
interpretations of generics, as we do in this paper, is of no 
small practical value. 

Our findings also raise an intriguing possibility that goes 
beyond buffering the negative consequences of essentialist 
generics: the possibility of harnessing generic language to 
enhance structural thinking. As mentioned above, generics do 
a better job than, for example, quantified statements at 
flagging systematic societal patterns that call for an 
explanation (as opposed to mere coincidences; Ritchie, 
2019). While the direct test off this claim is beyond the scope 
of this paper, the reported findings do document the requisite 
compatibility between generics and structural thought.  

In terms of theoretical import, our findings bear on our 
understanding of generic language and the development of 
social kind representations. While we do not offer a worked 
out account of generic meaning here, we introduce important 
constraints on such accounts: the requirement to 
accommodate a structural construal of generics. This is 
compatible with many aspects of prior accounts 
characterizing generic language as expressing systematic 
regularities (Carlson, 1995; Nickel, 2017; Tessler & 
Goodman, 2019), indicating that the property is connected to 
the kind in a non-accidental way (e.g., principled 
connections; Haward, Wagner, Carey, & Prasada, 2018; 
Prasada & Dillingham, 2006; although generics sometimes 

do support accidental generalizations; Prasada & Dillingham, 
2006; Vasilyeva & Lombrozo, under revision), and signaling 
that the category in question is a genuine kind (Noyes & Keil, 
2019; Gelman et al., 2010; Rhodes & Mandalaywala, 2017). 
What we suggest is that the underlying commitments to the 
causal origin of these kind-property relationships are less 
constrained than previously recognized. When we learn about 
social groups through generics, we may establish 
representations that contain some basic information about the 
“kind-ness” of the category, yet such representations are 
compatible with a rich variety of kinds. Essentialized kinds 
are just one way to be a kind. 

In addition to the theoretical and practical implications 
noted above, our findings also have an important 
methodological implication: given that high property 
generalizability is compatible with a structural construal, it 
cannot be treated as especially diagnostic of essentialist 
thinking (cf. Gelman, 2003; Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012; 
see also Noyes & Keil, 2019). 

One interesting set of remaining open questions concerns 
the default interpretation of generics, and more broadly, the 
default construal of category-property associations. With 
respect to the interpretation of generics, we have shown that 
children can interpret generics one way or another when 
fairly clear, disambiguating explanatory cues are available 
(e.g., in the form of information about the structural 
constraints). It remains unclear what people – and children in 
particular – do when a stimulus is truly ambiguous. Do we 
suspend judgment completely until further information 
comes in, or do we go with some prior expectation based on 
prior personal experience or community norms? Once a 
construal is adopted, how is it revised?  

With respect to the overall “default” construal of categories 
and their properties, if we do see an early preference for one 
construal, is it a product of early learning, or is one construal 
inherently less cognitively costly? It is noteworthy that while 
we do see some age differences in some elements of 
essentialist thinking – e.g., in our sample, the younger 
children were more likely than  the older children to assume 
that adopted individuals inherit their properties from birth 
parents who share group membership, consistent with an 
essentialized construal of groups – the sensitivity of this 
judgment to structural cues, when they were provided, 
appeared stable within the examined age range. This points 
to the possibility that while young children may be less likely 
to consider structural explanations of the social world 
spontaneously, and might have a harder time verbalizing 
them in open-ended tasks, when they are provided they are 
just as responsive to them as older children (and in some 
cases, as responsive as adults; Vasilyeva, Srinivasan, 
Elwood-Lowe, Delaney, Gopnik, & Lombrozo, under 
revision).  

In practice, we expect that interpretation of any given 
generic will greatly depend on the relative ease of generating 
or comprehending structural and/or essentialist explanations 
for the specific attributed property. Category properties may 
vary in what type of explanation they spontaneously lend 
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themselves to (Noyes & Keil, 2019; Vasilyeva & Coley, 
2013), and in the extent to which they are flexibly compatible 
with alternative explanations. Acknowledging this 
variability, we see our contribution as demonstrating that 
even for one and the same property, we can induce different 
interpretations of generics by varying the explanation of a 
category-property connection. Moreover, our theoretical 
framework and findings do more than point out limitations 
with essentialism accounts (Noyes & Keil, 2019): we develop 
and characterize in detail one specific causal-explanatory 
stance – the structural construal - under which social kinds 
can be represented without invoking essentialist assumptions. 

In sum, we show that while generic language can promote 
essentialist thinking under some conditions, it can carry a 
structural message in others. In other words, the generic claim 
that “generics promote essentialism” needs to be qualified. 
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Abstract

Children learn language from the speech in their home envi-
ronment. Recent work shows that more infant-directed speech
(IDS) leads to stronger lexical development. But what makes
IDS a particularly useful learning signal? Here, we expand
on an attention-based account first proposed by Räsänen et
al. (2018): that prosodic modifications make IDS less pre-
dictable, and thus more interesting. First, we reproduce the
critical finding from Räsänen et al.: that lab-recorded IDS pitch
is less predictable compared to adult-directed speech (ADS).
Next, we show that this result generalizes to the home lan-
guage environment, finding that IDS in daylong recordings is
also less predictable than ADS but that this pattern is much
less robust than for IDS recorded in the lab. These results link
experimental work on attention and prosodic modifications of
IDS to real-world language-learning environments, highlight-
ing some challenges of scaling up analyses of IDS to larger
datasets that better capture children’s actual input.

Keywords: prosody; infant-directed speech; language acqui-
sition; computational reproducibility

Introduction
Children learn language by attending to the speech of those
around them. Observational studies show that children who
hear more language addressed to them show stronger lexical
development (Weisleder & Fernald, 2013), and experimental
work finds that infants preferentially attend to language-like
signals (Vouloumanos & Werker, 2007) and infant-directed
speech (IDS) in particular (Cooper & Aslin, 1990). However,
real-world auditory environments are complex, containing a
wide variety of sounds. How do infants figure out what parts
of the acoustic input are relevant, and what causes them to
attend to those signals preferentially?

One hypothesis is that speech directed to children has
prosodic properties that are particularly good at getting and
maintaining their attention (for a review, see Soderstrom,
2007). Descriptive work on IDS from targeted, lab-based
recordings finds that, compared to adult-directed speech
(ADS), IDS tends to be (a) higher in pitch, (b) more vari-
able prosodically, and (c) contain hyper-articulated vowels
and longer pauses (see Pretzer, Lopez, Walle, & Warlaumont
(2019) for a discussion of the prosodic characteristics of IDS
recorded in the home). IDS utterances also tend to be shorter,
less complex syntactically, and contain more repetition as

compared to utterances in ADS. Moreover, recent computa-
tional modeling work by Räsänen, Kakouros, & Soderstrom
(2018) showed that IDS prosody is less predictable than ADS,
even after normalizing the two registers such that differences
in average pitch and pitch range were minimized.

Räsänen et al. (2018) propose that less predictable
prosodic sequences could grab attention because they violate
children’s expectations of what acoustic information is likely
to appear next. There has been much empirical and theoret-
ical work on the link between predictability of an event and
learners’ attention. For example, eye-tracking work shows
that when adults watch a movie, they tend to look at areas
of the screen that most violate their expectations, as opposed
to salient areas (e.g., high luminance) or random (e.g., tele-
vision fuzz) (Itti & Baldi, 2009). Moreover, experimental
work shows that 7-month-old infants attend more to stimuli
of intermediate uncertainty for both auditory and visual in-
puts as opposed to completely random or entirely predictable
sequences (Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012). And classic
models of stimulus-driven learning are built on the principle
that the probability of learning scales with the magnitude of
surprise of an event (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).

A key idea of this prior work is that the predictability of an
event cannot be measured in isolation, and instead is linked
to an individual’s prior experiences and the immediately pre-
ceding context. Connecting these ideas to theories of early
language acquisition, IDS should be particularly engaging to
children when it deviates from the acoustics of the speech
they have previously heard, including speech not directed to-
wards them (ADS). Räsänen et al. (2018) demonstrated this
for lab-recorded adult speech, showing that the predictability
of IDS pitch trajectories to be lower than for ADS contours.

An important, open question for this predictability-based
account is whether IDS prosody is less predictable than that
of ADS in the home language environment. The present study
asks whether these lab-based results will generalize to the
IDS that infants hear over the course of a day in complex
and messy real-world learning environments.
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Figure 1: Pitch processing pipeline. The left panels show the primary steps for converting the raw acoustic signal to temporal
sequences of pitch shapes that the neural network model will learn to predict. Each point in the top left panel represents a pitch
estimate extracted from the utterance using the soundgen R package. The curve in the middle left panel shows the normalized
pitch contour after interpolation via local polynomial regression. The bottom left panel shows the sequence of pitch shape
categories for each 100 millisecond time bin for this utterance. The right panel shows the pitch shape corresponding to each
category generated by k-means clustering on the polynomial coefficients in each time bin, for k = 12). Each curve represents
the predicted pitch shape generated by using the polynomial coefficients capturing the central tendency of each cluster.

Current Study

Before analyzing speech in the home environment, we at-
tempt to reproduce the key finding from Räsänen et al. (2018)
– that lab-recorded IDS is less predictable than ADS. That
is, we perform a computational reproducibility study by im-
plementing our pitch extraction and computational modeling
pipeline to provide evidence that our implementation is ca-
pable of estimating differences in prosodic predictability in
clean, lab recordings before asking questions about the more
complex home auditory environment.

Then we ask whether, and to what extent, these lab-based
results would generalize to the language that children experi-
ence in their day-to-day lives. This is an important question
because the lab recordings were focused on a particular com-
municative context where caregivers were given the explicit
goal to talk about concrete objects. Thus, it is possible that
the goal of directing children’s attention would lead to over-
estimation of the differences between IDS and ADS since
attentional control is the proposed functional role of pitch
modification. Also, the lab recordings contain little back-
ground noise, distractions, and other-directed conversations.
So while the lab-based results are interesting and have ad-
vantageous controls, we do not yet know the extent to which
children might hear surprising (i.e., attention-grabbing) pitch

contours in their naturalistic input.

To estimate differences in lab-based and home IDS
vs. ADS, we leveraged two existing, open datasets. Follow-
ing Räsänen et al. (2018), we used the ManyBabies dataset,
which contains speech stimuli of North American English
created for a replication of chidren’s IDS preferences across
a large number of labs (The ManyBabies Consortium, 2017).
For the home recordings, we used the IDSLabel dataset
(Bergelson et al., 2019), which consists of subsets of utter-
ances from daylong audio recordings of children learning
North American English, most of which are openly avail-
able in HomeBank (VanDam et al., 2016). The IDSLabel
utterances were automatically identified by LENA software
as adult vocalizations taking place close in time to infant vo-
calizations. Then human annotators filtered out cases where
the audio did not appear to represent adult vocalization and
labeled the adult utterances as IDS vs. ADS.

We hypothesized that home-recorded IDS pitch would be
less predictable as compared to ADS, showing similar pat-
terns to the lab recordings. However, we thought that the
size of the IDS-ADS difference might be reduced since home
recordings capture a broader set of communicative contexts.
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Measuring Prosodic Predictability

Pitch Estimation The behavioral data analyzed in this
study are time series of measurements of the estimated fun-
damental frequency ( f0) of caregiver utterances (see Figure
1 for an overview). Throughout the paper, we use log( f0)
and refer to this measurement as pitch because psychophys-
ical tasks show that changes in log( f0) track with subjective
judgments of perceived pitch.

We first extracted pitch estimates for voiced regions of the
utterance using the soundgen R package (Anikin, 2019). We
then normalized the log-transformed pitch estimates such that
each speech register had a mean of zero and a standard devi-
ation of one. This allowed for a stronger test of IDS vs. ADS
predictability by controlling for IDS having higher average
pitch and often higher pitch variability. Finally, we inter-
polated across unvoiced regions of the utterances by fitting
a local polynomial regression, which generates a complex,
non-linear curve by fitting separate, simple models to sub-
sets of the data. We chose parameters for the loess such that
the interpolated curve would not vary wildly between voiced
regions of the utterance (a second degree polynomial with a
smoothing factor of 0.2). We also removed any unvoiced re-
gions so as not to interpolate beyond measured aspects of the
speech signal.

Temporal Segementation and Quantization We con-
verted the continuous pitch contours to a quantized form by
fitting a second degree polynomial to each 100-millisecond
segment of audio and extracting the linear and quadratic co-
efficients for each fit. One hundred milliseconds was the bin
width used in Räsänen et al. (2018), a choice based on keep-
ing a similar temporal resolution as syllable-based segmenta-
tion algorithms.

We then used k-means clustering to divide the two-
dimensional space of the polynomial coefficients into k cat-
egories of pitch shapes. This clustering step allowed us to
represent changes in pitch using a single number that mapped
to the centroid of each cluster, capturing the slope and degree
of curvature within each time bin. The choice of k controls
the number of different pitch shapes that can be represented,
with higher values allowing for more fine-grained and com-
plex shapes. Figure 1 shows an example of the range of pitch
shapes that can be represented using this approach (e.g., ris-
ing/falling and hills/valleys). To ensure that our results were
not sensitive to the choice of k, we selected a range of values
(6, 12, and 24) and averaged the results across each.

Quantifying Prosodic Predictability We modeled tem-
poral changes in pitch using deep neural networks (DNN)
with a specific architecture designed for learning sequences:
Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) (Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997). At a high level of description, the model
can leverage prior context by using loops to pass information
from previous states of the model to the next state. Here,
we measure the accuracy of the LSTM in predicting the next
pitch shape when processing IDS vs. ADS.

We trained and tested the LSTM using a variant of k-fold
cross-validation. For each fold, we sampled a different held-
out test dataset of 10% of the utterances, with the other 90%
being used for model training. To ensure the stability of our
findings, we ran the entire analysis pipeline five times and
averaged the results, and we trained the model across five dif-
ferent values for the proportion of IDS in the input: 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1. The value of 0.5 means that the durations
of IDS and ADS in the training data were equivalent to zero
being all ADS and one being all IDS.

We also directly compared the LSTM against a baseline
time series model. This baseline predicts that the world does
not change and that the next pitch shape will be the same as
the immediately preceding value (i.e., a persistence model).
This comparison allowed us to quantify the importance of
using a DNN that can learn more complex relationships be-
tween prior prosodic context and upcoming pitch trajectories.

We used the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2014) to fit mixed-effects regression models. The
mixed-effects approach allowed us to model the nested struc-
ture of our data – multiple utterances for each caregiver and
speech register – by including random intercepts for each
speaker, and a random slope for each speech register. We used
Bayesian estimation to quantify uncertainty in our point esti-
mates, which we communicate using a 95% Highest Density
Interval (HDI). The HDI provides a range of credible values
given the data and model. Since our key dependent measure
is the probability of a correct pitch prediction (a value bound
between [0, 1]), we used Beta regression. Our key prediction
is that the LSTM will make fewer correct predictions for IDS
compared to ADS. We interpret the model’s lower accuracy
as an index of surprisal, a feature known to attract attention
in behavioral experiments with infants (Kidd et al., 2012) and
adults (Itti & Baldi, 2009).

Participants and procedure
Lab recordings Following Räsänen et al. (2018), we used
the ManyBabies dataset. Recordings were collected in a lab
observation setting during a 20-minute session. In each ses-
sion, caregivers were given a bag containing a set of familiar
(e.g., ball) and novel objects (e.g., a whisk) and were asked
to talk about each object, one at a time, either to their child
(IDS) or to the experimenter (ADS). The ManyBabies data
can be downloaded from: {https://osf.io/re95x/}.

The dataset contained only English recordings taken from
mothers in Canada (n = 11). We included all utterance types
(familiar, novel, and no label) but filtered utterances with
fewer than 10 valid pitch estimates after pitch extraction. Af-
ter this filtering, there were a total of 1074 utterances (677
IDS, 397 ADS). The average length of each utterance was
2.43 seconds for IDS and 4.92 seconds for ADS.

Home recordings We used the IDSLabel Home-
bank dataset (available to Homebank members at
https://homebank.talkbank.org/access/Password/
IDSLabel.html). This corpus contains data from the day-
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Figure 2: Pitch analyses. The left panel shows differences in log-transformed pitch between IDS and ADS for five summary
statistics in both the lab and home recording environments. Each point represents the average difference (IDS - ADS) for that
statistic. Larger difference scores indicate a higher value for IDS. The right panel shows changes in the average pitch for IDS
(blue) and ADS (red) as a function of position within utterances for both the lab (top) and home (bottom) recording contexts.
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals computed via non-parametric bootstrap.

long recordings of 61 participants, which was was created by
sampling from four larger corpora in the HomeBank database
(VanDam et al., 2016; homebank.talkbank.org). All data
were collected using the LENA audio recorder, which was
worn by children in specialized clothing and recorded a full
day of audio. Caregivers were given minimal instructions
about what tasks to do on the day of the recording.

Bergelson et al. (2019) used LENA’s utterance segmen-
tation and speaker diarization algorithms to identify audio
segments that were likely to be caregiver speech. Next,
trained, human annotators listened to each clip and coded
the speaker gender (male/female) and addressee (child/adult)
using primarily acoustic-phonetic information. Coders were
instructed to code whether the IDS register was being used
(i.e., whether it “sounds like” IDS) even if the addressee was
not a target child. After sampling, preprocessing, and human
annotation, the final dataset included 10822 utterances pro-
duced by adults (6624 IDS, 4198 ADS). If the clip appeared
to have been incorrectly labelled as adult speech, that was
also indicated by the annotators and those clips are excluded
from the present analyses. For more details about sampling
plan, preprocessing, and guidelines for human annotations,

see Bergelson et al. (2019). The average length of an utter-
ance in seconds was 1.31 for IDS and 1.51 for ADS.

Results and Discussion
First, we present a set of standard pitch analyses, comparing
IDS to ADS in both the lab and home contexts using five
summary statistics: average, minimum, maximum, range,
and standard deviation. Then, we compare the output of the
computational models – the tendency to predict the correct
pitch shape – to ask whether IDS pitch is more predictable
than ADS in lab-based recordings and whether this differ-
ence generalizes to recordings made in the home environ-
ment. Specifically, we compare the LSTM to random guess-
ing and a naive time series model to quantify the value us-
ing more prior prosodic context to predict upcoming pitch
changes.

Standard Pitch Analyses To quantify differences
in pitch across contexts, we fit the following model:
log(pitchmetric) ∼ speechregister ∗ recordingcontext +
(1 + speechregister|participant id). IDS had a higher
average, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation in
both the lab and home environments (Figure 2; all p < .001).
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Figure 3: Accuracy results for the naive baseline (persistence) and LSTM models. Each point represents the mean accuracy in
predicting the correct subsequent pitch shape. Color and shape represent the different modeling approaches. The two inset plots
show the difference in accuracy between IDS and ADS with higher values indicating more predictable pitch in ADS. Error bars
are 95% confidence intervals computed via nonparametric bootstrap.

Pitch range, however, was only reliably different in the lab
recordings and not in the home context. Moreover, the
average, min, max, and standard deviation was higher for the
lab recordings (all p < .001), which could be due at least in
part to the fact that the home recordings include both male
and female caregiver utterances whereas the lab recordings
included only female voices; other possible reasons could
have to do with differences in the content, function, and
context of the home-recorded utterances.

The right panel of Figure 2 shows the time course of pitch
across the utterances where each time bin represents 10% of
the utterance. IDS was higher in pitch at all points in the ut-
terance across both recording contexts. The lab recordings,
however, showed a different temporal pattern. Visual inspec-
tion suggests that pitch tended to increase towards the end of
the lab-recorded utterances especially for IDS (see positions
8 through 10 in Figure 3). In contrast, the pitch of both IDS
and ADS in the home tended to decrease over the course of
utterances. This difference in temporal patterns across the lab
and home provides some indication that the lab recordings
were capturing a specific communicative context.

Taken together, these results suggest that we were able to
successfully extract and estimate pitch in the more complex
and noisier home recording context – a useful result for fu-
ture work using automated pitch estimation with daylong au-
dio data – and that patterns of IDS vs. ADS differences in
basic pitch measures discovered in a controlled lab context
generalize to real-world input experienced by infants.

Predictability of IDS vs. ADS We turn now to the ques-
tion of whether normalized pitch trajectories are less pre-
dictable for IDS than for ADS, controlling for differences
in mean pitch and pitch variability. To better understand
the value of using a neural network modeling framework
for measuring predictability, we compared the accuracy of
the LSTM’s predictions to a baseline time series model.
To quantify differences in predictability we fit a linear
mixed-effects regression predicting the accuracy pitch pre-
dictions as a function of speech register, context, and model
type: accuracy ∼ speechregister ∗ context ∗ model + (1 +
speechregister|participant id).

Overall, the LSTM outperformed the persistence model (β
= -18.41, p = .001). Moreover, there was an interaction be-
tween model type and context such that the LSTM was criti-
cal for estimating predictability differences between IDS and
ADS in the home recordings (βint = -5.12, p < .001). This
result means that considering more than just the prior 100 ms
improves the model’s ability to predict upcoming trajectories.

Next, we address our primary question of interest –
whether IDS would be less predictable than ADS, and
whether this effect would generalize to the home language en-
vironment. Pitch trajectories of both lab- and home-recorded
IDS were more challenging to predict than pitch trajectories
of lab-recorded ADS (β = -2.73, p = .006). In addition to the
qualitative difference, our quantitative results are similar to
those reported in Räsänen et al. (2018) for both speech reg-
isters. This finding indicates a successful replication of the
key result from Räsänen et al. (2018) and provides evidence
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that our implementation of the pitch estimation and model-
ing pipeline can detect differences in prosodic predictabil-
ity across speech registers. These results also confirm our
key hypothesis – that IDS in the home has prosodic con-
tours that are likely more surprising to infant learners, provid-
ing evidence for the functional role of prosodic modifications
present in real-world language input.

We also found an interaction between speech register and
context such that the extent of the IDS vs. ADS difference was
smaller in the home recordings (βint = -4.96, p = .001). This
interaction was driven by the ADS in the home recordings be-
ing harder to predict relative to those in the lab recordings (see
Figure 3). One plausible explanation for the reduced differ-
ence is that the home recordings capture a much wider range
of contexts, with a variety of communicative goals. For ex-
ample, we might not expect a large difference in predictability
if the caregiver’s goal was to soothe the child, a context that
was not captured in the lab recordings. In addition, we might
expect a large difference in predictability for emotionally-
charged ADS, which may be more likely to occur at home
than in the lab.

General Discussion
In this work, we successfully replicated the primary result
from Räsänen et al. (2018): that IDS pitch trajectories were
less predictable than ADS trajectories. Moreover, we showed
that this result generalized to the home language environ-
ment, finding that the predictability difference held even after
normalizing the pitch trajectories to reduce differences in the
average and standard deviation of pitch. This result provides
support for attention-based accounts of the prosodic modifi-
cations of IDS – that caregivers’ modifications to their speech
lead to less predictability and consequently higher surprisal
of the auditory stimulus, a feature that has been demonstrated
to attract infants’ attention in lab experiments (Kidd et al.,
2012) and that forms the basis of models of learning in the
brain (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).

Second, while we found that while IDS in children’s home
language environment is indeed less predictable compared to
ADS, the extent of the IDS vs. ADS predictability difference
was substantially smaller in children’s actual language input.
One possible explanation for this difference is that the day-
long home recording data contain a wide variety of contexts,
some of which might be expected to show differing effects
on pitch predictability. For example, in the home record-
ings, we might expect a good deal of IDS to be focused on
soothing a fussy infant. Those soothing-oriented IDS utter-
ances would likely show a very different pattern of pitch pre-
dictability (Fernald, 1989), perhaps even showing higher pre-
dictability, i.e., less surprisal, compared to the average ADS.
Similarly, some home-recorded ADS might be much higher
arousal than those recorded in the lab; we might expect ADS
produced during heated adult arguments, excited greetings, or
even excited statements about what an infant just did to have
less predictable pitch contours. Higher surprisal of adult pitch

contours might help adults to obtain other adults’ attention.
A third significant difference is that the duration of the nat-

uralistic utterances, especially ADS, was much shorter than
in the lab recordings, and Räsänen et al. (2018) showed that
longer utterances were easier for an LSTM to predict. An-
other possibility could be that both background noise and
variability in speaker properties may be greater in the home
recordings. All of these factors could lead to lower pre-
dictability of home-recorded adult speech overall, and to
more sources of variability, thus reducing the effect size for
differences between IDS and ADS.

This work has several important limitations. First, both
datasets (lab and home) use recordings of English-speaking
caregivers in a Western cultural context. It would be inter-
esting to use these methods to ask whether IDS pitch is less
predictable in cultural contexts where prior research reports
lower amounts of child-directed speech from caregivers. Sec-
ond, our analysis only focused on a single prosodic variable
– pitch – and within-utterance predictability. There are likely
other components of speech, such as intensity or the timing
of utterances, that caregivers use to direct infant’s attention.
Third, we only measured the average predictability across the
utterance. It could be that IDS and ADS may behave dif-
ferently in terms of how predictability is distributed in time
with IDS being especially unpredictable at the start or end
of utterances. Finally, we trained the DNN on group-level
data and performed aggregated analysis. Future work could
explore training/analyzing model performance on individual
children’s language input to ask questions about individual
differences in children’s experiences of IDS vs. ADS.

This work relates lab-based studies on the effects of
prosodic modifications to children’s home language-learning
environments. The results suggest that IDS in naturalistic,
infant-centered daylong recordings is less predictable than
the ADS, but that this pattern is less robust than for lab-
based recordings of caregiver speech. Overall, we are opti-
mistic about the use of novel computational tools (e.g., neural
networks) to measure theoretically-relevant features of chil-
dren’s home language environment. And we hope that our
exploration here highlights some of the challenges and key
future directions for scaling up lab-based analyses to larger
datasets that better capture children’s actual language input.

Data/code available at
https://github.com/kemacdonald/lena-pred

Preregistration at
https://osf.io/esv8z
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Abstract 

We report two experiments investigating how the interpretation 
of subject-position pronouns is guided by the referential 
structure of the pronoun-containing clause, and how this 
information interacts with information available in the clause 
that precedes the pronoun. Thus, we consider information that 
is available to the language processing system before the 
pronoun is encountered (pre-pronominal information), as well 
as information that comes after the pronoun (post-pronominal 
information). In particular, we test how implicit causality 
biases of verbs that precede the pronoun-containing clause 
interact with the referential structure of the pronoun-containing 
clause, i.e., whether or not the clause with the pronoun contains 
another ambiguous pronoun. We report two offline studies 
whose results reveal significant effects of both pre- and post-
pronominal referential information on pronoun resolution: In 
addition to replicating effects of implicit causality biases 
observed in prior work, we also show that people’s referential 
biases depend on whether the clause contains only a subject-
position pronoun or also a second pronoun in object position.  

Keywords: Pronouns; reference resolution; anaphor 
resolution; discourse processing; referential structure 

Introduction 
The question of pronoun interpretation is a fundamental 
challenge for theories of communication, and has been 
investigated from many perspectives (Crawley, Stevenson & 
Kleinman, 1990; Kehler, Kertz, Rohde, & Elman 2008 
among others). Given that pronouns (e.g. she, he, it) are 
referentially underspecified, how do humans nevertheless 
interpret them so rapidly?  

Many researchers assume that pronoun resolution is guided 
by the notion of salience, and agree that pronouns tend to be 
interpreted as referring to entities that are highly salient in 
comprehenders’ mental models of discourse.  This brings up 
the question of what influences how salient different entities 
are? Prior work suggests that multiple factors can contribute 
to an entity’s salience and hence guide interpretation of 
subsequent pronouns. Strikingly, the factors investigated in 
most previous psycholinguistic work on pronoun resolution 
– such as the thematic and syntactic roles of potential 
antecedents, the linear position and discourse status of 
potential antecedents – tend to be pre-prenominal 
information; that is, information available to comprehenders 
before the pronoun is encountered (Caramazza, Grober, 
Garvey & Yate, 1977; Crawley et al., 1990; McKoon, Greene 
& Ratcliff,  1993 among many others).  

However, less attention has been paid to whether and how 
post-pronominal factors—information available to the 

comprehenders after the pronoun is encountered—guide 
pronoun resolution. Although researchers acknowledge that 
information after the pronoun – in particular semantic cues – 
influences pronoun interpretation (e.g. Winograd 1972, see 
also Arnold 1998 and discussion below), the question of how 
the interpretation of subject-position pronouns is guided by 
post-pronominal information has not been the focus of 
systematic psycholinguistic investigation to the extent that 
pre-pronominal information has been.  

Relatedly to our aims in the present paper, in an earlier 
paper Kaiser (2009) tested the influence of post-pronominal 
factors, specifically the referential properties of the rest of the 
sentence. Based on production data from sentence-
continuation tasks, Kaiser shows that the interpretation of 
subject-position, sentence-initial pronouns is modulated by 
who is (or isn’t) mentioned later in the same clause (see also 
Grosz, Joshi & Weinstein, 1995). Simply put, building on 
ideas from Grosz et al. (1995), Kaiser concludes that if a 
previously lower-salience referent is ‘promoted’ by being 
mentioned in subject-position with a pronoun, then mention 
of a previously higher-salience referent later in the same 
clause is avoided. In other words, if someone has been 
promoted, don’t mention the guy who’s been demoted. 

In discussing the impact of post-pronominal information, 
Kaiser connects her work to Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 
1995, discussed below). Another theory of pronoun 
resolution that allows for effects of post-pronominal 
information is the coherence-based approach (see e.g. Hobbs, 
1979; Kehler et al., 2008). According to coherence-based 
approaches, the coherence relations between sentences (e.g. 
result, explanation) are a key driving force behind pronoun 
interpretation (see also Kehler et al., 2008; Kehler & Rohde, 
2013 among others). They argue against views which focus 
only on surface-level heuristics such as subjecthood. Once we 
acknowledge the relation between discourse coherence and 
pronoun resolution, it becomes clear that it is not sufficient to 
focus only on the pre-pronominal factors.  

In addition to the coherence-based approaches pioneered 
by Hobbs and Kehler, there is another line of research that 
also allows for effects of post-pronominal factors, namely 
Centering Theory (e.g., Grosz et al., 1995; Walker, Joshi & 
Prince 1998). According to Centering Theory, pronouns are 
resolved so that the transition from one sentence to the next 
is as coherent as possible. The coherence of transitions 
depends on (i) whether the most central entity from one 
utterance (the most significant discourse entity under 
discussion; in essence, the topic) is mentioned in the next 
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utterance and (ii) what its grammatical role is in the current 
utterance and as well as in the next utterance.  

Centering Theory proposes three main types of coherence 
transition, with different levels of coherence: CONTINUE is 
the most coherent, RETAIN is the second most coherent and 
SHIFT is the least coherent. The different coherence levels of 
the three types of the transitions are related to the relative 
salience of discourse entities, called centers. There are three 
types of centers: forward-looking centers (Cf), preferred 
centers (Cp) and backward-looking centers (Cb).  

 
(1) Grammatical obliqueness hierarchy in English 
Subjects > Direct Objects > Indirect Objects > Adjuncts 
 
The set of forward-looking centers (set of Cfs) is an 

ordered list of all the discourse entities in the current 
utterance. Languages can differ in how Cfs are ranked. In 
English, Cfs are assumed to be ordered by grammatical role, 
such that the subject (the least oblique element) is ranked the 
highest (see (1)). The term highest ranked Cf is called the 
preferred center (Cp). The term backward center (Cb) refers 
to the most central entity that is mentioned in both the 
previous and the current utterance. The Cb is defined as 
follows: The highest ranked Cf of the preceding utterance n 
that is mentioned in the current utterance n+1 is the Cb of the 
current utterance. 

Among the three transitions, CONTINUE is the most 
coherent because the Cb of the current utterance is the same 
as that of the previous one (or undefined), and is also the Cp 
of the current utterance. RETAIN is less coherent, because 
the Cb of the current utterance is different from its Cp, even 
though the Cb of the current utterance is the same as the 
previous one (or undefined). We discuss examples in (4-6). 
Lastly, SHIFT is least coherent because the Cb is different 
from the Cp in the current utterance and, moreover, the Cb of 
the previous utterance is changed in the current utterance.  

In essence, according to this approach, the less the central 
entity changes, the more coherent the discourse. Thus, when 
resolving anaphoric expressions, the interpretation that 
results in the most coherent transition is preferred over others.  

Because Centering transitions consider entities mentioned 
anywhere in the sentence, it makes predictions relevant for 
our aims of testing whether the cognitive salience of referents 
is modulated only by information available before the 
pronoun or also by information available after the pronoun.  

Research Questions  
In the present study, the research questions in (2) are 
addressed by investigating how a subject-position pronoun in 
the subsequent clause is resolved in an ambiguous context.  

 
(2) I. Is the interpretation of subject-position pronouns 

affected by post-pronominal information – 
specifically, the referential properties of the rest of 
the clause, as predicted by Centering Theory – in 
addition to pre-pronominal factors (verb type)? 

II. How do pre-pronominal and post-pronominal factors 
interact in guiding reference resolution? 

 
We test contexts like (3), with two potential antecedents 

(subject, object) preceding the ambiguous pronoun he.  
 
(3) Henry {surprised / respected} Kevin because he verbed 

{ Ø / him / Tom}. 
 
As for pre-pronominal factors, we manipulated verb 

semantics by using Implicit Causality (IC) verbs in the first 
clause. Implicit causality verbs in explanation contexts (e.g. 
Henry surprised/respected Kevin because he) are known to 
trigger an expectation that the subject pronoun refers to the 
preceding subject (IC1 verbs, e.g. surprise) or to the 
preceding object (IC2 verbs, e.g. respect) (e.g. Caramazza et 
al., 1977). In our study, to ensure uniformity of thematic 
roles, all IC1 verbs were Stimulus-Experiencer (SE) verbs, 
and all IC2 verbs were Experiencer-Stimulus (ES) verbs. 

 As for post-pronominal factors, we manipulated the 
referential structure of the second (pronoun-containing) 
clause. The second clause only contained one pronoun 
(intransitive: he verbed), a pronoun and a new name 
(transitive: he verbed Tom) or two pronouns (transitive: he 
verbed him). Most prior work has focused on subject-position 
pronouns, so we use the term ‘post-pronominal’ for 
information not available until after the subject-position 
pronoun. Crucially, the Two-Pronoun condition is the only 
one in which both the subject and the object from the 
preceding sentence are mentioned in the continuation. In the 
One-Pronoun condition and the Pronoun+Name condition, 
only one of the referents from the preceding sentence is 
mentioned in the continuation.   

The studies reported here build on Kaiser (2009) but 
crucially go beyond that earlier work by (i) investigating the 
interplay between pre-pronominal information in the form of 
verbs’ implicit causality biases (in the preceding clause) and 
post-pronominal referential information (in the pronoun 
containing clause) and (ii) by using a comprehension task 
(rather than a sentence-completion task as Kaiser used) which 
allows us to directly test people’s pronoun interpretation 
preferences in specific referential configurations (One-
Pronoun, Two-Pronoun, Pronoun+Name). 

Predictions  
We consider three competing predictions. First, if pronoun 
resolution is guided only by pre-pronominal factors, we 
expect that only the type of verb in the preceding clause will 
have an effect: Subject-position pronouns should be more 
likely to be interpreted as referring to object antecedents 
when preceded by a clause with an IC2 verb than when 
preceded by a clause with an IC1 verb, regardless of  
subsequent referential structure (he verbed/he verbed him/he 
verbed Tom). Furthermore, if pronoun resolution is not 
sensitive to post-pronominal information (here, the 
referential structure of the pronoun-containing clause), the 
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strength of the IC verb effect should be equally strong in all 
three referential structure conditions. 

Second, if pronoun resolution is guided only by post-
pronominal factors – in our case, the referential structure of 
the pronoun-containing clause – we expect to see clear 
differences between (i) the intransitive One-Pronoun 
conditions and the transitive Pronoun+Name conditions on 
the one hand (conditions where only one entity from the 
preceding sentence is mentioned), and (ii) the transitive Two-
Pronoun condition on the other hand (where both entities 
from the preceding sentence are mentioned).  

Specifically, we predict that a subject-position pronoun in 
the second clause is more likely to refer to the subject of the 
preceding clause when both subject and object of the 
preceding clause are mentioned (Two-Pronoun condition), 
compared to when only one of the antecedents is mentioned 
in the second clause (One-Pronoun/Pronoun+Name). This 
prediction is derived from a core intuition that is part of 
Centering Theory. Although our studies should not be 
construed as an evaluation or test of Centering Theory – 
which is a rich framework with many more dimensions that 
we discuss here – we want to acknowledge that Centering 
Theory provides the foundation for our predictions regarding 
the effects of referential structure. Let us consider these 
predictions in more detail: 

When both antecedents from the previous clause (4) are 
mentioned (Two-Pronoun condition), the pronouns can be 
resolved in two ways: In (5a), he refers to the subject Henry 
and him refers to the object Kevin. In (5b), he refers to the 
object Kevin and him refers to the subject Henry. In Centering 
terms, the interpretation in (5a) yields a CONTINUE 
transition, which is preferred over (5b) which is a RETAIN. 
In (5b), the preferred center of Clause 1 (Cp: Henry) is 
changed in Clause 2 (Cp: Kevin), but it is unchanged between 
clauses in (5a). (The configuration in (5a) also fits with well-
known parallelism effects, e.g. Chambers & Smyth, (1998).) 

 
(4) Clause 1 
Henry {surprised/respected} Kevin.   
[Cf : Henry, Kevin  Cp : Henry  Cb :∅] 
 
(5) Clause 2 – both antecedents are mentioned. 

a. HeHenry  daxed himKevin.  – CONTINUE <= preferred 
[Cf : Henry, Kevin  Cp : Henry  Cb : Henry ]  
b. HeKevin  daxed himHenry.  - RETAIN 
[Cf : Henry, Kevin  Cp : Kevin  Cb : Henry ]  

 
(6) Clause 2 – only one antecedent is mentioned. 

a. HeHenry  daxed (Tom). - CONTINUE 
[Cf : Henry   Cp : Henry  Cb : Henry ]  
b. HeKevin  daxed (Tom). - CONTINUE 
[Cf : Kevin   Cp : Kevin  Cb : Kevin ]  

 
On the other hand, when only one of the antecedents in the 

first clause is mentioned in the second clause, as in the  
Pronoun+Name and One-Pronoun conditions, the two 
interpretations shown in (6) –  where the subject pronoun he 

refers to either the subject antecedent Henry or the object 
antecedent Kevin – are equally preferred. Since the backward 
center is the most significant discourse entity under 
discussion in both the preceding and subsequent clauses, in 
(6), it can be either the preceding subject or the preceding 
object depending on which entity is realized in Clause 2. For 
this reason, the backward center (Cb: Henry or Kevin) is the 
same as the preferred discourse entity of Clause 2 (Cp: Henry 
or Kevin) in both interpretations of (6). Thus, we do not 
predict a bias toward either antecedent for the pronoun he. 

The third possibility is that pronoun resolution is guided by 
both pre-pronominal and post-pronominal factors. If so, 
we predict that the IC verb effect (pre-pronominal) will be 
modulated by referential structure (post-pronominal). We 
predict that with IC1 verbs, there will be a stronger preference 
to interpret a subject position pronoun as referring to a subject 
antecedent in the Two-Pronoun condition than in the One-
Pronoun or Pronoun+Name conditions, because this yields a 
coherent interpretation in terms of the event structure of the 
sentence with the IC1 verbs as well as in terms of the 
discourse transition (in the case that all of the antecedents are 
mentioned by the pronouns). However, with IC2 verbs, we 
may find a weaker verb-driven object bias in the Two-
Pronoun condition, because it conflicts with the subject bias 
stemming from the preference for a CONTINUE transition.  

Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants Forty-five native English-speaking adults 
participated. We excluded five participants because they 
were not self-identified U.S.-born native speakers of English 
or did not pass catch trials. All reported normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and hearing. 
 
Materials and Design We tested pre- and post-pronominal 
factors on pronoun resolution with a 2 × 2 design – verb type 
vs. referential structure type, as in example (7). Pre-
pronominally, verb semantics was manipulated by using IC 
verbs in the first clause. 48 IC verbs were adopted from the 
verb lists of Hartshorne & Snedeker (2013) and Ferstl et al. 
(2011) – 24 SE verbs (i.e., IC1) and 24 ES verbs (i.e., IC2). 
We controlled the strength of each verb’s IC bias, so that the 
degree of bias towards the subject or the object antecedent 
was between 60% to 80% (SE (IC1) verbs: Sbj-bias 
M=67.4%, SD=13.6 and ES (IC2) verbs: Obj-bias M=77.2%, 
SD=10.9). The two clauses in each target item are connected 
with the connector because. This is because prior work 
showed that the IC verb type effects only occur in explanation 
frames (Rohde & Kehler, 2008 inter alia).  

Post-pronominally, we manipulated referential structure as 
mentioned above. We tested the configurations in (7): The 
second clause is transitive and contains two pronouns (7b, 
Two-Pronoun condition) or the second clause is intransitive 
and contains only one pronoun (7a, One-Pronoun condition).  

In the second clause, we used 24 different nonce verbs (e.g. 
daxed, zoobed, frobbed) in target items to exclude additional 
effects of verbal semantics. Each nonce verb was only used 
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once. Our decision to use nonce words was partly inspired by 
Hartshorne & Snedeker’s (2013) influential paper on IC verb 
biases, which used the nonce noun dax and successfully 
obtained meaningful results. (As we discuss below, our 
findings corroborate that meaningful results about pronoun 
interpretation patterns can be obtained using nonce words.) 
 

(7) a. Henry {surprised (IC1) / respected (IC2)} Kevin     
    because he daxed him.   [Two-Pronoun] 

 b. Henry {surprised (IC1) / respected (IC2)} Kevin  
     because he daxed.   [One-Pronoun] 

 
This study had 24 targets and 36 fillers. Targets and fillers 

were intermixed and presented using a Latin-Square design. 
 
Procedure We developed a picture-writing task where 
participants typed in the names of the characters involved in 
an event depicted with a picture. We conducted the study via 
a web-based interface (Qualtrics and Amazon Mechanical 
Turk). Every item consisted of simultaneous presentation of 
(i) the critical sentence and (ii) a schematized picture that 
depicts the event of the underlined part of the sentence 
(Figure 1). In targets, the second clause was underlined.  
 

  

Figure 1a: Sample  
Two-Pronoun stimulus. 

Figure 1b: Sample  
One-Pronoun stimulus. 

 
Target pictures consisted of one or two person-shaped stick 

figures that represented the event participants, and a nonce 
word in the middle that represented the action denoted by the 
verb of the second clause. For pictures with two stick figures, 
participants were told that the figure at the origin of the arrow 
is the initiator of the action (e.g., Agent), and the one at the 
end of the arrow undergoes the action (e.g., Theme). Thus, 
the nonce verb expresses a transitive action. In pictures with 
only one stick figure, participants were told that the stick 
figure is the person doing the action (e.g., Agent), so the 
nonce verb expresses an intransitive action.  

Participants were instructed to type the name of each 
person in the text box under each figure so that the picture 
matches the underlined part of the sentence. This reveals how 
people interpret the pronouns, e.g. whether they interpret the 
subject-position pronoun as referring to the subject or object.  

Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows the proportion of trials on which participants 
interpreted the subject-position pronoun as referring to the 
preceding object (in all conditions averaged over 
participants), as indicated by the names they typed in the 

boxes. The labels below each bar indicate referential structure 
type of the second clause and the verb type of the first clause. 
 

 
Figure 2 (Experiment 1): Proportion of trials where the 

subject-position pronoun refers to the preceding object. 
 

Let us first consider whether the pre-pronominal factor (IC 
verb type) influences interpretation of the following subject-
position pronoun. As Figure 2 shows, we find a clear IC verb 
effect in the predicted direction: IC2 verbs markedly increase 
the proportion of object interpretations compared to the IC1 
verbs. In the One-Pronoun condition, participants interpret 
the subject position pronoun as referring to the preceding 
object 92.1% of the time with the IC2 verbs, but 42.1% of the 
time with the IC1 verbs. In the Two-Pronoun condition, 
participants interpret the subject position pronoun as 
referring to the preceding object 69.6% of the time with the 
IC2 verbs but 43.3% with the IC1 verbs. 

Let us now consider whether pronoun resolution is also 
guided by the post-pronominal factor (referential structure). 
As can be seen in Figure 2,  referential structure has an effect 
with IC2 verbs but not with IC1 verbs. With IC2 verbs, the 
presence of a second pronoun in object position (Two-
Pronoun condition) markedly decreases the proportion of 
object interpretations (69.6%), relative to the One-Pronoun 
condition (92.1%). However, with IC1 verbs, the presence of 
an object-position pronoun does not decrease the proportion 
of object interpretations relative to the One-Pronoun 
condition (43.3% vs 42.1%). In other words, IC1 verbs 
pattern the same way regardless of subsequent referential 
structure, but (unexpectedly) IC2 verbs do not. 

 To assess these effects statistically, we used a generalized 
linear mixed logit model (glmer) using R (R Development 
Core Team, 2017). We find main effects of IC verb type 
(z=4.27, p<.001,) and referential structure type (z=11.81, 
p<.001). This result confirms that both pre-pronominal verb 
semantics and post-pronominal referential structure 
information guide pronoun resolution. Moreover, we found a 
Verb type × Referential structure type interaction (z=0.38, 
p<.001), indicating that the referential structure effect (i.e., 
stronger subject preference with an object-position pronoun 
than without) was stronger with IC2 verbs than IC1 verbs. 
This is confirmed by planned comparisons on the proportion 
of object choices, which reveal a significant effect of 
referential structure with IC2 verbs (z=6.08, p<.001) but not 
with IC1 verbs (z=-0.78, p>0.4). 
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Taken together, these results suggest that reference 
resolution is guided both by pre-pronominal verb type cues 
(in the preceding clause) and by differences in referential 
structure that occur after the subject-position pronoun – but 
effects of referential structure only arise with IC1 verbs, not 
IC2 verbs. We return to this in the general discussion. 

However, the design of Experiment 1 contains a potential 
confound: the Two-Pronoun condition has transitive nonce 
verbs in the second clause, while the One-pronoun condition 
uses intransitive nonce verbs. As a result, the differences 
between the conditions could be due to transitivity rather than 
the presence/absence of an object-position pronoun. For 
example, perhaps the effects are related to differences in the 
semantics of subjects of transitive vs. intransitive verbs (see 
e.g. Hopper & Thompson, 1980), rather than anything to do 
with referential structure per se. To provide a more direct test 
of the effects of referential structure, Experiment 2 compared 
transitive Two-Pronoun clauses (he verbed him) to transitive 
Pronoun+Name clauses (he verbed Tom).  

Experiment 2 
Method 
Participants Forty-eight English-speaking adults 
participated. We excluded four participants because they 
were not self-identified U.S.-born native speakers of English, 
did not complete all the questions or consistently gave 
random answers. Four more participants were excluded to 
match the number of participants in each list. All participants 
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. 
 
Materials and Design Experiment 2 used the same materials 
as Experiment 1, except for the way in which referential 
structure was manipulated: In Experiment 2, we compared 
sentences with two pronouns (8a) to sentences with a pronoun 
and a name (8b), i.e., now both sentences were transitive and  
differed only in the referential form of the object-position 
element (pronoun/name). This avoids potential confounds 
due to verb transitivity. The name always referred to a third 
person who was not mentioned in the first clause. 
 

(8) a. Henry {surprised (IC1) / respected (IC2)} Kevin     
    because he daxed him.  [Two-Pronoun] 
b. Henry {surprised (IC1) / respected (IC2)} Kevin  
     because he daxed Tom.  [Pronoun+Name] 

 
Procedure We used the same task as in Experiment 1. All 
targets now depicted two characters (Figure 1a), as all nonce 
verbs in the second clause were interpersonal transitive verbs.    
 
Results and Discussion 

Figure 3 shows show the average proportion of trials on 
which the subject-position pronoun was interpreted as 
referring to the preceding object. 

We again see that the pre-pronominal factor (IC biases of 
verbs) had a clear influence on how people interpret the 
subject-position pronoun, just as in Experiment 1. 

 
Figure 3 (Experiment 2): Proportion of trials where the 

subject-position pronoun refers to the preceding object. 
 
As Figure 3 shows, IC2 verbs markedly increase the 

proportion of object interpretations compared to IC1 verbs. 
In the Pronoun+Name condition, the subject position 
pronoun was interpreted as referring to the preceding object 
87.5% of the time with IC2 verbs, but 56.7% of the time with 
IC1 verbs. In the Two-Pronoun condition, the subject 
position pronoun was interpreted as referring to the preceding 
object 66.7% of the time with IC2 verbs but 45.4% of the time 
with IC1 verbs. 

The post-pronominal factor (referential structure) has a 
more uniform effect in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1. As 
shown in Figure 3, the presence of an anaphoric expression 
in the object position (Two-Pronoun condition) in the second 
clause decreases the proportion of object interpretations with 
both IC1 and IC2 verbs, compared to the configuration with 
a (non-anaphoric) name in object position (Pronoun+Name 
condition): With IC1 verbs, Two-Pronoun conditions elicit 
45.5% object interpretations and Pronoun+Name conditions 
elicit 56.7% object interpretations. With IC2 verbs, Two-
Pronoun conditions elicit 66.7% object interpretations, and 
Pronoun+Name conditions elicit 87.5%. 

To assess the statistical significance of these patterns, a 
generalized linear mixed logit model was used (glmer, R). 
There were statistically significant main effects of IC verb 
type (z=-9.18, p<.001), and referential structure type (z=-
6.07, p<.001). This result confirms that both the pre-
pronominal verb semantics and the post-pronominal 
referential structure information guide the interpretation of 
subject-position pronouns. Moreover, we found a statistically 
significant Verb type × Referential structure type interaction 
(z=-3.02, p<.01), indicating that the referential structure 
effect (i.e., a stronger subject preference with an object-
position pronoun than without it) was stronger with IC2 verbs 
than with IC1 verbs. Nevertheless, though the effect is 
stronger with IC2 verbs, planned comparisons show that both 
IC1 and IC2 verbs show significant effects of referential 
structure (IC1: z=-2.76, p<.01, IC2: z=-6.15, p<.001). 

Taken together, the results of Experiment 2 echo 
Experiment 1 in revealing effects of both pre- and post-
pronominal factors. However, unlike Experiment 1 where we 
saw an unexpected absence of referential structure effects 
with IC1 verbs, in Experiment 2 we find significant effects of 
referential structure with both verb types, although the effects 
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are not as strong with IC1 verbs as with IC2 verbs (as shown 
by the significant verb type x referential structure 
interaction). We discuss potential reasons for the IC1/IC2 
asymmetry in the next section.  

Furthermore, Experiment 2 also shows that the referential 
structure effects in Experiment 1 cannot be reduced to simple 
transitivity differences, because all conditions in Experiment 
2 used transitive verbs in the second clause.  

General Discussion 
Pronoun interpretation is known to be guided by information 
available to the language processing system before the 
pronoun is encountered. We conducted two offline studies to 
shed light on how pronoun resolution is guided by 
information available after a subject-position pronoun is 
encountered. Our studies tested effects of post-pronominal 
information (specifically, referential structure) and its 
interplay with pre-pronominal information (verb semantics). 

Pre-pronominally, we manipulated verb semantics by 
using implicit causality (IC) verbs. We found a significant IC 
verb effect in both in Experiments 1 and 2: Subject-position 
pronouns showed a stronger preference for object 
antecedents in conditions that used IC2 verbs in the preceding 
clause as compared to IC1 verbs. This fits with previous work 
on IC verbs (e.g., Caramazza et al. 1977; McKoon et al. 1993; 
Ferstl et al., 2011, Hartshorne & Snedeker, 2013).  

These results confirm that (i) the picture-writing task we 
developed works as expected and (ii) corroborate prior 
findings that humans use pre-pronominal information (here, 
the verb in the preceding clause) for pronoun resolution. 
Thus, although use of nonce verbs in the second clause 
(intentionally) strips away part of the semantics of the 
sentence and may strike people as unusual, we still see the 
predicted effects of verb implicit causality in the preceding 
clause. Our results regarding verb IC biases replicate what 
other researchers have found with a variety of other methods. 
We take this as evidence that interpretable results can be 
obtained in an untimed task using nonce verbs (see also 
Hartshorne & Snedeker 2013 for other work on pronoun 
resolution using nonce words). 

Crucially, our results also show that, in addition to 
information from the preceding clause, properties of the 
pronoun-containing clause itself – specifically, the 
referential structure of the clause beyond the subject-position 
pronoun – guides pronoun resolution. We compared (i) 
configurations where the critical pronoun-containing clause 
only refers back to one of the preceding referents (Henry 
respected/surprised Kevin because he daxed in Experiment 1 
or …he daxed Tom in Experiment 2) to (ii) configurations 
where the critical pronoun-containing sentence contains two 
pronouns and thus mentions both preceding referents (Henry 
respected/surprised Kevin because he daxed him).1 Thus, the 
referential structure of the remaining material that follows the 

 
1 In principle, the pronouns could refer to some other, previously 

unmentioned person. However, participants’ responses make it clear 

subject-position pronoun differs in these two configurations; 
hence, we call it post-pronominal information. 

We find effects of the pronoun-containing clause’s overall 
referential structure  on pronoun resolution with IC2 verbs in 
both experiments, and with IC1 verbs as well in Experiment 
2: A subject-position pronoun is more likely to be interpreted 
as referring to a subject antecedent when the subject-position 
pronoun co-occurs with an object-position pronoun in the 
same clause (he daxed him) than when the pronoun co-occurs 
with a name (he daxed Tom) or in an intransitive (he daxed).  

Our research is not intended to be a direct or exhaustive test 
of Centering Theory (e.g., Grosz et al., 1995; Walker et al., 
1998), which is a rich framework that goes far beyond the 
topics we touch upon here. However, our results are 
compatible with a foundational intuition that underlies 
Centering Theory – namely, that the referential properties of 
the entire clause play a role in discourse coherence and 
reference resolution. Let’s recap this in more detail:  

Recall that in Two-Pronoun conditions (e.g. he daxed him), 
both the subject and object of the preceding clause are 
mentioned. Here, interpreting the subject-position pronoun as 
referring to the preceding object results in an interpretation 
that demotes the preceding subject to the less privileged 
object position in the current clause while promoting the 
preceding object to the subject position of the current clause 
– a RETAIN transition which is less coherent than a 
CONTINUE transition, where the subject pronoun refers to 
the preceding subject and the object pronoun to the object. 

In contrast, if the pronoun-containing clause only has one 
pronoun (intransitive: he daxed or transitive with a (non-
)anaphoric name: he daxed Tom), then according to Centering 
Theory, the subject pronoun can be interpreted as referring to 
either the preceding subject or object with no effect on the 
coherence of the transition. Promoting the preceding object 
to the subject position (pronoun refers to object) or 
maintaining the preceding subject in the privileged subject 
position (pronoun refers to subject) both yield a highly 
coherent CONTINUE transition in Centering terms.  

Our finding that, with IC2 verbs in both experiments and 
IC1 verbs in Experiment 2, presence of an object pronoun (he 
daxed him) boosts the likelihood of he referring to the subject 
– or, conversely, that absence of an object pronoun boosts the 
likelihood of he referring to the object – shows that 
comprehenders actively utilize referential information that 
occurs later in the clause, after the subject pronoun, and 
prefer to make discourse transitions as coherent as possible. 
These results are compatible with Kaiser’s (2009) 
observation – based on production data, with a different class 
of verbs, and no explicit referential structure manipulation – 
that ‘promoting’ a preceding object by realizing it in subject 
position with a pronoun makes subsequent mention of the 
preceding subject in the same clause dispreferred. 

However, our results also suggest that effects of IC verb 
cues in the preceding clause are stronger than effects of 
referential structure in the pronoun-containing clause. There 

that the pronouns are interpreted as referring to one of the two 
mentioned and depicted characters. 
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are at least two possible reasons for this. First, the asymmetry 
may stem from the inherent robustness of implicit causality 
effects (e.g. IC biases can overcome the default subject bias, 
as found by Hartshorne & Snedeker, 2013 and others). It 
could simply be that IC verb biases have an inherently 
stronger effect than referential structure. In this case, post-
pronominal referential structure could turn out to have a 
stronger effect when compared to other (weaker) pre-
pronominal cues. Second, it could be that pre-pronominal 
information, present in the clause that precedes the pronoun-
containing clause, is privileged in guiding pronoun resolution 
due to the incremental nature of language processing: Other 
things being equal, pre-pronominal information could 
consistently have a stronger effect than post-pronominal 
information. If a pronoun is first interpreted based on pre-
pronominal information, then when post-pronominal 
information becomes available, the previous co-referential 
link may need to be revised. However, it is reasonable to 
assume that such revision is cognitively costly/effortful. 
Under this view, pre-pronominal factors (as long as they are 
reliable enough to be considered by the processor) are 
inherently more influential than post-pronominal factors. 
Further work is needed on this. 

Finally, let us consider the difference between IC1 and IC2 
verbs. Contrary to our expectations, we only found effects of 
referential structure with IC1 verbs in Experiment 2, whereas 
IC2 verb conditions show effects of referential structure in 
both experiments. Furthermore, even when we do see an 
effect of referential structure with IC1 verbs (Experiment 2), 
the effect is weaker than with IC2 verbs. Thus, overall, it 
appears that pronoun resolutions in configurations where the 
first clause contains an IC1 verb is less susceptible to effects 
of referential structure than with IC2 verbs. 

This may be due to recency effects combined with the 
slightly weaker bias of our IC1 verbs relative to our IC2 
verbs. If it’s the case that more recently-mentioned referents 
(e.g. objects) are more ‘in focus’ than less recently-
mentioned referents, this kind of recency effect could weaken 
the subject bias stemming from IC1 verbs and boost the 
object bias of IC2 verbs – this could be a task-based effect. 
This may have obscured potential referential structure effects 
with IC1 verbs in Experiment 1 and weakened them in 
Experiment 2. However, the absence of any effects of 
referential structure with IC1 verbs in Experiment 1 brings up 
the possibility that this may partly also stem from the 
semantics of intransitive subjects and subjects with the 
thematic role of stimulus (IC1 verbs). In future work, we aim 
to further investigate the verb effect asymmetries. We also 
plan to use real-time methods to directly assess the 
incremental use of post-pronominal information. 

Our results provide novel evidence that pronoun resolution 
is guided by both pre-pronominal and post-pronominal 
factors. Empirically and methodologically, our results 
highlight the importance of considering both what came 
before the pronoun and what comes after.  These findings are 
compatible with approaches such as Centering Theory and 
coherence-based accounts.  
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Abstract

A recent large-scale wug-task study found that non-native
speakers of English tend to produce fewer regular past-tense
-ed inflections than native speakers (Cuskley et al., 2015). In
this paper we present a model that can account for this dif-
ference in behaviour as resulting from a difference in input
amounts and distributions. This model attends to both fre-
quency, using Bayesian non-parametric methods, and phono-
logical similarity between words, using a neural model of word
forms, and unifies these factors within a single probabilistic
framework. We show that the general pattern of over-use of
irregular inflections in non-native speakers can result simply
from exposure to a smaller amount of input and does not re-
quire any model-internal distinction of native and non-native
speakers. Our model also captures the interaction between
class frequency and phonological similarity that was evident
across all participant productions.

Keywords: inflectional morphology, modelling, learning

Introduction
For decades the English past-tense has been the “fruit fly”
of linguistic research on how morphological rules and excep-
tions are learned from limited exposure (see e.g., (Seidenberg
& Plaut, 2014) for a review). The past tense wug-task (Berko,
1958), in which participants are asked to provide a past tense
form of a novel verb, is the archetypal experiment for probing
the ability of learners to generalise morphological patterns
to new forms. It has classically been used to test children’s
knowledge of productive morphological patterns, but has also
been applied to adults (Bybee & Moder, 1983; Prasada &
Pinker, 1993; Albright & Hayes, 2003; Cuskley et al., 2015).
Two factors have emerged as being crucial to patterns of mor-
phological generalisation: frequency and phonology.

English regular and irregular verbs have different fre-
quency distributions: irregular verbs tend to be more fre-
quent than regular ones. This early observation (Bybee, 1985)
has been confirmed and quantified by corpus studies: high
frequency verbs are much more likely to have an irregu-
lar past tense form, and lower frequency irregular verbs are
more likely to become regular (Lieberman, Michel, Jackson,
Tang, & Nowak, 2007; Cuskley et al., 2014; Newberry, Ah-
ern, Clark, & Plotkin, 2017). This pattern is not limited to
English: across languages, morphological irregularities are
more frequently found among high frequency forms (Wu,
Cotterell, & O’Donnell, 2019). As a result, language learners
may thus initially be exposed to a disproportionate amount of

irregularity early on in learning, compared to proficient learn-
ers who have access to a fuller picture of the language.

Phonology is also an important factor in morphological
regularisation and generalisation. New verbs (e.g. novel
forms in the context of a wug task) that are phonologically
similar to existing irregulars are more likely to be inflected
using a non-regular pattern (Bybee & Moder, 1983; Prasada
& Pinker, 1993; Albright & Hayes, 2003). Phonology also
interacts with frequency. The marked relationship between
frequency and regularity exists alongside the presence of
“phonological gangs” of irregular verbs (Bybee, 2003), such
as cling, fling, sling, and sting, which all form the irreg-
ular past-tense in the same way. These “gangs” of lower
frequency irregulars form higher frequency blocks of quasi-
regularity, which then have the bulk to sustain irregularity
over time (Bybee, 2003; Cuskley et al., 2014).

This quasi-regularity is also productive under certain con-
ditions: participants in experimental contexts are willing to
extend membership to novel forms, if they have sufficient
phonological similarity to existing irregulars. In a recent
large-scale study investigating phonological effects, Cuskley
et al. (2015) asked adult native and non-native English speak-
ers to inflect novel verbs in a wug-style task. The novel verbs
were designed to be either phonologically close to existing ir-
regulars, close to existing regulars, or equidistant from both.
In both native and non-native speakers, the phonology of the
novel verbs had a marked effect: participants were signifi-
cantly more likely to provide non-ed forms for novel verbs
that were phonologically close to existing irregular verbs than
to frequent regulars. However, non-native speakers were sig-
nificantly more likely than native speakers to produce non-
ed forms across all novel verb types. Furthermore, among
non-natives, age of acquisition and self-rated proficiency pre-
dicted irregularization rates: later and less proficient learners
were more likely to provide non-ed forms.

Cuskley et al. (2015) suggested that the varying rates of ir-
regularization may reflect differences in input: less proficient
learners have had less exposure to the language. Compar-
ing their performance to native speakers and corpora statistics
indicated that non-natives may be over-estimating the pro-
ductivity of quasi-regularity in English, generalising from the
highly frequent irregular words in their limited input (see Fig-
ure 1). While there was considerable variety in the exact non-
ed forms the participants provided, the forms were far from
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Figure 1: Reproduction of Figure 12 from Exp 2 in Cuskley
et al. (2015), showing the distribution of past-tense forms
produced by native and non-native English speakers, com-
pared to the distribution of past-tense forms within a corpus
(CoHA, Davies, 2010). (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0)

random, and could generally be tied to one of eight exist-
ing quasi-regular classes, shown in Figure 1, such as ‘vowel
change’ (spit–spat) or ‘level’ (cut–cut).

These findings amount to a hypothesis not explicitly tested
in the original study: learners with less input (later acquir-
ing, lower proficiency non-natives) rely disproportionately on
quasi-regularity found in non-ed forms with high token fre-
quency. On the other hand, learners with more comprehen-
sive input are influenced by the greater overall number of reg-
ular (-ed inflected) types.

In this paper we introduce a model of a Bayesian learner
that aims to explicitly test this hypothesis. This model con-
siders both frequency and phonological similarity as interact-
ing but separable factors. Phonological similarity is evaluated
using a neural network, allowing us to leverage their ability to
detect patterns in high-dimensional spaces. This is somewhat
reminiscent of the classic past-tense network of Rumelhart
and McClelland (1986) and more recent versions (Kirov &
Cotterell, 2018; Corkery, Matusevych, & Goldwater, 2019).
However, those models generate past tense words forms di-
rectly, across the full vocabulary, while the neural networks
here are used to generate probability distributions over forms
within a given verb class, which are then incorporated within
the Bayesian model.

We introduce the model incrementally, first describing the
frequency component that assesses the relative importance of
type and token frequency in verb class distributions. We then
move on to describe the neural component responsible for es-
timating phonological similarity within a class. Finally, we
evaluate the full model with both components against the pat-
terns in the results from Exp 2 in Cuskley et al. (2015). The
model captures the pattern of interaction between the amount
of exposure (of which nativeness was a proxy in the original

study), frequency, and phonology.

Modelling the Lexicon
Are type or token statistics more relevant to inferring the dis-
tribution of past tense forms in English? Arguably a cogni-
tive model should capture both types of statistics, allowing
the data, rather than the modeller, to indicate the relative im-
portance of each. In this section we describe the Pitman-Yor
process (PYP) (Buntine & Hutter, 2010; Goldwater, Griffiths,
& Johnson, 2011), which can interpolate between types and
tokens, depending on a particular parameter value: a learner
who uses token vs. type-sensitive representations is thus, un-
der such a model, merely tuning a continuous parameter, no
different from all the other parameters that are updated as the
learner sees data.

In a PYP model over the vocabulary, each token is gener-
ated either directly from an existing cached value or by gen-
erating from the base distribution, responsible for the gener-
ation of individual types (which may, however, be repeatedly
drawn). We will discuss the general effects of caching within
the PYP first and then go on to describe the concrete base
distribution we use in more detail.

Formally, the probability of token wi taking on value v
(i.e., being of type v), given seen data www, hyperparameters
a and b, and a base distribution G over word types, depends
on K, the number of slots in the cache, each corresponding to
a draw from the base distribution, and the number of tokens
generated from that cached item, nk:

p(wi = v|w1 . . .wN ,a,b,G) =
b+Ka
b+N

G(v)+
K

∑
k=1

nk−a
b+N

[k = v]

The number of cached items is bounded by the number of
types V and tokens N in the data (V ≤ K ≤ N). Impor-
tantly, as a non-parametric process, the vocabulary size is
not predetermined: V is potentially as large as the number
of unique draws from the base distribution, which may be in-
finite. However, for a given dataset, V (and K and N) is finite.

The degree of caching is governed by the model-level pa-
rameter 0 ≤ a < 1: lower values of a lead to more caching,
resulting in fewer draws from the base distribution, whereas
values of a near one result in very little caching, meaning
nearly every token is independently generated from the base
distribution. The posterior statistics of the base distribution
will reflect these different usages. Identifying the base distri-
bution with the ‘mental lexicon’, the no-caching setting re-
sults in a lexicon based on token statistics, while a heavy
caching setting results in a lexicon reflecting type statistics
(since at minimum each type must be drawn from the base
distribution once, in order to be added to the cache). The opti-
mal level of caching depends on the data distribution. Instead
of fixing a, a is inferred together with the other parameters of
the model (the cache behaviour, e.g. K). The other parameter
b has relatively little influence and we set b = 1 throughout.

In the model, verb types are represented as a tuple of (class,
form): v = (c, f ), where verb classes correspond to the inflec-
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tion classes in the experimental data from Exp 2 in Cuskley
et al. (2015), e.g. ‘Regular’ or ‘Vowel Change’, and the form
is represented by the phonological form, as given by the
CMU pronunciation dictionary. We use the frequencies of
past tense verbs but represent them using their lemma/present
tense form because the final goal is to estimate P(c|‘wug’),
i.e., to make predictions based on the lemma form. In the
training phase, the verb classes are known, as are the under-
lying lemmas. This corresponds to estimating the state of the
mental lexicon of a learner who knows the set of past tense
forms, and thus can classify lemmas into the correct classes.

During testing, the model sees a novel verb form
(e.g ‘splink’) without an accompanying class assignment,
and the task is to calculate the probability distributions over
classes given the form and the state of the Pitman-Yor process
lexicon after training. Since the verb form is novel, it by def-
inition has not been cached, and so it has to be generated by
the base distribution directly. We define the base distribution
over verb classes and forms as G(c, f ) = P(c)P( f |c), i.e. the
form is conditioned on the verb class, while the class is gener-
ated independently. The first factor P(c) captures the effect of
relative frequency across classes, described in the section be-
low, while P( f |c) can capture phonological similarity within
classes, described in the section thereafter.

The role of frequency
In this section we use the model described above to test the
role of frequency across learners with differing amounts of
experience. To do so, we estimate lexicons over different
amounts of data, where the key parameters being inferred are
a, controlling the degree of caching, and the base probability
distribution, which depends on the degree of caching.

The distribution over classes P(c) in the base distribution
is modelled as a Dirichlet-Categorical, c ∼ DirCat(α). Use-
fully, the posterior predictive probability of this compound
distribution given data kkk, needed for the wug task, has a
closed form:

P(c|kkk) =
∫

θ

P(c|θ)P(θ|kkk)dθ =
nc +α

N +Cα
,

where nc is the number of occurrences of c in kkk, N is the total
number of items in kkk, and C is the number of categories. Im-
portantly, since P(c) is part of the base distribution, the data
kkk consist only of the tokens drawn from the base distribution,
not the cached tokens. In a setting in which tokens are cached
aggressively, the base distribution will generate once for each
type (in order to add it to the cache); kkk then consists of the
set of types in the original data www and P(c) is a (smoothed)
estimator of class frequency in the vocabulary. Conversely, if
tokens are not cached and instead always drawn from the base
distribution, kkk will be identical to www and P(c) is an estimator
of token class frequency.

For now we set P( f |c) to a simple distribution in which a
form is generated as a draw from a uniform distribution over
forms, f ∼ 1

F , where F is the number of unique forms in the
dataset. Note that this distribution is not dependent on class:

a form will have the same probability regardless of c. We will
change this in the next section, and the full model includes a
distinct distribution over forms for each class.

Inference We use Gibbs sampling to infer table configura-
tions and slice sampling to infer values of a after every two
iterations of Gibbs sampling. Forms and classes are observed
in the data and not inferred. The hyperparameters apart from
a are set to fixed values: b = 1 and α = 0.1, implying a mod-
erately sparse prior distribution over classes in the base dis-
tribution. The sampler is run for 100 iterations and converges
quickly, after approximately 30 iterations in most cases; re-
sults are from the final sample.

Data Following Cuskley et al. (2015), we use the 1980s
section of the Corpus of Historical American English (CoHA-
1980) (Davies, 2010). We select the past tense verbs (tagged
with vvd), filtering out suppletive verbs (forms of be, do,
have, and go) and any types which occur fewer than three
times in the entire CoHA-1980 corpus. Input datasets for the
simulations are generated by sampling a given number of to-
kens from the set of remaining verbs according to their fre-
quency. All samples will thus follow Zipf’s law, with many
tokens of high-frequency (possibly irregular) verbs, but also
containing a large number of lower-frequency (possibly reg-
ular) forms. Each sample corresponds to a learner at a dif-
ferent stage of learning, under the simplifying assumption
that learners are exposed to a non-biased sample of the lan-
guage/corpus. (This clearly does not hold for child learners,
inasmuch as child-directed speech is different from the writ-
ten texts in CoHA; it may be a more valid assumption for
literate adult language learners.)

Results Figure 2 shows the inferred probability distribu-
tions over classes across a set of simulations using datasets
of different sizes, ranging from 100 to 1 million tokens. We
see that distributions estimated on less data place less weight
on the Regular class compared to distributions estimated over
more data; this pattern corresponds to the difference in reg-
ular responses between native and non-natives (and among
more and less proficient non-natives) in Exp 2 in Cuskley et
al. (2015).

The values sampled for a varied with dataset size, with
smaller datasets resulting in higher a: with N = 100, a fluc-
tuated around .90 after convergence, while for the largest
dataset, a was around 0.45. The caching behaviour reflected
a, with proportionally more tokens being drawn from the
cache in larger models. However, as the distributions in Fig-
ure 2 show, this did not lead to the expected type-vs-token
statistics trade-off: all models inferred a distribution over
classes that corresponded to the empirical frequency of word
types in the data sample they were exposed to. However,
smaller samples contained a higher proportion of certain ir-
regular verb types, leading to a relative over-estimation of
those classes (primarily those involving vowel change, ‘VC’).
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Figure 2: Top: Probability distribution over classes after
training on different amounts of data (N_toks). Learners with
more exposure prefer the regular class. (The line correspond-
ing to N = 100 is discontinuous because some classes were
not seen.) Below: Empirical distribution of types and tokens
in differently sized samples. Class labels correspond to those
in Figure 1.

These results support the hypothesis that non-native speak-
ers may be over estimating quasi-regularity on the basis of
their exposure to proportionally more irregular word types,
compared to native speakers. However, it does not seem to be
the case that estimating verb class distributions requires at-
tention to token statistics, counter to the original hypothesis.

Phonological similarity
Inflection patterns are influenced by phonological similarity
as well as frequency patterns investigated in the previous sec-
tion. In this section, we focus on modelling P( f |c), the dis-
tribution of forms within a class. Roughly, forms known to
be within a class should receive high probability, along with
novel forms that are plausible members of that class. Plau-
sibility in this case is based on phonological similarity: does

the novel form contain similar sequences of sounds as other
members of the class?

We structure P( f |c) as a language model, in which the
probability of the form is the product of the probabil-
ity of the characters, generated in sequence: P( f |c) =

∏
| f |
i P( fi| f0...i−1,c). We depart from the Bayesian methodol-

ogy and use a neural network to estimate these distributions.
Neural networks are able to capture rich non-linear patterns in
data that would be hard, if not impossible, to define explicitly:
the potential is that, in order to accurately predict the next
character in a single form, the network will make generalisa-
tions across all the forms in the class. Since forms and classes
are known during the training phase, we only have to train
each class-specific model once, keeping inference tractable.

Within the neural language model, the model predicts each
character in the word based on the history (all preceding
characters in the word). Forms are predicted as a sequence
of characters corresponding to the phonological representa-
tion of the word (i.e., the model predicts pronunciation, not
orthography). Language models are cluster specific, corre-
sponding to P( f |c) = Plmc( f ), and thus capture the proba-
bility distribution over forms in that class. Ideally, this dis-
tribution could capture the phonetic similarity and variabil-
ity of members of the class: intuitively, a distribution over
forms that has seen words like bend, send, lend, and thus as-
signs them high probability, would also give high probability
to similar but unseen words like nend.

Model parameters The architecture of the character lan-
guage models is intentionally kept simple, in order to avoid
overfitting on small datasets. All models have the same ar-
chitecture: input is given to a single LSTM layer with 128
dimensions, followed by a learned linear layer with softmax
normalisation on the output, giving a probability distribution
over the next character. Learning is done using RMSProp
with default parameters. The input to the model is the phono-
logical word form in which each segment is mapped to a fea-
ture vector over 13 phonological features (e.g. the vowel in
wug would be represented as a vector corresponding to fea-
tures such as -consonant, +mid). Output prediction is over the
35 XSampa symbols used to represent pronunciation. Rep-
resenting the input using features enables the model to gen-
eralise over segment types (e.g. vowels) more easily than
with categorical (‘one-hot’) representations; conversely, on
the output side, the model is constrained to producing legal
symbols, instead of potentially generating unattested combi-
nations of features.

Training All training is done over word types, not tokens.
First, a general English character language model is trained
using early stopping on a validation set. The training data for
this dataset is sampled from the set of words in CoHA-1980s
that are not tagged as a verb (any tag not starting with v) and
are shorter than a maximum length of 10. The dataset is ten
times the size of corresponding verb dataset, roughly approxi-
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mating the fact that speaker’s vocabularies contain more non-
verbs than verbs, and that small-N learners will have smaller
vocabularies. The validation dataset includes only word types
that do not appear in training. For each class, the initial model
is further fine-tuned for another 50 epochs on the word types
in the class (most classes do not have enough types to do
early stopping on a separate validation set.) As before, verbs
are represented with the present tense/lemma form from the
CMU pronunciation dictionary.

We leave more comprehensive testing of the full model
for the next section, but we first confirm that the model is
working as a similarity metric, assigning higher probability to
members of its class than to members of other classes. Note
that during training there is no pressure for the model to be
discriminative between classes: each class language model
is trained on positive evidence only, and never sees negative
evidence in the form of examples from other classes.

As an initial check that the language models assign more
probability to verbs within their class over verbs outside
their class, we separately test held-out verb forms from the
two classes that are sufficiently large: ‘Regular’ and ‘Vowel
Change’ (VC). For each class, we train a language model as
described above, on the approximately 100 verb types found
when sampling 200 tokens (systematically slightly fewer
types for VC than Regular). We separately take 30 unseen
verb forms from each class as a test set. We can then com-
pare within-class probability (testing on the same verb class
as the model was trained on) against across-class probability
(the probability assigned by the class-specific model to words
from a different class). Over ten repetitions, the Regular lan-
guage models on average assigned probability to Regular test
verbs that was 1.5 times as high as that assigned to VC test
items; the difference was even higher for VC language mod-
els, with within-class (but unseen) VC verbs assigned 2.9
times higher probabilities than outside-class Regular verbs.
The fact that the VC class has fewer types compared to Regu-
lar seems to have led to a tighter distribution, but it is striking
that even the quite diverse Regular class assigns lower prob-
ability to the (relatively short and common) forms in the VC
class than unseen Regulars.

The Full Model
In this section we evaluate the complete model, where we use
the character language model from the previous section as the
distribution over forms P( f |c) within the base distribution of
the PYP model introduced earlier. This model incorporates
both class frequency biases and biases towards phonological
similarity: the model prefers high-(type)-frequency classes,
due to P(c), but this preference can be overruled by similarity,
if another class assigns higher probability to the particular
form being assessed in P( f |c).

We test the full model on the set of 15 nonce words used
in Exp 2 in Cuskley et al. (2015), in order to evaluate whether
it is sensitive to the same factors (frequency and phonology)
as human participants. We also again examine the effect of
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Figure 3: A comparison of the model’s predictions of irreg-
ular classes (top) to the irregularisation rates of participants
in Exp 2 in Cuskley et al. (2015) for the same stimuli (bot-
tom). The bottom sub-figure replicates Figure 6 in Cuskley
et al. (2015), in which all non-regular forms are counted to-
gether. The different models correspond to different dataset
sizes: values of N_toks are the number of tokens sampled for
training. Model results show an average of ten runs for each
setting; error bars show 95% CIs. StimType corresponds to
the verb type of the nearest neighbour of the novel verb: I:
Irrregular, R: Regular, IR: novel verb is equidistant between a
regular and irregular verb.

learning from different amounts of data. Our evaluation as-
sesses two hypotheses, corresponding to the factors of fre-
quency and similarity:

• That differences between full models trained on small
amounts of data and larger amounts of data will quali-
tatively correspond to the differences between non-native
and native speakers;

• That the full model will be sensitive to differences in
phonological similarity of test words, in the same way as
participants were.

For each word, we calculate P(c| f ) = P(c)P( f |c)
∑c′ P(c

′)P( f |c′) using
the posterior predictive base distributions from the PYP. We
compare the total model irregularization probability (i.e., the
probability of assigning a given form to a non-Reg class)
against irregularization rates in Exp 2 in Cuskley et al. (2015),
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in Figure 3. The test forms are grouped into one of three
classes, depending on their phonological nearest neighbour:
I forms are closest to an existing irregular, R forms are closest
to a regular, and IR are midway between a regular and irreg-
ular form. Nearest neighbours were matched for frequency;
see Cuskley et al. (2015) for details on stimuli construction.

Figure 3 shows that firstly, all models are sensitive to
phonological similarity in the same way as the human partici-
pants were: forms that are phonologically closer to irregulars
assigned more probability of belonging to irregular classes,
while test forms more similar to existing regulars have higher
probability of belonging to the Reg class (i.e., lower proba-
bility of being irregular).

Secondly, like non-native speakers, models trained on a
smaller sample of data assign relatively higher probability
to irregular classes, compared to models trained on larger
datasets. This is the effect of P(c): the distribution over
classes is more weighted towards irregular forms in a small-
data model (recall Figure 2) for each of the stimuli types.

Conceivably, phonological similarity and dataset size
could also interact, since smaller models estimate phono-
logical similarity on a different vocabulary than larger mod-
els, containing fewer low-frequency forms. If these low-
frequency forms are systematically distributed (e.g., they are
likely to be longer) then the presence or absence of these
forms in the dataset could affect phonological similarity
judgements. We found that larger models generally judged
the stimuli to have lower phonological similarity to the Reg-
ular class than smaller models, that is, P( f |Reg) was larger
in models trained on smaller dataset than in models trained
on more word forms. However, differences in phonological
similarity were very small compared to differences in cluster
probability across models trained on different dataset sizes.

Conclusion
Frequency and phonological similarity are the key factors in
morphological generalisation to new forms, and the model
presented in this paper captures them in a single framework.
In doing so, it is able to capture the three-fold interaction
between language proficiency (or exposure), class frequency,
and phonological similarity to existing verbs that was present
in the data from Cuskley et al. (2015). Remember that this
model was not fit to participant productions, and even the in-
put data (sampled from a large corpus) is a very rough approx-
imation of what learners of English are likely to be exposed
to. Nevertheless, we found that the model displayed the same
pattern of behaviour as participants, indicating both that the
interacting phenomena are quite robust and that model can
reliably capture them.

We find that our small-data learners behave similarly to
non-native speakers, in that they are more likely (than large-
data models and native speakers) to generate irregular forms,
due to the proportionately higher frequency of irregular verb
types in their limited input. A question remains of whether
this model can also explain the behaviour of native-speaker

child learners, who famously go through a phase of regular-
ising irregular forms (e.g., ‘goed’, Marcus et al., 1992). In-
vestigating child acquisition would require training the model
on varying amounts of child-directed speech input and evalu-
ating against age-appropriate nonce-word productions. Note
that this model is able to assign a known word form to a class
other than the one seen in training (i.e., by generating a new
entry in the PYP and assigning higher probability to a differ-
ent class than the training class); this would allow for over-
regularisation behaviour.

The combination of a non-parametric process and neu-
ral models presented here is powerful, since it allows us to
make use of the different strengths of each methodology.
However, it also comes with limitations. It is currently not
tractable to infer the set of verb classes, i.e., to do unsuper-
vised clustering of the verbs, in the current framework, which
would also require additional learning algorithms (e.g. to
sample class membership). Moreover the likelihood P( f |c)
given by the neural network is a point estimate dependent
on network parameters, instead of the posterior marginalised
over parameters that a full Bayesian approach would require.
Bayesian neural networks could remedy this issue in the fu-
ture (e.g. Fortunato, Blundell, & Vinyals, 2017).

This model is structured to support multiple productive
verb classes. Since irregularization rates of novel verbs in
English are non-zero (and occasionally quite high) in exper-
imental settings, a model should be able to predict produc-
tive use of non-regular verb inflection. However, it remains a
fact that the English past tense is extremely biased towards a
single regular form, and the set of irregular verbs is limited.
Many other languages have much richer inflection systems,
with multiple productive high-frequency classes. In future
work we plan to test the model on data from such a language
(e.g. Polish noun inflection, Dąbrowska, 2008), in order to
test the cross-linguistic viability of the model’s underlying
assumptions about the importance of frequency and phono-
logical similarity.
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Abstract
As we transition from child to adult, we navigate the world
differently. In this world, many of the relationships between
events are unclear or uncertain because they are probabilistic
in nature. We wanted to know how learning about probabilis-
tic relationships changes with development and to interrogate
the underlying processes. We investigated these questions in a
probabilistic reinforcement learning task (The Butterfly Task)
with 302 participants aged 8-30. We found performance in this
task increased with age through early-twenties, then stabilized.
Using hierarchical Bayesian methods to fit computational rein-
forcement learning models, we showed that this performance
increase was driven by 1) an increase in learning rate (i.e. de-
crease in integration time horizon); 2) a decrease in exploratory
choices. By contrast, forgetting rates did not change with age.
We discuss our findings in the context of other studies and hy-
potheses about adolescent brain development.
Keywords: reinforcement learning; computational modeling;
uncertainty; development

Introduction
In the everyday world, perfectly predictable outcomes are
rare. Yet, we still need to track important events and their
relationships to other events and actions. For example, we
might want to learn where the best place to obtain food is,
or where a potential mate likes to hang out – this might help
us decide where to go, expecting a positive outcome to occur
frequently, but not always. Our ability to learn about these
probabilistic relationships is therefore crucial for our daily
life and decision making. It follows that this challenge needs
to be met by the developing brain. From a naive perspective,
one might assume that the brain simply gets better at this (and
possibly all) forms of learning with brain maturation. How-
ever, what does better mean in this context? Most learning
mechanisms are subject to tradeoffs between speed and sta-
bility. Fast learning may be suitable for a highly certain en-
vironment with deterministic relationships/statistics, but can
lead to impulsive behavior in more uncertain environment
with probabilistic relationships/statistics (Behrens, Woolrich,
Walton, & Rushworth, 2007). By contrast, slower and more
integrated learning may lead to more robust and stable perfor-
mance in probabilistic environments. During development,
there may be periods where one form of learning may be em-
phasized over the other. Changes could be gradual and mono-

tonic, but there may also be non-monotonic changes (e.g. in-
verted U shapes (Master et al., 2020)) that accommodate the
expected increase in uncertainty in the environment with the
transition to independence during adolescence (Dahl, Allen,
Wilbrecht, & Suleiman, 2018).

Here, we investigate these changes across adolescence us-
ing a theoretical framework commonly used to investigate
learning from reward outcomes, reinforcement learning (RL).
Computational RL models assume that we estimate the long
term values of actions by aggregating the feedback we re-
ceive for them over time, through a trial-and-error process
(Sutton & Barto, 2018). RL has greatly enhanced our un-
derstanding of human behavior and the neural processes that
underlie learning and decision-making in both certain and un-
certain environments (Niv, 2009; Gläscher, Daw, Dayan, &
O’Doherty, 2010; Collins & Frank, 2012).

We examined how 302 participants age 8-30 learned prob-
abilistic relationships in the Butterfly task. The Butterfly task
has been used in developmental studies before (Davidow, Fo-
erde, Galván, & Shohamy, 2016), and tests participants’ abil-
ity to learn about four butterflies preferences for two possible
flowers. Each butterfly is programmed to choose one flower
80% of the time and the other 20% of the time. The challenge
for the participant is to correctly predict the flower the but-
terfly will choose. We examined trial-by-trial learning about
the preferences of the butterflies. We found that performance
increased through early twenties, then stabilized, peaking at
around 24 years. We next used hierarchical Bayesian methods
to fit computational RL models to the trial-by-trial data (see
Computational modeling) and examined how subjects inte-
grated information across trials and made decisions.

Increases in performance with age were explained by an in-
crease in learning from rewarded outcomes and a decrease in
exploration. These data are largely consistent with a general
picture emerging from studies of learning and decision mak-
ing across development (Davidow et al., 2016; Master et al.,
2020; Nussenbaum & Hartley, 2019). We also discuss some
notable differences (Davidow et al., 2016).
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Methods
Participants
All procedures were approved by the Committee for the Pro-
tection of Human Subjects at the University of California,
Berkeley (UCB). A total of 302 participants completed the
task: 187 children and adolescents (age 8-17) from the com-
munity, 60 UCB undergraduates (age 18-25), and 55 adults
(age 25-30) from the community.

Community subjects were compensated with a $25 Ama-
zon gift card for completing the experimental session; under-
graduate participants received course credits for participation.
All participants were pre-screened for the absence of present
or past psychological and neurological disorders.

Experimental design

Figure 1: Experimental design. On each trial, participants
needed to select the flower that the butterfly preferred. Each
butterfly had the same preferred flower throughout the exper-
iment. If participants selected the butterfly’s preferred flower,
they observed a Win! feedback with probability 0.8, and
Lose! otherwise. For non-preferred choices, they received
a Win! feedback with probability 0.2, and Lose! otherwise.

This task was one of four tasks participants completed in
the experimental session (Master et al., 2020). The task in-
volved learning from probabilistic binary feedback in a con-
textual 2-armed bandit task. Participants were instructed to
figure out, for each of four butterflies (blue, purple, red, and
yellow), which of two flowers (pink or white) the butterfly
preferred through trial and error. Each butterfly had the same
preferred flower throughout the experiment.

On each trial (Fig. 1), participants saw one butterfly and
chose one of the two flowers using a video game controller.
Participants had 7s to respond following the onset of the
butterfly and the flowers, but were instructed to respond as
quickly as possible. Once a flower was chosen, it stayed on
the screen for 1s. If participants correctly chose the preferred
flower, they were rewarded (Win!) 80% of the time and re-
ceived negative feedback Lose! 20% of the time. If the other
flower was chosen, participants only received reward 20% of
the time. After the participants made their selection, the feed-
back stayed on the screen for 2s. There were 120 trials (30
trials for each butterfly) in total. The butterfly-flower map-
ping, position of flowers, sequence of butterflies and the prob-
abilistic feedback were pre-randomized and counterbalanced
across participants.

Exclusion criteria
To ensure that participants understood the task and stayed en-
gaged, we excluded any participants who were more likely
to change their flower choice for a given butterfly after a win
trial than after a lose trial. This criterion allowed us to in-
clude every participant who showed evidence of being sensi-
tive to feedback, even if their overall performance was close
to chance. We excluded 20 community participants and 1
undergraduate participant based on this criterion. One more
community participant was excluded because only 18 out of
120 learning trials were completed. Data from 5 more un-
dergraduate participants were excluded for being outside our
age range. In total, we excluded 21 participants under 18,
and 6 participants in the 18-25 age range. Our final analysis
included a total of 275 participants (166 under age 18).

Computational models
We used computational modeling to characterize participants’
trial-by-trial responses. We used hierarchical Bayesian mod-
eling to fit parameters and compare five models.

Classic RL (αβ) The αβ model is the simplest Q-learning
model with just 2 free parameters, α (learning rate) and β

(inverse temperature), that learns to estimate Q(b,a), the ex-
pected value of choosing flower a for butterfly b. All Q-values
are initialized to the uninformative value of 0.5. On trial t, the
probability of choosing a is computed by transforming the Q-
value with a softmax:

P(a|b) = exp(βQt(b,a))

∑
2
i=1 exp(βQt(b,ai))

, (1)

where β is the inverse temperature, and Qt(b,a) is the Q-value
until trial t. After reward rt (0 for “Lose!” or 1 for “Win!”) is
presented, the Q-value corresponding to butterfly b and flower
a is updated through the classic delta rule:

Qt+1(b,a) = Qt(b,a)+αRPE, (2)

where α is the learning rate parameter, and RPE = rt −
Qt(b,a) is the reward prediction error.

RL with asymmetric learning rates (α+α−β) The
α+α−β model differs from the αβ model by using two dis-
tinct learning rate parameters, α+ and α− to capture different
sensitivity to wins and losses (Frank, Seeberger, & O’Reilly,
2004). Specifically, the update in equation (2) occurs with α+

when RPE > 0, and α− otherwise.

Asymmetric RL with α− = 0 (α+0β) The α+0β model
stems from our observation that the fitted α− parameters from
the α+α−β model were very low, suggesting that partici-
pants might not be integrating much information from neg-
ative feedback. To test this possibility, we also included a
model where we fixed α− = 0.

RL with forgetting (α+0β f ) The α+0β f model builds
upon the α+0β model by introducing the forgetting param-
eter, f . On each trial, after the learning update in equation
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(2), Q-values decay toward the uninformative value of 0.5,
mimicking forgetting:

Qt+1(b,a) = (1− f )∗Qt+1(b,a)+ f ∗0.5. (3)

Forgetting occurs for all butterfly-flower pairs except the but-
terfly and the selected flower on the current trial.

RL with asymmetric learning rates and forgetting
(α+α−β f ) The α+α−β f model is the same as the α+0β f
model, except the learning rate for negative RPE, α−, is a free
parameter, and not fixed to 0.

Results
Human behavior

Figure 2: Performance by age group. (A) Average probability
of a correct choice over 30-trial learning blocks. Learning
curves show that 13-17 year-olds perform better than 8-12
year-olds, but worse than adults. (B) Overall performance of
participants (solid line) and model simulations (dashed line)
for each age group. The winning α+α−β f model was used
for model simulations. Colors indicate different age groups;
error bars indicate standard error.

We characterized performance in terms of correct choices:
trials in which the participant selected the butterfly’s
experimenter-defined preferred flower (different from trials
in which they were rewarded). We first analyzed the aver-
age number of correct choices within each of the four 30-trial
learning blocks to assess participants’ learning performance.
To visualize the effect of age on learning curves, we aver-
aged participants’ performance within different age groups
(Fig. 2A). In particular, we grouped all participants under
18 into an age 8-12 group (N = 80) and age 13-17 group (N
= 86). Undergraduate participants (age 18-25, N = 54) and
adult community participants (age 25-30, N = 55) constituted
the other 2 age groups.

All age groups exhibited learning over the course of the
experiment. Specifically, we found a significant main effect
of age group and block on participants’ performance (2-way
mixed-effects ANOVA, age group: F(3,264) = 15.6, p <
0.0001; block: F(3,792) = 133, p < 0.0001). There was
no interaction between age group and block (2-way mixed-
effects ANOVA: F(9,792) = 1.1, p = 0.33).

To further characterize the effect of age on overall per-
formance, we computed the proportion of correct trials over
all four learning blocks (Fig. 2B). Because this propor-
tion was not normally distributed across participants (Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.002), we instead used log odds
for all later statistical tests. The distribution of log odds was
normally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.13).

We found that the overall performance of the 13-17 year-
olds was significantly higher than 8-12 year-olds (unpaired t-
test, t(1,164) = 4.3, p< 0.0001), and significantly lower than
18-25 year-olds (unpaired t-test, t(1,138) = 2.5, p = 0.013).
However, there was no significant difference between the per-
formance of 25-30 year-olds and 18-25 year-olds (unpaired
t-test, t(1,107) = 0.24, p = 0.8).

Figure 3: Age effects on participants’ behavior. Scatter plot
of age (x-axis) and (A) probability of choosing the correct
response, (B) log odd of probability of choosing the correct
response, (C) median reaction time (in milliseconds), and
(D) log of median reaction time. Each black dot represents
one participant. The blue curve represents the regression
line (quadratic for age, linear for reaction time, see results).
Shaded region represents 95% confidence interval.

To examine the continuous relationship between partici-
pants’ behavior and age, we ran a multiple regression anal-
ysis (Fig. 3AB). We found that including a quadratic term
improved fit in terms of the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC; AIC(linear) = 712; AIC(quadratic) = 705). The regres-
sion analysis revealed both linear and quadratic effects (lin-
ear: βage = 0.06, p < 0.0001; quadratic: β2

age = −0.005, p =
0.002). This indicated an inverse U-shape performance curve,
with maximal performance around age 24, confirming the
previous group analysis. There was no significant effect of
sex or interaction with age (multiple linear regression, both
p’s > 0.57).

We also computed the median (Fig. 3CD) and standard
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deviation of reaction time for each participant. Because re-
action time was not normally distributed across participants
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.02), for all later statisti-
cal tests, we used log reaction time, which was normally dis-
tributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.89).

Confirming previous results (Master et al., 2020), we found
a significant linear effect of age on the median of reaction
time (βage =−0.01, p= 0.001), indicating that reaction times
became faster with age; including a quadratic term did not
improve fit. We also found a significant linear effect of age
on the standard deviation of reaction time (linear regression:
βage = −0.02, p < 0.0001); adding a quadratic term pro-
vided a better fit (AIC(linear) = 352, AIC(quadratic) = 330,
β2

age = 0.004, p < 0.0001). This indicates that the variabil-
ity in reaction time decreased with age, and this decrease it-
self slowed down with age, consistent with previous findings
(Master et al., 2020; Larsen & Luna, 2018). There was no
significant effect of sex on the median reaction time (unpaired
t-test, median: t(1,273) = 0.77, p = 0.44), but female partici-
pants had a significantly smaller standard deviation than male
participants (unpaired t-test: t(1,273) = 2.72, p = 0.007).

These results indicate better performance and faster re-
sponse in older participants. Age group (Fig. 2) and con-
tinuous age (Fig. 3AB) analysis both revealed an inverse-U
shape with performance, suggesting that the age effect slowed
down in adulthood, and might even invert.

Computational modeling

Figure 4: Graphical representation of hierarchical Bayesian
Modeling (Gelman et al., 2013). At the group level (top),
we sampled the group mean and group standard deviation of
α and β parameters from weakly informative priors (uniform
and bounded). At the individual level (middle), we sampled α

and β for each participant from the group mean and standard
deviation just sampled. Individual participants’ parameters
were used to calculate the likelihood of each action on every
trial based on the αβ model. T [m,n] indicates truncation of
distribution. Unfilled circles represented latent variables (in
this case, group and individual level model parameters); the
filled circle represented observed variable (in this case, par-
ticipants’ choices on each trial).

Fitting procedure We used computational modeling and
model comparison to probe trial-by-trial learning dynamics.
We fitted five RL models (see Computational models) using
hierarchical Bayesian Methods (Gelman et al., 2013) jointly
to all participants, instead of to each participant indepen-
dently. Compared to the classic participant-wise maximum
likelihood estimation approach, hierarchical model fitting
provides better point estimates for individual participants and
allows inference of effects on parameters at the group level
(Katahira, 2016). We used a state-of-the-art Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling, no-U-Turn sampler, im-
plemented in the probabilistic programming language STAN
(Carpenter et al., 2017), to sample from the joint posterior
distribution. The empirical distribution of the samples ap-
proximates the true posterior, which additionally provides a
measure of uncertainty, besides point estimates of individual
model parameters, allowing more robust statistical inference.

We use the simplest model, αβ, as an example to describe
the procedure (Fig. 4). We first sampled group-level pa-
rameters, including means and standard deviations for learn-
ing rate α (µα and σα) and inverse temperature β (µβ and
σβ), from weakly informative priors (uniform and bounded).
We then sampled parameters for each participant using these
group level parameters: for example, α[ j] for participant j
was sampled from a normal distribution, Normal(µα,σα).
Note that since the α parameter should be constrained to
[0,1], we truncated this normal distribution accordingly. The
individual participants’ parameters were then used to calcu-
late the likelihood of each participant’s actions on each trial
a[ j][t] according to the αβ model, where j and t indicate par-
ticipant number and trial number, respectively.

For each model, we ran 4 MCMC chains in parallel, with
each chain generating 5000 samples (2500 warmup samples),
resulting in 10000 samples per model for later inference.
We checked the convergence of all models using bbstanlib
(Baribault, 2019). In particular, none of the models generated
any divergent transitions during sampling; R̂ for all free pa-
rameters were below 1.05; and the effective sample size for
all free parameters were more than 200.

Table 1: WAIC scores

Model αβ α+0β α+α−β α+0β f α+α−β f
WAIC 30042 29054 28846 28460 28337

Model comparison We performed model comparison at
the group level with WAIC (Watanabe, 2013), an informa-
tion criterion that penalizes model complexity appropriately
for hierarchical Bayesian models - smaller WAIC indicates a
better fit to the data, controlling for complexity. The α+α−β f
model with asymmetric learning rates and the forgetting pa-
rameter had the lowest (best) WAIC score (Table 1).

Our results support recent findings in deterministic learn-
ing tasks that including forgetting captured behavior better.
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Moreover, the model with α− fitted as a free parameter had a
better WAIC score than simpler models. This confirms that,
at the group level, participants did learn from negative feed-
back.

The group-level mean parameter for α+ was significantly
higher than that for α− (direct comparison of the empiri-
cal distribution of the 10000 posterior samples, p < 0.0001).
Thus, participants learned much more strongly from positive
than negative feedback (µα+ = 0.21 (95% CI = [0.18, 0.26]);
µα− = 0.004 (95% CI = [0.0001, 0.01]); Fig. 5AB). The small
value of group level mean of α− reflects the fact that, when
each participant was fitted individually, the majority of the
participants favored the simpler models without α−. How-
ever, since some participants did learn from negative feed-
backs (α− > 0), when all participants were jointly fitted hier-
archically, having α− still improved WAIC.

We validated the best fitting model, α+α−β f , by simulat-
ing synthetic choice trajectories from fitted parameters (Fig.
2B) (Palminteri, Wyart, & Koechlin, 2017). Model simula-
tions captured age effects on overall performance (inverse-U
shape of performance against age groups; Fig. 2B).

Age differences in model parameters We next investi-
gated which processes drove the changes in performance over
age. Specifically, we tested whether parameters of the best
fitting model systematically changed with age. To do so, we
extended the hierarchical model fitting approach over the pre-
viously best fitting model, α+α−β f . Note that directly as-
sessing this relationship by regressing the individual param-
eters estimated from the previous model against age is not
statistically appropriate: the individual parameters were sam-
pled jointly during MCMC, thus violating linear regression
assumptions of independent and identical distribution of sam-
ples.

The hierarchical Bayesian approach provides a built-in way
to test for effects of external variables on parameter models
(Gelman et al., 2013). Specifically, we incorporated the re-
gression assumptions into the graphical model of hierarchi-
cal Bayesian model, and directly sampled regression coeffi-
cients for age jointly with other model parameters. More pre-
cisely, for each of the free parameters θ,θ ∈ {α+,α−,β, f},
we first sampled an intercept term, θintercept for each partici-
pant, identical to how we sampled parameters for individual
participants from group level parameters (Fig. 4). In addition,
we also sampled a linear term, θlinear from a weakly informa-
tive prior (uniform and bounded). The parameter θ[ j], used to
compute the likelihood of participant j’s choice trajectories,
was defined as:

θ[ j] = θintercept +θlinear ∗age[ j], (4)

where age[ j] was the z-scored age of participant j, thus im-
plementing a regression directly into the full model.

For quadratic regressions, we additionally sampled a
quadratic term, θquadratic, and θ[ j] became:

θ[ j] = θintercept +θlinear ∗age[ j]+θquadratic ∗age[ j]2. (5)

Figure 5: Age effects on model parameters. We directly in-
corporated age-related parameters into MCMC sampling to
test within the hierarchical Bayesian modeling framework
whether age had a linear or quadratic effect on all four model
parameters: α+ (A), α− (B), β (C), f (D). Left panel: in-
dividual parameters from the original α+α−β f model plot-
ted against age. For visualization, we included a quadratic
regression line; the shaded region indicates 95% CI (blue
curves). Right: distribution of 10000 samples for θlinear (top)
and θquadratic (bottom). The blue vertical line represents the
mean of all samples. Shaded region shows 95% confidence
interval. The 10−3 scaling applied only to the quadratic effect
of age on the forgetting parameter f .

To test for significant linear and/or quadratic effects of age
on the model parameters, we examined whether the empirical
distribution of all 10000 samples for θlinear and/or θquadratic
were significantly different from 0 (Fig. 5). We found sig-
nificant linear and quadratic effects of age on α+ (linear:
p < 0.0001; quadratic: p = 0.0002), α− (linear: p < 0.0001;
quadratic: p < 0.0001), and β (linear: p < 0.0001; quadratic:
p = 0.001). We also found that flinear and fquadratic were not
significantly different from 0 (linear: p = 0.88; quadratic:
p = 0.86), indicating that there was no effect of age on for-
getting rate.

We found linear and quadratic effects of age in parameters
α+,α− and β (Fig. 5 left). The trajectory of change over age
for α+ and β closely mimicked that for performance, with an
inverse U-shape peaking around age 22 and 24 respectively.
Moreover, α

+
linear was significantly larger than α

−
linear (p <

0.0001), suggesting that age had a larger effect on sensitivity
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to positive over negative feedback, with an increasing bias for
positive learning rate(Fig. 5AB left).

Discussion
How do humans learn to make choices when the outcome is
uncertain? To learn probabilistic contingencies, humans need
to integrate information over multiple trials to avoid reacting
to noise in the environment. But to learn efficiently, they also
need to pay attention to recent information. Here, we inves-
tigated how humans trade off these constraints across devel-
opment, what the underlying computational mechanisms that
support such learning are, and how they change with adoles-
cence.

At the population level, computational model comparison
(Table 1) suggested that two mechanisms modulated learning
of probabilistic contingencies. First, participants did not treat
positive and negative feedback identically; rather, they had a
strong bias to learn more from positive than negative feed-
back. This asymmetry has been widely observed in previ-
ous studies (Master et al., 2020; van den Bos, Cohen, Kahnt,
& Crone, 2012; Hauser, Iannaccone, Walitza, Brandeis, &
Brem, 2015), potentially due to differential mechanisms in-
tegrating positive and negative feedback (Frank, Moustafa,
Haughey, Curran, & Hutchison, 2007). Second, we found
that learning was better explained by including a forgetting
mechanism: more intervening trials between two iterations of
a choice decreased the strength of past information (Master et
al., 2020).

Consistent with the age effects observed in previous
work using tasks with probabilistic (Eckstein, Master, Dahl,
Wilbrecht, & Collins, 2019) and deterministic (Master et al.,
2020) feedback, our behavioral and modeling results suggest
that learning changed markedly from childhood to adulthood.
In particular, we found that overall performance increased
with age, stabilising in early adulthood. This behavioral pat-
tern was mirrored by learning rate parameters (α+,α−) as
well as inverse temperature (β), a parameter indicating a de-
crease in noise or exploration in choice.

Our observations that learning rate α+ and inverse tem-
perature β increase with development are generally consis-
tent with previous work using a deterministic ”RLWM’ learn-
ing task tested in the same participants as data shown here
(Master et al., 2020) and a probabilistic task with same the
same overall task structure as the Butterfly task used here,
but different feedback methods (Davidow et al., 2016).

However, we did not find higher performance in adoles-
cents than adults, as had been observed in this previous
Butterfly task study (Davidow et al., 2016) (Fig. 2A, Fig.
3A). Using the same age bin as (Davidow et al., 2016), we
found that the performance in 20-30-year-olds was signifi-
cantly higher than 13-17-year-olds (unpaired t-test, t(172) =
2.23, p = 0.027).

The Davidow et al (2016) finding was interpreted as an up-
side of slower learning that led to more robust integration over
time of information, and thus higher overall performance un-

der uncertainty at younger ages. However, the relationship
between learning rates and performance when learning prob-
abilistic contingencies is complex and non-monotonic: it fol-
lows an inverse U-shape, as very low learning rates lead to in-
tegrating information too slowly, but high learning rates lead
to being too susceptible to noisy feedback. Furthermore, the
inverse U-shape itself is dependent on the degree of explo-
ration (Nussenbaum & Hartley, 2019; Davidow et al., 2016;
Wilson & Collins, 2019). Learning rates were smaller in our
study compared to (Davidow et al., 2016): the group level
mean for α+ in our sample was 0.21, whereas in (Davidow et
al., 2016), the mean was around 0.3 and 0.6 for adolescents
and adults respectively (Fig. 2B in (Davidow et al., 2016)).
Thus, in Davidow et al’s higher range of learning rate, an
increase in learning rate could result in a decrease in perfor-
mance (right side of the inverse U-shape), while in our lower
range, it could lead to an increase in performance (left side
of the inverse U-shape). Thus, the two studies are consistent
in identifying an increase in learning rate, but over a different
baseline value, leading to opposite effects on performance.

Therefore, while we found a similar trend as in (Davidow
et al., 2016) that learning rates increased with age (Fig. 5),
our learning rate values were much smaller, and the result-
ing trend in overall performance was different. Note that
this difference in the range of learning rates could be a re-
sult of differences in the task feedback phase or differences
in socioeconomic status and education level between the sam-
ples. For example, it is possible that the peak in performance
around age 24 in our sample (Fig. 3A) might be driven by the
fact that our 18-25 year-olds are undergraduate students, who
may have a different education level than the 25-30 year-old
community participants in our study or the adults sampled in
Davidow et al. (2016).

Nevertheless, our results support other previous develop-
mental findings. In particular, we found a decrease in explo-
ration with age (Master et al., 2020; Christakou, Gershman,
Niv, & Simmons, 2013), an increase in learning rate previ-
ously observed in both deterministic (Master et al., 2020) and
probabilistic learning tasks (Eckstein et al., 2019). We also
replicated in a probabilistic task a surprising recent finding
in a deterministic task (Master et al., 2020): we found no
change in forgetting, a component usually attributed to work-
ing memory’s role in learning, and thus expected to change
during adolescence.

In conclusion, we sought to examine the development of
learning in a probabilistic environment using a large adoles-
cent and young adult sample with continuous age in the 8-
30 range. Combining behavioral analysis and computational
modeling, we showed developmental gains in performance
from age 8-24 that were explained by an increase in learn-
ing from rewarded outcomes (corresponding to a narrower
window of information integration) and a decrease in explo-
ration. Changes in forgetting and learning from non rewarded
outcomes varied across subjects but did not show systematic
change with development. These data and models help ex-
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plain why learning and decision making differ at different
stages of development and why a ’one-size-fit-all’ approach
may not equally serve youth at different stages.
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Abstract

When learning to partition the world into categories, people
rely on a set of assumptions (overhypotheses) about possi-
ble category structures. Here we propose that the nature of
these overhypotheses depends on the presence of a verbal la-
bel associated with a given category. We describe a computa-
tional model that demonstrates how labels can either acceler-
ate or hinder category learning, depending on whether or not
the prior beliefs imposed by their presence align with the true
category structure. This account provides an explanation for
the phenomena described in prior experimental work (Lupyan,
Rakison, & McClelland, 2007; Brojde, Porter, & Colunga,
2011) that have remained unexplained by other models. Based
on these results, we argue that the overhypothesis theory of la-
bel effects provides a way to formalize and quantify the effect
of language on category learning and to develop a more precise
delineation between linguistic and non-linguistic thought.
Keywords: category learning; word learning; overhypotheses;
shape bias; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
What is the relationship between words and concepts? Ac-
cording to one account (e.g., Bloom, 2002), linguistic and
conceptual spaces are separate and independent, with newly
learned words corresponding to mappings from a linguistic
label to the corresponding concept. According to another
account (e.g., Lupyan & Lewis, 2019), words have a large
influence on the concepts being constructed: more than just
pointers, they serve as a vehicle for abstraction and a driving
force for category learning. Here, we propose a framework
that aims to reconcile these two accounts by viewing linguis-
tic labels as overhypotheses about likely category structures.

We investigate the language-concepts relationship in the
context of one specific domain of human experience: cate-
gory learning. When acquiring the meanings of words, the
learner often needs not only to establish the mapping between
the word and the category it refers to, but also to partition
the underlying conceptual space itself. For example, a child
needs to learn that the word “spoon” corresponds to both ta-
blespoons and teaspoons, but not to forks. Category learning
and word learning therefore happen hand-in-hand.

Experiments performed with both infants (Althaus &
Mareschal, 2014) and adults (Lupyan et al., 2007) established
that providing a linguistic label facilitates category learning,
such that it is easier to distinguish exemplars from two differ-
ent categories if these categories are accompanied by verbal
labels. However, explanations for this label advantage effect

differ. Certain theories consider labels to be “just another fea-
ture”; they posit that label-based learning is more successful
simply because labels provide additional information that can
be incorporated into the categorization process in a bottom-
up way (the labels-as-features hypothesis; Gliozzi, Mayor,
Hu, & Plunkett, 2009). Other theories claim that words have
a top-down effect on category learning by enhancing atten-
tion to category-specific dimensions of the stimulus (the label
feedback hypothesis; Lupyan, 2012).

We argue that neither of these hypotheses can fully account
for experimental category learning data and propose a com-
putational model that formalizes a third account: words im-
pose specific priors on the hypothesized structure of new cat-
egories. This account differs from the labels-as-features hy-
pothesis in that it assigns a special role to linguistic labels
(they induce specific priors over hypothesized category struc-
ture); it differs from the label-feedback hypothesis in that, in
contrast to the universally beneficial effect of labels proposed
by that view, the prior induced by the label might either fa-
cilitate or hinder learning based on whether or not the prior-
induced biases align with true category structure. We will
show that both of these properties are required to account for
the experimental data described below.

Experimental Evidence for the Label Effect
One line of evidence that labels play a special role during cat-
egory learning in adults1 comes from the study by Lupyan
et al. (2007). The authors presented the participants with
two types of ”alien” stimuli (a subset of the YUFO stimuli;
Gauthier, James, Curby, & Tarr, 2003), The participants had
to learn to distinguish between the alien categories during a
supervised learning experiment to decide whether they should
approach or avoid a particular alien. The two categories dif-
fered in shape (Fig. 1).

The authors demonstrated that providing labels for the
two categories (“leebish” and “grecious”) facilitated category
learning. Participants were receiving feedback about their
choices in both label-based and label-free conditions, mean-
ing that labels did not provide any additional information

The code for this paper is made available online at
https://github.com/neuranna/labels-and-categories

1This effect has also been demonstrated in children, e.g. Smith,
Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, and Samuelson (2002).
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Figure 1: Sample stimuli used in Lupyan et al. (2007). Cate-
gory labels were only presented to half of the participants.

about category membership, and so their influence could not
be explained by the labels-as-features account (which posits
that labels provide additional bottom-up information relevant
for categorization). Moreover, the effect was observed for
both written and spoken labels but did not generalize to non-
verbal cues.

Lupyan et al. (2007) explain their results by hypothesizing
that labels “highlight” dimensions where item variance aligns
with category membership and thus make learning more ef-
ficient. This view was later formalized as part of the label
feedback theory (Lupyan, 2012). However, a study by Brojde
et al. (2011) questioned the label feedback account by pro-
viding evidence that labels are not always beneficial for cat-
egory learning. Specifically, they compared learning shape-
based categories with learning categories that are based on
other dimensions, namely, texture and brightness. Brojde
et al. found that labels indeed improved learning of shape-
based categories but hindered learning of texture-based and
brightness-based categories. They concluded that, instead of
emphasizing category-relevant differences across all dimen-
sions, labels direct the participants’ attention to dimensions
that have been ”historically relevant” for categorization. This
view is supported by other works on categorization and word
learning (Smith, Jones, & Landau, 1996; Perry & Lupyan,
2014; Smith et al., 2002). However, it was never formalized
as a fully fledged theory, and the label feedback model re-
mains one of the primary ways to describe the relationship
between words and categories (Lupyan & Lewis, 2019; Imai,
Kanero, & Masuda, 2016).

Labels as Overhypotheses
This paper aims to provide a computational account of the
effects observed by Lupyan et al. (2007) and Brojde et al.
(2011). We propose that the presence of verbal labels during
category learning induces a particular set of overhypotheses
in the learner. Specifically, we hypothesize that the induc-
tive constraints on the structure of categories that underlie
word meanings differ from constraints on conceptual cate-
gory structure more generally (e.g., Gardenfors, 2004), and

that learners are sensitive to this difference. Therefore, when
trying to infer the underlying structure of labeled categories,
the learner will be biased toward category structures that are
characteristic of word meanings (for instance, speakers of En-
glish, a language where most object noun meanings are based
on shape, are more likely to classify solid objects according to
shape rather than material2; Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988).
If this bias aligns with the true category structure, the learner
will learn more efficiently compared to the ”unbiased” label-
free condition; if it doesn’t, learning will be slower.

Our model is based on previous hierarchical Bayesian
models of category learning (Anderson, 1991; Kemp, Perfors,
& Tenenbaum, 2007; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). Those mod-
els also formalize the notion of prior knowledge of category
structure as overhypotheses, which can be either fixed (Xu
& Tenenbaum, 2007) or learned (Kemp et al., 2007); impor-
tantly, however, our model is the first to distinguish between
overhypotheses induced by label-based and label-free cate-
gory learning. In fact, Kemp et al. (2007) specifically mention
that their account would predict no difference in the learn-
ing rate of labeled and non-labeled shape-based categories.
We also introduce a way to model category learning based on
continuous features, since previous work in this domain used
binary feature representations. Modeling category learning
based on multiple continuous features allows us to directly
compare our model’s predictions to the results obtained by
Lupyan et al. (2007) and Brojde et al. (2011).

Previous models of the label effect on word learning
(Gliozzi et al., 2009; Lupyan, 2012) use a connectionist
rather than a Bayesian framework. Bayesian and connec-
tionist models aim to elucidate a phenomenon on different
levels of analysis and are often complementary. Bayesian
models help render explicit the computational assumptions
that are implicit in the solution to an inferential problem and
explain why that solution works. Connectionist models pro-
vide a more mechanistic account of learning, which might be
more plausible biologically but can make it more difficult to
examine the models’ internal representations and the compu-
tational principles underlying their behavior. Here, we aimed
to demonstrate a simple computational principle that can ex-
plain human behavior during label-based vs. label-free learn-
ing without committing to implementation-level details. The
Bayesian framework is well suited for that purpose. That said,
given that some neural networks have been shown to have
input-driven overhypotheses (e.g. shape bias; Ritter, Barrett,
Santoro, & Botvinick, 2017), we expect that connectionist
models would also be able to simulate the effect of linguis-
tic overhypothesis on category learning.

Model Specification
We consider the task of learning to classify object exem-
plars that vary along F perceptual dimensions into C non-

2Unless the label occurs in a syntactic frame that suggests that
it is a mass noun, in which case learners exhibit a material bias
(Dickinson, 1988).
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a

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the category learning
model (for two categories and two feature dimensions). Cir-
cles indicate random variables; squares indicate fixed model
parameters. Variables shaded in gray are observed during
learning.

overlapping categories, with categories varying along one or
more of the F dimensions.

i = 1, ...,F ; F := Number of feature dimensions
j = 1, ...,C; C := Number of categories

The learner infers the underlying category structure by es-
timating the means (µ) and variances (σ2) for each dimen-
sion of each category based on observed category exemplars
f (which are also subject to perceptual noise σ2

s ):

fi, j ∼ Normal(µi, j,σ
2
i, j +σ

2
s )

If the dimension is not diagnostic of category membership,
the inferred means for that dimension will be similar across
categories. If the dimension is diagnostic, however, the means
will differ. We can represent prior beliefs about which dimen-
sions are diagnostic by constraining the relationship between
the means considered by the learner:

µi,1, ...,µi,C := µi ∼ Normal(0,Σi)

where Σi is the covariance matrix that specifies the relation-
ship between sampled category means. This relationship is
best illustrated by considering the corresponding3 correlation
matrix Ri. The off-diagonal entries in Ri define the probabil-
ity space over sampled pairs of category means µ j for a given
dimension i (Fig. 3A): if the correlation value is close to 1,
the means sampled by the learner are almost identical; if it
is 0, the means are uncorrelated. Thus, by constraining the
correlation values, we can manipulate the extent to which the
learner considers a given dimension as being diagnostic of
category membership.

The prior over the correlation values is a function of the
bias vector k, which is sampled from a Dirichlet distribution

3Ri = [diag(Σi)]
−1/2Σi[diag(Σi)]

−1/2

with the parameter a (Fig. 3B). It is a that determines relative
biases over different category dimensions and, as such, serves
as an overhypothesis during learning (Figure 2).

k1, ...,kF ∼ Dirichlet(a)

corr(µi,v,µi,u) =

{
f (ki) if u 6= v
1 otherwise

∀u,v ∈ 1, ...C

The correlation coefficients are a function of k. The rela-
tionship between them is nonlinear because a small change in
the correlation values close to 1 will result in a more radical
change in the distribution of sampled means compared to a
change when the values are lower (Fig. 3C). Therefore, we
transform the bias values k sampled from the Dirichlet dis-
tribution using a power function with the exponent parameter
1/γ, and further scale the resulting value so that it lies within
the range of -1 to 1:

f (ki) = (k1/γ

i −0.5)∗2

Parameter γ determines how conservative the learner is
when generating hypotheses (Fig. 3D). Larger values mean
that the learner is less likely to discover category structure
that has been assigned low probability by the prior.

Note that, since the bias values are drawn from the Dirich-
let distribution, they are interrelated such that |k| = 1. If
the prior is biased toward a particular dimension, the learner
will be less likely to discover category distinctions based on
other dimensions. Therefore, the model illustrates the general
principle of label-based category learning: the presence of la-
bels will boost learning in cases where true category structure
aligns with the prior and hinder it when it doesn’t.

Results
The setup We tested the model using a setup that aimed
to approximate the experiments in Brojde et al. (2011). The
model was trained on data from 2 categories, with 8 exem-
plars in each (Fig. 4). Exemplars varied along 2 dimen-
sions, from now on referred to as ”shape” and ”material”.
The shape dimension had a high prior probability of being
diagnostic during label-based learning, and material had a
low prior probability; during the label-free condition, prior
probabilities for the two dimensions were equal. We consid-
ered three learning scenarios: label-based learning where the
label-induced prior aligns with true category structure (”right
bias”), label-based learning where the prior doesn’t align with
true category structure (”wrong bias”), and label-free learning
(”no bias”).

Similarly to the experimental setup in Lupyan et al. (2007)
and Brojde et al. (2011), the model was presented with all 16
stimuli in each learning block. We fitted the model to the data
using the Python-based probabilistic programming language
PyMC3 (Salvatier, Wiecki, & Fonnesbeck, 2016) and evalu-
ated the model’s performance by predicting exemplars’ cate-
gory membership based on the estimated means and standard
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Figure 4: Category exemplars varied across two dimensions
(“shape” and “material”), only one of which was diagnostic.
The axis units are arbitrary.

deviations for each category. We held constant the amount
of perceptual noise (σ2

s = 1), the nonlinear transform param-
eter (γ = 10) and the values of the overhypothesis param-
eter (label-based condition, right bias: a = (10,1); label-
based condition, wrong bias: a = (1,10); label-free condi-
tion: a= (10,10); see Fig. 3B for resulting probability distri-
butions over the bias k). Note that we made a simplifying as-
sumption that, in the absence of word labels, the learner will
have no bias toward either dimension; in practice, a would
likely reflect both word-induced biases and general catego-
rization biases. Further, although we keep a fixed, such over-

hypotheses can, in principle, be learned from data (Kemp et
al., 2007).

Main results We found that the model was able to repro-
duce the difference between the labeled and the non-labeled
conditions for both experiments (Fig. 5). In Lupyan et al.
(2007), the categories were shape-based, and so the label-
induced prior was beneficial for learning, as illustrated by our
model; in contrast, Brojde et al. (2011) used categories that
could be either facilitated or hindered by the label-induced
prior, and our model successfully captured this distinction.

In order to quantitatively estimate the strength of the pre-
dicted effect, we simulated item-level predictions (with 75
participants per condition) and analyzed them using a mixed
effects logistic regression model (the experimental papers
report ANOVA statistics, but this is not recommended for
accuracy data; Jaeger, 2008). The model we used was
accuracy ∼ condition ∗ block + (1|item), fitted with lme4
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). We found the
main effect of bias in both directions (right bias: β =
1.10, SD= 0.14; wrong bias: β=−1.01, SD= 0.12), as well
as the main effect of block (β = 0.48, SD = 0.04), indicating
that model performance improved over time. We also ob-
served an interaction between block and condition (right bias:
β = −0.25, SD = 0.05; wrong bias: β = 0.27, SD = 0.05),
reflecting the fact that, at the end of learning, the model per-
formed equally well under all three conditions, despite differ-
ences in initial performance.
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ear tradeoff (γ = 1), the right bias advantage disappears and
the wrong label disadvantage is reduced.

The nonlinear transform effect We additionally examined
a version of the model where the bias values k mapped lin-
early onto the correlation values (γ = 1; Fig. 6). We found
that, when the mapping was linear, the difference between
the right bias and the no-bias conditions was not significantly
different from 0 (β = 0.13, SD = 0.15) and the difference
between the wrong bias and the no-bias conditions was re-
duced (β = −0.68, SD = 0.14). This change in the result
pattern is likely caused by the fact that a smaller value of
gamma imposes a softer constraint on the correlation values
of the means (Fig. 3D), which, in turn, makes the learner more
likely to consider hypotheses that have lower probability un-
der the prior and thus to discover the relevant dimension(s)
even if the prior was not biased toward it. We conclude that,
in order for the label advantage effect to appear, the learner
needs to not only be biased toward the relevant dimension,
but also to be restricted with respect to what category struc-
tures she can consider under both label-based and label-free

conditions.

Discussion

We have proposed a computational account of the relation-
ship between verbal labels and category learning. It posits
the existence of overhypotheses that differ between word-
based category learning and category learning in the absence
of word labels. We show that an overhypothesis biased to-
ward certain dimensions of the input stimulus can either fa-
cilitate or hinder learning depending on whether or not the
privileged dimension is relevant for distinguishing these par-
ticular categories. This result explains the behavioral findings
by Lupyan et al. (2007) and Brojde et al. (2011), which were
not predicted by alternative models (the labels-as-features hy-
pothesis and the label-feedback hypothesis), neither of which
can account for the hindering effect of verbal labels under
certain conditions.
Implications for language and thought The hierarchical
Bayesian model presented here describes a set of compu-
tational principles that link learning perceptual categories
and learning word meanings. We see that category learning
can proceed via the same mechanism with or without ver-
bal labels, but the learner can utilize probabilistic information
about already known word meanings to infer the likely struc-
ture of a novel category. We therefore consider word mean-
ings to be a subset of concepts more broadly (Jackendoff,
2002), with verbal labels inducing specific expectations over
the structure of such concepts. Our model posits that linguis-
tic and conceptual processes are distinct but interrelated and
provides a way to examine their relationship in a principled
way.
Application to other phenomena Although the experi-
ments we aimed to model focused on shape bias, our model
can be generalized to explain a number of other differences
observed between label-based and label-free learning. For in-
stance, the framework we propose can be used to model the
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effect of iconicity on category learning (Lupyan & Casasanto,
2015) by introducing a prior defining the correspondence be-
tween the perceptual properties of the label j and the mean
value of the category j along a given dimension i. Further-
more, in the current model, the prior over category dimen-
sions defines not only which dimensions are relevant, but also
how different dimensions compete for the learner’s attention.
A strong bias toward a particular dimension would therefore
induce a sparsity constraint, which is another reported feature
of label-based learning (e.g., Perry & Lupyan, 2014). Identi-
fying the source of the sparsity constraint and its relationship
with linguistic overhypotheses is thus a fruitful direction for
future research.

Label effect in adults vs. infants Our model aims to sim-
ulate results of label-based category learning in adults; as
such, we expect the participants to have fully developed priors
over likely word meanings, such as shape bias. Since shape
bias develops as a result of vocabulary learning (Smith et al.,
2002) and becomes more pronounced with age (Landau et al.,
1988), we do not expect it to affect categorization in infants.
Therefore, a labels-as-features model, such as Gliozzi et al.
(2009), might be more appropriate for characterizing the ef-
fects of labels on infant learning.

Overall, this paper aims to highlight the importance of for-
malizing computational principles that underlie the link be-
tween words and concepts. The notion of linguistic overhy-
potheses provides a clear and elegant way to account for the
label effects observed in prior experimental work and can be
leveraged further to explain other aspects of the word-concept
relationship. This knowledge can later be used to develop and
test mechanistic models of category learning, establish con-
straints on processing-level theories of concept learning and
use, and probe the neural substrate of concept representations
in order to elucidate when and how concepts interact with
words.
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Abstract

An elaborate repertoire of emotions is one feature that dis-
tinguishes humans from animals. Language offers a critical
form of emotion expression. However, it is unclear whether
the meaning of an emotion word remains stable, and what fac-
tors may underlie changes in emotion meaning. We hypothe-
size that emotion word meanings have changed over time and
that the prototypicality of an emotion term drives this change
beyond general factors such as word frequency. We develop
a vector-space representation of emotion and show that this
model replicates empirical findings on prototypicality judg-
ments and basic categories of emotion. We provide evidence
that more prototypical emotion words have undergone less
change in meaning than peripheral emotion words over the past
century, and that this trend holds within each family of emo-
tion. Our work extends synchronic theories of emotion to its
diachronic development and offers a computational character-
ization of emotion semantics in natural language use.
Keywords: emotion; semantic field; semantic change; proto-
type theory; word vector

Introduction
Emotion plays a central role in cognition and evolu-
tion (Darwin, 1872). Unique to humans, natural language
enables us to communicate emotions through words such as
joy and anger beyond non-verbal means (Johnson-Laird &
Oatley, 1992; Jackson et al., 2019). For example, the word
awe used to express “a feeling of fear or dread”, but it now
expresses “a feeling of reverential respect, mixed with won-
der or fear”. 1 Here we present a computational approach
to characterize meaning of emotion words and identify what
principles may underlie historical meaning change in the se-
mantic field of emotion.

Prototype theory of emotion
The starting point of our inquiry is inspired by the rich psy-
chological literature on emotion. We focus on prototype the-
ory which postulates that 1) emotion words exhibit graded
membership, with certain words of emotion judged to be
more prototypical than other words (Shaver, Schwartz, Kir-
son, & O’connor, 1987; Rosch, 1975), and 2) the field of
emotion is derived and structured from a small set of ba-
sic categories or families (Shaver et al., 1987; Johnson-
Laird & Oatley, 1992).2 Empirical work on emotion has

1Entry “awe, n.1” retrieved from Oxford English Dictionary
(2019) at www.oed.com/view/Entry/13911/ on January 11, 2020.

2Although there is no consensus on which emotions constitute
the basic categories, we focus on “love”, “joy”, “anger”, “sadness”,

provided evidence for this prototype view using a variety
of stimuli ranging from emotion words (Storm & Storm,
1987), videos (Cowen & Keltner, 2017), and facial expres-
sions (Russell & Bullock, 1986; Ekman, 1992). Prototype
theory provides a synchronic account of the mental represen-
tation of emotion terms, but how this view extends or relates
to the diachronic development of emotion words is an open
problem that forms the basis of our inquiry.

Theories of semantic change
Our work also draws on an independent line of research in
historical semantic change. Two generalizations made in
this area appear most relevant. One generalization concerns
meaning change in semantic fields or groups of words that
are closely related in meaning. This line of work has shown
that words within the same semantic field tend to undergo
parallel change in meaning, attested in synaesthetic adjec-
tives (Williams, 1976), animal words (Lehrer, 1985), and
near-synonyms (Xu & Kemp, 2015). This view suggests uni-
directionality in meaning change of a semantic field, but it
does not explain how different words (within the same field)
might change meaning at differential rates.

The other generalization is more directly related to pro-
totype theory, also known as diachronic prototype seman-
tics (Geeraerts, 1997). This view postulates that more proto-
typical referents of a word tend to stay prototypical, and such
senses of a word are more likely to persist over time than pe-
ripheral senses. Our work is aimed at extending this theory
to the level of semantic field: we explore whether prototype
theory would predict rates of meaning change across emotion
words (as opposed to within each emotion word).

Our hypothesis and approach
We hypothesize that emotion words considered more proto-
typical should tend to be more stable in meaning than periph-
eral emotion words. We ground the notion of prototypicality
in empirical work on human judgments of representativeness
of emotion words (Shaver et al., 1987; Storm & Storm, 1987;
Russell & Bullock, 1986). In these studies, a word’s proto-
typicality is typically rated by participants in terms of how
good that word is perceived as an emotion word. We pos-
tulate that words considered to be more prototypical such as

and “fear” drawn from Shaver et al. (1987).
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love and anger should resist meaning change for their com-
municative function of conveying canonical emotions, more
so than peripheral emotion words such as zest and optimism
(illustrated in Figure 1). Our proposal about prototypicality is
necessarily confounded with factors such as word frequency
(e.g., prototypical words tend to be frequently used), so we
take into account these confounding variables in the evalua-
tion of our hypothesis.

prototype

anger

love

optimism

mw(t, t + t)zest

Figure 1: An illustration of our hypothesis. The center rep-
resents the prototype of the emotion semantic field. The blue
circle represents the boundary of the field. Each word is an
example of a member of the field. The proximity of each
word to the center corresponds to its perceived prototypical-
ity. The length of each arrow indicates the rate of seman-
tic change, denoted by ∆mw(t, t +δt), that word w undergoes
over time. The direction of each arrow is for illustration only.

Our approach builds on recent computational work in di-
achronic word embeddings (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Cor-
rado, & Dean, 2013; Hamilton, Leskovec, & Jurafsky, 2016).
We capture meanings of emotion words using a vector-space
representation trained on historical text corpora of natural lan-
guage use. Although vector-space models of word mean-
ing have been used for inducing human emotion ratings on
dimensions such as valence and arousal (Buechel & Hahn,
2018) and analyzing emotion categories in documents (Calvo
& Mac Kim, 2013), to our knowledge there exists no work
that replicates psychological findings of emotion words with
regard to their graded prototypicalities and family structures
using large-scale natural semantic models.

Here we contribute a methodology for modelling emotion
semantics and show how word vectors derived from indepen-
dent linguistic corpora can capture both human judgments
of prototypicality and human categorization of basic emotion
families. We also contribute a field-level view of diachronic
prototype semantics and provide evidence that prototypicality
predicts stability of meaning in English emotion terms over
the past century, even when factors such as word frequency

are controlled for.

Computational methodology
We present a computational method to test our hypothesis
using vector-space representations of meaning. We first de-
scribe a formulation of the prototypicality and family struc-
tures of emotion words in vector space. We then describe how
we capture semantic change using word vectors, as well as to
test theories about semantic change of emotion words.

Synchronic semantics of emotion words
We use word vectors trained on synchronic text data to model
graded prototypicalities and family structures of emotion
words. Concretely, we formulate the modelling of these two
properties as regression and classification, respectively, and
we approach these tasks using simple methods that are inter-
pretable from a prototype-theoretical perspective.

In the following, we use E to denote an empirically deter-
mined set of emotion words and B to denote an empirically
determined set of labels for basic families.

Prototypicality judgments of emotion words. We show
that vector-space representations can capture human judge-
ments of emotion prototypicality pE . Concretely, we con-
sider a regression task in which we use word vectors to in-
duce prototypicality ratings, and we approach this task by
constructing a prototype in vector space from a small set of
seed words. We construct this vector for the emotion category
vavg by using the average of word vectors of emotion words
with high empirical prototypicality ratings; here we use love,
happiness, anger, sadness, and fear:

vavg =
1
5
(vlove + vhappiness + vanger + vsadness + v f ear) (1)

To capture prototypicality or graded membership, we approx-
imate the prototypicality rating of a word w by computing the
cosine similarity between its vector vw and vavg:

p̂E(w) =
vw · vavg

‖vw‖2 ‖vavg‖2
(2)

Essentially, following prototype theory, we obtain p̂E by
gauging how similar the prototype vavg is to a word in mean-
ing represented by vector space.

Categorization of emotion words. We also show that it is
possible to capture human categorization of emotion words in
vector space. Concretely, we consider a classification task in
which we use word vectors to label emotion words with em-
pirically derived emotion families. We approach this task by
constructing a prototype within each category in vector space,
and use these seed words for classifying the remaining words
via nearest centroid (Tibshirani, Hastie, Narasimhan, & Chu,
2002). We start with prototype vectors vb for all categories
b ∈ B:

vb =
1
|Eb| ∑

w∈Eb

vw (3)

where Eb is the set of emotion words in the category b de-
termined empirically. Because we do not have corresponding
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empirical ratings, we approximate the prototypicality of an
emotion word w ∈ E with respect to category b using a for-
mulation akin to Equation 2:

p̂B(w,b) =
vw · vb

‖vw‖2 ‖vb‖2
(4)

We classify each emotion word w∈E by assigning a category
label b̂ ∈ B such that p̂B(w, b̂) is the highest among approxi-
mate prototypicality values over all basic categories. Essen-
tially, following prototype theory, we assign a word to a cate-
gory b̂ if they are highly similar to the prototype vb̂ in vector
space.

Diachronic semantic change of emotion words
We describe how we quantify meaning change in emotion
words by using word vectors trained on diachronic text data.
We then consider prototypicality pE and other possible fac-
tors that explain rates of semantic change and evaluate our
main hypothesis. We also describe evaluation of our hypoth-
esis at the fine-grained, family level.

Quantification of semantic change. Existing methods for
quantifying the degree of semantic change of a word often
rely on computing the cosine distance between its word vec-
tors trained on different historical corpora (Hamilton et al.,
2016; Dubossarsky, Weinshall, & Grossman, 2017). Ac-
cording to this measure, a greater cosine distance implies
a greater degree of semantic change of the word. How-
ever, the cosine measure is by construction dependent on
frequency (Dubossarsky et al., 2017) and when vectors are
trained using word2vec, rotational alignment is necessary
for cosine but increases noise (Dubossarsky, Hengchen, Tah-
masebi, & Schlechtweg, 2019). As a result, we use an al-
ternate method using the Jaccard distance between sets of k-
nearest neighbours in semantic space (Xu & Kemp, 2015):

∆mw(t, t +δt) = 1− |kNN(t) ∩ kNN(t +δt)|
|kNN(t) ∪ kNN(t +δt)|

(5)

where kNN(t) contains the k = 100 closest neighbours of
word w at time t, measured by cosine similarity. We take k to
be 100 following Xu & Kemp (2015), but our results are ro-
bust to variation in k from 25 to 100. Compared to the cosine
method, this method enables more transparent interpretations
of the degree of change because we can inspect and evaluate
the sets of neighbours qualitatively. We evaluate this mea-
sure qualitatively by inspecting words with the most extreme
changes and their nearest neighbours.

Factors in rate of semantic change. Besides empirical
prototypicality ratings pE , there are several other potential
factors that can explain the rate of semantic change in emo-
tion words. The law of conformity suggests that frequency
of a word w at the starting time t, denoted f req(w), is a neg-
ative correlating factor with the rate of change (Hamilton et
al., 2016); since word length, denoted len(w), is related to
frequency (Zipf, 1949), we probe both frequency and length
alongside prototypicality. We also probe the effect of poly-
semy as it has been shown to affect the rate at which a word

gains or loses senses (Luo & Xu, 2018); we define the degree
of polysemy of a word as the number of word senses it has
at t, denoted senses(w). Together, we test the effect of each
factor using a multiple regression model:

∆mw(t, t+δt)∼ pE(w)+ f req(w)+ len(w)+senses(w) (6)

Since prototypicality and frequency may be corre-
lated (Geeraerts, 1997; Dubossarsky et al., 2017), we further
investigate the effects of prototypicality and frequency on the
rate of semantic change using partial correlation.

Rate of semantic change within categories. We repeat
our investigation of prototypicality and frequency at the ba-
sic level. Here we stratify our emotion words E into |B| bins
according to their empirically determined basic-level catego-
rization, and compute separate partial correlations per fam-
ily. Because we do not have empirical prototypicality ratings
for the basic categories, we approximate the ratings by using
Equation 4. Since this approximation is dependent on using
historical word embeddings and thus the starting time t, we
track partial correlations across time.

Data
We obtained two independent sources of data: 1) human be-
haviour data regarding English emotion words, and 2) his-
torical word embeddings and related historical linguistic data
regarding English words.

Behavioral data
We obtained a list of emotion words with prototypicality rat-
ings and empirically derived basic categories from Shaver et
al. (1987). The list contains 213 words, but following the
original authors, our analysis focused on words that have pro-
totypicality ratings at least 2.75 with the addition of “sur-
prise” and exclusion of “abhorrence”, “ire”, “malevolence”,
and “titillation”; we additionally included the word “awe”.
This provided us with 136 emotion words. The prototypical-
ity ratings represent how prototypical a word denotes an emo-
tion on a scale of 1 to 4. Although views on what constitute
basic emotion categories might differ, here we obtained the
5 basic categories and corresponding categorizations of emo-
tion words from the same source (Shaver et al., 1987). The
recommended labels for these categories are “love”, “joy”,
“fear”, “sadness”, and “anger”.

Historical data
We used word embeddings, part-of-speech tags, and fre-
quency data provided by Hamilton et al. (2016). We used His-
torical Word2Vec (SGNS) embeddings and frequencies ob-
tained from Google N-Grams eng-all. These pretrained vec-
tors do not cover our entire list of emotion words. Because the
coverage improves as the data becomes more recent, our anal-
ysis focuses on the decades between 1890 and 1990. Finally,
we obtain historical word senses from the Historical The-
saurus of English (Kay, Roberts, Samuels, & Wotherspoon,
2017).
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Figure 2: Summary of main results. The first row (a,b) corresponds to our investigation over all emotion words, and the second
row (c,d) focuses on basic-level results; the first column (a,c) shows results for synchronic modelling, and the second column
(b,d) illustrates our diachronic findings. (a) Scatter plot comparing empirical prototypicality ratings and approximated ratings;
each dot corresponds to a word obtained from Table 1 of Shaver et al. (1987); blue dots indicate words used for obtaining
the prototype vector. (b) An illustration of the intuition of our diachronic hypothesis. (c) Confusion matrix obtained from
recreating basic-family categorizations of emotion words in vector space; vertical axis corresponds to empirical, ground-truth
categorizations, and rows are normalized; horizontal axis corresponds to reconstructed categorizations. (d) Line plot comparing
prototypicality and frequency predictors across time and basic families; each star indicates a significant correlation (uncorrected
p-value < 0.05).

Results
We present our results in the following order: 1) the recon-
struction of synchronic emotion semantics in vector space,
with regards to prototypicality judgments and basic family
categorizations, and 2) the evaluation of our diachronic hy-
pothesis on the semantic change of emotion words, and an
exploration of this hypothesis extended to the basic level.

Synchronic semantics of emotion words
Prototypicality judgement of emotion words. We used
word vectors to induce human prototypicality judgements.
Here we used the entire word list of 213 words from Shaver et
al. (1987); we used word vectors trained on text data from the
1990s, close to the date of the empirical experiments. From
these vectors we constructed a prototype vector defined in
equation 1, and we approximated prototypicality values for
all words in the list using equation 2. The Pearson correlation

between empirical prototypicality ratings pe and approximate
prototypicality ratings p̂e is 0.632, p-value < 0.0001. A clear
positive, linear pattern can be observed in the scatter plot of
words (see Figure 2a). Outliers seem to be related to broader
contexts, such as society and the economy (e.g. indignation
and depression). This provides some evidence that word vec-
tors reflect human intuitions about the prototypicality of emo-
tion words.

Categorization of emotion words. We also used word
vectors to recreate human categorizations of basic emotion
families, using a subset of the vectors from the previous sec-
tion intersecting with Figure 1 of Shaver et al. (1987) and ex-
cluding the “surprise” family due to its small size. From these
vectors we constructed prototype vectors defined in equa-
tion 3, and we approximated basic-family categorizations for
all words in the list based on values obtained from equation 4.
Since our method resembles a standard supervised classifica-
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a. Most Changing
Word Nearest Neighbours in 1890s Nearest Neighbours in 1990s
zest relish, enjoyment, sprightliness juice, teaspoons, vinegar

infatuation priestcraft, devastations, misanthrope inhomogeneity, palates, pleurisy
sentimentality cant, sentimentalism, rusticity polyphony, sterne, mandel

optimism pessimism, aptness, sentimentalism pessimism, insecurity, enthusiasm
exhilaration mountebank, festivity, tulip joy, sadness, excitement

b. Least Changing
Word Nearest Neighbours in 1890s Nearest Neighbours in 1990s
pity compassion, love, sympathy compassion, shame, sadness
grief sorrow, anguish, joy sorrow, sadness, anguish

misery wretchedness, miseries, degradation sorrow, bitterness, anguish
disgust horror, aversion, indignation sadness, annoyance, amazement
surprise astonishment, amazement, dismay astonishment, amazement, dismay

Table 1: Top 5 most changing and least changing words as well as their 3 nearest neighbours in the flanking decades.

tion task, we used leave-one-out cross validation to evaluate
our approach (Molinaro, Simon, & Pfeiffer, 2005). The over-
all cross-validated accuracy is 0.744. Details are summarized
in Figure 2c: we observe emotion words tend to be correctly
categorized over all 5 families; error cases for “love” tend
to occur in the positive-valence “joy” category; similarly, the
bottom-right block of the confusion matrix also shows that
errors tend to occur among the negative-valence categories
“anger”, “sadness”, and “fear”. This provides some evidence
that word vectors reflect human intuitions about categoriza-
tion of emotion words with respect to basic families.

Diachronic semantic change of emotion words
Factors in rate of semantic change. We tested our hypoth-
esis at the superordinate level. We first conducted multi-
ple regression on semantic change using the model defined
by equation 6. The adjusted r2 is 0.541, p-value < 0.0001,
n = 123. The coefficient and p-value for each variable are
−0.0566, p-value = 0.011 for prototypicality, −0.0553, p-
value < 0.001 for log frequency, 0.0013, p-value = 0.623 for
length, and 0.0065, p-value = 0.001 for number of senses.
Since both prototypicality and frequency are statistically sig-
nificant but also correlated, we used partial correlation to
measure the strength of correlation between one of these pre-
dictors and semantic change while controlling for the other
predictor. Controlled for log frequency, the partial correla-
tion between prototypicality and semantic change is −0.233,
p-value = 0.0096; controlled for prototypicality, the partial
correlation between log frequency and semantic change is
−0.665, p-value < 0.0001. While frequency is dominant,
prototypicality is a competitive factor in explaining the se-
mantic change of emotion words.

We provide an intuitive demonstration of this result in Fig-
ure 2b using principal component analysis; all axes were pro-
duced by taking the first two principal components of the
vectors of emotion words from 1890, and the location of the
plotted words were obtained by projecting word vectors from

respective decades to these axes. Consider a somewhat proto-
typical emotion word, disgust, and a less prototypical word,
awe, and note that they have similar log frequencies (-7.024,
-6.918 respectively). In 1890, both disgust and awe are in the
neighbourhood of negative-valence words (e.g. sadness and
fear). However, in 1990, while disgust still remains among
negative-valence words, awe becomes much closer to posi-
tive words (e.g. love and happiness).

We evaluated the measure of semantic change defined by
equation 5 qualitatively by inspecting nearest neighbours re-
trieved using cosine similarity. Overall we observe that the
qualitative changes in nearest neighbours of a word are in-
tuitively related to the word’s quantitative rate of semantic
change: for example, in Table 1, we can observe zest, which
used to primarily convey joy but later became primarily asso-
ciated with food, is among the most changing emotion words;
similarly, we can observe words like surprise barely changed.

Rate of semantic change within categories. We also
tested our hypothesis at the basic level. We obtained partial
correlations for every decade between 1890 and 1990 (see
Figure 2d). We can observe that frequency is still a strong
predictor of semantic change for all basic categories. On the
other hand, we can observe that prototypicality is a strong
predictor for the “anger” and “sadness” categories; it is some-
what strong for the “joy” category. However, prototypicality
is not a consistently strong predictor for the “fear” category
and it is weak for the “love” category; “fear” and “love” are
the smallest categories (17 and 16; compare with anger 26,
joy 30, sadness 30). This offers some support for our hypoth-
esis at the basic level.

Table 2 offers a snapshot of the ranking of emotion words
by rate of change at the basic level. We observe these ranks
tend to reflect our results: for example, we can observe that
short, common words like “love” and “joy” changed less than
long, infrequent words like “alienation” and “isolation”.
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Family Name Most Changing Least Changing
love infatuation, fondness affection, desire,

sentimentality love
joy zest, optimism, happiness, joy,

exhilaration pride
anger aggravation, ferocity, disgust, anger,

exasperation envy
sadness dejection, alienation, pity, grief,

isolation misery
fear hysteria, worry, horror, fear,

nervousness terror

Table 2: Top 5 most changing and least changing words per
emotion family in the flanking decades.

Conclusion
The importance of emotions in human cognition and the
unique human ability to express emotions through language
signify any underlying historical changes in the meanings of
emotion words. We proposed a hypothesis that explains these
changes by drawing from prototype theory and linguistics,
and we presented a computational approach to evaluate it.
We made two main findings. First, we leveraged existing
vector-space representations of word meaning and demon-
strated that this representation reflects human psychology of
emotion categories. Second, we used these representations to
show that prototypical emotion words tend to be more stable
in meaning, even when frequency is controlled for. Future
work should explore if these findings generalize beyond En-
glish and to other semantic fields.
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Abstract
How do learners acquire languages from the limited data avail-
able to them? This process must involve some inductive
biases—factors that affect how a learner generalizes—but it is
unclear which inductive biases can explain observed patterns
in language acquisition. To facilitate computational model-
ing aimed at addressing this question, we introduce a frame-
work for giving particular linguistic inductive biases to a neu-
ral network model; such a model can then be used to em-
pirically explore the effects of those inductive biases. This
framework disentangles universal inductive biases, which are
encoded in the initial values of a neural network’s param-
eters, from non-universal factors, which the neural network
must learn from data in a given language. The initial state
that encodes the inductive biases is found with meta-learning,
a technique through which a model discovers how to acquire
new languages more easily via exposure to many possible lan-
guages. By controlling the properties of the languages that are
used during meta-learning, we can control the inductive biases
that meta-learning imparts. We demonstrate this framework
with a case study based on syllable structure. First, we specify
the inductive biases that we intend to give our model, and then
we translate those inductive biases into a space of languages
from which a model can meta-learn. Finally, using existing
analysis techniques, we verify that our approach has imparted
the linguistic inductive biases that it was intended to impart.
Keywords: meta-learning, inductive bias, language univer-
sals, syllable structure typology, neural networks

Introduction
Human learners can acquire any of the world’s languages
from finite data. The acquisition of a particular language in-
volves two factors: data from that language, and the learner’s
inductive biases, which are the factors that determine how
the learner will generalize beyond the particular utterances in
the data (Mitchell, 1997). Many inductive biases are shared
by all humans (e.g., because of shared brain anatomy or
shared communicative goals), so these biases exert universal
pressures on language acquisition. A central task of linguis-
tics is to determine which inductive biases affect language ac-
quisition and how those biases interact with learning to yield
a learner’s linguistic knowledge.1

There are two major approaches for modeling the interplay
between universal inductive biases and learning. One ap-
proach, probabilistic modeling, typically follows a top-down
methodology that commits to a representation and an infer-
ence algorithm. Such strong commitments allow targeted in-
vestigations (e.g., Perfors, Tenenbaum, and Regier, 2011) but

1Though the term inductive biases often refers to cognitive bi-
ases, we use it to encompass all pressures that shape the language
that a learner learns; see Figure 2 and the Background section.

Step 1: Translate a desired set of inductive biases into a space of languages.

Optimality 
Theory

Prince & 
Smolensky

Language 1

…

→ .pa.tu.
→ .ko.
→ .vi.ku.

ptu
o 

viu

Language 2

…

→ .up.
→ .tu.
→ .lo.si.

up 
ptu
os

Language 3

…

→ .faf.
→ .ag.
→ .wo.i.

fafd
ag 

woi
…

Step 2: Have a model “meta-learn” from these languages to find a parameter
initialization from which the model can acquire any language in the space.

Language 1

Language 2

Language 3

Language 4

Random initial 
parameters

Meta-learned 
parameters

Meta-learning 
trajectory

Possible 
language

Step 3: Verify that meta-learning has imparted the desired inductive biases
by training the model on analysis datasets.

Analysis 
dataset 1

? Analysis 
dataset 2

?
Analysis 
dataset 3

?

Figure 1: Summary of our approach. The steps shown above give a
pre-specified set of inductive biases to a model; alternately, Step 1
could be skipped by having the model meta-learn from existing lan-
guages, in which case the approach would discover a set of biases
sufficient to acquire those existing languages rather than imparting a
pre-specified set of biases (see Figure 8).

can be too restrictive, making it difficult for these models
to represent all possible languages. In contrast, neural net-
work modeling takes a bottom-up, data-driven approach that
gives greater flexibility in representing the full span of lan-
guages. In recent work, neural networks trained on naturally-
occurring data have shown success at learning linguistic phe-
nomena such as subject-verb agreement (Gulordava et al.,
2018). Since neural networks do not have overt biases spe-
cific to language, their successes give insight into which as-
pects of language are learnable from realistic input paired
with domain-general biases. However, these models often
generalize in different ways from humans (McCoy et al.,
2019), and they require far more training data than humans,
indicating that their learning is underconstrained (van Schi-
jndel et al., 2019). To address these problems, it would be
necessary to give these models additional inductive biases
that would appropriately constrain their learning to be more
human-like, but their bottom-up nature makes it difficult to
build in additional biases (Griffiths et al., 2010).
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Type of factor Example

Universal
factors:
Factors
that are
shared

across all
languages

Non-universal factors:
Factors that vary across languages

Innate
cognitive

biases

Physical and
perceptual constraints

Functional pressures

Shared non-
linguistic experience

Language-
specific

Domain-
general

Constraints on wh-movement
(Ross, 1967)

Simplicity bias
(Perfors et al., 2011)

Vocal tract anatomy
(Maddieson, 1996)

Communication efficiency
(Zipf, 1949)

Universality of some lexical
concepts (Swadesh, 1950)

Parameter settings in Principles
and Parameters (Chomsky, 1981);
Constraint rankings in Optimality
Theory (Prince & Smolensky,
1993/2004)

Figure 2: Factors that shape languages and hypothesized examples.

In this work, we propose a computational modeling frame-
work for imparting a hypothesized set of universal linguistic
inductive biases in a way that is compatible with the flexibility
of neural networks. Our approach is based on meta-learning,
a technique in which a learner is exposed to a variety of tasks,
each of which comes with a limited amount of data (Thrun &
Pratt, 1998; Hochreiter et al., 2001). This process instills in
the learner a set of inductive biases which allow it to learn
tasks similar to those it has seen before from limited data. In
our setting, each “task” is a different language, and the in-
ductive biases that result from meta-learning are encoded in
a neural network’s initial state. This initial state is found in a
data-driven manner; by controlling the data, we can influence
which inductive biases will be encoded in the initial state, and
the initial state can then be analyzed to verify that it encodes
the universal inductive biases that it is intended to encode.

As a first case study, we show the effectiveness of this ap-
proach on the acquisition of a language’s syllable structure, a
paradigmatic example of universal linguistic inductive biases.
We define a set of inductive biases relating to syllable struc-
ture that we intend to give our model, and we then translate
this set of inductive biases into a space of possible languages
from which we have a model meta-learn. Through analysis
of the meta-learned initial state, we verify that meta-learning
has successfully imparted the inductive biases that it was in-
tended to impart; for example, the model has meta-learned
that the presence of certain input-output mappings in a lan-
guage implies the presence of other input-output mappings.2

Background
Universal linguistic inductive biases Evidence for univer-
sal inductive biases that shape language acquisition primarily
comes from two areas. First, in typology (the taxonomy of
observed language types), certain grammatical structures are

2Our code is at https://github .com/tommccoy1/meta
-learning-linguistic-biases; there is also a demo at http://
rtmccoy.com/meta-learning-linguistic-biases.html.

much more common than others even across unrelated lan-
guages (Greenberg, 1963), and at least some of these patterns
appear to arise from learners’ inductive biases (Culbertson
et al., 2012). Second, in acquisition, the argument from
the poverty of the stimulus (Chomsky, 1980) notes that all
language learners generalize in similar ways despite being
faced with stimuli that are consistent with multiple general-
izations. We use the phrase universal linguistic inductive
biases for any pressures that universally affect acquisition,
including the types of innate, language-specific constraints
sometimes termed Universal Grammar, as well as other influ-
ences such as articulatory or information-maximizing consid-
erations; see Figure 2 for a categorization of universal pres-
sures. We group these factors together because our frame-
work could be used to impart any type of inductive bias re-
gardless of what source that bias might have in the real world.

Several linguistic formalisms provide theories of the
universal/non-universal distinction. In the Principles and Pa-
rameters framework (Chomsky, 1981), universal principles
interact with non-universal parameter settings; in Optimal-
ity Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004), a universal set
of constraints interacts with non-universal rankings of these
constraints. In contrast, our approach does not require any
formal characterization of universal or non-universal factors;
instead, due to the data-driven nature of the approach, these
factors are characterized purely in terms of the behaviors they
would lead to when paired with particular types of training
data. If a formal characterization of the model’s inductive bi-
ases is desired, it must come from an analysis of the trained
model, because the meta-learning process itself does not pro-
vide a formal characterization of the biases it imparts.

Learning and meta-learning The models we use are arti-
ficial neural networks, which are governed by a large num-
ber of numerical parameters such as connection weights. At
the core of our approach are two processes for determining
the values of those parameters: standard training and meta-
training. Standard training iteratively minimizes error within
a single training language: the model starts with a particu-
lar set of initial values for its parameters and is exposed to
a training set of example input-output pairs from the lan-
guage to be learned. For each training example, the output
that the model generates is compared to the target value, and
the model’s parameters are adjusted to decrease the difference
between the predicted output and the correct target. Ideally,
after many such updates, the model will perform well not only
on its training set but also on a test set, which contains un-
seen examples drawn from the same language as the training
set. Standard training requires the model to begin with some
initial parameter values; it is the task of meta-training to set
these initial values based on data.

Standard training requires only a single language. Meta-
training, by contrast, samples multiple languages from a
distribution of possible languages, p(L). The particular
form of meta-learning that we use is model-agnostic meta-
learning (MAML; Finn, Abbeel, & Levine, 2017): The
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Universal factors

i. A set of 4 violable constraints:
• ONSET: Every syllable should

begin with a consonant.
• NOCODA: No syllable should

end with a consonant.
• NOINSERTION: No sounds

should be inserted.
• NODELETION: No sounds

should be deleted.

ii. Mechanisms for mapping inputs
to outputs based on a ranking of
the constraints.

Non-universal factors

i. Constraint ranking (drawn randomly from
the 8 unique input-output mappings)

ii. Set of 2, 3, or 4 consonants (drawn ran-
domly from 20 possible consonants)

iii. Set of 2, 3, or 4 vowels (drawn randomly
from 10 possible vowels)

iv. Consonant used when insertion of a con-
sonant is needed (drawn randomly from
the language’s consonants)

v. Vowel used when insertion of a vowel
is needed (drawn randomly from the
language’s vowels)

Example language

Constraint ranking:
NOCODA � NODELETION �
NOINSERTION � ONSET

Consonants: z x n; Vowels: e u
Consonant for insertion: z
Vowel for insertion: e

Example input-output pairs:
euzun → .e.u.zu.ne.

un → .u.ne.
xxxne → .xe.xe.xe.ne.

nezu → .ne.zu.
eznx → .e.ze.ne.xe.

Xzuxue → .zu.xu.e.

Inductive biases that we test for

1. A bias for languages with a consis-
tent constraint ranking.

2. A bias for languages that use a
consistent set of constraints.

3. A bias for applying observed patterns
to novel lengths.

4. A bias for grouping sounds into two
universal phoneme classes, namely
consonants and vowels.

5. A bias for ONSET and NOCODA
over similar constraints (NOONSET,
CODA).

6. A bias for assuming that certain
mappings imply certain other map-
pings (implicational universals).

Figure 3: A summary of basic syllable structure theory in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004). The top middle panel posits
8 unique input-output mappings because many of the 24 orderings of the 4 constraints are equivalent in the outputs they produce. The top
right panel gives an example language; the chosen constraint ranking leads to a language where no syllables end in a consonant, and where
violations of this restriction are fixed by vowel insertion rather than consonant deletion. Periods (present in the output but not the input)
indicate syllable boundaries. The bottom panel lists the inductive biases that we use as behavioral tests of the universal factors.

model’s initial state, M0, is determined by a set of initial pa-
rameter values; then, for each sampled language Li ∼ p(L),
we train our model on the training set of Li using standard
training, to yield a trained model Mi. Crucially, we then com-
pute an adjustment of the initial state M0 using Mi’s loss on
the unseen test examples from Li; Mi is discarded after the
adjustment of M0. Intuitively, we tweak M0 so that, if we
were to train the model on Li again, it would learn Li in fewer
iterations. As meta-training proceeds, the initial model state
M0 (the square in Figure 1, Step 2) moves to a point from
which it can readily learn any language from the distribution
of meta-training languages (the star in Figure 1, Step 2). We
hypothesize that, if we construct p(L) to encode the inductive
biases that we wish our model to have, then meta-learning
that aims to facilitate acquisition of languages in p(L) will
give a model these inductive biases.

Overview of the approach
The goal of our approach is to give a model a set of inductive
biases hypothesized to be relevant for human cognition; once
such a model has been created, it could then be used to empir-
ically investigate the effects that those inductive biases have.
The following sections walk through our 3-step approach, us-
ing a case study in syllable structure typology.

Step 1: Defining the space of learning problems
To apply our method, we must first define the inductive bi-
ases that we wish to impart; that is, we must define what in-
nate knowledge we wish our model to have. For this purpose,

we focus on the domain of syllable structure (the study of
how words in a language are divided into syllables; Jakobson,
1962), and in particular we adopt the Optimality Theory ac-
count of Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004),3 because this
account provides a clear characterization of which factors are
universal and which are non-universal.

In this account, each word has an input form, which is the
form it takes before any phonological processes have applied,
and an output form, which is the result of phonological pro-
cesses acting on the input. For example, in English, the prefix
in- combines with the word possible to create the input inpos-
sible, which is then mapped to the output impossible through
a place-assimilation process. The input-output mapping is de-
termined by a ranked set of constraints, where the set of con-
straints is universal, but their ranking is non-universal. For
syllable structure, we use four constraints. Two of them eval-
uate the output alone: ONSET favors output syllables that be-
gin with a consonant, and NOCODA favors output syllables
that end with a vowel.4 If the input does not satisfy these
constraints (e.g., kep), the output could be made to satisfy
them by either inserting or deleting phonemes (e.g., .ke.pa.
or .ke.).5 However, insertions and deletions are discouraged
by the remaining constraints, NOINSERTION and NODELE-
TION. When two constraints conflict with each other, the con-

3We use the simplified account from Sec. 6.1 of Prince and
Smolensky (1993/2004), leaving out the subsequent refinements.

4A syllable’s onset and coda consist of, respectively, syllable-
initial and syllable-final consonants (e.g., for kep, k and p, resp.).

5We use periods (“.”) to indicate word and syllable boundaries.
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flict is resolved by a priority-ranking of the constraints; this
ranking differs across languages. In a language where NOIN-
SERTION and NODELETION outrank NOCODA, the input kep
would map to the output .kep., because NOCODA cannot be
satisfied without violating a higher-ranked constraint. Under
other rankings, the input kep could map to .ke. or .ke.pa..

Based on this framework, we defined a set of inductive bi-
ases that we intend to give to our model via meta-learning
(Figure 3, bottom panel). These biases were chosen to pro-
vide behaviorally-defined versions of the universal factors in
the Optimality Theory framework. For example, this frame-
work includes a universal mechanism for mapping inputs to
outputs based on a constraint ranking, a mechanism which
could not be directly observed in our model’s behavior. Thus,
we instead defined inductive biases that encode properties of
this mechanism, such as a bias for languages with a consis-
tent constraint ranking, to encode the fact that the mechanism
employs a consistent ranking within each language.6 We then
translated these inductive biases into a space of possible lan-
guages and used that space to sample languages for use in
meta-learning (Figure 3, top middle and top right panels).

Step 2: Meta-training
The next step is to train a meta-learner on the set of learn-
ing problems defined in Step 1. In our case study, the initial
state M0 and the language-specific state Mi are the parame-
ters of a sequence-to-sequence neural network (Sutskever et
al., 2014) that maps a word’s input form to a predicted output
form. This architecture has two components: the encoder is
fed the input one phoneme at a time and outputs a vector that
encodes the entire input; this vector encoding is fed to the de-
coder, which generates the output symbols one at a time, end-
ing with a special end-of-sequence token.7 We apply meta-
learning to such a model, allowing it to meta-learn from a
set of 20,000 unique languages (called the meta-training set).
For each language, the model was trained on 100 examples
from that language and then tested on 100 held-out examples;
the model’s meta-training objective is thus learning to per-
form 100-shot learning, that is, acquiring the ability to learn a
new language from only 100 examples. After every set of 100
meta-training languages, we evaluated how well the model
could perform 100-shot learning on each of 500 held-out lan-
guages; we terminated meta-training when there had been 10
consecutive evaluations without improvement, and then eval-
uated the meta-trained model on its ability to perform 100-

6Not all of these biases are necessarily present in humans;
e.g., languages differ in which phonemes can be syllabic nuclei,
whereas one of our target biases is knowledge of a universal class
of potential nuclei (i.e., the vowels). We do not intend to propose a
theory of syllable structure acquisition but rather to demonstrate how
meta-learning could instantiate such a theory in a neural network.

7The particular model that we used was an LSTM (Hochreiter
& Schmidhuber, 1997) with a single hidden layer of size 256, an
embedding layer of dimension 10 (which learned distributed repre-
sentations of phonemes), and no attention. The inner loop optimiza-
tion of MAML used stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate
of 1.0 and batch size 100, while the outer loop optimization used
Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 (Kingma & Ba, 2015).

shot learning on a final set of 1,000 held-out languages called
the meta-test set. Performance on 100-shot learning was mea-
sured as the proportion of inputs in a language’s test set for
which the model generated an exactly correct output sequence
of phonemes and syllable boundaries after observing 100 ex-
amples from the language’s training set. We compared the
model whose parameters were initialized using meta-learning
to a baseline model whose parameters were initialized ran-
domly; aside from initialization, both models use the same
learning procedure to learn each language.

Meta-learning results The model with meta-learned initial
parameters had an average 100-shot accuracy (i.e., the accu-
racy after exposure to 100 examples) of 98.8% on the lan-
guages in the meta-test set. By contrast, the 100-shot accu-
racy for a randomly-initialized model was only 6.5%. In this
case study of syllable structure typology, then, meta-learning
succeeded at imparting the ability to learn languages in our
distribution of languages from a small number of examples.
To evaluate whether meta-learning imparted the specific in-
ductive biases that we intended it to impart (Figure 3), we
next analyzed the weight initialization found through meta-
learning by examining the learning behavior it produces.

Step 3: Verification of the acquired inductive bias
Ease of learning Our first approach for studying our
model’s inductive biases is to evaluate how easily they learn
languages that differ from each other in controlled ways. We
quantify ease of learning as the minimum number of training
examples that a model needs from a language to reach 95%
accuracy on that language’s test set.8

We first use this technique to test whether the meta-learned
inductive bias produces learning behavior that favors the set
of constraints defining our syllable structure typology. Re-
call that our space of languages was defined with the con-
straints ONSET and NOCODA. We now test our model on
languages defined by these constraints, as well as languages
defined by alternate constraint sets in which ONSET is re-
placed with NOONSET, or NOCODA with CODA, or both.

Across language types, the model initialized with meta-
learning required far fewer examples than the randomly-
initialized model (Figure 4, top). Importantly, though, meta-
learning did not improve performance equally across lan-
guages: The ONSET/NOCODA languages were 5.6 times eas-
ier to learn than languages defined by other constraints for the
model initialized with meta-learning, compared to 1.2 times
easier for the random model (Figure 6a), suggesting that
meta-learning has imparted an inductive bias favoring lan-
guages that are consistent with the meta-training constraints.

Has the model initialized with meta-learning simply mem-
orized the types of languages it has seen, rather than learning
the more abstract constraints of ONSET and CODA? Fig-
ure 5 suggests that meta-learning has imparted some de-

8Specifically, we selected the number of examples to be the
smallest multiple of 100 for which the model converged to at least
95% accuracy, without restricting the number of training iterations.
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Figure 4: The number of examples needed to learn a language to
95% accuracy (lower is better). Each bar is an average of 80 to 100
languages. Meta-learning improves performance on all conditions.
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Figure 5: Data from the top panel of Figure 4 re-plotted at a different
scale: The number of examples needed by the model initialized with
meta-learning to learn languages with different sets of constraints.

gree of more abstract knowledge, because, of the types of
languages that were not present during meta-learning, the
model has an easier time learning ones that have one of the
correct constraints (i.e., NOONSET/NOCODA languages and
ONSET/CODA languages) than ones that have neither correct
constraint (i.e., NOONSET/CODA languages).

We now test whether the model has meta-learned that there
must be a consistent constraint ranking within a language.
We test our models on languages governed by the constraints
used during meta-learning (ONSET, NOCODA, NOINSER-
TION, and NODELETION), but with no consistent ranking of
constraints within the language. This is done by indepen-
dently choosing a random constraint ranking for each input
structure; e.g., we might select a ranking for VV such that
any input of the form VV maps to .CV.CV., while VVV might
receive a ranking that maps VVV inputs to the empty string.9

For the model initialized with meta-learning, languages
with a consistent ranking were 97.1 times easier to learn than
languages without a consistent ranking, compared to only 3.6
times easier for the randomly initialized model (Figure 6b).
This improvement in learning relative to random initialization
suggests that meta-learning has strengthened the model’s bias
for languages generated by a consistent constraint ranking.

We next test whether our models have a bias for the fact
that within a language, a single set of constraints can con-
sistently generate all input-output mappings (the previous
test was about the constraint ranking, while this one is about
the constraint set). We evaluate our models on languages
with a consistent set of constraints but no consistent rank-
ing across inputs, as in the previous experiment; but now we
allow the set of constraints generating a given language to
include any of the output constraint combinations discussed
above (ONSET/CODA, ONSET/NOCODA, NOONSET/CODA,

9We use C and V as shorthands for consonant and vowel; CV is
shorthand for any syllable of the form consonant-vowel.
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Figure 6: Each subplot shows the ratio of the average number of
examples need to learn a language with a property inconsistent with
typology to the average number needed to learn a language with
the analogous consistent property; higher is better. In each case, the
model initialized with meta-learning favors the typologically consis-
tent language type more strongly than does the randomly initialized
model. The ratios derive from the results shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 7: Results on poverty-of-the-stimulus experiments. Both
models perform well on the example categories they have seen be-
fore, but the performance of the randomly-initialized model plum-
mets when it is tested on novel types of examples; the meta-trained
model exhibits less of a performance drop in these cases.

or NOONSET/NOCODA). We compare the learning of such
languages to languages with no consistent set of constraints
(and also no consistent constraint ranking), such that, for each
input template (e.g., CCVC), there is a randomly-selected set
of constraints and a random ranking for those constraints.

On average, the languages with a consistent constraint set
were 1.4 times easier to learn for the model initialized with
meta-learning than languages without a consistent constraint
set, compared to 1.1 times easier for the randomly initialized
model (Figure 6c). This result suggests that meta-learning has
moderately strengthened the model’s bias favoring languages
that can be generated by a single set of constraints. For such
constraint-set consistency to greatly increase the learnability
of a language, it appears necessary that the language also be
generated by a single constraint ranking.

Poverty of the stimulus As a second way to study biases,
we use a poverty-of-the-stimulus approach: for a given lan-
guage, we train on a dataset lacking a certain class of exam-
ples, and test generalization to the withheld class.

We performed three such experiments. In the all new
phonemes setting, the training set for each language only
contained 2 to 4 unique consonants and 2 to 4 unique vow-
els, as before, but now every example in the test set consisted
entirely of consonants and vowels that were not present in the
language’s training set. The randomly initialized model has
no hope of succeeding in this case, as it has no way to know
whether each novel character is a consonant or vowel, but
the model initialized with meta-learning could have learned
these distinctions during meta-learning because the division
between consonants and vowels is consistent across the meta-
training languages. The model initialized with meta-learning
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performs strongly here (Figure 7, left), suggesting that meta-
learning has imparted universal consonant/vowel classes.

In the length 5 setting, each language’s training set only
contained examples with an input length of at most 4, but its
test set examples were all of length 5. The model initialized
with meta-learning also performed strongly here (Figure 7,
middle). Note that, during meta-learning, inputs with lengths
up to 5 appeared; thus, the length 5 setting only requires gen-
eralization within the bounds seen during meta-learning. We
also tested how models generalized from lengths at most 5
to length 6; in this case, the model initialized with meta-
learning only achieved 59% accuracy. This suggests that
meta-learning imparts a bias favoring languages in which the
types of mappings that apply to short strings also apply to
longer strings, but that this bias is restricted to the lengths
present during meta-learning.

Last is the implicational universals setting. The space of
languages that we have defined is restricted such that the pres-
ence of certain input-output mappings implies the presence of
certain other input-output mappings. For example, the pres-
ence of the mapping VC→ .CVC. indicates that the language
will insert a consonant at the start of any syllable that does not
start with one, which means that the language will also have
the mapping V→ .CV. To test whether a model has an induc-
tive bias for this association, we can train it solely on exam-
ples of the form VC → .CVC. and then see how it handles
V inputs; a naive model is unlikely to know how to handle
this input, while a model that knows the implication would
know to transform V to .CV. Our space of languages (Fig-
ure 3) predicts 24 dependencies of this form; when we test all
of these dependencies, we find that the randomly-initialized
model performs poorly while the model initialized with meta-
learning performs well (Figure 7, right). This suggests that
the model has meta-learned these implicational universals.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated how meta-learning can impart univer-
sal inductive biases specified by the modeler. This example-
based approach to imparting inductive biases does not require
an explicit theory of the biases in question; rather, imparting
the biases only requires these biases to be translated into a
distribution of possible languages. While the meta-learned
biases are not as transparent as those encoded in probabilistic
symbolic models, analysis of the model’s learning behavior
can be used to evaluate whether meta-learning has produced
the desired biases, as we have shown. In our case study, we
found evidence that meta-learning had successfully imparted
all of our target inductive biases (or strengthened them, in
cases where the biases were already present), including both
some abstract biases (e.g., a bias for languages with a consis-
tent constraint ranking) and some more concrete biases (e.g.,
a bias for treating certain phonemes as vowels). These re-
sults show that linguistic inductive biases that have previously
been framed in symbolic terms can be reformulated in the
context of neural networks, facilitating cognitive modeling

Step 1: Have a model meta-learn from many natural languages.
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Hopi

Random initial 
parameters
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Meta-learning 
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Step 2: Analyze the inductive biases that the model has meta-learned to gain
insight into the biases that are relevant to the world’s languages.
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?
Analysis 
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Figure 8: Meta-learning from natural-language data.

that combines the power of neural networks with the con-
trolled inductive biases of symbolic approaches.

One important feature of the proposed approach is that
it imparts soft biases rather than hard constraints. For ex-
ample, after meta-learning, the model could learn attested
language types more readily than unattested types—but it
still could learn the unattested ones. This capability is at
odds with some theories that predict that unattested language
types should be unlearnable, but there are reasons to be-
lieve that the consistent patterns seen in language typology
and language acquisition may be best viewed as biases rather
than constraints: almost all linguistic universals have excep-
tions (Evans and Levinson, 2009; though see Smolensky and
Dupoux, 2009); for example, the Arrernte language has been
argued to be an exception to the syllable structure typology
we have adopted (Breen & Pensalfini, 1999). Further, hu-
mans in artificial language learning experiments are capable
of learning “unnatural” languages (Moreton & Pater, 2012).

Several other works have discussed meta-learning from a
cognitive perspective (Lake et al., 2017; Griffiths et al., 2019;
Lake, 2019; Grant et al., 2019), and in applied settings meta-
learning has been applied to language to create technology in
low-resource languages (Gu et al., 2018; Ponti et al., 2019;
Kann et al., 2020). Our novel contribution is the use of meta-
learning to analyze the interplay between data and linguistic
inductive biases.

Our approach can be used to test the behavioral effects of
a particular inductive bias (e.g., to test if the bias has the ex-
planatory power hypothesized in a cognitive theory): All that
is required to create a model with a specific inductive bias is
a way to translate the bias into a distribution of meta-training
languages, as we have demonstrated with Optimality The-
ory. In our experiments, we knew what factors defined the
space of languages, and we showed that the inductive biases
found through meta-learning reflected these factors; alterna-
tively, this technique could be applied to naturally-occurring
linguistic data for which we do not know the underlying data-
generating process, to lend insight into the inductive biases
that shaped this data (Figure 8). Finally, this framework is
general enough that it can be straightforwardly applied to
cognitive domains other than language (e.g., vision).
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Abstract

Anthropologists and psychologists have long studied how liv-
ing kinds are organized into categories, and a recurring theme
concerns the relationship between folk categories and the
structure of the environment. We ask whether the frequency
and physical size of a species affect how it is classified, and
address this question by linking frequency data from eBird (an
online database of bird observations) with an existing taxon-
omy of Zapotec bird names. A first set of analyses explores
whether frequency and size predict whether a bird is named
and how many other birds it is grouped with. A second set
explores whether frequency and size predict the word forms
used as category labels. We find some evidence that frequency
affects both category extensions and naming, but the results
hint that frequency may be dominated by other factors such as
perceptual similarity.
Keywords: folk biology; ethno-ornithology; categorization;
cognitive anthropology; bird naming

Introduction
Languages around the world include rich systems of names
for plants and animals, and each system can be viewed as
the outcome of a natural experiment in which generations
of speakers have organized their local environment into cat-
egories. A classic line of work in cognitive anthropology
addresses the question of how named categories reflect the
structure of the local environment (Berlin, 1992; Malt, 1995).
One prominent theme is that folk taxonomies often align well
with Western scientific taxonomies, suggesting that folk tax-
onomies are shaped more by environmental structure than by
the idiosyncratic needs and concerns of a particular culture
(Berlin, 1992)

Much of the cognitively-oriented work on folk biology
took place last century, and in recent years new data sets
have made it possible to characterize the structure of the en-
vironment in ways that were previously difficult or impossi-
ble (Sullivan et al., 2009; Wilman et al., 2014). Here we draw
on these resources to revisit the classic question of the rela-
tionship between named categories and the environment. We
focus on birds in particular, and begin by compiling proper-
ties of the bird species in a given area (e.g. how big is each
species, and how often is it observed?) We then study how
these properties relate to named bird categories in the local
language. In particular, we ask whether the frequency of a
species influences whether the species is named, and if so
whether frequency influences the form of the name for that
species and how many other species it is grouped with.

The effects of frequency on categorization have been previ-
ously studied in the psychological literature (Parducci, 1983;
Nosofsky, 1988; Barsalou, Huttenlocher, & Lamberts, 1998).
One relevant finding is that categories tend to be relatively
broad in low-frequency regions of stimulus space, but rel-
atively narrow in regions including frequently encountered
stimuli (Parducci, 1983). We might therefore predict that bird
species encountered frequently are more likely to be assigned
to their own distinctive categories.

Our focus on frequency also connects with a prominent
debate between intellectualist (Berlin, 1992) and utilitarian
(Hunn, 1982) accounts of folk classification. The intellectual-
ist view holds that named categories reflect “fundamental bi-
ological discontinuities” that are perceptually salient (Berlin,
1992, p 53), and assigns a minimal role to frequency. The util-
itarian view emphasizes ways in which categories are useful
for a given culture, and naturally accommodates frequency
effects because assigning a label to a category is especially
worthwhile if there are many occasions to use it.

The next section introduces the data sets that we use, and
we then address two broad questions. First, we focus on cat-
egory extensions, and ask whether environmental factors pre-
dict whether a species is named, and how the set of named
species is organized into groups. Second, we focus on cat-
egory labels, and ask whether environmental factors predict
the relative lengths of category labels, and which labels have
the structure of unmarked prototypes.

Data sets
The literature contains detailed folk classifications of birds
from several languages around the world, and we focus here
on named bird categories from Zapotec (Hunn, 2008), a lan-
guage spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico. We used two data sets that
characterize the frequency and size of bird species found in
Oaxaca, and a third that specifies how these species are orga-
nized into named categories.

Frequency data
Our frequency data are drawn from eBird, a citizen-science
based bird observation network managed by the Cornell Lab
of Ornithology (Sullivan et al., 2009). eBird data are con-
tributed by bird lovers (both professional and amateur) who
use the site to record the time and place of bird sightings. We
used data from just the region containing the state of Oaxaca,
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Mexico.1 An observer who sees a group of 5 vultures may
record both the species (e.g. Cathartes aura) and the number
of birds in the group (5), but we treated each case like this as
a single observation of the species in question. Our data for
Oaxaca include 660,223 unique observations of 922 distinct
species.

We will take eBird counts as a very rough proxy for the
frequency with which a species is encountered in the course
of everyday life. The fact that nocturnal species will tend to
have lower counts than equally common diurnal species is
therefore a strength of the data rather than a limitation. eBird,
however, does not provide an unbiased measure of frequency
in everyday life. As a group, eBird contributors are more in-
terested in some species than others, and counts for rare but
iconic species (e.g. the bald eagle in the USA) will overesti-
mate the frequency with which they are encountered relative
to other species. Even so, eBird is a valuable resource follow-
ing strict data quality standards (Kosmala, Wiggins, Swan-
son, & Simmons, 2016) that allows rough estimates of a vari-
able (frequency) that would otherwise be extremely difficult
to measure.

Size data
Beyond frequency it is plausible that physical and behav-
ioral characteristics of birds both influence folk categoriza-
tion (Alcántara-Salinas, Ellen, & Rivera-Hernández, 2016).
Hunn (1999) has documented that smaller species are more
likely to be lumped together into large categories, and that
larger species are more likely to be given distinct names.
Following his lead we evaluate bird size as an influence on
categorization, and use size data from EltonTraits (Wilman
et al., 2014) which includes information on key attributes
for all 9993 extant bird species, including those from Oax-
aca. We use the body mass variable, separately sourced from
(Dunning Jr, 2007), which is defined as the geometric mean
of average values provided for both sexes. Beyond body mass
EltonTraits includes variables related to diet types, foraging
strata, and activity patterns, and future studies can explore
whether and how these variables influence naming.

Naming data
Our naming data are based on a detailed folk taxonomy of
the Zapotec language provided by Hunn (2008) based on his
his fieldwork in San Juan Gbëë, a small village in Oaxaca,
Mexico.2 Folk classifications include names at different tax-
onomic ranks, and our data set includes a scientific name, a
folk-specific name and a folk-generic name for each species
listed. For example, Colibri thalassinus (Mexican violetear)
is named dzı̌ng

¯
-yǎ-guı̀ (mountain hummingbird) at the folk-

specific level and dzı̌ng
¯

(hummingbird) at the folk-generic
level. According to Hunn’s taxonomy the folk-generic cat-

1We used all eBird observation of frequency from the Basic
Dataset (EBD) on https://ebird.org/data/download, last ac-
cessed January 24, 2020.

2Also available online at http://faculty.washington.edu/
hunn/zapotec/z5.html

egory dzı̌ng
¯

(hummingbird) includes 14 different species.
These 14 species are partitioned into 4 categories at the folk-
specific level: dzı̌ng

¯
, dzı̌ng

¯
-dán-yǎ-guı̀, dzı̌ng

¯
-gué, and dzı̌ng

¯
-

yǎ-guı̀. As this example suggests, in some cases the folk-
specific and folk-generic names for a species are identical:
for example, Amazilia Beryllina is known simply as dzı̌ng

¯(hummingbird) at the folk-specific level.
In total Hunn’s taxonomy includes 153 species that are or-

ganized into 94 distinct folk-specific categories, which in turn
are organized into 68 folk-generic categories. The scientific
species labels given by Hunn did not always match those used
by our other sources of data (eBird and EltonTraits). We took
the Clements checklist (used by eBird) as our gold standard
(Clements, 2007), and some manual preprocessing was re-
quired to align the labels used by all three resources.3

Analysis of category extensions
Given the three data sets just described we ask whether the
frequency and body mass data predict aspects of Hunn’s nam-
ing data. We focus first on the extensions of folk categories,
and subsequently consider the labels or names given to these
categories.

Our first analysis considers whether frequency and mass
predict whether a species is likely to be named. Intuitively,
one might expect that common species are more likely to be
named, and that larger species are especially salient perceptu-
ally and therefore more likely to be named. Most descriptions
of folk classification systems in the literature do not system-
atically describe species found in the local area that are not
named by the local residents. Our eBird data, however, in-
clude species that were documented in Oaxaca but not in-
cluded in Hunn’s taxonomy. Some of these species are prob-
ably rarely if ever seen in the village (San Juan Gbëë) where
Hunn carried out his fieldwork. We expect, however, that
some species missing from the taxonomy would be occasion-
ally encountered in San Juan Gbëë.

Figure 1 shows distributions of frequency and size for birds
with and without Zapotec names. As expected, on average
birds that are named tend to be more frequent than birds that
are not named. The mass distributions for named and un-
named birds, however, are very similar. To confirm these im-
pressions we ran a logistic regression including log frequency
and log mass as predictors of a binary variable that indicates
whether a species was named. The estimated coefficients
were β = 0.76± 0.09 (log frequency) and β = 0.005± 0.07
(log mass). We compared the full logistic regression model to
alternatives that removed either log frequency or log mass as
a predictor, and found that removing log frequency produced
a significant impairment (χ2(1) =−123.52, p < 1e−10), but
removing log mass did not (χ2(1) = 0.006, p = 0.94). Akaike
information criterion (AIC) scores supported the conclusion
that the model with log frequency but without log mass is the
best among the three.

3All data and analysis code is available at https://github
.com/joshabbott/birdnaming.
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Figure 1: Frequency densities (left) and Mass densities (right) for species named in Zapotec, species found in Oaxaca (OAX)
but missing from the Zapotec taxonomy, and all species in OAX.

Category size
Next we explore how named species are organized into cat-
egories. In particular, we explore whether the frequency
and mass of a species partially predict the number of other
species it is grouped with at the folk-generic level. Following
prior work on frequency effects in the experimental litera-
ture (Parducci, 1983), we hypothesized that frequent species
would tend to be grouped with fewer others, because invest-
ing in a distinctive name for a species makes most sense
if there are many occasions to use it. We also expected to
replicate the work of Hunn (1999), who reported that larger
species tend to be grouped with fewer others, which makes
sense given that larger species are especially salient percep-
tually.

The category size of each species is defined as the total size
of the folk-generic category to which it belongs. For example,
Colibri thalassinus (Mexican violetear) is grouped with 13
other species called dzı̌ng

¯
(hummingbird) at the folk-generic

level, and therefore receives a category size of 14. Fig-
ure 2 shows plots of category size (at the folk-generic level)
against both frequency and mass, and shows that mass is a
stronger predictor (r2 = 0.10) than frequency (r2 = 0.005).
The coefficients of a linear regression also suggest that mass
(β = −1.18 ± 0.20) is a stronger predictor than frequency
(β =−0.55±0.23). Comparing the full model with both pre-
dictors to models that remove one predictor, however, sug-
gests that removing mass significantly impairs the fit of the
model (χ2(1) = 504.82, p < 1e− 5), as does removing fre-
quency (χ2(1) =−78.89, p < 0.05). AIC values support this
same conclusion.

Overall these findings support Hunn’s finding that larger
species tend to be assigned to smaller categories, but suggest

that frequency predicts category size only weakly. Our anal-
yses, however, did not include a third environmental factor
which probably interacts with body mass and frequency. The
category size of a species almost certainly depends on how
many other similar species are found in the environment. For
example, one reason why dzı̌ng

¯
(hummingbird) is the largest

folk-generic category in our data is that Oaxaca has many
species of hummingbirds that look relatively similar to each
other and relatively distinct from other species in the environ-
ment. In future work we plan to further explore the influence
of perceptual similarity on folk categorization systems.

Analysis of category labels
The previous section focused on category extensions, but we
now ask whether frequency and mass influence the form of
the names for each species. We focus on names at the folk-
specific level and consider three lexical properties of these
names: name length, whether the name is a compound or
monomial, and whether the name is an unmarked prototype.

Name length
Zipf’s law of brevity (1936, see also Ferrer-i-Cancho et al.,
2013) is the well-established regularity that word lengths are
inversely related to word frequency. Intuition suggests that
the frequency with which a species is named should roughly
track the frequency with which it is observed, and we there-
fore hypothesized that more frequent species would tend to
have shorter names. In contrast, we expected that there would
be no relationship between body mass and name length.

Because we do not have phonemic representations of the
Zapotec names, we used a crude measure of length based
on the number of characters in the written form of each
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Figure 2: Category size plots for both frequency (left column) and mass (right column). Category size is defined as the number
of other species a bird is grouped with under the same folk-generic name. Each point represents a bird species named in
Zapotec.

name. We analyzed both the frequencies and masses of birds
named in Zapotec in relation to the name length of the bird.
In a direction opposite to our predictions, birds with longer
names had a slight tendency to be more frequent, while hav-
ing a slight tendency to be of smaller size. However, the
coefficients of a linear regression suggest that log frequency
(β = 0.04±0.03) and log mass (β = −0.06±0.03) are both
weak predictors of log name length. Comparing the full lin-
ear regression model with both predictors to alternatives that
dropped mass as a predictor significantly impaired model per-
formance (χ2(1) = 1.15, p < 0.03) but dropping frequency
did not (χ2(1) = −0.48, p < 0.16). AIC scores support the
same conclusion.

Compound names
As suggested earlier, some hummingbirds have compound
names at the folk-specific level (e.g. dzı̌ng

¯
-yǎ-guı̀ (mountain

hummingbird)) but others do not (e.g. Amazilia Beryllina is
known simply as dzı̌ng

¯
(hummingbird)). Compound names

are notated in Hunn’s taxonomy with a dash (‘-’), and we ex-
plored whether frequency and mass could predict whether the
folk-specific name for a species is compound or monomial.

Compounds tend to be longer than monomials, and con-
sistent with our analysis of name lengths we found that nei-
ther log frequency nor log mass predicts whether a species
has a monomial name. The coefficients of a logistic re-
gression suggest that log frequency (β = −0.04 ± 0.12) is
a stronger predictor than log mass (β = −0.04± 0.11), and
that as the frequency or mass of a species increases it be-
comes less likely to have a compound name. However, com-
parisons of the full model to alternatives that remove either
log frequency or log mass suggest that neither predictor is

significant (χ2(1) = 0.10, p = 0.75 for log frequency and
χ2(1) = 0.13, p = 0.72 log mass). AIC scores support the
same conclusion.

Prototypes
The literature on folk categorization proposes a link between
monomial labels and category prototypes (Berlin, 1972,
1992). If some vultures (e.g. Turkey vulture, Cathartes
aura) are simply called pěch at the folk-specific level but oth-
ers have a compound name (e.g. pěch-rúx, or Black vulture),
then vultures with the monomial name might be expected to
be more typical than those given a distinctive folk-specific
name. Several factors could contribute to typicality: for ex-
ample, typical vultures could be those encountered most fre-
quently, or those that are perceptually most representative of
the folk-generic category pěch (Berlin, 1992). Here we test
the hypothesis that frequency predicts typicality.

For us, any folk-specific category (e.g. the one that includes
Cathartes aura) with the same label as the folk-generic cat-
egory to which it belongs will be called an unmarked proto-
type. Although this definition of a prototype is based purely
on linguistic form, we expect that it lines up with the psy-
chological notion of a prototype (Rosch, 1973). Hunn’s data
include 11 unmarked prototypes, and for simplicity we focus
on the 6 prototypes that include a single species each, which
means that the species in question can be treated as a category
prototype.

Figure 3 shows ranked raw frequency distributions that
compare the frequency of each category prototype to the fre-
quencies of other members of the same folk-generic category.
The top left chart indicates that the prototypical Turkey Vul-
ture (in black) is more frequently observed in Oaxaca than
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Figure 3: Frequency bar plots of birds named in Zapotec as unmarked prototypes along with frequencies of other birds with the
same folk-generic name. The bar highlighted in black is the unmarked prototype.

other vultures. This trend holds across 5 of the 6 cases, with
a notable exception for the folk-generic category including
owls. Although the counts for this category are comparatively
low, the unmarked prototype (Great Horned Owl) is only the
second most frequent owl in the eBird data. Hunn notes that
the Great Horned Owl is considered an ill-omen by many, and
the cultural salience of this species may therefore explain why
it receives an unmarked name despite being infrequently ob-
served. Overall, these results suggest that Zapotec unmarked
prototypes can be predicted by frequency of observation.

Discussion
We drew on large-scale digital data sets to ask whether the
physical size of a bird species and its frequency of occur-
rence predict how it is classified in a Zapotec folk taxonomy.
Our first set of analyses found that frequency (but not mass)
predicts whether or not a species is named, and that both fre-
quency and mass predict category size (i.e. how many other
species a given species is grouped with at the folk-generic
level). Hunn previously reported that mass predicts category
size, and we found mass to be a stronger predictor than fre-
quency. The relatively weak effect of frequency may seem at
odds with previous experimental studies that report strong ef-
fects of frequency on categorization (Parducci, 1983). Exper-
imental work, however, is often able to tightly control stimu-
lus similarity, but we analyzed biological species that belong
to a similarity space with rich naturalistic structure. Although
perceptual similarity and frequency both affect categoriza-
tion, the weak effect of frequency in our category size analy-
sis suggests that perceptual similarity may be the stronger of

the two factors.
Our second set of analyses focused on category names. Al-

though our results suggest that frequency influences some as-
pects of naming (e.g. whether the folk-specific name for a
species is an unmarked prototype), to our surprise, we found
that frequency did not predict the length of a species’ name,
or whether the name is compound or monomial. Two possi-
ble explanations seem plausible. Consistent with Zipf’s law
of brevity, it is possible that frequently used names do tend to
be short, but that these names do not pick out the species that
are observed most frequently. Commonly discussed species
may include cases (e.g. the bald eagle in American culture)
that have cultural significance even though they are observed
relatively rarely. The second possible explanation is that the
effect of frequency is again dominated by perceptual similar-
ity. For example, compound names may be most useful in
“crowded” regions of perceptual space where they can serve
to distinguish one species from its neighbors. In extreme
cases in which a species (e.g. the Australian emu) is the only
member of a folk-generic category, there is no reason to give
it a compound name at the folk-specific level regardless of
how frequently the species is observed.

Frequency plays a central role in theories of communica-
tive efficiency. For example, efficiency-based theories of cat-
egorization predict narrow categories in frequently-observed
regions of stimulus space (Regier, Carstensen, & Kemp,
2016), and Zipf’s law of brevity can be explained in terms of
communicative efficiency (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011)
In turn, the notion of communicative efficiency is linked with
the utilitarian approach to folk classification (Hunn, 1982),
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which suggests that folk categories are best understood by
explaining the purpose they serve in a given culture. Our
results, however, suggest that frequency-related effects may
be dominated by perceptual similarity. If supported in future
work this conclusion would be broadly compatible with the
intellectualist account of folk classification (Berlin, 1992),
which focuses on perceptual salience rather than communica-
tive utility. A pressing goal for future work is to combine our
frequency data with a perceptual similarity space and to ex-
plore whether and how the two interact in shaping folk classi-
fication. The similarity space for this analysis can potentially
be derived from the work of Pigot et al. (2020), who gener-
ated a 9-dimensional space that includes most of the world’s
bird species and is based on body mass in addition to 8 vari-
ables related to beak shape and body shape.

A second important goal for future work is to expand our
approach to languages other than Zapotec. The best candi-
dates are languages for which a reliable folk taxonomy is
available and for which eBird data is relatively plentiful for
the geographic region in question. Clear next steps are to an-
alyze folk taxonomies for Tzeltal (Chiapas, Mexico; Hunn,
1977) and Tlingit (south-east Alaska; Hunn & Thornton,
2012).

Conclusion
Psychologists, linguists and anthropologists have all studied
how naming and categorization are affected by the structure
of the environment. Working in this tradition we explored
how Zapotec folk categories for birds are influenced by the
physical size of bird species and the frequency with which
they are observed. Our frequency data were drawn from an
online database of bird observations, and our work therefore
illustrates how large-scale digital data can be used to charac-
terize environmental structure in new and useful ways. Our
analyses so far have been extremely simple, but we see them
as initial steps in a research program that combines large-
scale environmental data and folk taxonomies to yield new
insight into categorization and naming across cultures.
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Introduction 
In recent years, researchers have made great strides 

developing a mechanistic understanding of object 
recognition in mature brains. Despite this progress, 
fundamental questions remain about the origins and 
development of object recognition. To what extent is the 
‘initial state’ of object recognition innately constrained? 
What are the learning algorithms that transform the initial, 
naïve state into a mature state? Here, we describe a new 
experimental approach for studying the origins and 
development of object recognition, by performing parallel 
controlled-rearing experiments on newborn chicks and 
autonomous artificial agents. This approach can be used to 
isolate the core computational components that underlie 
visual intelligence. 

The Learning Problem 
What are the core learning mechanisms in newborn 

brains? What role does experience play in calibrating those 
mechanisms over time? Despite significant interest in these 
questions, the field lacks a mechanistic understanding of 
how visual intelligence develops in newborn brains.  

In computational neuroscience, the vast majority of 
studies have compared artificial neural network (ANN) 
models to mature visual systems (e.g., Schrimpf et al., 
2018). ANN models are typically trained with supervised 
learning, in which the model learns from millions of labeled 
training images. However, animals learn largely through 
unsupervised learning. Human infants receive labeled object 
input only when they begin understanding language, and 
nonhuman animals receive no labeled training input during 
development. Building accurate models of the visual system 
therefore requires building ANN models that learn like 
newborn brains, using unsupervised learning algorithms.      

There are three challenges in building ANN models that 
learn like newborn brains. First, newborn subjects are hard 
to study. Most methods for studying cognition in newborn 
subjects are low powered and produce noisy measurements. 
This makes it challenging to obtain the precise benchmarks 
needed to build accurate ANN models. Second, it is not 
possible to control the environment in which most newborn 
subjects are raised. Thus, we do not know which visual 
experiences were used to ‘train’ their visual system during 
development. Since the outputs of ANN models change 

radically as a function of training input, accurate 
comparisons of ANN models and newborn brains require 
training the models and brains with the same visual 
experiences. Third, animals have bodies and choose their 
own input during development through active exploration. 
To directly compare ANN models and newborn brains, we 
must embody ANN models and allow the models to choose 
their own input during learning. 

To overcome these three challenges, we developed two 
new tools for reverse engineering the origins of object 
recognition. These tools allow us to obtain precise 
benchmarks from newborn animals (§ 1) and then use those 
benchmarks to directly compare the learning abilities of 
embodied ANN models and newborn brains (§ 2). 

1. Controlled Rearing Studies of Newborn Chicks 
Reverse engineering the origins of object recognition 

requires precise benchmarks showing how specific visual 
inputs shape the development of object recognition. To 
obtain these benchmarks, we use newborn chicks as a model 
system. Unlike most animals, chicks are uniquely suited for 
studying the earliest stages of visual development (Wood & 
Wood, 2015). Chicks are mobile on the first day of life, 
require no parental care, and can be raised in strictly 
controlled environments immediately after hatching. Thus, 
it is possible to study how specific experiences shape object 
recognition. Since cortical mechanisms are largely 
conserved across birds and mammals (e.g., Karten, 2013), 
studies of chicks can also reveal general insights into 
vertebrate visual development.  

We developed a high-powered controlled-rearing method 
for studying newborn object recognition, using automated 
image-based tracking software and virtual stimuli. We raise 
newborn chicks in strictly controlled virtual worlds and 
record their behavior 24/7 as they learn to recognize objects. 
Computers perform all stimuli presentation and behavioral 
coding, so we can monitor the chicks’ behavior 
continuously across the first 3-4 weeks of life. As a result, 
we can obtain precise measurements of performance, chart 
how object recognition changes over time, and examine 
individual differences across newborn subjects. Fueled by 
video game engines, we can also raise chicks in interactive 
virtual reality worlds with realistic 3D objects and scenes.  

We have made discoveries in two areas. First, invariant 
object recognition can emerge rapidly in newborn brains. 
For instance, when newborn chicks are reared in a world 
with a single object, they can recognize that object across 
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novel viewing situations, including changes in viewpoint, 
background, and motion speed (Wood, 2013; 2015; Wood 
& Wood, 2015; 2016). Newborn chicks can also perform 
“one-shot learning.” When chicks are reared with a single 
view of a single object, they can recognize that object across 
novel viewpoints (Wood & Wood, 2020). Likewise, when 
chicks are reared with a single object on a single 
background, they can recognize the object across novel 
backgrounds.  

These results compliment a growing body of work 
showing that biological brains can learn new concepts from 
just one or a handful of examples (e.g., Lake, 
Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015). The discovery that 
newborn chicks can perform one-shot learning suggests that 
this ability does not require extensive post-natal experience 
in order to develop. One-shot learning appears to scaffold 
object recognition during the earliest stages of learning. 

The second area of discovery is that newborn brains need 
a specific type of training data in order to develop invariant 
object recognition; namely, experience with a naturalistic 
visual environment (Wood, 2016; Wood & Wood, 2016; 
2018; Wood, Prasad, Goldman, & Wood, 2016). To learn 
correctly, newborn chicks need input of object views that 
change slowly and smoothly over time, adhering to the 
spatiotemporal properties of objects in the real world. 
Without slow and smooth visual input, chicks build 
‘incorrect’ object representations that fail to generalize 
across new viewing situations. Thus, newborn brains learn 
to see by leveraging the slow and smooth input from natural 
visual environments—a key prediction of unsupervised 
temporal learning models in computational neuroscience. 

2. Controlled Rearing Studies of Artificial Chicks 
The methods and results described above provide the 

foundations for reverse engineering the origins of object 
recognition. By using high-powered methods to study the 
origins of vision, we can collect precise data showing how 
newborn brains transform sensory inputs into behavioral 
outputs. These input-output patterns can then serve as 
benchmarks for building end-to-end (pixels-to-actions) 
artificial agents that learn how to see like newborn animals.  

To this end, our lab developed a machine learning 
platform for linking biological intelligence to artificial 
intelligence. This platform allows us to raise newborn 
animals and artificial agents in the same environments, and 
test their visual recognition behavior with the same tasks.  

Our project involves three steps: First, we build artificial 
brains (deep neural networks) with visual systems that learn 
through biologically-plausible mechanisms (e.g., predictive 
coding, episodic memory, curiosity-driven learning). These 
brains are embodied in virtual chick bodies. Second, we 
raise the artificial chicks in the same virtual reality 
environments as real chicks, and test their behavior with the 
same tasks. Thus, we directly compare the learning abilities 
of biological brains and artificial brains that have received 
the same training data. Third, by plugging different artificial 

brains into the artificial chicks, we can isolate the core 
learning mechanisms that underlie visual intelligence.  

Using this approach, we have recently identified a class of 
ANN models that develops some of the same visual abilities 
as newborn brains. When artificial brains contain deep 
neural networks that learn through curiosity-driven learning, 
and the artificial chicks are raised in realistic environments, 
the artificial chicks spontaneously develop ego-motion, 
object parsing, and object recognition. Moreover, the 
artificial chicks spontaneously learn to detect and imprint to 
animate agents. We argue that a relatively simple set of core 
computational components is sufficient to produce 
foundational visual behaviors.   
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Abstract

Probability matching—where subjects given probabilistic in-
put respond in a way that is proportional to those input
probabilities—has long been thought to be characteristic of
primate performance in probability learning tasks in a vari-
ety of contexts, from decision making to the learning of lin-
guistic variation in humans. However, such behaviour is puz-
zling because it is not optimal in a decision theoretic sense;
the optimal strategy is to always select the alternative with the
highest positive-outcome probability, known as maximising
(in decision making) or regularising (in linguistic tasks). While
the tendency to probability match seems to depend somewhat
on the participants and the task (i.e., infants are less likely
to probability match than adults, monkeys probability match
less than humans, and probability matching is less likely in
linguistic tasks), existing studies suffer from a range of defi-
ciencies which make it difficult to robustly assess these dif-
ferences. In this paper we present three experiments which
systematically test the development of probability matching
behaviour over time in simple decision making tasks, across
species (humans and Guinea baboons), task complexity, and
task domain (linguistic vs non-linguistic). In Experiments 1
and 2 we show that adult humans and Guinea baboons exhibit
similar behaviour in a non-linguistic decision-making task and,
contrary to the prevailing view, a tendency to maximise (ba-
boons) or significantly over-match (humans) rather than prob-
ability match, which strengthens over time and more so with
greater task complexity; our non-human sample size (N = 20
baboons) is unprecedented in the probability-matching litera-
ture. Experiment 3 provides evidence against domain-specific
probability learning mechanisms, showing that human subjects
over-match high positive-outcome probabilities to a similar de-
gree across linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. Our results sug-
gest that previous studies may simply have insufficient trials to
show maximising, or be too short to show maximising strate-
gies which unfold over time. We thus provide evidence of
shared probability learning mechanisms not only across lin-
guistic and non-linguistic tasks but also across primate species.
Keywords: probability matching; comparative psychology;
domain-general; decision making; language variation

Introduction
Probability matching strategies have long been thought to be
characteristic of primate performance in probability learn-
ing tasks in a variety of contexts, from decision making
across species to the learning of linguistic variation in hu-
mans. Probability matching occurs when subjects given
probabilistic input respond in a way that is proportional to the

input probabilities. However, such behaviour is not optimal
in a decision theoretic sense; the optimal decision strategy
is to always select the alternative with the highest positive-
outcome probability, known as maximising (or regularising,
in linguistic tasks). For instance, suppose one has to choose
between two sources with different positive-outcome proba-
bilities, one with positive outcomes on 70% of trials and an-
other with positive outcomes on 30% of trials. While (full)
maximising would secure positive outcomes 70% of the time,
probability matching behaviour (where responses are selected
in a 70-30 ratio) would lead to positive outcomes only 58%
of the time ((0.7×0.7)+(0.3×0.3) = 0.58). Behaviour that
does not reflect full maximising but still increases the proba-
bility of positive outcomes over probability matching is often
referred to as over-matching—i.e., subjects over-match high
positive-outcome probabilities (although not categorically).

Despite its suboptimality, probability matching behaviour
has been extensively reported in decision making experiments
in humans (e.g., Neimark & Shuford, 1959; Hudson Kam &
Newport, 2005; Erev & Barron, 2005; however, cf. Vulkan,
2000), non-human primates (e.g., Wilson, Oscar, & Bitter-
man, 1964; Lau & Glimcher, 2005, 2005), and in the animal
world more broadly (e.g., Bullock & Bitterman, 1962). While
very few studies have directly compared behavioural dif-
ferences between primate species, propensity to probability
match may nevertheless differ across species: existing stud-
ies suggest that monkeys (N = 2 to 8) can adopt maximising
strategies more readily than humans (Parrish, Brosnan, Wil-
son, & Beran, 2014; Brosnan, Wilson, & Beran, 2012). More-
over, there is evidence of a difference across ages in humans:
while adult humans probability match in probability learn-
ing tasks, children tend to use maximising strategies instead
(Derks & Paclisanu, 1967). However, this difference seems
to only hold for simple binary prediction tasks: increasing the
complexity of the task by introducing three or four alterna-
tives is more likely to lead to maximising or at least increased
over-matching behaviour (Gardner, 1957; Weir, 1972). Al-
together, these results suggest that readily-available probabil-
ity matching behaviour might be restricted to adult humans
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and simple binary decision making tasks (see, e.g., Koehler
& James, 2010; Vulkan, 2000).

Recent studies further suggests that the propensity to prob-
ability match might differ across domains: work compar-
ing probability matching behaviour across linguistic and non-
linguistic domains suggests that adult humans are less likely
to probability match in linguistic tasks (Ferdinand, Kirby,
& Smith, 2019). Nonetheless, asymmetries across ages and
complexity degree remain the same in the linguistic domain:
adults are more likely to probability match than children
(Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005) and in tasks with fewer al-
ternatives (Ferdinand et al., 2019). These differences across
species, age groups and domains have been taken to suggest
that the regularisation of linguistic variation over time might
be driven by domain-specific biases as well as by domain-
general and species-general biases.

In sum, despite substantial evidence on probability match-
ing behaviour in the animal world, there are questions over
the generalisability of probability matching behaviour across
species, age groups, domains, and degrees of complexity
(amongst other factors, see, e.g., Vulkan, 2000). However,
we hitherto lack the required comparative work to robustly
assess these asymmetries. In this paper we present a series
of three experiments which aim to systematically test differ-
ences in behaviour in simple decision making tasks across
primate species, degrees of complexity and domains. Ex-
periments 1 and 2 compare probability matching behaviour
over time in adult humans and Guinea baboons (Papio pa-
pio) with a hitherto unmatched sample size (N = 20 baboons),
with tasks including different degrees of complexity (two or
three alternatives). Using a similar methodology, Experiment
3 compares probability matching across domains (linguistic
and non-linguistic) and degrees of complexity in humans.

Experiment 1: Maximising in Guinea baboons
Materials and Methods
We ran an experiment where, on each trial, participants were
presented with geometric shapes and had to select one; dif-
ferent shapes had different probabilities of reward. We ma-
nipulated two factors: the number of shapes (two or three)
and the reward ratios (skewed or uniform). The four con-
ditions product of these two manipulations had the following
reward ratios: 70:30 (skewed, two shapes), 70:15:15 (skewed,
three shapes), 50:50 (uniform, two shapes) or 33:33:33 (uni-
form, three shapes). All factors were manipulated within-
participant; the order of the conditions was assigned ran-
domly per participant. All shapes were different across con-
ditions. The preregistered design and analysis plan for this
experiment is accessible at osf.io/evxk4.

Participants Guinea baboons (Papio papio) belonging to a
large social group (of 25) from the CNRS Primate Center in
Rousset-sur-Arc (France) participated in this study. Progress
through training onto testing was conditioned on performing
at criterion: participants were required to complete a condi-
tion in no more than a week. Following this criterion, we

excluded the data from five baboons across conditions (final
N = 20). Participants were 4 males (median age 4 years, min
= 3, max = 12) and 16 females (median age 9 years, min =
1.5, max = 24).

The study was conducted in a facility developed by J.F. (for
further information, see Fagot & Paleressompoulle, 2009;
Fagot & Bonté, 2010). The baboons live in an outdoor en-
closure (700m2) connected to 10 computerised testing booths
to which baboons have free access. Identification of the sub-
jects within each testing booth is made possible thanks to two
bio-compatible 1.2 by 0.2 cm RFID microchips implanted in
each baboon’s forearm. The baboons can thus participate in
an experiment whenever they choose, and do not need to be
captured to participate. The test program allows an indepen-
dent test regime for each baboon, irrespective of the test booth
it is using. Puffed rice grains are used as reward. Baboons
were neither water- nor food-deprived during the research.

Procedure On each trial, participants saw a set of coloured
shapes (two or three shapes, randomly positioned on a touch
screen) and were prompted to select one. Each shape lead to
a reward according to the ratio specified by the condition—
70:30 (Skewed 2), 70:15:15 (Skewed 3), 50:50 (Uniform 2)
or 33:33:33 (Uniform 3). If the participant selected the target
shape for a given trial, they were rewarded (with a rice puff).
If the target shape was not selected, the participant proceeded
to the next trial without reward after a short delay (where a
green screen signalling failure was shown). Participants com-
pleted 10 blocks of 240 trials; the reward ratios were constant
across blocks within a given condition.

Analysis Our main hypotheses are that (1) subjects will
maximise in the presence of a skewed reward distribution i.e.
where one shape provides reward with a higher probability
than the others, and (2) will do so more in the presence of
three rather than two shapes as the number of probabilities to
track increases and the difference between the probability of
high-reward and low-reward shapes is greater.

As per the preregistered analyses, and following Ferdinand
et al., 2019, we analysed the entropy drop of the set of re-
sponses (the output entropy minus the input entropy). If par-
ticipants select the higher-rewarding shape more often, the
variability of the set of responses will decrease thus lower-
ing its entropy. For conditions with skewed distributions of
reward we additionally analysed the choice of the optimal re-
sponse (whether or not subjects choose the shape with the
highest reward probability), which will confirm whether the
entropy drop we observe is indeed driven by the maximisa-
tion of the number of correct predictions.

We analysed entropy drop using a linear mixed-effects
model, with probability distribution of reward (skewed vs.
uniform), number of shapes (three vs. two) and block as
fixed effects. We included random intercepts for participant
and by-participant random slopes for all fixed effects. The
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Figure 1: Summary of results for Experiments 1 (baboons, a-b) and 2 (humans, c-d). Top row: entropy drop across all four conditions in
baboons (a) and humans (c). Bottom row: proportion of optimal responses in conditions with a higher-rewarding alternative (Skewed) in
baboons (b) and humans (d). We show the means and standard errors as well as the individual data points (colour-faded). The grey dashed
lines represent the input entropy (a–c) and the input reward probability of the higher-rewarding alternative (b–d). Coloured dashed lines in
a–c represent the maximum entropy drop in Skewed 2 (orange) and Skewed 3 (blue).

proportion of optimal responses was analysed using a logis-
tic mixed-effects model with number of shapes and block
as fixed effects, by-participant random intercepts and by-
participant slopes for all fixed effects. Categorical effects
were simple coded so levels are compared to each other di-
rectly but the intercept is the grand mean across levels.

Results
Entropy drop A visual inspection of the results (Figure 1a)
suggests that, in conditions with skewed reward distributions,
the entropy of the response system decreases by block and
approaches the maximum entropy drop. In contrast, entropy
drop in conditions with uniform reward distributions stays
around 0 throughout blocks. The results from the linear re-
gression model confirm these observations. The model’s in-
tercept suggests a significant drop in entropy already in the
first block of trials (β=−0.405, se= 0.027, p< 0.001); how-
ever, this drop is less pronounced in conditions with uniform
reward distributions (β= 0.244, se= 0.028, p< 0.001)—and
even less so in Uniform 3 (β = 0.070, se = 0.011, p < 0.001).
We also found a significant decrease in entropy by block
(β = −0.028, se = 0.004, p < 0.001), however, this de-
crease was not as pronounced across conditions: it is signifi-
cantly flatter in uniform conditions (β = 0.014, se = 0.002,

p < 0.001). The model further suggests that entropy de-
creases by block more with three shapes (β = −0.007, se =
0.002, p = 0.001). However, this difference is not necessar-
ily indicative of stronger maximising behaviour with three
shapes and can be explained by the differences in the max-
imum entropy drop across conditions (see Figure 1a).

Proportion of optimal responses Figure 1b shows the pro-
portion of optimal responses in Skewed conditions. A visual
inspection of the results suggests that the proportion of op-
timal responses is higher than in the input ratio of reward
(70%) from the first block of responses, and that it increases
with block to reach ceiling across conditions by the fourth
block. The results from the logistic regression model con-
firm these observations. The model’s intercept coefficients
(β = 2.231, se = 0.141) suggest that participants choose the
optimal responses significantly above 70% in block 1 (z =
9.823, p < 0.001), thus confirming that participants signifi-
cantly over-match from very early on. The significant effect
of block (β = 0.451, se = 0.049, p < 0.001) shows that the
proportion of optimal responses increases further by block.
We did not find a significant effect of the number of shapes
(β = −0.096, se = 0.101, p = 0.342) or its interaction with
block (β = 0.015, se = 0.008, p = 0.083), confirming thus
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that the difference we found with entropy drop between num-
ber of alternatives was not driven by differences in maximis-
ing behaviour.

Experiment 2: Maximising in adult humans
Materials and methods
Experiment 2 adapted Experiment 1 to adult human partici-
pants. The design was as per Experiment 1 modulo the im-
plementation of a between-participants design and the reduc-
tion of the total number of trials to 240 (to better suit the
time constraints of a web experiment). The preregistered de-
sign and analysis plan for this experiment is accessible at
osf.io/b3nke.

Participants We recruited 80 participants (N=20 per condi-
tion) through Amazon Mechanical Turk for a ten-minute long
session. Participants were all over 18 years old, based in the
US and had approval ratings of > 95%. There were no further
requirements aside from successfully completing a series of
bot-screening questions to start the experiment, and finishing
it in less than 50 min; no participants were excluded based on
these criteria. Participants were paid a base rate of $2 plus
they received a bonus of $0.02 (rather than a rice puff) for
each correct image chosen.

Procedure The design for humans was as similar as pos-
sible to the baboons’ in Experiment 1. For each trial, sub-
jects saw two or three coloured shapes and were instructed
to select one (by key press). Feedback was provided after
each selection; if they selected the target image, they also
received $0.02 in bonuses. For each condition, participants
went through four blocks of 60 trials each; reward ratios were
constant across blocks.

Analysis We used the same models as per Experiment 1
but given the between-participant design, only intercepts for
participant and by-participant slopes for the effect of block
were included as random effects.

Results
Our hypotheses were the same as with baboons: (1) par-
ticipants will maximise the number of correct predictions
in the presence of a higher-reward alternative, and (2) they
will maximise more in conditions with more alternatives (i.e.,
three shapes rather than two) and greater differences between
high-reward and low-reward choices.

Entropy drop A visual inspection of the results (Figure 1c)
suggests that, in conditions with skewed reward distributions,
the entropy of responses decreases by block, although it does
not reach the maximum entropy drop within 240 trials. In
contrast, entropy drop in conditions with uniform reward dis-
tributions stays close to 0. The results from the linear regres-
sion model support these observations. We found a signifi-
cant decrease in entropy by block (β = −0.086, se = 0.009,
p < 0.001), however, this decrease was significantly smaller
in Uniform conditions (β = 0.089, se = 0.009, p < 0.001).

The model further suggests that entropy decreases by block
more with three shapes in Skewed (β = −0.047, se = 0.009,
p < 0.001) but not in Uniform conditions (β = 0.046, se =
0.009, p < 0.001); as in Experiment 1, this difference in
Skewed conditions could simply be explained by the differ-
ences between maximum entropy drop.

Proportion of optimal responses Figure 1d shows the pro-
portion of optimal responses in the Skewed conditions. A
visual inspection of the results suggests that the proportion
of optimal responses is not higher than in the input ratio of
reward (70%) in the first block of responses, but that it in-
creases by block. We can further observe that the increase by
block is greater with three shapes. The results from the logis-
tic regression model confirm these observations. The model’s
intercept coefficients (β = 0.777, se = 0.151) suggest that
participants do not choose the optimal response significantly
above 70% in block 1 (z = −0.466, p = 0.642), thus sug-
gesting that participants’ initial behaviour is not significantly
different from probability matching. However, the significant
effect of block (β = 0.721, se = 0.089, p < 0.001) suggests
that the proportion of optimal responses increases by block
to be significantly different from probability matching from
the second block onward (p < 0.001). Results further show
that the increase in optimal responses is greater in Skewed 3
(β= 0.371, se= 0.088, p< 0.001) thus confirming a stronger
maximising behaviour with three rather than two shapes.

Cross-species comparison So far results suggest that both
baboons and humans ultimately use maximising and over-
matching rather than probability matching strategies to solve
binary and ternary prediction tasks. However, results across
species cannot be straightforwardly compared given the dif-
ferences in the number of trials per testing block (240 for ba-
boons and 60 for humans). This difference was due to an
overestimation, based on previous research (e.g., Wilson et
al., 1964), of the amount of trials it would take baboons to
reach a maximising strategy. We can still nevertheless cal-
culate the difference between the empirical probabilities of
reward in sub-blocks of 60 trials and the proportion of op-
timal responses within these sub-blocks. For humans, the
empirical reward probabilities are always 0.7 because by de-
sign each block of 60 trials rewarded the optimal response at
exactly that rate. For baboons, these probabilities will vary
slightly across sub-blocks of 60 trials, given that the reward
probabilities were controlled with respect to longer 240-trial
blocks. To resolve this, we calculate the difference between
participants’ empirically-observed reward rates and their op-
timal response rates for each 60-trial block: a difference of
0 between input and output proportions of optimal responses
would mean that the choice of optimal responses corresponds
perfectly to the input probabilities of reward (i.e. probabil-
ity matching); differences above 0 indicate that the optimal
response is chosen more often than its proportion of reward
(i.e. over-matching or maximising behaviour).

Figure 2 shows the increase in the proportion of optimal
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Figure 2: Increase in the proportion of optimal responses in Skewed
conditions (Experiments 1–2) in baboons and humans within the ini-
tial 240 trials, broken down into blocks of 60 trials. Means and stan-
dard errors as well as individual data points are shown. Dashed lines
represent the input reward probability (i.e., a difference of 0 from it).

responses within the first 240 trials across both species, seg-
mented in blocks of 60 trials. We ran a linear regression
model with fixed effects for species (baboons vs humans),
the number of shapes (three vs two), and block (of 60 tri-
als each). As random effects we included intercepts for par-
ticipant and by-participant random slopes for the effects of
block and the number of shapes. Results suggest that the
difference between input and output proportions of optimal
responses was not different from 0 initially (β = −0.005,
se = 0.020, p = 0.813) but that it increased significantly by
block (β = 0.074, se = 0.007, p < 0.001); the non-significant
effect of species along with the non-significant interaction be-
tween species and block suggest that this increase is com-
parable across species (β = 0.017, se = 0.020, p = 0.403;
β = 0.005, se = 0.007, p = 0.474). We further found a sig-
nificant interaction between block and the number of variants
suggesting that the proportion of optimal responses increases
more by block in conditions with three shapes (β = 0.028,
se= 0.006, p< 0.001); moreover, we did not find a three way
interaction with species (β=−0.006, se= 0.006, p= 0.347),
suggesting that this difference holds across species as well.
In other words, baboons and humans performed in the same
way on this task, both exhibiting an early phase of exploration
that resembles probability-matching followed by movement
towards maximisation.

Experiment 3: Over-matching across domains
Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence against probability
matching behaviour in humans and baboons: when a max-
imising strategy is available, both species show a tendency
towards maximisation over time, across different degrees of
complexities. In Experiment 3 we test whether humans are
even more likely to over-match in linguistic tasks compared to
non-linguistic tasks (as suggested in Ferdinand et al., 2019).
We use a similar design to that in Experiment 2 but adapt

it to be comparable to Ferdinand et al. (2019), which has
previously shown differences between domains. Participants
in Ferdinand et al. (2019)’s non-linguistic tasks are asked to
choose between differently coloured marbles with different
probabilities of occurrence; in their linguistic tasks, partic-
ipants are asked to choose between linguistic variants (al-
ternative forms to convey the same meaning). In common
with much of the literature on linguistic probability match-
ing/regularisation, these tasks are divided into training and
testing phases. During training participants are passively ex-
posed to a set of shapes/words with different probabilities of
occurrence; in testing, they are asked to predict a sequence
of the same shapes/words without feedback. In Experiment 3
we adapt our Experiment 1–2 method to more closely resem-
ble these tasks: we eliminate feedback and monetary reward
during training; during testing, participants are told that their
responses will influence their monetary reward, but do not re-
ceive trial-by-trial feedback which would allow them to adjust
their behaviour accordingly.

Materials and Methods

We ran a between-participants experiment where we manipu-
lated two variables: domain (words or shapes) and number of
variants (two or three). The reward distribution was skewed
across all conditions: the input reward ratios were 70:30 and
70:15:15 for two and three variants respectively as in Exper-
iments 1–2. In the non-linguistic (shapes) conditions partic-
ipants were exposed to a sequence of shapes and then were
asked to predict a sequence of the same shapes themselves.
In the linguistic (words) conditions participants were exposed
to a sequence of words (two or three non-words which were
used variably to refer to a single referent object, i.e., the
words were synonyms which were deployed unpredictably,
as in, e.g., Ferdinand et al., 2019) and were then asked to
predict a sequence of words produced by the same popula-
tion of speakers. Crucially, participants were told they would
be rewarded for each correct prediction in the sequence they
produced, but unlike in Experiments 1–2 they did not receive
feedback on each trial.
Participants As per Experiment 2, we recruited 104
English-speaking adult participants for a ten-minute long ses-
sion. Participants were evenly distributed amongst the four
conditions (N = 25 across all conditions except for Shapes-
Skewed 2, where N = 29).
Procedure The experiment was divided into a training and
a testing phase. During training participants were exposed
to a sequence of shapes or words. One of the shapes/words
appeared more often than the other: the input ratios of oc-
currence were 70:30 and 70:15:15 for conditions with two
(Skewed 2) and three variants (Skewed 3) respectively. Dur-
ing testing, participants were asked to predict a sequence
of shapes/words based on their training. Participants went
through two blocks of 60 trials during training and two blocks
of 60 trials during testing; this makes the total number of tri-
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Figure 3: Proportion of optimal responses (i.e., majority vari-
ants in training) during testing trials in Experiment 3, across do-
mains (words or shapes) and degrees of complexity (two or three
shapes/words). Means and standard errors as well as individual data
points are shown. Dashed lines represent the input probability of
occurrence during training.

als equivalent to Experiment 2.

Analysis We analysed a single outcome variable: the
choice of optimal responses. We ran the same model as per
Experiment 2 but with an additional fixed effect for domain
(words vs shapes).

Results
Figure 3 shows the proportion of optimal responses. A vi-
sual inspection of the results suggests that the proportion of
optimal responses (i.e., majority variant) in testing is only
slightly higher than in training (70%) on average. We do not
observe any obvious differences between blocks or between
domains. The results from the logistic regression model show
that participants choose optimal responses subtly but signifi-
cantly above 70% in testing block 1 (β = 1.557, se = 0.160;
z = 4.432, p < 0.001), thus suggesting that participants’ sub-
tle over-matching behaviour is significantly different from
probability matching. We found no other significant effects,
suggesting similar behaviour across blocks (β = 0.069, se =
0.067, p= 0.304), number of variants (β= 0.027, se= 0.158,
p = 0.866), and domains (β = 0.063, se = 0.159, p = 0.693).

Discussion
Our results provide evidence against probability matching be-
haviour in simple decision making tasks in baboons as well
as in adult humans. In Experiment 1 and 2, where the dis-
tribution of reward was skewed (i.e. 70:30 or 70:15:15) and
a maximising strategy was therefore available, both species
showed an initial exploratory behaviour resembling proba-
bility matching followed by a switch to over-matching be-
haviour within 240 trials: in the first block of 60 trials, the
selection of the shape with the highest reward probability
was not significantly different from its reward probability, but
there was a significant increase of over-matching by block.

In Experiment 1, where we were able to collect 2400 trials
per baboons, we observe a convergence on maximising be-
haviour after 240 trials. We did not observe the same con-
vergence in Experiment 2 with humans because we did not
collect as many trials for humans in Experiment 2, but given
that we found comparable behaviour within 240 trials across
species, we predict that over-matching behaviour in humans
would increase by block after the 240 trials in a similar fash-
ion to eventually converge on maximising; we are currently
running a longer version of the same experiment to test this.
Crucially, we also found probability matching behaviour in
both species when the reward distribution was uniform. This
difference in behaviour between skewed and uniform condi-
tions suggests that maximising is not the default strategy but
that both species are sensitive to the availability of maximis-
ing strategies.

We also found evidence for an effect of degree of com-
plexity: an earlier tendency towards maximising behaviour in
ternary rather than binary prediction tasks, where not only the
number of choices increased but also the differences between
probabilities of reward for higher-reward and lower-reward
variants was greater. In the results obtained from baboons,
we observe that this difference is later lost as participants con-
verge towards maximising behaviour after the initial 240 tri-
als. Altogether, regardless of the tendency towards maximisa-
tion, it is still possible that the initial period of exploration is
longer than expected from a decision theoretic sense. Further
work is required to assess differences in the trade-off between
exploration and exploitation with a more fine grained analy-
sis of decision making over time across species and different
reward distributions (for differences across age groups, see
Sumner et al., 2019).

Finally, we did not find evidence of a difference in human
behaviour across our non-linguistic and linguistic tasks (cf.
Ferdinand et al., 2019). We found that participants slightly
over-produce the majority input variant, thus suggesting a
weak tendency toward over-matching across domains. How-
ever, we did not observe as strong a tendency towards max-
imising behaviour in Experiment 3 as in Experiment 2, which
could be due to the lack of feedback and the passive expo-
sure to the input probabilities. It is possible that the lack
of reinforcement during exposure hinders the learning of the
input probabilities. Further, the lack of feedback to partic-
ipants’ responses at each trial during testing could also im-
pact their selection strategies: without feedback, participants
might be more likely to focus on the prediction of an en-
tire sequence of outcomes (and not of a single outcome at
a time) which in turn may increase the probability of the pro-
duction of rare variants. It is nevertheless worth noting that
over-matching behaviour in Experiment 2 is not as strong in
block two as in the following blocks, suggesting weak over-
matching behaviour within 120 trials even with feedback and
reward. This suggests that the presence of feedback and re-
ward is required to produce the over-matching and maximis-
ing behaviour we see in Experiments 1–2; it does not sim-
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ply emerge from repeated testing. Interestingly, there is some
variability in the experimental methods used to demonstrate
probability matching / regularisation in the experimental lit-
erature in linguistics: some studies avoid feedback in testing
(e.g. Ferdinand et al., 2019) whereas others provide feedback
on at least some test trials (e.g. Culbertson, Smolensky, &
Legendre, 2012), which may induce (subtle) differences in
the tendency to maximise. It is also worth noting that the
over-matching effect we observe in Experiment 3 is small:
participants only over-produce the majority variant by about
5%, that is, producing it on 75% of trials rather than 70% as in
their input. Since most experiments on linguistic probability
matching use far fewer test trials (e.g. 10 trials in Ferdinand et
al., 2019), they will typically lack the statistical power and/or
response granularity to differentiate between this small level
of over-matching and probability-matching.

Conclusion
Our results provide evidence against the common assump-
tion that monkeys and humans are likely to probability match
in simple decision making tasks and raise questions over the
validity of conclusions in standard behavioural experiments,
which our results suggest may simply have insufficient tri-
als to show a maximising behaviour which unfolds over time.
It also casts doubt on the suggested domain-specific sources
of maximising behaviour in linguistic tasks by providing evi-
dence of shared mechanisms in probability learning not only
across primate species but across linguistic and non-linguistic
tasks.
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Abstract 

Stimulus recency has a strong effect on both behavior and 
neural responses. Its effects on neural responses have been 
most closely studied in the visual system in inferotemporal 
cortex (IT) in which recency gives rise to suppressed 
responses by a phenomenon known as repetition suppression. 
This observation has led to many possible explanations of 
how repetition suppression arises in the visual system. Here, 
we explore three of them: (1) top-down, (2) bottom-up and (3) 
independently in each brain region. Each of these accounts 
makes different predictions about the pattern of effects at 
different stages in visual processing for cases in which the 
stimulus either is or is not a match for the location or the 
identity of the preceding stimulus. We tested these predictions 
by recording from neurons in IT and V2, two separate stages 
of processing, while monkeys viewed displays of repeated 
and non-repeated image sequences. 

Keywords: monkey; repetition suppression; IT; V2; visual; 
neuron; object; representation; top-down; bottom-up 

INTRODUCTION 

Our visual environment is populated with objects that are 

relatively stable: Objects rarely suddenly disappear, jump to 

new locations, or change identities. Extensive evidence 

suggests that our brains are sensitive to this stability. 

Specifically, regions of the brain that encode object identity 

– in particular, inferotemporal cortex (IT) - respond 

primarily to objects when they are initially seen, and 

subsequently respond less as the same objects continue to be 

observed. This robust phenomenon, known as repetition 

suppression, is consistently observed in neural responses 

measured from both the hemodynamic response using fMRI 

(Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001) and at the level of single 

neurons (Baylis & Rolls, 1987). Moreover, repetition 

suppression is associated with behavioral improvements. 

For example, judgments about object properties such as 

‘moves’ vs ‘does not move’ (e.g. bicycle vs statue) are 

faster for repeated versus non-repeated objects (Buckner et 

al., 1998; McMahon & Olson, 2007).   

Despite its prevalence and possible link to behavioral 

priming, we know little about how repetition suppression 

arises within the visual system. To illuminate how repetition 

suppression arises at different levels of visual processing, 

the current study investigated repetition suppression to 

objects in IT and V2, one of its input regions, at the level of 

individual neurons in a non-human primate model – the 

macaque monkey. Our recordings from multiple brain 

regions at different levels of sensory processing under the 

same stimulus conditions could begin to arbitrate between 

different candidate network-level accounts of repetition 

suppression. This research could therefore inform how 

connections within the visual system shape object 

representations in response to recent visual experience. 

The goal of the present research was to investigate the 

dynamics of how the visual system generates repetition 

suppression to objects. Specifically, this research 

investigated how repetition suppression may arise in IT and 

V2 by: (1) bottom-up transmission, in which suppression 

effects are passed from lower-order to higher-order regions, 

(2) top-down transmission, in which suppression effects are 

passed from higher-order regions to lower-order regions, 

and/or (3) independent effects occurring in higher-order and 

lower-order regions. 

Repetition Suppression in IT 

Our current understanding of repetition suppression for 

objects consists primarily of extensive evidence that it is a 

robust phenomenon in IT. IT is a high-order region of the 

visual system with neurons that have large receptive fields 

and respond with high selectivity to complex natural objects 

(Desimone, Albright, Gross, & Bruce, 1984; Kobatake & 

Tanaka, 1994). Consistent with these characteristics, 

electrophysiological responses in IT are reduced when the 

same object is presented at the same location compared to 

when a different object is presented (Sawamura, Orban & 

Vogels, 2006). This is evidence that repetition suppression 

in IT is highly sensitive to object identity. 

Critically however, we know little about how this 

representation of object repetition is constructed by the 

visual system, in which IT is only one high-order region. IT 

builds representations from the input it receives from lower-

order regions in the visual hierarchy including V2, a region 

with neurons that have smaller receptive fields typically 

restricted to within a single quadrant of the visual field 

(Gattas, Sousa, Mishkin & Ungerleider, 1997). In addition 

to its smaller receptive fields, V2 is thought to primarily 

represent visual features such as orientation, color and other 

low-level stimulus properties without particular selectivity 

to the unique object identities resulting from combinations 
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of these features (Burkhalter & Van Essen, 1986). In what 

follows, we describe three ways in which repetition 

suppression may emerge in both a higher-order region (IT) 

and a lower-order afferent region (V2).  

Bottom-Up Transmission of Repetition Suppression 

IT receives much of its input from lower-order regions in 

the ventral stream hierarchy such as V2 (Baizer, Ungerleider 

& Desimone, 1991; Nakamura, Gattass, Desimone, & 

Ungerleider, 1993). These afferent pathways have led some 

(Grill-Spector, 2006; Kohn, 2007) to speculate that 

repetition suppression observed in IT is inherited from 

earlier visual regions by a primarily bottom-up process. If 

this were the case, then IT would inherit from V2 its pattern 

of suppression effects, including its dependence on object 

identity and location. 

Top-Down Transmission of Repetition Suppression 

It is known from anatomical studies that there are top-down 

projections from IT to V2 in the macaque brain (Baizer, 

Ungerleider & Desimone, 1991). However, we know little 

about the function of these projections, let alone regarding 

repetition suppression. A top-down account suggests that 

effects observed in IT will also manifest in V2 (Garrido et 

al., 2009; Grotheer & Kovacs, 2016). If this were the case, 

then V2 would inherit from IT its pattern of suppression 

effects, including its dependence on object identity and 

location. 

Independent Repetition Suppression in IT and V2 

A third possibility is that repetition suppression occurs 

independently in IT and V2. This possibility allows for 

contrasting effects in V2 and IT. Due to the small receptive 

field sizes of V2 neurons and the fact that they are selective 

for simple features rather than complex  images (Gattas, 

Sousa, Mishkin & Ungerleider, 1997), suppression in V2 

might occur primarily when objects appear at the same 

location, regardless of object identity. By the same token, 

repetition suppression in IT might occur primarily when 

objects share the same identity, and not the same location. 

Interaction of Identity and Location in Repetition 

Suppression 

It is worth noting that repetition suppression could be 

synergistically modulated by location and identity, such that 

the magnitude of suppression could be greater for the same 

object repeated in the same versus different locations above 

and beyond the sum of each independent effect. These types 

of interaction effects can be predicted based on the 

architecture of correlation-based models of repetition 

suppression (Kohn, 2007; Solomon & Kohn, 2014; Barlow 

& Foldiak, 1989; see also De Meyer & Spratling, 2009) in 

which lateral connections are the most plausible biological 

substrate for these computations, for which there is some 

experimental evidence (Hosoya, Baccus & Meister, 2005). 

These models suggest that repetition suppression can show 

enhanced selectivity above and beyond the sum of repetition 

effects associated with a single stimulus feature such as 

identity or location.  

The Current Study 

The overall goal of the current study was to cast light on the 

issue of how repetition suppression is constructed from 

representations at multiple levels of the visual system. To 

accomplish this goal, we measured the degree to which 

neural responses in IT and V2 were suppressed when an 

initial image (the Prime) of an object was followed by an 

image of the same or a different object (the Probe) at either 

the same or a different location. We used this approach to 

distinguish between bottom-up, top-down and independent 

accounts of repetition suppression. From each account we 

can make specific predictions about the patterns of 

repetition suppression that would be observed in V2 and IT. 

Based on previous studies of repetition suppression, we 

know two things about the response properties of neurons in 

IT: (1) they are only suppressed for repetitions of the same 

object, and not for different objects in the same location 

(Sawamura, Orban & Vogels, 2006) and (2) responses to 

repeated presentations are suppressed even when they 

appear in different locations (De Baene & Vogels, 2010). 

We also know that V2 has small receptive fields restricted 

to a single quadrant of visual space. These observations 

constrain our interpretations of what effects observed in V2 

might mean for each account. 

A bottom-up account predicts that the selectivity of 

repetition suppression to object identity in IT might be 

transmitted from V2. Specifically, this predicts that 

responses in V2 will likewise not be suppressed when 

different objects appear in the same location. On the other 

hand, if we do see repetition suppression to different objects 

in the same location in V2, this would suggest against a 

purely bottom-up account. Due to the small receptive field 

sizes of V2 neurons, a purely bottom-up account of the 

location-generalization observed in IT seems implausible 

and therefore we rule out this interpretation. 

In contrast, a purely top-down account predicts that 

lower-order regions such as V2, which have small receptive 

fields, may inherit some location-generalization via top-

down influence of neurons in IT with larger receptive fields. 

In other words, top-down influence from IT may cause V2 

neurons that do not respond to an initial object that is 

outside their receptive field to nonetheless show suppressed 

responding to a repetition of the same object when it then 

appears within their receptive field. If, on the other hand, we 

do not see repetition suppression to objects initially 

presented outside the receptive field in V2, this would 

suggest against a purely top-down account.  

Finally, the possibility that repetition suppression occurs 

independently in V2 and IT makes the prediction that we 

would see different patterns of repetition suppression in 

each area. The most plausible pattern would be that 

suppression in V2 (but not IT) will occur for repeated 

locations even when objects are not repeated and that  
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suppression in IT (but not V2) will occur for repeated 

objects even at different locations.  

METHODS 

Experimental Subjects 

Three adult male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) were 

used in the course of these studies. Monkey O was used for 

both IT and V2 recording experiments. Monkey S was used 

for IT recording experiments and monkey R was used for 

V2 recording experiments. Surgeries were performed to 

implant subjects with a headpost and craniotomies to access 

recording sites. All surgical procedures were carried out 

under gas anesthesia using aseptic technique. Vital signs 

were monitored continuously during surgery. All 

experimental procedures complied with local and national 

guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. 

Apparatus 

Neurophysiological Recording. On each recording day, a 

cylindrical grid was placed in the recording chamber over 

either IT or V2 and a single varnish coated tungsten 

microelectrode was advanced through a stainless steel 

transdural guide tube using a hydraulic micromanipulator 

until phasic visual responses were obtained. The analog 

electrical signal was digitally recorded and stored using a 

Plexon system. 

Eye Tracking. The monkey’s gaze was monitored 

continuously via an infrared eye tracking system (ISCAN). 

Experiment Presentation. The experiment was presented 

on a PC running NIMH Cortex. All images were presented 

on an LCD monitor at a viewing distance of 32 cm and a 

refresh rate of 60 Hz. 

Stimuli  

We used a set of 1,000 photographs of objects on a blank 

background that each subtended 5° of visual angle as a 

stimulus bank.  

Design 

Two subsets (A and B) of 2 images each were used to 

generate pairs of Prime and Probe presentations in one of 

four match conditions, generated from the combination of 

two factors: identity (same versus different) and location 

(same versus different). Specifically, the match conditions 

were: (1) BothMatch, in which the same image appeared 

twice in the same location; (2) IDMatch, in which the same 

image appeared twice in different locations, (3) LocMatch, 

in which the two different images in a subset were presented 

in the same location, and (4) NoMatch, in which the two 

images in a subset were presented in different locations (see 

Figure 1). In each condition, the first image was the Prime, 

and the second was the Probe. All images in subsets were 

used as Primes and Probes in all 4 conditions. 

Procedure 

Identifying Preferred Stimulus Sets. From a panel of 16 

daily novel images the 4 that elicited the highest firing rates 

at the recording site were selected as the stimulus set for the 

recording session. These 4 images were then each arbitrarily 

assigned to one of two subsets of 2 images each. See Figure 

1 for examples of stimuli used. 

Behavioral Task. Monkeys completed a passive fixation 

task. In each trial of this task, monkeys were required to 

maintain gaze within 1-2° visual angle of a central fixation 

point while images were displayed in the periphery.  

The fixation point was presented throughout each trial. 

During each trial, the fixation point first appeared alone for 

 
 

Figure 1: A:  Schematic of events within a single trial. An example NoMatch trial is shown. B: A representative subset of example 

stimuli chosen from the image bank used for IT and V2 recordings. 
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300ms. Subsequently, one image was presented as a Prime 

for 300 ms at a location above or below the fixation point at 

6° eccentricity. After 300 ms following the offset of the 

Prime, another image was presented as a Probe for 300 ms 

at a location below the fixation point at 6° eccentricity. 

Finally, the monkey received a juice reward (see Figure 1). 

If the monkey diverted its gaze from the fixation window 

the trial was aborted, no juice was delivered, and a brief 

checkerboard mask was displayed. 

Trial Conditions.  In each trial, the pair of Prime and 

Probe images came from either subset A or subset B, and 

were presented in one of four conditions: BothMatch (same 

image at the same location), IDMatch (same image in 

different location), LocMatch (different image at the same 

location), or NoMatch (different image in different 

location). Each Subset was used to generate eight unique 

trials in these four conditions by using each image in a 

subset as the Prime and/or Probe across trials, for a total of 

16 unique trials across subsets.  Consecutive trials always 

alternated between subsets A and B. Consequently, no 

image was presented in two consecutive trials. This design 

prevented cross-trial carryover of image-specific repetition 

effects. A session consisted of four repetitions of the 16 

unique trials, for a total of 64 trials recorded for each 

neuron. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We analyzed the data with the goal of testing predictions 

about the network-level effects which give rise to repetition 

suppression in regions at different levels of the visual 

hierarchy. Each of these network-level accounts gave us 

predictions about the patterns of suppression effects we 

would expect to see both within and between regions. We 

conducted analyses to test these predictions separately for 

the responses of neurons in IT and V2. The main outcome 

measures were the 2 main effects of location and image 

identity and the interaction term from a 2-way ANOVA. We 

also conducted two planned pairwise comparisons designed 

to test the predictions of each of the network-level accounts. 

A purely bottom-up account would predict that location-

based effects in V2 should transfer to IT. We planned to test 

for a pure location effect (NoMatch > LocMatch) in V2 and 

IT. The presence of a significant effect in both would 

constitute evidence in favor of a bottom-up account. We 

also planned to test for a pure identity effect (NoMatch > 

IDMatch) in IT and V2. A significant effect in both would 

constitute evidence in favor of a top-down account. A 

significant effect in one region but the absence of an effect 

in the other would suggest a lack of direct transfer via either 

bottom-up or top-down input, and would instead be 

compatible with an independent account. The observation of 

a significant interaction would also be compatible with an 

account whereby the synergistic component of repetition 

suppression arises independently in each region. 

Preliminary Analysis 

We recorded from 108 neurons in IT and 55 neurons in V2. 

The raw data consisted of neuronal voltage waveforms. For 

analyses, we performed waveform sorting using Plexon 

Offline Sorter on these raw data to manually separate 

clusters of waveforms in PCA space into single units. 

The Prime responses served as an internal control for the 

effectiveness of image identity and presentation sequence 

counterbalancing. They also served as a baseline for the 

unsuppressed response, to which we would compare the 

Probe responses to assess the level of repetition suppression. 

We took as our basic unit of analysis the total spike count 

between 100-250 ms post stimulus onset, both to the Prime, 

and to the Probe, for each neuron, for each condition. The 

matched-location Prime was used as a pre-repetition 

baseline because V2 neurons did not respond to the Prime 

presentation on IDMatch and NoMatch trials, as it was 

presented outside of their receptive fields and this lack of 

response in these conditions was expected. Only Prime 

presentations that occurred at the same location as the Probe 

were thus appropriate to use for both IT and V2. 

 The response of the neurons to the Prime in conditions in 

which it appeared at the same location as the subsequent 

Probe were not significantly different from each other (2-

sample t-test, p = .9461 in V2, p = .9225 in IT) and so we 

collapsed across them for subsequent analysis. We next 

generated a suppression score for each neuron for each 

condition by taking the response to the Prime (when it 

appeared at the Probe location) and subtracting the response 

 
 

Figure 2: PSTH of the response of IT neurons to Prime and Probe image sequences. Vertical axis: firing rate in spikes per 

second, horizontal axis: time from stimulus onset in milliseconds. Colored bars indicate the largest significant cluster for 

the corresponding condition using a cluster-based permutation test. 
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to the Probe. This gave us a suppression score in number of 

spikes for each match condition. Lastly, we mean-

normalized the suppression scores across the 4 conditions to 

control for neuron-to-neuron variability in firing rate 

magnitude.   

Repetition Suppression in IT 

We first considered repetition suppression in IT. Fig. 2 

shows a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the average 

response of all the neurons recorded in IT to each of the 4 

match conditions separately.  

To investigate the separate contributions of stimulus 

location and identity to overall repetition suppression in IT, 

we submitted these data to a 2x2 ANOVA with two factors: 

(1) Identity (levels: Same versus Different), and (2) 

Location (levels: Same versus Different). This analysis 

revealed a significant main effect of Identity (greater 

suppression when identity was the same, F(1,108) = 114.54, 

p < .001). The main effect of Location (greater suppression 

when location was the same) did not reach our alpha level of 

p < .01 with a value of p = .0223. Importantly, these main 

effects were qualified by a significant interaction (F(1,108) 

= 10.4, p = .0014) whereby suppression when both identity 

and location were a match was greater than the sum of the 

independent identity and location effects. 

We conducted two planned pairwise comparisons (2-

sample t-tests at an alpha level of .01) based on the 

predictions of the different network-level accounts, designed 

to test the predictions of each: One comparing repetitions of 

the same image in a different location versus a different 

image in a different location, and one comparing 

presentations of different images in the same versus 

different locations. These comparisons revealed that 

repetition suppression was greater for the same image even 

when presented in different locations (t(108) = 5.3883, p = 

1.8702e-07). In contrast, no such effect was observed for 

different images at the same location (p = .5029). 

To analyze these patterns across match conditions without 

a priori selecting an arbitrary analysis window, we 

employed a nonparametric cluster-based permutation test 

for analysis of time series data as described by Maris and 

Oostenveld (2007). This analysis tested whether the firing 

rates between a pair of match conditions continuously 

exhibited a consistent difference greater in strength than 

would be expected by chance during any period of the trial 

from Probe onset to the end of the trial. Each of the three 

match conditions was compared to the NoMatch condition 

from Probe onset to the end of the trial. The LocMatch 

comparison revealed no significant temporal clusters. The 

IDMatch comparison revealed the longest single significant 

cluster (p = .014) to occur from 130-317 ms post Probe 

onset and the BothMatch comparison revealed the longest 

single significant cluster (p < .001) to occur from 111-453 

ms post Probe onset.  

Repetition Suppression in V2 

We next considered repetition suppression in V2. Fig. 3 

shows a PSTH of the average response of all the neurons 

recorded in V2 to each of the 4 match conditions separately.  

We carried out the same analyses on the V2 data that we 

submitted the IT data to. The 2x2 ANOVA with Identity 

and Location as factors revealed a significant main effect of 

Identity (greater suppression when identity was the same, 

(F(1,55) = 62.89, p = 1.1627e-13), and a significant main 

effect of Location (greater suppression when location was 

the same (F(1,55) = 173.58, p = 1.7554e-29). Importantly, 

these effects were qualified by a significant interaction 

(F(1,55) = 29.94, p = 1.22997e-07) whereby suppression 

when both identity and location were a match was greater 

than the sum of the independent identity and location 

effects. 

In contrast to what was observed in IT, the planned 

comparisons revealed that repetition suppression was 

greater for the same location even when a different image 

was presented (t(55) = 6.4063, p = 3.9894e-09) and that no 

such effect was observed for the same image at a different 

location (p = .0461). 

We also employed the same nonparametric cluster-based 

permutation test that we used for the IT data. The IDMatch 

comparison revealed no significant temporal clusters. The 

 
 

Figure 3: PSTH of the response of V2 neurons to Prime and Probe image sequences. Vertical axis: firing rate in spikes per 

second, horizontal axis: time from stimulus onset in milliseconds. Colored bars indicate the largest significant cluster for 

the corresponding condition using a cluster-based permutation test.  
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LocMatch comparison revealed the longest single 

significant cluster (p = .001) to occur from 111-412 ms post 

Probe onset and the BothMatch comparison revealed the 

longest single significant cluster (p < .001) to occur from 

111-598 ms post Probe onset. 

General Discussion 

The purpose of the present experiment was to arbitrate 

between three possible ways in which repetition suppression 

may arise at two different levels of the visual hierarchy; at 

the level of IT, at the level of V2 or at both levels 

independently. Our pattern of results was most consistent 

with an independent account. IT responses were only 

suppressed for repetitions of the same object, whereas V2 

responses were only suppressed for the same or different 

objects at the same location. 

Synergistic Effects of Identity and Location 

Our results replicate in a single experiment several 

previously independent observations of image-specificity 

and location-generalization of repetition suppression in IT. 

We added to these findings by observing a synergistic 

interaction whereby when both location and image identity 

are a match to the Prime, suppression is enhanced beyond a 

simple linear sum of the location component and identity 

component, as evidenced by the significant interaction 

effect. Interestingly, in V2, we also observed a synergistic 

interaction whereby when both location and image identity 

are a match to the Prime, suppression is enhanced more than 

the linear sum of location-based and identity-based effects, 

as evidenced by the significant interaction effect. These 

observations are in line with an independent account. 

Implications for Bottom-Up and Top-Down 

Accounts 

The fact that there is a component of repetition suppression 

that is specific for location even when the image is not a 

match in V2 but that we do not see evidence of this same 

effect being present in IT suggests against a purely bottom-

up account of repetition suppression in IT. That is not to say 

that stimulus information is not being passed from V2 to IT, 

as this is almost certainly the case, but that the stimulus 

specific effects of repetition suppression in IT do not arise 

solely due to bottom-up signals from V2. Conversely, the 

fact that we do see suppression in IT when the same image 

is presented at a different location, but this effect is absent 

in V2 suggests against a strong top-down influence of IT on 

repetition suppression in V2. Again, that is not to say that 

there are not top-down connections from IT to V2, but that 

there is no evidence in this paradigm for their having an 

influence on repetition suppression, at least with respect to 

generalization across spatial locations in V2.  

Repetition Suppression Effects in V2 

It is interesting on its own that we observed such robust 

repetition suppression effects in V2 under these stimulus 

conditions, which have previously been used to induce 

repetition suppression in IT and therefore were tailored to 

the properties of IT neurons i.e. preference for complex 

naturalistic images and large receptive fields, and not 

specifically tailored to the response properties of V2 

neurons. We had some reason to believe that we might see 

repetition suppression under these conditions in V2, as 

suppressive effects due to stimulus adaptation have been 

observed in V2, albeit under very different experimental 

conditions. It was, however, unclear what form these effects 

might have taken.  

The images used for this study were not quantified based 

on their physical properties, and so it is not possible to 

determine to what extent specific suppression effects are 

due to how well the stimuli were tailored to the response 

properties of the neurons. This is an interesting question and 

could be explored in more detail in a future study. 

Conclusions 

While inferential and not directly causal, given the 

predictions made by each network-level account considered, 

when taken together, these results highlight the role of 

independent processing and downplay the roles of bottom-

up and top-down influences giving rise to repetition 

suppression effects seen in different brain regions at 

different levels within the visual hierarchy. These results 

have implications for understanding the general flow of 

information within the visual system and specifically how 

stimulus recency changes object representations. 
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Abstract 
Do people hold different kinds of beliefs about gods and spirits 
than they do about the everyday world? Many say no: that to 
the faithful, gods and spirits are real in the same way that tables 
and chairs are real. Yet experimental studies have found that 
speakers of American English tacitly distinguish between two 
cognitive attitudes—one for factual beliefs and one for 
religious credences—through their differential use of the words 
“think” and “believe” (Heiphetz, Landers, and Van Leeuwen, 
2018). In three large-scale studies—conducted in five 
strikingly different linguistic and cultural-religious contexts 
(from west to east: the US, Ghana, Thailand, China, and 
Vanuatu)—we demonstrate that such linguistic differentiation 
of factual belief and religious credence is cross-culturally 
robust. This lends support to the hypothesis that human theory 
of mind includes nuanced distinctions among different 
varieties of “belief.”  

Keywords: attitude reports; religious credence; factual belief; 
theory of mind; social cognition; psycholinguistics; 
comparative anthropology 

Introduction 
One form of human cognitive flexibility is the ability to relate 
to any given idea in a range of different ways. One might 
think that it’s raining, wonder whether it’s raining, want it to 
be raining, imagine it’s raining, hate that it’s raining, etc. 
These different ways of processing ideas are called 
“attitudes.” Among the attitudes, those that posit how the 
world is or might be are called “cognitive attitudes” (Shah 
and Velleman, 2005).  

Neurotypical humans track and communicate a range of 
different cognitive attitudes, as is evidenced by the existence 
of distinct attitude verbs in every known language (Goddard, 
2010; Wierzbicka, 2007). Indeed, as social creatures, it 
benefits us to be able to keep track of and communicate such 
differences in attitudes to our fellow humans: Different 
attitudes are linked to different emotions and behaviors (e.g., 
being in a good vs. bad mood on a rainy day; carrying vs. not 
carrying an umbrella), and thus provide key insights into why 
people do what they do and what they are likely to do next. 

This insight is at the core of the extensive body of work on 
“theory of mind.”  

Some differences in attitude type are stark, such as knowing 
that p versus pretending that p, so it is no surprise that most 
humans—even children—can be aware of and articulate such 
differences (e.g., Weisberg, 2013).  

Recent theoretical work highlights differences in cognitive 
attitude types that may appear more subtle. In particular, 
among the suite of attitudes that many other researchers lump 
together under the term “belief,” Van Leeuwen (2014, 2017) 
argues for a distinction between (1) factual beliefs, which 
guide people’s behaviors across any practical setting, provide 
general background information for use in inferences, and are 
sensitive to evidence; and (2) religious credences, which 
share none of these features, and instead are understood to 
have a normative orientation (i.e., it is regarded as good to 
have one’s actions guided by one’s religious credences), lend 
themselves to free elaboration rather than rational inference, 
and are sensitive to special authority (e.g., the word of a 
church leader) rather than evidence. From this perspective, 
factual beliefs and religious credences are distinct ways of 
processing ideas, with different etiologies, different updating 
mechanisms, and different characteristic effects on thought, 
emotion, and behavior. In this sense, the distinction between 
factual belief and religious credence is of critical importance 
to scholars of epistemology, belief revision, and religion. 

Do ordinary humans track this distinction? Religious 
credence and factual belief may be common and distinct ways 
of processing information without its being the case that 
ordinary people differentiate between these two varieties of 
“belief” in their representations of others’ mental states.  

To address this question, a recent series of studies by 
Heiphetz et al. (2018) examined ordinary people’s use of 
attitude verbs to communicate about mental states—on the 
idea that, if speakers systematically use distinct words in 
ways that line up with differences in attitude types, then that 
is evidence that they are representing those differences, at 
least at an implicit level. These studies offered ample 
evidence that speakers of American English use the verbs 
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“think” and “believe” with different frequencies in third-
person mental state attribution, depending on whether they 
are attributing a religious attitude or a more mundane factual 
attitude about how the world is.  

First, probing the Corpus of Contemporary American 
English, Heiphetz et al. documented that, across spoken, 
fiction, magazine, newspaper, and academic sub-corpora, the 
phrase “believe that” has a range of religious collocates (e.g., 
“miracles” and “Allah”), while “think that” has none.  

Behavioral studies provided converging evidence for this 
finding. In these studies, participants were more likely to use 
the word “believe(s)” to complete sentences that had 
religious content (e.g., Zane_____that Jesus turned water 
into wine) than sentences with more matter-of-fact content 
(e.g., Nick_____that cassiterite is the chief source of tin). 
(Note that, in both cases, the ascribed contents described 
states of the world, rather than judgments of what is good or 
bad.) This difference held up across different response 
paradigms (forced choice vs. free response) and across 
different types of matter of fact context (well-known facts, 
esoteric facts, and personal life facts, such as 
Sharon_____that she will meet her mother at the store 
today). Differential use of “thinks” vs. “believes” was evident 
even when the propositional content of a sentence was held 
constant, and only the broader context of the proposition was 
manipulated. For example, participants were more likely to 
use “believe” to complete the sentence she_____that aspirin 
is not a cure in the context of a religious vignette about the 
Church of Christ Scientist than in the context of a person who 
finds aspirin ineffective.  

Heiphetz et al. (2018) did not claim that the only uses of 
“think” and “believe” are for factual belief versus religious 
credence; they granted that other uses, such as 
acknowledging uncertainty, are also common. But such other 
uses were unable to account for the pattern of differential 
usage in these studies.  

The fact that, in Heiphetz et al.’s (2018) work, ordinary 
people reliably used the words “think” vs. “believe” to 
distinguish between factual beliefs and religious credences is  
particularly striking in light of the fact that scholars 
themselves frequently assume that the distinction between 
how people relate to “matters of fact” vs. “matters of 
religion” is rarefied, esoteric, or an artifact of a scholarly kind 
of Western secularism. Throughout the anthropological 
literature, for example, there are concerns that religious belief 
is a Western, Christian idea that simply does not apply to 
people elsewhere (Asad, 1993). As the anthropologist 
Christina Toren wrote (2007: 307-7): “We [anthropologists] 
may characterise as belief what our informants know and, in 
so doing, misrepresent them. If I am to correctly represent my 
Fijian informants, for example, I should say that they know 
the ancestors inhabit the places that were theirs.” The 
implication of such anthropological writings appears to be 
that the folk distinction between factual belief and religious 
credence surfaced by Heiphetz et al. (2018) simply does not 
appear in non-Western, non-Christian contexts.  

With this in mind, we set out to test the hypothesis that 
similar linguistic patterns of differentiation to what Heiphetz 
et al. (2018) observed among ordinary people speaking 
American English would emerge in diverse linguistic, 
cultural, and religious settings, and to explore the extent to 
which this distinction did or did not vary across samples in 
these settings. These studies were preregistered at 
AsPredicted.org (#5427: aspredicted.org/p6iy3.pdf); analysis 
code is available at github.com/kgweisman/think_believe. 

Field sites 
These studies were part of a large collaborative project (the 
Mind and Spirit Project; Luhrmann et al., 2020) which 
focused on how people’s understanding of the mind relates to 
their experience of spiritual and supernatural presence. This 
project took place in five countries—from west to east: the 
US, Ghana, Thailand, China, and Vanuatu—chosen to 
include diverse cultural models of the mind and religious 
practices.  

In the US, the current studies were conducted in English 
and focused on the words think and believe (following 
Heiphetz et al., 2018). In other countries, hypothesized 
counterparts to the English words “think” and “believe” were 
chosen after close consultation with anthropologists on the 
project who had local expertise, and with other native 
speakers. In Ghana, studies were conducted in Fante (an 
Akan dialect) and focused on the words dwen and gye dzi. In 
Thailand, studies were conducted in Thai and focused on the 
words คดิ (khid) and เชื'อ (cheụ̀̄x). In China, studies were 
conducted in Mandarin and focused on the words 认为 
(rènwéi) and 相信 (xiāngxìn). In Vanuatu, studies were 
conducted in Bislama (an English-based creole) and focused 
on the words ting and bilif. All study materials were back-
translated in order to ensure semantic fidelity. 

In the US, Thailand, China, and Vanuatu, studies were 
conducted via pen-and-paper surveys distributed on college 
campuses in urban areas (the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Chiangmai, Shanghai, and Port Vila). In Ghana, studies were 
administered orally to adults from the general population 
living in rural areas of the Central Region. This allowed us to 
include speakers of Fante (a language that is primarily spoken 
rather than written), with limited exposure to English (which 
is the language of instruction in Ghana and predominant on 
college campuses). 

 

Study 1: Forced choice 
Study 1 provided an initial test of the hypothesis that people 
use the words “believe” vs. “think” (or their counterparts in 
other languages) to mark a distinction between religious 
credence vs. factual belief. Methods closely followed 
Heiphetz et al. (2018), Study 2, in which English-speaking 
US adults were found to be more likely to choose “believe” 
(rather than “think”) to complete a sentence with religious 
content, whereas they were more likely to choose “think” to 
complete with more matter-of-fact content. 
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Methods 

Participants The final sample included 344 participants (US: 
n=76; Ghana: n=48; Thailand: n=75; China: n=48; Vanuatu: 
n=97). An additional 33 adults were excluded from the 
sample because they failed an attention check (n=4) or 
because they completed Study 1 after completing one of the 
other studies included in this paper, which could have 
affected their responses to this study (n=29). 

Materials and procedure Participants were presented with 
25 attitude reports of the form “[Character] [thinks / believes] 
that X” and were asked to select one of the two options to fill 
in the blank. In rural Ghana, a research assistant read each 
item out loud and asked for a verbal response. In all other 
sites, participants completed a pen-and-paper survey, circling 
either “think” or “believe” for each item. Items were 
presented in one of two counterbalanced orders. Responses 
of “think” were coded as 0, and responses of “believe” as 1. 

Ten of these attitude reports were “religious”: The 
complement phrase included either Christian content (n=5; 
e.g., Jesus Christ died for human sins) or Buddhist content 
(n=5; e.g., the Buddha found spiritual truth while 
meditating).  

The remaining 15 attitude reports were “matter-of-fact”: 
The complement phrase included either a well-known fact 
(n=5; e.g., Brazil is in South America), an esoteric fact (n=5; 
e.g., an octopus has three hearts), or a personal life fact (n=5; 
e.g., her dad is cooking noodles for dinner). 

We emphasize that both religious and matter-of-fact 
attitude reports contained statements about states of the 
world; none of them described value judgments (e.g., it is 
important to pray, it is wrong to eat meat). 

Analyses All results reported here are from mixed effects 
logistic regressions with maximal random effects structures 
(subject to model convergence), fitted using the “lme4” and 
“lmerTest” packages for R. Categorical variables were effect-
coded, and b estimates were standardized by dividing by 2 
standard deviations (via the “sjstats” package for R).  

For all studies, the primary analysis predicted responses of 
“believe” (or its counterparts in other languages) using 
attitude report type (2 levels: religious, matter-of-fact), field 
site (5 levels: US, Ghana, Thailand, China, Vanuatu), and an 
interaction between them as fixed effects, with both variables 
effect-coded to yield comparisons to the grand mean. 
Secondary analyses examined differences in responses of 
“believe” across attitude report types within each field site 
considered alone. A third analysis predicted responses of 
“believe” using attitude report sub-type, field site, and an 
interaction between them as fixed effects; in these models, 
attitude report sub-type was coded with the following 
orthogonal contrasts: (a) religious vs. matter-of-fact attitude 
reports; (b) religious attitude repots with content from the 
more locally salient religion (Christianity for participants in 
the US, Ghana, and Vanuatu; Buddhism for participants in 
Thailand and China) vs. the religion that was less salient in 

that setting; (c) attitude reports featuring well-known vs. 
esoteric and personal life facts; and (d) attitude reports 
featuring esoteric vs. personal life facts. 

Results and Discussion 

As hypothesized, participants were generally more likely to 
select “believe” for religious items than for matter-of-fact 
items (b=0.39, p<0.001), even while statistically controlling 
for differences in the overall rates of selecting “believe” (or 
its counterparts) across field sites.  

The distinction between religious and matter-of-fact 
attitude reports was more pronounced among participants in 
the US (b=0.06, p=0.005) and Thailand (b=0.09, p<0.001), 
and less pronounced in Ghana (b=-0.13, p<0.001); it did not 
differ from the grand mean in China (b=-0.01, p=0.585) or 
Vanuatu (b=0.01, p=0.744). Nonetheless, secondary analyses 
confirmed that this difference was significant in each field 
site considered alone (US: b=0.48, p<0.001; Ghana: b=0.20, 
p=0.010; Thailand: b=0.52, p<0.001; China: b=0.37, 
p<0.001; Vanuatu: b=0.40, p<0.001). See Figure 1. 

An additional analysis revealed that participants were more 
likely to circle “believe” for religious attitude reports 
featuring content from the more locally salient religion 
(b=0.06, p<0.001); interestingly, this difference was 
particularly pronounced in the two most devoutly religious 
samples (Ghana: b=0.04, p=0.026; Vanuatu: b=0.06, 
p=0.004) and attenuated in the least religious sample (China: 
b=-0.04, p<0.001). Participants were also more likely to 
select “believe” for attitude reports featuring well-known vs. 
esoteric and personal life facts (b=0.14, p<0.001). 
Participants did not reliably distinguish between esoteric and 
personal life facts in their use of “believe” (b=0.05, p=0.051). 

We consider the US results to be a clear replication of 
Heiphetz et al. (2018), Study 2. 

The results from other field sites are, to our knowledge, the 
first experimental evidence that awareness of the distinction 
between religious credence and factual belief is expressed in 
the language use of ordinary people speaking languages other 
than English, or in cultural-religious contexts other than the 
US. At the same time, this study hints at the possibility that 
this distinction may be more pronounced in some languages 
or contexts than in others.  

Figure 1: Study 1 results. Participants in all field sites were 
more likely to select “believe” to complete religious (as 

compared to matter-of-fact) attitude reports. 
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Study 2: Free response 
Study 2 explored the same question by asking participants to 
complete sentences using a word or phrase of their own free 
choice. Methods closely followed Heiphetz et al. (2018), 
Study 3, in which English-speaking US adults were more 
likely to generate phrases including the word “believe” to 
complete religious vs. matter-of-fact attitude reports. 

Methods 

Participants The final sample included 388 participants total 
(US: n=71; Ghana: n=46; Thailand: n=98; China: n=100; 
Vanuatu: n=73). An additional 70 adults were excluded from 
the sample because they failed an attention check (n=31) or 
because they completed Study 2 after completing one of the 
other studies included in this paper, which could have 
affected their responses to this study (n=39). 

Materials and procedure Methods were identical to Study 
1, except that participants were asked to write in (or speak 
aloud) a word or phrase of their own free choice to complete 
each attitude report. Responses were translated as needed and 
then lemmatized using the “textstem” package for R; this 
provided an automatic categorization of responses without 
human coding. All responses including the stem “believe” (or 
its counterparts) were considered usages of “believe”—
including, e.g., “does not believe” and “firmly believes”—
and so on for “think”  and other word stems. 

 

Results and Discussion 

As hypothesized, participants were generally more likely to 
write in “believe” for religious attitude reports than for 
matter-of-fact attitude reports (b=0.35, p<0.001), even while 

statistically controlling for differences in the overall usage of 
“believe” (or its counterparts) across field sites.  

As in Study 1, this difference was more pronounced among 
participants in the US (b=0.11, p<0.001) and less pronounced 
among participants in Ghana (b=-0.11, p<0.001). In Study 2, 
this difference was also more pronounced in China (b=0.04, 
p=0.001) and less pronounced in Vanuatu (b=-0.04, 
p=0.002); the difference did not vary from the grand mean 
among participants in Thailand (b=0.01, p=0.541). 

Again, however, despite this variability across sites, the 
key difference in rates of “believe” responses between 
religious vs. matter-of-fact attitude reports was significant in 
each field site (US: b=0.46, p<0.001; Ghana: b=0.20, 
p<0.001; Thailand: b=0.37, p<0.001; China: b=0.44, 
p<0.001; Vanuatu: b=0.26, p<0.001). See Figure 2. 

Echoing Study 1, an additional analysis revealed that 
participants were more likely to write in “believe” for 
religious attitude reports featuring content from the more 
locally salient vs. less locally salient religion (b=0.02, 
p=0.022). Again, this difference was attenuated in the least 
religious sample (China: b=-0.09, p<0.001), and exaggerated 
in one of the most religious samples (Vanuatu: b=0.06, 
p<0.001; but not in Ghana: b=0.01, p=0.408). In this study, 
participants did not distinguish between different sub-types 
of facts in their use of “believe” (well-known vs. esoteric and 
personal life facts: b=0.01, p=0.198; esoteric vs. personal life 
facts: b=0.02, p=0.231). 

We consider the US results to be a clear replication of 
Heiphetz et al. (2018), Study 3. 

Again, however, of greater interest is the fact that the 
distinction between religious and matter-of-fact attitude 
reports was robustly evident even among participants 
speaking languages other than English in cultural-religious 
contexts other than the US—and even in a free response 
paradigm, which surfaced fairly striking differences in the 
range of responses favored in each site (see Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Study 2 results. Participants in all field sites were more likely to generate responses containing the stem “believe” 
(or its equivalent in other languages) to complete religious vs. matter-of-fact  sentences. This plot presents 13 response stems 

that include the 6 most common responses in each field site, ordered by prevalence (collapsing across belief report types). 
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These data also lend further credence to the possibility 
raised in Study 1 that this distinction may be more 
pronounced in some linguistic and cultural contexts. In 
particular, in both Studies 1 and 2 the difference in rates of 
“believe” responses between religious vs. matter-of-fact 
attitude reports was smaller among participants in Ghana than 
among participants in other sites. Study 2 begins to shed light 
on this difference across samples, by surfacing the fact that 
Ghanaian participants were far more likely to generate the 
word nyim (English translation: “know”) over either “think” 
or “believe.” Participants in other sites also generated “know” 
(or its counterparts in other languages) quite often; indeed, 
“know” was the most frequent word stem generated in Study 
2, and was particularly frequent for fact-based attitude reports 
(see Figure 2). But participants in the Ghanaian sample were 
the only group to prefer “know” (Fante: nyim) over “think” 
and “believe” for both types of attitude reports. We return to 
these observations in the General Discussion. 

Study 3: Forced choice, controlled content 
Study 3 provided a final, more closely-controlled test of the 
overarching hypothesis, by matching the literal content of the 
complement phrase but manipulating the surrounding context 
to be more “religious” or more “factual.” Methods closely 
followed Heiphetz et al. (2018), Study 3, in which English-
speaking US adults were found to be more likely to choose 
“believe” (rather than “think”) to complete sentences when 
they were presented in a religious vs. matter-of-fact context. 

Methods 

Participants The final sample included 328 participants (US: 
n=57; Ghana: n=70; Thailand: n=72; China: n=49; Vanuatu: 
n=80). An additional 65 adults were excluded from the 
sample because they failed an attention check (n=16) or 
because they completed Study 3 after completing one of the 
other studies included in this paper, which could have 
affected their responses to this study (n=49). 

Materials and procedure Methods were identical to Study 
1, except that, rather than each attitude report varying in the 
content of the complement phrase, five key attitude reports 
were each presented in two contexts: a brief vignette with 
either “religious” or “factual” content. For example, the item 
“[Character] now [thinks / believes] that there is alien life on 
earth” was presented twice: once in a religious context (Jeff 
is a member of the church of Scientology. He has practiced 
that religion for many years. He always reads the church’s 
sacred texts. Today he read in his holy book that powerful 
alien beings from outer space long ago came to live on earth. 
Jeff now [ believes / thinks ] that there is alien life on earth.) 
and once in a closely-matched factual context (Max is a 
member of the research organization called NASA. He has 
studied astronomy for many years. He always reads NASA’s 
research reports. Today he read in a research report that a 
rock from outer space crashed on earth, carrying alien 
bacteria. Max now [ thinks / believes ] that there is alien life 

on earth.). The 10 vignettes were presented in one of two 
counterbalanced orders. The “religious” vignettes included 
diverse religious traditions, and the “factual” vignettes were 
scientific, historical, or commonsensical in nature. 

Results and Discussion 

As hypothesized, participants were generally more likely to 
select “believe” when a given attitude report was embedded 
in a religious vignette than when the same item was 
embedded in a factual vignette (b=0.21, p=0.010), even while 
statistically controlling for differences in the overall rates of 
selecting “believe” across field sites.  

Echoing Studies 1-2, the distinction between religious and 
scientific vignettes was more pronounced in the US (b=0.07, 
p=0.004) and Thailand (b=0.05, p=0.002) and less 
pronounced in Ghana (b=-0.09, p<0.001); it did not differ 
from the grand mean among participants in China (b=0.01, 
p=0.602) or Vanuatu (b=-0.02, p=0.161).  

Again, however, secondary analyses confirmed that this 
difference was significant in four of the five sites considered 
alone (US: b=0.31, p<0.001; Thailand: b=0.30, p=0.009; 
China: b=0.23, p=0.039; Vanuatu: b=0.08, p=0.050). The 
exception to this rule was that participants in Ghana were no 
more or less likely to circle “believe” for religious vs. 
scientific vignettes (b=0.02, p=0.748). See Figure 3. 

We consider the US results to be a clear replication of 
Heiphetz et al. (2018), Study 4. 

In addition, Study 3 offers a third piece of converging 
evidence that the distinction between religious credence and 
factual belief is robustly evident among participants speaking 
languages other than English in cultural-religious contexts 
other than the US.  

At the same time, this study revealed the most dramatic 
difference across field sites, with participants in Ghana 
treating religious and factual vignettes similarly while 
participants in other sites differentially preferred “believe” in 
religious vignettes. This echoes the results of Studies 1-2, in 
which the difference between religious vs. matter-of-fact 
attitude reports was smaller among Ghanaian participants 
than in any other sample.  

Figure 3: Study 3 results. Participants in the US, Thailand, 
China, and Vanuatu—but not Ghana—were more likely to 
select “believe” to complete an attitude report when it was 
embedded in a religious (vs. factual) vignette. 
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General Discussion 
Our studies show that people speaking diverse languages 

and in diverse cultural contexts distinguish between religious 
and matter-of-fact cognitive attitudes in their use of epistemic 
verbs. Believe (American English), gye dzi (Fante), เชื'อ (Thai), 
相信 (Mandarin Chinese), and bilif (Bislama) were each used 
preferentially in attitude reports of a religious nature. In our 
view, the most parsimonious explanation of our results is that 
a folk distinction between religious credence vs. factual belief 
exists in many cultural contexts; ordinary people can keep 
track of that difference; and speakers use epistemic verbs 
differently in whatever their native language is in order to 
keep track of that difference in their nuanced attitude reports.  

This is not to say that the only use of “believe” and its 
counterparts in other languages is for reporting religious 
credences; indeed, there is a great deal of flexibility to the 
purposes to which epistemic verbs can be put. But it is clear 
that if a religious credence attitude is to be reported, people’s 
default is to use a world like “believe” to express it.  

The studies we conducted rule out several alternate 
explanations of this differentiating pattern of word choice.  

If the choice of “believe” merely marked a sense that the 
subject of the sentence was uncertain as to whether the 
attributed content is true, then we should have seen a greater 
incidence of “believe” for content that is less well known—
i.e., “esoteric facts” and perhaps “personal life facts”—than 
for well-known facts. We did not observe this in the current 
studies—in fact, sentences about well-known facts generally 
elicited more uses of “believe” than other matter-of-fact 
sentences in Studies 1-2. This shows that use of “believe” to 
indicate hedging cannot explain the pattern of difference that 
emerges in our data (see also Heiphetz et al., 2018).  

Likewise, if the word “believe” reflected only something 
religious about the content of the reported attitude (rather 
than the attitude itself), then we shouldn’t have seen the 
striking differences that we saw in most field sites in Study 
3, in which propositional complements (e.g., that there is 
alien life on earth) were matched exactly and only the 
broader context of the vignette varied.  

If the choice of “believe” indicated that the participant 
objected to the content of the attributed attitude, then we 
should have found an effect of religion on word choice, with 
people using “believe” more for religions that are not their 
own. No such pattern emerged—in fact, in Studies 1-2 
participants were more likely to use “believe” in sentences 
with content from the religion that was more salient in their 
local context (Christianity in the US, Ghana, and Vanuatu; 
Buddhism in Thailand and China), and this pattern was 
particularly pronounced in the most devoutly religious 
samples (in Ghana and Vanuatu).  

Finally, if the differentiation between factual belief and 
religious credence were unique to WEIRD cultural contexts 
(Henrich et al. 2010), we would not have seen the striking 
similarities across cultures that we did. 

In fact, the results of these studies were strikingly similar 
across all of our field sites, with one exception: The 
distinction in participants’ use of “believe” between religious 

vs. matter-of-fact attitude reports was clearly present, but 
significantly attenuated, among Ghanaian participants in 
Studies 1-2—and attenuated to the point of absence in the 
Ghanaian sample in Study 3. Ongoing studies will assess the 
possible roles of methodological differences (verbal vs. 
written task administration) and differences in education and 
socio-economic status in these findings. Based on the 
ethnographic observations of others on our broader project 
team, however, we speculate that it may be more common in 
the Ghanaian cultural-religious context to regard supernatural 
ideas in a more matter-of-fact way (Dulin, 2020; Dzokoto, 
2020). That is, it may be more common in Ghana than in the 
other sites for people to hold factual beliefs about religious 
contents—a possibility that Van Leeuwen (2014) discusses at 
a theoretical level, but which has yet to be documented 
empirically. If it is true that attitude and content vary 
independently, there is nothing in principle impossible about 
having factual beliefs with religious contents, and it may vary 
from culture to culture to what extent such a mental state is 
and is regarded as normal. This aligns with the uniquely 
strong preference of Ghanaian participants in Study 2 to use 
a verb (nyim) that is semantically similar to the American 
English “know” to report both religious and matter-of-fact 
cognitive attitudes (see Figure 2). Strikingly, the apparent 
differences between Ghana and other sites cannot be 
explained by the lack of Christianity, as some anthropologists 
might suggest—the great majority of our Ghanaian 
participants were devoutly Christian. 

Although the strength of the distinction in participants’ use 
of “believe” between religious vs. matter-of-fact attitude 
reports varied across field sites, the ability to represent the 
difference between factual belief and religious credence was 
robustly evident across these five diverse linguistic, cultural, 
and religious settings. Since these two attitudes are likely to 
have different effects on cognition, emotion, and behavior, 
marking such a distinction may be an important, and widely 
shared, component of theory of mind. Factual beliefs are used 
across settings to enable people to figure out how to achieve 
their goals; whereas religious credences, though more limited 
in use to sacred times and places, are used in guiding 
symbolic actions that are expressive of sacred values (Atran 
and Axelrod, 2008). It is thus of great practical importance 
for people to be able to keep track of that difference and 
communicate it to others in language.  

Finally, it is worth returning to the broader issue with 
which we started. We noted at the outset that the ability to 
have different attitudes toward any given idea is an important 
form of human cognitive flexibility, and that one subtype of 
that flexibility is the ability to have distinct attitudes of 
factual belief and religious credence, and to convey this 
distinction in language. We presented it as an open question 
whether this more particular form of cognitive flexibility is 
limited to scholars, Westerners, Christians, or some other 
rarefied group, or whether it can be found in diverse cultural-
religious contexts. The studies here support the conclusion 
that such cognitive flexibility is broadly shared across diverse 
linguistic, cultural, and religious contexts.   
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Abstract 
Adaptive generation of spacing intervals in learning using        
response times improves learning relative to both adaptive        
systems that do not use response times and fixed spacing          
schemes (Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2016). Studies have        
often used limited presentations (e.g., 4) of each learning         
item. Does adaptive practice benefit learning if items are         
presented until attainment of objective mastery criteria? Does        
it matter if mastered items drop out of the active learning set?            
We compared adaptive and non-adaptive spacing under       
conditions of mastery and dropout. Experiment 1 compared        
random presentation order with no dropout to adaptive        
spacing and mastery using the ARTS (Adaptive       
Response-time-based Sequencing) system. Adaptive spacing     
produced better retention than random presentation.      
Experiment 2 showed clear learning advantages for adaptive        
spacing compared to random schedules that also included        
dropout. Adaptive spacing performs better than random       
schedules of practice, including when learning proceeds to        
mastery and items drop out when mastered. 

 

Keywords: adaptive learning; spacing effect; memory;      
optimal practice; mastery learning 

Introduction 
The spacing effect is a simple and powerful driver of gains           
in learning, requiring only changes in the temporal        
distribution of practice across time (Pashler, Bain, Bottge,        
Graesser, Koedinger, McDaniel, & Metcalfe, 2007). A       
prominent theoretical account of spacing effects - the        
retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009; c.f. Bjork,         
1994) - suggests that benefits from spacing arise because of          
the difficulty of retrievals after a spacing delay. According         
to this theory difficult retrievals are due to partial forgetting          
of information across widely spaced presentations. ARTS       
(Adaptive Response-Time-based Sequencing) is a technique      
for adaptively adjusting the spacing delays between trials        
during a learning session to encourage the greatest possible         
benefits of spacing (Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2016;        
Mettler & Kellman, 2014). ARTS produces spacing delays        
that tend to optimize learning in light of ongoing learning          
strength for individual items and learners, using reaction        
time along with accuracy as a proxy for learning strength.          
ARTS attempts to stretch spacing up to, but just short of, the            
point of forgetting, an approach that has been shown to          
increase retention of information in a variety of domains         

including fact learning and perceptual learning (Mettler &        
Kellman, 2014). 

Mettler, Massey & Kellman (2016) showed that in factual         
learning, adaptive spacing in ARTS outperformed fixed       
spacing schedules in which the total number of        
presentations per item in a session was limited (e.g. 4          
presentations per item), consistent with other studies of the         
spacing effect (Karpicke & Roediger, 2007). In the studies         
presented here we asked whether the benefits of adaptive         
spacing apply under conditions more consistent with       
“real-world” learning, where learning sessions are not       
limited to a few presentations per item. Instead,        
presentations continued until learning reached a standard of        
proficiency, i.e., mastery learning. We compared adaptive       
schedules to random schedules and observed how mastery        
learning affects learning gains. 

Mastery Learning 
Mastery learning (Bloom, 1974) treats learners as       
individuals having different learning requirements,     
especially in terms of the amount of time needed to achieve           
similar performance standards, unlike contemporary     
instruction where learners are graded on units of instruction         
whether or not successful mastery has been accomplished.        
Mastery learning motivated the development of adaptive       
learning techniques and adaptive curricula such as       
“programmed instruction” (Holland and Skinner, 1961;      
Keller, 1967), and curricula implementing mastery learning       
have resulted in learning gains superior to traditional        
instruction (Kulik, Kulik & Bangert-Drowns, 1990). 

Mastery learning is ripe for revival. In computer-based        
adaptive learning, technological advances have made      
tracking of individual learning items and assessment of        
instructional objectives easier to achieve; mastery has       
become a goal of many adaptive learning systems (Ritter et          
al., 2016). At the same time, advances in our understanding          
of spacing effects are revealing crucial interactions between        
spacing and learning conditions including criterion learning       
levels that mediate effects of spacing (Vaughn, Dunlosky &         
Rawson, 2016).  

 
Learning Criteria How do learning (mastery) criteria       
affect learning? Studies show learning criteria positively       
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affect associative retrieval and that increases in the        
stringency of learning criteria have a logarithmic       
relationship with later recall (Vaughn & Rawson, 2011).        
Stronger criteria result in greater learning, but with        
diminishing returns on learning for every unit increase in the          
strictness of the criterion. Criterion level also interacts with         
spacing. Pyc and Rawson (2009) had participants learn        
Swahili-English word pairs under two spacing conditions       
(long and short spacing) and a number of criterion levels -           
roughly 1 to 10 correct retrievals. Long spacing intervals         
generally improved learning and increases in the strictness        
of the criterion level produced increasing but diminishing        
learning gains. The greatest learning gains came from the         
highest criterion levels and longest spacing. In these        
studies, however spacing was not adaptive. Learning       
criteria need to be evaluated in relation to the kinds of           
ongoing schedule dynamics during learning interventions      
using adaptive spacing of learning events. 

In ARTS, learning criteria include both accuracy and        
speed. Further, accurate and fast responses cause future        
items to have longer spacing between presentations. The        
result is that the criteria enforce widely spaced, difficult         
retrievals, not just correct or fast ones.  

 
Dropout How does retirement or “dropout” - the removal          
of well-learned items during learning - affect performance?        
Criteria that poorly estimate learning strength may harm        
learning when combined with dropout. For instance,       
Kornell and Bjork (2007) found that dropout was a common          
strategy that students employed while studying, but that        
students’ mis-estimations of their learning resulted in       
dropout lowering their overall learning gains. Dropping       
items based on objective learning criteria seems to fare         
better. Pyc and Rawson (2011) showed that dropout based         
on learning criteria improved learning as measured by        
efficiency (the amount retained at a test per trial of training           
invested) compared to fixed schedules of practice where        
there was no dropout. This result was not without caveats.          
Recall accuracy was better for fixed schedules than for         
dropout schedules possibly due to a weak criterion (1         
correct response), and non-dropout schedules may have       
undergone overlearning - a condition where learners benefit        
from further practice even when performance is at ceiling         
(Underwood, 1964). Unsophisticated dropout algorithms     
may lead to either difficult items dropping out prematurely         
or well-learned items being overpracticed without      
undergoing overlearning (Vaughn, Rawson, & Pyc, 2013).       
In adaptive learning, dropout would likely benefit from        
criteria that also include reaction time. We know of no          
previous studies or learning systems other than ARTS that         
have used response-time criteria in dropout, or any kind of          
dropout criteria that relate to adaptive spacing. In the         
following studies we attempt to compare and contrast        
reasonable combinations of such features across adaptive       
spacing vs. fixed spacing schedules. 

Current Studies 
We compared adaptive and random schedules. In the        

adaptive schedule condition, using ARTS, learning      
continued until each item met mastery criteria, after which         
individual items were dropped from the learning set. In the          
random schedule condition, learning items were presented       
randomly and items were not dropped from the session;         
instead the session was terminated after every item had met          
mastery criteria. In a second experiment, we compared        
adaptive presentation with random presentation, where the       
adaptive and random conditions had identical learning       
criteria and both schedules included dropout. We compared        
the efficiency of learning across the two scheduling        
conditions  at both immediate and delayed tests of retention. 
 
Random Schedules Despite the focus in the experimental        
literature on organized retrieval practice (e.g. adaptive or        
fixed expanding spacing), it bears mentioning that random        
schedules naturally implement a form of spaced practice.        
Spacing intervals for items in random schedules are on         
average as large as the number of items in the learning set.            
In addition, random practice increases encoding context       
variability relative to more constrained fixed schedules.       
That is, each practice with an item is usually preceded by           
and followed by a different set of items; conditions that          
some theories of spacing claim are beneficial for learning         
(Howard & Kahana, 1999; Maddox, 2016). Interestingly,       
few studies in the literature on scheduling and spacing         
include random practice as a comparison. Random       
schedules are understudied and may provide a window into         
conditions of practice that are beneficial for learning.  
 
Dependent Measures and Data Analysis Our primary       
measure of learning performance was learning efficiency,       
defined as accuracy gain from pretest to posttest divided by          
the number of trials invested in learning and multiplied by          
the number of learning items. Efficiency gives a way of          
measuring learning that incorporates variations in both       
posttest performance and the number of learning trials        
required to reach mastery criteria. It may be thought of as a            
rate measure, indicating performance improvement per item       
per learning trial, with a maximum value of 1. We also           
examined learning at equivalent points during the learning        
phase, and raw accuracy change scores between pre and         
posttests. All measures were assessed using standard       
parametric statistics such as ANOVA and planned       
comparisons between conditions. All statistical tests were       
two-tailed, with a 95% confidence level; all effect sizes are          
Cohen’s d; and all error bars in graphs show +/- 1 standard            
error of the mean. 
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Experiment 1: Random vs. Adaptive 
Scheduling 

Method 
Participants Participants were 48 UCLA undergraduates      
who participated for course credit. 
 
Design The experiment used a pretest/posttest design.       
There was a pretest, training phase, immediate posttest and a          
delayed posttest administered after 1 week. There were 2         
between-subjects conditions, Adaptive and Random, that      
manipulated the scheduling of items during the training        
phase. Adaptive scheduling was determined dynamically for       
each participant using the ARTS algorithm. After every        
response, ARTS calculates a priority score for each learning         
item and compares scores across items to determine which         
item will be presented next. Equation 1 shows the priority          
score calculation.  

(1)   Pi = a(Ni  - D)[b(1 - αi ) Log(RTi ⁄ r) + αiW]  

Detailed description of the ARTS algorithm can be found in          
previous work (Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2011, 2016).        
The parameters of the adaptive algorithm were the same as          
those in Mettler, Massey & Kellman (2016). 

Random scheduling consisted of purely random       
presentation where on each trial for each participant, a         
random item was selected for presentation. 
 
Materials The learning items were 24 African countries        
participants were required to identify on a map of Africa.          
There were no filler items. All material was presented on a           
computer within a web-based application. Participants saw a        
500 x 800-pixel map of Africa on the left side of the screen             
and a two-column list of African countries alphabetically        
organized by column then row. Each list label was a          
software button that could be selected independently. 
 
Procedure In all sessions of the experiment, learning items         
were presented singly, in the form of interactive test trials.          
Participants were shown a map of Africa featuring an         
outlined country and were asked to select, using a mouse,          
from a list of 24 names the name matching the highlighted           
country. In the Adaptive condition each item was learned         
until it reached mastery criteria and was then dropped from          
the set. In the Random condition, each item was tracked so           
that the experiment session ended after every item had         
reached mastery criteria, or after the learning session        
reached 45 minutes, whichever came first. There was no         
dropout of items during the learning session in the Random          
condition. The learning criterion was five out of the last five           
presentations of an item correct with all five response-times         
less than seven seconds.  

 
Figure 1: Learning efficiency in pretest and delayed posttest 

by scheduling condition in Experiment 1. 

Results 
Pretest Accuracy Pretest accuracies were roughly equal       
across conditions (Adaptive: M=0.078, SD=0.051; Random:      
M=0.083, SD=0.117) and not significantly different      
(t(46)=0.2, p=.84; d=0.06).  
 
Learning Efficiency Results for efficiency at immediate        
and delayed posttests are shown in Figure 1. A 2x2 mixed           
factor ANOVA comparing efficiency across scheduling      
condition (adaptive vs. random) and posttest phase       
(immediate vs. delayed) found significant main effects of        
condition (F(1,46)=33.83, p<.001, ηp2=0.424), a main effect       
of posttest phase (F(1,46)=89.69, p<.001, ηp2=0.661), and a        
significant scheduling condition by test phase interaction       
(F(1,46)=36.6, p<.001, ηp2=0.443). At immediate posttest,      
efficiencies were higher in the adaptive condition (M=0.109,        
SD=0.03) than the random condition (M=0.054, SD=0.012)       
a significant difference (t(46)=8.53, p<.001, d=2.68). This       
outcome represents 102% greater efficiency in the adaptive        
condition at immediate posttest. At delayed posttest,       
efficiencies were also higher in the adaptive condition        
(M=0.067, SD=0.04) than the random condition (M=0.045,       
SD=0.015), a significant difference (t(46)=2.87, p=.006,      
d=0.892). These differences comprise 50% greater      
efficiency in the adaptive condition at delayed posttest.        
Comparing means between the two test phases, the        
difference between efficiencies at each test phase for both         
the adaptive and random condition were significant       
(adaptive imm. vs. delayed, t(23)=5.88, p<.001, d=0.68;       
random immediate vs. delayed, t(23)=8.11, p<.001, d=1.29).       
The interaction appeared to be the result of declining         
efficiency in the adaptive condition from immediate to        
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delayed posttest, but smaller decline in the random        
condition. 
 
Trials to Criterion Learning took differing amounts of time         
across participants and conditions, so the number of trials to          
criterion (Figure 2) was analyzed. The random condition  
took on average 429 trials to reach the end of the session            
(SD=97.7). The adaptive condition took on average 197        
trials (SD=43.5). This difference was significant      
(t(46)=10.6, p<.001, d=3.29). Two participants in the       
random condition and one participant in the adaptive        
condition did not retire all items (16, 9, and 1 items were            
retired respectively). 
 
Equivalent Learning Trials Analysis To assess whether       
differing numbers of learning trials were the only driver of          
learning differences between conditions, we carried out an        
additional analysis comparing conditions at points when       
they had the same number of learning trials. Specifically, we          
determined the mean number of trials to criterion in the          
adaptive condition (197) and compared accuracy between       
conditions at that number of trials and at earlier points.          
Using blocks of trials consisting of 3 trials per item, we           
performed the equivalent trials analysis starting at 5 blocks         
prior to trial 197. As can be seen in Figure 3, results showed             
higher accuracies at all points in the adaptive condition.  

A 2X4 mixed factor ANOVA on schedule condition and          
trial block was conducted (trial block 5 was not included          
since some participants did not have a 5th trial block). The           
ANOVA found main effects of scheduling condition       
(F(1,46)=11.9, p<.01) and trial block (F(3,138)=128.5,      
p<.001), but no condition by trial block interaction        
(F(3,138)=1.88, p=.14). Independent t-tests were conducted      
at each trial block. Accuracies were reliably higher for the          
adaptive condition than the random condition at blocks 1, 2,          
and 3 (ts(46)=5.83, 2.5, and 3.43 respectively, all ps<.05)         
but not at blocks 4 and 5 (block 4, t(46)=1.16, p=.25; block            
5, t(35)=0.354, p=.73). 
 
Accuracy Change Between Pretest and Posttests      
Accuracy was compared across conditions using a change        
score between pre and posttests (Posttest accuracy minus        
pretest accuracy). A 2X2 mixed factor ANOVA on        
scheduling condition and posttest phase showed a       
significant main effect of condition (F(1,46)=17.75, p<.001,       
ηp2=0.28), a main effect of posttest phase (F(1,46)=105.49,        
p<.001, ηp2=0.70), and a significant test phase by condition         
interaction (F(1,46)=10.92, p=.001, ηp2=0.19). At     
immediate posttest change scores were higher for the        
random condition (M=0.93, SD=0.09) than for the adaptive        
condition (M=0.85, SD=0.12), a significant difference      
(t(46)=2.55, p=.01, d=0.746). At delayed posttest, change       
scores were also higher for the random condition (M=0.76,         
SD=0.16), than for the adaptive condition (M=0.52,  
 

 
Figure 2: Learning trials by condition in Experiment 1. 

 
d=2.68). Comparing conditions across test phases, the       
difference between immediate and delayed change scores       
for the random condition was significant (t(23)=5.38,       
p<.001, d=1.374) as was the difference for the adaptive         
condition (t(23)=8.9, p<.001, d=1.967). 

Experiment 1 Discussion 
We found significantly greater learning efficiency in       
conditions where learning was scheduled using ARTS with        
learning to criterion and dropout than in a random         
presentation condition that had no adaptive, mastery or        
dropout features. Efficiencies were higher in the adaptive        
condition for both immediate and delayed posttests.       
Efficiencies were 102 percent higher for adaptive than        
random at immediate posttest and 50 percent higher at         
delayed posttest, and the effect sizes of these differences         
were large. In addition, when compared at equivalent points         
during learning, average accuracies were higher in the        
adaptive than in the random condition. Delayed gains        
persisted in the adaptive condition despite a degree of  
 

  
Figure 3: Learning session accuracy at equivalent points by 

blocks of 3 presentations of each item in Experiment 1. 
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overlearning that occurred in random schedules - nearly        
twice as many presentations of each item, and overall higher          
accuracies in the random condition. Experiment 1 shows        
that adaptive scheduling with dropout provides a robust        
advantage in learning efficiency over random scheduling.  

In a second experiment we compared adaptive sequencing         
to a random schedule of practice that also included dropout.  

Experiment 2: Random vs. Adaptive 
Presentation (Random With Dropout) 

Method 
Participants Participants were 48 UCLA undergraduates,      
some of whom participated for course credit and some of          
whom were recruited and paid $16 for their time. 
 
Design The design was identical to Experiment 1, except         
that the random condition was altered to include dropout.         
After each item reached a learning criterion it was removed          
from the set of learning items. The learning criteria were the           
same as in Experiment 1. 
 
Materials & Procedure The materials and procedure were        
identical to Experiment 1. 

Results 
Learning Efficiency Results for efficiency at immediate       
and delayed posttests are shown in Figure 4. A 2x2 mixed           
factor ANOVA comparing efficiencies across scheduling      
condition (Adaptive vs. Random) and posttest phase       
(Immediate vs. Delayed) found significant main effects of        
condition (F(1,46)=10.6, p=.002, ηp2=0.188), a main effect  
 

 
 

 Figure 4: Efficiency at immediate and delayed posttests by  
scheduling condition in Experiment 2.  

 

of posttest phase (F(1,46)=163.28, p<.001, ηp2=0.78), but no        
significant scheduling condition by test phase interaction       
(F(1,46)=1.83, p=.18, ηp2=0.039). At immediate posttest,      
efficiencies were higher in the Adaptive condition (M=0.12,        
SD=0.02) than the Random condition (M=0.09, SD=0.02) a        
significant difference (t(46)=4.07, p<.001, d=1.17). At      
delayed posttest, efficiencies were also higher in the        
Adaptive condition (M=0.084, SD=0.03) than the Random       
condition (M=0.064, SD=0.064), a significant difference      
(t(46)=2.31, p=.025, d=0.67). The difference in efficiency       
between the two phases (immediate vs. delayed) was        
significant for both adaptive (t(23)=9.05, p<.001, d=1.35)       
and random scheduling (t(23)=9.14, p<.001, d=1.207). 
 
Trials To Criterion Despite identical dropout features,       
trials to criterion varied with condition (see Figure 5). The          
random condition took on average 231 trials to reach the          
end of the session (SD=48.3). The adaptive condition took         
on average 183 trials (SD=35.1). This difference was        
significant (t(46)=3.88, p<.001, d=1.13). Two participants      
in the random condition and one participant in the adaptive          
condition did not retire all items (23, 21 and 23 items were            
retired respectively). 
 
Equivalent Learning Trials Analysis Accuracies were      
compared at equivalent points between Adaptive and       
Random conditions. A 2X3 mixed factor ANOVA on        
schedule condition and trial block was conducted (trial        
blocks 4 and 5 were not included because some participants          
did not have a complete 4th or 5th trial block). The ANOVA            
found main effects of scheduling condition (F(1,46)=45.1,       
p<.001) and trial block (F(2,92)=285.7, p<.001), and a        
significant condition by trial block interaction      
(F(2,92)=24.9, p<.001). Comparisons were conducted at      
each trial block. Accuracies were higher for the adaptive 
 

 
 Figure 5: Number of trials in learning session for each 

scheduling condition in Experiment 2.  
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Figure 6: Learning session accuracy at equivalent points by 

blocks of 3 presentations of each item in Experiment 2. 
 
condition than the random condition at blocks 1, 2, and 3           
(ts(46)=3.91, 4.71, and 7.38 respectively, all p’s<.001) but        
not at blocks 4 and 5 (block 4, t(45)=1.04, p=.30; block 5,            
t(26)=1.14, p=.26). 
 
Pretest Accuracy Pretest accuracies were roughly equal       
across conditions (Adaptive: M=0.083, SD=0.12; Random:      
M=0.071, SD=0.08) and not significantly different      
(t(46)=0.48, p=.63; d=0.14).  
 
Accuracy Change Accuracy change was computed      
between pretest and posttest. No difference between       
conditions was found (F(1,46)=0.106, p=.746, ηp2 =0.002)       
and there was no interaction with test phase (F(1,46)=0.006,         
p=.937, ηp2 < 0.001). 

Experiment 2 Discussion 
As in Experiment 1, efficiencies were higher for adaptive         
scheduling than random scheduling despite both schedules       
having identical mastery criteria (including both accuracy       
and reaction time criteria). The efficiencies in the Adaptive         
condition were 33 percent higher than the Random        
condition at immediate posttest, and 31 percent higher than         
the random condition at delayed posttest, with large and         
medium effect sizes respectively. An analysis of learning        
session accuracies at equivalent points in training found that         
learners were on average more accurate in the Adaptive         
condition than in the Random condition. These differences        
provide strong evidence that the superiority of adaptive        
schedules in learning derives from advantageous spacing       
above and beyond efficiency gains due to dropout during         
learning. Learning was enhanced by dropout as noted by         
accuracy increases in the random condition between       
Experiment 1 vs 2. However, the effect of dropout was not           
greater than the benefits of adaptive scheduling. 
 

 

Conclusion 
In two experiments we demonstrated learning advantages       

for adaptive schedules of practice under conditions of        
mastery learning. Learning efficiency improved when the       
schedule of presentation of items was determined by an         
adaptive method of spacing vs. a random schedule of         
practice. Adaptive spacing was generated using ARTS,       
Adaptive, Response-Time based Sequencing (Mettler,     
Massey, Kellman 2016) where learning items were       
individually spaced according to measures of ongoing       
learning strength estimated by response time. Experiment 1        
demonstrated that adaptive sequencing with dropout      
produces greater learning than random presentations without       
dropout of items. In Experiment 2, random schedules        
included dropout with identical retirement criteria to the        
adaptive condition. Experiment 2 showed that adaptive       
schedules were more efficient than random schedules even        
when schedules were equated for learning criteria and        
dropout.  

Mastery learning is thought to promote the best learning         
outcomes, and the present results indicate that adaptivity of         
spacing delays drives efficient learning when individual       
learners are tracked until reaching competence with each        
item. Dropout also showed positive effects on learning. As         
this outcome does not always occur (Vaughn, Rawson, &         
Pyc, 2013), the results suggest that dropout might be most          
advantageous when combined with efficient learning      
schedules and well-chosen mastery criteria. 

Adaptive schedules performed better than random, fixed       
schedules. Among a variety of possible fixed schedule        
types, random schedules produce the longest absolute       
spacing delays and the most spacing variability. By some         
theories of spacing, these advantages should produce the        
best performance (Karpicke & Bauernschmidt, 2011;      
Glenberg, 1976; Maddox, 2016). Despite these advantages       
of random spacing, ARTS produces better learning because        
spacing is appropriate to the needs of individual learners and          
items during learning. Appropriate delays appear to be        
those that stress the learner’s ability to remember across the          
spacing delay but do not result in forgetting during learning.          
Using both response times and accuracy data allows ARTS         
to dynamically adjust spacing intervals to meet these criteria         
for individual learners, items, and their interactions.       
Random schedules, which also include a robust set of         
spacing delays for each item, cannot match these specific         
and fluctuating needs of learners during learning. Similar        
results have been found when adaptive schedules are        
compared with fixed equal and fixed expanding schedules        
(Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2016). 

Adaptive schedules outperform fixed (predetermined)     
spacing schedules and random schedules of practice, both        
during the course of learning and when learning proceeds to          
objective criteria of mastery. The strength and generality of         
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these results has important implications for the design of         
learning interventions and learning technology. 
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Abstract  
Prevalence-induced  concept  change  describes  a  cognitive       
mechanism  by  which  someone’s  definition  of  a  concept  shifts          
as  the  prevalence  of  exemplars  of  that  concept  changes.  For           
instance,  in  a  task  where  people  have  to  judge  whether  the            
colour  of  an  ambiguously-coloured  dot  is  blue  or  purple,  if  the            
frequency  of  objectively  blue  dots  in  the  environment         
decreases,  people  expand  their  concept  of  blueness  and  judge          
more  dots  to  be  blue  than  they  did  initially.  In  a  series  of              
experiments,  Levari  et  al.  (2018)  demonstrated  that  this         
phenomenon  extends  to  higher-order  decision-making,  such       
as  ethical  judgments  as  well.  What  these  findings  suggest  is           
that  conceptual  spaces  (whether  it’s  about  colours  or  ethical          
statements)  in  humans  are  not  fixed,  but  are  sensitive  to           
change.  While  Levari  et  al.  (2018)  established  this         
phenomenon  in  young  adults,  it  is  unclear  how  it  affects  older            
adults:  do  they  outsource  control  and  become  more         
susceptible  to  concept  change  or  are  they  rigid  enough  in  their            
beliefs  to  be  resistant  to  it?  In  the  current  study,  we  explore             
how  prevalence-induced  concept  change  affects  older  adults’        
lower-level,  perceptual,  and  higher-  order,  ethical,       
decision-making.  We  find  that  older  adults  are  less  sensitive          
to  prevalence-induced  concept  change  than  younger  adults        
across  both  domains.  A  computational  model  reveals  that         
these  differences  might  in  part  be  explained  by  older  adults’           
tendency  to  perseverate  (repeat  responses).  Our  results        
suggest  that  older  adults’  concept  space  may  be  less  flexible           
than   younger   adults’   when   faced   with   a   changing   world.  

Keywords: concept  change;  concept  creep,  ageing;       
judgement;   sequential   decision-making;   modeling   

Introduction  
By  2068,  almost  30%  of  the  Canadian  population  will  be           

65  years  or  older  (Statistics  Canada,  2019).  This         
demographic  change  is  accompanied  by  a  parallel  decrease         
of  working-age  people  to  near  60%  of  the  population.          
Together,  these  changes  demonstrate  that  older  adults  are         
slated  to  take  on  an  important  role  in  shaping  Canadian           
society  and  largely  influence  the  future  direction  of  our          
country.  As  such,  it  is  critical  to  explore  whether  and  how            

the  cognitive  processes  underlying  decision-making  change       
across   age.   

The  focus  of  this  paper  will  be  one  such  mechanism:           
concept  formation.  In  order  to  navigate  the  world,  we  must           
all  use  concepts.  By  concept,  we  mean  some  cognitive  state           
that  allows  us  to  categorise  concrete  and  abstract  objects  in           
the  world  (cf.  Medin  &  Smith,  1984).  These  concepts  range           
from  basic  perceptual  ones,  such  as  if  a  banana  is           
sufficiently  ripe  to  eat,  to  more  abstract  ones  that  inform  our            
complex  judgements  about  the  world,  such  as  whether         
behavior   is   morally   acceptable   or   not.   

Importantly  however,  we  must  often  apply  these  concepts         
to  a  changing  world.  For  instance,  when  stocks  of  ripe           
bananas  run  low,  we  should  adjust  our  concept  of  ripeness  to            
include  bananas  that  are  speckled.  On  the  other  hand,  when           
instances  of  violent  crimes  decrease,  we  should  not  expand          
our  concept  of  violent  crime  to  include  jaywalking.  In  a           
phenomenon  that  they  term  prevalence-  induced  concept        
change,  Levari  et  al.  (2018)  detail  how  our  concepts  of  the            
change,  when  faced  with  a  changing  world.  Across  seven          
studies,  they  found  that  as  the  number  of  exemplars  of  a            
given  concept  decrease  in  the  environment,  the  boundaries         
for  that  concept  expand  such  as  to  include  exemplars  that           
they  would  otherwise  exclude.  For  example,  the  authors         
used  a  task  where  participants  had  to  serially  judge  whether           
individual  dots  that  vary  on  a  spectrum  between  blue  and           
purple  are  in  fact  blue  or  purple.  When  the  relative           
frequency  of  objectively  coloured  dots  in  the  environment         
were  equal  and  consistent  across  the  task  (50%  blue  dots,           
50%  purple  dots),  peoples’  judgements  were  relatively        
stable:  if  they  judged  a  dot  to  be  blue  in  the  first  trials,  they               
judged  a  similar  dot  to  be  blue  in  the  last  trials.  However,  if              
the  number  of  blue  dots  in  the  environment  decreased  over           
the  task  (50%  blue  dots  in  the  first  trials,  but  gradually            
shifting  to  4%  blue  dots  in  the  last  trials),  dots  similar  to             
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those  at  first  judged  as  purple  were  categorised  as  blue  in            
the  final  trials.  Put  simply,  when  the  prevalence  of          
exemplars  of  a  concept  in  the  environment  changes,  so  do           
the  boundaries  of  that  concept  —indeed  the  concept  itself          
changes;  hence  the  term  prevalence-induced  concept       
change.  Critically,  Levari  et  al.  (2018)  showed  that  this          
change  does  not  only  occur  for  lower-level  perceptual         
phenomena  like  colour  perception,  but  indeed  also  arose  in          
higher-order  judgements.  In  Study  6  and  7  of  their  paper,           
they  showed  that  prevalence-induced  concept  change  also        
occurs  for  social  judgements,  as  well  as  judgements  about          
ethical  scenarios;  the  implications  being  not  only  that  a          
broad  range  of  concepts,  once  formed,  are  not  stable,  but           
that  they  are  subject  to  continuous  change  over  time.  This           
interpretation  was  also  supported  by  a  computational  model         
applied  to  Levari  and  colleague’s  (2018)  data  by  Wilson          
(2018),  which  quantified  this  concept  change  from  a         
sequential   decision-   making   perspective.   

While  work  so  far  has  shed  light  on  a  ubiquitous  and            
pervasive   cognitive   phenomenon,   it   has   focused   on   just   one   

homogenous  group  of  participants,  namely  young  adults.        
However,  there  are  both  intuitive  and  theoretical  reasons  to          
be  interested  in  how  prevalence-induced  concept  change        
affects  older  adults’  judgements.  Firstly,  prevalence-induced       
concept  change  as  a  real-world  phenomenon  is  assumed  to          
take  place  over  long  periods  of  time,  during  which          
individuals  have  the  opportunity  to  observe  changes  in  the          
prevalence  of  exemplars  and  adjust  their  concepts        
accordingly.  As  such,  those  who  we  would  expect  to          
experiment  the  brunt  of  prevalence-induced  concept  change        
outside  of  the  lab  are  older  adults  who  have  been  alive  long             
enough  to  change  their  concepts  over  time.  In  this  sense,  it            
is  of  obvious  ecological  interest  to  explore  how  older  adults           
might   be   affected   by   this   phenomenon.   

Secondly,  there  are  also  compelling  theoretical  reasons  to         
think  that  older  adults  differ  cognitively  from  young  adults          
in  terms  of  how  they  make  judgements  and  decisions.  For           
instance,  there  is  well-documented  evidence  that  older        
adults  differ  with  regards  to  executive  function  (Mayr,         
Spieler,  &  Kliegl,  2001),  memory  (Lezak,  Howieson,  Bigler,         
&  Tranel,  2012),  and  processing  speed  (Kerchner  et  al.,          
2012),  all  of  which  are  critical  for  proper  judgements.          
Cognitive  differences  like  these  between  young  and  old         
adults  lead  to  specific  predictions  about  the  effects  of          
prevalence-induced  concept  change  in  older  adults.  Namely,        
in  this  paper,  we  put  forward  the  following  two,  opposing,           
hypotheses:   

 
H1:  Older  adults  are  less  sensitive  to  prevalence-induced         
concept   change   than   younger   adults   
H2:  Older  adults  are  more  sensitive  to  prevalence-induced         
concept   change   than   younger   adults   
 

In  the  case  of  H1,  previous  work  suggests  that  older           
adults  have  more  difficulty  learning  from  uncertain        

outcomes  compared  to  younger  adults  (Nassar  et  al.,  2016;          
Eppinger,  Walter,  Heekeren,  &  Li,  2013).  In  computerised         
tasks,  this  difficulty  manifests  as  perseverative  behaviour,        
whereby  older  adults  have  a  tendency  to  repeat  previous          
responses  despite  changes  in  the  environment  (Buckner,        
Nassar,  Li,  &  Eppinger,  in  prep).  This  perseveration  is  an           
indication  that  older  adults  are  less  likely  than  younger          
adults  to  update  behaviour,  even  when  doing  so  would  be           
advantageous  (i.e.,  it  would  be  more  rewarding,  as  in  the           
studies  cited  above).  In  terms  of  prevalence-induced  concept         
change,  perseverative  behaviour  is  exactly  the  opposite  of         
behaviour  that  would  lead  to  a  concept  change.  That  is,           
repetition  of  past  choices  makes  it  less  likely  that  a  rarer            
category  will  be  chosen  after  a  shift  in  prevalence.  Indeed,           
this  is  exactly  what  Wilson  (2018)  found  when  he          
computationally  modeled  prevalence-  induced  concept      
change.  Here,  a  higher  influence  of  past  choice  (βC)  on           
current  behaviour  reduced  prevalence-induced  concept      
change.  Thus,  older  adults’  tendency  to  perseverate  may         
reduce  the  effects  of  prevalence-induced  concept  change  on         
their   judgements.   

In  the  case  of  H2,  results  from  several  recent  studies           
suggest  that  older  adults  may  be  less  able  to  converge  on  an             
accurate  representation  of  the  current  state,  particularly  if         
these  states  are  latent  (not  directly  observable)  and  need  to           
be  inferred  from  experience  (Eppinger,  Heekeren,  &  Li,         
2015;  Hämmerer,  Müller,  &  Li,  2014).  To  help  compensate          
for  this  difficulty  in  distinguishing  task  states,  older  adults          
may  outsource  control  to  the  environment  rather  than         
relying  on  (sometimes  inaccurate)  internal  representations       
(Spieler,  Mayr,  &  LaGrone,  2006;  Lindenberger  &  Mayr,         
2014).  In  the  case  of  PICC,  this  tendency  to  outsource           
control  from  internal  representations  to  the  environment        
means  that  older  adults  should  be  more  strongly  influenced          
by  past  stimuli,  rather  than  by  a  set  representation  of  a  given             
category  (e.g.,  blueness).  In  the  same  vein,  Wilson’s  (2018)          
model  highlights  an  opponent  process  to  the  effect  of  past           
response  discussed  under  H1,  the  effect  of  previous  stimuli,          
βF,  such  that  people  with  a  high  value  on  βF  are  more  likely              
to  choose  the  opposite  of  the  past  stimulus  and,  thus,           
demonstrate  more  prevalence-induced  concept  change.  In       
this  sense,  it  is  plausible  that  older  adults’  tendency  to           
outsource  control  to  the  environment  —that  is,  to  rely  more           
on  cues  from  task  stimuli  instead  of  their  own  internal           
representations  of,  say,  the  colour  blue—  increases  their         
sensitivity   to   prevalence-   induced   concept   change.   

To  tease  these  hypotheses  apart,  the  current  study  utilised          
two  of  the  same  experimental  paradigms  as  Levari  et  al.           
(2018)  to  explore  how  prevalence-induced  concept  change        
differentially  affects  older  adults’  judgements  compared  to        
younger  adults.  Our  results  support  H1  by  demonstrating         
that  older  adults  are  less  sensitive  to  prevalence-induced         
concept  change  than  younger  adults  in  both  tasks.  Wilson’s          
(2018)  computational  model  was  also  applied  to  our  data  to           
reveal  that  older  adults  tend  to  repeat  previous  responses          
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more  than  younger  adults,  again  lining  up  with  H1.          
Response  times  are  also  analysed  to  help  elucidate  the          
mechanisms   underlying   these   observed   age   differences.   
 

Method  
We  recruited  132  participants  from  the  community  and  the          
university  participation  pool,  66  of  which  were  older  adults          
(60  years  and  older)  and  66  of  which  were  younger  adults            
(between  18  to  35  years).  All  participants  were  English-          
speaking,  free  of  neurological  or  psychiatric  disorders,  and         
free  of  any  cognitive,  motor,  visual  (e.g.,  colourblindness),         
or  other  condition(s)  that  would  impede  their  performance.         
Twelve  of  these  participants  were  excluded  for  failing  to          
meet  exclusion  criteria.  Thus  the  final  sample  was         
composed  of  120  participants:  60  young  adults  (51  women;          
Mage  =  21.75;  sage  =  2.28)  and  60  older  adults  (47  women;             
Mage  =  69.78;  sage  =  5.21).  In  each  age  group,  participants            
were  randomly  assigned  to  either  the  decreasing  prevalence         
condition  or  the  stable  prevalence  condition,  in  a         
counterbalanced  order.  All  participants  were  compensated       
$20  CAN  or  2  participation  pool  credits  for  participating  in           
the  study.  This  study  protocol  was  approved  by  the          
Concordia  Human  Research  Ethics  Committee  (certification       
number   30011191).   
 
Materials   
Dots  Task  In  the  Dots  Task,  participants  had  to  judge  the            
colour  of  an  individual  dot  presented  on  the  screen.  The  task            
began  with  a  series  of  instruction  screens  explaining  the  task           
to  the  participant.  These  instructions  were  followed  by  a          
practice  block  consisting  of  10  trials,  in  which  participants          
became  familiar  with  the  task.  Data  from  practice  trials  were           
not   analysed.   

After  the  practice  block,  participants  began  the  test  trials.          
The  task  consisted  of  800  total  trials,  divided  into  16  blocks            
of  50  trials  each.  In  the  decreasing  prevalence  condition,  the           
number  of  blue  dots  in  the  environment  decreased  as  the           
number  of  blocks  increased  in  a  predetermined  fashion.  In          
the  stable  prevalence  condition,  the  proportion  of  blue  dots          
in  the  environment  did  not  change;  it  was  always  .50.  In            
both  cases,  blue  dots  were  defined  as  any  dot  who’s  RGB            
value  was  between  [0,  0,  254]  and  [49,  0,  205].  Purple  dots             
were  defined  as  any  dot  who’s  RGB  value  was  between  [50,            
0,  204]  and  [99,  0,  155].  Dot  colours  were  randomly  chosen            
for  each  trial  based  on  the  number  of  trials  per  block  (50)             
and  the  frequency  with  which  blue  and  purple  dots  should           
appear  on  a  given  block  (always  .50  in  the  stable  prevalence            
condition  and  varying  in  the  decreasing  prevalence        
condition).   

Each  trial,  participants  judged  just  one  of  these  dots  as           
being  either  blue  or  purple  by  pressing  the  ‘A’  or  ‘L’  key  on              
the  keyboard.  The  flow  of  each  trial  went  as  follows:  a  dot             
was  presented  on  the  screen  for  500  ms,  a  question  mark            
appeared  on  the  screen  until  participants  made  a  choice,  and           

a  blank  screen  appeared  for  500  ms.  Thus,  there  were  no            
differences  in  timing  across  participants,  except  that  which         
would   arise   from   differences   in   response   times.   

 
Ethics  Task  In  the  Ethics  Task,  participants  had  to  take  on            
the  role  of  a  member  of  an  Ethics  Review  Board  and  judge             
whether  fictitious  research  proposals  were  ethical  or  not         
(phrased  as  whether  they  would  allow  these  research  studies          
to  be  conducted  or  not).  All  research  proposals  were  norm           
tested  by  Levari  et  al.  (2018,  see  Supporting  Online          
Material)  to  produce  scores  depicting  how  ethical  people         
found  the  273  proposals.  These  scores  were  used  to  bin           
proposals  as  unethical  (80  proposals),  ethical  (113        
proposals),  or  ambiguous  (80  proposals).  These  bins  were         
used  to  calculate  the  proportion  of  proposals  that  appeared          
in   each   block   (including   the   practice   trial).   

Just  as  in  the  Dots  Task,  participants  were  first  presented           
with  instruction  screens  explaining  the  task  to  them.         
Following  the  instructions,  participants  completed  a  practice        
trial  in  which  they  judged  a  research  proposal  using  the           
keyboard  keys.  In  this  task,  they  pressed  ‘A’  when  they           
would  not  allow  a  study  to  be  conducted  and  ‘L’  when  they             
would.   

Following  the  practice  trial,  participants  began  the  test         
trials.  All  proposals  in  the  experiment  were  presented  in          
black  text  against  a  dark  grey  background.  The  task          
consisted  of  240  trials  broken  into  10  blocks.  In  the           
decreasing  prevalence  condition,  the  proportion  of       
unethical,  ethical,  and  ambiguous  proposals  decreased       
across  blocks.  In  the  stable  prevalence  condition,  the         
proportion  between  the  three  types  of  proposals  was  the          
same   throughout   the   task:   .33.   

Each  trial,  participants  read  a  proposal  and  pressed  ‘A’  or           
‘L’  on  the  keyboard  indicating  whether  they  thought  that  the           
research  should  be  allowed  to  be  conducted  on  people  or           
not.  There  was  no  time  limit  on  this  choice.  Following  the            
choice,  a  fixation  cross  appeared  on  the  screen  for  500  ms,            
followed   by   the   next   proposal.   
Both  the  Dots  and  Ethics  Tasks  described  above  were  taken           
from  Levari  et  al.  (2018).  Both  tasks  were  programmed  in           
Python  using  the  PsychoPy  libraries.  Task  code  is  available          
upon   request.   
 
Computational   Model   
Wilson  (2018)  proposed  that  prevalence-induced  concept       
change  could  be  explained  in  terms  of  sequential  decision          
making.  He  modeled  Levari  et  al.  (2018)  data  using  the           
following   equation:   
 

1 pt =  − 1
1 + exp(β + β f  + β F  + β C )0 f t F t c t

 (Eq.   1)  

 
where p t  is  the  probability  of  classifying  the  current  stimulus           
as  blue  or  unethical, β 0  captures  the  overall  bias  for           
classifying  the  stimulus  as  blue  or  unethical, β f  captures  the           
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effect  of  the  current  stimulus, β F  captures  the  effect  of  the            
past  stimulus,  and β c  captures  the  effect  of  past  response. F t            
and C t represent  the  exponentially  weighted  sum  of  past          
stimuli  and  past  response  respectively.  These  parameters  are         
controlled  by  two  other  parameters,  λ F  and  λ C ,  which  dictate           
the  rate  of  decay  of  the  exponential  weighting  with  larger           
values  corresponding  to  slower  decay  (see  Wilson,  2018  for          
more   details).   

This  leaves  six  free  parameters  to  be  estimated  ( β 0 , β f , β F ,            
β C , λ F  and λ C ),  which  can  be  accomplished  from  participant           
behaviour  using  a  standard  maximum  likelihood  approach        
(Daw,  2011).  Of  these  parameters, β F  and β C  are  of  most            
theoretical  interest.  Higher β F  values  for  older  adults  would          
line  up  with  H2  (greater  effect  of  past  stimuli),  whereas           
higher β C  values  would  line  up  with  H1  (greater  effect  of            
past   response;   greater   perseverance).   

All  analyses  were  conducted  in  R  and  code  is  available           
upon   request.   

 

Results  
Choice   Data   
From  a  statistical  perspective,  prevalence-induced  concept       
change  is  understood  as  a  three-way  interaction  between         
condition,  trial,  and  stimulus  strength,  predicting  responses.        
Thus,  if  older  and  younger  adults  differ  in  their  sensitivity  to            
prevalence-induced  concept  change,  we  would  expect  to  see         
a  four-way  interaction  between  these  three  terms  and  age          
group   (dichotomized   as   young   adult   or   older   adult),   as   well   
as  different  effect  sizes  for  this  effect  within  each  of  the  age             
groups.   

Indeed,  this  is  exactly  what  we  observe.  Results  from          
mixed-effects  regressions  are  represented  in  Figure  1.  In         
both  tasks,  there  was  a  four-way  interaction  between  age          
group,  condition,  trial,  and  stimulus  strength  (In  the  Dots          
Task:  β  =  8.49,  SE  =  0.37,  p  <  .0001;  In  the  Ethics  Task:  β  =                 
0.90,  SE  =  0.25,  p  =  .0004).  We  followed  up  on  these             
regression  analyses  with  two  within-group  mixed-effects       
regressions,  using  the  same  predictors  as  above  in  both  tasks           
(except  for  age  group).  This  revealed  that  the  effect  of           
prevalence-induced  concept  change—again  represented  here      
as  an  interaction  between  condition,  trial,  and  stimulus         
strength—  was  much  stronger  in  younger  adults  (β  =  25.74,           
SE  =  0.90,  p  <  .0001)  than  older  adults  (β  =  17.44,  SE  =               
0.30,  p  <  .0001)  in  the  Dots  Task  and  was  only  statistically             
significant  for  younger  adults  in  the  Ethics  Task  (βYoung          
Adults  =  1.19,  SE  =  0.22,  p  <  .0001;  βOlder  Adults  =  0.21,              
SE  =  0.14,  p  =  .1324).  Given  the  complexity  of  the            
interaction,  interpreting  the  standardized  regression  weight       
itself  as  an  effect  size  is  difficult  and  uninformative.  Rather,           
to  illustrate  this  effect,  take  for  instance  judgements  in  the           
decreasing  prevalence  condition  for  a  dot  that  is  33%  blue           
(who’s  RGB  value  is  [67,  0,  187]).  In  the  first  200  trials,             
19%  of  young  adults  and  30%  of  older  adults  considered           
this   dot   to   be   blue.   In   the   last   200   trials   however,   73%   of   

 

 
Figure  1 :  Concept  judgements  in  (A)  the  Dots  Task  and  (B)            
the  Ethics  Task.  In  the  Dots  Task,  the  y-axis  represents  the            
percent  of  dots  judged  as  blue.  In  the  Ethics  Task,  it            
represents  the  percent  of  proposals  judged  as  unethical.  The          
x-axis  represents  stimulus  strength:  blueness  in  the  Dots         
Task  and  ethicality  in  the  Ethics  task.  Curves  represent  fitted           
binomial  regression  curves.  Blue  points  and  lines  represent         
the  first  200  trials  in  the  Dots  Task  and  first  48  trials  in  the               
Ethics  Task.  Red  lines  represent  the  final  200  trials  in  the            
Dots   Task   and   final   48   trials   in   the   Ethics   Task.   
 
young  adults  now  considered  the  dot  to  be  blue,  whereas           
only  58%  of  older  adults  considered  the  dot  to  be  blue.            
Similarly,  for  a  research  proposal  that  had  a  normed  rating           
of  about  33%  ethical,  33%  of  young  adults  and  44%  of  older             
adults  stated  that  they  would  not  allow  this  study  to  take            
place,  during  the  first  48  trials.  In  the  last  48  trials  however,             
50%  of  younger  adults  now  would  allow  this  study  to  take            
place,  in  contrast  to  42%  of  older  adults  in  the  last  48  trials              
who  would  allow  the  study  to  take  place.  These,  admittedly           
anecdotal,  examples  demonstrate  that  when  the  prevalence        
of  exemplars  in  the  environment  decreased,  both  young  and          
older  adults’  concepts  expanded  to  include  exemplars  they         
previously  did  not,  but  that  this  phenomenon  occurred  to          
differing   degrees   depending   on   the   participants’   age.   
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Computational   Modeling   Results   
The  most  important  results  taken  from  the  application  of          
Wilson’s  (2018)  model  to  our  data  regard β C  and λ C  in  the             
Dots  Task.  They  demonstrate  that  older  adults  have  greater          
β C  values  than  younger  adults,  as  well  as  greater  values  on            
the λ C  parameter,  suggesting  a  slower  decay  of  previous          
response.   

We  also  found  a  main  effect  of  condition  and  an           
interaction  effect  of  condition  and  age  group  for  both  β C  and            
λ C  in  the  Dots  Task.  These  findings  suggest  that β C  is  greater             
in  the  decreasing  prevalence  condition  overall  and  that  this          
difference  is  greater  for  younger  adults.  The  same  is  true  for            
λ C ,  except  that  this  value  is  smaller  in  the  decreasing           
prevalence  condition  for  older  adults  compared  to  the  stable          
prevalence   condition.   

No  other  notable  differences  between  age  groups  were         
found  in  other  parameters  of  the  Dots  Task  or  the  Ethics            
Task.   
 
Response   Times   
Response  time  data  across  age  groups  is  presented  in  Figure           
2.  Two  2x2  ANOVA  (age  group  x  condition)  were          
conducted  on  each  subjects’  mean  response  time  data.  These          
analyses  revealed  a  significant  main  effect  of  age  group  on           
response  time  in  both  tasks  (Dots  Task:  F(1,  116):  51.05,  p  <             
.0001,  95%  CI  =  [0.17,  0.34],  difference Older  -  Young  =  0.21            
seconds;  Ethics  Task:  F(1,  116):  23.47,  p  <  .0001,  95%  CI  =             
[1.23,  4.04],  difference Older  -  Young  =  2.43  seconds),  but  no           
statistically  significant  main  effect  of  condition  (Dots  Task:         
F(1,  116)  =  0.34,  p  =  .5633,  95%  CI  =  [-0.06,  0.10];  Ethics              
Task:  F(1,  116)  =  0.12,  p  =  .7208,  95%  CI  =  [-1.38,  1.43])  or               
interaction  between  age  group  or  condition  (F(1,  116)  =          
1.63,  p  =  .2040,  95%  CI  =  [-0.20,  0.04];  Ethics  Task:  F(1,             
116)   =   0.15,   p   =   .6904,   95%   CI   =   [-2.39,   1.59]).   
All  output  for  the  model  and  behavioural  results  is  available           
upon   request.   
 

 
Figure  2 :  Pirate  plots  of  response  times  in  both  age  groups            
across  both  tasks.  Each  point  represents  an  individual         
participant’s  mean  response  time.  Boxes  represent  95%        
confidence  intervals  and  horizontal  lines  represent  group        
means.   

Table   1:   ANOVA   predicting    β C     and    λ C    from   age   group   and  
condition   

 
Source  SS  F  p  95%   CI  

β C  

Age   Group  0.65  10.26  .0018  [0.08,   0.34]  

Condition  1.86  29.35  <   .0001  [0.22,   0.48]  

Age   Group   
*  

Condition  

 
0.76  

 
12.01  

 
.0007  

 
[-0.50,   -0.14]  

λ C  

Age   Group  0.96  9.62  .0024  [0.09,   0.41]  

Condition  0.91  9.06  .0032  [0.08,   0.41]  

Age   Group   
*  

  Condition  

 
1.19  

 
11.95  

 
.0008  

 
[-0.63,   -0.17]  

Note .  ANOVA  results  for  two  key  parameters  of  interest          
from  the  computational  model.  Average  best  fitting  values         
for   these   parameters   across   age   groups   were   as   follows:   
β C :   Older   adults   =   0.69,   Young   adults   =   0.65  
λ C :   Older   adults   =   0.51,   Young   adults    =   0.45  
 

Discussion  
In  this  study  we  investigated  how  prevalence-induced        
concept  change  differentially  affected  the  judgements  of        
older  adults  across  two  conceptual  domains:  perception  and         
ethics.  We  hypothesized  that  older  adults  would  either  be          
less  sensitive  (H1)  or  more  sensitive  (H2)  to         
prevalence-induced  concept  change  than  younger  adults.       
Our  results  support  H1,  demonstrating  that  older  adults  were          
less  sensitive  to  prevalence-induced  concept  change  in  their         
judgements  about  the  colours  of  dots  and  not  significantly          
affected  by  the  phenomenon  in  their  ethical  judgements         
about  fictitious  research  proposals.  We  furthermore       
demonstrate  that  older  adults  are  more  affected  by  their          
previous  responses  than  younger  adults  in  the  Dots  Task,          
using   Wilson’s   (2018)   model.   

These  results  dovetail  nicely  with  a  body  of  research          
demonstrating  that  older  adults  have  greater  difficulty  than         
younger  adults  abandoning  past  behaviours  in  favour  of  new          
behaviours  despite  changes  in  the  environment  (Eppinger,        
Hämmerer,  &  Shu  Chen,  2011).  Wilson  (2018)  has         
suggested  that  the  types  of  serial  judgements  where         
prevalence-induced  concept  change  may  affect  judgments       
can  also  be  thought  of  as  a  form  of  implicit  learning.  From             
this  perspective,  older  adults  may  have  more  difficulty         
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learning  these  latent  states  of  stimuli  and  default  to  their           
original  responses  (Nassar  et  al.,  2016).  This  interpretation         
would  also  line  up  with  neurocognitive  work,  suggesting         
that  deficient  dopaminergic  modulation  of  the  prefrontal        
cortex’s  attention  regulation  mechanisms  leads  to  less        
distinctive  mental  representations  among  older  adults  (Li,        
Lindenberger,  &  Sverker  Sikström,  2001).  This  would        
further  imply  that  as  people  age,  their  representations  of  past           
stimuli  become  weaker  and  less  specific.  Thus,  due  to  this           
dysregulation  of  dopamine  pathways,  older  adults  may  rely         
less  on  their  (impoverished)  representation  of  past  stimuli         
and  instead  rely  more  readily  on  their  previous  responses          
(i.e.,  engage  in  perseverative  behaviour;  Eppinger,  et  al.,         
2013;  de  Boer  et  al.,  2017).  In  this  respect,  it  is  rather             
interesting  that  a  feature  of  healthy  ageing  generally         
regarded  as  maladaptive—perseveration,  a  difficulty      
adapting  behaviour  to  changing  conditions—would  in  this        
case  be  protective  against  some  of  the  biasing  effects  of           
prevalence-induced  concept  change,  at  least  at  a  basic         
perceptual   level.   

However,  this  is  not  the  full  story.  Aside  from          
perseveration,  older  adults’  longer  response  times  might        
also  have  contributed  to  reduced  prevalence-induced       
concept  change.  As  Wilson  (2018)  briefly  remarked,  the         
smallest  effects  in  Levari’s  et  al.  (2018)  original  data  were           
observed  in  the  Ethics  Task,  in  which  participants  also  took           
the  longest  time  to  respond.  This  inadvertently  increased  the          
amount  of  time  between  stimuli  across  the  tasks         
(approximately  850  ms  between  dots  in  Study  1-5  and  5  s            
between  research  proposals  in  Study  7).  Our  results  replicate          
this  finding  in  younger  adults,  as  well  as  demonstrate  a  lack            
of  effect  in  the  Ethics  Task  in  older  adults,  who  also  happen             
to  also  have  even  longer  response  times  across  both  tasks.           
This  is  particularly  interesting  given  that  the  behavioural         
differences  observed  between  younger  and  older  adults  in         
the  Ethics  Task  are  not  apparent  in  the  parameters  fitted  by            
the  model.  Thus,  the  question  arises:  are  the  effects  of           
prevalence-induced  concept  change  observed  in  these  tasks        
affected   by   the   speed   at   which   responses   are   made?   

Answering  this  question  is  important  both  for  better         
understanding  how  prevalence-induced  concept  change      
plays  out  in  the  real-world  and  for  elucidating  how  it           
differentially   affects   younger   and   older   adults’   judgements.  
That  is,  real-world  judgements  are  often  made  on  “stimuli”          
that  are  hours,  days,  or  months  apart  in  time.  As  such,  it  is              
important  to  verify  how  robust  the  experimental  effects  are          
to  differences  in  timing  between  stimuli  should  we  wish  to           
generalise   from   the   lab   to   real-world   decision-making.  

Moreover,  the  observed  differences  in  response  times        
between  younger  and  older  adults  might  be  explained  by          
two  different  (but  not  mutually  exclusive)  hypotheses,        
which  in  turn  might  elucidate  the  mechanisms  underlying         
the  differences  in  sensitivity  to  prevalence-induced  concept        
change.  First,  older  adults  in  our  sample  might  be  exhibiting           
general  slowing,  a  well-known  cognitive  phenomenon  in        

healthy  ageing  whereby  peoples’  response  times  slow  with         
age  (Verhaeghen  &  Cerella,  2002).  If  this  were  the  case,           
slower  responses  among  older  adults  in  our  sample  would          
be  a  natural,  non-deliberate,  result  of  healthy  ageing.  As          
such,  it  would  be  important  to  evaluate  to  what  degree           
prevalence-  induced  concept  change  is  sensitive  to        
individual  task’s  space  between  stimuli  and  if  there  were          
ways  to  measure  it  independently  of  response  time.         
However,  a  second  explanation  as  to  why  older  adults  differ           
in  terms  of  response  time  from  younger  adults  might  be  that            
they  engage  in  a  speed-accuracy  trade-off  (Starns  &         
Ratcliffe,  2012).  From  this  perspective,  it  wouldn’t  be  the          
case  that  older  adults  in  our  sample  are  necessarily  limited           
in  their  ability  to  respond  quickly  per  se,  but  rather  prioritise            
“accuracy”  (or  perhaps  something  like  internal  consistency        
in  the  case  of  the  Ethics  Task)  over  response  speed.  Were            
this  the  case,  it  would  suggest  that  the  effects  of           
prevalence-induced  concept  change  might  be  avoidable       
when  deliberate  effort  is  allocated  to  making  accurate         
judgements.  Furthermore,  it  would  open  up  the  possibility         
that  the  effects  elicited  by  current  tasks  used  to  measure           
prevalence-induced  concept  change  are  not  necessarily       
sensitive  to  increased  response  time  in  and  of  itself  (i.e.,           
greater  distance  between  stimuli)  but  rather  to  different         
decision-making  strategies  altogether.  We  are  currently       
working  on  teasing  these  competing  hypotheses  apart  in  two          
follow-up   studies   in   young   adults.   

In  summary,  the  current  results  suggest  that  older  adults          
are  less  sensitive  to  prevalence-induced  concept  change  than         
younger  adults.  The  implication  of  these  findings  are         
context-dependent,  such  that  in  some  cases  it  can  be          
adaptive  for  one’s  judgements  to  be  sensitive  to  a  changing           
world,  however  in  others  it  can  be  harmful.  The  results  of            
this  study  simply  point  to  the  existence  of  age  differences           
that  merit  further  exploration,  given  the  increased  decision-         
making  role  older  adults  will  come  to  occupy  in  our  society            
in  the  near  future.  Furthermore,  they  provide  a  clear          
direction  for  future  work  to  determine  whether  judgements         
are  always  subject  to  prevalence-induced  concept  change  or         
if   people   can   resist   its   effect   when   motivated   to   do   so.   

Though  much  more  work  needs  to  be  done,  the  current           
study  points  to  the  fact  that  as  we  age,  our  judgements  and             
concepts  might  become  more  rigid  as  we  face  a  changing           
world.  Indeed,  as  we  age,  it  seems  our  concepts  remain           
more   stable,   despite   the   world   around   us   changing.   
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Abstract 
Do people perceive shapes to be similar based purely on their 
physical features? Or is visual similarity influenced by top-
down knowledge? In the present studies, we demonstrate that 
top-down information – in the form of verbal labels that people 
associate with visual stimuli – predicts visual similarity as 
measured using subjective (Experiment 1) and objective 
(Experiment 2) tasks. In Experiment 1, shapes that were 
previously calibrated to be (putatively) perceptually 
equidistant were more likely to be grouped together if they 
shared a name. In Experiment 2, more nameable shapes were 
easier for participants to discriminate from other images, again 
controlling for their perceptual distance. We discuss what these 
results mean for constructing visual stimuli spaces that are 
perceptually uniform and discuss theoretical implications of 
the fact that perceptual similarity is sensitive to top-down 
information such as the ease with which an object can be 
named. 
Keywords: visual similarity; nameability; perceptually 
uniform; top-down processing; language 

Introduction 
What determines the perceived similarity of two objects? 
Researchers have sought to measure perceptual similarity for 
at least two central reasons. First, perceptual similarity has a 
pervasive influence on cognitive processing, including 
attention, memory and categorization processes (e.g., Jiang et 
al., 2016; Kravitz & Behrmann, 2011; Sloutsky, 2003). 
Second, precisely because perceptual similarity consistently 
influences cognitive processes, measuring perceptual 
similarity has crucial methodological importance, since 
researchers will often seek to control for perceptual similarity 
(Li et al., 2019). Past efforts have led to the development of 
stimulus spaces in which perceptual similarity is carefully 
mapped. One example of a perceptually uniform space is the 
CIELAB color space (Roberston, 1990). Pairs of equidistant 
stimuli in this space are (roughly) equally discriminable 
(Cheung, 2016). 

One challenge for these efforts is that recent theories 
suggest that lower-level representations of similarity and 
higher-level representations (e.g., category knowledge) 
mutually influence one another in a dynamic fashion (e.g., 
Lupyan 2015; Hohwy, 2014). A consequence of these views 
is that representations of similarity are not stable – instead, 

they can vary dramatically across tasks and contexts (Çukur 
et al., 2013). For example, in the context of clouds, the color 
“grey” is more similar to the color “black” than to the color 
“white” (since darker clouds index rain); in the context of 
hair, on the other hand, “grey” and “white” are more similar 
because grey and white hair color is associated with older age 
(Roth & Shoben, 1983). 

The dynamic nature of representations has consequences 
for measuring perceptual similarity. In particular, different 
contexts and tasks are differentially sensitive to top-down 
representations (such as category knowledge) influencing 
judgements about lower-level properties (such as visual 
similarity). Contextual effects on perceptual judgments are 
ubiquitous in domains such as color perception (Goldstone, 
1995). For example, people typically demonstrate an 
advantage for between-category color discrimination (e.g., 
for English speakers, discriminating a shade of blue and a 
shade of green) compared to within-category discrimination 
(e.g., for English speakers, discriminating two shades of 
blue), even when the perceptual distance is equated on a 
perceptually uniform color space. However, when people 
make many within-category judgements, the between-
category advantage largely disappears (Witzel & 
Gegenfurtner, 2015). Perceptual similarity spaces can be 
warped by the perceptual context and goal. 

One source of top-down influence on perception is 
language (Lupyan & Clark, 2015). While our perceptual 
systems deal in particulars (every red is a particular shade of 
red), language deals in categories (the word “red” denotes a 
category). Once learned, a name becomes a powerful cue, 
warping color representations into a more categorical form. 
For example, Forder and Lupyan (2019) showed that 
immediately after hearing a basic color term (e.g., “red”, 
“green”), people were much more accurate in discriminating 
the named color from nearby colors in an odd-one-out task. 

The present studies 
In a recent study, Li et al. (2019) developed a perceptually 
uniform space of shape stimuli – in analogy to CIELAB space 
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– validated through subjective ratings of similarity between 
shape items that morph into one another in a continuous 
perceptual space (Figure 1). Given past research on the 
sensitivity of perceptual similarity to top-down factors such 
as verbal encoding, we predicted that viewing more nameable 
shapes would activate verbal labels, which would in turn 
warp the perceptual space around the shape. The consequence 
of this warping is that easier-to-name shapes should become 
easier to distinguish from their neighbors in shape space, 
particularly when the neighbors are likely to not share a label. 
In Experiment 1, we demonstrate that the degree to which 
visual items share similar names predicts the likelihood of 
clustering them together, over and above the normed 
perceptual distance between items. In Experiment 2, we 
demonstrate that nameability predicts people’s visual 
discrimination: the more nameable a shape is, the easier it is 
to visually discriminate it from its neighbors. 

Experiment 1: Clustering images based on 
visual similarity 

We tested whether participants consistently used nameability 
to guide their decisions about which visual items were more 
similar to one another. First, we collected nameability ratings 
for a validated set of shape stimuli, normed to be equidistant 
in subjective visual similarity (Li et al., 2019). Then, we 
instructed a new group of participants to arrange these images 
based on their similarity. If people use verbal labels to guide 
their explicit judgments of visual similarity, then the degree 
to which visual items share similar names should predict their 
likelihood of being grouped together, over and above what is 
predicted by the items’ visual similarity within the normed 
perceptual space. 

Method 

Participants 
Naming task. We recruited 120 participants (64 female; 118 
native speakers of English) through Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (mean age: 37.5 years; SD = 11.6; range: 20 – 74 years). 
Participants were paid $0.30 for completing the task.  
 
Sorting task. We recruited 28 (17 female; 27 native speakers 
of English) undergraduate students at a large Midwestern 
university, who took part in the study for course credit (mean 
age: 18.46 years; SD = 0.69; 18 – 20 years).  

Stimuli 
We selected 36 items sampled at 10 degree increments (see 
Fig 1) along the Validated Circular Shape (VCS) space (Li et 
al., 2019). 

 
Figure 1: Example stimuli from the Validated Circular 

Shape (VCS) space (sampled at an angular distance of 30°). 

Design & Procedure 
Naming Task. The 36 images were grouped into three sets 
of 12 images equidistant in the validated circular shape space. 
This was to ensure that participants did not judge items that 
were extremely close in the validated shape space and to 
reduce the likelihood that participants would frequently re-
use the same label in naming shapes. Participants were 
randomly assigned to one of the three image sets (e.g., a 
participant would see the images corresponding to the angles 
of 10, 40, 70, 100, 130, 160, 190, 220, 250, 280, 310, and 340 
in the circular shape space). On each trial, participants viewed 
one of the 12 images presented in random order. Participants 
were instructed to name the image in 1-2 words, as quickly 
as possible. Participants who did not provide an appropriate 
name for the three familiar images (n = 4) or who did not 
comply with task instructions (n = 1) were excluded from the 
analysis, leaving a final sample of n = 115. 
 
Sorting Task. For the sorting task, items were presented 
around the outer edges of the screen in a randomized order. 
Participants were instructed to sort the items on the basis of 
similarity by dragging the items into groups. Once they had 
finished sorting, they entered the labeling phase, in which 
they were asked to provide a 1-2 word label for each of the 
shape clusters. Items could not be moved during the labeling 
phase. One participant’s data was excluded due to a technical 
error. 
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Results 

The data and analysis code for all results are openly 
available (https://github.com/mzettersten/vcs). 

Relationship between nameability and shape 
similarity 
First, we investigated the degree to which participants’ 
naming judgments were related to the angular distance 
between visual objects in the Validated Circular Shape space. 
  
Nameability measures. We quantified nameability in two 
ways. First, we computed the nameability of each item in 
terms of the diversity of participants’ responses, calculated 
using Simpson’s diversity index D (Simpson, 1949). 
Simpson’s diversity index is sensitive to the frequencies of 
each word used (Majid et al., 2018). Formally, for a given 
stimulus, if speakers produce N description tokens, including 
R unique description types from 1 to R, each with frequencies 
of n1 to nR, then Simpson’s diversity index D is computed as 
 

 
 

This measure ranges from 1 – indicating high nameability (all 
respondents gave the same response type, i.e. i = 1 and ni = 
N) – to 0 – indicating low nameability (all respondents gave 
unique response types, i.e. ni = 1 for all i). 

Second, we considered the extent to which the naming 
responses provided for each pair of images were related. To 
compute the degree of name-based similarity between two 
images, we first computed a vector of counts for each unique 
response provided for each image. We then computed the 
cosine similarity between the count vectors of each image. 
Values ranged from 0 (no overlap in the names given to two 
images) to 1 (perfect overlap in the verbal responses). 

 
Nameability and normed visual similarity. Nameability 
varied substantially across the shape similarity space (M = 
.09, 95% CI = [.06, .11], range = [.01, .27]; Figure 2), 
transitioning between roughly five modal labels (star, blob, 
rabbit, vase, pentagon) across the circular similarity space. 
The shape with the highest name agreement (angle 350) was 
described as a “star” by 73.0% of respondents, while the 
shape with the lowest name agreement (angle 100) was 
described as a “bunny” or “rabbit” by 10.5% of respondents. 

 

 
Figure 2: Simpson’s diversity index for the VCS shapes. 

Modal names are presented alongside each shape. 

Relationships between nameability measures and 
clustering 
To determine whether name-based similarity predicts how 
people cluster the shapes according to their perceived 
similarity, we computed the final coordinates of every item 
from a participant’s sorting solution and used the ‘pamk’ 
function (‘fpc’ package; Hennig, 2019) to identify medoid-
based clusters of items (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). We 
then computed the average probability that each possible pair 
of items would be placed within the same cluster. We also 
recorded each participant’s labels for their clusters (n = 25; 
two participants completed the sorting task, but failed to 
provide labeling data). 
 
Name-based similarity predicts clustering probability. On 
average, participants grouped the shapes into 5-6 clusters (M 
= 5.52, 95% CI = [4.50, 6.53], range = [2, 10]). There was 
substantial variability in how likely pairs of images were to 
be clustered together (mean clustering probability = 0.23 
,95% CI = [.21, .25], range = [0,1]). To test whether name-
based similarity predicts the likelihood that participants 
placed images in the same cluster, we fit a general linear 
model predicting the average probability that two images 
would be grouped together from the name-based similarity of 
each image pair (i.e., the cosine similarity of responses for 
each image in the naming task), while controlling for angular 
distance between images. Name-based similarity was a 
strong predictor of the probability that two images would be 
clustered together, after controlling for angular distance, b = 
0.14, t(627) = 5.50, p < .001. 
 
Nameability of individual shapes predicts nameability of 
clusters. We also investigated whether the nameability of 
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individual shapes predicted the nameability of the clusters in 
which the shapes were placed. For the nameability of images 
based on the clustering task, we assigned each image the label 
given to its respective cluster by participants in the sorting 
task and then computed Simpson’s diversity index for each 
image, based on the names of the clusters they belonged to. 
The name agreement for clusters was generally lower (M = 
.04, 95% CI = [.03, .05], range = [.01, .09]) than for individual 
shapes. This is likely due to there being more opportunity for 
variation in the cluster names (because each cluster contained 
a variety of shapes with potentially different names), as 
compared to naming shapes in isolation. Crucially, name 
agreement (Simpson’s diversity index) for individual shapes 
was highly correlated with the name agreement of clusters 
that images were sorted into (r = .85, 95% CI = [.73, .92], 
t(34) = 9.46, p < .001; Figure 3). In other words, 
independently collected naming norms predicted the 
consistency of the labels associated with each shape’s 
clusters. 

Figure 3: Correlation between Simpson’s diversity index for 
naming an individual image and Simpson’s diversity index 

for the same image’s cluster names. 

Discussion 
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether nameability 
predicted how participants would cluster shapes based on 
perceptual similarity within a space of visual images normed 
to be perceptually uniform. We found three main results. 
First, the distribution of name agreement across the normed 
stimulus space was not uniform: some shapes were 
substantially more nameable than others. Second, the 
nameability of individual shapes (assessed in a separate 
naming task) predicted how nameable their clusters were in a 
sorting task: more nameable shapes were also placed into 
more nameable groups of images. Most importantly, we 
found that name-based similarity skewed which images 
participants grouped together: two images that shared more 

similar verbal descriptions were more likely to be placed into 
the same cluster, while controlling for their perceptual 
distance in the validated circular shape space. 

The current results suggest that the nameability of 
individual images, and the degree to which nameability 
overlaps between items, can affect people’s subjective 
judgements of which images are more similar to one another. 
One possibility is that these effects are relatively transitory 
and only appear when participants are asked to make slow, 
deliberative decisions in which they incorporate verbal 
information. However, an alternative possibility is that 
nameability may skew perceptual similarity even early on in 
the processing stream. To test this possibility, in Experiment 
2, we investigated the effects of nameability in a visual 
discrimination task designed to provide a more objective 
measure of perceptual similarity. 

Experiment 2: Perceptual discriminability 
In Experiment 2, we investigated whether the nameability of 
VCS shapes would predict the perceptual discriminability of 
shapes in a speeded match-to-sample task. Response times in 
speeded visual discrimination tasks are a sensitive measure 
of perceptual processing of visual images (Lupyan, 2008) and 
allow us to gain more fine-grained insight into the nature of 
participants’ perceptual representations. 

Method 

Participants 
We recruited 58 (29 female; 51 native speakers of English) 
new participants from the undergraduate psychology student 
research pool at a large Midwestern university (Mean age: 
18.5 years; SD = 1.07; range: 18-24 years). Students 
participating in the study received course credit. Five 
additional participants participated but were not included due 
to having less than 80% useable trials (n = 1 due to a technical 
error and n = 4 due to a high rate (>20%) of trial exclusions). 

Stimuli 
The stimuli were the same 36 visual items selected from the 
Validated Circular Shape space in Experiment 1. 

Design 
Since testing all pairwise comparisons between items would 
have led to far too many experimental trials to collect within 
one participant, we split item-wise comparisons into two 
counterbalanced, between-subjects conditions. One 
counterbalancing condition controlled the angular distance 
between target and foil items on each trial. Participants were 
randomly assigned to judge items either at a 10 degree, 20 
degree, or 30 degree angular distance (manipulated between-
subjects). The second counterbalancing condition split the 36 
items into two equidistant groups to ensure that we had a 
sufficient number of trials for each item comparison within 
each participant (n = 32 per item pair). For example, if 
participants were in the group judging item pairs that were 10 
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degrees apart along the shape circle, they would judge one of 
two mutually exclusive sets of 18 item pairs spaced 
equidistantly around the shape circle (set 1: 10°-20°, 30°-40°, 
50°-60°,…; set 2: 20°-30°, 40°-50°, 60°-70°,…). Participants 
were randomly assigned to the two counterbalancing 
conditions.  

Participants completed 32 match-to-sample trials for each 
item pair under speeded conditions. Each of the two items 
served as the standard – and therefore also the target – on half 
of these trials. The location of the target was counterbalanced 
across trials for each participant. Each participant judged 18 
equidistant item pairs, leading to a total of 576 test trials per 
participant. 

Procedure 
On each speeded match-to-sample trial (Figure 4), 
participants judged whether a visual stimulus (the standard) 
matched one of two images (the target and the foil) appearing 
below the standard. At the onset of each trial, three 
placeholder boxes appeared on the screen for 500ms to orient 
the participant to the locations of the three shape images on 
each triad trial. Then, the standard was presented in the top 
box for 1s. Next, the target and the foil appeared below the 
standard in the left and right boxes. Participants were 
instructed to judge as quickly as possible, without making 
errors, whether the top shape matched the left or the right 
shape. Participants used the ‘z’ (left response) and the ‘/’ 
(right response) keys on the keyboard to indicate their 
response. If participants responded incorrectly, a short 
buzzing sound was played over headphones to provide 
participants with feedback.  
 

 
Figure 4: Speeded match-to-sample trial design in 

Experiment 2. 

Results 

Overall speeded verification performance 
Trials with either very short (<200 ms) or very long (>5000 
ms) reaction times were excluded from the analysis (~1.3% 
of all trials). Overall, participants performed highly 
accurately at the task while making speeded judgments, with 
higher accuracy and speed when the angular distance 
between target and foil shapes was greater (Table 1).  
 

Table 1: Accuracy and Reaction Times in Experiment 2 
 

Distance  
Condition 

Mean Accuracy Mean RT  
(correct trials) 

10 M = 82.4% 
95% CI = [77.9%, 86.8%] 

M = 1443ms 
95% CI = [1249ms,1638ms] 

20 M = 92.9% 
95% CI = [91.0%,94.8%] 

M = 1094ms 
95% CI = [987,1201ms] 

30 M = 95.2% 
95% CI = [94.0%,96.4%] 

M = 808ms 
95% CI = [723ms,893ms] 

 

 
Figure 5: Relationship between name agreement (Simpson’s 
diversity index) for the standard and correct RTs (averaged 
across subjects). Colors/panels represent angular distances 
between the standard and foil (smaller values correspond to 

more visually similar shapes). 

Nameability and name-based similarity predict 
discriminability 
We predicted that the verbalizability of visual shapes would 
affect participants’ ability to rapidly identify the shape 
matching the standard in two ways. First, we predicted that 
more nameable standard images would help participants 
more quickly identify the target image. However, the name-
based similarity between the target image and the foil image 
may alter the degree to which the activation of a verbal label 
is helpful: if both the target and the foil image activate similar 
verbal labels (e.g., if both images activate the label “star”), 
this should dampen the benefit of a more nameable standard 
by increasing the confusability of the target and foil. Thus, 
our second prediction was that the nameability of the standard 
image and the name-based similarity between target and foil 
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image would interact, such that target-foil pairs with higher 
name-based similarity would lead to slower response times. 

To test these predictions, we used the lme4 package in R 
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015; version 1.1-21) to 
fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting participants’ trial-
by-trial reaction times (correct trials only; in ms) from the 
nameability of the standard (Simpson’s diversity index; 
centered), the name-based similarity between the target and 
foil (centered), and their interaction, while controlling for the 
angular distance between the target and the foil. We first fit 
the model with the maximal random effects structure for 
participants and items, and then iteratively pruned random 
effects until model convergence was achieved. The final 
model included a by-participant random intercept and 
random slope for the nameability of the standard, as well as 
by-item random intercepts for the target and the foil. We used 
Satterthwaite’s method to estimate degrees of freedom.  

Nameability of the standard predicted faster response times 
on correct trials, b = -596.3, Wald 95% CI = [-1065.7, -
126.8], t(47.6) = -2.49, p = .016 (Figure 5). Moreover, 
consistent with our second prediction, there was a significant 
interaction between the nameability of the standard and the 
name-based similarity of the target and foil images, b = 688.4, 
Wald 95% CI = [98.3, 1274.5], t(3879) = 2.29, p = .022. As 
name-based similarity between the target and foil images 
increased, the boost to reaction times conferred by nameable 
standard images decreased. There was also a significant 
overall effect of name-based similarity, b = 65.8, Wald 95% 
CI = [15.7, 115.8], t(6130) = 2.58, p = .01, such that reaction 
times were slowed when target and foil images were more 
similar (controlling for angular distance between the shapes 
and the nameability of the standard). 

Discussion 
Across varied tasks, nameability predicted visual similarity. 
In a shape space specifically constructed to create 
perceptually equidistant shapes, nameability predicted how 
people clustered items based on similarity. Items that were 
more likely to be given similar verbal descriptions were more 
likely to be grouped together in similarity space, over and 
above what one would predict based on shapes’ normed 
similarity distance. The effect of nameability extended 
beyond explicit clustering judgments into more objective 
measures of perceptual similarity. When participants were 
asked to discriminate images in a speeded match-to-sample 
visual discrimination task, a more nameable standard led 
participants to more quickly identify the target, again 
controlling for the normed perceptual similarity distance 
between shapes. 

Why were these nameability effects not already “baked 
into” the VCS norms? Li et al. (2019) relied on iterative 
norming using odd-one-out tasks to generate shapes that are 
perceptually equidistant. Had we used their exact tasks, we 
have every reason to think that we would replicate their 
results. But altering the tasks even subtly led to very different 
estimates of which shapes are similar. Specifically, the 
instruction in Experiment 1 to group shapes led people to 

produce similar clusters. Although Experiment 2 used a triad 
task similar to that used by Li et al. (2019), the inclusion of a 
delay between the presentation of the standard and target/foil 
(Fig 4) may have led to an automatic, verbally aided 
categorization of the standard (as in Lupyan et al., 2010). If 
true, this would predict that decreasing the delay would 
reduce the effect of nameability. Relatedly, it is possible that 
the benefits of verbally supported categorization were 
amplified due to the speeded nature of the match-to-sample 
task. For example, past work suggests that verbal labels may 
facilitate deployment of attention to named objects early in 
visual processing (e.g., Lupyan & Spivey, 2010). 

Nameability vs. alternative explanations. The current 
studies provide evidence that a shape space constructed to be 
perceptually uniform nevertheless exhibits consistent 
similarity structure, and that this similarity structure is related 
to the verbalizability of individual shapes. Our preferred 
explanation of why nameability and visual similarity go 
hand-in-hand is that labels play a causal role in visual 
processing, by guiding categorization judgements (Sloutsky, 
Lo, & Fisher, 2001; Perry & Lupyan, 2014) and shaping 
perceptual expectations (Lupyan & Clark, 2015; Samaha et 
al., 2018). However, the current findings do not rule out 
alternative non-linguistic explanations. For example, the top-
down influence of non-linguistic category-based 
representations may simultaneously explain differences in 
how images are perceived and in how easy images are to 
name. One way to disentangle these alternative explanations 
would be to test differences in perceptual similarity across 
languages that differ in how they verbally encode a variety of 
shape sets: if language plays a causal role in visual similarity, 
then perceptual processing should vary with how 
verbalizable a given object is in each language. Our results 
can also be further generalized by applying our methods to 
new stimuli. 

Measuring perceptual similarity. Our work emphasizes 
that visual similarity requires taking into account both the 
task used to make the measurement and nonvisual factors 
such as nameability and name-based similarity. A space that 
appears perceptually uniform as assessed in one task, e.g., 
using untimed subjective ratings, can become non-uniform as 
assessed through a different task such as speeded 
discrimination. For a given task, the similarity of two stimuli 
is influenced not only by perceptual factors, but also by how 
the stimuli relate to previously learned named categories. 
Researchers should always be cautious to use measurements 
of similarity that will appropriately generalize to the 
conditions under which participants are tested in their design 
and are meaningful for the inferences they require. 

Why is it so hard to measure visual similarity that is 
independent of non-visual information? One may be 
justifiably puzzled as to why non-visual information – such 
as how easy it is to name a shape – should have such a 
consistent impact on visual similarity. Why is it so difficult 
to obtain an “objective” index of perceptual similarity that 
remains consistent across testing conditions? While a fully 
satisfying answer to this question lies outside the scope of the 
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current paper, we believe the persistent influence of top-down 
information – even early on in perceptual processing (see 
e.g., Samaha et al., 2018) – is likely connected to the 
fundamental goals of perception. Rather than encoding 
perceptual features in an objective fashion, the goal of 
perceptual processing is to generate representations that are 
useful to the perceiver (Hoffman, 2016). As David Marr 
(1982) put it, "vision is a process that produces from images 
of the external world a description that is useful to the viewer" 
(p. 31). Incorporating top-down information when computing 
similarity is broadly useful, and verbal information may gain 
particular weight given the pervasive need to talk and 
communicate about what we see. When judging whether two 
shapes are similar, what we might call them cannot help but 
come to mind. 
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Abstract 

Thick terms and concepts, such as honesty and cruelty, are at 
the heart of a variety of debates in linguistics, philosophy of 
language, and metaethics. Central to these debates is the 
question of how the descriptive and evaluative components of 
thick concepts are related and whether they can be separated 
from each other. So far, no empirical data on how thick terms 
are used in ordinary language has been collected to inform 
these debates. In this paper, we present the first empirical 
study, designed to investigate whether the evaluative 
component of thick concepts can be separated. Our study might 
be considered to falsify the view that evaluation is 
conversationally implicated. However, our study also reveals 
an effect of valence, indicating that people reason differently 
about positive and negative thick terms. While evaluations 
cannot be cancelled for negative thick terms, they can be for 
positive ones. Three follow-up studies were conducted to 
explain this effect. We conclude that the effect of valence is 
best accounted for by a difference in the social norms guiding 
evaluative language. 

Keywords: Thick concepts; moral judgments; experimental 
metaethics; evaluative language 

Introduction 
Philosophers and linguists usually distinguish two types of 
evaluative terms and concepts: “thin” and “thick” ones 
(Eklund, 2011, Väyrynen, 2019). Thin terms and concepts 
evaluate an object as, for instance, “permissible”, “right”, 
“wrong”, “good”, “bad”, or “blameworthy”, yet they do not 
explicate in what way the object is right or wrong. If a speaker 
evaluates an instance of lying as wrong, they convey no 
information as to why they think so. It might be easy for you 
to guess what reasons the speaker has in mind: The speaker 
might think that people have a right to be told the truth, that 
it ruins friendships, etc. – but note that the term “wrong” all 
by itself does not provide this information. Thick concepts do 
not merely evaluate, they also provide information on why 
the entity is evaluated in this way. Typical examples are 
ethical thick terms and concepts, such as “rude”, “cruel”, 
“courageous”, or “trustworthy”. Calling an agent courageous 
evaluates them positively for being willing to take risks – 
“reckless” also ascribes willingness to take risks yet assigns 
a negative evaluation to it. 

While there is widespread consensus that thick concepts 
form an additional class of concepts, a heated disagreement 
exists over the way in which the evaluative and the 
descriptive component of thick terms and concepts are 
connected. According to one group of researchers, the 
evaluative component of a thick term is part of its semantic 

meaning; according to another, the evaluation is not part of 
the semantic meaning but conveyed through pragmatic 
means. The issue at hand is a question about the location of 
the evaluative – does it belong to the semantics or the 
pragmatics of a thick term or concept? Arguments in favor of 
either position heavily rely on linguistic intuitions about how 
thick terms expressing thick concepts can be used. Such 
intuitions often circle around the question of whether the 
evaluation of a thick term can be cancelled without yielding 
contradiction. A related debate exists over the question of 
whether the evaluation, independent of how it is connected to 
the descriptive content, can be separated from it. Some 
philosophers argue that the evaluation is inseparable, while 
others deny this. Whether this is possible is not only relevant 
for the linguistic debate about thick terms. Assumptions 
about the nature of thick terms provide the argumentative 
cornerstones in metaethical and normative-ethical debates as 
well. Therefore, by putting these assumptions to the test, we 
can provide a more solid basis for theorizing about thick 
concepts in various disciplines. In this paper, we present the 
first empirical data of this sort.  

Separating the Evaluative from the 
Descriptive? 

Thick terms and concepts, such as “honest”, “friendly”, 
“cruel” or “rude”, do not only evaluate an entity, they further 
describe in virtue of what this entity is evaluated as positive 
or negative. This descriptive richness is what distinguishes 
thick from thin terms and concepts. And it is the evaluative 
component that distinguishes thick from merely descriptive 
terms and concepts. So far, philosophers have mostly relied 
on their intuitions to determine whether or not a concept is 
thick (but see Reuter et al. (forthcoming) which includes an 
empirical study on whether the concepts friend, colleague, 
and rival are thick concepts; Reuter, Baumgartner, & 
Willemsen (ms) discuss various methods, including tools 
from corpus analysis, to delineate thick concepts from 
descriptive concepts as well as value-associated concepts.) 

Some philosophers explain the descriptive richness of thick 
concepts by assuming that thick terms are basic and 
amalgams of description and evaluation (Williams, 1985, 
Putnam, 2002, Kirchin, 2010, Roberts, 2011). Call this the 
Inseparability View. Inseparabilists claim that the evaluation 
is part of the semantic meaning such that the descriptive 
meaning itself evaluates.  

According to the contrary position, the Separabilist View 
(Väyrynen, 2019), thick terms can be, at least in principle, 
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divided into two distinct components, namely the evaluative 
and the descriptive (Hare, 1952; Blackburn, 1992; Elstein & 
Hurka 2009). Separabilist Views fall into two camps: First, 
Pragmatic Separabilists assume that the descriptive and the 
evaluative are connected by pragmatic means, for instance, 
by conversational implicature (Stevenson 1938, Hare 1963; 
Blackburn, 1992; for discussions of these positions see 
Eklund, 2011, Kyle, 2013, and Väyrynen, 2013, 2019). 
Conversational implicatures are part of the speaker meaning 
and need to be inferred beyond what is literally said (Grice, 
1985). By saying that an agent is rude, one ascribes some 
descriptive properties, and one further communicates the 
implicature that the agent is bad in virtue of having these 
properties. However, as other conversational implicatures, 
the negative evaluation can be cancelled without creating a 
contradiction. Therefore, a speaker who utters “What Tom 
did was rude, but by that I’m not saying something negative 
about Tom” makes a felicitous statement. Second, Semantic 
Separabilists claim that that the evaluative and the 
descriptive are connected via semantic entailment. Whenever 
a speaker says that Tom is rude, calling him rude entails a 
negative evaluation – there is no way to ever call Tom rude 
and not evaluate him negatively. Evaluating negatively is part 
of what the term “rude” means, and saying “What Tom did 
was rude, but by that I’m not saying something negative 
about Tom” would be infelicitous. 

The aim of this paper is to empirically test whether the 
evaluation of a thick term can be cancelled like a 
conversational implicature. If we find such evidence, this 
support the Pragmatic Separability View and falsify both the 
Inseparability and the Semantic Separability View. 

 Positive and Negative Thick Concepts 
Within the thick concepts debate, scholars usually speak 
about thick terms and concepts as if they were a homogenous 
group, such that whether a concept evaluates positively or 
negatively does not matter. Consequently, every theoretical 
claim that is being made about a positive concept can be 
equally applied to negative concepts, and vice versa. We are 
yet skeptical that such an assumption should be made without 
further empirical evidence.  

Over the past 20 years, a growing body of empirical 
evidence suggests that moral valence has a significant effect 
on a series of non-moral phenomena. Whether an act is 
evaluated positively or negatively affects judgments about 
causation (Sytsma et al., 2019, for an overview see 
Willemsen & Kirfel, 2019), intentionality (Knobe, 2003), 
knowledge (Beebe & Buckwalter, 2010), just to name a few.  

Thick terms seem to fall into two groups, namely those 
evaluating positively and those evaluating negatively. Due to 
this systematic difference in valence, we believe that there is 
a possibility that thick positive and negative evaluations have 
different effects on cancellability ratings. In our pre-
registered study, we initially follow the philosophical and 
linguistic theories and formulate predictions that treat 
positive and negative thick terms alike. Nevertheless, we also 
explore the possibility that things are more complicated than 

theorists have assumed and that the valence of a thick term 
might affect how easy cancelling its evaluation is. 

Experimental Linguistics and Cancellability 
Experimental linguistics provides the means to test the 
Pragmatic Separability View empirically, namely the 
cancellability test (see Zakkou, 2018). If the evaluative is part 
of the meaning of a thick term and semantically entailed, a 
person who says that Tom is rude but at the same time cancels 
the evaluation should be considered to contradict herself. 
Take another semantic entailment as an example: “Tom is a 
bachelor” semantically entails that Tom is unmarried. A 
speaker who utters “Tom is a bachelor, but by that I am not 
saying he is unmarried” contradicts herself. If the evaluation 
of a thick term is also semantically entailed, we should expect 
a sentence in which the evaluation is cancelled to be equally 
contradictory.  

However, if the Pragmatic Separabilists are correct and the 
evaluative aspect is only conversationally implicated, 
cancelling the evaluation should not lead to a contradiction. 
For instance, the sentence “There is the door” usually not 
only communicates the location of a door, but further carries 
the conversational implicature that the addressee is asked to 
leave the room. However, saying “There is the door, but I am 
not saying you should leave” does not yield a contradiction. 
If the evaluation of a thick term is conversationally 
implicated by a thick term, cancelling the evaluation should 
be equally non-contradictory as other conversational 
implicatures. With this well-established test at our disposal, 
we designed and pre-registered an experiment aiming to test 
for the Pragmatic Separabilist View. 

At this point, we would like to emphasize that in this paper, 
we test whether the evaluation of a thick concept is 
cancellable just as conversational implicatures are. However, 
conversational implicatures are not the only way of 
conveying content beyond what is literally said. In addition, 
a statement can conventionally implicate or presuppose 
content. Crucially, conventional implicatures or 
presuppositions are also not cancellable. Zakkou (ms) 
commits to the first alternative and claims that thick concepts 
conventionally implicate evaluation. Väyrynen (2013) argues 
that thick concepts presuppose their evaluative content. We 
decided to simplify the debate in this way, as conversational 
implicatures are relatively easy to test for. If we can show that 
the evaluation can be cancelled, we have good evidence for a 
Separabilist view according to which thick concepts convey 
evaluation by means of conversational implicature. If our 
results do not support this interpretation of the Separabilist 
View, additional research needs to be conducted on whether 
other Pragmatic Separabilist or Semantic Separabilist or even 
the Inseparabilist positions are more adequate.  

Study 1 
The goal of the first study is to provide initial evidence as to 
whether the evaluative component of a thick term is 
connected to the descriptive component through semantic or 
pragmatic means. To this end, we presented 206 participants 
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with sentences in which a Conversational Implicature, a 
Semantic Entailment, or the Evaluation of a Thick Term was 
first communicated and then canceled. We asked participants 
to what extent the speaker contradicted herself. We predicted 
that for Conversational Implicatures, cancelling the 
implicated meaning was possible without creating a 
contradiction. For Semantic Entailment, cancelling should 
not be possible and result in high contradiction ratings. For 
Thick Terms, we hypothesized that if the Pragmatic 
Separabilists are correct, cancelling the evaluation should 
provide contradiction ratings similar to those for 
Conversational implicatures. If the evaluative is part of the 
semantics of a thick term, contradiction ratings will resemble 
those of Semantic Entailments. 

The experimental design, predictions, and statistical 
models were pre-registered with the Open Science 
Framework (https://osf.io/9pbq2/). 

Methods 
Participants Participants were recruited via MTurk and 
completed an online survey implemented in Qualtrics. All 
participants were required to be at least 18 years old, English 
native speakers, and to have an approval rating of previous 
studies on the platform of at least 95%. These conditions did 
also apply to all other studies presented in this paper. All 205 
participants who finished the survey were included in the 
analysis (67.8% male, 31.7% female, 0.5% non-binary; MAge 
= 35.69) 

 
Design, Procedure, and Materials We implemented a 4×1 
between-subject design with the independent variable 
Condition (Thick Negative Terms [short: TNT], Thick 
Positive Terms [short: TPT], Semantic Entailment [short: 
SE], Conversational Implicature [short: SI]) and the 
dependent variable Contradiction. As stimuli, we used: 
 4 positive thick concepts: Honest, Generous, Courageous, 

and Friendly (condition TPT)  
 4 negative thick concepts: Intolerant, Rude, Cruel, and 

Egoistic (condition TNT)  
 4 Conversational Implicatures: Hungry, Dark, Door, 

Chocolate (condition CI) 
 4 Semantic Entailments: Run, Widow, Couch, Lake 

(condition SE) 
All stimulus sentences, as well as the instructions we gave to 
the participants, can be found in the Appendix. Here are three 
concrete examples of the sentences we used: Conversational 
Implicature: “I am hungry, but by that I am not saying that 
we should get something to eat.” Semantic Entailment: “This 
is a couch, but by that I am not saying that this is a piece of 
furniture.” Thick Negative: “Amy’s behavior last week was 
egoistic, but by that I am not saying something negative about 
Amy’s behavior that day.” Participants then answered the 
question “Does Sally contradict herself” on a scale from 
“1 = definitely not” to “9 = definitely yes”.   
Participants in TNT and TPT read the stimuli for all 4 
negative or positive thick terms, participants in CI read the 
stimuli for all 4 conversational implicatures, participants in 

SE read the stimuli for all 4 semantic entailments. All stimuli 
were presented in randomized order. As philosophers in the 
debate do not predict an effect of valence for thick concepts, 
we collapsed TNT with TPT to TT for our pre-registered 
statistical analyses. 

Results 
The results of Study 1 are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. We 
conducted a 4×1 Anova with Condition as a between-subject 
factor. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of 
Condition, F(3, 201) = 32.15, p < .001. In accordance with 
our preregistered hypothesis, we conducted a planned 
contrast for SE (M = 7.17) and CI (M = 3.74) and detected a 
significant difference (F(1, 201) = 71.34, p < .001). Two 
additional planned contrasts revealed a significant difference 
between TT (M = 6.49) and CI (F(1, 201) = 62.49, p < .0001) 
and no significant difference between TT and SE (F(1, 
201) = 3.53, p = .062).  
 

 
Figure 1: Participant’s’ mean contradiction ratings for all 16 items 
(1= “definitely not”; 9 = “definitely yes”). Error bars indicate the 

standard error around the mean. 
 

 
Figure 2: Participants’ mean contradiction ratings as a function of 
Condition. Error bars indicate the standard error around the mean. 

 
In addition, we conducted a planned contrast between TNT 
(M = 7.17) and TPT (M = 5.81). The analysis revealed a 
significant difference between both conditions (F(1, 
201) = 10.92, p < .01).  

Discussion 
The prediction of the Pragmatic Separabilist View was not 
met, since we found a significant difference between 
contradiction ratings for conversational implicatures and 
thick terms. In contrast, the results speak in favor of the 
Semantic View, according to which contradiction ratings for 
cancelling the evaluation of a thick term should resemble 
contradiction ratings for semantic entailments. As predicted 
by the Semanticists, the difference between ratings for 
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semantic entailments and thick concepts was insignificant. 
However, this result should be taken with some caution. A p-
value close to .05 might have been significant, had we 
increased the statistical power. Our analysis also revealed an 
effect of valence that would not have been predicted by either 
group of theorists. Negative terms received significantly 
higher contradiction ratings than positive terms. It is this 
unexpected effect that sparks skepticism that the evidence 
provided should be taken to falsify the Pragmatic Separability 
View in the first place. Even though the philosophical 
literature treats positive and negative thick terms alike, the 
empirical results suggest that they are not and might better be 
discussed individually. 

Explaining the effect of valence 
How can we explain the effect of valence? After all, this 
effect would not have been predicted by any theory. Instead, 
thick concepts are usually discussed as a homogenous group. 
One obvious but rather bold move would be to suggest that 
positive and negative thick terms simply do not work alike. 
Rather, it might be proposed, we need two separate accounts 
of thick concepts, one for positive and negative concepts. 
While we do not wish to dismiss this suggestion all too 
quickly, we believe that we should only draw this conclusion 
after eliminating alternative explanations of the effect. Here 
are three explanations that we consider plausible: 
Differences in evaluative intensity Since we tested only a 
limited sample of four positive and four negative concepts, 
the ones we selected might differ in the extent to which they 
evaluate positively and negatively respectively. Thus, it 
might well be that the four positive terms do not evaluate as 
positively as the negative terms evaluate negatively. If that is 
the case, it should not be surprising that negative terms yield 
higher contradiction ratings: The stronger the evaluation, the 
more implausible it might be to cancel the evaluation.  
Differences in the availability of counterexamples When 
thinking about honesty and courage, we might think of cases 
in which an agent is being too honest or too courageous. We 
might also think of cases in which an agent is honest or 
courageous, yet for the wrong reasons. In all of these cases, 
being honest and courageous is not such a good thing but has 
(at least partially) turned into something negative. For 
negative thick terms, however, such counterexamples do not 
come to mind easily. Therefore, it might be argued, attempts 
to cancel a usually communicated evaluation of a thick term 
is dependent on our reasoning about counterexamples. For 
positive terms, they can be easily triggered, while for 
negative ones, they are not.  
Differences in the social norms guiding evaluative 
language Finally, one might wonder whether the effect of 
valence can be explained by different social norms that guide 
evaluative language. Uttering a positive thick term without 
the intention to commit to a positive evaluation seems 
relatively harmless. Being misunderstood in cases of negative 
thick terms has a potentially greater impact. If mistaken, a 
speaker communicates a negative evaluation they initially did 
not want to commit to. Since negative evaluations harm 

others by diminishing their social status and reputation, 
people are less willing to accept a cancellation of a negative 
evaluation. We tested all three explanations by running 
additional empirical tests: 

Study 2: Differences in evaluative intensity 
Explanation 1 holds that the thick terms we used differ in 
their evaluative intensity. In Study 2 we aim to test this 
explanation and assign the following prediction to its 
advocates: If the effect of valence can be explained by 
differences in intensity ratings, negative terms should be 
rated more negatively than positive terms are rated positively. 
For all eight thick concepts used in Study 1, we collected 
intensity ratings. We used two measures for intensity, one 
targeting the goodness or badness of the behavior, another 
one targeting the valence of the statement featuring a thick 
term. 

Methods 
Participants Of all 409 participants who finished the survey, 
10 participants were excluded because they were not native 
speakers of English. 399 participants were included in the 
analysis (0% non-binary, 47.4% male, 52.6% female; 
MAge = 38.74). 

 
Design, Procedure, and Materials We implemented a 2×2 
between-subject design with the independent variable 
Valence (Positive; Negative) and Question (Behavior; 
Sentence), and the dependent variable Intensity. In the 
Behavior condition, participants answered a question with the 
following structure on a 9-point Likert item, reaching from 
“1 = not bad/good at all” to “9 = very bad/good”: How 
bad/good is it if a person’s behavior is [thick term]? For 
instance, for Rude, the question read: How bad is it if a 
person’s behavior is rude? In the Sentence condition, 
participants read “Suppose that Sally said the following thing 
about Tom: “What Tim did was [thick term]”. Afterwards 
they answered the question “Is this a negative/positive 
statement about Tom?” on a 9-point Likert item, anchored at 
“1 = definitely not” and “9 = definitely yes”. 

Results 
The results of Study 2 are summarized in Figure 3. We 
conducted a 2×2 Anova for intensity ratings with the 
independent factors Valence and Question. There was a 
significant main effect of Valence, F(1, 394) = 70.22, 
p < .001, such that positive thick terms were given higher 
intensity ratings (Behavior: M = 8.1, Sentence: M = 8.4) than 
negative thick terms (Behavior: M = 7.1, Sentence: M = 6.4). 
There was no significant main effect of Question, F(1, 
394) = 1.36, p = .244. The two-way interaction was 
significant, F(1, 394) = 6.42, p = .012, as the difference 
between Negative and Positive was larger for Sentence 
compared to Behavior. 
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Discussion 
Based on our results, we can reject the hypothesis that the 
effect of valence can be explained by differences in the 
intensity of the thick concepts we used. Our positive thick 
terms were rated even more positively than our negative 
terms were rated negatively. This effect occurred for both the 
Behavior and the Sentence condition.  
  

 
Figure 3: Participants’ mean intensity ratings for all 8 items. Error 

bars indicate the standard error around the mean. 

Study 3: Availability of counterexamples 
A second explanation of the effect of valence suggests that 
putative counterexamples that allow for cancellation of the 
evaluative component are more easily available for positive 
compared to negative thick terms. When a speaker calls 
someone courageous, but immediately cancels the typically 
communicated evaluation, participants are likely to start 
thinking of situations in which being courageous is not a good 
thing. This seems to be the case when a person is too 
courageous. A similar case can hardly be construed for 
negative thick concepts: being too rude or too cruel is not 
deemed positive. Consequently, a sentence with a positive 
thick term might be considered less contradictory, as 
participants can think of cases in which the sentence applies 
to possible situations. The effect of valence could therefore 
be reinterpreted as a pragmatic effect resulting from the 
particular experimental design we used. In order to 
investigate this possibility, we need to change our design 
such that attempts to make sense of our target sentence are 
less likely triggered. We opted for a relatively simple design 
making use of the contrastive word “but”. While “but” and 
“and” are truth-conditionally equivalent, only “but” 
conventionally implicates a contrast between the conjuncts. 
Statements like “What Tom did was courageous but good.” 
are presumably less likely to cause people to imagine possible 
counterexamples, especially because we asked people to 
merely state how natural the statement sounded to them, not 
whether that person makes a contradictory claim. 
Consequently, advocates of this explanation will make the 
following prediction: If the effect of valence can be explained 
by the differential availability of counterexamples, using a 
design that prevents thinking about counterexamples makes 
the effect disappear.  

Methods 
Participants 220 participants were recruited. 8 participants 
were excluded because they were not native speakers of 

English. Of the remaining 212 participants that were included 
in the analysis, there were 50.5% female, 0.5% did not 
identify, 49.0% male with MAge = 38.25. 

 
Design, Procedure, and Materials We used a 2×1 between-
subject design with the independent variable Valence 
(Positive; Negative) and the dependent variable Naturalness. 
All participants were presented with the following vignette: 
Please suppose that Sally said the following sentence about 
Tom’s behavior: “What Tom did was [thick term], but good/ 
bad.” (E.g., “What Tom did was courageous, but good”, What 
Tom did was rude, but bad”). Participants were then asked 
“To what extent does Sally’s statement sound odd or natural 
to you?” People’s responses were recorded on a 9-point 
Likert scale with ‘1’ labelled as “very odd”, and ‘9’ labelled 
as “very natural” for the same eight thick terms used before.  

Results 
The results are displayed in Figure 4. A 2×1 Anova for 
naturalness ratings with the independent factor Valence 
revealed that positive thick terms were rated to sound 
significantly more natural (M = 3.81) than negative thick 
terms (M = 2.71), F(1, 210) = 13.92, p < 0.001.  
 

 
Figure 4: Participants’ mean naturalness ratings for all 8 items. 

Error bars indicate the standard error around the mean. 

Discussion 
Study 3 shows two things. First, the potentially differential 
availability of counterexamples for positive and negative 
thick terms is unlikely to account for the effect of valence we 
recorded in Study 1. Experiment 3 was designed to reduce the 
likelihood to think of possible ways in which the evaluative 
component of a thick term might be cancelled. Still, the same 
effect was found. Second, the results of Study 3 provide 
independent evidence that valence has an important impact 
on people’s reasoning with thick concepts. Having used a 
different method to examine the (in-)separability of the 
descriptive and the evaluative component of thick terms, we 
collected additional data indicating that it is harder for people 
to disentangle the badness from negative thick concepts than 
the goodness from positive thick concepts. In future work we 
plan to conduct a more extensive version of this study to 
compare the mean ratings for thick concepts with ratings 
involving semantic entailment and pragmatic implicature. 

Study 4: Differences in social norms 
The third explanation suggests that the effect of valence can 
be accounted for by differences in the norms guiding 
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evaluative language. Accordingly, social norms more 
strongly prohibit the use of negatively evaluating language 
(compared to positive language), unless the evaluation is 
absolutely intended. Given the substantial evidence on the 
effect of norm violations on non-normative judgments, 
differences in contradiction ratings could be explained in this 
way. We tested the norms underlying evaluative language in 
this experiment. We believe that advocates of the social norm 
explanation make the following prediction: People give 
higher impermissibility ratings when negative thick terms are 
used non-evaluatively, compared to positive thick terms. 

Methods 
Participants 198 participants finished the survey and 8 
participants were excluded because they were not native 
speakers of English. 190 participants were included in the 
analysis (48.9% female, 0% non-binary, 51.1% male; 
MAge = 38.24) 

 
Design, Procedure, and Materials We implemented a 2×1 
between-subject design with the independent variable 
Valence (Positive; Negative) and the dependent variable 
Impermissibility. Participants first read one of the thick term 
sentences from Study 1. Afterwards they answered the 
question “How much do you disagree or agree to the 
following sentence? If Sally doesn’t mean to say something 
negative/positive, she should not have used the word “[thick 
term]” in the first place.” on a 9-point Likert item, reaching 
from “1 = fully disagree” to “9 = fully agree”. 

Results 
The results of Study 2 are summarized in Figure 5.  
 

 
Figure 5: Participants’ mean impermissibility ratings for all 8 items. 
Error bars indicate the standard error around the mean. 
 
We conducted a 2×1 Anova for impermissibility ratings with 
the independent factor Valence. There was a significant main 
effect of Valence, F(1, 189) = 9.96, p < .01, such that 
negative thick terms were given higher impermissibility 
ratings (M = 6.9) than positive thick terms (M = 5.8).  

Discussion 
In line with the prediction stated above, people did give 
higher impermissibility ratings when a speaker used a 
negative thick term, yet did not intend to communicate its 
evaluation, compared to positive thick terms. This effect 
suggests that the norms guiding the permissible use of thick 

terms differ, such that using a negative thick term non-
evaluatively constitutes a norm-violation. This difference, 
given our initial reasoning, appears to be a promising 
candidate to explain differences in contradiction ratings. 

General Discussion 
How do thick terms carry their evaluative force? Are these 
evaluative aspects conveyed by means of conventional 
implicature – as many Pragmatic Separabilists argue –, or is 
the evaluation part of the semantic meaning of thick concepts, 
connected via semantic entailment? In this paper, we 
presented the results of the first set of empirical studies on 
thick concepts focusing both on the relation between the 
evaluative and descriptive aspects of thick concepts, as well 
as on possible differences in the way positive and negative 
thick concepts work. 

Study 1 demonstrated that the evaluative component of 
thick concepts is significantly harder to cancel compared to 
the conversational implicatures we tested. Additionally, 
contradiction ratings for thick terms were not significantly 
different from ratings for semantic entailments. These results 
put pressure on the Pragmatic Separabilist View. However, 
the effect should be taken with caution, as a higher statistical 
power might have resulted in a statistically significant 
difference. In addition, we should note, that we selected only 
particularized conversational implicatures, whose force 
depends on the given context. Had we used generalized 
implicatures or other kinds of implicatures that are harder to 
cancel, the results might have been different. 

Study 1 also revealed an effect of valence on contradiction 
ratings. For positive thick terms, contradiction ratings were 
significantly lower compared to negative thick terms as well 
as semantic entailments. This effect of valence is hitherto 
unknown and has not been predicted by any of the various 
accounts of thick concepts. In fact, such an effect provides 
further hope for the pragmatist, as a more complicated picture 
seems to be emerging. 

We then put forward three potential explanations of the 
observed effect of valence. Our follow-up studies suggest that 
the effect can neither be explained by different evaluative 
intensities of our stimuli, nor by differences in the availability 
of possible counterexamples. Instead, social norms seem to 
play a crucial role in the application of positive and negative 
thick terms. Ascribing a negative thick term without 
intending to communicate its evaluation is considered less 
acceptable compared to positive thick terms. Consequently, 
an agent who does not want to communicate a negative 
evaluation should not use a negative thick term in the first 
place, as she is perceived to violate a social norm guiding 
evaluative language.  

Some caution is required at this stage. The evidence 
presented in this paper is the first of its kind. It is quite 
plausible that we have not explored all reasonable options or 
have dismissed too quickly alternative explanations. The 
effect of valence, however, seems to be a rather robust 
phenomenon: Two different studies (Study 1 and Study 3) 
using different methods yielded a similar outcome. If social 
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norms have a decisive effect on the differential applicability 
of thick concepts, then this will have important consequences 
for the philosophical and linguistic debates on thick concepts.  

Given our knowledge about the effects of norm violations 
on a variety of non-normative concepts, it seems quite 
plausible to assume that norm-violations can affect 
contradiction ratings differently. One might even go so far in 
arguing that the recorded effect of people’s contradiction 
ratings for negative thick concepts is increased due to a 
negativity bias. This bias will arguably be weakened when it 
comes to positive thick terms, suggesting that the results we 
collected for positive thick concepts give us a less distorted 
view of the relation between the descriptive and evaluative 
components of thick concepts. On the other hand, it is likely 
that the use of positive thick terms is also subject to social 
norms, even if less stringent. Disentangling the effects of 
social norms from the mere linguistic aspects will be a serious 
challenge yet to be overcome. 
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Appendix 
Instructions given to participants in Study 1 
Contradictions occur when a person says two things that 
exclude each other. The easiest and most obvious way to contradict 
yourself is to say "This thing is round and also not round". A thing 
cannot be round and not round at the same time. But sometimes 
contradictions are a bit less obvious. For instance, "This thing is 
round and it has edges". You need to know that round things don't 
have edges to see that the speaker contradicts himself. 

 In contrast, imagine the following sentence: "Dave is tall but he 
is also very thin". This sentence is not a contradiction at all, even 
though it describes a contrast. Think about what it means to be tall 
and about what it means to be very thin. It is perfectly ok to be tall 
and very thin at the same time. 

 Here is a last example: "Joanna is 20 years old, but I don't mean 
to say that she is under 30". This statement clearly is a 
contradiction. A speaker who says that Joanna is 20 cannot say that 
he does not mean that she is under 30. If you know what it means to 
be 20, you know that "being 20" means "being under 30". 

Stimulus Sentences used in Study 1 
(X indicates a first name and was varied throughout the stimulus 
sentences) 
Positive Thick Terms  
 X’s behavior last week was [positive thick term], but by that I 

am not saying something positive about X’s behavior that day. 
Negative Thick Terms  
 X’s behavior last week was [negative thick term], but by that I 

am not saying something negative about X’s behavior that day. 
Semantic Entailment 
 Sven is running, but by that I am not saying that he is moving. 
 Ann is a widow, but by that I am not saying that the person she 

was married to died. 
 This is a couch, but by that I am not saying that this is a piece of 

furniture. 
 This is a lake, but by that I'm not saying that it consists of water. 
Conversational Implicature 
 I am hungry, but by that I am not saying that we should get 

something to eat. 
 It is dark in here, but by that I am not saying we should turn on 

the lights. 
 This chocolate is good value-for-money, but by that I am not 

saying that we should buy it. 
 There is the door, but by that I am not saying that I want you to 

leave. 
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Abstract

Natural languages partition meanings into labelled categories
in different ways, but this variation is constrained: languages
appear to achieve a near-optimal trade-off between simplicity
and informativeness. Across 3 artificial language learning ex-
periments, we verify that objectively simpler kinship systems
are easier for human participants to learn, and also show that
the errors which occur during learning tend to increase sim-
plicity while reducing informativeness. This latter result sug-
gests that pressures for simplicity and informativeness operate
through different mechanisms: learning favours simplicity, but
the pressure for informativeness must be enforced elsewhere,
e.g. during language use in communicative interaction.
Keywords: language; kinship; complexity

Introduction
Different languages partition meanings into different seman-
tic categories, labelled with words or morphemes. The scope
of variation in these partitions is wide, as systems of seman-
tic categories can differ in both the number of labels used
and in the strategies used to group meanings into categories.
However, this variation is constrained – not all theoretically-
possible partitions are found in natural languages, and similar
meanings are encountered in unrelated languages.

This pattern of constrained variation has been attested
in several domains, such as colour (Berlin & Kay, 1969),
number (Greenberg, 1978), and kin classification (Murdock,
1970). Kemp, Xu, and Regier (2018) propose that the con-
strained variation seen in these systems is a consequence of
pressures for efficient communication (see also e.g. Kemp
& Regier, 2012). According to this view, category systems
are shaped by two competing forces: the need for simplicity
(an efficient category system minimises cognitive load), and
the need for accurate communication (an efficient category
system allows listeners to reliably reconstruct the meanings
intended by the speaker). In general, simplicity and informa-
tiveness will conflict — the simplest category system (which
uses one word for all meanings) is not informative, and the
most informative category systems (which divide the world
into many fine-grained categories) are maximally complex.

Kemp et al. (2018) suggest that languages exist along an
optimal frontier, balancing simplicity and informativeness:
natural languages tend to adopt the simplest grammar yield-
ing a given level of informativeness and tend to have maximal
informativeness for a given level of complexity. In addition to
accounting for fine-grained variation among languages, this

same trade-off between simplicity and informativeness has
been implicated in the evolution of fundamental structural
properties shared by all languages, e.g. combinatorial phono-
logical coding (Oudeyer, 2005) and compositionality (Kirby,
Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015), which also represent opti-
mal trade-offs between simplicity and informativeness.

There is, however, some debate in the literature about
the mechanisms which impose these pressures. Kirby et al.
(2015) argue that pressures for simplicity are imposed dur-
ing learning (e.g. in intergenerational transmission), whereas
pressures for informativeness apply only during communica-
tive use; as a result, systems which are transmitted from per-
son to person but not employed for communication should be-
come increasingly simple and consequently lose communica-
tive function. In contrast Carstensen, Xu, Smith, and Regier
(2015) suggest that pressures for informativeness might op-
erate during learning, such that category systems which are
repeatedly learned will become increasingly informative, the
opposite prediction to that from Kirby et al. (2015) (see e.g.
Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport, 2012 for similar claims).

Here we focus on the case of kinship systems (sets of
words used to refer to relationships between family mem-
bers). Kemp and Regier (2012) show that kinship systems
in natural languages exhibit a near-optimal trade-off between
informativeness (ability to uniquely specify individuals in a
family tree) and simplicity (which they quantify by the length
of the underlying grammar). In Experiments 1–2 we test one
of the key assumptions in Kemp and Regier’s argument, in-
vestigating whether simpler, more compressible (artificial)
kinship systems are indeed more learnable than less com-
pressible alternatives. We find that objectively simpler kin-
ship systems are indeed easier to learn, and that errors in
learning tend to reduce complexity at the cost of decreasing
informativeness. In Experiment 3 we explore the informa-
tiveness question further, verifying that learners sacrifice ex-
pressive power in favour of representational simplicity.

Experiment 1

Participants attempted to learn the language of an imaginary
community consisting of 12 members of an extended family.
The experiment comprised two phases: character familiari-
sation followed by the main language task. We varied the
complexity of the target kinship system between-subjects.
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Methods

Participants Fifty participants (25 per target kinship sys-
tem) were recruited from the student population at The Uni-
versity of Edinburgh and paid £6 to participate.

Materials: The family tree The community consisted of
12 members of a family tree (see Figure 1A). We trained par-
ticipants on kinship terms for 16 of the relationships which
can be depicted using individuals drawn from this family:
maternal grandmother, maternal grandfather, paternal grand-
mother, paternal grandfather, mother, father, maternal aunt,
maternal uncle, paternal aunt, paternal uncle, sister, brother,
daughter, son, granddaughter, grandson.

Materials: Languages We generated the initial language
for each participant by randomly combining 2–4 CV sylla-
bles to produce 12 non-words (e.g. walo, pugowo, kohuhake).
These 12 labels were used to express the 16 relationships
listed above: eight labels referred to unique relationships;
the remaining four were homonyms that referred to two pos-
sible relationships. Initial languages were either simple or
complex, depending on the placement of homonyms. Simple
languages used homonyms for the pairs <maternal grand-
father, paternal grandfather>, <brother, sister>, <maternal
uncle, maternal aunt>, and <paternal uncle, paternal aunt>;
complex languages used homonyms for the pairs <maternal
grandmother, paternal aunt>, <maternal grandfather, pater-
nal uncle>, <paternal grandmother, maternal aunt>, and
<paternal grandfather, grandson>. Thus, simple languages
assigned identical labels to similar meanings which could be
grouped under the same category (e.g., “mother’s sibling”),
while complex languages assigned identical labels to very dif-
ferent meanings. The two kinship systems differ on the objec-
tive measure of complexity used by Kemp and Regier (2012)
(i.e. it takes a larger grammar to capture the complex kinship
system) and also in the measure of complexity we develop
below.

Procedure: Character familiarisation Participants were
familiarised with the members of the community and their
relationships with each other through a series of introduc-
tion and test items. Introduction items presented images of
family members in groups of three and stated their relation-
ship, e.g. This is Mimi and Gonn. Mimi and Gonn have a
child: Lulu. Each introduction item was followed by a test
item which tested participants on the relationship they had
just been exposed to, for example presenting one character
and asking participants to select another character who was
parent or child of that character (e.g. Who is Lulu’s parent?).
No English kinship terms were used during the familiarisa-
tion phase except the primitives “parent” and “child”. Famil-
iarisation consisted of 8 introductory–test pairs and a further
10 test items. Participants were not allowed to proceed to the
language task until all test items had been answered correctly;
test items which were answered incorrectly were re-presented
immediately.
Procedure: Language task Participants were simultane-

ously trained and tested on the kinship system of the com-
munity. Participants were told their goal was to learn how
members of the community greeted one another. Participants
saw family members greet other family members with the
greeting luha and then a kinship term (i.e. the greetings were
equivalent to e.g. hello father!, hello auntie!). This phase pre-
sented two types of trials: production (Figure 1B) and com-
prehension (Figure 1C). After each trial, participants received
feedback on the accuracy of their response as well as the cor-
rect answer if their response was incorrect (except in the final
block of testing–see below).

The language task comprised five blocks of testing with 32
trials per block (16 production trials, 16 comprehension trials,
alternating). Each relationship (mother, father, grandfather
etc) was represented twice per block, once in a production
trial and once in a comprehension trial, order randomised. To
ensure that participants could remember the family tree, after
the first and second blocks of testing participants saw 5 test
items similar to those in the familiarisation phase. As before,
these were presented repeatedly until participants selected the
correct response. On the final block of testing, participants
received no feedback on the accuracy of their responses, pro-
viding us with a final language from each participant for anal-
ysis.

Kinship System Inference
We infer each participant’s underlying kinship system from
their productions in order to assess their complexity. We
use the model from Mollica and Piantadosi (under revision)
to sample possible kinship rules for each label used by the
participant, then measure the (summed) complexity of those
rules and the compressibility of the set of rules.

Rules are set functions, taking the speaker as input
and returning a set of individuals who are possible ref-
erents for the kinship term used in the greeting. The
functions are constructed using a small set of base func-
tions, namely: PARENT(X), CHILD(X), MALE(X), FE-
MALE(X), UNION(X,Y). The term ‘mother’ could thus be
represented as FEMALE(PARENT(X)); however, it is im-
portant to note that there are many other possible rules
that, if Nene (see Figure 1 for character names) is the
speaker, include Kiki in the set of possible referents. For
example: PARENT(X); CHILD(PARENT(PARENT(X))); or
UNION(PARENT(X), PARENT(PARENT(X))).

The model defines the Bayesian posterior probability of
each possible rule as a combination of the rule’s simplicity (in
the prior) and its precision (in the likelihood). The simplicity
prior P(r) is the product of the probability of each of the rule’s
components, and thus relates to the number of base functions
used to define the rule. The size principle likelihood P(d|r)
evaluates the number of possible referents given a data point
(speaker, referent, word): the larger the set of possible refer-
ents, the lower the likelihood (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001).
In the above ‘mother’ example, the broad PARENT(X) rule,
applied to Nene as the speaker and Kiki as the intended refer-
ent, would have a high prior probability due to its simplicity,
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A. B. C.

Figure 1: A. Individuals in the family tree. Members within each branch shared physical features to aid the recognition of
relatedness. B. Example production trial: the participant sees the family members involved and must select the appropriate
kinship term (in the example depicted, in English the appropriate greeting would be “Hello grandmother”). C. Example
comprehension trial: the participant sees the speaker and their choice of kinship term and has to select the appropriate addressee
from the set of all family members (e.g. in the trial depicted, if nulenage means the equivalent of mother in English, the
participant should select Kiki, who is Nene’s mother).

but a lower likelihood as it picks out two possible referents,
in contrast to the FEMALE(PARENT(X)) rule.

We infer participant lexicons/kinship systems as follows.
For each participant, we use the final set of productions as
data, duplicated (i.e., doubled) to increase the pressure on
likelihood. We then use the Metropolis-Hasting sampler de-
scribed in Mollica and Piantadosi (under revision)1 to gen-
erate a set of high-probability candidate rules for each term,
given the participant’s productions. In order to keep infer-
ence time feasible and to counteract the paucity of data, the
sampler is initialised with the rules which generated the par-
ticipant’s input language, which allows us to run the sampler
for a relatively small number of steps (4000 steps across 40
chains) and still generate acceptable results. Due to the ini-
tialisation procedure, the sampler will preferentially explore
rules that are similar to the rules used to generate the training
data, albeit with high likelihood under the participant’s pro-
ductions, which often do not fit the training data very closely.

Lexicons are then created by drawing a rule for each term
from the set of sampled rules, in proportion to the posterior
probability of that rule. We create 100 lexicons for each par-
ticipant, to evaluate the distribution over probable lexicons
for that participant, rather than choosing a single representa-
tive lexicon. Each lexicon is evaluated along two criteria: the
product of the prior probability of each of the rules in the lex-
icon, and its compressibility (using Lempel-Ziv compression
on the inferred lexical meanings2). Both the prior and the
lexicon compression measure evaluate the complexity of the
kinship system. The prior probability of the inferred lexicon
(i.e. the product of the prior probabilities of the individual
rules) evaluates the simplicity of each of the individual rules,

1https://github.com/MollicaF/LogicalWordLearning.
2This involves encoding each rule as a list of integers, where each

term in each rule is encoded as a single integer, with each instance
of a term receiving the same code. Each integer then gets turned
into a bitstring using Fibonacci coding, and the resulting bitstring is
compressed using the LZ2algorithm. This metric is provided in the
code accompanying Mollica and Piantadosi (under revision).

while lexicon compression measures reuse across rules.
Under this measure the simple and complex input lan-

guages differ in their complexity, both on the prior probability
of their lexical rules and the compressibility of the entire lex-
icon: we inferred 100 lexicons for each input language, the
lexicons for the simple input language have mean log prior
probability of -128 and compressed size of 253 bits, the lexi-
cons for the complex input language have log prior probabil-
ity of -214 and compressed size of 329 bits.

Results
We analysed participants’ accuracy (the proportion of trials
where participants clicked on the correct response) across all
5 blocks of the experiment, the communicative functionality
of the languages they produced in the final testing block (as
measured by the number of labels and communicative cost),
and the complexity of the kinship system produced in the fi-
nal testing block (as measured by the prior probability and
compressibility of their inferred lexicon). We expected that
1) participants learning the simple system would reach higher
accuracy in a shorter time than participants learning the com-
plex system; 2) participants trained on simple kinship systems
would produce simpler systems on test; 3) participants’ final
languages would be simpler and less communicatively func-
tional than their input, reflecting a general bias in learning in
favour of simplicity at the expense of informativeness.

Accuracy Figure 2A shows participants’ accuracy (propor-
tion of trials on which participants clicked on the correct
response) over blocks in production and comprehension tri-
als. We used logistic mixed effects models to analyse the
binary outcome of participants’ response on each trial (cor-
rect/incorrect), with input complexity, block, and their in-
teraction as fixed effects;3 we ran separate models for pro-

3Input complexity was deviation coded; we coded block such
that the model intercept reflected performance at the final test block.
Models included random intercepts for subjects and by-subject ran-
dom slopes for block.
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 results. A. Performance over time in production and comprehension. Solid lines give means and
bootstrapped 95% CIs; individuals are also shown as fainter lines. B. Communicative cost of participants’ final languages.
Dashed lines show the input, large points indicate individual participants, small point and error bars give means and 95% CIs.
C. Compressed size of participants’ final languages. Plotting conventions as in B.

duction and comprehension trials due to the different nature
of the two tasks. Participants’ performance improved over
time: the models for accuracy showed a significant effect of
block in both production (b = 0.58, SE = 0.05, p < .001) and
comprehension trials (b = 0.57, SE = 0.05, p < .001). The
model fitted to production trials suggests a highly marginal
interaction of complexity and block (b = −0.17, SE = 0.10,
p = .093), which is consistent with slower learning of the
complex system; this results in a significant effect of com-
plexity at block 5, with the participants trained on complex
input having significantly lower production accuracy on block
5 (b =−0.96, SE = 0.42, p = .023). These effects are n.s. in
the comprehension model (p > .123), suggesting clearer ef-
fects of complexity on production than comprehension.

Communicative function of final languages We assessed
communicative functionality of the final languages produced
by our participants (i.e. on production trials in block 5) ac-
cording to two measures: the number of distinct labels pro-
duced (fewer labels will usually lead to a drop in commu-
nicative function as labels become increasingly ambiguous)
and the communicative cost of the labels produced (plotted in
Figure 2B: communicative cost for a label L is −log2(1/|L|)
where |L| is the number of relationships L applies to; the com-
municative cost of a lexicon is the average cost of its labels4).

We used regression to analyse the number of labels and
communicative cost (Poisson regression for the former),
with input complexity (deviation coded) as a fixed effect.
There was no difference between input conditions for num-
ber of labels (mean for simple lexicons, Msimple=10.28 la-
bels; Mcomplex=10.2 labels; b = 0.01, SE = 0.09, p = .930)
or communicative cost (b = 0.00, SE = 0.06, p = .967). Par-
ticipants on average produced fewer labels than in their input
(log number of labels in the model intercept is significantly

4Kemp and Regier (2012) include a weighting based on need
probability in the measure of communicative cost, i.e. the probabil-
ity of being required to communicate about different relationships;
in our experiment each relationship is labelled equally frequently,
making the need probabilities (at least in the context of the experi-
ment) uniform, allowing this term to be dropped.

lower than log(12), b = 2.33, SE = 0.04, p < .001), yielding
languages with higher communicative cost (model intercept
is higher than the communicative cost of the input languages,
1/3: b = 0.53, SE = 0.03, p < .001).

Complexity of final languages We assessed the complex-
ity of the final languages produced by our participants accord-
ing to the two measures introduced above: the summed log
prior probabilities of the lexical items (higher prior probabil-
ity indicates lower complexity) and the size of the compressed
set of rules (smaller size indicates a more compressible, sim-
pler rule system; see Figure 2C).

We used regression to analyse lexicon prior probability and
compressed size, with input complexity (deviation coded) as
a fixed effect. There was a significant difference between in-
put conditions for both lexicon prior probability (mean log
prior for simple condition = −98, mean for complex con-
dition =−130; b =−32.73, SE = 4.28, p < .001) and com-
pressed size (mean size for simple condition = 200 bits, mean
for complex condition = 252 bits; b = 51.43, SE = 6.79,
p < .001), with participants trained on the complex system
producing less compressible lexicons with more complex
rules. As can be seen in Figure 2C, participants in both condi-
tions produce simpler systems than they were trained on (the
difference between input and output complexity is significant
at p < .001 on both measures even for the simple input con-
dition), but this difference is clearly far larger for participants
in the complex input condition.

Experiment 1 discussion

These results are consistent with the theory that learning
favours simpler languages, and that errors made during learn-
ing tend to decrease complexity while also reducing commu-
nicative utility, i.e. increasing communicative cost. However,
our task was quite challenging and produced substantial inter-
individual variation (as seen in e.g. the accuracy over time
shown in Figure 2A), and some effects are marginal (most
notably the difference in learning rates across conditions); we
therefore attempted to replicate these results.
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Experiment 2
Experiment 2 is a replication of Experiment 1; to facilitate
rapid collection we ran the experiment online.

Methods
Participants Eighty participants (40 per target kinship sys-
tem) were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid
$6 to participate.

Materials, procedure, analysis Identical to Experiment 1.

Results
Accuracy Figure 3A shows participants’ accuracy over
blocks in production and comprehension trials. As in the lab
experiment, participants’ performance improved over time:
there was a significant effect of block in both production
(b = 0.32, SE = 0.03, p < .001) and comprehension trials
(b = 0.37, SE = 0.03, p < .001). The model fitted to produc-
tion trials shows a significant interaction between complex-
ity and block (b = −0.14, SE = 0.07, p = .035), indicating
slower learning of the complex system (recall this effect was
highly marginal in Experiment 1); this difference in learning
rates results in a significant effect of complexity at block 5
(b = −0.71, SE = 0.27, p = .009). As in Experiment 1 the
equivalent effects are n.s. in comprehension trials (p > .128).

Communicative function of final languages As in Exper-
iment 1, there was no difference between conditions for num-
ber of labels (Msimple = 9.62; Mcomplex = 8.85; b = 0.08,
SE = 0.07, p = .254), but there was a marginal difference
in communicative cost, with participants trained on com-
plex input perhaps producing languages with higher cost
(b = −0.09, SE = 0.05, p = .077; see Figure 3B). As in the
lab, online participants produced languages with fewer labels
(b = 2.22, SE = 0.04, p < .001) and higher communicative
cost (b = 0.65, SE = 0.02, p < .001) than their input.

Complexity of final languages As in Experiment 1 there
was a significant difference between input conditions for
both lexicon prior probability (Msimple = −111; Mcomplex =
−121; b = −10.79, SE = 3.47, p = .003) and compressed
size (Msimple = 225; Mcomplex = 244; b = 19.80, SE = 6.9,
p = .002, see Figure 3C), with participants trained on the
complex system again producing less compressible lexicons
with more complex rules. As in Experiment 1, participants
in both conditions produce simpler systems than they were
trained on (the difference between input and produced com-
plexity is significant at p < .001 on both measures even for
simple input participants), and this difference is again far
larger for participants in the complex input condition.

Experiment 2 discussion
The results from Experiment 2 confirm those of Experiment
1: participants trained on simpler kinship systems learn more
rapidly and more accurately than participants attempting to
learn complex kinship systems, and as in Experiment 1 errors
in learning tend to reduce complexity, particularly for com-

plex input systems, and increase communicative cost. These
results are therefore consistent with the view that pressures
for simplicity and informativeness come from different mech-
anisms (i.e. learning and use respectively), or at least are not
both at play in learning (contra e.g. Fedzechkina et al., 2012;
Carstensen et al., 2015). However, our Experiments 1–2 are
a rather unfair test of the idea that learning might be biased in
favour of informativeness: participants were trained on a 12-
label kinship system, and on test only had 12 labels to select
among, meaning they could not introduce new distinctions
and straightforwardly reduce communicative cost. Reducing
communicative cost is possible by redistributing homonyms
(e.g. by overloading one homonymous term to refer to 3 in-
dividuals, creating a new unambiguous term), but this offers
only a modest decrease in communicative cost. As a result
our finding that errors in learning reliably increase commu-
nicative cost might just reflect a ceiling effect. Furthermore,
the 12-label systems we used seem to be at or beyond the
capacity for most participants to learn accurately in the time
available; in particular, participants typically failed to pro-
duce all 12 available labels, therefore inevitably increasing
the communicative cost of the system; while this is part of
the effect we are interested in, representing a bias for sim-
plicity in learning at the expense of communicative function,
it would be worthwhile to verify that a similar bias can be
seen in a kinship system featuring a more manageable num-
ber of labels. In Experiment 3 we therefore train participants
on an input language which uses fewer labels and which of-
fers more scope for learners to restructure their input so as
to reduce communicative cost and improve communicative
function.

Experiment 3
We trained participants on an input language which uses
only 8 distinct labels, which could be glossed in En-
glish as sister, brother, child (i.e. picking out the
pair of relationships <daughter, son>), mother and her
siblings (<mother, maternal aunt, maternal uncle>), fa-
ther and his siblings (<father, paternal aunt, pater-
nal uncle>), maternal grandparent (<maternal grand-
mother, maternal grandfather>), paternal grandparent
(<paternal grandmother, paternal grandfather>), and grand-
child (<granddaughter, grandson>).

Methods
Participants 41 participants were recruited using Amazon
Mechanical Turk and paid $6 to participate.

Materials, procedure, analysis Identical to Experiment 2,
with the exception of the input language; note that partici-
pants had 12 labels available on production test trials, the 8
labels featured in their training language and 4 ‘spare’ labels.

Results
Accuracy Figure 3A shows participants’ accuracy over
blocks. As expected, accuracy improves over time in both
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 results. A. Performance over time (Experiment 3 data also plotted; 20 randomly-selected participants
per condition shown as individual lines to reduce clutter). B. Number of labels. C. Communicative cost.
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Figure 4: Experiment 3 results. A. Number of labels; B. com-
municative cost. Accuracy results shown in Figure 3A.

production (b = 0.35, SE = 0.04, p < .001) and comprehen-
sion (b = 0.33, SE = 0.04, p < .001); analysing data from
Exps 2–3 combined, with condition treatment-coded, indi-
cates that final accuracy in block 5 in Exp 3 is not significantly
higher than in simple condition of Exp 2 on either produc-
tion or comprehension (p > .44), but is higher than the com-
plex condition of Exp 2 (production: b = −0.87, SE = 0.24,
p < .001; comprehension: b =−0.67, SE = 0.23, p = .004).

Communicative function of final languages Figures 4A–
B shows the number of distinct labels produced and the com-
municative cost of the resulting lexicons. While participants
do not produce significantly fewer distinct labels than in their
input (b = 1.99, SE = 0.06, p = .136), the final languages
did however have higher communicative cost than the input
language (b = 0.97, SE = 0.03, p = .026).

Experiment 3 discussion

Experiment 3 removes the potential ceiling effect in Experi-
ment 2; it would be possible to redesign the input language
to reduce communicative cost, e.g. by using the ‘spare’ la-
bels to introduce additional distinctions, or by redistributing
homonymy more evenly across the 8 labels used in the in-
put. Most of our participants do not do this; instead, as in
Experiments 1–2, on average they produce final languages
which have even higher communicative cost than their input,
again consistent with the view that pressures for informative-

ness are not at play in learning (contra e.g. Fedzechkina et
al., 2012; Carstensen et al., 2015). It is also worth noting
that the language in Experiment 3 is learnt significantly bet-
ter than the low-communicative-cost complex language from
Experiment 2; this would be surprising if learners were biased
against languages with high communicative cost.

General discussion
Across 3 experiments we find that simpler kinship systems
are easier to learn for human participants, validating a cru-
cial assumption in Kemp & Regier’s (2012) analysis of natu-
ral language kinship systems, and matching similar results in
other domains indicating that biases in learning favour sim-
plicity (e.g., Feldman, 2000; van de Pol, Steinert-Threlkeld,
& Szymanik, 2019; see Feldman, 2016 for review).

Our results are inconsistent with claims that biases in
learning instead favour informativeness or communicative ef-
ficiency e.g., Carstensen et al. (2015); Fedzechkina et al.
(2012). How can we reconcile this difference? Carr, Smith,
Culbertson, and Kirby (in press) note that while simplicity
and informativeness are often opposed (e.g. having few la-
bels is simple but not informative), there are cases where the
biases coincide: in particular, they show that simplicity and
informativeness can both favour contiguous categories, where
closely-related meanings fall into the same category. Con-
tiguous categories are simple (they can be represented com-
pactly) but also more informative than non-contiguous cate-
gories, in that they direct the receiver of the category label
to the right region of the semantic space, even if they fail to
pick out exactly the right meaning. Carr et al. (in press) show
that this can account for the puzzling results from Carstensen
et al. (2015), where the apparent increase in informativeness
occuring over generations of learning is likely to be driven
by a simplicity-based preference for category contiguity. It
remains to be seen whether similar alternative explanations
exist for other findings suggesting communicative biases in
learning, e.g. those in Fedzechkina et al. (2012). It is also
worth noting that the measure of communicative cost we use
here merely depends on the probability of selecting the cor-
rect individual, rather than rewarding near misses (e.g. pro-
viding partial payoff for selecting an individual who is sim-
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ilar to the target in terms of generation or sex); it may be
that some of the errors made by our participants reduce com-
municative cost if measured in this way, as a side-effect of
increasing simplicity.

Another possibility is that the preference for simplicity we
see in our experiments merely reflects poor learning, and that
we would see a preference for decreased communicative costs
if participants were given more time to learn the target sys-
tems more accurately. This strikes us as unlikely. First, while
many of our participants do indeed have quite low accuracy
even by the end of the experiment, it is worth noting that in-
accurate learning is a necessary feature of our design, rather
than a flaw: some errors are necessary in order to reveal bi-
ases in learning, and if we trained participants to perfect ac-
curacy on the target systems we would not be able to measure
their deviations from those target systems. Second, in order
for different biases to be seen later in learning there would
need to be a discontinuity in the trajectory followed by our
learners. Our results suggest that participants (at least ini-
tially) approach the target language complexity from below,
i.e. via intermediate systems that are lower in complexity;
while it is logically possible that later in learning participants
would reliably overshoot the target language complexity and
then approach from above (i.e. from higher complexity, lower
cost systems) before finally settling on the target system, we
see no reason to expect this. Third, as mentioned above there
is already a wealth of independent evidence suggesting that
learning in multiple domains favours simplicity, a pattern of
results which our findings are consistent with and expected
under. Finally, even if this kind of trajectory was witnessed,
we would expect the effects of late-in-learning biases to be
quite subtle (because participants are close to the target sys-
tem), making them harder to spot experimentally but also lim-
iting their impact on the structure of linguistic systems rel-
ative to other pressures, such as simplicity biases earlier in
learning, or pressures arising during communication.

Conclusion
We provide evidence suggesting that simpler kinship systems
are easier to learn for human participants, and that biases in
learning favour simple systems even at the expense of com-
municative function; participants tend to produce simpler kin-
ship systems than they were trained on, and in all experiments
the kinship systems they produced would be less communica-
tively effective (i.e. had higher communicative cost) than their
input. This is consistent with accounts where the pressures
for simplicity and informativeness which shape natural lan-
guages (in their kinship systems and beyond) arise through
distinct processes, i.e. learning and use respectively, rather
than both being the product of biases in learning.
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Abstract

Recent work has shown that people use temporal information
including order, delay, and variability to infer causality be-
tween events. In this study we build on this work by investi-
gating the role of time in dynamic systems, where causes take
continuous values and also continually influence their effects.
Recent studies of learning in these systems explored short in-
teractions in a setting with comparatively rapidly evolving dy-
namics and modeled people as relying on simpler, resource-
limited strategies to grapple with the stream of information
(Davis et al., 2020). A natural question that arises from such an
account is whether interacting with systems that unfold more
slowly might reduce the systematic errors that result from these
strategies. Paradoxically, we find that slowing the task indeed
reduced the frequency of one type of error, but increased the er-
ror rate overall. To capture the differences between conditions,
we introduce a novel Causal Event Segmentation model based
on the notion that people compress the continuous scenes into
events and use these to drive structure inference.
Keywords: causal learning; time; continuous; event cogni-
tion; interventions

Introduction
Learning about causal structure is central to higher level cog-
nition, allowing people to predict the future, select beneficial
actions, and make sense of the past. The study of how people
learn causal structure has historically focused on simple sce-
narios involving the presence or absence of binary variables
(e.g. did a patient take a drug, and did they get sick?). This
has taught us much about how people use causal structure for
a host of decisions (e.g. Ali et al., 2011; Fernbach & Erb,
2013; Hayes et al., 2014; Sloman, 2005). However, this focus
on simple stimuli obscures other important questions, such
as how we incorporate continuous covariation and temporal
information into our causal judgments.

Time is central to our notions of causality (Hume, 1740),
making it unsurprising that temporal contiguity is one of the
strongest psychological cues to causality. Sophisticated ex-
pectations about delays between events shape causal judg-
ments (Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2002; Pacer & Griffiths,
2012), intervention selections (Bramley et al., 2018), and
goal directed actions (Buehner & May, 2003). People also
judge that highly variable delays are less causal (Greville &
Buehner, 2010) and use variability as a cue for structure in the
absence of order or covariational cues (Bramley et al., 2018).

Prior work on the role of time in causality has focused on
delay distributions, i.e. the time that it takes for one event
to influence another, with events largely treated as punctate

rather than extended in time. In this project we instead study
a fully continuous setting in which continuous valued causes
continually affect rates of change of their effects, introduc-
ing a different set of representational challenges. Rather than
reasoning directly about rates of occurrence of events or de-
lay distributions between events, people must reason from un-
folding timeseries data.

How might varying the speed at which a continuous sys-
tem evolves affect what people learn about it? Extrapolating
from the literature on events cited above, one might expect
that a more slowly evolving system would make learners less
likely to infer the presence of causal linkages between vari-
ables. Yet reduced speed may have advantages as well. In
the setting originally explored by Davis et al. (2018), people
were well described with a Local Computations (LC) model,
which characterized them as focusing on establishing the re-
lationship between pairs of variables independently, that is,
rather than controlling for other variables—as one would by
separately considering the full space of possible structural
models wholesale. The key support for the LC model came
from a particular characteristic error. Participants frequently
inferred direct connections between variables that were indi-
rectly related (e.g. in the network X → Y → Z concluding
incorrectly that additionally X → Z). This is an error first ob-
served in studies with binary variables (Fernbach & Sloman,
2009; Rottman & Keil, 2012). A natural question that arises
is whether these errors in Davis et al. (2018) were due to par-
ticipants failing to perceive the short lag in influence from X
to Y and then to Z. Slowing the system will increase the dif-
ference in rates of change between direct and indirect effects,
which we hypothesize will reduce these systematic errors.

We also aim to understand how people learn causal struc-
ture from a continuous flow of information by comparing dif-
ferent formal accounts of how people represent continuous
information and use it to infer causal relationships. Firstly,
we follow Davis et al. (2020) in describing people as com-
puting likelihoods on the basis of the continuous dynamics
directly—either considering all hypotheses in parallel (nor-
mative model), or focusing separately on individual edges
(Local Computations variant). Secondly, we introduce a new
preliminary account of how people might handle continuous
information in time—the Causal Event Segmentation (CES)
model—that characterizes people as segmenting the continu-
ous stream into discrete events, and using those to infer causal
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structure.
In summary, we ask two questions. Firstly, does slowing

the dynamics of the system reduce the systematic errors that
have been previously observed? We do find the expected re-
duction in those errors but at the cost of reducing overall ac-
curacy. Secondly, how do people represent continuous infor-
mation in dynamic systems? We find that a model describing
people as segmenting continuous information into discrete
events captures people’s behavior across conditions.

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck networks
The stimuli in our task were generated using a new ap-
proach for simulating continuous causal systems first pro-
posed in Davis et al. (2018). See Davis et al. (2020) for a full
explication of the generative process, but briefly Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck (OU) networks represent causality with autore-
gressive processes that move towards a basin point as a func-
tion of time (Uhlenbeck & Ornstein, 1930). Importantly,
however, when one variable is causally influenced by another
variable (as defined by the causal structure of the OU net-
work), this is modelled by making the effect’s basin point
nonstationary, following some function of the state of its
cause(s). We here further restrict these functions such that
the effect either asymptotes to a value equal to the cause’s
value (“regular” connections) or to the negative of the cause’s
value (“inverted” connections). If a variable has more than
one cause, we model it as attracted to the sum of the basin
points defined by each of its causes. Formally, the change in
a variable vi following time t is given by

P(∆vt
i|vt ,ω,σ,Θ) = ω

[[
∑

j
θ ji · vt

j
]
− vt

i

]
+N(0,σ) (1)

where ω is the asymptote rate (“spring rigidity”), σ is the
endogenous noise of each variable, and θ ji is the causal im-
pact of variable j on variable i (1 in the case of a direct, and
–1 in the case of an inverse relationship). Simply put, the
mean that variable i reverts to is the sum of the values of its
causes, each first multiplied by their respective θs. To ac-
commodate interventions we use the “Do()” operator (Pearl,
2009), whereby an intervened on variable takes the assigned
value with a probability of 1, ignoring all other endogenous
or exogenous factors.

In this work we manipulate two aspects of the generative
model. First, ω (rigidity) defines how tightly an effect tracks
its cause. Higher values of ω result in an effect reaching its
asymptote more quickly (instantaneously when ω = 1). Sec-
ond, the update rate determines the amount of real time (i.e.
from the point of view of external observer) between each
system update (i.e., the time from t to t + 1 when comput-
ing the change in variable vi, ∆vt

i). Rigidity and update rate
represent two alternative ways in which to manipulate sys-
tem speed. Decreasing ω results in effects responding to their
causes more slowly holding system noise (σ) constant. De-
creasing the update rate also affects of the responsiveness of
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Figure 1: Rate of change toward an asymptote of 80 in each
condition. Stimuli were generated with a small amount of
noise (σ = 2) to show the changing update rates by condition.

effects but in addition lowers the noise in the system from the
point of view of an external observer. Fig. 1 illustrates these
effects. We assess whether either of these manipulations re-
sult in a lower rate of local computations style errors.

Slowing the process does not come without drawbacks.
Larger real time intervals between each application of Eq. 1
formally reduces the amount of evidence produced in a set
period. To demonstrate this, we simulated 100 participants
in each condition interacting with each of the 25 causal mod-
els tested in this experiment (Fig. 2B), and used the posterior
entropy over graphs according to an optimal learner as a mea-
sure of the learnability of the systems.1 There was a consider-
able increase in log posterior entropy from the fast-rigid con-
dition (–224) to the fast-flexible (–55) and slow-rigid (–80)
conditions, and even further increase in entropy for the slow-
flexible condition (–13). These results demonstrate that while
potentially reducing systematic, local computations style er-
rors, slower dynamics come at the cost of reduced informa-
tion with which to learn.

Method
Participants
205 participants (87 female, 1 no response; age M = 37.2, SD
= 11.8) were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk using
psiTurk (Gureckis et al., 2016). They were paid a base pay-
ment of $3 plus performance related bonuses (M = $0.97, SD
= $0.46) and the task took 32.6 minutes (SD = 18.3). Par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions.
Those who made a causal judgment before intervening on any
slider on over 90% of trials were excluded (Table 1).

Materials
Participants interacted with a number of causal devices rep-
resented by three vertical sliders that moved on their own ac-
cording to the hidden causal structure and OU process, but

1The simulated participants intervened using an idealized ver-
sion of the intervention strategies observed in Davis et al. (2018),
intervening on each variable for 1/3 of the trial and evenly splitting
their intervention choices between the extreme range of the variables
(100 and -100).
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Figure 2: Stimuli. (A) Task environment. Sliders turn blue when intervened on. (B) All tested causal graphs, presented in
random order. Black arrowheads denote regular connections, white arrowheads denote inverse connections.

could also be intervened on, by clicking and dragging to set
their levels, overriding their normal causes (see Fig. 2A).2

The sliders were constrained to be between -100 and 100, and
the buttons on the slider presented a rounded integer value in
addition to moving up and down. A timer at the top of the
page counted down from 45 seconds at 1s increments, and
at the bottom of the page were six additional sliders (one for
each potential causal relation). Responses could be one of
three options: ‘Inverted’, ‘None’, or ‘Regular’, corresponding
to θ < 0, no relationship (θ = 0), and θ > 0, respectively. Par-
ticipants were pretrained on these terms in the instructions.

Stimuli and Design

Participants were tested on 25 causal graphs (see Fig. 2B) that
were roughly balanced across a number of factors, such as the
number of inverted and regular links and the number of links
between each variable. The graphs were presented in random
order for a total of 25 trials. The OU parameters used during
training and the test were σ = 5 and θ = [1,0,−1] for regular,
none, or inverse connections, respectively.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four con-
ditions that determined the other parameters, ω and update
rate. We varied the rate at which the process unfolded, with
the slider values updating at either 100 (“fast”) or 300ms
(“slow”). Crossed with this, we manipulated the rigidity of
the OU process, setting ω to be either 0.1 (“rigid”) or 0.05
(“flexible”). ω sets the rate at which the process asymptotes,
when ω= 0.1 the variables move 10% of the way toward their
basin point in expectation, and when ω = .05 the variables
move 5% of the way toward their basin point in expectation
(see Fig. 1). These two factors independently manipulate the
rate of change of variables towards their asymptotic value,
with ω changing the formal properties of the OU network it-
self, and update rate changing the experienced real-time pace
of the process.

2See zach-davis.github.io for a demo.

Table 1: Breakdown of conditions and number of partici-
pants. Counts prior to exclusions in parentheses.

Condition Update rate ω n
fast-rigid 100ms 0.1 45 (54)
fast-flexible 100ms 0.05 42 (53)
slow-rigid 300ms 0.1 44 (51)
slow-flexible 300ms 0.05 38 (47)

Procedure
Participants first completed an interactive instruction section
that used a sequence of videos to explain the nature and goals
of the task, how to intervene, as well as the trial duration.
They were instructed that, for a randomly selected trial, they
would receive a bonus of $0.25 for each correct causal link
judgment (out of ‘no link’, ‘regular’ and ‘inverse’ for each
of the 6 directed links). Importantly, this bonus scheme was
demonstrated with a hypothetical participant who observed a
chain network and correctly identified the two existing causal
links but incorrectly added an additional direct link between
the indirect effects. Participants were told that this partici-
pant received a reward of $1.25 for the correct responses but
missed out on an additional $0.25 for marking the direct con-
nection between indirect effects. Participants could not pro-
ceed to the task until they correctly answered five compre-
hension check questions probing if they knew the duration
of each trial, the difference between a regular and inverted
connection, that there can be more than one connection per
network, and that they would have to provide a response for
all six possible connections on each trial.

In the main task, participants completed 25 trials lasting
45 seconds each. A trial was initiated by pressing the “Start”
button at the top of the page, whereupon the sliders began up-
dating according to the OU process at either 100 or 300ms,
depending on condition. Participants were free to click, drag,
or hold any slider to any value for any amount of time over-
riding its normal causes. After releasing a slider, it continued
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Figure 3: Descriptive statistics. (A) Proportion of causal links correctly identified by condition. (B) Among variable pairs
that were indirectly but not directly causally related, proportion that received a correct “none” response (indicating the absence
of a direct connection). (C) Proportion of continuous interventions that are held at one value over time. As dynamics slow
participants hold at the same value for longer. Plot points in panels (A) and (B) derived from maximum a posteriori predictions
from three models. Horizontal dashed lines denote chance responding. Error bars denote standard errors of the mean.

to move according to the OU process.
Participants could make (and revise) their causal judgments

at any point during the trial, but could not proceed to the next
trial until they had entered a judgment for all six potential
causal relations. No feedback was provided. After complet-
ing the 25 trials, participants were informed of their bonus
and completed a brief post-test questionnaire.

Results
Descriptive Results
See Fig. 3 for descriptive results. Across all conditions, par-
ticipants were above chance (.33) in identifying causal links
(M = .71, SD = .22), t(168) = 22.30, p < .001. They were
slightly more likely to recognize regular (.83) than inverse
(.79) causal links, t(168) = 3.89, p < .001. Participants were
also more likely to correctly classify causal links as the exper-
iment progressed, as confirmed by a random effect regression
with subject-level intercept and slope for trial number (Mean
β = .004), t(168) = 6.76, p < .001.

Successful learning relies on effective interventions—i.e.,
ones that are extended in time and involve large swings of
each variable’s value. In our task, a two-way ANOVA did
not show differences in average duration of interventions (M
= 3.07s) as a function of either update rate or spring rigidity
(all Fs < 1). However, the average range of interventions—
defined as the minimum slider value subtracted from the
maximum value during an intervention bout—varied substan-
tially with condition: 138.5, 102.4, 89.0 and 69.1 in the fast-
rigid, fast-flexible, slow-rigid, and slow-flexible conditions,
respectively; an ANOVA revealed an effect of update rate,
F(1,165) = 8.89, p = .003, of rigidity, F(1,165) = 44.8, p <

.001, and no interaction. That is, learners in slower systems
generated less variable movement, a finding supported by the
increase in propensity to hold variables at one value for ex-
tended periods of time as the dynamics slow (Fig. 3C).

Fig. 3A shows that, as expected, accuracy in identifying
causal links decreased as the dynamics slowed. Although
subjects were above chance in all conditions (ps < .001), a
two-way ANOVA on accuracy showed decreased accuracy
as a function of both update rate (F(1,165) = 9.9, p = .002)
and rigidity (F(1,165) = 7.4, p = .008), but no interaction.
Somewhat paradoxically, however, Fig. 3B shows that slow-
ing the dynamics actually had the opposite influence on ac-
curacy for indirect effects. As dynamics slowed, accuracy
improved. A two-way ANOVA showed this was due to both
update rate (F(1,165) = 15.1, p < .001) and spring rigidity
(F(1,165) = 5.1, p = .025), with a small interaction between
the two (F(1,165) = 4.5, p = .036).

One reason for the reduced accuracy by condition may
be that, as demonstrated above, slowing down the dynam-
ics results in decreased information produced by the system.
For example, a trial in the “slow” condition had 150 data-
points, versus 450 in the “fast” condition. It was also shown
that learners in slower systems perform less informative in-
terventions, compounding the general decrease in informa-
tion. To test whether accuracy differences between condi-
tions was driven solely by overall system information, we
computed the posterior entropy over the 729 possible graphs
given the data that participants generated as they interacted
with the sliders, according to a normative learner that knows
the exact parameters of the system (but not causal structure).
As expected, lower entropy was associated with higher ac-
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curacy, r(167) = −.67, p < .001, confirming that more sys-
tem information aided learning. However, a two-way AN-
COVA revealed that, even after controlling for differences
in the conditions’ posterior entropy, there remained a dif-
ference in accuracy between conditions, with main effects
of speed (F(1,164) = 11.8, p < .001) and spring rigidity
(F(1,164) = 8.8, p = .004), and an interaction between the
two (F(1,164) = 7.6, p = .006).

These results indicate independent effects of the two ways
we slowed the dynamic system. Participants classified causal
links less accurately both as the asymptote speed ω slowed
from .1 to .05 and as the gap between t and t+1 increased
from 100 to 300ms. However, as predicted, these manipula-
tions increased accuracy on the key test of direct and indirect
connections.

Modeling
To better understand participants’ judgments we compared
them to those of several causal structure learning models. In
particular, we assessed two models that had previously been
found to capture people’s behavior, as well as a new model
inspired by the event segmentation literature. For each partic-
ipant and model, the model received as input the slider values
and the participant’s interventions and yielded a posterior dis-
tribution over the 729 causal graphs. We now briefly describe
each model starting with our new addition.

Causal Event Segmentation model. The Causal Event
Segmentation (CES) model describes people as segmenting
continuous variables into events, and using these events as
cues for causality. Roughly put, it conceives of people as
drawing causal links only when their actions ‘make some-
thing happen.’ This is operationalized by taking all time-
points where a participant intervenes on a slider and drawing
a causal link if another variable crosses some threshold value
during that intervention bout. See Fig. 4 for visual demon-
stration of these principles.

The CES model assigns a central role to interventions, in
that it only infers a causal link between an intervened upon
variable as the “root” cause and a non-intervened upon “end”
variable as the effect. More precisely, the CES model takes
all time points where a variable is intervened on, and registers
an event if any other variable crosses a threshold during that
time. For example, the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 4 shows
a threshold at which the CES model would register an event
if another variable was being intervened upon.3 To determine
the sign of the link, for all timepoints during the event (where
the root variable is intervened upon and an end variable is
above a threshold) the CES model compares the signs of the
two variables. If on average the signs match, the model draws
a “regular” causal link, if they do not match the model draws
an “inverse” causal link.

If no end variables cross a threshold, no causal links are

3A threshold is an absolute value (e.g. 50), such that “crossing”
a threshold could mean being greater than that value or less than its
negative.
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Figure 4: Illustration of CES model. During participant’s in-
tervention bout on X from approximately 1 to 3 seconds, Z
crosses threshold (here shown as 50). Histograms on the right
demonstrate distributions over fitted threshold values by con-
dition, with colors corresponding to condition as in Fig. 1.

drawn. To only register events when a threshold is crossed,
the CES model excludes all cases where a potential end vari-
able is above threshold before the intervention begins. In ad-
dition, the CES model does not account for temporal delays
between events. The only links that can be drawn originate
from an intervened on node. Links are not drawn between two
non intervened on nodes, even if they both cross the thresh-
old. To account for uncertainty in participant judgments, per
participant we fit a threshold parameter, as well as a guess
parameter that corresponded to the probability of responding
counter to the predictions of the events model.
Normative model. The normative model inverts the gener-
ative model to optimally infer the structure most likely to have
produced the evidence (see Davis et al., 2020), starting each
problem with a uniform prior, and assuming a static degree
of parameter uncertainty. At each timepoint, the normative
model evaluates the likelihood of each variable’s value given
the values of all other variables at the previous timepoint,
as well as information about the participant’s interventions,
and updates the probability of each potential graph. Updating
over all timepoints and multiplying by the prior probability of
each graph (we assume uniformity) yields a posterior distri-
bution over graphs.

Two choices were made to account for participant uncer-
tainty. While participants see examples of OU networks in
the instructions, they will of course not develop exact repre-
sentations of key parameters ω, θ, and σ. We assume the same
hyperpriors over these parameters as (Davis et al., 2020), rep-
resenting a reasonable degree of uncertainty about their pre-
cise values while still maintaining qualitative similarity with
the generating process. To account for uncertainty in partici-
pant judgments, a softmax function was applied to the poste-
rior over graphs, with a separate temperature parameter fit for
each participant to maximize the posterior probability of the
graph chosen by participants.
Local Computations model. The local computations (LC)
model is a broadly successful model of causal learning that
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describes people as focusing on pairs of variables, rather than
evaluating the evidence with respect to the full space of pos-
sible structural models. At each timepoint, the LC model
evaluates the individual contribution of each variable to each
other variable’s value, ignoring the possible contribution of
other links. In other respects the LC model is identical to the
normative model. LC based models have been proposed as
accounts of how people build causal models in a resource-
efficient way (Bramley et al., 2017; Fernbach & Sloman,
2009). As mentioned, Davis et al. (2020) showed that the
LC model best fit participants in a very similar task to this
study’s fast-rigid condition. Here we test the extent to which
these results generalize to different time characteristics.

Baseline model. The baseline assumes participants have an
equal probability of responding for any graph. It has no fitted
parameters.

Modeling Results
Fig. 5A shows the proportion of participants’ edge judgments
that correspond with the most probable graph under each
model. As the system slows down, participants are less likely
to make the same judgments of causal relationships as the
models. This suggests increasing noise in their judgments,
a result that may cohere with the reduced information in the
system as it slows.

Fig. 5B shows the relative performance of the models, as
measured by mean Bayesian Information Criterion per par-
ticipant. While all models outperform the baseline model,
the distinction decreases as the system slows down. Overall,
the CES model is the best-fitting model, although the norma-
tive and LC models narrowly outperform the CES model in
one condition (slow-rigid).

This strong performance of the CES model is reflected in

the number of participants best fit by each model (Fig. 5C).
Across all conditions, the CES model fits the majority of par-
ticipants, although its separation from the other models is
slightly ameliorated as the dynamics slow down.

Fig. 3 gives insight into why the CES outperforms the other
models. While cell B shows that the LC model also predicts
increased accuracy on indirect effects as the dynamics slow,
only the CES model predicts the simultaneous decrease in
overall accuracy.

Intervention Analyses

The above models can also shine light on why participants
acted differently in the different conditions. Note that the
informativeness of an intervention depends on the underly-
ing learning model. For example, a good intervention for the
CES model involves holding an intervened-on variable at a
particular value for an extended period (providing the time
needed for an event to be recorded). In contrast, for the nor-
mative model large swings in that variable are preferred. Un-
der the assumption that learners choose interventions that are
appropriate for how they learn, one can ask whether their in-
terventions are more explicable under one model versus an-
other. In particular, we ask which model provides the best
account of how interventions varied over our experimental
conditions. To this end, we compared, for each model, how
each participant’s interventions would have fared when ap-
plied to each of the four experimental conditions. For exam-
ple, if a participant in the fast-rigid condition held variable X
at 100 for 10 seconds, we simulated that intervention in all
four conditions. A model that learns as people do predicts
that a participant’s interventions will lead to better learning
when applied to his or her own condition as compared to
one of the others—because those interventions were appro-
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priate for that model in that condition. We fed this simulated
participant data into our inference models. We found that
the CES model was more accurate when participants’ actions
were matched with the condition in which they were actu-
ally performed (t(168) = 5.15, p < .001). However, this was
not the case for the LC (t(168) = .10, p = .92) or normative
(t(168) = 1.02, p = .31) models. This is consistent with the
idea that participants acted to maximize learning under the
CES model, roughly speaking this means they acted to pro-
duce many informative “events”. Indeed, Fig. 3C confirms
that participants in the slower conditions held variables at one
end of the range longer than those in faster conditions—as ap-
propriate for a CES learner.

Discussion
This paper investigated the impact of timing on causal learn-
ing in continuous dynamic systems. We predicted that re-
ducing a system’s speed might ameliorate a particular type
of error captured by the local computations model—given
X → Y → Z, incorrectly inferring a direct relationship be-
tween X and Z—on the grounds that learners would more
readily perceive the lag in influence from X to Y and then to
Z. Yet, we also noted that people are generally less likely to
infer a causal relationship the greater the lag between cause
and effect. In fact, we found just this paradoxical effect of
time on learning. Whereas slowing the dynamics resulted in
increased accuracy for indirect effects, it resulted in reduced
accuracy overall. That is, rather than having a uniformly posi-
tive or negative effect, changes in system timing led to a trade-
off between different types of errors.

We also introduced the CES model, finding that it fit the
majority of participants across conditions. The success of
this model fits nicely with work suggesting that people nat-
urally segment continuous streams of information into dis-
crete events (for review, see Zacks, 2020). That said, the CES
model in its current form is highly exploratory with plenty of
room for improvment and further testing. For one thing, it
only infers a direct connection between an intervened-on root
variable and end variable that registers an effect, whereas peo-
ple have been shown to infer structure from linking sequences
of events (Bramley et al., 2018). In addition, given the impor-
tance of interventions to produce events for the CES to learn
from, a future direction would be modeling the CES’s pre-
scriptions for how one should intervene to maximize learn-
ing.

A limitation of this project is that it confounds the amount
of information produced by the system with the rate of
change, in that the 100ms update rate produced three times
as many datapoints than a 300ms update rate in 45 seconds.
We made this design choice because the alternative was to
have 30 minute versus 90 minute experiments depending on
condition. In the results section we showed that the overall
amount of information produced by the system could not ex-
plain the difference between conditions, but a natural further
experiment would be to test this directly by holding the total

number of observations constant.
Learning the relationships between continually shifting

variables in real-time is as challenging as it is common. In
this paper we identified factors that modulate performance
in continuous dynamic environments, and proposed a new
model for causal learning inspired by people’s ability to ab-
stract and discretize their experiences. We find support for
the idea that, in these informationally rich settings, people
use events triggered by their actions to infer causal structure.
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Abstract 

Predictive processing is transforming our understanding of the 
brain in the 21st century. Whereas in the 20th century we 
understood the brain as a passive organ taking in information 
from the world, today we are beginning to reconceptualize it 
as an organ that actively creates and tests hypotheses about its 
world. The promised revolution of predictive processing 
extends beyond cognitive neuroscience, however, and is 
beginning to make waves in the philosophy of perception. 
Andy Clark has written that predictive processing creates a 
“bootstrap heaven,” enabling the brain to develop complex 
models of the world from limited data. I argue that the same 
principles also create a “bootstrap hell,” wherein prejudice 
biases inherent in our inegalitarian societies result in 
permanent perceptual modifications. These modifications are 
unamenable to conventional implicit bias training. The deep 
embeddedness of prejudice biases in perceptual experience 
makes any proposal to eliminate prejudice biases by mere 
“understanding” insufficient. 

Keywords: philosophy of cognitive science; predictive 
coding; predictive processing; racial bias  

Introduction 

Predictive processing, or predictive coding,1 is transforming 

our knowledge of perception (Knill & Richards, 1996; Rao 

& Ballard, 1999), the brain (Friston, 2018; Hohwy, 2013; 

Knill & Pouget, 2004), and embodied cognition (Allen & 

Friston, 2018; Clark, 2016; Gallagher & Allen, 2018; Seth, 

2015). Predictive processing is a hierarchical 

implementation of empirical Bayes, wherein the cognitive 

system creates generative models of the world and tests its 

hypotheses against incoming data. It is hierarchical insofar 

as the predictions at one level are tested against incoming 

signals from the lower level. The resulting prediction error, 

the difference between the expectation and the incoming 

data, is used to recalibrate the model in a process of 

prediction error minimization. Predictions may be mediated 

by pyramidal cells across the neocortex (Bastos et al., 2012; 

Hawkins & Ahmad, 2016; Shipp et al., 2013). Andy Clark 

has characterized predictive processing as creating a 

“bootstrap heaven” (2016, p. 19), enabling the brain to 

develop complex models of the world from limited data. 

 
1 The Bayesian paradigm goes under various guises, including 

predictive coding, predictive processing, and predictive 

engagement. Although there are differences in these approaches, I 

use the term “predictive processing” in an inclusive sense. 

This enables us to extract patterns from ambiguous signals 

and establish hypotheses about how the world works.  

The training signals that we get from the world are, 

however, biased in all the same unsightly ways that our 

societies are biased: by race, gender, socioeconomic status, 

nationality, and sexual orientation. The problem is more 

than a mere sampling bias. Our societies are replete with 

prejudice biases that shape the ways we think, act, and 

perceive. Indeed, a similar problem arises in machine 

learning applications when they are inadvertently trained on 

socially biased data (Avery, 2019; N. T. Lee, 2018). The 

basic principle in operation here is “garbage in, garbage 

out”: a predictive system that is trained on socially biased 

data will be systematically biased in those same ways. 

Unfortunately, we are unwittingly trained on this 

prejudiced data from our earliest years. As predictive 

systems, we bootstrap upwards into more complex cognitive 

processes while being fed prejudiced data, spiraling us into 

a “bootstrap hell.” This has repercussions for everything 

from higher-order cognitive processes down to basic 

perceptual processes. Perceptual racial biases include 

perceiving greater diversity and nuance in the faces of racial 

ingroup faces (the cross-race effect; Malpass & Kravitz, 

1969), misperceiving actions of racial outgroup members as 

hostile (Pietraszewski et al., 2014), and empathetically 

perceiving emotions in racial ingroup (but not outgroup) 

faces (Xu et al., 2009), among other phenomena. They are 

particularly worrying due to their recalcitrance to conscious 

control or implicit bias training. We may be able to veto a 

prejudiced thought (but see Kelly & Roedder, 2008), but we 

cannot simply modify our perceptual experience at will. 

Recalcitrant predictions such as this are “hyperpriors” and 

are unamenable to rapid, conscious adjustment.  

I begin with an overview of predictive processing. I 

explain that the same principles that allow us to bootstrap 

our way into full cognition also allow for biases to develop. 

These biases include perceptual racial biases, which are 

visual and affective rather than cognitive. I explain how 

sampling biases in infancy and emotion perception 

contribute to perceptual racial biases (although many other 

factors certainly play a role). Finally, I hypothesize that 

traditional implicit bias training may not be enough to 

disentangle the web of hypotheses that contribute to 

perceptual racial bias. 
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Bootstrap Heaven and Bootstrap Hell 

From Helmholtz to the Bayesian Brain and Beyond 

The idea that the brain produces hypotheses about the 

causes of its perceptual inputs is not a new one. Hermann 

von Helmholtz (1867/1925, 1878/1995) in the 19th century 

and Richard L. Gregory (1966/1997) in the 20th century 

have been the greatest champions of just such a view. 

According to Helmholtz (1867/1925), perception results 

from unconscious inferences. Helmholtz (1878/1995) 

conceived of these unconscious inferences in terms of 

syllogistic (i.e., Aristotelian) logic. Today, we understand 

unconscious inference to be largely Bayesian rather than 

syllogistic (Gregory, 2006). Originally applied to vision 

(Rao & Ballard, 1999; Srinivasan et al., 1982), predictive 

processing has made a rapid and stellar rise, becoming a 

dominant paradigm in cognitive neuroscience (Friston, 

2018) and recently making waves in philosophy (Clark, 

2016; Hohwy, 2013). While in the 20th century we saw the 

brain as a passive organ integrating external signals from the 

bottom-up—such as in Marr’s (1982/2010) classical work 

on vision—in the 21st century we now see the brain as 

taking an active role in constructing its world from the top-

down—“hallucinating” a world, in Metzinger’s (2003) 

poignant phrase.  

At the most schematic level, predictive processing is a 

looping series of precision-weighted predictions arranged 

hierarchically. The brain implements an approximation of 

Bayesian statistics for perception, action, reasoning, and 

other cognitive processes. A Bayesian brain would need vast 

computational resources in order to calculate probabilities 

fully. Fortunately, the brain does not need to calculate 

explicit probabilities in order to approximate Bayesian 

statistics. More modestly, it may be a Bayesian sampler, 

implementing Markov chain Monte Carlo, for example 

(Sanborn & Chater, 2016). Bayesian statistics allows for a 

continual updating of prior probabilities, also referred to as 

‘priors,’ ‘hypotheses,’ or ‘beliefs.’ Priors are tested against 

an incoming signal. The difference between the two results 

in “surprise,” generating a predictive error signal. This 

allows the priors to be reweighted, resulting in a more 

accurate prior. This process is hierarchical, and at each level 

in the hierarchy, the process models the level below it. 

Predictions are precision-weighted. When a prediction 

mismatches the input, a prediction error signal is propagated 

upwards and triggers the reweighting of priors. Empirical 

evidence that the brain is structured in just such a 

hierarchical, predictive form is preliminary but mounting 

(Clark, 2013, 2016; Friston, 2008).  

Bootstrap Heaven 

Predictive processing allows for more than an understanding 

of neural circuits; it also allows us to understand how 

human cognition develops in an impoverished environment. 

Predictive processing creates a “bootstrap heaven,” allowing 

the brain to bootstrap itself up into more complex 

predictions given relatively limited and basic inputs (Clark, 

2016, p. 19). Essentially, we are fed training signals, and our 

brains develop predictive models of their inputs. 

A predictive system is well-equipped to deal with the 

poverty of the stimulus. For example, while no limited 

number of sentences may be sufficient to deduce the full 

rules of grammar (Chomsky, 1959), they may well be 

sufficient to create predictive models of grammar through 

grammatical inference (Clark, 2016). The same 

bootstrapping principle operates in perception. The brain 

develops hypotheses about its sensory inputs. These inputs 

are ambiguous, as formulated in the inverse projection 

problem: projecting the cause of a stimulus from a sensory 

pattern always leaves ambiguity. However, perceptual 

hypotheses operate on multiple spatiotemporal scales, 

allowing for the salience of context to guide the 

interpretation of a signal (Pizlo, 2001). Contextual factors 

allow for the minimization of ambiguity in inverse 

projection. Predictions become more granular at lower 

levels of the hierarchy. A coherent set of mutually-

supporting hypotheses at multiple spatiotemporal scales 

allows for the top-down influence of context to drive the 

prediction of an incoming signal.  

Bootstrap Hell 

Generally, aberrant predictions normalize out due to the 

constant and hierarchical updating of priors through the 

propagation of prediction error signals. Our first ever sight 

of a banana—let us say that it is yellow—will result in our 

model of bananas being unduly weighted towards 

yellowness. Only after many trials in perceiving bananas 

will our model of them include a range of colors from 

yellow to black. Our model is gradually reconfigured as we 

encounter novel situations and objects engendering 

prediction errors, such as a black or spotted banana. The 

initially aberrant model was based on a sampling bias that 

normalizes out across trials.  

This process typically works smoothly and adaptively. 

Occasionally, however, runaway predictions arise as an 

effect of the bootstrapping structure of Bayesian sampling. 

This occurs when a network of hypotheses gains outsized 

probabilities, and contrary information is no longer able to 

normalize them out. Generative models of perception 

operate at multiple spatial and temporal scales. If the 

bottom-up signal at a one spatiotemporal scale does not 

cohere with an already-developed generative model 

spanning multiple spatiotemporal scales, it may be drowned 

out. “[E]xperiences that do not challenge a belief system 

become predictable and are therefore ignored” (Fletcher & 

Frith, 2009, p. 52). 

By the time a network of hypotheses forms a coherent 

worldview, contrary evidence is no longer able to reweight 

the brain’s hypotheses. “False perceptions and bizarre 

beliefs thus form an epistemically insulated self-confirming 

cycle” (Clark, 2016, pp. 80–81). The bootstrap hell is just 

this “self-confirming cycle,” and it operates by the same 

principles as the bootstrap heaven that typically guides 
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cognition. Perceptual racial bias develops along precisely 

these lines. 

Perceptual Racial Bias as a Bootstrap Hell 

Perceptual racial biases are wide-ranging but differ from 

most implicit and explicit biases insofar as they directly 

modulate perceptual experience. Explicit biases are 

professions of negative associations and stereotypes, e.g., 

the claim that young black men are “superpredators” 

(DeIulio, Jr., 1996). Implicit biases are similar in content but 

the person may not be aware of the bias, e.g., when a judge 

gives harsher sentences to black defendants compared to 

white defendants for the same crime. Implicit and explicit 

biases are forms of stereotypes and are structured with 

semantic knowledge. What I pick out with the term 

“perceptual racial bias” is effects that are primarily visual 

and affective in nature. These effects may be linked to 

semantic networks but they are not themselves semantic in 

content. For example, subjects may misperceive objects in 

black men’s hands as guns. While tragic instances of this in 

recent news are well known, laboratory demonstrations 

show that this is a robust phenomenon. In one experiment, 

participants were briefly presented with an object but were 

primed with a white or black face immediately before it. 

Priming by a black face not only increased participants’ 

recognition of guns, but it also increased their 

misrecognition of objects as guns (Payne, 2001, 2006). 

Similar results were found using black participants (Kahn & 

Davies, 2011). In another experiment, participants in a 

videogame instructed to shoot armed targets were more 

likely to “shoot” when the target was black rather than white 

(Correll et al., 2002). The ecological soundness of these 

studies appears to be confirmed by a recent study integrating 

police lethal force data with regional demographic and 

racial bias data (Hehman et al., 2018). As with more 

conventional implicit biases, the presence of perceptual 

racial biases does not necessarily imply that the individual 

themselves is “prejudiced” in a conventional sense. Such 

perceptual biases can coexist with egalitarian worldviews.  

In the terms of Susanna Siegel (2017), a philosopher of 

mind, such perceptual racial biases are cases of “perceptual 

hijacking.”  

“Perception goes well, either as experience or 

judgment, when perceptual inputs are given proper 

weight. And perception goes badly, when 

perceptual judgment or experience is hijacked by 

one’s prior outlook” (Siegel, 2017, p. 5). 

Siegel’s view of perceptual hijacking is couched in terms of 

epistemology and the philosophy of perception but is well 

suited to predictive processing. She notes that a person who 

is raised in a cultural milieu replete with racist beliefs about 

and representations of racial outgroups will naturally pick 

up the racism of their milieu through implicit biases—

especially when that person has few meaningful interactions 

with the stereotyped group. The resulting racial outlook will 

result in hijacked perceptual experiences, such as the 

misperception of objects in black men’s hands as guns.  

Perceptual racial bias, which is a form of hijacked 

perceptual experience, develops in a pervasive “bootstrap 

hell.” Initial biases in visual and other sensory information 

lead to predictive and generative models that are 

systematically biased. These initial biases are sampling 

biases that result from societal prejudice biases. Higher-

order biases are bootstrapped up, and are reinforced by 

images and narratives from the prejudiced cultural milieu. 

These higher-order prejudice biases, in turn, affect and 

strengthen the perceptual biases at lower levels. The 

coherence at multiple spatiotemporal scales of the 

hierarchical generative models—an “outlook” in Siegel’s 

language—prevents potentially contradictory and debiasing 

prediction errors from reweighting biased priors.  

“Cultural biases can reinforce neuronal firing patterns and 

result in plastic changes, reinforcing embodied practices 

and postures, behavioral habits, and intersubjective 

interaction” (Gallagher, 2017, p. 125).  

In a recent study analyzing video feeds from the streets of 

New York, Dietrich and Sands (forthcoming) found that 

pedestrians move farther away from black pedestrians than 

from other pedestrians. This is an example of how 

perceptual biases and implicit biases do not exist by 

themselves but cohere with sensorimotor biases found even 

in negotiating sidewalks. A racialized outlook permeates 

cognition at multiple timescales, and along multiple 

functions, in a tangled web of hypotheses. This tangled web 

makes any attempt at recalibration to remove racial biases 

particularly fraught. 

Sampling Biases in Infancy 

Already at six months of age, infants express different 

scanning and fixation patterns for faces depending on 

whether those faces are same-race or other-race (K. Lee et 

al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2012). This is so early 

that it is presumably prior to the development of racial 

ingroup and outgroup concepts. Prior even to the 

development of a theory of mind, infants simulate or mirror 

others’ mental states in the context of a “primary 

intersubjectivity” (Gallagher, 2017; Trevarthen, 1979).  

Interaction with caretakers and with other infants sets the 

stage for the different facial scanning patterns based on race 

that we see in infants. Infants typically spend time and 

interact with members of their own racial group more than 

with members of other racial groups. Typically, this is 

entirely unintentional. Simply, their caretakers are more 

likely to be of the same racial group as the infant, as are 

their caretaker’s friends and family. Many neighborhoods, 

especially in North America, are divided along racial lines. 

In addition, aspects of “natural pedagogy” may also be in 

play (Csibra & Gergely, 2009). Throughout development, 

we learn to perceive and attend to certain features of the 

world by observing and indirectly learning from our 

caregivers and authority figures. 

This sampling bias is itself an effect of parental race as 

well as prejudice biases inherent in society. Caretakers may 

choose a daycare in an affluent area of the city where the 
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racial outgroup is less present, for example. Racialized 

housing zones and patterns of dwelling exert strong 

selective forces on the kinds of interactions that infants can 

have with racial outgroup members. For example, if the 

infant’s daycare is in the blue zone in Figure 1, the 

likelihood they will be exposed to black infants is lower. 

 

 
Figure 1. The racial distribution of Memphis, Tennessee. 

Green represents black residents; blue represents white 

residents. Image Copyright, 2013, Weldon Cooper Center 

for Public Service, Rector and Visitors of the University of 

Virginia (Dustin A. Cable, creator). 

 

The embodied interactions of infants predominantly with 

members of their racial ingroup sets the stage for differential 

patterns of facial scanning and emotional processing 

according to race.2 The pattern of embodied interactions 

predominantly with members of the racial ingroup, and the 

comparatively lower rate of interaction with those of the 

racial outgroup, creates a sampling bias for the visual 

system. As the visual system bootstraps its way up to 

hypotheses about other people’s faces, the system is 

systematically trained on own-race faces. This changes the 

way own-race and other-race faces are scanned and 

processed. It is a kind of sampling bias that is due to the 

infant’s social exposure: they are mostly exposed to same-

race faces.  

Emotion Perception and the Other Race Effect 

Differential patterns of facial scanning continue to develop 

throughout infancy and into later life. In later development, 

not only do facial scanning patterns differ according to the 

race of the perceived face, but the emotional processing of 

faces also differs. Emotion perception involves vision, 

social cognition, and affect, and all of these can be 

modulated by race. Processing the emotions of racial 

outgroup faces is more difficult than processing those of 

one’s own race. This leads to more attributions of negative 

and neutral emotionality in racial outgroup faces (Hu et al., 

2017). That is, we tend to see less emotional expression, or 

even comparatively greater negative emotional expression, 

in the faces of those who are not of our own race. For 

example, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) activates for 

 
2 That is not to say that this situation is the only reason why 

facial scanning patterns and emotional processing differ. 

pain, but also for the empathetic perception of others’ pain. 

In an experiment, Xu and colleagues (2009) found that 

when Caucasians and Asians viewed images of Caucasian 

and Asian faces being poked with a needle, their ACC 

activation increased for faces of their own race only. As we 

develop and gain a sense of our ingroup and of outgroups, 

this reinforces the differential scanning and processing 

patterns already in development.  

The differential patterns of facial scanning and emotional 

processing contribute to the other-race effect. In the other-

race effect, one can more clearly recognize and differentiate 

faces of the same race (Xiao et al., 2012). By the same 

token, one is less able to recognize and differentiate faces of 

other races. A seemingly rational inference would be that 

“they all look the same.” Such a statement is generally 

perceived as harmful and prejudiced by the targets of such a 

statement. However, there are very real differences in how 

we process faces of different races, including the way we 

scan them, how we process their affectivity, and even our 

ability to differentiate them. That “they all look the same” 

may indeed be an accurate report of one’s perceptual 

experience. It is an instance of “perceptual hijacking” where 

we cannot see the differences in other-race faces the same 

way that we see the differences in those of the same race.  

The same bootstrapping process is involved. As small 

differences in processing faces develop, and as we develop 

different emotional reactions to these faces, higher-order 

beliefs such as “they all look the same” likewise develop. 

Just as the brain may develop a comprehensive 

schizophrenic or depressive worldview, integrating 

everything from narratives, beliefs, images, imagination, 

and sensorimotor habits, it equally can develop a 

comprehensive racialized worldview. The environment, 

which continues to be racially “segregated” (see Figure 1) 

foments interactions between racial ingroup members, while 

significant interactions with racial outgroup members 

remain statistically lower. As culturally normal racialized 

beliefs and outlooks become salient in later development, 

these in turn affect the behavior of the individual and 

promote a self-selection or self-segregation, even if 

unconscious. Explicit prejudice biases, such as narratives 

claiming that people of race x all look the same, only 

reinforces the lower-level visual and affective models. 

Disentangling the Web of Hypotheses 

In this section, I hypothesize that a consequence of 

perceptual racial bias is that traditional implicit bias 

training, or even multicultural and desegregating efforts in 

schools, may not be enough to eliminate them. It is not 

merely explicit prejudice biases, or even implicit biases, that 

lead to such alarming results as misperceiving objects in 

black men’s hands as guns (Correll et al., 2002; Payne, 

2001, 2006). Perceptual racial bias develops, beginning in 

infancy, as a “bootstrap hell” implicating multiple 

hierarchies of neural prediction. Facial scanning patterns 

and emotion perception are two examples of how perceptual 

racial biases develop from bottom-up data. Habituated 
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modes of perception and patterns of attention rewire 

neuronal connections through Hebbian learning. Moreover, 

the brain establishes multiple levels of neural predictions 

based on the priors it has developed from the person’s 

experience in the world. The child who is overwhelmingly 

exposed to same-race people will naturally develop more 

complex ways of scanning, empathizing with, and seeing 

differences in same-race faces. Likewise, they will develop 

skewed priors (essentially, due to a sampling bias) for other-

race faces.  

Correcting for prejudice biases is typically done by means 

of implicit bias training. This is needed, especially since 

phenomena such as misperceiving objects in black men’s 

hands as guns can have dire consequences (Kahn & Davies, 

2011). Stereotypes, including implicit and explicit racial 

biases, also develop in the same process of a “bootstrap 

hell.” “The process of picking up associations 

probabilistically is happening unconsciously through 

Bayesian principles throughout a person’s life within a 

culture” (Hinton, 2017, p. 7). According to Hinton, 

stereotypes develop in the predictive brain through 

experience and through picking up statistical differences in 

the cultural world that are due to prejudice.  

It may be quite difficult to disentangle the web of 

hypotheses, however. We may be able to shift semantic 

associations through promotions of multiculturalism, 

desegregating initiatives, and implicit bias training. Yet 

rewiring perceptual and affective networks may pose more 

recalcitrant difficulties. Through enough repetition and 

reinforcement, it may become challenging to perceive other-

race persons differently. This can be challenging if we want 

to think about how to eliminate racist, sexist, and other 

pernicious outlooks in our society. Let us imagine a person 

who is forced to confront their prejudiced outlook. They 

begin to realize that the stigmatized racial outgroup has been 

the target of systematic prejudice for centuries and 

subsequently they relinquish the belief that members of this 

group are “superpredators.” However, their perceptual 

experience will not by that fact be altered. They will 

continue to perceive members of the racial outgroup as 

threatening, even though they now metacognitively know 

that this is a prejudice bias. Their visual system has been 

plastically rewired by cultural prejudice and their perceptual 

experience remains hijacked.  

The worry that I pose is that outlooks can induce plastic 

changes in the brain that could outlive the “cognitive” 

aspects of the outlook itself. Top-down effects recalibrate 

visual, attentional, and emotional processing patterns. 

Further complicating matters, evidence from research into 

infant facial scanning patterns suggests that racial biases in 

perceptual experience can begin to develop far before 

cultural beliefs, narratives, images, and other representations 

could possibly enter the scene (K. Lee et al., 2017; Liu et 

al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2012).  

The interconnectedness of these elements leads to the 

development of a racial hyperprior. A hyperprior is a prior 

that is either unamenable to alteration or is only alterable 

under great strain. They can be innate or acquired. A simple 

hyperprior guiding our mundane perceptual experience is 

the light-from-above assumption. Because we live in a 

world where light typically comes from above, we interpret 

all images with this hyperprior (Mamassian et al., 2002). 

Many people likewise have been exposed to perceptual 

experiences of a stigmatized racial outgroup as menacing or 

dangerous and develop a racial hyperprior overdetermining 

their perceptual experience of members of that group. When 

they relinquish their narrative prejudice biases, they 

nevertheless persist in seeing members of the stigmatized 

racial outgroup as menacing or dangerous. Although the 

“bootstrap heaven/hell” is composed of a series of mutually-

related and coherent hypotheses at multiple spatiotemporal 

scales and distributed across multiple regions of the brain, 

some of these hypotheses can go out of sync. The top-down 

influence of narratives of social and racial equality will 

contradict the bottom-up input of perceptual racial bias. 

Normally, higher levels of the neural hierarchy will have 

some effect on reweighting the priors at lower levels. The 

likelihood of the hypothesis (e.g., that the person in front of 

me is menacing) should be lower once I form an egalitarian 

worldview. Unfortunately, once the perceptual racial bias 

becomes so ingrained as to become a hyperprior it is 

incorrigible or at least exceedingly difficult to recalibrate (as 

with the light-from-above assumption). 

One may no longer put full faith in their perceptual 

experiences once they realize that they were racially biased. 

However, a metacognitive doubt concerning the veracity of 

one’s perceptual experience in many cases does not blunt 

that perceptual experience’s emotional and behavioral 

impact, let alone its phenomenal appearance. In the same 

way, knowing that a gun is empty will not dampen the fear 

you feel when someone points it straight at you. Emotional 

effects and their behavioral consequences, at least in the 

immediate reaction, are not based on considered 

deliberation but are spur-of-the-moment processes. A person 

may still feel uncomfortable around a stigmatized racial 

outgroup even though they no longer believe that group is 

composed of menacing “superpredators.” The racial 

hyperprior for perception remains when the racist outlook is 

removed. Years of perceptual habits have shaped their 

neuronal connections and neural predictions, and these 

reshaped connections just are the hyperprior that is so 

recalcitrant to reweighting. It might not be that this 

hyperprior is completely unamenable to intervention, but 

any intervention will have to be strong, sustained, and 

targeted. This makes racial integration a much more difficult 

task than we may have previously believed. 

Excising culturally normal racialized beliefs and 

representations is insufficient to root out perceptual or 

attentional hijacking. Simply dropping the belief that “they 

all look the same” cannot by itself alter the perceptual 

experience of the racial outgroup’s faces as self-similar or 

indistinguishable. More importantly, excising the belief that 

“they are all violent” may not in itself be sufficient to 

recalibrate the attentional patterns that bring about a 
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perceptual experience of racial outgroup members as 

violent. 

Conclusion 

A predictive processing framework has the potential to 

overturn our standard understanding of prejudice biases. 

Many racial bias interventions specifically target implicit 

bias. While implicit biases are undoubtably central to a 

racialized worldview, the latter extends across multiple 

cognitive, perceptual, and sensorimotor processes. 

Perceptual racial biases such as being primed to see a 

weapon, facial scanning patterns, and emotion perception in 

faces, and even racial biases in pedestrian movement, are 

among the many levels in what I have characterized as a 

“bootstrap hell.” These levels within the bootstrap hell 

cohere together with narrative and imagistic prejudice biases 

to create a racialized outlook or worldview. Once perceptual 

racial biases become ingrained, however, they may become 

hyperpriors and hence much more difficult to eradicate. 

Predictive processing is still a developing field of inquiry, 

however, and some of the details of my account of the 

“bootstrap hell” of perceptual racial bias remain undertested 

or speculative, despite my attempt to ground it in empirical 

findings. If I am right, at least in broad outline if not in 

every detail, then we may need to rethink the way we 

correct for racial biases in our societies. Implicit bias 

training, for example, may combat the deleterious force of 

more cognitive aspects of racial bias. Nonetheless, 

perceptual racial biases as learned hyperpriors may persist 

in perceptual experience despite the person’s best efforts to 

root them out.  

A concrete recommendation for future studies is to 

disentangle perceptual and affective phenomena from the 

broader categories of implicit and explicit bias. Tracking the 

ways that cognitive implicit or explicit biases correlate with 

perceptual biases (i.e., visual or affective biases) may be 

illuminating. For example, do nonminority persons who 

explicitly identify as nonracist experience stress, as 

measured by an EEG or EMG, in the presence of racial 

minorities? Does implicit bias training alter stress measures 

in the presence of racial minorities? Does implicit bias 

training alter facial scanning patterns when presented with 

minority faces? 
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Abstract 

Overconfidence and Hindsight Bias are two well-known 
cognitive biases. Herein, it is argued these biases may be 
related to one another and human memory limitations; 
specifically, that memory limitations result in hindsight bias, 
causing people to recall being right more often than they 
actually were, which leads to overconfidence as people apply 
this misremembered confidence to future events. Analyses 
comparing three types of overconfidence (overestimation, 
overplacement and overprecision) and hindsight bias confirm 
strong, positive correlations between the different types of 
overconfidence – from 0.488 up to .807 and moderate 
correlations (.331 to .398) between all of these and hindsight 
bias. Comparisons between bias scores and five broad 
cognitive abilities (from the CHC model) suggests hindsight 
bias is more pronounced in people with worse memories and 
generally, lower cognitive ability. Overall, results are argued 
to support the proposed links between memory, hindsight bias 
and overconfidence and future directions are suggested. 

Keywords: overconfidence; hindsight bias; memory; 
cognitive bias. 

Introduction 
Hindsight bias (Fischhoff & Beyth, 1975) and 
overconfidence (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982) 
are two well-known effects within the heuristics and biases 
literature describing, in the simplest of terms, peoples 
tendencies to misremember how often their predictions were 
correct in the past and overestimate how often they will be 
right in the future, respectively. 

While typically regarded as separate effects, the statement 
of their basic natures above gives reasons to regard these 
concepts as fundamentally similar – as both revolve around 
the misestimation of likelihood of success, differing only in 
terms of whether they are focused on past or future events. 
The biases and the proposed links between them are 
expanded upon below. 

Overconfidence 
Overconfidence, when considered as a cognitive bias 
specifically, refers to the tendency for people to overstate or 
overestimate their degree of knowledge about some aspect 
of the world. This is confused somewhat by the use of the 
same terminology for a set of related measures. Moore and 
Healy (2008), for example, distinguish three types of 
overconfidence measures commonly used in the bias 
literature: overestimation, overplacement and overprecision 
– and this distinction  will be used herein for clarity. 

While all three types of overconfidence reflect some 
tendency of people to judge themselves and their own 
knowledge more favourably than the evidence warrants, 

there are differences that should be noted. Overestimation 
tasks measure people’s tendency to overestimate how many 
items in a test they will or have gotten correct whereas 
overplacement refers to their tendency to rate themselves 
more highly against other people. Finally, overprecision is 
the observation that, when giving ranges that they are 
confident (to some stated level) that future/unknown values 
will fall within, people tend to give ranges that are too 
narrow such that observed values fall outside the predicted 
ranges more often than they expect (Moore & Healy, 2008). 

Given these different methods for assessing 
overconfidence, it is possible to generate multiple measures 
of an individual’s overconfidence that may differ 
significantly. For example, a person’s overprecision can be 
measured by giving them a set of forecasts to make and 
comparing their stated confidence level with the observed 
rate at which their ranges capture the true values. One can 
also, however, ask people directly to indicate how many of 
their ranges (as a set) they expect to capture the true value 
and, despite these being theoretically equivalent (if people 
are accurately stating their confidence in their ranges), the 
standard observation is that this overestimation approach 
produces a differing degree of overconfidence (Juslin, 
Wennerholm, & Olsson, 1999) - resulting in discussions 
about the extent to which these effects are caused by the 
same underlying mechanisms. For example, some argue that 
overestimation and overplacement are, largely, statistical 
artefacts (see, e.g., Soll & Klayman, 2004; Winman, 
Hansson, & Juslin, 2004) whereas long-standing theory 
suggests overprecision is caused by an anchoring effect 
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) – despite a paucity of 
supporting evidence (see, e.g., Block & Harper, 1991; 
Bruza, Welsh, Navarro, & Begg, 2011).  

Despite the statistical arguments above, though, the fact 
that all three seem to reflect a general tendency to 
overestimate one’s own knowledge makes it seem most 
likely that there is some shared, underlying cause and, thus, 
that people’s performance on one task should align with 
their performance on the others. 

Hindsight Bias 
Hindsight bias, by contrast, refers to the tendency for people 
to ‘update’ their remembered predictions when given 
information about how the predicted events actually turned 
out. Specifically, it seems that, once an outcome has become 
known, people are more likely to believe that they predicted 
it all along and, conversely, believe they rated events that 
did not eventuate as less likely. This was initially 
demonstrated with people’s predictions regarding possible 
outcomes of Richard Nixon’s trip to China and the Soviet 
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Union - tested prior to and several months after the trip once 
the outcomes were known (Fischhoff & Beyth, 1975).  

This makes sense as an adaptive strategy for operating in 
the real world – once you know the outcome of an event, it 
is much easier to understand the causal relationships leading 
to that event and see why it occurred. From the point of 
view of learning in the real world with limited cognitive 
resources, it then makes little sense to keep the previous 
causal story that you now know to be incorrect, and more 
sense to ‘update’ memories of such predictions to match 
current knowledge. 

More recent work, however, has suggested that there may 
be more to hindsight bias than this – suggesting that it, too, 
has three components and that these may be distinct enough 
that differences observed between different hindsight 
paradigms might be explained by these differing effects 
(Nestler, Blank, & Egloff, 2010). These effects are 
described by Nestler and colleagues as: inevitability 
impressions, which matches closely the causal reasoning 
approach above; foreseeability impressions, which are 
driven by metacognition regarding what you might have 
thought at some other time; and memory distortions, 
describing errors in encoding, retrieving and reconstructing 
past estimates. Which of these three types of hindsight bias 
are seen in an experiment will depend on the particular 
experimental design but, significantly, this interpretation of 
the concept means that even designs which avoid 
manipulations of inevitability or foreseeability can still 
show a memory-based hindsight bias effect.  

Impact of Hindsight Bias and Overconfidence 
Both (all) of these effects are important in applied decision 
making contexts. For example, industry personnel often 
forecast or estimate unknown quantities to produce data or 
models on which large investment decisions are made. 
Overconfidence in these estimates can have significant 
economic implications – where decision makers put plans in 
place without contingencies for values much higher or lower 
than those predicted. For example, overconfidence at the 
levels commonly seen in oil and gas personnel (30-40%; 
see, e.g., Welsh & Begg, 2016; Welsh, Bratvold, & Begg, 
2005) has the potential to change the valuation of a large 
development project by hundreds of millions of dollars 
(Welsh, Begg, & Bratvold, 2007). 

Similarly, hindsight bias has the potential to contribute to 
failures to learn from experience - where decision makers 
and technical personnel come to believe that they predicted 
events more accurately than they actually did – with the 
result that they may not feel a need to change their 
estimation strategies. 

Given this, understanding how and why the effects occur 
has the potential to improve decision making and suggest 
ways to limit or avoid the biases. 

Linking Hindsight Bias and Overconfidence? 
At first glance, these two effects seem distinct and a search 
of the literature indicates they are not commonly discussed 

together. In fact, examination of connections between 
different types of bias in the heuristics and biases field has, 
in general, been somewhat ad hoc (Ceschi, Costantini, 
Sartori, Weller, & Di Fabio, 2019). 

Consideration of their nature and origins, however, 
suggests possible connections. For example, hindsight bias 
could almost be described as overconfidence despite 
evidence. That is, being faced with evidence that should 
confirm or deny the accuracy of their predictions, people 
‘adjust’ their memories in a manner that mimics 
overestimation – recalling more correct predictions than 
they actually made. 

This suggests the possibility of a causal relationship – 
where the limitations of human memory (and cognition 
more generally) cause hindsight bias and this tendency to 
recall being right more often than they actually were acts to 
increase people’s confidence in their future estimates – 
causing overconfidence.  

Aims and Objective 
This paper is an initial look at this proposed relationship, 
seeking to establish whether hindsight bias and measures of 
overconfidence are linked in a meaningful way and how this 
relates to differences in human cognitive abilities – 
particularly memory. 

 
Hypothesis 1. The three types of overconfidence will 
correlate positively with one another. 

 
Hypothesis 2. Hindsight bias will correlate positively with 
the measures of overconfidence. 

 
Hypothesis 3. Hindsight bias will be more pronounced in 
people with worse memories (long term memory, retrieval 
ad working memory). 

 
While these hypotheses are correlational rather than 

examining causal relationships between the measures, this is 
regarded as a necessary first step. As noted above, 
discussions about whether the three forms of overconfidence 
share an underlying cause have not been resolved but 
positive correlations between them would make it more 
difficult to argue that some forms are simple, statistical 
artefacts. 

Likewise, while a potential, causal relationship between 
hindsight bias and overconfidence is posited above, 
demonstrating a correlation between them is a necessary 
first step. 

Finally, the relationship of memory and cognitive ability, 
more generally, to both overconfidence and hindsight bias 
needs to be understood as this provides a likely mediator 
linking the two effects. 

Method 
Participants 
The hindsight and overconfidence measures were included 
in a large study examining relationships between 
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susceptibility to decision making biases and a wide variety 
of individual traits (including attention, cognitive, 
personality and decision styles) being conducted under ARC 
Grant LP160101460. In total 300 participants completed the 
study (119M, 172F and 9 non-binary or did not say), 
ranging in age from 18 to 79 (mean = 28.7, SD =12.8). Most 
participants were native English speakers (n=207) and 
students/graduates (undergrads=107; bachelor-level 
graduates=84; post-grads=38; higher degree graduates=26; 
and vocational qualifications=20) with only 26 participants 
without any post-secondary study. Participants received a 
$100 gift card for participating in the study as a whole. 

Materials 
Overconfidence. Questions were written to test the three 
types of overconfidence distinguished by Moore and Healy 
(2008): overestimation, overplacement and overprecision, as 
described below. 

 
Overplacement. Pre and post overplacement (OC_Pl) 

questions asked participants to indicate what percentage of 
participants they expected to do, or thought they had done, 
better than on the overprecision task described below. Their 
actual percentile performance on these questions was 
subtracted from their estimated percentages to determine 
their level of overplacement at each point, such that higher 
values indicate greater levels of bias. 

 
Overprecision. Twenty range estimation question asked 

participants for their best estimate and high and low values 
that they were 80% confident would contain the true answer 
to that question. Ten questions were almanac-style questions 
of fact (e.g., how many tonnes of iron are in the Eiffel 
Tower) while ten were forecast questions (e.g., what will the 
price of gold be one week from today) but these are treated 
together herein. A participant’s overprecision (OC_Pr) was 
calculated as the difference between the percentage of 
questions expected to contain the true value (80%) and the 
percentage of their ranges that actually contained the true 
value, which yields higher values for higher level of the 
bias. 

 
Overestimation. Immediately after completing the 

overprecision task, participants were asked to indicate how 
many of the ranges they had just generated they believed 
would contain the true value. The difference between this 
and their observed performance (both as percentages) was 
calculated as their overestimation (OC_E) score. Again, 
higher scores indicated greater bias. 

 
Hindsight Bias. This task consisted of the 44 questions 
used in: the 12-item version of Ravens Advanced 
Progressive Matrices task (Arthur & Day, 1994); the CAB-I 
(Comprehensive Ability Battery Inductive Reasoning task; 
Hakstian & Bennet, 1977), and the Overprecision (OC_Pr) 
task described above. Specifically, participants were shown 
a question they had previously answered, along with the 

correct answer and then asked whether they believed they 
had answered the question correctly. Their overall score for 
this measure was difference between the percentage of 
questions they now recalled getting right and the percentage 
they actually did. 

 
Cognitive Abilities. Following the Cattell-Horn-Carroll 
model (CHC; McGrew, 2009), a wide range of cognitive 
ability measures were included in the larger study, covering 
eight of the broad abilities: long term memory Glr, short 
term memory Gwm, fluid ability Gf, crystallized ability Gc, 
processing speed Gs, decision speed Gt, visual processing 
Gv and quantitative ability Gq. Of these, long term retrieval, 
working memory, crystallized ability, fluid ability and 
quantitative ability were considered potentially relevant to 
the hindsight bias and overconfidence tasks. Specifically, 
Gc, Glr and Gwm all seem to be measures of aspects of 
human memory – knowledge in long term memory, retrieval 
from long term memory and working memory, respectively. 
By comparison, Gf measures people’s ability to solve novel 
problems and Gq their ability to work with numbers – both 
of which seem requisites for answering overconfidence-
style questions. 

Table 1 shows the specific tests used to measure each of 
these factors. Given three measures for each broad ability, 
an overall factor score was calculated from each set of 
measures using Principle Factors Analysis (PFA) with 
Oblimin rotation in SPSS. In each case, this returned a 
single factor with an eigenvalue above 1, which was used as 
the overall measure.  

 
Free Recall. Participants were shown a list of thirty words 

and allowed 2 minutes to memorize it. After a simple 
algebra distractor task to disrupt rehearsal, they were then 
allowed up to five minutes to write down as many words as 
they could recall. Their score was the number of words 
recalled.   

 
Memory Span Forward/Backward. These tasks were 

designed in Matlab and presented strings of digits – each 
digit displayed one at a time for one second. The length of 
the string increased from 1 to 10 and, at the end of each 
string, the participant was asked to enter the string in: order 
of presentation (Forward); or reversed from the order of 
presentation (Backwards). In both cases, the participant’s 
score was the longest string of correctly recalled digits 
amongst their responses. (NB, this included the possibility 
of getting, e.g., the first 8 digits right in a 10-digit string or 
the last 6 in an 8-digit string.) 

 
Table 1. Cognitive measures by CHC broad ability factor 

CHC  
Ability 

Specific Measures 

Gc Spot-the-Word (Baddeley, Emslie, & 
Nimmo‐Smith, 1993), Mill Hill Vocab Test 
(Raven, 1958), WJ-IV Cog1 (Schrank et al., 
2015) 
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Gf Ravens APM 12 Item (Arthur Jr & Day, 1994), 
CAB-I (Hakstian & Bennet, 1977), WJ-IV Cog2 

Glr WJ-IV OL4, WJ-IV OL8, Free Recall 
Gq Berlin Numeracy Test (Cokely, Galesic, Schulz, 

Ghazal, & Garcia-Retamero, 2012), 12 item 
Numeracy (adapted from DAT) (Bennett, 
Seashore, & Wesman, 1989), Subjective 
Numeracy Test (Fagerlin et al., 2007) 

Gwm WJ-IV Cog10, Memory Span Forward, Memory 
Span Backwards 

Note: WJ-IV refers to the Woodcock-Johnson IV tests of 
cognitive ability and achievement. Tests without references 
were developed for this study and are described in text. 

Procedure 
As noted above, participants were engaged in a larger study 
– too large to describe in detail here. In brief, it included 
two online studies, the first including a full, 5-factor 
personality test, several decision style measures and a novel 
Subjective Attention Scale. A second, online study included 
some measures of intelligence, confidence and bias 
susceptibility. Following completion of the two online 
surveys, participants were invited to the laboratory for an 
additional 2.5 hours of intelligence testing, decision bias 
testing and a final survey. The overplacement, overprecision 
and overplacement tasks were included in the second survey 
while hindsight bias was measured during the third survey. 
The cognitive measures were split between the in-person 
testing (WJ tests, Free Recall and Memory Span tasks) and 
the second survey (all other measures). 

Results 
Outcome Measures 
Table 2 shows the mean levels of overconfidence and 
hindsight bias. Looking at the table, one can see the large 
differences between the different types of overconfidence – 
with overprecision (OC_Pr) yielding a bias score of more 
than 50% while overestimation (OC_E) yields a much 
smaller 6.7%. The overplacement (OC_Pl pre) score from 
prior to participants actually starting the task is around 9% 
but, following the task, people actually underestimate their 
own performance – presumably because they realized how 
difficult the task was for them. A key observation, however, 
is the extreme variability in responses – reflected in the 
large SDs and wide ranges. 

The hindsight bias results similarly show a small average 
tendency for people to recall being right more often than 
they actually were. A series of single sample t-tests 
compared the levels of bias observed with the mean scores 
of zero that would indicate unbiased responses and indicate 
that for all of the measures except OC_Pl (post), the sample 
– as a whole – were biased, t(299) = 4.44, 4.49, 51.71 and 
3.98, p<<.001 (2-tailed) for OC_Pl (pre), OC_E, OC_Pr and 
Hindsight Bias, respectively. The t-test for OC_Pl (post) 
showed no significant bias, t(299) = -1.48, p = .14 (2-tailed). 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for outcome measures 
Measure Mean SD Min Max 
OC_Pl (pre) 9.2 36.0 -89.3 91.7 
OC_Pl (post) -3.2 37.0 -93.3 79.0 
OC_E 6.7 25.9 -65.0 80.0 
OC_Pr 50.6 16.9 -10.0 80.0 
Hindsight Bias 3.0 13.0 -38.6 56.8 

Note: N = 300. 

Overconfidence and Hindsight Bias 
Correlations calculated to examine the relationships 
between the four overconfidence measures and hindsight 
bias are shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Correlations between overconfidence and hindsight 
 1 2 3 4 5 
1. OC_Pl 1 -     
2. OC_Pl 2 .709 -    
3. OC_E .545 .596 -   
4. OC_Pr .807 .745 .488 -  
5. Hindsight .375 .331 .398 .365 - 

Note: N=300, all correlations significant at <.001 level. 
 
Looking at Table 3, one sees strong evidence in support 

of Hypothesis 1; that being that the overconfidence 
measures tend to be strongly correlated with one another – 
the weakest being the .488 correlation between 
overprecision and overestimation. While overprecision and 
overestimation as both are calculated using the participants’ 
actual performance on the 20 overprecision questions and 
this could explain some of their correlation, the same does 
not hold true for the overplacement measures, which are 
estimated distinct from each other and both other 
overconfidence measures. That is, despite the apparent 
differences in the strength of the four biases described 
above, there do seem to be stable tendencies for people who 
show more of one overconfidence bias to show more of the 
other forms of overconfidence as well. 

Finally, hindsight bias is moderately strongly (and 
significantly) correlated with all four of the overconfidence 
measures – supporting Hypothesis 2. 

Memory / Cognitive Ability 
Correlation analyses compared the five bias measures with 
the five cognitive abilities described above and results are 
shown in Table 4. 

Looking at Table 4, one sees that all but one of the 
correlations are negative and sixteen of the twenty-five are 
significant – suggesting an overall pattern of participants 
scoring higher on the cognitive measures also scoring lower 
on the bias measures.  

 
Table 4. Correlations between biases and cognitive abilities 
 Gf Gc Glr Gq Gsm 

OC_Pl 1 -.231 -.160 -.165 -0.092 -0.107 
OC_Pl 2 -.246 -.158 -0.112 -.157 -0.105 
OC_E -.129 -0.107 -0.083 0.063 -0.016 
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OC_Pr -.344 -.200 -.160 -.236 -.147 
Hindsight -.504 -.299 -.245 -0.105 -.125 

Note: N=300, 299 (Glr) or 297 (Gsm) due to missing data. 
* italic = sig. at .05 level; bold = sig. at .01 level; bold italic 
= sig. at .001 level. The data above are presented without 
family-wise correction in order to highlight the overall 
pattern. Using a Bonferroni correction for 25 comparisons, 
the bold italic results remain significant at the .01 or .001 
level with the bold results just missing the .05 criterion (p ≈ 
.053-.082, one-tailed). 

 
Looking at a finer level, one can see that fluid ability (Gf) 

is the best predictor – correlating significantly with all five 
bias measures and at above 0.5 with hindsight bias. 
Crystallized ability (Gc) is the next best, correlating 
significantly with all biases measures except overestimation. 
Long term retrieval (Glr) correlates with three of the bias 
measures while quantitative ability (Gq) and short term 
memory (Gsm) correlate weakly with two each. Viewed 
along the other axis, overestimation (OC_E) seems to be the 
odd bias out – with only one, very weak significant 
relationship with cognitive ability (Gf). 

Given that Gc, Glr and Gsm can all be regarded as 
reflecting aspects of human memory (knowledge in long 
term memory, retrieval from long term memory and 
working memory, respectively), their correlations with 
hindsight bias provide support for Hypothesis 3 – although 
it is worth noting that fluid ability is the best predictor for 
all of the biases. 

Discussion 
The results provide support for all three of the hypotheses 
considered herein, which offers some support to the 
proposed relationships between memory, hindsight bias and 
overconfidence.  

Firstly, the correlations between the different 
overconfidence measures suggest that there is some shared, 
underlying tendency across the different types of 
overconfidence task. This is important as it holds true even 
for the overplacement measure (OC_Pl post) that showed no 
overall bias. That is, even when group performance suggests 
that the bias does not exist, differences in the degree to 
which individuals show the bias are stable and predictable – 
allowing prediction of their performance in related tasks.  

The hypothesized relationship between hindsight bias and 
overconfidence was also observed, with moderate 
correlations observed between all of the overconfidence 
measures and the degree of Hindsight Bias shown by 
participants. While correlation does not prove causation, the 
idea that hindsight bias should cause overconfidence 
certainly has face validity and seems more likely than the 
converse – overconfidence causing hindsight bias. Of 
course, this does not rule out both effects being caused by 
the same underlying tendencies – whether memory 
limitations or other effects. 

This brings us to the observed relationships between 
cognitive ability and hindsight bias. As would be expected 

given the proposed relationship between memory, hindsight 
bias and overconfidence, the correlations observed between 
the cognitive measures and hindsight bias are stronger than 
those between the cognitive abilities and the overconfidence 
measures, suggesting that these relationships could be 
mediated through hindsight bias. One thing to note, though, 
is that, while hindsight bias correlated significantly with all 
three of the memory-related abilities, fluid ability was the 
best predictor of performance, suggesting that memory 
alone is insufficient to explain people’s degree of hindsight 
bias – which could connect back to Nestler and colleague’s 
tripartite division of hindsight bias (Nestler et al., 2010). 

Caveats and Future Research 
As noted earlier, the fact that OC_E and OC_Pr are derived 
from the same question set, while a feature in that it allows 
comparisons that avoid questions relating to the difficulty of 
items (the hard-easy effect), means that the relationship 
between these biases may be being inflated. Given this, 
future research could test these biases on different question 
sets that have been matched for difficulty to remove this 
confound. 

A second concern relating to the overconfidence measures 
is the fact that simple interpretations of correlational 
analyses assume that lower bias scores are better. This is, of 
course, not strictly true. Bias scores of zero reflect the best 
performance while negative scores (which were observed 
for some participants in all of the bias measures) reflect 
underconfidence. While this is often regarded as less 
concerning given people’s tendencies towards 
overconfidence, it has the potential to be just as damaging 
for decision making. Given this, additional analyses need to 
be conducted in order to determine whether treating 
negative scores as good is obscuring or fallaciously 
amplifying relationships between the measures and whether 
the overall pattern of results resembles something like a 
Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger & Dunning, 1999) with the 
best performing participants underselling their performance. 

Regarding the cognitive measures, while all of the factor 
analyses used to combine individual cognitive ability 
measures into broad ability scores returned single factors, 
closer examination suggested that some of the individual 
measures were less than ideal. For example, the Free Recall 
task correlated only moderately with the other two Glr 
measures (but also with the Gsm measures), which suggests 
that the Glr factor used herein was not pure and may have 
had reduced predictive power. Similarly, the correlations 
between the three measures of quantitative ability were only 
moderate (and the use of the Subjective Numeracy Test as 
one is open to criticism).  Overall, more in depth analyses 
are required to determine future research directions. 

For example, structural equation modelling, used in place 
of the simpler exploratory factor analytic approach herein 
could tease apart the relationships between hindsight bias 
and the different types of intelligence by including all of the 
variables in a single model, which allows (amongst other 
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things) intercorrelations between the intelligence measures 
to be controlled for. 

A final caveat is that, given the rolling nature of the large 
study, with participants free to complete the two online 
studies in their own time before scheduling a time to 
complete the in-person testing, the delay between 
participants’ completion of the overconfidence measures 
and the hindsight bias measure varied markedly between 
participants. This has not been accounted for in current 
analyses and future work will examine whether (or the 
degree to which) the delay between the testing sessions 
affected participant’s susceptibility to hindsight bias and 
how this affects its relationship with the different measures 
of overconfidence. 

Given the results, additional research should focus on 
testing the proposed relationships experimentally in order to 
shed more light on causality. Specifically, whether the 
relationship between hindsight bias and overconfidence is 
directly causal as proposed or mediated by shared 
underlying tendencies. For example, an experimental design 
wherein participants are given a learning task and then 
divided into two groups – one receiving feedback and one 
not in order to provoke hindsight bias in the former. The 
participant’s degree of overconfidence on a follow-up task 
could then shed light on whether hindsight bias has an 
immediate effect on overconfidence. Given the distinction 
drawn between three types of hindsight bias (Nestler et al., 
2010), there are also questions to be answered about 
whether these same effects would hold in a paradigm where 
inevitability and or foreseeability were manipulated in 
addition to the memory distortion effects that seem likely to 
underly the hindsight bias shown herein. 

Conclusions 
While correlational rather than demonstrating causation, the 
results presented herein are generally supportive of the 
hypothesized relationships between memory, hindsight bias 
and overconfidence; specifically, of the idea that memory 
limitations can increase the likelihood of a person showing 
hindsight bias and that their tendency to do so predicts their 
degree of overconfidence. Given this, future, experimental 
work should aim to more directly test the proposed causal 
relationship between hindsight bias and overconfidence and 
whether experiments using the alternative forms of 
hindsight bias show the same pattern of results. 
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Abstract

Science denial is a pressing social problem, contributing to
inactivity in the face of climate change, or to a resurgence
in outbreaks of preventable diseases. Cognitive factors are a
significant driver of science denial, in addition to social fac-
tors such as political ideology. Biases pertaining to judgments
of contingency (i.e., inferring causal relationships where none
exist) have been associated with misbeliefs, such as belief in
the paranormal and conspiracy theories. Here, we examine
whether contingency biases likewise predict science denial.
We show that (a) various tasks used to study relevant biases do
in fact load on a single latent ‘contingency illusion’ factor; (b)
this contingency illusion bias is associated with increased sci-
ence denial; (c) the contingency illusion bias mediates the re-
lationship between intuitive (vs. analytic) cognitive style and
science denial; and (d) this holds even when accounting for
political ideology.
Keywords: science denial; individual differences; causal illu-
sion; misbelief; analytic style

Science denial — the failure to believe the scientific con-
sensus, even when this is supported by considerable empir-
ical evidence — has considerable negative outcomes. Sci-
ence deniers are less likely to vaccinate (Jolley & Douglas,
2014a) or reduce their carbon footprint (Jolley & Douglas,
2014b), potentially contributing to large-scale social harm.
Much research on science denial has focused on social fac-
tors, such as religious or political ideology (Barone, Petto, &
Campbell, 2014; Drummond & Fischhoff, 2017; Kahan et al.,
2012; Rutjens, Sutton, & van der Lee, 2017). However, there
is evidence that cognitive factors may also play a role. For
instance, having an intuitive cognitive style — a tendency to
engage in intuitive rather than analytic or reflective thinking
— predicts higher levels of science denial (Gervais, 2015; Lo-
bato & Zimmerman, 2019; McPhetres & Pennycook, 2019;
Wagner-Egger, Delouvée, Gauvrit, & Dieguez, 2018). But
apart from cognitive style, are cognitive biases related to sci-
ence denial? If so, how do these cognitive factors interact?

We answer these questions by considering science denial
as an example of ‘misbelief’ — a persistent false belief that
is resistant to disconfirming evidence. Misbeliefs encom-
pass a wide range of phenomena, such as conspiracy theoris-
ing (e.g., the moon landings were faked; Douglas & Sutton,
2011); belief in the paranormal (e.g., psychic powers; Oren-
stein, 2002); belief in fake news (falling for fabricated propa-
ganda stories; Bronstein, Pennycook, Bear, Rand, & Cannon,
2019), and, in the clinical realm, delusions (e.g., that one is
being persecuted; Peters, Joseph, Day, & Garety, 2004).

The aforementioned intuitive cognitive style predicts mis-
beliefs (Bronstein et al., 2019; Pennycook & Rand, 2019), but
so do specific cognitive biases, such as the Jumping to Con-
clusions bias (Huq, Garety, & Hemsley, 1988; Ross, McKay,
Coltheart, & Langdon, 2015), the Bias Against Disconfirma-
tory Evidence (McLean, Mattiske, & Balzan, 2017; Prike,
Arnold, & Williamson, 2018), a teleology bias (Wagner-
Egger et al., 2018), and a causal illusion bias (Blanco, Barbe-
ria, & Matute, 2015; Griffiths, Shehabi, Murphy, & Le Pelley,
2018; Torres, Barberia, & Rodrı́guez-Ferreiro, in press).

If science denial is meaningfully like these other misbe-
liefs (Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013; Lobato &
Zimmerman, 2019; Shtulman, 2013; Wagner-Egger et al.,
2018), then some of these biases might also correlate with
science denial. In that case, demonstrating a relationship
between such biases and science denial — as we aim to do
here — would be an important step towards combating these
widespread, harmful misbeliefs. Specifically, it will help us
understand how the process of belief-formation leads people
to reject both scientific consensus and the evidence that sup-
ports it. This understanding may make for better interven-
tions in the fight against science denial.

First, however, a methodological issue must be cleared
up. Several biases relevant to misbelief seem quite similar.
Apophenia is the tendency to perceive patterns or meaning
where in fact there is just randomness, and it is implicated
in aspects of positive schizotypy, such as delusional ideation
and magical thinking (Bell, Halligan, & Ellis, 2006; Fyfe,
Williams, Mason, & Pickup, 2008). This has also been called
a ‘Type I error’ bias (Brugger & Graves, 1997). The similar-
sounding ‘illusory pattern perception’ bias predicts belief in
conspiracies and the supernatural (van Prooijen, Douglas, &
De Inocencio, 2018). The ‘illusion of causality’ is a tendency
to infer a causal relationship where there is none, and it pre-
dicts belief in the paranormal (Blanco et al., 2015), supersti-
tion (Griffiths et al., 2018), and pseudoscience (such as home-
opathy, Torres et al., in press).

Plausibly, these similar terms may refer to the same un-
derlying bias. Indeed, apophenia is sometimes explicitly de-
scribed as incorporating a causal illusion (e.g., Bainbridge,
Quinlan, Mar, & Smillie, 2019). However, this conceptual
similarity does not avert a concomitant methodological prob-
lem: the above phenomeona are studied with a wide range of
disparate tasks, and it has not been demonstrated that these
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tasks do in fact tap an underlying cognitive factor, which we
call a ‘contingency illusion bias’ (since ‘causal illusion’ is
too specific, ‘apophenia’ has clinical connotations, and ‘false-
positive bias’ might cause confusion with the distinct ‘confir-
mation bias’).

Here, we ask whether the contingency illusion bias predicts
science denial. We aim to make advances on multiple fronts.
Firstly, we explore a range of tasks currently employed in
studying misbelief, and check whether these tasks tap a com-
mon cognitive factor. Secondly, we test whether this factor
predicts science denial. Thirdly, we analyse whether the con-
tingency illusion bias mediates the effect of intuitive cogni-
tive style on science denial. Finally, we check whether the
contingency illusion bias still explains variance in science de-
nial when political ideology is included as a covariate.

Methods
Participants
We recruited participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
platform, using Turkprime (L. Litman, Robinson, & Abber-
bock, 2017) to manage participation. Participants were re-
cruited in two stages as part of our broader project on science
denial. Here, we report data for people that participated in
both stage 1 (measuring science knowledge, science denial,
and attitudes to science) and stage 2 recruitment (measuring
several contingency biases). 415 participants participated in
both these stages, of which 51 failed attention or data-quality
checks in at least one stage, leaving 364 participants for anal-
ysis (mean age 38.8 years, 201 male, 159 female, 4 self-
described or skipped the question on gender).

Participants provided informed consent at the beginning of
each stage. The study passed the Psychology Department in-
ternal ethics procedure at Royal Holloway, University of Lon-
don. Participants received $2.00 for completing stage 1 (me-
dian duration: 12 minutes) and $3.00 for completing stage 2
(median duration: 16.4 minutes).

Materials
To measure science denial, we used the following 4 items
(with ‘true’, ‘false’, and ‘don’t know’ responses): ‘Hu-
man carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions cause climate change’
(Lewandowsky, Oberauer, & Gignac, 2013); ‘Genetic modi-
fication of foods is a safe and reliable technology’ (Rutjens et
al., 2017); ‘Vaccines are a safe and reliable way to help avert
the spread of preventable diseases’ (Rutjens et al., 2017);
‘Human beings developed from earlier species of animals’
(Smith, Hout, & Marsden, 2016). To avoid revealing our in-
terest in science denial, we randomly interspersed these items
among 12 questions on general science knowledge (National
Science Board, 2018; Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012).

We employed a revised version of the Cardiff Anomalous
Perception Scale (Bell et al., 2006) to measure people’s pref-
erences for unscientific explanations of anomalous events.
This revision is intended to tease apart the experience of
anomalous events, and one’s preferred mode of explaining

those events (Ross, Hartig, & McKay, 2017). The origi-
nal scale presents 32 items describing unusual experiences
(e.g., ‘Do you ever hear noises or sounds when there is noth-
ing about to explain them?’). Our revised version (R-CAPS)
uses the same items, but — following Ross et al. (2017) —
changes the response options to the following three choices:
(a) ‘Yes, and there is sometimes a supernatural or paranor-
mal explanation.’ (b) ‘Yes, and there is always a naturalistic
or scientific explanation.’ (c) ‘No’. The count of (a) options
endorsed serves as an index of preference for unscientific ex-
planation.

We built our own implementations of four tasks that in-
volve contingency illusions. For each task, we describe the
measure indicating that the participant mistakenly believes
there is some contingency (a pattern, a rule, a causal link)
when there is none.

Coin toss (van Prooijen et al., 2018): We generated a se-
quence consisting of 50 heads and 50 tails in a random order.
These 100 tosses were split into 10 trials of 10 tosses each.
In each trial, the participant is shown a sequence of 10 heads
and tails, and rates whether they think it seems random or
determined (6-point Likert scale from ‘Definitely random’ to
‘Definitely determined’). If they think it looks determined,
then they are perceiving an illusory pattern. Our contingency
measure is mean rating across trials.

Mouse trap (Brugger & Graves, 1997): The participant
plays a game where they navigate a cartoon mouse around
a 5x5 grid, aiming to get some cheese lying in a corner of the
grid. When they land on the square with the cheese, a rule
determines whether the mouse gets the cheese (success), or
is caught in the trap (failure). The rule is: if the participant
takes longer than 4 seconds to land on that square, they suc-
ceed, otherwise they fail. The goal is to work out what the
rule is. Frequently, people develop superstitious beliefs, such
as believing that they must avoid a certain square to succeed.
After 10 attempts, the participants are given a list of plausi-
ble hypotheses, and select which ones they believe to be true.
Brugger and Graves found that those prone to misbelief se-
lected more hypotheses. Thus, our contingency measure is
the number of false hypotheses endorsed.

Spurious correlations (Van der Wal, Sutton, Lange, &
Braga, 2018): The participant sees 6 statements describing
spurious correlations (e.g., ‘It has been shown that an increase
in chocolate consumption is associated with an increase in
Nobel prize winners in a country.’). The participant rates
each statement on three separate scales: whether it is ex-
plained by a causal relationship, a random coincidence, or
some third factor. If they believe there is a causal relation-
ship, they are perceiving an illusory contingency. Thus, our
contingency measure is the mean endorsement of causal rela-
tionships across items.

Contingency-detection (Blanco et al., 2015): The partici-
pant plays as a doctor who is trying to discover whether a
novel medication cures an unusual disease. The participant
sees 20 patients, and for each patient, decides whether to ad-
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minister the medication or not. They observe whether the
patient is cured. Ultimately, the participant decides whether
they think the medication has any effect (5-point Likert scale
ranging from ‘Extremely ineffective’ to ‘Extremely effec-
tive’). There is a uniform 70% chance that the patient will
be cured, regardless of whether any medication is adminis-
tered. Thus, the medicine has no effect. If the participant
believes it does, they are perceiving an illusory contingency.
Our contingency measure is just the rating of effectiveness.

Apart from the contingency-illusion tasks, analytic vs. in-
tuitive cognitive style was measured with revised versions
(Shenhav, Rand, & Greene, 2012) of the 3-item Cognitive
Reflection Test (CRT Frederick, 2005), along with the 4-item
CRT-2 (Thomson & Oppenheimer, 2016). These are essen-
tially trick questions, with an intuitively appealing (but incor-
rect) response. To avoid participants becoming aware of this,
the 7 items were interspersed with 4 similar-looking verbal
reasoning items (Condon & Revelle, 2014). The measure of
analytic style is the sum of correct responses. Lower scores
(indicating a more intuitive or less reflective style) indicate an
increase in science denial (Gervais, 2015; Lobato & Zimmer-
man, 2019; Wagner-Egger et al., 2018).

All tasks were implemented in jsPsych, an open-source
JavaScript library for online experiments (De Leeuw, 2015).

Procedure

Full demonstrations of the study are available (stage 1:
https://pacific-lake-13076.herokuapp.com; stage 2:
https://dry-headland-31805.herokuapp.com).

In recruitment stage 1, participants undertook the follow-
ing tasks in fixed order: the CRT and verbal reasoning items;
the R-CAPS scale; and the measures of science knowledge
and denial. Finally they provided demographic details (age,
gender, education). This study included other tasks, rele-
vant to our broader project on science denial, that are not
relevant for the specific research questions here. These are
not reported below, but they include Epistemic Curiosity
(J. A. Litman & Spielberger, 2003), the Credibility of Sci-
ence Scale (Hartman, Dieckmann, Sprenger, Stastny, & De-
Marree, 2017), a scale measuring supernatural belief (Jong &
Halberstadt, 2016), and a debriefing questionnaire about their
experiences in the study.

In recruitment stage 2, participants undertook the four con-
tingency illusion tasks in the order listed above. Finally, they
rated 10 English sentences for grammaticality (to ensure that
participants had reasonable understanding of English), rated
their position on a political spectrum (from ‘Very liberal’ to
‘Very conservative’) and rated their voting intentions, assum-
ing they would vote for one of the two main parties in the
next US presidential election (from ‘Definitely Democrat’ to
‘Definitely Republican’). As with stage 1, this study included
measures not immediately relevant here, including Wason’s
2-4-6 task (Wason, 1960).

Results
All analyses below involve Structural Equation Models
(SEM) built with the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) in R (R
Core Team, 2018). All models were run using a maximum-
likelihood estimator with robust standard errors and a Satorra-
Bentler scaled test statistic, due to non-normality. We use a
typewriter font (e.g., science denial) to distinguish names
of variables from the corresponding general concepts.

Our first question is whether the measures of contin-
gency illusion bias from the four contingency tasks all
load on the same factor (for these measures, see Materi-
als). We test this with a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
with the four indicators loading on a single latent vari-
able, contingency illusion. The resulting model had
good fit (χ2

2 = 0.86, p = .65;CLI = 1;T LI = 1.09;RMSEA =
.0,SRMR = 0.01). Loadings are illustrated in Fig. 1a. No
loading is very high. Thus, there is a consistent factor com-
mon to all these tasks, though the tasks are sometimes noisy
indicators of this bias.

Secondly, we ask whether the contingency illusion bias
predicts science denial. To model science denial, we de-
fine a latent variable science denial with our four in-
dicators loading on it (for which, see Materials), scored
0 if they agreed with current consensus and 1 other-
wise. Before adding a regression model, we checked
that the measurement component shows good fit (χ2

2 =
1.41, p = .49;CLI = 1;T LI = 1.02;RMSEA = .0,SRMR =
0.02). Adding a structural component to the above model, we
regress contingency illusion on science denial. The
regression parameter is significant (B = 0.46,SE = 0.08,z =
2.87, p = .004, Fig. 1a): people who are more prone to per-
ceive a contingency where there is none are also more likely
to deny scientific consensus.

Thirdly, we test whether the contingency illusion
variable mediates the previously observed relationship be-
tween cognitive style and science denial, using the CRT as
a measure of analytic style. For simplicity of presentation,
the following results use a traditional scoring method (sum-
ming the number of correct CRT responses). However, we
confirm that the conclusions are unchanged when using a
model with a latent analytic style variable, with individ-
ual scores for each item loading on it. The model fit indexes
were good (χ2

25 = 24.28, p = .4;CLI = 1;T LI = 1;RMSEA =
.0,SRMR = 0.03). The model showed that contingency
illusion fully mediates the effect of analytic style on
science denial (Fig. 1b). The total effect of analytic
style is negative and significant (path c: B = −0.33,SE =
0.02,z = −3.89, p < .001), meaning that more intuitive peo-
ple (with lower scores on the CRT) are more likely to deny
scientific consensus, replicating previous findings. How-
ever, the direct effect of analytic style becomes non-
signficant (path c′: B = −0.02,SE = 0.03,z = −0.14, p =
.89), when the indirect pathway via contingency illusion
is included.

Finally, we explore how the inclusion of ideology as a co-
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Figure 1: Structural Equation Models, with latent factors in circles and manifest variables in rectangles. Measurement models
are in grey; structural models in black. (a) SEM regression model of the effects of contingency illusion on science
denial. (b) Mediation analysis for the effects of analytic style on science denial, via contingency illusion . All
weights and betas are standardized. * p < .05, *** p < .001.

variate affects the relationship between the contingency bias
and science denial. At the same time, we test whether the bias
has a consistent relationship with different kinds of misbelief,
to ensure that the contingency illusion variable is related
to science denial qua misbelief, as opposed to science denial
qua social phenomenon.

We define a latent variable ideology, with two
measures loading onto it: political spectrum and
voting intention (see Procedure). We enter ideology
and contingency illusion as predictors into a multi-
ple regression, with science denial and unscientific
explanation — the measure from the R-CAPS scale
— as outcome variables. The model fit is adequate
(χ2

39 = 56.67, p = .03;CLI = .98;T LI = 0.97;RMSEA =
.04,SRMR = 0.04) and the ideology variables both have
very high loadings on their factor (political spectrum:
0.95; voting intention: 0.93). contingency illusion
and ideology are both significantly related to science de-
nial (contingency illusion: B = 0.32,SE = 0.08,z =
2.55, p = .01, ideology: B = 0.61,SE = 0.02,z = 7.43, p <
.001), with the latter effect looking substantially larger.
However, contingency illusion is significantly related
to unscientific explanation (B = 0.37,SE = 0.35,z =
2.72, p = .007), whereas ideology is not (B = 0.03,SE =
0.05,z = 0.53, p = .6).

Discussion
While much research on science denial has focused on social
factors, there is evidence that cognitive factors also play a role
(Gervais, 2015; Lobato & Zimmerman, 2019; McPhetres &
Pennycook, 2019; Wagner-Egger et al., 2018). Understand-

ing the precise contributions of social and cognitive factors
— and in particular identifying which cognitive factors are
relevant, and how they interact — is crucial for understand-
ing how science denial has become such a widespread prob-
lem, and for developing interventions to combat it (cf. Van der
Linden, Leiserowitz, Rosenthal, & Maibach, 2017).

Several similar-seeming tasks have been used as measures
of various kinds of contingency illusion biases, where peo-
ple tend to see connections where there are none. Here, we
demonstrated that these tasks all loaded on a latent contin-
gency illusion bias, and found that this cognitive factor was
positively correlated with science denial. Further, we have
shown that this bias mediates the effect of intuitive (vs. an-
alytic) cognitive style. Finally, it explained unique variance
even when political ideology was included in the model, and
was was related to another kind of misbelief (the tendency to
provide unscientific explanations).

One potential concern is that the loadings for the
contingency-illusion tasks are low-to-moderate rather than
high. On one hand, it would be surprising if measures de-
rived from such complex, higher-cognitive, multi-stage tasks
yielded loadings comparable with, say, those for simple state-
ments in personality surveys (where it would be odd indeed
if responses to a statement such as ‘I have an assertive per-
sonality’ did not load highly on extraversion). On the other
hand, we think that these results offer an indication that the
field would benefit from improving either the design of such
tasks, or the measurement of such biases. If researchers are
going to pick just one task to use in a survey, these loadings
suggest using either the contingency-detection task (Blanco
et al., 2015; Griffiths et al., 2018; Torres et al., in press) or the
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spurious-correlations task (Van der Wal et al., 2018).
Two further sources of evidence help mollify this concern.

The individual tasks have all correlated with various kinds
of misbelief in the literature, including pseudoscience beliefs
(Torres et al., in press). Further, we found that the latent vari-
able was significantly and positively correlated with a ten-
dency to endorse unscientific explanations of unusual events.
This suggests that the latent variable predicts anomalies in the
belief-formation process, and does so in multiple tasks con-
cerning scientific belief.

Finally, our broader conclusion is that science denial may
— to some extent at least — be understood as involving
anomalies in the belief-formation process. One plausible
route from intuitive cognitive style to science denial is that
scientific beliefs themselves can be counterintuitive (Boudry,
Blancke, & Pigliucci, 2015; Miton & Mercier, 2015). An-
other plausible route is that cognitive style could affect how
people go about forming beliefs (i.e., generating hypotheses,
gathering data, testing the hypotheses), and that this in turn
will have a knock-on effect on how people form beliefs about
scientific consensus. The former is a rather direct route; the
latter is more indirect, but it does invoke specific cognitive
mechanisms. Here, we have shown that the second route is
plausible, though our results are merely correlational. Thus,
research in the cognition of science denial may benefit from
an increased focus on biases (and another anomalies) in hy-
pothesis generation, data gathering, and hypothesis testing.
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Abstract

A longstanding conjecture that has been difficult to test holds that social interactions amplify the effects of people’s biases.
We tested this conjecture in a perceptual decision-making paradigm. First, we formalized the algorithmic structure of de-
cision making in networked crowds when individuals’ perceptions are biased by their utilities. Our analysis predicts that
even weak cognitive biases can be amplified by social interaction. We tested this prediction in a large networked behav-
ioral experiment. Using a monetary incentive structure to induce a bias known as motivated perception, we manipulated
the presence of a weak cognitive bias in social and asocial populations. Social decision making increased participants’
perceptual accuracy relative to an asocial baseline. However, social decision making also led to significantly amplified
rates of motivated perception, confirming the prediction that shared cognitive biases can be amplified in social networks.
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Abstract 

Humans are remarkably adept at abstract rule learning, but 
little is known about when learners apply this knowledge. We 
investigated a fundamental constraint in rule generalization: 
attention to featural similarity (object bias). Across two 
experiments in different domains, we asked whether adults’ 
abstract rule generalization is constrained by superficial 
matches to the concrete exemplars present during learning, as 
is known to be the case for analogical reasoning (Gentner & 
Toupin, 1986). In the present studies, participants were 
exposed to a series of sequences following a simple rule and 
were asked to generalize to novel instances of either the same 
rule or a new rule. In one condition, an individual element 
present during initial learning was inserted into the new, 
unfamiliar pattern. Results showed that adults often chose this 
object match over the rule match, suggesting that abstract rule 
generalization, like analogical reasoning, is impacted by 
concrete features of the input. 

Keywords: abstract rule learning; generalization; analogy; 
learning bias; object match 

Introduction 

Rule learning—the ability to extract abstracted, structural 

regularities from a set of exemplars and extend them to 

novel instances—is a core ability in the human cognitive 

toolkit. Such an ability is essential because it allows the 

learner to apply relevant existing knowledge to new stimuli 

and events whose particular surface characteristics are 

otherwise unfamiliar. Rule learning has been argued to play 

a critical role in a large breadth of domains, including 

categorization (Kruschke, 1992), object recognition 

(Biederman, 1987), and language acquisition (Pinker 1994). 

The developmental origins of rule learning are early: 3-

month-old infants have been shown to learn abstract 

relations among sequences of shapes (Ferguson, Franconeri, 

& Waxman, 2018), and many other experiments have 

highlighted infants’ rule learning abilities in a variety of 

domains (e.g., Marcus, Vijayan, Bandi Rao, & Vishton, 

1999; Gomez & Gerken, 1999; Saffran, Pollak, Seibel, & 

Shkolnik, 2007).  

While extensive work has shown humans’ ability to learn 

abstract rules, few studies have looked at how rule 

abstraction actually operates in everyday learning. To do so, 

it is necessary to understand the constraints and limitations 

of rule learning—specifically, under what circumstances 

does rule learning fail? For example, limitations in attention 

and memory constrain the kinds of sequences that can be 

abstracted throughout ontogeny (Endress, Nespor, & 

Mehler, 2009; Johnson et al., 2009). Schonberg, Marcus, 

and Johnson (2018) showed that 11-month-olds fail to learn 

an abstract repetition rule when the repetition occurs in an 

internal position (e.g., ABBC) or in variable positions 

(AABC, ABBC, or ABCC). Similar constraints also operate 

in adults’ rule learning: in a sequence learning task, 

participants succeeded in generalizing a sequence-final 

repetition rule (ABCDEFF) but not a sequence-internal rule 

(ABCDDEF) (Endress, Scholl, & Mehler, 2005). Crucially, 

follow-up experiments showed that participants could 

discriminate between different sequences with repetitions 

(e.g., ABCCDEF vs. ABCDDEF), demonstrating that 

position salience was actually a constraint on generalization 

per se, and not the ability to perceive sequence-internal 

repetitions. 
Additional constraints on the generalization of a rule arise 

from the fact that rule learning relies on the same process of 

abstraction that is involved in analogical reasoning. The 

acquisition of a simple rule like ABA requires the 

recognition of similarity between the internal relationships 

of multiple individual exemplars. Rule learning can thus be 

characterized as a process of iterative analogical reasoning 

between the previous input and a newly encountered 

exemplar. A consequence of this is that superficial 

properties of individual exemplars may interfere with rule 

generalization. The relational learning literature has 

observed a robust tension between object similarity and 

structural similarity. For example, given a sample AA, 4-

year-olds were more likely to choose an object match AB 

over the relational match CC (Christie & Gentner, 2007).  

It is well documented that focus on salient individual 

objects can directly interfere with relational abstraction 

(Gentner & Rattermann, 1991; Bulloch & Opfer, 2009; Paik 

& Mix, 2006). This object bias is present from infancy 

(Quinn, Polly, Furer, Dobson, & Narter, 2002; Ferry, 

Hespos, & Gentner, 2015) and persists throughout 

childhood. While the ability to ignore object matches in 

favor of relational matches improves with increasing age 

(Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006), adults are 

nevertheless susceptible to similar object biases in 

analogical tasks. Object matches become particularly tricky 

when items are cross-mapped, i.e., superficially similar 

objects occupy different roles in the relational structure 

across analogs (Gentner & Toupin, 1986). Because 

analogical reasoning operates as a function of the shared 
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activation of features, salient surface features influence the 

selection of an analog (Holyoak & Koh, 1987; Ross, 1989).  

Given that an abstract rule is a set of learned relations 

between objects, there is good reason to suspect that the 

same constraints imposed on relational learning may also 

apply in rule learning. Indeed, the Marcus et al. (1999) 

findings have been simulated using an unsupervised model 

of analogical generalization (Kuehne, Gentner, & Forbus, 

2000). Given the same data as in Marcus et al.’s study, the 

model generated incrementally abstracted representations 

via subsequent comparisons. Importantly, the model 

produced “rule-like” behavior despite retaining some 

concrete features in its final representations. The notion that 

a rule is achieved via structural alignment, without 

introducing fully abstracted algebraic variables, carries 

implications for its generalization. In particular, the learner 

should be drawn to featural similarities between novel 

stimuli and the concrete particulars still latent in her 

representation of the rule, leading to object match 

generalizations at the expense of abstract relational 

generalizations. 

Do adults exhibit a similar object bias during abstract rule 

learning? Apart from the simulation study by Kuehne et al. 

(2000), to our knowledge no prior work has directly asked 

whether the object bias constraints rule learning. Given the 

ubiquity of object similarity—the world is full of items, 

events, and situations that share featural similarities—

knowing about such a constraint provides a more nuanced 

picture of how rule generalization works (or fails) in 

everyday learning contexts. To test this, we adopted the 

standard rule learning methodology and stimuli from 

Marcus et al. (1999), but with the critical modification of 

pitting rule matches against object matches at test. That is, 

after being familiarized to exemplars of a certain rule, at test 

participants had to choose between the familiar rule and a 

novel rule that contained an object match. In two 

experiments using sound and visual stimuli, respectively, 

we asked whether adults’ rule abstraction is affected by the 

presence of object matches.   

Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1 we tested whether adults’ generalization of 

a rule is independent or constrained by the individual, 

concrete entities that were present during learning. To do 

this, we created an experiment closely modeled after that of 

Marcus et al. (1999). Participants were familiarized with an 

ABA (e.g., ga ti ga) or an ABB (e.g., li na na) sentence. In 

the Control condition, participants were tested with new 

sentences following either the familiar rule or a novel rule, 

similar to standard rule learning experiments. Crucially, 

however, participants in the Object Match condition had to 

choose between the familiar rule and a novel rule containing 

a familiar object (e.g., wo la la, where the participant was 

familiarized with ABA strings, some of which contained the 

syllable ‘la’). 

Participants 

Two hundred English-speaking participants were recruited 

through Prolific to participate in a 7-minute online 

experiment. Thirteen participants were excluded for failing 

one or more of three catch trials, described below. This 

yielded a final sample of 187. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

The experiment consisted of three catch trials, a 

familiarization phase, and an eight-trial test phase. Catch 

trials were created to assess the participants’ attention and 

familiarize them with the procedure. Participants were 

shown two identical images of some location and listened as 

two different animal sounds played, each associated with the 

left or right image. The participants were instructed to select 

the location of a given animal based on the sounds that they 

heard. For example, one catch trial asked participants to find 

the location of a horse. Two barns were shown on the 

screen: for the left barn, a horse neigh played, and for the 

right barn, a pig oink played. These trials were intended to 

verify that the participant’s device was playing sound and to 

elicit attention, as the sounds could not be replayed. 

Participants were subsequently given a cover story in 

which they were tasked with leading a lost cartoon bunny, 

Bella, to her family. In order to identify Bella’s family 

members, participants were instructed to listen to her family 

song, because “every family of bunnies has its own song.” 

Relational language, e.g., “same song,” was explicitly 

avoided in the cover story so as not to elicit additional bias 

toward relation-based analyses of the familiarization song.   

The familiarization was a 2-minute speech sample closely 

modeled after that of Marcus et al. (1999). This sample 

contained three repetitions each of 16 three-syllable strings 

following either an ABA or ABB sequence, 

counterbalanced across participants. Participants heard only 

one of the patterns, ABA or ABB, during this 

familiarization phase. Strings following the ABA rule 

included “ga ti ga” and “li na li,” for instance. In both 

samples, strings were separated by 1 second pauses. 

After listening to this familiarization, participants 

completed eight test trials in which two bunnies were each 

shown to “sing” a single three-word sentence, one at a time. 

The participants were asked to generalize from the 

familiarization stimuli by selecting which of two otherwise 

identical bunnies belonged to Bella’s family. The content of 

these choice sentences differed according to whether the 

participant was assigned to the Control condition or the 

Object Match condition. In the Control condition, all 

sentences consisted of novel syllables that did not appear in 

the familiarization. For each trial, one sentence followed the 

same rule as the sentences in the familiarization, and the 

other followed the opposite rule, which was novel for the 

participant. For instance, a participant in the ABA condition 

chose between “wo de wo,” a “rule match” sentence, and 

“wo de de,” an “opposite” sentence. In the Object Match 

condition, the sentences following the opposite pattern were 

changed to include one syllable from the familiarization, an 
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object match, alongside one novel syllable. The rule 

sentences remained the same, containing only novel 

syllables. Thus, a participant in this condition that was 

familiarized to an ABA pattern was given a choice between, 

e.g., “wo de wo” and “wo la la.” The object match syllable 

was “la” for half of the trials and “li” for the other half. This 

syllable always occurred in the position that repeated within 

the sentence, i.e., A in ABA and B in ABB. 

Results 

Overall performance did not differ between counterbalance 

conditions (ABA vs. ABB rule), so we collapsed responses 

for the following analyses. On average, participants in the 

Control condition selected the rule sentence on 6.14 of 8 test 

trials (SD = 1.97, 95% CI: 5.73 – 6.55). This is significantly 

above than chance responding (t(92) = 10.473, p < .0001). 

That is, after hearing 2 minutes of either ABA or ABB 

sentences, adults can easily abstract the rule and generalize 

it to sequences of novel syllables. In sharp contrast, 

participants in the Object Match condition chose the rule 

sentence on an average of 1.37 trials of 8 (SD = 2.55, 95% 

CI: 0.85 – 1.90), a rate significantly below chance (t(93) = -

9.98, p < .0001). Our primary interest is the effect of the 

presence of object match distractors on the rate of choosing 

the rule match. A one-way ANOVA revealed that 

participants in the Object Match condition indeed selected 
the rule match sentence on fewer trials than those in the 

Control condition, F(1,185) = 204.1, p < .0001. These 

results strongly suggest that object matches were a preferred 

basis for generalization compared to rule matches. 

To assess individual-level performance for consistency in 

response behavior, participants were sorted into three 

categories: rule choosers, opposite choosers, and mixed 

choosers. To be classified as a rule chooser, a participant 

had to choose the rule sentence on at least 7 of 8 trials 

(binominal p < .05); opposite choosers chose the rule on at 

most 1 trial. Participants with any other response pattern 

were classified as mixed choosers. Among those in the 

Control condition, 50 (53.8%) were rule choosers, 40 

(43.0%) mixed choosers, and 3 (3.2%) opposite choosers. 

The Object Match condition consisted of 10 (10.6%) rule 

choosers, 13 (13.8%) mixed choosers, and 71 (75.5%) 

opposite choosers (i.e., object choosers). That is, in the 

Object Match condition, a majority of participants 

consistently selected the object match over the relational 

rule. A chi-square test comparing the number of rule 

choosers and a collapsed category of non-rule choosers 

between conditions confirmed that participants were less 

likely to consistently select rule sentences with the option of 

an object match sentence, χ2(1) = 37.9, p < .0001. 

Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2 we seek to replicate the results of 

Experiment 1, in which adults generalized a simple ABA or 

ABB sequence based on surface-level object matches as 

opposed to a rule-based match. Additionally, we are testing 

this effect in a different domain using visual shapes, as some 

evidence indicates that speech may be a privileged domain 

with regard to abstract rule learning (Marcus et al. 2007; 

Rabagliati, Senghas, Johnson, & Marcus, 2012). 

Participants 

Two hundred participants were recruited to participate in an 

online experiment through Prolific. Participants from 

Experiment 1 were ineligible to participate. After excluding 

eight participants for failing one or more of three catch 

trials, the final sample was 192. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

Experiment 2 was created to be as alignable of a replication 

of Experiment 1 as possible. It consisted of three catch 

trials, familiarization, and 8 test trials, but now using visual 

stimuli. For each of the three catch trials, the participant was 

instructed to choose a location appropriate for a given 

action, e.g., swimming. Upon pressing a key, two images 

(e.g., a swimming pool and a soccer field) appeared one at a 

time on either side of the participant’s screen. Each image 

appeared alone for 1700 ms, then disappeared. This is the 

same duration as the three-syllable strings in the 

familiarization from Experiment 1. After the second image 

had disappeared, the participant chose the appropriate image 

by pressing a key corresponding to the position in which the 

image had appeared. The catch trials were intended to train 

participants to attend to the ephemeral visual stimuli.  

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic of familiarization and test phases of 

Experiment 2. Participants were exposed to a 2-minute 

stream of exemplars, and chose between a rule match 

sequence and object match sequence at test. While the full 

three-shape patterns are shown together here, shapes 

appeared one at a time during the experiment. 

 

Participants read a cover story similar to that in 

Experiment 1. Participants were to help Bella, a bunny lost 

in the forest, find her way home by learning which signs 

represented safe paths. They were then familiarized with a 

2-minute series of signs deemed safe for Bella. Each sign 
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consisted of three shapes, which followed either an ABA or 

ABB pattern, counterbalanced across participants. Each 

shape had its own color, so signs included patterns like 

“pink heart, blue triangle, pink heart” for the ABA rule or 

“purple square, green circle, green circle,” for the ABB rule. 

Each pattern appeared on an otherwise blank signpost. The 

three shapes appeared and disappeared one at a time for 600 

ms, roughly the duration of an average syllable from 

Experiment 1. This sequential presentation was designed to 

parallel the temporal structure of the sentences in 

Experiment 1. The first shape appeared on the left side of 

the signpost, followed by the second shape in the middle 

and the third shape on the right side. Thus, the signs had 

spatial structure as well as temporal structure, as seen in 

Figure 1. Each of the 16 signs was repeated three times in a 

pseudorandom order during familiarization, with a 1 second 

gap between each new sign. 

In 8 test trials, participants were instructed to choose the 

sign that represented a safe path for Bella. Participants were 

assigned to either the Control or Object Match condition. 

For each trial, participants in the Control condition chose 

between two signs consisting entirely of novel shapes with 

novel colors. One sign, the rule match, followed the same 

pattern as familiarization; the other, an opposite match, 

followed the other pattern which was unfamiliar to the 

participant. In the Object Match condition, the opposite 

match was altered to include one shape taken from the 

participant’s familiarization sequence, like in Experiment 1. 

The patterns were presented one at a time in the same 

sequential, disappearing pattern as the familiarization, again 

to align with the temporal structure of the sentences in 

Experiment 1. Participants made their choice by selecting a 

key corresponding to the location in which the target sign 

had appeared. 

Results 

Performance did not differ between counterbalanced 

conditions (ABA vs. ABB rules), so responses are again 

collapsed. One-sample t-tests revealed that the average 

number of trials in which participants in the control 

condition chose the rule match (M = 7.20 of 8, SD = 1.55, 

95% CI: 6.88 – 7.51) was significantly above chance (t(96) 

= 20.28, p < .0001), whereas the average for those in the 

object match condition (M = 4.26, SD = 3.36, 95% CI: 3.58 

– 4.95) did not differ from chance level (t(94) = 0.76, p = 

0.45).  A one-way ANOVA revealed that participants in the 

object match condition chose the rule match less frequently 

than those in the control condition (F(1,190) = 60.81, p < 

.0001), replicating the primary effect of Experiment 1. 

Individual participants were again classified as rule 

choosers, opposite choosers, or mixed choosers according to 

the criteria used in Experiment 1. In the Control condition, 

there were 79 rule choosers (81.4%), 17 mixed choosers 

(17.5%), and 1 opposite chooser (1.0%). Among those in 

the Object Match condition, 40 of 95 (42.1%) were rule 

choosers, 23 (24.2%) were mixed choosers, and 32 (33.7%) 

were opposite choosers. A chi-square test showed that there 

was a significant association between the presence of object 

match distractors and being a non-rule chooser, χ2(1) = 29.9, 

p < .0001. 

Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2 

Did the salience of object matches differ between the two 

experiments? To test this, we conducted a 2 (Experiment: 1 

vs. 2) x 2 (Condition: Control vs. Object Match) ANOVA, 

with number of trials choosing the rule match as the 

dependent variable. This analysis revealed a main effect of 

Experiment (F(1,375) = 63.17, p < .0001), with participants 

choosing the rule match at a higher rate overall in the visual 

domain. A main effect of Condition confirms that 

participants chose the rule match sentence less frequently in 

the object match condition, F(1,375) = 232.31, p < .0001, 

whether they were presented with sound (Experiment 1) or 

visual stimuli (Experiment 2). However, there was also a 

significant interaction between Experiment and Condition, 

F(1,375) = 13.27, p < .001, such that the effect of the object 

match condition was stronger for the syllable stimuli as 

opposed to the shape stimuli (Figure 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Stacked bar plots show proportions of rule 

choosers, mixed choosers, and opposite choosers in each 

condition of Experiment 1 and 2. 

General Discussion 

In two experiments, we investigated whether the 

generalization of an abstract rule is constrained by 

superficial matches to the concrete elements present during 

learning, in linguistic and visual domains, respectively. 

While the tension between object and structural similarity 

has been robustly demonstrated in relational learning, this is 

the first time that this issue has been investigated using a 

rule learning paradigm. Participants were familiarized to a 

2-minute stream of sequences following an ABA or ABB 

rule, and were asked to generalize this rule to sequences 

composed of novel elements following either the same rule 
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or the unfamiliar, opposite rule. Critically, for half of the 

participants, the opposite rule sequence contained an 

element from the familiarization.  

Our results underline two main conclusions. First, we 

replicated prior findings that adults, like infants, are capable 

of extracting abstract structural rules from a mere 2-minute 

exposure. Consistent with prior experiments (e.g., Marcus et 

al., 2007; Frank, Slemmer, Marcus, & Johnson, 2009; 

Rabagliati, Ferguson, & Lew-Williams, 2019), this ability is 

domain-general—we see this both with syllables 

(Experiment 1) and shapes (Experiment 2). Second, we 

obtained the novel finding that the process of rule learning 

can be constrained in a significant way by the presence of 

object matches. While participants in control conditions 

chose the rule match at high rates across the two 

experiments, when there were choices between object and 

rule matches, a plurality (if not a majority) of adults chose 

objects over rules. That is, adults are perfectly capable of 

acquiring these rules, but they do not always make use of 

this abstract knowledge under certain learning conditions. 

Our results suggest that object matches serve as a prominent 

basis for generalization across modalities, even overcoming 

rule-based generalizations in the case of syllables. 

Why are object matches so alluring during generalization? 

One possibility is that the content of the “rules” participants 

learned during familiarization was not fully abstracted, but 

rather still contained traces of concrete features of the 

exemplars from the input, as in the simulation study 

(Kuehne et al., 2000). This predicts that object matches 

would be a salient basis for generalization due to the 

featural similarity to previously encountered input. Indeed, 

young children often display an object bias before 

undergoing a gradual relational shift (Gentner, 1988), and 

humans show a heightened sensitivity to object similarity 

compared to close ape relatives (Christie, Gentner, Call, & 

Haun, 2016). Consequently, because processing individual 

elements disrupts relational processing (Sloutsky & von 

Spiegel, 2004), rule-based generalization would suffer. 

Experimental evidence shows that exemplar-specific 

information plays a role in rule generalization. In an 

artificial grammar learning experiment, participants 

exhibited a decrease in performance when test items 

contained a different set of letters from the training set, 

compared to when test items were distinct from the training 

set but contained similar letters (Knowlton & Squire, 1996).   

It is also possible that, regardless of the abstractness or 

exemplar-specificity of the participants’ representations, 

object similarity per se was simply a preferred basis for 

generalization for many participants. The present data 

cannot distinguish between these two possibilities. 

However, given that adults overwhelmingly choose relations 

over object matches in relational reasoning studies with 

similar paradigms, it is unlikely that our experimental 

context was unique enough to elicit such elevated 

preferences for superficial featural similarities in the 

presence of a simple relation-based alternative. Regardless, 

these results represent a novel demonstration of the 

fallibility of adult rule generalization, which bears a 

previously underappreciated resemblance to a well-known 

constraint on analogical reasoning. 

Although the primary effect of the object bias on rule-

based generalization was replicated across the two 

experiments, it is worth noting that effect sizes differed. The 

interaction between condition and experimental domain 

(syllables vs. shapes) indicates that adults who heard 

syllables are relatively more likely to choose the object 

match and forgo the rule abstraction compared to those who 

saw shapes. There are at least two possible explanations for 

this unexpected result. First, one cover story may have 

encouraged more attention to surface features than the other. 

One may argue that the use of a rabbit “song” as a cover in 

Experiment 1 might have biased participants toward a 

concrete, sound-based generalization strategy, whereas signs 

are inherently symbolic. However, a majority of the 

participants in the control condition, who were given the 

same cover story, were still successful in making rule-based 

generalizations; there is no a priori reason for an abstract 

rule to be a dispreferred basis for generalization in what is 

ostensibly a “song matching” task. 

The second, more interesting possibility is that while 

there is no reason to devote isolated attention to any 

particular shape within a sequence in Experiment 2, adults 

may have a bias to attribute meaning to individual syllables. 

Because syllables are part of our everyday linguistic system, 

they may automatically engage language comprehension 

networks in a way that invites more individualized attention 

than shapes. There is ample evidence that language 

processing is automatic and involuntary (Pulvermüller, 

Shtyrov, & Hauk, 2009; Shtyrov, 2010). In fact, brain 

responses to pseudowords are actually stronger than those to 

meaningful words under explicit instructions to listen, as in 

the familiarization stage of our task (Shtyrov et al., 2012). 

This suggests that object matches may be particularly salient 

for speech-based patterns, which has implications for word 

segmentation, grammar learning, and a variety of other tasks 

of language acquisition. For example, these results raise the 

possibility that for adult second language learners, strong 

attention to the semantics of individual words may in fact 

interfere with grammatical (rule) abstraction. 

Two discussion points are noteworthy given this object 

bias. First, the object bias effect in our rule learning task is 

stronger than that has been typically found in prior work in 

analogical learning. In many analogical tasks (e.g., 

Markman & Gentner, 1993), adults are affected by object 

similarity, but rarely prefer it over relational similarity. We 

hypothesized that the presence of object matches would 

affect rule learning, but not that it could reverse the 

preference. The object match is much less obvious in the 

implicit rule learning task, in which the object match 

involves comparison to the declarative memory of a learned 

exemplar, than in a triad task, where object matches are 

visually co-present. Furthermore, the rule itself is arguably 

more obvious in the current task; there is only one rule to 

learn as opposed to many different structures within the 
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typical analogy paradigm. Given these considerations, it is 

surprising that the object bias had such a strong effect on 

adults’ rule learning. We suspect that there are further 

implications that follow this tension between object and 

rule.  

The second point concerns the role of salience. Prior work 

exploring the constraints on rule learning suggest that the 

lack of salience can limit rule learning (e.g., the low salience 

of medial positions; Endress et al., 2005). Our results 

suggest that this is not the full story: too much salience 

(resulting from an object match to prior input) can also have 

a direct impact on rule generalization. Again, this 

phenomenon is well known in the analogy literature, but is 

novel within the rule learning context. We suspect that there 

is a sweet spot between the salience and memory of 

individual items and the abstraction of a rule that binds 

them. The differential effects observed between the syllable 

and shape stimuli hint that this trade-off curve may differ 

across domains.   

General Discussion 

In sum, our results reveal that the generalization of an 

abstract rule is subject to the same fundamental constraint 

that shapes analogical reasoning: attraction to object 

similarity. Across auditory and visual domains, adults can 

be persuaded to generalize on the basis of superficial 

featural similarities despite the presence of an abstract, 

relation-based alternative that is demonstrably learnable. 

This finding is striking considering that even infants are able 

to abstract similar rules within the first few months of their 

life. Adults’ susceptibility to object similarity during rule 

generalization demonstrates that the process of abstracting 

and generalizing a rule is deeply dependent on the concrete 

exemplars from which it arises. Our study highlights the 

importance of investigating not only the kinds of rules that 

can be learned, but the conditions under which learned rules 

are used and generalized. 
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Detecting social information in a dense database of infants natural visual
experience
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Abstract

The faces and hands of caregivers and other social partners offer a rich source of social and causal information that
may be critical for infants cognitive and linguistic development. Previous work using manual annotation strategies and
cross-sectional data has found systematic changes in the proportion of faces and hands in the egocentric perspective of
young infants. Here, we examine the prevalence of faces and hands in a longitudinal collection of nearly 1700 headcam
videos collected from three children along a span of 6 to 32 months of agethe SAYCam dataset (Sullivan, Mei, Perfors,
Wojcik, & Frank, under review). To analyze these naturalistic infant egocentric videos, we first validated the use of a
modern convolutional neural network of pose detection (OpenPose) for the detection of faces and hands. We then applied
this model to the entire dataset, and found a higher proportion of hands in view than previous reported and a moderate
decrease the proportion of faces in childrens view across age. In addition, we found variability in the proportion of
faces/hands viewed by different children in different locations (e.g., living room vs. kitchen), suggesting that individual
activity contexts may shape the social information that infants experience.
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Abstract 
Do children use objects to infer the people and actions that 
created them? We ask how children judge whether designs 
were socially transmitted (copied), asking if children use a 
simple perceptual heuristic (more similar = more likely 
copied), or make a rational, flexible inference (Bayesian 
inverse planning). We found evidence that children use inverse 
planning to reason about artifacts’ designs: When children saw 
two identical designs, they did not always infer copying 
occurred. Instead, similarity was weaker evidence of copying 
when an alternative explanation ‘explained away’ the 
similarity. Thus, children inferred copying had occurred less 
often when designs were efficient (Exp1, age 7-9; N=52), and 
when there was a constraint that limited the number of possible 
designs (Exp2, age 4-5; N=160). When thinking about artifacts, 
young children go beyond perceptual features and use a process 
like inverse planning to reason about the generative processes 
involved in design. 
 
Keywords: social cognition; cognitive development; Bayesian 
inference; inverse planning; artifact design 

Introduction 
Children around the world grow up surrounded by human-
made objects, or artifacts. These objects are important not 
only because they serve functions (e.g., a cup exists to hold 
liquid) but because they convey a vast amount of social 
information. Objects tell us about the people who own or 
created them, and allow for quick and accurate judgements of 
others’ group affiliations, traits, and interests (Gosling, 2008; 
Richins, 1994). This reasoning has been termed intuitive 
archeology—like archeologists, people use objects to learn 
about the people who created them (Hurwitz, Brady, 
Schachner, 2019; Schachner et al., 2018).  

How do children reason about others from the objects they 
create? Here we build on work characterizing the cognitive 
basis of this reasoning in adults, and ask how such reasoning 
develops in childhood. We test the hypothesis that children, 
like adults, make rational social-causal inferences from 
artifacts—by integrating their mental theories of the physical-
mechanical world with their theories of the social world (e.g. 
Gopnik, 2012; Liu et al., 2017; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). 

To model and test the nature of children’s reasoning, we 
focus on a foundational inference in this domain: Inferring 
whether a design idea was socially transmitted through 
imitation or copying; or whether the design idea was 
generated independently by an individual. These two basic 
processes — imitation and innovation — form the basis for 

cultural evolution of artifacts over human history (Henrich, 
2017; Legare & Nielsen, 2015; Tomasello, 1999). In the 
domain of social reasoning, this inference provides a 
foundation for inferring a rich array of other social 
information: Designs that were copied license different 
inferences than those that were independently generated. For 
example, a copied design may provide information about the 
creator’s social history and cultural group (Soley & Spelke, 
2016); a design that was independently generated may hold 
information about creativity or intelligence (Gosling, 2008).  

Children’s reasoning about copying in design 
For children, copying is salient and socially relevant from 
early in life: Children use copying to infer social affiliation 
(Over & Carpenter, 2015), dislike plagiarizers (Olson & 
Shaw, 2011), and engage in social and cultural learning 
(Henrich, 2017). We thus ask: How do children make the 
inference that copying has occurred? Two alternative types 
of cognitive processes may underlie children’s reasoning.  

Firstly, children may detect copying using a simple rule: If 
designs look more similar, then they are more likely copied. 
This approach relies on a simple heuristic, based solely on 
salient perceptual features – a strategy often seen in young 
children (e.g., Piaget, 1929).  

In contrast, we hypothesize that children make inferences 
that go beyond perceptual features, and instead make rational 
inferences using inverse planning (e.g., Baker, Saxe, & 
Tenenbaum, 2009). Children’s detection of copying thus 
provides a test case for a broader question: Can children 
reason about how objects were generated, using the features 
of objects to infer what caused them to be built that way? 

Inverse planning about artifacts  
Past work has shown that children and adults use inverse 
planning to reason about others’ actions, allowing them to 
infer goals, preferences, and beliefs from the movements they 
observe (Baker et al., 2009; 2017; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; 
Liu et al., 2017). This reasoning has been modeled as a form 
of rational Bayesian inference to the best explanation (Lipton, 
2004; Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006): From early in 
life, people have a mental model of rational planning, which 
allows them to predict what a rational agent would do, given 
a goal and any environmental constraints (Gergely et al., 
1995; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). The idea of 
inverse planning is that people reason about others’ actions 
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by inverting this generative process, using people’s behaviors 
to infer their goals and constraints.   

We propose that adults and children use a fundamentally 
similar inverse planning process to reason about the artifacts 
people create. Just like for actions, when we observe artifacts 
– the products of actions – we may be able to reason about 
the goals and constraints that would lead a rational agent to 
build something with those features. Recent work has 
provided evidence that adults use inverse planning to reason 
about the source of design ideas in this way (Hurwitz et al., 
2019; Schachner et al., 2018). 

If children use inverse planning to reason about artifacts, 
then they should be able to make rich and flexible inferences 
about the source of design ideas (e.g., copying), taking into 
account others’ goals and environmental constraints. This 
account thus makes specific predictions about copying 
detection: When children see two identical artifacts, they 
should not infer that copying has occurred equally often in all 
cases. Instead, alternative explanations for why two people 
created similar artifacts, such as an independently-shared bias 
(e.g., the tendency to create efficient designs) or a functional 
constraint (e.g., a barrier limiting the number of designs that 
would work), should ‘explain away’ similarity, making 
similarity weaker evidence of copying. 

Prior work suggests that children may have the cognitive 
prerequisites for this kind of social-causal reasoning about 
objects. By age 3, children understand that object features 
typically serve functions, and by age 4, expect people to 
create efficient tools (Kelemen, Seston, & Saint Georges, 
2012). By age 4, children are also able to think about objects’ 
histories when judging which objects people care about 
(Pesowski & Friedman, 2019), and categorize objects in 
terms of their intended function, not just their perceptual 
features (Bloom & Markson, 1998; Diesendruck, Markson, 
& Bloom, 2003; Gelman & Bloom, 2000). 

In the current work, we test whether children use inverse 
planning to reason about objects’ designs, using copying 
detection as a case study to tease apart the inverse planning 
account from a simpler cognitive mechanism (perceptual 
heuristics). In two experiments, we ask whether children 
make rational inferences about whether a design was copied, 
flexibly taking into account two different kinds of alternative 
explanations for similarity in making their judgments: 
efficiency (Exp. 1) and functional constraints (Exp. 2).  

The data, analysis code, and experimenter scripts for both 
experiments are available at https://osf.io/zxw6e/.  

Experiment 1 
In a first experiment, we ask whether 7-9-year-old children 
use inverse planning or a perceptual heuristic when detecting 
copying from artifacts’ designs. If children use inverse 
planning, they should expect that others will act rationally by 
building efficient designs (Baker et al., 2009; 2017). People 
generally have a strong, independent desire to build efficient 
designs, which constrains the designs they are likely to build 
(Dennett, 1990). Efficiency should thus serve as an 

alternative explanation for similarity, ‘explaining away’ the 
similarity and making it weaker evidence of copying.  

To test this account, we introduced children to a train-track 
building task, modeled after adult work using a similar 
method (Schachner et al., 2018). In this task, the goal is to 
build a track to get a train from one location to another 
location quickly, using puzzle-like pieces on a game board 
grid. On each trial, children viewed a video involving two 
characters, and then saw a pair of train tracks that the two 
characters built. Based on their designs, children were asked 
to judge whether one of the characters had copied the other, 
or whether they had created the designs independently. 

We manipulated the efficiency of the tracks in two ways. 
First, we manipulated the length of the tracks: Shorter tracks 
are more efficient than longer tracks, and thus identical 
shorter tracks should be judged as less likely copied than 
identical longer tracks. Second, we introduced a barrier to the 
game board that the tracks could not go through. In the 
context of the barrier, track designs that were formerly 
extremely inefficient now become the most efficient possible 
design (see Figure 1). Lastly, we also separately manipulated 
the tracks’ level of perceptual similarity (i.e., whether they 
are the same or different). 

If children use inverse planning to reason about the source 
of artifacts’ designs, then efficiency should ‘explain away’ 
similarity, making it weaker evidence of copying. Children 
should thus judge that copying occurred less often for 
efficient designs than inefficient designs – even if the designs 
are perceptually identical in both cases. In contrast, if 
children use a heuristic based on perceptual similarity, they 
should infer that all identical designs are equally likely 
copied, and efficiency should not affect their judgements. 

Methods 

Participants. 52 7-9-year-olds participated (Mage=8 years; 8 
months, range = 7;8-9;11, 25 males). Children were recruited 
from the metro San Diego area from a database of local 
families interested in research. An additional 5 children were 
tested but excluded due to technical error.  

Materials and Procedure. Participants were tested 
individually, seated across from an experimenter.  

Building Phase. Participants were shown a 9x9 game board 
grid with two houses (see Figure 1). Children were given 7 
straight track pieces and 7 curved pieces, and asked to build 
a track on the board “to get the train from one house to the 
other house in the fastest, quickest way”. If children failed to 
connect the houses, they were prompted to correct their track.  
To check children’s comprehension of efficiency, they were 
shown two pairs of tracks and asked, “Which track is faster?”. 
If children responded incorrectly, they were asked, “Which 
track is shorter?”. All but one child answered the first 
question correctly; all answered at least one correctly. 

Test Trials. Using a within-subject design, children 
completed 8 unique test trials. On each trial, children saw a 
video of a pair of puppets on an iPad. In each video, the  
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Figure 1: Exp. 1, Method. Children saw pairs of track 
designs, and judged if copying had occurred. To test 
whether children would judge similarity to be weaker 

evidence of copying when the design was highly efficient, 
we separately manipulated the tracks’ efficiency and 

perceptual similarity across trials. 

puppets were introduced, and each given identical game 
boards and sets of train track pieces. Participants were told 
that puppets were asked “to build a train track that gets the 
train from one house to the other, in the fastest, quickest 
way”. The tracks the puppets built were then shown (see 
Figure 1). Children were asked: “Do you think someone 
copied, or do you think they made them on their own?”, and 
asked to explain their answer (“What makes you think 
that?”). Different pairs of puppets were shown in each trial, 
distinguished by color, clothing, and names. 

Design and Logic. Across trials, we manipulated the 
tracks’ perceptual similarity (same/different), and efficiency 
(high/low; see Figure 1). The order of trials was 
pseudorandomized across participants, with trials in one of 
four orders. A building phase was always presented first, 
followed by two test trials, the other building phase, and then 
the six remaining test trials. Whether the first building phase 
involved the game board with or without the barrier was 
counterbalanced across participants.  

Results 
To ask whether children consider the tracks’ efficiency, not 
just perceptual similarity, we used a logistic regression 
model, which predicted copying judgements based on four 
predictors: The perceptual similarity of the tracks  

 

Figure 2: Exp. 1, Results. Proportion of children saying 
copying occurred (Y-axis), for each test trial, sorted by 

perceptual similarity and efficiency (X-axis). Error bars are 
standard error. 7-9-year-old children judged identical 

efficient tracks as less likely copied than identical inefficient 
tracks. When detecting copying, children go beyond how 

similar two designs look and consider alternative 
explanations for similarity, like the tendency to create 

efficient designs. 

(same/different), the efficiency of the tracks (high/low), 
participants’ age (in months), and subject (as a random 
factor).  In line with the use of inverse planning, we found 
that efficiency significantly improved model fit, above and 
beyond the effects of perceptual similarity and the other 
factors (nested logistic model comparison, χ2(1)=24.87; 
p<0.0001). Children judged that tracks were copied more 
often when they were inefficient (M=67%, SEM=2.1%) than 
efficient (M=33%, SEM=2.8%).  

Efficiency predicted copying judgements even when 
comparing across pairs of equally similar tracks, and even 
when the exact same design was built in two contexts that 
made it inefficient vs. efficient (No barrier vs. Barrier; Figure 
2). Perceptual similarity also impacted children’s judgements 
of copying, as predicted by both inverse planning and 
perceptual heuristic accounts (nested logistic model 
comparison, χ2(1)=236.57; p<0.0001). There was no effect of 
age: Age did not improve model fit beyond the other factors 
(nested logistic model comparison, χ2(1)=2.22; p=0.136). 
Overall these data provide evidence that by age 7, children 
use inverse planning to reason about artifacts’ designs.  

Experiment 2 
In Exp. 1, we found that children took into account the 
efficiency of the design when judging whether copying had 
occurred, judging similarity to be weaker evidence of 
copying when the design was highly efficient. This suggests 
that by age 7, children use inverse planning to reason about 
artifacts’ designs. However, there is still an alternative 
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possibility, which we test here. It is possible (and even 
plausible) that efficiency is unique and privileged in 
children’s reasoning. Reasoning about efficiency is thought 
to be foundational to cognition: It develops early in infancy 
(Gergely et al., 1995; Skerry, Carey & Spelke, 2013), is 
shared with other species (Hauser & Wood, 2010); and is a 
foundation for the entire domain of action understanding 
(Baker et al., 2017; Dennett, 1987). The evidence thus far is 
consistent with a simpler system than a complete inverse 
planning account: Children may be able to understand the 
role of efficiency in artifacts’ designs, without flexibly taking 
into account a wider variety of alternative explanations. 

In Exp. 2, we had two goals. First, we aimed to test whether 
children’s reasoning was flexible, or limited to efficiency-
based reasoning. To do this, we asked whether children 
rationally consider functional constraints: Whether each of 
the possible designs would function. A stricter set of 
functional requirements can constrain the set of possible 
solutions, making similar designs less of a suspicious 
coincidence (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). Rationally 
speaking, since clearly non-functional designs are unlikely to 
be built, if many possible designs would work to solve the 
problem, similarity should be stronger evidence of copying 
than if fewer options would work. 

Second, we asked whether inverse planning was possible 
even earlier in development than age 7-9. We thus tested 
younger children, age 4-5 years, in Exp. 2. 

To test our predictions, we use a simple artifact-building 
task to manipulate functional constraints. Children were 
asked to solve one of two puzzle boxes, by building a tool to 
reach a button inside. Across between-subject conditions, the 
two boxes differed in one respect: How many designs would 
work to solve them. For one box, all 10 possible tool designs 
would solve the puzzle (unconstrained, circle-box). For the 
other box, only 1 of the 10 possible designs would work 
(constrained, star-box). This box thus introduced a constraint 
that limited the set of functional designs. Children were asked 
to build a tool to solve the puzzle; and a puppet was given the 
same task, with an identical set of pieces. Crucially, the 
puppet always built the same design as the child. The child 
was then asked to infer: Did he copy you, or did he think of 
that on his own?  

If children use flexible inverse planning to reason about 
designs, children should treat functional constraints as an 
alternative explanation for the design similarity. Thus, the 
presence of a functional constraint should explain away the 
tools’ similarity, and children should judge that copying 
occurred less often in the constrained (star-box) condition 
than the unconstrained (circle-box) condition – even though 
the tools created are identical in both cases. If children use a 
heuristic based on perceptual similarity, or consider only 
efficiency, then they should say copying occurred equally 
often across the two conditions. 

Methods 

Participants. 160 4-5-year-olds (Mage=4;9, range=4;0-5;11, 
80 males) were recruited from the metro San Diego area. An 

additional 34 children were tested but excluded because they 
did not respond to the main test question, said “I don’t know”, 
or provided an ambiguous response (e.g., “On his own with 
me”) (7); responded incorrectly to a memory question in the 
test trial (16); refused to finish participating (3); had parental 
interference (1); birthdate was not provided, preventing age 
calculation (1); or experienced technical issues (6). 

Logic. Two between-subject conditions manipulated 
functional constraints (see Figure 3). In the circle-box 
condition, the hole in the top of the box was circular, and tool 
designs were unconstrained: All 10 rod options fit into the 
puzzle box and worked to solve the puzzle (note: there was 
no circle-shaped rod). In the star-box condition, tool designs 
were highly constrained: Only 1 rod (the star-shaped rod) fit 
into the puzzle box and worked to solve the puzzle. 

Materials and Procedure. Warm up. To familiarize children 
with the experimenter and the nature of the task (i.e., to make 
judgments about copying), children were first told two stories 
in which two agents drew identical pictures and were asked 
to indicate whether they thought one agent had copied the 
other. For example, in one story, children were told that a 
teacher taught her class about octopi, and two students 
subsequently drew pictures of an octopus. Following this, 
children were asked: “Do you think [character 1] copied 
[character 2], or do you think that [1] came up with that on 
her own?”. Importantly, these warm-up stories did not 
involve any functional constraints. 

Test trial. Children were introduced to a puppet (“Cookie 
Monster”) and were both shown a puzzle: A button inside a 
box, which had a glass front and only a small hole in the top 
allowing access. Children were shown that they could not 
reach the button with their fingers, and children and the 
puppet were then each asked to build a tool to reach the 
button. To do so, the child and the puppet were each given an 
identical set of pieces (a handle and an identical set of 10 
different-shaped rods); each chose one of the rods from their 
set and connected it to their handle. Children were not 
explicitly told if any or all of the rods fit into the box, and 
were allowed to freely decide which rod to use in their design. 
To maintain ambiguity about whether the puppet was 
copying the child’s design, the puppet moved away from the 
table and faced away from the child while building.  

The child always finished building first; when the child had 
finished, the experimenter commented on the child’s choice 
(“you chose the [X] shape!”), to establish that the puppet 
knew what the child had built, and thus that copying was 
possible. Children were allowed to test whether their design 
worked (by fitting it through the hole in the box); if it did not 
work, children were allowed to try again (by choosing and 
connecting a different rod piece).  

 In all cases, the puppet built an identical tool to the child. 
Children were then asked: “Do you think Cookie Monster 
copied you, or did he think of that on his own?”, followed by 
two memory check questions (who built each tool; whether 
each tool worked). 
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Figure 3: Exp. 2, Method. We manipulated functional 
constraints on the builders’ designs and asked if children 

took these constraints into account when judging the 
likelihood of copying. 

Results 
To ask whether children consider functional constraints, not 
just perceptual similarity of the designs, we used a logistic 
regression model to predict judgments that copying had 
occurred, based on two predictors: Whether there was a 
functional constraint (puzzle-box condition: Star vs Circle), 
and participants’ age (in months). 

In line with the use of inverse planning, we found that 
copying judgments were affected by the presence of 
functional constraints (nested logistic model comparison, 
χ2(1)=13.3; p<0.001). In particular, children judged that the 
designs were copied more often when there was no constraint 
(Circle-box, 68.75%) than when there was a functional 
constraint (Star-box, 40.0%; see Figure 4). Age was also a 
significant predictor, such that across both conditions, older 
children were more likely to say that copying occurred than 
younger children (χ2(1)= 3.9; p=.048). Together with Exp. 1, 
these results show that children flexibly consider multiple 
alternative explanations for similarity, not just 
efficiency.  Secondly, they show that preschool-age children 
also use inverse planning to reason about artifacts’ designs. 

General Discussion 
In two experiments, we find evidence that children use a 
flexible inferential reasoning process – inverse planning – to 
reason about the source of design ideas. When reasoning 
about whether designs had been copied or generated 
independently, children did not always rely on how similar 
the two objects looked (their perceptual similarity). Instead, 
children took into account two kinds of alternative  

  

Figure 4: Exp. 2, Results. (a) Proportion of children 
saying copying occurred in each condition, error bars are 

standard error; (b) Probability of saying copying occurred, 
as a function of age and condition (logistic regression). 

Circle-box= not constrained; Star-box= constrained. 4- and 
5-year-old children judged constrained designs as less likely 
copied than unconstrained designs, even though the designs 
were identical in both cases. When detecting copying, 4-5-

year-olds go beyond how similar two designs look and 
consider alternative explanations for similarity, like 

functional constraints.  

explanations for similarity: The tendency to create efficient 
designs (Exp. 1) and the presence of constraints limiting the 
number of functional designs (Exp. 2).  

In both experiments, children judged artifacts’ similarity to 
be weaker evidence of copying when an alternative 
explanation was available. This type of ‘explaining away’ is 
a signature of structured rational inference using a Bayes net 
(Gopnik & Sobel, 2000): A given design can either be copied 
or independently generated, and evidence for one provides 
evidence against the other. Thus, if two people create 
identical designs, but this design is also likely to be created 
independently, this should provide weaker evidence of 
copying despite the identical designs.  

In order to consider these alternative explanations, children 
must consider the generative processes behind artifact 
design—how and why the artifact was built. Thus, this 
reasoning is well-characterized as a form of inverse planning, 
in which reasoners invert their understanding of the 
generative process to make inferences about the goals and 
constraints that generated others’ behavior. In line with this, 
prior work with adults has shown that formal Bayesian 
models of inverse planning best predict adults’ copying 
judgments on similar tasks, which follow similar patterns to 
children’s judgements reported here (Hurwitz et al., 2019; 
Schachner et al., 2018). 

This work thus shows for the first time that children use 
inverse planning not only to reason about others’ actions, but 
also to reason about physical objects that are the products of 
actions. In doing so, we provide a clear account of the 
cognitive basis of intuitive archeological reasoning: Through 
inverse planning, the physical objects we choose or create 
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become tightly linked to actions, preferences, and goals -- and 
thereby to the social world. 

Our findings are also informative about when, and under 
what circumstances, children will engage in inverse planning 
to reason about the source of design ideas. We find that by 
age 7, children consider efficiency as an alternative 
explanation for artifacts’ similarity (Exp. 1), and by age 4, 
consider functional constraints (Exp. 2). We hypothesize that 
even preschool children have a broad ability to reason about 
both efficiency and functional constraints via inverse 
planning – but may show this competence only when the task 
is simple, and other cognitive requirements are minimized.  

For example, in Experiment 2, children only needed to 
consider the actions and mental states of one other person 
besides themselves, while in Experiment 1 children made 
third-party judgments about two agents. Young children are 
known to be more adept at thinking about the knowledge state 
of a person interacting with them than third parties (Harris, 
Yang, & Cui, 2017). In addition, thinking about design 
constraints may be easier when the result is binary (a design 
either works completely, or not at all, as in Exp. 2), versus 
when the design’s quality is graded or continuous in nature 
(the train tracks in Exp. 1). Thus, while we find that young 
children can use inverse planning to reason about designs, 
with age children may become more able to spontaneously 
reason about the source of design ideas – even in complex, 
real-world situations. This hypothesis remains to be tested in 
future work. 

We did find one age-related difference in Experiment 2 –
older children (5 years) were more likely than younger 
children to say that copying occurred, across all conditions. 
In a Bayesian framework, this may be formalized as a higher 
prior on copying in older children. Why would this occur? 
This could reflect an increased salience of copying to children 
after they enter school: Consistent with this, the CHILDES 
database shows that mentions of the word “copied” increase 
between ages 4 and 5, and mentions of “copy” peak at age 6 
(result retrieved using http://childfreq.sumsar.net). 
Alternatively, it could reflect older children’s greater 
tendency to copy: Exact or faithful imitation of others’ 
behavior is known to increase with age (Marsh, Ropar, & 
Hamilton, 2014; McGuigan & Whiten, 2009; McGuigan et 
al., 2007; Nielsen & Tomaselli, 2010). This account fits well 
with an inverse planning framework, as by this account 
children use their own increased tendency to copy to inform 
judgements about others’ behaviors. 

In conclusion, the question of whether children’s reasoning 
is best characterized as driven by perceptual biases and 
heuristics or by flexible, abstract reasoning is a core debate 
in cognitive development that dates back to Jean Piaget’s 
seminal work and continues to the current day (e.g., Gelman, 
2003; Gopnik, 2012; Jones & Smith, 1993). We find that 
rather than relying on perceptual heuristics, children from age 
4 make flexible and abstract inferences when reasoning about 
artifacts’ designs. By teasing apart these accounts, our 
findings shed new light on these fundamental questions about 
the nature of children’s reasoning.  
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Children use agents’ response time to distinguish between memory and novel 
inference 
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Abstract 
Psychologists frequently use response time to study 

cognitive processes, but response time may also be a part of 
the commonsense psychology that allows us to make 
inferences about other agents’ mental processes. We present 
evidence that by age six, children expect that solutions to a 
complex problem can be produced quickly if already 
memorized, but not if they need to be solved for the first 
time. We suggest that children could use response times to 
evaluate agents’ competence and expertise, as well as to 
assess the value and relevance of information.  

Keywords: mental speed, development, theory of mind, 
cognitive effort 

Introduction 

According to anecdote, a colleague once posed a 
trick question to the polymath John von Neumann at a 
cocktail party. von Neumann was famous for his quick 
mental calculations, but the solution to this particular 
problem could be found either by brute-force 
calculation, or by an insightful trick that was 
apparently rarely noticed. The question was “Two 
cyclists twenty miles apart are moving towards each 
other at 10 mph; a fly caught between them is moving 
at 15 mph, from wheel to wheel and back again, until it 
is crushed between the wheels of the bikes. How far 
will the fly travel?”. The brute force approach is to sum 
the geometric series, adding up all of the fly’s 
increasingly short trips between the wheels; 
alternatively, one could notice that the cyclists will 
meet in exactly one hour, when the fly will have 
travelled exactly fifteen miles. von Neumann produced 
the answer immediately, and the colleague 
disappointedly replied “oh, you’ve heard about the 
trick”. von Neumann retorted “what trick? I simply 
summed the geometric series!”. The anecdote 
illustrates an interesting feature of commonsense 
psychology: though “mental speed” can signal high 
competence, response latencies may also help identify 
which cognitive process generated the response — in 
this case, memory or inference.  

Timing-based inferences have at least three parts: (1) 
the observer’s expectations about how long a task will 
take to complete, (2) their representation of an agent’s 
actual response time, and (3) access to a plausible 
explanation for any difference between the two times. 
By age three, children can accurately represent and 
compare two durations. While children’s time 

perception is less precise than adults, even 3 year olds 
are more likely to class a 3s interval between two 
stimuli as more similar to a 4s interval than a 1s 
interval (Droit-Volet & Wearden, 2001; see Wearden, 
2016, for review).  

People also have ample opportunity to notice the 
regularities in the time needed to perform cognitive 
processes that would allow them to form expectations 
about how long a task should take — both in 
themselves and in other agents. Perceptual processes 
tend to be fast and automatic. Seeing someone take 
several seconds to respond to a question like “is this 
ball red or pink?” may tell us that the color they’re 
looking at is an ambiguous case, even if we can’t see 
it; if it turns out to be fire-engine red, we might infer 
that the person is colorblind. Memory retrieval may be 
similar; someone who takes tens of seconds to respond 
when asked what their high school homeroom 
teacher’s name was may cause observers to doubt the 
strength of their memory even before they produce an 
answer (Brennan & Williams, 1995). In contrast, long 
pauses may be expected for questions that require 
explicit inferences about complex stimuli. If a person 
glances at a novel 9x9 Sudoku and claims to know the 
solution right away, you would likely doubt the 
accuracy of their answer more than that of a person 
who takes several minutes to respond. However, if they 
turn out to be correct, or even close to correct, you 
might look for evidence of extraordinary abilities. 
Because response time is part of every social 
interaction and cognitive process, it is potentially a rich 
source of information about other minds and the world 
we share with them. 

Preschoolers expect difficult tasks to take more time 
to complete than simple tasks, but estimating how 
difficult the task itself is may be a challenge for young 
children — particularly for cognitive (as compared to 
physical) effort. In one study, 4-5 year olds were able 
to identify which of two block towers or arrangements 
took more effort, but did not distinguish between 
completing a mostly-finished tower and starting from 
scratch, or between selecting only red blocks from a 
box of mostly blue blocks as opposed to selecting them  
from a box of mostly red blocks (Gweon, Asaba, & 
Bennett-Pierre, 2017). The authors suggest that these 
latter tasks may be challenging because they provide 
fewer physical cues to difficulty.   

If children are explicitly told how difficult other 
agents considered a task or how much time and effort 
other agents put into the task, their judgments of an 
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agent’s competence integrate both completion time and 
complexity (Heyman & Compton, 2006; cf. Nicholls, 
1978), suggesting that children believe higher 
competence is a plausible explanation for faster 
response times. Yet, even without explicit cues, 
children will spontaneously integrate task difficulty 
and completion time if the task is sufficiently 
transparent. In one set of experiments, preschoolers 
watched two agents building block towers; one 
completed the task faster than the other. When the 
resulting towers were identical, children said the faster 
agent was better; when the faster agent completed a 
much easier block task in slightly less time, children 
said the slower agent was better; however, when 
physical cues were more ambiguous, children’s 
judgments were at chance, though adults unanimously 
agreed that the agent who completed the more difficult 
task was more competent (Leonard, Bennett-Pierre, & 
Gweon, 2019). Thus, one possibility is that children 
map their understanding of physical effort and time 
onto cognitive tasks as they acquire more abstract 
representations of difficulty.  

However, studies of children and adults’ 
interpretation of filled pauses in speech suggest that 
even toddlers can reason about the difficulty of 
cognitive processes. Children and adults produce filler 
words like uh and um more frequently under cognitive 
load, such as might be imposed by recalling a rare 
word or weak memory, or planning a complex 
utterance (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Kidd, White, & 
Aslin, 2011b). Moreover, children as young as 30 
months appear to interpret others’ speech disfluencies 
as resulting from processing difficulties, as they 
predictively look at hard-to-describe or unfamiliar 
objects at the onset of the filled pause (Arnold, Hudson 
Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007; Kidd, White, & Aslin, 
2011a; Orena & White, 2015). On this account, 
listeners infer the referent by implicit causal reasoning: 
hard-to-describe objects cause processing difficulties, 
which in turn cause disfluencies; hence, a disfluency 
signals that the speaker is planning to refer to an 
unfamiliar or hard-to-describe object. If participants 
are given an alternative cause for a speaker’s 
disfluency, the inference is blocked. For example, if a 
speaker frequently forgets the names of common 
objects, a speech disfluency may not imply that they 
are trying to recall a rare word in particular — for a 
chronically forgetful speaker, the disfluency is equally 
likely for rare and common words.  

In short, even at 30 months, children’s evaluations of 
others’ behavior may incorporate (1) the connection 
between the difficulty of a cognitive task and difficulty 
of cognitive processing, and (2) processing difficulty 
and its external cues — for at least some tasks, 
processes, and cues.    

In the present work, we suggest that the time it takes 
an agent to complete a task may be sufficient for 
children to infer the sort of cognitive process that 

generated it. If the agent’s task requires complex 
sequential reasoning to complete successfully, limits 
on processing speed suggest that an accurate solution 
could not be achieved under some minimum threshold; 
however, once a solution is learned, one may expect an 
agent to recall the solution nearly instantaneously.  

Study 1 
In Study 1, we asked whether participants would use 

an agent’s response time to determine whether the 
agent had produced the response from memory, or by 
inference. Participants were introduced to a 
pathfinding puzzle (Figure 1a-c) with a MarioKart 
character, in which they had to (A) figure out the 
shortest road to the finish line that (B) collected all of 
the prizes on the map, and (C) did not collect two in a 
row of the same color or two in a row of the same 
shape. After learning the rules, participants watched 
other agents play the game one by one. After either ~3 
seconds or ~20 seconds, the agent would start his 
engine to signal that he thought he knew the “shortest 
road that follows the rules”, and the participant would 
be asked to decide: was the agent “figuring out the 
answer for the first time”, or “remembering the answer 
from yesterday”? Despite the simple constraints, 
problems of this sort can quickly become extremely 
challenging to solve. However, once a solution is 
found and memorized, the solution can be recalled 
quickly despite the complexity. Thus, our first 
prediction was that participants would categorize fast 
responses as memory, and slower responses as 
inference. Our second prediction was that three-second 
responses would be categorized as memory earlier in 
development than twenty-second responses would be 
categorized as inference. Three seconds in particular is 
an impossibly fast latency to solve a puzzle of this sort; 
twenty seconds may at least be sufficient time to 
produce some solution. The pre-registration and 
materials are available at the OSF repository. 

Method 
Participants. We recruited 45 adults through MTurk, 
as well as 90 children in two age groups (45 age 5-7, 
M=6.5, SD=.94; 45 age 8-10, M=9.45, SD=.90; 53% 
girls). An additional 8 children (3 age 5, 4 age 6, and 1 
age 7) and 5 adults were excluded before data 
collection for answering training questions incorrectly; 
these were replaced with new participants. Children 
participated through an online platform for 
developmental research that allows researchers to 
video chat with families using pictures and videos on 
slides (Sheskin & Keil, 2018). 
Materials. We created six grid maps with simple 
geometric shapes of different colors scattered across it 
at the intersections. Each map had 8 or 9 shapes of 3 or 
4 different colors. A flag in the bottom left corner of 
the grid marked the finish line, and a MarioKart 
character at the top right marked the starting line. 
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During the test phase, participants saw the maps appear 
in front of a cartoon silhouette facing a computer 
screen. Children answered by using color-coded 
cartoon figures on the left and right of the screen (Fig. 
1); presentation of these answer choices was 
counterbalanced (Color_CB). Adults answered using a 
scale slider. The order of the six maps was reversed for 
half the participants (MapOrder_CB). Finally, four 
counterbalances were created to vary the order of the 
agents’ response times (TimeOrder_CB).  
Procedure. Training Phase: Participants were told that 
they would play a racing game with Mario, and learned 
the object of the game and the rules. The experimenter 
described the task to the children over a video-chat; the 
same materials were presented to adults as a 
prerecorded voiceover slideshow. The experimenter 
told the participant that Mario wanted to collect all of 
the treasures on a map, and take the shortest road 
through the map that followed a rule. The rule was that 
Mario could “not pick up two treasures in a row that 
are the same color, or two in a row that are the same 
shape. But he has to pick up all of the treasures”. 
Participants were then required to answer four 
comprehension questions correctly (see Figure 1a-b). 
These were as follows. (1) Which of two roads is 
shorter, (2) Which of two roads breaks a rule, (3) Why 
does that road break a rule, (4) Identify an item to pick 
up next in a sequence. Participants who answered each 
question correctly the first time proceeded to the test 
phase. Children’s incorrect responses were gently 
corrected after each question, and they proceeded to 
the test phase only if they were able to answer all the 
comprehension questions correctly in two additional 
training rounds. Adults incorrect responses were not 
corrected, and adults proceeded to the test phase only if 
they correctly answered all the comprehension 

questions in the next round. After learning how to play 
the game, participants were told that they would watch 
other people playing the game, and that their job was 
to decide whether each person was (A) remembering 
the shortest road through the map from playing it the 
day before, or (B) figuring out the shortest road for the 
first time. At this point, MTurk participants also 
answered an attention check question in order to screen 
out participants who were skimming instructions.  

Test Phase (Fig 1c): For each test item, the 
experimenter presented a new silhouette sitting in front 
of a blank screen, saying “Here’s the next person. We’ll 
show him the map, and when he knows the shortest 
road that follows the rules, he’ll start his engine”, at 
which point the map appeared on the screen. After ~3s 
or ~20s, an engine sound played, and the experimenter 
said “now he’s started his engine, so he thinks he 
knows the shortest route through the map”, and 
participants decided whether the agent had been 
“remembering the answer from yesterday” or “figuring 
it out for the first time”. Children first chose one of two 
alternatives (remembering or figuring out) and then 
were asked whether the agent was “probably” or 
“definitely” [remembering / figuring it out]; adults used 
a 4-point scale directly. Three maps were presented for 
~3 seconds before the engine started, and three for ~20 
seconds.  

Comprehension Question: Finally, participants were 
asked a comprehension question to more explicitly test 
their understanding of response speed. The 
experimenter introduced two new cartoon agents, one 
of which was wearing opaque goggles. The 
experimenter explained that the silhouette with goggles 
“likes to cheat”; his goggles would show him the 
shortest road when he looked at the map, and so he 
would not have to figure out the answer. The other 

Figure 1. Training questions in Study 1. (A) “Which road is shorter, red or green? Yes, red, great job!” (B) Part 1: 
“Which road breaks the rule? Yes, green! Great job! And why does it break the rule?” (B) Part 2: “Let’s say Mario 
drives on the red road instead. So first, he picks up the pink circle, and then he picks up the purple star. Which 
treasure should Mario pick up next, so that he’s not breaking any rules?” (C) Example Trial: Participants saw a 
map appear on a screen for an agent to see for 3s or 20s; then, an engine sounded to signal that the agent thought 
he knew the answer. Participants were then asked whether the agent was remembering the answer or figuring it 
out. (D) Results: Box plots of averaged responses for Study 1, faceted by age group. Grey labels indicate means. 

(A)

(C)

(B)

(D)
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silhouette was described as playing fair. The 
experimenter presented a map to the two characters, 
and an engine sounded after ~3s. Participants were 
then asked who had started his engine: the one who 
“cheated with his special glasses and saw the answer”, 
or the one who “played fair”.  

Results and Discussion  
 Results are shown in Figure 1d. The three responses 

at each response speed were averaged to create a single 
score for each. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed 
a significant effect of Speed (F(1,132)=202.09, p<.
0001, η² = .605) and an AgeGroup*Speed interaction 
(F(2,132)=17.51, p<.0001, η² = .210), but no effect of 
AgeGroup (F(2,132)=0.425, p=.65, η² = .006). As 
predicted, all age groups categorized the fast response 
as memory (MYoung=2.13, t(44) = -3.23, p=.002, 
MOld=1.80, t(44) = -7.33, p<.0001, MAdult=1.47, t(44) = 
-13.00, p<.0001), and categorized the slow response as 
inference (MYoung=2.75, t(44) = 2.63, p=.012, 
MOld=3.21, t(44) = 7.23, p<.0001, MAdult=3.45, t(44) = 
10.58, p<.0001). All age groups also identified the fast 
responder as having cheated (Fig. 2), including 80% of 
6 year olds and 86.7% of 7 year olds, suggesting that 
even the youngest children recognized that three 
seconds is an impossibly fast latency to solve the 
puzzle for the first time (MYoung=71.1%, binomial p=.
003, MOld=84.4%, binomial p<.0001, binomial 
MAdult=91.1%, p<.0001).  Next, we explored whether 
the children would rate the fast response as memory at 
younger ages than they rated slow responses as 
inference, but our prediction here was not supported. 
For each subject’s average rating for fast and slow 
responses, we calculated the deviation from chance 
responding. We then regressed these values on age in 
years, using contrast coding to compare each level to 
chance. The 7, 9, and 10 year olds were more likely to 
rate the fast responses as memory (β7 = .66, p<.001,  β9 
= .88, p<.001, β10 = .95, p<.001), but the 5, 6, and 8 
year olds did not differ from chance (β5 = .21, p=.226,  
β6 = .23, p=.180, β8 = .28, p=.111). The 7, 8, 9, and 10 
year olds were more likely to rate the slow responses as 
inference (β7 = .54, p<.001,   β8 = .37, p=.020, β9 = .70, 
p<.001, β10 = 1.06, p<.001), but the 5 and 6 year olds 
did not differ from chance (β5 = -0.08, p=.618,  β6 = .
28, p=.075).  

Our results suggest that by age 7, children recognize 
that memory and novel inference require different 
amounts of time. Moreover, even young children 
expressed skepticism that an agent could quickly solve 
a complex inference without cheating. 

Study 2 
In Study 2, we explored children's skepticism of 

implausibly fast responses to complex inference 
problems more directly. Routing problems similar to 
those we used in Study 1 can be computationally 
challenging even for computers, and certainly 

impossible for a human to solve in just a few seconds. 
Children in Study 1 seemed to understand this 
complexity by age 6, believing that the agent who 
immediately claimed to know must have cheated. 
Thus, we predicted that even the youngest children 
would see the speed-accuracy tradeoffs in these 
problems: they would expect fast responders to make 
mistakes, and be more likely to make mistakes than 
slow responders. Alternatively, because past work has 
suggested that children think that “fast = 
smart” (Heyman & Compton, 2006), younger children 
in particular may reason that since faster agents are 
smarter, and smarter agents are better at solving 
puzzles, a faster response is more likely to be accurate. 
However, because children in Heyman & Compton’s  
(2006) experiments were told that the puzzles were 
easy or difficult and that the agents were fast or slow, 
rather than making those judgments for themselves, we 
believed that children might recognize the limits on 
processing speed and the puzzle’s complexity when 
allowed to evaluate time and difficulty themselves. The 
pre-registration and materials are available at the OSF. 

Method 
Participants. We recruited 45 adults through MTurk, 
as well as 90 children in two age groups (45 age 5-7, 
M=6.79, SD=.82; 45 age 8-10, M=9.84, SD=.82; 51% 
girls). Children participated through an online platform 
for developmental research that allows researchers to 
video chat with families using pictures and videos on 
slides (Sheskin & Keil, 2018). 

An additional 12 children and 1 adult were screened 
out and replaced before data collection. 5 children 
(three age 5, two age 6) and one adult were screened 
out for failing the training questions. Two children 
were excluded due to a lost internet connection; two 
because excited parents interfered; two quit before 
completing the activity; and one because his mother 

Figure 2. Percent of participants in Study 1 
identifying the fast respondent as the cheater.
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reported that he was partially colorblind when he   
misnamed a color during the training stage (though we 
did not separately test children for colorblindness, 
participants were required to distinguish green from 
red and yellow from blue to answer the training 
questions, including naming colors spontaneously; 
participants with either of the two common forms of 
colorblindness would have been unlikely to pass the 
training by chance). 
Procedure. We made one change to our materials from 
Study 1. Agents were now described as playing the 
game for the first time, and participants were asked to 
guess whether each agent had “actually figured out the 
shortest road, or if they made a mistake”. Though one 
could construe “made a mistake” as referring to a 
mistake made in the process while leaving open the 
possibility that the end result of the process was 
accurate, it is unlikely that children or adults 
interpreted the “mistake” option in that way given the 
rest of the sentence; moreover, that interpretation 
would work against our hypotheses, and so cannot 
explain the results. The wording was chosen for the 
sake of brevity without sacrificing clarity. Children 
were then asked whether the agent had “probably 
[made a mistake / figured it out]” or “definitely [made 
a mistake / figured it out]”. Adults answered on a 4-
point scale directly. Additionally, at the end of the 
experiment, we asked children to make a competence 
judgment. Children were shown two new figures and 
told that these agents would “each start their engines 
when they think they’ve figured out the shortest road 
that follows the rules”. One agent started his engine at 
3s, and the other at 20s. However, unlike in the 
accuracy test items, we then told the children that both 
agents had “actually figured out the shortest road”. 
Children were then asked which of the two agents was 
“better at this game”. If children have the “fast = 
better” bias observed in prior studies (Heyman & 
Compton, 2006), then of two agents who both 
accurately solve a problem, children should believe 
that the faster agent is more competent. 

Results and Discussion  
 Results are shown in Figure 3. The three responses 

at each response speed were averaged to create a single 
score for each. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed 
a significant effect of Speed (F(1,111)=72.16, p<.0001, 
η² = .394) and an AgeGroup*Speed interaction 
(F(2,111)=10.69, p<.0001, η² = .162), but no effect of 
AgeGroup (F(2,111)=1.50, p=.23, η² = .026). There 
were two unexpected order of presentation effects, 
both suggesting that the predicted effect was larger for 
one counterbalance than the others; however these 
effects were smaller than the main effect of Speed, and 
subsequent analyses suggested that they could not 
explain the focal findings (TimeOrder_CB: 
F ( 2 , 1 1 1 ) = 5 . 2 7 , p = . 0 0 2 , η ² = . 1 2 5 ; 
MapOrder_CB*Speed: F(2,111)=3.97, p=.049, η² = .

034). Post hoc comparisons of the Age*Speed 
interaction revealed that while the adults and older 
children distinguished between 3s and 20s responses as 
predicted, the difference for younger children was not 
significant (Young: MFast=2.24, MSlow=2.49 t(111) = 
-2.18, p=.473; Older: MFast=2.19, MSlow=2.66, 
t(111)=-4.02, p=.0016; Adult: MFast=1.77, MSlow=2.76, 
t(111) = -8.49, p<.0001, with bonferroni corrections). 
However, all age groups rated fast responses as likely 
to be wrong (MYoung=2.24, t(44)=-3.04, p=.024, 
MOld=2.19, t(44) = -3.55, p=.006, MAdult=1.77, t(44) = 
-9.47, p<.0001, with bonferroni corrections). While 
adults rated the slow responses as likely to be right, 
children did not differ from chance (MYoung=2.49, 
t(44)=-0.12, p=ns, MOld=2.66, t(44)=2.16, p=.20, 
MAdult=2.76, t(44) = 3.00, p=.026, with bonferroni 
corrections). For the Ability question, younger children 
and adults did not differ from chance when asked 
whether the fast or slow agent was “better” at the 
game, but older children were more likely to choose 
the faster agent. (MYoung=46.7%, binomial p=ns, 
MOld=28.9%, binomial  p= .007, b inomial 
MAdult=40.0%, p = ns). Past research using vignettes 
about agents solving puzzles has suggested that while 
children have a “faster=better” bias, children under 7 
also confound effort, ability, and outcome, while older 
children begin to attribute outcomes to some 
combination of effort and ability (Heyman & 
Compton, 2006; Nicholls, 1978; Stipek & Iver, 1989). 
Children’s judgments in our competence task are 
consistent with that developmental trajectory: told that 
the outcome was the same for the fast and slow agent, 
the 5-7 year olds considered them equally competent. 
Nevertheless, when outcome was left unspecified and 
children were simply asked whether or not the person 
had accurately answered the question, even the 
younger children recognized a limit on how quickly the 
puzzle could be solved.  

In short, Study 2 suggests that children are skeptical 
of fast responses to complex inference questions; 

Figure 3. Box plots of averaged responses for Study 
2, faceted by age group. Grey labels indicate means. 
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however, their intuitions may be fragile until late in 
development.   

General Discussion 
By at least age 6 or 7, children can use response 

times to infer whether an agent is solving a problem for 
the first time, or retrieving the solution from memory. 
In our studies, people did this without any knowledge 
of the agent and without hearing the agent’s reply. 
Moreover, 71.1% of younger children, including 80% 
of 6 year olds and 86.7% of 7 year olds, believed that 
an agent’s ~3s response latency to a question that 
required a complex inference was better explained by 
cheating than by high competence. These may be 
potentially useful intuitions about cognitive effort and 
the latencies of two important cognitive processes. 
Study 2 provides converging evidence that young 
children are preemptively skeptical about the accuracy 
of a response if an agent claims to have solved a 
complex novel problem too quickly. Finally, children’s 
and adult’s judgments of agents’ competence in Study 
2 are intriguing. While children's judgments do suggest 
a “fast=better” bias, adults may have been justifiably 
skeptical. In reality, correctly solving a problem of that 
sort so quickly is improbable if not impossible. Thus, 
though we told participants that both the 3s and 20s 
responses were correct, many adults may have 
considered the 3s response a lucky guess. 

The development of pragmatic inferences on the 
basis of response time is an under-researched aspect of 
humans’ commonsense psychology; for adults, timing 
supports much more sophisticated inferences in 
everyday life than the comparatively simple intuition 
that “thinking takes time” addressed in our 
experiments. For example, adults interpret longer 
latencies in response to requests as reluctance (Roberts, 
Francis, & Morgan, 2006); adults interpret longer 
latencies in response to trivia questions as uncertainty 
in the answer (Brennan & Williams, 1995); and adults 
who respond more quickly to trivia questions are also 
rated as more charismatic by peers (von Hippel et al., 
2016). The simple intuition that “thinking takes time” 
may enable many of the more sophisticated inferences 
that adults make on the basis of response time. Yet, 
because time itself conveys no additional information, 
the question of what the agent is thinking about in the 
“extra” time — not to mention the judgement about 
when “extra” time begins — must be determined by 
context. This sensitivity to context may partially 
account for the protracted developmental trajectory of 
children’s judgments of response time and competence 
in the developmental literature (Nicholls, 1978; Stipek 
& Mac Iver, 1989; Heyman & Compton, 2006; but see 
Leonard et al., 2019). These studies tested a variety of 
simple heuristics such as “more effort = better 
outcomes”, “better outcomes = more competent”, and 
“faster = better”, finding that children frequently 
confounded multiple factors. Yet, prior to weighing 

factors like effort and outcome, an adult-like 
competence judgement may require the child to first 
compare the agent’s actual and expected response 
times; and to estimate the expected response time to 
begin with, the child must weigh the nature and 
difficulty of the task itself. While participants in our 
experiments drew increasingly sharp distinctions 
between memory and inference on the basis of 
response time from early childhood to adulthood, and 
also explained faster-than-expected responses to a 
complex novel inference as “cheating” by age 6, 
neither the adults nor the youngest children were 
significantly more likely to identify the faster agent as 
more competent, suggesting that competence 
judgments depend on more than just speed and 
outcome.  

Response time may enable a variety of higher-order 
inferences that can help orient learners towards 
efficient information acquisition. Future work can 
investigate the role of speaker-specific characteristics 
in interpreting response times. For example, a longer 
response latency may provide more information about 
the value of a question if a domain-expert is 
responding than if a non-specialist is answering. A 
pause from a non-specialist can be written off as a 
simple lack of background knowledge or the ability to 
use that knowledge; if a domain-expert pauses, the 
longer latency might also suggest a gap in the field’s 
knowledge, or that an answer depends on a particularly 
complex set of factors. Similarly, the amount of time 
an agent does decide spend on a task may signal how 
much time the specific task is worth, and help learners 
rationally balance explore-exploit tradeoffs. For 
example, children persist longer at difficult tasks after 
observing adults spend more time and effort, but only 
if the adult’s persistence paid off (Leonard, Lee, & 
Schulz, 2017; Leonard, Garcia, & Schulz, 2019).  

Timing-based inferences may also be relevant to 
research on metacognition and developing theories of 
agency. Participants’ metacognitive judgments about 
the difficulty of the task and how long it would take 
them personally may have informed their judgments of 
how long the task would take others. Metacognitive 
judgements about the difficulty of a task also help 
adults decide how to allocate study time in everyday 
life (Son & Metcalfe, 2000). From ages 6 to 12, 
children also increasingly modulate the time spent on 
easy versus difficult items in the Raven’s Progressive 
Matrices battery with age, and the degree of 
modulation is strongly correlated with performance 
(Perret & Dauvier, 2018). Of course, a learner may also 
fall victim to sunk costs by continuing to struggle with 
an item that is too difficult; as Metcalfe (2002) has 
argued, a rational learner may do well to focus on 
items that are neither too easy, nor too hard for them. 
Our experiments did not examine children’s ability to 
assess or regulate their own performance. However, 
future research could ask whether reasoning about 
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cognitive processes in others contributes to children’s  
own metacognitive control.   

We are constantly solving problems of varying 
degrees of novelty and complexity. Some of these 
problems are fairly concrete in nature: how to get over 
an obstacle, how to open a jar, or how to make an 
artifact work as intended. Others are more abstract, 
involving ratios and differences, conflicting 
constraints, or generalizations on the basis of sparse 
patterns. Social learning allows us to minimize the 
costs of solving these problems on our own, and may 
help us decide which problems are worth solving; yet, 
learning from others also requires us to quickly 
evaluate what others know, how they know it, and the 
likely quality of their knowledge. Our studies suggest 
that an agent’s response time may help our 
commonsense psychology interpret their behavior. 
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Abstract 

Cognitive interference is a classic cognitive phenomenon: 
processing one stimulus while ignoring another is more 
challenging when the two are related. Recently, and 
surprisingly, it has been shown that an individual’s cognitive 
interference can be removed by the people around them. In the 
picture-word interference paradigm, participants respond to a 
target picture and ignore distractor words. If the words are 
semantically related to the target, interference slows responses. 
We found that this cognitive interference was removed, or 
socially offloaded, when participants believed that they were 
working together with another person. In contrast to previous 
studies we found it did not matter if the other person worked 
on the distractor words or on task irrelevant, coloured squares. 
Furthermore, the time course of this effect suggests that the 
social offloading of semantic interference is underpinned by 
late inhibitory mechanisms rather than early distractor filtering. 

Keywords: cognitive offloading; distributed cognition; joint 
action; interference effects; social context 

Introduction 
Behaviour is embedded in a complex environment of objects 
and people. Studies of situated cognition have shown how 
cognition is grounded in our interactions with the world (e.g. 
Kirsh, 2008), and the people within it (Hutchins, 1995). One 
model of cognition that highlights the importance of context 
is cognitive offloading (Risko & Gilbert, 2016). Cognitive 
offloading reflects an extended and distributed view of 
cognition whereby the physical environment in which an 
individual finds themselves affords opportunities to offload 
cognitive processing and thereby reducing internal cognitive 
demands. 

According to this theory there are two possible routes to 
offloading, onto the body or into the world. The former may, 
for example, involve the use of gestures to externalise 
thoughts (Chu & Kita, 2011), while the latter comprises of 
actions that either involve the use of physical tools in the 
environment such as notepads for writing (Risko & Dunn, 
2015), or draw on other agents in the social world, something 
that has been described as “socially distributed cognition” 
(Hutchins, 1995). 

One example of socially distributed cognition is the 
offloading of knowledge to others. In a transactive memory 
system, information (an individual’s memory) is spread 
across one or more other individuals such that the system as 

a whole knows more than any one individual (Wegner, 1987). 
In such cases, the cognitive demand required to remember 
such information has been offloaded to someone else, or put 
differently, it can be said that memory information is being 
taken care of by another individual. 

However, we propose a broader interpretation of 
offloading behaviours in socially distributed cognitive 
systems such as transactive memory. Rather than viewing 
offloading as solely the sharing of cognitive resources across 
agents to reduce individual internal demands, these 
behaviours could also be viewed as the use of agents to filter 
potentially distracting information. In such cases, 
responsibility for information that might otherwise cause 
conflict with an individual’s ability to process other (possibly 
more relevant) information can be offloaded to another 
person. As such, offloading behaviours may not only function 
to reduce internal cognitive demands but also internal 
cognitive conflicts (interference) by encompassing 
mechanisms that attenuate the influence of distracting 
information and thereby facilitate performance.  

Continuing to use transactive memory as an example, not 
only does the dividing of encoding responsibilities across 
individuals afford the opportunity for more items to be 
remembered by the group than by any one person (the 
reduction of cognitive demands) but it may also allow each 
person within the system to remember their own items better 
than they would have done alone (the reduction of cognitive 
interference). This dynamic and situated interplay between 
the individual and others, afforded by a social context 
(involving two or more people), and which crucially leads to 
facilitated individual performance when working together 
compared to working alone, we define as social offloading. 

At its most basic, social offloading describes any shared 
task-based situation in which an individual is able to leverage 
agents in the social world (either implicitly or explicitly) to 
facilitate their own cognitive performance. Underlying 
mechanisms will therefore be socially sensitive and in 
appropriate social contexts trigger offloading behaviours. 
These may include the freeing up of cognitive resources 
through sharing cognitive demands with other agents or the 
increasing efficiency of ongoing processes through socially 
led modulation of cognitive interference. It is the latter that is 
the focus of this paper. 
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Classic cognitive interference paradigms lend themselves 
well to the systematic investigation of social offloading as 
described. These paradigms offer sensitive measures of 
cognitive interference that reflect the balance in processing 
between target and task-irrelevant distractor stimuli. 
Furthermore, they are often conducive to splitting between 
two individuals, providing opportunities to test the influence 
of minimal social contexts and their characteristics (e.g. task 
sharing with someone else). Comparing levels of interference 
between one condition in which a person acts alone, versus 
when performing the same task with a partner, reveals the 
degree to which working together influences the balance in 
target-distractor processing and as such reveal the social 
sensitivities of the mechanisms that underpin social 
offloading behaviour. 

Studies using interference paradigms have shown that even 
the mere presence of another person is a sufficient social 
context to induce social offloading. For example, Huguet, 
Galvaing, Monteil and Dumas (1999) demonstrated that 
levels of Stroop task interference can be reduced and 
therefore task performance improved just by being in the 
presence of a passive, non-evaluative partner. In the language 
of social offloading, simple social presence has changed the 
way distractor information is internally processed such that 
its influence on behaviour is offloaded, permitting target 
processing to precede more efficiently and with less conflict.  

But just how socially sensitive can social offloading be? To 
what extent and in what ways does the nature of different 
social contexts shape social offloading and make it more or 
less permissible? And what are the possible mechanisms that 
underpin this phenomenon? 

A recent study by Sellaro, Treccani and Cubelli (2018) has 
taken steps to address some of these questions and offer a 
more nuanced view of this phenomenon. Using a picture-
word interference (PWI) paradigm they show that distractor 
stimulus interference can be socially offloaded when 
performing a joint task with an active, non-evaluative partner. 
Furthermore, social offloading critically depends on the 
partner task involving the distractor stimulus.  

In the individual task, participants are presented with a 
series of words written on top of pictures. Some of these 
picture-word combinations are related in their semantic 
category (e.g. dog-cat, table-lamp) or unrelated (e.g. dog-
lamp, table-cat). Participants have to vocalise the name of 
picture while ignoring the word. Despite the words being task 
irrelevant results show longer naming latencies for 
semantically related combinations compared to unrelated 
combinations, a semantic interference effect. In the joint task 
version, participants continue to respond to the target picture, 
but are now told that they will work with a partner seated in 
another room. They are told their partner will see the same 
picture-word combination but will ‘work on’ the words by 
reading them aloud and as such they will ‘take care of’ the 
distractor words. This creates a joint task with a clear division 
of labour. I’ll take care of the pictures, while you take of the 
words. Despite participants being unaware of semantic 
interference, in the joint condition, interference is 

significantly reduced (Experiment 2). The authors conclude 
that in joint tasks where there is a clear division of labour and 
task irrelevant distractor information is ‘taken care of’ by 
another person, target stimulus performance can be improved 
as distractor interference is socially offloaded and ceases to 
cause response conflict. 

This result adds to an intriguing and growing body of 
research demonstrating the social offloading of interference 
effects (e.g. see Sharma, Booth, Brown & Huguet, 2010, 
using the Stroop task; see Heed, Habets, Sebanz & Knoblich, 
2010, using a cross-modal Simon task). Most interestingly, 
Sellaro et al. (2018) also showed that when participants 
worked in the joint condition with a partner who, rather than 
taking care of the word, was now working on the same 
pictures as them (albeit a different task), semantic 
interference returns (Experiment 3). The authors claim that 
the offloading of semantic interference depends critically 
upon someone working on the distracting stimuli and suggest 
that simple co-presence or co-working which leaves the 
distractor words “uncared for” is not enough for social 
offloading to occur. 

This paints a socially sensitive and nuanced view of social 
offloading, one that says offloading behaviours are shaped 
not only by social presence but also by what others are doing 
in relation to ourselves. However, there is an alternative 
account for this result. When both the participant and the 
partner are working on the same picture a scenario of shared 
object attention is created. Sharing attention with another 
person to an object and its properties is thought to increase 
cognitive resources allocated to that object and is likely 
associated with an increase in cognitive load (Shteynberg, 
2015). Under conditions of increased cognitive load, the 
effects of interference have been shown to strengthen (e.g. 
Chen, 2003). Therefore, the return of interference may have 
been a result of increased interference from sharing attention 
to the pictures, masking underlying offloading effects. In this 
alternative account, social offloading mechanisms appear 
less nuanced. We would predict that in the absence of shared 
object attention engaging in a joint task with a clear division 
of labour should be sufficient for social offloading to occur 
irrespective of what a partner ‘takes care of’. 

In this study we aim to resolve these two alternate accounts 
by replicating the joint PWI task while further manipulating 
the partner’s role. In one case, the participant is told that their 
joint task partner will takes care of the word, as per the 
original paradigm. We call this the Word-Master condition. 
In the second case, a task irrelevant, non-distractor object is 
added in addition to the picture and word (a highly faded 
coloured square placed behind both the picture and word 
stimuli) and the participant is told that their task partner will 
take care of the coloured square. We call this the Colour-
Master condition.  

We predict that if social offloading is contingent on the 
distractor word being taken care of then we would expect 
interference to be removed only in the Word-Master 
condition. In contrast, if this effect is not contingent on the 
distractor stimuli being taken care of but simply on 
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participants believing they are jointly engaged in a shared 
division of labour task, then we predict the removal of 
interference in both the Word-Master and the Colour-Master 
condition. 

We have also made a number of methodological 
refinements to the joint task PWI paradigm used by Sellaro 
et al. (2018). These included employing a fully 
counterbalanced within subject design, having a real person 
meet the participant and play the role of task partner, using 
only upper-case letters for the distractor words rather than the 
mixed upper- and lower-case letters, and using a manual 
response to avoid participant self-awareness of evaluation 
when vocalising their answers known to decrease 
interference (e.g. Harkins, 2006). Semantic interference 
produced by manual responses have been shown to be 
equivalent to vocal responses (Rahman & Aristei, 2010). 

Methods 

Participants 
Seventy-eight participants from the University College 
London subject pool volunteered to participate in exchange 
for a £5 payment. Previous research using joint task 
interference paradigms suggested that at least forty-four 
participants were required in order to achieve 80% power for 
a medium effect size when employing a standard 0.05 
criterion for statistical significance. 

Twelve participants were excluded a priori from analyses, 
seven for performance at chance, and five for stating in the 
debrief that they guessed the other participant was a 
confederate. A total of sixty-six participants were analysed 
(mean age 24.5 years; 19 males, 47 females).  

Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior 
to beginning. We used a confederate to play the partner role 
in each experiment, they were selected from one of four 
research assistants (2 male, 2 females) and randomly assigned 
across participants to ensure none of the observed effects 
would be due to the identity of the confederate. 

Design 
We employed a 2x2x2 mixed design:  with two within subject 
factors, Picture-Word and Social-Context, and one between 
subject factor, Confederate-Role. The factor Picture-Word 
had two conditions (Semantically-Related & Semantically-
Unrelated), Social-Context had two conditions (Alone & 
Joint), and Confederate-Role had two conditions (Word-
Master & Colour-Master).  

Apparatus and Stimuli 
The participant and confederate were seated in chairs on 
opposite sides of an opaque divide. They both could hear 
instructions given by the experimenter but were unable to 
directly see each other. Participants sat 60cm in front of a 20” 
LCD computer screen, with headphones, keyboard and 
mouse. All apparatus was replicated for the confederate. 

The experiment was hosted, and data collected using the 
Gorilla Experimental Builder (www.gorilla.sc) (Anwyl-
Irvine, Massonnié, Flitton, Kirkham & Evershed, 2018). The 
main dependent variable was reaction times to categorising 
the last letter of picture names as vowels (keyboard press 1) 
or consonants (keyboard press 9). 

Stimuli were picture target and word distractor 
combinations that were either semantically related (e.g. 
Drum-Flute) or unrelated (e.g. Tree-Dress). Related picture-
word combinations were obtained from previous studies 
(Costa, Alario & Caramazza, 2005; Geng, Kirchgessner & 
Schnur, 2013; Vigliocco, Vinson, Lewis & Garrett, 2004), 
and were matched for length, frequency, age of acquisition, 
phonological overlap and familiarity (see Costa, Alario & 
Caramazza, 2005; Geng, Kirchgessner & Schnur, 2013; 
Vigliocco, Vinson, Lewis & Garrett, 2004, for further 
details). Unrelated picture-word combinations were created 
from this set of distractor words ensuring no categorical 
relationship.  

Picture targets consisted of thirty-two black and white line 
drawings of everyday objects across a range of categories in 
line with previous studies (e.g. Rahman & Aristei, 2010). 
Twenty-eight items were selected from Snodgrass and 
Vanderwart (1980) and a further four items from the BOSS 
(Brodeur, Guérard & Bouras, 2014). Pictures were presented 
on a white background and scaled so that they fitted within a 
300x300pixel area. 

A single trial consisted of a single picture target with a 
single distractor word (either related or unrelated) in red, 
upper case courier new bold font presented on top of the 
picture in such a way as to achieve maximal central coverage 
without obscuring it.  

For the Colour-Master condition an additional coloured 
square measuring a 600x600pixel area was centred behind 
each picture-word combination and presented across all 
conditions. There were four different colours of square (blue, 
green, red and yellow), faded to make colour discrimination 
noticeable but challenging. Presentation of each colour was 
counterbalanced across both Picture-Word and Social-
Context conditions. 

Half of the pictures ended in a vowel and half in consonant, 
half of the distractor words ended in vowel and half in a 
consonant, and combination selections were made to ensure 
counterbalancing of letter ending between picture and word. 
This meant there were an equal number of vowel-vowel, 
vowel-consonant, consonant-vowel, consonant-consonant 
picture-word combinations. Picture-word stimuli 
combinations were then pseudo-randomised to avoid the 
adoption of a response strategy. 

Procedure 
While participants completed a consent form, the confederate 
arrived, posing as a second participant. The paradigm was 
then explained in detail to the participant (and the 
confederate). Participants either started with the Alone or 
Joint block of trials, with the order of which was 
counterbalanced between participants. 
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To create the belief of social connection, participants were 
told that they would be playing a “picture-word game” twice, 
once individually (Social-Context - Alone condition) and 
once as part of a team with the confederate (Social Context - 
Joint condition). Pre-recorded videos were used to deceive 
participants into believing that the two computers used in the 
experiment would be connected with a shared screen. During 
the Joint condition, the participant and confederate would 
play the game as a team, seeing the same stimuli on their 
screens, despite sitting on either side of a partition and not 
being able to see each other. Participants were told that during 
the Alone task the connection would turned off and they 
would play individually. In reality, the two computers were 
never connected, and the participants always worked alone. 
Throughout the experiment participants were always in the 
same room as the confederate. 

It was explained that they would take on one of two roles 
at random during the game. In fact, the participant was 
assigned the role of picture master and the confederate the 
role of word or colour master. They were instructed that the 
picture master’s role is to take responsibility for the picture 
and to decide if the last letter of the picture name is a vowel 
or consonant. The word master’s role is to decide if the word 
contains a single vowel or more than one vowel. The colour 
master’s role is to decide if the coloured square is red or blue 
versus green or yellow.  

Across the experiment, each participant completed a total 
of 128 test trials split into two 64 trials test blocks (one Alone, 
one Joint) and each block began with 10 practice trials (using 
combinations different from the test trials). Each trial started 
with a centrally positioned fixation cross displayed for 
500ms, followed by a picture-word stimulus. After a response 
was registered a blank screen presented for 500ms, followed 
by the next trial. If no response is given after 2500ms the trial 
ends and the next trial begins. An ISI timing of 1000ms is 
thought to be long enough for the detection of inhibitory 
processes (Sharma et al., 2010). 

Results 

RT Analysis by Participant 
We found that semantic interference effects were present in 
the alone condition, as expected. But regardless of what the 
confederate’s task was the interference effects were removed 
in the Joint condition.  

Mean RTs by participant were calculated for all correct 
trials (94.4% of the data). We excluded trials on which 
participants may have anticipated their response (RT<150ms) 
and trails with RTs more than 3SD above their mean response 
times by trial type (a further 1.0% of the data). We then 
conducted a three-factorial mixed-design 2x2x2 ANOVA 
with two within subject factors, Picture-Word and Social-
Context, and one between subject factor, Confederate-Role. 
As predicted, we observed a significant main effect of 
Picture-Word, F(1, 64) = 6.50, p = .01, hp2 = .09, with mean 
reaction times for Related trials (M = 1050ms, SEM = 22ms) 

slower than Unrelated trials (M = 1034ms, SEM = 22ms) 
representing an overall semantic interference effect of 16ms. 

Importantly, the two-way interaction between Picture-
Word and Social-Context was significant, F(1, 64) = 13.87, p 
< .001, hp2 = .18. Post hoc comparisons showed that there 
was a significant semantic interference effect in the alone 
condition t(128) = 4.43, p < .0001), with related trials 37ms 
slower than unrelated. In contrast, the difference in the Joint 
condition was -7ms and non-significant, (t(128) = -0.80, p = 
.43). The main effect of Social Context was not significant 
overall, F(1, 64) = 0.62, p = .43, hp2 = .01.  

Crucial to our hypothesis, the three-way interaction 
between Picture-Word, Social-Context and Confederate-
Role was non-significant, F(1, 64) = 1.18, p = .28, hp2 = .02. 
Semantic interference effects were present in the Alone 
condition whether the confederate looked after the distractor 
word (28ms) or looked after the non-distractor coloured 
square (47ms), and these effects went away in the joint 
conditions (-4ms, and -10ms respectively – see figure 1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Mean interference times (ms) by Social Context 

& Confederate-Role conditions, error bars represent SEM 
 

To determine if order or practice effects modulated this 
result, analyses were re-run using a four-factorial mixed-
design 2x2x2x2 ANOVA keeping the two key factors of 
interest, Picture-Word and Social-Context but then including 
two further factors, Block-Half (within-subject) and Order 
(between-subject). The factor Block-Half had two levels, 
First-Half (trials 1-32) and Second-Half (trials 33-64) and 
was included to determine the influence of practice effects. 
The factor Order had two levels, Alone-First and Joint-First, 
reflecting which block was taken first. 
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There was no evidence for practice effects on the removal 
of semantic interference by social context as this result did 
not interact with Block-Half, F(1, 64) = 0.09, p = .76, hp2 = 
.001. However, the three-way interaction of Order with 
Picture-Word and Social-Context did approach significance, 
F(1, 64) = 3.08, p = .08, hp2 = .05, suggesting there may have 
been some carry over effect, with the removal of interference 
stronger for those participants completing the Alone 
condition first compared to the Joint condition. Importantly, 
the two-way interaction of Picture-Word and Social-Context 
remained significant F(1, 64) = 14.08, p < .001, hp2 = .18. 

Participants got quicker over the course of the experiment. 
This is shown by the interaction of Order with Social-
Context, F(1, 64) = 347.62, p < .0001, hp2 = .84, indicating 
that overall response times were faster on the whichever 
block came second. And by a main effect of Block-Half, F(1, 
64) = 85.59, p < .0001, hp2 = .57, showing that participants 
were faster during the second half of trials compared to the 
first half. No other main effects or interactions reached 
significance (all Fs < 2.50, ps > .1). 

Error Analysis by Participant 
We conducted the same analyses for participant performance 
measures (% correct) to ensure results cannot be explained by 
a speed-accuracy trade-off. No main effect or interactions 
reached significance (all Fs < 0.90, ps > .35). 

RT Analysis by Item 
The picture-word paradigm consisted of 32 picture targets. 
As such semantic interference effects can be measured for 
each picture. As a baseline, interference was calculated for 
each picture for non-social blocks and ranked by magnitude. 
Of the 32 items, 22 generated semantic interference. These 
22 items were then subjected to same analyses as participant 
RTs to confirm that the participant effects seen were not due 
to an increased facilitation for the 10 items not generating 
interference. 

A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant 
main effect of Picture-Word, F(1, 21) = 14.48, p = .001, hp2 
= .41, and crucially, a significant interaction between 
Picture-Word and Social-Context, F(1, 21) = 21.08, p < .001, 
hp2 = .50. In the Alone condition these items generated an 
average interference effect of 69ms (Mrelated = 1106, SEMrelated 
= 18ms; Munrelated = 1037ms, SEMunrelated = 18ms), while in the 
Joint condition this reduced to 2ms (Mrelated = 1039, SEMrelated 
= 18ms; Munrelated = 1037ms, SEMunrelated = 18ms). Post hoc 
comparisons confirmed a significant interference effect in the 
Alone condition, t(40) = 5.84, p < .0001, then removed in the 
Joint condition, t(40) = 0.09, p = .93. 

Time Course Analysis 
RTs were analysed to produce time course plots of 
interference by condition (delta plots), as described by 
Ridderinkhof, Scheres, Oosterlaan and Sergeant (2005). This 
was to shed light on the nature of possible mechanisms 
underpinning social offloading behaviours. One possibility is 

for social offloading mechanisms to be driven by slow 
inhibitory processes that build over time and increasingly 
reduce distractor conflict with longer response times. 
Alternatively, social offloading mechanisms maybe occur 
very early and involve the immediate filtering of distractor 
information. 

Mean RTs were divided by participant and trial type, 
ranked by speed, and then divided into four quartile ‘bins’ 
such that there were equal number of trials per bin, and with 
Q1 containing on average the fastest responses through to Q4 
the slowest responses. For each bin, mean related trial 
responses were subtracted to their unrelated bin counterpart 
for social and non-social conditions to yield semantic 
interference magnitudes as a function of trial response speed. 
Mean RTs were then reanalysed in a three-factor 2x2x4 
repeated measures ANOVA with Picture-Word, Social-
Context and Quartile (four levels: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) as within 
subject factors. As expected this analysis continued to reveal 
a two-way interaction between Picture-Word and Social-
Context, F(1, 65) = 15.04, p < .001, hp2 = .19. Most 
interestingly, there was a three-way interaction between 
Picture-Word, Social-Context and Quartile, F(1, 108) = 7.87, 
p = .001, hp2 = .11, indicating that the size of the semantic 
interference effect varies significantly by condition over time 
(see figure 2). Means reveal that the relative sizes of 
interference between the Alone and Joint conditions 
increasingly diverge with increasing response time, a shape 
consistent with slow, late inhibitory mechanisms. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Delta plot of semantic interference by Social-
Context condition as a function of response speed 

Discussion 
Cognitive interference is a well-established cognitive 
phenomenon that throws a spanner in the cognitive works, 
impairing performance. Yet we were able to remove semantic 
interference and improve cognitive performance by making 
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simple changes to the social context. Responding to the target 
stimulus, while believing that someone else is taking care of 
the ignored distractor stimulus, appears to erase the conflict 
between the two and improve task performance. We propose 
this as an example of social offloading and argue that it adds 
to a growing number of examples of how cognitive 
interference can be offloaded by social context and result in 
facilitated performance (e.g. Heed at al., 2010). 

Our main social offloading result replicates, as predicted, 
the findings in Experiment 2 by Sellaro et al. (2018) while 
also generalising to a within subject design, upper case 
words, a real person partner, and a manual response PWI task. 
Crucially, we extend these findings by demonstrating that 
when working with another person the offloading of semantic 
interference does not critically depend upon that person 
working on the distractor stimulus. Even when the task 
partner worked on a separate, non-distractor stimulus, 
leaving the distractor stimulus “uncared for”, semantic 
interference was still removed in the joint condition.  

This calls into question the claims made by Sellaro et al. 
(2018) that the removal of semantic interference depends 
upon a partner working on the distractor stimulus. We believe 
we have taken adequate measures to take explicit control of 
the partner role giving us confidence in concluding that in the 
absence of shared object attention engaging in a joint task 
with a clear division of labour is sufficient for social 
offloading to occur irrespective of what the partner ‘takes 
care of’. 

It also is important to draw attention to the fact that the only 
difference between our two Social-Context conditions was 
the mere belief of participant that they were working on a task 
alone or with another person – shared task belief. Our 
experimental set up meant that in both the alone and joint 
condition all perceptual information remained the same and 
the working partner was always present in the room with the 
participant. Given the occurrence of semantic interference in 
the alone condition and the removal of this interference in the 
joint condition, mere presence is not a sufficient explanation 
for the results. While it didn’t matter what their partner was 
doing, for social offloading to occur participants had to 
believe they were at least engaged with the partner on a 
shared task at the same time. This belief alone was sufficient 
to remove interference. 

What could be the mechanisms underpinning these cases 
of social offloading? One account is that working together 
with another person influences the level of motivation a 
person has to perform well. Increased motivation is known to 
narrow attention and may lead to decreased interference 
(Harkins, 2006). However, there is no evidence from the data 
to suggest that participants were any more motivated in the 
Joint vs Alone tasks as neither reaction times nor error rates 
were statistically different between conditions. 

Another possible explanation is that the increased 
cognitive load from being in a social situation leads to the 
narrowing of attention and the increased ability to filter 
distractor stimuli. However, we argue this is also an unlikely 
account as cognitive load has been shown repeatedly to 

impede performance and increase interference, the opposite 
of the social offloading effect (see Lavie, 2005). Furthermore, 
time course delta plots reveal that the difference in 
interference between the Alone and Joint conditions builds 
up slowly over time, consistent with an inhibitory mechanism 
account rather than an early overload account. 

The suggestion that social offloading processes are 
underpinned by late inhibitory mechanisms, aligns with work 
done on other interference tasks. Sharma et al. (2010) 
demonstrated that Stroop task interference can be reduced in 
the presence of a passive, non-evaluative partner. Importantly 
for the social offloading account, they argue against a purely 
motivational or load account for their pattern of results. They 
show that the effect of removing interference builds slowly 
over time, only conferring a benefit to performance if the 
inter-stimulus interval was long enough. They claim this is 
more consistent with a late rather than early selection 
account, which states that motivation or load collapses the 
attention window, increasing attentional focus, and 
decreasing the likelihood of the distractor being processed 
upfront. They conclude that the presence of someone else is 
more likely to activate late-selection mechanisms of selective 
attention whereby the distractor is initially processed 
normally but then strongly inhibited before a response is 
given. 

Taken together such evidence points towards the 
offloading of cognitive interference being mediated by 
socially sensitive, top-down, and selective inhibitory 
processes. Put another way, once situated in the appropriate 
social context and following the initial and automatic 
processing of distractors, resultant cognitive interference 
effects are being “internally and implicitly offloaded” by 
socially led inhibitory control mechanisms, resulting in the 
facilitation of performance. A view consistent with our 
definition of social offloading and one in which offloading 
behaviours may be seen to be implicit and automatic as well 
as decided upon and selected.  

Questions still remain around what makes the social 
context appropriate for social offloading to occur. Results 
from this current study do not suggest that such processes are 
sensitive enough to be shaped by the specifics of a partner’s 
task. Though unlike Sharma et al. (2010) they do suggest that 
participants need to believe they are at least engaged in a 
shared task together. Social offloading may in fact be 
sensitive along other dimensions. For example, Gobel, Tufft 
& Richardson (2018) have shown that inhibitory attention 
mechanisms are modulated by social context such that the 
magnitude of inhibition of return (IOR) effects is increased 
when the attentional cue bears social relevance. In a series of 
experiments IOR magnitude is compared between an 
individual task condition, in which participants are told that 
visual attention cues are randomly generated by a computer, 
and a joint task condition, in which participants are told cues 
represent where a partner has just looked. Crucially, the 
increase in IOR magnitude seen in the social, joint task 
condition is modulated by the social status of the partner, and 
only when participants believe those partners are engaged in 
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the same shared task. This offers a natural next step: using 
semantic interference to understand the sensitivity of social 
offloading to the characteristics of a partner rather than the 
partner’s task. 

Conclusion 
Here we have explored the conditions under which 
participants will exploit the presence of others to reduce 
cognitive interference, and socially offload. In contrast to 
other researchers, we found that participants’ practice of 
social offloading their cognition was not sensitive to exactly 
what task their partner was engaged in. 

One possibility, of course, is that there are other aspects of 
a partner’s task that we could have explored that would 
perturb social offloading. The other possibility is that we 
have been looking at the phenomena of social offloading 
backwards. We have been assuming that an individual will 
process information as a lone cognitive agent, unless a 
precise constellation of circumstances allows them to socially 
offload to another. But perhaps cognition is not individual by 
default, but social. Social offloading, and other forms of 
distributed cognition, might in fact be the default case and 
represent a fundamental and skilful attunement to the social 
world. 
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Stubborn extremism as a potential pathway to group polarization
Matthew A. Turner and Paul E. Smaldino

Abstract

Group polarization is the widely-observed phenomenon
in which the opinions held by members of a small group
become more extreme after the group discusses a topic.
For example, conservative individuals become even more
conservative, while liberal individuals become even more
liberal. Social psychologists have offered competing ex-
planations for this phenomenon. These typically re-
quire questionable assumptions about human psychol-
ogy. Here, we posit a more parsimonious explanation:
the stubbornness of extreme opinions. Using agent-
based modeling, we demonstrate that such “stubborn
extremism” gives rise to group polarization, as well as
other trends observed across the literature on polariza-
tion. Our study revealed a further methodological prob-
lem for the study of group polarization: reporting opin-
ions as categories (e.g. on a Likert scale) inflates the
observed increase in opinion extremity. We conclude
with a call for deeper integration of opinion dynamics
modeling with the cognitive science of communication
and influence.
Keywords: opinion dynamics; polarization; social in-
fluence; agent-based modeling

Introduction
Group polarization is a phenomenon in which the opin-
ions held by members of a small group become more
extreme after the group discusses a topic (Myers, 1982;
Brown, 1986; Isenberg, 1986; Sunstein, 2002; Sieber
& Ziegler, 2019). This phenomenon is socially impor-
tant for many reasons. First, small groups of advisers
often influence executive decisions in government and
business. At the “grass roots” level in politics, individ-
uals discuss important issues first in small groups be-
fore they vote. Second, group polarization at the local
level increases overall polarization at the societal level.
Polarization, commonly understood, increases whenever
either of two opposed groups moves to a greater ex-
treme, whatever the polarization measure (Bramson et
al., 2016). Most studies of political polarization frame
the issue in terms of intergroup conflict (Mason, 2018;
Klein, 2020). However, we also must understand how
group polarization can exacerbate political polarization
through increased in-group extremism. Understanding
the cognitive mechanisms supporting group polarization
is therefore a matter of concern.

Social psychologists have typically offered one of two
explanations for group polarization, sometimes combin-

ing the two (Sieber & Ziegler, 2019). Social compari-
son theory posits that individuals’ privately-held opin-
ions tend be more extreme than those they express pub-
licly, and exposure to consonant opinions gives them
confidence to express their true opinions openly (Myers,
1982). Persuasive arguments theory posits that when in-
dividuals discuss a topic within an already-biased group,
they accumulate more persuasive arguments supporting
those biases, leading to a more extreme version (Bishop
& Myers, 1974; Vinokur & Burstein, 1974). These ex-
planations may explain the empirical phenomenon of
group polarization, though more formal modeling will
be required to bring precision to the underlying the-
ories (Smaldino, 2017, 2019). Nevertheless, each pre-
sumes either that opinions are intrinsically extreme (so-
cial comparisons theory) or that moderate opinions exist
only due to uncertainty concerning the state of the world
(persuasive arguments theory).

We present an alternative explanation for group polar-
ization that, while not mutually exclusive with the other
theories discussed, manages to explain the phenomenon
of group polarization without assuming anything about
the intrinsic distribution of extreme opinions in human
groups. We do so by appealing to a property of human
psychology we call stubborn extremism: as a person’s
opinion on some topic becomes more extreme, that opin-
ion also becomes more stubborn, i.e. less susceptible to
social influence. We support this explanation using a
computational model of group polarization. Our model
was originally developed for explaining how polariza-
tion emerges where two groups become more extremely
opposed (Flache & Macy, 2011; Turner & Smaldino,
2018)—it incorporates both negative, repulsive social in-
fluence (Cikara & Van Bavel, 2014), assimilative influ-
ence, and the stubborn extremism assumption, though
repulsive influence is not at work in group polarization
because all opinions start out similarly valenced.

Group polarization can emerge computationally by
simply assuming agents hold discrete opinions on a mul-
titude of topics (Mueller & Tan, 2018; Banisch & Ol-
brich, 2019). However, most group polarization stud-
ies do not measure participants’ binary opinions (e.g.,
for vs. opposed) on a multitude of topics, but rather
measure opinions as falling on a range between strongly
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for and strongly opposed. Furthermore, the assumption
of discrete opinions is problematic from a psychological
perspective, since it is rare for quantum leaps in opinion
to occur—more often we are influenced gradually over
the course of many interactions (Baldassarri & Bear-
man, 2007, p.793). Our model is most similar to that
of Baldassarri and Bearman (2007) in that stubbornness
is a function of opinion extremity directly. Martins and
Galam (2013) allow for agents to become more or less
stubborn, but assume discrete opinions and a separate,
continuous measure of open-mindedness/stubbornness.
Most other opinion dynamics models that link stubborn-
ness to extremism assume infinitely stubborn extreme
agents (sometimes called “zealots”) whose opinions are
static and whose existence is specified a priori by the
modeler (Galam & Jacobs, 2007; Mobilia, Petersen, &
Redner, 2007; Arendt & Blaha, 2015; Mueller & Tan,
2018). Baldassarri and Bearman (2007) nearly make the
connection between stubborn extremism and group po-
larization, but they mischaracterize group polarization
and discuss it in terms of negative influence, saying “in-
teraction with dissimilar others may increase distance,
leading to group polarization” (p. 792). Group polar-
ization experiments are designed so that this never oc-
curs. Instead, it is only interaction among relatively like-
minded individuals that leads to the group polarization
opinion shift.

Current empirical support for the stubborn extremism
explanation is positive, though not uniformly so. Zaller
(1992) and Converse (2006) established that, at least
at the time of their studies, most of the United States
electorate, for example, were relatively ignorant of real
political issues and easily swayed by momentary predilec-
tions and the framing of questions. Guazzini, Cini, Bag-
noli, and Ramasco (2015) found that stubborn extrem-
ists drove the opinions in groups discussing the use of
animals in laboratory experiments, and Lewandowsky,
Pilditch, Madsen, Oreskes, and Risbey (2019) found that
stubborn extremists have an outsized influence in the
perpetuation of scientific misinformation regarding cli-
mate change. Group polarization opinion shifts have
been observed to increase with the group’s initial ex-
tremity (Teger & Pruitt, 1967; Myers & Arenson, 1972;
Myers, 1982; Brown, 1986). This has only been tested in
detail by Teger and Pruitt (1967) and Myers and Aren-
son (1972), apparently, and has not been established for
political opinions. This could cause acceleration of polit-
ical polarization. Some researchers have suggested that
stubbornness is an attribute found generally among peo-
ple, and is not limited to those with extreme opinions.
However, support for this view often comes from studies
in which opinions are operationalized as answers to gen-
eral knowledge tests (such as found in a pub quiz), and
not on opinions with political or ethical components in
which subjective judgment plays a larger role (Moussäıd,

Kämmer, Analytis, & Neth, 2013; Chacoma & Zanette,
2015). More direct empirical tests of the stubborn ex-
tremism explanation for group polarization are needed.

Here we investigate whether assuming stubborn ex-
tremism can explain and predict observed empirical pat-
terns of group polarization. We do this with an eye to-
wards future empirical experiments. In doing so, we also
pay close attention to the scales used to measure opinion
extremity. There has recently been scrutiny of the use
and analysis of Likert-scaled data in social psychology,
which indicates that using metric statistical models on
Likert-scaled data can distort effect sizes (Liddell & Kr-
uschke, 2018). We therefore also examine the effect of
using a Likert scale in which simulated agents bin their
continuous opinions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
first briefly review the empirical evidence for group po-
larization upon which we will based our analyses. We
will then introduce an agent-based model of opinion dy-
namics with stubborn extremists, which is adapted from
previous work by Flache and Macy (2011), and we will
demonstrate how the model supports the stubborn ex-
tremism hypothesis. We will then compare our model
to the persuasive arguments model of Mäs and Flache
(2013), and show how our model can yield a fit to the
empirical dataset they test that is at least as congruent.
We conclude with limitations of our model’s assump-
tions, and suggestions for future work.

Group polarization studies

A prototypical experiment involving group polarization
works as follows. First, participants are pre-screened for
their opinions about some issue or set of issues. They
give their opinions on an ordinal scale, such as a 7-point
Likert scale that ranges from -3, which would indicate
“strongly disagree” to +3 which would indicate “strongly
agree.” Then the participants are sorted into groups
with similarly valenced views. The participants are then
asked to publicly give their initial opinion on some issue,
discuss the issue within their group for a time, and then
report their opinion again to the experiments. It is reg-
ularly observed that individuals’ opinions shift towards
greater extremity following group discussion.

Moscovici and Zavalloni (1969) studied group polar-
ization in the context of national (French) and global
politics. In their study, they first asked participants the
degree to which they agreed or disagreed with the claim
that Charles de Gaulle, then president of France, was
“too old to carry out such a difficult political task.” Sec-
ond, participants were asked the degree to which they
agreed or disagreed that “American economic aid is al-
ways used for political pressure.” Participants responded
on a 7-point Likert scale where -3 indicated total dis-
agreement, 0 represented a neutral psychological posi-
tion of neither agree nor disagree, and 3 indicated total
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agreement. Forty individuals in ten groups answered,
discussed, then answered again the de Gaulle question,
and twenty individuals in five groups did the same for
the Americans question, with four per group in each
case. In reporting the shifts in opinions, only the mean
shifts for the entire subject pool were reported. For the
de Gaulle question, a shift was observed from a mean
pre-discussion opinion of 1.36 to a mean of 1.82 post-
discussion, a shift of 0.46. On the Americans question,
the initial pre-discussion mean opinion was 0.88 and the
post-discussion mean opinion was 1.69, a shift of 0.81.

Myers and Bishop (1970) asked participants about
their attitudes on eight items, where responses varied
from -9 to 9, an 18-point scale. -9 indicated maximal
racial prejudice and 9 indicated minimal prejudice. Par-
ticipants were grouped into low, medium, and high prej-
udice supergroups, from which discussion groups of 4-
7 members were formed. The average shift of the low
prejudice group was 0.47, while the average shifts of the
medium and high prejudice groups were -0.64 and -1.30,
respectively. In other words, individuals in the low prej-
udice group decreased their expressed prejudice levels,
while prejudiced groups became more prejudiced.

Myers and Lamm (1975) binned attitudes about the
role of women in society from -3 (conservative) to +3
(liberal), again with 0 a neutral opinion. Groups of
“chauvinists” showed no significant opinion shift, while
“feminists” showed a significant average shift of 0.95.
Discussions occurred in groups with four or five mem-
bers from 95 total participants.

Mäs and Flache (2013) developed a model of opinion
change based on persuasive arguments theory and con-
ducted a laboratory study of opinion change similar to
the ones described above, concerning the better of two
locations (town A or town B) to build a new leisure cen-
ter. Participants were asked their preference among the
two hypothetical towns (“A” or “B”). Participants were
sorted into groups “A” and “B,” and given a number of
pro-A and pro-B arguments they could exchange with
other agents. Members of the “A” group (A-Type) were
provided with two pro-A arguments and one pro-B ar-
gument, while members of the “B” group (B-Type) were
provided with one pro-A argument and two pro-B argu-
ments. All members of the “A” group all received the
same pro-B argument, and all members of the “B” group
received the same pro-A argument.

All participants participated in seven interaction
rounds. In each round, participants interacted through
a computer interface with a single interaction partner,
wherein each participant selected one of their pre-written
arguments and sent it to their partner. Participants first
interacted with the three other members of their own
group, and then interacted with the four members of
the other group. After all seven rounds of interaction,
participants again reported their opinions.

Mäs and Flache (2013) observed that following within-
group interactions, the group’s average opinion became
more extreme in accordance with the general predic-
tion of group polarization. Their explanation was based
on persuasive arguments theory, which also predicts—
on the basis of a computational model analyzed by the
authors—that when opposing groups interact they will
become more similar in opinion. This happens because
when an individual from one group interacts with a mem-
ber of the opposing group, they will be exposed to new
counterarguments that reduce their extremism towards
a more moderate opinion. During the four rounds of
between-group interactions in Mäs and Flache’s study,
the average opinion in both groups converged towards
zero. This is predicted by both persuasive arguments
and stubborn extremism models, which we demonstrate
in computational experiments below.

The model
We developed an agent-based model to demonstrate the
stubborn extremism model predicts the empirical results
reviewed above. Our goal is to demonstrate that assum-
ing stubborn extremism can lead to group polarization
opinion shifts as reliably as social comparisons or per-
suasive arguments models. The model is similar to a
Hopfield network model (Hopfield, 1982), in which node
values change based on neighboring node values, and me-
diated by network weights. Here, these weights are de-
termined by the distance in opinion space between two
agents. This model allows for both positive and neg-
ative influence, wherein initially similar agents become
more similar after interacting, while initially dissimilar
agents become more polarized. The model is identical to
that studied previously in Flache and Macy (2011) and
Turner and Smaldino (2018), but is analyzed here with
a different focus than was used in those studies.

We consider a population of N agents, who each
have opinions on K different cultural topics. Agent i’s
opinion on topic k at time t is written oik,t ∈ (−1,1)
and changes after i has interacted with its Ni network
neighbors. The weight of social influence with each
neighbor j is wij,t, with zero direct influence over non-
neighbors. Weights depend on the Manhattan distance
between agents i and j, normalized over cultural top-
ics: dij,t = 1

K

∑K
k=1 |oik,t−ojk,t|. The specific operation

of these social influence mechanisms is defined by the
following dynamical equation

oik,t = oik,t−1 + ∆oik,t(1−|oik,t−1|α) (1)

where

∆oik,t = 1
2Ni

∑
j

wij,t(ojk,t−oik,t) (2)

and
wij,t = 1−dij,t. (3)
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Our model includes both positive and negative influence.
Positive influence is when agents become increasingly
similar to their dyad partner if the pair are sufficiently
similar to begin with (dij < 1). Negative influence is
when interaction causes a dyad to become more differ-
ent, to be repulsed away from one another toward more
extreme regions of opinion space if the pair are suffi-
ciently dissimilar to begin with (dij > 1). The parame-
ter α determines the degree to which extreme opinions
are stubborn. In the analyses presented here, we use
α = 1. Stubborn extremism emerges in our model due
to the smoothing factor (1−|oik,t−1|), which is smaller
when |oik,t−1| is larger. Therefore, more extreme opin-
ions (larger |oik,t−1|) are less susceptible to social influ-
ence than less extreme opinions (smaller |oik,t−1|).

Our model generates a number of empirically-observed
outcomes. First, we show that our model yields group
polarization in an idealized generic case that resembles
the studies of Moscovici and Zavalloni (1969), Myers and
Bishop (1970), and Myers and Lamm (1975). For our
computational experiments, we set the number of agents
in the population to N = 25 and the number of relevant
opinions K = 1. The social network for this first ex-
periment was fully connected, meaning all agents could
potentially influence all other agents. Second, we rep-
resent the Mäs and Flache (2013) empirical experiment
with our model and show our model predicts their em-
pirical observations as accurately as their computational
model of persuasive arguments theory.

Computational experiments
Our first experiment examined the correlation between
initial mean opinion and shift magnitude. This also es-
tablishes that our model generates group polarization.
We set N = 25 and K = 1. Initial agent opinions were
drawn from a normal distribution with σ = 0.25. In or-
der to demonstrate that our model predicts the corre-
lation between opinion shift and initial opinion extrem-
ity, we ran the model with seven different experimental
conditions. Each of the seven conditions specified a dif-
ferent mean for the normal distribution from which ini-
tial opinions were drawn, µ ∈ {0.2,0.3, . . . ,0.8}. For each
condition we ran 100 trials. Since opinions are bounded
between ±1 and group polarization experiments force
group members to have opinions of the same valence, we
re-mapped any drawn opinions greater than 1 to be +1 if
the drawn opinion was greater than 1, and 0 if the drawn
value was less than 0. Each model run consisted of 100
rounds of agent interactions. In one round of agent inter-
action, N agents are selected at random to update their
opinions according to Equation 1. To model a typical
group polarization experiment with open discussion, we
assume a fully-connected network, so all agents influence
one another.

Our second experiment was designed to examine how
opinion shifts and the pattern of shift versus initial ex-

tremity may be distorted when agents are forced to re-
port their opinions on a seven-point Likert scale. This
was done by first transforming the continuous opinions
on (−1, 1) to a continuous opinion on (−3.5, 3.5), rep-
resenting seven equally-sized bins of width 1, and then
rounding each agent’s continuous opinion to the closest
integer, e.g. 2.9 becomes 3 and 1.49 becomes 1.

Our third and final experiment was designed to gen-
erate the results of Mäs and Flache (2013). Here we
utilized the multidimensionality of opinions to represent
different “persuasive arguments” that participants held.
To do this, we set K = 12, the total number of persuasive
arguments available to each agent in Mäs and Flache’s
study, and initialized three of the twelve opinions to be
non-zero. Recall that in their study, Mäs and Flache
provided individuals with one of twelve pre-defined “ar-
guments” they were to share with others to advocate for
their opinion. Six of the twelve were chosen as pro-A
arguments and six of the twelve were chosen as pro-B
arguments. The pro-A arguments were given initial val-
ues of −1/3 and pro-B arguments given initial values of
1/3. In our adaptation of this experimental setup, we
are using each of K elements of agent i’s opinion vec-
tor to represent the presence or absence of an argument.
As in the Mäs and Flache study, group “A” members
all received the same initial pro-B argument, and vice
versa. To calculate each agent’s scalar opinion based
on its K = 12 “persuasive argument” components, we
first normalize opinions so their absolute values sum to
1, and then averaged over all opinions. This is similar
to the persuasive argument model that assumes an indi-
vidual’s opinion is an aggregate of the arguments they
know for their position. This computational experiment
mirrors Mäs and Flache’s persuasive arguments model,
but includes stubborn extremism. Furthermore, in our
formulation, agents can partially agree or disagree with
a given argument, unlike persuasive arguments which as-
sumes an agent either knows an argument or not. For our
computational experiment’s outcome measure, we calcu-
lated the average over all agent opinions in each group at
each timestep, and then averaged those averages across
100 trials at each timestep, identical to Mäs and Flache’s
procedure for obtaining their results (Figures 5 and 6 of
their paper).

Implementation

The model was implemented as an agent-based model
written in plain Python with user-defined Agent, Model,
and Experiment classes. We use NumPy and SciPy
for numerical and scientific routines and functions. For
full implementation details including instructions for in-
stalling and running model code and reproducing our
results, please visit the GitHub repository, https://
github.com/mt-digital/group-polarization. Our
computational experiments easily run on a laptop.
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(a) Group opinion shift when individuals’ initial and final opin-
ions are given on a continuous scale.
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(b) Group opinion shift when individuals’ initial and final opin-
ions are given on a 7-point Likert scale.

Figure 1: Demonstration of the trend that opinion shift
is positively correlated with the mean initial group opin-
ion. The trend is distored by binning into Likert scale
responses. Boxes enclose the first and third quartile of
the data. 100 trials shown for each condition.

Analysis
Our model predicts that more extreme initial group opin-
ion results in larger shifts up to a certain extremity
where the trend reverses (Figure 1a). In terms of stub-
born extremism, this general trend is expected because
there will be more extremists when the initial mean is
greater. These initial extremists exert a greater pull to-
wards extremism when they are more numerous. How-
ever, when many agents are extreme and there are few
neutral agents to be shifted to more extreme views, the
shift begins to decrease in magnitude compared to the
maximum shift over initial mean (occurs at initial mean
of 0.8 in Figure 1a).

Binning disrupts the positive linear relationship be-
tween opinion shift and initial mean group opinion (Fig-
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Figure 2: Our model’s prediction of group opinions in the
Mäs and Flache (2013) study. Within-group interactions
are rounds 1-3, intergroup interactions are rounds 4-7.

ure 1b). This is because, in our model, if enough agents
are neutral and not too many agents are extreme, then
some agents with an opinion of +3 will shift to +2, and
enough agents with opinions of +1 or less do not shift
their opinions, the sign of the shift may be negative, and
group polarization will not emerge.

Our model predicts group polarization as observed by
Mäs and Flache (2013), but via the assumption of stub-
born extremists instead of persuasive arguments. Our
model predicts the same initial increase in the extremity
of the average group opinion for both A- and B-Type
agents as predicted and observed in Mäs and Flache
(2013). Then when A-Types and B-Types interact with
one another, our model predicts consensus emerges, as
was observed by Mäs and Flache’s experiments and pre-
dicted by their model (Figure 2 above; compare with Fig-
ure 6 Mäs and Flache (2013)). Note that, in our model,
no explicit persuasive arguments are exchanged. Instead,
each argument is represented as an opinion on a certain
cultural topic. Influence occurs on all cultural topics,
and similar group members draw one another closer in
hypothetical 12-dimensional opinion space through at-
tractive social influence and stubborn extremism, result-
ing in group polarization.

Discussion
We have shown that stubborn extremists are a feasible
explanation for group polarization. Our model that in-
corporates this simple mechanism predicts behavior ob-
served in a number of empirical studies. These empirical
studies have often considered two alternative pathways
to group polarization: persuasive arguments and social
comparisons. The persuasive argument theory explains
that group polarization occurs because individuals are
exposed to more arguments supporting their initial po-
sition in contrast with the opposing opinions, thereby
strengthening that opinion. At the group level, this leads
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the average opinion to shift towards an extreme. Al-
ternatively, social comparison theory posits that group
polarization is due to group members calculating some
optimal opinion to express publicly that takes into ac-
count both their private opinion and the perceived so-
cial consequences of expressing that opinion. The the-
ory posits that, following group discussion, this optimal
public opinion is usually judged to be more extreme than
individuals’ initially stated opinions.

Neither of these theories are necessarily wrong; indeed,
they appear to be both psychologically and sociologically
plausible. What we have done is to identify another
mechanism, independent of these, which is at least as
plausible and which generates known empirical results
when formalized in a computational model. Moreover,
our model is the only one to assume neither that ex-
treme opinions are the default state (as social compari-
son theory does), nor that moderate opinions result only
from lack of arguments for more extreme positions (as
persuasive arguments theory does). Our theory requires
only that extreme opinions, once reached, are more stub-
bornly held than more moderate opinions.

We also demonstrated that, if we assume individu-
als’ opinions are continuous, forced binning of opinions
into Likert-style point values leads to distortions in opin-
ion shifts compared to the underlying continuous opin-
ion shifts. Depending on the final distribution of agent
opinions, these distortions could be either an over- or
under-estimate of the opinion shift. In extreme cases the
sign of the opinion shift reversed, making the shift ap-
pear to be towards a more moderate group opinion, not
more extreme. This puts existing group polarization re-
sults in question since most empirical group polarization
studies used a Likert scale. This is further compounded
by similar effects that could be caused by using metric
statistical models on ordinal data, which apparently all
existing group polarization studies have done (Liddell &
Kruschke, 2018).

Although there is evidence supporting the hypoth-
esis that extreme opinions are more stubbornly held,
we are aware of no research specifically investigating
the relationship between stubbornly held opinions and
group polarization. Future empirical work should evalu-
ate the stubborn extremism hypothesis using a statistical
model to detect correlation between opinion extremity
and stubbornness. Such work should use both Likert
and continuous scales due to the distortions in opinion
shift we identified. In the Likert condition, one must use
the appropriate statistical model (Liddell & Kruschke,
2018). We advocate the use of both scales for two rea-
sons. First, it is not clear that a continuous model of
opinions really is superior to a discrete model of opinions.
The empirical situation may determine which opinion
model is appropriate. The second reason is that, in prac-
tice, responses given on Likert-type scales may be more

reliable than those given on continuous scales (Toepoel
& Funke, 2018).

Models of opinion dynamics should be able to explain
a number of empirical phenomena, including but not lim-
ited to group polarization. Another program of future
work could be to perform similar computational exper-
iments shown here using alternative, influential models
of political polarization, such as Bayesian/information-
theoretic models (e.g. Dixit and Weibull (2007)) or algo-
rithmic models (e.g. Dandekar, Goel, and Lee (2013)).
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Introduction 
An important goal of cognitive science, identified by many 

earlier practitioners and proponents of the field, was to form 
a well-integrated study of the mind within a coherent 
theoretical framework that would bring together several 
existing disciplines including cognitive psychology, 
linguistics, philosophy, artificial intelligence, neuroscience 
and anthropology (Collins, 1977; Gardner, 1987; Miller, 
2003; Boden, 2006). There is little doubt that cognitive 
science is, and has been, multi-disciplinary — it fosters the 
interchange of ideas from multiple disciplines. However, it is 
less clear whether cognitive science has developed into the 
envisioned integrated inter-discipline, with a cohesive 
theoretical framework and common methodologies (Van den 
Besselaar & Heimeriks, 2001). Although often used 
interchangeably, multi- and inter-disciplinarity are different 
(Choi & Pak, 2006) and have distinct educational, theoretical, 
and institutional implications. Speakers in this symposium 
will address this question using qualitative and quantitative 
evidence and further discuss their visions for the future of the 
field given its current status. 

As early as 1990, cognitive science researchers began 
expressing the view that interdisciplinary research was not as 
typical as originally conceived (Rogers, Scaife & Rizzo, 
2005). Near the two-decade mark of the Cognitive Science 
Society, event organizers already recognized a ‘general 
perception that the annual conference [had] become rather 
narrow, representing some segments of the cognitive science 
community but not others’ (Langley & Shafto, 1997). By the 
2000s, these concerns manifested as special editions of 
Topics in Cognitive Science discussing the role of various 

approaches within cognitive science (Barsalou, 2010), 
particularly anthropology (Beller, Bender & Medin, 2012) 
and philosophy (Brook, 2009). In parallel to internal 
discussions based primarily on theoretical insights and 
personal observation, scientometricians have used citation 
patterns in cognitive science as a test case to evaluate models 
of multi- vs. interdisciplinarity in scientific fields 
(Leydesdorff & Goldstone, 2014; Van den Besselaar & 
Heimeriks, 2001).   

Many previous efforts to understand the disciplinary 
makeup of the field have focused largely on research 
publications. However, exclusively examining research 
products is insufficient to understand the state of cognitive 
science and the mechanisms by which it operates and 
changes. To address this, Núñez et al., (2019) sought to 
characterize the current and projected state of disciplinary 
integration using a suite of bibliometric and socio-cultural 
indicators designed to evaluate not only the publication 
output of cognitive science, but the ways in which 
disciplinary knowledge has been institutionally structured 
and propagated through educational programs. Citation 
analysis of articles published in the Society’s flagship journal 
— Cognitive Science — from 2000 to 2018 replicated 
previous findings that the journal’s publication environment 
has increasingly come to be dominated by cognitive 
psychology (Van den Besselaar, 2018). A second 
bibliometric analysis was conducted to determine the 
institutional affiliation of authors in Cognitive Science, 
finding that researchers affiliated with psychology programs 
constitute the majority of contributors to the journal. These 
measures (if imperfect) indicate a lack of diversity in the 
knowledge bases of cognitive science. Recognizing the 
possibility that cognitive science may still be a young, multi-
disciplinary field which is poised to transition to an integrated 
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inter-discipline, Núñez et al., sought to characterize the 
resources available through current institutions to foster 
future generations of increasingly interdisciplinary 
researchers. Firstly, the disciplinary backgrounds of faculty 
employed in the (only) four PhD granting departments of 
Cognitive Science were examined and revealed a trend 
toward overrepresentation of psychology backgrounds 
relative to other areas of cognitive science and noteworthy 
variation in the representation of other disciplines. Secondly, 
the authors characterized the undergraduate coursework 
requirements of all 33 North American institutes of higher 
education that provided Bachelor’s degrees in cognitive 
science as of 2018. Among these programs, there was a 
general dominance of coursework (often outsourced to other 
disciplines) which indicated a dependence on psychology. In 
contrast, not a single program clearly required an 
anthropology course in its curriculum. However, more 
striking was the general diversity of curricula – there was not 
a single course title (or indeed departmental affiliation) which 
was required by all programs. Based on these data Núñez et 
al. concluded that cognitive science has failed to achieve the 
level of integration originally envisioned, remaining too 
diverse to be characterized as an integrated interdisciplinary 
field. Additionally, they point out that the disciplinary 
makeup of its training environment does not support a view 
in which cognitive science is poised to become a well-
integrated cohesive interdisciplinary field. 

Recently, Núñez et al. (2019), has been the subject of a 
special issue in Topics in Cognitive Science with eleven 
scholarly commentaries (Gray, 2019), three of them authored 
by speakers in this symposium. The presenters in this 
symposium will further discussions from these publications 
by presenting their informed views of the current state of 
multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and academic 
integration. In addition to this descriptive endeavor, this 
symposium seeks to serve as a forum to continue normative 
debates about what values and practices will best benefit the 
field’s continued development. 

Carson Miller Rigoli, co-author in Núñez et al. (2019), will 
offer an overview and rationale for the bibliometric and 
sociocultural indicators presented in that article and 
contextualize that work in discussions about future cognitive 
science institutional policy. Andrea Bender will elaborate on 
Bender (2019) where she presents a view of cognitive science 
based on alternative bibliometric measures which is more 
disciplinarily diverse and which offers reasons to be hopeful 
for the role of anthropological approaches within the field. 
Ashok Goel will continue the discussion from Goel (2019) 
wherein he outlines the partially-overlapping histories of 
cognitive science and AI and offers suggestions to better 
integrate these areas of research based on experience as co-
chair of CogSci 2019. Robert Goldstone will elaborate on 
Goldstone (2019) which provides a theoretical framework to 
understand cognitive science as a dynamic, integrating 
science. Rafael Núñez will moderate discussion. 
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Abstract

Recent advances in Deep Learning (DL) and Reinforcement
Learning (RL) make it possible to train neural network agents
with raw, first-person visual perception to execute language-
like instructions in 3D simulated worlds. Here, we inves-
tigate the application of such deep RL agents as cognitive
models, specifically as models of infant word learning. We
first develop a simple neural network-based language learning
agent, trained via policy-gradient methods, which can inter-
pret single-word instructions in a simulated 3D world. Tak-
ing inspiration from experimental paradigms in developmental
psychology, we run various controlled simulations with the ar-
tificial agent, exploring the conditions in which established hu-
man biases and learning effects emerge, and propose a novel
method for visualising and interpreting semantic representa-
tions in the agent. The results highlight the potential util-
ity, and some limitations, of applying state-of-the-art learning
agents and simulated environments to model human cognition.

Keywords: early word learning; neural networks; situated ar-
tificial agents; 3D environments; word learning biases

Introduction
The learning challenge faced by children acquiring their first
words has long fascinated philosophers, linguists and cogni-
tive scientists (Bloom, 2000). To start making sense of lan-
guage, an infant must induce structure in a stream of continu-
ous visual input, reconcile this structure with consistencies in
the linguistic observations, store this knowledge in memory,
and apply it to inform decisions about how best to respond to
new utterances.

Many neural network models also overcome a learning task
that is – to varying degrees – analogous to early human word
learning. Image classification tasks such as ImageNet require
models to induce discrete semantic classes, aligned to words,
from unstructured pixel representations of large quantities of
photographs (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012). Vi-
sual question answering systems (e.g. Antol et al. (2015))
must reconcile raw images with sequences of symbols, in the
form of natural language questions, in order to predict lexical
or phrasal answers. More recently, situated artificial agents
have been developed that learn to understand sequences of
words not only in terms of the contemporaneous raw visual
input, but also in terms of past visual input and the actions
required to execute an appropriate motor response (e.g. Oh,
Singh, Lee, and Kohli (2017), Hill et al. (2020)). The most
advanced such agents learn to execute a range of phrasal in-
structions, such as find the green object in the red room, in a

continous, simulated 3D world. To solve these tasks, an agent
must execute long sequences of (comparatively) fine-grained
actions, conditioned on the available language string and ac-
tive first-person visual perception.

Here, we consider the utility of deep RL agents, trained
and tested in a 3D game world, as models of human cogni-
tion; specifically of early word learning. The customisable
nature of the world, including a limited set of objects, prop-
erties, and symbolic linguistic stimuli (Fig. 1B), allows us
to replicate several well-known experimental paradigms nor-
mally applied with human learners. In a typical experimental
episode, the agent is presented with a single word and two
objects in a room. It must move by choosing between eight
motor actions, viewing the objects from different perspectives
until it can determine which one best reflects the meaning of
the word.1 It receives a scalar positive reward if it selects the
correct object by moving towards and bumping into it.

We show that, under certain training conditions, our agent
comes to exhibit various aspects of early word learning. First,
the agent successfully learns a vocabulary of words from dif-
ferent semantic classes, and we study the dynamics of this
process. We show that the rate at which the agent acquires
new words increases rapidly after an initial slow period, an
effect matching the human vocabulary spurt (Plunkett, Sinha,
Møller, & Strandsby, 1992). We also propose two ways to
speed up word learning: moderating the agent’s experience
according to a curriculum (Elman, 1993) and an auxiliary
learning objective reinforcing the association between words
and the agent’s replayed visual experience. Second, we in-
vestigate whether the agent exhibits a shape or colour bias
(MacWhinney, 1999; Regier, 2003). And finally, for a bet-
ter view of how the model processes information at the al-
gorithmic level, we develop a novel method for dynamically
visualising how different word types stimulate activations in
different parts of its architecture. Taken together, these simu-
lations illustrate how the combination of DL and RL together
may be a fruitful, if imperfect, basis for building holistic sim-
ulations of human semantic cognition.

1There is clearly more to knowing the meaning of a word than
being able to identify an appropriate referent, but we are inspired by
how infants initially learn to identify objects.
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Figure 1: A: Schematic agent architecture. B: An example of
the word learning environment.

A 3D world for language learning
We fix the overall layout of the world (a rectangular room),
the range of positions in which the agent begins an episode
(near the back of the room), the locations that objects can oc-
cupy (two positions at the front), a list of objects that can ap-
pear, the relative frequency of each object appearing, and re-
wards for selecting a certain object given a particular instruc-
tion word. The environment engine is then responsible for
randomly instantiating episodes that satisfy these constraints
together with corresponding instruction words. Even with
this relatively constrained level specification, there are a huge
number of unique episodes that the agent can encounter dur-
ing training, each involving different object shapes, colours,
patterns, shades, and relative positions.

A situated word-learning agent
Our agent (Figure 1A), combines standard modules for pro-
cessing symbolic input (an embedding layer) and visual input
(a three-layer convolutional network). At each time step t,
the visual input vt (a 3×84×84 tensor of floating point RGB
pixel values) is encoded by the convolutional vision module
into a 3136 (= 64 feature maps × 49 locations) dimensional
embedding, and a language module embeds the instruction
word lt into a 128 dimensional embedding. A mixing mod-
ule determines how these signals are combined before they
are passed to an LSTM core memory. In this work, the mix-
ing module is simply a feedforward linear layer that maps
the concatenation of the output from the vision and language
modules to a 256-dimensional embedding. The language
module is a simple linear lookup weight matrix (since the in-
struction consists of one word) applied to one-hot encodings
of the input words. Thus, prior to learning, the model has no
prior information about the correct reference, or word class,
for the different types of words that it experiences.

The 256-dim hidden state st of the core memory Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) module is fed to an action pre-
dictor (a fully-connected layer plus softmax), which com-
putes the policy, a probability distribution over possible motor
actions π(at |st), and a state-value function estimator Val(st),
which computes a scalar estimate of the agent state-value
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Figure 2: A Word learning trajectories for the agent. B The
acceleration of vocabulary size in an infant. C The effect of
reward-prediction auxiliary loss on learning speed. D Word
learning trajectories for an agent following a curriculum.

function (the expected discounted future return). This value
estimate is used to compute a baseline for the return in the
asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) policy-gradient
algorithm (Mnih et al., 2016), which determines weight up-
dates in the network in conjunction with the RMSProp opti-
miser (Tieleman & Hinton, 2012). The weights in the visual,
language and core memory modules are trained end-to-end.

Word learning dynamics
In our first simulation, we randomly initialized all of the
weights in the agent network, and then trained it on episodes
with instruction words referring to the shape, colour, pattern,
relative shade or position of objects. There were 40 shape
words, e.g. “pencil”; 10 colour words, e.g. “blue”; 2 pattern
words, e.g. “striped”; 2 shade words, e.g. “darker”; and 2
direction words, e.g. “left”. An instruction such as “blue”
would mean find the blue object, and the agent would be re-
warded by bumping into the blue object at the other end of the
room. The instruction word in each episode unambiguously
specified one of the two target objects, but other unimpor-
tant aspects of the environment could vary maximally. Thus,
shape-word instructions could refer to objects of any colour,
colour-words to objects of any shape, and so on. The agent
received a reward of +10 if it bumped into the correct object,
−10 if it bumped into the wrong object, and 0 if the maxi-
mum number of timesteps was reached. All words appeared
with equal frequency during training.

We found that the agent slowly learned to respond correctly
to the words it was presented with, but at some point the
rate of word learning accelerated rapidly (Fig. 2A, red curve).
This effect is observed in both young infant learners (Nazzi
& Bertoncini, 2003) and (supervised) connectionist simula-
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tions of word learning (Fig. 2B, as recorded by Plunkett et al.
(1992)). Our results show that the effect persists when such
networks are trained with RL algorithms from raw pixel in-
put. By the end of successful training, the agent was able to
walk directly up to the two objects and reliably identify the
appropriate referent.2

For our agents, some of the delay in the onset of word
learning can be explained by the need to acquire relatively
language-agnostic capacities such as useful sequences of mo-
tor actions or the distinction between objects and walls. How-
ever, some of the acceleration seems also to derive from the
accruing semantic knowledge. To demonstrate this, we com-
pared word learning speeds in an agent with prior knowledge
of 2 words to an agent with knowledge of 20 words (Fig. 2A,
green and blue curves). The prior knowledge was provided
by training the agent on the word-learning task, as described
above, but restricting the vocabulary to 2 and 20 words. So
in both cases the agent has learned to “see” and move, but
the agent pre-trained on 20 words learned new words more
quickly. This effect accords with accounts of human devel-
opment that emphasise how learning becomes easier the more
the language learner knows (Bates & MacWhinney, 1987).

We also explored ways to reduce the number of rewarded
training episodes before word learning onset, in the form of a
curriculum. We found one way to achieve this by moderating
the scope of the learning challenge faced by the agent ini-
tially, before later expanding its experience once word learn-
ing had started. Specifically, we trained the agent to learn
the meaning of the 40 shape words under two conditions. In
one condition, the agent was presented with the 40 words (to-
gether with corresponding target and confounding objects)
with uniform random frequency throughout training. In an-
other condition, the agent was only presented with a subset
of the 40 words (with uniform random frequency across that
subset) until these were mastered (as indicated by an average
reward of 9.8/10 over 1000 consecutive trials), at which point
this subset was expanded to include more words. So the stim-
uli are initially constrained to a two-word subset S1,S1 ⊂ S,
until the agent learns both words, then extended to a 5-word
subset S2,S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ S, then a 10-word subset S3,S2 ⊂ S3 ⊂ S,
until finally being exposed to all 40 words in S. As shown
in Fig. 2D, the agent following the curriculum reached 40
words faster than the agent confronted immediately with a
large set of new words. This effect accords with the idea that
early exposure to simple linguistic input helps child language
acquisition (Fernald, Thorpe, & Marchman, 2010), and with
curriculum effects observed when training neural networks on
text-based language data (Elman, 1993; Bengio, Louradour,
Collobert, & Weston, 2009).

We found a further way to reduce the number of episodes
required to achieve word learning by applying an auxiliary
learning objective on stored trajectories of the agent’s ex-
perience, in a manner proposed by Jaderberg et al. (2016)

2For a video of an agent’s behaviour, see https://tinyurl
.com/tcjw5qj.

(Fig. 2C).3 In agents with this auxiliary prediction process,
the final 4 observations of each episode are saved in a replay
buffer and processed offline by the visual and language mod-
ules. The concatenation of the output of these modules is
then used to predict whether the episode reward was positive,
negative or zero. A cross-entropy loss on this prediction is
optimised jointly with the agent’s A3C loss.

This application of an auxiliary prediction loss can be seen
as a rudimentary model of hippocampal replay biased to-
wards rewarding events, a mechanism that is thought to play
an important role in both human and animal learning (Gluck
& Myers, 1993; Pfeiffer, 2017). The auxiliary loss serves
to reinforce the correspondence between visual scenes and
words by effectively posing the question does this word match
this view? This internal question-answering process seems to
complement the instruction following, leading to faster word
learning at early stages.

Word learning biases
It is widely agreed that children exploit certain labelling bi-
ases during early word learning, which serve to constrain
the possible referents of novel, ambiguous lexical stimuli
(Markman, 1990). Regier (2003) discusses various accounts
of how such constraints or biases can emerge naturally from
environment signals in connectionist models. A particularly
well-studied learning constraint is the shape bias (Landau,
Smith, & Jones, 1988), whereby infants tend to presume that
novel words refer to the shape of an unfamiliar object rather
than, say, its colour, size or texture. Our simulated envi-
ronment permits replication of the original experiments by
Landau et al. (1988) that uncovered the shape bias in infants.

During training, the agent learns word meanings in a room
containing two objects, one that matches the instruction word
(positive reward) and a confounding object that does not (neg-
ative reward). Using this method, the agent is taught the
meaning of a set C of colour terms, S of shape terms and
A of ambiguous terms (in the original experiment, the terms
a ∈ A were the nonsense terms ‘dax’ and ‘riff’). The target
referent for a shape term s ∈ S can be of any colour c ∈ C
and, similarly, the target referent when learning the colours
in C can be of any shape. In contrast, the ambiguous terms in
A always correspond to objects with a specific colour ca /∈C
and shape sa /∈ S (e.g. ‘dax’ always refers to a black pencil
during training, and neither black nor pencils are observed in
any other context).

As the agent learns, we periodically measure its bias by
means of test episodes for which no learning takes place. In
a test episode, the agent receives an instruction a ∈ A (e.g.
‘dax’) and must decide between two objects, o1, whose shape
is sa and whose colour is ĉ /∈C∪{ca} (e.g. a blue pencil), and
o2, whose shape is ŝ /∈ S∪{sa} and whose colour is ca (e.g. a
black fork). Note that in the example neither the colour blue

3Data in this and other learning curves show the best 5 + =
SE from 16 replicas with hyperparameters sampled from specific
ranges; details available on request.
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Figure 3: Development of shape/colour bias as the agent learns. The red curve indicates performance on the training task over
time. A positive value for the blue curve reflects a shape bias (max = +10) and negative value reflects a colour bias (max =
−10).

nor the shape fork are observed by the agent during train-
ing. As with the original human experiment, the degree, and
colour/shape polarity, of bias in the agent can be measured,
as the agent is learning, by its propensity to select o1 in pref-
erence to o2. Moreover, by varying the size of sets S and C,
we can examine how different training regimes affect the bias
exhibited by the agent.

Fig. 3 illustrates how a shape/colour bias develops in
agents exposed to three different training regimes. The bias
is represented by the blue line, which is the mean “score”
when +10 is awarded for the object matching the instruc-
tion in shape, and -10 for the object matching in colour, over
1000 random test episodes (i.e. a line below zero indicates a
propensity to choose objects matching in colour). An agent
that is taught exclusively colour words (|S| = 0, |C| = 8) un-
surprisingly develops a strong colour bias. More interest-
ingly, an agent that is taught an equal number of shape and
colour terms (|S|= 8, |C|= 8) also develops a colour bias. In
order to induce a (human-like) shape bias, it was necessary to
train the agent exclusively on a larger set of (|S|= 20, |C|= 0)
shapes before it began to exhibit a notable shape bias.

It is notable that in the balanced condition our agent ar-
chitecture (convolutional vision network combined with lan-
guage instruction embedding) naturally promotes a colour
bias. This may be simply because, unlike information per-
tinent to shapes, the agent has direct access to colour in the
RGB stream of pixel input, so that if the environment is bal-
anced, specialising perceptual and grounding mechanisms in
favour of colours is a more immediate path to higher returns.
Note also that our conclusion differs from that of Ritter, Bar-
rett, Santoro, and Botvinick (2017), who observed a shape
bias in convolutional networks trained on ImageNet. Our
experiments suggest that this effect is more likely driven by
the distribution of training data (the ImageNet data contains
many more shape-based than colour-based categories) rather
than the underlying convolutional architecture. Indeed, in the
present model, it may be that this flexible ability to induce rel-

evant biases facilitates the sudden acceleration of word learn-
ing described earlier. As the agent’s object recognition and
labelling mechanisms specialise (towards shapes, colours or
both, as determined by the environment), the space of plausi-
ble referents for new words narrows, permitting faster word
learning as training progresses.

Indeed, the fact that shape terms occur with greater fre-
quency in typical linguistic environments, for American chil-
dren at least, can be verified by analysis of the child-directed
language corpus Wordbank (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, &
Marchman, 2017). Our simulations therefore accord with ac-
counts of the human shape bias that emphasise the role of
environmental factors in stimulating the development of such
a bias (Regier, 2003). In this view, the human shape bias is
not an expression of the default state of underlying perceptual
and cognitive mechanisms but rather a product of the preva-
lence and functional importance of shape categories in the
experience of typical infants.

Visualising grounding in action and perception
One compelling aspect of early word learning in humans is
infants’ ability to make sense of apparently unstructured raw
perceptual stimuli. This process requires the learner to in-
duce meaningful extensions for words (when there are limit-
less potential referents in the environment), and to organise
these word meanings in semantic memory. The success of
this process has been explained by innate cognitive machin-
ery delimiting conceptual domains, or at least for narrowing
the space of possible referents (Marcus, 1999). Alternative
accounts, which accord more closely with the learning mech-
anism presented here, emphasise the capacity of associative
learning systems to infer word meanings by exploiting di-
verse signals in the environment, and bootstrapping currently
known words to learn new words more easily (Smith & Yu,
2008; Frank, Tenenbaum, & Fernald, 2013).

First, we visualised the space of word embeddings in an
agent trained on words from the different classes shown in
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Fig. 5, with experience sampled uniformly over words. We
observe that these word classes, which align with both se-
mantic (shape vs. colour) and syntactic (adjective vs. noun)
categories, emerge naturally in the embedding space of the
agent as it discovered the underlying relationship between
words, raw-pixel visual observations of the environment and
the ‘correct’ set of referents as encoded in the environment.

We further explored how this emergent semantic structure
manifested itself in processing across the network during an
episode. We analysed the trained agent to better understand
how it solves the problem of cross-situational word learning
in our setting. To do so, we adapted the network to compute
weightings for visual field locations at all layers of its visual
processing module (a modification we term layerwise atten-
tion), and measured these weights when agents were trained
to understand words of the different types.

More precisely, let el be the representation of an instruc-
tion word l and vi be the output of layer i = 1,2,3 of the

visual module with dimension ni × ni × ki, where ki is the
number of feature maps. In the layerwise attention module,
the vi are first passed through 3 independent linear layers to
v′i with common final dimension ni× ni×K, such that K is
also the dimensionality of el . The v′i are then stacked into a
single tensor T of dimension d×K, where d = ∑

3
i=1 n2

i . T
is then multiplied by el and passed through a softmax layer
to yield a d dimensional discrete probability distribution over
all (pixel-like) locations represented in each layer of the vi-
sual module V. These values are applied in a weighted sum
of the (ki-dimension) representations returned by each layer
before concatenation, as before, with el .

By analysing the distribution over spatial locations and vi-
sual layers computed by the layerwise attention mechanism,
we found that colour and shade words words stimulated acti-
vations at the lower levels of the visual-processing module,
whereas shape word stimuli activated comparatively more
features computed at higher levels (see the red, green and blue
bars in Fig 4B, showing activations at levels 1, 2 and 3 of the
CNN, respectively). This observation accords with previous
analyses of filters in convolutional networks trained for image
classification (LeCun, Kavukcuoglu, & Farabet, 2010).

At the mixing layer of the network, we also measured the
relative strength of total activation flowing through the visual
vs. linguistic pathways for agents trained on different word
types, and observed that the direction words were associ-
ated with much lower activations from the visual module than
other word types. (See the total height of the bars in Fig 4B,
which indicates relative activation strength on visual vs. lan-
guage units, so the higher the bar the more activation on the
visual side.) This observation underlines the embodied nature
of representation in the agent. Effectively, direction words
are grounded in actions to a greater extent than vision, a find-
ing that aligns with cognitive and neuroscientific theories that
emphasise the interaction between linguistic semantic repre-
sentation and sensory-motor processes (Pulvermüller, Mose-
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ley, Egorova, Shebani, & Boulenger, 2014).
Simonyan, Vedaldi, and Zisserman (2014) propose a tech-

nique for visualising which pixels in an image contribute
most to a network’s class prediction for that image, using
backpropagation to compute the derivative of the model’s
class score with respect to the image pixels4. Here, we can ap-
ply a similar technique to a trained agent, but instead comput-
ing the derivative of the layerwise-attention probability mass
on vision layer V1-V2 with respect to the input image at each
timestep. This allows us to render the ‘focus’ of each of V1-
V3 onto the (modified greyscale) visual input as the agent re-
sponds to colour or shape instructions, as shown in the video
https://tinyurl.com/tcjw5qj. A still of this visualiza-
tion technique is shown in Figure 6.

Discussion and conclusions
Deep reinforcement learning is a comparatively new learn-
ing paradigm that is suited to a range of tasks in AI, and
has been recently extended to agents conditioned on lan-
guage input (Oh et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2020). Here we
have applied this paradigm to develop an end-to-end, neural-
network-based model of cross-situational word learning that
can ground word meanings in perception and actions, while
relying on few prior assumptions about representation of the
visual environment or cognitive states. An appealing aspect
of such a model is that the learning process reflects strong in-
teractions between perception, control and language. Such a
paradigm may ultimately provide a plausible learning-based
computational account for a range of empirical data that em-
phasize the embodied nature of cognition (Wilson, 2002).

The holistic nature of the simulations also has downsides,
however. Since the visual stimuli to our agent is presented
as an unstructured array of pixels, it can be challenging to
interpret how the agent is making sense of this information.
Similarly, since the agent has the freedom to move according
to the actions it predicts, as experimenters we lose a degree
of control over its visual stimuli across different conditions.
Of course, this trade-off between realism and control lies at
the heart of experimentation in all human sciences. Our ap-
proach affords a degree of novel realism, in that the learning
algorithms are instantiated in an agent situated in an environ-
ment, but less realistic in its reliance on an abstract simulated
world rather than images, videos or care-giver utterances.

Moreover, while our simulations have accounted for some
well-known aspects of infant word learning, there are many
others that our model in its current guise does not cap-
ture. Unlike infants, it is not required to segment the speech
stream (Roy & Pentland, 2002), or isolate words from nat-
ural (multi-word) child-directed speech (Larsen, Cristia, &
Dupoux, 2017). Although word learning in our model gets
faster the more it learns, unlike children it is unable to un-
derstand a new name for an object after a single experience

4In contrast to the standard computation of the derivative of the
loss function with respect to the model’s weights, computed to de-
termine weight updates during training.

Figure 6: The derivative of the layerwise attention mass allo-
cated to V1, V2 and V3 with respect to input pixels, plotted
onto greyscale renderings of the input, at a single timestep of
episodes involving a colour or a shape instruction. When per-
forming a colour task, V1 output from the edge of objects (in
red) is most important to the model, whereas when perform-
ing a shape task, V1 is used to survey the background, while
V2 and V3 focus more on the objects in the scene.

(so-called fast-mapping) (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). The exis-
tence of only a single agent in our present environment makes
it impossible to consider pragmatic inference or exploit so-
cial cues (Frank et al., 2013), and the visual complexity does
not match that of the real world (Ritter et al., 2017). Fi-
nally, while we have shown that learning can be expedited by
offline ‘semi-supervised’ learning, the predominant learning
signal derives from repeated explicit feedback (reward) from
following instructions. Such explicit feedback is a frequent
experience for language learners in certain cultures, but rare
in others (Cristia, Dupoux, Gurven, & Stieglitz, 2017).
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Abstract 

Intelligent agents coordinate and cooperate flexibly when rules 
and dynamics of interaction can change over time and across 
different tasks and environmental conditions. Loose coupling 
emerges among agents when the rules of interaction are weak 
enough for agents to act independently or interdependently, 
and patterns of interaction vary as a function of conditions. 
Here, we examine collective foraging among simulated agents 
with and without human intervention. We find that loose 
coupling among search agents improved group foraging 
success, and that human players improved performance partly 
by subtle, indirect effects on group interactions. Analyses of 
movement patterns showed that loose coupling enabled 
collections of agents to self-organize and reorganize into a 
greater diversity of ad hoc groupings. 

Keywords: Social foraging; Agent based modeling; Loose 
coupling 

 

Foraging success often depends on cooperation. From lions 

to vultures to humans, cooperative behaviors have been key 

to their success and survival. The interactions needed for 

cooperation are complex and depend on various conditions in 

the environment, social dynamics, and individual differences. 

It would be useful, for example, if interactions among 

collective foragers could provide information about how long 

to spend at one resource before leaving to find another. In the 

present study, we investigate how simple, constrained 

interactions among simulated agents in a foraging game 

affect group performance, and how human players interact 

with simulated agents to improve group performance. 

In social foraging, individual and group search behaviors 

influence the group outcome. Social Foraging Theory aims to 

explain how individual behaviors adapt to optimizing group 

foraging success and fitness (Giraldeau & Caraco, 2000). 

Social foraging is founded on the premise that evolutionary 

advantages can be gained by cooperating with other 

conspecifics. Cooperation occurs when group performance is 

better than any statistical gain expected to occur by mere 

aggregation of individuals (Giraldeau & Caraco, 2000). 

Established benefits of social foraging include greater 

likelihood of finding food resources (Beauchamp, 2005) as 

well as security and mating among other social benefits 

(Todd & Miller, 1999). 

Some species can transition from searching socially and 

cooperatively, to searching independently. For example, 

humans are very capable of making this transition, and we 

need to be able to flexibly couple and uncouple from each 

other, often in various configurations of groupings. Different 

degrees and kinds of coupling are possible, and it seems 

likely that variations in these parameters will result in 

variations from more individual to more collective search 

strategies. Such flexible couplings and configurations may 

serve to balance the degree of exploring new territory versus 

exploiting established territory as a group (Dreller, 1998; 

Seeley, 1983). 

For example, Harel, Spiegel, Getz, and Nathan (2017) 

showed that griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus) switch between 

individual and social foraging strategies in response to social 

cues. They showed that cues beyond proximity allow one 

vulture to see whether others have found food. Vultures emit 

and perceive cues about from a carcass location that alter 

their foraging paths (Harel et al., 2017). The evidence showed 

that individual vultures who previously visited a carcass were 

statistically more likely to be followed when revisiting that 

same carcass location.  

This pattern of social foraging was based on whether a 

vulture was an informed or uninformed forager. Perceivable 

information, like noticeable blood stains after feasting, serve 

as cues that inform nearby vultures to either exploit 

information to join the collective, or explore as an individual 

for fresh carcasses. Social foraging in this case means striking 

the right balance of choices to increase the overall rate of 

consumption and energy intake of the group. Flexibly 

switching between exploration and exploitation was shown 

to increase group search efficiency through interactions 

among vultures that shared information among them (Harel 

et al., 2017).  

The cooperative behaviors of loosely coupled social 

foragers, like vultures, makes them less susceptible to 

predation, improves their chances against other scavenging 

species, and increased foraging success (Lamprecht, 1981). 

These benefits of social foraging have been shown in other 

birds of prey as well (Cortés-Avizanda et al., 2014; Harel et 

al., 2017). The recurrence of social foraging in the animal 

kingdom has led some researchers to study it in humans as 

convergent evidence and for the sake of understanding 

human social foraging per se. For example, in a simulation 

by Beauchamp (2005), the rate of food intake among social 

foragers was found to be less than that of individual foragers, 

but to compensate, social foragers were able to consume food 

patches faster than individual foragers. The net result was an 

increase in the mean food intake rate for social foragers 

which provides a potential safeguard against starvation 

(Beauchamp, 2005).  

In another study, Liu and Passino (2004) created a 

collective foraging model based on an attract-repel rule 

where agents within the group sought to find a “comfortable” 
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position in relation to their nearest neighbors. The 

environment had varying resource gradients that foragers 

could follow to find food, and there was uncertainty in 

agents’ ability to detect and follow gradients, including their 

own positions and velocities. The authors measured cohesion 

between the agents by the average position and velocity of 

the swarm. Closer positions and more similar velocities 

corresponded with cohesive movement. Results showed that 

a balance of attraction and repulsion engendered loose 

coupling and coordinated behaviors of foraging agents as a 

group, and these effects grew with group size. Results also 

showed that the detrimental effects of noise on individual 

foraging behaviors were averaged out in the collective 

groups. In more recent work, Copenhagen, Quint, and 

Gopinathan (2016) implemented cohesion among simulated 

agents using the Lennard-Jones potential, which is a single 

parameterized equation that governs the degree to which 

agents are attracted to or repelled from each other as a 

function of their distance apart (details in Method section).  

Here we report an agent-based simulation of foraging 

agents in which we manipulate the degree of cohesion and 

collective behavior using the Lennard-Jones potential plus a 

formalization of the influence of directional alignment 

among search agents. Our simulation is based on scavenging 

vultures who search for food somewhat independently, while 

also utilizing each other to detect scarce food sources (Cortés-

Avizanda, Jovani, Donázar, & Grimm, 2014; Harel, Spiegel, 

Getz, & Nathan, 2017). Our research question is how loose 

coupling affects group performance. We include a condition 

of human intervention where one of the agents is controlled 

by a human player instead of automatic rules of movement 

and interaction. We expected human intervention to improve 

group performance, and we tested whether humans could 

beneficially influence the behaviors of simulated agents 

indirectly through their rules of interaction. 

Method 

Collective Foraging Game and Participants 

Sixty undergraduate participants volunteered as participants 

for course credit. Participants played a cooperative search 

game based on a previous social foraging model (Vicsek & 

Zafeiris, 2012). The game was implemented in NetLogo and 

each player controlled an on-screen avatar with the use of a 

computer mouse, along with nine other avatars controlled by 

one of four different search algorithms, detailed below. Thus, 

human intervention was always defined as one human player 

with nine automated search agents. In addition to human 

intervention, we also examined a fully automated condition 

of 10 search agents.  

The game was played by searching the 2D space for 

“sheep” represented by gold star targets, which were not 

visible beyond a certain radius around each agent, including 

the human. Targets were placed in the game space one at a 

time, and the goal was to find each one as fast as possible, 

and “consume” it as fast as possible, before moving on to the 

next. Consumption occurred simply by staying over the 

target, so the only way to consume faster was for multiple 

search agents to converge on the target.  

The search space was a 200x200 grid of pixels with 

periodic boundary conditions. The grid was empty except for 

one target at time, located at random. Agents could not “see” 

targets until they came within a 22.5-pixel radius. Automated 

agents immediately headed toward each target upon 

detection, and upon arrival, each agent consumed one unit of 

target “resource” per time step, for 500-time steps (each time 

step was 3.5 ms long). Multiple agents could land on a target 

and together consume it faster. When a target was completely 

consumed, it disappeared, and a new target appeared at a 

random location.  

Rules for Automatic Search Agents 

In the absence of target detection, automated search agents 

moved based on some combination of four possible rules. 

One rule present in all conditions was visual chaining as 

implemented by Cortés-Avizanda et al. (2014): if one agent 

saw a second agent approaching a target, the first agent 

headed towards the second one. This rule favored collective 

foraging because it could effectively extend an individual’s 

“field of view” to include the radii of others in view. The 

three other possible rules added forces that drove search 

agents to converge, align, or wander.  

The first rule was the Lennard-Jones potential 

(Copenhagen et al., 2016; Spears & Spears, 2012) which 

came into effect when agents could see each other, and 

caused agents to converge if in the periphery, and separate as 

they came close to “colliding”, although no collision rules 

were implemented. The second rule caused agents to align 

their movement directions when nearby, and the last added 

variability to movements through a random correlated walk 

(RCW). The governing equations for the cohesion, 

alignment, and RCW parameters are as follows:  

Cohesion (𝑑𝐴𝐽):     𝑑𝐿𝐽 = − ∑ [(
𝑆

𝑟
)

4

− (
𝑆

𝑟
)

3

]𝑖 �̂�𝑖  ,   𝑟𝑖 ≤ 𝑑𝑣 

Alignment (𝑑𝐴 ):      𝑑𝐴 = ∑ 𝑑𝑗
⃗⃗⃗⃗ (𝑡 − 𝛿𝑡)𝑗 ,   |𝑑| < 𝑑𝑣   

RCW (𝑑𝑁):      𝑑𝑁 = 𝑈[0,180] − 𝑈[0,180]  

All agents were in constant motion which meant that the 

movement rules only governed turning to change directions. 

U was a random turn from a uniform distribution between 0 

and 180 degrees, the d variables are directional headings, 

position is measured at time t and 𝛿𝑡, s is the separation 

between agents, and the r variables are distances between 

pairs of agents. Rules were combined additively, 𝑑 = 𝑑𝐴 +

 𝑑𝐴𝐽 +  𝑑𝑁, and simulation conditions were defined by 

including or not the alignment and cohesion rules (the RCW 

rule was always in effect). This resulted in four different 

movement conditions: Random (both off), Alignment, 

Cohesion, and Combined (both on). All simulated agents 

were uniformly assigned to one of the four conditions for 

each run of the game, and parameters were tuned to create 

loose coupling between agents in the combined condition. 
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See Figure 1 for general trajectory examples of each 

movement type. 

The human player controlled the movement of one agent by 

placing the mouse at a desired location. Automated agents 

had no effect on the human player, but the human player 

affected automated agents by the rules reviewed above. 

Foraging performance with a human player was compared 

with simulation-only conditions in which all ten agents were 

fully automated. The conditions were otherwise identical.  

 

Figure 1: Example movement trajectories for 2000-time steps 

for each movement condition. Top Left: Random condition. 

Top Right: Alignment condition. Bottom Left: Cohesion 

condition. Bottom Right: Combined condition.  

Procedure and Measures 

The orders of movement conditions were randomized, and 

all participants completed all four movement conditions. 

Agents started each search session in random positions, each 

session ran for 13,500 time steps, which was ~7-8 minutes in 

real time when a human player was included. All agents 

moved at a constant velocity of 1 pixel per simulation time 

step. Performance was measured simply in terms of the 

number of targets found and consumed in each session. This 

measure is composed of the times taken to find each target, 

and times taken to consume them. A “trial” was defined as 

the onset of each new target and lasted until it was completely 

consumed.  

Movement patterns were analyzed in terms of the 

frequencies with which agents acted collectively with other 

agents, as defined by being within view of each other. Each 

search agent, including the human, could have from zero to 

nine other agents in view on each time step while searching 

for a target, and a target could be consumed by one to ten 

agents on each time step of target consumption. We analyze 

the frequencies with which each possible configuration 

occurred over time, as a function of movement condition, and 

with and without the inclusion of a human player.  

Results 

Figure 2 shows mean levels of performance as a function of 

condition and human intervention, where performance 

includes times to detect targets, times to consume them, and 

numbers of targets acquired.   

 

Figure 2: Right: Ten simulated agents (N=60 per condition); 

Left: User and nine simulated agents (N=60 per condition); 

Red: Averaged time to detect; Teal: Averaged time to 

consume; Asterisk: Mean targets found.  

Differences between conditions were tested using a 2 

(Mode: experiment vs. simulation) x 2 (Cohesion: on or off) 

x 2 (Alignment: on or off) repeated-measures analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with numbers of targets acquired as the 

dependent measure. We found significant main effects for 

Mode, F(1, 59) = 302.45, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.069, Cohesion, 

F(1, 59) = 8.58, p = 0.004, ηp
2 = 0.502, and Alignment, F(1, 

59) = 6.32, p = 0.012, ηp
2 = 0.927. Additionally, results 

indicated a significant two-way interaction between 

Cohesion and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 6.18, p = 0.013, ηp
2 = 

0.614, and a significant three-way interaction between Mode, 

Cohesion, and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 8.73, p = 0.003, ηp
2 = 

0.253. Performance was best in the combined condition for 

both modes, where loose coupling was hypothesized to occur, 

and performance was always improved by a human player. 

The agents benefitted from human intervention the most in 

the combined condition, suggesting that human players were 

best able to beneficially influence search agents when they 

were loosely coupled. 

Time to Detect  

We conducted the same repeated-measures ANOVA using 

time to detect as the dependent measure. There was a 

significant main effects for Cohesion, F(1, 59) = 7.66, p = 

0.008, ηp
2 = 0.162, Alignment, F(1, 59) = 119.18, p < 0.001, 

ηp
2 = 0.312, and Mode, F(1, 59) = 169.94, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 

0.418. With significant two-way interactions between 

Cohesion and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 38.33, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 

0.181, and Mode and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 27.59, p < 0.001, 

ηp
2 = 0.105. There was also a significant three-way interaction 

between Mode, Cohesion, and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 18.18, 

p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.071. The combined condition again showed 

the best performance, and performance again improve with 

human intervention. However, time to detect benefitted the 

most from humans in the alignment condition, and later 

analyses will show that this benefit came from individual 

foraging separately from the overly aligned and unresponsive 

group of autonomous agents.   
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Time to Consume 

Next we conducted the same repeated-measures ANOVA 

with time to consume as the dependent measure. We found a 

significant main effect of Cohesion, F(1, 59) = 234.72, p < 

0.001, ηp
2 = 0.185, Alignment, F(1, 59) = 2500.57, p < 0.001, 

ηp
2 = 0.927, and Mode, F(1, 59) = 17.61, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 

0.069. With significant two-way interactions between 

Cohesion and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 432.32, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 

0.614, Mode and Cohesion, F(1, 59) = 55.82, p < 0.001, ηp
2 

= 0.191, and between Mode and Alignment, F(1, 59) = 86.15, 

p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.267. Followed by a significant three-way 

interaction between Mode, Cohesion, and Alignment, F(1, 

59) = 80, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.253. The pattern of results was 

the same time to detect, except that human intervention 

caused an increase in the average time to consume, indicating 

that individual foraging away from the “pack” increased time 

to detect but at the cost of slightly longer times to consume.  

Diversity of Search and Consumption Patterns 

We used entropy to measure the diversity of differently sized 

groupings that occurred during times of search versus times 

of consumption. Our hypothesis was that performance was 

best in the combined condition because search agents were 

loosely coupled and thereby able to change between modes 

of flying together versus flying separately. Entropy served to 

quantify the diversity of groupings, computed over the 

probability of a given agent being in one of ten possible 

grouping states on each time step. We calculated entropy as 

− ∑[𝑝(x𝑖) log(𝑝(x𝑖))] where xi is the number of agents in 

view and p is the associated probability.  

Figure 3 shows a normalized histogram (i.e. probabilities) 

of the numbers of agents in view while searching for a target. 

The first 50-time steps at the start of each trial were excluded 

to avoid transitory effects from the previous trial. Figure 3 

features the autonomous search agents with human 

intervention, but the human player was removed in order to 

focus on measuring coordination of the automated search 

agents, and the degree to which this coordination is 

influenced by human intervention. Figure 4 shows the same 

histogram but for agents without human intervention.  

 

Figure 3: Normalized histogram of the number of agents in 

view during the time to detect period is respective to the nine 

autonomous agents minus the human agent. 

First and foremost, the histograms show a more even 

distribution in the combined condition, whereby search 

agents ranged from individual to collective search and 

consumption in group sizes ranging 1 to 5+. The random and 

cohesion conditions showed less diversity, and the alignment 

condition showed the least. The latter occurred because 

agents flocked entirely together most of the time. The effect 

of human intervention is subtle, so we turn to the entropy 

analyses for a more precise comparison (see Figure 5). 

 

Figure 4: Normalized histogram of the number of agents in 

view during the time to detect period respective to nine 

autonomous agents without human intervention.  

Again, we conducted the same 2 (Mode: experiment vs. 

simulation) x 2 (Cohesion: on or off) x 2 (Alignment: on or 

off) repeated-measures ANOVA as before, but with entropy 

as the dependent measure, where entropy was computed for 

each session in each condition. We found a significant main 

effect of Cohesion, F(1, 59) = 6082.08, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.964, 

and a significant two-way interaction between Cohesion and 

Alignment, F(1, 59) = 117.11, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.958. We also 

found a significant two-way interaction of Mode and 

Alignment, F(1, 59) = 9.47, p = 0.002, ηp
2 = 0.039. The three-

way interaction between Mode, Cohesion, and Alignment 

was non-significant, F(1, 59) = 0.019, p = 0.891, ηp
2 = 0.001.  

 

Figure 5: Mean entropy values by Condition and Mode 

(Simulation and Experiment) 

We conducted one-sample t-tests comparing the difference 

value after subtracting the global mean search entropy values 
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of the simulation searchers for each condition, respectively. 

These effects are largely driven by the influence the 

movement rules had on the coupling between the non-human 

autonomous agents, irrespective of anything the human agent 

was doing. Interestingly, we did find significant effect that 

can be attributed to the influence the human agent’s coupling 

had on the other non-human agents. 

 

Figure 6: Search Entropy difference values for each 

condition. The mean search entropy value was subtracted 

from the average search entropy value for each group of nine 

autonomous searching agents. 

We found a significant departure from zero in the Cohesion 

condition, t(59)= -2.533, p = 0.014, and Random condition, 

t(59)= -2.178, p = 0.033. After correcting the significance 

value for running four independent one-sample t-tests the 

significance threshold is p = 0.125. Therefore, any indirect 

effect the human search had on the autonomous searchers 

during the experiment is marginally significant in the 

Cohesion and Random conditions. We find these results to be 

interesting because the human searcher indirectly influenced 

the searching behaviors of the autonomous searchers beyond 

that of the simulation autonomous searchers when the 

searching behaviors of the autonomous searchers is not as 

complex as it is in the Combined condition. Despite not 

finding any significant difference in the Combined condition, 

both sets of autonomous searchers obeyed the same 

movement rules dependent upon the condition. These effects 

indicate that human players on average decreased the 

diversity of search agent groupings. They displayed some 

indirect effect of coupling beyond the agents without human 

intervention while searching for targets.  

Time to Consume   

For the time to consume entropy analysis we calculated the 

number of agents consuming the target per time step during 

the consuming period of the task. This analysis differs from 

the time to detect analysis in that all agents in both modes 

were included. These analyses serve to examine how 

differences in coupling between conditions and across modes 

influenced the rate of consumption of the targets found. See 

Figure 7 and 8 for the respective normalized plots of the 

number of agents consuming a target. Figure 9 shows the 

corresponding mean entropy values. 

 

Figure 7: Normalized histogram of the number of agents 

consuming the target during the time to consume period for 

autonomous agents with human intervention. 

 

Figure 8: Normalized histogram of the number of agents 

consuming the target during the time to consume period 

without human intervention. 

We conducted the same repeated-measures ANOVA as 

before with the entropy values for time to consume 

distributions as the dependent measure. We observed a 

significant main effect of Cohesion, F(1, 59) = 667.78, p < 

0.001, ηp
2 = 0.74, Alignment, F(1, 59) = 282.25, p < 0.001, 

ηp
2 = 0.541, and Mode, F(1, 59) = 85.78, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 

0.267. These main effects were qualified by significant two-

way interactions between Cohesion and Alignment, F(1, 59) 

= 222.64, p < 0.001 , ηp
2 = 0.586, Mode and Cohesion, F(1, 

59) = 15.99, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.063, and marginally significant 

two-way interaction between Mode and Alignment, F(1,59) 

= 3.17, p = 0.076, ηp
2 = 0.013. There is a significant three-

way interaction between Mode, Cohesion, and Alignment, 

F(1, 59) = 18.91, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.074. Due to the human 

agent’s ability to flexibly switch between independent and 

collective search strategies, the overall entropy values for that 

mode increased because the human user can leave the group 

to consume targets independently. This created a more 

variable probability distribution, which increased the overall 

entropy for that mode of our study (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 9: Entropy values by Condition and Mode (Simulation 

and Experiment) 

For consuming entropy we found a significant departure 

from zero in all conditions but the Combined condition: 

Combined, t(59) = 1.617, p = 0.111; Cohesion, t(59) = 5.903, 

p < 0.001; Alignment, t(59) = 13.49, p < 0.001; and Random; 

t(59) = 4.305, p < 0.001. See below in Figure 10 for the 

consuming entropy difference scores. As can be seen in 

Figure 10, the consuming entropy was higher for all the 

conditions but the Combined condition. We take this to 

indicate the human intervention increased the overall entropy 

of consuming targets across the conditions. The increased 

entropy provides an indication that there is more variability 

in the balance between searching and consuming targets 

based on the intervention of the human working alongside the 

other autonomous searching agents. 

 

Figure 10: Consumption Entropy difference values for each 

condition. The mean consumption entropy value was 

subtracted from the average consumption entropy value for 

each group of nine autonomous searching agents. 

In general, results followed those for time to detect 

distributions. The combined condition again showed the 

greatest entropy and hence diversity of patterning, as with 

entropy values for time to detect distributions. This result 

further supports the hypothesis that better performance in the 

combined condition was supported by loose coupling. The 

cohesion and random conditions showed moderate levels of 

diversity, and the alignment condition showed the least.  

The biggest difference between time to detect and time to 

consume patterns was that human intervention increased the 

mean entropy values for time to consume across all four 

conditions, and especially in the alignment condition. All the 

analyses taken together, it appears that humans spent a 

substantial portion of time switching between individual and 

collective search strategies. Individual periods decreased the 

diversity of search patterns but increased the diversity of 

consumption patterns. 

DISCUSSION 

In the present study, we found that group performance was 

best in the combined condition when cohesion and alignment 

were both active. The combined condition exhibited loose 

coupling among the human agent and the non-human agents. 

This loose coupling allowed for wider coverage of the area 

while maintaining connection to other agents compared to 

other conditions where agents were usually either all together 

or all independent of each other. The human agents uniformly 

improved performance across all movement conditions, and 

part of this improvement was via the effects of human 

intervention on search agent movement patterns. 

Pairing the time to detect and time to consume entropy 

results provides a more complete picture of how human 

players influenced the non-human agents, and how they 

uniformly improved performance across movement 

conditions. The indirect influence of the human player on 

search agents was subtle and requires further investigation to 

understand how their movements, which were the only means 

of interaction, impacted the group.  

Our collective foraging game was simple which allowed us 

to attribute results to specific manipulations, and possibly 

generalize our results to other more realistic search 

conditions. For example, loose coupling may be beneficial in 

teams of robotic search agents, and human operators may be 

able to influence team coordination simply through their 

movements, as in the present study. Our results may apply to 

other real-world problems, such as search and rescue 

missions, surveillance tasks, and gas leak detection. A 

significant motivation for applying social foraging to 

cognitive engineering problems is that many species have 

been shown to address these problems efficiently using 

strategies of social foraging. Our results contribute to the 

growing body of literature on the complementary benefits 

individual and social foraging, and the conditions under 

which different strategies are most appropriate. 
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Abstract
Collaboration requires agents to coordinate their behavior on
the fly, sometimes cooperating to solve a single task together
and other times dividing it up into sub-tasks to work on in par-
allel. Underlying the human ability to collaborate is theory-
of-mind, the ability to infer the hidden mental states that drive
others to act. Here, we develop Bayesian Delegation, a decen-
tralized multi-agent learning mechanism with these abilities.
Bayesian Delegation enables agents to rapidly infer the hid-
den intentions of others by inverse planning. These inferences
enable agents to flexibly decide in the absence of communi-
cation when to cooperate on the same sub-task and when to
work on different sub-tasks in parallel. We test this model in
a suite of multi-agent Markov decision processes inspired by
cooking problems. To succeed, agents must coordinate both
their high-level plans (e.g., what sub-task they should work on)
and their low-level actions (e.g., avoiding collisions). Bayesian
Delegation bridges these two levels and rapidly aligns agents’
beliefs about who should work on what. Finally, we tested
Bayesian Delegation in a behavioral experiment where partici-
pants made sub-task inferences from sparse observations of co-
operative behavior. Bayesian Delegation outperformed heuris-
tic models and was closely aligned with human judgments.
Keywords: coordination; social learning; inverse planning;
Bayesian inference

Introduction
Working together enables a group of agents to achieve
together what no individual could achieve on their own
(Tomasello, 2014; Henrich, 2015). However, collaboration
is challenging as it requires agents to coordinate their be-
haviors. In the absence of prior experience, social roles,
and norms, we still find ways to negotiate our joint behav-
ior in any given moment to work together with efficiency
(Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, and Moll, 2005; Misyak,
Melkonyan, Zeitoun, and Chater, 2014). Whether we’re writ-
ing a scientific manuscript with collaborators or preparing a
meal with friends, core questions we ask ourselves are: how
can I help out the group? What should I work on next, and
with whom should I do it with? Coordination unfolds over
many timescales and these commonsense abilities are at the
core of human social intelligence. In order to build social ma-
chines we must engineer AI systems that can coordinate with
us and with each other as rapidly and as flexibly as people do
(Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, and Gershman, 2017).

Central to this challenge is that agents’ reasoning about
what they should do in a multi-agent context requires knowl-
edge about the future actions and intentions of others. When
∗indicates equal contribution

agents, like people, make independent decisions, these inten-
tions are unobserved. Actions can reveal information about
intentions, but predicting them is difficult because of uncer-
tainty and ambiguity – multiple intentions can produce the
same action. In humans, the ability to understand intentions
from actions is called theory-of-mind (ToM). Humans rely on
this ability to cooperate in coordinated ways, even in novel
situations (Tomasello et al., 2005; Shum, Kleiman-Weiner,
Littman, and Tenenbaum, 2019). We aim to build agents that
have these kinds of abilities and show that they are powerful
building blocks for coordinated cooperation.

In this work, we study these abilities in the context of mul-
tiple agents cooking a meal together, inspired by the video
game Overcooked (Ghost Town Games, 2016). These prob-
lems have hierarchically organized sub-tasks and share many
features with other object-oriented tasks such as construction
and assembly. Cooking tasks are challenging because of the
sheer variation that is present: no kitchen or recipe is ex-
actly alike, so successful collaboration requires flexible and
abstract mechanisms for coordination. These tasks highlight
three coordination challenges that any decentralized multi-
agent system must grapple with: (A) Divide and conquer:
agents should work in parallel when sub-tasks can be car-
ried out individually, (B) Cooperation: agents should work
together on the same sub-task when most efficient or nec-
essary, (C) Spatio-temporal movement: agents should avoid
getting in each other’s way at any time.

To illustrate, imagine the process required to make a sim-
ple salad: first chopping both tomato and lettuce and then
assembling them together on a plate. Two people might col-
laborate by first dividing the sub-tasks up: one person chops
the tomato and the other chops the lettuce. This doubles
the efficiency of the pair by completing sub-tasks in paral-
lel (challenge A). On the other hand, some sub-tasks may re-
quire multiple to work together. If only one person can use
the knife and only the other can reach the tomatoes, then they
must cooperate to chop the tomato (challenge B). In all cases,
agents must coordinate their low-level actions in space and
time to avoid interfering with others and be mutually respon-
sive (challenge C).

Contributions
We develop Bayesian Delegation, a learning mechanism that
enables agents to rapidly infer the sub-tasks of other agents
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: The Overcooked environments. The movable ob-
jects start in the same locations; only the counters differ.
Different recipes are possible in each environment, allow-
ing for variation in high-level goals while keeping the low-
level navigation challenges fixed. In (a) Open-Divider, agents
can move between both sides of the kitchen. In (b) Partial-
Divider, agents can only pass through a narrow bottleneck. In
(c) Full-Divider, agents are confined to one half of the space.

based on theory-of-mind. It uses Bayesian inference to
capture uncertainty over other agents’ intentions and com-
putes the likelihood of different intentions by inverse plan-
ning. We quantitatively study the behavior of this mecha-
nism in a suit of 2D grid worlds. When Bayesian Delega-
tion is used in conjunction with a model-based reinforcement
learner, it achieves ad-hoc decentralized coordination across
sub-tasks and overcomes the coordination challenges high-
lighted above. Finally, behavioral experiments show that the
inferences made by our model closely align with those made
by humans.

Related Work
Our work builds on a long history of using cooking tasks
for evaluating multi-agent and AI systems and coordinating
multi-agent plans across hierarchies of sub-tasks (Grosz and
Kraus, 1996; Cohen and Levesque, 1991; Tambe, 1997).
Most recently, Overcooked has inspired work multi-agent
deep learning where agents are trained using self-play and
human data (Carroll, Shah, Ho, Griffiths, Seshia, Abbeel,
and Dragan, 2019). This approach requires large amounts
of training experience for a specific environment, and studies
only one task structure. In contrast, the abstractions in our
agents generalize to multiple tasks and environments includ-
ing those that they have no prior experience with.

Bayesian Delegation is inspired by the cognitive science
of how people coordinate their cooperation in the absence of
communication (Kleiman-Weiner, Ho, Austerweil, Littman,
and Tenenbaum, 2016). Our approach most closely fol-
lows from recent work on Bayesian theory-of-mind (ToM)
(Ramırez and Geffner, 2011; Nakahashi, Baker, and Tenen-
baum, 2016; Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, and Tenenbaum,
2017) and learning statistical models of others (Barrett,
Stone, Kraus, and Rosenfeld, 2012; Melo and Sardinha,
2016). Our hierarchical planning architecture also builds on
previous work linking low-level navigation to high-level sub-
tasks (Amato, Konidaris, Kaelbling, and How, 2019).

Our approach is fully decentralized in both task delega-
tion and action coordination, thus contrasting with existing
schemes for allocating tasks such as a centralized auctioneers
(Brunet, Choi, and How, 2008; McIntire, Nunes, and Gini,
2016) or consensus approaches (see (Brunet et al., 2008)
for a review). It draws from other decentralized multi-agent
planning approaches in which agents aggregate the effects
of others and best respond (Claes, Robbel, Oliehoek, Tuyls,
Hennes, and Van der Hoek, 2015). These prior works fo-
cus on spatially distributed tasks, however, which addresses
challenges A and C but not B. We extend them by considering
effects over unobserved sub-tasks instead of being limited to
observable features (i.e. location) and generalizing to object-
oriented formalism which increases planning complexity.

Multi-Agent MDPs with Sub-Tasks
A multi-agent Markov decision process (MMDP) with sub-
tasks is described as a tuple 〈n,S ,A1...n,T,R,γ,T 〉 where n
is the number of agents (Boutilier, 1996). s ∈ S are object-
oriented states specified by the locations, status and type of
each object and agent in the environment (Diuk, Cohen, and
Littman, 2008). The environment state is fully observable to
all agents. A1...n is the joint action space with ai ∈ Ai be-
ing the set of actions available to agent i; each agent chooses
its own actions independently. T (s,a1...n,s′) is the transition
function which describes the probability of transitioning from
state s to s′ after all agents act a1...n. R(s,a1...n) is the reward
function shared by all agents and γ is the discount factor. Each
agent aims to find a policy πi(s) that maximizes expected dis-
counted reward. Although agents fully observe the state of
the environment, they do not observe the policies π−i(s) (−i
refers to all other agents except i) or any other internal repre-
sentations of others.

Unlike traditional MMDPs, the environments we study
have a partially ordered set of sub-tasks T = {T0 . . .T|T |}.
Each sub-task Ti has preconditions that specify when a sub-
task can be started, and postconditions that specify when it is
completed. They provide structure when R is very sparse and
are also targets of high-level coordination between agents. In
this work, all sub-tasks can be expressed as Merge(X,Y), that
is, to bring X and Y into the same location. Importantly, Merge
does not specify how the merge should happen or who should
do the sub-task. In the cooking environments we study here,
the partial order of sub-tasks refers to a “recipe” (see Figure 2
for recipes and their partial orders of sub-tasks).

Coordination Test Suite in Overcooked
We now describe the environment test suite for evaluating the
multi-agent models. Each environment is a 2D grid-world
kitchen containing various objects and posing different coor-
dination challenges, as shown in Figure 1. Agents can move
north, south, east, west or stay still. All agents move simul-
taneously. They cannot move through each other, into the
same space, or through counters. If they try to do so, they
remain in place instead. The environment terminates after ei-
ther the agents deliver the finished recipe to the star square
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(a)

Goal
Delivery[Plate[Tomato.chopped]]

Example Plan

Merge(Tomato.unchopped, Knife)
Merge(Tomato.chopped, Plate[])
Merge(Plate[Tomato.chopped], Delivery)

(b)

Goal
Delivery[Plate[Tomato.chopped],

Plate[Lettuce.chopped]]

Example Plan

Merge(Tomato.unchopped, Knife)
Merge(Tomato.chopped, Plate[])
Merge(Plate[Tomato.chopped], Delivery)
Merge(Lettuce.unchopped, Knife)
Merge(Lettuce.chopped, Plate[])
Merge(Plate[Lettuce.chopped], Delivery)

(c)

Goal
Delivery[Plate[Tomato.chopped,

Lettuce.chopped]]

Example Plan

Merge(Tomato.unchopped, Knife)
Merge(Lettuce.unchopped, Knife)
Merge(Tomato.chopped, Lettuce.chopped)
Merge([Tomato.chopped Lettuce.chopped],
Plate[])
Merge(Plate[Tomato.chopped,
Lettuce.chopped], Delivery)

Figure 2: Recipes and example partial orderings. All sub-tasks are expressed in the Merge operator. In (a) Tomato, the task is
to take an unchopped tomato and then chop, plate, and deliver it. In (b) Tomato+Lettuce, the task builds on Tomato and also
requires chopping, plating, and delivering a piece of lettuce. In (c) Salad, the two chopped foods are combined on a single plate
and delivered. The example plans show one possible ordering for completing the recipe, but other permutations are possible.

or 100 time steps elapse. The kitchens are built from coun-
ters that may contain both moveable food and dishware (e.g.,
tomatoes, lettuce, plates) and immoveable stations (e.g. knife
stations). Agents may interact with objects by picking them
up, putting them down, or transforming foods into a chopped
state at a knife station. Agents can only carry one object at a
time and cannot directly pass to each other.

This test suite allows us to evaluate models based on the co-
ordination challenges raised in the introduction. The recipes
assess rapid convergence–for instance, Salad can be assem-
bled in multiple ways and agents’ plans must align–and the
spatial layouts provide opportunities for multiple agents to
work together advantageously and/or avoid navigational ob-
stacles. Thus, these environments enable us to study multi-
agent coordination across levels of hierarchical planning.

Computational Model
We introduce a novel learning algorithm for multi-agent co-
ordination based on probabilistic inference over sub-tasks
called Bayesian Delegation. A high-level planner decides
which sub-task should be done next, Bayesian Delegation
models latent intentions in order to dynamically decide
whether to divide-and-conquer or to cooperate, and a low-
level planner finds approximately optimal policies for each
sub-task. Note that planning is decentralized at both levels,
i.e. agents plan and learn for themselves without sharing in-
formation with each other.

High-Level Planning (Sub-Task)
Inferring the sub-tasks others are working on enables each
agent to efficiently select a single sub-task when multiple
are possible. Bayesian Delegation works by having an agent
maintain and update a belief state over the possible sub-tasks
that all agents (including itself) are likely working on based
on a history of observations.

Formally, Bayesian Delegation maintains a probability dis-
tribution over task allocations ta. For example, if there are

two sub-tasks ([T1,T2]) and two agents ([i, j]), then ta = [(i :
T1, j : T2),(i : T2, j : T1),(i : T1, j : T1),(i : T2, j : T2)] where
i : T1 means that agent i is “delegated” to sub-task T1. Thus, ta
includes the possibility of divide and conquer (separate sub-
tasks) and cooperation (shared sub-tasks). If all agents pick
the same ta ∈ ta, then they will easily coordinate. However,
in our environments, agents cannot communicate before or
during execution, so they maintain uncertainty about which
ta the group is coordinating on, P(ta).

At every time step, each agent selects the most likely al-
location ta∗ = argmaxta P(ta|H0:T ), where P(ta|H0:T ) is the
posterior over ta after having observed a history of actions
H0:T = [(s0,a0), . . .(sT ,aT )] over the first T timesteps, and
at is all agents’ actions at time step t. The agent then plans
the next best action according to ta∗ using the low-level plan-
ner. This posterior is computed at time step T according to
Bayesian inference:

P(ta|H0:T ) ∝ P(ta)P(H0:T |ta) (1)

= P(ta)
T

∏
t=0

P(at|st , ta)

where P(ta) is the prior over ta and P(at|st , ta) is the like-
lihood of actions at time step t for all agents. The priors
are initialized to the inverse distance between the two objects
specified in the Merge operator. Note that these belief updates
do not explicitly consider what each agent knows about their
own sub-tasks at time T −1, but rather what is known by all,
i.e., to a third-party observer (Nagel, 1986). The likelihood of
a given ta is the likelihood that each agent is following their
assigned task in that ta. It is computed as:

P(at|st , ta) ∝ ∏
i:T ∈ta

exp(β∗Q∗Ti
(s,ai)) (2)

where Q∗Ti
(s,ai), is the expected future reward of a towards

the completion of sub-task Ti for agent i. This is computed
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by low-level planning (see below) with a soft-max to account
for non-optimal and variable behavior. β controls the degree
to which an agent believes other agents are optimizing. When
β −→ 0, the agent believes others are acting randomly. When
β −→ ∞, the agent believes others are perfectly maximizing.
Since the likelihood is computed by planning, this approach
to posterior inference is called inverse planning. Note that
even though agents see the same history of states and actions,
their Bayesian updates are not necessarily the same because
updates come from QTi , which is affected by randomness in
exploration and the computational limit set on exploration.

Low-Level Planning (Action)
Low-level planning grounds sub-tasks into context-sensitive
actions and provides the critical likelihood for Bayesian Del-
egation (see Equation 1). Low-level planning takes the ta se-
lected by Bayesian Delegation and the next best action while
modeling the movements of other agents. In this work, we use
bounded real-time dynamic programming (BRTDP) extended
to a multi-agent setting (McMahan, Likhachev, and Gordon,
2005). We use BRTDP to express V b

Ti
(s) = mina∈Ai Qb

Ti
(s,a)

and Qb
Ti
(s,a) = CTi(s,a)+∑s′∈S T (s′|s,a)V b

Ti
(s′) in terms of

cost, where C is cost and b = [l,u] is the lower and upper
bound respectively. Each timestep is penalized by 1 and
movement (as opposed to staying still) by an additional 0.1.
This cost structure incentivizes efficiency. For details on how
BRTDP updates on V and Q, see (McMahan et al., 2005).

Agents can use ta∗ from the high-level planner to address
two types of low-level coordination problems in relation to
others: (1) avoiding collisions while working on distinct sub-
tasks, and (2) cooperating as necessary to solve a shared sub-
task. Each ta provides each agent i a hypothesis about the
sub-tasks carried out by others, T−i. When Ti 6= T−i, agent
i addresses the first coordination problem: it creates simple
models of the others performing T−i and best responds. This
process finds level-0 policies of other agents, π0

T−i
(s), which

assume that all other agents except for −i are static. These
level-0 models are used to reduce the multi-agent transition
function to a single agent problem T ′ where the transitions
of the other agents are assumed to follow the level-0 poli-
cies, T ′(s′|s,a−i) = ∑ai T (s′|s,a−i,ai)∏A∈−i π0

TA
(s). Running

BRTDP on this transformed environment finds an approxi-
mately optimal level-1 policy π1

Ti
(s) for agent i that best re-

sponds to the level-0 models of the other agents.
When Ti = T−i, agent i address the second coordination

problem, i.e. it attempts to work together on the same sub-
task with another agent. The agent simulates a fictitious cen-
tralized planner that controls the actions of all agents working
together on the same sub-task (Kleiman-Weiner et al., 2016).
This transforms the action space: if both i and j are work-
ing on Ti, A ′ = ai×a j. Joint policies πJ

Ti
(s) can similarly be

found by single-agent planners such as BRTDP. An agent can
find its own role by playing the action assigned to it under
πJ

Ti
(s). Cooperative planning enables emergent decentralized

cooperative behavior—agents pass objects across the coun-

ters when efficient even though there was nothing about pass-
ing encoded into the environment and different agents may
find different policies.

Computational Experiments
We conduct a series of computational simulations to test our
agents’ abilities to generate coordinated behavior in our suite
of cooking environments. Our aim is to investigate how
Bayesian Delegation combined with joint planning is im-
portant for successful coordination. We evaluate our model
alongside agent “lesions” that use simplified representations
or alternative planning strategies. All tested models take ad-
vantage of the sub-task structure because end-to-end opti-
mization of the full recipe never succeeded under our com-
putational budget.

Experimental Setup
We first describe the lesioned agents. The first alternative
agent lesions Bayesian Delegation (NBD). NBD starts with the
same priors over sub-tasks as the full agent but these priors
are not updated during interaction. This allows us to investi-
gate the importance of dynamically updating beliefs through-
out the interaction. The second alternative model lesions joint
planning (NJP). NJP has Bayesian Delegation to update be-
liefs, but it does not have the capacity to plan cooperatively
with another agent on the same sub-task. A third alterna-
tive model lesions both Bayesian Delegation and joint plan-
ning (NBD+NJP). NBD+NJP selects the best available sub-task
greedily without considering the sub-tasks the other agents
are working on.

When any of the agents did not have a valid sub-task, they
were programmed to take an action selected uniformly at ran-
dom with probability 0.5 and to stay in place otherwise. This
greatly improves the performance of the lesioned agents since
without this noise, they often get stuck and block each other
from completing the recipe. It has no effect on the full agent.

To highlight the differences between our model and the al-
ternatives, let us consider the example from the High-Level
Planning section with two possible sub-tasks ([T1,T2]) and
two agents ([i, j]). Our model would propose ta = [(i : T1, j :
T2),(i : T2, j : T1),(i : T1, j : T1),(i : T2, j : T2)] where i : T1
means that agent i is assigned to sub-task T1. NBD proposes
the same ta, but never updates its beliefs. NJP does not allow
for shared sub-tasks, and thus reduces its set to ta= [(i : T1, j :
T2),(i : T2, j : T1)]. Lastly, NBD+NJP makes inferences and
plans for itself so each agent i proposes ta = [(i : T1),(i : T2)].
Note that j does not appear here because this lesion does not
make inferences over other agents.

All simulations are replicated with the same 10 random
seeds. Agents were evaluated in 9 combinations of kitchens
and recipes (3 kitchens x 3 recipes). We measure performance
by the time to complete the full recipe. BRTDP was run until
the bounds converged (α = 0.01,τ = 2 see (McMahan et al.,
2005) for usage) or for a maximum of 100 trajectories each
with up to 75 roll-outs for all models. The softmax during
inference used β = 0.9.
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Figure 3: Number of timesteps needed to complete each
kitchen-recipe composition (lower is better). The row shows
the kitchen and the column shows the recipe. The full model
is compared to three alternatives described in the text. The
dashed lines show the optimal performance given no uncer-
tainty in planning. Error bars are the standard error of the
mean.

Results

Figure 3 shows the empirical results for recipe completion
time, where our agent outperforms the alternatives on most
compositions except for Tomato+Lettuce in Open-Divider.
All four agents are comparable when given the recipe Tomato
in Open-Divider. However, when faced with more complex
situations, the lesioned agents failed to complete some of the
tasks. For example, without the ability to do joint planning,
NJP and NBD+NJP fail in Full-Divider because they cannot
coordinate low-level actions to complete the sub-tasks, all of
which require ad-hoc cooperation to pass objects across the
counters. Here, NBD is comparable to the full agent, because
inference does not contribute much when spatial constraints
necessitate joint planning for all sub-tasks.

Without the ability to reason about other agents, NBD and
NBD+NJP often fail to coordinate their high-level goals. This
is particularly clear for the Salad recipe which requires merg-
ing three distinct objects. The lesioned agents frequently get
stuck in cycles in which both agents are holding objects that
must be merged. They cannot converge on a sequence of ac-
tions in which one agent puts their object down in order for
the other to pick it up and use it. This highlights one key
purpose of Bayesian Delegation – it can break symmetries
by enabling actions that involve yielding to others so long as
they make net progress towards the completion of one of the
sub-tasks. An agent that only considers its own intentions is
highly unlikely to coordinate in this way. With Bayesian Del-

egation, agents can infer another agent’s intentions and yield
to them. This results in an agent giving up its own task to
complement its team when needed.

In the Partial-Divider environments, NBD outperforms NJP,
which both take longer than the full agent but are faster than
the greedy agent NBD+NJP. This suggests that in settings in
which cooperation on sub-tasks is not necessary but is help-
ful, both joint planning and theory-of-mind inference abilities
are important for successful coordination. Joint planning may
be more important in these specific contexts since it opens up
possibilities for sub-tasks to be completed in a more efficient
manner.

Interestingly, Open-Divider poses the most difficulty for
our agent. This environment is the most unconstrained, so
agents’ actions become more ambiguous and they cannot eas-
ily use the counters to coordinate their roles. For instance,
in Figure 1a, the blue agent might move down in order to
either grab a plate, move around the red agent towards the
food items, or simply move out of the red agent’s way. The
full agent performs poorly on Tomato-Lettuce, which has
the most sub-task combinations, possibly because the model
must maintain beliefs over all sub-task allocations in spite of
the ambiguity of actions. On the other hand, it outperforms
alternatives for Salad, which has fewer sub-tasks but has the
added complexity of merging three objects together. Com-
pared to NBD, our full model dynamically changes to new
tasks when other agents are close to completing their tasks.
This feature prevents multiple agents from working on the
same task in uncoordinated ways.

Human Experiments
We hypothesize that in addition to enabling better coordi-
nated performance, Bayesian Delegation is human-like in its
ability to rapidly infer the sub-tasks others are working on.
To test this hypothesis, we designed a novel behavioral ex-
periment where human participants observed the behavior of
other agents and then made inferences about the sub-tasks
each agent was carrying out. We compared the human in-
ferences to those made by Bayesian Delegation as well as
heuristics.

Experiment Setup
We designed six scenes of two agents working together in
the same scenarios as in the previous experiment (Figure 4).
These scenes include a variety of coordinated plans such as
instances of clear task allocation (both joint planning and
divide-and-conquer) and of ambiguous plans where the agent
intentions become more clear over time as the interaction
continues. Participants (n = 45) recruited through Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched the agents interact and at different
time points throughout the experiment made judgments about
which sub-tasks each agent was working on. Participants
made judgments on a continuous slider [0, 1] with endpoints
labeled “not likely at all” to “certainly”. Beliefs were normal-
ized into a probability distribution for each subject and then
averaged across all subjects. These averages were compared
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(d) Recipe: Tomato+Lettuce
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Figure 4: Scenarios and results for the human behavioral ex-
periment. Each agent’s past trajectory is illustrated by a dot-
ted path, with sharp curves into counters representing picking
up or putting down an object. To the right of each trajectory
are the inferences made by the model and the average partici-
pant inference. The legend notes the possible task allocations
of agents (1 or 2) working individually or together (Joint): C
= chop, P = plate, D = deliver, T = tomato, L = lettuce, and S
= salad. E.g., 1:C(T) refers to Agent 1 chopping the tomato.
Error bars are the standard error of the mean.

to the beliefs formed by our model (P(ta|H)) after observing
the same trajectory H. Each participant made 51 judgments.

Results

Figure 4 shows participant and model inferences for each
scenario at each time step. Overall, there is a close cor-
respondence between model and human judgments. Fig-
ure 5 quantifies this comparison. The inferences made by
Bayesian Delegation correlate closely with the human judg-
ments (R = 0.732). We also compared the full model to two
lesions. Neither lesion does Bayesian updating based on the
observed agent interaction. The first lesion uses a spatial
prior but does not use the likelihood to update beliefs over
the course of the trajectory. The second uses a uniform prior
and does not update. Figure 5 shows that these lesions are
less aligned with the human judgments illustrating the impor-
tance of updating beliefs over time for accurately modeling
human judgments of coordinated interactions.
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Figure 5: Correlation between human and model inferences.
(left) full model, NBD lesions with (middle) spatial or (right)
uniform priors.

Discussion

We developed a new set of multi-agent, object-oriented cook-
ing challenges that require coordinated strategies to success-
fully complete. We developed an abstract approach inspired
by and consistent with human theory-of-mind: Bayesian Del-
egation, which rises to these challenges and learns to coor-
dinate in a decentralized way. Bayesian Delegation enables
coordination through two key mechanisms: (1) Theory-of-
mind through inverse planning that enables agents to rapidly
infer the sub-tasks of others. With this, each agent dynami-
cally aligns its beliefs about who is doing what, determining
when it should help another agent on the same sub-task and
when it should work in parallel on other sub-tasks. (2) Joint
planning that enables agents to mesh their intentions and find
coordinated low-level policies to complete sub-tasks in ways
that neither agent could achieve on their own.

While Bayesian delegation solves some aspects of com-
monsense coordination, there are still limitations which we
hope to address in future work. One challenge is that when
agents jointly plan for a single sub-task, they currently have
no way of knowing when they have completed their individ-
ual “part” of the joint effort. For instance, in the case where
one agent needs to pass lettuce and tomato across the divider
for the other to chop it, after dropping off the lettuce, the first
agent is currently unable to reason that it has fulfilled its role
in that joint plan and can move on, i.e., that the rest of the
sub-task depends only on the actions of the other agent. If
agents were able to recognize when their sub-tasks were fin-
ished with respect to themselves, then they would be able to
coordinate even more efficiently and flexibly. This opens the
possibility of looking ahead to future sub-tasks that will need
to be done even before their preconditions are satisfied. For
example, once an agent passes off a tomato to another to chop,
the first agent can go and get a plate in anticipation of also
passing that over even before the chopping has begun

Future work will also look at models that allow for agents
to form longer term collaborations that persist beyond a sin-
gle short interaction such as roles and norms. Such represen-
tations are essential for building AI agents that can partner
with human teams and with each other.
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Abstract

From an early age, humans are capable of learning about their
social environment, making predictions of how other agents
will operate and decisions about how they themselves will in-
teract. In this work, we address the problem of formalizing the
learning principles underlying these abilities. We construct a cu-
rious neural agent that can efficiently learn predictive models of
social environments that are rich with external agents inspired
by real-world animate behaviors such as peekaboo, chasing,
and mimicry. Our curious neural agent consists of a controller
driven by γ-Progress, a scalable and effective curiosity signal,
and a disentangled world model that allocates separate networks
for interdependent components of the world. We show that our
disentangled curiosity-driven agent achieves higher learning ef-
ficiency and prediction performance than strong baselines. Cru-
cially, we find that a preference for animate attention emerges
naturally in our model, and is a key driver of performance. Fi-
nally we discuss future directions including applications of our
framework to modeling human behavior and designing early
indicators for developmental variability.
Keywords: world models; curiosity; social cognition

Introduction
Imagine a toddler at a busy playground, surrounded by a cor-
nucopia of potentially interesting stimuli — from the leaves
rustling along the ground, to the kickball lying in the sandbox,
to the group of other children playing hide and seek, with their
dynamic moves and complex interplay. Amongst this bloom-
ing, buzzing confusion, the child still manages to quickly
learn about the world and its various dynamics. Underlying
these abilities is the child’s facility at building world models,
predictive models of the environment that enable compact
abstractions of high bandwidth sensory inputs and planning
across long temporal horizons.

Crucially, as in the playground example, humans are effec-
tive world model learners even in complex social environments
involving other agents. Such environments contain a diverse
range of dynamics with varying levels of learnability. Inan-
imate stimuli such as a kickball display dynamics that are
easy to learn. On the other end of the learnability spectrum,
some stimuli, such as falling leaves, exhibit random noise-like
dynamics. Lying in a “sweet spot” on this spectrum are ani-
mate agents that have interesting and complex yet learnable
dynamics, e.g. children playing hide-and-seek. Balancing

∗equal contribution

attention amidst a sea of diverse dynamics in a way that maxi-
mizes learning progress is a challenging problem. Particularly
difficult is solving the “white noise” problem (Schmidhuber,
2010; Pathak, Agrawal, Efros, & Darrell, 2017; Burda, Ed-
wards, Storkey, & Klimov, 2018), i.e distinguishing between
unlearnable dynamics and learnable yet complex dynamics.
Another key challenging property of social environments is
that agents have complex interdependencies in their dynamics.
Thus, understanding an agent-rich social environment entails
identifying how agents are disentangled into their respective
interdependent groups.

In this work, we address the problem of how to effectively
learn world models in complex social environments — that is,
in environments that are rich with both inanimate and animate
stimuli, executing diverse dynamics with different levels of
learnability. Specifically, we build a curious neural agent em-
bedded in a custom-built 3D virtual world environment, filled
with external agents displaying a wide spectrum of realistic
animate behaviors such as peekaboo, chasing, and mimicry.

Our neural agent has two key components: first, a progress-
driven curiosity signal, which we term γ-Progress, that rewards
the neural agent proportionally to learning progress, estimated
in a computationally scalable fashion. Intrinsically motivat-
ing the neural agent to maximize learning progress enables
it to overcome the white noise problem as the agent ends
up preferentially attending to stimuli with high learnability.
Second, the neural agent has an agent-centric disentangled
world model that allocates separate networks for interdepen-
dent agent groups. This allows the neural agent to ignore
spurious correlations in the environment dynamics, thereby
improving predictive performance.

We show that our disentangled curiosity-driven neural agent
achieves higher learning efficiency and prediction performance
than strong baselines. Our analysis shows that higher perfor-
mance is in large part driven by the emergence of animate
attention. Finally, we discuss future directions including ap-
plications of our framework to modeling human behavior and
designing early indicators for developmental variability.

Related Works
Intuitive physics and object-based priors. Humans excel at
intuitively predicting object dynamics (Battaglia et al., 2018).
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Figure 1: Virtual Environment. Our 3D virtual environment is a distillation of key aspects of real-world social scenes. The
curious neural agent (white robot) is centered in a room, surrounded by various external agents (colored spheres) contained
in different quadrants, each with dynamics that correspond to a realistic inanimate or animate behavior (right box). The
curious neural agent can rotate to attend to different behaviors as shown by the first-person view images at the top. See
https://bit.ly/2uf7lEY for videos.

A key framework underlying such abilities is object-centric
attention allocation. Humans are able to keep track of objects
over time, even as they become occluded or leave the visual
frame (Piaget, 1952). In this work, we include object-based
attention and object permanence as neural architectural biases.
Curiosity and active learning. Humans interact with the
world to learn how it works. Infants actively gather infor-
mation from their environment by attending to objects in a
highly non-random manner (Smith et al., 2019), devoting more
attention to objects that violate their expectations (Stahl &
Feigenson, 2015). They also self-generate learning curricula,
preferring stimuli that are complex enough to be interesting
but still predictable (Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012). We
study active learning by means of attention allocation.
Animate attention. From early infancy, humans effectively
distinguish between inanimate and animate agents, preferen-
tially paying attention to animate features like faces (Maurer,
Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002). Even in the absence of such
visual features, infants preferentially attend to spatiotemporal
kinematics indicative of animacy, such as efficient movement
towards targets (Gergely, Nádasdy, Csibra, & Bíró, 1995) and
contingent behavior between agents (Frankenhuis, House, Bar-
rett, & Johnson, 2013). Such kinematic patterns give rise to an
irresistable sense of animacy, even when the moving objects
are simple shapes (Heider & Simmel, 1944). In this work, in-
stead of injecting biases for animate attention, we test whether
it emerges naturally, albeit with the right choice of curiosity.
Social prediction and Theory of Mind. A more sophisti-
cated ability emerging later in development is understanding
and predicting other agents’ behaviors as consequences of
their underlying mental states, aka Theory of Mind (Astington,
Harris, & Olson, 1990). In this work, our model learns to
predict what other agents will do next through the use of a
disentangled architecture that leverages the idea of different
agents having different internal states.
Artificial Intelligence. Our method is a form of artificial
curiosity (Schmidhuber, 2010), a framework in which a re-
inforcement learner receives an intrinsic reward signal, often

generated using the state of its world model, to encourage
actions that maximize prediction gain. Prior works have ex-
plored prediction error (Pathak et al., 2017), novelty (Burda et
al., 2018), and disagreement (Pathak, Gandhi, & Gupta, 2019).
This work proposes a learning progress-based curiosity signal.

Virtual World Environment
To faithfully replicate the algorithmic challenges we face in the
real world, we design our 3D virtual environment to preserve
the following key properties of real-world environments: di-
verse dynamics consisting of various agent-specific programs,
partial observability, which limits the agent’s learning to what
lies within view, and interactivity, allowing the agent’s actions
to influence the state of the world.

Our virtual environment consists of two main components,
a curious neural agent and various external agents.

The curious neural agent, embodied by an avatar, is fixed
at the center of a room (Figure 1). Just as a human toddler
can control her gaze to visually explore her surroundings, the
agent is able to partially observe the environment based on
what lies in its field of view (see top of Figure 1). The agent
can choose from 9 actions: rotate 12◦,24◦,48◦, or 96◦, to the
left/right, or stay in its current orientation.

The external agents are spherical avatars that act under
hard-coded policies inspired by real-world inanimate and an-
imate stimuli. An external agent behavior consists of either
one external agent, e.g reaching, or two interacting ones, e.g
chasing. Since external agents are devoid of surface features,
the curious agent must learn to attend to them based on spa-
tiotemporal kinematics alone. We experiment with external
agent behaviors (see Figure 1, right) including static, periodic,
noise, reaching, chasing, peekaboo, and mimicry. The animate
behaviors are inspired by stimuli used in the developmental
psychology literature (Foster et al., 1973; Frankenhuis et al.,
2013; Gergely et al., 1995; Johnson, 2003; Premack, 1990).
We designed deterministic and stochastic variants of each ani-
mate behavior, where the stochastic variant preserves the core
dynamics of the behavior, albeit with more randomness.
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We divide the room into four quadrants, each of which
contains three auxiliary objects (e.g teddy bear, roller skates,
surfboard) and one external agent behavior. The room is
designed such that the curious agent can see at most one
external agent behavior at any given time.

Below, we describe all external agent behaviors in detail.
See https://bit.ly/2uf7lEY for video descriptions of the
environment and behaviors.

Inanimate behaviors

Static Inspired by stationary objects such as
couches, lampposts, and fire hydrants, the
static agent remains at its starting location
and stays immobile.

Periodic Inspired by objects exhibiting peri-
odic motion such as fans, flashing lights, and
clocks, the periodic agent regularly moves
back and forth between two specified loca-
tions in its quadrant.

Noise Inspired by random motion in inani-
mate elements such as wind, the noise agent
repeatedly moves with a fixed step size in
some randomly sampled direction, while re-
maining within its quadrant.

Animate Behaviors

Reaching (deterministic) We often exhibit
goal-oriented behavior by interacting with
objects. The reacher agent approaches each
auxiliary object in its quadrant sequentially,
such that object positions fully determine its
trajectory. Objects periodically shift loca-
tions so that predicting agent behavior re-
quires knowing the current object positions.

Reaching (stochastic) The order in which the
reacher agent visits the objects is stochastic
(uniform sampling from the three possible
objects). However, once the reacher agent
starts moving towards an object, its trajectory
for the next few time steps, before it chooses
a different object to move to, is predictable.

Chasing (deterministic) We often act contin-
gently on the actions of other agents, which
in turn depend on our own. In chasing, a
chaser agent chases a runner agent. If the
runner is too close to quadrant bounds, it then
escapes to one of a few escape locations away
from the chaser. Thus, the chaser’s position
affects the runner’s trajectory and vice versa.

Chasing (stochastic) When the runner is too
close to the bounds, it escapes by picking
any random location away from the chaser,
making the behavior harder to predict.

Peekaboo (deterministic) The peekaboo
agent acts contingently on the curious agent.
If the curious agent stares at it, it hides behind
an auxiliary object. If the curious agent con-
tinues to stare, it starts peeking out by moving
to a close fixed location. Once the curious
agent looks away, it stops hiding, returning
to an exposed location.
Peekaboo (stochastic) There are multiple
peeking locations near the hiding object that
the peekaboo agent can visit randomly during
its peeking behavior.

Mimicry (deterministic) From an early age,
we learn by imitating others. Mimicry con-
sists of an actor agent and an imitator agent,
each staying in one half of the quadrant. The
actor acts identically to the noise agent, while
the imitator mirrors the actor with a delay,
such that the past trajectory of the actor de-
termines the future trajectory of the imitator.
Mimicry (stochastic) The imitator agent is
imperfect and produces a noisy reproduction
of the actor agent’s trajectory.

Methods
In this section we describe the practical instantiations of the
two components of our curious neural agent: a disentangled
world model which fits the forward dynamics and a progress-
driven controller which acts to maximize γ-Progress reward.
Disentangled World Model. We assume that the agent has
access to an oracle encoder e : O → X that maps an im-
age observation ot ∈ O to a disentangled object-oriented
feature vector xt = (xext

t ,xaux
t ,xego

t ) where xext
t = (c̃t ,mt) =

(c̃t,1, . . . c̃t,next ,mt,1, . . . ,mt,next ) contains information about the
external agents; namely the observability masks mt,i (mt,i = 1
if external agent i is in curious agent’s view at time t, else
mt,i = 0) and masked position coordinates c̃t,i = ct,i if mt,i = 1
and else c̃t,i = ĉt,i. Here, ct,i is the true global coordinate of
external agent i and ĉt,i is the model’s predicted coordinate
of external agent i where i = 1, . . . ,next . Note that the partial
observability of the environment is preserved under the oracle
encoder since it provides coordinates only for external agents
in view. xaux

t contains coordinates of auxiliary objects, and
xego

t contains the ego-centric orientation of the curious agent.
Our disentangled world model ωθ is an ensemble of com-

ponent networks {ω
θk}Ncc

k=1 where each ω
θk independently pre-

dicts the forward dynamics for a subset Ik ⊆ {1, ...,dim(xext)}
of the input dimensions of xext corresponding to a minimal
interdependent group in the world. For example, xext

t:t+τ,Ik
may correspond to the masked coordinates and observabil-
ity masks of the chaser and runner external agents for times
t, t +1, ..., t + τ. We assume {Ik}ncc

k=1 is given as prior knowl-
edge but future work may integrate disentanglement learning
into our pipeline. A component network ω

θk takes as input
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Figure 2: Curious Neural Agent Architecture. The curious neural agent consists of a disentangled world model and a progress-
driven controller. The disentangled world model contains independent component networks that each learn the dynamics
of one external agent behavior. The curious agent’s observations ot are passed through an encoding oracle e that returns an
object-oriented representation xt containing the positions of external agents that are in view, auxiliary object positions, and the
curious agent’s orientation. Both the new (solid) and old (faded) models take as input xt−τin:t , route appropriate behavior-wise
inputs to each component network, and jointly predict x̂t:t+τout . The old model weights, θold , are slowly updated to the new
model weights θnew. The controller, πφ, is optimized to maximize γ-Progress reward: the difference L(θold)−L(θnew).

(xext
t−τin:t,Ik , xaux

t−τin:t , xego
t−τin:t , at−τin:t+τout ), where a denotes the

curious agent’s actions, and outputs x̂ext
t:t+τout ,Ik . The outputs

of the component network are concatenated to get the final
output x̂ext

t:t+τout = (ĉt:t+τout ,m̂t:t+τout ).
The world model loss is:

L(θ,xt−τin:t+τout ,at−τin:t+τout ) =

t+τout

∑
t ′=t

Next

∑
i=1

mt ′,i · ‖ĉt ′,i− c̃t ′,i‖2 +Lce(m̂t ′,i,mt ′,i) (1)

where Lce is cross-entropy loss. Each component network ω
θk

is a two-layer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) followed by
a two-layer Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), with number of
hidden units adapted to the number of external agents modeled.
Progress-driven Controller. We propose γ-Progress, a scal-
able progress-based curiosity signal which approximates learn-
ing progress by the difference in the losses of an old model
and a new model. The old model weights, θold , lag behind
those of the new model, θnew, with a simple update rule:
θold ← γθold +(1− γ)θnew, where γ is scalar mixing constant.

The curiosity reward is:

R(xt) = L(θnew,xt−τin−τout :t ,at−τin−τout :t)

−L(θold ,xt−τin−τout :t ,at−τin−τout :t) (2)

Our controller πφ follows an ε-greedy sampling scheme with
respect to a Q-function Qφ trained with the curiosity reward
in Eq. 2. Qφ is parametrized by a two-layer MLP with 512
hidden units that takes as input xt−2:t and outputs estimated
state-action values for all 9 possible actions. Qφ is updated
with the DQN (Mnih et al., 2013) learning algorithm.

Results
In this section, we evaluate how the world model performance
depends on specific choices in the curiosity signal and the dis-
entangled architecture. We also analyze attentional behavior
underlying performance increases.

Performance
We evaluate our method’s ability to learn interactively on two
metrics: end performance (inverse of final world model loss)
and sample complexity (rate of reduction in loss with respect
to the number of environment interactions). The environment
is instantiated with four external agent types: static, periodic,
noise, and animate. We compare AWML performance for the
following methods:
γ-Progress (Ours) is our proposed variant of progress curiosity,
with θold , a geometric mixture of all past models as in Eq.2.
δ-Progress (Achiam & Sastry, 2017; Graves, Bellemare,
Menick, Munos, & Kavukcuoglu, 2017) is another variant of
progress curiosity which uses one past model δ steps behind
the current model to compute progress. It requires careful tun-
ing of the δ parameter and is intractable in practice as memory
usage grows O(δ). We use δ = 1, found to be best performing
by a hyperparameter search across practical values of δ.
RND (Burda et al., 2018) is a novelty-based method that trains
a predictor network to match the outputs of a random state
encoder. States for which the predictor fails to match the
random encoder are deemed “novel”, and receive high reward.
Disagreement (Pathak et al., 2019) assumes that future world
model loss reduction is proportional to the prediction variance
of an ensemble of N world models. We use N = 3, as we
found N > 3 impractical due to memory constraints.
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Figure 3: Asymptotic Model Performance. Final perfor-
mance of the disentangled model and entangled ablation.

Adversarial (Pathak et al., 2017; Stadie, Levine, & Abbeel,
2015) uses current world model loss as the reward and is
therefore susceptible to the white noise problem. We use the
`2 prediction loss of the model.
Random chooses actions uniformly at random among the 9
possible rotations.

Figure 4 shows end performance (first row) and sample
complexity (second row). γ-Progress has (1) higher end per-
formance on all baselines and tasks, and (2) lower sample
complexity than Disagreement, Adversarial, and Random
baselines on all behaviors, and RND and δ-Progress on all
but one behavior, tying on stochastic chasing. Upon vi-
sual inspection of model predictions, we found prediction
quality correlates with performance. See visualizations at
https://bit.ly/2uf7lEY.

World model architecture ablation
To evaluate the importance of disentanglement in world model
architecture, independently of controller choice, we produce
datasets for offline training for each task (excluding peekaboo,
since the behavior is dependent on the observer’s choices, no
policy-independent offline training dataset can be constructed).
We then train the world model to convergence. We compare
the loss of our disentangled world model to an entangled
LSTM architecture that instead takes as input and predicts the
coordinate and observability information of all external agents
together. As seen in Figure 3, the disentangled architecture
significantly outperforms the entangled ablation.

Behavior analysis
Because animate attention is an important component of social
behavior in the real world, we sought to determine to what
extent the artificial system also exhibited the behavior. As
seen in Figure 5, the γ-Progress agents spend substantially
more time attending to animate behaviors than do alternative
policies. This increased animate-inanimate attention differen-
tial often corresponds to a characteristic attentional “bump”
that occurs early as the γ-Progress curious agent focuses on
animate external behaviors quickly before eventually “losing
interest” as prediction accuracy is achieved.

Baselines display two distinct modes in failing to exhibit an-
imate attention. The first is attentional indifference, in which
the curious agent finds no particular external behavior inter-
esting. The second is white noise fixation, where the observer
is captivated by the noise external agents. δ-Progress, a di-
rect information gain measure, had no white noise failure but
frequently led to attentional indifference as the new and old
world models, separated by a fixed time difference, were often
too similar to generate a useful curiosity signal. Non-progress-
based curiosity signals exhibited both kinds of failure modes
but were more dominated by white noise. RND suffers from
white noise due to the fact that our noise behaviors have the
most diffuse visited state distribution. We also observe that for
noise behaviors, a world model ensemble does not collectively
converge to a single mean prediction, and as a result Disagree-
ment finds the behavior highly interesting. Finally, Adversarial
fails since noise behaviors yield the highest prediction errors.
Overall, emergence of animate attention is highly correlated
with prediction performance, suggesting that γ-Progress suc-
ceeds because its ability to flexibly estimate information gain
allows it to focus on more informative interactions.

Discussion and future directions
In this work, we address the problem of how to design an agent
that can efficiently learn to make effective world models of
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Figure 4: Learning Efficiency. Results shown for 8 experiments with the animate external agent varied according to the column
labels. End performance (top row) is the average of the last 5 validation losses. Sample complexity plots (bottom row) show
validation losses every 5000 environment steps. Error bars/regions are computed over 5 seeds. γ-Progress achieves lower
sample complexity than all baselines on 7/8 behaviors while tying with RND and δ-Progress on the stochastic chasing. Notably,
γ-Progress also outperforms baselines in end performance. See prediction visualizations at https://bit.ly/2uf7lEY
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Figure 5: Attention Patterns. a) The bar plot shows the total animate attention, which is the ratio between the number of time
steps an animate external agent was visible and the number of time steps a noise external agent was visible. The zoom-in box
plots show the differences between mean attention to the animate external agents and the mean of attention to the other agents in
a 500 step window, with periods of animate preference highlighted in purple. Results are averaged across 5 runs. γ-Progress
displays strong animate attention while baselines are either indifferent, e.g δ-Progress, or fixating on white noise, e.g Adversarial.
b) Fraction of indifference and white noise failures, out of eight tasks.

“typical social scenes” — environments that are rich with other
entities, including both inanimate objects of static and dynamic
varieties, and animate agents. We show that an architecture
with a disentangled world model and a controller based on
γ-Progress curiosity is one possible solution.

Success of our curious neural agent is driven in large part
by the emergence of animate attention. A standard hypothe-
sis is that the brain has a built-in animacy-detection module
(Leslie, 1994). Our modeling results suggest that animate at-
tention may instead arise from a more general curiosity-driven
learning process.

Intuitively, the disentangled architecture performs better
because it ignores spurious correlations between causally-
unrelated events in the agent’s data stream. Formalizing this
intuition and explaining why this is particularly salient in
our current environment, in contrast to some other situations
(Locatello et al., 2018), is an important future direction. In-
terestingly, the disentangled architecture shares a key feature
with Theory of Mind, which involves the ability to predict
the behaviors of other agents as a function of inferred mental
states, such as beliefs, desires, and goals (Astington et al.,
1990; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Wellman, 1992). A core,
though often unstated, assumption behind Theory of Mind is
the agent-centric allocation of computational resources. Our
disentangled model builds this in as a key feature, suggesting
that at least one possible function of Theory of Mind may
be to enable statistical disentangling. This certainly requires
considerable follow-up work to substantiate.
Human behavior To quantify how the emergent behavior
matches that of humans, we have run a pilot human subject
experiment (Figure 6a) in which we conveyed static, periodic,
animate, and noise stimuli to twelve human participants via
spherical robots moving along a mat, while measuring patterns
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Figure 6: Modeling human behavior. (a) Human adults wear
a mobile eye tracker while watching displays consisting of
four sets of spherical robots travelling along a mat. Human
and model fixation proportions are similar. (b) Accuracy of
early indicators of final performance, as a function of time,
and (c) factor analysis hypothesis: curiosity signal determines
attention, which determines final performance.

of attention via a mobile eye tracker. We find average fixation
proportions favoring the animate stimuli. Furthermore, a γ-
Progress network tasked to predict the virtual robot trajectories
produces a similar aggregate attentional fixation pattern. In
follow-up work, we aim to make a finer model comparison to
the behavior of humans shown a diverse array of stimuli.
Early indicator analysis Eventually, we would like to use
curiosity-driven learning as a model for intrinsic motivation in
early childhood. In this interpretation, the attention timecourse
is a readily observable behavioral metric, and performance
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represents a more difficult-to-obtain measure of social acuity.
Variation in curiosity signal would, in this account, be a latent
correlate of developmental variability. For example, Autism
Spectrum Disorder is characterized by both difference in low-
level facial attention (Jones & Klin, 2013; Constantino et al.,
2017) and high-level social acuity (Hus & Lord, 2014).

Motivated by this example, we sought to determine whether
the easily-measurable low-level attention could be used as an
early indicator of high-level social prediction performance.
To perform an early indicator analysis, we thus train two
models: (1) PERF≤T , which takes performance before time T
as input, and (2) ATT≤T , which takes attention before time T
as input. As seen in Figure 6b, ATT≤T is an effective predictor
of late social performance, and in fact, throughout most of the
timecourse, a more accurate indicator than direct measurement
of early-stage model performance itself. The overall situation
is conveyed by the factor diagram in Figure 6c. Translating
this modeling result into a real-world experimental population
could lead to substantial improvements in affordable, early-
deployable diagnostics of developmental variability.
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Abstract

In an ideal world, evidence of disparities motivates people to
fight them; in reality, disparities often “reproduce” themselves.
Upon seeing the police stopping some groups at higher rates,
people may believe members of these groups are more prone
to crime and therefore seek more punitive measures against
them. In this paper, we argue that even without stereotypic
associations linking some groups with crime, people may still
reproduce observed disparities via rational inference: Assum-
ing an agent is knowledgeable about a target trait’s “hit rates”
in different groups and acts to maximize the expected utility of
checking, you may infer that groups checked more often have
higher hit rates. In Experiment 1, this “Naı̈ve Utility Calculus”
successfully captured how people inferred the hit rate in a pop-
ulation based on how often an agent sampled from it (“check
rate”). In Experiment 2, when hit rates in the samples were
revealed, people predominantly relied on this new information
more heavily than the agent’s check rates. Our work both pro-
vided a novel explanation for why people reproduce disparities
and a potential intervention to combat such a tendency.

Keywords: social cognition; disparities; theory of mind; com-
putational modeling

Introduction
In Oakland, California, around 60% of the police stops be-
tween 2013 and 2014 were of African Americans, who only
make up about 28% of the local population and were no
more likely than members of other races to carry contra-
band (Hetey, Monin, Maitreyi, & Eberhardt, 2016). Not only
does intense proactive policing tend to induce psychological
stress and future crimes in the African American community
(Del Toro et al., 2019), it’s also the first step towards dispari-
ties in areas with more dire consequences, such as arrests and
incarceration. As scientists and educators, what can we do to
help combat racial disparities in proactive policing?

Perhaps if people saw what we saw, they would be eager to
end racial disparities. However, numbers don’t always speak
for themselves: Evidence of disparities often leads people
to support the very system that has created them in the first
place (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2018). For instance, when pre-
sented with a “Blacker” prison compared to a “less Black”
one (45% vs. 25% inmates were African Americans), White
voters became more supportive of laws that severely punish
repeated offenders (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2014). Why would
people support laws that may intensify racial disparities af-
ter being made more aware of their existence? Hetey and
Eberhardt (2014, 2018) argued that this paradox could be ex-

plained by stereotypic associations linking Blacks with crime:
A Blacker prison made people more fearful of crime and the
fear prompted them to support stricter criminal law.

Are pre-existing stereotypes such as the “Black-crime as-
sociation” necessary for observers to reproduce disparities?
Imagine, as a new quality inspector at a factory, you shad-
owed the most experienced inspector on your first day there.
They checked 7 out of every 10 X products and only 3 out
every 10 Y products. Inspecting a product incurs a small cost
every time but catching a defective one is far more reward-
ing. When it’s your turn, would you check X or Y more of-
ten? If your answer is “X”, is it because you have stereotypic
associations linking it with low quality? This explanation is
unlikely since you’ve only just seen these products. Alterna-
tively, your preference may be a result of rational inference:
Assuming the inspector is knowledgeable about product qual-
ity and acts to maximize the expected utility of checking (the
expected reward from finding defective products minus the
total cost of checking), it only makes sense if X has a higher
defect rate than Y—so you should also check X more often,
just like your predecessor did. This kind of Naı̈ve Utility Cal-
culus (NUC, Jara-Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum,
2016) explains how we might end up reproducing disparities
we observe without having any stereotypes from the get-go.

Inferring “ground truth” from sampling processes
It’s not a new idea that sampling behavior is a window into an
intentional agent’s preference. Even young children (Kush-
nir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010) and infants (Wellman, Kushnir,
Xu, & Brink, 2016) understand that a person selecting rare
toys at a disproportionately high rate prefers these toys and
will choose the same type in the future. It’s also been pro-
posed that such inferences arrive from a principle of efficiency
(Jara-Ettinger, Sun, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2018): A utility-
maximizing agent wouldn’t go out of their way to seek out
the rarer option if they didn’t like it better.

The police scenario differs from previous studies in that we
care not about how people use sampling to infer others’ pref-
erence but some “ground truth” about the world. To our best
knowledge, only one study (Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz,
2010) has looked at ground truth inference from non-random
sampling. In their study, infants had to infer was whether a
property (squeaking) found in one category (blue balls) ex-
tended to another (yellow balls). When most balls were yel-
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low but the experimenter only sampled blue balls which all
squeaked, infants didn’t expect yellow balls to also squeak
(“If yellow balls also squeak, why didn’t she show me?”).

Ground truth inference in our study goes beyond binary:
Rather than whether a trait extends to a group, people must
infer the prevalence of that trait. After all, members of all
races commit crime but what observers believe drives the po-
lice’s sampling behavior is the magnitude of crime rates. Fur-
thermore, infants in Gweon et al.’s (2010) study had to simul-
taneously infer whether the experimenter was sampling from
all balls or just squeaking balls. This joint inference captures
observers’ uncertainty about both the police’s intention and
knowledge. However, before factoring in the agent’s inten-
tion, we want to first establish whether people can make ac-
curate inference about “crime rates” based on sampling. We
made it clear that the agent is cost-effective and knowledge-
able about true “crime rates” in different groups. In the future,
it’s worth exploring joint mental state/ground truth inference
as a model of how people learn from a rational agent’s sam-
pling behavior and also a potential anti-bias intervention.

By viewing the reproduction of disparities from a ratio-
nal perspective, by no means do we wish to “rationalize” it
or downplay the role of stereotypes discussed in a vast body
of literature (e.g., Eberhardt, Goff, Purdie, & Davies, 2004;
Payne, 2001). Rather, what we are ultimately searching for is
an effective way to fight disparities and if we find that ratio-
nal inference alone has the power to reproduce disparities, we
need further measures than just doing away with stereotypes.

Study overview

To capture key elements of proactive policing without evok-
ing pre-existing racial stereotypes, we designed a novel ar-
cade game called the “Golden Ticket” (Figure 1). In this
game, a robot chicken lays one egg at a time, which is either
empty or has a golden ticket that can be redeemed for a grand
prize. Each egg costs a token and tokens are expensive and
come in limited quantities. Players can pass on eggs that they
don’t want to buy. This game is designed to simulate real-
life police encounters. A robot chicken and the eggs it lays
are akin to a social group and members of that group and the
player symbolizes the police officer. Winning a golden ticket
and catching a criminal are both highly rewarding yet check-
ing incurs a cost every time, be it a token or time and energy.
Each chicken has a fixed “hit rate” (the probability of lay-
ing an egg that has a golden ticket) known to an experienced
player Alex. Alex also doesn’t spend tokens unnecessarily.
Participants watched Alex play a series of robot chicken. Af-
ter each, they were asked to infer the chicken’s hit rate and
indicate whether they wanted to buy a new egg from it.

In Experiment 1, the eggs’ content was not revealed. We
looked at whether participants could infer hit rates based on
“check rates” (the probability that Alex buys an egg from a
chicken) alone. Their inferences were compared to predic-
tions generated by a Naı̈ve Utility Calculus model. In Ex-
periment 2, Alex opened the eggs after each round. We ex-

Figure 1: The Golden Ticket game: A robot chicken laid a
total of 6 eggs one at a time. Alex, the best player who knew
every chicken’s hit rate and refrained from unnecessary pur-
chase, decided whether to buy each egg or let it go. In Experi-
ment 1, participants only saw how many eggs Alex bought but
not the content of the eggs. In Experiment 2, Alex opened the
eggs they bought, revealing which ones had tickets and which
ones were empty. At the end of each trial, participants were
asked to estimate the hit rate of the robot chicken and indicate
whether they want to buy a new egg laid by this chicken.

amined whether participants used both the hit rate and the
check rate in the sample to infer the true hit rate in the pop-
ulation or if they relied on one source of information. We
created three computational models to compare against hu-
man performance, each corresponding to an aforementioned
possibility (hit rate only, check rate only, check + hit rates).

Computational Modeling

Naı̈ve Utility Calculus models
We created computational models based on the Naı̈ve Util-
ity Calculus (NUC) (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016) to predict how
learners infer each chicken’s hit rate from Alex’s check rate.
The key assumption is that Alex maximizes the expected re-
wards of winning golden tickets relative to the total costs of
buying eggs. Suppose each ticket has a value of V , each to-
ken costs C, and the true hit rate of a chicken is θ, then the
expected utility of buying an egg from a given chicken is:

E[U(buy)] =V θ−C (1)

The higher the expected utility E[U(buy)], the more likely
that Alex will buy an egg, hence the higher the check rate
µ. We assume that Alex’s choice behavior follows a softmax
choice rule (Sutton & Barto, 1998). In the case of binary
choices, the softmax function becomes the logistic function:

µ =
1

1+ exp(−E[U(buy)])/τ
(2)

where τ is a temperature parameter controlling the level
of stochasticity in Alex’s decisions. When τ→ 0, Alex will
always buy an egg if E[U(buy)] > 0; when τ→ ∞, Alex just
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Figure 2: Computational models of hit rate inference. In the
two Naı̈ve Utility Calculus (NUC) models, the check rate µ
is inferred from the number of eggs Alex bought (S) out of
the number of eggs a chicken laid (P). µ is linked to the true
hit rate θ via a logistic function, whose intercept β0 and slope
β1 are estimated from participants’ inferred hit rates and pur-
chase decisions. In Experiment 1, θ can only be inferred from
µ. In Experiment 2, θ can be simultaneously inferred from µ
and the number of eggs with tickets (H) out of P. Alterna-
tively, people may ignore µ and assume that the observed hit
rate is the true hit rate, in which case “hit rate only” model
captures their inference.

randomly decides between buying an egg and letting it go.
The three free parameters V , C, and τ can be absorbed into

the slope β1 =V/τ and the intercept β0 =−C/τ of the logistic
function in Equation 2, which then becomes:

µ =
1

1+ exp(−(β0 +β1θ))
(3)

We can estimate β0 and β1 from participants’ inferred hit
rates and subsequent purchase decisions. Plugging the esti-
mates back in Equation 3 allows us to infer what participants
thought the true hit rate θ was based on the observed check
rate µ—assuming that they used the same utility function to
interpret Alex’s decisions and make their own decisions1.

In both NUC models, µ is inferred from the number of eggs
Alex bought, S, out of the number of eggs each chicken laid,
P: S∼ Binomial(µ,P). In Experiment 1 with only check rate
information, θ is solely inferred from µ via Equation 3. In
Experiment 2, θ can be simultaneously inferred from µ and
the number of eggs with tickets, H, out of the number of eggs
Alex bought, S: H ∼ Binomial(θ,S). If participants ignore

1This is not necessarily true. People’s own utility function can
differ from what they think an another agent’s utility function is. For
instance, Liu, McCoy, and Ullman (2019) found that most of their
participants saw others as less or more risk averse than—but not the
same as—themselves. However, since what we care about is each
model’s relative performance, this difference is not too concerning.

new hit rate information, then their inferential process is cap-
tured by the same “check rate only” model in Experiment 1.

Alternative model
In Experiment 2 where hit rate information was also pro-
vided, participants may ignore check rates and assume that
each chicken’s observed hit rate is its true hit rate. In this
“hit rate only” model with no utility concerns, θ is solely de-
termined by H (the number of eggs with tickets) and S (the
number of eggs Alex bought): H ∼ Binomial(θ,S).

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants Sixty-two adult residents of the United States
(mean age = 38.5 years) participated in Experiment 1 through
Amazon Mechanical Turk. A past acceptance rate of at least
95% was required for participation. Another 31 participants
were excluded for failing any of the five instruction check
questions. All participants gave informed consent prior to the
study and were paid $2 for about 15-20 minutes of their time.

Procedure Participants first watched a video introducing
the “Golden Ticket” game and were then tested on the util-
ity structure of this game, namely rewards (a golden ticket or
none) and costs (a token or none). Next, participants learned
that different robot chickens may have different hit rates and
the best player Alex knows each chicken’s hit rate and avoids
spending tokens unnecessarily. It was also emphasized that
while each chicken has a fixed hit rate on the long run, the
hit rate in each batch of eggs is subject to random fluctua-
tions. To ensure that participants understood all the critical
information, we tested them on what makes Alex the best
player (because they are knowledgeable about hit rates and
cost-effective) as well as possible fluctuations in hit rates.

Those who passed both rounds of instruction checks within
two attempts were allowed to continue to the main experi-
ment, where they watched short videos of Alex playing 12
different robot chickens, each distinguished by a unique color.
The total number of eggs laid by each chicken was held con-
stant (6 eggs) while the number of eggs Alex bought varied
(2 chickens: bought 1 or 6 out of 6 eggs; 4 chickens: bought
2 or 5 out of 6 eggs). The order of the 12 chickens was ran-
domized for each participant. Once Alex made decisions for
all 6 eggs laid by a chicken, participants were reminded of
how many eggs they bought or let go on a summary page.

To measure hit rate inference, we asked participants to
guess that out of 6 eggs randomly selected from all the eggs
a chicken has ever laid, how many might have golden tickets.
Finally, they were asked to decide whether they would buy a
new egg from this chicken or pass on the opportunity.

Results
The central question that inspired this research is whether
people would still reproduce observed disparities even with-
out existing stereotypes. In Experiment 1, this question trans-
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Figure 3: Results from Experiment 1: (Left) The proportion
of participants deciding to buy a new egg as a function of
the number of eggs Alex bought. (Right) Hit rates of robot
chickens predicted by the model vs. inferred by participants.
(Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals.)

lates to whether participants’ purchase decisions were influ-
ence by Alex’s check rates. From Figure 3 (left), it’s obvi-
ous that far more participants chose to buy a new egg when
Alex bought 5 or 6 eggs compared to only 1 or 2. To test
this observation more rigorously, we fit a generalized linear
mixed model (GLMM) using the R package lme4 (Bates,
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) with participants’ purchase
decisions as the outcome variable, the number of eggs Alex
bought as the fixed effect, as well as random intercepts and
slopes for participants and trials2. Consistent our observa-
tion, with each additional egg Alex bought, the odds ratio for
participants buying an egg increased by 2.36, which was sig-
nificantly higher than chance, Wald’s χ2 = 14.03, p = .00018.

Were participants “mindlessly” copying Alex’s sampling
behavior or did they use it to infer robot chickens’ hit rates
in a “rational” way? To answer this question, we examined
whether participants’ hit rate inferences can be captured by a
NUC model. First of all, we estimated parameters values in
Equation 3 to be β0 = −2.56 and β1 = .98 using the Python
library PyMC3 (Salvatier, Wiecki, & Fonnesbeck, 2016) based
on participants’ inferred hit rates and purchase decisions.
Then we implemented a “check rate only” NUC model to
predict how people should infer each chicken’s hit rate from
Alex’s check rate and compared model predictions against
participants’ actual inferences. As you can see in Figure 3
(right), this NUC model captured all the qualitative trends
across all trial types. Model predictions were strongly cor-
related with human responses, Pearson’s r = .79, p < .001.

Discussions
Before playing the Golden Ticket, participants had no ex-
pectation for each robot chicken’s hit rate. Yet, after watch-
ing a knowledgeable, utility-maximizing agent Alex playing
the game, participants quickly followed their lead, buying
more eggs from chickens that Alex was more likely to buy

2Here we implemented lme4 models in Python via rpy2 to keep
in the same environment. The formula for the full model was: buy
∼ checked + (1 | participant) + (1 | trial).

from. This result shows that participants ended up reproduc-
ing observed disparities in check rates without having prior
stereotypes of chickens’ hit rates. At least when explicitly
asked to, participants could do more than just blindly copying
Alex’s sampling behavior: Each chicken’s hit rate that they
inferred from Alex’s check rate closely matched the predic-
tion generated by a simple Naı̈ve Utility Calculus model. Per-
haps through a similar inferential process, a naı̈ve observer
of police encounters may conclude that groups under heav-
ier scrutiny have higher crime rates and will check members
from these groups more often when given the opportunity.

What if groups checked more often have the same or even
lower hit rates? One of the most striking and informative
findings from the Oakland police stop data is that African
Americans who were stopped far more often than other races
were no more likely to carry contraband. If people trust a
knowledgeable, utility-maximizing agent blindly, they may
disregard this new hit rate information as a “fluke”. It’s also
possible that they ignore the agent’s sampling behavior and
solely focus on observed hit rates. Alternatively, people may
consider both the hit rates and the check rates in the sample to
infer group hit rates. To examine these possibilities, we con-
ducted Experiment 2 where Alex opened the purchased eggs
to reveal which ones had tickets and which ones were empty.

Experiment 2

Methods
Participants Sixty-seven adult residents of the United
States (mean age = 36.9 years) participated in Experiment 2
through Amazon Mechanical Turk. To participate, one must
have a past acceptance rate of 95% or above and not have
taken part in Experiment 1. Another 30 participants were ex-
cluded for failing any of the five instruction check questions.
All participants gave informed consent prior to the study and
were paid $2 for about 15-20 minutes of their time.

Procedure The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to
that for Experiment 1, except that Alex opened the eggs they
bought in the end to reveal which ones had tickets and which
ones were empty. There were 12 unique combinations of how
many eggs had tickets out of how many eggs Alex bought. Of
these, there were 6 critical trials where Alex bought most or
all eggs but most or all were empty (0 or 1 out of 6 eggs or
0 or 1 out of 5 eggs had tickets) or few eggs but all had tick-
ets (1 out of 1 egg or 2 out 2 eggs had tickets). In case par-
ticipants suspected that Alex was misleading or not actually
knowledgeable, we added 6 “filler” trials where Alex bought
most or all eggs and most or all had tickets (5 or 6 out of 6
eggs or 4 or 5 out of 5 eggs had tickets) or few eggs and none
had tickets (0 out of 1 egg or 0 out 2 eggs had tickets). The
order of presentation was randomized across participants.

Results
After observing both the check rate and the hit rate in an egg
sample, how did participants infer the chicken’s true hit rate?
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Figure 4: Results from Experiment 2: Hit rates of robot
chickens predicted by three models (“check + hit rates”,
“check rate only”, “hit rate only”) vs. inferred by partici-
pants. (Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals.)

We created the three models to capture three hypotheses (Fig-
ure 2): 1) a NUC model inferring hit rates from both observed
check rates and hit rates (“check + hit rates”), 2) another NUC
model only inferring from observed check rates (“check rate
only”), and 3) a non-NUC “hit rate only” model.

Based on participants’ inferred hit rates and purchase deci-
sions, we estimated the parameter values in Equation 2 to be
β0 = −2.79 and β1 = 1.10. The we implemented the above
models using the estimates (with the exception of the “hit rate
only” model, which doesn’t require these parameters). To
see which model resembled human performance the most, we
used the root mean square error3 (RMSE) to measure the dis-
similarity between model predictions and human inferences.
Lower RMSE indicates better model fit. As it turned out, the
“check rate only” model’s predictions strayed furthest away
from human inferences (RMSE = .37) whereas the “check +
hit rates” model and the “hit rate only” model (RMSE = .27
and RMSE = .26, respectively) performed similarly.

Figure 4 compared model predictions with human infer-
ences across 6 critical trials4 where observed hit rates and
check rates were at odds with each other (i.e., when one was
high, then the other was low). Not a single model captured
all the qualitative trends across all trial types. Among the
three, the “check rate only” model was the least accurate
one, grossly overestimating hit rates when Alex bought many
eggs and underestimating when few. The “check + hit rates”
model and the “hit rate only” model both captured part of the
trends: When Alex bought just few eggs but all had tickets,
the “check + hit rates” model was the most accurate; when
Alex bought bought many eggs but few had tickets, the “hit
rate only” model performed most similarly to humans.

3In this case, RMSE =
√

( 1
n )∑

n
i=1(θmi −θhi)

2, where n is the
number of participants and θm and θh are hit rates predicted by a
model and inferred by participants, respectively.

4Models made similar predictions on non-critical trials. In the
interest of space and model comparison, we didn’t plot these trials.

Discussions
All in all, no model captured participants’ hit rate inferences
exactly when both check rate and hit rate information was
available. Why did the “check + hit rates” model and the “hit
rate only” model each predict some but not all of the patterns?
One possibility was that hit rate information was more salient
than check rate information. The last four conditions shown
in Figure 4 provided strong evidence for both high check rates
(e.g., 6 bought out of 6 available) and low hit rates (e.g., 0
with a ticket out of 6 bought). When evidence for both was
more or less equally strong, participants seemed to value the
evidence of low hit rates over that of high check rates. In the
first two conditions, there was strong evidence for low check
rates (e.g., 1 bought out 6 available) but only weak evidence
for high hit rates (e.g., 1 with a ticket out of 1 bought). It
seemed only when hit rate information lacked strength did
participants put emphasis on check rate information.

To test whether participants placed a higher weight on hit
rate information, we fit a linear regression model using pre-
dictions generated by the “hit rate only” model and the “check
rate only” model to predict human inferences. The estimated
coefficient of the former (0.64) was greater than that of the
latter (0.42), suggesting that participants may indeed have re-
lied more on observed hit rates than check rates.

Of course, it’s possible that some participants mostly re-
lied on check rates and some on hit rates. In future research,
we could use latent mixture models or similar techniques to
identify subgroups and capture each subgroup’s behavior.

General Discussion
Racial disparities have deep roots in societies around the
world. Unfortunately, awareness doesn’t always translate into
the desire to end disparities. When reminded of racial dispar-
ities in prison, people became even more supportive of harsh
criminal law that helped create them in the first place (e.g.,
Hetey & Eberhardt, 2014, 2018). Aside from stereotypic as-
sociations linking Blacks with crime, we argue that rational
inference alone based on Naı̈ve Utility Calculus (NUC) (Jara-
Ettinger et al., 2016) can also reproduce disparities: If peo-
ple believe police officers are knowledgeable about different
races’ “true crime rates” and act to maximize expected util-
ities (expected rewards of catching criminals relative to the
total costs of checking), they may think groups under heavier
scrutiny have higher crime rates and target them as well.

This is what we found in Experiment 1 when only check
rates were available. To simulate police encounters with-
out evoking stereotypes, we created a “Golden Ticket” game
where robot chickens (“groups”) lay eggs (“groups mem-
bers”) that may or may not have golden tickets (“crime”) in-
side. Each ticket can be redeemed for a prize but each egg
costs a token. Participants watched a knowledgeable, utility-
maximizing agent Alex play a series of chickens, after which
they were asked to infer each chicken’s “hit rate” and decide
whether or not to buy a new egg from it. While participants
had no prior stereotypes linking certain chickens with high
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or low hit rates, they reproduced disparities in Alex’s sam-
pling behavior nonetheless: The more eggs Alex bought, the
more likely participants would buy from the same chicken.
To show that participants were not copying without thinking,
we asked them to infer each chicken’s hit rate and their in-
ferences closely matched a rational NUC model. Once again,
these suggest that merely exposing people to disparities with-
out addressing the underlying causes may well backfire. In
Experiment 2, participants got to observe hit rates in the sam-
ples: Alex opened the eggs they bought in the end to reveal
which ones had tickets and which ones didn’t. Participants
seemed to rely more on this new hit rate information than the
agent’s sampling behavior. Given strong evidence for high
check rates (e.g., Alex bought 6 eggs out of 6) and low hit
rates (e.g., 0 out of 6 eggs had tickets), participants expected
true hit rates to be low. This was captured by a ”hit rate only”
that ignored check rates. When the evidence was strong for
low check rates (e.g., bought 1 out of 6) but weak for high hit
rates (e.g., 1 out of 1 egg had a ticket), participants inferred
the true hit rates to be in a middling range. This inference was
captured by the “check + hit rates” model.

A number of reasons may explain why participants seemed
to value hit rate information more. Perhaps assuming that ob-
served hit rates are equal to true hit rates takes less mental
effort than decoding Alex’s motivation (“They wouldn’t have
bought so many eggs if this chicken weren’t profitable.”). It
could also be that participants doubted Alex’s knowledge af-
ter a few “failures” (“Maybe they haven’t played with this one
before?”), even though they were reminded that Alex knew
all chickens’ hit rates really well. In follow-up studies, we
can ask participants to rate Alex’s credibility throughout the
experiment to examine these hypotheses. Regardless of the
underlying mechanism, findings in Experiment 2 suggested
a way to fight disparities: Showing that groups targeted by
the police are not necessarily more prone to crime may help
people re-evaluate the true crime rates more objectively.

Future directions

Oftentimes, we don’t just see one police officer repeatedly
targeting certain groups but many across the nation targeting
the same groups. To a naı̈ve observer, consensus may be an
even stronger indicator of “ground truth”. In future work,
we wish to look at whether hit rate information becomes less
powerful when it goes against the consensus among multiple
rational agents. Also, we used non-social groups in this study
but it’s likely that people reason about social groups differ-
ently. We will investigate this possibility in the future.
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Abstract 
Humans live in an uncertain world and often rely on social 

information in order to reduce uncertainty. However, the 
relationship between uncertainty and social information use is not 
yet fully understood. In this work we argue that previous studies 
have often neglected different degrees of uncertainty that need to 
be accounted for when studying social information use. We 
introduce a novel experimental paradigm to measure risky decision 
making, wherein social information and uncertainty are 
manipulated. We also developed a Bayesian model of social 
information use. We show that across different levels of 
uncertainty; social influence follows similar principles. Social 
information is more impactful when individuals are more 
uncertain. Notably, this relationship holds for experimental 
manipulations of uncertainty but also for subjective uncertainty 
within experimental conditions. We conclude with discussing that 
social influence can be better understood when paying credit to 
subjective uncertainties and preferences. 

Keywords: Social Influence; Hierarchical Bayes; 
Uncertainty 

Introduction 
Some people prefer to take risks while others rather play it 
safe. Such individual differences in risk-preference influence 
human behaviour in a variety of different contexts, ranging 
from problematic gambling over binge drinking up to risky 
driving (Frey, Pedroni, Mata, Rieskamp, & Hertwig, 2017). 
Individual differences in risk-preferences are traditionally 
attributed to differences in weighting potential outcomes or 
probabilities. However, in the real-world outcomes and 
probabilities are often not known, and the uncertainty about 
whether an action will lead to the desired outcome plays an 
important role in deciding what to do.  
Uncertainty arises on different levels of cognitive processing 
as pointed out by Bach & Dolan, (2012). To illustrate these 
levels, picture a cyclist who wants to be at work on time on a 
wet and foggy day. She wants to ride as fast as she can but in 
order to decide whether she should pick up more speed, some 
uncertainties need to be resolved. First, there is sensory 
uncertainty, which stems from the fact that our senses never 
provide us with a perfect representation of our surroundings, 
but with a noisy estimate of it. Our exemplary cyclist cannot 
judge precisely whether there will be a sharp turn straight 
ahead or not. Due to the fog, she will only have a vague 
notion of the streets’ path. This sensory uncertainty converts 
to state uncertainty- a lack of knowledge about the current 

state of the world. Turning to our cyclist this means that she 
likely is uncertain about how slippery the street is; or if she 
assumes that there is a sharp turn coming up, how far it 
exactly is until she encounters it. Then there is rule 
uncertainty, which means that decision-makers often find 
themselves in the situation of not knowing the precise 
probability with which an action will result in a desired 
outcome. For example, when the cyclist is uncertain about 
how slippery the street or how far away the turn is, she will 
also be uncertain about with what probability speeding up 
will result in an accident at the turn. Finally, there is outcome 
uncertainty, usually referred to as risk. Risk describes the fact 
that the result of one decision cannot be predicted with 
certainty, even if all probabilities are known to the decision-
maker (i.e. there is no uncertainty on all previous levels). For 
instance, our cyclist might conclude that there is exactly a 
30% chance of crashing at the next sharp turn if she puts up 
more speed, she still cannot know the outcome for sure. 
Finally, she has to decide. Her individual preferences for 
uncertainty (including risk) will guide her choice and it is 
likely that she is uncertain about these preferences as well 
(Moutoussis, Dolan, & Dayan, 2016). While we 
acknowledge that these uncertainties may be qualitatively 
different from one another, it is important to point out that 
uncertainties are organised hierarchically. This means that 
sensory uncertainty can have a downstream effect on the 
subjective experience of uncertainty about the potential 
outcomes associated with an action, however these 
uncertainties can be attenuated by learning or attentional 
processes. Risk is qualitatively different because it cannot be 
further reduced by additional information. Therefore, 
throughout this paper, we will subsume the sensory, state and 
rule uncertainty under uncertainty hereby adopt the widely 
accepted distinction between uncertainty and risk (Hertwig, 
Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004).  
One way by which humans increase their confidence in a 
choice under uncertainty is by using social information 
(FeldmanHall & Shenhav, 2019). Imagine our cyclist 
watching other cyclists failing to take the turn. This will have 
an effect on her individual decision to accelerate and this 
effect is likely to be stronger when she is more uncertain 
about what to do. Indeed, recent research from perceptual 
judgements has shown that people use more social 
information when they are presented with more uncertain, or 
noisy, stimuli. Moreover, there is evidence that the 
integration of individual and social information follows 
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Bayesian principles (Bahrami et al., 2010; Toelch & Dolan, 
2015). However, it is not known how different degrees of 
uncertainty affect preference-based choice and social 
influence therein. The interplay of preferences, uncertainty 
and social influence has traditionally been studied by using 
decisions between monetary lotteries, which are solely 
subject to risk. While this research has shown that people do 
integrate social information when making a risky choice 
(Chung, Christopoulos, King-Casas, Ball, & Chiu, 2015; 
Ciranka & van den Bos, 2019), it is still unknown to what 
extent social influence in preference based choice is 
modulated by experienced uncertainties. Past research in that 
respect provides heterogenous conclusions which sometimes 
even are counterintuitive. While some researches find that 
more uncertainty leads to more social influence 
(FeldmanHall & Shenhav, 2019; Toyokawa, Whalen, & 
Laland, 2019), others report the opposite (Delfino, Marengo, 
& Ploner, 2016). Therefore, it is still unclear to what extent 
the same principles reported for sensory uncertainty also 
apply to different kinds of uncertainty and when individual 
preferences are concerned. In order to provide a more 
complete picture we aim investigate the mechanisms of social 
influence by explicitly formulating a Bayesian model of 
social influence within which subjective uncertainties can be 
quantified.  

 
Goals and Scope. Our goal in this manuscript is twofold: 
First, we present a novel experimental paradigm that allows 
us to study social influence under different uncertainties. We 
therefore extend psychophysiological work into the value-
based domain, focussing on the distinction between 
uncertainty and risk. Second, we aim to provide a formal 
model of how humans integrate social and non-social 
information in preference-based choice under different 
uncertainties and show how a Bayesian approach provides 
novel insights into the mechanisms behind social influence 
under uncertainty.  

Methods 
Subjects. We report the data of n=61 subjects (aged 18-26, 
m= 20.82) who completed the task in our laboratory. The data 
collected was approved of our institutes’ local ethics 
committee as part of a bigger developmental study, where 
subjects performed a battery of social decision-making tasks 
which will be reported elsewhere.  

 
Task and Procedure. In order to experimentally manipulate 
uncertainty and social influence we developed the marble 
task. The marble task was written in javascript, using jspsych 
(de Leeuw, 2015) and presented in a regular browser. 

Subjects were instructed to choose between two lotteries in 
order to accumulate bonus points. The bonus points were 
transformed into a monetary bonus (factor 0.0025) which was 
added to the compensation of 10 € at the end of the 
experiment. The task consisted of 144 trials in each of which, 
subjects were asked to decide between a risky and a safe 
option. When they decided to choose safe, they gained five 

points. When subjects chose the risky option, they could win 
either 8, 20 or 50 points. However, the risky points were only 
probabilistically awarded. The probabilities were 0.125, 0.25, 
0.375, 0.5, 0.625 and 0.75. All possible values were 
combined with all probabilities equally often. This basic task 
variant was repeated in four different conditions: risk and 
uncertainty, which were nested within a solo and a social 
condition.  

In the risk condition (figure 1a), probability information 
was presented by showing an image of a jar, containing 100 
marbles. The proportion of blue and red coloured marbles in 
this jar represented the underlying probabilities, where the 
number of blue marbles shown indicated the probability of 
winning. In the uncertainty condition (figure 1b), participants 
had to learn about the underlying probabilities before 
deciding. In order to do so first, subjects saw a sequence of 9 
pseudo-random draws from the jar instead of being informed 
about the exact proportions directly. Thus, subjects had to 
integrate new pieces of information about the outcome 
probabilities with every draw from the jar. Before making a 
choice, we asked participants to indicate their estimate of the 
underlying probability, using a slider. To make sure that all 
participants were presented with the same information, we 
sampled binomial sequences before the experiment until the 
sequences´ mean was as representative of the underlying 
probability as possible. Hence subjects did not see real 
random draws from the jar.  
 
Social Information. After participants completed a block 
without social information (solo condition), we computed the 
percentage of trials at which the current subject chose the 
risky option. In the next block, a social condition, we 
assigned an advisor to the participant by finding a subject in 
our database of participants who completed a similar 
experiment that used the same probability and combinations. 
Our criterion for matching participants to advisors was that 
the advisor chose the risky option on average 20% more 
frequently than the participant. We chose this threshold for 
two reasons: First, studies have shown that social information 
that is too close or too far from individual preferences has 
little impact (Moussaïd, Herzog, Kämmer, & Hertwig, 2017). 
And second, this was a way to keep the relationship between 
social information and individual propensities constant 
across participants. Social information was presented to the 
current subject by framing the option that the advisor 
previously chose on a trial with the same value and 
probability.  
We assumed that people would be more inclined to choose 
the risky option when it has a higher expected value 
compared to the safe option. We expected social influence to 
be greater when uncertainty is higher. That means we 
expected greater social influence under uncertainty than 
under risk. 

 
A Bayesian Model of Social Influence. Our main focus was 
to quantify the mechanisms behind social influence under 
uncertainty and risk. To this end we developed a 
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computational model which formalizes the assumption that 
social influence depends on individual uncertainty (Toelch & 
Dolan, 2015). The model has three building blocks. First, it 
rests on expected utility theory, in which objective values are 
non-linearly transformed into subjective utilities which are 
then multiplied by their probability of occurrence, resulting 
in the so-called expected utility. Second, we assume that 
individuals are uncertain about the exact utilities associated 
with one option, a common assumption in stochastic utility 
theory (Blavatskyy, 2007).  In doing so we can elegantly 
integrate different sources of uncertainty into a probability 
distribution over expected utility. To model uncertainty, we 
treat the underlying probability of winning as Beta-
distributed and scale the distribution with the subjective 
utility of a choice option: 

𝐸𝑈#$%&~	𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎-𝛼$/, 𝛽$/2 ∗ 𝑉&
56, 

where V is the value associated with one option. The 
parameter 𝜆 shapes the utility function of subject 𝑖. 𝜆 
accounts for individually varying risk-preferences. Thus, a 
subjective preference for risk is modelled as the extent of 
diminishing marginal utility of different prospects. Under 
diminishing marginal utility, risk aversion occurs because 
potential reward magnitudes are subjectively compressed 
therefore more similar to each other and in turn it will be less 
attractive to take a risk in order to obtain a higher reward.  

In the risk condition, shape parameters (α$/) and (𝛽$/) of 
the Beta distribution are estimated per unique probability 
condition, j and nested within subjects, i. In the uncertainty 
condition, we assume that with every new piece of 
information, subjects update their beliefs about the 
underlying probabilities in a way that can be described as 
weighted binomial updating. In the uncertainty condition, we 

do possess direct information about the optimal Beta 
distributions´ shape parameters, they are represented by the 
number of blue/red marbles (i.e. observed pieces of evidence) 
in a given trial, 𝑘, for gains (α#=>?) and losses (𝛽#=>?): 

𝐸𝑈=@A?#BC$@~	𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 D𝛼#=>?$/ ∗ 𝜁$, 𝛽#=>?$/ ∗ 𝜁$F ∗ 𝑉&
56 . 

The parameter 𝜁 allows us to express “weighted updating” 
where estimates close to one indicate Bayesian optimality. 
Values lower than one mean that subjects underweight new 
information; higher values speak for overweighting of 
information.  

The third part of our model relates to social influence.  As 
we also represent our subjects´ uncertainty about the 
prospects of their decisions, it is now straightforward to 
model informational social influence as Bayesian inference. 
The model formalizes the following scenario. If someone 
observes risky social information, this will make them 
believe that the risky option is more advantageous than 
previously thought based on individual information alone. 

Figure 2: Schematic of Bayesian updating, risky advice is 
observed. Left: When there is high prior (black) uncertainty, 
observing social information favoring a risky option will 
strongly affect the subjects’ posterior belief (green). Right: 
when there is less prior uncertainty, the same information will 
lead to a less pronounced shift of the posterior. 

Figure 1: The marble task. A) subjects either decide between a risky or a safe option. Here, outcome probabilities are described 
to the subjects, thus they make decisions under risk. These decisions are either made with (bottom) or without (top) social 
information. B) Subjects make decisions under uncertainty. They see a sequence of draws from the outcome distribution and 
are asked to indicate their estimate of the underlying probabilities on a slider. Then they decide whether they want to gamble 
with the distribution they had just experienced or gain a small amount of bonus points with certainty. Subjects either are 
presented with social information (bottom) or not (top). 
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Likelihood	
(social	information)	

Prior	
(individual	information)	 Utility	

Observing social information will also and reduce their 
uncertainty about how to decide. In other words: observing 
social information shifts the mean and reduces the variance 
of the beliefs which have been formed on the basis of 
individual information alone.  
In our model, the prior is the individual’s belief about the 
outcome probabilities and the contribution of social 
information, 𝑥, to our subjects’ beliefs comprises the 
likelihood. Multiplying the beta prior, social likelihood and 
the options’ utility yields the posterior expected utility of one 
option after integrating social and individual information. 
Social information can be either risky (𝑥 = 1)	or safe (𝑥 =
0), scaled by a free parameter, 𝜂: 

 
𝐸𝑈~	𝑝&

cd6e 	(1 − 𝑝&)(ghc)d6e ∗ 𝑝&
i6jhg(1 − 𝑝&)k6jhg ∗ 𝑉&

56, 
 

 
 
 
Where p is Beta distributed according to equations or 1 and 
2, depending on whether the current condition demands 
decisions under risk (Eq. 1) or uncertainty (Eq. 2). 

 𝜂 determines the weight of social information: the higher 
𝜂, the stronger the influence of social information on the 
subjects’ decisions.  

In a last step, the difference between safe and risky utilities 
is fed into a sigmoid function with temperature 𝜏 in order to 
obtain a trial wise choice probability, 𝜋: 

𝜋$/& =
g

gn?
opqrs6tj6ej

oqrtuvw6ej
x∗y6

. 

Finally, each trial our subjects´ choices, 𝑋$/&, are predicted as 
Bernoulli distributed random variables (figure 3).  
While the model itself constitutes a Bayesian model of 
cognition, we also formulated the model in a hierarchical 
Bayesian way, which allows us to estimate different 
hyperpriors for different conditions or groups of subjects in 
the task (figure 3).   

Model fitting was done using stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), 
with 4 chains and 20000 iterations per chain, 5000 of which 
we discarded as warmup. Convergence of the Markov Chains 
was inspected visually and by consulting 𝑅| (all	𝑅|=1).  
For inference on the relationship between uncertainty and 
social influence we estimate Bayesian robust correlations, 
assuming that measurements follow a student-t distribution. 
We examine the correlation between our subjects’ mean 
uncertainty about utilities, and the degree of social influence 
they show, as quantified by parameter 𝜂. To compute this 
uncertainty, we dropped the factor which scales the Beta 
distribution to the level of utilities from all equations. This 
was done in order to obtain a comparable measure of 
uncertainty for all trials. We denote the variance of the Beta 
distribution as uncertainty. 

In a “model free” analysis, we inspected whether the 
experimental manipulation had an effect on our subjects’ 
decisions to take a risk. For this we constructed a Bayesian 
generalized linear model; predicting each decision with a 
logit link function, by coding a risky choice as “1” and a safe 
choice as “0”. We used the uncertainty conditions well as the 
quality of social information as categorical predictors and the 
expected value as continuous predictor. We report the odds 
ratio of each predictor. All statistical inference was 
performed using the brms package for R (Bürkner, 2017), 
using brms default priors. 

Results 
In the present study we examined social influence under 
different types of uncertainty using a novel experimental 
paradigm and newly developed hierarchical Bayesian 
models. We were interested to what extent social influence in 
preference-based choice is modulated by different kinds of 
uncertainty (fig 4). In general, social influence followed our 
expectations. When social information was favouring risky 
decisions, subjects opted more for the risky option (m = 
51.3%, sem = 0.1%) than when making decisions alone (m = 
41.9%, sem = 0.1%). When social information favoured safe 
decisions, subjects chose the risky option less often (m = 
36.8%, sem = 1.2%). The odds that have been estimated in 
order to predict each choice imply as well that more risk 
taking occurred when social information was risky 
(odds_socialrisk = 1.58, CI = [1.44, 1.78]). When social 
information favoured safe decisions, the model did credibly 
predict more safe choices, (odds_socialsafe = 0.89, CI = 
[0.76, 1.03]), note that this confidence interval does include 
a 0, when the raw regression coefficient and not the odds ratio 
is concearned (odds_socialsafe = 0.89, CI = [0.76, 1.03]). 
Under uncertainty, subjects were less inclined to take a risk 
(b_socialsafe = -0.12, CI = [-0.27, 0.03]).  

Changes in expected value also affected our subject’s 
decision with higher expected values, of the risky option 
being predictive of more risk-taking (odds_EV = 1.20, CI = 
[1.19, 1.21]).  

 
Model based Analysis. Here we report the parameter 
estimates obtained from fitting the outlined model to our 

Figure 3: Graphical Model for the marble task. Hierarchy of 
parameters depend on subjects and condition. Subject level 
parameters are estimated from a unit normal distribution and 
are then transformed to their actual value using non-centered 
parametrization in order to achieve efficient subject level 
parameter sampling. Φ(.) denotes the unit normal cumulative 
distribution function 
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subjects’ decisions. Our results show that people use social 
information more when they are more uncertain of how to 
decide. This is implied by the higher social influence 
parameter estimates, when there is uncertainty, as opposed to 
risk alone (fig 4c). This difference is in the range of a medium 
effect size, (posterior mean estimate = 0.62; fig 4d). 
Moreover, the relationship between uncertainty and social 
influence even holds for subjective uncertainties within each 
condition. This is implied by the correlation between 
uncertainty about the risky options’ utility and mean social 
influence in the risk and in the uncertainty condition. The 
Bayesian robust correlation between social influence and 
uncertainty was substantial in the risk (ρ = 0.45 CI = [0.2, 
0.65]) and less pronounced and not credibly present in the 
uncertainty condition (ρ = 0.26; CI = [-0.01, 0.49]). 
Taken together we show behaviourally and computationally 
that subjects who were subjectively more uncertain, used 
social information more, despite the fact that every 
participant observed the same amount of information. 
Subjects’ showed considerable variation in how they 
weighted each piece of individual information under 
uncertainty. This weighting is expressed by the parameter 𝜻, 
which was on average estimated to be smaller than one (m = 
0.71, sd = 0.74). This is evidence that subjects are 
underweighting individual information, when comparing 
their behaviour to how an ideal observer would perform.  
Underweighting leads to higher uncertainty and this 

uncertainty can explain why subjects overestimate low and 
underestiate high probabilites (ρ����;��������= 0.38,  CI= 
[0.36,0.40]). Subjective uncertainty results in the observed 
regression to the mean of our participants probability 
estiamtes (figure 4b). Notably, subjects put a stronger weight 
on social information as compared to individual information. 
This is implied by the posterior mean estimates of η, which 
constitute the weight of social information on our subjects’ 
decisions. η was almost exclusively greater than 1 (m = 2.40, 
sd = 1.51), irrespective of whether decisions were made under 
risk or under uncertainty. This means that one piece of advice 
had a higher influence on our subject’s choice than one piece 
of individual evidence.   
In sum, we show that uncertainty leads to less risky decisions 
and more social influence. We provide evidence for the 
influence of subjective uncertainty on decision making. 
 

Discussion 
People use social information when they are uncertain of how 
to decide, therefore it has been argued that social information 
use follows Bayesian principles (Toelch & Dolan, 2015). In 
this work we examine to what extent these principles 
generalize to different kinds of uncertainty and decisions 
which are subject to preferences. To do so, we developed an 
experimental paradigm in which subjects are asked to make 
decisions between two options, where we vary uncertainty in 

Figure 4: Social information use in the marble task. a) Mean of risky decisions per condition and the bootstrapped 95% 
confidence interval of the mean (ci) as error bars, overlaid over subject level means (black) accompanied with simulations 
made under the multivariate posterior of our model (green). b) Relationship of true probability (x axis; red crosses) and the 
participants probability estimates (black) and the mean of this estimate (opaque dots) in the uncertainty condition. c) Social 
information had a higher impact when there was more uncertainty imposed upon our subjects by the experimental conditions. 
d) This difference was in the range of a medium effect size. e) The more uncertainty one subject experiences within the risk 
condition, the stronger the same subject weights social information (y axis). f) the same as e) but for the uncertainty condition. 
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two conditions. In a risk condition we directly inform 
participants about the outcome distribution. In a uncertainty 
condition, subjects learn about the distribution by observing 
draws from the distribution prior to their choice. Both 
conditions were administered with and without social 
information. We show that when there was more uncertainty, 
our subjects were more risk averse. This extends previous 
reports of ambiguity aversion in similar economic games 
(van den Bos & Hertwig, 2017) and underscores the 
importance of considering uncertainty as modulator of 
behaviour. Strikingly, our modelling results show that there 
is considerable variability in our subjects’ tendency to 
represent uncertainty, which implies a distinction between 
objective uncertainties, which are the consequence of our 
experimental manipulation and subjective representations of 
these uncertainties (Sharpe, 2018), which are important when 
subjects make a decision. The subjective nature of 
uncertainty contributes to the complex dynamics underlying 
risk taking in real-life because as we have pointed out, 
humans almost never enjoy the convenience of making 
decisions in the face of pure risk – decision making is rife 
with uncertainties. Risk however, is the domain in which 
decision-making is still usually studied. One consequence of 
this is that laboratory tasks hardly generalize to real-life. It 
seems as if tasks featuring multiple sources of uncertainty are 
stronger related to real life risk-taking (Frey et al., 2017).  
Uncertainty also plays a key role in social influence. In line 
with this, we show that social influence is higher when there 
is more uncertainty in our experimental conditions. To 
investigate this further, we proposed a model of social 
influence as Bayesian updating, where uncertainty becomes 
a mechanism of belief and behaviour change. Crucially, our 
model captures subjective representations of uncertainty. We 
show that subjective uncertainty is correlated with the extent 
of social influence, an inference that could not be made by 
merely observing aggregate behaviour. We argue that in 
order to understand social influence, or even use social 
information to nudge people into one or the other decision 
policy, more attention needs to be paid on identifying the 
matters about which an individual is uncertain, instead of 
attempting to identify when, whether or how individual’s 
decision-making is compromised by social information. For 
example, others have identified uncertainty about preferences 
as one factor driving social influence (Moutoussis et al., 
2016). Our results are consistent with this idea and targeted 
experimental paradigms will be insightful to further 
differentiate these nuances underlying social influence. 
Note that social information use may stem from different 
motivations, which we did not consider here. For instance, a 
prominent distinction between different kinds of social 
influence is the one between informational and normative 
influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Whereas informational 
social influence reduces individual uncertainty about the 
world, normative social influence can be used to establish 
social bonds and belonging. From this point of view, 
behaviour does not maximise an economic utility but the 
utility is attributed to social goals per se because any 

behaviour also sends a social signal to the observer. This 
different motivation brings conformity into the equation 
where using social information can signal agreement to 
others and is not necessarily related to subjective 
uncertainties about the objective world. These kinds of 
behaviours require inference upon norms and are outside of 
the scope of the model which we have proposed in this paper, 
but will be interesting to investigate in the future. Another 
promising application of our task and model is developmental 
research. For instance, it is known that adolescents are 
especially sensitive to social information when taking risks 
(Ciranka & van den Bos, 2019), and we believe that 
understanding of adolescents propensity to take risks will 
benefit from the specificity of the approach which we have 
outlined here. 

Summary and Conclusion 
People use social information to be less uncertain how to 
decide. However, it was previously unknown to what extent 
different types of uncertainty relate to social influence. We 
therefore developed a novel paradigm and computation 
model. We show that peoples use of social information can 
be described as Bayesian updating that follows similar 
principles under different kinds of uncertainty. We believe it 
is crucial that future research aims at identifying the 
uncertainties which drive social influence in human decision 
making across different domains or periods of life.  
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Abstract
One of the major ways that people engage in adaptive problem
solving is by copying the solutions of others. Most of the work
on this field has focused on three questions: when to copy, who
to copy from, and what to copy. However, how much to copy
has been relatively less explored. In the current research, we
are interested in the consequences for a group when its mem-
bers engage in social learning strategies with different tenden-
cies to copy entire or partial solutions and different complex-
ities of search problems. We also consider different network
topologies that affect the solutions visible to each member.
Using a computational model of collective problem solving,
we demonstrate that strategies where social learning involves
partial copying outperform strategies where individuals copy
entire solutions. We analyze the exploration/exploitation dy-
namics of these social learning strategies under the different
conditions.
Keywords: social learning; individual learning; copying; ex-
plore/exploit; imitation; network topology

Introduction
There are two major ways that people engage in adap-
tive problem solving: trial-and-error individual learning and
copying the solutions of others. There is much empirical
work studying social learning (Derex & Boyd, 2016; Ma-
son & Watts, 2012; Mason, Jones, & Goldstone, 2008; Wis-
dom, Song, & Goldstone, 2013; Wisdom & Goldstone, 2011)
and a number of computer simulations (Lazer & Friedman,
2007; Fang, Lee, & Schilling, 2010; Barkoczi & Galesic,
2016; Rendell et al., 2010), focusing mainly on what individ-
uals should copy, who they should copy from, and when they
should copy. The most common “what to copy” strategies are
copy either the best or the most popular solution (Barkoczi
& Galesic, 2016). “Who to copy” refers most commonly to
what type of communication network individuals should be
situated in. Asking when one should copy clearly positions
social learning as an explore-exploit problem. Exploiting oth-
ers’ solutions prematurely can cause the group to converge on
a sub-optimal solution, but once an optimal solution is found,
copying is essential. It is evident that when searching for
good social learning strategies, there is a lot to take into ac-
count, and here we suggest one more: how much to copy?

Several computer simulations have addressed how differ-
ent social learning strategies perform in problem spaces of

varying difficulty. Most have focused on the effect of the
communication network on group performance, finding that
locally-connected groups excel in complex problem spaces
while globally-connected groups excel in simple ones (Derex
& Boyd, 2016; Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Fang et al., 2010;
Wisdom et al., 2013) (going forward we will refer to these
network types as simply local or global). When the best solu-
tion is easy to find, global groups excel as information about
the optimal solution spreads quickly. When the best solu-
tion is hard to find, local groups excel because information
spreads slowly, maintaining solution diversity longer, and the
group can explore more before converging on the best solu-
tion. Although there is an impressive range of strategies that
have been studied, most every strategy that performs well in
complex problem spaces does so by maintaining diversity. In
searching for other ways of maintaining diversity we were in-
spired by empirical work that has found that people do not
copy entire solutions (Caldwell, Cornish, & Kandler, 2016;
Derex, Feron, Godelle, & Raymond, 2015), though most
computer simulations have modeled copying as perfect im-
itation. In the paper, we are interested in the consequences
for the group when its members engage in social learning
strategies with different tendencies to copy entire or partial
solutions.

Model
Following previous work (Barkoczi & Galesic, 2016; Fang et
al., 2010; Lazer & Friedman, 2007), we modeled social learn-
ing using a group of individuals exploring a problem space
through social and individual learning. In this section, we de-
scribe the problem space, the learning strategy, and the net-
work of collaborations.

Problem space. The individuals in the group are solv-
ing problems generated through the tunably rugged NK-
landscape first developed by Kauffman and Weinberger
(1989). In the model, an NK landscape represents the prob-
lem space and is determined by the number of dimensions (N)
in the space and the number of epistatic interactions between
the dimensions (K). Each dimension corresponds to a locus in
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the solution and the value at that locus determines a contribu-
tion to the overall score for that solution. The contribution of
a specific dimension, however, also depends on the values at
K other dimensions. In this way, the parameter K determines
the “smoothness” of the problem space. The simplest prob-
lem space, K = 0, contains a single global optimum, but as
K increases, the problem space becomes more rugged. When
K is at its highest possible (K = N −1), the problem space is
effectively random. For the simulations presented below, we
fixed the dimensionality (N = 15) and varied systemically the
ruggedness of the problem space (K between 0 and 14). For
each problem space, scores were normalized to run between
0 and 1, with 0 corresponding to the worst possible solution
and 1 corresponding to the best solution as determined by
an exhaustive search of the landscape. Following previous
work (Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Barkoczi & Galesic, 2016),
we elevated the scores to the power of 8. In NK landscapes,
there may be many solutions with scores near 1, making it
hard to distinguish between global and local optima. Elevat-
ing the scores to the power of 8 widens the distribution of the
upper range of payoffs.

Social and individual learning. We modeled a group of
100 individuals exploring the problem space through social
and individual learning. For each problem, the group started
with initially random solutions and associated scores. At each
time step of the simulation, individuals observed the solution
and score of one randomly chosen neighbor from their net-
work of collaborators. If the neighbor had a better scoring
solution than the individual, the individual copied the neigh-
bor’s solution entirely. If the alternative solution was not bet-
ter scoring, the individual attempted to learn on its own by
“flipping” one random bit in its own solution. It kept the
change only if it improved the score of its solution, abandon-
ing it otherwise. The primary difference between our model
and previous modeling work was our social learning strat-
egy. In most previous studies, when an individual was copy-
ing from a better-performing neighbor, they adopted 100% of
that neighbor’s solution. In contrast, we also considered cases
where the individual adopted the better individual’s solution
only partially. In the partial copying conditions, the individ-
ual copied each bit from the better individual’s solution with
a 50% probability. In one experiment, we also systematically
explored the amount of copying across the full range, from 0
to 15 bits. In a follow-up experiment, we examined a condi-
tion where we again varied the number of bits copied from 0
to 15, but the rest of the bits that were not copied were set to
a random bit value.

Collaboration network. Individuals in a group were con-
nected to each other through a network of collaborators. In
other words, each individual had specifically assigned neigh-
bors with which they could collaborate. In addition to ma-
nipulating the problem complexity and the amount of copy-
ing, we followed others in manipulating the structure of this
collaboration network (Derex & Boyd, 2016; Fang et al.,

2010; Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Mason et al., 2008; Mason
& Watts, 2012). Manipulating the network of collaborations
effectively alters the efficiency of information spread in that
group. In this paper, we report on two network architectures:
global groups, in which every member is connected to ev-
ery other member in the group (i.e., high information spread),
and local groups, in which individuals are geographically dis-
tributed on a 1D ring and each individual only has access to
solutions from their immediate neighbors (i.e., low informa-
tion spread). Networks of collaboration in the real world are
likely to fall somewhere in between these two extremes. Al-
though we systematically varied the size of the neighborhood
for each, from purely local to fully global, we report only on
the architectures at the two extremes of the spectrum for sim-
plicity.

Measuring performance. In order to measure the perfor-
mance of the group on any one condition (i.e., problem diffi-
culty, degree of copying, and collaboration network), we fol-
low previous work in examining the average score across the
individuals in a group at the end of the learning trials. In pre-
liminary work, we also analyzed the performance of the best
individual in the group. However, the goal of the present pa-
per will be to examine the advantages of different degrees of
copying for the group as a whole. Finally, due to the vari-
ability of different instantiations of each problem space, each
condition that we report on in this paper was tested using the
same set of 1,000 problem spaces.

Results
To examine the efficacy of partial copying, we first analyzed
the four combinations of copying strategy and network topol-
ogy across task difficulty. Finding partial copying to be the
most successful, we considered the dynamics of the learning
process over time to explain this result. We then varied the
amount of bits copied to see if a specific amount of copying
was optimal. We compared the results of this and a similar ex-
periment to verify that the advantage of partial copying was
from mixing two solutions, and not just from adding random
noise to a good solution.

Should individuals copy entire solutions?
Copying entire solutions saves an individual time and miti-
gates potential risks from mixing partial solutions, but this
may not be the best strategy for the group. In the first set of
experiments, we analyzed group performance when individu-
als copied entire solutions compared to only part of solutions
(i.e., a random 50% of the solution). Because recent theoreti-
cal work has highlighted the effect of the network communi-
cation structure on group performance, we considered condi-
tions where individuals were connected globally and locally.

Final group performance. The first step in our analysis
was to examine group performance for four conditions across
the two dimensions of interest: amount of copying (full
or partial) and connectivity of the group (global or local).
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Figure 1: Final group performance across problem difficulty.
Each point represents performance of the group of 100 indi-
viduals after 2,500 learning steps, averaged over 1,000 repeti-
tions. Shaded area represents standard error around the mean.

Specifically, we examined the average score of all the final so-
lutions in the group after 2,500 learning trials across all pos-
sible problem difficulties (Fig. 1). For the simplest possible
problem space (K=0), all conditions consistently found the
global optimum. As problem difficulty increased, group per-
formance decreased across conditions, decreasing more dras-
tically for full copying strategies than partial copying strate-
gies. For most problem spaces, partial copying outperformed
full copying conditions. When individuals copied fully, the
local groups consistently outperformed global groups across
problem difficulty. Finally, the difference in performance af-
forded by the local network structure was smaller for partial
copying than for full copying groups. Although within par-
tial copying, the effect of network structure was smaller, lo-
cal groups had a small advantage for intermediate problem
spaces (K between 4 and 7) and global groups had an advan-
tage on the hardest and most random problem spaces (K>10).

Group performance dynamics. The second step in our
analysis was to consider the dynamics of group performance
over time (Fig. 2). In order to examine the asymptotic behav-
ior of these strategies, we ran each simulation until we ob-
served no more learning. However, we focused our analysis
on the initial transient since that is when most of the learn-
ing occurs. For simplicity, we analyzed only the dynamics in
one intermediate problem difficulty (K=6), where the differ-
ence in performance between full and partial copying is large,
but the problem space is not too random. When individu-
als copied entire solutions, global groups learned fast and got
stuck quickly; local groups moved slower but arrived at a bet-
ter solution. This is consistent with what has been reported in
previous work (Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Barkoczi & Galesic,
2016). When copying was partial, performance for both local
and global groups improved more slowly initially, but with
time they outperformed the full copying strategies by a sig-
nificant margin. So although full copying increased group
performance over the short term, partial copying led to bet-

Figure 2: Group performance over time. Time shown on
a log scale because most of the learning occurs in the ini-
tial period. For simplicity, we only visualize an intermediate
problem difficulty (K=6). Each trace represents group per-
formance over time, averaged over 1,000 repetitions, for full
and partial, global and local conditions. Shaded area repre-
sents standard error around the mean.

ter asymptotic performance overall for both of the network
topologies we studied. Finally, in the partial copying con-
ditions, the global groups reached the optimum earlier than
the local ones; but the local groups eventually matched their
performance.

Learning choice dynamics. To answer the question of why
partial copying outperformed full-copying, we examined how
the learning choices in the group changed over time (Fig. 3).
In the full-copying conditions, individual learning and copy-
ing disappeared quickly; individuals were rapidly losing op-
portunities to improve solutions. One problem was that copy-
ing too early, especially when copying is full, leads to a quick
loss of diversity of solutions in the population. As more of an
individual’s neighbors shared their same solution, opportuni-
ties for copying diminished. As these groups converged pre-
maturely on local optima, local improvements became scarce
so individual learning too slowed to a stop. In the partial
copying conditions, both forms of learning were maintained
for longer and in larger proportions of the group. For one,
partial copying does not lead to the pronounced diversity loss
of full-copying, so the local partial copying group still did
well despite copying early on. The global partial copiers did
even better by delaying copying and instead exploring more
of the problem space before exploiting the best solutions they
had found so far.

Within the partial copying condition, it is interesting that
there was more copying and individual learning for global
groups than local ones. For local groups, the solutions in a
region in the social network all began to look similar as in-
dividuals could only copy from their immediate neighbors or
search locally. As a result, it became less likely that their
neighbors would have better solutions for them to copy. The
individuals in the global condition did not have this disadvan-
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Figure 3: Learning choice dynamics (K=6). [A] Proportion
of individuals in the population that learned by copying a
neighbor. [B] Proportion of individuals in the population that
learned individually. Note that these two measures do not
sum to 1 because when neither copying nor individual learn-
ing led to an improvement, the individual did not learn during
that trial. As the population converged, both types of learning
diminished. Each trace represents group performance over
time, averaged over 1,000 repetitions, for full and partial,
global and local conditions.

tage, as they could potentially copy from anyone in the popu-
lation, increasing their odds of choosing to copy from a better
neighbor. This also explains why the difference in copying
frequency between the two partial conditions was absent un-
til about 10 learning trials had passed. All the solutions were
random at the beginning so the chances of choosing a better-
performing neighbor were the same for both groups until the
local neighborhoods started to conform. Global groups not
only copied more, but also learned more than local groups
when there was partial copying. Movement is limited in lo-
cal groups, causing many individuals to end up stuck on local
optima where learning stalled. Individuals in global groups,
who could potentially move anywhere in the problem space
by partially copying a distant solution, could discover new
regions with many more opportunities to individually learn.

A

B

Figure 4: Diversity of the individuals in the group (K=6).
[A] Average Hamming distance between every pair of indi-
viduals in the group. [B] Proportion of unique solutions in the
group. Each trace represents group performance over time,
averaged over 1,000 repetitions, for full and partial, global
and local conditions.

Diversity: different forms of exploitation and exploration.
To explain the difference in performance between these social
strategies, we considered the maintenance and generation of
diversity in the population and their explore-exploit dynam-
ics. Individual learning corresponds to local exploration as in-
dividuals take small steps from their current position. Copy-
ing entire solutions corresponds to exploitation. Partial copy-
ing, however, amounts to a unique blend of exploration and
exploitation. Mixing two solutions can be interpreted as ex-
ploitation of the solution elements being copied, but also ex-
ploration of a greater set of potential solutions than are reach-
able in a single step of individual learning. Because mixing
solutions can position an individual in a previously unoccu-
pied region of the problem space, it carries the potential of
broadening the pool of unique solutions in the population.

In order to characterize the diversity of solutions in these
groups in the different conditions, we examined two comple-
mentary measures: the overall spread of the solutions in space
using the average Hamming distance between every pair of
individuals in the group (Fig. 4A) and the proportion of solu-
tions that were unique in the group (Fig. 4B). In both the full
and partial copying conditions, the distance between individ-
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Figure 5: Final group performance as a function of the num-
ber of bits copied (K=6). We consider global and local con-
ditions. Each point represents final group performance after
2,500 learning steps, averaged over 1,000 repetitions. Shaded
area represents standard error around the mean.

uals in the global groups became smaller faster than in the
local groups. This effect is consistent with the explanation
above: global groups lose diversity more rapidly than local
ones. Although the Hamming distance is useful to capture
the size of dispersion of the solutions in the group, it can lead
to misleading comparisons if the groups have different lev-
els of clustering around groups of solutions. The proportion
of unique solutions in the group allowed us to further char-
acterize the diversity in these different conditions (Fig. 4B).
Although the average Hamming distance was different for the
global and the local conditions in the full-copying conditions,
their proportion of unique solutions was similar. In other
words, both groups were clustered around a similar number
of unique solutions, but the clusters in the local groups were
spread out over a wider range of the space. In the partial
copying conditions, the effect was different. Although the lo-
cal group was dispersed over a wider range of the space (as
shown by the Hamming distance), it was the global group that
had the highest proportion of unique solutions. The combina-
tion of global-connectedness and partial copying conferred
the highest amount of diversity to the population. Copy-
ing mixes solutions that are less related when the network is
global rather than local. In the local condition, copying mixes
similar solutions. It was also useful to compare the full/local
and the partial/global conditions. The average Hamming dis-
tance between them was similar, but the proportion of unique
solutions was different: much higher for the partial/global. So
although they were dispersed in similarly-sized clouds in the
problem space, the full/local was highly clustered around a
small group of unique solutions, while the partial/global was
more widely spread within the same space.

How much to copy from others?
In the previous section, we demonstrated that strategies where
individuals copy 50% of a neighbor’s solution outperform
strategies where the individual is forced to copy the neigh-

Figure 6: Final group performance as a function of the num-
ber of bits copied when the rest of the bits are randomized
(K=6). We consider global and local conditions. Each point
represents final group performance after 2,500 learning steps,
averaged over 1,000 repetitions. Shaded area represents stan-
dard error around the mean.

bor’s entire solution. However, how much copying is best for
the group? In order to better understand this, we examined
the performance of partial copying while we systematically
varied the amount of bits that were copied from the better
performing neighbor (Fig. 5). In the global groups, copying a
single bit from the better performing neighbor improved the
social learning strategy dramatically relative to no copying.
Each additional bit copied led to a slight decrease in perfor-
mance. Copying a single bit introduces a mixture of good
existing solutions, but as more bits are copied, there is a de-
struction of combinations of bits that previously worked well.
In the local groups, there was a similar effect, except that
copying a few more bits was useful. This is because nearby
solutions are more alike, so there is not as much disruption as
in the global condition. The qualitative shape of this curve
was the same for different problem difficulties (Ks); what
changed was the overall group performance (higher perfor-
mance for simpler problems and vice versa). In summary,
copying some of your neighbor’s solution is essential, but
copying too much of their solution can be detrimental. Also,
local groups can copy more of their neighbor’s solution be-
fore incurring a detriment.

Mixing solutions or copying with noise?
Although we hypothesized that the advantage observed in the
partial copying groups was due to mixing two solutions, it
is possible that it simply came from adding random noise to
an already good solution. To investigate this, we evaluated
a new condition where, when copying, agents created a new
solution by combining a better-performing neighbor’s solu-
tion with random bits (Fig. 6), as opposed to normal partial
copying where they combined their neighbor’s solution with
their own. When only a few bits were being copied (1-4 in the
global case; 1-7 in the local case), mixing the current solution
with a better one was the best strategy. However, when many
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bits were being copied from the better-performing neighbor,
discarding the current solution for random bits was the best
strategy. As expected, when nearly all bits were being copied,
there was little or no difference between mixing solutions or
copying with noise. Also, mixing solutions was better for lo-
cal than global networks because of the high similarity of so-
lutions in the local region of the social network. Local copy-
ing is more likely to produce viable solutions that preserve
important interactions between bits, while mixing solutions
in the global case carries the risk of breaking important inter-
actions because very different solutions could be blended.

Discussion
Social learning has been widely shown to be advantageous
over individual learning but can lead populations to converge
prematurely on sub-optimal solutions. Social learning is an
explore-exploit problem; agents must balance exploring new
solutions and exploiting good solutions. Recent studies have
searched for a way to balance this trade-off and reap the ben-
efits of social learning while avoiding the drawbacks. These
proposed methods are successful because they help the group
maintain the global diversity of solutions longer. Popula-
tions will eventually converge on a solution, but strategies
that maintain diversity keep populations exploring longer and
allow more of a chance for the population to converge on the
optimal solution. For this reason, studying the long-term per-
formance of social learning strategies is critical. In previous
work, simulations had been run for somewhere between 100
and 200 learning steps (Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Barkoczi
& Galesic, 2016), but this was not long enough to show the
asymptotic behavior of the social learning strategies. The
dynamic aspects of the strategies should be taken into con-
sideration as seriously as their asymptotic performance, as
this helps demonstrate the diversity-maintenance ability of a
given strategy.

Network topology. One of the most explored suggestions
for maintaining diversity is to mediate information flow by
embedding learners in inefficient networks (Derex & Boyd,
2016; Lazer & Friedman, 2007) or clustered networks, a spe-
cial type of inefficient network (Fang et al., 2010). Derex
and Boyd (2016) found that individuals in efficient networks
tend to copy successful individuals more often, and Wisdom,
Song, and Goldstone (2013) found that people are also more
influenced by higher-performing individuals, copying larger
parts of their solutions. Copying is beneficial, but as we have
shown, too much copying cannot maintain the diversity of
solutions in the population as well and can cause the group
to get stuck on a sub-optimal peak. Embedding the group in
an inefficient network (such as the local network we used)
can prevent this by slowing down information propagation,
but diversity maintenance via inefficient networks may not
always be the best solution.

The complexity and size of the search space affects the per-
formance of efficient and inefficient networks. Mason, Jones,
and Goldstone (2008) found that efficient networks perform

the best in a unimodal problem space – one with a single
global optimum and no local optima. In a multimodal prob-
lem space, inefficient networks performed best. This result
is confirmed by Mason and Watts (2012), who found that
efficient networks resulted in better group performance for
their comparatively limited problem space. For simple prob-
lem spaces, which have fewer local optima to get stuck in,
maintaining diversity is less important compared to quickly
propagating good solutions, which is a strength of efficient
networks. It follows, then, that when considering how to con-
nect a group, the difficulty of the problem should be consid-
ered (Goldstone, Wisdom, Roberts, & Frey, 2013).

Studies have demonstrated that one should also take into
account the individuals’ strategy when considering how to
connect a group (Barkoczi & Galesic, 2016; Barkoczi, An-
alytis, & Wu, 2016). They found that inefficient networks
are best when individuals copy the best solution of their
neighbors, but efficient networks are best when individuals
copy the most frequent solution. Both of these social learn-
ing strategies are common human biases (Derex et al., 2015;
Derex & Boyd, 2016; Heyes, 2016; Kendal et al., 2018; Wis-
dom et al., 2013), but we chose to consider only the best
member strategy in our model because in a large search space,
an individual’s neighbors are likely to all have unique solu-
tions, making the conformity strategy unfeasible.

Alternate diversity-maintenance strategies. Inefficient
networks are not the only way to maintain solution diver-
sity in complex problem spaces. Other strategies preserve
diversity by mitigating a problematic bias: humans tend to do
more copying initially, when they are unfamiliar with a prob-
lem and uncertain what a good solution may be (Wisdom et
al., 2013). Copying early can cause a population to get stuck
on a sub-optimal peak; it is much better to explore early and
exploit later (Yahosseini, Reijula, Molleman, & Moussaid,
2018). One suggestion is to limit social influence by having
intermittent breaks, during which participants must explore
solutions on their own (Bernstein, Shore, & Lazer, 2018). We
have demonstrated the benefits of copying only parts of solu-
tions. While partial imitation has been ubiquitous in empiri-
cal work, its advantages over perfect imitation have not been
fully explored.

Imitation. Although copying might seem to increase con-
formity and decrease solution diversity, it actually maintains
diversity longer than individual learning and facilitates inno-
vation (Wisdom & Goldstone, 2011; Derex & Boyd, 2016).
One reason is that humans are not perfect imitators. We copy
erroneously (Caldwell et al., 2016) and we do not copy com-
pletely, adapting information from others (Derex et al., 2015).
These mutations and adaptations can lead to the discovery of
new solutions, which explains why social learners end up ex-
ploring more of a search space than individual learners (Derex
et al., 2015). Some simulations of social learning have added
noise to copied solutions to model imitation error (Goldstone
et al., 2013; Rendell et al., 2010), but this is distinct from par-
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tial copying. Partial copying by our definition results in the
combination of two existing solutions in the population. Par-
tial copying and imitation error are similar, but their subtle
difference is important as we have shown that when copy-
ing a better solution, keeping a little of one’s own solution is
better under some conditions than adding the same amount of
random noise. However, our partial copying is not completely
absent from simulation work. Fang, Lee, and Schilling (2010)
and Lazer and Friedman (2007) included a version of partial
copying in their models, although they called it “the procliv-
ity or ability of individuals to learn from one another” and
“error in copying”, respectively. In both models, simulated
individuals copied a component from another individual’s so-
lution with a probability, resulting in a new solution that was a
combination of the two solutions. Lazer and Friedman found
that introducing this “error” increased long run performance
compared to perfect copying because it expanded the set of
potential solutions available to the copier. In this research,
we have replicated and expanded on this finding.

Conclusions
Work on social learning has primarily focused on three
questions: when to copy, who to copy from, and what to
copy (Kendal et al., 2018). In this paper, we focus on how
much to copy from others, considering the benefits for the
group when individuals copy better solutions only partially.
We highlight our key findings. First, partial copying benefits
the group, even though it comes at a risk to the individual;
copying an entire solution guarantees improvement for the
copier, but the mix that results from copying partially does
not. Second, the network of communication does not have as
large an effect on group performance for partial compared to
full copying strategies. Third, copying some bits is essential
for group performance; copying too many bits is detrimental
to the group, yet local groups can afford to copy more before
incurring in the detriments. Finally, partial copying strategies
allow for different forms of exploration and exploitation than
copying entire solutions or copying with noise. Our findings
suggest additional experimental work to systematically study
the effect of partial copying on group performance.

Data availability
Simulation code and relevant data files are available at:
https://github.iu.edu/EASy/CampbellCogSci2020.
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Hatred is in the Eye of the Annotator: Hate Speech Classifiers Learn Human-Like
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Abstract

Social stereotypes impact individuals’ judgement about different social groups. One area where such stereotyping has a
critical impact is in hate speech detection, in which human annotations of text are used to train machine learning models.
Such models are likely to be biased in the same ways that humans are biased in their judgments of social groups. In
this research, we investigate the effect of stereotypes of social groups on the performance of expert annotators in a large
corpus of annotated hate speech. We also examine the effect of these stereotypes on unintended bias of hate speech
classifiers. To this end, we show how language-encoded stereotypes, associated with social groups, lead to disagreements
in identifying hate speech. Lastly, we analyze how inconsistencies in annotations propagate to a supervised classifier when
human-generated labels are used to train a hate speech detection model.
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Relative deprivation and social identity in laboratory based riots: A model
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Abstract

Though extreme events, riots are key signals of well-being in societies. Without understanding the psychological mecha-
nisms behind them, however, it is difficult to discern the social changes that need to be made in order to reduce both the
riots themselves and their underlying causes. In this work we use computational models to test both relative deprivation
and social identity as explanations for data from a novel experimental framework, Parklife, which provides data on how
and when individuals riot in the laboratory. Our models show that whilst norm formation and distinctiveness are important
factors in explaining the behaviour of participants in Parklife, relative deprivation is a key and necessary mechanism in
the increase in anti-social behaviour observed in disadvantaged groups. This work offers the first direct test of relative
deprivation within a specialised system, and shows the power of computational simulations in connecting theories with
data, helping us to test hypotheses.
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Abstract

For language-capable interactive robots to be effectively in-
troduced into human society, they must be able to naturally
and efficiently communicate about the objects, locations, and
people found in human environments. An important aspect of
natural language communication is the use of pronouns. Ac-
cording to the linguistic theory of the Givenness Hierarchy
(GH), humans use pronouns due to implicit assumptions about
the cognitive statuses their referents have in the minds of their
conversational partners. In previous work, Williams et al. pre-
sented the first computational implementation of the full GH
for the purpose of robot language understanding, leveraging a
set of rules informed by the GH literature. However, that ap-
proach was designed specifically for language understanding,
oriented around GH-inspired memory structures used to assess
what entities are candidate referents given a particular cogni-
tive status. In contrast, language generation requires a model
in which cognitive status can be assessed for a given entity.
We present and compare two such models of cognitive sta-
tus: a rule-based Finite State Machine model directly informed
by the GH literature and a Cognitive Status Filter designed
to more flexibly handle uncertainty. The models are demon-
strated and evaluated using a silver-standard English subset of
the OFAI Multimodal Task Description Corpus.

Keywords: Cognitive Status modeling, Natural language gen-
eration, Human-robot interaction

Introduction
As human-robot interaction becomes increasingly common,
robots need to be able to talk about the objects, locations,
and people in their environments in the same way humans
do, to facilitate concise, easy, and unambiguous communica-
tion. To reap these benefits, just like humans, robots must
be able to understand and use pronouns like it, this, and that.
The linguistic theory of the Givenness Hierarchy (GH) (Gun-
del, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993) suggests that humans tend
to use pronouns rather than longer referring expressions due
to implicit assumptions about the cognitive status the referent
has in the mind of their interlocutor. That is, the use of differ-
ent referring forms is viewed as justified based on whether the
referent is In Focus, Activated, Familiar, and so forth, within
the current conversation. Thus, for robots to understand and
generate human-like natural language they must be able to
model this notion of cognitive status.

Previously, Williams and Scheutz (2019) (see also
(Williams, Acharya, Schreitter, & Scheutz, 2016; Williams,
Krause, Oosterveld, & Scheutz, 2018)) presented the first full
computational implementation of the GH for the purpose of

robotic natural language understanding, using a set of hand-
crafted rules informed by the GH literature. However, that
approach was designed specifically for robotic natural lan-
guage understanding, oriented around GH-inspired memory
structures used to assess what entities are candidate referents
given a particular cognitive status. In contrast, natural lan-
guage generation requires a model in which cognitive status
can be assessed for a given entity.

Such a model of cognitive status could either be developed
as a rule-based model (not dissimilar from the rule-based
approach to GH-theoretic language understanding taken by
Williams and Scheutz (2019)), or could instead be developed
as a statistical model which would attempt to learn to pre-
dict an entity’s cognitive status from data. While in practice
both rule-based and data-driven empirical models are useful
(Bangalore & Rambow, 2005), data-driven models may be
better able to handle unseen, uncertain situations (Bangalore
& Johnston, 2003; Bangalore & Rambow, 2005).

In this paper, we thus propose (and compare to a rule-based
Finite State Machine (FSM) model) the Cognitive Status Fil-
ter (CSF): a data-driven probabilistic model of cognitive sta-
tus, structured to be optimized for natural language genera-
tion rather than natural language understanding, trained and
evaluated using a silver-standard1 English subset of the OFAI
Multimodal Task Description Corpus (Schreitter & Krenn,
2016). Specifically, the CSF seeks to predict the cognitive
status for a given entity based on whether and how it has been
referenced in natural language.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Af-
ter discussing related work on cognitive status and refer-
ring expressions, we formally define the concept of a Cog-
nitive Status Filter. We then present the results of a crowd-
sourced human-subject experiment to gather the data neces-
sary to train and evaluate this model, and compare the CSF
model’s performance to that of a rule-based Finite State Ma-
chine model. Finally, we discuss our results and conclude
with possible directions for future work.

Related Work
The Givenness Hierarchy, originally presented by Gundel et
al. (1993), consists of a nested hierarchy of six tiers of cog-

1This subset constitutes English transliteration of originally Ger-
man dialogues.
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nitive status: {in focus ⊆ activated ⊆ familiar ⊆ uniquely
identifiable ⊆ referential ⊆ type identifiable}, each of which
is associated with a set of referring (or pronominal) forms
that can be used when referring to an entity with that status
(Gundel et al., 2006; Hedberg, 2013). The hierarchical nest-
ing here means that an entity with one status can also be said
to have all other statuses lower in the hierarchy. If a target
referent is in focus, for example, it can also be inferred to be
activated, familiar, and so forth. Accordingly, a speaker’s se-
lection of a pronominal form depends on their assumptions as
to the cognitive status of their target referent in the mind of
their conversational partner. For example, if a speaker uses
“it” to refer to an object, the listener can infer that the object
being referenced must be one that is already in focus, whereas
if a speaker uses “that < NP >”, the speaker can only infer
that the object is at least familiar (but may in fact be activated
or even in focus).

The hierarchical structure of the GH is also important due
to the way it parallels the hierarchical nesting of models of
human memory, such as Cowan (1998)’s, in which the fo-
cus of attention is a subset of short-term memory (or working
memory), which is in turn a subset of long-term memory.

The GH coding protocol, presented by Gundel et al.
(2006), provides guidelines as to what features of linguistic
and environmental context should dictate the cognitive status
of a given entity. For example, this protocol suggests that an
entity that is mentioned in a topic role in the preceding clause
should be considered to be in focus, and that any entity that
is mentioned at all should be considered to be at least acti-
vated (Gundel et al., 2006; Hedberg, 2013).

Due to the GH’s popularity within the research literature,
and its validation across a wide variety of languages beyond
English (Gundel, Bassene, Gordon, Humnick, & Khalfaoui,
2010), many researchers have sought to computationally im-
plement it in whole or in part, especially within the context
of reference resolution algorithms. Kehler (2000), for exam-
ple, use the GH to justify an approach in which elements of
an interface that are highlighted are considered to be ”in fo-
cus”, and referring expressions that use pronominal forms are
automatically resolved to those highlighted referents.

Building on this work, Chai, Hong, and Zhou (2004) pro-
posed a probabilistic graph-matching algorithm for resolv-
ing referring expressions that are complex (involving multi-
ple target referents) and ambiguous (involving gestures that
could indicate multiple candidate referents) in multimodal
user interfaces. Because this algorithm had high computa-
tional complexity, Chai, Prasov, and Qu (2006) demonstrated
how the algorithm’s performance could be improved using
a greedy algorithm based on the theories of Conversational
Implicature (Dale & Reiter, 1995; Grice, 1975) and the GH.
Chai et al. combine these theories to create a reduced hi-
erarchy: Gesture ⊆ Focus ⊆ Visible ⊆ Others, where Focus
combines the “in focus” and “activated” tiers of the GH, and
Visible combines its “familiar” and “uniquely identifiable”
tiers. When a referring expression is processed, the relation-

ship between referring form and status is then used to help
resolve that referring expression.

Finally, while the approaches above focused on model-
ing of reduced versions of the GH, Williams et al. (2016);
Williams and Scheutz (2019) instead presented an implemen-
tation of the full GH, through a set of rules that associated
different referring forms with different sequences of actions
involving all six tiers of the GH. This required, in part, four
data structures corresponding to the top four tiers of cognitive
statuses of the GH, while the last two tiers were instead as-
sociated with new “mnemonic actions” such as creating new
mental representations (Williams & Scheutz, 2019).

In all of these previous approaches, the GH is used to jus-
tify a set of data structures used to store representations for
entities that could be referred to, and to justify which of these
data structures should be considered (and how) when a given
referring form is used. However, while this is sensible during
natural language understanding, it may not be appropriate for
the purposes of natural language generation. During genera-
tion, the speaker already knows what object they wish to refer
to, and do not need to search through these sorts of data struc-
tures. Instead, when a speaker decides what referring form to
use to refer to a given object, we argue that they would instead
start by determining the status of that object, and only then
may they look through the data structure associated with that
status, in order to determine what distractors must be ruled
out. Critically, this requires the ability to quickly determine
the cognitive status of a given entity. Accordingly, in the next
section we propose an approach to this problem, which we
term as cognitive status modeling.

Problem Formulation
We formulate cognitive status modeling as a Bayesian filter-
ing problem. Let a dialogue D consist of a set of utterances
U0, ...,Un. For object o, let St

o ∈ {I,A,F} denote the cognitive
status of o at a particular timestep t after utterance Ut (either
In Focus, Activated or Familiar), and let Lt

o ∈ {N,M,T} de-
note the linguistic status of o in utterance Ut (e.g., either not
mentioned in the utterance, mentioned in the utterance in a
non-topic role, or mentioned in the utterance in a topic role).
Using this formalism, our goal is to recursively estimate, for
a given object, the probability distribution over cognitive sta-
tuses for object o at time t:

p(St
o) = p(St−1

o )p(Lt
o)p(St

o | St−1
o ,Lt

o) (1)

We define a Bayesian filter of this form as a
Cognitive Status Filter (CSF) for a given object o. Given
a set of known objects, O = {o1, ...,on}, our goal is then
to estimate this distribution for each o ∈ O at each time
step. To do so, we use a Cognitive Status Modeling Engine
C, consisting of a set of CSFs {c0, ...,c1}, one for each
object believed to be of a status familiar or higher within the
conversation. Here, we make the simplifying assumption
that the same set of objects are known to both the robot and
its conversational partner, meaning that the set of all objects
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with status Uniquely Identifiable or higher is simply the set of
objects O. We assume that it is straightforward to determine
whether one of these objects is or is not Familiar based on
whether or not it has appeared in the current conversation.
This allows us to model whether or not an object is of status
Familiar or higher based on whether or not a CSF c ∈ C
exists for that object, and to model which of those statuses
the object likely has, using its associated CSF.

Data Collection
The core component of our CSF model that must be learned
ahead of time is the conditional probability p(St

o | St−1
o ,Lt

o).
To learn this, we trained our model using a silver-standard
English translation of the German OFAI Multimodal Task
Description corpus (Schreitter & Krenn, 2016). The corpus
represents a collection of human-human and human-robot in-
teractions where the human teacher shows and explains to a
human or robot learner how to connect two separate parts of a
tube and then how to mount the tube onto a box with holders,
as shown in Figure 1 by actually moving around the objects
and performing the task while explaining it to the learner. The
average length of a sentence that is used in this corpus has
8-9 words. As the name suggests, since the corpus is “multi-
modal”, the corpus contains both verbal and non-verbal cues
such as speech, gaze, and gestures. Realistic multimodal HRI
scenarios require the use of such non-verbal cues; however
as our first step we begin in this work by looking only at our
model’s ability to handle the same kind of linguistic factors
that are handled by the GH, leaving the ability to model other
linguistic factors for future work.

While the OFAI MTD corpus contains data from four task
scenarios, we only use the data from one particular task sce-
nario (Task 3). The original dataset for this task consists of
16 monologues each having approximately 4 to 5 utterances.
As a first step, in this work we begin by evaluating our model
on a small subset of the original dataset, consisting of 4 of
these monologues, each of which is comprised of just 4 utter-
ances, to control for monologue length. As shown in Figure
1, this task context contains 8 objects, including the learner
and teacher.

Task 3 was selected because it includes a larger number of
objects than the other tasks in a dyadic instruction context,
and contains data from both human-human and human-robot
dyads. Specifically, Task 1 involved a human teacher explain-
ing and performing a task in front of the camera without the
presence of a learner in the scenario; Task 2 involved a hu-
man teacher and a human learner jointly performing the task
of moving an object; and Task 4 is a pure “navigation task”
involving both human-human and human-robot dyads (Schre-
itter & Krenn, 2016).

Appearance Feature Annotation
To collect linguistic status information L, three annotators in-
dependently annotated the OFAI Multimodal Task Descrip-
tion Corpus (Schreitter & Krenn, 2016) according to the fol-
lowing annotation procedure. Each annotator was provided

a printed copy of all 16 monologues to annotate. For each
sentence in each monologue, the annotator was instructed to
underline any piece of the text that could refer to some object
in the scene. For each of these underlined pieces of text, the
annotator was instructed to indicate the correspondence be-
tween the underlined sentence fragment and the object in the
scene it referred to. Finally, the annotator was required to cir-
cle the fragment-object mapping they believed to be the topic
of the sentence. There were a few cases in which annotators
circled multiple objects as the topic of the sentence; in these
cases, both objects were recorded as being equally probable
topic referents2.

Cognitive Status Annotation
Ground-truth cognitive status information was then collected
through a crowdsourced human-subject experiment. 160 US
participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Two participants answered an attention check question incor-
rectly and were dropped from our analysis, leaving 158 par-
ticipants (71 female, 85 male, 2 N/A). Participant ages ranged
from 19 to 70 years (M = 35.03, SD = 11.36). Each partici-
pant was paid $0.25 for completing the study.

Procedure: At the beginning of the experiment, each par-
ticipant is shown the scene depicted in Figure 1, and is in-
structed to remember the objects and their labelings in order
to performing their upcoming task. Participants were then
shown the same scene without labels while listening to a por-
tion of one of the experiment’s four monologues, as read
by the experimenters. Specifically, participants were ran-
domly assigned to hear a random prefix of a randomly se-
lected monologue (i.e., either only the first utterance of that
monologue, the first two, the first three, or all four).

Figure 1: Scene (labeled)

At the end of this monologue excerpt, participants were

2The inter-annotator agreement score as measured through
Fleiss’ Kappa was κn = 0.37, indicating fair agreement between an-
notators. It will be important in future work to adapt the annotation
protocol to increase rate of agreement.
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asked to answer two questions, presented in a randomized
order, with the second question becoming available after the
first question was answered. The two questions are as fol-
lows:

• Q1: Click on the object in the scene that you think the
speaker would most likely be referring to if the speaker
would have said “look at it” at the end of the monologue.

• Q2: Click on all the objects in the scene that you think
the speaker would most likely be referring to if the speaker
would have said “look at that” at the end of the monologue.

Two of the monologues used in our experiment are shown
below.

Monologue 1:
U1: You must take the tube with your right hand.

U2: And insert it in at the yellow-green connection here.

U3: Put it on the tube.

U4: Again, with your right hand insert it here in the holder.

Monologue 2:
U1: With the right hand stick the two tubes together.

U2: You put that together here with the yellow-green mark.

U3: It is okay that it is not holding firmly.

U4: Now lead the one tube through here.

These questions allowed us to probe the user’s implicit be-
liefs as to the cognitive status of the objects in the scene.
From a GH-theoretic perspective, if a participant implicitly
believed a given object to be in focus, they should click on
that particular object for both Q1 and Q2, whereas if they
believed the object to be activated, they should click on that
object for Q2 but not for Q1. Because the context is narrowly
defined and participants were given time to examine each ob-
ject in the scene, we assume that all objects in the scene are
familiar or higher. Thus, if a participant believed the object
to be familiar or lower, they should not click on the object at
all. After completing the task, participants completed a check
question (cf. Schreitter and Krenn (2016)) requiring users to
identify the scene they had viewed from among several dis-
tractors. This allowed us to ignore data from participants who
did not pay sufficient attention while completing the task.

Using this coding procedure, we are thus able to determine
the perceived cognitive status of each object in the scene for
each participant after the completion of the monologue ex-
cerpt they were exposed to. When paired with the linguistic
status annotations, this allowed us to train our CSF model,
using the procedure described in the following section.

Training and Evaluation
Training
After collecting this dataset, our CSF was trained in the fol-
lowing way: First, we initialized a 9x3 matrix whose rows

correspond to the nine cognitive/linguistic status pairs an ob-
ject could have at time t− 1 ((It−1,Nt), (It−1,Mt), (It−1,Tt),
(At−1,Nt), (At−1,Mt), (At−1,Tt), (Ft−1,Nt), (Ft−1,Mt),
(Ft−1,Tt)), and whose columns correspond to the three cog-
nitive statuses that object could have at time t (It , At , Ft ).

For each pair of adjacent utterances in each monologue
(Ut−1,Ut), we consider the data from all participants (for
all objects) who provided data immediately following utter-
ance Ut−1, and from all participants who provided data im-
mediately following utterance Ut . For each resulting pair
of datapoints, we identify and increment the correct cell in
this matrix. For example, for the combination of a data-
point from a participant who heard some utterance and subse-
quently viewed that object as in focus, and a datapoint from
a participant who heard the next utterance in the same mono-
logue, containing object 1 in a non-topic role, and at that point
viewed the object as being activated, we would increment
the cell ((It−1,Nt),At). Once all data has been considered,
we normalize each row of this table to produce a conditional
probability table.

Evaluation
To evaluate our CSF model, we then considered each object
o and each monologue M, and retrained our model using all
data except that which was collected for object o or mono-
logue M (for example, while testing for object o1 in mono-
logue M1, we retrain our model with all the data except that
concerned with M1 and/or o1), and used this model (along
with a prior distribution over cognitive statuses for that object
as described below) to simulate what status would be pre-
dicted for that object at each point in that monologue. After
each of these utterances, we evaluated the model’s prediction
by comparing it to the majority opinion from participants who
had provided data for that object at that point in that mono-
logue. Combining these prediction results for all eight objects
in all four utterances in all four monologues produced a 128-
element prediction vector for the model.

Specifically, we computed these prediction vectors for each
of two CSF models, each of which used a different prior dis-
tribution p(St−1

o ) over cognitive statuses:

U-Model: an uninformed prior in which each cognitive sta-
tus was assigned a prior probability of 0.33.

I-Model: a (weakly) informed prior, in which the three cog-
nitive statuses were assigned prior probabilities I= 0.05,
A= 0.1, F= 0.85. These probabilities reflect the fact that
objects are a priori far more likely to be familiar than ac-
tivated, and among the set of things that are currently ac-
tivated it is more likely for a given object to be activated
than in focus. While in theory this distribution could be
learned from data, in a realistic environment it may be the
case that hundreds or thousands of objects are familiar and
only one is in focus, yielding an extremely unbalanced dis-
tribution. This weakly informed prior thus represents an
optimistic belief state in which the prior probability of any
given object being in focus is artificially boosted.
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In addition to these two prediction vectors produced by dif-
ferent parameterizations of our CSF model, we also computed
prediction vectors for two baseline models:

Finite State Machine: First, we computed the decisions
made by a rule-based FSM model, which formalized a
set of heuristics from the GH coding protocol (the same
heuristics previously used in the work of Williams and
Scheutz (2019)). In this FSM, the states correspond to
cognitive statuses, and transitions are triggered based on
linguistic statuses observed in incoming utterances. For
example, for an FSM dedicated to some object, if that ob-
ject is mentioned in a topic role, this will deterministically
trigger a state transition to in focus.

Random Baseline: Second, we computed the decisions
made by a random baseline (RB) model, which predicted
cognitive statuses at random.

Results

The overall accuracy of each model (i.e., the proportion of
correct entries in each model’s prediction vector) is shown in
Table 1. This demonstrates that our U-model had the highest
accuracy, and that our I-model and the theoretical FSM model
had the same accuracy, slightly less than the U-model. The
accuracy measure of the FSM model suggests that the heuris-
tics encoded in the GH coding protocol are a good represen-
tation of the patterns that can be learned from the data we
collected, given our choice of data annotations. The similar-
ity of the CSF model’s accuracy to that of the FSM similarly
demonstrates that the CSF did a good job of automatically
learning these patterns from our data. The slightly higher
accuracy of the U-model over the I-model suggests that the
uniformly distributed prior probabilities may have been more
helpful than the weakly informed prior distribution. Finally,
the performance advantage of all of these models over the RB
model provides a good baseline measurement of success.

Table 1: Accuracy measure of each model

model accuracy
U-model 82.03
I-model 81.25
FSM 81.25
RB 32.81

To validate these intuitive assessments, we formally com-
pared our four models using six pairwise McNemar’s Tests
(Bostanci & Bostanci, 2013; McNemar, 1947), whose results
are shown in Tables 2 and 4.

Table 2: Contingency Table entries for model pairs

model1 model2 Nss Ns f N f s N f f
U-model I-model 104 1 0 23
U-model FSM 89 16 15 8
U-model RB 34 71 8 15
I-model FSM 89 15 15 9
I-model RB 33 71 9 15
FSM RB 34 70 8 16

Table 2 (see also Figure 2) shows the contingency table
values used by McNemar’s test for each pairwise compari-
son, where the four N counts refer to the contingency table
cells shown in Table 3. That table layout simply depicts a
general 2x2 contingency table (Clark & Clark, 1999; Liddell,
1976) comparing the performance of two models A and B.
Here, N f f and Nss respectively denote the number of instances
where both models failed and succeeded. N f s and Ns f respec-
tively denote the instances where one model failed and the
other succeeded.

Table 3: A 2X2 Contingency Table

model A success model A fail
model B success Nss Ns f
model B fail N f s N f f

both correct single correct

U
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RB
U
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FSM
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Figure 2: Comparison between models

The McNemar’s Test statistics χ2 (with 1 degree of free-
dom) and p-values (Bostanci & Bostanci, 2013; Fay, 2011;
Liddell, 1976) are calculated for each pair of models as shown
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in Table 4. By looking at the McNemar’s Test results the fol-
lowing deductions can be formally made:

1. The U-model and I-model show similar performance (χ2 ≈
0 and p-value = 1).

2. The U-model and FSM also show similar performance
(χ2 ≈ 0 and p-value = 1).

3. The FSM and RB models show significant difference in
their performance (χ2 = 47.705 and p-value = 0.0001).

4. The CSF model and RB model differ significantly in per-
formance regardless of model parametrization.

5. The performance difference between the CSF model and
the FSM model is not statistically significant.

Table 4: McNemar’s Test statistic (χ2) and p-values

χ2 p-value
U-model, I-model 0.000 1.000
U-model, FSM 0.000 1.000
U-model, RB 48.658 <0.0001
I-model, FSM 0.033 0.8551
I-model, RB 46.513 <0.0001
FSM, RB 47.705 <0.0001

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we present the notion of a Cognitive Status Fil-
ter: a statistical model for estimating the cognitive status
of some entity that may be referenced in conversation. We
then described a Mechanical Turk experiment used to gather
ground truth data to train this model, and demonstrate how the
accuracy of this model compares to a rule-based FSM model
and a random baseline.

The overall accuracy of our CSF model in predicting the
cognitive status of an object was slightly better than that
achieved by a FSM. This simultaneously speaks in favor of
the heuristics encoded in the GH coding protocol, while also
demonstrating that those heuristics are learnable from data.
However, there are a number of directions for future work
that may significantly improve the potential performance of
the statistical CSF model over the rule-based FSM model.

First, this experiment used a relatively small corpus col-
lected in a single task; given the fact that our model works
on this small dataset one follow up step would be to collect
a larger dataset from a broader set of HRI scenarios (prefer-
ably a gold-standard English corpus), as that could yield a
model with better generalizability. Second, our model cur-
rently only uses linguistic status information that is already
explicitly called for by the subset of the GH coding pro-
tocol used to design the FSM model. However, the CSF
model could straightforwardly be extended to include addi-
tional non-linguistic cues like gaze and gesture which are

critical in both human-human and human-robot communica-
tion (e.g., for establishing joint attention (Moore, Dunham,
& Dunham, 2014; Peeters, Azar, & Özyürek, 2014)), which
although not well described in the GH coding protocol would
clearly play a role in informing notions of cognitive status.
Similarly, we considered only three simple linguistic features
(topic mentioned, mentioned, and not mentioned) given by
the GH coding protocol, whereas more complex and varied
linguistic features could improve performance. Finally, one
of the theoretical advantages of the CSF model is its ability to
handle uncertainty. This will be critical for integrating gaze
and gesture, which are inherently ambiguous and uncertain
cues.

In addition, one limitation of our experimental paradigm is
that users may have been coerced into selecting an object in
the scene as a candidate referent for “it” (question Q1, i.e., as
opposed to selecting nothing at all) even when they believed
that no felicitous referent existed. This could be addressed in
future work by modifying the question asked to participants
in order to allow them to not select any present object if they
did not believe them to be sufficiently likely candidates.

Finally, in future work, we intend to leverage our CSF
model to implement a GH-theoretic anaphora generation
model that uses an object’s cognitive status when selecting
a referring form during natural language generation. We fur-
ther plan to integrate this model into the DIARC cognitive
robotic architecture (Scheutz et al., 2019) and demonstrate its
use in realistic HRI scenarios.

Data Availability
Our experimental data can be found at https://osf.io/qse7y/,
along with our analysis scripts, experimental materials, and
model outputs.
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Abstract

Humans readily generalize, applying prior knowledge to novel
situations and stimuli. Advances in machine learning have be-
gun to approximate and even surpass human performance, but
these systems struggle to generalize what they have learned
to untrained situations. We present a model based on well-
established neurocomputational principles that demonstrates
human-level generalisation. This model is trained to play one
video game (Breakout) and performs one-shot generalisation
to a new game (Pong) with different characteristics. The model
generalizes because it learns structured representations that are
functionally symbolic (viz., a role-filler binding calculus) from
unstructured training data. It does so without feedback, and
without requiring that structured representations are specified
a priori. Specifically, the model uses neural co-activation to
discover which characteristics of the input are invariant and to
learn relational predicates, and oscillatory regularities in net-
work firing to bind predicates to arguments. To our knowledge,
this is the first demonstration of human-like generalisation in
a machine system that does not assume structured representa-
tions to begin with.

Keywords: predicate learning; generalisation; neural net-
works; symbolic-connectionism; neural oscillations

Introduction
Recently deep neural network (DNN) systems have reached
and even exceeded human levels of performance on a range of
cognitive tasks (for a review see, Hassabis, Kumaran, Sum-
merfield, & Botvinick, 2017). For example, DNNs have
learned to master an impressive number of games (Mnih et
al., 2015; Silver et al., 2017). DNNs are general, in that
they can learn to perform a variety of tasks without a priori
background knowledge. Nevertheless, while DNNs readily
perform interpolation (i.e., generalisation to untrained items
from within the bounds of the training set), they struggle to
perform extrapolation (i.e., generalisation to items from out-
side the bounds of the training set). For example, a network
trained to play Breakout must be completely retrained to play
Pong (Mnih et al., 2015).

In contrast, a person is able to quickly catch on to playing
a game like Pong after learning to play a game like Breakout.
After all, Breakout and Pong are very similar: In both games
the objective is to use a paddle to keep a ball in play, and to
hit the ball toward some goal. While in Breakout the ball is
played vertically towards blocks at the top of the screen, and
in Pong the ball is played horizontally towards an opponent
paddle.

Accounts of how humans generalize are frequently based
on powerful symbolic languages that include structured re-
lations (or predicates), which can be promiscuously applied
to new arguments (Doumas & Hummel, 2012; Lake, Ull-
man, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). In this view, we
have abstract representations like right-of and above. These
representations allow us to characterize different domains
with the same representations, and generalize what we have
learned about these representations across domains. Struc-
tured models, however, face a challenge that is complemen-
tary to that which DNNs face: They characteristically require
the modeler to specify a collection of necessary representa-
tional structures in advance of any actual learning (e.g, Lake,
Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015).

We have previously proposed a neural network model of
how structured representations are instantiated in a biologi-
cally plausible neural system, and how such representations
are learned in the first place (Doumas, Hummel, & Sand-
hofer, 2008). The model, called DORA, uses unsupervised
comparison to discover which characteristics of the input are
invariant, and to learn functional predicates; it then applies
these predicates to arguments in a symbolic fashion, using
oscillatory regularities to dynamically bind predicates and ar-
guments. DORA learns representations that are functionally
and formally symbolic from flat vector data, without feed-
back, and without requiring that structured representations be
specified a priori.

In the following we show that after learning to play one
video game, Breakout, the representations that DORA learns
support generalisation to a completely new game, Pong, in
one shot. Importantly, DORA’s learning and reasoning rely
intimately on the phase dynamics that carry binding informa-
tion in the model.

Model description
DORA is a symbolic-connectionist model descended from
LISA (Hummel & Holyoak, 2003). Its operation is sum-
marized as follows. (1) DORA starts with representations
of differentiated objects encoded as flat feature vectors. (2)
Through a process of analogical mapping, objects are com-
pared (and co-activated) and their feature vectors are super-
imposed. (3) DORA learns a representation of the overlaid
pattern through Hebbian learning. The resulting representa-
tion is an encoding of what the compared objects have in com-
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mon. (4) The learned representations are bound to objects
by systematic asynchrony of firing, resulting in functional
single-place predicates. (5) Co-occurring sets of single-place
predicates are linked to form functional multi-place relations.
Below we provide a conceptual overview of DORA’s opera-
tion at a high level of abstraction (for computational details
see, Doumas et al., 2008).

Computational macrostructure
DORA has a long-term-memory (LTM; see Fig. 1) composed
of bidirectionally connected layers of units. Units in LTM are
referred to as token units. Token units in the lowest layer of
LTM are bidirectionally connected to a common pool of fea-
ture units. Token units are yoked to inhibitors that integrate
input from their yoked unit and token units in higher layers,
and fire after reaching a threshold. Yoked inhibitors serve the
purpose of implementing phasic firing and refractory periods
in the token units, which are important for implementing dy-
namic binding in the network.

Features

Driver Recipient

…

…

…

…

Bidirectional excitatory connection

Floating memory set with lateral inhibition 

Flow of activation 

LTM

Figure 1: Macrostructure of the DORA network.

Potentiated sets of token units, or memory sets (dashed
boxes in Fig. 1), correspond to DORA’s working memory.
Memory sets include, the driver, DORA’s current focus of
attention, and the recipient, DORA’s current active memory.
Token units in the same layer inhibit one another within, but
not across, memory sets. Activation in the model flows from
the token units in the driver to token units in the recipient and
LTM via the shared pool of feature units.

Representation learning
At a very high level, DORA’s learning algorithm has three
important features (for details see (Doumas et al., 2008)).
DORA starts with representations of single objects encoded
as a flat vectors of features. A localist token unit connects to
the features defining the specific object (Fig. 2A). As the first
step in learning, DORA compares multiple objects. Com-
pared objects become co-active, and pass activation to their
constituent features. Any features shared by the compared
objects will receive roughly twice as much input and be-
come roughly twice as active as unshared features (Fig. 2Bi).

The process of comparison serves to highlight features shared
(and unshared) by compared objects.

Second, DORA learns an explicit representation of the
shared properties using Hebbian learning. During compari-
son, units are recruited in the token layer i (TL i), connected
to the features, and token layer ii (TL ii), and learn connec-
tions to active units in proportion to their activation (Fig.
2Bii). As a result, DORA learns a token unit that conjunc-
tively codes for the rough featural overlap of the compared
objects (unit r in Fig. 2Bii), and another token unit linking
the newly learned unit to one of the compared objects units
(unit r+b Fig. 2Bii).

Crucially, these new representations are bound to argu-
ments via time-based binding (wherein binding information
is carried by when units fire), and therefore function as single-
place predicates (Doumas et al., 2008). In DORA, bound
predicates and arguments fire in direct sequence. For exam-
ple, to bind a predicate r to an object b, the units representing
r fire followed by the units representing b, and to bind a pred-
icate l to an object p, the units representing l fire followed by
the units representing p (Fig. 2Ci). The binding signal is ex-
plicit and dynamic (i.e., binding information can be created
and destroyed on the fly): Binding r to p and l to b only in-
volves the units representing r, l, b, and p firing in a different
order (Fig. 2Cii). Time-based binding emerges naturally in
a system with lateral inhibition, unit refraction, and conjunc-
tive encodings of linked units (Doumas & Hummel, 2005;
Doumas et al., 2008).

Third, DORA learns representations of multi-place re-
lational structures, by linking systematically co-occurring
predicate-argument sets. When structurally similar sets of
predicate-argument pairs are in the driver and recipient and
are compared, a systematic pattern of firing necessarily
emerges: Specifically, similar predicate-argument pairs will
be co-active in the driver and recipient, and out will fire of
phase with any other predicate-argument pairs (Fig. 2Di).
DORA uses the same Hebbian recruitment and learning de-
scribed in the second step above to link sets of predicate-
argument pairs. Explicitly, DORA recruits a unit at token
layer iii (TL iii), and learns connections to active units in TL
ii via Hebbian learning as they become active (Fig. 2Di).
Thus, DORA learns to link a set of predicate-argument pairs
into a single structure (Fig. 2Dii). The resulting structure
effectively encodes and behaves like a multi-place predicate
(for details see Doumas et al., 2008; Hummel & Holyoak,
2003).

Processing
DORA is a settling network. It starts in some state, such as
a set of units in driver (e.g., chosen at random from LTM, or
based on DORA’s current perceptual state such as a video-
game screen shot). Token units in the driver compete (via
lateral inhibition) to become active, and activation flows to
token units in the recipient and LTM via shared feature units.
DORA eventually settles into some state (e.g., with some
units active in driver and recipient). Due to the refraction of
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Figure 2: Representation learning in DORA. (A) DORA starts with representations of objects encoded as flat feature vectors.
(B) (i) By comparing objects b and p, shared features receive more input and become more active. (ii) Using Hebbian learning
DORA learns an explicit representation of the featural overlap of b and p—unit labeled r—and links r to b (unit labeled r+b).
(C) Illustration of binding in DORA. (i) To bind r to b and l to p units coding r fire at t1, followed by units for b at t2, l at t3 and p
at t4. (ii) Complementary binding information is carried by a different sequence of firing. (D) Learning multi-place relations. (i)
Similar predicate-argument sets are compared in driver and recipient. Driver units activate featurally similar units in recipient:
Violet units in the driver will activate violet units in recipient, and red units in the driver will cause red recipient units to
become active. Using Hebbian learning DORA learns a conjunctive encoding of the predicate-argument pairs in recipient as
they become active (green unit in Tiii). (ii) The resulting representation encodes a multi-place relational proposition.

nodes and yoked inhibitors, this state will eventually become
upset and the process will start again.

The representations that DORA learns support a variety
of operations from the LISA and DORA including analog-
ical mapping, schema refinement, and relational generalisa-
tion. During mapping, DORA discovers structural correspon-
dences between token units in the driver and recipient. Dur-
ing refinement, DORA learns a schema from the featural in-
tersection of mapped items in driver and recipient. During
generalisation, DORA implements a version of copy-with-
substitution-and-generalisation (CWSG) (Holyoak, Novick,
& Melz, 1994), wherein information from one situation is
carried over into a mapped situation (described in more de-
tail in section following).

DORA’s algorithm is capable of composing features into
structured representations of relations and arguments (i.e.,
propositions). However, in order to learn relational represen-
tations, there need to be invariants that characterise the under-
lying relations—e.g., to learn a representation of above that
captures every instance of aboveness, there must be some de-
tectable property(ies) that remain constant over all instances
of aboveness (Biederman, 2013). We have developed a novel
algorithm to discover invariants for relative magnitude (e.g.,
“same”, “more”, “less”) based on the known properties of

neural encodings of absolute magnitude and eye movements
(Doumas, Hamer, Puebla, & Martin, 2017). The algorithm
exploits the invariants that emerge when neural encodings of
absolute magnitude are superimposed.

Model in context
DORA is a model of representation learning. It assumes that
objects are differentiated and makes no strong claims about
how choices between available options (i.e., moves in a video
game) are made. As such, we situated DORA’s predicate
learning algorithm between a visual pre-processor, and tab-
ular Q-learning (Watkins, 1989) (see Fig. 3). The visual
pre-processor served to differentiate objects, and the tabular
Q-learning allowed DORA to learn associations between rep-
resentational states and move options in a game.

The visual pre-processor used edge detection (via local
contrast) with an inbuilt bias such that any enclosed edges
were treated as a single object. The pre-processor delivered
representations of individual objects characterised by their
colour and their location, (represented in raw pixels).

Simulations
We ran three sets of simulations. Simulation 1 compared
DORA to several other networks for their capacity to gener-
alize to Pong after training on Breakout. Simulation 2 served
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Figure 3: Predicate learning in context.

to evaluate the capacity of the relational representations that
DORA learned from video game screens to support human-
level analogical reasoning. Simulation 3 extended the test of
cross-domain transfer: DORA learned representations from
instances unrelated to games, and then used these representa-
tions to learn to play one game and generalize to another

Simulation 1
We compared (1) an implementation of DORA with Q-
learning against (2) DQN; (3) DQN with the same pre-
processed inputs used by DORA; (4) a supervised deep neu-
ral network (DNN) with the same pre-processed inputs used
by DORA with fixed frame skipping; (5) a supervised DNN
with the same pre-processed inputs used by DORA with ran-
dom frame skipping; (6) Humans (two Breakout and Pong
novices). We trained all these systems to play one videogame
(Breakout), and then tested their ability to generalize to a dif-
ferent videogame (Pong) without any explicit training. Fi-
nally, we evaluated these systems’ ability to switch back to
playing the original game, after time spent learning to play
the second.

For the first 250 games of Breakout, DORA made ran-
dom moves, generating game states from which it learned
structured representations in an unsupervised manner as de-
scribed above. DORA successfully learned predicate repre-
sentations encoding to instances such as more-y(object1, ob-
ject2) and more-x(object1, object2). DORA then attempted
to learn to play Breakout using the representations that it
had learned during the first 250 games to represent the cur-
rent game screen and then made a response. Associations
between these learned representations and successful moves
were learned via tabular Q-learning. Fig. 4a shows the per-
formance of all networks on Breakout as an average score of
the last 100 games played, and a high score. All systems
performed quite well, reaching levels of performance that
matched or exceeded human participants. As would be ex-
pected, DORA took far fewer games to learn to play Breakout
than any of the other networks (1,000 vs. 10,000,000 games
for DORA and DQN, respectively).

We then tested the capacity of the networks to play a new
videogame, Pong. DORA had learned to play Breakout by
learning associations between relational configurations and
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Figure 4: Game play performance for DORA and DNNs.

actions. During its first game of Pong, DORA represented the
game state using the relations it had learned playing Breakout.
DORA discovered a correspondence between the action sets
in the two games: particularly, more-y/less-y of the paddle
(the paddle moves up and down) in Pong and more-x/less-x
of the paddle (the paddle moves horizontally) in Breakout.
This correspondence allowed DORA to infer via relational
generalisation the configurations that reward specific moves
in Pong. For example, just as more-x(ball, paddle) tends to
reward a more-x move of the paddle in Breakout, more-y(ball,
paddle) rewards a more-y move in Pong (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4b shows the performance of the human players
and the networks on the first game of Pong after training
on Breakout and the average performance over the first 100
games playing Pong. Like a human player, DORA performed
at a high level on Pong on a single exposure to the game and
continued to play Pong at a high level. By contrast, all other
networks showed poor performance –which is unsurprising
given previous results using DNNs and transferring to differ-
ent contexts.

Importantly, the generalisation failure of the networks
using the same visual processing as DORA demonstrates
that the visual processing does not produce representations
that support the generalisation performance demonstrated by
DORA. Using both Q-learning and supervised learning, the
unstructured (i.e., non-symbolic) representations produced
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by the visual processor and the DQN did not support ex-
trapolatory generalisation, while the predicate representations
learned by DORA did.

Simulation 2
Simulation 2 was designed to investigate whether the repre-
sentations DORA learned in Simulation 1 have the character-
istics of structured relational representations. One of the key
properties of structured representations is that they should be
applicable (i.e., generalise) across contexts: The representa-
tion of larger should apply just as easily (and mean the same
thing) in a domain like the game Breakout and an analogical
reasoning task. To this end, we tested whether the represen-
tations that DORA learned in Simulation 1 would immedi-
ately generalise to support human level analogical reasoning
by testing whether—with no additional learning—they: (i)
support solving cross mappings; (ii) support mapping simi-
lar, but non-identical predicates; (iii) support mapping objects
with no featural overlap, including completely novel objects,
if they play similar roles; and (iv) provide a basis for map-
ping the arguments of a n-place relation onto those of an m-
place relation even when n and m are unequal (i.e., whether
they, like people, can violate the n-ary restriction, according
to which an n-place predicate can only map to another n-place
predicate). As the representations that DORA learned from
video games should be immediately generalisable to these
other tasks, this simulation used only those representations
learned during simulation 1 and included no new representa-
tion learning.

During a cross-mapping, an object (object1) is mapped to
a featurally less similar object (object2) rather than a featu-
rally more similar object (object3) because it (object1) plays
the same role as the less similar object (object2). For ex-
ample, if cat1 chases mouse1 and mouse2 chases cat2, then
the structural cross-mapping places cat1 into correspondence
with mouse2 because both are bound to the chaser role. The

ability to find such a mapping is a key property of gen-
uinely relational (i.e., as opposed to feature-based) process-
ing. Cross-mappings serve as a stringent test of the structure
sensitivity of a representation as they require violating featu-
ral or statistical similarity.

To test the representations DORA learned in Simulation 1
for their ability to support cross-mappings we randomly se-
lected two of the representations DORA had learned for a
given relation (e.g., both coded for above). DORA bound
these representations to new objects, creating two new propo-
sitions, P1 and P2, such that the agent of P1 was featurally
identical to the patient of P2 and vice versa. DORA then
mapped P1 onto P2. We repeated this procedure 10 times
(each time with a different randomly chosen relational repre-
sentaitons). In each simulation, DORA successfully mapped
the agent of P1 to the agent of P2 (the correct relational map)
and vice-versa. DORA’s success indicates that the relations it
learned in the first part of this simulation apply immediately
across tasks and supporting cross-mapping.

We then tested whether DORA’s representations support
mapping similar but nonidentical relations (such as mapping
above to greater-than) and support mapping objects with no
featural overlap that play similar roles. We selected two of
the refined relations that DORA had learned during Simula-
tion 1, P1 and P2 (e.g, above(x,y) or wider(x,y)), such that
each role in P1 shared roughly 50% of its features with a cor-
responding role in P2 (e.g., the role more-height has 50% of
its features in common with the role more-width). To assure
that no mappings would be based on object similarity and that
the mapping would work with completely novel object, none
of the objects that served as arguments of the relations had
any featural overlap and the object features were units that we
added to DORA solely for these simulations (i.e., these were
feature units DORA had not “experienced” previously). We
repeated this process 10 times, each time with a different pair
of relations. Each time, DORA mapped the agent role of P1
to the agent role of P2 and the patient role of P1 to the patient
role of P2, and, despite their lack of featural overlap, corre-
sponding objects always mapped to one another (because of
their bindings to mapped roles).

Finally, we tested whether the representations DORA
learned can violate the n-ary restriction, mapping the argu-
ments of an n-place predicate onto those of an m-place pred-
icate when n 6= m. Models of relational thinking based on
propositional notation or labelled graphs are unable to map
predicates with different numbers of arguments, but people
have little difficulty doing so, as evidenced by our ability to
map the arguments of, say, bigger (Sam, Larry) on onto those
of small (Joyce) and big (Susan) (see Hummel & Holyoak,
1997).

To test DORA’s ability to solve such mappings, we ran-
domly selected a relation, P1, that DORA had learned in the
previous part of this simulation. We then created a single
place predicate (p2) that shared 50% of its features with the
agent role of P1 and none of its features with the patient role.
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The objects bound to the agent and patient role of P1 each
shared 50% of their features with the object bound to p2.
DORA attempted to map P1 to p2. We repeated this process
10 times, each time with a different relation from DORA’s
LTM, and each time DORA successfully mapped the agent
role of P1 to p2, along with their arguments. We then re-
peated the simulation such that p2 shared half its featural con-
tent with the patient (rather than agent) role of P1. In 10 ad-
ditional simulations, DORA successfully mapped the patient
role of P1 to p2 (along with their arguments).

General Discussion
We have shown that a machine system can perform extrapola-
tory generalisation. Specifically, DORA used predicate learn-
ing to discover symbolic representations from video game
screen shots without feedback, and without assuming any
structured representations a priori. Crucially, the predicate
representations that DORA learned allowed it to extrapolate
its knowledge to untrained situations. Specifically, the model
was able to use the representations that it learned playing
Breakout to successfully play a new game, Pong, and to per-
form a number of analogical reasoning tasks. Just like hu-
man players, generalizing to a new game, like Pong, or a new
task, like analogy making, was fast (zero-shot) and did not af-
fect the system’s ability to play the previously learned game.
In contrast, four different DNNs failed to transfer knowledge
from Breakout to Pong.

These results demonstrate that extrapolatory and cross-
domain generalisation can be greatly facilitated by learning
and explicitly representing the relations—rather than just the
literal features—characterizing the domain in question. By
learning the relations characterizing the abstract structure of
Breakout (e.g., relations between the locations of the paddle
and the ball), DORA was prepared to discover analogical cor-
respondences between Breakout and Pong. On this approach
to domain learning, cross-domain transfer is not a matter of
learning a wholly new domain but is instead a matter of learn-
ing how old knowledge applies to new problems. We argue
that this approach is precisely the approach the human mind
takes to learning, both within and across domains.

Our relation-based approach represents a fundamental de-
parture from DNN or other statistical machine learning ap-
proaches, which learn only the statistical relations between
input states (e.g., features of a game screen), and output states
(e.g., moves of the game paddle left/right or up/down). Sta-
tistical relations between input and output features are, in
a trivial sense, relations, so DNNs can in this sense be de-
scribed as “learning relations”. But the simulations described
here demonstrate that there is a fundamental difference be-
tween the capacity to learn statistical relations between fea-
tures (the approach in traditional machine learning) and the
ability to learn an open-ended set of abstract structured rela-
tional representations, both between and within the domains
to be learned. The capacity to learn an open-ended set of re-
lations and represent them as explicit predicates confers the

capacity to profit from prior learning for reasoning a new
domain, rather than suffering from it. Moreover, as demon-
strated here and elsewhere (e.g., Doumas et al., 2008), struc-
tured relational representations can be learned without hav-
ing to assume that such structures exist a priori (Lake et al.,
2015).
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Abstract 
The cognitive control of action is thought to be mediated by 
conscious effort as reflected by changes in frontal theta activity. We 
measured frontal theta during a response inhibition task in 16 
healthy adults who implicitly learned repeated patterns of go/switch 
cues, resulting in unaware differences in cognitive demand for 
different cues. Learning was reflected by reduced reaction times 
(RT) to probable compared to unexpected switch cues. In the rare 
absence of behavioural (RT) differences, concurrent measures of 
pupil diameter revealed changes in effort with stimulus probability, 
while effort was accompanied by parametric increases in 
theta. Additionally, theta predicted pre-response sensorimotor 
gamma, suggesting interactions between frontal and sensorimotor 
cortex during cognitive control. These results provide further 
evidence for a functional role of theta in cognitive effort during 
response preparation, inhibition and execution, even in the absence 
of conscious awareness.  

Keywords: implicit learning; motor learning; cognitive load; 
automaticity; pupillometry; MEG; theta; gamma  

Introduction 
Human behaviour is argued to be to be under both cognitive 
and automatic control, as articulated in dual-process theories 
(Evans and Stanovich 2013). Within this framework, 
cognitive processes have been defined as mental acts of 
which we are conscious, that we intend, that require effort, 
and that can be controlled (Logan and Cowan 1984). In 
contrast, automatic processes are rapid and autonomous, and 
are thought to yield default responses unless intervened on by 
cognitive processes. Both processes occur during inhibitory 
control, often employed in experiments using rapid response 
tasks that produce automatic responding requiring occasional 
intervention by cognitive processes, such as in Go/No-Go or 
Go/Switch tasks. In this case, Go trials quickly become 
automatic, whereas No-Go or Switch responses require 
infrequent, intermittent inhibition of the prepotent Go 
response in favour of the alternate (No-Go or Switch). These 
cognitive processes are often associated with activity in the 

frontal cortex, however neural mechanisms underlying these 
processes and especially how automatic processes may be 
interrupted by cognitive processes, remain unknown.  

Although frontal theta (4-8Hz) is often associated with 
inhibitory control and has furthermore been hypothesized to 
be a mechanism for control (Cavanagh and Frank 2014), it is 
not yet clear whether theta plays a functional role in this 
process or is alternatively a generic alarm signaling only the 
need for control (ibid.). For the purposes of the current 
literature review, only theta oscillations and not event-related 
potentials will be considered as it has been demonstrated that 
most of the mid-frontal signal that is relevant for cognitive 
control is contained within ongoing theta oscillations, and not 
the evoked signal (Cohen and Donner 2013). 

Frontal theta oscillations have been associated with a 
variety of different control tasks, including working memory 
(Jensen and Tesche 2002), as well as response preparation 
and post-error activity (Womelsdorf, Johnston et al. 2010). 
Theta is also related to behavioural outcomes, suggesting 
there is a relation between the motor cortex and the timing as 
well as amplitude of frontal theta (Cheyne, Ferrari et al. 
2012). The relative ubiquity and sensitivity of frontal theta 
during cognitive processing suggests it has a functional and 
not epiphenomenal role in cognitive control. 

In order to test whether frontal theta is involved in 
cognitive control (as per dual-process theories), and not 
merely signaling the need for control (as per Cavanagh and 
Frank 2014), two claims must be established. First, theta must 
be sensitive to variations in cognitive processing. Second, in 
order to have a functional role, theta activity must have an 
impact on behaviour. A logical route of action would be via 
the sensorimotor cortex. Importantly, there is as of yet no 
direct evidence to support the second claim of a relationship 
between frontal theta and the sensorimotor cortex.  

Thus, the objective of the current study is to determine 
whether frontal theta has a functional role in cognitive control 
by testing the two claims described above. That is, if frontal 
theta is sensitive to cognitive processing load in a behavioural 
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control task, and frontal theta is related to activity within the 
sensorimotor cortex, then it is likely to have a functional role 
in behavioural control, and not merely an alarm signaling the 
need for control. We hypothesize that theta amplitude would 
be sensitive to variations in cognitive load as determined by 
task-evoked pupillary response (TEPR, Beatty, 1982), and 
that it would correlate with pre-response high gamma (60-90 
Hz) amplitude within the sensorimotor cortex. In order to 
establish variations in processing load in a behavioural 
control task, we used an implicit stimulus pattern learning 
Go/Switch task (Isabella, Urbain et al. 2019) paired with 
pupillometry which is an independent measure of cognitive 
effort (that is, the amount of effort one exerts to process a 
given load). Sixteen healthy adults performed this task during 
simultaneous pupillometric and magnetoencephalographic 
recordings in order to measure oscillatory neural activity 
from the frontal and sensorimotor cortices. 

Methods 

Subjects 
Sixteen healthy right-handed adults (8 females, range 22-31 
years) participated in this experiment. All subjects were 
recruited from the Toronto area and provided informed 
consent using protocols approved by Hospital for Sick 
Children Research Ethics Board. Subjects were compensated 
60 CAD for their participation. 

Go/Switch Task 
The Go/Switch task employed in this study was similar to that 
by Isabella et al. (2019). All subjects were presented with a 
rapid stream of digits from “1” to “4”, where each target had 
an equal 25% probability of occurrence.  Each stimulus was 
displayed for a fixed duration of 0.4s, followed by a stimulus 
mask (“#”) that was displayed for an additional 2s until the 
presentation of the next digit, for a total inter-trial interval of 
2.4s. All stimuli and the mask were isoluminant. The subjects 
were informed that they were performing a go-switch task, 
for which the default movement to stimuli 1, 2, or 4 was a 
button press with the right index finger, with instructions to 
switch response hands to the left index finger when presented 
with the target “3” stimulus. 

Subjects performed this task over 244 trials across each of 
6 blocks. Each block began with 4 trials containing stimuli 
(digits 1-4) chosen at random. Subjects were uninformed that 
the remaining 240 stimuli were presented in 30 repeats of an 
8-trial probabilistic sequence (3-1-4-3-2-4-1-2), known to 
induce pattern learning (Isabella, Urbain et al. 2019). Stimuli 
for 90% of trials followed the sequence order (Pattern), 
whereas for the remaining 10% of trials, the stimulus for the 
individual trial within the 8-trial sequence did not follow the 
sequence order (Deviant).  

In order to assess whether the presence of the sequence of 
stimuli was explicitly learned, following the experiment, 
subjects were asked for general feedback on the task, and to 
write out a sample stream of stimuli from the experiment.  

Recordings 
Neuromagnetic activity was recorded using a whole head 
151-channel CTF MEG system in a magnetically shielded 
room. T1-weighted structural MR images were obtained from 
each. Subjects sat upright in an adjustable chair and responses 
were collected using a nonmagnetic fiber optic response pad. 
Stimuli were presented using Presentation Software via a 
LCD projector on a back-projection screen.  

Real-time TEPR was measured using an EyeLink 1000 
system, recording at 600 Hz and synchronized with the 
neuromagnetic activity. Pupil diameter was measured in 
arbitrary units.  

Analysis 

i. Behavioural Analysis 
Response Types Response types were defined as follows: 
- Pattern Go (PGo): correct Go response (right index) to the 

Go stimulus (the digits 1, 2, or 4) matching the pattern.  
- Pattern Switch (PSw): correct switch response (left index) 

to the Switch stimulus (the digit 3) matching the pattern. 
- Deviant Go (DGo): correct go response (right index) to a 

Go stimulus (digit 1, 2, or 4) deviating from the repeated 
pattern, i.e. a Go stimulus where an expected “3” 
stimulus would have occurred.   

- Deviant Switch (DSw): correct switch response (left index) 
to improbable switch “3” stimulus, deviating from the 
repeated sequence, i.e. where the expected Pattern 
stimulus would have required a Go response.  

Importantly, all trial types as defined were preceded by a 
Go response. All trials following a “3” stimulus were not 
included in the analysis, as subjects quickly learned that the 
Switch stimulus “3” never occurred twice in succession and 
therefore could explicitly predict that a Go trial would follow 
a Switch trial. Therefore, every trial included in the analysis 
was preceded by a Go trial. 
 
Reaction Times (RT) were measured as the difference in 
time between stimulus onset and the button press within 1.5s 
of each trial. Efficiency is defined as accuracy / reaction time 
and reveals the overall speed-accuracy strategy utilized by 
each subject across trial types. 

ii. Pupil Diameter 
Continuously recorded pupil diameter data was segmented 
into epochs and time-locked to stimulus onset. Eyeblinks 
were linearly interpolated using a custom Matlab script. Data 
was low pass filtered at 10Hz, and z-transformed within-
participant to minimize inter-subject variability (Smallwood, 
Brown et al. 2011).   

Pre-stimulus pupil diameter was measured as the mean z-
scored pupil diameter for the 0.4s preceding stimulus onset, 
which was then subtracted from the entire trial. TEPR was 
measured as the mean z-scored pupil diameter for 2s 
following stimulus onset (until the subsequent pre-stimulus 
time period). 
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iii. MEG Analysis 
MEG analysis proceeded in a similar manner to previously 
published studies (i.e. Isabella, Ferrari et al. 2015). Briefly, 
continuously-recorded MEG data were segmented into 
epochs centered upon the button response (response-locked) 
for each of the four response types described above. 
Localization of brain activity was carried out using 
frequency-based beamformer algorithms implemented in the 
BrainWave Matlab toolbox (Jobst, Ferrari et al. 2018).  

In order to account for different trial numbers in each 
response type, PGo was used as a covariance dataset to 
calculate the beamformer weights, creating common weights 
for all trial types. Mean power was then calculated for each 
subject over the time window of interest, for each trial type 
and time-frequency representation (TFR). 

iv. Statistical Analyses 
RT was log-transformed to normalize its distribution. To 
examine differences between trial types across performance 
measures, TEPR, and mean oscillatory power, 2-by-2 within-
subject repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted 
(factors: Switch and pattern), and partial eta squared (hp

2) was 
used to calculate effect sizes. Given that there were 2 levels 
per factor, sphericity was not violated. Post-hoc comparisons 
were conducted using t-tests with Bonferroni corrections.   

In order to investigate relationships between frontal theta 
and the other outcome measures of interest (TEPR, gamma), 
a multiple regression approach was used in order to control 
for possible interactions of task variables (Switch and 
pattern). Relationships between measures were determined 
using the sum of squares from a repeated measures ANOVA 
between variables according to r = √(SSpvs/(SSpvs + SSr)) 
where SSpvs is the sum of squares for the predictor variables 
(as determined by the multiple regression), SSr is the sum of 
squares for the residual, and r is the correlation coefficient 
(Bland and Altman 1995). All statistical tests were performed 
using R (Team 2017). 

In order to test the implications of these correlations, we 
sought to determine whether a relationship between frontal 
theta and behaviour was mediated by sensorimotor gamma 
activity. This was tested using causal mediation analysis 
(Tingley, Yamamoto et al., 2014), and significance was tested 
using bootstrapping procedures. 
 

Results 

i. Behavioural Results 
All 16 subjects complied with task instructions, completed a 
minimum of 6 blocks and provided feedback on the task. 
None of the subjects were able to replicate the stimulus 
sequence at the end of the experiment and failed to provide 
any evidence of explicit knowledge of the stimulus 
sequences. Error trials were not analyzed for this study. 
Mean number of trials (within subject) included in the 
analysis were (mean ± standard error): PGo = 666.7 ± 3.1, 

DGo = 35.4 ± 0.3, PSw = 280.8 ± 3.1, DSw = 30.6 ± 1.2. 
 
Reaction Times To determine the effects of task (switch = 
Go/Sw and pattern = Pattern/Deviant) on responses, reaction 
times were measured as the duration between stimulus onset 
and the button press response for the four trial types of 
interest, in order of decreasing probability: PGo, DGo, PSw, 
and DSw. Mean RT was greater for Sw responses over Go, 
and greater for Deviant over Pattern trials (mean PGo = 
0.347s, DGo = 0.349s, PSw = 0.370s, DSw = 0.380s, Figure 
1A). To determine the effects of task parameters on reaction 
times, an ANOVA was conducted on log-transformed 
averaged reaction times, revealing a main effect of Switch 
(F(1,15) = 16.85, p< 0.001, hp

2 = 0.53) and of pattern (F(1,15) 
= 8.64, p = 0.01, hp

2 = 0.37). Post-hoc comparisons revealed 
significant differences between PGo and PSw, as well as PSw 
and DSw (all p< 0.003), but not PGo and DGo (p = 0.30). 
Switch responses of all types were delayed, but Deviant trials 
were delayed only for Sw trials and not Go trials (i.e. DGo). 
These results demonstrate an inverse relationship between 
response duration and variations in stimulus probability for 
all trial types except for DGo. The overall pattern of results 
replicates previous findings (Isabella, Urbain et al. 2019), 
with differences between Pattern and Deviant trials that were 
evident from the first block, demonstrating rapid learning of 
the stimulus pattern. 

 
Efficiency Mean efficiency was greatest for PGo and DGo 
trials, while it decreased for PSw and DSw trials (mean PGo 
= 2.83 correct/s, DGo = 2.85 correct/s, PSw = 2.31 correct/s, 
DSw = 2.15 correct/s; Figure 1B). To determine the effects 
of task parameters on efficiency, a 2‐way ANOVA was 
conducted on averaged efficiency rates, revealing a statistical 
main effect of Switch (F(1,15) = 23.35, p = 0.0002, hp

2 = 
0.61) but not of pattern (F(1,15) = 1.98, p = 0.18). Post‐hoc 
comparisons revealed significant differences between PGo 
and PSw (p < 0.001), as well as PSw and DSw (p < 0.05), but 
not PGo and DGo (p = 0.30). Effects of task parameters on 
efficiency rates were similar to effects on RT, demonstrating 
that subjects did not change their speed-accuracy strategies 
across trial types. Subjects maintained consistent 
performance across P and DGo trials, with longer RT and 
efficiency for PSw and DSw, respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Mean RTs (A) and mean efficiency (B) with 
standard errors for response types Pattern and Deviant Go, 

Pattern and Deviant Switch. 

A	 B	
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ii. Pupil Responses 
Pupil dilation is a well-established covert measure of 
quantifying cognitive control (Kahneman and Beatty 1966). 
In the current study, TEPR followed a typical time course, 
beginning at a minimum prior to stimulus onset, and dilating 
to a maximum diameter within 0.5 to 1.5 seconds (Figure 2).  
Diameters generally returned to approximately pre-stimulus 
levels following PGo trials ahead of the next trial at 2.4s. 
Mean TEPR was calculated as the mean baselined z-scored 
pupil diameter for 2s following stimulus onset, and was 
smallest for PGo trials, and increased for each of DGo, PSw 
and DSw trials (mean PGo = 0.25 ± 0.03z, DGo = 0.43 ± 
0.03z, PSw = 0.46 ± 0.03z, DSw = 0.57 ± 0.03z). In order to 
determine the effects of the task parameters on TEPR, a 2-
way ANOVA was conducted, revealing a main effect of 
Switch (F(1,15) = 186.9, p<0.001, hp

2 = 0.93) and of pattern 
(F(1,15) = 88.7, p<0.001, hp

2 = 0.86). Post-hoc comparisons 
revealed significant differences between PGo and PSw, PGo 
and DGo, and Pattern and Deviant Sw (all p< 0.001). These 
results reveal a parametric increase in TEPR with decreasing 
stimulus probability, and contrasted with RT results, are 
consistent with previous findings that TEPR and RT index 
different processes within cognitive control (Isabella, Urbain 
et al. 2019). 

Figure 2: Mean TEPR (in z-scores) and standard errors 
from cue onset until 2 s for all response types. 

iii. Neuromagnetic measures 
Frontal Theta The relationship between variations in 
cognitive control and frontal theta oscillations was of critical 
interest in the current study. Beamformer analysis revealed 
consistent theta band (4-8 Hz) oscillatory activity in the right 
middle frontal cortex (mean Talairach coordinates: x = 26, y 
= 59, z = 21, BA 10) for correct pattern and deviant trials, 
(Figure 3; baseline = -1.1 to -0.6 s).  

Theta power followed a typical time course, increasing to 
a maximum just prior to the response. Mean theta power was 
calculated as the mean percent change in power from 0.4 s 
prior to until 0.2 s after the button press response, relative to 
the pre-stimulus baseline. Theta power was smallest for PGo 
trials, and increased for each of PSw, DGo and DSw trials 
(mean PGo = 10.08 ± 2.16%, DGo = 23.39 ± 2.31%, PSw = 
23.01 ±  2.35%, DSw = 36.64 ± 4.48%). In order to determine 
the effects of varied cognitive control on frontal theta 
oscillations, a 2-way ANOVA was conducted on mean 
power, revealing a main effect of pattern (F(1,15) = 14.6, p = 
0.002, hp

2 = 0.49), and also an effect of Switch (F(1,15) = 

21.9, p < 0.001, hp
2 = 0.59). Post-hoc comparisons revealed a 

difference between PGo and PSw (p = 0.002), between PGo 
and DGo ( p< 0.001), and PSw and DSw, (p < 0.019). 
Interestingly, these results reveal theta has a similar 
relationship to task parameters as TEPR, revealing a strong 
difference between PGo and DGo in the absence of any 
behavioural differences. This result supports our hypothesis 
that frontal theta is sensitive to parametric increases in 
cognitive control. 

Figure 3: Mean theta for all response types, calculated 
from 0.4s prior to 0.2s after the button press response. 

Figure 4: Mean gamma for all response types, calculated 
from onset until button response. 

 
Sensorimotor Gamma Movement-related gamma activity 
has only recently been shown to vary with task parameters 
and may be related to resolving response conflict. 
Beamformer analysis revealed consistent gamma activity the 
sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the response (mean 
Talairach coordinates left: x = -34, y = -17, z = 43; right: x = 
30, y = -10, z = 43) for correct trials of all types, commencing 
approximately 200 ms prior to response (Figure 4; baseline 
= -0.6 to –0.4 s). No significant gamma activity found in the 
ipsilateral motor cortex. We calculated mean gamma power 
in the contralateral motor cortex from activity onset until 
response. Gamma showed a similar pattern of effects as theta, 
with the least power for PGo trials, and increasing for DGo, 
PSw, and DSw, respectively (mean PGo = 7.5 ± 1.8%, DGo 
= 13.7 ± 1.8%, PSw = 25.1 ± 4.2%, DSw = 32.9 ± 4.5%).  
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In order to determine effects of task parameters on pre-
response gamma activity, an ANOVA was conducted on 
mean power in the contralateral motor cortex, with significant 
effects of Switch (F(1,15) = 19.6, p < 0.001, hp

2 = 0.57) and 
pattern (F(1,15) = 19.9, p < 0.001, hp

2 = 0.57). Post-hoc 
comparisons revealed differences between PGo and PSw (p 
< 0.001), between PGo and DGo (p < 0.009), and PSw and 
DSw, (p = 0.003). Like frontal theta, that sensorimotor 
gamma parametrically increases with decreasing stimulus 
probability is in line with previous findings (Isabella, Ferrari 
et al. 2015), and suggests that sensorimotor gamma is 
sensitive to cognitive control. Given the similarity to frontal 
theta, sensorimotor gamma may be involved in integrating 
cognitive control signals into the motor cortex. 

iv. Regression and Mediation Analyses  
In order to investigate the relationship between frontal 

theta and the variety of measures in this study related to 
cognitive and motor control, we performed a multiple 
regression and analyzed the sum of squares to determine the 
strength and significance between the measures and within 
subjects. Controlling for effects of pattern and Sw, there was 
a significant relationship between frontal theta and RT (r = 
0.77, p < 0.001, hp

2 = 0.61), efficiency (r = -0.73, p = 0.002, 
hp

2 = 0.53), TEPR (r = 0.91, p < 0.001, hp
2 = 0.97), and pre-

response gamma (r = 0.78,  p< 0.001, hp
2 = 0.41; Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5: Theta values were regressed within-subject 

against RT, Efficiency, TEPR, and gamma. 

 
Figure 6: Effects of frontal theta on efficiency were fully 

mediated by sensorimotor gamma activity. 

To interpret whether frontal theta affects behaviour via the 
sensorimotor cortex, we performed a causal mediation 
analysis between frontal theta and reaction times as well as 
frontal theta and efficiency, both mediated by sensorimotor 
gamma. Although sensorimotor gamma did not mediate the 
effect of frontal theta on reaction times (p = 0.7), the effect of 
frontal theta on efficiency was fully mediated by 
sensorimotor gamma (p = 0.01; Figure 6). The indirect effect 
was (0.36)*(-0.01) = -0.004 with an estimated proportion 
mediated of 0.47 (p = 0.03). 

Discussion 

We sought to test whether frontal theta is likely to have a 
functional role in cognitive control by testing two claims: if 
frontal theta is sensitive to cognitive load in a behavioural 
task and is related to activity within the sensorimotor cortex, 
then it is unlikely to be epiphenomenal but rather is involved 
in coordinating behavior during cognitive control. We 
manipulated cognitive control using a combined Go/Switch 
pattern learning task, without explicit awareness of the 
presence of a stimulus pattern. No relationship was evident 
between trial numbers and effect sizes across trial types for 
each outcome measure, and therefore was not analyzed 
further. Task effects of Go/Switch and pattern/deviant led to 
increased RT, indicating pattern learning, and TEPR 
confirming parametric variations in cognitive control. Frontal 
theta was sensitive to variations in cognitive control, and 
correlated with behavioural, pupillometric, and motor 
cortical activity. Correlations held for all trial types, 
including the unconsciously learned pattern, demonstrating 
that frontal control of behaviour may proceed without 
conscious awareness. Implications are discussed below. 

RT is insufficient for capturing cognitive control 
Differences between RT and TEPR are congruent with 
previous findings for this task (Isabella, Urbain et al. 2019). 
Increased TEPR has been associated with increased cognitive 
control (Kahneman and Beatty 1966), however, without a 
corresponding increase in RT or decrease in performance 
efficiency, we interpret this finding as increased cognitive 
effort without corresponding detectable behavioral effects. In 
particular, when comparing PGo and DGo, subjects increased 
cognitive effort to process the unexpected stimulus and 
response for DGo responses in the same amount of time as 
PGo responses. This finding has important implications for 
commonly used behavioral measures such as RT or 
efficiency in interpreting task difficulty or cognitive control, 
given that increasing cognitive effort need not produce 
detectable behavioral outcomes. We propose that TEPR is a 
more sensitive and direct measure of cognitive control than 
RT or performance efficiency. 

Frontal theta is related to behavioural output via 
motor cortical signals 
Increased cognitive effort to maintain consistent RT across 
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the two types of Go responses was likely driven by frontal 
theta activity, which correlated with RT (inversely) and 
motor cortical activity. A relation between theta and RT is in 
agreement with a study showing that frontal theta power had 
reduced amplitude on faster Sw trials (Cheyne, Ferrari et al. 
2012), indicating that frontal theta increases are sensitive to 
the need for control processes. In the current study, frontal 
theta power was proportional to the amount of effort put into 
response inhibition and preparation, and this translated to 
behaviour in terms of performance efficiency that was 
mediated by sensorimotor gamma activity. 

Sensorimotor gamma and frontal theta increased 
parametrically with cognitive control, and significant 
correlations were found between the two, suggesting a 
possibility for the gamma signal to integrate theta activity 
into the motor cortex. Furthermore, the information content 
of theta activity is likely related to updating the motor plan to 
the alternate response within the motor cortex prior to 
execution. This interpretation is congruent with previous 
findings for sensorimotor gamma when delayed gamma 
predicted error responses (Isabella,  Ferrari et al. 2015). 
When competing responses are not sufficiently resolved in 
order to update the motor plan prior to responding, an error 
may occur. This interpretation is supported by evidence in 
clinical populations. Kurz et al. (2014) demonstrated 
decreased gamma in children with cerebral palsy who had 
difficulty anticipating grip forces, possibly related to deficits 
in motor planning. Given the current findings, we speculate 
that such impaired motor planning may be related to deficits 
in signaling from the frontal cortex, or inefficient integration 
into the sensorimotor cortex via gamma activity. However, 
further exploration into the mechanism of interaction 
between frontal theta and sensorimotor gamma are warranted 
to confirm the small but significant effect found here. 

Inhibitory control in the absence of awareness: role 
for frontal theta  
Theta activity was localized to the right middle frontal cortex 
where it increased from approximately stimulus onset and 
peaked shortly prior to the response. As expected, theta 
power was sensitive to task parameters and distinguished trial 
types in a similar manner to TEPR, albeit on a shorter time 
scale. Results of the regression analysis revealed a very 
strong correlation between these two outcome measures (r = 
0.91). Previous studies have linked TEPR with functional 
brain measures related to cognitive load and task difficulty, 
including alpha band power during a reading comprehension 
task (Scharinger, Kammerer et al. 2015) and theta power 
(evoked with oscillatory) during a combined flanker/n-back 
task (Scharinger, Soutschek et al. 2015). The current study 
identified a strong correlation between TEPR and oscillatory 
theta power and further demonstrated that these tracked 
parametric increases in cognitive control. Previous research 
has linked frontal theta with a variety of cognitive control 
processes, such as mental arithmetic (Gartner, Grimm et al. 
2015), response preparation (Womelsdorf, Johnston et al. 
2010), response switching (Cheyne, Ferrari et al. 2012) and 

response inhibition (Isabella, Ferrari et al. 2015). One study 
demonstrated the sensitivity of frontal theta to increasing load 
in a working memory task (Jensen and Tesche 2002). The 
current study supports the notion that frontal theta is sensitive 
to increasing load, and we extend those findings by 
demonstrating the relationship between theta and increasing 
cognitive effort using pupillometry, as well as behavioural 
outcomes. 

Pupil diameter is tightly linked with activity in the locus 
coeruleus (LC) (Joshi, Li et al. 2016), and noradrenergic and 
cholinergic pathways (Jepma, Deinum et al. 2011, Reimer, 
McGinley et al. 2016). Task-related pupil responses during 
cognitive processing were related to the BOLD signal and LC 
activity (Murphy, O'Connell et al. 2014), and LC activity has 
been related to cognitive performance (Minzenberg, Watrous 
et al. 2008). Therefore, it is likely that the current TEPR 
findings are related to LC activity, and the tight correlation 
with frontal theta suggests the LC and frontal cortex are both 
engaged during focused task performance. The link between 
these two brain areas is currently unknown. 

Although top-down control of action is generally thought to 
occur within the cortex, it has been suggested that conscious 
and unconscious processes are implemented by the same 
neural substrates performing the same neural computations, 
and the difference between the two might only be a matter of 
degree (Horga and Maia 2012). Others have gone further to 
suggest that there is no causal role for conscious processes in 
action control, and that automatic processes may underlie 
normal motor behavior that is generally attributed to top-
down cognitive control (Hommel 2013, Jasinska 2013). 
Current understanding of implicit learning suggests that it is 
also automatically acquired and not under cognitive control. 
That subjects in the current study were not consciously aware 
of the existence of a pattern suggests that they were 
automatically increasing effort required to inhibit responses, 
either when predicted as in PSw or when unpredicted as in 
DSw. The association of frontal theta power with inhibitory 
control, in the current study as well as in others, suggests that 
both inhibitory control and processing of other parameters 
associated with cognitive effort such as response selection 
may all be under unconscious control.  

Conclusions 
Frontal theta has been lauded as the ‘lingua franca’ for 
cognitive control (Cavanagh and Frank 2014), however has 
lacked sufficient evidence to support this assertion, namely a 
link between behavioural and cognitive control. The current 
study provides a link between frontal theta and cognitive 
control (TEPR), as well as interactions with the sensorimotor 
cortex linking to behavioural output. This work supports 
frontal theta as a mechanism for frontal control of behaviour, 
via the motor cortex. In addition, that the stimulus pattern was 
learned and subjects were not able to consciously repeat the 
stimulus pattern reveals that control of behaviour occurred 
across all trial types via the same neural mechanisms, without 
conscious awareness. 
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Abstract

In this work, we investigate how two factors, metacognitive
skills and motivation, would impact student learning across
domains. More specifically, our primary goal is to identify the
critical, yet robust, interaction patterns of these two factors that
would contribute to students’ performance in learning logic
first and then their performance on a subsequent new domain,
probability. We are concerned with two types of metacognitive
skills: strategy-awareness and time-awareness, that is, which
problem-solving strategy to use and when to use it. Our data
were collected from 495 participants across three consecutive
semesters, and our results show that the only students who con-
sistently outperform their peers across both domains are those
who are not only highly motivated but also strategy-aware and
time-aware.
Keywords: Preparation for Future Learning; Metacognitive
Skills; Motivation; Time-Awareness; Strategy-Awareness;
Intelligent Tutoring Systems;

Introduction
Much of prior research has shown that metacognitive skills,
motivation, or the interaction of the two can have significant
impacts on student learning (Efklides, 2011; Zimmerman,
2011). On the other hand, one fundamental goal of education
is to prepare students for future learning (PFL) (Bransford &
Schwartz, 1999). While prior research has shown that PFL
can be accelerated by obtaining metacognitive skills (Zepeda
et al., 2015; Otieno et al., 2013; Chi & VanLehn, 2010; Be-
lenky & Nokes, 2009) or influenced by learner’s motivation
(Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2013, 2012; Nokes & Belenky,
2011), no prior work investigated on how the interactions
of the two could impact PFL. In this work, we investigated
how the interactions of the metacognitive skills and motiva-
tion would impact student learning outcomes, as well as PFL.

We focused on two types of metacognitive skills related to
the students’ problem-solving strategies: strategy-awareness
and time-awareness, that is, which strategy to use and when
to use it. In deductive task domains such as logic and prob-
ability, solving a problem often requires producing an argu-
ment, proof, or derivation consisting of one or more inference
steps, and each step is the result of applying a domain prin-
ciple, operator, or rule. Prior work has shown that students
often use a mixture of problem-solving strategies such as for-
ward chaining (FC) and backward chaining (BC) during their
problem solving (Priest & Lindsay, 1992; Simon & Simon,
1978; Newell & Simon, 1972). Many prior studies inves-
tigated the impact of teaching students an explicit problem-

solving strategy on their learning outcomes (Zepeda et al.,
2015; Chi & VanLehn, 2007) or compared students who were
taught different types of strategies (Boden et al., 2018; Chi &
VanLehn, 2010). In this work, we found that time-awareness
should be considered as an independent type of metacognitve
skills apart from problem-solving strategies, and we inves-
tigated: 1) how students’ knowledge about which problem-
solving strategy to use (strategy-awareness) and when to use
it (time-awareness) would impact their learning, 2) how such
impacts would change if we factor in student motivation, and
3) how would the robust impact of the interactions between
the two types of metacognitive skills and motivation influence
students’ learning in a new domain.

We investigate these questions in one type of highly inter-
active e-learning environment, Intelligent Tutoring Systems
(ITSs) (Vanlehn, 2006). Our data were collected from train-
ing 495 computer science undergraduate students on a logic
tutor first and then a probability tutor at North Carolina State
University across three consecutive semesters. Both tutors
are assigned to students as regular homework assignments:
the logic tutor is assigned at the beginning of the semester,
while the probability tutor is at the end of the semester. In the
logic tutor, students solve problems by applying logic rules to
derive new logical statements until reaching the conclusion,
by either following a FC-like strategy (the default) or switch-
ing to a BC-like strategy. In the probability tutor, students are
required to follow a BC strategy to solve the training prob-
lems.

Both tutors have been extensively evaluated in the past
decade and a series of papers have been published to show
their effectiveness independently (Chi & VanLehn, 2010;
Barnes et al., 2008; Chi & Vanlehn, 2007; Chi & Van-
Lehn, 2007; Croy, 2000). This is our first attempt to ex-
amine student learning across the two tutors and our goal is
to determine how the interactions between students’ motiva-
tion and their spontaneous switch of problem-solving strate-
gies in the logic tutor would impact their learning outcomes,
and how such interaction patterns would impact their sub-
sequent learning on probability. Overall, our results show
that strategy-awareness and time-awareness would help stu-
dents learn better in the logic tutor; however, it is only when
both types of metacognitive skills are aligned with high mo-
tivation, that student learning is significantly improved in the
probability tutor.
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Background
Bransford and Schwartz (1999) proposed the theory of Prepa-
ration for Future Learning (PFL) that assumes that students
need to continue to learn, and investigates whether students
are prepared to do so. Similar to prior work (Fancsali et al.,
2014; Otieno et al., 2013; Chi & VanLehn, 2010), we bring
PFL into the ITS context, where it is possible to directly mea-
sure processes associated with PFL. In this work, we evaluate
students’ choices of whether, what, and when to select a spe-
cific problem-solving strategy. Based on Winne and Azevedo
(2014), mastering strategy selection alone is a cognitive skill,
but when incorporated with awareness about when such strat-
egy should be changed, the skill becomes a metacognitive
skill. Therefore, we argue that strategy-awareness and time-
awareness should be two different types of metacognitive
skills. In this work, we investigated how the interactions of
the two types of metacognitive skills and motivation could
impact PFL. Next, we review related work.

The Impact of Metacognition on Transfer
Metacognition indicates one’s realization of their own cogni-
tion as well as being able to regulate it (Chambres et al., 2002;
Roberts & Erdos, 1993). It is the act of exercising and mon-
itoring control of cognitive skills (Efklides, 2011). Hence, a
metacognitive skill often consists of a cognitive skill and a
regulator for controlling this skill.

Many studies have shown that metacognitive skills have
positive impacts on learning (Zepeda et al., 2019, 2015), on
transfer across ITSs (Zepeda et al., 2015; Chi & VanLehn,
2010), as well as on students’ learning behaviors (Belenky &
Nokes, 2009). Several approaches have been used to evalu-
ate metacognitive skills, such as: tutoring prompts (Zepeda et
al., 2015; Belenky & Nokes, 2009), strategy selection (Chi &
VanLehn, 2010; Roberts & Erdos, 1993), and reading com-
prehension and memory recall (Chambres et al., 2002).

Zepeda et al. (2015) demonstrated that metacognitive in-
struction could influence student metacognitive skills, moti-
vation, and transfer learning. Students who were taught plan-
ning, monitoring, and evaluating, made better metacognitive
judgements and demonstrated higher motivation levels (e.g.
task value and self-efficacy) than those who were not. As an
example of PFL, the former also performed better on a novel
self-guided learning task than the latter. In our prior work,
Chi and VanLehn (2010) investigated the transfer of metacog-
nitive skills from a probability tutor to a physics tutor. We
showed that an ITS teaching student domain-independent
metacognitive skills could close the gap between high and
low learners, not only in the domain where it was taught
(probability), but also in a second domain where it was not
taught (physics). In that study, the metacognitive skills in-
cluded a problem-solving strategy and principle-emphasis in-
structions. We found that it was the principle-emphasis skill
that is transferred across the two domains and that closed the
gap between the high and low learners.

In summary, most aforementioned studies showed that

explicitly teaching students metacognitive skills such as
problem-solving strategies can improve their learning out-
comes not only in the domain they were taught but also in a
new domain. In this work, we investigated how students’ own
metacognitive skills including strategy-awareness and time-
awareness would impact their learning and also prepare them
for future learning in a new domain with a new ITS.

The Impact of Motivation on Learning and Transfer
Substantial work has shown that motivation can significantly
impact learning (Boden et al., 2018; Bernacki et al., 2014;
Fancsali et al., 2014; Bernacki et al., 2013). For exam-
ple, Boden et al. (2018) investigated how self-efficacy could
impact students’ procedural or conceptual knowledge when
learning physics. They showed that self-efficacy was related
to only conceptual knowledge, which implies that highly mo-
tivated students tend to understand, rather than memorize,
principles. Bernacki et al. (2014) showed that students’ mo-
tivation may change over time, and such changes may im-
pact their learning outcomes in a geometry tutor. They found
that students with stable mastery-approach goals (aim to mas-
ter the task) achieved higher grades than those with vari-
able ones. Additionally, students with stable performance-
approach goals (aim to outperform others) requested fewer
hints than those with variable ones.

Many studies have also shown the impact of motivation
on transfer (Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2013, 2012; Nokes
& Belenky, 2011). For instance, Belenky and Nokes-Malach
(2012) found that PFL is influenced by the interaction of stu-
dents’ motivation (achievement goals) and different forms of
instruction. Students who had high mastery-approach goal
orientation showed signs of transfer, irrespective of the in-
struction type. Moreover, students who were allowed to in-
novate new strategies developed higher motivation aspects,
compared to those who followed direct instruction. Later, in-
novative students showed higher signs of transfer when given
a final wording problem. Nokes and Belenky (2011) incor-
porated students’ achievement goals into a framework that
accounts for transfer success or failure. The framework rep-
resents a loop of: goal generation, environment interpreta-
tion, knowledge & goal representation, solution generation,
and solution evaluation. The last step decides whether the
loop will be repeated or not. They tested this framework, and
reported that mastery-approach goal-oriented students were
more likely to succeed in knowledge transfer.

One of the crucial questions for research on motivation is
how to define and measure motivation. Eccles (1983) de-
fined motivation to be a process that combines the individ-
uals’ perception of three factors: expectations for success,
subjective task value, and intrinsic interest. Touré-Tillery
and Fishbach (2014) extended this definition and classified
motivation into two dimensions: outcome-focused ‘getting it
done’ and process-focused ‘doing it right’. To measure moti-
vation, prior research explored self-efficacy (Kalender et al.,
2019; Boden et al., 2018; Zepeda et al., 2015; Fancsali et al.,
2014; Bernacki et al., 2013), goal orientation (Otieno et al.,
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2013; Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2013, 2012), sense of be-
longing, (Kalender et al., 2019) and accuracy (Touré-Tillery
& Fishbach, 2014). The majority of these studies used sur-
veys to measure these aspects. For instance, Kalender et al.
(2019) used a survey to measure three motivational aspects
based on the achievement goals: self-efficacy, interest, and
sense of belonging. Boden et al. (2018) utilized a survey to
measure self-efficacy, in addition to three achievement goals:
mastery-approach, performance-approach and performance-
avoidance. In recent years, digital technologies such as ITSs
made it possible to measure motivation using students’ online
traces (Fancsali et al., 2014; Bernacki et al., 2013; Otieno et
al., 2013). For instance, Otieno et al. (2013) used the online
use of hint and glossarys in a geometry tutor as a motivation
measure and found that the online measures differ from the
motivation measures using questionnaire data, and the former
was more predictive of posttest scores than the latter. There-
fore, in this work, we also used students’ online traces to mea-
sure their motivation levels.

Experiment
Our data were collected from an undergraduate computer sci-
ence course at North Carolina State University across three
semesters. Students were trained on the logic tutor first, and
then on the probability tutor at least two months later. A total
of 495 students finished both tutors: N = 151 for Fall 2017,
N = 128 for Spring 2018, and N = 216 for Fall 2018.

Methods

Our Logic and Probability tutors: All students went
through a standard pretest-training-posttest procedure on
each tutor.

(a) Direct Proof (b) Indirect Proof

Figure 1: Logic Tutor Problem-Solving Strategies

Our logic tutor teaches students how to prove propositional
logic statements. A student can solve a problem in one of two
strategies: direct or indirect. Figure 1a shows that in direct
proofs, a student needs to derive the conclusion node at the
bottom from the givens at the top; while Figure 1b shows that
in indirect proofs, a student needs to derive a contradiction
from the givens and the negation of the conclusion. Both
logic pre- and posttests have two problems and their scores

are functions of time and accuracy. The training on the logic
tutor includes around 20 problems.

Figure 2: Probability Tutor Interface

Figure 2 shows the GUI for our probability tutor that
teaches students how to apply principles to solve probabil-
ity problems. The pre- and posttest sections have 14 and 20
problems, respectively. These problems require students to
derive an answer by writing and solving one or more equa-
tions. The training includes 12 problems.
There are two major differences between the two ITSs:

1. In the probability tutor, our pre- and posttest scores are
based on accuracy. Both tests were graded in a double-blind
manner by experienced graders. In the logic tutor, they are
based on both accuracy and efficiency. Since there are only
two questions in each test, the class instructor believes that
it is as important for students to solve them accurately as for
them to solve them quickly. For comparison purposes, all test
scores were normalized to the range of [0,100]. Note that in
both tutors, the posttest is much harder than the pretest.

2. In the logic tutor, students can select FC-like direct
proofs (the default), or choose to switch to BC-like indirect
proofs. Conversely, in the probability tutor, students can only
use BC. In both tutors, students can employ any strategy dur-
ing the pre- and posttest.

Metacognitive Skills Students can choose to switch
problem-solving strategies only when training on the logic tu-
tor. Thus, we measured students’ metacognitive skills based
on their interactions with the logic tutor alone. The train-
ing problems in the logic tutor are organized into five or-
dered levels with an incremental degree of difficulty and in
each level, students are required to complete four problems.
Each problem can be solved by either following the de-
fault FC or switching to BC. However, most problems es-
pecially the higher level ones can be solved much more effi-
ciently by BC, and we expect that effective problem solvers
should switch their strategy on these problems and more im-
portantly, they should switch it early when solving them.
Thus, our metacognitive skill measurement is a combina-
tion of strategy-awareness: using the default direct proof or
switching to indirect proof (Chi & VanLehn, 2010; Chambres
et al., 2002; Roberts & Erdos, 1993), and time-awareness:
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when such switch happens (Winne & Azevedo, 2014). We
considered two factors in time-awareness: one is that a stu-
dent should switch in later levels (harder training problems)
where the savings will be big and the other is that students
should switch early (when convenient) during solving a prob-
lem. On average, students take 210 actions to solve a prob-
lem and the median number of actions that a student took be-
fore switching is 30. Therefore, we calculated metacognitive
score (MetaScore) for a student i as:

MetaScorei = ∑
5
L=1[∑

4
p=1[L∗SAwareip ∗TAwareip]]

where strategy-awareness SAwareip = 1 indicates that student
i switched strategy when solving problem p at level L, while
0 means no switch; for time-awareness TAwareip = 1 when
the student i switched early on problem p (≤ 30 actions) and
TAwareip = −1 for late switch (> 30 actions). Based on
this formula, MetaScorei > 0 indicates that student i is both
strategy-aware and time-aware; if MetaScorei < 0, it indi-
cates that student i is strategy-aware but not good at knowing
when to switch (time-unaware); finally, if MetaScorei = 0,
we do not have enough evidence on the student’s metacogni-
tive skills in that he/she may simply follow the default FC
settings. Based on MetaScores, students are divided into
three groups: those who showed both strategy- and time-
awareness (MetaScore > 0) are referred to as the ‘Str Time’
group (N = 145); those who showed strategy awareness only
(MetaScore < 0) as ‘Str Only’ (N = 166); and the default
students (MetaScore = 0) as ‘Default’ (N = 184).
Motivation Motivated by prior research on motivation
(Touré-Tillery & Fishbach, 2014), we measured students’
motivation by tracking the accuracy of their online traces.
By doing so, we factor in the fact that students often have
different motivations: some are more outcome-oriented for
better grades and some are more process-focused for learn-
ing the domain subject as much as possible. Similar to prior
work (Rheinberg et al., 2000; Vollmeyer & Rheinberg, 2006),
students’ motivation in this work is defined based on their
initial interactions in the early stages of each tutor. More
specifically, we used the percentage of correct rule applica-
tions in the first two problem-solving questions as our moti-
vation indicators. In other words, our measured students’ ini-
tial motivation levels do not consider the fact that students’
motivation levels may change overtime. Students are divided
into high- and low-motivation groups through a median split.
For logic: HMLogic (N = 248) and LMLogic (N = 247) and
for probability: HMProb (N = 249) and LMProb (N = 246).
A chi-square test shows no significant evidence on students
staying in the same motivation level across the two tutors:
χ2(1, N = 495) = 1.26, p = 0.26. In other words, students’
motivation levels may change over a course of semester or
change based on the subjective domains. Additionally, our
motivation definition differs from students’ incoming com-
petence in that one-way ANOVA showed no significant dif-
ference in the pretest score between the high- and low-
motivation students: F(1,493) = 0.7, p = .17 for Logic and
F(1,493) = 0.001, p = .98 for Probability.

Results
We will examine the impact of 1) metacognitive skills alone,
2) motivation alone, and 3) the interactions of the two on stu-
dents’ learning across both tutors. For each tutor, students’
learning performance is measured using their corresponding
pre- and posttest scores, together with their normalized learn-
ing gain (NLG) defined as: (NLG = post−pre√

100−pre ), where 100 is
the maximum posttest score. For reporting convenience, pre-
and posttest scores are normalized to the range of [0,100].

Metacognitive Skills

Table 1: Comparing the three Metacognitive Groups

Logic Tutor
Group Size Pre Post NLG
Str Time 145 78.4 (3.2) 75.8 (1.7) 0.94 (.395)
Str Only 166 74.9 (3) 68.2 (1.67) -0.46 (.39)
Default 184 75.5 (2.8) 70.9 (1.68) 0.19 (.393)

Probability Tutor
Group Size Pre Post NLG
Str Time 145 72.3 (2.8) 75.5 (3) 0.02 (.06)
Str Only 166 72.1 (2.5) 74 (2.8) 0.01 (.05)
Default 184 71.8 (2.6) 73.4 (2.6) -0.007 (.05)

Table 1 above compares the three metacognitive groups’
learning performances on the logic tutor (upper) and proba-
bility tutors (lower) respectively. It shows the mean and SD
of the pretest scores (Pre), the overall posttest scores (Post),
and the NLGs. For the logic tutor, while no significant dif-
ference was found among the three groups on Pre, a one-
way ANCOVA analysis on metacognitive groups using the
pretest score as a covariate showed a significant difference on
their posttest scores: (F(2,491) = 17.3, p < .001, η = 0.3).
Subsequent contrast analyses showed that ‘Str Time’ scored
significantly higher than both ‘Str Only’: t(492) = 5.8, p <
.0001, d = 4.5 and ‘Default’: t(492) = 3.8, p = .0001, d =
2.9. Additionally, ‘Default’ scored significantly higher than
‘Str Only’: t(492) = 2.2, p = .03, d = 1.6. While a one-way
ANOVA showed no significant difference among the three
groups on the NLGs, subsequent contrast analyses showed
that ‘Str Time’ scored significantly higher than ‘Str Only’:
t(492) = 2.4, p = .02, d = 3.6. For the probability tutor,
however, no significant results were found among the three
metacogitive groups on either Pre-, Posttest, or NLGs.

To summarize, our results suggest that strategy-awareness
alone cannot lead students to learn better in logic; students
need to be time-aware as well. Additionally, while ‘Str Time’
group learn significantly better than the other two groups in
logic, they did not outperform other groups in probability.

Motivation Level
Table 2 compares the high- and low-motivation groups’ learn-
ing performances on the logic and probability tutors respec-
tively. As mentioned before, no significant difference was
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found between the high- and low-motivation groups on the
pretest on either tutor. As expected, a one-way ANCOVA
analysis using motivation as a factor and pretest as a covariate
showed that on both tutors, high-motivation students scored
significantly higher than their low peers on the correspond-
ing posttest: F(1,492) = 15.8, p < .001, η = 0.17 for the
logic tutor and F(1,492) = 24.5, p < .001, η = 0.17 for the
probability tutor. While no significant difference was found
between the two groups’ NLGs in our logic tutor, one-way
ANOVA showed that highly motivated students had signifi-
cantly higher NLGs than the low ones in the probability tu-
tor: F(1,493) = 7.6, p = .006, η = 0.12. In short, our results
suggest that our motivation measure is reasonable in that: the
highly motivated students indeed performed significantly bet-
ter than the low ones on the posttest on both the logic and
probability tutors. The former also had significantly higher
NLG than the latter on the probability tutor.

Table 2: Comparing the motivation level in each tutor

Logic Tutor
Group Size Pre Post NLG
HMLogic 248 78.9 (5.3) 73.6 (1.4) 0.25 (.06)
LMLogic 247 73.4 (5.5) 69.2 (1.4) 0.14 (.07)

Probability Tutor
Group Size Pretest Posttest NLG
HMProb 249 81.7 (4.2) 79 (1.8) 0.05 (.04)
LMProb 246 77 (4.4) 69 (2.5) -0.03 (.04)

Interaction Between Metacognition and Motivation
Logic Tutor: Combining the three metacognitive groups:
‘Str Time’, ‘Str Only’, and ‘Default’ with the two moti-
vation levels: HMLogic and LMLogic resulted in six groups.
A chi-square test showed students’ motivation level did not
differ significantly across the three metacognitive groups:
χ2(2, N = 495) = 2.87, p = 0.24. Additionally, no signifi-
cant difference was found among the six groups on the logic
pretest: F(2,489) = 0.69, p = .49.

Figure 3: Logic: Metacognition & Motivation vs Posttest

Figure 3 compares the six groups’ performance on the
logic posttest. A two-way ANCOVA using the metacogni-
tive groups and motivation levels as factors and pretest as
covariate showed no significant interaction effect. However,
there was a main effect of metacognitive groups: F(2,488) =
16.6, p < .0001, and a main effect of motivation level:
F(1,488) = 16.7, p < .0001. More specifically, within each
metacognitive group, the HMLogic group significantly outper-
formed the corresponding LMLogic group: t(489) = 2.0, p =
.049, d = 1.4 for ‘Str Time’, t(489) = 3.1, p = .003, d = 2.4
for ‘Str Only’ and t(489) = 2.1, p = .04, d = 1.4 for ‘De-
fault’. Among the three HMLogic groups, the high-motivation
‘Str Time’ students scored significantly higher than the their
peers: t(489) = 3.8, p < .001, d = 3 against the high-
motivation ‘Str Only’ peers and t(489) = 2.8, p = .005, d =
2.1 against the high-motivation ‘Default’ ones. Among the
three LMLogic groups, the low-motivation ‘Str Time’ group
scored significantly higher than the low-motivation ‘Default’
group: t(489) = 2.5, p = .01, d = 1.8 and the latter scored
significantly higher than the low-motivation ‘Str Only’ group:
t(489) = 2.2, p = .02, d = 1.6.

Similarly, a two-way ANOVA using the two factors found
no significant interaction effect on NLGs nor any main
effect. However, among the three HMLogic groups, the
high-motivation ‘Str Time’ group scored significantly higher
than both the high-motivation ‘Str Only’ group: t(489) =
2.3, p= .03, d = 5.4 and the high-motivation ‘Default’ group:
t(489) = 2.2, p = .03, d = 3.5. No significant difference
was found among the three LMLogic groups. Additionally,
only within the two ‘Str Time’ groups, the high-motivation
‘Str Time’ students scored significantly higher than their low-
motivation ‘Str Time’ peers. No significant difference be-
tween the high- and low-motivation groups was found within
‘Default’ and ‘Str Only’. In short, our results suggest that the
high-motivation ‘Str Time’ group performs the best among
the six groups in terms of both posttest scores and NLGs on
the logic tutor.

Probability Tutor: Similarly, we combined the three
metacognitive groups with the two motivation levels de-

Figure 4: Metacog (Log) X Motiv (Prob): Posttest (Prob)
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fined based on students’ interactions on the probability tutor:
HMProb and LMProb, resulting in six groups. A chi-square test
showed students’ motivation level on the probability tutor did
not differ significantly across the three metacognitive groups:
χ2(2, N = 495) = 0.53, p = 0.76. Moreover, no significant
difference was found among the six groups on the probability
pretest: F(2,489) = 0.5, p = .63. Figures 4 and 5 compare
the six groups’ probability posttest and NLGs respectively.

A two-way ANCOVA with metacognitive skills and mo-
tivation as factors and pretest scores as covariate, showed
a significant interaction effect on the posttest: F(2,488) =
3.8, p = .02, η = 0.09. Additionally, there was a main ef-
fect of motivation in that high-motivation students scored
significantly higher than their low peers: t(489) = 5.1, p <
.0001, d = 4.6. Among the three highly motivated groups,
both ‘Str Time’ and ‘Str Only’ scored significantly higher
than ‘Default’ : t(489) = 2.4, p = .015, d = 1.9 and t(489) =
2.4, p = .016, d = 1.7, respectively. However, no such differ-
ence was found among the three low-motivation groups.

Figure 5: Metacog (Log) X Motiv (Prob): NLG (Prob)

Simiarly, as shown in Fig 5, a two-way ANOVA using
metacognitive skills and motivation as factors showed a sig-
nificant interaction effect on NLGs: F(2,489) = 6.4, p =
.002, η = 0.16 and also there was a main effect of Motiva-
tion: F(1,489) = 7.8, p = .006. Subsequent contrast analy-
ses showed that: high-motivation ‘Str Time’ students scored
significantly higher than their low peers: t(489) = 3.8, p =
.0001, d = 4.4. The similar pattern was observed between the
two ‘Str Only’ groups: t(489) = 2.2, p= .03, d = 2.9. Across
the three high-motivation groups, both ‘Str Time’ and ‘Str
Only’ scored significantly higher than their ‘Default’ peers:
t(489) = 3, p = .003, d = 4.2 and t(489) = 2, p = .046, d =
2.5, respectively. In short, on our probability tutor, the high-
motivation ‘Str Time’ group performs the best among the six
groups, on both posttest scores and NLGs .

Conclusion
In this work, we investigate how two factors, metacognitive
skills and motivation, would impact student learning across
two domains: first logic and then probability. Our results
from analyzing 495 students’ performance on two tutors show

that when considering either factor alone, no consistent ro-
bust pattern is found, while when combining the two factors,
we find that the students who are highly motivated, strategy-
aware, and time-aware consistently outperform their peers
across both domains.

Firstly and most importantly, our analysis results confirm
the importance of motivation in that across both tutors, the
impacts of metacognitive skills on student learning only ap-
pear among the highly motivated student groups and for
low motivated students, no significant difference was found
among the three metacognitive skills groups. In other words,
our results reveal an aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI) ef-
fect (Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989) in that some students may be
insensitive to learning unless the presented material matches
their aptitude. While such findings are not surprising, they
show that it is crucial for further research to understand why
certain students are not motivated, and to explore how to mo-
tivate them. Moreover, our findings confirm that our choice
of using students’ online traces on the first two questions is a
reasonable way to measure their motivation levels.

Secondly, while problem-solving strategies have been ex-
tensively explored in prior research, as far as we know this is
the first work that investigates students’ metacognitive skills
from both strategy-aware and time-aware aspects. Our results
suggest that these two skills are indeed different in that while
both ‘Str Time’ and ‘Str Only’ groups know about problem-
solving strategies, only the former group knows when to ap-
ply it. More importantly, it is essential to consider the time-
aware aspect when assessing students’ metacognitive skills
in that when highly motivated, ‘Str Time’ consistently out-
performs the ‘Str Only’ and ‘Default’ peers on both tutors.

Thirdly, our results show that ‘Str Only’ can benefit greatly
by training on an ITS that explicitly teaches and follows
problem-solving strategies. While the high-motivation ‘Str
Only’ performed the worst than their ‘Str Time’ and ‘Default’
peers on the logic tutor, they performed as well as the high-
motivation ‘Str Time’ and both outperformed their ‘Default’
peers on the probability tutor. One potential explanation is
that the time-aware aspect of the skills is not needed when
training on our probability tutor, since it follows the same ex-
plicit problem-solving strategy on all problems.

Finally, we emphasize the importance of mastering differ-
ent problem-solving strategies for highly motivated students,
and its role on PFL. We found that only across the highly
motivated groups, both ‘Str Only’ and ‘Str Time’ had sig-
nificantly higher probability scores than the ‘Default’ group.
This finding suggests evidence for metacognitive skill trans-
fer in highly motivated students who are aware of switching
strategies. In other words, while time awareness could be
a decisive factor for consistency, strategy awareness might
identify students who are prepared for future learning.

Despite these findings, it is important to note that there is at
least one caveat in our analysis: we measured students’ moti-
vation using the first two problems on each tutor and we did
not consider that students’ motivation levels may vary dur-
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ing the training. Furthermore, as for the future work, we
will investigate on whether explicitly prompting students to
switch their problem-solving strategy would boost ‘Str Only’
and ‘Default’ students’ performance so that they can catch up
with the ‘Str Time’ students.
Acknowledgements: This research was supported by the
NSF Grants: 2013502, 1726550, 1660878 and 1651909.
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Abstract 

Designing artificial agents that can closely imitate human 
behavior, might influence humans in perceiving them as 
intentional agents. Nonetheless, the factors that are crucial for 
an artificial agent to be perceived as an animated and 
anthropomorphic being still need to be addressed. In the current 
study, we investigated some of the factors that might affect the 
perception of a robot's behavior as human-like or intentional. 
To meet this aim, seventy-nine participants were exposed to 
two different behaviors of a humanoid robot under two 
different instructions. Before the experiment, participants' 
biases towards robotics as well as their personality traits were 
assessed. Our results suggest that participants’ sensitivity to 
human-likeness relies more on their expectations rather than on 
perceptual cues.  

Keywords: Human-robot interaction, humanoid robot, social 
cognition, intentional stance, mental states, instruction 
manipulation 

Introduction 

 
   In everyday life, we are frequently exposed to different 

smart technologies. From our smartphones to avatars in 

computer games, and soon perhaps humanoid robots, we are 

surrounded by artificial agents created to interact with us. 

Already during the design phase of an artificial agent, 

engineers often endow it with functions aimed to promote the 

interaction and engagement with it, ranging from its 

“communicative” abilities to the movements it produces. The 

idea that an artificial agent able to behave like a human being 

would boost the spontaneity and naturalness of interaction is 

well supported by the literature (Ficocelli, Terao, Nejat, 

2015; Mirning et al., 2017; Wiese, Metta & Wykowska, 

2017). Providing an artificial agent with human-like 

behaviors might increase social attunement toward it, and this 

aspect might be crucial for deploying artificial agents in 

environments where social interaction with them is desirable 

(e.g., robot-assisted training for individuals diagnosed with 

autism; Scassellati, Admondi, Matarić, 2012). In fact, several 

authors demonstrated the advantages of providing artificial 

agents with human-like behaviors on the quality of 

interaction with humans (Hancock et al., 2011; 

Thepsoonthorn, Ogawa & Miyake, 2018).  

Perceiving human-likeness from an artificial agent’s 

behavior appears to be modulated by its behavioral 

capabilities, ranging from the kinematics of the movement 

(Gielniak, Liu & Thomaz, 2013) to the agent’s 

responsiveness to external stimuli (Willemse & Wykowska, 

2019). Even during the interaction with conspecifics, humans 

rely partially on motion cues when they need to infer the 

mental states underpinning behavior. Similar processes might 

be activated during the interaction with embodied artificial 

agents, such as humanoid robots. At the same time, a 

humanoid robot that can faithfully reproduce human-like 

behavior may undermine the interaction, causing a shift in 

attribution: from being endearing to being uncanny (Mori, 

1970). Furthermore, it is still not clear whether individual 

biases and prior knowledge related to artificial agents can 

override perceptual evidence of human-like traits (Hinz, 

Ciardo & Wykowska, 2019). We hypothesize that human 

sensitivity to such characteristics varies depending on 

individual differences and available contextual information. 

The current study aims to investigate human sensitivity to 

anthropomorphic characteristics of robot’s behavior, based 

on motion cues, under different conditions of prior 

knowledge. To meet this aim, we manipulated the human-

likeness of the behavior displayed by the robot and the 

explicitness of instructions provided to the participants. As a 

secondary aim, we explored some of the individual 

differences that affect general attitudes towards robots, and 

the attribution of human-likeness consequently.  

Methods 

Participants 

   Seventy-nine participants took part in the experiment 

(mean age = 24.0, SD = 4.4, 50 females). All participants 

reported no history of psychiatric or neurological diagnosis, 

substance abuse, or psychiatric medication. Our experimental 

protocols followed the ethical standards laid down in the 

Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the local 

Ethics Committee (Comitato Etico Regione Liguria). Each 

participant provided written informed consent to participate 

in the experiment. Participants were not informed regarding 

the purpose of the study before the experiment but were 

debriefed upon completion. 

Stimuli and Apparatus 

  In the current study, we sat our participants in a dimly lit 

sound-attenuated room, in front of an iCub robot (Metta et al. 

2008; Natale et al. 2017) that was “playing” a solitaire card 
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game on a laptop located in front of it. We placed a screen 

connected to a loudspeaker on the right of the iCub robot, on 

which we played scenes of various movies that were aimed 

to “distract” the robot from the game. Neither of the screens’ 

displays was visible from the participant’s position, but the 

sound produced by the loudspeaker was audible to everyone 

in the room (Fig. 1). The setup of the current study was the 

replica of a previous attentional capture experiment, which 

involved human participants playing the same solitaire card 

game while being distracted by the same sequence of movie 

scenes (see Ghiglino, De Tommaso & Wykowska, 2018 for 

details). 

 
 

Figure 1: Experimental setup.  

 

The setup of the current study was the replica of a previous 

attentional capture experiment, which involved human 

participants playing the same solitaire card game while being 

distracted by the same sequence of movie scenes (see 

Ghiglino, De Tommaso & Wykowska, 2018 for details). 

 

Experimental design and procedure. Prior to the 

experiment, we asked all participants to complete a brief 

sociodemographic questionnaire along with the Autism 

Quotient test (AQ, Baron-Cohen et al., 2001), the Big Five 

Inventory (BFI, John & Srivastava, 1999) and the Negative 

Attitude Towards Robots Scale (NARS, Syrdal, et al., 2009). 

We adopted these questionnaires as they are all freely 

available, easy to administer, and vastly used to broadly 

assess individual differences that might affect human-robot 

interaction (see, for example, Schweinberger, Pohl & 

Winkler, 2020; Muller & Richert, 2018). 

All participants of the present experiment were exposed to 

two different conditions determined by the behavior 

displayed by the robot: human-like or machine-like. The 

order of these conditions was counterbalanced between 

participants. Each behavior consisted of an 8-minutes 

sequence of eye- and head-movements.  

In the human-like condition, the robot’s behavior was derived 

from the recordings of a human participant’s eyes and head 

movement collected using an eye-tracker (Tobii Pro Glasses 

2) and an inertial sensor (Bosch Sensortec BNO055 

Intelligent 9-Axis Absolute Orientation Sensor) during the 

attentional capture experiment mentioned above. Human data 

recorded in our previous experiment were transferred to the 

iCub head and eyes using a minimum-jerk controlling 

algorithm. It is important to point out that the behavior 

observed in the recordings of the human participant was 

highly variable: each reaction to a distracting stimulus was 

different from the others in terms of temporal and spatial 

kinematics (ranging from minimal and fast to wide and slow 

movements). The behavior displayed by the robot in the 

"human-like" condition was aimed to embody the same 

variability and unpredictability of the behavior recorded from 

the human.  

In contrast, for the machine-like condition, we programmed 

the robot to display repetitive, predictable, and constant 

behavior. Thus, the machine-like behavior consisted of only 

one pattern of neck and eye movements, based on the average 

temporal and spatial movement dynamics extracted from the 

human recording of the aforementioned experiment. To 

maximize the difference between the two conditions, during 

the machine-like behavior, the robot was programmed to 

move its eyes from left to right repetitively while “playing” 

the solitaire card game and to react to each distracting 

stimulus with exactly the same head turn.  

We asked the first forty participants (mean age = 24.1±3.73; 

mean education = 15.8±2.3; 24 females) to carefully observe 

the robot’s behavior during both conditions without adding 

any further instruction or information. The remaining thirty-

nine participants (mean age =24.3±5.07; mean education = 

15.2±2.0; 26 females) were told explicitly, from the 

beginning of the experiment, that the robot would display two 

different behaviors, and that their task would be to identify 

which one was based on a human’s recordings.  

After each condition, all seventy-nine participants filled out 

the GodSpeed questionnaire (Bartneck et al., 2009) to assess 

the tendency to attribute anthropomorphic, animated and 

likable traits to a robot, and they took part in the InStance test 

(Marchesi et al., 2019) to investigate the tendency of humans 

to explain the behavior of a robot using either a mentalistic 

or a mechanistic vocabulary. 

After the completion of both experimental sessions and the 

questionnaires, all participants were asked if they noticed any 

difference between the two behaviors displayed by the robot. 

In case of a positive answer, participants were asked to 

elaborate on their answer, explicating which one of the two 

behaviors they thought it was more similar to human behavior 

and why. We expected that participants who noticed the 

difference between the two conditions would be unanimous 

on the “correct” attribution of human-likeness. However, we 

received unexpected human-likeness attributions toward the 

machine-like condition that we kept into consideration during 

the data analysis. Eventually, this final explicit question 

allowed us to differentiate people in terms of sensitivity to 

the behavioral manipulation and in terms of correctly 

attributed/misattributed human-likeness. 

Data Analysis 

   To explore the effects of our experimental manipulation, 

several mixed effect general linear models (GLM) were 

applied in R studio. In each model, we considered the 

responses in the GodSpeed questionnaire and in the InStance 
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test as separate dependent variables and each participant's 

intercept as a random factor. We included instruction 

manipulation (Explicit vs No Instructions) and the behavior 

displayed by the robot (HumanLike vs MachineLike) as fixed 

factors. This family of models allowed us to explore the main 

effects of the single factors and the interaction between the 

two. 

Additionally, we aimed at exploring the effect of participants’ 

individual attribution of human-likeness on the InStance and 

the GodSpeed ratings. Thus, we further grouped our 

participants based on their sensitivity to the subtle differences 

between the robot’s behaviors and on the explicit attribution 

of human-likeness (provided at the end of the experiment). 

To avoid confounding effects and/or overfitting of the data, 

we analyzed participants that received explicit instructions 

separately from participants that received no instructions. 

This decision was made also taking into consideration the 

way participants distributed themselves in the three response 

groups across the two instructions conditions (under no 

instructions: 14 correctly attributed human-likeness, 9 

misattributed human-likeness, 17 no attribution; under 

explicit instructions: 31 correctly attributed human-likeness, 

8 misattributed human-likeness, 0 no attribution). This 

between-groups difference was tested using a chi-squared 

test. For all the mixed models, pairwise post-hoc comparisons 

were estimated using the Tukey method. Due to the way 

linear mixed models partition variance, and the lack of 

consensus on the calculation of effect sizes for individual 

model terms (Rights and Sterba, 2019), we estimated 

standardized effect sizes only in post-hoc analyses.  

To investigate individual differences that affect human 

sensitivity to subtle hints of human-likeness in a humanoid 

robot’s behavior, we calculated Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients between the AQ, BFI, NARS, sociodemographic 

information, GodSpeed questionnaire, and Instance tests. 

Since we were interested in assessing individual differences 

that might play a role in the general attitude towards robots, 

for each participant we used the averages of the GodSpeed 

subscales and InStance scores as input variables of the 

correlation matrix.  

Results 

Instruction Manipulation and Robot Behavior 

Instance ratings. We did not find any significant effects 

on the InStance scores due to the instructions manipulation 

(F(1, 77)=0.41, p=.522), of the behavior displayed by the 

robot (F(1, 77)=2.16, p=.146) or of the interaction between 

the two (F(1, 77)=0.57, p=.455) (Fig. 2). GodSpeed ratings. 

We found a significant interaction effect on the 

Anthropomorphism scores between instructions 

manipulation and behavior displayed by the iCub (F(1, 

77)=5.64, p=.020), paralleled by a main effect of the behavior 

(F(1, 77)=11.11, p=.001). A null effect of instructions 

manipulation emerged from the data on this subscale (F(1, 

77)=0.05, p=.82). Under explicit instructions, planned 

comparisons revealed a significant difference in 

Anthropomorphism scores: participants tended to attribute 

higher anthropomorphism to the human-like behavior than to 

the machine-like behavior (t(77)=4.01, p<.001). The same 

pattern was found on the Animacy subscale scores, 

highlighting an interaction between the instructions and the 

behavior (F(1, 77)= 9.33, p=.003), a main effect of the 

behavior (F(1, 77)= 9.08, p=.004) and a non-significant effect 

of the instructions (F(1, 77)=0.20, p=.654). Planned 

comparisons pointed out a significant difference in the 

Animacy scores between the human-like and the machine-

like behaviors in the group that received explicit instructions 

(t(77)=4.26, p<.001). Interestingly, for the Likeability 

subscale scores, we found a single main effect of the 

instruction manipulation (F(1, 77)=12.14, p<.001), but 

neither a significant effect of behavior (F(1, 77)=3.50, 

p=.065) nor of interaction (F(1, 77)=2.03, p=.158). Post-hoc 

comparisons revealed a significant difference between the 

two instructions provided to the participant on the perceived 

likeability of the robot both after the human-like (t(77)=-2.71, 

p=.038) and after the machine-like (t(77)=-3.93, p<.001) 

behaviors (see Fig. 2 for details). 

Robot’s Behavior and Participants’ attribution 

   The frequencies of participants' human-likeness attribution 

were different between the two instructions we provided 

them with (𝜒2(2)= 23.47, p<.001). Thus, we ran the 

subsequent analyses separately for the two instructions 

groups. 

No instructions group. No main effect of the robot’s 

behavior was found on the InStance ratings (F(1, 37)=0.06, 

p=.805), nor on the Anthropomorphism (F(1, 37)= 0.35, 

p=.558), Animacy (F(1, 37)= 0.59, p=.448) and Likeability 

(F(1, 37)=0.23, p=.638) subscales of the GodSpeed.  

Similarly, participant’s human-likeness attribution did not 

affect neither InStance ratings (F(2, 37)=1.04, p=.363), nor   

Anthropomorphism (F(2, 37)=1.95, p=.157), Animacy (F(2, 

37)= 0.52, p=.602) or Likeability scores (F(2, 37)=0.42, 

p=.662).  

No interaction between robot’s behavior and participants’ 

attribution was found on the InStance (F(2, 37)=1.76, 

p=.186) and Anthropomorphism (F(2, 37)=2.21, p=.124). An 

interaction between behavior and attribution was found on 

Animacy (F(2, 37)=6.16, p=.004) and Likeability (F(2, 

37)=7.65, p=.002) scores. The effect on the Animacy scores 

did not survive post-hoc comparisons. Post-hoc analysis 

revealed that participants misattributing human-likeness 

tended to attribute higher likeability to the robot displaying 

the machine-like behavior, compared to the human-like 

behavior (t(37)=3.77, p=.035, d=1.24).  

Explicit instructions group. No main effect of the robot’s 

behavior was found on the InStance ratings (F(1, 37)=0.01, 

p=.940), or on the Anthropomorphism (F(1, 37)=0.51, 

p=.477), Animacy (F(1, 37)=0.19, p=.669) and Likeability 

(F(1, 37)=0.22, p=.639) subscales of the GodSpeed.   

No main effect of participant’s attribution was found on the 

InStance ratings (F(1, 37)=0.40, p=.529), or on the 

Anthropomorphism (F(1, 37)= 1.45, p= .235), Animacy (F(1, 
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37)=0.00, p=1.00) and Likeability (F(1, 37)=0.45, p=.504) 

subscales of the GodSpeed. 

A significant interaction between the robot’s behavior and 

participant’s human-likeness attribution was found on the 

InStance ratings (F(1, 37)=4.31, p=.045), and on the 

Anthropomorphism (F(1, 37)= 16.89, p<.001), Animacy 

(F(1, 37)= 25.40, p<.001) and Likeability (F(1, 37)=4.36, 

p=.044) scores (Fig. 3). The interaction effect on the InStance 

scores did not survive post-hoc comparisons. Planned 

comparisons revealed that participants making the correct 

human-likeness attribution provided higher ratings on 

Anthropomorphism (t(37)=5.33, p<.001, d=-1.75), Animacy 

(t(37)=6.04, p<.001, d=-1.98) and Likeability (t(37)=2.82, 

p=.036, d=-0.92) subscales after seeing the human-like 

Figure 2: Bar charts showing the fixed effect on questionnaire scores due to the interaction between the instructions provided 

to the participants and the behavior displayed by the robot (GLM). Error bars: +/- 1. SE. Asterisks denote significant 

comparisons. Numbers indicate the mean value of each cell. 

 

Figure 3: Bar charts showing the fixed effect on the GodSpeed scores due to the interaction between the instructions provided 

to the participants and the behavior displayed by the robot (GLM). Error bars: +/- 1. SE. Asterisks denote significant 

comparisons. Numbers indicate the mean value of each cell.  
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behavior. Additionally, participants providing the 

unexpected attribution rated higher than participants 

providing the expected attribution after seeing the machine-

like behavior on the Anthropomorphism (t(37)=-3.23, 

p=.010, d=-0.30) and on the Animacy (t(37)=-2.97 p =.021, 

d=-0.72) subscales. 

Individual differences  

Our analyses showed small negative correlations between 

the InStance score and years of education (r(77)=-.257, 

p=.022)   and AQ scores (r(77)=-.246, p=.029). We also 

found small negative correlations between the Likeability 

subscale of the GodSpeed questionnaire and the three 

subscales of the NARS (“Situations of Interaction”: r(77)=-

.27, p=.018; “Social Influence”: r(77)=-.23, p=.040; 

“Emotions in Interaction” r(77)=-.29, p=.008). Additionally, 

our results pointed out a systematic, although small, set of 

correlations between BFI and NARS subscales. Specifically, 

the Conscientiousness subscale of the BFI correlates 

negatively with the subscales “Situations of Interaction” 

(r(77)=-.32, p=.004) and “Social Influence” (r(77)=-.28, 

p=.012) of the NARS. In addition, the Neuroticism subscale 

of the BFI correlates positively with the subscales “Situations 

of Interaction” (r(77)=.24, p=.036) and “Emotions in 

Interaction” (r(77)=.28, p=.011) of the NARS.  

Discussion 

 

The main aim of the current study was to assess whether the 

information available prior to the interaction with an artificial 

agent modulates human sensitivity to subtle hints of an 

agent’s human-likeness. Our data showed that prior 

knowledge related to the behaviors that we implemented in 

the robot affected the sensitivity to behavioral manipulation. 

When we provided no a-priori information related to the 

nature of the behaviors implemented in the robot, participants 

overlooked the details of the behaviors. Consequently, nearly 

half of the sample provided with no instructions was not able 

to recognize any difference between the human-like and the 

machine-like behaviors. Furthermore, even those participants 

who spotted the differences between the behaviors often 

misattributed human-likeness. In addition, we could not find 

any significant differences in their InStance and GodSpeed 

scores between conditions. In contrast, all the participants 

who received the explicit instructions detected a difference 

between the two behaviors, and this was reflected in the 

anthropomorphism, animacy, and likeability attributed to the 

robot. 

When we prompted our participants' attention to notice hints 

of human-likeness in the behaviors of the robot, they tended 

to differentiate more their answers in the GodSpeed 

questionnaire between conditions, as if their perception of 

anthropomorphism, animacy, and likeability depended 

mainly on their belief of what a human-like movement should 

look like. This suggests that subtle evidence of behavioral 

human-likeness might be too weak of a signal during tasks 

merely involving the observation of artificial agents’ 

behavior. This might be related to the fact that in natural 

interactions with humans, we are usually not monitoring (or 

not being asked to monitor) the human-likeness of the 

counterpart’s behavior. Thus, human-likeness might be an 

implicit feature of human behavior, which we derive only if 

needed to explain the behavior of a non-human agent. 

Therefore, during everyday life, our sensitivity to such subtle 

hints might be low, as we more likely perceive “gestalt” 

relations between behavioral and contextual elements rather 

than pure and distinct behavioral features (Spelke, 1990; 

Hamlyn, 2017).  

Our results suggest that the concept of human-likeness itself 

varies across individuals, overriding perceptual evidence – 

our participants tended to confirm their own biases and 

modulated their responses on the GodSpeed questionnaire 

based on their own perception of human-like behavior, rather 

than the actual human-like behavior of the robot. This casts a 

shadow on the idea that having artificial agents able to behave 

exactly like human beings would, improve social interaction 

with them, as people appear to have very different priors 

related to the concept of human-likeness. Indeed, participants 

perceived the robot as more likeable when they received no 

information related to its behaviors, regardless of its human-

likeness. In other words, perceived, but not actual, human-

likeness influenced the likeability of the robot. Thus, the 

attractiveness of interacting with a humanoid robot might be 

independent of the subtle behaviors it displays, but might 

rather depend on the users' attitudes toward it. This further 

suggests that the less an individual knows about the process 

of implementation of behavior in a robot, the more they enjoy 

the interaction with it and perceives it as more engaging. 

Taken together, these results suggest that the differences in 

knowledge between participants override perceptual 

evidence and tweak individual sensitivity to behavioral cues. 

The presence of individual differences that affect the way 

humans interact with artificial agents is further supported by 

the correlation between BFI and NARS subscales. Our results 

showed that certain personality traits, such as neuroticism and 

conscientiousness, influenced participants’ attitudes towards 

robots. High neuroticism scores are often associated with the 

tendency to experience negative emotions during social 

interaction (Kaplan et al., 2015). The positive correlation 

between neurotic traits and NARS scores supports previous 

literature, suggesting that neurotic people might experience 

discomfort during the interaction with artificial agents, 

similarly how they feel in interactions with other humans 

(Müller & Richert, 2018). On the other hand, high 

conscientiousness often relates to better self-regulation and 

emotional stability, which positively affect social interaction 

(Smith, Barstead, Rubin, 2017), and might as well ease the 

interaction with artificial agents. The negative correlation 

between InStance and AQ scores further support the idea that 

social abilities affect humans’ general attitude towards 

artificial agents. Indeed, people with higher autistic traits 

appeared to have difficulties with explaining the behavior of 

a robot in terms of the underpinning mental states, relying 

more on mechanistic terms rather than on mentalistic 
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vocabulary. This might be due to the familiarity that a person 

has regarding a certain vocabulary when interpreting 

behaviors in general. In addition, we also found a negative 

correlation between the Instance test score and the 

participants' education. We speculate that participants with a 

higher level of education might be more familiar with the 

design and functionality of technology in general. This prior 

knowledge might bias them to explain our robot’s behavior 

relying more on its mechanical apparatus rather than its 

“desires” and “intentions”. We postulate that personality 

traits and attitudes that play a role in the interaction between 

humans translate into different approaches towards artificial 

agents as well. This hypothesis is further supported by the 

negative correlation between NARS subscales and the 

perceived Likeability of the robot, indicating that 

participants’ attitudes towards robots affect their engagement 

during the interaction. Future studies should further explore 

individual differences that affect participants’ behavior and 

attitudes toward robots to understand whether they play a 

similar role during human-human and human-robot 

interactions.  

In conclusion, our study suggests that individual knowledge, 

beliefs and biases play a major role in modulating human 

perception of an artificial agent’s behavior. These influences 

seem to be even stronger than perceptual evidence during 

observational scenarios and need to be taken into 

consideration in future studies. 
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Exploratory play, rational action, and efficient search
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Abstract

Play is a universal behavior widely held to be critical for learning and development. Recent studies suggest children’s
exploratory play is consistent with formal accounts of learning. This ”play as rational exploration” view suggests that
children’s play is sensitive to costs, rewards, and expected information gain. By contrast, here we suggest that a defining
feature of human play is that children subvert normal utility functions in play, setting up problems where they incur
needless costs to achieve arbitrary rewards. Across three studies, we show that 4-5-year-old children not only infer playful
behavior from observed violations of rational action (Experiment 1), but themselves take on unnecessary costs and perform
inefficient actions during play, despite acting efficiently in non-playful, instrumental contexts (Experiments 2-3). We end
by discussing the value of apparently utility-violating behavior and why it might serve learning in the long run.
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Abstract 
A great deal of work argues that people demand impartial, 
evidence-based reasoning from others. However, recent 
findings show that moral values occupy a cardinal position in 
people’s evaluation of others, raising the possibility that people 
sometimes prescribe morally-good but evidentially-poor 
beliefs. We report two studies investigating how people 
evaluate beliefs when these two ideals conflict and find that 
people regularly endorse motivated reasoning when it can be 
morally justified. Furthermore, we document two ways that 
moral considerations result in prescribed motivated reasoning. 
First, morality can provide an alternative justification for 
belief, leading people to prescribe evidentially unsupported 
beliefs to others. And, second, morality can affect how people 
evaluate the way evidence is weighed by lowering or raising 
the threshold of required evidence for morally good and bad 
beliefs, respectively. These results illuminate longstanding 
questions about the nature of motivated reasoning and the 
social regulation of belief. 

Keywords: belief; ethics of belief; moral judgment; motivated 
reasoning 

Introduction 
A newlywed learns that those who marry in similar 
circumstances to her own have a high probability of divorce. 
Should she believe her marriage is likely to end in divorce 
(consistent with the evidence), or that her marriage will 
succeed (consistent with her vows and her duty to her 
spouse)? A man learns that a lifelong friend is likely to have 
committed a crime, though the friend denies it. Should the 
man believe his friend is guilty (consistent with the 
evidence), or give him the benefit of the doubt (consistent 
with his loyalties as a friend)? 

A longstanding view in epistemology states that beliefs are 
justified or permissible to the extent they are based on 
sufficient evidence, sound inference, and impartial reasoning 
(e.g., Clifford, 1877). On a view like this, the newlywed, the 
friend, and impartial observers – holding the totality of their 
evidence fixed – should adopt the very same beliefs. But an 
alternative view is that moral considerations play a legitimate 
role: they not only influence how beliefs are formed, or how 
they affect behavior, but which beliefs one ought to hold –
either by offering non-evidential grounds for belief (e.g., 
Stroud, 2006) or by affecting how one ought to interpret and 
weigh one’s evidence (e.g., Pace, 2011). 

In the current paper we investigate whether people believe 
non-evidential considerations impact what one ought to 
believe. In particular, we investigate how moral and 

evidential considerations interact in the beliefs we sanction 
for others (Study 1) and in how we judge those who have 
formed evidential and non-evidential beliefs (Study 2). These 
questions have both practical and theoretical value, as 
people’s standards for belief predict not only how they 
evaluate others’ beliefs, but also when they are motivated to 
change or update their own (e.g., Pennycook et al., 2019; 
Stahl, Skitka, & van Proojen, 2014). If people do regularly 
prescribe partial reasoning on the basis of non-evidential 
consideration, this would also help explain how some 
motivated beliefs come about and persist.  

Prior work on lay belief prescriptions 
Although people regularly fail to reason objectively 
themselves (Kunda, 1990), there is reason to think that they 
endorse objectivity as the proper basis for evaluating beliefs. 
For instance, even though people are often biased in their 
belief formation, they nevertheless believe that their own 
beliefs reflect an objective assessment of the evidence (e.g., 
Ross & Ward, 1996), update their beliefs when they think 
they uncover bias (Wegener, Silva, Petty, & Garcia-Marques, 
2012), and try to form beliefs so that they can justify them to 
impartial others (Kunda, 1990). Some work suggests that 
people evaluate others’ beliefs the same way: people prefer 
not to cooperate with others who exhibit partiality (e.g., 
Kennedy & Pronin, 2008), and many condemn those who 
form beliefs without sufficient evidence (Stahl et al., 2014).  

However, there is also reason to think that people reject 
their commitment to impartiality when it conflicts with their 
moral values. In other domains, moral values enjoy an 
elevated status, outweighing and resisting comparison to non-
moral considerations (Baron & Spranca, 1997; Tetlock et al., 
2000). Similarly, moral virtues may displace epistemic 
virtues when they conflict. Consistent with this, moral virtues 
(e.g., loyal, just, kind) are seen as more important to judging 
someone’s character than are epistemic virtues such as being 
logical or intelligent (Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, 2014).   

At present, it is an open question whether people ever 
prescribe believing against the evidence when evidence and 
moral obligation conflict. Tenney, Logg, and Moore (2015) 
found that people believe that optimistic beliefs can improve 
performance (and therefore be self-fulfilling) and, on that 
basis, sometimes prescribe overly-optimistic beliefs to others 
(see also Armor, Masey, & Sackett, 2008). However, these 
authors did not independently measure what participants 
believed the target had evidence for, and so could not test 
whether participants prescribed beliefs that diverged from 
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that evidence. Cao, Kleiman-Weiner, and Banaji (2019) 
report that people condemn others’ morally-charged beliefs 
(e.g., that a surgeon is more likely to be male than female) 
despite holding those beliefs for rational reasons themselves. 
It is possible that the belief violates a moral norm to which 
people are more sensitive when evaluating others than 
themselves. However, as the authors note, people may have 
condemned others because they assumed those others formed 
their beliefs in an evidentially poor way (e.g., baseless 
assumptions) rather than via Bayesian reasoning. Thus, prior 
work is suggestive that people may prescribe beliefs against 
the evidence, but this work is ultimately inconclusive. 

Two ways morality could impact belief 
We will call the discrepancy between what someone ought to 
believe based on an objective assessment of the evidence and 
what someone ought to believe when taking into account 
moral considerations prescribed motivated reasoning. Work 
in moral philosophy and epistemology has identified two 
potential (non-exclusive) ways that moral concerns could 
lead people to prescribe motivated reasoning to others 
(Bolinger, 2020), described below.  

The first way moral considerations could impact belief is 
by providing an alternative, non-evidential justification to 
believe something. On this view, moral considerations are 
weighed against evidential considerations when forming an 
“all things considered” evaluations of belief, which could 
result in people prescribing beliefs that are illogical or 
inconsistent with the evidence. In the example above, this 
may entail that a moral obligation to be loyal to one’s friend 
justifies believing – against the evidence – that one’s friend 
is blameless (e.g., Stroud, 2006). We test this prediction in 
Study 1. This hypothesis also predicts that people should 
judge motivated beliefs less harshly when the motivation is 
moral compared to when it is non-moral, and, likewise, judge 
evidence-based beliefs more harshly when they violate a 
moral prescription compared to when they do not. And 
specifically, morality should affect these judgments even 
after accounting for how evidentially-satisfactory the belief 
is. We test these predictions in Study 2. 

The second way that morality could influence a belief’s 
normative status is by altering the evidential criteria for belief 
(e.g., Pace, 2011). One part of belief formation is determining 
how to weigh evidence and what threshold of evidence to 
require before accepting a belief. This process varies across 
people and contexts (e.g., Kruglanski & Webster, 1996). For 
instance, the same evidence results in lower or higher 
confidence, and longer or shorter time before acceptance, 
depending on how motivated one is to avoid false beliefs 
(Mayseless & Kruglanski, 1987). However, weighing 
evidence differently across situations can generate pernicious 
double-standards such that evidence for desired beliefs is 
weighed more heavily than evidence for undesired beliefs, 
facilitating motivated reasoning (Ditto & Lopez, 1992). Yet, 
it is precisely this kind of double standard – shifting the 
threshold for evidence – that people could morally prescribe.  

This evidential-threshold shift hypothesis predicts that a 
loyal friend, relative to an objective observer with the same 
total information, should have a higher threshold of evidence 
before accepting that their friend did something wrong. 
Importantly, this would not be because the friend has greater 
prior confidence that the friend is innocent, but because the 
friend is subject to moral constraints that the objective 
observer is not. To test this possibility, in Study 1 we 
investigate whether, based on the same evidence, a morally-
bound agent and a neutral agent can be consistent with the 
evidence while holding different beliefs. In Study 2, we test 
a related prediction that people will demand less evidence for 
morally good beliefs relative to morally neutral beliefs. 

Study 1 
Prior work has identified several realistic situations in which 
moral considerations might plausibly override what one 
ought to believe on the basis of impartially evaluating the 
evidence (e.g., Basu, 2018; Bolinger, 2018; Cao et al., 2019; 
Stroud, 2006;  Pace, 2011). Based on this work, we generated 
six scenarios that pit the evidence available to some believer 
against a moral value (see Table 1). We then tested two 
predictions about these cases: (1) that people will prescribe 
biased belief (that is, a belief that is not the most accurate), 
and that (2) people will shift their evidential standards (that 
is, they will have more stringent evidential requirements for 
beliefs that challenge their moral values). 

Methods 
Participants. We recruited 839 adults (441 reported female, 
395 reported male, mean age 38) from Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (MTurk). An additional 144 participants were excluded 
for failing at least one of three comprehension questions. For 
both studies, participation was restricted to users with US-
based IP address and a 95% rating based on at least 500 HITs. 
Both studies were pre-registered, and approval was obtained 
from the Princeton IRB board. 
 
Methods and Design. Participants were randomly assigned 
to read one of six vignettes (see Table 1). All vignettes 
featured situations in which the main character acquires 
strong but inconclusive evidence for a proposition that they 
have a moral reason to reject. For instance, in “Friend,” the 
target, Adam, learns that his friend may have done something 
bad, but because he is loyal, he has an obligation to trust his 
friend’s testimony. Participants were told that the main 
character is considering whether the proposition in question 
(e.g., “that John is innocent”) is true, and asked to make 
judgments about what the character will and should believe. 

Most accurate estimate. The first normative judgment that 
participants reported was what the most accurate estimate the 
main character could make in light of the evidence they have. 
To estimate what would be “objectively” most accurate, 
participants were told to imagine that the main character’s 
mind was uploaded to an advanced AI that is able to “detect, 
catalog, and synthesize” all of the character’s information and 
experiences. Participants then indicated what this “perfectly 
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detached observer” would estimate based on that 
information. Participants responded to this question, and the 
questions below, using a slider anchored at 0% and 100% 
with 5% intervals.  

Evidence-based bounds on belief. Next, participants 
reported the most optimistic and most pessimistic estimates 
that could be considered “consistent with” and “based on” the 
evidence available. Participants were reminded of the “most 
accurate” estimate they had just provided and told that the 
advanced AI can also “calculate the most optimistic and the 
most pessimistic estimates licensed by the available 
evidence.” Participants were instructed to report what these 
estimates would be “if the advanced AI made sure its 
estimates are based on, and consistent with, all the 
information that it has from [character’s] brain.” 

A 0%-100% range input appeared below containing three 
slider handles (see Figure 1). One handle was immovable and 
set to the estimate they had indicated to be most accurate. Up 
to 15%-points to the left and right were two handles that 
represented evidence-bound pessimism and optimism. 
Participants could move these handles in five-point 
increments from the anchors (0% or 100%) to the “most 
accurate” value handle. After participants submitted their 
judgments for the AI, instructions appeared below directing 
participant to now report what the evidence-based bounds 

would be for the main character. We used the deviation 

between participants’ estimates for the character and the AI 
as a measure of the “evidential threshold shift” hypothesis. 

Ought-to-believe.  On the next page, participants reported 
what the agent ought to believe. The default slider value was 
set to the “most accurate” estimate that the participant had 
previously provided. Deviation from this anchor would 
provide evidence for prescribed motivated reasoning. 
Furthermore, if participants provided “ought” judgments that 
fell outside the evidential bounds they just provided, this 
would provide evidence for the “alternative justification” 
hypothesis, which predicts that people will sometimes 
prescribe beliefs that are not justified on evidential grounds. 

Moral concern. On the next screen, participants reported 
their agreement with a series of statements about the moral 
value of the main character’s beliefs in the vignette. Two 
statements measured commitment to the moral norm we 
hypothesized would be most operative in the vignette (e.g., 
“All else being equal, it is morally good to give your friend 
the benefit of the doubt”). Participants reported their 
agreement on a 7-point scale (anchored at “strongly disagree” 
and “strongly agree”).  

Results 
As expected, participants’ ought estimates (M = 41, SD = 28) 
were significantly more optimistic than their judgments of 
what is most accurate (M = 31, SD = 23), F(1, 833) = 145.47, 
p < .001, with 53% of participants giving ought estimates 
higher than accurate estimates. The strength of this difference 
varied by scenario, F(5, 833) = 11.08, p < .001 (Figure 2A). 
This offers strong support for the proposal that at least some 
participants prescribe motivated reasoning to others. 

To test whether prescribed motivated reasoning was driven 
by moral concern, we averaged the two moral concern items. 
As expected, moral concern was associated with the extent to 
which ought judgments deviated from what would be most 
accurate to believe, F(1, 827) = 32.34, p < .001. 

Participants also reported that the main characters in the 
scenarios were licensed to evaluate the evidence differently 
than the perfectly impartial, but equally informed, observer, 
consistent with an evidential-threshold shift. On average, 

Table 1: Overview of six domains used in Studies 1 and 2 where moral demands plausibly affect belief prescriptions.  
Vignette Belief Evidence Moral Consideration 
Bully New student will behave  

poorly tomorrow. 
Behaved poorly on first day of class. 
Older siblings were poorly-behaved. 

Obligation to treat every student as 
having high potential. 

Cancer Husband will survive his  
cancer. 

Studies show that only 15% of those 
diagnosed live past 1 year. 

Optimism will improve well-being for 
husband and family. 

Marriage Main character and wife  
will eventually divorce. 

Reads a study showing that 70% of 
similar marriages end in divorce. 

Vowed life-long commitment. Optimism 
facilitates a better relationship. 

Friend Friend is not guilty of 
possessing cocaine. 

Drugs found in dorm room, rumors of 
friend associating with drug dealers. 

Friend requests benefit of the doubt, 
loyalty to friend demands trust. 

Race Approaching Black man is 
dangerous.  

In this neighborhood, 80% of young. 
Black men are in a dangerous gang.  

Respecting others demands you do not 
judge based on group statistics. 

Sex Approaching woman is  
surgeon rather than nurse. 

In this particular dental practice, 90% 
of surgeons are male. 

Respecting others demands you do not 
judge based on group statistics. 

Most accurate 
estimate

Optimism-Pessimism
Bounds

a

Character:a

AI:

Update screen

Slider position at start of trial 

Sample “AI evidence” 
bounds (Movable) 

“Most accurate” anchor 
    (Unmovable) 

Selected “Most accurate” valuea

Legend

AI:0% 100%

Optimism-Pessimism
Bounds

a

Figure 1. Procedure for measuring evidential threshold shifts. 
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participants believed the character was licensed to be more 
optimistic (M = 54, SD = 25) than the objective AI (M = 50,  
SD = 26), F(1, 833) = 44.29, p < .001, with 42% of 
participants giving higher optimism bound estimates for the 
character than the AI. The strength of this difference varied 
across scenario, F(5, 833) = 5.44, p < .001 (Figure 2B). It is 
possible that participants believed characters were licensed to 
be less confident in general, rather than licensed to evaluate 
the evidence directionally. However, this is ruled out by the 
fact that there was no corresponding difference between how 
pessimistic the character (M = 19, SD = 20) and AI (M = 19, 
SD = 20) could be, F(1, 833) = 0.72, p = .397. 

We observed mixed support for an association between 
agent-AI differences in prescribed optimism (“prescribed 
optimism inaccuracy”) and moral concern. Prescribed 
optimism inaccuracy was greater when prescribed inaccuracy 
was greater, F(1, 827) = 13.66, p < .001. However, there was 
no association between moral concern and prescribed 
optimism inaccuracy, F(1, 827) = 0.04, p = .948.  

Finally, we observed some evidence for the alternative 
justification hypothesis. Of the 53% of participants who 
prescribed more optimistic beliefs than what would be most 
accurate, 32% of these individuals (about 17% of the full 
sample) prescribed optimistic beliefs that fell outside the 
range they reported would be licensed by the evidence. In the 

Cancer and Marriage vignettes, nearly half of participants 
who prescribed motivated reasoning did so by prescribing 
beliefs that were – by their own lights – unsupported by the 
evidence (44% and 50%, respectively).  

Discussion 
Study 1 found strong support for morally-prescribed 
motivated reasoning. Participants routinely indicated that 
another person ought to hold an inaccurate belief, with the 
degree of inaccuracy positively related to the moral benefit of 
holding that belief. Study 1 also found that evidence for both 
the “non-evidential justification” and the “evidential-
threshold shift” hypotheses regarding how moral values can 
result in prescribed motivated reasoning. In support of the 
evidential-threshold shift hypothesis, we observed that, in 
three out of five scenarios in which participants prescribed 
inaccuracy, they also reported that the agent had a more 
optimistic range of beliefs consistent with their evidence than 
was licensed to an equally-informed, but completely 
impartial observer. Lastly, in support of the alternative 
justification hypothesis, we observed that in some scenarios, 
a large proportion of participants prescribed beliefs that they 
themselves considered inconsistent with the evidence 
available to the believer. Notably, these findings replicated in 
the Friend scenario, where the belief in question concerned 
an event that occurred in the past. This wards off an 
alternative explanation that optimism was justified only 
because it was self-fulfilling (c.f. Tenney et al., 2015). 

Study 2 
Study 2 builds on Study 1 by investigating people’s 
evaluations of beliefs that have already been formed. If 
people prescribe motivated reasoning to others, then they 
should judge a person with a moral reason to be optimistic 
more favorably for being overly optimistic compared to 
someone with the same evidence but who lacks a moral 
justification. The evidential-threshold shift hypothesis 
predicts that a person with a moral reason for optimism 
(relative to a non-morally justified observer) should require 
less evidence for adopting the optimistic belief, but more 
evidence for adopting the evidence-based belief. And finally, 
the alternative justification hypothesis predicts that people’s 
overall evaluations of a belief’s quality will be partially 
predicted by the moral quality of the belief even after 
accounting for the evidential quality of the belief. To test 
these predictions, we manipulated whether the believer had a 
moral or non-moral reason to be optimistic as well as whether 
they adopted the evidence-based or optimistic belief, and 
analyzed participants’ judgments across these conditions. 

Methods 
Participants. We recruited 1,021 adults (638 reported 
female, 524 reported male, mean age 40) from MTurk. An 
additional 145 participants were excluded for failing at least 
one of three comprehension checks. 
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Design and Methods. Study 2 used a 2 (Reason) x 2 (Belief) 
x 4 (Vignette) mixed design. Within each scenario, 
participants read about the character in Study 1, who has a 
moral reason to favor the optimistic belief, and about another 
person with the same evidence, but without a moral reason to 
favor the optimistic belief (Reason manipulation). 
Participants learned either that these two people adopt the 
evidence-based belief or the optimistic belief (Belief 
manipulation). Finally, participants read one of four vignettes 
from Study 1 that readily enabled our Reason manipulation: 
Bully, Cancer, Friend, or Marriage. 

Vignettes were minimally modified from Study 1 so that 
the main character discusses what they should believe with 
someone who, over the course of the conversation, ends up 
with the same relevant information. For instance, in the 
Friend vignette, the other observer knows the suspect well 
and only recently stopped being close with him for reasons 
unrelated to that person’s character. To reinforce the idea that 
the two believers have the same information, participants 
reported what an “objective observer” would estimate based 
on their shared information.  

Participants were then told that the two characters either 
adopt the evidence-based belief (e.g., that the friend is guilty), 
or the non-evidence-based belief (e.g., that the friend is 
innocent). The main character does so either based on, or 
after setting aside, their moral reason to be optimistic (Moral 
reason condition). By contrast, the new character does so 
based on, or after setting aside, “a strong preference” to be 
optimistic (Non-moral reason condition). 

Participants responded to eight questions about each 
character’s belief. Two measured “overall belief quality,” 
including whether the belief was justified and whether it was 
permissible for the target to hold. Two questions measured 
the “moral quality” of the belief, including whether the belief 
was loyal (or helpful) and whether the person’s reasoning was 
morally good. Two questions measured the “evidentiary 
quality” of the belief, including whether the person had 
sufficient evidence for their belief, and whether they should 
have obtained more evidence before coming to their belief. 
Finally, two questions measured the moral quality of the 
character, including whether they were trustworthy and 
whether they were a good person. These questions were 
presented in a random order.  

Participants then read that the belief the two characters 
adopted turned out to be true (e.g., the friend was in fact 
innocent). For each character, participants reported their 
agreement (1: strongly disagree, 7: strongly agree) with 
statements claiming that that characters “knew” the outcome.  

Results 
We computed overall belief quality, moral evaluations, 
epistemic evaluation, and character judgments by averaging 
together participants’ responses to the two items for each DV 
separately for judgments of the morally-motivated and the 
non-morally-motivated characters. These judgments, as well 
as participants’ knowledge attributions, were then submitted 
to separate 2 (Reason: Moral vs Non-moral) x 2 (Belief: 

Evidentiary vs Optimistic) x 4 (Vignette) ANOVAs. Key 
results are displayed in Figure 3. 

Moral evaluations. The moral quality of the belief 
depended both on whether the optimistic vs. evidence-based 
belief was adopted, and on whether the character had a moral 
reason to be optimistic, F(1, 1013) = 273.00, p < .001. For 
the evidence-based belief, the character who set aside their 
moral obligation was judged to have a morally worse belief 
(M = 3.87, SD = 1.51) than the character who set aside their 
preference (M = 4.15, SD =1.32), F(1, 512) = 31.66, p < .001. 
But the character who adopted the optimistic belief for a 
moral reason (M = 5.75, SD = 1.13) was judged to have a 
morally better belief than the character who adopted the same 
belief for a non-moral reason (M = 4.87, SD = 1.37), F(1, 
501) = 313.14, p < .001.  

Similarly, participants’ judgments of the moral quality of 
the believer’s character depended on what belief they adopted 
and the presence of a moral justification, F(1, 1013) = 80.34, 
p < .001. On average, characters who adopted the biased, 
optimistic belief without a moral justification were judged as 
having worse character (M = 5.34, SD = 1.14) than characters 
who adopted the optimistic belief for a moral reason (M = 
5.85, SD = 1.02), F(1, 501) = 145.18, p < .001. However, 
there was no overall difference in perceived character quality 
when the characters adopted the evidence-based belief 
despite moral (M = 4.91, SD = 1.43) or non-moral (M = 4.97, 
SD = 1.22) reasons, F(1, 512) = 1.64, p = .202.  

Prescribed motivated reasoning. Consistent with our 
predictions, the pattern of judgments for the belief’s moral 
quality replicated for judgments of the overall quality of the 
belief (Figure 3B). When the two characters adopted the 
evidence-based belief, the character with the moral reason to 
be optimistic was seen as less justified and less permitted to 
hold the belief (M = 5.04, SD = 1.62) compared to the other, 
more socially distant character (M = 5.30, SD = 1.52), F(1, 

Figure 3. Study 2 means (and standard errors) for 
sufficient evidence, overall quality of belief, and moral 

quality of belief ratings. * p < .05. 
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512) = 23.00, p < .001. However, when they both adopted the 
optimistic belief, the character with a moral justification was 
considered more justified / permitted to do so (M = 5.02, SD 
= 1.43) compared to the character without moral justification 
(M = 4.34, SD = 1.51), F(1, 501) = 167.03, p < .001.   

Alternative justification hypothesis. We next regressed 
overall belief quality ratings on evidential-quality and moral-
quality ratings separately for each belief condition (optimistic 
and evidence-based) and separately for each vignette. 
Evidentiary quality predicted overall belief quality in both the 
evidence-based belief conditions (bs > 0.35, ts > 6.80, ps < 
.001) and the optimistic belief conditions (bs > 0.33, ts > 5.12, 
ps < .001) across all four vignettes. In support of the 
alternative justification hypothesis, we observed that, even 
when accounting for differences in evidentiary quality, the 
moral quality of the belief independently predicted overall 
judgments in the evidence-based belief conditions (bs > 0.20, 
ts > 3.42, ps < .001) and in the optimistic belief conditions 
(bs > 0.33, ts > 2.65, ps < .008) across all four vignettes. 

Evidential-threshold shift. Finally, we observed the 
predicted Reason x Belief interaction on participants’ 
judgments about the evidentiary quality of the belief (ps < 
.001), and on attributions of knowledge, F(1, 1013) = 50.07, 
p < .001. When the characters adopted the evidence-based 
belief, there was no difference in knowledge attributed to the 
morally-motivated character (M = 3.87, SD = 1.51) and the 
non-morally-motivated character (M = 4.15, SD = 1.32), F(1, 
512) = 2.67, p = .103. But, when they were optimistic, the 
morally-motivated true belief was more often treated as 
knowledge (M = 5.75, SD = 1.13) than the non-morally 
motivated true belief (M = 4.87, SD = 1.37), F(1, 501) = 
111.64, p < .001. Within each Belief condition across all 
vignettes, participants’ ratings of the moral quality of the 
belief significantly positively correlated with their ratings of 
the evidential quality of the belief (ps < .001). 

When we analyzed each of the judgments above within 
vignette, the interaction between Belief and Reason 
replicated in all vignettes except Bully (ps < .001).   

Discussion 
Mirroring belief prescriptions in Study 1, Study 2 showed 
that a moral reason to be optimistic increased the perceived 
permissibility and justifiability of overly-optimistic beliefs 
and lowered the permissibility and justifiability of evidence-
based beliefs, relative to a non-moral reason. This provides 
converging evidence that people incorporate morality into 
their overall evaluations of others’ beliefs, and so will 
sometimes positively evaluate motivated reasoning in others.  

We also observed evidence for both the evidential-shift and 
alternative justification hypotheses. Mirroring the finding 
from Study 1 that the morally-justified characters were 
licensed to evaluate the evidence more optimistically, Study 
2 found that optimistic beliefs were seen as more evidentially 
supported for the characters with moral reasons than those 
without moral reasons. Likewise, having a moral reason not 
to adopt an evidence-based belief, on average, increased the 
evidence required relative to an objective observer. In support 

of the alternative justification hypothesis, we observed that 
the moral quality of the belief reliably predicted the overall 
quality of the belief even after accounting for how 
evidentially well-supported participants rated the belief to be. 
That is, the moral quality of the belief independently 
predicted how justified and permissible participants judged 
the optimistic and evidentially-supported beliefs to be.  

The method we used to manipulate the presence of a moral 
reason meant that the morally-justified character was always 
closer to the person they were judging than the non-morally 
justified observer. Indeed, social closeness was the source of 
their moral justification. This raises a worry that, despite our 
efforts to match the evidence available to the two characters, 
the morally-justified character was seen as always forming 
beliefs based on more evidence. A related worry is that 
closeness creates a non-directional reasoning goal, such as 
being absolutely certain that what one believes is true before 
adopting any belief (e.g., fear of invalidity; Mayseless & 
Kruglanski, 1987). These alternative hypotheses predict that 
the socially-closer character would be judged as (i) better 
(because they had more information) or (ii) worse (because 
they needed more evidence) than the non-morally justified 
observer, whether they adopted the evidentiary or optimistic 
belief. However, the reason-by-belief interaction we observe 
rules these alternatives out. It was not the case that the 
morally-justified character was uniformly judged as more (or 
less) justified. Rather, the morally-justified character only 
received higher ratings for sufficient evidence and 
justification when their belief was morally good, and not 
when their belief was morally bad. 

General Discussion 
Across two studies we show that moral concerns affect how 
people evaluate others’ beliefs. In Study 1, people indicated 
that others ought to adopt beliefs that would be inaccurate 
relative to what a perfectly objective perceiver would believe, 
and that, in some cases, the morally concerned character had 
a wider, more optimistic set of beliefs consistent with her 
evidence. In Study 2, moral reasons lowered the evidentiary 
requirements for a belief, and people who adopted morally-
good beliefs were attributed more knowledge and were seen 
as more justified than people who adopted equally biased 
beliefs for non-moral reasons. Thus, morality appears to 
provide an independent justification for belief and affects 
beliefs’ evidentiary quality. 

These results can potentially explain the presence and 
persistence of certain motivated beliefs. In particular, 
morally-motivated beliefs could persist in part because 
people do not demand that they or others reason accurately or 
acquire equal evidence for their beliefs (Metz, Weisburg, & 
Weisburg, 2018). These findings also invite a re-
interpretation of some classic biases, which are in general 
interpreted as unintentional errors (Kunda, 1990). We 
suggest instead that some apparent errors reflect convictions 
that one ought to be biased or discount evidence. Future work 
investigating biased belief formation should incorporate the 
perceived moral value of the belief.  
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Abstract

Multiple cognitive theories make conflicting explainations for
human reasoning on syllogistic problems. The evaluation and
comparison of these theories can be performed by conceiv-
ing them as predictive models. Model evaluation often em-
ploys static sets of predictions rather than full implementations
of the theories. However, most theories predict different re-
sponses depending on the state of their internal parameters.
Disregarding the theories’ capabilities to adapt parameters to
different reasoners leads to an incomplete picture of their pre-
dictive power. This article provides parameterized algorithmic
formalizations and implementations of some syllogistic theo-
ries regarding the syllogistic single-response task. Evaluations
reveal a substantial improvement for most cognitive theories
being made adaptive over their original static predictions. The
best performing implementations are PHM, mReasoner and
Verbal Models, which almost reach the MFA benchmark. The
results show that there exist heuristic and model-based theo-
ries which are able to capture a large portion of the patterns in
syllogistic reasoning data.

Keywords: syllogistic reasoning; cognitive modeling; model
evaluation

Introduction
Syllogisms are an extensively studied problem in human cog-
nition (for a discussion see, e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2012). An example of a syllogism is:

No diver is a waiter.
Some waiters are artists.

Therefore: Some artists are not divers.

A classical syllogism consists of two premises: In the ex-
ample above ‘No diver is a waiter’ and ‘Some waiters are
divers’. When asked to find logically valid conclusions to
syllogistic premises, subjects often respond with erroneous
conclusions (e.g., Begg & Denny, 1969). For example, a
common but invalid response to the syllogism above would
be ‘No diver is an artist’.

During the last century, many cognitive theories have been
developed to explain human reasoning on syllogistic reason-
ing tasks. However, none of them is yet universally ac-
cepted (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). One reason for
this is that the predictions of these theories seem to fail to
capture a large portion of experimental data (Riesterer, Brand,
& Ragni, 2019). However, such evaluations usually rely on
static sets of predictions without taking the adaptive capabil-
ities of the theories into account. They provide only a lower

bound of the performance while the full predictive capabili-
ties of syllogistic theories remains uncertain.

An obstacle toward a more comprehensive evaluation is
that most syllogistic theories do not readily constitute a full
cognitive prediction model, i.e., a model that is able to gen-
erate a prediction for individual participants. For this article,
seven prevailing syllogistic theories have been formalized and
implemented in the programming language Python to gener-
ate a response for each syllogistic reasoning problem. This
allows an evaluation that respects the models’ ability to adapt
to individual reasoners, drawing a clearer picture of their pos-
sible predictive performance.

Background
A syllogism is a kind of logical argument that contains two
premises, each premise shares one term while the remaining
two are distinct. The terms in the premises (the sets of en-
tities) can be arranged in four different ways called figures
(Johnson-Laird & Steedman, 1978). The two premises each
have one of four quantifiers, called moods, in their syllogistic
combination: All (abbreviated by A), Some (I), None (E), and
Some . . . not (O). There are a total of 64 kinds of syllogisms
disregarding differences in content. When terms like diver or
waiters are replaced by generic terms like A, B and C, we can
rewrite a syllogism by

All A are B.
Some B are C.

A well-formed conclusion relates the two non-shared prop-
erties A and C, for example Some A are C. Four different
kinds of syllogistic propositions and two ways to order the
terms A and C lead to eight possible conclusions to any syl-
logism. Together with the response NVC (‘No valid conclu-
sion’), this makes nine possible responses that can be given
by a reasoner to a syllogism. In this article, we model the task
of choosing exactly one out of these nine responses.

There are at least twelve theories that attempt to explain
syllogistic reasoning. They can roughly be categorized into
three domains (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012): Heuris-
tic theories propose that conclusions are drawn quickly and
intuitively, using apparent often syntactic features of the syl-
logism, such as the quantifiers (see below for an example).
Logic-based theories propose a deliberate reasoning mech-
anism using formal inference rules on mental representa-
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tions of syllogistic propositions, similar to logical deduction.
Model-based theories propose a mental representation that
corresponds to models, sets or diagrams. Reasoning takes
place in the form of encoding, manipulating and drawing con-
clusions from the respective model-based representations.

In this work, the same theories have been implemented
which Khemlani and Johnson-Laird (2012) provide a fixed
set of predicted responses for: Atmosphere (Woodworth &
Sells, 1935; Revlis, 1975), Matching (Wetherick & Gilhooly,
1995), Illicit Conversion (Chapman & Chapman, 1959;
Revlis, 1975) and PHM (Chater & Oaksford, 1999) as heuris-
tic theories, PSYCOP (Rips, 1994) as logic-based theory and
Verbal Models (Polk & Newell, 1995) and Mental Models,
including a classic implementation (Bucciarelli & Johnson-
Laird, 1999) and mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2013), as model-based theories. This allows an exhaustive
comparison of carefully collected fixed predictions with our
adaptable implementations.

Not considered are the following five theories: Verbal
Substitutions (Ford, 1995), Euler circles (Erickson, 1974),
Venn diagrams (Newell, 1980), Monotonicity theory (Geurts,
2003) and Source-founding theory (Stenning & Yule, 1997),
as they are not cognitive theories or did not provide a predic-
tion for all 64 syllogisms.

Model Implementations
Every syllogistic reasoning model has to define a prediction
function that maps each syllogism onto a subset of the nine
possible responses. This prediction function depends on pa-
rameters which can be fitted to actual item-response pairs.
A final prediction is obtained by choosing uniformly among
the produced responses. This makes theories which produce
more than one response compatible with a single-response
task without the need to make additional model-specific as-
sumptions.

Our implementations1 are intended to be as faithful as
possible to the original formulation of the theories. How-
ever, some theories do not unambiguously lead to a cogni-
tive model. Some of them come with a full prediction model
that can be used as reference, others may, for instance, only
define some basic operations and leave the control structure
open. So there is an inevitable degree of subjectivity in the
implementation of some theories. For those theories that pro-
vide reliable and comprehensible reference predictions, these
predictions could be reproduced.

The following sections outline a selected number of our
implementations and the theories they are based on. Each
implementation is visualized using a diagram which shows
classes of mental representations (nodes) and operations
(edges) that constitute mappings between these classes.

The Matching Theory
Matching theory (Wetherick & Gilhooly, 1995) is a simple
heuristic theory that proposes that the quantifier of the conclu-

1github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/cogmods/tree/
master/syllogistic/2020 bischofsberger/

sion corresponds to the quantifier of the premise that makes
an assertion about the fewest entities. In effect, the authors’
predictions follow from choosing among the premises of a
syllogism according to the preference relation on the quanti-
fiers:

No = Some not = Some > All

Turning the matching theory into a prediction model is
straightforward: Simply produce all conclusions with the one
or two quantifiers that follow from the preference relation ap-
plied to the premises at hand. For example, from the syllo-
gism All A are B. Some B are C would follow Some A are C
and Some C are A. While Some A are B. No C are B would en-
tail Some A are C, Some C are A, No A are C and No C are A.

Item Tentative
Conclusions

Matching
heuristic ResponsesRespond

Figure 1: The Matching theory. Due to its single process of
applying the matching heuristic no parameters can be used to
adapt for differences between individual reasoners.

The capabilities of this simple one-operation model are
limited: It can neither specify the term order of a conclusion,
nor can it produce NVC, nor does it contain any adaptable
parameters.

The Atmosphere theory (Woodworth & Sells, 1935) is sim-
ilar to Matching in that it also consists of a single, non-
adaptive heuristic applied to a syllogistic item. However, At-
mosphere uses no preference relation over quantifiers but de-
rives the quantifier of the conclusion from the combined at-
mosphere that the premise quantifiers are supposed to evoke.

The Probabilistic Heuristic Model (PHM)
A more complex and powerful heuristic theory is the Proba-
bility Heuristics Model by Chater and Oaksford (1999) which
derives multiple heuristics from a probabilistic approach to
reasoning. Centrally, they derive an order of informativeness
I over the four proposition quantifiers:

I(All)> I(Some)> I(No)� I(Some not)

with � much larger. The min-heuristic proposes that the
quantifier of the most preferred conclusion corresponds to
the quantifier of the least informative premise. The next
most preferred conclusion quantifier follows from probabilis-
tic entailment. For example All A are C probabilistically en-
tails Some A are C because the conditional probability con-
straint P(C | A) = 1, corresponding to All A are C, entails that
P(C | A)> 0 which corresponds to Some A are C.

While min-heuristic and p-entailment determine the quan-
tifier of the conclusion, the attachment heuristic determines
its term order. Attachment specifies that one of the two possi-
ble noun phrases (for example Some A or Some C) is chosen
as subject noun phrase of the conclusion if it appears as sub-
ject noun phrase of one of the premises and the other one
does not (Oaksford & Chater, 2001, p. 354). If both or none
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Figure 2: A conceptualization of the PSYCOP-inference process (based on the description by Rips, 1994, p. 244 ff).

of the candidate subject noun phrases appear in the premises,
the end term order seems to be determined by using the end
term of the most informative premise as subject. If the quan-
tifiers of the premises are the same, this criterion fails and
attachment yields no preferred term order.

Generated conclusions in PHM are evaluated using the
max-heuristic, which proposes that the plausibility of a con-
clusion is proportional to the informativeness of the most in-
formative premise.

Tentative
Conclusions Responses

min-heuristic
+	attachment

Item

pent

1-pent

p-entailment
+	attachment max-heuristic

Tentative
Conclusions

Figure 3: A conceptualization of the Probabilistic Heuristic
Model (PHM) and possible adaptions for the individual rea-
soner.

The predictive model shown in Figure 3 includes parame-
ters drawn from the original data description model (Chater
& Oaksford, 1999, p. 212 f.). We augmented the original
theory with five parameters. For example, the parameter
pent that represents the amount of responses due to proba-
bilistic entailments is converted to a parameter that corre-
sponds to the probability that a probabilistic entailment is
drawn after the min-heuristic has been applied. The max-
heuristic is implemented using four parameters that determine
the probability that a tentative conclusion is responded with,
depending on the quantifier of the most informative premise.
These confidence parameters are restricted to follow the or-
der pAll > pSome > pNo > pSome not according to the max-
heuristic.

PSYCOP
PSYCOP (Rips, 1994) is a logic-based reasoning model
which applies formal deduction rules to sets of encoded
propositions in order to construct mental proofs. There are
forward rules that start to operate on the premises and back-
ward rules that start on a tentative conclusion. So the evalu-
ation routine works from both directions. There are multiple
parameters that control which deduction rules are available to
the reasoner.

PSYCOP’s deduction mechanism naturally applies to con-
clusion evaluation. To apply it to conclusion generation,
the following routine has been proposed by Rips (1994,
p. 244 ff.). First, apply all forward rules to the premises and
if that yields a conclusion, respond with it. If no conclusion is
found, a tentative conclusion is heuristically generated from
the premises using the preference order

No > Some not > Some > All.

Then, the tentative conclusion is evaluated and responded
with if a proof is found. If no proof is found, most partic-
ipants are supposed to either guess or respond NVC. This
structure has been implemented as shown in Figure 2. The
implementation allows to control the different processes by
twelve parameters (see the algorithm in the github reposi-
tory).

A strong limitation of PSYCOP as a conclusion generation
model is that its conclusion proposal heuristic only derives a
quantifier but no term order from the premises. To avoid mak-
ing additional assumptions, a term order is selected randomly
in our implementation. Thus, PSYCOP’s ability to capture
patterns in the choice of term order seems highly limited.

Other than PSYCOP, the theory of Illicit Conver-
sion (Chapman & Chapman, 1959) does not propose an ex-
plicit deduction process. Its main idea is that the mental rep-
resentation of the premises is augmented with the converse
of one or both premises. Our implementation of Illicit Con-
version delivers such a possibly converted representation as
input for a deduction process.
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Mental Models
The theory of mental models (MMT for short) (Johnson-
Laird & Steedman, 1978; Bucciarelli & Johnson-Laird, 1999)
proposes that syllogisms are encoded as a mental representa-
tion of a situation in which the premises are true. For exam-
ple, a mental model of the syllogism Some A are B. Some B
are not C. might be:

a b
a b -c

b

This model contains three individuals. One with the prop-
erties A and B, one with the properties A, B and not-C and
one with the property B. Conclusions can be either directly
drawn from or evaluated based on a mental model. For exam-
ple, the above model would entail the conclusion Some A are
not C.

Central to MMT is the search for alternative models to re-
fute tentative conclusions, i.e. counterexamples. While some
reasoners may reply with their initial conclusion, others may
try to refute it by imagining situations in which the premises
are true but their tentative conclusion is false.

Two existing implementations of MMT have been re-
implemented to compare them with the other models. The
first one is a previous version (Bucciarelli & Johnson-Laird,
1999), with a LISP code which can be found online2. This
implementation builds a mental model according to specific
strategies from a syllogism and generates a conclusion per
term order from this initial model. Afterwards, it may or may
not generate counterexamples to its conclusions and update
them by drawing new conclusions from the counterexample.

As shown in Figure 5, two parameters have been added
to make this model fit a single-response task: p f irst is the
probability that an initial counterexample is searched for and
p f urther holds the probability that an additional counterexam-
ple is searched for after at least one has already been found.
Thus, the model can differentiate between reasoners who do
not search for counterexamples at all, those who search for
one counterexample and then stop and those who search for
multiple counterexamples.

mReasoner
A more recent implementation of the MMT is mRea-
soner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013). Its source code
is also publicly available3. mReasoner uses a more powerful,
stochastic, parameterized operation to build an initial mental
model. It generates a set of initial conclusions from its men-
tal model and with heuristics. According to this heuristic, the
quantifier is determined by a preference order that is analo-
gous to the order of informativeness in PHM. The end term
order is determined by complex rules using both the quan-
tifiers and the term order of the premises. mReasoner drops

2mentalmodels.princeton.edu/programs/Syllog-Public
.lisp

3mentalmodels.princeton.edu/models/mreasoner/

any proposed conclusion that does not hold in the initial men-
tal model.

As the classical MMT, mReasoner either directly responds
with its heuristic conclusions or tries to refute them, depend-
ing on a parameter pλ. An additional parameter, pω, controls
whether falsified conclusions are dropped entirely or weak-
ened. In the latter case, mReasoner tries to refute the weak-
ened conclusion again. The flow structure is shown in Fig-
ure 4.

mReasoner differs from the other implemented theories as
it not only uses probabilities to string together different de-
terministic operations but its operations themselves may be
stochastic. This is the case for its mental model encoding op-
eration. Its high degree of stochasticity makes it especially
suited to fit aggregated data.

While reasoners seem to use different strategies to
find counterexamples (Bucciarelli & Johnson-Laird, 1999,
p. 277), both implementations of the MMT do not contain
parameters that encode a preference between different search
strategies.

Another model-based theory, which resembles MMT, is the
theory of Verbal Models (Polk & Newell, 1995). It is a highly
adaptive theory that is focused on repeated encoding of the
syllogism rather than the search for counterexamples.

The Evaluation of the Cognitive Models
All models are evaluated using the CCOBRA framework4.
The repository provides two datasets, the Veser2018 dataset
(2058 items over 33 participants) is used for training and
the Ragni2016 dataset (8896 items over 139 participants) for
evaluation.

The evaluation of an adaptive model works as follows:
First, the model is pre-trained on the training set. For each pa-
rameter configuration of the model, an error is computed by
comparing the predictions of the model using that parameter
configuration with the actual responses in the training data.
The parameter configuration with the lowest error is used as
a starting point for the evaluation of each participant.

For the actual evaluation, CCOBRA traverses the test
dataset participant by participant and then item by item. After
the model has made a prediction for an item, its parameters
are fitted to the actual response. After all items of a partic-
ipant have been predicted, the model is reset to its state af-
ter pre-training and the evaluation process continues with the
next individual in the test data. In the end, the overall pre-
dictive accuracy of the model corresponds to the fraction of
correct predictions over the entire test dataset.

For comparison, the static reference predictions
from Khemlani and Johnson-Laird (2012, Table 7) are
turned into prediction models by employing the parametriza-
tions (see above). Additionally, two benchmark models
have been implemented: A Uniform Model that uniformly
chooses one of the nine responses and the MFA model which

4github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/CCOBRA
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Figure 4: A conceptualization of the implementation of mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013).
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Figure 5: A conceptualization of the implementation of
the classical MMT based on Bucciarelli and Johnson-Laird
(1999) and possible parameter adaptations to predict the indi-
vidual reasoner.

predicts the most frequent response given by participants to
each syllogism in the training data available in CCOBRA.

Results and General Discussion
Figure 6 summarizes the predictive power of each imple-
mented cognitive theory. Each model is more predictive than
the random guessing model and thus is able to capture some
amount of signal in the data. Also, the performance of ev-
ery model except the Atmosphere theory, which does not use
any parameters, could be substantially improved compared
to the static predictions provided by Khemlani and Johnson-
Laird (2012, Table 7). Some amount of this improvement can
be explained without taking adaption into account. This is
the case for the Matching theory, where the predictions from
Khemlani and Johnson-Laird (2012, Table 7) differ from the

original predictions (Wetherick & Gilhooly, 1995, Table 1)
which were used for our implementation. But the bulk of the
improvement likely stems from adaption.

The custom implementations can roughly be categorized
into three levels of performance: The weakest ones are At-
mosphere and Matching. They predict less than 25 percent
of the responses correctly, which is likely due to their limit-
ing simplicity and lack of adaptability. They generate their
predictions according to simple mood-generating heuristics,
which, in particular, cannot lead to the prediction of NVC.
Consequently, they make wrong predictions for every item
with a NVC response.

In the middle range we find PSYCOP, classic MMT and Il-
licit Conversion, indicating some possibilities for improving
the predictive rate per participants. As mentioned, PSYCOP
has been designed for conclusion evaluation rather than con-
clusion generation. It has a powerful conclusion evaluation
routine but a weak, non-parameterized conclusion generation
mechanism. With a more flexible way to propose conclusions
for evaluation, it might be able to perform significantly better
than the current version. The classical version of MMT has
already been improved in the form of mReasoner outperform-
ing its predecessor.

The best performing models are PHM, mReasoner and
Verbal Models. Our Verbal Models implementation has the
largest parameter space of all considered models, making it
very adaptable. Also, it scores highest among the predictions
from Khemlani and Johnson-Laird (2012, Table 7), indicat-
ing that it also provides a good baseline without considering
individual adaption. However, its additional potential seems
limited because of its large parameter space. It should also
be noted that the verification of Verbal Models on the basis of
the authors’ original work proved to be difficult. Thus, a con-
siderable degree of subjective assumptions had to be made for
implementation. A different implementation may be able to
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Figure 6: The predictive accuracies of the static predictions of the classical theories/models (as given in Khemlani & Johnson-
Laird, 2012) and the improvements by our adaptive implementations.

lead to an improvement in predictive performance.
mReasoner has previously been shown to predict pat-

terns in aggregated data using a stochastic prediction func-
tion (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2016). Its success in
predicting a single-response task demonstrates its general
strength. Yet, there may remain some adaptive potential
which could be exploited by controlling the choice of strate-
gies for counterexample search via a parameter. Additionally,
choosing between different plausible heuristics to generate
conclusions may be beneficial for dual-process models like
mReasoner.

PHM can be made a highly adaptive model by introduc-
ing parameters. It forms its prediction purely heuristically. It
comprises a powerful set of heuristics to propose and evaluate
syllogistic conclusions. Its high accuracy shows that a heuris-
tic theory can reach the same level of performance as the best
model-based theories on a syllogistic single-response task.

The evaluation shows that there are syllogistic models that
are able to predict on average more than 40 percent of the con-
clusions drawn by an individual participant, almost reaching
the level of the most frequent answer give (the MFA bench-
mark). Riesterer et al. (2019) identified an empirical upper
bound for the performance of syllogistic prediction models by
fitting various neural networks. Their results suggest an up-
per bound of roughly 50 percent, which is not far beyond the
MFA benchmark. Thus, the best implemented models seem
to be able to capture the majority of structure in the data.

Seven theories of syllogistic reasoning have been imple-

mented as adaptive prediction models. Allowing the adap-
tion to individual reasoners provides a significant gain in pre-
dictive performance for most models. While simple, non-
adaptive heuristic models like Atmosphere and Matching
seem not powerful enough to predict a large portion of re-
sponses correctly, there are models like PSYCOP and the
classical MMT implementation which leave room for im-
provement or have already been improved. The potential
for algorithmic improvements has been pointed out for some
models. The best models PHM, mReasoner and Verbal Mod-
els perform close to the MFA benchmark and likely not too far
below the theoretical upper bound. These results show that al-
lowing individual adaption allows existing model-based and
heuristic theories to explain the majority of responses given
in syllogistic reasoning.
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Abstract
We explore whether children’s strategies on a causal learning
task show a bias observed in adults towards “exploitative” hy-
pothesis revision. Adults and children (ages 4–6) were pre-
sented with evidence which initially seemed to conform to a
simple, salient rule (e.g. blue blocks activate a machine), but
then encountered evidence that violated this rule. The true
rule in the “near” condition was more complex, but could be
reached through iterative revision of the salient rule, while in
the “distant” condition, the true rule was comparatively sim-
ple, but incremental revision could not yield the true rule. Par-
ticipants then predicted the behaviour of a set of new blocks.
Adults performed better in the near condition, while in the dis-
tant condition adults did not appear to revise their initial hy-
pothesis significantly. Unlike adults, children’s overall perfor-
mance in both conditions was similar, while condition differ-
ences may reflect a broader search for alternative solutions.
Keywords: Bayesian inference, belief revision, causal learn-
ing, process model

Introduction
Why does a boat float, but a pebble sink? To young chil-
dren, weight and density are undifferentiated, failing to ex-
plain why some large, heavy objects can nevertheless float;
as children develop, they must—and do—dramatically shift
their beliefs to fully explain the evidence they encounter in
the world (Smith, Carey, & Wiser, 1985). This flexibility
is a critical component of human learning and development,
but too much willingness to shift one’s beliefs could result in
abandoning a belief which could nevertheless be correct, or
could be incrementally improved. However, insufficient revi-
sion of one’s views could prompt excessive attachment to a
belief even after it has been shown to be wrong.

Despite the complexity and ambiguity of data encountered
in the world, humans are nevertheless able to effectively fil-
ter incoming information, and generalize this information to
make broad conclusions. One approach successfully used
to predict rapid human knowledge acquisition in tasks such
as causal inference is the use of ideal-observer hierarchical
Bayesian models (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007; Lu-
cas & Griffiths, 2010; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Good-
man, 2011). Optimal Bayesian learners are able to represent
the posterior distribution in its entirety, allowing for the exact
computation of the probability of various hypotheses given
some observed data by using Bayes’ rule. While these mod-
els often accurately reflect the group-level, if not individual,
performance of humans on certain tasks, the idealized com-
putations quickly become time-consuming and computation-
ally expensive, and are often intractable in real-world tasks as

the number of possible hypotheses an ideal Bayesian learner
would need to maintain grows with new data, and outstrips
humans’ limited cognitive capacities. As a result, we might
expect human performance to deviate from the Bayesian ideal
in complex tasks where computing the full posterior becomes
intractable. Nonetheless, these optimal inferences can often
be approximated with algorithms that are efficient and ac-
curate most of the time, but which nevertheless show cer-
tain systemic biases, such as anchoring and base-rate ne-
glect (Lieder, Griffiths, Huys, & Goodman, 2017; Sanborn
& Chater, 2016). Rather than always attempting to deter-
mine the optimal choice or inference regardless of the po-
tentially overwhelming cost of doing so, human beings may
make resource-rational decisions, which are optimal given
the bounded nature of human cognition and the costs of mak-
ing inferences (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020).

One way to represent the algorithmic processes involved in
Bayesian inferences is to use methods which generate sam-
ples from the posterior distribution rather than maintaining
a full posterior over all possible outcomes. In particular,
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods (e.g.,
Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008; Griffiths,
Lieder, & Goodman, 2015; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro,
2010) sequentially generate new samples that incrementally
change a current hypothesis in a way that asymptotically ap-
proximates the posterior distribution. The incremental nature
of these algorithms means that they can weight initial hy-
potheses more than a normative model would predict, if one
draws a small number of samples. Nonetheless, given that
sampling can be costly, making apparently sub-optimal infer-
ences based on few, or even just a single sample may be an
optimal long-term strategy for some decisions (Vul, Good-
man, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2014).

Resource-rational models of cognition are consistent with
findings of a bias towards exploiting existing knowledge in
adults’ hypothesis search strategy (Herbst, Lucas, & Buchs-
baum, 2017) and a preference towards local, conservative ed-
its to one’s working hypothesis (Bramley, Dayan, Griffiths, &
Lagnado, 2017). An incremental approach is helpful for fine-
tuning good hypotheses, but too much conservatism is mal-
adaptive when one’s starting state is fundamentally wrong—
as with a child who has no concept of density. If children
are more aggressive and less incremental in their belief revi-
sion as Gopnik et al. (2017) have speculated, it could explain
their ability to outperform adults in some tasks, especially
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Transition Rule p(t)
S→∀x, `(x)⇔ (D) 1
D→ (C)∨D τ

D→ (C) 1− τ

C→ (P)∧C τ

C→ (P) 1− τ

P→ FEF θ

P→V 1−θ

V → F 0.5
V →¬F 0.5
F →{A,B,C,D,E} βA−E
E→ = 0.5
E→ 6= 0.5

Table 1: Transition rules in the modified DNF rule grammar. `(x)
returns true if x is a category member and false otherwise. D denotes
a disjunction of conjunctive clauses. C denotes a conjunction of
propositions which are treated as literals in the grammar. E refers to
an equality or inequality (= or 6=) and F refers to a block feature. τ

is the transition probability. θ is the probability that a transition will
introduce an equality or inequality. Each feature has an associated
β which represents the probability that the feature is relevant to a
given rule.

ones that require choosing a counter-intuitive and unfamil-
iar solution over a familiar one with less explanatory power
(Lucas, Bridgers, Griffiths, & Gopnik, 2014; Gopnik, Grif-
fiths, & Lucas, 2015). The developmental change observed
in search strategies on these tasks may resemble the process
of simulated annealing, wherein searches begin at high “tem-
peratures” (variability) and gradually “cool” as they narrow
in scope to the most likely possibilities (Gopnik et al., 2015).

Under this view, apparently noisy or irrational beliefs in
children are not simply the result of a failure to recognize that
a hypothesis is reliable, nor of differing prior beliefs, but an
adaptive policy for learning, given children’s particular cog-
nitive limitations. Just as adults’ tendency to exploit infor-
mation that is already available is often a sensible allocation
of limited resources, children may choose to explore, and in
doing so learn more about the world, gaining the knowledge
that they can, as adults, quickly exploit (Denison, Bonawitz,
Gopnik, & Griffiths, 2013).

To explore this idea, we compared adults’ and children’s
performance in a task where participants must integrate
counter-intuitive evidence, following evidence that supports
a simple, salient causal rule, extending Herbst et al. (2017).
We propose that children, unlike adults, will not show better
performance in a condition rewarding incremental local hy-
pothesis edits. We use a Bayesian model to illustrate how an
ideal observer would revise their beliefs to account for evi-
dence in these tasks. By comparing participants’ judgments
to the predictions of the model, as well as to alternative deter-
ministic rule-based strategies, we can reveal developmental
differences with an eye to more or less incremental belief re-
vision. If children are exploring possible solutions to the task
more broadly, their judgments will not simply be a noisy re-
flection of those made by adults, but may instead use different
strategies that yield qualitatively different judgments.

Bayesian Model of Causal Inference
To understand how an ideal Bayesian learner would make
inferences about a causal rule based on observations, we
adapted the Bayesian rule induction model from Goodman
et al. (2008). This model infers a distribution over rules that
define category membership as a function of an object’s fea-
tures, based on example objects that are or not in the category.
The model favours rules that are simpler, as well as those that
best explain the data. This distribution over rules can then
be used to infer the category of new objects, and the relative
probabilities of objects being in the category.

In this model, rules are logical propositions generated us-
ing a context free grammar (Table 1). The propositions are
expressed in a modified disjunctive normal form (DNF): that
is, rules are composed of disjunctions of conjunctions of
predicates (P). Our model deviates from standard DNF in
that we allow equality or inequality between features at the
bottom level of an expression, while traditionally DNF uses
only features or their negations in clauses.

The model assigns a prior probability to each rule accord-
ing to its syntactic complexity, where more complex rules are
less probable:

P(r) = ∏
t∈Deriv(r)

p(t) (1)

where Deriv(r) is the set of all transitions in the derivation of
rule r and p(t) is the probability associated with transition t.

We generated model predictions for the tasks in our exper-
iments. The model observes a series of ten blocks, each with
five binary features, labelled A through E. The feature A rep-
resents the background colour of the block, and the other four
features represent individual shapes on the block. Each of the
blocks does or does not activate a machine, and the model in-
fers the probability that a given rule, based on the features of
the blocks, determines the observed pattern of causal activa-
tions. Blocks that activate the machine are known as blickets.
We assume that deterministic rules are most likely, as both
adults (Frosch & Johnson-Laird, 2011) and children (Schulz
& Sommerville, 2006) strongly prefer deterministic causal re-
lationships. However, there is a small probability, ε = 0.001,
that the machine will misfire and a block will be an excep-
tion to the rule (e.g., a block activates the machine despite the
rule predicting it should not). These assumptions give us the
posterior distribution over rules:

P(r|B,L) ∝ ε
k(1− ε)n−k p(r) (2)

where r is a possible causal rule, B is the set of blocks be-
ing observed, L is the observed pattern of activations for the
blocks in B, ε is the noise parameter, n is the total number
of observed blocks, and k is the number of outliers whose
activations do not match the rule r’s prediction.

All of our model predictions are given for values of τ = 0.4
representing a modest simplicity bias towards shorter rules,
and and θ = 0.2, a moderate probability that the rule will di-
rectly compare two features, but our model predictions are
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Figure 1: Sample stimuli and block order for Experiment 2’s blicket
detector task in the distant (top) and near (bottom) conditions.
Blocks have the salient background feature (A), two rule-relevant
features (the circle, C, and square, D), and two rule-irrelevant fea-
tures (the star, B, and triangle, E). The first seven blocks appear
to conform to an initially salient, simple rule, e.g. “blue blocks are
blickets”. However, the final three blocks violate this intuition, re-
vealing that the true rule requires revising one’s beliefs to correctly
predict all machine activations.

robust across a relatively broad range of parameter values:
0.3 to 0.5 for τ, 0.1 to 0.25 for θ, and 0.001 to 0.05 for ε. Ad-
ditionally, we assume that the feature space will be sampled
roughly in proportion to the size of the feature, favouring the
salient feature with a probability of 0.5 (and other features
equally at 0.125 each).

In our task, we present ten blocks whose activation patterns
are deterministically captured by a single rule: the true rule.
The first seven blocks are also consistent with a simpler, a pri-
ori likely rule: the initial rule. However, the last three blocks
are outliers under this rule, and are only explained by the true
rule (Figure 1). There are two conditions for the experiment,
in which the true rule governing the pattern of activations dif-
fers: the near condition and the distant condition. In both
conditions, the initial rule remains the same; namely, that the
background feature of the block A determines whether it is
a blicket. In the near condition, the true rule is most simply
written as (A ∧¬C) ∨ (¬A ∧¬D). This rule incorporates the
initial rule (A), and it can be reached through a process of iter-
ative hypothesis revision, by making single edits to a working
hypothesis that steadily improve one’s accuracy (e.g., edit-
ing the rule (A) which explains 7/10 examples into (A ∧¬C),
which explains 9/10). In contrast, in the distant condition,
the simplest true rule which could accurately categorize all
blocks in the exposure phase can be written (C 6= D). This
rule does not involve the background colour, and there are no
incrementally better hypotheses that provide a stepping stone
to the true hypothesis. Instead, it is necessary to temporar-
ily adopt a less useful rule (e.g., A ∧ C, which explains 2/10
blocks) in order to reach the true rule via single edits, or to
dismiss one’s initial hypothesis about the background colour
as the most likely rule entirely.

Model Predictions and Discussion
We estimated the posterior distribution that an ideal Bayesian
observer would infer over rules after each of the 10 blocks,
using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (ten chains of 60,000
samples; burn-in = 10,000). In both conditions, the initial rule
is the most probable rule until introduction of the inconsis-
tent evidence, at which point the initial rule rapidly becomes
unlikely, and the true rule becomes the most probable, even
when it was highly unlikely a priori (Figure 2). In both con-

ditions, the model assigns the highest posterior probability to
the true rule by the time all 10 blocks are observed. However,
in the distant condition, the true rule becomes the only plau-
sible rule, while in the near condition the model remains less
certain, as the intermediate rule A ∧ ¬C (a necessary compo-
nent of the true rule), and a simpler rule, (¬C), that requires
dismissing A can each account for 9 of the 10 observations.
In the following sections we present both adult participants
and 4-6 year old children with this same task.

Experiment 1: Adult Hypothesis Revision
In Experiment 1 we present a causal inference task to test
whether adults’ revision process is exploitation-biased. If
adults adjust their beliefs in a way that is consistent with our
ideal observer, they should be at least as likely to dismiss the
initial hypothesis that the background determines block acti-
vations in the distant condition as in the near condition. How-
ever, if adults’ hypothesis exploration is conservative, favour-
ing local edits to a working hypothesis that steadily improve
accuracy (and potentially reducing the search space for revi-
sions to their beliefs), then adults will not change their beliefs
in the distant condition, where the edits required to reach the
true rule force one to abandon a local optimum. Thus, we pre-
dict that adults’ judgments will reflect this process of revision
in the near but not the distant condition, where they will fail
to develop a better rule than the initially induced hypothesis.

Methods
Participants and Design 118 adult US residents were re-
cruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service and paid
$0.50 for completing the task. 28 participants were ex-
cluded due to failure to correctly answer one or more attention
checks. 90 participants were included in the final analysis, di-
vided between near (N = 45) and distant (N = 45) conditions.
Sample size was determined using Frick’s (1998) sequential
analysis criteria, with a lower bound of 90 participants.1

Materials and Procedure Adults completed an online
causal learning task. They first watched a short video that
introduced them to a machine called a blicket detector. When
blocks known as blickets are placed on the device it plays a
sound, displays a check mark, and animates. When blocks
that are not a blicket are placed on the machine, it remains
inactive. As in Herbst et al. (2017), blocks had five features:
the background colour A, two rule-relevant features C and D,
and two irrelevant features B and E.

Participants were then presented with an exposure phase in
which they dragged 10 blocks one at a time onto the detec-
tor, which would either activate or not. The block was then
added to a visible list of blickets or non-blickets. As with our
model, the first 7 blocks appeared to follow the initial rule,
while the last 3 blocks violated it, and the true rule for the
condition (near or distant) accounted for these seeming ex-
ceptions. All participants within a condition saw the same
10 blocks (5 blickets and 5 non-blickets), with a randomized

1Our analyses were preregistered and can be found here: osf.io
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Figure 2: Rule probabilities by number of observations. In the near condition (left), the true rule was most probable under the model, although
other rules which explained 9/10 blocks were also assigned non-negligible probabilities. In the distant condition (right), the true rule’s final
probability was near 1.

order within the first 7 (initial rule-consistent) and final 3 (ini-
tial rule-violating) blocks. The role of blue and red (e.g., as
background colour according to the initial rule) was counter-
balanced.

Adult participants then completed two tasks: a blicket
identification task and a forced-choice task. In the blicket
identification task, participants were presented with 8 blocks
and asked to judge whether the block was a blicket, and to
indicate their confidence in this judgment on a seven-point
scale. The blocks presented consisted of four blickets and
four non-blickets according to the true rule. Two of each were
consistent with the initial rule and two violated the initial rule.

The blicket identification task was followed by a forced-
choice task. In the forced-choice task, participants were pre-
sented with two blocks on each trial, a blicket and a non-
blicket, and asked to select which block they thought was
the blicket. Both the blicket and the non-blicket could ei-
ther be initial rule-consistent (e.g., for initial rule A = blue, a
blue background blicket and a red background non-blicket),
or initial rule-violating (a red background blicket and a blue
background non-blicket). Accounting for all possible com-
binations of blicket and non-blicket initial rule consistency,
this yielded a total of four trials for the forced-choice task.
Finally, adults were asked a series of attention and compre-
hension checks, to ensure that they had attended to the entire
experiment.

Results and Discussion
The results supported our prediction that adults would score
more highly in the near condition than the distant condition,
consistent with an incremental, exploitation-biased hypothe-
sis search strategy (Figure 3). Participants in the near con-
dition performed significantly better than those in the distant
condition (z = –2.81, χ2 = 8.08, p = 0.005). Across condi-
tions, participants were better at categorizing both blickets (z
= 4.57, χ2 = 22.21, p < 0.001) and non-blickets (z = 5.09, χ2

= 27.78, p < 0.001) correctly when the blocks were consis-
tent with the initial rule. A 2-way interaction was found be-
tween non-blicket consistency and condition (z = 2.53, χ2 =
6.52, p = 0.011); participants performed significantly worse
in the distant condition than in the near condition when the
non-blicket looked like a blicket according to the initial rule.

No other interactions were significant (all p > 0.27).

To investigate the interaction, we ran follow-up pairwise
comparisons by condition. When the non-blicket was consis-
tent with the initial rule (e.g. for initial rule A = blue, a red
background non-blicket), there was no condition difference (z
= 0.20, p = 0.84); however, participants were more accurate in
the near condition than in the distant condition when the non-
blicket violated the initial rule (z = 3.74, p < 0.001). If par-
ticipants use the initial rule to categorize blocks, they would
consider initial rule-violating non-blickets to be blickets, and
select them as often as the true blicket when the true blicket
is consistent with the initial rule, and more often than the true
blicket when both blocks violated the initial rule. This ap-
pears to describe performance in the distant condition (Figure
3). Participants do not appear to do this to the same degree
in the near condition, suggesting that some participants have
learned the true rule, or an intermediate rule: for example,
that blocks must additionally satisfy the constraint (A ∧ ¬C)
in order to be blickets.

For the blicket identification task, a 2x2x2 mixed ANOVA
was run, with initial rule consistency, blicketness, and condi-
tion as factors. As in the forced-choice task, participants were
more accurate at correctly identifying blocks in the near con-
dition than in the distant condition, F(1,88) = 5.05, p = 0.027.
Participants were no better at categorizing blickets than non-
blickets, F(1,88) = 0.80, p = 0.375. In both conditions, they
also more accurately categorized initial rule-consistent blocks
than initial rule-violating blocks, F(1,88) = 58.3, p < 0.001.
There were no significant two-way interactions (all p > 0.09),
but the analysis found a three-way interaction, F(1,88) = 8.35,
p = 0.005. As was the case with the forced-choice task, par-
ticipants in the near condition were better at recognizing ini-
tial rule-violating non-blickets (e.g. blue background non-
blickets) than in the distant condition, t(88) = 2.34, p = 0.022.
Participants in the near condition may have been able to reach
an intermediate rule that allowed them to correctly categorize
initial rule-violating non-blickets, even though they were no
better at categorizing initial rule-violating blickets (e.g. red
background blickets), t(88) = 0.28, p = 0.78, in the near con-
dition compared to the distant condition.

We also tested whether adults’ responses on the forced-
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choice task were best captured by the idealized model’s pre-
dictions of the probability that each block was a blicket, after
marginalizing over possible true rules, or by individual rule
predictions (the expected choices if adults were deterministi-
cally applying a single specific rule, with small outlier prob-
ability ε), by comparing the log likelihoods of adults’ judg-
ments under each model. In the near condition, the full pos-
terior model (` = –373.7) was the best fit; this was followed
by the true rule (` = –912.1), the intermediate rule A ∧ ¬C (`
= –953.5), and finally the initial rule (` = –1036.4). However,
in the distant condition, the initial rule was the closest fit for
the adults’ judgments (` = –843.0), followed by the model (`
= –958.0) and the true rule (` = –1257.4).

Overall, these results suggest that while adults in the near
condition are able to revise their beliefs to explain at least
some seeming exceptions in the initial rule, in the distant con-
dition they cannot successfully revise their beliefs to generate
a hypothesis better than the initial rule. On the other hand,
young children’s flexibility and openness to unusual solutions
may predispose them to explore alternative solutions more
broadly (e.g., Lucas et al., 2014; Gopnik et al., 2015, 2017),
potentially allowing them to escape the local optimum that
adults were unable to in the distant condition.

Experiment 2: Children’s Hypothesis Revision
In Experiment 2, we adapted the blicket detector task admin-
istered to adults to one that would be suitable for young chil-
dren, and predicted that the condition differences observed in
adults would not be present in children from ages 4-6. As
our model indicated that the distant condition rule was more
easily reached if one’s working hypothesis did not constrain
one’s search space, we predicted that if a condition difference
did emerge, it would likely be reversed from that observed in
adults, especially in younger children. Additionally, if chil-
dren are more willing to abandon the initial rule, their ten-
dency to choose the initial rule-consistent blocks should be
weaker than that of adults.

Methods
Participants and Design Data was collected for 99 4-6
year old children (M = 5.35, SD = 0.99) through in-lab partic-
ipation and at local museums. Nine children were excluded
from the final analysis for failing a comprehension check (N
= 7), due to family interference (N = 1) or experimenter error
(N = 1), for a total of 90 included in our initial analysis. As
with adults, participant sample size was determined through
Frick’s (1998) criteria, with a lower bound of 90 participants.2

Materials and Procedure Children were presented a phys-
ical task with eighteen wooden blocks and a blicket detector
with an internal chime. The block stimuli used with children
were similar to those used with adults, adapted for ease of
recognition of individual features by children, and featured a
blue or red background and four familiar shapes.

2Our analyses were preregistered and can be found here: osf.io

Children were introduced to the blicket detector as a “spe-
cial machine” which would make a sound if a blicket was
placed on it. Like the adults, they observed a series of blocks
with 7 blocks consistent with the initial rule followed by 3
blocks that violated the initial rule. As they tested blocks,
children were instructed to place blickets to one side and non-
blickets to the other; all blocks remained visible until the end
of the exposure phase. The conditions used in this experi-
ment were logically equivalent to Experiment 1’s, and fea-
tured the same 10 exposure blocks. After completing the ex-
posure task, as a comprehension check, children were asked
if a blicket would make a sound when put on the machine.
Those who failed to answer correctly were excluded from the
final analysis.

Children then completed a forced-choice task, which used
a predetermined list of eight blocks. Children saw the same 4
trials as adults, with the pairing of blickets and non-blickets
presented for each trial was randomized. Finally, children
were asked to explain why they chose blocks that they did; if
they did not respond, children were prompted to explain why
they thought those blocks were blickets. During this time, all
blocks from the forced-choice task were visible to the child.

Results and Discussion
The criterion for sequential analysis used to determine sample
size for children was the two-way interaction between age
(child or adult) and condition on the forced-choice task on a
2x2 mixed-effects logistic regression. There was a significant
main effect of age (z = 2.11, χ2 = 4.56, p = 0.034), but not of
condition (z = –1.52, χ2 = 2.37, p = 0.13). The interaction of
age by condition did not reach our pre-specified criterion of
p > 0.36 or p < 0.01 (z = –2.26, χ2 = 5.22, p = 0.023). Thus,
data collection is ongoing, but we report preliminary findings
from the first 90 children here.

Unlike adults, children did not differ in their overall perfor-
mance between the near and distant conditions (z = 0.69, χ2

= 0.47, p = 0.49). Across both conditions, they were signifi-
cantly better at recognizing initial rule-consistent blickets (z =
3.55, χ2 = 12.92, p < 0.001) as well as initial rule-consistent
non-blickets (z = 3.14, χ2 = 10.07, p = 0.002). There were
no two-way interactions in the data, but there was a marginal
3-way interaction (z = 1.90, χ2 = 3.66, p = 0.056). In contrast
to adults, for whom this pattern was reversed, this appeared to
be driven by children in the near condition being worse than
in the distant condition at choosing the true blicket when both
blocks violated the initial rule.

We also examined children’s performance relative to
chance. In the distant condition, children were above chance
at selecting the correct block as the blicket when both blocks
were initial rule-consistent, B(31,45), p = 0.016; in the near
condition this effect was not significant, but in the same di-
rection B(28,45), p = 0.135. Further, children in the near con-
dition were significantly below chance when both blocks vi-
olated the initial rule, B(10,45), p < 0.001, suggesting that in
both conditions, children often chose the block with a back-
ground colour consistent with the initial rule when given the
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Figure 3: Comparison of model predictions and performance by
adults and children. The model’s predictions (top left) were the
closest match for the true rule in the distant condition, matching
the rule with a probability near 1 for all blocks; its predictions re-
mained a good match in the near condition, although it assigned less
confidence in these choices. Compared to the model, both adults
(bottom left) and children (bottom right) had strong effects of ini-
tial rule-consistency; they were less accurate at categorizing initial
rule-violating blocks. Unlike children, adults’ accuracy was further
reduced for initial rule-violating non-blickets (yellow bars) in the
distant condition, relative to the near condition. Adults’ choices in
the distant condition more closely resembled a noisy application of
the initial rule (top right), while their choices in the near condition
were better fit by the idealized model’s predictions.

choice. Interestingly, children in the distant condition were
not significantly below chance, B(18,45), p = 0.233, when
both blocks violated the initial rule.

Together, these preliminary findings support our prediction
that children’s performance would not be significantly bet-
ter in the near condition relative to the distant condition, and
that their performance would differ from adults by condition.
While overall, children were less accurate on the task than
adults, they did not merely randomly choose blocks, nor do
their choices within each condition resemble those of adults,
which may reflect developmental differences in the process
by which children revise their beliefs.

As with adults, we tested the likelihood of children’s re-
sponses against both our idealized model and the application
of individual rules. Unlike adults, our model was the likeliest
given the data for children in both the near (` = –699.2) and
distant (` = –962.9) conditions. In the near condition, this
was better than the initial rule (` = –1298.8) and the true rule
(` = –1243.6); likewise, this was true in the distant condition
(initial rule ` = –1326.5; true rule ` –1209.0). These results
are suggestive of a noisier strategy, but importantly, one that
differs from the pattern observed in adults.

Finally, we performed follow-up pairwise comparisons to
determine whether a developmental difference in strategies
emerged within child age groups. 4-year-old children were
marginally better in the distant than the near condition (z =
1.94, p = 0.052), whereas 5- and 6-year-olds were no better
in either condition (all p > 0.28). Older children may be on
the cusp of developing more adult-like strategies in their hy-
pothesis search, becoming less sensitive to unusual evidence

and more reliant on prior beliefs (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2017).
One possibility for at least some of the children’s responses

is that their hypothesis about which blocks are blickets take
the form of a higher-order structure than the features of an
individual block as a logical rule. When prompted to explain
their choices, a number of children suggested that character-
istics such as sequences of blocks with a given background
colour or presentation position, such as “red-red-blue-red”
or “right-left-right-left” (N = 5), determine which blocks are
blickets.

While it has been suggested that children may simply be-
gin with different priors about data than adults (Gopnik et al.,
2017; Lucas et al., 2014), we believe that children find the
initial rule to be similarly salient to adults in our experiment.
Suggestively, 30 of 90 children spontaneously articulated a
form of the initial rule in the exposure phase (e.g., “oh, it’s
the blue blocks!”), suggesting that like adults, children provi-
sionally operate according to a form of the initial rule as they
observe the initial consistent blocks. This supports the pos-
sibility that process-level differences, such as making higher-
temperature edits to a working hypothesis than adults, may
explain at least some of the changes across development in
this task.

General Discussion
These experiments support the idea that adults’ hypothesis
search strategies are incremental and exploitation-biased, and
suggest that children do not exhibit similar exploitative be-
haviour in generating hypotheses to explain observed data.
Consistent with prior research, adults were more accurate in
classifying blocks when incremental alterations to an initial
salient hypothesis could steadily improve their accuracy. This
is despite the fact that an idealized Bayesian model found the
true rule in both conditions the most probable, and signifi-
cantly more probable in the distant condition. Adult partic-
ipants’ better performance in the near condition appeared to
be partly driven by greater accuracy at correctly categorizing
initial rule-violating non-blickets, consistent with adults in-
crementally updating their hypotheses to account for the fact
that not all blocks that shared a background colour with the
initially encountered blickets would activate the machine.

These results are also consistent with the hypothesis that
unlike adults, children’s search strategies are not clearly
exploitation-biased. Children did not perform differently
across conditions, but also did not choose randomly: many
children quickly and spontaneously understand that the ini-
tial blocks they are presented with match a salient and easily
observable initial rule, and there is a significant effect of both
true blicket and distractor block consistency on their probabil-
ity of correctly categorizing a block. However, their choices
on the task may indicate that their inferences about effec-
tive procedures for successful belief revision may be subject
to fewer inductive constraints than adults, resulting in more
variable solutions that nevertheless might have been no bet-
ter than the initially induced rule. The presence of U-shaped
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learning curves in many domains (Carlucci & Case, 2013)
may follow from an increased willingness to abandon a local
optimum for what is, in the long term, a better solution.

The probabilistic model we developed identified areas in
which an ideal Bayesian observer would systematically di-
verge from adults. Adults’ judgments in the near condition
were best fit by this model, while in the distant condition, the
initial rule was a likelier predictor of adults’ responses, sug-
gesting a bias towards local edits that incrementally improve
one’s accuracy. This may be sensible when one’s existing be-
liefs are approximately correct, but it can prevent one from
being able to escape a “good-enough” strategy if there are no
easy edits in reach. While adults may vary in their individ-
ual ability to incrementally revise, the good group-level fit
of a model estimating the posterior distribution (rather than
any individual rule) in the near condition is suggestive of a
“wisdom of crowds” effect, consistent with the hypothesis
that adults may be sampling from the posterior distribution
(Denison et al., 2013; Sanborn & Chater, 2016).

The exact iterative process by which adults are updating
their beliefs, and thus how this process fails in the distant con-
dition, remains unclear, as does the method by which children
choose to evaluate the evidence they encounter given limited
cognitive resources. For example, adults might be falling vic-
tim to a “learning trap” (Rich & Gureckis, 2018), disregard-
ing relevant dimensions of a solution. To disambiguate pos-
sible processes of belief revision, we plan to administer new
versions of the task eliminating the induced order effect, as
well as adapt and extend our existing model through the use
of sequential Monte Carlo (or particle filter) algorithms to ac-
count for the process by which incremental updates are made
when participants (and adults in particular) encounter evi-
dence that violates their initial assumptions. Particle filters al-
low a learner to sequentially reweight and revise beliefs with
new data, introducing statistical dependency in one’s repre-
sentation of the posterior distribution (Sanborn et al., 2010).
Resource constraints may thus result in few opportunities to
improve a working hypothesis that does not provide an op-
portunity for improvement through local, conservative edits.
Higher stochasticity in a child’s edit behaviour, on the other
hand, may lead to more dead ends as a child considers unpro-
ductive changes to a working hypothesis, but might also lead
to hypotheses unexplored by adults that could help them find
an otherwise unexpected solution more often than adults.

Overall, our findings suggest that adults are better able to
correctly learn a rule reachable by a process of iterative revi-
sion to a working hypothesis that is at least as complex, if not
more so, than a rule which is simple, but requires dismissing
one’s initial assumptions. Children do not display the same
bias in their search strategy, and may be less committed to
any one rule as they more broadly explore possible solutions.
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Abstract

Conditionals pervade every aspect of our thinking, from the
mundane and everyday such as ‘if you eat too much cheese,
you will have nightmares’ to the most fundamental concerns
as in ‘if global warming isn’t halted, sea levels will rise dra-
matically’. Many decades of research have focussed on the
semantics of conditionals and how people reason from condi-
tionals in everyday life. Here it has been rather overlooked
how we come to such conditionals in the first place. In many
cases, they are learned through testimony: someone warns us
about the ill-effects of cheese. Any full account of the condi-
tional must consequently incorporate such learning. Here, we
provide a new formal account of belief change in response to a
testimonial conditional.

Keywords: Indicative conditional reasoning; testimony; belief
change; probability

Introduction
Conditionals figure centrally in our everyday discourse. On
hearing them, we must interpret them and adjust our beliefs.

Decades of research have sought to understand exactly
what conditionals are, that is, provide an account of their
semantics. However, as pointed out recently by (Collins,
Krzyżanowska, Hartmann, Wheeler, & Hahn, 2020), it re-
mains somewhat mysterious how we change our beliefs when
we encounter a conditional. There is a vast body of work on
reasoning with conditionals that probes the inferences people
will draw from a given conditional. But other aspects of in-
teraction with conditionals have been overlooked: virtually
no work has examined how beliefs change simply on hearing
a conditional asserted by a testimonial source. This is not just
an intriguing gap in its own right, but as Collins et al. ar-
gue, how beliefs change upon encountering an assertion of a
conditional constrains theories of what conditionals are.

With respect to the meaning of the conditional, a wealth of
research has demonstrated that people do not view the condi-
tional as the material conditional of classical logic, and that
reasoning performance is better characterised by a probabilis-
tic model which takes conditional reasoning to be Bayesian
belief revision with the conditional premise expressed as the
conditional probability P(C|A) (Oaksford & Chater, 2007).
Furthermore, judgments of the conditional probability corre-
late well with judgments of the probability of the conditional
(Evans, Handley, Neilens, & Over, 2007; Evans, Handley, &
Over, 2003; Over, Hadjichristidis, Evans, Handley, & Slo-
man, 2007; Oberauer & Wilhelm, 2003; Politzer, Over, &

Baratgin, 2010; Over et al., 2007). Studies have shown the as-
sociation with the conditional probability for indicative con-
ditionals (Evans et al., 2003); causal conditionals (Over et al.,
2007); conditional promises (Ohm & Thompson, 2006); con-
ditional tips, threats, and warnings (Evans, Neilens, Handley,
& Over, 2008); and counterfactual conditionals (Over et al.,
2007). This evidence suggests that whatever is learnt from a
conditional is likely to at least include something about the
conditional probability. However, recent data also suggest
that for the conditional probability and the probability of the
conditional to correspond well, the antecedent may need to
be positively relevant for the consequent (Skovgaard-Olsen,
Singmann, & Klauer, 2016; Krzyżanowska, Wenmackers,
& Douven, 2013; Krzyżanowska, Collins, & Hahn, 2017;
Krzyżanowska, 2013). In other words, there may need to be
some link between antecedent and consequent for a condi-
tional to be assertable.

That the conditional probability is implicated in the indica-
tive conditional suggests that integrating the conditional with
testimony should be possible in a probabilistic framework.
After all, the uncertainty raised by less than full reliability
of a testimonial source seems naturally captured by a proba-
bilistic perspective. However, such a merger turns out to be
technically less straightforward than one might assume.

Some Stylised Facts
How, then, might beliefs change on hearing a conditional and
how should they change? Collins et al. (2020) used the fol-
lowing simple context. Imagine that you are looking at cars
at a large car dealership, and someone tells you “If a car on
this lot is a Mercedes, then it’s black”.

If there is an association between the conditional and
P(C|A), a recipient receiving a conditional should increase
this conditional probability. However, intuitively it should
also matter who uttered the conditional: rationally, one might
change one’s belief more if the conditional is uttered by a
source with relevant expertise, such as the manager of the car
dealership, as opposed to an accompanying child.

This putative change to the conditional probability is the
most obvious intuition, but likely not the only change to take
place (but see (Douven, 2012)). Imagine believing today will
be a fine, sunny day, but as you prepare to leave your home,
someone says “If it rains today, then you’ll get wet.” This
may raise your belief in the probability of rain. Imagine addi-
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tionally that you are heading out to the bakery, and the same
person also says “If the bakery is open, can you get me a
croissant.” Here, you might actually decrease your judgment
of the probability of the bakery being open. Finally, it seems
harder to generate clear intuitions about the probability of the
consequent: but there would seem to be contexts on which it
would likely rise, given that one has just learned about a new
way of bringing it about. Collins et al. (2020) provide ex-
perimental evidence in line with these intuitions. We do not
review that evidence here, but rather focus on the question of
how best to model such changes.

Modelling the Belief Change
In addition to backing up basic intuitions about belief change
in response to testimonial conditionals, Collins et al. (2020)
also probe the range of extent approaches to conditionals and
demonstrate how they fail with the acquisition of conditionals
via testimony. Again, space limits prevent full discussion of
their results, hence we focus on the challenge for probabilistic
accounts such as the suppositional theory of the conditional.
Here, the difficulty lies in the fact that conditionals express
a relationship between variables, not (just) new information
about the state of one or more of those variables. Thus, the
standard tool for modelling belief revision within a proba-
bilistic framework–Bayesian conditionalization (or “Bayes’
rule”)–is at best indirectly applicable. Conditionalization nor-
matively prescribes belief change on observing evidence for
the state of a variable, and Bayesian networks (as in Fig-
ure 1) provide computational tools for propagating that ev-
idence to other connected variables (Bovens & Hartmann,
2003; Sprenger & Hartmann, 2019; Hartmann, 2020). On
the suppositional theory, a conditional such as ‘if A, then C’
implies something about the conditional probability P(C|A).
For a Bayesian network, however, this is not a claim about
the variables A and C per se, but rather about links between
them.

From the perspective of Bayesian networks, a model with
a link between A and C is simply a different model than A
and C without that link. This suggests that capturing such
changes requires thinking in terms of model transition. This
is exactly the novel approach to learning conditionals taken
in (Eva & Hartmann, 2018; Eva, Hartmann, & Rafiee Rad,
2020). These authors seek to identify rationality constraints
on the transition. Specifically, they identify formal means
that make the transition conservative: learning about a pre-
viously unknown connection in a model should not lead one
to abandon all other knowledge the model embodies. What
is desired is the minimal adjustment needed to accommodate
the new belief.

However, additional challenges are posed by the uncer-
tainty concerning the reliability of the source where knowl-
edge of that link is acquired via testimony (Coady, 1992).
Even the most well-intentioned sources make mistakes and
are less than fully reliable as a result. Hence, a central
challenge for humans is determining the reliability of our

sources in order to normatively factor in that partial re-
liability. Considerable research in the last 15 years has
sought to identify normative constraints on source reliability
(Olsson, 2011; Bovens & Hartmann, 2003; Hahn, Merdes, &
von Sydow, 2018) and examined laypeople’s descriptive re-
sponses (A. J. L. Harris, Hahn, Madsen, & Hsu, 2016; Jarvs-
tad & Hahn, 2011; Collins & Hahn, 2019; Collins, Hahn, von
Gerber, & Olsson, 2018; P. L. Harris & Koenig, 2007). Here,
we adopt the spirit of one such normative approach (Bovens
& Hartmann, 2003) in order to capture the uncertainty asso-
ciated with sources in terms of model uncertainty.

Finally, adequately capturing the way one’s beliefs change
on hearing the assertion of a conditional by a testimonial
source, will likely need to factor in general considerations of
natural language pragmatics (Mey, 2001): speech acts carry
a presumption of relevance (Grice, 1989; Wilson & Sperber,
2004), hence the fact that someone sees fit to raise a topic at
all may alter our beliefs about the issues involved.

In this paper, we combine these ingredients into a novel
approach for formalizing belief change in response to condi-
tional assertions. We next detail the formal implementation
of these basic ideas.

The Baseline Model
An agent considers the propositions A (= the antecedent) and
C (= the consequent) and learns the conditional ‘If A, then
C’ from a partially reliable information source. She assigns a
reliability r ∈ (0,1) to the source. How shall she update her
(partial) beliefs about A and C? And how should the condi-
tional probability P(C|A) change?

To address these question, we proceed in two steps. In the
first step, we assume that the agent has a prior probability
distribution P over the propositional variables A (with values
A and ¬A) and C (with values C and ¬C). To represent P,
we consider the Bayesian network in Figure 1 and assign the
prior probability of the antecedent,

P(A) = a, (1)

and the conditional probabilities of the consequent C, given
the values of its parent,

P(C|A) = p , P(C|¬A) = q. (2)

With this, the joint prior probability distribution P over the
variables A and C is given by

P(A,C) = a p , P(A,¬C) = a p

P(¬A,C) = aq , P(¬A,¬C) = aq , (3)

where we have used the shorthand notation P(A,C) for
P(A∧C) which we will use throughout this paper. We also
use the shorthand x for 1− x and assume that a, p,q ∈ (0,1).

In the second step, we ask how the prior probability dis-
tribution changes once the agent learns the conditional ‘If A,
then C’. Let Q denotes the posterior probability distribution
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A C

Figure 1: The Bayesian network representation of the relation
between A and C.

after learning the conditional from a partially reliable infor-
mation source. To determine Q, we consider two extreme
cases: (1) If the source is fully reliable, i.e. if r = 1, then the
agent updates by conditioning on the corresponding material
conditional. P′rel can be parameterized in the same way as P
with

a′ =
ap

ap+a
, p′ = 1 , q′ = q. (4)

It is interesting to note that one obtains the same result if one
uses the more general distance-based approach to Bayesian-
ism and determines P′rel by minimizing some f -divergence
between P′rel and P, taking the constraint P′rel(C|A) = p′ = 1
into account. See (Eva & Hartmann, 2018; Eva et al., 2020;
Stern & Hartmann, 2018) for details. From eqs. (4) it is easy
to see that

a′ < a. (5)

Defining c := P(C) = a p+aq and c′ := P′rel(C) = a′+a′ q,
one finds that

c′ > c. (6)

At this point, one might wonder whether the utterance
of the conditional by a partially reliable information source
could be modeled by simply minimizing some f -divergence
between Q and P, taking the constraint Q(C|A) = p′ < 1 into
account, where the value of p′ depends on the reliability of the
source (e.g. p′(r)→ 1 as r→ 1).1 This proposal has some
plausibility, but it faces serious difficulties when confronted
with empirical data. Here is why: If one follows the described
procedure, then the new probability of the antecedent and the
new probability of the consequent only depend implicitly on
r, viz. via the functional relationship between p′ and r. That
is, once p′ is fixed (and an f -divergence is chosen), then the
posteriors of A and C do not show any explicit dependence
on r. However, the data suggest something else: If the prior
probability distribution over the variables A and C is fixed and
a value of p′ is chosen, then the posterior distribution will still
depend on r. Hence, the simple proposal does not work.

(2) Let us now consider the case where the source is fully
unreliable, i.e. r = 0. Then a rational agent should disre-
gard the new information completely. Hence, the posterior

1The f -divergence is defined as follows: Let S1, . . . ,Sn be the
possible values of a random variable S over which probability distri-
butions P (= the prior distribution) and Q (= the posterior distribu-
tion) are defined. The f -divergence between Q and P is then given
by

D f (Q||P) :=
n

∑
i=1

P(Si) f
(

Q(Si)

P(Si)

)
, (7)

where f is a convex function such that f (1) = 0. For details and
applications in the psychology of reasoning, see (Eva & Hartmann,
2018; Eva et al., 2020).

probability distribution P′unrel equals the prior probability dis-
tribution: P′unrel = P.

To obtain the posterior distribution Q for all values of the
reliability r, we take the convex combination of P′rel and
P′unrel , weighted with r or r respectively, i.e. Q = r P′rel + r P
(as P′unrel = P). Proposition 1 summarizes the features of Q:

Proposition 1 An agent considers the propositional vari-
ables A and C with a prior probability distribution P de-
fined over them as in eqs. (3). The agent then learns the
conditional ‘If A, C’ from a source to which she assigns a
reliability r and updates her (partial) beliefs as described
above. Then the posterior probability distribution Q has the
following features: (i) Q(A)< P(A), (ii) Q(C)> P(C), and
(iii) Q(C|A)> P(C|A).

Q accounts for some of the stylized facts described above.
For example, it accounts for the observation that the condi-
tional probability of C given A always increases. We also
see Collins et al.’s (2020) data that the probability of the con-
clusion (C) increases for a large range of prior distributions.
However, the baseline model cannot explain that the proba-
bility of the conclusion sometimes decreases. It can also not
explain that the probability of the antecedent (A) typically in-
creases in experiments. Modeling this latter observation is
a major challenge for all accounts of learning conditionals
which aim to be normatively plausible and empirically ad-
equate since Collins et al. show that extant accounts entail
that the probability of the antecedent always decreases after
learning the corresponding conditional. We address this issue
next.

The Extended Model
Consider the following situation: A friend tells you, totally
unexpected to you, that “If there is an earthquake, then there
will be a considerable amount of air pollution in the area”.
You are surprised by the remark. On the one hand you find it
plausible as an earthquake will probably cause air pollution.
At the same time you do not expect an earthquake at all and so
your prior of it is rather low. But why does your friend men-
tion an earthquake? Does she have special information which
you do not have? There must be a reason why your friend
mentions the earthquake. Pondering the issue, you increase
the probability of the antecedent. This seems rational.

Let us now formalize this insight. To begin with, we disre-
gard the propositional variable C and focus on A. We assume
that the agent also believes that things are somehow normal
and unsurprising. (Earthquakes and the like are really un-
likely in the area we live in.) Let us denote the corresponding
propositional variable by N (with values N: “Things are nor-
mal.” and ¬N: “Things are not normal.”) and include it in the
Bayesian network which represents the relevant beliefs of the
agent (see Figure 2).

We furthermore assume that n := P(N) is large, that
pN := P(A|N) is small and that qN := P(A|¬N) is large.
In particular, we assume that qN > pN . Hence,
P(A) = n pN +nqN will be fairly small. Now, the fact that
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N A

Figure 2: The Bayesian network representation of the relation
between A and N.

N A C

Figure 3: The Bayesian Network representation of the rela-
tion between A,C and N.

your friend mentions the possibility of an earthquake (i.e.
A) makes you doubt that things are as normal as you pre-
viously thought. Hence, you decrease the probability of N
and set n′ := P′(N)< n. To find the full posterior probability
distribution P′ you use Jeffrey conditionalization and obtain
P′(A) = n′ pN +n′ qN . It is easy to see that P′(A)>P(A) as
P′(A)−P(A) = (n−n′)(qN− pN)> 0.

This mechanism increases the probability of A. If the agent
then updates on the conditional, it will decrease, but it may
well be that the resulting posterior probability of A is larger
than the prior probability of A. It may, however, also reach
a value lower than the prior probability of A. The details de-
pend on the prior probability distribution over the proposi-
tional variables A,C and N and on the value of n′. Let us now
work this idea out in detail.

The full Bayesian network over the three propositional
variables A,C and N is given in Figure 3. The correspond-
ing prior probability distribution P is given by

P(N) = n (8)

and

P(A|N) = pN , P(A|¬N) = qN

P(C|A) = pA , P(C|¬A) = qA. (9)

As before, we first consider how the agent updates if she
considers the information source to be fully reliable. In this
case the agent learns two pieces of information: (i) The prob-
ability of N shifts from P(N) = n to P′rel(N) = n′. (ii) The in-
dicative conditional A→ C. To update, we use the distance-
based approach to Bayesianism and specify the following two
constraints on P′rel :

P′rel(N) = n′ , P′rel(C|A) = p′A = 1 (10)

With this, P′rel can be represented in the same way as P.

Proposition 2 An agent considers the propositional vari-
ables A,C and N with a prior probability distribution P de-
fined over them as in eqs. (8) and (9). The agent then learns
the conditional ‘If A, C’ from a source to which she assigns
a reliability r and updates her (partial) beliefs by minimizing

an f -divergence between P′rel and P, taking the constraints
(10) into account. Then q′A = qA and

p′N =
pN pA

pN pA + pN
, q′N =

qN pA

qN pA +qN
, (11)

with p′N < pN ,q′N < qN and q′N > p′N if and only if qN > pN .

Eq. (11) are interesting: If pA is small, then p′N and q′N
are also small and hence P′rel(A) = n′ p′A + n′ q′A is small and
therefore likely to be smaller than P(A). To proceed, let
us define ∆rel(A) := P′rel(A)−P(A) and ∆rel(C) accordingly.
Figure 4 shows these functions for some typical values.

Panels 4(c) and 4(d) suggest that the probability of the con-
clusion (C) typically increases. However, in numerical stud-
ies we find that it decreases under certain conditions, e.g. if
pA is large (i.e. if learning the conditional does not provide
much new information) and if n′ > n, i.e. if the agent comes
to belief, after learning the conditional, that things are actu-
ally more normal than expected. This phenomenon needs a
more detailed experimental and theoretical analysis.

As in the case of the baseline model, we can now cal-
culate the posterior probability distribution Q = r P′rel + r P.
Defining ∆(A) := Q(A)− P(A) (and ∆(C) and ∆(C|A) ac-
cordingly), the following proposition summarizes our results.

Proposition 3 An agent considers the propositional vari-
ables A,C and N with a prior probability distribution P de-
fined over them as in eqs. (8) and (9). The agent then learns
the conditional “If A, C” from a source to which she assigns
a reliability r and updates her (partial) beliefs as described
above. Then (i) ∆(A) = r ·∆rel(A), (ii) ∆(C) = r ·∆rel(C), and
(iii) ∆(C|A)> 0.

Hence, our model explains why the (absolute values of the)
differences ∆(A) and ∆(C) increase linearly with the relia-
bility r. The plots in Figure 4 show the maximal (absolute)
differences, i.e. for r = 1.

Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to an overlooked, but cen-
tral, problem of human cognition. Human thought and lan-
guage are unthinkable without the conditional, yet little at-
tention has been given to how we acquire knowledge of con-
ditionals through testimony from others. The approach taken
here is simple yet powerful: when we acquire knowledge
of a new conditional relationship, our model of the world
changes. Where that knowledge is uncertain, because our
source is less than fully reliable, model uncertainty remains.
Arguably, both model transition and model blending are sub-
ject to rationality constraints. Future research working out
these constraints in increasing detail is likely to not only pro-
vide a missing puzzle piece for theoretical understanding of
conditional reasoning and communicating with conditionals,
but also to provide a blue print for other contexts of model
transition and model uncertainty in human cognition.
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Figure 4: The differences ∆rel(A) (top) and ∆rel(C) (bottom) as a function of pA for n = .9. b: blue, y: yellow, g: green

Proof of Proposition 1
The posterior probability distribution Q is given by

Q(A,C) = a′ r+a pr , Q(A,¬C) = a pr (12)
Q(¬A,C) = a′ qr+aqr , Q(¬A,¬C) = a′ qr+aqr,

with a′ given in eq. (4). Using eqs. (12), we calculate
Q(A) = a′ r+ar. Hence Q(A)− P(A) = (a′ − a)r < 0 as
a′ < a (see eq. (5)). Similarly, we calculate Q(C) = c′ r+ cr.
Hence Q(C)−P(C) = (c′− c)r > 0 as c′ > c (see eq. (6)).
Finally, Q(C|A) = Q(A,C)/Q(A) = (a′ r+a pr)/(a′ r+ar).
Hence, Q(C|A)−P(C|A) = a′ pr/(a′ r+ar)> 0. It is inter-
esting to note that Q(C|A) is not given by p′′ := r+ pr, as one
might have expected in analogy to the expressions for Q(A)
and Q(C). In fact, Q(C|A)≤ p′′.

Proof of Proposition 2
Using eq. (7), we calculate F := D f (P′rel ||P):

F = n pN pA · f
(

n′ p′N
n pN pA

)
+n pN qA · f

(
n′ p′N q′A
n pN qA

)

+n pN qA · f

(
n′ p′N q′A
n pN qA

)
+nqN pA · f

(
n′ q′N

nqN pA

)

+nqN qA · f

(
n′ q′N q′A
nqN qA

)
+nqN qA · f

(
n′ q′N q′A
nqN qA

)
(13)

To find the values of p′N ,q
′
N and q′A which minimize F , we

first differentiate F by q′A and then set the resulting expression
equal to zero. Hence,

n′ p′N ·

[
f

(
n′ p′N q′A
n pN qA

)
− f

(
n′ p′N q′A
n pN qA

)]

+n′ q′N ·

[
f

(
n′ q′N q′A
nqN qA

)
− f

(
n′ q′N q′A
nqN qA

)]
= 0.

As this equation has to hold for all values of n′, we conclude
that the expressions in the square brackets have to vanish. Us-
ing the convexity of f , we obtain q′A = qA. Inserting this result
into eq. (13), we obtain

F = n pN pA · f
(

n′ p′N
n pN pA

)
+n pN · f

(
n′ p′N
n pN

)

+nqN pA · f
(

n′ q′N
nqN pA

)
+nqN · f

(
n′ q′N
nqN

)
. (14)

Next, we differentiate F by p′N and set the resulting expres-
sion equal to zero:

n′ ·

[
f
(

n′ p′N
n pN pA

)
− f

(
n′ p′N
n pN

)]
= 0

Hence, again using the convexity of f , we obtain

p′N =
pN pA

pN pA + pN
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and with this

p′N− pN =− pN pN pA

pN pA + pN
< 0.

Similarly for q′N . Finally, we calculate

q′N− p′N =
qN− pN

(pN pA + pN)(qN pA +qN)
,

from which the last statement in the proposition follows.

Proof of Proposition 3
∆(A) := Q(A)−P(A) = r ·P′rel(A)+ r ·P(A)−P(A) Hence,
∆(A) = r · (P′rel(A)−P(A)). Accordingly for ∆(C). Next,
note that P′rel(A,¬C)= 0 and hence P′rel(A,C)=P′rel(A). Set-
ting a := P(A) and a′ := P′rel(A), we finally find

∆(C|A) =
Q(A,C)

Q(A)
−P(C|A)

=
a′ r+a pA r

a′ r+ar
− pA

=
a′ pA r

a′ r+ar
> 0.
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Abstract

Our beliefs change with learning, and much of what we learn
comes from the testimony of other people. How much our be-
liefs change may depend on how many people are the sources
of a given piece of information, and how reliable their expertise
makes them. It is not clear, however, what exactly the effects
of reliability or number of speakers will be when the testimony
has the form of an indicative conditional. Here, we test the hy-
pothesis that learning a conditional amounts to increasing the
degree to which the antecedent of that conditional is relevant
for its consequent. Furthermore, we investigate whether this is
affected by number of speakers and by their expertise.
Keywords: indicative conditionals; probabilistic relevance;
testimony; source reliability

Introduction
We form beliefs in response to what we learn. We learn from
our own experiences, from observation of the world, but, also,
from other’s testimony: that is, from their saying, uttering, or
asserting a proposition. Often, the testimony we receive has a
form of an indicative conditional, typically: “If ϕ, (then) ψ,”
where ϕ and ψ—the conditional’s antecedent and consequent,
respectively—can, in principle, stand for any sentences. For
instance, a doctor may tell a patient that if they do not quit
smoking they put themselves at high risk of developing lung
cancer. Students in a biology class may hear that if an ani-
mal has gills, it can breathe under water, and an anonymous
internet user may try to convince other internet users that if
we cannot see the horizon curving when we look out of the
window, the Earth must be flat.

Sometimes we accept those testimonies with unconditional
trust; on other occasions, we take them with a grain of salt.
How does the reliability of the speaker affect the way we
change our beliefs in response to what we are being told?
And what happens when the same information is repeated by
more than one speaker? When testimony takes the form of a
categorical statement, the answer appears relatively straight-
forward. For instance, when a professor of medicine tells
us that Bill, a malaria patient at an infectious diseases ward,
will make a good recovery, we may become fully confident
that Bill will recover. By contrast, when the same testimony
comes from a waiter in the hospital’s cafeteria, we might be

less inclined to form a strong belief about Bill’s prognosis—
our subjective degrees of belief in the proposition “Bill will
make a good recovery” remains lower than when the testi-
mony comes from an expert in the relevant field. The pro-
fessor of medicine is clearly a more reliable source of in-
formation about patients’ prognoses than a waiter, and we
should expect this reliability to factor in belief change (Briñol
& Petty, 2009; Collins, Hahn, von Gerber, & Olsson, 2018;
Hahn, Harris, & Corner, 2009; Petty & Briñol, 2008). How-
ever, when we hear the same information not only from a
waiter, but also from another patient at the same ward, from
a visitor to the hospital, and from a relative on the phone, we
might become somewhat more confident that Bill will make a
good recovery than if that information came from any of those
sources alone (see, e.g. Bovens & Hartmann, 2003; Schum &
Martin, 1982).

But how do we change our beliefs when the testimony has
a form of an indicative conditional? What happens when,
instead of a categorical statement about the prognosis of Bill,
a patient on an infectious diseases ward, we learn (1)?

(1) If Bill has malaria, then he will make a good recovery.

If source reliability affects the strength of the beliefs we form
based on testimony, what is actually affected when the testi-
mony is conditional in form?

Although reasoning with conditionals has attracted a lot
of attention in philosophy and in psychology of reasoning
in the recent years (e.g., Evans & Over, 2004; Oaksford &
Chater, 2007; Douven, 2016), the question of learning from
conditionals remains under-researched. Conditional reason-
ing tasks simply presuppose that participants treat the condi-
tional premises as something they have learned, notable ex-
ception being Stevenson and Over (2001) who studied the ef-
fect of the expertise of a speaker asserting the premises on
conditional reasoning. This is not to say that no one tried to
answer the question of how to update on a conditional, that is,
how to accommodate a new piece of information conveyed by
a conditional. In fact, in the belief revision literature, various
update rules, that is, procedures for calculating one’s poste-
rior degrees of belief, have been proposed (see Douven, 2016,
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ch. 6, for an overview). However, this work has tended to con-
cern itself with the question of how to maintain a coherent set
of beliefs upon learning that the conditional probability of a
conditional’s consequent, ψ, given its antecedent, φ, is very
high. Although a high conditional probability is likely part
of what someone asserting an indicative conditional commu-
nicates (Baratgin, Politzer, & Over, 2013; Over, Hadjichris-
tidis, Evans, Handley, & Sloman, 2007), and hence it is a
plausible assumption that learning a conditional amounts to
fixing one’s Pr(q | p) to a high value, it is not necessarily the
only information we receive when we learn a conditional (cf.
Collins, 2017). What it is that we learn when someone asserts
a conditional in the sense discussed here is thus a question or-
thogonal to that pursued in the belief revision literature.

Our question of what a person learns upon hearing a con-
ditional asserted is closely tied to the question of what a
conditional means, that is, what kind of information consti-
tutes its “core,” conventional meaning. Indeed, the afore-
mentioned assumption underlying Bayesian belief revision—
that assertion of a conditional communicates that the corre-
sponding conditional probability is high—constitutes the gist
of the Suppositional Theory (e.g., Adams, 1975; Bennett,
2003; Edgington, 1995). While the Suppositional Theory
has received a lot of empirical support (see, e.g., Over et al.,
2007; Oberauer, Weidenfeld, & Fischer, 2007; Politzer, Over,
& Baratgin, 2010), recent developments in philosophy and
psychology suggest that high conditional probability might
not be all there is to the “core” meaning of indicative con-
ditionals. Recent work has sought evidence for an approach
to conditionals, dubbed inferentialism, that claims antecedent
and consequent must be connected for a conditional to be ac-
ceptable (e.g., Skovgaard-Olsen, Singmann, & Klauer, 2016;
Douven, Elqayam, Singmann, & van Wijnbergen-Huitink,
2018). We next discuss how the connection between the
clauses of a conditional may be operationalised, and what fol-
lows for the question of learning from conditional testimony.

Connecting antecedents and consequents
While few would deny that conditionals seem to convey that ϕ

and ψ are somehow connected, the connection between ϕ and
ψ tends to be relegated to pragmatics.1 What distinguishes in-
ferentialist approach from the alternative views on condition-
als, such as the Suppositional Theory (ST) mentioned above
or the Mental Models Theory (MMT) (e.g. Johnson-Laird,
Khemlani, & Goodwin, 2015) is that the relationship between
the antecedent and consequent of a conditional is treated as a
part of the conventional, semantic meaning of a conditional.
This relationship is typically understood as a form of an in-

1We focus our attention here on what has been dubbed standard
conditionals. It has became customary to classify as non-standard or
nonconditional conditionals sentences by means of which a speaker
actually asserts the conditional’s consequent such as so-called bis-
cuit conditionals, e.g., “If you’re hungry, there are biscuits on the ta-
ble,” and non-interference conditionals such as “(Even) If we triple
her salary, Betty will leave the department” (Douven, 2016). See
also (Elder & Jaszczolt, 2016) for a useful discussion on the defini-
tion of the conditional itself.

ductive, abductive, or deductive inferential connection (e.g.
Krzyżanowska, Wenmackers, & Douven, 2013; Douven et
al., 2018), or as a probabilistically understood reason rela-
tion (e.g. Skovgaard-Olsen et al., 2016; Skovgaard-Olsen,
Kellen, Hahn, & Klauer, 2019). Consequently, learning that
“If ϕ, then ψ,” on this view, amounts to learning that ϕ is a
reason for ψ or that ψ can be inferred from ϕ. In the present
paper, we will focus on the latter version of the approach.

In the psychology of reasoning, it is customary to charac-
terise the relevance relation between ϕ and ψ in terms of the
∆p-rule (see, e.g., Over et al., 2007; Skovgaard-Olsen et al.,
2016). ∆p is defined as the difference between the conditional
probability of a conditional’s consequent given its antecedent,
Pr(ψ |ϕ) and the conditional probability of that conditional’s
consequent given the negation of its antecedent Pr(ψ |¬ϕ):

∆p = Pr(ψ |ϕ)−Pr(ψ |¬ϕ) (1)

When ∆p is greater than 0, ϕ is said to be positively rel-
evant for ψ. For instance, if the probability of Bill making
a good recovery is higher under the assumption that he has
malaria than under the assumption that he has any other dis-
ease treated on an infectious diseases ward, we may say that
the malaria diagnosis increases the probability of good recov-
ery and hence the antecedent of (1) is positively relevant for
its consequent. But when ∆p = 0 , ϕ is said to be irrelevant
for ψ. Take, for instance, the following sentence:

(2) If Bill likes jazz, he will make a good recovery.

Given that, to the best of our knowledge, the musical prefer-
ences of patients on infectious diseases wards have no bear-
ing on their prognoses, the probability of Bill’s good recovery
will be the same on the supposition that he is fond of jazz as
on the supposition that he does not like it at all. Therefore, the
antecedent of (2) is probabilistically irrelevant for the conse-
quent of this conditional.

Finally, whenever ∆p < 0, the relationship between ϕ and
ψ is that of negative probabilistic relevance, which means that
ϕ decreases the probability of ψ, for instance:

(3) If Bill has terminal cancer, he will make a good recovery.

When our initial degree of belief that Bill, a patient on an in-
fectious diseases ward, will make a good recovery is positive,
learning that he has terminal cancer may decrease our degrees
of belief in his good prospects. In such a case, the probability
of the consequent of (3) given the negation of its antecedent
(i.e., “Bill does not have terminal cancer”) is higher than the
probability of the consequent given the antecedent.

The presence or absence of the connection between a con-
ditional’s antecedent and its consequent has been shown to
affect how people evaluate the probabilities of condition-
als (e.g., Skovgaard-Olsen et al., 2016; Skovgaard-Olsen,
Kellen, et al., 2019) as well as their truth values (Douven
et al., 2018). These results suggest that the connection
could be treated as an aspect of the “core” meaning of the
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conditional—its semantic, conventional content. If this is so
and if the probabilistic relevance relation is a correct charac-
terisation of that connection, we should expect that learning
a conditional from a testimony will affect people’s estimates
of ∆p. Moreover, assuming that source reliability depends on
speaker expertise and that the number of sources repeating
the same testimony affects its acceptance, we expect to see
their effect on the value of ∆p, too.2

The present experiments
Here, we report two experiments that build on the studies
of Stevenson and Over (2001) who investigated the effect of
source reliability on people’s performance in conditional rea-
soning tasks. However, we are not interested in the extent
to which people endorse various conclusions depending on
the expertise of the speaker who asserts the premises, but,
instead, we are interested in people’s interpretation of the
conditionals that served as the premises in Stevenson and
Over’s work. More specifically, we test the hypothesis that
when people hear an assertion of a conditional, “If ϕ then ψ,”
what they learn is that ϕ is positively relevant for ψ. This
amounts to predicting that ∆p, calculated on the basis of peo-
ple’s judgements of the conditional probability of ψ given ϕ

and of the conditional probability of ψ given ¬ϕ, will reli-
ably increase on the assertion of a conditional. Additionally,
we hypothesise that, when there are multiple sources or when
sources are reliable, ∆p will be reliably higher than when
there is a single source or when sources are less reliable.

To test the main hypothesis, we compared people’s ∆p esti-
mates in a context in which no conditional was asserted (Null
condition) with their ∆p estimates in a context in which some-
one asserted a conditional. To test the first of the additional
hypotheses, Experiment 1 had two assertion conditions: the
conditional could be asserted either by a single speaker (Sin-
gle assertion) or by several different speakers (Multiple asser-
tions). The presence and the number of assertions were ma-
nipulated between-participants. Below are examples of items
belonging to each condition:

Null Imagine that you are at an infectious diseases ward.

Single Olivia is at an infectious diseases ward. She says, ‘If
a patient on this ward has malaria, then he’ll make a good
recovery.’

2An anonymous reviewer has pointed out to us a possible limi-
tation of this prediction. One can assert a conditional whose conse-
quent is certain given its antecedent due to the fact that it expresses
some kind of a deductive reasoning process, as in, e.g., “If it is Tues-
day today, then tomorrow is Wednesday” (cf. Douven & Verbrugge,
2010; Krzyżanowska et al., 2013). In such cases, one would expect
both prior and posterior (that is, calculated, respectively, before and
after hearing the conditional) ∆p to equal 1, and thus no change in
∆p would have been observed. However, one could argue that this
would not be a genuine instance of learning, unless the hearer does
not know yet that Tuesdays are followed Wednesdays, in which case
their prior would be different. Note, also, that we do not claim that
∆p captures all there is to the meaning of a conditional on inferential
accounts.

Multiple Olivia, Aaron, Zoe and Felix are at an infectious
diseases ward. They say, ‘If a patient on this ward has
malaria, then he’ll make a good recovery.’

In Experiment 2, we investigated how probabilistic rele-
vance estimates change depending on the expertise of the
source asserting the conditional. As discussed above, a pro-
fessor of a medicine is a more reliable source of information
about a patient’s prognosis than a medical student, and so is,
say, a butterfly keeper compared to a child visiting the but-
terfly house in a context of a conversation about properties of
butterflies. As in Experiment 1, we compared the effect of
assertions made by speakers with different expertise to a null
condition where no assertion is made.

Inexpert Imagine that you are at an infectious diseases ward.
A medical student tells you, ‘If a patient on this ward has
malaria, then he’ll make a good recovery.’

Expert Imagine that you are at an infectious diseases ward.
A professor of medicine tells you, ‘If a patient on this ward
has malaria, then he’ll make a good recovery.’

This manipulation was also between-participant. In both
experiments, the above items were followed by questions
about the probability of the consequent (i.e., that a patient
will make a good recovery) given the antecedent, (i.e., that
the patient has malaria) and a question about the probabil-
ity of the consequent given a negation of the antecedent (i.e.,
given that the patient does not have malaria).

Experiment 1: Assertion
The first experiment tests the hypothesis that the ∆p calcu-
lated on the basis of people’s judgements of conditional prob-
ability of ψ given ϕ and of conditional probability of ψ given
¬ϕ increases in response to an assertion of an indicative con-
ditional. Additionally, we probe if number of speakers affects
the degree of ∆p change upon learning a conditional.

Method
Participants. 175 participants (76 female; mean age 38.16)
completed this experiment on the Amazon Mechanical Turk
(https://www.mturk.com/; 5 participants had already been
excluded since they were non-native English speakers. Par-
ticipants were recruited via the intermediary MTurk Data
(www.mturkdata.com). High qualifications were set for the
task to improve the quality of the data and to maximize the
number of native English speakers: participants had to be
resident in the US, and have an overall approval rating of
99% for 1,000 previously completed tasks. Participants re-
ceived a small fee, chosen to exceed the US minimum wage
per minute.

Materials and procedure. Participants were assigned, in a
round-robin fashion, to one of the three conditions: Null, Sin-
gle Assertion, and Multiple Assertion. After giving informed
consent, participants gave demographic information and were
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then given the instructions explaining the task and showing
them an example item (included for illustration; it was not an
experimental item).

Each participant was presented with 7 items. The order of
presentation was counterbalanced across participants. Each
item appeared on its own page, with all probability questions
given below the item. These questions collected judgements
of the parameters of a probabilistic model. For present pur-
poses, only the following questions are relevant:3

(A) What’s the probability that [Consequent] given [An-
tecedent]?

(B) What’s the probability that [Consequent] given [Not An-
tecedent]?

The dependent measure was ∆p, calculated by subtracting
people’s responses to question (B) from (A) above.

Participants provided ratings for each probability question
for each item on an 11-point Likert-style scale from not at all
possible to certain. Finally, participants were debriefed.

Results
Figure 1 reports the descriptive data.4
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Figure 1: Mean ∆p (calclulated by subtracting participants’
estimates of Pr(ψ |ϕ) and Pr(ψ |¬ϕ) on 11-point scale) by
Assertion condition. Error bars are standard error.

The descriptive data suggest a clear increase from the
Null Condition (M = .02), on the one hand, to the Single
(M = 2.95) and Multiple (M = 2.90) Conditions. Inferen-
tial analysis confirmed this. Two linear mixed-effects mod-
els were fit using the maximum-likelihood method in R (R
Core Team, 2016) and the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler,

3For more details about the experimental design and the report
of remaining findings, see Collins (2017, ch. 2-4). See also Collins,
Krzyżanowska, Hartmann, Wheeler, and Hahn (2020) for a discus-
sion of probabilistic models of updating on conditionals and for a
discussion of related empirical findings in a broader context of philo-
sophical and psychological literature on conditionals.

4Note that the figures, in this paper, present data averaged over
items. However, if we compare these descriptives with the unstan-
dardized coefficients and estimated marginal means, we can see that
the figures provide a reasonable summary.

Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Because of convergence prob-
lems, these models excluded estimates of the covariance of
random slopes and random intercepts. Otherwise, the full
random-effects structure was used: random slopes for Asser-
tion across items, and random intercepts for items and par-
ticipants. The full model significantly improved fit over the
null model, χ2(2) = 21.54, p < .001. Table 1 reports the
(treatment-coded) parameter estimates (calculated using the
Wald method) for the full model.

Fixed Effect Parameter 95% CI
Intercept (Null) b = .021 −1.24, 1.28
Single b = 2.93 2.14, 3.71
Multiple b = 2.87 2.08, 3.67

Table 1: Fixed effects of Assertion on ∆p

Pairwise comparisons were conducted on the estimated
marginal means using the Tukey correction for multiple com-
parisons with the lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016). The
increase from Null to Single conditions was significant
(t(53.76) = 7.25, p < .001), as was the increase from Null
to Multiple conditions (t(35.75) = 6.95, p < .001). The dif-
ference between Single and Multiple conditions was not sig-
nificant (t(56.55) =−.16, p = .99).

Summary These data suggest a clear effect of Assertion on
the participants’ perceived probabilistic relevance: the value
of ∆p increased significantly when the conditional was as-
serted. However, we did not observe any significant differ-
ences in ∆p depending on the number of speakers.

The Expertise Experiment
The second experiment tests the hypothesis that the increase
in ∆p, calculated as in the first experiment, will depend on
the reliability of the speaker asserting the conditionals, that is,
their expertise on the topic the asserted conditional is about.

Method
Participants. 176 participants (75 female; mean age 35.97)
completed this experiment; 5 participants had already been
excluded since they were non-native English speakers. Par-
ticipants were recruited via the intermediary MTurk Data
(http://www.mturkdata.com) with the same high qualifi-
cations and remuneration system as in Experiment 1.

Materials and procedure.
Participants were assigned, in a round-robin fashion, to
one of the three conditions: Null, Inexpert Source, Expert
Source. After giving informed consent, participants gave de-
mographic information and were then shown the same in-
structions as in the Experiment 1. Each participant was then
presented with 6 items, each on its own page. The presen-
tation order was counterbalanced across participants. These
were the same conditionals that were used in Experiment 1
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except for one item which, during pre-testing of the items,
failed the source expertise manipulation.

The items were followed by the same set of questions
as the previous experiment. As above, only the ques-
tions about Pr(Consequent = True |Antecedent = True) and
Pr(Consequent = True |Antecedent = False) are relevant for
present purposes. The same wordings were used as for the
previous experiment. As in Experiment 1, the dependent
measure was ∆p, calculated by subtracting participant’s re-
sponses to question (B) from (A) above. Participants pro-
vided ratings for each probability question for each item on a
11-point Likert-style scale from not at all possible to certain.
Finally, participants received debriefing information.

Results
Figure 2 reports the descriptive data.
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Figure 2: Mean ∆p (calclulated by subtracting participants’
judgments of Pr(ψ |ϕ) and Pr(ψ |¬ϕ) on 11-point scale) by
Expertise Condition. Error bars are standard error.

The descriptive data suggest a strong linear effect of Exper-
tise, with ∆p increase from the Null (M =−.048) to Inexpert
(M = 2.44) and Expert (M = 4.76) conditions. Two linear
mixed-effects models were fit using the maximum-likelihood
method: a full model including the fixed effect, and a null
model excluding it. Both models included the full random
structure justified by the design: random slopes for Expertise
across items, random intercepts for items, and random inter-
cepts for participants. The covariance of slopes and intercepts
was also estimated. The full model significantly improved fit
over the null model, χ2(2) = 31.32, p < .001. Table 2 reports
the (treatment-coded) parameter estimates (calculated using
the Wald method).

Fixed Effect Parameter 95% CI
Intercept (Null) b =−.48 −1.51, .55
Inexpert b = 2.92 1.96, 3.88
Multiple b = 5.24 4.54, 5.95

Table 2: Fixed effects of Expertise on ∆p

Once again, pairwise comparisons were conducted on

the estimated marginal means using the Tukey correction
for multiple comparisons with the lsmeans package (Lenth,
2016). The increase from the Null to Inexpert conditions was
significant (t(14.06) = 5.71, p < .001), as was the increase
from Null to Expert conditions (t(32.34) = 14.40, p < .001),
and from Inexpert to Expert conditions (t(18.65)−5.05, p <
.001).

Summary
As in Experiment 1, we observed that the assertion of a con-
ditional significantly increased the value of ∆p calculated on
the basis of the participants’ conditional probability judge-
ments. This increase was observed both when the conditional
was asserted by a reliable speaker (Expert) and when it was
asserted by an unreliable speaker (Inexpert). Furthermore,
we found a significant difference between Inexpert and Ex-
pert conditions: the probabilistic relevance relation conveyed
by a conditional was stronger—∆p was higher—in the Expert
condition compared to the Inexpert condition.

Discussion
Our data clearly show that when people receive information
in the form of an indicative conditional, they learn that the an-
tecedent is positively relevant for the consequent. Expressed
mathematically, they set the probability of that conditional’s
consequent given its antecedent to a higher degree than the
probability of the consequent given the negation of the an-
tecedent. In other words, as predicted by the inferential view
on conditionals, the participants interpret the speaker as as-
serting that the conditional’s antecedent is a reason for the
consequent. Moreover, the more reliable the speaker, the
stronger the relationship between the asserted conditional’s
antecedent and consequent appears to be.

The data did not meet our expectations in one respect: in
the Assertion Task, multiple assertion did not reliably in-
crease ∆p. Indeed, there was a (very) small decrease from the
single to multiple assertion conditions. We suspect that, un-
derlying this result, is an unintended ambiguity in the experi-
mental materials. In the multiple assertion condition, sources
could be understood as making separate, independent obser-
vations or reporting the same dependent observation. While
we do not have data to test this possibility directly, Collins
(2017) reports an experiment which explores a similar data
pattern with the conditional probability. That experiment sug-
gests that a condition with unambiguously independent testi-
mony reliably increased the conditional probability. It seems
reasonable to expect a similar outcome for ∆p.

We should note that our results are not incompatible with
other prominent views on conditionals in psychology of rea-
soning, ST and MMT. Nevertheless, on the ST, a speaker as-
serting a conditional conveys that the conditional probability
of that conditional’s consequent given its antecedent is high,
but this can happen when the conditional probability of the
consequent given the negation of the antecedent is equally
high or even higher, resulting in ∆p being 0 or negative, re-
spectively.
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On the MMT, a conditional is said to convey a conjunction
of possibilities “Possibly(ϕ∧ψ) and Possibly(¬ϕ∧¬ψ) and
Possibly(¬ϕ∧ψ),” and, implicitly, that ϕ∧¬ψ is impossible
(Johnson-Laird et al., 2015; Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-
Laird, 2018). While it is not clear how to assign probabilities
to modal statements, we can entertain a charitable interpre-
tation on which a possibility of a proposition ϕ implies that
ϕ has a non-zero probability value. For instance, we could
take the probability of the impossibility to be 0 and assign a
positive probability value to all the remaining, possible con-
junctions, summing up to 1. If we calculate the conditional
probabilities based on such probability distribution, we will
see that Pr(ψ|ϕ) = 1, while 0 < Pr(ψ|¬ϕ)< 1, resulting in a
positive ∆p. However, such an interpretation of the probabil-
ities corresponding to the MMT conditional leaves no space
for uncertainty, and, hence would not be able to account for
our results on the effects of speaker expertise. Interestingly,
it seems dubious that the proponents of the MMT would ap-
prove of such an interpretation of their theory given that they
emphasise that the connection between antecedents and con-
sequents does not belong to the “core” meaning of the condi-
tional, whereas, on this interpretation, a positive probabilistic
relevance relation would be built in into it.

Of course, advocates of the above theories do not deny that
the connection between ϕ and ψ can belong to what “If ϕ

then ψ” communicates, but they argue that this is a result of
pragmatics of indicative conditionals, rather than an aspect
of their core meaning (see, e.g., Over et al., 2007, p. 92, or
Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002, p. 600). None of the theo-
ries, however, elaborate on what kind of a pragmatic mecha-
nism is meant to be responsible for this effect or in virtue of
which pragmatic principles, which maxims of good conversa-
tions, a conditional conveys such an additional meaning. Im-
portantly, recent experiments have shown that the connection
between antecedents and consequents cannot be easily cap-
tured in pragmatic terms. For instance, it cannot be explained
as a simple matter of discourse coherence (Krzyżanowska,
Collins, & Hahn, 2017), and it does not share the signatures
of uncontroversially pragmatic phenomena such as conversa-
tional implicatures or not-at-issue content (Skovgaard-Olsen,
Collins, Krzyżanowska, Hahn, & Klauer, 2019).

Although our studies can be seen as supporting the inferen-
tial approach to conditionals, it is important to acknowledge
their shortcomings. The reported experiments were envisaged
as a test of a specific prediction derived from the inferential
account; were we to find that an assertion of a conditional
does not affect the participants’ ∆p at all, the account would
have been falsified. However, our data confirmed the pre-
diction. We should emphasise nonetheless that we do not
claim that our findings constitute any form of ultimate proof
that inferentialism is the account of conditionals, nor was this
the purpose of our research. Instead, our findings offer but a
glimpse into what is going on when people learn a conditional
from a testimony—which is an immensely under-researched
issue—which will, hopefully, serve as the starting point for

future studies.
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Abstract

A hallmark of human language is the ability to effectively and
efficiently convey contextually relevant information. One the-
ory for how humans reason about language is presented in the
Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework, which captures prag-
matic phenomena via a process of recursive social reasoning
(Goodman & Frank, 2016). However, RSA represents ideal
reasoning in an unconstrained setting. We explore the idea that
speakers might learn to amortize the cost of RSA computation
over time by directly optimizing for successful communication
with an internal listener model. In simulations with grounded
neural speakers and listeners across two communication game
datasets representing synthetic and human-generated data, we
find that our amortized model is able to quickly generate lan-
guage that is effective and concise across a range of contexts,
without the need for explicit pragmatic reasoning.
Keywords: reference, pragmatics, rational speech acts, emer-
gent communication

Introduction
When we refer to an object or situation using natural lan-
guage, we easily generate an utterance that achieves a use-
ful amount of information in the given context. Counterfac-
tual reasoning about alternative utterances has been central to
explanations of these pragmatic aspects of language (Grice,
1975; Searle, 1969). Yet these theories entail computations
that appear slow and burdensome as cognitive processes, so
how do we produce pragmatic utterances so easily?

One popular computational account of pragmatic reason-
ing is the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model (Goodman &
Frank, 2016). In RSA, speakers and listeners reason about
the meaning of utterances by considering the other utterances
that could have been produced, thus arriving at pragmatic in-
terpretations that enrich literal semantics. In addition to refer-
ring expression generation (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Degen,
Hawkins, Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman, 2020), RSA has seen
success in modeling a wide variety of phenomena, including
scalar implicature, metaphor, hyperbole, and politeness (for a
review, see Goodman & Frank, 2016).

However, the successes of RSA have been in describ-
ing pragmatic language competence. In other words, within
Marr’s (1976) levels of analysis, RSA is a computational ac-
count of human language, describing only what is to be ide-
ally computed, and not how humans produce language with
limited resources. Indeed, the full computation specified by
RSA involves reasoning over all possible utterances in con-
text, which is intractable in all but the most trivial settings.

Figure 1: Reference game: Three images including one target
(indicated by a gold box) are given to a speaker and listener.
The speaker produces an utterance for the listener who then
must choose the target image. In RSA, the speaker explic-
itly reasons about the listener’s interpretation of alternative
utterances; in our amortized model, the speaker is trained to
generate informative utterances without such reasoning.

Moreover, such computation is wasteful in that it is memo-
ryless, and does not leverage past experience (Gershman &
Goodman, 2014).

The impracticality of explicit pragmatic reasoning has had
implications for both theory and modeling. Linguists have
argued that pragmatic phenomena such as scalar implicature
(Levinson, 2000) and metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008) are
conventionalized, becoming the default interpretation of ut-
terances unless specifically cancelled by the speaker. Others
have argued that during pragmatic reasoning, listeners may
only consider a subset of relevant interpretations (Sperber &
Wilson, 1986; Fox & Katzir, 2011), or trade off between
“slow” and “fast” processes (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2019). In
natural language processing, RSA-based models for prag-
matic referring expression generation use approximate in-
ference methods, either sampling a subset of possible utter-
ances from a learned model (Andreas & Klein, 2016; Mon-
roe, Hawkins, Goodman, & Potts, 2017) or reasoning incre-
mentally (Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, & Potts, 2019). Others
use heuristics inspired from the psycholinguistics literature,
with greedy and probabilistic search techniques to reduce the
space of possible utterances (Krahmer & Van Deemter, 2012;
van Gompel, van Deemter, Gatt, Snoeren, & Krahmer, 2019).

Given limited time and resources, it is indeed unlikely that
we do exhaustive Bayesian reasoning every time we speak.
An alternative is that experience with this slower reason-
ing process has led to amortized “habits of speech” that we
use most of the time (Gershman & Goodman, 2014). In
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this paper, we model this hypothesis through grounded lan-
guage models that are trained with listeners in Lewis (1969)-
style communication games (Fig. 1), measuring the degree
to which they learn to speak pragmatically. Our models are
able to acquire desirable pragmatic behavior while being far
more efficient than naive RSA-based approaches. This sug-
gests that agents can internalize pragmatic language produc-
tion processes, providing a plausible algorithmic account of
human language production in resource-constrained settings
and a promising avenue for the development of more efficient
pragmatic language models.

How to Speak Informatively
We explore communication within Lewis-style signalling
games (1969) which allow us to analyze language use in
grounded contexts. Formally, a reference game (I, t) consists
of a set of N images I = (I1, . . . , In), with one target image It
known only to the speaker. The speaker’s job is to produce
an utterance u which, when given to the listener, causes the
listener to correctly identify t (Fig. 1). Crucially, the ideal
language for image It changes depending on context. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 1, it is not sufficient to simply say the color
(“red”) or shape (“square”) of the target image; both must be
provided to be unambiguous.

We consider a variety of speakers in this setting, each
capturing different cognitive hypotheses about utterance pro-
duction. The baseline naive speaker is a neural captioning
model trained to generate observed descriptions of an image,
completely ignoring context. To incorporate pragmatics, the
naive speaker can be provided context objects as input, which
we call the contextual speaker. In contrast, RSA-based
speakers explicitly consider alternative utterances: the gold-
standard Full RSA model does the complete reasoning pro-
cess specified by RSA theory; the sample-rerank model ap-
proximates RSA by using a naive speaker to generate candi-
date utterances, reducing the space of alternatives. Our amor-
tized speaker takes a different approach, training a context-
aware language model with the RSA communication objec-
tive, without any pragmatic reasoning. The model is trained
directly via backpropagation through a (white-box) internal
listener model. In contrast, we also consider a REINFORCE
speaker which learns from a sparser communicative reward
signal given by a (black-box) external listener.

Naive speaker. The naive speaker S0 is a standard image
captioning (IC) model trained to generate referring expres-
sions that completely ignore context. Given a reference game
(I, t), S0 embeds It with a convolutional neural network fS,
and uses this embedding to initialize a recurrent neural net-
work decoder (RNN-IC) which provides a probability distri-
bution over utterances u:

S0(u | I, t) = pRNN-IC(u | fS(It)). (1)

RNN-IC is trained with a standard language modeling objec-
tive with teacher forcing: given an image I and ground-truth

utterance u, the loss of a predicted caption û is

LS0(û,u) = ∑
t

pRNN-IC(ût = ut | u<t ; fS(It)). (2)

Contextual speaker. The simplest way of incorporating
context-sensitivity into S0 is to condition it on the entire set of
images I as opposed to just It . Given the same vision model
fS, let ct be the embedding of the target image: ct = fS(It).
Let ct ′1

and ct ′2
be embeddings of the distractor images for

t ′i 6= t: i.e. ct ′1
= fS(It ′1). Then our contextual speaker S′0 is

trained identically to S0, except it is conditioned on the con-
catenation of all three embeddings:

S′0(u | I, t) = pRNN-IC(u | ct ;c−t ′1
;c−t ′2

). (3)

RSA speakers

RSA speakers generate utterances with the goals of accurate
and efficient communication. Accuracy is based on how a
pretrained internal listener model L0 will interpret the utter-
ance. Given a reference game I and a speaker utterance u, L0
represents the probability of target t as proportional to the dot
product between embeddings of It and u:

L0(t | I,u) ∝ exp( fL(It)ᵀg(u)) , (4)

where fL is a CNN encoder (with the same architecture as
fS) and g is an RNN encoder. These encoders will be trained
from observed target-utterance pairs.

The speaker SRSA then chooses an utterance u which max-
imizes the probability of the listener identifying t, while also
balancing the cost of the utterance C(u):

SRSA(u | I, t) ∝ exp(logL0(t | I,u)−C(u)) . (5)

When we can enumerate all possible utterances U, we can
compute Eq. 5 exactly, picking argmaxu∈U SRSA(u | I, t); we
call this model Full RSA (SRSA-Full) and treat it as an upper
bound on the pragmatic quality of a speaker model. How-
ever, in many cases, there are an unbounded number of ut-
terances to consider. Past work (Andreas & Klein, 2016;
Monroe et al., 2017) uses the naive speaker S0 as a pro-
posal distribution from which a subset of M utterances U′ =
(u′1, . . . ,u

′
M) is sampled; exact inference is then performed

with this subset. Since this involves sampling candidate
utterances from S0 then reranking them based on commu-
nicative utility, we refer to these approximations as sample-
rerank models (SRSA-SRR). For both models, our cost func-
tion C(u) is simply a penalty linear in the length of the utter-
ance: C(u) = λ‖u‖. We used a constant λ = 1 for SRSA-SRR,
λ = 0.0001 for SRSA-Full, and λ = 0.01 for SRSA-Am, and for
SRSA-SRR, set M = 5.1

1Increasing M resulted in little performance benefit.
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Learning to produce informative utterances

Both versions of RSA speakers described so far generate in-
formative utterances by explicitly considering alternatives,
which can be slow and expensive. We next describe a model
that amortizes this cost, learning to produce the utterances
that RSA would prefer, without needing to explicitly consider
alternatives at neither train nor test time.

Our amortized speaker SRSA-Am has the same architecture
as the naive contextual model S′0, generating an utterance after
encoding the target and distractors:

SRSA-Am(u | I, t) = pRNN(u | ct ;c−t ′1
;c−t ′2

) (6)

However, while S′0 is trained as an IC model to match ob-
served utterances, SRSA-Am is trained to directly optimize the
RSA objective. Specifically, define the loss of a sampled cap-
tion û as the listener surprisal plus the cost of the utterance:

LSRSA-Am(û | I, t) =− logL0(t | I, û)+C(û). (7)

Equation 7 looks similar to the RSA objective, Equation 5,
but crucially omits the normalization term. This means we
do not have to consider alternative utterances when training
the model: for a fixed, pre-trained internal listener model L0,
each optimization step consists of sampling an utterance from
SRSA-Am, evaluating the listener model, then updating the pa-
rameters to minimize LRSA-Am. Note that unlike S′0, utter-
ances are evaluated solely via communicative utility, and not
compared to observed language.

A technical problem with training this model is the need
to estimate the gradient of LRSA-Am given discrete sequences
sampled by our speaker. We use the Gumbel-Softmax trick
(Jang, Gu, & Poole, 2017), which gives differentiable “sam-
ples” from a categorical distribution by adding Gumbel noise
and applying a softmax with a temperature τ. To ensure
that L0 receives discrete inputs, we use the (biased) straight-
through estimator: the utterance is discretized in the forward
pass, but treated as the original continuous sample in the
backwards pass. A constant τ = 1 allowed our models to train
successfully. Our differentiable cost function C(u) is imple-
mented as a penalty on not predicting the end of sentence
token, which increases by λ after each sampled token.

SRSA-Am has an introspectable internal listener model that
can be used for explicit pragmatic reasoning. Importantly,
this means that the speaker model receives subtle word-by-
word supervision during training. An alternative is an agent
that has no internal listener model, but still attempts to max-
imize communication success by trial and error. We thus
consider a reinforcement learning model, the REINFORCE
speaker, SRL, which is architecturally identical to SRSA-Am,
but trained with a black-box reward function rather than an
explicit internal listener. A discrete utterance û is sampled
from SRL as before. We simulate a referent choice from an
external listener by selecting t̂ = argmaxt L0(t | I, û). SRL re-
ceives a reward of +1 if the listener identifies the correct tar-

Figure 2: Example reference games with ideal utterances.

get and 0 otherwise2. The weights of SRL are then updated via
the REINFORCE gradient estimator (Williams, 1992). From
a reinforcement learning perspective, SRL and SRSA-Am have
the same objective, but the former is model-free while the
latter is model-based, with RSA as the model of communica-
tion.

Experiments

Datasets

We run experiments on two reference game datasets repre-
senting synthetic and human-generated data. ShapeWorld
(Kuhnle & Copestake, 2017) is an artificial dataset where
each game consists a set of three images, each containing a
single random shape with random color. Each game varies
in the informativity of the utterance required for successful
communication: either only the shape or color is sufficient, or
both are needed (Fig. 2). This allows us to evaluate how our
speakers modulate their utterances depending on the context.
Our primary ShapeWorld dataset has 76000 games contain-
ing artificially generated utterances with a total vocabulary of
15 words. Additionally, to test systematic generalization to
novel contexts, we constructed similar datasets where either
a color (red), shape (square), or set of color-shape combi-
nations (red circle, blue square, yellow ellipse, white circle,
gray square) were held-out during training, but presented as
targets in every test game.

Colors (Monroe et al., 2017) is a reference game dataset
with real human language, where human speakers saw three
patches of color and were asked to produce utterances that
uniquely identify a target color. Here, contexts varied in
their difficulty: either distractors were perceptually distinct
from the target image (far) or were similar in color space
(close) (Fig. 3). The language used in the ∼46000 games in
this dataset is considerably more complex, with around 1400
unique vocabulary tokens; thus, reasoning over all possible
utterances (as required by Full RSA) is infeasible.

2This is equivalent to stochastically sampling a reward from the
RSA listener with a very low softmax temperature. A higher tem-
perature led to more variance during training and overall worse per-
formance.
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Figure 3: Output examples for ShapeWorld and Colors.

Training and Model Details

We split each dataset into a training, validation, and test split
of 60:15:1 on ShapeWorld and 42:3:1 on Colors. The train-
ing datasets for each task were further subdivided into thirds.
1/3 was used to train our speakers (and speaker-internal lis-
tener L0 if used). The second 1/3 of the training data was
used to train a validation listener: training was stopped af-
ter a speaker obtained maximum accuracy with this listener
on the validation set. Finally, the last 1/3 was used to train
evaluation listeners. The ultimate communicative accuracy
of speaker models was evaluated with these evaluation listen-
ers on the test set. These divisions ensured that speakers did
not overfit to a single listener, and instead were evaluated for
behavior that generalized across different listeners.

Models were trained for a maximum of 100 epochs with
the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a batch size
of 32 and a learning rate of 0.001 for speakers and 0.01 for
listeners. After training, the models with the highest vali-
dation accuracy were kept. RNNs (both encoders and de-
coders) are 100-d unidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
RNNs (Cho et al., 2014) with 50-d word embeddings learned
from scratch, except for the contextual speakers S′0, which
have hidden size 300-d (since they consume 3 embeddings).
The vision modules fS and fL are CNNs with 4 blocks, each
block containing a 64-filter 3x3 convolutional layer, batch
normalization, ReLU activation, and 2x2 max pooling. Given
shapes and colors represented as 64× 64× 3 input images,
this produces 1024-d representations. In speakers, these are
projected via a linear layer down to the GRU hidden size
to initialize the GRU; for listeners, to compare image and
text embeddings, we project the text representation into the
1024-d image space via a linear layer and use dot product
to produce the target probability. Our code is available at
https://github.com/juliaiwhite/amortized-rsa.

Results
We evaluate our speakers’ utterances (see Fig. 3 for exam-
ples) in several ways. First, language should be effective: it
should serve its communicative goal of helping the listener
correctly identify the target image. We measure communica-
tion success with our evaluation listeners on unseen reference
games. Second, language should be concise, saying as much
as needed, but no more. We measure this by examining how
the length and content of the utterance changes depending
on the difficulty of the contexts as specified in either dataset.
Finally, language should be conventional: to cause minimal
confusion to a listener, it should look like conventional, gram-
matical English. Because the ShapeWorld dataset uses com-
pletely artificial language, we measure conventionality on the
Colors dataset only.3 As an imperfect proxy to convention-
ality, we measure the per-word probability of the utterances
generated from our speakers, as reported by an unconditional
language model trained on utterances in the training data.4

Efficacy. All speaker models, except for the REINFORCE
model SRL, perform well above chance on both test datasets
(Fig. 4) though there are significant differences between
them. The naive baseline S0 attains an accuracy of 73% for
ShapeWorld and 67% for Colors. While the additional con-
text given to S′0 results in some improvement, more substan-
tial benefits come when models use pragmatic objectives. The
sample-rerank model SRSA-SRR obtains much higher accuracy,
only slightly behind SRSA-Full in ShapeWorld and even out-
performing the human utterances in Colors.5 Most notably,

3RSA and Amortized models used coherent one word utterances,
e.g. “blue”, which due to the artificial nature of the dataset, did not
exist in the training data (which had only “blue shape”). Thus, they
had extremely low probability, making this evaluation nonsensical.

4Per-word probability avoids confounds with utterance length.
5Human utterance accuracy is imperfect because utterances are

evaluated with respect to a neural listener, not a human listener. Our
listener model is an imperfect approximation for a human listener,
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Figure 4: Efficacy. Accuracy for ShapeWorld (for 9 evalu-
ation listeners) and Colors (for 1 evaluation listener). Error
bars correspond to the 95% confidence intervals across the
test games for all figures.

our amortized model SRSA-Am also performs very well, per-
forming on par with SRSA-SRR in ShapeWorld and achieving
the highest accuracy (94%) out of all the models tested for
Colors. Meanwhile, the REINFORCE model SRL struggles;
it performs on par with S0 for ShapeWorld and is unable to
learn in the Colors setting.

Figure 5: Concision. Average utterance lengths produced un-
der different contexts for ShapeWorld and Colors. For Shape-
world, utterance length is split into the average number of
colors, shapes, and other tokens (which include the unknown
token, ”<UNK>”, and generic term ”shape”) .

Concision. We quantify concision by measuring the
speaker’s average utterance lengths for the different contexts

but is still a reasonable measure of efficacy given that we measure
accuracy across multiple separately-trained listeners.

of our reference game (Fig. 5). Analyzing utterance length
within context, we see that RSA SRSA-Full and the amortized
model SRSA-Am exhibit appropriately longer utterance lengths
when both the shape and color are needed to identify the tar-
get image as opposed to either component separately. Look-
ing more specifically at how the number of color and shape
words per utterance differ based on the context, we see that
in contexts where the shape is required, these models are less
likely to say a color and vice versa.6 This behavior is not re-
flected at all in the naive speaker S0, and is less pronounced
in the contextual (S′0) and sample-rerank (SRSA-SRR) models.
In Colors, we see that humans tailor utterance length to game
difficulty: for the difficult “close” contexts where colors were
the same shade, utterances tended to be longer than the eas-
ier “far” contexts. Here, only the contextual speaker S′0 and
amortized model SRSA-Am demonstrate a similar significant
difference in utterance length.

Figure 6: Conventionality. Average per-word probability of
an utterance for Colors.

Conventionality. Finally, we quantify the extent to which
generated utterances reflect conventional language, with an
unconditional language model trained on human utterances
from the Colors dataset. We explore the probability per word
of utterances generated by our speaker models (Fig. 6). Un-
surprisingly, the naive S0 and contextual speakers S′0, which
are trained with language-modeling objectives, have high
probability. The sample re-rank model SRSA-SRR sees a ma-
jor decrease in probability, as it re-ranks sampled utterances
with respect to an internal listener, which does not necessarily
favor the most probable utterance.

The amortized model SRSA-Am is lower still: the commu-
nicative training objective results in language drift (see Fig. 3
for examples) whereby the model is able to sacrifice real-
ism for communicative efficacy; this has been reported in
similarly trained models (Lazaridou, Potapenko, & Tieleman,
2020). It is unclear whether this reflects creative and accept-
able, but unconventional, use of language, or malformed lan-
guage that would be hard for humans to understand. Regard-
less, the language is not overfit to the amortized speaker’s

6Both RSA and amortized models also capture the well-attested
tendency of humans to produce colors more often than shapes, all
else being equal. This in turn follows from properties of the neural
listener: a CNN is more accurate at detecting colors than shapes.
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internal listener, given its ability to generalize to listeners
trained on separate data.

Figure 7: Inference Speed. Average time to generate an ut-
terance for ShapeWorld.

Figure 8: Generalization. Accuracy for ShapeWorld when
generalizing to a held-out color, shape, or color-shape com-
bination.

Inference Speed. Fig. 7 depicts average utterance genera-
tion time across 100 games for ShapeWorld. S0, S′0, SRSA-Am,
and SRL are similarly fast, since they require only a single
sample from an RNN. In contrast, SRSA-Full and SRSA-SRR
must evaluate a listener across many utterances, resulting in
much higher inference times. While these results are merely
suggestive—our RSA models can likely be optimized—they
point to the large gap in compute requirements between on-
line pragmatic reasoning and amortized utterance production.

Generalization. Fig. 8 displays communication accuracy
on the dataset variants with held-out colors, shapes, or com-
binations. The amortized model comes closest to the perfor-
mance of Full RSA, followed by the sample-rerank and RE-
INFORCE models. The contextual captioner’s poor perfor-
mance here likely indicates that, where it captures pragmatic
behavior, it does so primarily by memorization. This indi-
cates that communication-based training is needed to produce
pragmatic language in novel contexts.

Conclusion and Discussion
We explored several models for speech production in refer-
ence games and evaluated them with respect to pragmatic ef-
ficiency, concision, conventionality, and processing time. The

Full RSA model represents the gold standard at a competence
level, capturing nuances of pragmatic behavior and general-
izing well. But it requires large, often intractable, processing
costs. In contrast, our amortized RSA model achieves perfor-
mance close to Full RSA, while being far more efficient.

The contextual speaker, S′0, performs poorly with respect to
efficacy and concision, though well with respect to conven-
tion. Because the contextual model matches our amortized
model in architecture but uses a language modeling objective,
we conclude that some aspects of pragmatic communication
are unattainable by simply observing surface-level linguistic
cues. Despite recent work showing that language models may
implicitly learn pragmatic phenomena from sufficient data
(Schuster, Chen, & Degen, 2020), our simulations suggest
that communication-based training is required for successful
pragmatic communication, especially when generalizing to
situations that have not been seen in the training distribution.
The reinforcement learning approach provides a complemen-
tary contrast: it shared the communicative objective with the
RSA models, but was forced to learn from the weaker signal
of communicative success or failure. The poor performance
of this model suggests that an internal model of the listener
greatly helps communication-based training.

While common pragmatic behaviors may be amortized,
our model must still learn from experience; highly novel situ-
ations may still require the full reasoning processes afforded
by frameworks like RSA. Indeed, empirical evidence reports
significant variability in processing time across instances of
a pragmatic phenomenon (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015). To
better model this variability, one interesting extension of the
work presented here is a model which reverts from amortized
computation back to more sophisticated reasoning procedures
in novel situations. Such a model would operationalize the
trade-off between slow explicit reasoning processes and fast
amortized computation that motivates recent theories of lan-
guage processing (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2019) and amortized
probabilistic inference (Gershman & Goodman, 2014).

An intriguing connection is to models of emergent com-
munication (Lazaridou, Peysakhovich, & Baroni, 2017; Mor-
datch & Abbeel, 2018; Lazaridou et al., 2020). In order to
ground our amortized speaker in actual language, the listener
is pre-trained on real language and fixed. In most emergent
communication models, either speaker and listener are co-
trained from scratch, or in an attempt to ground the commu-
nication protocol, the speaker is pre-trained and/or given aux-
iliary language grounding tasks (Lazaridou et al., 2017).

In this paper we described an algorithmic model that forms
“habits of pragmatic speech”, internalizing the explicit prag-
matic reasoning of Rational Speech Acts models into a fast
but flexible speaker. This represents one solution to the puz-
zle of pragmatic speech: How do we produce pragmatically
useful utterances so easily and quickly?
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Abstract 
Many theories of communication claim that perspective-taking is a 
fundamental component of the successful design of utterances for a 
specific audience. We investigated perspective-taking in a 
constrained communication situation: Participants played a word 
guessing game where each trial required them to communicate a 
target word without context. In each game, pairs of participants took 
turns giving and receiving clues to guess target words, both 
receiving feedback after each trial. In Experiment 1, none of the 
measures of participants’ performance improved over rounds, 
suggesting either that participants were unable to improve their 
perspective-taking or that the task was simply too demanding for 
other reasons. In Experiment 2, we tested whether this lack of 
improvement was due to overall difficulty rather than inability to 
take perspective. While the success rate in Experiment 2 did 
improve over the course of the game, our analyses indicated that the 
improvement was due to participants discovering a frequency 
heuristic (using rarer clue words) rather than improved perspective-
taking per se. The results of these two experiments show that 
improving perspective-taking adaptively is very difficult when there 
is no context to ground either signal choice or interpretation. 

Keywords: communication; perspective-taking; audience 
design; interaction; word associations 

Introduction 
One of the most immediately relevant mechanisms 
underlying the design and interpretation of utterances is 
perspective-taking; what people do when they take the 
knowledge and beliefs of their interlocutors into account. 
Some theories claim that this mechanism is key (see e.g. 
Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Clark, 1996) while others argue that 
humans communicate successfully by gradually aligning 
their perspectives through repeated interactions (see e.g. 
Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Barr & Keysar, 2004). The 
empirical evidence is mixed (see e.g. Barr & Keysar, 2006): 
Some studies show evidence of perspective-taking while 
others show a somewhat surprising egocentricity. The present 
study aims to explore whether and how people are able to use 
perspective-taking adaptively to increase success in a 
constrained communication situation through modeling their 
interlocutor’s semantic network.  

 
1 For ease of interpretation, we will refer to the speaker as ‘she’ 

and the hearer as ‘he’ throughout. 

Perspective-taking as a Stand-alone Mechanism 
    Sulik and Lupyan (2018a) tested perspective-taking in 
novel signaling tasks in a series of experiments where 
participants had to provide a clue word to make their partner 
guess a target word.  To achieve success on the task, directors 
needed to provide a clue word that would strongly trigger the 
target word – thus, they had to search for eligible clue words 
and simulate listener responses to them in order to identify 
effective clue words. Sulik and Lupyan manipulated whether 
speaker and hearer had symmetric or asymmetric 
perspectives in this task. A symmetric trial occurred if the 
first associate of the target word also had the target word as 
its first associate. For example, most people say ‘night’ when 
cued with ‘day’, and most people say ‘day’ when cued with 
‘night’. In this type of trial, the director could succeed by just 
providing her own first association as a clue word.1 An 
example of an asymmetric trial would be with the target word 
‘dolphin’; in response to ‘dolphin’, most people say 
‘mammal’ but in response to ‘mammal’, most people do not 
say ‘dolphin’ – they say ‘animal’. Only success on 
asymmetric trials would be evidence of perspective-taking as 
this is the only case where the director using her own first 
association as a clue is highly unlikely to lead to a successful 
guess.  
    Participants in Sulik and Lupyan’s (2018) study generally 
failed to take perspective, instead tending to provide the clue 
most strongly associated with the target from their own 
perspective instead of from their partner’s perspective. 
Importantly, participants in this study did not interact directly 
and were not told after each trial whether their clue or guess 
had been successful, nor what the matcher had guessed or 
what the target word was in the case of an incorrect trial, 
meaning that participants could not adapt to their partner or 
the task over the course of the experiment. In an unpublished 
follow-up study, Sulik & Lupyan (2018b) found that 
participants were able to improve their perspective-taking 
over repeated interactions when they interacted face-to-face 
and received feedback after each trial. Here, interaction could 
plausibly have played a role in explaining success, for 
example if participants learned to visually signal the 
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upcoming use of a specific clue strategy (e.g. homonyms, 
antonyms, using rare words, hyponyms, etc.).  

In many models of perspective-taking found in the existing 
literature (see again Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Barr & 
Keysar, 2004), participants improve their communication by 
accruing common ground over repeated interactions. In the 
present study, this cannot be the case as the common ground 
does not as such increase with each trial (given that each trial 
presents a novel target word). Instead, improvement or 
adaptive learning is hypothesised to stem primarily from the 
participants learning to provide more effective clue words, 
i.e. clue words with higher backward association strength. 

The Present Study 
We aimed to test whether people could use perspective-
taking adaptively when there were no other alternative means 
of achieving success. In contrast to Sulik and Lupyan 
(2018a), we provided both participants with feedback 
(success, the target word, and the guess word) after each trial. 
We hypothesised that feedback would play an essential part 
in learning to improve perspective-taking. In contrast to Sulik 
and Lupyan (2018b), our participants interacted over a longer 
period of time but were not able to see each other; we did this 
to prevent participants from sharing any other context than 
the trial-by-trial clue words and guess words. We were 
interested in perspective-taking through modeling of 
semantic networks on its own and hence did not include the 
face-to-face interaction from Sulik and Lupyan (2018b). 
Importantly, target words never repeated, which could lead to 
successful trials based on memory rather than active 
perspective-taking. The hypothesised improvement over 
trials would come from participants learning that using clue 
words that are salient from their own perspective (e.g. 
providing ‘mammal’ as a clue for ‘dolphin’) is unhelpful and 
that they have to model their partner’s semantic associations 
to achieve success. The only “common ground” our 
participants had was the semantic associations of the English 
language. As we have seen above, symmetry (whether 
speaker’s and hearer’s perspectives actually differ), salience, 
and common ground appear to be important factors for 
perspective-taking to occur. We operationalised symmetry in 
a similar way to Sulik and Lupyan (2018a) as egocentric and 
allocentric salience (i.e. salience from the other person’s 
perspective) by word association strength, a measure of how 
strongly a word cues another word.  

Egocentric and Allocentric Salience 
The main measure of interest in this study was backward 
association strength, which served as a measure of 
perspective-taking. Director backward association strength 
was the association strength between the clue and the target 
(how strongly does the clue ‘ocean’ cue the target ‘whale’?), 
and matcher backward association strength was the 
association strength between the clue and the guess (how 
strongly does the guess ‘water’ cue the clue ‘ocean’?). Thus, 
backward association strength for both director and matcher 
represented allocentric salience. 

    To illustrate what perspective-taking would look like in the 
present setup: The backward association strength between the 
target ‘plague’ and the clue ‘rat’ is 0.01 whereas the 
backward association strength between the target ‘plague’ 
and the clue ‘bubonic’ is 0.38. This means that giving 
‘bubonic’ as a clue is more likely than ‘rat’ to elicit the correct 
response ‘plague’. If the speaker chooses ‘bubonic’ over 
‘rat’, she is taking perspective. If her clue had been driven by 
forward association strength, she would have given ‘death’, 
the highest ranked forward associate of ‘plague’ (strength = 
0.13). If the director gave ‘rat’ as a clue, the matcher would 
be showing perspective-taking if he did not say ‘mouse’ – the 
highest forward associate of ‘rat’ (strength = 0.13) – but 
instead ‘rodent’, a target word more likely to have elicited the 
clue word ‘rat’ (strength = 0.27). Thus, if perspective-taking 
improved over rounds, we expected backward association 
strength to increase and forward association strength to 
decrease. 

Method: Experiment 1 
Participants played a word guessing game in pairs; on each 
trial, one participant (the director) was required to help their 
partner (the matcher) guess a single target word by providing 
only a single clue word, with the roles of director and matcher 
alternating each trial.  

Participants. We recruited 40 participants (10 male and 30 
female, mean age = 23.54, range = 18-32) playing as 20 
dyads. The participants were recruited from the student 
population at the University of Edinburgh. All participants 
were required to be native English speakers above the age of 
18 and received £10 for their participation. The participants 
in pairs did not know each other beforehand. 

Materials. We selected 120 target words from the most 
common English nouns (using the iWeb Corpus; Davies, 
2018) to ensure familiarity with meaning and spelling. We 
selected target words such that half the words in each list had 
top 1 or top 3 symmetric associates, and the other half had 
asymmetric associates. For example, the target word ‘term’ 
is top 1 symmetric because its top associate is ‘semester’, and 
the top associate of ‘semester’ is ‘term’; the target word 
‘vehicle’ is top 3 symmetric because one of its top 3 
associates (‘car’) has ‘vehicle’ as one of its top 3 associates. 
In contrast, ‘project’ is an asymmetric target word because 
none of its top 3 associates ('work’, ‘task, and ‘school’) in 
turn cue ‘project’ as one of their top 3 associates. All 
association strength measures came from the large-scale 
word association study The Small World of Words (SWOW; 
De Deyne et al., 2018). Sulik and Lupyan (2018a) compared 
results using the SWOW with results using the University of 
South Florida (USF) Free Association Norms (Nelson et al., 
2004) and the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (EAT; Kiss, 
Armstrong, Milroy, & Piper, 1973) but found that different 
association norms produced similar results. Therefore, we 
only used the SWOW as it was the more extensive database. 
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Procedure. Participants were told they would be playing a 
word guessing game where the aim was to help their partner 
guess the target word using only one clue word. Participants 
were seated in separate booths and communicated over 
networked computers using custom-written software in 
PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019).  Participants took turns 
sending and receiving clues and both received feedback after 
each trial, being given the target, the guess, and whether the 
guess was correct or incorrect (see Figure 1 for example trials 
in Experiment 1).  

The director on a given trial could type in any real English 
clue word (except one identical to the target word) and there 
was no time limit on giving a response. The matcher received 
the clue word and typed in their guess, again without a time 
limit. Dyads had 20 trials in each round and played six 
rounds; the entire experiment lasted approximately one hour. 

Results: Experiment 1 
If participants are able to perspective-take adaptively, we 
expected both success rate (proportion of correct guesses by 
the matcher) and perspective-taking to increase over the 
course of the game. The primary dependent variables were 
the binary success outcome (match between target and 
matcher’s guess) and director backward association strength 
(with higher values indicating clue words that more strongly 
cued the target, i.e. suggesting better perspective-taking by 
the director). The secondary dependent variables were 
director and matcher forward association strength, matcher 
backward association strength, and the word frequency of the 
clue word (Zipf value; Van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, & 
Brysbaert, 2014). Zipf value of the clue words was included 
as an additional measure of how the clue words themselves 
changed over time. These additional measures were 
secondary in the sense that they could not on their own prove 

or disprove the hypotheses but could lend support in either 
direction. 
    To better assess which properties of the target words 
influenced success rate, we also examined the independent 
variables accessibility (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th quantiles of 
director backward association strength of optimal clue word) 
and symmetry (top 1 symmetric, top 3 symmetric, and 
asymmetric). The accessibility variable operationalised the 
existence of ‘good’ clue words, i.e. words that strongly and 
specifically cued a given target. For example, the target word 
‘eye’ had a good potential clue word in ‘retina’ (p(eye|retina) 
= 0.33) whereas the target word ‘department’ did not have a 
particularly good potential clue, the best one being ‘bureau’ 
(p(department|bureau) = 0.02). ‘Eye’ therefore falls in the 4th 
quantile of accessibility (it should be relatively accessible, in 
that a good clue word does exist) whereas ‘department’ falls 
in 1st quantile of accessibility. In Experiment 1, the maximal 
backward association strength (backward association 
strength between target and the optimal clue word) had an 
overall mean of 0.16 and ranged from 0.01 to 0.33; the 1st 
quantile was 0.09 and the 3rd quantile was 0.23.  

Data cleaning and preparation. Three dyads ran out of time 
and did not complete all six rounds: One dyad only played 
three rounds, and two dyads only played four rounds. Their 
trials were still included in the analyses. Guess words with 
spelling mistakes, typos, plurals, and other standard spellings 
counted as correct in both experiments. As participants could 
type any word for both clues and guesses, some of the clues 
and guesses did not appear in the SWOW norms and we were 
therefore unable to score association strengths. This was the 
case for 387 of the trials for director forward association 
strength (17.12 %), 516 of the trials for matcher forward 
association strength (22.83 %), 426 of the trials for director 
backward association strength (18.85 %), 437 of the trials for 
matcher backward association strength (19.34 %), and 266 of 
the trials for Zipf value (11.77 %). 

Descriptive statistics. See Figure 2A for average success 
over rounds and Figure 2B for average director backward 
association strength over rounds.  

Figure 1. (A) a successful director trial: the director 
provides the clue ‘car’ for the target ‘vehicle’. (B) an 

unsuccessful matcher trial: the matcher guesses ‘strategy’ 
from the clue ‘plan’. 
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Figure 2. Success (A) and director backward association 
strength (B) over rounds. The black lines indicate averages 
across dyads with error bars showing bootstrapped 95 % 
confidence intervals. Coloured lines represent individual 

dyads. Note the different scales in A and B. 

Success. We analysed success predicted by round number 
with a binomial mixed-effects regression model with 
correlated random slope and intercept for target word and 
uncorrelated random slope and intercept for dyad. This model 
indicated no effect of round on success (p = .711).2 

Director backward association strength. A linear mixed-
effects regression model indicated no effect of round on 
director backward association strength (p = .193). 

Further measures of improvement. None of the other 
dependent variables (Zipf value, director and matcher 
forward association strength, and matcher backward 
association strength) showed significant improvement across 
rounds (all p > .13).  

Symmetry. A binomial mixed-effects regression model with 
success predicted by symmetry indicated that top 1 
symmetric target words were significantly easier to 
communicate than asymmetric targets words (β = 1.10, SE = 
0.29, z = 3.82, p < .001). Top 3 symmetric targets were not 
significantly easier compared with asymmetric targets (p = 
.202). 

Accessibility. Accessibility was also a significant predictor 
of success with 3rd and 4th quantiles being easier to 

 
2 For following models, we adopted the following procedure: We 

attempted to model the maximal structure suitable for the 
experimental design, i.e. random slopes and intercepts for dyads or 
participants, varying by the dependent variable, and target words. 
For dependent variables that were determined by the dyad (like 
success), we used dyad for the random effects – for the dependent 
variables that were determined by individual participant (like 
forward and backward association strength, etc.), we used 
participant for the random effects. If the model then failed to 
converge or produced singular fit warnings, we set the slopes and 

communicate than the baseline 1st quantile (3rd: β = 1.26, SE 
= 0.24, z = 5.18, p < .001; 4th: β = 1.84, SE = 0.24, z = 7.59, 
p < .001).  

Discussion: Experiment 1 
Symmetry and accessibility predicted success in the language 
game, but participants’ perspective-taking did not improve 
over time. Top 1 symmetric items were significantly easier to 
communicate successfully than top 3 symmetric or 
asymmetric targets, indicating that directors found it difficult 
to take the matcher’s perspective. Target words with potential 
clue words that belonged to the top half of maximal backward 
association strength were also significantly easier for 
directors to convey and matchers to guess, suggesting that 
directors were sensitive to the existence of clue words. The 
results from Experiment 1 indicate that people cannot learn 
to improve their perspective-taking, even when they get 
feedback. This is somewhat surprising, given that 
participants in Sulik and Lupyan (2018b)’s study improved 
over time with the same level of feedback as in the present 
experiment. It is still possible, however, that participants 
relied on perspective-taking for the success they did have, but 
that the search for potential clue words and simulations of 
guesses were too demanding for them to improve over time. 
To test whether the lack of improvement was due to lack of 
perspective-taking or perhaps a too-challenging task, in 
Experiment 2 we test whether performance could improve 
with richer feedback and more accessible targets. 

Method: Experiment 2 
Participants. For Experiment 2, we again recruited 40 
participants playing as 20 dyads (12 male and 28 female, 
mean age = 23.33, range = 19-52). As in Experiment 1, the 
participants in pairs did not know each other beforehand. 

Materials. We selected 120 new target words from the most 
strongly cued words in the SWOW dataset in an attempt to 
make the task less challenging. None of the target words had 
top 1 symmetric associates but they could have top 3 
symmetric associates.  

Procedure. Aside from the feedback provided in Experiment 
1, participants were additionally after unsuccessful trials told 
what the optimal clue word would have been, and the top 
associate in response to the clue the director actually gave 
(see Figure 3 for an example of the changed feedback screen 
in Experiment 2). 

intercepts to be orthogonal. If the problems remained, we excluded 
random effects based on conceptual reasoning (i.e. for predicting 
success across rounds, we wanted to control for the slope of the 
dyads so prioritised keeping the random slope over intercept for 
dyads). In the text, we report the most complex model that we were 
able to fit. Additionally, we checked the random slopes and 
correlations between random effects for magnitude and that the 
unconverged models yielded similar results to the final models, 
which was the case for all of them. 
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Figure 3. An example of the feedback screen after an 
incorrect trial in Experiment 2. 

Results: Experiment 2 
The dependent and independent variables were identical to 
Experiment 1, excluding the symmetry variable which was 
unnecessary as all target words in Experiment 2 had 
asymmetric associates. In Experiment 2 where all the target 
words were selected to have good potential clue words, the 
maximal backward association strength had an overall mean 
of 0.30 and ranged from 0.23 to 0.38. The 1st quantile was 
0.28 and the 3rd quantile was 0.31.  

Data cleaning and preparation. One dyad only played three 
rounds, and two dyads only played five rounds. Their trials 
were still included in the analyses. Three trials in total were 
excluded from the analyses due to technical errors while 
recording responses. As in Experiment 1, we were not able to 
look up information for all the clue and guess words. This 
was the case for 325 of the trials for director forward 
association strength (14.21 %), 425 of the trials for matcher 
forward association strength (18.58 %), 380 of the trials for 
director backward association strength (16.62 %), 408 of the 
trials for matcher backward association strength (17.84 % of 
the trials), and 285 of the trials for Zipf value (12.46 %).  

Descriptive statistics. See Figure 4A for average success 
over rounds and Figure 4B for average director backward 
association strength over rounds.  

 

Figure 4. Success (A) and director backward association 
strength (B) over rounds. Plotting conventions as in Figure 

2. Note the different scales in A and B. 

Success. A binomial mixed-effects regression model 
indicated a marginally significant positive effect of round on 
success (β = 0.07, SE = 0.04, z = 1.75, p = .081). 

Director backward association strength. A linear mixed-
effects regression model indicated a significant positive 
effect of round on director backward association strength (β 
< 0.01; SE < 0.01, t(82.47) = 2.06; p = .043). 

Further measures of improvement. The secondary 
dependent variables matcher forward association strength 
and Zipf value both appeared to improve significantly over 
rounds. Director forward association strength showed 
marginally significant improvements (β < -0.01; SE < 0.01, 
t(132.6) = -1.87, p = .063). A linear mixed-effects model of 
Zipf value predicted by round indicated directors produced 
clue words with lower Zipf value – i.e. lower frequency – 
with every round (β = -0.04; SE = 0.01, t(46.83) = -3.64; p < 
.001). A model of matcher forward association strength 
predicted by round suggested that this measure decreased 
over rounds (β < -0.01; SE < 0.01, t(1811) = -2.45; p = .014). 
Matcher backward association strength did not appear to 
improve over rounds (p = .097). Importantly, when we 
compared a model with only Zipf value as a predictor of 
success to a model with both Zipf value and round as 
predictors, the latter did not show significantly improved fit 
(c2 = 2.60, p = 0.107), meaning that round did not appear to 
explain additional variance above and beyond that explained 
by Zipf value. This was also true for the model predicting 
director backward association strength (c2 = 4.11, p = 0.128). 

Accessibility. Accessibility was again a significant predictor 
of success with the 4th quantile being significantly easier to 
communicate than the baseline 1st quantile (β = 0.99, SE = 
0.26, z = 3.79, p < .001). 

Discussion: Experiment 2 
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As in Experiment 1, accessibility was a significant predictor 
of success, indicating that participants were sensitive to the 
existence of good and bad clue words. In contrast to 
Experiment 1, there was some indication that participants 
were able to slightly improve their performance over the 
course of the game: success and director forward association 
strength both showed marginally significant improvement 
while clue Zipf value, director backward association strength, 
and matcher forward association strength all increased 
significantly. However, our model comparisons suggest that 
directors simply realised that picking less common clue 
words would improve success.  

General Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 indicated participants were 
unable to spontaneously improve their success rate and 
perspective-taking in the word guessing game. Experiment 2 
provided some evidence that participants were able to adjust 
to the demands of the game under maximally helpful 
conditions. Here, participants got more extensive feedback, 
did not have to switch strategy between symmetric and 
asymmetric trials, and were shown how to give good clues. 
Consistent with the previous literature on perspective-taking, 
symmetry was a significant predictor of success in 
Experiment 1, supporting the idea that it is more demanding 
for the director to suppress their own perspective when 
providing a useful clue. Accessibility was also a significant 
predictor in both experiments, confirming that target words 
that had a good clue were easier to communicate than words 
that had weaker clues. This showed participants were 
sensitive to the existence of good and bad clue words 
throughout. It is also important to note that the participants 
were not completely unable to succeed – getting on average 
around a third of the words right in Experiment 1 and around 
two thirds of the words right in Experiment 2 – but that they 
appeared unable to improve. 
    The question remains what caused the apparent (but slight) 
improvement over the course of the game in Experiment 2 
but not in Experiment 1. There are two plausible 
explanations: 1) People do use perspective-taking in normal 
communication but it is too difficult to deploy it in this 
context-poor setup (which is why we saw it improve 
somewhat in Experiment 2 which was designed to be 
helpful), or 2) People do not rely on perspective-taking (in 
our task, and perhaps in normal communication), and the 
reason we saw improvement in Experiment 2 was that 
participants learned to use clue word frequency as a heuristic 
for providing useful clue words. It seems plausible that 
directors used frequency as a heuristic for narrowing down 
the search space (of all the potential clues that come to mind, 
which is the rarest word?). Most of the optimal clue words 
that were given as part of the feedback after an incorrect trial 
were rare (words like ‘origami’, ‘eczema’, ‘retina’, and 
‘bubonic’), which participants may have picked up on. Our 
analyses supported the latter explanation as round 
progression did not explain additional variance in either 

success or director backward association strength once Zipf 
value was included as a predictor. 
    Taken together, the results of the two experiments appear 
to show that active perspective-taking is cognitively 
demanding and that the extent to which people can deploy it 
spontaneously in audience design, at least in this challenging 
guessing-game task, is limited.  

Conclusion 
Even if it is somewhat unclear what exactly caused the shift 
in results from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2, we can 
conclude that improving perspective-taking is effortful and 
demanding, especially in circumstances without context 
where the search space for both signal and interpretation are 
unconstrained. The failure to improve in Experiment 1 was 
probably located at the search part of the task, as results from 
Experiment 2 indicated participants were able to improve 
their performance to some extent when they were given more 
guidance about the kinds of words they should be searching 
for. In contrast to most previous studies, the present study 
examined the power of perspective-taking as a stand-alone 
mechanism where the building up of shared context is 
extremely limited and the perspective-taking itself is the only 
thing that can improve. The findings indicate that while 
perspective-taking might play a foundational role in ordinary 
communication, successfully applying perspective-taking 
requires context or feedback; when these are constrained, 
perspective-taking breaks down.  
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Abstract

Studies suggest that people use the least possible effort to gen-
erate natural language descriptions of sets of objects. This
means that they base descriptions on what is perceptually avail-
able to them. For instance, people can subitize, i.e., rapidly
assess the exact quantity of small numbers of objects, so when
the quantity of objects in the visual scene is beneath this thresh-
old, they give numeric descriptions; when the quantity is above
this threshold, they generate non-numeric descriptions. How-
ever, no research examines how people describe visual scenes
of items in groups. As such, it is unclear how people will form
descriptions of scenes that contain a large total number of items
in groups. We report on a novel experiment designed to in-
vestigate how people produce quantified descriptions of scenes
composed of salient visual groups. The results corroborate the
least effort hypothesis, and suggest that people’s incremental
perception of quantity drives their descriptions.
Keywords: numerical perception; pragmatics; quantified de-
scription; subitizing; visual grouping

Introduction
People make use of quantified descriptions to characterize vi-
sual scenes. Consider a map of the state of Hawaii (see Fig-
ure 1) and imagine how you might describe the number of
islands that compose it. You could describe it using exact
numbers (e.g. “I see exactly eight islands”); bounded numer-
als (e.g., “I see more than five islands”); or vague quantifiers
(e.g. “I see several islands.”). Pragmatic and discourse goals
will likely affect the level of precision you use to describe
the total number of islands (Cummins, 2015; Hesse & Benz,
2018), and limited attentional and perceptual resources like-
wise affect the precision with which people describe quanti-
ties (Briggs, Wasylyshyn, & Bello, 2019).

People rapidly and accurately determine the number
of small groups of items in a process called subitizing
(Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949). While there
might be some variation to the subitizing limit, it is safe to
say that people can subitize quantities up to 4 (Mandler &
Shebo, 1982). Exact enumeration within the subitizing range
requires between 40–100 ms for each visual item (Trick &
Pylyshyn, 1994). For sets of items that fall outside the subitiz-
ing range, people appear to have two ways of assessing quan-
tity. First, they can estimate quantity using a mental represen-
tation known as the approximate number sense (ANS). The
ANS refers to a developmentally primitive representational
capacity that allows people to perform numerical calculations
without assigning names to numbers. Hence, the ANS does

Figure 1: Outlines of major islands comprising the U.S. state
of Hawaii: an example of a collection of distinct visual ob-
jects.

not provide access to individual items or yield exact numbers,
but people can use it to make comparisons, such as estimating
whether one group of items is bigger than another (Dehaene,
1992; Izard & Dehaene, 2008). Second, people can process
sets of items out of the subitizing range by counting them,
which allows them to construct more precise quantity rep-
resentations. Counting demands cognitive effort and can be
slow: people count items at a rate of about 250–350 ms per
item (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).

Empirical investigations into how people perceive nu-
merosity tend to adopt restrictive tasks that do not allow
people to generate a broad range of descriptions. For in-
stance, many numerical perception tasks force participants
to report the exact number of items in a scene (e.g., Man-
dler & Shebo, 1982). Initial work in more free-form quan-
tified description tasks required participants to describe a set
of items in contrast to an alternative set. In daily life, par-
ticipants do not abide by such constraints: your description
of the Hawaiian archipelago did not depend on comparisons
to other archipelagos, and a description, such as, “a bunch of
islands” may suffice. Few studies examine how people natu-
rally formulate quantified descriptions of visual scenes.

Recent work suggests that when placed under time
constraints, people describe sets of items by appealing to
inexact language (Briggs et al., 2019). Barr, van Deemter,
and Fernández (2013) also showed that people use exact
numbers to describe items below the subitizing range and
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non-numerical quantifiers for items above it. They exam-
ined how people use quantified expressions to distinguish
one set of objects from other sets of different quantities.
Participants used numbers 90% of the time to distinguish
sets with a subitizable number of objects, but did so only
39% of the time for the targets with numerosity beyond
the subitizing range. They often used numeric descriptions
when comparing against sets where the distractors were
blank images: the result would seem to violate the Gricean
maxim of quantity (Grice, 1975), since reporting the number
of items is overinformative when a simpler response, e.g.,
“the one with the circles” would suffice. Barr et al. (2013)
hypothesized that people balance informativity with the
effort required to produce a description. Briggs and Harner
(2019) interpreted the proposal to concern the information
produced by perceptual processes in limited time frames. We
synthesize both proposals as follows:

Least effort hypothesis: speakers generate descriptions
using as little effort as their processing limitations permit.
Their descriptions may be overinformative in situations
in which perceptual processes make salient information –
such as numerosity, color, and shape – accessible.

The hypothesis explains participants’ preference to produce
descriptions such as “a set of four circles” when “a set of
circles” would suffice.

People need not rely on descriptions of total quantity to
characterize groups of items at all. For example, participants
in Barr et al. (2013) also produced referring expressions that
used spatial information such as density to discriminate tar-
gets: one participant generated an expression that described
a target as “the most crowded.” When describing the Hawai-
ian islands (Figure 1), you might describe its overall shape
(e.g., “a group of islands lying along a curved path”). Like-
wise, you could break the island chain into subgroups and
describe the number of subgroups (“three groups of islands”)
or the cardinality of each subgroup (“a group of two islands,
a group of five islands, and a single large island”). People can
refer to the number of subgroups and the cardinality of each
subgroup, either by themselves (e.g., “three groups”) or as an
addendum to their description of the total quantity of items
(e.g., “eight islands in three groups”).

Barr et al. (2013) and Briggs et al. (2019) investigated how
people produce quantified descriptions of collections of ob-
jects in scenes without salient groups. In this paper, we re-
port investigations into how people’s quantified descriptions
change in the presence of salient groups. We begin by review-
ing prior work on the effects of visual grouping on enumera-
tion and discuss how visual grouping may interact with prag-
matic constraints to affect quantified descriptions. We then
describe an experiment designed to elicit quantified descrip-
tions of visual scenes under different grouping conditions. Fi-
nally, we discuss how our results relate to the tension between
perception and pragmatics in visual description.

Perceiving and describing groups
Grouping and the spatial arrangement of objects affect the
perception and representation of numerosity. People per-
ceive grouped items as more numerous than those that are not
grouped (Poom, Lindskog, Winman, & Van den Berg, 2019;
Vos, Van Oeffelen, Tibosch, & Allik, 1988). Cantrell and col-
leagues (2013; 2015) studied the effects of grouping on the
perception of individuals; they found that people consider the
features of groups more prominent than the features of the in-
dividual group members. Items in more regular patterns like-
wise appear more numerous than randomly positioned items
(e.g., Ginsburg, 1976, 1980; Cousins & Ginsburg, 1983).
Similarly, items organized into groups via Gestalt principles
appear more numerous than groups without such organization
(Frith & Frit, 1972). The amount of space that items occupy
affects perception of their numerosity: elements that take up
more space appear more numerous than those that take up less
(Vos et al., 1988)

Research also demonstrates that visual grouping makes
enumeration easier. For instance, people have an easier time
estimating the numerosity of a set of dots distributed into reg-
ular patterns than the same set of dots distributed randomly
(Burgess & Barlow, 1983). Van Oeffelen and Vos (1982)
found that people are faster at giving overall item numbers
outside the subitizing range if they can break the scene up
into a subitizable number of groups. The findings suggest
that people can quickly perceive subitizitable groups, evalu-
ate the individual cardinalities of their groups, and sum those
cardinalities to estimate the total number of items in a scene
(Fernberger, 1921; Oberly, 1924). Starkey and McCandliss
(2014) refers to the process as “groupitizing.”

Research into how people form quantified descriptions of
scenes ignores how groups affect descriptions. Above, we
identified three relevant referents when considering quanti-
fied descriptions of groups: the total number of visual items,
the number of groups, and the cardinality of each group. Con-
sider the following possible quantified descriptions of a hypo-
thetical scene that depicts 3 groups of 4 dots:

“There are 12 dots.” [D1]

“There are 12 dots in 3 groups.” [D2]

“There are 3 groups of 4 dots.” [D3]

“There are 12 dots in groups of 4.” [D4]

“There are 3 groups of 4 dots for a total of 12 dots.” [D5]

D1 concerns the total quantity of items in the scene; D2 con-
cerns the total items and the number of groups; D3 presents
the number of groups and the total number of items; D4
presents the number of groups and their cardinality. And D5
presents all three sorts of information. D1 is underinforma-
tive: it doesn’t provide any information that the dots are or-
ganized into groups. D2 is also underinformative, since it
is compatible with 12 items separately into groups of non-
uniform cardinality. D3 and D4 are equally informative. D5
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is overinformative: of the three numbers it provides, one of
the numbers can be computed from the other two.

As we will show, over 95% of people’s responses fall into
one of the five patterns above. Which description do theories
predict people generate to describe quantities of items? The
Gricean maxim of quantity suggests that people should not be
underinformative – e.g., they shouldn’t describe 3 groups of
4 dots with descriptions such as, “there are 3 groups,” since
the description is compatible with, say, a set of 3 groups
of 100 dots. Likewise, they shouldn’t produce descriptions
such as D1 and D2, which are similarly underinformative, or
D5, which presents redundant information. But the maxim of
quantity provides no guide on how to appropriately describe
groups and their composition: to describe the scenario above,
is it more sensible to say, “there are 3 groups of 4 dots” (D3)
or “there are 12 dots in groups of 4” (D4)?

It is not surprising that pragmatic accounts make no
distinction between D3 and D4, as they do not depend on
processing constraints. But the two descriptions are equally
informative, even though they differ in complexity – to infer
the missing information, D3 requires multiplication, and D4
requires division. The least effort hypothesis, introduced ear-
lier, concerns people’s processing constraints in perceiving
visual scenes. In applying it to images with visually salient
groups, it predicts that people’s descriptions will depend on
whether they concern subitizable groups of items. When a
set of subitizable groups is present, speakers should have
little difficulty perceiving both the number of groups and
their cardinality. But, unless the total number of items can
be subitized, it should be inaccessible to individuals unless
they carry out mental arithmetic. The least effort hypothesis
therefore predicts the following:

Least effort hypothesis predictions: For scenes that
depict a subitizable set of items, speakers should generate
descriptions such as D1. In contrast, for scenes that depict a
non-subitizable set of items arranged into groups, speakers
should generate descriptions such as D3 more often than
any other description.

Barr et al. (2013) did not explain the mental computations
that underlie the least effort hypothesis. Here, we propose the
idea is compatible with the incremental processing of visual
scenes. The least effort hypothesis would suggest that, for
scenes that can be groupitized, people perceive and encode
the number of groups and the cardinality of each group be-
fore they determine the total quantity of items in the scene.
In fact, people often decompose a cluttered scene into sub-
groups, which can facilitate mental arithmetic (Starkey &
McCandliss, 2014; Ciccione & Dehaene, 2020).

To test the least effort hypothesis, we ran a study that re-
quired participants to generate a description from a single
image of a collection of objects. Namely, it sought to test
whether people’s descriptions differed when they described
small sets of items in the subitizing range, i.e., sets of 3 or

Subitizing Range
Randomized

Subitizing Range
Grouped

Post-subitizing Range
Grouped

Post-subitizing Range
Randomized

Subitizable, Grouped

Non-subitizable, Random

Non-subitizable, Grouped

Subitizable, Random

Figure 2: Examples of images from each of the four condi-
tions in the Experiment. Non-subitizable images depict items
whose total number cannot be subitized.

4 items, and when they described large groups of items in
the non-subitizing range, i.e., sets of 9 or 12 items. It further
sought to test whether visually grouping sets of items shifted
the sorts of quantified descriptions people produced.

Experiment
The experiment tested how people generate natural language
descriptions of an image depicting a set of objects. Half
of the images presented total quantities of items that peo-
ple could subitize (i.e., they included either 3 or 4 objects)
and the other half presented scenes that had total quantities
outside the subitizing range (i.e., they included 9 or 12 ob-
jects). And half the images spatially arranged the objects into
groups, while the other half scattered the objects in random
positions across the image. Participants had to describe the
scene as they saw fit.

Method
Participants. Fifty participants (mean age = 38.9 years; 27
males and 23 females) volunteered through the Amazon
Mechanical Turk platform (see Paolacci, Chandler, and
Ipeirotis (2010), for a review). All participants reported
being native English speakers; we dropped five participants
for either giving uninterpretable descriptions, or else for
giving multiple descriptions on the same trial (e.g., “I see 3
dots. I see more than 2 dots...”).

Design. The study manipulated whether images depicting
sets of items were grouped or not and whether people could
subitize the total number of items or not; the manipulations
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yielded a 2 x 2 repeated-measures design. Half the images
depicted sets of items that fell within the subitizing range, so
that images showed 3 or 4 items in total; and the other half
showed sets that could not be subitized, i.e., sets that 9 or
12 items in total. And, for half the images showed items in
random positions, and the other half showed items in 3 or 4
groups of 3 or 4 objects each.

Procedure. Participants carried out 8 trials, i.e., 2 trials in
each of the 4 conditions. The experiment randomized the
order of the trials. On each trial, participants viewed a single
image and then typed out a description of the scene. Each
trial was self-paced with no time limit. Participants typed out
their responses to the prompt, “Please enter a description of
the image.”

Materials. Images in the study concerned sets of everyday
objects (e.g., paperclips, mugs, or flowers). Each image
depicted one type of object. Figure 2 provides an exam-
ple of a set of mugs in each of the four conditions in the study.

Data analysis. Three annotators coded participants’ re-
sponses along categories designed to examine what quantified
information they included in their descriptions. Annotators
coded each description on whether they mentioned:

1. The total number of individuals: whether a response men-
tioned a numeral to characterize the entire group of objects
(e.g., “12 mugs”).

2. The number of groups: whether a response mentioned a nu-
meral to characterize the number of groups (e.g., “4 groups
of mugs”).

3. The cardinality of groups: whether a response mentioned
a numeral to characterize the number of objects in a group
(e.g., “groups of 4 mugs”).

Participants were free to mention any combination of the
quantities above, and so we can classify their responses into
23 + 1 = 9 separate categories, which includes the category
of response that lacked any numerals. Despite the diversity of
options, participant responses could be classified into one of
the five sorts of description introduced above (D1-D5), where
D1 concerns any response that mentions the total number of
individuals but not the number of groups or the cardinality of
groups, and so on for D2-D5. We focus the results on these
five relevant patterns of responses.

In addition to coding participants’ use of numerals, annota-
tors coded responses on two exploratory measures:

4. Non-numerical quantifiers: whether participants used
quantifiers that made no use of numerals to refer to either
the total number of objects, the number of groups, or the
number of objects in each group (e.g., “a few mugs”).

5. Spatial relations: whether participants made some refer-
ence to the spatial arrangement of the collection, e.g. “4
mugs grouped together.”

Kendall’s coefficient
Code of concordance
Total number of individuals .77
Number of groups .87
Cardinality of groups .92
Inexact quantifiers .88
Spatial relations .99

Table 1: Three annotators coded participants’ responses in
the Experiment in five separate ways blind to the condition of
the trial. All three coders evaluated the same sample (1/4th)
of responses. The table provides their interrater reliabilities.
The annotators resolved discrepancies, refined their coding
criteria, and then divided the remaining responses to code in-
dividually.

Open science. Data from the experiment, experimen-
tal code, annotator codings, and statistical analyses are
all available online through the Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/u7gyc/).

Results
Figure 3 shows the proportion of responses that fell into the
four different categories (D1-D5) as a function of whether
images showed items in groups or not and as a function of
whether they showed a subitizable set of items or not. Hence-
forth, we refer to images that depict more items than can be
subitized as non-subitizable images. We subjected the table
of frequencies that underlies Figure 3 to a χ2 test, which re-
vealed that the frequencies of the four different responses de-
pended on the four conditions in the study (χ2 = 164.03,d f =
12, p < .0001). To perform direct tests of the predictions of
the least effort hypothesis, we dummy-coded D1-D5 to treat
each one as a binary dependent variable, e.g., 1 if a particular
response could be considered D1, and 0 otherwise. Partic-
ipants made D1 responses far more often (72% of the time)
than D2 responses (5%), D3 responses (12.5%), D4 responses
(2%); and D5 responses (7%; Wilcoxon tests, zs > 5.67, ps <
.0001, Cliff’s δs > .96). For brevity, the remaining analyses
concern the patterns of D1 and D3 responses, but we provide
a full battery of statistical analyses online.

As Figure 3 reveals, participants generated D1 responses
more often for subitizable than non-subitizable images (86%
vs. 56%, respectively; Wilcoxon test, z = 5.21, p < .0001,
Cliff’s δ = .63). And they generated more D1 responses
for randomized images than for grouped images (92% vs.
51%, respectively; Wilcoxon test, z = 5.55, p < .0001, Cliff’s
δ = .74). Their tendency to generate D1 responses yielded a
reliable interaction: participants tended not to generate D1
responses for non-subitizable images (Wilcoxon test, z =
4.54, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ = .57). The results corroborate
the first of two predictions of the least effort hypothesis: for
subitizable images (i.e., the two white bars in the first panel
of Figure 3), people provided terse descriptions of the infor-
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D1:
"...12 mugs"

D2:
"...12 mugs in 3 groups"

D3:
"...3 groups of 4 mugs"

D4:
"...12 mugs in groups of 4"

D5:
"...12 mugs in 3 groups of 4"
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Figure 3: Proportion of participants’ descriptions of images in the Experiment that fell into one of five different sorts of
description (D1-D5) as a function of whether the image showed a subitizable set of items or not, and as a function of whether
salient groups were visible or not. The five sorts of description contained a combination of numeric quantifiers that concerned
the total number of items, the number of groups, or the cardinality of groups. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

mation for which they have available, i.e., the total number
of items. When items are non-subitizable and randomly dis-
persed, people may have to count them individually to as-
certain the total number. But when groups are salient in a
non-subitizable image, their strategy shifted.

Participants’ pattern of D3 responses revealed this shift in
strategy (see the second panel of Figure 3). They made D3 re-
sponses 44% of the time for grouped, non-subitizable images.
The result yielded a reliable interaction (Wilcoxon test, z =
4.40, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ = .49). And it yielded reliable main
effects, i.e., people produce more D3 responses for subitiz-
able than non-subitizable images (24% vs. 2%, respectively;
Wilcoxon test, z = 4.73, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ = .47); and they
produced more D3 responses for grouped vs. randomized im-
ages (22% vs. 3%; Wilcoxon test, z = 4.40, p < .0001, Cliff’s
δ = .49).

Planned comparisons show that participants produced more
D3 responses than D2, D4, and D5 responses (43% vs. 9%,
3%, and 17%, respectively; Wilcoxon tests, zs > 2.52, ps <
.02, Cliff’s δs > .31). Likewise, they produced more D2 re-
sponses than D1 responses for grouped, non-subitizable im-
ages, though the difference was not statistically reliable (43%
vs. 24%; Wilcoxon test, z = 1.67, p = .09, Cliff’s δ = .22).
These results corroborate the remaining prediction of the least
effort hypothesis. They suggest that participants based their
quantified descriptions, not on considerations of informativ-
ity, but rather on perceptual constraints such as the informa-
tion available to them as they rapidly assessed each image.

Exploratory analyses. In addition to examining partic-
ipants’ usage of numerical quantifiers, we coded their
responses along two exploratory dimensions of interest:
whether participants used non-numerical quantifiers, e.g.,
“some,” “a few,” and “several,” and whether they used spatial
language, e.g., “grouped close by one another” and “clustered
together.” In total, participants used non-numerical quanti-
fiers in their responses 7% of the time, and they used spatial
language 17% of the time. Figure 4 presents the proportions
of responses for which participants used non-numerical quan-

tifiers and spatial language as a function of the conditions in
the study.

As the figure shows, participants tended to use non-
numerical quantifiers more often for non-subitizable images
than for subitizable images (13% vs. 2%; Wilcoxon test,
z= 3.23, p= .001, Cliff’s δ= .23). And they used such quan-
tifiers more often for random images (9%) than for grouped
images (6%), but the difference was not reliable (Wilcoxon
test, z = 1.68, p = .09, Cliff’s δ = .11). Nevertheless, the
interaction between the two manipulations was significant
(Wilcoxon test, z = 2.35, p = .02, Cliff’s δ = .13).

Participants tended to use spatial language more than twice
as often as they used non-numerical quantifiers. Figure 4
shows that for randomized images, their generation of spatial
language was nearly identical between subitizable and non-
subitizable sets, but for images that depicted salient groups,
people used spatial language far more often for subitizable
sets than non-subitizable sets; the pattern yielded a signif-
icant interaction (Wilcoxon test, z = 2.98, p = .003, Cliff’s
δ = .25), a main effect of subitizability (Wilcoxon test, z =
2.54, p = .01, Cliff’s δ = .18), and no detectable difference
between grouped and randomized images (Wilcoxon test,
z = 0.00, p = .99, Cliff’s δ = .02).

Non-numeric
quantification

Spatial
language

Random Grouped Random Grouped
0.00

0.25

0.50

P
ro
po
rti
on

Subitizable Non-subitizable

Figure 4: Proportion of participants’ usage of non-numerical
quantifiers and spatial language in the Experiment as a func-
tion of subitizablity and grouping condition. Error bars show
95% confidence intervals.
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General Discussion
According to the Gricean maxim of quantity, ideal descrip-
tions of scenes should be neither underinformative – they
should not omit relevant and salient information – nor overin-
formative – they should not be redundant (Grice, 1975). But
people flout the maxim systematically (e.g., Okanda, Asada,
Moriguchi, & Itakura, 2015), particularly when they gener-
ate descriptions of scenes. For instance, they flout the maxim
of quantity when they describe an image as “4 black dots”
when a description such as “a set of dots” suffices (Barr et
al., 2013). To explain such behavior, recent theorists ar-
gue that perceptual costs associated with visual properties
guide natural language description (Briggs & Harner, 2019;
Van Deemter, 2016; Krahmer & Van Deemter, 2012). People
generate descriptions in a way that minimizes such costs, a
proposal we refer to as the least effort hypothesis. The least
effort hypothesis argues that speakers generate descriptions
based on the information readily available to them. It sug-
gests that people should describe images depicting groups in
systematic ways: they should tend to base descriptions on
perceptually salient features instead of actively negotiating a
balance between informativity and relevance. Hence, it ex-
plains why people generate overinformative descriptions. We
extended the proposals to concern images depicting groups:
because people appear to enumerate small numbers of groups
with ease, they should base descriptions on, e.g., the number
of those groups instead of the total number of items.

To test the idea, we conducted an experiment that asked par-
ticipants to generate descriptions of grouped and ungrouped
sets of objects. Participants were free to describe sets of items
in any way they chose. They responded systematically: most
of the time, they used numerals to describe the total number of
items on the screen. They did so for subitizable images, i.e.,
those that depicted sets whose quantities they could rapidly
establish, and they did so for sets of higher quantity that were
distributed randomly across the image, presumably because
they counted the items. But their strategy shifted qualitatively
for images that arranged many items into salient groups: par-
ticipants based their descriptions of such images on the num-
ber of groups and the cardinality of those groups, i.e., num-
bers hypothesized to be accessible to participants without re-
lying on a counting strategy. The results corroborated the
predictions of the least effort hypothesis.

The least effort hypothesis may be the end result of the
constraints and processes that underlie numerical perception.
Such processes are incremental and capacity-limited, i.e.,
perceivers must devote attentional resources to comprehend
complex scenes that depict multiple objects. To alleviate
the burden of processing objects serially, people can decom-
pose scenes into subgroups, whose individual members they
can then enumerate using arithmetic (Starkey & McCandliss,
2014; Ciccione & Dehaene, 2020). The results we report are
consistent with such behavior, and they suggest that the least
effort hypothesis is harmonious with incremental perceptual
processes: people appear to base their descriptions of images

on the earliest available information sufficient to characterize
the scene.

One limitation of the present task is the pragmatic demands
placed on the speaker. Participants in the study had to gen-
erate descriptions by typing them out, and many may have
opted for shorter descriptions. The medium may explain why
they preferred descriptions such as, “12 items” to descriptions
such as “12 items in 3 groups of four,” but it does not explain
the shift in descriptive strategy for images depicting groups
of non-subitizable items. Nevertheless, cooperative speakers
should aim to be both informative and brief. One way of con-
struing the least effort hypothesis is as a heuristic by which
people achieve that balance without engaging in deliberative
counting or arithmetic processes.

One avenue for future work would be to examine scenes
with subgroups of heterogenous cardinality. For instance,
consider an example of a collection of items with four sub-
groups each with a different number of items. In this case, it is
impossible to concisely provide a description of the cardinal-
ity of each subgroup; the least effort hypothesis predicts that
people should not describe group cardinality. Another test of
the hypothesis could place speakers under time constraints,
both for viewing the stimuli and for generating descriptions.
Participants would generate more terse descriptions, but the
information they choose to omit may prove informative. For
instance, limited presentation time may make it difficult to
assess the cardinality of groups and drive participants to base
descriptions on the number of groups alone.

To build interpretable image description systems, re-
searchers must first understand how people perceive scenes.
Many contemporary natural language generation algorithms
assume a fully explicit, symbolic representation of a visual
scene (e.g., Krahmer & Van Deemter, 2012). These ap-
proaches make predictions about how people generate of
quantified descriptions (Briggs & Harner, 2019; Chen, van
Deemter, & Lin, 2019). For instance, Briggs and Harner
(2019) modeled the human data from Barr et al. (2013)
through a method they called perceptual cost pruning, which
removes particular symbolic information to mimic the per-
ceptual costs required to encode particular pieces of infor-
mation. The human data were best simulated by picking the
most precise descriptions remaining after taking such costs
into account. This procedure provides a computational im-
plementation of the least effort hypothesis. The results of our
study suggest that a better way of implementing the least ef-
fort hypothesis in computational systems is to instead design
them to incrementally perceive and construct scene represen-
tations, thereby yielding the most human-like descriptions.
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Abstract
In this study, we investigate people’s ability to predict and
adapt to the behavior of others in order to make plans of their
own, a cornerstone of cooperative and competitive behavior.
Participants played 300 rounds of rock, paper, scissors against
another human player. We investigate the degree to which par-
ticipants are able to identify patterns in their opponent’s be-
havior in order to exploit them in subsequent rounds. We find
strong evidence that participants exploit their opponents over
the course of 300 rounds, suggesting that people identify de-
pendencies in their opponent’s move choices during the game.
Nonetheless, analysis of dependencies across participant move
choices reveals that people exhibit a number of regularities in
their own moves. Based on these dependencies, we argue that
participants are far from optimal in their exploiting, suggesting
that there are substantial constraints on people’s ability to iden-
tify and adapt to patterned opponent behavior across repeated
interactions.
Keywords: adaptive reasoning; adversarial reasoning; non-
cooperative games; rock paper scissors

Introduction
Human conflict and coordination relies on our ability to rea-
son about and predict the behavior of others in order to make
plans of our own. What kind of cognitive processes underlie
this unique ability? In the current experiment, we investi-
gate this question in an adversarial setting which highlights
the ways in which people detect and exploit patterns in an
opponent’s behavior across repeated interactions. We use the
simple game of rock, paper, scissors (RPS) to evaluate the
level at which people are able to flexibly reason about their
opponents in order to maximize their own gain.

RPS is an example of a zero-sum, cyclic dominance game
(Morgenstern & Neumann, 1953); each move choice can be
beaten by another move choice, meaning no move is prefer-
able to any other without some expectation about what the op-
ponent will do. This forces players interacting over repeated
rounds to continually shuffle between moves in a way that
avoids exploitation by their opponent, while seeking any pat-
tern in their opponent’s choices that will give them an upper
hand. Because the game can be played over many rounds
successively and with the same opponent, it allows partici-
pants to detect and adapt to potentially complex patterns in
their opponent’s behavior. Additionally, the game has sim-
ple rules and a constrained space of choices, such that better
performance by one individual in a dyad will not likely be a
result of particular “expertise” but rather a result of better rea-
soning about dependencies in their opponent’s move choices.

For these reasons, RPS provides an ideal setting for asking
questions about people’s ability to reason about and predict
the behavior of others over repeated interactions.

Despite these benefits, little work has examined the cogni-
tive underpinnings of the game and the inferences involved
in playing it successfully. Wang, Xu, and Zhou (2014) ex-
plore whether participants playing RPS in shuffled groups
show behavior closer to the Nash Equilibrium strategy of ran-
dom play (Nash, 1950) or the cyclic behavior predicted by
models of evolutionary stable strategies (Smith, 1982). Im-
portantly for the present work, they suggest that individual
decisions in the game are best characterized according to a
“win-stay, lose-shift” conditional strategy. However, because
players’ opponents were continually shuffled throughout the
game, these results may not predict the ways people reason
about and adapt to the behavior of a stable opponent.

Subsequent studies have found further evidence that peo-
ple’s decisions in repeated RPS games are consistent with
win-stay, lose-shift behavior to varying degrees (e.g., Dyson,
Wilbiks, Sandhu, Papanicolaou, and Lintag (2016); see
Dyson (2019) for review), but these have typically involved
humans playing against randomized bot opponents, which
also leaves open the question of whether such strategies are
effective against an adaptive human opponent, or simply rep-
resent a sort of fallback against opponents that are unex-
ploitable. A number of studies have explored people’s abil-
ity to identify and exploit strategic bot opponents (Stöttinger,
Filipowicz, Danckert, & Anderson, 2014), finding that peo-
ple can adapt to a range of different regularities in opponent
strategy. In the present work, we explore what happens when
people are paired against other humans who may be equally
attentive to particular strategies or behavioral regularities.
While a handful of studies have paired participants against
stable human opponents in the rock, paper, scissors game
(e.g., Baek et al. (2013)), these studies have used the game
to address questions unrelated to the present work, such as
whether people imitate gesture subconsciously (Cook, Bird,
Lünser, Huck, & Heyes, 2012; Aczel, Bago, & Foldes, 2012).

Within the broader class of mixed strategy equilibrium
games, of which RPS is a single example, research involv-
ing stable human dyads has mostly examined whether people
are able to adopt the Nash Equilibrium strategy of random
play over many rounds (for a thorough review, see Camerer
(2011)) but do not specifically explore people’s ability to
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adapt to dependencies exhibited by their opponents. More
broadly, cyclic games similar to RPS that can be scaled to
larger groups of players have been used to examine large
scale collective behaviors (Frey & Goldstone, 2013); how-
ever, these findings are mostly concerned with the cogni-
tive underpinnings of group-level behavior rather than adap-
tive reasoning about an individual opponent. Meanwhile, re-
search focused on recursive reasoning about other individuals
over repeated interactions has addressed a number of chal-
lenges, from pragmatics and convention formation (Hawkins,
Goodman, & Goldstone, 2019), to lying and deception (Oey,
Schachner, & Vul, 2019), but does not make specific predic-
tions about how participants will behave in an adversarial set-
ting like the RPS game.

Experiment
In this experiment, we use the simple game of rock, paper,
scissors (RPS) to investigate the degree to which people can
detect patterns in their opponent’s behavior and exploit these
patterns in an adversarial setting.

Participants
Participants were 128 college students who received course
credit for their participation. Participants were assigned to
stable dyads during the experiment (except in two cases
where odd numbers of participants precluded dyad forma-
tion); of 62 dyads, four were removed due to technical is-
sues which prevented their completion of the task, leaving 58
dyads with complete data.

Procedure
Participants began by clicking through a set of instructions
introducing the game of rock, paper, scissors and noting that
they would be playing against a human opponent. Upon com-
pletion of the instructions, participants entered a “waiting
room” where they were matched up into dyads on a first in,
first out basis. Once a participant had been paired up with an-
other participant, they began the RPS game, which consisted
of 300 rounds against the opponent they had been matched
with. In each round, they were shown a set of clickable
“cards” with rock, paper, and scissors icons and instructed
to choose a move. They were given 10 seconds to choose
their move each round1. Once a participant had chosen a
move, they could not change their selection. The first player
to choose a move was taken to a screen that highlighted their
move and instructed them to wait while their opponent se-
lected a card. After both participants had chosen a move, they
were taken to a screen indicating each player’s move, the re-
sults of the round, and the points each player received for that
round. Participants were given 3 points for a win, 0 points
for a tie, and –1 points for a loss. Participants could view the
results of the round for as long as they wanted before clicking
a button to proceed to the next round; only after both partic-
ipants had clicked “Continue” did the next round begin (the
participant who clicked first remained on the results screen
with a message indicating that the next round would begin as

Figure 1: The three stages of each rock, paper, scissors round.
At top left, selecting a move. At middle right, waiting for
opponent after selecting a move (this screen is bypassed if a
player is the last to choose a move). At bottom left, the results
of a round after both players have selected a move.

soon as the other player was ready). A graphic illustrating
the rules (which card beat which) and a tally of rounds com-
pleted and total points for each player were visible throughout
the game. Figure 1 illustrates the phases of each round.

Upon completion of all 300 rounds, participants were di-
rected to a post-game questionnaire. Most participants com-
pleted the experiment in under 30 minutes (mean time from
round one to round 300: 966s, sd: 347s). The experiment
was coded in node.js using socket.io, a popular library for
synchronous game play in web browsers2(Hawkins, 2015).

Results
What results might be expected for dyads playing 300 rounds
of rock, paper, scissors against a stable opponent? The
Nash Equilibrium strategy (Nash, 1950) in repeated play is
to choose moves randomly; any non-random play necessarily
produces patterns which could be exploited by an optimal op-
ponent. Prior research has shown that characteristic patterns
of subjective randomness, which may be highly predictable,
emerge even in adversarial settings where such predictability
is a disadvantage (Budescu & Rapoport, 1994). This sets up
a natural challenge for a player engaged with the same oppo-
nent over many rounds to detect and respond to any patterns
in their opponent’s play. We investigate whether participants
show evidence of such reasoning about their opponents.

How much are people exploiting?
First, we look at game results across dyads to determine
whether participants in our sample were able to capitalize on

1Participants typically chose a move after no more than a few
seconds: average response time across participants was 1,228ms (sd:
642ms).

2The code for this experiment, as well as
the analyses presented here, are available at:
https://github.com/erik-brockbank/rps
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dependencies that their opponents exhibited. If participants
were playing randomly and not attempting to exploit their
opponents, they should have an equal number of wins, ties,
and losses on average. However, to the degree that a single
player in a dyad is able to anticipate their opponent’s move
choices, this should allow them to obtain a higher win count
over the course of 300 rounds. Figure 2 shows the empirical
distribution of win count differentials across all 58 dyads: we
take the absolute value of one player’s win count subtracted
from the other’s in each dyad. Overlaid on the same figure is
the distribution of win count differentials that would be ex-
pected if dyads were playing randomly. This null distribution
is generated based on 10,000 samples and approximates the
absolute value of a Gaussian centered at zero.

It’s clear in Figure 2 that the empirical distribution of win
count differentials has a heavier tail than would be expected
under random play. This density at larger win count differ-
entials suggests that many participants were able to exploit
their opponents, thus obtaining more wins over 300 rounds
than would be expected by chance. The empirical distribu-
tion has a mean of 19.26 (SEM: 1.71), compared to the null
distribution’s mean of 11.3; the difference between empirical
win counts and the proportions under the sampled null dis-
tribution is highly significant (χ2 (5) = 133.27, p < 0.001)3.
Additionally, when we truncate the empirical data to remove
the top 10%, 20%, and 30% of win count differentials, the
chi-squared comparison with the sampled null data remains
significant. Therefore the difference between the null and em-
pirical win count differentials is not simply driven by a few
outlier dyads.

The fact that people seem to be exploiting patterns in their
opponents’ behavior as shown in Figure 2 raises a question
about the level at which participants are responsive to depen-
dencies in their opponent’s play. One possibility is that par-
ticipants detect patterns in their opponents’ moves from one
round to the next, i.e., transient dependencies that they are
able to leverage for short periods. A second possibility is that
players are not responsive to their opponents at such a fine-
grained level, but rather are sensitive to aggregate patterns in
their opponents’ move choices which allow them to accrue a
modest but stable advantage.

If players are responsive to transient patterns in their op-
ponents’ moves and are able to exploit these patterns in
short stretches, then we would expect these players to win
in streaks throughout the 300 rounds. These winning streaks
would constitute evidence of one player making a series of
correct predictions about their opponent’s moves before their
opponent is able to notice and perhaps predict what the orig-
inal exploiter is doing. On the other hand, if players are ob-
taining higher-than-expected win count differentials simply
by tracking more stationary dependencies in their opponents’
moves, then we should not expect winning or losing streaks
so much as a pattern of uncorrelated outcomes which lead one

3Chi-squared comparisons remain significant when win count
differentials are binned by all values between 5 and 20.

Figure 2: Empirical and null distributions of win count differ-
entials within dyads. The null distribution is based on 10,000
samples but scaled to match the empirical counts. The em-
pirical distribution has a heavier tail, suggesting that many
players successfully exploited their opponents.

player to have more wins by the end of the game.
To investigate whether participants are able to exploit tran-

sient patterns in their opponents’ move choices, we look at the
auto-correlation of round outcomes over increasing stretches
of game rounds. If a player is more likely to win after a
round in which she has just won, then we expect an auto-
correlation of outcomes at a lag of one round. Figure 3
shows the auto-correlation of round outcomes over increas-
ing game round lags. Each of the green points represents a
single dyad and the dark blue is the average across dyads.
The dashed lines indicate a 95% confidence interval around
a mean auto-correlation of zero. Though there is one dyad
which had a high degree of outcome auto-correlation and
some that approached meaningful correlations at a lag of one
or two rounds, we find very little dependency on previous
outcomes in the full set of dyads. The data are similar when
we examine just those participants who had the highest win
count differentials (i.e., there doesn’t seem to be a relation-
ship between beating one’s opponent more over 300 rounds
and having a substantial auto-correlation of outcomes). This
suggests that people’s ability to exploit their opponents may
not come from detecting short but predictable patterns in their
opponents’ moves, but rather from exploiting overall statistics
in their opponents’ choice probabilities across many rounds.

A natural question that arises from these results is whether
participants were able to detect short-term patterns in their
opponents’ moves that simply fail to meet the threshold for
detection with our auto-correlation measure. To assess the
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Figure 3: Auto-correlation of round outcomes for all dyads.
Green points are individual dyads and blue points are the av-
erage across dyads. The dashed lines indicate 95% confi-
dence intervals around a mean of zero. Though individual
dyads show some evidence of correlated outcomes at a lag of
one or two rounds, there is little evidence in aggregate of par-
ticipants exploiting their opponents based on transient move
patterns enough to generate a significant auto-correlation.

sensitivity of the auto-correlation, we simulated 300-round
games of RPS with 1,000 samples, where the outcomes were
uniformly selected but then a subset of those outcomes were
replaced with a k-length streak of wins and a k-length streak
of losses. Though empirical dyad results are unlikely to
have streaks distributed in this way, it provides an idealized
baseline for detecting auto-correlations in win-loss patterns.
We find that when streaks make up 10% of game rounds
above chance (i.e., a 15-round win streak and a 15-round loss
streak), lag-one and lag-two auto-correlation is detected with
greater than 50% power for individual dyads. With streaks
of 20 wins and 20 losses, auto-correlations at a lag of one
and two are detected above 80% power. Finally, with streaks
composing 20% of game rounds above chance, power for in-
dividual dyads is greater than 99% for lags of one, two, and
three and greater than 90% for lags all the way out to 10. This
suggests that participants who are exploiting their opponents
would need as few as 30 streaky wins and losses above what
is expected by chance over the course of 300 rounds to pro-
duce significant auto-correlations at a lag of one; the longer
these streaks, the more likely they achieve significant auto-
correlations at greater lags. Broadly, the auto-correlation
measure is reasonably sensitive to streaky outcomes across
300 rounds of rock, paper, scissors. Therefore, it seems un-
likely that the distribution of win count differentials seen in
our empirical data is fully accounted for by transient, streaky
exploitation of a player’s opponent.

How exploitable are people?

Our initial results show that participants exploit dependen-
cies in their opponent’s move choices more than would be
expected if people were playing randomly, leading to higher
rates of large win count differentials. However, the low auto-
correlation of outcomes across each dyad’s 300 rounds sug-
gests that people may simply be exploiting stable tendencies
in their opponents’ move choices rather than adapting to flex-
ible policies over the course of the game. Does this behavior
reflect participants extracting as much of a pattern as their op-
ponents reliably display? Or do people have rich dependen-
cies in their move choices that their opponents fail to detect?

To address whether participants are exploiting optimally,
we examine how exploitable they are to begin with. Based
on the statistical dependencies that a player exhibits in their
move choices, an optimal opponent can choose moves to
maximize the expected win count differential obtained by
leveraging those dependencies. Intuitively, if a player tends to
favor “rock” over “paper” and “scissors”, their opponent has
a higher expected win count differential over many rounds by
choosing “paper” more frequently. Critically, the maximum
expected win count differential for a given player’s opponent
depends on which statistical dependency the opponent aims
to exploit: the player’s move probabilities given their previ-
ous move may yield a different expected win count differen-
tial than move probabilities given their previous five moves.
Whichever of these is more predictive will produce a higher
maximum expected win count differential each round.

Formally, let a dependency structure X represent the set of
possible prior events that influence a player’s move probabil-
ities; for instance, consider a previous-move dependency in
which a player’s (very exploitable) opponent chooses rock,
paper, or scissors based simply on whether their last move
was rock, paper, or scissors: X designates the full set of
possible previous move states. Let p(i | x) be the proba-
bility that the player’s opponent chooses a particular move
i ∈ {“rock”,“paper”,“scissors”} following some history of
play x ∈X. If X = {} then p(i | x) is simply the average prob-
ability of the opponent choosing each move; if X encodes
more complicated dependency structures, e.g., the opponent’s
previous move, then p(i | x) could indicate the probability of
a move i given the opponent’s previous move (in this case x
would indicate whether the previous move was rock, paper,
or scissors). Next, let v(i, j) ∈ {−1,0,1} be the outcome of
playing a particular move j against the opponent’s move i: in-
creasing the player’s win count by 1, decreasing by 1, or tying
for a change of 0. A player has an expected win count differ-
ential for a particular move j which is defined over all possi-
ble moves i that their opponent might play. We can define a
player’s expected win count differential by choosing move j
in a game round following a particular history x by averaging
over all possible opponent moves i: ∑i p(i | x) · v(i, j). For
each possible prior event history x ∈ X (e.g., each possible
opponent previous move), a player has a move j∗x that max-
imizes the expected win count differential over all possible
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opponent moves i:

j∗x = argmax
j

(
∑

i
p(i | x) · v(i, j)

)
. Using this expression, we compute the expected win count
differential for optimal play each round by averaging over all
possible history outcomes x ∈ X that might occur in a partic-
ular round:

1
|X| ∑x∈X

∑
i

p(i | x) · v(i, j∗x)

. This is the maximum expected win count differential a
player obtains each round by assuming the opponent will
choose their moves according to the dependency encoded in
X. By multiplying this by 300, we get a player’s expected
win count differential with optimal play (against dependency
X) for a full game of 300 rounds. Importantly, this pro-
vides a measure of how much participants could plausibly
be exploited by a given dependency in their move choices:
the more a player exhibited a particular dependency in their
moves, the higher the maximum expected win count differen-
tial against that dependency.

To understand the degree to which participants exhibited
patterned regularities in their behavior, we compute maxi-
mum expected win count differentials for each participant
based on various dependencies in their move choices. Fig-
ure 4 shows empirical win count differentials, the sampled
null win count differential described previously, and maxi-
mum expected win count differentials (averaged across par-
ticipants) for eight unique statistical dependencies in partici-
pant behavior. We review each of these below.

Expected win count differentials for move distributions
The most intuitive dependency people might exhibit is in their
distribution over moves given various combinations of their
own and their opponent’s previous moves. In Figure 4, we
examine maximum expected win count differential based on
five dependencies players exhibit in their move distributions
(the other three dependencies in Figure 4, which are not re-
flected in move distributions, are discussed in the next sec-
tion). If players display a bias towards particular moves given
any of these dependencies, this will increase the maximum
expected win count differential based on that dependency.
Choice baserate (R/P/S) indicates each player’s over-

all distribution of moves.
Choice given player’s prior choice indicates each

player’s distribution of moves given their own previous move.
Choice given opponent’s prior choice indicates

each player’s distribution of moves given their opponent’s
previous move.
Choice given player’s prior two choices indi-

cates each player’s distribution of moves given their own
previous two moves.
Choice given player’s prior choice &

opponent’s prior choice indicates each player’s

Figure 4: Win count differentials for empirical data, sam-
pled null data representing random behavior, and maximum
expected win count differentials exploiting various dependen-
cies in participant move choices and transitions. Error bars
indicate one SEM.

distribution of moves given the combination of their own
previous move and their opponent’s previous move.

Together, these dependencies represent a range of ways
in which a player might be more predictable in virtue of
their move choices being conditionally dependent on com-
binations of prior moves. Several notable findings emerge
from the expected win count differentials for each of these
dependencies in Figure 4. First, the expected win count dif-
ferential using each player’s overall distribution of moves
(Choice baserate (R/P/S)) is already larger than the em-
pirical average win count differential. This suggests that
noticing a dependency on overall move probabilities may
have been sufficient for winning players to exploit their op-
ponents in some of the dyads which had higher than ex-
pected win count differentials. Next, it’s clear in Figure 4 that
while participants do exhibit some dependency on their oppo-
nent’s previous move (Choice given opponent’s prior
choice), they exhibit a greater dependency on their own
previous move (Choice given player’s prior choice).
This suggests that while participants are likely attending to
what their opponents do at some level, their move choices
may be based far more on their own previous moves. Fi-
nally, we note that among the best predictors of a player’s next
move in our data are the player’s previous two moves in com-
bination (Choice given player’s prior two choices)
and the player’s previous move along with the opponent’s
previous move (Choice given player’s prior choice
& opponent’s prior choice)4. The large expected win
count differential for these two dependencies suggests that
a player who tracks their opponent’s previous two moves or
their opponent’s previous move and their own previous move
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Figure 5: The “transitions” possible between a player’s pre-
vious move and their next move. These can also be viewed as
transitions relative to the opponent’s previous move.

has a significant opportunity to exploit their opponent, though
it is unclear to what degree participants in the game used this
information to obtain higher win count differentials.

Expected win count differentials for transition distribu-
tions While the intuition that people show statistical depen-
dency on previous moves in their own move choice is straight-
forward, previous work has argued that people playing re-
peated games of RPS show evidence of more sophisticated
strategies, such as win-stay, lose-shift (Wang et al., 2014), a
policy that can be used to approximate Bayesian inference
(Bonawitz, Denison, Gopnik, & Griffiths, 2014). This would
involve playing the same move after a win but switching in a
reliable direction after a loss. Move choices can be thought
of as having directionality by considering transitions between
moves: a “positive” shift involves playing paper after rock,
scissors after paper, and rock after scissors while a “nega-
tive” shift moves in the opposite direction: see Figure 5 for
a full schematic of RPS transitions. A sophisticated player
might follow a pattern of transitions given previous outcomes
or transitions, rather than having a stationary dependency on
their previous moves. Critically, transitions can be relative to
a player’s own previous move (e.g., playing the move that will
beat what they just played) or their opponent’s previous move
(e.g., playing the move that will beat what their opponent just
played). We consider both forms of transition below.

In Figure 4, we examine three possible dependencies which
might impact people’s transition probabilities from one move
to the next5. As in the previous section, the more predictable
a player’s move transitions are based on these dependencies,
the higher the maximum expected win count differential an
optimal opponent obtains by leveraging these dependencies.

4The expected win count differential for the opponent’s previous
two moves is lower than these two dependencies so we have omitted
it from Figure 4.

Opponent transition baserate (+/-/0) indicates
the overall distribution of transitions, i.e., how often players
shift up (+), down (−), or stay (0) relative to the opponent’s
previous move.
Transition baserate (+/-/0) indicates the overall

distribution of transitions, i.e., how often players shift up (+),
down (−), or stay (0) relative to their own previous move.
Transition given prior outcome (W/L/T) indicates

the distribution of transitions (+, −, 0) given a player’s pre-
vious outcome (win, loss, tie). A win-stay, lose-shift depen-
dency would be exhibited at this level, but many different
outcome-dependent transitions are possible.
Transition given prior transition & prior

outcome indicates the distribution of transitions given a
player’s previous outcome and previous transition. As
an example, a player might be more likely to shift up (+
transition) if they won on the previous round by shifting up.

Expected win count differentials for transition dependen-
cies, compared to move dependencies, reveal a number of
interesting results. First, we note that the distribution of
overall transitions (Transition baserate (+/-/0)) yields
less exploitable signal than the distribution of moves given a
player’s previous move, despite the fact that both of these
rely on the same information. This suggests that people’s
dependencies on their previous moves do not boil down to
simple transition dependencies but are more complex. As
with the move dependencies, people are more exploitable
on the basis of transitions made relative to their own previ-
ous move (Transition baserate (+/-/0)) than relative
to their opponent’s previous move (Opponent transition
baserate (+/-/0)), once again suggesting that people may
be more likely to draw on their own past history when choos-
ing moves rather than their opponent’s. Next, we note that
the expected win count differential for a player’s transition
given their previous outcome (Transition given prior
outcome (W/L/T)) is larger than the dependencies partici-
pants exhibit on their previous move or their opponent’s pre-
vious move. The fact that participant transitions are fairly
predictable based on their previous round outcome provides
suggestive evidence in line with prior work that a strategy
like win-stay, lose-shift may be widely used, whether inten-
tionally or unwittingly (Wang et al., 2014). Finally, Fig-
ure 4 shows the largest expected win count differential for
the distribution of transitions given the player’s previous out-
come and previous transition (Transition given prior
transition & prior outcome). This may indicate that
people’s tendency towards policies like win-stay-lose-shift
are subservient to more complex (but ultimately more pre-
dictable) policies based on previous outcome and previous
transition. While it is unclear from our empirical dyad results
whether participants exploited such dependencies in their op-
ponents (even partially or transiently), our data suggest that
people are highly exploitable at this level of dependency.

5As in the previous section, we omit dependencies from these
results which do not have theoretically interesting results.
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Discussion
In this experiment, we investigate people’s ability to plan and
reason about others in an adversarial setting using the sim-
ple game of rock, paper, scissors, a game that makes it pos-
sible for players to detect and exploit a variety of patterns
in their opponent’s behavior. We find strong evidence that
participants did indeed exploit their opponents beyond what
would be expected by chance or random play. However, we
find little evidence that such exploitation occurs at the level of
transient patterns in opponent moves. Rather, outcome auto-
correlations are more consistent with players tracking high
level dependencies in their opponents’ moves. This raises
the question of whether participant choices reflect optimal
exploitation of their opponents. By comparing the empiri-
cal distribution of win count differentials across dyads to the
maximum expected win count differential for various statisti-
cal dependencies in people’s move choices, we find that opti-
mal exploitation of people’s move selections based on their
previous moves and outcomes would produce much larger
win count differentials than we see empirically.

However, this does not imply that people entirely fail to ex-
ploit the dependencies in their opponents’ move choices that
we examine here. Instead, it suggests that people’s ability to
detect regularities in their opponents’ behavior is limited to a
smaller range of patterns or biases in their opponents’ move
choices. This raises several intriguing questions which we
hope to explore in future work. First, what are the set of pat-
terns and biases that a person can optimally exploit in their
opponent’s move choices over many rounds of RPS? Sec-
ond, what sorts of cognitive limitations prevent people from
learning more complex dependencies exhibited by their oppo-
nents? Is such learning simply constrained by working mem-
ory for past moves and outcomes? Or is it that people lack the
ability to abstract over previous moves and outcomes in a way
that would allow them to recognize patterns such as win-stay,
lose-shift? Or, is it simply that participants are fairly optimal
learners but they do not get enough data over the course of
300 rounds of RPS to strongly differentiate between various
strategies their opponents might be using?

Future work exploring these questions has ramifications far
beyond the simple game of rock, paper, scissors. Our ability
to compete and coordinate with others relies on a fundamental
ability to predict what others will do next in order to plan
our own actions accordingly. In many cases, this involves
drawing on knowledge from past interactions and building
abstractions over the sorts of strategies or motivations that
governed past actions to make optimal predictions. A better
characterization of the pattern recognition, abstraction, and
learning processes underlying this ability will allow for an
increased understanding of how humans so effortlessly work
alongside each other in many domains.
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Abstract

Adults readily form pacts, or temporary agreements about ref-
erent names, over the course of conversation. Young children
fail to do so with peers, but recent evidence suggests that ex-
plicit feedback from adults may improve their performance
(Matthews, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2007). Do parents natu-
rally provide such structure in their conversations with chil-
dren? Using a director-matcher paradigm, we first show that
parents and children (ages 4, 6, 8) converge on increasingly
accurate and efficient conversational pacts. Further, parents of
younger children provide more interactive feedback. Finally,
we analyze asymmetries in parents’ and children’s contribu-
tions, finding that pacts tend to originate with the parent, but
are simplified by younger children. Together, these results
support the idea that parents sensitively adapt their language
to their children’s developmental level to scaffold successful
communication.

Keywords: communication; language development; parent-
child interaction

Common ground is a foundational requirement for suc-
cessful communication: Interlocutors must both understand
each other and know that they understand each other (Bruner,
1985). As a consequence, even simple referential expres-
sions are constructed collaboratively. When the meaning of
an utterance is unclear, interlocutors will engage in negoti-
ation, arriving at a conversational pact about how to think
and talk about the intended referent (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs,
1986). Adults fluently form, revise, and track the formation
of pacts. For instance, Brennan and Clark (1996) showed that
adults will use the appropriate level of specificity for a ref-
erent (e.g. “loafer” rather than “shoe” when another shoe is
present), carry this forward into a new context with the same
conversational partner even when the initial competitor is re-
moved, then revert to “shoe” when a new partner is intro-
duced.

Children, on the other hand, struggle substantially both to
establish and to deploy conversational pacts. In a series of
studies, Krauss and Glucksberg (1977) asked pairs of age-
matched children to play a director-matcher game that re-
quired them to refer to novel objects (see also Krauss &
Glucksberg, 1969). Across repeated interactions with the
same novel objects, 5- and 6-year-old children showed very
little evidence of pact formation: The matcher’s accuracy in
selecting the correct referent remained low, and the director
did not reduce of the length of their referential expressions as
adults do. Older children showed some improvement on both
measures, but even 10- and 11-year-olds were less successful
than a comparison group of adults.

While children struggle as directors, their performance can
improve significantly when an adult offers explicit guidance
on whether their referential expressions are ambiguous or oth-
erwise insufficiently informative. For example, Deutsch &
Pechmann (1982) showed that clarification questions could
be used by adults to eventually elicit unambiguous descrip-
tions from 6- and 9-year-olds and, to a lesser extent, from 3-
year-olds. A recent training study by Matthews et al. (2007)
replicated this finding in 2- to 4-year-olds, and further showed
transfer to a different communication task. While these stud-
ies show how adult input may help children produce infor-
mative referential expressions, it remains unclear whether, or
how, adults provide such feedback in the course of natural
adult-child conversations.

Children engage in conversation with their caregivers from
their second year of life and reciprocal social interaction even
before that (Bruner, 1985). Further, children’s language de-
velopment is predicted most strongly not by the amount of
language they hear, but rather by the amount of conversa-
tional turns they engage in (Romeo et al., 2018). Given that
young children struggle with informativity and perspective-
taking, how do conversations with caregivers succeed? One
possibility is that parents naturally adopt some of the strate-
gies used by experimenters in training studies of conver-
sational pact formation: Pointing out when references are
ambiguous, clarifying when children have produced insuf-
ficient information, and/or helping children to conceptual-
ize their referential targets in better ways. Indeed, parents’
contingent responses to children’s incorrect or incomplete
utterances have been implicated in language learning more
broadly (Chouinard & Clark, 2003).

Parents spend a tremendous amount of time with children,
and often have quite accurate models of their children’s lex-
ical and conceptual knowledge (Fenson et al., 1994). Prior
work has shown that parents leverage their knowledge of
their children’s vocabularies to calibrate the informativeness
of their referential expressions (Leung, Tunkel, & Yurovsky,
2019). Do they also leverage this knowledge to scaffold
the formation of conversational pacts with children? In this
study, we asked parents and their 4-, 6-, and 8-year-old chil-
dren, as well as pairs of adults, to play an adapted version of
Krauss and Glucksberg’s (1969) director-matcher game. We
analyzed their interactions to ask (1) whether parents’ con-
tributions support the formation of conversational pacts, (2)
what strategies parents use to support pact formation, and (3)
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Figure 1: (A) Tangram figures used as referential targets, (B) director and matcher displays, (C) trial sequence.

whether the nature of these pacts changes over development
as children acquire more language.

Referential Communication Experiment
Participants Children (ages 4, 6, and 8) and their parents
were recruited from a database of families in the local com-
munity to achieve a planned sample of 60 parent-child pairs
(20 per age group). A total of 75 children and their parents
participated. Data from 12 pairs were dropped due to fail-
ure to complete the study, leaving a final sample of 63 pairs.
For comparison, adult participants were also recruited from
a Psychology Department subject pool to achieve a planned
control sample of 20 adult-adult pairs. At the time of analysis,
only 15 of these pairs had their sessions transcribed.

Stimuli Twelve solid black images of tangrams were
normed on Amazon Mechanical Turk for pairwise similar-
ity. Each of the 60 participants made 22 pairwise similarity
judgments on a scale from 1-100. Based on these similarity
ratings (M = 42.3, SD = 26.1), the ten most dissimilar tan-
grams were selected for use as stimuli (Fig. 1A).

Design and procedure Pairs of participants were brought
into the lab to play a cooperative director-matcher game.
They were seated in front of iPads at opposite ends of a ta-
ble, with a divider preventing them from seeing each other’s
screens. Participants were told that they would take turns
playing director and matcher roles. The director’s task was to
describe the target image, privately indicated by a blue bor-
der, and the matcher’s task was to select one of the images on
their screen based on the director’s description (Fig. 1B). Be-
fore beginning the experiment, participants played six prac-
tice trials with images of common fruits and vegetables.

The experiment consisted of four repetition blocks of ten
trials each (Fig. 1C). Each tangram was the target once per
block. We constructed the trial sequence to ensure that par-
ticipants both alternated roles from trial to trial and alternated
roles for each target from block to block. For each participant
pair, we randomly divided the tangrams into two sets of five:
the adult was assigned one set to describe on the first block,
and the child was assigned the other set. These sets were in-
terleaved on the first block, such that players alternated roles.
On each subsequent block, these sets were swapped such that

each tangram was described by each participant exactly twice
over the course of the experiment.

On each trial, the target tangram appeared with a foil se-
lected from the set of nine other tangrams. Targets appeared
with different foils on different repetition blocks. To en-
sure that the game would not be too difficult for young chil-
dren, tangrams most similar to the target (based on similarity
norms) did not appear as foils. To discourage participants
from using spatial language (e.g. “left side”), the target and
foil were shown in randomized order across the two iPads.
When the matcher selected an image, it became colorful and
a pleasant sound played. Importantly, neither the matcher nor
director received feedback about accuracy: the same sound
played whether the selection was correct or not.
Pre-processing Sessions were videotaped and subse-
quently transcribed using Datavyu (2014), an open source
coding program. Each video was transcribed and checked by
two different coders. Utterances were manually coded as part
of a trial or unrelated to the game (e.g. “sit down please”),
and unrelated utterances were removed before analysis.

Results

We characterized developmental differences using three mea-
sures of communicative behavior. First, we examined accu-
racy to evaluate whether children were able to succeed at the
reference game in collaboration with their parents. Second,
we examined conversational turn-taking behavior to evaluate
how interactive dialogue may contribute to success. Third,
we examined the number of words produced by each partner
on each turn to evaluate the efficiency of pacts.
Performance accuracy We began by analyzing task per-
formance across age groups. Because pairs of adults were
consistently at ceiling throughout the task, we focused on the
performance of parent-child pairs. We constructed a mixed-
effects logistic regression predicting whether the matcher
successfully chose the correct referent on each trial. The
model included (continuous) fixed effects of age and repe-
tition block, random intercepts for each tangram and pair of
participants, and random effects of repetition block for each
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Figure 2: (A) Accuracy improves over time for all groups. (B) Number of dialogue exchanges is higher for younger children.
Error bars are 95% CIs. The drop in accuracy for 8-year-olds is likely an artifact of a small set of children losing interest in the
task.

pair of participants1.
Initial accuracy was well above chance for all age groups,

indicating that even young children can succeed in this ref-
erential task with their parents. We also found a significant
main effect of age (β = 0.33, t = 3; p = .003): Pairs with
younger children performed significantly worse than pairs
with older children. Critically, however, accuracy improved
significantly over the four repetition blocks for all groups (β
= 0.49, t = 3.49, p < .001; Fig. 2A). Such improvement for
4-year-olds contrasts with previous results showing no im-
provement in accuracy with pairs of kindergarteners (age 5,
Krauss & Glucksberg, 1969).

Interactive dialogue exchanges If the ability of children of
different ages to successfully establish reference depends on
scaffolding provided by their parents, we would expect addi-
tional dialogue exchanges for younger children. We quanti-
fied dialogue by counting the total number of distinct turns of
continuous speech on each trial.

We constructed a mixed-effects model predicting the con-
tinuous number of exchanges with the same effect structure
as reported in the previous section. Consistent with previ-
ous work, and replicated in our adult control condition, we
found a significant main effect of repetition: Fewer dialogue
turns were required on later trials (β = -0.2, t = -4.28; p <
.001; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). In line with our pre-
dictions, we also found a significant main effect of age (β =
-0.33, t = -3.9; p < .001). Pairs with 4-year-old children took
roughly one additional turn at each point in the experiment
than pairs with older children, who more closely resembled

1In principle, we were also interested in whether there were dif-
ferences in accuracy when the child vs. parent was matcher, but
our sample is likely underpowered for such a finer-grained analy-
sis within games.

pairs of adults (Fig. 2B). This increased level of interactivity
between parents and younger children provides an interesting
contrast with previous studies showing decreased interactiv-
ity between pairs of younger children (Anderson, Clark, &
Mullin, 1994).

These lengthier exchanges may reflect efforts by parents
to provide and elicit additional clarification or confirmation,
or may simply reflect attentional difficulties. As a rough es-
timate of the content of parents’ responses when their child
was the director, we counted the number of question marks in
the transcript2. We found 44.37% of responses to 4-year-olds
contained question marks, compared to 27.57% and 31.01%
in 6- and 8-year-olds, respectively (χ2(2) = 22.68, p < .001).

Reduction in length of referential expression A key sig-
nature of successful communication among adults is an in-
crease in efficiency over repeated reference (Clark & Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986). As pairs form conceptual pacts, they are able to
communicate the same meaning using fewer words. Our con-
trol sample of adults replicated this classic effect (β = -0.24,
t = -5.13, < .001). Here, we asked whether parents and chil-
dren of different ages spontaneously reduce their referential
expressions in the same way. We define referential expres-
sions as all utterances produced by the director on a given
trial, up until a selection is made by the matcher. Because
the total number of words produced on a trial is correlated
with the number of dialogue exchanges examined above (r =
0.61), we constructed a normalized efficiency measure that
controls for additional turns. Specifically, we defined effi-
ciency as the total number of words produced by the director
divided by the number of dialogue exchanges on that trial.

Because participants in a pair alternated roles, each par-
2Because questions were not always annotated with a question

mark, this represents a lower bound on the true estimate of questions.
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Figure 3: Total number of words in referential expressions produced by children and parents over the course of interaction.

ticipant served as the director twice for each tangram. This
structure allowed us to examine how each participant changed
their language when they were the director (Fig. 3). Using a
mixed-effects model, we predicted the (log) number of words
per exchange on each trial, including fixed effects of age, rep-
etition block, and speaker identity (parent vs. child) as well
as all of their interactions. We also included random inter-
cepts at the tangram-level and maximal random structure at
the dyad level (i.e. intercept, slopes for repetition block and
speaker identity, and their interaction; Barr, Levy, Scheepers,
& Tily, 2013). All variables were centered to allow interpre-
tation of lower-order terms as effects at the average level of
the other terms. We found significant main effects of repeti-
tion block (β = -0.13, t = -6.2, p < 0.001), speaker identity
(β= 0.15, t = 7.09, p < 0.001), and age (β= -0.05, t = -2.06,
p = 0.043). All else being equal, directors used fewer words
over subsequent repetitions, children used fewer words than
their parents, and pairs with older children used fewer words
than pairs with younger children. However, these main ef-
fects were clarified by several interactions of interest.

First, while parents on average used more words as director
than their children did, we found a significant interaction with
the child’s age (β = -0.04, t = -3.15, p = 0.003). This gap be-
tween parent and child utterance length was largest at age 4
but nearly disappeared by age 8. Second, we found that par-
ents reduced their utterance length over time more strongly
than children did, holding age group constant (β = -0.03, t =
-3.73, p < 0.001). Third, having older children in a pair sup-
ported stronger reduction overall, (β = -0.04, t = -3.8, p <
0.001).

Finally, an intriguing developmental question is whether
reduction changes over the course of development: are 4-
year-olds able to become more efficient as common ground
is built, in the same way 8-year-olds do? Because parents of

different age groups display similar slopes of reduction, this
question is addressed by a 3-way interaction. We found that
this interaction was not significant (β = 0.01, t = 1.8, p =
0.076), although our sample was likely underpowered to de-
tect this higher-order interaction.

Analyzing the content of pacts

Pairs of age-matched children are notoriously poor at re-
peated referential communication, failing to coordinate on
mutually comprehensible referential expressions (Krauss &
Glucksberg, 1977). Our results demonstrate that children and
their parents can solve this coordination problem, converg-
ing on increasingly accurate and efficient pacts like pairs of
adults. What allows children to coordinate with their parents
but not with their peers?

One possibility is that children lack the ability to adapt to
their partner: they have a strong preference for a particular id-
iosyncratic description and are not sensitive to the possibility
that their partner may not understand it. Under this hypoth-
esis, children fail with other children because they each con-
tinue to use mutually incomprehensible expressions, and only
succeed with their parent as a result of the parent’s flexibility.
Alternatively, young children may be able to adapt success-
fully but be unable to generate good initial candidate labels.
In this case, pairs of children may fail because neither partner
can generate good enough labels to start the pact-formation
process, while children and parents succeed because parents
seed the first good candidate label.

These accounts make different predictions about who is
adapting to who: do pacts originate with children, or with
adults? We distinguish these accounts by quantitatively ana-
lyzing the natural-language transcripts.
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Figure 4: (A) Probability of words used on final round first occuring with child or parent. (B) Complexity of language used by
different age groups estimated from words’ average age of acquisition. Error bars are 95% CI.

Where do pacts come from?
For each word in the final description of a tangram, we
checked whether it had appeared in an earlier referential ex-
pression for that tangram. We noted the first trial where it
appeared, and who was director when it was produced3. The
proportion of words originating with the child and parent is
shown in Fig. 4A. We observed an asymmetry: the words
used by children on the final repetition were more likely to
have originated with their parents than the words used by par-
ents were to originate with their children. In addition, this gap
appeared to close with older groups, with parents more likely
to adopt words introduced by older children.

We tested this hypothesized interaction using a mixed-
effects logistic model predicting whether each word appear-
ing on the final repetition for each tangram was introduced
by the current director or by their partner. We included fixed
effects of age group and the speaker identity (parent or child),
as well as random intercepts for each pair of participants and
each tangram. We found a significant main effect of speaker
identity, with the words used by children more likely to orig-
inate with their partner than the words used by parents, (β =
0.37, t = 4.76, < .001). Additionally, we found a weak but
significant interaction between speaker and age, indicating
that this asymmetry was smaller for older children (β = -0.1,
t = -2.19, p = .028). Thus, parents—especially parents of

3To match different forms of the same word (e.g. “jumping”
vs. “jumped”) we first lemmatized each word. We also filtered out
stop words (“the”, “with”), as well as common words that were not
part of the pacts (“person”, “box”), and excluded words that ap-
peared for the first time on the final repetition of each target.

younger children—appear to be the source of the words that
persist in successful conceptual pacts.

How do pacts differ across ages?
Given that the labels used by younger children tend to origi-
nate with their parents, it is tempting to conclude that adapta-
tion for these pairs is entirely one-sided. However, the result-
ing pacts may have nonetheless been shaped by children. In
particular, we suggest that even though young children may
not be able to supply good initial labels, they may serve as
“simplifiers” or “filters” that constrain the complexity of the
resulting pact, since it must pass through their comprehension
and production system (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005).

We tested this hypothesis by asking about the linguis-
tic complexity of the pacts developed in each age group.
To estimate the complexity of individual words, we used
self-reported age of acquisition (AoA) estimates (Kuperman,
Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012). Our assumption,
based on Kuperman et al.’s work, is that more complex words
are harder to acquire, and thus have later ages of acquisition
(AoA). To estimate the complexity of referential expressions
as a whole, we simply averaged the AoAs of all the words
they contained4. In all age groups, parents produced more
linguistically complex referential expressions than children,
but as children get older, both their expressions and their par-
ents’ become more linguistically complex over repetitions of
the same tangram (like adults) (Fig. 4B).

We confirmed this observation with a mixed-effects model
4We first removed any words in a list of 174 stop words like “at”

and “me” from the tm package (Feinerer, Hornik, & Meyer, 2008)
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including all possible interactions of age, person (child
vs. parent), and repetition number, and maximal random ef-
fect structure as before. We found significant main effects of
age (β = 0.06, t = 2.51, p= 0.015), and person (β = 0.15,
t = 4.61, p < 0.001), but not repetition (β = 0.03, t = 1.52,
p = 0.134). All else being equal, pairs with older children
produced more complex utterances, and parents produced
more complex utterances than children. Further, we found
a significant interaction between age and repetition number,
suggesting that later repetitions became more complex for
dyads with older children (β = 0.03, t = 2.76, p = 0.008).
This interaction may be driven by reduction processes, as
more distinctive words tend to persist as common words are
dropped (Hawkins, Frank, & Goodman, 2020). No other ef-
fects were significant, indicating that parents’ utterances re-
mained a constant level of complexity above children’s even
as children’s utterances became more complex. These results
suggest that pact formation depends not only on parental in-
put, but on children as well—pacts may originate from par-
ents, but children control their complexity.

Discussion
The ability to collaborate with conversational partners on in-
tended meaning is crucial for successful communication. It
may be especially important to achieve successful communi-
cation with children, who regularly encounter novel objects
and situations they do not yet have precise words for. In this
study, we used a classic repeated reference game to inves-
tigate the collaborative processes at play in interactions be-
tween parents and their children. While children often strug-
gle to succeed in such games with their peers, we found that
even young children were able to successfully form referen-
tial pacts with their parents: Accuracy increased, fewer turns
were taken, and utterances gradually became shorter over
the course of interaction. Furthermore, our results exposed
key differences in parental behavior across ages: parents of
younger children engaged in more conversational turns, asked
more questions, produced longer referential expressions per
turn, and adopted less complex labels. These findings indi-
cate that parents may spontaneously adopt some of the strate-
gies used in training studies (e.g. Matthews et al., 2007) to
scaffold pact formation with their children.

Our results also contribute to the debate over why chil-
dren may struggle to form referential pacts with each other.
One family of explanations has suggested that children sim-
ply cannot take their partner’s perspective into account, and
produce references only they understand (Krauss & Glucks-
berg, 1977), or cannot judge which expressions are more in-
formative in the first place, even for themselves (Asher &
Oden, 1976; Robinson & Robinson, 1977). An alternative ac-
count is that errors may partly arise from children’s difficulty
in the role of matcher: They may struggle to provide suffi-
cient feedback to their partner or ask for clarification when it
is necessary (Anderson et al., 1994).

While we find some support for each of these accounts in

our data, our analysis of the asymmetry in the introduction of
pacts suggests an additional possibility: Young children may
simply be unable to supply a good enough label on their own,
possibly due to limited expertise in identifying and labeling
the most informative features of novel objects. Once pre-
sented with an appropriate label from a parent, however, they
will readily adopt and use it. In this way, the processes under-
lying the mutual “learning” of referential pacts, in the service
of coordinating on meaning with a specific partner, may be
the same as those underlying language acquisition. Thus the
everyday interaction of parents and children trying to under-
stand one another may not only scaffold local pact formation,
but support communicative development more broadly.

Stimuli, data, and analysis code available at
https://osf.io/vkug8/
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Abstract

Human infants have the remarkable ability to learn the asso-
ciations between object names and visual objects from inher-
ently ambiguous experiences. Researchers in cognitive science
and developmental psychology have built formal models that
implement in-principle learning algorithms, and then used pre-
selected and pre-cleaned datasets to test the abilities of the mod-
els to find statistical regularities in the input data. In contrast to
previous modeling approaches, the present study used egocen-
tric video and gaze data collected from infant learners during
natural toy play with their parents. This allowed us to capture
the learning environment from the perspective of the learner’s
own point of view. We then used a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) model to process sensory data from the infant’s
point of view and learn name-object associations from scratch.
As the first model that takes raw egocentric video to simulate
infant word learning, the present study provides a proof of prin-
ciple that the problem of early word learning can be solved,
using actual visual data perceived by infant learners. More-
over, we conducted simulation experiments to systematically
determine how visual, perceptual, and attentional properties of
infants’ sensory experiences may affect word learning.

Keywords: Word learning, Computational Modeling, Eye
Tracking and Visual Attention, Parent-Child Social Interaction

Introduction
Infants show knowledge of their first words as early as 6
months old and produce their first words at around a year.
Learning object names — a major component of their early
vocabularies — in everyday contexts requires young learners
to not only find and recognize visual objects in view but also
to map them with heard names. In such a context, infants seem
to be able to learn from a sea of data relevant to object names
and their referents because parents interact with and talk to
their infants in various occasions — from toy play, to picture
book reading, to family meal time (Yu & Smith, 2012).

However, if we take the young learner’s point of view, we
see that the task of word learning is quite challenging. Imagine
an infant and parent playing with several toys jumbled together
as shown in Figure 1. When the parent names a particular toy
at a particular moment, the infant perceives 2-dimensional im-
ages on the retina from a first-person point of view, as shown
in Figure 2. These images usually contain multiple objects
in view. Since the learner does not yet know the name of the
toy, how do they recognize all the toys in view and then infer
the target to which the parent is referring? This referential
uncertainty (Quine, 1960) is the classic puzzle of early word
learning: because real-life learning situations are replete with

Figure 1: An infant and parent play with a set of toys in a
free-flowing joint play session. Both participants wore head-
mounted cameras and eye trackers to record egocentric video
and gaze data from their own perspectives.

objects and events, a challenge for young word learners is to
recognize and identify the correct referent from many possible
candidates at a given naming moment. Despite many exper-
imental studies on infants (Golinkoff et al., 2000) and much
computational work on simulating early word learning (Yu &
Ballard, 2007; Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009), how
young children solve this problem remains an open question.

Decades of research in developmental psychology and cog-
nitive science have attempted to resolve this mystery. Re-
searchers have designed human laboratory experiments by
creating experimental training datasets and testing the abilities
of human learners to learn from them (Golinkoff et al., 2000).
In computational studies, researchers have built models that
implement in-principle learning algorithms, and created train-
ing sets to test the abilities of the models to find statistical
regularities in the input data. Some work in modeling word
learning has used sensory data collected from adult learners or
robots (Roy & Pentland, 2002; Yu & Ballard, 2007; Rasanen
& Khorrami, 2019), while many models take symbolic data or
simplified inputs (Frank et al., 2009; Kachergis & Yu, 2017;
K. Smith, Smith, & Blythe, 2011; Fazly, Alishahi, & Steven-
son, 2010; Yu & Ballard, 2007). Little is known about whether
these models can scale up to address the same problems faced
by infants in real-world learning. As recently pointed out
in (Dupoux, 2018), the research field of cognitive modeling
needs to move toward using realistic data as input because all
the learning processes in human cognitive systems are sensi-
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tive to the input signals (L. B. Smith, Jayaraman, Clerkin, &
Yu, 2018). If our ultimate goal is to understand how infants
learn language in the real world — not in laboratories or in
simulated environment — we should model internal learning
processes with natural statistics of the learning environment.
This paper takes a step towards this goal and uses data col-
lected by infants as they naturally play with toys and interact
with parents.

Recent advances in computational and sensing techniques
(deep learning, wearable sensors, etc.) could revolutionize the
study of cognitive modeling. In the field of machine learn-
ing, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved
impressive learning results and even outperform humans on
some specific tasks (Silver et al., 2016; He, Zhang, Ren, &
Sun, 2015). In the field of computer vision, small wearable
cameras have been used to capture an approximation of the
visual field of their human wearer. Video from this egocen-
tric point of view provides a unique perspective of the visual
world that is inherently human-centric, giving a level of detail
and ubiquity that may well exceed what is possible from envi-
ronmental cameras in a third-person point-of-view. Recently,
head-mounted cameras and eye trackers have been used in
developmental psychology to collect fine-grained information
about what infants are seeing and doing in real time (He et
al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016). These new technologies make it
feasible to build computational models using inputs that are
very close to infants’ actual sensory experiences, in order to
understand the rich complexity of infants’ sensory experiences
available for word learning.

In the present study, we collect egocentric video and gaze
data from infant learners as they and their parents naturally
play with a set of toys. This allows us to capture the learning
environment from the perspective of the learner’s own point
of view. We then build a computational system that processes
this infant sensory data to learn name-object associations from
scratch. As the first model taking raw egocentric video to sim-
ulate infant word learning, the present study has two primary
goals. The first aim is to provide a proof of principle that the
problem of early word learning can be solved using raw data.
The second aim is to systematically determine the computa-
tional roles of visual, perceptual, and attentional properties
that may influence word learning. This examination allows
us to generate quantitative predictions which can be further
tested in future experimental studies.

Method
Data Collection
To closely approximate the input perceived by infants, we
collected visual and audio data from everyday toy play — a
context in which infants naturally learn about objects and their
names. We developed and used an experimental setup in which
we placed a camera on the infant’s head to collect egocentric
video of their field of view, as shown in Figure 1. We also
used a head-mounted eye gaze tracker to record their visual
attention. Additionally, we collected synchronized video and

gaze data from the parent during the same play session.
Thirty-four child-parent dyads participated in our study.

Each dyad was brought into a room with 24 toys (the same
as in (Bambach, Crandall, Smith, & Yu, 2018)) scattered on
the floor. Children and parents were told to play with the toys,
without more specific directions. The children ranged in age
from 15.2 to 24.2 months (µ=19.4 months, σ=2.2 months).
We collected five synchronized videos per dyad (head camera
and eye camera for child, head camera and eye camera for
parent, and a third-person view camera – see Figure 1). The
final dataset contains 212 minutes of synchronized video, with
each dyad contributing different amounts of data ranging from
3.4 minutes to 11.6 minutes (µ=7.5 minutes, σ=2.3 minutes).
The head-mounted eye trackers recorded video at 30 frames
per second and 480 × 640 pixels per frame, with a horizontal
field of view of about 70 degrees. We followed validated
best practices for mounting the head cameras so as to best
approximate participants’ actual first-person views, and for
calibrating the eye trackers (Slone et al., 2018).

Training Data
Parents’ speech during toy play was fully transcribed and di-
vided into spoken utterances, each defined as a string of speech
between two periods of silence lasting at least 400ms (Yu &
Smith, 2012). Spoken utterances containing the name of one of
the objects were marked as “naming utterances” (e.g. “that’s a
helmet”). For each naming utterance, trained coders annotated
the intended referent object. On average, parents produced
15.51 utterances per minute (σ=4.56), 4.82 of which were ref-
erential (σ=2.09). In total, the entire training dataset contains
1,459 naming utterances.

Recent studies on infant word learning show that the mo-
ments during and after hearing a word are critical for young
learners to associate seen objects with heard words (Yu &
Smith, 2012). In light of this, we temporally aligned speech
data with video data, and used a 3-sec temporal window start-
ing from the onset of each naming utterance. Given that each
naming utterance lasted about 1.5 to 2 seconds, a 3-sec win-
dow captured both the moments that infants heard the target
name in parent speech and also the moments after hearing the
name. For each temporal window, a total of 90 image frames
(30 frames per second) were extracted. To summarize, the
final training dataset consists of all the naming instances in
parent-child joint play, with each instance containing a target
name and a set of 90 image frames from the child’s first-person
camera that co-occur with the naming utterance. As shown in
Figure 2, each image typically contains multiple visual objects
and the named object may or may not be in view.

Testing Data and Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the result of word learning, we prepared a separate
set of clean canonical images for each of the 24 objects varying
in camera view and object size and orientation in a similar
manner to previous work (Bambach, Crandall, Smith, & Yu,
2016). In particular, we took pictures of each toy from eight
different points of view (45 degree rotations around the vertical
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Figure 2: Overview of our approach. The training data were created by extracting egocentric image frames around the moments
when parents named objects in free-flowing interaction. The data was fed into deep learning (ResNet) models to find and
associate visual objects in view with names in parent speech. As a result, the models built the associations between heard labels
and visual presentations of target objects.

Figure 3: Testing images. We evaluate the models trained
from egocentric images using systematically captured images
from various views with a clean background.

axis), totaling 3,072 images (see Fig 3). This test set allowed
us to examine whether the models generalized the learned
names to new visual instances never seen before. During
test, we presented one image at a time to a trained model
and checked whether the model generated the correct label.
We compute mean accuracy (i.e., the number of correctly
classified images over the total number of test images) as the
evaluation metric.

Simulating acuity

Egocentric video captured by head-mounted cameras provides
a good approximation of the field of view of the infant. How-
ever, the human visual system exhibits well-defined contrast
sensitivity due to retinal eccentricity: the area centered around
the gaze point (the fovea) captures a high-resolution image,
while the imagery in the periphery is captured at dramatically
lower resolution due to its lesser sensitivity to higher spatial
frequencies. As a result, the human visual system does not
process all “pixels” in the first-person image equally, but in-
stead focuses more on the pixels around the fovea. To closely
approximate the visual signals that are “input” to a learner’s
learning system, we implemented the method of (Perry &
Geisler, 2002) to simulate the effect of foveated visual acu-
ity on each frame. The basic idea is to preserve the original
high-resolution image at the center of gaze while increasing
blur progressively towards the periphery, as shown in Fig-
ure 4b. This technique applies a model of what is known
about human visual acuity and has been validated with human
psychophysical studies (Perry & Geisler, 2002).

(a) Original (b) Acuity simulation

Figure 4: We simulated foveated vision by applying an acuity
filter to the original egocentric image, based on the eye gaze
position (red crosshairs).

Convolutional Neural Networks Models
We used a state-of-the-art CNN model, ResNet50 (He, Zhang,
Ren, & Sun, 2016), trained with stochastic gradient descent
(SGD). The network outputs a softmax probability distribution
over 24 object labels, so the label with the highest probability
is the predicted object. SGD optimizes the CNN parameters
to minimize the cross entropy loss between the predicted dis-
tribution and the ground truth (one-hot) distribution. Before
SGD, we initialized the parameters of ResNet50 with a model
pretrained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Thus,
the model can reuse the visual filters learned on ImageNet to
avoid having to learn the low-level visual filters from scratch.
The training images were resized to 224× 224 pixels with
bilinear interpolation. We used SGD with batch size 128, mo-
mentum 0.9, and initial learning rate 0.01. We decreased the
learning rate by a factor of 10 when the performance stopped
improving, and ended training when the learning rate reached
0.0001. Because training was stochastic, there is natural varia-
tion across training runs; we thus ran each of our experiments
10 times and report means and standard deviations. Moreover,
since our goal was to discover general principles that lead to
successful word learning and not to analyze the results of indi-
vidual objects, we applied a mixed-effect logistic regression
with random effects of trial and object in each of our analyses.
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Figure 5: Results from models trained with infant data improve
with more naming instances, while the models trained with
the parent data show no improvement.

Experiments and Results
Study 1: Learning object names from raw
egocentric video
The aim of Study 1 is to demonstrate that a state-of-the-art
machine learning model can be trained to associate object
names with visual objects by using egocentric data closely
approximating sensory experiences of infant learners. We also
evaluated models learned with parent view data in order to
compare the informativeness of these different views. More-
over, to examine the impact of properties of the training data,
we created several simulation conditions by sub-sampling the
whole set of 1459 into seven subsets with different numbers
of naming events (50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1100). While
we expected that more naming instances would lead to better
learning, we sought to quantify this relationship.

Figure 5 reveals two noticeable patterns in the models
trained on the infant data and the model trained on the par-
ent data. First, when there are 200 or more naming events,
models trained with infant data consistently outperformed
the same models trained on parent data (e.g., for 200 nam-
ing events: Min f ant = 16.12%,SEin f ant = 1.73%;Mparent =
8.32%,SEparent = 1.27%;β = 0.34, t = 3.64, p < 0.001). Sec-
ond, as the quantity of training data increased, the models
trained on infant data obtained better performance while the
models trained on the parent data saturated. Taken together,
these results provide convincing evidence that the model can
solve the name-object mapping problem from raw video, and
that the infant data contain certain properties leading to better
word learning. The finding that infant data lead to better learn-
ing is consistent with recent results reported on another topic
in early development – visual object recognition (Bambach et
al., 2018).

Study 2: Examining the effects of different
attentional strategies
Humans perform an average of approximately three eye move-
ments per second because our visual systems actively select
visual information which is then fed into internal cognitive
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Figure 6: The model trained with sustained attention events
outperformed the model trained with distributed attention
events. Within the sustained attention events, the model trained
with on-target instances outperformed the model trained with
on-non-target instances.

and learning processes. Thus during the 3-second window
during and after hearing a naming utterance, an infant learner
may generate multiple looks on different objects in view, or,
alternatively, may sustain their attention on one object. The
aim of Study 2 is to investigate whether different attention
strategies during naming events influence word learning, and
if so, in which ways.

To answer this question, we first assigned each naming
event into one of two categories: sustained attention if the
infant attended to a single object for more than 60% of the
frames in the naming event, and distributed attention oth-
erwise. This split resulted in 750 sustained attention (SA)
and 709 distributed attention (DA) events. In either case,
the infant may or may not attend to the named object be-
cause the definition is based on the distribution of infant
attention, not on which objects were attended in a nam-
ing event. We trained two identical models, one on SA in-
stances and one on DA instances. The results in Figure 6
reveal that the model trained with sustained attention events
(Msustained = 30.53%,SEsustained = 2.08%) outperformed the
model trained with distributed attention events (Mdistributed =
23.26%,SEdistributed = 1.78%;β = 0.20, t = 2.65, p < 0.005),
suggesting that sustained attention on a single object while
hearing a name leads to better learning.

Of course, infants may or may not show sustained atten-
tion on the object actually named in parent speech. In total,
infants attended to the target in 452 out of 750 SA events,
and attended to a non-target object in the other 298 SA
events. Attending to the target object with sustained atten-
tion should help learning while sustained attention on a non-
target object should hinder learning. To test this prediction,
we sub-sampled 298 on-target events from 452 SA events,
and compared them with the remaining 298 on-non-target
events. As shown in Figure 6, the model trained with the on-
target events (Mtarget = 39.27%,SEtarget = 2.30%) achieved
significantly higher accuracy than the model trained on on-non-
target events (Mnon−target = 8.42%,SEnon−target = 1.20%;β =
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0.98, t = 14.52, p < 0.001).
In everyday learning contexts such as toy play, young learn-

ers do not passively perceive information from the environ-
ment; instead, the visual input to internal learning processes
is highly selective moment-to-moment. The ability to sustain
attention in such contexts is critical for early development and
has been linked to healthy developmental outcomes (Ruff &
Rothbart, 2001). The results from the present study suggest
a pathway through which sustained attention during parent
naming moments creates sensory experiences that facilitate
word learning.

Study 3: Examining the effects of visual properties
of attended objects
One effect of sustained attention during a naming moment is
to consistently select a certain area in the egocentric view so
that the learning system can process the visual information
in that focused area to find the target object and link it with
the heard label. Moving from the attentional level to the
sensory level, we argue that associating object names with
visual objects starts with visual information selected in the
infant’s egocentric view, and therefore the factors that matter
to word learning may not just be attended objects but sensory
information selected and processed in the naming moments.
Study 3 seeks to determine how visual properties of attended
objects influence word learning.

Previous studies using head-mounted cameras and head-
mounted eye trackers showed that visual objects attended by
infants tend to possess certain visual properties — e.g., they
tend to be large in view, which provides a high-resolution
image of the object (Yu & Smith, 2012). In light of this,
the present simulation focused on object size. The naming
events were grouped into two subsets by a median split of
object size. The large subset contains naming instances in
which named objects are larger than the median size (6%)
whereas the small subset contains naming instances in which
named objects are smaller than the median. The same model
was separately trained on the large set and the small set. We
found the model trained with large objects achieved signifi-
cantly higher accuracy on the test dataset than that trained with
small objects (Mlarge = 30.50%,SElarge = 2.20%;Msmall =
18.81%,SEsmall = 1.81%;β = 0.29, t = 4.12, p < 0.001).

If the target object in a naming event is large in view, that
object is more likely to be attended by infants. Thus, in-
fants’ sustained attention on a target object is likely to co-
vary with the size of the object. If so, the difference in the
learning results described above could be due to sustained
attention but not object size. To distinguish the effects on
word learning between those two co-varying factors, we di-
vided naming events into sustained attention and distributed
attention as in Study 2, and examined the effects of object
size in those two situations. In each case, we used a median
split to further divide naming events into a large subset and
a small subset. As shown in Figure 7, when infants showed
sustained attention on named objects, the model trained based
on large targets outperformed the same model trained with
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Figure 7: Effect of object size. Naming events were divided
based on object size; instances in the large set contain visual
instances of named objects large in view whereas the named
objects are small in view in the small set.

small targets (Mlarge = 24.27%,SElarge = 2.03%;Msmall =
12.18%,SEsmall = 1.5%;β = 0.37, t = 4., p < 0.001). In the
cases of naming events with distributed attention, the model
again favored events with large target objects over those with
small targets (Mlarge = 17.07%,SElarge = 1.60%;Msmall =
12.88%,SEsmall = 1.33%;β = 0.20, t = 2.02, p < 0.05).
Taken together, these results suggest that visual properties
of the target object during a naming event have direct and
unique influence on word learning.

General Discussions
Despite the fact that the referential uncertainty problem in
word learning was originally proposed as a philosophical puz-
zle, infant learners need to solve this problem at the sensory
level. From the infant’s point of view, learning object names
begins with hearing an object label while perceiving a visual
scene having multiple objects in view. However, many com-
putational models on language learning use simple data pre-
selected and/or pre-cleaned to evaluate the theoretical ideas of
learning mechanisms instantiated by the models. We argue that
to obtain a complete understanding of learning mechanisms,
we need to examine not only the mechanisms themselves but
also the data on which those mechanisms operate. For infant
learners, the data input to their internal processes are those
that make contact with their sensory systems, so we capture
the input data with egocentric video and head-mounted eye
tracking. Moreover, compared to prior studies of word learn-
ing from third-person images (Chrupała, Kádár, & Alishahi,
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2015), the present study is the first, to our knowledge, to use
actual visual data from the infant’s point of view to reconstruct
infants’ sensory experiences and to show how a computational
model can solve the referential uncertainty problem with the
information available to infant learners.

There are three main contributions of the present paper as
the first steps toward using authentic data to model infant word
learning. First, our findings show that the available informa-
tion from the infant’s point of view is sufficient for a machine
learning model to successfully associate object names with
visual objects. Second, our findings here provide a sensory
account of the role of sustained attention in early word learn-
ing. Previous research showed that infant sustained attention at
naming moments during joint play is a strong predictor of later
vocabulary (Yu, Suanda, & Smith, 2019). The results here
offer a mechanistic explanation that the moments of sustained
attention during parent naming provide better visual input for
early word learning compared with the moments when infants
show more distributed attention. Finally, our findings provide
quantitative evidence on how in-moment properties of infants’
visual input influence early word learning.

The present study used only naming utterances in parent
speech (object names in those utterances, etc.), but we know
that parent speech during parent-child interaction is more
information-rich. For example, studies show that individual ut-
terances in parent speech are usually inter-connected, forming
episodes of coherent discourse that facilitate child language
learning (Suanda, Smith, & Yu, 2016; Frank, Tenenbaum, &
Fernald, 2013). To better approximate infants’ learning ex-
periences in our future work, we plan to include both object
naming utterances and other referential and non-referential
utterances as the speech input to computational models. In-
cluding the whole speech transcription will also allow us to
examine how infants learn not only object names but also
other types of words in their early vocabularies, such as action
verbs. In addition, we know that social cues in parent-child
interaction play a critical role in shaping the input to infant
learners. With egocentric video and computational models,
our future work will simulate and analyze how young learners
detect and use various kinds of social cues from the infant’s
point of view.
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Abstract

Statistical learning is an active process wherein information is
actively selected from the learning environment. As current
information is integrated with existing knowledge, it shapes
attention in subsequent learning, placing biases on which new
information will be sampled. One statistical learning task that
has been studied recently is cross-situational word learning
(CSL). In CSL, statistical learners are able to learn the cor-
rect mappings between novel visual objects and spoken labels
after watching sequences where the two are paired together
in referentially ambiguous contexts. In the present paper, we
use a computational method called Tensor Component Analy-
sis (TCA) to analyze real-time gaze data collected from a set of
CSL studies. We applied TCA to learners’ gaze data in order
to derive latent variables related to real-time statistical learning
and to examine how selective attention is organized in time.
Our method allows us to address two specific questions: a) the
similarity in attention behavior across strong vs. weak learn-
ers as well as across learned vs. not-learned items and b) how
the structure of attention relates to word learning. We mea-
sured learners’ knowledge of label-object pairs at the end of a
training session, and show that their real-time gaze data can be
used to predict item-level learning outcomes as well as decode
pretrained item knowledge.
Keywords: cross-situational word learning, factor decompo-
sition, selective attention, statistical word learning,

Introduction
The everyday world is a complicated setting for learning
words. Whenever a word is heard by a learner, there are usu-
ally many potential referents present at that moment. This
presents a real problem for word learning, as inferring which
labels go with which objects is inherently ambiguous. Quine
(1960) famously framed this as a problem of referential un-
certainty. A recently proposed solution to this problem is
termed cross-situational learning. In cross-situational word
learning (CSL), learners don’t have to infer the correct refer-
ent for a word within one learning situation. Instead, they in-
tegrate statistical evidence across multiple learning situations
to reduce uncertainty about the correct label-object mappings.
Experimental studies have shown that both infants and adults
can successfully map novel words to their visual referents
cross-situationally, under varying degrees of referential un-
certainty (Smith & Yu, 2008; Yu, Zhong, & Fricker, 2012).

In most statistical learning paradigms, such as those used in
CSL experiments, researchers encode certain statistical regu-
larities into training stimuli and measure whether learners can
successfully use those regularities to infer new knowledge.
Prior CSL studies have demonstrated a number of different

learning effects by manipulating stimuli statistics showing,
for example, that Zipfian frequency distributions for label-
object pairings may actively aid learning (Hendrickson &
Perfors, 2019), that 16 month olds prefer massed pairings ver-
sus conditions that space presentations evenly in time (Vlach
& Johnson, 2013), and that children learn better in conditions
where label-object pairs are embedded within diverse con-
textual frames (Suanda, Mugwanya, & Namy, 2014). These
sorts of statistical features of the input (e.g. the shape of the
frequency distribution or the temporal/contextual statistics)
drive learning in different directions. However, even in cases
where subjects demonstrate successful learning, it’s unlikely
that they keep track of all the regularities encoded in the train-
ing stimuli. Instead, human cognitive systems are selective.
Learners take an active role in selecting their learning curric-
ula from the set of available statistics, with different sampling
schemes leading to individual differences in learning perfor-
mance. Prior work has shown that fine-grained differences in
attention behavior predict learning outcomes during CSL (Yu
& Smith, 2011). Detailed analyses of eye movement data has
also informed us of underlying cognitive processes in cate-
gory learning studies (Rehder & Hoffman, 2005b, 2005a).
This is because participants use their attention in the ser-
vice of learning, by placing statistical biases on the learn-
ing data, thereby filtering information that enters internal pro-
cesses. These filtering operations help to reduce uncertainty
and shape how learning proceeds over time. However, apart
from the studies cited above, few studies in statistical learn-
ing have focused on linking real-time selective attention with
real-time information processing in statistical learning tasks.
The goal of the present study is to look closely at the structure
of these attentional biases during CSL.

Here we measure how visual attention is structured in
time, and study how this organization may reflect underly-
ing learning processes. We treat eye movements as a signal
carrying information about participants’ learning state, and
model gaze patterns associated with prior knowledge. We
study these gaze patterns using an unsupervised data mining
method and present results that attempt to decode learners’
internal knowledge from their eye movements. Our methods
offer a general framework for measuring how selective atten-
tion and learning processes are coupled. But more impor-
tantly, they allow us to examine complex and highly variable
eye movement dynamics at a fine grain, so that we may bet-
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ter understand the cognitive processes which support cross-
situational learning.

Eye Movement Data in Cross-Situational
Learning

The gaze data in the present study were collected from a
group of 61 adult learners. They were asked to learn 18
label-object mappings from 27 cross-situational learning tri-
als. Each trial contained four objects displayed on a com-
puter screen and four labels played sequentially in time. As
shown in Figure 1, there were 4 perfect label-object mappings
among 4 objects and 4 labels within a trial, but no informa-
tion in the trial indicated which word went with which la-
bel. Participants used statistical evidence across multiple sit-
uations to build correct mappings, as shown in many previ-
ous experiments (Yu & Smith, 2011; Suanda et al., 2014; Yu
et al., 2012). In this study, each trial lasted 11.25 seconds
and started with a silent segment of 2.25 seconds before the
first labeling event, allowing participants to become familiar
with the set of 4 objects on screen before hearing the labels.
The silent segment was followed by 4 labeling events with 2.5
seconds between label onsets. Labels were roughly 1 sec in
length, so a temporal window of 2.25 seconds included both
the labeling event itself and roughly 1.25 second after the la-
beling event as shown in Figure 1B. We recorded participants’
eye movements using a Tobii 1750 eye tracking system over
the course of 27 learning trials. At the end of the experiment,
we tested participants’ knowledge on each of 18 label-object
mappings using an 18-alternative forced choice test. In ad-
dition, we also ran 3 other identical experiments, each with
a unique set of subjects, the only difference being that either
3, 6 or 9 of the items had already been pretrained, so in those
conditions we knew that learners already knew a specific sub-
set of the 18 items. We refer to these conditions as 3pt, 6pt,
and 9pt. Some results from this experiment were previously
reported in Yu et al. (2012), where more details can be found.

In data preprocessing, we divided each learning trial into
four temporal segments, one for each label as shown in Fig-
ure 1B. Over the course of 27 trials with 4 labeling events
per trial, a total of 108 labeling segments were created for
each subject. Within each segment we calculated the prob-
ability distribution for a subject’s eye movements over the 4
on-screen objects. Here P(o | l) is the proportion of time at-
tending to object o given label l, reflecting the degree of gaze
allocation to each object during a labeling event. As illus-
trated in Figure 1C, with 108 segments from each participant
and a total of 61 participants for each condition, we calcu-
lated and collected 6588 (108*61) gaze distributions which
we used as empirical data in the following analyses.

Using TCA to Examine the Structure of
Sequential Visual Sampling Behavior

One way to study the structure of real-time selective attention
is to use pre-defined behavioral patterns which describe cer-
tain aspects of how gaze is distributed (e.g. number of gaze

Figure 1: A schematic of the cross-situational learning ex-
periment and its stimuli. In this figure, the target “prep” is
a brown rectangular object, which subjects attend at varying
degrees (red bars in panel B and C).

shifts, average fixation time, time to first fixation), and an-
alyze how those behavioral patterns change over the course
of learning. This approach can reveal important fine-grained
behavioral differences across learners and has shown to be in-
formative in explaining learning performance in CSL (Yu &
Smith, 2011). By analyzing how gaze behavior shifts over the
course of training, we’re given a window into cognitive pro-
cesses that support learning. However, given the complexity
of natural eye movements, it’s not a priori obvious which be-
havioral patterns we should choose in our analyses and why
these particular patterns are useful for understanding under-
lying cognitive processes. The present study proposes an al-
ternative approach in eye movement analysis – learning these
patterns from the gaze data itself and modeling their covaria-
tion in time.

In order to infer useful gaze patterns from raw data, we
used an unsupervised factor analysis method – the canoni-
cal polyadic tensor decomposition (CPD) (Hitchcock, 1927).
CPD is a multilinear method for dimensionality reduction,
modeling tensor-structured input as a low dimensional lin-
ear projection. These projections form the basis of how we
describe attention behavior. What’s unique about CPD is that
it allows us to model how attention is organized at multiple
time scales, both within and across trials, by treating different
scales as separate factors encoded along the different axes of
an input tensor1. In a recent paper by Williams et al. (2018),

1Tensors are a generalization of vectors and matrices, where vec-
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CPD has been used to successfully decode functionally spe-
cific neural activities during learning tasks, and went by the
name of Tensor Component Analysis (TCA). This is the name
we’ll use for it here.

TCA is similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and other matrix factorization techniques, but offers a few key
advantages. With TCA, we can model how multiple factors
interact (e.g. subjects, within-trial gaze, and across-trial gaze)
by decomposing gaze data into linearly independent compo-
nents, finding unique representations that unmix their inter-
actions to best explain the gaze data. In PCA, similar analy-
ses require unrolling inherently tensor-shaped data into a 2D
matrix representation, as a result destroying the organization
present in its equivalent tensor form. Compared with TCA,
PCA’s decomposition introduces what’s known as the “ro-
tation problem”, where any given factorization specifies an
infinite number of solutions (under arbitrary rotations). Rota-
tions keep reconstruction loss fixed while transforming how
these solutions are organized. In order to tie structural aspects
of attention to cognitive processes, we need to know specif-
ically how these solutions are structured, which presents a
significant problem. To solve this, PCA constrains solutions
to be orthogonal and orders its components in terms of the
amount of variance explained. However, these constraints are
overly strict, as we have no reason to assume that attention
is composed of orthogonal components. We leverage TCA’s
uniqueness properties (Kruskal, 1977) to model within- and
across-trial variation in subjects’ gaze behavior, avoiding this
specific shortcoming of PCA. We encode subjects’ gaze dis-
tribution dynamics as a 3rd order tensor, and use TCA em-
beddings to model attention dynamics during CSL.

Each axis of an input tensor X maps to a separate factor
after decomposition, with each factor represented as a 1D
vector. When factors are recombined, they reconstruct the
original behavioral data. As shown in Figure 2, {ar, br, cr}
are the learned factors (one for each of the 3 axes of X ), “◦”
is the vector outer product, and R is a hyperparameter con-
trolling the number of components that TCA learns. We or-
ganized subjects’ gaze distributions into a 3rd-order tensor,
so that axes partition data along three meaningful dimensions
– subjects, gaze distribution at label onset, and gaze distri-
bution across the 108 labeling events. We used these fac-
tors to model similarity in subjects’ otherwise disparate se-
lective attention dynamics, reducing complex sequential be-
havior to fixed points in an embedding space (one point for
each subject). TCA places minimal top-down constraints on
the learned representations, only stipulating that components
are linearly independent. In our case, we additionally con-
strained solutions to be non-negative.

To illustrate how TCA decomposes gaze behaviors, we
present a toy example with synthetic gaze data in Figure 3.
We randomly generate gaze distributions for simulated learn-
ers, where their attention to the 4 on-screen items is randomly

tors are 1st order tensors and matrices are 2nd order tensors. Our
analyses structure behavioral data as a 3rd order tensor. See Kolda
and Bader (2009) for a review of tensor decomposition.

Figure 2: Subjects’ gaze is organized as a 3rd order tensor
and represented as the sum of R outer products using TCA.
These are the R “components” of attention behavior. For the
gaze axis, we encode the proportion of time spent looking
at the 4 items on screen after a label onset. The first row
in the gaze axis codes for proportion of time looking at the
target, with subsequent rows coding for proportion looking
to distractor (in decreasing order, where distractor 1 is most
attended, followed by distractor 2, then distractor 3). Gaze
distributions are arranged as 108 column vectors along the
time axis, corresponding to 108 label-onset instances in the
experiment. Sampling trajectories for each subject are slices
arranged along the third axis, one for each of the 61 subjects.

distributed as a Gaussian whose mean is shifting over time
( p̃(x, t) = N (µt ,1), where µt is a function of time). These
synthesized gaze data form the column vectors running along
the time axis in X , with each simulated learner as a slice along
the subjects axis. We randomly partition subjects into two
groups, A and B, and give them two distinct time dynamics:
in Group A, their µt shifts from 0 to 4 across the 108 time
points (in equal increments), and in Group B this shift goes
in reverse, with µt going from 4 to 0. TCA differentiates these
two kinds of subjects by recovering the underlying dynamics
of their gaze, represented as a mixture of 3 linearly indepen-
dent components (one for each value of R). Each of the 61
simulated subjects are indexed along the x-axis of the subjects
factor. Subjects in Group A are highlighted in yellow. In the
r3 component we see that Group A subjects over-weight the
“low-µ decreasing over time” gaze pattern. In the r1 compo-
nent, the group B subjects show the inverse pattern, while the
r2 component does not code for any cross-subject variation.
As shown in Figure 3, TCA successfully decodes the three la-
tent variables as subject factor, gaze factor and time factor, to
perfectly match the raw synthesized data. Thus, this toy ex-
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ample shows how TCA uncovers key factors from observed
data.

Figure 3: We compute an R = 3 decomposition on synthetic
gaze distributions and plot the resulting factors.

Study 1: Eye Movements Predict Learning
Dynamics

We applied TCA at two levels, one at the subject level, and
the other at the item level. Figure 2 shows a schematic of
the subject level decomposition, where individuals’ behavior
is encoded along the axis dedicated to subjects. For the item
level decompositions, we collapse across subjects and encode
individual item gaze distributions in place of the subjects axis.
Instead of 108 entries for the time axis, there are only 6 time
points in the item-level analyse since each item is labelled
6 times across an experimental condition when paired with
other distractor items. These two separate decompositions
serve to model variability in both subject level attention, as
well as attention specific to individual items.

Our analyses present decompositions where R = 3, as we
find this setting leads to a high degree of similarity in solu-
tions across many optimization runs, while significantly min-
imizing reconstruction loss. See Figure 4 for plots of sub-
ject level decomposition weights. Here TCA uncovers 3 dis-
tinct components of gaze behavior: r1: selection that’s spread
across both target and distractor items and decreasing over
time, r2: skewed to the distractors and increasing over time,

and r3: skewed to the target and increasing over time. Along
with the gaze factors, TCA also learns 2 other factors – sub-
ject and time. These correspond to the other 2 axes of X .

Figure 4: In a subject-level decomposition (with R = 3), TCA
uncovers how 3 unique types of gaze dynamics should be
mixed to reconstruct the input. We took a median split on
subjects as a function of the number of items they learned at
the end of the experiment, with strong learners (≥ 6 items)
highlighted in orange.

Attention Space The factor weights indicate the degree to
which other factors in that component mix to reconstruct X .
This means we can use the subject and item factor weights to
define an R dimensional “attention space”, wherein each sub-
ject (or each item), is a point corresponding to the different
values encoded by their R distinct subject (or item) factors.
See Figure 5.

This reduces subjects’ highly variable sequential sampling
dynamics into a common frame of reference, thereby allow-
ing us to model the relationship between visual selection and
learning. We took a median split to divide subjects into a
strong learner group and a weak learner group based on the
number of items learned by individual subjects. If strong
learners tend to occupy a certain behavioral subspace, this
would suggest a commonality in how they deployed their at-
tention which ultimately led to successful learning. If strong
and weak learners were not separable in the behavioral space,
it would suggest we cannot use gaze behavior to predict
learning outcomes. In the following subsections, we will
present a classification approach to examining whether we
can use TCA-based representations to separate strong from
weak learners in the subject space, and to predict learned or
unlearned items in the item space.

Using TCA-based Representations to Predict
Learning
We used classification accuracy via linear kernel Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to measure how well gaze behavior
can be used to separate learning outcomes at both the sub-
ject and item levels. We treated classification tests as a proxy
measure for the amount of information gaze carries about in-
ternal learning states. The classification results we report in-
clude mean accuracies in nested cross validation runs of non-
negative CP decomposition (n=100, leaving random 10% of
subjects/items out) and classification on held out subject/item
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Figure 5: Attention spaces for subject- and item-level TCA
decomposition. In the subject level space, strong learners
are highlighted in orange. For the item level space, orange
points indicate items that were learned by subjects at the end
of training.

embeddings (n=100, random 20% left out) using linear SVM.
Decompositions were fit using Hierarchical Alternating Least
Squares (HALS) method, with a stopping tolerance of 1e−5
for reconstruction error. For subject and item-level learning
classifications we omit the 9pt condition as learning perfor-
mance was at ceiling.

Predicting Subject-Level Learning Strong learners (by
median split on the number of learned items) occupy a unique
neighborhood in the behavior space, allowing us to correctly
differentiate between them in all of the three experimen-
tal conditions (0pt: Acc=0.71, SD=0.06; 3pt: Acc=0.76,
SD=0.06; 6pt: Acc=0.74, SD=0.06).

Predicting Item-Level Learning We were also able to pre-
dict learning outcomes for individual label-object mappings
in all experimental conditions (0pt: Acc=0.76, SD=0.01; 3pt:
Acc=0.62, SD=0.01; 6pt: Acc=0.77, SD=0.01).

Decoding Learning States From Eye Movements In pre-
trained item conditions, already-known items are mixed
alongside to-be-learned items during training. Stimuli and
their presentation order are identical in all 4 conditions,
the only difference being subjects’ relative degrees of prior
knowledge about label-object mappings. This means we can
compare attention behavior for specific items when a) they’re
already known, relative to b) when those same items are not
known.

We run three analyses (3vs0, 6vs0, and 9vs0), each testing
discrimination performance on pretrained items versus their
identical non-pretrained counterparts taken from the 0pt con-
dition. We find 3vs0 classification is at chance (Acc=0.52,
SD=0.01), meaning we’re unable to detect whether a learner
already knows a specific item. However, in both the 6vs0 and
9vs0 classifications we’re able to successfully decode item
knowledge from subjects’ gaze patterns above chance (6vs0:
Acc=0.62, SD=0.06; 9vs0: Acc=0.64, SD=0.06), suggesting
that while partial information in the 3pt condition may still
be used internally (e.g. mutual exclusivity judgements), there
may be a threshold in the amount of prior item knowledge
necessary to influence the structure of visual selection.

Associative Tensors In the previous decomposition, the
gaze axis of our input tensors coded distractor items in de-
creasing order of looking time (determined within a single
label onset window). See Figure 2. By structuring the tensor
in this way, we include no information about how those spe-
cific items had co-occurred with the target. We build a sep-
arate set of tensors which encode this information. Instead
of treating distractors as blank slates at each label onset, we
track label-object associative strengths, proportional to sub-
jects’ past accumulated sampling for those label-object pairs,
ordering these associates along the gaze axis in decreasing
associative order. These tensors allow higher decoding per-
formance for pretrained items compared to their blank-slate-
distractor counterparts (6vs0: Acc=0.65, SD=0.05; 9vs0:
Acc=0.68, SD=0.02; significant by Wilcoxon test, p <
0.001). As in the previous analyses, we’re still unable to de-
code 3vs0 pretrained items above chance using associative
tensors (Acc=0.52, SD=0.04).

Study 2: Fine-Grained Behavioral Analysis

Our analyses in Study 1 demonstrate how item knowledge
leaves a unique signature on eye movements, allowing us to
differentiate 3 classes of items: learned, not-learned, and pre-
trained. In Study 2, we look closer at what this signature
looks like. Since TCA factors are interpretable (and unique)
representations of the original input, we study how these so-
lutions might represent underlying cognitive processes, look-
ing closer at how behavior differs in these 3 types of items.
See Figure 6 for item-level decompositions across different
pretrained conditions.

We find a number of distinguishing patterns across the 3
item categories. For the learned items, in all pretraining con-
ditions, components coding for target looks show smooth in-
creases in gain over time, with corresponding smooth de-
creases in the distractor look components. On the other hand,
in not-learned items, looks to target demonstrate a more un-
even pattern. In the 3pt and 6pt conditions, not-learned items
show sudden drops in target looking at the second and fifth la-
bel onsets. Otherwise, their patterns are flat (early peaks are
as large as middle and late peaks). Like the learned items, the
not-learned items show similar decreases in distractor look-
ing over time. In the 0pt condition, attention for not-learned
items is dominated by distractor looking throughout training.
Pretrained items show similar general trends as the learned
items, namely gain in target looking and decrease in distrac-
tor. However, pretrained items distinguish themselves at 2
time points. In the 3pt condition, there are 2 drops in target
looking, one at the 3rd label onset and the other at the 6th
label onset. In the 6pt condition, these occur at the 4th and
6th labeling events. These drops are matched with mirror-
ing increases in distractor looking at these same time points.
These patterns likely reflect prior knowledge drawing atten-
tion away from useless information (i.e. the target, as they
already know it), directing it towards to-be-learned items.
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Figure 6: Item and time factors for a 3-way partition of items - 1) learned, 2) not learned, and 3) pretrained. Plots reflect
independent R = 2 decompositions, where input tensors contain items of a single type.

Discussion
Eye movements offer a rich behavioral signal which can be
used to extract detailed information about internal states of
knowledge. However, in most eyetracking studies only a
small proportion of the total variance is used. Here we’ve
applied TCA in order to make better use of the rich variation
found in natural gaze behavior, going beyond simple look-
ing measures as an index of learning. We link complex gaze
patterns to subjects’ internal knowledge as they learn label-
object pairs through statistical learning. Our methods offer a
general framework for extracting behavioral markers of learn-
ing, opening the door for future studies that use these markers
as part of their experimental designs. For example, experi-
mental stimuli might be presented contingently as a function
of subjects’ real-time knowledge states, as inferred through
their eye movements.

In future work we hope to extend our analyses from Study
2. Prior studies have shown that sustained, and stable, at-
tention in CSL is a strong predictor of learning at the sub-
ject level (Yu & Smith, 2011; Yu et al., 2012). The gaze
patterns we find in not-learned items may reflect sequential
aspects of instability at the item level, as evidenced by their
lack of smooth gain in sustained attention over time, as shown
in Figure 6. Because TCA models sequential similarity in
gaze dynamics, we can track how sustained attention is or-
ganized across labeling events for individual items. In con-
trast, measures of sustained attention that focus within a sin-
gle label onset window, or that take averages across labeling
events, are unable to resolve this level of fine-grained organi-
zation in attention behavior. Our results suggest that, at the
item level, failure to learn may be associated with a specific
form of low sustained attention – one that’s fluctuating in the
course of learning with occasional sudden drops in sustained
target looking. In future work, we will design experiments
to explicitly test this hypothesis. In general, data mining and
explicit hypothesis testing can go hand in hand to advance
our understanding of the learning mechanisms underlying
cross-situational learning. Data mining techniques allow us

to discover fine-grained behavioral patterns that we can form
specific hypotheses about and design well-controlled experi-
ments to test.

Another contribution of the present study was the applica-
tion of TCA in the analysis of fine-grained behaviors. Even
though similar embedding techniques have shown promise
in modeling complex sequential behavior (Dezfouli et al.,
2019), we suggest that our presented approach offers a
unique advantage when it comes to interpretability. The main
strength of TCA doesn’t lie in its absolute decoding perfor-
mance (other models will likely outperform it), but in the
transparent meaning of its decomposed factors. With TCA,
behavior and latent representations are related by a simple
linear map, where both behavior and latent spaces share a
common semantics in their organization. In contrast, while
it’s possible to interpret embeddings from more complex non-
linear estimators (e.g. Variational Autoencoders and LSTMs
with various disentanglement techniques), linking the organi-
zation of their solutions to the original behavioral processes is
less straightforward. Because of these unique properties, we
can systematically introduce top down constraints on TCA’s
solutions by restructuring inputs to address specific research
questions, tracking precisely how these manipulations influ-
ence the organization of the latent space. Our analyses with
associative tensors are a first step in that direction. In addition
to gaze, TCA can be applied to any type of high-density data
to extract uniquely predictive spatiotemporal patterns, and to
use these to infer latent variables and structures in cognitive
processes.
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Abstract 

This study investigated how caregivers modulate their 
speaking rate according to children’s lexical knowledge and 
the context of the interaction, and how such adjustments 
affect children’s word learning. We studied a semi-
naturalistic corpus where caregivers talked about different 
toys with their 3-4 years old children. The toys were known 
or unknown to the child, and present or absent from the 
environment. We found that caregivers talked about 
unknown toys with a slower speaking rate than known ones. 
When toys were absent, caregivers also tended to slow down 
for the toy’s name, although they produced the whole 
utterance faster. Crucially, the results of a subsequent 
recognition task for children showed that caregivers’ greater 
adjustment in speaking rate between known and unknown 
words predicted better immediate learning. Our findings 
suggest that caregivers modify their speaking rate in a 
helpful manner when the situation is more demanding, 
which assists children in word learning. 
Keywords: child-directed speech; speaking rate; word 
learning; semi-naturalistic observation 

Introduction 

When talking to children, caregivers often use a specific 

speech register that is commonly referred to as child-

directed speech (CDS). Compared to adult-directed speech 

(ADS), CDS is often cross-culturally characterized by a 

slower speaking rate, higher pitch, and greater pitch range 

(Fernald et al., 1989; Fernald & Simon, 1984; Soderstrom, 

2007). To explain the prosodic modulations, Fernald (2000) 

put forward the idea that CDS is a type of hyper-speech 

(Lindblom, 1990), where speakers increase their signal 

quality based on their awareness of listeners’ access to 

information that is independent of the signal. Since 

children could be considered as immature listeners, 

Fernald (2000) argued that caregivers modify their speech 

dynamically to facilitate children’s word comprehension. 

Indeed, previous studies have shown that parents modulate 

their speech in ways that increase intelligibility. For 

example, when talking to children, caregivers have been 

shown to prolong their utterances (Cooper & Aslin, 1990), 

articulate the vowels more distinctly (Kuhl et al., 1997), 

and use a wider pitch range (Stern et al., 1983), all of which 

are considered to be characteristics of hyper-speech.  

Amongst these characteristics, the current study focuses 

on the temporal quality (speaking rate, also known as 

articulation rate) of CDS, which was found to be related to 

toddler’s word recognition as well as their vocabulary 

development. For instance, utilizing the preferential 

looking paradigm, Zangl et al. (2005) found that 12- to 31-

month-old children recognized target words more 

accurately when the stimuli were presented with unaltered 

CDS compared to time-compressed CDS that was similar 

to ADS. Similar results were found in Song et al.'s (2010) 

experiment, where 19-month-old children identified a 

target picture faster and more accurately when they heard 

words with typical CDS than modified CDS that was twice 

as long (while keeping other prosodic features constant), 

suggesting that a slower speaking rate can enhance word 

recognition. Other research also showed that a slower 

speaking rate in CDS input to seven-months-olds was 

correlated to a better expressive vocabulary when they 

reached two (Raneri, 2015). 

Despite the general interest in speaking rate, only a few 

studies have assessed whether, let alone how, caregivers 

adjust their internal prosodic pattern depending on 

children’s knowledge or the context of the interaction. 

Prosody as a piece of signal-complementary information 

can provide contextual support to the children by 

highlighting focused words. Thus, caregivers should 

modify their speaking rate based on children’s lexical 

knowledge, which could facilitate word learning. In 

particular, Han (2019) hypothesized that in word learning 

contexts, caregivers would slow down more when 

introducing words that are unknown to the child. For 

example, when native Dutch-speaking mothers read a 

storybook that contained five unfamiliar words and two 

familiar words to their 18 months old toddlers, they slowed 

down significantly for unknown words compared to known 
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words both at word and utterance levels. Han (2019) 

further measured a speaking rate hyper-score for each 

mother by dividing the CDS score by the ADS score (ADS 

was collected as a control group), which captured how 

much the speaking rate differed between the same 

mother’s CDS and ADS. She reported that compared to the 

general speaking rate hyper-score, the unknown utterance 

speaking rate hyper-score was a better predictor of 

children’s receptive vocabulary at both 18 and 24 months. 

The results indicated that what aids children’s acquisition 

of words is not the prosodic adjustment across utterances, 

but the particular modifications for unknown words. 

However, Han (2019) did not control for the frequency of 

the words, the referent positions in a sentence, or the 

number of mentions of the target referents in the discourse, 

despite these factors being able to significantly affect 

speaking rate (Gahl, 2008; Baker & Bradlow, 2009; Martin 

et al., 2016). Thus, the decrease in speaking rate might not 

be driven by caregivers’ awareness of children’s 

familiarity with different words, but by these confounding 

factors.  

Besides children’s familiarity with the words, the 

context of the interaction (i.e., situational accessibility of 

the referents) may also affect the speaking rate of words in 

CDS. Previous research mostly investigated CDS speaking 

rate when the referents of the target words were present in 

front of the caregiver and the child (Fernald & Mazzie, 

1991; Han, 2019; Raneri, 2015), but in real life, a sizable 

portion of the input to children refers to referents absent 

from the immediate environment (i.e., displaced) 

(Veneziano, 2001). Thus, besides learning the target 

referents in a situated context, children also need to be able 

to access the association between the labels and the 

referents in the displaced context. Research in information 

structure has argued that in a conversation, referents 

constantly change between three statuses through 

activation or deactivation: given (completely active in a 

person’s focus of consciousness), new (not active at all), or 

accessible (in a person’s peripheral consciousness but is 

not what being focused) (Chafe, 1987). One way for the 

referent to be accessible for the listener is for it to simply 

be a part of the physical environment, which is termed as 

situationally accessible (Lambrecht, 1994). Hence, 

compared to situated contexts, the referents would be less 

accessible to the children when the conversation happened 

in a displaced context. This means that more cognitive 

effort would be required for children to activate or build 

the association between the referent labels with the actual 

objects in displaced contexts. As studies with adults 

showed that English speakers tend to use accented 

expressions for referents that are less accessible to the 

listener (Arnold, 2008), it is likely that caregivers would 

also slow down their speaking rate in displaced contexts to 

compensate for the increase in children’s cognitive load.   

However, conversing about a referent in displaced 

contexts also means that, for children, as the visual 

information about the referents is no longer available, most 

of the information they can get on the referent comes from 

the caregivers’ speech. Thus, caregivers might show a 

tendency to provide verbally more information about the 

referent, so that children can conceptualize or retrieve the 

referent sooner and better. Thus, compared to situated 

contexts, caregivers may try to fit in more information 

within the same amount of time when the referents are 

absent from the environment, which may result in a faster 

speaking rate. This provides an opportunity to test how 

information efficiency interacts with information 

accessibility in modulating speaking rate. Another possible 

reason why caregivers increase their speaking rate in 

displaced contexts could simply be children’s lack of 

attention when the objects are not in front of them. If 

children were clearly impatient and not paying attention to 

the interaction, caregivers may rush through the 

information related to absent objects, in the hope that the 

child will get some of it. Given that no previous study has 

so far explored the effect of displacement on CDS, this 

study will be the first to examine how caregivers modify 

their speaking rate in a displaced context.  

Previous studies have also looked at whether word 

acquisition is linked with either the speaking rate across 

utterances in CDS (Raneri, 2015) or how different the 

mother's CDS is to ADS (Han, 2019; Kalashnikova & 

Burnham, 2018). However, there is generally a lack of 

research investigating how the internal speaking rate 

modulations relate to word learning. For interactions that 

use CDS relatively consistently, what matters for children 

is probably not how different the speaking rate is in CDS 

compared to ADS, but to what extent the caregivers mark 

the information that children need to learn (i.e., the 

unknown words). The possible amendment in speaking 

rate within CDS could highlight the unknown words and 

provide prosodic cues to the children. Thus, if children 

actually make use of these cues when acquiring words, we 

would expect a correlation between the degree of speaking 

rate modulations on unknown words within CDS and 

children’s word learning outcomes. Such a relation has not 

been investigated before, despite its potential interest.  

Thus, the present study investigates whether (1) English 

speaking caregivers adjust their speaking rate in situations 

that are more demanding to the children (i.e., when the 

referents are unknown to the child or absent from the 

environment), and (2) the speaking rate of unknown 

words/utterances, or the degree of speaking rate 

modification between known and unknown words/ 

utterances (speaking rate ratio between known and 

unknown) predict children’s outcome of recognizing 

unknown words they previously encountered and their 

general lexical development. 

To address (1), we used data from a semi-naturalistic 

corpus (the ECOLANG corpus, Vigliocco et al., in prep) 

that introduced learning and displaced contexts. The 

caregivers were asked to interact with their child by talking 

about the toys that were either known or unknown to the 

child under two conditions: the target toys were present or 

absent in the context. To address (2) we tested children’s 

vocabulary size, as well as how much they learned after the 

interaction. 
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Method 

Participants 

This study included 30 dyads (caregiver-child, all mothers, 

14 girls) from the ECOLANG corpus (Vigliocco et al., in 

prep). Participants were all native English speakers 

recruited from the wider London area. The age of the 

children ranged from 3 to 4.33 years (mean = 3.53 years). 

The mean age of mothers was 38.57 years, ranging from 

34 to 45 years old. All but one mother had received a 

bachelor’s degree or above (the mean educational level 

was 4.43, where 1 = GCSE, 6 = doctoral degree). The study 

obtained ethical approval from UCL. 

Materials  

Four sets of toys were used in the task, comprising of 

animals, tools, foods, and musical instruments. For each 

dyad, six toys per set (24 toys in total) were included, 

where three of them were known to the child and three 

were unknown. Prior to experiment days, parents were sent 

a wordlist in which they would be asked to indicate which 

toys their children had already known (label and concept) 

without checking back with the children. The assignment 

of toys to familiarity condition was based on the answers. 

Each toy was used for roughly an equal number of dyads. 

The British Picture Vocabulary Scale 3rd edition 

(BPVS3) was used to test the children’s vocabulary size 

(Dunn et al., 2009). A recognition test that asked the child 

to identify the unknown objects they just talked about was 

registered for each child to test how much they have 

learned from the interaction.  

Procedure  

The interactions took place at participants’ homes. The 

BPVS3 was administered before the interaction began. 

During the interaction, the caregiver and the child were 

sitting at 90 degrees from each other around a table. Two 

video cameras (one focusing on the caregiver, one focusing 

on the child and the interaction space) recorded the 

interaction; the speech of the caregiver was also recorded 

using a clip-on microphone via Audacity.  

During the sessions, the caregiver was instructed to talk 

about the known and unknown toys in each set in a natural 

way (i.e., how they usually interact with their children) 

under either toy-present or toy-absent condition. The two 

conditions were counterbalanced across participants. In the 

toy-present condition, the experimenter brought six toys 

from one set (e.g., animal) to the table and left the room. 

The caregiver and the child talked about and interacted 

with the toys for 3-4 minutes. The experimenter then 

reentered the room, asked the child to help tidy up the toys, 

and left the room together with the toys. In the toy-absent 

condition, the experimenter asked the caregiver to continue 

to talk about the toys they just played with (when toy-

present was first) or the toys that were about to come (when 

toy-absent was first) for 3-4 minutes. Labels of the toys 

would be provided as a reminder for the caregivers. This 

process would be repeated for all four categories, resulting 

in 8 sessions in total for each dyad. Conditions and sessions 

were counterbalanced in sequences. The whole recording 

lasted approximately 25-35 minutes.  

After the interaction, children received a recognition test 

presented in E-prime. In each trial, two pictures, either 

both unknown toys or both known toys used in the 

interaction, were presented at the left and right side on the 

computer screen and a female native British English 

speaker would articulate a question such as ‘Can you help 

me to find the [pomegranate], where is the 

[pomegranate]?’. The child was asked to point to which 

one of the two pictures displayed on the screen matched 

with the word they heard. The recognition test contained 

24 test trials (identification of the unknown words) and 4 

control trials (identification of the known words).  

Coding 

Speech was transcribed manually by utterances utilizing 

Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019). An utterance 

corresponds to an event or predicate unit (see Berman & 

Slobin, 1994; Vigliocco et al., 2019). Each audio clip and 

its transcription were also automatically segmented and 

aligned on a word level via the Munich Automatic 

Segmentation System (MAUS, https://clarin.phonetik.uni-

muenchen.de/BASWebServices/interface/WebMAUSGen

eral), and the segmentations were manually checked and 

improved in accuracy. The target referents were coded for 

conditions: familiarity level (known vs. unknown), and 

object present vs. absent. Additionally, unknown words are 

generally less frequent than known words, and high-

frequency words are usually produced faster than words 

that are less frequent (Gahl, 2008). Hence, we also 

extracted the frequency for each target word from the 

SUBTLEX-UK dataset (van Heuven et al., 2014) to 

account for caregivers’ experiences with the words.  

The speaking rate was measured by the average number 

of syllables per second. Pauses longer than 200 ms and 

occurred within utterances were subtracted from the 

durations (Han, 2019).  

To measure the degree of modification in speaking rate 

between known and unknown words, we divided the mean 

speaking rate for the known words by that of the unknown 

words for each caregiver and obtained the speaking rate 

ratio at the word level. The same calculation was done for 

the ‘known’ and ‘unknown’ utterances that contain the 

target words to obtain the utterance level speaking rate 

ratio. 

Children’s recognition test scores were calculated by 

dividing the number of testing trials the child answered 

correctly by the total number of testing trials (i.e., the 

proportion of trials that the child answered correctly). We 

also coded caregivers’ average number of mentions for the 

unknown words as a control variable because children 

could probably learn better when they heard the words 

multiple times. The standardized score for BPVS3 was 

calculated for each child based on the raw score.  

Results 
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We used linear mixed effect models in the R environment 

(R Core Team, 2020) to assess which factors influence 

caregivers’ speaking rate. The model included the presence 

or absence of the object and the familiarity of the word 

(known/unknown) as centered fixed effects. We included 

random intercept and random slope for participants and 

words. The dependent variable was either caregivers’ 

speaking rate of the target utterances or referents 

depending on the level of analysis (utterance or word).  

To eliminate the effect of confounding factors that may 

affect CDS and speaking rate in general, we entered 

several the following factors as control variables for the 

utterance level analysis, namely the age of the children 

(Narayan & McDermott, 2016) and whether the section 

that the referent occurred in was the first (new) or the 

second (repeated) section (e.g., in present-absent 

conditions, the present session was always new while the 

absent was repeated and vice versa). Since repeated 

information is usually articulated faster (Arnold, 2008), the 

speaking rate of the target words might be affected 

depending on what section they were in. For the word level 

analysis, we also included the number of mentioning of the 

target words, word position in an utterance (initial vs. 

medial vs. final vs. isolation), and the frequency of the 

words as control variables that have been shown to 

influence speaking rate.  

In total, 4693 target utterances (2236 with known words) 

and were included in the utterance analysis. The results of 

a regression model (Table 1) showed that there was a 

significant main effect of both familiarity and condition 

(toys being present or absent), while controlling for age 

and session order (neither affect the utterance speaking rate 

significantly). There was no significant interaction 

between familiarity and condition (β=-0.102, SE=0.092, t= 

1.113, p=0.27), and including this interaction term did not 

improve model fit (χ2=1.25, p=0.26), so it was dropped in 

the final model. The results suggest that the speaking rate 

was (1) slower when the utterance contains unknown 

words in both conditions but (2) faster in toy-absent 

condition compared to toy-present condition. 

Table 1: Summary of the model for utterance speaking rate  

 Estimate Std. Error t p 

(Intercept) 4.80 0.092 51.79 <0.001 

PresentAbs 0.15 0.068 2.22 0.035 

Familiarity -0.30 0.090 -3.30 0.0016 

Age 0.05 0.23 -0.20 0.84 

NewRepeated -0.002 0.067 -0.03 0.97 

 

 For the word level analysis, a total of 5327 (2562 

known words) instances of target referent was included. 

The regression model (Table 2) showed that besides age, 

all control variables were highly significant in influencing 

the speaking rate. When these control variables were taken 

into account, we found a significant main effect of 

familiarity and a marginal significant main effect of the 

absent vs. present condition. As Figure 2 shows, the 

speaking rate was consistently slower when the words 

were unknown and when the objects were absent. The 

interaction between familiarity and condition was again 

not significant (β = -0.036, SE = 0.074, t = -0.484, p = 0.63) 

and did not improve model fit (χ2 = 0.23, p = 0.63), so it 

was not included in the model. The results suggested that 

(1) unknown words were produced slower than known 

words in both present and absent condition; (2) speaking 

rate of target referents tended to be slower when the toys 

were absent compared to when they were present.  

Table 2: Summary of the model for target word speaking 

rate (syllables/second) 

 Estimate Std. Error t p 

(Intercept) 3.85 0.13 30.52 <0.001 

PresentAbs 0.094 0.052 1.79 0.081 

Familiarity -0.19 0.084 -2.22 0.032 

Age 0.016 0.014 1.14 0.27 

Frequency -0.39 0.14 -2.68 0.0086 

Num.Mention 0.072 0.0071 10.14 <0.001 

Initial 0.85 0.083 10.20 <0.001 

Medial 1.05 0.036 29.30 <0.001 

Isolation -0.42 0.059 -7.14 <0.001 

NewRepeated 0.12 0.048 2.45 0.02 

 

 

Figure 1: Predicted values of speaking rate based on the 

model, showing how the speaking rate increased as the 

number of mentions increased for known and unknown 

words in absent and present conditions. 

We then looked at the effect of caregivers’ speaking rate 

on children’s learning of the word labels and their long-

term lexical development. We used multiple linear 

regressions with caregivers’ speaking rate of unknown 

words or speaking rate ratio as separate independent 

variable. The dependent variable was the children’s 

recognition results or BPVS3 results.  

For children’s learning of the referents, we found that 

they answered on average a proportion of 0.81 test trials 

correctly (SD=0.14). Although recognition test results 

were not significantly correlated with the raw speaking rate 

of the unknown words or utterance measurements (all 

p >.05), there was a significant correlation between 

caregivers’ word articulation rate ratio and children’s 
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recognition learning result (β = 0.4, SE = 0.16, t = 2.61, p 

= 0.014) (Figure 2). Such an effect still held when the 

average number of mentions of the unknown referents and 

children’s age were controlled for (β = 0.39, SE = 0.16, t = 

2.38, p = 0.025), or their vocabulary size was controlled 

for (β = 0.52, SE = 0.15, t = 3.48, p = 0.0019). The analyses 

indicated that instead of having a slow speaking rate in 

general, it is caregivers’ greater adjustment between 

known and unknown words that predicted better 

immediate learning for children.  

 

 

Figure 2: The model’s prediction of recognition test results 

based on the speaking rate ratio 

For the general vocabulary size, children received a 

score of 107.33 on average (SD= 10.76). There was no 

significant correlation found between any of the 

independent variables and the BPVS3 results (all p >.05).  

Discussion 

The current study investigated how caregivers’ speaking 

rate varied according to different contextual factors in the 

input to 3- to 4-year-old children and whether such 

variation could potentially support word learning. 

Firstly, we looked at whether the speaking rate of the 

caregiver differed when they were talking about toys that 

were unknown to the child compared to those that were 

known. For the utterance level analysis, we controlled for 

the age of the child and session repetition, which did not 

affect utterance speaking rate significantly. This is not 

completely unexpected as caregivers might often repeat the 

target labels but rarely repeat the whole utterance. For the 

word level analysis, we further controlled for factors that 

could particularly affect speaking rate of individual words, 

such as word position, the number of mentions, and word 

frequency. As expected, all these factors affected speaking 

rate significantly. Beyond that, we found that the speaking 

rate was consistently slower for unknown referents 

compared to known words at both word and utterance 

levels, in line with our predictions and the study by Han 

(2019). The results suggested that using a slow speaking 

rate, caregivers highlight the words that they consider as 

unknown and therefore more difficult to the children, 

which supports the idea that caregivers dynamically 

modify their speech depending on their perception of 

children’s lexical knowledge. Additionally, since the 

familiarity effect was found when we controlled for the 

frequency of the words, our results indicated that the 

decrease in speaking rate is not only a speaker-oriented 

effect (i.e., speakers are slower for less frequent words) but 

crucially a listener-oriented effect (i.e., expectations about 

children’s lexical knowledge).  

Besides the effect of children’s familiarity on the 

speaking rate of target words, we also looked at how the 

situational accessibility of the referents might affect 

caregivers’ speaking rate. We found that at the utterance 

level, caregivers have a faster speaking rate when the 

corresponding toys were absent compared to when they 

were present. In contrast, we observed a reversed pattern 

in the word level analysis: the caregivers tended to slow 

down for the target referents in displaced contexts 

compared to situated contexts, though these differences 

were marginally significant. 

We propose that the differences in prosodic patterns can 

be explained by caregivers’ desire to be informative and 

compensate for the low accessibility of the referents (that 

is caused by the displaced contexts). In displaced contexts, 

referents can only be accessed via the language input. 

Therefore, to help children to retrieve (or build) an 

association between a label and a referent, caregivers 

would try to provide more verbal information in a similar 

amount of time (as the child could lose interest otherwise). 

However, they also use strategies (such as use of prosodic 

cues) to compensate for children’s cognitive load, resulting 

in a tradeoff between speaking rate and informativeness. 

Our results suggest that caregivers achieve both functions 

by modulating their speech differently on distinct levels of 

speech. At the utterance level, caregivers increased their 

speaking rate in displaced contexts so that they could relay 

more information in the same amount of time. At the word 

level, it is only about the particular label of the referents.  

Thus, to potentially help children to process the words, 

caregivers would dynamically adjust their speaking rate of 

the label based on how accessible the referents are to the 

children.  

To further explore what may cause the opposite patterns 

of results in speaking rate between the word and utterance 

levels, we conducted a post-hoc analysis examining how 

the speaking rate varied when looking at the utterances 

without the target word. Take the utterance ‘mommy really 

likes to play drum’ as an example: the target label in this 

utterance is ‘drum’, and the utterance without target word 

is ‘mommy really likes to play’. If caregivers try to be as 

informative as possible, then we would expect an increase 

in speaking rate for displaced contexts when the caregivers 

were saying the utterance without target word. Indeed, the 

results of a regression analysis showed that caregivers 

articulated the rest of the utterance significantly faster in 

the absent condition (β = 0.17, SE = 0.052, t = 3.27, p = 

0.032) and when related to known words (β = -0.30, SE = 

0.062, t = -4.78, p < 0.001). The results suggested that the 

increase in speaking rate of utterance for absent condition 

is likely to be driven by the rest of the sentence, supporting 

our speculation that caregivers may introduce referent 

related information faster to be more informative to 

children. Additionally, the speaking rate was also slower 
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for those related to unknown words, which is consistent 

with our previous results. Together with the previous 

results that show the speaking rate for target words tended 

to be slower in absent condition, our findings suggest that 

caregivers increased their speaking rate to be informative 

while slowing down for the target referent to make it 

acoustically salient. 

Furthermore, we investigated the relationship between 

speaking rate and children’s word learning. Despite the 

fact that neither measurements on utterances nor the raw 

speaking rate of words were correlated with the 

recognition results for unknown words, we detected a 

significant correlation between the speaking rate ratio and 

recognition test results. This indicated that the greater the 

adjustment the caregiver made to her speaking rate for 

unknown words relative to the known words, the better the 

immediate learning results are for children. Unlike the  

previous belief that a slower speaking rate in general helps 

children to learn words, our finding suggests that what 

affects children’s immediate word learning is how much 

the novel target words were marked in the speech. When 

the caregiver is speaking with a consistent and invariant 

rate, no matter how fast or slow they are, the target 

referents that children need to learn are not prominently 

highlighted. Thus, children may not be able to utilize the 

prosodic pattern as a cue to word learning. On the contrary, 

when the unknown words are articulated much slower than 

their known counterpart, they might attract children’s 

attention and even provide more linguistic information 

about the word itself, resulting in better immediate learning 

outcomes.  

However, we did not find evidence supporting that 

speaking rate of CDS is linked with 3-4 year-old children’s 

long-term lexical development. This is not completely 

unexpected because speaking rate is only one aspect of 

prosody, let alone other linguistic factors like the gestures 

used (Vigliocco et al., 2019) and environmental factors 

like schooling that also strongly affect lexical development. 

Past research has shown that a slower articulation rate of 

CDS correlated with children’s larger vocabulary size 

(Raneri, 2015). The inconsistency between our result and 

earlier findings might result from differences in 

measurements, since we focused on word learning context 

with unknown words. Also, as the age of the children in 

our study was above three, it is possible that they do not 

rely as much on the prosodic cues compared to preverbal 

infants. Additionally, the current correlation study between 

vocabulary and speaking rate was based on a small sample 

size of 30 children. Future studies could look at caregivers’ 

prosodic modification on unknown words and how it 

correlates to children’s word learning with a larger and 

age-spread sample.  

Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate 

whether a similar pattern would appear in other aspects of 

prosody, such as pitch and intensity. In fact, having a 

higher pitch and intensity are also essential characteristics 

of CDS (Soderstrom, 2007) and were often used to 

highlight contextually new or focused information 

(Bortfeld & Morgan, 2010). For example, Han (2019) 

examined whether the mean pitch and pitch range in CDS 

differed depending on children’s familiarity with the target 

referents and found mixed results. For Mandarin speakers, 

caregivers have an increased utterance mean pitch and 

exaggerated pitch range for unknown words, but Dutch 

caregivers raised their mean pitch for known words instead. 

Therefore, exploration of how our English caregivers 

would adjust other prosodic cues in their speech based on 

children’s lexical knowledge and the accessibility of the 

information, and how such adjustments might affect 

children’s word learning would also contribute to this area.  

Conclusion 

Previous researchers have looked at how the prosodic 

modulations in CDS could facilitate word learning, but few 

have studied the internal prosodic pattern of CDS in word 

learning context and its effect on children’s acquisition of 

words. The current study found that caregivers slow down 

their speaking rate when talking about unknown referents 

with their child, suggesting that caregivers dynamically 

modify their speech with didactic intent to facilitate word 

learning. We also discovered that although caregivers 

increase their speaking rate of utterances in general, they 

still slow down for the particular words when the target 

referents were absent from the physical environment (i.e., 

less accessible), indicating that parents do adjust their 

speech based on their assumption of the children’s 

cognitive load. To our best knowledge, this is the first 

study comparing the CDS speaking rate between 

conditions where objects were present and absent. 

Together, both findings support the idea that speakers are 

aware of the listener’s mental model and are constantly 

amending their speech based on such awareness. Moreover, 

our results showed that contrary to common belief, 

children’s immediate word learning outcome did not 

correlate with the raw speaking rate measurements, but 

with the degree of modulation between the known and 

unknown words, which implied that children actually 

make use of the prosodic cues provided when learning. 

These findings provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the prosodic pattern inside CDS and how 

it links to children’s lexical development. 
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Abstract

Models of cross-situational word learning typically character-
ize the learner as a passive observer, but a language learn-
ing child can actively participate in verbal and non-verbal
communication. We present a computational study of cross-
situational word learning to investigate whether a curious word
learner who actively influences linguistic input in each context
has an advantage over a passive learner. Our computational
model learns to map words to objects in real images by self-
supervision through simulating both word comprehension and
production. We examine different curiosity measures as guid-
ing input selection, and analyze the relative impact of each
method. Our results suggest that active learning leads to higher
overall performance, and a formulation of curiosity which re-
lies both on subjective novelty and plasticity yields the best
performance and learning stability.
Keywords: Cross-situational word learning; Computational
modelling; Active learning; Curiosity.

Introduction
An important task in language acquisition is learning which
words refer to which objects in the world. Cross-situational
word learning is the process by which learners match words
to objects by tracking word-object co-occurrences over many
instances. Often when a word is encountered, there are many
candidate objects in the context that the word might refer to.
However, when one takes into account multiple occurrences
of the word, some object(s) will be consistently present, mak-
ing them more likely candidates.

Models of cross-situational word learning typically char-
acterize the learner as a passive observer. However, a lan-
guage learning child can actively participate in verbal and
non-verbal communication. Thereby, they may be actively
shaping their linguistic input. Bloom, Margulis, Tinker, and
Fujita (1996) found that in early child-caregiver interaction,
children often introduce a new topic into the conversation,
and parents are likely to follow up by continuing to talk about
the same topic. Another process through which children may
shape their own language input is joint attention: certain ob-
jects are the focus of attention of both participants in a con-
versation. Caregivers are sensitive and responsive to chil-
dren’s attention in several ways, and talk about objects when

1Project carried out while visiting the Department of Cognitive
Science and Artificial Intelligence at Tilburg University.

they are the focus of attention (Chang, de Barbaro, & Deák,
2016). Several studies have found that caregivers following
the child’s attention (as opposed to drawing a child’s atten-
tion towards a certain object), and talking about objects that
are already in focus, is correlated with word learning (Akhtar,
Dunham, & Dunham, 1991; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986).

In this work, we consider the possibility that language
learners use their active role in communication to elicit the
most informative linguistic input from their interlocutors. In
several other domains, children attend to or sample informa-
tive data. When searching for rewards, children, more than
adults, explore uncertain options (Schulz, Wu, Ruggeri, &
Meder, 2019). Kidd, Piantadosi, and Aslin (2012, 2014) show
a Goldilocks effect in infants’ attention to visual and auditory
stimuli. Infants attend especially to stimuli that are somewhat
complex, but not too complex; somewhat predictable, but not
entirely, according to their current knowledge state. We pro-
pose that children may also display such curiosity-driven be-
haviour during language acquisition, and study the potential
effects of an active input selection mechanism on word learn-
ing in a computational setup.

In artificial intelligence research, different implementa-
tions of active learning have been proposed and studied, in-
cluding definitions based on novelty, predictability, or task
success in the long run (see Oudeyer and Kaplan (2009) for
an overview). In a cognitively motivated study, Twomey and
Westermann (2018) show that a model of visual category
learning achieves maximal learning results when it selects its
input according to a curiosity metric that balances the novelty
of the stimulus and potential knowledge update. This concept
was applied to the task of cross-situational word learning in
a computational study of Keijser, Gelderloos, and Alishahi
(2019). They show that an agent that curiously selects objects
to receive linguistic input for eventually learns word-object
mappings more accurately and robustly. However, in their
study, learning to understand which word maps to which ob-
ject is a supervised process – an unrealistic assumption with
respect to the human language acquisition process. Also, they
only investigate a single formulation of curiosity, and it is not
clear which component of this formulation yields the gain ob-
served in their simulation results.
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Inspired by Keijser et al. (2019), in this paper we use a
computational study of cross-situational word learning to in-
vestigate whether a curious word learner who actively selects
the linguistic input in each context has an advantage over a
passive learner. In our study,

• we simulate word learning as a self-supervised process,
where instead of relying on corrective feedback on labels
of objects or referents of words from the environment, the
model relies on consistency when applying its own ac-
quired linguistic knowledge to both word comprehension
and production tasks;

• we use real images as visual context, and use pre-identified
objects and their annotated labels as learning material to
our computational model;

• we examine different curiosity measures as guiding input
selection, and analyze the relative impact of each method
on the overall performance and stability of the word learn-
ing model.

Our results suggest that a curious learner who actively influ-
ences linguistic input has an advantage over a passive learner.
Furthermore, a formulation of curiosity which relies both on
subjective novelty and plasticity yields the best performance
and learning stability, compared to using each of these factors
alone.

Method
Task

We operationalize word reference learning as a dual process,
involving both comprehension, or understanding which ob-
ject a word refers to, and production, or the ability to use a
word to describe a given object. The task then is twofold: for
the receptive part of the agent, the goal is to be able to identify
the true referent of a word among a set of candidate objects;
and for the productive part, the goal is to refer to an object by
the appropriate word.

Comprehension The learner receives as input a set of ob-
jects from a visual scene, and a word. Objects are vectors
carrying high-level visual information, each representing one
patch of the image processed by a pretrained object recogni-
tion model. The task is to determine which of the objects is
the best referent for the input word.

Production The learner receives one visual object as input,
and its task is to determine which word is the best label to
refer to this object. As in comprehension, the object is repre-
sented as a visual vector. Unlike in comprehension, the pro-
duction module does not take into account the rest of the vi-
sual scene.2

2In reality, the most effective word or expression to describe an
object depends not just on the object in question, but also on what
other objects are present in the scene.

EmbeddingwordVGGobject	1

pobject	n

VGGobject

Comprehension Production

pobject	1

Out:	distribution	over	objects

In:	object	paired	with	word
As	many	pairs	as	objects	in	the	scene

Out:	distribution	over	vocabulary

In:	object	in	scene

Figure 1: Architecture of the model, adapted from Keijser et
al. (2019).

Data

The data consist of images with multiple objects in them, and
a word associated with each object. We use the dataset that
was introduced by Keijser et al. (2019). It is based on the
Flickr30 Entities corpus (Plummer et al., 2015), which con-
tains annotations for the bounding boxes for referring expres-
sions in the captions of the Flickr30 dataset (Young, Lai, Ho-
dosh, & Hockenmaier, 2014).

Keijser et al. (2019) filtered out any expressions that de-
scribe multiple bounding boxes. The referring expressions
are simplified by selecting only the most frequent word in
the expressions as referent per object. Objects therefore were
only included if at least two referring expressions contained
the same word. Several heuristics were used to select those
words that denote the object. Cardinal numbers one through
ten as well as colour names were filtered out. Very frequent,
but visually irrelevant words were also filtered out, such as
articles and possessives. The data was simplified by keeping
only one object per word per image, thereby removing ambi-
guity. Only those images were included for which after filter-
ing there were still at least two objects. The dataset contains
24,670 images, 4237 unique words, and 86,748 word-object
pairs. 1000 images were used as validation data and another
1000 for testing. A full description of the dataset can be found
in Keijser et al. (2019).

Model

The model consists of a production and a comprehension
module. The architecture is sketched in Figure 1. The out-
put of each module can serve as input to the other. This al-
lows for introspection: when the production module outputs
a word, the comprehension module can in turn try to interpret
it; and vice versa, when the comprehension module selects an
object as referent for a word, the production module can try
to name the object. The learner can check if it understands its
own language production. It is this introspective property of
the model that makes learning under self-supervision possi-
ble.
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Comprehension The comprehension module learns to map
a given word to its referent in the visual scene consisting of
a number of objects. We represent objects by visual feature
vectors extracted from the last fully connected VGG-16 ob-
ject recognition model (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015), pre-
trained on the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009). Words
are represented by 256-dimensional vectors (or embeddings),
which are learned during training. The candidacy of every
object in a scene as the referent of a given word is consid-
ered in parallel: when the module receives a word as input,
it concatenates the word embedding to the visual feature of
every object in the scene separately. This concatenation of
word embedding and a single object representation is input
to a 256-unit hidden layer followed by a sigmoid activation
function, which is fully connected to a single output unit, also
followed by sigmoid activation. The object with the highest
output value is most likely to be the referent.
Production The production module learns to output a
word, given an object. The input is again in the form of
a VGG vector, which is fed to a 256 unit hidden layer fol-
lowed by sigmoid activation, which is fully connected to
the vocabulary-sized output layer: every unit representing a
word. The word unit with the highest output value is the best
candidate to describe the target object.
Self-supervised learning Although the model consists of
two modules that can be used independently, the whole agent
is trained in one go. The setup is inspired by Rohrbach,
Rohrbach, Hu, Darrell, and Schiele (2016) which use a sim-
ilar setup for training a computer vision model to ground re-
ferring expressions in the visual scene. During training, once
a word is processed by the comprehension module, we use
the softmaxed output vector as attention over the objects in
the scene. Input to the production module consists of the sum
of the visual feature vectors of all the objects in the scene,
weighted by the output of the comprehension module. The
whole agent, including the production and the comprehension
module, can now be updated in one go, by comparing the out-
put values of the production module with the word that was
input to the comprehension module in the first place.
Details of the implementation The model was imple-
mented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). It was updated ac-
cording to the cross-entropy between the one-hot encoding
of the input word and the output of the production module.
The model was trained using Adam optimization (Kingma &
Ba, 2015) in minibatches of 40 instances for 40 epochs. To
decide on an initial learning rate, we ran the model in all con-
ditions with a learning rate from .1 to .00001 for 40 epochs.
A learning rate of .001 yielded the best results on validation
data for both the comprehension and production modules and
was used for training all models reported in the results sec-
tion. We ran 20 different initializations per condition.3

3The implementation itself as well as code used to re-
port results and further analysis is available on Github:
https://github.com/horotat/curiosity

Input selection
In any given environment, a language learning child has the
choice to direct their attention to whatever object in their
vicinity is most interesting to them. On top of that, they have
influence over the environment itself – by moving to a dif-
ferent location or manipulating objects. Although our learner
has no influence over its environment (it can not choose which
image it sees), it can choose for which object in the scene it
receives language input. We compare a learner that receives
language input for a randomly drawn object to learners that
select an object to receive input about according to an esti-
mate of learning potential. Importantly, since all learners see
each image once per epoch, all learners have access to the
same number of data points.

The input selection is an introspective process: to select an
object, the learner inspects its knowledge of all the objects
in the scene. For every object, first the production module
tries to find the corresponding word. This word is then fed as
input to the comprehension module, which in turn tries to find
the corresponding object. The contrast between the object
input to the production module and the distribution over the
objects output by the comprehension module is the basis for
estimating which object holds most learning potential.

There are different ways to estimate learning potential.
Approaches in reinforcement learning often include a
definition of expected reward and cannot be applied easily
to our learning problem. The metrics we use for input
selection are based on Twomey and Westermann (2018):
subjective novelty, plasticity, and curiosity. These metrics
were defined for category learning and translate well to our
set-up. Subjective novelty favours the most unknown objects,
plasticity selects on how much the learner expects to learn
from a given input word, and curiosity is the product of those
two. Each of them is calculated for every object in the scene.
The object that maximizes the metric is selected to receive
linguistic input for.

Subjective novelty is defined in equation 1. t is the true dis-
tribution over objects; that is, it is a one-hot vector encoding
the object we are calculating subjective novelty for. o is the
guessed output by the comprehension module, and n is the
number of objects in the scene. Subjective novelty, then, is
the average absolute difference between the comprehension
module’s guesses and the true distribution. Intuitively, sub-
jective novelty selects the object for which the learner expects
to be most wrong, either because it is misnamed in produc-
tion, or because the produced word is misinterpreted in com-
prehension.

s(t,o) =
∑

n
i=1 (|ti−oi|))

n
(1)

Plasticity is defined in equation 2. Because every element of
o is the result of a sigmoid function, oi (1−oi) is the deriva-
tive of o. This is the value on which model updates are based.
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Intuitively, the larger plasticity is, the more effective an up-
date to the model will be, in the sense that the comprehension
modules guesses will change a lot.

p(o) =
∑

n
i=1 oi (1−oi)

n
(2)

Curiosity is defined in equation 3. It is the product of sub-
jective novelty and plasticity, averaged over the objects in the
scene. Curiosity balances plasticity and subjective novelty,
favoring objects for which both are high.

c(t,o) =
∑

n
i=1 (|ti−oi|)oi (1−oi)

n
(3)

Results
Table 1 shows the accuracy of trained models in each con-
dition on held-out test data. For testing, we do not use
the input selection mechanisms, but rather test every single
word/object in every image. Therefore, these scores are com-
parable across models trained using different input selection
mechanisms. We trained 20 models in every condition, each
starting from a different randomly initialized state. For ev-
ery run, we select the model after the epoch with maximum
validation scores (selection was separate for production and
comprehension). We report the average accuracy and stan-
dard deviation over all runs in every condition. We also re-
port a baseline for both comprehension and production. For
comprehension, this is the score a random guesser would ob-
tain. For production, it is the accuracy when always guessing
the most frequent word. Please note that the production task
is considerably more difficult than the comprehension task.
The difference is more extreme than the baseline gives away;
whereas the comprehension module has to decide between
only 2 to 10 objects in the scene, the production module al-
ways has as many options as there are words in the vocabu-
lary.

When we look at the accuracy scores for the comprehen-
sion module, we see that models trained with input selec-
tion according to curiosity ultimately attain the highest ac-
curacy scores. However, neither models trained with plastic-
ity nor subjective novelty as selection mechanism outperform
models trained with random object selection. In fact, mod-
els trained using subjective novelty perform at chance level.
When we look at the standard deviations for the conditions
in which learning is successful, we see that this is lowest for
the curiosity condition, meaning that the differently initial-
ized models reach more comparable scores in this condition.

The general pattern of scores in comprehension is also re-
flected in the scores for the production module, with the ex-
ception that here, models trained using subjective novelty for
input selection do beat the baseline by some margin, although
they still score the lowest by far. Here, too, curiosity is the
highest accuracy condition and also has the smallest standard
deviation, whereas neither plasticity nor subjective novelty
outperform models trained with random input selection.

Table 1: Average accuracy and standard deviation on test data

Comprehension Production
Acc. SD Acc. SD

Random .5458 .0746 .2093 .0139
Plasticity .5119 .1035 .1801 .0223
Subjective novelty .2874 .0026 .1214 .0082
Curiosity .6626 .0190 .2132 .0046
Baseline .2863 .0893

In order to understand these results, we also look at the
intermediate scores during training of all models on training
and test data. Note that all models see exactly the same ob-
jects in the test setting, namely all objects in the test set, but
in the training setting, they only see one object per image that
was selected according to their input selection method. The
scores on test data are therefore more comparable than those
on training data.

The results during training are visualized in Figures 2 and
3. Every line represents a single model’s training trajectory.
Comprehension scores of models in the plasticity, curious,
and random conditions show the general pattern we might ex-
pect when looking at the averaged data. Models in the curious
condition immediately outperform those in other conditions,
with models in the random condition gradually catching up
to some extent. The trajectories of different models in the cu-
riosity condition lie close together, whereas those in the ran-
dom and plasticity condition are more spread out. The high
training scores for many models in the subjective novelty con-
dition, but baseline performance on the test set, indicate that
these models are prone to overfitting.

When we look at the production scores in Figure 3, we see
that all models are prone to overfitting on this task. Never-
theless, we also see clear differences in test scores between
the conditions. As in the comprehension task, models trained
using curious input selection immediately outperform mod-
els in other conditions. More than in the comprehension task,
models receiving random input eventually catch up, although
there is more variance amongst models in this condition than
amongst models trained using curiosity. Models in the sub-
jective novelty condition are again especially prone to overfit-
ting; initially there is some learning that generalizes to the test
set, but this knowledge is gradually forgotten as the models
tune to the specifics of the training data.

Analysis of input selection metrics
As we saw in the last section, selecting input based on cu-
riosity improves performance in both the comprehension and
production tasks, but its components, plasticity and subjec-
tive novelty, are outperformed by random selection. In order
to understand how curiosity can help learning when its mov-
ing parts by themselves do not, we take a closer look at their
object selection behaviour. One may expect that curiosity,
being the product of subjective novelty and plasticity, some-
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Figure 2: Comprehension train and test accuracy during training. Every line represents the training trajectory of a single model.
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Figure 3: Production train and test accuracy during training. Please note that the y-axis for test accuracy is scaled for visibility.

times mimics one, and sometimes the other. However, be-
cause neither of the two components of curiosity yield com-
parable results by themselves, we expect that curiosity may
make its own choices altogether. In images with three objects
a, b, and c, where a has maximal plasticity and b has maximal
subjective novelty, perhaps curiosity, rather than choosing ob-
ject a or b, selects object c.

To analyze the overlap in selection behaviour between the
three mechanisms, we select the optimal input object accord-
ing to all three selection mechanisms for all 1,000 validation
images, and then do a pairwise comparison between the se-
lections. The analysis is done before any training and after
each training epoch. Since models in the input selection con-
ditions are necessarily shaped by the selection mechanism
with which they were trained, we decide to do this analysis
on models trained in the random condition. The results of

this analysis are illustrated in Figure 4. Each line represents
the number of images for which two, or all three mechanisms
made the same choice, averaged over all 20 models in the
random condition.

Before any training (visualized as ‘epoch 0’) curiosity and
subjective novelty highly overlap, on average choosing the
same object in 953.55 out of 1,000 images, whereas plasticity
often selects a different object, overlapping with curiosity in
336.35 images on average. In epochs after training, it is plas-
ticity and curiosity that overlap (steadily growing from 571.7
after epoch 1 to 747.85 after epoch 40). There is compara-
tively little overlap between curiosity and subjective novelty,
at an average 267.9 after epoch 1, slightly decreasing until
220.2 after epoch 3, then again growing steadily until 370.45
after epoch 40. In many cases after training, when curios-
ity and subjective novelty overlap, there is overlap between
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Figure 4: Overlapping choices of the different selection
mechanisms for images in the validation set during training.
Overlap scores are averaged over the 20 models in the random
condition.

all three cases. The overlap between curiosity and subjec-
tive novelty, but not plasticity, comprises 126.35 images after
epoch 1, and this proportion decreases until epoch 8, where it
stabilizes around 80 out of 1,000 images.

After 1 epoch of training, curiosity chooses a different ob-
ject than both plasticity and subjective novelty in 301.95 im-
ages on average. The proportion of unique choices by curios-
ity gradually decreases until 170.7 after epoch 40.

In summary, before any training, curiosity mainly agrees
with subjective novelty. In the early stages of training, cu-
riosity usually aligns with plasticity, and in a large minority
of cases chooses distinctly from both plasticity and subjec-
tive novelty. After training, the overlap between curiosity and
subjective novelty alone is small, particularly from epoch 8
on. The proportion of unique choices by curiosity becomes
smaller over training, while agreement between curiosity and
plasticity grows.

Discussion
We simulated word learning as a self-supervised process.
The learner learns to comprehend and produce words through
self-supervision. Using the introspective quality of the model,
we studied the effect of active input selection on the word
learning process. Just as Keijser et al. (2019) have shown in a
supervised word learning task, we find that curious input se-
lection leads to better performance, faster learning, and more
robust convergence, as compared to random input. In addi-
tion, we also find that neither plasticity nor subjective nov-
elty by itself leads to similar improvements. In fact, random

input selection outperforms subjective novelty and plasticity.
Input selection based on subjective novelty is very prone to
overfitting. A possible explanation is that by selecting ob-
jects it expects to be wrong about, subjective novelty is likely
to select ‘exceptions to the rule’ and leads models to fit to
idiosyncracies of the training set, rather than to generaliz-
able knowledge. Although the learning trajectory of mod-
els trained under plasticity looks more qualitatively similar to
that of models in the random or curiosity condition, eventual
performance is lower.

Since curiosity is a function of plasticity and subjective
novelty, it is somewhat surprising that neither of these mecha-
nisms by themselves yield comparable advantages to random
input selection. We analyzed the overlap between all three
mechanisms. For a completely untrained model, selection ac-
cording to curiosity shows near complete overlap with selec-
tion according to subjective novelty, but this overlap quickly
disappears. Although curiosity and plasticity show consider-
able overlap during training, there is still a significant portion
of images where curiosity selects a different object than both
plasticity and novelty, particularly in the early epochs. Cu-
riosity, then, seems to be doing more than simply balancing
the selection of subjective novelty and plasticity.

Of course, this work only shows what effect active selec-
tion of input might have on learning trajectories, when learn-
ers use active input selection strategies. We have no empirical
evidence that, in fact, they do. This work should be seen as
a proof of concept; if we find that learners actively solicit in-
put according to a certain definition of curiosity, then this can
influence their learning, and models of word learning should
take it into account. Whether learners do employ such a strat-
egy, must be established in empirical research. Lab studies
can give insight into what learners do when they can explicitly
control their input (Kachergis, Yu, & Shiffrin, 2013). How-
ever, to understand whether this is a natural part of the lan-
guage acquisition process, it is necessary to study children’s
introduction of topics in child-caregiver interaction.
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Abstract

Vocabulary growth and syntactic development are known to
be highly correlated in early child language. What determines
when words are acquired and how can this help us understand
what drives early language development? We train an LSTM
language model, known to detect syntactic regularities that are
relevant for predicting the difficulty of words, on child-directed
speech. We use the average surprisal of words for the model,
which encodes sequential predictability, as a predictor for the
age of acquisition of words in early child language. We com-
pare this predictor to word frequency and others and find that
average surprisal is a good predictor for the age of acquisition
of function words and predicates beyond frequency, but not
for nouns. Our approach provides insight into what makes a
good model of early word learning, especially for words whose
meanings rely heavily on linguistic context.
Keywords: Language model; recurrent neural network;
LSTM; language acquisition; age of acquisition; child directed
speech; word learning.

Introduction
Children’s lexicon and syntactic abilities grow in tandem, re-
sulting in a tight correlation between vocabulary size and
grammatical complexity (Bates et al., 1994; Brinchmann,
Braeken, & Lyster, 2019; Frank, Braginsky, Marchman, &
Yurovsky, 2019). Additionally, children are remarkably con-
sistent in the order in which the acquire their first words
(Tardif et al., 2008; Goodman, Dale, & Li, 2008). This order-
ing consistency presents an opportunity: modeling of when
words are acquired can help us understand what drives lan-
guage learning more generally.

This general approach relies on creating quantitative mod-
els of children’s average age of acquisition (AoA) for words.
These analyses typically combine large-scale survey data
about word acquisition with corpus estimates of language in-
put from different children to make aggregate-level predic-
tions. Such studies have investigated the effects of word prop-
erties such as frequency, number of phonemes, and concrete-
ness, across a range of languages (Goodman et al., 2008; Ku-
perman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012; Bragin-
sky, Yurovsky, Marchman, & Frank, 2019), with simple fre-
quency typically being the most important factor: the more
frequent a word is in the child’s linguistic input, the earlier it
is acquired.

These analyses have generally not considered the linguis-
tic contexts in which words appear, however. Some analy-
ses have considered the length of utterances as a weak proxy

for sentence complexity (Braginsky et al., 2019). Some have
also considered contextual diversity – a measure of seman-
tic co-occurrence – as a possible predictor of AoA beyond
frequency (Hills, Maouene, Riordan, & Smith, 2010). This
could be considered a proxy for some semantic factors but
does not directly measure syntactic complexity. Given the
strong connection between vocabulary growth and syntactic
ability in children’s output, we hypothesize that the syntactic
contexts in which words appear in children’s language input
should be an important factor as well. To test this hypothe-
sis, we use a computational language model in concert with a
broad array of child-language data sets to predict when words
are acquired, exploring contextual linguistic information be-
yond first-order word frequency.

We use a long-short term memory (LSTM) neural model
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), trained on child-directed
speech, as our model of contextual information in sequences
and as a proxy for syntactic complexity. LSTMs are a form of
recurrent neural network (RNN) that can be used as language
models (Sundermeyer, Schlüter, & Ney, 2012). Language
models are trained on corpora to predict the next word in a
sequence. Though more recent language models outperform
LSTMs (Vaswani et al., 2017), they are a strong standardized
baseline and have many useful analytic properties. They pro-
cess utterances incrementally and make use of nested layers
of hidden units to learn abstract representations that can pre-
dict sequential dependencies between words across a range
of dependency lengths (Linzen, Dupoux, & Goldberg, 2016).
Unlike regular RNNs, LSTM units use a gating system that
allows them to ‘forget’ some of the previous states while ‘re-
membering’ others, thus learning to prioritize some depen-
dencies in a sequence over others at each state. Further, reg-
ular RNNs have previously been proposed as cognitive mod-
els for language learning (Elman, 1990, 1993; Christiansen,
Allen, & Seidenberg, 1998), however, these earlier models
were computationally limited and could be used only with
small, schematic datasets; in contrast, LSTMs can be applied
to larger datasets. Thus, LSTM language models lend them-
selves well to our project.

As our linking hypothesis between the LSTM model and
children’s difficulty, we use the model’s average surprisal:
the negative log probability of a word wi in a given context
w1...i−1, averaged across all contexts in which it appears, C.
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∑
C:wi∈C

− logP(wi | w1...i−1)×
1
|C|

Since the LSTM’s learning objective is to minimize the sur-
prisal of words in context, the average surprisal of a word con-
stitutes a measure of how difficult that word is for the model
to represent. In addition to being an appropriate measure of
difficulty for the LSTM, surprisal has also been shown to be a
strong predictor of human processing difficulty in psycholin-
guistic experiments (Levy, 2008; Demberg & Keller, 2008).1

Our approach is as follows. First we describe the data we
use for training, then we describe the LSTM model architec-
ture and training2. We then compare regression models of
children’s AoA using average surprisal as one key predictor
in concert with previous predictor sets. An important advance
over previous work is the use of cross-validation to estimate
out-of-sample performance. In sum, our approach allows us
to determine the predictive power of this new measure and
to investigate how well sequential prediction difficulty in an
LSTM relates to patterns of acquisition for children.

Corpus Data
To train the model, we compiled a dataset of child-directed
speech from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000).
We included all of the child-directed utterances from the
39 largest single-child English corpora available through the
childes-db API (Sanchez et al., 2018). To ensure a reason-
able sample of child-directed speech from each contributing
corpus, we selected corpora that contained at least 20,000 to-
kens and a ratio of child to child-directed utterances of at least
1:20. The corpora come from 18 distinct studies and were
all longitudinal, with recording transcripts typically com-
ing from regular hour-long recording sessions at the child’s
home. The age of children in the transcripts ranged from 9
months to ∼ 5 years of age, with a mean of 32 months (2;9
years). Most of the data were from children between the ages
of 2 to 4 years (see Figure 1). The resulting dataset of child-
directed utterances from these corpora contains over 6.5 mil-
lion words. Utterances were transformed to lowercase, and all
punctuation except for end of sentence tokens was removed
before being passed to the model.

Language Model
We use a two-layered LSTM recurrent neural network, illus-
trated in Figure 2. The model has randomly initialized 100-
dimensional word embeddings as its input layer, which are
updated during learning. Hidden states encode information
about the preceding context. At each time-step, the current
word embedding wt and the hidden state from the previous
time-step h1

t−1 are passed through a transformation function,
resulting in a new hidden state h1

t . This hidden state h1
t and the

1For an overview of empirical evidence supporting the validity
of surprisal as a predictor of processing difficulty, see Hale, 2016.

2All code and data for this paper are available at
www.github.com/eporte2/aoa lstm prediction.

Figure 1: The overall distribution of children’s age at the time
of child-directed utterance production across all of the data.

Figure 2: The LSTM model architecture incrementally pro-
cessing the utterance ‘I want my Blanky’.

hidden state from the previous time-step in the second layer
h2

t−1 are then also passed through a transformation function,
resulting in a new hidden state h2

t . This final hidden state then
undergoes a transformation to produce the output layer – a
distribution over the whole vocabulary representing a predic-
tion about the upcoming word. In order to limit the number
of parameters in the model, we limited vocabulary size to the
10,000 most frequent words.

The model’s learning objective is to minimize the surprisal
(negative log probability) of words given their preceding con-
text in an utterance. (The average surprisal of a word across
all the utterances in which it appears is therefore a measure
of how difficult it is for the model to converge on a represen-
tation for the word, an observation we leverage in our sim-
ulations below). We trained the model on 80% of all of the
child-directed utterances (and no child-produced utterances).
The remaining 20% were used as a validation set to evalu-
ate the model’s performance during training (to avoid overfit-
ting). Utterances were shuffled at each epoch of training. The
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model saw 32 sentences per epoch before performing back-
propagation, after which we calculated the categorical cross
entropy loss of the model on 32 unseen utterances from the
validation set. If the loss on the validation set did not im-
prove for more than 10 epochs in a row, we terminated model
training.

We performed cross-validation tests to find the parame-
ter settings for the LSTM language models that best mini-
mized surprisal. The parameters we tested were the number
of LSTM layers (1 or 2); the size of the hidden dimension for
the hidden state (5, 10, 25, 50); the size of the output word
vectors (10, 50, 100); the regularization method to be used
(L1, L2, and elastic net). We found that the optimal param-
eter combination was to have 2 hidden LSTM layers with a
hidden dimension of 50 units, 100-dimensional word vectors,
and elastic net regularization.

Prediction Task

Our goal was to understand whether sequential predictability
– surprisal in the trained LSTM model – is related to difficulty
of acquisition for children. In other words, are words that are
difficult for the model to predict also difficult for children to
learn? In this section, we describe the data and experimental
procedures used to explore this question.

Data

Following Braginsky et al., 2019, we estimated AoA using
the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Invento-
ries (CDI) (Fenson et al., 1993)3. The CDI is an instrument
for parents to report their child’s vocabulary – essentially, a
checklist of words. We accessed American English CDI data
through Wordbank, a cross-linguistic repository for CDI data
(Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2016). We used
the “Words & Sentences” version of the CDI, which asks par-
ents to report on which words their child produces and is rec-
ommended for use with children ages 16 – 30 months.

To select the list of words for AoA prediction, we be-
gan with the 375 word list used by Braginsky et al., 2019
so that we could make use of that study’s other predictors.
We then discarded any item which contained multiple words
(e.g. peanut butter, choo choo), since the LSTM would have
considered these as separate items. We also discarded any
item for which the lexical category was either unavailable or
marked as “other” since we were interested in the interaction
between the lexical category of a word and its average sur-
prisal or frequency. This left a total of 314 words for which
we could predict AoA (189 nouns, 91 predicates, and 34 func-
tion words).

3A reviewer asked why we chose to use these AoA estimates
over those of Kuperman et al., 2012. Though Kuperman et al., 2012
have estimates for a much larger vocabulary, they are based on adult
estimates of their own AoA, rather than timely reports of children’s
AoA. Thus, we favored using AoA estimates collected from CDI
instruments.

Table 1: Variance inflation factor (VIF) for all predictors.

Predictor VIF
average surprisal 1.40
frequency 1.42
number of phonemes 1.19
concreteness 3.54
valence 1.05
arousal 1.17
babiness 1.12
lexical category 5.63

Age of acquisition estimates

Our predictive target is the age at which a word is acquired.
We assume that AoA correlates with ease of acquisition.
Since not all children learn a given word at the same time,
we instead quantified AoA as the age at which 50% of chil-
dren are reported to produce a word (Goodman et al., 2008).

There are a number of methods to estimate the 50% point.
The simplest method is to determine the youngest age group
at which the empirical proportion of children producing the
word is > 50%, but this approach has several shortcomings.
If words are very hard or very easy to learn, then it is possi-
ble that for the covered age range some words never reach the
50% point (e.g., beside), or have already surpassed the 50%
point (e.g., Mommy). Such words would have to be discarded
if we were to use this method. Another issue is that this ap-
proach is susceptible to bias AoA estimates towards ages for
which more CDI instruments were available since the num-
ber of observations at each age is not equal (i.e., there may
be more CDI instruments filled with 24-month-olds than with
20-month-olds in the dataset).

For these reasons, we base our AoA estimates on the model
provided by Frank et al. (2019), a Bayesian generalized linear
model with hand-tuned prior parameters that were fitted to the
English Words & Sentences CDI instruments from Wordbank
(for more detailed description see Appendix E of Frank et al.,
2019).

Predictors

We next describe the predictors of AoA that we use in our
regression models.

Average surprisal We used the LSTM model described
above to compute the average surprisal of each word across
all of the utterances in the corpus. To set an upper bound
on surprisal, we added a small normalizing constant ε ≈
2.22×10−16 to the predicted probability of each word. This
step was necessary because in very unlikely contexts, given
the size of the vocabulary, the probability of a word was on
occasion so small that it led to infinite surprisal values. Thus,
the average surprisal values are capped at an upper bound of
− logε.
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Frequency We calculated the raw frequency counts of
words for each of the 39 CHILDES corpora used to train the
model and then weighted the counts based on each corpus
size. We then averaged the weighted frequencies across all
the corpora, excluding any zero counts. We did not aggregate
counts across inflected forms (e.g. ‘give’ and ‘gave’) since
the LSTM language model considered inflected forms sepa-
rately during learning.

Other predictors We also included predictors used by
Braginsky et al. (2019): the number of phonemes in each
word, which is a proxy for production difficulty; concrete-
ness, capturing conceptual difficulty; valence and arousal,
capturing emotional aspects of the words); and babiness,
which captures the association of particular words with ba-
bies and acts as a proxy for how likely babies are to be ex-
posed to and to attend to specific items. For a full description
of these predictors see Braginsky et al., 2019.

Lexical category interactions All of the previously listed
predictors were tested for interactions with lexical category.
We considered three lexical categories: nouns (common
nouns), predicates (verbs, adjectives, and adverbs), and func-
tion words (closed-class words) following Bates et al., 1994.
Word categories were derived from the categories on the CDI
forms (e.g., verbs are listed as “action words”).

Collinearity analysis
We did not observe strong correlations between any of the
predictors. We also did not find evidence for multicollinear-
ity. The strongest Pearson correlation coefficient we found
was between surprisal and concreteness, r = 0.41. Frequency
and surprisal had a correlation of r =−0.35. All other corre-
lation coefficients were negligible (≤ +/- 0.3). Table 1 shows
the variance inflation factor (VIF) for all predictors. VIFs
were relatively low, with the exception of concreteness and
lexical category: both these predictors are categorical vari-
ables with relatively few levels (5 and 3 levels respectively).
Thus, these slightly higher VIFs can be safely ignored.

Regression models
To determine if the average surprisal from the LSTM lan-
guage model increased the accuracy of AoA predictions, we
compared linear regression models with different predictor
sets using leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation. We eval-
uated the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of these models’
predictions across all words (each word represents one in-
stance of a LOO model fit). The absolute deviation of a word
is the absolute difference in months between the actual AoA
estimate and the predicted AoA.

The full model we examined contained all predictors and
their interactions with lexical category and was specified as:
AoA ∼ lexical category ∗ ( average surprisal +
frequency+ number of phonemes+ concreteness+
valence + arousal + babiness ) .

We were interested in the relationship of surprisal and
frequency, including whether the two predictors each made

Table 2: Mean absolute deviation (MAD) in months
of predicted AoA to actual AoA estimate across all
words using LOO cross-validation by model, AoA ∼
lexical category ∗ predictors. Other predictors are
number of phonemes, concreteness, valence, arousal,
and babiness.

Predictors MAD 95%CI
null model 2.35 [2.14, 2.56]
surprisal 2.12 [1.91, 2.32]
frequency 2.00 [1.82, 2.18]
surprisal + frequency 2.00 [1.81, 2.21]
surprisal + others 1.97 [1.79, 2.18]
frequency + others 1.92 [1.74, 2.09]
surprisal + frequency + 1.88 [1.70, 2.05]
others

unique contributions to prediction performance. Thus, we
compared performance of the full model to: a null model with
no predictors; models including only frequency or surprisal;
and the various combinations of surprisal, frequency, and the
other predictors above.

Results and Discussion
The MAD for each model after cross-validation is shown
in Table 2. The null model represents the null hypothesis
where we predict the mean AoA for all words simply from
the intercept. This baseline model’s MAD is 2.35 months.
In other words, on average, the null model is off by 2.35
months across all words and LOO cross-validation folds. The
best model improves on this baseline by reducing the MAD
to 1.88 months.

A model including frequency alone was more accurate on
average than a model including surprisal alone. Thus, we did
not find that surprisal could subsume frequency. However, the
best model was the full model with all predictors, surprisal
+ frequency + others, demonstrating that surprisal added
information beyond frequency when predicting held out data
during cross-validation. A nested model comparison be-
tween this full model and the one without surprisal and its
interactions with lexical category as predictors (frequency
+ others) fitted on all of the data revealed that surprisal and
its interactions with lexical category explained variance above
and beyond frequency (F3,290 = 4.32, p < .01).

Figure 3 illustrates the direction of the estimates for
frequency and surprisal in the best model (surprisal +
frequency + others) for each lexical category from the
cross-validation. Frequency has negative estimates across all
lexical categories. This means that the more frequent a word
is in the input, the lower its AoA, or the easier it is to ac-
quire. In contrast, for surprisal, coefficients were positive for
function words and predicates (but not for nouns). Thus, the
higher the average surprisal of a predicate or function word
— i.e. the less predictable it is across contexts — the later its
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Figure 3: Estimates for frequency and average sur-
prisal for best model (average surprisal + frequency
+ others) by lexical category (main effect of predictor +
main effect of lexical category + interaction between predic-
tor and lexical category). Each faded point represents a fold
of the leave-one-out cross validation, i.e. one word. The large
bordered dots represents the mean of each estimate across
folds.

AoA. This relation was not present for nouns, however, sug-
gesting that surprisal did not predict difficulty of acquisition.

When we compared the model with frequency and other
predictors to the full model that included surprisal, we found
that the words which benefited the most from the addition of
the surprisal predictor were function words and predicates.
The top 50 words with the largest reduction in absolute devi-
ation are shown in Figure 4. Overall, adding surprisal saw a
mean increase in MAD of 0.007 for nouns – that is, the full
model did slightly worse at predicting the AoA of nouns –
but a mean decrease of MAD of 0.218 for function words and
0.082 for predicates.

Function words and predicates are words that require other
dependent words to fully express their meaning (Gleitman,
1990). Thus, it makes sense that the variability in their con-
texts of use – as captured by model surprisal beyond fre-
quency – should be an important indicator of their learnabil-
ity. In contrast, nouns in child-directed speech tend to be
concrete: The mean concreteness score taken from Brysbaert,
Warriner, & Kuperman, 2014, for all nouns in our data on a
scale of 1 through 5 (1=abstract, 5=concrete) is 4.86 – almost
all the nouns are concrete (for comparison, the mean score for
function words is 2.71 and for predicates is 3.50). It is there-
fore possible that children use other cues in their environment
when they hear these words which may contain much richer
sources of information beyond the linguistic context in which
the word was uttered, such as pointing, gaze, or joint attention
to a given object.

General Discussion
A fully-explicit theory of early language should ideally pro-
vide strong predictions about the course of acquisition. To-
wards this general goal, previous work has explored the spe-
cific challenge of predicting which words are learned earlier
or later (e.g. Goodman et al., 2008; Braginsky et al., 2019).

Figure 4: The top 50 words for which adding average sur-
prisal as a predictor improves model fit. The difference
in absolute deviation by word (top 50/314 words or 16%
of the corpus) between a model with average surprisal
+ frequency + other and frequency + other. These
words represent 17/34 (50%) of function words, 32/91
(35.16%) of predicates, and only 1/189 (0.53%) of nouns.
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Here we focused on understanding the role of sequential pre-
dictability in what makes particular words easy or hard to
acquire. We used an LSTM – a generic language model –
trained on a corpus of child-directed speech, to estimate the
average surprisal of specific words. When added to regression
models, these surprisal estimates increased predictive accu-
racy over and above simple frequency and other predictors
from prior research. The LSTM was especially useful in pre-
dicting children’s difficulties on those words for which lin-
guistic context is important to meaning: function words and
predicates.

Though the LSTM is a useful tool for understanding sen-
tence predictability, it is only one of many architectures we
could have used and is not a proposal for a cognitive model
of children’s sequential processing. Further, we were lim-
ited by the amount of data available in CHILDES in English;
LSTM language models are usually trained on larger data sets
than the one used here (though more data does not necessarily
mean that models learn better representations; van Schijndel,
Mueller, & Linzen, 2019). Our corpus was – by necessity
– assembled from many sub-corpora from different children,
and does not represent a true estimate of the regularity, id-
iosyncrasy, and contextual diversity found in the language
targeted to a single child. Additionally, our corpus contained
utterances directed at children who were older in some cases
than those surveyed for the AoA estimates. Ideally, these sen-
tences would span the exact same developmental stages. Fu-
ture work should address these issues.

Theories of language learning must explain not just words
like “ball” and “dog” but also words – especially function
words – whose meaning in context is almost entirely depen-
dent on other words. Sequential models like the LSTM we
used here may be a promising avenue for helping to explain
the acquisition of these “hard words”. A goal for future work
is to understand how sequential (syntactic) information can
be combined with other contextual and semantic information,
and how the interaction of these factors might lead to the dif-
ferent acquisition trajectories for nouns and function words.
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Modeling temporal attention in dynamic scenes: Hypothesis-driven resource
allocation using adaptive computation explains both objective tracking

performance and subjective effort judgments
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Abstract

Most work on attention (in terms of both psychophysical experiments and computational modeling) involves selection in
static scenes. And even when dynamic displays are used, performance is still typically characterized with only a single
variable (such as the number of items correctly tracked in Multiple Object Tracking; MOT). But the allocation of attention
in daily life (e.g. during foraging, navigation, or play) involves both objective performance and subjective effort, and can
vary dramatically from moment to moment. Here we attempt to capture this sort of rich temporal ebb and flow of attention
in a novel and generalizable adaptive computation architecture. In this architecture, computing resources are dynamically
allocated to perform partial belief updates over both objects (in space) and moments (in time) flexibly and according to
task demands. During MOT this framework is able to explain both objective tracking performance and the subjective sense
of trial-by-trial effort.
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Abstract

Foraging over land for resources was central to the evolution
of search processes and decision-making for many organisms,
including humans. The processes underlying natural foraging
behaviors are foundational to cognition. However, in the field,
it is difficult to collect detailed and accurate measures of search
behaviors and hard to manipulate search conditions. We used
Google Earth and the Unity 3D platform to recreate a patch
of the Himalayan foothills with ancient temples used as way-
points for travelers on foot. Two hundred players recruited via
MTurk moved over the landscape with realistic speed, energy
usage, and perceptual conditions to find as many temples as
possible given a limited energy budget. Half were constrained
by the need to return to a home base to report found temples,
and half were not. When search paths were analyzed in terms
of segment distributions, players who found relatively more
temples (high scorers) more closely followed the theoretically
optimal Lévy walk that balances exploration and exploitation,
regardless of the home base. This intrinsic pattern was also
found in perceptual search intervals, with high scorers lean-
ing more towards exploration. By contrast, when search paths
were analyzed as wholes, an extrinsic pattern was found in that
players ranged farther without a home base, and this differ-
ence was more pronounced for high scorers. We conclude that
Lévy-like patterns are intrinsic and effective in terms of path
segments and perceptual intervals, but overall search behavior
adapts to extrinsic factors and constraints.

Keywords: Human Foraging; Search; Lévy walks; Diffusion;
Virtual Environment

Introduction
Foraging is fundamental to the survival of all mobile species,
from bacteria to humans. It is also the quintessential search
process under conditions of uncertainty, where the location of
resources is mostly unknown (Todd, Hills, & Robbins, 2012).
Foraging processes, therefore, are engaged not only to find
food and other physical resources but also information as in
as memory search (Kerster, Rhodes, & Kello, 2016) and per-
ceptual search (Rhodes, Kello, & Kerster, 2014). Foraging is
widespread in many types cognitive functions and is hypoth-
esized to play a foundational role in the evolution of human
and biological intelligence (Rosati, 2017).

Given the fundamental and widespread nature of forag-
ing, researchers have suggested a common basis to search
behaviors that may have evolved across species and envi-
ronments. One candidate that has been studied extensively
is Lévy search (Viswanathan et al., 2011). Lévy search
processes are comprised of frequent short movements inter-
spersed with increasingly rarer, longer movements, where the

probability of observing a given path length is inversely pro-
portional to the length(l j), P(l) ∼ l−µ

j ; 1 < µ ≤ 3 and paths
refer to the distances traveled between consecutive pauses or
turns. Many studies across species in various domains have
found foraging path length distributions to follow those pre-
dicted by Lévy search (Reynolds, 2018) including human for-
aging (Brown, Liebovitch, & Glendon, 2007; Raichien et al.,
2014; Reynolds et al., 2018) and in abstract spaces like mem-
ory (Kerster et al., 2016) and visual scenes (Rhodes et al.,
2014).

Widespread evidence for Lévy search suggests that it might
reflect a basic property of search that is intrinsic when re-
sources are scarce and uncertain, and the searcher has little or
no memory to devote their search history (Sims et al., 2019).
When searchers do have memory and decision-making capa-
bilities, they still exhibit Lévy-like search paths, but search
patterns are also adaptable to extrinsic factors that are infor-
mative of successful search behaviors. For instance, the ex-
ponent µ has been observed to increase when resources are
plentiful (Nurzaman et al., 2010), and to adjust for whether
resources or destructive or non-destructive (da Luz, Raposo,
& Viswanathan, 2015). Lévy search patterns are local to the
sizes of individual path segments (Viswanathan et al., 2011),
whereas, from a broader perspective, goal-directed search be-
haviors depend on decision processes that span spatial and
temporal scales in which local choices integrate over short
timescales and interact with broader, non-local decision pro-
cesses (Purcell & Kiani, 2016).

Figure 1: Example player view near the start point of the
virtual foraging game, with the landmark tower in the back-
ground.

In the present study, we examine human foraging in an eco-
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Figure 2: Trajectories of Home-Base players (Left) versus No-Home players (Right). Colors indicate trajectories for low-
scorers (blue) and high-scorers (red) for each condition.

logically natural search task designed to test for both intrinsic
and extrinsic factors at play in search processes over multi-
ple scales. Given the role of foraging in human evolutionary
history as hunter-gatherers, we designed a 3D game environ-
ment based on an actual terrain space and resource distribu-
tion in the Himalayas (Fig 1). Items to be foraged are ex-
isting temples that are spatially distributed according to hu-
man on-foot movement patterns–historically, some of them
served as waypoints for journeys of nomadic tribes of the re-
gion (Kaushal, 2001), and they are non-randomly distributed
due to various environmental and human behavioral and cul-
tural factors (Hill, 2006). Our design decisions focused more
on the way the game is played, and we included two eco-
logically valid modes of play. All players started on top of
the same hill where a tower landmark stood, and in one con-
dition they only needed to see and click on temples to find
them. In another “home base” condition, players had to see
and click on temples and then report them back to home base
by clicking on the tower landmark. Therefore, home base was
an extrinsic constraint on search trajectories that introduced a
broader layer of decision-making to the more local level of
decisions to find new temples, and the even more local level

of decisions about individual movements.
Our game is modeled on human hunter-gatherer foraging, and
previous studies have shown that foraging humans exhibit
Lévy-distributed movements (Raichien et al., 2014). We ex-
pect to replicate these previous studies, but with the added
benefit of precise and fairly complete measures of foraging
behaviors, including perceptual actions (looking around) and
search efficiency (temples found given a fixed energy bud-
get, c.f. (Wilson, Quintana, & Hobson, 2012). Given the
energetic cost of movement over the landscape, versus no en-
ergetic cost for scanning, we also predict costly movements
to be exploited by “free” perceptual exploration at intermit-
tent stops along the way–the difference in costs should be
reflected in different patterns of perceptual versus locomotive
search. We also predict effects of the home base manipulation
given previous studies showing influences of memory and
learning on search strategies (Namboodiri et al., 2016) that
make them more efficient (Méndez, Campos, & Bartumeus,
2014). Specifically, it should be more efficient and less taxing
on memory to constrict excursions closer to the home base.
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Methods
The foraging game was implemented in Unity R© 3D and pri-
marily scripted in C#. The game was modeled on a five km-
square area in the Himalayas (Top-Left - 32.6548, 76.056530,
Bottom-Right - 32.54895, 76.194889). The relief of the ter-
rain was downloaded from Google Earth and rendered in the
Unity environment using Infinity Code. Forty-nine temples
were identified in the chosen area based on location data from
Google Maps. The coordinates of the temples were marked
in the Unity landscape, and a model temple was placed at
each location. Trees were distributed uniformly across the
landscape with a medium level sparsity, which served as vi-
sual distractors that made temple detection more effortful.
The game start point was a hilltop location near the center
of the landscape, and each player was given an energy budget
that roughly enabled them to traverse 10 kilometers of a flat
plane. Movement was only forward and backward with turns
to change direction, and movement speed was set to be 6m/s,
which is a fast but realistic human 5K race. A visible en-
ergy bar was depleted as a function of the slope approximated
from prior studies on human energy expenditure (Minetti et
al., 2002). Specifically, a constant minimum was set per me-
ter for flat and downhill surfaces, and energy expenditure in-
creased by 35% for each angular degree of increase in grade.

Home-base | Low Score;        = 0.9   
Home-base | High Score;       
No home | Low Score;      = 1.04 
No home | High Score;       = 1.2
Normal Diffusion;      = 1
Ballistic limit;       = 2
Sub-diffusive limit;       = 0.5

 
        = 0.8

Figure 3: Coarse-graining of MSD as a function of energy
expended for ensemble trajectories in each condition, sepa-
rated by low (blue) and high (red) scorers. Displacement are
also divided into local (left) and non-local (right) scales by
the vertical dashed black line.

Players used six keys to control movement and perspec-
tive (‘w,’ ‘a,’ ‘s,’ ‘d,’ ‘up arrow,’ ‘down arrow’), the latter two
tilting their line of sight up and down to adjust for sloping ter-
rain. Mouse movements were used for clicking on temples in
view when found, and auditory feedback was available with
steps to indicate movement, and clicks to indicate successful
temple identification. Players were given a guided practice
trial to acclimate to the game and its rules and controls. They
were instructed to find as many temples as possible before
depleting their energy, with the number of temples displayed
in the corner of the screen. In the home base condition, the
number found and number reported back to base were both

displayed, where players clicked on the home base to report
temples found. Player scores were only based number re-
ported, and to calibrate, players were told that 49 temples
existed in the game.

The game was hosted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and
100 unique participants played in the home-base condition
and another 100 in the no-home condition. Each player was
paid a base amount of 50 cents for completing the game, and
an additional bonus of 20 cents was awarded for every temple
successfully recorded in no-home condition, but for home-
base, the bonus was awarded for every temple reported back
to the home base. The game was played for 12 minutes on
average, and the average number of temples recorded or re-
ported in the two conditions was 7.

Results
All individual search trajectories are plotted in Fig 2 sepa-
rated by the home base condition. The plots show that players
generally ranged farther away from the starting point when
there was no need to report back to home base, even though
the environment, energy budget, and other search conditions
remained constant.

The degree of spatial dispersion of search trajectories was
quantified by diffusion analysis via mean squared displace-
ment (MSD). MSD was computed as a function of energy ex-
pended (similar to time passed) to characterize the type of dif-
fusion, where a random Brownian walk generates a displace-
ment slope (α) of 1. Subdiffusive (α < 1) and superdiffusive
(α > 1) MSD functions indicate more or less locomotively
constrained search processes than expected by a chance ran-
dom walk. To examine the relationship between MSD func-
tions and search efficiency, trajectories were further classified
by a median split (4 temples found) of low and high scorers,
which had means of 1 versus 13 temples found, respectively.

MSD was calculated as

MSD =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

< [r(e+∆e)− r(e)]2 > j (1)

where r(e) is the position vector of the player at energy e, ∆

e is the energy expended, n is the total number of players.
MSD values were computed over an ensemble average of all
trajectories in the four conditions. MSD is usually calculated
as a function of time, but our study afforded the opportunity to
measure displacement in terms of energy expenditure which
was more relevant to game play and arguably more relevant
to organisms in natural foraging environments compared with
time.

MSD functions were similar at local scales (see path seg-
ment analyses below) but diverged at longer scales, so we fo-
cus our MSD analyses on the longer scales. We fit regression
lines to MSD functions in logarithmic coordinates to estimate
the degrees to which players ranged farther or less far com-
pared with the random walk baseline of 1 (Fig 3).

We found that players were significantly superdiffusive
in the no-home condition, with a mean diffusion of ex-
ponent of 1.12 ± 0.5, and significantly subdiffusive in the
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Figure 5: Mean µ (left) and mean α (right) of the four condi-
tions.

home-base condition with a mean exponent of 0.7 ± 0.5,
F(1,196) = 4.96, p = 0.02. Moreover, the effect of home
base was exaggerated for high versus low scores as evidenced
by an interaction between home base condition and score,
F(1,196) = 3.07, p = 0.08. Fig 5 shows the mean diffusion
exponents for each condition separated by low versus high
scorers.

The MSD results show that players adapted their over-

all search trajectories to range farther when there was not
a home-base constraint, and this adaptation was greater for
high scorers. We further analyzed search behaviors by divid-
ing paths into movement segments and scan segments. Move-
ment segments were defined as time intervals of continuous
straight movement, with each one demarcated by stop points
or turn points. Scan segments were defined as time intervals
during which players turned or stood still but did not move.
We assume that players were mostly acquiring visual infor-
mation during these periods.

We analyzed each type of segment distribution by estimat-
ing model parameters using maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE). The best-fitting model was determined on the basis of
relative likelihoods using Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov D goodness-of-fit metric. We
tested the model distributions commonly examined in be-
havioral and foraging studies: Truncated Power-Law, Pareto,
Lognormal, Exponential, and Bi-Exponential distributions.

AIC results showed the truncated power-law model was
most commonly the most likely model for movement seg-
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ments (84% of trajectories). Bi-exponential and lognor-
mal models were also likely, but were not favored because
additional parameters or lack of fit, respectively. There-
fore we analyzed the best fitting truncated power-law pa-
rameters for all trajectories as common measure to com-
pare shapes across conditions. The power-law exponent, µ,
was closer to the theoretical optimum of 2 for high scor-
ers (Mhome-base = 1.92± 0.05,Mno-home = 1.85± 0.05) com-
pared with low scorers (Mhome-base = 1.70±0.08,Mno-home =
1.72±0.06), F(1,196) = 12.03, p < 0.05), and there was no
reliable effect of home base, F(1,196) = 0.15, p = 0.7. This
pattern of results adds to the large body of evidence for an
intrinsically optimal Lévy-like distribution of movement path
lengths.

Finally, the same analysis of scan segments yielded re-
sults that were consistent with movement segments in one
respect, but different in another. But first, we establish that
scan segments did, in fact, provide us with a gauge of per-
ceptual search. Fig 6 plots the sum of perceptual intervals
for each trajectory against the score obtained for that tra-
jectory, separated by the home base condition. It shows a
reliable positive correlation in both conditions, rhome-base =
0.45, p < 0.001;rno-home = 0.60, p < 0.001. This implies
that visual search was indeed engaged during scan seg-
ments. AIC results showed that truncated power-law dis-
tributions were again the most likely and showed a de-
pendence on score F(1,179) = 3.8, p < 0.05. And again,
home base had no reliable effect on mean power-law expo-
nents µ, F(1,179) = 0.51, p = 0.5. However, µ estimates for
perceptual segment distributions were closer to 1 whereas
those movement segments were closer to 2 (see above).
Moreover, µ estimates for low scorers (Mhome-base = 1.30±
0.05,Mno-home = 1.26±0.05) were larger than those for high
scorers (Mhome-base = 1.18 ± 0.05,Mno-home = 1.17 ± 0.05).
The direction of this effect was opposite that for movement
segments. This difference between segment types may be ex-
plained by the fact that scan segments cost no energy, which
led better players to spend proportionally longer times on vi-
sual search, resulting in heavier-tailed distributions and lower
µ estimates.

Discussion

The foothills of the Himalayas provided a heterogeneous
landscape populated with temples located by humans, for hu-
man navigation and shelter. Locomotive and perceptual con-
ditions were at the human scale, and the foraging game was
designed to examine intrinsic and extrinsic factors at multi-
ple levels of analysis. At the level of movement segments,
players exhibited Lévy-like search paths with estimated ex-
ponents closer to the theoretical optimum of 2 correspond-
ing with more efficient search trajectories, regardless of the
home base manipulation. The optimum represents a mix of
longer, extensive segments interspersed with shorter, inten-
sive segments that exploit the new territory found by longer
movements. This mix is theorized to balance the more en-
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Figure 6: Correlation between the total duration of perceptual
events and score, separated by home-base (red) and no-home
(blue) players.

ergetically costly (and time consuming) long segments with
less costly shorter ones. By contrast, at the scale of perceptual
search, µ estimates for scan segments were far from the opti-
mal two and instead appeared to improve as they approached
1. This difference implies that Lévy-like search patterns de-
pend on the type of search behavior engaged. In the absence
of energetic costs (and lower time costs), longer perceptual
scans have greater utility and hence shift the optimal µ to-
wards 1.

At the level of whole search trajectories, efficient search
depended on the constraint of reporting temples back to
the home base. MSD analyses yielded far-ranging, super-
diffusive trajectories without a home base constraint, versus
tighter, sub-diffusive trajectories with home base. Thus, the
home base had an effect on the whole trajectories that was not
present at the level of path segments. The home base served
as a resource akin to a temple, i.e. a structure to be located.
However, unlike temples, the home base was a resource that
players could return to repeatedly as they found temples, re-
ported them back to base, and then embarked on another
excursion to find more temples. The function of the home
base introduced a broader level of constraint on the non-local
search, but not on the local path segments. The emergence
of home range in home-base condition is a direct spatial ex-
pression (Börger, Dalziel, & Fryxell, 2008) of the multi-scale
nature of efficient foraging strategy. An efficient foraging
strategy should involve an adequate exploration of the envi-
ronment, which should be balanced by energetically-optimal
exploitation. This trade-off operates on multiple scales; on
one scale, it manifests as a balance between many short-step
sizes and a few long-step sizes, while, on a larger scale, it
may lead to the emergence of a home range (Kazimierski,
Abramson, & Kuperman, 2015), (Sakiyama & Gunji, 2016).

Our results call for theories of foraging that explain search
patterns at multiple levels, with both intrinsic properties as
well as extrinsic effects and constraints. In terms of intrin-
sic properties, Lévy-like segment distributions may reflect
simple heuristics, such as priority-based queuing (Barabási,
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2005) or temporal discounting (Namboodiri et al., 2016).
These heuristics operate by giving more or less priority to
extensive (exploration) versus intensive (exploitation) search
patterns (Reynolds et al., 2015). Our results indicate that the
balance of these priorities can be controlled separately for dif-
ferent levels of search (movement versus perceptual), and for
different scales (local for non-local). Our results also indicate
that varying extrinsic constraints can affect diffusive proper-
ties of whole search trajectories while keeping the local bal-
ance of intensive versus extensive search patterns intact. The
findings resemble previous studies that have found a similar
distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic factors of search,
and suggest how externally influenced search may build upon
inherent Lévy-like patterns that increase the chances of ran-
dom encounters (Salvador et al., 2014; Bartumeus & Levin,
2008; Bartumeus, 2007). The role of cognitive processes
underlying such multi-scale patterns and the constraints that
shape them need further examination.

Finally, our virtual game environment allowed us to ex-
amine foraging as a function of energy expenditure that var-
ied naturally with the terrain. Most notably, maintaining
high ground was both energetically and perceptually advan-
tageous, and search trajectories were clearly constrained to
maintain this advantage, as can be seen in 2–players tended
to move along ridges rather than go down to lower elevations.
Considerations of energy and viewpoint affected search tra-
jectories, but further studies and analyses are needed to inves-
tigate the nature of these effects. We can also expect trade-
offs to occur between intrinsic costs of time and mental effort,
and extrinsic costs of energy expenditure, e.g. in making de-
cisions to expend energy to walk up closer to the temples or
spending more time to visually scan and plan.

In conclusion, our virtual foraging environment is a plat-
form for studying search processes in conditions that mimic
our hunter-gatherer history, yet afford complete control over
the environment and measurements of all aspects of search
behaviors. Our long-term aim is to use the virtual environ-
ment to study human foraging as a quintessential expression
of intelligence.
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Abstract 

In face recognition, the frequency of looking at the eyes, the 
most diagnostic feature, predicts better performance in 
adults but not in children, suggesting that different factors 
may underlie children’s face recognition performance. Here 
we test the hypothesis that eye movement consistency plays 
an important role during early learning stages. Through 
computational modelling that combines a deep neural 
network and a hidden Markov model that learns eye 
movement strategies by interacting with the network, we 
showed that consistency instead of eye movement pattern 
better predicted face recognition performance during early 
learning stages. Similarly, in human studies, children’s 
consistency but not pattern of eye movements predicted 
face recognition performance, and their eye movement 
consistency was associated with executive function abilities. 
Thus, learning to recognise faces initially involves 
developing a consistent visual routine, which depends on 
executive function abilities. This finding has important 
implications for learning in both healthy and clinical 
populations. 

Keywords: Eye movement; face recognition; deep neural 
network; hidden Markov model; entropy  

Introduction  
In face recognition, the eyes are the most diagnostic 
features, and adults who look at the eyes more often have 
better performance (Chuk, Crookes, Hayward, Chan, & 
Hsiao, 2017; Vinette, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2004). 
Nevertheless, in children the frequency of looking at the 
eyes does not predict better performance; also, children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) did not differ 
from matched controls in the frequency of looking at the 
eyes in static face recognition regardless of their poorer 
performance (Wilson, Palermo, & Brock, 2012). Thus, 
factors other than looking at the eyes/diagnostic 
information may play a more important role during early 
stages of learning. 

Adults are shown to have observer-specific fixation 
behaviour in face recognition that persists over time, and 
deviation from this visual routine results in suboptimal 
performance (Peterson & Eckstein, 2013). This 

phenomenon may be because visual routines facilitate 
extraction of learned diagnostic features (perceptual 
learning; Nazir & O’Regan, 1990). Inconsistent eye 
movements during early learning may reflect difficulty in 
discovering and extracting diagnostic features to develop 
a visual routine, resulting in suboptimal performance. The 
discovery and extraction of diagnostic features may 
depend on cognitive abilities. Thus, early 
learners/children may have less consistent eye movements 
than experts/adults, and eye movement consistency may 
better predict their performance. Here we tested this 
hypothesis through both computational and experimental 
examinations. Computational modelling enables 
manipulation of factors that are difficult to control in 
human subjects, such as maturation difference between 
children and adults. It also offers explanations and 
predictions for human behaviour. We then conducted a 
human study to examine the predictions.  

The advance of deep neural networks (DNNs) has 
revolutionized the research on automatic face recognition 
(Wang & Deng, 2019) and cognitive modelling (Yamins et 
al., 2014). Nevertheless, DNNs typically assume that all 
aspects of the input can be processed simultaneously for 
efficiency and accuracy. This differs from how humans 
recognize visual objects through a sequence of eye 
fixations. Previous models of human face recognition that 
take eye fixations into account typically only use bottom-
up salience-based measures for fixation selection, and are 
not designed to model eye movement strategy learning 
(Barrington, Marks, Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008). More recent 
models simulate top-down visual attention by using the 
internal representation of a DNN at previous time steps 
to predict the next attended location/object for image 
captioning (Ablavatski, Lu, & Cai, 2017). However, their 
attention mechanism has been developed mainly for 
object detection in a cluttered scene. Similarly, Mnih, 
Heess, Graves, and Kavukcuoglu (2014) proposed a 
recurrent network for visual attention for finding digits in 
a cluttered image. To our knowledge, no previous model 
has implemented a top-down attention mechanism for 
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learning eye movement strategies for visual object/face 
recognition through integrating information across 
multiple fixations using deep learning.  

Here we proposed a novel computational model that 
combines a DNN and a hidden Markov model (HMM) 
to learn eye movement strategies including both sequences 
of fixation locations and associated attention window 
sizes (global/local attention) for recognition. The DNN 
learns optimal perceptual representations under the 
guidance of an attention mechanism summarized in an 
HMM, and the HMM learns optimal eye movement 
strategies through feedback from the DNN. In contrast to 
previous approaches that have an arbitrary attention 
mechanism, here we assume that fixations occur within 
subject-specific ROIs, since we are interested in individual 
differences in which object/facial features are important 
for recognition. We also include constraints of human 
perception, such as saccade noise and visual-spatial acuity 
of the retina, into our computational model. HMM is a 
statistical time-series model commonly used to model eye 
movement data. In particular, the Eye Movement analysis 
with Hidden Markov Models (EMHMM) method has 
recently been proposed for summarizing and quantifying 
an individual’s eye movement pattern (Chuk, Chan, & 
Hsiao, 2014). Specifically, a person’s eye movements can 
be modelled in terms of both person-specific regions of 
interest (ROIs) and transitions among the ROIs using an 
HMM. The hidden states correspond to the ROIs; 
parameters are estimated directly from data using a 
variational Bayesian approach that can automatically 
determine the optimal number of ROIs of the model. 
Individual HMMs can be clustered using the variational 
hierarchical EM algorithm (Coviello, Chan, & Lanckriet, 
2014) to reveal common patterns, such as the eyes-focused 
and nose-focused patterns in face recognition (Chan, 
Chan, Lee, & Hsiao, 2018; Figure 1). Similarities among 
individual patterns can be assessed quantitatively using 
data likelihood measures. Thus, this method is 
particularly suitable for examining the relationship 
between eye movements and other measures. 
 

 
Figure 1: Eyes-focused and nose-focused eye 

movement patterns discovered in Chan et al. (2018). 
  
EMHMM has been applied to face recognition research 

and uncovered novel findings not revealed by other 
methods. For example, the eyes-focused pattern was 
associated with better recognition performance than the 
nose-focused pattern (Chan et al., 2018). Also, individuals 
have preferred eye movement patterns for face 
recognition that are impervious to the influence of 

transitory mood changes (An & Hsiao, 2019) and able to 
predict both recognition performance and cognitive 
abilities, particularly executive and visual attention 
functions (Chan et al., 2018). These results suggest the 
possibility of using eye tracking for screening tests for 
cognitive deficits. 

Here we trained the DNN+HMM model to perform 
face recognition and examined how its performance was 
associated with eye movement pattern and consistency at 
different learning stages. We expected that consistency 
and pattern of eye movements would better predict 
performance at early and late learning stages respectively. 
We then recruited children as participants and examined 
whether their face recognition performance was better 
predicted by consistency than pattern of eye movements. 

Computational Modelling 

Methods  
Figure 2 shows the DNN+HMM model. An HMM 
generates a sequence of fixations, including location and 
spatial frequency (SF) scale to simulate attention window, 
according to its initial probabilities, transition matrix, and 
emission densities (assumed to be Gaussians). The 
attention window of each fixation is simulated by 
applying a Gaussian mask, centred on each fixation 
location/scale, to the input image. The masked images are 
fed into a multi-scale convolutional neural network 
(CNN) to extract image features at different SFs, which 
are then aggregated over time to form the visual short-
term memory. At each time step, a multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) uses the current visual memory to predict the face 
class. Finally, the loss functions of the predictions across 
time steps are combined for training. During training, the 
HMM and CNN simultaneously learn the most 
appropriate sequence of fixations and perceptual 
representations from these fixations for face recognition.  

We trained 80 models with different initializations, 
representing 80 individuals, using the aligned Labelled 
Faces in the Wild dataset (LFW-a, Wolf, Hassner, & 
Taigman, 2011). We selected the 100 most frequent people 
in the dataset (3,651 images), and used 90% of the data for 
training and 10% for validation. Each grayscale image 
was scaled to 64 pixels wide. Three SFs are used, 8, 16, 
and 32 cycles/face, which is the optimal SF range for face 
recognition (Costen, Parker, & Craw, 1996), with 
attention window sizes equivalent to 4° to 1° of visual 
angle (32 to 8 pixels) to simulate global/local attention. 
The attention window was simulated as a Gaussian mask 
centred at the fixation location (SD = half window size). 
We simulated saccade noise by adding Gaussian noise 
(SD = 0.375°, 3 pixels; Ohl, Brandt, & Kliegl, 2013) to 
each fixation. The SF attention process was implemented 
as a multi-scale CNN (for each SF, 2 layers of 3 x 3 filters 
with 8 and 16 channels) applied to an image pyramid of 
down-sampled images, with the original image used for 
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extracting high SF information and smaller images for 
low SF information. 
 

 
Figure 2: DNN+HMM for face recognition.  

 
We assumed 3 fixations in sequence for recognition to 

match previous human subject studies (e.g., Hsiao & 
Cottrell, 2008; Chuk et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2018), as 
early fixations are shown to be more important for 
recognition (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008; Chuk et al., 2017). 
For simplicity, we assumed a deterministic sequence for 
each individual. After the first fixation, each additional 
fixation updated an internal visual short-term memory 
representation by taking the maximum between the two 
feature maps. The internal representation was decoded 
into a face class using a shared MLP classifier (2 layers, 40 
& 100 neurons). Thus, the model made 3 classifier 
predictions: from the first fixation, first 2 fixations, and 
all 3 fixations. Cross-entropy loss was applied to each 
prediction. The final loss was the weighted sum of these 
individual losses to make the first fixation the most 
informative, simulating face identification with as few 
fixations as possible. To encourage the model to move 
fixation locations towards informative features, the 
classification layers were regularized so that increasing the 
classifier weight on an informative feature has more 
penalty than moving a fixation towards the feature (which 
increases the strength of the image feature). Each 

convolution filter in the CNN was constrained to have 
unit norm. The fixation locations were also regularized to 
have a “centre” bias (Tatler, 2007). The model is 
initialized with 3 large ROIs with random location, and 
trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) 
for 500 epochs. 

We assessed the models’ eye movement behaviour after 
different numbers of training epochs. Eye movement 
consistency was assessed using the HMM’s overall 
entropy (Cover & Thomas, 2006). Entropy is a measure 
of predictability: higher entropy indicates more random 
eye movements. Eye movement pattern was assessed using 
EMHMM. Specifically, all individual HMMs were 
clustered to discover two representative patterns A and B. 
Then, for each individual HMM, we defined AB scale as 
(A - B)/(|A| + |B|), where A and B referred to the model’s 
data log-likelihood of pattern A and B respectively. Each 
model’s similarity along the contrast between pattern A 
and B was quantified using AB scale (Chan et al., 2018). 

Results  
Figure 3 shows an example model after training. The 
ellipses represent the fixation ROIs (2 SD contours of the 
Gaussian emissions); the cross represents the attention 
window size, where larger windows correspond to using 
lower SF. This example model looks at the face centre 
using global attention (low SF), and then the eyes using 
local attention (medium SF). The CNN features selected 
in the MLP are visualized via the weight magnitudes of 
the first MLP layer, showing the use of global features on 
the eyes and nose, and local features on the eyes. 
 

 
Figure 3: Example of a DNN+HMM after training. 

 
We applied clustering to obtain two representative 

patterns for well-trained (adult) models at epoch 500, and 
two representative patterns for partially-trained (child) 
models at epoch 100 (Figure 4). The well-trained models 
exhibited an eyes-focused (pattern A) and a nose-focused 
strategy (pattern B), which differed significantly: the eyes-
focused group’s data log-likelihood given the eyes-
focused HMM was higher than that given the nose-
focused HMM, t(36) = 15.82, p < .001, d = 2.60; similarly 
for the nose-focused group, t(42) = 7.25, p < .001, d = 
1.11. The partially-trained models exhibited similar 
strategies that also differed from each other (test on the 
eyes-focused group, t(31) = 7.15, p < .001, d = 1.26; test 
on the nose-focused group, t(47) = 15.91, p < .001, d 
=2.30), albeit with much larger ROIs. In the well-trained 
models, those with pattern A (eye-focused) exhibited 
higher accuracy than pattern B, t(78) = 3.33, p = .001, d = 
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.75, MA = .534, MB = .500, and accuracy was positively 
correlated with AB scale, p < 0.001, R2 = .161 (Figure 5 
left). In contrast, the patterns A and B of partially-trained 
models did not differ in accuracy on the validation data, 
t(78) = .72, p = .475, d = .16, MA = .464, MB = .457; the 
AB scale was not correlated with accuracy, R2 = .161, p  = 
.711. Thus, eye movement pattern was correlated with 
accuracy in well-trained models, but not partially-trained 
models. 

Finally, we examined eye movement consistency 
(Figure 5 right). The entropy of partially-trained models 
was negatively correlated with accuracy, p < .001 R2 = 
.205. In contrast, well-trained models did not show 
correlation between entropy and accuracy, as most well-
trained models have converged to consistent, low entropy 
patterns. 

 

 
Figure 4: Representative HMMs for (top) partially 

trained (100 epochs) and (bottom) well-trained models 
(500 epochs). 

 

 
Figure 5: Entropy vs. AB scale and entropy vs. 

accuracy for (top) partially-trained and (bottom) well-
trained models. 

Experimental Study 

Methods  
Participants were 89 primary school students (40 females) 
from Hong Kong, aged 6 to 11 (M = 7.84). They had 

normal or corrected to normal vision and no cognitive 
deficits. They performed face recognition and cognitive 
ability tests with the order counterbalanced. 

In the face recognition task, the stimuli consisted of 64 
coloured frontal-view Asian adult face images with a 
neutral expression (half female). They were scaled and 
aligned to maintain the same inter-pupil distance, and 
cropped according to the face shape. The task consisted 
of two blocks, each with a study and a test phase. In the 
study phase, participants viewed 16 faces one at a time, 
each for 3 s, and were instructed to remember them. In the 
recognition phase, participants were presented with the 16 
old and 16 new faces one at a time and asked to judge 
whether they saw the face in the study phase by a button 
response. The face was shown until response. Each trial 
began with a central fixation. A face was then presented 
either on the left or right of the screen (determined 
randomly). With a 60 cm viewing distance, the face 
spanned 8° of visual angle, and the face centre was 9° of 
visual angle away from the screen centre. Different images 
were used in the two blocks. Participants’ eye movements 
were recorded using an SMI RED-n Scientific eye tracker 
(SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH). The right eye was 
tracked with 60 Hz sampling rate. A chinrest was used to 
minimize head movement. EMHMM was used to analyse 
eye movement data: each participant’s data in the test 
phase was summarized into an HMM (see Chuk et al., 
2017 for details). Following Chan et al. (2018), and also 
to match the modelling procedure, we used the first 3 
fixations in each trial to train the HMM. Then we 
clustered all HMMs into two representative patterns, and 
calculated the AB scale as the modelling. In addition, we 
calculated each HMM’s overall entropy as a measure of 
eye movement consistency.  

The flanker task was used to measure selective attention 
ability (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). Each stimulus consisted 
of a target arrow pointing to either the right or left, two 
flanker arrows to the target’s left, and two to the right. 
Congruent stimuli had flankers pointing in the same 
direction as the target; incongruent stimuli had flankers 
pointing in the opposite direction. Participants judged the 
target arrow direction by pressing keys. There were 120 
trials. We measured the flanker effect as the performance 
difference between congruent and incongruent trials. 

Spatial/verbal one-back tasks (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, 
Perrig, & Meier, 2010) were used to assess working 
memory. In the spatial one-back task, in each trial, a blue 
square was presented at either above, to the right, to the 
left, or below a fixation cross for 500 ms, with an inter-
trial interval of 2500 ms. Participants responded whether 
the square was at the same location as the previous trial 
by pressing buttons. There were 63 trials. The verbal one-
back task had a similar procedure except that participants 
viewed a number presented at the screen centre instead of 
a blue square. D-prime and correct RT were measured. 

Trail making test (Reitan, 1958) was used to assess 
visual attention and task switching ability. In part A, 
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participants connected 25 circles from number 1 to 25 in 
a sequential order. In part B, participants connected 
numbers and alphabets alternatively in a sequential order. 
The tasks were given on two separate sheets of paper. The 
completion time and the number of errors were recorded. 

Tower of London (TOL) test (Culbertson & 
Zillmer,1999) assessed planning and problem-solving 
abilities. Participants were presented with a start state 
(with 3 pegs and 3 beads) and a goal state and were 
instructed to move beads in the start state one at a time to 
reach the goal state using the least number of moves in 120 
s. There were 10 trials with increasing difficulty. The 
percentage of completed trials, average number of excess 
moves, and correct RT were measured. 

Results  
Two children could not finish the face recognition and 
TOL task; one child could not finish the one-back task. 
EMHMM revealed two common patterns (Figure 6): the 
eyes-focused pattern (n = 37) mainly switched between the 
two eyes, with occasional fixations at the face centre, 
whereas the nose-focused pattern (n = 50) had more 
dispersed ROIs at the face centre. The two patterns 
differed significantly (test on the eyes-focused group; t(36) 
= 16.04, p < .001, d = 2.64; test on the nose-focused group, 
t(49) = 4.89, p < .001, d = .69). We quantified individual 
patterns’ similarities along the eyes- and nose-focused 
pattern dimension using the EN scale (E – N)/(|E| + |N|), 
where E and N stand for the data log-likelihood of the 
eyes- and nose-focused HMM respectively. ANCOVA 
was used on recognition performance D’ with eye 
movement pattern as a between-subject variable and age 
as a covariate. Participants adopting the two patterns did 
not differ in performance, F(1, 83) = .31, p = .58. There 
was no correlation between EN scale and performance 
with age controlled, r(83) = .12, p = .26. (Figure 7a & c). 
In contrast, when we divided participants into high and 
low eye movement entropy groups, those with low 
entropy performed better, F(1, 83) = 5.54, p = .021, ɳ"#	= 
.063, and entropy was correlated with performance with 
age controlled, r(83) = -.29, p = 007 (Figure 7b). 

 

 
Figure 6. The eyes-focused (top) and nose-focused 

(bottom) representative strategies derived by clustering. 
 

Among the cognitive ability measures, face recognition 
performance was correlated with the flanker effect in 
correct RT, r(86) = .23, p = .030. To examine whether eye 
movement entropy or flanker effect was a better predictor 
for recognition performance, a three-stage hierarchical 
regression was conducted with age and the flanker effect 
entered before eye movement entropy, and entropy was 
the only significant predictor, DR2 = .205, F(1, 82) = 5.78, 
p = .018 (Table 1). Tests for multicollinearity indicated a 
low level of multicollinearity among entered variables. 

 

 
Figure 7: Recognition performance between (a) eyes- 

vs. nose-focused groups; (b) low vs. high entropy groups 
(Error bars are 95% CIs. * p < 0.05) (c) Recognition 

performance was correlated with overall eye movement 
entropy, but not eye movement pattern (EN scale). 

 
Table 1. Summary of hierarchical regression analysis  

 

 
 
We then examined what cognitive abilities best 

accounted for consistency and pattern of children’s eye 
movements through stepwise hierarchical multiple 
regression analysis with age entered as a covariate at the 
first step. Tests indicated a low level of multicollinearity 
among the variables. Eye movement pattern/EN scale was 
best predicted by verbal one-back D’, R2 = .075, F(1, 79) 
= 3.19, p = .047. In contrast, eye movement entropy was 
best predicted by flanker effect in correct RT, β = -.29, t 
= -2.67, p = .009, and TOL % of completed trials, β = .25, 
t = 2.36, p = .021; R2 = .013, F(3, 78) = 3.75, p = .014. 
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Thus, eye movement pattern may be related to working 
memory, whereas eye movement consistency was 
associated with selective attention and executive function. 

Discussion 
In perceptual expertise research, it has long been assumed 
that looking at diagnostic features leads to better 
performance (Chuk et al., 2017). However, typically we 
can only attend to features one at a time, and this requires 
eye movement planning. Recent research has shown that 
people exhibit person-specific eye movement patterns in 
face recognition, and deviation from such visual routines 
can impair performance (Peterson & Eckstein, 2013). 
While it suggests the importance of visual routines, how 
eye movement consistency contributes to performance 
has been overlooked in the literature. Here we aimed to 
fill this gap by testing the hypothesis that eye movement 
consistency plays an important role during early learning, 
since inconsistent eye fixations during early learning, even 
if landing on diagnostic regions, can signify difficulty in 
discovering and extracting diagnostic features to develop 
a visual routine, leading to suboptimal performance. 
Also, once a suboptimal routine is formed, it can become 
difficult to change. Indeed, adult face recognition 
performance has limited plasticity for improvement 
through training (Tree et al., 2017), and this phenomenon 
may be related to a stable visual routine. 

Consistent with our hypothesis, our DNN+HMM 
model trained for face recognition showed that during 
early training, the model’s performance was well 
predicted by consistency but not pattern of eye 
movements. In contrast, in fully trained models, eye 
movement pattern predicted performance whereas eye 
movement consistency did not. Similarly, in our human 
data, children’s recognition performance was well 
predicted by eye movement consistency with age and 
cognitive abilities controlled, but not by eye movement 
pattern. Previous studies with adult participants have 
shown that eye movement pattern was predictive of 
recognition performance (Chuk et al., 2017; Chan et al., 
2018). We reanalysed the data to examine the effect of eye 
movement consistency. Stepwise multiple regression 
analysis using data from Chuk et al. (2017) showed that 
recognition performance was best predicted by eye 
movement pattern, R2 = 21.8%, p = .001, and adding 
consistency did not significantly account for additional 
variance, DR2 = .002, p = .726. Similarly, using data from 
Chan et al. (2018), recognition performance was 
correlated with eye movement pattern, r = -.25, p = .041, 
but not consistency. Thus, eye movement consistency 
predicts early learning performance, whereas eye 
movement pattern predicts late, expert-level performance.  

The modelling data suggested that during early 
learning, some models may have fixations at diagnostic 
features with an inappropriate attention window size, 
resulting in suboptimal performance and lower likelihood 
of selecting the same location. Thus, at this stage, 

fixations on diagnostic features did not reflect better 
performance. In contrast, once an optimal fixation 
location and attention window size combination was 
selected, it was likely to be selected again, leading to more 
consistent eye movements. Models with difficulty 
discovering optimal feature location and attention 
window size combinations might end up with a 
suboptimal eye movement pattern. Thus, when this 
process continued and all models converged to a similar 
level of eye movement consistency, performance became 
better predicted by eye movement pattern. In addition, in 
our human data, children’s eye movement consistency 
was best predicted by executive function abilities; 
similarly, adults' eye movement pattern was associated 
with executive function abilities (Chan et al., 2018). These 
findings suggest that executive function abilities may 
underlie this learning process, affecting eye movement 
consistency in children and being reflected in eye 
movement pattern in adults. It also suggests that deficits 
in executive functions may underlie face recognition 
difficulties. Children with recognition difficulties, such as 
autism, may benefit from training to more efficiently 
develop a consistent eye movement pattern that follows 
the optimal strategy. Future work will examine these 
possibilities. 

In the current modelling, to focus our examinations on 
the interaction between DNN and HMM during learning, 
the transition matrix and prior were fixed so that the ROI 
sequence was deterministic. Future work may allow the 
transition matrix and prior to be learned by using 
Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization (Jang, Gu, & Poole, 
2017) of these probability models so that the ROI 
sequences will be generated according to the prior and 
transition matrix. Also, bottom-up attention may be 
simulated by learning a conditional transition matrix that 
takes previously attended features as input, so that 
attention can be guided by both bottom-up and top-down 
information. We may train a face-space embedding using 
triplet loss (Wang & Deng, 2019) to facilitate 
generalization with a large number of face labels. These 
may enhance the model’s cognitive plausibility in future 
studies. 

In conclusion, through computational and 
experimental examinations, we show that learning to 
recognise faces initially involves developing a consistent 
visual routine, which depends on executive function 
abilities. As the result, children’s face recognition 
performance is better predicted by eye movement 
consistency rather than eye movement pattern, in contrast 
to adult face recognition. These findings have significant 
implications for ways to enhance learning in both healthy 
and clinical populations. The proposed computational 
model can be applied to other learning tasks, further 
increasing the impact. 
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Face Selectivity in Social (But Not Perceptual) Areas of the Infant Brain
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Abstract

Humans are profoundly social creatures. We depend on others for survival and crave social interactions. Faces are the
gateway to many typical social interactions. One of the most replicable results in cognitive neuroscience is the selective
response of some cortical regions to faces in humans and other social primates. Specifically, the fusiform face area (FFA)
is a region in the ventral temporal cortex (VTC) that is selectively responsive to faces. To determine whether infants
show early cortical responses to faces, we recruited 86 human infants (2.1-11.9 months) to participate in an awake infant
functional resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment. We obtained usable fMRI data from 49 infants (2.1-9.7 months) while
they watched videos of faces, bodies, objects, and scenes, 30 of whom (2.5-9.4 months) had enough data for a functional
region of interest (fROI) analysis. A group random effects analysis revealed significantly higher responses to faces than
objects in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), superior temporal sulcus (STS), ventral temporal cortex (VTC), and
subcortical areas of the infant brain. Additionally, the fROI analysis revealed face selective responses in the STS, MPFC,
and VTC but not lateral occipital cortex or subcortical areas of the infant brain. Thus, we provide the first evidence of
face selective responses in the infant brain and demonstrate that social regions (STS and MPFC) respond selectively at the
same time as perceptual regions (VTC).
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Abstract

Face processing plays a critical role in human social life, from
differentiating friends from enemies to choosing a life mate.
In this work, we leverage various computer vision techniques,
combined with human assessments of similarity between pairs
of faces, to investigate human face representation. We find that
combining a shape- and texture-feature based model (Active
Appearance Model) with a particular form of metric learning,
not only achieves the best performance in predicting human
similarity judgments on held-out data (both compared to other
algorithms and to humans), but also performs better or compa-
rable to alternative approaches in modeling human social trait
judgment (e.g. trustworthiness, attractiveness) and affective
assessment (e.g. happy, angry, sad). This analysis yields several
scientific findings: (1) facial similarity judgments rely on a
relative small number of facial features (8-12), (2) race- and
gender-informative features play a prominent role in similarity
perception, (3) similarity-relevant features alone are insuffi-
cient to capture human face representation, in particular some
affective features missing from similarity judgments are also
necessary for constructing the complete psychological face rep-
resentation.
Keywords: Face Space; Similarity Judgement; Social Percep-
tion; First Impressions; Computer Vision

Introduction
Face processing is essential to human social cognition, whether
recognizing individuals, identifying emotional states, or as-
sessing social traits such as attractiveness and trustworthiness.
Having a computational account of how humans psycholog-
ically represent faces is essential for developing and testing
scientific hypotheses about human face processing, and for de-
veloping machine learning and artificial intelligence systems
that either socially interact with humans (e.g. social robots) or
mediate social interactions among humans (e.g. dating apps
and professional network websites)

An implicit assumption in the psychological study of human
face processing is the existence of a “face space” (Valentine,
1991), a multidimensional vector space consisting of faces
whose vector coordinates correspond to perceived facial prop-
erties or features, and the distance between faces determines
their perceived similarity. Tools like Multidimensional Scaling
(MDS) (Shepard, 1962) have been commonly used to leverage
similarity judgments to map (embed) faces into a common
vector space representation; such representations have been

used to infer mental representations so as to examine percep-
tual categorization of race (MacLin, Peterson, Hashman, &
Flach, 2009), to examine the differences in representation be-
tween adults and children (Nishimura, Maurer, & Gao, 2009),
and to show that faces rated more typical are located closer
to the origin while distinctive faces are farther from the ori-
gin (Johnston, Milne, Williams, & Hosie, 1997). Despite its
broad use (Dailey, Cottrell, & Busey, 1999; Nestor, Plaut, &
Behrmann, 2016; Nishimura et al., 2009; Shepard, 1962; Torg-
erson, 1965), MDS suffers from several limitations. Notably,
the mapping of faces into this embedding space is abstract,
making it difficult to interpret the features; it is non-invertible,
offering no easy way to visualize the face corresponding to
an arbitrary point in the space; it is non-generalizable, such
that novel faces not used in the learning of the embedding
itself cannot be later projected into the space; it is impracti-
cal for assessing the true dimensionality of the psychological
face space, since training MDS-type algorithms are extremely
data-intense.

Separately, computer vision and machine learning tech-
niques have been used to learn to predict (or even manipulate)
human judgment of different face attributes, e.g. memorability
(Xiao, Oliva, Torralba, & Isola, 2011; Khosla, Bainbridge,
Torralba, & Oliva, 2013), trustworthiness, attractiveness, and
other social impressions (Song, Li, Atalla, & Cottrell, 2017;
Guan, Ryali, & Yu, 2018). However, these work typically
do not relate the algorithmic representation of faces to the
human face representation, in particular making no attempt to
relate distance in the latent representation to human-reported
dissimilarity between faces.

Here, we adopt a novel approach, by initializing the face
vector space using the latent coordinates of faces generated
by different computer vision algorithms, then linearly trans-
forming that vector space such that Euclidean distance in that
transformed space recovers human-reported pairwise dissim-
ilarity rating as well as possible – we also include a regular-
ization term that explicitly encourages efficient representation.
The computer vision algorithms we consider include the Ac-
tive Appearance Model (AAM) (Cootes, Edwards, & Taylor,
2001), VGG16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), and an ab-
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Figure 1: A. Schematic of a trial from data collection. B, C: Low-similarity examples. D, E: High-similarity examples. F.
Histogram of empirical dissimilarity scores.

stract representation obtained through MDS. As we will show,
the AAM-based representation not only predicts human simi-
larity judgements on held-out data better than the other models
as well as other humans who have assessed similarity of the
same face pairs, but also performs best in predicting human
social trait (e.g. trustworthiness, attractiveness) and affective
judgments (e.g. happy, sad, angry).

Using the AAM-based representation, we then investigate
several scientific questions, such as how many facial features
are actually involved in human perception of how faces differ
from one another, whether features that differentiate demo-
graphic groups, in particular race and gender, play an espe-
cially prominent role in dissimilarity judgments, and whether
similarity judgments utilize features that span the entire psy-
chological face space (or whether there are residual features
that cannot be excavated using only similarity judgments).

Results
We collected human similarity judgments on pairs of face
images through Amazon Mechanical Turk (restricted to partic-
ipants based in the US). The data set (Ma, Correll, & Witten-
brink, 2015) consists of 595 neutral-expression face images
that are gender- and race-balanced (see Methods). Figure 1
shows example image pairs with high and low similarity scores.
We find that low-similarity image pairs often differ in race or
gender categories, as seen in both low-similarity examples (B,
C), while high-similarity pairs can agree on race and gender
(D), or not (E). This suggests that human similarity judgments
both depend on facial features distinguishing demographic
categories and other more subtle structural features.

To model human face representation, we use computer
vision models to specify the initial vector space. We first
consider AAM (Cootes et al., 2001; Guan et al., 2018; Tz-
imiropoulos & Pantic, 2013), which computes “shape fea-
tures”, (x,y) coordinates of landmarks that denote invariant
parts of faces such as contours of the eyes, eyebrows, nose,
mouths, and “texture features”, which are (grayscale) pixel
values of each face image warped to have the shape (landmark
locations) align with those of the average face in the training
dataset. We perform joint principal component analysis (PCA)

on the shape and texture features, and retain the first 70 com-
ponents – as shorthand, we refer to this original AAM space as
X . We then linearly transform X so that Euclidean distances
between face images are as close to human dissimilarity scores
as possible – formally, this is known as metric learning (see
Methods).

A simple way of doing metric learning is to linearly re-scale
the importance of each feature (basis vector) in X , i.e. humans
may weigh different features differently than the computer
vision algorithm. However, it may be that humans actually
utilize a different set of features altogether. Formally, we en-
rich our model by allowing the possibility that psychologically
relevant features (basis vectors) are linear transformations of
the machine vision features (basis vectors), equivalent to first
rotating the original feature axes, followed by rescaling ac-
cording to psychological importance in similarity judgment –
we denote this linear transformation W.

Additionally, we consider the possibility that humans are
efficient in the number of features used to represent faces,
which we implement through a regularization term in the ob-
jective function, by explicitly suppressing the number of basis
vectors that significantly contribute to perceptual dissimilar-
ity. Specifically, we penalize the trace of W, or the sum of
the squared values of the scaling factors (see Methods). In
addition, we also consider two more common forms of regular-
ization, based on penalizing the element-wise `1 and `2 norms
of the transformation matrix (see Methods), which have the
undesirable effect of penalizing not only the scaling factors
but the amount of rotation allowed before scaling, and not
being especially effective at penalizing the scaling factors.

To compare how well different models can capture/predict
human similarity perception, we compute the correlation co-
efficient (c.c.) between model predicted ratings and human
dissimilarity scores on held-out face pairs. As a baseline
comparison, the average c.c. between one rater’s rating of
an image pair and the average rating of the remaining par-
ticipants on the same image is 0.416. The original AAM
representation captures human similarity judgment reasonably
well (rtest = 0.43), and is significantly improved by the linear
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Figure 2: A. Effect of regularization on AAM representation. B. Evaluation of various representations; here VGG16
representations correspond to their trace regularized transformed representations. A, B evaluated on validation data
(train:validation:test=8:1:1).

transformation without regularization (rtest = 0.532). Further
prediction improvement is obtained via all three forms of regu-
larization (rtest = 0.543 in all cases) on W, all of which prevent
overfitting to training data.

In addition to AAM, we also use deep neural networks
to initialize the face space (see Methods). We use VGG16
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) trained on ImageNet (gen-
eral object categorization), the best known deep neural net-
work representation for supporting a linear model of human
social trait judgement of faces (Song et al., 2017); we also
include VGG16 trained on VGGFace2 (face recognition) (Cao,
Shen, Xie, Parkhi, & Zisserman, 2018). Both of these neural
networks achieve much worse performance (untransformed:
rVGG16: Imagenet

test = 0.1,rVGG16: VGGFace2
test = 0.31; transformed:

rVGG16: Imagenet
test = 0.46,rVGG16: VGGFace2

test = 0.53) than trans-
formed AAM, when only a dozen or so features are included,
though they are substantially improved from their untrans-
formed representations; asymptotically, VGG16 trained on
VGGFace2 does a comparable job to transformed AAM (Fig-
ure 2B) – it is interesting to note this model cannot efficiently
capture similarity judgments even under trace regularization.
We also include a version of MDS (see Methods) for compar-
ison. MDS is comparable to human c.c. with two features,
though much worse than computer vision-based algorithms,
but its performance steadily deteriorates with more features,
reflecting data insufficiency in the absence of an image model.

It is notable that the regularized methods do much better
than the c.c. between human ratings on the same image. Hu-
man c.c. might have been expected to be a cap on performance,
but because human ratings both suffer from within-subject
noise, and inter-subject inconsistency, as well as other possi-
ble violations of a metric space (e.g. violation of the triangle
inequality), one person’s rating can be a rather poor predictor
of how others will rate the similarity of a face pair; our algo-
rithm can outperform this measure on a novel face because
it knows where each face “lives” in the face space relative to
other faces, and thus extrapolate from neighboring faces’ data
to estimate the distance between two new data points.

Dimensionality of Human Similarity Judgment Space.
Among the three types of regularization, we anticipate that

trace regularization should be particularly effective in finding
a small set of features. Figure 2A shows that this is indeed
the case. Trace-regularized AAM achieves near-asymptotic
performance with many fewer features (most important fea-
tures first, as indexed by the scaling factor in the transformed
space) than `1- and `2-regularized AAM. Using only the first
8 features achieves nearly as good of dissimilarity prediction
performance (r = 0.557) as using all features (r = 0.561),
while using the first 12 features (r = 0.561) is indistinguish-
able from using all features. Due to the overall superiority
of the trace-regularized AAM method in capturing human
similarity judgments, we primarily focus on this model in the
remainder of the paper (we also sometimes refer to it simply
as transformed AAM).

Race- and Gender-Related Features in Human Similar-
ity Judgment. Figure 3A shows synthetic faces generated
along each of the first 8 features of the transformed AAM
space (ordered by descending value of their scaling factors).
Note that the scaling factor of a dimension is indicative of
its perceptual importance – Figure 3B shows that the average
perceptual dissimilarity projected along each dimension (quan-
tifying the average importance of this dimension relative to
the overall dissimilarity score) is monotonically related to the
scaling factor. All the features appear to be holistic rather than
parts-based, and demographic information such as race and
gender is clearly present in the first few coordinates, although
other more subtle, structural features are also apparent among
these featural dimensions. To assess the importance of race-
and gender-related features, we consider the average percep-
tual dissimilarity between subgroups. We note the average
model-predicted dissimilarity score between the average male
and female faces (0.50), between black and white faces (0.63),
between Asian and black faces (0.57), between Asian and His-
panic faces (0.50), and between Asian and white faces (0.57)
are all quite substantial, given that the empirical dissimilarity
scores are normalized to have a maximal value of 1 and a
minimal value of 0 (see Figure 1F for histogram). To quan-
tify this more precisely, we consider the 4D subspace of X
spanned by the axis that differentiates male and female faces
(using linear-discriminant analysis, or LDA), and the 3D LDA
subspace that best linearly discriminates among the four racial
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groups. We fit a linear transformation W within only this
subspace – we find that the c.c. between this model-predicted
dissimilarity and human-reported dissimilarity on held-out
face pairs is r = 0.44, or 81% of the performance of using
the full model. This indicates race- and gender-informative
features figure prominently but not exclusively in human dis-
similarity judgments. However, we note that this measure may
be somewhat inflated, as the trace regularization suppresses
the importance of other features that might also be good at dif-
ferentiating individual faces but do not add much extra value –
in the absence of these race- and gender-informative features,
those other features may be able to at least partly make up for
the lost capacity and thus achieve c.c. much higher than 19%
of the full model.

Face Space: Beyond Similarity Judgments. Implicit in
the concept of a similarity-based “face space” is that features
important for similarity judgments also support all other kinds
of face-related processing (Valentine, 1991; Valentine, Lewis,
& Hills, 2016), such as race and gender categorization, social
trait perception, and affective judgments (Guan et al., 2018).
Using linear modeling (LDA on categorical discrimination and
linear regression on continuous predictions), we can compare
how well using only the similarity-relevant features (first 8
dimensions of the transformed AAM, denoted as Z) compares
to the original AAM space X , in performing other kinds of
tasks. For comparison, we also include VGG16 (trained on
either ImageNet or VGGFace2), and MDS. We find that X is
better or comparable to both deep neural nets and MDS on all
tasks (Figure 4A: social trait perception, Figure 4B: race and
gender classification, Figure 4C: affect judgements). Com-
pared to X , Z does slightly worse on social trait perception,
similarly on race and slightly worse on gender, and consid-
erably worse on all affective judgments except for “surprise.”
The general tendency of X doing slightly better than Z indi-
cates that certain features unimportant for similarity judgment
play a significant role in supporting the other face-based tasks,
in particular affective judgments. These results suggest that,
in general, it is inadequate to use only similarity judgments to
reconstruct the psychological face space, if the goal is to study
also other aspects of human face processing.

Methods
Data Collection. We collected human similarity judgments
on pairs of face images through Amazon Mechanical Turk.
The stimuli were 595 neutral-expression face images from the
Chicago Face Database (CFD) (Ma et al., 2015), comprising
109 (East) Asian (57 female), 197 black (104 female), 108
Hispanic (56 female), and 181 white (90 female) faces. We ran-
domly sampled pairs of images to produce 23,400 unique pairs,
which were rated by 682 raters to produce 138,533 ratings in
total. Participants rated the similarity of a pair of face images
on a Likert scale from 1 (maximally dissimilar) to 9 (maxi-
mally similar); image presentation order was randomized, and
subjects rated each image pair twice to counter within-subject
variability (Vul & Pashler, 2008; Steegen, Dewitte, Tuerlinckx,
& Vanpaemel, 2014). To identify non-attentive participants,

A Mean face

 

  

Mean face

CB

Figure 3: Transformed AAM features. A. Synthetic faces
along each of the first 8 features (largest eigenvalues of W).
The stepsize in each direction, ∆, is constant, so that every
left/right face compared to the middle face evokes the same
amount of perceptual dissimilarity as predicted by the model.
B. Scaling factors vs average model predicted perceptual dis-
similarities in trAAM along each dimension. C. Scaling fac-
tors vs c.c between model predicted and actual dissimilarity
scores on test data.

we included a catch question, where subjects had to indicate if
two identical images were the same or not.

Participant Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria. 86 raters who
failed the catch question were excluded. 4 participants who
rated far fewer pairs (< 30) than the other participants (> 200
pairs) were excluded. We also excluded (15) participants
whose c.c. of ratings versus other raters on the same images
were at least two standard deviations below population mean.
We also excluded (32) participants whose response entropy
was at least two standard deviations below population mean.
Included in the analysis are 111,893 ratings from 551 partici-
pants on 22,500 unique pairs of images (comprising 12.73%
of the total possible pairs).

Conversion of Similarity to Dissimilarity Measures. To
relate similarity ratings to distances in the face space, we first
convert similarity into dissimilarity scores. Let sr

(i, j) denote the
similarity rating for images i and j from participant r; we con-
vert it to dissimilarity as dr

(i, j) = 10− sr
(i, j). We then normalize

it for each participant r, d̃r
(i, j) =

dr
(i, j)−mini, j dr

(i, j)
maxi, j dr

(i, j)−mini, j dr
(i, j)

. For each

image pair (i, j), we average the normalized dissimilarity rat-
ings to produce an average score d̄(i, j) = ∑r d̃r

(i, j). In the main
text, we simply refer to the average dissimilarity score as the
dissimilarity score.
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Computer Vision Representation: AAM. AAM is a well-
established machine vision technique that reconstructs images
well, generates realistic synthetic faces (Edwards, Cootes, &
Taylor, 1998), and appears to have neural relevance (Chang
& Tsao, 2017). AAM consists of shape features, or the (x,y)
coordinates of a set of consistently defined landmarks (e.g. con-
tours of eyes, noise, lips), and texture features, or the grayscale
pixel values of a warped version of the image after aligning
the landmarks to the average landmark locations across the
data set. We train AAM using faces from both CFD and 2222
US adult face images from Google Images (Bainbridge, Isola,
& Oliva, 2013). We use the free software Face++ 1 to la-
bels 83 landmarks on each face. We apply combined PCA to
all the shape and texture features, yielding a 70-dimensional
representation that captures 98% of the variance.

Computer Vision Representation: VGG16. VGG16 is a
deep Convolution Neural Network (CNN) used for general
object recognition (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). It has
been trained using the Imagenet dataset containing 1000 cate-
gories of objects, totalling 1.3 million images (Russakovsky
et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2009). Once a face image used in
our similarity judgment task is fed into this network, we use
the response in the penultimate layer as the image’s initial
representation. We also use the same architecture trained on
VGGFace2 (Cao et al., 2018) (face recognition). We then
perform PCA on extracted features to reduce dimensionality:
we retain features capturing 98% of the variance in the CFD
dataset (Imagnet-100 PC’s, VGGFace2-66 PC’s).

Metric Learning. We assume human dissimilarity scores
are noisy versions of f (xi,x j), where f (xi,x j) = (xi −
x j)

ᵀW(xi− x j)+ b, where W is constrained to be positive
semidefinite (PSD; i.e. non-negative eigenvalues) and b≥ 0 is
a constant offset (b has a fitted value of 0.47 in our main model,
trace-regularized AAM). Since W is PSD, it can be diagonal-
ized as W = UᵀΛU, where U is an orthogonal transformation
and Λ = diag(λ1, . . . ,λn), where λi ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues
of W 2. Constraining W to be a diagonal matrix means that
the new coordinate system consists of rescaling the original
axes, but no rotations are allowed. Allowing W to be any PSD
matrix means the original basis vectors can be rotated and re-
flected (U consists of the eigenvectors of W and specifies the
directions of the new basis vectors), and then multiplicatively
scaled by the square root of the entries of Λ (the eigenvalues
of W) to arrive at the new basis vectors. Allowing W to have
0 as an eigenvalue means that some featural dimensions in the
transformed space are allowed to shrink to nothing and thus
play no role in perceived dissimilarities.

We then aim to minimize prediction error while regularizing

1https://www.faceplusplus.com
2Note that we’re actually modeling the Euclidean distance squared

as the the dissimilarity score, as we found this to be empirically better.
We may interpret this as modeling a fixed transformation or "link"
function of the dissimilarity score (specifically, (d̄(i, j)−b)0.5) as the
Euclidean distance. We experimented with many other monotonic
link functions but did not obtain better results, and will not discuss
them here.

the `1 or `2 norm of W. To implement `1 and `2 regulariza-
tion, we minimize the following objective function, denoting
x(i, j) = (xi−x j) and subject to W� 0, b≥ 0,

min
W,b

∑
i, j
(d̄(i, j)−xᵀ(i, j)Wx(i, j)−b)2 +α‖W‖p

where p = 1 corresponds to `1 norm, and p = 2 corresponds
to `2 norm. No regularization can be considered a special case
(α = 0). This is a convex optimization problem, and can be
solved via semi-definite programming (we use CVX (Grant
& Boyd, 2014, 2008)). We set the value of the regulariza-
tion coefficient α using line search and evaluation on held-out
validation data (choose α that gives the best dissimilarity pre-
diction on the validation set).

To find a small set of interpretable features, we need to
suppress the dimensionality of W (non-zero eigenvalues). `1
and `2 regularization are inappropriate because in the former
case, both the rotation (U) and the scaling (Λ) components
are restricted, while in the latter, the regularization term is not
effective at encouraging the eigenvalues to go to zero, ‖W‖2 =√

tr(WᵀW) =
√

tr
(
(UᵀΛU)(UᵀΛU)

)
=
√

∑i λ2
i . To reduce

the number of basis vectors (non-zero eigenvalues), we pe-
nalize the sum of the eigenvalues, or trace(Λ) = trace(W),
resulting in another convex optimization problem (subject to
W� 0, b≥ 0):

min
W,b

∑
i, j
(d̄(i, j)−xᵀ(i, j)Wx(i, j)−b)2 +λ trace(W) .

Multidimensional Scaling. We utilize a version of MDS
known as classical MDS (Torgerson, 1965), which attempts
to find coordinates of points in an abstract multidimen-
sional space, such that the inter-point dissimilarities are well-
preserved when modeled as Euclidean distances in this space.
Consider a graph G with faces images as nodes, and an edge
exists between nodes i and j with length d̄(i, j), if the training
dataset contains the dissimilarity score for this pair. Since
MDS requires dissimilarities between every pair of images
to learn a representation, we estimate the missing distances
(edges) as the shortest path (sum of edge lengths) between two
nodes in G (Shang, Ruml, Zhang, & Fromherz, 2003). Once
all pairwise distances have been specified (or estimated), we
then run classical MDS to obtain coordinates for all the data
points. We also implemented alternative ways to estimate the
missing pairwise distances, as well as variants of MDS, but
as they achieved poorer similarity prediction performance on
held-out data, we will not discuss them further.

Discussion
In this paper, we presented a novel way of modeling the psy-
chological face space, by first initializing it with a computer
vision representation, then linearly transforming it to repro-
duce human dissimilarity ratings of faces as well as possible.
Methodologically, while our broad approach is related to trans-
fer learning (Razavian, Azizpour, Sullivan, & Carlsson, 2014;
Peterson, Abbott, & Griffiths, 2016), we also presented a
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novel regularization method, that allowed us to make a rather
surprising scientific finding: only the 8-12 most important
facial features of our model are sufficient to achieve nearly the
capacity of the full model to model human face processing,
suggesting that the psychological face space may be rather
low-dimensional.

By construction, our approach overcomes many of the criti-
cal limitations of a common approach in this field (Dailey et
al., 1999; Nestor et al., 2016; Nishimura et al., 2009; Shep-
ard, 1962; Torgerson, 1965), namely MDS, by being more
interpretable, invertible, generalizable, and data efficient. In
addition, we showed that while this method is far better at mod-
eling both dissimilarity judgments and human performance
on other face-based tasks (categorizing gender and race, as-
sessing social traits, rating emotional expressions), compared
to MDS. However, using only the similarity-relevant features
does not work as well as also including the orthogonal features,
especially for affective judgments. This scientific finding is at
odds with an implicit assumption about human face represen-
tation in the psychology literature (Valentine, 1991), which,
by attempting to reconstructing the full psychological face
space using only pairwise similarity judgments, assumes that
features important for these judgments are also sufficient for
all other face-based tasks.

Another interesting finding is that AAM provides a better
initial representation than convolutional deep neural networks
trained on both object recognition and face recognition, both
for similarity judgments and for other human face-based tasks.
We find that VGG16 trained on face recognition (VGGFace2)
comes the closest, but is highly inefficient in terms of the
number of features it needs to capture similarity judgments
(despite having the same trace regularization applied to both).
An interesting line of future research would be to consider var-
ious unsupervised learning variants of deep neural nets, which
may not only learn psychologically relevant features, but also
incorporate a decoder model that can generate synthetic im-
ages to help visualize/interpret the latent feature space. In
particular, adopting techniques that explicitly incorporate in-
ductive biases about shape and texture into the architecture
seem promising (Shu et al., 2018; Nguyen-Phuoc, Li, Theis,
Richardt, & Yang, 2019).
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Abstract
Are gender associations in general language reflected in the
words spoken to and by children? Previous work has sug-
gested that language reveals gender differences in discourse,
speech style, language use and acquisition. Work in artificial
intelligence has shown that word embeddings trained on large
corpora reflect human gender associations. We connect this
work to developmental psychology by exploring whether gen-
der associations in word embeddings are present in the linguis-
tic input and output of children, and if so, how early gendered
language emerges. We present a computational method that
quantifies the gender associations of words and use a corpus of
child-caretaker speech to show that these gender associations
correlate significantly with those in word embeddings. We
discover that gendered word use emerges in English-speaking
children around age 2, and the gender associations cannot
be explained solely by variables including word length, fre-
quency, concreteness, and valence.
Keywords: language and development; gender; child speech;
word embedding; computational modelling

Introduction
Language and gender are intricately related. Work in so-
ciolinguistics and psychology has suggested that there are
gender differences in discourse, speech style, language use,
and language development (Lakoff, 1973; Huttenlocher et al.,
1991; Hall and Bucholtz, 2012; Holmes and Meyerhoff,
2008; Newman et al., 2008; Lovas, 2011; Coates, 2015;
Laserna et al., 2014; Bamman et al., 2014). More recently,
an independent line of work in computational linguistics has
shown that word embeddings, or vector representations of
word meaning trained on large text corpora, contain implicit
gender biases such as the stereotypical association of nurses
as female and engineers as male (e.g., Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Caliskan et al., 2017). Here we explore whether there is a re-
lationship between gender associations of words said to and

Figure 1: Illustration of gendered speech to and by children.

by children as measured by the genders of their speakers and
listeners and as measured by the external metric of word em-
beddings (illustrated in Figure 1), and, if so, how early in life
this association emerges.

Gender and child language development
Research in psychology has documented gender differences
in language development, but whether gender associations in
general language are reflected directly in the daily speech
of young children and their caretakers is an open ques-
tion (Laserna et al., 2014; Bamman et al., 2014).

In fact, the literature has found no direct evidence support-
ing this idea. For instance, Huttenlocher et al. (1991) found
that, among children between 16 and 24 months, girls’ speech
had a higher type-to-token ratio than boys’ speech. However,
the authors did not find a difference in linguistic input from
caretakers that could explain this. In a meta-analysis, Leaper
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et al. (1998) found differences in parent-to-child speech both
by gender of the parent and gender of the child, such as
that mothers use more supportive language when speaking
to daughters than to sons. But the focus of that study is on
the interaction of parent gender and child gender, not on the
presence of gender differentiation in child-directed speech
per se. However, there has been notable work investigating
psycholinguistic correlates of gender. For example, Newman
et al. (2008) found that adult men used more articles in their
writing while women used more pronouns.

Evidence for gender stereotypes in language has been
found in children’s television programs. In particular, previ-
ous studies have analyzed the content of cartoons and chil-
dren’s television shows and found that language used in
these shows contains gender stereotypes (Mulac et al., 1985;
Aubrey and Harrison, 2004). For instance, male characters
tend to associate more frequently with vocalized pauses, ac-
tion verbs, and present tense verbs, whereas female charac-
ters tend to associate more with uncertainty verbs and polite
terms (Mulac et al., 1985); it has also been reported that phys-
ical aggression is dominantly associated with male charac-
ters as opposed to female characters in cartoons (Luther and
Legg Jr, 2010).

Although previous studies have looked at gender associa-
tions in children’s media and adult-to-adult speech and writ-
ing, there is no extensive study on the presence or emergence
of gender differences in the language children are exposed
to or produce. We develop this line of work by exploring
whether gender differentiation might be present in speech
from both caretakers (i.e., linguistic input more intimate than
media) and children (i.e., linguistic output) during early de-
velopment.

Gender biases in word embeddings
To explore gendered language in early childhood at a com-
prehensive scale, we rely on an independent line of research
showing that gender associations in general language are cap-
tured accurately by word embeddings. Word embeddings are
vector (or distributed) representations of word meaning con-
structed from large-scale word co-occurrences in natural text,
which have recently been used as an alternative to psycholin-
guistic markers of gender (Garg et al., 2018). In a typical
word embedding space, words that share co-occurring context
often result in close proximity, and those that share minimal
context tend to be farther apart. Commonly-used methods in-
clude Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b), GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014), and fastText (Grave et al., 2018); these methods
have been demonstrated to perform well on analogical rea-
soning tasks by representing analogies via vector algebra; for
example, ~king− ~queen≈ ~man− ~woman.

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) found that this analogical
capacity—a result of estimating semantics from word co-
occurrence patterns at scale—can also reveal stereotypical
gender associations in the source text corpora. For in-
stance, they showed that the difference between the embed-
dings for man and woman is approximately equal to the dif-

ference between the embeddings for computer programmer
and homemaker: ~man− ~woman ≈ ~computer programmer−

~homemaker. This can be interpreted as the analogy “Man is
to woman as computer programmer is to homemaker,” a state-
ment that expresses gender biases in occupation. Later work
has built on these findings by showing that embedding-based
gender associations are robust across source corpora and pre-
dict behavioral data in psychological tests of implicit asso-
ciation (Caliskan et al., 2017) and public records of gender
imbalances across professions (Garg et al., 2018).

We investigate the emergence of gendered language by fo-
cusing on the linguistic input and output of children aged 1-5,
from caretakers and children themselves. We explore whether
language said to and by children reflects gender associations
in broader culture, and if so, how early such gendered lan-
guage emerges in life. We present a generic computational
method that quantifies the strength of gender association in
word use and test our hypothesis by examining whether gen-
der differences measured in words from child-directed and
child speech reflect gender associations in word embeddings
learned from large text corpora.

Our Hypothesis
We hypothesize that the gender associations captured by word
embeddings will be reflected in word usage frequency in both
child-directed and child speech.

Computational methodology
Gender probability in speech
We quantify gender association of a word’s usage in speech
by a probability measure. This measure can be used to quan-
tify gender differentiation either from the caretakers’ perspec-
tive (i.e., child-directed speech) or children’s perspective (i.e.,
child speech).

We measure the degree of gender association in a word
based on how often that word is used toward or by children
from one gender (female or male) compared to how often that
word is used across both gender groups. Formally, we define
the gender probability of a word via Bayes’ rule:

p(g|w) ∝ p(w|g)p(g) (1)

Here g stands for gender g ∈ { f ,m}, where f denotes fe-
male and m denotes male. w represents a word in question.
We assume a uniform prior on the gender of the interlocutor
(i.e., p( f ) = p(m) = 0.5).1 We estimate the likelihood of a
word for a specific gender as the relative frequency that w is
associated with that gender, e.g., the female likelihood is:

1To ensure that the results we report are not artifacts of our de-
cision to use a uniform prior, we analyzed 100 random sub-samples
of the corpus in which we enforced equal representation of boys
and girls and ages 1 through 5 and found similar results. We used
subsamples of 98,000 words for each child gender-age pair in child-
directed speech and 37,000 words each in child speech. Figures 2
and 4 show the mean results across these gender-balanced subsam-
ples.
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p(w| f ) = c( f ,w)
c( f )

(2)

Here c(g,w),g = f is the number of times word w is said
to or by children with gender g, and c(g) is the total count of
all words said to or by children with gender g in the corpus.
The (female) posterior probability is then:

p( f |w) =
c( f ,w)
c( f )

c( f ,w)
c( f ) + c(m,w)

c(m)

(3)

This measure accounts for the base rate difference in words
said to or by f vs m. For instance, if a word w appears fre-
quently in group f , the relative frequency of w could be quite
low in group f if there are many words said to group f over-
all (that is, even if c( f ,w) > c(m,w), p( f |w) could be still
lower than p(m|w) in principle). A word said exclusively to
or by girls would have a female gender probability of 1, and
a word said exclusively to or by boys would have a female
gender probability of 0. We have also considered alternative
measures such as log odds ratio (omitted due to space), and
our results are robust to this variation.

In our analyses, we calculate gender probability separately
for caretakers and children with respect to children’s gen-
der. From the caretakers’ perspective, we measure the gender
probability of words said to children as listeners. From the
children’s perspective, we measure the gender probability of
words said by children (to caretakers) as speakers.

Embedding-based gender associations
Independent to our formulation of gender probability, we
quantify gender associations of the public from word embed-
dings. We consider two representative formulations of gender
association from work in computational linguistics: the Word
Embedding Association Test (WEAT) (Caliskan et al., 2017)
and gender Subspace Projection (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).

The Word Embedding Association Test is a common pro-
cedure for measuring associations and biases in word em-
beddings (Caliskan et al., 2017). In this test, the effect size
of a given word’s association is the difference between the
mean cosine similarities between the word’s vector and those
of the elements of two sets of attribute words: s(w,F,M) =
mean f∈F cos(~w,~f )−meanm∈M cos(~w,~m)

std devx∈M∪F cos(~w,~x) . Here F and M denote the two
sets of attribute words—gender terms in this case, w denotes
the word in question, and~x denotes the vector associated with
word x in the joint set of the attribute words. p-values from
this test are calculated using a permutation test. We used
the same sets of male and female terms used in the origi-
nal word embedding association test formulated by Caliskan
et al. (2017), where they found that this procedure applied to
groups of target words can closely reproduce gender associ-
ations from implicit association tests in psychology (Nosek
et al., 2002).

Subspace Projection (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) offers an al-
ternative method to characterize gender association in word

embeddings. This method first identifies a gender subspace
by performing principal component analysis (PCA) on the
vector differences between pairs of words that differ in gen-
der, such as (woman, man) and (mother, father). The first
principal component explains approximately 60% of the vari-
ance (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) and it is taken to be the axis of
the one-dimensional gender subspace. An individual word’s
gender association is then quantified by projecting that word
onto the gender subspace: projG(~v) =

~v·~b
|~b|

. Here G is the gen-

der subspace, ~b is the basis vector for the gender subspace
identified via PCA, and~v is the vector of the word in question.
This returns a number between -|~v| and |~v|, where positive
numbers reflect more female-associated words and negative
numbers correspond to male-associated words.

Ethayarajh et al. (2019) suggest that the WEAT overesti-
mates the strength of associations and note that the subspace
projection method is not subject to this issue. Here we con-
sider both WEAT and subspace projection to ensure that our
computational analysis is robust to methodological choices.

Data

Corpus of child and child-directed speech

We used CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2014), a large inventory
of child-caretaker speech commonly used in psychology and
cognitive science. We pooled data across children and care-
takers from the North American section of CHILDES, filter-
ing to include only speech from normally developing children
and in naturalistic conditions. The final corpus we worked
with includes 4,260,753 tokens and spans the ages of 1 to 6.
Each conversation in the corpus included exactly one child,
and the speakers were labelled by gender. We labelled a word
as said to or by a child of a particular gender based on the
gender of the child in the conversation and the participant
saying the word. There were a total of 3611 children in the
corpus, with 1,550 boys and 2,061 girls.2 This is the largest
publicly available corpus of child-directed speech and child
speech and has been used extensively in the literature on child
language development.

Pre-trained word embeddings

We used three commonly-used sets of pre-trained word em-
beddings: the word2vec embeddings trained on the Google
News corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013a), the GloVe embed-
dings trained on the Common Crawl corpus, and the fast-
Text English embeddings trained on the Common Crawl and
Wikipedia corpora (Grave et al., 2018). These corpora are
very large and the embeddings trained on them are commonly
taken to represent general language usage and word associa-
tions present in everyday language.

2The percentage of words that were said to girls for each age is
as follows: Age 0 - 29%, Age 1 - 49%, Age 2 - 55%, Age 3 - 44%,
Age 5 - 38%, Age 6 - 9%.
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Figure 2: Correlations between gender probability and word
embedding gender association. p < 0.001 in all cases. Anal-
yses were based on mean association strength across subsam-
ples of the CHILDES corpus that were balanced by age and
gender. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

Results
We present results in three steps. First, we show basic evi-
dence for gendered word usage by both caretakers and chil-
dren that correlate with gender associations found indepen-
dently in word embeddings. Second, we show the time course
of these correlations and trace the emergence of gendered
language throughout child development. Third, we examine
whether the gender differences found in children’s linguistic
environment can be explained by alternative psycholinguistic
variables.

Evidence for gendered language in childhood
We start by examining whether our calculated gender proba-
bilities of the words said to and by children in the CHILDES
corpus correlate with the gender associations in everyday
language estimated from the word embeddings, through the
WEAT and subspace projection methods that we described.
We considered all three common word embeddings.

Figure 2 summarizes the strength of correlations in these
conditions.3 We found a significant and robust Pearson cor-
relation between gender probability and gender associations
in word embeddings, with p < 0.001 in all of the 12 tests

3For these analyses, we kept all words which occurred at least 50
times in the CHILDES corpus that were also represented in the vo-
cabulary of the pre-trained word embeddings. This resulted in 2,041
words with word2vec, 2,051 words with GloVe, and 2,055 words
with fastText. In the downsampled version, we used a threshold of
20 occurrences to account for the smaller corpus size. There were
on average 1316.46 words for word2vec, 1328.11 for GloVe, and
1324.89 for fastText.
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Figure 3: Word samples: Gender probability vs WEAT asso-
ciation.

that we performed: 2 (child-directed vs child speech) × 2
(WEAT vs subspace) × 3 (Word2Vec, Glove, fastText). Im-
portantly, we observed that the correlational strengths found
in children’s speech are similar to those found in caretakers’
speech. These results provide evidence that gender associa-
tions are reflected directly in word usage during early child
development both in input and output—a finding that goes
beyond existing research showing the presence of gender dif-
ferences in language from external media, but not from inter-
locutors (Mulac et al., 1985; Luther and Legg Jr, 2010).

Figure 3 shows a subset of words (in the CHILDES lexi-
con) illustrating the similarities and differences between gen-
der probability in children’s linguistic environment and gen-
der associations in word embeddings from the WEAT. Words
that fall in the bottom-left and top-right quadrants correspond
to concordant cases between the two measures. In partic-
ular, words of action and strength (cf. Mulac et al. (1985))
such as kick, strong, and words of typical male names such as
Michael, Todd, are found to be consistently male-associated
based on our measure and WEAT; words related to animals
such as zoo, chick, giraffe, and words related to female char-
acters/toys such as dollie, are found to be consistently female-
associated. Not all words are correlated between the two mea-
sures. For instance, male kin terms such as Papa, Uncle are
more female-oriented in children’s linguistic environment but
more male-oriented in the word embeddings, and words such
as cupcake and drawer are more gender-neutral in child de-
velopment compared to the word embeddings. We intention-
ally sampled an equal number of words from each quadrant
to illustrate both concordant and discordant cases. In a ran-
dom sample of words, we would expect to see more in the
top-right and bottom-left.
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Figure 4: Developmental time course of correlation between
gender probability in child (left) and child-directed (right)
speech and gender association in word embeddings. The cor-
relation was statistically insignificant in child speech in year
1 with GloVe and Word2Vec and significant for all other ages
and years. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals run on
100 sub-samples of the corpus, balanced for gender and age.

Developmental time course of gendered language
To examine the time course of gendered language, we sepa-
rated the CHILDES data by year. We focused on tracking the
emergence of gendered language for children ages 1 through
5 since data for ages 0 and 6 is relatively sparse.4 For each
year, we measured correlations between word embedding as-
sociations and words said at least 25 times by and to children
of that age in the CHILDES corpus. We varied the frequency
threshold between 10 and 50 and the results are robust.

We computed gender probability for the subset of words
in the corpus said by children of each age, then measured the
correlation between the gender probabilities and WEAT asso-
ciations. Figure 4 shows that the correlation strength between
word embedding associations and gender probability in child
speech gradually increases from age 1 to 5, with a dip at age
4.5 The correlation at age 1 is not significant (p = 0.081 for
GloVe) but the correlations for all other ages are highly sig-
nificant with p < 0.001. The trend in child-directed speech is
comparatively flatter. The correlation is significant from age
1 and increases more gradually than in child speech. These
results suggest not only that gendered word uses in children’s
linguistic environment correlate with gender associations in
word embeddings, but that they also emerge very early in
life—around the age of 2 in child speech.

Figure 5 visualizes gender probability of a sample of words
in child speech in a 2-D word-embedding space via t-SNE
dimensionality reduction (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). We

4The number of tokens per age in the CHILDES corpus is as
follows: Age 0 - 356,789, Age 1 - 929,601, Age 2 - 945,358, Age 3
- 654,719, Age 4 - 945,501, Age 5- 393,505, Age 6 - 167,965.

5This figure shows results from using WEAT to measure associ-
ations in word embeddings, but similar results occur when using the
subspace projection method.
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Figure 5: Visualization of words in child-directed speech
that show high gender probabilities, for age groups 1 and
5 in development. Semantic space is constructed from
dimensionality-reduced fastText word embeddings. Dimen-
sion 1 captures some aspect of animacy, while Dimension 2
captures some of the variance along the gender axis. Color-
bar indicates the scale of gender probability, with 1 indicating
words exclusively uttered by girls and 0 exclusively by boys.

focused on the 30 words with the highest aggregate gender
probability and the 30 with the lowest among words that oc-
cur at least 500 times in the corpus. Gender probability fol-
lows a color scale, where red corresponds to words said more
to girls and blue corresponds to words said more to boys. We
found clusters of words in the embedding space that share
similar gender probabilities belonging to each gender group.
For instance, morally valenced words (cf. Luther and Legg Jr
(2010)) such as good, bad, and nice are close together in em-
bedding space and all said more to boys, while animal words
such as animals, cat, and dog are close to each other and said
more to girls. We also found this distinction between male
and female-oriented words to be persistent through the devel-
opmental course, illustrated in children at ages 1 and 5.

Psycholinguistic correlates of gender probability
In our final analyses, we investigated the degree to which
our measure of gender probability correlates with alternative
psycholinguistic variables that are representative in the liter-
ature of language development. If our findings so far reflect
gender-specific aspects of language development, then we ex-
pect that gender probabilities should correlate with word em-
bedding associations beyond other confounding variables that
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Table 1: Correlations of gender probability and psycholin-
guistic metrics in child-directed (CDS) and child (CS) speech.

Variable correlation Pearson ρ p
Length (CDS) -0.02 0.006
Length (CS) 0.0063 0.41

Log-frequency (CDS) 0.10 < 0.001
Log-frequency (CS) 0.13 < 0.001
Concreteness (CDS) 0.060 < 0.001
Concreteness (CS) 0.080 < 0.001

Valence (CDS) 0.062 < 0.001
Valence (CS) 0.10 < 0.001

could explain the gender effect. We considered four word
metrics: form length, usage frequency, concreteness, and va-
lence. We computed the length of each word and estimated
the frequency in CDS and CS directly from the CHILDES
data by counting the occurrences of the word said to or by
all children respectively. We took concreteness and valence
ratings of words from existing large-scale behavioral experi-
ments in Warriner et al. (2013) and Brysbaert et al. (2014). In
these experiments, humans rated words’ concreteness or va-
lence from 1-10. Ratings were averaged across participants.
We then measured the correlation between gender probabil-
ities in CDS and CS with fastText WEAT associations and
each of the four variables.

Table 1 summarizes the Pearson correlation coefficients
and p-values from our analyses. We found significant but
small (ρ≤ 0.13) correlations between the gender probability
of a word and the metrics that we considered. We found that
words with shorter length, higher frequency, more positive
valence, and higher concreteness tend also to be said more to
and by girls than boys. The correlation between gender prob-
ability in child-directed speech and valence is consistent with
the previous finding from Leaper et al. (1998) that mothers
use more supportive language when speaking to girls com-
pared with boys. In addition, the correlation between gen-
der probability in child speech and word concreteness is also
consistent with the result from Newman et al. (2008) that
adult women use more concrete vocabulary than adult men
on average. We next applied linear regression to all four
psycholinguistic variables to account for gender probability
in both child-directed speech and child speech. The coeffi-
cients with 95% confidence intervals are summarized in Table
2. These variables explain the variance in gender probability
quite well, as the R2 values were 0.602 for CDS and 0.598 for
CS. Finally, we analyzed the partial correlation between gen-
der probability and gender WEAT results while controlling
for the four psycholinguistic variables. We focused on the
955 words for which this data was available in the datasets
from Warriner et al. (2013) and Brysbaert et al. (2014). Re-
sults of this analysis are summarized in Table 3. Control-
ling for these factors only reduces the correlation strength by
0.04-0.05 (p < 0.001 in all cases). Taken together, our results

Table 2: Coefficients from linear regression using psycholin-
guistic correlates of gender probability in CDS and CS.

Variable CS CDS
Length 0.0229 [-0.050, 0.096] 0.244 [0.185, 0.302]

Log-freq. 0.238 [0.185, 0.290] 0.249 [0.201, 0.297]
Concrete. 0.23 [0.188, 0.275] 0.169 [0.135, 0.204]
Valence 0.245 [0.185, 0.304] 0.222 [0.173, 0.270]

Table 3: Full and partial correlations between word embed-
ding associations and gender probability.

Embedding CS CS (partial) CDS CDS (partial)
Word2Vec 0.282 0.236 0.254 0.193

GloVe 0.377 0.341 0.294 0.24
fastText 0.307 0.264 0.295 0.241

show that the gender probabilities in child development are
complementary to other factors, as the variability in gender
effects cannot be explained solely by confounding variables.

Discussion
We have presented to our knowledge the first large-scale com-
putational investigation that shows evidence for gender differ-
ences in the linguistic input and output of children. Our em-
phasis is on understanding how gendered language emerges
early in life and whether it mirrors the public’s gender asso-
ciations, which we approximated through established word
embedding methods. Our results indicate a significant cor-
relation between gender probability in child/child-directed
speech and gender associations in word embeddings. We
have shown that this correlation appears as early as age 2 in
child speech and persists throughout development. We have
demonstrated that these gender effects in language develop-
ment are complementary to the psycholinguistic variables of
word length, frequency, concreteness, and valence.

Our findings are based on the analyses of English-speaking
children and caretakers. Although corpora in other languages
are available in CHILDES, the scales of those corpora are
smaller than in English. Future work should explore the gen-
erality of our findings to other languages and compare how
gender differentiation might be reflected in speech beyond
childhood.

Extending the rich literature on language development and
gender, our findings suggest that social biases may exert an
early influence on child development, both in the input (care-
takers’ speech) and the output (children’s speech) of language
in childhood.
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Abstract

The mind is a prediction machine, using prior experiences and current information to constantly make predictions about
the future. This feature of the cognitive system has numerous consequences for long-term memory. Here, we are interested
in the effects these predictions have on memory when invalidated (i.e., prediction errors) during social interactions with
either similar or dissimilar social sources. We designed an experiment in which both similar and dissimilar social sources
(speakers) recounted experiences similar with those of the listeners but with a different outcome than those of the listeners.
We measured participants memory for both their own and the two social sources experiences. In two experiments, we found
that context-based prediction errors triggered during social interactions dont affect the listeners memory for their own
experiences but decrease the listeners memory for the similar speakers experiences compared to the dissimilar speakers
experiences. This finding has important implications for close relationships.
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Abstract

There has been a debate on the process of insight problem solving. The special-process view posits that insight problem
solving processes are implicit unlike non-insight problem solving. The business-as-usual view, on the other hand, assumes
that the same processes as non-insight problem solving are involved in insight problem solving. To reconcile them, we can
rely on the evidence on the verbal overshadowing effect on insight problem solving. However, there is a methodological
problem on how to determine whether the verbal overshadowing effect has emerged. The purpose of the present study
was to solve the problem using Bayes Factors. We reanalyzed the data presented in the previous studies examining the
effects of verbalization on insight problem solving. The results showed that some studies inappropriately concluded that
the verbal overshadowing effect was not obtained. We also discussed possible moderating variables of the effect.
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Abstract

Some people experience sequences like numbers allocated to a specific part of space which is well-known as sequence
space synesthesia. On the other hand, covert attention is orienting of attention without the head, eyes, or body movement
is the (mental) moving of attention toward a stimulus. Here, We used previous findings in sequence space synesthesia by
using an auditory number sequence numbers and covert spatial attention together with cognitive grammar theory including
profiling to assess the possibility to shift covert attention towards a specific part of a bistable picture. Our participants were
14 years old adolescents learning English at the pre-intermediate level in a school in Tehran which went through within-
subject experiment. Results showed shorter reaction time for a sentence with trajectory congruent with covert attended part
of the bistable picture compared to the condition without such attentional shift by t value as -4.466 within 95% confidence
interval.
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Abstract

Humans possess a remarkable capacity to create and understand abstract representations, such as pictures. U.S. 18-month-
olds understand that pictures refer to objects; however, less is known about how this understanding develops. We test
the hypothesis that understanding the representational nature of pictures requires frequent experience with pictures, by
working with rural Kenyan toddlers with few visual symbols in their early environments.

We taught rural Kenyan toddlers a novel word (dax) for a picture of a novel object. We then presented the picture and the
object to toddlers and asked them to point to the dax, reasoning that toddlers would select the object if they understood
that pictures are representations of objects.

Surprisingly, only half the sample learned the novel word. Moreover, the toddlers who learned the word selected be-
tween the picture and object randomly. We discuss follow-up studies to continue exploring the development of pictorial
competence across early environments.
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Abstract

Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence have produced agents that can beat human world champions at games like Go,
Starcraft, and Dota2. However, most of these models do not seem to play in a human-like manner: People infer others’
intentions from their behaviour, and use these inferences in scheming and strategizing. Here, using a Bayesian Theory of
Mind (ToM) approach, we investigated how much an explicit representation of others’ intentions improves performance
in a cooperative game. We compared the performance of humans playing with optimal-planning agents with and without
ToM, in a cooperative game where players have to flexibly cooperate to achieve joint goals. We find that teams with ToM
agents significantly outperform non-ToM agents when collaborating with all types of partners: non-ToM, ToM, as well as
human players, and that the benefit of ToM increases the more ToM agents there are. These findings have implications for
designing better cooperative agents.
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Abstract

Some theories propose that human cumulative culture is dependent on System 2 cognitive processes. We aimed to restrict
access to adults executive functions via a dual-task paradigm, to assess whether this reduced their ability to improve
upon information provided by a computer model. 206 participants completed a grid-search task in conjunction with a
working-memory task and a matched control, with the aim of outperforming an example attempt observed vicariously,
presented on the computer. Participants behaviour was then used to simulate the outcome if the task was iterated over
multiple generations. Simulations run using the data showed that, across all conditions, participant behaviour would lead
to cumulatively increasing scores over successive generations. However, scores plateaued without reaching the maximum.
Overall, the task did not provide clear evidence that working-memory directly facilitates cumulative cultural evolution.
However, differences between conditions may have been masked by offloading task demands to the concurrent working-
memory task.
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Abstract 
To learn from others, children rely on cues (e.g., familiarity) to 
infer who will provide useful information. We extend this 
research to ask whether children will use an informant’s 
inclination to gesture as a marker of whether they are a good 
person to learn from. Children (N=459, ages 4-12 years) 
watched videos in which actresses made statements 
accompanied by meaningful iconic gestures, beat gestures, or 
no gestures. After each trial, children were asked “Who do you 
think would be a good teacher?” (good teacher- experimental 
condition) or “Who do you think would be a good friend?” 
(good friend-control condition). Results show children do 
believe that someone who produces iconic gesture would make 
a good teacher over someone who does not, but this is only later 
in childhood and only if a child has the propensity to see 
gesture as meaningful. The same effects were not found in the 
good-friend condition. 

Keywords: gesture; learning; informants 

Introduction 
Humans are fundamentally social creatures: we rely on those 
around us when we need to gather information. When we 
want to learn from others, we must decide who to ask, making 
choices about which people will be the most likely to provide 
us with useful information. Young children are especially 
sensitive to signs or signals that a social partner might be a 
good informant. For example, children prefer to learn 
information from individuals who appear knowledgeable, 
confident, and nice, versus ignorant, timid, and mean (see 
Harris, 2012). They are also more likely to trust information 
provided by individuals who they are familiar with 
(Corriveau & Harris, 2009) and those who are members of 
their social in-group (i.e., more “like them”, Aboud, 2003). 
Here, we extend this prior research on the cues children use 
to identify a good informant by asking whether children also 
use an informant’s communicative tendencies when choosing 

who to learn from. We focus specifically on an informant’s 
inclination to gesture.  

Gesture, in both conversational and instructional contexts 
has been found to support communication (e.g., Hostetter, 
2011) and learning (e.g., Goldin-Meadow, 2015). Decades of 
research show that children are more likely to learn, 
generalize and retain knowledge when a teacher accompanies 
spoken instruction with gesture, compared to when she 
explains concepts through spoken instruction alone (Goldin-
Meadow, 2015). We see this beneficial effect of gesture 
across development: gesture instruction improves 2-3 year-
olds’ understanding of the functions of novel toys (M. 
Novack, Goldin-Meadow, & Woodward, 2015),  3-4 year-
olds’ knowledge of symmetry (Valenzeno, Alibali, & 
Klatzky, 2003), 5-6 year-olds’ ability to solve Piagetian 
conservation problems (Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2008), and 
8-10 year-olds’ understanding of mathematical equivalence 
(Congdon et al., 2017). Instructional gestures are often iconic 
gestures, those that are representational of ideas or problem-
solving strategies through visuo-spatial representations 
(McNeill, 1992). To illustrate how iconic gestures are used in 
instruction, consider the concept of liquid conservation – the 
idea that the amount of liquid is conserved across containers 
of various shapes. One strategy that teachers can use to help 
children understand conservation is to emphasize that a 
container has multiple dimensions. Ping and Goldin-Meadow 
(2008) manipulated whether a teacher expressed this concept 
through spoken instruction alone, “One of the glasses is taller 
and the other one is shorter, but the shorter glass is wider and 
the taller glass is skinnier. So it makes up for it,” or whether 
she accompanied this spoken instruction with gestures, where 
the hands indicated the relative heights and widths of 
containers. Children learned more from instruction with 
gesture than from spoken instruction alone. 

Although we know children learn more when a teacher 
uses gesture than when she does not, we do not know whether 
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children are aware that a teacher who gestures is a good 
person to learn from. In naturalistic settings not all teachers 
gesture to the same extent, although gesture use is a 
characteristic of good teaching (Richland, 2015). Therefore, 
if a child wants to learn information, it might benefit them to 
choose an informant who does tend to use her hands when 
speaking. In the present study, we ask precisely this question. 
That is, we ask whether children identify a speaker as a good 
informant or teacher if that person produces meaningful, 
iconic gestures when speaking.  

Finally, we suggest that individual differences in a child’s 
general ability to recognize gestures as meaningful and 
communicative likely plays a role in whether they select an 
iconic gesturer as a good teacher. Previous work shows that 
while young children can see gesture as meaningful, this 
ability is fragile and emerges slowly in development. Using 
stimuli created by Novack, Wakefield & Goldin-Meadow 
(2016) that provided children with very few contextual cues, 
Wakefield, Novack and Goldin-Meadow (2017) asked how 
the ability to see movement as ‘gesture’ develops across early 
childhood. The researchers showed 4- to 9-year-old children 
videos in which an actor gestures the movement of placing 
balls into boxes, without physically touching any objects. 
Children were asked to describe the video and their responses 
were coded for whether they interpreted the ‘empty-handed’ 
movements as meaningful gestures (e.g., stating that the actor 
was showing how to put the balls into boxes) versus as 
‘meaningless movement’ (e.g., stating that the actor was 
moving her hands back and forth near some balls). Results 
showed that older children were more likely to describe these 
‘empty-handed’ movements as ‘gesture’ whereas younger 
children, were more likely to describe the movements as 
meaningless, however at all ages there were some children 
who described the movement as gesture. We anticipate that, 
along with age, children’s individual propensity to see 
meaning in gesture-like movements may also impact their 
likelihood of identifying iconic gesture production as a cue of 
a good informant. 

In the present study, we use an alternative-forced choice 
paradigm in which children are shown three pairs of short 
videos and are asked to choose which person in each pair of 
videos would be a good teacher (experimental condition) or 
which speaker would be a good friend (control condition). 
The three video pairs contrast 1) a speaker who produces 
iconic gestures with a speaker who does not gesture at all, 2) 
a speaker who produces iconic gestures with one who 
produces beat gestures, and 3) a speaker who produces no 
gesture with one who produces beat gestures. Beat gestures 
are gestures that emphasize parts of a spoken sentence, but do 
not express semantic information. Including a speaker who 

                                                        
1 To ensure that any differences in participants’ video choices would 
be based on the experimental manipulation, a norming study was 
first conducted.  Ninety-four English-speaking adults participated in 
the study via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants watched 9 
videos. Each video showed a different actress making a statement. 
Participants rated the actresses on a number of dimensions using a 
7-point Likert scale (e.g., how friendly, approachable, attractive, 

produces beat gestures controls for the possibility that 
children would see a person who gestures at all as a good 
informant, as we are specifically interested in children’s 
attention to iconic, semantically meaningful gestures. In 
addition, the good friend control condition will help to 
determine the specificity of any reported effects. If, as 
predicted, children select a speaker who produces iconic 
gesture as a better teacher but not as a better friend, we can 
rule out the hypothesis that general likeability for someone 
who produces iconic gestures is driving the effect in our good 
teacher experimental condition. After the forced-choice 
paradigm, all participants are presented with a video drawn 
from Novack et al. (2016) as a measure of their propensity to 
see gesture as meaningful outside of the context of our video 
pairs. We predict that when children are making judgements 
about who would be a better informant, they will be more 
likely to choose the speaker who produces iconic gesture, but 
that this may depend on both a child’s age and their 
propensity to see meaning in hand movements. 

Method 

Participants 
Our final sample included data collected from 459 children 
between the ages of 4 and 12 years (252 females, 207 males) 
at a large science museum, (4 yrs: n=47; 5 yrs: n=60; 6 yrs: 
n=60; 7 yrs: n=59; 8 yrs: n=63; 9 yrs: n=65; 10 yrs: n=36; 11 
yrs: n=43; 12 yrs: n=26). Parents provided informed consent, 
and children provided verbal assent. An additional 17 
children were excluded from analyses for not completing the 
study (n=10), receiving parental assistance (n=5), or because 
they were outside the target age range (n=2). The task took 
3-5 minutes to complete and children were given stickers for 
participating. 

Stimuli 
Videos. Eighteen, 6-second videos were chosen from a set of 
162 videos for the present study, based on results of a 
norming study1. Each video showed one of six actresses from 
the waist up, dressed in a solid-colored shirt. The set of 18 
videos included 3 videos per actress:  a no gesture video, an 
iconic gesture video, and a beat gesture video. In all three 
video types, the actress made the same basic statement (e.g., 
“In fall, the leaves drop to the ground and I build them up in 
a pile”; see Figure 1). In no gesture videos, the actress kept 
her hands to her side. In iconic gesture videos, the actress 
produced two iconic gestures accompanying her statement. 
In the example above, the gesture produced simultaneously  

intelligent actresses were). The videos were drawn from a set of 162 
videos:  9 actresses each recorded 18 videos, which included 6 
unique statements produced with each of the three gesture types (no 
gesture, beat gesture, iconic gesture). Based on these Likert 
responses we then paired actresses together who received similar 
ratings on all measures – 6 actresses were selected to create 3 actress 
pairs. 
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with drop depicted the downward motion of leaves (moving 
the hands downwards while wiggling the fingers), and the 
gesture produced simultaneously with build them depicted 
building a pile of leaves (moving the hands towards each 
other and upward; palms-in). In beat gesture videos, the 
actress produced two beat gestures accompanying her 
statement. These rhythmic downwards hand motions were 
produced at the same points in the statement as the iconic 
gestures were performed. Each actress stated the same fact in 
her three videos, and the same audio file was used for all three 
videos, ensuring no differences in emphasis or inflection. 
Each actress made a different statement (see Figure 1).  

For the study, videos were presented in pairs during an 
alternative-forced choice (AFC) task. Children saw three 
AFC trials, one of each of three trial types (no gesture vs. 
iconic gesture; no gesture vs. beat gesture; beat gesture vs. 
iconic gesture; see Figure 1). The same actresses were always 
paired together for an AFC trial, and a different actress pair 
appeared in each of the three trials, such that children never 
saw the same actress twice. Across participants, we varied 
which actress pair was used for each trial type, and within the 
pair, we varied which video type was shown for each actress. 
The order in which children saw the three trial types was also 
varied. 
 
Empty-handed Movement Video. A 10-second video was 
drawn from a stimulus set created by Novack et al. (2016). 
The video showed the torso of a woman in front of a table 
with four balls (two orange and two blue) and two boxes (one 
orange and one blue) in front of her. In the video, the woman 
moves her hand over the inner blue ball with her left hand, 
and then over the blue box on her left; then she moves her 
hand over the inner orange ball with her right hand and then 
over the orange box on her right. These empty-handed 

movements are repeated with the outer balls. For additional 
details, see Novack et al. (2016). 

Procedure 
Children were invited to participate in the study while they 
were visiting a science museum. Those who agreed and 
whose parents signed a consent form were seated at a small 
table next to an experimenter, facing a wall to decrease 
distractions. Children wore headphones during the study to 
ensure the audio was clear. At the beginning of the study, 
children were told they would watch two short videos in 
which two different people would each tell them something. 
Depending on the condition children were randomly assigned 
to, they were told that after watching the videos they would 
be asked which of the people in the videos seems like they 
would be better at giving good information (good teacher-
experimental condition) or which of the people in the videos 
seems friendlier (good friend-control condition). 

The experimenter then played the first set of videos. After 
the videos ended, the experimenter advanced to a slide 
showing a picture of each actress from the videos (See Figure 
1). She then prompted the child to answer, “Who do you think 
would be a good teacher” (good teacher-experimental 
condition) or “Who do you think would be a good friend?” 
(good friend-control condition). If the child did not respond, 
they were re-prompted, “If you had to pick one person that 
would be a good friend/good teacher, who would you pick?” 
This procedure was repeated for two additional video pairs, 
such that children made a selection for each type of video pair 
(no gesture vs. beat gesture; no gesture vs. iconic gesture; 
beat gesture vs. iconic gesture). The order of trials was 
randomized across participants. 

After completing the three AFC trials, children were told 
there was one more video for them to watch and that they 

In general, pet dogs 
tend to be big and cats 
are usually quite small

When you go sledding, 
you walk up the hill and 

then go down very quickly

In the morning the sun 
rises in the east, and in the 
evening it sets in the west

Giraffes are animals with 
long necks and koalas are 
animals with short necks

In the fall, the leaves 
drop to the ground, and I 
build them up in a pile.

At the park I go back-and-
forth on the swings, and 

then down the slide.

(a) No Gesture vs. Iconic Gesture

(b) No Gesture vs. Beat Gesture

(c) Beat Gesture vs. Iconic Gesture

“Who do you think would be a good teacher/friend?”

“Who do you think would be a good teacher/friend?”

“Who do you think would be a good teacher/friend?”

Figure 1: Examples of the three trial types presented during the alternative-forced-choice task. 
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should pay close attention. The experimenter then played the 
empty-handed movement video and asked the child, “What 
happened in the movie?”. Participants’ responses were audio 
recorded for later transcription. Children were then thanked 
for their participation and offered stickers.  
 
Coding empty-handed movement video responses. 
Participants’ responses to the prompt, “What happened in the 
movie?” regarding the final empty-handed video were 
classified into categories based on the coding scheme used by 
Wakefield and colleagues (2017). The codes are described 
below: 
(1) Representational Response: The movie is described in 

terms of movements representing (but not actually 
completing) external goals (e.g., “She was pretending to 
put the balls in different boxes”).   

(2) Non-Representational Response: Non-representational 
responses could be within three categories: external goal 
or movement-based goal responses, and other. 

a. External Goal Responses: The movie is described in 
terms of actions completed on objects (e.g., “They put 
the balls in the same color box”).  

b. Movement-Based Goal Responses: The movie is 
described in terms of low-level spatiotemporal 
movements without mentioning a higher-level goal––the 
description is focused on the movement of the hands 
themselves (e.g., “he mostly only moved his hands 
around”).  

c. Other: The movie is described (a) without mentioning 
movement (e.g., “There were balls and they were 
different colors and they were blue and orange”), or (b) 
mentioning movement, but too ambiguous to assign a 
goal-oriented code (e.g., “someone doing something 
with balls”). 

Two researchers independently assigned a single code to 
all responses. Coders were blind to the condition and age of 
each participant. For the purpose of analysis, we considered 
whether children gave a representational goal response 
versus a non-representational goal response (collapsing 
across the external goal, movement-based goal, and other 
responses), and reliability was performed on this level of 
analysis. Coders agreed on 442 of 459 trials (96.0%), κ = 
0.95. Any disagreements were discussed and resolved. 

Results 
Before exploring our main question, we consider the results 
of the empty-handed movement video question. Table 1 
shows that overall, the proportion of children in each age 
group who gave a representational response increased with 
age, replicating Wakefield et al. (2017).  A logistic regression 
confirmed that child age significantly predicted their 
likelihood to provide a representational response (0,1) to the 
empty-handed movement video (β = 0.25, SE = 0.04, t = 5.02, 
p < .001). 
 

 

Table 1: Propensity to Interpret Gesture as Meaningful 
Across Development 

 

Age (yrs) Proportion of Children who Gave 
Representational Responses 

4 0.07 (3 of 44) 
5 0.15 (8 of 52) 
6 0.33 (15 of 45) 
7 0.64 (23 of 36) 
8 0.70 (26 of 37) 
9 0.81 (29 or 36) 
10 0.71 (15 of 21) 
11 0.72 (18 of 25) 
12 0.63 (10 of 16) 

 
Our main question was whether children are more likely to 
think that someone who produces semantically meaningful, 
iconic gesture while speaking will be a better informant or 
teacher than someone who produces a gesture that does not 
express information (a beat gesture) or someone who does 
not use gesture while speaking. To address this question, we 
considered two of the three trials from each participant: those 
in which one of the speakers produced iconic gesture and the 
other produced either no gesture or beat gestures. On average, 
collapsing across age, children performed similarly in both 
conditions, choosing the speaker who used iconic gestures 
about half the time in the good teacher condition (M = 0.55, 
SE = 0.03) and in the good friend condition (M = 0.52, SE = 
0.03). However, we had anticipated that the age of a child and 
the propensity of that child to interpret gesture as meaningful 
might play a role in whether they used gesture as a cue for 
choosing a good informant. Therefore, we considered a 
mixed-effects logistic model that included not only condition 
(good teacher versus good friend), trial type (iconic gesture 
vs. no gesture; iconic gesture vs. beat gesture), age as a 
continuous measure, and a random effect of participant, but 
also a 3-way interaction between condition, age, and 
propensity to see gesture as meaningful (0, 1). The model 
revealed no main effect of condition (β = 0.61, SE = 0.63, z = 
0.96, p = .34), trial type (β = 0.01, SE = 0.15, z = 0.05, p = 
.96), age (β = 0.08, SE = 0.06, z = 1.34, p = .18), or propensity 
to see gesture as meaningful (β = 0.50, SE = 0.93, z = 0.53, p 
= .59). However, an analysis of variance of the complex 
model revealed that there was a significant 3-way interaction 
between condition, age, and propensity to see gesture as 
meaningful, χ2(1) = 3.93, p < .05. We separated children 
based on condition, and found that this interaction was driven 
by differences between the good teacher and good friend 
conditions: Whereas a 2-way interaction of age and 
propensity to see gesture as meaningful predicted choice of 
the speaker who used iconic gesture for children in the good 
teacher condition (χ2(1) = 5.16, p < .05), there was not a 
significant interaction between these factors for children in 
the good friend condition (χ2(1) = 0.14, p = .70; Figure 2a). 
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The results suggest a developmental change, in which a 

child’s propensity to see gesture as meaningful increased the 
likelihood that they chose the speaker who used iconic 
gesture as a better teacher, but only after a certain age. 
However, this does not take into account the fact that choices 
are made within the context of an AFC task, where chance of 
making a random choice is 50%. We therefore also 
considered children’s selections relative to chance 
performance. We separated children in the good teacher 
condition into age groups (4-6, 7-9, 10-12; see Figure 2b, 
children in the good friend condition are also binned for the 
sake of visual comparison). The choice to bin children into 
wider age groups was made because, as found by Wakefield 
and colleagues (2017), the number of children who interpret 
gesture as meaningful is relatively small, especially in the 
younger age groups, which makes an analysis in which 
children are separated by year-of-age underpowered. 
Wakefield and colleagues found that context began to affect 
children’s likelihood to see gesture as meaningful around the 
age of 6-years, thus, we considered a 3-way split of the data 
that included this as one of the break-points. To obtain one 
test value per child, we averaged children’s responses to the 
iconic gesture vs. no gesture and iconic gesture vs. beat 
gesture trials. This was justifiable, as we saw no evidence that 
children responded differently to these trials in the previous 
analysis. 

We conducted 6 one-sample t-tests, asking whether the 
proportion of choice of the speaker who used iconic gesture 
as the better teacher was greater than chance (0.5), separating 
children by age group and whether they interpreted gesture as 
meaningful. To correct for multiple-comparisons, an alpha of 
p<.008 was considered statistically significant based on a 
conservative Bonferroni correction. In the youngest two age 
groups, we found no evidence that likelihood of choosing the 
speaker who used iconic gesture as the better teacher was  

 
above chance (4-6 year-olds who do not see gesture as 
meaningful: t(69) = 1.04, p=.30 ; 4-6 year-olds who do see 
gesture as meaningful: t(9) = -1.50, p=.17; 7-9 year-olds who 
do not see gesture as meaningful: t(53) = -0.35, p=.73; 7-9 
year-olds who do see gesture as meaningful t(38) = 0.78, 
p=.44). However, in the 10-12 year old groups, children who 
interpret gesture as meaningful significantly choose the 
speaker who used iconic gesture above chance (t(21) = 3.48, 
p=.002). This was not the case for 10-12 year old children 
who do not see gesture as meaningful (t(32) = 0.47, p=.64),  
Together, these results suggest that by 10-12 years, children 
who have a propensity to see gesture as meaningful also 
believe that a speaker who produced meaningful gestures will 
make a good informant. 

Discussion 
In the present study, we explored whether children use iconic 
gesture as a cue that an adult would be a good informant. Our 
results show that children do believe that someone who 
produces iconic gesture while speaking would make a good 
teacher, but this does not occur until relatively late in 
childhood, and is only likely if a child has the propensity to 
see gesture as meaningful. Importantly, we found that 
children do not select a gesturer as a good teacher simply 
because they like them more: when children were given the 
prompt to think about which speaker would be a better friend, 
children showed no preferences for the speaker who used 
iconic gesture. 

Compared to other cues that children use when evaluating 
potential informants, such as familiarity (Corriveau & Harris, 
2009) or group membership (Aboud, 2003), which appear to 
emerge as early as three years of age (e.g., Koenig & Harris, 
2005), the use of iconic gesture as a cue develops later in 
childhood. Why is this the case? One possibility is that 
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Figure 2:  Proportion of iconic gesture speaker choice separated by condition, whether children interpreted 
gesture as meaningful in the empty-handed movement video, and age – (a) year and (b) binned-age-group. 
Error bars represent the standard errors of the proportions, calculated by the formula √[p(1-p)/n]. 
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gesture is more subtle than other cues: we are often explicitly 
unaware of when others gesture, even if gestures influence 
our understanding, impressions, and judgements of other 
speakers (Alibali et al., 1997). A second possibility is that the 
ability to use gesture as a marker of a good informant may 
rely on a child’s representational capacities, which show a 
protracted development across childhood (Richland, 
Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006). We know that the ability to 
process relationally complex information is still developing 
before the age of 10 years (Richland et al., 2006), partially 
because of the protracted development of working memory 
(Morrison, Doumas, & Richland, 2011). Finally, it is worth 
noting that our use of gesture as a cue was relatively subtle in 
this paradigm. The gesture was not strictly necessary to 
understand the spoken language and there were only two 
instances of gesture within each video. Thus, the current 
study may serve as a conservative estimate of children’s 
ability to use gesture as a cue to a good informant. 
Nevertheless, our results do suggest that the ability to see 
gestures as meaningful is necessary, but not sufficient, for 
selecting a person who produces iconic gestures as a good 
informant. It may be the case that both development of 
representational processes and experiences learning from 
meaningful gestures (two things that are often but not always 
correlated) are necessary to explicitly identify iconic gesture 
as a potentially useful source of information. 

Our findings also have implications for how children learn 
from gesture. We know that teachers use gesture in the 
classroom when explaining concepts to students (e.g., Alibali 
& Nathan, 2012), especially if students appear to be 
struggling to grasp the concept (Alibali et al., 2013). For 
example, iconic gesture can visually depict how a scale 
would shift, when an elementary school teacher is explaining 
the concept of a balance. We also know that on average, 
seeing a teacher gesture leads to improved learning outcomes 
for students (e.g., Congdon et al., 2017; Singer & Goldin-
Meadow, 2005; Wakefield, Novack, Congdon, Franconeri, & 
Goldin-Meadow, 2018). Researchers have begun to unpack 
why gesture helps learners, suggesting that gesture helps 
children because it allows them to follow along with and 
more fully understand a teacher’s spoken instruction 
(Congdon et al., 2017; Wakefield et al., 2018), decreases 
working memory load (Cook, Yip, & Goldin-Meadow, 
2012), and involves the motor system in the learning process 
(Wakefield, Congdon, Novack, Goldin-Meadow, & James, 
2019). However, in addition to these general cognitive 
influences, a child’s tendency to think of their teacher as a 
good informant may boost gesture’s impact on early learning. 
In other words, our results suggest that, for older children, 
gesture might improve learning not only because it expresses 
useful information, but because children show a desire to 
learn from informants who use gesture. Future research on 
learning from gesture should consider the impact of this type 
of individual difference. 

The current study raises several exciting mechanistic 
questions for future research. First, we do not yet know 
whether children view someone’s propensity to gesture as a 

stable trait, similar to personality or intelligence. Although 
research has shown that gesture production rates do vary 
somewhat within an individual based on external 
environmental constraints, such as whether a communicative 
partner is knowledgeable in a given context (e.g., Alibali & 
Nathan, 2007; Hilliard, O’Neal, Plumert, & Cook, 2015), 
there is also good evidence that individual differences in 
gesture rates are relatively stable across time and across 
similar contexts (e.g., Chu, Meyer, Foulkes, & Kita, 2014; 
Hostetter & Potthoff, 2012). Future work could directly test 
whether children have any sense of this stability, and whether 
that measure partially or fully mediates the reported relation 
between age and propensity to select the iconic gesturer as a 
good teacher. 

 In addition, as mentioned earlier, our manipulation in the 
current study was subtle: we used iconic gestures that were 
complementary to speech, but did not add additional 
information not found in speech. Perhaps we would see a 
more robust effect if gestures provided supplemental 
information not found in the narrative, or information that 
disambiguated spoken information. Again, this is a question 
that could be addressed in future work.  

Finally, it could be interesting to explore what additional 
traits children might take into consideration when choosing a 
gesturer as a worthy informant. For example, would child 
gesturers be considered more friendly, but less likely to be a 
good teacher, than adult gesturers? Would we expect other 
communicative qualities, such as accent or clarity, to override 
children’s preferences for gesturers as teachers?  

Open questions aside, we show that even though gesture is 
a subtle cue compared to those that are more traditionally 
considered in the informant literature, by age ten, children 
who see meaning in gesture can make use of this cue when 
deciding who to learn from. The present work makes a novel, 
important contribution to our understanding of how children 
make choices about informants. 
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Abstract 
In a Linear Associative Net (LAN), all input settles to a single            
pattern, therefore Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, and Jones (1977)        
introduced saturation to force the system to reach other         
steady-states in the Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB). Unfortunately,      
the BSB is limited in its ability to generalize because its           
responses are restricted to previously stored patterns. We present         
simulations showing how a Dynamic-Eigen-Net (DEN), a LAN        
with Short-Term Plasticity (STP), overcomes the      
single-response limitation. Critically, a DEN also accommodates       
novel patterns by aligning them with encoded structure. We train          
a two-slot DEN on a text corpus, and provide an account of            
lexical decision and judgement-of-grammaticality (JOG) tasks      
showing how grammatical bi-grams yield stronger responses       
relative to ungrammatical bi-grams. Finally, we present a        
simulation showing how a DEN is sensitive to syntactic         
violations introduced in novel bi-grams. We propose DENs as         
associative nets with greater promise for generalization than the         
classic alternatives. 

Keywords: Content Addressable Memory; Auto-associative;     
Recurrent; Short-Term Plasticity; Generalization 

Introduction 
An account of generalization demands specifying how       
patterns with little surface-level similarity to traces in        
memory can be interpreted based on their structural        
alignment. Associative nets have demonstrated the ability to        
complete partial input patterns -- they exploit mutual        
constraints derived from patterns in memory to help fill-in         
detail not immediate in the stimulus (e.g., Anderson, et al.,          
1977; Hopfield, 1982). However, current associative      
networks are driven by surface-level similarity between the        
input and patterns in memory. It remains an open question          
whether associative nets can be sensitive to higher-order        
similarity structures. 

In associative nets, synapses between pairs of “neurons”         
are assumed to strengthen when the neurons activate within         
a short interval (Hebb, 1949). Assume for the sake of          
simplicity that a single neuron encodes a single feature in a           
stimulus (e.g., colour or size). Then the strengthened        
synapses encode correlations between features composing a       
stimulus.  

In a classic Hebbian system, patterns are represented as          
vectors and are encoded as a function of the superposition of           
the outer-product of each pattern vector, with itself, into a          
single weight matrix. Retrieval is driven by a time-update         
function of the weight matrix and a state vector, which          
interact to yield the next state vector.  

The state vector is first initialized to the probe. The state at             
the next time-point is a function of the vector-matrix         
multiplication of the current state and the weight matrix.         
The process is carried out iteratively until the system settles          
to a single state, i.e., when further iterations have no effect           
on the state vector. Iterative retrieval forces the various         
neurons to interact until the system reaches an equilibrium         
(steady) state -- the retrieved pattern. 

In LANs, the process pushes the original input towards the           
dimension that captures maximum variance in the encoded        
patterns, the dominant eigenvector of the weight matrix.        
Since retrieval always settles to the dominant eigenvector,        
the system can only generate a single pattern.  
Anderson et al. (1977) introduced saturation in the BSB by           

bounding each neuron’s activation by a constant. Saturation        
constrains possible states of activation within a box and         
forces convergence to one of the corners. The bounding box          
halts the system before the state gets dominated by the lead           
eigenvector, thereby allowing a larger number of steady        
states or responses. 

One of BSB’s limitations (also true of Hopfield networks;          
Hopfield, 1982) is that it restricts steady states to single          
eigenvectors and treats retrieved patterns that do not        
correspond to a previously stored trace as spurious. If the          
eigenstructure of the system encodes statistical regularities       
from experience, the capacity to combine constraints from        
multiple dimensions of variance (eigenvectors) in the       
encoded patterns may be a more suitable candidate for         
generalization. 

Encoding in associative nets is grounded in Long-Term         
Potentiation (LTP; Collingridge & Bliss, 1995), however       
more recent work in neurophysiology also suggests       
plasticity on shorter time-scales (STP; e.g., Tsodyks,       
Pawelzik, & Markham, 1998). Miller, Brody, Romo, and        
Wang (2003) used a recurrent spiking neural network model         
to explain data from prefrontal cortex neural activity in         
monkeys performing a somatosensory delayed     
discrimination task. The task requires the maintenance of        
the frequency of a vibration during a delay phase for later           
response, hence it falls in the domain of working memory.          
They suggested short-term facilitation as a possible       
mechanism for stabilizing steady (attractor) states. To our        
knowledge, the consequence of plasticity at both short (e.g.,         
a few milliseconds to seconds) and long time scales (a few           
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weeks to years) has not been systematically explored in         
associative nets outside the realm of spiking neuron models.  

We explore STP as a control signal for dynamically          
modulating the contribution of the various dimensions of        
variance encoded in the weight matrix. We show that STP          
provides an alternative to saturation for overcoming the        
dominant eigenvector problem without introducing     
non-linearities. Importantly, whereas in classic associative      
nets, the weights combining the eigenvectors -- the        
eigenvalues -- remain static, introducing STP dynamically       
weighs the eigenvectors based on their similarity to the         
current input pattern. The additional control on the        
eigenstructure enables mixed-eigenstates, or retrieved states      
that are spread across multiple eigenvectors.  

The ability to combine multiple eigenvectors may be one          
mechanism for exploiting structural-level information. We      
provide some toy simulations to demonstrate the essential        
characteristics of DEN. We then scale up the system to          
encode bigram information from a text corpus. We use the          
scaled-up DEN to explain a set of JOG data showing slower           
responses for ungrammatical bi-grams relative to      
grammatical bi-grams. Next, we provide an account of        
lexical decision data examining the effect of syntactic        
violations between a prime and its successor, in two         
adjacent word-present trials, where there is a speed        
advantage in verifying the second word if it forms a          
syntactic bi-gram with its predecessor. Finally, we present        
evidence for generalizability in a simulation showing that a         
DEN can distinguish between novel grammatical and       
ungrammatical bi-grams. 

A Toy Example 
We now illustrate some key properties of three variants of          
associative networks. The first variant is a simple LAN, the          
second is the BSB, and the third is our STP-augmented          
LAN, which we refer to as a Dynamic-Eigen-Net (DEN). 

We specify the encoded patterns and retrieval cues to be           
identical across the three variants, and only change the         
iterative retrieval algorithm. Following Anderson et al.       
(1997), we assume that encoded traces are constructed using         
vectors with an equal number of -1’s and 1’s. For simplicity,           
we define four orthogonal vectors, each with dimensionality        
four, and take each to stand for a single word in English. We             
assume that input to the system is an eight-dimensional         
vector, and construct bi-gram vectors by concatenating pairs        
of individual word vectors. Hence, bi-grams are coded with         
the word in the first serial position active in the first slot and             
the word in the second serial position active in the second           
slot. 

Assume the four primitive word vectors correspond to         
“the”, “a”, “cat”, and “dog”. We construct the bi-grams “the          
cat” and “a dog” by concatenating the respective        
word-vectors, in sequence. We encode the two bi-gram        
vectors with unequal strengths to show how the LAN will          
always respond with the stronger pattern (strength of 1.2),         

even when the other pattern is only fractionally weaker         
(strength of 1.17). 

For all following simulations in the toy demonstrations, we          
assume a weight matrix, W = 1.2mthe-catmTthe-cat +        
1.17ma-dogmTa-dog , where the capital “T” denotes the        
transpose and mthe-cat and ma-dog are the bi-gram vectors         
corresponding to “the cat” and “a dog”, respectively. For         
later retrieval, we always construct the probe, p, as p = 0.5x            
+ N(0, 0.1), where x is a bi-gram vector and N(0, 0.1) is an              
eight-dimensional vector of samples from a zero mean        
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation set to 0.1. We         
scale down the probe by half prior to adding the noise and            
unit-normalize the resulting vector before attempting      
retrieval.  

We characterize the system’s state at each time-point in          
terms of the level of activation for the primitive word          
vectors, yielding four activation values in the first slot and          
four activation values in the second slot. We segment the          
state vector from the middle and take the first half as the            
first slot and the second half as the second slot. We set the             
activation value for a word in position one (or two) as the            
absolute value of the vector cosine of its primitive vector          
and the first slot (or second). 

Linear Associative Net 
In a LAN, we define the update function as the           

vector-matrix multiplication of the current state vector and        
the weight matrix. It is given by, xTt+1 = xTtW . We designate             
a small criterion, ε, and terminate retrieval when the change          
from one time-point to the next falls below criterion,         
|| xTt+1 - xTt || < ε. After each iteration, we normalize the             
state-vector to unit-length by dividing it with its        
vector-length. We set the convergence criterion to 1e-07 for         
all the following toy simulations. 

We can rewrite the weight matrix, W, in terms of its            
eigenstructure as W = Σ(𝜆iėiėiT), where ėi stands for the i’th           
eigenvector of W. The weight matrix can be decomposed         
into a superposition of the outer-products of its        
eigenvectors, ėi, weighted by their respective eigenvalues,       
𝜆i. We then have, xTt+1 = xTtW = xTt-1WW = xT0 Wt =             
Σi(𝜆ti xT0ėi)ėiT. In the limit, as we multiply the vector with the            
matrix and unit-normalize each time, xTt converges to the         
dominant eigenvector, ėmax, except when xT0 ėmax = 0. If we            
assume any level of noise, the LAN is a single-response          
memory system. 

Table 1 shows the probability of a response (along the           
columns) as a function of the probe (along the rows). It is            
clear that the system always converges to the dominant         
pattern (“the cat”) regardless of the input. We provide the          
probabilities based on 1000 runs with each probe in Tables          
1, 2, and 3. 
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Table 1: Probabilities of response across probes show 
how a LAN is restricted to a single response.  

 
Probability of response 

 
the 
cat 

a  
dog 

the  
dog 

a  
cat 

dog  
the 

cat 
a 

Probe       

the cat 1 0 0 0 0 0 

a dog 1 0 0 0 0 0 

the _ 1 0 0 0 0 0 

a _ 1 0 0 0 0 0 

the dog 1 0 0 0 0 0 

a cat 1 0 0 0 0 0 

dog the 1 0 0 0 0 0 

cat a 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Note. The underscores preceded by determiners, “the” and “a”, 
stand for an empty second slot (i.e., all elements set to 0). 

 
  

Brain-State-in-a-Box 
The BSB remedies the dominant eigenvector problem by        
introducing saturation, forcing a maximum and minimum       
over the activations. The modified update function is given         
by,  
                   xTt+1 = S( xTtW ),        where  

 

{
 1 ,      if   1 > xi 

S(xi) = xi ,      if  -1 < xi < 1 

 -1,      if   xi < -1 

with 1 being the saturation constant. Normalizing is not         
required when using saturation. 

Table 2 has the same form as Table 1, and shows the             
probability of response as a function of the probes. Whereas          
the LAN always settled to the dominant pattern, “the cat”,          
the BSB settles to “the cat” with high probability when          
probed with “the cat” or “the _”. It settles to “a dog” when             
probed with “a dog” or “a _”. The underscore denotes an           
empty slot. The partial probes demonstrate the       
pattern-completion capabilities of the system. The second       
two probes, “the dog” and “a cat”, are novel combinations          
of the primitive word vectors. Both “the” and “a” have been           
encoded in the first slot and both “dog” and “cat” have been            
encoded in the second slot. Therefore they structurally align         
with the encoded patterns. However, the responses       
generated by the BSB are restricted to previously stored         
patterns.  

The final two probes, “dog the” and “cat a”, are the same             
novel combinations, except that the two words have been         
swapped, so that they are no longer aligned with the          
encoded structure. Here, the system responds with either        
“the cat” or “a dog”, with the probability for the former           
being much greater than the latter because of the different          
encoding strengths. In practice, BSB’s sensitivity to strength        
enables it to track probabilities of stimuli because higher         
frequency stimuli yield larger strengths for the relevant        
eigenvectors (Anderson et al., 1977). 
 
 Table 2: Probabilities of response across probes show how 

a Brain-State-in-a-Box is restricted to previously stored 
patterns.  

 
Probability of response 

 
the  
cat 

a  
dog 

the 
 dog 

a  
cat 

dog 
 the 

cat 
 a 

Probe       

the cat 1 0 0 0 0 0 

a dog 0 1 0 0 0 0 

the _ .997 .003 0 0 0 0 

a _ .042 .958 0 0 0 0 

the dog .782 .218 0 0 0 0 

a cat .785 .215 0 0 0 0 

dog the .667 .333 0 0 0 0 

cat a .645 .355 0 0 0 0 

Note. The underscores preceded by determiners, “the” and “a”, 
stand for an empty second slot (i.e., all elements set to 0). 

Dynamic-Eigen-Net 
We now show how STP enables the system to generalize to           
novel patterns based on combinations of multiple       
eigenvectors. We model STP by assuming a temporary        
increase in the weights corresponding to the active entries in          
the input. We assume that the temporary change follows the          
presentation of a new input and spans the duration of the           
subsequent set of iterations, ending after convergence. We        
model STP by superimposing the outer-product of the        
probe, with itself onto the weight matrix. We also normalize          
the state vector after each iteration, as was done with the           
LAN. 

The update function for a DEN is given by,          
xTt+1 = xTt(W + x0xT0) . Written in terms of the original input,             
the state at time t is given by, xTt = xT0(W + x0xT0)t =              
xT0 (Σi𝜆i ėiėiT + x0xT0)t . Assume I is the identity matrix. At  

           
time one, xT0 (Σi𝜆i ėiėiT + x0xT0)1 = Σi𝜆i(xT0 ėi)ėiT + xT0. At time    

     
     

two, we have Σi𝜆2i(xT0 ėi)ėiT + Σi𝜆i(xT0 ėi)2x0T + Σi𝜆i(xT0 ėi)ėiT +    
   

   
  

xT0 = Σi𝜆2i(xT0 ėi)ėiT + Σi𝜆i(xT0 ėi)2x0T + xT1. Assuming that xT0   
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is unit-normalized, since xT0x0xT0 = IxT0 = xT0, any term          
carried over from a previous time-step ending with xT0,         
persists to the next iteration. 

In both a LAN and the BSB, convergence filters out any            
component orthogonal to the encoded eigenvectors. In a        
DEN the input persists and is merged with other         
components that do align with the eigenstructure.  

Table 3 shows the probability of response as a function of            
the probe for a DEN. The first two probes (“the cat” and “a             
dog”) yield a similar pattern of response as the BSB. The           
pattern completion dynamics are evident in the next two         
probes, “the _” and “a _”, which yield comparable         
probabilities to the BSB. The second two probes in Table 3           
show the response probabilities for “the dog” and “a cat”,          
structurally aligned novel bi-grams. Although the system       
sometimes converges to the originally encoded patterns, it        
settles to the novel input with high probability, hence         
accommodating novelty. 
 

Table 3: Probabilities of response across probes show 
how a DEN accommodates novel patterns.  

 
Probability of response 

 
the 
 cat 

a  
dog 

the  
dog 

a  
cat 

dog 
 the 

cat 
 a 

Probe       
the cat 1 0 0 0 0 0 
a dog 0 1 0 0 0 0 
the _ .923 .001 .076 0 0 0 
a _ .003 .907 0 .09 0 0 

the dog .051 .03 .929 .002 0 0 
a cat .062    .039 0 .899 0 0 

dog the .635 .308 .027 .03 0 0 
cat a .629 .311 .028 .031 0 0 

Note. The underscores preceded by determiners, “the” and “a”, 
stand for an empty second slot (i.e., all elements set to 0). 
  

Finally, the last two probes, “dog the” and “cat a”, show            
the probabilities of responding when the words in the novel          
bi-grams swap serial-positions, resulting in novel      
combinations that do not align with the encoded structure. It          
is clear that the system never settles to the probed patterns           
(the last two response columns have zero probability). The         
most likely responses correspond to the previously encoded        
patterns. Hence, although the system accommodates novel       
patterns that structurally align with the encoded patterns, it         
does not do so if they are misaligned. 

Figure 1 shows the activations of the vocabulary items as a            
function of iteration, for two example runs corresponding to         
the novel probes, “the dog” (top panel) and “dog the”          
(bottom panel). The pattern of responses shown in the figure          

has a high probability, as shown in Table 3. The plots on the             
left side correspond to the first slot whereas the ones on the            
right correspond to the second slot. When the novel pattern          
aligns with previously encoded structure (top panel), the        
system settles to the novel pattern, however, when the same          
words in the bi-gram are swapped to break the alignment          
(bottom panel), the system settles to a similar pattern that          
does align (i.e., “a dog”). Hence, a DEN surpasses the          
generative complexity of the BSB, while still respecting the         
statistical regularities encoded in memory. 
 

 

Figure 1. Probing a DEN with a novel bi-gram yields a           
response corresponding to the initial input, only if it is          
aligned with the structure encoded in the matrix (top         
panel) but not when it is misaligned (lower panel). The          
number of iterations differs between the top and bottom         
panels because it takes longer for the system to converge          
to a misaligned input. 

From Theory to Data 
As a first point of contact between theory and data, we           
construct a DEN to explain some findings in the JOG and           
lexical decision tasks. The JOG task requires subjects to         
decide whether a sequence of words forms a well-formed         
composite, whereas the lexical decision task requires       
participants to decide if arrays of letters presented to them          
are words or nonwords. 

Münte and Heinze (1993) constructed bi-grams composed        
of a pronoun followed either by a noun or a verb, such as             
“my cat” and ““you walk”. They introduced violations by         
switching possessive pronouns to personal pronouns, or vice        
versa, as in “me cat” and “your walk”. They presented each           
bi-gram to participants, and asked them to make a speeded          
grammaticality judgement. They found a 50 msc cost when         
subjects responded to invalid bi-grams, relative to valid        
bi-grams, with the invalid bi-grams evoking an event-related        
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negativity, whose amplitude was much larger than the valid         
bi-grams, in the 300-600 msc range and maximal along the          
left frontopolar cortex. 

For two adjacent word-present trials, lexical decision is         
faster for the second word when its syntactic class is          
predicted by the previous word relative to when it violates          
the prediction (e.g., Goodman, McClelland, & Gibbs, 1981).        
Colé and Segui (1994) presented subjects with pairs of         
letter-strings and asked them to respond “yes”, only if both          
were valid words in French. Colé and Segui report subjects          
were slower to verify syntactically invalid bi-grams relative        
to valid bi-grams, with a greater effect for bi-grams whose          
initial word was closed-class relative to bi-grams whose first         
word was open-class. Open-class (e.g., adjectives, nouns,       
verbs etc.) words roughly correspond to content words and         
closed-class (e.g., determiners, pronouns, prepositions)     
words to function words. It has been speculated that the two           
classes may be stored separately (Garrett, 1979). 

In the next set of simulations, we trained a DEN by sliding             
a two-word window across the Touchstone Applied Science        
Associates (TASA) corpus to encode all the lag-one        
sequential dependencies in a two-slot system, similar to the         
one used in the toy examples. We first segmented the corpus           
by sentence and slid a window across each sentence         
separately. For each sentence, we superimposed the       
outer-products of bi-grams into a co-occurrence matrix.  

We used the Stanford Part-of-speech (POS) tagger        
(Toutanova, Klein, Manning, & Singer, 2003) to classify        
each word in the TASA corpus into a syntactic class. We           
then grouped bi-grams based on their syntactic composition.        
For each of nine different syntactic compositions, we used         
the 150 most frequent bi-grams as our grammatical set. We          
then constructed an ungrammatical bi-gram for each       
bi-gram in the grammatical set.  

The first two columns in Table 4 show the valid (top) and             
invalid (bottom) bi-gram compositions used, each with an        
example. For example, in a bi-gram consisting of a         
possessive pronoun and a noun (PPRS-NN), we can        
construct an ungrammatical bi-gram by turning the       
possessive pronoun into a personal pronoun (i.e., PPR-NN).        
If the PPRS-NN bi-gram is “her cat”, the ungrammatical,         
PPR-NN, bi-gram would be “she cat”. Alternatively, for a         
determiner-noun bi-gram (DT-NN), such as “the cat”, we        
can construct a corresponding ungrammatical bi-gram, “cat       
the”, by swapping the two words (NN-DT). The PPRS-NN         
versus PPR-NN and PPR-VBP versus PPRS-VBP      
comparisons correspond to Münte et al. (1993). We can use          
the DT-NN versus NN-DT and JJ-NN versus NN-JJ to get a           
handle on the open- versus closed-class distinction in Colé         
et al. (1994).  

We made several modifications to the DEN presented in          
the toy examples in order to scale the system. The first           
modification was a change from distributed-codes to       
local-codes. Instead of representing a word as a vector of          
-1’s and 1’s, we represented it with a vector with all but one             

element set to zero. The nonzero element, at an index          
unique to each word, was set to one.  

Local-codes ensure orthogonality and facilitate an increase        
in the vocabulary size. The second modification was to treat          
a word’s activation level as the absolute value of its          
corresponding element in the state-vector and follows from        
our change of representation to local-codes. With the        
localist representation, each cell in the weight matrix is         
proportional to the co-occurrence count of two words        
occurring in a bi-gram.  
 

Table 4: The model shows good discriminability between 
valid and invalid bi-grams across various syntactic 

violations. 
 
Violation Examples Intact  Lesioned 
NNS-VBP 
NN-VBP 

animals have 
animal have 2.359 0.406 

IN-VBG 
IN-VBP 

by looking 
by look 2.011 0.131 

NN-VBZ 
NN-VBP 

one knows 
one know 1.918 1.562 

⚬DT-NN 
NN-DT 

the dog 
dog the 1.898 1.73 

⬧PPRS-NN 
PPR-NN 

his head 
he head 1.486 1.09 

⚬JJ-NN 
NN-JJ 

long time 
time long 1.069 0.172 

NN-IN 
IN-NN 

look at 
at look 1.057 0.889 

⬧PPR-VBP 
PPRS-VBP 

you think 
your think 0.558 0.183 

VB-RBR 
RBR-VB 

learn more 
more learn 0.399 −0.094 

Note. The abbreviations correspond to the Penn Treebank        
convention for parts-of-speech. NN: singular or mass noun,        
IN: preposition, VB: verb, RBR: comparative adverb, VBZ:        
third-person, singular, and present tense verb, NNS: plural        
noun, VBP: non-third-person, present tense-verb, VBG:      
gerund or present-tense verb, DT: determiner, JJ: adjective,        
PPR: personal-pronoun, PPRS: possessive pronoun. The      
symbol, ⬧, designates comparisons corresponding to Münte       
and Heinze (1993) and the symbol, ⚬, designates comparisons         
we use to explain the closed-class versus open-class        
distinction relevant to Colé and Segui (1994). 
  
We apply a threshold to the encoded co-occurrence counts,          

such that, the (i, j)’th cell is set to one only if its value is               
greater than 2, and zero otherwise. The thresholding helps         
prune spurious co-occurrences. Finally, the entire weight       
matrix was divided by 300, a value slightly higher than the           
largest eigenvalue of the matrix. Bounding the largest        
eigenvalue of the system prevents overpowering the       
contribution of STP during retrieval. The convergence       
criterion was set to 1e-05. 
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We compute a familiarity signal for each iteration as the           
vector length of the state prior to normalization. We tally          
the familiarity signals in the last iteration for each bi-gram          
and use the difference in familiarity between the paired         
valid and invalid bi-grams as a measure of discriminability.         
For each comparison, we compute discriminability as the        
quotient of the mean familiarity difference and its standard         
deviation. Because we subtracted the familiarity for the        
invalid bi-grams from the valid bi-grams, positive       
discriminability indicates greater familiarity for the valid       
relative to the invalid bi-grams. 

The third column in Table 3 shows the discriminabilities          
for the nine syntactic compositions in descending order. It is          
clear that the discriminability scores all lie above zero,         
showing that the system can distinguish between valid and         
invalid bi-grams.  

Consistent with Münte et al. (1993) the possessive         
pronouns followed by a noun (PPRS-NN; e.g., “his head”)         
are more familiar than personal pronouns followed by a         
noun (PPR-NN; “he head”) and the personal pronouns        
followed by a verb (PPR-VBP; e.g., “you think”) are more          
familiar than possessive pronouns followed by a verb        
(PPRS-VBP; “your think”). Although Münte et al. did not         
find a significant difference between the bi-grams       
containing the nouns relative to verbs, we obtain greater         
discriminability for the violations in bi-grams containing       
nouns.  

As regards to Colé et al. (1994), both the determiner versus            
noun swaps (DT-NN vs NN-DT; e.g., “the dog” vs “dog          
the”) and adjective noun swaps (JJ-NN vs NN-JJ; e.g., “long          
time” vs “time long”) show reasonable discriminability in        
that the valid bi-grams are considered more familiar than the          
invalid bi-grams. In line with the greater syntactic congruity         
effect for closed-class relative to open-class bi-grams they        
reported, we obtain greater discriminability for the       
closed-class bi-grams relative to the open-class bi-grams. 

To determine the extent to which the discriminability         
between valid and invalid bi-grams is based on encoded         
structure the last column of Table 4 shows what happens if           
the system has never encoded a bi-gram. Before probing the          
system with a valid and invalid bi-gram, we lesion memory          
by zeroing out the corresponding cell for the valid bi-gram          
in the weight matrix (and its mirror image in the matrix’s           
transpose). After convergence, we restore the cell to its         
original value before moving on to a different bi-gram pair.          
The obtained discriminability scores illustrate the system’s       
generalizability potential. All but one of the discriminability        
scores fall above zero, showing that the system is able to           
exploit structure to generalize. 

Discussion 
We explored the advantage of including both short- and         
long-term plasticity over the LAN and Anderson et al.’s         
(1977) BSB model. In a set of toy examples, we showed           
how augmenting a LAN with STP, modelled by summing in          

the outer-product of a probe vector to the weight matrix          
prior to iterative retrieval, overcomes the single-response       
limitation in the LAN. We further showed how the BSB’s          
responses are limited to previously encoded patterns, and        
how a DEN can assimilate novel patterns based purely on          
the structure encoded from previous instances. The DEN        
can reach equilibria that correspond to novel patterns when         
the novel patterns align with the eigenstructure of the         
system but not if they are contradictory to the structure. 

We scaled up the system to show that a two-slot           
Dynamic-Eigen-Net trained on the TASA corpus encodes       
enough structure to explain some empirical results from        
judgement-of-grammaticality and lexical decision tasks.     
Finally, we showed the system is able to distinguish         
between well-formed and ill-formed bi-grams even when       
memory for the bi-grams is lesioned. That is, the system is           
sensitive to various syntactic regularities based purely on        
the structural statistics of the language environment. 

Table 4 shows that the DT-NN versus NN-DT         
(closed-class) violations are highly discriminable based on       
encoded structure whereas JJ-NN versus NN-JJ (open-class)       
violations mainly rely on knowledge of the bi-grams        
themselves. We propose that the distinction between       
closed-class and open-class words need not imply distinct        
representations, a priori, but that the former is better         
determined by encoded structure relative to the latter, hence         
explaining the difference in the syntactic congruity effect        
reported by Colé et al. (1994). 
Although a systematic exploration of Short-Term-Plasticity       

in associative nets has not been presented in the cognitive          
modelling literature, its use in models has precedence (e.g.,         
Gardner-Medwin, 1989; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Plaut &        
Shallice, 1993; Feldman, 1982). The various      
implementations make different architectural and learning      
assumptions, but overall show that including      
Short-Term-Plasticity has several advantages over networks      
with static connectivity. For instance, in the Hebbian        
systems, Gardner-Medwin assumes short-term weights are      
multiplicatively combined with long-term weights whereas      
Burgess and Hitch assume additive combination of the two.         
Gardner-Medwin provides information-theoretic analyses    
showing capacity advantages using their implementation of       
Short-Term-Plasticity and Burgess and Hitch rely on       
Short-Term-Plasticity to capture a set of memory       
benchmarks. Plaut and Shallice additively combine      
Short-Term-Plasticity to long-term weights, trained using      
error-driven learning, to model perseveration in their model        
of deep dyslexia. Feldman suggests Short-Term-Plasticity as       
one possible mechanism for feature-binding in vision. All of         
the accounts assume non-linear activation functions that       
obfuscate the influence of underlying eigenstructure of their        
systems, and neither provides a direct comparison with        
classic associative nets such as the Brain-State-in-a-Box. 
Our implementation of Short-Term-Plasticity compliments     
the spiking neuron work (e.g., Miller et al., 2003) by          
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showing how forcing attractor states provides the kind of         
stability needed for increasing the generative potential of the         
system. Wang, Markram, Goodman, Berger, Ma &       
Goldman-Rakic (2006) suggested a recurrent excitation      
threshold that must be surpassed in order for the system to           
transition into a reverberatory loop. In our implementation        
of Short-Term-Plasticity, we add the auto-association of a        
pattern into the weight matrix, before running the retrieval         
iterations. A critical requirement is that the weight of the          
auto-association exceeds the value of the dominant       
eigenvalue of the system as a whole. The lead eigenvalue          
can be considered a kind of recurrent excitation threshold of          
the system. 

Short-term weights have been explored in the broader         
machine-learning literature, however, the implementations     
rely on error-driven learning. For instance, Ba, Hinton,        
Mnih, Leibo, & Ionesco (2016) suggest encoding a set of          
recent hidden states into a fast-decaying set of short-term         
weights as a way to model greater facilitation for states          
corresponding to the system’s recent hidden state history.        
They propose the mechanism for recurrent neural nets        
which use error-driven learning for training the long-term        
connectivities. Reliance on error-driven learning limits the       
system’s ability to meet human-level cognitive benchmarks       
such as one-shot learning. Perhaps the kind of generalization         
sought in the broad machine-learning literature is better        
driven through recurrence within a Dynamic-Eigen-Net as       
opposed to slow error-driven learning.  

In conclusion, our demonstrations show that including STP         
in LANs vastly increases their generative complexity. Given        
that generalization requires exploiting structural regularities      
with little surface-level information, and a DEN’s ability to         
assimilate novel patterns based on structure alone, we        
propose our model as one candidate for a system capable of           
generalization. 
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Does Children’s Visual Attention to Objects Influence their Verb Learning?
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Abstract

Children benefit from comparing events when learning verbs, but it is unclear whether variability across events is helpful
or harmful. Additionally, no prior study has tested childrens visual attention to specific objects under different variability
conditions. A Tobii x30-120 tracked 21/2-year-olds(n=36) and 31/2-year-olds(n=34) visual attention as they watched
events that showed no change (control), events with varied tools (Tool condition) or events with varied affected objects
(Affected Object condition) when learning a verb. Children pointed to one of two new events at test; repeated for two more
verbs. Results showed children could extend the verbs, but were more successful with age. Analyses of looking patterns
in the learning phase show childrens attention to specific objects varied by condition, and that reduced looking to the tool
was linked to less success at test. Results are important to better understand processes that underlie verb learning, and
language development as a whole.
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Model gender influences emotion categorization
Rista Plate
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Abstract

Perceivers view facial configurations as belonging to emotion categories, though the features of facial cues to emotion
vary continuously. Little is understood about what factors beyond facial musculature influence these categorizations. We
investigated how an emoters gender influences how emotional cues are perceived. Eighty-four adults categorized morphed
emotional faces of male and female models sampled from a neutral-angry continuum. Participants had a lower threshold
for categorizing female faces as upset (X2=16.618, p¡.001), particularly for configurations that were closer to the angry
end of the continuum. Even when provided explicit feedback on their responses, participants continued to be more likely
to identify a face as angry for female, as compared to male, models (X2=11.561, p¡.001). Therefore, judgments of emotion
were influenced by both the emotional cues displayed by a model and also the models identity. These results highlight
how the social context influences how individuals readand therefore respond toanger.
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Abstract 

Human cognition is routinely challenged by today’s 
multitasking demands which require continuous attentional 
deployment to multiple task components in parallel. While 
practice-based multitasking training has been shown to 
improve multitasking performance, little is known about how 
attention should be best deployed for optimal training. To this 
end, we leveraged a large-scale dataset from an online 
cognitive-training platform to investigate individual 
differences in task learning across long-term training. We 
developed an index of attentional deployment that specifies the 
temporal dynamics of learning for each component of the 
multitask and calculate distance maps between clusters of users 
to specify distinct learning styles. While long-term practice 
improved the multitasking performance of all participant 
groups, participants who focused on learning one task 
component earlier and more emphatically, benefited from 
superior learning gains throughout the entirety of training. 

Keywords: multitasking; attentional bias; cognitive control; 
learning; adaptive training; practice effects; big data 

Introduction 

Human cognition is marked by the ability to task switch 

which allows a person to rapidly adapt to different situations. 

Humans regularly challenge these control processes when 

attempting to simultaneously integrate multiple sources of 

information. In tasks such as driving, human cognition adapts 

to input discrete information cues such as traffic signals and 

GPS systems along with continuous environment scanning 

for cars to avoid collisions or to stay within the lanes. Many 

jobs in the modern era include integration of information 

sources from discrete warning systems while simultaneously 

demanding continuous monitoring of other sources. 

Various theoretical models of multitasking attempt to 

describe improvements in multitasking ability following 

training (Kiessel, et al, 2010). These theories range from 

changes in specific task representation to improvements in a 

more generalized cognitive flexibility ability (Altman & 

Gray, 2008, Dux, et al, 2009, Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008, 

Steyvers, 2019). According to these theories, processes that 

improve A) task-switching, B) individual task performance, 

C) a learned fused representation of both tasks, and D) 

learning a more generalized multitask representation, are all 

candidates for contributing to performance gains after 

training. While discussion of these sources seems purely 

theoretical, they have specific implications for training 

program structures. For instance, if gains are primarily 

derived from cognitive flexibility and plasticity, this would 

suggest that generalized representations of multitasks are the 

source of gains and would lead to more recommendations to 

immerse trainees in varied types of multitasking. While this 

may be the case, there is still much to be understood about 

the most effective learning of an individual multitask, which 

would form the elements in a much more comprehensive 

multitask training program. 

For purposes of understanding the processes behind 

multitasking and generating usable training 

recommendations, we will focus on theoretical sources 

contributing to the performance gains within a single 

multitask following practice-based training. This still leaves 

many theoretical sources available as explanations for the 

observed gains in cognitive performance. For instance, if 

performance gains are primarily derived from strengthening 

single-task representations contributing to multitask 

performance, these theoretical sources would suggest that 

learning individual task components, still embedded in the 

multitask context, should be focused on individually. 

However, other models of cognitive flexibility would stress 

integrated cognitive representation of both tasks, which 

would suggest the opposite training recommendation. In this 

case, trainees might be best served by immediate immersion 

into the multitask context with feedback and direction to 

emphasize equal attention to learn most effectively the 

integrated multitask.  

To investigate these cognitive accounts of multitasking, 

and their relevant training recommendations, we can leverage 

large-scale cognitive training data available from Lumosity’s 

Human Cognition Project, an online training platform. While 

task instruction and feedback within these training games 

reinforce a balanced task emphasis across this dual-task 

paradigm, there likely exists significant individual variation. 

Of interest to researchers, the variation of task emphasis may 

in fact contribute to individual differences in learning 

effectiveness and speed. More evenly split task attention 

would strongly support computational models of fused tasks, 

while attentional bias to one task supports the notion of 

single-task representation models as well as single-task 

learning within the context of a multitask perceptive 

environment before task integration. 

Separating the dynamics of attentional bias towards the 

task components provides a method to quantify the session-

to-session variation that occurs during learning and a way to 
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calculate to what extent each type of multitask learning 

occurs. Doing this across a large number of participants (e.g. 

tens of thousands) makes it possible to compare clusters of 

learning styles while, importantly, significantly improving 

the signal to noise ratio (approximately, by an order of 

hundred in this paper) that is normally debilitating in typical 

participant sized pools when examining second-order 

behavioral measures within participants. 

Large-scale behavioral data affords us the opportunity to 

calculate second-order behavioral metrics of reaction time. 

Often, the distribution is bounded to the left and has a long 

right tail, popularly modelled by an ex-Gaussian distribution 

(Whelan, 2008). Although the model parameters and its exact 

mental correlates are debatable (Matzke and Wagenmakers, 

2009), there is ample suggestion that at minimum, right-tailed 

skews indicate lapses in cognitive control or attention to the 

task, while median shifts indicate intrinsic speed of the 

processes related to the task (Dawson, 1988). We push this 

concept further by separating out individual task components 

within the adaptive multitask in order to get sensitive time 

dynamics of attentional emphasis for both task components 

across 100 learning sessions. 

Separating the task components of a dual-task across 

longitudinal training data specifically allows us to make 

comparisons of ultimate cognitive performance gains, 

learning speeds, and the degree to which learning patterns 

(namely, attentional emphasis on each task component 

throughout learning) affects performance gains and learning 

speeds. 

Materials and Methods 

Paradigm and Participants 

 

Adaptive Multitasking Paradigm We performed a 

retrospective analysis of gameplay data for a sample of 

participants who played the Web version of “Highway 

Hazards” on the Lumosity platform that is designed to test 

the ability to split attention between avoiding different kind 

of obstacles on the road (1) continuous non-cued events, and 

(2) discrete cued events. Trials from non-cued events (Task 

1, for purposes of this paper) originate on the horizon (Figure 

1) and successful avoidance is dependent on the current speed 

of the car. Trials for the secondary task are cued with 

statically presented signs and roll onto the road from the side 

beyond the visual field of view with no other warning. Time 

between the cue and these events (Task 2) are based on the 

current participant level.  

Sessions have a fixed duration of 180 seconds and 

involve both kinds of trials. Failure to avoid either kind of 

these obstacles result in collisions and decrease the speed of 

the car. Progressively avoiding obstacles successfully results 

in a gradual increase in car speed. The goal of the player is to 

keep the road speed as high as possible (capped at a 

maximum speed based on the current level of the participant). 

At the end of each gameplay session, participants are 

provided feedback and the participant’s level is changed for 

the next session depending on performance. 

 

Sample Size Participants who played at least one hundred 

sessions of Highway Hazards were included in this 

retrospective study. Participants with greater than 1% 

missing data, contiguous missing data, played more than four 

years ago, starting at levels other than the default starting 

level, that contained sessions that dropped below the starting 

level were excluded were dropped. Linear interpolation of 

missing data resulted in interpolation of 0.79% of the session 

data. This resulted in 42,932 participants who showed 

learning progress over 100 sessions on this version of the 

game. 

Data Processing 

 

Trial Analysis Reaction time to events were calculated by 

subtracting the onset of the cue from the time of the first 

action that successfully caused avoidance of the obstacle. For 

the primary task (where there is no warning), reaction time 

was calculated as the difference between the onset of the 

obstacle on the horizon from the time of the action that 

resulted in a successful collision avoidance. Due to the 

adaptive nature of this paradigm, difficulty level changes 

were used as the performance measure and only correct trials 

were included for reaction time analysis.  

 

Session Analysis Difficulty level progression was calculated 

by performing a within-participant normalization so that the 

maximum level achieved in 100 sessions for every participant 

was 1 and the starting level for all participants was 0. While 

this has no effect on the analytical method (because it relies 

on time-series correlations between participant progression 

which are unaffected by normalization), normalization 

allows the data view to be undominated by final level 

achieved thus compensating for differences in participant’s 

ability across training in the data views (Figure 2, 3). 

An attentional allocation metric was aggregated by 

calculating the skew of the reaction time distribution within 

each task type (Task 1 = continuous non-cued, Task 2 = 

discrete cued events) within each session. The tail of reaction 

time is a known correlate of attentional allocation to the task 

with right-tailed or positive skews indicating distraction or 

lapses in attention and negative tails indicating possible 

hypervigilance or impulsivity. Since sessions are comprised 

of many trials, distributions of reaction time were aggregated 

for each session of play for each user. The tail of the reaction 

time distribution for each session was estimated using a skew 

formula: (mean – median)/standard deviation of all reaction 

times within each session. 

An index of Attentional Bias was calculated by (1-

Task 1 attentional allocation)/(1-Task 2 attentional 

allocation) to indicate the relative bias of attentional 

emphasis between the two tasks during this multitasking 

paradigm across each session of training. Reaction time 

skews for each task were normalized within-participant prior 
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to this computation to remove intrinsic task component 

imbalances within the game and intrinsic biases within 

participants. Following this procedure, we can visualize 

session-to-session changes within a participant. This metric 

is designed to reflect the relative emphasis of attention 

between the two tasks, by representing the extent of 

attentional bias away from the primary task with respect to 

the secondary task. Larger numbers indicate less distraction 

within Task 1 reaction times (resulting in smaller positive 

tails) in comparison to the extent of distraction within Task 

2, and thus, reflects an increased attention bias towards Task 

1. 

 

Participant Analysis Difficulty level means and 

distributions across all participants were calculated and 

presented (Figure 2) reflecting mean ability progression 

across 100 sessions of training. 

Attentional bias means and distributions across all 

participants were calculated and presented (Figure 4) 

reflecting mean task emphasis across 100 sessions of training. 

Peak attentional biases and session number across the 100 

sessions of training were calculated to reflect the session 

which the average participant has a maximum bias towards 

the secondary task and away from the primary task (Figure 

4). 

 

Cluster Analysis Time-series clustering of learning 

behaviors was achieved using multidimensional scaling 

(MDS) on a distance matrix generated by using temporal 

representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) 

(Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) on the first sixteen 

sessions of the Attentional Bias metric across all participants. 

A temporal region of interest (ROI) was a priori determined 

by calculating the 50% gain in the overall difficulty level 

gains (determined to be 16.35 sessions). Representational 

dissimilarities across the first sixteen sessions between all 

users were computed and then Fischer transformed. 

Temporal RDMs resulted in a 42,932 x 42,932 distance 

matrix between all participants. Hierarchical agglomerative 

clustering was used on this distance matrix, and an arbitrary 

distance cutoff of 0.5 of the maximum distance was used 

which separated the participants into fifteen learning 

trajectories (Figure 5).  

 Training gains, calculated as the area under the 

curve (AUC) of the difficulty level curve, was computed for 

each learning cluster (Figure 6) and 1-way ANOVAs were 

computed at sessions 20, 50, and 100. Additionally, the mean 

Attentional Biases across sessions were computed and 

ANOVA results along this clustering variable are presented. 

Bootstrapped distributions (without replacement) for all 

ANOVAs computed in this study, obtained by random 

assignment of participants in clusters of identical size to the 

analysis and were resampled 1,000 times. These bootstrapped 

distributions were used to compute a significance (p < 0.01) 

for all analyses.  

 

Temporal Dynamic Modelling Time of peak attentional 

bias as a predictive measure for training gains was confirmed 

by a linear regression model. The session number of the peak 

attentional bias was used to predict the AUC of difficulty 

across all sessions. This target measure reflects users who 

achieved their maximum potential earlier and maintained it 

for longer. For comprehensiveness, the correlation between 

the AUC of the attentional bias metric and AUC of difficulty 

level are also reported for significance comparison. 

 

SNR Analysis Signal-to-noise ratio across all participants 

was estimated by computing the absolute mean error from a 

linear model of Attentional Bias, using the last 80 sessions 

for all users (well after the peak for all clusters) resulting in 

an SNR of 39.3. Using the SNR formula SNR = E[S2]/E[N2], 

SNR for an individual participant can be thus estimated at 

0.19, reflecting a stronger noise than signal at a single 

participant level. For a SNR of at least 5, approximately 700 

participants are needed. For our study, the smallest cluster 

had 1,881 participants. 

 

Results 

 

Difficulty Level Mean difficulty levels and changes in 

difficulty levels across all participants for all sessions were 

computed revealing a characteristic logistic pattern of ability 

gain (Figure 2, 3). 

 

Attentional Bias An attentional bias index across all 

participants for all sessions was computed revealing an early 

positive peak followed by a return to mean, potentially 

characteristic of an early learning phase (Figure 4). 

 

Clustering analysis Clustering of 43,932 participants by 

temporal patterns in the attentional bias index in the first 16 

sessions of training using a distance cutoff of 0.5 resulted in 

fifteen clusters (Figure 5) Cluster sizes ranged from 1,881, to 

5,394 participants. Mean positive peaks within the attentional 

bias time course for each cluster were found at sessions 0 to 

session 14 (Figure 5). Mean time of attentional bias peaks for 

each cluster were input into an ANOVA model confirming 

the clustering procedure (F=421.3, p < 0.001). 

These clusters were then used to evaluate difficulty level 

progression at session 20, at a time point well after the 

clustering procedure but still within early training, which 

revealed mean difficulty level differences (F=10.01, p < 10-

23; Figure 6) where mean difficulty values reflect the 

proportion of the maximum level eventually achieved by the 

participant. ANOVAs for gains at session 50 (F=5.16, p < 

10-10 ) and session 100 (F=2.6, p < 10-3) were also computed, 

reflecting diminishing differences in the learning groups as 

they get further away from the early learning phase, likely 

due to other sources of learning variance over the course of 

training. 
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Temporal Modelling Target variables of interest (time of 

peak attentional bias) across all participants was used to 

predict training effectiveness (total area under the difficulty 

level curve) across all 100 sessions (slope = -0.000898, 

intercept = 0.62, r = -0.23). For comparison, AUC for both 

metrics were linearly regressed across all sessions for each 

participant (slope = -0.0856, intercept = 0.668, r = -0.0746). 

Mean time for peak attentional biases for each of the 

fifteen learning clusters was extracted and used to predict 

training effectiveness by session 20 (slope = -0.00185, 

intercept = 0.465, r = -0.82, p < .0005), session 50 (slope = 

-0.0014, intercept = 0.646, r = -0.881, p < 10-4), and session 

100 (slope = -0.001, intercept = 0.79, r = -0.73, p < 0.005) 

(Figure 6).  

General Discussion 

We present behavioral evidence of individualized 

multitask adaptation within practice-based learning against 

an adaptive multitask paradigm. This study offers a group-

level insight into the temporal dynamics of attention across 

training; these dynamics ultimately contribute to increases in 

multitasking ability. In addition to the aggregate training time 

contributing to multitask ability improvement, a pattern of 

attentional bias to an isolated task component early in training 

results in superior training speed and gains. This temporal 

pattern may reflect focused but effective learning of one task 

component, temporarily treating the other task components 

as noise, to effectively learn the rules of one task component 

well. Note that rather than true single-task practice, this 

single-task emphasis still takes place in multitask context 

where other active task components are ongoing. This 

distinction is important because adaptation to the individual 

task components also potentially involve effectively filtering 

out visual and motoric aspects of the other components that 

are present in a multitask. 

Specifically, we visualized dynamics within our learning 

clusters of contiguous sessions of focus on a task component, 

marked by an above baseline attentional focus, anywhere 

from one to six sessions, early in training, which seems to 

constitute a necessary learning phase to adapt to the 

multitask. However, those participants with less biased 

attentional deployment towards one task component, or who 

deployed biased attentional deployment later in training, 

ended up with the least gains and the slowest training speed. 

Counter to intuition derived from many multitasking models 

which might stress multitask integration and a more balanced 

attentional load to all components of the task, users that 

frontloaded the most attentional bias towards one task 

component within the earliest session or sessions, benefitted 

from more superior training gains and multitask performance 

throughout training.  

It is important to note that rather than reflecting a learning 

style to focus on the individual components, this pattern may 

reflect cohorts that are able to learn faster, reflecting those 

that could achieve higher peaks of attentional bias and spend 

less sessions on that learning phase. As this data shows, those 

faster learners could thusly achieve their maximum potential 

ability earlier. In either case, we demonstrate this as a useful 

metric of an early learning phase of multi-session multi-task 

adaptation. 

Our second-order attentional metric and time-series 

clustering procedure generates simple canonical functions of 

attentional dynamics across the earliest sessions of training 

that represent different learning styles which ultimately 

contribute to differences in individual user adaptation to an 

adaptive multitask. This approach had the advantage of not 

requiring a priori models, while also being a clustering 

approach that provides descriptive predictive features (in the 

form of the canonical functions). 

By generating temporal canonical functions which emerge 

from large datasets, this paper provides a possible direction 

in the future by which individual or group variation within 

mass-collected behavioral datasets can be used to study 

cognitive adaptation over time. Future beneficial directions 

include improving reaction time with more sophisticated ex-

gaussian models or other distributions, using smoothing 

filters to improve RDM measures, increasing the dimensions 

of the MDS map, using hyperparameter searches to find 

optimal temporal ROIs and optimal number of clusters. 

Different clustering thresholds ranging from five clusters to 

thirty clusters resulted in similar findings but were not 

reported due to the limitations of this format. Future studies 

may wish to include using the described methods in this paper 

for analyzing temporal dynamics of action efficiency, 

reactivity versus planning biases, recovery from errors, and 

other reaction time based components of multitasking, in the 

context of practice-based adaptation.  

Finally, future multitasking training programs may be 

made potentially more effective by providing direction to 

trainees to isolate and focus attentional emphasis upon a 

single task component, in the context of a multitask 

environment, early in training, before proceeding to improve 

general multitask integration.  

Figures 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Web-based version of Highway Hazards. Left: 

Representative obstacles from Task 1 where the goal is 

primarily to avoid collisions with cars which appear on the 

horizon and get closer (red circles digitally added for clarity 

and are not present in the paradigm). Middle: Cue event for 

Task 2 which precedes an obstacle. Right: Obstacle for Task 

2 that appears from the side of the road. 
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Figure 2: Difficulty levels across all sessions and 

participants. Left: Mean within-participant-normalized 

difficulty level for all users across 100 sessions of training 

(mean is black; blue, red, yellow lines reflect the 68%, 95%, 

and 99% confidence intervals). Right: Distribution of 

within-participant-normalized difficulty level for all 

sessions. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Difficulty changes (normalized within 

participants) across all sessions and participants Left: Mean 

training changes (in black) for all users across 100 sessions 

of training (blue, red, yellow lines reflect the 68%, 95%, and 

99% confidence intervals). Right: Distribution of difficulty 

changes across all training sessions. 

 
 

Figure 4: Attentional bias across all sessions and 

participants. Greater numbers reflect increased attention 

towards the primary task, relative to the secondary task. 

Left: Mean Attentional Bias (in black) for all users across 

100 sessions of training (blue, red, yellow lines reflect the 

68%, 95%, and 99% confidence intervals). Right top: For 

clarity, mean is plotted without confidence intervals, to 

reflect the positive peaks of attentional deployment that 

occur at session 5 and session 10. This is followed by a 

steady reduction in attentional deployment towards Task 1 

over 100 sessions of training. Right bottom: Distribution of 

Attentional Bias across all training sessions. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Time-series RDM-based clustering of 

attentional bias in early training sessions. Top: Clustering of 

43,932 participants by temporal patterns in attentional bias 

behavior in the first 16 sessions of training. Middle left: 

Mean attentional bias index across these clusters for the first 

16 sessions. Note the positive peaks in attentional 

deployment occurring in each cluster (clarified in Figure 6). 

Middle right: Mean attentional bias time course across these 

clusters for all 100 sessions. Bottom left: Mean difficulty 

level progression within the first 16 sessions for these 

clusters. Bottom right: Mean difficulty level progression 

across all 100 sessions for these clusters. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Attentional bias and total progression (measured 

as area under the curve) of the fifteen different participant 

clusters. Earlier peaks in attentional bias strongly correlated 

with increased training gains across the entirety of training 

(p < 0.005). Training gains at Session 20, 50, and 100 (left, 

middle, right) are presented.  
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Abstract

To differentiate associatively learned strategies from explicitly reasoned selective social learning, we can look for age-
related changes in childrens behaviour that might signify a switch from one process to the other. We presented 4-to-8-
year-old children (N=109) with a task in which they could at first succeed by forming an associative rule, but following
a switch had to explicitly reason the demonstrators perceptual access to a critical event to continue to be successful. The
switch occurred after 10 trials, or if the appropriate demonstrator was selected in five consecutive trials (met criterion).
Success in post-switch trials was significantly greater in older children and children who met criterion. A large proportion
of children failed to reach criterion indicating that the ability to use reasoning-based understanding of others knowledge
(perceptual access) develops relatively late. This late development and apparent cognitive challenge serves as potential
evidence for being implicated in human cumulative culture.
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Abstract 
What makes an explanation satisfying? Much work has 
investigated explanatory preferences for things like animals 
and artifacts, but how do explanation preferences manifest in 
everyday life? Here, we focus on the criminal justice system as 
a case study. In this domain, outcomes critically depend on how 
members of the system (e.g., lawyers, jurors) generate and 
interpret explanations. We investigate lay preferences for two 
different classes of explanations: those that appeal to 
‘mechanistic’ aspects of a crime (i.e., how the culprit 
committed the crime) vs. ‘teleological’ aspects of that crime 
(i.e., the purpose of the crime). In two experiments, we 
demonstrate that people have a systematic preference for 
'motive' accounts of crimes (analogous to a teleology 
preference) at different stages of the investigative process. We 
discuss these findings in light of a broad literature on the 
cognitive basis of explanation preferences. We also discuss 
implications for the criminal justice system.  

Keywords: Explanations; information-seeking; sense-making; 
legal decision-making; teleology; mechanism 

Introduction 
“You haven’t even heard of the why of it, the why he did it. 
And you know he did it. Now, this murder did not occur in a 
vacuum, and it’s very important evidence that you heard at 
the beginning of the case, showing that this murder occurred 
in the context of a stormy relationship, a relationship scarred 
by violence and abuse. And this important evidence 
completes the picture of the Defendant’s guilt, as it explains 
the motive for these murders, and shows you what led this 
Defendant to be sitting here in this courtroom today” (Clark, 
1995). These are the words Marcia Clark spoke to the jury in 
the closing argument of the trial against O.J Simpson. Words 
addressing the ambiguous question of why the defendant is 
guilty of murder, by appealing to purpose and reason (i.e. 
akin to a teleological explanation). Another way in which this 
why question could be answered is by addressing the how and 

appealing more to a causal chain of actions (i.e. akin to a 
mechanistic explanation). 

Despite what we think we know from watching crime 
series, according to the “irrelevance of motive principle” 
information appealing to motive is technically irrelevant 
when determining if someone is guilty (though it may bear on 
sentencing decisions, see Binder, 2002). Despite this, as 
demonstrated in the excerpt above, prosecutors such as 
Marcia Clark often appeal to motive and purpose when trying 
to convince the jury of someone’s culpability (thereby 
informally implicating motive in judgments of guilt). Even 
though in criminal trials judges do not directly instruct the 
jury to find a motive, we know that jurors remain concerned 
with the reason for the person on trial committing the crime 
in question (Listrom, 2007). Therefore, to truly persuade a 
jury of someone’s guilt, there remains a sense that legal 
representatives must address potential motives – but why? 

Richard Dawkins once wrote that “we humans have 
purpose on the brain. We find it difficult to look at anything 
without wondering what it is for, what the motive for it, or 
the purpose behind it, might be” (Dawkins, 1995). A popular 
view in cognitive science shares this outlook by postulating 
that people are ‘promiscuously teleological’, preferring 
explanations about function and purpose to mechanistic 
explanations for a wide range of phenomena (e.g. see 
Kelemen, 1999a; Kelemen, Rottman & Seston, 2013). 
Although this more extreme ‘promiscuous teleology’ view is 
not shared by all (e.g. see Dink & Rips, 2017), most studies 
in the field report a preference for teleological explanations 
in both children and adults, especially when seeking answers 
to questions about parts of animals and artifacts (Kelemen, 
1999b; Kelemen & Rosset, 2009; Lombrozo & Carey, 2006; 
Talanquer, 2013). Despite being present across the 
developmental span, teleological preferences in adults are 
more selective, less defective, and are exaggerated by 
cognitive load (Casler & Kelemen, 2008; De Regt, 2017; Keil 
& Wilson, 2000).  
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Decades of work in philosophy and cognitive science has 
contemplated the kind of explanations people generate and 
prefer, and the kind of explanations people ought to generate 
and prefer — yet we know surprisingly little about 
explanatory preferences in applied domains such as the 
criminal justice system. In this domain, professionals 
operating at various stages of the justice process (e.g. 
investigators, lawyers, jurors, and judges) are all required to 
actively form explanations of their own and interpret the 
explanations of others. Research is therefore needed to 
address questions such as: Does the law’s confinement of 
teleological information to matters of sentencing reflect folk 
consideration of this type of information? Do people have 
systematic teleological preferences when generating and 
accepting explanations of a crime? If so, what might the 
consequences of this preference be?  

There are several reasons to think that teleological 
preferences might extend to the criminal justice system. First, 
as humans we possess a drive to naturally engage in sense-
making (Chater & Loewenstein, 2016) and this involves not 
only identifying individual items of information relevant to a 
situation but viewing these together as a coherent whole. 
Second, certain types of information seem to be more 
important than others in allowing us to complete this step and 
successfully engage in holistic processing. For example, even 
though we might receive plentiful information on the 
mechanistic details of how a crime was carried out – and are 
not questioning the fact the crime was carried out – we might 
need additional information in order to be convinced that a 
certain individual (e.g. the defendant) committed the crime, 
and did so in the stated way. A natural candidate for this type 
of additional information, which would arguably boost our 
sense-making process by unifying the agent with the criminal 
action, is information presenting viable reasons or 
motivations for their actions. Third, the story-model of juror 
decision-making (Pennington & Hastie, 1991) suggests that 
purpose plays an important role in the narratives we build and 
that this influences our understanding of a situation and our 
judgments within it. The model illustrates that when 
constructing a narrative of what happened, jurors use the 
evidence presented at trial, their personal knowledge of 
similar events, and their expectations of what makes a 
complete story. This includes an assumption that actions were 
preceded by certain goals; in other words, there is an 
assumption that there ought to be a motive. Empirical work 
has since shown that jurors spontaneously create these 
narratives and that those creations actually mediate verdict 
decisions (Huntley & Costanzo, 2003; Pennington & Hastie, 
1992). Jurors may not only rely on a mechanistic account of 
what happened, but may also consider information about 
intentions, goals, desires, etc. 

These claims could partly explain why legal 
representatives introduce motive in criminal trials (i.e., 
because of some implicit sense that jurors tend to expect or 
rely on this sort of information). They could also explain why 
this information might play an important role at earlier stages 
of the criminal justice process, given, for example, that case 

construction against a suspect is carried out keeping in mind 
that the case might be presented in front of a jury (Eady, 
2009). In fact, a focus on purpose-oriented information can 
be traced back as far as the initial investigative phases of a 
criminal case, in which pursuing the ‘why’ (for what reason) 
question is often used to help identify the ‘who’ (Innes, 
2002). Given that explanatory preferences (e.g. for 
teleological information) might have adverse effects on how 
the criminal justice process unfolds, the study of explanation 
(and inferences made based on those explanations) within 
this domain is crucial. 

In the present paper we offer findings from two 
experiments that begin exploring these issues by probing lay 
people’s preferences for “mechanistic” and “teleological” 
explanatory information at two stages of the criminal 
investigative process. 

Experiment 1  

In our first study, we explored whether, given limited 
information, people differentially prefer investigating a 
suspect with a known motive versus one with known 
opportunity. This enabled us to probe people’s preferences 
for purpose-oriented/teleological (motive) information 
versus more mechanistic (opportunity) information in early 
stages of the information-seeking and sense-making process. 
All of our experimental materials, hypotheses and analyses 
were pre-registered (see https://osf.io/k43a8). 

Method 
Participants 245 participants (Mage = 37.1, SDage = 10.7; 
Nmale = 144) completed the study online through Amazon 
Mechanical Turk. All participants were native English 
speakers who gave informed consent.  
Design and Procedure Participants were randomly allocated 
to one of four independent conditions. All participants were 
required to reason within a fictitious criminal case, though the 
type of crime varied across the four conditions (robbery, 
double homicide, homicide and bombing). This allowed us to 
ascertain whether people’s explanatory preferences are 
robust across contexts. Participants in each condition were 
initially provided with a ‘case briefing’ containing a short 
description of the pertinent fictitious crime. They were tasked 
as criminal investigators and asked to make certain 
investigative decisions. Initially they were presented with 
two pieces of information relevant to their case. This included 
learning of an individual (hereafter dubbed the ‘opportunity 
suspect’) who was sighted in proximity of the crime scene 
and had access to the location in which the crime had 
occurred due to a professional affiliation (e.g. in the ‘Double 
Homicide’ case, this person was the neighborhood gardener). 
For the second item of information they learned of a second 
individual (hereafter dubbed the ‘motive suspect’) who had 
an altercation with the victim a short time before the crime 
(e.g. in the ‘Double Homicide’ case, this person was an ex-
employee of the victim who had been recently fired). Thus, 
participants in each condition were presented with 
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information about an individual with stated opportunity but 
no known motive, and an individual with stated motive but 
no known opportunity.  

After learning both items of information, participants were 
required to select which individual they wished to make their 
primary suspect at this stage of the investigation. Finally, 
using sliders ranging from 0-100 (restricted to summing to 
100), they were asked to indicate the percentage of resources 
they would like to allocate in the next stage of the 
investigation towards pursuing the two leads (the 
‘opportunity suspect’ and the ‘motive suspect’). Participants 
were instructed that they could allocate a percentage of 
resources to each lead (e.g. 60% to one and 40% to the other) 
or allocate the entirety of the resources to one lead. They were 
told that “resources” included things like a monetary budget, 
number of investigators to be placed on the case and hours 
they will work on it and that the leads have equal resource 
demands. After each question (primary suspect choice and 
resource allocation) participants provided written 
explanations for their answers.  

Results and Discussion 
Primary Suspect Choice Binomial tests revealed that a 
significant proportion of participants selected the motive 
suspect as their primary suspect in the ‘robbery’ condition 
(proportion = 0.7, p = 0.02), in the ‘double homicide’ 
condition (prop. = 0.76, p < 0.0001), in the ‘homicide’ 
condition (prop. = 0.82, p < 0.0001 and in the ‘bombing’ 
condition (prop. = 0.71, p = 0.001). Pearson’s Chi-Square test 
of independence ensured us that this ‘motive preference’ did 
not vary across the four conditions, χ2 (3) = 3.17, p = 0.37 
suggesting that type of criminal scenario was not a significant 
factor in explaining our findings.  

These results confirmed our expectations of a modal 
‘motive’ preference at early stages of the criminal 
investigative process. The consequences of this preference 
are explored in the analyses below. 
Resource Allocation Given the lack of between-condition 
differences1, we collapsed the four conditions in order to 
investigate whether the proportion of resources that 
participants allocated between investigating the two suspects, 
differed (see Figure 1 for distribution of resource allocation).  

Given the non-parametric nature of our data, we carried out 
two Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests, testing the median resource 
allocation of each lead to a (null) hypothesized median of 50. 
We found a significant difference in the amount of resources 
allocated to pursuing the opportunity suspect (median = 32), 
Z = -8.3, p < 0.0001, and consequently to pursuing the motive 
suspect (median = 68), Z = 8.3, p < 0.0001. As such, 
participants across conditions allocated significantly more 
resources to pursuing the suspect with known motive than the 
suspect with known opportunity. 

 
1 One-Way ANOVA’s showed no significant between-condition 
difference in the amount that participants allocated to Lead 1, F 
(3,244) = 2.24, p = 0.08 or to Lead 2, F (3,244) = 2.22, p = 0.09.  

 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of percentage of resources allocated 
to pursuing each suspect within each condition. 

 
As can be seen from Figure 1 however, this preference was 

somewhat nuanced, given that few participants allocated 
100% (or close to) of resources to pursuing the motive 
suspect. Overall, motive-centered information-seeking at 
very early stages of the investigation could make intuitive 
sense in the presence of no other suspect, but, in the presence 
of an alternative suspect with clear opportunity, as was the 
case in our scenarios, could lead to biased case construction 
as featured in numerous miscarriages of justice (Eady, 2009). 

Experiment 2 
In Experiment 2 we probed people’s explanatory preferences 
at a later stage of the criminal investigation process and 
explored how these preferences are reflected in people’s 
judgments of guilt. As such, we examined whether 
participants weigh information pertaining to 'motive' and 
‘opportunity', in favor or not in favor of guilt, differently, and 
whether the order in which the information is viewed impacts 
people's judgments of guilt. All of our materials, hypotheses 
and analyses were pre- registered (see https://osf.io/2536h). 

Method 
Participants 378 participants (Mage = 35.6, SDage = 24.9; 
Nmale = 234) completed the study online through Amazon 
Mechanical Turk. All participants were native English 
speakers who gave informed consent.  
Design and Procedure A mixed-subjects design was 
employed. All participants completed the same task, although 
half of the total sample (n = 189) were reasoning with the 
‘Bombing’ criminal case and half with the ‘Double 
Homicide’ case (the case briefings were the same as those 
utilized in Experiment 1). Participants reasoning within each 
type of cover story were randomly allocated to one of four 

Bombing

Double Homicide

Homicide

Robbery

0 25 50 75 100
Percentage of resource allocation (%)

Motive suspect Opportunity suspect
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experimental conditions (labelled ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’2, 
‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’, ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ and 
‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’). Participants in each condition were 
presented with the relevant case briefing, tasked as criminal 
investigators and introduced to a suspect at the outset 
(minimal information was provided e.g. in the ‘Double 
Homicide’ case they were told “Your first suspect is Mr. 
Douglas, the neighborhood gardener who tended to the 
houses on the street of Mr. and Mrs. Finch once a week”). 
Subsequently, participants received two pieces of 
information, sequentially. The order and the type of 
information that was received varied across the four 
conditions.  

In the ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’ condition, participants firstly 
received exculpatory information pertaining to the motive of 
the suspect (e.g. in the ‘Double Homicide’ case this was 
“Overall Mr. Douglas appears to have had a good 
relationship with Mr. and Mrs. Finch. In fact, Mr. Douglas 
was receiving financial support from the couple as they 
helped him pay for his younger son's after school tutoring- 
and they intended to continue doing so. This was verified by 
other neighbors and the school”. This was followed by a 
question eliciting their quantitative rating of guilt of the 
suspect (on a scale ranging from 0 -100). Next, participants 
learnt a second piece of information, still pertaining to the 
motive of the suspect but this time it was incriminating (e.g. 
“Mr. Douglas had been the neighborhood gardener for ten 
years. One week before the murders, after a dispute with Mr. 
Finch, he was let go by the neighborhood committee and is 
therefore now unemployed. Mr. Douglas did not take this 
well, as was evidenced by an angry threat letter that he left 
outside of Mr. Finch’s door on the day he was let go”. After 
learning this information, they were asked to indicate 
(through a forced-choice question) whether the suspect was 
more, less than or equally likely to have committed the crime 
given the new information. Subsequently, they once again 
provided us with a quantitative rating of guilt. Finally, after 
having learnt both items of information participants were 
asked to indicate (forced-choice question) whether they 
would like to maintain the current suspect as lead or drop 
him and pursue a new suspect in subsequent stages of the 
investigation. 

The procedure was identical for participants in the 
‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’ condition, except that these first 
viewed exculpatory information pertaining to opportunity 
(e.g. “the night of the murders, Mr. Douglas had a dinner 
reservation with two friends. The friends confirmed they were 
there from 8- 10pm. Following that, they attended another 
friends' party. They are believed to have remained there until 
late at night”) and subsequently viewed incriminating 
information of the same type (on opportunity) e.g. “The night 
of the murders, Mr. Douglas’s car was seen parked two 
blocks from the house of Mr. and Mrs. Finch. His fingerprints 
were recovered from the doorknob of the Finch's home, and 
some of his gardening tools were found in the house. 
Investigators concluded Mr. Douglas must have been at the 

 
2 Exc. = Exculpatory; Inc. = Incriminating 

Finch's home sometime in the last several days”. Participants 
in the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition viewed first the 
incriminating information on motive and subsequently the 
exculpatory information on motive. Finally, participants in 
the ‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ condition viewed first the 
incriminating information on opportunity and subsequently 
the exculpatory information on opportunity.  

We expected that when information on motive in favor of 
guilt (incriminating) was viewed first, participants’ ratings 
would decrease less after viewing the second item of 
(exculpatory) information, compared to those of participants 
who viewed opportunity information in favor of guilt first. As 
such, we expected that receiving incriminating motive 
information would 'anchor' people's judgments of guilt, 
leading them to under-adjust ratings given new information.  

The two items of incriminating and exculpatory 
information pertaining to motive or opportunity in any given 
scenario were not mutually exclusive (e.g. both items of 
information could be true). This ensured that participants 
would have to engage in more sophisticated evidence 
integration and that either item of information would not push 
participants’ judgments towards the respective extremes of 
‘completely guilty’ or ‘completely innocent’. 

Results and Discussion 
Given that we found no influence of cover story on people’s 
choices in Experiment 1, we collapsed the data from the two 
cover stories, leaving us to conduct all subsequent analyses 
comparing the four experimental conditions. Results 
pertaining to participants’ qualitative choice on the direction 
of change of guilt ratings after viewing the second item of 
information will not be reported due to space constraints and 
the fact that these mirrored the quantitative findings reported 
below. 
Updating of Guilt Ratings The average guilt rating after 
learning the first and second piece of information within each 
condition can be seen in Figure 2 below.  

 
Figure 2: Average guilt rating within each condition after 
learning the first piece of information (Time Point 1) and 

the second (Time Point 2). Error bars = SE of mean. 
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To ascertain whether the order and type of information 
received influenced participants’ ratings of the suspect’s 
guilt, we built a Mixed Effects GLM with one within-subjects 
factor (time point) and one between-subjects factor 
(condition). Due to a violation of the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance, we implemented a Greenhouse-
Geisser correction. Our analysis revealed an overall main 
effect of time point on participants’ ratings of guilt, F (1,374) 
= 9.8, p = 0.02 and a main effect of condition, F (3, 374) = 
34.9, p < 0.0001. A significant interaction effect was also 
found, F (3,374) = 174.8, p < 0.0001.  

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Tukey HSD 
correction illustrated that the mean difference ratings 
between time points of the ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’ condition 
significantly differed from those of the ‘Opportunity: Exc.- 
Inc.’ condition (mean diff = 0.92), p = 0.001 and from those 
of the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition (mean diff = -1.4), p < 
0.0001. From Figure 2 we can see that despite reporting 
similar ratings after the first piece of information, participants 
in the ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’ condition gave a significantly 
higher end rating than participants in the ‘Opportunity: Exc.-
Inc.’ Comparatively, participants in the ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’ 
condition gave a lower initial guilt rating than participants in 
the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition but increased their rating 
after the second piece of information, whereas participants in 
the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ decreased it. 

Significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons were also found 
between the ratings of the ‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’ condition 
and ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition (mean diff = -2.3), p < 
0.0001 and the ratings of ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition and 
the ‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ condition (mean diff =1.9), p 
<0.0001. Participants in the ‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’ and 
‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ conditions provided lower guilt 
ratings than participants in the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition, 
but whereas participants in the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ and 
‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ conditions decreased their ratings 
after the second piece of information, participants in the 
‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’ condition increased them. The end 
ratings of participants in the ‘Motive: Inc.-Exc.’ condition 
however remained higher than those of participants in the 
‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’ and the ‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ 
conditions. 

In summary: a) participants rated the suspect as being more 
likely to be guilty after receiving incriminating motive 
evidence (this was true compared to receiving incriminating 
opportunity evidence and either type of exculpatory 
evidence), b) receiving incriminating motive evidence first, 
led participants to adjust their guilt ratings significantly less 
after learning about the exculpatory information on motive, 
compared to participants who viewed any other type of 
information first and c) participants who learnt incriminating 
motive information second, increased their guilt ratings 
significantly more than participants who learnt incriminating 
opportunity information second. The preference for motive 
information found in Experiment 1 therefore extends to later 
stages of the investigative process and leads to differential 
(increased) and less adjustable judgments of a suspect’s guilt. 

Maintain Current Lead Suspect? The percentage of 
participants within each condition who chose to maintain the 
current suspect as lead vs. drop the current suspect in order to 
pursue a new lead, after having seen both pieces of 
information, can be seen in Table 1 below.  
 
Table 1: Percentage of participant choices on maintaining vs. 
dropping current suspect as lead across conditions 
 

Condition Drop Lead Maintain Lead 
Motive: Exc.-Inc. 23.2% 76.8% 
Opportunity: Exc.-Inc. 58.5% 41.5% 
Motive: Inc.-Exc. 40% 60% 
Opportunity: Inc.-Exc. 73.4% 26.6% 
 
A Chi-Square test of Independence illustrated a significant 

difference in the percentage of participants who selected each 
option between conditions, χ2 (3) = 54.3, p < 0.0001. Post-
hoc pairwise comparisons (adjusted α = 0.008) indicated the 
significant differences to lie between the ‘Motive: Exc.-Inc.’ 
condition and both the ‘Opportunity: Exc.-Inc.’, χ2 (1) = 24.5, 
p < 0.0001 and the ‘Opportunity: Inc.- Exc.’, χ2 (2) = 47.8, p 
< 0.0001 conditions, as well as between the ‘Motive: Inc.-
Exc.’ and the ‘Opportunity: Inc.-Exc.’ conditions, χ2 (1) = 
21.5, p < 0.0001. As such, participants who saw exculpatory 
and then incriminating motive evidence chose to maintain the 
current suspect as lead significantly more than participants in 
either of the opportunity evidence conditions. Participants 
who saw incriminating and then exculpatory motive evidence 
also chose to maintain current suspect as lead significantly 
more than participants who saw incriminating and then 
exculpatory opportunity evidence. 

This solidifies our previous findings of a partiality for 
motive information, by illustrating that participants are more 
willing to keep pursuing a suspect given the presence of 
incriminating motive information than incriminating 
opportunity information. This effect was less pronounced if 
incriminating motive information was presented before the 
exculpatory information, showing that order of discovery can 
also influence investigative decisions. 

General Discussion 
Adults and children (though to somewhat different extents) 
tend to prefer teleological explanations over mechanistic 
explanations for a range of phenomena (for review see Keil 
& Wilson, 2000; Kelemen & Rosset, 2009). Lombrozo 
(2012) illustrated that people’s explanatory preferences are 
consequential because of their crucial role in inference and 
learning. Nevertheless, whether (or how) this preference 
extends to applied domains such as the criminal justice 
system, and what its consequence might be in this domain, 
remained unknown. We started to address this by carrying out 
two experiments probing people’s explanatory preferences at 
different stages of (fictitious) criminal investigations. We 
found that people are partial to “teleological information” by 
preferring to focus the investigation on a suspect with a 
known motive but no known opportunity rather than the 
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inverse (Experiment 1). In addition, we found that presenting 
participants with incriminating information pertaining to a 
suspect’s motive led to higher and less flexible judgments of 
guilt compared to receiving incriminating information 
pertaining to a suspect’s opportunity (Experiment 2). This 
was true even when exculpatory motive information was 
subsequently provided. Our experiments extend existing 
findings in the psychological literature to more applied 
domains and raise important questions about the 
consequences of these preferences. 

For example, findings of Experiment 1 suggest that a 
motive preference can lead to the allocation of significantly 
more resources to pursuing this type of line of inquiry. In the 
real world, this has been identified as a feature of myopic 
information-seeking and case construction behavior with 
harmful consequences. As such, history of miscarriages of 
justice that feature these elements include a number of 
homicide convictions of those close to victims (e.g. see Sheila 
Bowler, Ryan James, Donna Clarke and Sion Jenkins cases 
in Eady, 2009). In these cases, investigators fell victim to the 
“close perpetrator assumption”, focusing the investigation on 
people close to the victim under the assumption they would 
have had a “reason” (despite perhaps not having an obvious 
opportunity), rather than suspects in more peripheral 
concentric circles that might have had an opportunity but no 
known motive (Eady, 2009; Ormerod, Barrett & Taylor, 
2008). After all, case construction is completed with the 
ultimate goal of persuading a judge or a jury — and motives, 
beliefs, and desires seem to be core features of the narratives 
people are inclined to construe and to believe (e.g. see 
Pennington & Hastie, 1992). 

Even if a jury is instructed to be “rational” and not consider 
motive when evaluating whether the defendant is guilty 
beyond reasonable doubt, a question remains: can it really 
ignore motive? Possibly not. Findings of Experiment 2 
illustrated that the mere introduction of incriminating motive 
evidence is enough to anchor people’s (high) judgements of 
guilt significantly more than the introduction of incriminating 
opportunity evidence. As such, explanatory information 
relating to why the suspect might have committed the crime 
carried special weight on people’s judgments of a suspect’s 
guilt and made these judgments less flexible in the face of 
new (even exculpatory) information. This finding becomes 
extremely relevant given that introducing conjectural 
motives (i.e. akin to speculative teleological explanations) in 
criminal trials has been found to be a feature of a number of 
wrongful convictions (e.g. see Sion Jenkins case in Eady, 
2009). Even if in some of these cases eventually it was 
conceded during the trial that the motive could not be 
substantiated with evidence, its sole introduction seemed 
enough to allow the jury to solidify a narrative that otherwise 
comprised of weak or even contradictory evidence (Eady, 
2009). 

Though further research is needed to unravel the cognitive 
mechanisms underlying the explanatory preferences we 
observed, one tentative account of these might include the 
role of information pertaining to motive and purpose in 

increasing our understanding of a certain situation. As such, 
understanding the purpose of someone’s actions might 
ultimately make us more likely to believe that the person did 
in fact act in that way. This notion is supported by deductive-
nomological arguments in philosophy, positing that 
successful explanations are ones that demonstrate that an 
event was expected (e.g. learning of the presence of an 
undersea volcanic eruption would make an anomalous event 
such as a 100 foot wave, suddenly seem expected or; after 
outlining these explanations, our experimental findings might 
now seem more expected and you might be more willing to 
accept them). In this view, the feeling of understanding a 
phenomenon/event after it is explained to us is because we 
are no longer surprised that it occurred (Hempel, 1965). In 
legal contexts, explaining not only the mechanism of a crime 
but the reason for the actions involved might bolster one’s 
feeling of understanding of the event itself by making it seem 
more “expected”, which in turn might make one more willing 
to accept that particular account of the event. Further, 
information on motive and purpose might be particularly 
solidifying as it may enable us to understand a criminal act 
by fitting that act within our background knowledge (Schurz 
& Lambert, 1994). Given that we likely do not generally 
believe that an average person is a criminal, in order to fit the 
criminal account into our background knowledge, we need 
information that re-constructs the identity of the accused into 
that of a criminal. One type of information that is usually used 
for such purpose in trials is that pertaining to motive and 
character (Hessick, 2006). 

Motive and purpose-oriented information clearly play an 
important role in sense-making at various stages of the 
criminal justice process, although their importance is not 
currently reflected in its relegation to judgments of 
sentencing. Ultimately, our findings a) add to the 
psychological literature of the study of people’s explanatory 
preferences and b) add to the growing argument for the 
inclusion of motive to matters of culpability (for debate see 
Husak, 1989; Hessick, 2006). To enable the latter, future 
research could explore how explanatory variables pertaining 
to motives and reasons can be normatively represented within 
causal models. Fenton, Neil & Lagnado (2013) demonstrated 
this can be done successfully and does not need to disturb the 
order of causation, given that a true explanation of a 
phenomenon describes its causes, and causes (i.e. 
motives/reasons) come before effects (actions) (Hempel & 
Oppenheim, 1948). This approach would help to formalize 
the role of these variables in judgments of guilt and 
operationalize how their diagnosticity compares to that of 
variables representing other types of evidence e.g. pertaining 
to opportunity. In general, further research is needed to probe 
people’s explanatory preferences, their consequences, and 
the cognitive mechanisms underlying them, at additional 
stages of the criminal justice process (e.g. jury deliberations), 
as well as in other specialized domains. 
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Abstract
Sustaining focus is difficult, but it is under our control.
Previous research has found that people’s ability to sustain
attention depends on external incentives and changes over
the lifespan. However, previous research has made limited
progress in characterizing the specific cognitive mechanisms
involved in sustained attention. These mechanisms are
investigated in the current experiment, which uses drift
diffusion modeling to re-analyze a series experiments on
sustained attention. In Experiment 1, we found that incentives
influence information processing (noise) but not decision
strategy (threshold). In Experiment 2, we found that noise
and threshold have distinct development trajectories, and
that while older adults have noisier accumulation, they are
better at sustaining attention. These results help provide
mechanistic insight into recent findings in sustained attention.

Keywords: attention; drift diffusion; motivation; development

Introduction
Achieving our goals often requires sustained attention, such
as when ignoring distractions while writing. This focus is
known to wane with time, a phenomenon called vigilance
decrement (Fortenbaugh, DeGutis, & Esterman, 2017). This
decrement is not a fixed limitation, as it can be reduced
or even eliminated by incentives (Esterman, Reagan, Liu,
Turner, & DeGutis, 2014; Esterman et al., 2016). Sustained
attention also changes over the lifespan, coinciding with
changes in cognitive ability and motivation (Fortenbaugh
et al., 2015). However, the cognitive mechanisms driving
differences in sustained attention remain unclear, including
how and when people control information processing or
response strategies.

Recently developed theories have suggested that
sustained attention depends on actively inhibiting our
default mind-wandering states (Fortenbaugh et al., 2017).
These theories propose that intrusive thoughts introduce
noise into task performance, and are actively suppressed by
domain-general cognitive control. While this framework has
provided a strong theoretical foundation for understanding
the interaction between different cognitive systems, the
attentional and decision processes driving sustained attention
have largely evaded formal analysis (though see Hawkins,
Mittner, Forstmann, & Heathcote, 2019).

A common approach for measuring sustained attention is
to see how performance in speeded reaction time tasks change
over time (Esterman, Noonan, Rosenberg, & Degutis, 2013;
Figure 1a). These tasks can be modeled as an evidence
accumulation process, notably with the drift diffusion model
(DDM; Ratcliff (1978); Figure 1b). Critically, the DDM
can distinguish information processing (e.g., drift rate or
accumulation noise) from response strategies (e.g., decision
threshold or starting point) based on the joint distribution of
reaction time and accuracy.

Prior theoretical work has suggested that participants
control their decision threshold (Bogacz, Brown, Moehlis,
Holmes, & Cohen, 2006) or accumulation noise (Manohar et
al., 2015) in order to maximize rewards and minimize effort
(Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013). Given the general role
of motivated control in sustained attention, and the specific
role that this control may play in protecting information
processing from the task-irrelevant noise that is central to the
drift diffusion process, we sought to use the DDM to develop
a process-level model of sustained attention. We re-analyzed
a collection of recent experiments examining how sustained
attention changes under incentives and over the lifespan,
measuring how the different components processes involved
in sustained attention are modified by internal and external
control demands.

Experiment 1

The goals of Experiment 1 were to (1) validate our
computational model of sustained attention and (2) measure
how incentives influence different components of our model.
These data were previously reported in two previous
publications on the influence of reward on sustained attention
(Esterman et al., 2014, 2016).

Methods

Participants 106 individuals participated in Experiment 1.
Participants’ accuracy was very high and negatively-skewed
(median participant: 97%), so we excluded 7 participants
who had less than 80% accuracy (bottom 5th percentile),
leaving 99 participants for the final analysis. All participants
provided informed consent in accordance with their local
university’s institutional review boards.
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A

B C

Exp 1 & 2 Exp 1 Exp 1

Figure 1: Task and model. (A) Participants saw images
morph into one other, pressing a key for city images (go trial;
90%) and withholding a response to mountain images (nogo
trial; 10%). Adapted from Fortenbaugh et al. (2017). (B)
In the drift diffusion model, evidence is noisily accumulated
over time with a drift rate v (here fixed to 1) and accumulation
nose s. When the accumulated evidence hits the threshold
level a, participants either make a response (upper bound) or
withhold a response (lower bound). Adapted from Manohar
et al. (2015). (C) In Experiment 1, participants were
randomly assigned to one of three incentive conditions, either
self-motivated (’no reward’), earning money on each trial for
good performance (’trial-wise reward’), or faced a large loss
for a critical commission error (’looming loss’).

gradCPT task All of the experiments used the gradual
continuous performance task (gradCPT; Esterman et al.,
2013), a variant of the go-nogo task. Participants saw images
of cities and mountains within a central aperture. Each image
linearly morphed into the next one, with full opacity at 800ms
(Figure 1a). Participants were required to make a key press
for city images (‘go’; 90% of trials), and withhold a keypresss
for mountain images (‘nogo’; 10% of trials). Participants
had one minute of practice, followed by a single 10 minute
session encompassing 750 trials.
Reward Manipulation Participants performed the
gradCPT task under one of three different reward
manipulations. Across all three conditions, the trial
structure was identical: participants did not receive any
reward feedback during the experiment. Participants in
the ‘no-reward’ group (n=33) were not given any external
incentives (i.e., were self-motivated).

Participants in the ‘trial-wise reward’ group (n=35) earned
rewards on each trial for good performance. In one sub-group
(n=18), participants received ± $0.01 for accurate/inaccurate
performance on go trials, and± $0.10 for accurate/inaccurate
performance on nogo trials. In the second sub-group (n=17),
participants received an endowment of $18, and were told that

they would lose $0.25 for every commission error (response
during nogo trials), and nogo-preceding omission error (no
response during go trials). We pooled across these reward
conditions, as they had similar first-order performance (see
Esterman et al. (2016), figure 1), and similarly depended on a
per-trial reward contingency.

Finally, participants in the ‘looming loss’ condition (n=31)
received an endowment of $18, and were instructed that they
would lose their endowment if they made an error on a critical
nogo trial, which would be indicated by a colored border.
This critical trial always occurred after the first 10 minutes
of the task, with only these first 10 minutes analyzed.

Evidence Accumulation Model We modelled participant’s
go-nogo performance using the drift-diffusion model
(Ratcliff, 1978), a process model for decision-making that
has previously been applied to the go-nogo task (Gomez,
Ratcliff, & Perea, 2007). In our DDM, participants noisily
accumulate evidence about the stimulus category (city or
mountain), and make the corresponding go or nogo response
when this evidence reaches a fixed threshold. Both the rate
of accumulation (‘drift rate’) and threshold are normalized
by accumulation noise. On trials in which participants made
a response, we estimated the approximate joint probability
of their response and reaction time (RT) under our model
(Navarro & Fuss, 2009), and on trials where participants did
not make a response, we estimated the probability of their
response under our model.

Previous experiments have proposed that there is motivated
control over accumulation noise during decision-making
(Manohar et al., 2015), analogously to how motivated control
reduces motor variability (Manohar, Finzi, Drew, & Husain,
2017; Pekny, Izawa, & Shadmehr, 2015), and consistent with
neuroscientific evidence for top-down control over sensory
noise (Nakajima, Schmitt, & Halassa, 2019). These findings,
alongside observations from the original experiments that RT
variability (but not mean RT) was sensitive to incentives and
fatigue, motivated our focus on accumulation noise.

Our model contained six free parameters: threshold, go
trial accumulation noise (‘go-noise’), nogo trial accumulation
noise (‘nogo-noise’), lapse rate, and the (linear) rate of
change in threshold and go-noise across the session (Figure
1b). We fixed the drift rate to 1 in all models, as it
cannot be uniquely estimated alongside threshold and noise.
The lapse rate determines the probability that response RTs
were uniformly distributed and that no-response choices were
random, improving the robustness of the model fit and an
additional index of (in)attention. The threshold change and
noise change parameters capture the difference in parameters
between the final and first trial. We interpolated the overall
threshold and noise parameters to the midpoint of the session
for ease of interpretation.

We fit separate noise parameters for go and nogo trials
to capture generic differences between these conditions,
such as differences in familiarity or reactive stopping
processes, similarly to previous models for the go-nogo task
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(Ratcliff, Huang-Pollock, & McKoon, 2018). While the
strong imbalance of trial types (90% go trials) would make
starting point an alternative candidate, the small number of
commission errors made this parameter difficult to reliably
estimate.

We fit our model’s parameters to participants’ behavior
using hierarchical Expectation-Maximization (EM; Huys et
al. (2011)). EM alternates between maximum likelihood
estimation of the parameters under a group-level multivariate
normal prior (M-step), and updating this group prior based
on the point estimates of participants’ parameters (E-step),
repeating these two steps until convergence. We reinitialized
the parameters three times within each maximization step to
improve robustness. We removed the first 16 trials of each
session, as these were much slower and more variable than
the rest of the session, as well as rare trials where RTs were
faster than 400ms or slower than 1600ms.

Results
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Figure 2: Experiment 1. (A) Left, RT distributions for a
set of participants evenly spaced across the range of model
likelihood (black), overlaid with the model-predicted RT
distribution (red). Right, the correlation between individual
differences in observed and model-predicted accuracy, both
for real performance (top) and ranked performance (bottom).
(B) DDM parameters across the three reward conditions.
Contrasts indicate significant simple effects (p < .05); error
bars are SEM.

Model Validation To validate our model of sustained
attention, we first confirmed that we were able to successful
recover our parameters. We were able to accurately estimate
the parameters that generated simulated behavior within the
range observed in participants (correlation between simulated
and recovered parameters: all rs > .85).

Next, we confirmed that our model parsimoniously
captured participants behavior. We fit a flexible model in
which both drift rate and threshold parameters varied between
go and nogo trials. We found that drift rate and threshold
were highly correlated within go trials (r = .74), and differed
across conditions by a similar ratio (r = .69), consistent with
a noise parameter that normalizes both of these terms and
differed across conditions.

Finally, we performed posterior predictive checks to
confirm that our model captures the underlying behavior
(Gelman, Meng, and Stern (1996); Frank et al. (2015).
Our model appeared to capture participants’ RT distribution
across the range of model fit (Figure 2a). We also found that
our model’s predictions of individual differences in accuracy
were highly correlated with ground-truth performance (go
trials: r > .99; nogo trials: r = .83). However, our
model systematically overestimated participants’ accuracy,
especially during nogo trials (Figure 2a). These discrepancies
likely arise due to nogo trials’ relatively small contribution to
the overall fit (only making up 10% of trials), and trade-offs
that fit participants’ peaked RT distributions.

Reward Manipulation We found that go-noise (F2,96 =
6.32, p = .0026) and nogo-noise (F2,96 = 23.4, p =
5.3e-9; Figure 2b) significantly differed by reward condition.
Participants in the no-reward conditions were significantly
noisier than those in the reward conditions during both
go and nogo trials, consistent with motivated control over
accumulation noise (Manohar et al., 2015). In contrast,
participants had highly similar thresholds across reward
conditions (F < 1; BF10 = .095; Reward Group × Parameter
(noise, threshold): F2.7,131 = 8.59, p = 5.5e-5).

We found inconclusive evidence for whether lapse rate
varied across groups (F2,96 = 3.96, p = .022, below Holm- or
Bonferroni-corrected thresholds). Lapse rate was correlated
with both go-noise (r = .61) and nogo-noise (r = .49),
but condition differences for noise parameters remained
significant when controlling for lapse rate. It is plausible
that noise terms and lapse rate similarly reflect task-irrelevant
distraction.

Participants’ go-noise decrement depended on their reward
condition (F2,96 = 13.0, p = 7.21e-6). Participants in the
no-reward and trial-wise reward conditions became noisier
over the course of the experiment, whereas participants in
the looming loss condition maintained the same level of
performance through-out the experiment (Figure 2b). In
contrast, there was little difference across reward conditions
in how participants’ threshold changed over time (F < 1,
BF10 = 0.15; Figure 2b), with all participants becoming more
conservative over the course of the experiment (MAP t-test:
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t98 = 3.79, p = 2.7e-4; Reward Group × Parameter (noise,
threshold): F2,96 = 4.35, p = .016).

Discussion
This experiment validated our model of sustained attention.
We found that our model was identifiable, and did a good
job capturing participants’ reaction times and individual
differences in accuracy, albeit with optimistic expectations
for their accuracy. These results suggest that our relatively
simple model was sufficient to largely capture effects of
interest, and particularly how these effects depend on
between-participant differences in reward condition.

Our model revealed that incentives influenced different
components of the decision process. Whereas participants
had a similar decision thresholds across reward conditions,
we found that participants decreased their overall noise in
reward conditions, and eliminated the change in noise in
the looming loss condition. These effects demonstrate that
our model was able to capture participants’ selective control
over different facets of the decision process in response to
heightened motivation.

Given that our model appeared to reflect reliable and
dissociable mechanisms involved in sustained attention, we
next sought to replicate this model to a large online sample,
using the diagnostic power of this model to investigate how
sustained attention changes in response to the motivational
and cognitive changes that occur over the lifespan.

Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to (1) replicate our model
findings in a large, well-powered sample (2) to measure
how sustained attention changes over the lifespan. Changes
in sustained attention over the lifespan may reflect several
facets of attentional control, such as differences in motivation,
judgements of ability, and subjective effort costs (Swirsky
& Spaniol, 2019). Previous research has consistently
found that older participants have higher decision thresholds
(Starns & Ratcliff, 2010; Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon,
2001), but little is known about about how aging influences
the decrement of mechanistic decision parameters over the
course of an experimental session. By measuring how
different components of our process model change over the
lifespan, this experiment can help identify targets for control.
Model-agnostic analyses of a subset of these data were
previously reported in (Fortenbaugh et al., 2015).

Methods
Participants 21,409 participants took part in Experiment
2. Participants performed the gradCPT task online at
TestMyBrain.org through voluntary sign-up. Participants did
not complete any other tasks. We excluded 138 participants
for accuracy less than 80%, a sub-group that roughly matched
the age distribution of the sample as a whole. Participants
were representative of a broad age range (Figure 3a). This
experiment was approved by a local institutional review
board.

Procedure and Analysis Participants performed the same
task as in Experiment 1, hosted online at TestMyBrain.org.
The web version of this task was 4 minutes long,
encompassing 300 trials. We used an identical likelihood
function as in Experiment 1, except that we did not use
hierarchical priors for this analysis due to the large sample
size, and to better measure individual differences. While
these data are fundamentally cross-sectional, our large
sample size provides good power to examine population-level
changes across the lifespan.
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Figure 3: Experiment 2. (A) Age distribution across our
sample. (B) Participants’ estimated parameters plotted as
a function of their age. Red dashed lines are predicted
parameters from (non)linear regression models. Grey shaded
area indicates SEM.

Results
Model Validation We found that the quality of model fit
in Experiment 2 largely replicated our observations from
Experiment 1. Model-generated performance was highly
correlated with individual differences in accuracy (go trials:
r = .99; nogo trials: r = .88), but was similarly optimistic.

Threshold and noise demonstrate dissociable
relationships with age We observed qualitatively
different developmental trajectories for threshold and
noise (see Figure 3b). While threshold rapidly declined
for the youngest participants, the trend was dominated
by a linear increase in threshold over the lifespan. In
contrast, noise developed non-linearly, decreasing early in
development and increasing in development. Comparing the
relationship between these parameters and age, we found
that threshold had a stronger linear relationship with age than
either go-noise (coefficient test: F > 3000) or nogo-noise
(F > 4000; Figure 3b). These observations are consistent
with observations that older adults have larger thresholds
(value accuracy over speed; Starns and Ratcliff (2010)), and
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have noisier reaction time distributions (Ratcliff et al., 2001).

Different forms of noise have differential trajectories
over the lifespan Closer inspection of the change in go-
and nogo-noise over the lifespan reveal that they exhibited
distinct developmental trajectories (Figure 3b). We modelled
these trajectories using a six parameter piecewise exponential
function, fitting separate growth curves before and after
estimated transition ages using non-linear regression:

noise =

{
a× exp(b×age)+ c, if age < t
a′× exp(b′× (age− t))+ c, if age≥ t

Go-noise rapidly decreased during adolescence (predicted
age to reach 99% of asymptote: 24.6 years old), whereas
nogo-noise developed more slowly (99% of asymptote: 41.2
years old; between-parameter t-test on early growth rate:
t = 43.2, p << .001). In contrast, go-noise increased
more slowly over the lifespan, whereas nogo-noise quickly
increased later in life (between-parameter t-test on late
growth rate: t = 3.03, p = .0012). These effects were robust
to including lapse rate as a covariate.

Developmental trajectory of vigilance While participants
in both experiments became noiser over the session, the
rate at which participants got noisier decreased over the
lifespan (t = −13.7, p = 7.9e-43). Interestingly, we found
that within-session changes in threshold and noise traded-off
against each other, such that participants were showed greater
threshold change exhibited weaker go-noise change (r =
−.27; Figure 3b), a feature that was absent in simulated
behavior.

Whereas participants’ Experiment 1 became more
conservative within a session, participants in Experiment 2
became more liberal within a session (t =−58.2, p<< .001).
We found a linear trend across the lifespan indicating
that older participants became liberal more quickly
(t =−11.8, p = 8.0e-32; Figure 3b).

Discussion
We found that the same model which fit behavior in our
laboratory experiment generalized to a large online sample,
here additionally teasing apart developmental trajectories for
different facets of sustained attention.

We first found that the decision-related (threshold) and
attention-related (noise) components of task performance
exhibited dissociable developmental trajectories. Whereas
threshold exhibited a largely continuous increase over
the lifespan, accumulation noise exhibited a U-shaped
developmental course. These results support observations
in the original paper that first-order behaviors cluster into
‘strategy’ (mean RT, criterion) and ‘ability’ (RT variability,
sensitivity) factors (Fortenbaugh et al., 2015). Critically, the
current analyses provide process-level insight into this factor
structure.

While the trajectory of both noise parameters differed from

threshold, they also differed from each other in important
ways. Whereas go-noise developed quickly and decayed
slowly, nogo-noise developed slowly and decayed quickly.
These results are consistent with distinct control strategies for
facilitation and suppression, and motivate future experiments
examining how these different control strategies change over
the lifespan.

Finally, we found gradual developmental changes in how
attention was sustained within a session. Surprisingly, older
adults were better than younger adults at sustaining their level
of go-noise, contrary to classic research that found increased
vigilance decrements over the lifespan (Parasuraman, Nestor,
& Greenwood, 1989). While older adults were overall
noisier than younger adults, they sustained attention better
than similarly noisy adolescents. A potential explanation
for this finding is that the older adults may have been more
motivated to monitor their performance. Consistent with this
interpretation, the original experiment found that older adults
had stronger post-error slowing in this task (Fortenbaugh
et al., 2015). This explanation is speculative, and future
experiments should specifically investigate process-level
contributions to vigilance over the lifespan.

Older participants’ also showed a different threshold
timecourse, shifting liberal more quickly than younger
participants. Older participants’ shift coincided with their
higher overall thresholds, potentially reflecting a gradual
optimization of threshold (though see: (Starns & Ratcliff,
2010)). Future work should compare participant against
the reward-optimizing configuration (Bogacz et al., 2006;
Manohar et al., 2015).

General Discussion
Across these two experiments, we found that our adapted drift
diffusion model usefully captured participants’ performance
in an established sustained attention task, revealing
dissociable changes in the underlying decision process
elicited by different motivational states and developmental
stages. These experiments demonstrate the utility of
formalizing task performance with computational models that
can carve up the underlying cognitive processes.

In Experiment 1, we found that participants reduced
their accumulation noise when they were incentivized, and
they could eliminate the vigilance decrement when facing
a large looming loss. Our model was able to identify the
targets of motivated control, dissociating the changes in
decision threshold and accumulation noise that researchers
have proposed are optimized for reward (Bogacz et al., 2006;
Manohar et al., 2015). What our model does not address
is how control is specified, such as why the looming loss
condition eliminates the vigilance decrements. However, a
potential explanation may come from the optimal control
literature that motivates DDM optimization models (Manohar
et al., 2015; Shenhav et al., 2013). An optimal policy depends
on both the current reward and the expected future returns
(Bellman, 1957), expected future returns that decrease over
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the course of the session for trial-wise rewards, but which
plausibly remain constant or increase for the looming loss
condition. This hypothesis should be formalized and tested
in future experiments.

In Experiment 2, we found that our model parameters
were further dissociated by their distinct developmental
trajectories. Again, our approach usefully isolates the
trajectory of different processes, but doesn’t address why
they change. Developmental changes in sustained attention
likely reflect a myriad of causes, such as changes in
strategy, motivation to engage in the experiment, and
cognitive ability. Further progress towards addressing
these fundamental questions require large-scale longitudinal
experiments that combine psychometric and cognitive
modelling of how control changes over the lifespan
(Ferdinand & Czernochowski, 2018).

While the current set of experiments demonstrate the
utility of this model, there are notable limitations to our
approach. Our model strongly over-estimates participants’
accuracy. One extension of our model could be to include
a collapsing decision threshold, allowing us to capture
participants’ peaked reaction-time distributions at higher
levels of accumulation noise. Another expansion could be
to better capture the local adjustment to performance, such
as repetition biases, rhythmic responding, post-error slowing,
that may contribute to participants’ accuracy (Urai, de Gee,
Tsetsos, & Donner, 2019). Future work should provide a
more complete picture of within- and across-trial dynamics,
and confirm our characterization of how parameters depend
on incentives and age.

These experimental results are consistent with models
of attentional control that connect the motivated reduction
of accumulation noise during decision-making to motivated
reductions in motor noise during actions (Manohar et
al., 2015, 2017). The current set of results validate
and extend these theories, showing that the across-trial
maintenance of noise is also under motivated control. These
findings raise interesting theoretical questions about the
algorithmic similarity of optimization processes across motor
and cognitive control (Ritz, Frömer, & Shenhav, 2019).
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Abstract

The current study examined the role of working memory in language activation during visual processing. Twenty-six
native English speakers searched for a visual target while completing a concurrent linguistic memory task, a concurrent
spatial memory task, or in the absence of dual-task demands. Linguistic activation was measured by comparing visual
fixations to phonologically-overlapping items and control items whose names did not overlap with the target. Participants
experienced significant phonological competition across all conditions, but memory load impacted the timing of competitor
co-activation (delayed and more sustained under spatial load), as well as the magnitude (attenuated under both spatial and
linguistic loads) compared to the no-load condition. We conclude that linguistic representations are accessed during
visual search even with concurrent cognitive loads, but that working memory influences the degree of language-based
competition, possibly by modulating the activation and maintenance of linguistic and spatial information.
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Abstract

Extensive statistical learning literature suggests that regularities between co-occurring items can be learned implicitly.
However, little is known whether higher-order statistics, such as paradigmatic relations, can be learned implicitly. Paradig-
matic relations link items that may not co-occur but share each others patterns of co-occurrence. For example, A and B
are paradigmatically related when they both co-occur with C (e.g., A-C, B-C). Therefore, paradigmatic relations could,
in principle, be implicitly learned through co-occurrence regularities. Here, we modified a contextual cueing task, where
some of the targets independently appeared within distractors that had the same spatial configuration. We found that only
participants who noticed the repeating distractor patterns tend to learn the paradigmatic relations, while most participants
were able to learn the simple co-occurring regularities. Our findings imply that the ability to learn simple co-occurrence
regularities is not sufficient for forming paradigmatic relations and that explicit attention may be critical.
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Pretend Play and Childrens Self-Regulation and Language Skills: An
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Abstract

The impact of play on childrens cognitive skills has gained interest lately. This study examines the efficacy of a pre-
tend play intervention on the self-regulation and language skills of four- to five-year-olds with English as an additional
language. During pretend play an individual uses ones imagination to project a mental representation onto reality. The
sample included 151 children who were randomized into three groups: (a) Pretend play; (b) Art activities; (c) Typical
curriculum. The intervention included sixteen 30-minute sessions in groups of six children. The design of the pretend
play intervention is based on storybook reading with an adult, and subsequent role-playing with props related to the story.
During storybook reading explicit phonological awareness and vocabulary instruction were provided for the target words.
In terms of the results, the children in the pretend play group had significantly higher post-test phonological awareness
scores than children who were exposed to typical curriculum.
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Gaze behavior in a review-a-definition task
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Abstract

A requirement definition document (RDD) in software development should define the necessary and sufficient condition
for the software to satisfy. It is preferable to review and guarantee the quality of the RDD. It is, however, not easy
to evaluate the goodness of the reviewer, due to various review styles and the logical complexity of such a document.
Therefore, we developed a test set for the review task of the RDD and investigated the reviewers gaze behavior. The test
set includes the four logical relationships between the definition and instances, and our analysis revealed that validation of
the necessary condition is relatively easier than validation of the sufficient condition. Moreover, reviewers gaze patterns
were concentrated more on a certain part of sentences when the review was successful. It may suggest that the review
success can be predicted by the reviewing eye gaze fixations on sentences with the relatively higher information gain.
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Abstract 
In the present study, we tested the effects of anodal tDCS delivered 
over the Fp3 (for 10mins at 1.5mA) on the face inversion effect 
(better recognition for upright vs inverted faces) while participants 
performed an old/new recognition task. We recruited three groups 
of participants (n=72) and randomly assigned them to 
experimental conditions. In the anodal Study Phase condition 
participants received the tDCS stimulation during the learning 
phase only. In the anodal Recognition Phase condition, 
participants received the anodal stimulation during the recognition 
task only. In the control group participants received sham 
stimulation (during the study or recognition phase). Consistent 
with previous research, the results showed that anodal stimulation 
reduced the inversion effect by impairing recognition of upright 
faces. Critically, in both anodal conditions the inversion effect was 
significantly reduced compared to sham, and no difference was 
found between the two anodal conditions. Upright faces in each 
anodal condition were recognized significantly worse than sham. 
This suggests that the tDCS-induced effects on face recognition 
are immediate and affect both learning and performance. We 
interpret the results based on the account of perceptual learning 
and previous work on tDCS and the inversion effect. 

Keywords: Face Inversion effect; tDCS; perceptual learning 

Introduction 
Faces as a set of “stimuli” have been employed in several 

different ways to investigate the specific processes 
underpinning our remarkable ability to recognize faces. One 
of the most widely used experimental manipulations in the 
literature is to simply turn a set of faces upside-down and ask 
participants to try to recognize them. This led to the discovery 
of the robust cognitive phenomenon known as the face 
inversion effect (Yin, 1969; Civile, McLaren, McLaren, 2014; 
Civile, McLaren, McLaren, 2016). This refers to the reduced 
recognition performance for inverted face images compared 
to faces presented in their usual upright orientation. The first 
key finding was that this effect was larger for faces than for 
several other categories of stimuli (e.g. houses or planes) 
suggesting that it could be used as an index of the “specific” 
nature of our face recognition skills (Scapinello & Yarmey, 
1970; Valentine & Bruce, 1986; Haxby, Hoffman & Gobbini, 
2000; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2005). Several authors have 

challenged this interpretation by showing that a robust 
inversion effect similar to that obtained for faces can be 
generated with other sets of stimuli. An important study 
conducted by Diamond and Carey (1986) was the first to 
provide some clear evidence in support of this.  The authors 
were able to demonstrate as large an inversion effect for dog 
images as that for human faces when participants were experts 
(i.e. dog breeders) at judging (at dog shows) the type of dog 
breed presented. These participants had a great deal of 
experience with this type of dog, and hence had seen many 
more of them than the average person. Thus, the authors 
suggested “expertise” as one of the determining factors for our 
ability to recognize faces, we are good at this because we have 
so much experience with this type of stimulus. Importantly, in 
1997 Gauthier and Tarr introduced a new line of research 
based on training participants with a specially designed class 
of mono-orientated stimuli named Greebles. Participants, who 
had been exposed to upright Greebles detected changes faster 
for upright than for inverted stimuli; novices did not differ in 
their performance across orientations. In a similar vein, 
Gauthier et al (1998) engaged Greeble experts and novices in 
a recognition task.  At first both participant groups showed 
only a small benefit (in RT responses) in responding to upright 
Greebles vs rotated ones (60, 120 and 180 degrees). Following 
training, recognition performance became faster with practice 
for both groups, however, experts (those with a lot of 
experience of Greebles) now showed a greater advantage for 
upright Greebles which then led to a larger inversion effect 
(compared to novices) when the stimuli were presented 
inverted. Taken all together, Diamond and Carey (1986), 
Gauthier and Tarr (1997), Gauthier et al (1998)’s work 
provides support for the expertise account of face recognition 
(see also Tanaka and Farah, 1991 for an example of an 
inversion effect with configurations of dot patterns). In 
parallel with Gauthier’s work with Greebles, in 1997,  
McLaren provided the first evidence of a large inversion effect 
for non mono-orientated prototype-defined categories of 
artificial stimuli (checkerboards) that was predicted by a 
model of perceptual learning, the MKM model (McLaren, 
Kaye & Mackintosh, 1989; McLaren & Mackintosh, 2000). In 
recent years, Civile, Zhao, et al (2014) extended McLaren 
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(1997)’s findings by adopting an old/new recognition task of 
the same type as that often used in the literature to obtain the 
inversion effect (Yin, 1969; Diamond & Carey, 1986; 
Robbins & McKone, 2007; Civile, McLaren, & McLaren, 
2011). Participants were first given a categorization task (pre-
exposure phase) that required them to learn to distinguish 
between checkerboard exemplars derived from two different 
prototype-define categories. Following this, there was a study 
phase where a set of checkerboards was presented one at a 
time and participants were asked to memorize them. Some of 
the checkerboards presented were new exemplars drawn from 
one of the two familiar categories previously encountered 
during the categorization task. Half of these “familiar” 
checkerboards were presented upright (same orientation as 
that familiarized during the categorization task) and the other 
half were presented inverted. A baseline for assessing 
performance was provided by checkerboards drawn from a 
novel prototype-defined category (not seen in the 
categorization task) that were also presented in this study 
phase. As for the checkerboard exemplars taken from a 
familiar category, some of the exemplars from the novel 
category were presented upright and some inverted. In the 
final phase, the old/new recognition task, participants were 
asked to recognize checkerboards that included the same 
exemplars previously seen in the study phase (i.e “old”),  
intermixed with some “new” checkerboards selected 
according to the same four stimulus conditions (i.e. familiar 
upright/inverted, novel upright/inverted). A large inversion 
effect was found for exemplars drawn from the familiar 
category whereas no inversion effect was found for exemplars 
drawn from the novel category (Civile, Zhao et al., 2014). The 
results from McLaren (1997), and Civile et al (2014) bring 
additional support to the expertise account of face recognition, 
and they have also served as the basis for further 
investigations of face and object recognition using 
transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS).  

This new line of research has shown how tDCS can be 
used to investigate face recognition skills.  The typical tDCS 
montage consists of placing two electrodes (i.e. the target 
channel and the reference/return channel) on the surface of the 
scalp and delivering a continuous non-invasive low electro-
current stimulation through them. In most studies the 
amplitude of the stimulation ranges between 1-2mA (Nitsche 
et al., 2008).  When anodal tDCS stimulation is delivered, the 
electro-current is believed to induce a depolarization of the 
resting membrane potential which in turn modulates cortical 
excitability. The sham (control) stimulation lasts for a brief 
period of time, usually 30 seconds, and it remains off for the 
rest of the stimulation time. The sham procedure is supposed 
to give participants the feeling of being stimulated, although 
they are not receiving prolonged continuous stimulation 
(Radman et al., 2009). Ambrus et al (2011) showed that 
anodal tDCS delivered over the left dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (DLPFC) at Fp3 site can eliminate the prototype 
distortion effect (higher performance at categorizing category 
prototypes compared to category exemplars, neither of which 
had been previously seen) by affecting individuals’ ability to 
identify prototype and low distortion pattern exemplars as 

category members compared to sham. The authors targeted 
this specific region based on a previous fMRI study showing 
increased brain activation during a category learning task 
involving two sets of prototype-defined categories of colored 
checkerboards. The left DLPFC was found to be highly 
activated in participants who showed a high level of 
categorization performance (Seger et al., 2000).  

In recent years, researchers have directly investigated the 
influence of tDCS on the face inversion effect. Civile, 
Verbruggen, et al (2016) extended the tDCS procedure used 
by Ambrus et al (2011) Kincses et al (2013) and McLaren et 
al (2016) to modulate categorization skills for prototype-
defined pattern exemplars, to the same inversion effect 
paradigm for checkerboards developed by Civile, Zhao et al 
(2014). They demonstrated that Anodal tDCS delivered over 
the DLPFC at Fp3 site for 10 mins at an intensity of 1.5mA 
eliminated the inversion effect usually found for familiar 
checkerboards by reducing performance for upright 
checkerboards compared to sham. Perhaps the most important 
finding in this line of research is that first presented by Civile, 
McLaren, and McLaren (2018), then replicated in Civile, 
Obhi, McLaren (2019) and extended by Civile, Cooke et al 
(2020). Using a series of double-blind and between-subjects 
experiments the authors were able to establish that the same 
tDCS procedure adopted in Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016) 
can significantly reduce the robust inversion effect 
traditionally found for face stimuli. Once again the anodal 
tDCS stimulation disrupted performance for the upright 
stimuli (in this case faces) compared to that for sham (Civile 
et al., 2018; Civile et al., 2019; Civile, Cooke et al., 2020, 
Experiment 3a). Importantly, with an active control study 
(double-blind and between-subjects) Civile et al (2018) also 
demonstrated that applying the same tDCS anodal stimulation 
to a different targeted area did not result in any modulation of 
the face inversion effect compared to the sham group.  

Furthermore, in recently published work, Civile, Waguri 
et al (2020) investigated the electrophysiological correlates of 
the tDCS-induced effects on the face inversion effect. The 
authors combined DCS and EGG simultaneously while 
participants performed the same old/new recognition task 
involving upright and inverted faces used by Civile et al 
(2018). The results from two studies have shown that the 
anodal tDCS procedure previously adopted by Civile, 
Verbruggen et al (2016), Civile et al (2018), Civile et al 
(2019), and Civile, Cooke et al (2020) can influence the face 
inversion effect on the N170 ERP component recorded at the 
P08 channel. Specifically,  a dissociation was found where for 
the N170 latencies the tDCS procedure reduced the usual face 
inversion effect (delayed N170 in response to inverted vs. 
upright faces) compared to sham. Contrarily, the same tDCS 
procedure on the same participants increased the inversion 
effect seen in the N170 amplitudes (larger N170 peak for 
inverted vs upright faces) compared to sham (Civile, Waguri 
et al., 2020).   

Overall, the research reported in Civile, Verbruggen et al 
(2016), Civile et al (2018), Civile et al (2019), and Civile, 
Cooke et al (2020) is important because it strengthens the 
analogy between the inversion effect for checkerboards and 
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the traditional inversion effect for faces, by demonstrating that 
they both share at least some aspects of the same causal 
mechanism. This also strengthens the case for there being a 
component of the face inversion effect based on perceptual 
learning. Furthermore, recent work by Civile, Waguri et al 
(2020) presents the first evidence in the literature for the 
specific tDCS procedure to be able to influence the face 
inversion effect behaviorally and on the ERPs N170 peak 
component.  

In the study reported here, we extended the research on 
tDCS and the face inversion effect by investigating directly 
whether the tDCS-induced behavioral effects are immediate 
or need time to build up. Hence, we adopted the exact same 
tDCS procedure, and old/new recognition behavioural 
paradigm and same stimuli, as that in Civile et al (2018), 
Civile et al (2019), Civile, Cooke et al (2020), and Civile, 
Waguri et al (2020) however this time we introduced an 
additional condition. Specifically, we aimed to compare the 
face inversion effect when the tDCS procedure was 
administered only during the study phase (learning phase) vs. 
when it was delivered only during the recognition phase (test 
phase). Thus, we recruited three groups of participants 
randomly assigned to the three different experimental 
conditions. In the Anodal Study Phase group participants 
received the tDCS stimulation during the study phase only. 
This was the phase where participants were asked to 
memorize a set of upright and inverted faces. Following this, 
once the stimulation ended, participants were then engaged 
with the recognition task. In the Anodal Recognition Phase 
group, participants received no stimulation during the study 
phase. Instead, the stimulation started at the beginning of the 
recognition task and continued until the end. In the Sham 
group half of the participants were given the impression of 
being stimulated during the study phase, whereas the other 
half during the recognition phase. 

Method 
Participants 

Overall, 72 naïve (right-handed) subjects (25 male, 47 
Female; Mean age = 21.6 years, age range= 18-34, SD= 2.40) 
took part in the study. Participants were randomly assigned to 
either sham or the two anodal tDCS groups (24 in each group). 
They were all students from the University of Exeter selected 
according to the safety screening criteria approved by the 
Research Ethics Committee.  The sample size was determined 
from earlier studies that used the same tDCS paradigm, 
behavioural design, face stimuli, and counterbalancing (Civile 
et al., 2018; Civile et al., 2019; Civile, Cooke et al., 2020; 
Civile, Waguri et al., 2020).  

Materials 
The study used a set of 256 face images standardized to 

grayscale on a black background (Civile, C, Elchlepp et al., 
2018; Civile et al., 2018; Civile et al., 2019; Civile, Cooke et 
al., 2020, Civile, Waguri et al., 2020). All stimuli images were 
cropped so to remove distracting features such as hairline and 
adjusted for extreme differences in image luminance. The 

stimuli, whose dimensions were 5.63 cm x 7.84 cm, were 
presented at resolution of 1280 x 960 pixels. The experiment 
was run using Superlab 4.0.7b. on an iMac computer and the 
participants sat about 70 cm away from the screen. 

The Behavioural Task 
The experiment consisted of a ‘study phase’ and an 

‘old/new recognition phase’ (Civile, McLaren, & McLaren, 
2011; Civile et al., 2014; Civile et al., 2016; Civile et al., 2018; 
Civile et al., 2019; Civile, Cooke et al., 2020, Civile, Waguri 
et al 2020). In the study phase, participants were shown 64 
upright and 64 inverted male and female faces for 128 stimuli 
in total (presented one at a time in random order). In the 
old/new recognition phase, 128 novel faces (half upright and 
half inverted) were showed intermixed with the 128 faces seen 
in the study phase, and all 256 stimuli were presented one at a 
time in random order. Participants responded according to 
whether or not they thought they had seen the face stimuli 
during the study phase. For a given participant, each face 
stimulus only appeared in one orientation during the 
experiment (see Figure 1, Panel b). 

The tDCS Paradigm  
Stimulation was delivered by a battery driven constant 

current stimulator (neuroConn DC-Stimulator Plus) using a 
pair of surface sponge electrodes (7cm x 5cm i.e.35 cm2) 
soaked in saline solution and applied to the scalp at the target 
area of stimulation. We adopted the same tDCS montage used 
in Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016), Civile et al (2018), Civile 
et al (2019), Civile, Cooke et al (2020), Civile, Waguri et al 
(2020) (see Figure 1, Panel a). We adopted a bilateral bipolar-
non-balanced montage with one of the electrodes (anode) 
placed over the target stimulation area (Fp3) and the other 
(cathode) on the forehead over the reference area (right 
eyebrow). The study was conducted using a double-blind 
procedure reliant on the neuroConn study mode in which the 
experimenter inputs numerical codes (provided by another 
experimenter), that switch the stimulation mode between 
“normal” (i.e. anodal) and “sham” stimulation. Participants 
were randomly assigned to one of the three tDCS condition 
groups.In the Anodal Study Phase group, a direct current 
stimulation of 1.5mA was delivered for 10 mins (5 s fade-in 
and 5 s fade-out) starting as soon as the subjects (n=24) began 
the study phase and finished before the old/new recognition 
task started. In the Anodal Recognition Phase group, the same 
direct current stimulation (1.5mA, for 10 mins with 5 s fade-
in and 5 s fade-out) was delivered starting as soon as the 
subjects (n=24) began the old/new recognition task and 
continuing throughout the study.  In the Sham group, the 
identical stimulation mode was displayed on the stimulator 
and subjects experienced the same 5 s fade-in and 5 s fade-
out, but with the stimulation intensity of 1.5mA delivered for 
just 30 s, following which a small current pulse (3 ms) was 
delivered every 550 ms (0.1mA over 15 ms) for the remainder 
of the 10 mins to check impedance levels. Half of the subjects 
(n=12) received the sham stimulation during the study phase 
only, whereas the other half (n=12) received it only during the 
old/new recognition task.  
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Figure 1. Panel a shows the tDCS montage used in the study. 
Panel b illustrates the old/new recognition task. In each trial 
of the study phase participants saw a fixation cross in the 
center of the screen, for 1 s, then a face image was presented 
for 3 s before moving on to the next trial. After all the 128 face 
stimuli had been presented, the program displayed a set of 
instructions, explaining the recognition task. During the 
recognition task, the faces were each shown for 3 s and 
participants pressed the ‘.’ key if they recognized the face as 
having been shown in the study phase, or pressed ‘x’ if they 
did not (the keys were counterbalanced). 

Results 
Following Civile et al (2018), Civile et al (2019), Civile, 

Cooke et al (2020), and Civile, Waguri et al (2020) the data 
from all the participants were used in the signal detection d' 
sensitivity analysis of the old/new recognition task (seen and 
not seen stimuli for each stimulus type) where a d’ = of 0.00 
indicates chance-level performance (Stanislaw & Todorov, 
1999). To calculate d’, we used participants’ hit rate (H), the 
proportion of YES trials to which the participant responded 
YES, and false alarm rate (F), the proportion of NO trials to 
which the participant responded YES.  Intuitively, the best 
performance would maximize H (and thus minimize the Miss 
rate) and minimize F (and thus maximize the Correct 
Rejection rate); and thus, the larger the difference between H 
and F, the better is the participant’s sensitivity. The statistic d’ 
(“d-prime”) is based on this difference; it is the distance 
between the Signal and the Signal + Noise.  However, d' is not 
simply H-F; rather, it is the difference between the z-

transforms of these 2 rates:  d' = z(H) - z(F).   We assessed 
performance against chance to show that all stimulus’ 
conditions were recognized significantly above chance (for all 
conditions we found p < .01 for this analysis). Each p-value 
reported for the comparisons between conditions is two-tailed, 
and we also report the F or t value along with effect size (η2p). 
We analyzed the reaction time (RT) data to check for any 
speed-accuracy trade-off. These analyses do not add anything 
to the interpretation of our results. For completeness, we give 
mean RTs for each of the stimulus’ conditions: Sham Upright 
= 1195 ms; Sham Inverted = 1250 ms; Anodal Study Phase 
Upright = 1092 ms; Anodal Study Phase Inverted = 1142 ms; 
Anodal Recognition Phase Upright = 1175 ms; Anodal 
Recognition Phase Inverted = 1209 ms 

We computed a 2 x 3 mixed model design using, as a 
within-subjects factor, Face Orientation (upright or inverted), 
and the between-subjects factor tDCS Stimulation (sham, 
anodal study phase, anodal recognition phase). Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of Face 
Orientation, F(1, 69) = 76.10, p < .001, η2p = .52, which 
confirmed that upright faces were better responded to than 
inverted ones. Importantly, a significant interaction between 
Face Orientation and tDCS Stimulation was found, F(1, 69) = 
5.39, p = .007, η2p = .13. No main effect of tDCS Stimulation 
was found F(1, 69) = 2.06, p = .13, η2p = .05. 

A 2 x 2 ANOVA using, as a within-subjects factor, Face 
Orientation (upright or inverted), and the between-subjects 
factor Group (sham, anodal study phase) revealed a 
significant interaction, F(1, 46) = 9.22, p = .004, η2p = .16. 
This was due to the inversion effect from the sham group, 
(M=.612, SE=.07), t(23) = 7.86, p < .001, η2p = .72, being 
larger than that in the anodal Study Phase, (M=.265, SE=.08), 
t(23) = 4.97, p = .004, η2p = .30. 

A similar analysis comparing the inversion effect from the 
Sham group to that obtained in the Anodal Recognition Phase 
group, also revealed a significant interaction, F(1, 46) = 6.73, 
p = .013, η2p = .13. Again, the inversion effect in the Sham 
group was larger than that in the Anodal Recognition Phase 
group, (M=.327, SE=.07), t(23) = 4.22, p < .001, η2p = .43 (see 
Figure 2). 

Importantly, no interaction was found when we conducted 
a 2 x 2 ANOVA using, as a within-subjects factor, Face 
Orientation (upright or inverted), and the between-subjects 
factor Time of tDCS Stimulation (anodal study phase, anodal 
recognition phase) F(1, 46) = .297, p = .58, η2p = .01. 

We compared the performance for upright faces in the 
three groups. This was done because, based on previous 
studies (Civile et al., 2018; Civile et al., 2019; Civile, Cooke 
et al., 2020 and Civile, Waguri et al., 2020) our specific tDCS 
procedure significantly affects only upright faces and not 
inverted ones. This analysis for the upright faces is also 
appropriate because the same stimulus sets are rotated across 
participants in a counterbalanced manner; so that each upright 
face seen in the Sham group for a given participant will 
equally often serve as an upright face for the participants in 
the Anodal Study Phase group and in the Anodal Recognition 
Phase group. There were statistically significant differences 
between group means for upright faces as determined by one-
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way ANOVA, F(2, 69) = 4.741, p = .012. Performance for 
upright faces in the Anodal Study Phase group (M=.468, 
SE=.07) was significantly reduced compared to that in the 
Sham group (M=.803, SE=.08), t(23) = 2.87, p = .003, η2p = 
.26. A similar effect as found for upright faces in the Anodal 
Recognition Phase (M=.555, SE=.08) compared to Sham, 
t(23) = 1.84, p = .038, η2p = .13. No difference was found 
between upright faces in the Anodal Study Phase vs Anodal 
Recognition Phase groups, t(23) = .856, p = .44, η2p = .03. 
Finally, there were no statistically significant differences 
between group means for inverted faces as determined by one-
way ANOVA, F(2, 69) = .110, p = .90. 

 
Figure 2. Results for the old/new recognition task. The x-axis 
shows the stimulus conditions. The y-axis shows sensitivity d’ 
measure. Error bars represent s.e.m.  

Additional Analysis: Anodal Recognition Phase group 
To investigate further the immediate effect of the tDCS on 

the face inversion effect, we conducted an additional analysis 
where we split the data collected from the Anodal Recognition 
Phase group by first and second half of the recognition task. 
Hence, we computed a 2 x 2 ANOVA using, the within-
subjects factors, Face Orientation (upright or inverted), and 
Recognition Phase Halves (first half, second half). The results 
revealed a significant main effect of Face Orientation, F(1, 
23) = 7.92, p = .010, η2p = .25, which confirmed that upright 
faces were better responded to than inverted ones. No main 
effect of Recognition Phase Halves was found, F(1, 23) = 
2.88, p = .11, η2p = .11. Importantly, no significant interaction 
between Face Orientation and Recognition Phase Halves  was 
found, F(1, 23) = .074, p = .78, η2p = .01,  confirming that there 
was no difference between the inversion effect in the first half 
vs the second half of the recognition task.  

 

General Discussion 
The tDCS procedure derived from a recent line of research 

developed by Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016), Civile et al 
(2018), Civile et al (2019), Civile, Cooke et al (2020), and 
Civile, Waguri et al (2020) is able to reduce the inversion 
effect for checkerboards (drawn from a prototype-defined 

category that participants are familiar with) and the robust 
inversion effect usually found for faces. Critically, in both 
cases (for the checkerboards and the faces) anodal tDCS 
disrupted recognition of upright stimuli compared to sham.  
The overall results from the study reported here, confirmed 
that anodal tDCS at Fp3 induces a face recognition 
impairment in healthy students, in that they showed a reduced 
face inversion effect (compared to sham). And, once again, 
this was due to performance for upright faces in the anodal 
groups being reduced compared to sham. Importantly, 
because of the design of the study, we were able to directly 
compare the effect of anodal tDCS when delivered during the 
study phase (learning phase) vs when it was delivered during 
the recognition phase of the study. Hence, the key result from 
the study is that the face inversion effect was significantly 
reduced (compared to sham) in both anodal tDCS groups. 
Critically, in both groups the reduction of the inversion effect 
was due to impaired recognition performance for upright faces 
compared to that seen with sham stimulation. Given that the 
results from our study replicate (Anodal Study Phase group) 
and extend (Anodal Recognition Phase group) the line of 
research developed by Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016), Civile 
et al (2018), Civile et al (2019) and Civile, Cooke et al (2020), 
we interpret our results based on this literature and in terms of 
the MKM theory of perceptual learning (McLaren et al., 1989; 
McLaren and Mackintosh, 2000; McLaren, Forrest, & 
McLaren, 2012). This work is the first evidence that the tDCS 
procedure has an immediate effect on perceptual learning 
when applied. In fact, under normal (sham) conditions, by the 
end of the study phase participants were able to easily 
recognize the upright faces. However, this was not the case in 
the Anodal Recognition Phase group suggesting that the tDCS 
procedure is changing the way that faces are processed. The 
MKM model postulates that salience is modulated based on 
prediction error (i.e. past learning) and that this has an 
immediate impact on both learning and performance. The 
tDCS can be seen as preventing this error-based modulation 
of salience, resulting in enhanced generalization between 
exemplars, reducing the inversion effect because recognition 
performance for upright faces declines.  

Normally, pre-exposure to prototype-defined categories of 
stimuli improves performance because it results in the unique 
features of an exemplar of that category (which help us 
discriminate between stimuli) being relatively more active 
during learning and performance compared to the common, 
prototypical features shared by the exemplars. This is a 
consequence of the common features shared by exemplars 
suffering from greater salience reduction than the unique ones 
because they are more predictable, and so more strongly 
associated to, by other elements present.  One interpretation 
of the reduction of the inversion effect for checkerboards and 
that for faces is that the tDCS procedure induces a 
reconfiguration of the cognitive processing that develops 
representations of stimuli, such that instead of pre-exposure to 
a prototype-defined category enhancing the discriminability 
of the exemplars taken from that category, it instead now 
promotes generalization between them. This makes features 
common to those exemplars more prominent rather than 
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exaggerating exemplar differences. It is this change in 
perceptual learning that causes the reduction in the face 
inversion effect because it reduces individuals’ ability to 
discriminate between and recognize different upright faces, 
which is normally enhanced by their expertise for face 
processing acquired via experience and manifesting as 
perceptual learning.  

Perhaps the main impact of our findings relates to other 
possible explanations of the effect of the tDCS procedure that 
we use on face recognition, and on recognition of 
checkerboard exemplars taken from familiar categories. 
Because we had always previously given the tDCS during an 
early phase of the experiment, either during the study phase 
for faces or the categorisation phase for checkerboards, there 
was always the possibility that the neurostimulation was 
simply disrupting learning, and either directly hindering 
encoding of the to-be-remembered items (faces) or preventing 
familiarisation with the stimulus category (checkerboards). 
We now know that this cannot be the only mechanism at work 
here, because tDCS applied during the recognition phase after 
a lifetimes familiarisation with faces and after the encoding of 
them during the study phase still has the same impact on 
performance (recognition) as before. This is consistent with 
the MKM model predictions, because that model modulates 
the salience of stimulus representations online, and so can 
capture the immediate impact of our tDCS manipulation by 
simply stopping that modulation from occurring. But other 
explanations of expertise / perceptual learning, such as 
developing a larger representational space for encoding the 
stimuli as a result of encoding them, perhaps as a consequence 
of stimulus comparison during exposure to the stimuli, do not 
have this immediacy. We are encouraged by these results to 
think that our model of both perceptual learning and the 
effects of tDCS on it is a good one, and will continue to use it 
to guide future research on this phenomenon. 
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Auditory, Visual, and Speech Category Learning in the Same Individuals
Casey Roark

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States

Bharath Chandrasekaran
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States

Abstract

Category learning is a fundamental process in human cognition. Recent efforts have attempted to adapt theories developed
in vision to the auditory domain. However, no study has directly compared auditory and visual category learning in the
same individuals. Using a fully within-subjects approach, we trained participants on non-speech auditory, visual, and
non-native speech categories in a single day. By comparing category learning behavior, the ability to generalize to novel
category exemplars, and leveraging decision bound computational models, we found that while individuals demonstrated
similar learning across the auditory and visual modalities, there were distinct perceptual biases that influenced learning of
non-speech auditory categories. Further, there were substantial individual differences in performance across the three tasks.
This study presents a novel comparison of category learning across modalities in the same individuals and demonstrates
that although commonalities exist, there is some domain-specificity to category learning.
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Abstract 
Disfluency leads listeners to expect an upcoming reference to 
unfamiliar objects. In two experiments, we examined if this 
expectation is adapted based on the way disfluency has been 
used in the discourse. Participants listened to instructions to 
look at an object on a screen containing familiar and novel 
images. We manipulated the co-occurrence of disfluency and 
reference to novel vs. familiar objects. In the predictive 
condition, disfluent expressions referred to novel objects, and 
fluent expressions referred to familiar objects. In the non-
predictive condition, fluent and disfluent trials referred to 
either familiar or novel objects. Participants’ gaze revealed that 
listeners more readily predicted familiar images for fluent trials 
and novel images for disfluent trials in the predictive condition 
than in the non-predictive condition. Listeners adapted their 
expectations about upcoming words based on recent 
experience with disfluency. Disfluency is not invariably 
processed, but is a cue adapted within the local context.  

Keywords: Speech disfluency; Eye-tracking; Adaptation; 
Partner-specific processing 

Introduction 
Listeners are known to adapt to various aspects of 

linguistic input, such as speakers’ speech sound, lexical 
choice or syntactic structures, based on the statistics of the 
recent linguistic experience (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Fine et 
al., 2013; Trude & Brown-Schmidt, 2012; see also 
Harrington Stack, James, & Watson, 2018). For example, 
when listeners are exposed to the speech of two talkers, one 
with an unfamiliar regional dialect of American English and 
the other without the dialect, they process critical speech 
sounds differently based on the speaker’s dialect (Trude & 
Brown-Schmidt, 2012). This adaptation to speech perception 
has been shown even in individuals with amnesia who have 
severe declarative memory impairment (Trude, Duff, & 
Brown-Schmidt, 2014). Adapting to different sources of 
variations is likely crucial to enhance efficiency in language 
processing which is faced with the challenge of rapidly 
interpreting speech despite substantial variability between 
and within talkers. While an extensive amount of work has 
examined adaptation to linguistic input, less explored is 
whether listeners adapt to paralinguistic properties of the 
input, such as a speaker’s prosody or their use of disfluency. 
Here, we focus on listener’s adaptation to a paralinguistic 
input: the way speakers produce disfluency.  

Speakers are often disfluent in everyday conversation 
Brennan & Schober, 2001; Bortfeld, et al., 2001). Speakers 

often become hesitant or disfluent by producing a filler word 
(e.g., “Look at thee… uh…”) or being silent between words. 
It is estimated that the rate of disfluencies in spontaneous 
speech is considerable, 6 words per every 100 words (Fox 
Tree, 1995). Numerous studies have shown that disfluency is 
often found when speakers encounter difficulty in planning 
utterances or retrieving lexical items (Clark & Fox Tree, 
2002; Clark & Wasow, 1998; Ferreira, 1991; Fraundorf & 
Watson, 2013; Jaeger, 2010; Smith & Clark, 1993). Although 
disfluency (e.g., “um” or “uh”) are not typically considered 
lexical items (cf, Fox Tree, 2001), disfluencies signal 
information, and listeners actively process disfluency, 
making predictions about what comes next;  Listeners expect 
disfluent descriptions to refer to discourse-new entities or 
entities that are hard to describe (Arnold, Hudson Kam, & 
Tanenhaus, 2007; Arnold, et al., 2004; Barr & Seyfeddinipur, 
2010).  

Previous evidence suggests that the link between 
disfluency and discourse novelty is not simply due to tracking 
of co-occurrence statistics, but also integrates speaker 
information and their perspective. For example, listeners 
interpret different speakers’ disfluencies with respect to each 
speaker’s knowledge state (Barr & Seyfeddinipur, 2010). 
They also attenuate the “disfluency=new reference” 
prediction when they believe they are listening to a person 
with anomia who has difficulty naming familiar objects and 
frequently becomes disfluent (Arnold et al., 2007). Listeners 
also suspend their “disfluency=new” expectation when a 
second, naïve listener joins an ongoing conversation, 
reflecting the tendency of speakers to become disfluent in 
such situations, even when referencing familiar objects 
(Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2014). Thus, listeners make 
situation-specific inferences and interpret disfluency 
accordingly (see also Heller, et al., 2014). 

Less clear is if the expectation of disfluency referring to 
novelty can be adapted based on how disfluency is used in 
the current discourse context. In a recent study, Bosker, et al., 
(2019) exposed listeners to disfluencies in a typical predictive 
context based on the lexical frequency of the noun 
(disfluentàlow frequency; fluentàhigh), or the reverse. 
They found that when processing disfluency, participants 
were more likely to look at low frequency nouns in the typical 
condition; this tendency was attenuated when the 
contingencies were reversed and disfluency was predictive of 
reference to high frequency nouns. This work provides initial 
evidence for the idea that the way in which disfluencies signal 
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upcoming meaning can be flexibly adapted over brief time-
scales.  

In the present work, we first test the malleability of the 
processing of disfluency by manipulating the relationship 
between disfluency and reference to novel vs. familiar objects 
(Experiment 1). If disfluency is invariably processed, local 
context should not affect disfluency expectations. 
Alternatively, if disfluency is flexibly adapted, listeners’ 
expectations will differ depending on the use of disfluency in 
the local context. In Experiment 2 we ask the novel question 
of whether adaptation to disfluency reflects simple adaptation 
to co-occurrence statistics in the local context, or instead, if 
this adaptation is a partner-specific process. 

Experiment 1 

Participants 
Fifty-four undergraduates at Vanderbilt University 

participated in the experiment in return for either cash 
payment or partial course credit. Participants were all native 
speakers of North American English and normal or corrected-
to-normal hearing and vision.    

Materials and procedure 
Participants performed a referential communication task 

(Krauss & Weinheimer, 1996), sitting at a table in front of a 
monitor. On each trial, they followed pre-recorded 
instructions to look at an object on a screen (e.g., “Look at 
the…”). The participants’ eye movements were monitored 
during the task with an Eyelink 1000 (SR Research, Ontario, 
Canada) desktop-mounted eye-tracker. It sampled eye 
movements monocularly at 1,000 Hz. 

In the task, four images were presented on the screen – two 
familiar images and two novel images (Figure 1). Each object 
type was shown in two colors. Images were adapted from 
previous studies (Arnold, Hudson Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007; 
Brown-Schmidt, 2009a, Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2018).  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Example scene display.  

 

The pre-recorded instructions were always the same 
format; the color of the target was described first, and then 
the label or the description of the target followed (e.g., “the 
orange kite”). Two factors were manipulated: Fluency 
(within-subjects) and predictability (between-subjects). The 
pre-recorded instructions were fluent (“Look at the orange 
kite.”) for half of trials and disfluent (“Look at thee… uh… 
orange kite.”) for the other half. The phrases “Look at 
the/thee…uh [color]” were cross-spliced, so that the auditory 
stimuli before the critical noun was the same in the predictive 
and non-predictive conditions. In fluent expressions, the 
average adjective onset (e.g., orange) was 623ms and the 
average noun onset (e.g., kite) was 1008m after onset of 
“Look”. In disfluent expressions, the average adjective onset 
was 2340ms and average noun onset 2747ms after “Look”. 

In the predictive condition, disfluent expressions always 
referred to the novel image and fluent expressions to the 
familiar image. In the non-predictive condition, fluent and 
disfluent trials refer to either the novel or familiar image.  

There were 96 critical trials that were repeated twice in the 
same disfluency condition (a total of 192 trials, no filler 
trials). Trials were randomly presented and the entire task 
took approximately an hour.  

Predictions 
If the interpretation of disfluency as a signal to upcoming 

meaning flexibly adapts in response to signalàmeaning 
contingencies in the local environment, the interpretation of 
disfluency should differ across conditions. Listeners should 
look at the target image more before they hear the critical 
noun for both fluent and disfluent trials in the predictive 
condition vs. in the non-predictive condition. In other words, 
upon hearing the color adjective, they will look at the color-
matching novel image more than the familiar image in 
disfluent trials, and they will look at the color-matching 
familiar image more than the novel images in fluent trials.  

Alternatively, if listeners do not adapt to the way how the 
speaker uses disfluency, their gaze would not differ between 
the two conditions for both fluent and disfluent trials. 

Results 
The latency between the onset of “Look” and the critical 

color adjectives was significantly longer for disfluent trials 
(2340ms) than fluent trials (623ms), making them difficult to 
directly compare. Thus, test trials were analyzed for fluent 
and disfluent trials separately, using mixed-effects models 
(see Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2014). When the maximal 
model did not converge, random slopes were removed from 
the model one at a time until convergence. The a-priori 
critical time window was from 200ms to 700ms after the 
onset of the color adjective, reflecting listeners’ predictive 
processing prior to hearing the critical noun.  
 
Fluent Trials We analyzed listeners’ eye movements 
following the onset of the adjective (Figure 2). During the 
critical time window (200-700ms after the onset of the color 
adjective), listeners did not hear the critical noun (e.g., kite), 
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but had to make a prediction based on the color adjective 
(Either the familiar object or the novel object of the same 
color).  We compared fluent trials referring to the familiar 
image in the predictive condition and in the non-predictive 
conditions.  

Listeners’ processing of fluent expressions was analyzed 
in a mixed-effects model that included predictability 
(predictive vs. non-predictive) as a fixed effect (Table 1). The 
dependent measure was the proportion of looks to the target 
image. The model revealed a significant main effect of 
predictability (t=2.74, p<.05). This finding suggests that 
listeners readily looked at the upcoming referent – the color-
matching familiar image – more in the predictive condition 
than in the non-predictive condition.  

 
 
 
 

Disfluent Trials As in the analysis of fluent trials, listeners’ 
eye movements from the onset of the adjective was analyzed: 
from 200ms to 700ms after the adjective (Figure 2). Disfluent 
trials referring to the novel image in the predictive condition 
and the non-predictive condition were compared.  

A mixed-effects model included predictability as a fixed 
effect (Table 2). The dependent measure was the proportion 
of looks to the target. The model revealed a significant effect 
of predictability (t=2.05, p<.05). Consistent with the finding 
in fluent trials, listeners predicted the color-matching novel 
image more as an upcoming referent following disfluency in 
the predictive condition than in the non-predictive condition. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. The proportion of fixations for fluent expressions (left) and disfluent expressions (right) in Experiment 1. In fluent 
expressions, the average onset of the critical adjective (e.g., orange) is 623ms and the average onset of the critical noun (e.g., 
kite) is 1008ms. In disfluent expressions, the average onset of the critical adjective is 2340ms and the average onset of the 
critical noun is 2747ms. The solid vertical line shows the average onset of the adjective and the dotted line shows the average 
onset of the noun. The blue shading indicates the critical analysis window.  
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Figure 3. The proportion of fixations for fluent expressions (left) and disfluent expressions (right) in Experiment 2.  
 
Table 1: Fluent trials: mixed effect model with predictability 
(non-predictive vs. predictive) as a fixed effect. The 
dependent measure was the proportion of looks to the target 
in fluent trials in Experiment 1.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.42 0.02 25.24 <.001 
Predictability 0.08 0.03 2.74 0.008 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
Subject (intercept) 0.01  0.10   
Item (intercept) 0.003 0.06   
Residual     0.15 0.39   
 

Table 2: Disfluent trials: Mixed effect model with 
predictability (non-predictive vs. predictive) as a fixed 
effect. The dependent measure was the proportion of looks 
to the target object in disfluent trials in Experiment 1. 
Values in bold indicate significant results.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.38 0.02 18.47 <.001 
Predictability 0.08 0.04 2.05 0.045 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
Subject (intercept) 0.02  0.13   
Item (intercept) 0.004  0.06   
Residual     0.15  0.38   

Experiment 2 
 
In Experiment 1, the analysis of gaze revealed that the 
tendency to interpret “disfluency=new” was attenuated in the 
non-predictive condition for disfluent trials compared to the 
tendency in the predictive condition. Listeners also readily 
predicted upcoming referents – familiar images – in the 
predictive condition than in the non-predictive condition for 
fluent trials. These findings suggest that listeners flexibly 
adapt to how a speaker uses disfluency based on recent 
experience with the speaker. However, in the natural world 
talkers naturally vary in their use of disfluency, indicating 
that the signal strength of disfluency à something hard or 
new likely varies in a talker-specific manner. It is well 
established that listeners quickly adapt to specific talkers’ 
acoustic or linguistic features (e.g., a speaker’s accent or 
syntactic structure). By contrast, if and how listeners adapt to 
paralinguistic cues of a specific talker have been less well 
explored. Specifically, whether and how listeners adapt to 
partner-specific non-linguistic cues, such as disfluency, 
before hearing critical linguistic information is less 
understood, although adaptation of both linguistic and non-
linguistic cues facilitate listeners’ comprehension processing.  
Thus, in Experiment 2, we examined if listeners’ adaptation 
to disfluency is partner-specific when they interact with two 
talkers simultaneously; one speaker producing disfluency in 
a predictive way and the other speaker producing disfluency 
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in a non-predictive way. To test this question, predictability 
was manipulated within-subjects in Experiment 2. 

Participants 
Fifty-four undergraduates at Vanderbilt University 

participated in the experiment in return for either cash 
payment or partial course credit. Participants were all native   
speakers of North American English and normal or corrected-
to-normal hearing and vision.  

Materials and procedure 
The material and the procedure of Experiment 2 were 

identical to Experiment 1, with the following exception: the 
manipulation of predictability was within-subjects. Two pre-
recorded voices were introduced: one female and one male 
voice. One voice produced disfluency in a non-predictive 
way and the other voice produced disfluency in a predictive 
way (which voice was predictive was counterbalanced across 
persons).  Two voices were randomly presented.  There were 
96 critical targets that were repeated four times in the same 
disfluency condition (a total of 384 trials, no filler trials). The 
color of competitors changed across four repetitions to avoid 
a learning effect.  

Predictions 
We predict that if listeners are able to adapt to disfluency 

in a talker-specific pattern, listeners would look at the color-
matching upcoming referent more upon hearing the color 
adjective in the predictive condition vs. in the non-predictive 
condition, consistent with the results of Experiment 1; They 
should look at the novel image more for disfluent trials and 
look at the familiar image more for fluent trials in the 
predictive condition than in the non-predictive condition. 

Alternatively, if listeners do not adapt their expectations 
about upcoming words according to a recent experience with 
each talker, their gaze would not be different regardless of the 
identity of the talkers for both fluent and disfluent trials. 

Results 
Consistent with the analyses in Experiment 1, test trials 

were analyzed for fluent and disfluent trials separately. 
 
Fluent Trials Listeners’ eye movements following the onset 
of the adjective were analyzed. The critical time window was 
from 200ms to 700ms after the onset of the color adjective 
(Figure 3). Fluent trials referring to the familiar image in the 
predictive and non-predictive conditions were compared. 

A mixed-effect model included predictability (predictive 
vs. non-predictive) as a fixed effect (Table 3). The dependent 
measure was the proportion of looks to the target image. The 
model revealed a significant main effect of predictability 
(t=2.61, p<.05). Before hearing the critical noun, listeners 
looked at the familiar image more in the predictive condition 
than in the non-predictive condition.  

 

Disfluent Trials Listeners’ eye movements following the 
onset of the adjective were analyzed: from 200ms to 700ms 
after the onset of the color adjective (Figure 3). Disfluent 
trials referring to the novel image in the predictive and non-
predictive conditions were compared.  

A mixed-effect model included predictability (predictive 
vs. non-predictive) as a fixed effect was used to examine 
listeners’ processing of disfluent expressions (Table 4). The 
dependent measure was the proportion of looks to the target 
image. A significant main effect of predictability (t=2.607, 
p<.05) showed that listeners’ adaptation was tailored to a 
specific partner; they predicted the novel referent more in the 
predictive condition than in the non-predictive condition. 
 
Table 3: Fluent trials: Mixed effect model with 
predictability (non-predictive vs. predictive) as a fixed 
effect. The proportion of looks to the target in fluent trials in 
Experiment 2. Values in bold indicate significant results.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.38 0.02 25.32 <.001 
Predictability 0.04 0.02 2.61 0.01 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
Subject (intercept) 0.01  0.10   

Predictability 0.006 0.08   
Item (intercept) 0.006 0.08   

Predictability 0.004 0.07   
Residual     0.16 0.39   

 
Table 4: Disfluent trials: Mixed effect model with 
predictability (non-predictive vs. predictive) as a fixed effect. 
The proportion of looks to the target object in disfluent trials 
in Experiment 2. Values in bold indicate significant results.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.33 0.02 17.97 <.001 
Predictability 0.03 0.01 2.607 0.01 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
Subject (intercept) 0.02  0.13   

Predictability 0.001 0.03   
Item (intercept) 0.003  0.06   
Residual     0.15  0.39   

General Discussion 
The results show that listeners are able to learn and use 

their knowledge about individual speakers’ use of disfluency 
based on recent experience with them. Even before hearing 
the critical noun, listeners predicted the upcoming referent, 
looking at the familiar image more for fluent trials and the 
novel image more for disfluent trials when the speaker 
produced disfluency in a predictive way compared to when 
the speaker produced disfluency in a non-predictive way. 
This adaptation was partner-specific in that listeners 
interpreted speakers’ disfluency differently based on the way 
disfluency had been used by a specific speaker.  
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Even though the results in both Experiments showed that 
listeners learn speakers’ disfluency and apply their 
knowledge in online language processing, their performance 
to predict an upcoming referent was notably better when 
interacting with one speaker (Experiment 1) compared to 
when interacting with two speakers simultaneously 
(Experiment 2). The difference in target fixations during the 
critical time window between the predictive and non-
predictive conditions was ~ 15% in Experiment 1 and ~3% in 
Experiment 2 (Figure 2 and 3). Although adaptation to a 
paralinguistic input such as disfluency is a robust 
phenomenon, the smaller effect when interacting with two 
partners vs. one partner may be caused by higher cognitive 
costs required when simultaneously tracking two 
perspectives than one perspective (see also Ryskin et al., 
2015). Further, participants in our experiments had to build 
up the representations of the speakers as the task unfolded, 
because they were not given any information about them. 
This bottom-up process of establishing representations of the 
speakers based on local information might require more 
cognitive resources compared to the top-down process of 
using representations of speakers (e.g., given information 
about the speaker – anomia; Arnold , et al., 2007). Another 
consideration is that in the non-predictive condition, it might 
be difficult for listeners to overcome their ordinary prediction 
of disfluency that they use in everyday life. Without any 
given explanation about speakers’ characteristics (e.g., 
anomia), listeners may naturally attribute the speaker’s 
disfluency to planning difficulty. When it is violated without 
any specific justification, overcoming this violated prediction 
could be difficult for listeners especially when only one of 
the speakers violated the prediction.  

An open question is how listeners learn variations in 
paralinguistic cues and use this information in online 
language processing. Trude et al. (2014) showed that 
individuals with amnesia who have declarative memory 
impairment were able to learn speakers’ accents, suggesting 
that speech adaptation does not require intact declarative 
memory. Further research is warranted to determine whether 
declarative memory is required in adaption to paralinguistic 
cues (e.g., disfluency, prosody, etc) as well as linguistic cues 
(e.g., speech sounds, syntactic structure).  

In conclusion, we have shown that listeners are sensitive to 
the way speakers use disfluency in the local context and 
flexibly adjust how they process disfluency accordingly. 
Rather than processing disfluency based on simple 
associations between disfluency and novel referents, our 
findings point to flexible adaptations listeners make during 
the online processing of disfluency. Disfluency is not 
invariably processed, but instead a cue that is flexibly adapted 
within the local context. This study expands previous 
findings and shows that these paralinguistic adaptation 
effects can be talker-specific.  
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Abstract

Humans can successfully interpret images even when they have been distorted by significant image transformations. Such
images could aid in differentiating proposed computational architectures for perception because while all proposals predict
similar results for typical stimuli (good performance), they differ when confronting atypical stimuli. Here we study two
classes of degraded stimuli – Mooney faces and silhouettes of faces – as well as typical faces, in humans and several
computational models, with the goal of identifying divergent predictions among the models, evaluating against human
judgments, and ultimately informing models of human perception. We find that our top-down inverse rendering model
better matches human percepts than either an invariance-based account implemented in a deep neural network, or a neural
network trained to perform approximate inverse rendering in a feedforward circuit.
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Abstract 

Language processing is predictive in nature. But how do 

people balance multiple competing options as they predict 

upcoming meanings? Here, we investigated whether readers 

generate graded predictions about grammatical gender of 

nouns. Sentence contexts were manipulated so that they 

strongly biased people's expectations towards two or more 

nouns that had the same grammatical gender (single bias 

condition), or they biased multiple genders from different 

grammatical classes (multiple bias condition). Our 

expectation was that unexpected articles should lead to 

elevated reading times (RTs) in the single-bias condition 

when probabilistic expectations towards a particular gender 

are violated. Indeed, the results showed greater sensitivity 

among language users towards unexpected articles in the 

single-bias condition, however, RTs on unexpected gender-

marked articles were facilitated, and not slowed. Our data 

confirm that difficulty in sentence processing is modulated 

by uncertainty about predicted information, and suggest that 

readers make graded predictions about grammatical gender.  

Keywords: language processing, prediction, gender, reading, 
sentence comprehension 

Introduction 

A wealth of psycholinguistic evidence suggests that 

prediction, the pre-activation of semantic and form-level 

information, is a core component of language 

comprehension (Federmeier, 2007; Huettig & Mani, 2016; 

Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Pickering & Gambi, 2018). In 

this paper, we investigate the pre-activation of grammatical 

gender of nouns, and whether this pre-activation is all-or-

none or graded in nature. 

In a 1999 seminal paper, Altmann and Kamide showed that, 

when people are presented with an auditory sentence such as 

"The boy will eat the cake", they start fixating edible target 

objects in an array of pictures well before the noun "cake" is 

acoustically realized. Hence, language users can leverage 

their linguistic and world knowledge to actively anticipate 

upcoming words and their meanings, rather than passively 

taking in new information as it incrementally occurs (as 

traditional linguistics frequently posits; Jackendoff, 2002).  

Graded Predictions in Language Processing 

In addition, research has shown that the semantic 

predictions people generate during language processing are 

graded and probabilistic, rather than all-or-none. For 

example, Federmeier and Kutas (1999) used ERPs to 

investigate whether readers not only show facilitation for 

highly expected nouns, but also for nouns that are 

unexpected but share semantic features with the most 

expected completion (e.g., “palms” – “pines”). In that study, 

sentence frames ("They wanted to make the hotel look more 

like a tropical resort, so along the driveway they planted 

rows of ...") were presented either with the most highly 

expected ending (palms), an unexpected noun from the same 

semantic category (pines), or an unexpected noun from a 

different semantic category (tulips). Crucially, the N400, an 

ERP component that indexes ease of semantic integration 

(Kutas & Hillyard, 1984), showed a graded pattern: It was 

largest for different-category nouns (tulips), somewhat 

smaller for same-category nouns (pines), and smallest for 

expected nouns (palms). Hence, there was facilitation for 

nouns that were unexpected but shared semantic features 

with expected nouns. The authors argued that readers 

generate strong predictions about upcoming words, 
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including their semantic features. When a word is 

encountered that is unexpected, but nevertheless has 

semantic overlap with the most highly expected noun, this 

word will be facilitated. In sum, it is the degree of semantic 

feature match between a word and the prediction derived 

from context that determine how difficult it will be to 

process new input: Predictions about upcoming words are 

not all-or-none but graded. 

Subsequent studies have shown that graded predictions 

are not limited to semantic features of words. DeLong, 

Urbach, and Kutas (2005), for example, demonstrated that 

expectancy violations are measurable on indefinite articles 

that precede a critical noun and bear little or no semantic 

content. The authors presented sentences on a screen word 

by word that either ended with the most expected noun, e.g., 

"It was a windy day so the boy went outside to fly A kite", 

or with an unexpected noun that required a different 

indefinite article, e.g., "AN airplane". Crucially, at the time 

of reading the indefinite article participants could already 

infer whether the predictable word would complete the 

sentence or not. The results indeed showed that N400 

amplitudes at the level of the indefinite article were 

correlated with its degree of predictability (its cloze 

probability, based on prior ratings): The higher the cloze 

probability of the indefinite article, the smaller the N400. 

The authors argued that readers not only predict semantic 

features based on prior context, but also phonological 

features of words. Crucially, this pattern of expectations is 

graded, and not all-or-none.  

However, a large-scale replication attempt that spanned 

nine labs in the UK (Nieuwland et al., 2018) failed to 

reproduce the findings of DeLong et al. (2005). In that 

study, there was no critical correlation between N400 

amplitudes and the cloze probability of the indefinite article. 

One of the conclusions of that study was that the a/an 

manipulation might not be well suited to measure 

prediction, because the indefinite article only needs to align 

with the phonological characteristics of the upcoming word 

– which does not necessarily have to be a noun (e.g., "an 

ENORMOUS kite").  

Prediction of Grammatical Gender 

Another way to measure predictability effects before the 

critical noun is to take into account gender-marked definite 

articles. Whereas English does not have a gender-marking 

system, nouns in many other languages such as German, 

Dutch, Italian, or Spanish require gender-marking in their 

preceding definite articles (e.g. in German die fem Sonne, 

der masc Mond [the sun, the moon]). Indeed, gender 

manipulations might be better suited to measure prediction, 

because a gender-marked article always needs to align with 

its head noun, irrespective of whether the noun is preceded 

by modifiers (e.g., die hell scheinende Sonne, der weiße 

Mond [the bright shining sun, the white moon]). 

Many studies have observed that people use article gender 

information to infer whether or not a sentence will continue 

with the anticipated noun (for review, see Kochari & 

Flecken, 2019). For example, an ERP study by Wicha and 

colleagues identified processing difficulties when readers 

encountered Spanish definite articles whose gender did not 

agree with the gender of the expected noun (Wicha, 

Moreno, & Kutas, 2003). In that study, people were 

presented with sentences such as "El sabía que cuando su 

padre muriera podría al fin ponerse" ("He knew that when 

his father died he would finally be able to wear ..."), that 

strongly biased their expectation towards a particular 

gender-marked noun (in this case, "corona", which requires 

the feminine article "la"). The authors found an enhanced 

N400-like response for unexpected articles (in this case, 

"el"), indicating that readers predicted the gender of the 

upcoming noun and noticed the mismatch between the 

expected noun and preceding article. Hence, language users 

make use of context to actively predict word-level 

information of nouns, including their gender.  

But are prediction-inconsistent effects of gender also 

probabilistic/graded? Prior studies do not speak to this issue, 

because they normally presented gender-marked articles that 

were either globally predictable or globally unpredictable. 

This question is crucial because, in the light of the failed 

replication attempt discussed earlier, graded effects of 

predictability that are not semantic in nature have not been 

previously demonstrated. 

The Present Study 

The question we ask in this paper is whether prediction-

inconsistent effects at the article are modulated by the 

strength of the gender bias that the previous sentence 

context creates. For example, in some cases a sentence 

context might create a strong bias towards a particular 

gender-marked article because it biases nouns that have the 

same grammatical gender (e.g., because both nouns require 

a masculine article; henceforth "single bias condition"). In 

other cases, when a sentence context biases nouns that do 

not have the same gender, there might be a less consistent, 

weaker bias towards multiple gender-marked articles 

("multiple bias condition"). Here, we hypothesized that a 

prediction-inconsistent article should lead to greater 

processing disruptions in the single-bias condition than in 

the multiple bias condition. This should be the case because 

the single-bias condition elicits a strong probabilistic 

expectation towards one particular gender-marked article, 

which is violated when a prediction-inconsistent article is 

presented. Here, we use a self-paced reading task to 

investigate this hypothesis with definite articles in German, 

a language that has three gender classes (masculine, 

feminine, and neuter), which all require different definite 

articles.   

Method 

Participants 

Eighty-four psychology students (55 female, 29 male) 

between the ages of 18 and 35 (mean age=21 years, SD=3) 

participated for course credit. All participants were native 
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speakers of German, had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision, and reported no neuropsychological disorders. 

Materials 

Cloze ratings for an initial set of 73 items were obtained by 

40 Saarland University students who did not participate in 

the main experiment. Participants were presented with 

sentence frames that were truncated before the definite 

article and asked to generate a definite article and noun that 

best completed the sentences. Participants were additionally 

asked to generate a second-best sentence completion (article 

and noun) that indicated how the sentence could be 

completed otherwise.  

Based on the ratings, we computed the cloze probabilities 

for completions that were produced with the highest 

frequency in the first- and second-best guess ratings (for 

articles and nouns, separately).  

In a series of successive steps, we then excluded items 

that did not fit. In a first step, we excluded items that did not 

elicit definite articles (which limited the item set down to 

60). We then excluded items whose highest-cloze article and 

highest-cloze noun did not agree in gender, whose first- and 

second-best guess noun were identical (e.g., bus-bus), or 

whose first- and second-best guess nouns were synonyms or 

near-synonyms (e.g., stove-stove top, goal-goal line, alps-

mountains). This selection procedure reduced item set to 35. 

Finally, three more items were excluded (two items whose 

highest-cloze article was indefinite; another item whose 

noun cloze probability was below 0.25).  The final set of 

experimental stimuli consisted of 32 items. First-guess 

articles and nouns had an average cloze probability of 0.79 

and 0.76, respectively (range: 0.43-1.0 and 0.30-1.0). 

Second-guess articles and nouns had an average cloze 

probability of 0.53 and 0.29, respectively (range: 0.32-0.81 

and 0.14-0.78). Items were then sorted into two categories: 

items whose first- and second-best guess articles were 

identical in gender (“single bias”; e.g., “In der 

Nachmittagshitze war der Wein warm geworden, also stellte 

Johanna ihn in” [In the heat of the afternoon the wine had 

become warm, and so Johanna put it in] den masc 

Kühlschrank (the fridge) / den masc Schatten (the shade)), 

and items whose first- and second-best guess articles were 

NOT identical (“multiple bias”; e.g., “Nach dem Überfall 

auf das Schiff vergruben die Piraten” [After the robbery of 

the ship, the pirates buried ...] den masc  Schatz (the treasure) 

/ die fem Beute (the booty)). Hence, items with gender-

identical ratings created a strong bias towards one particular 

gender-marked article, whereas items with non-identical 

ratings created a weaker bias towards multiple gender-

marked articles. 

In a final step, the experimenters chose low-cloze, 

unexpected article-noun continuations for each one of the 32 

sentence stems, making sure that a) the low-cloze nouns had 

a different grammatical gender than the first-guess highly 

expected noun, b) the low-cloze nouns were never produced 

as first- or second-guess completions in the cloze ratings, 

and c) the unexpected completions matched with the 

expected ones in frequency (based on the Zipf scale from 

the SUBTLEX DE data base, Brysbaert et al., 2011). For 

example, the low-cloze, unexpected completions for the 

above two items were die fem Badewanne (the bathtub) and 

das neut Gold (the gold), respectively. The average cloze 

probability of unexpected definite articles was 0.02 (range: 

0.00 – 0.1). The average cloze probability of the expected 

nouns was < 0.001.  

Finally, to account for spill-over from the definite article 

onto subsequent words of the sentence during reading, the 

experimenters inserted adjectives and adverbs between the 

definite article and the noun (e.g., die kalte, gut gefüllte 

Badewanne; the cold, well-filled fridge/bathtub). In order to 

make sure that the critical nouns were never encountered in 

sentence-final position, the sentence stems were padded 

with identical words that continued both expected and 

unexpected endings plausibly.  In the final item set, 30 items 

were presented in the accusative case, requiring the definite 

articles den masc, die fem and das neut, two items were 

presented in the dative case, requiring the definite articles 

dem masc/neut and der fem. Table 1 shows that the final 

distribution of article types over high-cloze and low-cloze 

sentences was roughly balanced.  

 

Table 1: Definite articles in the experiment. 

 

 accusative case dative case 

 das den die der dem 

High cloze 10 11 9 0 2 

Low cloze 6 11 13 2 0 

 

Finally, the 64 sentences (32 high cloze, 32 low cloze) 

were distributed on two experimental lists so that each 

subject viewed only one experimental version of each item 

during testing. We included 38 sentences from the Potsdam 

sentence corpus as fillers (yielding 70 total sentences per 

list) to ensure that participants continued to make 

predictions during reading despite the large number of 

unexpected sentence continuations, (Fine, Jaeger, Farmer, & 

Quian, 2013; Jaeger & Snider, 2013). Comprehension 

questions (simple yes/no questions) were created for 25% of 

all sentences to make sure that participants read for content. 

Experimental items and fillers were randomly distributed on 

each list, with two constraints: 1) No more than four 

unexpected items in a row, and 2) no more than three items 

with comprehension questions in a row. 

Procedure 

We used the “moving-window” format for self-paced 

reading. Participants read sentences on a screen word-by-

word. Each trial started with the presentation of the first 

word of the sentence, next to a number of underscores, 

separated by spaces, indicating the number of words to 

follow. By pushing the space bar with their dominant hand, 

participants proceeded to the next word, and the letters of 

the previous word were replaced with underscores. 

Participants were instructed to read the sentences as quickly 
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and accurately as possible, and to answer all true/false 

comprehension questions by pushing the “J” (Yes, correct) 

and “N” (No, incorrect) bars on the keyboard. Trials were 

separated by a 500 ms fixation cross. 

Results 

Accuracy on the comprehension questions was near 

ceiling for both high- and low-cloze sentences (M = 0.94 for 

both, range: 0.81-1.00), suggesting that participants were 

attentive during the experiment and understood the 

sentences they were reading.  

We identified three dependent variables. These included 

residual (i.e. length-corrected) reading times (RTs) of the 

article (Gibson & Levy, 2016), the spill-over region 

(consisting of the three words after the article before the 

noun), and the noun. Independent variables were bias (a 

two-level factor: multiple bias vs single bias), as well as 

cloze probability of the article (for article and spill-over 

RTs) and cloze probability of the noun (for noun RTs).  

Prior to analysis, raw RTs for all DVs were trimmed for 

outliers by identifying RTs that were more than 3sd 

deviations away from the participant/condition mean, and 

replacing those RTs with the respective cut-off value of the 

participant/condition mean. This affected less than 2% of all 

data points.1 

We constructed separate linear mixed effects models for 

each of the three dependent variables as implemented in the 

lme4 library (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2013; 

version 1.1-19) in R (R Development Core Team, 2016; 

version 3.5.2). Independent variables were entered into the 

models including their interaction terms; the factor bias was 

dummy-coded (0, 1), with "multiple bias" as the reference 

category. All models contained random intercepts for 

subjects and items and were initially fit with the maximal 

random slope structure warranted by the design (i.e. by-

subject random slopes for cloze and bias, including their 

interaction). In the case of non-converging models, the 

random structure of each model was simplified using the 

least-variance approach (see Barr, Levy, Scheepers & Tily, 

2013, for guidelines). Trial number was added as a scaled 

control predictor to all models. P-values were estimated 

using the Satterthwaite degrees of freedom method. Means 

and standard deviations of raw reading times for articles, 

spill over regions, and nouns are displayed in Table 2. 

 

Article RTs The model for residual RTs of the definite 

article was fit with an additional control variable for case 

marking. We found a significant interaction between bias 

and article cloze probability (b = -10.79, SE = 4.93, t = -

2.19, p = .029). Figure 1 shows that, in contrast to what we 

predicted, RTs for relatively less expected, low-cloze 

articles were faster when there was a strong bias towards a 

single gender-marked article. Vice versa, RTs were slower 

 
1 Note that we replicated all effects reported below when using 

untrimmed, raw RT values. 

when there was a weak bias towards multiple gender-

marked articles. 

 

Table 2: Raw reading times (in ms) in the experiment, split 

by bias and cloze probability (high vs low cloze, HC and 

LC). Standard deviations in parentheses. 

 

 article spill-over noun 

 HC  LC HC LC HC LC 

Multiple 

Bias 

396 

(153) 

404 

(189) 

1275 

(472) 

1260 

(474) 

465 

(249) 

514 

(348) 

Single 

Bias 

383 

(163) 

382 

(153) 

1256 

(482) 

1271 

(459) 

453 

(244) 

560 

(441) 

 

 

Spill-over RTs Except for a main effect of trial number, 

which suggested faster reading times for later trials (b = -

160.45, SE = 5.264, t = -30.49, p < .001), no critical main 

effects or interactions were significant in the model for 

residual RTs of the spill-over region. 

 

Noun RTs The model for noun residual RTs was run with a 

scaled control variable for noun frequency. This model 

showed a simple effect of cloze probability (b = -26.29, SE 

= 6.90, t = -3.80, p < .001), suggesting that, irrespective of 

bias, relatively expected, high-cloze, nouns were read more 

quickly than relatively unexpected, low-cloze, nouns (see 

Figure 2).2 

Discussion 

Nearly half of the languages in the world use gender 

marking to separate nouns into grammatical classes. 

Whenever a noun is preceded by a definite article, the article 

must agree with the gender of the head noun. Prior studies 

have shown that people use gender-marking on articles as 

cues that can foreshadow whether or not a noun that is 

predictable based on context will continue the sentence or 

not. However, up to date it has been unknown whether 

people's predictions go beyond noticing that a gender-

marked article is globally predictable or unpredictable, or 

whether language users show graded sensitivity to the 

statistics of the expected input. 

 

 
2 Note that we addressed the possibility of a change in 

predictive processing over time (e.g., a de-sensitization to 

violated predictions as the experiment progressed) by 

running additional models for RTs on the article, the spill-

over region, and the noun that included the three-way 

interaction between cloze, bias, and trial number. In no 

model, the three-way interaction reached statistical 

significance (all p’s > .1). 
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Figure 1: Partial effects plot of the estimated effects of bias 

and article cloze probability on residual reading times of the 

article. Error bands represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 

 
Figure 2: Partial effects plot of the estimated effects of bias 

and noun cloze probability on residual reading times of the 

noun. Error bands represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Here we used self-paced reading to investigate whether 

pre-activation of gender information in German is 

probabilistic, by manipulating the gender bias of preceding 

context. For example, sometimes a sentence context might 

cue a strong expectation towards a particular gender-marked 

article by biasing two or more noun completions that agree 

in gender class. In other cases, there may be no such strong 

expectation towards a particular gender-marked article, 

because the nouns that are predictable based on context have 

a different grammatical gender.  

Our goal here was to investigate whether prediction-

inconsistent gender-marked articles lead to greater 

processing disruptions in such "single-bias" conditions, in 

other words, in situations when there is a strong 

probabilistic bias towards a particular gender-marked 

article. We used single-bias sentence contexts (Nachdem 

Paul seinen Führerschein erhalten hatte, fuhr er ständig mit 

dem masc Auto / dem masc Motorrad [When Paul got his 

drivers‘ license, he was constantly driving around with the 

car / the motorbike])  and multiple-bias sentence contexts 

(Da Anne Angst vor Spinnen hat, geht sie bei sich zuhause 

nur ungern nach unten in den masc Keller / die fem Garage 

[Anne is scared of spiders, so when she’s at home, she 

doesn’t like going down into the basement / the garage]), 

and presented unexpected article-noun combinations (e.g., 

der fem Gruppe [the group (of friends)], das neut 

Schlafzimmer [the bedroom], respectively). We measured 

reading times at the level of the prediction-inconsistent 

definite article, the spill-over region (adjectives and adverbs 

between article and noun (e.g., dem alten aber zuverlässigen 

Auto [the old but reliable car]), and the critical noun. 

Two key findings emerged. First, in contrast to our 

hypothesis that prediction-inconsistent articles should be 

more disruptive in the single-bias condition, we found that 

reading times for low cloze, unexpected articles were 

actually faster, and not slower, in the single-bias condition 

than in the multiple-bias condition. Second, we found that at 

the level of the noun, expected high-cloze nouns were read 

faster than unexpected low cloze nouns, an effect that was 

identical in size for both gender bias conditions. No effects 

emerged for the spill-over region. 

Pre-activation of Gender-marked Articles 

Although we predicted readers would be slower when they 

encountered unexpected article gender in conditions where 

potential completions aligned in gender (i.e. in the single 

bias condition), we found the opposite pattern. Instead, 

people were faster when confronted with an unexpected 

gender-marked article in the single vs. multiple bias 

condition. Hence, people did show sensitivity towards the 

expectancy manipulation, albeit somewhat differently from 

what we expected. One possibility is that people indeed 

processed the article as prediction-inconsistent, but instead 

of slowing down, they sped up to get more quickly to the 

head noun of the phrase. Under conditions of normal 

reading when the full sentence is visible at all times, it is 

conceivable that participants would have regressed out of 

the article region towards the noun, in order to quickly make 

sense of the sentence that was not progressing as expected. 

In the self-paced reading task we used here, there was no 

possibility for participants to launch a regressive eye 

movement into a later portion of the sentence because, at the 

time of reading the definite article, the noun phrase was 

hidden by underscores. Hence, it is possible that the speed-

up reflects some sort of a compensation for the inability to 

make a regression – people just read more quickly to get to 

the noun. Whatever the reason for the speed-up in reading 

times, our results align with prior studies by showing that 

people are sensitive to gender information conveyed by 

definite articles when comprehending sentences. However, 

above and beyond the findings of earlier studies, our results 

suggest that pre-activation of gender depends on the bias 
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created by the previous sentence context: People process 

prediction-inconsistent gender-marked articles differently 

when these occur in a context that strongly biases an article 

from a different grammatical class. Hence, pre-activation of 

grammatical gender is graded in nature. 

Noun Reading Times 

In contrast to the definite article, reading times of the noun 

were not modulated by gender bias. Instead, there was a 

strong effect of cloze probability, suggesting that 

unexpected, low-cloze nouns were read considerably more 

slowly than expected, high-cloze nouns. This slow-down in 

RTs amounted to 75 ms in raw RTs, and the effect also 

continued onto subsequent words of the sentence (as 

additional models showed, not reported here), where the 

effect gradually washed out. The lack of a gender bias effect 

at the level of the noun is not too surprising - it merely 

suggests that processes of semantic (re)analysis and 

integration overruled at that point of time in processing the 

sentence, so that gender information was less prevalent. 

Conclusions and Future Research 

Our data suggest that, not only do comprehenders anticipate 

the grammatical gender of highly predictable nouns, the 

nature of their expectations is graded, depending on the 

gender bias of the prior context. These findings are relevant 

in the light of previous studies that have investigated pre-

activation of grammatical gender using ERPs. For 

prediction-inconsistent articles, these studies have yielded a 

puzzling mixture of ERP components, with very little 

overlap in either the timing, scalp distribution, or even the 

polarity of the effects (see Wicha et al., 2003; Otten & Van 

Berkum, 2009; Wicha et al., 2004). Potential differences 

between these studies that could account for the conflicting 

findings have been addressed only recently, among them, 

for example, the stimulus presentation rate or the use of 

predictable or unpredictable fillers (see Kochari & Flecken, 

2019). The data presented here raise the possibility that yet 

another - previously unaccounted for - factor could help 

explain the conflicting findings: the fact that people's 

expectancies about upcoming words and their gender are not 

all-or-nothing but graded, and contingent on the granularity 

of the gender bias created by the sentence context.  

Let us briefly consider how the present data would look 

like if they were to support an all-or-nothing account of 

gender prediction - in other words, the idea that readers do 

not entertain multiple (gender) predictions during language 

processing, but predominantly the one with the highest 

cloze probability. In this case, our data would have shown a 

simple effect of predictability at the level of the article, with 

faster reading times for predictable gender-marked articles 

and slower reading times for unpredictable articles, with no 

interaction suggesting that predictability effects are 

contingent on the strength of the gender bias. In the light of 

these observations, note that the model for article RTs did 

not show a main effect of cloze. Thus, had we merely 

considered article cloze probability in the present 

investigation (and not the additional interaction with bias), 

we would have been forced to conclude that gender 

information has no behavioral effect before the critical noun 

– which is the conclusion drawn in a prior study that 

investigated article prediction in Spanish-speaking 

participants and that predominantly looked at article cloze 

probability (see Guerra, Nicenboim & Helom, 2018). 

In sum, our findings support proposals arguing that 

language comprehension entails the parallel computation of 

multiple linguistic possibilities, each with some degree of 

probabilistic support, which are continuously updated once 

more bottom-up input is available. As such, the cloze 

probability of a given word not only reflects the one word 

that completes a sentence best. Instead, it reflects a "degree 

of belief" (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2013) of parallel 

expectations that language users compute based on the 

environmental contingencies.  

Under this account, the gender bias of a given context or 

sentence fragment could be expressed as the weighted 

average of all the possible nouns that require a masculine 

article, a feminine article, and so forth. Crucially, at any 

point in time the parser computes a probabilistic image of 

all the possible gender-marked articles rather than 

committing to one and only one prediction (and their 

gender).  

These observations are in line with information-theoretic 

accounts arguing that comprehension difficulty in human 

sentence processing is not only accounted for by suprisal 

(i.e. the amount of new information a word conveys, see 

Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015), but also by the 

amount of uncertainty about possible alternative parses (i.e., 

entropy; Linzen & Jaeger, 2014): Entropy is lower in 

situations in which there are many possible, low-probability 

continuations (i.e., multiple bias condition) compared to 

situations in which there are few, high-probability 

continuations (i.e., strong bias condition). 

In addition, the parser adapts flexibly whenever new input 

renders earlier predictions inappropriate by narrowing the 

scope of possible sentence continuations (Delaney-Busch, 

Morgan, Lau, & Kuperberg, 2019). Future research could 

address under which conditions such adaptations occur, and 

what happens when individuals (for example with learning 

disabilities or communicative disorders) are unable to make 

such adaptations. 
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Abstract 
Studies have shown that temporal chunk measures in transcrip-
tion tasks can be used to assess competence in various domains.  
However, in other tasks, chunking strategies and thus perfor-
mance differences can be highly variable across participants.  
If such individual differences are also large in transcription 
tasks this would undermine the use of chunk-based competence 
measures.  Using four stimuli with fixed spatial structures this 
experiment demonstrates that there is good consistency in 
chunking strategy across 52 participants in two types of tran-
scription tasks.  The experiment spans 16,000 data points.   

Keywords: chunking; individual differences; sequential be-
havior; transcription; competence measurement.   

Introduction 
Chunking is a foundational concept of cognitive science with 
a long history (Bryan & Harter, 1897; Miller, 1956).  It un-
derpins many theoretical explanations of cognitive phenom-
ena, such as: perception (Miller, 1956); working memory 
(Cowan, 2002); learning (e.g., Anderson, 2000; Gobet et al., 
2001); expert–novice differences (Chi, Glaser & Farr, 1988); 
control of sequential behavior (Rosenbaum, Kenny & Derr, 
1983; Cheng & van Genutchen, 2018); stages of processing, 
including perception and encoding versus motor program 
preparation and physical output (Verwey, Shea & Wright, 
2015).  A chunk is a group of mental elements that have 
strong associations with other elements within the group and 
weak associations to elements in other groups.  How big is a 
chunk?  Miller (1956) suggests 7±2 components, Cowan 
(2001) four, Gobet & Clarkson (2004) three or even two.  The 
difference in these estimates is explained by the specific def-
inition of chunk adopted and the nature of the target task.  
Miller (1958) focused on the perceptual span of short-term 
memory (STM), Cowan (2001) on tasks that fully engage 
working memory (WM), and Gobet & Clarkson (2004) spe-
cifically on chunks as perceptual schemas, templates, in the 
domain of chess.   

As learning involves the acquisition of a rich network of 
chunks (Gobet, at al., 2001), it should theoretically be feasi-
ble to assess an individual’s comprehension of a target 
knowledge domain by measuring properties of that individ-
ual’s network of chunks.  In other words, we might be able to 
evaluate a person’s knowledge or competence by determining 

the size of their chunks, notwithstanding the previous com-
ments about chunk size.   

Competence assessment using chunk measurement 
Cheng and colleagues (Albehaijan & Cheng, 2019; Cheng, 
2014, 2015; Cheng & Rojas-Anaya, 2006; Zulkifli, 2013) 
have developed assessments of comprehension with temporal 
chunk measures using simple transcription tasks in order to 
assess the structure of chunks in learners’ memories.  They 
chose transcription tasks, rather than, say, recall or problem-
solving activities, because test takers will generate nearly the 
same overall content, which has valuable benefits in terms of 
the coding of sequences of responses and ease of comparison 
across test takers (Cheng, 2014).  Two methods have been 
developed using temporal chunk signals that operate at dif-
ferent time scales.   

In the pauses in writing method (Cheng, 2014; Cheng & 
Rojas-Anaya, 2006; Zulkifli, 2013) chunking behavior was 
measured using the duration between the writing (scribing) 
of individual characters, with the stimulus constantly on dis-
play.  For instance, in non-cursive writing, a pause is the time 
between the placement of the pen on the paper at the start of 
a target stroke and the earlier time of lifting the pen from the 
paper at the end of the preceding stroke.  Pauses occur be-
tween characters and sometimes within characters (e.g., the 
‘-’ in “t”). Pause-based measures have a characteristic time-
scale of the order of 100 ms.  In transcription tasks, pauses at 
the beginning of chunks are substantially longer than pauses 
within chunks – at least twofold is typical.  Further, Cheng & 
Rojas-Anaya (2008) found three distinct levels of pauses in 
the writing of artificial sentences.  Van Genutchen & Cheng 
(2010) found four levels in the writing of sentences from 
memory at the start of sentences, phrases, words and letters.  
As a measure of competence, the third quartile of pauses, Q3, 
is a particularly useful general measure across task types and 
domains (Cheng, 2014; Cheng, 2015; Zulkifli, 2013).  

The second method is cluster-based (Albehaijan & Cheng, 
2019).  In this method participants perform a deliberate action 
of pressing a key in order to view the stimulus, which is 
masked during periods of writing when the key is released.  
The small set of characters that participants chose to process 
together on each view is called a cluster.  Three chunk 
measures were based on such clusters: (i) the number of com-
ponents per cluster; (ii) the view duration taken by the 
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participant to select and encode a cluster from the stimulus 
into memory; (iii) the writing duration to reproduce a cluster 
from memory (following each view of the stimulus).  The 
cluster-based method has a characteristic timescale of the or-
der of 1 second.  Note that a cluster is not necessarily a chunk, 
because a cluster may include more than one chunk.  

In the present experiment, both methods are investigated.  
The pauses in writing method is addressed in the Constant 
Display (CD) condition of the experiment.  The cluster-based 
method is addressed in the Deliberate View (DV) condition.    

Empirical evaluations of both methods have spanned the 
domains of mathematics (Cheng, 2014, 2015), English as a 
second language (Zulfliki, 2013), and programming (Al-
behaijan & Cheng, 2019).  Strong correlations between the 
temporal chunk measures and independent measures of do-
main competence were obtained with values commonly in the 
range 0.6-0.7.  Hence, the approach appears to have some po-
tential for competence measurement.   

Other sub-second temporal measures of action features in 
continuous writing and drawing tasks have been developed in 
order to assess competence (Ovaite et al., 2018; Stahovich & 
Lin, 2016).  Those approaches used machine learning tech-
niques to find predictive combinations of features, but require 
the logging of large amounts of data across many sessions.  
In contrast, the methods of Cheng and colleagues require rel-
atively small amounts of data, because the measures are the-
oretically derived from chunking theory.   

Although the assessment of domain knowledge using tem-
poral chunking signals appears to promise some utility, theo-
retical concerns may be raised about using measures of 
chunking in transcription tasks.  One concern is whether per-
formance manifest in simple transcription tasks can realisti-
cally represent the full range of component skills in which 
competence might be expressed.  Another concern is the po-
tential presence of substantial individual differences in se-
quential tasks – this is the focus of this paper.   

Do individual differences impact chunk measures? 
Newell’s (1973) injunction about the inappropriateness of ag-
gregating psychological data over different task strategies ap-
plies to the assessment of competence using temporal chunk 
measures.  Differences in the strategies individuals use to en-
code or to produce chunks in a task is a potential source of 
variability that may confound the accuracy of chunk 
measures by introducing a factor that is unconnected to the 
test taker’s chunk structure.  For instance, John (1996) noted 
the existence of strategic differences in transcription typing.  
More severely, Gray and Boehm-Davis (2000) found that dif-
ferences of just tens of milliseconds may produce different 
task strategies.  Yet more dramatically, Cheng & van Ge-
nutchen (2018) discovered that substantial strategic differ-
ences occur between individuals in their writing of the same 
sentence from memory.  Participants memorized sentences 
with a fixed five-level hierarchical structure, which they then 
wrote from memory in a non-cursive fashion.  Cheng & van 
Genutchen (2018) analyzed pauses between successive 
strokes, letters, words, phrases and sentences.  They found 23 

different strategies were exhibited by their 32 participants, 
which they explained in terms of the alternative scheduling 
patterns that were used to interleave the retrieval of chunks 
from memory and the initiation and execution of motor ac-
tions.  The different strategies impact the duration of pauses 
at the start of the writing of new chunks by as much as 500 
ms, which is noteworthy as this is in the absence of any ef-
fects due to stimulus perception and encoding processes, as 
stimuli were written from memory.   

The presence of such strategic differences might substan-
tially hamper the reliability of temporal chunk measures by 
being sources of variability that is quite unrelated to perfor-
mance differences due to the chunk structures, which the 
chunk measures are intended to record.  So, this paper exam-
ines whether temporal chunk measures of competence may 
be susceptible to such individual differences that would un-
dermine the viability of stimulus transcription approaches to 
competence measurement.  

The approach we adopt follows McLean & Gregg’s (1967) 
and Cheng & Rojas-Anaya’s (2005, 2008) paused-based 
chunking studies.  They induced chunk structures into partic-
ipants’ memory in order to achieve consistent hierarchical 
chunk structures across participants.  In an analogous fashion, 
participants in the present experiment will transcribe arbitrary 
stimuli with a fixed structure determined by their spatial lay-
out.  Fig. 1 shows truncated examples of the stimuli.  The 
characters alternate between a single letter and a single num-
ber, which were selected at random.  Stimuli have the follow-
ing structure: S1 – uniform list; S2 – sets of 2 characters; S3 
– sets of 3 characters; S4 – sets of 4 characters.  S3 is 39 char-
acters long and the rest 40.   

Each character in a stimulus is an element of this domain 
as participants are familiar with roman letters and Hindu-Ar-
abic numerals.  Being randomly generated, no particular se-
quence of characters is likely to be meaningful to partici-
pants, so it is presumed that participants will process charac-
ters in small groups that are bound temporarily in working 
memory.  Such groups of characters are called clusters rather 
than chunks, for two reasons.  First, the connection between 
the characters is one of binding in WM rather than associa-
tion in long term memory.  Second, in a single view of the 
stimulus a participant may encode sets of characters as one 
chunk or as a hierarchical structure with two (or more) groups 
containing two (or more) characters (Rosenbaum, Kenny & 
Derr, 1983), which leaves open whether the whole group or 
each sub-group should be properly designated as chunks.   

How can the transcription of these stimuli inform whether 
individual differences may degrade temporal chunk signal 
measures of competence?  This is the logic.  (a) Encoding: 
assume that participants use the sets in the stimuli to encode 
the clusters of characters they use during transcription.  (b) 

S1.   9 g 2 b 6 d 7 f 5 w 1 c . . . 
S2.   z8 3b n2 7a y5 3e m9 . . . 
S3.   2b3 n5w 6t2 a7n 9g4 . . . 
S4.   2d6v y7b4 3e9k 2t6r . . . 

Figure 1.  Sample stimuli (initial 12 to 16 characters) 
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Production: given clusters of the same size, assume partici-
pants are consistent in their output of those clusters, then the 
size of groups of characters produced will be consistent and 
the patterns of pauses associated with clusters of that size 
should also be consistent.  If (a) and (b) both hold, then this 
provides good evidence that effects of individual differences 
are not substantial.  However, if participants are not con-
sistent in their size of clusters they encode or not consistent 
in their patterns of pauses, then it is impossible to claim that 
individual differences are not having an adverse impact, be-
cause either (a) or (b) may be responsible.  If (b) is responsi-
ble then individual differences have a negative impact.  If (a) 
is responsible the experiment cannot provide evidence for the 
absence of any negative impact of individual differences.  Ei-
ther way the claim that individual differences are not an issue 
cannot be dismissed.  With S1 it is likely that participants will 
vary in the size of clusters, so encoding condition (a) may not 
hold.  As we will see, both conditions (a) and (b) appear to 
hold for S2, S3 and S4.   

 

Method 
The experiment was conducted as part of a larger study about 
programming competence using chunk measures.   

Design. The experiment was a within participants design, 
with two transcriptions modes: Constant Display (CD) and 
Deliberate View (DV).  The CD mode implements the 
paused-based method and the DV mode the cluster-based 
method.  Stimuli S1 to S4 (Fig. 1) were used.   

Participants.  The 52 participants were students and mem-
bers of staff in the Department of Informatics at the Univer-
sity of Sussex. Their age ranged from 18 to 59 years 
(mean=22.3), and 35 were male, 16 females and 1 unspeci-
fied.  They received £8 for participating. 

Materials. The experiment was conducted using a standard 
graphics tablet (Wacom – Intuous3).  It was connected to a 
PC running a logging program written in our lab that provides 
millisecond accuracy for the capture of pen strokes.  Partici-
pants wrote with an inking pen on a response sheet on the 
tablet. The response sheet was printed with a grid of 17 lines; 
each consisting of 42 spaces for the writing of separate char-
acters. The sheet was designed for non-cursive writing in or-
der to provide character level pause data.  Participants 
adapted to this style of writing quickly and like Cheng (2014) 
and Albehaijan & Cheng (2019).  It does not appear to have 
adversely affected other aspects of their performance.   

Procedure. Half of the participants started in the CD mode 
and the other half started with DV mode.  In both CD and DV 
modes, the stimuli were presented to the participants in the 
same order, from S1 through to S4.  

Participants held the pen in their preferred hand.  They 
were trained to: start writing at the beginning of each line; 
start writing as soon as the stimulus is revealed; copy the 
stimuli as quickly and as accurately as possible, but without 
spaces; continue writing without correcting if they made a 
mistake; start each trial with writing a hash (#) on the line 
above the response field; in the DV mode, to hold down the 

special key to reveal the stimulus and write only when the 
stimulus key is released.  The participants easily complied 
with these requirements and were fluent after a few practice 
trials.  The purpose of the initial # is to ensure a pause data 
point is available for the first character.  Cheng (2014) and 
Albehaijan & Cheng (2019) reported that imposing similar 
trial requirements did not affect the reliability of the results.   

From the data logs in the DV transcription mode we calcu-
lated the number of characters per cluster.  For both the DV 
and the CD modes the pause before the making of each pen 
stroke was computed and locations of strokes were used to 
label strokes as the first or subsequent stroke in a character.   

Results 
The DV and CD modes are analyzed in turn.  All between 
participants comparisons use 2-tail t tests and are reported as 
four-tuples in the form [n, t, p, d].  In most cases n=52, but 
data was lost in two trials due to a technical problem.   

Cluster size in DV mode – cluster-based method 
The cluster sizes (number of characters between stimuli 
views) and mean cluster sizes are given in row 1 of Table 1.  
There is little difference in size among the stimuli, with a 
value close to four, which matches Cowan’s (2001) chunk 
size.   

However, this uniformity is an artefact produced by aggre-
gation across participants.  The modal cluster size for each 
participant was identified and the frequency of these cluster 
sizes are plotted in Fig. 2 for each stimulus.  The mode is used 
because clusters are composed of discrete numbers of ele-
ments and to provide an unambiguous comparison to the 
character set sizes of the stimuli.  (In the few cases with more 
than one modal cluster size, the contribution of each cluster 
size to the mean frequency was weighted in proportion to the 
number of modes.)  Participants on S4 are highly consistent 
with nearly all having the most common modal cluster size 
of 4.  The majority of participants (≥30) in S1, S2 and S3 have 
the same most frequent modal cluster size of 4, 4 and 3, re-
spectively, so are reasonably consistent.  Of the modal cluster 
sizes that are not the most frequent in S2 and S3, it is inter-
esting that they are double or half the size of the most com-
mon mode for that stimulus.  In contrast, S1’s next most fre-
quent clusters sizes are 3 and 5, which suggests that cluster 
size in S1 may reflect participants’ WM capacity, with a typ-
ical size of 4 elements per cluster (c.f., Cowan, 2001) and a 
normal distribution of variability around that.   

Table 1.  Mean size of clusters for each stimulus 
Stimulus S1 S2 S3 S4 Mean 

(1) Mean size 4.06 4.30 4.13 4.01 4.13 
SD 0.699 1.099 0.978 0.559 0.833 

(2) Mean individual 
consistency 

0.600 0.707 0.683 0.713 0.676 

SD 0.184 0.189 0.212 0.210 0.199 

(3) Mean consistency 
mode=stim 

0.669 0.740 0.776 0.768 0.738 

SD 0.067 0.229 0.007 0.187 0.123 
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At a lower level, the individual consistency is the propor-
tion of a participant’s clusters whose size equals their per-
sonal modal size (i.e., number of clusters of modal size di-
vided by total number of clusters, which is unity when all a 
participant’s clusters are the same size).  Table 1 row (2) 
gives the mean individual consistency across participants.  
Overall, participants use their modal cluster size about two 
thirds of the time, but this is clearly lower for S1 compared 

to the rest with medium, or near medium, effect sizes (in t 
tests S1 vs S2 = [52, 3.70, 0.0005, 0.554], S1 vs S3 = [52, 
2.68, 0.006, 0.411], S1 vs S4 = [52, 4.11, 0.001, 0.630]).   

Mean consistency mode=stim, Table 1 row 3, is the indi-
vidual consistency for just those participants whose personal 
modal cluster size equals the most common cluster size of the 
stimulus (i.e., S1-4, S2-4, S3-3, S4–4; see Fig. 2).  Overall, 
these participants use their modal cluster size about three 
quarters of the time, but this declines to two thirds of the time 
for S1.  So, participants have a moderate level of intra-task 
consistency, especially for S2, S3 and S4.   

Drilling down further, Fig. 3 shows the distributions of 
cluster sizes used by each participant across the stimuli.  
Clusters with low frequency may be due to omissions of char-
acters in writing, so the few isolated instances of clusters size 
3 in S4 may be disregarded, for instance.  As expected, Figs. 
3.S1-S4 shows modal cluster sizes that are consistent with the 
values in Fig. 2.  Close inspection of the figures reveals an 
interesting pattern among stimuli in terms of the numbers of 
clusters of each size.  S4 is dominated by clusters of 4, with 
small “tails” of size 2, 3 and 5 clusters.  S3 is dominated by 

S1  

  

S2  

 

S3  

 

S4  

 
 

Figure 3.  Cluster patterns across stimuli for each participant.  Participants are ordered by their total number of clusters.   
(The bar heights do not decline monotonically because the few instances of cluster sizes of 1 and ≥8 are not shown.)   
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Figure 2.  Frequency of modal cluster size across stimuli. 
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size 3 clusters, but less so than the size 4 clusters in S4.  S3 
also has tails of size 2, 3 and especially of size 6, which are 
clearly more substantial than the tails of S4.  In S2 clusters of 
size 4 are most frequent, but less consistent than the most 
dominant clusters in S3 and S4.  Further, S2 has prominent 
tails of cluster size 2 and 6.  This pattern of declining domi-
nance of the most frequent cluster size and the growing size 
of tails is most apparent in S1, which has clear tails for cluster 
sizes of 2, 3 and 5.  In sum, the consistency is low for S1 and 
grows to a maximum for S4. 

Pause measures in CD mode – pauses in writing 
Pauses are the primary measure in the CD mode.  First quar-
tile, Q1, and third quartile, Q3, have been useful in previous 
studies of transcription performance (e.g., Cheng, 2014, 
2015).  Q1 represents the typical pause before a character 
(within a cluster) and is relatively constant across stimuli.  Q3 
represents the duration of long pauses that likely occur at the 
beginning of clusters.  Table 2 shows mean Q1 and mean Q3 
pauses of all strokes.  Note the greater than twofold difference 
between Q1 and Q3 values, which are large effect sizes (Ta-
ble 2, Q3 vs Q1).  Q3 decreases from S1 to S4, monotonically, 
and the successive differences are clear and large for S1 to 
S2, and S2 to S3, but less so for S3 to S4 (Table 2, Q3: Sk to 
Sk-1).  The longer pauses suggests that participants do more 
processing in stimuli with the small sets of characters.   

Two approaches are taken to analyze the consistency of 
cluster sizes in the CD mode.  Because we are interested in 
strategic differences rather than simple differences in laten-
cies, both approaches use mean z-scores of pauses (computed 
using the mean and SD of each participant on each stimulus).   

The first approach finds the duration of pauses of the first 
stroke made in each cell of the response sheet, see Fig. 4.  S1 
is at the bottom of the stack of graphs and the long sequences 
are pause z-scores for each of the 39 or 40 characters in a 
stimulus.  The four short sequences on the right are groupings 
with different numbers of successive characters (e.g., posi-
tion ‘1’ in the size 4 group is the mean z-score of characters 
1, 5, 9, 13, etc. in the response sequence).  In effect, they ex-
amine whether different cluster sizes have unique patterns of 
pauses.    

S4 has a distinct pattern of size 4 with a long pause fol-
lowed by three short pauses, with the middle of these three 
being longer than the other two – a long-short-medium-short 
pattern.  The absolute value of the long pauses are three times 
that of the rest.  Comparing the groups of different size, it is 
clear that size 4 is most appropriate for S4.  The pause of the 
first character in size 2 group appears to be a simple aggerate 
of the first and third pauses in size 4 group.  Neither the size 
3 nor size 5 groups show a position-related pattern of pauses. 

Similarly, S3 also has a consistent pattern with a group size 
of 3 – a long-short-medium pattern.  None of the other group 
sizes have a position-related pattern of pauses.   

A long-short pattern is clearly apparent for S2, but it is less 
consistent than those of S4 and S3: pauses in positions 7, 35 
and 39 are lower than usual, but are still longer than their fol-
lowing pauses.  The group size of 4 also has a distinct pattern 
in S2 formed of a pair of long-short sequences: pauses at po-
sition 1 is shorter than in S4, the pauses in position 3 are 
longer than in S4.   

Clearly, by inspection, the patterns to the left of Fig. 4, 
within and between S4, S3 and S2 are most unlikely to be due 
to chance.  Nevertheless, let us apply the binomial test to the 
sequences.  The chance of the first pause in each cluster being 
the longest are 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2, the number of clusters are 
10, 13 and 20, for S4, S3 and S2, respectively.  As the first 
value in each and every cluster is the longest, the probability 
of these patterns occurring by chance are all p=1*10-6, 
p=0.7*10-6 and p=1*10-6, respectively.   

S1’s graph in Fig. 4 clearly shows it is the least consistent 
of all the stimuli.  Group sizes of 2, 3 and 4 have distinct, but 
weak, patterns suggesting that some participants may have 
dominant clusters sizes of 2, 3 or 4.  Note the very elevated 
pause of the first character – an absolute pause of 2.2 seconds.  

Table 2.  Q1 and Q3 pauses across stimuli  
Measure S1 S2 S3 S4 

Q1 302 289 261 279 
SD 109 100 97 101 

Q3 1035 955 823 774 
SD 328 349 293 256 

     

Q3 vs Q1 
[n, t, p, d] 

[51, 16.1, 
<10-6, 1.66] 

[52, 13.7, 
<10-6,1.52] 

[51, 14.8, 
<10-6, 1.58] 

[51, 16.3, 
<10-6, 1.57] 

     

Q3: Sk to 
Sk-1 — [51, 3.51, 

0.001, 0.24]  
[51, 3.35, 

0.002, 0.41] 
[51, 2.51, 

0.054, 0.165] 

 

 
Figure 4.  Stacked graphs for stimuli’s z-score pauses for successive characters.  

Whole stimulus (left) and positions within groups of size 2 to 5 (right).  Horizontal line through each curve is z=0 for that stimuli and distance between lines 
equals 3 z units.  Thick lines – means; thin lines – SDs. 
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This may reflect the time participants needed to initially de-
cide upon a chunking strategy for S1.   

A concern with the first analysis is that it assumes partici-
pants reliably produced clusters with a constant size.  If a par-
ticipant switches cluster size or accidently misses a character 
this will offset the position of the following characters and so 
scramble the analysis of the rest of the sequence.  The second 
analysis method addresses this concern by working in the op-
posite direction to determine cluster sizes by counting the 
number of characters between long pauses.  The overall ap-
proach is to find a pause threshold that, ideally, produces one 
modal cluster size for each participant.  Five steps are applied 
iteratively.  (1) A pause z-score threshold is set to identify 
long pauses.  (2) Using that threshold clusters are found and 
their sizes noted.  (3) For each participant, large cluster-
groups with five or more clusters, each containing the same 
number of characters, are counted.  Typically there is one 
such group.  (4) A total of the large cluster-groups is tallied 
across participants.  (5) Iteratively, the threshold in step (1) is 
adjusted so that a total number of large cluster-groups in step 
(3) equals the number of participants (i.e., 52).  Ideally, each 
participant would have one large cluster-group (of ≥5 clus-
ters), but some may have none or more than one, for a given 
pause threshold.  Fortunately, the outcome is close to this 
ideal with just 1 to 4 participants, per stimulus, having none 
or more than one large cluster-group.   

The z-score pause thresholds for S1 to S4 are 0.16, 0.13, 
0.33 and 0.38, respectively.  The higher thresholds for S3 and 
S4 suggests that the chunking behaviour in S3 and S4 is more 
regular than in S1 and S2.  Fig. 5 shows the frequency of 
clusters by size for all participants for these thresholds.  S2 
and S3 are consistent with dominant cluster sizes of 2 and 3, 
respectively.  S4’s size 4 is in the majority, but size 2 is also 
substantial.  S1 is the least consistent with a spread of sizes 
from one to six characters.  Different combinations of large 
cluster-group frequency (other than 5) and pause thresholds, 
within reason, produce similar distributions.     

Overall, the two analyses for the CD transcription mode 
show participants are relatively consistent with each other in 
S2, S3 and S4, but relatively inconsistent in S1.   

Discussion  
This experiment examined whether there are substantial indi-
vidual differences in chunking strategy in the process of tran-
scription.  The consistency is high for S2, S3, and especially 
S4, across both the deliberate view (DV) and constant display 
(CD) modes.  This suggests that individual differences in 
chunking strategy may not substantially impact the cluster-
based or the paused-based measures of chunking behaviors 
developed by Albehaijan & Cheng (2019), Cheng (2014, 
2015), Cheng & Rojas-Anaya (2006) and Zulkifli (2013).  In 
terms of the logic of the experiment, it is likely that both (a) 
the encoding of the spatial structure of the stimuli and (b) the 
written production of clusters are consistent across partici-
pants.  It is implausible that there could be large inconsisten-
cies in (a) that just happen to cancel out inconsistencies in (b), 
because they are different processes.  So, the experiment 
gives additional reassurance that chunk measures of compe-
tence are reliable measure of domain competence.   

It should be noted that the task – transcription – and the 
experiment’s test environment are similar to that used in our 
previous work on competence methods, so in these regards 
the present findings can reasonably be considered to support 
the validity of those methods.  However, the stimuli are arti-
ficial meaningless strings, which raises the question of 
whether the observed consistency is due to some unaccounted 
for feature of the stimuli design.  Such concerns are allayed 
by the systematic difference in participants consistency on S3 
and S4 compared to S1, and to a lesser extent S2, which differ 
only in the size of the sets.  Participants behaviour can sensi-
bly be attributed to chunking processes related to the overt 
structure of the stimuli.   

Further, the findings for S1 show that individual differ-
ences can occur in transcription tasks.  S1 does not provide a 
spatial structure, so participants must pick their own cluster 
size, which leads to substantial individual differences in both 
DV and CD modes.  S1 has the longest Q3 pauses (Table 2) 
and starts with an elevated pause (Figure 4), which may re-
flect the time for such a strategic decision about chunk size, 
that are seemingly absent in S2, S3 and S4.   

The dominant cluster size in the DV mode is 4 characters 
for S1, S2 and S4 and size 3 for S3 (Figs. 2 & 3).  In the CD 
mode clusters of size 2 features strongly in S1, S2 and S4, 
and size 3 in S3 (Figs. 4 & 5), and also size 4 in S4.  Cluster 
sizes of four or less are within Cowan’s (2001) WM chunk 
size estimate.  The smaller cluster sizes in the CD mode 
seems to indicate that participants are choosing not to load 
their WM fully, as they could easily reinspect the stimuli with 
quick eye movements.  The performance on S4, in particular, 
supports this view given the high proportion of size 2 chunks 
(Fig. 5) compared to the DV mode.  The size 2 chunks could 
be generated by splitting each set of 4 characters in two.  In 
contrast, the DV mode might have encouraged the filling of 
WM in order to limit the number of relatively laborious ac-
tions needed to reveal the stimulus.   

The results between and within the stimuli suggest that one 
cluster is one chunk in transcription.  However, this is not the 
full picture.  The pause z-scores of size 4 clusters for S4, and 

 
Figure 5.  Number clusters with 1 to 6 characters across all 

participants.  
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size 3 clusters for S3, in Fig. 4 suggest that these cluster may 
consist of two sub-chunks, because of the elevated pause of 
the third character in both cases.  The elevated pauses sug-
gests that some additional processing is required in order to 
produce the second pair of characters in S4 clusters, or the 
third character in S3 clusters; processes such as the retrieval 
or reactivation of the second sub-chunk.  Rosenbaum, Kenny 
& Derr (1983) explain long-short-medium-(short) pause pat-
terns in terms of hierarchical encoding and processing of 
chunks.   

Finally, we note two points.  First, it would be interesting 
to extend the experiment to stimuli with sets of five and six 
characters to investigate whether participants can use larger 
clusters and how they decompose them into sub-chunks.  Sec-
ond, the assessments of cluster sizes presented here suggest 
the possibility of new types of temporal chunk measures, 
which we plan to investigate in future studies.   
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Abstract
We propose an agent model consisting of perceptual and pro-
prioceptive pathways. It actively samples a sequence of per-
cepts from its environment using the perception-action loop.
The model predicts to complete the partial percept and propri-
ocept sequences observed till each sampling instant, and learns
where and what to sample from the prediction error, without
supervision or reinforcement. The model is exposed to two
kinds of stimuli: images of fully-formed handwritten numer-
als/alphabets, and videos of gradual formation of numerals.
For each object class, the model learns a set of salient locations
to attend to in images and a policy consisting of a sequence of
eye fixations in videos. Behaviorally, the same model gives
rise to saccades while observing images and tracking while
observing videos. The proposed agent is the first of its kind
to interact with and learn end-to-end from static and dynamic
environments to generate realistic handwriting with state-of-
the-art performance.
Keywords: Agent; Multimodal; Proprioception; Perception;
Attention; Saccade; Tracking.

Introduction
An important property of human visual system that fosters
efficiency is that one does not tend to process a whole spa-
tiotemporal observation in its entirety at once. Instead hu-
mans focus attention selectively, in space and time, on parts
of the observation to acquire information when and where it
is needed, and combine information from different fixations
over time to build up an internal representation of the obser-
vation (Rensink, 2000), guiding future eye movements and
decision making.

Recently, the problem of handwriting generation has
gained interest. Machine learning models for handwriting
generation have been reported that incorporate visual atten-
tion (e.g., (Gregor et al., 2015)) and ones that do not (e.g.,
(Gregor et al., 2015; Murray & Salakhutdinov, 2009; Gregor
et al., 2013; Salimans et al., 2015; Raiko et al., 2014)), with
the former reporting better performance than the latter. In this
paper, we propose an agent in the predictive coding frame-
work which observes its visual environment via a sequence of
glimpses. The agent is implemented in software; its actions
are limited to sampling the visual environment. The predic-
tive coding framework entails that the agent actively makes
inferences (predictive and causal), acts and learns by mini-
mizing sensory prediction errors in a perception-action loop
(Friston, 2010). Our agent does not require reinforcement or
utilities/values of states to learn policies, consistent with pre-
dictive coding (Friston et al., 2009).

The novelty of our agent is threefold: (1) the same agent
model can interact with static images and dynamic videos;
(2) taking into account the past observations and its learned
knowledge, the agent completes the perceptual and proprio-
ceptive patterns after each glimpse; and (3) the pattern com-
pletion component in our agent is a multimodal generative
model where the prediction error in a perceptual modality
provides the observation for the proprioceptive modality. To
the best of our knowledge, the proposed agent is the first of
its kind to interact with and learn end-to-end from static (im-
age) and dynamic (video) environments, with state-of-the-art
performance in handwriting generation.

Preliminaries
Definition 1. Agent. An agent is anything that can be viewed
as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting
upon that environment through actuators (Russell & Norvig,
2002). Such agents, implemented in software, have been re-
ported in our prior work (Banerjee, 2007; Banerjee & Chan-
drasekaran, 2010a, 2010b; Najnin & Banerjee, 2017; Kapour-
chali & Banerjee, 2019, 2020; Baruah & Banerjee, 2020) as
well as in others’.

Definition 2. Perception. Perception is the mechanism that
allows an agent to interpret sensory signals from the external
environment (Han et al., 2016).

Definition 3. Proprioception. Proprioception is perception
where the environment is the agent’s own body. Propriocep-
tion allows an agent to internally perceive the location, move-
ment and action of parts of its body (Han et al., 2016).

Definition 4. Generative model. A generative model,
pmodel , maximizes the log-likelihood L(x;θ) of the generated
data, where θ is a set of parameters and x is a set of data points
(Goodfellow, 2016).

Definition 5. Evidence lower bound (ELBO). If z is a latent
continuous random variable generating the data x, computing
log-likelihood requires computing the integral of the marginal
likelihood,

∫
pmodel(x,z)dz, which is intractable (Kingma &

Welling, 2013). Variational inference involves optimization
of an approximation of the intractable posterior by defining
an evidence lower bound (ELBO) on the log-likelihood,

L(x;θ)≤ log pmodel(x;θ) (1)
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Definition 6. Variational autoencoder (VAE). VAE is a
deep generative model that assumes the data consists of in-
dependent and identically distributed samples, and the prior,
pθ(z), is an isotropic Gaussian. VAE maximizes the ELBO
given by (Kingma & Welling, 2013):

L(x;θ)≤ Eqφz|x[log pθ(x|z)]−KL[qφ(z|x), pθ(z)] (2)

where qφ(z|x) is a recognition model, pθ(x|z) is a genera-
tive model, E denotes expectation, and KL denotes Kullback-
Leibler divergence.

Definition 7. Saliency. Saliency is a property of each loca-
tion in a predictive agent’s environment. The attention mech-
anism is a function of the agent’s prediction error (Spratling,
2012; Banerjee & Dutta, 2014; Najnin & Banerjee, 2017;
Kapourchali & Banerjee, 2019, 2020). Other definitions of
saliency (e.g., (Dutta & Banerjee, 2015; Dutta, Banerjee, &
Reddy, 2016)) are not relevant to this paper.

Problem Statement
Let X = {X(1),X(2), . . . ,X(n)} be a set of observable vari-
ables representing an environment in n modalities. The vari-
able representing the i-th modality is a sequence: X(i) =

〈X (i)
1 ,X (i)

2 , . . . ,X (i)
T 〉, where T is the sequence length. Let

x≤t = {x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(n)} be a partial observation of X such
that x(i) = 〈x(i)1 , . . . ,x(i)t 〉, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We define pattern com-
pletion as the problem of generating X as accurately as pos-
sible from its partial observation x≤t .

Given x≤t and a generative model pθ with parameters θ

and latent variables z≤t (see Def. 4, 5), the generative process
of X is given as:

pθ(X|x≤t) =
∫

pθ(X|x≤t ,z≤t ;θ)pθ(z≤t)dz (3)

At any time t, the objective for pattern comple-
tion is to maximize the log-likelihood of X, i.e.

argmax
θ

∫
log(pθ(X|x≤t ,z≤t ;θ)pθ(z≤t))dz.

Agent Architecture
The proposed predictive agent architecture comprises of five
components: environment, observation, pattern completion,
action selection, and learning. See block diagram in Fig. 1(a).

1. Environment. The environment is the source of sensory
data. Two kinds of environment are considered: static (im-
ages) and dynamic (videos).

2. Observation. The agent interacts with the environment
via a sequence of glimpses. The observations, sampled
from the sensory data, are in two modalities: perception
and proprioception.

Perceptual sensory observation. Perceptual sensory re-
ports the visual observation at a location generated by the
proprioception, as in (Friston et al., 2012). Mathematically,

x(1) = 〈x(1)1 , . . . ,x(1)T 〉, where x(1)t ∈ {0,1}n×n is a patch. If
an image is of size M×M pixels, n≤M.

Proprioceptive sensory observation. Proprioceptive sen-
sory reports the activations of oculomotor muscles due to
fixation. In this paper, it is represented by the 2D coordi-
nates of the fixation location in the environment. Mathe-
matically, x(2) = 〈x(2)1 , . . . ,x(2)T 〉, x(2)t ∈ [0,1]2.

3. Pattern completion. The pattern is completed for both
perceptual and proprioceptive modalities from all their past
observations.

Perceptual pattern completion. The completed percep-
tual pattern, X(1), at any time t is the fully generated hand-
written numeral or alphabet expected to be observed from
t = 1 through t = T . We represent the perceptual modality
as: X(1) = 〈X (1)

1 , . . . ,X (1)
T 〉, where X (1)

t ∈ {0,1}M×M .

Proprioceptive pattern completion. The completed pro-
prioceptive pattern, X(2), at any time t is the expected se-
quence of actions for sampling the observations from t = 1
through t = T . We represent the proprioceptive modality
as: X(2) = 〈X (2)

1 , . . . ,X(2)
T 〉, where X (2)

t ∈ [0,1]2×T .

A multimodal variational recurrent neural network (RNN)
(Fig. 1(b)) is used for completing the pattern for the two
modalities. Recognition and generation are the two pro-
cesses involved in a variational RNN (Chung et al., 2015).

Recognition (Encoder). The recognition model,
qφ(zt |x≤t), is a probabilistic encoder (Kingma & Welling,
2013). Given the observations x≤t , it produces a Gaus-
sian distribution over the possible values of the code zt
from which the observations x≤t could have been gener-
ated. The recognition model consists of two RNNs, each
with one layer of long short-term memory (LSTM) units.
Each RNN generates the parameters for the approximate
posterior distribution for each modality. The parameters
from each modality are combined using product of experts
(PoE), as in (Wu & Goodman, 2018), to generate the joint
distribution parameters (see Fig. 1(b)) for the approximate
posterior qφ(zt |x

(1)
≤t ,x

(2)
≤t ). The prior is sampled from a stan-

dard normal distribution pθ(zt)∼N (0,1), as in (Gregor et
al., 2015).

Generation (Decoder). The generative model,
pθ(Xt |x≤t ,z≤t), generates the data from the latent
variables, zt , at each time step. The generative model has
two RNNs with one layer of hidden LSTM units. Each
RNN generates the parameters of the distribution of the
sensory data for a modality. The sensory data is sampled
from this distribution which can be multivariate Gaussian
or Bernoulli. In our model, X (1)

t |x
(1)
≤t ,z≤t is sampled from

a Bernoulli distribution (as the perceptual observation
is binary) with means generated by the first RNN, and
X (2)

t |x
(2)
≤t ,z≤t is sampled from a Gaussian distribution (as

the proprioceptive observation is real) with means and
variances as output of the second RNN (see Fig. 1(b)).
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(a) Predictive agent architecture. (b) Pattern completion model.

Figure 1: Different components of the proposed agent. In (a), the dashed arrows indicate direction of signal flow for learning
while firm arrows indicate direction of signal flow for inference.

For time-varying data, such as videos, X (1)
1 ,X (1)

2 represent
two adjacent frames; for static data, such as images, they
represent the same image.

4. Action selection. In the proposed agent model, action se-
lection is to decide which location in the environment to
sample from. If the environment is an image of size M×M
pixels, there are M2 possible locations in that image.

An action at time t is generated as a function of the saliency
map. We denote the saliency map at time t as St ∈ RM×M

and the value of the saliency map at location ` as St,`. The
saliency map is a function of the prediction error computed
as St = N (.,σ) ∗ [X (1)

t − X̂ (1)
t ]+, where X̂ (1)

t is the gener-
ated data, N (.,σ) is a Gaussian filter with standard de-
viation σ, ∗ is the convolution operator, [.]+ ≡ max(0, .).
In our experiments, σ = 2. The salient location `∗ is
the location with the highest value in the saliency map;
`∗ = argmax

`∈{1,2,...,M2}
St,`.

The salient location ` at any time t is the proprioceptive
observation x(2)t+1 for time t +1. Therefore, the salient loca-
tions at t = 0,1,2, . . . ,T −1 constitutes the proprioceptive
pattern X(2). Hence, prediction error (saliency) guides the
sampling of the observations in our model. Unlike typi-
cal multimodal models, the two modalities in our model
interact at the observation level as the perceptual predic-
tion error provides the observation for the proprioceptive
modality.

The agent learns a policy to generate the proprioceptive

pattern or the sequence of expected salient locations by
minimizing the proprioceptive prediction error (first term
in Eq. 4 for i = 2). This error, at any time, is a function of
the difference between predicted fixation location from the
learned policy and the most salient location in the scene.

The most salient location is the most informative location
in the environment. These are the locations where the
agent’s prediction error is the highest given all the past ob-
servations. The agent attends to these locations to update
its internal model.

5. Learning. The recognition and generative model param-
eters are jointly learned by maximizing the ELBO (see
Def. 5) for the multimodal variational RNN. This objec-
tive function, obtained by modifying the objective for mul-
timodal VAE (Eq. 2 in (Wu & Goodman, 2018)) with vari-
ational RNN (Eq. 1 in (Chung et al., 2015)), is as follows:

Eqφ(zt |x≤t )

[ T

∑
t=1

[ 2

∑
i=1

λi log pθ(X
(i)
t |x

(i)
≤t ,z≤t)

−βKL[qφ(zt |x
(1)
≤t ,x

(2)
≤t ), pθ(zt)]

]]
(4)

where the first term for i = 1,2 is the expected negative
prediction error for the two modalities. The KL-divergence
is a regularizer to prevent overfitting during training.

The negative of the ELBO is also referred to as negative
log-likelihood (NLL). In this paper, we refer to the negative
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of the first term in Eq. 4 for i = 1 and 2 as perceptual NLL
and proprioceptive NLL respectively.

Experimental Evaluations
Datasets. The proposed model is evaluated on three datasets:
(1) MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998): It consists of 60,000 train-
ing and 10,000 test images (28× 28 pixels) of handwritten
numerals {0,1, . . .9}.
(2) EMNIST (Cohen et al., 2017): It consists of 124,800
training and 20,800 test images (28×28 pixels) of handwrit-
ten English alphabets in uppercase and lowercase, forming a
balanced set.
(3) MNIST stroke sequence dataset (SMNIST) (de Jong,
2016): It was created for sequence learning from the origi-
nal MNIST dataset. It consists of the MNIST images and a
sequence of locations of how the numeral might be formed
for each image. We select an equal number of equidistant lo-
cations and create a video for each image such that it shows
the gradual formation of the numeral. Each video frame is
28×28 pixels.

Experimental setup. The number of hidden units for
recognition and generative models are 256 and 512 respec-
tively for each modality. The number of latent variables is
20, minibatch size is 100, and maximum number of glimpses
T = 12. The parameters β, λ1, λ2 are all fixed at 1. The model
is trained end-to-end using backpropagation and Adam opti-
mization (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001.

The initial observation is always sampled from the origin
of the image for each dataset. The origin for each image in the
MNIST and SMNIST datasets is the starting pixel of the nu-
meral, which is obtained from (de Jong, 2016) and the center
pixel of the image for EMNIST. Fixing the origin as the start-
ing pixel of the numeral allows to learn a position-invariant
representation of the numerals. In our experiments, n = 5.

Generative models reported in the literature are evaluated
using NLL (− log p) involving the perceptual modality only.
In order to compare the performance of the proposed agent
with reported models, we define two variants of our model,
Prop1 and Prop2, that generate only the perceptual modality.
The proposed model is abbreviated as Prop.
Prop: Observation and generation consist of both perceptual
and proprioceptive modalities, as in the objective in Eq. 4.
Prop1: Observation and generation consist of perceptual
modality only; i = 1 in the objective in Eq. 4.
Prop2: Observation consists of perceptual and propriocep-
tive modalities. Generation consists of perceptual modality
only; i = 1 in the objective in Eq. 4.

Evaluation results. Figs. 2a–e show that the agent can
complete the visual observation very close to the true pat-
tern within a few glimpses. In the initial few time steps, the
completed perceptual patterns (third row of Figs. 2a–e) are
blurred images as the agent samples from the latent distri-
bution of multiple classes. In the completed proprioceptive
patterns (bottom row of Figs. 2a–e), during the initial steps,
the locations are concentrated at a small region. This differ-

ence between the perceptual and proprioceptive modalities is
due to the difference in their dimensions and assumptions in
their distributions.

The agent can infer an object class within a few glimpses,
as can be seen from the class distribution of the completed
patterns at each time step (Figs. 2f–j). It, however, requires
more observations to refine the style within a class. From the
example in Fig. 2, inferring a class takes less time in images
(Fig. 2b) than in videos (Fig. 2d). The agent figures out that it
is a ‘5’ from the first three observations from the image in Fig.
2b, but takes eight observations to do the same from the video
in Fig. 2d. This is because, in our model, the entire image is
given which is being observed via a sequence of glimpses,
but the entire video is not given. Hence, the salient locations
can occur anywhere in an image which allows these locations
to be more discriminative towards object classes. In contrast,
the salient locations in a video follow the trajectories of the
formation of a numeral; thus our model has to wait for the
discriminative locations to present themselves before a class
can be inferred.

Table 1: Negative log-likelihood (NLL) at the final time step,
perceptual (Percep.) NLL, proprioceptive (Proprio.) NLL,
and average (Avg.) NLL comparison of the proposed model
(Prop) and its variants (Prop1, Prop2) for all datasets. Avg.
NLL is mean over all glimpses. Best results are highlighted.

Dataset Model NLL Percep. Proprio. Avg.
(T) NLL NLL NLL
(≤) ≤

Prop 1107.6 -631.8 44.01
MNIST Prop1 156.5 1988.7 167.5

Prop2 79.20 1407.2 120
Prop 1119.5 -628.7 46.2

EMNIST Prop1 184.8 2318 196.7
Prop2 65.7 1468.8 125.9
Prop 1183.4 -711.8 43.7

SMNIST Prop1 153.6 1999.7 168.4
Prop2 63.0 1242.3 106.4

The salient locations occur somewhat randomly for the
static case (image) but follows a sequence for the dynamic
case (video). Consequently, the agent saccades while ob-
serving images and tracks while observing videos. For each
object class, the actual and predicted proprioceptive pattern
distributions, obtained by averaging the actual and predicted
salient locations from the test set, are very similar (Fig. 3a–d)
for both static and dynamic cases. Thus, our agent can learn
the distribution of salient locations from its own behavior in
both cases.

For all datasets, the perceptual NLL is lowest for our
model, followed by its variants Prop1 and Prop2 (ref. Ta-
ble 1). This is because the pattern completion model learns a
richer representation of the environment by maximizing per-
ceptual and proprioceptive log-likelihood (proposed model)
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(a) MNIST (b) MNIST (c) SMNIST (d) SMNIST (e) EMNIST

(f) MNIST (g) MNIST (h) SMNIST (i) SMNIST (j) EMNIST

Figure 2: Pattern completion for two randomly chosen images from MNIST test set (a, b), the same examples from SMNIST
(c, d), and a random example from EMNIST (e). Rows 1, 2 show the perceptual and proprioceptive observation till the
current glimpse in M×M space. Rows 3, 4 show the perceptual and proprioceptive pattern completion after each glimpse.
Each column in subfigures a–j corresponds to time or glimpse number, increasing from left to right. For each case a–e, the
probability distribution over the class of the generated image is shown below in subfigures f–j. The vertical axis denotes the
class labels in f–j. The probability distribution is generated by training a multilayer perceptron classifier with a softmax output
layer.

Table 2: Performance comparison of the proposed model
for MNIST. Best results from our model are highlighted.
The other results are from [1] (Salakhutdinov & Hinton,
2009), [2] (Murray & Salakhutdinov, 2009), [3] (Uria et al.,
2014), [4] (Raiko et al., 2014), [5] (Rezende et al., 2014), [6]
(Salimans et al., 2015), [7] (Gregor et al., 2013), [8] (Gregor
et al., 2013), [9] (Gregor et al., 2015), [10] (Oord et al., 2016).

Model NLL
DBM 2hl [1] ≈ 84.62
DBN 2hl [2] ≈ 84.55
NADE [3] 88.33
EoNADE 2hl (128 orderings) [3] 85.10
EoNADE-5 2hl (128 orderings) [4] 84.68
DLGM [5] ≈ 86.60
DLGM 8 leapfrog steps [6] ≈ 85.51
DARN 1hl [7] ≈ 84.13
MADE 2hl (32 masks) [8] 86.64
DRAW [9] ≤ 80.97
DRAW without attention [9] ≤ 87.4
PixelCNN [10] 81.30
Row LSTM [10] 80.54
Diagonal BiLSTM (1 layer, h=32) [10] 80.75
Diagonal BiLSTM (7 layers, h=16) [10] 79.20
Prop1 ≤ 156.5
Prop2 ≤ 79.20

than by maximizing perceptual log-likelihood alone (Prop1,
Prop2). In the proposed model and Prop2, the posterior is ap-
proximated from perceptual and proprioceptive observations.
In the proposed model, the proprioceptive NLL (ref. Table
1) is lower for SMNIST than for MNIST or EMNIST dataset
because salient locations occur in a sequence in SMNIST but
somewhat randomly in the others, thereby making it easier to
learn from SMINST.

The NLL (reported at the final time step) for MNIST from
Prop2 is better than all models and comparable to the state-
of-the-art (ref. Table 2). As the nature of the EMNIST data is
similar to MNIST, the NLL from EMNIST is comparable to
that from MNIST using our model. We are the first to report
NLL on the EMNIST dataset.

As expected, the NLL drops significantly with increase in
glimpses (ref. Fig. 4). The NLL at the final time step is much
less than the average NLL for our model and its variants (ref.
Table 1). Thus, by sampling the observations greedily based
on saliency, the proposed agent improves its generations as
it sees more, resulting in very realistic generations after the
final glimpse.

Conclusions
A predictive agent with perceptual and proprioceptive path-
ways is proposed. It completes the observed pattern for
perceptual and proprioceptive modalities after each glimpse.
The perceptual prediction error provides the observation for
the proprioceptive modality. Experimental results using our
agent for handwriting generation are comparable to the state-
of-the-art. Behaviorally, the agent saccades while observ-
ing images and tracks while observing videos. This is the
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(a) MNIST (Actual) (b) MNIST (Predicted) (c) SMNIST (Actual) (d) SMNIST (Predicted)

Figure 3: Distribution of salient locations for MNIST and SMNIST datasets, averaged over all examples of a class in the test
set. The actual distribution is obtained from the salient locations in the saliency map while the predicted distribution is obtained
from the salient locations predicted by the model. Actual locations are from glimpse 1–11 and predicted locations from glimpse
2–12. Each row represents a class. Each column corresponds to time or glimpse number, increasing from left to right.

Figure 4: In our model, ELBO decreases steadily with
glimpses for all datasets. Best viewed in color.

first work on an attention-based agent for handwriting gener-
ation that actively samples its environment, static or dynamic,
guided by prediction error.
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Abstract 

Neuro-cognitive models of word learning propose a role for sleep in 

consolidating new words, yet evidence for sleep-associated memory 

benefits outside of experimental contexts is scarce. This study 

compared wake- and sleep-associated memory changes in data from 

Memrise, a publicly available language-learning app. Memory for 

foreign words and phrases remained very high in accuracy across a 

7-12 hour delay, and there were no differences in forgetting between 

wake and sleep. However, learners were quicker to arrive at the 

correct translation after a period of sleep compared to wake. This 

sleep-associated benefit was seen for words but not phrases, and 

could not be fully accounted for by circadian differences in 

completion time. As such, we demonstrate that the behavioural 

benefits of sleep on vocabulary can be observed in real-world 

language learning, and discuss the promise for combining small-

scale lab studies with naturally occurring datasets to understand 

learning outcomes.  

Keywords: vocabulary; learning; memory; consolidation 

Introduction 

When preparing for a trip abroad, an important task is to 

consider communication in the local language. You might try 

to learn some key vocabulary (aeroporto, vino, formaggio), 

as well as useful phrases to help you get by (dov’e il bar più 

vicino? – where is the nearest bar?). Experimental studies 

suggest that sleep-based processes play an important role in 

supporting new language learning, yet scope for capitalising 

upon sleep in real-world contexts is unclear. In this study, we 

examine whether sleep-associated memory benefits can be 

observed in naturally occurring data sourced from Memrise, 

a foreign language learning app.  

The role of sleep in language learning is described by the 

Complementary Learning Systems model (Davis & Gaskell, 

2009). According to this model, two neural systems support 

the acquisition of new vocabulary: a rapid-learning 

hippocampal system, and a slower-learning neocortical 

system that retains knowledge for the longer-term. The 

hippocampal system is able to create a new memory trace 

very quickly upon hearing a new spoken word, binding 

together information about its phonological form and 

meaning. To avoid interference with known words, the 

neocortical system requires a slower process of consolidation 

to embed the new word within existing vocabulary. This 

consolidation process can happen “offline”—without further 

input or rehearsal—and numerous studies support an active 

role for sleep. Specifically, the hippocampus is proposed to 

replay newly learned words during sleep, allowing the new 

connections to become strengthened within neocortically 

stored vocabulary  (Davis et al., 2009). 

This consolidation process is marked by a number of 

observable changes in new word memory. A key 

experimental approach is to train new words in the morning 

or the evening, and assess memory both immediately and ~12 

hours later. Participants who learn in the evening—and 

therefore sleep before the 12-hour test—tend to show less 

forgetting of new vocabulary than participants who learn in 

the morning and remain awake during the intervening period 

(Gais, Lucas, & Born, 2006). Some studies have even 

identified sleep-associated improvements in the recall of new 

words,  as well as increased competition with existing 

vocabulary that marks integration of the new words into 

existing networks (e.g., Dumay & Gaskell, 2007). These 

findings are of core theoretical relevance for both first and 

second language learning (Lindsay & Gaskell, 2010). 

Furthermore, they lead to exciting practical questions—such 

as whether learning can be timed to best capitalise upon 

sleep-associated mechanisms, or whether focusing on sleep 

problems may help to remediate learning difficulties. 

However, a fundamental issue precedes these more applied 

questions: there is not yet evidence that the behavioural 

benefits of sleep-associated consolidation are observable 

outside of tightly controlled experimental settings. Three core 

aspects of laboratory research suggest that external validation 

cannot be assumed. First, participating in a sleep experiment 

constitutes a highly salient event for participants: they are 

typically required to learn large amounts of information late 

in the evening, in an unfamiliar setting. This salient 

information may be prioritised during subsequent 

consolidation (e.g., Wilhelm et al., 2011), leading to larger 

estimates of sleep benefits than occur when information is 

learned in an everyday context. Second, the motivation of 

learners presumably differs between laboratory experiments 

and natural settings, given that the former tend to involve 

tightly controlled stimuli with limited long-term use. There is 

some evidence that motivation may enhance consolidation of 

newly learned information (Fischer & Born, 2009; Studte, 

Bridger, & Mecklinger, 2017), yet it is also possible that high 

motivation and engagement could mask potential benefits of 
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sleep. Third, many experimental tasks minimise feedback 

after learning to examine “pure” processes of memory 

consolidation, whereas learners in the real-world receive 

feedback to maximise retention of new knowledge. It may be 

that the benefits of feedback are sufficient enough to render 

offline processes redundant, especially considering that 

weaker memory traces that are more susceptible to sleep-

associated benefits (Diekelmann, Wilhelm, & Born, 2009). 

In sum, while sleep’s role in memory consolidation is well-

established, our key question here is whether there are 

observable benefits of these processes in naturalistic 

language learning. A number of cognitive scientists have 

recently advocated the use of naturally occurring datasets for 

external validation of lab-based findings (e.g., Goldstone & 

Lupyan, 2016; Paxton & Griffiths, 2017), to complement 

data collected via tightly controlled experiments. Only one 

study to our knowledge has used naturally occurring data to 

examine memory consolidation: Stafford and Haasnoot 

(2017) looked at procedural learning performance in an 

online game, and did not find evidence for sleep-associated 

benefits. Establishing the scalability of lab-based findings is 

thus an essential first step if we are to consider sleep as a 

target for supporting language learning.  

In this study, we tested whether overnight periods 

(assumed to contain sleep) are more beneficial for language 

memory than daytime periods (assumed to contain wake) in 

data from Memrise. Memrise is a foreign language-learning 

platform that enables users to acquire vocabulary and phrases 

in their chosen language(s), using principles of spaced 

repetition and repeated retrieval practice. We selected 

sequential trials of app use that spanned half-day periods, and 

that were timed to contain either sleep or wake for the 

majority of users. Using these data, we were able to test two 

fundamental hypotheses. First, whether sleep benefits 

memory for foreign vocabulary compared to an equivalent 

period of wake. On the basis of experimental studies 

demonstrating sleep-associated improvements for new word-

forms, we anticipated that vocabulary tests were most likely 

to show benefits for sleep versus wake, and that these benefits 

would not be attributable to circadian differences in 

performance. Second, we tested whether sleep also benefits 

memory for foreign phrases. Memory for larger chunks of 

linguistic information has scarcely been examined in the 

laboratory, and these data afforded the opportunity to explore 

more applied benefits for language consolidation. 

Method 

Initial sample 

Data from 7700 Memrise users were collected between July 

and November 2018. All users were accessing the app 

through Android devices, and paid for a subscription to the 

service during this period. The largest proportion of users 

were in Europe (54%), but users spanned six continents.  The 

majority of users were using the app to learn a single 

language, but 30% of users were learning more than one 

language during this period. Across users, 17 different 

“target” languages were being learned (most common: 

English, 3253 users; least common: Danish, 27 users), from 

an array of different “source” languages (most common: 

English, 3039 users; least common: Norwegian, 34 users). In 

total, there were 137 different source-target language 

combinations. All users consent to being over 13 years old, 

but no further demographic information is collected by the 

platform.  

Although the data cannot be made publicly available, R 

Markdown files documenting the data processing, analysis, 

and output are available on the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/skuzd). Access to the materials can be gained 

via free trials of the app downloaded from Google Play or the 

App Store (see https://www.memrise.com/apps/). 

Learning and Test Tasks 

Within the app, users complete a range of different tasks to 

support their learning. After being presented with new words 

and phrases, they complete multiple-choice tasks from 

written and/or spoken cues, and typing tasks that require 

translating and typing the new material in the target language. 

Given the experimental evidence that production tasks are 

most sensitive to sleep-associated benefits (see Diekelmann 

et al., 2009, for a review), we focused the present analyses on 

the typing tasks. Two tasks allowed us to assess word 

knowledge and phrase knowledge separately. 

To assess word knowledge, users are presented with a word 

in their source language, and are required to type the 

corresponding translation in the target language (Figure 1a). 

This task places demands on phonological and orthographic 

knowledge of the new word-forms, as well as their 

translation. Users are provided with a constrained number of 

letter options to use in their response, and the trial ends 

automatically upon the production of the correct answer. 

Thus, while users can submit an incorrect response, they are 

also able to edit their responses until the correct answer is 

achieved.  As a result, the proportion of trials correct is very 

high (90%) with little scope for variation, but trial completion 

time can additionally be analysed as a marker of learning 

(median = 6.46 s; IQR = 6.75 s, max = 589025 s).  

 

A         B   
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Example trials from a) the word task; and b) the 

phrase task. 
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The positive skew was reduced by excluding trials above 20 

s (9.62%), under the assumption that trials beyond this likely 

reflect inattention rather than repeated attempts to arrive at 

the correct answer (new median  = 5.94 s; IQR = 5.08 s). 

To assess phrase knowledge, users are presented with a 

phrase in their source language, and are required to select and 

order the appropriate words from a constrained set of options 

to provide the translation (Figure 1b). This task places 

demands on understanding (but not producing) the correct 

vocabulary, and on syntax. The proportion of trials correct is 

very high (95%) given that users can make multiple attempts, 

and so completion time is additionally used as a marker of 

learning (median = 6.46 s; IQR = 6.49 s; max = 21504 s). As 

above, trials above 20 s were excluded (8.99%; new median 

= 5.98 s; IQR = 4.97 s). 

Data Selection and Analyses 

Data were processed using the data.table package (Dowle et 

al., 2019) in R. For each typing task (word, phrase), we 

selected trials that were preceded by the same test type for 

that item. For example, if the user was tested on formaggio, 

the trial was only included if the user’s last test for formaggio 

was also a typing task, and not a multiple choice task. This 

enabled us to compute two dependent variables for analysis: 

the change in accuracy and change in completion time 

relative to this previous trial. Analysing change between trials 

(rather than raw trial performance) permitted the inclusion of 

multiple transitions per user/item where available.  

For the main analyses, we were interested in changes in 

performance across half-day periods, assumed to contain 

either wake or sleep. Given that the timings of experimental 

studies comparing wake and sleep based periods show 

considerable variability, we followed the data selection 

protocol of Stafford and Haasnoot (2017) in their analysis of 

offline consolidation in a naturally occurring dataset. In line 

with their criteria, we selected trials that had between 7 and 

12 hours since the previous test, with the present test being 

either between 5am-12pm (sleep-associated changes) or 

5pm-12am (wake-associated changes). The word dataset 

contained 10,566 trials that met these criteria, spanning 1830 

users and 115 target-source language combinations. The 

average timespan from the previous trial was 9.60 hours, and 

was approximately half an hour longer in the sleep (M = 9.85, 

SD = 1.44) compared to wake (M = 9.33, SD = 1.42) trials.1 

The phrase dataset contained 6856 trials that met these 

criteria, spanning 1514 users and 113 language combinations. 

The average timespan from the previous trial was 9.64 hours 

(SD = 1.42), and was again slightly longer in the sleep (M = 

9.86, SD = 1.36) compared to wake (M = 9.40, SD = 1.44) 

trials in the phrase dataset. We included all trials that met the 

timing criteria, capturing broad variability in users’ prior 

exposure to the items (lexical range: 2-493 tests; phrase range 

2-186 tests). Thus, we examined sleep-associated processes 

                                                           
1 Note that the pattern of results remained the same when analyses 

were re-run on a subset of data matched for timespan. 

across prolonged periods of consolidation, which are rarely 

examined in the lab. 

To assess the effect of sleep on changes in accuracy, we 

fitted a cumulative link mixed model with sleep-wake 

category as a fixed effect and memory change (-1, 0, 1) as the 

dependent variable (package ordinal; Christensen (2015)). A 

memory change of -1 reflects an incorrect response to a 

previously correct trial, +1 reflections a correct response to a 

previously incorrect trial, and 0 can reflect either two 

sequentially correct or two sequentially incorrect trials. Both 

user ID and item (specific word or phrase) were initially 

entered as random intercepts, alongside the number of 

previous tests the user had experienced with that item. The 

latter was included to control for any differences in the stage 

of learning between conditions, and account for non-

independence between tests of the same item for the same 

user. Indeed, its inclusion improved model fit in three of the 

four models (ps < .001; phrase accuracy p = .109), suggesting 

that it accounted for additional variance. Beyond this basic 

structure, we fitted the maximal model supported by the data: 

we used likelihood ratio tests to see whether any additional 

random intercepts improved the fit of the model (source 

language, target language), and if random slopes for the effect 

of sleep-wake category were warranted (threshold p < .2; 

Barr et al. (2013)).  

To assess the effect of sleep on changes in completion time, 

we used a linear mixed model specified in the same way as 

above (package lme4; Bates et al. (2014)), and used lmerTest 

to compute statistical significance (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, 

& Christensen, 2017). Details of all models are available on 

the OSF (https://osf.io/skuzd). Figures were made using the 

ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016). 

Results 

Offline Changes in Word Memory 

 

Accuracy There was very little change in accuracy across the 

time period, with 89% of trials in each condition showing no 

change in performance relative to the trial before (i.e., either 

remaining correct, or remaining incorrect). The remaining 

trials showed greater forgetting than gains in performance. 

For the sleep condition, 9.26% of trials decreased in accuracy 

relative to the previous trial, compared to 1.90% showing an 

improvement in accuracy. For the wake condition, 9.84% of 

trials showed a decrease compared to 1.51% showing an 

improvement. This meant that overall, the proportion of trials 

correct decreased by 7.36% in the sleep condition and 8.33% 

in the wake condition (Figure 2a). This difference was not 

statistically significant (β = 0.09, SE = 0.11, Z = 0.82, p = 

.412). 

 

Completion time We analysed changes in completion time 

for correct responses only (with no change in accuracy), 
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leaving 7697 trials in total (from 1598 users). There was a 

general increase in completion time over the 7-12 hour 

period, likely as the item was more accessible to memory 

after recent app use than when users returned after a longer 

break. Importantly, the magnitude of this increase differed 

between the sleep and wake conditions (β = -244.75, SE = 

112.69, t = -2.17, p = .030; Figure 2b). Across a period of 

wake, the mean increase in completion time was 709 ms (SD 

= 4231 ms). Across sleep, this increase was smaller (M = 438 

ms, SD = 4129 ms). 

Offline Changes in Phrase Memory 

 

Accuracy As with the word task, the majority of trials 

showed no change in accuracy relative to the trial before 

(sleep: 93.44%; wake: 92.23%). For the sleep condition, 

5.32% percent of trials showed a decrease in memory 

accuracy (i.e., forgetting), whereas 1.24% showed an 

improvement. For the wake condition, 6.22% showed a 

decrease in accuracy, and 1.55% showed an improvement.  

 

Figure 2: Wake- and sleep-associated changes in word task 

performance for a) Mean proportion forgotten; and b) Trial 

completion time. Lower values represent better memory 

retention in each graph. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 

 

Figure 3: Wake- and sleep-associated changes in phrase task 

performance for a) Mean proportion forgotten; and b) Trial 

completion time. Lower values represent better memory 

retention in each graph. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 

On average then, the proportion of trials correct decreased by 

4.08% over assumed sleep, and 4.67% over assumed wake 

(Figure 3a).  This difference was not statistically significant 

(β = 0.02, SE = 0.12, Z = 0.14, p = .889). 

 

Completion time As above, only correct responses were 

modelled, leaving 5039 trials (from 1333 users). Completion 

time over the half-day period increased by a mean of 1178 ms 

(SD = 4226 ms) when it was assumed to contain sleep, and 

1208 ms (SD = 4194 ms) when assumed to contain wake 

(Figure 3b). The difference between sleep and wake periods 

was not statistically significant (β = -44.27, SE = 130.67, t = 

-0.34, p = .735). 

Consolidation or Fatigue? 

The analyses revealed a possible benefit for sleep in memory 

for words, demonstrated by smaller increases in completion 

times over sleep relative to wake. We interpret this 

completion time benefit as users being able to more quickly 

retrieve the memory and/or arrive at the correct answer via 

repeated attempts. However, these analyses cannot elucidate 

the underlying mechanisms. From a Complementary 

Learning Systems perspective, sleep-associated changes in 

the memory representation are proposed to influence access 

to the new word. However, circadian influences may also 

affect completion time across these periods: if users are 

fatigued in the evening, they may be slower to complete the 

task than when they are refreshed in the morning, and vice 

versa for the wake condition. Although it is not possible to 

fully disentangle consolidation and circadian influences in 

these data, we examined this issue in two ways. 

First, we tested for differences in performance at the initial 

test points in the selected word dataset. The above analyses 

were conducted on the change in performance across two 

trials spanning a 7-12 hour gap, whereas here we test whether 

performance differs in the first of those tests. If there are 

circadian differences in completion time, we would expect 

that performance would be slower in the sleep condition at 

the first test point (i.e., when users completed the activities in 

the evening) than in the wake condition (i.e., when the 

activities were completed in the morning). We re-ran the 

analysis using completion time at this first test point as the 

dependent variable, and time of day (morning, evening) as 

the fixed effect of interest. The data were subject to a Box-

Cox transformation to ameliorate issues of non-normality, 

with median raw scores reported to aid interpretation. 

Completion times in the evening (median = 5.44 s; IQR = 

4.24 s) were slightly slower than in the morning (median = 

5.42 s; IQR = 4.31 s), but this difference was not statistically 

significant (β = 0.01, SE = 0.01, t = 0.95, p = .342). 

To ensure that the lack of circadian influences are not an 

artefact of the data selection process in some way, our second 

approach was to examine differences in trial completion time 

between our two time periods of interest (5am-12pm; 5pm-

12am) across the whole sample. We selected all trials for the 

word production task that took place during these two periods 

(regardless of the time/nature of the preceding trial), and 
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modelled differences in completion time using the same 

approach as above. There was a significant difference in 

completion time between the two time periods (β = 0.01, SE 

= 0.003, t = 4.53, p < .001): trials were completed slightly 

faster in the morning (median = 5.94 s, IQR = 5.04 s) than in 

the evening (median = 5.98 s, IQR = 5.09 s). However, the 

difference in completion time was extremely small 

(difference in medians = 45 ms; difference in means = 33 ms), 

reaching statistical significance in the present model with > 

1.69 million trials. This result suggests that there are 

circadian influences on completion time, but that these 

unlikely fully account for the effects seen in the sleep-wake 

analysis (difference in mean change = 295 ms). 

Discussion 

We asked whether the behavioural benefits of sleep-

associated consolidation can be observed in app-based 

language learning. In using a naturally occurring dataset from 

Memrise, wake- and sleep-associated memory changes could 

be examined across prolonged periods of memory 

consolidation, and when learners could freely engage with the 

activities at times to suit them. Whilst overall accuracy was 

very high in this learning context, a period of assumed sleep 

better preserved new word memory than a period of assumed 

wake, allowing users to arrive at the correct foreign 

translation more quickly. This sleep-associated benefit was 

observed for vocabulary, but not for phrases, supporting 

previous suggestions that word-forms may be the aspect of 

language knowledge that benefits most from offline 

consolidation. We discuss this finding in the context of 

theoretical models of language learning, and consider the 

scope for using naturally occurring datasets to drive both 

research and practice.  

According to the Complementary Learning Systems 

model, sleep permits the integration of new lexical 

representations into long-term vocabulary knowledge (Davis 

& Gaskell, 2009). Although experimental studies have 

frequently shown improvements in the number of words 

recalled across periods of sleep (e.g., Dumay & Gaskell, 

2007; Henderson et al., 2012), we found no differences in 

overall memory accuracy between wake- and sleep-

associated periods in this naturally occurring dataset. This 

null effect is likely because performance is extremely high in 

these types of data, with little room for variability (see 

Hopman et al., 2018, for discussion of similar issues). While 

this high accuracy is challenging from an analytical 

perspective, the format of the app is clearly motivating for 

users and facilitates engagement with learning. 

Understanding memory consolidation in these settings is thus 

as important as understanding what consolidation looks like 

in the lab. 

Despite high overall accuracy, we did observe sleep-

associated benefits in completion time, a measure that reflects 

the difficulty of retrieving the correct translation and the 

number of attempts required to arrive at the correct answer. 

Although circadian influences (e.g., fatigue) may partially 

account for the differences observed, the additional analyses 

favoured a predominant role for memory processes in driving 

sleep versus wake differences. This interpretation is also 

supported by experimental studies that have measured 

retrieval time for new word knowledge. For example, James, 

Gaskell, and Henderson (2020) found that children were 

quicker to name pictures after sleep, but not wake, and that 

sleep-associated improvements held across the following 

day. These converging lines of evidence support a role for 

sleep in accessing new words in memory, which can be 

observed across learning contexts.  

Our primary hypothesis related to consolidation of new 

vocabulary, given that findings of sleep-associated benefits 

for word-form knowledge have been well-replicated in the 

lab. However, we also asked whether there were sleep-

associated benefits for constructing phrases. Some studies 

have examined the role of sleep in extracting grammatical 

regularities (e.g., Mirković & Gaskell, 2016; Nieuwenhuis et 

al., 2013), but few have considered learners’ ability to 

construct a phrase for meaning. In the Memrise phrase task, 

users were required to select the relevant words and order 

them to construct the correct phrase. We did not find evidence 

of a sleep-associated benefit for this more syntactic aspect of 

language knowledge. While challenging to conclude from in 

the present analyses (i.e., it does not constitute evidence in 

favour of the null hypothesis), our overall pattern of findings 

is consistent with evidence that sleep is most beneficial for 

consolidating new word-forms (e.g., Davis & Gaskell, 2009; 

James et al., 2020).  

The present findings contribute to the vocabulary learning 

literature in three ways. First, we have demonstrated 

behavioural benefits of sleep-associated consolidation “in the 

wild”, when users have naturally engaged in learning tasks at 

times to suit their schedule. This measure of naturalistic 

learning differs in that learners are genuinely motivated to 

learn the new information, and do so in the context of their 

everyday activities. As such, we demonstrate that 

behavioural benefits of sleep-associated consolidation are not 

restricted to tightly controlled experimental studies, and that 

they may be relevant to real-world learning goals.  

 Second, a key criticism of experimental studies is that they 

tend to focus on the first night of sleep-associated 

consolidation after learning new material. Whilst 

demonstrating clear changes in memory on this timescale, 

models of systems consolidation were founded on 

neuropsychological case studies demonstrating gradients of 

memory change over months and years (McClelland, 

McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995). Our analyses examined 

sleep-associated benefits across varied time-points in 

learning, suggesting that changes—although small—may be 

observable across prolonged periods of consolidation. We 

took an inclusive approach to analysing periods of sleep and 

wake regardless of prior experience with the item, but 

naturally occurring datasets will provide unprecedented 

opportunities for examining sleep-associated benefits across 

prolonged periods of consolidation in the future. Third, and 

relatedly, we showed that these benefits are observable 

despite mass testing and retrieval, otherwise proposed to 
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facilitate consolidation processes (Antony et al., 2017) and 

generally avoided in experimental studies of consolidation. 

Observing sleep-associated benefits in the context of 

repeated learning and testing is crucial for bridging gaps 

between studies of memory mechanisms and educational 

settings, as learners frequently receive feedback when the 

ultimate goal is to acquire new knowledge. 

Challenges and Future Directions 

We have demonstrated the potential for using naturally 

occurring datasets to examine theories of learning and 

consolidation. Like others (e.g., Hopman et al., 2018), we 

note the challenge of applying analyses to high accuracy data 

in app-based learning contexts, but we have also shown that 

behavioural differences can be observed in speed of access. 

These analyses make a key step towards practical 

applications of language consolidation research by 

demonstrating that tight experimental controls and highly 

salient settings are not critical to observing sleep-associated 

benefits. It is important to note, however, that this kind of 

dataset cannot provide information on sleep itself. In 

conducting these analyses, we assume that—in line with the 

broader population—the majority of users sleep during the 

night, and that atypical sleep patterns are a source of noise in 

the data. In light of such limitations, analysing naturally 

occurring data is best considered as complementary to lab-

based research at present, rather than placed to determine the 

mechanisms of sleep-associated memory consolidation itself. 

The scope for integrating information across smartphone 

apps (e.g., activity trackers) presents an exciting direction for 

remediating these issues in the future. 

Another key limitation is that learning is measured within 

the context of the app: it is unclear how speed of access 

benefits might translate to real-world language use. This 

uncertainty stimulates new—related—questions that could 

be explored in the lab. For example, changes in completion 

time could be driven by the precision of the memory—the 

more imprecise the representation is, the more repeated 

attempts will be required to reach the correct answer. 

Alternatively, completion time could reflect how accessible 

the relevant representation is to the user in the first place. 

These different underlying mechanisms could have different 

consequences for communicating in the real world, but have 

yet to be examined experimentally. 

We believe the present analyses show promise for using 

naturally occurring datasets to complement experimental 

studies of vocabulary learning and consolidation (Goldstone 

& Lupyan, 2016). While the findings here will benefit from 

replication in another dataset, they also lay the foundations 

for future studies that could advance both theoretical and 

applied knowledge. Beyond the suggestions above, the data 

are well-suited to address questions of linguistic diversity and 

prior knowledge in learning. Moreover, there is scope for 

more closely examining whether there is a benefit for 

learning closer to bedtime, or whether sleep may be able to 

compensate for users that do not engage with the app as 

frequently. Our findings thus contribute a crucial first step 

towards capitalising upon naturally occurring datasets in this 

field, with potential for bridging the gap between 

experimental studies of language learning and language 

learning in practice.  
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Abstract

Explanations can be divided into two categories: those that appeal to general principles (abstractive) and those that tell
a concrete story (experiential) (Aronowitz & Lombrozo, 2019). Most psychological research has focused on abstractive
explanations, identifying the benefits of abstraction for transfer (Ratterman, Genter & DeLoache, 1987;1989), prediction
(Pacer & Lombrozo, 2017), and even cooperation (Burgoon, Henders & Markman, 2013). So why do we sometimes
explain in a less abstract, more narrative mode? Study 1 (N = 195) and Study 2 (N = 843) explore scientific explanations
and find that abstractive and experiential explanations (matched for quality) are transmitted along a chain of people with
comparable fidelity. However, over repeated transmission, experiential explanations become significantly more abstract -
whereas abstractive explanations do not drift. Study 3 turns from science to human behavior to test the hypothesis that
experiential explanations have mnemonic and other cognitive advantages in more narrative domains.
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Abstract 

Video games are failure-rich spaces that provide a unique lens 
into how individuals react to failure in challenging 
environments. In this study, we utilize Cuphead, a notoriously 
challenging video game to demonstrate a unique behaviorally 
driven approach to understanding how an individual reacts to 
failure. Using measures of mastery orientation and data-driven 
retrospective interviews, we show that individuals who exhibit 
more mastery-oriented behaviors and more mastery-oriented 
behaviors before a helpless-behavior are more likely to show a 
higher game mastery orientation score, and that individuals that 
abandon a level before completion are more likely to show a 
lower game mastery orientation score. This introduces video 
games as a fruitful environment for understanding mastery 
orientation, a behaviorally driven approach to understanding 
how individuals react to failure, and provides a glimpse into 
how individuals react to failure in a challenging video game. 

Keywords: Mastery orientation, failure, video games, 
behavior 

Introduction 

In video games, failure is a common outcome that elicits 

unique reactions, making them a fruitful space to investigate 

how individuals react to failure. Players start a game knowing 

that they will likely fail multiple times before reaching the 

conclusion. In fact, playing a game without failing at all is 

often criticized as trivial. Players seek games that are 

challenging, but beatable. For example, video games like 

Dark Souls (From Software, 2011), Super Meat Boy (Team 

Meat, 2010), and Cuphead (Studio MDHR, 2017), are known 

for their difficulty, ensuring a plethora of failed attempts 

before eventual completion.  

Many players take on the challenge of these games, giving 

life to a community of players who find, play, and design 

challenging game experiences. This community has even 

encouraged players to not just complete these games, but 

sometimes artificially increase the difficulty beyond the 

game settings by using unconventional controllers such as the 

Nintendo Bongo Controller made for Donkey Kong Jungle 

Beat (Nintendo, 2004). These players relish in the challenge 

that the game presents and take failure as a sign that they are 

pushing the limits of their ability. 

The embrace of frequent failure in video games that we see 

from players is unique and could be utilized to understand 

how individuals might react differently in other failure 

environments. The mechanics and strategies that game 

developers use might illuminate how a challenging 

environment can be created to encourage individuals to 

persist through failure more. 

Mastery Orientation 

Mastery orientation is part of a suite of behaviors used to 

describe how an individual reacts to failure, characterizing 

individuals as either mastery-oriented or helpless-oriented 

(Dweck & Reppucci, 1973). When mastery-oriented 

individuals encounter failure, they are more likely to retry, 

use positive and self-focusing language (Diener & Dweck, 

1978), and show heightened affect and effort in response to 

failing a difficult problem (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). When 

these individuals fail, they are more likely to consider it as a 

moment of reflection that ultimately helps them succeed 

(Elliott & Dweck, 1988). Conversely, when helpless-oriented 

individuals encounter failure, they are more likely to show 

deterioration of their strategy and increase in ineffectual 

responses, show an absence of progress after failure, report 

negative self-conditions, and report negative affect such as 

boredom, aversion, and anxiety (Diener & Dweck, 1978). 

While these individuals do not differ in behavior when they 

succeed, when confronted with failure, mastery-oriented 

individuals are invigorated, while helpless-oriented 

individuals are devastated. 

Failure in Video Games 

Play theorists and game researchers have argued for decades 

that failure is an important part of the play experience (Gee, 

2003, Juul, 2009; Squire, 2006). Juul argues that while we 

typically avoid failure, in games we often desire it (Juul, 

2013). In fact, Juul found that players who complete a video 

game without failing at all report lower satisfaction (Juul, 

2009). 

As the impact of video game research widens to other fields 

of study, understanding how players react to failure becomes 

increasingly important. In education, video games are used 

frequently to help students understand a variety of topics, 

resulting in entire game development companies devoted to 

making games for educational impact. Education and games 

are a natural pairing as both the learning process and the game 

experience rely on iterations of failure and feedback (Turkay 

et al., 2014).  

Educational games are designed not only to help players 

understand the embedded material, but also be fun and 

challenging. This is partially due to the structure that games 

create - “Experienced players enter a new game space 

assuming that they must learn the rules of the environment 
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Figure 1: Cuphead gameplay. Players are depicted as a characters with cup-shaped heads as seen on the left and top right. 

Players must fight “boss” characters such as the clown balloon depicted in the center.  

 

and the ways of interacting and that failure is inevitable for 

ultimate progress” (Boyan & Sherry, 2011), suggesting that 

players receive in-game failure as a positive influence on 

their learning experience. In fact, in an educational game-

based event, Anderson, et al. (2018) found that players who 

failed more actually showed better learning gains than those 

who failed less. This was shown to be due to the discourse 

that resulted from these moments of failure. Individuals 

consulted their peers to elicit advice on how to complete 

challenging levels, leading to robust discourse on the 

embedded material. Due to the engaging nature of the game, 

these students were more inclined to ask their peers for advice 

and to think critically about the embedded material.  

While failure remains an important aspect of the play 

experience in a video game, currently to our knowledge, no 

research has been conducted to investigate how individuals 

react to failure in these environments, and how those 

reactions relate to an individual’s mastery orientation. Using 

these constructs as a base, we ask the following research 

questions: 

 

1. Do individuals who exhibit more mastery-oriented 

behaviors in-game score higher on the mastery 

orientation scale? 

2. Do individuals who exhibit more helpless-oriented 

behaviors in-game score lower on the mastery 

orientation scale? 

Methods 

To investigate these research questions, we asked 

undergraduates of a large United States University to play a 

notoriously challenging video game, Cuphead for two weeks. 

Cuphead is a “run ‘n gun” platformer video game in which 

players are primarily tasked with fighting a single enemy on 

each level. Players must decipher the patterns the enemy uses 

while dodging their attacks and use their abilities to progress 

through multiple phases (Figure 1). 

Participants 

60 undergraduates were recruited through departmental email 

lists. 23 recruited participants identified as female and 37 as 

male. The average age of the participants was 20 years (SD = 

2.24). Number of hours playing video games per week ranged 

from 0 to 50, averaged 15 hours, with a standard deviation of 

12.45. Number of years playing video games ranged from 1 

to 21, averaged 11.45 years, with a standard deviation 4.65. 

Tasks 

Participants were asked to come into the researcher’s office 

to go over the study details and to complete the study setup. 

During that meeting, the participant was asked if they had 

played Cuphead before, if they knew the game, and if they 

were excited to play it. Participants who had completed the 

game previously or were uninterested in it were excluded. 

This was done to ensure players were encountering the game 

for the first time, and to ensure participants were 

representative of the population who would play Cuphead on 

their own volition. Following explanation of the study, 

participants were given a copy of Cuphead through a video 

game distribution software, Steam, and were instructed to 

play as if they purchased the game themselves. This meant 

that there were no minimums or maximums to how much 
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they played, where they played, or the way they played. This 

flexibility was used to ensure a natural play environment so 

that if players became frustrated with the game, they would 

not feel the need to keep playing for study requirements. 

Participants were asked to play Cuphead for two weeks, 

and to record all of their gameplay via video recording 

software such as the Xbox video recorded native to Windows 

10 OS, or Open Broadcast Software (OBS). Participants were 

also asked to attend two 45-minute interviews, after one week 

of play, and again after two weeks of play. Participants were 

asked to hand in their gameplay videos during these 

interviews. 

 

Mastery Orientation Surveys During their setup interview 

and at the conclusion of the study, participants were asked to 

complete two surveys on general mastery orientation and 

game-context mastery orientation adapted from the mastery 

section of the Work and Family Orientation Questionnaire 

(Helmreich & Spence, 1978). The questionnaire was 

designed to gauge a participant’s mastery orientation through 

self-report of eight Likert-scale questions from strongly agree 

to strongly disagree. For the game-context mastery 

orientation survey, the questions were modified to fit a game 

context; e.g. “I would rather play a game at which I feel 

confident and relaxed than a game that is challenging and 

difficult.”, and “If I am not good at a game, I would rather 

keep struggling to master it than move on to a game I may be 

good at.” Answers were scored from 1-5 and summed to 

create a mastery score for game contexts and general contexts 

pre and post experiment. 

 

Gameplay Gameplay videos were coded for moments of 

hard-coded failure (hits) as well as player reactions to failure 

(quit, retry, strategy adaptation, strategy deterioration) using 

behavior-analysis software, BORIS (Friard & Famba, 2019). 

Hits were defined as any moment the player lost health. 

Quits were defined as any moment the player selected “Exit 

to map” or “Quit Game” from the pause menu or game over 

screen (Figure 2). Retry was defined as any time the player 

selected “Retry” from the game over screen. Strategy 

adaptation was defined as any time a player changed their 

strategy in response to failure. For example, if a player 

encounters a projectile and a hit was recorded, then on their 

next encounter with the same projectile if the player changes 

their behavior to avoid it, an adaptation was recorded. 

Strategy deterioration was defined as any time a player began 

to use ineffectual strategies in response to failure. For 

example, if the player collides with a projectile and a hit was 

recorded, then begins to jump in front of other projectiles or 

run into the boss, a deterioration was recorded.  

Strategy adaptation and retrying a level was used to capture 

mastery-oriented behaviors in-game. These behaviors align 

with the descriptions of how mastery-oriented individuals 

react to failure in the literature cited previously. Likewise, 

deteriorations and quitting a level was used to capture 

helpless-oriented behaviors in-game as these behaviors align 

with the descriptions of how helpless-oriented individuals 

react to failure in the literature cited previously. The 

motivations for the changes in these behaviors were 

confirmed during the participant’s data-driven retrospective 

interview. 

The gameplay data were cleaned by removing duplicate 

events and removing or modifying impossibilities in the data. 

These events pointed to mistakes in gameplay coding, and 

when in question were reviewed manually and compared to 

the source video to modify to the proper coding. Game metric 

data were also explored for patterns not captured by the 

coding system, including the number of times a player 

abandoned a level before completing it, and restarting a level 

before reaching the game over screen. Abandons were 

defined as starting a level, quitting to the overworld, and then 

starting a different level before completing the initial level. 

Restarts were defined as selecting the restart button while in 

the pause menu in a level. Restarts were tagged as both a quit 

and a retry, signifying that the participant was exhibiting both 

a mastery-oriented behavior in trying again, but also a 

helpless-oriented behavior in giving up on that attempt. 

 

 

Figure 2. A "Game Over" screen in Cuphead. 

 

Interviews The first round of interviews was semi-

structured. Participants were asked questions with follow up 

questions to probe their experiences with failure while 

playing Cuphead. These questions were used to uncover 

patterns in players understanding of failure in Cuphead. As 

this paper is focused on the behavioral coding and traditional 

survey measures, these questions are outside the scope of this 

paper. 

Participants second interview was structured as a data-

driven retrospective interview (El-Nasr, et al., 2015). This 

involved tailoring the interview questions based on that 

individual participant’s current data. As such, the interviewer 
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played most clips from the participant’s first week of 

gameplay to ask about specific moments where the player 

seemed to react to a moment of failure. Where players handed 

in too much gameplay to cover in this interview, a 

representative sample of clips was taken. This was used to 

confirm the coding of gameplay aligned with the players 

motivations for these changes in behavior. If the participant 

reported that the moment was incorrectly interpreted, the 

code was removed, and coding was adjusted to reflect their 

behavior patterns. 

Analysis 

 

Linear Models Linear modeling was conducted on pre 

mastery scores to create two models: gameplay behaviors 

predicting higher mastery orientation scores, and gameplay 

behaviors predicting lower game mastery scores. These 

gameplay behaviors and survey scores were found to be 

skewed and were subsequently log transformed to achieve 

normality. The model investigating positive associations 

included number of mastery behaviors per hit, average 

number of mastery behaviors exhibited until a helpless 

behaviors is exhibited, ratio of mastery-oriented behaviors to 

helpless-oriented behaviors, and total amount of gameplay in 

seconds. The model investigating negative associations 

included number of helpless behaviors per hit, average 

number of mastery behaviors exhibited until a helpless 

behaviors is exhibited, ratio of mastery-oriented behaviors to 

helpless-oriented behaviors, number of times a level is 

abandoned before completion, and total amount of gameplay 

in seconds. Non-significant factors were removed from the 

models until the best fit was found. This was done to ensure 

the highest accuracy of significant factors. 

 

Interview Discourse Reponses to interview questions were 

reviewed and transcribed for relevant analyses. However, as 

this paper focuses on the behavioral coding methodology, 

these results are outside of the scope of this paper. 

Results 

Survey Results Mastery orientation scores from the surveys 

are summarized in table 1: 

 

Table 1: Mastery survey scores 

 

Survey Average Std deviation 

Game pre 27.50 4.79 

General pre 27.32 4.02 

Game post 26.61 3.48 

General post 26.00 3.97 

 

Linear Models Linear modeling shows that pre game 

mastery orientation scores are positively predicted by number 

of mastery behaviors and average number of mastery-

oriented behaviors exhibited before a helpless-oriented 

behaviors is exhibited (F(2, 53) = 9.51, p<0.001, R2 = 0.26). 

Individual values are summarized in table 2 and visualized in 

figure 3. 

Linear modeling also shows that pre game mastery 

orientation scores are negatively predicted by number of 

times a level is abandoned before completion (F(1, 42) = 5.9, 

p = 0.02, R2 = 0.12). The final model is summarized in table 

3 and visualized in figure 4. 

 

Table 2: Linear model of mastery-oriented behaviors on pregame mastery score. 

 

Game Mastery Score Estimate Std. Error t value p value 

Mastery per hit (log) 13.54 3.35 4.04 <0.001 

Mastery until helpless (log) 3.38 0.90 3.77 <0.001 

 

Table 3: Linear model of helpless-oriented behaviors on pregame mastery score. 

 

Game Mastery Score Estimate Std. Error t value p value 

Level abandons (log) -1.82 0.75 -2.43 0.02 
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Figure 3: Multiple regression analysis of number of mastery-oriented behaviors and average number of mastery-oriented 

behaviors before a helpless-oriented behavior versus pre game mastery orientation scores. 

 
Figure 4: Regression analysis of number of levels abandoned before completion versus pre game mastery orientation scores. 

 

Discussion 

This study expands our understanding of how individuals 

react to failure, introduces new methodology to facilitate its 

measurement, and introduces video games as an environment 

in which to study challenging spaces in which individuals 

routinely fail. 

Understanding Mastery Orientation 

This study shows a different perspective of mastery 

orientation compared to traditional survey measures on how 

individuals react to failure. By conceptualizing their reactions 

through behavioral analysis, we see different patterns than 

traditional survey measures show. Particularly, focusing on 
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the average number of mastery-oriented behaviors an 

individual will exhibit before exhibiting a helpless-oriented 

behaviors shows the importance of measuring not just if an 

individual persist through failure, but also how long they will 

continue to persist before showing signs of giving up. The 

perspective that the traditional surveys take does not allow us 

to view or understand what actions an individual might take 

during the moments that they encounter failure.  

Moving forward, this understanding can contribute to a 

better understanding of how we should view individuals’ 

reactions to failure. Rather than conceptualizing it in how an 

individual feels about how they generally respond when they 

fail, this shows what an individual does in the moments in 

which they fail. This understanding can lead to deeper 

research on how the conditions that lead to an individual to 

give up and how interventions might be able to help them 

persist. This may contribute to identifying common factors 

that cause individuals to quit, environments in which 

individuals are more likely to quit, or patterns in the sequence 

of going from trying to quitting. 

Methodology 

This methodology also expands our conceptualization of 

mastery orientation and how an individual reacts to failure by 

focusing on the behaviors that an individual takes when 

failure is encountered. Through data-driven retroactive 

interviewing, we can confirm with participants that their 

behaviors are driven by the cognitive constructs captured 

through traditional surveys. This provides us with a closer 

look at the behaviors players exhibit during the moments 

traditional surveys aim to capture. 

This methodology may be useful beyond this study. 

Through data-driven retrospective interviews, we can craft 

questions to probe patterns of cognition from observed 

behaviors to understand better what individuals are doing. 

This might give insights into an individual’s cognitive 

processes that result in behaviors of interest. 

Failure in Video Games 

Video games provide a unique space in which to study 

failure. Considered an important part of the learning 

experience of play, failure is expected in video games. This 

shows how individuals react to failure when they know that 

they are likely to encounter it, when they are engaged in a 

task that is challenging, and when they are in a play space. 

This work not only shows how failure is perceived in games, 

but also gives some insight into how failure can be framed to 

elicit positive responses outside of them; video games 

encourage players to retry when they fail, to learn from their 

mistakes, and to keep going until they reach the end of the 

game. These mechanics can be used to encourage individuals 

to persist through failure in other challenging environments 

such as school and athletics, among many other areas of daily 

life that might prove to be challenging. 

Limitations 

While this work presents a new methodology and 

understanding of how individuals react to failure, there are 

some limitations to keep in mind. First, the number of 

analyses may have resulted in a higher type I error rate. This 

was deemed acceptable for this exploratory work but requires 

more investigation to confirm. 

Second, the sample obtained for this study comes from a 

large public University in the United States of America. This 

group of people have already shown they are able to obtain 

acceptance into postsecondary school. While this does not 

necessarily mean they have encountered failure often in 

doing so, it is possible. These individuals might naturally 

score higher on the mastery orientation scale and might also 

naturally be inclined to show mastery-oriented behaviors. 

While this study shows that those within the sample that score 

higher on the mastery orientation scale exhibit more mastery-

oriented behaviors overall and exhibit more mastery-oriented 

behaviors before exhibiting a helpless-behavior, individuals 

who are on the lower end of the mastery orientation scale 

might show different behaviors than captured here. 

Third, this study was conducted in a video game 

environment that is well-known for the level of challenge it 

presents. It may be that simply playing a video game that is 

known for its difficulty might prime individuals to show more 

mastery-oriented behaviors. The individuals in this study 

may exhibit very different behaviors in a different context. 

Finally, individuals of this sample were recruited to play a 

challenging video game. The sample collected may be self-

selected to a higher mastery orientation, and more likely to 

exhibit mastery-oriented behaviors. Presenting participants 

with a video game or other environment in which they are 

unaware of the level of difficulty might elicit different 

reactions as well. 

Future Work 

Moving forward, many avenues are open for exploration. 

The limitations presented each represent areas of inquiry. 

Future work might reflect on different populations to 

compare how individuals with a lower mastery orientation 

respond to failure in a challenging video game. This might 

illuminate further differences in these populations or 

commonalities elicited by the nature of a play space. Other 

work can focus on other similar environments that have 

varied levels of difficulty. Perhaps individuals react very 

differently to failure when the task presented is less likely to 

result in failure. Research on other challenging spaces can 

also be compared to this work to see if the structure of the 

video game has any influence on how individuals react when 

they encounter failure. Third, future work might focus on the 

expectations of failure as a primary topic. It may be the case 

that individuals react very differently to failure if they do not 

expect it. Finally, many factors common to video game 

spaces might influence how individuals react to failure. 

Future work might focus on video games that are played 

competitively, where the individual has a coach, an audience, 

and a human opponent. They might also focus on video 
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games that are played more casually and passively, where 

failure is much less common.  

Conclusions 

This study introduces a challenging video game as a unique 

space to understand the behaviors individuals take in reaction 

to failure. Through behavioral analysis and data-driven 

retrospective interviews, this study shows a glimpse of how 

video games frame failure and how individuals react. 60 

participants were recruited to play a notoriously challenging 

video game, Cuphead, for two weeks. Prior and following, 

they were asked to fill out mastery orientation surveys 

gauging their reactions to failure in both general and game 

settings. Gameplay videos were coded for mastery and 

helpless-oriented behaviors and interviews were conducted to 

probe further into participants motives and cognitive patters 

when they failed. Results show that individuals who score 

higher on a game mastery orientation prior to playing exhibit 

more mastery-oriented behaviors overall and average more 

mastery-oriented behaviors before exhibiting a helpless-

oriented behavior. 

Analyses also show that individuals who score lower on the 

mastery orientation scale are more likely to abandon levels 

before completing them. These results give a glimpse into 

how video games frame failure and how the principles and 

mechanics they use might be leveraged to encourage 

individuals to persist thought challenging environments 

elsewhere. A plethora of work is ahead of us to understand 

how these challenging spaces, rich with failure, influence 

how an individual reacts and how those principles can be 

leveraged. 
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Abstract

How has the diffusion of online communities changed how
their users construct, view, and define their identity? In this
paper, we choose to approach this issue by considering two
particular philosophical problems related to personal identity:
1) The Characterization Question, namely “which actions, ex-
periences, beliefs, values, desires, character traits, and so on
can we attribute to a given person?” 2) “How do self-other re-
lations affect the ethical implication of identity construction?”
To address them, we adopt a comprehensive framework com-
posed of cognitive niches and cognitive niche construction the-
ories, and we discuss different philosophical and technological
notions. In particular: the Filter Bubble problem, the concept
of affordances, and the Sartrean idea of Bad Faith.

Keywords: Identity; Online Communities; Filter Bubble; Bad
Faith; Affordance; Virtual Identity.

Introduction
How has the diffusion of online communities1 changed how
their users construct, view, and define their identity? This
question arises from two intuitive assumptions amply ac-
cepted by the philosophical community: one’s personal iden-
tity is contextually framed, and Online Communities are a
new context to which personal identity is adjusting (Ess,
2012). In particular, we argue that the philosophical litera-
ture should consider two specific topics to comprehend the
broad changes that online sociality brought on our philosoph-
ical quest to understand personal identity.

1We will make use of the phrase “online communities” to re-
fer to different kinds of online platforms, as social networking sites,
newsgroups, forums, blogs, and miniblogs. We adopt this formula
because it has the merit of highlighting the social and communal as-
pect that defines the phenomena we are taking into consideration. At
the same time, this expression is specific enough that cannot be mis-
taken as a reference to online media, newspapers online, and more
generic platforms.

1. Who am I? Or the characterization question.
In the philosophical literature, the characterization question
(Schechtman, 1996) brings forward a description of identity
as contingent and temporary since it refers to those char-
acteristics that one occasionally takes to define herself as a
person or to distinguish herself from others (Olson, 2019).
On the one hand, on Online Communities, those characteris-
tics can be consciously recalibrated by the users (by creating
their profile, by choosing to associate their profile to some
others, by liking some pages, by sharing particular contents,
and so on). On the other hand, those characteristics, elabo-
rated by filtering algorithms, set what the users can access or
not, limiting their freedom to adjust and change their identity
online (this brief description summarizes the Filter Bubble
problem presented by Pariser (2011) that we will tackle later
on). Thus, within Online Communities, the Characterization
Question would entail different implications than within the
offline world.

2. How do self-other relations affect identity construction?
We can easily connect identity construction to self-other re-
lations (Breakwell, 1993). The philosophical and social sci-
ences literature usually depicts social representations and so-
cial identities intimately close (Breakwell, 1993) since it de-
fines the process of identity construction as the incorporation
of how agents describe themselves and how others recognize
them. In this view, social representations give occasion to the
agents to adopt various possible identities to position them-
selves in a variety of ways and orient themselves in their so-
cial world. In turn, by relating self-other relationships to is-
sues of identity, also the problem of responsibility arises: only
I can be responsible for my actions, and that means that how I
define myself is relevant when discussing what for I consider
myself accountable Olson (2019, p. 4). Responsibility, in an-
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other turn, comes with the burden of freedom. In all debates
about accountability, one given assumption is that people can
be responsible only for those actions they freely commit. In
the framework of Online Communities, freedom of choice is
a complex notion: in part because of the already mentioned
filter algorithms, and, in part, because of the concept of Bad
Faith (Sartre, 2018) entails. The idea of Bad Faith indicates a
state of self-deception regarding one’s freedom of choice and
one’s identity (which also affects one’s sense of responsibil-
ity). Thus, the analysis of the implications that the notion of
bad faith entails in online communities can shed some light
on how self-other relations affect identity construction there.

To address these problems, we are going to adopt a com-
prehensive framework and some relevant philosophical no-
tions. The broad framework that, we argue, could best set
our analysis is the theory on cognitive niches, adjusted to
cover also the specifics of Online Communities by Arfini et
al. (2017). We will present in detail this approach in the next
section. In the third section, we will specify some philosophi-
cal notions that could direct our analysis. Specifically, we will
discuss the already mentioned Filter Bubble problem (Pariser,
2011), the idea of Affordances (Gibson, 1977), and a sim-
plified version of the Sartrean concept of Bad Faith (Sartre,
2018). To make the matter more pragmatically oriented, we
will use these concepts and discussions to give reasons for
some phenomena – as catfishing and self-harm communities
– that challenge our views on the boundaries between on-
line/offline identity.

A Cognitive and Ecological Approach to Online
Communities

The notion of “cognitive niche,” discussed by various authors
in the last fifty years, claims that the uniqueness of Homo
Sapiens’ development rests on its ability to exploit the envi-
ronment in an epistemically relevant way (Bertolotti & Mag-
nani, 2017). In particular, the notion of cognitive niche takes
into consideration the social dimension of the agents, as it ex-
plains their cognitive involvement in terms of the continuous
sharing of information.

Cognitive niches are also an efficient tool to explain the
relation between users and the online world. Arfini et al.
(2017, p. 2) proposed to call the specific type of niches
that emerges in these frameworks “virtual cognitive niches”
and defined them as ”digitally-encoded collaborative distribu-
tions of diverse types of information into an environment per-
formed by agents to aid thinking and reasoning about some
target domain.” The authors start from the assumption that,
when entering the web, users face a different type of ecology,
and, by just accessing it, they modify it. This phenomenon
is widely accepted and studied within HCI, cognitive sci-
ence, ethnomethodology, symbolic interactionism, cognitive
ethnography, and social phenomenology. Indeed, to enter vir-
tual cognitive niches, people need to use different input de-
vices, such as mouse and keyboard or a smartphone touch-
screen, plus online tools, such as search engines, social net-

work platforms, news media, and so on. These devices may
present our online experience as a mere exploration without
consequences for the virtual environment: we can have the
illusion of seeing without being seen, search without leaving
a trace. Unfortunately, this is an illusion, since every step on-
line leaves a mark and affects the virtual environment (if not
for others, for ourselves) (Pariser, 2011).

Even if virtual cognitive niches can emerge in various
forms, Arfini et al. (2017) take into consideration one par-
ticular type of them: online communities. Social networks
are taken as the more fascinating forms of virtual cognitive
niches, considering their global reach and high level of so-
cial exploitability. They also are considered highly valuable
in philosophy and communication studies for their epistemic
merit since, in those platforms, there is a continuous exchange
of information between users regarding both the online world
(which Arfini et al. (2017) calls the virtual domain) and the
offline world (called the external domain). The virtual do-
main is the combination of users’ avatars or profiles, nick-
names, objects, posts, shared contents, and the way the filter-
ing algorithms present the platform to each user and present
the user to others. The actual external domain includes the
real persons, their surrounding material environment, and the
larger, extra-personal world. The meaning of this separation
is that the contents that slip into the virtual domain, usually
belong, or refer, to the external domain (Arfini et al., 2017).

Another essential feature to consider to differentiate the
virtual and the external domain is the fact that, in the external
domain, bodily functions and abilities guide our experience
(through physical perception, psychological state, conceptual
background, and so on). On the contrary, the structure of the
platforms we use and its features guide our virtual domain ex-
perience. Moreover: every post and every content we have ac-
cess to in the virtual domain is filtered by various algorithms
to give us a unique experience in that framework (based on
our interests, opinions, past preferences, and so on). This fil-
tering system is a distinctive character of online communities.
Thus, our experience is not primarily unique because of our
physical, psychological, or experiential dispositions, but be-
cause some predictive frames embedded into the virtual cog-
nitive niche establish our access to some information and not
others. Consciously acknowledging this difference between
external and virtual domains is not easy. The predictive al-
gorithms work as invisible adjustments to the platform’s in-
terface in ways that make the users’ experience more enjoy-
able and familiar. The connection between virtual and exter-
nal domains depends on the same mechanism: the agents see
contents that refer or belong to the external domain as much
as the virtual system predisposes it to make their experience
pleasant. The users’ profile is then a mix between what the
users want to show and what the platform influenced others
to see about their contents.

Eli Pariser, adopting a strong view on how the users present
themselves, claims that the agents implicitly aim at hiding ev-
ery detail they do not want to show and at highlighting what
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they like more about themselves and their interests (Pariser,
2011). Thus, the virtual identity resembles more a perfor-
mance, directed by a sum of algorithmic patterns and person-
alized interfaces. This outcome generates what Pariser calls
the Filter Bubble. Social networks rely on algorithms and
prediction engines to extrapolate the user’s identity and its
choices. Once the site has collected enough information, it
can propose on the agents’ feed those contents which they
would most prefer, in part neglecting news that they might
not find entertaining or of interest (Pariser, 2011). When the
individuals enter the virtual cognitive niche and exploit it for
its benefits, they have no way to establish (or decide) what
specific contents are hidden from their view, or why a partic-
ular content is displayed.

In other terms, filter algorithms and the online platform or-
ganize and orient the sets of affordances a person can find
online. Psychologist James J. Gibson (1977) has described
affordances as opportunities for action that can be picked up
just by direct perception. So far, the algorithm-based per-
sonalization of the virtual cognitive niches and the emerging
affordances in online environments, have been discussed as
potentially dangerous for epistemological reasons (Arfini et
al., 2018). In this paper, we would like to adopt a different ap-
proach and explain what consequences the cognitive structure
of online communities has on the construction and establish-
ment of one’s identity, addressing the two questions presented
in the introduction. Thus, in the next section, we will illus-
trate two problematic issues that affect the user construction
of identity in virtual cognitive niches.

Identity Issues in Online Communities
Online communities, considered as “virtual cognitive
niches”, then represent three kinds of utilities: an epistemi-
cally and cognitively rich framework, a socially fertile envi-
ronment, and a platform where agents can present themselves
as members in the online community of their choosing. Of
course, offline and online worlds are drastically different in
terms of the availability of epistemic resources, the modality
of self-presentation and self-profiling, and self-other interac-
tions; moreover, the online world profoundly affects the com-
munity members’ offline dimension. Thus, in this section,
we will discuss which consequences the filter bubble and the
platform interface of online communities have on the identity
construction of the agents.

The Attachment Theory
When one fills in a profile to get access to an online commu-
nity, it is probably the first time they have done something
like that. An online community profile imposes limitations
on how agents can fill it – as much as a form does (often there
is a limited word-count, open or close questions to address,
and so on) but the center of a profile is what the agent is in-
terested in, what they care to divulge of themselves, and what
potential new interests they could grow. First and foremost,
entering data in an online community means to get a specific
audience for them, which can be represented by people you

know from the outside world, but also people who have the
same interests as you have, follow the same programs, are
concerned with the same issues.

With this reflection in mind, we can agree with Rodogno
(2012), who argued that online communities could favor the
growth of a specific type of identity construction, which fol-
lows from his Attachment Theory: the sense of self relates to
what we care about, which shape our affective life and norma-
tive view of the world. More than that, we maintain that on-
line communities display particular affordances that support
the view of not just oneself’s identity, but also others’, cre-
ating an extended framework of one’s community, consistent
through attachments. Extended, in this context, relates to the
extended mind theory and follows the description of cognitive
niches construction provided by Clark (2008, p. 62) “defined
as the process by which animals build physical structures that
transform problem spaces in ways that aid (or sometimes im-
pede) thinking and reasoning about some target domain or
domains.” In this case, the domain that is targeted by the
construction of these cognitive niches is one’s and others’ at-
tachments and, transitively, people’s identities. Of course,
the “targeted” domain here presents some convoluted impli-
cations. Indeed, if the target domain is the set of attachments
that a particular person has (Rodogno, 2012) there are two
considerations and a question to put forward.

First: The initial cognitive niches that allow and foster the
agents’ identity construction are, of course, offline and define,
since birth, not only their cognitive and epistemological abil-
ities and processes but also how they construct and express
their identity. So, the online environment is not the first cog-
nitive niche in which the agents dwell and some experiences
are incredibly different in online communities: in few other
frameworks, for example, people have a profile that they can
compile with all their interests, all their social connections,
and that they can make accessible by choice to anyone or se-
lected few. It is a unique place in which they could become
aware of their interests and attachment (through time) in a
way that is not available in the offline world, and that does
not reflect only their offline self but also what they appreci-
ate in the online domain. Moreover, they may become more
attached to some persons, values, interests, and objects, and
see the online dimension as a way to cultivate them. With this
closure, another reflection arises.

The second consideration, which follows from the first, is
that people can express their identity here in many forms:
users can add features and details on their profile; they can
upload and share external contents; they can like, share, and
comment contents found in their feeds through the connec-
tion with other users. These are all possible affordances that
users of online communities can adopt and that reflect their
identity in these frameworks; better, the one they can only
choose in these frameworks (Nagy & Neff, 2015). For ex-
ample, the possibility to like a set of contents published by
another person with just a click and potentially no further in-
teraction with the person who uploaded or shared it is a pos-
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sibility that is solely offered by online environments. At the
same time, since the identity online can be express with these
many forms that are exclusive of online communities, the way
an agent appears to oneself and others online is going to be
perceived and afforded differently in comparison to the of-
fline environments. This consideration, which highlights the
different modality of expression, display, and self-reflection
in online and offline domains, gives reason to see the user as
at least dual in appearance. This consideration, in turn, opens
another point of discussion.

Indeed, now we should ask a question that has appeared
repeatedly in Internet Studies in the last decade: is there a
rupture or fragmentation of identities in the offline/online di-
vide? Could I be a different me online? After the above two
considerations, it would be easy to answer positively to these
questions. The positive answer, though, would oversimplify
the role of online communities in the lives of users and ig-
nore an important fact about them: there are three ways users
become visible as individuals on platforms.

1. A personal profile, which belongs to a offline person.

2. An avatar: a profile with all the features of a personal one,
but with what clearly appears as a made-up name.

3. A fake personal profile, which appears as belonging to an
offline person, but the name is made-up or it belongs to
another person, and the user expresses made-up interests,
personal connections, and so on.

The personal profile is a tool for identification online: it al-
lows people to extend their social connections, interests, and
values in the online dimension. In this case, it is intuitive to
consider online identities as an integration of the offline ones.
Since online communities offer different affordances to con-
vey and reflect on people’s attachments, they can even favor
a more comprehensive view of their identities.

The avatar situation may be more complex to evaluate:
usually, avatars are profiles that exploit and convey a partic-
ular interest of the people who create them. They may ex-
pand the referential community of the users, while not di-
rectly mention their offline identity. It is a way to explore
one’s attachment without the boundaries of online personal
recognition. In a way, it favors, even more, the self-reflection
of the user without conducting them to be identified by oth-
ers. Moreover, the feedback with the online dimension may
also create communities of likeminded individuals. These as-
sociations may not even correspond to the ones with which
one person without the avatar’s anonymity protection usually
associate oneself. So, the self of the users appears even more
expressed, and extended in these environments in comparison
to the offline dimension.

Situations of catfishing may represent a different case. Lit-
erature in Internet studies usually defines the phenomenon of
catfishing as a deceptive activity or the creation of a fake on-
line profile for deceptive purposes (Smith et al., 2017). Fake

profiles represent extraordinary instances of how online com-
munities may foster a reshape of selfhood for their users.
Ideally, to pretend to be other persons, catfishing individu-
als need to create a system of online attachments that have
little to no connections to their real identity. In reality, as re-
ported by various studies (Smith et al., 2017; Lamphere &
Lucas, 2019), they display more common features to the per-
sons they actually are, than what they intend. For example, let
us consider the situations in which catfishing profiles involved
coaches that pretended to be friends and companions of play-
ers to motivate them to play better. In these cases, the hidden
motivation for these deceivers is what moves both their on-
line relationships and their offline life. In this sense, we find
a link between catfishing profiles and avatars: they are both
created to explore, extend, and exploit an attachment of peo-
ple that they could not easily explore in the offline dimension
(Lamphere & Lucas, 2019). Of course, there is a hardcore
difference between these situations that we need to mention.
The ethical problems that relate to catfishing examples do not
apply to the avatar cases. Nevertheless, this difference does
not entail a difference concerning identity issues. Since there
is continuous feedback between online and offline reality, and
the agents can explore and extend one’s attachment, the char-
acterization of one’s identity in both cases is only exalted and
extended.

Considering Bad Faith in Online Communities
This section should begin with the topic neglected in the pre-
vious one: ethical implications. Indeed, if ethics does not
matter when referring to identity as a way to answer the Char-
acterization question, it is highly relevant when considering
self-other relations. Indeed, the philosophical and social sci-
ences literature usually depicts social representations and so-
cial identities intimately close (Breakwell, 1993), and it de-
fines the process of identity construction as the incorporation
of how agents describe themselves and how others recognize
them. Of course, other links that tie identity to self-others
relationships are freedom and responsibility: if I act on my
own free will, I can be accounted for and held responsible
for that action. We precisely need to address the topic of
Bad Faith in this context for the strong link between social
representation, social identity, and responsibility. Bad Faith
is a notion that Sartre puts forward not when dealing with
identity problems, but with freedom and self-other relations.
Around this concept, there is a broad debate in the philosoph-
ical community: there is no clear consensus on what exactly
Sartre meant when referring to Bad Faith and in which sense
we need to take the examples he put forward for it (Magnani,
2007; Tartaglia, 2012; Flynn, 2013). In this particular con-
text in which we are discussing identity and responsibility, so
in the framework of online communities as virtual cognitive
niches, we may put ourselves at ease by highlighting some
aspects of Bad Faith that are recognized by all scholars, and
that pertain to the themes we are analyzing.

First, we can describe Bad Faith as the self-delusional be-
lief that some people have when they think they do not have
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full control of their choices and behaviors (and so, their iden-
tity) (Tartaglia, 2012). Since they believe they have no control
over their choices, behaviors, and so on, agents only accept
partial descriptions of their identities while relegating other
parts to “roles” that they feel obliged to play. Second, Bad
Faith implies a problematic relationship between agents and
other people (Webber, 2011), since it arises when agents want
to avoid deeply troubling feelings as shame and anxiety that
derive from both the confrontation and connection to others.
Third, notwithstanding the derivative nature of the Bad Faith
condition to self-others relationships, it is described first and
foremost not as a deception of others, but a self-deceiving
state (Flynn, 2013). The agents do not intend to trick others
in thinking something wrong about them. Indeed, they de-
lude themselves in playing a particular role, and, as an impli-
cation, they deceive others. They may trick others, but they
are even more deluded. Forth, the self-deceiving aspect of
Bad Faith has an impact on the sense of responsibility they
have for their actions (Magnani, 2007; Webber, 2011). If
they consider some roles as externally or contextually im-
posed on themselves, they do not experience their freedom
in playing them, so they believe they cannot be held respon-
sible for them. The loss of responsibility is just felt in their
first-person perspective, though: they remain accountable for
their actions, choices, and behaviors, but the self-deception
does not make them acknowledge it.

We can easily connect this subject with some topics we
investigated so far. The first and most obvious is the fact
that in comparison to the offline world, online communities
provide an environment in which people can hide some data
about themselves and highlighting others with ease. In a way,
agents may even have the perception of having more control
over their image online. Of course, this is an easily breakable
illusion, since privacy issues, filtering algorithms, and cyber-
bullying are phenomena quite known. Still, the impression
counts: if people feel more in control, they also feel they have
more freedom. Hence it gives them the means to embrace the
identity expressed online without issues. This would also im-
ply that a sense of responsibility needs to be associated with
online identities, so warding off the possibility of being in
Bad Faith in an online community.

However, the last consideration may be too hasty: after
all, online profiles are selective, and the selection of infor-
mation people share about themselves depends more or less
on three factors: what the online communities allow them to
share, what they do want to share, and what slips out from
their experience online and their contacts. They can actually
improve the way Bad Faith works for them, making them ex-
press a part of their identity and not others minimizing their
anxiety and shame. Rodogno provides an example:

Consider this case. After a long day at work, our repair-
man, Sam, goes home. He thinks that dating Websites
may help him find a stable companion. [. . . ] As he does
so, he is asked to fill in the usual obligatory fields: name,
sex, age, sexual preference, profession, and marital sta-

tus. Sam is quite annoyed at his having to fill out one of
these entries, namely, the one stating his current profes-
sion. [. . . ] In fact, he believes that this kind of informa-
tion is simply misleading in this context; it would convey
the wrong kind of ideas about him. Sam has worked as
a repairman only for the last few weeks and sees this oc-
cupation only as a temporary way to pay the bills. Sam
is a violinist: being first violin in a symphonic orchestra
is what he cares about (Rodogno, 2012, p. 312).

This quote feels quite similar to the examples of the wait-
ress and the coquette that Sartre brought about when dis-
cussing Bad Faith. Sartre discusses how they, too, recognize
a part of their identity as more important than the others, and
they adjusted their behavior at the cost of living a half-chosen
life by being in Bad Faith. Of course, though, we need to
highlight an essential difference between Sartre’s cases and
Rodogno’s one: we know that Sam puts effort and responsi-
bility into his work. Sam does not feel ashamed nor anxious
about his work as a repairman. He prefers to share that he is
a violinist in online communities because, as argued before,
they revolve around attachments, which are highly subjec-
tive and may change in time and context. Looking up at this
scene, we cannot see any sign of the loss of responsibility
that the Bad Faith brings, nor the case suggests that Sam feels
obliged to work as a repairman. He sees working as a repair-
man as a temporary way to pay the bills: this is not enough to
label him as in Bad Faith.

As we can see, if we discuss the topic of Bad Faith in on-
line communities, it appears even more troublesome than if
analyzed for offline situations. The only circumstances so far
discussed in which the extension of people’s identity in online
communities brings detrimental effects on their moral behav-
ior is the catfishing example. Nevertheless, does that exam-
ple count as Bad Faith? People who create a fake personal
account do not usually deny the control or freedom they feel
about their identity. They do not begin catfishing to lessen
their anguish, anxiety, nor shame, but for curiosity, or per-
sonal gain, or to experiment with different perspectives. They
do not even lose a sense of responsibility regarding their of-
fline identity since they feel responsible for the identity’s at-
tachment they made up. Thus, it is true that catfishing is a
problematic ethical condition for the agents, which involves
an apparent rupture in their identity. Still, we cannot label it
as an example of Bad Faith.

We can make a different case for a phenomenon that
emerged in recent years and attracted attention from both the
academic community and the mass media: the self-harm on-
line communities. These communities, which promote var-
ious kinds of self-harming habits (anorexia (Norris et al.,
2006), bulimia (Borzekowski et al., 2003), self-cutting (Zi-
noviev et al., 2016), etc.) are of high interest when discussing
matters of identity due to their (alleged) premises and the rea-
sons why they have members. The (alleged) premises of these
communities is to grant safe havens for likeminded people
who cannot express their true intentions, feelings and believes
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in the offline communities (Norris et al., 2006). The reason
why they have members depends on the fact that this premise
is appealing for some people: which means that some agents
feel that the offline domain is not a safe place for them to ex-
press themself and they ease the feeling of being stuck there,
by participating in these communities (as reported by Ferre-
day (2003)). Moreover, some reports (Gailey, 2009) show
that people who participate in these frameworks struggle with
feelings of loss of control and, through the affiliation to these
communities (as entering a state of Bad Faith), they feel as
they can resume control. If we add that anorexia, bulimia, and
similar self-harming habits arise and are often in conjunction
with anxiety, shame, anguish, the similarity to a case of Bad
Faith is even more prominent (Boero & Pascoe, 2012).

We can address the dangerousness of this phenomenon by
discussing the fact that it creates a problematic asymmetry
between online and offline domains. In a nutshell, it compro-
mises the sense of responsibility these agents feel concerning
the offline dimension. In the first section, we highlighted the
significant differences between online and offline domains,
and we argued that an asymmetry of contents resides in the
entanglement between the two. The online world is a place
for the extension and the support of one’s cognitive and social
attachments: in the self-harm communities, the relation goes
in the opposite direction. If these communities let the agents
express the part of their identity they recognize as authentic,
then their offline dimension can be neglected, and they can
lose a sense of accountability for it (Boero & Pascoe, 2012).
In this case, indeed, the online reality does not provide simply
an extension for one’s identity and attachments, which people
can integrate into the offline domain, but it is a way to direct
it (Zinoviev et al., 2016). Thus, if it is reasonable to see Bad
Faith as a rare phenomenon in online communities when it
emerges and creates asymmetries between online and offline
domains, it can lead to seriously problematic circumstances.

Conclusion

In the first section, we presented a naturalized and cogni-
tive perspective on online communities, describing them as
Virtual Cognitive Niches (Arfini et al., 2017). In the sec-
ond section, we argued that online communities could favor
the growth of a specific type of identity construction, based
on what Rodogno (2012) called Attachment Theory, as they
highlight the sense of self that is related to what the users care
about, which shape their affective life and normative view of
the world. We discuss the fact that a person can choose be-
tween three ways to get access in virtual cognitive niches:
through a personal profile, an avatar, or a catfishing profile.
By briefly referring to literature on this topic, we argued that
the catfishing profile, which is clearly the most controversial
type of identity reshaping online, could be seen as a radical
way to express people’s identity through self- attachments.
Of course, ethical reflections followed. In the following sub-
section, we indeed discussed the Sartrean concept of Bad
Faith. We analyzed that notion by focusing on four of its

aspect: its self-deceptive nature, its relationship to the idea of
freedom that the agent in Bad Faith refuses, the problematic
relationship with others that the condition produces (since it
involves anxiety and shame), and the detrimental effect on the
agent’s sense of responsibility. We argued that it is reasonable
to say that in online communities, the state of Bad Faith is not
easy to recognize since the access to these framework implies
a selection of features that the agent share with others (and
herself). We also maintain that only one phenomenon online
(among the ones we considered) can be rightfully labeled as a
Bad Faith situation: the case of self-harm communities. The
users in these frameworks actually feel anxiety and shame
for their offline condition, find a way to deny it in the mem-
bership to these communities, and, in turn, loose sense of re-
sponsibility and attachment to their offline dimension through
them. By considering their condition as more accurate in the
online dimension, so, the subjects enter an identity crisis and
turn the self-discovery that online communities afford them
into a way to self-harm their offline identity.

Of course, our aim in this paper was not to present a com-
prehensive and exhaustive picture of the identity issues that
online communities raise: in particular, our investigation is
merely a theoretical and philosophical one. We did not con-
duct an empirical analysis and the examples that we take into
consideration are illustrations at the service of theoretical ar-
gumentation. This theoretical arguments, though, can serve
as a starting point for empirical studies and, hopefully, for
reaching a better understanding of how identity construction
is affected by the possibilities and limitations of these new
cognitive environments.
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Abstract 

Recent studies of meaning-sound systematicity have 
consistently found a small but significant positive correlation 
between semantics and phonology. The current study adds 
further evidence from an etymologically distinct language, 
Korean. Through multiple methods, the study shows that 
similar sounds tend to have similar meanings in Korean 
monosyllables. Several cultural aspects of the language are also 
quantified. Pure Korean words return stronger meaning-sound 
correlation than Sino-Korean words, which is attributable to 
the higher portion of homonyms in Sino-Korean. The most 
frequent words show the strongest systematicity, which 
permeates all of the monosyllables. Certain types of vowels 
seem to contribute to this effect.  

Keywords: systematicity, meaning-sound mapping, Korean, 
homonymy  

Introduction 
The phonology of words seems to correlate with their 
meaning (Blasi, Wichmann, Hammarstrom, Stadler, & 
Christiansen, 2016; Dautriche, Mahowald, Gibson, & 
Piantadosi, 2017; Monaghan, Shillcock, Christiansen, & 
Kirby, 2014; Tamariz, 2008). The tendency has been 
observed in various languages (Blasi et al., 2016; Dautriche 
et al., 2017) and becomes stronger in the case of early 
acquired words (Monaghan et al., 2014), or universal, basic 
words (Blasi et al., 2016). The possibility of different cultural 
influences on individual languages has also been suggested 
(Tamariz, 2008). 

Korean has not been investigated in this regard, though. 
Korean is a unique language for many reasons. It used to be 
categorized as one of the Ural-Altaic languages along with 
Mongolian and Turkish (Ramstedt & Kim, 1979), but is 
increasingly considered to be a ‘language isolate’ with no 
language relatives (Georg, Michalove, Ramer, & Sidwell, 
1999; Lee, 1972).  

As an agglutinative language, Korean features polysyllabic 
roots with a complex system of suffixes that express different 
nuances (Sampson, 1985). The verbs have four different 
formalisms according to the relationship with the audience, 
which respectively conjugate in the past tense, suggesting 

mode, imperative, and willing/decision mode. Furthermore, 
they conjugate depending not only on the semantic function 
(for linking, for contrast, for assuming, and for purposes), but 
also on the part of speech (noun forms and adjective forms). 
For example, the verb ‘go’ has 19 different conjugated forms. 
The number of the cases becomes double if the forms to 
honour the elders are taken into account.  

Korean also features vowel harmony where vowels in the 
same class co-occur. Not as strictly applied as in Middle 
Korean (15~16c, Kwon, 2018), vowel harmony is still 
observed in Modern Korean as phonotactics, in 
onomatopoeia, in predicate suffixes (Sohn, 2001) and in 
postpositions (Larsen & Heinz, 2012). Korean vowels are 
divided into three classes: the light vowels like /a/ or /o/ 
connote light, bright, and small; the dark vowels like /ʌ/ and 
/u/ connote heavy, dark, and large; the vowels that 
correspond to none of these two, like /i/ and /ɯ/, referred to 
as the neutral vowels (Kim-Renaud, 1976; Larson & Heinz, 
2012).  

Another historically interesting aspect of Korean is the 
substantial presence of Sino-Korean words, i.e. words that 
have Korean pronunciation but originate from Chinese. 
According to the National Institute of the Korean Language 
(2016), 57% of Korean lexical items in the dictionary are 
Sino-Korean, although pure Korean words take up a greater 
proportion in real usage (pure Korean 54% vs. Sino-Korean 
35%; the remaining 11% are loan words). The Korean 
peninsula has been under Chinese influence for centuries. 
Although spoken Korean and Chinese are very different 
languages (each belongs to a different language family), 
written Chinese had always been the main means of 
communication among Korean intellectuals until Hangeul, 
the Korean orthography that was invented and promulgated 
in 1446. When Chinese words were introduced, their 
pronunciations had to be modified to suit Korean phonology, 
where neither the tone system nor the final sound /r/ exist. 
This eventually resulted in various Korean words with 
different meanings having the same pronunciation.  

Park, Zhang, and Kim (2000) estimated that 90% of 
Korean words have some sort of ambiguity due to 
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homonymy. Take ‘개 /gae/’ for instance. According to the 
standard Korean dictionary, there are 10 different meanings, 
which is not rare for Korean vocabulary. Each has a different 
root, but coincidentally sounds the same. The Sino-Korean 
meanings below are marked with Chinese characters. 

 
개 1: Noun. The area where sea water flows in and out 
개 2: Noun. The hive made to save honey and pollen where 

bees raise their larvae 
개 3: Noun. The mammal of the family Canidae, a clever, 

friendly domestic animal 
개 4: Noun. In ‘a game of yut’, when two flat sides are up 
개 5: 介 Noun. A Korean surname 
개 6: 疥 Noun. Itch 
개 7: 個/箇/介 Bound noun. A unit for counting individual 

things 
개 8: 蓋 Noun. The lid of a food container 
개 9: Prefix. Wild low quality, quasi- but different  
개 10: Suffix. The tool for doing such an activity 
 
This issue becomes severe when it comes to two-syllable 

words (Kang, 2005). For example, ‘사고’ /sa-go/, a Sino-
Korean word, has 21 different meanings, which can all be 
distinguished in Chinese: 司庫, 史庫, 四苦, 四顧, 死苦, 私
考, 事故, 社告, 思考, 思顧, etc. Another example, ‘연패’ 
/jʌn-pæ/, has two exactly opposite meanings: successive 
winning (連霸) and successive losing (連敗).  

The current study investigates whether meaning-sound 
systematicity exists in this etymologically, geographically, 
and historically unique language. If so, how similar or 
different is it to English (Monaghan et al., 2014), Spanish 
(Tamariz, 2008) and other languages (Blasi et al., 2016; 
Dautriche et al., 2017)? Addressing this question may 
provide not only more solid ground for exploring linguistic 
systematicity, but also an opportunity to observe any cultural 
influence on this systematicity. 
 

Procedure 
In line with previous research (Dautriche et al., 2017; 
Monaghan et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008), we measured all the 
pairwise distances between phonological representations of 
words, and all the pairwise distances between word 
meanings. The correlation between two lists of distances 
indicated the level of form-meaning correlation.  

Preparation  
Using web scraping, the corpus was created based on the 
Korean internet content reflecting authentic, contemporary 
language use, and including various styles: spoken and 
written, short comments and long narration. We collected the 
data on 22 July 2019 (Jee, Tamariz & Shillcock, in prep.). 
The total number of word tokens was 28,858,796. (Further 
details are available from the first author)  

   As mentioned earlier, Korean predicates feature dozens of 
different suffixes and postpositions with an identical 
meaning. For language processing, these extremely varied 
phonological forms need to be categorized into the one 
relevant semantic form, and distinguished from homonyms. 
This is why morpheme tagging is particularly important but 
also very challenging in research on Korean natural language 
processing. What makes the problem worse is that online 
writers frequently omit spaces and punctuation, which 
confuses morpheme taggers. We compared multiple 
morpheme taggers from Konlpy (Park & Cho, 2014; ver. 
0.5.2), the Python package for Korean NLP, in terms of 
performance and decided to use Open Korean Text Processor 
(Okt) which demonstrated moderately satisfying morphemic 
analysis.  

Semantic distance between words 
The meaning of a word can be defined by its context (Firth, 
1957): the more contexts two words share, the more similar 
they tend to be. Word-embedding techniques can quantify the 
meanings of words: each word within its contexts is mapped 
onto a binary vector. Because one word is assigned to one 
vector, the vectors tend to be very lengthy and sparse, which 
has caused problems in Latent Semantic Analysis, for 
example (Landauer & Dumais, 2008). Applying a neural 
network approach, recent algorithms seem to work better in 
this regard. Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) trains the word 
vectors in such a way that each one updates itself based on 
the contexts in which it co-occurs. It does not, however, 
reflect morphology and cannot process novel words that it has 
not encountered during the training phase. This issue was 
resolved by FastText (Joulin, Grave, Bojanowski, & 
Mikolov, 2016; Mikolov, Grave, Bojanowski, Puhrsch, & 
Joulin, 2017). We compared these two word-embedding 
techniques.  

We divided the corpus into identically-sized chunks—five 
words before and after each word, which makes the window 
size 11. A particular word’s semantics is defined by the other 
words that appear in its window, for each token of that word. 
We trained Word2Vec and FastText with our corpus and 
calculated cosine similarity between every word pair. The 
procedure was conducted on Google Colab due to the large 
size of the data. 

Phonological distance between words 
The Korean basic alphabet set consists of 14 consonants and 
10 vowels. However, the total numbers of the possible 
consonants and vowels are 30 and 21, respectively, when 
including the cases where those consonants are combined 
(e.g. ㄴ + ㅎ = ㄶ) or duplicated (e.g. ㄱ + ㄱ = ㄲ), as well 
as diphthongs. In total, 11,172 monosyllabic combinations 
are mathematically possible, but not all of them are usable 
(Choi, 2000). Because Korean phonology only allows 19 
consonants for the initial position and 7 consonants for the 
final position, 3,192 syllables are actually possible to use 
(Byun, 2003). Among these, 66 (5%) syllables never 
appeared in Byun’s (2003) contemporary spoken language 
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corpus, where he collected 537,245 syllables from 
contemporary spoken corpora. It was found that very small 
number of syllables are highly frequent in use. Only 138 
syllables (35%) accounted for 95% of daily conversation and 
26 syllables (6.5%) took up 50%. Considering this frequency 
in use, 315 monosyllabic words were constituted as our 
sample; 79 of them were CV and 236 were CVC.  
   We defined Korean phonemes by the location (hard palatal, 
soft palatal, labial, dental, and throat) and manner of 
articulation (plosive, affricate, fricative, fortis, lenis, 
aspirated, nasal, and flow). For vowels, the location of the 
tongue and roundness were considered. By marking 1 if a 
phoneme has the feature and 0 if it does not, each phoneme 
was transformed into a binary vector. For example, /b/ can be 
represented as [0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], where the 1s 
represent the presence of the feature labial, plosive, lenis, 
respectively. 
   The difference between two vectors was measured by: 
feature edit distance, which counts how many different 
features there are between two vectors; Euclidean distance, 
which measures the shortest geometric distance between two 
vectors; Jaccard similarity, in which the number of shared 
features is divided by the total number of both features; and 
cosine similarity, which measures the inner angle between 
two vectors. It should be noted that the first two measure the 
distance, so the more different two vectors are, the larger the 
values are, whereas the last two measure the similarity, so the 
more similar two vectors are, the larger the values are. 
   To calculate the phonological distance between two 
monosyllables, the distance between the first consonants, the 
distance between the vowels, and the distance between the 
final consonants were combined (Monaghan, Christiansen, 
Farmer, & Fitneva, 2010). For all phonological distance 
measures, textdistance 4.1.4 was used (Python 3.7.1). 
 

Results and Discussion 

General findings 
Pearson’s r was calculated between the lists of distances, and 
a Monte Carlo permutation test was conducted to estimate the 
significance values. Small but robust correlations were found 
between Korean monosyllabic sounds and their meanings 
(Table 1). In general, the meaning similarity increases as the 
phonological similarity increases, which indicates that 
similar sounds tend to have similar meanings, as is the case 
in English and other languages (Blasi et al., 2016; Dautriche 
et al., 2017; Monaghan et al., 2014). Our r values are similar 
to those in previous studies (Dautriche et al., 2017; 
Monaghan et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008).     
   Table 1 also shows that the sound-meaning correlation is 
consistently stronger for the 119 pure Korean monosyllables 
(7,140 pairs in total) compared with the Sino-Korean 
monosyllables. We suggest that this difference reflects the 
greater number of homonyms in Sino-Korean. When Chinese 
words were modified to suit Korean phonology, they became 
phonetically biased because the available phonemes for those 

Sino-Korean words were limited (Kim, 2001; Park, 2015), 
and tone was not available, drastically increasing the number 
of homonyms. These homonyms necessarily reduce 
systematicity in that identical phonological distances are 
paired with different multiple semantic distances. The 
number of homonyms for the pure Korean words were 4.62 
on average whereas it was 11.12 for the Sino-Korean words. 

 
Table 1: Meaning-sound correlation (all p-values < .00). 

 
 Total Pure Sino 

Meaning Phoneme r r r 

Word2Vec 

Cosine    .05    .10    .07 

Jaccard    .05    .10    .07 

feature edit - .10 - .16 - .14 

Euclidean - .11 - .18 - .15 

FastText 

Cosine    .04    .08    .05 

Jaccard    .04    .09    .05 

feature edit - .07 - .14 - .15 

Euclidean - .10 - .16 - .16 
Note: The negative correlations are due to the opposite directions of 
the semantic and phonological distance measurements (similarity 
vs. distance). 
 

It should be pointed out that Korean homonyms can be 
either pure-Korean or Sino-Korean (as shown above, e.g. 
‘개’). This issue was not considered for the current study 
largely because our semantic measurements did not use 
WordNet-type definitions. Rather, calculating context 
vectors involves only the distribution of the set of ‘context 
words’ within the 11-word window of text surrounding each 
of the tokens of the word being studied. This is why the 
existence of many homonyms potentially disturbs semantic 
distances. For deeper analysis, the meanings of a pure Korean 
word need to be distinguished from the meanings of the 
identical Sino-Korean word, which is a formidable task. 
Unlike English (Stevenson, 2003), Korean homonyms cannot 
be successfully distinguished by part of speech tagging 
(Kang, 2005). This is because Korean homonyms tend to 
belong to the same part of speech. Frequency can help in 
distinguishing homonyms (Gahl, 2008, Kang, 2005). 
Through corpus analysis, Kang (2005) revealed that only one 
of the meanings is frequently used in reality, so people hardly 
consider it a homonym. However, there may be individual 
differences in the canonical or representative meanings 
(Kreuz, 1987). It should also be noted that the results from 
corpus linguistics are susceptible to the type of corpus used. 

How do Koreans distinguish those homonyms without 
additional cues like tones? Future research may investigate 
whether they treat homonyms differently from non-
homonyms (cf. Caramazza, Costa, Miozzo, & Bi, 2001). If 
dependency on the context matters (Li & Yip, 1998), it is 
useful to observe how much context they need and what are 
the essential features of the satisfying context. It is likely that 
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the homonyms hardly share their contexts. It would be 
informative to explore how Korean children acquire the 
homonyms.  

 

Distinct role of consonants from vowels 
Consonants and vowels contributed very differently to the 
meaning-sound systematicity. Unlike the consonants, the 
vowels negatively contributed to the correlations as a whole 
(Table 2). This is congruent with Tamariz (2008), who found 
that words sharing vowels tended to have different meanings 
in Spanish, while words sharing consonants tended to have 
similar meanings. Table 2 also shows that word-final 
consonants in Korean contributed the most to a positive 
meaning-sound correlation. 

 
Table 2: Partial correlation of initial consonants,  
vowels, and final consonants (all p-value < .00). 

 
 

Lexical Frequency 

The sample was re-grouped by lexical frequency based on 
Byun’s (2003) list. The monosyllables in his list constituted 
a subset (199 syllables) of our sample (315 syllables). Table 
3 indicates that the most frequent Korean monosyllables 
returned the strongest meaning-sound correlation. The 
accumulated data consistently showed robust results whereas 
only the top 25% most frequent words did when analyzed by 
independent section. It is interesting to note that the 
systematicity of such a small group of syllables (top 25%) 
penetrates and influences the whole of the rest of the lexicon 
even though the systematicity is reduced compared with the 
most frequent subset. High frequency words act as a nucleus 
around which meaning-form systematicity coalesces. 
 

Table 3: The meaning-sound correlation of  
separate and accumulated frequency groups  

 
By section N r p 

Frequent 
. 
. 
. 

Rare 

25% 378 - .26 .00 

25~50% 231   .03 .68 

50~75% 703 - .01 .73 

75~95% 703 - .06 .13 
95~100% 136   .01 .92 

Accumulated N r p 

Frequent 
. 
. 
. 

Rare 

25% 378 - .26 .00 

50% 1,225 - .10 .00 

75% 3,828 - .06 .00 

95% 7,875 - .05 .00 

100% 10,153 - .05 .00 
Note: Semantic distance was measured by Word2Vec. Phonological 
distance was measured by feature edit distance. The negative 
coefficients are, again, attributed to the opposite directions of the 
methods.  

 
To investigate whether the above tendency is due to the high 
portion of pure Korean vocabularies in the most frequent 
words, each frequency group was divided into pure and Sino-
Korean. Counter to expectation, the pure Korean and Sino-
Korean monosyllables were evenly distributed, at least in this 
sample (Figure 1), which implies that being pure-Korean is 
hardly related to frequency of use. This observation contrasts 
with Choi (2012), who collected all the vocabularies from the 
elementary school textbooks and reported that the proportion 
of Sino-Korean words is higher when they are simply counted 
but that of pure Korean words is higher when it comes to the 
accumulated frequency and actual use.   
 

 
Figure 1: Proportion of accumulated 

 pure and Sino-Korean syllables 
   

Types of Vowels 
In line with the vowel categorization of Kim-Renaud (1976), 
we examined whether the monosyllables have light vowels 
(/ɛ/, /ø/, /a/, /o/), dark vowels (/e/, /y/, /ʌ/, /u/) or neutral 
vowels (/i/, /ɯ/). Figure 2 suggests that the systematicity may 
be related to the nature of the vowels. The most frequent 
monosyllables consist of light and neutral vowels only, which 
may contribute to the meaning-form correlation in that the 
range of phonetic variation becomes narrow and dense. In 
addition, the fact that there are no diphthongs in this group 
demonstrates that high frequency words tend to be simple and 
easy to pronounce.  

Naturally, most research on vowel harmony in Korean 
have dealt with two and three-syllable onomatopoeic words 
(Kwon, 2018; Larsen & Heinz, 2012), strategically excluding 
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monosyllables. As shown, however, the nature of vowels 
may additionally shed light on the relation with lexical 
frequency and the principle of least effort (Zipf, 1949). 

 

 
Figure 2. Proportion of light, dark, neutral vowels  

and diphthongs in each frequency group 
 

Conclusion 
Previous studies have found systematic relations between 
linguistic sub-systems: between syntax and phonology 
(Fitneva, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2009; Kelly, 1992; 
Kelly, Morgan, & Demuth, 1996; Monaghan & Christiansen, 
2008; Morgan & Demuth, 1996; Reali, Christiansen, & 
Monaghan, 2003; Shi, Morgan and Allopenna, 1998; 
Vendler, 1968); and between semantics and phonology (Blasi 
et al., 2016; Dautriche et al., 2017; Monaghan et al., 2011; 
Monaghan et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008). These studies have 
demonstrated that each sub-system has its own rules, but, at 
the same time, there is some sort of order acting across them. 
The current study adds further evidence from Korean, a 
language with a unique background in connection with 
meaning-sound systematicity. Many of the results 
successfully confirmed those of previous studies, which 
implies that the positive correlation between semantics and 
phonology may be a universal feature of phonographic 
languages. The current study also showed that some cultural 
influences on languages can be quantified. The pure Korean 
vocabularies increased the meaning-form systematicity in 
Korean monosyllables, whereas Sino-Korean words make 
the language more arbitrary, presumably by producing a 
substantial number of homonyms. In addition, the positive 
meaning-sound correlation was strengthened by the 
distribution of the final consonants. Along with the previous 
finding in Spanish (Tamariz, 2008), the fact that Korean 
vowels negatively influence the total sound-meaning 
correlation suggests a general role of vowels as the meaning 
distinguisher. The most frequent monosyllabic words seem to 
act as a magnetic force that organizes the systematicity.  
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Measuring neural correlates of infant statistical learning using functional
near-infrared spectroscopy

Halie Olson
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Lindsey Powell
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Rebecca Saxe
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Abstract

Statistical learning may be a key component of language learning in infancy, yet its neural basis is not well established. The
goal of this study was to measure prefrontal cortical activity during auditory statistical learning, and to determine whether
this activity predicted infants learning of statistical structure. Using non-invasive functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS), we recorded changes in blood oxygenation in lateral and medial prefrontal cortex in 8.5-10.5 month old infants
(n=34) while they were exposed to statistical speech patterns. The stimuli consisted of 20-second videos of infant-directed
speakers speaking in either a statistical pattern or in a repeated syllable string. We found a positive association between
right lateral prefrontal cortex activation during exposure to novel statistical speech structures, and subsequent learning of
these patterns. These results contribute to growing evidence that prefrontal cortical activity during infancy is measurable
and correlated with learning.
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Abstract

Fractions are a critical building block for the development of
human mathematical cognition, but the origins of this concept
are not well-understood. Recent work has found that a whole
number sense is present in deep convolutional neural networks
(DCNNs) pre-trained for object recognition and uses them as
a model for investigating human numerical cognition. Do DC-
NNs also have a fraction sense? If so, is it dependent or in-
dependent of whole number processing? We investigated the
neural sensitivity of a pretrained DCNN to both whole num-
bers and fractions. We replicated and extended previous re-
search that the sense of whole number emerges in a different
DCNN architecture. Further, we showed that DCNN is also
sensitive to fraction value, i.e., the ratio of numerosities. Test-
ing this model, our results suggest that the fraction sense relies
on the whole number sense.
Keywords: deep convolutional neural network; emergent
sense of number; ratio-processing system; approximate num-
ber system

Introduction
Understanding the origins of human mathematical abilities is
critical for both theoretical and applied reasons. How people
develop increasingly sophisticated mathematical capabilities
is not well understood. One crucial building block to achiev-
ing a fully developed mathematical cognition is using and un-
derstanding the concept of a fraction appropriately (Siegler et
al., 2012; Matthews, Lewis, & Hubbard, 2016). There are
two main theories for how fraction understanding develops.
Some have argued that fraction understanding is bootstrapped
from the whole number system using logical rules (i.e., divide
two whole numbers; Dehaene, 2011; Feigenson, Dehaene, &
Spelke, 2004). Others have proposed that fraction cognition
emerges in a bottom-up manner based on the primitive non-
symbolic ratio-processing system (RPS; Lewis, Matthews,
Hubbard, & Matthews, 2015). The RPS is analogous to the
approximate number system, but instead of estimating a sin-
gle numerosity, it estimates relative numerosities. Its exis-
tence has been supported by studies with infants (McCrink &
Wynn, 2007) and non-human primates (Vallentin & Nieder,
2008). In this paper, we build on this work by conducting
a computational investigation of whether state-of-the-art ob-
ject recognition models have a fraction sense, and if they do,
whether it is built on a whole number sense.

Over the last decade, machine learning models of ob-
ject recognition have advanced to human-like performance.
The standard model for state-of-the-art object recognition is
a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN; Krizhevsky,
Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012). Their performance is so strik-
ing that some researchers use them as a tool for investigat-
ing human object recognition (Cadieu et al., 2014). Recently,
mathematical cognition researchers have found that a ”whole
number sense” emerges within these DCNNs, despite being
trained purely for object recognition (DeWind, 2019; Nasr,
Viswanathan, & Nieder, 2019). In fact, a whole number sense
has been found even in an untrained DCNN with random
weights (Kim, Jang, Baek, Song, & Paik, 2019). In this pa-
per, we build on this work by analyzing whether these models
have a fraction sense. To the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first work to do so.

To investigate whether a whole number sense can emerge
from an object recognition system, previous work examined
how sensitive a DCNN is to whole numbers, presented as
dot arrays (DeWind, 2019; Kim et al., 2019; Nasr et al.,
2019). They found that a whole number sense can emerge
within a DCNN, in a manner that is invariant to various con-
founds (e.g., area, density). Further, the activation patterns
of the whole-number-selective neurons in a DCNN (the ar-
tificial neurons) are similar to the neural activity of humans
and primates when they use their whole number sense. These
studies indicate that number sense is an emergent property of
DCNNs. This could due to statistical regularities in visual
input, visual recognition training and/or the architecture of a
DCNN. Here, we asked whether a DCNN also has a fraction
sense.

In this paper, we use DCNNs to investigate the relation
between whole number and fraction processing. First, we
show that the whole number sense is robust to the particular
DCNN used (previous work only used one DCNN – AlexNet;
Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Next, we examine whether DC-
NNs also have a fraction sense. Then, we explore whether
fractions are processed in a manner that is independent from
whole number processing. We concluded with a discussion
of the limitations and implications of our work.
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Methods
Deep Convolutional Neural Network
To test the robustness of number sense results to DCNNs
other than AlexNet, we used the VGG16 model (Simonyan
& Zisserman, 2014) with weights trained to classify the 1000
object classes in ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Note
that the model has never been explicitly trained to learn the
concept of numerosity. Any sensitivity to numerosity is an
emergent property of learning to recognize objects, visual
statistics and/or the model architecture itself.

Stimuli
We used dot arrays as stimuli (See Fig. 1), in which the num-
ber of dots defined a stimulus’ numerosity. For fractions, we
used two presentation formats to ensure the robustness of the
results: side-by-side and intermixed (See Figs. 1bc). For side-
by-side fractions, the stimulus was composed of a dot array
in the top-left (the numerator) and in the bottom-right (the de-
nominator) of the image. This format representation avoided
confounds between the fraction’s value and the ratio of size
and spacing, but leaves correlations with the ratio of convex
hull (see below for definitions of size, spacing, convex hull,
field areas etc.). To address the potential confound of convex
hulls, we also used the intermixed fraction format. For inter-
mixed fractions, there was a single dot array and the numer-
ator and denominator were represented by different colors.
This design ensured that numerator and denominator arrays
share the same convex hull and thus avoids this confound.
However, this format has a different limitation: the fractions
value correlates with the ratio of sparsity. The intermixed
fraction format mirrors the one used in infant and non-human
primate work (McCrink & Wynn, 2007; Vallentin & Nieder,
2008). Using two fraction stimulus formats help ensure that
our results are robust to these confounds.

Whole Number Stimulus Set The whole number stimuli
were generated with the scripts used by DeWind (2019). The
stimuli were evenly sampled from a three-dimensional stimu-
lus space (Fig. 1d) that includes three axes: numerosity, size,
and spacing. For each stimulus, numerosity was the number
of dots, size was the area of each dot multiplied by total area
of all dots, and spacing was the field area (area surrounded
by the convex hull) multiplied by the sparsity. Following
best practices from previous work (DeWind, Adams, Platt, &
Brannon, 2015), we used these three axes to minimize con-
founds with simple image features.

For this study, numerosity had 5 levels, ranging from 1 to 5
(Fig. 1a). Size and spacing also had 5 levels with equal inter-
vals between levels. All combinations between numerosity,
size, and spacing were used to generate stimuli (with random
dot positions). This resulted in 125 unique whole-number
stimuli.

Side-by-side Fraction Stimulus Set The side-by-side frac-
tion stimuli were generated by inserting a dot array in the
top-left corner (the numerator) and a dot array in the bottom-

Figure 1: Stimuli. (a) Whole number stimuli (modified from
DeWind, 2019 with consent). (b) Side-by-side (top-left nu-
merator, bottom-right denominator) and (c) intermixed frac-
tion stimuli (gray numerator, white denominator). (d) Dot-
array stimulus space. 3 principle axes are numerosity, size,
and spacing. Dotted lines represent other stimulus features.
See text for details regarding the properties of this stimulus
space (modified from DeWind et al., 2015 with consent).1208



right corner (the denominator) of the same image (Fig. 1b).
The fraction value had 5 levels, ranging from one-fifth to
one in equal intervals. For each fraction value, there were
25 factors to encode the number of dots per numerator or
denominator value. For example, 25 images were included
where 5,10,15, . . . ,125 dots were used for the numerator and
denominator for the fraction value of 5/5. With 5 fraction
values and 25 factor levels, there were 125 fraction stimuli.
Critically, the fraction value was not perfectly correlated with
either the numerator or denominator. Therefore, the DCNN
could not determine the fraction value solely from one of the
dot arrays and must use both the numerator and denomina-
tor to solve it correctly. To avoid the DCNN from deciding
the fraction value simply by the ratio of size or spacing be-
tween the numerator dot array and denominator dot array, we
fixed the size ratio and spacing ratio to constant across all 125
stimuli.

Intermixed Fraction Stimulus Set As shown in Fig. 1c,
intermixed fraction stimuli were composed of dots of two
colors, gray (numerator) and white (denominator). As with
the side-by-side format, we fixed the size ratio to be con-
stant. However, unlike that format, we also fixed the field
area ratio to be constant. We did this because the two dot
arrays were intermixed and have roughly the same convex
hull. This means that the ratio of spacing between the numer-
ator and denominator corresponded perfectly to the fraction
value, i.e., ratio of spacing = ratio of (field area × sparsity) =
ratio of (field area2/numerosity) = ratio of (field area2)/ratio
of numerosity) = 1/fraction value. We used the same fraction
values and number of dots per numerator and denominator as
we did with the side-by-side format.

Activations of Artificial Neurons
To measure the sensitivity of artificial neurons to numerosity
and other features, we first computed the intermediate acti-
vation of the artificial neurons given a stimulus as input. We
only focused on the output activation of the 13 convolutional
layers of VGG16 in our analysis. We excluded the output
activation of the fully connected layers as they were built for
classifying the 1000 objects in the ImageNet challenge, rather
than as part of the visual processing itself. This resulted in
13,547,520 hidden neurons of interest. For each stimulus set,
we constructed an activation matrix A that was of size, num-
ber of stimuli × number of neurons. The row as was the
intermediate activation of all neurons of interest for the sth

stimulus.

Neural Sensitivity Measurement
For each neuron, the neural sensitivity to numerosity and
other features were measured as the model R2 of a multiple
regression with dummy-coded regressors. The sensitivity for
artificial neuron j is

â j,s =
5

∑
l=1

(
bl, j × I(ns = l)

)
. (1)

The dependent variable is the predicted activation of neuron
j for stimuli s. l indexes the possible numerosity values (in
discrete levels), ns is the numerosity of stimulus s, and I(·) is
the indicator function (value is one when its input is true, and
zero otherwise). bl, j is the regression parameter for numeros-
ity level l for neuron j, which was estimated by minimizing
sum of squared error. The model R2 of the model above in-
dicates the neural sensitivity of neuron j to numerosity. The
rationale of using this measure is that if a neuron encodes

Figure 2: The histograms of neural sensitivity in the first and last convolutional layer for the (a) whole number stimulus set, (b)
side-by-side fraction stimulus set, and (c) intermixed fraction stimulus set. The sensitivity is measured by the model R2 of the
regression model for each feature. Spacing was omitted for the intermixed format (see text for details).
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numerosity more, its corresponding predictor weight should
increase as well, resulting in higher model R2. This measure
was used by DeWind (2019) to investigate the whole number
sense in DCNNs. Artificial neuron sensitivity for other fea-
tures (e.g., size, spacing) was calculated in the same manner.

Artificial Neuron Number Sense Selectivity

Selective neurons were defined as those sensitive to a spe-
cific property, while being insensitive to other confounding
properties. We examined three types of selectivity. Following
DeWind (2019), we defined an artificial neuron as selective to
whole-number if its sensitivity to numerosity was above 0.1
and its sensitivities to both size and spacing were lower than
0.001. For the side-by-side format, fraction-selective neurons
were defined as having a sensitivity to fraction value above
0.1 and sensitivity to the ratio of size and the ratio of spacing
below 0.001. For the intermixed format, the threshold for the
ratio of spacing was not applied due to the issues discussed
above. There were insignificant variation in some features
due to image pixelation and rounding.

We defined an artificial neuron as fraction-dissociable if its
sensitivity to the fraction value was above 0.1 and its sensitiv-
ity to the numerosity of the numerator and denominator were
both below 0.001. Fraction-dissociable neurons are those that
encode the fraction values while not encoding the numerator
or denominator themselves.

Monte Carlo Permutation Test on Selective Neurons

We performed a Monte Carlo permutation test (Dwass, 1957)
on the selective neurons in order to ensure they did not
emerge just by chance. For each type of selective neurons,
we constructed a permutation distribution by sampling 3,000
random permutations of which numerosity labels correspond
to which stimuli, and then recalculated the regression analy-
ses with the permuted data. For instance, for whole-number
selective neurons, at each random permutation, we shuffled
the labels of numerosity randomly, estimated the neural sen-
sitivity to numerosity, and computed the proportion of whole-
number selective neurons. After 3,000 random permutations,
we then derived the p-value by counting how many permu-
tations have proportion of whole-number selective neurons
greater than or equal to the observed proportion. In addi-
tion, we calculated the 99% confidence interval (CI) of the p-
value based on the Binomial distribution. We performed the
permutation test on fraction-selective neurons with the same
process, except that we shuffled the labels of fraction value
rather than numerosity.

Results
The DCNN Whole Number Sense

Focusing on the whole number stimuli, we found neurons that
are sensitive to numerosity, size, and spacing (Fig. 2a). For all
three features, the neural sensitivity increases from the first to
the last convolutional layer.

Figure 3: The proportion of whole-number selective neu-
rons (black line) and the proportion of such neurons based on
Monte Carlo permutations (light blue lines) across 13 convo-
lutional layers. For each layer, the blue triangle labels the me-
dian of the permutations, along with the error bars labelling
the 1% and 99% quantiles.

Do numerosity-sensitive neurons really detect numerosity
or some confound, such as size or spacing that might be corre-
lated with numerosity? As shown in Fig. 3, there are whole-
number selective neurons, and there is a greater proportion
of number-selective neurons in deeper than shallower layers.
For the first convolutional layer, the proportion of whole-
number selective neurons is 0.056%, which is not reliably
different from random the permutations, p = .334, 99% CI
of p = [.314, .354]. In contrast, in the last convolutional layer,
the proportion increases to 1.53%, which is reliably different
from random permutations, p = .0003, 99% CI of p = [.000,
.001].

The DCNN Fraction Sense

Fraction selective neurons increases in proportion with depth
(Figs 4ab). Note that there are fewer fraction selective neu-
rons than whole-number selective neurons, e.g., at the last
convolutional layer, 1.54% of whole-number selective neu-
rons vs. 0.082% (side-by-side) or 0.11% (intermixed) frac-
tion selective neurons. However, the permutation test sug-
gests that only the proportion of side-by-side fraction selec-
tive neurons is reliably different from random permutations,
but this is not true for the proportion of intermixed fraction se-
lective neurons. For instance, at the last convolutional layer,
the proportion of side-by-side fraction selective neurons is re-
liably different from random permutations, p = .002, 99% CI
of p = [.000, .004], but not for intermixed fraction selective
neurons, p = .123, 99% CI of p = [.102, .143]. Nonethe-
less, this supports the argument that a fraction sense (at least
for side-by-side fractions) can emerge from a DCNN merely
trained to classify objects.
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Figure 4: The proportion of fraction selective neurons across
13 convolutional layers for (a) the side-by-side (b) intermixed
fraction formats. The proportion of fraction selective neu-
rons (black line) and the proportion of such neurons based on
Monte Carlo permutations (light blue lines) across 13 convo-
lutional layers. For each layer, the blue triangle labels the me-
dian of the permutations, along with the error bars labelling
the 1% and 99% quantiles.

Dissociability of the Sense of Fraction and the Sense
of Whole Number
Interestingly, we found no fraction dissociable neurons for
either fraction format. To check if this may be due to thresh-
olds being too strict, Figure 5 visualizes the relations between
sensitivity to fraction value and the numerator or denomina-
tor. For both fraction formats, there are essentially no neurons
that are sensitive to the fraction value without being sensitive
to the numerator’s value. To a lesser extent, this is also true
for the denominator. The lack of fraction dissociable neurons
supports the dependence of the fraction sense on the whole
number sense.

Discussion
In this paper, we investigated the extent to which DCNNs
trained to recognize objects contain a whole-number or frac-
tion sense. We found that the whole-number sense emerges in
VGG16, replicating and extending previous work that found
it emerges in a different DCNN architecture. This provides
robustness across particular models to the emergence of a

whole-number sense in DCNNs.

We also demonstrated that the DCNN has a fraction sense,
but this is limited to the side-by-side fraction format. One
explanation for why fraction sense does not emerge for inter-
mixed fractions is that evaluating side-by-side dots and inter-
mixed dots involve distinct perceptual processes (e.g.,Norris
& Castronovo, 2016). For humans, evaluating the fraction
value of an intermixed format stimulus requires an attentional
shift from the dark dots (numerator) to the bright dots (de-
nominator). In contrast, the side-by-side fraction format does
not necessarily requires attentional shifts because distinguish-
ing numerator from denominator can be accomplished simply
by the spatial location on the retina. Given that the VGG16
is a feedforward neural network without top-down attentional
modulation, it is unclear whether it is capable of evaluating
displays of fraction that humans need attentional shifts to ac-
complish. Alternatively, the difference in the result between
two fraction formats might be due to differences in how the
displays control for convex hull (Gebuis, Cohen Kadosh, &
Gevers, 2016). Another difference between the side-by-side
fraction format and the intermixed fraction format is that the
latter one fixes the ratio of convex hulls to one. To fully un-
derstand under what condition a fraction sense can emerge
from a DCNN, it will be important to test it with additional
fraction formats. For example, a fraction value could be rep-
resented with two juxtaposed bars with different lengths or
pairs of circles (Jacob, Vallentin, & Nieder, 2012; Matthews
et al., 2016).

Furthermore, we did not find artificial neurons sensitive
to fraction values that were not sensitive to the numerator
or the denominator. This provides support for fractions be-
ing bootstrapped from the whole-number system, rather than
from the RPS. However, the threshold analyses we conducted
have limitations.There are alternative explanations. First, the
absence of fraction dissociable neurons might have to do with
prior statistical structure. In the real world (e.g, images, text-
book), larger fractions tend to have larger numerators. This
is also true for our fraction stimuli set where the numerator
value is partially correlated with the fraction value. Second,
the fact that we fixed the ratio of other visual aspects (e.g.,
the ratio of size, the ratio of spacing) to one might force
the fraction sense to rely on the ratio of numerosity. Third,
our analyses focused on analyzing a neural network’s inter-
nal representation, rather than its behavior. To be certain
that the network encodes numerosity, we would also need
to demonstrate that the network can also produce behaviors
consistent with a proper numerosity understanding (e.g., clas-
sify images by their fraction numerosity). To deal with some
concerns with our threshold analyses, we plan to test the in-
terdependency of processing of different features (e.g., frac-
tion and whole number) using neural network perturbation
analysis (Khakzar, Baselizadeh, Khanduja, Kim, & Navab,
2019). This would examine whether the DCNN could per-
form the fraction comparison task with the whole-number se-
lective neurons ablated.
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Figure 5: The relations between fraction sensitivity, numerator sensitivity, denominator sensitivity in (a) the side-by-side frac-
tion format and (b) the intermixed fraction format for the first and the last convolutional layers.

One essential question is why DCNNs have a number sense
at all. Previous research suggested that the number sense is
being bootstrapped from the visual processing system, as the
DCNNs were pretrained to recognize visual objects (DeWind,
2019; Nasr et al., 2019). However, an alternative account is
that the structure of a convolutional neural network itself re-
sults in numerosity sensitive neurons (Kim et al., 2019). Kim
et al. (2019) showed that an untrained AlexNet with random
weights is still able to detect whole numbers. This implies
that the number sense may be due to architectural constraints,
rather than a by-product of object recognition. Nonetheless,
their results focused purely on whole number and it is un-
known whether an untrained network would have a fraction
sense.

Another limitation of our work is that a DCNN is by no
means a perfect model for visual processing. But, it is ar-
guably the best available model that we can analyze feasi-
bly (Cadieu et al., 2014). There are certainly differences in
global shape processing (Doerig, Bornet, Choung, & Herzog,
2020). However, it is unclear to what extent a whole-number
or fraction sense depends on this type of processing. Ideally,
our findings should be corroborated with fine-grained neural
measurements, such as eCOG.

Another interesting issue is how different mechanisms for
numerosity estimation relate to how a DCNN detects nu-
merosity. Previous studies have shown that when the density
of dots is very high, or the total number of dots is very low,
perceptual mechanisms such as texture sensitivity or subitiz-
ing comes into play (Anobile, Cicchini, & Burr, 2013, 2015;

Anobile, Turi, Cicchini, & Burr, 2015). In the current fraction
stimulus set, the fractions with a large number of dots in both
the numerator and denominator have a large density of dots
(number of dots per square degree). For human visual per-
ception, when the density of dots in an array is greater than
5 dots per square degree, the involved mechanism switches
from number estimation to texture sensitivity. On the other
hand, for very small number of dots (less than about 4), peo-
ple tend to rely on subitizing (i.e., the ability to exactly enu-
merate without counting). DCNNs also differ from human
vision in terms of the visual resolution across the retina. It
is unclear how these different numerosity mechanisms relate
to DCNN numerosity detection and their number and fraction
sense more broadly.

There are also constraints related to using the dot array for-
mat for the fraction stimulus sets. Specifically, the design of
whole number stimulus set ensures numerosity is not con-
founded with other stimulus features (e.g., dot size, sparsity)
because stimuli were sampled equally from a deliberately de-
signed stimulus space (DeWind et al., 2015). This is not the
case for both of the fraction stimulus sets. For example, in the
intermixed representation of fraction, the denominator and
numerator share the same convex hull and thus result in a
perfect correspondence between the fraction value and some
potential confounding features (e.g., the ratio of spacing, the
ratio of sparsity). As mentioned before, one way to ensure
the robustness of our results about a fraction sense is to test
its robustness to more fraction formats. We will investigate
these issues in our future work.
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Is there a spatial Dunning-Kruger effect? And how is it influences by gender?
Jose Sotelo

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States

Abstract

Performance on spatial tests is not only a matter ability; it is also influenced by peoples confidence and belief of ability.
Although we know that training can improve spatial performance, we know relatively little about the influences of beliefs
and expectations on the efficacy of training. Here we investigated men and womens performance on a mental rotation
task and their prediction of their performance. We also examined whether providing information about different strate-
gies influenced performance. The results demonstrate a spatial Dunning-Kruger effect; both men and women consistently
overestimated their performance. Womens estimates were lower than mens estimates were. Importantly, training influ-
enced men and womens predictions of their performance in opposite directions; training increased mens confidence (but
not their performance), whereas training decreased womens confidence (but not their performance). The results suggest
that expectations and beliefs about spatial performance need to be considered when explaining training effects and sex
differences
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Pictures facilitate recognition and retrieval speeds of associations between words
in a second language and referents
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to identify associative processes for words in a second language and their referents. Thirty
Japanese participants learned associative conditions for novel words in Chinese and pictorial referents (CP), as well as
novel words in Chinese and words in Japanese (CJ), against a condition of only novel words in Chinese (C). After the
learning phase, participants conducted 2 retrieval tasks for word recognition and 3 recognition tasks for source-monitoring
of the referents. Correct answers for each recognition task were provided to participants after each trial. Although correct
answers in all the conditions gradually increased in both the recognition and retrieval tasks, there were no significant
differences among these conditions. In contrast, recognition and retrieval speeds were faster for CP than CJ. These findings
suggest that pictures contribute to recognition and retrieval speeds of associations between words in a second language
and referents.
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The effect of cheerleading chants on time estimation performance
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Abstract

It is not clear how cheering chants affect time perception which can be critical for sport performance. Here we measured
the performance participants estimated second-order length of duration using a conventional psychophysical task. In the
control condition, five participants were required to produce 1, 3, 5 or 10 seconds of target durations by pressing a button in
a gymnasium where nobody except for experimenters came in. In the testing condition, a group of cheerleaders appeared
and chanted for 20 seconds after each block. The participants were required to complete otherwise the same task as the
control condition. The order of conditions was counterbalanced. The percentages of errors of estimated time was 4.229.58,
-24.318.81, -24.9117.06, -22.4921.83 for 1, 3, 5 and 10 second of target durations in the control condition. Those values
were 16.1322.54, -10.7716.22, -11.878.95 and -12.385.74 in the testing condition. In summary, the chants increased the
duration participants produced.
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Motion recognition with biologically plausible spiking neural networks
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Abstract

Although artificial deep learning based neural networks have recently achieved impressive results on a range of realistic
pattern recognition problems, it is still not completely clear how this problem is solved by the hierarchy of spiking neurons
in the brain which has inspired the deep learning approach in the first place. To achieve high accuracy on real-world
problems artificial deep neural networks are trained using backpropagation, which is known to be biologically implausible.
Recently Lillicrap et al. have proposed Feedback Alignment as a more biologically realistic algorithm able to train a deep
hierarchy of spiking neurons. In this work we examine whether a spiking deep neural network using such a biologically
plausible learning algorithm is able to achieve good recognition accuracy on realistic motion recognition tasks.
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Abstract

Classical models of the emergence of compositionality in communication focused on the compositional nature of the en-
vironment (Cangelosi, 2001; Cornish et al., 2008). Here we advance a model in which compositional structure emerges
from integrating environments properties with agents actions. We take as a starting point Cangelosis (2001) model, where
a population of agents searched for edible mushrooms. Given opportunity to communicate, they evolved a system in
which combinations of signs were sensorily grounded in combinations of mushroom properties. We modify this model
by grounding the communication also in agents’ actions. With this, we are able to evolve communication systems con-
taining meaningful compositions of mushroom properties and agent actions. We investigate how such compositions can
facilitate a) learning the communication protocol, b) learning the adequate behavior policy. This kind of sensory-motor
compositionality seems better suited for coordinating navigation in dynamic environments.
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Can preschoolers use probability to infer others desires?
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Abstract

Probability influences our social inferences. Here, we explored whether preschoolers use probabilistic information to infer
others desires. Sixty 3-year-olds were shown stories where one character went to a gumball machine with mostly red
gumballs and just a few purple ones and another character went to a machine with the reverse distribution. Both characters
received a red gumball. Children in one between-subjects condition were asked who wanted a red gumball and children in
a control condition were asked who knew they would get a red gumball. Children mostly selected the character who went
to the machine with more red gumballs when asked about desires but not when asked about knowledge. This suggests that
3-year-olds can use proportions to infer others desires.
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Abstract 
 

Recent work suggests that speakers’ lexical networks in their         
native and secondary languages are organized somewhat       
differently, with native languages showing greater      
systematicity. We here test this claim in a new way, by           
making use of the “Retrieval-induced forgetting” effect       
(RIF). Specifically, practicing previously encoded     
information through rehearsal is expected to result in better         
memory for that information, regardless of which language        
the information is encoded. The RIF effect involves the         
suppression of information that is associated with the        
practiced information but is itself unpracticed. Since RIF is         
understood to rely on the association between the practiced         
and unpracticed memories, we predict it will be weaker when          
applied in a language with weaker or less systematically         
organized lexical associations. Results confirm that while the        
expected practice effect was evident in participants’ native        
and second languages, the RIF effect was only significant in          
participants’ native language. We discuss the relevance and        
implications of this finding for second language speakers. 
 
Keywords: retrieval-induced forgetting, second language,     
memory 
 

Introduction 
 
We live in a world more globalized than ever before,          
with very large numbers of immigrants, and high levels         
of social connectivity. This gives rise to increasing        
levels of multilingual experiences, especially for those       

navigating life in a new language. For instance, in         
2017, 67 million people in the US, or half of the           
residents of the 5 largest US cities, reported speaking a          
language other than English at home (U.S. Census        
Bureau, 2018). Do people process a language learned        
later in life the same way they process their native          
language(s)? 

Multilingual individuals often face the complex task        
of switching between languages in their day-to-day       
functioning. Recent work has found that second       
language (L2) speakers are less likely to make online         
predictions during listening than native speakers are,       
even when the L2 speakers demonstrate the requisite        
knowledge in off-line tasks (Grüter et al., 2014; Kaan,         
2014; Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2010; Ito et al., 2017;         
Kaan et al., 2010, 2016; Martin et al., 2013). For          
example, in a study that measured participants’ eye        
gaze, Lew-Williams & Fernald (2010) found that       
non-native speakers of Spanish did not make use of the          
gendered determiner to predict an upcoming noun,       
despite being reasonably fluent and aware of the noun’s         
grammatical gender. There is also recent evidence that        
competition between different lexical items (or      
constructions) may not have the same impact in a         
second language (Robenalt & Goldberg, 2016;      
Tachihara & Goldberg, 2019). Of course, individual       
differences, degree of proficiency, the relation between       
L1 and L2, and task demands have been found to play a            
role in the extent to which predictions about upcoming         
forms are made by L2 comprehenders (e.g., Borovsky,        
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Elman & Fernald 2012; Kaan 2014; Hopp 2013;        
DeLong et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2013; Rossi et al.,           
2017; Havik et al. 2009; Foucart et al. 2014; Linck et           
al. 2009; Wilson 2009).  

Intriguingly, a semantic network analysis on free        
recall data suggests that L2 speakers’ linguistic       
representations are less systematically organized than      
those in a native language (Borodkin, Kennet, Faust, &         
Mashal 2016). The memorably titled paper, “When       
pumpkin is closer to onion than to squash,” reported         
that highly proficient L2 speakers showed less evidence        
of standard lexical associations found in L1 speakers        
(e.g., pumpkin - squash) (see also Wilks & Meara         
2002). A difference in the degree of association        
strength may be due to less experience with specific         
words and categories, or due to age of acquisition         
effects in lexical retrieval (Ellis & Morrison 1998).        
Relatedly, Ning, Bartolotti, & Marian (2019) showed       
that Spanish-English bilinguals judged the semantic      
relatedness between non-obviously related concepts     
(cloud-present) to be higher than English monolinguals       
did. This is consistent with the idea that lexical         
associations in L2 may be less strong or less         
systematically organized. 

While the free-recall task of as many instances of a           
category as possible, used by Borodkin et al. (2016), is          
a useful way to tap into the structure of broad          
knowledge, the possibility of including low frequency       
items may affect results. By definition, L2 speakers        
learned their second language as adults, so certain        
words are likely to be less familiar to them. For          
instance, it is possible to be entirely unfamiliar with the          
less common vegetable, squash. Moreover, one may       
have a different interpretation of pumpkin if one did not          
grow up carving them. More generally, to test the idea          
that the lexical networks of L1 and L2 speakers are          
structured differently, it would be especially      
compelling to find differences in how L2 speakers        
respond to relatively high frequency associations such       
as apple - orange. 

The current paper tests this idea using the Retrieval-          
Induced Forgetting (RIF) effect (Anderson, Bjork &       
Bjork, 1994; Murayama, Miyatsu, Buchli, & Storm,       
2014), with stimuli presented in speakers’ native or        
second language. The classic RIF paradigm involves       
three phases. Participants first study a list of        
category-exemplar pairs (e.g., Fruit-Apple,    
Fruit-Orange, Profession-Nurse, Profession-Teacher).   
They then perform a retrieval task on a subset of          
studied pairs, which provides practice on just those        
pairs. During this phase, participants are provided with        
a cue such as “Fruit-Ap__” and are asked to supply the           
second word (Apple). Finally, participants are asked to        
recall as many of the pairs that had been presented          
during the initial study phase as possible. 

Unsurprisingly, the items that were practiced during        
the partial recall task (Retrieval Practice Plus [RP+]        
items: e.g., Apple) are remembered best. Of interest, the         
unpracticed items that are associated with the practiced        
items (Retrieval Practice Minus [RP-] items: Orange)       

are recalled less often than the other unpracticed items         
(baseline items, labeled No Retrieval Practice [NRP]       
items: e.g., Nurse, Teacher). The idea is that, during the          
selective recall task, the cue provided Fruit-Ap___       
partially activates other associates such as Orange.       
Because Orange is incompatible with the cue (Ap__), it         
must be suppressed, resulting in its continued       
suppression or “forgetting” during the recall task. 

According to a widely supported account of retrieval-         
induced forgetting (Murayama et al., 2014), the effect        
occurs when, during the practice phase, related items        
compete for activation because of their semantic       
associations. This competition is resolved by the       
suppression of semantically associated but unpracticed      
items (Anderson, 2003; Levy & Anderson, 2002;       
Norman, Newman, Detre, 2007). Thus, if words are        
less strongly or less systematically associated with one        
another in a second language, and the retrieval-induced        
forgetting effect depends on this association to trigger        
response competition during the practice phase, then       
we would expect to see reduced RIF in a second          
language. 

Thus, our interest lies in whether the RIF effect is           
evident to the same extent in L2 as in L1. All of the             
items used involve relatively high frequency words as        
described below in order to investigate aspects of the         
lexical network that are central and highly likely to be          
familiar to L2 speakers. RIF is known to be sensitive to           
factors relevant to lexical network structure (e.g.,       
prototypicality: apple-orange leads to suppression but      
guava-orange does not) (Baüml, 1998). Therefore,      
because the retrieval of items in the RIF paradigm is          
dependent on the lexical relatedness of items, it allows         
us to investigate differences in the lexical networks of         
L1 vs. L2. 

Given that lexical networks are part of our semantic          
memory, the current experiment aims to probe them        
within the context of a memory task. There is evidence          
that memory retrieval affects the structure of memory        
itself (McDonald, 2013; Karpicke, 2012;     
Lewis-Peacock & Norman, 2014). Thus, testing the L1        
and L2 difference within a memory task may suggest         
an answer to the question as to why L1 and L2 lexical            
networks are different in the first place. 

We recruited a sample of 100 native English speakers          
who speak Spanish as a second language, and randomly         
assigned them to either perform the experiment in        
English or in Spanish. We hypothesized that       
participants in both conditions would display the       
rehearsal (practice) effect (hypothesis 1), but that only        
participants in the native speaker (English) condition       
would display the retrieval-induced forgetting effect      
(hypothesis 2). 
 

Method 
 
Participants 
To detect a moderate effect size of 0.4 for         
paired-sample comparisons with 0.80 power, we      
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collected data from 100 participants (Mage=31.46; SDage=       
9.19; 51% women), as preregistered on      
aspredicted.com. Participants were recruited via Cloud      
Research (Litman, Robinson, & Abberbock, 2016) with       
an advertisement that requested native English speakers       
who spoke Spanish. They were compensated at the        
platform’s standard rate. The pre-registered stopping      
rule for data collection was that we collected data until          
we reached 50 participants in each of the two         
between-subject conditions. All participants confirmed     
that they were native English speakers. We ensured that         
participants could speak Spanish by asking them five        
4-answer multiple choice questions that required      
reasonably strong knowledge of Spanish grammar;      
only participants who answered at least 3 out of 5          
questions correctly were included. 

The study protocol was approved by the Princeton         
University Institutional Review Board. 
 
Stimulus materials 
We used eight categories (e.g., fruits, mammals,       
professions, mammals, furniture, emotions, foods,     
electronics) with six representative exemplars in each       
(e.g., apple, orange). For the L2 condition, Spanish        
category and exemplar names were used. Each       
exemplar was chosen such that its usage frequency was         
higher than 4000 (number of occurrences in text corpus,         
from https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/,  
https://www.wordfrequency.info/spanish.asp) in both   
languages, and such that its first two letters were unique          
within a category in both languages. 

 
Design and Procedure 
Participants were told they would be participating in an         
experiment about categorization and were directed to       
the survey on the Qualtrics platform. After giving        
informed consent, all participants were given the       
Spanish vocabulary test which took the form of five         
multiple choice questions (chance level performance =       
25%) (e.g., “En mi barrio no hay       
ningún/algun/ninguno/ alguno parque”). Then,    
participants were randomly assigned to one of two        
between-subjects conditions: L1 Condition or L2      
Condition. The two conditions were equivalent in all        
aspects other than the language in which the        
experiment was conducted: the L1 Condition was       
administered in English, whereas the L2 Condition was        
administered entirely in Spanish. 

Participants in both conditions took part in all three          
phases of a standard RIF paradigm: study (encoding),        
selective cued-retrieval (practice), and recall (test)      
(Anderson, Bjork, Bjork, 1994). During the encoding       

phase, participants were instructed to pay attention to a         
series of category-exemplars pairs (one on each page).        
The eight categories with six exemplars in each were         
presented in a randomized block design, with the items         
within each category also randomized. Each      
category-exemplar pair (e.g., Fruit-Orange) was on the       
screen for exactly 5 seconds, thus, the entire encoding         
phase lasted 4 minutes. Then, participants went through        
a practice phase, in which they were given a category          
name and the first two letters of an exemplar name          
(e.g., Fruit: Or__), and they had to write the rest of the            
exemplar letters in a text box (one on each page). They           
were allowed to take as long as 10 seconds for each           
practiced exemplar. In total, participants practiced half       
of the exemplars from half of the categories, both         
randomly chosen. 

Finally, in the test phase, participants were asked to          
remember all the initially encoded exemplars, in a cued         
recall task in which they were given the category name          
and they had to write as many exemplars as they could           
remember. The category names were presented in a        
random order, one on each page, and participants were         
allowed to spend up to 30 seconds on each category, as           
this response window was found to be ample in prior          
work. Participants were then asked a series of        
demographic questions, after which they were      
debriefed. All procedures and analyses were      
preregistered.  

 
Results 

 
The pre-registered analysis was a repeated-measures      
ANOVA with retrieval type as the within-subject       
variable: retrieval practice items (RP+), items from       
related category but without retrieval practice (RP-),       
and items from an unrelated category without retrieval        
practice (baseline/NRP). Condition (English, Spanish)     
was a between-subjects variable, and proportion of       
items recalled was the dependent variable. We found a         
significant main effect of retrieval type, F(2,       
196)=114.884, p<0.001, ηp2 =0.54, a significant main       
effect of condition, F(1, 98)=15.012, p<0.001, ηp2       

=0.133, and a significant interaction F(2, 196)=4.001,       
p<0.02, ηp2 =0.39. 

As anticipated, the first hypothesis was confirmed:        
the expected rehearsal effect was found in both L1 and          
L2 groups: the recall rate of RP+ items was         
significantly higher than the recall rate of baseline/NRP        
items. In L1: (M=0.73, SD=0.19 vs. M=0.50, SD=0.25),        
t(49)=8.19, p<0.001, d=1.15, CI[0.17, 0.28], and L2       
Condition (M=0.52, SD=0.22 vs. M=0.34, SD=0.21),      
t(49)=7.98, p<0.001, d=1.12, CI[0.13, 0.22] (Figure 1). 

Results also support the second hypothesis.       
Specifically, the retrieval-induced forgetting effect was      
significant in the L1 condition, but not in the L2          
condition: in L1, RP- items (M=0.41, SD=0.29) were        
recalled significantly less than baseline/NRP items      
(M=0.50, SD=0.25), t(49)=4.11, p<0.001, d=0.58,     
CI[0.04, 0.13]. In L2, RP- items (M=0.31, SD=0.21)        
were not significantly less-well recalled than      
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baseline/NRP items (M=0.34, SD=0.21), t(49)=1.71,     
p=0.093, d=0.24, CI[-0.075, 0.006] (Figure 1). Because       
recall in the RP- condition was numerically lower than         
the baseline/NRP condition, we additionally ran a       
power analysis and found that even if we doubled the          
sample size, the RIF effect in L2 would not be          
significant. 

In order to include items as well as subjects as           
random variables, we additionally ran a generalized       
mixed effects model (using R version 3.1_0, with lme4         
version 1.1_21, logistic link function). To predict       
recall, we included condition (L1, L2) and retrieval        
type (RP+, RP, baseline/NRP) as fixed effects, as well         
as by-participant and by-item random intercepts. We       
find a significant effect of type (practiced: β=1.24,        
SE=0.18, z=6.94, p<0.001; unpracticed: β=-0.45,     
SE=0.17, z=-2.63, p=0.008) and condition (β=-0.88,      
SE=0.24, z=-3.65, p=0.003). We also find more items        
were recalled in the L1 condition than in L2. This may           
be due to across-the-board increased difficulty of       
lexical retrieval in L2 (Antón-Méndez & Gollan, 2010;        
Sandoval, Gollan, Ferreira, & Salmon, 2010; Taler,       
Johns, Young, Sheppard, & Jones, 2013; cf. Roberts &         
Dorze, 1997; Rosselli et al., 2000). There is a         
significant interaction of condition and type for       
practiced items (β=-0.33, SE=0.17, z=-2.0, p=0.046),      
but not for unpracticed items (β=0.27, SE=1.65, z=1.64,        
p=0.1). 

Because the ANOVA analysis showed a significant       
interaction of condition and retrieval-type, we also       
looked at the L1 and L2 conditions separately, using         
models that were the same except that condition was         
not included. This confirms the expected rehearsal       
effect in both English (β=1.12, SE=0.17, z=6.42,       
p<0.001) and Spanish (β=0.91, SE=0.16, z=5.52,      
p<0.001). It also confirms evidence of the RIF effect         
only in English (β=-0.47, SE=0.17, z=- 2.67, p=0.007),        
not in Spanish (β=-0.19, SE=0.17, z=-1.09, p=0.274). 

Finally, we performed an exploratory analysis of the        
effect of L2 proficiency on recall. We ran a generalized          
mixed model on the L2 dataset with recall as our          
outcome and retrieval type and proficiency as       
interacting fixed effects with by-participant and      
by-item random intercepts. We find no interaction       
effect for practice items (β=0.009, SE=0.005, z=1.78,       
p=0.076) and unpracticed items (β=0.005, SE=0.005,      
z=0.9, p=0.36). We caution against inferring that       
proficiency does not impact RIF effects, since       
self-reported proficiency measures in online studies are       
known to be noisy. Additionally, we had limited our L2          
sample to those who passed the vocabulary test but did          
not consider themselves to be 100% proficient in L2. A          
larger sample with a more variable proficiency       
distribution would be needed to better assess the effect         
of proficiency on the RIF effect.  
 
 

    

 
Figure 1: Recall proportions in the L1 Condition (left) and in           
L2 Condition (right). RP+ items represented in red, RP- items          
represented in blue, Baseline/NRP items represented in grey;        
Error bars represent ± 1 standard errors of the mean.  
 

Discussion 
 
The current study compared the degree of       
retrieval-induced forgetting in a first language      
condition (English) and a second language condition       
(Spanish) among a group of monolingual English       
speakers were reasonably proficient in Spanish as a        
second language. We find that while participants in        
both conditions benefited from the rehearsal effect --        
practiced items were remembered better than unrelated,       
unpracticed items -- only participants in the first        
language condition revealed the retrieval-induced     
forgetting effect in which semantically-related     
unpracticed items were remembered less well than       
unrelated unpracticed items. 

These findings extend and complement prior work in         
various ways. First, the first language condition results        
replicate the retrieval-induced forgetting effect     
(Anderson, Bjork, Bjork, 1994). The lack of evidence        
of the RIF effect in a second language is consistent          
with the idea that the network of semantic associations         
is less strong or less systematically organized in a         
second language than in a first language (Borodkin, et         
al., 2016). That is, to the extent that word pairs          
associated in L1 are less associated in L2, the current          
results are expected: there should be no difference        
between unpracticed related and unrelated items, if       
neither is strongly associated with the practiced items.        
In other words, for our native English-speaking       
participants, “apple” appears to be more strongly       
associated with “orange” in English than in Spanish.        
Critically, the fact that current evidence comes from        
relatively high frequency words further suggests that       
even central aspects of the lexical network may be         
structured differently in L2. 

The absence of the retrieval-induced forgetting in the         
second language condition could be due to several        
other factors. It is possible that participants lacked        
sufficient proficiency in Spanish, their second      
language, to be able to recall unpracticed items at         
strong rates. Participants were recruited online and only        
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needed to pass the brief grammaticality test in order to          
qualify for the experiment. The overall main effect of         
better recall in L1 is consistent with this possibility. At          
the same time, participants in the L2 condition did         
show the rehearsal effect, demonstrating that on the        
basis of only partial cues (e.g., Fruit: Ap__) they were          
able to rehearse the items enough to result in better          
recall of those items (e.g., Apple). Therefore, while        
lower proficiency may explain the main effect of lower         
recall in L2, it does not directly explain the lack of RIF            
effect: the fact that related unpracticed items failed to         
show evidence of suppression. 

Another possibility for the absence of the RIF effect          
in the L2 condition may involve differences in the         
retrieval process rather than differences in      
representation. It is possible that the need to suppress         
L1 when using one’s L2 may result in less effective          
competition processes in L2. For instance, it may be         
that competition between words from two languages       
(e.g., manzana vs. apple) may lead to weaker        
competition between words in L2 during the practice        
phase within (e.g., manzana vs. naranja). This may        
then reduce the suppression of the semantically related        
but unpracticed item in the second language (naranja),        
leading to a lack of retrieval-induced forgetting in the         
second language condition. A third possibility is that        
the representation and the retrieval process interact with        
one another. If the retrieval process in L2 is affected by           
the need to inhibit L1, it could impact the lexical          
network of L2 over the course of learning, which may          
in turn impact the retrieval process and so on. As noted           
in the introduction, this was one of the reasons why we           
used a process-oriented approach, testing RIF, in order        
to investigate the lexical structures in L1 and L2. These          
different possible mechanisms need to be teased apart        
empirically in future work. 
 
Limitations, future work, and implications 
The current study requires replication on a larger        
sample of participants with a better calibrated measure        
of L2 proficiency in order to confirm the finding and          
investigate whether it is dependent on proficiency in        
L2. Furthermore, investigating other systematic     
differences among L2 speakers, such as age of        
acquisition and amount of exposure might be of        
interest. We know that individual experiences shape       
memory structures and retrieval processes (Bilson,      
Yoshida, Tran, Woods, & Hills, 2015). Thus it is         
plausible that differences in linguistic experiences      
among L2 speakers’ would shape their memory       
structures in differing ways. 
To better understand the mechanisms involved, the       
current findings would also benefit from work       
investigating the neural substrates producing these      
behavioral results. Neural mechanisms that have      
already been proposed to explain the RIF effect as a          
frontally-mediated executive-control process (Levy &     
Anderson, 2002), or a medial temporal lobe inhibitory        

process (Norman et al., 2007) provide a natural starting         
point in such an investigation. 

The findings reported here might have important        
implications for the collective memory of second       
language speakers. The retrieval-induced forgetting     
effect has been shown to extend to social interactions,         
in which speakers can trigger response competition and        
thus induced forgetting in both themselves and in their         
listeners, an effect known as socially shared       
retrieval-induced forgetting (Cuc, Koppel, Hirst, 2007;      
Coman, Manier, Hirst, 2009). Occurring through      
conversation, the effect has been shown to propagate        
through social networks, and thus impact the collective        
memory of communities (Coman, Momennejad, Drach,      
Geana, 2016; Vlasceanu, Enz, Coman, 2018) and even        
the collective beliefs of a community (Vlasceanu,       
Morais, Duker, Coman, 2020). If collective memories       
discussed in a second language are less amenable to the          
influence of the socially-shared retrieval-induced     
forgetting effect, it may have potentially significant       
implications related to the cohesiveness of immigrant       
communities who use a second language to       
communicate with one another or for the potential of         
immigrants using a second language to socially cohere        
with the larger community. 
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How children learn non-obvious conceptual information from caregivers in
naturalistic settings

Elizabeth Attisano
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Abstract

A long-standing question in cognitive development asks how young children learn non-obvious conceptual information
(i.e., information that is not directly perceptible). For artifacts, this non-obvious information includes the categories items
fall into (Rhodes, Gelman & Karuza, 2014), and their functions (Matan & Carey, 2001). We investigated how children
learn non-obvious information about novel artifacts from their caregivers during naturalistic interactions in a living his-
tory museum. Forty caregiver-child dyads (Ages: R=4;22-8;0,Mage=5.98 years) visited two exhibits for 8 minutes each
(i.e., a heritage store and house). Using a series of GEEs and correlational analyses, we found caregivers used different
pedagogical techniques to teach their children about different artifact properties. Namely, they used causal (rs=.49,p¡.001)
and procedural information (rs=.60,p¡.001) to describe an artifacts function, but used questions (rs=.79,p¡.001) and com-
parisons (rs=.64,p¡.001) to discuss an artifacts identity. These patterns are compatible with the broader literature on how
children learn non-obvious information best (Gelman, 2009).
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Reducing the Perceived Reliability of an External Store Reduces Susceptibility to
External Store Manipulation.
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Abstract

Offloading cognition to external stores is practiced ubiquitously in daily life (e.g., counting on fingers, writing lists), yet
is a relatively new area of investigation within cognitive science. Previous experiments have assessed the benefits and
downfalls, including participants lowered memory for offloaded information that is no longer available (Gardony et al.,
2013; Sparrow et al., 2011). In addition, when offloading, individuals appear susceptible to manipulations of their external
store (Risko et al., 2019). Here we report an experiment investigating how the perceived reliability of an external store
affects individuals susceptibility to manipulation of that store. Consistent with previous research, results suggest that
the majority of participants do not notice an item inserted into their external store. However, once cued to this event,
individuals do become more likely to subsequently notice a manipulation of their external store. Implications of this
research for our understanding of distributed memory systems will be discussed.
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Ask or Tell: Balancing questions and instructions in intuitive teaching
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Abstract

Teaching is an intuitive social activity that requires reason-
ing about and influencing the mind of others. A good teacher
forms a belief about the knowledge of their student, asks clar-
ifying questions, and gives instructions or explanations to try
to induce a target concept in the student’s mind. We propose
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
as a model of intuitive human teaching. According to this ac-
count, teachers make pedagogical decisions with uncertainty
about the knowledge state of their student. In two behavioral
experiments, human participants were tasked with balancing
assessments (asking questions) and instructions to help teach a
student to build a tower of colored blocks. Human behavior in
the task was compared to the performance of a computerized
teaching algorithm optimized to solve the equivalent POMDP.
Our results show that humans favor asking questions and estab-
lishing common ground during teaching even at an economic
cost and increase question asking as uncertainty grows.
Keywords: teaching; machine teaching; POMDPs; question
asking; instruction; education

Introduction
The simplest view of teaching is that the teacher knows some-
thing, and tells it to the pupils. If I know the way to the station,
and you do not, I can tell you. What can be plainer? Teaching,
then, whatever else it may be, includes the communication of
information. But let us look at the matter a little more closely.
I utter words. You hear them. All that you thus obtain is a
number of sounds. I cannot transfer my knowledge from my
mind to yours. Your mind is a closed book to me; I can never
get into direct contact with it. - Dumville (1915)

Traditionally, cognitive science research focuses on learn-
ing without accounting for the teacher present in many learn-
ing scenarios. However, teaching is an incredibly rich and
important behavior which forms the basis of much of our cul-
tural knowledge. While there is considerable research in edu-
cation on formal instruction (Lepper, Aspinwall, Mumme, &
Chabay, 1990), we focus here on “intuitive teaching” – the
types of everyday pedagogy we engage in when teaching a
child how to tie their shoes, a colleague how to open the file
cabinet, or a friend how to use an app on their phone.

Teaching is an inherently social behavior that involves the
transfer of information from a knowledgeable individual to
a naive one. In order to teach someone something, a good
teacher must rely on an internal model of how the learner
learns. For example, young children improve their teach-
ing skills around the same time they develop theory of mind

(Davis-Unger & Carlson, 2008; Bridgers, Jara-Ettinger, &
Gweon, 2020). However, as Dumville (1915) points out, this
is only part of the problem. We never know exactly what a
student is thinking and thus teaching is fundamentally an act
of decision making under uncertainty. We aim to influence
the minds of our students without knowing exactly what they
know or what they are thinking.

The goal of a teacher is to embed information in the ped-
agogical data they provide the student, such that by inter-
acting with the data, the student acquires the desired in-
formation. Recently introduced Bayesian models of teach-
ing and demonstration follow this framework, characteriz-
ing how the teacher selects helpful material based on their
theory of the student’s mind and how the student interprets
that material based on their theory of the teacher’s inten-
tions (Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014; Ho, Littman,
MacGlashan, Cushman, & Austerweil, 2016). These models
can be applied to describe active learning as a form of self-
teaching (Yang, Vong, Yu, & Shafto, 2019; Coenen, Rehder,
& Gureckis, 2015; Markant & Gureckis, 2014). Addition-
ally, utilizing models of teaching to improve intelligent tutor-
ing system technology is of increasing interest. In “machine
teaching,” a play on the more well known concept of machine
learning, the goal is to design a data set that will convey or in-
duce a particular model in the student (Zhu, Singla, Zilles, &
Rafferty, 2018). The present paper builds upon this work to
understand how teachers balance learning about the minds of
their students while giving instructions to move those minds
closer to a target concept.

Intuitive teaching as “debugging” the mind of
someone else under uncertainty
It has long been recognized in formal analyses of teaching
that students often have misconceptions or incorrect mod-
els of a domain. For example, Benson, Wittrock, and Baur
(1993) explored students’ preconceptions of the nature of
gases and showed that prior to a chemistry course, students
came with a broad array of (often subtly incorrect) ideas
about how an ideal gas would behave in a chamber under var-
ious manipulations. Through formative assessment, the role
of a teacher is to garner and confront the student’s current
understanding to repair misconceptions and build on existing
knowledge (Bransford, Brown, Cocking, et al., 2000; Kane,
2006).
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Starting from the premise that we never know exactly
what a student is initially thinking, teaching naturally can
be framed as a special class of well known decision prob-
lems known as Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cesses (or POMDPs). In fact, POMDPs have recently been
applied to the problem of teaching for the purpose of develop-
ing intelligent tutoring systems, demonstrating their ability to
capture critical features of teaching (Rafferty, Brunskill, Grif-
fiths, & Shafto, 2016; Brunskill & Russell, 2011). However,
the POMDP framework has not yet been used to model how
humans decide to teach one another. The goal of the present
paper is to evaluate POMDPs as a framework for thinking
about intuitive human teaching.

In particular, we present the results of two experiments
which asked human participants to play the role of an in-
formed teacher instructing a less knowledgeable student. The
task mimics the formal teaching setting of a teacher identify-
ing and addressing a student misconception as in a one-on-
one tutoring interaction (Vanlehn, 2006). In the task, the stu-
dent (a computer agent) needs to be guided by the teacher to
configure a set of blocks in a particular arrangement1. Human
subjects (i.e., the teachers) can ask questions and give instruc-
tions to guide the students to a target building-block configu-
ration which they cannot directly observe. This is similar to
the collaborative block game in Wang, Liang, and Manning
(2016), where humans are isolated to providing instructions
and only the computer can control the movement of blocks.
Critically, in our version of the task the teacher is never quite
certain of the arrangement of the student’s blocks but can ei-
ther give instructions or ask questions to clarify that student’s
current “state.” The goal of the teacher is to efficiently guide
the student to the appropriate task state and then end the task
for a monetary reward.

We had two hypotheses about human teaching that were
informed in part by pilot analyses of the task. First, we hy-
pothesized that humans have a preference for first establish-
ing common ground with their partner before providing in-
structions. As a result our human teacher would, in certain
circumstances, perform sub-optimally at the task by asking
too many questions compared to the optimal analysis (Exper-
iment 1). The second hypothesis was that participants would
alter their question asking and instruction behavior systemat-
ically in response to changes in the uncertainty in the task.
Thus it is not just that they first establish common ground
with their partner, but that they selectively do this when there
is uncertainty about the student’s mental state (Experiment 2).

1While the block building task might appear trivial, using a phys-
ically embodied task means that the knowledge states of the stu-
dent change in predictable ways following an instruction (i.e., if the
teacher says “Move a block” the resulting effect on the student is
clear). Additionally, the task is incredibly intuitive and easy to ex-
plain in a short session. Ultimately the task simply acts as a tem-
porary stand-in for a more elaborated model of student learning in a
particular domain.

Figure 1: In a teaching POMDP, the teacher takes pedagogi-
cal actions that influence the knowledge state of the student.

Modeling Approach

Our model of teaching takes inspiration from computational
models of reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton, Barto, et al.,
1998). Traditional RL research analyzes learning in reward-
based decision making problems, using Markov Decision
processes (MDPs) to characterize the states, actions, and re-
wards in an environment. An agent in an MDP takes actions
to move between world states and earn rewards, like a slot-
machine player pulling levers in an attempt to reach the jack-
pot “all-7s” state. POMDPs are a generalization of MDPs
where the agent does not know the current state of the world
with certainty. Instead, an agent solving a POMDP forms a
belief about what the state may be, and uses observations of
their environment to improve their belief and act accordingly.

POMDPs capture a wide variety of decision-making prob-
lems facing human and, for our purposes, provide a com-
pelling computational account of the many features that make
teaching interactions so challenging. Specifically, teachers
act under uncertainty about various aspects of their students
including the student’s background knowledge, how the stu-
dent responds to different types of instruction, and how a stu-
dent’s behaviors reflect their underlying knowledge. Model-
ing teaching as a POMDP thus enables us to formulate con-
crete predictions about how different forms of uncertainty af-
fect teacher behavior. This approach is similar to that of (Ho,
Littman, Cushman, & Austerweil, 2018), who model teach-
ing as an MDP with deterministic meta-belief changes. The
formulation of the teaching problem as a POMDP is an in-
tuitive expansion with more flexible handling of uncertainty
and the teacher’s belief state.

POMDP Formalism Partially Observable Markov Deci-
sion Processes (POMDPs) describe a class of planning prob-
lems where an agent makes decisions under uncertainty
(Kaelbling, Littman, & Cassandra, 1998). A POMDP is rep-
resented as a tuple 〈S,A,T,R,Ω,O〉, where s ∈ S are all pos-
sible states of the environment, a ∈ A are all possible actions,
T (s,a,s′) describes the transition probabilities between states
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Figure 2: In the block-building task, the subject interacts with
the computer to instruct it to build the tower. In our experi-
ments, the subjects wear the “teacher” hat and the computer
wears the “learner” hat.

s and s′ after taking action a, and R(s,a) describes the reward
function for taking action a in state s. The former terms define
a Markov Decision process, but a POMDP also includes a set
of observations o ∈ Ω. Here, Ω is the space of all possible
observations, and the observation function O(s′,a,o) defines
the probability of the agent receiving observation o after tak-
ing action a and ending up in state s′.

In a teaching POMDP, transitions between states S reflect
the changing knowledge state of the learner, actions A are
pedagogical choices by the teacher (such as exercises, op-
portunities to study particular material, or the presentation
of facts), and observations Ω are the data a teacher receives
about their student, such as test scores or classroom attitudes
(see Figure 1 for an illustration). The reward structure of the
environment might encourage the teacher to attempt to im-
prove test scores, or maximize long-term retention of mate-
rial, or minimize teaching time required to convey a concept.

Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning. POMDPs
define the problem of decision making under uncertainty
but there are many possible methods for solving these prob-
lems. For example, Monte Carlo Tree Search, or MCTS
(Browne et al., 2012), is a popular solution method for stan-
dard MDPs based on estimating the value of actions by sim-
ulation. Expanding this algorithm to partially observable do-
mains yields a solution technique called Partially Observable
Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) (Silver & Veness, 2010).
POMCP is an on-line, best-first tree search algorithm for
POMDPs. Whereas in MCTS, the agent builds a tree of simu-
lated future states given the actions it might take, in POMCP,
the agent is uncertain about the true state of the world. As a
result, a POMCP agent builds a tree indexed by the possible
histories of actions and observations it may encounter, which
contribute to the agent’s beliefs about the latent world state.

The POMCP model requires an exploration hyperparame-
ter c and a search-depth hyperparameter γ. During simula-
tion, actions are selected by the Upper Confidence Bound al-
gorithm (UCB), which augments tree node values to provide
advantage to under-sampled actions with larger values of c.

One interesting feature of POMCP is that it plans and
learns simultaneously. The belief of the agent is represented
by a particle filter that trickles down through the tree dur-
ing simulations. As a result, POMCP tree search builds a
tree of not only valuations of prospective actions, but also of
the belief state it should acquire given certain observations.
When the POMCP agent selects an action and receives a real-
world observation, provided enough simulations have been
performed, the POMCP arrives at a tree node which already
contains the appropriate new belief state. While POMCP sim-
ulates forward to choose a valuable action, it simultaneously
builds a tree of future beliefs.
Student policy. In the experiment, subjects play the role of
the teacher and attempt to convey a target block tower to a
student, as illustrated in Figure 2. The computer plays the
role of the artificial student and acts following a defined set
of rules. The computer-student’s policy is defined by the fact
that the block-building takes place in a world with normal
physics and the restriction that only one block can move at a
time. However, when we manipulate the transition or obser-
vation functions of the teaching POMDP, we introduce sep-
arate types of students with which the subjects can interact.
These manipulations lead to emergent behavioral changes in
the computer-student that approximate features of real world
students such as struggling with acquiring and storing new
information (transition noise), or weakness in test-taking and
reporting one’s own knowledge (observation noise). In the
current paper there are three different student policies, out-
lined below.

Computer-Student A: Partner A is the most faithful and
trustworthy of the three computer student agents. There is no
noise in either the transition or observation functions, mean-
ing that Partner A always answers questions with the truth
and always follows block-moving instructions precisely.

Computer-Student B: Partner B is worse at following in-
structions than Partner A. When the teacher gives a block-
moving instruction, Partner B will execute the movement
only 80% of the time. The other 20% of the time, Partner
B will refuse to move any blocks and the current block ar-
rangement will stay the same. This behavior is implemented
in the learner model as a transition probability of 80% for all
Legal Move actions. Partner B is a reliable reporter, however,
and always answers questions with the truth.

Computer-Student C: Partner C is an unreliable reporter,
akin to a student whose test scores do not line up with their
true knowledge. In response to a question, Partner C some-
times answers with the incorrect (untruthful) answer. Specif-
ically, Partner C responds to questions with the truth 80% of
the time, and responds with the opposite of the truth 20%
of the time. This behavior is implemented in the observa-
tion function of the learner model with an 80% probability of
making a correct observation on a question. Like Partner A,
Partner C always follows block-moving instructions precisely
as given.
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Figure 3: Screen shot from the task. Subjects choose between
“Move,” “Ask,” and “Check” actions. Drop-down menus al-
low specification of block colors. The goal tower of the round
is shown at right. The possible initial block arrangements are
displayed as a reminder at the bottom, as well as a list of the
actions the subject has taken so far and any answers from the
computer-student.

Experimental Methods
Task design. Participants were recruited on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to perform the task. Following a series of in-
structions and a comprehension check, subjects played ten
rounds of the block building game.

In the task, participants are instructed to teach a computer
how to build a particular block tower. Figure 3 presents the
computer display during the task. Participants are told that in
front of the automated computer player are three blocks: one
red, one blue, and one green. The participant is naive to the
computer’s arrangement of blocks. At the beginning of each
round, the game displays two possible block arrangements to
the participant, one of which is the true arrangement of blocks
in front of the computer. Both arrangements are equally likely
to be the true initial arrangement. The screen also displays a
goal block tower (that is, an ordered stack of the three colored
blocks) that the participant aims to help the computer build
with the limitation that only one block can be moved at a
time. The computer’s blocks always begin in a non-tower
arrangement.

The participant chooses from a series of drop down menus
to specify the action they want to take. There are three classes
of actions: Ask, Move, and Check. Ask actions are in the
form of a question, requesting information from the computer
in the format “Is the [color a] block on the [color b] block?”
or “Is the [color a] block on the table?” Move actions give the
computer a command of which block to move in the format
“Move the [color a] block onto the [color b] block,” or “Move
the [color a] block onto the table.” The final type of action is
the Check action, which ends the round, tests whether the
block arrangement is correct, and brings up a screen display-

ing the subject’s point score for the round. Subjects have a
chance to review and edit the action they have selected before
pressing the “submit” button, and there is no time limit.

Costs and penalties associated with each action incen-
tivized participants to be judicious about action selection to
maximize their earnings as follows: Ask actions and Legal
Move actions cost one point. Illegal Move actions, such as at-
tempting to move a block that is obstructed by another block
on top of it, cost two points and result in no block movement.
This scoring was selected to convey the innate temporal and
opportunity costs of teaching actions, with an additional cost
for giving the student an instruction which they cannot phys-
ically follow. If the participant guides the computer to build
the correct tower, they earn ten points, but if the completed
tower is incorrect, the participant loses ten points. Subjects
were informed that their bonus payment would be calculated
at the end based on the score earned in one randomly selected
game round. Specific payment policies are described by ex-
periment below.

Experiment 1. The experimental design and analyses for
Experiment 1 were preregistered online2. We gathered data
until we reached N=50, not including 6 subjects who met the
exclusion criteria of earning zero or fewer points on more
than half of the game rounds. The participants’ mean age was
36.6 years with a range of 20 to 69 years old. The task took
approximately 15 minutes (M = 13.7 minutes, SD = 4.6) and
subjects were paid between $2.00 and $2.50 for their time
depending on bonus.

The student policy in Experiment 1 did not incorporate
any transition or observation noise (Computer-student A). To
form our stimuli and hypotheses, we ran the POMCP algo-
rithm on many problems (e.g., sets of priors and target states)
to find specific stimuli that yielded diverse results. Because
we wanted to analyze how subjects balance assessment and
instruction, we selected 5 contexts where the model predicts
that the optimal first action should be a question (“Ask” type
action) and five contexts where the model predicts that the op-
timal first action is an instruction (“Move” type action). We
were thus particularly interested in the action type of the first
action subjects selected within a round. Based on pilot data,
we predicted that subjects would choose a question action as
their first action in more than five out of the ten contexts; that
is, they would ask questions more frequently than the optimal
POMCP model.

The results of the simulations show the averaged behav-
ior of the POMCP agent initialized with 10 random seeds.
The tree search depth was set to a maximum of 20 steps
and the UCB exploration parameter was set to c = 0.5. The
POMCP agent performed 106 simulations per action. Addi-
tionally, the algorithm was designed with preferred actions to
improve performance (reduce computation time). Preferred
actions primed the agent to choose an instruction that would
decrease the distance to the goal state. Additionally, when the

2Preregistration at https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=yc6pe3.
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Figure 4: Human and POMCP performance (with standard
error bars) compared for the ten Experiment 1 contexts. The x
markers denote the five “Ask” first contexts, and the dot mark-
ers denote the five contexts where POMCP “Moves” first.

agent believed it was in the goal state, it was encouraged to
choose the “Check” action to end the round.
Experiment 2. Subjects were recruited via Amazon mTurk
as in Experiment 1. The expected points earned per round
was lower in Experiment 2 because of the increased difficulty
(noise), and so the alignment between point score and bonus
was adjusted. The time duration of Experiment 2 was also
slightly longer (M = 13.9 minutes, SD = 8.1) than in Exper-
iment 1, and subjects were paid between $2.50 and $3.00 for
their time depending on bonus. Subjects would have been ex-
cluded if they scored zero points or fewer on all rounds, but
no subjects met this criteria. Experiment 2 had two between-
subject conditions, both of which involved manipulating the
teaching POMDP subjects were tasked with solving. In con-
dition 1, subjects (N=29; mean age 36.7, range 23-55) taught
Computer-student B (noise in the POMDP transition func-
tion). In condition 2, subjects (N=24; mean age 38.7, range
23-66) taught Computer-student C (noise in the POMDP ob-
servation function). To better convey the probabilistic dy-
namics of Computer-students B and C, subjects had an op-
portunity to sample the stochasticity with a practice button
during the instructions that demonstrated an 80% probability
of correct instruction-following or question-answering.

In Experiment 2, our goal was to examine how manipula-
tion of specific features of a teaching POMDP affect human
behavior. We predicted that when handling transition noise
(Student B), subjects would increase the amount of questions
they asked throughout a round. We also expected that when
handling observation noise (Student C), subjects would limit
question asking to the beginning of the round, perhaps asking
multiple questions before executing only “Move” actions for
the rest of the round. Five of the ten contexts were the same
as the POMCP-predicted “ask-first” contexts of Experiment
1, referred to as “Unknown Initial State” trials. The other five
contexts were “Known Initial State” trials that displayed the
exact beginning block arrangement of the student, removing
the uncertainty over initial state compared to the rounds dis-

Figure 5: Experiment 1 sequences of action types across all
rounds. Top, subject data; bottom, POMCP teaching agent
simulation results.

playing two possible beginning arrangements. Without initial
state uncertainty, asking a question first is unnecessary; how-
ever, in the condition with transition noise, uncertainty could
still grow throughout the round.

Results
Experiment 1 was designed so that the optimal POMCP
teaching policy endorsed an “ask-first” policy for half of the
trials, and a “move-first” policy for the others. This element
of the design is visualized in the bottom row of Figure 5,
which depicts the proportion of action types the POMCP al-
gorithm chose consecutively within rounds. In all of the game
rounds, the teacher was presented with two possible initial
block arrangements, and the teacher was aware that the stu-
dent followed a completely deterministic policy (Student A).
In half of the rounds, POMCP chooses an “Ask” action first,
while it chooses a “Move” action first in the other rounds. Ex-
amining human action types in the same way (Figure 5), we
notice that humans choose an “Ask” action as their first choice
much more than 50% of the time. We performed a one-tailed,
one-sample t-test to compare human question asking prefer-
ence to POMCP behavior. As hypothesized in our prereg-
istration, we found that subjects asked questions on the first
choice of the trial (M = 82.6% of trials, SD = 19.7%) signif-
icantly more than the optimal POMCP model (t(49) = 11.6,
p < .001).

As a result, humans scored fewer points on average than
the POMCP model. Figure 4 shows the average number of
points earned across humans and across runs of the POMCP
model for the ten Experiment 1 trials. All of the points lie to
the right of the unity line, meaning that POMCP received on
average a greater number of points on every trial. In Figure 4
the marker style indicates whether it was optimal to “Ask” or
“Move” first in that context. Because of their preference to
ask questions at the beginning of trials where a question is
unnecessary, subjects sacrificed points and thereby monetary
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Figure 6: Experiment 2, Student B condition. Histograms of
subject action type frequency by choice within game round.
Top, Unknown Initial State contexts; bottom, Known Initial
State contexts.

reward in the task.
Experiment 2 introduced stochasticity into the behavior of

the student. Subjects assigned to condition 1 interacted with
Student B, who unreliably followed instructions. Subjects as-
signed to condition 2 interacted with Student C, who unre-
liably answered questions. Subjects in Experiment 2 found
the task more difficult; in a post-task questionnaire, Experi-
ment 2 subjects (M = 5.0, SD = 3.2) reported a significantly
higher difficulty rating on a scale of 1-10 than did Experiment
1 subjects (M = 3.1, SD = 2.2) according to an independent
samples t-test (t(100) =−3.6, p < .001).

As we predicted, introducing transition noise increases the
amount of questions subjects took throughout each round.
When teaching Student B, subjects still frequently asked
questions throughout the round even in Known Initial State
contexts (Figure 6). Alternatively, observation noise led to
more front-loading of questions, as seen in Figure 7. In par-
ticular, subjects teaching Student C during Unknown Initial
State trials were likely to ask a question on the second action
in addition to the first action, indicating they were seeking
reassurance that the student had answered correctly. Inter-
estingly, subjects teaching Student C still asked questions in
Known Initial State trials, even though no questions were re-
quired to assess the current state and the Move actions would
be completely deterministic.

Discussion
This study examined how people intuitively teach another
agent. We designed an interactive block building task which
allowed us to assess how a teacher tracked the mental state
of a student to reach a goal. The task required teachers to
balance asking questions (to establish common ground) and
providing instruction. The optimal sequence and balance of
these actions was determined by considering the optimal so-
lution to an equivalent POMDP.

Our results show that in Experiment 1, teachers over-

Figure 7: Experiment 2, Student C condition. See Figure 6
caption for details.

utilized questions even when there was no economic bene-
fit in the task from doing so. We saw the same trend in the
Experiment 2 Student C condition on Known Initial State tri-
als, where question-asking is unnecessary to the task goal.
While more work is needed to understand the nature of this
suboptimality, we suggest that it stems from a bias that hu-
man teachers have to ask questions to establish what their
partner knows and then provide corrective instruction. It is
quite unnatural to begin giving instructions to another agent
when you are unclear about their goals or mental model. It
is possible this bias stems from a more general tendency of
humans to avoid uncertainty (Epstein, 1999; Bradac, 2001;
Halevy & Feltkamp, 2005). However, humans may also have
an intuition that question asking is a necessary part of a teach-
ing interaction. Future work should analyze question-asking
preferences between social tasks such as teaching and non-
social tasks.

That said, in Experiment 2 we showed that people do
ask questions selectively – they ask questions predominantly
when there is uncertainty about their partner, and they ask
more questions as the task proceeds in cases where a poor per-
forming student has increasing chance of entering the wrong
state (i.e., becoming confused). Thus, in a broader sense non-
expert teachers seem to intuitively recognize the value of ask-
ing questions when teaching.

Overall this is a first attempt to model human teaching as
a planning problem that can be articulated by the POMDP
framework. One aspect we neglected in the current study is
more realistic and reactive behavior on the part of the stu-
dent. For example, Shafto et al. (2014) explore not only how
a teacher adapts to the student but also how the student adapts
to the instructions of the teacher. In our task this was less of
a concern because the instructions and task were otherwise
unambiguous. In addition, our preliminary modeling results
with POMCP need to be extended to consider more psycho-
logically realistic mechanisms for how an agent would ap-
proximate the POMDP solution.
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Abstract

Studies addressing the question of whether scalar inferences
generally incur a processing cost have yielded conflicting re-
sults. Constraint-based accounts, which seek to unify these
conflicting results, make a prediction which we test here: the
probability of an interpretation and the speed with which it is
processed depends on the contextual support it receives. We
manipulated contextual support for the scalar inference in two
truth-value judgment experiments by manipulating a lexical
feature (presence of partitive “of the”) and a pragmatic fea-
ture (the implicit Question Under Discussion). Participants’
responder type – whether their majority response was prag-
matic (reflecting the inference) or literal (reflecting its absence)
– was the main predictor of response times: pragmatic re-
sponses were faster than literal responses when generated by
pragmatic responders; the reverse was true for literal respon-
ders. We interpret this as further evidence against costly infer-
ence accounts and in support of constraint-based accounts of
pragmatic processing.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; experimental pragmatics;
scalar inference; Question Under Discussion

Introduction
Listeners routinely go beyond the literal information encoded
in the signal to pragmatically infer the speaker’s intended
meaning. That listeners rapidly draw pragmatic inferences
during online processing is well established, but a question
that has plagued the literature is whether or not these infer-
ences typically involve a processing cost compared to the
processing of literal content (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Breheny,
Katsos, & Williams, 2006; Huang & Snedeker, 2009, 2011;
Grodner, Klein, Carbary, & Tanenhaus, 2010; Breheny, Fer-
guson, & Katsos, 2013; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016; De Neys
& Schaeken, 2007; Tomlinson Jr, Bailey, & Bott, 2013).
This question has been prominently addressed for the case
of scalar inferences, whereby a listener takes a speaker who
produces a sentence like Jane ate some of the cookies to mean
that she did not eat all of them. The standard account of the
inference is that listeners reason that a cooperative speaker
should have produced the more informative Jane ate all of
the cookies, if indeed that alternative sentence was true (ac-
cording to the speaker) and relevant. The speaker’s use of the
weaker form, then, implicates the negation of this stronger
sentence (Grice, 1975).

The past two decades have seen a wealth of studies from
many different experimental paradigms addressing the ques-
tion of whether or not scalar inferences generally incur a pro-
cessing cost, with conflicting results. Early studies found

evidence consistent with a costly inference account. Under
such an account, computing the inference is assumed to be
a cognitively effortful process because it requires process-
ing pragmatic information in addition to the literal semantics
of the sentence (Huang & Snedeker, 2009; Tomlinson Jr et
al., 2013). This additional processing is taken to be effort-
ful. Indeed, this account is supported by studies in which
processing sentences that resulted in the inference incurred
longer response times (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Tomlinson Jr et
al., 2013; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015), longer reading times
(Breheny et al., 2006), and delays in eye movements to tar-
get regions of displays that required the inference be drawn
(Huang & Snedeker, 2009, 2011; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016),
compared to processing sentences literally. However, other
studies have found no such delay, especially in eye movement
paradigms (Grodner et al., 2010; Breheny et al., 2013; Degen
& Tanenhaus, 2016; Sun & Breheny, 2019).

Empirically, this conflicting set of results has spurred the
development of studies seeking to understand the contextual
conditions that facilitate scalar inferences (Zondervan, 2010;
Bonnefon, Feeney, & Villejoubert, 2009; Degen, 2015; Au-
gurzky, Franke, & Ulrich, 2019; Marty & Chemla, 2013; De-
gen & Goodman, 2014; Sun & Breheny, 2019). On the the-
oretical side, the results suggest the need for a unified the-
ory of the conditions under which processing delays (fail to)
arise. The constraint-based account proposed by Degen &
Tanenhaus, 2015 is such an account. The core tenet of the
account is that listeners integrate multiple probabilistic con-
textual cues to speaker meaning during language processing
and that it is not the integration of pragmatic information per
se that is costly, but rather the processing of the inference in
contexts where support for it is weak. Thus, rather than gen-
erally incurring a processing cost or generally not incurring a
processing cost, the processing effort required to compute an
inference may vary. Here, we test the main prediction made
by the account: that the probability of an interpretation and
the speed with which it is processed is a function of the con-
textual support it receives.

This prediction has previously been tested and borne out in
eye movements (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016), where contex-
tual support for the inference was manipulated via the pres-
ence or absence of number terms within the context of the
experiment. The inference was processed without a delay rel-
ative to literal controls when number terms were absent, but
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with a delay when the listener had reason to believe that the
speaker could have used a more informative number term in-
stead of some (Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016).

Here, we extend the investigation of the prediction to a dif-
ferent processing measure – response times within a truth-
value judgment task – and a different and more direct way
of manipulating the inference’s contextual support. We ma-
nipulate contextual support via two features: a pragmatic fea-
ture – the salient Question Under Discussion (QUD, Roberts,
2012) – and a lexical feature – whether some occurs in its
partitive form (e.g., You got some of the gumballs) or in its
non-partitive form (You got some gumballs). Both of these
features have previously been shown to modulate scalar in-
ferences from some to not all (Zondervan, 2010; Degen &
Goodman, 2014; Degen, 2015; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015).
The manipulation of these features thus serves two purposes:
first, it serves to replicate previous findings showing that these
features provide varying contextual support for the scalar in-
ference. Second, establishing varying contextual support al-
lows us to derive predictions about response time patterns un-
der the constraint-based and costly inference accounts.

We proceed as follows: first, we introduce the experimen-
tal paradigm, a truth-value judgment task within the gumball
paradigm as introduced by Degen and Tanenhaus (2015) and
lay out the predictions of the competing theoretical accounts
in detail. We then report two experiments conducted within
the paradigm, which both manipulated the experiment-wide
QUD. The experiments differed in whether sentences heard
on critical trials increased support for the inference (Exp. 1,
partitive some of ) or decreased it (Exp. 2, non-partitive some).
Both the pragmatic and the lexical feature modulated infer-
ence rate, replicating previous results. Our novel contribution
lies in the response time analyses, which we discuss with re-
spect to theoretical accounts of interest below.

Experimental paradigm and predictions
In both experiments, participants’ interpretations were probed
using the gumball paradigm introduced by Degen and Tanen-
haus (2015), which builds on earlier truth-value judgment
work (Bott & Noveck, 2004). On critical trials, participants
heard a sentence like You got some of the gumballs as a de-
scription of a set of facts that made the stronger alternative
You got all of the gumballs true and were asked whether or
not they agree with the statement. If participants interpreted
the utterance literally (You got at least some of the gumballs,
and possibly all of them), they responded “agree”. If, instead,
they interpreted the utterance pragmatically (You got some,
but not all, of the gumballs), they responded “disagree”.

Under the costly inference account, literal responses
should always be faster than pragmatic responses, regardless
of the contextual information participants are provided with.
This is indeed the result reported by Bott & Noveck, 2004.
In contrast, under the constraint-based account, the more the
context supports the inference (as measured in proportions of
pragmatic responses), the faster participants should be to pro-

Figure 1: Example display from gumball paradigm. Left:
initial display. Right: display with 5 gumballs dropped.

vide a pragmatic response and the slower they should be to
provide a literal response. Conversely, the weaker the con-
textual support for the inference, the slower the pragmatic re-
sponse should be, and the faster the literal one. The strongest
test of the constraint-based account would be evidenced in a
response time pattern whereby pragmatic responses are faster
than literal responses, which to our knowledge has not been
previously demonstrated. Note an attractive feature of the
constraint-based account: it links the processing effort in-
volved in computing both pragmatic and literal interpreta-
tions to the contextual support for the interpretation, rather
than treating the processing of literal content as a monolith.

In studies that use truth-value judgment tasks to probe
scalar inferences, participants typically complete multiple
critical trials of the kind described above (Noveck & Posada,
2003; Bott & Noveck, 2004; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015;
Jasbi, Waldon, & Degen, 2019). Participants don’t always re-
spond consistently across critical trials (see Degen & Tanen-
haus, 2015, for a detailed response consistency analysis),
which has led researchers to categorize participants as either
“pragmatic” or “literal” responders and conduct responder
type analyses to investigate whether participants’ varying re-
sponse strategies result in varying processing strategies. For
instance, Degen & Tanenhaus, 2016 found that pragmatic re-
sponders were more strongly affected by the experimental
manipulation of number term presence than literal respon-
ders, who tended to wait for disambiguating information be-
fore fixating on target regions of the display. We include
such responder type analyses in our response time analyses.
Specifically, we treat responder type as an additional variable
that may influence processing times by providing latent con-
textual support for one over another interpretation: if being
a pragmatic responder increases the latent contextual support
for the pragmatic response, these responses should be faster
than literal responses; conversely for literal responders.

Within each experiment, we followed Degen (2013) in
manipulating contextual support for the inference via an
experiment-level implicit QUD invoked by a cover story that
either made the stronger alternative more relevant (all-QUD
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all-QUD any-QUD
You are at a candy store and are testing a row of gumball machines. These are special

gumball machines that say how many gumballs you got. However, this report is
sometimes faulty.

The store worker tells you that his boss has threatened
to fire him if the gumball machines are left empty, and he

really needs this job. He cannot see the machines from
the register, but he can normally tell how full they

are by the machines’ statements.

The store worker tells you that machines sometimes
jam and don’t deliver any gumballs. His boss has

threatened to fire him if the gumball machines stay
jammed, and he really needs this job. He cannot see
the machines from the register, but he can normally
tell if they are working by the machines’ statements.

He asks you to tell him if the statement is right or wrong,
so that he will know if a machine is empty and needs to be

refilled.

He asks you to tell him if the statement is right or wrong,
so that he will know if a machine isn’t working and need to

be fixed.

After you hear the statement, you have 4 seconds to notify the store worker, so please make a decision as quickly as possible.

Table 1: Cover stories for each QUD condition.

condition, more support for scalar inference) or less relevant
(any-QUD condition, less support for scalar inference).1

Experiment 1: Partitive sentences
In Exp. 1 we tested whether the QUD modulates the proba-
bility of a scalar inference and whether the QUD and partici-
pants’ responder type jointly modulate the speed with which
pragmatic and literal interpretations are processed. Sentences
on critical trials included some in its partitive form, previ-
ously shown to support the inference (Degen, 2015).

Methods
Participants, materials, procedure. We recruited 800 par-
ticipants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. On each trial, par-
ticipants saw a display of a gumball machine with 13 gum-
balls in the upper chamber and an empty lower chamber. Af-
ter 4 seconds, some number of gumballs moved to the lower
chamber (Fig. 1) and a voice reported how many gumballs
were distributed. Participants’ task was to indicate whether
they ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ with the statement by pressing the
F or J key as quickly as possible. The pre-recorded statement
was of the form You got X gumballs, where X was a quanti-
fier (some of the, all of the, none of the, or a number between
1 and 13). The quantifier and the number of gumballs that
dropped to the lower chamber varied.

Before proceeding to the main body of the experiment, par-
ticipants read a cover story to induce an implicit QUD (see
Table 1 for cover stories). They completed a scripted demon-
stration that introduced a gumball store worker who will be
fired if he either fails to re-fill a gumball machine when it’s
empty (all-QUD condition) or if he fails to fix a machine if
it’s not dispensing gumballs (any-QUD condition). To en-
sure that participants paid attention to the cover story, they
were asked a multiple-choice question about the condition

1Procedure, materials, analyses and exclusions were pre-
registered at https://osf.io/xkh8g (Exp. 1) and https://osf.io/49uqm
(Exp. 2). The collected sample size for Exp. 1 (800 participants)
was much larger than the originally pre-registered sample size (100
participants) because a preliminary power analysis suggested that
the pre-registered sample size would not yield adequate power.

Set size
Quantifier 0 2 5 8 11 13 Total

some of/some 4 1 1 1 1 8 16
all of 2 1 2 1 2 8 16
none of 4 1 0 1 1 1 8
number 3 7 7 7 5 3 32
Total 13 10 10 10 9 20 72

Table 2: Distribution of trials over quantifiers and set sizes.

under which the store worker will be fired. If participants an-
swered this question incorrectly, they were presented with the
cover story again and repeated the demonstration. Halfway
through the experiment, participants were asked to answer the
multiple-choice question again. This was done to prevent the
decay of the implicit QUD over time.

There were 4 practice trials with all and none. On half of
these trials the statements were correct, on the other half they
were incorrect. After practice trials, participants completed
72 experimental trials (see Table 2). On 32 trials, the ex-
pected answer was ‘agree’, on another 32 trials, the expected
answer was ‘disagree’. The remaining 8 trials were critical
trials on which all 13 gumballs dropped to the lower chamber
and participants heard the partitive scalar statement You got
some of the gumballs. To reiterate, if participants pressed J to
agree with the statement, they interpreted it literally; if they
pressed F to disagree, they interpreted it pragmatically.
Exclusions. We excluded participants who were self-reported
non-native English speakers (n=20), participants who incor-
rectly answered the second comprehension question more
than twice (n=17) and participants with accuracy lower than
85% on non-critical trials (n=235). Only responses to critical
trials are reported below. These exclusions had no qualitative
effect on the results discussed below.
Analysis. Only responses on critical trials were analyzed
here and in Exp. 2. We conducted three types of analyses
to address the questions of interest. First, we analyzed judg-
ments to test whether the contextual QUD modulated scalar
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Figure 2: Proportion of pragmatic responses on partitive some
of (Exp. 1, left) and non-partitive some (right, Exp. 2) criti-
cal trials. Error bars indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals.

inferences. To this end, we conducted mixed effects logis-
tic regression predicting the log odds of a pragmatic over a
literal response from a fixed effect of QUD and the maxi-
mal random effects structure justified by the design – ran-
dom by-participant intercepts. Second, we analyzed partici-
pants’ response consistency and categorized them as literal or
pragmatic responders. Third, we tested the prediction made
by the constraint-based account that responses that reflect a
particular interpretation (pragmatic or literal) should be pro-
cessed more quickly, the greater the contextual support for
the interpretation. To this end, we conducted a mixed effects
linear regression model predicting log-transformed response
time from fixed effects of QUD, response type, and respon-
der type, with the maximal random effects structure justified
by the design – random by-participant intercepts and slopes
for response type. All fixed effect predictors were centered
before entering their respective analysis.

Results and discussion

Judgments. Proportion of pragmatic responses on critical tri-
als are shown on the left in Figure 2. We observed a main ef-
fect of QUD such that there were more pragmatic responses
in the all-QUD condition (78%) compared to the any-QUD
condition (70%, β=1.27, SE=0.53, p<.05), replicating pre-
vious QUD effects on scalar inference (Degen & Goodman,
2014; Zondervan, 2010).
Analysis of variability in judgments. The top panel of Fig. 3
shows the distribution of participants over number of prag-
matic responses given on critical trials. Participants who ei-
ther gave 0 or 8 pragmatic responses were completely consis-
tent in their responses (60%, of which 19% completely literal
and 81% completely pragmatic). Fig. 3 reflects Fig. 2 and
shows that the distribution of pragmatic responses in the all-
QUD condition is shifted towards the more pragmatic end of
the continuum compared to the any-QUD condition. Thus,

Figure 3: Distribution of participants over number of prag-
matic responses given on critical trials. Participants with < 4
pragmatic responses were categorized as literal responders
(green), participants with > 4 responses as pragmatic respon-
ders (yellow).

while some participants were entirely consistent, there was
also substantial inter-participant variability in consistency.
For the purpose of the subsequent response time analyses, and
following previous researchers (Bott & Noveck, 2004; Degen
& Tanenhaus, 2015), we divided participants into two groups:
participants with more than 4 pragmatic responses were cate-
gorized as pragmatic responders (73%) and participants with
fewer than 4 pragmatic responses were categorized as literal
responders (23%). 18 participants (3%) gave an equal number
of pragmatic and literal responses and were excluded from the
response time analysis.
Response times. Response times are shown in the top panels
of Fig. 4. We observed an interaction between QUD and re-
sponse (β=-8.16, SE=3.40, t=-2.40, p<.05). Simple effects
analysis revealed that this interaction was driven by literal
responses being slower under the all-QUD than under the
any-QUD (β=0.09, SE=0.03, t=2.58, p<.05), while there was
no QUD-based difference in response times for pragmatic
responses (β=0.01, SE=0.05, t=0.11, p<.91). We also ob-
served an interaction between responder type and response
(β=-2.37, SE=3.25, t=-7.29, p<.0001). Simple effects anal-
ysis revealed that this interaction was driven by pragmatic
responses being faster than literal responses for pragmatic
responders (β=-0.17, SE=0.03, t=-5.53, p<.0001) and prag-
matic responses being slower than literal responses for literal
responders (β=0.07, SE=0.03, t=1.98, p<.05).

While we did not observe a direct effect of the QUD on
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pragmatic response time, these results nevertheless provide
evidence against the costly inference account: rather than
pragmatic responses being generally slower than literal re-
sponses, they were only so when generated by literal respon-
ders. In addition, the QUD modulated literal response time
in the direction predicted by the constraint-based account –
when support for the literal interpretation was weaker, re-
sponse time increased.

These results also excitingly show that pragmatic re-
sponses can be faster than literal responses under certain
conditions, namely when produced by pragmatic responders.
These results are consistent with the constraint-based ac-
count. To test whether the contextual effects remain stable
when overall decreasing the contextual support for the infer-
ence, we conducted Exp. 2.

Experiment 2: Non-partitive sentences
Exp. 2 was identical to Exp. 1, but the sentence on critical
trials was the non-partitive You got some gumballs, previously
shown to yield lower inference rates than the partitive version.

Methods
Participants, materials, procedure. We recruited 800 par-
ticipants on MTurk. The materials and procedure were identi-
cal to Exp. 1 except on critical trials, where participants heard
the non-partitive statement You got some gumballs.
Exclusions.We excluded non-native English speakers (n=19),
participants who got the second comprehension question
wrong more than twice (n=29), and participants that had ac-
curacy lower than 85% on non-critical trials (n=217).

Results
Judgments. Proportion of pragmatic responses on critical tri-
als are shown on the right in Figure 2. We replicated the QUD
effect found in Exp. 1: participants in the all-QUD condition
gave more pragmatic ”disagree” responses (48%) than par-
ticipants in the any-QUD condition (30%, β=3.07, SE=0.63,
p<.0001). However, as is evident from Fig. 3, the rate of
pragmatic responses was greatly reduced overall compared to
Exp. 1. This was borne out in a mixed effects logistic re-
gression where the data from both experiments was pooled
and sentence form added as a fixed effect predictor (β=5.89,
SE=0.55, p<.0001), replicating previous studies (Degen &
Tanenhaus, 2015; Degen, 2015).
Analysis of variability in judgments. The bottom panel of
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of participants over number of
pragmatic responses given on critical trials. Reflecting the
average changes in Fig 3, overall and in the any-QUD con-
dition, the distribution of responses shifted towards the more
literal end of the continuum compared to Exp. 1 and the all-
QUD condition. 22% of participants were completely con-
sistent in providing pragmatic responses compared to 40%
of participants who consistently responded literally. Overall,
38% of participants were categorized as pragmatic respon-
ders and 58% as literal responders. 16 participants (3%) were
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Figure 4: Mean response times for literal (light) and prag-
matic (dark) responses generated by literal (left) and prag-
matic (right) responders on partitive some of (Exp. 1, top)
and non-partitive some (Exp. 2, bottom) critical trials.

excluded from the response time analysis because they gave
equal number of pragmatic and literal responses.
Response times. Response times are shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 4. We observed an interaction between respon-
der type and response (β=-0.27, SE=0.03, t=-8.38, p<.0001),
which simple effects analysis revealed was driven by prag-
matic responses being faster than literal responses for prag-
matic responders (β=-0.16, SE=0.03, t=-4.91, p<.0001) and
pragmatic responses being slower than literal responses for
literal responders (β=0.09, SE=0.03, t=2.75, p<.007), repli-
cating the result of Exp. 1.

However, in contrast to Exp. 1, instead of a two-way inter-
action between QUD and response, we observed a three-way
interaction between QUD, response, and responder type (β=-
0.19, SE=0.07, t=-2.84, p<.01). Simple effects analysis re-
vealed this interaction was driven by the two-way interaction
between QUD and response only being significant for prag-
matic responders (β=-0.15, SE=0.05, t=-2.95, p<.01), but
not for literal responders (β=0.04, SE=0.04, t=0.93, p<.36).
The two-way interaction for pragmatic responders was driven
by literal responses being slower in the all-QUD condition
than in the any-QUD condition (β=0.12, SE=0.06, t=2.16,
p<.05), while there was no evidence that QUD modulated
pragmatic response time (β=-0.03, SE=0.03, t=-0.96, p<.34).
Response time comparison between Exps. 1 and 2. Across
both experiments we replicated the result that pragmatic re-
sponses were faster than literal responses when generated by
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Figure 5: Mean response time as a function of response
dominance and by-participant response consistency: 0 non-
dominant responses indicates consistently literal/pragmatic
responders; 4 non-dominant responses indicates entirely in-
consistent responders.

pragmatic responders and vice versa for literal responders.
We also found that literal response speed was generally mod-
ulated by the QUD such that literal responses were slower
where the literal interpretation received less support, as es-
tablished by the judgment data. There was no evidence that
the QUD directly modulated pragmatic response speed.

It would have been interesting to assess the effect of the
partitive form on response times across the two experiments –
if the strong version of the constraint-based account is right,
the partitive should lead to faster pragmatic responses than
the non-partitive form. Unfortunately, directly comparing the
response time results from Exps. 1 and 2 is not possible be-
cause of the different overall lengths of the audio files, which
is reflected in the response times (partitive utterances were on
average 132ms longer than non-partitive ones).

General discussion and conclusion
The issue of whether or not scalar inferences generally incur a
processing cost has been the subject of much debate. Here we
have added an additional data point against costly inference
accounts: we identified conditions under which pragmatic re-
sponses are provided more quickly than literal responses, to
our knowledge the first time the reversal of this classic re-
sponse time pattern has been shown. We have also replicated
previous findings showing that both a QUD that makes the
stronger alternative more contextually relevant and the pres-
ence of the partitive increase the rate of scalar inferences.

Under the strong constraint-based prediction, response
times associated with the literal and pragmatic interpretation
should have been directly related to the amount of contextual
support they received. Instead, rather than a general modu-
lation of response times by the QUD, we observed the pre-
dicted difference only for literal responses. However, the
strongest effect on response times was the interaction be-
tween responder type and response. That pragmatic respon-
ders provided faster pragmatic than literal responses and vice

versa for literal responders suggests that, rather than directly
affecting response times, contextual cues to pragmatic mean-
ing may guide listeners’ overall expectations for likely mean-
ings, which in turn affect how much processing effort must be
invested to arrive at a particular response. We thus interpret
these results as further limited evidence for constraint-based
accounts of pragmatic processing.

It is possible that the relatively coarse-grained response
time measure obscured an existing underlying inference cost,
and that response times are simply a function of multiple pro-
cesses, only one of which is the computation of the inference
(see Feeney, Scrafton, Duckworth, & Handley, 2004; Huang
& Snedeker, 2009, for arguments to this effect). For instance,
response times might also reflect the cost of verifying that the
computed meaning is contextually satisfied.2 Thus, a weak
version of the costly inference account that allows for re-
sponse times to reflect more than just inference computation
cost is not ruled out by the reported results.

This points to a general methodological issue with the use
of truth-value judgment tasks in experimental pragmatics: to
decide between accounts of implicature calculation based on
response times in such experiments, explicit models that link
response times and probabilities to theories of pragmatic in-
ference are necessary (see also Jasbi et al., 2019). While there
is a general dearth of such explicit linking functions, recent
work in probabilistic pragmatics provides an alternative link-
ing hypothesis from inference probability to truth-value judg-
ment probability: Waldon and Degen (2020) propose to treat
behavioral responses as the result of probabilistic reasoning
about speakers’ likely productions. Extending this account to
response times is a promising way forward.

The complex causal links between contextual cues to
meaning and inferential processing effort require further in-
vestigation, but it is clear from this and previous work that
treating scalar inferences as monoliths with a particular asso-
ciated inferential effort is unlikely to yield a satisfying theory
of pragmatic processing.

2Indeed, a reviewer asks whether the interaction between re-
sponse and responder type might be due to different verification
strategies employed by the two groups, whereby pragmatic re-
sponders ‘precode’ the pragmatic interpretation and focus only on
whether or not gumballs are left in the top part of the machine, and
literal responders ‘precode’ the literal interpretation and focus only
on whether there are at least some gumballs in the lower part of
the machine, thus making the dominant response – whether literal
or pragmatic – faster than the non-dominant response. This pre-
dicts that participants’ dominant responses should be uniformly fast,
and non-dominant responses uniformly slow. This was not the case:
while dominant response were generally faster than non-dominant
responses, there was a gradient effect of the amount of by-participant
response consistency on response time (see Fig. 5): response time
increased with increasing response inconsistency for the dominant
response (β=0.02, SE=0.01, t=3.61, p<.001) and decreased with in-
creasing response inconsistency for the non-dominant response (β=-
0.03, SE=0.006, t=-2.37, p<.05), independent of response type (lit-
eral or pragmatic). Default verification strategies cannot explain this
pattern. A way of interpreting these results, following Degen and
Tanenhaus (2015), is that inconsistency in results reflects uncertainty
about the QUD, and that the observed slowdown with increasing re-
sponse inconsistency reflects a cost associated with maintaining un-
certainty about the contextual QUD.
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Abstract

Previous studies have hypothesized that Japanese sound-symbolic words with voiced initial consonants (SSWV; e.g.,
boroboro) rather than those with voiceless initial consonants (SSWVL; e.g., horohoro) or semi-voiced initial consonants
(SSWSV; e.g., poroporo) induce stronger evaluations of the quality of psycholinguistic features. To investigate this hy-
pothesis, we asked 36 Japanese participants to evaluate 13 psycholinguistic features (familiarity, visual imagery, auditory
imagery, haptic imagery, arousal, preference, disgust, hardness, softness, heaviness, lightness, fastness, and slowness) with
SSWV, SSWVL, and SSWSV using 5-point semantic differential scales. All the initial consonants involved h (f; SSWVL),
p (SSWSV), or b (SSWV). The experimental results showed that SSWV included higher levels of visual imagery, auditory
imagery, haptic imagery, arousal, disgust, hardness, and heaviness over SSWVL or SSWSV (ps ¡ .05). Taken together,
these findings suggest that SSWV induces psychological and physical quality evaluations more than SSWVL and SSWSV.
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Nonlinear Probability Weighting Can Reflect Attentional Biases in Sequential
Sampling
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Abstract

Nonlinear probability weighting allows cumulative prospect theory (CPT) to account for seminal phenomena in risky
choice (e.g., the certainty effect). The attentional drift diffusion model (aDDM) formalizes that attentional biases can
shape preferences as a sequential sampling process. We simulated choices between safe and risky options using the aDDM
with varying attentional biases to safe or risky options and modeled these choices with CPT. Changes in preferences due
to attentional biases were systematically reflected in the parameters of CPT’s weighting function (curvature, elevation).
We demonstrate that this also holds empirically, in the sampling paradigm in decision from experience. Hence, nonlinear
probability weighting can arise from option-specific attentional biases in information search. This challenges common
interpretations of probability-weighting parameters, suggests novel attentional explanations for empirical phenomena as-
sociated with characteristic shapes of CPT’s probability-weighting function, and adds to the integration of two prominent
computational frameworks for decision making.
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Abstract

When caregivers talk to their children, they can also look, point or manipulate the objects they are talking about. These
multimodal indexical cues can help the child disambiguate the referred object from potential targets in the environment
during word learning. In fact, most naming episodes are modulated by some multimodal cues. In the work we present
here, we use data from a semi-naturalistic corpus of caregiver-child interactions (ECOLANG corpus) where caregivers
talk to their children about objects that are new or known to the child. We focus on caregivers production and ask: (i)
how often caregivers use any of the multimodal cues when naming the referent for new vs. known objects; (ii) what the
temporal relationship between multimodal cues and naming episodes is; (iii) whether there is a relationship between the
cue usage (and its temporal distribution) and word learning.
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Abstract

Implicit statistical learning, whereby regularities between stimuli are detected without conscious awareness, is important
for language acquisition. This form of learning has often been assessed using measures that require conscious decision
making or explicit reflection (e.g., 2AFC tasks). We aimed to measure statistical learning more implicitly. We leveraged the
fact that frequently co-occurring stimuli may be chunked into a single cognitive unit, reducing working memory demands.
We developed an artificial grammar in which sequences contained pairs of stimuli which always co-occurred (chunks)
and more variable between-chunk transitions. In a novel visual recall paradigm, participants were asked to remember
and recreate sequences of serially presented images. Recall of predictable sequences improved over the course of the
experiment. However, recall dropped to initial levels when participants were presented with random sequences containing
no predictable chunks. This approach represents a valuable method to measure statistical learning implicitly, without
requiring conscious reflection.
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Abstract

One challenge within cognitive psychology on human
reasoning is modeling a wide range of tasks within a cer-
tain theory. Recently, a meta-study on human syllogistic
reasoning has shown that none of the established theo-
ries seemed to adequately match the human data. Possi-
ble reasons for this sobering result could be that (i) these
theories do not account for differences among reasoners
and (ii) they presuppose the same assumptions through-
out all 64 syllogistic reasoning tasks. In this paper, we
will address both aspects by proposing clustering by prin-
ciple patterns for syllogistic reasoning based on cognitive
principles, which have their roots in the literature of cog-
nitive science and philosophy of language. These prin-
ciples determine how the tasks are formally represented
within the weak completion semantics, a logic program-
ming approach that has already been successfully ap-
plied for modeling various human reasoning episodes.
We will develop a generic cognitive characterization of
(i) the reasoners and (ii) the tasks by integrating the re-
sults of a machine learning algorithm with underlying
cognitive principles. These principles provide a cog-
nitively plausible characterization of the response pat-
terns that cover the population of reasoners. Clustering
by principle patterns achieves the highest prediction accu-
racy compared to the available benchmark models, and
gives insights to the differences among (i) the reasoners
and among (ii) the explaining principles throughout the
tasks.
Keywords: Cognitive Modeling, Syllogistic Reasoning
Task, Individual Reasoning Patterns

Introduction
A wide range of cognitive theories have been proposed
in the past (cf. Wetherick and Gilhooly (1995); Chater
and Oaksford (1999); Woodworth and Sells (1935);
Johnson-Laird (1983); Rips (1994); Chapman and Chap-
man (1959); Polk and Newell (1995)), aiming to ex-
plain the majority of participants’ response in reason-
ing tasks (cf. Wason (1968); Byrne (1989); Khemlani
and Johnson-Laird (2012)). Usually, their underlying
assumptions plausibly explain by a very particular re-
sponse pattern within a certain task, namely the re-
sponses of the majority of participants (cf. suppression
effect in (Byrne, 1989)). It seems that the adequacy of a
cognitive theory is confirmed, if these assumptions can

1The authors are mentioned in alphabetical order.

Natural Language Sentence Classical Logic Mood

all artists are bakers ∀X(a(X)→ b(X)) Aab
some artists are bakers ∃X(a(X)∧b(X)) Iab
no artists are bakers ∀X(a(X)→¬b(X)) Eab
some artists are not bakers ∃X(a(X)∧¬b(X)) Oab

Table 1: The four moods and their formalization.

Figure Premise 1 Premise 2

1 artists−bakers bakers− chemists
2 bakers−artists chemists−bakers
3 artists−bakers chemists−bakers
4 bakers−artists bakers− chemists

Table 2: The four classical figures.

explain the majority of participants’ responses for var-
ious reasoning tasks. However, psychological results
have shown that different significant response patterns
exist, i.e. there are individual differences among partic-
ipants, which the theories should account for (Johnson-
Laird & Khemlani, 2016; Ragni, Kola, & Johnson-Laird,
2017). Recently a few approaches have been developed
that (i) aim at explaining these differences (cf. Johnson-
Laird and Khemlani (2016); Breu, Ind, Mertesdorf, and
Ragni (2019); Dietz Saldanha and Schambach (2019)),
but they did not yet address (ii) the differences among
tasks.

In this paper we present a novel approach by apply-
ing a generic cognitive characterization of (i) the reason-
ers and of (ii) the tasks. We then investigate whether
differences exist by considering real human data, and
how these differences can be explained. For this pur-
pose we consider human syllogistic reasoning, as it has
been well studied in the past and provides enough vari-
ations within tasks.

Syllogisms originate from Aristotle (Barnes, 1984):
Each syllogism consists of a pair of syllogistic premises,
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according to the four classical moods and figures shown
in Table 1 and 2, together with one conclusion about a
and c expressed in one of the four moods in Table 1.
There are 42×4 = 64 different pairs of premises that can
be uniquely specified by the abbreviations of the moods
and figures in Table 1 and 2. Consider the following pair
of syllogistic premises, abbreviated by AI1 (Aab, Ibc):

All artists are bakers. Some bakers are chemists.

Given these two premises, which conclusion on the
relation between artists and chemists (necessarily) fol-
lows? A (syllogistic) conclusion can take one of the fol-
lowing forms:

Aac Eac Iac Oac Aca Eca Ica Oca

where the abbreviation Aac stands for All a are c, Eac
stands for No a are c, etc. According to classical logic,
no valid conclusion (NVC) follows, while according to the
data in (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012), 70% of the
participants concluded Some artists are chemists (Iac) and
16%, which was just above random choice, concluded
NVC. Here, we are not only interested in these individ-
ual differences but investigate whether the same partic-
ipants change their underlying assumptions when car-
rying out the task of solving these 64 pairs of (syllogis-
tic) premises.

The paper is structured as follows: We will first in-
troduce the relevant cognitive principles. After that, we
will present the novel computational approach of clus-
tering by principle patterns for syllogistic reasoning. In
particular, the generic cognitive characterization of (i)
reasoners and of (ii) tasks will be developed. Finally,
a two-folded evaluation is given: First, the predictive
accuracy of clustering by principle patterns will be com-
pared to the benchmark models with the help of the
CCOBRA framework. Second, a qualitative assessment
will give more insight on the relation between reason-
ers, tasks and principles.

Cognitive Principles
The underlying theory of clustering by principle patterns,
is the weak completion semantics (WCS) (Hölldobler
& Kencana Ramli, 2009), a logic programming ap-
proach (Lloyd, 1984). Tasks within WCS are repre-
sented formally as logic programs, and reasoning takes
place with respect to their supported models that are
computed by a semantic fixed point operator inter-
preted under the three-valued Łukasiewicz (1920) logic.
Whenever applicable, explanations are skeptically ab-
duced and programs minimally revised. WCS has al-
ready been applied for various reasoning tasks, such
as Byrne’s (1989) suppression task (Dietz, Hölldobler,
& Ragni, 2012), Wason’s (1968) selection task (Dietz,
Hölldobler, & Ragni, 2013), and human syllogistic rea-
soning (Dietz, 2017; Costa, Dietz Saldanha, Hölldobler,

& Ragni, 2017). Here, we will not introduce the under-
lying formalization within WCS, but rather give an in-
tuitive understanding of the principles.
Interpretation of conditionals and quantifiers As
widely accepted, humans understand natural lan-
guage statements, such as All bakers are artists defeasi-
bly (Stenning & van Lambalgen, 2005, 2008). Accord-
ingly, for any syllogistic premise, we keep the structure
of a conditional (conditionals) but include a license for
inference (licenses), by means of an abnormality predi-
cate, as follows:

All bakers, that are not abnormal, are artists.
By default, no baker is abnormal.

Additionally, humans do not quantify over things that
do not exist (Grice, 1975), which is called the existen-
tial import (import). Thus, if we know that all All bakers
are artists, we assume that Some bakers exist. In the se-
quel, for all universally quantified premises (A and E),
(conditionals), (licenses) and (import) apply.

According to Grice (1975), ideally, humans try to be
as informative and clear as possible. Thus, Some bakers
are artists implies that not all bakers are artists, because
otherwise it would have been stated. For instance, for
Some bakers are artists, we assume that For some bakers, it
is unknown whether they are artists (unknownGen). Even
though in classical logic Some bakers are artists is equiv-
alent to Some artists are bakers, not all humans make that
assumption, and therefore we explicitly introduce the
(converse) principle when assuming this equivalence.
All introduced principles so far belong to the basic prin-
ciples.
Additional Inferences and Generalizations Some
humans generalize over premises with the existentially
quantified moods, I (Some ... are ...) and O (Some ...
are not ...). They seem to understand them as their
corresponding (limited) universally quantified moods,
A and E, respectively with respect to entities that are
not directly introduced by the premise in considera-
tion (generalization). Even though it seems unlikely
that humans reason directly by contraposition while
solving a reasoning task, humans might come to the
contrapositive conclusion by searching for counter
examples (cf. (Rips, 1994; O’Brien, D. S. Braine, & Yang,
1994)) (contraposition). On the other hand, if partici-
pants cannot straightforwardly derive any conclusion,
instead of deriving NVC, they search for explanations
(searchAlt) (Lipton, 2003). Under WCS, (searchAlt) is
modeled by means of skeptical abduction.

An overview of the predictions of these principles for
all 64 pairs of syllogistic premises within WCS can be
found in (Dietz Saldanha & Mörbitz, 2020, Table 5).
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Task Part A Explaining Principles Part B Explaining Principles Part C Explaining Principles

AI1 Iac abd1, atmo1 Iac abd1, atmo1 Ica abd2, atmo2
AI3 Ica abd2, atmo2 NVC basic, contrap, general NVC basic, contrap, general
AE3 Eca contrap, atmo2 Eca contrap, atmo2 Eca contrap/atmo2
EI3 Oca contrap, atmo2 Oca contrap, atmo2 NVC basic, abd
IA2 Ica abd2, atmo2 NVC basic, contrap Ica abd2, atmo2
II1 Iac atmo1 NVC basic, contrap, abd NVC basic, contrap, abd

Atmosphere (6 out of 6) Contraposition (5 out of 6) various

Table 3: Three participants’ (A, B and C) responses for six tasks and the principles that explain these responses.

Heuristic strategies The following two principles de-
scribe heuristic strategies applicable to syllogistic rea-
soning. According to the atmosphere bias (Woodworth
& Sells, 1935), humans might be affected by the moods
of the premises, in the sense that universal (affirmative,
resp.) conclusions are excluded when one of the
premises is existential (negative, resp). In the case of
identical moods, the conclusion must have this mood
as well. Riesterer, Brand, Dames, and Ragni (2019)
observed that most cognitive theories do not predict
NVC. Therefore, they develop own NVC heuristics, for
which the one with the highest predictive accuracy is
specified as follows: If none of the premises contains
the affirmative universal quantifier for all, NVC is
predicted (nvc heuristic).

Three Participants and their Explaining Principles
As illustration for the introduced cognitive principles
applied to syllogistic reasoning consider Table 3: Col-
umn 1 shows the given task (pair of premises), and col-
umn 2 to 4 show the cognitive principles that corre-
spond to the responses given by participant A, B, and
C, respectively.2 basic, contrap, general and abd are ab-
breviations for the principles basic, contraposition, gen-
eralization and abduction, respectively. Note that basic
is assumed by contrap, general and abd as well.

In case a principle predicts two responses, 1 refers to
the corresponding ac response whereas 2 to the ca re-
sponse. The last row shows which of the principles ex-
plained most of the participants’ responses for the six
tasks: A’s and B’s responses are best explained by the
atmosphere and contraposition principles, respectively,
whereas for C’s responses no preferred principles seem
to apply.

Clustering by Principle Patterns
We are interested in finding the clusters which best
fit the response patterns of participants within a cer-
tain population. The idea originates from Clustering
by Principles proposed in (Dietz Saldanha & Scham-

2The data containing these responses is in Ragni2016.csv
in https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra

bach, 2019). This approach assumes that a population
of participants can be characterized by a set of clusters,
where each of them is characterized by a set of princi-
ples. However, here we intend to compute clusters that
should not only be characterized by a restricted set of
underlying principles, but rather, their characterization
depends on the given task.

For this purpose, we first applied the machine learn-
ing k-means++ clustering algorithm (MacQueen et al.,
1967; Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2006) to the task, where
the distance metric was adapted to fit the participants’
data. A data point is a response pattern given by one
participant, i.e. it consists of all 64 responses, where
each belongs to one of the 64 tasks (pairs of syllogis-
tic premises). For instance, [Aac,NVC,Aca, . . . ,Aca] of
length 64 is a valid data point. The distance between two
datapoints is calculated using the hamming distance be-
tween their answers, which is computed by comparing
the number of different responses, and computing the
sum of the number of different answers. Consider two
data points of length 64, where one only consists of 64
NVC responses and the other one only consists of 64 Aac
responses: The computed distance is 64, as they have 64
different responses. The distance of a data point to itself
is 0, as all answers are the same.

Using this metric, the algorithm computes k different
data points, i.e. clusters, with a corresponding cluster
center. This cluster center does not necessarily need to
correspond to the response pattern but it has the small-
est distance to all of the data points in its cluster in com-
parison to all the other k-1 center points.

These cluster centers represent the k-clusters and are
then compared to the responses predicted by the cogni-
tive principles. Hence, for each cluster center, we spec-
ify a set of 64 pairs, where one pair consists of the task
(pair of syllogistic premises) and a cognitive principle
that predicted the same answer, i.e. the answer that ex-
plains the response of each task of the center.

As illustration consider the principles that explain
participant’s A responses in Table 4. Let us assume that
the responses given by participant A is a cluster center.
For OA1, IA4 and AI2, the participant’s responses match
(among others) the basic principle’s prediction, whereas
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Figure 1: Flowchart of program (left), pre-train (middle) and prediction (right).

Task Part A Principles Explaining A’s Response

OA1 Oac basic, contrap, general, abd, atmo1
IA4 Ica basic2, contrap2, general2, abd2, atmo2
AI2 Iac basic1, contrap1, general1, abd1, atmo1

EA3 Oac none
AA1 Ica none
EI4 NVC nvc heuristic

EO3 NVC basic, contrap, general, abd, nvc heuristic
OO1 NVC basic, contrap, general, abd, nvc heuristic

AA4 Iac none

OA4 Oac atmo1
IO4 Oca atmo2
AE3 Eca atmo2

Table 4: Extract of response pattern for participant A.

for OA4, IO4, and AE3 it matches the predictions made
by the atmosphere bias. Yet, the participants’ answer
for EI4, EO3 and OO1 corresponds to the nvc heuristics.
A cluster center that corresponds to participants’ A pat-
tern could be a set containing these pairs:

{. . . ,(OA1,basic), (IA4,basic2), (AI2,basic2),
(EI4,nvc heuristic), (EO3,nvc heuristic),(OO1,nvc heuristic),
(OA4,atmo1), (IO4,atmo2), (AE3,atmo2), . . .}

Note that the same answer can be predicted by differ-
ent principles (e.g. EO3 and OO1 are also predicted by
contrap, general, abd and nvc heuristic), and thus different
pairs can lead to the same predictions.

Implementation in CCOBRA
The evaluation environment for the predictive accu-
racy, called the CCOBRA (Cognitive COmputation
for Behavioral Reasoning Analysis) Modeling

Framework, in which a given cognitive model
can adapt the optimal prediction strategy through
the pre-train phase, by dynamically changing its
predictions depending on the participants’ past re-
sponses. The modeling framework can be found here:
https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra.

Figure 1 (left) shows an overview of our implemen-
tation within the CCOBRA framework, that consists of
two main phases: The pre-train phase (middle) and
the prediction phase (right). In the pre-train phase,
the model is asked to predict the responses from the
training data set, and then to adapt its own strategy
according to their responses. For this phase, the k-
means++ clustering algorithm is applied to the train-
ing data set. The prediction using these k-cluster
centers is implemented as follows: First, for each k-
cluster center that predicts the participants’ response
correctly during the adapt phase, its corresponding pre-
dictive accuracy (score) is increased dynamically. Ini-
tially, when no information about the participants’ re-
sponse pattern is known, the predicted answer will be
the one corresponding to a k-cluster computed with
k-means, where k = 1. This k-cluster center has the
minimum distance to all data points, and therefore
its response corresponds to the most frequent answers
(MFA) given by the training data set. After each
prediction, the k-cluster center that matched the last
responses of the participants best, is chosen for the
next prediction. An elaborate description of the im-
plementation within CCOBRA is provided in (Dietz
Saldanha & Schambach, 2019). The implementation
of clustering by principle patterns is accessible online:
https://github.com/enterJazz/syllogistic-k-means.

Evaluation
The evaluation was done in two parts: First, the predic-
tive accuracy of the clustering method was compared
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Figure 2: Predictive accuracy of benchmarks and Clus-
tering by Principle Patterns (rightmost).

with the performance of the available benchmark mod-
els. As training data, Ragni2016.csv provided by CCO-
BRA was used, which contained the response patterns
of 139 participants for all 64 tasks. As test data for
the prediction phase, Veser2018.csv from CCOBRA was
used, which contained the response patterns of 32 par-
ticipants. We will also discuss the predictions under
clustering by principle patterns in combination with the
nvc heuristics from (Riesterer et al., 2019).

After that, a qualitative analysis is carried out, by in-
vestigating whether a correspondence between individ-
uals, tasks and principles could be observed.

Predictive Accuracy
Figure 2 shows the results of the evaluation of clus-
tering by principle patterns assuming 4 clusters, i.e.
where k=4, compared to the predictions of the bench-
mark model provided by CCOBRA. From left to right
the figure shows the results of the following mod-
els: uniform (11%, when the responses are chosen
randomly), matching bias (16%, matching) (Wetherick
& Gilhooly, 1995), probability heuristics model (20%,
PHM) (Chater & Oaksford, 1999), atmosphere bias
(22%, atmo) (Woodworth & Sells, 1935), mental model
theory (22%, MMT) (Johnson-Laird, 1983), NVC (25%,
when the chosen responses are always no valid con-
clusion), (logic-based) PSYCOP model (27%, PSY-
COP) (Rips, 1994), illicit conversion heuristics (28%,
Conversion) (Chapman & Chapman, 1959), verbals
models theory (29%, VerbalModels) (Polk & Newell,
1995), MFA (37%, when the most frequent answer
learned from the training data set is chosen) and clus-
tering by principles patterns (41%, k=4). Note that Fig-
ure 2 has been automatically generated by the CCOBRA
framework.

Clustering by principle patterns achieved a predictive
accuracy of just above 40%, which is the highest score,
compared to the performance of the other benchmark

models. Note that when applying cross validation on
the training set, the predictive accuracy is just above
50%, which is about the same result as other machine
learning approaches have achieved so far.3

NVC heuristics
According to Riesterer et al. (2019), most cognitive the-
ories do not account for NVC conclusions. There-
fore, we have tested all the NVC heuristics presented
in (Riesterer et al., 2019) in combination with clustering
by principle patterns but no overall improvement was ob-
served, the predictive accuracy was even worse.

From a qualitative point of view the following can
be observed: The predictions under WCS guided by
the cognitive principles covered 33 out of the 36 NVC
conclusions made by the best performing heuristic
in (Riesterer et al., 2019). This seems to indicate the
these predictions accounted well for NVC conclusions
in syllogistic reasoning.

Observations on Individuals, Tasks & Principles
Are there variations among (i) individuals and (ii) tasks
that can be characterized by clusters explained by cog-
nitive principles? Can we observe a certain tendency
of occurring principles within clusters, and if so, how
can these clusters be characterized? Let us first consider
Table 5, where for six tasks, columns 2 to 5 show the
predictions of the four learned clusters. The gray per-
centages in brackets (in the first row) show how many
of the participants in the training set corresponded to
that particular cluster: Almost half of the participants
(45%) have been assigned to cluster 1, whereas only 13%
have been assigned to cluster 4. As the predictions of
each cluster show, none of them can be characterized
by a particular principle, but rather, the corresponding
principles depend on the given task. The predictions
that correspond to the highest achieved percentage are
highlighted in gray. Column six shows which princi-
ples explain these predictions. For instance, for task II1,
general1 explains the response Iac.

The last column of Table 5 shows which of the bench-
mark models predicted the same responses (the ones
highlighted in gray). Interestingly, atmo, MMT, Ver-
balModels and Matching predicted all the highlighted
responses, without distinguishing among participants.
Our original claim that the applicable principles dif-
fer throughout all clusters, is confirmed. We conjec-
ture that the following principles are preferably applied
within particular tasks: (i) Contraposition seems prefer-
ably applied when both premises are universally quan-
tified (AE3 vs. EI3) and (ii) Abduction seems preferably
applied on syllogistic premise pairs of Figure 1 and 2
(AI1 and IA2 vs AI3). However, further investigations
are necessary to confirm these claims.

3https://www.cc.uni-freiburg.de/staff/files/2019-04-dresden
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Task 1 (45%) 2 (19%) 3 (23%) 4 (13%) Explaining Principle Theories with same prediction

AI1 Iac Iac Iac Iac abd1 (100%) PHM, MMT, VerbalModels, Conversion, Matching, atmo

AI3 NVC Iac Ica Ica abd2 (36%) PHM, MMT, VerbalModels, Conversion, Matching, atmo

AE3 Eac Eca Eca Eac contrap1 (58%) MMT, PSYCOP, VerbalModels, Conversion, Matching, atmo

EI3 NVC Oca Eac Oca contrap1,2 (32%) MMT, PSYCOP, VerbalModels, atmo

IA2 Ica Ica Ica Ica abd2 (100%) PHM, MMT, VerbalModels, Matching, atmo

II1 NVC Iac Iac Iac general1 (55%) PHM, MMT, VerbalModels, Matching, atmo

Table 5: Four Clusters and their predictions for six tasks. Column 6 shows the principle that explains the (gray)
highlighted response in the respective row and the last column shows the theories with the same predictions.

Similar to Johnson-Laird and Khemlani (2016)’s three
identified groups of reasoners, deliberative, interme-
diate, and intuitive, we can characterize the devel-
oped clusters here according to the frequency and types
of principles they apply: Over 80% of cluster 1 re-
sponses can be explained by abduction and contrapo-
sition, whereas for cluster 2 responses, over 80% can
be explained by the atmosphere bias. Accordingly, it
seems reasonable to classify the participants in cluster
1 as deliberative reasoners, whereas the participants in
cluster 2 might best fit the intuitive reasoners. The re-
sponses given in cluster 3 and 4 seem not to have a
strong tendency for any set of principles. This is con-
sistent with the observation made in (Dietz Saldanha &
Mörbitz, 2020): For some participants’ reasoning pat-
terns, a straightforward characterization by means of
the principles (identified so far) seems to be difficult.

Conclusions
We investigated which responses of the cognitive prin-
ciples within human syllogistic reasoning are applica-
ble given a certain task (pair of syllogistic premises).
With clustering by principle patterns we have developed
a generic cognitive characterization which shows that
cognitive theories do not only need to account for (i)
differences among reasoners, but also for (ii) differences
among tasks. The best fitting clusters were computed
by applying the k-means++ clustering algorithm on the
training data set and explained by the principles that
predicted the same responses. Each of these clusters
represent a response pattern for all 64 tasks and outper-
formed the benchmark models. More importantly, as
these clusters are characterized by underlying explain-
able and cognitively plausible principles, we can ob-
serve that principles are preferably applicable not only
with respect to a certain cluster, but with respect to a
given task. Finally, by considering the amount of princi-
ples which fitted the responses of each cluster, we were
able to characterize cluster 1 and 2. The predictions
given by the benchmark theories in the last column of
Table 5 do not account for neither (i) or (ii).

Summing up, clustering by principle patterns is novel
and contributes in various aspects: The approach in-

tegrates the clusters computed by a machine learning
algorithm with underlying cognitive principles, that
have their roots in the literature of cognitive science
and philosophy of language formalized within WCS.
These principles provide cognitively plausible charac-
terizations of the patterns that cover the population of
reasoners. We are not aware of other approaches that
addressed these differences.

For future directions, the conjectures need to be veri-
fied. Possibly new experiment might give explanations
when principles, such as abduction or contraposition,
are more likely to apply in certain circumstances than
in others. It would further help to consider a generic
cognitive characterization for other reasoning episodes
such as conditional or counterfactual reasoning. These
investigations might reveal new types of cognitive prin-
ciples.
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Better together: Exploration prior to instruction facilitates rule-learning and
modifies attention to demonstration
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Abstract

Debates assessing the merits of independent exploration and pedagogical instruction have been extensive. We compare
each of these learning environments against exploration followed by instruction to assess benefits to procedural learning
and abstract rule-learning. Ninety-nine six-year-olds learned about novel locks and keys by either independently exploring
prior to receiving instruction, proceeding to instruction without exploration, or acting without instruction. Children who
received instruction did not differ in procedural knowledge. However, children who explored prior to instruction were sig-
nificantly more likely to learn the rules than children who did not explore or did not receive instruction. Childrens visual
attention during instruction indicated that those who explored looked proportionally more to the stimuli as the experi-
menter demonstrated. This suggests that the value of exploration is perhaps in preparing the learner for later information.
Therefore, these results suggest that there is particular value for conceptual learning in the combination of exploration with
instruction.
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Abstract

In both professional domains and everyday life, people must
integrate their own experience with reports from social network
peers to form and update their beliefs. It is therefore important
to understand to what extent people accommodate the statis-
tical dependencies that give rise to correlated belief reports
in social networks. We investigate adults’ ability to integrate
social evidence appropriately in a political scenario, varying
the dependence between the sources of network peers’ beliefs.
Using a novel interface that allows participants to express their
probabilistic beliefs visually, we compare participants against a
normative Bayesian standard. We find that they distinguish the
value of evidence from dependent versus independent sources,
but that they also treated social sources as substantially weaker
evidence than direct experience. The value of our elicitation
methodology and the implications of our results for modeling
human-like belief revision in social networks are discussed.

Keywords: social networks; probabilistic beliefs; sequential
belief updating; information cascades; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
We live and learn in a “society of minds” (Minsky, 1988).
This means that we form beliefs not just on the basis of our
own observations (and prior expectations) but also based on
the beliefs communicated by our neighbors in our social net-
work. For instance, interview panel members will typically
discuss job applicants even after having seen mostly the same
application materials and interviews, making it difficult to
distinguish individual panel members’ (prior) judgments of
candidates’ abilities from collective judgments formed on the
basis of the shared evidence. Similarly, imagine you have read
about two political campaign strategies, each proposed by a
different candidate. If initially you find both strategies equally
compelling, resulting in uncertainty about which of the two
candidates you would like to support, you might well seek out
new information about the candidates by talking to friends. If
your friends base their beliefs partially on reading the same
articles, how should you weigh their opinions?

The above examples illustrate one source of statistical de-
pendency between opinions in a social network: shared in-
formation originating from the same source. If we are to
understand learning in a social world, we must understand
how people deal with such statistical dependencies while in-
tegrating their direct observations from the environment with
the communicated beliefs of their social network peers. In-
vestigating how information spreads through social networks
and how statistical dependencies affect the formation of peo-
ple’s beliefs is thus a key issue for cognitive science with
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Figure 1: Illustration of network conditions. t0: neighbors A-C
form beliefs given data. t1: neighbors update beliefs based on
interaction (sequential case only). t2: target updates belief.

implications for e.g., the study of misinformation and echo
chambers (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, & Welch, 1992; Watts,
2002; Whalen, Griffiths, & Buchsbaum, 2018; Madsen, Bailey,
& Pilditch, 2018), the dynamics of micro-targeting (Madsen &
Pilditch, 2018), or advocacy organisations’ attempts to shape
public debate (Bail, 2016).

Here, we investigate how people integrate information based
on statistical (in)dependencies underlying the beliefs of three
social network peers in a fictitious political context. We first
introduce a simple Bayesian model of belief revision to ac-
count for the normative case. Building on previous work on
sensitivity to shared information in social learning (Whalen et
al., 2018), we compare three different conditions (see Fig. 1).
The first (Fig. 1a) serves as baseline in a sense that statistical
independence between the beliefs of network peers is induced
by the cover story. In the second condition, independence is vi-
olated as participants are told that the three network neighbors
form their beliefs sequentially, meaning that the belief of the
neighbor that formed their belief last (neighbor C) contains
all information gathered by the others (Fig. 1b). In a third
condition, social network peers form beliefs on the basis of
shared evidence (Fig. 1c). Dependencies between beliefs in
condition 2 differ from dependencies in condition 3 in the
sense that neighbor C is the most relevant source since their
belief already incorporates the beliefs of the other neighbors.
We report on a behavioral experiment that investigated how
subjects update prior beliefs under these conditions.

Information Cascades and Probabilistic Beliefs Informa-
tion cascades—spreading of beliefs through networks—can
produce maladaptive collective outcomes even as agents in-
corporate information from network neighbors in individually
rational ways (Bikhchandani et al., 1992). This inherent sus-
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ceptibility of social networks towards information cascades
is supported by research showing that information cascades
occur in simulated social networks where agents are furnished
with an individually rational cognitive architecture (Fränken
& Pilditch, 2020). Similar results have been obtained from
empirical analyses of social media data, which showed that
users cluster into communities dominated by like-minded oth-
ers, resulting in proliferation of unsubstantiated beliefs or
conspiratorial thinking (Del Vicario et al., 2016).

Previous models of information cascades assumed that peo-
ple settle on particular beliefs by maximizing over subjective
probabilities, thus leading to degradation of the information
transmitted (Bikhchandani et al., 1992; Pilditch, 2017). Addi-
tionally, simulation-based work by Pilditch (2017) (see also
Madsen et al., 2018) did not account for potential dependen-
cies underlying the beliefs of network peers. The assumption
of independent beliefs among network peers is frequently used
in general models of opinion dynamics and consensus genera-
tion, where people’s belief revision processes have been mod-
eled by combining their initial beliefs with the weighted aver-
age of neighboring beliefs (Hegselmann, Krause, et al., 2002;
Lorenz, 2006, 2007; Becker, Brackbill, & Centola, 2017). Ex-
panding this body of literature, recent empirical results have
shown that people’s social learning strategies are adaptive -
accounting for statistical dependencies underlying the beliefs
in their social networks (Whalen et al., 2018). In addition to
maximizing, Whalen et al. (2018) tested the assumption of
“probability matching”, which assumes that people settle on
beliefs stochastically, drawing particular conclusions propor-
tional to the posterior probability of a belief (Shanks, Tunney,
& McCarthy, 2002).

In the present work, we make neither assumption (match-
ing or maximizing), instead empirically exploring a setting
in which agents communicate their full probabilistic beliefs.
Using probabilistic beliefs allows us to explore the influence
of communicated certainty—defined here as the precision of
the belief distribution—and its related probabilistic quantity
confidence—the probability that a particular choice is correct.
These are at the core notion of an rational agent (Pouget, Dru-
gowitsch, & Kepecs, 2016; Fleming & Daw, 2017) and thus
play a crucial role during the integration of social information
to update prior beliefs (see e.g., De Martino, Bobadilla-Suarez,
Nouguchi, Sharot, & Love, 2017).

Normative Framework
We explore a general sequential belief updating setting in
which people first gather evidence by themselves (i.e., aso-
cial information) before reporting their initial belief about
the relative competence of two fictitious competing political
candidates. Evidence comes in the form of binomial “perfor-
mance tests” that result in either a 0 = loss or 1 = win for each
candidate. We thus model evolving beliefs about the relative
competence of candidate A over B using the beta probability
distribution X ∼ Beta(α,β). Following Bayes’ rule, the ini-
tial posterior probability of a belief or hypothesis p(h), given

asocial information, d, thus corresponds to the normalized
product of the likelihood p(d|h) and the prior p(h):

p(h|d) ∝ p(d|h)p(h) (1)

In our computational model, we use an initially uniform
Beta(1,1) prior which is conjugate to the binomial likeli-
hood

(n
k

)
pk(1− p)kn−k, allowing us to model belief updat-

ing straightforwardly using the analytical posterior Beta(1+
k,1+n−k). For example, observing data D = {0,1,1} where
k = 2 successes in n = 3 binomial trials, the posterior is X
∼ Beta(3,2) with a mean of 3

5 . This reflects the nature of
subjects’ beliefs about the two candidates, which include an
overall preference for a candidate (if mean α

α+β
is < or > .5)

and a measurement of certainty (precision of the beta distribu-
tion, given by (α+β)2(α+β+1)

αβ
). The model then also gives clear

qualitative (directional) and quantitative predictions for how
learners should update their belief upon observing the beliefs
of other network neighbors depending on the condition. As
in Equation 1, we use Bayes’ theorem to model how people
should integrate the beliefs (i.e., social information) from their
network neighbors s:

p(h|s1, ...sn) ∝ p(s1, ...sn|h)p(h) (2)

Assuming that the beliefs of neighbors are perfectly in-
dependent, transparent and trustworthy (Fig. 1a), the tar-
get’s posterior after incorporating the beliefs of their peers
should simply be a new beta distribution with the parameters
Beta(n0+kA+kB+kC,n0+nA+nB+nC−kA−kB−kC) where
n0 and k0 are from their prior. If neighbors are sequentially
dependent, in the sense that A communicated their belief to B
who then saw more data and communicated to C, the aggre-
gated parameters of the posterior distribution should be based
on the neighbor that formed their belief last (i.e., neighbor C
in Fig. 1b). The normative posterior for the sequential case is
thus equal to Beta(n0+kC,n0+nC−kC). Finally, if sources are
dependent in the sense that their beliefs are based on at least
partially shared information (Fig. 1c), the normative model
provides an upper- and a lower bound for the revised poste-
rior. The upper bound is equal to the independent case, and it
assumes that none of the neighbors’ beliefs were influenced
by the shared data (i.e., D = {}). Conceptually, this can be
compared to a scenario in which panel members ignore all
shared application materials and interviews, evaluating the
candidate’s performance ability entirely based on their prior
beliefs.

As we do not vary the parameters of peers between con-
ditions in our experiment, the only source of variation in up-
dating can be attributed to manipulating the dependencies
between neighbors. Thus, the model lower bound is equal to
subtracting the lowest α and β parameters from the aggregate
parameters. For the present experiment, we do not specify on
how much neighbors were influenced by the shared data. Thus,
assuming all possible combinations of overlap equi-probable,
we model the normative impact of shared information on belief
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updating as having a magnitude intermediate between strictly
independent information (higher magnitude) and sequentially
updated beliefs (lower magnitude). Based on this framework
(Fig. 1), we derived the following qualitative (directional) pre-
dictions: The difference between subjects initial- and revised
posterior probabilistic beliefs will be smaller when the beliefs
of social network peers are dependent as compared to the in-
dependent condition (1). The dependent case of sequentially
updated beliefs will result in a smaller update of prior beliefs
as compared to shared information (2).

Experiment
Participants Participants (N = 79, range: 21 - 69 years,
mean = 39.89, SD = 12.97, 35 female) were recruited and
tested through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants were
native English speakers based in the United States. They were
paid $1.75 for their time (mean = 17.49 min, SD = 6.91 min).

Task Description and Measures1 Participants imagined be-
ing a political consultant travelling around the US to help local
branches of their political party decide between two fictitious
competing candidates most suitable for public office. To do so,
they imagined that they were travelling to three different cities,
with two different candidates competing in each city. Prior to
the main task, participants completed a short training phase
and comprehension quiz to ensure that they understood how
to provide their beliefs using the interface shown in Fig. 2.
Specifically, participants used two response sliders to provide
their full probabilistic beliefs, one controlling the mean of
the density (belief slider) and one controlling the log preci-
sion (certainty slider). The response sliders ranged from 1-99;
where a belief of 1 means full support for the left candidate,
50 is neutral, and 99 full support for the right candidate. A
certainty of 1 is the lowest possible certainty and a certainty
of 99 is the highest possible certainty. The resulting density
was dynamically displayed to participants as they selected
their response. The range of allowable values was restricted to
ensure the belief function was concave (i.e., α ≥ 1 or β ≥ 1).

15/05/2020 Political Consultant

https://www.bramleylab.ppls.ed.ac.uk/experiments/flask_bel_updating 1/1

Provide your initial recommendation
Based on the candidates' performances on the selection tests, which candidate do you think is most suitabl

public office?

Belief Slider:

60

Certainty Slider:

50

   Williams neutral Smith  

Continue
Figure 2: Interface for rating belief and certainty.

Within each city, the order of steps was: (1) obtaining prior
belief based on observing asocial evidence → (2) learning
about the beliefs of social network neighbors under consid-
eration of statistical (in)dependence → (3) providing final

1OSF; demo video; GitHub

posterior belief. We set the scene using an uniform prior be-
lief X ∼ Beta(1,1) telling subjects that the two competing
candidates were tested on two initial tests (each winning one
of them) prior to the arrival of participants. Participants then
observed the performance of the two competing candidates
across two additional independent selection tests assessing
different qualifications not covered in the initial tests.

Following observation of asocial information, participants
rated their prior belief and certainty in the relative suitability of
the two competing political candidates for public office. The
procedure was identical for each condition. After the initial
assessment phase, subjects were shown the belief and certainty
ratings of three social network neighbors (i.e., social informa-
tion; see Fig. 3). The network neighbors were described as
three locals that were likely voters from a subject’s political
party who had learned about the candidates during debates
in their local town-hall. Each city included a different cover
story about the relationship between the three locals match-
ing either statistical independence, sequential dependence, or
shared information. After learning about the beliefs of locals
and their relationship, subjects provided their final belief.

15/05/2020 Political Consultant

https://www.bramleylab.ppls.ed.ac.uk/experiments/flask_bel_updating 1/1

Findings from the interview and final recommendatio

   Williams neutral Smith  

Jim's rating:
Belief: 86
Certainty: 79

   Williams neutral Smith  

Mete's rating:
Belief: 53
Certainty: 78

   Williams neutral Smith  

Mia's rating:
Belief: 86
Certainty: 81

   Williams neutral Smith  

Your initial recommendation:
Belief: 60
Certainty: 50

Continue

Considering the findings from the interview and your initial recommendation, now please provide your final
recommendation about which is the more competent candidate. Your initial recommendation is displayed be
as a reminder.

***Recall: The three locals learned about the candidates at the same Townhall
Meeting (see illustration below).***

Figure 3: Example beliefs of locals.

Design and Procedure We employed a within-subjects de-
sign with three levels (variations of network setups implied by
differing cover stories). The three levels of our independent
variable were: independent information, sequential depen-
dence, and shared information. The two data points (i.e., test
outcomes) used to parameterize subjects’ initial (neutral) prior
beliefs, the resulting normative prior, and the parameters of
the three locals are shown in Table 1. Parameter settings were
constant across conditions, with the only source of variation
being our independent variable. Resulting model predictions
and sufficient statistics are summarised in Fig. 4 (columns
1-2). The order of conditions and the position of the candi-
date supported by locals (left/right) was randomized between
participants. After completion of the main task, participants
provided basic demographics (e.g., gender).

Table 1: Fixed parameters used across conditions.

Data Normative Prior Parameters of Locals
{1,0} B(2,2) B(46,9.5), B(49,10), B(50,45)

Analysis Our analysis has two parts. First, we compared the
aggregate parameters of subjects’ posterior judgments between
conditions to evaluate qualitative (i.e., directional) alignment
with our model predictions. Thus, we first contrasted subjects’
posterior means (model 1) and variances (model 2) between
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B(2, 2)
μ=0.5, σ 2 =0.05

B(147,66.5)
μ=0.6885, σ 2 =0.0009

B(18.73, 19.86)
μ=0.4969, σ 2 =0.0213

B(33.73, 15.18)
μ=0.6738, σ 2 =0.0087

B(2, 2)
μ=0.5, σ 2 =0.05

B(52,47)
μ=0.5252, σ 2 =0.0025

B(19.37, 18.92)
μ=0.4924, σ 2 =0.0220
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Figure 4: Summary of model predictions (columns 1-2) and behavioural results (columns 3-4) for each condition (rows 1-3). For
our main analysis, we used the aggregate µ and σ2 parameters (plotted below each distribution) to make the interpretation of our
predictions and results more intuitive. ** = p < 0.01 refers to the comparison of the (log) Jensen-Shannon Divergence from
priors to posteriors between conditions (see model 4 in Table 2 and Fig. 5d for details).

conditions using two linear mixed-effects models with condi-
tion (i.e., social network set-up) as fixed effect and subject as
a random intercept. However, evaluating these separately may
miss dependencies that exist in how participants updated these
components of their beliefs. To address this, we computed
the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (DJS) between priors and pos-
teriors for each subject to determine whether the magnitude
of updating prior beliefs differed by condition. DJS allows
measurement of changes both in mean and variance between
distributions through a single symmetric distance measure
given by:

DJS (P||Q) = αDKL (P||Q)+(1−α)DKL (Q||P) (3)

where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence, a standard
asymmetric measure in information theory for measuring how
much a probability density P has moved compared to a ref-
erence distribution Q. By definition, DKL ≥ 0, being equal
to 0 if and only if P and Q are identical. A limitation of
DKL is its nonsymmetry, which is resolved by DJS if α = 0.5.
Having computed each subject’s DJS, we fitted two additional
mixed-effects models with condition as fixed effect and sub-
ject as random intercept to compare mean differences in DJS
(model 3) and the log-transform of DJS (model 4). The reason
for using logDJS in model 4 is that the distribution of logDJS
residuals was closer to a normal distribution than the distribu-
tion of DJS residuals (which showed a skew to the right). All
models were compared to a reduced model including only an
intercept as predictor variable and subject as random effect.
Models were implemented in R using the function lmer()
from the package lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015).

Following tests of our qualitative (directional) comparison
between conditions, we compared subject and model perfor-
mances across conditions to check in how far subjects aligned

quantitatively with our normative framework. Therefore, we
first computed DJS between subjects’ prior beliefs (Fig. 4,
column 3) and the normative prior (Fig. 4, column 1) across
conditions. Due to the skewed distribution of DJS for this
comparison, we conducted a Wilcoxon signed rank test (non-
parametric t-test; alternative hypothesis > 0) to check if sub-
jects integrated the asocial information as predicted by our
model. We also compared the difference between subjects’
prior mean and model prior mean and subjects’ prior variance
and model prior variance (using two-sided Wilcoxon signed
rank tests because the dependent variables did not follow a
normal distribution). The three comparisons were repeated to
contrast subjects’ posteriors with model posteriors.

Results
Sanity checks Five subjects were removed from our analy-
sis because they did not change the positions of sliders between
their prior and posterior judgments (i.e., logDJS = -Inf), result-
ing in a final sample size of 74. Levene’s test revealed that the
homogeneity of variance assumption was maintained for all
four dependent measures (all ps > 0.05) used between models
1-4. Inspection of residual plots confirmed that the residual
posterior means, posterior variances and logDJS residuals were
normally distributed. For DJS, residuals showed skew to the
right. Correlations between the three levels of our fixed ef-
fect (i.e., social network set-up) were moderate, ranging from
±0.470 to ±0.551. Comparing each model to its reduced
version revealed that inclusion of social network set-up only
contributed significantly to the proportion of explained vari-
ance in logDJS (see Table 2)2. The qualitative comparison in
the remainder of this paper will thus focus on interpreting the
results of model 4 (for completeness, regression coefficients

2BICdiff = BICfull - BICintercept-only; R2
m = proportion of variance

explained by the fixed effect (i.e., social network set-up).
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for models 1-3 are reported in the next section and in Fig. 5).

Table 2: Model fits for each dependent variable (DV).

Model DV BICdiff R2
m χ2 p-value

1 µ 6.14 0.009 4.69 0.096
2 σ2 9.10 0.004 1.65 0.439
3 DJS 6.40 0.012 4.52 0.105
4 logDJS -1.43 0.032 12.27 0.002

Qualitative comparison Fig. 4 summarises model predic-
tions and aggregate parameters across subjects for our three
experimental conditions. The directional shift from subjects’
prior distributions to their posteriors and the fact that subjects’
posterior distributions were more compressed than their priors
suggested that social information resulted in increased belief
and certainty ratings. As expected by our normative model,
the results of model 4 showed that subjects changed their prior
beliefs significantly less in the two dependent conditions as
compared to the independent case (Fig. 5d; b = -0.639, t(148)
= -3.07, p = 0.003 for sequentially updated beliefs and b =
-0.641, t(148) = -3.08, p = 0.003 for beliefs based on shared
information). This means that the magnitude to which people
updated their beliefs (i.e., changed both the belief and certainty
sliders) was in line with the predicted (directional) magnitude
of our normative model. In other words, people were sensi-
tive to differences in the statistical power of the information
between the independent condition (larger statistical power
implying stronger updating of prior beliefs) and the two de-
pendent conditions (smaller statistical power implying smaller
updating; see Fig. 4).
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Figure 5: Coefficients of the two dependent conditions com-
pared to the independent case (intercept in each model). Error
bars correspond to standard errors of the mean.

For the comparison between the two dependent conditions,
no significant effects emerged (all ps > 0.05; see Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5d). The results of models 1 (µ) and 3 (DJS) showed
that the comparison between sequentially updated beliefs and
independent beliefs was significant (b = -0.028, t(148) = -2.16,

p = 0.032 for model 1; Fig. 5a and b = -1.703, t(148) = -2.02, p
= 0.045 for model 3; Fig. 5c). For model 2 (σ2), no significant
differences emerged (all ps > 0.05; Fig. 5b).

Quantitative comparison Quantitative comparisons re-
vealed that subjects’ prior distributions differed significantly
from model priors in terms of DJS (V = 25425, p < 0.001).
Inspection of Fig. 4 suggests that this difference might be
driven by dissimilar variances, as subjects’ priors were less
diffused than model priors. The results of further comparisons
confirmed this observation, showing that the mean of subjects’
prior variance was significantly smaller than model prior vari-
ance (V = 1607, p < 0.001), despite finding no significant
difference between prior means (V = 13150, p = 0.652, see
Table 3). These findings might be attributed to an initial over-
estimation of certainty upon observing the outcomes of the
candidates’ test trials. Specifically, the average parameters
of subjects’ initial estimates of the candidates were equal to
B(19.2, 19.1), which was 9.58 times higher in magnitude than
the simple Bayesian model’s B(2,2).

Table 3: Means and SDs of the dependent variables (DV) used
for quantitative comparison.

Measure DV Mean SD
prior DJS 2.547 3.782
prior µsubj−µmodel 0.001 0.085
prior σ2

subj−σ2
model -0.027 0.023

posterior DJS 6.270 8.491
posterior µsubj−µmodel 0.033 0.132
posterior σ2

subj−σ2
model 0.008 0.012

Posterior contrasts revealed that model and subject distribu-
tions were significantly different from each other as measured
by DJS (V = 25425, p < 0.001). For posteriors, this difference
was driven by a mismatch both in terms of posterior means (V
= 17196, p < 0.001) and variances (V = 25183, p < 0.001).
These findings demonstrate that, overall, subjects changed
their posterior means more than expected by the normative
prediction (mainly due to a strong mismatch between posterior
means in the sequential belief updating condition, see Fig.
4, row 2). Subjects’ average posterior variance was signif-
icantly larger than model posterior variance (σ2

subj = 0.01;
σ2

model = 0.002). Compared to the average prior comparison,
this finding might be attributed to the fact that subjects down-
weighted the evidential value of social information obtained
from their peers. The average model posterior parameters
across conditions were equal to B(107.7, 58.4), which was
3.55 times the magnitude of subjects average posterior param-
eters B(31.8, 15.0).

Discussion and Further Work
We modeled a sequential belief updating process including
a target agent (i.e., the participant) and three social network
neighbors. The cover story describing the relationship between
network peers was varied in three within-subject conditions
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to investigate the effects of three statistical (in)dependencies
summarised in Fig. 1. Extending the findings of Whalen et al.
(2018), our behavioural results confirmed our prediction that
people update their beliefs significantly less when the provided
social information was coming from dependent sources (as
compared to the independent case). Thus, our result shows
that people are not simply combining their own beliefs with
the communicated beliefs of their network neighbors. Rather,
they are additionally sensitive to the origin of those beliefs and
to what extent they are redundant. This contributes another
empirical piece to the puzzle of how to counteract the spread
of false consensus effects and information cascades, which
have been suggested to occur in networks of agents forming
their beliefs in individually rational ways (Bikhchandani et al.,
1992; Pilditch, 2017).

We could not confirm whether people differentiated between
the evidential signals of shared information and sequentially
updated beliefs while revising prior beliefs (despite the trend
matching the predicted pattern; see Fig. 4). This might be
attributed to the context of the task: we assumed that sub-
jects would learn about political candidates based on binomial
“performance tests”; and we operationalized network peers as
locals being likely voters from a subject’s political party that
formed their beliefs based on attending debates in their local
town-hall. A more abstract experimental paradigm, such as
learning coordinating with others to estimate the proportion
of blue vs. red marbles in an urn (a common paradigm used to
study information cascades and sequential belief updating; see
e.g., Anderson & Holt, 1997) which does not require such con-
text specific assumptions might have resulted in a measurable
difference between the two dependent conditions. Despite
being unable to differentiate between the two dependent cases,
our task provides a valuable contribution to the field of social
learning in the context of (online) political belief formation
(see e.g., Bond et al., 2012).

To address the limitation of context, further experiments
need to test the ecological validity of the presented normative
framework across a variety of scenarios. These might involve
emotional decisions (e.g., in the context of moral dilemmas),
rational tasks, such as business decisions, and more general
scenarios that are abstract (e.g., urn-based tasks). An ad-
ditional limitation of our work is that we assumed additive
communication of evidence in the case of sequentially updated
beliefs (see Fig. 1). Generally, a more formal explanation of
how sources form their beliefs and a precise description of
the computational processes underlying evidence accumula-
tion between conditions are important issues that need to be
addressed in further work.

Relative to our simple Bayesian account, quantitative com-
parison between model predictions and subjects suggested that
subjects over-weighted the influence of asocial information
while they under-weighted the influence of social informa-
tion. This finding is in line with previous theoretical (Schöbel,
Rieskamp, & Huber, 2016) and empirical (Nöth & Weber,
2003) work demonstrating that people are more influenced by

their own private information as compared to social informa-
tion, though in our case this might be an artifact of simulated
social information (i.e., information coming from hypothetical
social network members rather than actual ones). Moreover,
we assumed that the shapes of the reported distributions re-
flect how subjects represent the distributions of their actual
beliefs. If this assumptions is not met, preferential weighting
of asocial over social information might also be attributed to
an initial misrepresentation (i.e., overestimation) of certainty.
Thus, further work using the proposed interface could include
a control measure of subjects’ ability to accurately report their
certainty. This might involve an initial assessment of beliefs
prior to engaging with any form of evidence.

To address some of the present limitations, we plan to repli-
cate the current experiment across a variety of contexts where
actual subjects come in pairs/triples to do the same task, en-
abling them to update beliefs dynamically. To generate a better
understanding of whether people appropriately down-weight
social evidence, further empirical work could also incorpo-
rate agent-based simulations contrasting normative accounts
with competing models of social influence (e.g., Schöbel et al.,
2016). This approach might enable measuring the empirical
degree of information degradation due to correlated sources
in realistic information networks. At the present stage, our
finding suggests that people are able to understand and report
probabilistic beliefs, which might be useful for calibrating be-
lief parameters in related agent-based models (ABMs) of echo
chambers (Madsen et al., 2018) and scientific belief formation
(Lewandowsky, Pilditch, Madsen, Oreskes, & Risbey, 2019).

In summary, our results suggest that while a Bayesian frame-
work provides a good qualitative account of how people update
their beliefs based on social information coming from sources
with different levels of independence, it cannot, in the current
form, account for the relative weights that people assign to
private and social information while updating their beliefs. We
acknowledge that these findings might depend on the specific
context of our experimental paradigm and plan further ex-
perimental validation of model predictions across alternative
scenarios.
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Abstract

Verb metaphor has received little attention compared to noun metaphor. But verbs may be more likely to take on
metaphoric meanings than are nouns. One indication of this is verb mutability verbs are more prone to adapt their
meanings under semantic strain than nouns (Gentner & France, 1988; King & Gentner, 2019). We tested the minimal
subtraction hypothesis (Gentner & France, 1988), which proposes (1) domain-specific dimensions of a verbs meaning are
adjusted before abstract relational structure, and (2) degree of adjustment increases with strain. In three experiments, we
collected paraphrases of simple sentences and using word2vec found progressively greater abstraction of verb (but not
noun) meaning with strain. For example, a typical paraphrase of The wagon limped was The cart creaked along; a typical
paraphrase of The fantasy limped was The imagination faltered, reflecting greater abstraction of limped. These findings
support the minimal subtraction account of verb metaphoric extension.
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English speakers (in)ability to explicitly recognize agent and patient categories
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Abstract

Adults represent events in terms of abstract participant roles (e.g., when Edith eats chocolate, Edith is an agent and the
chocolate is a patient) (Rissman & Majid, 2019). English, however, lacks commonly-known labels for these roles, which
may make the distinction less accessible to people. We presented 42 English-speakers with 24 pictures of an agent acting
on a patient (e.g., one person kicking another). A red dot marked the agent in half the pictures and marked the patient
in the other half. We asked participants to sort the pictures into two piles using whatever criteria they liked. After three
opportunities to sort the pictures, only 55% of participants sorted into agent/patient piles. When the remaining 45% were
given the agent/patient piles, only half were able to explain the basis for the sort. This suggests a disconnect between
the robustness of agent/patient categories in implicit processing and the availability of this seemingly basic distinction to
explicit reasoning.
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The method of loci is an optimal policy for memory search
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Abstract

The method of loci is a powerful mnemonic technique for memorizing a list of unrelated items. With a pre-specified route
in a familiar ”memory palace”, one can encode material by attaching items to loci along this route, and later effectively
recall them by mentally walking along the same route. Despite its efficacy, there is no existing model that explains why
the method of loci promotes memory improvement during memory search. To fill this gap, we provide a rational account
of why the method of loci improves memory. We define memory search as a task with the goal of minimizing retrieval
cost, and demonstrate that the method of loci gives an optimal policy for this task. We discuss the implications of this
result, and compare it with models of memory search without using mnemonic techniques.
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Abstract 
We ask questions about everything from why clocks tick to 
why the sky is blue. Although people sometimes prefer 
teleological explanations over mechanistic explanations in 
response to ‘why’ questions, why questions are ambiguous–
referring either to a ‘how’ question or a ‘for what purpose’ 
question. In this paper, we examine the relation between these 
implicit questions and explanation preferences. First, we asked 
whether people have specific expectations regarding ‘why’ 
questions: How do they interpret these ambiguous cases and 
does this vary across domains? Indeed, people have strong, 
domain-specific expectations that mirror well-documented 
explanation preferences. People also have preferences about 
which specific question they would prefer to have answered. In 
other words, ‘why’ questions are ambiguous but not treated as 
such — and this has consequences for downstream explanation 
preferences. We explore these consequences in light of both the 
philosophical and psychological literature on explanation. 

Keywords: why questions; explanation; teleology; mechanism 

Introduction 
We can—and do—ask ‘why’ questions about all sorts of 
things that we encounter, both in our everyday lives and as 
scientists. Yet these questions are intrinsically ambiguous. 
Take, for example, a question as simple as “Why do trees 
have leaves?” The question may refer to either (a) how the 
leaves grew on the tree (a mechanistic explanation), or (b) the 
purpose or function behind trees having leaves (a teleological 
explanation). Despite this intrinsic ambiguity, questions like 
these may not seem ambiguous when we encounter them: 
You may automatically adopt some assumption about which 
question the agent was likely seeking or have a preference for 
which question you yourself would rather have answered. 
Here, we explore whether (and how) these expectations and 
preferences shape the explanation preferences that follow. 

Teleological and Mechanistic Explanation 
Both adults and children sometimes prefer teleological over 
mechanistic explanations. For instance, adults are found to 
prefer teleological explanations such as “The mononykus has 
a long tail so that it can keep its balance while it runs” over 
mechanistic explanations such as “The mononykus has a long 
tail because its feathers were big and stuck out from behind 

its body” (Kelemen, 1999). Children, too, show a teleology 
bias (e.g., Schachner et al., 2017; Banerjee & Bloom, 2014; 
Kelemen, 1999) and endorse teleological explanations even 
in cases where such explanations seem wrong to most adults. 
For example, in response to the question, “Why are the rocks 
pointy?”, children prefer the teleological explanation, “The 
rocks are pointy so that animals won’t sit on them and smash 
them.”  

These teleological biases are interpreted as part of a broad 
developmental theory: Children’s “promiscuous” teleology 
preferences are taken as evidence that teleological reasoning 
is an early-developing cognitive default—and possibly as 
evidence that children have intuitions about God(s) that lead 
them to view the world as intelligently designed (Kelemen, 
2004; but see also ojalehto et al., 2013 for an alternate 
proposal). Moreover, ‘promiscuous teleology’ suggests that a 
tendency to think teleologically is not only an early-
developing bias but also a persistent one. Even adults (and, in 
some cases, even trained physicists; Kelemen et al. 2013) fall 
back on teleology when under time pressure or cognitive load 
(Kelemen & Rosset, 2009; Kelemen et al. 2013). As a result 
of an observed preference for teleological explanations, 
teleology is framed as a persistent but scientifically 
unwarranted bias that may “have subtle enduring effects on 
our species’ intellectual progress” by impeding our ability to 
advance scientific, mechanistic understanding (Kelemen et 
al., 2013, p. 1081). 

Teleology: An information preference? 
Despite a large body of work regarding the flaws of 
teleological explanation, children’s (and adults’) teleological 
biases need not be interpreted this way. Another, perhaps 
simpler, possibility is that their preferences may not be about 
explanation at all; instead, they may reflect the appeal of the 
kind of information presented in teleological explanations. 
Consider, for instance, a child encountering a household item, 
like a microwave, for the first time. She is far more likely to 
benefit from knowing the purpose of a microwave than from 
knowing its inner workings. In general, children especially 
may need to know not only how the world does work, but 
also how it will work.  
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Viewing the teleological preference as one for information 
rather than for explanation per se may help reconcile findings 
of ‘promiscuous teleology’ with cases where children seek 
relevant explanatory and mechanistic information (e.g., Greif 
et al., 2006). At once, children seem to understand (and seek) 
the kind of information that adults classify as scientifically 
warranted and yet also have a very poor understanding of 
what constitutes a valid explanation. If, however, children are 
simply most interested in first learning about teleological 
information, then perhaps there is an intelligent basis for 
children’s endorsement of teleological explanations—and, by 
extension, of adults’ teleological biases, as well. These 
preferences might simply be a reflection of what we desire to 
know most, and therefore of a bias for information rather than 
for explanation. 

In contrast to views dismissing teleology as a 
“scientifically unwarranted” bias (Kelemen & Rosset, 2009; 
Kelemen et al., 2013), we ask whether adults might remain 
intelligent information seekers even as they are drawn to 
teleology. This perspective shift would flip our understanding 
of a teleological bias from ‘incorrect default’ to ‘rational 
tendency’ and help reconcile such biases with rational 
scientific inquiry. Further, recharacterizing adults’ 
teleological biases in this way would also suggest a way to 
recharacterize children’s ‘promiscuous’ teleology. 

Current Study 
The current study is organized with the following general 
questions in mind: (1) Are there distinct implicit questions 
(e.g., ‘how’ and ‘purpose’ questions) within ambiguous 
‘why’ questions?; (2) Are adults sensitive to those implicit 
questions when reasoning about ‘why’ questions and their 
answers?; and (3) Might these questions shape adults’ 
preferences, prior to any explanations? 

We begin in the simplest way possible, by directly asking 
people what specific question is implied by various ‘why’ 
questions (Experiment 1). From there, we use a novel 
‘jeopardy paradigm’ and examine what questions are implied 
by teleological and mechanistic explanations (Experiment 2). 
We then use these implicit ‘how’ and ‘purpose’ questions to 
investigate people’s information preferences (Experiment 3). 
We submit that not only are there implicit questions within 
‘why’ questions, but that teasing apart this ambiguity also 
reveals that people’s teleological preferences may exist long 
before they encounter an explanation. 

Experiment 1: What did they want to know? 
‘Why’ questions are ambiguous—but do people assume that 
they imply specific questions in particular contexts? Here, we 
showed participants an ambiguous ‘why’ question and asked 
them what the agent asking the question really wanted to 
know: a mechanistic ‘how’ question or a teleological 
‘purpose’ question. 

Method 
Participants One hundred adult participants completed a 
survey online through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The sample 

size was chosen on the basis of independent pilot data and 
was preregistered. All participants lived in the United States.  

Stimuli Each survey item consisted of a ‘why’ question (e.g., 
“Why does the mononykus have such a long tail?”), a ‘how’ 
(e.g., “How did the mononykus’ tail become long?”) and a 
“purpose” (e.g., “What is the purpose of the mononykus’ long 
tail?”) . Total materials consisted of twelve such sets of 
questions, four each in the domain of animals, non-living 
natural kinds (NLNK), and artifacts. These stimuli were 
adapted from Kelemen (1999), with a few notable 
modifications, including: (1) ‘How’ and ‘purpose’ questions 
(rather than teleological and mechanistic explanations) were 
used in this experiment; (2) One additional domain (artifacts) 
was added, to include the three domains most commonly 
investigated in the context of teleological explanations (e.g., 
Lombrozo & Gwynne, 2014; Lombrozo & Carey, 2006); (3) 
Stimuli were presented in a fully randomized order (rather 
than in pairs). See Table 1 under “‘Why’ Question” and 
“Questions” for example stimuli. 

Procedure All participants saw all twelve items (in a 
different random order for each participant). In each case, 
participants were simply asked what the agent asking the 
question “really want[ed] to know”. They then chose between 
a ‘how’ question (e.g., “How did the mononykus’ tail become 
long?”) and a ‘purpose’ question (e.g., “What is the purpose 
of the mononykus’ long tail?”). The questions themselves 
were also presented in a random order within each question 
for each participant. No other information was collected. 
Data, materials, and preregistration information for this 
experiment and all following can be found on the Open 
Science Framework (OSF) here. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 1. When  
presented with ‘why’ questions about animals and artifacts, a 
significant proportion of participants thought the agent was  
really asking a ‘purpose’ question (animals: p̂=.86; artifacts: 
p̂=.95), p<.001 (binomial tests). In contrast, a significant  
proportion of participants chose the ‘how’ question for non-
living natural kinds, (p̂=.87), p<.001. 
 In following with the work on which we most closely based 
our stimuli (Kelemen, 1999), we next also analyzed 
participants’ expectations by treating participants’ responses 
across items in the same domain as an average. Participants’ 
responses were scored as a 1 if they chose the ‘purpose’ 
question and a 0 if they chose the ‘how’ question. We then 
added these scores within each domain for each participant. 
We again found that participants thought that ‘why’ questions 
implied ‘purpose’ questions when asked about animals  
(M=3.44, SD=1.02, t(99)=14.14, p<.001, d=1.41), and 
artifacts (M=3.79, SD=.64, t(99)=27.96, p<.001, d=2.80). For 
non-living natural kinds, participants instead thought that 
‘why’ questions implied ‘how’ questions (M=.53, SD=.89, 
t(99)=16.47, p<.001, d=1.65). Importantly, these 
expectations mirror people’s explanation preferences: People 
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Table 1: One full example from each domain is stimuli is shown. Full stimuli are available at our OSF page here. 
 

‘Why’ Question Explanations Questions 
[Animal]  
Why does the mononykus 
have such a long tail? 

The mononykus has a long tail because its feathers were big and stuck out 
from behind its body.  
The mononykus has a long tail so that it can keep its balance when it runs.  

How did the mononykus’ tail become long? 
What is the purpose of the mononykus’ 
long tail? 

[Non-living natural kind]  
Why are the rocks so 
pointy? 

The rocks are pointy because little bits of stuff piled up on top of one 
another over a long time.  
The rocks are pointy so that animals won’t sit on them and smash them. 

How did the rocks become pointy? 
What is the purpose of the rocks being 
pointy? 

[Artifact]  
Why is the baking tool full 
of holes? 

The baking tool is full of holes because it was cut with something sharp.  
The baking tool is full of holes so that it can hook onto small parts on a hot 
oven rack. 

How did the baking tool’s holes form? 
What is the purpose of the baking tool’s 
holes? 

 
thought that ‘why’ questions implied ‘purpose’ questions in 
domains where they prefer teleological explanations and 
‘how’ questions in domains where they prefer mechanistic 
explanations. (For the purpose of comparing preferences, we 
ran an additional experiment, not reported here, that 
investigated people’s base explanation preferences. These 
results are also shown in Figure 1.)  

Finally, we also explicitly compared participants’ 
expectations between domains by using a repeated-measures 
ANOVA. There was a significant main effect of domain, 
F(2,99)=434.21, p<.001. Post-hoc tests demonstrated that 
participants’ were more likely to assume the ‘why’ question 
was implying a ‘purpose’ question for animals than for non-
living natural kinds, t(99)=20.67, p<.001, Bonferroni 
corrected, d=2.07. Similarly, participants were also more 
likely to assume the ‘why’ question was implying a ‘purpose’ 
question for artifacts than for non-living natural kinds, 
t(99)=25.87, p<.001, Bonferroni corrected, d=2.59. While 
participants were also more likely to expect the ‘purpose’ 

questions for animals than for artifacts, these effects were 
much smaller, t(99)=3.78, p<.001, Bonferroni corrected, 
d=.38. People not only assume that a ‘why’ question is 
actually seeking some more specific information, but also 
that the implied question can be broken down in a domain-
specific way.  

In other words, while the question that is being asked is the 
identical general ‘why’ question, the question that is 
pragmatically implied can be broken down into more specific 
‘how’ and ‘purpose’ questions. Thus, when first encountering 
a ‘why’ question, people may already have an expectation 
about the more specific kind of information being 
requested—and, as a result, perhaps also about the kind of 
answer that would adequately address that question. This 
expectation raises a key question: How much of people’s 
explanation preferences are truly about explanation, and how 
much might actually be driven by the questions or the kind of 
information promised by the question.

 

 
Figure 1: Results demonstrating a teleological preference for animals and artifacts. From left to right: (1) an unreported 
experiment (see OSF page here) that established people’s explanation preferences; (2) Experiment 1; (3) Experiment 3. The x-
axis represents chance performance, and domain of the stimulus is represented along the axis. Participants’ scored responses 
are represented along the y-axis. In all cases, participants’ preferred the teleological choice for animals and artifacts  

but the mechanistic choice for NLNK  (non-living natural kinds). Error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 
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Experiment 2: ‘Jeopardy’ 
Do people also think that teleological and mechanistic 
explanations result from different questions? Here, we had 
participants complete a novel ‘jeopardy’ task. Instead of 
asking participants to choose between two different 
explanations, we provided them with the explanations and 
asked them what question likely led to that answer.  

Method 
Participants One hundred new adult participants completed 
a survey online through Amazon Mechanical Turk (data from 
7 additional participants were collected but excluded for 
failing the training item; data from 5 additional participants 
were collected but excluded for failing to follow directions or 
produce interpretable questions; see the Procedure section). 
This sample size was chosen to be identical to those in the 
previous experiment. This experiment was also preregistered.  

Stimuli Total materials consisted of twenty-four 
explanations; twelve were mechanistic explanations and 
twelve were teleological explanations. These explanations 
were adapted from Kelemen (1999) and corresponded to the 
questions used in Experiment 1. See Table 1 under 
“Explanations” for example stimuli. 

Procedure Participants were assigned to one of two between-
subjects conditions. Participants in each condition saw twelve 
explanations, each about a different item. One group saw two 
explanations of each kind (mechanistic and teleological) in 
each domain (animals, non-living natural kinds, artifacts). 
The other group saw the exact opposite set of explanations, 
flipping which items were shown with mechanistic vs. 
teleological explanations. The goal of these between-subjects 
conditions was simply for participants to only see one 
explanation of any given item, and there were no other 
differences between conditions. Items were presented in a 
different random order for each participant.  

Participants first saw a training item that introduced the 
‘jeopardy’ task. They were told that instead of being shown 
questions and answering them, they would be shown answers 
and be asked to generate the questions that led to those 
answers. As an example, they were given the answer “The 
book is over there, on top of the shelf but underneath the 
scarf” and asked to give a question that might have led to this 
answer. Participants who did not provide a question along the 
lines of “Where is the book?” were excluded and replaced for 
failing to understand the task (see the Participants section).  

In each of the test items, participants were shown an image 
of the item and were told that somebody had provided an 
answer about that item (e.g., “Someone answered, ‘The 
mononykus has a long tail because its feathers were big and 
stuck out from behind its body.’”). They were asked, “What 
question might have led to this answer?” and were explicitly 
prompted not to use the word “why”. No other information 
was collected. 

Participants who either (1) systematically generated non-
interpretable questions or (2) ignored the direction not to use 

the word “why” were excluded and replaced (see the 
Participants section). Questions were then coded into 
‘purpose,’ ‘how,’ and ‘other’ categories. A question was 
coded as a ‘purpose’ question if it contained the words 
“purpose,” “for”, “use”, “function”, or “advantage.” A 
question was coded as a ‘how’ question if it contained the 
words “how”, “cause”, “made”, and “led.” All criteria for 
coding questions were preregistered and are available on our 
OSF page here.  

Results and Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 2. People 
thought that teleological explanations resulted from 
predominately ‘purpose’ questions and that mechanistic 
explanations resulted from predominately ‘how’ questions.  
 Participants’ questions were not evenly distributed across 
categories, X2(5, N=923)=166.37, p<.001. The same was true 
when analyzing questions within each domain; whether 
thinking about answers regarding animals, (X2(5, 
N=317)=35.26, p<.001), non-living natural kinds, (X2(5, 
N=286)=121.87, p<.001), or artifacts, (X2(5,  
N=320)=116.58, p<.001) participants generated different 
kinds of questions for different kinds of explanations.  

In keeping with prior work, we again also analyzed 
participants’ likelihood of generating ‘how’ vs. ‘purpose’ 
questions (for both mechanistic and teleological 
explanations) by treating participants’ questions across items 
in the same domain as an average. ‘How’ questions were 
scored as a -1, ‘purpose’ questions were scored as a 1, and 
‘other’ questions were scored as a 0. We then added these 
scores for each participant across all teleological 
explanations and, separately, across all mechanistic 
explanations. When presented with mechanistic 
explanations, participants were more likely to generate ‘how’ 
questions, (M=-1.74, SD=2.35, t(99)=7.40, p<.001, d=.74). 
Conversely, when presented with teleological explanations, 
participants were more likely to generate ‘purpose’ questions, 
(M=1.42, SD=2.15, t(99)=6.60, p<.001, d=.66). The 
difference between participants’ questions in these two 
different explanation types was significant, t(99)=10.13, 
p<.001, d=1.01. This pattern was independently true within 
each domain, all p<.001, all d>.5.  

These results suggest that people interpret teleological 
explanations as answers to ‘purpose’ questions and 
mechanistic explanations as answers to ‘how’ questions. 
When encountering explanations, people therefore have 
strong assumptions about what kinds of questions those 
explanations could plausibly be answering.  

Taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that 
reasoning about what constitutes a better explanation might 
consist of reasoning about (1) what sort of question is being 
asked and (2) what kind of answer satisfies that question. In 
cases where adults endorse teleological explanations, for 
instance, they both think that a ‘why’ question is really 
seeking information about something’s purpose and that at 
teleological explanation would answer that ‘purpose’ 
question. These explanations might therefore not be better 
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explanations—in which case they would be taken as 
somehow more robustly explanatory—but simply ‘better’ in 
virtue of being able to answer the relevant question.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. The x-axis represents chance performance, and 
explanation type is represented along the axis. Participants’ 
coded questions are represented along the y-axis, such that 
bars above the x-axis represent a tendency to generate 
‘purpose’ questions for that explanation type. Error bars  

represent +/- 1 SE. 

Experiment 3: Explanation vs. Information 
Given that people both think ‘why’ questions imply more 
specific questions and that teleological and mechanistic 
explanations differentially address these more specific 
questions, could people simply have a preference for 
teleological information (i.e., information about something’s 
purpose)? If people have a preference driven by these implicit 
questions, then their expectations about the fit between a 
given ‘why’ question and a possible answer may constitute 
an information preference that operates prior to considering 
explanations. Here, we presented participants with a ‘how’ 
question and a ‘purpose’ question and simply asked them, 
“Which of these questions would you rather have answered?”  

Method 
All elements of the experimental design were identical to 
those of Experiment 1, except as stated below. One hundred 
new participants completed the survey online through 
Amazon Mechanical Turk. This sample size was chosen to be 
identical to that in the previous experiment. This experiment 
was also preregistered.  

Participants were now asked to choose between a ‘how’ 
and a ‘purpose’ question, on the basis of which they would 
rather have answered. No ‘why’ questions were given; for 
each item, participants saw a picture of the item and two 
possible questions (i.e., a ‘how’ and a ‘purpose’ question) to 
choose from. See Table 1 for example stimuli.  

 
 

Results and Discussion  
The results to Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 1. When 
presented with animals and artifacts, a significant proportion 
of participants preferred ‘purpose’ questions, (animals: 
p̂=.75; artifacts: p̂=.92), p<.001 (binomial tests).  In contrast, 
a significant proportion of participants preferred ‘how’ 
questions for non-living natural kinds, (p̂=.80), p<.001 
(binomial test).  

We also analyzed participants’ expectations by treating 
participants’ responses across items in the same domain as an 
average. Participants’ responses were scored as a 1 if they 
chose the ‘purpose’ question and a 0 if they chose the ‘how’ 
question. We then added these scores within each domain for 
each participant. We again found that participants 
significantly preferred ‘purpose’ questions when asked about 
animals, (M=3.01, SD =1.12, t(99)=8.99, p<.001, d=.90) and 
artifacts, (M=3.68, SD=.65, t(99)=25.87, p<.001, d=2.59). 
For non-living natural kinds, participants significantly 
preferred mechanistic explanations, (M=.80, SD=.99, 
t(99)=12.19, p<.001, d =1.22). Finally, we also explicitly 
compared participants’ expectations between domains by 
using a repeated-measures ANOVA. There was a significant 
main effect of domain, F(2,99)=245.62, p<.001. Post-hoc 
tests demonstrated that participants were more likely to 
choose the ‘purpose’ question for animals than for non-living 
natural kinds, t(99)=13.32, p<.001, Bonferroni corrected, 
d=1.33. Similarly, participants were more likely to choose the 
‘purpose’ question for artifacts than for non-living natural 
kinds, t(99)=21.21, p<.001, Bonferroni corrected, d=2.12. 
While participants were also more likely to choose the 
‘purpose’ question for artifacts than for animals, these effects 
were much smaller, t(99)=6.87, p<.001, Bonferroni 
corrected, d=.69. 

Importantly, these patterns of results mirror adults’ 
explanatory preferences (see Figure 1). In other words, in the 
cases where adults exhibit a teleological explanation 
preference, they also prefer ‘purpose’ questions. This 
distinction is subtle but critical; it suggests that adults’ 
preferences for teleology may exist long before they receive 
or consider an explanation. When people prefer teleological 
explanations, their explanatory preference may be the 
downstream consequence of a preference for certain 
questions (i.e., ‘purpose’ questions)—or by a preference for 
the kind of information that it would take to answer that 
question. 

 
General Discussion 

The experiments reported here demonstrate that despite their 
intrinsic ambiguity, ‘why’ questions are often not interpreted 
as such: Implicit questions within a ‘why’ question influence 
evaluations of both the question itself and the explanations 
that it prompts. In Experiment 1, people assumed ‘why’ 
questions imply more specific ‘how’ and ‘purpose’ questions 
in different contexts. In Experiment 2, through a ‘jeopardy’ 
paradigm, people also thought that explanations themselves 
imply more specific questions, with teleological explanations 
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implying ‘purpose’ questions and mechanistic explanations 
implying ‘how’ questions. In Experiment 3, people preferred 
the kinds of questions that mirror their explanatory 
preferences. These experiments collectively demonstrate that 
people seem to have (1) an expectation about what question 
(‘how’ vs. ‘purpose’) is implied when an agent asks a ‘why’ 
question, (2) an expectation about what kind of explanation 
(mechanistic vs. teleological) would actually answer the 
relevant implicit question, and (3) a preference for some 
questions (implied or otherwise) over others in the first place.  
 These results suggest that there may be an alternative way 
to understand people’s preference for a given explanation. 
Despite the ambiguity of the ‘why’ questions they regularly 
ask (and encounter), people have strong expectations about 
the kinds of questions that they implicitly seek (and answers 
they receive). If their explanatory preferences reflect a 
downstream consequence of these expectations, then people 
may exhibit an information preference—one which tracks 
teleology preferences without presuming that people find 
teleological explanations to be robustly explanatory. Future 
research should therefore address the possibility that people’s 
preferences may not be driven primarily by their 
understanding of causal explanation.  
 Such a view may help reconcile cases where even adults 
are ‘promiscuously’ teleological (e.g., Kelemen & Rosset, 
2009; Kelemen et al. 2013) with cases were adults are 
sensitive to the causal relevance of various explanations (e.g., 
Lombrozo & Carey, 2006; see also Liquin & Lombrozo, 
2008). Adults may be drawn to teleological questions and 
answers particularly under speeded conditions, but override 
these information preferences when explicitly reasoning 
about the merits of teleology as an explanation. If people have 
a preference for teleology as a kind of information, then 
endorsement of teleological explanations may be a result of 
this more general preference and not of a mistaken tendency 
to view something’s purpose as genuinely causal. On this 
view, while teleological explanations are not always causal 
explanations, they may be independently alluring simply 
because they answer the most relevant question at hand.  
 This perspective need not be at odds with prior research 
(e.g., Kelemen et al., 2013; Rose & Schaffer, 2015) that 
correlates people’s endorsement of teleological explanations 
with the degree to which they seem to think of nature as the 
product of an intelligent designer. The critical suggestion of 
an information preference would be that endorsement of 
teleology and beliefs about intelligent design can be teased 
apart; while beliefs in intelligent design may increase 
endorsement of teleology, endorsement of teleology need not 
imply anything about whether one believes in intelligent 
design. Instead, individuals’ teleological biases may result 
from a combination of factors.  

Importantly, for teleological information to be valuable, it 
need only increase understanding across some interesting or 
useful dimension. One promising possibility is that teleology 
may increase understanding by offering information on how 
the explanandum fits into a larger worldview. In contrast to 
mechanistic explanations (which generally provide 

information about how an explanandum’s parts fit together to 
construct it), teleological explanations may be best 
understood as offering information about how the 
explanandum itself fits into some wider picture. For instance, 
learning that an animal’s tail is good for keeping its balance 
helps place the tail in the context of the animal as a whole. 
Similarly, learning about the functions of everyday objects 
like microwaves or unfamiliar tools may also help 
contextualize them in the world more generally.  

Re-characterizing the teleology preference as centered 
around information would also be significant in reframing the 
larger theoretical proposals made about teleological biases. 
We argue that adults exhibit an information preference: 
Might children be similarly motivated? If children are like 
adults, then their endorsement of explanations such as “The 
rocks are pointy so that the animals won’t sit on them and 
smash them” need not result from thinking the rocks were 
designed that way by a creator. Rather, the information 
provided in the teleological explanation may simply be 
better-suited to helping them understand a largely unfamiliar 
world, perhaps by establishing a broad connection between 
things-which-are-pointy and things-which-are-not-sat-on.  

Take the very simple example of encountering an 
unfamiliar and complicated-looking machine. Learning that 
the machine is for making coffee allows you to characterize 
it in terms of more familiar objects (e.g., a simple coffee pot), 
predict what it will do (e.g., produce a cup of coffee), and 
interact meaningfully with it. Such information is highly 
useful in contextualizing the unfamiliar. Teleological 
explanations are also found to be more generalizable than 
other kinds of explanations, such that learning about this 
coffee machine’s function is highly generalizable knowledge 
to coffee machines at large (Lombrozo & Gwynne 2014; see 
however Lockhart et al., 2019 and Chuey et. al. .2020 on how 
mechanistic expertise seems more generalizable). Such 
research suggests a mechanism by which teleological 
information is clearly useful. Importantly, such information 
might be particularly useful to a child learning to navigate a 
largely unfamiliar world. Children in particular may like 
teleological explanations simply because they address the 
questions they care most about, and teleology itself may be a 
useful heuristic for learning about the world.  

In short, we demonstrate that while our simplest, most 
fundamental, and yet most interesting question, “Why?”, is 
ambiguous—it is not interpreted as such. This simple fact 
shapes the way that we understand not only such ‘why’ 
questions, but also the answers that follow them. Just as we 
expect a certain kind of answer when asking someone who 
looks like they might be crying, “How are you feeling?” (e.g., 
not an answer like “I’m cold”), ambiguous ‘why’ questions 
are often asked with a particular sort of answer in mind. 
These expectations have the potential to reshape our 
understanding of people’s explanation and information 
preferences alike, suggesting that seeking to understand the 
world around us must begin by understanding the questions 
that we ask about it.  
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Abstract 

Groups of interacting individuals are often found to have an 
advantage over individuals in contexts of complex problem 
solving. We suggest that social interaction allows group 
members to share diverse introspections, perspectives and 
strategies, promoting the formation of more abstract 
problem representations, which – in turn – apply more 
flexibly to new problem contexts. In a reinforcement 
learning task inspired by the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test 
(WCST), participants categorized aliens as friendly or 
dangerous based on an underlying rule specifying feature 
combinations. After a number of correctly categorized 
trials, the rule would change (without explicit notification). 
Participants could solve the task by learning every new 
rule, but could also discover an underlying abstract rule, 
which would facilitate faster recovery from local rule 
changes. We compared pairs of participants individually 
trained on different rules (diversity pairs), with pairs trained 
on the same rule (non-diversity pairs), and individuals. We 
found that diversity pairs outperformed non- diverse pairs 
and individuals. Our findings suggest that diversity in prior 
experience benefits groups, likely due to processes of 
abstraction and cognitive flexibility. 
 
Keywords: problem solving; diversity; social interaction; 
cognitive flexibility; learning 
 

Introduction 

A defining trait of the human species is our ability to 

solve complex problems (Newell & Simon, 1972). 

Problem solving is often portrayed as search in a 

multidimensional search space, and success is contingent 

on the problem solver’s ability to overcome cognitive 

fixedness, backup-avoidance and other biases to locate an 

optimal solution (Condell et al., 2010; Duncker, 1945). A 

number of core cognitive processes have been suggested 

to support this ability including abstraction, analogy, 

cognitive flexibility, and conceptual transfer (Condell et 

al., 2010). Typically, these are considered aspects of the 

cognitive system of the individual problem- solver; 

however, a number of studies suggest that groups of 

interacting problem-solvers often outperform individuals 

(Bahrami et al., 2010; Dowsett & Burton, 2015; Heller, 

Keith, & Anderson, 1992), indicating that social 

interaction might play an important role. 

One possible explanation for such group benefits is that 

groups are able to explore a larger area of the solution 

space – an effect referred to as the “wisdom of the crowd” 

(Yi, Steyvers, Lee, & Dry, 2012). However, such effects 

unlikely to depend on social interaction per se and can 

also be achieved post hoc by compiling individual 

contributions (Koriat, 2012; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). 

In contrast, an- other account profiles the importance of 

social interaction (Bang et al., 2014; Voiklis & Corter, 

2012): The dialogical exchange of different intuitions, 

perspectives, and strategies can motivate the formation of 

more abstract problem representations, that can help 

overcome cognitive fixedness, and transfer more flexibly 

to new situations (Schwartz, 1995). 

Central to this account is the notion of cognitive 

diversity (Aggarwal, Williams Woolley, Chabris, & 

Malone, 2015; Hong & Page, 2004): If interacting 

individuals share redundant information, the cognitive 

implication and thus the effect of interaction is minimal. 

However, if interacting individuals contribute different 

and complementary information, it might enable them not 

only to broaden their search in a combinatorial, additive 

fashion, but also to discover solutions by flexibly 

combining information to form new and more abstract 

problem representations. Accordingly, the aim of the 

current study is to investigate the impact of cognitive 

diversity on processes of abstraction and flexibility in 

collective problem solving. Specifically, we test whether 

such effects can be experimentally induced by 

manipulating aspects of group members’ previous 

experience with the problem. 

Abstraction and Cognitive Flexibility 

Individuals differ in their abilities to solve problems, cate- 
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gorize information, and adapt to an unstable environment. 

These differences become apparent when applying a 

common neuropsychological test to study cognitive 

functions, such as learning and flexibility: the Wisconsin 

Card Sorting Test (WCST; Grant & Berg, 1948; Heaton, 

Chelune, Talley, Kay, & Curtiss, 1993). In this test, 

participants are presented with a reinforcement learning 

task where they have to deduce a categorization rule for 

cards that differ in a number of features (color, number, 

and shape of the depicted elements). Whenever a rule is 

learned, which is indicated by reaching a fixed number of 

correctly categorized trials, the rule switches (without 

notification) and a new categorization rule must be 

learned from positive/negative feedback. In many clinical 

populations, the ability to deduce a rule, and to flexibly 

unlearn the rule again to deduce a new rule, is highly 

impaired (Feldstein et al., 1999). 

One mechanism involved in solving the WCST is the 

ability to form abstract problem representations 

(Wohlwill, 1957). Abstraction refers to the ability to go 

beyond observable token phenomena to uncover their 

underlying organizing principles. This allows individuals 

to group different experiences as tokens of the same 

abstract type with the implication that they are better 

prepared to respond to new tokens even if they differ in 

surface appearance (Gentner, 1983; Loewenstein, 

Thompson, & Gentner, 1999). 

In the WCST, an individual can learn that the presence 

of the feature ‘green’ means ‘correct’, but can moreover 

discover that this is part of a more abstract categorization 

rule which potentially links other features of the cards to 

correctness. Furthermore, the WCST is thought to 

measure cognitive flexibility: the ability to readily update 

beliefs about the world contingent on environmental 

evidence and adapt behaviors accordingly (Scott, 1962). 

This is often measured in so-called perseveration errors – 

the propensity to hinge on to the previous rule even when 

the feedback states it is now incorrect – indicating 

problems in detaching from the prior sorting rule. 

Diversity in Social Interaction 

It is often suggested that the success of collaborative inter- 

action is contingent on the extent to which group 

members build common ground, i.e. share mutual 

knowledge and beliefs (Brennan & Hanna, 2009; Clark, 

1996). Indeed, inter- acting individuals are observed to 

adapt to each other across modalities from bodily 

movement (Louwerse, Dale, Bard, & Jeuniaux, 2012), and 

visual attention (Richardson, Dale, & Kirkham, 2007), to 

lexicon, syntax, and situation models (Pickering & 

Garrod, 2004). 

While interactive alignment has been consistently 

associated with the experience of affiliation and rapport 

(Marsh, Richardson, & Schmidt, 2009), findings are less 

clear for collective task performance. Some studies find 

alignment to be positively correlated with performance 

(Reitter & Moore, 2014), while in other studies, task per- 

formance seems related to the extent to which group 

members contribute complementary information (Fusaroli 

& Tylén, 2016). This suggests, that in some contexts of 

collective problem solving, group members benefit from 

their differences rather than similarities (Hong & Page, 

2004). 

Several recent studies support a positive impact of cog- 

nitive diversity on collective problem solving (Larson, 

2007). The concept of diversity, however, is 

operationalized in different ways. Group members can 

differ in basic demo- graphics (age, gender, race, 

education, etc.), personality traits, cognitive style, skill 

and expertise, or prior knowledge. Whereas some of these 

factors are rather stable, inherent traits of the individual 

(e.g. personality: Asendorpf & Wilpers, 1998), others are 

more dynamic and continuously shaped by experience 

(e.g. perspectives and strategies). Since the various 

dimensions of diversity are often conflated, it can be hard 

to distinguish whether positive effects on problem solving 

originate from stable or dynamic factors. In this study, we 

set out to actively manipulate an element of diversity: 

participants’ prior experience with the particular problem, 

in order to assess the impact of this dynamic variable on 

collective problem solving. 

The Present Study 

The current pre-registered study aimed at directly testing 

the hypothesis that diversity in experience influences a 

group’s problem-solving performance. In particular, we 

predicted that diversity would promote more abstract 

problem representations and thus allow the discovery of 

the under- lying organizing principles governing a 

problem. To this end, we created a game-like 

categorization task inspired by the WCST. Participants 

were presented with a reinforcement learning task where 

they categorized extraterrestrial aliens as friendly or 

dangerous based on combinations of different binary 

features. During the game, the rules changed, making new 

combinations of features key to correct categorization. 

While in each individual block of the experiment, 

participants had to learn the specific combination of 

features that characterized an alien as friendly or 

dangerous, they could also discover a more general 

underlying rule that would facilitate fast recovery from 

rule changes. 

The experimental design thus allowed us to investigate 

two main parameters reflecting participants’ capacities for 

abstraction and cognitive flexibility: First, the rate of 

learning new rules and recovering from rule shifts, 

indicated by categorization accuracy over the course of 

trials. Second, the extent to which participants’ errors 

would be indicative of perseveration, i.e. reproducing the 

response patterns compatible with a previous rule. 

Performance in the task was thus contingent on the extent 

to which participants could abstract from local rule 

implementations to discover the general underlying rule, 

and flexibly apply that abstract rule representation to new 

categorization problems. 

We assessed these parameters in three different 

conditions. Participants performed the task either alone 

(individual condition), or together with a partner who had 

similar experience with the task (non-diversity condition), 

or together with a partner who had different experience 

with the task (diversity condition). We manipulated task 

experience in a training session preceding the 

experimental test session. Non-diversity pair members 
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were trained individually on the same categorization rule 

before they collaborated in the test session. Diversity pairs 

were trained individually on different rules before 

collaborating in the test session. 

We hypothesized that diversity pairs would outperform 

non-diversity pairs who, in turn, would outperform 

individuals. Specifically, we expected diversity pairs to 

show higher problem solving accuracy (H1), recover 

faster from rule changes (H2) and show fewer 

perseveration errors (H3), indicating increased abilities for 

abstraction and cognitive flexibility compared to non-

diverse pairs and individuals. Moreover, we expected 

these condition-related effects to emerge from the 

interaction and thus not be predictable from individual 

training performance. All predictions and the analysis 

plan were preregistered at AsPredicted.org 

(http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=277qh8).   

 

Methods 

Participants 

225 participants (111 females) with mean age 24.1 (SD = 

5.16) were recruited from the participant database of 

Cognition and Behavior Lab, Aarhus University. Most 

were university students. All gave informed written 

consent in correspondence with the regulations of the 

local research ethical committee and received a fixed 

monetary reward (~$15) for their participation. 

Materials and Design 

In all parts of the experiment, participants solved the same 

reinforcement leaning task. They were presented with 

depictions of extraterrestrial aliens and had to categorize 

them as friendly or dangerous. The stimulus set consisted 

of digital images of 32 different aliens that differed on 

five binary features: color green or blue, arms up or down, 

eyes on stalks or not, legs slim or fat, spots or no spots 

(see figure 1a for examples). Each trial of the experiment 

presented a token alien and two buttons depicting a heart 

and a skull (see figure 1b). Participants were instructed to 

make a choice to save friendly aliens (by clicking the 

heart) and kill dangerous aliens (by clicking the skull). 

After each trial, they received feedback about the 

correctness of their choice and a running score that added 

a hundred points for correct decisions and subtracted 

hundred points for wrong decisions (with a lower bound 

of 0 points). 

 

 

Figure 1: a: Stimulus examples. b: A token alien with 

button options as presented in a trial 

 

The categorization rule could only be learned from trial 

and error over consecutive trials and was characterized by 

a particular combination of features that decided which 

aliens would qualify as friendly or as dangerous. For 

example, in a particular problem, dangerous aliens would 

have arms up and spots or slim legs. In another problem, 

dangerous aliens would be green and have arms down or 

eyes on stalks. Participants’ task was to correctly 

categorize aliens by trial and error. 

During the test phase, rule implementations changed 

several times. This meant that, in the context of the 

overall experiment, participants would have an advantage 

if they uncovered the underlying abstract rule behind the 

different rule implementations: dangerous = feature A and 

(feature B or feature C), with inclusive ‘or’. All problems 

followed this scheme, and awareness of the abstract rule 

could thus facilitate faster recovery from rule 

implementation shifts. 

Procedure 

Upon entering the lab, participants were randomly 

assigned to one of three conditions: individuals, non-

diversity pairs, and diversity pairs. In all conditions, they 

were seated at standard pc computers (22” screen) and 

completed the training session individually. The training 

session presented participants with the alien 

categorization game for 14 minutes after which it was 

automatically terminated. There were five different 

implementations of the abstract rule (i.e. correct alien 

feature combinations), counterbalanced between 

individuals and conditions. Importantly, non-diversity pair 

members were individually trained on the same rule 

implementation, while diversity pair members were 

trained on different problems before they entered the test 

session (see figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic depiction of the study design. 

 

In the test session, participants of the individual 

condition continued to work alone, whereas participants in 

the non- diversity and the diversity conditions relocated to 

one shared computer and could freely discuss among each 

other to make joint decisions during test sessions. The 

task in the test session was the same as during training but 

with a new rule implementation. As before, the problem 
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proceeded over repeated trials until participants 

(individuals or pairs) had ten correct trials in a row or 

reached a timeout of 7 min. Then the problem changed 

again without any explicit notification. This pattern 

repeated for 21 minutes and a minimum of two rule shifts 

(if participants reached the timeout) or more if they 

learned the new rule implementation and got the 

necessary ten correct trials in a row. 

Analysis 

The full dataset consisted of 70084 decisions divided into 

the training set (40766 decisions) and the test set (29318 

decisions). Since only 14 individuals, 2 non-diversity 

pairs and 9 diversity pairs got beyond rule block 6 within 

the 21 minutes of the test session, yielding the condition 

effects very uncertain for later rule blocks, we made a 

cutoff after rule block 6, leaving 27787 decisions for the 

analysis of test 

performance. For analyses, we used a mixed effects 

logistic regression approach using the packages lmerTest 

(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) and 

tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) for RStudio (2019). For 

each analysis, we used model comparisons (relying on 

AIC, BIC) to identify the fixed effects combination 

accounting for most variance. 

To test H1 (differences in test performance between 

conditions), we created a model with the binary accuracy 

score as outcome, and Condition and Trial (centered and 

scaled trial numbers) as fixed effects. We added random 

intercepts for participant/pair to account for repeated 

measures and random intercept and slope by condition for 

the specific rule implementation to account for item 

effects. A model including interaction with trial was 

superior to simpler models (condition only or main effect 

of condition + trial): 

 

Accuracy ~ Condition * Trial + 

(1|participant) + (1 + condition|rule) 

 

To test H2, we made a model including an interaction 

term with Rule Block. This tests if rule changes had 

different effects (e.g. more severe disruption) in the three 

conditions: 

 

Accuracy ~ Condition * Trial * Rule Block + 

(1|participant) + (1 + condition|rule) 

 

To test for condition-related effects of perseveration 

errors (H3), we derived a variable that coded those errors 

that would have been correct given the previous rule. 

Since it is very hard to calculate perseveration from 

training to the first test block in diversity pairs because 

pair members are trained on different rules, this analysis is 

only done from second rule change onwards. The model 

had the binary Perseveration Error variable as outcome, 

Condition, Trial and Rule Block as predictors. The 

random effects structure was identical to previous models. 

Model comparisons revealed the best model to include an 

interaction term between Condition and Trial, but only a 

main effect of Rule Block: 

 

Perseveration ~ Condition * Trial + Rule Block + 

(1|participant) + (1 + condition|rule) 

 

Lastly, to control for potential confounding differences 

in training performance (i.e. that diversity pair members 

by chance performed better in the task from the start), we 

tested condition-related differences in training 

performance: 

 

Accuracy ~ Condition * Trial + 

(1 + trial|participant) + (1 + condition|rule) 

 

Adding a random slope for trial per participant/pair to 

this model allowed us to extract individual slope 

coefficients from the training performance model and 

assess whether they predicted test performance. For pairs, 

we averaged the individual slopes. In this case, we report 

the full model despite the fact that a simpler model 

without Condition was superior in terms of AIC/BIC: 

 

Accuracy ~ Training Slope * Condition + 

(1|participant) + (1 + condition|rule) 

 

Results 

Condition significantly predicted test performance (see 

figure 3a): Diversity pairs performed significantly better 

than non-diversity pairs,  = 0.13 (SE = 0.05), z = 2.42, p 

= .01, odds ratio = 1.14, and individuals performed 

significantly worse than non-diversity pairs,  = -0.17 (SE 

= 0.04), z = -4.40, p < .001, odds ratio = 0.85. Adding an 

interaction term for rule block did not improve the model 

((6,19) = 8.59, p = .2), suggesting that the condition 

effects hold across rule changes (as evident from figure 

3b).  

Number of perseveration errors decreased at a faster 

rate over trials in the social than the individual condition, 

e.g. individuals had a larger number of perseveration 

errors than non-diversity pairs,  = 0.17 (SE = 0.05), z = 

3.20, p < .01. However, while diversity pairs had fewer 

perseveration errors than non-diversity pairs, this effect 

was not significant,  = -0.06 (SE = 0.07), z = -0.80, p = 

.42 (see figure 3c). 

There were no condition-related differences in training 

performance, (4,13) = 4.41, p = .35. However, there 

were differences in the extent to which training learning 

slopes were predictive of test performance. This effect 

was smaller for diversity than for non-diversity pairs,  = 

-0.34 (SE = 0.13), z = -2.54, p = .01, odds ratio = 0.71. 

Likewise, the effect was smaller for individuals than for 

non-diversity pairs,  = -0.19 (SE = 0.10), z = -1.98, p = 

.047, odds ratio = 0.82 (see figure 3d). 

Discussion 

As predicted by H1, diverse pairs (trained individually on 

different rules) outperformed non-diverse pairs (trained on 

the same rules), and individuals. This advantage of 

diversity in training persisted over rule changes. While we 

had predicted the rule blocks to affect the three conditions 

at different severity (i.e. an interaction between Condition 
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and Rule Block), the differences are stable through the 

test phase. However, we argue that the fact that diversity 

pairs sustain their performance benefit relative to the other 

conditions through repeated rule changes can be regarded 

support for H2. Moreover, groups were found to recover 

faster from rule changes than individuals, as indicated by 

a lower number of perseveration errors. However, while 

diversity pairs had numerically fewer perseveration errors 

than non-diversity pairs, this effect was not significant (no 

support for H3).  

What is the basis of this diversity advantage? We 

suggest that diversity group members benefited from 

verbal inter- actions (Frith, 2012; Tylén, Weed, Wallentin, 

Roepstorff, & Frith, 2010; Voiklis & Corter, 2012): By 

sharing introspections from their training experiences, 

diversity pairs could come to awareness of higher order 

similarities between their training rules, which in turn 

could motivate the intuition that new rules followed the 

same abstract scheme (Schwartz, 1995). This likely 

enabled diversity pairs to conduct a more systematic and 

directed search when encountering new rules, since they 

could exclude combinations not corresponding to the 

underlying rule. Interestingly, these effects were obtained 

with as little as fourteen minutes of individual training, 

pointing to the flexible and dynamic nature of cognitive 

diversity. 

A potential far-reaching implication is that positive 

diversity effects can be obtained with quite minimal 

means (e.g. in terms of education; cf. Canham, Wiley, & 

Mayer, 2012) and do not depend alone on differences in 

more stable bio-demographic factors such as personality 

traits, cognitive style, etc. It is, however, a question for 

future research whether similar effects are achievable in 

contexts of more complex problems. Importantly, the 

performance differences between conditions cannot be 

reduced to individual pre-test competences, as there were 

no baseline differences between participants assigned to 

different conditions in the training phase. Interestingly, 

while training performance (learning slopes) was 

generally predictive of test performance, this effect was 

driven by the non-diversity pairs, and to some extent 

individuals, while there was no effect for diversity pairs 

(see figure 3d). This suggests that the benefit of diversity 

pairs is emergent from the interaction, supporting the idea 

that individual perspectives are integrated in more abstract 

problem representations. 

A concern could be raised that groups perform better 

simply because there are working memory advantages of 

being two individuals to keep track of relevant 

information. This is indeed a potential explanation for the 

performance advantage of groups compared to individuals 

(Andersson & Rönnberg, 1996); however, it cannot 

account for the diversity effects. 

Another concern could be that diversity pairs’ 

performance benefit originates from other factors such as 

differences in personality or motivation. Although not 

reported here due to lack of space, these factors were also 

monitored and controlled for. 

In the present study, we have shown that groups can 

profit from members’ diversity in experience to address a 

Figure 3: Test session performance. a: performance over trials by condition across the test phase (all rule blocks). 

b: performance over trials by condition and rule block. c: Perseveration errors over trials by condition. d: The 

extent to which training performance is predictive of test performance in the three conditions.  

Notice that in the visualizations a-c, the effects are represented as the average probability of a correct answer 

(binary variable) as a function of trial. Bold lines depict condition level effects, thin lines show individual level 

effects (individual or pair). 
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problem. We suggest that social interaction among group 

members with diverse experiences promotes a more 

abstract problem representation, enabling the group to 

discover underlying principles of the problem beyond its 

surface implementation. Moreover, such problem 

abstraction enhance cognitive flexibility: the ability to 

transport and apply acquired knowledge across contexts. 

Our findings have potential far-reaching implications 

and applications across a host of contexts, such as work, 

research, and education, where people can excel by 

integrating their diverse experiences through dialogical 

social interaction. 
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Abstract

We report a series of artificial language learning experiments designed to test child and adult learners abilities to acquire
three types of phonological variation. Previous work on experimental morphology (Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009;
Schuler, Yang & Newport, 2016) has found that young children turn inconsistent input into an invariant rule, while adults
reproduce and match variation in their input. Here we investigate whether phonological variation of three different types
(deterministic conditioning, unconditioned variation, and probabilistic variation) exhibits a similar age pattern. We find
a clear effect of age in grammatically-conditioned variability, with the youngest children showing a strong tendency to
regularize to the stem form, adults probability-matching, and intermediate-aged children learning correct conditioning but
not matching the input probabilities. These results suggest, in accord with previous findings on morphology, that variation
is not readily learned by young children and may instead be acquired as a separate process.
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Abstract

Impact of effort exertion on cognitive flexibility and stability

Anna Mini Jos, Myles LoParco, A. Ross Otto*

Department of Psychology, McGill University, Montral, Canada

Efficient task execution requires attention to task requirements while inhibiting distractors (cognitive stability) and adapt-
ing to changes (flexibility). Previous studies have shown that individuals differ in their application of stable versus flexible
processing modes. Our study examined the impact of prior effort exertion on flexibility/stability trade-off.

Participants performed a stability-flexibility paradigm, with pupil recording, before and after effort and no-effort manipula-
tions were induced using different tasks. We analyzed the resulting change in preferences for stability/flexibility (voluntary
switch rate).

We found that the no-effort condition evoked a higher voluntary switch rate than baseline or after effort exertion. Partici-
pants in the effort condition also showed higher response times and lower accuracy across trials. Pupil data shows that after
effort exertion participants exert less effort in spontaneous switches and repeats. Additionally, the relationship between
switch cost (on forced-switch trials) and spontaneous switching rate increased after effort exertion. These results suggest
that stability/flexibility preferences can vary with prior effort exertion.
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From Integers to Fractions: Developing a Coherent Understanding of
Proportional Magnitude
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Abstract

Children display an early sensitivity to implicit proportions (e.g., 1 of 5 apples vs 3 of 4 apples) but have considerable
difficulty in learning the explicit, symbolic proportions denoted by fractions (e.g., 1/5 vs 3/4). Theoretically, reducing
the gap between representations of implicit vs explicit proportions would improve understanding of fractions, but little
is known about how the representations develop and interact with one another. To address this, we asked 163 third to
fifth graders to estimate the position of proportionally-equivalent integers and fractions on number lines (e.g., 3 on 0-8
number line vs 3/8 on 0-1 number line). We found that, with increasing age, children were more accurate and linear in
representing both integers and fractions. More importantly, childrens estimates of implicit and explicit proportions became
more coherent, such that a childs estimates of fractions on a 0-1 number-line was a linear function of the same childs
estimates of equivalent integers. This representational coherence independently predicted childrens fraction proficiency in
other tasks, suggest- ing that building a coherent understanding of proportions is an educationally-important goal.
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Feature selection in category learning
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Abstract

Research examining mechanisms underlying human categorization has reported that when learning novel categories, adults
tend to selectively attend to the diagnostic features, whereas young children allocate attention to multiple features. This
study further investigated mechanisms underlying children and adults category learning by measuring their accuracy and
response time in classification tasks. Participants were trained with categories that have a single deterministically predic-
tive feature and multiple probabilistic features, and they were tested with items varying in the number of features. The
results indicated that with sufficient training, both adults and children relied exclusively on the deterministic feature regard-
less of overall similarity. Importantly, a deterministic feature is both sufficient and efficient for learning new categories.
Participants were as accurate and fast when classifying items with most probabilistic features missing as when classifying
items with all features present. However, when the deterministic feature was inaccessible, their accuracy dropped, and
response times slowed.
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Abstract 
People often over value their current property. For example, 
even young children will choose to keep their current property 
over trading it for property of similar utility (Hartley & Fisher, 
2018). In two experiments (N = 180), we examined how 
children aged 3 and 4 weigh the potential loss of existing 
property against the gain of property in their reasoning about 
others’ actions. We found that by 4-years-old, children expect 
others to prioritize the retention of existing property over the 
acquisition of new property. We suggest that this expectation 
reflects an understanding that people often value what they 
already own more than what they can potentially gain. We 
discuss the implications of our findings for competing theories 
of ownership reasoning, and for children’s reasoning about loss 
aversion.  

 

Keywords: ownership, human action, conceptual 
development 

Introduction 
People often value what they already own more than what 

they can potentially gain. For example, research on the 
endowment effect shows that sellers expect to receive more 
money to relinquish their property than buyers are willing to 
spend to acquire it (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991). 
Research with children similarly shows that those who have 
been given an object typically choose to retain it, instead of 
trading it for a similar object (Hartley & Fisher, 2018). 
Greater valuations of current than potential possessions may 
also be evident in non-human animals (see Stake, 2004). For 
example, capuchin monkeys, and western lowland gorillas 
are reluctant to trade food items in their current possession 
for new preferred food items (Drayton, Brosnan, Carrigan, & 
Stoinski, 2013; Lakshminaryanan, Chen, & Santos, 2008). 
Together, these examples suggest that the recognition that 
humans’ (and perhaps other animals’) actions are often 
driven by the maintenance of property may be an important 
part of understanding behavior. 

In this paper, we investigate whether young children expect 
people to prioritize the retention of existing property over the 
acquisition of new property. Specifically, we investigate 
whether they anticipate that people will put more effort into 

retrieving their own lost property than into attempting to 
obtain new property. If children have this understanding it 
might suggest they are aware of loss aversion or of the 
endowment effect, key drivers of human decision-making.  

This investigation can also advance knowledge of how 
young children reason about ownership. Preschoolers’ 
understanding of ownership may reflect a naive theory 
(Nancekivell, Friedman & Gelman, 2019). A core component 
of naïve theories is that they help people interpret, explain, 
and predict others’ actions. We know a great deal about how 
naïve theories in other domains, like psychology, facilitate 
action understanding (e.g., Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; Jara-
Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016; Wellman & 
Gelman, 1992). But relatively little is known about the ways 
that preschoolers consider ownership when reasoning about 
human action. For example, only two prior studies have 
investigated whether young children consider ownership 
when predicting others’ actions (in any context). The first 
study found that by age 5, children predict that agents will opt 
to use their own property even when they prefer someone 
else’s (Pesowski, & Friedman, 2018). The second study 
showed that, all else being equal, 6- to 8-year-olds judge that 
owners as compared to non-owners will fight longer over a 
resource and work harder to find it when lost (Pietraszewski 
& Shaw, 2014). These two papers establish that young 
children consider who owns a resource when predicting 
actions. The present investigation goes further by 
investigating how children weigh the competing goals of 
retaining existing property and acquiring new property in 
their reasoning about others’ actions. 

The Present Study  
We conducted two experiments with 3- and 4-year-olds. 

We focused on 3- and 4-year-old children as these are the 
ages at which children first show competence in reasoning 
about ownership across a variety of tasks (Blake, Ganea, & 
Harris, 2012; Eisenberg-Berg, Haake, Hand, & Sandalla, 
1979; Marsh, Kanngiesser, & Hood, 2018; Rossano, 
Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2011). For example, it is at 3-year-
old that children show respect for others’ ownership rights by 
protesting when those rights are violated (Kanngiesser & 
Hood, 2014; Rossano et al., 2011).  
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In our experiments, children saw stories where a boy could 
look for one of two frogs that hopped away from him—his 
pet frog and a wild frog he wanted as a pet. We wanted to see 
if children would expect the boy to prioritize avoiding loss 
over making new gains.  

Experiment 1 

Method 
 
Participants Our final sample included 60 3- and 4-year-

olds (Mage = 46.38 months, range = 36 to 59 months, 35 girls), 
with 30 children at each age in years. Five additional children 
were tested but excluded from our study: Three children 
failed to answer any test questions; one child failed to answer 
the second test question only; and a final child’s daycare 
provider reported that she did not speak English and she did 
not respond to any questions. Children were tested 
individually at their daycare center or at a local 
museum/science center in the Region of Waterloo in Ontario, 
Canada. Although demographic information was not 
formally collected, the region is predominantly middle-class, 
with approximately 81% of residents being Caucasian. 
Chinese and South Asians are the most visible minorities 
(Statistics Canada, 2017).  

 
Materials and Procedure In both experiments, children 

watched a story presented on a laptop computer and narrated 
by the experimenter. The story was about a boy and two 
frogs; Figure 1 displays a sample story script and images. One 
frog belonged to the boy and was his pet, while the other frog 
was wild and did not belong to anyone and thus could be 
acquired by the boy (presentation order of the frogs 
counterbalanced across children).  

 

Figure 1: Sample story script and images for Experiment 1. 
 
After the story, the children were told that the boy was 

going to look for one of the frogs. They were then asked the 

two test questions: “Which frog will he look for?” and “How 
much does he want to find that frog, a little bit or a lot?”. If 
children did not answer a question on the first try, it was 
repeated up to two more times. While children responded to 
the test questions, the frogs remained on the screen so 
children could respond to the first question by pointing. 
Children’s responses were recorded into a scale ranging from 
4 (pet frog, a lot more) to 1 (wild frog, a lot more) with higher 
scores representing a greater motivation to retain the property 
(i.e., pet).   

As shown in Figure 1, the story also included 
comprehension check questions to ensure that children 
attended to the critical ownership information in the story 
(i.e., “Which frog is the wild frog?” and “Which frog is his 
pet frog?”). If children incorrectly answered these questions, 
the experimenter corrected the child (e.g., “I think this frog is 
the wild frog. It is the wild one.”) and continued. This 
occurred for 6 children. 

We centered the story on frogs because they can be kept as 
pets (and young children appear to understand this, e.g., 
Danovitch & Keil, 2007; Leslie, Knobe, & Cohen, 2006), but 
are typically non-owned. This made it likely that children 
would understand that the boy could acquire the wild frog, 
but without also assuming that it already belonged to 
someone else. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
We entered children’s ratings into an ordinal logistic 

generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) to assess how 
responses changed with children’s age in months (centered, 
entered as covariate) and presentation order of the pet and 
wild frog (See Figure 2). Children’s responses did not vary 
by age, Wald χ2 = .56, p = .454, or order, Wald χ2 = 2.22, p = 
.136, and age and order did not interact, Wald χ2 = 3.66, p = 
.056.  

To examine if children thought the boy would favor 
retrieving his original property over gaining new property, we 
collapsed across age and conducted a one-sample t-test 
against the midpoint of 2.5 on our scale. Children’s responses 
were above midpoint, Mscore = 3.15, t(59) = 4.09, p < .001.  
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Figure 2: Scatterplot with trendline depicting children’s 

scores by age. Band shows 95% confidence intervals; points 
are jittered to avoid over-plotting.   

 
Our findings show that children predicted that the agent 

would be more motivated to retain their property, than to 
acquire new property. However, one concern is that rather 
than considering ownership per se, children might have 
instead chosen the pet frog simply because it was connected 
with the boy in some way, whereas the wild frog was not. In 
the next experiment, we addressed this concern by adding a 
comparison condition, and using a revised story script that 
more explicitly mentions the boy’s desire for the wild frog. 

 
Experiment 2 

 
Method 
Participants Our final sample included 120 3- and 4-year-

olds (Mage = 47.40 months, range  = 36 to 59 months, 56 girls). 
This sample sizes reflects a stopping rule of 30 children per 
age per between-subject condition. Four additional children 
were tested, but excluded because they did not answer the 
second test question. All children were tested individually at 
their daycare center or at a local museum/science center.  

Materials and procedure Children again heard a story 
about a boy and two frogs. As before, one frog belonged to 
the boy, and the other one was wild. In this experiment, the 
boy’s frog was always introduced first, and the script clearly 
specified that the boy was directly related to the wild frog 
(i.e., “He would like it to be his pet too.”). Figure 3 shows the 
story script and images. 

 
1 Four children were asked a slight variant of this question: 

“Which frog will be really hard to find?”. 

 

Figure 3: Sample story script and images for Experiment 2. 
 
After the story, children were asked a test question in one 

of two between-subjects conditions. In the effort condition, 
children were told that: “The boy is going to try really hard 
to find one of the frogs”, then asked, “Which frog will he try 
really hard to find?” and “How much harder will he try to find 
it? A little harder or a lot harder?”. In the difficulty condition, 
children were told that: “It’s going to be really hard for the 
boy to find one of the frogs”, then asked, “Which frog will be 
really hard for him to find?1” and “How much harder will it 
be to find? A little harder or a lot harder?”. If children did not 
answer a test question on the first try, it was repeated up to 
two more times. Children’s responses were recorded into a 
scale ranging from 4 (pet frog, a lot more) to 1 (wild frog, a 
lot more), with higher scores representing stronger 
predictions towards the pet frog. 

Midway through the story, children were asked a 
comprehension question (i.e., “Which frog is his pet frog 
right now?”). If children incorrectly answered this question, 
the story was repeated and the question was asked again. If 
children answered incorrectly on the second try, the 
experimenter corrected them (e.g., “I think this frog is the pet 
frog. It is the pet one.”) and continued. This occurred for 10 
children. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
We entered children’s ratings into an ordinal logistic 

GLMM to assess how children’s responses changed with 
their age in months (centered, entered as a covariate), and 
condition (between subjects, effort vs. difficulty). There was 
no main effect of age, Wald χ2= .30, p = .585, but there was 
a main effect of condition, Wald χ2 = 7.65, p = .006, and an 
interaction between condition and age with children showing 
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a greater sensitivity to condition with age, Wald χ2 = 5.53, p 
= .019 (see Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 4: Scatterplot with trendline depicting children’s 

scores by age and condition. Band shows 95% confidence 
intervals; points are jittered to avoid over-plotting.  

 
To follow-up on the interaction, we conducted two ordinal 

logistic GLMMs examining the effects of age within each 
condition (age was centered and entered as a covariate). 
These analyses revealed an effect of age in the effort 
condition, Wald χ2= 4.02, p = .045, but not in the difficulty 
condition, Wald χ2= 1.43, p = .232. 

Finally, to examine if children thought the boy would favor 
retrieving his original property over gaining new property, we 
next conducted a series of one-sample t-tests against the 
midpoint of 2.5 on our scale. Due to significant effects of age 
in the effort condition, separate t-tests were conducted for 
each of the 3- and 4-year-old age groups. In the effort 
condition, 3-year-olds’ (Mage = 41.97) responses did not differ 
from the midpoint, t(29) = 1.02, Meffort = 2.77, p = .316. In 
contrast, 4-year-olds’ (Mage = 52.83) responses were 
significantly above it, t(29) = 4.59, Meffort = 3.37, p < .001. 
Due to null effects of age in the difficulty condition, we 
collapsed across age for this condition and found that 
children’s responses did not differ from the midpoint, t(59) = 
1.23, Mdifficulty = 2.28, p = .224. 

Because all excluded children in this experiment responded 
to the first test question, we also conducted a further analysis 
that included them. To do this, we conservatively scored 
children’s responses by assigning the response “a little” on 
the second test question. This analysis yielded identical 
findings: No main effect of age, (Wald χ2= .47, p = .495), a 
main effect of condition (Wald χ2= 8.63, p = .003), and an 
interaction between condition and age (Wald χ2= 6.09, p = 
.014). Tests against the midpoint revealed significance from 
the midpoint in the difficulty condition in all children (t(62) 

= 1.27, p > .208), but a significant difference from the 
midpoint among 4-year-old children in the effort condition 
(t(29) = 4.59, p < .001).  

In sum, 4-year-olds, but not 3-year-olds, judged that the 
boy would try harder to find his own frog than a wild frog he 
wanted. In contrast, children thought both frogs were equally 
difficult to find. This pattern of findings suggest that 4-year-
olds appreciated that the boy would be more motivated to 
retain his property than gain new property.  

 
General Discussion 

 
In two experiments, we examined how ownership affects 

young children’s reasoning about others’ actions towards 
property. We found that by 4-years-old, children view others’ 
actions as more likely to be motivated by the loss of property 
than the gains of new property. We suggest that this 
expectation likely reflects an appreciation that people often 
value what they already own more than what they can 
potentially gain.  

The findings contribute to an ongoing debate about the 
nature of ownership reasoning. Some have argued that 
ownership mainly functions to resolve issues related to the 
coordination of resources (e.g., I use/take mine. You use/take 
yours; Kanngiesser, Rossano, Zeidler, & Tomasello, 2019; 
Kim & Kalish, 2009; Rossano et al., 2011). But, others have 
argued that young children’s understanding of ownership is 
better explained by a naïve theory, which allows people to 
interpret, explain, and predict human behavior (both 
normative and non-normative; Nancekivell et al., 2019). A 
strict normative stance is unlikely to explain the present 
findings. In our study it was similarly acceptable for the agent 
to pursue either entity (unless children perhaps anticipated 
that the story character might get in trouble for losing his 
property). Instead, our findings provide support for a naïve 
theory account. They are some of the first to show that 
children under 5-years-old use ownership in any context to 
predict others’ actions (but see Pesowski, & Friedman, 2018). 

These findings also hint that young children might have an 
awareness of loss aversion. Loss aversion occurs when 
people view the gains associated with acquiring new property 
as less valuable than the losses associated with relinquishing 
current property (Kahneman et al., 1991; Novemsky, & 
Kahneman, 2005). Preschoolers own behavior sometimes 
reflects a sensitivity to loss aversion. For example, by 3-
years-old, children who are primed to think about the self will 
display classic endowment effects (Hood, Weltzien, Marsh, 
& Kanngiesser, 2016), which are posited to be driven by loss 
aversion (Kahneman et al., 1991). However, our findings 
suggest that by 4-years-old, children also likely recognize 
loss aversion in others. For example, children in our study 
recognized that the boy would be motivated to avoid the loss 
of his property, despite the opportunity to gain new (similar) 
property.  

Future work should follow-up on our findings by exploring 
the boundary conditions of the present effect. For example, it 
should examine how increasing the costs or effort associated 
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with searching for the owned frog will affect children’s 
predictions that the boy will search for it. Such studies would 
offer important insights into when children believe that costs 
outweigh the benefits of retaining property. They would also 
offer a way to measure how much children believe that the 
agent values their resource more than the resource they could 
potentially gain. 

 
Limitations 
 
The present study only asked children to make judgments 

involving pets. This is a concern because people have special 
regard for their pets, and so children might expect them to be 
especially motivated to avoid losses in this domain. Related 
to this, existing work shows that children value attachment 
objects (Hood & Bloom, 2008) and other objects likely to be 
held in special regard (Gelman & Davidson, 2016) over new 
replacements. In ongoing work, we are investigating whether 
children show a similar pattern of behavior when the agent’s 
property is less unique. For example, we are investigating 
whether children make similar kinds of judgments about 
agents who lose flowers. The results from this ongoing work 
will be vital for understanding whether our findings are 
generalizable beyond cases involving unique property like 
pets.  

Even if our findings are specific to unique property, they 
may still have interesting implications for our understanding 
of ownership. Recent work has shown an interest in how 
children track the non-obvious history of property (Gelman 
& Davidson, 2016; Pesowski & Friedman, 2019). For 
example, young children appreciate that an owner’s unique 
history with their property can shape its personal value 
(Gelman & Davidson, 2016). Under this account, these 
findings would be some of the first to show that children 
appreciate the ways in which the personal value that owners 
place on some kinds of property influence their actions. 
 
Conclusion 

 
In sum, the present study sheds light on an understudied 

ability in early childhood: how children use ownership to 
reason about others’ behavior. The present findings suggest 
that by 4-years-old children expect others to prioritize the 
retention of existing property over the acquisition of new 
property. Follow-up experiments will be necessary to rule out 
alternative accounts.  
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Abstract
Native speakers can judge whether a sentence is an acceptable
instance of their language. Acceptability provides a means of
evaluating whether computational language models are pro-
cessing language in a human-like manner. We test the ability
of language models, simple language features, and word em-
beddings to predict native speakers’ judgments of acceptabil-
ity on English essays written by non-native speakers. We find
that much sentence acceptability variance can be captured by a
combination of misspellings, word order, and word similarity
(r = 0.494). While predictive neural models fit acceptability
judgments well (r = 0.527), we find that a 4-gram model is
just as good (r = 0.528). Thanks to incorporating misspellings,
our 4-gram model surpasses both the previous unsupervised
state-of-the art (r = 0.472), and the average native speaker
(r = 0.46), demonstrating that acceptability is well captured
by n-gram statistics and simple language features.
Keywords: acceptability judgments; language models; neural
networks; word embeddings; statistical models

Introduction
Proficient language users, when given a sentence in their lan-
guage, are able to judge the acceptability of the sentence
when asked whether the sentence is natural, well-formed, or
grammatical. Acceptability is of interest to cognitive scien-
tists because it provides a means for evaluating whether com-
putational models of language are processing language in a
manner similar to humans.

At the same time, models of acceptability have applica-
tions in natural language processing. For example, they can
be used to evaluate the fluency of machine translation outputs,
of answers produced by question answering systems, and au-
tomatically generated language snippets quite generally (Lau,
Clark, & Lappin, 2015). In computer-assisted learning, ac-
ceptability models can help grade essays and provide feed-
back to native speakers as well as language learners. Accept-
ability may also be a more precise training signal for general-
purpose language models (albeit a costly-to-obtain one).

Recently, great progress has been made in language model-
ing. But do the models process language in a manner similar
to humans? And are the models good at discriminating be-
tween acceptable and unacceptable language, or are the mod-
els merely sensitive to the distinction between probable and
improbable language? Is acceptability statistical in nature, or
best understood through the rules of a formal grammar?

In this paper, we investigate what models and language fea-
tures can capture the acceptability judgements of native En-
glish speakers on sentences of English. We train different

word embeddings to investigate the role of semantic features
in acceptability. We train n-gram models, simple recurrent
neural network language models (RNN), and long-short term
memory language models (LSTM), to obtain sentence-level
probabilities. We explore how individual word frequency, n-
gram frequency, spelling errors, the order of words in sen-
tences, and the semantic coherence of a sentence, contribute
to human judgments of sentence acceptability.

Acceptability exhibits gradience (Keller, 2000; Lau, Clark,
& Lappin, 2014). Accordingly, we treat acceptability as
a continuous variable. We evaluate model performance by
measuring the correlation between each model’s acceptability
prediction and a gold standard based on human judgments.

We are concerned with models that learn in an unsuper-
vised fashion. Supervised training requires copious labelled
data and explicit examples of both acceptable and unaccept-
able sentences. Conversely, we use only the type of data that
is most available to a human learner. Humans learn mainly
through exposure to a language. While explicit training on
what is and is not acceptable often occurs in school, this train-
ing is unnecessary for native language competence.

In what follows, we describe how we calculate an accept-
ability estimate from the models, the English-language train-
ing corpora for the models, and the test data set we use to
assess the ability of the models to judge acceptability, before
presenting the results of our experiments with word embed-
dings and language models.

Related Work
Prior work has focused on predicting sentence acceptability
using syntactic parsing (Blache, Hemforth, & Rauzy, 2006;
Wong & Dras, 2010; Ferraro, Post, & Van Durme, 2012;
Clark, Giorgolo, & Lappin, 2013a), statistical language mod-
els (Clark et al., 2013a; Lau et al., 2015), and linguistic
features (Heilman et al., 2014; Clark, Giorgolo, & Lappin,
2013b). Neural language models have shown evidence of ac-
quiring deeper grammatical competence beyond mere n-gram
statistics (Gulordava, Bojanowski, Grave, Linzen, & Baroni,
2018), suggesting that the models are a good basis for mod-
elling human acceptability judgements (Lau et al., 2015).

Vecchi, Marelli, Zamparelli, and Baroni (2017) use word
embeddings to predict human judgements of semantic ac-
ceptability on adjective - noun pairs (e.g., remarkable onion
vs. legislative onion). Similarly, Marelli and Baroni (2015)
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Measures Equation

Mis Score(ξ)(m+α)

NormMul Mis×Pu(ξ)

NormSub Mis−Pu(ξ)

SLOR NormSub
|ξ|

Table 1: Measures for predicting the acceptability of a sen-
tence. Notation: Score is an estimate produced by a model
(i.e., semantic coherence or sentence log probability), and
normalized to [0,1]; ξ is the sentence; |ξ| is the sentence
length; m is the number of misspelled words in a sentence; α

is a fitting parameter; Pu(ξ) is the unigram probability of the
sentence. We train the unigram model on English Wikipedia.

compose morpheme embeddings to model the acceptability
of novel word forms (e.g., undiligent vs. unthird). However,
little work has been done on using distributional semantic
models to predict sentence acceptability.

Methodology

Acceptability Measures

To estimate acceptability using word embeddings, we take
the cosine similarity between word embeddings in a sentence
and normalize to the range [0,1] to get the model’s Score. For
language models, we exponentiate a sentence’s log probabil-
ity to yield a probability, which we use as the Score. We then
convert the Score into an acceptability measure using one of
the methods in Table 1. We introduce one more variable: mis-
spellings (Mis), which reflects the effect of misspellings.

Because Lau et al. (2015) found that sentence acceptabil-
ity is invariant with respect to sentence length or word fre-
quency, we normalize to produce a set of final scores based
on the measures proposed by Lau et al.. The Syntactic Log
Odds Ratio (SLOR) measure, proposed by Pauls and Klein
(2012), normalizes both word frequency and sentence length.
To estimate acceptability, SLOR takes the probability of a
sentence, subtracts out the frequency of the individual words
in the sentence, so that sentences are not penalized for us-
ing rare words, and divides by sentence length, so that sen-
tences are not penalized for being long. Lau et al. (2015)
found that SLOR was the best predictor of acceptability. But,
as we find that SLOR does not perform well using our models,
we include NormMul, and NormSub, variants of the measures
proposed by Lau et al.. We normalize by word frequency in
the NormMul (normalized multiply) and NormSub (normal-
ized subtract) measures. We compute each measure’s Pear-
son correlation coefficient with the sentence’s gold standard
to evaluate effectiveness in predicting acceptability.

Training Corpora

We train our models on two large corpora of “acceptable”
English: the British National Corpus (BNC: 130K unique
words, 100M tokens; British National Corpus Consortium,
2007) and on a corpus of novels (NC: 39K unique words,
145M tokens; Johns, Jones, & Mewhort, 2016). The corpora
are tokenized using NLTK1 and all words are lower case.

The GUG Dataset

To test the ability of the models to predict acceptability, we
need a collection of sentences that exhibit varying degrees of
acceptability with ratings from native speakers. We use the
Grammatical versus Ungrammatical (GUG) data set built by
Heilman et al. (2014). The GUG data set contains 3129 sen-
tences randomly selected from essays written by non-native
speakers of English as part of a test of English language pro-
ficiency (see Table 2). Heilman et al. (2014) crowd-sourced
acceptability ratings for the sentences on a 1 (incomprehen-
sible) to 4 (perfect) scale, obtaining five ratings for each sen-
tence. Each sentence also has an “expert” rating from a lin-
guist. Heilman et al. (2014) randomly split the data into train-
ing (50%), development (25%), and test (25%) sets.

In order to compare to Lau et al. (2015), we only use the
GUG test set. We remove 23 sentences from GUG that have
less than 5 words, lower-case all words, and extract 744 sen-
tences for our test set. We take the average of the crowd-
sourced ratings (across 5 workers) as the gold standard. To
evaluate the models, we compute the correlation of the pre-
dicted ratings and the gold standard ratings. We correct mis-
spelled words using the PyEnchant2 spell-checker. We use
PyEnchant’s first suggestion as the corrected spelling. We
count the number of misspelled words in every sentence,
which serves as a feature for the Mis measure (see Table 1).

To illustrate the difficulty of predicting acceptability, we
compute the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the rat-
ings of each human rater and the mean acceptability rating.
We find that the correlations for crowd workers range from
0.440 to 0.485. However, the correlation between the expert
and the average of all non-expert ratings is high, r = 0.753.
The high correlation could be an artifact of crowd worker se-
lection. Crowd workers were screened using a qualifying test
that assessed the agreement between their ratings and the ex-
pert ratings on a set of trial sentences, which could force a
correlation. Conversely, the higher correlation for the expert
and the average of the workers could reflect the expert’s lan-
guage expertise and the wisdom of the crowd.

In sum, to achieve non-expert performance at predicting
acceptability, computational models need a correlation to the
mean acceptability rating of at least r = 0.440, but to achieve
expert performance may require a much higher correlation.

1https://www.nltk.org
2http://pythonhosted.org/pyenchant/
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Table 2: Example sentences from Heilman et al. (2014)’s GUG data set with acceptability ratings.
sentence expert workers mean
For not use car. 1 [3, 4, 3, 4, 3] 3.0
I would like to initiate, myself , whatever I do on my trip to get much out
of my trip.

2 [4, 3, 2, 3, 3] 2.8

These kind of fish can’t live so long in water that contain salt. 3 [3, 3, 4, 3, 4] 3.3
So if you want me to choose right now, I will choose ordinary milk
instead of that special kind.

4 [3, 4, 3, 4, 4] 3.7

Experiments
Acceptability as Semantic Coherence
Measures of semantic coherence are used in models of
document-level topic generation (Mimno, Wallach, Talley,
Leenders, & McCallum, 2011) and visual scene generation
(Vertolli, Kelly, & Davies, 2018) to ensure, respectively, that
the topics and scenes “make sense.” We hypothesize that
more acceptable sentences have higher semantic coherence.
We propose a novel metric for the semantic coherence of
an individual sentence. We quantify semantic coherence be-
tween a word and its context as the cosine similarity between
the word’s embedding and the sentence’s embedding without
the word. The semantic coherence of the sentence as a whole
is then computed as either the minimum or average of each
word’s similarity to the rest of the sentence.

The word embeddings we train are Word2Vec (skip-gram,
i.e., SK, and continuous bag of words, i.e., CBOW; Mikolov,
Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen,
Corrado, & Dean, 2013), the GloVe model (Pennington,
Socher, & Manning, 2014), and the Hierarchical Holo-
graphic Model (HHM; Kelly, Reitter, & West, 2017),

Word2Vec Using CBOW, Word2Vec predicts the current
word from a window of surrounding context words, while in
SK, Word2Vec uses the current word to predict the surround-
ing context (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever,
et al., 2013). We use Gensim Word2vec to train CBOW and
SK models with 300 dimensions and a window size of 5.3

GloVe GloVe takes aggregate word-word co-occurrence
statistics from a corpus (Pennington et al., 2014) and per-
forms a dimensional reduction on the co-occurrence matrix
to produce a set of word embeddings. We build 300 dimen-
sional GloVe embeddings on the BNC and NC corpora4.

Hierarchical Holographic Model GloVe and Word2vec
treat sentences as unordered sets of words. In English, word
order conveys much of the meaning of the sentence, and is
critical in constructing a grammatical sentence. To account
for this, we include in our analysis the Hierarchichal Holo-
graphic Model (HHM; Kelly et al., 2017), a model sensitive

3Gensim Word2vec from: https://radimrehurek.com/
gensim/

4Our GloVe implementation comes from https://github
.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe. Other parameter values of the GloVe
vectors: xmax = 100;window size = 10; iter = 100

to the order of words in a sentence. HHM generates multiple
levels of representations, such that higher levels are sensitive
to more abstract relationships between words, such as part-
of-speech relationships (Kelly et al., 2017). We trained three
levels of HHM representations with 1024 dimensions and a
context window of 5 words to the left and right of each target
word. Dimensionality, level, and window size are HHM’s
only hyper-parameters, and as such, the number of hyper-
parameters is comparable to the other word embeddings.

Semantic Coherence The semantic coherence of a sen-
tence is either:

Score = min(cosine(wordi,contexti)) (1)
Score = avg(cosine(wordi,contexti)) (2)

where min is the minimum, avg is the average, wi is the
i-th word’s representation in a sentence and contexti is the
context representation of the sentence without wi. If a word
in the GUG test set is not in the corpus (169 test set words not
in NC, 0 words not in BNC), we use a random embedding
instead. We have two methods for computing the context
representation contexti of word wi. One method is to sum:

contexti =
∑(w1, ...,wi−1,wi+1, ...wn)

n
(3)

We can also get the context by building a holographic repre-
sentation using HHM’s environment vectors via a method de-
scribed in Jones and Mewhort (2007) and Kelly et al. (2017).
By using aperiodic convolution to combine environment vec-
tors into bigrams, trigrams, tetragrams, etc., up to n-grams
of sentence length, we can construct a representation of the
sentence that accounts for the ordering of the words within it.

Results Table 3 shows that semantic coherence, by itself,
correlates weakly with acceptability when the sentence con-
text is computed as a sum (as in Eqn. 3). Correlations for the
Score range from r =−0.181 (CBOW on BNC) to r = 0.185
(SK on NC) with an average correlation across word embed-
dings and corpora of only r = 0.058.

We can improve the correlation by incorporating mis-
spellings and unigram probability. GloVe is the best per-
forming model when using the combined measures. We ex-
periment with different values of the fitting parameter α for
the Mis measure and find the highest correlation for α = 0
and using the minimum (rather than average) semantic coher-
ence of the sentence (GloVe, r = 0.449 on NC and r = 0.446
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on BNC), which can be further improved using NormMul by
multiplying by the unigram probability (GloVe, r = 0.464 on
NC and r = 460 on BNC). However, an α of zero indicates
heavy reliance on the misspellings to predict acceptability.

When the context vector is computed holographically, such
that the ordering of the words in the sentence is preserved, we
find that the semantic coherence score is a stronger predictor
of acceptability then when using a sum to construct the con-
text (see Table 4). Score ranges from r = 0.140 to r = 0.314
and an average of r = 0.201. By incorporating misspellings
(α = 0.3), the correlation for average coherence increases to
r = 0.471 (NC) and 0.457 (BNC) for Level 1 of HHM and to
0.467 (NC) and 0.494 (BNC) for Level 2 of HHM.

In sum, while semantic coherence is not a strong predictor
of acceptability, when combined with sensitivity to the order
of the words in the sentence and the number of misspellings,
it can act as an effective predictor of acceptability (r = 0.494).

Acceptability using Language Models
Language models can predict the probability of a sequence
of words. Lau et al. (2015) compared acceptability judg-
ments against predictions by language models including n-
gram models, Hidden Markov Models, latent Dirichlet allo-
cation, a Bayesian chunker, and a recurrent neural network
language model (RNNLM). Lau et al. (2015) obtained ac-
ceptability scores using crowd-sourcing and a corpus of sen-
tences using round-robin machine translation from English to
a second language, and back. On this (unpublished) data, the
neural language model (RNNLM) performed best.

However, a 4-gram model trained on the British National
Corpus (BNC) beat the RNNLM when tested on the GUG test
data (r = 0.472; Lau et al., 2015).

We take the 4-gram model’s performance (r = 0.472) as
the baseline in the following experiments. The primary dif-
ference between the translation dataset and the GUG dataset
is that sentences in the translation dataset are produced by
Google Translate automatically, while sentences in the GUG
dataset are produced by a non-native speaker. We suspect
that a language model may perform better on a dataset pro-
duced by machine translation than on a naturalistic dataset
comprised of essays from L2 speakers, which may contain
greater linguistic variability.

Training Using the BNC and NC corpora, we produce
lexical 4- and 5-gram language models using Kneser-Ney
smoothing (Stolcke, 2002), and a basic RNNLM 5 (Elman,
1998; Mikolov, 2012). We also train the RNNLM and an
LSTMLM on NC using Tensorflow. The embedding layer
is initialized either to a Gaussian distribution of values with
1024 dimensions or a pre-trained embedding with 3072 di-
mensions (we use a concatenation of HHM1, HHM2 and
HHM3 here). We set the LSTM’s hidden layer size to

5We use the Mikolov, Karafiát, Burget, Černockỳ, and Khu-
danpur (2010) implementation for the RNNLM: http://www.fit
.vutbr.cz/˜imikolov/rnnlm/. Meta-parameter values of the
RNNLM included the following: number of classes = 550; bptt =
4; bptt-block = 100, hidden = 600.

1024, the projection layer size to 128, and the maximum se-
quence length to 25. In the GUG test set, we replace out-
of-vocabulary words (i.e., words not in the corpora) and low-
frequency (< 5) words with the <unk> token. Sentences with
less than 8 words are removed.

Results Score C in Table 6 equals the log probability of
sentences in the spell-corrected test data and Score O is the
log probability of sentences in the original test data.

Setting the Mis score’s fitting parameter α = 1.3 (see Ta-
ble 1) yielded best results for the lexical 4-gram model on
BNC. The 4-gram model’s correlation of r = 0.528 improves
notably upon Lau et al.’s best correlation of 0.472. The
RNNLM trained on NC performs similarly, at r = 0.527.

Table 5 shows the performance of the LSTM and RNN
trained on NC with an embedding layer. We find that the best
performing model is the LSTM with a pre-trained embedding
layer that is not fixed and can be trained further.

Table 6 shows that the correlation of Mis exceeds the orig-
inal log probability no matter whether the log probability is
computed on corrected test data or the original test data. The
Mis score’s high correlation shows that using misspellings al-
lows for a better translation of log probability to acceptability.

Unlike Lau et al. (2015), who found SLOR to be the best
measure, we find that NormSub performs better than other
measures across all models (Table 6). NormSub removes the
influence of unigram probability from the acceptability score.
Word frequency has little influence on acceptability (r = 0.2
between acceptability and unigram probability), but greatly
affects the log probability computed by the language models.

To test the robustness of our methodology on the test data,
we also test the models on the GUG’s development set (747
sentences after preprocessing) and find that a 5-gram model
trained on the BNC gets the best correlation at r = 0.467.

Discussion
Modeling acceptability provides a window into the human
brain’s language engine. We explore what aspects of lan-
guage are important to account for what people consider ac-
ceptable, well-formed sentences. In particular, we examine
the importance of misspellings, semantic coherence, and n-
gram probability using simple features, word embeddings, n-
gram models, and predictive neural language models.

We find that accounting for misspellings considerably im-
proves the ability of unsupervised models to capture accept-
ability judgments. Prior work by Heilman et al. (2014) with
supervised models found that the number of misspelled words
was an important feature for their models. We develop a tech-
nique for incorporating misspellings into unsupervised mod-
els by correcting all spelling errors so that the model works
with clean data, and then raising the model’s acceptability
estimate to the power of the number of misspelled words.
Our Mis measure is not, itself, intended to be a cognitive
model, but rather an indication that cognitive models of hu-
man judgements of acceptability need to be highly sensitive
to misspellings.
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measure CBOW (NC) SK (NC) GloVe (NC) CBOW (BNC) SK (BNC) GloVe (BNC)
min avg min avg min avg min avg min avg min avg

Score 0.029 -0.176 0.185 -0.028 0.089 -0.071 0.035 -0.181 0.173 -0.029 0.064 -0.068
Mis 0.444 0.41 0.427 0.397 0.449 0.426 0.445 0.41 0.425 0.399 0.446 0.426
NormMul 0.458 0.44 0.445 0.436 0.464 0.445 0.459 0.440 0.444 0.437 0.460 0.445
NormSub 0.346 0.273 0.332 0.238 0.356 0.339 0.348 0.275 0.327 0.243 0.351 0.339
SLOR 0.288 0.239 0.298 0.242 0.323 0.276 0.290 0.240 0.301 0.248 0.318 0.276

Table 3: Pearson’s r between semantic coherence and acceptability with α = 0 for Mis. Semantic coherence computed using
minimum and average similarity between word and context representations. Context representation obtained via Equation 3.
Word embeddings were trained on NC (left) and BNC (right). Boldface indicates the best performing measure.

measure HHM1 (NC) HHM2 (NC) HHM3 (NC)
min avg min avg min avg

Score 0.153 0.198 0.19 0.27 0.191 0.232
Mis 0.454 0.471 0.459 0.467 0.447 0.462
NormMul 0.457 0.476 0.453 0.462 0.436 0.455
NormSub 0.346 0.36 0.365 0.38 0.363 0.378
SLOR 0.239 0.176 0.243 0.204 0.293 0.219

HHM1 (BNC) HHM2 (BNC) HHM3 (BNC)
min avg min avg min avg
0.097 0.129 0.217 0.314 0.14 0.278
0.435 0.457 0.475 0.494 0.425 0.482
0.438 0.459 0.463 0.479 0.432 0.464
0.308 0.318 0.381 0.404 0.274 0.409
0.131 0.096 0.183 0.169 0.155 0.24

Table 4: Context representations obtained via the holographic method for HHMs. Measures computed with α = 0.3. Boldface
indicates the best-performing measure. Trained on NC (left) and BNC (right).

measure LSTM LSTM RNN LSTM
fixed train random random

Score 0.42 0.408 0.307 0.344
Mis 0.493 0.49 0.418 0.445

NormMul 0.453 0.447 0.385 0.406
NormSub 0.509 0.522 0.453 0.489

SLOR 0.38 0.4 0.339 0.374

Table 5: Pearson’s r between model predictions and mean
acceptability for language models trained on the NC corpus
with α = 2.1. The models are an LSTM with fixed, pre-
trained HHM embeddings, an LSTM with trainable HHM
embeddings, an RNN with Gaussian, randomly initialized
trainable embeddings, and an LSTM with randomly initial-
ized trainable embeddings. Boldface indicates the best per-
forming models and measures.

measure 4-gram 5-gram RNN
BNC NC BNC NC BNC NC

Score O 0.284 0.250 0.252 0.311 0.337 0.284
Score C 0.315 0.302 0.315 0.302 0.295 0.314
Mis 0.465 0.460 0.464 0.459 0.448 0.461
NormMul 0.424 0.418 0.423 0.417 0.410 0.421
NormSub 0.528 0.518 0.527 0.518 0.510 0.527
SLOR 0.469 0.457 0.474 0.460 0.472 0.485

Table 6: Pearson’s r between model predictions and mean ac-
ceptabiliy for language models trained on BNC and NC with
α = 1.3. Boldface indicates best models and measures.

We propose a novel metric of the semantic coherence of
a sentence and we examine the contribution of semantic co-
herence with respect to acceptability. By itself, semantic co-
herence correlates poorly with acceptability, providing ev-
idence that meaning constitutes only a small part of what
makes a sentence acceptable or unacceptable, in keeping with
Chomsky (1956)’s arguments for a distinction between syn-
tactic and semantic well-formedness.

However, when semantic coherence is combined with mis-
spellings and unigram probabilities (i.e., word frequencies),

we can account for much of the variability in acceptability
(r = 0.46). We can further improve the correlation by in-
corporating the order of the words in the sentence into our
measure of semantic coherence (r = 0.49). These results sug-
gest that acceptability is not wholly independent of seman-
tics. The role of semantic coherence in linguistic acceptabil-
ity warrants further investigation. The validity of metrics of
semantic coherence need to be assessed against human judge-
ments, but we leave such explorations for future work.

Language models provide a means of estimating the prob-
ability of a sentence, which in turn can be used to predict
acceptability. We replicate prior work (Lau et al., 2015) in
finding that the RNNLM is a good language model for ac-
counting for acceptability (r = 0.53). Yet, a simple 4- or
5-gram model with statistical smoothing is just as good as
an RNNLM. So, 4- or 5-gram frequencies may be what the
neural network model primarily learns to rely upon to model
human language with respect to acceptability judgments.

We replicate Lau et al. (2015)’s finding that the log proba-
bilities produced by language models need to be normalized
by subtracting the unigram probability. This normalization,
NormSub, prevents the models from underestimating the ac-
ceptability of sentences with low frequency words. Lau et al.
(2015) find that the Syntactic Log Odds Ratio (SLOR; Pauls
& Klein, 2012), which further normalizes by dividing by
sentence length, is the best method for converting language
model log probabilities into predicted acceptability. How-
ever, we consistently find that SLOR performs less well at
predicting acceptability than NormSub (see Tables 6 and 5).

The difference between our findings and Lau et al.’s (2015)
may be due to the different datasets we use: Lau et al. primar-
ily report results for a machine translation dataset, whereas
we evaluate results on a dataset of sentences produced by sec-
ond language speakers. The appropriateness of normalizing
by sentence length thus may be dependent on the characteris-
tics of the language being evaluated for acceptability.
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In sum, the best and simplest model of acceptability judg-
ment consists of only three statistical language features: 4- or
5-gram frequency (with statistical smoothing), misspellings,
and word (or unigram) frequency. The correlation of non-
expert human raters to mean acceptability ranges from 0.440
to 0.485. Thus, our models’ correlation with the mean ac-
ceptability exceeds the rater reliability.

Yet even our best model is not as good as the expert rater
(r=0.75). Do experts have more experience and thus, different
assumptions of lexical or syntactic distributions, or do they
just interpret the task differently, perhaps isolating grammat-
icality from the less well-defined acceptability? Do expert
judgments represent less dialectal variety, or are they corre-
lated with ease-of-processing? Future models will, hopefully,
capture expert-level performance.

We have considered only unsupervised models of accept-
ability on the assumption that unsupervised data best reflects
the learning environment of the average native speaker of the
language. However, supervised approaches may be appro-
priate for modelling expert performance, as language experts
have likely had the benefit of explicit training on what is and
is not acceptable and “proper” language. Though it remains
an open question whether capturing such expertise is even
desirable given that “proper” language is typically associated
with a specific region or class, rather than the population as a
whole (McArthur, 1992, pp. 984-985).

Conclusion
While more sophisticated neural language models may have
lower perplexity than simpler language models, we find that
simple n-gram models perform just as well at predicting ac-
ceptability. By incorporating a count of misspellings, our 4-
gram model (r = 0.53) surpasses the previous unsupervised
state-of-the art (Lau et al, 2015, r = 0.47), reducing the gap
to expert performance (r = 0.75) and surpassing the average
non-expert native speaker (r = 0.46). A high correlation to
acceptability can also be achieved without a predictive lan-
guage model, by combining number of misspellings, seman-
tic similarity, and word order information (r = 0.49).

Our results suggest that the layperson’s ability to judge
whether or not a given sentence is acceptable may be derived
from sensitivity to simple, statistical language features, with-
out necessarily requiring syntactic rules or even a complex
machine learning model. Cognitively, these results suggest
that humans may learn what is an acceptable sentence of a
language in a simple, statistical, rather than rule-based, man-
ner. However, no model considered here closely matches ex-
pert performance at judging acceptability. Closing the gap to
experts may yet require a more sophisticated language model.
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People use inverse planning to rationally seek social information from objects
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Abstract

People use objects to make social judgments about traits of owners. Do people seek social information in a rational way
suggestive of Bayesian inverse planning? In two experiments, participants aimed to learn about a stranger. Each trial
showed two sets of objects; the stranger had chosen one from each set, but their choice was hidden. Participants judged
which would help them learn more about the stranger: Revealing their choice from set A or B? Participants selected sets
rationally, identifying sets with a greater range of options as more informative: Larger sets over smaller; sets varying in
style over sets varying only in color (Exp.1). Participants also took into account constraints: They chose sets as more
informative when all options were functional vs. when some were not (Exp.2). People consider the generative process
behind objects selection, using inverse planning to reason about the informational value of others objects.
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Do expectations for causal patterns differ between domains? Studying physical,
biological and psychological events across cultures
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Abstract

Fundamental theories of causal cognition suggest that causal inferences are guided by domain-specific knowledge in
addition to domain-general strategies used to draw causal conclusions. In particular, a divide seems to exist between
causal judgments on physical versus psychological events. In line with these assumptions, domain-specific expectations
of causal patterns have been observed for psychological and physical events in a US-American context. The present study
intended to augment these findings by integrating (a) a cross-cultural perspective and by including (b) biological events as
part of an additional domain. Results replicated previous findings of domain-specific causal expectations in German and
Turkish cultural contexts, but at the same time they indicated causal expectations for the biological domain to be partially
less distinct.
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Good-enough production with repetition
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Abstract

Good-Enough production is the case where lexical selection between alternative words is subject to accessibility effects.
Recent evidence suggests the name for a picture depends partly on the phonological form of the last word said. If Good-
Enough production reflects variability in name activation and competition among alternative names, then non-adjacent
manipulations should also affect picture naming probability and latency. Participants read aloud printed words and named
pictures one at a time, including target pictures with two highly probable names (Dominant and Secondary). In the
Repetition (vs Control) condition, Secondary names were read aloud in early trials, and target pictures were named at least
50 trials later. Earlier reading resulted in a higher probability of Secondary names for target pictures, compared to Control
participants, suggesting that lexical selection is subject to non-adjacent influences. Dominant naming latency was greater
under earlier Secondary name reading, supporting an interactive, competitive lexical selection mechanism.
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A role for working memory in shaping the action policy for reinforcement learning
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Abstract

During learning, humans recruit multiple cognitive mechanisms, including value-based reinforcement learning and ex-
ecutive functions, like working memory. Recent research has begun to unmask connections between these two systems,
proposing roles for attention and working memory in shaping underlying learning computations. Here, using a simple
instrumental learning task, we provide evidence that working memory plays a role in establishing the correct state space
that reinforcement learning operates over. We show that reinforcement learning is impaired when executive functioning is
taxed by a secondary task and that this effect is especially pronounced when the two tasks are performed simultaneously
rather than alternated. Computational modeling suggests that when the executive function is occupied, the reinforcement
learning system forms policy over a confused state-space. This study adds to a growing body of research proposing a more
fundamental role for high-level executive processes in low-level reinforcement learning computations.
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Abstract

Research on empirical aesthetics has only recently included the study of literary texts, and not yet addressed the role
played by metaphors. We first created alternative versions of modern poems devoid of literary metaphors but equal in
other properties to the original poems. The former are perceived as more beautiful. Second, we had participants read
sentences extracted from poems and recorded their reading times and beauty ratings. Sentences could be literal, contain
dead metaphors, conventional, novel or extremely novel metaphors. Increasingly more novel and creative metaphors lead
to increasing aesthetic appreciation, showing a clear linear relationship. Even extremely novel metaphors are appreciated,
despite being more difficult to read. These results are only partially in line with current theories. Finally, aesthetic
appreciation is only partially driven by increasing cognitive load: metaphoricity plays a more important and substantial
role. The contribution of our results to extant theories will be discussed.
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Abstract

We present a novel framework for assessing the fit of cogni-
tive models. Using this framework, we highlight limitations
of existing methods of model evaluation, and derive new ap-
proaches to validating cognitive models. Tests of topographi-
cal consistency emphasize how a model’s structure constrains
behavior on pairs of coupled stimuli, even when point predic-
tions on individual stimuli depend on estimates of the model’s
free parameters. By carefully selecting these coupled stim-
uli such that they follow the distinct topography of the model,
researchers can overcome some limitations of existing meth-
ods. Finally, we provide a proof-of-concept example of how to
use our approach to assess a model of multi-alternative, multi-
attribute choice.
Keywords: model comparison; experimental design;
decision-making

Cognitive scientists are often faced with the task of select-
ing between two or more models, yet the field is still rife with
disagreement about the best way to evaluate candidate mod-
els (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010; Lee et al., 2019; Myung
& Pitt, 2018). Existing methods are typically dichotomized
into two general classes: qualitative and quantitative model
comparison techniques (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010).

Testing a model qualitatively requires specifying a pattern
of behavior that the model entails. As opposed to point pre-
dictions, qualitative predictions anticipate the direction of a
behavioral trend, such as a preference reversal, a difference in
performance on two tasks, or a decelerating perceptual curve.

Importantly, qualitative predictions are usually invariant to
the specific parameter settings of a model. While qualitative
tests are powerful tests of whether a model captures broad
regularities, they are limited to cases in which the model’s
predictions are invariant to the specific parameter settings.
Often, it’s difficult to abstract general predictions from the
space of all possible parameter combinations (Yechiam &
Busemeyer, 2008).

Quantitative model comparison techniques estimate pa-
rameter values and use these estimates to make specific point
predictions. Usually, models are selected on the basis of some
fit statistic: an educated guess about how well the model will
predict out-of-sample behavior. While quantitative methods
facilitate comparison between much more complex models,
this usually comes at the cost of interpretability: While quali-
tative tests demand specification of an anticipated behavioral
pattern, quantitative tests impose no such constraint on the re-
searcher. When relying on only quantitative techniques, it’s

often difficult to understand what the behavioral implications
and diagnostic predictions of a model are (Birnbaum, 1974;
Blaha, 2019; Navarro, Pitt, & Myung, 2004).

This paper establishes the theoretical grounding and
presents an example application of an approach to model
evaluation that leverages both the interpretability of qualita-
tive tests, and the dependency of predictions on specific pa-
rameter values that quantitative tests allow for. Topographical
consistency is the criterion that observed behavior falls along
a model’s specific topography in a pre-defined stimulus space.
To drive the intuition for this method, consider a classic ex-
perimental paradigm from the decision sciences, which has
been used to evaluate expected utility theory (EUT), a nor-
mative model of decision-making (Allais, 1953; Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979): A participant is presented with a choice
between two gambles. For any individual choice considered
in isolation, EUT imposes no constraints on which of the two
gambles the researcher can expect the participant to choose.
However, assuming EUT implies that once the participant’s
choice has been observed, aspects of their stable utility func-
tion have been elicited, which constrains the space of choices
the researcher can expect the participant to make next. The
test of EUT (which is usually failed) is whether the theory al-
lows the researcher to successfully predict patterns of choices
across the stimulus space—what we refer to as the topograph-
ical structure of EUT. The method we propose essentially
consists of generalizing this approach beyond utility func-
tions. We demonstrate how the constraints imposed by the
parameters of any model can be used to generate hypotheses
about observed patterns of behavior on coupled stimuli.

The next section presents a novel graphical framework for
representing the evaluation of a cognitive model. We use this
framework to articulate the theoretical commitments made by
existing methods, identify conditions that affect the diagnos-
tic power of these methods, and highlight how the proposed
method overcomes these limitations.

In 1979, George Box famously wrote “All models are
wrong but some are useful” (Box, 1979). Here, we will use
the term “useful” (in favor of “good” or “true”) to denote a
model that provides information about structural regularities
in data, allowing the researcher to better, if not completely,
anticipate patterns in their data.
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M

y1 y2

θ̂1 θ̂2

M

Figure 1: A graphical representation of the evaluation of
model M. Shaded nodes indicate observed elements of the
empirical world. See text for explanation of node labels. The
purple box denotes the relation tested by traditional tests of
out-of-sample generalization: the ability of θ̂1 to predict y2.
The red and blue boxes denote the two other relations dis-
cussed in this paper: the ability of y1 to predict y2, and the
ability of θ̂1 to predict θ̂2.

Model evaluation tests graphical relations
Researchers combine several observable elements of the em-
pirical world to assess model fit: their data, the structure of
the model, and the parameter values estimated by combining
the model with their data. Figure 1 represents the relation-
ships in this world as a graphical model. Each of these ele-
ments is represented as a node, while arrows, or edges, repre-
sent statistical dependencies between these elements. If there
is a path between node A and node B—meaning that some-
one tracing edges from one node to the next would be able to
reach node B after starting at node A—information from node
A can be used to predict the state of node B (Shalizi, 2019).1

M represents the hypothesized model. M represents the
unobservable cognitive processes of some group of partici-
pants. The researcher can collect one or more sets of obser-
vations of the behavior of these participants. Figure 1 shows
the case where they collect two sets of observations, y1 and
y2. The general framework does not restrict how y1 and y2
are collected. The researcher could randomly partition a set
of stimuli into two sets, and refer to responses on one of them
as y1 and to responses on the others as y2. In the follow-
ing section, we explain the constraints our proposed method
places on the environments in which to collect y1 and y2.

The researcher can estimate parameters of the hypothe-
sized model M separately on y1 and y2. We refer to these
parameterized versions of M as θ̂1 and θ̂2, respectively.

Using this framework, we consider evaluating M’s ability
to fit y1 and y2 as testing the strength of the edges between M
and y1 and between M and y2, shown in Figure 1 as dashed
lines. If there is an edge between M and y1 (y2), i.e. M is use-
ful, this implies that certain predictive relations hold. Model-
ers leverage this fact by testing these relations to assess model

1There are exceptions to this general rule. For example, the path
M→ θ̂1← y1 does not imply that M can be used to predict y1 with-
out taking θ̂1 into account. See Shalizi (2019) for further discussion.

fit. For example, qualitative approaches to model evaluation
test for the path M→ y1 (or M→ y2). If M is useful, the un-
parameterized M can be used to make predictions about the
patterns in y1.

Quantitative fit statistics generally try to approximate the
ability of a fitted model to generalize, or to predict unseen ob-
servations (Gelman, Hwang, & Vehtari, 2014; Myung, Tang,
& Pitt, 2009). In the context of Figure 1, these tests attempt
to approximate the ability of θ̂1 to predict y2. If M is useful,
there is a path between θ̂1 and y2, θ̂1← y1←M→ y2, and θ̂1
can be used to predict y2.

However, if M is not useful—it contributes no informa-
tion about y1—there is still a path between θ̂1 and y2: θ̂1 ←
y1←M → y2. If y1 and y2 were collected in similar environ-
ments, θ̂1 will contain information about y2 insofar as the par-
ticipants behave somewhat consistently. Broomell, Sloman,
Blaha, and Chelen (2019) discuss one example of when rely-
ing on out-of-sample generalization can fail to be diagnostic
of a path through a hypothesized model: Most parameterized
models of risky decision-making will do extremely well at
predicting participants’ choices between almost all possible
pairs of monetary gambles. This is not helpful in evaluat-
ing the relative usefulness of any of these models, but merely
reflects the fact that for two randomly-chosen objects, it is
usually the case that one is so much more valuable than the
other that all reasonable models will make the same predic-
tion. In general, selecting among models and among param-
eter values requires careful specification of the environments
in which y1 and y2 are collected (Birnbaum, 1974; Broomell
et al., 2019).

Qualitative and quantitative approaches to model evalua-
tion each test one of the predictive relations in Figure 1 im-
plied by M being useful. The graphical framework allows us
to identify other paths M being useful implies. In the follow-
ing sections, we unpack two other predictive relations model-
ers can test for to evaluate M.

As discussed just above, another contribution of the graph-
ical framework is to illustrate that predictive relations can ex-
ist between behavioral patterns and parameter estimates even
if the hypothesized model is not useful. Robust approaches
to evaluating M test graphical relations that hold if—but only
if —M is useful. We center discussion of our methods on ex-
planation of how cognitive psychologists can implement them
in a way that uniquely identifies paths through M. The cru-
cial step is to collect y1 and y2 in topographically distinct en-
vironments: environments between which the model predicts
systematically different behavior.

Relation #1: y1 predicts y2

Figure 1 shows that if M is useful, there is path from y1 to y2,
y1 ← M → y2, and the patterns in y1 can be used to predict
the patterns in y2. How can a researcher collect y1 and y2 in a
way that ensures that the information they gain about y2 from
y1 flows through M, rather than through unobserved aspects
of M ?
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Figure 2: Parameter contours of the sine model (see text for
details). The unparameterized sine model could take an infi-
nite number of different shapes, and therefore does not con-
strain observed responses across much of the domain. The
blue dots indicate observed responses that fall along a sin-
gle contour. Under the sine model, if a participant responds
-1 when presented with a stimulus value of -2, this implies
the same participant would respond 1 when presented with a
stimulus value of 2.

Consider a simple example: A researcher wants to test the
usefulness of a hypothesized sine model: y = θsin(x) + ε.
x represents manipulable aspects of possible experimental
stimuli (e.g. light intensity, dollar value or time delay). y
represents participants’ responses to these stimuli, and ε rep-
resents random noise in these responses. θ is a free model
parameter, unknown to the researcher. The sine model there-
fore makes a claim about the functional relationship between
experimental stimuli and a participant’s responses. Figure 2
shows possible relationships between x and y that would be
consistent with the researcher’s hypothesis. Because the re-
searcher does not know any participant’s θ a priori, they can-
not constrain the set of possible responses. For example, the
unparameterized sine model places no constraints on the par-
ticipant’s response when presented with a stimulus with value
-2.

However, the model constrains pairs of observed data
points. The researcher can exploit the structure of the sine
model to make predictions about how a participant’s re-
sponses to different stimuli will tend to “pivot” together.2 For
example, if the researcher observes a response of -1 when the
participant is presented with stimulus value -2, they know that
if the model is useful, the participant’s response on 2 will be
approximately 1. Similarly, if they observe that the partici-
pant’s response on -2 is -10, they know to look for a response
of approximately 10 when the participant encounters 2.

We call the topographical space created by iterating over

2Our method exploits the assumption pervasive in the literature
that parameter values are stable at the individual level (Glöckner &
Pachur, 2012; Yechiam & Busemeyer, 2008).

these combinations of possible responses, shown in Figure 2,
parameter contours. We think of these contours as a model’s
fingerprint. In effect, our approach consists of identifying ob-
servations that lie on the same contour. Tests of topographi-
cal consistency do not constrain which contour a participant is
on, but rather evaluate whether the model’s topography keeps
the observations from each individual participant at the same
“level.” While one participant may take the “high road” and
another the “low road,” a useful model can predict how both
of them will travel through the stimulus space.

Relation #2: θ̂1 predicts θ̂2

If M is useful, there are two paths from θ̂1 (the parameterized
version of M estimated using y1) to θ̂2 (the parameterized ver-
sion of M estimated using y2) through M: θ̂1 ← y1 ← M→
y2→ θ̂2 and θ̂1←M→ θ̂2. So if M is useful, the researcher
should gain information about θ̂2 from θ̂1. The predictive re-
lationship is simple: The criterion described in the previous
section tests whether the model generalizes the parameter es-
timate from a participant’s behavior in one part of the stim-
ulus space to their behavior in another. For the same reason
the model predicts a participant’s behavior will remain on the
same parameter contour, it expects θ̂2 to closely approximate
θ̂1.

Yechiam and Busemeyer (2008) refer to this implicative
relationship as individual parameter consistency. We add
to their criteria for model evaluation by highlighting the im-
portance of testing the generalization of parameter estimates
across data sets customized to the topographical structure of
the model under investigation.

Regardless of whether or not M is useful, there is a path
from θ̂1 to θ̂2: θ̂1 ← y1 ←M → y2 → θ̂2. As above, care-
ful stimulus selection is required to demonstrate that corre-
spondence between θ̂1 and θ̂2 reflect M. To illustrate this,
consider the researcher above, who wants to test the fit of the
sine model to a given participant. Figure 3 shows two pos-
sible ways they could partition data from this participant. In
the lefthand panel, the data set is partitioned randomly. As
parameter consistency would predict if this model were use-
ful, the two fitted sine curves are close together.

However, for comparison the researcher also tests the pa-
rameter consistency of a linear model. As shown in the left-
hand panel of Figure 3, the fitted linear models also closely
resemble each other. When y1 and y2 are collected in the
same environments, parameter consistency is not diagnostic
of either model.

Compare this to the partition shown in the righthand panel
of Figure 3. Here, the researcher has selected topographi-
cally distinct regions of the sine model: Figure 2 shows that
the sine model predicts that all participants will exhibit qual-
itatively different behavior when the stimulus value is greater
than 0 than when it is less than 0.

When the data is partitioned into these topographically dis-
tinct regions, parameter consistency becomes diagnostic of
the most useful model. While the estimated sine curves re-
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Figure 3: The sine and linear model fit to two different par-
titions of simulated data into y1 and y2 (the sine model is the
data-generating model): a random partition (lefthand panel)
and a partition based on the topographically distinct regions
of the sine model’s contours (righthand panel). Both panels
show the best-fitting parameterized versions of the sine and
linear models, fit separately to each partition.

main close together, demonstrating parameter consistency,
the estimated linear curves have been pulled apart. This anal-
ysis exhibits clear support for the sine model (which is, in
fact, the data-generating model).

In summary, tests of topographical consistency consist of
identifying the topographical structure of a given model in a
space of possible experimental stimuli, and testing whether
participants’ behavior follows the contours of this topogra-
phy.

Application
To illustrate how to apply our approach, we develop a test
of the Voting Agent Model of Preferences (VAMP) a one-
parameter model of multi-alternative, multi-attribute choice
(Bergner, Oppenheimer, & Detre, 2019). All data presented
in this section are simulated, and results are intended as a
proof of concept, rather than a true test of VAMP.

Multi-attribute choice refers to choice contexts where each
option is defined by its value on the same set of attributes. For
example, a decision-maker might be asked to imagine they
were choosing between shoes, and given a numerical repre-
sentation of each option’s level of style and comfort (Bergner
et al., 2019). Decision scientists have observed that partici-
pants make systematic yet anomalous choices when choosing
between three options that relate to each other in certain ways
(Roe, Busemeyer, & Townsend, 2001). There are dozens of
models that attempt to account for these phenomena, includ-
ing VAMP. For a review of other models, see Turner, Schley,
Muller, and Tsetsos (2018) or Evans, Holmes, and Trueblood
(2019).

VAMP has one parameter, typically referred to as k. For
details on the model formulation, interested readers can con-
sult Bergner et al. (2019).
Drawing contour plot. To generate the parameter contours
of VAMP, we

Figure 4: Parameter contours of VAMP. While in Figure 2 the
stimulus space is one-dimensional, here it is two-dimensional
(defined by both p and q, the attributes of option C). The two
colors (gray and orange) denote topographically distinct re-
gions of the stimulus space. The shading indicates the diver-
gent predictions of adjacent values of k (see text for details).
Dots denote selected stimuli.

1. Define constraints on our experimental stimuli. Here, we
constrained a choice set to consist of three choices: A =
[.2, .8], B = [.8, .2] and C = [p,q] where 0≤ p,q≤ 1. This
results in a two-dimensional stimulus space, with one di-
mension defined by the value of p, and the other defined
by the value of q.

2. Segment the parameter space into discretized regions, in
this case k = [.1, .15, .2, .25, .3, .35, .4, .45, .5]. This range
was theoretically motivated, as it approximates the range
of k for which VAMP exhibits common decision anomalies
(Bergner et al., 2019).

3. For each parameter value, compute the model’s predictions
on each element of the stimulus space. VAMP’s predic-
tions consist of a choice of one of the three options A, B or
C.3

4. For each pair of adjacent parameter values (e.g. .1 and .15,
.15 and .2, etc.), identify the sliver of the stimulus space on
which the two parameter values make different predictions.

5. Stack these slivers to create a contour plot. VAMP’s con-
tours are illustrated in Figure 4. The shading indicates the
divergent predictions of adjacent values of k. Darker col-
ors indicate the regions that distinguish smaller values of k
(e.g. the black/dark orange contour denotes the region that
distinguishes k = .1 from k = .15).

y1 predicts y2. Figure 4 shows that different values of k make
distinct predictions in the corner and center regions of the
stimulus space. These regions are colored gray and orange in

3The version of VAMP we used for this example is probabilistic.
These predictions refer to the maximizing choice.
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Figure 4, respectively. Importantly, these distinct choice pre-
dictions are not arbitrary: They correspond to shifts in choice
predictions. For all C defined by the corner (gray) regions of
the space, VAMP predicts that decision-makers with k = .1
will select B. However, VAMP predicts that decision-makers
with k = .15 will select A when the choice set includes a C
that falls in the darkest contour, and B for all other stimuli
in the region. Similarly, decision-makers with k = .2 are ex-
pected to select A when C falls in the bottom two contours,
and B otherwise. A similar shift occurs in the center (orange)
region of the space. For all C defined by this region, decision-
makers with k = .1 are expected to select either A or B with
equal probability. However, decision-makers with k = .15 are
expected to select C when it falls in the darkest orange con-
tour, and A or B otherwise. Decision-makers with k = .2 will
select C in the top two contours, and A or B otherwise.

To generate y1 and y2, we partition the stimulus space
across these topographically distinct regions. In exactly the
same way the trough and peak of the sine wave are charac-
teristic of the sine model, the gray and orange regions are
characteristic of VAMP. If a decision-maker’s behavior in the
gray region (y1) allows us to predict their behavior in the or-
ange region (y2), we consider this support for VAMP.

The dots in Figure 4 show the selected stimuli. These stim-
uli allow us to ground a test of VAMP in interpretable predic-
tions such as “If decision-makers are more likely to select
option B on stimulus [.09, .95], they should be more likely to
select either A or B on stimulus [.46, .46].”4

Figure 5 illustrates the predicted behavioral pattern for
.2 < k < .25. The coloring of the stimulus space denotes the
maximizing choice for decision-makers with .2 < k < .25.
The white strip denotes the corresponding contour, the region
of the stimulus space for which decision-makers with k = .2
and k = .25 will disagree on the maximizing choice.

We simulated the choices of decision-makers with k uni-
formly distributed between .1 and .5. These decision-makers
selected probabilistically between A, B and all C pictured in
Figures 4 and 5. We then estimated each simulated decision-
maker’s k only on the basis of their choices on stimuli in the
corner (gray) region.

The coloring of the dots indicates the choice share of the
eight agents whose k was estimated to be between .2 and
.25. In aggregate, there is a “switch point” exactly where the
model predicts. Moreover, this information allows the model
to predict where these decision-makers’ choices will “switch”
in a topographically distinct part of the stimulus space, the
center region.

Importantly, we do not expect the point at which agents’
choice switches to be the same for other values of k. Our pre-
dictions are not contingent on the exact location of the switch

4Note that the selected stimuli not only span regions of the con-
tour space, but span all contours. This was not strictly necessary
for interpretable evaluation of VAMP, but constitutes a more strin-
gent test of the model than selecting stimuli concentrated in fewer
contours. See also Somerville (2019) for application of a similar ap-
proach used to recover the parameters of decision-making models.

Figure 5: An illustration of the pattern of behavior expected
if VAMP is useful. The coloring of the stimulus space denotes
the maximizing choice for decision-makers with .2 < k < .25
(blue corresponds to A, green corresponds to B and red corre-
spond to C). The white strip denotes the region of the stimu-
lus space for which decision-makers with k = .2 and k = .25
will disagree on the maximizing choice. The color of the
dots denotes the choice shares of simulated decision-makers
whose k was estimated to be between .2 and .25 (the color
correspondences are the same as above).

point. Rather, this method makes a prediction about the direc-
tion of movement of the decision-makers’ choices: As choice
shares tend to shift in one region of the space (y1), this gives
us information about how they will shift in another region of
the space (y2).
θ̂1 predicts θ̂2. The red points in Figure 6 show the rela-
tion between parameter estimates using data from one region
(θ̂1) and using data from another, topographically distinct re-
gion (θ̂2). We compared these correspondences to those for a
competing model: a slightly modified version of the pairwise
normalization model (PN) proposed by Landry and Webb
(2019). PN also has a single parameter, σ.

Using the same simulation approach described in the pre-
vious section, where VAMP is the known data-generating
model, we used maximum likelihood to estimate a value of
k and σ for each simulated decision-maker. Correlations be-
tween k̂1 and k̂2 are generally higher, although it is worth not-
ing that as choice becomes less and less deterministic, the
difference between the correlations reduces.

The blue points in Figure 6 show the same analysis, but
with the stimuli shuffled, so they do not correspond to to-
pographically distinct regions of the stimulus space. In this
analysis, the correlations of VAMP’s parameter become con-
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Figure 6: Correlations between parameter estimates for
VAMP and PN, where VAMP is the generating model. x-axis:
The Pearson’s R between estimates of k on data generated
from two non-overlapping sets of stimuli. y-axis: The Pear-
son’s R between estimates of σ on the same data. Stimuli are
partitioned into four sets; the partition differs for each color.
Red: Stimuli are partitioned to fall in topographically distinct
regions of the stimulus space. Two of these regions (the gray
and orange regions shown in Figure 4) are discussed in the
text. Blue: Stimuli are randomly assigned to a set. Each dot
corresponds to a pair of stimulus sets and a value of noise, or
non-determinism, in the simulated data. Values are mean cor-
relations across 20 simulated datasets, each with an n = 100.

centrated around the center of the corresponding red points.
However, the correlations of PN’s parameter are reliably at
the upper bound of the correlations exhibited when the stim-
uli are partitioned across VAMP’s topographically distinct re-
gions. In other words, most of the topographically distinct
partitions succeed at better distinguishing VAMP from PN
than the randomly-assigned partitions. This result highlights
the importance of partitioning the stimulus set in a way that
diagnoses paths through M.

Discussion
In this paper we have suggested topographical consistency as
an evaluation criterion for cognitive models. To satisfy this
criterion, a modeler commits to a prediction about how a par-
ticipant’s behavior in one part of the stimulus space varies
with their behavior in a topographically distinct region of the
stimulus space. Individual parameter consistency (Yechiam
& Busemeyer, 2008) across these regions is an implication of
the modeler’s predictions being born out. We have not pro-
posed a formal hypothesis test, made any suggestions about
how dissimilar the modeler’s observations should be from
their predictions before the model is rejected, or discussed
how to quantify this similarity. Formalizing these practical
considerations is an area for future work; ultimately, though,
the answers will likely depend on, among other things, in
what way the modeler intends their model to be useful.

We applied the proposed approach to a one-parameter non-
linear model of multi-attribute decision-making. Extending
our approach to models with more than one parameter is
another avenue for future work. In general, it will require
well-informed assumptions about the joint distributions of
the parameters of the specific model being evaluated. These
could be informed by analytical results or by unsupervised
dimensionality reduction analyses of existing data sets (e.g.
Yechiam and Busemeyer (2008)).

Topographical consistency reflects whether or not the ob-
served patterns are possible under the hypothesized model.
However, it does not directly tell the researcher how likely
the hypothesized model considers the observed patterns to
be. Many models assign a higher likelihood to some parame-
ter values than others. As proposed, our approach imposes
no penalty on a model if the distribution of estimated pa-
rameters violates such expectations. There exist many meth-
ods of quantifying and incorporating this consideration into
the model evaluation process, e.g. parameter space parti-
tioning (Pitt, Kim, Navarro, & Myung, 2006), representative-
ness analysis (Navarro et al., 2004), and Bayesian approaches
(Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2018; Rouder & Lu, 2005; Shiffrin,
Lee, Kim, & Wagenmakers, 2008). Combining our proposal
to consider relationships between coupled pairs of stimuli that
straddle topographical regions with these methods could lead
to the development of even more robust approaches to model
evaluation.

Further, core elements of the proposed approach can be in-
corporated into existing analyses of model fit. For example,
we propose partitioning the stimulus space across topograph-
ically distinct regions as a principled method of stimulus se-
lection. Modelers who use this approach to generate stimuli
for their experiments could increase parameter identification
(Somerville, 2019), and use the method of their choice to an-
alyze the data from these experiments.

We motivated our approach with the graphical framework,
and we see the criterion of topographical consistency as one
instance of the approaches to model evaluation that can be
derived from this framework. The framework makes explicit
the convergent aims of existing model evaluation methods,
establishes intuition for why tests of generalization should
control for unmodeled sources of behavioral consistency, and
can hopefully serve as a conceptual tool for modelers seeking
to interrogate their hypotheses using a diverse set of meth-
ods. Tests of topographical consistency are not intended as
a replacement for existing methods, and aspects of our ap-
proach can be incorporated in and contribute to these meth-
ods. Ideally, testing multiple criteria will help modelers better
understand the characteristics of their models and the kinds of
patterns each is most useful for predicting.
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Abstract

Childrens exploration is driven by opportunities for learning, and past research has suggested rational explanations for how
early home experiences may affect childrens active learning (Yu et al., 2020) or willingness to wait for rewards (Kidd et
al., 2013). However, less work has characterized the relationship between childrens environmental contexts and play. We
pooled exploratory play data from past experiments in our lab (M(age)=56mos; N=278), and correlated play behavior with
median income and education in the childs home zipcode. Children from lower SES areas played significantly longer,
more variably, and spent a lower proportion of time focusing on demonstrated functions which traded off with length
and variability of play exclusively for children from lower educated areas. Importantly, home income is confounded with
daycare income; future work will disentangle distinct influences of family SES and daycare environment. This work lays
critical groundwork for understanding early active learning across developmental contexts.
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Retreat from overgeneralization errors: Broad verb classes are harder to induce
than narrow classes

Hao Sun
Astound.AI, Menlo Park, California, United States

Abstract

One of the biggest puzzles in language acquisition is concerned with how children retreat from overgeneralization errors
in valence alternations, for example the ditransitive alternation. Pinker (1989) proposes that children are susceptible to
overgeneralization when they acquire broad verb semantic classes initially and they recover when they acquire narrow verb
classes later. To empirically test this hypothesis, we devised a computational framework that automatically induces verb
classes from text data, by combining state-of-art word embeddings (Pennington, Socher & Manning, 2014) with graph
algorithms (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005; Von Luxburg, 2007). We selected three representative valence alternations
from Levin (1993) and tested Pinkers hypothesis on five naturalistic language production corpora. Our results demonstrate
that contrary to Pinkers predictions, broad verb classes are harder to induce than narrow classes and that semantic classes
may not be the primary mechanism that accounts for childrens retreat from overgeneralization errors.
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Abstract 

Utility and probability have been considered independent 
constructs for decision making under uncertainty. However, 
many studies have suggested that people assume there is a 
correlation between probability and utility. Some studies have 
demonstrated that people appear to estimate the utility of 
events depending on their probabilities, and other studies 
recently indicated the existence of “risk-reward heuristics” that 
assume a negative correlation between probability and utility 
in the real world when inferring winning probabilities from 
payoffs during decisions made under uncertainty. This study 
aimed to explore the relationship between probability and 
utility by requiring participants to estimate both probabilities 
from payoffs and payoffs from probabilities under a gain or 
loss situation. The results indicated that when estimating values 
of payoffs from probabilities, participants’ judgments showed 
clear negative correlations between probability and utility both 
in the gain and loss condition. However, when estimating 
probabilities from payoffs, this negative correlation between 
utility and probability was found only in a gain situation. These 
results support the existence of risk-reward heuristics, and at 
the same time, suggest a possibility that people have different 
intuitions for the probability-utility relationship between the 
gain and loss domains.  

Keywords: probability. utility, risk-reward heuristics, 
individual-level analysis, loss domain 

Background 
The most fundamental issue in decision theory is how to 

deal with utility and probability. Existing decision theories 
such as expected value theory (Pascal, 1665), expected utility 
theory (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944), or prospect 
theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) have aimed to represent 
the unknown future in terms of uncertainty and desirability of 
events, and construct quantity that can guide decisions by 
integrating factors like the uncertainty and desirability of the 
decision. Since Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) have 
constructed its theoretical formalization, expected utility 
theory has been considered a normative framework to express 
decision making under uncertainty. Expected utility is 
defined as the linear sum of utilities for the possible outcomes 
weighted by their probabilities,  

𝐸[𝑢(𝑥)] = 𝑝 𝑢(𝑥 ),         (1) 

where 𝑥  indicates a possible outcome, 𝑝  indicates the 
probability for an outcome, 𝑥 , and 𝑢(𝑥 ) indicates the utility 
function for 𝑥 .  

In this theory, the desirability of an outcome is assumed 
to be reflected as utility, and the uncertainty of an outcome is 
assumed to be reflected as a probability. In addition, expected 

utility theory also assumes that probability and utility are 
considered independent constructs: utility is assumed to 
reflect only the outcome desirability of an event, not the 
uncertainty; and probability is assumed to reflect only the 
uncertainty, not the outcome desirability of an event. 
However, many studies on judgment and decision making 
have demonstrated a dependency on probability judgments 
for future outcomes on their magnitudes or utilities (e.g., 
Hahn & Harris, 2014; Harris, Corner, & Hahn, 2009; Krizan 
& Windschitl, 2007). This proposition was suggested by 
early research on decision making (Crandall, Solomon, & 
Kellaway, 1955; Edwards, 1962; Marks, 1951; Morlock & 
Hertz, 1964), but controversy remains with regards to how 
valence of outcome/utility affects probability judgment 
(Edwards, 1962; Fischer & Jungermann, 1996; Harris & 
Corner, 2011; Massey, Simmons, & Armor, 2011; Simmons 
& Massey, 2012; Weber & Hilton, 1990). For example, while 
Fischer and Jungermann (1990) found that, as a whole, the 
individuals’ estimated probabilities for verbal probability 
phrases were lower for negative outcomes compared to 
positive outcomes in their study, Weber and Hilton (1996) 
reported the opposite tendency. To settle this controversy, 
Harris et al. (2009) examined the effect of utility on 
probability under experimentally controlled conditions and 
found that the seriousness of an event increases the estimated 
probabilities for the outcomes. Although the mechanism and 
direction of the effect are still unclear, previous studies 
suggest a relationship between probability judgments for 
outcomes and their utilities. 

A recent theoretical development about the correlation 
between probability and utility is the study by Pleskac and 
Hertwig (2014). From examinations of real-world data such 
as gambling behaviors, finance or publications of scientific 
papers, Pleskac and Hertwig (2014) found a correlation 
between outcome desirability and their and likelihoods: large 
payoffs for the gambles are associated with lower winning 
probabilities; and the acceptance rate for scientific journals 
decreases as their values of impact factor increase. From 
these real world examinations, they proposed that estimating 
the inverse proportionality between probability and outcome 
desirability is ecologically rational. In their study, 
participants were also required to estimate their winning 
probabilities for various gambles that had different payoff 
values. The results demonstrated a negative correlation 
between estimated probabilities and payoff values. From the 
results of both the real-world statistics and psychological 
experiments, Pleskac and Hertwig (2014) insisted that 
individuals’ estimations of probabilities for outcomes from 
its utility are based on an ecologically rational strategy as it 
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exploits the statistical structure of gambling environments to 
substitute the missing information of probability. Pleskac and 
Hertwig (2014) call this strategy risk-reward heuristics, and 
several behavioral experiments supported people’s use of 
heuristics (Hoffart et al., 2019; Skylark & Prabhu-Naik, 
2018).  

Existing studies demonstrate that people see a 
relationship between probability and utility, and their 
perception of this relationship might be based on knowledge 
about real-world data. Considering these findings, this paper 
aimed to explore the following two problems that had 
previously not been paid any attention. These two problems 
concern how people consider the relationship between 
probability and utility, and sheds light on another aspect of 
the issue of probability-utility correlation.  

Is the correlation between probability and utility 
really “correlational”? 

The first purpose of this study is to explore how people 
consider the probability-utility correlation more profoundly 
in terms of the meaning of “correlation.” A main assumption 
of existing studies is that people’s perception between 
probability and utility is correlational (e.g., Edwards, 1962; 
Pleskac & Hertwig, 2014; Hoffart et al., 2019). Correlation is 
defined as a statistical association between two variables that 
is commonly expressed as the degree to which a pair of 
variables is linearly associated. Therefore, correlation refers 
to an asymmetrical relationship: the magnitude of utility 
would vary in accord with the value of probability, and vice 
versa. To determine the intercorrelation between probability 
and utility, existing studies performed experiments in which 
values of probabilities (e.g., Skylark & Prabhu-Naik, 2019) 
or utilities (Edwards, 1962; Hoffart et al., 2019; Pleskac & 
Hertwig, 2014) of outcomes were manipulated and the 
subsequent effects on utility or probability judgments were 
examined. For example, Hoffart et al. (2019) manipulated 
values of payoffs for gambles and examined whether 
participants’ probability judgment would vary in accord with 
the manipulation of the payoff values. In the same way, 
Skylark and Prabhu-Naik (2019) examined the correlation 
between probability and utility by manipulating the values of 
probability of the gambles and analyzed participants’ 
estimations for the payoff values. By these experimental 
procedures, existing studies have insisted that people assume 
a relationship between probability and utility.  

However, these procedures can only demonstrate 
unidirectional effects of the independent variables on 
dependent variables separately and thus, cannot determine 
bidirectional relation between the variables. This is due to a 
possibility that participants who thought probability affects 
utility did not consider that utility affects probability, and 
vice versa. In other words, to demonstrate the correlation 
between probability and utility, it is necessary to show the 
effect of utility on probability judgment and that of 
probability on utility judgment in the same participants. In 
one’s knowledge, no study has performed an empirical 
examination that satisfies this condition. Thus, strictly 

speaking, existing studies could not determine whether the 
relationship between utility and probability would be 
correlational or not. Therefore, the first purpose of this study 
is to explore risk-reward heuristic by individual-level 
analysis.  

Does the probability-utility correlation exist in the 
loss domain? 

The second purpose of this study is to examine the 
inverse proportionality in the loss domain. The existing 
studies (e.g., Hoffart et al., 2019; Pleskac & Hertwig, 2014) 
have mainly treated a gamble situation where participants 
were required to answer their winning probabilities or values 
of payoff that they could obtain when winning the gamble. 
Thus, these studies can be considered as paying attention only 
to the gain domain. An asymmetry between gain and loss is 
one main feature of human decision making (e.g., Kahneman 
& Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Thus, if and 
how probability-utility correlation would work in the loss 
domain serve as interesting questions to explore.  

The exploration of the loss domain is also theoretically 
important for risk-reward heuristic approach (Pleskac & 
Hertwig, 2014). As stated above, the use of risk-reward 
heuristics is considered a result of reflecting regularities of 
the real world. In everyday life, the correlation between 
probability and utility can also be found in the loss domain. 
For example, Stewart, Brown, and Chater (2006) reported 
that debt frequency decreases as the amount of debt increases. 
The magnitudes of earthquakes are negatively correlated with 
their frequencies. The correlation between the acceptance 
rate of scientific articles and their impact factor reported in 
Pleskac and Hertwig (2014) can also be positioned as an 
example for loss domain when considering the acceptance 
rate as an inverse number of the rejection rate. Although not 
as prominent as the gain domain, the correlation between 
probability and utility can also be found in the loss domain in 
the real world. Thus, people may consider the correlation 
between probability and utility also holds in the loss domain.  

Purposes of this study  
This study aimed to explore probability-utility correlation 

by examining the bidirectional relationship between 
probability and utility, and by exploring the correlation in the 
loss domain. In doing so, this study required participants to 
estimate both the probability from utility and from utility and 
probability under gain or loss conditions. Study 1 compared 
probability-utility correlation between gain and loss 
conditions by between-participants design, and Study 2 
performed this by within-participants design.  

Study 1 

Participants and procedure 
A total of 93 undergraduates who were naïve to 

psychological experiment participated in Study 1. The 
presentations of stimulus and the measurement of dependent 
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variables were performed using Google Forms. Participants 
estimated reward probabilities or values of payoffs for two-
outcome gambles under gain or loss conditions. As a 
probability judgment task in the gain condition, for example, 
participants were required to answer the following question:  

 
Here is a gamble that you get 240 yen if you win. What 
probability do you think to win this gamble? 

 
For the probability judgment task, the outcomes were 

zero or a specifically known reward (reward magnitudes [in 
Japanese yen]: 240, 400, 470, 1,200, 1,600, 2,800) as 
followed by Hoffart et al., (2019).  

As utility judgment task in the loss condition, for 
example, participants were required to answer the following 
question;  

 
Here is a gamble that has 1% of losing money. What 
amount of money do you think you will lose when you 
lose this gamble?  

 
For the utility judgment task, the probabilities were also 
specific values (1%, 17%, 33%, 50%, 67%, 83%, 99%).  

Results and discussion 
Following Skylark and Prabhu-Naik (2018), Study 1 

applied a logarithmic transform (log(x+1)) to the values of 
both the independent and dependent variables. Figure 1 
demonstrates average participants judgments of probability 
and reward estimation tasks both in gain and loss conditions. 
As these graphs indicate, with regards to the results in gain 
condition, probabilities and reward magnitudes appear to be 
negatively correlated both in the probability and reward 
judgment tasks. Regression analysis demonstrated a 
significant negative relationship between the reward 
magnitudes and estimated probabilities (beta=-0.01, 95% 
confidence interval: -0.017 to -0.003) and a significant 
negative effect of probabilities on the outcome magnitude 
estimation task (beta=-0.02, 95% confidence interval: -0.027 
to -0.013). Thus, these results support a bidirectional 
association between probability and rewards: probability 
values affected reward judgment, and reward magnitudes, in 
turn, affected probability judgments. 

However, the results of the loss condition shown in 
Figure 1 and 2 also demonstrate that participant estimates did 
not obey the negative correlation between probability and 
rewards magnitude. The coefficient between probability and 
reward magnitude did not become significant in reward 
judgment task (beta=-0.009, 95% confidence interval: -0.015 
to 0.005), and it did not demonstrate a significant effect of the 
rewards values on probability judgment the probability 
estimation tasks (beta=-0.001, 95% confidence interval: 
- 0.002 to 0.0001).  

In addition to the above group-level analyses, Study 1 
also performed the same correlational analyses to individual 
data and examined whether the judgment of individual 
participants obeyed the negative correlation between 

probability and utility. Figure 2 shows boxplots for the results 
of these analyses: values of the correlation coefficients 
between the probability and outcome magnitude were 
distributed below zero in the gain condition, but not in the 
loss condition. Whereas mean values of correlation 
coefficients between probability and outcome magnitude 
were below zero both in outcome magnitude (mean=-0.74, 
95% confidence interval: -0.60 to -0.86) and probability 
judgment (mean=-0.60, 95% confidence interval: -0.43 to -
0.76) in the gain condition, the mean value of the correlation 
coefficient between probability and outcome magnitude was 
not below zero in outcome magnitude task (mean=-0.27, 95% 
confidence interval: -0.07 to -0.46), and it was not so in 
probability judgment task (mean=-0.14, 95% confidence 
interval: -0.37 to -0.10) in the loss condition. These results 
correspond to those for group-level analyses, indicating that 
the existing findings (Hoffart et al., 2019; Pleskac & Hertwig, 
2014; Skylark & Prabhu-Naik, 2019) were not an artifact due 
to averaging the individual data.  

Another focus of this study was whether probability-
outcome magnitude association is bidirectional or not. 
Exploration for this point requires an examination into 
whether correlations between probability and outcome co-
occur in the same participants. Figure 3 demonstrates 
scatterplots for the distribution of correlation coefficients 
between probability and outcome magnitudes both in 
probability and reward magnitude judgment tasks. This graph 
shows that the association between probability and outcome 
is bidirectional in the gain condition, but not so in the loss 
condition. In the former condition, most of the participants 
showed negative correlations between probability and utility 
both in the probability judgment and reward judgment task, 
whereas in the latter condition, participants distributed 
uniformly over the four regions. Due to the sparseness of data 
in the first and fourth orthants, Study 1 could not perform a 
statistical test to examine the deviation from the uniform 
distribution. However, the distribution of the correlation 
coefficients suggests that the strength of association between 
probability and reward was different between gain and loss 
condition. 

Thus, these results implicate the following two points. 
First, they demonstrate a bidirectional relationship between 
probability and utility in the same participants in the gain 
condition; and participants who considered that higher 
probabilities were associated with lower probabilities also 
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Figure 1. Average estimates of probability and utility 
judgments of Study 1. The left panel demonstrates results of 
probability judgement, and the right panel demonstrates the 
results of reward judgment. 

 
Figure 2. Boxplot of individual correlation coefficients 
between probability and outcome magnitude in Study 1. 
 
considered that higher utilities were associated with lower 
probabilities. These results are replicated the existing 
findings that demonstrated the correlation between 
probabilities and utilities (Hoffart et al., 2019; Pleskac & 
Hertwig, 2014; Skylark & Prabhu-Naik, 2019), and are 
important in indicating that this correlation is correlational. 
As far as one knows, this is the first example that 
demonstrates the effect of probability on utility judgment and 
that of utility on probability judgment in the same participants. 

 

Study 2 
The main purpose of Study 2 was to replicate the findings 

in Study 1 under within-participants design. To accomplish 
this, Study 2 required participants to answer probability and 
outcome magnitude tasks both in the gain and loss conditions. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Scatterplots for distributions of participants on 
correlations between probabilities and utilities in Study 1. 
The horizontal axis indicates values of correlation 
coefficients between probability and payoff in reward 
magnitude judgments. 

 

Participants and procedure  
Participants in Study 2 comprised 70 undergraduates, and 

the study adopted almost the same procedure as in Study 1 
except that Study 2 employed the within-participants design 
for the gain and loss condition; that is, the participants 
answered the probability and outcome magnitude judgment 
tasks both for gain and loss domains.  

Second, Study 1 also demonstrates that association 
between probability and utility in the loss domain is not as 
strong as that in the gain condition. With regards to the 
probability judgment task, the correlation between 
probability and utility was not statistically significant at 
group-level analysis. 

Additionally, contrary to the results in the gain condition, 
individual analyses also demonstrate large variations among 
participants in correlations between probabilities and rewards 
in the loss domain. These results suggest that the association 
between probability and outcome magnitude in loss domain 
might not be as strong as that in the gain domain, and it is not 
consistent throughout the participants and consistently 
indicates that participants; judgments for probability and 
utility are different between gain and loss. 

Results and discussion 
Following Skylark and Prabhu-Naik (2018), Study 2 also 

applied a logarithmic transform (log(x+1)) to participants’ 
judgments for the magnitude of outcome. With regards to the 
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gain condition, results shown in Figure 4 demonstrate the 
same trends as those in Study 1: probabilities and utilities 
appear to be negatively correlated in the gain condition. 
Regression analysis in the same way as Study 1  demonstrated 
a significant negative relationship between the reward 
magnitudes and estimated probabilities both in the 
probability judgment task (beta=-0.01, 95% confidence 
interval: -0.017 to -0.005), and the outcome magnitude 
estimation task (beta=-0.005, 95% confidence interval:  
-0.006 to -0.003). Thus, these results support a bidirectional 
association between probability and rewards: probability 
values affected reward judgment, and reward magnitude also 
affected probability judgments. 

Study 2 also performed the same analyses to the data for 
loss condition. In contrast to Study 1, the regression analysis 
demonstrated a significant negative relationship between the 
reward magnitudes and estimated probabilities (beta=-0.005, 
95% confidence interval: -6.01 to -3.75) in loss domain 
although its beta value was outside the 95% confidence 
interval of the beta value for the gain condition. The 
regression analysis for the magnitude estimation task 
demonstrated a significant effect of probability on reward 
magnitude (beta=-0.009, 95% confidence interval: -0.01 to 
 -0.08). 

Study 2 also performed individual-level analyses in the 
same way as Study 1. Figure 5 shows the boxplots for the 
correlation coefficients between probability and reward 
magnitude in the gain and loss conditions. This graph also 
demonstrates almost the same trends as that in Study 1: values 
of correlation coefficients between probability and outcome 
magnitude appear to be distributed below zero in the gain 
condition, but not in the loss condition. However, in Study 2, 
mean values of correlation coefficients between probability 
and outcome magnitude were below zero both in the outcome 
magnitude (mean: -0.71 and -0.32; 95% confidence interval: 
-0.76 to -0.67 and -0.49 to 0.16; gain condition and loss 
condition, respectively) and probability judgment (mean:-
0.80 and 0.40; 95% confidence interval: -0.87 to -0.73 and -
0.56 to -0.23; gain condition and loss condition respectively) 
both in the gain condition and loss condition, although ranges 
of the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap each other. 

Figure 4 that shows the results for associations in the 
correlations indicates the same trend as that of Study 1. In 
gain condition, most of the correlations between probability 
and utility both become negative both in probability and 
reward judgment tasks, but not so in loss condition. Chi-
square test that tried to examine the equality of distribution 
between gain and loss condition demonstrated a significant 
difference between the two conditions (𝑥 (3) = 25.71, 𝑝 <
.001). 

General discussion 
The results of the two studies can be summarized as 

follows: 
First, this study confirmed the probability-utility 

correlation within the same participants. In one’s knowledge,  
 

 
Figure 4. Average estimates of probability and utility 
judgments of Study 2: left panel demonstrates results of 
probability judgement, and right panel demonstrate the 
results of reward judgment. 
 

 
Figure 5. Boxplot of individual correlation coefficients 
between probability and outcome magnitude in Study 2. 
 
this is the first example that demonstrated probability-utility 
correlation in the same participants. Although expected 
utility theory assumed independence between probability and 
utility (Edwards, 1962; Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944), 
many studies have suggested that people assume a correlation 
between probability and magnitude of outcome (Crandall, 
Solomon, & Kellaway, 1955; Edwards, 1953; Edwards, 
1962; Irwin, 1953; Marks, 1951; Morlock & Hertz, 1964), 
and recent studies (Hoffart et al., 2019; Pleskac & Hertwig, 
2014) have tried to show that people’s perception of the 
relationship between probability and utility might be based 
on knowledge from the natural environment. This study pays 
attention to whether people’s perception for the relationship 
correlational and demonstrated that in the gain condition, 
people consider that probability affect reward judgment and 
at the same time magnitude of rewards also affect probability 
judgment. 
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Figure 6. Scatterplots for distributions of participants on 
correlations between probabilities and utilities in Study 2. 
Meanings of the horizontal and vertical axis are the same as 
Study 1.  

 
One more finding of this study is the difference in the 

perception of the correlation between probability and 
magnitude of outcome between the gain and loss condition. 
The asymmetry between gain and loss (Kahneman & Tversky, 
1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981) is one of the most 
established findings in the domain of judgment and decision-
making research. Although the existing studies have reported 
a difference in the effect on probability judgment between 
gain and loss (Edwards, 1962; Harris et al., 2009), the 
difference in how people associate probability and magnitude 
of the outcome had not been explored. This study can also be 
positioned as a first example which demonstrated that people 
associate the probability and magnitude of outcome 
differently between gain and loss. More precisely, this study 
demonstrates that association between probability and 
outcome might be weaker in the loss domain than that of the 
gain domain.  

This finding is also important when considering the 
origin of the association between probability and magnitude 
of outcome. One main theoretical explanation for the 
association between probability and magnitude of the 
outcome is experience from the natural environment (Hoffart 
et al., 2019; Pleskac & Hertwig, 2014). Intuitively, although 
people know several examples such as depth (Stewart et al., 
2006) or magnitude of an earthquake, the examples of 
association between probability and the magnitude of the 
outcome are not so prominent and available in the loss 
domain as those for the gain domain. All the examples 
reported in Pleskac and Hertwig (2014) are can be considered 
as those of gain domain. Considering this point, this study 
might provide supporting evidence for the position that 
probability-outcome association is based on learning from the 
natural environment because unavailability of the examples 
for loss domain might reflect lack of learning from the natural 
environment. 
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Events Structure Information Accessibility Less in Children than Adults
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Abstract

Adults parse continuous experience into meaningful events, a process referred to as event segmentation. This segmentation
in turn colors how experiences are construed content experienced within an event is held mentally in an accessible state,
which is then dropped after an event boundary. However, little is known about whether children are similarly influenced
by event boundaries. Here, we tested seven- to nine-year-old childrens and adults recognition of objects experienced either
within or across event boundaries of two cartoons. We found that children and adults were both more accurate and faster
to correctly recognizing objects that last occurred within events than across an event boundary. We, however, additionally
observed an interaction such that childrens access to recent experience was less influenced by event boundaries than adults.
Thus, while the spontaneous segmentation of complex events emerges by middle childhood, event structure less reliably
shapes the active contents of childrens minds than adults.
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Abstract
The coarse-to-fine hypothesis posits that, in the Human visual
system, a coarse representation of visual information is propa-
gated quickly through the retina to the cortex, whereas a finer,
more detailed representation is propagated more slowly. In a
previous study we showed that recurrent synaptic connections
help predict low intensity EFEs. Furthermore, a feedback loop
coming from coarser information processing is postulated to
influence later processing of finer features. In this paper, we
intend to examine the value of coarser information and recur-
rence in the processing of dynamic Emotional Facial Expres-
sions (EFE). In a step forward in studying the importance of
recurrent connectivity in the coarse-to-fine model, we tested
its advantage for discriminating emotions for different spatial
frequencies and facial expression intensities. Using Artificial
Neural Networks, we modeled recurrent synaptic connections
with a recurrent feedback loop. Using a Gabor filter bank, we
computed different levels of spatial frequency features. Our re-
sults replicate the advantage of recurrence at first facial expres-
sion intensities. Our main finding is that the recurrent model is
also better when predicting high spatial frequencies features.
Additionally, mid-to-low spatial frequencies are more useful
to the prediction of EFEs. We conclude that feature process-
ing feedback has a significant effect in disambiguating facial
expressions when information is particularly complex, i.e., at
high spatial frequencies and low EFE intensities.
Keywords: Proactive Brain, Neural Network modeling,
Emotional Facial Expressions, Spatial Frequencies.

Introduction
The proactive brain hypothesis (Bar, 2007; Trapp & Bar,
2015) models the use of fast but coarse information streams,
which are necessary to react quickly to stimuli and events
by making predictions that are refined as finer information
is propagated through the brain (Bar et al., 2006). It has been
postulated that the existence of top-down cortical informa-
tion feedback loops improves this proactive system and this
is one explanation for the high density of the top-down recur-
rent connections found in the brain (Bullier, 2001; Sherman
& Guillery, 2002). At the level of the lateral geniculate nu-
cleus, the magnocellular pathway represents a fast but coarse
route in the brain, whereas the parvocellular pathway repre-
sents a slower but fine route (Peyrin et al., 2010; Kauffmann,

Ramanoël, & Peyrin, 2014; Kauffmann, Chauvin, Guyader,
& Peyrin, 2015). With the help of artificial neural networks
we intend to study the importance of recurrent connections
for the prediction of dynamic Emotional Facial Expressions
(EFE).

EFEs are complex stimuli which play an important role
in our society. Multiple studies have shown that face
identification (Vida & Maurer, 2015) and EFE detection
(Mermillod, Bonin, Mondillon, Alleysson, & Vermeulen,
2010; Bayle, Schoendorff, Hénaff, & Krolak-Salmon, 2011)
can be achieved without high spatial frequencies. The antici-
pation of dynamic stimuli such as EFEs is assumed to rely on
neurological systems involving bottom-up and top-down pro-
cesses related to visual processing (Kveraga, Ghuman, & Bar,
2007; Beffara et al., 2015). In this study our intention is to
demonstrate the usefulness of plausible recurrence strategies
in the processing and prediction of dynamic emotions.

Mermillod et al. (2019) implemented feedforward and re-
current artificial neural network models that took EFE fea-
tures as inputs and the next EFE intensity in an emotional se-
quence (neutral to apex) as target. Recurrent models are char-
acterized by the re-injection (along with input vector) of the
hidden layer state provided by a previous intensity step. The
authors demonstrated that such a feedback loop of processed
data (i.e., hidden layer state reinjected) enhanced the predi-
cion of facial emotions, in particular at initial intensities. In
the present work, the inputs were Gabor magnitude responses
obtained with a Gabor filter bank of different spatial and ori-
entation frequencies. We segregated spatial frequency pro-
cessing in order to measure which frequencies, high or low,
are the most useful for predicting early EFE intensities.

Previous studies have shown that low spatial frequencies
are more useful for object, scene and face categorization (e.g.,
Mermillod, Guyader, & Chauvin, 2005; Mermillod, Vuilleu-
mier, Peyrin, Alleysson, & Marendaz, 2009). As such, we ex-
pect models to perform better when the inputs are low spatial
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Figure 1: EFEs were organized in a star configuration with a
neutral expression in the center. Stimuli increased in intensity
until reaching apexes by means of a morphing transformation.

frequencies. We expect a recurrent model to be more efficient
at predicting EFE features in complicated situations such as
early emotion intensities (Mermillod et al., 2019).

Mermillod et al. (2019) have previously shown the impor-
tance of recurrence for recognizing dynamic emotions. In this
article, we extend these investigations in an attempt to val-
idate the coarse-to-fine feedback loop hypothesis with com-
putational models.

Method
Stimuli
In this study, we used the Pictures of Facial Affect database
(POFA, Ekman & Friesen, 1993). It consists of photographs
of 10 actors (six women and four men) displaying six emo-
tions (anger, disgust, sadness, joy, fear, and surprise) as well
as a neutral state. This facial emotion database has been ex-
tensively used in the scientific literature, and more particu-
larly in previous computational studies on facial expression
processing.

We used the POFA database to create a continuum from
neutral to an emotional expression apex (10 intensities) As
depicted in Figure 1, EFEs of any given actor share the same
neutral state. After preprocessing (described below), images
in the database were presented as vectors of average energy
responses obtained with a Gabor filter bank.

Processing
We obtained EFE intensities via morphing, by performing a
linear interpolation between neutral and emotional apex pic-
tures. In a second step, we extracted significant information
related to spatial frequency and orientation similar to the first
stages of human visual processing (DeValois & DeValois,
1990; Mermillod, Guyader, & Chauvin, 2004).

The POFA has the advantage of including neutral emo-
tional faces which we can use as starting points in an emo-
tional continuum. To obtain this continuum we used an in-
house C++ tool tasked with automatically detecting 68 facial
fiducial landmarks (face, eye, nose, mouth contour). Thanks
to these points, we obtained a set of triangles mapping fa-
cial features. We interpolated between the positions of the
vertices of these triangles and the pixel content within trian-
gles via affine transformations and alpha blending, respec-
tively. The interpolation was performed between triangles
corresponding to the same fiducial points in a neutral and an
apex picture. We obtained a ten-step interpolation from neu-
tral to emotion apex.

We constructed a Gabor filter bank and projected pictures
and filters in the spectral domain with a fast Fourier trans-
form. Pictures and filters, were then multiplied together, as
a fast alternative to convolution. This operation ensured that
we could control the information provided at the level of the
perceptual layer, which would not have been possible using
convolutional layers. For each stimulus and Gabor filter, we
obtained a measure of average energy response. The filter
bank consisted of seven spatial frequencies and eight spatial
orientations. With this method we transformed each stimu-
lus into a vector of 56 average energy responses. The seven
spatial frequencies were chosen so they spanned low to high
frequencies (increasing by one octave on each step) as per-
ceived by the human visual system:

• Low: 0.35 cycles per degree of field of view, 0.72 cy./deg.
• Medium: 1.4 cy./deg., 2.81 cy./deg., 5.62 cy./deg.
• High: 11.25 cy./deg., 22.5 cy./deg.

Artificial Neural Networks
In order to study whether information feedback loops are
plausible in the human visual system we modeled three Arti-
ficial Neural Networks (ANNs, PyTorch Paszke et al., 2017).
To do this, we used a simple Multi-Layer Perceptron similar
to that used in Mermillod et al. (2019) in order to ensure a fair
comparisons of the different spatial frequencies:

1. MLP: a Multi-Layer Perceptron.
2. SRN: a Simple Recurrent Network.
3. MLPaug: an MLP augmented with the same number of

parameters as the SRN, taking three time-steps’ worth of
emotion intensity at once as input.

The MLP is a feedforward ANN with an input layer, a
hidden layer, and an output layer. It represents a baseline
performance, in order to predict emotion vectors on a single
information step. The SRN is based on the Elman network
(Elman, 1990). It is similar to the MLP, with the exception
of the hidden layer, which is considered as a context layer,
whose content is used alongside the input layer content as
input to the next time-step. The MLPaug has three times as
many inputs as the MLP. It therefore has the same number of
parameters as the SRN and does not rely on feedback loops,
since it receives three time-steps’ worth of intensity at once.
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Figure 2: EFE stimuli were multiplied in the Fourier domain with a Gabor filter banks. This figure shows one of the eight
orientations used in our experiment. This operation was repeated for all stimuli with the entire Gabor filter bank to obtain a
vector of 56 average energy responses.

The input data of the network is an energy response vector
at an intensity step t, while the target is the energy response
vector at time-step t + 1 To measure performances with dif-
ferent spatial frequencies, the input vector consists of eight
spatial orientations extracted from the 56-element energy re-
sponse vector described above. Because the input layer of
MLPaug receives three intensities, the first intensity vectors
are filled with zeros for non-existent intensities (intensities -2
and -1 at time step 0 and intensity -1 at time step 1). In all
three models, the size of the hidden/context layer is twice that
of the input layer as implemented by Elman (1990).

The purpose of the models is to predict the energy response
vectors at the next time-step (emotional intensity). The loss
is the root-mean square error (RMSE) between the expected
energy response vector and that predicted by the network.
Therefore, the models predict the evolution of the emotion
on a continuum, rather than classifying the emotion itself. A
classification accuracy measure is obtained by comparing the
RMSE of a model’s prediction with all six emotion vectors at
the predicted intensity (for the same actor). If the predicted
value is closest to the emotion vector of the expected class,
then the prediction is labeled positive, otherwise the predic-
tion is negative.

Training methodology

A set of ANN models was trained for each of the seven spatial
frequencies separately. The database for a training instance
was thus made up of 600 eight-element vectors (ten actors by
six emotions by ten intensities). This data subset was normal-
ized between 0 and 1 (min-max range normalization) for each

spatial frequency independently in order to fit the range of the
activation function (sigmoid) at the output of the network.

We used the Adam optimizer to update the model’s param-
eters with a learning rate of 0.0005 (other parameters: be-
tas=(0.9, 0.999), epsilon=1e-8, weight decay=0). This num-
ber is lower than the default value suggested by the authors
of the optimizer in order to avoid overfitting.

The ANNs were trained for 10,000 epochs (one epoch is
one pass over the training dataset).At each iteration, one emo-
tion intensity was passed through a model starting from neu-
tral data up to intensity n−1 (predicting the tenth one). Since
the first prediction was based on the neutral face, which was
common to all the emotions, we expected the first time-step
prediction to be equal to chance level (1/6).

In a leave-one-out strategy, one actor’s data was set aside
for testing. It was therefore kept independent from the learn-
ing protocol and served to measure the generalization perfor-
mances of the networks.

Analyses

In this study, we analyzed prediction success rates as a func-
tion of ANN types and emotion intensity across the informa-
tion for the seven spatial frequencies extracted as described
above. For each spatial frequency, our statistical models an-
swered two questions: 1) is there a main effect of ANN types,
2) is there an interaction effect between ANN types and emo-
tion intensity.

The results of this experiment were analyzed with Gener-
alized Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs Jaeger, 2008) in or-
der to model the binomial nature of the binary data (success
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rates) and the random effects inherent to our set-up. As well
as determining significance levels, the results of the analysis
of main and interaction effects were not trivial. We there-
fore adopted the method used by Nuthmann and Malcolm
(2016) by comparing different multi-level statistical models
using likelihood ratio tests.

Three GLMMs were specified: an intensity model includ-
ing solely the emotion intensity as a fixed effect, a net-
intensity model including the ANN type and emotion inten-
sity as fixed effects and a full model including these two vari-
ables and their interaction as fixed effects. If the full model
has a better fit than the intensity model this would lead us to
believe that network type had an effect (main or interaction);
if the full model has a better fit than the net-intensity model
then there would be an interaction effect. The complexity of
the models by inclusion of random effects (actor, emotion)
was reduced until they converged. Unless specified otherwise
in the following section, the main effect of ANN type and the
interaction effect are significant.

We planned post-hoc comparisons with the least mean
squares method (R, R Core Team, 2018; package lsmeans,
Lenth, 2016) to study interaction effects. Planned contrasts
compare emotions of the same intensity step across ANN
types. Post-hoc tests have been corrected with the Tukey
method.

Results
As shown in Figure 3, prediction accuracy was lowest for
high spatial frequencies but plateaued with medium to low
frequencies. Th main effect of ANN types was significant
across all spatial frequencies (p < 0.0001) and an interac-
tion effect between ANN types and spatial frequencies also
emerged (p < 0.0001). The average SRN performances were
better than that of the MLP in the case of spatial frequencies
2.81 cy./deg. and above (ps < 0.0001), but below that of the
MLPaug for the three highest spatial frequencies (ps< 0.001).

Our results show that a feedback loop significantly im-
proves performances. The feedback loop gave the SRN the
opportunity to carry information over from previous time-
steps. As was expected, the accuracy of the MLPaug shows
that processing multiple intensity steps at once was also ben-
eficial.

Results of Figure 3 are averaged over emotion intensities.
To learn more about the difference between models at emo-
tion onset particularly, we present in Figure 4 the perfor-
mances of the models as a function of emotional intensities
and spatial frequencies.

Learning from the lowest spatial frequencies considered in
this study (0.35 cy./deg) the SRN converged to a non-optimal
solution and showed a small but significant accuracy decrease
when predicting intensities six to nine (p < 0.01). Overall
the performances of the models are quite similar at this low
frequency.

The second low spatial frequency set of data (0.7 cy./deg)
had the SRN in a better position compared to the alter-
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Figure 3: Average model performances as a function of spa-
tial frequencies (from lowest to highest). Error bars denote
95% Confidence intervals (95%CI)

native models when predicting the third emotion intensity
(p < 0.0001). The intensity prediction of the MLPaug showed
a significant increase in accuracy compared to the MLP and
SRN (p < 0.01); at intensity five the MLPaug and SRN per-
formed similarly and better than the MLP (p< 0.01). Beyond
this point, the models had similar performances. Considering
the medium to low spatial frequency (1.4 cy./deg), the SRN
had an edge over the MLP and MLPaug when predicting the
third intensity (ps < 0.005). The models performed at a sim-
ilar level after that.

Results with the next medium spatial frequency step (2.81
cy./deg.) still showed an advantage for the SRN over the
other networks in predicting the third intensity (ps < 0.005),
though the performances of the three networks did not differ
significantly after that: they increased with the intensities and
reached a plateau before the last five intensities. The interac-
tion effect between intensity and network type failed to reach
a significant level here.

Predicting from the next medium spatial frequency data
(5.62 cy./deg.), the SRN was significantly more accurate in
predicting the third intensity (ps< 0.05) and its performances
were similar to those of the MLPaug for the rest of the inten-
sities, whereas the MLP scored lower in the cases of the third
and the last three intensities (ps < 0.05).

The spatial frequency data for 11.25 cy./deg. showed that,
globally, the MLPaug had an advantage when predicting emo-
tion intensities. It was more accurate than the MLP at all
intensity steps (ps < 0.02) and was better than the SRN at
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Figure 4: Average model performances as a function of spatial frequencies (from lowest to highest) and emotion intensity
(neutral to apex). Emotion intensity starts at two because the first intensity is used as input to the model to predict the second.
Error bars denote 95%CI

predicting intensities five, nine and ten (ps < 0.05). While
the SRN’s prediction accuracies appeared to be better than
those of the MLP, they were only significantly so for the last
three intensities (ps < 0.02).

When the models predicted the highest spatial frequency
data (22.5 cy./deg.), the SRN displayed a significant advan-
tage (ps < 0.02) compared to other the models when pre-
dicting the third emotion intensity. On the other hand, the
MLPaug demonstrated the best performances over the last
four emotion intensities (ps < 0.02) and the SRN was sig-
nificantly better at the task than a simple MLP for the last
two intensities (ps < 0.005).

Discussion

We replicated the results of Mermillod et al. (2019) show-
ing that recurrent connections are particularly useful in the
first stages of recognizing dynamic EFEs when signs of emo-
tion are subtle. Our most important finding indicates that the
positive effect of recurrent connections when processing am-
biguous information also applies to specific spatial frequen-
cies. Indeed, the SRN model performed better than the MLP
models when presented with higher spatial frequencies (11.25
and 22.5 cy./deg.). As demonstrated by the high accuracy ob-
served with all networks, peaking at first emotion intensities,
we show that mid-to-low spatial frequencies are the most use-
ful for predicting emotion, a finding which is consistent with
humans performances (Bayle et al., 2011). The results val-
idate our hypotheses that recurrent connections provide an
advantage when processing stimuli that are ambiguous due
to their poor perceptual features (high spatial frequencies) as

well as at early stages of EFEs. The high performances of the
MLPaug, a non-recurrent ANN receiving three intensity-steps
at once as input, indicates that the SRN probably does not
consider information prior to t − 2. Indeed, the augmented
MLP performs comparably or better as soon as three emotion
intensities are available for processing. The results for the
MLPaug do not challenge the usefulness of recurrent connec-
tions, but instead help identify the nature of the process the
recurrent model converges to.

Future works
To expand on this study we intend to implement an MLP with
as many parameters as the SRN by increasing the number of
neuron units in the hidden layer but without modifying the
content of the input layer (contrary to the procedure used to
obtain the MLPaug). This will serve to test whether the superi-
ority in performances of the SRN stems from an advantage in
using recurrent connections or is simply due to in an increase
in computational power.

While the POFA database guaranteed that the emotions
evolved linearly from a neutral point to the apex, we plan in
future works to replicate these results using other databases
such as ADFES (van der Schalk, Hawk, Fischer, & Doosje,
2011). ADFES is a database of videos in which actors dis-
play EFEs starting from a resting state. It is interesting as it is
free from morphing artifacts and because EFEs do not evolve
linearly and do not reach apex at the same speed (Schmidt
& Cohn, 2001; Cohn & Schmidt, 2004). As the continuum
evolves naturally rather than linearly, the task should be more
complex but should also shed further light the proactive role
of feedback loops for fast EFE recognition. Additionally,
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we will rely on morphing again to perform testing using the
KDEF (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). This will allow
us to verify if our findings persist when there is more facial
diversity (images from 40 actors are used). In this context we
will study the usefulness of recurrent connections on a per-
emotion basis.

Moreover, in order to continue testing the coarse-to-fine
hypothesis, we intend to replicate this study but vary the spa-
tial frequencies along with emotion intensity. We will test
if processing low emotion intensities with coarse data helps
predict higher intensities presented with fine data.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a model with recurrent connec-
tions processing new visual information along with previous
information performs significantly better than a non-recurrent
model, in particular when it comes to ambiguous stimuli. Our
results support interpretations of top-down recurrent connec-
tions in the brain as a way to refine predictions as cortical ar-
eas receive more recent or finer visual information. However,
the important conclusion of this article is that the computa-
tional advantage of recurrent connections seems to be related
to specific spatial frequency channels, as it has been previ-
ously assumed for humans (Bar, 2007; Beffara et al., 2012;
Trapp & Bar, 2015).
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Dynamical Feedback and Affordances-Constraints in Technology-Mediated
Learning and Assessment: An in-Class Experimental Study

Tobias Halbherr
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

How do we assess learning in complex technology-mediated practices? How does the coordination of technological af-
fordances and constraints mediate immediate performance and individual learning? In the technology-mediated practice
of programming, the compiler functions as a source of both affordances and constraints to the human cognitive agent.
The compiler affords the compilation of executable programs and dynamically informative compiler feedback, while the
compiler also constrains acceptable code to a specific syntax. In this in-class experimental study, I investigate the contri-
bution of compiler affordances and constraints to performance and learning in programming. The study results indicate
affordances as important facilitators of immediate performance. Conversely, constraints appear important mediators of
conceptual learning, which in turn facilitates internalized thinking decoupled from the original technological resource.
The findings imply a need for teaching and learning activities that emphasize practicing resource-coordination and for
an assessment practice that intelligently combines technology-mediated resource-rich tasks with decoupled resource-poor
tasks.
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Abstract

An accumulating body of evidence has demonstrated a tight
coupling between individual differences (ID) in statistical
learning ability (SL) and variation in language performance
in child and adult native speaker populations, with some ini-
tial evidence that this coupling extends to second language
(L2) speakers. However, surprisingly little work has been con-
ducted to assess potential interactions between SL and other
experience-related and affective ID factors. Using a within-
subjects design embedded in an ID framework, the present
study attempts to fill this gap by investigating whether the im-
pact of SL ability on language is moderated by individual dif-
ferences in personality traits and the amount of experience an
individual has had with the L2. The results of the study re-
vealed a complex interplay between ID factors and variation
in L2 comprehension of different types of complex sentences
indicating that the effect of SL ability on language comprehen-
sion is moderated by personality traits.
Keywords: language comprehension; second language learn-
ing and processing; statistical learning; personality

Introduction
There is now a growing awareness that at every stage across
the lifespan there are substantial individual differences (IDs)
in language competencies. IDs are ubiquitous across the
entire linguistic system, from the acquisition of properties
of speech as well as the graphotactic regularities of written
words to complex grammatical structures and discourse (see,
e.g., Kidd et al., 2018, for a recent review). Understanding
the determinants and consequences of individual variation in
language outcomes is of paramount importance for inform-
ing theories of the acquisition, processing and use of lan-
guage. Statistical learning (SL) – succinctly defined as the
ability to automatically detect and extract distributional prop-
erties in the input – has been implicated as a strong candi-
date, since it systematically varies within the population and
is found to correlate with language performance in both child
and adult populations: An individual’s capacity for SL is
found to predict, among other things, the comprehension of
various types of grammatically complex sentences (Kidd &
Arciuli, 2016; Misyak & Christiansen, 2012), semantic and
phonological lexical access (Mainela-Arnold & Evans, 2014),
and speech perception (Conway et al., 2010) (for a detailed
overview of studies, see, Siegelman, Bogaerts, Christiansen,

& Frost, 2017). Most relevant to the current study, Misyak
and Christiansen (2012) have shown that performance on ar-
tificial grammar learning (AGL) tasks that tested adult native
speakers’ ability to learn adjacent and nonadjacent dependen-
cies successfully predicted the comprehension of three types
of complex sentence structures involving these dependency
types over and above the influence of other cognitive IDs fac-
tors, including verbal working memory and fluid intelligence.
This study has in an exemplary way taken into account other
cognitive IDs factors next to SL ability as well as experience-
based ones. However, the study did not test for potential inter-
action effects between SL and other IDs factors investigated
in the study. More importantly, like all other studies on the
SL–language relationship, it did not consider another poten-
tially significant IDs factor, namely personality traits. This
affective IDs factor has received a considerable amount of
attention in the language learning literature, in particular in
the area of second language learning (Dewaele, 2012). First
evidence that statistical learning ability may be impacted by
personality comes from an extensive study by Kaufman et al.
(2010). In this study participants were administered a battery
of tasks assessing the association of implicit SL with a vari-
ety of cognitive and personality variables. Implicit SL was
more weakly related to psychometric intelligence than was
explicit associative learning, and was unrelated to working
memory capacity. The findings of structural equation mod-
eling reported in the study revealed that implicit SL was in-
dependently related to two components of psychometric in-
telligence (verbal analogical reasoning and processing speed)
and was also independently related to academic performance
on two second language exams. Importantly, implicit SL was
significantly associated with aspects of self-reported person-
ality, including intuition, Openness to Experience, and im-
pulsivity. The results reported in Kaufman et al. (2010) call
for further studies directed at elucidating the potential im-
pact of personality traits on SL ability as well as their rela-
tive contribution to language abilities. Compared to the avail-
able research reviewed above on the relationship of SL and
language in native speakers, attempts to investigate the role
of SL in adult second language learning and processing have
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been scarce ((but see Frost et al., 2013, for exceptions) and
Ettlinger et al. (2016). The results of these studies provide
some initial support suggesting that SL is also involved in
second language learning in adults.

The present study seeks to contribute to this body of re-
search and advance our understanding of the role of statistical
learning in language and its interactions with other cognitive,
experience-related and affective IDs factors. More specifi-
cally, through a within-subjects design embedded in an IDs
framework, the study is aimed at investigating whether the
impact of SL ability on comprehension of different types of
complex sentence structures is moderated by individual dif-
ferences in personality traits and the amount of language ex-
perience. In pursuit of this aim, the study sets out (1) to repli-
cate the effects of SL abilities on language comprehension
in adult native speakers reported in Misyak & Christiansen
(2012) in a sample of adult second language learners and (2)
to assess potential interactions between the SL abilities, the
amount of experience with the L2 and five personality traits.
To this end, we analyzed data from a sample of adult German
speaking L2 learners of English on a total of thirteen mea-
sures assessing individual differences in the four constructs of
interest. We first present the results of a correlational analysis
investigating the bivariate relationships between all individ-
ual differences measures. We then report on the results from
mixed-effects regression models that investigated the joint ef-
fects of statistical learning ability, personality traits and the
amount of language experience on L2 comprehension accu-
racy of three types of sentences structures.

Methods

Participants

Fifty native German-speaking L2 learners of English (34 fe-
male and 16 male, M = 22.36 years, SD = 2.86) participated
in this study. All participants were students at RWTH Aachen
University and classified as having a Common European
Framework (CEFR) English proficiency level of at least B2
(upper intermediate) or C1 (lower advanced) based on their
institutional status. In addition, participants were asked to fill
out the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire
to obtain general demographic information and more specific
information on self-rated proficiency and current knowledge
of L2 English and exposure to the L2 (Kaushanskaya et al.,
2019). Regarding their English acquisition, the L2 speakers
started learning English around the age of 9 and reported to
have acquired fluency at around 15 years of age. On average,
their current experience with English comes mainly from lis-
tening to music (mean score of 7.08 out of 10), social media
(mean score of 6.84 out of 10) and reading (mean score of
5.49 out of 10). Self-ratings of their English language pro-
ficiency based on a 10-point scale were relatively high (all
mean scores greater 7.16).

Materials
Statistical Learning Ability Individual differences in sta-
tistical learning ability were assessed using the two auditory-
verbal artificial grammar learning (AGL) tasks used in Siegel-
man & Frost (2015). These tasks were designed to probe into
participants’ ability to extract statistical regularities between
adjacent and non-adjacent elements. Both tasks involved two
phases: In an initial ‘familiarization’ phase, participants were
auditorily presented with a 9-10 minute stream of trisyllabic
‘words’ from an artificial language. In a subsequent testing
phase, participants were presented with 36 pairs of trisyllabic
sequences each consisting of one item from the familiariza-
tion stream (a ‘word’) and one previously unseen variation of
a word (a ‘part-word’) and had to decide which of the two
items sounded more familiar to them. All stimuli were syn-
thesized in PRAAT software (Boersma, 2001), at a funda-
mental frequency of 76 Hz, with a mean syllable duration of
290 ms. The stimulus material in the adjacent AGL task was
based on 12 ‘words’, built from 18 CV syllables. Items in
the familiarisation stream were designed such that the tran-
sitional probabilities (TPs) between every two adjacent syl-
lables within a word was 0.5 whereas the TP across words
boundaries was only 0.187 on average. The detection of word
boundaries in the familiarization stream was possible only in
terms of this TP contrast. Performance on the task was as-
sessed in terms of the total number of correct word identifi-
cations in the testing phase (0 - 36).

The stimulus material of the non-adjacent AGL included
12 trisyllabic artificial ‘words’ that were built from three
groups of consonantal patterns (p v g , d k b and m t s )
into which four different vowel combinations were inserted.
In the testing phase, participant had to decide between ‘legal
words’, i.e. items that were constructed from the consonantal
patterns from which the words in the familiarization stream
with novel vowels, and ‘non-legal words’, i.e. items that con-
tained only one or two consonants from a given consonantal
pattern and one or two from another pattern. To ensure that
the only cue for extracting the underlying patterns of words in
the familiarization stream was the non-adjacent TPs, the TPs
between adjacent syllables was held constant, both between
and within words. Scores on the task ranged from 0 to 36,
based on the number of correct identifications of legal words.

Personality Personality traits were assessed through the
Big Five Inventory (BFI) questionnaire that measures an in-
dividual on the Big Five Factors of personality: extraversion,
agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness
(John et al., 2008). The BFI consists of 44 self-rating state-
ments, such as “I see myself as someone who generates a lot
of enthusiasm”. Participants were asked to rate each state-
ment on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (‘disagree
strongly’) to 5 (‘strongly agree’). Participants’ scale scores
for each of the five dimensions were expressed as person-
centered z-scores that were adjusted for differences in acqui-
escent response styles. Individuals with a high extraversion
factor are expected to have a dynamic and active manner to-
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ward the social and material world, subsuming traits such as
sociability, activity, assertiveness, and positive emotionality.
The agreeableness factor contrasts a prosocial and communal
orientation towards others with antagonism and covers traits
such as altruism, tender-mindedness, trust, and modesty. In-
dividuals with a high conscientiousness factor are commonly
described as having a socially prescribed impulse control fa-
cilitating task- and goal-directed behavior. Individuals with
a high neuroticism factor are prone to psychological distress
and more likely than average to be moody and to experience
such feelings as anxiety, worry, and frustration. Individuals
with high scores on Openness-to-Experience are more cu-
rious, creative, original, imaginative, and untraditional, and
have broad interests.

Amount of L2 experience Following previous work, we
quantified individual participants’ linguistic experience using
three measures that provide proxy estimates of an individual’s
exposure to the L2: [1] the Author Recognition Test (ART),
[2] the Need for Cognition (NFC) and [3] the Lexical Test for
Advanced Learners of English (LexTALE). An updated ver-
sion of the ART from West et al. (1993) was used a measure
of print exposure. Numerous studies have established that the
ART correlates significantly with measures of orthographic
processing, spelling, vocabulary size, reading comprehension
and general knowledge, indicating that it is a valid measure
of print exposure (Moore & Gordon, 2015). Participants were
presented with a list of 93 names and asked to mark those that
they believe are names of real authors. The list comprises 46
names of real authors and 47 foils, i.e. names not associated
with a published author. The ART was scored as the num-
ber of real author names identified by a participant minus the
number of foil names selected. The LexTALE test is an un-
speeded visual lexical decision task designed to assesses the
receptive vocabulary knowledge, which is often argued to be
a strong indicator of the amount of time an individual spends
reading. Participants performed the online version of the task
consisting of 60 vocabulary trials on which they have to de-
cide whether the presented item exists. The test consists of
40 words and 20 nonwords. Performance in the task was as-
sessed in terms of the percentage of correct responses, cor-
rected for the unequal proportion of words and nonwords in
the test. The NFC scale (Cacioppo et al., 1984) measures a
personality-based variable that concerns the degree to which
an individual prefers cognitively engaging activities includ-
ing such reading over activities that require less cognitive en-
gagement. NFC has been used as a motivational proxy to lin-
guistic experience based on the assumption that individuals
with higher NFC will be more likely to engage with printed
materials and thus to possess a higher degree of print expo-
sure (Farmer et al., 2017). The NFC scale includes items such
as “I would prefer complex to simple problems”. Each item
was answered on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1
(extremely uncharacteristic of me) to 5 (extremely character-
istic of me). An 18-item version of the Need for Cognition
(NCS) scale was used and the NFC scores was determined by

summing responses to all items.

L2 Sentence Comprehension Abilities Individual varia-
tion in L2 sentence comprehension abilities was assessed
using the same task as in Misyak & Christiansen’s (2010)
L1 study. The stimulus material was carefully chosen so
as to involve the tracking of different types of both adja-
cent (local) and non-adjacent (long-distance) relationships:
It consisted of structurally complex sentences drawn from
three prior studies. The S/OR sentence set contained sub-
ject relative clauses and object relative clauses. Processing
of such structures requires tracking both non-adjacent (non-
local, long-distance) and adjacent relationships between lan-
guage units. The A/IN sentence set comprised animate and
inanimate head nouns modified by a reduced or non-reduced
relative clause. This set was designed to investigate whether
and to what extent the resolution of local syntactic ambigui-
ties was affected by semantic constraints, specifically the an-
imacy of the head noun referent. The processing of such sen-
tence types also involves keeping track of both local (adja-
cent) dependencies - i.e. between the head noun and its mod-
ifying RC - as well as and long-distance (non-adjacent) de-
pendencies holding across the RC between the head noun and
the main verb. The ‘PT’ set involved noun/verb homonyms
with phonologically typical or atypical noun/verb resolutions.
Their processing required tracking of local dependencies be-
tween the sentence’s ambiguous homonym and the subse-
quent words that resolve the ambiguity. Four sentence lists
were created, each incorporating 12 initial practice items fol-
lowed by 88 test items (40 sentences with subject-object rel-
ative clauses (S/OR), 28 sentences involving clauses with an-
imate/inanimate noun constructions (A/IN) and 20 sentences
involving noun/verb homonyms with phonological typical or
atypical noun/verb resolutions (PT). Versions of a given tar-
get sentence were counterbalanced across the four lists and
presented in random order. A YES/NO comprehension ques-
tion followed every sentence. Following Misyak & Chris-
tiansen (2012), performance on the task was assessed in terms
of comprehension accuracy scores.

Procedure
The tests and measures were administered in the same or-
der to all participants to avoid potential effects of adminis-
tration ordering (LexTALE, BFI, NFC, ART, Adjacent SL,
Sentence Comprehension, Non-adjacent SL). All experimen-
tal tasks were implemented and run using PsychoPy v3.0
(Peirce, 2007).

Results
The means, standard deviations, and range for all individ-
ual differences (IDs) measures are provided in Table 1 and
the correlations among the measures are presented in Table
2. Accuracy scores on the L2 comprehension task were sub-
ject to considerable individual differences ranging between
59.04% and 97.59%. Like the results reported for native
speakers in Misyak and Christiansen (2012), the performance
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the individual-differences tasks and measures assessing (1) L2 sentence comprehension, (2)
statistical learning, (3) personality and (4) amount of L2 experience.

Dependent measure M SD Observed range

Animate/inanimate (A/IA) Percent correct (28 Y/N questions) 79.25 10.84 58.82–96.30
Phonological Typicality (PT) Percent correct (20 Y/N questions) 87.12 10.72 60.00–100.00
Subject/object Relatives (S/OR) Percent correct (40 Y/N questions) 75.2 12.93 48.28–97.44

Adjacent Percent correct (36 2AFC items) 52.6 12.73 30.55–80.55
Nonadjacent Percent correct (36 2AFC items) 56.97 9.48 36.11–83.33

Openness Person-centered z-scores adjusted 0.12 0.46 -1.50–1.08
Conscientiousness for differences in acquiescent 0.17 0.47 -0.78–1.39
Extraversion response styles 0.56 0.49 -0.53–1.44
Agreeableness (‘yea-saying’ vs. ’nay-saying’) 0.59 0.43 -0.88–1.37
Neuroticism -0.35 0.59 -1.55–1.33

LexTALE LexTALE score (averaged % correct) 71.607 12.489 47.50–98.75
ART Sum of correct targets - foils 61.265 12.3 20.00–86.00
NFC Sum of scaled responses 6.5714 4.8088 0.00–21.00

Table 2: Intercorrelations between tasks and measures.

Statistical Learning L2 Comprehension L2 Experience Personality
Adjacent Non.-adj A.IN PT S/OR OVERALL LexTALE ART NFC OS CS ES AS

Non.-adj -0.21
A.IN -0.01 -0.08
PT 0.09 -0.17 0.58***
S/OR 0.01 -0.08 0.51*** 0.54***
OVERALL 0.02 -0.12 0.8*** 0.76*** 0.9***
LEXTALE -0.13 -0.02 0.62*** 0.54*** 0.38** 0.57***
ART 0.04 -0.22 0.41** 0.37*** 0.43** 0.49*** 0.4**
NFC -0.02 -0.05 0.24 0.47*** 0.3* 0.38** 0.45** 0.32*
OS 0.13 -0.11 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.13 0 0.24
CS 0.22 -0.11 0.08 0.28 0.1 0.14 0.01 0.08 0.23 0.08
ES 0.06 -0.01 -0.27 -0.07 -0.14 -0.2 -0.29* -0.39** 0.03 0.16 0.51***
AS -0.08 0.15 -0.31* -0.32* -0.41* -0.43* -0.4** -0.47*** -0.08 0.24 0.27 0.41**
NS -0.03 0.13 -0.09 -0.13 0.06 -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.01 -0.11 0.11 0.13

of the L2 group on sentence comprehension was highest on
the PT set, followed by the A/IN set, and lowest on the S/OR
set. However, the performance ranged between 7.28% and
10.85% below that of the native speaker group tested in the
L1 study. Performance on the non-adjacent AGL was above
chance (t(49) = 5.4, p < 0.0001) and similar in performance-
level to the L2 group tested in Siegelmann and Frost (2015).
On the adjacent AGL, overall group performance was not
significantly different from chance (t(49) = 1.4, p = 0.16)
and below the performance-level reported in Siegelmann and
Frost (2015). L2 comprehension scores on the three sentence
sets were significantly correlated with each other and - with
one exception - also with all L2 experience proxy measures.
Across sentence sets, there also were significant negative cor-
relations between comprehension accuracy and scores on the
agreeableness personality dimension. The three L2 experi-
ence proxies were all significantly correlated with one an-
other. Furthermore, ART and LexTALE scores were nega-
tively correlated with scores on the Extraversion and Agree-
ableness scales. Within the personality traits, there were pos-

itive correlations between Extraversion and Agreeableness
and between Extraversion and Conscientiousness. Regard-
ing statistical learning, there were no correlations neither be-
tween the two SL measures nor between a SL measure and
any of the language- and personality-related IDs factors. Cru-
cially, there were no significant correlations between perfor-
mance on either of the two SL tasks and L2 comprehension
scores on any of the sentence sets.

In a second step, we investigated the joint effects of sta-
tistical learning, personality and L2 experience on L2 com-
prehension accuracy using mixed-effects regression model-
ing. Separate models were fitted to the data from each of
the three language comprehension sets. All models had the
maximal random-effects structure justified by our design, in-
cluding random intercepts for subjects and items. For each
set, we first fitted a full model in which sentence comprehen-
sion accuracy scores were regressed onto the main effects of
both statistical learning predictors, the five personality pre-
dictors, the three experience-related variables, as well as all
two-way interactions between, on the one hand, the SL pre-
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dictors and, on the other hand, the personality and experi-
ence variables. To reduce multicollinearity, all variables were
standardized prior to being entered into the model. Since our
main goal was to determine whether the effects of SL ability
are moderated by personality and/or L2 experience, we did
not test for interactions within and across the personality- and
experience-based IDs measures. We then employed a step-
wise bidirectional variable selection procedure based on AIC
to obtain the most parsimonious (minimal adequate) model.
Only variables that decreased the AIC were retained. All
models were fitted using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014)
in R (R Core Team, 2019). The results of the final models for
each language comprehension set are summarized in Table
3. For the PT set, the minimal adequate model accounted for
34% of the variance. The only two significant IDs variables
retained in the model were the two L2 experience variables,
LexTALE (β̂ = 0.034,SE = 0.01, t = 3.1, p = 0.002) and
NFC (β̂ = 0.021,SE = 0.01, t = 2.17, p = 0.03). None of the
other IDs measures had a significant effect on the response.
For the A/IN set, the minimal adequate model accounted for
33% of the variance. It revealed a significant main effect of
LexTALE (β̂ = 0.02,SE < 0.01, t = 3.763, p < 0.001). There
were no main effects of any of the remaining IDs measures.
However, there was a significant interaction between perfor-
mance on the non-adjacent SL task and the Neuroticism per-
sonality trait (β̂ = 0.08,SE = 0.03, t = 2.74, p = 0.01), indi-
cating a positive effect of SL ability in individuals scoring
higher on that scale. Finally, for the S/OR set, the mini-
mal adequate model accounted for 35% of the variance. In
this set, there were negative main effects of Extraversion
(β̂=−0.48,SE = 0.23, t =−1.98, p= 0.047) and Agreeable-
ness (β̂ =−1.01,SE = 0.27, t =−3.77, p < 0.001) as well as
a positive main effect of Conscientiousness (β̂ = 0.645,SE =
3.45, t = 2.53, p = 0.01). In addition, a significant interaction
between adjacent SL ability and Extraversion (β̂= 3.45,SE =
1.54, t = 2.23, p = 0.02) indicated that SL abilities had dif-
ferential effects in extroverts and introverts, with individuals
on the higher end of the Extraversion scale benefitting more
from higher SL abilities. The reverse effect was found for
the Openness trait, where a stronger effect of SL ability was
found in individuals with lower score on the personality scale
(β̂ =−6.145,SE = 2.15, t =−2.854, p = 0.004).

Discussion

The present study aimed to determine whether and to what ex-
tent individual variability in language comprehension in adult
second language learners can be accounted for by individ-
ual differences (IDs) in their statistical learning (SL) abilities,
their personality traits and the amount of experience they have
had with their L2. Through a within-subjects design embed-
ded in an IDs framework, advanced L2 learners of English
were administered two widely used tasks in the field of SL
research that involved tracking of adjacent and non-adjacent
statistical regularities in artificial grammar learning (AGL)
tasks, along with three tasks designed to assess IDs in the

Table 3: Regression coefficients (with 95% confidence inter-
vals) from minimal adequate mixed-effects models fitted to
the L2 comprehension accuracy data of the PT set (top), A/IA
set (middle) and S/OR set (bottom).

PT (adjacent)
Intercept 2.194∗∗∗
NFC 0.021∗ (0.002, 0.040)
LexTALE 0.034∗∗ (0.013, 0.056)

A.IN (adj and non-adj)
Intercept 1.395∗∗∗ (1.103, 1.688)
SL.non.adj −1.197 (−2.886, 0.492)
ES −0.322 (−0.667, 0.023)
NS 0.002 (−0.259, 0.263)
OS 0.323 (−0.051, 0.697)
LexTALE 0.026∗∗∗ (0.012, 0.039)
SL.non.adj:NS 3.793∗ (0.799, 6.787)

S/OR (adj and non-adj)
Intercept 1.352∗∗∗ (1.048, 1.655)
SL.adj −0.166 (−1.720, 1.387)
ES −0.476∗ (−0.946, −0.006)
AS −1.010∗∗∗ (−1.537, −0.483)
CS 0.645∗ (0.147, 1.144)
OS 0.175 (−0.290, 0.641)
SL.adj:ES 3.454∗ (0.425, 6.483)
SL.adj:OS −6.145∗∗ (−10.365, −1.925)

amount of print exposure and the BFI questionnaire determin-
ing their personality scores. The participants’ scores on IDs
measures were then used as predictors of their performance
on comprehension tasks across three sets of sentence materi-
als entailing the tracking of adjacent and non-adjacent depen-
dencies in natural languages originally used in the study on
native language comprehension by Misyak and Christiansen
(2012). As reviewed in the Introduction, a growing body
of recent research demonstrates a tight coupling between SL
ability and variability in native language learning and pro-
cessing. There is also initial evidence that SL is implicated
in second language learning and processing. Contrary to our
expectations, there were no significant associations between
performance in the two AGL tasks and L2 comprehension of
relevant types of natural language sentences. However, sev-
eral significant interactions indicated that the effect of sta-
tistical learning on language comprehension is moderated by
personality traits, such that SL abilities had differential ef-
fects on introverts and extraverts, as well on individuals that
are high or low on Openness and Neuroticism. These effects
persisted even after controlling for the effects of L2 experi-
ence. Our findings also indicated a distinct role of language
experience in language comprehension performance across
sentence types, as evinced by several positive correlations be-
tween the three proxy measures of linguistic experience and
L2 comprehension scores across the three sentence types.

Taken together, these findings are consistent with ‘emer-
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gentist’ approaches to language, an umbrella term encom-
passing a broad class of approaches including usage-based
approaches, constraint-based approaches, exemplar-based
models and connectionist models that share the same core as-
sumptions. According to these approaches, language (both
L1 and L2) is learnt via analyses of, and generalization from,
the input and IDs result from a complex interplay of endoge-
nous cognitive systems and exogenous factors, in particular
the quantity and quality of the language input (Kidd et al,
2017). These approaches call for an integrated approach to
understanding the role of IDs in language learning and pro-
cessing. The present study emphasize that such an integrated
approach needs to take into account personality traits, one
of the key affective factor in the educational psychology and
second language learning literatures. To our knowledge, the
present study is the first to show that personality traits im-
pact the contribution of statistical learning to language abil-
ities. At the methodological level, the results of the present
study indicate that SL effects depends on the type of language
structure to be comprehended: In this study, L2 comprehen-
sion of sentences involving clauses with animate/inanimate
noun constructions was affected by the SL ability to detect
non-adjacent dependencies, while L2 comprehension of sen-
tences with subject-object relative clauses was impacted by
the SL ability for adjacent dependencies. Such dependency of
SL effect on sentence structure was also reported in Misyak
and Christiansen (2012), albeit with a different pattern of as-
sociated tasks. This finding that the pattern of results varied
across construction types draws attention to the fact that the
study of individual difference requires not only the inclusion
of multiple constructs and multiple measures per construct,
but also needs to incorporate multiple measures to assess lan-
guage performance in a particular domain (cf. James et al.,
2018). The decision to assess SL abilities on the basis of
AGL measures was motivated by our aim to examine whether
the SL effects reported in Misyak and Christiansen (2012)
can be replicated in a sample of adult L2 learners. The orig-
inal study made use of carefully chosen stimulus materials
to match the requirements of the artificial grammar learning
and language comprehension tasks in terms of the types of
dependencies between the elements that need to be tracked.
However, the AGL tasks employed here have been designed
to assesses group-level SL performance and have some psy-
chometric shortcomings. Crucially, in AGL tasks a large pro-
portion of the sample typically performs at chance level, as
was the case in the adjacent SL task of the present study. To
remedy these shortcomings, recent research has introduced
novel measures to assess individual differences in SL abili-
ties (Siegelman, Bogaerts, & Frost, 2017), including chunk-
based measures (Isbilen et al., 2017). Such measures need to
be integrated in future work.
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Abstract

General slowing of mental processing speed is hallmark of brain and cognitive aging. Thus far it has been limited under-
standing in neural mechanisms underlying mental states during fluctuations between efficient versus inefficient cognitive
performance within individual older adults. Here we examined electrophysiological responses during visual working mem-
ory retrieval trials that are fast versus slow reactions. Wireless EEG along with accuracy and reaction times were recorded
during a modified delayed match-to-sample task in 17 cognitively normal older adults (age 65-95) from North America.
Compared to trials that are faster than averaged (mean 584 ms), the late positive potentials during trials that are slower
than average (mean 747 ms) showed increased responses to memory nonmatch distractors than those to object matching
memory targets in frontal sites, as previously reported in older brains. Interestingly, the brainwaves during efficient and
accurate memory retrievals resemble those typically seen in younger adults.
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From information-seeking actions (and their costs), adults jointly infer both what
others know, and what they believe they can learn
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Abstract

We face a challenge when inferring what others know. Actions do not transparently reveal epistemic states: ignorant
agents routinely ignore information too costly to obtain, and knowledgeable agents often confirm what they already know
when its convenient. We hypothesized that epistemic inferences are sensitive both to agents actions, and the underlying
utilities that best explain them. We tested this possibility in a simple task. Adults watched an explorer decide whether
to collect a map before searching an island for treasure. Participants (n=40) were asked to jointly infer how much the
explorer knew about the treasures location, and how much information the explorer believed the map had. Participant
judgments matched a computational model of epistemic inference structured around an expectation that agents rationally
tradeoff information gain with information cost (r=0.86; 95%: 0.740.93, p¡.001). Our results suggest that adult Theory of
Mind supports nuanced and graded epistemic inferences from observable action.
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Abstract

Modeling cognitive processes is one of the major tasks of cognitive science. This work presents a model of a study
described in Flexible Strategy Use in Young Childrens Tic-Tac-Toe (Crowley & Siegler, 1993) in which the authors
made an attempt to characterize decision-making in a conflict-of-interests-like environment. In the experiments, kinder-
garten/primary school children and an algorithm-based opponent played a series of games in Tic-Tac-Toe. The outcomes
seemed to indicate the existence of a hierarchy of rules that is constructed with experience. Although already tested al-
gorithmically, the simulation detailed in the paper was applicable to a narrow class of problems only. The model shown
in this work was built using a cognitive architecture, i.e. computer-based structure mimicking the general functioning of
the human mind. Concretely, we used a rule-based system Soar that operates in mental rules paradigm and in most part
replicated the results of the mentioned study.
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Abstract 
Current theories of knowledge acquisition suggest that newly        
learned knowledge does not always supplant prior knowledge,        
even when newly learned knowledge repairs errors. New        
knowledge may suppress prior knowledge, particularly for       
overlearned, explicit responses, creating internal competition      
between knowledge elements. Competition between new and prior        
knowledge may be one reason misconceptions are highly resistant         
to repair. The present study examines misconceptions in a specific          
domain: pre-service educators’ beliefs about neuromyths.      
Addressing misconceptions in pre-service educators is important       
because these misconceptions are likely to be transmitted to         
students and may reduce the effectiveness of instruction. A         
computer mouse-tracking paradigm measured explicit beliefs in       
neuromyths as well as implicit uncertainty during the        
decision-making process. The findings demonstrated that      
pre-service educators often endorsed neuromyths but were       
uncertain about the veracity of neurofacts. These findings add to          
our knowledge of misconceptions, their durability, and       
demonstrate a need to address misconceptions in educator        
preparation. 

Keywords: misconceptions; education; neuromyths; computer     
mouse tracking; knowledge acquisition; educator cognition 

Introduction 
Current theories of knowledge acquisition suggest that       
misconceptions (i.e., beliefs contrary to established      
evidence) about science do not disappear with the addition         
of new, correct knowledge. Instead, prior knowledge,       
including misconceptions, and newly learned knowledge      
coexist (Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012). This coexistence       
creates the potential for interference between new       
knowledge and prior knowledge -- even when the prior         
knowledge has been overlearned (Pashler, Rohrer, Cepeda,       
& Carpenter, 2007). Evidence for interference emerges from        
studies that measure both explicit and implicit responses,        
demonstrating that suppressed knowledge might continue to       
influence behavior. The current study explores this       
possibility by investigating neuromyths, a subset of       
misconceptions about the brain and its relation to        
development and learning. Sampling pre-service educators,      
we investigate the explicit and implicit cognitive processes        
underlying educator cognition in an attempt to better        
understand why neuromyths are propagated and how       
knowledge interference increases misconceptions’    
resistance to change.  

Misconceptions about science 
Misconceptions may be very difficult, if not impossible, to         
eradicate (Goldberg & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Gregg,      
Winer, Cottrell, Hedman, & Fournier, 2001). Theories       
regarding changes in knowledge suggest the introduction of        
new knowledge could replace or dramatically restructure       
existing knowledge (e.g., Chi, 1994). However, an       
alternative theory suggests previously held knowledge is       
supplemented, rather than replaced, with new knowledge as        
it enters the system (Vosniadou, 2012). When knowledge is         
supplemented, internal competition may occur between new       
and existing knowledge if the new does not neatly align          
with the existing, thus requiring certain knowledge to be         
inhibited in favor of another. From a broad view of          
misconceptions, it is more likely that an additive process         
occurs when attempting to update prior knowledge       
(Shtulman, 2017). 

Shtulman and Valcarcel (2012) demonstrated competition      
between new and prior knowledge by asking introductory        
psychology undergraduates to evaluate statements about the       
natural world. Some statements were linked to previous        
misconceptions (e.g., “Water kills germs.”), and others were        
not (e.g., “Heat kills germs.”). Response times were longer         
when the statement was linked to a previous misconception         
relative to those that were not, indicating the previous         
misconception -- or prior knowledge -- interferes with the         
evaluation of factual statements. This finding suggests that        
even when correct knowledge is acquired, incorrect prior        
knowledge may persist.  

Therefore, the interference between new and prior       
knowledge may prevent the development of more accurate        
mental models of scientific principles and explanations       
(Carey, 1986). Even expert scientists may experience       
interference when concepts compete for activation. For       
instance, Masson, Potvin, Riopel, and Foisy (2014) found        
science experts showed greater blood flow to brain regions         
associated with conflict monitoring and inhibition when       
responding to scientifically challenging questions than      
science novices, suggesting neurological evidence for      
interference. Thus, it may be possible to inhibit        
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misconception endorsement but not eliminate     
misconceptions.  

Educator cognition & misconceptions  
One class of misconception that is particularly relevant to         
education is neuromyths. Neuromyths (e.g., existence of       
learning styles) may originate from a variety of sources         
including broad generalization, oversimplification, and/or     
distortion of scientific findings (Howard-Jones, 2014;      
Macdonald et al., 2017; Pasquinelli, 2012), which may be         
further exacerbated by popular media’s attempt at reaching        
a wider audience by sensationalizing science (Beck 2010).        
Prior work has clearly documented practicing educators’, as        
well as graduate and undergraduate pre-service educators’,       
explicit endorsement of neuromyths (~50%; Canbulat &       
Kiriktas, 2017; Dekker et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2017;          
Papadatou-Pastou, Haliou, & Vlachos, 2017). Such findings       
are not surprising given that most educators have limited         
training in critical analysis of scientific research (Ansari &         
Coch, 2006). Nonetheless, educators make instructional      
decisions every day in an effort to provide a high-quality          
education for every student.  

These decisions are informed by explicit beliefs, often        
derived from formal training in subject-content and       
pedagogical knowledge that is gathered during      
educator-preparation programs (Preston, 2017). However,     
the knowledge guiding educators’ explicit decisions is not        
always accurate (Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork,       
2008), meaning misconceptions have the potential to drive        
decision making within the classroom. For instance,       
neuromyth-based lesson plans (e.g., teaching to a learning        
style), curricula, or products may be deleterious to student         
learning and can take valuable resources (e.g.,       
school-district dollars) and time away from evidence-based       
programming (Pashler et al., 2008). This concern is        
heightened within the current educational model in which        
educators are tasked with covering increasingly more       
content in less time (Fox, 2018). Thus, any time spent using           
explicit neuromyth-backed practices is creating opportunity      
for unintentional, but problematic, constraints on learning       
and development (Pashler et al., 2008). 

Given the sheer amount of literature acknowledging        
explicit endorsement of neuromyths in the educational       
community, attention should consequently turn to      
investigating implicit processes associated with neuromyths.      
No work, to the authors’ knowledge, has examined        
educators’ (pre- or in-service) implicit decisions derived       
from neuromyths. Educators’ implicit decisions are      
important to investigate, as they have the potential to affect          
students’ learning outcomes just as explicit decisions can.        
Consider the negative effect math-anxious female educators       
can have on female students’ math achievement (Beilock,        
Gunderson, Ramirez, & Levine, 2009) or the consequence        
of implicit attitudes toward certain racial or religious        
groups. For example, students of color are more often sent          

to the principal's office for subjective infractions (e.g.,        
disrespect); whereas, white students are more often sent for         
objective infractions (e.g., vandalism) (Skiba, Michael,      
Nardo, & Peterson, 2002). These implicit beliefs can affect         
educators’ decision making within the classroom and       
consequently, could limit opportunities for students to       
accumulate accurate knowledge. Thus, understanding     
educators’ implicit beliefs regarding the brain and its role in          
learning has both practical and theoretical value, especially        
considering not all decisions made by educators are        
empirically-backed  (Pashler et al., 2008).  

Educators’ explicit and implicit beliefs about      
neuro-statements can have a multiplicative effect in which        
science misconceptions are not only taught, but also adopted         
by the general public as students exit the education system.          
Thus, educators’ beliefs have the potential to multiply and         
transition to systemic beliefs, as children being taught via         
neuromyth-backed ideology grow into adults who maintain       
neuromyth ideology, causing the perpetuation of scientific       
misconceptions. Consequently, understanding educators’    
explicit and implicit beliefs is of value to education and          
cognitive science, as neuromyths can pose a barrier to the          
accumulation of knowledge backed by empirical evidence.       
The earlier cognitive scientists can intervene in knowledge        
development, the less likely it becomes that learners accept         
misconceptions -- neuromyth or otherwise (e.g., Kelemen,       
Emmons, Schillaci, & Ganea, 2014).  

Current Study 
The present study is a conceptual replication and extension         
of Macdonald et al. (2017). It examines neuromyths, a         
subset of misconceptions related to the mind, brain, and         
learning (replication), using a computer mouse-tracking      
paradigm (extension). Computer mouse tracking reveals the       
“mind in motion,” as parallel processes of cognition unfold         
over time to reflect implicit (early, heuristic) and explicit         
(late, systematic) processes (McKinstry, Dale, & Spivey,       
2008). Examination of both explicit and implicit processes        
is important because it is currently unclear how cognition of          
pre-service educators is affected when they are required to         
evaluate the veracity (i.e., conforming to fact) of        
neuro-statements. Differentiating between -myth and -fact is       
a necessary skill upon entering the classroom to reduce the          
perpetuation of misinformation. No studies to the authors’        
knowledge employ a mouse-tracking paradigm to      
investigate neuro-statement endorsement; however, such     
method is useful because it allows cognitive scientists to         
determine whether uncertainty (measured by x-flips; i.e.,       
the frequency of mouse-cursor reversals crossing the       
midline of the x-axis indicating decision-reversal      
prevalence) is occurring during the decision-making      
process. If individuals repeatedly move the cursor back and         
forth over the x-axis, it would suggest difficulty deciding         
between the forced-choice options (See Fig. 1). Typical        
measures of implicit processing (i.e., reaction time;       
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Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012) do not provide data on how          
cognition changes during response selection (Freeman &       
Ambady, 2009). 

This study investigates whether or not pre-service       
educators explicitly endorse neuromyths (Research Question      
1 - RQ1) and whether implicit beliefs about neuromyths and          
-facts create interference during the process of making        
veridicality judgments (i.e., an assertion of truth) (Research        
Question 2 - RQ2). RQ2 contributes to the literature, as it           
employs a novel method to investigate both implicit and         
explicit endorsement of neuromyths as well as the level of          
uncertainty associated with veridicality judgements. The      
working hypotheses tested in this paper are as follows:         
Pre-service educators exhibit some level of neuromyth       
endorsement (RQ1) and demonstrate uncertainty (i.e.,      
interference between new and prior knowledge) about       
veridicality of neuro-statements (RQ2). From a      
conceptual-change perspective, two possibilities exist     
regarding what happens to existing knowledge when new        
information enters the system (1) dramatic restructuring of        
prior knowledge or (2) supplementation of prior knowledge.        
If dramatic restructuring occurs in pre-service educators,       
action dynamics should indicate little, to no, evidence of         
uncertainty (x-flips) between new and prior knowledge in        
the decision-making process. Alternatively, if knowledge      
change is supplemental, action dynamics should reveal       
evidence of uncertainty during the decision-making process,       
contingent on newly learned knowledge not aligning with        
prior knowledge. Therefore, the strength of belief should be         
related to the amount of uncertainty (RQ2) when making         
veridicality judgments about neuro-statements due to the       
competition experienced between new and prior knowledge. 

Method 

Participants 
Participants included 40 undergraduate pre-service     
educators from a Midwestern University (women = 33, men         
= 6, non-binary = 1; age range = 18-30 yrs). The majority of             
the pre-service educators (77%) majored in either Early        
Childhood Education or Adolescent and Young Adult       
Education. Approximately 23% of the participants are       
majoring in Middle Childhood Education, Special      
Education, Art Education, or other. The majority of        
participants (40%) reported no subject-matter concentration      
(e.g., specialized coursework in science or math pedagogy)        
The breakdown for participants who did report a        
subject-matter concentration is as follows: Language Arts       
(10%), Art, American Sign Language, Math, Social Studies        
and Special Education (each accounting for 7.5%), and        
Science falling below 1%. All participants reported       
enrollment in at least one educational psychology course        
that included explicit instruction to dispel neuromyths prior        
to the start of the current experiment.  

Equipment & Stimuli 
Data was collected on a Dell Windows 10 desktop computer          
with a 22-inch widescreen (16:9) monitor using the        
MouseTracker program (Freeman & Ambady, 2010) and a        
wired, optical computer mouse. Stimuli included a total of         
20 neuromyths (e.g., We only use 10% of our brain.) and 15            
neurofacts (e.g., We use our brains 24 hrs a day.) about the            
human brain, consistent with stimuli used by Macdonald et         
al., (2017). Three additional statements (one neurofact and        
two neuromyths) were added to the survey by MacDonald et          
al. (2017) to include current misconceptions in cognitive        
science (e.g., Forgetting is good for memory.).  

Design & Procedure 
To evaluate pre-service educators’ ability to determine the        
veridicality of neuro-statements, a computer mouse-tracking      
paradigm, implementing a two-factor statement type      
(neuromyth; neurofact), within-subjects design was used. In       
the current study, we evaluated uncertainty as it relates to          
veridicality judgement, as this measure may reflect the        
strength of pre-service educators’ neuromyth and -fact       
endorsement. This measure also provides data regarding the        
early implicit decision-making process during perception      
and action.  

We seek to answer the research questions using the         
MouseTracker program to display common neuromyths and       
-facts randomly to participants. Each experimental trial (n =         
35) presented an orthographic, visual presentation of the        
statement paired with two alternative forced-choice      
response options, counterbalanced across trials (see Fig 1 -         
left panel).  

Participants were instructed to begin moving their mouse        
as soon as the statement appeared on the computer screen.          
Should they move too slowly, a warning prompt appeared         
after a response was made, asking participants to speed up          
their response. Following each response selection, an analog        
linear scale was presented on the participants’ computer        
screen, requiring them to indicate how strongly they        
believed the statement just assessed for veridicality (see Fig.         
1 - right panel).  

 

 
Figure 1: Shows a sample screen of the MouseTracker         
program, with a simulated mouse-cursor trajectory      
reflecting uncertainty (left panel; x-flips: uncertain - dotted        
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curved line; certain - solid straight line) and a sample screen           
displaying the analog linear scale in which 0 = no belief and            
100 = very much believe (right panel). Along the bottom of           
the figure (not displayed to participants) is the scale at          
which the x-coordinate measure is reported in reference to         
the rating scale. 

Measures and Analytic Approach 
We collected four measures: reaction time, proportion true,        
x-flips, and belief-strength ratings. Reaction time was       
collected as a manipulation check and was not included in          
the main analysis. Details for each measure are listed below,          
with Table 1 displaying descriptives for each measure.  
 
Reaction Time is a typical measure of interference in many          
misconception paradigms (e.g., Shtulman & Valcarcel,      
2012; Potvin, Masson, Lafortune, & Cyr, 2015). This        
literature suggests the longer the reaction time, the more         
interference occurring between new and prior knowledge, as        
a result of more time and effort needed to process          
competing information. 
 
Proportion True Participants chose between the response       
options TRUE (coded as 1) and FALSE (coded as 0) on           
each experimental trial. The dichotomous response choice       
provides a metric of explicit decision making about the         
statements’ assumed veridicality (see Fig 1 -  left panel).  
 
X-flips refer to the frequency of reversals crossing the         
midline of the x-axis as the optical mouse cursor travels          
upward along the y-axis toward the explicit and final         
response option. X-flips are associated with measures of        
uncertainty or indecision (Roche, Peters, & Dale, 2015), as         
they indicate the frequency of decision reversals during the         
real-time, decision-making and selection process, typically      
resulting in a zig-zag pattern (see Fig 1 - simulated          
mouse-cursor trajectory).  
 
Belief-Strength Rating refers to how strongly participants       
believed each neuro-statement. Participants recognizing a      
statement as a neuromyth and as completely false should         
exhibit a belief rating close to -.85 and neurofact as          
completely true should reflect a belief rating close to .85          
(see Fig. 1 - right panel, under the x-axis of the computer            
screen display). Any response close to 0 should reflect         
moderate strength of belief in the neuromyth or neurofact.         
As shown in Table 1, regardless of participants’ explicit         
veridicality judgment, each statement carried some level of        
belief. Means and standard deviations from Table 1 indicate         
the majority of participants did not have strong disbelief or          
strong belief in any of the statements, as most belief ratings           
were hovering just past 0 on the analog linear scale.  

Analytic Approach included generalized logit (RQ1:      
binary outcome variable) and poisson (RQ2: count outcome        

variable) mixed random effects models, with subject and        
item set as random intercepts. Manipulation check models        
implemented linear mixed random effects models. Maximal       
random effect structure was implemented permitting model       
convergence (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013),       
implementing a backwards leave-one-out approach until      
model convergence was met. All analyses are posted on the          
open science framework (https://osf.io/p2h4g/). Data files      
will be posted pending IRB approval. 

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation (SD) for reaction         
time, proportion of true response option selection [p(True)],        
and belief-strength rating for trials selected as True        
[Belief-Strength(T)] or False [Belief-Strength(F)]. X-flips     
are reported as frequency counts, means, and standard        
deviations [frequency: x-flips(f) and mean: x-flips(m)]. 

Measure Neuromyth Neurofact 
RT 5758.62(2872.30) 5442.81(3134.80)
p(True) 0.57(.49) 0.81(.40)
x-flips (f) 5465 4387
x-flips (m) 7.06(3.61) 7.31(3.67)
Belief-Strength (T) 0.31(.31) 0.35(.32)
Belief-Strength (F) -0.04(.54) -0.03(.48) 

Results 
The present study poses two research questions to determine         
whether pre-service educators endorsed neuromyths (RQ1)      
and whether uncertainty in the decision-making process was        
affected by neuro-statement type and/or strength of belief        
about the statement’s veridicality (RQ2). As a manipulation        
check, we assessed differences in reaction time, as most         
paradigms use this measure. The results (linear mixed        
random effects model) were consistent with the notion that         
interference exists when assessing the veridicality of       
misconceptions, as evidenced by a significant interaction       
between the response option selected and statement type (ß         
= -1303.73, SE = 390.87, t = -3.34, p < .001). Specifically,            
longer reaction times were associated with assessment of        
neuromyths as True and neurofacts as False. 

Research Question 1 
Proportion True To answer RQ1, a logit mixed random         
effects model was used to evaluate correctness (1 = True; 0           
= False) by statement type (neuromyth; neurofact).       
Pre-service educators were nearly 6 times (odds ratio =         
5.95) more likely to correctly identify the veridicality of the          
neurofacts relative to neuromyths -- ß = 1.78, SE = .18, z =             
10.15, p < .001; marginal R2 = .18, conditional R2 = .24.            
These results are consistent with Macdonald et al. (2017),         
indicating our pre-service educator sample also has       
misconceptions about neuromyths (see Fig 2). 
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Figure 2: Means and standard error bars associated with the          
proportion of true response option selections as a function of          
neuro-statement type (neuromyth; neurofact).  

Belief Rating Though it is clear from the present findings          
that pre-service educators tend to exhibit some endorsement        
of neuromyths, we also wanted to determine the strength of          
their neuromyth endorsement. A linear mixed random       
effects model was used to evaluate belief ratings as a          
function of neuro-statement type (neuromyth; neurofact)      
and response option selected (True; False). Results indicate        
a significant main effect of response option selected, such         
that the pre-service educators were significantly more likely        
to indicate stronger belief of statements they selected as         
True -- ß = .32, SE = .06, t = 5.44, p < .001; marginal R2 =                 
.15, conditional R2 = .53. However, the main effect of          
neuro-statement type (p = .80), and its interaction with the          
response selection (p = .13) was not significant.  

 

Figure 3: Relationship between x-flips and belief ratings as 
a function of neuro-statement type.  

Research Question 2 
A poisson mixed random effects model evaluated x-flips by         
statement type (neuromyth; neurofact) by response option       
selection (True; False) by belief rating (marginal R2 = .01;          
conditional R2 = .30). Results indicated a significant        
neuro-statement type by rating interaction (ß = -.17, SE =          
.09, z = -2.01, p = .04; see Fig 3) and a response option              
selection by rating interaction (ß = .21, SE = .08, z = 2.62, p              
= .009; see Fig 4). No other main effects or interactions           
were significant. As seen in Fig. 4, pre-service educators         
tended to exhibit more uncertainty with neurofacts when        
they did not believe the statements to be true relative to           
neuromyths. Additionally, pre-service educators had a      
tendency to exhibit more uncertainty when they more        
strongly believed items they selected as TRUE (see Fig 4).  
 

 
Figure 4: Relationship between x-flips and belief ratings as         
a function of response option selection (True; False).  

Discussion 
Data from the present study indicate pre-service educators        
endorsed neuromyths (replicating findings from Macdonald      
et al. 2017 with a pre-service population) -- even after          
having experienced explicit training in prior undergraduate       
coursework on what is and is not factual about the mind,           
brain, and learning. The continued endorsement of       
neuromyths suggests participants may have experienced      
interference between the new knowledge gleaned from their        
coursework dispelling previously held neuromyths and      
prior, albeit incorrect, knowledge. This finding is consistent        
with prior work suggesting prior knowledge is       
supplemented rather than dramatically restructured or      
overwritten when new information enters the system       
(Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012; Vosniadou, 2012). Thus, the        
internal competition between new and prior knowledge may        
explain participants’ uncertainty about both neurofacts and       
-myths.  
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Further, in the current study, pre-service educators        
exhibited the most uncertainty (i.e., more x-flips; implicit;        
Roche, Peters, & Dale, 2015) when they did not endorse a           
neurofact (i.e., selected false; explicit). More interesting, the        
levels of uncertainty seemed to converge (Fig. 3) such that          
uncertainty increased when participants believed     
neuromyths and decreased when they believed neurofacts.       
Work is underway to investigate why this convergence        
occurs. This uncertainty may undermine evidence-based      
decision making about instruction and classroom      
management (Simmonds, 2014), as educators may      
experience interference from previously held     
misconceptions, regardless of explicit training suggesting      
otherwise (Ansari & Coch, 2006; Dubinsky, Roehrig, &        
Varma, 2013; Im, Cho, Dubinsky, & Varma, 2018). Taken         
together, these results show that pre-service educators have        
difficulty distinguishing neurofacts from neuromyths. 

Though the current findings provide valuable insights into        
the underlying cognitive processes associated with      
knowledge interference, limitations exist. We cannot be       
certain the explicit instruction from prior coursework       
successfully dispelled neuromyths nor can we determine       
whether individuals made an attempt to update their        
knowledge. Nevertheless, this study reveals, through action       
dynamics, the decision-making process that affects explicit       
judgments, providing a necessary first step in evaluating        
educator cognition in this context. Because these       
judgements are not always based in science, educators’        
explicit and implicit beliefs may differ substantially from        
scientific evidence, leading to inappropriate use of time or         
resources within the classroom (Pashler et al., 2008;        
Simmonds, 2014). An important next step, then, is to         
investigate possible interventions. Future studies should      
examine whether it is possible to elicit explicit and/or         
implicit cognitive change. Much of the work in this domain          
has investigated the prevalence of neuromyths in different        
groups (e.g., biology teachers, Grospietch & Mayer, 2019;        
primary/secondary teachers in Turkey; Karakus,     
Howard-Jones, & Jay, 2015; general public, Macdonald et        
al., 2012) but little work has investigated ways to correct          
these beliefs. 

Because misconceptions about the brain and learning are        
a pervasive issue in education, future studies are planned to          
consider and control for these limitations. Work is also         
underway to develop possible interventions to mitigate the        
effect of these misconceptions. 

Conclusion 
The widespread adoption of neuromyths (Dekker et al.,        
2012; Howard-Jones, 2014; Macdonald et al., 2017), a        
subset of misconceptions, is one example of the general         
population’s inability to distinguish information supported      
by evidence from supposition and hyperbole. Once learned,        
misconceptions are difficult, if not impossible, to overwrite        
-- even when presented with new, correct information        

(Goldberg & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Gregg et al., 2001).        
Rather, incorrect prior knowledge, (i.e., misconceptions)      
and new evidence coexist, creating the potential for        
interference when making decisions about the veridicality of        
statements (Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012). Prior work       
suggests implicit processing can influence explicit decisions       
via increased uncertainty during the decision-making      
process (Masson et al., 2014; Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012).         
The current study adds to the literature by investigating both          
implicit and explicit processes underlying a subset of        
misconceptions using a novel method. Investigation of this        
particular subset of misconceptions is of value because it         
has the potential to be multiplicative in nature, as students          
taught via misinformed science may continue to perpetuate        
misinformed science as they age.  
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Abstract

Humans efficiently find near-optimal (i.e., near-minimum-length) tours when solving small instances of the Traveling
Salesperson Problem (TSP), a problem hard for computers. We hypothesize that this is possible because they use the
following strategy: cluster the points, solve the smaller TSPs for each cluster, and then solve the TSP defined by the
clusters. This study focused on the antecedent process of human clustering. 42 participants clustered 56 sets of 15 to 40
points on two occasions. We found that human clustering is generally reliable (M Fowlkes-Mallows Index = 0.75) for
all problem sizes. Reliability was higher for problems that showed statistical evidence of cluster structure versus no such
structure, and was not affected when the problem was flipped for the second presentation. Thus, humans are sensitive to
cluster structure, and clustering is a stable foundation for solving TSP instances. This sets the stage for future research on
clustering-based TSP strategies.
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Abstract

Is the human representation of time symmetrical or asymmetrical toward the past and the future? Some studies suggest
that we perceive the future as being closer, more attended and more valued than the past (indicating a future asymmetry).
By contrast, asymmetries toward the past have been found in past-focused cultures. Yet, available evidence is still limited
and mixed. In the present work we searched for asymmetry in several temporal tasks (temporal distance, time discounting,
temporal depth, and self-continuity) in a set of cultures that vary widely in their temporal focus (American, Spanish,
Turkish, Chinese, Moroccan, Serbian, Bosniak and Croatian; total N=1075). The results supported an overall asymmetry
toward the future in all tasks, although it failed to be significant in most cultures when considered on their own. However,
only self-continuity showed variations that can be explained by the contrast between past-focused versus future-focused
cultures.
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Compositional Neural Machine Translation by Removing the Lexicon from Syntax
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Abstract

The meaning of a natural language utterance is largely determined from its syntax and words. Additionally, there is
evidence from theories in semantics and neuroscience that humans process an utterance by separating some amount of
knowledge about the lexicon from the knowledge of word order. In this paper, we propose neural units that can enforce
this constraint over an LSTM encoder and decoder. We demonstrate that our model achieves competitive performance
across a variety of domains including semantic parsing, syntactic parsing, and English to Mandarin Chinese translation. In
these cases, our model outperforms the standard LSTM encoder and decoder architecture on many or all of our metrics. To
demonstrate that our model achieves a desired partial separation between the lexicon and syntax, we analyze its weights
and explore its behavior when different neural modules are damaged. When damaged, we find that the model displays the
knowledge distortions that aphasics are evidenced to have.
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Abstract

The vocabulary of human languages has been argued to support efficient communication by optimizing the trade-off
between complexity and informativeness (Kemp and Regier, 2012). The argument has been based on cross-linguistic
analyses of vocabulary in semantic domains of content words such as kinship, color, and number terms. The present work
extends this analysis to a category of function words: indefinite pronouns (e.g. someone, anyone, no-one, cf. Haspelmath,
2001). We establish the meaning space and feature-based representations for indefinite pronouns, and show that indefinite
pronoun systems across languages optimize the complexity/informativeness trade-off. This demonstrates that pressures
for efficient communication shape both content and function word categories, thus tying in with the conclusions of recent
work on quantifiers (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2019). Furthermore, we argue that the trade-off may explain some of the universal
properties of indefinite pronouns, thus reducing the explanatory load for linguistic theories.
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Abstract 
Creative potential in childhood predicts creative achievements 
later in life. But relatively little is known about the factors and 
processes that promote creativity in children. A theoretical 
framework by Carr, Kendal, and Flynn (2016) identified sev-
eral factors, including curiosity and exploration, that might fa-
cilitate creativity and innovation. Building on this framework, 
we propose another factor – children’s feeling of competence 
– that might affect both curiosity and creativity. In the present 
study, 5- to 7-year-olds were induced feelings of high or low 
competence by solving math problems. Next, they completed 
three tasks that measured their curiosity and creativity. The 
findings showed that children who felt more competent ex-
plored more on a novel toy and showed better creative prob-
lem-solving abilities.  

Keywords: creativity; innovation; curiosity; competence 

Introduction 
Creativity and innovation are the driving forces of all scien-
tific, technological, and societal advances made in human 
history. Young children already possess creative and innova-
tive potentials, as evident in their imagination and play. A 
longitudinal study showed that children’s creative potential 
measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT) 
at school age (grade one through six) predicted their creative 
achievement fifty years later (Runco, Millar, Acar, & Cra-
mond, 2010). However, another study found that since 1990, 
children and adults’ TTCT scores decreased continuously, 
and the decrease was the most significant in kindergartners 
through third graders (Kim, 2011). In light of these findings, 
it is imperative for us to understand how we can promote cre-
ativity in children, so that they will make important contribu-
tions to the society one day.  

Creativity: Definition and Theoretical Framework 
The standard definition of creativity (Runco & Jaeger, 2012) 
states that something is creative if it is both original and use-
ful. Creativity in children is commonly measured by diver-
gent thinking tasks (e.g., the Torrance Test of Creative Think-
ing; Wallach & Kogan’s (1965) Alternative Uses Task). Di-
vergent thinking is defined as the ability to generate numer-
ous new ideas, which leads to the potential for creative think-
ing (Runco & Acar, 2012). Although it is a reasonably valid 
predictor of creative achievement, divergent thinking does 
not necessarily lead to creativity – you can generate many 
ideas without having one idea that is both novel and useful 
(Runco & Acar, 2012). Thus, it is important to understand the 

processes besides divergent thinking that would facilitate cre-
ative thinking.  

Carr et al., (2016) identified several factors that might lead 
to creativity and innovation. In their theoretical framework, 
curiosity and motivation give children the opportunity to ex-
plore. During exploration, children try novel actions and test 
novel ideas. If any of those actions or ideas turns out to be 
valuable in some way, it can lead to creativity and innovation.  

Building on this framework, we will discuss two types of 
factors that are relevant for creativity: (1) the factors that fa-
cilitate curiosity and exploration, which in turn affect crea-
tivity, and (2) the motivation and competence factors, which 
affect both curiosity and creativity.  

Curiosity and Exploration 
The most influential theory of curiosity is the information-
gap theory by Loewenstein (1994). The theory proposes that 
curiosity arises when the level of knowledge that one hopes 
to gain, which is the information reference point, is elevated 
above one’s current level of knowledge.   

Past research has demonstrated that children’s curiosity is 
elevated when they realize that there are gaps in their 
knowledge. For instance, Schulz and Bonawitz (2007) found 
that children are more curious when they are shown con-
founded evidence. In the study, two groups of children saw 
evidence about the causal mechanism of a toy. One group of 
children saw ambiguous evidence about how the toy was ac-
tivated, while the other group saw unambiguous evidence. 
Children who saw ambiguous evidence about the toy were 
more likely to choose to play with that toy over a novel toy. 
Another study by Bonawitz, van Schijndel, Friel, and Schulz 
(2012) found that children are more curious when they are 
shown evidence that violates their prior beliefs. Children 
were first assessed whether they believed that an object 
should balance at its geometric center or its center of mass. 
Then, they were shown new evidence that either supported or 
violated their prior beliefs. If the new evidence violated their 
prior belief, children spent longer time playing with the bal-
ance and blocks than with a novel toy.  

These studies suggested that children are more curious and 
more likely to explore when they discover gaps in their 
knowledge, either because they have not figured out the 
causal mechanism of a stimulus yet, or because new evidence 
has invalidated their prior beliefs. In turn, the elevated curi-
osity and exploration leads to the potential for generating cre-
ative ideas and creative solutions to problems. However, are 
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all children equally curious, and equally motivated to explore 
when they discover gaps in their knowledge? What individual 
and contextual factors affect children’s curiosity, exploration, 
and creativity?  

Motivation, Competence, and Self-Efficacy 
Intrinsic motivation is considered important for both curios-
ity and creativity. In the framework of Cognitive Evaluation 
Theory (CET, Deci, 1975; Ryan & Deci, 2000), behaviors 
driven by curiosity are considered intrinsically motivated be-
haviors. Amabile & Hennessey (1992) proposed the Intrinsic 
Motivation Principle of Creativity, that people are most cre-
ative when they are motivated by the enjoyment and chal-
lenges of a task, rather than by external pressures. Following 
this principle, intrinsic motivation would facilitate creativity, 
while extrinsic motivation (e.g., induced by extrinsic reward) 
would impede creativity. A study by Amabile, Hennessey, & 
Grossman (1986) supported this prediction. Two groups of 
elementary school students were both given the opportunity 
to take two pictures with an instant camera. In the reward 
condition, using the camera was framed as a reward for tell-
ing a story later. In the no-reward condition, children simply 
used the camera, and then told a story. The stories told by 
children in the no-reward condition was rated as more crea-
tive than the ones told by children in the reward condition.  

Where does intrinsic motivation come from? CET (Ryan & 
Deci, 2000) proposed that intrinsic motivation for an action 
is increased by interpersonal interactions such as rewards, 
communications, and feedbacks that promote feelings of 
competence during that action. Similarly, in Social Learning 
Theory (SLT), Bandura (1982) argued that one of the sources 
of intrinsic motivation is perceived self-efficacy gained from 
performance accomplishments and other information indicat-
ing one’s efficacy. Supporting these predictions, Vallerand 
and Reid (1984) found a mediating effect of perceived com-
petence on the relationship between verbal feedback and in-
trinsic motivation. When completing a motor task, partici-
pants who received positive feedback showed highest level 
of intrinsic motivation and perceived competence, followed 
by participants who received no verbal feedback and partici-
pants who received negative feedback. Path analysis showed 
a mediating effect of perceived competence – positive feed-
back led to an increase in perceived competence, which in 
turn led to an increase in intrinsic motivation.  

Jirout & Klahr (2012) expanded Loewenstein’s (1994) in-
formation-gap theory, and argued that for children to be curi-
ous, they not only need to realize that there is information that 
they do not know, but also need to believe that they are capa-
ble of figuring out that information. Therefore, there might 
be individual differences in the level of uncertainty that chil-
dren feel capable of resolving. They designed a novel meas-
ure of curiosity. Children were given information about the 
kinds of fish they might see from each window on a subma-
rine. Then, children made choices among options that varied 
in the amount of uncertainty (i.e., different degrees of their 
information gap). They found individual differences in the 
size of the information gaps that children preferred to resolve, 

which is an indication of their level of curiosity. Moreover, 
the level of curiosity was correlated with children’s compe-
tence motivation.  

Lastly, in a correlational study, Prabhu, Sutton, & Sauset 
(2008) measured university students’ intrinsic motivation, 
self-efficacy and level of creativity through self-report ques-
tionnaires. The results showed that self-efficacy and creativ-
ity are positively corelated, and that this relationship is com-
pletely mediated by intrinsic motivation. 

Therefore, perceived competence and self-efficacy play 
important roles in one’s intrinsic motivation, which affects 
both curiosity and creativity. While Jirout & Klahr (2012) fo-
cused on competence motivation as an individual trait, the 
CET and the SLT recognized that perceived competence and 
perceived self-efficacy are influenced by contextual factors 
such as interpersonal interactions and performance accom-
plishment. The previous studies and theories were mainly 
concerned with perceived competence toward a specific task. 
It is also important to investigate whether perceived compe-
tence gained from performance on one task would lead to a 
general feeling of competence, which increases intrinsic mo-
tivation, curiosity and creativity in other tasks. 

The Present Study 
In the present study, we examined whether feeling of com-
petence would affect children’s curiosity and creativity. 
Children were induced feelings of high or low competence 
by solving math problems of varying difficulty. Then, they 
completed three tasks that measured their curiosity and crea-
tivity, in counterbalanced orders. In one task, children’s cu-
riosity was measured by their exploration on a novel toy. 
Children’s creative problem-solving ability was measured 
with another task adapted from Sylva, Bruner, and Genova 
(1976). They had to retrieve a prize using various tools pro-
vided to them. It is an ideal measure of creativity since the 
solution needs to be both original (combining tools in a 
novel way) and useful (retrieving the prize). The last task 
was Wallach & Kogan’s (1965) adaptation of Guilford’s Al-
ternative Uses Task (AUT). Although it is a measure of di-
vergent thinking, which does not necessarily lead to creativ-
ity, we included it to compare the results with the creative 
problem-solving task.  
    We hypothesize that children who feel more competent 
are more curious and creative. Specifically, children who 
feel more competent will explore the novel toy for longer 
time, generate more unique actions, and discover more func-
tions. They will require less time and fewer hints to solve 
the creative problem. They will generate more uses, more 
categories of uses, and more original uses in the AUT.  

Methods 

Participants 
Fifty-three children between the ages of 5 and 7 years (27 
females; mean age = 6.48; range = 5.08 to 7.92; SD = 0.80) 
participated in the experiment. Three children were excluded 
based on the exclusion criteria in manipulation check (see 
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below). Participants were tested in a lab room at UC Berke-
ley, in a quiet room at elementary schools, or at a children’s 
museum. Parents of the participants provided written in-
formed consent prior to the experiment session.  

Materials and Procedure 
Competence manipulation Children were randomly as-
signed to receive either a set of math problems that was rela-
tively easy for their age, or a set of math problems that was 
relatively hard for their age (Figure 1). For each problem, the 
experimenter read the problem to children, and recorded their 
answers. If children answered correctly, the experimenter 
said, “Good job, that is correct!” If children answered incor-
rectly, the experimenter said, “Okay, but that is not correct.”  

 
     A.             B.               C.                D.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Four sets of math problems used in the manipula-
tion: a relatively easy set for 5- to 6-year-olds (A), a relatively 
hard set for 5- to 6-year-olds (B), a relatively easy set for 7-
year-olds (C), and a relatively hard set for 7-year-olds (D).  
 
Manipulation check The experimenter showed children the 
manipulation check scale (Figure 2), and asked, “How do you 
think you did on the math problems? Do you think you did 
really well? Or not so well?”, while pointing to the respective 
faces. Regardless of which sets of math problems children 
were assigned to, if a child said that she did well on the math 
problems or pointed to the smiley face, we determined that 
she has been induced high competence (HC condition). If a 
child said that she did not do well or pointed to the frowny 
face, we determined that she has been induced low compe-
tence (LC condition). However, we excluded participants if 
their subjective evaluation did not match their actual perfor-
mance: if they said that they did well on the math problems, 
but performed fewer than 3 problems correctly (3 participants 
were excluded based on this criterion), or if they said that 
they did not do well, but performed more than 6 problems 
correctly.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The manipulation check scale.  
 

Then, children completed the following three tasks in 
counterbalanced orders.  

 
Curiosity task A toy similar to the one used in Bonawitz, 
Shafto, Gweon, Goodman, Spelke, & Schulz (2011) was 

created (Figure 3). The toy had four non-obvious functions: 
it made a sound when a tube was pulled out (squeaker); press-
ing on a hidden button lit up the end of a tube (light); some 
music notes played when another button was pressed (music); 
a small mirror was hidden in one large tube (mirror).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The toy used in the curiosity task. 
 

Children were instructed to play with the novel toy and tell 
the experimenter when they were done playing with it. The 
experimenter terminated the task when the child said that she 
was done or stopped interacting with the toy for more than 5 
consecutive seconds twice.  

The following measures were coded from the video record-
ings: total playtime, the number of unique actions performed, 
and the number of functions discovered.  
 
Creative problem-solving task A transparent box approxi-
mately 3.5´2.5´1.75 inches was placed on a table, 38 inches 
away from the child. On the door of the box is a c-shaped 
door handle. Children were instructed to retrieve a small prize 
in the box. They were given 3 colored sticks (two 12-inch 
sticks and one 6-inch stick) and 2 binder clips. On the end of 
a long stick, there was a hook which can be used to attach to 
the handle on the door and pull it open. The set-up is shown 
in Figure 4.  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: The set-up of the creative problem-solving task.  

 
If children did not make progress toward solving the prob-

lem after one minute had passed, the experimenter gave chil-
dren a hint. There were five hints in total, the experimenter 
gave children one hint per minute in the following order: (1) 
Have you used everything you can think of that might help 
you? (2) Can you think of a way that you can use the binder 
clips to help you? (3) Can you think of a way that you can use 
both the clips and the sticks to help you? (4) You can clip the 
two long sticks together and make a longer stick. (5) I will 
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hold these two sticks together here. Can you clip them tightly 
together with this clip?  

The number of hints that children needed was recorded by 
the experimenter. The total time that children needed to ob-
tain the prize was coded from the video recordings.  

 
Alternative uses task Children were asked to come up with 
different ways to use a set of common objects. The experi-
menter first provided some examples of ways to use an object 
not included in the actual task. After children understood the 
task, the experimenter asked children to name all the different 
ways that they could use the following objects: newspaper, 
key, and shoe. The experimenter encouraged children to 
come up with more uses, until they could not think of any 
more uses. The experimenter recorded all the acceptable uses 
that children came up with.  

Three measures from children’s responses were coded, fol-
lowing Wallach & Kogan (1965): (1) Fluency, which is the 
average number of acceptable uses generated per object; (2) 
Flexibility, which is the average number of different catego-
ries of uses generated per object (e.g., “making a paper hat” 
and “making a paper boat” would be considered the same cat-
egory of uses); (3) Originality, which is the average number 
of acceptable uses generated that made up 1% or less of all 
the responses given by all participants per object. 

Results 
The dependent measures reported below were coded from the 
video recordings by two coders blind to the conditions that 
children were in. The interrater reliability for toy exploration 
time, the number of functions discovered on the toy, and the 
time needed to solve the creative problem-solving task was 
excellent (ICCtoy_time = 0.99; ICCfunction = 0.91; ICCprob_time = 
0.97), and the interrater reliability for the number of unique 
actions performed on the toy was good (ICCaction = 0.77). 
These four measures were averaged across coders for the fol-
lowing analyses. 

Competence Manipulation 
Thirty-four children were assigned the relatively hard sets of 
math problems for their age, 24 of whom reported performing 
not well on the problems, and 10 of whom reported perform-
ing well. Sixteen children were assigned the relatively easy 
sets of problems for their age, 14 of whom reported perform-
ing well, and 2 of whom reported performing not well. This 
resulted in 24 children (13 females; mean age = 6.63; SD = 
0.79) in the HC condition, and 26 children (13 females; mean 
age = 6.39; SD = 0.83) in the LC condition. 

Curiosity Task 
In the curiosity task, children in the HC condition generated 
an average of 10.60 (SD = 4.62) unique actions on the toy, 
while children in the LC condition generated an average of 
7.58 (SD = 4.85) unique actions (Figure 5). N-way ANOVA 

 
1 The age of two children was missing. Any model that included age 
as a predictor excluded those two children’s data.  

models with interaction were used to predict the number of 
unique actions children performed from condition, age1, gen-
der, testing location, and task order. No effect of age, gender, 
testing location or task order was found. The best-fitting 
model only included condition as a predictor; it outperformed 
the null model, (AICcond = 301.47, AICnull = 304.51, F(1, 48) 
= 5.09, p = 0.03). According to this model, children in the LC 
condition performed 3.03 fewer actions than children in the 
HC condition (𝛽low = -3.03, SE = 1.34, t(46) = -2.26, p = 
0.03).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Average number of unique actions children per-
formed on the novel toy, by condition. 

 
Children in the HC condition explored the toy for an aver-

age of 170.69 seconds (SD = 110.00), and children in the LC 
condition explored for 153.48 seconds (SD = 85.07). They 
discovered similar numbers of functions on the toy (MHC = 
1.06, SDHC = 0.99; MLC = 0.77, SDLC = 1.00). For both 
measures, comparisons of n-way ANOVA models with inter-
action did not find any effect of condition, age, gender, test-
ing location, or task order. But the means of both measures 
were in the predicted direction. 

Creative Problem-Solving Task 
Some children were able to solve the problem spontaneously, 
without given any hints (i.e., they solved it within the first 
minute). In the HC condition, 70.83% (SD = 0.46) of children 
solved it spontaneously, while 34.62% (SD = 0.49) of chil-
dren in the LC condition did (Figure 6). Generalized linear 
models (GLMs) were used to predict spontaneous solution 
(yes = 1, no = 0) from condition, age, gender, testing location, 
and task order. No effect of gender, testing location or task 
order was found. The best-fitting model predicted spontane-
ous solution from condition and age; it outperformed the null 
model (AICcond+age = 57.92, AICnull = 68.54, χ2 (2) = 14.62, p 
< 0.01), the model that included condition alone (AICcond = 
65.06, χ2 (1) = 9.14, p < 0.01), the model that included age 
alone (AICage = 60.86,  χ2 (1) = 4.94, p = 0.03). The model 
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that included the interaction between condition and age did 
not outperform the best-fitting model (AICcond*age = 58.29, χ2 
(1) = 1.63, p =0.20). According to the best-fitting model, the 
odds of spontaneously solving the problem decreased for 
children who are in the LC condition (𝛽low = -1.48, SE = 0.69,  
𝓏	= -2.14, p = 0.03), and increased with age (𝛽age = 0.11, SE 
= 0.04, 𝓏	= 2.73, p < 0.01).  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Proportion of children who solved the problem 
spontaneously, by condition.  

 
Children in the HC condition needed 0.79 (SDHC = 1.53) 

hints on average, while children in the LC condition needed 
1.96 (SDLC = 1.91) (Figure 7). Comparison of n-way ANOVA 
models with interaction found no effect of gender, testing lo-
cation or task order. The best-fitting model included age 
alone as predictor; it outperformed the null model, (AICage = 
60.86, AICnull = 197.38, F(1, 46) = 8.21, p < 0.01), the model 
that included condition alone (AICcond = 194.80). The model 
that included both condition and age did perform better than 
the best-fitting model (AICcond+age = 189.53, F(1, 46) = 3.88, 
p = 0.05). According to the best-fitting model, a child who is 
a year older than another child needed 0.07 less hint on aver-
age (𝛽age = -0.07, SE = 0.03, 𝓏	= -2.87, p < 0.01).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Average number of hints that children needed in the 
creative problem-solving task, by condition.  
 

Children in the HC condition needed an average of 133.29 

seconds (SDHC = 102.89) to come up with the solution, while 
children in the LC condition needed 186.08 seconds (SDLC = 
119.90) (Figure 8). Comparison of n-way ANOVA models 
with interaction found no effect of condition, gender, testing 
location or task order. The best-fitting model included age 
alone as predictor; it outperformed the null model, (AICage = 
586.89, AICnull = 594.71, F(1, 46) = 10.45, p < 0.01). A child 
who is a year older needed 5.16 seconds less to come up with 
the solution (𝛽age = -5.16, SE = 1.60, 𝓏	= -3.23, p < 0.01).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Average time that children needed in the creative 
problem-solving task, by condition.  

Alternative Uses Task 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Average total uses, category of uses, and original 
uses that children generated in the AUT, by condition.  
 
Children in the HC condition and the LC condition generated 
similar numbers of total uses (MHC = 2.63, SDHC = 1.24;  MLC 
= 2.38, SDLC = 0.80), categories of uses (MHC = 2.09, SDHC = 
0.63; MLC = 1.87, SDLC = 0.65), and original uses (MHC = 0.83, 
SDHC = 0.82; MLC = 0.65, SDLC = 0.59). The means of all three 
measures were in the predicted direction (Figure 9). Compar-
ison of n-way ANOVA models with interaction found that 
only age was a significant predictor for total uses and catego-
ries of uses. For total uses, the best-fitting model that in-
cluded age outperformed the null model, (AICage = 135.16, 
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AICnull = 143.43, F(1, 46) = 10.98, p < 0.01). For categories 
of uses, the best-fitting model that included age outperformed 
the null model, (AICage = 83.41, AICnull = 98.32, F(1, 46) = 
19.43, p < 0.01). A child who is a year older came up with 
0.05 more uses (𝛽age = 0.05, SE = 0.01, 𝓏	= 3.31, p < 0.01), 
and 0.03 more categories of uses (𝛽age = 0.03, SE = 0.008, 𝓏	= 
4.41, p < 0.01).  

Discussion 
Children were induced feelings of high or low competence by 
solving math problems of varying difficulty. Their perfor-
mance on the subsequent tasks that measured curiosity and 
creativity differed based on their feelings of competence.  

In the curiosity task, feeling of competence did not influ-
ence the duration of children’s exploration on the novel toy, 
but it affected the number of unique actions that children per-
formed during their exploration. Those who felt more com-
petent generated more unique actions. This might suggest that 
children who felt more competent were more “efficient” in 
their exploration, such that in the same amount of time, they 
tried more actions that could potentially activate the functions 
on the toy.  

Although children who felt more competent appeared to be 
more “efficient” in their exploration, they did not discover 
more functions of the toy. It might be because the functions 
were difficult to discover in general. Indeed, across the two 
conditions, children only discovered less than one function 
on average (M = 0.91, SD = 1.00). If some of the functions 
were made easier to discover, we might see a difference in 
the outcome of children’s exploration.  

Children who felt more competent were also better at solv-
ing a problem that required creative thinking. They were 
more likely to come up with the solution to the problem on 
their own, within the first minute that they were given the 
problem. Age also influenced children’s performance on this 
task. Older children were more likely to spontaneously solve 
the problem, and required less time and fewer hints to solve 
it.  

Feeling of competence seemed to have no effect on chil-
dren’s performance in the AUT. Age influenced children’s 
performance, such that older children came up with more 
uses and more categories of uses, but they did not come up 
with more original uses.  

Mechanisms of the Effects and Future Directions 
Why would feeling of competence affect curiosity and 
exploration? One possibility is that children who feel more 
competent have stronger desires to acquire new information 
about their environment. Another possibility is that children 
who feel more competent are more persistent in their 
exploration, even in the face of difficulty. In an ongoing 
study, we are testing the second possibility by varying the 
difficulty of discovering the functions on the novel toy. Three 
of the functions are made easier to discover, while the last 
function is made harder to discover (i.e., a fan is activated 
when two of the twelve small buttons are pressed 
simultaneously). We are coding the amount of time that 

children spend on the fan function, as well as the number of 
times that children press the small buttons, as measures of 
their persistence in discovering this function.  

Why would feeling of competence affect children’s 
creative problem-solving? Children who feel more competent 
might try more combinations and test more hypotheses when 
they are solving a problem. We coded the number of different 
means that children used in trying to solve the problem in the 
present study, as a measure of the number of hypotheses that 
children tested. The result was in the predicted direction, but 
the difference was not statistically significant. In the ongoing 
study, we are giving children a similar creative problem-
solving task with more available tools, so that children could 
generate more combinations of the tools.  

However, feeling of competence did not affect the other 
measure of creativity – AUT. It might be the case that feeling 
of competence have a weaker effect on the process of 
generating novel ideas, and a stronger effect on generating 
useful ideas and solutions for problem-solving. However, 
since the results for all three measures of AUT were in the 
predicted direction, another possibility is that the set of 
common objects that we used in the task (i.e., newspaper, 
key, and shoe) were not objects that children see and play 
with regularly. In the ongoing study, we are using a different 
set of objects for this task: ball, chair, and pencil. 

One limitation of the current study is that we cannot rule 
out the possibility that children’s actual competence, rather 
than their feeling of competence, affected their curiosity and 
creativity. Although we tried to manipulate children’s feeling 
of competence by randomly assigning them to solve an easy 
set of math problems (high competence manipulation) or a 
hard set (low competence manipulation), we could not con-
trol how well they performed or how they felt about their 
competence. As a result, some children who were assigned 
the low competence manipulation performed well on the 
math problems, felt competent, and ended up in the HC con-
dition; some who were assigned high competence manipula-
tion ended up in the LC condition. Thus, compared to chil-
dren in the LC condition, children in the HC condition might 
be more competent in their actual math abilities, which could 
have affected their curiosity and creativity. To address this 
limitation, in the ongoing study, we use sets of easy and hard 
math problems that are more disparate in their difficulty. We 
hope that with this change, we would be able to manipulate 
children’s feeling of competence (that is, regardless of their 
actual competence, most children who are assigned the easy 
sets would perform well and feel competent, and most chil-
dren who are assigned the hard sets would perform poorly 
and feel less competent).  

In conclusion, the present study provided the first evidence 
that feeling of competence promotes children’s curiosity and 
exploration, as well as their creative problem-solving abili-
ties. Further evidence is needed to determine why feeling of 
competence affect curiosity and creativity, and to identify the 
precise processes in exploration and creative thinking that are 
affected by feeling of competence.  
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What I Like Is What I Remember: Memory Modulation and Preferential Choice
Ada Aka

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Sudeep Bhatia
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Abstract

Memory is a crucial component of everyday decision making, yet little is known about how memory and choice processes
interact, and whether or not established memory regularities persist during memory-based decision making. In this paper,
we introduce a novel experimental paradigm to study the differences between memory processes at play in standard list
recall versus in preferential choice. Using computational memory models, fit to data from two pre-registered experiments,
we find that some established memory regularities (primacy, recency, semantic clustering) emerge in preferential choice,
whereas others (temporal clustering) are significantly weakened relative to standard list recall. Notably, decision-relevant
features, such as item desirability, play a stronger role in guiding retrieval in choice. Our results suggest memory processes
differ across preferential choice and standard memory tasks, and that choice modulates memory by differentially activating
decision-relevant features such as what we like.
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A hierarchical model of metacognition
Brendan Conway-Smith

Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Robert West
Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

I present a novel method of conceptualizing metacognition in a computational hierarchy. Metacognition is commonly
described as cognition acting on itself, and correlates with enhanced performance in memory, reasoning, emotional reg-
ulation, and motor skills. Understanding metacognition requires surmounting two barriers: its high-level abstraction and
disputed terminology. To overcome these barriers I employ a computational cognitive architecture to first define the base
units of cognition and how they come to act on themselves. Well-defined computational units are built up into a hierarchy
of cognitive processes. These forms of cognition are then connected back to clarify the research literature. Each form
is built into working models within ACT-R to support this hierarchical systems viability. The intention of this hierar-
chical model is to help clarify the nature of metacognition by supplementing verbal cognitive definition with rigorous
computational terminology.
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Abstract 

Our ability to link related events could be supported either by 
connecting their representations in memory, or by storing them 
separately but integrating their content when later drawing 
inferences. Here, we adapted classic memory contingency 
analyses to develop and validate an integration index designed 
to tap stored representations. We conducted three pre-
registered experiments adopting this metric. We found positive 
recall dependency for associations experienced both within the 
same and across different events. Compared to a conventional 
inference test, we found that recall dependency was more 
sensitive to a manipulation of memory integration. Leveraging 
recall dependency to investigate individual differences 
revealed that better memory for contextual detail was 
associated with faster inference judgments, consistent with 
high-fidelity representations of related memories—but only for 
people who tended to store memories separately. Our 
approach, thus, provides an important tool to illuminate how 
related events are represented in memory.  

Keywords: cued recall; episodic memory; memory 
integration; memory interference; pattern separation 

Introduction 
The elements which are shared across related events can be 
used to adaptively bridge across these learning experiences. 
Precisely how these related experiences are represented in 
memory, though, remains an open question. Two prominent 
representational schemes have been proposed: integration 
and pattern separation. According to the integration view, 
while encoding new information, overlap between current 
and prior events increases the likelihood that related 
memories are reactivated. This reactivation leads to the 
formation of an integrated memory representation linking the 
experiences (Shohamy & Wagner, 2008; Schlichting et al., 
2014). According to the separation view, related experiences 
are stored as discrete memories, which allows us to retain the  
ideosyncratic details of each. However, these memories can 
be flexibly recombined at retrieval to guide inferences 
(Kumaran & McClelland, 2012; Banino et al., 2016). As both 
the encoding- and retrieval-based mechanisms could support 
judgments about relationships that span experiences, we need 
an approach to arbitrate between these possibilities.  

One common test of memory integration comes from the 

associative inference paradigm. In this paradigm, participants 
learn two sets of overlapping pairs (AB, AC). They are then 
asked to infer which items (B and C) were indirectly related 
to each other (Schlichting et al., 2015; Zeithamova & Preston, 
2010). Making such judgments has been argued to benefit 
from integrating both pairs into one memory during encoding 
(Schlichting & Preston, 2015). This mechanism has gained 
support from neuroimaging evidence, with greater 
hippocampal activation (Schlichting et al., 2014) and 
reactivation of B learning during AC encoding (Zeithamova 
et al., 2012) being associated with subsequent inferences. 
However, correct inferences on this test can also be reached 
via the pattern separation mechanism. In this case, 
participants would make a choice by logically recombining 
information from independent memories when faced with an 
inference decision (Banino et al., 2016; Kumaran & 
McClelland, 2012; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010). In support 
of a retrieval mechanism, it has been shown that people more 
readily draw inferences across events when they have strong 
contextual memory for each—a relationship uniquely 
predicted by a computational model implementing the pattern 
separation mechanism (Banino et al., 2016). 

Given either integrative encoding or recombination at 
retrieval can support equivalent performance on the inference 
test, it remains ambiguous under which conditions each 
solution is adopted. Here, we aim to resolve this ambiguity 
by adapting a classic analytic procedure developed to assess 
inter-memory dependency in the modified modified free 
recall (MMFR) task (Barnes & Underwood, 1959). In a 
MMFR, rather than explicitly drawing inferences, 
participants are simply presented with a cue (A) that linked 
two studied associations (AB, AC) and asked to recall both 
associated items (B and C). The contingency between 
recalling the items is then used to infer the memories’ 
independence or dependence (DaPolito, 1966; Kahana, 
2000). For example, if the conditional probability of recalling 
one of the two indirectly related items given the other was 
also correctly recalled is approximately equal to the 
unconditional probability of recalling that item (i.e., 
P(C|B)≈P(C)), the two associations are inferred to be stored 
and retrieved independently. Alternatively, inequalities 
should arise if the associations either interfere with each other 
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(i.e., negative contingency, P(C|B)<P(C)) or facilitate each 
other (i.e., positive dependency, P(C|B)>P(C)). Importantly, 
linking B and C via integrative encoding is expected to result 
in facilitation (Wahlheim & Jacoby, 2013), while employing 
pattern separation is expected to result in independence. Early 
applications of this analysis to MMFR demonstrated that 
recall of B and C were surprisingly independent (DaPolito, 
1966; Wichawut & Martin, 1971; Delprato, 1972), and only 
a few studies have shown positive contingencies (Tulving & 
Watkins, 1974). However, the interpretation of these early 
results was clouded by the fact that recall data were pooled 
across participants prior to estimating contingencies, such 
that individual differences in memory abilities would inflate 
contingency estimates (Hintzman, 1972). This approach then 
fell out of practice as its capacity to characterize memory-to-
memory relationships remained in question. 

However, the approach has been recently revived by 
studies that estimate contingencies within participants to 
avoid these issues (Caplan et al., 2014; Burton et al., 2017; 
Horner & Burgess, 2013, 2014). These newer studies all used 
contingency tables—which tabulate the frequency of 
recalling only B, only C, both B and C, or neither—rather 
than conditional probabilities to estimate memory 
dependency. Some studies (Caplan et al., 2014; Burton et al., 
2017) used these tables to calculate Yule’s Q (Yule, 1912), a 
rank correlation between the recall of associations. They 
demonstrated that while recall contingencies reflect different 
encoding strategies, they tend to suggest independent or 
interfering memories for related events. However, Yule’s Q’s 
high sensitivity to zeroes in contingency tables becomes all 
the more problematic when estimated for each participant. To 
overcome this limitation, Horner & Burgess (2013, 2014) 
developed a modeling approach that generates personalized 
estimates of coherent retrieval rates (both B and C, or neither) 
that would be expected from independent memories given 
each participant’s recall ability. This model is then used to 
detect systematic deviations from independence. This 
approach has shown positive dependencies when all items are 
studied simultaneously or when all possible pairs are 
separately trained, but independence when only a subset of 
all possible pairs are explicitly learned—as in the associative 
inference paradigm. Thus, despite the revival of contingency 
analyses in recent years, none appear to reflect the integration 
exhibited in neural measures.  

To address this discrepancy, we first compared different 
estimates of retrieval contingencies in a MMFR test when 
three items were all studied together within the same event 
(experiment 1). We found that a conditional probability-
based index (our cued recall integration index) was highly 
sensitive to the expected positive contingencies (Horner and 
Burgess, 2013, 2014). In experiment 2, we then compared our 
integration index to a conventional associative inference test 
to demonstrate its superior sensitivity to a manipulation of 
memory integration. Lastly, in experiment 3, we turned to the 
substantial individual differences in memory integration 
(Schlichting et al., 2015; Zeithamova et al., 2012; Shohamy 
& Wagner, 2008) by placing participants along a continuum 

of memory schemes—from integration (positive 
contingency), separation (minimal contingency), to 
interference (negative contingency)—based on our index. 
We revealed that these individual differences were associated 
with the varying relationships between detailed episodic 
memory and inference. All three experiments were pre-
registered, including their sample size and exclusion criteria 
(Experiment 1: https://osf.io/xje3f; Experiment 2: 
https://osf.io/6swqk; Experiment 3: https://osf.io/xfp2n). 

Cued Recall Integration Index 
We defined our cued recall integration index as the mean of 
the proactive facilitation index (FIp) and the retroactive 
facilitation index (FIr), such that dependencies in both 
directions (BàC, CàB) are considered.  

FIp = γp (P(C|B)-P(C))         FIr = γr (P(B|C)-P(B)) 
Cued recall integration index = (FIp + FIr)/2 

To validate the index, we first conducted simulations which 
independently varied the probability of recalling one of the 
associations (ranging from 0.1 to 0.8) and the contingency 
between recalling both (ranging from -1 to 1). We computed 
the FI and examined to what extent FI recovered our 
predefined recall contingency at different performance levels 
using linear regressions that predicted the true contingency 
with FI. In line with prior research (Brady et al., 2012), our 
FI underestimated underlying contingencies when 
performance was high. Therefore, we derived proactive  
(γp=1.07+5.62×P(B)e) and retroactive (γr=1.07+5.62×P(C)e) 
correction factors which restored unified linear relationships 
between FI and the underlying memory contingency, 
regardless of overall memory performance. 

Experiment 1 
To assess the validity of our memory integration index and to 
compare it with other established measures, we examined 
whether it could replicate the dependency between retrieving 
multiple associations learned within the same event (Horner 
& Burgess, 2013, 2014).  

Participants 
Twenty-five undergraduate students (17 females, mean 
age=19.24 years) were recruited. Data from 5 participants 
were excluded due to low recall (<4 recalls of either B or C 
on the triad cued recall test). All reported results only 
included data from the remaining 20 participants (13 females, 
mean age=19.33).  

Procedures 
The experiment consisted of an object triad study task and a 
triad cued recall test. During the object triad study task, 
participants viewed 18 triads (ABC) of object images, which 
were presented simultaneously for 7s. They were asked to 
memorize the triads by creating visual or verbal stories. After 
a 15-minute delay filled with an unrelated distractor task, 
participants were tested on their memory for all 18 studied 
object triads in a self-paced triad cued recall test. They were 
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shown one of the objects in each triad on top of the screen 
(A) and were asked to recall (type in) the names of as many 
associated objects as possible (B, C, or both). 

Results and Discussion 
We first confirmed that the cued recall integration index was 
normally distributed (measure of sample skewness with 
|g1|>1 interpreted as skewed; g1=-0.665). We then confirmed 
that integration index was significantly above zero, 
demonstrating reliable positive dependency in recall of B and 
C (one-sample t-test, t(19)=10.8, p<0.001, 95% CI [0.333, 
0.493], Cohen’s d=2.415).  

To compare our metric to established approaches, we 
created two 2×2 contingency tables per participant. We first 
mapped each participant’s frequencies of successes and 
failures in recalling B and C to calculate Yule’s Q. Yule’s Q 
was negatively skewed (g1=-1.964); however, it also revealed 
a significantly positive contingency (one-sample Wilcoxon 
signed rank test, Z=3.877, p<0.001, 95% CI [0.750, 0.889]). 
We then created a contingency table for the independent 
model developed by Horner & Burgess (2013, 2014) and 
calculated Dependency (difference between the dependency 
for observed data and independent model; Ngo et al., 2019). 
Dependency was not skewed (g1=-0.890) and also 
significantly exceeded zero (one-sample t-test, t(19)=10.431, 
p<0.001, 95% CI [0.139, 0.209], Cohen’s d=2.333).  

In sum, the results of experiment 1 replicated a significant 
dependency between recalling within-event associations 
across three measures of memory contingencies. Our 
normally distributed integration index was validated and 
achieved an equivalent effect size of Horner & Burgess’s 
modeling approach (2013, 2014). We, thus, used our 
computationally simpler metric in experiments 2 and 3. 

Experiment 2 
Having validated our metric’s sensitivity to well-established 
contingencies in within-event memories, we applied it to 
measuring contingencies between indirectly associated 
memories. In experiment 2, we aimed to assess how sensitive 
our metric was to a manipulation of memory integration: 
presenting some related pairs on the same and others on 
different task-irrelevant scene backgrounds. Although prior 
work has shown that increased similarity between indirectly 
related items (B and C) in paired-associate lists facilitates 
new learning (Morgan & Underwood, 1950; Barnes & 
Underwood, 1959), this experiment is the first to our 
knowledge to  test whether increasing cross-event similarity 
via a task-irrelevant aspect of the experience affects memory 
integration. We predicted that increasing similarity across 
events would lead to a stronger reactivation of the first pair 
memory while participants encode the second pair, increasing 
the likelihood of two events becoming integrated in memory. 

Participants 
Seventy-four undergraduate students (45 females, mean 
age=19.14) were recruited. Data from 29 participants were 
excluded for poor learning (<20% of pairs recalled in either 

direct pair recall test). Reported results included data from the 
remaining 48 participants (27 females, mean age=18.61).  

Procedures 
This experiment consisted of an overlapping pair learning 
phase and a memory integration test phase (Fig. 1A). The 
learning phase consisted of two object pair study tasks and 
two direct pair recall tests. In each study task, participants 
were shown 48 pairs of object images, each displayed on top  
of a scene picture. Participants were instructed to memorize 
the pairs by creating a visual or verbal story. For each object 
pair in the first study task (AB), there was a corresponding 
pair in the second study task (AC) that had one object (A) in 
common. The three objects form an ABC triad. In each trial, 
the scene picture was presented alone first for 1s, then object 
A was presented on the left of the scene background for 1s 
before object B or C appeared on the right. The pair of objects 
was then presented together for 2.5s. Across the two study 
tasks, half of the triad pairs were studied on the same scene 
backgrounds (i.e., high similarity condition) while the other 
half were studied on different backgrounds (i.e., low 
similarity condition). Immediately following each study task, 
participants performed a self-paced direct pair recall test in 
which they were shown one of the objects in each pair (A) 
and were asked to recall (type) the name of the object it was 
paired with in the preceding study task (B for the first test; C 
for the second test). All pairs in each study task were tested.  

After a 15-minute delay, we tested participants’ memory 
integration. First, in the triad cued recall test, participants 
were shown the object A and were asked to recall as many 
associated objects as possible (B, C, or both). Twenty-four 
triads (12 in each similarity condition)—half of the total 
triads—were tested. These tested triads formed the cued 
condition, while the untested 24 triads formed the non-cued 
condition. We compared the cuing conditions to examine 
whether performing cued recall impacted the effect of our 
similarity manipulation on the following indirect pair test, in 
which all 48 triads were tested. In the indirect pair test, 
participants first were told that objects from an indirect pair 
(BC) did not appear together in the study task but were both 
paired with the same object (i.e., B and C were associated via 
A). Participants were then shown an object image on the top 
of the screen (B) and were asked to choose which among 
three options on the bottom formed its indirect pair (C). Foils 
were familiar objects from the same learning condition. 

Results and Discussion 
Comparing cued recall integration indices across similarity 
conditions revealed more evidence of positive memory 
contingency in the high than low similarity condition (paired 
t-test, t(44)=2.165, p=0.036, 95% CI [0.008, 0.211]), 
consistent with greater integration when events were more 
similar. Separate one-sample t-tests showed that the index in 
the high (t(46)=2.102, p=0.041, 95% CI [0.003, 0.137]) but 
not low (t(45)=-0.608, p=0.546, 95% CI [-0.102, 0.055]) 
similarity condition was significantly different from 0 (Fig. 
1B), suggesting positive dependency between recall of B and 
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Figure 1: (A) Experiment 2 design. (B) Experiment 2 results. 
Left: cued recall integration index. Right: accuracy (top) and 
RT (bottom; outlier removed) on the indirect pair test. Each 
line represents one participant. 
 
C when cross-event similarity was high. 

We then assessed whether the similarity manipulation also 
influenced performance on the indirect pair test. Paired t-tests 
showed that accuracy across the two similarity conditions did 
not differ (t(47)=0.24, p=0.81, 95% CI [-0.040, 0.032]), but 
there was a trending effect of cross-event similarity on 
response times (RT) of the correct trials with marginally 
faster RTs in the high similarity condition, (t(47)=1.73, 
p=0.089, 95% CI [-53, 716]). However, this effect was driven 
by an outlier in the low similarity condition. After excluding 
the outlier, the difference was no longer significant 
(t(46)=1.429, p=0.16, 95% CI [-105, 618]; Fig. 1B).  

Next, because only half of the triads tested in the indirect 
pair test were included in cued recall, we were able to 

examine whether the effect of cross-event similarity on 
indirect pair test performance differed across cued and non-
cued conditions. Repeated measures ANOVAs revealed no 
significant interaction between cross-event similarity and 
previous cuing on indirect pair test accuracy or RT, 
suggesting that the apparent lack of sensitivity of these 
inference measures was not driven by prior cued recall 
testing.  Unsurprisingly, we found higher accuracy and faster 
RT in the cued vs. non-cued condition (accuracy: F(1, 
47)=5.608, p=0.022; RT: F(1, 47)=4.604, p=0.037).  

These results showed that our integration index captured 
the interdependency between memories of related events 
with higher similarity—not detectable in the indirect pair 
test—highlighting our metric as a more sensitive measure of 
memory integration. 

Experiment 3 
Having shown that our metric responded as expected to a 
manipulation of memory integration, we next asked whether 
individual differences in the natural tendency towards (or 
away from) integration as measured by our index impacts 
memory for the idiosyncratic details of experiences. We 
hypothesized that individuals with increased behavioral 
flexibility afforded by integrated memories might show a cost 
to memory for both perceptual and contextual details of the 
underlying memories, whereas those who store memories 
independently would be protected from such detail loss.  

Participants 
Sixty-three undergraduate students (42 females, mean 
age=18.6) participated in this study. Data from 15 
participants were excluded for poor learning (<20% of pairs 
recalled in either of the direct pair recall tests). Reported 
analyses included data from the remaining 48 participants (33 
females, mean age=18.46).  

Procedures 
This experiment consisted of a pair learning phase and a 
memory test phase (Fig. 2A). The pair learning phase was 
similar to the overlapping pair learning phase of experiment 
2 with several modifications. Firstly, to get an unbiased 
measure of the individual differences in the encoding 
strategy, integration was not explicitly manipulated; all pairs 
were presented on white backgrounds. Secondly, to more 
accurately test memories for perceptual details that were 
acquired during initial learning, we used words instead of 
images as cues in the intervening direct pair recall tests. 
Object names were presented on the screen along with images 
during the study tasks to reduce name ambiguity. Thirdly, to 
account for individual differences in the general ability to 
remember details and isolate effects specific to associations 
that shared elements, we included 16 non-overlapping control 
pairs (XY) in addition to 32 overlapping AB/AC pairs. 

Following a 15-minute delay, participants’ memory for 
perceptual and contextual details of all studied objects was 
tested. In each trial, participants were first presented with two  
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Figure 2: (A) Experiment 3 design. (B) Experiment 3 results. 
Predicted RT on trials of indirect pair test when object B 
contextual information of that triad was forgotten (Fgt) vs. 
remembered (Rmb). 
 
perceptually similar objects (e.g., two apples) and were asked 
to choose the object they saw during the learning phase 
within 3s. Following each perceptual detail question, 
participants then indicated the study task(s) in which they 
studied the object (first, second, or both) within 2.5s in a 
contextual detail question. Participants then performed a self-
paced cued recall test in which they were shown the name of 
either the linking object (A) or an object from a control pair 
(X) and were asked to recall all of the associated objects they 
could (B and C for ABC triads, Y for XY pairs). All ABC 
triads and XY pairs were tested. Following the cued recall 
test, participants performed the indirect pair test in which all 
BC pairs from the ABC triads were tested (5s response 
window). Participants then performed a direct pair test that 
used the same alternative forced-choice assessment to test all 
96 directly studied associations (32 AB, 32 AC and 32 XY 

pairs; 4s response window). 

Results and Discussion 
We found no evidence for integration or interference across 
all participants as measured using the integration index (one-
sample t-test, t(47)=-0.313, p=0.756, 95% CI [-0.056, 0.041]), 
though variability in the indices was observed (SD=0.168). 
This variability, however, was not related to memory for 
perceptual or contextual details of overlapping pair items 
across participants, after adjusting for detailed memory of 
control pairs (multiple regression models, all p>0.05). In 
other words, contrary to our original hypothesis, the negative 
association between memory integration and memory for 
idiosyncratic details was not found across participants. 

We next examined how inference performance was related 
to memory for details within participants. This was a 
conceptual replication and extension of Banino et al.’s 
finding that inference performance measured in the indirect 
pair test was positively related to memory for details (2016). 
Here, we separately asked whether memory for each detail 
type was associated with subsequent accuracy/RT on the 
indirect pair test, on an object by object basis. We used four 
sets of mixed-effect models to predict trial-wise indirect pair 
test accuracy/RT with perceptual/contextual detail accuracy 
for the corresponding triads. These analyses were restricted 
to triads for which participants correctly recognized both AB 
and AC associations during the direct pair test to focus on 
mechanisms specifically involved in making inferences. We 
compared each full model including perceptual/contextual 
detail accuracy for A, B, C items with a base model including 
only an intercept term using likelihood-ratio tests. All fixed 
effects (including the intercept) were included as random 
effects, grouped by participant.  

The full model predicting RT on the indirect pair test with 
contextual detail accuracy better fit responses as compared to 
the corresponding base model (χ2(6)=13.281, p=0.039). This 
gained explanatory power was likely driven by better 
memory for B and C learning context being associated 
within-participant with faster memory inferences across the 
sample (object B: b=-142, p=0.043, 95% CI [-279, -5]); 
object C: b=-216, p=0.013, 95% CI [-382, -53]). This finding 
suggests that rather than trading off with memory for detail, 
the behavioral flexibility of memory inference was most 
accessible for more contextually rich memories. All models 
related to memory for perceptual details and models 
predicting indirect pair test accuracy with contextual memory 
did not show differences between the full and base models.  

Given the positive relationship between inference 
performance and strong memory for individual events has 
been used to support the pattern separation account in prior 
work (Banino et al., 2016), we hypothesized that this 
relationship would be largest in those individuals most 
inclined to store memories independently as measured using 
our metric derived from the cued recall test. In an exploratory 
analysis, we divided participants into three equally sized 
groups based on their integration indices—the integration 
group with high index values (median=0.161, SD=0.092; 
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one-sample t-test vs. 0, t(15)=7.358, p<0.001), separation 
group with index values close to zero (median=0, SD=0.043; 
t(15)=0.57, p=0.577) and interference group with low index 
values (median=-0.181, SD=0.077; t(15)=-10.295, p<0.001).  

We then demonstrated that adding the group designation 
and its interaction with contextual memory for all item types 
(A, B, C) better explained indirect pair inference RT than the 
simpler model that did not account for individual differences 
using model comparison (χ2(8)=17.807, p=0.023). The new 
model showed that the integration group made the fastest 
inferences (vs. separation group: b=-380, p=0.030, 95% CI [-
706, -55]; vs. interference group: b=-500, p=0.007, 95% CI 
[-840, -164]); the RT difference between separation and 
interference groups was not significant (p=0.496).  Further, 
consistent with our expectations, the separation group 
showed a stronger relationship between object B contextual 
memory and inference RT than did either the integration (b=-
336, p=0.037, 95% CI [-646, -17]), or interference group (b=-
460, p=0.011, 95% CI [-806, -106]) (Fig. 2B). The 
relationship between contextual memory for the other items 
(A & C) and inference RT was not statistically different 
across the 3 groups. Moreover, separate mixed models for 
each group revealed that only the separation group showed 
faster inference for triads with superior object B contextual 
memory (b=-368, p=0.002, 95% CI [-599, -130]). These 
findings align with the idea that object B memory is most 
likely to be modified in these paradigms, with potential 
reinstatement during AC encoding being an opportunity for 
memory modification (Zeithamova et al., 2012; Gershman et 
al., 2013; Hupbach et al., 2007)—here, emphasizing that such 
modification might take the form of enhancement.  

Taken together, these results suggest that there are 
prominent individual differences in how people store 
memories of related events. We found that on average people 
were able to more efficiently draw memory inferences about 
indirectly related content when those memories contained 
stronger contextual information. This is broadly consistent 
with the idea that related experiences are stored in separate 
memory traces that, if rich enough, can be recombined and 
used flexibly at retrieval (Banino et al., 2016). However, 
building on prior work, the incorporation of our integration 
index—designed to tap the manner in which related 
memories are encoded and stored—adds a crucial caveat to 
this interpretation. Richly representing individual episodes in 
memory only facilitated inferences in those who tended to 
store memories with related content independently (one-third 
of our sample), whereas participants inclined toward 
integration or interference did not exhibit such effects. 
Nevertheless, people with integrated memory representation 
exhibited the biggest behavioral benefit among three groups. 

General Discussion 
Related experiences can be represented in various fashions in 
memory (Duncan & Schlichting, 2018), but the nature of 
these representations is ambiguous in simple measurements 
of memory performance. To address this issue, we adapted 
classic memory contingency analyses into a new metric. 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that our integration index was 
sensitive to dependencies in recalling multiple elements 
experienced within an event, replicating findings from 
previous work (Horner & Burgess, 2013, 2014). In 
experiment 2, we used this index to assess memory 
integration across events. We found that our metric was more 
sensitive to different levels of memory integration than are 
more commonly used inference test. Importantly, these 
results provided novel evidence for positive memory 
contingencies when only a subset of—not all—possible 
associations across events were directly experienced. 
Experiment 3 adopted the metric to uncover how individual 
differences in memory integration are associated with 
memory for details. We found that preservation of 
idiosyncratic contextual details in memory facilitated the 
inference judgment across related events—but only in 
individuals who tended to store related memories separately, 
while overall fastest inference judgments were observed in 
individuals inclined towards integration. Taken together, our 
metric provided valuable insights into the properties of 
different memory schemes.  

Several other approaches have been used to measure the 
integration of episodic elements within individual events 
(Horner & Burgess, 2013, 2014) and those related across 
events (Horner & Burgess, 2014; Burton et al., 2017; Preston 
et al., 2004). Importantly, our integration index achieved an 
equivalent effect size to the modeling approach of Horner & 
Burgess (2013, 2014). Experiment 1 also demonstrated that 
exhaustive testing which requires multiple test trials per triad 
adopted in prior work (Horner & Burgess, 2013, 2014) is not 
necessary to reliably estimate Dependency, opening the door 
to significantly simpler paradigms. Further, our metric 
exhibits sensitivity superior to the inference test, more 
precisely tapping memory representations. Lastly, extending 
on prior work using Yule’s Q (Burton et al., 2017), we show 
that individual differences in memory contingencies are 
meaningfully related to other aspects of memory 
performance, not just subjective reports of encoding 
strategies. 

It is worth noting that our metric has some limitations. In 
particular, our approach aggregates across memories within 
participants to estimate their personalized memory scheme. 
Therefore, someone who shows positive contingencies for 
some memories and negative for others would on average be 
placed around the separation region of our continuum—a 
shortcoming shared by all memory contingency analyses. 
Our results, however, show that this limitation can be 
overcome in practice: aggregating across trials can still reveal 
how manipulations bias the tendency to adopt particular 
memory schemes (experiment 2); and individual differences 
in this metric nevertheless can show meaningful relationships 
with other aspects of memory (experiment 3).  

In sum, our integration index is a useful behavioral 
measure for assessing inter-memory relationships that could 
be applied across a wide range of studies. It presents an 
important tool that contributes to the emerging understanding 
of how related information is represented in memory. 
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Abstract 
Eye tracking data can inform on cognitive processes. To date, 
the most common type of analysis corresponds to fixation data. 
Consequently, less is known about the potential utility of 
scanpaths, which are sequences of eye fixations. In the present 
paper, we analyzed scanpaths collected as participants solved 
basic arithmetic problems in two formats: a multiplication 
format and a division format. The results show that scanpaths 
do distinguish between the two formats, as reflected by varying 
similarity scores obtained through the MultiMatch scanpath 
tool. 

Keywords: scanpaths; eye tracking; mental arithmetic; 
strategies 

Introduction 
An objective measure informing on cognitive processes 
corresponds to visual attention measured by an eye tracker. 
Eye tracking data is commonly analyzed by considering 
fixations, which occur when the eye pauses over a region of 
interest. While informative, this measure ignores that 
fixations occur over time in a particular sequence. A 
sequence of fixations is called a scanpath. Recently, the 
availability of algorithms and tools for scanpath analysis have 
made this method more accessible, opening the door for 
research on what insight scanpaths add about cognitive 
processes over and beyond standard fixation analysis. Here, 
we add to this work by applying scanpath methods to data 
from a math cognition task, in order to analyze if scanpaths 
are affected by different problem formats. 

Background: Scanpaths, and Cognitive Processing 
To date, eye tracking analysis has predominantly relied on 
fixation data (e.g., Sharafi et al., 2015, Lai et al., 2013, 
Mayer, 2010) - for a comprehensive review, see Henderson 
& Ferreira (2004). Fixation data is popular because (1) it is 
simple to collect, as eye trackers include built-in algorithms 
for capturing it, (2) it contains informative features such as 
the location and duration of visual attention that can inform 
on cognitive processing, and (3) it is relatively 
straightforward to analyze (e.g., by comparing fixation 
counts between conditions). To illustrate some work with 
fixation data, Susac et al. (2014) reported a negative 
correlation between number of fixations and problem-solving 
expertise, indicating that as expertise increases, the number 

of fixations decreases. Other studies have also found this 
relationship, in diverse domains like chess (Reingold et al., 
2001), epilepsy diagnosis (Balslev et al., 2012), and computer 
program construction (Nivala et al., 2016).   

While fixation data is informative, detecting certain 
cognitive processes may require sensitivity to not only where 
fixations occur but also the order in which they occur. For 
instance, the order of fixations can inform on viewing 
patterns. Holmqvist et al. (2011) analyzed viewing patterns 
for multiple-choice questions on math problems, including 
overview and focused scanning. Overview scanning involved 
short fixations over the whole problem, while focused 
scanning involved longer fixations in a specific problem 
region. Since identifying the type of scanning requires more 
than fixation data alone, the analysis involved data on 
sequences of fixations, i.e., scanpaths. Holmqvist et al. 
(2011) found that high-ability students had significantly more 
focused scanning patterns as compared to low-ability 
students. 

A popular application for scanpath data pertains to image 
and scene analysis. For instance, Foulsham and Underwood 
(2008) examined if prior experience with a scene would 
impact scanpaths or if salience was the only predictor of 
where people would look. The results show that saliency 
alone is not a sufficient predictor of viewing patterns and that 
prior experience with a scene influences viewing behavior. 
Moreover, the results highlight a discrepancy between 
human-generated scanpaths and ones artificially generated 
from the saliency map theory, leading the authors to conclude 
that theories need to be supplemented with sequential aspects 
of oculomotor control. Coutrot et al. (2018) recorded 
scanpaths from individuals looking at scenes in three contexts 
(free viewing, saliency search, and cued object search). The 
scanpaths were used as input to hidden Markov models, 
which were subsequently fed to classifiers that predicted the 
type of viewing context. The results demonstrate that 
scanpaths can be used to distinguish the type of context with 
reasonable accuracy. 

In addition to scene analysis, scanpaths have been used in 
other contexts to distinguish experimental interventions 
and/or tasks. For instance, Zhou et al. (2016) analyzed 
scanpaths related to different decision-making tasks and 
conditions (e.g., one task involved choosing between risky 
options under two different conditions). The similarity of 
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scanpaths in a given decision condition was more similar than 
between the conditions. This indicates that attentional 
patterns, and possibly cognitive strategies, were affected by 
the intervention related to the decision-making condition. 

As a final example, research shows scanpaths can 
distinguish populations in a variety of cognitive tasks. For 
instance, French et al. (2016) found that the scanpaths 
produced while solving analogy problems identified with 
reasonable accuracy whether the participant was an adult or 
child. As a second example, Von der Malsburg et al. (2017) 
showed that in a reading task, older readers produced more 
inconsistent scanpaths compared to those produced by 
younger readers.  

While there may be benefits of taking into account the 
additional information afforded by scanpaths, a challenge 
relates to the analysis of scanpaths.  

Scanpath Analysis A common approach to scanpath 
analysis involves quantifying the similarity between pairs of 
scanpaths. Early methods, such as ‘Mannan Linear Distance’ 
(Mannan et al., 1995), provided a measure of scanpath 
similarity by calculating the absolute distance between the 
scanpaths’ fixation coordinates. This approach largely 
ignored the order of fixations, a shortcoming that was 
addressed by other methods, such as Levenshtein string edit 
(Levenshtein, 1966) and ScanMatch (Cristino et al., 2010). 
Both of these methods involved the use of ‘areas of interest’ 
(AOIs) on the target viewing area. Fixations were labelled by 
the AOI they appeared in and scanpaths were represented as 
strings of AOIs. This facilitated scanpath comparison, as 
similarity between two scanpaths could be measured by the 
minimal number of changes needed to render the two 
sequences identical. While ScanMatch improved the string 
edit method, both methods lack the ability to discern scanpath 
shape and used only a single measure to characterize scanpath 
similarity. 

In contrast to using AOI’s for fixation markers, the 
MultiMatch analysis tool (Jarodska et al., 2010; Dewhurst et 
al., 2012) represents scanpaths as a series of geometric 
vectors, allowing for comparison across five vector 
dimensions: shape, direction, length, position, and duration. 
For each dimension, a similarity score ranging from 0 to 1 is 
produced, where 1 indicates two scanpaths are identical and 
0 indicates no similarity between the scanpaths. For the 
record, we indicate how the dimensions are computed for 
each feature: shape is the difference in saccade vectors ui − 
vj, direction is the difference in angle between saccade 
vectors, length is the difference in amplitude of saccade 
vectors ||ui − vj ||, position is the distance between fixations, 
and duration is the difference in duration between fixations. 
Recently, analysis comparing MultiMatch and Scanmatch 
reported advantages for MultiMatch (Dewhurst et al., 2012; 
Foerster & Schneider, 2013; Gurtner et al., 2019). 

Summary As the description above highlights, scanpath 
analysis has been applied in a variety of contexts, such as 
reading, analogy making, and decision making. However, to 
date there is still relatively little work on scanpaths and so 

additional research is needed to determine the utility of 
scanpath data.  

Present Study 
In the present study, we investigated what scanpath data adds 
to standard eye tracking measures corresponding to fixations. 
We used data from a prior study (Tan, Muldner and LeFevre, 
2016) that we now describe to provide context for the present 
analysis. 

Problem Format and Previous Results 
The prior study by Tan et al. (2016) used basic arithmetic 
problems to explore the impact of two problem formats on 
solution latency and visual attention. In the traditional 
format, participants were presented with standard division 
problems (see Figure 1, rows a + b). In earlier work, LeFevre 
and Morris (1999) found that when these problems involved 
large dividends, participants reported first converting the 
problem into a multiplication format and then solving the 
recasted problem. This recasted format was the second type 
of format used in Tan et al. (2016), where the problem was 
already formulated in a multiplication format (see Figure 1, 
rows c + d). 

The study involved 33 participants who solved a total of 
144 problems (72 in the traditional format and 72 in the 
recasted format). For each format, factors that were 
controlled for included: (1) the position of the missing 
element (either in the 3rd or the 5th position in the equation for 
each format type, see Figure 1) and (2) operand size, with so-
called small problems containing dividends smaller than 25 
and large problems containing dividends equal to or greater 
than 25 (note: dividend is the first number in the equation for 
all formats, see Figure 1). The problems were randomly 
shuffled prior to being presented – details are in Tan et al. 
(2016). The problems were shown on a computer screen, one 
problem per screen, and participants were asked to state their 
response verbally for each problem. The time taken to solve 
each problem was measured from the onset of the problem to 
the onset of the verbal response. Once a response was 
recorded the current problem disappeared and the program 
moved on to the next problem. An eye tracker (SR Eyelink 
1000) recorded participants’ visual attention during the 
experiment. The experiment lasted approximately 50 
minutes. After the experiment, AOIs were created around 
each of the symbols and operators in preparation for analysis 
of visual attention (AOIs not shown in Figure 1).  

The goal of the Tan et al. (2016) study was to confirm prior 
proposals that participants engage in mental recasting, i.e., 
when presented with a traditional division-format problem 
that is facilitated by recasting, do they transform it to a 
multiplication format prior to solving it? The key method 
used to answer this question corresponded to analysis of 
where on the problem elements participants were fixating, as 
well as qualitative analysis of movements of those fixations 
over time. The results showed that fixations were affected by 
problem format. Recasted problems resulted in increased 
fixation time on the middle element in the problem equation 
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as compared to the other elements. In contrast, when 
participants were given a problem in the traditional format, 
their fixations were more evenly distributed across the 
problem elements (see Figure 2). Thus, analysis of fixation 
data showed that problem format influenced visual attention, 
which led the authors to speculate that mental recasting was 
taking place. 

Present Work: Scanpath Analysis  
The present work extends the Tan et al. (2016) results by 
analyzing the utility of scanpath data. For the scanpath 
analysis, we used an existing, freely available Python 
implementation of MultiMatch (https:github.com/adswa/ 
MultiMatch_gaze). Our primary aim was to investigate if 
there are differences in scanpaths between the traditional and 
recasted problem formats. If mental recasting is indeed 
occurring as previously hypothesized, we would expect the 
scanpaths to be affected by the problem format.  

Pre-processing In preparation for data analysis, we first 
extracted the scanpaths from the eye tracker file, as follows. 
For each problem, we extracted the sequence of fixation co-
ordinates and corresponding durations and stored them in a 
text file labelled with the participant and problem IDs (this 

 
1 Multimatch allows scanpaths to be grouped based on a number of 
parameters – this grouping parameter was set to false, as there 

step is a requirement of the MultiMatch tool). Thus, there was 
a single scanpath per problem. Scanpaths that had fewer than 
three fixations were not included (as required by the 
MultiMatch tool). Given that the vast majority of the small 
problems resulted in very few fixations, we only included the 
large problems in the present analysis. In summary, for each 
participant, we had multiple scanpaths for each problem 
format (on average about 30 scanpaths per format for each 
participant - the exact number varied slightly as even some of 
the large problems were solved in fewer than three fixations). 
Scanpath Comparison Once the scanpaths were extracted, 
we followed the standard approach (Zhou et al., 2016) to 
compare scanpaths. This approach involves comparing 
scanpaths within each condition to each other and also 
comparing scanpaths between conditions to each other. The 
rationale is that if condition affects scanpath similarity, then 
the within-condition comparisons should produce higher 
similarity scores than the between-condition comparisons. In 
our study, we had two conditions corresponding to the two 
problem formats, traditional and recasted. If there indeed 
existed a difference in visual patterns on how these formats 
were processed, one would expect to see higher similarity for 
scanpaths corresponding to a given problem format than 
scanpaths corresponding to different formats. To obtain an 
overall measure of scanpath similarity, we wrote a Python 
script that called MultiMatch to calculate scanpath similarity 
scores using the approach outlined above1. Specifically, 
similarity scores were obtained for each participant for the 
following three types of comparisons: 

(1) all unique pairwise comparisons of the traditional-
format scanpaths (referred to as Intratraditional scores);  
(2) all unique pairwise comparisons of the recasted-format 
scanpaths (referred to as Intrarecasted scores);  
(3) all unique pairwise comparisons of scanpaths between 
the two formats (referred to Intertraditional-recasted scores).  

To briefly illustrate the process, the intra comparison 
involves n choose k scanpath comparisons, where n is the 
number of scanpaths in that condition and k = 2 given we are 
interested in pairwise comparisons (e.g., if there were only 4 
scanpaths for a given format, this would produce 4!/4!(n-2)! 
similarity scores). The inter comparison involves n1 x n2 
scanpath comparisons, where n1 and n2 correspond to the 
number of scanpaths in each of the two collections. For every 
pair of scanpaths that were compared, MultiMatch produced 
five similarity scores, one for each MultiMatch feature 
(shape, direction, length, position, and duration). Scores were 
never averaged between features, due to the inherent 
difference in baseline similarity per feature and differences 
between methods used to measure the similarity. Once we 
had all the similarity scores for a given participant for each 
of the three types of comparisons (Intratraditional, Intrarecasted, 
Intertraditional-recasted), we obtained an average score for each 
feature and collection (i.e., there were five similarity scores 
for each participant for Intratraditional, and likewise for 

currently is not sufficient understanding of when it is appropriate to 
use it. 

 
Traditional division format 

(a) 72 ÷ [ ] = 9 
(b) 72 ÷ 9 = [ ] 

Recasted multiplication format 
(c) 72 = [ ] * 9 
(d) 72 = 9 * [ ] 

      
 

Figure 1: Equation formats for division problems in 
traditional format (a & b) conditions and recasted format 

(c & d). The missing “blank” element labelled as [ ]  
alternates between 3rd and 5th position in the equation. 
 

 
Figure 2: Mean gaze durations (total dwell time) for each 

symbol by format and problem size. 
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Intrarecasted and Intertraditional-recasted). This approach is standard 
for scanpath comparison in a within-subject experimental 
design where participants are exposed to each study condition 
(Zhou et al., 2016).  

Random Scanpaths To obtain a baseline for scanpath 
comparisons, we created a series of random scanpaths. In 
order to approximate the experimental setup, the following 
factors were taken into account when creating the random 
scanpaths: fixation coordinates, fixation duration, and 
scanpath length. Since each MultiMatch feature is calculated 
differently, random scanpaths demonstrated what similarity 
scores for each feature might resemble. With this purpose in 
mind, fixations were chosen across the entire visual space 
(rather than within the experimental AOIs). As per the 
average range found in the experimental scanpaths, we 
randomly varied the number of fixations for each random 
scanpath from 3 to 10. Fixation coordinates were assigned 
randomly for X(1 to 1600) and Y(1 to 1300), as per the 
coordinates of the screen on which experimental problems 
were presented. Fixation duration was assigned randomly 
from a range of 1(ms) to 3500(ms). This range of fixation 
durations corresponded to the range observed in experimental 
fixation durations. Thirty-three sets of data, each containing 
60 randomly generated scanpaths (30 randomly labelled 
traditional format, 30 randomly labelled recasted format) 
were created to represent the number of participants in the 
study (n=33). These scanpaths were subject to the same 
comparison method as the participant scanpaths (for details, 
see Scanpath Comparison section). 

Results 
Unless otherwise stated, the results are based on data from 
the 33 participants in the original study. Results are only 
reported if they are significant (p < 0.05).  

Does Problem Format Impact Scanpath Similarity? 
As described above, data for the present analysis was 
obtained from division problems presented in the traditional 
and recasted formats. Did problem format influence patterns 
of visual attention? To answer this question, we analyzed the 
similarity of scanpaths, using the methodology outlined 

above. Recall that we had three collections of scanpath 
similarity scores, for each of the three comparison types 
described in the Scanpath Comparison section. If cognitive 
processes are indeed more similar within a condition, we 
would expect the intra comparison scores to be higher than 
the inter comparison scores. 

Recall that MultiMatch produces a similarity score, which 
is a value between 0 and 1, for five different features per 
scanpath comparison. The descriptives for each feature are in 
Table 1, including the similarity scores for the random 
scanpath analysis, as well as the three types of comparisons 
(Intratraditional, Intrarecasted, Intertraditional-recasted). The random 
scores serve as the baseline – their average similarity score 
ranges from .44 (position) all the way to .69 (length). Thus, 
MultiMatch produces fairly high similarity scores even when 
random scanpaths are compared. This was also reported by 
Dewhurst et al. (2012), who found that similarity for 
randomly generated scanpaths was high (0.64). This 
highlights the need for including a baseline benchmark in the 
analysis to ground the results, as we do here.  

We followed up the descriptives with inferential statistics, 
using a one-way ANOVA with comparison type as the three 
level within-subject factor corresponding to the three types of 
similarity scores (Intratraditional, Intrarecasted, Intertraditional-recasted); 
the corresponding average similarity score was the dependent 
variable. Thus, in this analysis for each participant we had 
three similarity scores (i.e., Intratraditional, Intrarecasted, 
Intertraditional-recasted). Sphericity violations were corrected 
using the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment. Significant effects 
were followed up with pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 
correction. 

There was a significant effect of comparison type on 
scanpath similarity for three MultiMatch features: 

• shape, F (1.5, 49.3) = 13.28, p < 0.01, ηp
2 = 0.29 

• length, F (1.2, 38.6) = 11.29, p < 0.01, ηp
2 = 0.26 

• position, F (1.6, 50.7) = 7.53, p < 0.01, ηp
2 = 0.19 

These results show that comparison type had a significant 
effect on scanpath similarity scores, but to see where that 
effect lies, follow up comparisons are needed. Here, the 
primary comparisons of interest are the two between 
condition comparisons (i.e., Intratraditional  vs. Intertraditional-recasted 

and Intrarecasted vs. Intertraditional-recasted), because these tell us if 

 
Table 1: Descriptives showing the similarity score for each MultiMatch feature, for the randomly generated scanpaths, 

followed by the two within-collection comparisons (traditional, recasted) and the between-collection comparison 
(traditional-recasted). Only one column is shown for the randomly generated scanpaths since as expected, the average 

similarity was virtually identical for all three comparisons. 
 
  Similarity 

random 
 Intra Condition 

traditional 
 Intra Condition 

recasted 
 Inter Condition 

traditional-recasted 
  M SD  M SD  M SD  M SD 
Shape  0.6598 0.0128  0.9448 0.0160  0.9387 0.0151  0.9391 0.0139 
Direction  0.6391 0.0144  0.7687 0.1012  0.7707 0.0871  0.7599 0.0952 
Length  0.6929 0.0176  0.9296 0.0184  0.9226 0.0149  0.9222 0.0145 
Position  0.4389 0.0185  0.9004 0.0213  0.8965 0.0170  0.8918 0.0153 
Duration  0.4983 0.0279  0.6256 0.0566  0.6370 0.0628  0.6287 0.0569 
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visual processing was affected by problem format. 
Specifically, if problem format affected scanpaths we would 
expect the intra scores to be higher for the target features than 
the inter scores. This is because the intra scores involve 
comparisons of scanpaths belonging to the same problem 
format (i.e., only traditional or only recasted), while the inter 
scores involve comparisons of scanpaths belonging to 
different formats (i.e., traditional vs. recasted). For the 
traditional format, this turned out to be the case for all three 
features, with the intra scores significantly higher than the 
inter scores (shape: p < 0.01; length: p < .01; position: p < 
.01). For the recasted format, this pattern held for one feature 
only, namely position, with the intra score significantly 
higher than inter score (p < .01). 

The other pairwise comparison not yet reported analyzes if 
the average scanpath similarity within the traditional 
collection is different from the average scanpath similarity 
within the recasted collection. This can occur, for instance, if 
there is more variability in the scanpaths, leading to lower 
similarity scores. Prior work has indicated that lower 
similarity scores are obtained for more complex cognitive 
phenomena (Dewhurst et al., 2018). For the present data, the 
traditional format potentially requires the additional recasting 
step and so could be more complex than the multiplication 
problems that are already recast. If that were true, we could 
expect the similarity scores within the traditional format to on 
average be lower than the recasted format. On the other hand, 
the recasted format is less common and thus arguably more 
challenging – if that is the case, we could expect the similarity 
scores within this collection to on average be lower than 
within the traditional collection. The latter turned out to be 
the case for two of the three features under consideration, 
where the similarity scores for the Intrarecasted were 
significantly lower than the Intratraditional scores (shape: p < 
.01; length: p < .01).  

In summary, we found that scanpath similarity was 
affected by problem format for three MultiMatch features, 
namely shape, length, and position.  

Follow-up Analyses  
We conducted several follow up analyses. First, we verified 
that there were no significant differences between the three 
comparison groups for the random scanpaths. As expected, 
none of the main effects between condition comparisons were 
significant (p > .14), providing credibility for the MultiMatch 
approach. Second, we verified that the presentation format 
did not influence results.  

The traditional and recasted problems in the original study 
varied the position of the missing element in the equation, 
i.e., “blank”. which was the placeholder for the solution (see 
[ ] in Figure 1). To identify if the position of the blank 
influenced outcomes, we labelled the scanpaths with the 
location of this element and re-ran the similarity MultiMatch 
analysis. We then added a second two-level factor to the 
ANOVA (position_1, position_2 corresponding to the 
position of the blank) and re-ran the inferential statistics. The 
main effect of blank position was not significant for any of 

the five features (p > .139), while the effect of condition 
remained significant and held the same pattern as above 
(effect of shape, length, and position features resulted in 
significant main effects, p < 0.05).  

Third, we checked the effect of latency. In the original 
experiment, participants were asked to generate their 
solutions as “quickly and accurately” as possible. If 
participants answered quickly, it was more likely they were 
retrieving the solution from memory directly as opposed to 
recasting it (in theory, retrieval is possible even in recasted 
format). If participants solved problems primarily using 
retrieval, then there would be no differences in scanpath 
similarity scores between traditional and recasted formats, 
because retrieval does not require scanning and/or shifting 
visual attention between problem elements, 

To check the effect of solution latency, we first identified 
the median solution time. Based on a median split, we then 
labelled scanpaths’ as slow (longer than 1 second) or fast 
(equal to or slower than 1 second). Because not all 
participants had both types of scanpaths, we conducted two 
separate one way ANOVAs with comparison type as the 
factor, one ANOVA for “fast” scanpaths and one for the 
“slow” scanpaths. We then aggregated the data as for the 
primary analysis, by obtaining for each similarity collection 
(Intratraditional, Intrarecasted, Intertraditional-recasted) the mean score 
for slow scanpaths and the mean score for fast scanpaths. 

As we anticipated, none of the three main effects were 
significant for the fast scanpath analysis.  For the slow 
scanpath analysis, we were left with 25 participants (as some 
participants only had fast responses). We found the similar 
pattern of results as for the primary analysis; with significant 
main effects for shape, length, and position, the being caveat 
that some of the follow up comparisons were no longer 
significant.  

Discussion 
The goal of the present study was to analyze whether 
scanpaths are affected by problem format. Two types of 
formats were included, namely a traditional division format 
(72 ÷ 9 = [ ]) and a recasted multiplication format  (72 = 9 × 
[ ]). Prior work suggests that when participants are given a 
problem in the traditional format, they first mentally recast 
the problem into the multiplication format and then produce 
the answer (this is particularly the case if the division format 
includes large values). In contrast, for problems in the 
recasted format, participants directly solve the problem 
without mental recasting. Thus, the proposal is that problem 
format affects the strategy used to solve the problem. 
Evidence for this conjecture in prior work came from (1) 
latency differences, namely that problems in the traditional 
format took longer to solve (because they require the 
recasting step) and (2) fixation analysis of eye data, which 
showed that the distribution of dwell time over the 
corresponding problem elements was different between the 
two formats. This provides some indication that, as 
hypothesized, there are strategy differences between the two 
formats. We provide further evidence that problem format 
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may affect strategies, by showing that format elicited 
significantly different scanpaths for three MultiMatch 
features (shape, length, and position). Shape and position 
features capture the similarity related to the order of fixation 
locations within a scanpath. The higher similarity scores for 
the traditional problem-format scanpaths suggest increased 
consistency of scanning patterns for traditionally-formatted 
division problems. Traditional division problems follow a 
standard presentation of the equation (see Figure 1), which 
may encourage a left to right reading pattern. In contrast, the 
recasted multiplication format presents the solution on the 
left-hand side of the equation. This atypical presentation 
could impact the default reading strategy and result in 
increased variation of viewing patterns, reducing similarity 
scores (this is indeed what we found for the shape feature). 
Higher similarity for the length feature for the traditional 
format scanpaths also suggests a standard reading pattern is 
present, since saccade distances, if the eye is moving from 
one symbol to the next in the equation, should remain 
relatively similar in length.  

The duration and direction features were not informative 
in the present analysis, perhaps because there was not a great 
deal of variability in terms of these variables in the scanpaths 
due to the experiment’s relatively simple stimuli. These two 
features might be of more value in studies that use more 
complex visual stimuli. For instance, prior work has indicated 
differences between novices and experts for fixation duration 
and perhaps these differences would also show up in the 
duration scanpath feature (Reingold et al., 2001; Balslev et 
al., 2012; Susac et al., 2014). In general, as noted in (Jarodzka 
et al., 2010; Dewhurst et al., 2012), there currently do not 
exist formal guidelines about the usage and interpretation of 
MultiMatch features, and so work is needed in this area.  

Our research makes both a theoretical and practical 
contribution. On the theoretical side, we provide additional 
evidence that problem format produces different patterns of 
visual attention. Specifically, here we extend prior work 
using fixation data (Tan et al., 2016) with scanpath analysis. 
On the practical side, our results are aligned with previous 
studies reporting differences in scanpaths between 
experimental conditions (Zhou et al., 2016). However, to the 
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to target basic 
arithmetic problem solving in the context of scanpath 
analysis. Our results provide initial evidence towards the 
utility of scanpath analysis in math cognition domains but 
more work is needed. 

We do acknowledge that scanpath analysis is not without 
limitations. One limitation, highlighted by our overview of 
related work, is that scanpath analysis can tell us whether 
differences in scanpaths exist between conditions but not 
much beyond that, rendering the underlying cognitive 
processes as a black box. A step in addressing this limitation 
relates to identifying representational scanpaths to see what 
patterns of visual attention look like, as was done in by Zhou 
et al., (2016). The challenge with this approach is that the 
scanpaths quickly become unintelligible as the number of 

fixations in them increases. Thus, visualization tools are 
needed to shed light on the structure of scanpaths.  

Another challenge and associated limitation pertains to the 
methodology underlying scanpath analysis. This analysis is 
inherently relational in nature, meaning that conditional 
differences can only be identified by comparing two or more 
groups of similarity scores. Doing so becomes more 
complicated if a condition involves multiple trials, for 
instance to control for variability, as was the case in the 
decision-making studies reported by Zhou et al. (2016) and 
the math cognition task used here. Including multiple trials 
requires a great deal of scanpath comparisons to generate the 
corresponding similarity scores.  

In conclusion, while we are cautiously optimistic about the 
utility of scanpath analysis, given that this approach is 
relatively new, guidelines on choosing appropriate 
methodologies and tools for various cognitive domains are 
needed.   
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Abstract

People seem to infer each others’ beliefs and desires when nav-
igating social interactions, perhaps because such a “theory of
mind” can guide cooperation and coordination. However, such
strategic, altruistic interactions fall naturally out of evolution-
ary game theory without invoking any theory of mind; so why
is theory of mind useful? Here we show that the interactions
studied in game theory have been too impoverished to require
theory of mind, but when interacting in variable games, agents
with theory of mind have a clear advantage. We use simulated
tournaments to demonstrate that traditional action-level strate-
gies such as tit-for-tat fare miserably in variable games, that
goal-based agents can adapt to new games instantly, and that
having a theory ofmind is increasingly helpful for copingwith a
variety of opponents as the variability in games increases. Our
work suggests that variable games merit further investigation
in game theory and social sciences.
Keywords: repeated games; theory of mind; social value ori-
entation

Introduction
Theory of mind refers to one’s ability to impute mental
states—desires and beliefs in particular—to oneself and oth-
ers, in order to explain and predict behavior (Premack &
Woodruff, 1978). It is considered universal in human adults,
plays an important role in social development (Wellman,
1992), and its deficiency is associated with profound social
impairments (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Brüne,
2005).

Despite its prominence in psychology, theory of mind has
not been adequately studied in game theory, a formal frame-
work for studying social interactions. To our knowledge, two
lines of research in game theory relate to theory of mind. The
first approach deals with games with incomplete information,
i.e., in which the payoff functions of other players are un-
known. It follows the central theme in classic game theory,
which is to reduce the infinitely recursive reasoning about the
players’ beliefs (“I think that you think that I think. . . ”) to
a solvable equilibrium. A classic solution to this problem
is the Bayesian game, in which “theory of mind” refers to
the inference of others’ payoff functions and a Bayesian Nash
equilibrium can be derived (Harsanyi, 1968; Aumann, 1987;
Robalino & Robson, 2012).

The second approach begins with the observation that peo-
ple do not play at the theoretical equilibrium in many games
and tend to operate on a very shallow level of recursion
(Hedden & Zhang, 2002; Goodie, Doshi, & Young, 2012).
This pattern of behavior is characterized by different recur-
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Figure 1: A fixed repeated game (2 × 2 normal form). More
specifically, this is an iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. In each
round of game, player - chooses either row � or row �,
and player . chooses either column � or column �. They
make simultaneous choices, and the payoff for either player is
determined by the values in the resulting cell. They repeatedly
play games with the same payoff structure.

sion depths across individuals (Stahl, 1993; Camerer, Ho,
& Chong, 2004; Yoshida, Dolan, & Friston, 2008; Mohlin,
2012). On this account, theory of mind pertains to a general
belief about the recursion depth of opponents a given player
may face. A common limitation of these two approaches is
that they are not concerned with learning a model of other
players or adapting to a particular opponent, which humans
often do, and which the psychological notion of theory of
mind seems particularly well-suited for. We will examine this
limitation more closely for Bayesian games in the Discussion.

What remains unanswered is why evolution has endowed
humans with theory of mind. A natural place to seek an evo-
lutionary explanation in game theory is repeated games, in
which different agents with different strategies play games
with each other repeatedly. One of the most studied re-
peated games, iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD, Figure 1),
has been used as an explanation for the emergence of cooper-
ation among selfish agents (Axelrod, 1984; Nowak, 2006). In
Prisoner’s Dilemma, the two possible actions for each player
are usually designated as cooperation and defection. Tit-for-
tat (TfT)—a strategy that starts with cooperation and then re-
peats the opponent’s action from the previous turn—is a strong
and robust strategy in evolutionary IPD (Axelrod, 1984).

The majority of repeated games studied thus far are fixed
games, where the game is repeated with exactly the same pay-
off structure. Fixed repeated games do not incentivize theory
of mind because simple action-level strategies like TfT are
already unbeatable in such games. Moreover, real-world in-
teractions, although often repeated with the same players, are
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names of the three sample rounds are given below. Although
the examples are all symmetric games and the payoffs for ��
are all greater than ��, such constraints do not hold generally
in variable games.

far from fixed in their payoff structures. For instance, two
PhD students collaborating on a research project may become
direct competitors on the job market. We call this class of
repeated games with variable payoff structure variable games
(Figure 2; Kleiman-Weiner, 2018, Chapter 2). In this work,
we use variable games (2 × 2 normal form) to provide a natu-
ral account of the advantage of having a theory of mind. Our
work shares the spirit in Axelrod’s pioneering work and the
tradition of evolutionary game theory: identifying what con-
ditions favor a particular behavioral capacity. People seem to
cooperate even in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemmas that penalize
cooperation, and Axelrod showed that cooperation is advan-
tageous when the game is played repeatedly. People seem to
have theory of mind, but fixed repeated games do not require
or reward theory of mind, and we show that having a theory
of mind is advantageous when the games vary.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we define goal-

based agents with or without theory of mind that can play
variable games adaptively. Second, we add variability to IPD
in three steps and use a simulated tournament to demonstrate
that having a theory of mind is beneficial as the variability in
games increases. Finally, we discuss alternative explanations
for theory of mind and implications of our work.

Goal-based Agents in Variable Games
From a cognitive science perspective, the strategies in game
theory can be seen as defined on Marr’s algorithmic level
in terms of the raw actions (� or � in 2 × 2 games; Marr,
1982). In variable games, it is tricky, if not impossible, to
define strategies on this level, since the payoffs corresponding
to the actions, and thus the meaning of those actions, vary
from game to game. This problem is obviated if we define
strategies on the computational level. Concretely, each agent
makes its decision by maximizing its expected utility in each
round of the game. We call this type of agents goal-based
agents.
An agent’s utility function can take various forms. Here we

draw inspiration from the literature on social value orientation

(Van Lange, De Bruin, Otten, & Joireman, 1997), social dis-
counting (Jones & Rachlin, 2006) and welfare tradeoff ratios
(Delton & Robertson, 2016), in which one’s utility function
is a weighting of payoffs between self and others. We use a
single parameter _ to account for this weighting, i.e., different
degrees of altruism or spite directed toward the other player.
In each 2 × 2 game, player -’s utility function is

D- (G, H) = E- (G, H) + _E. (G, H) ,

in which E- and E. are the two players’ actual payoffs in the
game determined by their choices G and H, and _ remains the
same through the sequence of games. For example, in the
second game of Figure 2, E- (�, �) = 2 while E. (�, �) = 6.
The definition of D. is similar. This utility function captures
both (i) every creature’s desire tomaximize its own payoff, and
(ii) the consideration of other’s payoffs as an altruist (_ > 0),
an egoist (_ = 0), or a nemesis (_ < 0).

Now that we have a utility function, we can define theory
of mind (ToM), which essentially means having a model of
the opponent to help predict its choices. A level-0 agent
is equivalent to having no theory of how the opponent will
behave, so it assumes its opponent will choose � or � with
equal probability. A level-1 ToM agent treats its opponent
as a level-0 agent and does iterated Bayesian inference on its
_ from its choices. In this way, we can define higher-level
ToM, but we do not do that in the current work for three
reasons. First, our main goal here is to show that having ToM
is beneficial, and level-1 ToM is sufficient in this respect.
Second, higher-level ToM introduces the problem of infinite
recursion as in traditional game theory (Nash, 1951), and does
not match people’s tendency to use lower-level ToM (Hedden
& Zhang, 2002). If we assume people’s behavior is well
adapted to the environment and the computational constraints
(i.e., rational in the sense of Anderson (1990)), we can expect
lower-level ToM to perform nearly as well as higher-level
ToM, but with much less computational burden. Third, the
parameters in higher-level ToM models are much harder to
infer from the sparse information in 2 × 2 games (at most
one bit of information in each round). In reality, people play
much more complex games that provide rich information, and
higher-level ToM would be more plausible in those situations.

To simplify the terms, we call a level-0 agent a “_ agent”,
and a level-1 ToM agent a “ToM agent”. To describe the
behavior of these agents in 2 × 2 normal-form games, we
parameterize such games as in Figure 3a. A_ agent’s expected
utility for making either choice as player - is then

D_ (�) =
1
2
E- (�, �) + 1

2
E- (�, �)

=
1
2
[(F1 + F3) + _(F2 + F4)

]
,

and similarly for D_ (�). In the deterministic case, the agent
would choose �whenever D_ (�) > D_ (�) and vice versa. But
to account for a noisy, and potentially imperfect maximizer, a
_ agent uses a softmax function to determine its choice. Given
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_, its probability of choosing � is

?�(_) =
exp

[
UD_ (�)

]
exp

[
UD_ (�)

]
+ exp

[
UD_ (�)

] , (1)

in which U > 0 is the softmax parameter. Likewise, ?� (_) =
1 − ?�(_). Note that this is the same decision rule as in the
quantal response equilibrium in game theory (McKelvey &
Palfrey, 1995).

A ToM agent treats its opponent as a _ agent and does
Bayesian inference on _. Its goal is to maximize its own utility
function parameterized by _s (“s” for “self”). In each round
of the game, the ToM agent samples a _̂o (“o” for “opponent”)
from its posterior distribution of _o and uses Equation 1 to
compute the likelihood ?�(_̂o) and ?� (_̂o) for its opponent
to choose either action1. Then it computes its own expected
utility (assuming it is player . )
DToM (�) = ?�(_̂o)D. (�, �) + ?� (_̂o)D. (�, �)

= ?�(_̂o) (F2 + _sF1) + ?� (_̂o) (F6 + _sF5) ,
(similar for DToM (�)) and uses softmax to sample a choice.
After its opponent makes a choice G and the game is played,
it updates the posterior using G and the likelihood function
(Equation 1).

Simulation
To compare the two goal-based agents with the action-level
strategies, we pit them against an agent that plays the tit-
for-tat strategy, the epitome of action-level strategies, named
“TfT agent”. To give TfT some advantage at the beginning,
we start from IPD and add variability to it in three steps
to form three game spaces: Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma,
Symmetric Games, and All Games2. We use a computer-
simulated tournament to compare the performance of the three

1Calculating ?� and ?� via the sampled _̂o yields an unbiased
estimate of the expectation of these quantities using the full poste-
rior distribution over _o. Moreover, as the posterior becomes more
concentrated through iterated Bayesian inference, there is less Monte
Carlo variability in the samples.

2Other action-level strategies, such as “win-stay, lose-shift”, out-
perform TfT in some variants of IPD (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993),
and yet other strategies are tailored for other specific games. Each
of these specialized strategies would maximize returns in a specific
type of game, but these same strategies would fail to generalize across
game types. For our present purposes it is sufficient to show this fail-
ure of generalization for TfT, but similar simulations can be done for
other specialized games and strategies.

agents.

Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma
The first step is to make the payoff values variable across
rounds of games while ensuring that each game is a Pris-
oner’s Dilemma. A symmetric 2 × 2 game is parameter-
ized by 0, 1, 2, 3 (Figure 3b). Prisoner’s Dilemma requires
2 > 0 > 3 > 1 and 20 > 1 + 2 3. In order to generate each
game in the sequence, we sample 4 numbers independently
from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1 (* (0, 1)), sort
them in descending order, and assign them to 2, 0, 3, 1. If
20 > 1 + 2 is not satisfied, we repeat the sampling until it is
satisfied. We then apply a linear transformation to 0, 1, 2, 3 to
satisfy the normalizing constraints

0 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 0 , 02 + 12 + 22 + 32 = 1 .
We call such a distribution of games Variable Prisoner’s
Dilemma.

Simulation Details We include a TfT agent, _ agents with
_ = 0, 1,−1, and ToM agents with _s = 0, 1,−1 in the tour-
nament, let each pair of agents (including pairs of the same
type) play 100 rounds of games sampled independently from
Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, and repeat it 20 times. We
set the softmax parameter U = 10 everywhere. We set the
ToM agents’ prior distribution of _o to be uniform between
−2 and 2, a range wide enough to include the nicest and the
nastiest agents that are plausible. We discretize the posterior
distribution with a grid step of 0.02.

Results Figure 4a shows the average per-game payoff each
agent gains when playing against each agent. The scores
shown are relative to the baseline score earned by a random-
choosing agent when playing against each agent (because,
e.g., playing against a _ = 1 opponent will yield a higher
score for all agents as compared to playing against a _ = −1
agent). We are only comparing the three agents with _ = 0,
for whom the average payoffs they gain reflect their ability to
reach their goal. TfT can be seen as having an effective _ = 0,
because it is an evolutionarily selected strategy, where agents
maximizing their own payoffs survive in the long run.

From the “Mean” panel in Figure 4a, we can get a general
idea of how well the three types of agents perform in an evo-
lutionary sense. For Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, the three
types of agents have similar performance. Note that this result
is specific to the uniform distribution of the 7 types of agents
in the environment. If, say, the distribution of agents is dom-
inated by TfT, TfT would perform much better than the other
two types of agents, who behave like defectors in Prisoner’s
Dilemma. On the other hand, if the distribution is dominated
by _(1) or ToM(1), TfT would perform much worse, because
it cannot exploit a generous agent. In other words, in Variable

3This latter constraint is not required in the broad sense of Pris-
oner’s Dilemma, but previous work on IPD usually imposes it to
make mutual cooperation the only outcome with maximum total
payoff for both players (Axelrod, 1984).
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ToM agent with _s = 1; etc. (a) Comparison of performance of TfT, _(0) and ToM(0) when playing against the same type
of opponent. The plotted values are the average per-game payoff “Self” earns after 100 rounds of the game with “Opponent”,
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the other 7 panels. The error bars indicate the standard error of the means (SEM) resulting from 20 repetitions. (b) Evolutionary
process. This is a deterministic version of the Moran process that starts with equal proportions of the agents in the environment.

Prisoner’s Dilemma, the performance of TfT relative to the
other two types is contingent on the distribution of agents,
while _(0) and ToM(0) always have similar performance.

Based on the pairwise average payoffs for the 7 agents,
we also simulate an evolutionary process to compare their
performance (Figure 4b). Let E8 9 be the average payoff that
agent 8 gets when playing against agent 9 . The environment
starts with equal proportions of the 7 types of agents, and
evolves according to a deterministic version of the Moran
process (Moran, 1958). Let ?8 (C) be the proportion of agent 8
in the environment at iteration C. The fitness of agent 8, 58 (C),
is defined as

58 (C) =
7∑
9=1
E8 9 ? 9 (C) ,

i.e., the mean payoffs weighted by the proportion of the oppo-
nent. Then the proportions are updated as

?8 (C + 1) =
?8 (C) · exp 58 (C)∑7
9=1 ? 9 (C) · exp 5 9 (C)

,

which means each agent’s proportion is scaled by the softmax
function of its fitness, and normalized to sum to one. Note
that a thorough evolutionary analysis would require simula-
tion based on different initial proportions, but equal initial
proportions can serve as a good first-level analysis. As shown
in Figure 4b, for Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, TfT domi-
nates the population, and _(1) and ToM(1), whose dominance
would put _(0) and ToM(0) at an advantage, die out very
quickly. This replicates previous findings that TfT is strong
and robust in IPD (Axelrod, 1984).

Symmetric Games
The second step is to consider all symmetric 2 × 2 games as
parameterized in Figure 3b. We introduce an inequality 0 > 3
to make TfT definable, since both players choosing � is better

than both players choosing �. This also eliminates one of the
redundant, symmetric halves of the game space. To generate
each game, we sample 4 numbers independently from* (0, 1)
and assign them to 0, 1, 2, 3. If 0 < 3, we reverse the order
of the 4 numbers. Then we apply the linear transformation
to 0, 1, 2, 3 as in Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma. We call this
distribution Symmetric Games.

Results Apart from the game distribution, the simulation is
identical to Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, and the results are
shown in Figure 5. _(0) and ToM(0) significantly outperform
TfT in terms of the mean payoff across opponents. This is
the case because, unlike Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, the off-
diagonal outcomes in Symmetric Games can change the ex-
pected value ordering of the two actions. Consequently, TfT’s
alternation between actions with no regard for the present
game’s payoffs yields systematically worse outcomes than
agents that consider the payoffs. ToM(0) does better than
_(0) when playing against _ agents, but worse against TfT
and, even more, ToM(0) and ToM(1). The primary reason is
that ToM agents do not have a correct model of TfT or ToM,
which results in an error in prediction.

Another factor contributes to the particularly large differ-
ence when playing against ToM(0) and ToM(1), which, when
computing the “Mean”, cancels out ToM(0)’s advantage over
_(0). Consider the comparison when the opponent is ToM(0).
It will be shown later in Figure 7 that ToM(0) infers a _ close
to 0 of ToM(0). It can be proved that it is a property of
symmetric games that when playing against another ToM(0)
agent, ToM(0) can never gain a higher score in any symmetric
game than _(0), provided that in the ToM–ToM rivalry either
ToM infers _ = 0 of its opponent. When we lift the constraint
of symmetry in the next game space, ToM(0) overtakes _(0)
even without an accurate model of the ToM opponent.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for Symmetric Games. (a) Comparison of performance of TfT, _(0) and ToM(0). (b) Evolutionary
process.

In the evolutionary simulation of Symmetric Games (Fig-
ure 5b), TfT quickly loses population share, even though we
tried to help it by setting 0 > 3; even nice agents like _(1) and
ToM(1) fare better than TfT. The evolutionary process con-
verges on a mixture of about 70% of _(0) and 30% of ToM(0).
_(0)’s advantage over ToM(0) is due to the ToM disadvantage
specific to symmetric games discussed above.

All Games
The third step in extending IPD is to lift the constraint of
symmetry. The game is then parameterized by the 8 payoff
values F1,F2, . . . ,F8 (Figure 3a). For each game, we draw
8 independent samples from * (0, 1), assign them to the 8
payoffs, and impose the normalizing constraints

8∑
8=1

F8 = 0 ,
8∑
8=1

F2
8 = 2 .

We call this distribution All Games.

Results Again, apart from the game distribution, the sim-
ulation is identical to Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, and the
results are shown in Figure 6. In this game distribution, TfT is
no different from the random-choosing baseline, and ToM(0)
generally outperforms _(0). In the evolutionary simulation,

TfT still dies out first, and ToM(0) dominates in the end.

, inferred by ToM(0)
To verify that ToM agents’ superior performance stems from
having an accurate model of the opponent, we inspected
ToM(0)’s posterior of the opponent’s _ at the 100th round
for each type of opponent in each game space, as sketched in
Figure 7.

In Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, the ToM agent can infer
_(0)’s and _(1)’s _s accurately and consistently, but not for
_(−1). This is because in a Prisoner’s Dilemma, a _ agent
will always defect as long as its _ < 0; therefore, consistent
defecting provides no information about the exact value of _.
When the opponent is TfT or ToM, a ToM agent does not
have an accurate model of it, but we can still interpret the
inferred _ as indicating how the opponent generally behaves
in a particular distribution of games. When playing against
ToM(0) in Variable Prisoner’s Dilemma, TfT behaves like a
selfish agent, ToM(0) and ToM(−1) behave just like _(0) and
_(−1), and ToM(1) behaves like a somewhat nice agent.

In Symmetric Games, the patterns of _ inferred by ToM(0)
for different opponents are similar to Variable Prisoner’s
Dilemma. TfT behaves slightly more nicely. The inferences
for _(−1) and ToM(−1) are much more accurate than in Vari-
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Figure 6: Simulation results for All Games. (a) Comparison of performance of TfT, _(0) and ToM(0). (b) Evolutionary process.
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Figure 7: ToM(0)’s posterior distribution of _o for each type
of opponent in each game space. Each vertical line segment
reflects the overall shape of the posterior at the last (100th)
round of the game. The segment is centered on the mean of
the posterior, and its length is twice the standard deviation. In
each panel, the 10 segments represent 10 repetitions.

able Prisoner’s Dilemma as the more varied payoff structures
differentiate degrees of spite.

Finally, in All Games, the _s inferred by ToM(0) is similar
to before, except being more symmetric as the game space
is completely symmetric (in a different sense than symmetric
games).

Discussion
We have presented a preliminary demonstration that action-
level strategies like tit-for-tat cannot adapt to the variability in
the games as opposed to goal-based agents, and that having a
theory of mind is beneficial as the variability increases, which
provides an explanation for why people have theory of mind.
This work also suggests that variable games are an important
setting to study in both theoretical and empirical game theory.

Bayesian games seem to explain people’s theory of mind
by suggesting that people use theory of mind to deal with
games with incomplete information (Robalino & Robson,
2012). However, Bayesian games are not concerned with the-
ory of mind in the sense of learning a model of other players.
In one-shot Bayesian games, there is no learning whatsoever
(Harsanyi, 1968). The likelihood function in Bayesian games

is the distribution of the other player’s type given one’s own
type, instead of the distribution of the other player’s choices
given its type as discussed in this paper. In repeated Bayesian
games, each player learns others’ payoff functions through re-
peated play (Kalai & Lehrer, 1993; Jordan, 1991). But since
the repeated games are fixed, the payoff function is learned on
the action level, which is not a very useful model for general-
ization.

Recent work by Robalino and Robson (2016) aims to pro-
vide a similar evolutionary explanation of theory of mind as
ours. In their work, however, learning still occurs on the ac-
tion level and does not generalize to truly novel situations.
Concretely, the “sequentially rational theory of preference”
player (SR-ToP, comparable to the ToM agent in the current
work) memorizes the other player’s preference over outcomes,
so when the subgame with the same two possible outcomes
occurs again, SR-ToP can predict its opponent’s choice. The
environment is “variable” in that new outcomes are introduced
gradually, giving SR-ToP an evolutionary advantage over a
naïve player that does not memorize its opponent’s prefer-
ences at all. In this framework, each new outcome has to be
learned anew, therefore still no parsimonious model of other
players is learned and the SR-ToP cannot adapt to brand-new
games instantly, which humans must do in a dynamic social
environment.
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A Corpus and Behavioral Analysis of the Quality of Young Children’s STEM Books 
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Abstract 

Promoting early STEM knowledge helps to prepare children 
for formal schooling. Shared book reading may promote early 
STEM knowledge. This research examined the quality of 
available STEM books in children’s environments and 
investigated how such books influenced children’s learning in 
shared book reading contexts. In Study 1, we used both 
meaning-based human coding and computerized latent 
semantic analysis to categorize books based on the extent to 
which they provided support for encoding and demand for 
active recall. We found similarity in the ratings using the two 
approaches. Most books fell into categories characterized by 
low Support and Demand. In Study 2, we found that 4- to 5-
year-olds learned more STEM facts when books were high in 
Support and/or Demand, although few books fell into those 
categories. This research highlights the importance that textual 
features of books play in promoting early STEM knowledge 
during shared book reading.   

Keywords: Shared Book Reading; STEM learning; Textual 
Analysis 

Informal STEM Learning 

Individual differences in children’s early knowledge are 

pervasive across STEM (science, technology, engineering, 

and math) domains, impacting school readiness and later 

academic achievement (Duncan et al., 2007; Verdine et al., 

2017). Early experiences in informal settings can facilitate 

children’s knowledge acquisition and interest in STEM 

domains (e.g., Haden, 2010). Shared book reading (caregiver 

reading to child) of STEM books is an informal setting where 

children can acquire such early knowledge. Yet, it is 

unknown whether STEM books are structured in ways that 

align with cognitive principles of learning and memory and 

how children learn from books varying in their alignment 

with such principles. The current research bridges this gap by 

conducting: 1) corpus analyses of preschool-aged children’s 

STEM books to measure book alignment with cognitive 

principles; and 2) an experimental investigation of how 

variations in alignment impact preschool-aged children’s 

STEM learning in shared book reading contexts.  

Cognitive Principles of Learning 

Research on learning and memory provide insights into how 

books’ textual features can align with cognitive principles to 

support semantic knowledge acquisition, including STEM 

knowledge. To align with cognitive principles, books should 

include textual elements that: (1) provide support for 

encoding factual information to compensate for children’s 

low working memory (Cowan, 2014); and (2) present 

demand for children’s active engagement to accommodate 

their underdeveloped deliberate memory strategies (Courage 

& Cowan, 2009). Acquiring facts from books can be taxing 

on working memory, outpacing resources (van den Broek, 

2010). Adults have high working memory, which helps them 

process facts (Baddeley, 1992). They also use active 

strategies, such as re-reading, to help deal with book content 

that outpaces working memory (van den Broek & Helder, 

2017). In school, children are taught memory strategies 

(Armbruster et al., 2003). However, young children do not 

use such strategies spontaneously (Coffman et al., 2008). 

Instead, children likely depend more heavily on external 

support from book structures and adult readers’ scaffolding.  

Books can support semantic knowledge without requiring 

active memory strategies. Readers will recall more from texts 

when they have support for encoding the text and when their 

memory of earlier text is easily reactivated (van den Broek & 

Helder, 2017). Books can support encoding by elaborating on 

facts and by making causal connections between elements. 

Both children and adults recall more information when there 

are more causal connections between elements, such as when 

one event motivates another (Lynch et al., 2008; Trabasso & 

van den Broek, 1985).  

Additionally, books can be demanding of deliberate 

memory strategies, without children spontaneously using 

them. They can include questions or interactive prompts that 

encourage active engagement. Research on testing effects 

show that having students actively process information 

through pretest or retrieval questions enhances learning (e.g., 

Karpicke & Grimaldi, 2012; Pressley, et al., 1990).  

In sum, books’ textual features can align with cognitive 

principles by being supportive of encoding and demanding of 

active memory processing. To be maximally valuable for 

learning, STEM books should align with these principles.  

Shared Book Reading 

Shared book reading is an everyday practice in homes (Bus 

et al., 1995). Decades of research show that the quality of 

caregiver extra-textual talk during shared book reading 

affects young children’s developing language and literary 

skills (e.g., Bus et al., 1995). Most research on shared book 

reading focused on extra-textual talk (talk beyond the text) 

and on reading of narrative storybooks.  

Much less shared book reading research focused on 

expository (factual) books or on how books’ textual features 

affect learning. Those that focused on reading expository 

books showed that caregivers had more extra-textual talk and 

used more complex language when reading such books 

compared to narratives (e.g., Price et al., 2009). Similarly to 

narratives, caregivers’ extra-textual talk when reading 

expository books predicts children’s language and literary 

skills (Robertson & Reese, 2017). Expository books fulfill 

similar objectives as narrations in promoting language and 

literary skills; however, they have added potential to be 

valuable in promoting knowledge acquisition, especially 

STEM knowledge.  
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Despite the importance of expository shared book reading, 

there are open questions regarding how young children 

acquire semantic information from book text. Most of the 

research on learning from books in early childhood focuses 

on how caregivers’ talk supports learning (e.g., Haden et al., 

1996). Unlike research with older children and adults, there 

has been little consideration for how the textual features of 

the books themselves affect the quality of learning. We 

extend past research in two ways. First, we conducted a 

corpus analysis to investigate whether young children’s 

STEM books provide: a) Support for encoding semantic 

information by being coherent and elaborating on facts; and 

b) Demand for active retrieval by posing questions and 

including interactive prompts. Second, we test whether and 

how these textual features of Support and Demand affect 

children’s recall of STEM facts in the context of shared book 

reading.  

Study 1: Corpus Analyses 

We investigated whether STEM books targeted towards 

preschool-aged children provide supportive and demanding 

contexts for acquiring STEM knowledge consistent with 

cognitive principles. STEM books are widely available and 

have potential to effectively facilitate  knowledge acquisition. 

Despite their potential, it is unknown whether these books are 

designed in ways that promote STEM knowledge acquisition.  

In Study 1, we conducted corpus analyses of readily 

available preschool-aged children’s STEM books. We took 

two different approaches to conducting the analysis: human 

coding and computerized latent semantic analysis (LSA). The 

human coding provided a sensitive meaning-based measure 

for coding books, whereas the LSA provided an automated 

assessment of linguistic features expected to predict 

comprehensibility (McNamara et al., 2014) that may also 

capture elements of the human coding. We compared the 

methods, as due to the LSA’s automated nature, it may have 

long-term benefits of being an easy method for categorizing 

books based on quality of promoting STEM knowledge.  

For the human coding, raters evaluated the extent to which 

books provided support for encoding by being coherent and 

elaborating on facts and provided Demand for active factual 

recall. For the LSA, we used Coh-Metrix software 

(McNamara et al., 2014). Coh-Metrix was trained on a large 

corpus of texts for K-12 grade students. Using this corpus, it 

assigned values to word vectors in high dimension semantic 

space based on frequency of co-occurrence (e.g., “nail” and 

“saw” share semantic similarity). We used LSA to identify 

overlap in semantic space among words in each STEM book. 

In sum, Study 1 had two primary goals: 1) to investigate 

how children’s books cluster into categories based on levels 

of Support and Demand; and 2) whether we can use LSA to 

categorize books similarly to the human coding metric of 

Support. We predicted that the books would vary based on 

dimensions of Support and Demand. We also expected that 

the human coding and LSA would share similarities to the 

human ratings of Support. However, there will likely be cases 

when there is high semantic overlap but the sentences do not 

reach the level of criterion for Support in the human coding. 

This would occur when text is on the same topic but provides 

new facts on the topic rather than elaborates on them. Bauer 

and Larkina (2017) showed that young children have 

difficulty integrating novel facts when there is high semantic 

similarity among distractor items. Thus, high semantic 

similarity may not equate to optimal learning. Also, the 

human coding characterizes books as High in Support and 

Demand based on their facts; while the Coh-Metrix LSA does 

not distinguish between facts and non-facts (e.g., narration).  

Method 

Corpus The corpus included 52 STEM books designed for 

preschool-aged children. It included books on the following 

STEM topics: animals, human body, nature, weather, 

geography, space, and physical science. The books were 

selected to capture opportunities for STEM learning prior to 

formal education. We created our own corpus as there was no 

known available corpus. Books were selected if they met the 

following criterion: (1) listed on children’s bestseller book 

lists and/or currently sold at bookstores; (2) available at 

public libraries; and (3) normed for preschool-aged children, 

and (4) less than 15,000 characters due to limits of the online 

Coh-Metrix software (McNamara et al., 2014). To create the 

corpus, a research assistant transcribed each sentence in the 

book and a different research assistant checked them for 

accuracy. Sentences were not included in analysis if they 

were related to an activity to be conducted outside of the book 

(e.g., instructions for an experiment) or were section 

headings. Two books were excluded for being outliers on our 

human coding measures of Support and Demand (more than 

2 Standard deviations above the mean on both measures).  

 

Human Coding Human coders rated the levels of Support 

and Demand for each book. Each book received a score for 
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Support and for Demand based on the number of sentences 

of each type per topic. Table 1 presents coding examples. 

Each book was coded for the number of topics, which were 

defined as sentences on the same subject. Typically, a topic 

contained multiple sentences. However, books that were low 

in coherence contained topics with only a few sentences.  

Next, the books were coded for the number of Support and 

Demand sentences. A sentence was coded as containing 

Support if it: 1) elaborated on facts by providing further 

details, examples, or definitions; 2) made analogies or 

antonyms to facts; 3) pre-tested information later presented; 

or 4) made connections to earlier facts. Sentences were not 

coded as providing support if they introduced or extended 

facts by presenting new conceptual information or non-

factual information. A sentence was coded Demand if it was 

a question or interactive prompt on the books’ facts.  

Two research assistants served as coders and each rated 

about half the books. About every fourth book was coded by 

both for reliability. Seventeen books were double coded 

(33%). The first author corrected discrepancies. For Support 

coding, there was 89% agreement with Cohen’s Kappa at .78. 

For Demand coding, there was 99% agreement with Cohen’s 

Kappa at .98. For the number of topics, we conducted a 

correlation which was r = .96 and the average absolute value 

difference in disagreement between topic count was .35.  

 

Latent Semantic Analysis We used two measures provided 

by Coh-Metrix for the latent semantic analysis: LSA 

similarity between adjacent sentences (LSASS1) and LSA 

given-new (LSAGN). LSASS1 measures the mean overlap in 

semantic similarity between words in adjacent sentences. The 

LSAGN calculates a mean for the proportion of how much 

information in the current sentence was given in earlier 

sections of the text versus how much is new. The LSASS1 

provides indexes of the coherence of the text. The LSAGN is 

likely most similar to the human coding measures of Support 

as it provides indexes of when information is coreferential, 

sharing similarity to earlier presented information.   

Results 

We first report results from the human coding following by 

the Coh-Metrix. Descriptive statistics for our coding 

measures are presented in Table 2 for all the books and for 

each cluster based on human coding and Coh-Metrix LSA. 

As shown, across all books, there was great variability in the 

number of Support and Demand sentences per topic.  

Our human cluster analysis categorized books based on 

measures of Support and Demand per Topic. We normalized 

the data using z-scores and ran a k-means clustering analysis. 

This method groups data such that the sum of squares 

between a predetermined number of clusters and the cluster 

center is minimized (Hartigan & Wong, 1979). We 

determined the number of clusters by observing dendrogram, 

silhouette, and scree plots. As seen in Table 2 (left panel), the 

data clustered into three categories characterized by 1) Low 

Support and Demand; High Support and Low Demand; and 

High Support and High Demand. The between group sum of 

squares was 73.18 and accounted for 72% of total sum of 

squares. Most books clustered as Low Support and Demand. 

The results suggest that young children’s STEM books tend 

not to align highly with learning principles. 

In terms of LSA analyses, we analyzed the alignment 

between the Support human coding variable and the Coh-

Metrix coding. Using Pearson’s correlations, we found that 

the human ratings of Support by Topic significantly 

correlated with LSASS1 (r40 = .36, p <.019) and LSAGN (r40 

= .46, p = .002). As expected, the LSAGN was more highly 

associated with human ratings of Support. We then ran a 

cluster analysis replacing the human coding of Support with 

the LSAGN. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2 

(right panel). Coh-Metrix does not have an equivalent rating 

of Demand, and thus we used the human coding for that 

variable in the analysis. We found that 3 clusters were a good 

fit for the data and the clusters were similarly characterized 

in groups based on high/low Support and Demand as in the 

human coding. The between group sum of squares was 75.05 

and accounted for 74% of total sum of squares. Thirty-nine 

(75%) fell into the same cluster categories. The central 

difference was that more books categorized as Low Support 

and Demand in the human ratings were categorized into the 

High Support Low Demand group based on LSAGN.  

Discussion 

Study 1 investigated whether and how books cluster into 

categories based on their alignment with learning principles 

and whether a computerized LSA coding captures similar 
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variance as a human meaning-based coding. We found that in 

a representative sample of readily-available STEM books 

designed for preschool-aged children, the majority of books 

fell into categories characterized by low Support for encoding 

and low Demand for active retrieval. The LSA coding shared 

similar overlap to the human coding of Support. This was 

especially evident in the LSAGN coding, which quantified 

the extent to which information in new sentences was 

coreferential with the previous text. However, when 

comparing cluster analyses between the human and Coh-

Metrix coding, a portion of books received high ratings based 

on LSAGN but low ratings based on human coding of 

Support. This likely occurred as there can be similarity in 

words captured by the LSA that is not considered Supportive 

of learning and the LSA was not sensitive to differences in 

factual versus non-factual information.  

Study 2: Behavioral Analysis 

Study 2 investigated how high and low levels of Support and 

Demand textual features influence STEM learning during 

shared book reading. Study 1 quantified variations in books’ 

alignment with known cognitive principles of learning. 

However, these principles have primarily been developed 

through investigations of adults and have not been evaluated 

in contexts of either shared book reading or of learning 

STEM facts. In Study 2, caregivers read four STEM books 

that were crossed on high/low levels of Support and Demand. 

The high/low levels were based on high/low Support and 

Demand ratings from the human and Coh-Metrix clusters 

from Study 1. We investigated whether there were 

differences based on books’ textual features in terms of how 

many facts children recalled.  

Method 

Participants There were 35 children (M age = 4.81 years, 

range = 4.15 to 5.57, 20 Females). Each child participated 

alongside their caregiver (34 females). Based on parental 

self-report, the sample was Asian (3%), Black or African 

American (6%), White or Caucasian (77%), and mixed race 

(14%); 9% identified as Hispanic or Latino. Caregivers gave 

informed consent for themselves and their child. An 

additional seven dyads participated but were excluded: not 

completing second session (2), experimenter error (1), having 

difficulty understanding the tasks (1) and having prior 

familiarity with the books (3). Participants were recruited 

through a university subject pool of families interested in 

research participation. Children received a small toy and 

families were given a $10 gift card for participation.  

 

Materials We used four books: Biggest, Strongest, Fastest 

by Steven Jenkins, Whose Food is This? by Nancy Kelly 

Ann, What Lives in a Shell by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld, 

and Bugs are Insects by Anne Rockwell. These books are 

normed for preschoolers and reflect common STEM books 

sold to that age group. The books are of similar word length, 

are on similar STEM topics of animal facts, and vary in their 

Support and Demand levels. Table 3 presents descriptive 

statistics of the books. All books fit into the 3 categories 

clustered in Study 1, except for the Low Support and High 

Demand book. We selected this book to have balanced 

conditions. Its Demand per topic level was a bit lower than 

the books clustered as High Demand. There were many 

Demand questions; however, because the book was Low 

Support, it had many topics with fewer questions per topic. 

We ensured that the books were novel to the participants 

through a questionnaire assessing if the children had prior 

exposure to the book (Participant Section details exclusions). 

To assess STEM learning, we designed open-ended 

questions related to the books’ STEM facts. There were six 

questions per book. Half were global and related to multiple 

facts and the main theme of each book (e.g., “why do animals 

need a shell?”) The other half were local and related to 

specific facts (e.g., “What food do hummingbirds eat”). The 

questions were randomized with three orders per book. 

 

Procedure Each dyad participated in two sessions. Both 

sessions began with the caregiver reading two of the four 

books. The book assignment was counterbalanced within and 

across sessions, with the constraint that per session 

participants received one high and one low Support book. 

Before reading, caregivers were instructed to read the books 

to their children as they would normally read to them. They 

were told that after reading, their children would be tested on 

information from the books. During the shared book reading 

period, dyads sat together on a couch and were offered 

snacks. They were left alone during this period. We 

undertook these procedures to increase participants’ comfort 

in this setting. The shared book reading period lasted 

approximately 20-30 minutes.  

After reading, the experimenter tested children on the book 

fact recall. Children first participated in a free recall task 

(results not reported in proceeding). Then in the open-ended 

recall test, they were tested on questions related to the first 

book read followed by the second. After the test questions in 

Session 1 only, children participated in the Comprehension-

Knowledge subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson-III (WJ-III). 

The experimenter marked children’s answers online, which 

were later checked offline by a research assistant. 

During testing, the caregiver sat in a space separated by a 

partition. They completed questionnaires while wearing 
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noise-canceling headphones. The headphones prevented 

caregivers from hearing questions asked to the child, as to 

avoid influence on the second session. The full session 

(shared book reading and testing) was video- and audio-

taped.  

Results 

Study 2 examined whether textual features of Support and 

Demand influence preschool-aged children’s STEM fact 

recall during shared book reading interactions. We first 

conducted preliminary analyses to examine if Age or Session 

affected children’s open-ended recall performance. Using 

Pearson correlations, we found no significant correlation 

between Age and Proportion Correct, r (33) = -.02, p = .905. 

Using two-tailed paired samples t-test, we found no 

significant difference between Session 1 (M = .44, SD = .24) 

and Session 2 (M = .46, SD = .22) on Proportion Correct, 

t(34) = -.21, p = .832. We removed these variables from 

further analyses. 

Next, we investigated how textual features of Support and 

Demand influenced children’s recall of STEM facts. We used 

ANCOVA analyses to predict children’s proportion correct 

on the recall questions, with the predictor variables of 

Support (high, low), Demand (high, low), Question Type 

(global, local). Children’s standardized WJ-III 

Comprehension-Knowledge score was used as a covariate. 

Results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 1.  

We found significant main effects of Support and Demand, 

significant interactions of Support x Demand, and Support x 

Question Type, and a significant covariate effect of WJ-III 

score. Children performed better in the High than Low 

Support condition and in the High than Low Demand 

condition. Children with higher verbal comprehension had 

higher fact recall. To follow-up on the interaction between 

Support x Demand, we conducted two-tailed paired samples 

t-tests on the effect of Demand separately for High and Low 

Support books. For High Support books, we found no 

significant difference between High and Low Demand, t(34) 

= .24, p =.810. For Low Support books, we found significant 

effects of Demand, such that children performed better on the 

High compared to Low Demand books, t(34) = 3.58, p =.001. 

To follow-up on the interaction between Support x 

Question Type, we conducted two-tailed paired samples t-

tests on the effect of Support for each Question Type. On the 

Global questions, participants performed better on the High 

Support compared to Low Support books, t(34) = 7.78, 

p<.001. On the Local Questions, participants also performed 

better on the High Support compared to Low Support books, 

t(34) = 2.09, p =.044, but the size of the effect was smaller. 

Discussion 

In Study 2, we found that Support and Demand textual 

features influenced young children’s recall of STEM facts 

during shared book reading. Children recalled more from the 

books when there was Support for encoding, irrespective of 

levels of Demand. However, when Support was low, children 

still benefited from the books when Demand was high.   

We also found interactions with Question Type such that 

children recalled more facts related to the global themes of 

the book when the books had high levels of Support 

compared to low, likely due to those books being more 

coherent. Children also recalled more local information in the 

High Support books; yet, this effect was markedly smaller. 

This may result from the Local questions not being highly 

elaborated on in either the High or Low Support Books.  

Overall, these findings suggest that the quality of the books 

themselves matter for children’s learning during shared book 

reading of STEM books. In future directions, we will 

investigate whether the caregivers’ extra-textual talk interacts 

with the books’ textual features to scaffold children’s 

learning.  

General Discussion 

The current research identified a new mechanism for 

promoting STEM knowledge early in childhood prior to 

formal schooling. In Study 1, we showed that STEM books 
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readily available to preschool-aged children tend not to align 

with cognitive learning principles in that they provide limited 

support for encoding and limited demand for active recall. 

We arrived at this conclusion by identifying how books 

cluster into categories based on Support and Demand using 

human ratings and computerized LSA. In Study 2, we found 

that children learn little from books that are low in Support 

and in Demand during shared book reading, despite the high 

prevalence of such books in children’s environments. 

However, we identified that children benefit from the high 

presence of Supportive and Demanding textual elements 

within books. Thus, to promote early STEM knowledge, it is 

critical to increase children’s exposure to such high-quality 

books.  

In the future, it will be important to extend this research in 

several directions. First, there was 25% disagreement among 

the human coding and Coh-Metrix LSA analysis. It will be 

important to understand whether this discrepancy has 

differential predictability in children’s learning outcomes. 

Can computerized methods such as Coh-Metrix be used to 

identify books that are likely facilitative of children’s factual 

STEM learning? Additionally, future research should 

identify the long-term effects of reading high quality STEM 

books on children’s learning. How long do the enhanced 

effects of providing Support and Demand during shared book 

reading on learning last? Does increasing children’s exposure 

to high quality STEM books increase their general STEM 

learning beyond the context of the book? Lastly, these 

learning principles are not specific to STEM learning and it 

will be important to see how Supportive and Demanding 

textual features affect learning in other domains of children’s 

books.  

Overall, in focusing on textual features, this research 

highlighted the importance of considering the quality that 

book content has in shaping STEM knowledge acquisition. 

Both research on shared book reading and research 

investigating STEM learning in settings such as museums 

focused primarily on shared interactions (e.g., Haden, 2010; 

Price et al., 2009). However, learning also depends on the 

cultural tools available within our environment. Research that 

fully considers learning mechanisms needs to consider both 

the cultural tools available (e.g., quality of STEM books) and 

how such tools are used in learning (e.g., shared book 

reading).  
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Abstract

The current study investigated the impact of sleep deprivation (SD) on the use of third-person self-talk, a relatively effort-
less strategy, to regulate emotion. Twenty-four participants (age = 22.75 2.68, 54.17% male, 33.33% good sleepers) com-
pleted a cue-picture ERP paradigm after normal sleep and SD conditions, in which they viewed negative or neutral stimuli
and reflected on their feelings using either the pronoun I or their name (third-person). We calculated post-instruction late
positive potential (LPP) that has been found sensitive to emotion regulation strategies and closely related to amygdala
activity. While poor sleepers showed greater LPP amplitudes overall, F(1,7) = 17.50, p = .004, SD only increased the LPP
for negative picture trials among good sleepers but not poor sleepers, F(1,7) = 5.37, p = .054, suggesting that the effect of
SD on emotion regulation using third-person self talk was moderated by habitual sleep quality.
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Abstract 

Theoretical models of analogical retrieval implicitly assume 
that the cognitive system continuously scans long-term memory 
based on the contents of working memory (WM). Experiment 1 
revealed that when a target analog is presented in the context of 
a problem-solving activity, a prompt to search for analogous 
situations adds nothing over-and-above the probabilities of 
being spontaneously reminded of an analogous problem. 
More exploratory in nature, Experiment 2 presents the first 
experimental evidence of analogical retrieval during hypothesis 
generation. Our prompt to search for analogous phenomena 
increased access to distant analogs, suggesting that hypothesis-
generation does not reliably elicit a search for analogous 
phenomena. Results suggest that a search for analogous cases 
is not automatically triggered by the contents of WM, and that 
the nature of the tasks in which the analogs are embedded 
determines whether a search for analogs will be initiated.  

Keywords: analogy; retrieval; problem-solving; hypothesis 
generation  

Introduction 
A central goal of education relates to the possibility of 
applying knowledge in contexts and to contents different 
from those of the initial learning (Barnett & Ceci, 2002; Day 
& Goldstone, 2012). The process of connecting a current 
situation (target analog) to stored situations sharing a common 
structure (base analogs) lies at the core of successful transfer. 
Through a mapping between both situations, unmapped 
elements of the base analog can be inductively projected 
onto the target, thus enhancing its representation.   

In contrast to the ease with which two situations can be 
aligned in working memory (WM), evidence accumulated 
that base analogs stored in long-term memory (LTM) are 
seldom retrieved unless their constituent elements are 
semantically related to those of the target (e.g., Gentner, 
Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993; Keane, 1987; Trench & 
Minervino, 2015). This dependence on low-level, surface 

similarities has been justified both computationally and 
evolutionarily. On the one hand, computational modelers 
have argued that the cost of performing a full structural 
mapping between the target and all potentially analogous 
situations in LTM would be computationally prohibitive 
(see, e.g., Forbus, Gentner & Law, 1995). On the other hand, 
our reliance on surface similarity was supposed to represent 
no big loss in the Pleistocene's environment wherein our 
ancestors evolved (the kind-world hypothesis, Gentner, 1989). 
In the words of Gentner et al., (1993, p. 567): "if something 
looked like a tiger, it probably was a tiger". Hence, our 
newly evolved machinery for understanding distant 
analogies might be running on the output of similarity-based 
memory systems geared towards prediction, and ill-suited for 
the kind of creative, cross-disciplinary analogies that characterize 
educationally-relevant activities such as argumentation, 
problem-solving, or hypothesis generation. 

If a focus on surface similarity represented an adaptive means 
for ensuring the retrieval of nearly identical episodes, it 
seems sensible to infer that the machinery in charge of this 
monitoring should continuously scrutinize LTM based on 
the contents of WM. Even though proponents of dominant 
computer models of analogical retrieval (e.g., MAC/FAC, 
Forbus et al., 1995; LISA, Hummel & Holyoak, 1997) have 
not explicitly specified whether their algorithms were meant 
to represent spontaneous access, voluntary search, or both, 
the architecture of the programs is largely compatible with 
the automaticity assumption. In LISA, for example, the 
ordering in which target propositions are selected to become 
active in WM determines the retrieval outcomes and 
subsequent mappings. 

Consistent with this implicit "automaticity" assumption, 
the great majority of behavioral studies of analogical transfer 
were aimed at assessing whether an experimentally provided 
source analog had been spontaneously accessed during the 
processing of the target (e.g., Anolli et al. 2001; Catrambone 
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& Holyoak, 1989; Gick & Holyoak, 1980, Kurtz & 
Loewenstein, 2007). In contrast to the scarcity of distant 
retrievals within this literature, a handful of studies 
explicitly asking participants to base persuasive arguments on 
analogous situations obtained a surprisingly high production 
of interdomain analogies (e.g., Blanchette & Dunbar, 2000). 
Trench, Olguín and Minervino (2016) manipulated the 
presence of an explicit prompt to base persuasive arguments 
on analogous cases known by participants. Even though 
results revealed that the explicit disposition to think of 
analogous cases increased the number of analogies among 
persuasive arguments, there was no principled way of 
distinguishing true cases of analogical retrieval from the ad 
hoc fabrication of analogous situations. In a recent study, 
Martinez-Frontera (2015) embedded the voluntary search 
manipulation within a two-phase transfer paradigm less 
vulnerable to the distortive effect of analogy fabrication. 
During a weekly class of a Psychology course, participants 
were informed that the US and Russia had agreed to 
discontinue the production of the FLZ nuclear weapons, 
with extant missiles being kept in secure arsenals supervised 
by both countries. The story ended that after the mysterious 
disappearance of two warheads, a spread of nuclear radiation 
caused the death and illness of hundreds of people. Forty-five 
minutes later, participants were asked to participate on a 
study on argumentation. The target situation told that the H 
flu had just been eradicated, and that scientists were 
planning to preserve the last samples for research purposes. 
While participants in the unprompted condition were asked to 
generate persuasive arguments that could be used to 
convince the scientists that the samples should be destroyed, 
participants of the prompted condition were also required to 
ground their arguments on analogies to known situations. 
As in Trench et al. (2016), the explicit indication to think of 
analogous cases strongly increased interdomain retrieval. 
How to explain this effect? 

For a voluntary search manipulation to elicit a measurable 
effect, one condition that should be met is that, counter to 
the automaticity assumption, the cognitive task wherein the 
target analog is embedded should fail to reliably elicit a 
search for similar situations in LTM, such that an explicit 
indication to carry out this kind of search could potentially 
add something over and above the natural proclivity to 
search for analogous cases. Given that analogical arguments 
tend to be judged as being less persuasive than their factual 
counterparts (Keane & Bohan, 2004), it is possible that the 
argumentation task might not have sufficed to reliably 
initiate a search for analogous cases in LTM. But even if a 
prompt to search for analogous cases in fact elicits a search 
process that the overarching task would not trigger by itself, 
the kind of representations typically serving as targets of 
said cognitive task should potentially afford the retrieval of a 
distant analog from LTM, provided that a search process has 
been initiated. In case this kind of target representations did 
not support distant retrieval at all, the addition of a 
deliberate intention to search for analogous cases would still 
fail to elicit a measurable effect.  

In the case of argumentation, the voluntary search 
manipulation might have worked due to the fact that, on top 
of eliciting a search process that would not have been 
triggered otherwise, the targets of analogical arguments were 
particularly advantageous for eluding the computational 
complexities involved in retrieving distant analogs from 
LTM. One such advantage might relate to the fact that the 
targets of analogical argumentation are fully understood by 
the argumentator, being the purpose of the analogy not to 
increase one's own understanding, but that of the recipient.  
As such targets do not need to be "completed" by means of 
unmapped source relations (e.g., a causal link between two 
lower-order relations), they can be considered connected in 
the sense that one could navigate the whole hierarchy of 
propositions without jumping from one cluster of propositions 
to another. As demonstrated by O'Keefe and Costello's (2008) 
computational model—which was explicitly engineered to 
reproduce Blanchette and Dunbar's (2000) finding that 
persuasive analogizing often leads to interdomain retrieval—
the connected nature of target representations could potentially 
render interdomain retrieval computationally tractable. 

In contrast to the typical targets of argumentation activities, 
the representations that typically serve as targets of problem 
solving and hypothesis generation are incomplete by nature, 
such that the retrieval of a better-known analog might work 
as a source for exporting inductive inferences to the target. 
The aim of the present research was therefore to assess 
whether the effectiveness of a voluntary search manipulation 
would generalize to these epistemologically relevant activities, 
in which inductive projection plays a more crucial role.  

While no studies on problem-solving have manipulated 
whether participants are explicitly prompted to think of 
analogous situations during the processing of the target 
problem, across-studies comparisons suggest that participants' 
attempts to find a solution automatically elicit a search for 
base analogs in LTM. For instance, using roughly comparable 
materials, Keane (1987) and Gick and Holyoak (1980) 
assessed the retrieval of a base story during a contextually 
separated problem-solving activity. Even though only in the 
former study participants were asked to think of analogous 
problems, both obtained comparable rates of retrieval. 
Despite several procedural mismatches, one can tentatively 
explain the lack of differences between these studies by 
positing that the activity of attempting to solve a problem 
might naturally trigger a search for analogous situations, 
such that an explicit prompt to remember analogous 
situations adds little over and above the mere disposition to 
solve the problem. However, the fact that retrieval of the 
base analogs was close to zero in both studies suggests that 
the intrinsic difficulty for retrieving the military story during 
the processing of the radiation problem was so extreme that 
an otherwise successful prompt to look for analogous stories 
ended up not yielding noticeable effects. By explicitly 
manipulating whether participants are asked to think of 
analogous situations, Experiment 1 will reach beyond 
"across-studies" evidence by way of isolating the effect of 
voluntary search from other mismatching variables.  
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As with our explanation for the success of the voluntary 
search manipulation during argumentation, our prediction 
about its effectiveness during problem-solving derive from 
(a) the extent to which this particular activity would 
naturally trigger a search for analogous situations in LTM, and 
(b) the extent to which the type of representations that 
typically serve as target analogs for this activity support the 
extraction of powerful memory cues for searching LTM. 
With regards to the first aspect, current theorization about 
problem solving suggests that weak heuristics such as 
analogical reasoning are normally recruited whenever strong 
heuristics are not available (Weisberg, 2006). Along these 
lines, we speculated that as the operators of open-ended 
problems are neither explicit in the problem's formulation 
nor obvious to a non expert population, the task itself might 
naturally invite a search for similar situations, therefore 
leaving little margin for improvement by means of an explicit 
prompt to think of analogous situations. Concerning the second 
component of our analysis, the structural features of open-
ended problems are often discriminated from superficial 
features only in hindsight, that is, once a source analog has 
suggested a working solution. Hence, the open-ended nature 
of unsolved problems might complicate the extraction of 
concise and powerful memory cues. Based on the above 
considerations we predicted that, in contrast to the case of 
argumentation, the activity of solving a problem would not 
benefit from an explicit prompt to think of analogous cases. 

Experiment 1 

Method 
Participants. A total of 140 undergraduate students (Age M 
= 22.51, SD = 4.08, 101 Female) volunteered to participate 
in the study. They were randomly assigned to the problem-
solving condition (N = 70) and the analogical problem-
solving condition (N = 70). 

 
Procedure and materials. The learning phase of the 
experiment was administered by the instructor of an 
introductory Psychology course during a typical lecture, and 
was presented to participants of both groups as a reading-
comprehension activity. Participants received three short 
stories of between 170 and 200 words and were instructed to 
read them very carefully, since they would have to answer 
questions about the stories without being able to reread 
them. While the first and last stories served as distractors, 
the central story was structurally similar to the target 
situation to be presented during the subsequent phase. This 
base story told about a large fire at a botanical garden, 
which could only be suffocated by delivering several 
hundred liters per second. After being warned by the local 
guys that using his gigantic water pump to aspire water from 
a nearing pond would irreversibly damage the exotic 
specimens, the Fire Chief came up with the idea of 
recruiting several smaller pumps from neighboring fire 
divisions, and directing them to the fire from various 
locations (see complete materials in Table 1). Participants 

were allotted 12 min to read the stories and 5 more min to 
answer two comprehension questions about each. In order to 
enforce a strong contextual separation, the transfer phase 
was administered by the experimenters between 30 and 45 
min after the first phase, and presented to participants of 
both groups as a study on problem-solving. Participants in 
the analogical problem-solving condition received an 
instructional material on the effectiveness of solving 
problems by identifying analogous situations, which 
included two examples of how retrieving an analogous 
situation can aid in solving a current problem. These 
examples included an intradomain and an interdomain 
analogy so as not to bias participants' conceptualization of 
ideal analogical comparisons in any particular direction. 
Once the 10 min allotted to reading the instructional 
materials had elapsed, participants were presented with 
Duncker's (1945) Radiation problem, a hypothetical 
situation in which a patient has an inoperable tumor in his 
stomach which could be destroyed by certain kind of ray of 
sufficient intensity, but with the consequence that a beam of 
the required intensity would also destroy the surrounding 
tissues. Participants’ task consisted in devising ways of 
using this kind of rays to destroy the tumor, but without 
harming the healthy tissues (see complete materials in Table 1). 

The procedure followed with the problem-solving 
condition was similar to that of the analogical problem-solving 
condition, with the difference that participants received 
neither an instruction about the usefulness of analogy nor an 
indication to think of analogous situations prior to solving 
the problem.  

Participants of both conditions were explicitly encouraged 
to include as many different solutions as they could think of 
within the 10 min frame allotted to completing the task. 
Since it is possible that some participants of either group 
might retrieve the base situation of the first phase but decide 
not include it among the proposed solutions, a post-task 
questionnaire directly queried participants about whether any 
of the stories read during the text-comprehension activity had 
come to mind, even if just briefly, while they were generating 
solutions to the radiation problem. Participants responding 
"yes" were asked to state exactly which story (or stories) had 
come to mind during the previous activity. Our dependent 
measure consisted in whether participants reported having 
been reminded of the source story during the problem-
solving activity. Given that an adequate encoding the base 
analog in LTM represents a precondition for retrieval to 
occur, a final section asked participants to describe the Fire 
Chief story with as much detail as possible.  

 
Data analysis. Two raters blind to the objectives of the study 
were handed participants’ descriptions of the source story. 
They were instructed to sort as "adequate" those descriptions 
mentioning (a) a fire, (b) the need to direct a flow of water of 
several hundred liters per second, (c) the fact that such a rate 
would harm the vegetal species, and (d) the strategy of pointing 
weaker jets from different directions. Judges reached 88% of 
agreement, and solved cases of disagreement by discussion. 
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Table 1: Materials used in the problem-solving and the 
analogical problem-solving conditions, Experiment 1. 
 

Base analog. Boston’s botanical garden is famous for the variety of 
its exotic species. One summer, a large fire developed in a central 
sector of the garden. The Fire Chief said that the water contained in 
the garden’s pond would suffice to suffocate the fire, but only in 
pumped by the largest jet at a rate of at least 1000L per minute. The 
authorities of the garden did not authorize the use of a water jet of 
such power, since it would irreversibly damage the exotic specimens 
of the garden. The Fire Chief called all the nearby fire stations, and 
asked them to send their low-power pumps immediately. When the 
pumps arrived, he connected them to the pond, pointed them to the 
fire from different directions, and turned them on all at once. Since 
they collectively carried more than 1000L per minute, they 
suffocated the fire. And as each individual jet was rather weak, the 
exotic specimens were not irreversibly harmed. 

Target analog. Suppose you are a doctor faced with a patient 
who has a malignant tumor in his stomach. It is impossible to 
operate on the patient, but unless the tumor is destroyed the patient 
will die. There is a kind of ray that can be used to destroy the 
tumor if used at a sufficiently high intensity. Unfortunately, at this 
intensity the healthy tissue that the rays pass through on the way to 
the tumor will also be destroyed. At lower intensities the rays are 
harmless to healthy tissue, but they will not affect the tumor 
either. What type of procedure might be used to destroy the tumor 
with the rays, but without destroying the healthy tissue?  

[Analogical] Problem-solving task. Write down all the solutions that 
you can think of. [Before generating each solution, try to remember 
other problems or situations that are analogous to that of the tumor, 
be them taken from medicine or from any other field]. 
Note: The text between brackets was only included in the analogical 
problem-solving condition. 

 

Results and Discussion 
Nine participants in the analogical problem-solving 
condition and seven participants in the problem-solving 
condition were excluded from the initial sample due to not 
having correctly encoded the base analog in LTM. As 
predicted, participants in the analogical problem-solving 
condition were not reminded of the base analog more 
frequently than in the problem-solving condition (39.34% 
vs. 36.51%, χ2 (1, 124) = 0.11,  p = .7401, φ = .03), a result that 
is consistent with our speculative across-studies comparison 
between Gick and Holyoak (1980) and Keane (1987)1.  

                                                             
1 At first sight, our prompting manipulation might appear to be 

highly related to Gick and Holyoak's (1980) contrast between 
participants who solved the radiation problem before vs. after a 
hint to consider the stories read during a previous phase of their 
procedure. Despite this seeming commonality, the psychological 
constraints for capitalizing on such hint contrast sharply with those 
involved in our prompt to "think of analogous situations". As 
opposed to the later case, in which the reasoner would need to 
probe the whole of LTM for potential matches, Gick and 
Holyoak’s episodic reference to their learning set allows the 
reasoner to sequentially match the target against each of only three 
candidate situations, thus reducing an otherwise prohibitive 
computation to a much more manageable set.  

In contrast to the very low percentages of spontaneous 
retrievals obtained by Gick and Holyoak (1980) and Keane 
(1987), the rate of analogical retrievals in our unprompted 
condition was far from a floor effect. Hence, the lack of 
differences obtained in the present study can not be attributed 
to an intrinsic difficulty for retrieving the source in response 
to the target. Rather, it suggests that the activity of attempting 
to solve a problem naturally elicits a search for analogous cases, 
in light of which an explicit indication to conduct a memory 
search adds little over-and-above this natural proclivity. 

While problem-solving and argumentation have long been 
regarded as central targets of psycho-educational research, 
hypothesis generation has only recently come of age as a 
target of psychological investigation (Lombrozo, 2006). 
Despite the seeming centrality of analogical reasoning in the 
genesis of scientific ideas, no experimental studies to date 
have delved beyond the information gained by retrospective 
or observational studies of the use of analogy by expert 
scientists. By applying the procedure of Experiment 1 to a 
hypothesis-generation activity, Experiment 2 addressed the 
extent to which students are spontaneously reminded of 
distant analogs while generating plausible hypotheses, as 
well as whether an indication to think of analogous 
situations can render distant retrievals more likely.  

Experiment 2 
Method 
Participants.  An initial sample of 140 undergraduate students 
(Age M = 22.34, SD = 4.51, 92 Female) volunteered to 
participate in the study. Participants were randomly 
assigned in equal number to the hypothesis-generation 
condition and the analogical hypothesis generation-condition. 
Given that participation in Experiment 1 could inconveniently 
make participants aware of the connections between the 
learning and the transfer phase, none of Experiment 2 
participants had previously taken part in Experiment 1.  

 
Procedure and materials. The learning phase of the 
experiment was administered by the instructor of an 
introductory course during a typical lecture, and was 
presented to participants of both groups as a reading-
comprehension activity. Participants received three short 
stories of between 100 and 140 words and were asked to 
read them very carefully, since they would have to answer 
questions about the stories without being able to reread 
them. While the first and last stories served as distractors, 
the central story was structurally similar to the target 
situation to be presented during the subsequent phase. This 
base analog told about a plan to fill a fractured swimming pool 
of 600m3 with an incompressible material. Even though the 
owners had ordered 350m3 of small pebbles and 250m3 of a 
comparatively larger type of stones, the smaller pebbles 
naturally tended to fill the interstitial space between the 
stones of the larger type, thus falling short of filling the pool 
to the top (see materials in Table 2). Participants of both 
conditions were allotted 10 min to read the stories and 5 
more min to answer two comprehension questions about each.  
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In order to enforce a strong contextual separation between 
the learning and the transfer phases, the latter was administered 
by the experimenters during the following class, and presented 
to participants as a study on hypothesis generation. Before 
receiving the target situation, participants of the hypothesis-
generation condition were handed an instructional material 
that covered general features of explanatory hypotheses, and 
illustrated the concept of explanatory hypothesis with two 
examples, none of them of analogical nature. In contrast, the 
material handed to the analogical hypothesis-generation 
condition focused on the use of analogies in explanation, 
featuring examples of both intra and interdomain analogies. 
Once the 10 min allotted to reading the instructional 
materials had elapsed, participants of both groups were 
presented with a target situation pertaining to the domain of 
chemistry, but which maintained structural similarities with 
the rather physical situation serving as a base analog. The 
target situation stated that the action of adding 1L of water 
to 1L of alcohol did not yield exactly two liters of solution, 
but instead 1.9L (see complete materials in Table 2). While 
participants in the hypothesis-generation condition were 
simply asked to come up with possible explanations for the 
presented phenomenon, participants in the analogical 
hypothesis-generation condition were further asked to think 
of analogous situations that could inspire potential 
explanations for the presented phenomenon. Participants of 
both conditions were explicitly encouraged to include as many 
different explanations as they could think of within the 10 
min frame allotted to the explanation task. They were also 
told not to care much about whether the generated hypotheses 
would likely represent the scientifically accepted account of 
such phenomenon. 

Since it is possible that some participants of either group 
might retrieve the base situation of the first phase but refrain 
from including it in their hypotheses, a post-task questionnaire 
directly queried participants about whether any of the stories 
read during the text-comprehension activity had come to 
mind, even if just briefly, while they were thinking of 
potential explanations. Participants responding "yes" were 
further asked to state exactly which story (or stories) had 
come to mind during the explanation activity. Our dependent 
measure consisted in whether participants reported having 
been reminded of the source story during the hypothesis 
generation activity. Finally, participants were asked to describe 
the swimming pool story with as much detail as possible. 
 
Data analysis. Two independent raters blind to the objectives 
of the study were handed participants' descriptions of the 
swimming pool story. They were instructed to sort as 
"adequate" those descriptions explicitly mentioning (a) the 
objective of filling a swimming pool with a hard material, 
(b) the availability of stones of two different sizes, (c) the 
fact that the addition of their initial volumes equaled that of 
the empty pool, and (d) the fact that as small pebbles tended 
to occupy the empty space among larger stones, the mixture 
fell short of filling the pool to the top. Judges reached 85% 
of agreement, and solved cases of disagreement by discussion. 

Table 2: Materials used in the hypothesis-generation and the 
analogical hypothesis-generation conditions, Experiment 2 

 
Base analog.  When the pool of the club got completely fractured, 
members agreed to fill its volume of 600m3 with an incompressible 
material, so as to allow the installation of a tiled floor on its upper 
face. One warehouse provided 350m3 of small pebbles, and 
another store provided 250m3 of a larger type of stones. Trucks from 
both warehouses unloaded the stones in the sidewalk, and workers 
kept filling their wheelbarrows with stones from either pile and 
throwing them into the pool. To everyone’s surprise, the 600m3 of 
stones fell short of filling the pool to the top.  The reason was that 
as large stones were mixed with small pebbles, the smaller units 
tended to occupy the empty spaces left between the larger ones. 

Target analog. When two liquid substances are combined, on 
occasions the volume of the resulting solution does not equal the 
sum of the initial components. For example, when combining 1L 
of alcohol with 1L of water, the resulting solution does not yield a 
volume of 2L, but one of only 1.9L. What could be the cause of 
this intriguing phenomenon? 

[Analogical] hypothesis-generation task. Using your imagination, try 
to provide explanations for why the end volume may not have 
equaled the sum of the initial volumes of alcohol and water.  

[Before generating each of your explanations, make an effort to 
remember other phenomena or situations that are in some sense 
analogous to the above phenomenon. Don’t care much about 
whether such analogous situations come from Chemistry, or from 
any other field]. 
Note: The text between brackets was only included in the analogical 
hypothesis-generation condition. 
 

Results and Discussion 
Nine participants were excluded from the initial sample due 
to not having correctly encoded the base analog in LTM. In 
contrast to the results of Experiment 1, participants in the 
analogical hypothesis-generation condition were more 
frequently reminded of the base analog than participants in 
the hypothesis-generation condition (45.45% vs. 27.69%, 
χ2(1, 131) = 4.45, p = .0349, φ = .18. The success of this 
prompting effect leads to two conclusions. On the one hand, 
it suggests that the activity of trying to generate a plausible 
explanation does not automatically initiate a search for 
source analogs in LTM, thus leaving some room for 
improvement by means of a deliberate intention to look for 
analogous situations. On the other hand, it implies that the 
mental representations that characterized the situation used 
as the target for hypothesis generation must have supported 
the extraction of powerful cues to search LTM. 

General Discussion 
Even though problem-solving has captured much more 
attention from analogy research than any other activity, no 
studies to date have focused on whether a deliberate 
intention to recall analogous situations can augment the 
retrieval of analogous problems across thematic domains, 
leaving us only with evidence from across-studies 
comparisons between problem-solving studies that had 
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either prompted or not prompted participants to look for 
analogous situations. While the lack of ostensive differences 
between these studies did not suggest that voluntary search 
can augment retrieval during problem-solving, it is known 
from other studies using the military-tumor problems that 
the mere retrieval of the source story does not reliably lead 
to successful transfer of the convergent solution (Anolli, 
Antonietti, Crisafulli & Cantoia, 2001). Hence, Experiment 1 
advanced prior research in two ways: by manipulating 
whether participants are asked to think of analogous 
situations, as well as by assessing whether the source analog 
had come to mind during their attempts to solve the target 
problem, irrespective of its final application to the target 
situation. In line with the abovementioned across-studies 
comparison, the results from Experiment 1 failed to show an 
advantage of the prompted over the unprompted condition.   

Our predictions for the effectiveness of the voluntary 
search manipulation during problem-solving were based on 
(1) whether the activity of solving a problem would naturally 
invite a conscious search for analogous sources in LTM, and        
(2) whether the mental representations that characterize 
typical targets of problem-solving activities tend to support 
the extraction of powerful cues to search LTM. In accord 
with classic theorization in the problem-solving domain at 
large (e.g., Weisberg, 2006), we had anticipated that many 
participants would naturally appeal to consciously searching 
for analogs at some point along the problem-solving 
process, especially after reaching an impasse in their quest 
for solutions. Hence, an explicit indication to search for 
analogous solutions could be somewhat redundant with 
what participants would naturally do. To complicate matters 
more, we reasoned that the open-ended nature of most 
problems contrasts sharply with the “completeness” of the 
target topics of argumentation, which can be initially blurry 
to the recipient of the argument but must be clear to the 
argumentator. In the problems typically employed in the 
Gick and Holyoak tradition, the distinction between relevant 
and irrelevant features often gets clarified only in hindsight, 
once a satisfactory solution has been encountered. To give 
an example from our materials, the additivity of rays 
coming from different directions is neither explicitly nor 
implicitly present in the problem statement, and some 
reasoners could have the aprioristic intuition that opposing 
rays would cancel each other. The lack of a voluntary search 
effect in Experiment 1 suggests that at least one of the 
above factors is operating during problem-solving.  

In Experiment 2 we turned our attention to hypothesis 
generation, a creative activity that has been grossly overlooked 
both as a topic of educational psychology (Lombrozo, 2006) 
and as a topic of analogical reasoning in particular. The few 
existing empirical studies of analogical abduction are either 
retrospective (e.g., Gentner et al., 1997, Nersessian, 1992) 
or observational (e.g. Dunbar, 1997). Hence, no experimental 
studies have addressed the factors that facilitate (or hinder) 
how novices can generate their own analogies to make sense 
of novel or unexplained phenomena. Results from the 
unprompted hypothesis generation condition revealed that 

about one quarter of participants spontaneously retrieved a 
distant analog in the course of attempting to provide an 
explanation to the target phenomenon. More importantly, a 
comparison between the prompted and the unprompted 
conditions revealed that our indication to think of analogous 
cases elicited a moderate increase in the retrieval of a distant 
but analogous situation. Using the same explanatory scheme 
as in Experiment 1, we interpret the effect of our voluntary 
search manipulation as suggesting (1) that the activity of 
accounting for hitherto unexplained phenomena does not 
naturally elicit a conscious search for analogous situations 
in a reliable manner, thus leaving some room for 
improvement by inducing a voluntary search, and (2) that the 
representations that typically serve as targets of hypothesis 
generation to some extent support the extraction of useful 
memory cues with which to search LTM. Quite intuitively, it 
would seem that the representations that serve as targets for 
hypothesis-generation are both incomplete and disconnected, 
since the explanation itself completes the description of the 
phenomenon, possibly by causally connecting hitherto 
unconnected relations or facts. How, then, to account for the 
retrieval advantage elicited by our indication to think of 
analogous cases? We speculate that typical explananda must 
possess some representational features that compensate for 
their relative incompleteness. One potential advantage of the 
representations that typically serve as targets of hypothesis-
generation relates to their organization into fields of 
knowledge for which one can quite aprioristically envision 
neighboring domains that are likely to be subject to similar 
laws. For example, the flow of heat between elements of 
unequal temperature could intuitively be related to other 
physical and/or chemical phenomena such as the transfer of 
electric charge, radiation, or humidity. In contrast, the typical 
targets of problem-solving (e.g., how to eliminate a tumor) 
seem less informative about other fields of knowledge that 
might host analogically-related phenomena. On top of this 
advantage, the structural features of unexplained phenomena 
would seem more likely than those of problem-solving to be 
captured by concise linguistic expressions. As posited by 
several authors (Gentner & Kurtz, 2005, Markman & 
Stilwell, 2001, Oberholzer, Trench, Kurtz & Minervino, 
2018), schema governed categories such as assault, award or 
inoculation capture the common organizational elements of 
the exemplars of categories of events. Hence, upon 
encountering an intriguing instance of “synchronization” 
whose underlying causes lie beyond our knowledge (e.g., 
why neighboring clocks tend to oscillate in phase), one can 
identify situations bearing inferential potential simply by 
evoking other cases of synchronization (e.g., birds in a 
flock, menstrual cycles, pedestrians on a hanging bridge), 
and assessing whether the explanatory structure of these 
situations can be productively exported onto the target 
domain. 

To summarize, the present research points to two 
important aspects overlooked by empirical and computational 
investigations on analogical retrieval: whether a voluntary 
search for analogs represents an advantage over spontaneous 
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analogical remindings, and whether this advantage depends 
on the cognitive activity in which the analogizer is involved. 
By embedding retrieval into different activities relevant to 
education, the present research represents a potential bridge 
between current algorithms of analogical thinking and the 
real-world activities whose patterns of analogical retrieval 
they are meant to reproduce. Further pursuing this line of 
research might inspire the refinement of current theoretical 
models, so as to better account for how the mechanisms 
responsible of analogical retrieval adapt to the rich variety of 
activities that analogical retrieval can productively subserve. 
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Abstract

Human dialogue is governed by communicative norms that
speakers are expected to follow in order to be viewed as coop-
erative dialogue partners. Accordingly, for language-capable
autonomous agents to be effective human teammates they must
be able to understand and generate language that complies
with those norms. Moreover, these linguistic norms are highly
context sensitive, requiring autonomous agents to be able to
model the contextual factors that dictate when and how those
norms are applied. In this work, we consider three key lin-
guistic norms (directness, brevity, and politeness), and exam-
ine the extent to which adherence to these norms varies under
changes to three key contextual factors (potential for harm, in-
terlocutor authority, and time pressure). Our results, based on
a human-subject study involving 5,642 human utterances, pro-
vide strong evidence that speakers do indeed vary their adher-
ence to these norms under changes to these contextual factors.
Keywords: Learning Human Values and Preferences; Linguis-
tic Norms; Human-Robot Interaction

Introduction
Human dialogue is governed by communicative norms that
speakers are expected to follow in order to be viewed as co-
operative dialogue partners. Grice, for example, delineates
four conversational maxims (Quantity, Quality, Relation, and
Manner), which he stipulates that humans automatically as-
sume will be followed by all speakers, according to a general
Cooperativity Principle: “Make your conversational contri-
bution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs,
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange
in which you are engaged.”(Grice, 1975). Accordingly, for
language-capable autonomous agents to be effective human
teammates they must be able to understand and generate lan-
guage that complies with those norms. Indeed, research has
demonstrated that robots, chatbots, and other autonomous
agents that uniformly fail to comply with Gricean maxims are
viewed as less humanlike (Baratgin, Jacquet, & Cergy, 2019;
Saygin & Cicekli, 2002; Jacquet, Baratgin, & Jamet, 2018).

Humans do not, however, always comply with these norms
themselves – in fact, it is well understood that humans regu-
larly flout these norms in order to satisfy other communica-
tive goals or to adhere to other sociocultural norms. For
example, humans regularly violate these norms for the pur-
pose of implicature, i.e., to use the very violation of these
norms to convey additional information, especially informa-
tion that cannot otherwise be securely or tactfully communi-
cated. Researchers in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) have

demonstrated the importance of conversational implicature
for artificial agents designed to interact with robots, showing
that artificial agents can attain higher task success when they
strategically violate norms for the sake of implicature (Liang,
Proft, Andersen, & Knepper, 2019) – and fail to understand
most of what is said to them when they are unable to process
common forms of conversational implicature such as Indi-
rect Speech Acts (Williams, Thames, Novakoff, & Scheutz,
2018), which are typically employed to comply with other
sociocultural norms, related to politeness.

Whether or not humans choose to comply with lin-
guistic and sociocultural norms is highly context-sensitive.
By speaking indirectly, speakers choose to violate Grice’s
Maxim of Manner (“Be perspicuous”) in order to avoid vi-
olating sociocultural politeness norms. Accordingly, ones’
willingness to violate Grice’s Maxim of Manner should be
sensitive to the extent to which their context demands po-
liteness. Individuals in a workplace may speak to their col-
leagues differently than their clients, for example, and may
speak to their clients differently when they are involved in
solving time-sensitive issues than when they are engaging in
routine tasks. Indeed, previous work has demonstrated ex-
actly this sort of context sensitivity, both in human-human di-
alogue (Agha, 2006) and human-robot dialogue (Williams et
al., 2018) and has demonstrated the benefits of robots appro-
priately appropriately adapting their utterances to changing
social and conversational contexts (Ritschel, Baur, & André,
2017; Jackson, Wen, & Williams, 2019).

The previously discussed bodies of work have clearly
demonstrated that robots must be able to understand and
generate language that complies with linguistic norms, in-
cluding broadly applicable Gricean Maxims and context-
sensitive sociocultural norms, and as such, must be able to
understand the relationship between specific contexts and
the context-sensitive norms that should be adhered to within
that context. To address this challenge, Gervits, Briggs,
and Scheutz (2017) presented a ranking algorithm that se-
lects between different utterance phrasings based on context-
sensitive priority rankings over linguistic norms. A signifi-
cant limitation of this approach, however, is that Gervits et
al.’s rankings are directly associated with high-level contexts,
such as service operations, military missions, and home emer-
gencies. We believe that there are three primary shortcomings
to this approach: (1) it does not appropriately capture what it
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is about that context that produces the associated norm pri-
oritization ranking; and because of this, (2) their approach
is unable to vary how norms may need to be selectively em-
ployed within high level contexts, and (3) it may be difficult
to extend their approach to new contexts.

We argue that the ideal approach to context-sensitive robot
language understanding and generation instead requires un-
derstanding not of relationships between norms and high-
level contexts, but rather of relationships between norms and
contextual factors; i.e., the features of those contexts that are
actually responsible for the need for those norms to be fol-
lowed (or not). Specifically, we argue for a model in which
norm adherence can be expressed as a network of the form:

P(N, I,F,C) =

∏
Ni∈N

P(Ni|I)P(I) ∏
Fj∈F

P(Ni|Fj)P(Fj|C)P(C)

That is, adherence to each norm Ni in norm set N depends
on (1) certain properties of the intention itself I, and (2) in-
dependent from the intention to be communicated, a set of
contextual factors F, which are themselves informed by the
current context C.

This model thus requires three components to be learned:
(1) the relationship between individual norms (e.g., direct-
ness, politeness, brevity) and properties of the intention to be
communicated (e.g., a simple acknowledgement is perhaps a
priori more likely to be conveyed briefly than is a request for
information); (2) the relationship between individual norms
and individual contextual factors (e.g., utterances issued un-
der time pressure are perhaps more likely to be conveyed
briefly than utterances not issued under time pressure); and
(3) the relationship between contextual factors and high-level
contexts (e.g., time pressure is more likely during a task exe-
cution than during post-task debriefing).

In this paper, we explore the second of these relationships
(i.e., P(Ni|Fj)); specifically, (1) what linguistic norms are
sensitive to context? (2) what specific contextual factors do
we expect to impact those linguistic norms? And (3) how
can the relationship between norm adherence and contextual
factors be learned from human-human interactions?

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in the next sec-
tion, we formally define the linguistic norms and contextual
factors we are interested in investigating in this work. Then,
we present the results of a human-subject experiment that al-
lows us to analyze the relationship between contextual factors
and linguistic norm adherence. Finally, we discuss how our
findings may be applied in the future to context-sensitive lan-
guage generation for interactive robots.

Key Features
To introduce our approach, we first formally define our lin-
guistic norms and contextual factors of interest.

Linguistic Norms
Linguistic norms are the loosely-defined “rules” that are ad-
hered to by conversational partners in order to effectively

communicate their intentions while maintaining sensitivity to
their social context (Roughley & Bayertz, 2019), and include
the use of idiomatic language and cultural conventions that
govern language. In this work, we are interested in examin-
ing adherence to the linguistic norms of directness, brevity,
and politeness (i.e., the same linguistic norms examined by
Gervits et al. (2017)), given the presence of one or more con-
textual factors.

Directness – Human interlocutors use conventionally indi-
rect forms such as “Could you X” or “Would you mind X” to
avoid being perceived as impolite. This is especially true in
the case of indirect requests, where a direct command would
be viewed as requiring the listener to perform the speaker’s
desired action at the expense of achieving their own implic-
itly desired actions. Speaking in this way, however, violates
Grice’s (a portion of) Grice’s Maxim of Manner (i.e., to avoid
speaking ambiguously or unclearly). Yoon, Tessler, Good-
man, and Frank (2016) refer to this as a tradeoff between
epistemic and social utility. We classify an utterance as di-
rect if it does not take the form of a conventionalized indirect
speech act, in which the literal and intended meanings notice-
ably differ in a way that is standardized according to cultural
convention (Searle, 1975).

Brevity – Human interlocutors are brief in order to adhere
to (a portion of) Grice’s Maxim of Manner (namely, “Be
brief”) (although one could argue that brevity in some cir-
cumstances could avoid negative face threat (Brown, Levin-
son, & Levinson, 1987) by avoiding imposing on the lis-
tener’s time). We classify an utterance as brief when the
number of words in that utterance falls below some thresh-
old τ.

Politeness – Strategies for mitigating utterance face-threat
vary across social relationships and sociocultural contexts
(Haugh & Chang, 2015), but often include gratitude, defer-
ence, apologizing, and saying “please” (Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil, Sudhof, Jurafsky, Leskovec, & Potts, 2013) (as well
as the use of indirect speech acts (Clark & Schunk, 1980)).
These strategies typically avoid violation of sociocultural po-
liteness norms while violating Grice’s Maxim of Manner (by,
again, failing to be brief). We classify an utterance as polite
if it exhibits any of these politeness strategies (other than in-
directness, due to our interest in capturing indirectness in and
of itself) (Brown et al., 1987).

Contextual Factors
While researchers such as Yoon, Tessler, Goodman, and
Frank (2017) emphasize the role of individual speakers’ per-
sonal trait weightings on epistemic vs. social utilities, we
instead focus on the role played by interactants’ shared state
context. The contextual factors that define this state context
alter the social climate, and accordingly, the norms that agents
are expected to adhere to in that social context. The three
contextual factors that we are interested in examining in this
work are: potential for harm, interlocutor authority, and time
pressure. These contextual factors were chosen based on their
prevalence and variability across a variety of social domains.
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Potential for harm occurs when a critical situation presents
a serious possibility for negative outcomes for agents within
a context if the correct actions are not carefully executed.
For example, an alarm that signals an emergency inside of
a building signifies potential for harm for the individuals lo-
cated in that building. When individuals take necessary ac-
tions and precautions to alleviate the emergency that triggered
the alarm, potential for harm is reduced.

Interlocutor authority occurs when the agent who is being
spoken to possesses authority over the agent who is speaking,
or vice versa. For example, restaurant managers possess or-
ganizational authority over their employees, and paying cus-
tomers of the restaurant may also have some degree of per-
ceived social authority over the restaurant workers.

Time pressure occurs when there is a limited amount of
time to complete a task. For example, if an individual is
given five minutes to solve a puzzle, time pressure exists dur-
ing these five minutes (and disappears after the allocated time
concludes).

Method
We conducted a human-subjects experiment to examine how
adherence to our norms of interest varied according to
the presence/absence of our contextual factors of interest.
This experiment received ethics approval from our Human-
Subjects Research office.

Experimental Design
We identified the board game Pandemic1 as an ideal example
of a context in which our contextual factors of interest could
be systematically varied (Leacock, 2018). Pandemic is a co-
operative board game in which players work with one another
as staff members of the Center for Disease Control in order to
cure four diseases that are spreading around the globe. Pan-
demic was chosen due to the game’s collaborative nature (all
players win or lose together, so communication between play-
ers is required), and because it allows for systematic variation
of the contextual factors of interest (potential for harm, inter-
locutor authority, and time pressure).

Throughout the game, Pandemic allows for systematic
variation of potential for harm by simulating the infection
and spreading of diseases. Potential for harm is considered
to be active when a significant number of areas around the
world are infected with diseases (indicating that the players
are close to losing the game); a condition that is alleviated
when those diseases are marked as cured.

Interlocutor authority is systematically varied as players
take their turns throughout the game. On each player’s turn,
that player decides what action to take, but can solicit sug-
gestions and engage in strategic discussion with their fellow

1This experiment was conducted in 2019, before the global
outbreak of COVID-19. Researchers seeking to employ similar
methodology in the future without the use of a Pandemic-themed
setting may wish to instead use the board game “Forbidden Island”,
from the same game creator (Leacock, 2011).

Figure 1: Participants playing the board game Pandemic dur-
ing a lab experiment.

teammates. Thus, the player whose turn it is holds authority
over the other players.

Finally, to systematically vary time pressure in the game,
we introduced a between-subjects experimental manipula-
tion: while the game by default does not include any explicit
time pressure, we introduced a timed version of the game in
which participants were given 90 seconds to take their actions
(including all collaborative discussion time needed to decide
what those actions should be).

In Pandemic, each turn consists of taking 1-4 ‘actions’
(moves performed each turn to cure or prevent the spread
of diseases), drawing cards that are needed to cure diseases,
and drawing cards that spread diseases. If a player draws
an epidemic card, a new city becomes infected with a dis-
ease, and cities that are already infected increase their likeli-
hood of spreading disease. To keep game difficulty and length
consistent across games, each game session was played with
four epidemic cards evenly spaced throughout the game’s epi-
demic deck.

Procedure
Participants were recruited in groups to play Pandemic
through web postings and flyers at the Colorado School of
Mines. During time-slot session assignment, we ensured that
members of each group had no prior social connection to one
another.

Upon arrival, participants were given as much time as
needed to read and sign consent forms, after which they re-
ceived verbal and printed game instructions. Participants
were told that they were allowed to refer to the printed in-
structions throughout the duration of the game, if needed.

After addressing any questions or concerns regarding the
game rules, the experimenter left the experiment area, and
video and audio recording of the experiment began. Partic-
ipants were then left to play Pandemic until they either won
or lost the game. Half of the experiment groups played the
traditional untimed version of Pandemic, and the other half
played our timed version.

Upon completion of the game, the experimenter debriefed
the participants as to the true purpose of the study. Before
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Directness
Direct Utterances

“Build a research station in that city.”
“Move to the nearest city containing the yellow disease.”
“I put that card in the discard pile.”

Indirect Utterances
“Can you build one there?”
“I think you should move here.”
“You could have discarded that one, I believe.”

Table 1: Examples of direct versus indirect speech acts ob-
served in our experiment.

departing the experiment area and receiving payment, partic-
ipants were asked to fill out a demographic form to identify
age, gender, and education level.

Participants
Data was collected from 18 participants (5 male, 13 female)
across six three-participant games. Participant ages ranged
from 20 to 33 years of age (M=27.11,SD=3.03). All partic-
ipants were paid $5 for their participation. All participants
were students from Colorado School of Mines.

Data Annotation
Videos of each experimental session were transcribed
and annotated using the ELAN video annotation software
(Borovanskỳ, Kirchner, Kirchner, Moreau, & Vittek, 1996),
with annotations for the following events: beginning and end
of players’ turns; important game events (e.g., drawing of
an epidemic card or curing a disease); and player utterances.
Each player utterance was annotated with the following infor-
mation: which player was speaking; the content of their ut-
terance; and the linguistic norms followed by their utterance
(directness, brevity, and/or politeness). We will now describe
the criteria used to evaluate whether each linguistic norm was
followed in a given utterance:

We categorized utterances as direct if and only if they
did not match the form of common conventionalized indi-
rect speech acts (Searle, 1975) found in Briggs, Williams, and
Scheutz (2017)’s indirect speech act taxonomy. Examples of
direct versus indirect speech acts observed in our experiment
can be found in Table 1.

We categorized an utterance as brief if its length in words
was within the bottom third of utterance lengths in the game
in which it was verbalised. Examples of brief utterances can
be found in Table 2

We categorized an utterance as polite if it reflected one or
more of the following linguistic strategies: gratitude, def-
erence, apologizing, compliments, and “please” (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013). Examples of polite versus non-
polite utterances can be found in Table 3.

After each utterance was identified as direct, brief, and/or
polite, the annotated transcript was used to identify which

Brevity
Brief Utterances

“Move there.”
“Hand me the blue.”
“Pick up two.”

Non-Brief Utterances
“Now move there and cure that disease.”
“Are you able to hand me that card?”
“You must pick up two cards at the end of your turn.”

Table 2: Examples of brief versus non-brief speech acts ob-
served in our experiment.

Politeness
Polite Utterances

“Yeah, smart of you for thinking a few moves ahead.”
“You treated China, nice.”
“Pass me the red card, please.”

Non-Polite Utterances
“We need to start thinking ahead.”
“We already cured that.”
“Hand me that one.”

Table 3: Examples of polite versus non-polite speech acts
from our data.

contextual factors held when the speech act was uttered. This
produced a dataset of utterances encoded with both the norms
adhered to in their production and the contextual factors un-
der which they were produced.

In order to identify which contextual factors were adhered
to during the production of each utterance, the following el-
ements were tracked in our video transcripts: game progress,
participant turns, and whether or not participants were timed.

The presence of potential for harm is determined by cer-
tain events that alter the current progress of the game (when
diseases spread or become cured), and the state of the board
itself (markers on the board indicate whether or not the game
is close to completion). Specifically, potential for harm exists
if the following logical expression for harm (H) holds true:

H = M∨P∨R∨ ((E ∨O)∧¬(C∨D))

Where:

• M = Markers that track infections and outbreaks are
at least 75% of the way to the end (the last placement
for the markers signifies the end of the game).
• P = There are less than five cards in the player card

deck (running out of cards in the player card deck sig-
nifies the end of the game).
• R = Less than five cubes (the “infections”) of a disease

remain off the board (if all cubes of one disease are
infected on the board, the game ends).
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• E = An epidemic card is drawn.
• O = An outbreak occurs (when a city has too much of

a disease and infects all of its adjacent cities).
• C = No city has more than two cubes (diseases) of the

same color.
• D = A disease is cured on the current turn.

Interlocutor authority is determined by whose turn it is in
the game: the speaker has authority on their turn.

Finally, the presence of time pressure is determined by the
running of the timer in the game. When the timer starts, all
utterances spoken during the 90 seconds of time allocated to
perform actions were considered to have time pressure, and
the utterances spoken after the completion of the timer (dur-
ing the drawing of cards) are not considered to have time pres-
sure.

Analysis
The six experiments we conducted provided us with a total
of 5,642 utterances. The annotated utterances are available
at https://osf.io/m92as/. This dataset was analyzed us-
ing a logistic regression to ascertain the effects of potential
for harm, interlocutor authority, and time pressure, on likeli-
hood of participants’ utterances exhibiting directness, brevity,
and politeness-beyond-indirectness. This analysis was per-
formed using the JASP statistical software package (JASP
Team, 2019), and an α level of 0.05 was used to establish
statistical significance.

Results
In this section we report each of our three analyses (i.e., the
analyses for each of these three linguistic norms).

Directness: The logistic regression analysis with direct-
ness as the dependent variable was statistically significant
(χ2(5634) = 50.942, p < .001). Specifically, as shown in the
top two plots of Fig. 2, significant effects were found for po-
tential for harm (p = .001) and of time pressure (p < .001):
utterances delivered under potential for harm were 1.378
times more likely to be direct, and utterances delivered un-
der time pressure were 1.486 times more likely to be direct.

Brevity: The logistic regression analysis with brevity
as the dependent variable was not statistically significant
(χ2(5634) = 10.140, p = .181).

Politeness: The logistic regression analysis with polite-
ness as the dependent variable was statistically significant
(χ2(5634) = 68.861, p < .001). Specifically, as shown in
the bottom two plots of Fig. 2, significant effects were found
for potential for harm (p < .001), time pressure (p = .011),
and the interaction of potential for harm, time pressure, and
interlocutor authority (p = .004): utterances delivered under
potential for harm were 1.59 times less likely to be polite, ut-
terances delivered under time pressure were 1.348 times less
likely to be direct, but utterances delivered under potential for
harm and time pressure while speaking to an authority were
2.721 times more likely to be polite.

Contextual Factor(s) Directness Brevity Politeness
PFH, IA, TP 0.42 0.29 0.29
PFH, IA 0.43 0.30 0.26
PFH, TP 0.49 0.39 0.12
IA, TP 0.42 0.33 0.26
PFH 0.43 0.34 0.23
IA 0.34 0.33 0.33
TP 0.45 0.29 0.26
None 0.36 0.32 0.32

Table 4: Probabilities of applying the linguistic norms of di-
rectness, brevity, and politeness, given the presence of poten-
tial for harm (PFH), interlocutor authority (IA), and/or time
pressure (TP).

Discussion
Our results suggest that contextual factors may be used to
help predict adherence to sociocultural linguistic norms of di-
rectness and politeness. Specifically, our results illustrate that
humans speak more directly when potential for harm and/or
time pressure is present, and speak less politely when these
factors are present except when speaking to someone in a po-
sition of authority.

We did not, however, find any ability for these contex-
tual factors to predict adherence to brevity norms. This
is most likely due to the disproportionate influence of ut-
terance type on brevity; some utterance types (e.g., ac-
knowledgements) are universally brief, while others may
tend to be longer. In future work we plan to conduct ad-
ditional analysis of our collected dataset to learn not only
the P(Ni|Fj)modeltermlearnedinthiswork,butalsotheP(Ni|I)
model term of the model defined in our introduction.

This work also provides progress towards our ultimate
goal: building a predictive model that will allow a robotic
agent to autonomously decide which norms to adhere to in
different contextual conditions. As shown in Table 4, while
our current analysis allows us to observe significant differ-
ences in norm adherence between different conditions, if
used as a predictive model this would necessarily produce
the same decision in all conditions (e.g., in all conditions the
model would argue against adherence to politeness norms,
albeit with different levels of confidence). Again, it is our
hope that this shortcoming will be addressed when addi-
tional non-context-dependent factors inherent to the to-be-
communicated intention are accounted for.

Another potential modification to our proposed predictive
model would be to represent all model variables as contin-
uous rather than discrete (Cobb, Rumı́, & Salmerón, 2007):
potential for harm can be assessed as a continuous score
based on different harmful factors; time pressure can be as-
sessed as the amount of time remaining; interlocutor authority
can be assessed based on degrees of social distance; direct-
ness can be assessed based on level of conventional indirect-
ness; politeness can be assessed based on number and type of
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Figure 2: Effects of potential for harm (left) and time pressure (right) on directness (top) and politeness (bottom)

politeness markers employed; and brevity, if retained, can be
assessed based on number of words used. Using continuous
rather than discrete model variables would allow us to both
perform more nuanced statistical testing and allow a predic-
tive model to produce more nuanced results.

In future work, we also aim to integrate this proposed
model into a cognitive robotic architecture, so that it can
be leveraged to effectively generate contextually-appropriate
robot language. Specifically, we plan to integrate our model
into the ADE implementation (Kramer & Scheutz, 2006) of
the Distributed, Integrated, Affect, Reflection, Cognition (DI-
ARC) architecture (Scheutz et al., 2013, 2019). After com-
pleting this integration, we plan to empirically examine the
effectiveness of our model in enabling more natural and con-
textually appropriate human-robot interactions and the learn-
ing of relationships between different contexts and the con-
textual factors explored in this paper, and to assess how this
could enable robots to seamlessly adapt their language as they
change between different real-world contexts.

Conclusion
Designing natural language-capable artificial agents that can
communicate fluidly and appropriately across contexts re-
quires defining features that allow these agents to abide by
the same context-sensitive linguistic norms as their human
teammates. Regardless of the overarching task context that

these agents are designed for, the linguistic norms that should
be adhered to will change along with changes in robots’ en-
vironmental and social context (Malle, Scheutz, & Auster-
weil, 2017). To better understand the impact on these con-
textual factors on linguistic norm adherence, we thus exam-
ined the relationship between key linguistic norms (direct-
ness, brevity, and politeness) and the presence of potential
for harm, interlocutor authority, and time pressure.

Evaluation of our collected data indicates that contextual
factors play a significant role in determining politeness and
directness, but further analysis needs to be conducted to ex-
amine why no such effect was observed on speaker brevity.
In the future, we plan to leverage the results of this experi-
ment to develop a Bayesian Network model of linguistic norm
adherence integrated into a cognitive robot architecture, and
conduct additional human-subjects experiments in our lab to
assess this model. These experiments will allow us to further
evaluate our approach’s performance. Ultimately, we hope
that our proposed model may enable intelligent agents to bet-
ter engage in natural dialogue with their human teammates.
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Abstract 
 

A nascent understanding of absent reference emerges around 12 
months: provided with rich contextual support, infants look and point 
to the location of a displaced object. When can infants understand 
absent reference without contextual support? Using a procedure 
modified from Hendrickson and Sundara (2017), 13- and 16-month-
olds first listened to utterances containing familiar target words, while 
viewing a checkerboard. Then, two objects – a referent and a distractor 
(e.g., a cup and a shoe) – appeared on the screen. Only 16-month-olds 
demonstrated a reliable looking preference for the referents, suggesting 
that listening to the utterances activated their mental images of the 
referents. These results establish that at 16 months, infants comprehend 
reference to absent entities without any contextual support. 
 
Keywords: absent reference; unanchored absent reference; word 
learning; reference comprehension 

 
Adult speakers routinely use language to communicate about 

remote places, imaginary situations, or past events. Intuitive 
and effortless to most adults, such use of language requires that 
the speaker recognizes that words act as symbolic references to 
objects, ideas, or events, even when they are not perceptually 
available at the time of verbal exchange. It is easy to see that 
understanding word meanings and recognizing their referential 
nature is an essential step in language acquisition, as it enables 
one to benefit from language-mediated learning and acquire 
information about the world that cannot be observed directly 
(“daddy is at work”). This raises the question of when and how 
infants gain the ability to recognize that words signify their 
referents, even when such referents are not in view. 

Infants begin to show the first signs of recognizing the 
meanings of familiar words around 6-9 months (e.g., Benedict, 
1979; Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Jusczyk & Hohne, 1997) 
and utter their first words around 12-15 months (e.g., Benedict, 
1979; Nelson, 1973). However, it is not until 16-20 months that 
infants begin to resolve referential ambiguity in word learning 
scenarios by recruiting a wide variety of social and referential 
cues (e.g., Baldwin, 1993a; Mather & Plunkett, 2011; 
Tomasello, Strossberg, & Akhtar, 1996) and existing word 
knowledge (e.g., Ferguson, Graf, & Waxman, 2014). For 
example, 19-month-olds employ such cues to lay down a 
representation of a novel word referent even if it is not visible 
to them (e.g., Baldwin, 1993b). By 18-22 months, infants are 
capable not only of attending to referential cues but of making 
mutual exclusivity judgments when determining the referent of 

a novel word (Halberda, 2003), updating mental 
representations of absent objects that are being referred to in 
speech (Ganea, Shutts, Spelke, & DeLoache, 2007), and 
become sensitive to semantic priming (Arias-Trejo & Plunkett, 
2009; Delle Luche, Durrant, Floccia, & Plunkett, 2014; Mani 
& Plunkett, 2010; see Wojcik, 2018, for review). In contrast, 
10-month-olds defer to visual salience and ignore referential 
cues, such as gaze direction, when the referent of a novel word 
is ambiguous (Pruden, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, and Hennon, 
2006). Similarly,12-month-olds are sensitive to referential cues 
but fail to recruit them for word learning (Hollich et al., 2000). 
What enables such a remarkable transition in infants’ 
vocabulary acquisition in the second year? 

We argue that one of the key forces that facilitates this 
transition is the advancement in infants’ understanding of 
word-referent links. While lexical acquisition might initially be 
grounded in associative learning (e.g., Smith & Yu, 2013) and 
not necessarily require an understanding that words refer, by 
the middle of the second year, infants attend to social and 
referential cues that help them infer the intended referent of a 
novel word (Brown, 1958; Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsh-Pasek, 
1994). In the present study, we report novel findings that 
suggest that the first half of the second year is marked by a 
developing comprehension of unanchored absent reference 
(defined below). We also discuss the possibility that 
comprehending unanchored reference to absent entities 
constitutes a qualitative shift in infants’ understanding of the 
word-referent link and enables them to use words as an 
instrument of learning about the world, including facts and 
events one does not experience directly. 

We define unanchored absent reference as the ability to call 
on a mental representation of a referent category upon hearing 
its name and without contextual support. Contextual support 
are events, such as hiding an object, that serve as visual or 
audiovisual primes for a given word-referent link. Such events 
constitute anchored absent reference – reference to an absent 
entity via a present object or activity (see Saylor, 2004). Having 
formed a stable link between words and mental representations 
(Saylor, 2004; Waxman & Gelman, 2009) allows one to speak 
and comprehend speech about objects or events, even when the 
referents are not perceptually available (e.g., Deacon, 1997; 
Hollich, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2000; Werner & Kaplan, 
1963). Such an understanding is necessary for a language 
learner to create and update representations of the world upon 
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receiving lexical input (De Saussure, 1916). When and how do 
infants develop the ability to comprehend unanchored absent 
reference? Two lines of research provide critical insight into 
the course of this development. 

One line of research explored the relation between infants’ 
acquisition of lexical, conceptual, and syntactic knowledge 
and evaluated their understanding of the word-referent link. 
For example, Xu, Cote, and Baker (2005) showed that by 12 
months, infants can use words to individuate objects (i.e., two 
different words stand for two different objects, whereas the 
same word uttered twice stands for only one object). In their 
study, the experimenter introduced infants to an opaque box, 
looked inside and either uttered two novel labels, once each, 
or one novel label twice. She then retrieved one object from 
the box and let the infant explore the box. Infants’ search time 
was longer when then experimenter uttered two distinct 
labels. Although it is not clear that 12-month-olds’ 
understanding of words extends beyond appreciating the 
correspondence between the number of word types and the 
number of unique referents, infants at this age appear to 
realize that such a correspondence holds even for referents 
that are out of view. Similarly, Waxman and Markow (1995) 
demonstrated that 12-month-olds perceive words as 
invitations to form categories: infants’ categorization was 
facilitated by hearing the same label applied to multiple 
images of objects. This indicates that 12-month-olds extend 
the meaning of newly learned words beyond the context in 
which they were learned. Such a comprehension suggests that 
12-month-olds begin to map words onto concepts – one of the 
key markers of a referential understanding of words 
(Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsch-Pasek, 1994). By 14 months, 
infants move beyond categorizing objects upon hearing the 
same noun–they begin to map novel properties to novel 
adjectives (Booth & Waxman, 2009). Similarly, by 14-16 
months, but not before, infants map familiar verbs onto 
animated images of actions (Bergelson and Swingley, 2015). 
The ability to establish such a mapping suggests that at least 
by 16 months, infants link different aspects of their 
experience to different grammatical categories–a hallmark of 
a referential understanding of words. Taken together, these 
findings delineate the unfolding of infants’ understanding of 
the word-referent link and show a rapid progression in the 
infants’ appreciation of the referential nature of words in the 
first half of the second year. 

A complementary line of work investigated the 
development of reference in preverbal infants, such as pointing 
behavior and comprehension of anchored absent reference. 
Potentially originating from prelinguistic communicative 
exchanges (see Carpenter, Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth, & 
Moore, 1998), reference eventually enters infants’ spoken 
language. Empirical evidence obtained in this line of work 
suggests that a proto-understanding of reference to absent 
entities is present by 12 months of age: infants begin to 
appreciate the referential nature of pointing (Gliga & Csibra, 
2009) and point to cues associated with a recently hidden 
object (see Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2007, for 
review). At 14 months, infants begin to interpret verbal 

requests for displaced objects using social information, such as 
individuals’ history of interacting with an object, for 
disambiguation (Saylor & Ganea, 2007). They also 
comprehend absent reference to familiar objects provided with 
minimal visual priming (i.e., minimal anchoring; Hendrickson 
& Sundara, 2017). By 16 months, infants exhibit robust 
comprehension of anchored absent reference: they recognize 
properties (such as color) of recently removed objects whose 
labels are mentioned in utterances (Saylor, 2004) and produce 
communicative behaviors towards the anchors (e.g., pointing 
to the panel that occludes the absent referent). 

These findings illustrate that the development of infants’ 
referential behavior and anchored absent reference 
comprehension are closely aligned with the development of 
their understanding of the word-referent link: the more infants 
progress toward a referential understanding of words, the more 
skilled they become in mapping words onto absent entities. 

Taken together, the body of evidence from both lines of 
research demonstrates that the acquisition of unanchored absent 
reference is a gradual process. This process accelerates between 
12 and 18 months (see Ganea & Saylor, 2013, for review; see 
also Huttenlocher, 1974), allowing infants to engage in 
progressively more sophisticated behaviors. Critically, the 
question this literature leaves open is the point at which infants 
comprehend unanchored absent reference. 

The current study addresses this gap in the literature and 
establishes a method for testing infants’ ability to understand 
unanchored absent reference to familiar categories. To achieve 
these aims, we developed a procedure based on Hendrickson 
and Sundara (2017). In their experiment, infants began with a 
pretest, in which they viewed images of four objects in silence 
(which constitute the minimal priming mentioned above). 
Then, they listened to utterances containing labels for two of 
the previously displayed objects while looking at an unrelated 
image. Infants then viewed the original four objects again, and 
their preference for looking to the two previously labeled 
objects was measured in an infant-controlled procedure. 
Fourteen-month-olds were able to correctly identify the 
referents of labels they had heard in the utterances, looking 
longer to these referents during the post-test. 

Because Hendrickson and Sundara’s procedure involved 
pretest exposure to the images used at test, it is possible that 
infants’ looking behavior on test trials was influenced, at least 
in part, by a priming effect – infants may have (1) retained the 
perceptual properties of the images through the audio exposure 
and (2) expected that the recently shown images would be the 
topic of the subsequent utterances. To avoid such anchoring, 
we modified the procedure by removing the pretest phase. We 
also limited the theme of the utterances to one referent to 
enable the use of an experimenter-controlled preferential 
looking procedure. Thus, on test trials, infants saw two objects, 
and the proportion of their looking to the previously referenced 
object (the target) was measured. Our goal was to see whether 
infants at 13 and 16 months can demonstrate an understanding 
of unanchored absent reference. If they do have such an 
understanding, they should look longer to the target referent. 
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Method 

Participants 

Forty-one infants (Mage = 450 days, SD = 48.29; 20 girls, 
21 boys) were recruited using state birth records and 
Facebook ads from Providence, RI, and Berkeley, CA, 
areas. Twenty-two additional participants were tested but 
excluded from analyses due to fussiness (N=14) and eye-
tracker calibration failure (N=8). All participants were 
monolingual learners of American English (less than 10% of 
exposure to other languages at home or daycare) with no 
recent ear infections or history of diagnosed developmental 
disabilities. Each participant received a toy, a t-shirt, or a 
book. We did not collect data on participants’ SES, race, or 
ethnicity. Most participants came from lower- to upper-
middle class families and were Caucasian. 

Because we aimed to establish the age at which infants begin 
to comprehend references to absent entities without contextual 
support, we split our dataset into two halves by age. Earlier 
investigations of infants’ understanding of anchored absent 
reference reported a significant difference between 13- and 16-
month-olds (Ganea & Saylor, 2013a). Unlike the younger 
infants, 16-month-olds were able to comprehend reference to a 
recently introduced absent person. In a different study, 15-
month-olds responded to a reference to an absent person, 
whereas 12-month-olds showed no discernible response 
(Saylor & Baldwin, 2004). 

Based on these findings, we predicted that the older half of 
our sample (N = 20; Mage = 16.11 months, SDage = 0.97 months, 
11 girls) would be more likely to exhibit comprehension of 
unanchored reference to absent objects than the younger half 
(N = 21; Mage = 13.43 months, SDage = 0.68 months; 9 girls). 
 
Apparatus 

Infants sat on a caretaker’s lap for the entire duration of the 
procedure. On both testing sites, stimuli were presented on a 
screen (Dell 19″ flat screen monitor) mounted on a wall 
approximately 90 cm in front of the seat. Audio stimuli were 
presented via a Sentry 110A monitor speaker that played the 
auditory stimuli at a conversational level (75 dB). We used an 
SMI red 250 remote binocular eye-tracker to record 
participants’ looking behavior. 
 
Materials 
Audio stimuli The utterances containing the target familiar 
labels (nouns: ball, shoe, cup, tree) were recorded by a female 
native speaker of American English from Rhode Island. All 
recordings were produced in a sound-proof booth and edited 
using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2005). 
Visual stimuli The images of objects used on test trials were 
.png-formatted photographs of the objects corresponding to the 
labels mentioned in utterances. Six adult native speakers of 
American English were recruited to rate (from 1 “not at all a 
good example” to 5 “an excellent example”) a set of candidate 
images as typical exemplars of the four target categories. The 
highest-rated images that represented a toy ball, a shoe, a sippy 
cup, and a tree were chosen as experimental stimuli (Figure 1). 

We asked caregivers to complete a survey about their 
infants’ receptive and productive vocabulary and motor 
competence. We also asked caregivers to report infant’s 
exposure to screen media in a typical week. 

 

   

   
 

Figure 1. Images used as visual stimuli 
 

Design and Procedure 
The researcher brought the infant and the caregiver to the 

dimly lit room. The infant sat on the caregiver’s lap in front of 
a computer screen with a binocular eye-tracker mounted 
underneath it. The caregiver was asked to wear opaque 
sunglasses during the procedure to ensure that only the infants’ 
eyes were registered by the eye-tracker. Then the eye-tracking 
calibration began. The infant saw an image of a kitten in four 
corners of the screen and at its center and heard “meow” 
noises. Calibration was repeated until it was successful. 

After calibration, the experimental procedure began. Each 
trial consisted of an auditory exposure phase and a test phase. 
During the auditory exposure phase, infants heard a 6-sentence 
utterance containing one of the target referents (ball, shoe, tree, 
or cup; e.g., “I have a ball. My ball is round. I kick my ball in 
my yard. My ball can bounce. I put my ball on the floor. I will 
show you my ball.”) and saw a static checkerboard on the 
screen. The image was displayed to help sustain infants’ 
attention on the auditory stimuli and was unrelated to the 
meaning of phrases in the utterances. After the last word was 
uttered, infants saw a black screen for 1 second before the test 
phase began. We did not elicit central fixation before the test 
trials because we analyzed the differences in infants’ looking to 
one object of a pair (so that any looking bias is cancelled out) 
depending on whether it was a target or a distractor. During 
test, infants saw two objects presented on the right and the left 
of the screen, against a dark background. The images were 
presented in silence and remained on the screen for 5.5 
seconds. This trial duration was chosen based on earlier work 
that employed the preferential looking procedure with infants 
of similar ages (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2014). 

Because there were four images corresponding to the four 
words from the utterances, each image was used once as the 
target and once as the distractor (ball was paired with tree and 
shoe was paired with cup; see Figure 1), such that a baseline 
preference could be averaged away for the purpose of the 
analyses. To minimize the possibility that infants’ looking 
behavior on trials 3 and 4 was influenced by a potential priming 
effect (i.e., seeing the same images on trials 1 and 2), the order 
of trial presentation was counterbalanced between participants, 
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who were randomly assigned to one of two presentation orders 
(either ball-shoe-tree-cup, or tree-cup-ball-shoe). 
 
Data Coding and Analyses 

To assess infants’ looking behavior, we aggregated the data 
into a series of 500-ms bins. The dependent variable on test 
trials was the amount of looking time to the target object 
divided by the total looking time to the target and the distractor, 
calculated for each 500-ms bin in the 5.5-second window. 

For each trial, two rectangular areas of interest were defined 
around each of the images. Gazes outside these areas were 
excluded from analysis. When the eye-tracking data were 
missing for a given bin but recorded for the bins before and 
after, we replaced the missing data by calculating the average 
proportion of looking time for the two neighboring bins. In 
cases when two or more bins had missing data, no replacement 
was conducted. To minimize potential priming effects or order 
effects, we calculated the difference in looking behavior to the 
one object for each pair (ball for the ball-tree pair and shoe for 
the shoe-cup pair) on trials when that object was the target and 
trials when it was the distractor (i.e., [% of LT to the ball when 
ball was target] minus [% of LT to ball when tree was target]). 

 

Results 
In general, infants were engaged with the task and looked to 

the screen 80% of the time during the test phase: while many 
infants looked away from the screen during audio exposure, the 
majority looked to the screen when the images appeared at test. 
Figure 2a shows the average difference in the proportion of 
infants’ looking to the target during the 5.5-second window of 
analysis. Figure 2b shows the difference in the proportion of 
their looking to the target object during each time bin. 

Before conducting the planned analyses, we ran Shapiro-
Wilk normality tests on the 5.5-second average difference in 
the proportion of looking time (hereafter, “aggregate looking 
preference score”). This was done to ensure that the identity 
link function was appropriate for the generalized linear mixed 
model (GLMM). The test revealed that the distribution, albeit 
underlyingly bounded within the [-1,1] interval, did not 
significantly deviate from normal, p = 0.12. We conducted 
subsequent analyses using conventional parametric 
assumptions and used the identity link function in the GLMM. 

 

 
 

Figure 2a. Average differences in the proportion  
of infants’ looking time 

 

 
 

Figure 2b. Difference in the proportion  
of infants’ looking time for each time bin 

 
We ran preliminary tests to see whether infants’ vocabulary 

level, motor competence, and exposure with screen media had 
significant effects on their looking behavior. The measures of 
screen exposure were included in order to evaluate whether the 
novelty of experience (seeing 2D representations of objects on 
the screen and hearing a digital recording of a voice) 
contributed to the differences in infants’ looking behavior. The 
preliminary analyses were conducted by fitting a GLMM to the 
aggregate looking preference score. Infant’s receptive and 
productive vocabulary, gender, motor competence, infant’s 
exposure to screen media, and the order of stimuli presentation 
were entered as predictors. No predictor had a significant effect 
on the difference in infants’ looking time, all p-values > .08. 
These variables were excluded from subsequent analyses. 

To evaluate infants’ looking behavior and test our 
hypothesis, we fitted a GLMM to the aggregate looking 
preference score and compared the differences for each bin 
using one-tailed t-tests. We used one-tailed tests because we 
predicted that older infants will be more likely to show a larger 
difference in looking time than younger infants. For the 
GLMM, we evaluated the fixed effect of age group (13-month-
olds and 16-month-olds) and the random effect of image pair, 
while enforcing a zero correlation between the intercept 
deviations and the effect deviations of age group across image 
pairs. The reason for including image pair as a random factor 
was to account for the effects of infants’ receptive vocabulary: 
according to parental surveys only 7 out of 41 infants were 
familiar with the word “tree”, whose referent was paired with 
an image of a ball on test trials (see Table 1). We also evaluated 
the difference in looking time against chance (i.e. equivalent 
looking time to the image when it was the target and when it 
was the distractor, so that the aggregate looking preference 
score is 0) for each age group using two-tailed t-tests. 

 
Table 1. Infants’ knowledge of the target words 
 

Word 13-month-olds 16-month-olds 
Ball 13 16 
Shoe 13 16 
Tree 2 5 
Cup 8 16 
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Consistent with our predictions, the analyses revealed a 
significant effect of age group, t = 2.21, p = 0.03, with 16-
month-olds demonstrating a larger difference in looking time 
than 13-month-olds. The image pair did not produce a 
significant effect on infants’ looking behavior. Figure 2a 
demonstrates similar patterns of difference in looking time for 
13- and 16-month-olds for both image pairs. One-tailed t-tests 
revealed a significant divergence between the groups at 2000 
ms, t = 1.67, p = .05, and 4000 ms, t = 2.28, p = .01, and a 
nearly significant difference at 3500 ms, p = .09 (see Figure 
2b). The comparison of the aggregate looking preference score 
for each age group with chance, revealed that only 16-month-
olds had a reliable preference for target images, t = 2.09, p = 
.04. Younger infants looked equivalently when a given image 
was the target and the distractor, p = .31 (see Figure 2a). In 
addition to running our planned analyses with two age groups, 
we fitted an additional GLMM to the difference in looking time 
with infants’ age in days as a continuous variable. This was 
done to see whether the gradual progression observed in 
infants’ growing appreciation of the referential nature of words 
and their increasing ability to comprehend anchored absent 
reference holds for their unanchored absent reference 
comprehension. Expectedly, the effect of age was significant,  
t = 2.46, p = 0.02. 

The results of our analyses indicate that at least by 16 
months, infants are significantly more likely to look to the 
object mentioned in an utterance than to an unrelated familiar 
object. Consistent with our predictions, this finding suggests 
that 16-month-olds activate mental representations of familiar 
objects upon just hearing their names embedded in simple 
utterances. Unlike the younger infants in our sample, the 16-
month-olds could comprehend unanchored absent reference. 
Curiously, the observed pattern of significant divergences in 
infants’ looking behavior during test is consistent with the 
pattern found in LaTourrette and Waxman, (2019): in the 
absence of auditory stimuli at test, the divergence in infants’ 
looking preference emerges around 3500-3800 ms after the 
onset of visual stimuli. 
 

Discussion 
Our findings establish that at 16 months infants begin to 

comprehend unanchored absent reference. Infants activate 
mental representations of objects upon hearing their names 
embedded in utterances without having recently seen or 
interacted with those objects. This ability appears to emerge 
between 13 and 16 months, mirroring the development of 
infants’ growing appreciation of the referential nature of words 
and their overall ability to comprehend anchored reference to 
absent entities. Before 16 months, one can observe hints of this 
ability, but no explicit evidence of unanchored absent reference 
has been obtained for younger infants. Younger infants’ 
sensitivity to visual or multimodal priming (i.e., anchoring), 
which enables them to understand anchored reference to 
recently displaced objects (Ganea & Saylor, 2013a), suggests 
that the capacity for absent reference comprehension is in place 
earlier than 16 months. While 13-month-olds require extensive 
contextual support (i.e., anchors) to comprehend reference to 

absent entities, 14- to 15-month-olds are capable of such 
comprehension after minimal visual priming (Ferguson et al., 
2014; Hendrickson & Sundara, 2017). The present findings 
show that at 16 months, infants can understand unprimed, or 
unanchored, references to absent familiar objects. 

The developmental trajectory of infants’ comprehension of 
unanchored absent reference suggested by our findings is 
consistent with the broader literature on infants’ use of 
referential and social cues in word learning and 
comprehension. By 16 months, it undergoes a significant shift, 
enabling infants to engage in increasingly sophisticated forms 
of word learning. For example, by 16 months, infants become 
sensitive to false labeling events (while taking into account 
speakers’ access to information) and attempt to interrupt and 
correct erroneous statements (Koenig & Echols, 2003). At 18 
months, they are able to learn novel words selectively based on 
speakers’ history of false labeling (Luchkina, Sobel, & 
Morgan, 2018). Eighteen-month-olds also begin to recognize 
the relation between pointing and labeling, and they maintain 
attention on labeled objects (Baldwin & Markman, 1989). 

In sum, the accumulated body of evidence, including the 
present findings, suggests that the ability to comprehend 
unanchored reference develops gradually between 12 and 16 
months of age and constitutes a significant milestone in infants’ 
language acquisition. Having accomplished such a 
comprehension enables a qualitative shift in infants’ ability to 
learn from decontextualized speech and likely facilitates further 
development of their representational abilities. The present 
work establishes for the first time that by 16 months, infants 
comprehend verbal reference to entities that are not 
perceptually available. 

A limitation of our findings is that infants’ knowledge of the 
words used during test correlated with age, p < 0.01. Thus, 
there remains a possibility that the comprehension of 
unanchored absent reference is present at earlier ages. 
Additionally, while earlier research, combined with the present 
findings, suggests that infants’ performance on test trials was 
driven by their calling on mental representations of categories 
corresponding to the target words, there is a chance that word 
forms remained active into the test phase and drove infants’ 
looking behavior via associative mechanisms. Although our 
experimental design cannot rule out this possibility, it would be 
surprising if the word form stayed active for the 5.5s duration 
of the trial: ERP correlates of word-form activation are 
typically present within 1000 ms from the word onset (e.g. 
Becker, Schild, & Friedrich, 2014).  

A follow-up investigation that examines when and how 
infants gain the ability to learn novel words that describe absent 
referents will help address the remaining concerns about the 
mechanisms underlying infants’ looking behavior in the present 
work. If infants can learn the meanings of novel words without 
seeing their referents and subsequently draw on that knowledge 
to select the referents of those words, it will constitute strong 
evidence that infants’ word knowledge at 16 months entails 
reference and cannot be reduced to associative learning.  
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Reasoning About Hidden Features: Individual Differences and Age-Related
Change
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Abstract

Throughout development, humans infer unobserved properties of the objects they encounter. However, it is often ambigu-
ous whether these inferences result from category-based reasoning or overall similarity to previously observed objects. In
this study, we examined inferences about hidden properties in four-year-old children (N=36) and adults (N=44). We taught
participants three categories of artificial creatures. Each category had one critical feature, where one of its variations was
more common to members of the category, while the other was more common overall. We found that, on average, both
groups used within-category frequency to predict the value of an unseen critical feature. However, individual differences
revealed distinctions between the groups. While adults who used within-category frequency for critical items used overall
frequency for other items, this correlation was qualitatively reversed in children. This suggests that some children were
sensitive to category knowledge when predicting unseen features, but others likely used a novelty heuristic.
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Abstract

The relevance of Broca’s area to both language and non-linguistic sequence processing is well established. However, many
of the previous fMRI studies on artificial grammar learning use letter sequences as their non-linguistic stimuli. Since the
letters are linguistic in nature, these may inadvertently activate language circuits independent of the artificial grammar. In
addition, participants have been explicitly told before testing that they needed to classify sentences as either grammatical
or ungrammatical. Thus, it is possible that part or all of the activation of Broca’s reported in these studies is an artifact of
these manipulations. In our current study, we used sequences of human faces instead of letters, and tested participants in
such a way that they were never aware they were even being tested. Nevertheless, most participants still showed evidence
of learning the non-linguistic artificial grammar, and their Broca’s area was also differentially active for ’grammatical’ vs.
’ungrammatical’ sequences.
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Reducing the illusion of explanatory depth: A new approach to boosting
intervention
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Abstract

This study demonstrates a new approach for boosting peoples decision-making abilities. Previous studies have demon-
strated that those who have less knowledge are more likely to make a scientifically biased decision. Therefore, we can
expect that providing them with more knowledge can reduce their biases. However, since people have difficulty changing
their minds in response to knowledge that contradicts their opinions, it is unclear whether people accept and appropriately
understand the provided knowledge. To more efficiently help these people, this study focused on the illusion of explanatory
depth, which means that the knowledge people think they have is greater than the knowledge they actually possess. We
conducted two experiments and demonstrated that (i) those who had a stronger illusion of explanatory depth were more
likely to make a logically biased decision, and (ii) by informing them of their illusion and providing them with objective
knowledge, we could reduce their bias.
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Abstract 

Decisions are often better when pursued after deliberation and 
careful thought. So why do we so often eschew deliberation, 
and instead rely on more intuitive, gut responses? We suggest 
that in addition to well-recognized factors (such as the costs of 
deliberation), people hold normative commitments concerning 
how decisions ought to be made. In some cases (e.g., when 
choosing a romantic partner), relying on deliberation (over 
intuition) could be seen as inauthentic or send a problematic 
social signal. In Experiment 1 (N = 654), we show that people 
in fact hold such domain-sensitive processing commitments, 
that they are distinct from reported descriptive tendencies, and 
that they contribute to predicting reported choice. In 
Experiment 2 (N = 555), we show that choosing intuitively vs. 
deliberately supports different inferences concerning 
confidence and authenticity, with the domain variation in 
inferences in Experiment 2 closely tracking the domain 
variation in normative commitments observed in Experiment 
1. In Experiment 3 (N = 1002), we rule out an alternative 
explanation. These findings inform theories of judgment and 
decision-making, as well as efforts towards improving 
decision-making through critical thinking.  

Keywords: intuition; deliberation; domain; authenticity; 
social signaling; normative commitments; decision-making 

Introduction 

Deliberative analysis—a foundational component of 

critical thinking—enables us to weigh features, simulate 

futures, and arrive at good, tractable decisions. Yet in many 

cases, people approach decisions by instead relying on gut 

feelings and intuition, even when doing so leads to error 

(Frederick, 2005). Notably, the extent to which people rely 

on intuition and deliberation varies not only across 

individuals (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982), but also across 

domains (Gallo et al., 2016; Inbar, Cone, & Gilovich, 2010; 

Pachur & Spaar, 2015). What accounts for this variation? 

Here we investigate a novel hypothesis about the roles of 

intuition and deliberation across domains, premised on the 

idea that intuition is sometimes favored because is it taken to 

reflect an individual’s deeper commitment or more authentic 

decision-making. This hypothesis can be broken down into 

several components with corresponding empirical 

predictions, First, we posit (a) that people have normative 

commitments about when intuition or deliberation should be 

employed. That is, people think one ought to approach some 

decisions through analysis (i.e., through System 2-like 

processing), and that for other decisions one ought to rely on 

gut feelings or intuitions (i.e., System 1-like processing). It is 

important to note that in distinguishing between deliberation 

and intuition, we intend to capture people’s lay theories of 

reasoning, which may or may not map onto dual process 

theories of cognition. In fact, we do not have a stake in 

whether dual process accounts are accurate models of the 

mind. However, we do posit (b) that these commitments can 

be dissociated from descriptive beliefs concerning the 

conditions under which intuition and deliberation are 

typically employed. People might think, for example, that one 

ought to deliberate for an adoption decision, but that they and 

others would typically rely on an intuitive impression instead. 

Third, we predict (c) that these normative commitments play 

a causal role in decision-making–that they are not merely 

epiphenomenal or post-hoc rationalizations, but rather part of 

the decision process itself. Finally, we propose (d) that these 

normative commitments are driven in part by the role of 

intuition as a self or social signal: to the extent an intuitive 

decision is taken to uniquely signal commitment (Critcher, 

Inbar, & Pizarro, 2012) or authenticity (Morewedge, Giblin, 

& Norton, 2014), people will believe intuitive processing is a 

more appropriate choice. We further motivate these 

predictions below. 

Prior Work: Reasoning Across Domains 

Why don’t people approach all decisions through 

deliberation? Prior work has emphasized that deliberation is 

costly (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Sloman, 1996; see 

also Lieder & Griffiths, 2019) and, some have argued, not 

always associated with better outcomes (Mikels et al., 2011; 

Wilson & Schooler, 1991; see also Maglio & Reich, 2020). 

Beliefs about whether deliberation is worth the cost, or likely 

to yield a better outcome, plausibly figure into judgments of 

when deliberation or intuition ought to be employed.  

Broadly consistent with these ideas, Inbar, Cone, and 

Gilovich (2010) propose a ‘task cuing’ account according to 

which people are cued to adopt the processing associated with 

features of the decision problem, such as its objectivity and 

complexity (see also Gallo et al., 2017). For example, they 

report that preferences for basing a decision “mainly on the 

basis of ‘reason,’ or through rational analysis,” vs. “on the 

basis of ‘intuition,’ or by consulting the ‘gut’” correlated 

highly with the perceived objectivity of those decisions (r ~ 
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.85). Martinez, Gorlin, and Lombrozo (2019) also report 

cross-domain sensitivity to the objectivity of means and ends. 

 Pachur and Spaar (2015) found that preferences for 

intuition vs. deliberation varied significantly across six 

domains ranging from purchasing clothing to electronics 

shopping. Moreover, domain-specific preferences for 

intuition were correlated with self-rated domain expertise (r 

~ .40), which is thought to increase the reliability of intuition 

as a guide to the better choice.   

Finally, Berman, Levine, and Small (2018) report that 

participant beliefs in the importance and effectiveness of 

using ‘objective measures’ over ‘personal feelings’ varies 

significantly across domains. They found that participants are 

more likely to think objective measures are a better way to 

make decisions about investments than charities, and 

correspondingly rely on objective metrics more often when 

making investment (vs. charity) decisions. These findings 

indicate that people do not simply rely on their intuitions in 

some domains due to the unavailability of objective 

information, or the effort required to obtain it—rather, they 

have processing preferences that lead them to differentially 
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A Signaling Hypothesis 

We propose that in addition to the roles of expertise, 

objectivity, and other documented factors in driving 

processing tendencies, people could differentially favor 

intuition versus deliberation because these approaches to 

decision making send different self- or social signals. For 

instance, Maglio and Reich (2018) found that decisions based 

on feelings (vs. deliberation) led to greater subsequent 

certainty and were more strongly perceived to reflect one’s 

“true self.” 

Relatedly, Morewedge, Giblin, and Norton, (2014) provide 

evidence that different forms of thought license different 

inferences about the thinker. They found that participant 

ratings of the amount of meaningful self-insight that 

spontaneous thoughts (including intuitions) generate was 

significantly higher than deliberative methods of reasoning.  

In the moral domain, Critcher, Inbar, and Pizarro (2012) 

found that immoral decisions (e.g., stealing money) were 

judged more harshly when they were made more quickly 

(suggesting they were made intuitively), whereas moral 

decisions (e.g., returning stolen money) were judged more 

harshly when they were made slowly (suggesting 

deliberation was involved). They further found that the 

impact of decision speed was mediated by the perceived 

certainty of actors in their decisions, which has both direct 

and indirect effects (through the perceived commitment of 

actors to their motives) on moral character evaluations. This 

suggests that when it’s important to signal certainty in a 

decision or in an associated value (e.g., respecting others’ 

property), people could feel pressure to respond on the basis 

of intuition. 

Here we report three studies investigating the role of 

normative commitments in driving cross-domain processing 

tendencies. In Experiment 1, we develop a standard paradigm 

to measure descriptive and normative processing judgements 

and use it to investigate the relationship between these factors 

and decision-making across twelve domains. In Experiment 

2 we use the same paradigm to investigate whether different 

decisions in fact send different signals. In Experiment 3, we 

rule out an alternative explanation. 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 had three aims. Our first aim was to offer a 

conceptual replication of prior work documenting robust 

differences in the perceived role of intuition and deliberation 

across domains. Our second aim was to investigate whether 

people have normative commitments regarding the 

appropriate roles of intuition and deliberation in decision 

making, where these depart from their descriptive judgments 

about how decision making typically unfolds. Finally, our 

third aim was to investigate whether normative commitments 

can predict reported decisions, and (most stringently) 

whether they make a contribution above and beyond the 

influence of descriptive judgments, objectivity, and 

expertise. 

Methods 

 

Participants Participants were 654 adults (319 male, 333 

female, 2 other, mean age = 40) recruited on Amazon 

Mechanical Turk in exchange for monetary compensation 

($0.67 for a 5-minute survey). An additional 346 participants 

were eliminated for failing to meet pre-registered criteria of 

spending enough time  on the task (2+ mins) and passing both 

attention checks (described below). Participation across all 

studies was restricted to users with an IP address within the 

United States, and with an approval rating of at least 98% on 

500 previous tasks. Repeat participation within or across 

studies was restricted using the TurkGate platform (Goldin & 

Darlow, 2013).     

 

Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly 

assigned to one of twelve real-life decision domains 

(romance, vacations, pet adoption, politics, investing, hiring, 

electronics shopping, medical treatment, picking songs, 

house purchases, donations, watching movies), and received 

a vignette involving a detailed description of a binary 

decision within that domain, where the detail was intended to 

reduce cross-participant variance in relevant properties of the 

decision (Olds & Link, 2016). Intuition pointed to one choice 

and deliberation (with initial guidance from a domain expert) 

pointed to the other. For example, in the domain of romance, 

participants read:  

 

“Suppose that you are interested in starting a new 

romantic relationship. You were recently at a café and 

separately met two individuals: Alex and Taylor. At the 

café, you really felt in your gut that you and Alex were 

likely to be a good fit for each other. When you were 

interacting with Taylor, you did not feel like you and 

Taylor were a good fit for each other at all. Both 
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interactions were long enough that you are convinced your 

gut feelings about them would not change even if you had 

an opportunity to chat further.  

Later, you consult a relationship counselor and spend 

an afternoon listing out and weighting the characteristics 

that are important to you about potential romantic partners 

like Alex and Taylor (such as their personality, priorities, 

etc.). After developing the list, you are convinced of two 

things: first, that scores generated from the list would truly 

reflect the extent to which Alex or Taylor is a good match 

for you, and second, that even if you had more time to think 

about the list, your analysis would not change.  

That evening, you score Alex and Taylor using the 

criteria that you developed with the relationship counselor. 

You calculate a score of 35% match for Alex and 65% for 

Taylor. These scores run counter to your gut reactions.”  

 

Participants were asked to indicate which response they 

would choose (descriptive choice judgment) or should choose 

(normative choice judgment), from “definitely [the intuitive 

choice]” (1) to “definitely [the deliberative choice]” (5). 

These judgments were made in two counterbalanced blocks 

that also included 7-point agreement ratings with the 

following two sets of intuition/deliberation processing 

judgement items (shown with labels not seen by participants): 

 

Descriptive: I rely on intuition and gut feeling [reasoning 

and deliberative analysis] when making this type of 

decision. 

Normative: One ought to rely on intuition and gut feeling  

[reasoning and deliberative analysis] when making this 

type of decision. 

 

Participants subsequently responded to items indicating the 

extent to which they thought each decision was objective 

(“To what extent are the outcomes of decisions in this domain 

a matter of objective or subjective determination?”) on a 9-

point scale borrowed from Inbar, Cone, & Gilovich (2010) 

and whether they had relevant expertise on a 7-point scale 

(“How much expertise do you have in making decisions 

similar to the one you encountered in the prompt…?”). 

Randomly intermixed with these measures were two 

attention checks: the first asking participants whether they 

had seen a politician’s picture in the previous section, and the 

second asking participants to only select two options across 

four multiple choice questions with four possible answers. 

Finally, participants provided demographic information. 

Results and Discussion 

To pursue our aims of (a) replicating domain differences in 

processing tendencies and (b) investigating the presence of 

normative commitments that differ from reported descriptive 

tendencies, we analyzed responses to the processing 

judgement items as a function of domain and judgement type 

(descriptive/normative). A mixed ANOVA with domain as a 

between-subjects factor, judgment type (normative or 

descriptive) as a within-subjects factor, and intuition 

judgement ratings as the dependent variable yielded 

significant main effects of domain, F(11,642) = 15.77, p < 

.001, and judgement type, F(1,642) = 91.65, p < .001 (see

 

Figure 1: Cross-domain processing judgement results from Experiment 1. (a) and (b) show variation in processing 

judgements for deliberation (black) and intuition (gray). (b) and (d) shows mean choice ratings (± 1 SD).
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Figure 1a, 1c). In addition to significant variation across 

domains, descriptive intuition ratings (M = 4.69, SD = 1.72) 

were significantly higher than normative intuition ratings (M 

= 4.25, SD = 1.73). These results provide support for our 

hypothesis that there is significant variation in tendencies to 

rely on intuition across domains, and that normative 

commitments to processing can be distinguished from 

descriptive tendencies. The interaction effect was not 

significant, F(11,642) = 0.85, p = .58, indicating that the 

distinction between normative and descriptive factors is 

consistent across domains.  

A second mixed ANOVA with the same factors but 

deliberation judgements as the dependent variable similarly 

yielded significant main effects of domain, F(11,642) = 

15.90, p < .001, and judgement type, F(1,642) = 54.27, p < 

.001, but no interaction, F(11,642) = 1.46, p = .14 (see 

Figures 1a and 1c). In addition to significant variation across 

domains, descriptive deliberation ratings (M = 4.68, SD = 

1.59) were significantly lower than normative deliberation 

ratings (M = 5.03, SD = 1.51). These results exactly mirror 

the results for intuition and further support our hypotheses: 

for both intuition and deliberation, people have distinct 

normative commitments and tendencies that consistently 

vary across domains.  

One concern is that differences between descriptive and 

normative judgments could be driven by variation in the 

wording of our items, where the former involved a first-

person pronoun (“I rely,,.”) and the latter a third-person 

pronoun (“one ought…”). However, an effect of 1st vs. 3rd 

person pronouns would most plausibly have manifested in 

higher deliberation ratings for the former, or in an interaction 

such that 1st-person judgments exaggerated the preferred 

processing type; neither of these effects were observed. 

We next analyzed responses to the self-reported choice 

judgments to investigate whether normative and descriptive 

choices also differ meaningfully across domains. To that end, 

we conducted a mixed ANOVA with domain as a between-

subjects factor and judgment type (descriptive/normative) as 

a within-subjects factor (see Figures 1b, 1d).  This analysis 

revealed a main effect of domain, F(11,642) = 13.76, p < 

.001, mirroring the findings for processing judgments. It also 

revealed a main effect of judgment, F(1,642) = 75.47, p < 

.001: descriptive choices were closer to the intuitive option 

(M = 3.37, SD = 1.21) than were normative choices (M = 3.06, 

SD = 1.28). 

Finally, we considered whether descriptive choice 

judgments could be predicted from normative processing 

commitments, even after taking descriptive processing 

tendencies, objectivity, and expertise into account.  

A regression predicting descriptive choice judgment from 

domain, descriptive and normative intuition and deliberation 

judgements, participant expertise, and perceived objectivity 

revealed that normative intuition ratings significantly 

predicted descriptive choice, even after taking all of the 

aforementioned factors into account (see Table 1).  

In sum, our results support all three initial predictions: 

normative processing commitments vary across domains, 

differ from reported descriptive tendencies, and (for 

intuition) significantly predict decision-making beyond the 

effects of previously established predictors, namely 

objectivity and expertise.  

 

Table 1: Regression analysis predicting descriptive choice  

  

Predictor b 95% CI β r 

(Intercept) 2.34** [1.85, 2.84]   

Descriptive 

Intuition 
0.34** [0.27, 0.40] 0.48 .73** 

Descriptive 

Deliberation 
-0.14** [-0.20, -0.09] -0.19 -.58** 

Normative 

Intuition 
0.08** [0.02, 0.15] 0.12 .64** 

Normative 

Deliberation 
-0.01     [-0.08, 0.05] -0.02 -.53** 

Objectivity -0.05** [-0.08, -0.02] -0.09 -.45** 

Expertise 0.02     [-0.03, 0.06] 0.02 .08* 

 

Note. R2 = .583 (p < .001). b represents unstandardized 

(and β the standardized) regression weights. r represents the 

zero-order correlation between the predictor and outcome.  

* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .01. 

Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2, we investigated whether people draw 

different inferences about a person depending on whether that 

person makes a decision on the basis of intuition versus 

deliberation. We hypothesized that when a person makes a 

decision on the basis of intuition (vs. deliberation), she will 

be regarded as being more committed and confident, as better 

reflecting her true self, and as responding more authentically. 

For such factors to drive normative commitments, they would 

have to show similar patterns of interaction across domains—

we thus hypothesized that these effects would interact with 

domain, and do so in a manner that corresponds to the cross-

domain variation observed in Experiment 1. 

Methods 

 

Participants Participants were 555 adults (246 male, 308 

female, 1 other, mean age = 40) recruited from Amazon 

Mechanical Turk in exchange for monetary compensation 

($0.67 for a 5-minute survey). An additional 165 participants 

were eliminated from the original sample following the same 

pre-registered criteria as Experiment 1, but with 1.5 minutes 

as the minimum completion time.  

 

Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly 

assigned to one of 24 conditions. In each condition, 

participants saw a prompt drawn from one of twelve decision 

domains from Experiment 1, and received a vignette about a 

character who either relies on her intuition or deliberation to 

decide between the same two options that participants from 
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Experiment 1 were asked to choose from. Afterwards, 

participants responded to the following four items regarding 

their perceptions of the character based on her decision: 

commitment (“How committed was Sarah to her choice?”) 

and confidence (“How confident was Sarah in her choice?”) 

were measured on 7-point scales, from (1) very uncommitted 

/ unconfident to (7) very committed / confident, and two 

measuring self-reflection (“Sarah’s choice was reflective of 

her true self.”), and authenticity (“Sarah made her choice 

authentically.”) on 7-point agreement scales. Participants 

also completed exploratory measures (not reported here).  

Results and Discussion 

To investigate whether participants drew different inferences 

about decision-makers when the decision-maker relied on 

intuition versus deliberation (see Figure 2), we performed 

two-way ANOVAs with character decision (intuitive or 

deliberative choice) and domain as between-subjects 

variables, and each of commitment, confidence, self-

reflection, and authenticity as dependent variables. Because 

we tested four distinct measures, we adopted a Bonferroni-

corrected p-value of p < .0125.  

For commitment, we found a significant main effect of 

choice type, F(1,531) = 77.61, p < .001, but no significant 

main effect of domain, F(11,531) = 1.01, p = .44, and no 

significant interaction, F(11,531) = 0.45, p = .93. Similarly, 

the analysis of confidence revealed a significant main effect 

of choice type, F(1,531) = 95.74, p < .001, but no significant 

main effect of domain, F(11,531) = 1.00, p = .44, and no 

significant interaction, F(11,531) = 0.94, p = .50. In both 

cases an intuitive choice licensed a stronger inference. 

The analysis of self-reflection, by contrast, found a 

significant main effect of choice type, F(1,531) = 297.14, p < 

.001, and no significant main effect of domain, F(11,531) = 

1.32, p = .20, but did find a significant interaction, F(11,531) 

= 4.06, p < .001, indicating that the inferences drawn from 

choice type varied across domains. Similarly, the analysis of 

authenticity revealed a significant main effect of choice type, 

F(1,531) = 58.04.14, p < .001, and no significant main effect 

of domain, F(11,531) = 1.61, p = .09, but did find a 

significant interaction F(11,531) = 4.00, p < .001.  

 

Figure 2: Mean ratings for four inferential judgements of a 

character based on choice types in Experiment 2. All 

comparisons are significant at p < .001. 

 To investigate whether these measures could explain the 

cross-domain variation in normative commitments found in 

Experiment 1, we performed the following analysis. For 

Experiment 1, we calculated difference scores for each 

domain by subtracting normative processing ratings for 

deliberation from normative processing ratings for intuition. 

For Experiment 2, we calculated difference score for each 

domain by subtracting inference ratings from the deliberative 

choice from inference ratings for the intuitive choice. These 

difference scores were significantly correlated for self-

reflection, r(10) = .80, p < .001, and authenticity, r(10) = .85, 

p < .001, but not for confidence, r(10) = .69, p = .013, nor 

commitment r(10) = -.23, p = .47 (see Figure 3). These 

correlations provide evidence for our hypothesis that some of 

these inferences drive cross-domain variation in normative 

processing commitments, though we note that correlations 

with relatively few datapoints must be interpreted with 

caution. 

 

Figure 3: Correlations between difference scores for four 

inferential judgements (character inference for intuitive – 

deliberative choice) and Experiment 1’s cross-domain 

difference scores (commitment to intuition – deliberation).  

 

In sum, Experiment 2 investigated whether people draw 

different inferences regarding others based on their choice of 

an intuitive or deliberative option. All four factors showed 

significant variation based on whether the intuitive or 

deliberative option was chosen, though cross-domain 

variation was only found for self-reflection and authenticity, 

which were also strongly correlated with Experiment 1’s 

cross-domain processing commitments. 

Experiment 3 

The primary aim of Experiment 3 was to address a possible 

confound: in Experiments 1 and 2, deliberation always 

involved consultation with an expert. Participants could have 

been influenced by this role for expert opinion (Mieg, 2001), 

perhaps resulting in lower judgments of self-reflection and 
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authenticity for deliberative decisions in some domains. 

Experiment 3 therefore aimed to replicate the domain 

variation between an intuition-dominant domain (romance) 

and a deliberation-dominant domain (investment) without 

introducing an expert in the process of deliberation.  

Experiment 3 also begins to address the relationship 

between two (potentially consistent) hypotheses: that people 

favor intuition in some domains because it is taken to signal 

a more authentic choice, and that people favor intuition in 

some domains because it is simply taken to be a more reliable 

guide to identifying the best outcome in those domains. In an 

effort to differentiate these possibilities, Experiment 3 

introduced a subtle manipulation. Half of participant were 

asked to indicate how a character should decide, a judgment 

that presumably takes considerations of both authenticity and 

reliability into account. The other half of participants were 

asked to identify the best outcome, which should track 

reliability more closely, if not exclusively. Thus, if these 

measures diverge, it suggests that judgments of how someone 

should decide go beyond an evaluation of how much 

evidence they have concerning the quality of each option 

based on the outcomes of intuition and deliberation. 

Methods 

 

Participants Participants were 1002 adults (473 male, 527 

female, 2 other, mean age = 41) recruited from Amazon 

Mechanical Turk in exchange for monetary compensation 

($0.45 for a 3.5 minute survey). An additional 198 

participants were excluded as in Experiments 1 (i.e., with a 

2-minute exclusion criterion).  

 

 Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly 

assigned to one of two domains (romance or investment) and 

provided with a prompt like that in Experiment 2, but where 

the deliberative analysis was performed solely by the 

character (e.g., “Sarah spends an afternoon listing out and 

weighting the characteristics that are important to her….”). 

After reading the prompt, participants indicated either the 

best outcome (“Which investment is better for Sarah?”) or 

what Sarah should decide (“What should Sarah do?”).  

Participants also provided the normative commitment ratings 

from Experiment 1. Then, they read that Sarah eventually 

chose either the intuitive or deliberative option and provided 

the four judgements from Experiment 2, in addition to 

exploratory measures (not reported here). 

Results and Discussion 

Experiment 3 succeeded in replicating the results of 

Experiments 1 and 2 within the domains of romance and 

investment, suggesting that at least in these domains, the 

involvement of an expert did not drive any qualitative 

patterns in results. Specifically, for processing judgements 

we found a significant interaction between domain and 

processing type, F(1,998) = 870.88, p < .001 (see Figure 4b). 

For character inferences, we found significant interactions 

between domain and confidence, F(1,994) = 6.58, p  < .012, 

self-reflection, F(1,994) = 13.13, p  < .001, and authenticity, 

F(1,994) = 131.96, p < .001, but not commitment, F(1,994) 

= 5.68, p  = .02 (see Figure 5), mirroring the pattern of results 

we observed in Experiment 2’s correlational analyses.  

 

Figure 4: Normative judgements based on question type (a) 

and (b) processing type across domains. All comparisons are 

significant at p < .001. 

 

Addressing our second aim, a two-way ANOVA with 

domain (romance vs intuition) and question type (best option 

vs should choose) as between-subjects factors and normative 

choice as the dependent variable revealed a main effect of 

question type, F(1,998) = 31.67, p < .001, a main effect of 

domain, F(1,998) = 248.11, p < .001, and a marginal 

interaction, F(1,998) = 3.36, p = .07 (see Figure 4a). This 

suggests that responses to the normative choice questions in 

Experiments 1-2 were not solely a function of the perceived 

reliability of intuition and deliberation as sources of 

information about the quality of each outcome. 

 

Figure 5: Character inferences across domains and character 

choice (intuitive vs deliberative choice). All comparisons 

are significant at p < .001, including interactions for all 

measures except for commitment. 
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General Discussion 

Across three studies, we show that people have systematic 

beliefs concerning the domains in which they ought to rely 

on intuition vs. deliberation, that these beliefs are distinct 

from descriptive beliefs, and that they play a role in 

predicting choice (Experiment 1). We also show that 

decisions made through intuition (vs. deliberation) are 

generally thought to signal greater commitment, confidence, 

self-reflection, and authenticity, with the latter two varying 

across domains (Experiment 2). Crucially, we show that for 

both self-reflection and authenticity, cross-domain variation 

in inferences drawn from intuitive vs. deliberative choice 

closely track cross-domain differences in the prescribed role 

of intuition vs. deliberation, consistent with the idea that 

intuition is sometimes prescribed in part because of what it 

will signal. Finally, Experiment 3 bolsters our interpretation 

of Experiments 1-2 by showing that effects are not driven by 

the inclusion of an expert consultant in our vignettes, and that 

judgments about what a character “should decide” reflect 

more than assumptions about the reliability of intuition and 

deliberation as guides to the actual quality of outcomes. 

There is a large body of work on improving decision-

making, with many efforts targeting over-reliance on 

heuristics and other forms of intuitive reasoning by providing 

people with effective reasoning strategies and other ‘thinking 

tools’ (e.g., Maule & Maule, 2016). Our results are 

significant as they suggest an alternative point of 

intervention: people might have all the tools they need, but if 

they consider their use to be inappropriate in some cases, then 

they will rely on their intuitions regardless of their access to 

objective information or deliberative thinking strategies. An 

important question for future research from an applied 

perspective is therefore to investigate when such normative 

commitments interfere with good decisions, and how these 

decisions can be improved. In terms of extending the novel 

signaling account put forth in this research, several 

opportunities lay ahead: from investigating individual 

differences in cross-domain sensitivity to potential 

moderators of normative commitments to intuition and 

deliberation, our theoretical perspective provides fertile 

ground for much future work.  
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Abstract 

This study investigates whether incongruency of valences between 

emoji and text in texting will promote stronger negative inference in 

readers. An experiment assessed participants’ judgments of the text 

messages by recording their response times and perceived valence 

from the messages (either positive or negative) under the following 

manipulations: positive or negative messages paired with an emoji 

that convey positive, negative or ambiguous/neutral emotions (i.e. 

the pairing of emojis and test may be congruent or incongruent in 

their valences). Compared with congruent text messages, we found 

that incongruency between emojis and texts promoted stronger 

negative inference and elicited a longer processing time, even in 

texts that conveyed a positive meaning or when the emoji itself was 

ambiguous/neutral. These results suggest that texts and emojis 

jointly influence the perceived mood of messages, hinting the 

importance of the effective use of emojis in order to convey intended 

meanings and emotions efficiently. 

Keywords: emojis; congruency; ambiguity; emojis valences, 
valences of text messages 

Introduction 

Human social interaction relies on both verbal and nonverbal 

communication. In order to communicate accurately and 

effectively, humans use nonverbal cues more than 90% of the 

time in communication (Mehrabian, 1972). Including body 

gestures and facial expressions, these nonverbal cues can 

provide extra emotional information for communicators to 

understand others' emotional state, with effective use of facial 

expressions regarded as a predictor to facilitate social 

interactions (Van Heijnsbergen, et al., 2007; Haxby, et al., 

2002; Calder, et al., 2001; Waller, 2017). However, due to 

advancement in technological communication since the past 

decades, the traditional way of communication is no longer 

limited to face-to-face conversations. Instead, computer-

mediated communication (CMC) allows us to communicate 

through computer-based applications such as emails and 

internet conferences (Walther, et al., 1994). Inventions of 

smaller portable devices like smartphones and tablets have 

allowed us to communicate through mobile-mediated 

communication (MMC) in the recent years (Brasher, 2017), 

effectively facilitating sending of instant text messages. 

Because of restrictions in conveying the affective 

contents in plain text messages, a variety of emoticons has 

been created to express emotions. Face-like symbols such as 

‘ :) ’ and ‘ :( ’ are accepted by people to tell others about the 

emotional state of text-senders (Tossell et al., 2012). These 

combinations of letters, numbers, and punctuation marks to 

imitate human facial expressions are called ‘emoticons’. 

Emoticons have now transitioned to ‘emojis’, which are 

human-face pixel graphics with a variety of facial 

expressions (Brasher, 2017). 

Linguistic Functions of Emojis 

Emojis can serve as a facilitator to express more than texts 

in messages. According to symbolic interactionism, Blumer 

(1969) believed that symbols served as a purpose of language 

to elicit responses from communicators, and people use it to 

assign the meanings between symbols and their private 

thoughts. Similarly, emojis are used like symbols which are 

associated with images and meanings to express one’s 

feelings, perceptions and attitudes. Thus, emojis also 

facilitates human interactions by compensating the 

insufficient information of human emotion through text-

based communication. 

Emojis can be utilized with a linguistic purpose to assist 

comprehension in communication. Since emojis are the 

ideograms existing in various genres, they can also be 

regarded as a universal language to convey emotional 

meanings in international communications (Danesi, 2017). 

Alshenqeeti (2016) agreed that the universal meanings of 

emojis could "increase the cross-cultural communication 

clarity" (p.56), effectively reducing misunderstandings in the 

text-based communication. Emojis can also simplify contents 

by providing extra pictorial cues (Daniel & Camp, 2018). For 

instance, a thumb-up gesture generally expresses the meaning 

of "OK" or "Good" in face-to-face communication in 

Western cultures (Morris, 2015). Likewise, texters also used 

a thumb-up emoji  to substitute the texts “OK” or “good” 

in CMC and MMC (Brasher, 2017). Moreover, emojis could 

replace words if they were organized in a visual narrative 

sequence (Cohn, 2016). For example, official video of the 

song "Roar" by Katy Perry demonstrated how the logical 

sequence of emojis could substitute words and present the 

narrative meanings as words could function (Wolfe, 2018).  

Nonverbal Functions of Emojis 

Emojis can show non-verbal signals to indicate emotional 

states compensate for insufficient information in text-based 

communication. Jina (2007) added that emoticons could 

indicate the nonverbal cues similar to what people do in face-

to-face communication with facial expressions and body 

gestures. A fMRI study showed that emojis could activate the 
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same area of the brain as emotional words and face-to-face 

communication would (Han et al., 2014). Thus, emojis could 

serve as the function of nonverbal cues to express emotion in 

the messages, which can also invoke empathetic responses 

(Daniel & Camp, 2018). For instance, a smiley face  in a 

message likely invoke positive affections while people may 

feel sad by seeing a sad face .  
Ambiguity of Emojis 

Valence is a psychological term for analyzing emotions by a 

continuum into three independent dimensions: (1) 

positiveness to negativeness, (2) active to passive and (3) 

dominant to submissive (Russell, 2003). Valence as a 

measurement of evoked emotions inside an emoji is "one of 

the most important scientific concepts at the heart of emotion 

experience" (Charland, 2005, p.83). The dimension of 

positiveness to negativeness was prevailed in the previous 

research investigating emotional impact of emojis (Daniel & 

Camp, 2018; Weissman & Tanner, 2018). Different emojis 

can be classified to valences of positive (e.g. joy and 

happiness) or negative (e.g. anger or fear).  

Effective communication requires both senders and 

receivers to comprehend and indicate the meaning of emojis 

in the same way. However, nonverbal cues do not have one 

single meaning (Burgoon et al., 1996). There are many ways 

that may lead to different meanings in the interpretations, 

such as the users' age, gender and the level of experience 

(Alshenqeeti, 2016). Although emojis can compensate for the 

drawbacks in text-based communication, critics pointed out 

that ambiguity of emojis may hinder the understanding of the 

meanings and intentions of messages (Gibbs & Colston, 2012; 

Miller, et al., 2017). Ambiguity in the meaning of emojis 

suggests that they should be comprehended with sufficient 

contextual information (Gibbs & Colston, 2012; Aguado et 

al., 2018).  

Ambiguity of the meaning of text messages also arises 

from sarcasm. Walther and D'Addario (2001) suggested that 

an emojis like the ‘wink’ ( ) was sarcastic in nature. Walther 

and D' Addario (2001) added that a mixed text message 

which contains incongruent valence of texts and emoticons 

could create the sarcastic meanings, suggesting that sarcasm 

in a message mostly occurred in a specific type of sentence 

structure. Using emoticons and texts of different valences to 

create various congruent and incongruent combinations in a 

message, Aldunate et al. (2018) showed that incongruent 

messages (i.e. that a positive message paired with negative 

emoticon or a negative message paired with positive 

emoticon) had a higher tendency to be inferred affectively as 

negative. Lo (2008) suggested that the incongruent valence 

of emoticons alone can alter the perceived mood from 

positive to negative. These studies suggest that incongruent 

use of emoticons in messages creates sarcasm in messages 

and arouse negative inferences. 

However, the above studies failed to acknowledge the 

effects of emojis which are inferred with a neutral affect.  

Novak et al. (2015) posited that the valence of specific emojis 

(e.g.  and ) are more neutral, rather than positive or 

negative—analysis of emojis should not be limited to positive 

or negative valence; but the focus should be shifted in order 

to study the impact of neutral emojis. This viewpoint inspires 

the current study to investigate the impact of neutral emojis 

as follows. 

The Present Study 
We aim to investigate how participants infer the valence of 

text messages of different combinations of emojis and texts. 

In particular, this study examines (1) how the mood of 

messages are inferred if people saw an emoji of mood that is 

incongruent with the text message, and; (2) the impact of 

ambiguity on mood inference of text messages when the text 

is paired with a neutral emoji. We speculate that the valence 

of the emojis alone cannot alter the valence of message, but 

the interaction between texts and emojis jointly influence the 

perceived valences of messages when the mood of the emoji 

is inferred as neutral. With the increased tendency of using 

emojis, the study also shifts the focus on the use of emojis 

instead of emoticons like in earlier versions of similar studies. 

 

Methodology 
Participants 

A total of 30 individuals (14 males and 16 females) aged 

between 18 to 35 were recruited to participate in the 

experiment. All targeted participants were millennials, who 

all were identified having a high frequency of social media 
and networking use (Fry, 2016). All the individuals were 

native Cantonese speakers without any psychiatric disorders, 

and had normal or corrected visions. 

Materials 
The stimuli of this study were chosen by validating the 

emotional intensity of both the situational sentences and 

emojis that are commonly used in the Hong Kong context in 

the initial pilot phase. Participants indicated their feelings, 

attitudes or perceptions toward each sentence and emoji 

presented to them by a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very negative 

and 5 = very positive). In the first part of the pilot, 

participants rated 60 situational sentences extracted from 

instant messages and social media platforms. 30 situational 

sentences were chosen which were categorized to 

demonstrate positive and negative situations. For the second 

part, 33 emojis were preliminary shortlisted according to 

Novak et al. (2015). The emojis were also selected to 

demonstrate positive, negative or neutral emotion and to be 

rated by participants for validation. 

After conducting the pilot survey, the situational 

sentences and emojis that were associated with low value of 

item-total correlation were removed to maintain a high level 

of internal consistency of the emotional intensity. The 

Cronbach's alphas for 24 items of both positiveness and 

negativeness of situational sentences were .89 and .87 

respectively. The positive and negative emojis were found to 

be highly reliable (of α = .79 and .73  respectively). Shrigley 

and Koballa (1984) advised that mean scores ranging from 

2.5 to 3.5 in a 5-point Likert scale were recommended as a 

guide to determine the neutral point. However, the 

Cronbach's alphas of neutral emojis was not reliable (α = .23), 

suggesting that participants’ perception towards this group of 
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emojis were more ambiguous rather than neutral, 

demonstrating a large variance (M = 2.97; SD = 0.80). 

Concerning a better understanding of this study, the neutral 

emojis were suggested to be renamed as ambiguous/neutral. 

Procedures 
Participants first filled out a questionnaire to provide 

information of their background, which includes frequency 

of electronic networking usage, the type of the social media 

platforms frequently, age and gender.  

In the experimental trials, procedures were adopted from 

Novak et al. (2015) in which the experimental trials were 

structured by presenting a situational text message, followed 

by an emoji. Each stimulus was comprised of a randomized 

valence of a situational sentence and a randomized valence of 

an emoji. The randomization was designed to create 

congruent, incongruent and ambiguous conditions. Shown in 

Table 1, a 2 × 3 (valence of situational sentences vs valence 

of emojis) metrics was set up to form three conditions of 

equal number of stimulus combinations in each group:  

(1) Congruent [Positive Emoji with Positive Sentence (PP) 

or Negative Emoji with Negative Sentence (NN)] 

(2) Ambiguous [Ambiguous Emoji with Positive Sentence 

(AP) or Ambiguous Emoji with Negative Sentence 

(AN)] 

(3) Incongruent [Positive Emoji with Negative Sentence 
(NP) and Negative Emoji with Positive Sentence (NP)].  

 

Table 1: Congruent, Incongruent and Ambiguous 

conditions 
  Valence of Emojis  

  Positive 
Ambiguous/ 

Neutral 
Negative 

Valence 
of 

Situational 

Sentences  

Positive 
Congruent 

(PP) 
Ambiguous 

(AP) 
Incongruent 

(NP) 

Negative 
Incongruent 

(PN) 

Ambiguous 

(AN) 

Congruent 

(NN) 

 

Each trial starts with an anchor to direct attention to a 

situational sentence on a white background. The situational 

sentence was presented for 1500 ms on the screen, followed 

by an emoji for 500 ms. The participants then saw the cues 

"Positive/ Negative" on the screen, after which, the next trial 

would only appear if a judgment was made by pressing the 

keyboard to indicate whether the sentence was positive or 

negative. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly 

as possible. 

Before the experiment, three fixed practice trials were 

arranged for a better understanding of the actual operation. 

Feedbacks were provided to ensure that the participants were 

familiar to the procedures of the experiment. After the 

practice trials, participants were guided to indicate the 

perceived valence of each message according to their self-

feeling or self-perception. The response time and the answers 

of every presented trial were recorded. The experiment was 

conducted using the psychological test tool E-Prime. 

 

 
Figure 1. Design of the Experiment 

 

Participants also filled in a 50-items Autism-Spectrum 

Quotient (ASQ) to measure their autistic quotient (AQ; see 

Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). Because people with high autistic 

quotient had been shown to demonstrate difficulties 

recognizing other non-verbal emotional information, the AQ 

scores was measured as a control. To control for the effect of 

IQ, the abbreviated nine-item forms of the Raven’s Standard 

Progressive Matrices Test (RSPM) was also administered to 

measure nonverbal intelligence (see Bilker et al., 2012). 

Result 
Response Time 

The result showed no main effect of the emoji type, F(1, 27) 

= 0.481, p = 0.621, a marginal effect of sentence type, F(1, 

27) = 3.947, p = 0.057, and a significant interaction effect 

between emoji and sentence types, F(2, 54) = 4.914, p < 0.05. 

Post hoc t-tests showed that participants responded 

differently in the three conditions: Faster responses were 

recorded in the congruent conditions (in both PP and NN); 

while participants responded slower in the ambiguous 

conditions (i.e. AP and AN), and slowest in the incongruent 

conditions, (i.e. NP and PN). The results suggest that the 

combination of the different valences of emojis and sentences 

influenced the processing time, with longer time to process 

text messages in incongruent and ambiguous conditions 

(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Response time (ms) of difference emoji-

text valence combinations. 

Valence Perception of Text Messages 

Repeated-measures ANOVA on perceived valence of text 

messages revealed a significant main effect of sentence type, 

F(1,27) = 7.271, p < 0.05, and interaction effect between 

emoji and sentence type, F(2,54) = 4.006, p < 0.05. No 

significant main effect was found in the emoji type alone F(2, 

54) = 0.421, p = 0.652. Post hoc t-tests showed that the emojis 

made impacts to the perceived responses whenever emojis 

were combined with different valences of situational 

sentences (see Figure 3).  
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Post-hoc t-tests showed a significant difference only 

between the combinations in the congruent condition (PP vs 

NN), t(29) = 66.983, p < 0.01, and ambiguous conditions (AP 

vs AN), t(29) = 14.142, p < 0.01. No significant differences 

were found in the incongruent condition (PN vs NP), t(29) = 

-1.546, p = 0.133. 

 

 
Figure 3. Probability of choosing ‘Positive’ in 

different emoji-text combinations 

 

Table 2. Post-hoc t-tests of RTs between different 

emoji-text combinations 

 
To further understand the above analyses, one-sample t-

tests showed that participants had varied perceptual 

tendencies in different conditions. They tended to perceive 

positive valences from text messages in PP, t(29) = 47.958, 

p < 0.01, and AP , t(29) = 7.550, p < 0.01; while they tended 

to perceive negative valences in NN, t(29) = -45.531, p < 0.01, 

AN, t(29) = -13.259, p < 0.01, and NP, t(29) = -3.166, p < 

0.01. However, the only condition without a significant effect 

was the PN condition [M = 0.471, SD = 0.289; t(29) = -0.552, 

p = 0.293], suggesting that texts with positive meanings 

induced ambiguous mood inference when paired with an 

incongruent emoji of negative valence. See Figure 4. 

 

Analysis of Covariates 

With the AQ and IQ scores as covariates, the same 

pattern was observed as in the analyses above. However, AQ 

was found to be a significant predictor of the interaction 

effects between sentence and emoji type. Preliminary 

analyses suggests a positive correlation between AQ with 

response time and ambiguous perception of valences in 

incongruent and ambiguous conditions. Specifically, when 

AQ was controlled in the study, no effect was found for 

response time for any of the conditions, whereas an 

interaction effect was still found between emojis and 

sentences type on perceived response, F(2, 42) = 4.006, p < 

0.05. This result suggests that the adults with high AQ scores 

may respond as quickly as the adults with relatively lower 

AQ scores, while the adults with high AQ scores may have 

significant differences to perceive messages. Hence, an 

impact was still found in the perceived responses when AQ 

scores was taken into consideration. However, due to word 

limits, the effect of AQ on the results will be discussed in the 

future as this is not the scope of the current paper. 

 

 
Figure 4. Participants’ perceived responses in the 

three conditions 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
Incongruency with Negative Emoji Promotes Higher 

Probability of Negative Inference 

This study indicated an interaction effect between emoji and 

situational sentence in consideration of RTs and perceived 

valence: Incongruency of the valences between emojis and 

situational sentences led to longer process time then in 
congruent conditions. People tend to hesitate in judgments in 

the when the valences between the emojis and the texts are 

incongruent, requiring a longer time to process the whole 

meaning of the message. This is consistent with previous 

findings that incongruency in text and emoticons promotes 

negative inference when the emoticons had a negative 

valence (Aldunate et al., 2018; Lo, 2008). However, our 

results suggest that people felt more affectively negative 

when they see a negative emoji with a positive sentence (NP) 

than a positive emoji with a negative message (PN). This 

effect may be due to the negative bias people have towards 

messages in which there a higher probability of negative 

inference whenever text messages, either in texts or 

emoticons, contain negative information (Walther & 

D’Addario, 2001). Negative valences in emojis has a stronger 

influence in people’s negative inference of text messages 

because emojis have a strong functional role in indicating the 

pragmatical emotional  meaning in test-based communication 

(Dresner & Herring, 2012). Hence, when people receive the 

incongruent message, the negative valence of emojis 

PP PNNN NPAP AN
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influences the overall valence of messages more strongly, 

orienting towards negative inference in text-based 

conversations. 

Our results also showed that participants had ambiguous 

tendencies to judge the valence of messages in the PN 

condition. This phenomenon is due to “sarcasm”, in which 

messages are perceived to be more sarcastic when they 

comprised of a positive emoticon with texts of negative 

valence (Derks et al. 2008; Derks et al., 2007). The PN 

condition can be categorized as a simple structure in the 

messages to create sarcastic meanings (Thompson & Filik, 

2016; Filik et al., 2015). Moreover, sarcasm can be used as 

buffering for the emotional impact of messages, serving as a 

softening function for criticisms and praises (Dew, Kaplan, 

& Winner, 1995). Hence, inconsistent messages are difficult 

to be understood as the judgment of the message valence will 

be hindered. 

 

Ambiguous/ Neutral Emojis 

In past studies, researchers attempted to investigate the 

impacts of neutral messages by the using pure texts and found 

that emoticons had a function to strengthen the intensity of a 

message (Derks et al., 2008; Thompson & Filik, 2016). 

Complementing their findings, here we showed that neutral 

emojis could also weaken the emotional impact in messages 

with a clear valence.  

Nevertheless, our results also showed a significant 

difference between AP and AN condition, with judgments 

more inclined to the valences of the text. It implies that the 

neutral emoji is not a main element to create the ambiguity of 

a message and does not demonstrate the robust effects of 

changing the valences in messages as incongruent text 

messages do—participants more likely considered the 

valence of the texts for judgments with ambiguous emojis.  

Another limitation of this study is that specific human 

habit in sending instant messages was not studied. Moreover, 

as people have different expressions to communicate in 

instant messages, the sentence structures were not limited to 

one specific type as are more complex in real-life texting. 

Future studies may investigate various complex 

combinations of emojis, pictures and texts in order to gain a 

full picture of how these combinations affect text message 

comprehension in real-life 

To conclude, emojis are performing an important role to 

assist effective communication as they simulate the function 

of non-verbal cues in face-to-face communication. The 

interactions in the perceived valences of emojis and texts 

significantly modulate the perceived meaning, i.e. the 

original meaning vs hidden pragmatic intentions. Even 

though each emoji and word are individually understandable 

in a message, the contextual meaning of the whole message 

can be inferred differently in various combinations of text and 

emojis. The ‘emoji lexicon’ is expanding and more unique 

emojis are created each year which may convey more 

ambiguous valence and meaning. Hence, one should pay 

extra attention when emojis in texting in order to convey 

ideas more effectively and to avoid misunderstanding. 
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How many instances come to mind when making probability estimates?
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Abstract

Sampling-based models, which assume that people remember or simulate instances of events and count outcome propor-
tions to make probability judgments, account for many apparent biases in human judgment. The success of such models
is generally dependent on sample size, as particularly large or particularly small samples are often required for a model
to reproduce effects observed in data. Thus, systematically exploring the actual number of instances that people tend to
sample is an important criterion in evaluating model credibility. Here we propose a method of estimating sample size by
way of inter-judgment variance. We show through model recovery that this method will reliably recover the correct sample
size and subsequently apply the method to two well-supported models of human probability judgment, Probability Theory
Plus Noise and the Bayesian Sampler. Results indicate, in both cases, that human probability judgments are based on a
relatively plausible (¡ 10) number of sampled instances.
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Abstract

Participants show faster and more accurate processing for arbitrary geometrical stimuli if they are paired with a self- rel-
evant label (triangle = you). We ask whether participants only form self associations with specific exemplars (triangle,
circle, square), or whether they analyse the stimuli in terms of visual features, (for e.g. no. of vertices = 3), and can
generalise the learned associations with the entire category of the stimuli (say, all triangles). In our experiments, partici-
pants showed the self referential advantage not only to previously exposed exemplars of the same category, but also novel
stimuli that could be categorised on the basis of similar visual features. Interestingly, they could generalise not only on the
basis of a single rule, but also on the basis of a conjunction of more than one rule. These findings could be extended to
explain social categorisation in the real world through group memberships.
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How People Examine Self/Others Learning History
Jun Ishihara
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Sachiko Kiyokawa
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Abstract

We investigated how people examined the self or anothers learning history using a complex dynamic control task. Thirty-
eight undergraduates were assigned to self or self-as-instructed-other conditions. Participants were asked to perform
the task twice and describe their thinking as they examined the learning history provided in the second session. The
participants in the self condition were provided with their own learning history, whereas those in the self-as-instructed-
other condition were presented with their learning history as if it were anothers. We compared their performance on the
control and structure tests between conditions. The results showed that performance on the control test improved over
sessions regardless of the condition. The results also showed that the participants in the self-as-instructed-other condition
engaged in evaluation or guessing more often than those in the self condition, suggesting that there are differences in how
people examine a persons learning history depending on its source.
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Abstract

When learning to count, children actively engage with a variety
of counting tasks and observe demonstrations by more knowl-
edgeable others. We investigate how a single neural network-
based agent, situated in a multimodal learning environment,
can learn from observing such demonstrations to perform mul-
tiple number tasks such as counting temporally and spatially
distributed objects, and a variant of the give-N task. We find
that i. the agent can learn different tasks that require counting,
ii. learning progresses in similar stages for different tasks, iii.
sequential learning of subtasks aids learning of the full task of
counting spatially distributed objects, and iv. a mechanism for
updating memory when each object is counted emerges from
learning the task. The work relies on generic deep learning
processes in widely used neural network modules rather than
mechanisms specialized for mathematics learning, and pro-
vides an architecture in which aspects of a sense of number
emerge from learning several different number related tasks.

Keywords: mathematical cognition; neural networks; learning
to count; situated multimodal learning.

Introduction

What cognitive mechanisms underlie the development of the

uniquely human concept of natural numbers? Determining

the exact quantity of a set of objects depends on the procedure

of counting, arguably a child’s first socially acquired mathe-

matical skill. The learning process involves the coordination

of two central aspects of natural numbers: ordinality, the po-

sition of an object relative to other objects in an ordered set,

and cardinality, the number of objects in the set (Brainerd,

1973). Although the cognitive mechanisms underlying this

coordination is a topic of ongoing debate (Davidson, Eng, &

Barner, 2012; Alcock et al., 2016), at least three stages of the

conceptual development of natural numbers have been char-

acterized (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Clements & Sarama,

2009): 1) Reciter stage, where children learn to say the cor-

rect sequence of number words, 2) Corresponder stage, where

children start to set the number words in one-to-one corre-

spondence with different kinds of entities, such as objects or

events and 3) Cardinal principle (CP) knower stage, where

children relate the last ordinal number of the counted set to

the cardinality of the set for any given number in their num-

ber list. The CP knower stage is often determined using the

give-N task, where children are asked to give exactly N ob-

jects to a puppet or target position. However, it has recently

been argued that children can master this task in an instru-

mental manner without a full understanding of the concepts

of cardinality or natural numbers, and that the complexity of

learning these concepts has been underestimated (Davidson

et al., 2012).

Children with a fully developed concept of the natural

numbers are expected to generalize the counting procedure

to a) counting several kinds of objects and entities, like tem-

poral events of verbal or motor units (abstraction), b) count-

ing a set of objects in any order (order irrelevance), and c)

an arbitrarily long list of number words (Gelman & Gallistel,

1978; Clements & Sarama, 2009). It is now increasingly ac-

cepted that the abstract concepts of counting and natural num-

bers involve the integration of multiple cognitive and visual-

motor skills, and these concepts are learned through active

exploration of and interaction with the child’s environment.

These explorations and interactions involve multimodal ex-

periences and activities, and include instruction and feedback

from more knowledgeable others (Anghileri, 2000).

One approach to gaining a deeper understanding of the

conceptual development of natural numbers is to develop and

investigate computational models trained on tasks similar to

those that children perform. So far, computational models

of the cognitive processes underlying our concept of num-

ber have predominantly focused on a single counting task or

aspect of the natural numbers in highly abstracted contexts.

Examples include the investigation of how recurrent neural

networks can learn to count temporally distributed features

encoded as a binary string (Wiles & Elman, 1995), and how a

computational system can generalize from a finite list of num-

ber words to a recursive number concept (Piantadosi, Tenen-

baum, & Goodman, 2012). We take inspiration from the idea

that human cognition is rooted in the perceptual and phys-

ical interactions of the learner and others carrying out rele-

vant tasks in a shared external environment (Tran, Smith, &

Buschkuehl, 2017). In this setting, an agent can learn by pre-

dicting the actions and words of others demonstrating how
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to perform learning-relevant tasks such as counting the ob-

jects in a display. Fang, Zhou, Chen, and McClelland (2018)

demonstrated that a recurrent neural network can learn to

count squares arranged in a linear array in this way. Though

a step into exploring the acquisition of number, their network

could be said to have simply acquired a single procedure for

counting objects, rather than an understanding of numbers.

It has been suggested that a sense of number emerges, not

from a moment of insight associated with a principle that

characterizes the meaning of number, but from learning to

carry out a range of different number related tasks (Davidson

et al., 2012). We take inspiration from this idea here, investi-

gating how a neural network model can learn to perform sev-

eral different number-related tasks, sharing the knowledge in

its connections across the tasks. We support the view that the

agent is acquiring aspects of an overall sense of number by

showing that learning in some of the tasks is facilitated by

prior learning of some of the other tasks.

Set-up and Methods

Learning Environment

The virtual learning environment provides an artificial agent

with a multimodal, interactive interface. The agent can re-

ceive commands, express a limited set of words, and has a

simplified, virtual ’hand’ that it can move around and use to

touch, pick up, and release objects. The world is a 4x4 grid

with two binary features at each grid point, one signaling the

presence of an object at the grid location and another signal-

ing the presence of the agent’s hand (Fig. 1). The environ-

ment allows a set of motor and linguistic outputs to the world

and allows teaching signals corresponding to these outputs to

guide learning. The set of motor actions are one-step move-

ments of the hand in 2D space (left,right,up,down), as well as

touch, pick up and release actions. The language output con-

sists of the count words ’one’ to ’nine’, and the word ’Stop’.

Fig. 1: 2-layered visual input - the gray square represents the

hand and the white squares represent the objects to be counted

in the environment.

Task descriptions

The agent was trained on four different tasks commonly used

to investigate number comprehension in children described in

Fig. 2.

Learning system

Demonstration-driven learning We simulate a learning

situation in which the agent observes and predicts the actions

(a) Count all objects: The agent is to touch each object exactly once
and say the corresponding number word as each object is touched.

(b) Count all events: The agent is to say the correct number word
after each flash of a white square in the visual input.

(c) Recite-N: The agent is given an arbitrary number, N, from 1 to 9
as input in the language channel and is to recite the number words
from 1-N and say ’stop’ afterwards.

(d) Give-N: The agent is given an arbitrary number, N, from 1 to 9 as
input in the language channel and is to move N white squares from
an infinite source of white squares in the left upper corner of the en-
vironment to the target in the right upper corner of the environment.
The agent is to say the corresponding number word after each given
square and say ’stop’ after N objects have been moved.

Fig. 2: Description of the four counting tasks and illustra-

tion of a solution process including the visual output and

verbal input. Spoken words are denoted below the image.

White squares represent manipulable objects and the grey

square represents the movable hand. Orange arrows denote

the movement of the hand between time instances.

and words of a teacher performing the counting tasks. For

each time step, the agent receives input specifying the correct

action of the teacher, and adjusts its connection weights based

on its prediction error using backpropagation. The approach

contrasts with reinforcement learning based approaches in

which the environment only sets tasks and provides rewards.

We argue that this approach captures important features of

the environment in which children learn, allows the model

to adopt culturally-defined counting habits, and accords

with evidence that children’s number learning is influenced

by adults’ use of number to refer to items present in the

child’s environment (Gunderson & Levine, 2011). In the

subsequent testing situation, the agent acts autonomously

without feedback, essentially producing motor and language

actions it learned by observing the teacher.

Teaching signal For the count-all-objects task there are

multiple possibilities for which order to count the squares

and which trajectory to take between them. The solving algo-

rithm which provides the teaching signal for our agent always

chooses to count the closest square to its position (measured

by the euclidean distance). If there are several squares equally
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far away, one of them is chosen randomly. The trajectory of

the hand to the aimed object is determined by the relative co-

ordinates between the hand and the aimed square at each time

step. If the horizontal distance between them is larger than the

vertical one, the manipulator will move in the horizontal di-

rection and vice versa. If the horizontal and vertical distance

between them is equal, horizontal movement is prioritized.

The same applies for the trajectories of the give-N task.

Importantly, as discussed below, the scoring of perfor-

mance during assessment is based on adherence to number

principles, rather than the specific actions specified by the

demonstration algorithm.

Fig. 3: Neural Network architecture with multimodal chan-

nels: The output of the visual channel (ConvLSTM) on the

left side and Language Channel (LSTM) on the right side

are concatenated to the multimodal ’Visual-Language’ repre-

sentation, from which the policy for the next motor action is

computed via a fully connected layer (FC); the verbal output

is computed via an additional hidden layer with ReLU and

another FC layer (FCVO). Symbols on the output nodes in-

dicate alternative actions or spoken responses. For the motor

actions, arrows nodes denote the direction of the hand move-

ment, P picking up, R releasing and T touching the object of

the current position of the hand. S represents the word Stop

and the numbers 1-9 the corresponding number words. An

action is executed if the activation of node M exceeds .5, and

a verbal response is produced if the activation of node V ex-

ceeds .5.

Neural Network Architecture The network architecture is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The choice of architecture was motivated

by the required computational capacity to process the com-

plexity of the multimodal sensory input, action space, and

temporal dependencies inherent in the counting tasks. The

network architecture includes two channels, representing a

visual modality and an auditory language modality:

Visual channel: The visual channel is a ConvLSTM

(Xingjian et al., 2015), which takes the 4x4 image as input

and is designed to have the capacity to remember long term

dependencies of the visual input. The ConvLSTM is a version

of an LSTM whose internal structure uses replicated channels

that tile the input space, as in a feed-forward Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN), allowing the network to develop a

spatially structured working memory. In our architecture the

CNN consists of 5 kernels of size 3x3 applied with a stride

of 1 and a zero padding of size 2. A fully connected layer at

the top of the visual channel (FCVC) and a ReLU-activation

function maps the 2D hidden state of the ConvLSTM to a

1D vector with 40 units, consituting the output of the Visual

Channel.

Language channel: The language channel receives the task

instructions encoded in a layer with a total of 20 binary units

(Fig. 4), where the first 5 units encode the verb (action) of

the task instruction, the subsequent 10 units encode the quan-

tifier (1, 2, . . . , 9, ALL) and the last 5 units encode the entity

that is to be counted. Each of these words is one-hot encoded.

To allow for the possibility to extend the instruction vocabu-

lary that can be tested with the same architecture, some of the

units in the task instruction have been left without meaning

(and thus are not shown in Fig. 4 ). The language channel also

receives the network’s full output vector from the last time

step, serving as an ’efference copy’ of the linguistic activa-

tions in the network’s output layer, independently of whether

an overt action was emitted to the environment. These two

vectors are concatenated to form the input to the LSTM. The

data is then processed via a standard LSTM with an internal

vector size of 11 units, with fully connected weights to learn

the LSTM’s gates (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). The

output of the LSTM is also an 11-unit vector.

Output: An intermediary, multimodal ’Visual-Language’

representation with 71 units is produced by concatenating

three vectors: The output from the visual channel, the out-

put from the language channel, and the task instruction vec-

tor. This vector is mapped to the motor action units through a

fully connected layer. The Visual-Language layer is mapped

to the verbal output units via a fully connected layer with

ReLU activation function to a hidden layer of 71 units, then

another fully-connected feed-forward layer. All output units

can take values from 0 to 1 independently (sigmoid activation

function). The most active action is produced if the activation

of the M unit exceeds 0.5, and the most active verbal output

unit is produced if the activation of the V unit exceeds 0.5.

Fig. 4: Concatenated task vector, which is given as input for

the language channel. The vector corresponds to a statement

consisting of an action, a quantifier and an entity and is used

to instruct the agent about what task to perform.
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Learning algorithm The network is trained via supervised

learning with an automatic solving algorithm used to create

the teaching signal. For each time step, the agent predicts the

action of the teaching signal, where the teaching signal de-

cides which action is executed and therefore the next state of

the environment. After each whole trial, the weights of the

neural network are updated using backpropagation to mini-

mize the sum across items in a batch and steps of the ac-

tion sequence of the mean-square-error between the output

vector of the network and the encoded vector for the action

from the teaching signal. This learning measure is indepen-

dent of the actual action which the learning system would take

and thus reflects learning to imitate the actions of the teacher

rather than from feedback on the correctness of its own ac-

tions. The batch size is 8 times the number of tasks to be

learned in the current learning schedule. An epoch of train-

ing is defined as one full forward and backward pass of the

whole batch. Instead of creating a training and test data set

that cover all combinations of the multiple task parameters,

the agent was trained in an ’online’ fashion (Ruciński, Can-

gelosi, & Belpaeme, 2012), where after each trial a new batch

is uniformly drawn from the tasks and the number of entities

to be counted. Moreover, the actual locations of the objects,

the time steps between events and the initial position of the

hand are randomly chosen for each trial. For simulations of

transfer learning in Fig. 7, the network was trained with the

Adam-optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) and a learning rate of

10−2 in early learning stages (until the average loss dropped

to 0.2) and 10−3 for the upcoming epochs in later learning

stages. For all other results presented in this article the net-

work was trained using stochastic-gradient-descent (SGD) as

optimizer and a learning rate of 2× 10−1 for the early and

5×10−3 for later learning stages.

Assessment of performance

In order to assess the development of the networks perfor-

mance on the individual counting tasks described above, net-

work performance was tested every 200 epochs during train-

ing. At each test point the success rate over 20 test trials was

measured for each number from 1 through 9. Depending on

the given task a test trial was considered successful if it ful-

filled the corresponding criteria, such as 1-1 correspondence,

the correct number sequence and having said Stop after the

correct number of counted or given entities.

To test whether the observed effects in the training of the

neural network are statistically significant, the data for the

recorded performance and the transfer effects reported in the

results section are given as the average over 5 independent

training runs. For each run, the neural network received ran-

dom initial weights and unique random training examples.

To aid in assessing the network’s stages of learning, the

variability of the action sequence was measured via the nor-

malized quantity 1−
√

∑i fi, where fi denotes the frequency

of the i-th action relative to the length of the total action se-

quence (Allaj, 2018).

Results

Performance on each counting task

When trained separately on each task, 5 of 5 networks

reached 100% accuracy for all values of N=1 to 9 in both the

count-all-events and the give-N task. For recite-N 1 of 5 net-

works did not master N=1 perfectly, and for count-all-objects,

1 of 5 did not perform perfectly with N=2 to 9. Results from

the runs where mastery did occur are reported in Fig. 5. The

easiest tasks to learn, measured by the number of training

epochs to reach perfect performance averaged over all num-

bers and runs, were the give-N task (M = 1692,SD = 573)

and the recite-N task (M = 1808,SD = 775). In the litera-

ture on human learning, being able to give N items usually

emerges later than counting the number of items in a display.

In our simulations, the give-N task is likely easier to learn

because it put lower demand on visual processing than the

count-all-objects task.

The count-all-events task was the least likely to reach per-

fect performance, and required somewhat more epochs to

learn when it did succeed. The count-all-objects task is the

most complex, since it requires not only visual processing,

but also coordinated action to touch all objects, and develop-

ing 1-1 correspondence between touching objects and recit-

ing number words. Consequently, this task required the most

training epochs (M = 6215,SD = 3201) to reach perfect per-

formance.

To see whether a single network has the capacity to learn all

tasks, we trained the model on all four counting tasks simul-

taneously using interleaved learning. Performance reached

near perfect levels for all tasks except the count-all-objects

task, which only reached 80% success rate for counting

one object, and showed declining performance for increasing

numbers.

The results reported above as well as those reported be-

low were obtained with the parameters described in Meth-

ods. In work to be reported elsewhere, we have subsequently

achieved reliable learning of all four single tasks as well as

reliable learning of all tasks simultaneously. To achieve this,

we added a drop-out rate of 40% to the ’Visual-Language rep-

resentation’ layer (excluding the task vector), increased its

number of units from a total of 71 to 93, omitted the last hid-

den layer before the verbal output and trained the network

with the same optimizer and learning rates as described in

Methods for the transfer learning.

Stages of skill development

Although the counting tasks are all different, the underlying

abstract counting principle to be learned remains the same.

We asked if there are similarities in what the network learns

across the separate tasks. For the three tasks requiring the

establishment of 1-1 correspondence between number words

and objects or events (count-all-objects, give-N, and count-

all-events), we observed a common stage-wise progression

of skill acquisition. To illustrate this common structure in

the learning development for different tasks, we recorded the
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Fig. 5: Number of training epochs before the network suc-

cessfully solved the task for each number in 5 different runs.

Each data point is shown as grey dots. Box plots show quar-

tiles and mean as blue dot.

success rate for the corresponding sub-skills during training.

First, the network learned to respond with the same action

for any input. For instance, it might respond with 7 for ev-

ery time step in the count-events task. In Fig. 6 this can

be seen as an initial drop in action variability as the agent

adopts a stereotypical response pattern for all numbers (green

lines). Second, the network increased its response variabil-

ity while gradually acquiring one-to-one correspondence be-

tween number words and the appearance or touching of the

entities to be counted (blue lines in Fig. 6), but typically

used the same number word for all entities. Third, one num-

ber at a time, the agent learned to produce number words in

the correct order (red lines in Fig. 6). The emergence of

the number words in the correct order likely results from the

fact that smaller numbers must be traversed when counting to

larger numbers, so the network receives more practice with

the smaller numbers, even though it is assessed on its ability

to count to each of the numbers equally often.

Sequential learning and transfer

Children typically learn the number-word sequence before

other counting-related tasks. We asked how a similar se-

quencing of the counting subtasks would affect learning in

the artificial agent, and compared the skill acquisition of a

network trained on the count-all-objects task from scratch to

a network that was pretrained either a) on the recite-N task or

b) to touch all objects exactly once, and subsequently trained

on the count-all-objects task interleaved with the other sub-

task.

The comparison showed that pretraining significantly de-

creased the training time to perfect performance in the count-

all-objects task (Fig. 7 and Table 1). The effect of pretraining

the network to touch all objects was particularly strong (Fig.

7, center panel), likely reflecting that touching all objects

places similar demands on the network as counting all ob-

jects. One such demand is remembering which objects have

already been counted - a function we look at in more detail in

Fig. 6: Illustrations of learning stages for individual simula-

tions of the count-all-events (top), give-N (center) and count-

all-objects (bottom) tasks. Each line of the same color cor-

responds to a separate number of entities given in the task

vector for each task.

the next section. A similar transfer effect was also observed

for the count-all-events task after pretraining the network on

the recite-N task.

Emergence of a memory mechanism

A major cognitive challenge during the development of

counting is achieving 1-1 correspondence between the num-

ber words and the counted entities (Alibali & DiRusso, 1999).

Among other things, this task requires the learner to count

each item exactly once. Employing a fixed pattern of pro-

ceeding through the tiles in the array (e.g. proceeding across

the top row, then down and back across the second row, etc.)

would solve this subtask, but would not be efficient, espe-

cially when there is only a small number of items to count.

Another way to meet this challenge is to mentally mark ele-

ments in an internal representation as elements are counted.

In our setting this may be more demanding than the cog-

nitive ’set difference’ operation proposed in (Piantadosi et

al., 2012), where items are simply removed from an ordered
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Pretrained task # of epochs to learn

to count all objects (M±STD)

From Scratch 5390±1730

Recite-N 1963±1089 (t = 9.9, p < 10−10)

Touch-all-objects 1207±1101 (t = 13.5, p < 10−10)

Table 1: Number of epochs, averaged over 5 runs and all the

numbers 1-9, required to learn to count all objects for differ-

ent conditions of pretraining the neural network. The t- and

p-values given with respect to the mean values for the simu-

lations, where the model has been trained from scratch.

Fig. 7: Comparison of the learning development for the

’Count all objects’-task when the task is learned from scratch

(top), when the computational system is pretrained to touch

all objects exactly once (center) and when it has been pre-

trained to recite the number words (bottom). Each line shows

the average over 5 simulations. The numbers on top of the

graphs denote the number of training epochs it took for all 5

simulations to achieve perfect performance for that particular

number.

list, because in our case the positions of the objects already

counted must be considered to avoid counting them again. In

order to understand how the neural network keeps track of

objects it has already counted, we plotted the internal state of

all layers of the ConvLSTM as the trained agent solved the

count-all-objects task. We observed that one of the five in-

ternal long term memory cells acts like a memory of counted

object positions: A the beginning of the task, all units of the

memory cell are turned off. The unit corresponding to the po-

sition of the agent turns on, but turns off again as the agent

moves. Each time the agent counts an object, the unit at that

object’s position stays on for the rest of the simulation (Fig.

8). A comparison of the visual input and the memory cell

state will provide information about where uncounted objects

are, and if all objects have been counted. Intriguingly, this

implementation of a memory operation is not shown to the

network; instead it emerges as it learns through anticipating

the demonstrated action sequences.

Fig. 8: Visual input and the activity of one of the five inter-

nal memory cells in the ConvLSTM when the trained system

counts objects. Each time the agent counts an object, the cor-

responding unit in the memory cell turns on and stays on for

the rest of the simulation. Symbols and colors as in Fig.2.

Discussion

A fully generalized concept of counting involves applying the

counting procedure in a diverse range of settings. We inves-

tigated how a neural network model composed of standard

architectural components can learn several counting-related

tasks. Learning progressed in similar stages for tasks with

distinct properties, like whether the entities to be counted

were temporally or spatially distributed, and whether the

agent had to move around to count objects or not. The com-

mon pattern of skill development may suggest that the net-

work learned abstract features of counting that are common

to all counting tasks.

This interpretation is consistent with the observation that

the time required to learn a task like counting all objects was

substantially reduced if the network was first trained to recite

the number list or touch all objects. At the same time, we

found that it was hard using initial parameters for the network

to learn all tasks simultaneously, and when it succeeded in

doing after refinement, successful learning of all tasks in the

same network required extra training time. Future work will

seek to understand this observation further. One possibility is

that it reflects a case where a cumulative approach, building
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from simpler component skills, is a better way to promote

overall mastery.

In the count all objects task, the network learned an in-

ternal representation that could be updated as objects were

touched and counted. The network developed a dynamic rep-

resentation of the objects from which the objects were ”men-

tally tagged” as they were touched and counted. The learning

of such task-specific constituent operations contrasts with the

idea of drawing on a hardwired general-purpose mechanism

such as ’working memory’ when solving cognitive tasks and

may be part of the explanation for why learning genuinely

new concepts is so effortful and time consuming.

An understanding of natural numbers and the counting pro-

cedure may emerge from the gradual acquisition and inte-

gration of different number-related skills (Davidson et al.,

2012). The model we investigated reused previously learned

number-related representations when it was trained in a se-

quential manner on a new task. However, the tasks it can per-

form do not encompass all of the number-related tasks that

contribute to an understanding of number. There is clearly

more to capture. Our initial progress inspires us to envision

extending the approach to other tasks considered crucial to an

understanding of natural numbers.

A natural extension would be to numbers larger than nine.

For larger numbers, children learn to generate number words

according to the place value system (Clements & Sarama,

2014). Mastery of this system takes several years of prac-

tice in an educational setting and is closely tied to the process

and concept of organizing objects into groups of ten (Van de

Walle, Karp, & Bay-Williams, 2013). Integrating the count-

ing procedure for larger numbers with a corresponding group-

ing of physical objects into sets of ten would be a milestone

for the computational modeling of the cognitive development

of number and the place value concept.

Number estimation may be a potential source of intuition

about number and number can also be related to positions,

distances, and magnitudes. Incorporating numerosity esti-

mation and number-position coordination tasks, as well as

more explicit discourse about the links between the last num-

ber reached when counting a set of items and the number of

items in the set as determined in other ways, could contribute

further to the emergence of an integrated understanding of

number. For this, a more fully developed language input-and-

output system (based on immersion in a rich natural language

context) would likely be an essential ingredient. It is also

likely that exploring these issues will reveal other essential

ingredients that inform the concept of natural numbers.
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Abstract

Systems of nominal classification act as a functional means of categorisation, yet the number and type of categories
within these systems vary considerably across languages. The impact of vastly different classification systems on the
cognitive representations of concepts is intriguing. We designed a suite of experiments to compare classifier systems in six
Oceanic languages, chosen because their inventory of classifiers ranges from two to 23. Effective categorisation needs to
be informative to maximise communicative efficiency, but also simple to minimise cognitive load. Our sample languages
allow us to investigate the trade-off between the two principles of informativeness and simplicity to shed light on the
relative optimality of their classification systems. Results from 122 participants across three experiments (free listing,
card sorting, video vignettes) indicate that cognitive salience varies as a function of classifier inventory. We discuss the
implications of these results for the nature of nominal classification.
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Abstract

This experiment explored how attributions of agency to the Earth (psychological and vitalist) and design-based views of
nature impact adults degree of environmental concern. Undergraduates (N=133) were randomly assigned to watch different
videos. In the Person condition, the video described the Earth as a person with beliefs and desires. In the Animal condition,
the Earth was described as a living being with non-intentional survival goals. The Control condition described the Earth
as a physical-mechanical object. No significant differences were found between conditions in psychological attributions
to the Earth. However, analyses controlling for condition, gender and design attributions revealed a significant interaction
between the Person Condition and psychological attributions to the Earth (=.29, p¡0.01): Relative to the Animal condition,
participants in the Person condition who described the Earth in more psychological ways also had harsher judgements of
environmentally damaging acts. Analyses of the biocentric nature of these justifications are still ongoing.
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Abstract

In this project we show how the cognitive processes, and the learning patterns, of participants performing a typical
multiple-cue learning (MCL) task is affected by the format (numeric or verbal) of the cues and the criterion. In two
experiments we investigated the hypothesis that the reliance on linear additive integration in MCL-tasks is especially
pronounced when cues are presented in a numeric rather than verbal format. The results support the hypothesis. With
numeric cues, we replicate previous findings supporting a systematic shift from cue-abstraction and additive integration
of cues when the task is additive, to reliance on exemplar memory when the task is non-additive. However, when cues
are verbal, no systematic shift in cognitive process is evident, with participants in general relying on exemplar memory
regardless of the task structure. Consequently, the numerical format is advantageous for learning in the additive task but
at times disadvantageous in the non-additive task.
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Abstract

Using a novel dataset from the TopCoder platform we investigate solvers search for solutions as well as the role of expertise
in shaping their problem solving process. We find that while some solvers on the platform do act according to the win-
stay, lose-shift rule, skilled solvers are less likely to rely on this meta-heuristic. Somewhat counter-intuitively we find that
experts make more smaller changes, that is, they change their solutions more often than non-experts, but when they do,
they make smaller changes. This can be explained by the fact that experts seem to be able to come up with a good problem
representation early on, that doesnt require large adjustments.
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Abstract

Imagine discussing yesterdays dinner with a friend: It wasn’t particularly tasty. Your friend concurs, it was very salty!
Thinking you were talking about the appetizer (which wasnt salty at all), youre forced to reconsider which course your
friend was talking about. Was the appetizer salty to her? Was she talking about the main course? People encounter mis-
understandings in everyday conversation, yet quickly and seamlessly resolve them. How people do this is an explanatory
challenge: the thing being talked about (i.e., the referent) is often not physically present during the conversation. Hence,
theres no easy way for interlocutors to establish common ground via ostensive signaling (e.g., by pointing at the dish). We
develop a model of speakers that use pragmatic reasoning to infer the referent inferred by listeners. We explore the perfor-
mance of this model using agent-based simulated conversations. The results imply necessary and sufficient conditions for
successful updating.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the emergence and development of
children’s ability to adapt their information search to different
goals. In Study 1, 3- to 7-year-olds had to decide whether to
study the arms or legs of two monsters to predict which would
succeed at a throwing vs. jumping challenge. Children’s abil-
ity to adaptively select the relevant piece of information and
tailor their search to the given goal increased with age, surpass-
ing chance level around 4;6. Study 2 investigated additional
adaptation to distributions of, e.g., long arms in the search do-
main. Preliminary results confirm the observed developmental
trend in search adaptiveness and effectiveness, suggesting an
ability to tailor information search to the relevant distributions
in the environment. These studies provide first insights into
the development of adaptive information search given complex
goals, deepening our understanding of this key aspect of learn-
ing, judgment and decision-making.
Keywords: information search; ecological learning; decision
making; adaptiveness

Introduction
We all probably have some high school memories (or night-
mares, depending on how popular and/or sporty you were)
of those PE classes where you were supposed to pick or be
picked by classmates and make teams for volleyball, soc-
cer and so on. Putting together a good, successful team can
be challenging: Who is good at this game? Should you go
for particularly strong, fast or smart individuals—or maybe
for good team players? What players should be assigned to
which positions? What skills are important to be considered
depends on the game, and to be effective in finding the best
players one must tailor one’s information search to a specific
goal (e.g. make a volleyball rather than a soccer team) by
querying the most relevant skills. In this project we investi-
gate whether 3- to 10-year-old children adapt their informa-
tion search to a given goal to maximize search effectiveness.

Are children effective when searching for
information?
The developmental trajectory of information search has been
first investigated using the information board paradigm, in
which children are asked to make a choice between several
options (e.g., bicycles) based on a set of cues (e.g., state of
repair, gears or color) that they can look up. These studies

have shown strong developmental improvements in search
efficiency between 7 and 14 years, with younger children
attending more often to irrelevant cues and searching in a
less systematic and more exhaustive manner than older chil-
dren (Davidson, 1991a, 1991b, 1996; Gregan-Paxton & John,
1997; Gregan-Paxton & John, 1995; Howse, Best, & Stone,
2003).

More recent work also suggests that children younger than
10 years do not adapt their search based on probabilistic or
deterministic information about which cues are most reliable.
For instance, in a series of studies by Betsch and colleagues,
children had to predict where a treasure was hidden, and
query informants whose reliabilities were quantified as pro-
portion correct over past predictions (probabilistic reliability,
Betsch, Lehmann, Jekel, Lindow, & Glöckner, 2018; Lang
& Betsch, 2018; see also Lindow & Betsch, 2018 on deter-
ministic reliability). Only from around age 10 did children
start to select reliable cues more often, while still below adult
performance. Introducing search costs or providing feedback
did not motivate more efficient information search (Lindow
& Betsch, 2019).

However, search adaptiveness and effectiveness seem to
emerge much earlier in life. Infants already preferentially
explore surprising events (Stahl & Feigenson, 2015) and di-
rect attention to events that are neither too chaotic nor too
homogeneous, so learning is optimally supported (Kidd, Pi-
antadosi, & Aslin, 2012). A growing body of literature also
suggests that preschoolers are more likely to explore when
presented with confounded evidence—that is, when they are
uncertain about the causal mechanism at work (e.g., Cook,
Goodman, & Schulz, 2011; Schulz, Gopnik, & Glymour,
2007)—or when they face evidence that violates their prior
beliefs (e.g., Bonawitz, van Schijndel, Friel, & Schulz, 2012;
Legare, Gelman, & Wellman, 2010). Toddlers and preschool-
ers are already able to make informative interventions to dis-
ambiguate the causal structure of a system, both in an exper-
imental setting and during spontaneous play (Schulz et al.,
2007; Kushnir & Gopnik, 2005; Cook et al., 2011; Sim, Ma-
hal, & Xu, 2017), and the efficiency of these interventions
increases with age (McCormack, Bramley, Frosch, Patrick,
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& Lagnado, 2016). Indeed, research suggests that children
are ecological learners from a very early age, able to adapt
their information search and hypothesis testing strategies to
different characteristics of the presented task, such as its sta-
tistical structure (Ruggeri, Swaboda, Sim, & Gopnik, 2019;
Ruggeri, Sim, & Xu, 2017; Ruggeri & Lombrozo, 2015).

The present paper
Building on the contradictory findings reviewed above, we
investigate whether children tailor their information search to
a given goal and the statistical structure of the environment
to maximize efficiency. To this end, we developed a simpler
version of the information board paradigm discussed above.
In Study 1, 3- to 7-year-old children (N = 105) were asked
to predict which of two monsters would succeed at a given
game (throwing a ball into a bucket or jumping a hurdle). To
do that, they had to decide whether to reveal the monsters’
arms or legs, knowing that monsters needed long arms to hit
the bucket, and long legs to jump the hurdle. In Study 2, for
which data collection is still ongoing, we aimed to replicate
and extend Study 1, using a similar task to investigate whether
3- to 10-year-old children would also adapt their search to the
likelihood distribution of the features in the considered pop-
ulation, that is, how likely a given monster was to have long
arms or legs. Children had to put together a team of two mon-
sters with complementary skills (being good at throwing and
jumping respectively), and were sequentially presented with
monsters drawn from a population in which either both arms
and legs had a 50% chance of being long (uniform condition),
or one of them was only rarely long (skewed condition).

Study 1
Participants
Participants were 105 children (59 female, Mage = 5.03 years;
SD = 13 months) recruited and tested at local museums in
Berlin, Germany. IRB approval was obtained and parents
gave informed consent for their children to participate be-
fore the study. Four additional children were tested but did
not enter the analysis because they were distracted by sib-
lings (n = 2), had watched another child being tested before
(n = 1), or had language difficulties (n = 1).

Design and procedure
Children were presented with the pictures of eight monsters,
two for each possible combination of short versus long arms
and legs (see Figure 1). The experimenter told children that
all monsters liked throwing balls and jumping hurdles, but
that not all monsters were good at these activities. The exper-
imental session consisted of two blocks, presented in coun-

Figure 1: All combinations of long and short arms and legs.

terbalanced order: The jump block and the throw block. Each
block included a familiarization and a test phase with two tri-
als.

Jump block In the familiarization phase, children observed
a short animation of two monsters, one with short and one
with long legs, jumping the hurdle one after another (order
counterbalanced, see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The two animations shown in the jump block.

In the animation, the monster with short legs failed, and
children were told that this is “because its legs are not long
enough. Monsters with short legs are always bad at this
game.” The monster with long legs succeeded and jumped the
hurdle “thanks to its long legs. Monsters with long legs are
always good at this game.” Children were then presented with
two new monsters, one with long and one with short legs, and
were asked to select which monster they thought would man-
age to jump the hurdle. They were told that a correct selection
would be rewarded with a sticker. A short animation of one
monster failing and the other succeeding at jumping over the
hurdle provided children with feedback to their selection.

After this familiarization, children received two test trials.
On each, they saw a hurdle and two monsters with their arms
and legs covered by grey bars, so their length was unknown
(see Figure 3). Children were told that, to win another sticker,
they had to find out which of the two monsters could jump
over the hurdle. To make this decision, children could decide
to reveal either the monsters’ legs or arms.

Figure 3: The display presented in the test phase.

Throw block The structure of the throw block was identical
to that of the jump block. However, here monsters had to
throw a ball into a bucket and long arms were presented as
the critical feature (see Figure 4).

Results
We analyzed children’s information queries in the test tri-
als with a Bayesian Generalized Linear Mixed Model with
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Figure 4: The two animations shown in the throw block.

a binomial link function. This model predicts the probabil-
ity of querying the relevant (score 1) vs. irrelevant informa-
tion (score 0) in each trial given the participant characteris-
tics age and gender, and the trial characteristics of relevant
body part (legs or arms), number of trial within block (first
or second, to check for potential learning across trials of the
same block), and block (first or second, to check for potential
learning across blocks and hence, between the arm and leg
domain). We added varying intercepts for each subject, since
we collected several observations per child.

We compared the fit and predictive power of this model
to alternative models using the Widely Applicable Informa-
tion Criterion (WAIC; McElreath, 2016), which estimates the
expected fit to new, out-of-sample observations. Alternative
models included one in which the predictor age is missing,
one in which trial number within block is missing, and one in
which both are missing. The full model proved to be clearly
best for predicting new observations in this experiment (dif-
ference to the next best model in WAIC: 13.7; SE of the dif-
ference: 7.6).

The model reveals that children’s performance improved
from chance level at age 3 to close to ceiling at age 7 (see Fig-
ure 5 (a)). Children’s performance reliably exceeded chance
level from around age 4.5 years, as indicated by the lower
bound of the 95% Highest Posterior Density Interval (HPDI)
of the model prediction of their mean score.

We also observed interesting patterns in children’s re-
sponses. First, they had a higher average probability of
responding correctly to the second trial within each block
(χ2(1,210)= 13.77; p< .001), indicating a tendency either to
learn, or to apply a strategy of switching upon failure (see Fig-
ure 5 (b)). Second, however, children did not seem to transfer
their improvement from the first block (i.e., first body part)
to the second. That is, they failed to generalize between task
domains, shown by a drop in performance from trial 2 to 3
(χ2(1,105) = 10.86; p < .001).

More precisely, children’s response patterns suggest a
qualitative developmental shift from randomness to adaptive
competence. To illustrate this transition, we categorized chil-
dren’s patterns as follows: Rigid responders did not ever
change their responses, querying arms or legs four times;
Slow adapters responded incorrectly to the very first trial, but
were successful in all subsequent trials; and Adaptive respon-
ders were correct in all four trials. All other response patterns
fell into the Other category. This category encompasses ten
different observed response patterns.

As Figure 6 shows, the Slow adapting and Adaptive re-

sponse patterns become more frequent with age, whereas the
non-adaptive ones decline. Splitting the sample at the age
median, the ratio of the two adaptive patterns versus all other
ones compared across the two resulting age groups shows
a clear development towards adaptiveness (χ2(1,105) =
11.66, p < .001).

When simulating new observations from the model and
manipulating the covariates gender, body part and block in
turn, we found no differences in the mean outcome scores.
More precisely, in the middle of the age range, gender ac-
counted for a .03 difference between female and male partic-
ipants’ mean scores (which, recall, can range from 0 to 4);
body part (arms vs. legs averaging over block orders) ac-
counted for .14 and block (first vs. second) for .10.

Discussion of Study 1
Results from Study 1 show that children’s adaptiveness, i.e.,
their ability to select the most relevant piece of information
and to tailor their search to the given goal, steadily increased
with age, becoming reliably better than chance at age 4.5.

Their increasing selectivity and adaptiveness is also re-
flected in a developmental shift in children’s response pat-
terns, which between 3 and 5 years show signs of goal in-
sensitivity. In this age range, 64% of the children either did
not adapt their search behavior to the different given goals,
or showed altogether unsystematic response patterns. From
age 5, however, children already started to reliably adapt their
strategies to achieve effectiveness. This result is in alignment
with prior work finding that young children can identify and
target the information they need (e.g., Schulz et al., 2007;
Ruggeri & Lombrozo, 2015). The stark contrast with pre-
vious work on cue-based decision making, which found in-
effective search even in much older children (Betsch et al.,
2018; Lang & Betsch, 2018; Lindow & Betsch, 2018, 2019),
could be explained by the much lower memory and other in-
cidental demands made by our elementary version of the in-
formation board paradigm.

Also, note that the apparent increase in Other response pat-
terns in 6-year-olds (nine children total, Figure 6) is domi-
nated by the pattern “( | − )”. These may plausibly be
more cases of Slow adapting, although strictly speaking, this
pattern is also compatible with two correct guesses and a shift
upon error.

In Study 2 we modified the game developed in Study 1
to make it more computationally complex and ecologically
valid. In particular, we added the need to adapt not only to
a goal, but also to the statistical structure of the population
from which participants sampled the monsters.

Study 2
Participants
Data collection for this study is ongoing. The current sam-
ple includes 26 participants (10 female, Mage = 6.53 years;
SD = 7.9 months), tested at a local museum in Berlin, Ger-
many. For the targeted age span, 4;0 to 10;0 years, we plan to
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Figure 5: (a) Points: observed correct information searches out of four trials. Line: model predictions with 95% Highest Posterior Density
Interval. These predictions are for any new random participant completing four trials under the same conditions as the 105 actual participants,
i.e., including variation from age, block (first or second), trial within block (first or second) and body part (arms or legs). These predictions
show an increase in identifying relevant information across development. (b) The observed proportion of correct responses in trial 1–4 by age
group.

test 30 children for each year, projecting completion of data
collection in May 2020.

IRB approval was obtained and parents gave informed con-
sent before the study for their children to participate. One ad-
ditional participant was excluded from analysis due to exper-
imenter error. We introduced a condition manipulation and
of the 26 total participants so far, we tested 15 in the Skewed
condition and eleven in the Uniform condition.

Materials
The materials for Study 2 are outlined in Figure 8. Children
dealt with a monster population that consisted of 16 (uniform
condition) or 15 (skewed condition) physical monster cards.
On each card, an individual monster was depicted, whose fea-
tures (arms and legs) were hidden and could be revealed by
pulling up and/or down two flaps (see Figure 8). A laptop
with an attached but otherwise inert box (“the monster card
reader”) served to show the success or failure of monsters in
the two activities upon putting a card on the box. A printed
picture of a bucket and a hurdle showed two empty slots on
each of which a card could be put.

The necessary size and feature distribution of the popula-
tion in the two conditions was determined by computer sim-
ulations to ensure both noticeable distribution differences be-
tween conditions and a manageable total number of cards.

Design and procedure
The experimental session consisted of an activity familiar-
ization phase, a population familiarization phase and the test
phase.

Activity familiarization phase Children were familiarized
with the functional relationship between body features and
skills as in Study 1 (i.e., only monsters with longs arms are
good at throwing; only monsters with long legs are good
at jumping). For instance, focusing on arms, the experi-
menter showed one monster with short, and one with long
arms and put them onto the “card reader”, upon which the
laptop showed an animation of the same monster being (un-
)successful at throwing. In a comprehension check, children
had to select a monster that would be successful. All chil-
dren passed the comprehension check in the first trial. They
were then given eight (uniform condition) or ten (skewed con-
dition) small stickers. Children in the skewed condition re-
ceived more stickers to compensate for the additional queries
they typically required to finish the task.

Population familiarization phase Children were pre-
sented with the population of monster cards, each featuring
short or long arms and short or long legs. Crucially, children
were assigned to one of two conditions. In the Uniform con-
dition, any monster picked at random had a 50% chance of ex-
hibiting long or short arms or legs. In the Skewed condition,
one of the features was long for only 3 out of the 15 monsters
(e.g., only 3 monsters had long arms), while the other fea-
ture was uniformly distributed. To help children learn the dis-
tribution of features across the population, the experimenter
asked them to sort the monsters in two stacks according to the
length of their legs and arms (order counterbalanced). At the
end of each sorting task, the experimenter pointed out that
both stacks were the same size and long and short arms (or
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Figure 6: Response patterns binned into age groups and coded into
four main categories. “Adaptive”: full adherence to what informa-
tion is necessary at each point. “Slow”: adaptive from the second
trial. “Rigid”: choosing the same body part four times (two pos-
sible patterns). “Other”: all other patterns. Note: we categorized
“( | − )” as Other because this pattern, while 75% correct,
is also compatible with two guesses (as in Rigid) and one simple
switch upon error.

legs) were present equally often (uniform condition), or that
the piles differed in size, so that one feature was really hard
to find (skewed condition).

arms

legs

SkewedUniform

long

short

Figure 7: Illustration of the two distributions used in the two condi-
tions. In Skewed, one feature is more frequent in its short form and
the long form is hard to find.

Test phase Children were told that they had to pick mon-
sters, one thrower and one jumper, for their team, and that if
at the end of the game both their thrower and jumper were
successful, they would be rewarded with one large sticker.
Also, children learned that they could keep those small stick-
ers that they did not spend in the game. Then the features on
the monster cards were hidden by pushing the flaps in, the
cards were shuffled, and laid out in a grid.

At every turn, children had a subset of the following four
options: they could (1) query the monster’s arms if they were
hidden; (2) query the monster’s legs if they were hidden; (3)
assign the current monster card to their team as a thrower or

A

B

C

D

E

F

G H

Figure 8: The setup of Study 2 seen from above: (A) the goal
picture showing open slots next to a hurdle and bucket; (B) endowed
small stickers; (C) child; (D) monster cards; (E) experimenter; (F)
camera; (G) paper bin; (H) laptop with “card reader”. Lower left:
schema of a monster card.

jumper; or (4) discard the current monster card into the paper
bin and draw a new one from the population. Options (1) and
(2) required children to pay one small sticker each and put it
into the paper bin (see Figure 8). Actions could not be undone
(e.g., a discarded monster could not be considered again).

We recorded each session on camera and coded children’s
decisions from the videos.

Results
First, we analyzed children’s sensitivity for relevance, which
conceptually replicates what we tested in Study 1. In this ver-
sion of the game, an irrelevant feature is one related to the
activity for which a monster has already been chosen, e.g.,
querying arms when the thrower position has already been
filled. Across conditions, children targeted irrelevant cues
only in a small proportion of those situations in which it was
possible (11.8%).

Second, we analysed whether children adapted their search
to the likelihood distributions of the features in the population
they were presented with. If children are sensitive and tailor
their search to the base rate of the given features, they should
approach the search task differently across the two condi-
tions. In particular, upon learning in the Skewed condition
that, for example, long arms are rare, children’s information
search should optimally focus on arms first. Indeed, 12 out of
15 children in the Skewed condition first queried the arms of
the first considered monster, compared to 3 out of 11 children
in the Uniform condition (χ2(1,26) = 7.23, p = .007). We
also calculated for each child the frequency of cards on which
they queried the arms first, across all those cards inspected
while both positions still had to be filled. This analysis sug-
gests that children’s prioritization of the rare cue weakens af-
ter the first card, with an average 46% of total first queries
per card in the Skewed condition targeted at arms, compared
to 36% in the Uniform condition. Children in the Skewed
condition ended up assigning their jumper before the thrower
nearly consistently (with one exception in 15 children). This
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way, they prevented situations in which the rare feature would
at the same time be irrelevant, thus making analysis of an in-
teraction between cue relevance and likelihood impossible.
Of all 26 children, 24 finished the game with correct choices
of monsters in their teams, one child assigned a short-armed
thrower, one a short-legged jumper.

Discussion of Study 2

In Study 2, we modified the task to replicate and extend the
results from Study 1. In particular, we further investigated
whether children adapt their information search to the likeli-
hood distribution of the features in the considered population,
e.g., how likely a given monster was to have long arms.

The initial data collected suggest a replication of the results
of Study 1: Children showed a strong preference for relevant
over irrelevant cues. In addition, they responded adaptively
to a skewed distribution of the feature of interest in the envi-
ronment.

General Discussion

The present studies introduce a novel approach to investi-
gate adaptive pre-decisional information search in early child-
hood. Thanks to our simplified paradigm, we were able to
show for the first time that children as young as 5 are already
able to dynamically adapt their cue search to the given goal:
They are more likely to query the features that are most rel-
evant for the decision to be made, additionally taking into
account the likelihood distributions of such features across
the population considered. More research is needed to fully
trace the emergence and developmental trajectory of goal-
adaptive search. First, we cannot exclude that an even simpler
paradigm would be able to capture an even earlier emergence
of goal adaptiveness, for example operationalized as selective
attention or gaze allocation in infants.

Second, so far research has investigated adults’ and chil-
dren’s ability to adapt their search to different goals focusing
on only a handful of goal-related features. However, many
other characteristics of real-world goals can impact the effec-
tiveness of our search, more or less directly. In a new line of
research, we are currently exploring how information search
is impacted, more or less explicitly or intentionally, by social
goals, and how this impact can differ developmentally. On the
one hand, are people more effective in their search when the
risk of making the wrong move is high—when they need to
find the cheater in their team or the mole in their company, or
when trying to identify which kind of food is poisonous? On
the other hand, what do people do when search effectiveness
conflicts with social goals—would they be willing to give up
on effectiveness, say, not to be impolite?

Finally, future research should try to go beyond identify-
ing developmental shifts in goal-adaptive search, focusing on
those factors driving such differences, such as children’s abil-
ity to reason with numbers and proportions, or their inhibitory
control.
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Abstract

Much of cognitive science is based on constructing, validating, and comparing formal models of the mind. Whereas
coming up with new and useful models requires expertise and creativity, validating the proposed models and comparing
them against the state-of-the-art mainly requires a systematic, rigorous approach. The task of model validation is therefore
particularly well-suited for the types of automation that have propelled other research fields (cf. impact of bioinformatics
on biology). Here we propose a model benchmarking framework implemented as an open-source Python package named
CogniBench. Given a set of candidate models (which can be implemented in various languages), experimental obser-
vations, and scoring criteria, CogniBench automatically performs model benchmarks and reports the resulting matrix of
scores. We demonstrate the potential of the proposed framework by applying it in the domain of learning and decision
making, which poses unique requirements for model validation.
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Abstract

From founding a new start-up to applying for a big grant, many activities involve pursuing risky goals with stark all-or-
nothing outcomes and high uncertainty about the chances of succeeding in ones goal. These endeavors require patient
perseverance, where time invested towards achieving a rewarding risky goal also implies the opportunity cost of forgoing
safer alternatives, such as working for a reliable wage with immediate rewards. How do people behave when choosing
between such risky endeavors and safe alternatives, where the dynamic nature of the task has implications beyond expected
utility maximization? We present a new experimental paradigm, where by manipulating the relative rewards, task uncer-
tainty, and the success threshold for achieving the risky goal, we are able to identify the environmental factors influencing
perseverance. We then compare human behavior to the optimal strategy, along with a variety of boundedly rational policies
and heuristics that trade-off efficiently between complexity and performance.
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Abstract 

This study investigates interference effects in sentence 
processing. A parade case involves agreement attraction, 
where the processing of a number mismatch between a verb 
and its subject is eased by a number-matching lure (*The 
keytarget to the cabinetslure were rusty), relative to sentences 
where neither noun matches the verb (*The key to the cabinet 
were rusty). Existing accounts claim that this effect reflects 
error-prone retrieval or misrepresentation of the target. 
Recently, a third account has been proposed which claims that 
the contrast between the two configurations reflects increased 
difficulty in the second sentence due to feature overwriting in 
the encoding (both nouns are singular). We provide results 
from two self-paced reading experiments that isolate the 
effects of feature overwriting and attraction by manipulating 
the presence of an agreement cue. Results showed a larger 
difference within the configurations with a cue, which suggest 
that attraction cannot be reduced to feature overwriting. 

Keywords: sentence processing, interference, agreement 
attraction, memory retrieval, feature overwriting, reading times 

Introduction 
Interference effects provide valuable clues about how we 
mentally encode and access linguistic information in working 
memory during language processing (Jäger, Engelmann, & 
Vasishth, 2017). One type of interference effect that has 
received much attention in the sentence comprehension 
literature involves so-called “agreement attraction” (Clifton, 
Frazier, & Deevy, 1999; Pearlmutter, Garnsey, & Bock, 
1999; Wagers, Lau, & Phillips, 2009), where the processing 
of a number mismatch between a verb and its subject is eased 
by a number-matching lure noun (the “attractor”), e.g., (1a), 
relative to equally ungrammatical sentences that lack a 
number-matching noun, e.g., (1b). 
 
(1) a. *The key(target) to the cabinets(lure) unsurprisingly were 

rusty. 
 b. *The key to the cabinet unsurprisingly were rusty. 
 

There are two leading accounts of agreement attraction. 
One account pins the problem on error-prone memory 
retrieval mechanisms (Wagers et al., 2009). On this account, 
the plural verb were in (1) triggers a retrieval process to 
recover an item in memory that matches the cues [+subject] 
and [+plural]. In (1a), this process may erroneously retrieve 

the plural lure, e.g., the cabinets, based on the partial match 
to the [+plural] cue, leading to the false impression that 
agreement is licensed (see also Dillon, Mishler, Sloggett, & 
Phillips, 2013; Lago, Shalom, Sigman, Lau, & Phillips, 2015; 
Tanner, Nicol, & Brehm, 2014; Tucker, Idrissi, & Almeida, 
2015). A competing account suggests that attraction reflects 
misrepresentation of the target subject, rather than 
misretrieval (see Hammerly, Staub, & Dillon, 2019, for a 
review). One version of this account claims that the plural 
feature of the attractor “percolates” up to the target subject, 
spuriously licensing agreement (Bock & Eberhard, 1993; 
Eberhard, 1997; Franck, Vigliocco, & Nicol, 2002; 
Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Semenza, 1995). Another version 
claims that spreading activation of the plural number on the 
attractor triggers agreement (Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock, 
2005).  

Recently, a third account has been proposed. Vasishth and 
colleagues (Vasishth, Jäger, & Nicenboim, 2017) argued that 
the contrast between the sentences in (1) does not reflect 
misretrieval or misrepresentation of the target, but rather 
increased processing difficulty in (1b), relative to (1a), due to 
feature overwriting at the stage of encoding. Vasishth et al. 
point out that whereas the nouns in the attractor-match 
condition (1a) have different number markings (target = 
singular, attractor = plural), the nouns in the attractor-
mismatch condition (1b) are both singular. In this scenario, a 
process known as “feature overwriting” (Nairne, 1990), can 
occur, in which the number feature shared between the items 
becomes degraded, making retrieval of the target (i.e., the 
key) more difficult. This effect constitutes a form of 
interference whereby overlap in features between the target 
and a lure deteriorates the quality of their representations in 
memory, which impedes access to the target, predicting 
processing difficulty in the form of a slow down at the point 
of retrieval, e.g., at the verb. 

The feature overwriting account is attractive because it 
does not require stipulation of any new mechanisms and 
Vasishth et al. (2017) offer an explicit computational model 
of their account that provides a good fit to existing data. 
However, their account misses a key point about agreement 
attraction: comprehenders find the attractor-match condition 
(1a) to be on a par with grammatical agreement, e.g., The key 
to the cabinet(s) is rusty, giving rise to an “illusion of 
acceptability” (Phillips, Wagers, & Lau, 2011). Crucially, the 
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feature overwriting account does not explain why 
comprehenders are fooled into accepting (1a). 

It is difficult to distinguish the competing accounts of 
agreement attraction because the data (e.g., reading times, 
acceptability judgments) underdetermines the underlying 
generative processes, i.e., there are multiple cognitive 
processes that could give rise to the observed behavior. Here, 
we set out to test the predictions of the feature overwriting 
account. Specifically, if the contrast between (1a) and (1b) 
reflects increased processing difficulty due to feature 
overwriting in the attractor-mismatch condition (1b), then the 
same contrast should arise even when the verb does not 
deploy a number cue for retrieval, as in the case with past 
tense verbs, e.g., The key to the cabinets apparently had been 
misplaced. 

This prediction was first extrapolated in Villata et al. 
(2018). Villata and colleagues tested retrieval for agreement 
processing in configurations with and without a number cue 
like in Table 1 and found that overlap in number features 
between the target (e.g., the waiter) and lure (e.g., the 
dancer(s)) had a marginal effect on agreement processing, 
but only when retrieval required number agreement (e.g., 
criticizes). Villata and colleagues presented their findings as 
evidence for interference at retrieval.  

 
Table 1: Sample items from Villata et al. (2018) Expt. 2. 

 

+cue, +match The dancer-SG that the waiter-SG 
strongly criticizes-SG …  

+cue, -match The dancers-PL that the waiter-SG 
strongly criticizes-SG … 

-cue, +match The dancer-SG that the waiter-SG 
strongly criticized-Ø …  

-cue, -match The dancers-PL that the waiter-SG 
strongly criticized-Ø … 

 
There are two reasons to revisit the claims in Villata et al. 

(2018). First, they did not test the critical agreement attraction 
configuration in (1a), focusing instead on grammatical 
sentences where the target matched the verb in number. 
Importantly, a growing number of studies suggest that 
subject-verb agreement is computed differently in 
grammatical and ungrammatical configurations (Lago, 
Alcocer, & Phillips, 2011; Wagers et al., 2009). For instance, 
in grammatical configurations, agreement can be computed 
via predictive processing, e.g., the target subject predicts the 
number of the verb. However, when the verb form violates 
this prediction in ungrammatical configurations like those in 
(1), comprehenders engage memory retrieval as a 
repair/reanalysis procedure to recover a number matching 
item to license agreement. This difference might explain why 
Villata et al. (2018) did not find a significant effect of 

retrieval in grammatical contexts. But more research is 
needed on the configurations in (1), which are argued to 
engage retrieval. Second, singular verbs like those in the +cue 
conditions of their study generally do not induce interference 
effects. Instead, research shows that only plural verbs trigger 
interference, resulting in a “plural markedness effect” (see 
Wagers et al., 2009, for discussion). That is, the conditions 
that Villata et al. may not have been an appropriate test for 
interference effects. It thus remains unclear whether 
interference in configurations like (1a) can be reduced to 
feature overwriting in the encoding.  

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 tests the predictions of the feature overwriting 
account by extending the design developed by Villata et al. 
(2018) to configurations that trigger agreement attraction. 
Specifically, we used a   2 × 2 design that manipulated (i) the 
number overlap between the target subject and a PP attractor 
(overlap vs. no overlap), and (ii) the presence of an agreement 
cue on the verb (+cue vs. -cue), as shown in Table 2. This 
design isolates the effect of feature overwriting with the -cue 
conditions, allowing us to compare the profile of feature 
overwriting to the attraction effect in the +cue conditions. If 
agreement attraction really reflects feature overwriting, we 
should see comparable differences within the +cue and -cue 
conditions. If attraction has a different underlying process 
(e.g., misretrieval, feature misrepresentation), then we see 
should a greater difference within the +cue conditions, above 
and beyond any effect of feature overwriting revealed in the 
-cue conditions. 

Importantly, this design overcomes the two main issues 
concerning the original design tested by Villata et al. (2018). 
First, retrieval is required in both the +cue and -cue 
conditions. It is assumed that in the +cue conditions, retrieval 
is engaged at the verb in response to the number prediction 
error generated by the subject (Wagers et al., 2009). In the -
cue conditions, retrieval is required to relate the subject and 
verb thematically. Second, the design employs plural verbs in 
the +cue conditions, which reliably induce interference 
effects (Wagers et al., 2009). 
 

Table 2: Sample items from Experiment 1. 
 

-overlap, +cue The key to the cabinets apparently have 
been misplaced by the guard. 

+overlap, +cue The key to the cabinet apparently have 
been misplaced by the guard. 

-overlap, -cue The key to the cabinets apparently had 
been misplaced by the guard. 

+overlap, -cue The key to the cabinet apparently had 
been misplaced by the guard. 
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Participants 
Participants were 120 native speakers of English recruited 
from [author’s institution]. Participants received credit in an 
introductory psychology or linguistics course. The 
experiment session lasted approximately 25 min. 

Materials 
Experimental materials were harvested from Wagers et al. 
(2009) and modified to create 24 sets of 4 conditions, as 
shown in Table 1. Across all item sets, the target subject (e.g., 
the key) was modified by a prepositional phrase that 
contained the attractor (e.g., cabinets). Number overlap 
between the target and attractor was manipulated by varying 
the number of the attractor (singular/plural) to either match 
or mismatch the singular target NP. The critical auxiliary 
verb was always a form of has: the +cue conditions used 
have, which required number agreement, and the -cue 
conditions used past tense had, which does not require 
number agreement.1 

The 24 target items were distributed across 4 lists in a Latin 
square design and combined with 48 grammatical filler 
sentences of similar length and complexity, such that each 
participant read a total of 72 sentences. All sentences were 
followed by a ‘yes/no’ comprehension question that 
addressed various parts of the sentence to prevent participants 
from developing superficial reading strategies that would 
allow them to answer the question without reading the entire 
sentence.  

 
1 All items, code, and data for this study are available on the Open 

Science Framework (https://osf.io/unk94/). 

Procedure 
The experiment was conducted using the online experiment 
platform Ibex (Drummond, n.d.), which allows self-paced 
reading experiments to be deployed in a standard web 
browser. Sentences were initially masked by dashes, with 
white spaces and punctuation intact. Participants pushed the 
space bar to reveal each word. Presentation was non-
cumulative, such that the previous word was replaced with 
dashes when the next word appeared. On-screen feedback 
was provided for incorrect answers to the comprehension 
questions. The order of presentation was randomized for each 
participant.  

Analysis 
Data from all participants were included in the analysis. 
Statistical analyses were carried out over the untrimmed, log-
transformed reading time data with linear mixed-effects 
models using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 
2011) in the R software environment (R Development Core 
Team, 2020). Models were defined using orthogonal contrast 
coding to examine the effects of number overlap, number cue, 
and their interaction (overlap × cue) for three regions of 
interest, including the critical auxiliary verb (critical region) 
and the following two words (spillover regions 1 and 2). All 
models were fit with a full variance-covariance matrix, i.e., a 
maximal random effects structure, with random intercepts 
and slopes for all fixed effect predictors by participants and 
items (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2014). If there was a 
convergence failure or if the model converged but the 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

Figure 1. Word-by-word reading times for the +cue (a) and -cue (b) conditions in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 
standard error of the man. 
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correlation estimates were high, the random effects structure 
was simplified. A fixed effect was considered significant if 
its absolute t-value was greater than 2, which indicates that 
its 95% confidence interval did not include 0 (Gelman & Hill, 
2007).  

Results 
Figure 1 shows the average word-by-word reading times for 
the four experimental conditions in Table 1. No effects were 
observed at the critical region (number overlap:  𝛽"  = 0.00, SE 
= 0.02, t = 0.30; cue: 𝛽"  = -0.03, SE = 0.02, t = -1.71; 
interaction: 𝛽" = 0.00, SE = 0.02, t = 0.16). Spillover region 1 
showed a main effect of number overlap (𝛽"  = 0.08, SE = 0.01, 
t = 4.29), cue (𝛽"  = -0.04, SE = 0.02, t = -2.20) and an 
interaction of number overlap with cue (𝛽" = -0.09, SE = 0.02, 
t = -3.53), driven by the difference in the +cue conditions (𝛽"  
= 0.08, SE = 0.02, t = 3.99). No effects were observed in 
spillover region 2 (number overlap:  𝛽"  = 0.02, SE = 0.02, t = 
1.19; cue: 𝛽"  = -0.03, SE = 0.02, t = -1.61; interaction: 𝛽"  = -
0.02, SE = 0.02, t = -0.94). 

Discussion 
Experiment 1 isolated the effect of feature overwriting and 
compared it to the effect of agreement attraction to better 
understand the source of agreement attraction effects in 
sentence comprehension. Specifically, Experiment 1 
manipulated the number overlap between the target subject 
and a PP attractor (overlap vs. no overlap) and the presence 
of an agreement cue (+cue vs. -cue) on the verb. Results 
showed a larger difference (i.e., attraction effect) within the 
+cue conditions, above and beyond any effect of feature 
overwriting revealed in the -cue conditions. These results are 
incompatible a feature overwriting account of agreement 
attraction, which predicts that comparable effects should be 
observed within the +cue and -cue conditions. 

A post-hoc analysis of the second NP region (i.e., the lure) 
suggested by an anonymous reviewer shows no effects (all ts 
< 1.45). Crucially, the features of the target NP are 
overwritten due to similarity with the lure, we might expect a 
reading time penalty at the lure region. However, the lack of 
any evidence for such an effect might be taken as additional 
evidence against the feature overwriting account.  

One concern with Experiment 1 is that in the -cue 
conditions, the past tense auxiliary verb (had) might not have 
triggered retrieval. For instance, if the auxiliary does not 
require agreement, the parser might delay retrieval for 
subject-verb binding until the main verb (e.g., had been 
misplaced) is encountered. Although there is not a 
statistically significant difference between the -cue 
conditions at or following the main verb (post-hoc analysis: 
ts < 2), it is important to keep the retrieval trigger in the same 
linear position across conditions to avoid a confound due to 
distance between the retrieval trigger and target item. This 
issue is addressed in Experiment 2.   

Experiment 2 
The goal of Experiment 2 was to provide a conceptual 
replication of Experiment 1, holding constant the position of 
the retrieval trigger across conditions. To achieve this, 
Experiment 2 used predicates with full lexical verbs in place 
of auxiliary verbs as the retrieval trigger.  

Participants 
Participants were 120 native speakers of English who were 
recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk web service 
(https://aws.amazon.com/mturk). All participants provided 
informed consent and were screened for native speaker 
abilities. The screening probed knowledge of the constraints 
on English tense, modality, morphology, ellipsis, and 
syntactic islands. Participants were compensated $3.00. The 
experiment lasted approximately 30 min.  

Materials 
Experimental materials consisted of the same 24 sets of 4 
conditions as in Experiment 1, with the same filler sentences. 
To keep the retrieval trigger constant across conditions, 
Experiment 2 used full lexical verbs, rather than auxiliary 
verbs, as the retrieval trigger, as shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Sample items from Experiment  
 

-overlap, +cue The key to the cabinets apparently rust 
due to years of disuse.  

+overlap, +cue The key to the cabinet apparently rust 
due to years of disuse. 

-overlap, -cue The key to the cabinets apparently 
rusted due to years of disuse. 

+overlap, -cue The key to the cabinet apparently 
rusted due to years of disuse. 

Procedure and analysis 
Experiment 2 used self-paced reading, following the same 
procedure used in Experiment 1. Since the experiment was 
conducted remotely using Mechanical Turk, we employed an 
instructional manipulation check (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, & 
Davidenko, 2009) as an additional step to ensure that 
participants completed the task as directed. Instructional 
manipulation checks ensure that participants complete the 
task as directed by asking them to ignore the standard 
response format and provide a confirmation that they have 
read the instructions.  

Data analysis followed the same steps as in Experiment 1. 
Five participants were removed from the analysis for failing 
the instructional manipulation check, leaving data from 115 
participants for the final analysis. 
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Results 
Figure 2 shows the average word-by-word reading times for 
the four experimental conditions in Table 2. No effects were 
observed at the critical region (number overlap:  𝛽"  = 0.02, SE 
= 0.02, t = 1.06; cue: 𝛽"  = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t = 1.96; interaction: 
𝛽"  = -0.05, SE = 0.03, t = -1.67). Spillover region 1 showed a 
main effect cue (𝛽" = -0.06, SE = 0.02, t = 2.91) and an 
interaction of number overlap with cue (𝛽" = -0.08, SE = 0.03, 
t = -2.53), driven by the difference in the +cue conditions (𝛽"  
= 0.06, SE = 0.02, t = 2.70). No effects were observed in 
spillover region 2 (number overlap:  𝛽"  = 0.00, SE = 0.02, t = 
0.03; cue: 𝛽" = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t = 1.93; interaction: 𝛽"  = -
0.05, SE = 0.02, t = -1.72). 

Discussion 
Experiment 2 provided a conceptual replication of 
Experiment 1 using full lexical verbs as the retrieval trigger 
in place of auxiliary verbs to control for effects of distance. 
As in Experiment 1, results showed a difference within the 
conditions with an agreement retrieval cue and beyond any 
effect of feature overwriting revealed in the conditions 
without an agreement cue. Taken together, these results 
suggest that agreement attraction cannot be reduced to feature 
overwriting at the stage of encoding.  

General Discussion 
The goal of the current study was to better understand the 
underlying generative process that gives rise to agreement 
attraction effects in sentence comprehension. Such effects are 
typically characterized as eased processing of a subject-verb 

number mismatch in the presence of a number-matching 
attractor, relative to sentences that lack a number-matching 
NP.  Previously, such effects have been attributed to error-
prone memory retrieval mechanisms or misrepresentation of 
the target subject. Recently, a third account has been 
introduced which claims that the contrast between the 
conditions with and without a number-matching attractor 
actually reflects feature overwriting in the condition that 
lacks a number-matching attractor. On this account, feature 
similarity between the candidate agreement controllers 
degrades the quality of the target representation in memory, 
making it more difficult to recover the target later at retrieval, 
giving rise to the timing difference in previous studies. 

To test this proposal, we isolated the effect of feature 
overwriting by controlling for the use of a number retrieval 
cue on the verb and compared the effect to that observed in 
agreement attraction configurations. Results from 
Experiments 1 and 2 both showed a larger difference (i.e., 
attraction effect) within the +cue conditions, above and 
beyond any effect of feature overwriting revealed in the -cue 
conditions, as shown in Figure 3. These results suggest that 
the observed reading time differences observed in previous 
tests of agreement attraction cannot be reduced to feature 
overwriting at the stage of the encoding. 

A concern with the current study raised by an anonymous 
reviewer is that grammaticality and the presence of a number 
cue are confounded in Experiments 1 and 2: the +cue 
conditions are ungrammatical, whereas the -cue conditions 
are grammatical. Although we assumed that retrieval occurs 
in both the +cue and -cue conditions, the trigger for retrieval 
differs in these cases, e.g., prediction error vs. subject-verb 
thematic linking. This difference might impact agreement 
processing, but it is unclear how or in what direction. Future 

(a)

 
(b)

 
 

Figure 2. Word-by-word reading times for the +cue (a) and -cue (b) conditions in Experiment 2. Error bars indicate 
standard error of the man. 
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work should employ a design in which grammaticality is kept 
constant across the ±cue conditions. 

Lastly, it is important to emphasize that the current results 
do not arbitrate between the retrieval and misrepresentation 
accounts. But they do underscore the importance of 
understanding the primary effect under investigation: 
agreement attraction leads to an illusion of grammaticality 
(Phillips et al., 2011), whereby ungrammatical conditions are 
processed on a par with the grammatical conditions. 
Crucially, the feature overwriting account does not explain 
this aspect of the phenomenon, and the results of the current 
study provide some empirical evidence that narrows down 
the space of possibilities by ruling out the feature overwriting 
account. 
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Abstract

While anticipated rewards have been shown to impart enhancements on memory performance, it remains unclear whether
these benefits reflect improved encoding or more cautious decision-making. In two experiments, participants (N=47, each)
encoded complex videos depicting everyday episodes and were tested for their memory of various details. Importantly,
participants were informed that each video was associated with either high (25 cents) or low (1 cent) reward at either
encoding or retrieval. We found participants were more accurate for questions relating to high reward videos only when
reward information was presented at encoding. Memory performance and response-times were modeled using a drift
diffusion model to assess the effects of reward on decision parameters. The drift rate was found to be significantly larger
for high reward videos when compared to low reward videos, only when reward was presented at encoding. These results
suggest that reward at encoding enhances memory selectivity for detailed episodic information.
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Abstract

Research on causal learning suggests that people are capable of learning nondeterministic causal relations, but might expect
causal relations to be deterministic in certain contexts. In two experiments, we demonstrated that peoples expectations of
causal determinism are context-sensitive and can influence causal judgments in a sequential learning task. When the data
were deterministic (100% success) and participants expected the cause to be deterministic, their causal judgments were
at ceiling. When participants expectations were nondeterministic, causal ratings increased with accumulating positive
evidence. When the data were probabilistic (75% success), participants exhibited a high violation-of-expectation effect
upon seeing the first failed event when they expected the causal relation to be deterministic, and much less so when
their expectation was nondeterministic. We built a simple Bayesian model to explain participants violation-of-expectation
effect as a selection between two distinct hypotheses: that the causal relation in question is deterministic, and that it is
nondeterministic.
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Abstract

Representing numbers spatially allows us to more quickly and accurately compute average magnitudes. For instance, a
bar graph lets us quickly estimate the average height of several values. What algorithm might we implement to find the
average position of observations in space, and how might we leverage this algorithm for quick numeric estimates? We
asked subjects to estimate either the average spatial location of points on a line or the average value of written integers.
We propose an iterative algorithm where the subject 1) makes a noisy estimate of the distance of each observation to a
visual reference point, 2) infers the posterior of the average of those distances, and 3) updates the reference point to the
new posterior mean. Our algorithm correctly predicts that subjects accuracy and confidence decrease with the variance
of observations. We further investigate similarities and differences between the fitted models for spatial vs. numeric
averaging.
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Abstract

Adults (Keysar et al, 2000) and children (Epley et al, 2004) sometimes commit egocentric errors when interpreting others
communication, if the self-perspective differs from the speakers perspective. Training imitation inhibition reduces egocen-
tric error in adults (Santiesteban et al., 2011), presumably because it makes salient the distinction between self and other.
As managing the self-other perspective difference may undergo developmental changes during preschool years (South-
gate, in press), we tested whether a social imitation inhibition training may reduce egocentric mistakes in 3-6-year-old
children. Results with n=47 (of n=50 preregistered) children show that the imitation inhibition group selected the object to
which the speaker referred more often than children in a control condition (F(1,35)=5.346, p=.026). However, there was
an interaction with age (F(2,35)=3.805, p=.032): only 4-year-olds, but neither 3- nor 6-year-olds, were more accurate in
the inhibition group. Childrens reaction times and hesitation will be analyzed on the final sample.
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Abstract

A variety of conceptualizations of psychological uncertainty
exist. From an information-theoretic perspective, probabilistic
uncertainty can be formalized as mathematical entropy. Cog-
nitive emotion theories posit that uncertainty appraisals and
motivation to reduce uncertainty are modulated by emotional
state. Yet little is known about how people evaluate proba-
bilistic uncertainty, and about how emotional state modulates
people’s evaluations of probabilistic uncertainty and behavior
to reduce probabilistic uncertainty. We tested intuitive entropy
evaluations and entropy reduction strategies across four emo-
tion conditions in the Entropy Mastermind game. We used the
unified Sharma-Mittal space of entropy measures to quantify
participants’ entropy evaluations. Results suggest that many
people use a heuristic strategy, focusing on the number of pos-
sible outcomes, irrespective of the probabilities in the proba-
bility distribution. This result is surprising, given that previous
work suggested that people are very sensitive to the maximum
probability when choosing queries on probabilistic classifica-
tion tasks. Emotion induction generally increased participants’
heuristic assessment. The uncertainty associated with emo-
tional states also affected game play: participants needed fewer
queries and spent less time on games in high-uncertainty than
in low-uncertainty emotional states. Yet entropy perceptions
were not related to subjectively reported uncertainty, numer-
acy or entropy knowledge, suggesting that entropy perceptions
may form an independent psychological construct.
Keywords: Entropy; human entropy intuitions; Sharma-Mittal
space; emotion; uncertainty

Introduction
Uncertainty is a fundamental characteristic of the world and
a key concept in theories of cognition and emotion. In cog-
nitive theories of the value of information, mathematical en-
tropy quantifies the uncertainty about a variable given a prob-
ability distribution. Uncertainty can be reduced by acquir-
ing information, quantified as information gain (Lindley et
al., 1956; Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Crupi, Nelson, Meder,
Cevolani, & Tentori, 2018). Many different entropy models
for quantifying probabilistic uncertainty have been proposed.
Even though Shannon entropy is widely used (Coenen, Nel-
son, & Gureckis, 2018; Fuhrman et al., 2000; Martignon,
Von Hassein, Grün, Aertsen, & Palm, 1995; Oaksford &
Chater, 1994), other entropy measures also are important in
some contexts. Quadratic entropy (Lande, 1996) is impor-
tant in ecology; the families of Rényi entropies (Rényi et al.,
1961) have proven powerful in computer science and image

processing; Tsallis entropies (Tsallis, 2011) are widely used
in physics. Bayes’s error is another kind of entropy (Crupi
et al., 2018), widely used in various domains. Despite the
centrality of probabilistic uncertainty in models of the value
of information, which model best captures human intuitions
about probabilistic uncertainty is an open question. More-
over, most previous work has considered how people assess
the information value of possible questions, rather than the
perception of probabilistic uncertainty itself.

Furthermore, research on cognition and emotion on peo-
ple’s uncertainty perceptions have to this point remained sep-
arate from each other, despite their shared theoretical basis.
Cognitive theories of emotion define uncertainty as a cog-
nitive component characterizing emotional states (Smith &
Ellsworth, 1985; Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001). For
example, anger and pride are characterized by low uncer-
tainty appraisals, whereas anxiety and curiosity are charac-
terized by high uncertainty appraisals. Previous research has
investigated the role of emotion in judgment, risk assessment,
and decision making under uncertainty. It was found that
emotion-related uncertainty appraisals modulate risk assess-
ment and information processing (Tiedens & Linton, 2001;
Lerner & Keltner, 2001). In these studies, psychological un-
certainty is usually assessed using questionnaires which ask
respondents about their subjective appraisal of uncertainty in
a situation (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). This conceptualization
of psychological uncertainty lacks precise quantification and
mathematical formalisation. Entropy offers such a mathemat-
ically precise quantification of uncertainty, yet how emotions,
appraisals of uncertainty and entropy perceptions are related
is an open empirical question. Furthermore, little research
(Hirsh, Mar, & Peterson, 2012, is an exception) has looked at
the role of different characteristics of emotion in basic assess-
ments of probabilistic uncertainty and in behavior directed
towards uncertainty reduction.

Our research has three goals: quantifying human intuitions
about probabilistic uncertainty in the Sharma-Mittal space of
entropy measures; investigating the relationship between en-
tropy and emotion-theoretical conceptualizations of psycho-
logical uncertainty; and investigating which characteristics of
emotions best predict emotion effects on assessments of prob-
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abilistic uncertainty and behavior aimed at reducing proba-
bilistic uncertainty.

Emotions, uncertainty and information
Cognitive emotion theories state that emotions are charac-
terized by cognitive appraisals (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985;
Scherer et al., 2001). The Appraisal Tendency Framework
(Lerner & Keltner, 2000) posits that high-uncertainty emo-
tional states are associated with increased perceptions of
risks, leading to more systematic information processing and
decreased risk-seeking behavior (Tiedens & Linton, 2001;
Lerner & Keltner, 2001; Wright & Bower, 1992; Smith &
Ellsworth, 1985). Other theories of emotion make diverg-
ing predictions: Feelings-as-information theory (Schwartz,
Woloshin, Black, & Welch, 1997) conceptualizes emotions as
a source of information about the situation and predicts that
negative affective states will motivate effortful, systematic
and analytical thinking, whereas positive affective states will
lead to more heuristic, effortless information processing. The
valence of an emotion is also hypothesized to affect probabil-
ity and risk estimates (Wright & Bower, 1992), with negative
moods making estimates more negative and positive moods
influencing assessments in a positive direction. The emotion-
cognition relationship can also be interpreted in terms of cog-
nitive load. In this view, emotions pull resources away from
cognitive tasks and thus interfere with cognitive processing
(Plass & Kalyuga, 2019). Emotions may also have the func-
tion to guide the allocation of attention (Derryberry & Tucker,
1994; Wichary, Mata, & Rieskamp, 2016).

The Sharma-Mittal space of entropy measures
The Sharma-Mittal space of entropy measures offers a frame-
work in which different entropy models arise in a unified
parametric space (Crupi et al., 2018; Sharma & Mittal, 1977).
Each entropy model describes the entropy in a random vari-
able K, which can take values k1 through kn. We can envision
K to be an object’s unknown category, and k1 through kn to be
possible categories. Two key ideas are important for charac-
terizing an entropy function in the Sharma-Mittal space (Fig.
1), each of which is associated with a particular parameter.

One idea is how surprising it would be if a particular event
ki were to happen, i.e., if the object were to be category
ki. Surprise is maximal if the prior probability of the event
P(ki) = 0, and null if P(ki) = 1. Different entropy func-
tions have different maxima, and differently shaped surprise
curves, but surprise is always a nonincreasing (and typically a
monotonically decreasing) function of P(ki). Sharma-Mittal
entropy uses the Tsallis (1988) family of surprise functions,
determined by a degree parameter t in the vertical axis. Exist-
ing data on people’s query selection, and ratings of possible
queries’ usefulness, place strong constraints on psychologi-
cally plausible degree parameter values (Crupi et al., 2018).

The other key idea is that entropy is average surprise, but
that rather than averaging the raw surprise values themselves,
individual surprise values are passed through an averaging
function g, as a self-weighted entropy (Crupi et al., 2018) in

the General Theory of Means (Muliere & Parmigiani, 1993)
framework. The order parameter r determines the averaging
function in the Sharma-Mittal space.

Figure 1: Sharma-Mittal space of entropy measures. (Crupi et al.,
2018)

The order parameter r determines the ranking of differ-
ent probability distributions’ uncertainty, which may vary in
number of possibilities as well as their individual probabili-
ties (Crupi et al., 2018). For most values of r, the entropy of
a distribution depends on all of the probabilities in that dis-
tribution. However, if r is infinite, the entropy depends only
on the largest probability in the distribution. In the other ex-
treme case of r = 0, entropy is a function of the number of
“live” (greater-than-zero-probability) possibilities. This can
be viewed as a heuristic model because of its computational
simplicity; it can also be called “balanced” in the sense that
it treats all possibilities equally, irrespective of their probabil-
ity. For instance, entropy models with order about 1.51 deem
a 50%, 50% distribution to be equal in entropy to a 85%, 5%,
5%, 5%, 5%, 5% distribution. Higher-order entropy mod-
els deem the 50%, 50% distribution to be higher entropy;
lower-order entropy models deem the six-item distribution to
be higher entropy. The most psychologically plausible order
parameter value is not well constrained by existing empirical
data; hence, we focus on it here.

Entropy Mastermind
Studying people’s subjective assessments of uncertainty re-
quires making the idea of probabilistic uncertainty under-
standable. We employed Entropy Mastermind for this pur-
pose. Entropy Mastermind (Figure 2) is a single-player app-
based game in which the computer generates a secret code by
drawing from a known, and typically nonuniform, probabil-
ity distribution, represented iconically as a ”fruit bowl”. The
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Figure 2: Entropy Mastermind. Top: Icon array presenting an
example fruit bowl that generated the hidden fruit code. Probabil-
ity distributions follow one of four entropy recipes, resulting in low,
medium low, medium high and high (shown) entropy levels. Codes
are generated by random sampling with replacement. The player
guesses which fruit is in each position of the three slots of the secret
code, by clicking on the position they want to change. The partici-
pant then clicks a “Check” button (not shown), to receive feedback.
Bottom: Game play. The first guess is 3 grape items. The feedback
(one smiling and two frowning faces) conveys that exactly one of the
items is correct in kind and location. However, the player does not
know which of the three items is in the correct position: In the feed-
back, smiley faces always come first, then neutral faces, and lastly
frowning faces. In the second guess, the player tests grape in the
first position, and apple in the other positions. The feedback (smil-
ing, neutral, frowning face) indicates that one item is correct in kind
and location, another item is in the code but needs to be moved, and
another item is not in the code at all. From the third guess, the player
can infer that grape is in the middle, apple on the right, and pear is
not in the code. Game play continues until the hidden code is fully
identified.

items are mixed before each draw, and items of the code are
drawn with replacement. The player has to guess the secret
code by making queries (testing possible codes), and getting
feedback in the form of smileys (happy, neutral, sad). The
number of queries needed is a measure of the difficulty to
break the code. In empirical data from a previous experi-
ment, the number of queries needed to break the code was an
increasing function of the entropy in the generating distribu-
tion (Schulz, Bertram, Hofer, & Nelson, 2019).

To quantify the order parameter describing people’s intu-
itive assessment of relative uncertainty in probability distribu-
tions, we asked participants questions about the relative dif-
ficulty of playing Mastermind with two differently entropic
code jars. Difficulty was defined as number of queries par-
ticipants expected to need to break the secret code. Response
patterns across four such questions (Figure 3) allow map-
ping of participants onto the order parameter of the Sharma-
Mittal space. Note that this mapping arises from the pattern
of responses in the four comparisons, not single responses or
aggregate scores.

Figure 3: Entropy Intuitions. Question: Which code jar would
be harder/easier to play Mastermind with? Answer Options: The
50%,50% jar/the 6 item jar/both are equal. Answers place respon-
dents along the order parameter axis of the Sharma-Mittal space.

Towards a theory of human entropy perceptions
Previous research on information search behavior in a proba-
bilistic visual classification task, in which probabilities were
learned from experience, suggested that probability gain,
which is the expected reduction in Bayes’s error (Nelson,
McKenzie, Cottrell, & Sejnowski, 2010), is a psychologically
plausible entropy model. Bayes’s error has an infinite order
parameter; related high-order entropy models are also con-
sistent with experimental data to date (Crupi et al., 2018).
However, people’s valuation of information on words-and-
numbers tasks gives a wide range of possible order param-
eter values (Crupi et al., 2018). Because of the contradic-
tory findings in previous work, and the fact that asking peo-
ple the usefulness of queries (as in previous work) is sev-
eral steps removed from assessing uncertainty itself, we did
not have strong hypotheses about the results of the present
study. Rather, we designed the stimuli with the goal to estab-
lish whether people’s entropy intuitions, in the context of this
task, are consistent with any Sharma-Mittal entropy models,
and to be able to discriminate among a wide range of order
parameter values.

Method
Materials and Procedure 109 first-year undergraduate
psychology students (99 female, Mage = 19.39; SD = 2.65;
range: 18 to 39) at University of Surrey participated in our
study as part of a cognitive psychology class. Informed
consent was given in accordance with the University’s
procedures and the Helsinki Declaration. Students were first
introduced to the rules and interface of the game. Participants
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Figure 4: Entropy Axioms Question Select the code jar which
would make the game as easy/hard as possible (the easier/harder
the game, the less/more queries are needed). Correct answer:
50%,50% = easiest; 6-color jar = hardest. Entropy increases with
the number of different items if items are uniformly distributed.

were randomly assigned to one of 5 conditions: writing about
an episode of anger, pride, anxiety, curiosity or a neutral
event (control). Emotions differed in valence (positive:
curiosity, pride; negative: anxiety, anger) and uncertainty
(high uncertainty: anxiety, curiosity; low uncertainty: anger,
pride). Participants completed a set of questionnaires,
including a test of numeracy, uncertainty appraisals and
questions testing intuitions about entropy. After a brief
emotion refresh, participants played 12 rounds of Entropy
Mastermind.

Questionnaires and entropy questions Numeracy was as-
sessed using the adaptive Berlin Numeracy Test (Cokely,
Galesic, Schulz, Ghazal, & Garcia-Retamero, 2012), com-
bined with 3 additional items from (Schwartz et al., 1997) to
cover a wider range of numeracy levels. The results of both
tests were added, forming an aggregate numeracy score rang-
ing from 1 to 7. Uncertainty appraisals were assessed using a
12-item short form of the Intolerance of Uncertainty ques-
tionnaire (Carleton, Norton, & Asmundson, 2007) and the
Dimensional Ratings Scale (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). The
latter was slightly adapted to assess uncertainty appraisals
in the current situation instead of appraisals in the situation
reported during the emotion manipulation. Entropy knowl-
edge questions tested participants’ understanding of key ax-
ioms of entropy. These are axioms that, up to a possible tie,
would be satisfied not only by all Sharma-Mittal entropy mea-
sures, but by virtually any entropy measures in the literature
(Csiszár, 2008). For example, one such axiom holds that if
each possibility is equally probable, a probability distribu-
tion with a greater number of possible outcomes is higher en-
tropy. To test understanding of this axiom (Figure 4), partic-
ipants were asked which of five uniform probability distribu-
tion code jars, ranging from 2 to 6 colors of marbles, would
be hardest for playing Entropy Mastermind. We administered
these questions to assess potential effects of numeracy and
entropy knowledge on entropy assessments and control for
these effects. We designed four questions (Q1−Q4 in Figure
3) to test participants’ intuitions about the relative entropy in
different code jars. These questions asked participants which
of two code jars would be harder to play with. Response
patterns on these questions, if consistent with the formalism,
place participants along the order parameter axis (typically in
a range) of the Sharma-Mittal space (Figure 1). A 1 coded

the answer that the 50%,50% distribution is harder to play
with, 0 that both distributions are equally hard to play with
and -1 that the distribution containing 6 different item types
is harder to play with. The response patterns, derived from
the combined responses in Q1,Q2,Q3 and Q4, and associ-
ated order parameters are found in Table 1.

Entropy Mastermind gameplay Participants were re-
quired to correctly answer four questions about of the rules of
the game before starting. Participants were instructed to at-
tempt to guess the secret code with as few guesses as possible.
Participants played 12 rounds of Mastermind. In each game,
one of four entropy conditions was randomly selected, result-
ing in a corresponding fruit bowl icon array. The secret fruit
code was generated from this fruit distribution. In the very
high entropy condition, the proportions were (5,5,5,5,6,6),
in the high entropy condition (1,1,5,5,5,15), in the low en-
tropy condition (1,1,1,4,4,21) and in the very low entropy
condition, the secret code was sampled from the proportions
(1,1,1,1,1,27).

Results
In a first step, the order parameter characterizing each partic-
ipant was inferred from answer patterns on the four entropy
intuitions questions (Figure 3, following conversion rules in
Table 1). Out of the 34 = 81 possible response patterns,
only nine are consistent with the Sharma-Mittal formalism.
75.2% of participants responded to the questions in a consis-
tent way. We followed a strict exclusion criterion and labeled
any response pattern inconsistent with the 9 consistent pat-
terns as undefined, irrespective of their potential proximity
to a meaningful response. For example, the answer pattern
−1001 shows a clear ranking of code jars, yet the two “equal”
rankings would not allow for this participant to be mapped
onto the order parameter axis of the Sharma-Mittal space.

Distribution of participants across order parameters
A χ2 test revealed a significant deviation from a uniform dis-
tribution of participants across order parameters, both when
including undefined (χ2 = 158.8, df = 9, p < .001, V = 0.4),
and excluding undefined answers (χ2 = 158.37, df = 8, p
< .001, V = 0.49). Overall, the largest group of participants
(38.53%) answered the entropy intuitions questions following
an order parameter of 0−0.55. This response pattern always
deems the six item distribution to be higher in entropy than
the 50%,50% distribution. This behavior can be interpreted
as a heuristic strategy in which only the number of different
kinds of items in the distribution are counted and the relative
proportions of each type are discarded. A learner whose in-
tuitions correspond to Origin entropy, for which r = t = 0,
would respond in this way. The second-largest group among
the consistent response patterns (13.76 %), was formed by
participants with an order parameter of .56−0.96, rating the
6-item distribution as higher entropy, except for in Q4. This
response pattern still focuses mainly on the number of pos-
sibilities, yet pays some attention to the individual probabili-
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Table 1: Ranking of response patterns and corresponding order parameters.

Response Pattern -1-1-1-1 -1-1-1 0 -1-1-1 1 -1-1 0 1 -1-1 1 1 -1 0 1 1 -1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Nr Participants 42 4 15 0 12 1 2 0 6
Order Parameter 0–.55 .55-.56 .56–.96 .96–.97 .97–1.51 1.51–1.52 1.52–2.58 2.58–2.59 2.59–∞

ties. This group was succeeded by 11 % of participants with
order parameter .97−1.51, who estimated the 6 item distribu-
tion to be higher in entropy in Q1 and Q2 and the 50%,50%
distribution as higher in entropy in Q3 and Q4. Order ranks
2, 4, 6, and 8 deemed exactly one of the 6-item distributions
equal to the 50%,50% distribution. These ties were rarely
used. The number of participants per order parameter and
the corresponding order parameter intervals (upper and lower
bound) are presented in Table 1.

Figure 5: Distribution of order parameters and game play vari-
ables by emotion condition. a) Order parameter by emotion condi-
tion. b) Average time to solve a game in seconds by emotion condi-
tion. c) Average number of queries per game by emotion condition.
d) Probability to select most probable items only in the first query
by emotion condition.

We conducted bootstrapped ANOVAs to analyse partici-
pants’ intuitive entropy assessments. Respondents with unde-
fined answer patterns were excluded from analyses, resulting
in a sample size of N = 82.

Entropy evaluations, numeracy and entropy
knowledge
To test whether entropy intuitions were predicted by numer-
acy (cumulative numeracy score from the Berlin Numeracy
test and the Schwarz et al. questions) and entropy knowledge
(cumulative answer scores on questions such as in Figure 4),
a bootstrapped ANOVA with order parameter as dependent
variable and numeracy and entropy knowledge as indepen-
dent variables was conducted. Neither numeracy (p = .94)

nor entropy knowledge (p = .2) predicted entropy intuitions,
suggesting that differences between entropy types cannot be
explained by differences in numeracy or entropy knowledge.
To test whether numeracy and entropy knowledge predicted
whether respondents’ answer patterns were consistent with
the Sharma-Mittal formalism, we conducted nonparametric
Wilcoxon tests between the defined and undefined groups of
participants. We found that respondents in the defined group
had higher entropy knowledge (M = 3, SD = 1.05) than re-
spondents in the undefined group (M = 2.56, SD = 0.87; W
= 1378, p = .05, d = .47). Groups did not differ in numeracy
(p = .59).

Entropy Mastermind game play
As the entropy intuitions questions were based on the Mas-
termind game, we were interested in the relationship be-
tween participants’ intuitive entropy perceptions and subse-
quent game play behavior. Particularly, we wanted to test
whether number of queries needed, time spent on games and
the composition of first guesses were related to the entropy
order parameter of respondents. We conducted bootstrapped
ANOVAs with order parameter as predictor and a) Reaction
Time (average time spent on games in seconds), b) Queries
(average number of queries needed to break the code per
game) and c) 1st Query All Most Probable (probability that
respondent’s first guess is exclusively comprised of items of
the type which dominates the distribution) as dependent vari-
ables. Results were not significant (all p> .05), indicating
that entropy intuitions and basic game play parameters are
not related to the order parameter characterizing people’s en-
tropy assessments.

Emotions, entropy evaluations and entropy
reduction
Next, we looked at the effects of the emotion manipulation on
subjective entropy assessments. In a bootstrapped ANOVA,
the effect of emotion condition on order parameter was sig-
nificant (p = .04). Closer examination of distributions re-
vealed that the main difference in order parameter was driven
by the difference between the control condition and the emo-
tion conditions (see Figure 5, top left). This was confirmed
by a bootstrapped ANOVA with the binary variable emotion
vs. control as predictor and order parameter as dependent
variable (p = .003). The emotion manipulation pushed par-
ticipants’ order parameter estimates towards more heuristic
low-order assessments of entropy. Interestingly, differences
between groups in game play showed a more nuanced pic-
ture: Independent Wilcoxon tests revealed that the two uncer-
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tain emotion groups (anxiety and curiosity) differed signifi-
cantly from the two certain emotion groups (pride and anger)
in average number of queries needed per game (W = 344, p
= .01, d = 0.27) and average time spent on games in seconds
(W = 386, p = .04, d = 0.34), but not time spent on individ-
ual queries (p = .26). On average, respondents in the high
uncertainty conditions needed fewer queries (M = 4.64, SD
= 2.4) and spent less time on games (M = 31.5, SD = 47.12)
than those in the low uncertainty conditions (M = 5.71, SD
= 3.65 and M = 42.81, SD = 36.36). These differences were
not significant when grouping conditions based on valence,
i.e. when comparing the two positive (curiosity, pride) and
the two negative (anxiety, anger) emotions (all p > .05). The
probability to select only the most probable items in the first
query was not affected by emotion.

To investigate the relationship between uncertainty ap-
praisals and probabilistic uncertainty assessments, we tested
whether people’s order parameter was predicted by subjec-
tively reported uncertainty appraisals. We also tested whether
basic assumptions of cognitive emotion theories, i.e. effects
of emotions on uncertainty appraisals, were reproduced in our
experiment. Contradicting appraisal-based emotion theories,
bootstrapped ANOVAs revealed no effect of emotion condi-
tion on uncertainty appraisals (p = .59) and no difference in
uncertainty appraisals between the high and low uncertainty
emotion conditions(p = .26). Neither were subjective uncer-
tainty appraisals correlated with assessments of probabilistic
uncertainty (p = .75).

Discussion
In this study, we investigated how people intuitively evaluate
the relative entropy of probability distributions in different
emotional states. Our research provides novel evidence on
people’s basic perceptions of probabilistic uncertainty.

We found that the majority of participants (75.2 %) showed
a response pattern consistent with the Sharma-Mittal formal-
ism and could be positioned along the order axis of the space.
This gives reason to assume that for most people the Sharma-
Mittal space is an adequate formalism to capture entropy per-
ceptions. Yet participants with little knowledge about en-
tropy, as measured with the entropy axiom questions, were
less likely to give consistent answers. This indicates that a ba-
sic understanding of entropy axioms promotes intuitions that
are consistent with any Sharma-Mittal entropy metric. The
most common response pattern suggested an order parameter
between 0 and 0.55. This response pattern can be interpreted
as a heuristic, in which entropy is largely or solely evaluated
based on the count of items in the distribution, with larger
counts indicating higher entropy, irrespective of the relative
proportions. The second largest (13.8 %, order parameter be-
tween 0.56 and 0.96) and third largest (order parameter be-
tween 0.97 and 1.51) groups of respondents also followed a
relatively low order entropy assessment, with the number of
items still prominent in the evaluation. Emotion induction
increased respondents’ tendency to use this heuristic strat-

egy, supporting cognitive load theory. In all four emotional
states, irrespective of uncertainty and valence characterizing
the emotion, participants’ order parameters were lower than
in the control group.

The low order parameter we found is surprising, as it is not
only less than found in previous research (Crupi et al., 2018;
Nelson et al., 2010), but in the first two largest groups even
below Shannon entropy. Among the possible explanations of
our findings are attentional processes which favor count over
proportion and which may be promoted by emotional arousal.
Future work could address the nature of the attentional pro-
cesses at work during entropy assessments in emotional and
non-emotional states by using eye tracking. Key questions
could be whether subjects in emotional and non-emotional
states differ in gaze direction, attention allocation to different
parts of the six-item probability distributions and between the
two-item and six-item probability distributions. A prediction
in line with our findings would be that the increased cogni-
tive load in emotional states leads to more heuristic informa-
tion processing as fewer resources are available, manifesting
in increased attention allocation to low-probability items and
less eye movement (and thus fewer comparisons) between
code jars. Motivation could also play a role: it requires rela-
tively low-effort to rate all the 6-item distributions as higher
in entropy than the 50%,50% distribution. As students partic-
ipated in our study as part of the lecture without credit or pay-
ment for participation, they may have had little incentive for
performing well on the task. Future work could test whether
incentivising participants changes entropy evaluations.

Despite the general low-order entropy intuitions we found,
participants’ responses varied widely, including even 2.59 to
∞ order responses. These responses might reflect meaningful
individual differences. Among the potential modulators of
entropy assessments are individual differences related to un-
certainty perceptions, such as neuroticism, trait anxiety, and
psychological disorders associated with altered uncertainty
evaluations. Another interesting research question is whether
entropy intuitions are modulated by experience. In our study,
respondents’ answers were based on visual information about
the probability distributions only. Assessing entropy intu-
itions after having played Mastermind with differently en-
tropic code jars could reveal changes in assessments due to
experience. In this context, testing diverse populations differ-
ing in experience with probabilities and entropy, for example
students in mathematical versus non-mathematical subjects,
and at different ages, would shed light on the role of expe-
rience, expertise and cognitive development in the formation
of entropy intuitions over the life course.

Our findings suggest that the general tendency to employ a
low order heuristic strategy was increased by the induction of
emotions. One interpretation of this finding is that experienc-
ing emotions detracts capacities from cognitive tasks. Inter-
estingly though, this general effect did not show in game play,
where the difference between high and low uncertainty emo-
tions predicted people’s time spent on queries and average
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number of queries needed, not emotion per se. Surprisingly,
we did not find an effect of emotion condition on subjective
uncertainty appraisals. This contradicts previous work within
the Appraisal Tendency Framework and other cognitive emo-
tion theories. One explanation could be that we rephrased
items measuring uncertainty appraisals to capture uncertainty
appraisals in the current situation instead of appraisals as-
sociated with the emotional episode reported in the emotion
manipulation. As cognitive emotion theories predict that the
cognitive effects of emotions carry over to situations unre-
lated to the emotional event, we expected to find an effect of
emotions on uncertainty appraisals reported directly after the
emotion manipulation. Our findings challenge this core as-
sumption of cognitive emotion theories. Yet we did find an
effect of uncertainty associated with the induced emotion on
game play: respondents in high uncertainty emotional states
needed fewer queries and less time to solve games than re-
spondents in low uncertainty emotional states. One could in-
terpret this finding in terms of increased motivation to reduce
uncertainty in high uncertainty emotional states. Our mixed
findings highlight the need for further research on the carry-
over effect of emotions and associated cognitive processes on
unrelated situations, and on the relationship between entropy,
uncertainty appraisals and emotions. This research could then
feed into the development of a comprehensive theory of the
role of incidental emotions in different kinds of uncertainty
assessments.

Summing up, we found that a surprisingly low order pa-
rameter best described participants’ evaluations of the rela-
tive entropy of different probability distributions. This sug-
gests that in our task, many participants focused exclusively
or almost-exclusively on the number of possibilities, largely
or completely disregarding the overall probability distribu-
tion. This tendency was increased by emotion induction. Un-
certainty associated with people’s emotional state modulated
game play. More research is required to validate and extend
our findings, exploring psychological variables associated
with entropy intuitions and the role of experience, expertise
and age in the formation of entropy intuitions. Adding ques-
tions quantifying respondents’ degree parameter and mod-
elling of game play data could extend our model of human
entropy intuitions and give insight into the relationship be-
tween behavioural entropy reduction strategies and entropy
intuitions.
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Abstract

With 10 to 20 sounds per second, fluent speech requires extremely skilled motor coordination. Therefore, young speakers
with an immature or malfunctioning speech production system may be particularly challenged by the temporal aspects of
fluent speech. In the present study, we examine nested temporal bout structure (Abney et al., 2014) to investigate how
young speakers (children 9-12; adolescents 13-17 years old) who do and do not stutter might differ in their temporal
organization of speech during reading. Allan Factor analyses show that nested clustering of peak amplitudes at short
time-scales (¡ 300 ms) differs between children and adolescents, pointing to developmental differences in the temporal
organization of syllabic structure. Greater nested clustering at longer timescales (¿ 300 ms 10 s) was characteristic of
stuttering, particularly in adolescents whose stutter risks to persist into adulthood. We discuss these findings in light of
theories of stuttering and the acquisition of fluent speech
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Passing the Moral Turing Test
Julia Haas

Rhodes College, Memphis, Tennessee, United States

Abstract

The translation problem in moral AI asks how insights into human norms and values can be translated into a form suitable
for implementation in artificial systems. I argue that if my answer to a question about the human mind is right, then
the translation problem is more tractable than previously thought. Specifically, I argue that we can use principles from
reinforcement learning to study human moral cognition, and that we can use principles from the resulting evaluative moral
psychology to design artificial systems capable of passing the Moral Turing Test (Allen, 2000). I illustrate the core features
of my proposal by describing one such environment, or gridworld, in which an agent learns to trade-off between monetary
profit and fair dealing, as characterized in behavioral economic paradigms. I conclude by highlighting the core technical
and philosophical advantages of such an approach for modeling moral cognition more broadly construed.
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Abstract 

It is now well-established that long-term memory (LTM) 
knowledge, such as semantic knowledge, supports the 
temporary maintenance of verbal information in working 
memory (WM). This is for instance characterized by the recall 
advantage observed for semantically related (e.g. leaf - tree - 
branch) over unrelated (e.g. mouse - wall - sky) lists of items 
in immediate serial recall tasks. However, the exact 
mechanisms underlying this semantic contribution remain 
unknown. In this study, we demonstrate through a convergent 
approach involving computational and behavioral methods that 
semantic knowledge can be efficiently used to save attentional 
WM resources, thereby enhancing the maintenance of 
subsequent to-be-remembered items. These results have 
critical theoretical implications, and support models 
considering that WM relies on temporary activation within the 
LTM system. 
 
 Keywords: Working Memory; Computational Modeling; 
TBRS* model; Semantic Knowledge 

Introduction 

The influence of semantic knowledge on working memory 

(WM) performance is now supported by an increasing 

amount of studies. It has been shown that verbal items related 

at the semantic level (e.g. “leaf - tree - branch”) are better 

recalled compared to verbal items sharing minimal 

characteristics at the semantic level (e.g. “mouse - wall - 

sky”), an effect also called semantic relatedness (Poirier & 

Saint-Aubin, 1995), suggesting a close interaction between 

long-term memory (LTM) knowledge and WM. Despite the 

extensive work done so far, the mechanisms responsible for 

these semantic influences remain poorly specified. In this 

study, we use a convergent approach involving 

computational modeling and behavioral experiments to test 

the hypothesis that semantic knowledge supports the 

temporary maintenance of verbal information, thereby saving 

WM resources that can be reallocated to maintain more 

information. 

According to activation-based models of WM (Cowan, 

1995), the maintenance of information over the short-term 

requires the temporary activation of LTM knowledge. As 

long as this information is kept sufficiently active, it can be 

accessed for subsequent recall. The influence of semantic 

knowledge on WM can be accounted for by considering that 

the locus of this activation in LTM lies within the linguistic 

system itself (Martin, Saffran, & Dell, 1996). As soon as a 

verbal item has to be maintained, it directly triggers the 

activation of associated phonological, lexical and semantic 

representations. The semantic relatedness effect can be 

explained by assuming that semantically related items, such 

as “leaf - tree - branch” reactivate each other, either via the 

semantic features they share (Dell, Schwartz, Martin, 

Saffran, & Gagnon, 1997), or via inter-item excitatory 

connections (Hofmann & Jacobs, 2014), which has the 

consequence to keep their activation level sufficiently high to 

be less susceptible to forgetting. 

Although activation-based models make a good 

description of the interactions occurring in the LTM system, 

the way items are actually maintained in these models is 

strikingly lacking. Attention-based models, on the other side, 

make an excellent description of the way items are processed 

throughout the time course of WM. This is the case for 

instance as regards the Time-Based Resource Sharing Model 

(TBRS, Barrouillet, Bernardin, & Camos, 2004), which 

considers that WM performance is constrained by the balance 

between constantly decaying WM representations, and the 

time available to restore them through attentional refreshing. 

A computational implementation of this cognitive model, 

TBRS* (Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2011), has shown to 

account for many important benchmark phenomena observed 

in WM tasks, such as cognitive load, serial position curves, 

omissions and transposition errors. The benefit of TBRS* is 

its ability to handle the dynamical aspects of human memory, 

by making a description of the functional mechanisms 

occurring at every stage (encoding, maintenance and recall) 

of WM processing. However, up to now, the TBRS* model 

has never been adapted in order to account for LTM 

influences on WM performance, which strongly limits its 

ability to make new predictions. Note that contrary to the 

TBRS* architecture which assumes decay as the cause of 
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forgetting in WM, other models such as SOB-CS (Oberauer, 

Lewandowsky, Farrell, Jarrold, & Greaves, 2012) consider 

instead that WM capacity is limited due to interference. This 

latter possibility is not considered in the present study for 

simplicity's sake, but we nevertheless do not deny the role of 

interference in WM. 

Surprisingly, despite the evident complementarity of 

activation-based and attention-based models of WM, little 

attempt has been made in order to integrate them within a 

single formal architecture. The present study aims to integrate 

both approaches, by implementing some core principle 

assumed by activation-based models of WM within TBRS*, 

and test the ability of this new integration to account for data 

collected on human participants. 

First, this new architecture should be able to reproduce the 

classical recall advantage observed for semantically related 

over unrelated items. By assuming that semantically related 

items constantly reactivate each other, their activation level 

should be much higher compared to semantically unrelated 

items which do not benefit from this strong co-activation. 

Due to this constant reactivation, semantically related items 

should be less susceptible to the deleterious effect of decay, 

leading to overall higher recall performance. 

Second, and most importantly, semantic relatedness should 

save attentional WM resources that can potentially be 

reallocated to maintain more information. This attentional 

resource saving hypothesis stems from previous studies 

showing that when participants are invited to maintain in WM 

a set of letters, these letters are better recalled if preceded by 

a chunk (Thalmann, Souza, & Oberauer, 2018). For instance, 

in the target sequences “CLFVDHP” and “PDFLCHV”, 

recall performance for “LCHV” is higher compared to 

“VDHP”, because the former is preceded by an acronym (i.e. 

“PDF”) which needs less refreshing episodes to be 

maintained, thereby leaving more free time available to 

counteract the deleterious effect of decay at the whole-list 

level. Similarly, the new architecture we propose predicts that 

if the target sequence “leaf - tree - branch - mouse - wall - 

sky” is to be maintained, there should be a recall advantage 

for “mouse - wall - sky” compared to a situation in which 

these three words were not preceded by semantically related 

items. The reason is that the semantic triplet members “leaf - 

tree - branch” would benefit from strong excitatory 

connections and would consequently require less refreshing 

episodes. Hence, there will be more free time available to 

refresh the semantically unrelated items “mouse - wall - sky”, 

leading to better recall performance compared to the same 

items within lists composed of completely semantically 

unrelated items. This is what we mean by saving WM 

resources: semantically related items free up refreshing 

opportunities for the benefit of the remaining ones. 

This second effect can be tested experimentally, and 

computational modeling offers the opportunity to investigate 

the underlying mechanisms in a fine-grained manner. It is a 

new prediction derived directly from the integration of both 

activation-based and attention-based models, that neither 

architecture considered alone is able to predict. 

To sum up, we integrated within an attention-based WM 

model some principles derived from activation-based models 

to simulate the semantic relatedness effect. The output of this 

new model was compared to the recall performance of human 

participants performing the same experiment to test a new, 

still unobserved prediction derived from this model, i.e. to 

what extent semantic relatedness saves WM resources. 

A new model integrating activated long-term 

memory and attention 

The new architecture we present here is an adaptation of 

TBRS*, a functional computational WM model containing 

two layers: one coding for positional information and the 

other one coding for item information (see Figure 1a). In 

order to model LTM effects in TBRS*, the new architecture 

(see Figure 1b) includes a separate, LTM layer that is 

decoupled from the positional information in WM. 

Figure 1. Illustration of the general (a) old and (b) new 

TBRS* architecture. 
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The use of a distinct LTM layer is motivated by three main 

reasons. The first one is mechanistic: without the possibility 

to store item information independently of positional 

information, the model would not be able to predict the recall 

advantage for semantically related over semantically 

unrelated items, because the co-activation of two related 

items will lead to their encoding within the same position. 

Due to this item-position co-occurrence effect, the model 

would predict a strong deleterious impact on the ability to 

recall serial order information. The second reason is 

theoretical: according to the embedded processes model 

(Cowan, 1995) which also frames the present study, the 

presentation of an item triggers its activation in the LTM 

knowledge base, and this activation is supposed to be 

independent from WM processes. The third and last reason 

stems from empirical evidence showing a dissociation 

between the ability to recall item and serial order information 

(Henson, Hartley, Burgess, Hitch, & Flude, 2003; Majerus, 

2019). 

The nodes that compose the LTM layer can be semantically 

related or not. For simplicity, semantic knowledge is not 

explicitly represented, but the mechanisms underlying the 

core principles behind the semantic relatedness effect are 

kept: items related at the semantic level are supposed to 

mutually activate each other within the LTM system. This 

mutual activation principle is modeled by including lateral 

excitatory connections between the nodes sharing a semantic 

relationship within the LTM layer. Once an item 𝐴𝑖 receives 

a given amount of activation, all the semantically related 

items 𝐴𝑗 also receive a proportion of this activation: 

𝐴𝑗,𝑡  = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(1, (𝐴𝑗,𝑡−1  +  𝐴𝑖,𝑡−1𝜆)) 

Where 𝜆 is the weight that connects 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐴𝑗, and 𝑡 refers to 

the timestamp of the ongoing iteration. The 𝑚𝑖𝑛 function 

insures that the activation level will not exceed 1. This 

mechanism mimics the spreading activation phenomenon 

observed in semantic priming tasks (e.g. the presentation of 

“boat” preactivates “captain”). In addition, during the time 

the items decay, the spreading of activation continues to 

occur. In other words, they still receive an amount of 

activation after decay, such that: 

∆𝐴𝑖 =  (1 −  𝐴𝑖) . 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝜆 ∑ 𝐴𝑗,𝑡−1)  

Where the second factor is the normalization by the 

hyperbolic tangent of the total activation received by node 𝐴𝑖 

from all related nodes 𝐴𝑗. This way of representing semantic 

relationships by means of lateral excitatory connections in an 

all-or-none fashion was sufficient to describe the WM 

mechanisms involved. This could be extended to take into 

account various degrees of semantic relationships instead of 

only one. 

The position of each to-be-remembered item is represented 

in a distributed fashion using positional markers. Adjacent 

positions are assumed to share some degree of overlap. Serial 

order information is kept in memory by associating the 

positional markers to a set of nodes acting as pointers towards 

items. The role of the pointers is to index the LTM 

representations to which they point to. Modeled this way, 

memory for serial order information will not be affected by 

the spreading of activation that occurs within the LTM layer. 

As previously mentioned, dissociating the activation in LTM 

from serial order processes is an important theoretical choice, 

because empirical evidence show that LTM knowledge 

minimally impacts the ability to maintain serial order 

information (Majerus, 2019). This new architecture contrasts 

with the old TBRS* architecture which considered that the 

only information that is stored is the item-to-position 

association, but the core WM functioning remains almost 

unchanged. 

Encoding. Encoding is performed by activating the current 

item in the LTM layer. The other semantically related items 

receive a portion of this activation via their connections. At 

the same time, the pointers-to-positions associations are also 

created following a simple Hebbian learning rule. 

Maintenance. Following the encoding phase, the model 

enters in a dynamic balance state constrained by two opposed 

phenomena: decay and refreshing. The WM representations 

are constantly decaying, unless they can be refreshed using 

the focus of attention, a central bottleneck limited to one item. 

To keep the model simple, we assumed that decay only 

affects item information. When attention is available, items 

are constantly refreshed by a rapid switching of the focus of 

attention from one item to another. During refreshing, WM 

representations are reinforced using the same principles as 

those used during the encoding stage. Note that spreading of 

activation in LTM also occurs during refreshing. 

 The rate of refreshing has been set to 80 ms per item as in 

the original TBRS* model. There are controversies as regards 

whether the focus of attention refreshes the items in a 

cumulative way or using a different schedule (Vergauwe et 

al., 2016). In this study, we assumed that the human cognitive 

system is efficient, and that participants try to optimize their 

available resources as much as possible. Hence, refreshing 

operates in priority over the item that is the most likely to be 

forgotten, a mechanism called Least Activated First 

(Lemaire, Pageot, Plancher, & Portrat, 2018).  

Retrieval & recall. Before being refreshed and/or recalled, 

an item must be first retrieved. In the model, retrieval is 

performed by feeding the network via the positional markers 

for a given position, and then selecting the item the most 

associated to that position. This selection is constrained by 

the product of two sets of information: the evidence 𝑤𝑖  

accumulated within the pointers after feeding the positional 

markers, and the strength of activation 𝑎𝑖 in LTM. For each 

atomic 80 ms refreshing step, the least activated item in LTM 

is selected and refreshed. 

Recall is performed by retrieving the items via the 

positional markers one by one. After each recall episode, the 

WM representations continue to decay. In addition, a 

response suppression mechanism is implemented to avoid 

constant repetition of the same item (Lewandowsky, 1999). 

The response suppression mechanism consists in pushing the 

weights that connect the positional markers to the pointers 

towards negative values. 
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In the model, errors are caused by three main sources: (a) 

the overlap between positional markers, (b) a noise 

parameter, and (c) a retrieval threshold. Transposition errors 

(e.g., recalling “ACB” instead of “ABC”) are caused by (a) 

and (b), and item errors such as extra-list intrusions (i.e., an 

item not presented in the list) and omissions (i.e., complete 

forgetting) are mainly caused by (b) and (c). An example of 

time course of a 6-item list is displayed in Figure 2.  

Experiment 

In this study, we tested the attentional resource saving 

hypothesis on a memory task involving three different 

semantic conditions, in which 6 words had to be maintained 

and immediately recalled: 

– A first condition in which the first half of the to-be-

remembered list was composed of items from the same 

semantic category (C1; Semantic Chunk in first half, 

e.g., leaf - tree - branch - mouse - wall - sky). 

– A second condition where only the second half of the to-

be-remembered list was composed of items from the 

same semantic category (C2; Semantic Chunk in second 

half, e.g. cloud - wolf - mud - hand - arm - leg). 

– A third condition in which all the items were drawn from 

a different semantic category (NC; Non-Chunked). 

Overall, we predicted a recall advantage for semantically 

related over unrelated items, as classically observed. 

Critically, following the attentional resource saving 

hypothesis, there should be a recall advantage over positions 

4, 5 and 6 in the C1 condition, and this compared to the same 

positions in the NC condition. The C2 condition was added 

in order to explore whether the position of the chunk is of 

critical importance. Previous studies have indeed shown that 

chunking saves WM resources, but only when the chunk is 

located at the beginning of the list (Thalmann et al., 2018). 

Human participants 

Material. We chose 120 words (one to three syllables 

long), drawn from forty different semantic categories, with 

three words per category. All the stimuli were recorded by a 

French native male speaker in a neutral voice.  

The semantic categories were used in order to create the 

three different semantic conditions (Ntrial = 20 in each 

condition C1, C2 and NC). The semantically unrelated lists 

were created by directly combining the words from the 

semantic categories, such that each word within a list could 

not share an obvious semantic relationship with another word 

in the list. 

Procedure. Each of the six items were auditorily presented 

at a pace of 2 seconds per item. After the last item had been 

presented, the participants were invited to recall out loud the 

sequence in the order in which the items had been presented, 

and to substitute any item they could not remember with the 

word “blank”. For both the simulations and the data collected 

on human participants, we used a strict serial recall criterion, 

whereby an item was considered correct only if recalled at the 

correct position. All the participants received the three 

semantic conditions in a fully within-subject design. 

Statistical analysis. We performed a Bayesian analysis, in 

which evidence for H1 and H0 can be simultaneously tested, 

by directly comparing the alternative hypothesis against the 

null hypothesis, and vice versa. Evidence in favor of H1 is 

indicated by BF10, and evidence in favor of H0 is indicated by 

1/BF10 = BF01. A BF of 1 provides no evidence, 1 < BF < 3 

provides anecdotal evidence, 3 < BF < 10 provides moderate 

evidence, 10 < BF < 30 provides strong evidence, 30 < BF < 

100 provides very strong evidence and 100 < BF provides 

extreme/decisive evidence. These labels serves only an 

indicative purpose, as the BF relies on continuous values of 

evidence rather than on arbitrary thresholds.  

Results. Data were collected from thirty participants, aged 

between 18 and 33 (M = 20, SD = 3) with no history of 

neurological disorder or learning difficulties. 

We first assessed recall performance as a function of the 

semantic condition (C1, C2, NC) and serial position (1 

through 6). Using a Bayesian Repeated-Measures ANOVA, 

we found decisive evidence supporting the two main effects 

of semantic condition (BF10 > 100) and serial position (BF10 

> 100). As can be seen in Figure 3a, there was a gradual 

recall performance increase as a function of semantic 

condition: C1 (M = .775) > C2 (M = .708) > NC (M = .645). 

Importantly, the interaction between the semantic 

condition and serial position was also associated with 

decisive evidence (BF10 > 100). As can be clearly seen in 

Figure 3a, the impact of the different semantic conditions 

was not equivalent across all positions. This interaction was 

further explored using Bayesian paired-samples T-Tests. 

When the semantic chunk was presented in positions 1, 2 

and 3, there was a clear recall advantage over these positions 

compared to the non-chunked condition (i.e. C1 vs. NC; BF10 

> 100, d = 1.199). Similarly, when the semantic chunk was 

presented in positions 4, 5 and 6, there was also a recall 

advantage over these positions compared to the unrelated 

condition (i.e. C2 vs. NC; BF10 > 100, d = 1.678). These 

results indicate that the classical semantic relatedness effect 

was replicated; there was better recall performance for 

semantically related items compared to semantically 

unrelated items. 

Figure 2. Time course of the item activation over one 

trial. 
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Critically, the attentional resource saving hypothesis 

predicts a recall advantage over positions 4, 5 and 6 when the 

semantic chunk is presented at the beginning of the list. This 

is indeed what we observed (C1 vs. NC; BF10 > 100, d = 

1.429), indicating that the semantic chunk did indeed save 

WM resources. 

Whether there could be a beneficial effect over positions 1, 

2 and 3 when the semantic chunk is presented in the second 

half of the list is quite difficult to predict following the 

attentional resource saving hypothesis. The results indicate 

an absence of recall advantage, which was supported by 

moderate evidence (C2 vs. NC; BF10 = .307; BF01 = 3.259, d 

= -.183), showing that semantic chunks saved WM resources, 

but mainly when presented at the beginning of a to-be-

remembered list. 

Hence, the predictions derived from the attentional 

resource saving hypothesis were met: the semantic chunk had 

a beneficial effect on recall performance for subsequent, non-

chunked items. However, the exact mechanisms responsible 

for the pattern of results we observed have yet to be specified 

in a formal manner. In the next section, we therefore used 

computational simulations in order to assess whether the 

mechanisms we supposed to be responsible for the attentional 

resource saving hypothesis are making the correct 

predictions.  

Simulations 

Simulation details. The model and the human participants 

performed exactly the same experiment, with 6 items 

presented at a pace of 2,000 ms per item. We assumed an 

encoding time of 500 ms, with an inter-item interval of 1,500 

ms. All three experimental conditions (C1, C2 and NC) were 

tested on the model, the semantic relatedness being 

implemented via excitatory connections as described above. 

Parameter estimation. Parameters of the model were 

estimated using a grid search method that explored 13,376 

different parameter combinations. The list of parameters used 

and associated range of values are displayed in the upper part 

of Table 1. Each set of parameters was estimated using 1,000 

simulations in the neutral condition (i.e. NC) only. The fit of 

the model was then assessed via direct comparison with the 

empirical data using the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), 

and the configuration of parameters that minimized the error 

was selected. 

After the best set of parameters had been selected, we then 

performed a new search over the strength of semantic 

connections 𝜆 in order to find a value that minimized the error 

against the behavioral data in terms of mean difference 

between conditions C1 and NC over positions 1, 2 and 3. 

Results. The best set of parameters that minimized the 

error over the NC condition were associated with a RMSE 

value of .075 (see Table 1 for the associated parameters). The 

results of this model are displayed in Figure 3b. 

The model was able to capture the classical recall 

advantage for semantically related over unrelated words (i.e. 

C1 > NC in positions 1 through 3, and C2 > NC in positions 

4 through 6). Most importantly, the model also produced a 

recall advantage over positions 4 through 6 in C1 compared 

to NC, indicating that the semantic chunk at the beginning of 

the list did indeed save WM resources. This recall advantage 

was naturally found without directly fitting the model based 

on this pattern of result. Interestingly, no obvious similar 

Figure 3. Recall performance across serial positions as a function of the semantic relatedness conditions 

(C1, C2, NC) for (a) human participants and (b) the computational model. Error bars indicate 95% 

confidence intervals, after correction for between-subject variability. 
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recall advantage over positions 1 through 3 was observed in 

C2 compared to NC, suggesting that the within-list position 

of the chunk does matter in order to save WM resources. 

The attentional resource saving hypothesis predicted that 

the recall advantage on positions 4, 5, 6 when items 1, 2, 3 

are semantically related is due to more refreshing 

opportunities in C1 compared to NC. Indeed, because the 

items of a semantic chunk are overall associated with greater 

activation values and decay more slowly than unrelated 

items, they need less refreshing episodes, thus leaving more 

attentional resources available. To test this prediction in the 

most direct manner, we computed the average number of 

refreshing episodes for each item. Results over 10,000 

simulations indicate that items 1, 2 and 3 were refreshed 

15,861 times less in the C1 condition compared to the NC 

condition (out of about 1,111,000 refreshing episodes), 

indicating a smaller number of refreshing episodes over the 

semantic chunk. This smaller number of refreshing episodes 

over the semantic chunk actually shifted toward items 4, 5 

and 6: these items were refreshed 16,190 times more in the 

C1 condition compared to the NC condition. Critically, the 

same pattern was observed in C2, but was smaller compared 

to C1: the shift of refreshing episodes was only about 10,000. 

Hence, the introduction of a semantic chunk did indeed 

change the pattern of refreshing episodes. 

To sum up the results of this study, there was a recall 

advantage for items that directly followed a semantic chunk, 

and this compared to a condition where no semantic chunk 

was present. In contrast, no such advantage for items 

preceding a chunk was observed. This pattern of results was 

found both in the behavioral and computational simulations. 

In the next section, we discuss the theoretical implications of 

these results. 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we investigated the fundamental processes 

underlying the semantic relatedness effect, by testing the 

hypothesis that semantic knowledge can be used to save WM 

resources. We observed that when a semantic chunk 

composed of semantically related items was presented at the 

beginning of a to-be-remembered list, WM resources were 

saved, as indicated by a recall advantage over the remaining 

items of the list. Moreover, the computational modeling 

approach allowed us to formally establish the plausibility that 

this gain was characterized by more refreshing episodes over 

the end of the list when the beginning of the list was 

semantically related. 

The computational architecture we used is a hybrid 

connectionist model integrating both the maintenance 

processes operating during WM processing (Barrouillet et al., 

2004), and the activation in the LTM system (Cowan, 1995; 

Martin et al., 1996). More specifically, as in TBRS* 

(Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2011), the constantly decaying 

WM representations need to be maintained via attentional 

refreshing, and the semantically related items in LTM 

mutually reactivate each other (Dell et al., 1997; McClelland 

& Rumelhart, 1981). 

The overall recall benefit for semantically related over 

semantically unrelated items suggests that the mechanisms 

we implemented to model semantic effects are plausible. At 

the same time, it appears that when the semantic chunk was 

presented at the end of the list, the model produced a semantic 

relatedness effect that was quite unrealistic compared to what 

is actually observed in the empirical data. This latter aspect 

shows that there is still room for improvement to capture 

semantic effects in a more general manner. 

The innovative outcome of this model is its ability to 

predict the recall advantage for the subsequent, semantically 

unrelated items when a semantic chunk was present in the list. 

Because semantically related items benefit from strong co-

activations, they need less refreshing episodes, leaving more 

free time available to refresh the other, non-related items of 

the list. In fact, this behavior was well captured by the 

refreshing schedule produced by the model, with more 

refreshing episodes observed for items that directly followed 

a semantic chunk. This behavior is partially explained by the 

Least Activated First principle: items that are the most likely 

to be forgotten have a priority status during the refreshing 

process (Lemaire et al., 2018). Hence, since the system is 

constantly trying to optimize the resource allocation, there is 

no reason to refresh “leaf - tree - branch” because, thanks to 

their semantic relatedness, their activation level is higher 

compared to the other, semantically unrelated items. 

Interestingly, the model predicted an absence of recall 

advantage for items in positions 1 through 3 when the 

semantic chunk appeared in positions 4 through 6, and this 

absence of recall advantage was similarly observed among 

human participants. This is due to the fact that the opportunity 

to save attentional resources happens much later when the 

semantic chunk is presented in the second half of the list, 

which does not provide enough boost to increase recall of the 

first items of the list. In contrast, when the semantic chunk is 

Table 1. Range of values explored within the grid search. Note that the lambda has been estimated separately. 

Parameter Meaning Minval Maxval Steps Best 

p Overlap between positions 0 .9 .05 .55 

𝜎  Noise added at retrieval 0 .1 .01 0 

𝜃  Retrieval threshold 0.05 .4 .05 .25 

D  Decay rate .1 .8 .1 .4 

𝜆  Lateral connections value in LTM .01 .05 .001 .017 
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presented in the first part of the list, semantically related 

items are already fully co-activated, and does not require 

much refreshing episodes throughout the rest of the trial. 

An obvious alternative explanation to account for the 

empirical results observed could be that participants only 

maintained the supra-ordinate semantic category from which 

the related items belong (Martin, Minkina, Kohen, & 

Kalinyak-Fliszar, 2018). For instance, after the presentation 

of “leaf - tree - branch”, the participants might simply 

maintain the conceptual unit “forest”, and use it as a cue at 

the moment of retrieval. Since we did not compare both 

accounts in a formal computational implementation, it is 

difficult to rule out this possibility. However, such a 

mechanism has already been successfully implemented to 

simulate experiments in which participants had to maintain 

chunks composed of letters. A semantic chunking mechanism 

is therefore likely to lead to the same overall conclusions 

(Portrat, Guida, Phénix, & Lemaire, 2016). 

To sum up, this study demonstrates the potentiality of a 

new architecture integrating the supports of attentional and 

LTM in WM functioning. By considering that semantically 

related items reactivate each other within the LTM system, 

we have shown that attentional WM resource can be saved 

thanks to this constant reactivation. Importantly, this study 

demonstrates the whole complexity of the interactions 

occurring between LTM and attention when maintenance 

over the short-term is required. 
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Abstract

There is large agreement among vision scientists that biolog-
ical perception is capacity-limited and that attentional mecha-
nisms control how that capacity is allocated. Despite the fact
that Bayesian models generally do not include capacity limits,
many researchers model perceptual attention as the result of
optimal Bayesian inference. This inconsistency arises because
vision science currently lacks a feasible and principled com-
putational framework for characterizing optimal attentional al-
location in the presence of capacity constraints. Here, we
introduce such a framework based on rate-distortion theory
(RDT), a theory of optimal lossy compression developed in the
engineering literature. Our approach defines Bayes-optimal
performance when an upper limit on information processing
rate is imposed. Here, we compare Bayesian and RDT ac-
counts in a visual search task, and highlight a typical shortcom-
ing of unlimited-capacity Bayesian models that is not shared
by RDT models, namely that they often over-estimate task-
performance when information-processing demands are in-
creased. In this study, we asked human subjects to find either
one or two targets in a collection of distractors in a single-
fixation search task. We predicted relative performance be-
tween one- and two-target conditions based on both RDT and
Bayesian models. Performance differed between conditions in
a way that was well accounted for by the capacity-limited RDT
model but not by the capacity-unlimited Bayesian model.
Keywords: Visual attention, visual search, rate-distortion the-
ory, resource rationality, information theory, Bayesian model-
ing, computational modeling

Introduction
Most publications on perceptual attention contend that atten-
tional mechanisms exist as a way to allocate a limited compu-
tational resource. There is ample evidence, for example, that
neural tuning curves can change (e.g., in response to a cue)
so as to afford higher signal-to-noise ratios in some recep-
tive fields at the cost of lower signal-to-noise ratios for other
receptive fields (Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000;
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Spitzer, Desimone, & Moran,
1988). Experiments have also demonstrated that people can
voluntarily change the spatial range of their focus of atten-
tion, and that an increase in spatial range comes at the cost
of lower resolution (Carrasco, 2011). At the same time, how-
ever, there has been a debate within the visual search com-
munity about whether search times and detection accuracy
are best described by a noisy but unlimited-capacity pro-
cess (“data-limited”) versus a limited capacity process that
allocates more resource to some parts of a display. Results
have been mixed, with some experiments finding stronger
evidence for limited capacity, and others finding the reverse

(Shimozaki, Schoonveld, & Eckstein, 2012; Eckstein, Shi-
mozaki, & Abbey, 2002; Eckstein, Drescher, & Shimozaki,
2006; Davis, Shikano, Peterson, & Michel, 2003; Palmer,
Fencsik, Flusberg, Horowitz, & Wolfe, 2011; Eckstein, 2011,
2017). In additional experiments, data are found to be well-
explained by Bayesian or signal-detection models but these
models are not compared to capacity-limited models (Ma,
Navalpakkam, Beck, Van Den Berg, & Pouget, 2011; Eck-
stein, Thomas, Palmer, & Shimozaki, 2000; Eckstein, 1998;
Schoonveld, Shimozaki, & Eckstein, 2007). Similarly, there
are some experiments that support a role for capacity lim-
its and compression of information (e.g., Rosenholtz, Huang,
Raj, Balas, & Ilie, 2012).

Data from cueing-paradigm tasks (highly related to visual
search) are often explained in terms of capacity limits. In
these tasks, subjects are given a cue before the stimulus ap-
pears as to which of N locations is likely to contain the target
object. Then they report some aspect of that stimulus. Usu-
ally the cue indicates the correct location, but on some trials
it does not. It is generally found that the cue is helpful when
it is correct and hinders when it is incorrect. These results
have been explained by some form of attentional allocation,
e.g., lowering neural noise at the cued location while increas-
ing it at the uncued location(s). However, they have also been
explained without appealing to capacity limits, by stipulating
that the cue is incorporated as a Bayesian prior. An ideal ob-
server can treat a cue as indicating a high prior probability of
a target appearing at that location, and multiply this probabil-
ity by the likelihood of the target given the sensory measure-
ment. There are, however, clearly acknowledged limits to the
Bayesian account of cueing effects (Shimozaki et al., 2012).
For instance, a Bayesian account cannot explain “attentional
capture” (Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992), in which sub-
jects are unable to ignore cues to object locations even when
they are random.

The evidence just presented for a possible lack of capacity
limits in visual search would seem to fly in the face of other
well-established results within the attention literature, which
argue that capacity limits almost surely play a role. For exam-
ple, it is well-established that people can simultaneously track
only a limited number of moving objects, and that attending
to the moving objects makes it harder to detect changes in
other parts of the display (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; Al-
varez & Oliva, 2008, 2009; Tombu & Seiffert, 2008). In this
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paper, we present data suggesting previously unexplored lim-
itations to the capacity-unlimited approach to visual search.
But at the same time, we argue that a different kind of ideal
observer model, based on rate-distortion theory (RDT), can
reconcile the simultaneous successes of Bayesian ideal ob-
servers and capacity limits in explaining performance in per-
ceptual tasks.

RDT models often make similar predictions to Bayesian
models, because both are the result of optimizing accuracy
given noise and uncertainty. For example, both models tend
to predict a “regression to the mean” effect, whereby re-
sponses are biased toward the mean of a prior distribution
over stimuli (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Vevea, 2000). How-
ever, RDT models are also constrained by a limit on mutual
information between stimulus and neural response (a measure
of how well one can predict one quantity, such as a stimulus,
from the other quantity, neural response), which causes them
to make very different predictions as information processing
demands are increased. Performance in a particular experi-
mental condition can often be fit just as easily by a Bayesian
model (with some level of noisiness given by σ) or an RDT
model (with a capacity parameter, C ). However, studies in
visual working memory illustrate an important way in which
they diverge. For instance, Bates, Lerch, Sims, and Jacobs
(2019) showed that performance in a change-detection task
increased as the entropy (roughly, uncertainty) of the stimu-
lus distribution decreased. They found that a single value of
capacity in an RDT model was sufficient to explain the data
across all conditions of the experiment, which varied along
stimulus entropy. By contrast, an alternative Bayesian model
could not explain the data without allowing sensory noise to
vary with stimulus entropy. To give another example, Orhan
and Jacobs (2013) found it necessary to allow sensory noise
to increase with set-size in their Bayesian clustering model of
visual working memory.

In the experiment presented here, we reasoned that if peo-
ple adaptively allocate their perceptual capacity, their perfor-
mance in an attentional task should be limited by the entropy
of the stimulus distribution they are exposed to. While most
visual search tasks use a single target, here we varied the
number of targets (either one or two). Subjects had to re-
port the direction of tilt away from vertical on all targets in
the display. We designed our stimuli such that the RDT and
Bayesian accounts made widely divergent predictions in the
one- versus two-target conditions so we could easily distin-
guish between them. As was the case in the memory experi-
ments mentioned above, the two models make different pre-
dictions because the RDT model is more sensitive to stimulus
entropy than the Bayesian model.

Rate-Distortion Theory and Lossy
Compression

This section provides an intuitive overview of RDT and lossy
compression in the context of visual perception. Readers
seeking additional information should see Bates and Jacobs

(2020), Bates et al. (2019), Sims (2016, 2018), and Sims, Ja-
cobs, and Knill (2012).

Consider the problem of communicating a signal or mes-
sage, denoted x. For instance, a signal might be a visual im-
age. In nearly all applications, one does not communicate x
directly. Rather one communicates a code for x, denoted x̂.
For example, a code might be a neural code such as a pattern
of neural activities. (In this case, the mapping x→ x̂ is known
as neural coding, and the mapping x̂→ x is neural decoding.)
Ideally, one might set x̂ = x so that a code conveys all the in-
formation about the signal, including all its fine details. That
might be what one would do if there were no capacity con-
straints on a communication channel.

But physically-realized channels, such as neural circuits,
always have limited capacity. It is therefore desirable to find
an “efficient” coding system that is both compressed (i.e., on
average, codes contain a small number of bits) and informa-
tive about messages (i.e., reconstructions of messages based
on codes are reasonably accurate). Importantly, compressed
codes can be “lossy”. For example, a lossy code for an image
might convey the coarse structure of the image, but not its fine
details. More relevant to the topic of attention, a lossy code
might convey the detailed structure of one portion of an image
(a portion within an agent’s focus of attention), but convey
only the coarse structure of other portions (portions outside
the focus of attention). A loss function quantifies the penal-
ties for mismatches between signals and their reconstructions
based on codes. RDT was developed in the engineering liter-
ature to characterize the trade-off between rate (or capacity)
and distortion (or loss).

RDT defines a constrained optimization problem. It seeks
a probability distribution over codes given signals, denoted
p(x̂|x), that minimizes the expected value of a loss function.
However, the mutual information between codes and signals
(i.e., the average amount of information x̂ conveys about x)
cannot exceed the capacity of the communication channel.
Formally, this constrained optimization problem is stated as
follows:

p∗(x̂|x) = argmin
p(x̂|x)

Ep(x,x̂)L(x, x̂)

subject to MI(x; x̂)≤ C .
(1)

where C denotes the channel’s capacity (in bits) and L(x, x̂)
denotes the loss function. The expected value of the loss func-
tion is taken with respect to the joint distribution p(x, x̂). Be-
cause p(x, x̂)= p(x) p(x̂|x), one typically specifies a prior dis-
tribution p(x) over messages, sometimes referred to as an in-
put or stimulus distribution. A maximum likelihood solution
to the constrained optimization problem can be found using
the Blahut algorithm (see Sims, 2016). Crucially, as indi-
cated above, it is through the constrained optimization prob-
lem that RDT models find lossy codes implementing optimal
attentional allocation in the presence of capacity constraints.
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Figure 1: Example stimulus from the one-target condition.
In the two-target condition, the two targets were always 180◦

apart, and the direction of the tilt for each target was chosen
randomly.

Stimuli and Procedure
We gave subjects a visual search task with either one or
two search targets. Displays consisted of N = 8 objects
evenly spaced on a circle centered relative to a fixation
cross. ‘Distractors’ were vertically-oriented Gabor-like ob-
jects1, whereas targets were tilted a small fixed amount in the
clockwise or counter-clockwise direction relative to vertical.

The stimulus on a given trial was generated as follows.
First, a set of tilt values and locations was chosen for each
target (either one or two). If there was just one target, the
location was picked at random over the N possible locations.
If there were two targets, the location of the first target was
picked at random over all N locations, but the second tar-
get was constrained to be 180◦ apart on the circle. Thus,
there were 8× 2 = 16 equi-probable unique stimuli in the
one-target case, and in the two-target case there were also
4× 4 = 16 equi-probable unique stimuli. Figure 1 shows a
sample stimulus from the one-target condition.

In the two-target case, the placement constraint for the sec-
ond target was introduced to disincentivize anticipatory sac-
cades away from the stimulus center and towards the ring of
objects. Placement of objects along the circle ensured that
visual acuity was approximately equal for all eight objects
(assuming subjects maintained fixation at the stimulus cen-
ter).

Amazon Mechanical Turk subjects were randomly as-

1Gabors patches were generated using a standard 2-D Gabor fil-
ter that was rectified so that values did not go below zero.

signed to the one-target condition (40 subjects) or the two-
target condition (41 subjects). In both conditions, subjects
were instructed to fixate on the cross in the center of the
screen, which came on for 500 ms prior to the stimulus. The
stimulus remained on the screen for 150 ms, and was fol-
lowed by a response screen, where subjects used the mouse
to select the location(s) and tilt(s) of the target(s). In both
conditions, subjects were paid $6.00 to complete 500 trials.
Most subjects took approximately 20-30 minutes to complete
the task. Below we analyze only the last 200 trials.

Models
We compared two classes of models to subjects’ responses:
RDT and Bayesian. Both model classes shared the same
(optimal) decision rule, but differed in how they calculated
the sensory response. The Bayesian models assumed sen-
sory responses were drawn from a von Mises (circular Gaus-
sian) likelihood given the stimulus, while the RDT models
assumed sensory responses were the outputs of an optimal
lossy information channel (see Sims, 2016). We assumed
subjects had exact knowledge of how their own sensory re-
sponses were produced given a stimulus, and that they had
accurate knowledge of the stimulus prior distribution in the
task when making a decision.

Decision rule: For both RDT and Bayesian models, the
decision rule is given by:

p(yθ,yloc|x̂) = ∑
x

p(yθ,yloc,x, x̂)/p(x̂) (2)

where

• yθ is either a scalar (in the one-target condition) or two-
element vector (in the two-target condition) indicating the
angle(s) of the target(s);

• yloc indicates the location index (or indices) of the target(s);

• x represents the visual stimulus. Because the stimulus con-
sists of eight Gabor patches, x is a vector with eight ele-
ments. Each element indicates the angle of its correspond-
ing patch; and

• x̂ is a model’s sensory response, code, or representation of
x;

The joint distribution can be factorized as p(yθ,yloc,x, x̂) =
p(yθ)p(yloc)p(x|yθ,yloc)p(x̂|x). Note that p(x|yθ,yloc) is de-
terministic, since the stimulus was always identical given val-
ues of target angle(s) and location(s).

RDT models: For the RDT models, p(x̂|x) was given by
the solution to the RDT constrained optimization problem de-
fined above (Equation 1). Optimal solutions were found using
the RateDistortion package in R (see Sims, 2016). The ex-
act form of the loss function (penalizing mismatches between
x and x̂) is described below.

Bayesian models: For the Bayesian models, p(x̂|x) was
given by

p(xs|x) =
∏

N
i e

1
σ

cos(x(i)s −x(i))

∑x′∏
N
i e

1
σ

cos(x′(i)−x(i))
(3)
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where i indexes over items in the display, and

x̂ = argmin
x′

Ep(x|xs)L(x,x′). (4)

That is, in the Bayesian models, sensory measurement xs has
a discretized von Mises distribution (discretized because x
takes one of 16 possible values in both one- and two-target
conditions), and x̂ is chosen to minimize the expected loss
given xs.

One-parameter models: We first tried modeling experi-
mental data with simple, single-parameter models: capacity
C for RDT models (Equation 1) and σ for Bayesian models
(Equation 3). The loss function for both was given by:

L(x, x̂) = ‖x̂− x‖2. (5)

However, neither of these models provided good fits with our
experimental data. Consequently, we extended the models
with two additional free parameters.

Full (three-parameter) models: First, in the two-target
condition, it seems plausible that subjects cognitively under-
stood that the two targets were 180◦ apart, but that this under-
standing did not influence their low-level sensory responses.
In the models, we implemented this intuition by using the
180◦-apart constraint in the decision-making part of a model
(Equation 2; for example, the constraint was used when cal-
culating p(yloc)). However, the full (three-parameter) models
did not use this constraint in the sensory part of a model. Cal-
culating Equations 1 or 4 requires consideration of a prior
distribution over sensory displays. A “legal” display is one
in which the two targets are 180◦ apart, and an “illegal” dis-
play violates this constraint. In the full models, we set the
prior probability of an illegal display, pillegal(x), to be based
on a value denoted τ. This was implemented so that if τ = 0,
then no probability mass was assigned to illegal values (cor-
responding to use of the 180◦-apart constraint), and if τ = 1,
then the distribution over all displays (illegal and legal) was a
uniform distribution.

Second, recall that subjects in our experiment indicated
both the target location(s) and direction(s) of tilt on each trial.
It seems plausible that subjects may have regarded either tar-
get location or tilt-direction as more important than the other.
In particular, our data indicated that subjects were more ac-
curate at identifying target location. Define the following two
loss functions, denoted LSE and Lloc, as follows:

LSE(x, x̂) =
‖x̂− x‖2

maxx′‖x′− x‖2 (6)

Lloc(x, x̂) =
∑

N
n=11(xn, x̂n)

Ntargets
(7)

where n indexes over target locations, Ntargets is the number of
targets, and 1(xn, x̂n) is an indicator function that equals one
when a subject’s response incorrectly identifies the Gabor at
location n as a target. LSE is the square-error loss between x

and x̂, whereas Lloc measures error based solely on subjects’
estimates of target location. The full models used the loss
function

L = (1−α)LSE +αLloc (8)

where α is a parameter governing how much the loss is based
on both target location and tilt-direction versus target location
alone.

In summary, the full RDT models have three parameters
(C , τ, and α), and the full Bayesian models also have three
parameters (σ, τ, and α).

Parameter fitting: For each model, we estimated its max-
imum likelihood parameter values based on trials from (i) the
one-target condition, (ii) the two-target condition, and (iii)
both conditions combined, using the optim function in the R
programming environment. The likelihood of a model was
given by

L(φ) = ∏
t

pyθ,yloc|x(x
(t)
resp|x(t)) (9)

where φ is the set of model parameters, t indexes over trials,
and x(t)resp is a subject’s response on trial t. The probability
pyθ,yloc|x is the probability of the decision under a model, and
was given by a probability matching rule (i.e., responses were
chosen with frequency proportional to the probability they are
correct; Da Silva, Victorino, Caticha, & Baldo, 2017; Wozny,
Beierholm, & Shams, 2010; Craig, 1976).

Results
To assess the models, we compared their predicted response
accuracies to subjects’ response accuracies. We examined
overall accuracy (both location and tilt correct), as well as lo-
cation and tilt accuracies, independently (Figure 2). We found
that subjects performed about 20 points worse in the two-
target condition in terms of overall (both target location and
tilt-direction) accuracy (79% versus 60% correct; see Fig-
ure 2, left panel). The full RDT model provides an excellent
quantitative fit to this experimental finding. By contrast, the
one-parameter RDT predicts identical performance in both
conditions (since the stimulus entropy is identical across con-
ditions), and the full and one-parameter Bayesian models pre-
dict a large increase in accuracy in the two-target condition.
Intuitively, this prediction can be understood as a result of
the constraint that the second target is fixed relative to the
first. Many sensory measurement errors can be “cleaned up”
given the constraint on target locations, since measurements
that would result in a constraint violation can be ignored. As
a result, the Bayesian models incorrectly predict better per-
formance in the two-target condition relative to the one-target
case.

We found that the full RDT model gave the best fit to
the overall accuracies, predicting subjects’ mean performance
nearly perfectly. Neither one-parameter model could explain
the data very well. The one-parameter RDT model clearly
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outperformed the one-parameter Bayesian model when pa-
rameter fits were based on all data, though the one-parameter
Bayesian model had an advantage in likelihood when param-
eters were fit separately for each condition. Both models
matched overall human performance well when allowed to
fit data from each condition separately.

The middle panel of Figure 2 presents the same models as
the left panel, except that only location accuracies are pre-
sented (that is, the percent of responses that indicated the
correct target locations, even if the tilt directions were re-
ported incorrectly). We find that the full RDT model better
predicts the location accuracies (compare blue and pink lines
for one-parameter and full RDT models, respectively). Be-
cause α in the full RDT model was estimated to be greater
than zero, it seems that subjects may have been slightly
more concerned with locating targets than identifying their
tilt directions. Similarly, we find that the tilt accuracies are
well-accounted for by the full RDT model, but not the full
Bayesian model (right panel).

Tables 1 and 2 report the results of our maximum like-
lihood fits for the full and one-parameter models, respec-
tively. We find that when comparing the full models, the
log-likelihood values favor the RDT model over the Bayesian
model when considering all experimental trials, and also
when considering only the one-target or two-target trials.

Comparing parameter values fit to one-target trials versus
two-target trials versus both sets of trials provides an op-
portunity for important sanity checks. Ideally, a single set
of parameter values should be able to explain data in both
conditions, as it is unrealistic to presume that, for instance,
channel capacity or sensory noise magnitude change across
conditions. For the full RDT model, we found that C and
α had very similar values regardless of whether these values
were fit to one-target trials or all trials (recall that τ does not
play a role in one-target trials). We found somewhat unex-
pected values when fitting the full RDT model to the two-
target condition alone, as they should ideally be close to the
values found when fitting both conditions together and when
fitting the one-target condition alone. We believe this can be
explained in part by the finding that there was higher inter-
subject variance in the two-target condition and performance
was non-normally distributed with a long tail toward poorer
performances. As a result, the optimizer required many more
optimization steps to converge and the gradients were very
small.

For the Bayesian models, we found a higher value for noise
parameter σ in the two-target condition relative to the one-
target condition when fitting a model to each condition sepa-
rately. When fitting to both conditions, the most likely value
was found to be between those values.

A blank entry in a table indicates that a parameter did not
impact model predictions for the given model (e.g., τ in the
one-target condition), or was not applicable. In addition, in
some cases, tables specify a range of values for the Bayesian
model parameters. This is due to the ‘min’ operator in those

models, which results in ranges of parameter space that give
identical predictions. We used a grid search over starting val-
ues of parameters used by the optimizer to compensate for the
fact that gradients are flat in those areas.

Discussion
We motivated the present experiment by noting an apparent
conflict in the attention literature between capacity-unlimited
Bayesian models and capacity-limited models. We argued
that RDT provides a natural reconciliation of the conflicting
viewpoints, because RDT models often make similar predic-
tions to Bayesian models while still being capacity-limited.
Our experiment provides further evidence for capacity limits
in visual search.

Fits of Bayesian and RDT models to the experimental data
show that Bayesian models over-estimated task performance,
particularly when information-processing demands were high
(e.g., the two-target experimental condition), whereas RDT
models provided highly accurate accounts of subjects’ re-
sponses. We conclude that capacity constraints played a sig-
nificant role in limiting subject performance when informa-
tion processing demands were high. We also conclude that
our RDT framework provides a useful computational formal-
ism for characterizing subjects’ allocation of attention in the
presence of capacity constraints.

We found that while the full RDT model strongly bene-
fited from two added parameters, the Bayesian model was not
as sensitive to these parameters. Future work could search
for other possible parameterizations that benefit the Bayesian
model, although this comes with the drawback that it be-
comes more difficult to compare the RDT and Bayesian ap-
proaches as their assumptions diverge.

Here, we presented just one experiment that was designed
to distinguish between capacity-limited versus capacity-
unlimited accounts. On the whole, we found stronger evi-
dence for capacity limits. Future experiments will seek to
further probe our primary thesis that attentional allocation in
visual search is capacity-limited. We have already conducted
experiments to extend these ideas to cued visual search to
complement the study just presented, as part of a longer
manuscript.
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Abstract

In this experiment, we investigated how a robot’s violation of
several social norms influences human engagement with and
perception of that robot. Each participant in our study (n = 80)
played 30 rounds of rock-paper-scissors with a robot. In the
three experimental conditions, the robot violated a social norm
by cheating, cursing, or insulting the participant during game-
play. In the control condition, the robot conducted a non-norm
violating behavior by stretching its hand. During the game,
we found that participants had strong emotional reactions to
all three social norm violations. However, participants spoke
more words to the robot only after it cheated. After the game,
participants were more likely to describe the robot as an agent
only if they were in the cheating condition. These results imply
that while social norm violations do elicit strong immediate re-
actions, only cheating elicits a significantly stronger prolonged
perception of agency.
Keywords: human-robot interaction; social norms; cheating
detector; cheating; perceived agency

Introduction
In social psychology, agency has been described as a core
aspect of what it means to be human (Bandura, 2001). But
having agency is not necessary to be perceived as an agent.
As argued by Takayama (2012), it is our “perceptions of
agency that influence how we behave”. How humans actu-
ally recognize entities as having agency, though, is yet to be
fully understood. So far, researchers have identified several
low-level features that contribute to perceptions of agency
such as intentionality and self-propelled, purposeful-looking
movement (Bandura, 2001). However, recent research sug-
gests that high-level properties of how an agent acts (such
as whether it cheats) may also trigger perceptions of agency
(Litoiu, Ullman, Kim, & Scassellati, 2015).

Previous studies by Short, Hart, Vu, and Scassellati (2010)
and Litoiu et al. (2015) have shown that people are more

likely to assign agency to a robot that cheats. There are three
theories that could potentially explain this phenomenon. The
first, supported by Litoiu et al. (2015), argues that there may
be a “cheating detector” in humans, evolved to protect against
exploitation, that causes people to quickly perceive and at-
tribute agency to entities that cheat. The second theory points
to negativity bias, and proposes that people could be attribut-
ing the resulting negative outcome of the robot cheating (that
they lose) to an external agency within the robot (Baumeister,
Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001). The final theory is
that cheating belongs to a broader category of “social norm
violations” (Alicke, Rose, & Bloom, 2011). In human-human
social interaction, social norms exist as a set of rules which
we expect each participant of an interaction to follow. The
development, maintenance, and enforcement of these social
norms are considered universal abilities unique to humans
(Mu, Kitayama, Han, & Gelfand, 2015). If people perceive
a social norm violation as the breaking of social contract by
the robot, they must perceive the robot to be a social agent
(Korman, Harrison, McCurry, & Trafton, 2019). In this pa-
per we explore this third theory, observing how social norm
violations affect perceptions of agency.

Adapting methodology from Litoiu et al. (2015), we de-
signed an experiment to study whether a robot that commits
various social norms violations is perceived as agentic in or-
der to shed light on the relevance of social norm violations
as a broader category of stimuli that influences perceptions
of robotic agency. Participants played a multi-round game
of rock-paper-scissors with a humanoid robot, during which
the robot either cheated, cursed, or insulted the participant
(our experimental conditions) or stretched its hand (our con-
trol condition). We found that while participants had strong
immediate emotional reactions to all instances of social norm
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Figure 1: Participants responding to a robot cursing, cheating, and insulting them (respectively) during ‘rock, paper, scissors’.

violation (Figure 1), only participants in the cheating con-
dition were more likely to perceive agency within the robot
post-game.

Background
As stated by Bandura (2001), “To be an agent is to inten-
tionally make things happen by one’s actions.” However, for
human interaction, whether or not an entity is actually an
agent is less important than our beliefs about how an agent
should act (Ullman, Leite, Phillips, Kim-Cohen, & Scassel-
lati, 2014). Several studies by Michotte (1946) in the early
1900s found that perceptions of agency could be triggered by
goal-directed motion cues. For example, if a square appeared
to move quickly away from another square approaching it,
participants perceived the two squares as being “alive” and
as having intentions and desires. However, in these studies,
the motion cues for recognizing animacy were only valid in
the short-term. Once the shapes stopped moving towards par-
ticular goals, they were no longer perceived as agents. While
these motion cues represent significant findings in human per-
ceptions of agency, they do not explain how attributions of
agency last beyond initial behaviors.

In social psychology, social norms are defined as “shared
understandings about actions that are obligatory, permit-
ted, or forbidden” (Ostrom, 2000). Research by Wenegrat,
Abrams, Castillo-Yee, and Romine (1996) argues that social
norm compliance is innate in humans. When an individual
deviates from the norm, it can cause a strong response in oth-
ers. The existence of social norms may have an evolutionary
basis for group survival (Roos, Gelfand, Nau, & Lun, 2015).
Research by Roos et al. (2015) has found that groups that face
a higher degree of threat develop stronger social norms with
higher punishments for deviant behavior. Studies have also
supported the existence of heightened social norm violation
detection in humans (Mu et al., 2015; Cummins, 1998).

Previous studies have found that cheating causes an in-
crease in the perceived agency of a robot (Litoiu et al., 2015;
Short et al., 2010). A study by Short et al. (2010) examined
whether cheating by a robot resulted in attributions of mental
state and intentionality. Participants in this study played rock-
paper-scissors against a robot during which the robot would
either play fairly, announce that it had won when it lost, or

change its gesture to win. They found that participants per-
ceived more agency in robots that cheated than in robots that
did not, measured through the number of words spoken to the
robot. Further, participants prescribed more agency when the
robot changed gestures than when it just announced it had
won after a loss. The researchers concluded that cheating im-
plied a mental state, a desire to win the game, which caused
participants to prescribe more agency onto the cheating robot.
As the perceptions of agency were described in the post-game
survey well after the cheat had occurred, this represents an in-
stance of long-term attribution of agency towards the robot.

A similar study by Litoiu et al. (2015) further confirmed
this finding by having participants play rock-paper-scissors
with a robot during which the robot would cheat to win,
cheat to lose, cheat to tie from a winning position, or cheat
to tie from a losing position. Participants were more likely
to consider a robot that cheated to win to be agentic com-
pared to any of the other conditions, both in the short and
long terms. Litoiu et al. considered their findings as evidence
for a human “cheating detector.” However, there are other
possible explanations for increased perceptions of agency in
robots that cheat. The first points to negativity bias which
states that negative occurrences are most often attributed to
an external force while positive occurrences are most often at-
tributed to an internal force (Baumeister et al., 2001). Since,
in this study, humans only perceived robots that cheat to win
as agentic, they could be attributing the resulting negative out-
come (that they lose) to an external agency within the robot.

The final theory is that cheating belongs to a broader cat-
egory of social norm violations that influence perceptions of
robot agency (Alicke et al., 2011; Korman et al., 2019). As
(Korman et al., 2019) explains, norm-violating behaviors can
suggest underlying mental activity while norm-conforming
behaviors more likely represent habitual behavior. Throw-
ing an empty container into a trashcan can be explained by
the norm itself (he threw it in the trash because that’s where
trash is supposed to go). The decision is made by the soci-
ety enforcing the norm. But, littering, the violation of a so-
cial norm, is more likely explained by an underlying mental
state (he littered because he is lazy and does not care about
the environment). The decision is made by the person vio-
lating the norm. There has yet to be a study examining the
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effects of robots that violate social norms. In this paper we
therefore choose to explore this third theory, examining how
social norm violations affect perceptions of agency.

Methodology
Building off prior work by Short et al. (2010) and Litoiu et
al. (2015), we set up a 4x1 between subjects experiment in
which a human subject played 30 rounds of ‘rock, paper,
scissors’ with a robot. Participants were divided among four
conditions: (1) Cheating: the robot cheats, (2) Cursing: the
robot curses, (3) Insulting: the robot insults the participant,
(4) Control: the robot stretches its hand.

We chose cursing due to the ubiquity of cursing as a so-
cial norm violation across various contexts (Feldman, Lian,
Kosinski, & Stillwell, 2017). We chose insulting because it
involves negativity directed towards the participant, similar
to that of cheating, which our cursing condition does not. Fi-
nally, we chose stretching for our control condition as it is a
social behavior that is not a social norm violation.

As studies by Michotte (1946) and Heider and Simmel
(1944) demonstrate perceptions of agency in the short-term
(ending after the goal-oriented movement is over) while stud-
ies by Short et al. (2010) and Litoiu et al. (2015) demon-
strate perceptions of agency in the long-term (continuing after
the interaction is over), we decided to frame our hypotheses
within these contexts. Based on Korman et al. (2019), we
expect that participants will show signs of immediate social
norm violation detection and agentic perceptions of a robot
when the robot commits any social norm violation. Based
on prior work on cheater detection as well as research done
by Litoiu et al. (2015), we expect that participants will show
greater signs of immediate social norm violation detection
and greater agentic perceptions of a robot when the robot
cheats. We therefore tested the following hypotheses:

• H1. Participants show signs of immediate social norm vio-
lation detection when a robot violates any social norm.

• H2. Participants show greater signs of immediate social
norm violation detection when a robot cheats compared to
any social norm violation.

• H3. Participants have agentic perceptions of a robot that
violates any social norm.

• H4. Participants have greater agentic perceptions of a robot
that cheats compared to any other social norm violations.

Procedure
This procedure was directly adapted from Litoiu et al. (2015)
and Short et al. (2010). Participants were asked to play 30
rounds of ‘rock, paper, scissors’ with a NAO robot which was
operated via a computer outside the experiment room using
a wizard-of-oz control method (Steinfeld, Jenkins, & Scas-
sellati, 2009). The robot began each round by announcing,
“Let’s play!,” before raising and lowering its hand four times
and saying “rock, paper, scissors, shoot.” The robot then

Condition Robot Behavior

Cheating

Cursing

Insulting

Control

Action: changes hand gesture to win

Action: none

Action: none

Action: opens and closes hand

One second, I need to stretch my hand.

Oh f***! You win!

Yes, I win!

Aww, you win. But you still suck at this 
game.

(Occurs twice in rounds 11-20)

Figure 2: This experiment has four conditions: three where a
robot violates a social norm and one control where the robot
performs a non-social norm violating action.

moved to one of three gestures corresponding to rock, pa-
per, or scissors. Per the rules of the game, rock beats scissors,
scissors beats paper, paper beats rock and the same gestures
results in a tie. After winning a round, the robot declared,
“Yes, I win!” After a loss, the robot said, “Aww, you win!”
After a tie, the robot said, “We have tied this round!”

In the first 10 rounds, the robot played the game as de-
scribed above. Between rounds 11 and 20, the robot would
commit a special behavior the first two times it lost. In the
cheating condition, the robot would change its hand gesture
to win and announce “Yes, I win!” In the cursing condition,
the robot would say, “Oh, f***! You win!” In the insulting
condition, the robot would say, “Aww, you win. But you still
suck at this game.” In the control condition, the robot would
say, “One second, I need to stretch my hand” before opening
and closing its hand. (Figure 2) For the remainder of this pa-
per, we will call the first instance of special behavior ‘Event
1’ and the second instance ‘Event 2.’ In the last 10 rounds, the
robot returned to normal game play. At the end of the game,
the participant left the room to fill out a post-game survey.

Measures
To gauge levels of social engagement, a cue for agency per-
ception, experimenters counted the number of words spoken
by each participant in each round of the game. Because “rock,
paper, scissors, shoot” serves mostly for rhythm and game-
play, we did not include this phrase in the word count.

Two coders also watched the video footage and coded par-
ticipants’ emotional reactions. They categorized their expres-
sions as either neutral, amusement, anger, surprise, or confu-
sion. Inter-annotator agreement had a Cohen’s Kappa (k) of
0.93.

In addition to data collected through behavioral responses,
we used survey measures to evaluate how participants per-
ceived the robot’s agency. The post-game questionnaire was
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identical to that used by Short et al. (2010), adapted from the
Interactive Experience Questionnaire (Lombard et al., 2000).
This questionnaire began with a set of open-ended questions:
“How would you describe the robot’s behavior during the ex-
periment?”, “Did anything about the robot’s behavior seem
unusual? What?”, “How well did the robot play the game?”,
and “Would you like to play rock-paper-scissors with the
robot again? Why?” The questionnaire then asked a set of
Likert questions, rating participant feelings during the inter-
action as well as their attribution of several characteristics to
the robot such as “honest,” “fair,” and “knowledgeable”.

Responses to the open-ended response questions were ex-
amined by two coders who (blind to condition) determined if
participants judged the robot to be an agent (e.g., “The robot
is cute and full of tricks”), as having beliefs, intentions, or
desires (e.g. “The robot rigged the game in his own favor”),
or as expressing emotion (e.g. “The robot got more upset in
the middle of the game”). Inter-annotator agreement had a
Cohen’s Kappa (k) of 0.91.

Participants
80 individuals from around Yale University in New Haven,
Connecticut participated in the study. 38 were female and 42
were male. The mean age of the participants was 23.11 years
(SD = 8.23). There were 20 participants (10 males and 10 fe-
males) assigned to the cheating condition, 20 (11 males and
9 females) participants assigned to the cursing condition, 20
(11 males and 9 females) participants assigned to the insult-
ing condition, and 20 (12 males and 8 females) participants
assigned to the control condition..

Results
In analyzing our data, we sought to compare the social norm
violations to the control (testing Hypothesis 1 and 3), and
each non-cheating social norm to cheating (testing Hypoth-
esis 2 and 4). We evaluated both how a person responds im-
mediately to a robot’s violation of a social norm, (testing Hy-
pothesis 1 and 2) and how a person later perceives that robot
(testing Hypothesis 3 and 4).

Emotional Reaction
We first examined participants’ emotional reaction to the so-
cial norm violations and non-norm violation. Two coders
categorized the emotion expressed by the participant in the
round before Event 1, the round of Event 1, and the round of
Event 2. We split emotions into two categories: neutral and
emotive and compared each condition using a Chi-Squared
Test of Independence. This test yielded a main effect for these
variables at Event 1 (c2(1,80) = 39.97, p < .001) and Event
2 (c2(1,80) = 23.46, p < .001). Post-hoc tests using Bonfer-
roni Correction revealed that the control condition expressed
significantly less emotion during Event 1 compared to the
cheating (c2(1,80) = 19.80, p < .001), cursing (c2(1,80) =
19.80, p < .001), and insulting (c2(1,80) = 23.02, p < .001)
conditions. The control condition also expressed signifi-
cantly less emotion during Event 2 compared to the cheating

Figure 3: Participants in the social norm violation conditions
displayed larger variance in emotional expression than partic-
ipants in the control condition.

Figure 4: Participants in the cheating condition expressed
a significantly greater variety of emotions compared to the
cursing and insulting conditions.

(c2(1,80)= 19.80, p< .001), cursing (c2(1,80)= 10.16, p=
.009), and insulting (c2(1,80) = 11.91, p = .003) conditions.
Participants did express more emotion during Event 2 of
the cheating condition compared to the cursing and insulting
conditions, but this was not statistically significant (Figure
3). These results support our first hypothesis, that partici-
pants show signs of immediate social norm violation detec-
tion when a robot violates any social norm.

While all social norm violations caused strong emotions,
we found that each condition elicited different emotions. We
had coders categorize non-neutral facial expressions follow-
ing key events into 4 emotions: amusement, anger, confu-
sion, and surprise. We conducted Chi-Squared Tests of In-
dependence to compare reactions across the social norm vio-
lation conditions (Amusement: c2(2,80) = 34.01, p < .001,
Anger: c2(2,80) = 13.17, p = .004, Confusion: c2(2,80) =
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21.38, p < .001, Surprise: c2(2,80) = 14.32, p = .003). We
ran post-hoc tests with Bonferroni Correction. Significantly
more participants in the cursing (c2(1,80) = 11.43, p =
.004) and insulting (c2(1,80) = 10.03, p = .009) conditions
expressed amusement compared to the cheating condition.
Grouping anger, confusion, and surprise, significantly more
participants in the cheating condition experienced these emo-
tions compared to the cursing (c2(1,80) = 29.57, p < .001)
and insulting (c2(1,80) = 8.50, p = .021) conditions, show-
ing a greater variety of emotional responses to cheating (Fig-
ure 4). While this does not directly support our second hy-
pothesis (that participants show greater signs of immediate
social norm violation when a robot cheats), it does demon-
strate that cheating elicits different, more varied emotional
responses.

Verbal Response
Experimenters counted the number of words spoken by each
participant during each round of the experiment. We divided
the number of words that a participant spoke during event
rounds by the total number of words that participant spoke
throughout the experiment to see how likely it was that an
event elicited a social response. We ran a one-way ANOVA
with covariates of age and gender to compare average word
count during event rounds across all four conditions. The
effect of condition was significant (F(3,80) = 5.31, p =
.002,h2 = 0.173). Post-hoc tests with Tukey HSD found
a significant difference between the average percentage of
words spoken in the cheating condition (M = 35.48%,SD =
36.17) and the average percentage of words spoken in the
control condition (M = 6.51%,SD = 10.65) (p = .002) as
well as between the cheating condition and the cursing con-
dition (M = 10.06%,SD = 18.66) (p = .011). While not sig-
nificant, there was a trend showing that people spoke more
in the cheating condition than the insulting condition (M =
15.11%,SD = 28.15) (p = .061). These results support our
second hypothesis that participants show greater signs of im-
mediate social norm violation detection when a robot cheats
compared to any social norm violation. It also suggests sup-
port for our fourth hypothesis that participants have greater
agentic perceptions of a robot that cheats compared to any
other social norm violation in the short term (Figure 5).

Post-Game Survey Responses
We coded participants’ written responses to the post-game
survey to infer if they perceived the robot as an agent, as hav-
ing beliefs, intentions, or desires, or as having emotions. We
conducted a Chi-Squared Test of Independence to compare
all four conditions. We found that condition had a main ef-
fect on perceived agency (c2(3,80) = 13.33, p = .004). Post-
hoc tests using Bonferroni correction found that participants
in the cheating condition ascribed significantly more agency
to the robot compared to the control condition (c2(1,80) =
12.13, p = .003). Condition also had a main effect on percep-
tions of intention, belief, or desire (c2(3,80) = 11.71, p =
.008). Post-hoc tests using Bonferroni correction found that

Figure 5: Cheating elicited the greatest increase in verbal en-
gagement immediately following the social norm violation,
significantly more than the control.

participants in the cheating condition also ascribed signifi-
cantly more beliefs, intentions, and desires to the robot com-
pared to the control condition (c2(1,80) = 10.10, p < .008).
There was no statistically significant effect on perceptions
of emotion. While we did not find statistical significance
comparing cheating to cursing or insulting, these results sug-
gest support for our fourth hypothesis, that participants have
greater agentic perceptions of a robot that cheats compared to
any other social norm violations, at least in the long term.

Each participant also ranked various traits for the robot on
a Likert scale from 1 to 7. We ran a one-way ANOVA, with
covariates of gender and age and follow-up tests using Tukey
HSD. The robot was rated as less fair in the cheating condi-
tion compared to the cursing (p = .008), insulting (p = .020),
and control (p= .006) conditions. The robot was also rated as
less honest in the cheating condition compared to the cursing
(p < .001), insulting (p = .007), and control (p < .007) con-
ditions. Finally, the robot was rated as more knowledgeable
in the insulting condition compared to the control condition
(p= .049). While these results do not support any hypothesis,
they do show a more negative response towards cheating.

Discussion
This experiment has studied the effects of several social norm
violations committed by a robot during a game of ‘rock-
paper-scissors’ on both participants’ initial responses to these
violations and on how they perceived the robot post-game.

Our findings support our first hypothesis, that participants
show signs of immediate social norm violation detection
when a robot violates any social norm. Across each social
norm violation condition, participants had strong emotional
responses, significantly more often than in the control con-
dition. In the control rounds, participants did not show any
significant change in reaction immediately following the non-
norm violating behavior. Instead, they exhibited somewhat
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Figure 6: In the written responses, participants ascribed more
agency and more beliefs, intentions, and desires to the robot
in the cheating condition compared to the control condition.

weaker emotional responses by the second occurrence of the
non-norm violating behavior.

Our findings also support our second hypothesis, that par-
ticipants show greater signs of immediate social norm vio-
lation detection when a robot cheats compared to any other
social norm violation. While participants in all three so-
cial norm violation conditions showed strong emotional re-
sponses, responses in the cursing and insulting conditions had
a somewhat weaker lasting effect compared to the cheating
condition. Participants in the cheating condition also had a
greater variety of emotional responses compared to all other
conditions. While this does not directly support our second
hypothesis, it does show that cheating is special in how it
affects individuals’ emotional responses. Finally, cheating
elicited the most social engagement. The word count imme-
diately following the norm violation for this condition was
higher than for all other conditions.

We found partial support for our fourth hypothesis that
participants have greater agentic perceptions of a robot that
cheats compared to any other social norm violation. Cheating
elicited the most social engagement, so participants may have
attributed more agency to the cheating robot and therefore felt
more able to socialize with it. This implies greater agentic
perception in the short term. From the written responses, a
significantly greater degree of agency as well as beliefs, in-
tentions, and desires was attributed to the robot only by par-
ticipants in the cheating condition compared to the control
condition. It was therefore the only condition to demonstrate
a long term effect on perceptions of agency. While this does
not directly support our third or fourth hypotheses, it does im-
ply that there is something particular about cheating, beyond
social norm violation, that causes such significant long-term
reactions from humans. Perhaps watching a robot intention-
ally cheat and change its hand signals causes an individual
to believe that the robot knew it was cheating, but wanted to

do so in order to win the game. One of the participants in the
cheating condition claimed that they felt “like [the robot] was
being tricky” during the game and another participant men-
tioned that the “callousness with which [the robot] rigged the
game in his own favor was made all the more galling by his
unreadable expression and smug attitude.”

Though this did relate to any of our hypotheses, we did find
that participants in the cheating condition were significantly
less likely to judge the robot as fair or honest. In contrast to
the amused reactions elicited by cursing and insulting, and
factoring in the angry reactions that some people had to the
robot cheating, this represents a negative effect on human be-
havior. While we may want a robot to appear more human,
being unable to trust a robot in real-world situations could be
dangerous. Interestingly, participants in the insulting condi-
tion were more likely to perceive the robot as knowledgeable.
This might imply that the robot’s judgment on the partici-
pants’ skills as worse than its own (since it told them they
“suck at this game”) could influence the participant’s attribu-
tion of intelligence towards the robot.

In our cursing and insulting conditions, the robot repeated
the exact same curse and insult in both event rounds. As the
cheat during our cheating condition was more dependent on
participants’ hand gestures and less monotonous, this could
explain why participants did not react as strongly in the curs-
ing or insulting conditions. The second instance may no
longer trigger the detection of social norm violations as the
exact repetition of the curse or insult is no longer novel, and
could even seem more robotic. Future studies may seek to
vary the type of curse or insult used throughout a trial.

Based on our results, we did not find direct support for
our third hypothesis, that participants have greater agentic
perceptions of a robot that violates any social norm. Of the
three theories put forth to explain the greater social agency at-
tributed to cheating robots (the evolutionary basis for cheater
detection, negativity bias, and cheating as a social norm viola-
tion), we have not found support for the third theory. Despite
these conclusions, there were more attributions of agency and
intention to the robot for all social norm violations compared
to the control. Future studies should seek to further explore
all three theories, perhaps examining stronger social norm vi-
olations in more realistic settings.
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Abstract 

Tracking one’s performance over time is essential to efficient 
self-guided learning but it is not clear whether young children 
can accurately monitor their past performance.  Here, we 
looked at whether 4-6-year-olds can use the trajectory of their 
past performance to allocate future resources. Across four 
experiments (N = 274), we found that children were sensitive 
to their rate of change in past performance: Children assigned 
to a condition in which they got better over time were more 
likely to take on challenges and teach others than children in 
conditions where they got worse or stayed the same. 
Furthermore, children privileged their rate and direction of 
change more than their total or final score. These results 
suggest that young children monitor their rate of improvement 
and can use this information to guide their future efforts. 

Keywords: Challenge seeking, Confidence, Ability, Effort, 
Reasoning 

Introduction 
Young children’s learning is often self-guided and not 

formally supervised, leading to many situations in which they 
get to choose how to challenge themselves. They decide 
whether to make bigger or smaller block towers or read easier 
or harder books. Yet little is known about how young children 
make these decisions that are so critical to their growth. 

As adults, we often consider our past performance when 
making decisions about how to allocate resources or take on 
challenges. When adults evaluate their own learning, they 
allocate more practice time to unlearned, difficult items; thus 
adults’ judgments of learning are correlated with their actual 
performance (Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992) and academic 
achievement (Young & Fry, 2008). Understanding one’s own 
learning curve across domains and tasks is advantageous for 
maximizing efficient learning, preventing people from 
investing time in an area where they are unlikely to see gains 
(Nelson & Leonesio, 1988) or from focusing on tasks where 
their attainment is already quite high (Metcalfe & Kornell, 
2005). However, it remains an open question whether young 
children, like adults, learn from changes in their performance 
over time to allocate future resources.  

One reason to believe children might be capable of using 
their past performance to calibrate the effort they expend in 
the future is that across a variety of domains, they learn 
rationally from data —that is, they make inferences about the 
world by integrating their prior beliefs with new evidence 
(see Schulz, 2012; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). This is true not 
only when children are learning about the world around them 
(e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2012; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015) but 

also when they are  trying to learn about their own abilities 
(Leonard et al., 2017; Lucca et al., 2020). For example, four 
and five-year-olds are much more likely to indicate that they 
are “bad at solving puzzles” after experiencing failure than at 
baseline (Smiley & Dweck, 1994) and are more likely to have 
negative reactions and want to switch to a different task after 
failure (Stipek et al., 1992). Even very  young children seem 
to have some metacognitive awareness of their own abilities: 
20-month-olds ask for help when they are uncertain (Goupil 
et al., 2016) and four and five-year-olds proactively select 
evidence that will be easier for them to discriminate (Siegel 
et al., 2014). However, while previous work suggests that 
children can consider both their immediate past failures and 
the probability of information gain given uncertainty, it does 
not address the question of whether children are sensitive to 
changes in their performance over time. 

Moreover, considerable research suggests that children are 
optimistic about their abilities and often fail to learn from 
their past successes and failures. Four and five-year-olds are 
over-confident about their memory span, and, after doing 
poorly on a memory test, fail to allocate more study time 
when presented with the same task again (Flavell et al., 
1970). Indeed, even children as old as eight fail to modify 
their study time based on task difficulty (Metcalfe & Finn, 
2013). Similarly, relative to older children, preschoolers give 
higher estimates of their ability to perform motor tasks after 
initial failure (Schneider, 1998; Stipek & Hoffman, 1980). 
One possibility is that children may be able to track their 
current uncertainty but fail to track past outcomes when 
predicting future performance (Parsons & Ruble, 1977). 
Another possibility is that young children engage in “wishful 
thinking” and don’t differentiate their wishes from their 
expectations (Schneider, 1998).  

In short, it is not clear to what extent children use changes 
in their past performance to predict their future performance 
and calibrate their effort accordingly. In the current paper, we 
explore young children’s sensitivity to trajectories of past 
performance. Across four experiments (three pre-registered), 
we randomly assigned children to conditions in which they 
got better, worse, or stayed the same at a task over time and 
looked at how this impacted their subsequent behavior. We 
predicted that children assigned to conditions where they got 
better over time would be more likely to choose to do a more 
challenging version of the task (Exp. 1- 2) and to teach 
someone else about the task (Exp. 1a-c), than children 
assigned to a condition where they got worse or stayed the 
same at the task over time.  
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Experiment 1a 
Methods 
Participants Participants were recruited at an urban 
children’s museum and tested individually in quiet testing 
rooms off of the museum floor. Fifty-one 4-5-year-old 
children were recruited for the study, but only 48 were 
included in the data analysis (mean age: 59.49 months; range: 
48 - 71 months) due to experimental error (n = 3). Children 
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: Increasing 
Performance or Decreasing Performance; ages were matched 
across conditions, (b = 0.25, 95% CI [-3.94, 4.37]1). This 
initial exploratory experiment was run with 24 subjects/ 
condition (Increasing: 8 F; Decreasing: 12 F). Full data was 
only available on 43 children (21 Increasing, 22 Decreasing), 
due to 5 children not answering the puppet question. All 
research in Experiments 1-4 were approved by the 
Institutional Review Board and conducted with the informed 
consent of parents.  
Procedure Children were introduced to a ball throwing 
game. They were instructed to stand on an X mark behind a 
taped line on the floor and try to throw 5 balls into a basket 
90 cm away on the floor. This served as a calibration trial - if 
children got 0-1 balls in, the basket was moved closer to the 
child for the remaining trials (60 cm away) and if they got 4-
5 balls in, the basket was moved farther away for the 
remaining trials (120 cm away). If the child got 2-3 balls in, 
the basket remained 90 cm away for all remaining trials. This 
enabled us to control for individual differences in children’s 
ball-throwing ability.  

Next the experimenter introduced the child to the actual 
game, instructing children to try to throw as many balls into 
the basket before the timer (a buzzer secretly controlled by 
the experimenter) goes off. Once the child got the set amount 
of balls in the basket (see Figure 1 for conditions), the 
experimenter would ring the buzzer letting children know 
that the trial was over. This form of surreptitious task 
structure has been used in other studies (Rhodes & Brickman, 
2008). The experimenter repeated this for four trials, moving 
the filled basket off to the side and replacing it with a new 
one each time. At the end of the trials the experimenter lined 
up the four baskets (with their balls in them) in front of the 
child and said out loud how many balls the child got in on 
each round.  

Next the child had to make two choices, both meant to 
provide indices of the child’s sense of their own confidence 
at the task. First, they had to choose how they wanted to play 
the game for the last (5th) trial. The experimenter put out two 
baskets: one that was closer to the child and wider (60 cm 
away) and the other that was tall and farther from the child 
(105 cm away). Children were told that they could play the 
game one more time with the basket “that is bigger and closer 

                                                        
1 All reported CIs are 95% confidence regions estimated through a 
basic non-parametric bootstrap of the data using 10,000 samples  

 

to you so it will be easier” or with the basket “that is taller 
and farther away from you, so it will be a challenge”. Next 
children could choose whether they wanted to learn from a 
knowledgeable puppet (i.e., felt relatively less confident) or 
teach an ignorant puppet (felt relatively more confident) 
about the game. The order of these two outcome measures 
was fixed. 

A combination of these two measures created the outcome 
variable of interest: the self-perceived confidence score, 
which ranged from 0-2. For both the basket and puppet 
measures, children got a score of 0 if they chose to play with 
the easier bucket/ teacher puppet, and 1 if they chose to play 
with the harder bucket/ learner puppet option. These two 
scores were added together to create the confidence score. 
This measure encompasses the participant’s decision about 
both of their actions and social interactions as a consequence 
of their past performance on the task.    

 
 

 
Figure 1. Experimental learning curves and results for 
Exp. 1a-c. On each trial, children tried to get balls into a 
basket. On the left are graphical representations of the 
learning curves (number of balls in basket on each trial) per 
Exp. On the right are bar charts (mean and SE) of children’s 
confidence score by condition. *p < .05 
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Results & Discussion 
Children in the Increasing condition had significantly 

higher confidence scores than children in the Decreasing 
condition (Increasing mean: 1.24, Decreasing mean: 0.77; W 
= 311, p = .04, r = -.32). To look at whether this difference 
was driven by the basket choice or the puppet choice, we ran 
two post-hoc chi-square tests. There was a trend for children 
in the Decreasing condition to choose the easier basket more 
often than children in the Increasing condition (𝜒2(1, n=48) = 
3.14, p = .08). There was no difference in puppet choice by 
condition (𝜒2(1, n=43) = 1.26, p = .26). Age did not relate to 
the confidence score (ρ(41) = .16, p = .31), puppet choice 
(t(41) = -0.66, p = .51), basket choice (t(46) = -0.24, p = .81), 
or number of calibration throws in (ρ(44) = .01, p = .97).  

A number of control analyses were run to make sure 
individual differences in children’s performance did not drive 
the difference of confidence score by condition. Children’s 
actual skill at ball throwing, indexed by the number of 
calibration throws in, did not differ by condition (t(46) = .48, 
p = .63) or relate to their confidence score (ρ(41) = .04, p = 
.81). The total number of balls children missed (didn’t get 
into the basket) also did not differ by condition (t(46) = 0.85, 
p = .40) or correlate with confidence scores (ρ(41) = .07, p = 
.65). As expected, children in the Decreasing condition got 
faster with each trial (because they were getting less balls in 
as time went on) than children in the Increasing group, 
resulting in a significant interaction of trial by condition on 
time per trial (F(3, 140) = 5.93, p = .001). However, 
individual differences in time per trial from trials 1 to 4 did 
not relate to confidence scores within condition (Increasing: 
ρ(15) = .25, p = .30; Decreasing: ρ(12) = .06, p = .81). Thus, 
individual’s sensitivity to the manipulation, as indexed by 
speeding up or slowing down, did not impact their confidence 
score.  

Exp. 1a established that children are sensitive to their 
performance over time and use this information to calibrate 
future actions. However, this study was exploratory in nature, 
with the goal of establishing that children could understand 
the paradigm and were sensitive to the manipulation. This 
study also helped establish an effect size, enabling us to run 
a power analysis for a replication study. In Exp. 1b, we aimed 
to replicate our effect with an adequately powered sample 
size and run a more controlled experiment by matching the 
total score across the two conditions (in Exp. 1b, both 
conditions have 20 balls total).  

Experiment 1b 
Methods 
Participants & Procedure Exp. 1b was pre-registered on 
the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/tn8br 
). Participants were recruited in the same fashion as in Exp. 
1. Ninety-two 4-5-year-old children were recruited for the 
study, but only 80 were included in the data analysis (mean 
age: 59.05 months; range: 48 - 70 months) due to parental 
interference (n = 4), children voluntarily withdrawing (n = 5), 
or experimental error (n = 3). Children were randomly 

assigned to an Increasing or Decreasing condition; ages were 
matched across conditions (b = 0.20, 95% CI [-2.64, 3.04]). 
We ran a simulated power analysis using the data from Exp. 
1a to determine a sample size for Exp. 1b. This analysis 
revealed we would need to collect data on 40 children per 
condition to find a large difference between conditions 
(power = .80). We collected data on 80 children (40/ 
condition; Increasing: 20F, Decreasing: 20F) in Exp. 1b. The 
procedure of Exp. 1b was the same as Exp. 1a except in the 
Decreasing condition, children got 8, 6, 4, and then 2 balls in.  

Results & Discussion 
Again, as predicted, children in the Increasing condition 

had higher confidence scores than children in the Decreasing 
condition (Increasing mean: 0.98, Decreasing mean: 0.56; W 
= 1037, p = .01, r = -.28). To examine whether this difference 
was driven by the basket choice or the puppet choice, two 
post-hoc chi square tests were run. There was no difference 
of basket choice by condition (𝜒2(1, n=80) = 1.1, p = .30). 
However, children in the Increasing condition were more 
likely to choose to teach a puppet and children in the 
Decreasing condition were more likely to choose to learn 
from a puppet (𝜒2(1, n=80) = 6.11, p = .01). Again, age did 
not relate to confidence scores (ρ(78) = -.09, p = .41).  

The same control analyses from Exp. 1a were run in Exp. 
1b to make sure individual differences in children’s 
performance did not drive the difference in confidence score 
by condition. Children’s number of calibration throws in did 
not differ by condition (t(78) = 1.12, p = .27) or relate to their 
confidence score (ρ(78) = -.01, p = .91). The total number of 
balls children missed did not differ by condition (t(78) = 0.15, 
p = .88) or correlate with confidence scores (ρ(78) = -.09, p = 
.41). Again, there was a significant interaction of trial by 
condition on time per trial, with children in the Decreasing 
condition getting faster from trials 1-4 than children in the 
Increasing condition (F(3, 304) = 11.75, p < .001). As in Exp. 
1a, individual’s sensitivity to the manipulation, indexed by 
the difference in time per trial from 1- 4, did not relate to 
confidence scores within conditions (Increasing: ρ(38) = -
1.04, p = .31; Decreasing: ρ(38) = .81, p = .45).  

Exp. 1b replicated the results of Exp. 1a: Children 
displayed more confidence when they improved on a game 
rather than got worse over time. While this provides initial 
evidence that children are sensitive to their rate of past 
performance, it does not rule out the possibility that children 
simply use their final performance to calibrate their future 
actions. Children in the Increasing condition, who end with 
eight balls in the basket, may feel more positive than children 
in the Decreasing condition, who end with two balls, 
irrespective of their learning over time. To rule out the 
possibility that children are simply relying on their final 
score, rather than learning over time, we ran a third 
experiment where the Increasing and Decreasing conditions 
had a matched final score. 
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Experiment 1c 
Methods 
Participants & Procedure Exp. 1c was pre-registered on the 
OSF (https://osf.io/dgewp). Participants were recruited in the 
same fashion as in Exp. 1a & b. Eighty-nine 4-5-year-old 
children were recruited for the study, but only 80 (Increasing: 
20F; Decreasing: 23F,) were included in the data analysis 
(mean age: 59.05 months; range: 48 - 70 months) due to 
parental interference (n = 2), children voluntarily 
withdrawing (n = 5), or experimental error (n = 2). Children 
were randomly assigned to an Increasing or Decreasing 
condition; ages were matched across conditions, b = 1.44, 
95% CI [-1.65, 4.58]). The procedure of Exp. 1c was the same 
as Exp. 1a & b except for the number of balls in per trial (see 
Figure 1). 
 
Results & Discussion 

Unlike Exps. 1a and b, in Exp. 1c children’s confidence 
scores did not differ by condition (Increasing mean: 0.78, 
Decreasing mean: 0.80; W = 791.5 p = .93). Similarly, 
children did not differ in their basket choice (𝜒2(1, n=80) = 
0.26, p = .61) or puppet choice by condition (𝜒2(1, n=80) = 
0.45, p = .50). Again, age did not significantly relate to the 
confidence score (ρ(78) = -.02, p = .88). 

When children’s performance on the last trial was matched, 
there was no difference in their choices to teach an agent or 
take on a challenge by increasing or decreasing performance 
conditions. One could interpret this null result as evidence 
that children use only their final score, rather than their rate 
of performance, to calibrate future resources. However, many 
other factors might have affected children’s performance 
here. The procedure likely required preschoolers to represent 
fairly small differences in relatively large numbers (i.e., the 
difference between 11, 9, 8, and 7 balls in the Decreasing 
condition) without explicit counting or labeling. This process 
relies on children’s approximate number system, which 
develops with age (Halberda & Feigenson, 2008). Thus, 
children in the Decreasing condition may have not noticed 
that they got worse over time, but rather computed that they 
continued to get a roughly high number of balls in on each 
trial, which might be motivating. Additionally, while the 
dependent measure in Exps. 1a-c may index an overall 
feeling of confidence, it does not require children to reason 
specifically about their future performance. That is, when 
choosing an easy or hard level for the last trial, an exact goal 
(you need to get X number of balls in) was not stated. If 
children instead knew they had to get nine balls in on the final 
trial, and the paradigm allowed children to track their 
performance more easily, then children might have been 
more confident that they could obtain this goal in the 
Increasing condition than the Decreasing condition.  

To better test whether children are sensitive to their slope 
of performance, and not just their end point, we created a new 
paradigm that 1) did not rely on children’s approximate 
number system and 2) had a dependent measure that required 
children to reason about their ability to reach a goal. We also 

used a constant condition where children’s performance did 
not change over time instead of a decreasing condition, since 
in the real world, children are more likely to fail to improve 
than to actually get worse over repeated trials. Finally, we 
extended our age range to include six-year-olds as older 
children might be more capable of integrating their past 
performance into their future choices.  

 
Experiment 2 

Methods 
Participants & Materials Exp. 2 was pre-registered 
(https://osf.io/vmu6e). Participants were recruited at an urban 
children’s museum and tested individually in quiet testing 
rooms off of the museum floor. Seventy 4-6-year-old children 
were recruited for the study, but only 66 were included in the 
data analysis (mean age: 63.8 months; range: 48 - 83 months) 
due to the pre-registered exclusion criteria of missing video 
recording (n = 2) or parental interference (n = 2). Children 
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: Increasing 
(16 F) or Constant (22 F); age was matched across conditions 
(age: b = -1.24, 95% CI [-6.23, 3.87]). We preregistered 
running 33 subjects/ condition from a power analysis 
anticipating a medium-large effect (V = .4) and a power of 
0.9.  

Children in both conditions were presented with two 
visually similar wooden trees with nests on top. One was tall 
(44.5 cm) and one was small (29.2 cm; note that the trees 
were never referred to by height to the child, but for clarity, 
we will refer to the trees as tall and small throughout). 
Children were tasked with bringing an egg (a metal ball, 2 cm 
diameter) back up to the nest by putting it on a platform 
attached to a string on a pulley and pulling the string carefully 
to raise up the platform. Unbeknownst to the child, the egg 
stayed on the platform via a hidden magnet in the platform 
that the experimenter could turn on and off via a remote 
control. While children pulled up the platform, the ball 
wobbled, making it appear as a conceivably difficult 
balancing task. Importantly, this task was novel, minimizing 
the influence of prior expectations on performance. It was 
also intuitive and easy for children to track their progress 
since the experimenter placed marks where the ball fell off 
on the trunk.  (A similar task was used by Stipek et al., 1984 
to successfully manipulate performance in four-year-olds.)  

 

Procedure Children in both conditions were introduced to 
the two trees and told that an egg had fallen out of its nest and 
that their goal was to put the egg back in the nest.  The 
experimenter told children that they would receive two 
stickers for getting the egg to the nest in the tall tree and one 
sticker for getting the egg to the nest in the small tree. The 
experimenter said that they would start by playing with the 
tall tree. In both conditions, children played with the tall tree 
for four consecutive trials. In the Increasing condition, the 
experimenter surreptitiously made the ball fall off the 
platform at 8”, 10”, 12”, 14” sequentially during each 
respective trial. In the Constant condition, the ball fell off 
around 14” on each trial. After the ball fell off on each trial, 
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the experimenter said, “Oops it fell off! But good job!”, then 
marked children’s progress by placing a marker with the trial 
number on the Velcro trunk at the height where the ball fell 
off (see Figure 2). Then the experimenter prompted the child 
to try again.  

After the fourth trial, the experimenter reviewed the child’s 
performance by pointing to how high they got the egg on each 
trial. Finally, the experimenter asked the critical question, 
“You’re so close to getting to the top of this tree! Do you 
want to try this tree again (pointing to tall tree) or try the other 
tree (pointing to small tree)?” After the child made a decision, 
the experimenter ensured success on whatever tree they 
chose. The experimenter also asked two follow-up questions 
– 1. “Why did you choose that tree?” (to make sure they 
didn’t think the toy was rigged or broken in the constant 
condition) and 2. “Did you get better at the game over time 
or stay the same?” (to see if children could explicitly report 
their progress.) This question wasn’t asked for six children.  

 
Figure 2. Procedure and results from Exp. 2. A. A child in 
the Increasing condition on his second trial. B. A child faced 
with a choice between staying on the tall tree (with markings 
from his progress in the increasing condition) or switching to 
the small tree on the right. C. Results from Exp. 2. 

 
Results & Discussion 

Children in the Increasing condition chose to continue 
playing with the tall tree more than children in the Constant 
condition (𝜒2 (1, n = 66) =4.95, p = .03, V = .3; see Figure 2). 
The percentage of children who chose to play with the tall 
tree in the Increasing condition was significantly above 
chance (binomial test against chance (50%): 70% tall, CI = 
[55%, 85%], p = .04). Children’s choices in the Constant 
condition did not differ from chance (40% tall, CI = [21%, 
55%], p = .30). In a logistic regression predicting tree choice 
with condition and age, both condition and age were 
significant (age: b = .07, p =.02; condition: b = 1.32, p =.02), 
revealing that children in the increasing condition and older 
children were more likely to choose the tall tree.  There was 
no age by condition interaction on tree choice. The paradigm 
was convincing to children: None of the children said they 
chose to switch to the small tree because the tall tree was 

broken or rigged. Additionally, children in the Increasing 
condition were more likely to say they got better at the game 
over time than children in the Constant condition (𝜒2 (1, n = 
59) = 9.4, p = .002, V = .43; missing data from 7 participants). 

Exp. 2 shows that children are sensitive to their rate of 
improvement, not just their final performance: Children who 
got closer to reaching a goal over time were more likely to 
stick with a challenging task than children who were 
consistently close to reaching a goal over time, even when 
distance to the goal on the final trial was matched.  

General Discussion 
Across four experiments, we found that four to six-year-

olds are sensitive to their rate of past performance on a task 
and use this information to allocate future resources. In Exp. 
1a and 1b, children who improved at a game over time 
displayed more confidence (indexed by a combination of 
being likely to take on a challenging version of the game and 
teach others about the game) than children who got worse at 
the game over time. Importantly, children attended to their 
rate of improvement without any cueing – their trajectory of 
learning was never explicitly labeled. Furthermore, children 
weighted their rate and direction of change more than just 
their total score (Exp. 1a) or final score (Exp. 2) when 
allocating future effort. Taken together, these findings show 
that preschool age children attend to their rate of past 
performance and use this information to guide future efforts.  

Past studies have found that young children do possess 
metacognitive awareness of their past performance on single 
trials of a task (Goupil et al., 2016; Metcalfe & Finn, 2013; 
Schneider, 1998), but fail to incorporate this information 
when planning future actions, leading to over-confident 
predictions and inefficient time management when learning. 
Here, we find that given four consecutive data points of 
progress, children are not “wishful thinkers” or irrational 
optimists. In line with work on children’s sophisticated 
rational learning (Schulz, 2012; Tenenbaum et al., 2011), we 
find that children are able to not only monitor their 
performance over time, but also use this information to 
efficiently guide future actions. When children are not 
improving at a task, they choose to play it again at an easier 
level and learn more. When children are getting better at a 
game, they choose to play it again at a more challenging level 
and teach others about the game. Young children’s optimism 
after one data point may be advantageous for young learners 
who often face failure. However, an optimal learner should 
also be able to effectively allocate resources when evidence 
suggests that their efforts won’t pay off. Repeated data may 
help children refine their estimate of their abilities, allowing 
them to better calibrate their future actions.   

The nature of the task may also influence children’s ability 
to track their progress and calibrate future actions. Here, we 
purposely used novel tasks that were appropriate for 
preschoolers and visual aids to lower memory demands and 
help children track their own progress. These features may be 
vital to children’s ability to monitor and act on their past 
performance. Children’s sensitivity to task structure is 
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exemplified in the discrepancy of results between Exp. 1c and 
2 – when tracking their own performance required skills 
arguably beyond young children’s abilities and the decision 
about what to do next didn’t have a clearly defined goal, 
children did not make decisions based on changes in their 
performance.  

When deciding whether to take on a challenge, one must 
consider both their chance of success and the potential 
payoff. By manipulating children’s performance slopes in 
Experiments 1 and 2, we likely influenced their estimates of 
success. However, the potential for rewards differed by 
Experiment: In Experiment 1, there was no explicit reward 
for reaching either goal, but in Experiment 2, children could 
receive a larger reward (two stickers) for completing the more 
challenging task, which may have shifted their overall 
preference to stick with a challenge. Yet, in Experiment 2 
children’s challenge preferences still differed by condition, 
indicating that children weight not just their potential 
rewards, but also their chance of getting them. In ongoing 
work, we are running a version of Experiment 2 with matched 
rewards to more fully test how children integrate rates of 
performance with rewards.  

Future work would benefit from computational models that 
can precisely map out how other relevant features are 
integrated with information about rate (Son & Sethi, 2006). 
For example, this work controlled for total score (Exp. 1b) 
and final score (Exp. 1c & Exp. 2), but presumably these 
features are also important to effort allocation. Furthermore, 
computational and behavioral work could probe individual 
differences in response to one’s learning trajectory. Some 
children in Exp. 2 responded negatively to the increasing 
condition, saying that they kept “failing” on each trial 
because the ball fell off, even though they were getting closer 
to the end goal. Individual differences in children’s reaction 
to failure, as well as their interest in the task, the long term 
pay off of mastering the task, and who is watching, may all 
influence children’s interpretation of their learning curve. 

This work has a number of limitations. In Experiments 1a-
c, we combined the basket choice and puppet choice outcome 
measures into one competence score. These two measures 
index different aspects of competence (challenge and social 
interaction preference), which we thought might collectively 
vary by condition. However, the condition effect on these two 
measures was inconsistent across Experiments 1a-c, 
suggesting that combining these measures may not have been 
appropriate. Subsequently, we decided to focus on just 
challenge preference in Experiment 2. The children in 
Experiment 2 were also on average a year older than those in 
Experiment 1, raising the question of whether children’s 
sensitivity to performance over time changes with age. 
Indeed, in Experiment 2 we found that older children were 
more likely to take on a challenge than younger children 
across conditions. Ongoing work is exploring how 
differences in children’s ability to track and predict 
performance rate by age might contribute to age related 
changes in challenge preference. Finally, there is a chance 
that children in the Constant condition in Experiment 2 were 

switching tasks due to boredom, rather than a richer 
interpretation of their past performance. Future work should 
probe children’s challenge preference using a stochastic 
Constant condition, with performance varying slightly, to test 
if boredom is potentially driving this condition effect.  

The ability to track learning over time is an essential 
element of efficient self-directed learning. Our work shows 
that young children possess this ability, which may lend to 
their remarkable capacity to learn so much with so little 
experience. Academic settings present a situation where this 
form of learning often has real-world consequences. This 
work suggests that young children may benefit from 
intentional scaffolding that highlights their progress over 
time, instead of just feedback on performance on a given day. 
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Abstract

The practical relevance of neonatal imitation for social development has remained largely unaddressed as most studies
have been conducted in highly controlled, laboratory conditions. Utilizing the Lookit online infant experiment platform,
we aim to demonstrate the feasibility of measuring neonatal imitation of caregivers in the home environment. Our between-
subjects design, adapted from Meltzoff and Moore (1983), focuses on two of the most commonly studied neonatal gestures,
tongue protrusion and mouth opening. Caregivers and their newborn are videotaped as caregivers model either gesture
to their newborn. Coders, who are blind to condition, record newborns gesture frequencies. To analyze these data,
we ultimately plan to specify a Bayesian hierarchical log-linear model testing whether the frequency of each neonatal
gesture increased when caregivers modeled that specific gesture. Pilot data collection and behavioral coding are currently
underway and will focus on inter-rater reliability, attrition, and recruitment rates of online data collection for neonatal
imitation.
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Abstract 
The naïve utility calculus theory of early social cognition 
argues that by relating an agent’s incurred effort to the expected 
value of a goal state, young children and infants can reason 
about observed behaviors. Here we report a series of 
experiments that tested the scope of such utility-based 
reasoning adopted to choice situations in the first year of life. 
We found that 10-month-olds (1) did not expect an agent to 
prefer a higher quantity of goal objects, given equal action cost 
(Experiment 1) and (2) did not expect an agent to prefer a goal 
item that can be reached at lower cost, given equal rewards 
(Experiment 2a and 2b). Our results thus suggest that young 
infants’ utility calculus for action understanding may be more 
limited than previously thought in situations where an agent 
faces a choice between outcome options. 
Keywords: infant social cognition; action understanding; 
teleological reasoning; naïve utility calculus  

Introduction 
For members of a social species like humans, making sense 
of others’ behaviors and adjusting responses to them 
appropriately is a crucial skill. However, such a task is not 
easy: interpreting observed actions and inferring others’ 
goals is a backward inference that is always underdetermined, 
as similar-looking actions can be motivated by different 
underlying intentions. The problem is particularly pressing 
for children and infants: they have to learn from and about 
others with limited prior experience to go on.  

Following previous work from computational cognitive 
modelling (e.g., Baker, Saxe & Tenenbaum, 2009), Jara-
Ettinger et al. (2016) have proposed that young children’s 
action understanding can be modeled as a case of Bayesian 
inverse planning through which an observer can infer an 
agent’s underlying world model and/or utility functions. 
According to the theory of the naïve utility calculus, we see 
other agents as utility maximizers who act in a way that 
maximizes the trade-off between expected costs of an action 
and expected benefits of a goal (i.e., the net utility). An 
efficient agent can thus be understood as one who minimizes 
cost and maximizes benefits.  

This theory is supported by a growing body of research in 
social cognitive development. Studies with preverbal infants 
suggest that a form of utility-based social reasoning may be 
already present from a young age: infants expect agents to 
maximize utility by behaving efficiently. In particular, they 
assume that agents will minimize the action costs required to 
bring about a goal, for example by taking the shortest 

available path towards it (Csibra, 2008; Gergely et al., 1995; 
Liu & Spelke, 2017).  

To date, most of the developmental literature on action 
interpretation has focused on infants’ understanding of the 
efficiency of goal-directed actions. However, there is another 
way to maximize utility: by choosing among different 
alternative goal options the one that yields the highest net 
utility. For instance, someone might reach for a cracker over 
a cookie when both items are equally far away, while going 
for a cookie over a cracker when the cookie is closer. From 
an observer’s perspective, this behavior pattern may seem 
inconsistent at first glance, but it makes sense if one 
understands that the person flexibly chooses what is most 
beneficial depending on the context. Indeed, from watching 
such a scenario, five-year-olds infer that the agent assigns 
higher value to crackers over cookies, but is not willing to 
incur much extra effort to reach them if cookies are less costly 
to obtain (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015).  

Can infants also perform such computations? That is, can 
they compare the relative utility of different goal options 
available to an agent, and attribute a goal based on this? A 
recent study by Liu et al. (2017) suggests that they may. Here, 
10-month-olds saw an agent approach two different goals 
equally often but at varying costs, and subsequently expected 
the agent to prefer the goal it had previously reached through 
a costlier action. 

Building on this finding, the present study aimed to test 
whether infants at this age would use the naïve utility calculus 
productively to infer an agent’s behavior in a novel context 
where the agent could choose between two goals of different 
utility. We implemented this choice context in two ways: (1) 
an agent could approach a higher quantity of goal objects 
(Experiment 1), and (2) an agent could reach one of two 
identical goal objects at relatively lower costs (Experiments 
2a and 2b). For instance: (1) if infants understand that 
someone likes bananas, would they think that this person 
should prefer more rather than fewer bananas, given the 
choice? And (2) would infants assume that the person should 
go for a banana that is easier rather than one that is harder to 
reach?  

Experiment 1 
Since the naïve utility calculus for young infants is (in part) 
about energetic costs and benefits, as indicated by their 
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expectation that shorter and less effortful paths are preferable 
(Gergely et al., 1995), infants might expect an agent to 
maximize her utility by choosing a larger amount of a valued 
resource. This hypothesis rests on the assumption that 
obtaining more of something confers higher benefits than less 
of it. This assumption has been shown to guide infants’ own 
decision-making: when 10-month-olds have a choice 
between two different amounts of crackers hidden in opaque 
containers, they reliably crawl toward the relatively higher 
amount (Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser, 2002).  

We conducted a looking-time study that aimed to test 
whether infants would expect others to similarly prefer a 
relatively higher quantity of goal objects of the same kind. 
Having watched an agent selectively approach a specific kind 
of goal object (e.g., 1 banana over 1 strawberry), would 
infants expect the agent to opt for a larger amount of the goal 
object (3 bananas over 1 banana) when it becomes available? 
If infants assign a higher utility to three goal objects grouped 
together relative to one, they should look longer when the 
agent approaches the single item. On the other hand, if infants 
do not have such an expectation, they should respond as in a 
classical outcome-choice task (Woodward, 1998), looking 
longer to the three-object outcome as this represents a novel 
goal for the agent. 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four 10-month-old infants (age range: 
9 m 16 d – 10 m 12 d, M = 10.03 m) participated in 
Experiment 1. An additional 9 infants were tested, but had to 
be excluded due to experimenter error (n = 4), failure to meet 
the predefined attention criteria (n = 2), fussiness (n = 2), or 
parental interference (n = 1). Participants were healthy, full-
term infants recruited through a local database. Written 
informed consent was obtained from the parents before the 
experiment. The study received full ethical approval from the 
local ethics board.  
Apparatus Infants were seated in their caregiver’s lap in a 
darkened, soundproof room, 80 cm away from a wide-screen 
102 cm LCD monitor. The stimuli were 3D animated videos 
created with Blender animation software (Stichting Blender 
Foundation, 2018) and presented from a Mac mini computer 
with MATLAB (Mathworks) using the Psychophysics 
toolbox extension (Brainard, 1997). Infants were video 
recorded during the session, and an experimenter watched the 
video live for online coding to determine the onset and 
termination of trials.  
Procedure and Stimuli Caregivers were instructed to hold 
infants by their hips without impeding their ability to attend 
or disengage from the screen. Caregivers’ eyes were covered 
with opaque sunglasses. Before each trial, a short attention-
getting clip was shown until the infant attended to the screen. 
Trials ended either when the infant looked away for 2 
consecutive seconds after a video had stopped, or if 8 seconds 
(in familiarization trials) or 60 seconds (in test trials) had 
passed since a video ended. 

 Familiarization. Infants watched a total of 8 
familiarization trials. Each trial consisted of a video lasting 

7.5 seconds, and the display of the last frame as a still image. 
In all videos, an agent (a pear-shaped blue character with 
eyes) approached a goal object. Initially, the agent was 
located at the top of the screen in a narrow hallway opening 
up at the bottom, and two goal objects (a banana and a 
strawberry) were located at the bottom, on the left and right 
side of the screen, respectively. The agent first moved 
downward in a straight line, then turned left or right, 
approaching the goal object on that side, and came to a 
standstill after having made physical contact with the object 
(upon which a ringing sound was played). The agent always 
approached the same type of goal object, which was 
sometimes located on the left, and other times on the right 
side of the screen. 

Test. Two test videos were shown to the infants. The videos 
were identical to the familiarization videos in terms of 
duration, behavior of the agent, and layout, with the 
exception of the goal objects. There were only tokens of the 
previously approached goal object kind present; on one side, 
there was a single item, on the other, three. The single item 
and the topmost item of the three-item set were placed 
equidistantly from the agent.  

We counterbalanced across participants the type of goal 
object approached (banana vs. strawberry); the order of the 
locations approached during familiarization (LRRLLLRR vs. 
RLLRRRLL); the location of the three items at test (left vs. 
right); and the order of test events (approach-3 first vs. 
approach-1 first). 

 
Figure 1: Layout of the stimuli videos  

(Experiment 1) at test. 
 
Coding and Analysis Infants’ looking behavior was 
manually coded off-line using the same criteria as online 
coding. The looking times of 50% of the participants was 
reanalyzed by an independent second coder who was blind to 
the hypothesis and to the stimuli condition. The average 
absolute difference between coders was 0.28 s; data from the 
first coder was used for analyses.  

The raw looking times were base-10 log-transformed for 
analysis (Csibra et al., 2016), but raw data is used for 
descriptive statistics and plots. As specified in the 
preregistration (see below), we conducted both Bayesian and 
frequentist statistical analyses. For the Bayesian analysis, we 
used the method recommended by Csibra et al. (2016). This 
method calculates a Bayes Factor which compares a null 
model to an alternative model that assumes a moderate 
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increase or decrease in looking times between conditions. For 
the frequentist statistical analyses, we conducted a paired-
sample two-tailed t-test. Moreover, we conducted a 2x2 
mixed ANOVA to check for order effects, which is a pattern 
commonly found in looking-time studies with infants (e.g., 
Liu et al., 2017). Statistical analyses were performed in R 
(version 3.4.1; R Development Core Team, 2017), plots were 
created using the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009).  

This study was preregistered at the OSF 
[https://osf.io/9h7yg]; stimuli, data, and analyses can be 
accessed at [https://osf.io/6pf3b/]. 

Results 
The Bayesian analysis suggested that the infants looked 

longer when the agent approached the three goal objects (M 
= 19.31 s, SD = 15.14 s) than when the agent approached the 
single object (M = 14.98 s, SD = 14.89 s). This data yielded 
a BF of 73.45, which indicates a strong effect. In a t-test, this 
looking-time difference was not significant t(23) = 1.993, p 
= .058.  

A 2x2 mixed ANOVA did not show a significant Order x 
Condition interaction, F(1,22) = 0.919, p = .348.  

 

 
Figure 2: Boxplots of average looking times toward the test 

events in Experiments 1, 2a, and 2b. Light grey lines 
connect the looking times of individual participants, white 

diamonds indicate means, horizontal lines indicate medians, 
boxes indicate middle quartiles, and whiskers indicate 
points within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 

upper and lower edges of the middle quartiles. 
 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 failed to provide evidence that 
infants expect an agent to maximize her utility by 
approaching a higher quantity of goal objects. On the 
contrary, infants looked longer when the agent selected more 
goal objects compared to when she continued to pursue the 
same goal as during familiarization, which consisted in 
approaching a single goal object. This pattern of results is 
consistent with the interpretation that infants did not interpret 
the higher quantity of goal objects as an indicator of higher 
expected value to the agent.  

Several explanations may account for these results. One 
possibility is that infants do not see quantity as a default 
indicator of how much an agent will value a goal: they may 
not assume that more of a good thing is necessarily better. 
Another possibility is that the novelty of the higher quantity 
of goal objects (which was never shown during 
familiarization) was disruptive and prevented infants from 
comparing the relative reward magnitude of the two options. 
If this is the case, infants may have problems using the naïve 
utility calculus productively to reason about novel situations 
(at least in the domain of benefit maximization). Third, it is 
conceivable that infants may not even represent the scenario 
as a choice among alternatives. During familiarization, they 
might have merely attributed a goal to the agent (e.g., 
approach the banana) without taking into account the non-
approached object (cf. Feiman, Carey, & Cushman, 2015), 
and at test looked longer at the outcome less consistent with 
the previously attributed goal. Experiment 2 addressed this 
account.  

Experiment 2a 
Here we asked whether infants attribute a goal on the basis of 
the relative expected utility of two goal options when the 
benefits are kept constant, but the costs vary, as prior research 
suggests that infants at this age have a firm grasp on efficient 
(that is, cost-minimizing) action (e.g., Liu & Spelke, 2017). 
If infants’ reasoning about utility maximization is limited to 
cost comparisons, they might still expect an agent to choose 
among equally valuable goals the one that can be reached at 
the lowest cost. 

Preliminary support for this hypothesis comes from a study 
by Scott and Baillargeon (2013), where 16-month-olds 
infants expected a person to choose between two identical 
objects the one that would require fewer steps to be accessed. 
This result is consistent with infants applying utility 
reasoning to attribute a goal preference to an agent. In 
Experiment 2a, we aimed to build on this result. We 
hypothesized that if infants attribute a utility-maximizing 
strategy to an agent who is seen performing an efficient 
action directed at the same goal object at both high and low 
cost, they should expect the agent to minimize costs by 
choosing the cheaper option when both options are available. 
Thus, if there are two identical goal objects present that can 
be reached by investing relatively more or less effort, infants 
should look longer when the agent chooses to perform a 
higher-cost action (jumping over a high rather than a low 
wall) for the same reward. 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four 10-month-old infants (age range: 
9 m 18 d - 10 m 15 d, M = 10.0 m) participated in Experiment 
2a. An additional 14 infants were tested, but were excluded 
due to failure to meet the attention criteria (n = 6), 
experimenter error (n = 2), or ceiling looking times at both 
test events (n = 6). Recruitment, consent, and ethical approval 
were the same as in Experiment 1.  
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Apparatus The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1, 
with the exception that stimuli were presented with PyHab 
0.7.2 habituation software (Kominsky, 2019) in PsychoPy 
3.0.6 (Peirce et al., 2019).   
Procedure and Stimuli As in Experiment 1, caregivers were 
instructed to hold infants by their hips, and caregivers’ eyes 
were covered with opaque sunglasses. Before each trial, an 
attention-getting clip was shown. During familiarization, this 
was a short clip (2 s); before each of the two test trials, the 
attention-getter was a longer clip (15 s) to recapture infants’ 
attention. Each trial contained multiple instances of an event, 
such that the events were shown in a (quasi-) looped manner 
(see Familiarization for details). Trials ended either when the 
infant looked away for a minimum of two consecutive 
seconds, or if 46 seconds (familiarization) or 60 seconds 
(test) had passed since the trial onset. In contrast to 
Experiment 1, we did not measure looking time to a still 
image of the video’s last frame, but kept playing the looped 
stimuli until either of the aforementioned termination criteria 
was met (see for example Csibra et al., 2003, and Liu et al., 
2017). The rationale for this procedure change was that 
infants here were supposed to contrast two actions, and not 
two goals, about which the action outcomes provide 
insufficient information. 

 Familiarization. Infants watched a total of six 
familiarization trials. Each trial consisted of a maximum of 
five events (less if the infant ended a trial by looking away 
for two seconds before a trial ended), which each had a 
duration of 8.5 s. In each trial, there were two high jump 
events, two low jumps, and one straight approach. After each 
event, a black screen was briefly displayed (0.5 s).  

The scene shown in the stimuli always contained an agent 
initially located in the middle of the screen. There was always 
either a low or a high dark grey wall to the left or right side 
of the agent. The walls were always in the same location and 
did not change sides within a subject (such that, for example, 
the low wall always appeared on the left side). Goal objects 
were yellow bananas.  

Each video within a trial began with a bell sound, 
indicating the onset of an event. Then a banana fell to the 
ground (onto a pink landmark), after which the agent turned 
and moved towards it. If there was a wall in the way of the 
agent’s path, the agent jumped over it. Upon making contact 
with the banana, the agent came to a standstill, and a ringing 
sound was played. The timing of approach was kept constant 
for all familiarization events (low jump, high jump, straight 
approach). The height of the jump was adjusted to the height 
of the wall. 

Test. Infants watched two test trials. Each trial consisted of 
the same event, which was looped for a maximum of 60 s. As 
in familiarization, the videos within a trial were interspersed 
with a brief 0.5 s display of a black screen.  

The layout was similar to the familiarization trials, except 
that both walls (high and low) were present in the same 
locations as before. The event played out the same as in 
familiarization, with the exception that two bananas fell 
down, and that there was an additional 0.5 s pause before the 

agent started moving. In the inconsistent test event, the agent 
approached the banana behind the higher wall; in the 
consistent test event, she approached the banana behind the 
lower wall.  

We counterbalanced across participants the location of the 
high and low walls (high left vs. high right); the side of the 
first approach during familiarization (LHLHLH vs. 
HLHLHL); and the order of test events (inconsistent first vs. 
consistent first).  
Coding and Analysis Infants’ looking behaviors were coded 
and analyzed the same way as in Experiment 1. Again, a 
second coder, blind to the experimental condition, recoded 
50% of participants’ looking times. The average absolute 
difference between coders was 0.4 s.  

Because of the unexpectedly high number of infants who 
did not disengage and look away from the screen during the 
experimental procedure, we used an additional exclusion 
criteria to avoid the problem of ceiling effects: we excluded 
participants who did not end at least one of the two test trials 
with a 2 second look-away.  

The preregistration for this study can be found at 
[https://osf.io/pvy37], stimuli, data, and analyses at 
[https://osf.io/7j58z/]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Layout of the stimuli videos (Experiment 2a and 

2b) at test. 
 

Results 
With the sample of 24 infants we tested, the Bayesian 
analysis provided some evidence supporting our hypothesis: 
we obtained a BF of 5.38. However, a t-test did not yield a 
significant result (t(23) = 1.272, p = 0.216), suggesting that 
infants did not look longer at the high jump action (M = 29.93 
s, SD = 15.9 s) compared to the low jump action (M = 27.13 
s, SD = 20.13 s).  

As in Experiment 1, we analyzed whether there was an 
effect of the order of test video presentation. A 2x2 mixed 
ANOVA did not show a significant Order x Condition 
interaction (F(1,22) = 0.00044, p = .983).  

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2a were not conclusive with 
respect to our hypothesis. While the Bayesian analysis 
suggested that the infants indeed looked longer at the agent’s 
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high-jump action at test, and thus had expected her to choose 
the goal object that can be obtained at lower cost, this effect 
was weak and the looking-time pattern was only shown by 14 
of 24 infants.   

Because we used a procedure where the test events were 
looped, there is a possibility that repeatedly playing the 
auditory cues that accompanied the events may have driven 
the infants’ attention back to the screen, preventing them 
from disengaging from the event even after they had lost 
interest. Analyzing only the data from the first looks, i.e., 
their looking times until they disengaged from the screen for 
the first time, yielded a BF of 245.47 (high jump: M = 23.55 
s, SD = 15 s; low jump: M = 18.64 s, SD = 16.76 s), indicating 
a strong effect. However, this analysis was post-hoc and 
cannot be considered as confirmatory. Therefore, we decided 
to conduct a replication of Experiment 2a, removing the 
sound effects from the stimuli. 

Experiment 2b 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four 10-month-old infants (age range: 
9 m 18 d - 10 m 14 d, M = 10.0 m) participated in Experiment 
2b. An additional 13 infants were tested, but were excluded 
due to parental interference (n = 1), fussiness (n = 1), failure 
to meet the attention criteria (n = 5), technical failure (n = 5), 
or ceiling looking times at both test events (n = 1). 
Recruitment, consent, and ethical approval were the same as 
in the previous experiments. 
Apparatus The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 2a.   
Procedure and Stimuli The procedure and stimuli were 
identical to the ones in Experiment 2a, except that we 
removed all sound cues from the familiarization and test trial 
stimuli.  
Coding and Analysis Infants’ looking behaviors were coded 
and analyzed the same way as in Experiment 2a. The average 
absolute difference between coders was 0.46 s. The 
preregistration for this experiment is accessible at 
[https://osf.io/2h78y], data and analyses at 
[https://osf.io/7j58z/]. 

Results 
Infants did not look longer at either of the two test events: the 
Bayesian analysis resulted in a BF of 2.59, providing neither 
support for our hypothesis nor for the null hypothesis of no 
effect. The looking times were not significantly different 
between conditions (high jump: M = 21.01 s, SD = 16.7 s; 
low jump: M = 25.51, SD = 17.59 s; t(23) = -1.083, p = .29). 
A 2x2 mixed ANOVA did not show a significant Order x 
Condition interaction (F(1,22) = 2.033, p = .33). 

An analysis of the data from the first looks yielded the same 
conclusion: infants did not look significantly longer at either 
test event (BF: 0.49; high jump: M = 16.52 s, SD = 11.53 s; 
low jump: M = 20.15 s, SD = 16.48 s). Unlike in Experiment 
2a, here the pattern of first looks did not differ substantially 
from that of the overall looking time. 

Discussion 
The results from Study 2b indicate that, contrary to our 
prediction, infants did not look longer when an agent chose 
to perform a costlier action over a less costly action to obtain 
the same benefit. Analyzing the data from Experiments 2a 
and 2b together, a mixed ANOVA with Trial (consistent vs. 
inconsistent test event) as within-subject and Experiment (2a 
vs. 2b) as between-subject factors showed no main effects 
(Trial: F(1,46) = 0.001, p = .916; Experiment: F(1,46) = 
2.802, p = .101) and no interaction effect (F(1,46) = 2.763, p 
= .103), which supports this conclusion. 

One possible reason for this null result is that infants did 
not assign equal benefits to the two identical-looking goal 
objects at test, which would be required for them to evaluate 
the relative utility of the outcomes. In fact, infants have a 
propensity to rationalize seemingly irrational actions: for 
instance, in Liu et al. (2017) infants resolved the apparent 
inconsistency of an agent sometimes performing a costly 
action (for goal A) and other times refusing to (for goal B) by 
inferring that goal A was more valuable to the agent than goal 
B. In our study, infants may have similarly reasoned that the 
object behind the higher wall provided a larger benefit, which 
made the agent approaching that object plausible.  

Under this account, both the “consistent” and 
“inconsistent” test events may have satisfied infants’ 
rationality criteria. The actions of the agent in the two events 
were not equally efficient with respect to the goal description 
we had posited (“reach a banana with as little cost as 
possible”); however, since the agent only ever jumped as high 
over each barrier as was needed, each action was efficient 
with respect to the goal realized under another description 
(“reach this banana with as little cost as possible”). 

General Discussion 
Reasoning about what other people find valuable and how 
they might likely behave in order to bring about desirable 
goals is a crucial component of social cognition and one that 
children need to master to become proficient social agents. In 
the present study, we tested whether 10-month-olds would 
draw goal inferences from the behavior of an animated agent, 
and expect utility-maximizing actions in a novel context 
which afforded a choice between goals. Building our 
predictions on the literature on infants’ understanding of 
goal-directed actions, as well as the theory of the naïve utility 
calculus, we investigated whether infants would expect an 
agent to (1) maximize her benefits by choosing more of a 
preferred goal object, and (2) minimize action costs by 
choosing one of two identical goal objects that can be reached 
with relatively less effort. 

Our results supported neither of these two hypotheses. 
While the findings presented here are preliminary and need 
to be bolstered with conceptual replications and follow-up 
work, they raise the possibility that infants do not 
productively generate expectations regarding which goal an 
agent will approach in a novel context, even if they 
themselves have been shown to flexibly behave in a utility-
maximizing way (e.g., Feigenson et al., 2002; Lucca, Horton 
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& Sommerville, 2020). As the benefits that agents obtain 
from a given goal may be opaque to naïve observers and often 
cannot be perceived from the properties of an object, her 
actual behavior may represent a more reliable cue for 
inferring how much an agent values a given outcome. In other 
words, the fact that an agent incurs higher costs to obtain A 
over B (as in Liu et al., 2017) is a reliable indicator that the 
agent assigned a high(er) net utility to A. Under this account, 
infants may remain agnostic about the magnitude of rewards 
that given goal objects confer to an agent, when the agent is 
facing a choice between goal objects differing in quantity or 
costs required for obtaining them.  

If this interpretation is on the right track, it would follow 
that infants’ social reasoning in the first year of life may rely  
to a greater extent on the agents’ actual behavior and the 
effort they incur, and only gradually begin to integrate 
information about costs and benefits, enabling more flexible 
reasoning about the various ways in which utility 
maximization can be brought about. 

Another potential explanation of the present results is that 
the concept of choice available to infants at this age may not 
be sophisticated enough to allow them to solve the task posed 
by our studies. These in fact required infants to compute the 
utilities of two potential outcomes, compare them, and 
undergird their representation of the agent’s goal with 
whichever is higher. While the usual interpretation of 
Woodward’s (1998) seminal study is that this is exactly what 
infants do when they observe an agent confronted with a 
choice situation, our finding raises the alternative possibility 
that infants may solve that task without contrasting observed 
and counterfactual outcome options (see also Feiman et al., 
2015). Rather, they might disregard the non-chosen item and 
merely represent the agent’s goal. 

This account is compatible with infants’ success in tasks 
like those of Gergely et al. (1995), which require that infants, 
upon observing a goal-directed action, reconstruct whether 
the same goal could have been brought about in a more 
efficient way. When the means to accomplish a goal and the 
corresponding costs are transparent (for instance, a linear 
relationship between the path length an agent traverses and 
the energetic cost she incurs), a more efficient alternative 
action can be straightforwardly identified from visual 
analysis of the environment the agent acted in. Juxtaposing 
multiple potential goals, on the other hand, is arguably a more 
computationally demanding task. 

Prior research on infants’ understanding of efficient, goal-
directed actions shows that they can easily compute utility 
with respect to a particular goal. While they seem to be able 
to contrast the relative utility of different means aimed to 
bring about a particular goal state, and generate expectations 
accordingly for how a rational agent ought to behave, they 
may not track either the relative utility of all potential 
outcomes or the requisite actions to accomplish them, and 
may not attribute goals on the basis of such a comparison.  
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Abstract

Reasoning about analogical arguments is known to be subject
to a variety of cognitive biases, and a lack of clarity about
which factors can be considered strengths or weaknesses of
an analogical argument. This can make it difficult both to de-
sign empirical experiments to study how people reason about
analogical arguments, and to develop scalable tutoring tools
for teaching how to reason and analyze analogical arguments.
To address these concerns, we describe WG-A (Warrant Game
— Analogy), a framework for people to analyze analogical ar-
guments based on Bartha’s (2010) Articulation Model of ana-
logical argumentation. We carry out two experiments designed
to probe WG-A’s effectiveness in improving participants’ abil-
ity to reason about analogical arguments and argumentation in
general, and argue that WG-A is a promising approach, though
it is in need of further development.
Keywords: analogy; reasoning; generalization; arguments; ar-
gumentation; argument analysis; critical thinking

Introduction
Understanding how people reason about and evaluate argu-
ments is a rich area of research, full of competing views on
why we reason the way we do, and how to improve it. If
there is a consensus among this literature, it is that the ways
people tend to evaluate arguments are highly subject to cogni-
tive biases (Walton, 1999; Kahneman, 2011; Mercier & Sper-
ber, 2011; Mercier, 2016; Sperber & Mercier, 2017; Gampa,
Wojcik, Motyl, Nosek, & Ditto, 2019)—biases whose ef-
fects are prevalent both amongst laypeople and experts such
as judges (Guthrie, Rachlinski, & Wistrich, 2001; Chortek,
2013; Wistrich, Rachlinski, & Guthrie, 2015; Rachlinski,
Wistrich, & Guthrie, 2015) or medical doctors (Croskerry,
2003b, 2003a; Jenkins & Youngstrom, 2016; Prakash, Bihari,
Need, Sprick, & Schuwirth, 2017).

The myside bias (Mercier & Sperber, 2011; Mercier, 2016;
Sperber & Mercier, 2017) is particularly pernicious because
it ostensibly affects our ability to evaluate the quality of argu-
ments with which we are presented, and this effect is also
present regardless of cognitive ability (Stanovich & West,
2007). Whether such biases are so prevalent because people
are not sure or not willing to restrict their reasoning to that
which is relevant to the argument being evaluated, they intro-
duce difficulties both for the empirical study and education of
argumentative reasoning.

In this paper, we describe WG-A (Warrant Game - Anal-
ogy), a framework and software tool for the evaluation of
analogical arguments based on the Articulation Model (AM).

AM is a normative model of analogical argumentation that
attempts to explain both what a “good” analogy is, and what
kinds of dialogical moves can be considered relevant towards
assessing an analogical argument (Bartha, 2010). We then
report on preliminary studies exploring how the current ver-
sion of WG-A can be used either as an educational tool or a
framework for studying argumentative reasoning, and discuss
lessons learned.

Background
An analogical argument consists of propositions divided into
source and target domains S and T. A pair of analogous
propositions (s, t)∈ S×T is said to be in the positive analogy
if they have the same truth value, and in the negative analogy
otherwise. The hypothetical analogy is a pair (hs,ht) ∈ S×T
such that ht is the conclusion of the entire analogical argu-
ment. As a trivial example: “The sun is round; the moon is
round; the sun is very hot; therefore, the moon is very hot.”
The first two sentences are in the positive analogy, the third
is hs, and the sentence “the moon is very hot” is ht , the (ob-
viously incorrect) conclusion of the overall analogical argu-
ment.

We take as our starting point the Articulation Model (AM)
of analogical argumentation (Bartha, 2010), whose key idea
is that a successful analogical argument explicitly identifies
a prior association and a potential for generalization. The
prior association is “a clear connection, in the source domain,
between the known similarities [...] and the further similarity
that is projected to hold in the target domain” (Ibid.). The
prior association has potential for generalization when there
is a “reason to think that the same kind of connection could
obtain in the target domain” (Ibid.). AM describes how these
can be made explicit and assessed through a dialogue between
an advocate and critic, whose goals are to defend and attack
the analogical argument, respectively. In the sun-moon exam-
ple given above, it is obvious that the connection between be-
ing round and being hot is both weak and non-generalizable.

Thus, in a dialogue meant to assess an analogical argument
A , a relevant move by a participant is one which contributes
to the elaboration or testing of either A’s prior association or
potential for generalization. WG-A provides an interface in
which participants play the role of critic or advocate, and are
only allowed to make moves that have a high probability of
being relevant (as defined above). We briefly summarize here
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how WG-A aligns with AM and ensures relevance, but for
full discussions, see (Licato & Cooper, 2019, 2020).

A warrant (S. Toulmin, Rieke, & Janik, 1984; S. E. Toul-
min, 2003) is a broad principle or rule which shows how an
argument’s premises permit (or warrant) the inference of its
conclusion. They may range from highly formal rules of de-
ductive logic to broad rules of thumb, but they are to be distin-
guished from premises in that they typically are more gener-
alized (Hitchcock, 2005). WG-A’s central assumption is that
when given the source and target domains of an analogical
argument, the process of elaborating a single warrant which
jointly explains the inferences from each domain’s facts to its
hypothetical is roughly the same task as elaborating a prior
association and potential for generalization. For example,
consider the analogy in Figure 1. The analogical argument
begins with a set of proposition pairs referred to as “facts,”
each pair containing a proposition from the source domain
(left column) and target domain (right column). We will refer
to the box labeled ‘Facts’ on the left side as the source facts,
and on the right as the target facts. The hypothetical analogy
is pictured as a pair of propositions in boxes labeled ‘Conclu-
sion’. The overall analogical argument is that if the source
facts, target facts, and source hypothetical (“cheating on an
exam is wrong”) are true, then the target hypothetical (“lying
on a resume is wrong”) follows.

WG-A Gameplay
A WG-A session starts as follows. Two players, filling the
roles of advocate and critic, are presented with an interface
displaying a pre-selected set of source and target facts and hy-
potheticals. The advocate is asked to create an initial warrant
(referred to as a rule), such that (1) its antecedent is a gen-
eralization of the source and target facts, (2) its consequent
is a generalization of the source and target hypotheticals, and
(3) it serves as a rule which explains both the link from the
source facts to source hypothesis, and from the target facts to
source hypothesis.

An initial warrant is pictured in the middle column. It con-
sists of an antecedent (“something is dishonest”) and conse-
quent (“it is wrong”). Note first that this particular warrant’s
antecedent does not use all concepts from the available facts;
e.g., it doesn’t refer to the idea of something which “can be
done many ways.” The choice of detail to include in the an-
tecedent therefore reflects the warrant’s relevance to the ana-
logical argument being made (Licato & Cooper, 2019).

Given the structure laid out in Figure 1, a critic can attack
links between its parts (labeled L.1 - L.5). An attack on L.3
requires a counterexample showing that the warrant does not
hold (e.g., that white lies are dishonest but not wrong) which
might then require the advocate to change the phrasing of the
warrant (e.g., changing the warrant’s antecedent to “some-
thing is dishonest and done for good reasons”), or challenging
the attack. The warrant’s antecedent must be a generalization
of the source and target facts, otherwise the critic can chal-
lenge L.1 or L.2; likewise, L.4 and L.5 can be attacked if
the warrant’s consequent does not generalize the hypothetical

analogy. Thus, the choice of detail and phrasing used in the
warrant is subject to multiple constraints, and the exchange of
attacks and edits in response to those attacks leads to iterative
improvement of the warrant as the game progresses. A full
description of allowed attacks, responses, and other moves is
given in Licato and Cooper (2019).

It is important to note that the advocate and critic are not
free to directly communicate with each other. They can only
perform moves allowed by the rules of the game, and if one
player seems to be abusing this in any way, the other has the
option to report their conduct to a moderator who will review
and respond. This is done to minimize the amount of irrele-
vance1 that may occur in an open-ended discussion format.

Experiment 1
Our first experiment was to determine whether using WG-A
to evaluate a set of analogical arguments produced any cog-
nitive benefits, as compared to simply engaging in an open-
ended dialogue about those same analogical arguments.

Method
Participants We recruited 64 participants for the first ex-
periment through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Each
participant was paid a fee of $15 for completion of the study,
and offered an additional $2 to complete a follow-up test three
days later. One participant took the post-study test two extra
times and their extra attempts were excluded from the data.
12 non-participants who initially signed up but did not partic-
ipate on the day of their main task tried to take the follow-up
survey; their results were excluded. 10 participants also com-
pleted the main task and the post-study test but did not com-
plete the follow-up survey; these results were excluded, as
the majority of statistical analyses used required equal sam-
ple sizes, however their inclusion did not impact the results.
No demographic data about participants was collected.

Procedure We began our two experiments by asking 750
potential participants on MTurk to fill out their time avail-
abilities, which were used to select a 90-minute session to
include both a main task and post-study test. Of the 118 par-
ticipants selected, 64 logged in and completed their assigned
tasks. 44 were assigned to the experimental group and 20 to
the control group.

The experimental group began by watching a 15-minute
instructional video explaining how to use WG-A. The video
contained a password that had to be entered to start the ex-
periment. That completed, they were assigned two WG-A
games to work on, with the capability of switching between
games while waiting for their turn. In one assigned game
they were given the role of advocate, and the other the role
of critic. Those who were paired with absent partners were

1Following AM and Licato and Cooper (2019), a dialogical move
or utterance is considered irrelevant to evaluating an analogical argu-
ment if it does not directly lead to a modification of that argument’s
prior association or potential for generalization, or to the warrant
which WG-A claims approximates them.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of an example analogical argument + warrant in WG-A

reassigned new games randomly, regardless of their role. The
experimental group was guided by the structure of the game
to contribute relevant information to the analogy by adding
fact pairs, filling in the warrant, and modifying the incom-
plete analogy that was presented to them.

In order to direct participants towards relevant moves, their
interactions were limited to making and justifying a carefully
limited set of moves. By limiting the types of moves that par-
ticipants can make, we hoped to keep them focused and pro-
gressing towards complete analogies which list all relevant
information. The allowed moves were as follows:

• The advocate first creates the initial rule.

• The advocate can update the rule.

• The advocate or critic can update the facts.

• The advocate or critic can add new fact pairs.

• The critic can attack one of the links.

• The advocate or critic can pass.

Participants were only allowed to pass if 8 moves were al-
ready made in their game. Two consecutive passes terminated
a game. Participants who completed games before time was
up were manually assigned new games to work on. A link to
send a report to a moderator was also available, which would
suspend the game until a moderator (one of this paper’s au-
thors) could review.

Members of the control group were placed into chat rooms
in pairs, under the supervision of a moderator. They were
presented with information about an incomplete analogy that
matched the starting analogical arguments provided to the ex-
perimental group. Unlike the experimental group, however,
their information was delivered as text, with no graphically-
articulated structure and no restrictions on how to improve the
analogy. The control group spent their time in unrestricted

chatrooms, and given instructions to improve the incomplete
analogy that they were given. These instructions were depen-
dent on the scenario but followed this template: “The peo-
ple who have started this analogy have observed that: (list
of source domain facts) lead to the conclusion that (source
domain conclusion). They have noted that this is similar in
some ways to: (list of target domain facts) which lead to the
conclusion that (target domain conclusion). Please fully ex-
plain what the two conclusions have in common, updating
their supporting facts as needed to create a good comparison.”

Moderators were present in each of the control group’s cha-
trooms. They were not allowed to participate in the discus-
sions in any way, except to (1) provide information about the
task and next steps, (2) answer questions about the task itself
(not about the topic of discussion), or (3) to remind partici-
pants to analyze the argument if both of them were confused
or inactive.

Every 15 minutes, the control group was assigned another
chat partner and topic randomly, to work on a new analogy.
Once participants from either group had been working for 60
minutes, their ongoing games were stopped and they were in-
structed to spend no more than 15 minutes taking the Test
of Scientific Argumentation (TSA) described by Frey, Ellis,
Bulgren, Craig-Hare, and Ault (2015). This test measures
participants’ reasoning abilities with respect to scientific ar-
gumentation, in multiple areas including: distinguishing be-
tween claims, facts, opinions, and data, or between rebuttals
and counter-arguments; determining justification types; iden-
tifying qualifier words commonly used in scientific argumen-
tation; and separating scientific from non-scientific claims.
For each of these question types, participants were given def-
initions of the tested words.

Three days after participants’ main task and post-study test,
they were invited to take the TSA again for an additional $2
fee, if done within 24 hours. In this follow-up test, partic-
ipants were given the exact same questions as in their post-
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study test.

Results
With the 44 participants designated to the experimental
group, we obtained 18 completed games and 37 which were
not completed, but contained significant gameplay. All 20
control group participants contributed to the chat environ-
ment. With those 20 participants, we obtained 44 chats with
sufficient participation.

The data obtained from Experiment 1 was analyzed to an-
swer the following questions:

• Did participants perform significantly higher in the follow-
up test than in the post-study test?

• Did participants in the experimental group perform signif-
icantly better than those in the control group?

• Was there a correlation between the level of participation
in the game and performance in the test?

To answer the first question, comparisons were performed us-
ing a one-tailed, paired Student’s t-test. A paired test was
deemed appropriate due to the participants being given the
same TSA in both the post-study and the follow-up tests.
It was found that the experimental group performed signifi-
cantly higher in the follow-up test than in the initial test, with
a p-value of 0.038 and 24 degrees of freedom. This same in-
crease was not observed in the control group, however. On
the contrary, the control group performed slightly worse, on
average, in the follow-up test, although this decrease was not
significant.

To answer the second question, comparisons were per-
formed using a one-tailed, unpaired t-test. It was found that
the experimental group performed significantly higher than
the control group on the follow-up test, with a p-value of
0.016 and 40 degrees of freedom. However, the groups per-
formed about the same on the initial test. This difference
could indicate that the game improves analytical reasoning
over time; this theory may be further supported by the control
group having no statistical difference in initial versus follow-
up test performance. To further test this hypothesis a two-
factor ANOVA was calculated, with repeated measures on
the test factor as post-study and follow-up test performance
is correlated. As shown in Table 1, the results for the ex-
perimental group were confirmed to be significantly different
from the control group, but the interaction between the group
and the test was not significant.

To determine level of participation, we counted the number
of game-advancing moves participants in the experimental
group performed. For the control group we counted the num-
ber of words contributed to the chat. Moves that were not con-
sidered game-advancing and, thus, excluded were: passes, ac-
ceptances of an opposing player’s move, and flags to the mod-
erator. For the control group, we similarly excluded: saluta-
tions and regards, asterisked corrections of typos, explana-
tions of technical issues, messages directed to the moderator,

and emojis. With these stipulations, we found no significant
correlation between participation and test performance for ei-
ther group, using a Pearson correlation coefficient.

Experiment 2
Our second experiment also divided participants into an ex-
perimental group which used WG-A and a control group
which used open dialogue. However, whereas Experiment
1 used the TSA to determine whether participants’ general
scientific argument analysis ability was affected, Experiment
2 used a different set of questions designed to assess their
ability to analyze a single analogical argument.

Method
Participants As with Experiment 1, participants were re-
cruited from MTurk and asked for their availabilities. 89 par-
ticipants were scheduled for a 90-minute session, of which 48
logged in. Each participant was offered $15 to participate in
the study. No demographic data on participants was collected.

Procedure Of those who logged in to the scheduled ses-
sion, 34 participants were assigned to the experimental group
and 14 to the control group. All procedures for the experi-
mental and control groups then were the same as in Experi-
ment 1, save for the post-study test they took.

The Experiment 2 post-study test presented participants
with one of six deliberately flawed analogical arguments, as
in Figure 2. They were asked to list strengths and weaknesses
of the argument, in bullet-point form so that they could be
counted. They were also asked to numerically rate the va-
lidity of the argument on a five-point scale, and to express
their confidence in this rating on a three-point scale (Figure
3). Finally, they were asked to think back about the analogies
they examined during the main task, and instructed to eval-
uate their satisfaction with: the quality of the analysis they
performed, the relevance of the things said while doing that
task, and whether their understanding of the topics involved
changed. Participants were told that the top performers on
the Experiment 2 post-study test would be rewarded with an
additional bonus payment (Figure 3).

Results
With the 34 participants designated to the experimental
group, we obtained 22 completed games and a further 22
which were not completed, but contained significant game-
play. With the 14 control group participants, we obtained 30
chats with sufficient participation.

The data obtained from Experiment 2 was analyzed to an-
swer the following questions:

• Did participants in the experimental group give signifi-
cantly different responses to analytical questions than those
in the control group?

• Was level of participation in the game correlated with ana-
lytical response?
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Table 1: Experiment 1 ANOVA.

Source SS df MS F P
Between subjects 1334.57 41
Group 88.95 1 88.95 2.86 0.098586
Subjects within Group 1245.62 40 31.14
Within subjects 199 42
Test 5.76 1 5.76 1.26 0.268344
Group × Test 10.98 1 10.98 2.41 0.128440
Test × Subjects within Group 182.26 40 4.56
Total 1533.57 83

Figure 2: Participants were asked to list strengths and weak-
nesses of a given analogical argument.

Figure 3: Participants were asked to rate the overall strength
of a given analogical argument.

• Was there correlation between the number of perceived
strengths and weaknesses in an argument and the argu-
ment’s overall perceived strength?

To answer the first question, comparisons were performed us-
ing a two-tailed Student’s t-test. No significant differences
were found between the control and the experimental groups’
values for any of the quantitatively rated responses.

As in Experiment 1, to determine level of participation we
counted the number of game-advancing moves or the num-
ber of words contributed to the chat environment. No sig-
nificant correlation was found between level game participa-
tion and analytical responses for either group, using a Pear-
son correlation coefficient. However, a positive correlation
was found between both groups’ self-reported understanding
of the task and their rating of argument strength. In the case
of the control group, this correlation was particularly strong
(p = 0.003). This could be an indication of participants’ con-
firmation bias; e.g., participants may have believed if an ar-
gument appeared strong, they must have understood the task.

Since the weaknesses and strengths of each argument were
provided in bullet-point format, we were able to count these,
and compare them with the numerical rating of overall ar-
gument strength. Using a Pearson correlation coefficient, a
strong negative correlation was found between arguments’
weakness counts and their strength ratings. (p = 0.00003).
However, a contrasting correlation did not hold, in general,
between strength counts and strength ratings. When consid-
ering these same factors, separated by group, it was found that
the correlation held roughly equally in both directions for the
control group, but a correlation between strength counts and
strength ratings was completely nonexistent for the experi-
mental group. Paired with the strong negative correlation be-
tween weaknesses counts and strength ratings, this may indi-
cate that participants in the experimental group were more in-
clined to evaluate arguments by focusing on their weaknesses
(i.e. counterarguments against them). Further experimenta-
tion would be needed to confirm this.

Additionally, we observed a negative correlation between
the ratio of weakness counts to strength counts, and strength
ratings, with a p-value of 3x10−7. In direct contrast to our
observations for strength counts, the experimental group was
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statistically likely to say that an argument with a high ratio of
strength count to weakness count was strong (with a p-value
of 0.0001), as well as that one with a high ratio of weakness
count to strength count was weak (with a p-value of 6x10−7).
Conversely, the control group had a much weaker correla-
tion in both regards, with a p-value of 0.047 for the ratio of
strength count to weakness count and 0.002 for ratio of weak-
ness count to strength count. This may indicate that the ex-
perimental group displayed an ability to distinguish between
an argument having several strong aspects and that same ar-
gument being more strong than weak. The ability to distin-
guish arguments in this manner was not observed in the con-
trol group.

General Discussion and Future Work
This paper described the first attempt to empirically study
WG-A, focusing on whether its use has any short- or long-
term effects on participants’ abilities to reason about analogi-
cal arguments and argumentation in general. Our results sug-
gest it has potential in at least two areas: (1) to study and teach
analogical inference, generalization, and argumentation, and
(2) as a framework for the development of automated reason-
ing. However, it is clear that much more work is needed in all
three of these areas, which we now discuss.

The results of Experiment 1 suggest the use of WG-A,
when compared with open-ended discussion, improved per-
formance on the TSA. But it is not known why this ef-
fect seemed delayed: why was the performance difference
between experimental and control groups significant in the
follow-up test taken three days after the task, but not in the
post-study test taken immediately after? It may be that us-
ing WG-A increases participants’ interest level in the prac-
tice of finding supporting arguments and counterarguments;
however, this does not appear to have been reflected in the
test results from Experiment 2. Future work should explore
whether the effect reported in this paper is robust across other
measures of argumentative reasoning.

Licato and Cooper (2019) suggest that WG-A’s minimal
need for moderation and restricting of allowed communica-
tions between players makes it ideal for training artificially
intelligent cognitive systems, e.g. to play WG-A against other
algorithms, to play against other people, or to use internally
as a normative model of analogical argumentation. Indeed,
of the 78 participants who played WG-A games, there were
only 7 reports to the moderators, only one of which was about
an opponent. Furthermore, this was the only case in which a
player was clearly acting in bad faith: the player’s opponent
reported that they were passing and not contributing, instead
using the additional detail prompts to urge their opponent to
pass so that the game would be over quickly. This suggests
that WG-A is scalable, as a large number of games can be
played with minimal need for human supervision.

The antecedent and consequent of the warrant are meant
to be generalizations of the source and target domains’ facts
and conclusions, respectively. But future work can explore

whether the additional constraints that WG-A places on these
generalizations still can be captured by existing cognitive
models of analogical generalization (Kuehne, Forbus, & Gen-
tner, 2000; Forbus, Klenk, & Hinrichs, 2009; Hummel, 2001;
Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008).

The participants in the experimental group seemed to have
particular difficulty understanding that the warrant should be
a generalization of the fact pairs in the scenario. More can
be done on the presentation side to ensure that warrants are
seen as generalizations of their respective components. For
example, highlighting the words that are shared between the
relevant section of the warrant and the facts or conclusion
may help participants to better understand their relationships
to one another. In addition, we discussed offering suggestions
for new warrant edits drawn from the fact pairs. By suggest-
ing ways to draw from the fact pairs and conclusion, the par-
ticipants might better understand the types of considerations
they need to make in making warrant edits.
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Abstract

The validity of verbal working memory depends on language experience-independent capacities. We tested how grammat-
ical knowledge impacts memory in the absence of overt language production and while controlling for semantic meaning
of word pair stimuli. Native English speakers (n=129) completed: (1) ratings of unattested noun-noun compounds (e.g.
ice-wallet) on meaningfulness; the (2) Author Recognition Test, measuring language experience; and (3) an old/new
recognition task, where previously presented noun-noun compounds appeared in either old (ice-wallet) or new (wallet-ice)
orders. Order of nouns in compounds either resembled order consistently found in English (i.e. typical noun modifier +
typical head noun) or was reversed. If grammatical knowledge affects verbal working memory, consistency with natu-
ral language should predict old ratings, controlling for meaningfulness ratings and old status. As predicted, participants
were more likely to rate consistent compounds as old compared to reversed. All analyses pre-registered on OSF prior to
experimenter access to data.
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Abstract 
The quality of parent speech has been argued to impact child 
language growth above and beyond quantity. One potential 
mechanism tying online experience to long-term vocabulary 
development is sustained attention to targets of parent speech. 
We recruited thirty-five parent-toddler dyads to participate in 
free toy play while wearing head-mounted eye trackers. Parent 
speech was categorized based on its referential nature, syntax, 
and communicative intent. Parent referential speech positively 
related to both vocabulary size and online patterns of sustained 
attention. Speech categorized based on communicative intent 
also showed relations with vocabulary size and sustained 
attention, but specific types of speech impacting each differed. 
These results support the hypotheses that qualitative 
characteristics of parent speech relate to both long-term 
language growth and online sustained attention and provide 
tentative evidence for the broader hypothesis that sustained 
attention is the mechanism tying online experience to long-
term language growth. 

Keywords: eye-tracking; language input; eye-tracking; 
parent-child interaction; sustained attention; vocabulary size 

Introduction 
Both quantity and quality of language input matter for early 
language learning. Hart and Risley (1995) showed that 
children from low SES families hear significantly fewer 
words than those from higher SES families, which in turn 
predicts negative long-term outcomes including lower 
vocabulary scores (e.g., Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder, 
2013; Hoff, 2013). However, researchers have more recently 
focused on how the quality of parent-child conversations 
relates to language development (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek, et al., 
2015; Hoff, 2006; Rowe, 2012). Work characterizing the 
quality of Child Directed Speech (CDS) often focuses on the 
content or communicative functions of parents’ utterances. 
For example, research on parental responsiveness has shown 
that language growth is positively related to CDS with a 
higher frequency of utterances that either refer to objects 
children are attending to or provide affirmation of their 
communicative acts (Masur, Flynn, & Eichorst, 2005; Tamis-
LeMonda, Bornstein, & Baumwell, 2001). Work has shown 
that a higher frequency of conversation eliciting questions, 
such as wh-questions, also positively relates to subsequent 
language development (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1985, 1986; Rowe, 
Leech, & Cabrera, 2017). In contrast, a higher frequency of 
directive utterances negatively relates to language growth 
(Barnes, Gutfreund, Satterly, & Wells, 1983; Hughes, Dote-

Kwan, & Dolendo, 1999; Nelson, 1973; Tomasello & Todd, 
1983; Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977). While this line 
of work has clarified relations between quality of parent 
speech and language growth, it remains unclear what effects 
such characteristics of parent speech have on online 
behaviors that relate to long-term growth. 

A growing body of work highlights children’s sustained 
attention to objects during social interactions as one key 
mechanism tying online experience to long-term language 
growth (Yu, Suanda, & Smith, 2019). Crucially, recent work 
indicates that sustained attention is not solely an individual 
property of a child, but rather is socially malleable (Suarez-
Rivera, Smith, & Yu, 2019; Yu & Smith, 2016). Yu and 
Smith (2016) showed that, in a free toy play setting, when 
parents visually attended to the same objects as their children 
(i.e., engaged in joint attention), the children extended their 
duration of visual attention. Building on this result, Suarez-
Rivera and colleagues (2019) demonstrated that episodes of 
joint attention are typically embedded within a multimodal 
suite of behaviors – of which parent speech is the most 
influential in extending infant attention.  

While the above work did not explore whether qualitative 
characteristics of parent utterances impact their influence on 
children’s sustained attention, indirect evidence for this 
hypothesis comes from recent work by Chang and Deák 
(2019). They showed that parent speech directed to 12-
month-olds during free object play differentially influenced 
their infants’ patterns of looking and object handling 
behaviors, both coded using third-person videos. 
Specifically, they found that speech with object descriptions 
was associated with switching visual attention to objects, 
while speech that aimed to direct attention was associated 
with disengagement from objects. One novel feature of this 
study was the two-level scheme used to characterize 
utterances. At the first level utterances were coded based on 
their syntax, while at the second level utterances were coded 
based on their topic or communicative function. 

In the current study, we build on this previous work to 
explore the hypotheses that the qualitative characteristics of 
children’s language input from their parents relates to 1) their 
concurrent vocabulary size and 2) their patterns of online 
sustained attention in a naturalistic setting. To test these 
hypotheses, we recruited parent-child dyads to participate in 
free toy play sessions in the lab while wearing head-mounted 
eye-trackers, during which we recorded parent speech and 
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collected gaze data using head-mounted eye-trackers. To 
characterize parent speech, we built on the coding framework 
in Chang and Deák (2019) to include an initial level at which 
we code whether utterances are referential, and if so to which 
objects they refer. Finally, we collected parent reports of their 
children’s productive vocabularies to use as a measure of 
concurrent vocabulary size. 

Methods 
Thirty-five toddlers (mean age = 18.92 mos [12.3-25.3]; 
female = 16) and their parents participated in a study on 
naturalistic parent-child interactions during free toy play. 
Data for 4 additional dyads was collected but excluded from 
the current analyses due to non-transcribable speech (n=1) or 
missing audio (n=3). 

Data collection and gaze coding 
Parent-child dyads played on the floor in a playroom for an 
average of 7.19 min [range 3.93-11.64]. A set of 24 toys were 
initially spread randomly on the floor. Parents were told to 
play as they would at home, but to keep the child sitting on 
the floor due to the cable attaching the eye-tracker to the 
computer.  

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup showing (A) first-person child 
view, (B) third-person view and (C) data stream visualization 
capturing a moment of sustained attention on the truck. 
Crosshairs in first-person view estimate point of fixation. C-
units missing Object Reference are non-referential. Syntax 
types shown include declarative (Dec), interjection (Int), 
imperative (Imp), fragment (Frag), and yes/no question 
(Y/N). Communicative intent types include label, 
exclamation (Ex), attention (Att), affirmation (Aff), object 
feature (OF), and mental (Men). 

Both parent and child wore head-mounted eye-trackers 
(Positive Science LLC) which used scene cameras of the 
participants’ first-person perspectives on the forehead (visual 
field 108°) and infrared cameras pointed at their right eyes to 
record fixations (both sampled at rate of 30Hz). The child’s 
eye-tracker was on a hat, while the parent’s eye-tracker was 
attached to a pair of glasses. 

The eye-tracker calibration procedure involved placing a 
large board that had 15 lights and produced sounds 
approximately 30 cm away from the infant. For each of the 
15 lights, the light was lit up until both the parent and child 
shifted their gaze to the location before moving on to the next 
light. Researchers monitored the experiment from an 
adjoining room. If either of the eye cameras was moved 
during the experiment, the researchers reentered the room, 
adjusted the camera, and performed a shortened version of 
the calibration procedure. Additional cameras in the room 
captured third-person views. 

Following the play session, parents completed either the 
infant or toddler version of the MacArthur-Bates 
Communicative Development Inventory (MBCDI, Fenson, 
2002), a parent questionnaire designed to assess children’s 
productive vocabularies. Eight parents were unable to 
complete the questionnaire due to time constraints. Using the 
questionnaires, we then calculated each child’s vocabulary 
percentile relative to a nationally representative sample (Dale 
& Fenson, 1996) to allow for comparison across ages (mean 
percentile = 40.56 [5-90]).  

After the experiment, all eye-tracking and third-person 
videos were synchronized, and software was used to generate 
crosshairs on the parent and toddler first-person views 
estimating fixation locations. These videos were then used to 
manually code 25 regions of interest (ROI; 24 toys and social 
partner’s face) using an in-house program. 

Speech coding 
Audacity was used to segment and transcribe parent speech. 
First, we divided parent speech into utterances separated by 
gaps of at least 400 ms, following standard practice in the 
field (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2016; Suarez-Rivera et al., 2018). 
After transcribing the resulting utterances, they were further 
divided into C-units (Communication units), following the 
SALT (Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts, Miller 
& Chapman, 1985) conventions, with two minor differences. 
C-units were determined using both grammatical and 
phonological properties of the parent’s speech. Specifically, 
an utterance was divided into separate C-units if it contained 
multiple independent clauses and/or had clear boundaries in 
phonological contours. The two differences between the 
current coding scheme and the SALT conventions was the 
additional separation of interjections (e.g., “Oh!”, “No”, 
“Look!”) and tags (e.g., “Right?”, “Don’t you think?) into 
their own C-units.  

 Transcripts (and if necessary third- and then parent first-
person videos) were used to code the qualitative 
characteristics of each C-unit at three levels: referential, 
syntax, and communicative intent. While each C-unit was 
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coded at all three levels, categories within levels were 
mutually exclusive.  

At the referential level, we determined whether C-units 
explicitly referred to experimental objects, unrelated objects 
or people via (proper) nouns (e.g., “that is a turtle”, “here is 
another car”) or pronouns (e.g., “what is it”, “turn it up this 
way”). For C-units that referred to experimental objects we 
also determined which object(s) they referred to. All 
remaining C-units were categorized as non-referential.  

At the syntax level, we determined whether the syntax of 
C-units matched one of four sentence types: imperatives (e.g., 
“Keep it there”, “Now hold the handle”, “Can you make the 
turtle walk”), yes/no questions (e.g., “Is he walking too?”, 
“Do you like my hat?”), wh-questions (e.g., “What is it?”, 
“Who should we put this hat on?”), or declaratives (e.g., 
“You are sawing”, “I have a hat like you do”). If not, we then 
checked whether the C-unit consisted of language or vocal 
play (e.g., “Vroom vroom!”, sound of a siren), was an 
interjection (e.g., “Oh!”, “Okay”), was a sentence tag (e.g., 
“Right?”, “I guess”), or, finally, was a sentence fragment 
(e.g., “Dog”, “Or that elephant”). 

At the communicative intent level, we categorized C-units 
based on their primary topic or communicative function. 
First, if a C-unit mainly conveyed information about an 
object or person we determined whether the information fell 
into one of four categories: object feature (e.g., “that is 
white”, “that turtle is kind of heavy”), action or activity (e.g., 
“bunny fell down”, “she is sleeping in her bed”), label (e.g., 
“turtle”, “is that a ladybug?”), or object sound (e.g., “Vroom 
vroom”, “Squeak squeak”). If a C-unit did not mainly convey 
information, we next determined whether it sought to direct 
or comment on the child’s attention (e.g, “Look at this one”, 
“What else do you see?”); consisted of routine or ritualized 
language (e.g., “Hello”, “The incy wincy spider went up the 
water spout”); was an exclamation (e.g., “Wow!”, “Oh!”); 
was an affirmation (e.g.,  “Yes”, “Good boy”) or negation 
(e.g., “No”, “Bad boy”); referred to the number of items or 
actions (e.g., “Two cars”, “One, two, three…”); or, finally, 
referred to thoughts, memories, feelings or imaginary things 
– or in other words the mental state of the child (e.g., “Do you 
love that?”, “Do you remember when you played with a 
football with Daddy?”). 

Analyses 
We begin by presenting descriptive statistics for the 
frequencies with which parents produce C-units categorized 
at each of the three levels of speech coding. We then conduct 
two sets of analyses, one addressing each of our two 
hypotheses. We present descriptive statistics for all C-unit 
types and include all C-units in the analyses of speech 
categorized at the referential level. However, for analyses of 
speech categorized using syntax and communicative intent, 
we focus on the types of speech for which parents produced 
on average at least one referential utterance per minute. 

 
1 Models including age as a predictor had nearly identical results, 

with age being non-significant. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 
We present the frequencies of parents’ production of C-units 
for each of the types in table 1.  
 
Table 1. Frequency of parent speech by C-unit type. 

Variable Frequency (pm): mean (range), SD 
 Referential Non-Referential 
Total 10.5 (5.2-17.5), 3 14.9 (6.7-32.4), 6.1 
Syntax type 

  

  Declarative 4 (1-8.6), 1.8 1.5 (0.2-3.9), 1.0 
  Fragment 1.9 (0.3-4.7), 0.9 1.6 (0-8.4), 1.5 
  Y/N question 1.8 (0-4.4), 0.9 0.7 (0-2.4), 0.5 
  Imperative 1.3 (0-3.8), 1 1.5 (0.2-3.6), 0.9 
  Wh-question 1.3 (0.4-3.2), 0.7 0.6 (0-1.8), 0.4 
  Interjection 0.1 (0-0.4), 0.1 7 (3.3-18.5), 3.4 
  Tag 0.1 (0-0.3), 0.1 0.3 (0-1.3), 0.3 
  Vocal play 0 (0-0.2), 0 1.7 (0-7.6), 1.5 
Comm. intent 

  

  Action/activity 2.8 (0.5-6.2), 1.5 2.0 (0-8.7), 1.6 
  Label 2.5 (1-6.2), 1.1 0.3 (0-2.0), 0.4 
  Object feature 2.2 (0.2-5.8), 1.4 0.5 (0-2.2), 0.5 
  Attention 1.3 (0.2-3.4), 0.9 2.1 (0-6.7), 1.5 
  Mental 1 (0-2.4), 0.6 0.8 (0-2.3), 0.6 
  Routine/ritual 0.2 (0-2.2), 0.5 1.0 (0-3.8), 0.9 
  Affirmation 0.1 (0-0.8), 0.2 3.2 (0.9-10.0), 2.0 
  Number 0.1 (0-0.6), 0.2 0.2 (0-3.1), 0.6 
  Negation 0 (0-0.2), 0.1 0.5 (0-1.7), 0.4 
  Object sound 0 (0-0.1), 0 1.6 (0-5.1), 1.3 
  Exclamation 0 (0-0), 0 2.4 (0.5-11.4), 2.2 

Note. Analyses for syntax and communicative intent levels of 
parent speech coding were restricted to those C-unit types 
with referential frequency greater than or equal to 1 per 
minute (in bold). 

Relations between quality of speech and concurrent 
vocabulary size percentile 
Here we address our first hypothesis that the qualitative 
characteristics of speech in children’s language environments 
relates to their vocabulary size. For each level of parent 
speech coding, we construct simple linear models to 
determine whether the frequency with which parents produce 
different types of C-units predicts their children’s concurrent 
vocabulary size percentile. 

First, to determine whether the frequency of referential 
versus non-referential C-units within children’s language 
environments relates to their vocabulary size we constructed 
a model predicting concurrent vocabulary size percentile as a 
function of the frequency with which parents produced 
referential and non-referential C-units during the toy play 
session. 1 The model was significant, F(2, 24)=5.907, p<.01, 
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R2
adj=.274, with referential frequency positively relating to 

vocabulary size (model coefficients presented in table 2). 
 
Table 2. Results for multivariate models predicting 
vocabulary percentile as a function of production frequencies 
for 1) referential vs non-referential C-units, 2) referential C-
units for five syntax types, and 3) referential C-units for five 
types of communicative intent 

Variable Linear Model 
 Coefficients 95% CI 

Referential Type Model 
Intercept -5.51 [-39.68, 28.67] 
Frequency (pm)   
   Referential 5.18 ** [1.99, 8.38] 
   Non-referential -0.47 [-2.17, 1.23] 

(Referential) Syntax Type Model  
Intercept -2.02 [-38.93, 34.90] 
Frequency (pm)   
    Declarative 4.73 [-1.13, 10.59] 
    Fragment -0.92 [-14.47, 12.63] 
    Imperative 8.56 [-2.71, 19.84] 
    Wh-question 9.21 [-6.50, 24.92] 
    Y/N question 1.22 [-11.92, 14.36] 

(Referential) Communicative Intent Model 
Intercept -15.97 [-55.99, 24.06] 
Frequency (pm)   
    Action/activity 12.27 ** [4.82, 19.71] 
    Attention -2.73 [-19.28, 13.82] 
    Label 9.70 [-5.89, 25.29] 
    Mental -1.86 [-22.36, 18.63] 
   Object feature 2.67 [-4.55, 9.89] 

Note. N=27. CI = confidence interval. ** p < .01. 
 

Next, we constructed a model predicting vocabulary size 
as a function  of the frequency at which parents produced C-
units for each of five syntax types with average referential 
production frequencies of at least 1 pm. The model was not 
significant, F(5, 21)=2.319, p=.08, R2

adj=.20 (model 
coefficients presented in table 2). Indicating the frequencies 
with which parents produce C-units of these five syntax types 
do not robustly relate vocabulary size. 

Finally, we constructed a model predicting vocabulary size 
percentile as a function of the frequency at which parents 
produced C-units for each of the five communicative intent 
types with average referential production frequencies of at 
least 1 pm. The model was significant, F(5, 21)=3.653, p<.05, 
R2

adj=.34, with the frequency of  action/activity C-units 
positively relating to vocabulary size (model coefficients 
presented in table 2).  

 
2 One arguably fairer approach is to compare the sums of 

sustained attention directed to all experimental objects for 
referential and non-referential C-units. The results of such an 

Effects of quality of speech on sustained attention 
Here we address our second hypothesis that the qualitative 
characteristics of parent speech relates to their children’s 
patterns of online sustained attention – defined here as gaze 
to an object lasting at least 3 s. We compare participant-level 
mean proportions of sustained attention to relevant objects in 
the 3 second time window  starting at C-unit onset, across C-
unit types within each level. We use ANOVA analyses of 
linear mixed effects models (with random intercepts for 
subject) and the Tukey method for correction of p-values for 
multiple comparisons. We constructed models using the lme4 
package (Bates et al., 2015) and analyzed them using the 
emmeans package (Length, 2019) in R (R Core Team, 2019).  

First, we explore how the referential nature of parent 
speech relates to their children’s simultaneous patterns of 
sustained attention. While referential utterances have clear 
targets (i.e., the objects the C-units explicitly refer to), non-
referential utterances do not have clear targets. We decided 
one fair comparison is to infer the target based on the most 
recent referential C-unit.2 Thus, we constructed a model 
comparing proportions of sustained attention directed to 
targets for referential C-units versus the proportion of 
sustained attention directed to the inferred targets for non-
referential C-units. The model was significant, F(1, 
34)=82.69, p<.001, indicating the proportion of sustained 
attention directed to targets of referential C-units 
(mean=.385, CL=[.341, .429]), was greater than for the 
inferred targets of non-referential C-units (mean=.261, 
CL=[.217, .305]), t(34)=9.093, p<.001 (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Comparison of proportion of sustained attention 
directed to targets for referential and inferred targets for non-
referential C-units. Error bars show 95% confidence 
intervals. *** p < .001. 
 

Next, to determine whether the syntax type of referential 
C-units relates to patterns of online sustained attention we 
modeled mean proportions of sustained attention directed to 
the targets of referential utterances as a function of the same 
five syntax types. The model was not significant, 
F(4,133.88)=.714, p=.58, indicating the syntax type of 
referential C-units does not robustly relate to the proportion 

analysis are nearly identical to those presented for the comparison 
using inferred targets for non-referential C-units. 

*** 
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of sustained attention concurrently directed to the target 
object of the C-unit (Figure 3). 

Finally, to explore whether the communicative intent type 
of referential speech relates to patterns of online sustained 
attention directed to speech targets, we modeled mean 
proportions of sustained attention directed to the targets of 
referential utterances as a function of the same five 
communicative intent types. The model was significant, 
F(4,133.78)=5.042, p<.001, indicating the communicative 
intent of a C-unit does relate to the proportion of sustained 
attention concurrently directed to the target object (Figure 4). 
Post-hoc pairwise analyses indicated the mean proportion of 
sustained attention directed to target objects of C-units 
primarily conveying information about object features (mean 
= 0.499, CL=[.430, .567]) was significantly greater than for 
those conveying information about actions or activities 
(mean = .353, CL=[.285, .422]), t(134)=-3.536, p<.01; object 
labels (mean = .357, CL=[.288, .426]), t(134)=-3.445, p<.01; 
and those C-units referring to the mental state of the child 
(mean = .337, CL=[.267, .408]), t(135)=-3.856, p<.01. 

 

 
Figure 3. Comparisons of proportion of sustained attention 
directed to the targets of referential utterances for five syntax 
types: declaratives (dec), fragments (frag), imperative (imp), 
wh-questions (wh), and yes/no questions (yn). Error bars 
show 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal gray line 
shows the mean proportion of sustained attention directed to 
inferred targets of non-referential C-units. 
 

 
Figure 4. Comparisons of proportion of sustained attention 
directed to the targets of referential utterances for five 
communicative intent types: action/activity (aa), attention 
(at), labels (lab), mental phenomena (men), and object 
features (of). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The 
horizontal gray line shows the mean proportion of sustained 
attention directed to inferred targets of non-referential C-
units. ** p < .01.  

Discussion 
The current study was designed to explore the hypotheses 

that the qualitative characteristics of parent speech relate to 
(1) the language growth of their children and (2) their patterns 
of online sustained attention to objects during free toy play. 
To test these hypotheses, we brought parent-child dyads into 
the lab to participate in play sessions while wearing head-
mounted eye-trackers, during which we recorded parent 
speech and collected gaze data. We characterized parent 
speech using a three-level coding scheme (with levels 
categorizing speech segments based on whether they were 
referential, their syntax, and their communicative intent), and 
we measured child vocabulary size using a parent 
questionnaire of their children’s productive vocabularies. 
Overall, the results provide support for both hypotheses. 

There were two significant results relevant to the 
hypothesis that the qualitative characteristics of parent 
speech relate to longer term language growth. First, we found 
that children’s vocabulary size percentile is robustly 
predicted by the frequency (pm) with which parents produced 
referential (but not non-referential) speech during the toy 
play sessions. Second, we found that vocabulary percentile is 
also significantly related to the frequency with which parents 
produced speech that conveyed information about actions 
and activities, but not speech that fell into other 
communicative intent categories. 

Likewise, there were two significant results relevant to the 
second hypothesis that the qualitative characteristics of 
parent speech relates to their children’s online patterns of 
sustained attention to relevant objects. First, we found that 
children showed a boost in sustained attention (though not 
specifically to target objects) upon hearing referential speech 
when compared with non-referential speech. Second, we 
found that children robustly show greater sustained attention 
to target objects upon hearing speech conveying information 
about object features when compared with speech conveying 
information about actions or activities, labels, or the mental 
state of the child. 

It is also worth considering our null results for the analyses 
of speech categorized based on syntax, in particular for 
imperatives and wh-questions. While the work discussed in 
the introduction highlighted the potential for a negative 
impact of imperatives (Barnes, et al., 1983; Hughes, et al., 
1999; Nelson, 1973; Tomasello & Todd, 1983; Newport et 
al., 1977), our null result is not entirely surprising given 
mounting evidence that the impact of imperatives/directives 
depends on whether they follow or attempt to redirect the 
attention of the child (Masur et al., 2005; Masur, Flynn, & 
Lloyd, 2013). Likewise, recent work by Rowe and colleagues 
(2017) highlighted the potential for a positive impact of wh-
questions, however the discrepancy in our results is once 
again not entirely unexpected given their work focused on 
older children’s interactions with their fathers. 

The alignment in results showing a positive impact of 
referential speech both on online sustained attention and 
more long-term language growth provides indirect evidence 
that sustained attention is the mechanism via which 

** 
** 

** 
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qualitative characteristics of parent speech influence more 
long-term language growth. However, this story is 
complicated by number of issues. First and most crucially, 
the current study explored relations between parent speech 
and concurrent vocabulary size, making it impossible to 
disentangle the likely bi-directional relations between these 
variables. Second, for speech categorized based on 
communicative intent there is a discrepancy in the results, 
where frequency of speech conveying information about 
actions and activities positively relates to vocabulary size 
while in contrast speech conveying information about object 
features positively relates to patterns of online sustained 
attention. One potential explanation for this discrepancy lies 
in the fact that in the current study we have ignored the larger 
discourse patterns within which any individual speech 
segment occurs – which has been shown to impact child gaze 
patterns (Chang & Deák, 2019; Suanda, Smith, & Yu, 2016). 
Thus, in future work we plan to address these limitations. 

Conclusion 
Previous work has highlighted how the quality of parent 
speech, above and beyond quantity, impacts children’s 
language growth. We built on these findings by exploring 
how parents’ speech – coded based on their referential nature, 
syntax, and communicative intent – related to child 
vocabulary size and patterns of sustained attention during 
free toy play. The quality of parent speech matters, and 
alignment between online and long-term results provides 
tentative evidence that child sustained attention plays a 
mechanistic role in tying the two together. 
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Classification of cognitive problem-solving strategies using MVPA on pre-solution
EEG data
Yongtaek Oh

Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Abstract

There are two strategies that can be employed to solve a problem: analysis and insight. Analysis is the incremental,
conscious search for a solution, as in hypothesis testing; insight involves the unconscious restructuring of a problem
representation followed by the sudden, conscious realization of the solution (Aha! phenomenon). We attempted to discover
features of neural activity during problem solving that could predict which type of cognitive strategy people used on each
trial of an anagram task. We used Multivariate Pattern Analysis (MVPA) on 64-channel pre-solution EEG recording that
has been time-frequency transformed. Searchlight was employed in which neighboring time-frequency points within a
sliding window were used to train a Naive-Bayesian classifier across electrodes to determine the features with the best
classification accuracy. In addition, Support Vector Machine was trained using principal components, which resulted in
improved classification accuracy than Searchlight, suggesting more distributed nature of informative features in the data.
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Abstract

How a word is interpreted depends on the context it appears in.
We study word interpretation leveraging deep language mod-
els, tracing the contribution and interaction of two sources of
information that have been shown to be central to it: context-
invariant lexical information, represented by the word embed-
dings of a model, and a listener’s contextual expectations, rep-
resented by its predictions. We define operations to combine
these components to obtain representations of word interpre-
tations. We instantiate our framework using two English lan-
guage models, and evaluate the resulting representations in the
extent by which they reflect contextual word substitutes pro-
vided by human subjects. Our results suggest that both lexi-
cal information and expectations codify information pivotal to
word interpretation; however, their combination is better than
either on its own. Moreover, the division of labor between ex-
pectations and the lexicon appears to change across contexts.
Keywords: expectations; word meaning; language models;
distributional semantics; deep learning; ambiguity

Introduction
The ability to convey a potentially unbounded number of
meanings is a central property of natural language. One
prominent way to convey meaning is through composition,
by forming composite meaning based on the meaning of con-
stituents and their syntactic combination (Partee, 1995). For
instance, the interpretation of red box is contingent on the
meaning of red and on that of box. However, the seman-
tic contribution of constituents themselves can also vary as
a function of the context they appear in: the hue of red can
differ when combined with either wine, light, or blood; the
subject in the mouse fled is likely interpreted differently in
the mouse broke; and show fulfills a different function in I
show a picture than in I went to the show. Whether in terms
of discrete or nuanced distinctions among senses, lexical am-
biguity is pervasive in language (Cruse, 1986).

The way context affects a word’s interpretation has been
characterized in many ways, depending –among others and
non-exclusively– on whether lexical meaning is taken to be
rich in information (e.g., Pustejovsky, 1995) or rather under-
specified (e.g., Frisson, 2009); on whether it is taken to be re-
trieved (e.g., Foraker & Murphy, 2012), modulated (e.g., Re-
canati, 2004) or instead constructed on the fly (e.g., Casasanto
& Lupyan, 2015); and on whether the underlying process
is taken to be driven by prediction (e.g., Kutas, DeLong,
& Smith, 2011; Pickering & Garrod, 2007), relevance (e.g.,
Wilson & Carston, 2007), or reasoning about language use

(e.g., Kao, Bergen, & Goodman, 2014). These differences
notwithstanding, most analyses of contextualized word mean-
ing share two assumptions (see Rodd 2020 for a review): (1)
Some context-invariant lexical information comes into play
when interpreting words; and (2) contextual expectations in-
fluence interpretation through an anticipation of what the in-
terlocutor will (intend to) convey.

Taking up these leads, we use computational data-driven
methods to explore how much headway into contextualized
word meaning can be made by a concrete instantiation of
these assumptions. To this end, we leverage two compo-
nents of state-of-the-art language models: deep learning mod-
els trained to predict a word given its linguistic context. On
the one hand, we model word expectancy in context through
language models’ probabilistic output (Armeni, Willems, &
Frank, 2017). Intuitively, this component stands in for a lis-
tener’s expectations (over words) given the context of utter-
ance. On the other hand, we represent lexical information
via the distributed word representations of the model, as an
instance of Distributional Semantics (Boleda, 2020). Intu-
itively, this is a listener’s lexicon: word-related knowledge
abstracted over many instances of language use. We obtain
representations of expectations and lexical information in the
same multi-dimensional space from these two components.
We then define operations over them to obtain representations
of contextual word meaning, requiring neither ad-hoc training
nor top-down specifications (e.g., of semantic features). Fig-
ure 1 sketches out our models’ architecture.

This operationalization of the interaction between expected
and lexical information bears strong ties to (1) pragmatic ac-
counts in which a listener’s interpretation is contingent on ex-
pectations about a speaker’s language use, such as the Ratio-
nal Speech Acts model (Goodman & Frank, 2016) and Rel-
evance Theory (Wilson & Carston, 2007), and (2) process-
ing accounts that factor in word expectancy (Surprisal The-
ory; Levy, 2008); for instance, due to the need of adjusting
pre-activated expected information to the actual input (Pre-
dictive Coding; Huang & Rao, 2011).

In order to elucidate whether and to which degree our com-
putational models of expectations; or of the lexicon; or of
their combination can capture word interpretation, we evalu-
ate them on a large-scale word substitution task (Kremer, Erk,
Padó, & Thater, 2014). Our analysis shows that the combina-
tion of both information sources is best at representing con-
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Figure 1: The context of utterance c is processed by the lan-
guage model to yield an expectation ec, which defines a dis-
tribution over the vocabulary given the context, p(V | c;LM).
The context-invariant word embedding of a word v, lv, repre-
sents lexical information. Both information sources are com-
bined to yield a word’s contextualized interpretation iv,c.

textual meaning. This suggests that these components capture
complementary information. However, the optimal degree to
which weight is put on one component over the other changes
across cases. This, in turn, hints at a flexible division of labor
between expectations and the lexicon, raising the question of
which factors drive this variation.

Word intepretation: Context & Lexicon
Contextual expectations. That listeners’ contextual expec-
tations come into play when interpreting a word is clearly il-
lustrated by garden path sentences such as the old man the
boat, where a word’s likely disambiguation given its preced-
ing context – here, old as an adjective and man as a noun
– can lead to a conflicting parse of the sentence (e.g., Fine,
Jaeger, Farmer, & Qian, 2013). Expectation-driven effects
can also be more subtle. For instance, N400 effects, com-
monly associated with interpretability issues, can be caused
by semantically unexpected items (e.g., the object in the cat
picked up the chainsaw; see Cosentino, Baggio, Kontinen,
and Werning 2017; Filik and Leuthold 2008; Nieuwland and
Berkum 2006, a.o.). Crucially, such effects disappear when
sentences are embedded in supportive contexts (e.g., a story
about an anthropomorphized lumberjack cat). Overall, this
body of work suggests that contextual expectations are facili-
tatory for processing, appearing to guide interpretation. This
idea is also found in pragmatic theories. Expectations of ra-
tional language use are central in the Gricean tradition (Good-
man & Frank, 2016; Grice, 1975), with listeners and speakers
reasoning about each other’s language use. Within Relevance
Theory (e.g. Wilson & Carston, 2007) a listener is taken to in-
fer occasion-specific meanings based on the stand-alone con-

cept encoded by a word and expectations about what is rele-
vant for the speaker to convey.

We here use language models (LMs) to represent contex-
tual listener expectations. LMs are trained on unstructured
text corpora to predict a word given a linguistic context. As a
result, they form expectations in terms of distributions over a
vocabulary conditioned on a context (Figure 1). LMs have
been used to derive estimates of word expectancy (or sur-
prisal), shown to correlate with measures of cognitive cost
like reading times (Smith & Levy, 2013) and N400 ampli-
tude (Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2013). In this study,
we employ state-of-the-art neural network models. Their
probabilistic output has been shown to be sensitive to vari-
ous aspects of linguistic knowledge (such as syntax; Linzen,
Dupoux, and Goldberg 2016 and subsequent work). More-
over, internal representations of these models have been em-
ployed as contextualized word representations (Peters et al.,
2018). In this work, we also make use of internal represen-
tations from LMs. However, since we use them to represent
expectations, we do not focus on states that reflect how the
model processed a word – derived when it is inputted – but
rather on those that are involved in its predictions (current
vs. predictive states in Aina, Gulordava, and Boleda 2019).

Lexical information. By the lexical information of a word,
we mean stored context-invariant information that provides a
basis to infer its meanings in context. As mentioned above,
while lexical information is commonly assumed to play a role
in language interpretation (Rodd, 2020), there is little consen-
sus about its precise nature (Falkum & Vicente, 2015): for
instance, on whether each word sense is separately stored in
the mental lexicon, or how sense frequency affects a lexical
entry and its access.

We model lexical information using the distributed word
representations, or embeddings, in a LM. Word embeddings
can be seen as the module of a LM that functions as the lex-
icon. They are learned as a byproduct of the word predic-
tion task: the more similar the distributional patterns of two
words, the more similar their representations are optimized to
be. Hence, they are one of many possible instantiations of dis-
tributional semantic models of word meaning (Boleda, 2020),
equivalent for our purposes to other distributional models of
the lexicon such as Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997). Our choice to represent lexical information
through word embeddings is mainly motivated by (1) their
empirical success at capturing lexical information in a vari-
ety of tasks, amply shown in computational linguistics (e.g.,
Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig, 2013), and (2) the fact that this al-
lows us to represent lexical and contextual information in a
compatible manner, such that we can examine the contribu-
tion of each component both in isolation and combination. In
other words, our use of LMs’ word embeddings to represent
lexical information is a modeling choice. It does not neces-
sarily imply our endorsement of Distributional Semantics as
a cognitive model of the lexicon (see Günther, Rinaldi, and
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Marelli 2019 for discussion).
Word embeddings, once learned, are static across con-

texts, and thus conflate all uses of a word form into a single
rich representation (Camacho-Collados & Pilehvar, 2018).
Several methods to contextualize the information in distri-
butional representations have been proposed (Erk & Padó,
2008, a.o.,). Following this lead, we consider vector opera-
tions that combine the word embeddings with contextual in-
formation (here: a LM’s expectations). Our proposal is close
in spirit to the framework motivated by Rodd (2020). We
share the interactive view put forward by many “constraint”-
based models in assuming expectations to drive comprehen-
sion; and also work with distributed representations of lexi-
cal meaning. However, while Rodd envisions a one-to-many
relation between forms and sense representations, we assign
one representation to each word form and let senses emerge
in context.

Computational models
As suggested by Figure 1, a neural network language model
LM is trained to output a probability distribution over the vo-
cabulary V given a context. Generically, p(V | c) = LM(c).
Each word is typically encoded as a vector – a word em-
bedding – learned as part of training and static across con-
texts. These word embeddings are stored in an input matrix
Wi (n×|V |, where n is the size of the embedding). The vectors
of the words in c are processed to yield intermediate represen-
tations within the hidden layers of LM, with details varying
across architectures (e.g., RNN, Transformer). After process-
ing c, given an activation vector y of size m, an output proba-
bility can be obtained by multiplying it with an output matrix
Wo (|V |×m), followed by softmax; p(V | c)= so f tmax(Woy).

In the following, we consider LM architectures where Wo
is the matrix transpose of Wi (thus, n = m), meaning that
the weights of the input and output matrix are shared (Inan,
Khosravi, & Socher, 2017; Press & Wolf, 2017). This tech-
nique reduces the size of the model while often enhancing
its quality. More central to our purposes, it enforces a cor-
respondence between the input and the output space, which
enables us to represent lexical information and expectations
in a shared space.

Lexical information. We take a pre-trained LM’s input ma-
trix Wi to represent a lexicon: the lexical content of word v, lv,
is then a row-vector of Wi. The similarity between word rep-
resentations is reflected by the geometric proximity of their
vectors (e.g., as measured by their cosine). Words that appear
in similar contexts will have similar embeddings pointing – in
a graded manner – toward shared features (e.g., semantic or
morpho-syntactic). As mentioned earlier, such embeddings
are abstraction over all uses of a word and thus may codify
information relevant to different word senses. This informa-
tion on its own – out of context – is unlikely be an adequate
model of contextual word interpretation. Notwithstanding, it
constrains the information that a word could potentially con-

vey, and it subsumes the kind of ambiguity that listeners are
faced with when encountering a word form in context.

Contextual expectations. To represent expectations so that
we can combine them with lexical information, our desidera-
tum is a multi-dimensional representation in the same space
of word embeddings, such that its proximity relations to word
embeddings reflect how expected, or predictable, a word is in
a certain context; that is, its probability. We devise a method
that satisfies these criteria, leveraging activations from a pre-
trained LM with weight sharing between the input and output
matrix. In this case, the multiplication between y and Wo,
resulting in the output scores, is equivalent to the dot prod-
uct between y and each word embedding in Wi – our lexicon.
This implies that the output probabilities are dependent on
the similarity – in terms of dot product – between y and the
word embeddings (Gulordava, Aina, & Boleda, 2018). Thus,
the position of y in the space is optimized to reflect the extent
to which a word is expected by the LM, through the simi-
larity to its embedding. For this reason, y meets our criteria
for a vectorial representation of contextual expectations; we
henceforth refer to it as ec. Its position in the word space
encodes not only which words are highly expected, but also
which features of them are: if an animate noun is expected, ec
will be closer to animate nouns. However, on its own, it may
not be an adequate model of word interpretation. In forming
expectations, the LM has not “seen” the target word: it con-
sequently harbors uncertainty about its identity and meaning.

Operations. We define two operations that combine lexical
information lv about a word v with contextual expectations
ec into representations reflecting v’s contextual interpretation:
iv,c.1 Both operations are parametrized by the degree to which
they rely on either source of information:

(1) Weighted average (avg): iv,c = (1−α)ec +α lv

Intuitively, this operation blends expected and lexical infor-
mation, highlighting what is common between the two: the
part of the lexical information that is relevant to the context.
Depending on α ∈ [0;1], the resulting vector is influenced
more by one information source than the other: if α = 0, con-
textualized interpretations are just expectations; conversely,
if α = 1, interpretation relies solely on lexical information.

(2) Delta rule (delta): iv,c = ec−α∇Dec , where
D = 1− cos(ec, lv)

This operation reduces the distance D between the vectors by
shifting ec in the direction of the negative gradient of D with
respect to ec (∇Dec ). α regulates how close expectations are
pulled towards lexical information. If α = 0, iv,c = ec. As α

approaches infinity, the contribution of lv grows and that of ec
shrinks. Intuitively, this operation is a form of “expectation
revision”, adapting formed expectations to the actual input.

1The vectors are normalized before these operations.
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Our framework can be seen as modeling the way contextual
expectations, as a result of top-down processing, are com-
bined with word-level information, associated to the bottom-
up input. Due to the way our model is designed, the geo-
metric distance between the output of the interpretation pro-
cess – iv,c – and the expected information that was activated
without seeing the word – ec – is proportional to the surprisal
relative to the word, as estimated by the LM.2 The more sur-
prising a word is, the further iv,c is to ec: this can be seen
as the extent that expectations need to be “changed” in or-
der to accommodate the bottom-up input, which can be con-
strued as a measure of cognitive cost associated with inter-
pretation. Crucially, in our model, the magnitude of such dis-
tance is also modulated by the α parameter. This aspect of our
model shows a strong tie with surprisal-based account of pro-
cessing (Zarcone, Van Schijndel, Vogels, & Demberg, 2016),
as well as to pragmatic accounts factoring in processing ef-
forts in the comprehension of an utterance (Wilson & Sper-
ber, 2006). In this study, we focus on evaluating the ability
of our framework to account for the output on interpretation
processes (i.e., how words are understood in context). How-
ever, we plan to investigate how our model relates to aspects
of processing in future work.

Analysis

Data. To evaluate our models’ components (lexical and ex-
pected information) and ways of combining them, we use
Kremer et al.’s (2014) Concepts in Context (CoInCo) dataset,
an English corpus annotated for lexical substitution. It con-
tains 15.5K content words in context (at most 3 sentences),
with at least 6 crowd-sourced paraphrases per word. In other
words, this corpus lists alternatives that could appropriately
substitute a target word in the context it appears in. They
are proxies for word meaning in context and can be seen as
the output of an offline interpretation task (Table 1 shows ex-
cerpts of CoInCo). This dataset enables us to test our frame-
work: (1) on a large scale and a relatively natural distribu-
tion of words and meanings, and (2) on nuanced differences
among word usages, without appeal to predefined lists of
senses.

Models. We use two English language models to check the
robustness of our methods and the trends we report. The first
model is an LSTM, adapted from Aina et al. (2019). The
second is the transformer-based BERT model in its large ver-
sion (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019). Both LMs
employs the left and right context of a word when predicting
it (bidirectional); have a weight tying mechanism; and ec is
the result of a non-linear transformation on the last hidden

2 The distance between iv,c and ec depends, in the first place, on
the distance between ec and lv (e.g., if they are close, their weighted
average will remain close to them). As mentioned earlier, the dot
product between these two is what the probability of v depends upon,
and consequently its surprisal (−logP(v|c;LM)).

state.3 The models are pre-trained and their weights are not
updated during our evaluation. Besides the different archi-
tectures, these models differ in size and amount of training
data. Since BERT drastically surpasses the LSTM with re-
spect to both, we expect it to be better at word prediction,
and consequently to have better representations of expecta-
tions. The choice of using bidirectional models is motivated
by the data considered in this study, collected as an offline
task where both the left and right context of a word were ac-
cessible. However, our framework can also be instantiated
using unidirectional LMs, taking into account only one side
of a context; this suggests potential links to incremental pro-
cessing to be explored in future experiments.

Evaluation. Given a representation, we use cosine similari-
ties between this and a word’s embedding to estimate its plau-
sibility as a substitute. Following previous research, we con-
sider two tasks to assess the quality of a representation. The
first task concerns ranking: we order all substitutes of a word
type across the dataset by cosine to the evaluated vectors and
compare the ranking to the datapoint’s gold standard – GAP
(Thater, Dinu, & Pinkal, 2009). The second task concerns
retrieval: we take our 10 highest ranking word lemmas in
terms of cosine and measure their overlap with substitutes
provided by annotators – RECALL-10 (McCarthy & Nav-
igli, 2007). Both GAP and RECALL-10 factor in the num-
ber of annotators that provided a particular substitute, with
more weight put on those with higher agreement; for both
scores, the higher the better. CoInCo comes with a dev/test
split (10K/5K, filtered by coverage of the LMs).4 We use
dev data to inspect the influence of α in modulating between
expectations and lexical information. For each LM and oper-
ation, we evaluate the data at 10 α-values, ranging over [0,1]
for avg and over [0,3] for delta. We report: (1) mean perfor-
mance over α-values with constant α across data points and
(2) mean performance for optimal α per datum. We take an
α-value to be optimal if it yields the highest sum of RECALL-
10 and GAP score. Through (1), we identify the optimal
constant α – the best across all data – for each combination
of an LM with an operation. We then use this α for evalua-
tion on test data. (2) is instead indicative of whether α better
works as a datum-dependent or -independent parameter.

Results. Figure 2 shows how different ways of combining
and weighting expectations and lexical information impact

3Differently from Aina et al. (2019), we weight-tie the LSTM’s
input and output matrices and add a non-linear transformation be-
tween the last hidden layer and the output layer (BERT already
comes with these features). This transformation reduces the confla-
tion of expected words’ representations and other information, such
as the context (Gulordava et al., 2018). In the LSTM, the last hidden
state is obtained processing the left and right context of a word; in
BERT the whole text chunk is processed but with the target word
masked. We refer to the aforementioned papers for details.

4We cover data points whose target word and at least one substi-
tute are in our models’ vocabularies. For BERT we also skip words
split into subwords. This yields BERT: ≈ 90%; LSTM: ≈ 95%.
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α Abridged context (target word boldfaced) Human substitutions Model substitutions

0.0 (1) He accepts his role with a club and he’s a team guy player, man, dude, member, per-
son

player, manager, man, captain,
leader

0.5 (2) Some critics already say “Waking With Tasha” is
Malaquez’s finest work

masterpiece, enterprise, artwork,
production, endeavor performance, painting, produc-

tion, project, job
1.0 (3) [He] had his own Jeep and went to the beach shore, coast, dock, oceanfront,

sand
shore, coast, waterfront, shore-
line, coastline

Table 1: Abridged CoInCo datum with example LSTM outputs for weighted average α.

Figure 2: Results on dev-data for BERT. Dotted lines mark
whether a given α yields a iv,c that is closer to ec (to the line’s
left) than to lv (to its right).

the performance on dev data, zooming in on BERT (simi-
lar trends are obtained for the LSTM). In a nutshell, relying
solely on either expectations or lexical information is worse
than combining them; this holds for both avg and delta. For
the two operations, the best constant α values are interme-
diate ones where both sources of information play a role to
some degree; performances degrade when using higher or
lower values. With BERT, we observe a slight preference for
expectations: the best constant α-values result in interpreta-
tions that are closer to ec than to lv. Nevertheless, factoring in
lexical information does substantially improve our contextu-
alized representations. Lastly, note that the optimal α-values
per datum far outperform any constant α, meaning that the
balance between the optimal contribution of ec and lv varies
across words and contexts. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
optimal α. This result suggests that the extent expectations
or the lexicon are to be trusted is a contextual matter. In fu-
ture work, we plan to investigate which factors of a context
and of a word drive this variation, and possibly extend our
framework in order to dynamically modulate α.

Table 2 summarizes performance across models and opera-
tions on test data. On the one hand, since expectations harbor
much uncertainty about the target, they often fail to have sub-
stitutes as the closest words (RECALL). However, when rank-

Figure 3: Distribution of optimal per-datum α. Dotted lines
mark whether a given α yields a representation that is closer
to ec (to the line’s left) than to lv (to its right).

ing word-specific candidates (GAP) their contextual respon-
siveness is more advantageous than pure lexical information
about the target. As with dev data, the best contextual rep-
resentations are obtained when lexical and expected informa-
tion are combined, using either avg or delta. Both RECALL-
10 and GAP increase, speaking to the relative appropriate-
ness of the point in (vectorial) space in which our combined
representations end up. In terms of overall results, avg and
delta do not differ much in BERT, and are even identical in
the LSTM. We leave the exploration of their differences for
future investigation. More generally, the difference between
the LSTM and BERT are largely attributable to the fact that
BERT is a better LM and therefore has more sensible expec-
tations, leading to higher reliance on them and better overall
performance (Table 2). We hypothesize that, at least in this
setup, the best constant α may decrease as a measure of the
LM’s quality (dependent on size; data; architecture), but also
that it is unlikely to ever reach the value 0, where lexical infor-
mation is ignored. It is clear from sentences like (3) in Table
1 that, while contexts provides hints and constraints with re-
spect to what a word may convey (e.g., a location), knowing
that beach was uttered and the information this word comes
with is crucial for comprehension, due to the pervasive un-
certainty that underlies in communication. Additionally, the
setup of this study may impact what observed about the best
constant α. First, providing both the left and right context
of a word may largely reduce the uncertainty over expecta-
tions. Instantiating our framework with a left-to-right model
may shed a different light on α. Second, as observed earlier,
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expected lexical avg delta

BERT (avg: α=0.3; delta: α=0.6)

GAP 0.52 0.46 0.54 0.53
RECALL-10 0.34 0.43 0.49 0.51

LSTM (avg: α=0.5; delta: α=0.9)

GAP 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.48
RECALL-10 0.13 0.34 0.38 0.38

Table 2: Test results in ranking (GAP) and retrieving
(RECALL-10) substitutes, with best constant α.

the extent that expectations are to be trusted for interpreta-
tion is better modeled as a contextual matter (Fig.2; constant
vs. optimal α); a preference for expectations over lexical in-
formation does not hold for all situations.

Conclusion
Both lexical information and the expectations that a context
gives rise to influence how words are interpreted. In this
study, we proposed a computational model of word interpre-
tation that makes use of deep language models’ components:
A listener’s lexicon is represented using distributed word rep-
resentations, and a listener’s expectations as a function of a
language model’s probabilistic output. In our operationaliza-
tion, the two draw from the same data-driven machinery – a
language model – and operate in the same multi-dimensional
representational space. An important benefit of our approach
is that it can be flexibly applied to different combinations of
words and contexts. This is possible due to (1) its reliance on
pre-trained deep language models to obtain representations
of expectations and the lexicon, and (2) the general method
of obtaining interpretations through vector operations. Our
framework resonates with various proposals on ambiguity
resolution and processing, providing a methodology to in-
stantiate and test some of their assumptions through compu-
tational data-driven modeling. We hope that the ideas we put
forward will inspire new applications of deep language mod-
els in Linguistics and Cognitive Science.5

We instantiated our framework using two English language
models, and used it to investigate the interaction between
the lexicon and expectations in word interpretation, consid-
ering a large-scale lexical substitution task. Our results sug-
gest that these two sources codify (at least partially) com-
plementary information, with representations drawing from a
combination of both performing best. More broadly, we find
that the degree to which each source contributes to contex-
tualized representations changes across contexts and words.
That is, the division of labor between expectations and lex-
ical meaning appears to be dynamic, shifting as a function
of the context and word in question. These trends hold for

5We release the code to use our framework with the LSTM and
BERT language models:
https://github.com/amore-upf/exp lex interpretation

the two architectures and modes of combination we studied.
However, differences among them indicate that a language
model’s quality influences the degree to which one source
is preferred over the other, with the higher quality language
model relying more on expectations.

We see two major venues for future research. The first con-
cerns extensions of our framework, in particular aimed at un-
derstanding which properties of expectations and words can
be used to predict the weight of the contribution of each infor-
mation source (α). The second concerns further evaluations
of our approach. On the one hand, we plan to explore its ex-
planatory breadth as a processing model, using unidirectional
language models and data related to online processing (such
as reading times and ERP amplitude effects). On the other
hand, while our model relies on a single mechanism for in-
terpretation (avg or delta operations), we are interested in the
extent that this can account for different types of ambiguity
resolution. In particular, it could be interesting to establish
the explanatory capacity of this framework by breaking down
its performances into different interpretation tasks, from in-
ferring the correct part of speech of a word to understanding
figurative uses of language.
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Children affirm the possibility of improbable events when they are similar to a 

known event  
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Abstract 

Children often judge that strange and improbable events are 
impossible, whereas adults usually accept the possibility of 
such events. This shows that children’s reasoning about 
possibility is immature, but it remains unclear how children 
reason about the possibility of improbable events. We explore 
whether children use a novel event’s similarity to a known 
event to infer whether the event can happen. We told 4- to 6-
year-olds (N=120) either ordinary or improbable facts and then 
asked if a related improbable event was also possible. The facts 
contained no causal information that could be extended to the 
occurrence of a similar event. Children who heard improbable 
facts more often agreed that similar improbable events were 
possible than children who heard ordinary facts. This suggests 
that the mere knowledge that an event can happen influences 
children’s beliefs about the possibility of other unfamiliar-but-
similar events. 

Keywords: possibility; causality; improbable events; 
availability heuristic; conceptual development 

Introduction 

Understanding what is possible is an important ability. It 

allows us to anticipate events, plan our behavior, and 

structure our lives. People would not install smoke detectors 

if they viewed a fire in their house as an impossibility, and 

would not plan trips to overseas countries if they knew of no 

way to get there. Mistaken possibility judgments can be 

costly. Mistakenly believing that impossible events can occur 

can lead people to waste resources on goals that can never be 

realized (e.g., perpetual motion) and to place their hopes in 

interventions that can never be realized (e.g., homeopathy). 

But mistakenly concluding that possible outcomes could 

never happen also has problems. For example, it could lead 

people to give up on looking for inventions and solutions that 

are potentially within reach. 

We can easily dismiss certain events as impossible by 

referencing our principled knowledge of how the world 

works. For instance, there are certain physical and biological 

laws that we intuitively know to be inviolable; solid objects 

cannot float in the air, and animals of one species cannot give 

birth to offspring of a different species. Even preschoolers 

acknowledge that these things are impossible (Sobel, 2004), 

and believe that magic would be required to bring about 

events that violate their basic physical and biological 

intuitions (Johnson & Harris, 1994; Rosengren & Hickling, 

1994; Rosengren, Kalish, Hickling, & Gelman, 1994).  

But young children’s understanding of possibility is far 

from mature, as they often dismiss the possibility of events 

that can happen. Drinking onion juice and painting polka dots 

on a plane are strange and unfamiliar events, but their 

occurrence does not violate any real or intuitive causal 

principles. Yet young children often judge these events to be 

almost as impossible as walking through a brick wall or 

travelling back in time (Shtulman & Carey, 2007). Children 

become more likely with age to accept the possibility of 

unfamiliar events, but it is only in adulthood that people 

generally accept such events as possible.  

This early skepticism towards the possibility of unfamiliar 

events has been demonstrated across a variety of events and 

study designs (Bowman-Smith, Shtulman, & Friedman, 

2019; Cook & Sobel, 2011; Goulding & Friedman, in press; 

Lane, Ronfard, & El-Sherif, 2018; Lane, Ronfard, Francioli, 

& Harris, 2016; Nancekivell & Friedman, 2017; Nolan-

Reyes, Callanan, & Haigh, 2016; Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman 

& Phillips, 2018; Weisberg & Sobel, 2012). Children’s 

skepticism towards these unfamiliar events is also 

reminiscent of findings showing that they often appear to 

view social norms and conventions as laws that cannot be 

changed (e.g., Browne & Woolley, 2004; Chernyak, Kushnir, 

Sullivan, & Wang, 2013; Kalish, 1998; Komatsu & Galotti, 

1986; Levy, Taylor, & Gelman, 1995; Lockhart, Abrahams, 

& Osherson, 1977; Miller, Custer, & Nassau, 2000). Both 

lines of work reveal that young children are remarkably 

hesitant to endorse the possibility that people can engage in 

uncommon or unorthodox behaviours. 

Children’s skepticism that improbable events can happen 

has also proven quite robust to manipulation. Children persist 

in denying that improbable events can happen after they 

provide realistic-sounding explanations for how the events 

could happen (Nanekivell & Friedman, 2017), and even after 

they are explicitly told that events can happen (Lane et al., 

2018). Likewise, although children are somewhat less likely 

to deny the possibility that improbable events can happen 

when they consider the events happening in a distant location, 

this manipulation does not lead children to affirm these 

events can happen at chance rates (Bowman-Smith et al., 

2019).  
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Why do young children deny the possibility of improbable 

events? Here we outline two alternative accounts for this 

puzzling phenomenon—one claims that children’s possibility 

denials stem from the causal-historical reasoning, while the 

other claims it stems from a memory-based heuristic. We 

then present an experiment that provides preliminary support 

for the second account.  

The Causal-Historical Account 

One potential explanation is that this phenomenon stems 

from limits in children’s ability to infer or reflect on how 

certain outcomes might arise. When asked about whether an 

event or outcome is possible, children might attempt to 

consider the circumstances that would allow it to occur 

(Shtulman & Carey, 2007). Further, if they fail to think of an 

appropriate set of circumstances, this may lead them to deny 

that the event can happen. For instance, children may dismiss 

the possibility of drinking onion juice simply because they 

are unable to imagine how it could be made or obtained.  

On this view, children do not reason about possibility by 

using general knowledge of real-world principles, but instead 

rely on more specific knowledge of how each event could 

happen. However, some findings call this account into 

question. As mentioned above, when children are asked to 

generate their own explanations for improbable and 

impossible events, they often provide realistic explanations 

but still deny the events are possible (Nancekivell & 

Friedman, 2017; Woolley & Cornelius, 2017). So, it is 

unlikely that children rely exclusively on this sort of 

circumstantial reasoning to determine whether unfamiliar 

events can happen. 

The Memory-Based Similarity Account 

An alternative explanation for children’s reluctance to 

endorse the possibility of unfamiliar events is that children 

use the familiarity of an event to determine whether it is 

possible. It is perhaps obvious how this account would apply 

to an event that is entirely familiar to a child: if they have 

encountered it, it can happen. However, children may also 

use familiarity to infer the possibility of an unfamiliar event 

by determining whether it is sufficiently similar to a familiar 

event (Woolley & Ghossainy, 2013). For instance, adults 

may infer that a person could drink onion juice because they 

know of people who have consumed other strange 

concoctions like kale or pickle juice—and they may make 

this inference in the absence of any causal knowledge about 

how such a beverage is prepared. And young children may 

deny that this same event is possible because they have yet to 

encounter or hear of people drinking strange beverages. On 

this view, people may rely on a strategy akin to an availability 

heuristic to decide whether an event can occur (Bowman-

Smith, Shtulman, & Friedman, 2019; Tversky & Kahneman, 

1973). If an event is sufficiently familiar to a known event, it 

is deemed possible; if it is dissimilar, it is not.  

This similarity account may explain why children view 

improbable events as more possible in distant countries than 

at home (e.g., having a pet zebra), as they may know that 

distant countries engage in similar practices that are strange 

and largely unfamiliar to them (e.g., having a pet camel, from 

the perspective of a Canadian child; Bowman-Smith et al., 

2019). It may also explain why children view more events as 

possible in dreams and stories, as they know that these 

fictional worlds are often filled with similarly strange and 

even impossible events (Goulding & Friedman, in press). 

Further, Shtulman (2009) found that children became more 

likely with age to both encounter improbable events and to 

judge them as possible, which supports the suggestion that 

mere exposure to strange events can lead children to judge 

that other strange events can happen. However, this similarity 

account has not been directly tested. 

The Current Experiment 

Here we explore whether children consider an unfamiliar 

event’s similarity to a familiar event when inferring whether 

an unfamiliar event is possible. If children judge possibility 

by relying on an availability heuristic that searches for 

Figure 1:  List of all fact (top) and event (bottom) pairings for both fact-types (ordinary/improbable), with sample 

stimuli and scripts. Trials were presented in one of two pseudorandom orders. 
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instances of similar events, they may often agree that 

unfamiliar-but-similar events are possible. However, if 

children primarily infer possibility by using principled or 

circumstantial knowledge, then merely knowing that a 

similar event happened—but not how it happened—should 

have little influence on whether an event is judged possible. 

 To this end, we conducted an experiment, where children 

aged four to six years were questioned about whether a 

variety of improbable events can happen. Before asking 

children about each event, we first told them about a related 

event which was itself either improbable or ordinary. For 

example, children were asked whether a person could have a 

pet zebra, either after being told about a person who has a pet 

elephant or after being told about a person who has a pet dog. 

The similarity account predicts that telling children about the 

related improbable event should make them more likely to 

affirm the target event can happen. Crucially, this prediction 

does not follow from the claim that children judge whether 

events are possible by asking how they could arise. Telling 

children that a person can have a pet elephant informs them 

about an event similar to having a pet zebra. But it does not 

tell children about the circumstances that would cause either 

event to transpire. 

Methods 

Participants 

We tested 120 4- to 6-year-olds: 40 4-year-olds (Mage = 4;5 

[years;months], range = 4;0 to 4;11), 40 5-year-olds (Mage = 

5;6, range = 5;0-5;11), and 40 6-year-olds (Mage = 6;6, range 

= 6;0 to 6;11). At each age-in-years, we randomly assigned 

20 children to each between-subjects condition. All children 

were seen individually, and tested in a quiet area of their 

school. 

Materials and Procedure 

 Children were shown photos on a laptop, with 

accompanying narrations from the experimenter; see Figure 

1 for an illustration of the procedure. Children completed six 

trials. In each trial, they heard facts about people and were 

shown a photo demonstrating that the fact was true. Children 

completed the trials in one of two between-subjects 

conditions. In one condition the facts were improbable, and 

in the other condition they were ordinary. After hearing each 

fact, children were asked if a related improbable event was 

also possible. For example, children were either shown and 

told that a person could have a pet elephant (improbable) or 

dog (ordinary) and then asked, “So, could a person also have 

a pet zebra?”. 

The similarity account predicts that children who hear 

improbable facts will judge more improbable events to be 

possible than children who hear ordinary facts, as the mere 

possibility of each improbable event may suggest that a 

similar improbable event is also possible. Conversely, a 

causal reasoning account does not predict obvious 

differences in children’s judgements after hearing 

improbable or ordinary facts, as neither fact-type includes 

causal knowledge that children can potentially extend to the 

occurrence of the improbable events. 

Results 

We analyzed the data using a generalized estimating 

equations models (binary logistic) with independent 

covariance matrices. The analysis was performed using 

“geepack” for R (Halekoh, Højsgaard, & Yan, 2006). We 

entered fact-type (improbable, ordinary) and age-in-months 

(mean-centered and entered as a covariate) as predictors of 

children’s judgements about whether improbable events were 

possible.  

The model revealed a main effect of fact-type, Wald χ2(1) 

= 9.59, p = .002, and a main effect of age, Wald χ2(1) = 13.65, 

p = .002, but these effects were qualified by an interaction, 

Wald χ2(1) = 6.43, p = .011.  

We explored this interaction by analyzing the effect of age 

separately for each fact-type. At all ages, children made 

similar judgements about whether improbable events were 

possible after hearing improbable facts, Wald χ2(1) = 0.01, p 

= .931, but were less likely with age to agree that improbable 

events were possible after hearing ordinary facts, Wald χ2(1) 

= 13.65, p < .001. As seen in Figure 2, younger children often 

agreed that improbable things could happen after hearing any 

type of fact. Older children often agreed that improbable 

things could happen after hearing improbable facts, but often 

denied that they could happen after hearing ordinary facts. 

We further characterized our results with single-sample 

tests against chance for each age group (4, 5, 6). At age 4, 

children mostly agreed that improbable events could happen 

after hearing any fact, ps = .003. At ages 5 and 6, children 

mostly agreed that improbable events could happen after 

hearing improbable facts, ps ≤ .003, and mostly denied that 

improbable events could happen after hearing ordinary facts, 

ps ≤ .016. 

 

  
 

Figure 2: Scatterplot showing proportion of improbable 

events judged possible by each child as a function of their age 

in months. Bands show 95% confidence intervals. Points are 

jittered slightly to decrease overplotting.  
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Discussion 

We found that children judged more improbable events as 

possible when they heard a similar strange fact than when 

they heard a related, but dissimilar, ordinary fact. This 

difference was subject to an interaction with age. Although 

the effect of fact-type was not apparent in 4-year-olds, it was 

in older children aged five and six. We first describe the 

relation of these findings to other work in this area, and then 

discuss its theoretical implications. 

Relation to Previous Work 

To our knowledge, these results are the first to reveal a 

manipulation leading young children to affirm that 

improbable events can happen in real life. As reviewed in the 

Introduction, several recent experiments investigated other 

manipulations, and some attenuated children’s denials to a 

degree. For instance, one paper found that children were less 

likely to deny that these events could happen in another 

country (Bowman-Smith et al., 2019) and another found that 

denials were less likely after children were explicitly told that 

the events could happen (Lane et al., 2018). However, these 

manipulations did not shift children from denying that some 

improbable could happen to affirming this.  

 The finding that merely telling children about similar 

improbable circumstances had this effect may be surprising 

given recent findings suggesting that children do not affirm 

the events even after receiving testimony that that those very 

events are possible (Lane et al., 2018). Further research will 

be needed to follow up on this surprising pattern. For now, 

one explanation is that affirming a fact and then immediately 

asking children about whether it is true could lead children to 

doubt that the experimenter themselves believed it. At the 

same time it is important to acknowledge that, as was done 

with other studies investigating manipulations that could lead 

children to acknowledge that improbable events can happen, 

it will be important to test whether our manipulation would 

lead children to affirm that totally impossible events can 

happen. If the manipulation had this effect, it would raise the 

possibility that the experimental design made children feel 

pressured to affirm that unusual events can happen, perhaps 

by making children feel like they were playing a sort of call-

and-response game in which the experimenter says a strange 

thing and they respond in kind. 

Surprisingly, we found that 4-year-olds were likely to 

affirm that improbable events could happen after hearing 

both improbable and ordinary facts. Further, children who 

heard ordinary facts were less likely with age to affirm the 

possibility of improbable events, whereas children who heard 

improbable facts often affirmed that improbable events could 

happen at all ages. This may give the impression that the 

inverse of our favored interpretation is true, such that hearing 

ordinary facts manipulated 5- and 6-year-olds into denying 

that improbable events could happen. However, children 

have been continually shown to deny the possibility of these 

kinds of events when no manipulation is administered (e.g., 

Shtulman, 2009; Lane et al., 2016), and manipulations 

designed to reduce their skepticism often fail or produce 

weak effects (e.g., Bowman-Smith et al., 2019; Lane et al., 

2018). We therefore think it unlikely that the ordinary facts 

did most of the work here, though more must be done to 

understand why 4-year-olds in this experimental paradigm so 

often agreed that improbable events could happen. 

Theoretical Implications 

Although further work is needed, our findings provide 

insight into how children reason about what is possible. 

Previous work has shown that children often deny that 

strange and improbable events can happen, but the source of 

their denial has remained unclear (Lane, Ronfard, Francioli, 

& Harris, 2016; Nolan-Reyes, Callanan, & Haigh, 2016; 

Shtulman & Carey, 2007; Shtulman & Phillips, 2018). One 

proposed explanation is that the improbable events in 

question are often too dissimilar from children’s own 

experiences, and that they might be more willing to endorse 

the possibility of unlikely events that are similar to events 

they know (Woolley & Ghossainy, 2013). Our experiments 

served as the first direct test of this similarity account.  

We manipulated children’s knowledge by showing them 

depictions of improbable events and informing them that the 

events really happened, and found that this knowledge made 

them likely to judge that similar improbable events can also 

happen. This suggests that children may reason about 

possibility by using an availability heuristic that calls to mind 

occurrences of either the target improbable event or a similar 

event (Bowman-Smith et al., 2019; Tversky & Kahneman, 

1973). The findings suggest that children will judge an event 

possible if they can recall another event that is sufficiently 

similar to it. However, whether children spontaneously 

search their memories for similar events when inferring 

possibility remains an open question.  

It will also be important to discover how children 

determine whether an event is sufficiently similar to a target 

event. The fact and event pairings used here were designed to 

be thematically similar; for instance, elephants and zebras 

were paired because they are both large exotic animals that 

are not dangerous predators, and so perhaps pose similar 

barriers to being pets. But there are many respects in which 

two events can be construed as similar beyond general 

thematic relation (see Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993). 

Indeed, the mere improbability of one event may suggest that 

improbable outcomes are generally possible within the same 

context, despite the outcomes bearing little resemblance to 

each other beyond their unlikelihood. For instance, children 

who heard that a person could have a pet elephant might also 

agree that a person could have a pet jellyfish. Future work 

should explore how children decide whether two events are 

similar when inferring possibility, and how far this similarity 

heuristic extends. 

 Importantly, we did not provide children with information 

about the circumstances or causal principles that would have 

allowed any of the improbable or ordinary events to occur. 

Children therefore had no new causal information to deploy 

when inferring the possibility of the target impossible events. 

Yet children still inferred that more improbable events could 
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happen after merely hearing and seeing that a similar 

improbable event was possible. These findings contrast 

sharply with the suggestion that children infer possibility by 

identifying circumstances that would allow an event to occur 

(Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman & Carey, 2007). On this view, 

knowledge that an improbable event can happen should have 

little influence on children’s beliefs about possibility in the 

absence of further information about how the event could 

have arisen. While our findings do not address this account 

as a strategy for inferring possibility, they nevertheless show 

that children’s beliefs about possibility are not fully tied to 

their knowledge of how events can occur. 
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Abstract

Prior laboratory research has shown the positive benefits of answering pre-questions on learning. Specifically, pre-
questions have been shown to increase learning from subsequent pre-questioned material presented either in a reading
or in a lecture format compared to a non-pre-questioned group. However, it is not yet clear whether these learning bene-
fits translate into larger lecture-based classrooms and whether they can facilitate transfer to non-pre-questioned material.
Moreover, there are few classroom studies, utilizing pre-questions, that explore these effects. We investigated the effect
of pre-questions on learning during a large lecture course. Students who received pre-questions performed better on end
of lecture quiz questions compared to students who did not receive pre-questions. Consistent with prior laboratory and
classroom studies, this effect was primarily for the pre-questioned information and there was no immediate effect on
non-pre-questioned information. We discuss the implications of the results for theories of learning and applications to
education.
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A Computational Approach to Perception and Language in Autism Based on
Self-Organizing Maps

Angel Eugenio Tovar
UNAM, Mexico City, Coyoacan, Mexico

Abstract

A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a type of artificial neural network. Artificial neurons in the SOM form local assemblies
that become specialized in responding to categories of stimuli. Assemblies emerge through competition and cooperation
between artificial neurons. Here we present a SOM aimed to model autism by means of increasing cooperation between
neurons in the map. Descriptions of local hyperconnectivity in neuronal circuits in ASD make our implementation bio-
logically sound. Remarkably, the change in low-level processing of our model, led to high level atypicalities mirroring
ASD behavior. Increasing cooperation produced deficient organization of neuronal assemblies accounting for fragmented
representations of perceptual categories, idiosyncratic use of word labels, and atypical shape bias in lexical development.
The results of our model successfully matched the behavioral performance of children with ASD in a categorization task,
and shed light on how to understand the atypical development of the neurocognitive profile of ASD.
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Abstract

We present several experiments demonstrating the efficiency
and scalability of a biologically inspired spatial representation
on navigation tasks using artificial neural networks. Specifi-
cally, we demonstrate that encoding coordinates with Spatial
Semantic Pointers (SSPs) outperforms six other proposed en-
coding methods when training a neural network to navigate to
arbitrary goals in a 2D environment. The SSP representation
naturally generalizes to larger spaces, as there is no definition
of a boundary required (unlike most other methods). Addition-
ally, we show how this navigational policy can be integrated
into a larger system that combines memory retrieval and self-
localization to produce a behavioural agent capable of finding
cued goal objects. We further demonstrate that explicitly incor-
porating a hexagonal grid cell-like structure in the generation
of SSPs can improve performance. This biologically inspired
spatial representation has been shown to be able to produce
spiking neural models of spatial cognition. The link between
SSPs and higher level cognition allows models using this rep-
resentation to be seamlessly integrated into larger neural mod-
els to elicit complex behaviour.
Keywords: Semantic Pointer Architecture; spatial semantic
pointer; spatial representation; navigation; policy learning

Introduction
An important part of solving any task involves having an ef-
fective representation. All animals are embodied in space and
interact with other animals and objects around them. In order
for an animal to act intelligently and survive in this world
their brains must be able to form useful representations of
the space around them. The same information merely pre-
sented in a different manner to a neural network can produce
profoundly different results (Bengio, Courville, & Vincent,
2013).

A proposed method for encoding spatial information in a
cognitive system is Spatial Semantic Pointers (SSPs) (Komer,
Stewart, Voelker, & Eliasmith, 2019; Lu, Voelker, Komer, &
Eliasmith, 2019). The key question we investigate in this
work is whether this encoding designed for spiking neural
models of spatial cognition is also an effective representa-
tion for artificial neural networks in general. We compare the
effectiveness of SSPs to various other commonly used repre-
sentations in machine learning for solving spatial tasks.

We begin with an overview of the mathematical formula-
tion of SSPs along with an improvement to this formulation
inspired by grid cells. We then show how encoding spatial
information using SSPs provides an excellent representation
for a neural network to learn a goal-finding policy. Finally,

we demonstrate how the learned policy can be incorporated
into a larger system to produce behaviour which solves the
navigation task.

Spatial Semantic Pointers
Often when building cognitive models it is useful to be able
to construct complex relations from simpler components.
Vector Symbolic Architectures (VSAs) are one class of ap-
proaches that define algebras over high dimensional vector
spaces, where each vector in the space can represent a par-
ticular concept. VSAs essentially allow vectors to be used as
‘slots’ and ‘fillers’; where a slot is some property (e.g. colour)
and the filler is the value of that property (e.g. red). An oper-
ator is required to perform the binding between the two vec-
tors, in our case we use circular convolution (denoted by ~)
(Plate, 1995).

The Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA) (Eliasmith,
2013) proposes a means of implementing VSAs for explain-
ing cognitive behaviour in biologically plausible spiking net-
works. Inspiration for SSPs comes from models of serial
working memory, where position in a list is encoded by an
‘index’ vector bound to itself a number of times equal to the
position (Choo & Eliasmith, 2010). A vector B can be repeat-
edly bound with itself k−1 times as follows:

Bk = B~B~ . . .~B︸ ︷︷ ︸
B appears k times

. (1)

While the equation above applies to positive integer values
of k, the definition can be expanded to allow k to be any real
value, by using the fact that convolution in the time domain
becomes multiplication in the frequency domain. This opera-
tion, which we call ‘fractional binding’, is defined as follows:

Bk = F −1
{

F {B}k
}

, k ∈ R, (2)

where F {·} is the Fourier transform, and F {B}k is
an element-wise exponentiation of a complex vector—
analogous to exponentiation using fractional powers
(e.g., b2.5)—permitting k to be real. In this work we choose
B to be a unitary vector, meaning its length does not change
with multiple bindings to itself and its inverse is equal to its
approximate inverse.

This representation is extended to multiple spatial dimen-
sions by repeating Equation 2 with a different semantic
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Figure 1: Projection to Hexagonal Coordinates. Left: Plane
in 3D. Middle: Perspective aligned to the normal vector of the
plane. Right: Coordinate system of the plane with principal
axes of the 3D system overlaid.

pointer for each dimension (referred to as ‘axis vectors’) and
then binding all of the resulting vectors together. For the 2D
case, the SSP that represents the point (x,y) is defined as the
vector resulting from the function:

S(x,y) = Xx ~Y y, (3)

where X and Y are fixed unitary semantic pointers, x and y
are reals, and we are using fractional binding as defined by
Equation 2. In the language of ‘slots’ and ‘fillers’, SSPs can
be seen as a continuous slot that can be filled with an object
to represent an object at a location.

SSPs have been shown to be a powerful model of spatial
cognition. They have the capability to represent arbitrary ob-
jects at any location in continuous space. They can also repre-
sent collections of objects and regions of space. Many spatial
operations can be performed on a memory containing SSPs,
such as translating items in memory, querying object rela-
tions and mental image scanning (Komer et al., 2019; Lu et
al., 2019). SSPs can be implemented efficiently in a spiking
neural network using the methods of the Neural Engineering
Framework (Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003).

An Improved Spatial Representation
In the initial introduction of SSPs, the vectors corresponding
to the x and y axes were chosen randomly and independently.
While this method performed well in many applications, there
is still room for improvement. In this section we demonstrate
how changing the generation method of the axis vectors can
lead to improvements in the representation.

Inspiration from Grid Cells
Neurons in the medial entorhinal cortex have been shown to
produce hexagonally symmetric firing across spatial locations
(Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser, 2005).

One way to interpret a hexagonal coordinate system is as
a standard 3D coordinate system projected onto a 2D plane.
By choosing the plane to have a normal vector of

[
1 1 1

]
,

movement along any of the principal axes in the 3D system
corresponds to moving along the 120 degree apart principal
axes in the hexagonal coordinate system. A visualization of
this relation is shown in Figure 1.

In the original SSP formulation, two high-dimensional vec-
tors, X and Y , are chosen to define the encoding. In the mod-
ified formulation for a hexagonal coordinate system, three
high-dimensional unitary vectors, X , Y , and Z, are used. The
convolutional exponents for each of these vectors are deter-
mined by transforming a given 2D coordinate into a 3D coor-
dinate constrained to lie on a 2D plane. This transformation
is carried out by multiplying the 2D coordinate by a 2x3 ma-
trix. This matrix is formed by stacking two orthogonal unit
vectors that lie on the plane. The hexagonal SSP formulation
is shown in Equation 4.

S3(x,y) = Xx′~Y y′~Zz′[
x′ y′ z′

]T
=
[
x y

]T A2x3
(4)

It is important to note that there is no additional computa-
tional cost associated with defining the representation using
three axis vectors, as an equivalent two axis vector system
can be constructed and used instead. The axis vectors of this
equivalent system are defined in Equation 5.

X = S3(1,0)
Y = S3(0,1)

(5)

These vectors can be thought of as spanning a 2D subspace
of the 3D space being represented. Since the original three
axis vectors are chosen randomly, this operation can also be
interpreted as a change in the distribution where possible axis
vectors are sampled from and the new X and Y vectors are no
longer independent.

One way to measure the effectiveness of an encoding
method is to compare the representation of a location to all
other locations. Ideally if the representations are similar, the
locations should be similar (i.e. nearby) and if the represen-
tations are different, the corresponding locations should be
different. Similarity is measured as the cosine distance be-
tween two vectors. A comparison of the similarity heatmaps
generated from the two approaches encoding the coordinate
(0, 0) are is shown in Figure 2.

In the original formulation there are clear noise patterns
aligned with the axes, visible in both a single choice of axis
vectors as well as averaging across many choices. For the
hexagonal formulation, there is less distinct structure in the
noise pattern and only when averaged across many choices of
axis vectors does a faint hexagonally symmetric pattern arise.
When comparing the heatmaps to an ideal Gaussian fit, the
original formulation results in an RMSE of 0.043 while the
hexagonal formulation has an RMSE of 0.019.

Navigation
The first experiment consists of generating a policy to solve
a navigation task. The primary goal is to assess the effec-
tiveness of the representation for a behavioural policy. Since
an optimal policy can be computed for this task, supervised
learning can be used to train a network to match this de-
sired policy. This allows training to converge much faster
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Figure 2: Similarity Heatmap of Different SSP Formulations.
Top: Heatmaps for a single randomly generated SSP. Bottom:
Mean heatmaps across 50 randomly generated SSPs. Left:
Original formulation using two independent unitary vectors.
Right: Hexagonal formulation using three independent uni-
tary vectors projected onto a 2D space.

Figure 3: Navigation Policy Diagram

and avoids many of the difficulties in parameter sensitivity
and reproducability with reinforcement learning approaches.

Policy Network
The policy network produces a mapping from states to ac-
tions. In this case, the state consists of the location of the
agent, the location of the current goal, and a context signal
indicating which of several mazes the agent is currently ex-
ploring. The output of the network is a two dimensional vec-
tor corresponding to the direction the agent should move from
the current location to get to the goal. A diagram of the net-
work structure is shown in Figure 3.

Optimal Policy
The optimal policy for a given goal location is computed
using a modified version of Dijkstra’s search algorithm
(Dijkstra et al., 1959). The space is discretized into a 64 by
64 array. For each element in the array, a continuous direc-
tion is computed indicating the direction to move in order to
optimally reach the goal. Optimality is defined as traversing
the least total distance and only moving through free space
and not obstacles.

Goal

Direction

Wall

Figure 4: Ground Truth Optimal Policy. Left: Policy com-
puted using search algorithm. Right: Policy with additional
bias added to avoid contact with walls.

Traversing the least distance involves paths that cut corners
very tightly and stay near walls. This is not ideal behaviour
in the real world, where there is noise involved in motion,
and the agent takes up physical space. To account for this,
an additional bias is added to avoid contact with walls and to
traverse closer to the center of hallways. This bias is created
by applying an energy function to all obstacles that pushes the
optimal policy direction away from the obstacle, similar to a
potential field planner (Latombe, 2012). The energy function
chosen was a Gaussian with a σ of 0.25 and a magnitude of
0.75.

Figure 4 shows a visualization of the optimal policy com-
puted for a given goal location in a maze. The colour of each
pixel indicates the direction an agent should move from that
location in order to reach a specific goal. Black indicates im-
passable obstacles.

Other Encoding Methods
In order to gauge the effectiveness of the SSP encoding, it
must be compared to other commonly used methods. In
this work we compare against Radial Basis Functions (RBF),
One-Hot encoding, Tile-coding (Albus, 1975), learning the
encoding, and directly using 2D coordinates with no encod-
ing. An additional comparison is made with a random encod-
ing to create a baseline for all of these methods.

One parameter common to all encoding methods is the di-
mensionality of the encoding. For comparisons, this param-
eter is held constant across all methods and set to a value of
256.

For RBF, the basis function used is a 2D Gaussian with a
σ of 0.75. This value was chosen by performing a parame-
ter sweep on the task and choosing the result that produced
the lowest error. The locations of the Gaussians are chosen
uniformly at random within the bounds of the environment.
For one-hot encoding, the environment is discretized into 256
evenly sized square bins, resulting in a 16 by 16 grid. For tile-
coding the environment is discretized into four overlapping 8
by 8 grids with random offsets. These values were chosen to
maintain a total dimensionality of 256. For the learned en-
coding, an additional layer with 256 neurons is added to the
network. This layer is applied to both the current location and
the goal location with weights shared, to ensure a consistent
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encoding. The random encoding uses the input coordinates
as the seed to generate a random 256D unit vector.

Experiments
In all experiments the context signal is set to a 256D random
unit vector unique to each maze layout. When concatenated
with the 256D encoding of the current location and 256D en-
coding of the goal location, the total size of the input vector is
768 (or 260 for the no encoding case). The hidden layer size
is set to 256 neurons. A ReLU activation function is used be-
tween the input layer and the hidden layer. The output is a
linear readout from the hidden layer.

The network is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
n.d.). It is trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba,
2015) with a learning rate of 0.001 for 50 epochs on a train-
ing dataset of 100,000 data points. Initial experiments were
run for 500 epochs, but performance on a validation dataset
plateaued by 50 epochs, indicating that any additional train-
ing would only result in overfitting. All results shown are
from an independently generated test dataset of 100,000 data
points.

One task parameter that was explored is the number of
unique environments that the network must learn to navigate.
The more environments, the greater the difficulty of the task
as the network is fixed in size and the same learned weights
are used in every environment. Experiments were performed
using 10, 25, and 50 different environments. Each environ-
ment layout is generated randomly following one of two dis-
tributions from mazelab (Zuo, 2018). The ’maze’ generation
method creates environments with winding narrow hallways
(example in Figure 11) and the ’blocks’ generation method
creates environments with open space and scattered obstacles
(example in Figure 10). A mix of styles is used to prevent
overfitting to a particular kind of environment. All environ-
ments are generated such that a path exists from any free
space to any other free space.

Performance is measured by comparing the output of the
network to the optimal policy. Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) is calculated based on the difference is angle be-
tween the movement direction computed by the network and
the optimal direction. The angle between two directions can
be different depending on whether a clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotation is used to align the directions. In terms
of error, we are always interested in whichever rotation pro-
duces the smallest angle. A general way to obtain the smallest
angular distance between two angles is shown in Equation 6.

θe = min(|θp−θt −2π|, |θp−θt |, |θp−θt +2π|) (6)

Where θe is the error, θp is the predicted angle, and θt is
the target angle. Both the predicted and target angle are con-
strained to be between −π and π. This equation enforces that
the error is within the same range. This equation can be vec-
torized in Python to compute the error for all data points effi-
ciently.

Hex SSP SSP RBF Tile-Code One-Hot Learned 2D Random
Encoding
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Figure 5: Comparison of Encoding Methods

Ground Truth
RMSE = 0.000

Hex SSP
RMSE = 0.504

SSP
RMSE = 0.542

RBF
RMSE = 0.556

One Hot
RMSE = 0.764

Tile Code
RMSE = 0.644

Learned
RMSE = 0.580

Random
RMSE = 0.944

Figure 6: Policy Visualization. The colour of each pixel cor-
responds to the output direction computed by the policy for
an agent at the location of the pixel. Shown is one goal lo-
cation in one particular maze for all encoding methods. The
image is created using a mix of training and test samples to
tile the space.

A comparison of the different encoding methods is shown
in Figure 5. ’Hex SSP’ refers to the formulation in Equa-
tion 4. While the SSP encodings performed the best over-
all, some of the other methods are still comparable on this
task. For the 50 maze case, Hex SSP produced an RMSE of
0.538 (SD 0.004), SSP 0.545 (SD 0.004), and the next closest
encoding was RBF with 0.568 (SD 0.007). The differences
in mean performance are all significant; Student’s t-test be-
tween Hex SSP and SSP (p=0.02079), between SSP and RBF
(p=0.00021). However, the SSP method becomes uniquely
effective when generalizability is taken into account, as de-
tailed in the next section.

Generalization
A natural advantage of using a SSP encoding of space is there
are no explicitly defined limits of the space that need be rep-
resented. When using a method such as Radial Basis Func-
tions or Tile-Coding, boundaries must be chosen for the space
to be represented. Any region outside of the boundary cannot
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Figure 7: Performance Outside of Bounds

be encoded effectively without changing the representation to
include additional basis functions or tiles. In contrast, SSPs
can represent any location and the dimensionality of the SSP
does not have to increase to incorporate more space.

To illustrate this point, experiments were conducted where
the encoding is designed for a particular region of space, but
the network learns from a larger region that goes outside of
these bounds. In this experiment the encodings were designed
for a space of half the width and half the height of the entire
maze. For SSPs, the only available parameter to change is the
scaling of the coordinates used as the convolutional power.
The scaling that is used in all previous experiments was in-
creased by a factor of two, to indicate being chosen for a
smaller space. As can be seen in Figure 7, the SSP encod-
ing method outperforms all other methods by a large margin.

To further test the scalability of this method, an additional
experiment is performed using significantly larger environ-
ments and a larger network. To keep the optimal policy com-
putation tractable, sets of smaller environments from the pre-
vious experiments are tiled together to form the larger en-
vironments. The same pre-computed optimal policy can be
used for training within each sub-environment. Experiments
are conducted on a square tiling of 25 and 100 environments.
The encoding dimension is set to 1024 and network hidden
size to 2048. Training is conducted on a single large environ-
ment, so the context signal is not required. Results are shown
in Figure 8. Parameters for RBF and Tile Code are scaled to
account for the larger environment size, without scaling per-
formance is extremely poor. The learned encoding method
receives normalized input coordinates. The Hex SSP method
requires no parameter change and its definition remains that
same as the smaller environment case. Visualization of the
policy learned for one sub-environment of the 25 tiling case
is shown in Figure 9.

Integrated System
A policy for generating actions is just one component of a
navigation system. In this section we demonstrate how this
component can fit into a larger circuit that allows an agent
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Figure 8: Performance on Larger Task

to navigate towards semantically specified goals. Crucially
this system contains a memory for storing remembered ob-
jects and their locations, a method of retrieving the location
of an object from memory, a method of estimating the agent’s
current location given its visible surroundings, and choosing
motor actions based on estimated current location and esti-
mated goal location. A diagram of this system is shown in
Figure 10.

Memory
The agent’s memory is implemented as a single Semantic
Pointer containing the summation of all goal objects and their
locations as an SSP.

M =
m

∑
i=1

OBJi ~Si, (7)

The resulting vector M is then normalized to maintain unit
length.

The estimated location of a given goal object Ŝgoal is re-
trieved by performing a circular convolution between the
memory M and the inverse of the Semantic Pointer corre-
sponding to the goal OBJ−1

goal . The result of the circular con-
volution can also be passed through a cleanup function f to
remove noise from the result.

Ŝgoal = f (M~OBJ−1
goal), (8)

In this work, f is a denoising autoencoder trained on pairs
of clean and noisy SSPs. The network will be most effective
when the noise used in training matches the true distribution
that the network will encounter. To facilitate this, a series of
memories are created as in Equation 7 with random unit vec-
tors as objects and SSPs encoding random 2D points within
an environment. To retrieve a noisy vector, a query is per-
formed to get the location of a random object in this memory.
A database of 100,000 such pairs of noisy and clean vectors
was created. The network has a single hidden layer with a
ReLU activation function. The hidden layer is set to be the
same size as the input. The loss function used during training
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Figure 9: Policy Visualization on Larger Task

is the cosine distance between the vector produced by the net-
work from the noisy input and the true target. Since SSPs are
unit length and defined by their direction, this loss function
works well on this problem.

Localization
The agent does not inherently know its own location within
its cognitive map, it must estimate its location from its sur-
roundings. In this simplified 2D world, the agent’s visual
system consists of a series of distance measures to nearby
walls, effectively forming a picture of the visible geometry of
its surroundings. A context signal is also provided to the net-
work to help disambiguate geometry shared across environ-
ments. For example, many environments may contain a long
hallway which would return the same sensor readings. The
context signal is meant to represent additional information an
agent would have in the real world, such as colours, textures,
or other cues that would signal which environment the agent
is currently in. The output of the localization subsystem is a
SSP corresponding to the agent’s estimated current location.

The localization subsystem is also implemented as a neu-
ral network and trained in a supervised fashion. A database
of 100,000 samples of locations within an environment and
corresponding distance measurements and SSP encoding are
used for training. For this problem, the best results were
achieved using a loss function that is a summation of the mean
squared error and cosine distance.

Policy
The goal representation from the memory subsystem is com-
bined with the agent location from the localization subsystem
and fed into the policy network along with the context sig-
nal. This is the same network as depicted in Figure 3 except
that no explicit encoding step is required as the outputs of the
memory and localization subsystems are already SSPs.

Results
A series of trials is conducted with different goals being cued
on each trial. A trial ends when the agent successfully reaches
the cued goal object, or after 1000 time steps (100 seconds)
have elapsed without reaching the goal.

At the beginning of a trial the agent is placed in a ran-
dom location in a randomly selected environment. A single

Figure 10: Full Navigation Task Diagram

256D memory is initialized to contain a set of possible goal
objects bound with their location SSPs. At each time step it
is given a 256D context signal corresponding to its current
environment, a 256D semantic pointer corresponding to the
goal object, and 36 sensor measurements corresponding to
the distance to obstacles at an array of angles from the agent
evenly covering 360 degrees. Every time step the network
will output a 2D action corresponding to the x and y velocity
the agent will move with. Gaussian noise is added to these
motor commands. A set of trajectories from a particular start
location and multiple cued goals is shown in Figure 11.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that Spatial Semantic Pointers provide
an excellent means of encoding continuous valued location
information in a neural network. This biologically inspired
representation permits the use of continuous structures, as op-
posed to standard discrete data structures, including VSAs,
typically used in cognitive models. The use of circular con-
volution as the binding operation defining this representation
leads to nice integration with the SPA, providing a natural
method of linking to spiking neural models of higher level
cognition.
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Figure 11: Goal-Finding Behaviour. This example shows the
behaviour of the agent depending on which food item it is
told to find. 10 trials for each goal are overlaid on the envi-
ronment. The colour of the trajectory corresponds to which
goal was cued. On each trial in this example, the agents starts
at the location indicated by the mouse icon.

Many properties of SSPs are beneficial to machine learn-
ing systems operating on spatial data. No explicit boundary
of the space being represented needs to be defined, allow-
ing straightforward generalization to larger spaces. There is
no discrete binning of the space, allowing a high degree of
precision if necessary. The magnitude of the encoded value
is fixed and independent of the magnitude of the coordinate
being represented, allowing the network to scale to handling
larger spaces without requiring larger weights.

Empirical results show superior performance on a naviga-
tional policy learning task compared to commonly used en-
coding methods for spatial information. While performance
is only slightly better than other methods when all methods
are optimized for a small space being trained over, this differ-
ence becomes much larger when the space is expanded. This
indicates that the SSP representation is more general and less
dependent on parameter settings.

We also show that incorporating hexagonal structure in-
spired by grid cells into the SSP representation can further
improve the results on these spatial tasks. An area of future
work is to explore this link to biology in more detail.

Another area of future work is exploring how sophisticated
navigation behaviour can be learned in an online fashion and
how it can adapt to changing environments. In this work,
each subsystem of the navigation network is trained individu-
ally to achieve a sub-goal. It would be interesting to see how
well a system trained end to end would perform and what the
internal representations of that system would look like.

All source code required to reproduce these experiments

and generate all figures in this paper are made publicly avail-
able on GitHub.1
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Abstract 

Research on human collaboration has suggested that 
knowledge diversity improves group performance in complex 
tasks such as design, problem solving and forecasting. 
However, in educational settings it is important to also ask 
whether learning and transfer for individuals within the group 
is enhanced or hindered by diversity in collaborative work 
groups. We compare performance in a transportation network 
design task for two types of collaborative groups, and 
compare their performance to that of individuals. In one 
group condition (Distributed Knowledge) each dyad member 
has been trained on a different subtask of a complex joint 
design problem in advance of the collaborative activity. These 
different training tasks should predispose the two dyad 
members to adopt different perspectives, issues, and design 
strategies, thus generating greater cognitive diversity for the 
group. In the other group condition (Shared Knowledge) both 
dyad participants experienced the same training involving 
both subtasks. Task performance results show a group versus 
individual advantage in performance, but a non-significant 
difference in performance between the two group knowledge 
diversity conditions. The group knowledge manipulation did 
affect group process, as measured by time spent 
collaborating, number of turns taken, and number of words 
spoken. The findings suggest that group diversity can 
promote individual learning and transfer when sufficient time 
is allowed for discussion and group work. 

Keywords: diversity; network design; collaboration; problem 
solving; performance; innovation; transfer 

Introduction 
Previous research has established that groups outperform 
individuals on a variety of tasks: from retention tasks 
(Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson, Nelson & Skon, 1981), to 
measures of academic achievement (Smith, Johnson & 
Johnson, 1981; Johnson, Johnson, Roy & Zaidman, 1985), 
to problem solving (Fawcett & Garton, 2005). A growing 
body of research has shown that groups produce more 
innovative solutions than individuals (Paulus & Nijstad, 
2003). Diverse groups are more likely to develop innovative 
solutions (Gabbert, Johnson & Johnson, 1986; Page, 2010). 

Thus, it is understood that relatively diverse collaborative 
groups have greater potential to discover or design the best 
solutions. 

Group diversity is strongly associated with innovation 
because diversity provides groups with a variety of differing 
perspectives ahisnd heuristics (Page, 2007). According to 
Page, an individual perspective is a solution subset of what 
is possible. Multiple perspectives occur in a group when 
individual members possess different sets of ideas of what is 
possible. Page notes that two people with different 
perspectives may emphasize different aspects of a problem 
and conceptualize the same problem differently. The net 
result is what we will term knowledge diversity, although 
other differences, e.g. in values, strategies, and 
communication behavior, might be relevant. 

These prior findings suggest that collaborative task design 
in educational settings should focus on selecting groups 
with diverse members, diverse specifically in task-relevant 
knowledge and perspectives. But this is not always possible; 
sometimes groups already exist, or are formed by self-
affiliation, or assessing prior knowledge to manage group 
diversity is impractical. Thus, it would be helpful to have 
methods or tasks that can create knowledge diversity in 
randomly composed or preexisting groups.  

An additional consideration arises in educational settings, 
namely that collaborative activities are often implemented 
primarily to improve individual learning outcomes, rather 
than to maximize group task performance. So far, existing 
research has not fully delineated the relationship between 
task performance (and the factors that facilitate it) and 
individual learning (and the factors that promote it). In 
education settings, many of the positive learning effects of 
cooperative activities have been reported from studies that 
implemented task design or other measures to ensure that 
participants engaged in effective collaboration (Dillenbourg, 
2007; Kirschner, Paas, & Kirschner, 2009). Often these 
collaboration activities are highly structured or scripted 
(Dillenbourg, 2002; Koller, Fischer, & Hesse, 2006). In 
contrast, studies using less regulated interactions show 
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varied and, in some cases, negative findings regarding 
collaborative learning (Gregor & Cuskelly, 1994; Heath, 
1998). While groups may be able to consider more possible 
solutions, and thus develop more innovative solutions, 
students who have worked in groups are often less able to 
transfer the relevant knowledge. This finding suggests that 
collaborative activities that foster group performance may 
not necessarily maximize individual learning and skill 
transfer (Kirschner, Paas, & Kirschner, 2009). 

Thus, of particular interest in our research is the question 
of whether the established benefits of group knowledge 
diversity are replicated when individual learning is the 
prioritized outcome measure. What relationship does 
individual learning have with the knowledge diversity of the 
group? Are group performance and individual transfer aided 
or hindered by the collaborative processes evoked by 
knowledge diversity? 

Some relevant data is provided by studies of the jigsaw 
collaborative learning technique, which was shown to have 
a positive effect on individual learning (Aronson et al., 
1978) and in many subsequent empirical studies (e.g., Chu, 
2014; Oakes et al., 2019) with some exceptions (Souvignier 
& Kronenberger, 2007). As with our knowledge diversity 
manipulation, the jigsaw creates a diverse- or 
complementary-knowledge condition (Johansson et al., 
2005; Nokes-Malach et al., 2015), in which partners have 
knowledge or expertise that can contribute different 
components of a solution that the group needs. However, 
the jigsaw is cumbersome in that it requires an individual’s 
participation in multiple groups, meeting sequentially, to 
establish knowledge diversity within the final work group. 
We are interested in determining if similar knowledge 
diversity can be achieved while simplifying the jigsaw 
manipulation, using differentiated individual training tasks 
as a kind of macro-script (Dillenburg, 2007) to optimize the 
collaborative work group experience.  

Thus, our first aim was to determine if we could generate 
different skills, knowledge, and perspectives across the two 
dyad members with a differentiated training-task 
manipulation designed to enhance knowledge and 
perspective differences in groups, effectively “engineering” 
better knowledge diversity in a dyad. These diverse-
knowledge dyads are hypothesized to perform better than 
homogenous-knowledge dyads. Our main goal was to 
determine whether these two group conditions lead to 
improvements over the individual condition and whether the 
knowledge diversity manipulation improves group 
performance, collaboration process, and individual learning 
/ transfer for the diverse-knowledge groups. 

Empirical Study 
Our investigation was conducted in the context of a 
collaborative design optimization task, dubbed the “Relief 
Aid” game. This “game” is based on two simultaneous 
network design problems. One network design problem 
participants faced is commonly referred to as the traveling 
salesman problem. The problem is to design the shortest 

route among a set of points on a map. The route must follow 
a path that visits all points exactly once, returning to the 
starting point. This task suited our purposes because it 
permits a variety of possible solutions, affords space for 
diverse perspectives, and allows multiple design strategies. 
 
 

 
1A 

 
1B 

Figure 1: Two example solutions for the joint problem of 
designing the minimal road network (indicated using a blue 
marker) and route networks (directional route indicated by 
arrows, in pencil) on a map in the plane. Panel A presents a 
solution that does a good job of minimizing the road 
network length. Panel B depicts a solution that achieves a 
relatively short route network by reducing the retracing of 
arcs, but at the expense of (minimizing) road network 
length.  

A layer of complexity was added to the basic traveling 
salesman problem by imposing the additional task of 
designing a minimal-length road network upon which the 
delivery route must travel. This subtask, in isolation, 
corresponds to another formal problem in network theory, 
the problem of finding the minimal Steiner tree connecting a 
set of points. Thus, the task involved two distinct subtasks: 
attempting to design a minimal-length road network and a 
minimal route or tour using this same road network (see 
Figure 1). These two subtasks can work at cross-purposes, 
therefore simultaneously trying to optimize (minimize) the 
length of the road network and the length of the tour route is 
challenging, and can present interesting (or frustrating) 
trade-offs and potentially cause controversy between group 
members. In essence, short road networks make the tour 
routes less efficient and short route networks often require 
lengthening the road networks underneath them.  

Method 
To address our research questions, we randomly assigned 
participants (n = 104) to one of three conditions: Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge (induced by varying training tasks) 
(DDK condition), Dyadic Shared Knowledge (induced by 
common training tasks) (DSK condition), or Individual 
work (IND). Participants in the Individual condition worked 
as individuals on the joint design problem, simultaneously 
designing the shortest road network and the shortest tour, 
for two maps: a pre-task or training task and a main 
(criterion) collaborative task. In the Dyadic Shared 
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Knowledge (DSK) condition, participants worked as 
individuals to complete the joint design task on the training 
task, and in dyads for the main task. In the Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge (DDK) condition, participants 
worked as dyads for the main task; but the two individuals 
experiences different training-task instructions and subtasks: 

 
2A 

 
2B 

Figure 2: Sample participant solutions for the main 
collaborative task. Both figures show examples of solutions 
that used both a loop and a Steiner point. The Steiner point 
is circled with a dotted line in each example. 
 
one participant was tasked with constructing the shortest 
road network (only), and the other individual was tasked 
with constructing the shortest tour or route connecting the 
points (only). Thus, when participants in the Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge condition came together as a dyad to 
work on the main collaborative task, their differing prior 
experiences presumably created different perspectives on 
the joint task.  

The progression of tasks began with the pre-task, 
followed by the criterion task, and concluded with a post-
task questionnaire. The pre-task was always completed 
individually, then followed by the main criterion task, which 
was completed collaboratively or individually depending on 
the condition. After the dyad (or individual) completed the 
criterion task, all participants completed a questionnaire 
with specific transfer questions that prompted them to apply 
certain key design insights or innovations. Here, we use 
transfer as our measure of individual learning because it 
suits the study design. Transfer learning occurs when 
knowledge or insights gained while solving a problem are 
successfully applied to a different but related problem in the 
post-task. 

In pilot studies, we had identified two design features, 
Steiner points and loops, as potential innovations to be 
discovered by participants that usually improve the network 
design by shortening total network length. A Steiner point, 
identified and discussed by Jakob Steiner in 1826, is an 
added node in a graph, which shortens one or more paths. 
Using a Steiner point on the present task essentially creates 
a new “road intersection” not located at one of the 
“villages” on the map. Depending on its placement, this 
added intersection enables shorter road or route networks 
(Figure 2). The second type of innovation we have 
identified is the use of loops. Loops often enable shorter 

routes or tours, though they cannot occur in a minimal road 
network. The loop innovation permits routes to avoid 
traveling back along previously traveled roads; thus using a 
loop can result in a much shorter tour (Figure 2).  

Criterion task performance was determined using the 
proposed network solution for the main task. The objective 
performance criterion (to be minimized) was the total 
summed length of both the road and the route networks 
(measured in cm, using Adobe Illustrator SC3 Line and 
Measure tools). We also coded use of the two target 
inventions or insights (use of a Steiner point and/or a loop) 
on the training task, main task, and post-task questionnaire. 
Individual learning and transfer of innovations was inferred 
using questions from the post-task questionnaire. If a 
participant used a loop or Steiner point in answering the 
relevant post-test questions, it was counted as a successful 
transfer of learning. Thus we were able to compare the three 
conditions as to task performance and transfer of 
innovations.  

Note that the map design task is essentially a discovery 
learning activity. During the pre-task, participants may 
discover the key design features and generate an optimal 
solution, but they may not. No feedback or guidance, 
beyond the rules of the task, were given to participants, 
neither during the training nor during the main criterion 
task. Thus, this task differs from highly scripted 
collaborative learning activities in which participants follow 
a structured or scaffolded script to guide their interactions. 
Instead, our collaborative task may best be described as a 
macro-script (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007); here, 
collaborative communication processes, such as negotiation 
and argumentation, may occur as a result of the task design, 
but it is not guaranteed. 

Results 
The results show, first, that we were successful in our 
efforts to “engineer” varying experience and perspectives 
via variants of the training task. Individuals (in the Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge condition) whose training task had 
asked them to design routes used the loop innovation with 
greater frequency on the training task than participants who 
were not predisposed to it by their training task (road 
designers): χ2(1, N = 38) = 13.328, p < .001. This suggests 
that route designers found the loop a valuable addition to 
their network design, while road designers did not, meaning 
that our manipulation of participant prior experience to 
create differing perspectives regarding these useful design 
insights was at least partially successful. However, there 
was not a significant difference in the use of the Steiner 
point insight between road and route designers on the 
training task, χ2(1, N = 38) = .991, p < .319. 

In general, dyads outperformed individuals in the criterion 
task. As shown in Table 1, dyads of both types, Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge (DDK) and Dyadic Shard 
Knowledge (DSK), created designs with shorter total 
network length (M=135.73 versus M=140.96), t(64) = 
5.226, p = .015, d = .642.  This difference in total distance 
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seems to be due to the fact that dyads designed shorter route 
networks than individuals (M=74.62 cm versus M=81.36 
cm), t(64) = 6.739, p = .013, d = .624. 

Qualitatively, dyads tended to use different road network 
designs than individuals. Road networks designed by 
individuals tended to use a tree or lattice network (as in  

 
Table 1: Mean distance (cm) of road, route, and total 

network for the main task group work, by condition (SD 
shown in parentheses). 

 
Condition N Road  Route  Total  
Individual (IND) 27 59.60 81.36 140.96 
Dyad: Shared (DSK) 19 61.32 74.32 135.63 
Dyad: Distributed (DDK) 19 60.90 74.93 135.83 
Total 65 60.48 77.42 137.90 

 
Figure 1A), which often result in relatively long travel 
routes because of the need to trace and retrace each branch. 
Dyads tended to design networks that minimized route 
length by minimizing the amount of re-tracing needed, 
accomplished by including loops and Steiner points in their 
road network designs, as in Figure 1B. 
    Figure 3 presents a box-and-whiskers plot of the 
distribution of total network length by condition. This plot 
shows that differences among the conditions in mean 
network length arise largely because very poor performance 
is relatively rare in dyads. Participants in the individual 
condition (IND) submitted designs with a wide range of 
network lengths, while dyads submitted designs with a 
distribution of total network lengths that is more uniform 
(the interquartile range is much more compact). However, 
five outlying dyads did not seem to show benefits of 
collaborative learning; these are case numbers 191, 182, 
116, 107, and 110.  In addition, two outlying dyads 
performed better than the typical dyad in the Dyadic 
Distributed Knowledge condition. These are case numbers 
134 and 152 in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Total network distance by experimental condition 
(error bars = 95% CI). 
 

Is there any aspect of group process that can explain why 
groups tend to perform better than individuals (or less often 
perform badly)? To investigate this question, we analyzed 
group process variables measured from the dyadic 
conversations. Table 2 presents descriptive summaries of 
several group process variables, including the amount of 
time spent collaborating (Collaboration), the number of 
words spoken (Words Spoken) and turns taken (Turns 
Taken) during the collaborative group work. In order to 
identify process variables that may be associated with high 
or low performance, this table compares aggregate group 
process variables from low performing outlier dyads and 
high performing outlier dyads (as defined by the box-and-
whiskers plots of Figure 3) to the mean group performance 
of the lumped Dyadic Distributed Knowledge (DSK) and 
Dyadic Shard Knowledge (DSK) conditions. 

 
Table 2: Means of group process variables used during the 
collaborative task (Map 2) for poor and high performing 
outlier groups, compared to the overall group condition 

means for DSK and DDK (N=104). 
 
Process 
Variables 

Poor Perf. 
Outliers  

DSK  DDK  High Perf. 
Outliers  

Road Network 
Length (cm) 

58 59 61 55 

Route Network 
Length (cm) 

94 75 75 72 

Total Network 
Length (cm) 

151 134 136 127 

Collaboration 
Time (min) 

7 11 11 12 

Number of 
Turns Taken 

93 91 90 164 

Number of 
Words Spoken 

631 643 699 1222 

Freq. of 
Steiner Point 

0% 35% 40% 100% 

Freq. of Loop 50% 75% 65% 100% 
     

Table 2 offers several hints as to possible reasons why 
groups tend to outperform individuals. First, use of key 
insights, such as the loop or the Steiner point, seems 
especially common among high performing outliers. 
Second, high performing dyads talked almost twice as much 
as low performing dyads (as measured by mean number of 
turns taken and number of words spoken). This suggests that 
the more a group engages in discussion, the more likely they 
are to develop insights that can improve their solution. 

We then proceeded to inferential tests of whether our 
knowledge diversity manipulation affected group (dyad) 
performance on the main criterion task; essentially seeking 
to determine whether the knowledge diversity manipulation 
positively impacted the outcome variables. The three 
analyzed performance variables were road network distance, 
route network distance, and their sum, i.e., total network 
distance. We found no significant differences for these 
criterion variables: dyads whose members were predisposed 
by the training task to differing perspectives (the Dyadic 
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Distributed Knowledge condition), did not develop better 
(or worse) network design solutions than dyads predisposed 
to shared perspectives (Dyadic Shared Knowledge): road 
network, t(36) = .281, p = .780; route, t(36) = -.233, p = 
.817; total network,  t(36) = .929, p = .929.  

We also found that the two dyadic conditions (DDK and 
DSK) do not significantly differ in measures of group 
process (Table 2): Collaboration Time, t(36) = .086, p = 
.932, Number of Turns Taken, t(37) = .077, p = .939, 
Number of Words Spoken, t(37) = -.574, p = .569. Overall, 
dyads tended to discuss the problem using relatively the 
same amount of time with the same amount of conversation, 
regardless of their knowledge diversity condition. 

Finally, the knowledge diversity manipulation did not 
have a significant effect on learning and transfer. 
Participants in the Dyadic Distributed Knowledge condition 
transferred insights to the post-task questionnaire with about 
the same frequency as participants in the Dyadic Shared 
Knowledge condition: for loops, χ2(1, N = 78) = .412, p = 
.521; for Steiner points, χ2(1, N = 78) = .412, p = .521. 
Additionally, dyads did not show greater transfer than 
individuals: loop, χ2(1, N = 104) = 1.902, p = .168, Steiner 
point, χ2(1, N = 104) = .004, p = .950. This finding supports 
doubts raised by Gregor and Cuskelly (1994), and Heath 
(1998), suggesting that collaborative group work may not 
benefit individual learning and transfer, even when it 
improves task performance. Our findings suggest that even 
knowledge diversity of the group may not help boost 
learning and transfer for individual group members. 

Returning to the collaboration process variables presented 
in Table 2, we asked if any of these process variables were 
correlated with criterion task performance. We found that 
several were. Table 3 displays these relationships. There is a 
significant negative relationship between the amount of time 
a dyad spends collaborating during the main task 
(Collaboration) and the length of their route, R2 = -.333, p = 
.041, as well as the length of their total network, R2 = -.337, 
p = .038. As dyads spend more time collaborating, the 
length of the route and total network decrease, indicating 
better performance on the criterion task. 

In contrast, the length of the road network was 
significantly and positively correlated with the number of 
turns taken, R2 = .358, p < .001, and the number of words  

 
Table 3: Correlations between group process variables 

and criterion performance variables. Lower values of the 
criterion variables (4-6) indicate better performance. 

 
 Group Process Criterion Performance 
 2.  3.  4. 5. 6. 
1. Collaboration .59** .64** .10 -.33* -.34* 
2. Turns Taken -- .78** .36**  .04  .14 
3. Words Spoken  -- .26*  .04  .13 
4. Road Length   -- -.48**  .08 
5. Route Length    -- .84** 
6. Total Length     -- 
** p<.01l (2-tailed)       * p<.05 (2-tailed) 
 

spoken, R2 = .260, p = .011, but not with collaboration 
time, R2 = .097, p = .563.  This seems to indicate that more 
dyadic conversation was associated with worse performance 
in minimizing road length.  However, note that road length 
and route length are negatively correlated, indicating the 
tradeoffs required in this dual-network design task. Thus, 
more conversation tended to result in shorter routes and total 
network length, but this optimization seems to have required 
some lengthening of the road network (perhaps to enable 
routes incorporating loops). 

Regarding the relationship between group process and 
individual learning and transfer, we found no significant 
difference in collaborative processes between participants 
who transferred the loop insight to their post-task 
questionnaire and those who did not: Collaboration Time, 
t(74) = -1.466, p = .147, Number of Turns Taken, t(76) = -
1.344, p = .183, or Number of Words Spoken, t(76) = -.871, 
p = .386. Nor were there significant differences for Steiner 
point use: Collaboration Time, t(74) = -.561, p = .577, 
Number of Turns Taken, t(76) = -.039, p = .969, or Number 
of Words Spoken, t(76) = -.601, p = .550.  

However, when we filtered the data to examine only 
participants who successfully transferred the Steiner point 
insight, in order to identify what collaborative processes 
these successful learners used, we found a significant 
difference between the Dyadic Distributed Knowledge and 
Dyadic Shared Knowledge conditions in the number of 
words spoken during the collaborative process (DSK µ = 
403, DK µ = 633), t(26) = -2.820, p = .009, d = 1.087 (Table 
4). We found a similar relationship regarding number of 
turns taken, (DSK µ = 59, DK µ = 76), t(21.558) = -1.869, p 
= .075, d = .670, approaching significance with equal 
variances not assumed. This suggests that individual group 
members who successfully transfer this insight tend to show 
a greater amount of communication (more words exchanged 
and possibly more turn taking) in groups with distributed 
knowledge compared to groups with shared perspectives. 
We conclude that conditions of knowledge diversity may 
require more communication than homogeneous knowledge 
in order to achieve successful transfer. 

Table 4: Dyadic task process variables for individuals who 
successfully transferred valuable insights. 

 Group Process Variables 
Transfer of Loop Collab. 

(min) 
Turns 
Taken 

Words 
Spoken 

Dyad: Shared (DSK) 11.13 74 502 
Dyad: Distributed (DDK) 11.37 67 539 
Total 11.25 71 519 

Transfer of Steiner Point    
Dyad: Shared (DSK) 10.41 59 403 
Dyad: Distributed (DDK) 11.72 76 633 
Total 11.14 68✢ 526** 
✢.05<p<.10 (2-tailed), *p<.05 (2-tailed), **p<.01 (2-tailed) 
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Conclusions 
We found that groups outperform individuals in the network 
design task, adding to the literature showing performance 
advantages for collaborative groups in various STEM tasks.  

We have also demonstrated that it is possible to 
“engineer” dyad knowledge diversity via task design, using 
a short training task to promote different predispositions in 
team members to particular insights on a problem-solving 
task. Yet, our two knowledge diversity conditions (DDK 
and DSK) did not significantly differ in the group task 
performance nor in individual learning and transfer. 

However, engineered knowledge diversity did seem to 
impact the group collaborative process. First, we established 
that group performance on the criterion task benefits from 
more collaboration; there was a negative correlation 
between collaboration time and total network length (the 
criterion was to be minimized). When we examined 
collaborative indicators by participants who did successfully 
demonstrate transfer, we found that those in the knowledge 
diversity condition (DDK) tended to communicate 
significantly more than participants with shared common 
knowledge (DSK). This suggests that diverse groups, with 
members who are predisposed to different perspectives, may 
need more communication time in order to understand and 
learn, as compared to groups whose members have similar 
perspectives. 

Regarding learning, the results suggest that successful 
transfer may be mediated by different group processes 
depending on the diversity of prior experience of the group. 
Homogeneous-knowledge groups, whose members share 
prior knowledge and perspectives, seem able to transfer 
insights when the collaborative process is relatively short, 
defined by fewer words and fewer turns taken. However, 
groups with diverse knowledge are best able to transfer 
insights when the collaborative process involves more 
discussion and more turn taking. It may be that as regards 
learning and transfer, knowledge diversity in groups is a 
“desirable difficulty” (Bjork, 1994). Transfer may be 
influenced by the conversations, shared opinions, or 
arguments that arise as a result of the diverse or shared 
perspectives of group members. Further research is needed 
to more deeply examine the effects of communication 
processes on learning in collaborative work. 

Discussion 
Groups that discuss and selectively process information 
have shown accelerated learning in many studies, and may 
be more likely to find useful abstractions (Schwartz, 1995). 
The participants in our study who successfully transferred 
design insights seemingly benefited by engaging in more 
extensive dialogue. Indeed, the process of explaining one’s 
knowledge to one’s partner may have benefited both 
members of the dyad, since generating explanations has 
been shown to positively impact learning (Webb et al. 1995) 
and receiving information may trigger selective information 
processing, which has also been shown to positively affect 
learning (Voiklis & Corter, 2012). It is a truism that a need 

for communication is created by asymmetries of 
information. Our knowledge diversity manipulation is one 
way of introducing asymmetrical experiences, thus 
presumably motivating more extensive dialogue between 
partners, which can in some case have a positive effect on 
learning and transfer.  

Our results are consistent with two cognitive and social 
models of collaborative learning: namely, complementary 
knowledge (Johansson et al., 2005; Nokes-Malach et al., 
2015) and collaborative controversy (Smith, Johnson, & 
Johnson, 1981). Complementary knowledge is a cognitive 
mechanism that is engaged when partners have knowledge 
or expertise that may contribute different components of the 
solution. This is essentially a parallel processing model of 
cognition, in which needed information is distributed among 
the group so as to avoid burdening any one member with 
cognitive overload. Instead of attempting to understand all 
relevant information, one partner can simply ask the other 
partner (e.g., the “expert”) instead of attempting to 
internalize the information. Because the information is 
distributed, communication is essential to fully processing 
and understanding and solving the problem.  

Our knowledge diversity manipulation created an 
opportunity for complementary knowledge by distributing 
the information needed to perform well in the criterion task 
among the members of a dyad. In such situations, 
communication processes may serve as critical links 
allowing the group access to distributed information. For 
this reason, it makes sense that we found that 
communication processes play a more important role among 
dyads with distributed knowledge (i.e. complementary 
knowledge) who successfully transfer information, as 
compared to dyads with shared (not distributed) knowledge. 
Shared knowledge does not create an opportunity for 
complementary knowledge and thus a lesser need for 
communication (as all group members are in possession of 
all relevant information and do not need to seek it from 
others). Our finding that the shared knowledge diversity 
condition promoted less communication supports this 
understanding. 

The present findings may also relate to controversy in 
collaborative groups, which has been shown to promote 
higher retention and more accurate understanding of 
multiple perspectives as compared to collaborative groups 
that avoid controversy (Smith, Johnson & Johnson, 1981). 
Controversy exists in a dyad when one partner’s ideas, 
information, or perspectives are incompatible with those of 
their partner, and the two seek to reach an agreement 
(Johnson & Johnson, 1979). In situations such as these, the 
negotiations necessary to reach agreement are only possible 
through communication. Thus, it is the shared goal of 
determining a shared solution that motivates dialogue 
despite controversial perspectives. 

Our knowledge diversity manipulation not only 
introduced differing perspectives, it introduced perspectives 
that were at odds with each other; each participant entered 
the collaborative activity with the goal of combining their 
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prior-experiences, yet their prior-experiences involved 
conflicting strategies. This introduced a degree of 
controversy, essentially creating situations in which 
negotiation and compromise were needed for partners to 
settle on a final solution. Yet, participants in our 
controversy laden condition did not outperform or transfer 
learning to a greater degree than participants who 
collaborated without this kind of controversy. While this 
null finding does not support the Smith et al. (1981) results, 
it is important to note that the collaborative processes of our 
two conditions significantly differed. Participants more 
likely to experience controversy as a result of our 
manipulation communicated to a greater degree than those 
who were less likely to experience controversy, because it 
was not induced. This suggests that emphasizing 
independent or conflicting goals to different group 
members, may facilitate learning and transfer, but only 
when mediated by collaborative communication. Situations 
where this additional time is not available may even lead to 
process loss, cases where collaboration leads to worse 
performance, learning, and transfer than individual work 
(Kerr & Tindale, 2004). 
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Abstract 
Visual comparison is a key process in everyday learning. 
Matlen et al. (2020) recently proposed the Spatial Alignment 
Principle, based on the broader work of structure-mapping 
theory in comparison. According to the principle, visual 
comparison is more efficient when pairs are arranged in direct 
placement: i.e., so that the visuals are juxtaposed orthogonally 
to their structural axes.  In this placement (a) the intended 
relational correspondences are readily apparent, and (b) the 
influence of potential competing correspondences is 
minimized. Thus, this placement should make the relational 
alignment maximally easy to notice. The results of a same-
different task in adults supported this claim. The current study 
asks whether the Spatial Alignment Principle applies in 
children’s visual comparison. 6-year-old children performed a 
same-different task for visual relational patterns. The results 
indicated that direct placement led to faster and more accurate 
comparison, both for concrete same-different matches 
(matches of both objects and relations) and for purely relational 
matches.  
 

Keywords: spatial alignment; visual comparison  

Introduction 
Analogical comparison, the ability to perceive and transfer 
relational structure across situations, is important in 
conceptual learning (Gentner, 2010; Gentner & Hoyos, 2017) 
and education, particularly in mathematics and science 
(Alfieri et al., 2013; Goldwater & Schalk, 2016; Richland & 
Simms, 2015; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2009).  We focus here 
on visual comparisons, which are ubiquitous in children’s 
everyday learning as well as in classroom contexts. Visual 
comparison can be used to highlight spatial relational 
commonalities, aiding children in learning spatial concepts 
such as symmetry and facilitating transfer between different 
spatial arrays (Christie & Gentner, 2010, Loewenstein & 
Gentner, 2001; Hribar et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2017). Visual 
comparison has been shown to aid students in learning 
mathematical principles and procedures (Begolli & Richland, 
2016; Richland & McDonough, 2010; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 
2009) and to support children’s learning of a basic 
engineering principle (Gentner et al., 2016). In this paper, we 
briefly review the literature on visual comparison before 
turning to a newly discovered principle, the Spatial 
Alignment Principle, and describe a study testing whether 
this principle is operative in children’s visual comparison.  

Visual Comparison Processing 
Visual comparison has been analyzed using the structure-
mapping framework (Gattis, 2002; Sagi et al., 2011; 
Markman & Gentner, 1993; Yuan et al. 2017). In this 
framework, comparison entails structural alignment based on 
matching common relational structure (Gentner, 1983, 2010); 
objects are placed into correspondence based on having like 
roles within the relational structure. Comparison and 
structural alignment supports noticing relational 
commonalities that can be important in abstraction and 
transfer (Gentner, 2010; Richland & Simms, 2015). It also 
fosters noticing alignable differences connected to the 
common structure (Gentner & Gunn, 2001; Gentner & 
Markman, 1994; Sagi et al., 2012). There is much evidence 
that structural alignment is critical for relational comparison 
(Gentner et al., 2016; Krawzyck et al., 2004; Markman & 
Gentner, 1993). 

In visual figures, much of the critical information is 
conveyed by the spatial configuration. Thus, comparing two 
visual figures requires aligning their spatial relational 
structures and mapping corresponding elements – that is, 
elements that play the same role in the common structure 
(Gentner & Markman, 1997). As in conceptual analogies, 
structural alignment can reveal commonalities and 
differences. 

As an example of how visual comparison highlights 
commonalities, Christie and Gentner (2010) showed 3- and 
4-year-old children a novel spatial pattern. They were told 
that it was a ‘dax’ (for example), and asked to choose another 
dax. Children strongly preferred an alternative that shared an 
object over one that shared the relational pattern. But when 
children were given the two standards simultaneously and 
invited to compare them, the results were striking: the 
comparison group was several times more likely to choose 
the relational match than was the sequential group. 

Visual comparison can also highlight alignable differences 
–  that is, differences that play corresponding roles in the two 
(mostly) aligned structures. For example, Gentner et al., 
(2016) used visual comparison to teach 6- to 8-year-old 
children the engineering principle that a diagonal brace 
confers stability. Children were shown two model buildings, 
one with a diagonal brace (which was therefore stable) and 
one with a horizontal crosspiece, lacking a diagonal brace 
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(which was unstable). The buildings were either highly 
similar and easy to align or dissimilar and harder to align. 
When children were asked ‘Which is stronger’ and allowed 
to wiggle them, they discovered that the stable building 
barely moved, while the unstable one could be bent nearly to 
the ground. Although all children recognized which building 
was stronger, the high-alignment group was far more likely 
to discover why:  they were significantly more likely to 
spontaneously utilize brace structure in a subsequent task.   

Alignment Principles for Visual Comparison 
Given the importance of visual comparison both in classroom 
learning (Alfieri et al., 2013; Richland & McDonough, 2010; 
Begolli & Richland, 2016) and in everyday learning (Gentner 
et al., 2016; Haryu et al., 2011; Shao & Gentner, 2016), it is 
of particular interest to both psychologists and educators to 
understand what factors prompt comparison and facilitate 
structural alignment of visual pairs. Three factors that have 
been identified in prior work are spatiotemporal proximity, 
high overall similarity, and common labels (Gentner & 
Hoyos, 2017). We briefly describe these, focusing chiefly on 
the first two factors, which are most relevant to the present 
research. Then we turn to the proposed new factor, spatial 
alignment. 

 
Common Labels When the same label is applied to 

different objects, young children (Gentner, 2010; Gentner & 
Namy, 1999) and infants (Ferry et al., 2010; Fulkerson & 
Waxman, 2007) are more likely to compare them and form a 
category than if the objects do not receive a common label.   

 
High Overall Similarity Children (and adults) are more 

likely to spontaneously engage in comparison between 
similar items than between dissimilar ones. Further, high 
overall similarity facilitates structural alignment (Gentner & 
Hoyos, 2017; Gentner & Rattermann, 1991). Overall 
similarity matches (where object similarity supports the 
relational alignment) are easier to process than analogies for 
both children (Gentner & Toupin, 1986) and adults (Gentner 
& Kurtz, 2006). Overall similarity is particularly important 
for young children, whose representations are often rich in 
objects but sparse in relations. Thus, comparison between 
similar items can lead to better learning outcomes for young 
children than more distant comparisons. Of course, more 
distant comparisons can support greater generalization, but 
only if the learner can align them.  

 
Spatiotemporal Proximity. There is considerable 

evidence that children are more likely to compare and align 
two things if they are spatially and temporally juxtaposed. 
For example, in Christie and Gentner’s (2010) study 
(described above), young children who compared two 
juxtaposed exemplars of a spatial pattern were able to abstract 

                                                             
1 It is possible that in some cases there may be more than one 

structural axis for a given figure or pair of figures. For simplicity, 
we restrict our current account to cases where there is a clear axis. 

and transfer the pattern; but they failed to learn the pattern if 
the same two exemplars were shown sequentially. 
Simultaneous presentation has also been shown to improve 
classroom learning in mathematics (Begolli & Richland, 
2016; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2009) and geoscience (Matlen 
et al., 2011). For example, Begolli and Richland (2016) 
taught fifth graders the ratio concept by comparing correct 
division strategies to misconceptions. All examples were 
either left visibly on the board throughout the presentation or 
only available sequentially when being discussed. The results 
indicated that simultaneous presentation led to better posttest 
performance and understanding of the ratio principle than 
sequential presentation.  

Spatial Alignment Principle 
Recently, a previously unexplored factor has emerged as 
important in visual comparison: the spatial alignment 
principle (Matlen, Gentner & Franconeri, 2020). The idea is 
that the comparison process should be more fluent to the 
degree that (a) the intended relational correspondences are 
readily apparent, and (b) the influence of potential competing 
correspondences is minimized. Visual comparison is 
impeded when there are intervening potential 
correspondences between the correct corresponding 
components. More specifically, this principle states that 
visual comparison is more fluent when the visual are placed 
orthogonally to their structural axes (i.e., the axes along 
which the main relations apply) 1 . Figure 1 depicts two 
examples of molecular notations. In the left panel, the 
molecule forms an ABA pattern and has a horizontal 
structural axis – in other words, the main relational pattern is 
presented horizontally. A comparison to its notation is 
facilitated if they are vertically placed, and impeded if they 
are horizontally placed. The reverse is true in the right panel, 
where the same molecular structure is now vertically 
presented (i.e., it has a vertical structural axis). 
 

    
 

Figure 1: Color triplets with horizontal structural axes in 
direct and impeded placement. Adapted from Matlen et al. 

(2020) 
 

What are the advantages of orthogonal placement? When 
visuals are juxtaposed and orthogonally placed, direct 
placement is achieved because spatially corresponding 
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elements and relations are juxtaposed and relatively far from 
competing non-corresponding elements. This makes the 
relational alignment maximally easy to notice. In contrast, 
impeded placement occurs when other potential 
correspondences intervene between the two corresponding 
elements. As a result, the correct structural alignment may 
take longer to discover or be missed altogether. Figure 2 
illustrates this principle with example pairs used by Matlen et 
al. (in press), as well as in the current experiment. Here, all 
triplets have horizontal structural axes. Direct placement is 
shown in 2A, where the triplets are placed vertically, and 
impeded placement is shown in 2B, where the triplets are 
placed side by side. According to the spatial alignment 
principle, processing visual comparison in direct placement 
should be more efficient than that in the impeded case, even 
though the triplets are presented simultaneously and are 
overall similar to each other. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Color triplets with horizontal structural axes in 
direct and impeded placement. 

 
To test this prediction, Matlen et al. conducted a same-

different judgment task in adults. Participants saw pairs of 
triplets and were asked to identify whether the pair was the 
same or different as fast and accurately as possible. For 
example, red-red-blue has a different pattern than red-blue-
red, so the response should be ‘different’. The placement and 
structural axes of triplets were systematically manipulated to 
create direct and impeded comparisons for both horizontal 
and vertical triplets. As predicted by the spatial alignment 
principle, people were faster and more accurate on direct 
trials than on impeded trials. These result patterns were found 
for shape (e.g., square-square-triangle) triplets as well (see 
Figure 3). 

In a second study, Matlen et al. paired together shape and 
color triplets to form relational-only trials. Here participants 
needed to do a relational same-different judgment and were 
told that square-triangle-square has the same relational 
pattern as red-blue-red. The results again supported the 
spatial alignment principle, with faster performance on direct 
trials. Furthermore, participants were slower on relational-
only trials (i.e., cross-dimension trials) than on 
object+relation trials (i.e., within-dimension trials) (although 
there was no significant difference in accuracy). This is 
consistent with prior findings that comparison is in general 
easier when there exist object correspondences as well as 
relational correspondences (Gentner & Rattermann, 1991; 
Gentner & Toupin, 1986). Overall, the findings provide 
strong support for the spatial alignment principle.  

Testing the Spatial Alignment Principle in Children 
Given the importance of visual comparison in children’s 
learning, it is crucial know to what extent the spatial 
alignment principle also operates in children. Answers to this 
question would shed light on the development of visual 
comparison ability and provide educators with a better 
understanding of how to design instructional materials. In 
this study, we focus on 6-year-oldsbecause a pilot study 
suggested that this is the minimal age for children to comply 
with the computer task instructions.  

There were two predictions. First, we predicted that 
children’s performance would follow the spatial alignment 
principle. Specifically, children should be faster and/ or more 
accurate in visual comparison for direct placement than for 
impeded placement.  

Second, we predicted children’s performance to be better 
on object+relation trials than on relation-only trials. This is 
based on findings that young children find purely relational 
matches harder to process than concrete object+relation 
matches (Gentner & Rattermann, 1991; Kotovsky & Gentner, 
1996). As noted earlier, in Matlen et al.‘s study, adults were 
slower on relation-only trials than on object+relation trials, 
consistent with the idea that among adults as well as children, 
object+relation matches are easier to process than relation-
only matches.  (Accuracy didn’t differ between the two kinds 
of trials). 

Experiment 
In this study, we adapted the procedures in Matlen et al. 
(2020) to be child-friendly (For example, we provided more 
explanation and practice trails prior to the actual study.) 
Participants were asked to provide same-different judgment 
for pairs of triplets. The test pairs consisted of either color or 
shape triplets in the first two blocks (the object+relation, 
within-dimension blocks) and color/shape triplets in the last 
block (the relation-only, cross-dimension block). The order 
was intentionally determined to let children practice with the 
more straightforward same-different task before engaging in 
the purely relational judgment. This is consistent with the 
idea of progressive alignment, wherein carrying out close 
similarity matches highlights common relational structure 
and enables children to do far relational transfers that they 
might otherwise fail (Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996). Pairs also 
systematically varied in triplet orientation and placement.   

Method 
Participants Twenty-nine 6-year-old children participated in 
the study (M = 6.51 years, Range = 6.00 to 7.06 years, 11 
females). One additional child was recruited but excluded due 
to failure to complete the experiment. Children were recruited 
from a large Midwestern city.  
 
Materials and Design Stimuli were adapted from Matlen et 
al. (2020). Children were shown a pair of triplets and either 
gave a same-different judgment (for within-dimension pairs) 
or responded as to whether the relational patterns were the 
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same or different (for cross-dimension pairs). Three types of 
triplet pairs were used (color-color, shape-shape, and color-
shape; referred to as Dimension). Pairs varied systematically 
in the structural axes of triplets (both vertical or both 
horizontal; referred to as Orientation) and relative placement 
between them (direct or impeded; referred to as Placement). 
The design was within-subject and consisted of 2 Dimension 
(within vs. cross) x 2 Orientation (horizontal vs. vertical) x 2 
Placement (direct vs. impeded) x 2 Concordance (same vs. 
different). 

Trials of the same stimulus type were blocked together. 
Within-dimension trials were either color trials (i.e., pairs of 
color triplets) or shape trials (pairs of shape triplets). In color 
trials, each triplet consisted of two reds and one blue. In shape 
trials, each triplet consisted of three black geometric shapes 
(two squares and one triangle; see Figure 3). The pattern of 
colors and shapes within each triplet was fully 
counterbalanced, resulting in 3 possible orderings for a triplet 
and 9 [3 x 3] possible pairings for a pair. A similar plan was 
used for cross-dimension trials, where a color triplet was 
paired with a shape triplet. A “same” response was called for 
when triplets within a pair contained the same patterns (e.g., 
blue-red-red shares the same pattern with triangle-square-
square but not with square-triangle-square).  

We systematically varied the orientation and placement of 
each pair and created 4 possible combinations (2 Orientation: 
horizontal vs. vertical x 2 Placement: direct vs. impeded). 
Together, our manipulation resulted in 36 test trials for each 
within-dimension block and 72 for the cross-dimension block, 
with a total of 144 test trials. Additional training and catch 
trials were given at the beginning and the end of each block, 
respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Examples of shape triplets and color-shape 
triplets. 

 
Procedure The experiment consisted of two phases: training 
and testing, run on the software platform of PsychoPy3 
(v3.0.6; Peirce et al., 2019) on a 13-inch MacBook Pro. 
Training familiarized children with the task instructions. The 
testing phase was made up of three blocks as described above.  

Results 
Two main variables of interest were accuracy and response 
time for test trials. Data in a block were excluded if 
participants failed the catch trials per the criteria determined 
a priori. Across participants, performance on 3 within-
dimension and 3 cross-dimension blocks were excluded. We 
also excluded any trial with response time three standard 
deviations longer than the mean time (with respect to each 

subject and block dimensionality). This constituted 1.8% of 
all trials. Response time was only analyzed for correct trials. 
We conducted 2 Placement x 2 Dimension x 2 Orientation x 
2 Concordance repeated-measures ANOVAs for error rates 
and response time, with subject as the error term. To 
recapitulate, we predicted that children’s performance (in 
terms of response and accuracy) would be better for direct 
placement than for impeded placement, and for within-
dimension pairs than for cross-dimension pairs. Therefore, 
planned t-tests focused on the main effects of placement and 
dimension. Follow-up t-tests explored other significant 
effects.  

 
Error Rates The repeated-measures ANOVA on error rates 
revealed a significant main effect of placement, F(1, 380) = 
24.10, p < .001, ηp

2 = .06, and a marginal effect of 
dimensionality, F(1, 380) = 3.33, p = .07, ηp

2 = .01. There was 
no other significant effect (see Figure 4). Planned t-tests 
showed that children made more errors on the impeded (M = 
0.12, SD = 0.15) than the direct trials (M = 0.07, SD = 0.11), 
t = 3.96, p < .001, d = .39, 95% CI = .19-.58, and in the cross-
dimension (M = 0.11, SD = 0.16) than the within-dimension 
blocks (M = 0.08, SD = 0.11), t = 2.15, p = .03, d = .21, 95% 
CI = .02-.41. The results were in line with our first and second 
predictions, respectively.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Graph for error rates (error bars represent 
standard errors). 

 
Response Time The repeated-measures ANOVA on 
response time revealed main effects of placement, F(1, 380) 
= 11.65, p < .001, ηp

2 = .35, and dimensionality, F(1, 388) = 
200.30, p < .001, ηp

2 = .03 (see Figure 5). Planned T-tests 
showed that children were faster on the direct (M = 2904, SD 
= 1573) than on the impeded trials (M = 3221, SD = 1695), t 
= 1.99, p = .05, d = .19, 95% CI = .00-.38, and in the within-
dimension (M = 2486, SD = 758) than in the cross-dimension 
blocks (M = 3709, SD = 2070), t = 7.90, p < .001, d = .80, 
95% CI = .60-1.00. These results corroborated those of error 
rates, and supported our predictions: Children’s performance 
(1) was better for direct placement than for impeded 
placement, and (2) was better when there was object match 
as well as a relational match (the within-dimension blocks) 
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than when only a relational match was available (the cross-
dimensional blocks). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Graph for response time (error bars represent 
standard errors). 

 
 

Discussion  
In summary, the results showed that 6-year-old children were 
both faster and more accurate for direct placement than for 
impeded placement. This was the case for both concrete 
object+relation matches and purely relational matches. This 
is consistent with the spatial alignment principle, which 
suggests that visual comparison is more efficient when spatial 
arrangements minimize the influences of potential competing 
correspondences. The results also showed that children 
performed worse for the purely relational matches than for 
the concrete object+relation matches. This is consistent with 
structure-mapping theory (Forbus et al., 2017; Gentner, 1983, 
2010; Gentner & Hoyos, 2017), which holds that although 
people rely on the same mechanism for purely relational and 
concrete matches, overall similarity is easier to process. 
Together, our findings support the idea that visual 
comparison involves a process of structural alignment, and 
that this process is facilitated by spatial alignment.  

These findings suggest a deeper look at past findings that 
have found that spatiotemporal proximity facilitates visual 
comparison. Researchers have proposed that spatiotemporal 
juxtaposition is effective because having the analogs co-
present encourages learners to compare them (Christie & 
Gentner, 2010) and reduces the cognitive processing load in 
carrying out such alignment (Richland & McDonough, 
2010). However, the current findings suggest another 
advantage: that in many cases, part of the advantage of 
spatiotemporal juxtaposition may have stemmed from spatial 
alignment. In many of the prior studies, the visual figures 
were optimally place, in terms of the spatial alignment 
principle. This raises the intriguing question of how much of 
the observed gain from spatiotemporal proximity is due to 
high spatial alignment.  

One limitation of the current study is that the cross-
dimension block always followed the within-dimension 
blocks. This could have contributed to children’s worse 
performance on the cross-dimension trials. For example, 

children might have been more distracted or tired towards the 
end of the experiment, contributing to their lower accuracy 
and speed. On the other hand, the current order might also 
have overestimated children’s cross-dimension performance. 
This is because children had the opportunity to engage in 
within-dimension pattern matching before the more difficult 
cross-dimension matching task. Based on the idea of 
progressive alignment (Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996), the 
relatively easy within-dimension matches (in which the 
object similarities support the relational alignment) could 
have acted to highlight the relational structure; this could 
have facilitated children’s performance on the later purely 
relational matches. Future studies should counterbalance the 
order of block dimensionality to address these concerns. 

Although our results showed remarkable continuity in 
visual comparison between children and adults, adults were 
overall faster and more accurate. Future studies could explore 
further influences on developmental change. One example is 
related to the role of experience in visual processing. Matlen 
et al. (2020) found a response time advantage for horizontal 
pairs over vertical pairs on impeded trials across all cases in 
adults. This suggests that horizontal spatial patterns may be 
encoded more robustly and/ or faster, making the alignment 
process less vulnerable to the adverse effect of impeded 
placement. They speculated that this horizontal advantage 
might be attributable to adults’ fluent reading skills. Further 
studies with children learning to read could help decide this 
question.  

In sum, the current study examined the developmental 
aspect of the spatial alignment principle, a recently 
discovered factor that facilitates structural alignment for 
visual comparison. This principle could help guide the 
construction of educational materials in order to better 
support students’ science and mathematics learning. 
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Abstract

How the mind represents event knowledge, a persons knowledge of events and situations in the world, is the subject of
competing theories. Proposals range from an event being represented as a linear order of activities, to a hierarchical struc-
ture of scenes of related activities, or in a more fluid computational framework. Additionally, atypical event knowledge
is thought to correlate with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 140 participants (20 per event) ordered normed activity lists for
80 events (e.g., taking money out of an ATM, going to a professional baseball game, baking a cake). Network analyses
suggest that the temporal structure of events is rich, not strictly linear, and varies across individuals. Furthermore, we
computed a consensus ordering for each event from participants activity sequences. We calculated deviations from that
ordering for each participant, and correlated deviations with a battery of trait inventories to further investigate differences
among individuals representations of event structure.
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Abstract

Is the influence of language on attention previously found in controlled, single-task lab contexts reduced or absent when
other factors (i.e. goals) influence attention, as in everyday life? The current studies examined whether language effects on
eye-movements and recall emerge in richer task conditions. Experiment 1 examined English speakers use of agentive/non-
agentive language during scene description on memory for the agent, similar to Fausey and Boroditsky (2011) while
altering scene complexity and adding eye-tracking. Experiment 2 contrasted the standard describe task with one more
typical of everyday scene processing: predicting what happens next. Eye-tracking results from Experiment 1 support
an influence of language on distribution of attention. However, the absence of a significant memory difference in both
experiments suggests that the language effect is not robust enough to have a meaningful impact on memory in rich task
conditions. Ultimately, the data suggested even the original effects are difficult to obtain.
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Abstract

Most words are polysemous, denoting related but distinct senses (e.g., chicken referring to an ANIMAL or to FOOD).
Jager, Green, and Clelland (2016, LCN) reported facilitatory effects of polysemy on lexical processing that interacted with
word frequency and type of task. We undertook a broader investigation of interactions between polysemy and several
sublexical, lexical, and semantic properties of words, to determine whether such interactions could explain inconsistent
effects of polysemy reported in the literature. Estimating degree of polysemy using dictionary sense counts, we studied the
interaction between polysemy and these other properties when predicting performance in lexical decision and semantic cat-
egorization mega-studies. We observed interactions between polysemy and both lexical and semantic, but not sublexical,
variables. Our results, while not replicating the exact effects reported by Jager and colleagues, highlight the importance of
developing models of semantic ambiguity that take into consideration interactions with other psycholinguistic properties
of words.
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Abstract 
The present study examines language patterns in the        
formation of common ground in collaborative action tasks.        
Based on the classic Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs’ (1986)        
paradigm for object descriptions, we examined dialogue       
between pairs of participants as they work cooperatively to         
maneuver a remote control car following both manner and         
path instructions. Overall, we replicated Clark and       
Wilkes-Gibbs’ (1986) results in the domain of action in the          
decline of word count, verb phrases, turn taking, and number          
of errors committed, with diminishing returns after one trial.         
However, we also document specific language reductions in        
path related actions, but not in manner related actions. We          
suggest that path actions particularly depend on compositional        
descriptors of the environment, consistent with the       
contemporary conceptualization of action  (Barsalou, 2009).  

Keywords: common ground; action description  

Introduction 
As individuals learn a new collaborative task and attempt to          
communicate, they settle on a lexicon to describe task         
elements. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) showed that pairs        
learn to use fewer and more concrete noun phrases in          
collaborative communication to describe an unfamiliar set       
of objects in a sequencing task. However, their simple         
object sequencing task did not require referents to action,         
which is the foundation of distributed work. Nevertheless,        
traditional linguistics suggests a generalization of grammar       
rules across noun and verb phrases (Chomsky, 1970).        
Therefore, similar patterns should emerge in the       
establishment of lexical referents for both noun and verb         
phrases. This research reveals the limitations of this        
generalization, by distinguishing between the acquisition      
pattern for lexical referents to manner and path action         
(Talmy, 2000).  
 
Referential Language 
In their seminal paper, Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986)        
showed that as a pair of individuals work cooperatively to          
complete a novel-object sequencing task, the amount of        
language necessary to identify initially unfamiliar task       
objects decreases. In their study, builders arranged abstract        
tangram images in an order dictated by a director. In each           
trial, the order of the same tangram images was randomized,          
and the participants completed six trials. Clark and        
Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) recorded the time it took participants  

 
to complete the ordering task, and transcribed all spoken         
communication including “changes of speaker,     
back-channel responses, parenthetical remarks,    
interruptions, hesitations, false starts, and basic intonational       
features” (p. 11). They found significant declines in changes         
of speaker, time on task, total word count, and noun phrase           
count. They explained their results using the concept of         
“common ground” developed over trials. The development       
of a shared lexicon reflects common ground and reduces         
communication requirements, in turn reducing time on task.        
In particular, the number of noun phrases exchanged        
decreased after each trial.  

Long-standing linguistic theory argues that noun and verb        
phrases are governed by the same underlying grammatical        
structure (Chomsky, 1970), anticipating the same language       
acquisition patterns for the sequencing of previously       
unfamiliar action as objects. We examined the verbal        
description of actions in a task requiring the sequencing of          
maneuvers  of  a remote controlled car.  

 
Principled Selection of Action Stimuli 
Cognitively-oriented linguists (Talmy, 2000) make a      
distinction between types of action, and how this distinction         
is addressed in different languages. In English, specific        
verbs identify the manner in which an action is conducted.          
For example, separate words distinguish walking from       
running and skipping. Studies have shown similarities in        
the encoding of motion words across multiple languages        
(Papafragou & Selimis, 2010), but here we focus on         
English. 

With rare exceptions such as enter and exit, expression of          
path in English requires a preposition, e.g., walk        
into/by/next to, etc. We note additionally that prepositions        
require arguments, that is grammatical objects. We walk        
into the house or by the lake. Path referents are necessarily           
compositional; manner referents are not. As a result,        
substituting action for object in the Clark and Wilkes-Gibb         
sequencing task requires sensitivity to the type of action in          
question, as the potential for truncated referents over trials is          
not the same. Moreover, empirical evidence regarding the        
acquisition of truncated references that distinguishes      
between action type questions the psychological relevance       
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of the purely grammatical equivalence of noun phrases and         
verb phrases.  

Several linguists have attempted a semantic categorization       
of action (Jackendoff, 1991; Talmy, 2000). Schank (1972)        
identified 11 conceptual primitives: ATRANS, ATTEND,      
INGEST, EXPEL, GRASP, MBUILD, MTRANS, MOVE,      
PROPEL, PTRANS, SPEAK. For this study, we sampled        
from PROPEL (apply force to an object) for manner related          
actions and PTRANS (change physical location of an        
object) for path related actions. These conceptual primitives        
aided in the classification and distinction between path,        
manner, and combination maneuvers specified in the       
following section. PROPEL examples of manner may be        
more amenable to single word capture while PTRANS        
examples may require multi-word noun phrases due to the         
persisting need to articulate location. On the other hand,         
PTRANS examples might be particularly amenable to       
truncated terminology as participants gain familiarity with       
the objects and their relationships in a constant task         
environment. This coupling of action with the environment        
is consistent with contemporary views on the mental        
representation of action (Barsalou, 2009).  

 
Linguistic Characteristics  
Since the original Clark and Wilkes-Gibb experiment, new        
methods have emerged to conduct automated content       
analysis on unstructured text, allowing us to enrich simple         
measures of word count easily. In lieu of tallying specific          
lexical items, Pennebaker and colleagues’ (2015) Linguistic       
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) software enables the        
automatic tallying of abstract categories of words, generally        
as a proportion to control for text length. Of the          
approximately 90 pre-defined LIWC categories, we chose a        
priori 19 to focus our analysis, including word count and          
common verbs for parity with the original Clark and         
Wilkes-Gibbs’ (1986) study. To ensure all verb phrases        
were counted, the categories for auxiliary verbs and        
common adverbs were analyzed. The other parts of speech         
we chose to analyze are prepositions, interrogatives, and        
comparatives. The overarching cognitive processes     
category was chosen to identify the underlying thought        
processes of the chosen language. This category consists of         
insight words, causations, discrepancies, tentativeness, and      
certainties (Pennebaker et. al., 2015) perhaps best associated        
with metacognitive processes, or backchannel functions in       
dialogue specifically measured by assent words. We       
hypothesized reductions in this content across trials as        
participants established common ground. The overarching      
time orientation category was chosen to further investigate        
the action orientation of the stimuli. This includes motion,         
space, time, past focused words, present focused words, and         
future focused words. The later analyses were purely        
exploratory  without  any  hypotheses.  Having  obtained the 
 
 

pattern of results for the a priori measures, we also          
examined adjectives as a proxy for noun phrases.  
 

Method 
Participants 
Fifty undergraduate-level students (25 pairs) participated in       
this study in exchange for laboratory participant credit in an          
introductory psychology class. Data from fourteen pairs       
were discarded due to extenuating factors including not        
meeting English requirements as stated in the recruitment        
requirements, equipment failures, and failure to complete       
all six trials (to exclude incomplete data). Data from the          
remaining 11 pairs are used in this study. This is an           
increase in participants compared to Clark and       
Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) study, which included data from 8        
pairs. Participants included 59% females and 41% males        
with an average age of 22.41 years old (M = 20.76 removing            
a 59 year old outlier).  
 
Equipment 
We used a Tera WLtoys A999 1:24 Electric 2WD Remote          
Control RC car. A set of car maneuver videos were          
pre-recorded in the experiment room, from the perspective        
of the driver, and displayed on a first-generation iPad Air.          
The maneuver sequences for trials two through five were         
randomized. The first and sixth (last) maneuver sequences        
were consistent throughout all participant pairs to increase        
comparability across participant pairs. 
 
Stimuli 
The six chosen maneuvers are divided into categories based         
on verb type. Below is the list of each maneuver with their            
description and predetermined error criteria. These six       
maneuvers were chosen out of 16 pilot tested maneuvers to          
limit participant fatigue. Though categorized by path,       
manner, or combination for design purposes, these       
categories were not identified for the participants. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Remote control car in the experimental set up 
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List of Maneuvers and Corresponding Error Allowances 
Path Maneuvers 

1. Place the front right tire onto an object on the floor 
(paper circle) – must place only the front right tire 
on the paper circle. It is incorrect if the driver places 
any other part on the circle. 

2. Drive the car in 1.5 circles – Must end at the same 
spot as the car in the video (perpendicular to the 
single cone facing west) within 2 inches 

Manner Maneuvers 
1. Move the car back and forth 8 times in short bursts – 

short bursts are about 6 inches in length 
2. Lightly tap the front of the car on the back mirrored 

wall – must approach the wall slowly, tap can not 
make a sound 

Path and Manner Combined Maneuvers 
1. Reverse in a straight line against the ramp – must 

begin at the top right corner of the ramp and end on 
the bottom right corner. 

2. Reverse into a “parking space” – must reverse into 
the cones and follow the same pattern as the video. 

 
Task 
Participants were randomly assigned to either the role of         
director or driver. The director watched un-narrated video        
footage of the remote-control car executing each maneuver        
in series and verbally directed the driver on how to execute           
each one correctly. The driver used the director’s verbal         
instruction to execute the sequence of maneuvers correctly.        
The driver and the director could not see each other, and the            
director could not see the experimental environment. Once        
the participants had completed a maneuver, the       
experimenter either stated “correct” or “incorrect”. After       
each maneuver, the car was returned to the center of the           
room on a white X. This allowed independent analysis of          
the language used for each maneuver. If the experimenter         
stated “correct”, then the participants moved onto the next         
maneuver.  If “incorrect”, they repeated the same maneuver. 
 
Measures 
Process. All trials were video and audio recorded. The first          
author transcribed each pair’s conversation into Word       
documents. The conversations between the director and       
driver (omitting experimenter intervention) were then run       
through Language Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)       
software to determine the linguistic characteristics of the        
dialogue (Pennebaker et al. 2015). Word count was        
measured using the LIWC software as an integer. LIWC         
produces an output of proportions of the different content         
types. Proportions enabled content analysis independent of       
total word count, as we predicted total word count would          
decrease over trials. Specific LIWC categories of interest        
were   prepositions,  auxiliary     verbs,   adverbs,   compare,  
insight, discrepancy, verbs, tentative, certain, focus on past,        
focus on present, focus on future, motion, space, time,         

assent, and interrogatives. Verb phrases were identified by        
the proportion of verbs given in the output from LIWC.          
Proportion of adjectives served as a proxy for noun phrases.  
 
Outcome. Turn-taking was defined as the number of times         
the speaker switched between the driver and director. Any         
communication exchanges with the experimenter were      
excluded from this measure. Errors for each maneuver were         
determined during the experiment using the corresponding       
error allowances described in the above task section. When         
a participant pair performed a maneuver outside of the error          
allowance, the experimenter stated “Incorrect” which      
informed the pair that they needed to restart that maneuver          
and make another attempt. During analysis, the number of         
errors was determined by the number of times the         
participant pair had to restart a maneuver within a trial.  
  
Procedure 
The participants assigned to the role of driver had 15          
minutes to familiarize themselves with the controls of the         
car. Formal training was not conducted to avoid any         
potential bias towards using specific words used by the         
experimenter. Next, the director watched a video of 6         
different clips of maneuvers executed by the car. After         
watching the clips, the director instructed the driver on how          
to execute each maneuver correctly. Once the pair        
successfully completed the first trial of all six maneuvers,         
the driver and the director repeated the same procedure five          
more times. Each new trial had the same maneuver clips,          
but in different orders. The first and last trial were set as            
described above and trials two through five were        
randomized for each participant pair. The experiment       
concluded once the participants completed all six trials or         
when the allotted two hours elapsed, whichever came first.         
The pairs that did not finish by two hours were not included            
in the data analysis. 

Results 
General Trial Effects 
All analyses were conducted as a repeated measure        
ANOVA, with trial as a nominal predictor. We report         
significance using Huynh-Feldt critical values, and      
follow-up with linear and quadratic trend analysis.       
Consistent with previous work, overall declines in word        
counts across the trials as well as overall declines in verb           
phrase count were observed. An anticipated positive trend        
in accuracy and an anticipated decline in the number of          
turns (alternations in speaker) taken by each participant in         
the pair were also found.  
 
Verb Phrase Count. There was a decline in the proportion          
of verbs overall as participants repeated the six-maneuver        
sequence for six trials, F(4.30, 43.02) = 4.36, p < .01, η2 =             
.11, with a significant linear trend (F(1,10) = 8.89, p < .05).  
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The example below illustrates the difference between the        
verb (verb phrases italicized) usage from trial one to trial          
six for the same pair for a path maneuver as well as key             
environmental referents (environmental referents are     
bolded). Note initial, dismissed concern for manner (“how        
fast”), the persisting reference to the environment (“the        
white circle”), and the emergence of a single word referent          
for the maneuver (“J”). 

 
 
Path  Maneuver #1 
Trial 1 (segment) 
 
Director: You're gonna go start going straight but don't         
go past the basketball or any cones and then kinda go in            
a curve, like a right curve. So you're just gonna go like            
inside think of the basketball and the cones 
Driver: Ok 
Director: As like a border and stay inside the border and           
end at the white square 
Driver; Alright so uh does it does it matter how fast I do             
it? 
Director: Just like a normal like a constant constant         
speed I guess. Kind of fast. And then end at like the            
edge of the white circle, outer edge towards the cones 
Driver: Ok. Do I stop before the circle starts? 
Director: Um, on the circle, on the outer edge of the           
circle 
Driver: Alright 
(Successfully completed maneuver) 
 

Trial 6 
Director: The next one is the J and you end on the            
white um circle 
(Successfully completed maneuver) 

 
Word Count. We identified a statistically significant        
reduction in the mean number of total words used by          
participants across trials (F (1.10, 11.02) = 31.10, p < .001,           
η2 = .69). (See Figure 2). There was support for both linear            
and quadratic trends (F(1,10) = 34.43, p < .001 and F(1,10)           
= 29.97 p < .001 respectively).  
 
Task Accuracy. There was a statistically significant       
decline in the number of errors as the participants         
progressed through the trials ((F(1.27, 12.68) = 38.28, , p <           
.001, η2 = .77). There was support for both linear and           
quadratic trends (F(1,10) = 35.13, p < .001 and F(1,10) =           
46.89 p < .001 respectively).  

Task accuracy was measured by the number of errors         
committed by the participant pairs. Number of errors was         
defined as the number of incorrect attempts made by the          
pairs. Figure 3 illustrates the number of errors by participant  
pairs for each trial.  Errors declined most from trial one to  
 

trial two, and no pairs had more than two errors from trial            
two onwards.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Word count per trial per participant pair 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Number of errors per trial per participant pair 
 
 
Turn-taking. As the participant pairs progressed through        
the trials, the number of conversational turns decreased        
(F(1.09, 10.86) = 25.28, , p < .001, η2 = .62). There was             
support for both linear and quadratic trends(F(1,10) = 28.58,         
p < .001 and F(1,10) = 23.60 p < .01 respectively). Figure 4             
illustrates the substantial decline from trial 1 to trial 2.  
One striking example of decline occurred between the        

driver and director in participant pair 3. In the first trial, they            
alternated turns 387 times before successfully completing       
the trial. By the last trial, they only alternated turns 12           
times - two per maneuver where the driver’s responses were          
all agreement words to acknowledge that he/she understood        
which maneuver to complete.  
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Figure 4. Number of conversational turns per trial per         
participant pair 

Below is an example of the dialogue between a director          
and driver for the same manner maneuver (manner related         
terms are italicized) in trial one and then again in trial six            
(environmental referents are bolded). The example      
demonstrates that the number of turns taken decreased from         
trial one to trial six, but also shows the phrase the two            
participants had come to understand to initiate that        
maneuver. In trial one, we see the manner words “ever so           
slightly” and the environmental referent “bottom of the         
mirror” that persist in trial six. 

Manner Maneuver #2 
Trial 1: 
Director: You’re gonna start driving towards the mirror        
ever so slightly go to the left and then straighten back out,            
so you go right in the middle between the basketball and           
closest cone to it's right 
Driver: Ok 
Director: And then just go all the way forward until the           
wheels touch the bottom of the mirror, and then stop          
there 
(Driver successfully completed maneuver) 

 
Trial 6: 
Director: The first maneuver is the same one we just did           
where you go up to the bottom of the mirror ever so            
slightly 
Driver: Not too hard 
(Driver successfully completed maneuver) 
 

Maneuver Type Effects 
The linguistic categories of interest were analyzed using        
LIWC. The output consisted of the proportion of each         
category within each trial to ensure independence from the         
decline in total word count. Tables 1-4 illustrate any         
linguistic measures that had significant linear or nonlinear        
trends in the whole dialogue and by maneuver type. All          
maneuvers display decreases in word count.  

We attempted to explain the reduction in word count with          
LIWC proportion measures. Maneuver type differed in the        

initial number of words used for manner (M = 648, SD =            
618), path (M = 900, SD = 642), and combination (M =            
1214, SD = 618) maneuvers, with less final reduction in          
word count for manner maneuvers (.12) than path or         
combination maneuvers (.06). Separate analyses for each       
maneuver type, path and combination type maneuvers       
attempt to explain these as content reductions.  

 
Table 1. Summary table of significant results (F-values) 

examining trial effect by maneuver type.  

Note: * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, ***  = p < .001  
using Huynh-Feldt critical values. 

 
The preponderance of significant specific changes occur for 
path and combination maneuvers. Most of the changes are 
reductions in the proportion of a language feature. 
Participants use less tentative language and fewer verbs and 
call out fewer discrepancies.  No such changes (and no other 
examined potential changes) were observed for manner 
maneuvers, which, because of their initial smaller word 
counts, had potentially less room  to contract.  

Observing this striking difference in acquisition patterns 
for manner maneuvers, we examined a proxy for noun 
phrases (adjectives) under the suspicion that these would 
persist in path maneuvers due to their emphasis on the 
environment. In fact, path maneuvers displayed a significant 
positive pattern  between adjectives and trial number.  As 
shown in the example below (adjectives are italicized), 
there are  more adjectives in trial one than trial six, but the 
proportion of adjectives increases in the final trial because 
the exchange is much shorter. This confirms  the importance 
of the environment in the characterization of path 
maneuvers.  
 

Path Maneuver #1 
Trial 1 
Director: Um, starting from the X, you make a right          
turn and then drive towards the white circle...Ok, um,         
drive up towards the basketball, make a right there,         
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follow along the triangles down and then end on the          
white circle 
Driver: Ok. Do I need to weave in between the cones? 
Director: You don't go in between you kind of just,          
starting at the X, you're coming forward, it's almost like          
it's drawing a nine, so like if  
Driver: Should I go around the left of the basketball? 
Director: The right of the basketball 
Driver; Ok, right of the basketball 
Director: So yea, you're turning right at the basketball.         
It's a pretty fast turn, it's a fast right turn and um, and             
end at the  
Driver: Then go down all the cones, go around the last           
cone and stop at the white circle 
Director: Uh, don't go around any of the cones, you          
should be in between the X and the cones in the little            
space between 
Driver: Ok 
Director: Um, are you, as soon as you leave the x, drive            
a little left towards the top corner of the, um, uh the            
long orange thing, I don't know what it is, a tunnel?           
You kind of go close to that corner and then make your            
right turn. And that should be clear 
Driver: Um, so 
Director: Ok, um, start at the X, make a small curve           
towards the left, once you the car is at the corner of the             
tunnel, you start driving a little towards the basketball         
and immediately make a sharp right and then follow all          
the way down to the white circle without going through          
any cones 
Driver: Now when I take that sharp right, do I go           
around this first cone? 
Director: You don't go around any cones, you kind of          
like, um, yea, you don't go around the cones 
Driver: Ok 
(Driver successfully completed maneuver)  
 
Trial 6 
Director: Ok, for the next one you're doing the u turn at            
the basketball and you're kinda drawing that nine and         
end at the white circle.  
(Driver successfully completed maneuver) 

 
 

Discussion and Conclusions 
We extended the classic Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs paradigm in         
the space of objects to a task in the space of actions. We             
found many results in these action-based tasks that are         
consistent with Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs. Total word count        
and verb phrase usage significantly decreased as participants        
progressed through the experiment. The number of turns        
each participant took to speak also decreased significantly        
over time. The number of errors committed declined over         
trials. As in Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, participants       

communicated more effectively over time after they       
achieved common ground and created new agreed upon        
terms for maneuvers.  

Further we found that our ability to explain the word          
count reduction depended on maneuver type, suggesting that        
something different is occuring in the process of        
establishing common ground for at least some types of         
action that is not relevant to the establishment of         
terminology in the space of objects. Path related action is          
associated with a reduction in the proportion of several         
LIWC measures, and a likely increase in the proportion         
noun phrases suggested by the increase in adjectives. This         
emphasis on the environment is consistent with the idea that          
the mental representation of action is closely coupled with         
the objects it involves (Barsalou, 2009).  

However, manner related maneuvers show none of these        
effects, despite an overall reduction in word count and focus          
on past related words. In particular, we do not see a           
reduction in the proportion of verbs for manner maneuvers.         
By illustrating a difference in the acquisition of manner and          
path descriptions, we reinforce a psychological difference       
between noun phrases and at least some verb phrases despite          
their linguistic generalizability. This is not to argue that         
participants fail to reach common ground in the description         
of manner action, but that it is not accomplished in the same            
way as path maneuvers, which depend on familiarity with         
the objects in the environment. This also supports a         
conceptual distinction, consistent with the idiosyncrasies of       
English, between path and manner verbs. Nevertheless, we        
cannot rule out that this distinction may only be present in           
verb-framed languages such as English and we could be         
observing an artifact of the language.  

However, maneuver type may have influenced the pattern        
of findings for unexpected reasons. Zacks’ (2020) analysis        
of events focuses on the consistency with which observers         
segment them. Intermediate stationing at the center of the         
room and a randomized ordering of maneuvers established        
maneuvers as the unit of analysis. Moreover, our manner         
maneuvers do not have multiple segments to either truncate         
or organize as a higher order named unit. Such an          
explanation remains consistent with a distinction between       
manner and path, the language that refers to object versus          
action and perhaps between the conceptualization of objects        
and actions themselves.  

The dependence of path action on the environment raises         
concern for transfer to other environments. We have        
demonstrated that the environment is influencing and       
directing the language used in forming common ground        
between the director and driver. If we change the         
environment, we expect to see similar patterns emerge while         
learning the new referents needed to complete the task         
successfully—little or no carryover. The observed pattern of        
findings in our experiment also raises the question of how          
mostly environment-independent manner terminology is     
acquired. We speculate that manner terminology is       
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culturally elevated with designated, non-compositional     
lexical items and particularly dependent on learning by        
being told.  
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Abstract

Distributional semantic models (DSMs) are substantially var-
ied in the types of semantic similarity that they output. Despite
this high variance, the different types of similarity are often
conflated as a monolithic concept in models of behavioural
data. We apply the insight that word2vec’s representations
can be used for capturing both paradigmatic similarity (sub-
stitutability) and syntagmatic similarity (co-occurrence) to two
sets of experimental findings (semantic priming and the effect
of semantic neighbourhood density) that have previously been
modeled with monolithic conceptions of DSM-based seman-
tic similarity. Using paradigmatic and syntagmatic similarity
based on word2vec, we show that for some tasks and types
of items the two types of similarity play complementary ex-
planatory roles, whereas for others, only syntagmatic similar-
ity seems to matter. These findings remind us that it is im-
portant to develop more precise accounts of what we believe
our DSMs represent, and provide us with novel perspectives
on established behavioural patterns.
Keywords: semantic similarity; priming; word2vec; distribu-
tional semantics; semantic neighbourhood density.

Introduction
The cognitive processes and representations involved in word
meaning are a central area of interest for cognitive science. A
successful starting point for modeling these phenomena com-
putationally is the distributional hypothesis (Firth, 1957): the
idea that a word’s linguistic contexts are highly informative
of its meaning. Distributional semantic models (DSMs) oper-
ationalize this idea by representing the meaning of a word as
a vector induced from the set of contexts the word occurs in.
Such models have widespread use for modeling psycholin-
guistic phenomena regarding meaning.

One such phenomenon that has been studied extensively
using DSMs is semantic priming, in which the prior presen-
tation of a ‘prime’ word facilitates the processing of a related
‘target’ word (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). When stud-
ied at the level of individual prime–target pairs, the seman-
tic similarity between prime and target words has been found
to be an explanatory factor of the variance in reaction times
(Ettinger & Linzen, 2016; Mandera et al., 2017). However,
these item-level studies treat semantic similarity as a mono-
lithic relation, a position that is at odds with much previous
work (e.g. Lund et al., 1995; Jones et al., 2006; Günther et al.,
2016) that proposes distinctions between semantic similarity
in a narrow sense (featural overlap) and associative similar-
ity (between-word associations based on words’ conceptual
meaning or distributional co-occurrence). In these studies,

DSMs thought to instantiate one but not the other kind of sim-
ilarity have been found to explain different priming effects on
an aggregate level (as opposed to an item level).

The underlying conception of semantic versus associative
similarity, however, has been disputed (Ettinger & Linzen,
2016; McRae et al., 2012), as has one of the main ways in
which it is operationalized (Günther et al., 2016). In this pa-
per, we instead follow another distinction, based on distri-
butional properties (e.g. Schütze & Pedersen, 1993), namely,
that between syntagmatically related words (words that oc-
cur in each other’s near proximity, such as drink–coffee),
and paradigmatically related words (words that can be sub-
stituted for each other such as book–novel). We propose that
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), a model that has been used
to produce monolithic ‘semantic similarity’ scores in item-
level semantic priming studies like Ettinger & Linzen (2016)
and Mandera et al. (2017), can isolate the syntagmatic and
paradigmatic similarity of word pairs by using its representa-
tions in ways most applications of this model do not do.

We will demonstrate that effects of semantic similarity pre-
sented as a holistic concept can be broken down into paradig-
matic and syntagmatic similarity, where the relative contribu-
tions of each depends on the nature of the task and stimuli.
We do so, first, by modeling the facilitatory effect of each
of these kinds of word similarity on semantic priming. After
validating the intuition of our construct, we show that the rel-
ative explanatory importance of the two kinds of similarities
differs across stimulus types, but that syntagmatic similarity
is an overall more reliable factor.

To show the potential of our approach in modeling process-
ing effects beyond semantic priming, we also look at another
semantic factor that has been shown to facilitate word recog-
nition, namely semantic neighbourhood density (the degree
of similarity of a word to its nearest neighbours in a DSM,
cf. Buchanan et al., 2001). By separately considering near-
est neighbours according to paradigmatic similarity vs. syn-
tagmatic similarity, we show that these two measures do not
equally contribute to the explanation of the reported effects.

These two case studies (1) remind us that it is important to
develop accounts of the kinds of constructs we believe our
DSM-based measures are representing, and (2) provide us
with novel ways of looking at experimental results, thus mo-
tivating further inquiry into the semantic representations and
processes involved in lexical processing.
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Our Approach
Distributional Semantic Model. The CBOW algorithm of
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is unusual in providing a
straightforward way to obtain word vectors that encode both
paradigmatic and syntagmatic similarity. This is due to its
optimization process that yields two distinct sets of vectors,
within the same semantic space. We can then consider simi-
larity of word representations both within one set of vectors,
or across the two sets of vectors, as we explain here.1

At a high level, word2vec optimizes a one-hidden layer
neural network to predict a target word (on the output layer)
on the basis of the words in its context (on the input layer).
This yields two sets of word vectors (of the same dimension):
those encoded in the columns of the input matrix (between
the input layer and the hidden layer), and those encoded in the
rows of the output matrix (between the hidden layer and the
output layer). In what follows, we refer to the input vector for
a word w as vI

w and the output vector as vO
w . The optimization

procedure is designed to bring the representation of context
words in the input matrix close (in the same vector space) to
the representation of their target words in the output matrix.
That is, the cosine similarity for vI

wc and vO
wt will be high if wc

is a frequent context word of wt .
Although most uses of word2vec only use input vectors for

performing tasks such as analogical reasoning (Mikolov et al.,
2013), using both sets of vectors can have advantages (Levy
et al., 2015; Roller & Erk, 2016; Beekhuizen et al., 2019). In
this work, we build on the insight of Levy et al. (2015) that
using both sets of word2vec vectors can yield two measures
of similarity, which separately reflect syntagmatic similarity
and paradigmatic similarity. Following Grefenstette (1994),
we refer to the two measures of similarity as first-order simi-
larity and second-order similarity, respectively.2

First-order similarity (FOS). A measure of syntagmatic
similarity should be high for words that frequently co-occur
with each other, such as phrasal associates (drink – coffee,
book – cover). Such pairs will frequently occur as (context,
target) pairs in the training corpus of word2vec and will there-
fore be predictive of each other. Because of this we expect
that word2vec’s training procedure will maximize their sim-
ilarity across the two matrices. Suggestive evidence for this
intuition comes from Levy et al. (2015) who provide a proof
that the inner-product of vectors across the two matrices in
the SkipGram variant of word2vec approximates measures of
word co-occurrence. Given this reasoning, we calculate the

1For our experiments, we train the CBOW algorithm of
word2vec on the SUBTLEXUS corpus (Brysbaert & New, 2009).
We used the implementation of the algorithm in gensim (Řehůřek
& Sojka, 2010) with 15 negative samples, a window size of 10, and
default settings for all other hyperparameters.

2Strictly speaking, Grefenstette (1994) denotes the strength of
word relations as affinities rather than similarities. Others denote
the relations as co-occurrences (Jurafsky & Martin, 2014) or associ-
ations (Jones et al., 2006). For reasons of simplicity, alignment with
most common usage in distributional semantics, and because both
measures are derived from the cosine similarity, we use the term
similarity.

word metric nearest neighbours

school FOS med, high, grad, graduate, elementary,
at, boarding, graduated, reform, dropout

SOS harvard, yale, gym, nyu, class, stanford,
academy, lawndale, university, princeton

book FOS comic, read, wrote, write, writing, writ-
ten, reading, published, poems, novel

SOS diary, novel, script, journal, poem, bible,
newspaper, manuscript, column, poems

theory FOS quantum, based, basic, physics, psycho-
logical, relativity, overriding, chemistry,
scientific, sexual

SOS strategy, method, concept, phenomenon,
character, personality, perception, tech-
nique, flaw, knowledge

excited FOS very, about, so, getting, too, pretty, terri-
bly, extremely, ’m, awfully

SOS upset, uptight, nervous, depressed, anx-
ious, worried, touchy, thrilled, annoyed,
embarassed

Table 1: Ten nearest neighbours for four target words, based
on First-order (FOS) and Second-order similarity (SOS).

first-order similarity (FOS) between two words (w1,w2) as
follows :

FOS(w1,w2) = cos(vI
w1
,vO

w2
) =

vI
w1
· vO

w2

‖vI
w1
‖‖vO

w2
‖
.

Second-order similarity (SOS). A measure of paradigmatic
similarity should be high for two words that are structurally
substitutable (cf. Lyons, 1977, 241), such as near-synonyms
(book – novel), antonyms (high – low), co-hyponyms (adjec-
tive – adverb), or hyponym–hypernym pairs (Africa – con-
tinent). Each of the two should occur in similar contexts,
without necessarily appearing in the vicinity of one another
(Schütze & Pedersen, 1993; Grefenstette, 1994). Consider-
ing word2vec, this means that these words will be the targets
of (many of) the same context words, and will be the con-
texts of (many of) the same target words. We can then expect
the word2vec training algorithm to learn similar representa-
tions of these two words within each of the input and output
matrices. Focusing on the input matrices here (but noting that
analogous results are obtained when looking at the output ma-
trices instead), we define the second-order similarity (SOS)
between two words (w1,w2) as follows:

SOS(w1,w2) = cos(vI
w1
,vI

w2
) =

vI
w1
· vI

w2

‖vI
w1
‖‖vI

w2
‖
.

First exploration. Table 1 illustrates our intuition that FOS
captures syntagmatic and SOS captures paradigmatic rela-
tions between words. Neighbours with high FOS are frequent
collocates of the target word (e.g., elementary and dropout for
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school) whereas neighbours with high SOS are substitutable
words (e.g., Harvard or academy for school).

Previous works have recognized the separation of these
two categories of relations (Günther et al., 2016; Jones et al.,
2006), and have used HAL and LSA to model paradigmatic
and syntagmatic relations, respectively. However, Günther
et al. (2016) report a correlation of r ∼ .90 between the two
measures which raises the question of whether these mod-
els are truly capturing independent relations. Conversely, our
computational measures of the two relations have a correla-
tion of r = 0.36 (p < 0.005) providing initial validation that
our measures are capturing distinct constructs.

Similarity Effects in Semantic Priming
The degree of semantic similarity between a prime–target pair
in a DSM has been shown to factor into item-level regression
models of semantic priming (Günther et al., 2016; Mandera
et al., 2017; Ettinger & Linzen, 2016). However, such works
rarely elucidate the notion of similarity they claim to tap into.
Here, we study how our two types of semantic similarity con-
tribute to the explanation of semantic priming effects. We hy-
pothesize that our measures will capture different yet comple-
mentary types of semantic similarity, because FOS will cap-
ture similarity in cases of priming of frequently co-occurring
words (cf. Hutchison et al., 2013), and SOS will do so for
cases of priming of semantically related words that do not co-
occur (cf. McRae & Boisvert, 1998). We test our hypothesis
on the Semantic Priming Project dataset (SPP, Hutchison et
al., 2013), a collection of 6,644 prime–target pairs, with their
reaction time (RT) in a primed lexical decision task (LDT).

Sensitivity of our Measures
Before looking into the online measures of priming, we use
the SPP to validate that our two similarity scores capture the
intended concepts. Prime–target pairs in the SPP are divided
into 12 categories of relations, which we group into the two
overarching categories of paradigmatic and syntagmatic rela-
tions. The paradigmatic relations that we use are: synonymy,
antonymy, superordination (i.e. hypernymy), and category
coordination (i.e. co-hyponymy). The syntagmatic relations
are forward-phrasal association and backward-phrasal associ-
ation. The remaining 6 categories (perceptual property, func-
tional property, instrument, script, unassociated, action) are
not easily classified, so we exclude them from this analysis.

If SOS captures paradigmatic relations and FOS syntag-
matic ones, we expect paradigmatic prime–target pairs to be
more similar in SOS than in FOS, and syntagmatic ones more
similar in FOS than in SOS. To test this, we look at the rel-
ative similarity between a prime and its target by ranking all
1,661 target words (in the Semantic Priming Project) by sim-
ilarity to the prime word and comparing the rank of the ac-
tual target given FOS to the rank of the actual target given
SOS. We expect pairs in paradigmatic categories (n = 1397)
to display lower ranks (higher similarities) for the target in
SOS-based rankings than FOS-based ones, and vice versa for
pairs in syntagmatic categories (n = 562). For each of the six
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Figure 1: Average rank of targets for primes (lower is better)
in each category [with number of items], using FOS vs. SOS.
Blue bars represent rankings by FOS and orange bars rep-
resent SOS. One-sided paired t-tests show significant differ-
ences in the predicted direction between FOS and SOS ranks
for all categories (for hypernymy: p < .01, for all others:
p < .001).

aforementioned categories, we plot the average ranking for
every target given its prime with both FOS and SOS.

Fig. 1 confirms this intuition: for each of the relations, the
difference between rankings based on FOS and those based
on SOS is significant in the predicted direction. This pattern
validates our intuition about the FOS and SOS measures.

Modeling Semantic Priming Project Data
Next, we test our hypothesis by fitting linear regression mod-
els to primed RT for all of the (prime, target) pairs in the
SPP data, using our two measures of semantic similarity as
the predictive variables of interest. We expect that more re-
lated (prime, target) pairs should be judged as more similar,
by FOS and SOS, than less (or un-) related pairs, and predict
a lower primed RT – i.e., the priming effect. As in Man-
dera et al. (2017); Günther et al. (2016), but in contrast to
Hutchison et al. (2008), we carry out linear regressions on
the primed RT, rather than the difference between the primed
and unprimed RT, to ensure that our measures are sufficiently
sensitive to capture the priming effect (or lack thereof, for
unrelated pairs) on an itemwise basis.

In our regressions here, we address several shortcomings
of previous work using DSM similarity measures on the SPP
(Günther et al., 2016; Ettinger & Linzen, 2016), including
those using word2vec (Mandera et al., 2017). First, we use
both FOS and SOS measures derived from our DSM, which
enables a finer-grained exploration of the role of different
types of similarity. Second, we include non-primed lexical
decision RT of the target as a covariate because it captures
influences on primed RT that do not pertain to the relation
between the prime and the target. Whereas others have sub-
tracted the unprimed RT from the primed RT and used the
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Figure 2: Performance of three linear regression models over
the baseline model (grey line) on the SPP.

difference as the dependent variable (Hutchison et al., 2008),
or ignored the unprimed RT entirely (Mandera et al., 2017;
Günther et al., 2016; Ettinger & Linzen, 2016), we use un-
primed RT as a covariate.
Setup. We conduct four regression analyses over all the pairs
in the SPP in modelling LDT primed RT, averaging over the
two stimulus onset asynchronies of 200ms and 1200ms. As a
baseline model, we include the lexical characteristics of both
target and prime (length, orthographic neighbourhood density
and log-frequency in SUBTLEXUS), and the unprimed RT
(from the Semantic Priming Project). The second and third
analyses include one of FOS and SOS, respectively, while the
fourth includes both variables as predictors. We exclude any
item that has missing data for any of the independent vari-
ables, leaving us with 6,477 (out of 6,644) items.
Results & Discussion. Fig. 2 shows that adding either mea-
sure of similarity, FOS or SOS, results in a clear improvement
of R2 over the baseline. Further, adding both measures – i.e.,
considering both paradigmatic and syntagmatic similarity –
results in a further small but significant increase in R2 to .546
(t6,466 = −13.45, p < 0.001) over the models with only one
of the DSM measures.

It is apparent from Fig. 2 that syntagmatic similarity in
word2vec is a significant factor. Using only paradigmatic
similarity in this DSM, as Mandera et al. (2017); Ettinger &
Linzen (2016) do, means missing out on a significant source
of explanation of behavioural effects. Since FOS and SOS are
representative of syntagmatic and paradigmatic similarity, we
conclude that semantic priming is facilitated by both substi-
tutability of the prime-target as well as their co-occurrence.

Analysis on Related Pairs
Having shown that both FOS and SOS are predictive of prim-
ing effects across related and unrelated pairs, we next raise
the question of whether the two measures capture different
kinds of priming effects in the data. In particular, we ask
whether FOS is a better predictor of the priming effect on
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Figure 3: Partial correlation of semantic similarity measures
(FOS and SOS) with RTs for paradigmatically and syntag-
matically related words. p < 0.001 in all categories except
SOS correlation with syntagmatically-related pairs. See foot-
note 4 for discussion of the green triangles.

syntagmatically related pairs, and SOS is a better predictor of
the priming effect on paradigmatically related pairs.
Set-up. In these regressions, we use the same split of the SPP
prime–target pairs into syntagmatically related and paradig-
matically related pairs as we did in our earlier ranking anal-
ysis. For both categories, we calculated two partial correla-
tions: between primed RT and FOS, and between primed RT
and SOS. We use the same covariates as above (length, ortho-
graphic neighbourhood density, log-frequency, and unprimed
RT). We also partial out the the forward association strength
and backward association strength of each pair; these are two
common covariates used in semantic priming research be-
cause of their known effect on the priming effect (Hutchison
et al., 2008; Mandera et al., 2017).3

After partialing out these variables, we investigate the
unique contribution of each of our two measures of similar-
ity. The unique effect of SOS is determined by first partialing
out the FOS and then determining the correlation with the re-
maining variance, and vice versa. We run each of these anal-
yses per group of words: once for paradigmatically related
words (where we expect SOS to be the more powerful pre-
dictor) and once for the syntagmatically related words (where
we expect FOS to be the more powerful predictor).
Results & Discussion. Fig. 3 shows that, as expected, only
FOS has a significant partial correlation with primed RT
(r = −0.197, p < 0.001) for syntagmatically related words,
and SOS does not (r = 0.022, p = 0.6). On the other hand,
both FOS (r =−0.107, p < 0.001) and SOS (r =−0.08, p <
0.001) provide significant unique contributions to the predic-

3The forward association strength refers to the proportion of sub-
jects that responded with the target word given the prime word as a
cue in the Nelson et al. (2004) association norms. Conversely, the
backward association strength refers to the proportion of subjects
that responded with the prime word given the target word as a cue.
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tion of primed RT for paradigmatically related words. That
is, both degree of substitutability and degree of co-occurrence
contribute to an explanation of primed lexical processing time
for paradigmatically related words. Presumably, the process-
ing time of fork primed by spoon is facilitated by the high
substitutability of the words as well as their frequent co-
occurrence (Justeson & Katz, 1991). Conversely, the pro-
cessing time of fork primed by eat is only facilitated by their
frequent co-occurrence.4

This result is interesting because it contrasts with other
analyses of priming with distributional models, which have
suggested that measures of paradigmatic similarity are im-
portant in capturing priming effects of paradigmatic relations
while measures of syntagmatic similarity are not (Jones et al.,
2006; Günther et al., 2016).

Semantic Neighbourhood Density Effects
In our second analysis, we apply our approach of separating
semantic similarity into paradigmatic and syntagmatic simi-
larity to the study of another semantic effect in lexical pro-
cessing. Buchanan, Westbury, & Burgess (2001) introduce
the concept of semantic neighbourhood density, measured by
the mean distance between the target word and its 10 near-
est neighbours in a DSM (i.e., its semantic neighbourhood).
Using HAL (Lund et al., 1995) as their DSM, they show that
words with a high semantic neighbourhood density are pro-
cessed faster than words with a low semantic neighbourhood
density, all else being equal. The rationale for this effect is
that words with a higher density have a highly concentrated
area of spreading activation, resulting in quicker processing.

Here, we explore the nature of the semantic neighbour-
hood effect further by asking what kind of semantic similarity
drives it. We first define paradigmatic semantic neighbour-
hood density (PSND) as the mean SOS between a target word
and its 10 most SOS-similar neighbours. This score indicates
how many highly substitutable words there are for some tar-
get word. Next, we define syntagmatic semantic neighbour-
hood density (SSND) as the mean FOS between a target word
and its 10 most FOS-similar neighbours. This indicates how
many frequently co-occurring words a target word has. These
two indices reflect different views on the nature of such se-
mantic neighbourhoods, with PSND representing a word hav-
ing many substitutes, and SSND representing a word having
many transitional possibilities.

We hypothesize that both PSND and SSND facilitate pro-
cessing in an LDT, as tasks such as free association (Nelson et
al., 2004) indicate that cue words can activate both paradig-
matically and syntagmatically related words, and that high
degrees of activation of either (as measured through neigh-
bourhood density) can be expected to facilitate lexical pro-
cessing.

4As Fig. 3 shows, not controlling for the effect of the unprimed
target RT results in a considerable increase of the the effect of FOS
r = −0.107 to r = −0.173. Controlling for the unprimed target RT
is crucial, lest the effects of DSM similarity be overstated.

Setup. We use RTs for words in the (non-primed) visual lexi-
cal decision task (LDT) of the SPP. In order to isolate any po-
tential influence of PSND and SSND from well-understood
low-level effects, we partial out the effects of word length,
log frequency, and orthographic neighbourhood size and keep
the residual variance. On this residual variance, we study
the unique explanatory role of PSND by first partialing out
SSND, and that of SSND by first partialing out PSND. We
perform the analysis on the 3,814 words in the SPP that have
values for the aforementioned properties.
Results & Discussion. Partialing out the effect of PSND, we
find that SSND is significantly negatively correlated with RT
(r = −.23, p < 0.001), meaning that the higher the average
FOS is between a target word and its 10 nearest neighbours,
the lower its reaction time in visual lexical decision, in line
with the findings of Buchanan et al. (2001). However, when
we partial out the effect of SSND, we do not find a significant
correlation (r =−.01, p = 0.35). This result suggests that in
the single-word lexical decision task, a word that has a rela-
tively high level of FOS with its closest neighbours, such as
school (having a standardized SSND of 1.11) , will be rec-
ognized more quickly than words that do not (e.g., theory,
having a standardized SSND of only 0.33 to its nearest neigh-
bours; cf. Table 1 for examples of both words).

Thus, there appears to be a clear effect of frequent co-
occurrence with other words in facilitation of word recogni-
tion in an LDT. Meanwhile, substitutability does not seem
to have an independent contribution to the explanation of
the density effect. Whereas the approach of Buchanan et al.
(2001) does not, and in fact cannot, consider these alterna-
tives separately, the architecture of CBOW and our similarity
measures defined over it provide a way to study the effects of
different kinds of semantic similarity in isolation.

General Discussion
Semantic similarity in distributed semantic models (DSMs)
is frequently invoked as an explanation in lexical process-
ing studies. However, such similarity is often taken to be
a monolithic concept (Ettinger & Linzen, 2016; Mandera et
al., 2017), in contrast to prior work demonstrating the rel-
evance of distinguishing different kinds of similarity (Lund
et al., 1995; Jones et al., 2006; Günther et al., 2016). We
propose a novel way of using the representational poten-
tial of the successful word2vec DSM (Mikolov et al., 2013),
used elsewhere as a source of monolithic semantic similar-
ity (Mandera et al., 2017; Ettinger & Linzen, 2016), to cap-
ture a well-known distinction between syntagmatic, or first-
order similarity (frequent co-occurrence in a narrow context),
and paradigmatic, or second-order similarity (substitutability)
(Schütze & Pedersen, 1993; Grefenstette, 1994). Following
Levy et al. (2015), we use word2vec’s representation of each
word in two distinct matrices to operationalize first-order sim-
ilarity in word2vec as between-matrix similarity, and second-
order similarity as within-matrix similarity (within the input
matrix).
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In our first experiment, we show that both first- and second-
order similarity uniquely predict variance on a primed lexical
decision task on the data of the Semantic Priming Project
(Hutchison et al., 2013). We furthermore find that, when
splitting prime–target pairs into syntagmatically related ones
and paradigmatically related ones, an asymmetry emerges:
whereas both first-order similarity and second-order similar-
ity are unique predictors of primed RT for paradigmatically
related pairs, only first-order, but not second-order similarity,
uniquely predicts syntagmatically related pairs.

Next, we generalize our approach by looking at the facil-
itatory effect on unprimed lexical decision that Buchanan et
al. (2001) attribute to semantic neighbourhood density (the
average similarity between a target word and its ten nearest
neighbours in a DSM). Calculating semantic neighbourhood
density based on first-order similarity vs. second-order sim-
ilarity shows that it is the former that uniquely explains the
effect Buchanan et al. found.

Our analysis illustrates the importance of considering the
type of semantic similarity a DSM measure is sensitive to
and the necessity to consider more than one type of semantic
similarity to explain behavioural results. While such issues
have previously been raised for other models (Jones et al.,
2006; Günther et al., 2016), we demonstrate their relevance
for word2vec as well: the most frequently used semantic sim-
ilarity measure in word2vec arguably better captures word
substitutability than frame or association-based similarity.

Whereas the modeling study for priming shows that both
kinds of similarity play a role, the asymmetry between first-
order similarity and second-order similarity is striking. While
the dominance of first-order similarity may be due to task or
design effects in the experimental set-up, it raises an interest-
ing question for follow-up studies, namely whether knowl-
edge of simple co-occurrence patterns is the true cause of
(some) semantic priming effects and semantic neighbourhood
density effects. That is: should we, in these cases, attribute
the observed effects to the processing expectations associated
with words rather than patterns of substitutability?

A further important topic for future research is understand-
ing the relation between the similarities in the various DSMs
better. A fuller comparison of the various DSMs and their
variants (e.g., LSA, HAL, BEAGLE) on the same sets of data
would be a first step in the direction of a fuller understanding
of how distributional properties correspond to psycholinguis-
tic constructs of word meaning.

Additionally, future research should be directed at compar-
ing and combining DSM-based approaches discussed in this
work with graph-theoretical approaches in investigating lex-
ical processing phenomena (Kenett et al., 2017; Steyvers &
Tenenbaum, 2005). Previous work has opted for constructing
semantic graphs using results from word association tasks in-
stead of DSMs, partly motivated by observations that DSMs
do not model syntagmatic relations such as red – roses well
(Kenett, 2019). As shown in this work, such a limitation is
not present with the computational measures of FOS and SOS

derived from the word2vec model.
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Abstract

Past work has made conflicting proposals about the mechanisms underlying instructed reinforcement learning (RL)specifically,
that prefrontal cortex, representing instruction, either biases, attenuates, or overrides learning signals in the brain. We
leverage the sensitivity of pattern-similarity analysis of fMRI data to distinguish between the qualitative features of these
accounts. Participants learn the value of six novel stimuli after receiving false information that one is of high value. We
track markers of value learning in visual cortex during a value-independent perceptual judgement task presented between
intervals of RL. We predict that with learning, the correlation between activation patterns for similarly valued stimuli will
increase. To characterize influences on learning, we examine how the rate at and direction in which these patterns change
in similarity will be influenced by explicit instruction about stimulus value. This work will help us identify the principle
cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying instructed RL.
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Abstract

Most Americans do not view climate change as an imminent threat. The present paper harnessed the power of two cog-
nitive constraints essential to belief formation and revision coherence and causal invariance to guide the development
of educational materials to foster pro-climate actions. Building on insights from philosophy, cognitive psychology, and
anthropology, our materials presented questions on a range of everyday and otherwise personally relatable events to par-
ticipants in 10 U.S. states with the highest level of climate skepticism. Participants answered the questions, explained
their answers, and received feedback featuring scientific explanations. The latter typically deviate from participants own
(invoking the causal-invariance constraint), and are more coherent (invoking the coherence constraint). In support of our
approach, although our intervention materials did not mention climate change or mitigating actions, they raised willingness
to take pro-climate actions, but did so only when the components hypothesized to enable a coherent pro-climate-action
narrative were included.
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The attentional demands of learning by doing: A developmental study
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Abstract

Research suggests learning by doing yields better outcomes than passive instructional activities (e.g., reading). Currently,
the attentional demands of learning by doing are not well understood, which has important implications for younger
learners. We investigated the developmental trajectory of learning by doing with eighty-five primary students (Mage=6.64
years) who listened to a lesson about insects. Participants were presented with contrasting animal-pairs (e.g., ant—pillbug)
and learned about insect features. Attention to the lesson was measured as the proportion of time fixating on the lesson. A
post-test assessed recall for lesson content and transfer. First-graders exhibited comparable recall after passive and active
practice, whereas kindergarteners benefited from passive practice. Interestingly, for transfer items first-graders benefited
from passive practice whereas kindergarteners benefited from active practice. Transfer performance was related to learners
attention during the task suggesting that learning by doing might depend on the development of attention.
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Interactions Between Categorization and Intuitive Physics
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Abstract

Functioning in the world requires information about objects properties. People perceive object mass using perceptual
cues when the material is observable. Here, we examine how people predict an objects motion when its material is
unobservable, but predictable from cues learned via category learning. When given an ambiguous object, people tend to
predict properties based on the propertys propensity in the most likely category. But, recent work has found that given
an ambiguous cue, people will integrate over categories (as rational agents should) in a variety of contexts. In our study,
we investigate how uncertainty in categorization affects continuous judgments in the domain of intuitive physics. We
incorporate real materials (like wood and iron) into a category learning framework and test peoples judgments about the
distance a payload travels in two scenarios before and after category learning. Our results are equivocal, but suggest that
people do integrate in these scenarios.
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Abstract 

In this study, 4-year-old children were tested in an object name 
generalization task with a stimulus comparison design. 
Performance in the generalization task was correlated with 
performance in a vocabulary test and three executive function 
tasks assessing inhibition, flexibility, and working memory. 
Correlational analyses revealed a significant association with 
flexibility but not with inhibition, working memory or 
vocabulary test. We interpret the results in terms of a capacity 
to flexibly generate novel dimensions rather than inhibiting 
irrelevant dimensions. Individual differences in working 
memory and inhibition did not significantly influence 
performance in the word extension task. Moreover, the absence 
of correlation with the vocabulary performance supports the 
idea that children did not rely on existing knowledge to find out 
the relevant dimension. 

Keywords: Comparison, Executive Functions, 
Distinctiveness, Conceptual Development. 

Introduction 

Learning novel words and the associated concepts relies on 

the ability to analyze the corresponding stimuli. It requires to 

figure out which properties are central for the target category. 

In easy situations, the salient properties are central to defining 

concepts (Murphy, 2002). However, in many cases, irrelevant 

superficial and salient similarities or differences can be more 

cognitively prominent than variations along more relevant 

dimensions, which has been shown to be challenging in 

learning conditions with one training stimulus or in situations 

in which several stimuli are introduced sequentially (Augier 

& Thibaut, 2013; Lawson, 2017; Son, Goldstone et Smith, 

2011). Recent studies have suggested that the opportunity to 

compare two or more learning exemplars of a target category 

that are introduced simultaneously lead to better 

generalization performance than single presentations. Studies 

with both children and adults suggest that comparisons 

contribute to highlight non salient common and relevant 

properties (Gentner & Colhoun, 2010). In preschoolers, the 

benefits of comparison have been described for various types 

of words such as object names (e.g., Augier & Thibaut, 2013; 

Gentner & Namy, 1999), names for parts (Gentner, Anggoro 

and Klibanoff., 2007), action verbs (e.g., Childers & Paik, 

2009), relational nouns (Gentner et al., 2011; Thibaut & Witt, 

2015) or adjectives (Waxman & Klibanoff, 2000). In Gentner 

& Namy’s study (1999), pictures of familiar objects were 

used to test novel names extensions in four-year old. In a 

single standard (no-comparison) condition (e.g. a bicycle 

called blicket), children extended the novel name to a 

perceptually similar object (e.g. a pair of glasses) more 

frequently than to a perceptually dissimilar taxonomically 

related object (e.g. a skateboard). When the experimenter 

introduced two taxonomically related standards that were 

both perceptually similar one to the other and with the 

perceptually similar lure (e.g. a bicycle and a tricycle, both 

labelled blicket) children mostly selected the taxonomically 

related item (i.e., the skateboard).  

Most of the available evidence regarding the positive 

effects of comparison has been obtained with familiar objects 

in tasks in which perceptual similarities were pitted against 

taxonomic similarities. However, Graham et al. (2010) also 

observed a positive effect of comparison, in contrast with a 

no-comparison condition, with unfamiliar stimuli. They 

pitted a perceptually non-salient but designed to be 

conceptually relevant dimension (texture) against a 

perceptually salient but conceptually irrelevant one (shape). 

Four-year-old were tested either in a no-comparison 

condition or in a comparison condition. In the no-comparison 

case, the standard shared its texture but not its shape with one 

of two test objects, and its shape but not its texture with the 

other test object. As expected, a majority of children extended 

the new label to the same-shape test object. In the comparison 

condition, two standards were introduced with the same label. 

They had the same texture but differed along the shape 

dimension. The two transfer objects were the same as in the 

no-comparison condition. A majority of children extended 

the new label to the same-texture match. Hence, preschoolers 

were able to extract the unifying non salient dimension 

(texture) to guide their categorization in the comparison case. 

Augier & Thibaut (2013) used items similar to Graham et 

al. (2010). They manipulated the number of items to-be-

compared. They found that while four- and- six- year-old 

children benefited from comparison, compared to no-

comparison, only six-year-old took advantage of a larger 

number of standards (four rather than two training standards). 

In an executive function context, the authors hypothesized 

that more training items in favor of the target dimension (i.e., 

texture) generated more comparisons to perform and thus 

increased the executive costs. Indeed, it can be argued that 

discovering nonobvious conceptually relevant dimensions 

requires the ability to inhibit immediate irrelevant and salient 

superficial dimensions. Once a dimension has been 

discovered to be conceptually irrelevant, one must flexibly 

rerepresent the stimuli along other dimensions or, in other 
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words, find new less salient dimensions that might not come 

immediately to mind. Also, children must keep in mind which 

dimensions have already been tested and are irrelevant but 

also which new tested dimension did not unify the stimuli and 

which one was useful in previous trials. According to the 

executive functions point of view children have to inhibit 

salient irrelevant dimensions, flexibly find new relevant 

dimensions, and update their representation of conceptually 

relevant or irrelevant dimensions in working memory (see 

Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006 for discussions). 

  Despite a growing body of research on the benefits of 

comparison for novel name generalization, the respective role 

of individual differences in control processes (executive 

functions) and world knowledge in comparison word-

learning situations remains unclear. In the present study, we 

address this question with an individual differences 

correlational approach in which we assess, in a comparison 

design, the relation between word-learning generalization 

performance and cognitive processes such as inhibition, 

cognitive flexibility and working memory (WM), and 

conceptual knowledge. In the analogy domain, Simms, 

Frausel, and Richland (2018) investigated whether executive 

functions (inhibition, flexibility, WM) were associated with 

analogical development with this individual differences 

approach. They first assessed 5- to 11-year olds’ inhibitory 

control, working memory, and cognitive flexibility and found 

that individual differences in children’s working memory 

were the best predictor of their performance in the scene 

analogy task they used. Even after controlling for age, the 

same relationships remained significant, suggesting a strong 

interrelationship between analogical reasoning and working 

memory development. With semantic (e.g., Richland et al., 

2006) or perceptual (e.g., Thibaut et al., 2010a, b) analogical 

reasoning tasks, results support the idea that comparison 

processes, and thus generalization, are influenced by 

executive costs. In these contributions, the presence of 

irrelevant perceptual features or semantic distractors 

predicted children’s performances, arguably in that it 

required inhibition and flexibility to solve the task. 

The overarching purpose of the present experiment was to 

assess the extent to which novel name generalization is 

influenced by executive functions and world knowledge (see 

Simms et al. 2018, for executive functions). We followed a 

correlational approach in which performance in various 

executive functions, world knowledge and scores in a novel 

name learning task were measured. First, we assessed 

vocabulary knowledge because it reflects world and 

conceptual knowledge seen as crystallized intelligence (e.g., 

Ashton et al., 2000). It has been argued that world knowledge 

is a key factor for conceptual abstraction and understanding 

in the sense that the more children know about the world the 

more likely they will discover new conceptually relevant 

dimensions (e.g., Gentner & Hoyos, 2017). A positive 

correlation with vocabulary considered as an index of world 

knowledge can be interpreted as a sign that participants with 

better vocabulary competence used their background 

knowledge to make sense of the unfamiliar stimuli we used. 

Indeed, Gentner and colleagues (Gentner & Christie 2010; 

Gentner & Hoyos 2017, Gentner & Namy 1999) have 

suggested that hearing common label for two exemplars is an 

invitation to compare these exemplars. Moreover, as Gentner 

et Hoyos (2017) put it, the richer children’s linguistic 

knowledge is, the higher the cognitive gains of comparison. 

They claimed that knowledge of the domain of the objects 

presented drives the comparisons benefits. Indeed, 

knowledge of a technical vocabulary is a direct cue of an 

expertise in a given area. 

As for executive functions, in our concept learning-

comparison context, they can play a role at various levels of 

the task. A first hypothesis is that discovering nonobvious 

conceptually relevant dimensions in the case of unfamiliar 

stimuli, requires the ability to inhibit immediate irrelevant 

superficial aspects (for example, the shape of a stimulus is a 

priori salient, see Landau et al., 1988). Then, a second 

hypothesis is that once a (salient) dimension has been tested 

to be conceptually irrelevant, one must flexibly rerepresent 

the stimuli along other potentially relevant dimensions in 

order to find new, less salient, dimensions that did not 

immediately come to mind. Under this view, the difference 

between the saliency of the nonobvious but relevant 

dimension and the saliency of the superficial but not relevant 

dimension, directly impact cognitive costs. Working memory 

is also involved, particularly updating, because children must 

keep in mind which dimensions have already been tested for 

conceptual relevance, which new tested dimension were 

found to be conceptually irrelevant, and which one unified 

the stimuli in previous trials.  

In the present experiment, we used unfamiliar objects 

similar to the ones used by Graham et al. (2010) or Augier 

and Thibaut (2013). We tested our participants with various 

cognitive tasks assessing three executive functions (working 

memory, inhibition and cognitive flexibility, see Miyake et 

al., 2000). The reasoning was that depending on the observed 

correlations (if any) between performance in the novel name 

learning task and the executive function tasks, different 

control mechanisms might be at play (Anderson, 2002; 

Zelazo & Müller, 2007). First, we hypothesized that a 

correlation between the learning task and our measure of 

inhibition would result from participants’ difficulties to 

inhibit the salient and irrelevant common shape. A second 

hypothesis was that a correlation between the novel name 

generalization task and flexibility would mean that flexibly 

redescribing the stimuli in terms of a less salient dimension 

(once the salient one has been recognized as irrelevant) was 

also more difficult for participants with lower generalization 

scores. Third, a correlation between naming and working 

memory performance would be interpreted as a sign that 

participants who have difficulties keeping former hypotheses 

or descriptions of previous stimuli in working memory have 

difficulties with the conceptualization task. Augier and 

Thibaut (2013) followed the same line of reasoning. 

However, the major difference between the present 

experiment and Augier and Thibaut (2013) is that they 

directly manipulated the cognitive costs of the task with the 

number of training items, age and the presence of a contrast. 

They did not assess participants’ executive functions skills. 

Here, we will assess participants’ executive functions and 

correlate these measures with their scores at the name 

extension task. 1574



Methods 

Participants 

39 female and 37 male 4- to 5-year old preschoolers were 

tested individually in a quiet room in their school (mean age 

= 54.45m, SD = 3.73, range: 46-60m). Informed consent was 

obtained from their school and their parents. The procedure 

followed institutional ethics board guidelines for research on 

humans. 

Materials 

Eighteen sets of four unfamiliar artificial grey-scale objects 

depicted on cards were created and divided into two groups 

of nine sets. One group used more salient textures and the 

other group less salient textures. The shapes remained the 

same in both groups. A participant saw one of the two groups 

of nine stimuli. Each set was composed of four stimuli, two 

training standards and two transfer-test options. In each set, 

the two standards shared the same texture but had different 

shapes. The first test object, the shape match, had the same 

shape as one of the two standards but had a different texture. 

The other test object, the texture match, had the same texture 

as both standards but had a different shape (see Figure 1). 

Two sets out of the nine sets were used as practice trials. 

The size of each object was approximately 6.0 cm by 6.0 

cm. They were printed on a laminated card measuring 12.0 

cm x 9.0 cm. Textures and shapes that were used in one set 

differed from all the textures that were used for the other sets. 

The order of presentation was pseudo-randomized within and 

across participants. Each set was associated with one of nine 

two-syllable novel names, Youma, Buxi, Dajo, Zatu, Sepon, 

Xanto, Vira, Loupo and Rodon. 

Procedure 

We used a forced-choice categorization task in which 

children had to decide which of two simultaneously presented 

objects had the same name as the standards. Children were 

tested in French. Each standard was introduced with a novel 

count noun (e.g. “This is a buxi. / Ceci est un buxi.” – 

pointing to the first standard, and “This is a buxi TOO. / Ceci 

est AUSSI un buxi.” – pointing to the other standard. The 

objects were presented sequentially and left in view. Then, 

the two test objects (i.e., the shape and the texture matches) 

were introduced and the child was asked to point to the one 

which had the same name which would also be given the 

same name (e.g., “Show me which one of these two is also a 

buxi / Montre-moi lequel de ces deux est aussi un buxi”). 

Each child started with two practice trials followed by seven 

test trials presented in random order.  

Cognitive assessment: Vocabulary and three executive 

functions (working memory, flexibility and inhibition) were 

assessed. For the working memory and the flexibility tasks, 

we adapted the corresponding tasks from the National 

Institutes of Health Toolbox battery (NIH Toolbox CB). We 

followed the same protocol except that we implemented the 

task on Open Sesame. We assessed participants’ skills with a 

computer and the instructions were given in French. 

In the computerized working memory task, children were 

presented with a series of animal pictures along with their 

auditory name. They were instructed to remember and to 

verbally rank all the animals from the smallest to the biggest. 

The number of items in the list increased every two trials. 

Two list were presented. The task was stopped after two 

errors in two trials of the same number of items. The score 

was the sum of correct trials in both lists. 

In the flexibility task, we adapted the Dimensional Change 

Card Sort (DCCS) test which is used in the NIH Toolbox 

battery and was implemented on Open Sesame. The 

instructions were provided in French. In this task, children 

were shown two target cards (e.g., a red rabbit and a blue 

boat) and asked to follow a rule, which is “to choose the one 

with the same color (or shape) as the example”. After a fixed 

number of trials, they were asked to reverse the rule and to 

select the one with the same shape (or color). This task 

assesses children’s ability to switch from one rule to another 

rule.  

The inhibition task was the Real Animal Size Test (Catale 

& Meulemans, 2009) which was computerized on Open 

Sesame. Children were presented with an animal picture on 

the computer and were asked to press one button for big 

animals and another button for small animals. Two big 

animals, elephant and horse, and two small animals, butterfly 

and bird, were presented. Two different sizes of pictures were 

used. Big and small animals could be displayed on the screen 

either with a big size, either with a small size. Thus, in the 

congruent trials the size of an animal in the real world was 

congruent with its size on the picture whereas in the 

incongruent trials the size of the real animal was not 

congruent with the size of the picture. In the latter case, 

children had to inhibit their tendency to respond to the size of 

the animal in the picture and rather to answer to the real size 

of the animal.   

For the vocabulary test, we used the EVIP which is 

a French adaptation (Canadian norms) of the 

PPVT (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Dunn & 

Dunn, 2007). In this test, children had to select the 

one out of four-images associated with a noun given 

by the experimenter. Responses were recorded on a 

paper sheet and a standard score was computed 

according to the age. Data analysis 

For the categorization, Stroop and DCCS tasks, we measured 

the reaction times. Except for the categorization task (in 

which there were not incorrect responses), all reaction times 

of incorrect responses were discarded from the analysis. For 

the three tasks, all the reaction times inferior to 100ms and 

more than two deviation standards away from the mean was 

considered as outliers and discarded from the analysis. Then, 

a z-score called Score Time was calculated for each 

participant’s reaction time.  

Given that in these tasks we were more interested in 

correctness than speed, the weight given to the percentage of 

correct responses was higher than the weight attributed to the 

reaction times. To do so, we added the Score Time to the 

percentage of correct responses. This score was used in all 

the analyses. 
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Table 1: Participants’ characteristics and scores for each 

task. 

 

Number of participants 76 

Sex ratio (F/M) 39/37 

Age (in months) 54.44 (±3.73) 

Categorization score 52.09 (±38.29) 

Vocabulary score (EVIP) 109.72 (±19.16) 

Working memory score 5.34 (±2.06) 

Flexibility score (DCCS) 77.75 (±17.95) 

Inhibition score (Stroop) 84.38 (±13.74) 

First trial score 52.63 (±50.29) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Example of a stimulus set with the two 

saliencies of Texture. 

Results 

We performed Pearson’s correlation analyses to investigate 

the link between age, vocabulary, working memory, 

inhibition, flexibility and children’s performance in the 

generalization task, which was the main target of the present 

paper. We expected positive correlation so we computed one-

tail correlations. The correlation matrix is reported in Table 

2. Age was found to be significantly correlated with working 

memory (r (76) = .280, p = .007), inhibition (r (76) = .386, 

p <.001) and the categorization score (r (76) = .285, p = .006). 

Older children performed better than younger children in the 

working memory, the inhibition and the categorization tasks. 

This is in line with many studies showings that executive 

functions develop with age (Anderson, 2002; Best & Miller, 

2010) and studies showing that performance in generalization 

tasks also improves with age (Augier & Thibaut 2013; 

Gentner, 1999). Working memory was also significantly 

correlated with inhibition (r (76) = .196, p = .045) and with 

vocabulary (r (76) = .279, p = .007), which was less expected.  

The most interesting result was the correlation between the 

global categorization performance and flexibility score 

(DCCS) was significant (r (76) = .190, p = .05). In other 

words, higher flexibility scores meant more texture matches 

choices. We also introduced an unusual analysis, a 

correlation between the result in the first trial (correct or 

error). This was motivated by recent results (Lagarrigue & 

Thibaut, submitted) showing in a similar task that the result 

for the first trial was a good predictor of a later performance 

in a task that relied on the same relevant feature as the one 

relevant in the first trial. We interpret this result in terms of 

inhibition and cognitive flexibility: participants who were 

able to inhibit the irrelevant salient in the first trial or were 

able to rerepresent the first stimulus with another dimension 

might also be those who would reach the best performance 

level. Following this logic, we computed correlations which 

revealed a significant association between age and first trial 

score (r (76) = .264, p = .010), mean categorization score 

(r (76) = .656, p <. 001) and inhibition (r (76) = .198, 

p = .043). The other correlations were not significant. In our 

context, the correlation between inhibition and first trial score 

suggests that children with a higher level of inhibition were 

also the ones who were more prone to succeed in the first trial 

and in later trials.  

To identify the variables that were most predictive of the 

generalization score among the children, we carried out a 

stepwise procedure using the AIC as our criterion for model 

selection (Hu, 2007). We used a backward selection 

procedure which starts with all predictors in the model, 

iteratively removes the least contributive predictors, and 

stops when all predictors are statistically significant. Then the 

model with the lowest AIC criterion is selected (see Table 3). 

Our predictive variables were age, performance in the first 

trial, scores for flexibility, vocabulary, inhibition and 

working memory, which were continuous factors. Results 

show that the best model is Model 5 which includes both 

flexibility score and first trial score as significant predictive 

variables. This model significantly predicted generalization 

score variation across our sample (p < .001) and explained 

45% of this variation, as demonstrated by the adjusted R². It 

confirmed the previous results by revealing a significant 

effect of flexibility (F = 2.101, p = .039) and first trial score 

(F = 7.62, p < .001). 

 

 

Table 2: correlation matrix (one-tail). Significant results are written in bold. 

 

 
Categorization 

score 
Age 

Working 

memory score 
Flexibility 

score (DCCS) 
Inhibition 

score (DCCS) 
Vocabulary 

score (EVIP) 
First trial 

Categorization 

score 
 

r = .285 
p = .006 

r = .013 
p = .457 

r = .190 
p = .051 

r = .108 
p = .176 

r = -.070 
p = .725 

r = .656 
p < .001 1576



Age 
r = .285 
p = .006 

 
r = .280 
p = .007 

r = .054 
p = .322 

r = .386 
p < .001 

r = -.044 
p = .649 

r = .264 
p = .010 

Working 

memory score 
r = .013 
p = .457 

r = .280 
p = .007 

 
r = .067 
p = .284 

r = .196 
p = .045 

r = .279 
p = .007 

r = -.010 
p = .534 

Flexibility 

score (DCCS) 
r = .190 
p = .051 

r = .054 
p = .322 

r = .067 
p = .284 

 
r = 090 
p = .220 

r = .059 
p = .306 

r = .014 
p = .452 

Inhibition 

score (Stroop) 
r = .108 
p = .176 

r = .386 
p < .001 

r = .196 
p = .045 

r = 090 
p = .220 

 
r = .184 
p = .056 

r = .198 
p = .043 

Vocabulary 

score (EVIP) 
r = -.070 
p = .725 

r = -.044 
p = .649 

r = .279 
p = .007 

r = .059 
p = .306 

r = .184 
p = .056 

 
r = -.070 
p = .727 

First trial 
r = .656 
p < .001 

r = .264 
p = .010 

r = -.010 
p = .534 

r = .014 
p = .452 

r = .198 
p = .043 

r = -.070 
p = .727 

 

 

Table 3: Goodness of fit of the regression linear model 

 

Model 
Degree of 

freedom 
AIC F value Adjusted R² p value 

M1: Categorization score ~ Age + Working memory + Flexibility 

score + Inhibition Score + Vocabulary score + First trial 
69 734.87 10.66 .436 < .001 

M2: Categorization score ~ Age + Working memory + Flexibility 

score + Inhibition Score + First trial 
70 732.89 12.97 .444 < .001 

M3: Categorization score ~ Age + Flexibility score + Inhibition 

Score + First trial 
71 730.93 16.43 .451 < .001 

M4: Categorization score ~ Age + Flexibility score + First trial 72 729.86 21.64 .452 < .001 

M5: Categorization score ~ Flexibility score + First trial 73 729.51 31.44 .448 < .001 

M6: Categorization score ~ First trial 74 731.97 55.89 .423 < .001 
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Discussion 

This study investigated the link between executive functions 

and concept learning and generalization in a novel name 

learning task comparison design. The purpose was to assess 

whether executive function would correlate (and in the 

positive case, which one) with children’s generalization 

performance in our generalization task. We also assessed the 

role of another explanatory contender, world knowledge 

which was assessed with a vocabulary test.  

Results revealed a correlation between flexibility and 

concept generalization performance, and no correlation with 

inhibition and working memory. We hypothesize that despite 

the fact that executive functions are moderately correlated 

(Miyake et al., 2000), or less differentiated in young children 

(Wiebe & Karbach, 2017), inhibition might be involved in 

the inhibition of the salient but irrelevant common shape. 

Working memory might be involved in keeping different 

hypotheses active and in keeping the relevant dimension in 

working memory from one trial to the next. Last, flexibility 

was expected to be important when salient dimensions were 

inhibited or found irrelevant, because participants had to 

generate novel representations of the stimuli.  

We found a positive correlation between categorization 

performance and flexibility and no significant correlation 

with the other tested executive components. In our 

framework, this result is compatible with the idea that 

performance differences were mainly associated with the 

necessity to rerepresent the stimuli when this was necessary. 

However, we also found a correlation between the score in 

the first trial and inhibition. This result is interesting because 

it is compatible with the idea that the early inhibition of a 

salient information (shape) is an important step towards the 

discovery of the relevant less salient dimension. Indeed the 

first trial score is also strongly correlated with the 

categorization score. Our results show that flexibility is 

important to find the correct solution together with the early 

inhibition of the irrelevant information.  

 One interesting feature of the present comparison design 

was its simplicity. The available information (constitutive 

dimensions) is relatively small (mainly shape and texture) 

and the number of putative processes involved at the 

conceptual level of comparisons is most likely relatively low: 

looking at a salient shape, comparing the first standard with 

the second standard, considering shape as a potential 

hypothesis, discarding (inhibiting) it and look for other 

dimensions (flexibility) and keeping the information in mind 

across trials. This low complexity makes it relatively easier 

to relate an executive component with a particular task 

component than in other cases in which complex skills (e.g., 

reading comprehension) are correlated with cognitive 

processes.  

Vocabulary-world knowledge did not explain the results. 

The absence of correlation involving vocabulary and, thus, 

world knowledge in our task is an interesting result because 

world knowledge provides a rich interpretation of the stimuli 

when participants relate new stimuli with known stimuli, is a 

common hypothesis. Also, a richer world database might also 

provide a richer set of relevant encoding dimensions: the 

more a child knows, the more dimensions this child can use 

in order to encode the stimuli. This absence of a relationship 

does not confirm the hypothesis that world knowledge is the 

major determinant of conceptual learning and abstraction 

(Gentner & Hoyos, 2017).  

Here we sought to correlate executive functions with a 

learning task, which is by nature a dynamic task. This is 

analogous to former studies searching for correlations 

between conceptual tasks such as analogical tasks and 

executive functions (see Simms et al. 2018). However, 

analogical tasks are tasks that require the relevant 

background knowledge in order to find the solution. The 

challenge is to find the relation which is common to both 

compared domains. In our case, we managed to correlate a 

novel conceptual content learning task with executive 

functions. In many other studies aiming at finding 

correlations between academic competences such as 

mathematics and executive functions, the relation between 

the competence and executive functions is often more 

obscure, since the competence is multidimensional, with both 

declarative knowledge and processing. Our task was much 

simpler and showed that inhibition and flexibility were at 

play, meaning that children were trying to inhibit part of the 

activated dimensions and redescribe the stimuli.  

In sum, our data provide evidence that components of 

executive functions might contribute to learning and 

generalizing a novel name.  

Supplementary information 

Note that our study started in the beginning of 2020 and was 

stopped because of the Covid-19 pandemic. The absence of 

correlation between learning-generalization, and vocabulary, 

for example might be due to the small number of participants. 

Also, it will be interesting to measure the correlations for our 

two difficulty levels separately. We hoped to have completed 

data collection for our paper resubmission. This was not 

possible so the present data must be considered as 

preliminary. 
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Abstract

Among the popular press, excessive smartphone usage is often broadcast as being associated with adverse outcomes, in-
cluding greater risk taking, poor social adjustment, and impaired cognitive functioning. However, there is scant empirical
evidence that supports these claims. Our study investigated whether the duration of smartphone ownership (exposure)
affects smartphone usage pattern (screen-time), and whether their interaction is associated with risk-taking behavior (Ben-
thin Risk Perception questionnaire). We found that those with lower screen-time reported engaging in a higher frequency
of risky activities like vandalism of property, B = -4.80, SE = 1.65, t = -2.91, p ¡ 0.01. Screen-time was inversely asso-
ciated with risk taking among individuals characterized by less exposure, B=4.66, SE=2.01, t=2.32, p=0.03. Altogether,
these early findings illustrate how the impact of screen-time on real-life behaviors may not be as one-sided as mass media
portrays.
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People view humans as existing for purposes and condemn those who fail to fulfill
them
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Abstract

People often endorse explanations in terms of purposes or goals (e.g., pencils exist so that people can write with them), even
when these teleological explanations are scientifically unwarranted (e.g., water exists so that life can survive on Earth). In
the present research, we explore teleological endorsement in a novel domainhuman purposeand its relationship to moral
judgments. Across two studies, we find evidence that people endorse the claim that humans exist for a purpose (e.g.,
to procreate, to help others) and that these beliefs relate to moral judgments against purpose violations (e.g., condemning
those who do not procreate, or do not help others). We also find evidence of a bi-directional causal relationship: teleological
claims about a species result in moral condemnation of purpose violations, and stipulating that an action is immoral
increases endorsement that the species exists for that purpose.
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Reasoning About Equations with Tape Diagrams: Do Differing Visual Features
Matter?
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Abstract

Diagrams are a potentially valuable tool for helping students understand mathematical concepts and procedures. One
type of diagram that is sometimes used to depict mathematical relationships is tape diagrams, which depict quantities
in continuous strips. This study investigated whether tape diagrams with different visual features differentially support
reasoning about equations, and explored whether people have preferences for tape diagrams with different visual features.
Undergraduates (N = 50) were asked (1) to generate equations to correspond with tape diagrams with varying visual
features, and (2) to select the diagram they preferred from pairs that differed in visual features. Variations in visual
features (color, presence of outer lines, and position of the constant) did not affect participants success at generating
equations to correspond to the tape diagrams. However, participants displayed systematic preferences for most visual
features considered. Future research should examine the effects of these visual features on performance while solving
equations.
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Abstract 

How do children reason about people presented over video 
chat? Video chat is a representation, like a picture; but is also 
a real social interaction (the partner sees and hears you). Do 
children understand the nuanced affordances and limitations of 
video chat? We tested 4-year-old children’s reasoning, asking 
if a person over video chat (vs. a live person; photograph) could 
see, hear, feel, and physically interact through the screen. 
Children judged that a person over video chat can see, but 
cannot feel nor receive an object, through the screen. The 
person over video chat was judged to hear more often than a 
photograph, but less often than a live person. Preschool 
children are not limited to considering a stimulus fully 
representational, or fully present; instead, they understand 
video chat as a medium that blurs the boundaries of 
representation and reality, allowing for a mixture of life-like 
affordances and picture-like limitations.  

Keywords: technology; video chat; cognitive development; 
theory of mind; representation 

Introduction 

It has been more than 15 years since the introduction of video 

chat applications like Skype (in 2003) and FaceTime (in 

2010). Over the past decade, video chat has revolutionized 

the way families integrate technology into their daily lives, 

becoming the primary means of relationship maintenance for 

geographically separated family members (Yarosh, et al., 

2009, 2011; Madianou, 2013; Forghani & Neusteadter 2014). 

Video chat is treated as categorically different from other 

‘screen time’ both by caretakers of young children (McClure, 

et al. 2014), and by the American Academy of Pediatrics 

(Chassiakos et al. 2016). Overall, data show that video chat 

is now a common part of children’s experience from early in 

life (McClure, et al. 2014). 

How do children understand interactions over video chat? 

Video chat presents a complex cognitive stimulus: It blurs the 

boundaries of representation and reality, allowing for a 

mixture of life-like affordances and picture-like limitations. 

In some senses, video chat is a representational stimulus – 

similar to a picture or television image, the person is not 

really there, and cannot feel touch or exchange objects 

through the screen. However, video chat is also a real social 

interaction, involving contingent interaction, shared 

attention, and communication; and during which the social 

partner can see and hear you, just as in an in-person 

interaction. Can young children understand the nuanced 

affordances and limitations of a person presented over video 

chat, switching between treating them as life-like or as 

representational as appropriate to each modality? 

Children’s Understanding of Photographs and 

Television as Representational 

To shed light on children’s understanding of videochat, we 

must first characterize children’s understanding of 

representational stimuli, such as pictures and television. 

Previous work shows that children gradually come to 

understand the representational nature of pictures and 

television during infancy and the preschool years. By 9 

months, infants transfer information from photographs to 

objects, thus showing some comprehension of pictures as 

related to their referents (Shinskey & Jachens, 2014). Other 

tasks provide evidence that 1-2 year-old children understand 

that pictorial representations are symbols of real-life objects 

(e.g. Preissler & Carey, 2004; Deloache et al., 1998; 

DeLoache & Burns, 1994; Suddendorf, 2003). However, 

there are limitations to this understanding: 9-month-old 

infants attempt to grasp objects presented as photographs as 

though they were real objects, suggesting that their 

comprehension is incomplete (Deloache et al., 1998; 

Pierroutsakos and Troseth, 2003). Explicit interview tasks 

suggest that children’s explicit understanding of photographs 

may not be not robust until age 4 years (Flavell, Flavell, 

Green & Korfmacher, 1990). 

Children’s understanding of the representational nature of 

(non-live) television also develops during late infancy and the 

preschool years, despite television’s dynamic imagery and 

realism, which is greater than photographs (Strause & 

Troseth, 2008). Nine-month-old infants interact with moving 

objects presented on a screen by attempting to grasp them, 

just as they do with photographs; by 15-19 months, this 

behavior declines and is replaced with pointing, for both 

photographs and television (Deloache et al., 1998; 

Pierroutsakos and Troseth, 2003). This change in behavior 

suggests that by the middle of the second year of life, children 

distinguish television and pictures from live stimuli.  

To probe children’s understanding of the nature of 

television in more detail, Flavell and colleagues (1990) 

conducted a foundational study asking whether children 

thought of television images as representations (similar to 

pictures), or real objects existing inside the television set. 

Flavell compared 3- and 4-year-old participants’ reasoning 
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about pre-recorded video to their reasoning about live, real 

stimuli, and stimuli in photographs (which were used as 

baselines for comparison). Children were then asked 

questions about the physical affordances of objects and 

people presented in each of these ways – that is, what 

possibilities for action it “afforded” (Gibson & Spelke, 1983). 

Some measures also pertained to the mental states and 

perceptual abilities of people seen over television: Could a 

person seen in a (pre-recorded) video see, hear, and know 

about the actions of the experimenter? This task showed an 

incomplete understanding of pre-recorded video at age three, 

and an adult-like understanding by four years of age. That is, 

by four, children judged that a person in a video was not truly 

present, and thus could not see, hear, or physically engage 

with them (Flavell et al., 1990). 

The Current Study 

Here we aim to characterize 4-year-old children’s 

understanding of video chat, by adapting established methods 

previously used to explore children’s understanding of 

television (Flavell et al., 1990). In particular, we explore 

children’s reasoning about the other person’s ability to see 

what the child sees, hear what the child hears, feel a touch 

through the screen, and engage in a physical interaction 

through the screen (four modalities). For each of these 

modalities, we compare children’s reasoning about video 

chat to their reasoning about a person present live, and about 

a person in a photograph. As in previous work (Flavell et al 

1990), these conditions served as baselines for comparison, 

to examine whether children’s judgments about video chat 

resemble their responses regarding reality (live interaction) 

or representation (photographs). 

It may be that young children are limited to considering a 

stimulus either representational, or fully present and real; in 

this case, children may overestimate the capacities of people 

they talk to over video chat, believing them to share all 

affordances of live social interactions including tactile 

sensation and physical interaction. Children may also 

underestimate the affordances of video chat, construing all 

screen-based images as having the affordances of 

representations like photographs or non-live 

television. Alternatively, it is possible that even at preschool 

age, children understand the mixture of life-like affordances 

and picture-like limitations that video chat involves. If so, this 

would suggest that children are able to understand video chat 

as a unique medium that blurs the boundaries of 

representation and reality. 

We thus aimed to characterize the accuracy of children’s 

understanding of video chat, asking if children understood the 

particular ways video chat affords, and does not afford, 

perceptual and physical access. In doing so we aimed to 

inform the broad cognitive question of how children 

comprehend the semi-representational nature of video chat. 

Method 

Participants 

N=44 4-year-old children participated (21 male, 23 female; 

Mean age=4 years; 5.5 months, SD=3.76 months; Range 4;0 

to 5;0). Children were from the San Diego metro area, and 

were recruited via email and phone call invitations from a 

database of local interested families. An additional 4 children 

were tested but excluded for reasons determined a-priori: 

Extreme distraction and inattention (1); and technical 

difficulties (3). 

Design 

Each participant completed 12 trials for a within-subject 

design, with one trial for each of four modalities (whether 

another person could see, hear, feel or physically interact), 

across three presentation types (when the person was 

presented live, in a photo, or over video chat). Questions were 

blocked by presentation type, with the order of blocks 

counterbalanced across participants. Question orders within 

each block were counterbalanced across participants using a 

Latin square design. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

All testing took place in a child-friendly testing room in the 

lab, with the participant seated opposite the primary 

experimenter across a child-size table.  

 

Warm-up Trials Two warm-up questions familiarized the 

participant with the situation and format of test questions (as 

in Flavell et al., 1990). Children were first shown a clear glass 

partially filled with water, and asked: “When I turn this glass 

upside down, what will happen: Do you think the water will 

spill out? Or will the water stay in the glass?”. After the 

child’s answer, the experimenter turned the glass upside 

down over a bowl (providing feedback). Second, children 

were shown a laminated photo of a glass of milk, and asked 

the same question regarding “turning the picture of a glass of 

milk upside down”. After the child’s answer, the 

experimenter again provided feedback by turning the picture 

upside down. 

 

Test Trials Children then completed 3 blocks of 4 test trials, 

one block for each presentation type (live, photo, video chat).  

At the start of each block, a new person was introduced. In 

the live block, a person entered the room and sat at the table. 

In the photo block, a laminated photo of a person was placed 

on a bookstand at the same location at the table. In the video 

chat block, a person was called by the experimenter using 

FaceTime on an iPad, and the iPad was placed on the same 

bookstand at the same location at the table. Each person was 

a different female individual, none of whom had interacted 

with the participant prior to their role in the procedure.  

The introduction of people over live, photo, and video chat 

was closely matched, with the introduction of “my friend 

[Name]” (Live, Video chat), or “a picture of my friend 
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[Name]” (Photo). To prevent the live or video chat 

researchers from providing direct evidence that they could 

see, hear, etc. through their behavior, we implemented two 

procedures: (1) All researchers maintained a neutral-positive 

facial expression with forward gaze direction, and produced 

minimal body movement (with some small movements to 

prevent appearing unnaturally still). (2) To prevent children 

from over-interpreting unresponsive behavior, interactions 

were prefaced with the explanation that there was a rule in 

the game that the other person “has to sit there quietly, no 

matter what happens, so that she can’t give away the 

answers.” 

On each test trial, the experimenter showed a stimulus, and 

asked a question of the same format: “Does [Name] [see, 

hear, etc.] [the stimulus], or does she not [see, hear, etc.] it?” 

Question wording for each modality was identical across all 

presentation types (live, photo, video chat). 

Sight modality Sight stimuli were three different stuffed 

animals of the same size (monkey, alligator, rhino), placed on 

the center of the table, within direct line of sight of the child 

and the other person/photo. Children were asked: Does 

[Name] see the stuffed animal? Or does she not see it? 

Hearing modality Sound stimuli were hand bells, rung 

briefly by the experimenter (~3 seconds); across the three 

sound trials the handbells varied in color and acoustic pitch, 

and were otherwise identical. Children were asked: Does 

[Name] hear the sound of the bell? Or does she not hear it? 

Tactile modality Tactile stimuli involved the experimenter 

poking the other person’s arm with an index finger; poking 

the same body location in the photo; or poking the same body 

location on the iPad screen. Children were asked: Does 

[Name] feel me poking her? Or does she not feel it? 

Physical interaction modality Children were shown a hair 

tie (grey, blue, pink across trials), and asked: Could I use this 

hair tie to put [Name’s] hair in a ponytail? Or could I not use 

this hair tie to put her hair in a ponytail? All experimenters 

had long hair, worn down, to make this possible for all 

individuals (if they had been present live).  

 

Additional Exploratory Questions At the end of the 

session, several exploratory questions were asked, with the 

aim of further characterizing children’s understanding of 

video chat. These questions were: “If we look behind the iPad 

will [Name] be there? Or will she not be there?” and “If we 

open up the iPad what would we find inside? Would we find 

[Name], wires, or something else?” If the child responded 

with “something else”, they were asked to specify their 

answer, which was recorded. 

Results 

To ask whether participants’ responses changed based on 

presentation type and modality, we used logistic regression 

to predict participants’ responses (yes/no) with the predictors 

of presentation type (live/photo/video chat), modality (sight,  

hearing, touch, physical exchange), the interaction of these 

two factors, and subject (as a random factor). There was a 

significant interaction between presentation type and 

 
Figure 1: Results. Four-year-old children’s judgements of 

the affordances and limitations of a person over video chat, 

as compared to the same judgments of a person present live, 

and a person in a photograph. Y-axis shows proportion of 

children answering “yes”.  X-axis shows the type of 

question asked, regarding both modality (e.g. sight) and 

presentation type (e.g. live). Error bars are standard error. 

Children accurately understood most affordances of video 

chat, in spite of the resemblance of video chat to reality in 

some modalities, and to a representation in others. 

 

 modality (nested model comparison, 𝜒2(6)=19.07, p=0.004). 

There were also effects of presentation type and modality 

(contrasting with video chat as the reference level, live 

differed p<0.0001; with hearing as the reference level, sight 

differed p<0.0001). We explore these patterns further below. 

Do children’s judgments of the abilities and limitations of 

a partner over video chat resemble their judgments regarding 

live interaction, photographs, or neither? To ask how 

children’s judgments about video chat differed from the two 

baseline conditions (live, photo), we performed a logistic 

regression for each modality separately, and asked how 

responses differed by presentation type within each modality. 

Sight by the Video Chat Partner 

Most children judged a person capable of seeing an object 

over video chat (79.5% of participants), and there was no 

difference between children’s judgments about capacity to 

see over video chat vs. live interaction (both were 79.5%; 

p=1.0; logistic regression, comparing live to video chat as the 

reference level). In contrast, children accurately judged a 

photo capable of sight less often (50.0% vs. 79.5%; 𝛽=-2.42, 

p=0.0018).  

Hearing by the Video Chat Partner 

Only 50.0% of participants judged the video chat partner 

capable of hearing. However, they accurately judged the 

photo capable of hearing less often (27.3% vs. 50.0%, 𝛽=  

-1.53, p=0.013), and the live partner capable of interaction 

more often (79.5%% vs. 50.0%, 𝛽=2.08, p=0.002), 

suggesting that they distinguish hearing in video chat from 

hearing in live interaction and photographs. 
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Tactile Sensation by the Video Chat Partner 

Most children judged that a person over video chat could not 

feel touch through the screen (77.3% no; 22.7% yes), and 

there was no difference between children’s judgments about 

video chat vs. a photograph (22.7% vs. 18.2%, 𝛽=-1.17, 

p=0.33). In contrast, children accurately judged a person 

capable of feeling touch more often when they were present 

live (63.6% vs 22.7%, 𝛽=10.27, p=0.0002). 

Physical Interaction with the Video Chat Partner 

Most children judged that they could not physically interact 

with a person over video chat through the screen (63.6% no; 

36.4% yes); there was no difference between children’s 

judgments about physical interaction capability for photo vs. 

video chat (38.6% vs 36.4%, 𝛽=0.2, p=0.75). Participants 

accurately judged physically interaction more possible for 

live interaction than over video chat (75.0% vs 36.4%, 

𝛽=3.57, p=0.0004). 

Discussion 

Overall, these data show that preschool children are not 

limited to considering a stimulus either fully representational, 

or fully present. Instead, they understand video chat as a 

medium that blurs the boundaries of representation and 

reality, allowing for a mixture of life-like affordances and 

picture-like limitations. Thus, 4-year-old children judge that 

a person over video chat can see objects through the screen 

(as if they were present live), but cannot feel another person’s 

touch nor physically interact through the screen (just as a 

representation, like a photograph, also could not). Children 

also more frequently judged that person over video chat was 

able to hear, versus a photograph (although they judged a live 

person able to hear more consistently). 

In previous work on children’s understanding of television, 

Flavell and colleagues posed the question of whether young 

children think of television images as more like pictures, or 

real objects (Flavell et al., 1990). Implicit in this binary 

framing is the idea that people categorize any given stimulus 

as either representational, or present and real. Technological 

change (and the advent of video chat) provided a natural 

experiment to test this framework: The current work shows 

that this binary categorization is not a necessary component 

of children’s thinking. 

The current dataset raises novel questions regarding unique 

ways that video chat technology may give children insight 

into others’ mental states. For example, when reasoning 

about what a person can see over video chat, children have 

access to a uniquely informative source of information: The 

viewfinder, a small box present in the corner of the screen 

which directly displays the visual scene – as the other person 

sees it on their screen. Thus, in a real sense, the video chat 

interface simplifies the problem of perspective taking (e.g. 

Birch et al., 2017), reducing the need for mental state 

reasoning in the visual modality by providing a direct 

representation of the other person’s visual access. In our 

dataset, we noted that children often made use of this feature: 

Just after the sight question was asked, many children leaned 

over to peer closely at the video chat screen, seemingly 

checking the viewfinder to see if the object in question was 

within view. This observation suggests another way that 

children have a nuanced understanding of video chat: They 

appear able to appropriately make use of its unique features 

as novel sources of information about the mental states of 

another person. 

In addition, these data raise questions about how children 

reason about hearing over video chat. Children’s answers for 

this modality were divided: Although children more 

frequently judged that a person over video chat could hear 

than a person in a photo, only approximately half of children 

judged that the person over video chat could hear through the 

screen.  

We see two possible interpretations of this finding. It may 

be that it is more difficult for children to reason about what 

another person can hear, versus what another person can see 

or feel. Several studies have found that children have a more 

difficult time understanding how hearing leads to knowing, 

vs. how seeing leads to knowing (O'Neill & Gopnik, 1992; 

Pillow, 1993, Weinberger & Bushnell, 1994), although 

findings are mixed (e.g. Schmidt & Pyers, 2014). A general 

difficulty reasoning about auditory access may explain 

children’s greater uncertainty about the auditory modality in 

video chat. 

We find another interpretation more plausible: Children’s 

divided answers for hearing may be rational, and reflect an 

accurate understanding of the technological features and 

challenges of video chat. There are several common reasons 

why a person over video chat may be unable to hear: The 

mute button may be activated; the volume on the other device 

may be turned down; or there may be a problem with the 

call’s connection. In the visual modality, if the call’s 

connection is severed or the video signal muted, this is 

immediately apparent on the screen. However, for hearing, 

problems with the connection are not immediately obvious, 

and must instead be inferred based on whether the other 

person responds to sounds – evidence which was 

intentionally not made available in our study. Thus, it is 

possible that children’s uncertainty about hearing in video 

chat reflects a rational, adult-like inference – because there 

is, in fact, less certainty about whether the person over video 

chat can hear.  

Overall, these data demonstrate for the first time that by 

preschool age, children grasp the semi-symbolic nature of 

video chat: Children reason about the perceptual and physical 

capacities of video chat partners, and recognize their unique 

mixture of life-like affordances and photo-like limitations. 

This study provides a foundation for future work exploring 

how understanding of video chat develops earlier in life. 

Anecdotal reports suggest that unlike 4-year-olds, toddlers 

may dramatically misunderstand the nature of video chat, 

overestimating the extent to which the person is really present 

(e.g. putting raisins behind an iPad for grandpa to eat later; 

LaFrance, 2015). In future work, we plan to compare and 

contrast younger toddlers’ understanding of video chat, to 
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characterize the origins of children’s nuanced understanding 

of video chat, and other semi-representational technology.  
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Abstract

Young childrens speech pronunciations deviate systematically from adult forms. For example, onsets are often simplified
(e.g., stop becomes top), unstressed syllables frequently deleted (e.g., spaghetti becomes getti), and certain segments are
commonly replaced with other ones (e.g., rice becomes wice). The current study examined how well adults and a popular
automatic speech recognition system (i.e., Siri) deal with these deviations. The same 12 children were recorded producing
32 words in isolation at three ages: 2.5, 3.5, and 5.5 years. 12 adults were also recorded. These recordings were presented
to 48 young adults, 7 mothers, and Siri for transcription. All listeners performed worst with 2.5-year-old productions,
and humans outperformed Siri with all ages (p ¡ 0.001). Mothers demonstrated the highest accuracy with 2.5-year-old
productions (86%). Additionally, Siri made distinctive transcription errors with childrens speech. These errors may reflect
the systems lack of training with young childrens voices.
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From Tangled Object Manifold to Temporal Relation Manifolds
james ryland
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Abstract

In this paper, we extended the DiCarlo & Cox 2007 tangled object manifold framework of object recognition to bet-
ter address the unsupervised nature of category learning. We developed a novel Markov chain-based similarity metric
that formally connects aspects of manifold untangling with trace learning. Using these developments, we replaced un-
observable labels and artificial category boundaries with our observable Markov chain walk based similarity metric as a
theoretically grounded target for unsupervised category untangling. Further, we developed a new rationale for how neu-
ronal input windows should be chosen for an untangling algorithm using this new framework. This new framework for
manifold untangling and trace learning allowed us to synthesize aspects of simple cell learning, complex cell learning,
and axonal development theories, into a high-level theory of how the visual cortex learns to separate object categories at a
computational level.
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The Same or Different? Capacity Limitations in Visual Imagery versus Visual
Memory of Simple Structured Objects

christopher atkin
Nottingham Trent University , Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, United Kingdom

Abstract

Visual mental imagery and visual memory appear to utilise similar brain networks. However, limited research has in-
vestigated how similar the systems are in terms of capacity limits. Capacity limits of visual working memory (VWM)
and visual short-term memory (VSTM) have been the focus of considerable research, but to our knowledge none has at-
tempted to ascertain the number of objects that can be simultaneously imagined. This study aimed to provide estimates
of imagery capacity and explore how this relates to the capacity of visual memory. Participants completed three tasks that
explored imagination, VWM and VSTM, respectively. Set size was manipulated similarly in each task enabling modelling
of imagination and visual memory capacity. Capacity estimates were similar in the two visual memory tasks and higher
than that of imagination. The relations between these tasks are discussed alongside the theoretical implications about the
mechanisms underpinning imagery and visual memory.
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Abstract 

The statement “Girls are as good as boys at math” appears to 
express gender equality, but research has shown that people 
infer a gender difference from such statements: the group in 
the complement position (boys) is judged to be superior. Are 
people aware that the syntax of these statements influences 
their judgments and do these framing effects generalize to 
other groups and inferences? We addressed these questions by 
replicating and extending previous work, showing that (1) 
syntactic framing effects extend to politically charged 
inferences about religious groups and terrorism, and (2) the 
majority of people recognize subject-complement statements 
as influential in their judgments, but framing effects are found 
only in those who fail to recognize this influence. Those who 
do cite this syntax as influential tend to show a reverse 
framing effect, suggesting they may be sensitive to the bias 
implicit in such statements and consciously act to resist it. 

Keywords: language; syntax; framing; gender; terrorism 

Introduction 
“Girls are just as good at math as boys” (Rahhal, 2019). 
This news headline––from an online article describing an 
fMRI study that revealed gender similarities in the neural 
processing of math in young children (Kersey, Csumitta, & 
Cantlon, 2019)––appears to express that girls and boys have 
equal math skills. However, Chestnut and Markman (2018; 
henceforth, C&M) found that statements of gender equality 
with this subject-complement structure—which frames the 
gender in the complement position as the reference point 
(Tversky, 1977)—lead people to infer a gender difference; 
in this case reinforcing the common stereotype that boys are 
better at math. 

In C&M’s experiments, participants read several subject-
complement statements describing scientific evidence for 
gender equality in math or verbal ability, with girls and boys 
in the subject and complement positions, respectively (e.g., 
“girls performed as well as boys”), or vice versa (“boys 
performed as well as girls”). Participants consistently 
attributed more ability to the gender in the complement 
position, suggesting that this syntactic structure can either 

perpetuate stereotypes (e.g., when boys are the reference 
point in statements about math ability) or combat them (e.g., 
when girls are the reference point in such statements). A 
follow-up experiment suggested that people are unaware of 
the implicit messages transmitted by these statements. When 
explicitly asked whether “Girls do just as well as boys at 
math” is biased against girls, for example, participants 
judged this statement to be relatively unbiased. 

The apparent covertness of the effects of subject-
complement statements mirrors framing effects for other 
linguistic information, which have been shown to be 
similarly subtle. For example, Thibodeau and Boroditsky 
(2011) found that the metaphor used to describe crime 
(“beast” or “virus”) influenced people’s preferred crime 
mitigation strategies, yet the vast majority of participants 
(~95% across four experiments) cited seemingly more 
substantive information (e.g., crime statistics), rather than 
the metaphor, as the rationale for their judgments. In another 
study, Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2013) found that less 
than half of participants were able to recall which crime 
metaphor they had seen minutes earlier, yet they were 
affected by the metaphor just as much as participants who 
could recall it. 

Compared to metaphors, however, subject-complement 
statements may be more salient and memorable because 
they typically communicate the most important information 
in a speaker’s message or a writer’s report (as in the 
headline that begins this paper). As a result, after reading a 
report that begins with “Girls are as good at math as boys,” 
people might be more likely to recall this statement and 
consciously draw on it when asked to judge which gender is 
more naturally skilled at math. Note, though, that C&M 
found that people perceived such statements to be unbiased 
when they were explicitly asked to judge them. As a result, 
people who do consciously reference these statements when 
judging math ability might not show the expected syntactic 
framing effect—in other words, they might not actually 
attribute more ability to the gender in the complement 
position, either because they interpret the statements as 
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expressing equality, or else because they recognize the bias 
against girls implicit in the “girls equal boys” frame and 
subsequently try to mitigate against it in their judgments. If 
this were the case, then it would imply that the syntactic 
framing effect observed by C&M is driven by the minority 
of people for whom the influence of subject-complement 
statements is covert—that is, people who do not explicitly 
indicate that these statements influenced their judgments. 

Across three experiments, we investigated whether the 
effects of subject-complement statements are (1) moderated 
by explicit awareness of their influence on judgments, and 
(2) generalize to other politically charged comparisons. Our 
first study was a replication of one of C&M’s experiments, 
in which participants read summaries of actual scientific 
evidence showing no gender difference in math ability, but 
with either “boys” or “girls” framed as the reference point in 
subject-complement statements of equality. Participants 
then judged which gender is more naturally skilled at math. 
To assess whether the expected syntactic framing effect—
attributing more ability to the gender in the complement 
position—is moderated by explicit awareness, we also asked 
participants to indicate which part of the summary was most 
influential in their judgment (cf. Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 
2011, 2013). 

In Experiment 2, we examined whether syntactic framing 
effects, assessed via judgments of ability in C&M’s 
experiments and in Experiment 1, extend to judgments of 
the propensity to engage in certain kinds of behavior—in 
this case, to commit terrorist acts. In our post-9/11 U.S. 
society, there are pervasive stereotypes about who is most 
likely to be a terrorist, with many believing (erroneously) 
that Muslims commit more terrorist acts than members of 
other religious groups (Sides & Gross, 2013). Participants in 
Experiment 2 read summaries of actual terrorism data that 
framed either Muslims or Christians as the reference point 
in subject-complement statements of equality regarding the 
two groups’ propensity to commit terrorist acts. Participants 
then judged which group is more likely to commit such acts 
and indicated which part of the summary was most 
influential in their judgment. 

For the first two experiments, we preregistered our 
methods and analysis plans, but our analyses of the 
moderating effect of explicit awareness were exploratory. 
Experiment 3 was a high-powered replication of the first 
two experiments, with all participants judging both math 
ability and terrorist likelihood after reading subject-
complement statements in the respective domain. For this 
final experiment, all methods and analyses (including those 
assessing the role of explicit awareness) were preregistered.1 

                                                        
1 Our preregistrations for all three experiments (anonymized until 
this work is accepted for journal publication) can be found on 
AsPredicted: http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=g8ni9z (Experiment 
1); http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=ww9a7g (Experiment 2); 
http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=m8j285 (Experiment 3). 

Experiment 1: Math Ability 
Following C&M, we predicted that after reading subject-
complement statements of gender equality in math ability, 
participants would attribute more ability to the gender in the 
complement position. If so, statements with “boys” in the 
complement position should yield attributions similar to 
baseline beliefs (reflecting the common gender stereotype 
about math), but statements with “girls” in the complement 
position should reduce the tendency to attribute more ability 
to boys, relative to baseline. We also explored whether these 
effects differed in participants who cited the subject-
complement statements as most influential in their 
judgments and those who did not. 

In addition, we investigated whether the effects of 
subject-complement statements depend on the genericness 
of the statements. C&M’s statements included a mix of 
generic language (e.g., “girls are as good as boys at math”––
a claim about boys and girls in general) and non-generic 
language (e.g., “[researchers] found that girls performed as 
well as boys in grades two through eleven”––a statement 
about a specific study finding). Previous research suggests 
that findings are perceived as more important when phrased 
generically than non-generically (DeJesus et al., 2019), so 
subject-complement statements may be more likely to elicit 
framing effects when they are generic. We found no reliable 
effects of genericness across our experiments, however, so 
due to space constraints we do not address these analyses in 
our results or discussions.  

Method 
Participants A total of 338 English-speaking Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers from the U.S. (age: M = 
36; range = 18-72; 186 men, 152 women) participated for 
$0.30. This sample size gave us > 99% power to detect the 
smallest of C&M’s effects. 
 
Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly 
assigned to one of five conditions: Baseline (n = 72), 
Boys=Girls Generic (n = 67), Girls=Boys Generic (n = 68), 
Boys=Girls Non-Generic (n = 67), or Girls=Boys Non-
Generic (n = 64). In the Baseline condition, participants 
simply judged which gender (girls or boys) they thought 
was more naturally skilled at math, and then rated how 
confident they were in their judgment using a sliding scale 
(0 = not at all confident; 100 = very confident).  

In the Girls=Boys Generic condition, these questions 
were preceded by an adapted version of C&M’s summary of 
a large-scale math study. The summary contained three 
statements of gender equality phrased in generic language, 
each with “boys” in the complement position: “Girls Equal 
Boys at Math” (in the headline), “girls do just as well as 
boys at math,” and “girls perform as well as boys.” 
Following the forced-choice and confidence rating 
questions, participants were asked to indicate the part of the 
summary that was most influential in their judgment (by 
copying and pasting it into a text box) and any other 
information they relied on for their judgment. 
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The Girls=Boys Non-Generic condition was identical to 
its Generic counterpart, except that the subject-complement 
statements contained cues suggesting that the findings might 
not be generalizable, including past tense and the word 
“most” (cf. DeJesus et al., 2019). Thus, in the Girls=Boys 
Non-Generic condition, the three statements of equality 
were “Girls Equaled Boys at Math,” “most boys did just as 
well as most girls at math,” and “the boys performed as well 
as the girls.” The Boys=Girls Generic condition and the 
Boys=Girls Non-Generic condition were identical to their 
Girls=Boys counterparts, except that “girls” was in the 
complement position in the three statements of equality. 

Participants were debriefed regarding the subtle biases in 
our linguistic stimuli at the end of all three experiments. 
Methods were approved by the Colorado College IRB.  

Results 
Judgments in the Baseline condition reflected the common 
gender stereotype, with 67% of participants attributing more 
natural math ability to boys (SE = 6%)—a value greater than 
chance (binomial sign test: p = .006). 

Preregistered Analyses Following C&M, we analyzed 
the binary responses using logistic regression models with 
condition as a categorical predictor. Below we report odds 
ratios (OR) for the Wald tests in the models, which indicate 
the relative likelihood of selecting “boys” in a given 
condition (e.g., an OR of 0.5 indicates that participants were 
half as likely to select “boys” in the condition of interest 
than in the reference condition).2 

To test whether judgments varied by condition, we 
conducted a set of planned contrasts comparing responses in 
each syntax condition to those in the Baseline condition. As 
shown in Figure 1, the results replicated C&M. Whereas 
participants in the Girls=Boys conditions chose “boys” at 
rates similar to baseline (58%, SE = 4%, OR = .70 [95% CI: 
.38 to 1.28], p = .24), those in the Boys=Girls conditions 
chose “boys” significantly less often than baseline (37%, SE 
= 4%, OR = .30 [.16 to .54], p < .001). 

 

 
Figure 1. Overall responses in Experiment 1, reflecting the gender 

to whom participants attributed more natural math ability. Error 
bars in all figures represent ±1 SE. 

                                                        
2 For all three experiments, we also computed weighted responses 
by multiplying the binary responses (boys/Muslims = 1, 
girls/Christians = -1) by the confidence ratings (0-100). Because 
the weighted responses showed the same patterns as the binary 
responses across all experiments, we report only the latter. 

Exploratory Analyses To explore whether these effects 
were moderated by explicit awareness, we coded 
participants’ rationales for their judgments in the syntax 
conditions as “cited syntax” if they contained one or more 
of the subject-complement statements. Across conditions, 
the majority of participants (76%) cited the syntax. We used 
a logistic regression model with condition (Girls=Boys vs. 
Boys=Girls), cited syntax (yes vs. no), and the interaction of 
these factors as predictors of the binary responses. Notably, 
there was a significant interaction, OR = .36 [.17 to .76], p = 
.008, indicating that the framing effect of the subject-
complement statements depended on whether participants 
cited them in their rationale. 

To unpack this interaction, we ran separate logistic 
regression models (with condition as the sole predictor) on 
the responses of participants who cited and did not cite the 
syntax. For those who did not cite the syntax, there was a 
significant syntactic framing effect: participants in the 
Girls=Boys conditions (92%, SE = 5%, n = 37) were far 
more likely than those in the Boys=Girls conditions (48%, 
SE = 10%, n = 27) to attribute more natural math ability to 
boys, OR = 12.21 [3.01 to 49.55], p < .001. In contrast, for 
participants who cited the syntax, there was no framing 
effect: participants in the Girls=Boys conditions (45%, SE = 
5%, n = 95) and Boys=Girls conditions (35%, SE = 5%, n = 
107) responded similarly, OR = 1.56 [.89 to 2.76], p = .12 
(see Figure 2). Thus, the framing effect observed across the 
full sample was driven by the relatively small subset of 
participants (24%) who did not indicate that the subject-
complement statements were influential in their judgments. 
 

  
Figure 2. Responses in Experiment 1, separated by condition and 

whether or not participants cited the syntax. Dotted line = baseline. 

Discussion 
Overall, the results of Experiment 1 replicated C&M. After 
reading subject-complement statements of equality, 
participants attributed more natural math ability to the 
gender in the complement position—thus reinforcing the 
common gender stereotype (when Girls=Boys) or refuting it 
(when Boys=Girls). 

However, our exploratory analyses add another wrinkle to 
these effects. In their rationales, more than three-quarters of 
participants cited the subject-complement statements as 
most influential in their judgments, yet these participants 
were no more likely to judge boys as the more skilled 
gender when “boys” was in the complement position than in 
the subject position. This finding suggests that those who 
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cited the subject-complement statements as influential may 
have interpreted them at face value, as expressions of 
gender equality. Another possibility—suggested by these 
participants’ tendency to attribute more math ability to girls 
regardless of syntactic frame (see Figure 2)—is that they 
recognized the bias against girls implicit in the Girls=Boys 
frame and consciously resisted it in their judgments. We 
consider these possibilities further in our discussion of the 
remaining experiments. 

The expected syntactic framing effect was observed only 
in the roughly one-quarter of participants who did not cite 
the subject-complement statements as influential, implying 
that they drove the pattern seen across the full sample. Thus, 
it appears that the implications of subject-complement 
statements must be relatively covert for such statements to 
affect people’s judgments. Explicit recognition of the 
influence of such statements seems to eliminate their effects. 

Experiment 2: Terrorism 
In Experiment 2, we investigated whether syntactic framing 
effects extend to more incendiary judgments of the 
propensity to commit terrorist acts. Here the subject-
complement statements ostensibly expressed that Muslims 
and Christians are equally likely to be terrorists, but 
following the results of Experiment 1, we expected that 
participants would judge the group in the complement 
position as more likely. Of interest as well was whether this 
effect would again be moderated by explicit awareness. 

Method 
Participants A total of 340 English-speaking U.S. MTurk 
workers (age: M = 37; range = 19-75; 179 men, 160 women, 
1 non-binary) participated for $0.30. 
 
Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly 
assigned to one of five conditions mirroring those of 
Experiment 1: Baseline (n = 72), Muslims=Christians 
Generic (n = 66), Christians=Muslims Generic (n = 67), 
Muslims=Christians Non-Generic (n = 67), or 
Christians=Muslims Non-Generic (n = 68). The procedure 
was analogous to that of Experiment 1. Participants in the 
syntax conditions read a summary of a fictional large-scale 
terrorism study derived from actual data on terrorism 
(PIRUS, 2019). The summary in the Muslims=Christians 
Generic condition was as follows (the three statements of 
equality are underlined here): 

 
Recent Study: Muslims Equal Christians in Terrorist Acts 
A recent study has shown that Muslims are just as likely as 
Christians to commit terrorist acts. At the non-partisan Nation 
Institute, a team of researchers analyzed religiously motivated acts 
of violence and intimidation committed by hundreds of people in 
the United States from 1965 to 2015. Overall, they found that 
Muslims cause as many terror-related civilian deaths as Christians 
in major U.S. cities. A troubling finding from the study, however, is 
that there is no universal agreement on the definition of terrorism. 
The researchers worry that some government agencies, as a result, 
may fail to develop effective counterterrorism policies.  

The Muslims=Christians Non-Generic condition was 
identical to its Generic counterpart, except that the subject-
complement statements were “Muslims Equaled Christians 
in Terrorist Acts,” “some Muslims were just as likely as 
some Christians to commit terrorist acts,” and “the Muslims 
caused as many terror-related civilian deaths as the 
Christians.” The Christians=Muslims Generic condition and 
the Christians=Muslims Non-Generic condition were 
identical to their Muslims=Christians counterparts, except 
that “Muslims” was in the complement position in the three 
statements of equality. 

After reading the summary, participants judged which 
religious group (Muslims or Christians) is more likely to be 
terrorists (“Based on these findings, who do you think are 
more likely to be terrorists?”), rated their confidence in their 
answer, and provided a rationale for their judgment as in 
Experiment 1. The Baseline group answered only the 
terrorist likelihood and confidence questions. 

Results 
In the Baseline condition, 76% of participants judged 
Muslims as more likely to be terrorists  (SE = 5%), which 
was greater than chance (binomial sign test: p < .001). 
These results align with the common U.S. stereotype. 

Preregistered Analyses We analyzed the binary 
responses as in Experiment 1. Planned contrasts showed that 
participants chose “Muslims” less often in the syntax 
conditions than baseline, which was expected for the 
Muslims=Christians conditions (56%, SE = 4%, OR = .40 
[.21 to .76], p = .005), but not for the Christians=Muslims 
conditions (49%, SE = 4%, OR = .30 [.16 to .56], p < .001). 
As shown in Figure 3, participants chose “Muslims” 
descriptively less often when Muslims were in the 
complement position than in the subject position, providing 
no evidence for a syntactic framing effect overall. 

 

 
Figure 3. Overall responses in Experiment 2, reflecting the 

religious group participants judged as more likely to be terrorists. 
 

Exploratory Analyses In the syntax conditions, the 
majority of participants (68%) cited one or more subject-
complement statements in their rationales. A logistic 
regression model with condition (Christians=Muslims vs. 
Muslims=Christians), cited syntax, and the interaction of 
these factors as predictors yielded a significant interaction, 
OR = .22 [.12 to .39], p < .001, indicating that the effect of 
syntactic frame, though not observed overall, was 
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moderated by whether or not participants cited the syntax in 
their rationales. 

 

  
Figure 4. Responses in Experiment 2, separated by condition and 

whether or not participants cited the syntax. Dotted line = baseline. 
 

For participants who did not cite the syntax, there was a 
syntactic framing effect in the expected direction: those in 
the Christians=Muslims conditions (83%, SE = 5%, n = 48) 
were far more likely than those in the Muslims=Christians 
conditions (46%, SE = 8%, n = 37) to choose “Muslims,” 
OR = 5.88 [2.17 to 15.94], p < .001. In contrast, for 
participants who cited the syntax, there was a syntactic 
framing effect in the opposite direction: those in the 
Muslims=Christians conditions (60%, SE = 5%, n = 96) 
were more likely than those in the Christians=Muslims 
conditions (30%, SE = 5%, n = 87) to choose “Muslims,” 
OR = .28 [.15 to .52], p < .001 (see Figure 4). Thus, only the 
relatively small subset of participants (32%) who did not 
indicate that the subject-complement statements were 
influential judged the group in the complement position as 
more likely to be terrorists. Those who did indicate that the 
statements were influential judged the group in the subject 
position as more likely to be terrorists, contrary to the 
expected effect of syntactic frame. 

Discussion 
Unlike Experiment 1, there was no overall syntactic framing 
effect in Experiment 2: participants judged Muslims and 
Christians as about equally likely to commit terrorist acts 
regardless of syntactic frame, contrary to the baseline belief 
that Muslims are more likely to commit such acts. However, 
our exploratory analyses showed a similar pattern to 
Experiment 1. The expected syntactic framing effect—
judging the group in the complement position as more likely 
to be terrorists—was found only in the roughly one-third of 
participants who did not cite the subject-complement 
statements as influential in their judgments. These results 
provide further evidence for the covertness of such effects.  

The other two-thirds of participants, in contrast, not only 
failed to show the expected syntactic framing effect, but 
actually showed a significant effect in the opposite 
direction. This reverse effect suggests that consciously 
attending to the subject-complement statements may lead 
people to appreciate the bias against (in this case) the group 
in the complement position (i.e., the group implied to be 
more typical of terrorists) and to consciously resist it by 
selecting the other group as the more likely wrongdoers. 

Regardless of the explanation for this opposite framing 
effect, the results of Experiment 2 show that the expected 
effects of subject-complement statements generalize to 
judgments of behavioral propensity, but as in Experiment 1, 
only in people who fail to recognize this influence. 

Experiment 3: Confirmatory Replication 
In our first two experiments, the moderating effect of 
explicit awareness was found in exploratory analyses. In 
Experiment 3, we preregistered analyses to confirm this 
effect, assessed effects in both domains (math and terrorism) 
via a repeated-measures design, and more than doubled our 
sample size to ensure a high-powered replication. Given the 
results of the first two experiments, we did not have strong 
predictions about the overall effect of syntactic framing, but 
we predicted an interaction between frame (condition) and 
cited syntax in each domain (i.e., we predicted the expected 
framing effect in those who did not cite the syntax, and no 
effect or a reverse effect in those who cited the syntax). 

Method 
Participants A total of 752 English-speaking U.S. MTurk 
workers (age: M = 38; range = 18-82; 406 men, 341 women, 
5 non-binary) participated for $0.50. 
Materials and Procedure One-third of participants (n = 
260) were assigned to the Baseline condition for both 
domains (math and terrorism), and the other two-thirds (n = 
492) were assigned to one of the two syntax conditions for 
each domain. Participants received all stimuli and answered 
all questions for one domain before the other, with order 
counterbalanced. All of the subject-complement statements 
used generic language. The procedure was otherwise 
identical to that of the previous experiments. 

Results 
The Baseline condition replicated the previous experiments: 
67% of participants attributed more natural math ability to 
boys (SE = 3%), and 73% judged Muslims as more likely to 
be terrorists (SE = 3%). Both values were greater than 
chance (binomial sign tests: ps < .001). 

Preregistered Analyses As in the first two experiments, 
the majority of participants in the syntax conditions cited 
one or more subject-complement statements in their 
rationales for both domains (math: 70%; terrorism: 71%). 

We analyzed the binary responses in the syntax 
conditions separately for each domain, using logistic 
regression models with condition, cited syntax, and the 
interaction of these factors as predictors. For both domains, 
the interaction was significant (math: OR = .09 [.03 to .23], 
p < .001; terrorism: OR = .18 [.07 to .43], p < .001), 
indicating that the syntactic framing effect for each domain 
was moderated by whether or not participants cited the 
subject-complement statements in their rationales. Below 
we unpack each interaction by separately analyzing the 
responses of participants who cited and did not cite the 
syntax, as in the previous experiments. 
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Figure 5. Responses in Experiment 3 for the math domain, 

separated by condition and whether or not participants cited the 
syntax. Dotted line = baseline. 

 
Math Participants who did not cite the syntax showed the 

expected syntactic framing effect, replicating Experiment 1: 
those in the Girls=Boys condition (86%, SE = 4%, n = 69) 
were far more likely to choose “boys” than those in the 
Boys=Girls condition (52%, SE = 7%, n = 54), OR = 5.48 
[2.32 to 12.91], p < .001. In contrast, participants who cited 
the syntax showed a framing effect in the opposite direction: 
those in the Boys=Girls condition (66%, SE = 3%, n = 194) 
were more likely to choose “boys” than those in the 
Girls=Boys condition (49%, SE = 4%, n = 175), OR = .48 
[.31 to .73], p = .001 (see Figure 5). 

Terrorism For participants who did not cite the syntax, 
the framing effect trended in the expected direction, as in 
Experiment 2: those in the Christians=Muslims condition 
(80%, SE = 5%, n = 75) were descriptively more likely to 
choose “Muslims” than those in the Muslims=Christians 
condition (67%, SE = 6%, n = 67), OR = 1.96 [.91 to 4.19], 
p = .08. In contrast, participants who cited the syntax 
showed a framing effect in the opposite direction, 
replicating Experiment 2: participants in the 
Muslims=Christians condition (61%, SE = 4%, n = 177) 
were more likely to  choose “Muslims” than those in the 
Christians=Muslims condition (35%, SE = 4%, n = 173), 
OR = .35 [.23 to .54], p < .001 (see Figure 6). 

 

  
Figure 6. Responses in Experiment 3 for the terrorism domain, 
separated by condition and whether or not participants cited the 

syntax. Dotted line = baseline. 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 3 largely replicated the pattern of 
findings we observed in Experiments 1 and 2. For both the 
math and terrorism domains, we only observed the expected 
syntactic framing effect for the roughly 30% of participants 
who did not cite the syntax as influencing their judgments. 
For those who did cite the syntax, we observed the reverse 

framing effect, with participants perceiving the group in the 
subject position as superior at math or more likely to 
commit terrorist acts. This supports the possibility that these 
participants may be sensitive to the bias implicit in these 
statements, and to consciously resist it in their judgments. 

General Discussion  
Although statements like “Girls are as good at math as 
boys” appear to express gender equality, C&M showed that 
people infer a gender difference from such statements; 
namely, the group in the complement position (in this case, 
“boys”) is judged to be superior. Across three experiments, 
we replicated and extended this work, identifying a key 
moderator: whether or not people explicitly indicate that this 
subject-complement syntax was influential in their decision-
making. On the one hand, that we observed such similar 
patterns of syntactic framing in two vastly different domains 
(math ability versus propensity to commit terrorist acts) 
speaks to the generalizability of these effects. On the other 
hand, the reliable moderating role of (not) explicitly citing 
the syntax as influential places some limits on C&M’s 
conclusions, suggesting that these effects are not as 
pervasive as previously assumed. 

Interestingly, we consistently observed that those who did 
cite the syntax as influential in our studies showed, if 
anything, a reverse framing effect. This may suggest they 
are sensitive to the bias implicit in subject-complement 
statements and consciously acting to resist it, or they may 
simply be interpreting the statements at face value as 
expressions of equality (oblivious to the bias). In future 
work, we will disentangle these possibilities by asking 
participants to explicitly judge whether the statements are 
biased against one group (as in C&M’s follow-up study). 
Although C&M found that participants believed the 
statements to be relatively unbiased overall, those who cite 
the syntax as influential might be more likely to detect bias 
in the statements than those who do not. Such participants 
might also be more likely to hold prior beliefs that run 
counter to the bias, as indexed by demographic variables 
that predict endorsement of the relevant stereotypes (e.g., 
religious or political affiliation). 

While C&M concluded that subject-complement 
statements intended to express equality can backfire by 
implying that boys are naturally more talented than girls at 
math (or in our case, that Muslims are more likely than 
Christians to be terrorists), our findings suggest that these 
statements will only backfire when people do not stop and 
consider their implications. When people think carefully 
about what these statements mean, they may be less 
susceptible to perpetuating the stereotypes subtly 
transmitted by them. 
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Abstract 

Spacing presentations of learning items across time improves        
memory relative to massed schedules of practice – the         
well-known spacing effect. Spaced practice can be further        
enhanced by adaptively scheduling the presentation of learning        
items to deliver customized spacing intervals for individual        
items and learners. ARTS - Adaptive Response-time-based       
Sequencing (Mettler, Massey, & Kellman 2016) determines       
spacing dynamically in relation to each learner’s ongoing speed         
and accuracy in interactive learning trials. We demonstrate the         
effectiveness of ARTS when applied to chemistry nomenclature        
in community college chemistry courses by comparing adaptive        
schedules to fixed schedules consisting of continuously       
expanding spacing intervals. Adaptive spacing enhanced the       
efficiency and durability of learning, with learning gains        
persisting after a two-week delay and generalizing to a         
standardized assessment of chemistry knowledge after 2-3       
months. Two additional experiments confirmed and extended       
these results in both laboratory and community college settings. 

Keywords: adaptive learning, spacing effect, chemistry      
education, STEM learning 

Introduction 
Spacing learning opportunities across time improves      

long-term retention relative to massing material in the        
short-term - the well known spacing effect (Dempster, 1989;         
Ebbinghaus, 1913). Spacing improves learning across a       
variety of materials and learning modes and has the         
potential to greatly improve educational outcomes, as       
indicated by experts in an Institute of Education        
Sciences-sponsored practice guide reviewing scientific     
evidence (Pashler, Bain, Bottge, Graesser, Koedinger,      
McDaniel & Metcalfe, 2007). However, experimental      
studies that involve meaningful content and consequential       
learning outcomes  in real-world settings are uncommon. 

Prior laboratory studies have demonstrated that learning       
gains due to spaced practice can be further enhanced by          
dynamically generating spacing delays that are appropriate       
to variations in learners and learning content. ARTS,        
Adaptive Response-time-based Sequencing, is a method of       
adaptively scheduling the presentation of learning items to        
deliver beneficial spacing intervals for individual items and        
learners as a function of ongoing performance. ARTS        
determines spacing dynamically from each learner’s speed       
and accuracy in interactive learning trials (Mettler, Massey,        
& Kellman, 2011, 2016).  

Chemistry education poses significant challenges in terms       
of the amount of material to be learned, the pace of           
instruction, and the need to achieve sufficient levels of         
mastery to support subsequent learning. Introductory      
courses could likely be improved if principles of spacing         
were applied to the learning of basic information in         
chemistry. In a series of studies, we assessed the         
effectiveness of ARTS when applied to the learning of         
chemistry nomenclature content, where learning items      
consisted of names and formulas for polyatomic ions and         
acids. We compared adaptive spacing to fixed schedules of         
practice that were preset and not adaptive, to investigate the          
relative benefits of adaptive spacing over fixed spacing.        
Fixed spacing intervals were ‘expanding’, that is, spacing        
delays got continuously larger across the learning session.        
Expanding intervals have been thought to enhance learning        
(Bjork & Allen, 1970) compared to fixed spacing schedules         
with ‘equal’ interval sizes. Though there are debates about         
the benefits of expanding spacing (e.g., Karpicke &        
Roediger, 2007), there is no doubt that fixed expanding         
schedules are one plausible type of effective spacing        
schedule that would be useful to compare against adaptive         
schedules (see Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2016 for        
comparisons of schedules with fewer total presentations). 

In three studies we examined the effect of adaptive         
spacing on the learning and fluent use of basic chemical          
nomenclature. We focused on several questions. First, do        
adaptive schedules of practice improve learning of       
chemistry nomenclature? Second, do adaptive schedules      
outperform fixed schedules when learning is not limited to a          
fixed number of presentations, but instead proceeds until        
learners reach objective mastery criteria? Do the       
advantages of adaptive scheduling replicate between the       
laboratory and real-world learning scenarios? Finally, does       
adaptive learning lead to better learning in the classroom         
and on standardized tests of chemistry knowledge       
administered at the end of a school semester? 

In the first study, we assessed whether learners who         
learned using adaptive spacing outperformed learners who       
studied using fixed spacing schedules. We conducted this        
study with students enrolled in introductory chemistry       
classes at a community college. In a second study, we          
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replicated the results using undergraduate students who had        
not taken any college-level chemistry courses. In a third         
study, also with community college students, we       
manipulated the type of item retirement that occurred in         
fixed schedules in order to assess fixed schedules that have          
capabilities similar to an adaptive scheduling system.  

Exp. 1: Adaptive vs. Fixed Expanding Spacing 
In order to assess the effectiveness of adaptive spacing in          
chemistry learning, a set of chemistry nomenclature facts        
was used as learning items, and the repetition of individual          
items and the spacing between repetitions was manipulated.  

There were two scheduling conditions. In the Adaptive         
condition, schedules were generated with Adaptive      
Response-Time-based Sequencing (ARTS). In the Fixed      
condition, spacing delays were generated using an algorithm        
that attempted to present items with a fixed, expanding         
schedule of spacing delays. The fixed spacing algorithm was         
as follows: Initial intervals were 1 trial, then 5 trials, then 9            
trials, then 13, and so on - increasing by 4 trials at each             
interval. For example, a hypothetical chemistry fact, item        
A, would be presented on trial number 1, then trial 3, 8, 17,             
30, etc. Since, in any given set of learning items there is a             
maximum possible spacing interval size, which is a function         
of the total number of items (non-retired items) in the          
learning set and the number of times items are repeated, the           
fixed condition continued to present the longest possible        
delay for each item even if the exact expected spacing delay           
size was not reached. Similarly, in the event of spacing          
delay conflict, the algorithm attempted to match as closely         
as possible the intended spacing interval size for each item          
at each presentation. 

In the Adaptive condition, items were scheduled using         
ARTS, and each item was subject to the following         
retirement criteria: four of the last four presentations correct,         
with each trial’s reaction time < 7 seconds. Once an item           
reached its learning criteria, it was removed from the active          
learning set. In the Fixed condition, items were not         
removed, and the experimental session finished when all        
items had met the learning criteria previously described. 

Method 
Participants 31 community college students enrolled in an        
introductory chemistry course (15 in the Adaptive condition        
and 16 in the Fixed condition) completed study activities as          
assigned work as part of their course curriculum. 
 
Materials 23 chemistry nomenclature items were used,        
selected by the course instructor to be most relevant to the           
learning material in the course. The items included 17         
polyatomic ion names and 6 acid names. An individual trial          
consisted of a presentation of one item in one of two trial            
type formats, where the user response was followed by  

 
Figure 1: Examples of polyatomic ion naming and acid 

naming trials with feedback.  
 

feedback indicating the correctness of their answer. Trial        
types included a mixture of two types of mappings between          
formulas and names: either a name was presented and         
learners were asked to generate the corresponding formula        
by selecting from 4 choices, or a formula was presented and           
learners were asked to type the corresponding name using         
the keyboard, in the case of ions, or select the name from            
four multiple choices in the case of acids. To simplify the           
design, a random half of the nomenclature items were         
assigned to one trial type and the other half of items to the             
other trial type.  Trials are illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Design Two conditions were compared, an Adaptive        
condition that utilized the ARTS algorithm, and a Fixed         
scheduling condition, Fixed Continuous Expanding Spacing,      
where the intervals between presentations of each item were         
pre-set and where successive spacing intervals grew       
continuously larger. Participants were randomly assigned to       
one of the two conditions. 
 
Procedure Participants began with a pretest on 23 items,         
followed by a training phase. Test and training items were          
identical except that in training participants received       
feedback as to the correctness of their answer while test          
items had no feedback. A delayed posttest was administered         
2 weeks after the immediate posttest with the same 23 items.  
 
ARTS - Adaptive Response-time-based Sequencing     
ARTS uses a priority score system, in which the priority for           
an item to reappear on each learning trial is computed as a            
function of accuracy, response time, and trials since the last          
presentation. The priority score for an item i is given in           
Equation 1.  
 
 (1) 
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Ni is trials since last presentation; D is an enforced delay           
constant; αi is a “switch” that is 1 if the answer is incorrect             
and 0 if the answer is correct, utilizing RT only in the latter             
case; W is a priority increment for wrong answers; a, b, and            
r are constants. Details can be found in other work (e.g.,           
Mettler, Massey & Kellman, 2011). ARTS can also be         
applied to adaptive category sequencing in perceptual       
learning where items to be spaced are categories rather than          
individual facts (e.g., Mettler & Kellman, 2014). ARTS has         
previously been applied to PL in chemistry education        
involving perceptual learning of 3d chemical structure       
(El-Ashmawy et al., 2013). 

ARTS implements mastery criteria based on both       
accuracy and speed. As learning strength increases, as        
reflected in performance, spacing intervals automatically      
grow. Because all items compete for presentation on any         
trial through their priority scores, the system concurrently        
tends to optimize  adaptive spacing for all learning items.  
  
Planned Analyses Our primary measure of learning       
performance was learning efficiency, defined as accuracy       
gain from pretest to posttest divided by the number of trials           
invested in learning and multiplied by the number of         
learning items. Efficiency gives a way of measuring        
learning retention that incorporates variations in both       
posttest performance and the number of learning trials        
required to reach mastery criteria. It may be thought of as a            
rate measure, indicating performance improvement in an       
item per learning trial; multiplying by the number of items          
scales this measure to have a maximum value of 1.0. We           
also examined raw accuracy change scores between pre and         
posttests and learning performance at equivalent points       
during the learning session. Measures of performance at        
equivalent moments during learning convey the relative       
rapidity of learning for learners using a given schedule. All          
measures were assessed using standard parametric statistics       
such as ANOVA and planned comparisons between       
conditions. All statistical tests were two-tailed, with a 95%         
confidence level, all effect sizes d are Cohen’s d, and all           
error bars in graphs show +/- 1 standard error of the mean. 

Results 
Posttest Efficiency Efficiency scores for the adaptive and        
fixed spacing conditions at each posttest phase are shown in          
Figure 2. Scores were highest for the Adaptive condition,         
both at immediate posttest (Adaptive: M=0.038, SD=0.015;       
Fixed: M=0.012, SD=0.012) and at a 2 week delayed         
posttest (Adaptive: M=0.028, SD=0.014; Fixed: M=0.012,      
SD=0.009). A 2x2 ANOVA was conducted on efficiency        
scores using posttest phase and scheduling condition as        
factors. There was a significant effect of scheduling        
condition (F(1,29)=24.6, p<.001), a significant effect of       
posttest phase (F(1,29)=8.48, p=.007) and a significant       
interaction between scheduling condition and posttest phase       
(F(1,29)=7.02, p=.013). Paired comparisons showed     

significant differences between Adaptive and Fixed      
condition efficiencies at immediate posttest (t(29)=5.32,      
p<.001, d=1.92) and delayed posttest (t(29)=3.83, p<.001,       
d=1.4). Comparing means across posttest phases, there was        
a significant difference between immediate and delayed       
posttests for the Adaptive condition (t(14)=3.62, p=.003,       
d=0.65), but no significant difference for the Fixed        
condition (t(15)=0.272, p=.79, d=0.06). 
 
Accuracy Change Scores Accuracy was also analyzed, but        
owing to differences in the number of trials to reach the           
same mastery criterion in each condition, accuracy was        
assumed to be a less informative measure of learning gains          
than efficiency scores. Accuracy change scores were       
computed by subtracting each participant’s pretest score       
from their posttest scores. Pretests differed across conditions        
(Adaptive: M=0.38, SD=0.19; Fixed: M=0.55, SD=0.24 ;       
t(29)=2.15, p=.04, d=0.78). Change scores were higher for        
the Adaptive condition both at immediate posttest       
(Adaptive: M=0.348, SD=0.113; Fixed: M=0.291,     
SD=0.256) and at a 2 week delayed posttest (Adaptive:         
0.258, SD=0.116; Fixed: M=0.253, SD=0.178). A 2X2       
ANOVA was conducted on accuracy change scores using        
posttest phase and scheduling condition as factors. There        
was no effect of scheduling condition (F(1,29)=0.28, p=.6),        
a significant effect of posttest phase (F(1,29)=7.16, p=.012),        
and no interaction between scheduling condition and       
posttest phase (F(1,29)=1.20, p=.281). Paired comparisons      
showed no significant differences between Adaptive and       
Fixed conditions at either immediate posttest (t(30)=0.8,       
p=.4, d=0.31) or delayed posttest (t(30)=0.1, p=.9, d=0.036).        
Comparing means across posttest phases, there was a        
significant difference between immediate and delayed  

 

 
Figure 2:  Learning efficiency in immediate and 2-week 

delayed posttest in Experiment 1. 
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posttests for the Adaptive condition (t(14)=3.46, p=.004,       
d=0.787), but not for the Fixed condition (t(15)=0.984,        
p=.341, d=0.175). 
 
Equivalent Trials Analysis Participants took longer to       
reach retirement in the Fixed condition (515 trials) than in          
the Adaptive condition (255 trials), so we compared        
learning performance at equivalent points during training for        
the Adaptive and Fixed conditions, specifically for the last 2          
presentations of each item before retirement in the adaptive         
condition and before trial 255 in the Fixed condition.         
Accuracy was reliably higher in the Adaptive condition        
(t(29)=5.07, p<.001), with a very large effect size (d=2.62). 

Discussion 
As demonstrated across dependent measures, adaptive      
sequencing outperformed predetermined schedules of     
practice at both an immediate and a delayed test, and on           
measures of performance taken at equivalent times during        
learning. In Exp. 2, we sought to replicate these findings          
with a different learner group in a controlled laboratory         
rather than a classroom setting.  

Experiment 2: Laboratory Replication 
Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1. Its purpose was          
to replicate the findings of Exp. 1 in a more controlled           
laboratory setting. We also used a different learner group,         
more homogeneous than the community college sample in        
having no recent exposure to chemistry at the college level.  
 
Method 
Participants Participants were 36 UCLA undergraduates      
who received psychology course credit for participation.       
Participants were screened for level of chemistry knowledge        
based on their completion of chemistry courses.       
Participation was limited to students who had not taken any          
chemistry courses at the college level. 
 
Materials, Design & Procedure The materials, design and        
procedure were identical to Experiment 1 except that the         
delayed posttest was administered after 1 week. 

Results 
Posttest Efficiency Efficiency scores for the two scheduling        
conditions and at each posttest phase are shown in Figure 3.           
Scores were highest for the Adaptive condition, both at an          
immediate posttest (Adaptive: M=0.042, SD=0.017; Fixed:      
M=0.025, SD=0.005) and at a 1 week delayed posttest         
(Adaptive: M=0.024, SD=0.018; Fixed: M=0.015,     
SD=0.007). A 2X2 ANOVA was conducted on efficiency        
scores using posttest phase and scheduling condition as        
factors. There was a significant effect of scheduling        
condition (F(1,34)=10.72, p=.002), a significant effect of       
posttest phase (F(1,34)=48.9, p<.001), and a marginally       

significant scheduling condition by posttest phase      
interaction (F(1,34)=4.03, p=.053). Paired comparisons     
showed significant differences between Adaptive and Fixed       
condition efficiencies at immediate posttest (t(34)=3.86,      
p<.001, d=1.48), and a marginally significant difference       
between efficiencies at delayed posttest (t(34)=1.94, p=.061,       
d=0.704). Comparing means across posttest phases, there       
was a significant difference between tests for both the         
Adaptive (t(17)=4.73, p<.001, d=1.05) and the Fixed       
condition (t(17)=8.17, p<.001, d=1.74). 
 
Pretest Accuracy and Change Scores Pretest accuracy was        
not different between conditions (Adaptive: M=0.23,      
SD=0.15; Fixed: M=0.55, SD=0.12 ; t(34)=0.10, p=.92,       
d=0.03). Change scores were higher for the Fixed        
condition both at immediate posttest (Adaptive: M=0.413,       
SD=0.164; Fixed: M=0.609, SD=0.131) and at a 1-week        
delayed posttest (Adaptive: M=0.229, SD=0.171; Fixed:      
M=0.357, SD=0.162). A 2X2 ANOVA was conducted on        
accuracy change scores using posttest phase and scheduling        
condition as factors. There was a significant effect of         
scheduling condition (F(1,34)=11.96, p=.001), a significant      
effect of posttest phase (F(1,34)=81.33, p<.001), and no        
scheduling condition by posttest phase     
interaction(F(1,34)=1.97, p=.17). Paired comparisons    
between scheduling conditions at each posttest showed       
significant differences between Adaptive and Fixed at       
immediate posttest (t(34)=3.95, p<.001, d=1.326) and at       
delayed posttest (t(34)=2.302, p=.028, d=0.768).     
Comparing means across posttest phases, there were       
significant differences between immediate and delayed      
posttest for the Adaptive condition (t(17)=4.95, p<.001,  
  

 
Figure 3: Learning efficiency in immediate and a 1 week 

delayed posttest in Experiment 2. 
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d=1.095), and for the Fixed condition (t(17)=8.168, p<.001,        
d=1.713). 

 
Equivalent Trials Analysis Participants took longer to       
reach retirement in the Fixed condition than in the Adaptive          
condition, so we compared learning performance at       
equivalent points during training for the Adaptive and Fixed         
conditions. Participants took on average 260 trials to reach         
retirement in the Adaptive condition and 594 in the Fixed          
condition. When looking at performance in both conditions        
at trial 260, accuracy was higher in the Adaptive condition          
than in the Fixed condition, a significant difference        
(t(34)=8.75, p<.001, d=4.125). 

Discussion 
The results of experiment 1 were replicated using university         
students who were not actively enrolled in chemistry        
courses. Again, adaptive sequencing showed greater      
efficiency than predetermined schedules of practice at both        
immediate and delayed tests, as well as at an equivalent          
point during the course of learning.  

Experiment 3 – Adaptive vs. Fixed 
Continuous Expanding with Retirement 

Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that learning could        
improve in both classroom and laboratory contexts if        
individual chemistry facts were adaptively scheduled using       
ongoing learner response speed and accuracy. These       
differences were present when learning criteria and       
retirement features were applied to each individual item in         
the Adaptive condition; Fixed continuous expanding      
conditions did not include a retirement (dropout) feature. In         
experiment 3, we included the retirement feature in both         
Adaptive and Fixed conditions. For the Fixed condition,        
each item could be retired – removed from the active          
learning set – when it met retirement criteria. The         
retirement criteria were thus equivalent across the Adaptive        
and Fixed conditions and were the same as the retirement          
criteria for the Adaptive condition in experiments 1 and 2. 

Method 
Participants Participants were 63 introductory chemistry      
students at Collin College who participated as part of an          
introductory chemistry course.  

 
Materials, Design & Procedure The materials, design and        
procedure were identical to experiments 1 and 2 with the          
following differences: The procedure was altered so that        
items in the Fixed condition could be retired after reaching          
learning criteria. The learning criteria were the same as         
Experiments 1 and 2 for the Adaptive conditions - four of           
the last four presentations of an item answered correctly,         
with each response faster than 7 seconds. The delayed         
posttest, as in Experiment 1, was administered 2 weeks after          

the immediate posttest. Participants were assigned to       
conditions randomly, but due to scheduling errors, there        
were 33 participants assigned to the Adaptive condition and         
30 participants to the Fixed condition. 

Results 
Posttest Efficiency Efficiency scores for the two scheduling        
conditions and at each posttest phase are shown in Figure 4.           
Scores were numerically higher for the Adaptive condition,        
both at an immediate posttest (Adaptive: M=0.038,       
SD=0.023; Fixed: M=0.036, SD=0.018) and at a 2 week         
delayed posttest (Adaptive: M=0.028, SD=0.024; Fixed:      
M=0.022, SD=0.018). A 2X2 ANOVA was conducted on        
efficiency scores using posttest phase and scheduling       
condition as factors. There was no reliable effect of         
scheduling condition (F(1,61)=0.583, p=0.448), a significant      
effect of posttest phase (F(1,61)=27.97, p<.001), and no        
reliable scheduling condition by posttest phase interaction       
(F(1,61)=0.643, p=0.426).  

Paired comparisons showed no significant differences       
between Adaptive and Fixed condition efficiencies at       
immediate posttest (t(61)=0.353, p=.72, d=0.09) or at       
delayed posttest (t(61)=1.022, p=.31, d=0.262). Comparing      
means across posttest phases, there was a significant        
difference between tests for both the Adaptive (t(32)=3.074,        
p=.00, d=0.437) and the Fixed condition (t(29)=4.583,       
p<.001, d=0.766). 
 
Pretest Accuracy and Change Scores Pretest accuracy        
was not different between conditions (Adaptive: M=0.33       
SD=0.16; Fixed: M=0.33, SD=0.14 ; t(61)=0.11, p=.92,       
d=0.02). Accuracy change scores were highest for the Fixed         
condition at immediate posttest (Adaptive: M=0.336,      
SD=0.173; Fixed: M=0.397, SD=0.154) and the same at a         
2-week delayed posttest (Adaptive: M=0.24, SD=0.191;      
Fixed: M=0.24, SD=0.169). A 2X2 ANOVA was       
conducted on accuracy change scores using posttest phase        
and scheduling condition as factors. There was no        
significant effect of scheduling condition (F(1,61)=0.767,      
p=.385), a significant effect of posttest phase (F(1,61)=26.3,        
p<.001), and no scheduling condition by posttest phase        
interaction (F(1,61)=1.474, p=.229). Paired comparisons     
between scheduling conditions at each posttest did not show         
significant differences at immediate posttest (t(61)=1.478,      
p=.14, d=0.374) or at delayed posttest (t(61)=0.049, p=.96,        
d=0.012). Comparing means across posttest phases, there       
was a significant difference between immediate and delayed        
posttest for the Adaptive condition (t(32)=2.847, p=.01,       
d=0.529), and a significant difference between immediate       
and delayed posttests for the Fixed condition (t(29)=4.464,        
p<.001, d=0.96). 
 
Equivalent Trials Analysis Participants took longer to        
reach retirement in the Fixed than in the Adaptive condition.          
Participants took on average 215 trials to reach retirement in 
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Figure 4: Learning efficiency in immediate and 2-week 

delayed posttest by condition in Experiment 3. 
 

the Adaptive condition and 275 in the Fixed condition, a          
significant difference (t(61)=3.53, p<.001, d=0.917). When      
looking at performance in both conditions at an equivalent         
point in learning, accuracy was higher in the Adaptive         
condition than in the Fixed condition, but this was not a           
significant difference (t(61)=1.05, p=.298, d=0.365). 

Discussion 
Experiment 3 compared fixed and adaptive schedules when        
both types of schedule utilized the same mastery criteria and          
individual items dropped out when a learner reached        
objective mastery criteria for each item. Equating mastery        
and retirement criteria tended to equalize performance       
across the adaptive and fixed expanding schedules, although        
speed of retirement occurred reliably faster in the adaptive         
condition. Results with this community college sample did        
not show the clear advantage of adaptive spacing after equal          
numbers of trials shown in Experiments 1 and 2 of the           
present work or in other research (Mettler, Massey &         
Kellman, 2016; Mettler et al., 2020). 
 
American Chemical Society Standardized Exam 
In addition to measures of learning evaluated here,        
community college participants in our studies took a        
standardized test developed by American Chemical Society       
(ACS) exam at the completion of the school semester, as a           
standard part of their courses. We analyzed 9 questions from          
the ACS exam that were related to chemistry nomenclature         
knowledge. The questions were chosen by an instructor        
who did not have knowledge of the results of the prior           
studies. Students who participated in the ACS exam had         
participated in experiments comparing adaptive and fixed       
schedules, including participants in the  Adaptive and Fixed  

 
Figure 5: Results by condition from an American Chemical 
Society standardized examination administered at the end of 

community college semester. 
 
conditions of Experiment 1 above, as well as Adaptive and          
Fixed participants in an experiment not reported here where         
the total number of presentations of each item was limited          
and equated across conditions.  

Participants in these two groups, Adaptive and Fixed,        
were compared in terms of their accuracy on ACS exam          
questions relevant to chemistry nomenclature. The results       
of the ACS exam questions are displayed in Figure 5 for the            
two groups. The accuracy of participants in the Adaptive         
conditions was higher (M=0.252, SD=0.241, N=23) than in        
the Fixed conditions (M=0.106, SD=0.128, N=35), a       
significant difference (t(56)=3.017, p=.004, d=0.795).  

 
Conclusion 

Experiments 1 and 2 showed clear benefits of adaptive         
learning over fixed expanding spacing in parallel studies of         
chemistry learning in a real-world learning setting and in a          
controlled laboratory setting. The results suggested that both        
adaptively generated spacing intervals and use of mastery        
criteria to retire items produced these benefits, as shown in          
both efficiency and equivalent trials accuracy analyses.       
Experiment 3, however, with a different community college        
sample and mastery criteria applied to both conditions,        
showed faster learning with adaptive spacing, but generally        
minimal differences between conditions otherwise. As      
earlier work showed clear advantages of adaptive spacing        
apart from use of mastery criteria (Mettler et al., 2016), we           
believe the differences across studies here reflect the        
considerable variability of prior and ongoing chemistry       
learning, as well as less well-controlled conditions in        
studying community college classes relative to laboratory       
settings. Most encouraging in these settings, however, is that         
in the aggregate, students who received adaptive spacing in         
studies with and without mastery criteria outperformed       
students who received fixed spacing schedules when tested        
after a substantial delay on a transfer test: a standardized          
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ACS test of chemistry learning administered months later at         
the end of students’ courses. Overall, the results of these          
studies indicated the benefits of adaptive learning methods        
in a real-world STEM-learning context. An adaptive       
learning system that guided spacing and mastery based on         
each individual learner’s performance on individual items       
during the course of learning generally produced immediate,        
delayed, and transfer test performance that outperformed       
fixed spacing schedules. The fixed spacing schedules       
chosen as controls were an evidence-based, non-adaptive       
alternative where spacing interval sizes continuously      
increased during learning (expanding spacing intervals).  

Taken together, these results confirm and extend earlier        
results with adaptive systems and support the general ideas         
that 1) spacing intervals should increase as underlying        
learning strength increases; 2) that learning strength varies        
by learners and items and fluctuates during the course of          
learning; and 3) that a combination of learner accuracy and          
response time may be used effectively to estimate learning         
strength, both for determination of favorable spacing and for         
objective estimation of mastery. 

Spacing learning items adaptively based on ongoing       
measures of learning strength have the potential to improve         
learning in chemistry education, as well as in other         
challenging learning domains.  
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Principled connections guide semantic feature production
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Abstract

When people think about the features of scissors, they often spontaneously recall a central feature of scissors: they cut
things. They tend not to recall other features of scissors, e.g., that they have handles. The present paper posits a novel
explanation for the behavior: the features people recall first and most often reflect semantic generalizations of kinds. A
recent taxonomy of such generalizations suggests that people represent privileged links between kinds and their features
known as principled connections (Prasada et al., 2013). Principled connections can reflect norms, and one way to diagnose
the presence of a principled connection is to test the acceptability of sentences of the form all normal Xs have feature
Y, as in all normal cars have four wheels. We tested whether participants accept generalizations about the normality of
features produced in a semantic feature production task. Two experiments provided participants with generalizations about
features listed first and most often as well as features that people list less frequently. Both experiments found that people
readily accepted generalizations about the normality of frequently produced features. The results corroborate the view that
principled connections help people recall the features of conceptual categories.
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Abstract

When integrating information in real time from multiple
modalities or sources, such as when navigating with the help
of GPS voice instructions along with a visual map, a decision-
maker is faced with a difficult cue integration problem. The
two sources, in this case visual and spoken, have potentially
very different interpretations or presumed reliability. When
making decisions in real time, how do we combine cues com-
ing from visual and linguistic evidence sources? In a sequence
of three studies we asked participants to navigate through a
set of virtual mazes using a head-mounted virtual reality dis-
play. Each maze consisted of a series of T intersections, at
each of which the subject was presented with a visual cue and a
spoken cue, each separately indicating which direction to con-
tinue through the maze. However the two cues did not always
agree, forcing the subject to make a decision about which cue
to “trust.” Each type of cue had a certain level of reliability
(probability of providing correct guidance), independent from
the other cue. Subjects learned over the course of trials how
much to follow each cue, but we found that they generally
trusted spoken cues more than visual ones, notwithstanding
the objectively matched reliability levels. Finally, we show
how subjects’ tendency to favor the spoken cue can be mod-
eled as a Bayesian prior favoring trusting such sources more
than visual ones.
Keywords: multimodal integration; navigation; Bayesian in-
ference; virtual reality

Navigation as a Decision-making Problem
Navigation, the process by which an agent chooses a path
through the environment, has been studied from the point
of view of cognitive strategy (Loomis, Klatzky, Golledge,
& Philbeck, 1999; Golledge, 2003), computation (Durrant-
Whyte & Bailey, 2006) and neural representation (Andersen,
Snyder, Bradley, & Xing, 1997). The cognitive component
of navigation—often referred to as wayfinding— requires the
agent to integrate information from multiple sources (Deneve
& Pouget, 2004), including both environmental cues and in-
ternal representations, in order to choose a path that optimizes
success in arriving at a target location. In this work we treat
navigation as a decision problem, focusing on how disparate
and potentially conflicting information is integrated to arrive
at a decision about which way to go.

Consider for example the problem faced by a driver navi-
gating with the assistance of a GPS device (Holland, Morse,
& Gedenryd, 2002). The driver must integrate visual cues
about which way to turn (e.g. road structure and signage) with
spoken instructions from the GPS explicitly indicating which
way to turn at each intersection. If these cues conflict—for

example, the GPS says to turn left when a visible sign sug-
gests turning right—the driver must make a decision in the
face of what is traditionally called cue conflict. In princi-
ple, in such a situation, the driver may have a prior beliefs
about which cue is more reliable, which can be thought of as
a Bayesian prior over the probability that each cue is likely to
be accurate. Which cue will they “trust” more, and how do
they integrate evidence from sources of various degrees of re-
liability? The experiment below is designed to answer these
questions, with the goal of quantifying subjects’ tendency to
rely on each type of cue source in a Bayesian framework.

There is a substantial literature on cue combination (Landy,
Maloney, Johnston, & Young, 1995), much of which suggests
that human observers integrate cues in an approximately op-
timal fashion (Cheng, Shettleworth, Huttenlocher, & Rieser,
2007). In an optimal framework, each cue is weighted ac-
cording to its reliability (for Gaussian cues, often quantified
as the inverse of the variance, see Yuille & Bülthoff, 1996).
Visual cues have often been regarded as dominant over other
cues (Colavita, 1974; Egeth & Sager, 1977), though in more
modern treatments this has been attributed to their greater re-
liability and thus higher weight (Ernst & Banks, 2002). In
some contexts auditory cues have been found to predominate
over visual ones (Grahn, Henry, & McAuley, 2011), though
again this has been argued to reflect their greater reliability in
those contexts (Burr, Banks, & Morrone, 2009). Hence while
individual cues vary in reliability, human decisions seem gen-
erally to integrate them in an approximately rational fashion.

However the juxtaposition of visual and spoken (auditory
linguistic) cues faced by the driver using the GPS—and fairly
ubiquitous in other natural contexts—does not seem to have
been addressed in the literature, and raises a number of novel
issues. As discussed below, spoken cues may carry a subjec-
tive weight potentially disproportional to their objective reli-
ability. So in the experiments we conducted, we asked sub-
jects to navigate using a combination of visual and spoken
cues, whose statistical reliability we controlled and manipu-
lated. The overall goal was to understand how such cues are
integrated, and in particular to quantify the degree of “trust”
subjects allocate to different kinds of information sources.

Experiments
We created a set of nine mazes in a virtual reality (VR) envi-
ronment which subjects experienced through a head-mounted
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display (Fig. 1). Each maze consists of a sequence of 32
T-junctions (see partial example, Fig. 1a) where the subject
must choose to turn left or right, with one direction leading to
a continuation of the maze (the correct choice) and the other
to a dead end (the incorrect one).

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Example overview of part of a sample maze, show-
ing the sequence of T-junctions (b) Inside the virtual maze, showing
visual cue (arrow) at a T-junction.

Subjects advanced through the maze using a keyboard, and
turned left or right by turning their head. As the subject ap-
proached each intersection, they were presented with a visual
cue indicating which direction to turn (e.g. in Exp. 1, a large
red left or right arrow floating against the rear wall, Fig. 1b)
and an spoken cue instructing them to “go left” or “go right”
which was synchronized with the onset of the visual cue sub-
jects listened to the spoken cue through headphones and the
sound volume was the same on each side). Critically, the two
cues were not 100% reliable (see details below) and not al-
ways in agreement with each other. Subjects were instructed
to make a decision rapidly and to avoid attempting to look
ahead before committing to a choice. After making a turn,
the subject received feedback by seeing either an open cor-
ridor (indicating a correct choice) or a brick wall (an incor-
rect one). The main dependent variable was their sequence
of choices (left or right) at each point in the maze, reflecting
both their a priori trust in each cue as well as their judgment
about the trustworthiness of each cue based on the accumu-
lating evidence from previous trials. The choice was recorded
manually by the experimenter.

We ran three versions of this experiment (Exps. 1–3) which
differed in the way cues were presented, as explained below.
In each of the experiments, each one of the nine mazes con-
sisted of 32 T-intersections, at 16 of which the maze con-
tinued left and at 16 of which it continued right, in random
order. (We kept the number of intersections low in order
to limit trial length to about three minutes to minimize the
risk of dizziness.) Within a given maze, each cue provided
correct guidance on a fixed proportion of trials and incor-
rect guidance on the others, a proportion we refer to as the
cue’s reliability. (Note that we use this term to mean liter-
ally the probability of conveying the correct information, not
as a synonym for the optimal cue weight as often done in
connection to Gaussian cues.) Reliability levels were 25%,
50% and 75% for each cue type, with visual cue reliability

crossed with spoken cue reliability across mazes for total of
3×3= 9 reliability conditions. For example, on a given maze
the visual cue might be 75% reliable but the spoken cue 25%,
meaning that on .75× .25× 32 = 6 intersections both cues
were correct, while on .25× .25× 32 = 2 intersections the
visual cue was incorrect but the spoken one was correct, and
so forth. Subjects were encouraged to consider each maze a
completely new situation with cues to be evaluated de novo.
To encourage participants to treat each maze as a completely
new situation, the background colors were different in each
condition. Each subject ran all nine conditions in random or-
der, so across the entire experiment visual and spoken relia-
bility rate were equated. Participants were undergraduate and
graduate students at Rutgers University, all with normal hear-
ing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants
using glasses were excluded because of incompatibility with
the VR headset. Each experiment was run on a completely
new set of participants. Note that because of the nature of
the task, which involves frequent accelerated movements and
head turns, a sizable portion of the participants experienced
dizziness and were unable to complete the task. This diffi-
culty is partly responsible for the small number of subjects,
in light of which we treat our conclusions as preliminary.

Experiment 1. In Exp. 1 the visual cue was a large red ar-
row (pointing left or right) projected against the back wall of
the T-junction (Fig. 1b), and the spoken cue was a voice say-
ing “go left” or “go right” recorded by a female native English
speaker. In order to avoid giving either visual or spoken cues
temporal priority, we used auditory software (Praat 6.0.16,
Boersma & Weenink, 2018) to determine the point in time at
which the voice initiated the key disambiguating word “right”
or “left”, and synchronized it with the onset of the visual cue.

Subjects, Exp. 1. Data were collected from 5 subjects for
Exp. 1 (3 women, 2 men). Subjects were ignorant of the goal
of the study and were paid for their participation. Because the
use of the VR headset (Oculus Rift) can lead to nausea, par-
ticipants were allowed to take breaks whenever they wanted.
All the studies were approved by the Rutgers IRB.

Results, Exp. 1. We analyzed only discordant trials, i.e.
trials on which visual and spoken cues disagreed. Fig. 2
shows plots of the proportion of visual-following vs spoken-
following choices on such trials, as a function of cue reliabil-
ity. The figure includes individual subject plots as well as an
aggregate plot showing the mean over subjects. The results
show a clear and consistent bias in favor of the spoken cue,
illustrated by the offset in each plot of the red curve over the
blue.

To test models comparing the effect of factors such as the
nature of the cue and the cue’s reliability level, we analyzed
the number of times a participant chose a given cue in discor-
dant trials with a 2 × 2 Bayesian ANOVA with default JZS
priors and including a random effect for individual subjects
(Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province, 2012). The factors
were the type of cue (spoken or visual) and the reliability level
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(25%, 50% or 75%).
Results showed that including either the cue (BF10 =

18.22± .14%) or the reliability level (BF10 = 60.78± .18%)
as predictors improved the model with respect to the null
model in which the variance is only explained by individ-
ual differences. A model including both cue and reliabil-
ity as predictors was strongly favored over any other model
(BF10 = 45842.85± .35%). The offset between spoken and
visual cues was more clear-cut in some subjects (e.g. #1) than
others (#4), but was present in each individual subject.

Subjects’ compliance with each cue increased with its ob-
jective reliability, as would be expected. The more each cue
gave the right answer, the more the subjects tended to follow
it. However above and beyond this dependence on the ac-
tual statistical properties of each cue, the subjects exhibited
a prior bias to find spoken instructions more believable than
visual guidance. We investigate this bias more carefully in
the modeling section below.

Figure 2: Plots showing the proportion of trials on which subjects
followed the visual cue (blue) or the spoken cue (red) in the discor-
dant cases in Exp. 1, across reliability levels (abscissa).

Experiment 2. It is possible that phonetic modulation of
the word “go” in the phrases “go left” or “go right” could give
subjects an early indication of the upcoming direction, thus
giving the spoken cue temporal priority (Allopenna, Mag-
nuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998). Hence in Exp. 2 we repeated
Exp. 1 except without the word “go” in the spoken instruc-
tion. Instead spoken cues consisted simply of the word “left”
or “right,” recorded by a female native English speaker.

Subjects, Exp. 2. Data were collected from 6 participants
in Exp. 2 (4 women, 2 men). Again, all participants were
ignorant of the goal of the study and were paid for their par-
ticipation.

Results, Exp. 2. Fig. 3 shows plots of the proportion of
visual-following vs spoken-following choices as a function
of cue type and cue reliability on discordant trials. As can be

Figure 3: Plots showing the proportion of trials on which subjects
followed the visual cue (blue) or the spoken cue (red) in the discor-
dant cases in Exp. 2, across reliability levels (abscissa).

seen in the plots, both cue type and reliability show effects
in the same direction as in Exp. 1, but both effects are now
swamped by noise, and neither a model based on cue nor a
model based on reliability is favored over the null model (cue
type: BF10 = .67± .28%; reliability BF10 = .56± .19%). Ev-
idently, the modification of the spoken instruction substan-
tially diminished its value as a cue, perhaps because the one-
word version (“left” or “right”) is no longer a syntactically or
pragmatically well-formed utterance.

Experiment 3. We wondered whether the unexpectedly
low weight our subjects placed on the visual cue was because
the cue itself, a static arrow, was simply not salient enough to
compete with spoken instructions. Motion is a simple manip-
ulation that is known to increase visual salience. For example
the onset of motion attracts attention in both adults (Abrams
& Christ, 2003) and infants (Farroni, Johnson, Brockbank, &
Simion, 2000). So in Exp. 3 we increased the salience of the
visual cue by replacing the static arrow used in Exps. 1 and 2
with a moving arrow “flowing” in the indicated direction. The
goal was simply to check whether this change might tip the
balance of our subjects’ decisions in favor of the visual cue.
Exp. 3 was identical to Exp. 1 except for the nature of the vi-
sual cue, which was now an arrow sliding smoothly along the
back wall of the T-junction in the indicated direction. Maze
construction, subject instructions, reliability levels, and spo-
ken cue presentation were all as in Exp. 1.

Subjects, Exp. 3. Data were collected from 7 participants
in Exp. 3 (2 women, 5 men). Again all participants were
ignorant of the goal of the study and were paid for their par-
ticipation.

Results, Exp. 3. The results of Exp. 3 are shown in Fig. 4,
again showing the proportion of visual-following vs spoken-
following choices a function of cue type and cue reliability
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Figure 4: Plots showing the proportion of trials on which subjects
followed the visual cue (blue) and the spoken cue (red) in the dis-
cordant cases in Exp. 3, across reliability levels (abscissa).

on discordant trials. As in Exps. 1 and 2, most subjects show
a marked bias in favor of believing the spoken cue, on top of
the effect of objective statistical properties of each cue. In the
Bayesian ANOVA, the model including cue as an explana-
tory variable was favored moderately over the null model
(BF10 = 6.8±2%), while the model including reliability was
not (BF10 = .68±1%).

Hence these results again corroborate the basic finding of a
bias in favor of the spoken cue over the visual one, although
for some reason these subjects were unable to learn effec-
tively from feedback. Indeed the bias in favor of the spoken
cue seems to survive even when the salience of the visual cue
is substantially enhanced.

Modeling subjects’ bias
As our subjects progressed through each maze, they had to
judge the reliability of each cue source. At the start of each
maze, they had no evidence on which to base a judgment—
only whatever general expectations they might have about
source reliability. But as they progressed they accumulated
evidence about the statistical reliability of each cue type. Our
results above show that subjects are at least somewhat able
to learn from this evidence, in that their overall reliance on
each source increased monotonically with its objective sta-
tistical reliability: the more often a source was correct, the
more it was trusted. However their integration of the objec-
tive evidence was apparently also tempered by some bias, in
that they tended to trust spoken instructions more than visual
ones even though their reliabilities were objectively the same.
In this section we attempt to quantify this bias more precisely
using a Bayesian modeling framework.

In our experimental framework, each cue is a binary
source, on each trial randomly generating either a correct
instruction (“success”) or an incorrect one (“failure”) (cf.

Backus, 2009). The reliability of the source is simply the
probability λ of success, i.e. of issuing correct instructions.
If the subject assumes that successive trials are independent,
as is actually correct in our experiment, then this is a simple
example of a Bernoulli estimation problem, in which the goal
is to estimate the success probability λ from a sequence of
binary samples. That is, the subject observes a sequence of
correct and incorrect instructions from a given source, and on
that basis forms an estimate of the probability of correct in-
structions from that particular source going forward. In what
follows we model this learning process for our subjects, in
particular attempting to quantify the bias that they bring to
bear on this estimation problems—that is, any tendency they
might have infer high or low values of the reliability parame-
ter.

In a Bayesian framework, the bias is expressed by the prior
p(λ) over possible reliability levels λ. This distribution ex-
presses how plausible the observer finds each potential level
of reliability before collecting evidence—for example plac-
ing more probability mass on higher values of λ, indicating a
bias to trust the source, or on lower values, indicating a bias
to distrust it. Hence below, for each subject on each maze,
we quantify each subject’s bias for each cue type by estimat-
ing the prior distribution p(λ) most consistent with their se-
quence of decisions through the maze. This is the prior that
best explains the choices they actually made.

In Bayesian treatments, the prior over the Bernoulli proba-
bility parameter is usually assumed to follow a Beta distribu-
tion Beta(α,β), which is conjugate to the binomial likelihood
distribution which follows from the sampling model (Lindley
& Phillips, 1976; Griffiths, Kemp, & Tenenbaum, 2008). The
parameters α and β jointly characterize the distribution, re-
spectively modulating the bias for success (correct informa-
tion) and failure (misinformation). More specifically α and
β can be thought of as respectively the number of successes
and failures observed prior to the first sample. For example
a learner with a prior of Beta(7,2) has a bias equivalent to
actually having seen 7 correct instructions and 2 incorrect in-
structions before the experiment began. In this sense the sum
α+β represents the “confidence” the subject has in his or her
prior (i.e. the total number of previous observations the prior
is equivalent to) while the difference α−β represents the di-
rection of the bias (i.e. the degree to which the prior favors
trust over mistrust of the source). In (α,β) space (plotted in
figures below), the region α> β corresponds to a bias in favor
of trust, and the region α < β to bias to distrust it, and the di-
agonal α = β corresponds to perfect neutrality. By estimating
where a particular subject on a particular maze falls in this
space, we can precisely characterize the nature and direction
of their attitudes towards each type of cue source.

Note that this method of quantifying bias is broadly appli-
cable to any situation in which an observer must estimate the
reliability of a binary cue source, a situation exemplified by
our experiments but also very common in a range of real-life
contexts. Note also that although our analytical technique ap-
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pears to be novel, the underlying mathematics of Bernoulli
estimation is very conventional and can be found in any in-
troduction to Bayesian inference.

In the analysis that follows we assume that each subject has
separate Beta distributions Beta(αv,βv) and Beta(αs,βs) for
the reliability of the visual and spoken cues respectively. For
each subject for each maze, we estimated the four parame-
ters αv,βv,αs and βs via maximum likelihood (now including
all trials, discordant and concordant). That is, the fitted val-
ues of these parameter represent the priors that best explain
the subject’s pattern of responses. Below we plot these es-
timates in (α,β) space (visual parameters in blue, spoken in
red) which allows us to see the trust subjects placed in each
source. Figs. 5 shows the modeling results for Exps. 1–3.

Note we fitted each subject and each maze individually, and
then aggregated over subjects by estimating the distribution
over observers in (α,β)-space, which is shown in the plots.

As can be seen by the positions of the peaks, in Exps. 1
and 3 the spoken cue shows substantial bias towards “trust”
(α >β) while the visual cue is closer to neutral (α = β). The
bias is mostly absent in the density for Exp. 2 (Fig. 5b) except
for one cluster of estimates biased towards trusting the spo-
ken cue, consistent with our finding of a small non-significant
trend in this condition. Overall the results confirm the conclu-
sions we drew above, but quantifies the nature and distribu-
tion of the spoken bias more precisely.

Each of the plots shows some evidence of multimodality
in the density in (α,β) space. This implies the presence of
potentially distinct decision-making strategies. The Exp. 1
results, for example (Fig. 5a), suggest that most subjects in-
terpret the spoken cue in manner biased towards trust (a large
cluster below the α = β diagonal), while subjects biases to-
wards the visual cue are divided into two clusters, a large
one approximately neutral (on the diagonal) and a smaller
one strongly biased to trust (near α = 22,β = 3). Similarly
while the results of Exp. 3 broadly corroborated the bias to-
wards spoken cues found in Exp. 1, the density plots sug-
gest that most subjects were neutral to spoken cues (large
cluster on the diagonal) while the effect was created by a
smaller cluster biased towards trusting the spoken cue (at
about α = 30,β = 10)—while virtually none of the subjects
were biased to the visual cue. It would be interesting to cor-
relate such individual differences with other measurable per-
sonality or demographic factors, but our existing dataset does
not allow such an analysis.

Discussion
The main conclusion from our results is that when integrating
visual and spoken cues in a navigation task, subjects place a
higher a priori weight on spoken instructions. This cannot
be explained by the objective statistical evidence available to
them, which was equated between cue types. Instead it seems
to constitute a subjective bias on the part of (at least some of
the) subjects through which they interpret evidence. To be
sure, this does not mean their bias is “irrational;” indeed our

modeling shows that it can be well-accounted for by a ratio-
nal (i.e. Bayesian) inference process with Beta prior biased
towards believing that spoken sources usually emit correct in-
structions (αs −βs > αv −βv). In the real world, of course,
such a prior might be entirely reasonable.

Nominally, this main conclusion contradicts a number of
previous multimodal studies suggesting that visual cues are
generally weighted more heavily (e.g. Ghahramani, Wolp-
trt, & Jordan, 1997; Battaglia, Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003; Ernst
& Bülthoff, 2004; Alais & Burr, 2004). However our audi-
tory cues, unlike those in the relevant literature, comprised
linguistic instructions from an apparently human source, and
presumably the disparity derives in some way from this dif-
ference. Indeed this conclusion is bolstered by the finding
that the bias in favor of spoken cues was diminished or even
eliminated when the instructions were linguistically incom-
plete or ill-formed, as in Exp. 2.

Spoken instructions differ in a number of ways from non-
verbal auditory cues. First, spoken communication is sit-
uated in a social context given special status in decision-
making (Mesoudi, Whiten, & Dunbar, 2006; Rendell et al.,
2011). Listeners assume that speakers provide information
that is truthful and relevant to the situation (Grice, 1989).
Even 17-month-old human infants expect other humans (at
least in-group members) to provide helpful assistance (Jin
& Baillargeon, 2017). Of course, the visual cue might also
have originated from a human source, but the spoken cue
apparently makes this connection more subjectively salient.
Moreover, as our subjects were neurotypical adults with pre-
sumably intact theory of mind, they may have expected the
speaker to have knowledge of the maze that they themselves
lacked. In this sense, the priority they placed on spoken in-
structions may reflect known interactions between language
and theory of mind (de Villiers, 2007). This hypothesis
could be tested more directly by a manipulation in which
the speaker’s ability to personally see the hidden parts of the
maze was somehow conveyed to the subject. In the absence of
such a manipulation we can only infer that our subjects gener-
ally assumed that the speaker had up-to-date information, and
meant to accurately convey it to the listener. It is also unclear
whether the weight subjects placed on spoken cues reflected
their verbal nature or their auditory nature. These could be
deconfounded by using linguistic instructions that are not au-
ditory (i.e. written signage) and auditory instructions that are
not linguistic (e.g. a beep indicating direction).

In summary our main finding of a priority given to spo-
ken instructions may reflect previously-known biases—but
note that these biases have not generally been quantified in
as precise a manner as our Bayesian framework allows. More
broadly, these results point to the need to enlarge the study of
cue integration in decision making to include social and lin-
guistic contexts which are ubiquitous in human interaction.
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Figure 5: Contour plots of density estimates of α and β parameters
in (a) Exp. 1 (b) Exp. 2 and (c) (a) Exp. 3. Visual cue parameters
are in blue, spoken in red. Probability density below the line (α > β)
connotes a “trust” in the cue source (a prior favoring believing it is
usually reliable); above the line (α < β) connotes “distrust”; and the
diagonal (α = β) indicates neutrality.
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Abstract

We investigate the processing of inflected verbs in Bengali. The word forms involve an interaction of orthography and
phonology: the 1st Person singular is formed from the 3rd Person by adding the suffix /-i/. For stem vowels [, e, , o]
this causes the stem vowel to be raised. For [e, o] this is reflected orthographically, but not for [,]. We examine this
in a cross-modal priming study and an eye tracking task where an auditory first-syllable fragment is matched to either
the 1st or 3rd Person visual form. We show that orthography plays an important role, with mismatching forms being
less effective as primes, and fragment completion being easier for patterns with different orthography. For words with
no orthographic difference, manual responses to fragment completion were at chance, but eye tracking revealed distinct
match vs. mismatch processing. We discuss implications for roles of orthography and phonology in lexical access.
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Abstract

The cerebellum is classically described in terms of its role in
motor control. Recent evidence suggests that the cerebellum
supports a wide variety of functions, including timing-related
cognitive tasks and perceptual prediction. Correspondingly,
deciphering cerebellar function may be important to advance
our understanding of cognitive processes. In this paper, we
build a model of eyeblink conditioning, an extensively studied
low-level function of the cerebellum. Building such a model
is of particular interest, since, as of now, it remains unclear
how exactly the cerebellum manages to learn and reproduce
the precise timings observed in eyeblink conditioning that are
potentially exploited by cognitive processes as well. We em-
ploy recent advances in large-scale neural network modeling
to build a biologically plausible spiking neural network based
on the cerebellar microcircuitry. We compare our simulation
results to neurophysiological data and demonstrate how the
recurrent Granule-Golgi subnetwork could generate the dynam-
ics representations required for triggering motor trajectories
in the Purkinje cell layer. Our model is capable of reproduc-
ing key properties of eyeblink conditioning, while generating
neurophysiological data that could be experimentally verified.
Keywords: cerebellum; classical conditioning; biologically
plausible spiking neural network; Neural Engineering Frame-
work; delay network

Introduction
Traditional clinical evidence portrays the cerebellum as sup-
porting the coordination of precise movements. In particular,
the cerebellum receives motor commands from cerebral cortex
that are combined with proprioceptive feedback, resulting in a
corrective signal that is relayed back to the motor pathways in
the brainstem and cerebral cortex (Splittgerber, 2018).

Recent evidence – ranging from studies in functional con-
nectivity, neuronal tracing, clinical pathology, to evolutionary
physiology – suggests that the tasks supported by the cerebel-
lum are not restricted to motor control alone. The cerebellum
may instead be recruited by various brain regions as a “co-
processor” to support brain functions related to higher-order
cognition, such as language-based thinking, working memory,
perceptual prediction, and tasks requiring precise timings in
general (Sullivan, 2010; Buckner, 2013; O’Reilly et al., 2008;
E et al., 2014). Understanding cerebellar function may thus be
crucial for gaining a better understanding of human cognition.

Fortunately, the cerebellar microcircuitry is extremely well-
studied (Ito, 2010; Llinás, 2010). It is found to be highly
regular, while primarily performing feed-forward processing.
The main feed-forward pathway is depicted in Figure 1: affer-
ent nerves from pre-cerebellar nuclei project as “mossy fibres”

onto granule cells in the cerebellar cortex. Cerebellar granule
cells account for the majority of neurons in the mammalian
brain – thus, the divergence of PC neurons onto this sheer
number of granule cells results in a large repertoire of stimulus
representations. Granule cell axons, the so called “parallel
fibres,” project onto the Purkinje cells, which inhibit neurons
in the cerebellar nucleus, that in turn project back onto the
brainstem and cerebral cortex. In addition to this primary path-
way, research has focused on recurrent connections between
the Golgi and granule cells, as well as the “climbing fibres”
originating from the Inferior Olive, which enable synaptic
weight modulation in the Granule-Prurkinje projection.

This circuitry has been interpreted by Marr (1969) as a (in
modern terms) “supervised learning machine” that relies on the
divergence of mossy fibres onto the granular layer for pattern
extraction, and olivary-modulated plasticity of the granule-
Purkinje projection for learning. The concepts explored in
this seminal work form the foundation of most models of
cerebellar function (Strata, 2009; Raymond & Medina, 2018).

A class of experiments that explores the role of the cere-
bellum in motor learning in its most simple form is eyeblink
conditioning. A puff of air is directed at the eye (unconditioned
stimulus; US), triggering the eyeblink reflex (unconditioned
response; UR). The US is paired with a neutral, conditioned
stimulus (CS), such as a tone or a flashing light, preceding
the US by a constant time offset ∆t. The subject learns an
association between the UR and the CS and will, over time,
form a conditioned response (CR) to the previously neutral CS.
Experiments indicate that the formation of the CR critically
depends on the cerebellum; previously learned CRs are absent
once the cerebellum is ablated (e.g., McCormick et al., 1981).

Central for the purposes of this paper is the observation that
the conditioned stimulus-response pair maintains timing. That
is, the CR is triggered a period ∆t after the CS, preserving
the original time offset between the conditioned and uncondi-
tioned stimulus. Despite detailed knowledge about cerebellar
microcircuitry, it is still unclear how the cerebellum learns and
replays these relatively precise timings.

In this paper, we construct a biologically plausible spiking
neural network model capable of learning timings. Our model
is based on the so called “delay network,” which we map
onto the recurrent Granule-Golgi subnetwork. We first discuss
related work, continue with a discussion of our model, and
finally compare our simulation results to empirical data.
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Related Work
There are two predominant types of computational models of
cerebellar timing: models assuming that afferent signals are
transformed by the cerebellar microcircuit into a “dynamics
representation” (Medina & Mauk, 2000), and models assum-
ing that the reproduction of timings is performed by mecha-
nisms intrinsic to individual Purkinje cells (Lusk et al., 2016).
While there is little neurophysiological data which conclu-
sively confirms or rules out any of these hypotheses, we focus
on the first idea, dynamics representations.

The idea of dynamics representation is that short bursts of
mossy fibre inputs – in particular, the signals corresponding to
the CS – are turned into a diverse set of prolonged activities
in the granular layer. Choosing the right synaptic weights be-
tween the granule and Purkinje cells approximates any desired
function over the recent history of the stimulus, for example a
function mapping from the CS onto the UR.

Classic hypotheses for dynamics representations include
delay lines, in which individual neurons represent a delayed
version of the input signal, spectral timing, in which the neural
activity follows a set of bell-shaped functions with different
offsets and widths, and, finally, neural activities corresponding
to oscillations with diverse phases and frequencies. While
successful in top-down models, the mechanisms that might
underlie these responses are unclear (Medina & Mauk, 2000).

More recent spiking models of cerebellar function (Rössert
et al., 2015) exploit the recurrent connection between the
Golgi and granule cells as a means to generate pseudo-random
dynamics, akin to neural reservoirs. In particular, rather than
postulating an intra-neural mechanism that creates a temporal
representation, this approach demonstrates that a temporal
representation can be created purely through the synaptic con-
nections between neurons.

Instead of relying on random dynamics, we present a sys-

tematic approach that approximates a mathematically optimal
dynamics representation in the spiking Granule-Golgi net-
work. By incorporating neurophysiological constraints into
our model we are able to qualitatively match experimental
data on eyeblink conditioning experiments in head-fixed mice
(Heiney et al., 2014) while only tuning four parameters.

Representing Time
As discussed above, our model builds on the existing hypothe-
sis that the granule cells in the cerebellum create a representa-
tion of the recent history of their inputs; it should be possible
to reconstruct the granule cell input from the recent past, given
their current activity.

We describe three different versions of the model, at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. First, we give an abstract math-
ematical model where the “neurons” are ideal (non-spiking)
integrators. Next, we replace these “neurons” with recurrently
connected leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) spiking neurons. Fi-
nally, we separate these neurons into excitatory granule cells
and inhibitory Golgi cells with realistic connectivity patterns.

Version 1: Ideal Mathematical Model
Voelker and Eliasmith (2018) derive an ideal “delay network”
memory by taking the Padé approximate of the continuous-
time delay F(s) = e−θs. This results in a linear dynamical
system of dimension q, where the state m forms a compressed
representation of the past history of the input u over the previ-
ous θ seconds:

ṁ = Am+Bu

θA = ai j ∈ Rq×q , ai j =

{
(2i+1)(−1) i < j ,
(2i+1)(−1)i− j+1 i≥ j ,

θB = bi ∈ Rq , bi = (2i+1)(−1)i .

(1)
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Importantly, the state at a previous point in time t−θ′ (where
0≤ θ′ ≤ θ) can be approximated by computing the dot product
between m and a decoding vector d(θ′):

u(t−θ
′) =

q−1

∑
`=0

m`d`(θ′) , where d` = P̃̀
(

θ′

θ

)
, (2)

and P̃̀ is the shifted Legendre polynomial of degree `.
This suggests the abstract model for the granule cells de-

picted in Figure 2A. If there was a separate cell implementing
a perfect integrator for each element in m with the correspond-
ing recurrent weights A and input weights B, the resulting
system should implement the delay network. The response of
this system to a pulse input is shown in Figure 3A. Notice that
the output is only an approximation of the input – in particular,
the pulse is spread out into a “bump”. The accuracy of the
representation depends on q, the number of dimensions in m.

Version 2: Recurrent All-to-All Network

Evidently, the assumptions made in the previous model are
nowhere close to being biologically plausible. As a first step
towards more biological realism, we replace the ideal inte-
grators with recurrently connected spiking leaky integrate-
and-fire (LIF) neurons with a simple synapse model while
maintaining a close approximation of the mathematical model.

Since the granule cells are meant to represent m, we start
with a single-hidden-layer network with q inputs and q outputs
(Figure 2B). The hidden layer neurons are LIF neurons with a
membrane time constant of 20 ms and a refractory period of
2 ms, with each neuron i receiving a bias input Jbias

i .
Such a network can be trained to behave as a communication

channel; that is, the input and output weights can be set such
that output of the network m̂ will be an approximation of the
input m. We call the input weights E (for encoder) and the
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output weights D (for decoder). While there are many methods
for generating such weights, here we randomly generate E and
Jbias such that the neurons exhibit diverse tuning properties
with maximum firing rates between 50 and 100 Hz. We then
use least-squares minimization over the space of possible m to
solve for weights D that minimize the average error ‖m−m̂‖2.

Given this standard feed-forward network, we can construct
a recurrent network that will approximate eq. (1). As depicted
in Figure 2C, we start by adding a synapse model before every
LIF neuron. This synapse model is the standard exponential
post-synaptic current model τ−1e−t/τ, where τ is the post-
synaptic current decay time-constant (Roth & van Rossum,
2009). Additionally, we multiply the input by τB, the output
m̂ by τA+ I, and connect this result back to the input m.

To analyze the behaviour of the resulting system, we first
note that the current-based synapse model is a linear operator
with unit DC-gain, so even though it is being applied at the
input to each neuron, it has the same effect as if it were applied
before the application of the E matrix and the bias Jbias. If the
original feed-forward network is a good communication chan-
nel, i.e., m̂≈m, then the addition of the synapse means that
the network will now produce an output that is approximately
m(t)∗ τ−1e−t/τ, where “∗” is the convolution operator.

The overall system with its recurrent connection will thus

have the following dynamics:

m(t) = (u(t)τB+m(t)(τA+ I))∗ τ
−1e−t/τ .

Converting into the Laplace domain and noting that the
Laplace transform of τ−1e−t/τ is 1/(1+ sτ), we get

M(s) =
(
U(s)τB+M(s)

)τA+ I
1+ sτ

⇔M(s)(1+ sτ) =U(s)τB+M(s)τA+M(s)

⇔M(s)s =U(s)B+M(s)A .

(3)

Converting back to the time domain yields ṁ = Am+Bu, the
linear dynamical system from eq. (1). Figure 3B illustrates
that our model indeed approximates the ideal dynamics.

Since there are no non-linearities other than the LIF neu-
rons, the various connection weight matrices can be multiplied
together to form matrices Win and Wrec that will produce the
identical behaviour (Figure 2D).

This general method for converting any dynamical system
into a recurrent neural network is the basis of the Neural
Engineering Framework (NEF; Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003),
and has been used for modelling cognitive phenomena such
as working memory (Singh & Eliasmith, 2006) and in the
creation of Spaun, the largest existing functional brain model
(Eliasmith et al., 2012).

Version 3: Golgi and Granule Cells
While the previous version of our model is certainly an im-
provement when it comes to biological plausibility, it still
ignores fundamental features of cerebellar physiology.

First of all, granule cells have no lateral connections. That
is, there is no correlate of the reccurent weight matrix Wrec
in nature. Instead, recurrent connections are mediated via
inhibitory interneurons, the Golgi cells (Ito, 2010). Second,
the previous version does not distinguish between excitatory
and inhibitory neurons; Win and Wrec contain both positive
and negative weights. In biology, granule cells exclusively
evoke excitatory currents and Golgi cells exclusively evoke
inhibitory currents. This is a specific instance of Dale’s prin-
ciple (Strata & Harvey, 1999). Finally, the previous version
assumes that each neuron i receives a constant bias current
Jbias

i , which has no clear biological correlate.
The last two issues have been addressed recently by Stöckel

and Eliasmith (2019). In short, one can still define the neural
tuning in terms of encoders E and bias currents Jbias. However,
these are merely normative, defining the expected behaviour
of individual cells when representing a value m. Instead of
solving for decoders D minimizing the error ‖m− m̂‖2, one
can directly solve for full weights matrices W in “current
space”, that have the same effect as applying a bias current
and an encoding vector. To see this, consider that each neuron
i in the post-population is supposed to receive an input current

Ji(m) = m · ei + Jbias
i . (4)
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In addition, we know that the input current of a neuron within
a spiking neural network is approximately given as

Ji(apre) = apre ·wi , (5)

where apre is a vector combining all pre-population activities.
Combining eqs. (4) and (5) results in a new optimization

problem that allows us to solve for synaptic weights wi for
each post neuron i. These equations can be extended to ap-
proximate arbitrary functions f (m) of values m represented
by a pre-population. Adding a non-negativity constraint fur-
ther allows us to account for Dale’s principle, resulting in a
non-negative least squares problem.

While we now know how to build networks that do not
rely on bias currents and mixed-sign weight matrices, we still
need to imprint the dynamics from eq. (1) onto a network that
spans multiple neural ensembles. In particular, we have to
account for two sets of synaptic filters, as well as the fact that
both the granule and Golgi cells receive mossy fibre input
(fig. 1). Assuming that both sets of synapses have the same
time-constant, one can show similarly to the proof in eq. (3)
that choosing the same transformations as above yields the
desired dynamics (proof omitted due to space constraints).
That is, the input weight matrices WPCN→Gr, WPCN→Go are
approximating the transformation τB, and the weight matrices
WGo→Gr, WGr→Go approximate the transformation τA+ I.

Our final network model is depicted in Figure 2E. Notice
that we account for lateral inhibitory Golgi cell connections
WGo→Go (Hull & Regehr, 2012). While this connection does
not have any effect on the high-level computation that is being
performed (the function being computed is f (m) = 0), it en-
sures that the Golgi cells receive a self-regulatory inhibitory
input current that moves the cells towards their desired work-
ing regime. The temporal representation produced by this
network is shown in Figure 3C.

Learning
Given the above model for the Golgi and granule cells, we can
now introduce learning into the model. The training signal
comes from the Inferior Olive (IO), and so it needs to represent
the difference between the CR and the UR. These are the two
inputs to the IO shown in Figure 1. The CR is the inhibitory
input from the Cerebellar Nucleus (CN), and the UR is the
excitatory input from the PCN.

To create a neural version of this, we use a similar approach
as in Version 2 of the granule/Golgi model, but without the
recurrence. That is, we train a single-hidden-layer neural
network for the IO, CN, and pRN, and then combine D and E
matrices to form connection weights.

To adjust the connection weights between the Granule cells
and the Purkinje cells, we use the following local learning rule,
where ωi j is the connection weight between the ith Granule
cell and the jth Purkinje cell, γ is a learning rate parameter, ai
is the spiking activity of the ith Granule cell, ak is the spiking
activity of the kth Inferior Olive cell, ω jk is the connection
weight from the kth Inferior Olive cell and the jth Purkinje

cell. W jk is the full matrix of these weights, computed by
multiplying the decoder D from the Inferior Olive and the
encoder E from the Purkinje cells. That is,

∆ωi j = γai(∑
k

akω jk) , W jk = EPurkinjeDIO .

This learning rule is the Prescribed Error Sensitivity (PES)
rule defined by MacNeil and Eliasmith (2011), based on the
classic delta learning rule.

Experiments and Results
Figure 4 shows the behaviour of a typical run of the detailed
version of our model performing the eye-blink conditioning
task over 500 trials. The model learns to have the eye closed
when the puff occurs. Most parameters were set based on
biological data; τ = 5ms except in the recurrent granule/Golgi
connections, where τGr,Go = 60ms (Dieudonné, 1998). We
simulate nGr = 200 granule cells and nGo = 20 Golgi cells.
The only free parameters are the learning rate γ = 0.00025,
τpRN = 100ms for the connections involving the pRN, and
τlearn = 200ms for the activity used for the learning rule. The
learning rate was adjusted to match the number of trials typi-
cally needed for mice to learn the task (∼ 300 trials). Velocity
commands smaller than vth = 2mms−1 are counted as zero.

While a detailed analysis of this model is still ongoing, two
interesting phenomena have been observed in the model so far.
First, the model does not work if the synaptic time constant of
the neurotransmitters in the Golgi/granule system significantly
greater than the actual biological measured value of 70ms.
We are still analyzing exactly why this happens, but it only
happens for the fully detailed version of the model, not the
simpler recurrent all-to-all version.

Second, the model only learns to close the eye before the
puff actually happens if the two neurotransmitter time con-
stants τpRN and τlearn are quite long (∼ 100ms). Otherwise,
the system learns to close the eye soon after the puff. This
is because it is trying to do exactly what we have asked it to:
learn to re-create the same motor pattern as is produced by
the unconditioned reflex. But, the unconditioned reflex closes
the eye after the puff happens, which is too late. However,
by slowing the passage of information from the Cerebellar
Nucleus back to the Inferior Olive (where the comparison be-
tween the UR and CR occurs), we are effectively comparing
the reflex at one point in time to the generated output from the
cerebellum at an earlier point in time. This allows the new
learned reflex to occur slightly earlier than the unconditioned
response, and thus the eye closes before the air puff.

Discussion and Future Work
First, we have shown how to take an abstract model of cere-
bellar function and iteratively add more detail. This general
methodology will allow us to continue to refine this model,
adding details and determining how these details affect the
overall performance of the model.

We are currently building on this work in two directions.
First, we are performing a more detailed analysis of how dif-
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ferent parameters affect (or do not affect) model performance.
Second, we are adding more detailed types of connectivity
constraints to our model. For example, granule cells only get
input from three to five mossy fibres, and are only connected
to Golgi cells in their immediate spatial vicinity.

While our model of eyeblink conditioning is concerned
with a relatively low-level task, we hope that the techniques
presented here for mapping function onto brain microcircuits
are applicable to models of higher-level cognitive function as
well. In particular, it would be interesting to see whether our
model of the Granule-Golgi circuit in conjunction with the
Purkinje cell’s plasticity could serve as a supervised learner
for timings in cognitive and perceptual tasks, as suggested by
various studies (O’Reilly et al., 2008; E et al., 2014).
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Abstract

Cardinal directions refer to the four main points of direction in geographical space: north, south, east, and west. Efficient
navigation requires some basic knowledge about cardinal directions. We evaluated developmental changes in cardinal
direction knowledge in real space. Tested in an unfamiliar indoor environment with a window view, 94 children aged 6-12
years old were asked to point to North and then point to East. We proposed 7 developmental stages based on knowing
the horizontal plane of cardinal directions, the inter-relationships between them, and how to identify north using reference
frames. Our classification scheme classified all participants and was sensitive to age differences. Our results suggested that
identifying north was more difficult than knowing the inter-relationships. Many children were not able to use an allocentric
reference frame effectively. Overall, our study demonstrates the utility of our classification scheme and the importance of
evaluating cardinal direction knowledge development in children.
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Redder reds, redder purples, but not redder blues: color gradability knowledge
among blind and sighted adults

Marina Bedny
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Judy Kim
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Abstract

A key characteristic of color perception is that it both categorical and continuous. This is reflected in graded color ad-
jective use. This red fruit is redder than the other red fruit sounds more natural than this red fruit is redder than the blue
fruit (Kennedy & McNally, 2010). We examined the contribution of first-person sensory experience to color gradability
understanding by working with congenitally blind adults. Blind (n=20) and sighted (n=15) adults rated the naturalness of
statements describing two objects of the same color (two red mugs), dissimilar colors (red mug, blue mug) or similar col-
ors (red mug, purple mug). Both groups judged redder as most natural for two red objects, least for objects with different
colors (red/blue) and intermediate for objects with similar colors (red/purple). Color similarity had a larger effect for the
sighted group. Understanding color gradability does not require first-person perception.
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Abstract 

Behavioral data, though has been an influential index on 
cognitive processes, is under scrutiny for having poor 
reliability as a result of noise or lacking replications of 
reliable effects. Here, we argue that cognitive modeling can 
be used to enhance the test-retest reliability of the behavioral 
measures by recovering individual-level parameters from 
behavioral data. We tested this empirically with the 
Probabilistic Stimulus Selection (PSS) task, which is used to 
measure a participant’s sensitivity to positive or negative 
reinforcement. An analysis of 400,000 simulations from an 
Adaptive Control of Thought - Rational (ACT-R) model of 
this task showed that the poor reliability of the task is due to 
the instability of the end-estimates: because of the way the 
task works, the same participants might sometimes end up 
having apparently opposite scores. To recover the underlying 
interpretable parameters and enhance reliability, we used a 
Bayesian Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) procedure. We were 
able to obtain reliable parameters across sessions (Intraclass 
Correlation Coefficient ~ 0.5), and showed that this approach 
can further be used to provide superior measures in terms of 
reliability, and bring greater insights into individual 
differences. 
  

Keywords: Probabilistic Stimulus Selection task; Reliability 
Test; Basal Ganglia; Direct and Indirect pathways; 
Computational Modeling; ACT-R 

Introduction 
To understand cognition, it is important that the behavioral 
measures that we use to indirectly index brain function are 
valid and reliable. Unfortunately, this is often not the case, 
with published effects often showing low replicability 
(Bogacz et al., 2017) or task results having poor reliability 
across time. Idiographic (i.e., individual-level) parameters in 
cognitive modeling, on the other hand, can capture 
individual-level characteristics and are shown to have high 
test-retest reliability. For instance, Sense et al. (2016) have 
shown long-term memory rate is stable across sessions and 
across materials.  

In this paper, we argue that idiographic parameters in 
cognitive modeling can be used to enhance the reliability of 
behavioral measures. Specifically, we show that cognitive 
models can be used to reliably recover the values of 
underlying parameters (which reflect cognitive processes) 
even when the behavioral data itself is noisy and lacks 
replicability. As an example, we will use an experimental 
task that has been widely adopted in neuroscience research 
to investigate basal ganglia function (Frank et al., 2004) but 
whose effectiveness has recently come under scrutiny 
(Baker, Stockwell, & Holroyd, 2013; Grogan et al., 2017). 
Specifically, we will show that the use of cognitive 
modeling can (a) shed light on the nature of discrepant 
findings by different laboratories and (b) recover 
interpretable, idiographic parameters from otherwise noisy 
behavioral data, providing superior measures of validity and 
reliability and greater insight into individual differences. 

The Probabilistic Stimulus Selection Task 
The task examined herein is the Probabilistic Stimulus 
Selection (PSS) task. The PSS task is an iterative, forced-
choice, implicit decision-making paradigm first introduced 
by Frank et al. (2004) in which participants are asked to 
repeatedly choose from pairs of non-verbalizable stimuli, 
each of which has a different probability of giving a reward 
(ranging from 20% to 80%). The task has a training phase 
and a testing phase. During the training phase, the 
participants are initially trained to select the most rewarding 
stimulus out of three different fixed pairs (Fig. 1, left). 
Feedback about the outcome of their selection (that is, 
whether it resulted in being rewarded or not) is shown on 
the screen immediately after their choice. To discourage the 
participants from using explicit strategies (for example by 
keeping a running total of each stimulus’s history of 
successes), the stimuli are intentionally designed to be 
difficult to verbalize and memorize: they are represented as 
Hiragana characters from the Japanese writing system and 
are presented solely to non-Japanese speakers (for 
simplicity, the stimuli will be indicated with the letters A, 
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B…. F, as in Fig. 1). The learning occurring in this training 
phase is then examined in the testing phase, where the six 
stimuli are now combined into all possible pairs (Fig. 1, 
right) and feedback is not given to prevent further learning. 

Note that, during the training phase, participants might 
learn equally well by either learning to choose the most 
rewarding stimuli (i.e., A) or by avoiding the least rewarding 
ones (i.e., B). These two processes can be distinguished in 
the testing phase by calculating two measures, Choose and 
Avoid accuracies. Choose accuracy is calculated as the 
probability of choosing A while paired with C, D, E, or F, 
and Avoid accuracy as the probability of choosing C, D, E, 
and F over B. 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of the Probabilistic Stimulus Selection 
task. During the training phase (left), subjects are asked to 
repeatedly select one stimulus from the three possible pairs. 
The feedback received (“Correct!” or “Incorrect!”) depends 
on the stimulus chosen and is shown immediately after each 
choice. The six stimuli are presented in fixed pairings. 
During the testing phase (right), subjects perform the same 
task as the training phase but without the feedback. The 
stimuli now appear in new pairings that include either the 
most rewarding stimulus (green lines) or the least rewarding 
stimulus (red lines) against each of the remaining stimuli. 
 

The importance of this task lies in the fact that Choose 
and Avoid accuracies provide insight into a person’s 
biology, and, specifically, into the physiology of the basal 
ganglia. The basal ganglia are a set of subcortical nuclei that 
modulate the activity of the prefrontal cortex and are 
involved in many cognitive functions, most importantly in 
acquiring procedural knowledge (Knowlton & Squire, 
1994). The connections between these nuclei are organized 
into two pathways, called the direct and the indirect 
pathway, which have opposite effects on cortical activity 
(Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990). While the direct 
pathway exerts an excitatory effect on the prefrontal cortex, 
the indirect pathway has an inhibitory influence. The striatal 
neurons that originate the two pathways also express 
different dopamine receptors: While the direct pathway 
neurons express d1 receptors that are excited by dopamine 
release, indirect pathway neurons expressed d2 receptors 
and are inhibited by dopamine (Gerfen et al., 1990). 
Because dopamine is important in reward-based learning 
and decision-making, it was hypothesized that Choose 

accuracy reflects the contribution of the direct pathway and 
Avoid accuracy reflects the activity on the indirect pathway. 
In fact, the study by Frank et al. (2004) with Parkinson’s 
Disease (PD) patients shows that, when on Dopamine-
promoting medication, patients are more likely to be 
“Choosers”, meaning their Choose accuracy is higher than 
the Avoid accuracy. Correspondingly, they are more likely 
to be “Avoiders” when off medication and their dopamine 
level is low. Evidence from Frank et al. (2007) also shows 
that higher Choose accuracy is associated with people that 
have DARPP-32 gene polymorphisms that promote the 
expression of d1 Dopamine receptors on the direct 
pathways, and higher Avoid accuracy is associated DRD2 
gene polymorphisms that promote expression of d2 
Dopamine receptors on the indirect pathways. 

However, the PSS task’s reliability has recently been 
called into question. Experiments by Grogan et al. (2017) 
with PD patients failed to reproduce effects of dopaminergic 
medications on PSS performance, in contrast to previous 
studies done by Frank et al. (2004; 2007). Also, Baker, 
Stockwell, and Holroyd (2013) found no evidence that 
patterns of behavior are stable in this task over time. In their 
study, they conducted a test-retest reliability analysis on the 
PSS task performance on 90 undergraduate students. This 
result showed poor reliability of the behavior measures in 
indexing cognitive processes in reinforcement learning. 

Summary 
In summary, although existing literature suggests that the 
PSS task can successfully track the function of the basal 
ganglia’s direct and indirect pathways, and the task has been 
therefore vastly used for this purpose, the reliability of the 
task needs to be further determined. To deal with this 
matter, we conducted a new reliability test (Experiment 1) 
on the same versions of the PSS task used in Frank, 
Seeberger, and O’Reilly, (2004) and used a computational 
model of this task to examine why poor reliability exists 
(Experiment 2). Furthermore, we aimed to recover 
important individual differences information from 
behavioral data using this model-based approach. In this 
case, a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) procedure was done 
to recover the underlying parameters of the behavioral data. 
 

Behavioral Experiment 

Method and Materials 
Participants 71 healthy participants (age 18-30, 41 
females) from the University of Washington’s 
undergraduate population took part in the experiment in 
exchange for credit course. All participants completed two 
sessions of the PSS exactly one week apart. The second 
session always occurred on the same day of week and at the 
same time of day as the first session. 
Task All participants completed the PSS task in the same 
version used by Frank et al. (2004). Participants were asked 
to place their left index finger on button “1” and right index 
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finger on button “0” of a standard computer keyboard 
placed in front of them. They were noticed about the 
procedure. Pairs of Hiragana characters were then shown on 
the screen with a fixation point in between each trial. They 
then pressed the button corresponding with the characters 
they intuitively think would be correct. Feedbacks were 
shown on the screen after each selection during the training 
phase as “Correct!” in blue color or “Incorrect!” in red 
color. If the participant didn’t press any button within 6 
seconds, “no response detected” in red color was shown on 
the screen. This was to ensure that the subject was engaging 
in the task and also to discourage the subject from using 
explicit methods to remember the patterns rather than 
learning them through trial and error. After a maximum of 
six repetitions of the training phase, participants moved to 
the testing phase where their Choose and Avoid accuracies 
were measured. 

Results 
Split-test Reliability First, we examined the split-test 
reliability of these measures. This was done by separately 
calculating the values of the two main variables, Choose and 
Avoid, for different pairs of stimuli, depending on whether 
A and B, were presented on the left (e.g., “AC”, “BC”, etc.) 
or on the right (e.g., “CA”, “CB”, etc.). These measures 
were called Choose Left, Avoid Left, Choose Right, and 
Avoid Right, respectively. The Pearson correlation between 
the Left and Right version of each measure was calculated. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the split-test correlation coefficients of 
Choose and Avoid were significant in both sessions. 
Specifically, we found a positive correlation of Choose Left 
and Choose Right in Session 1 [r(71) = .44, p < .001] and 
Session 2 [r(71) = .40, p < .001], and between Avoid Left 
and Avoid Right in Session 1 [r(71) = .46, p < .001] and in 
Session 2 [r(71) = .40, p < .001]. 
Test-retest Reliability Then, we examined the test-retest 
reliability across sessions of the same measures. In contrast 
to the split-test correlations, no significant correlation was 
found for either Choose [r(71) < 0.10, p > 0.60] or Avoid 
[r(71) = 0.15, p > 0.20] across sessions (Fig. 3). 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient Finally, for each of the 
measures of interest, we also calculated the intraclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC: Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). ICC 
measures the proportion of variance in the measures of 
interest against the total variance, and is used as an 
assessment of the consistency of quantitative measurements 
between sessions. In our study, the variance of interest is 
between different measurements M of the same variables 
(Choose or Avoid) across left/right presentation or sessions, 
and the total variance is due to both M and the individual 
participants P. Thus: 

  
ICC = σ2

M / (σ2
M + σ2

P) 
  
As shown in Fig. 3, although the ICC values for Choose 

and Avoid between sessions were greater than zero, they 
were also markedly inferior to their split-half counterparts 

and both values fell below the 0.40 threshold indicated by 
Cicchetti (1994) as “poor” reliability. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Split-test and Test-retest reliability of Choose and 
Avoid accuracies. Red lines represent significant, and black 
lines represent non-significant, correlations. 

 
 

Fig. 3. ICC results. Choose (red) and Avoid (blue) over 
sessions (Right column) showed poor consistency. 
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Summary 
An analysis of the Choose and Avoid measures in the PSS 
task has yielded somewhat contrasting results. Across 
sessions, both measures show very poor reliability as 
indexed by both Pearson correlations and ICC values. This 
finding is in line with the reports of Bogacz (2017) and 
Holroyd (2013), which called into question the original 
results by Frank. On the other hand, the same measures had 
good reliability scores within each session (r > 0.4, ICC ≥ 
0.5), suggesting that the two measures were not intrinsically 
unreliable. 

Two possible explanations exist for these findings. One is 
that Choose and Avoid do not index any underlying stable 
feature of a participant’s biology (such as the relative 
strengths of their basal ganglia pathways) but some other 
characteristic that is reliable only within a single session. 
This could be, for example, mental states such as fatigue. 
Another hypothesis is that Choose and Avoid might be 
intrinsically noisy indicators of the underlying basal ganglia 
activity. For instance, for a participant with high learning 
rates for both pathways, Choose might dominate in one 
session while Avoid might dominate in another. 

To distinguish between these two hypotheses, we 
examined the performance of an existing model of the task 
and we applied Bayesian methods to estimate the most 
likely underlying model parameters for each participant. 

Computational Model 

Methods and Materials 
Computational Model A model of the PSS was recently 
published (Stocco, 2018) and its code made available 
online 1 . The model was developed using the Adaptive 
Control of Thought - Rational (ACT-R) architecture, which 
is currently the most common cognitive architecture in use 
(Kotseruba & Tsotsos, 2018). Similar to other architectures, 
it contains vector-like structures called “chunks”, which are 
used to represent static information like semantic memory 
(“a dog is walking”), visual input (“red rectangle on the  
left”), or motor commands (“press the green button”). These 
chunks are then placed into specialized modules (such as 
“vision”) where they become accessible to procedural 
knowledge (represented as “production rules” or 
“productions”) to carry out cognitive and motor actions. 
Only one production is selected at any given time, only one 
production is allowed to fire; this production is selected 
amongst competing rules on the basis of its relative utility, a 
scalar value that represents the estimated future rewards 
generated by their applications and is learned through a 
reinforcement learning algorithm. 

The model by Stocco (2018) assumes that task 
performance relies entirely on procedural knowledge. This 
is due to the reinforcement learning nature of the task, and 
the mapping between procedural knowledge in ACT-R and 

                                                             
1 http://github.com/UWCCDL/PSS_model 

Basal Ganglia (Anderson, 2005; Anderson et al., 2008; 
Stocco & Anderson, 2008). In addition, and as previously 
noted, the PSS task is designed to exclude the possibility 
that participants were relying on declarative knowledge. In 
fact, experimental results show task performance is 
invariably affected by manipulation of basal ganglia 
function and not affected by manipulation on the formation 
of declarative memories (Frank, O’Reilly, & Curran, 2006). 
Therefore, this ACT-R model implemented a procedural-
only approach for the PSS task. The model also captured 
competitive action selection, which also corresponds to the 
basal ganglia’s biological computations. Once the stimuli on 
the screen are encoded as a visual chunk, all the productions 
that match the current stimuli compete for execution. To 
capture the competition between the basal ganglia’s direct 
and indirect pathways, the model also uses opposing and 
competing “Choose” and “Avoid” productions for each 
stimulus (Fig. 4). For example, if A is presented, both 
“Choose A” and “Avoid A” would compete to select either 
stimulus A or the other stimulus on the screen (B in Fig. 4). 

The functioning of the model is governed by four 
parameters only: α, s, D1, and D2 (Fig. 4). The model 
parameter α represents the learning rate in reinforcement 
learning, that is, how much each production’s utility is 
adjusted for after each feedback. The parameter s represents 
the noise in selecting each action at the decision phase. 
Finally, D1 and D2 model the density of dopamine d1 and d2 
receptors in the basal ganglia’s direct and indirect pathways, 
respectively, and modulate the effects of the learning rate 
for the Choose and Avoid production rules. Thus, D1 and 
D2 represent the unobserved quantities that the Choose and 
Avoid measures are purported to operationalize. 

  
 

Fig. 4. Overview of the PSS model performing a sample 
trial of the PSS task. 
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Simulations The original paper (Stocco, 2018) provides 
values for the learning rate α and noise parameter s for the 
general population, as well as the distribution of values of 
D1 and D2 that capture the observed variability in healthy 
individuals. In this study, we used the values of α = 0.018 
and s = 0.1 (which were fit to the healthy control data in 
Stocco, 2018), and parametrically varied the values of D1 
and D2 from 0 to 2 in increments of 0.05 (which were used 
in Stocco, 2018, to capture individual differences in the PSS 
task). For each combination of D1 and D2 parameter values, 
the model was then run 250 times, and the probability 
distributions of each combination of Choose and Avoid 
measures were recorded. A total of 41 ✕ 41 ✕ 250 = 
420,250 simulations were run. 
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Parameter Estimation 
The simulations described in the previous section provide an 
estimate of the likelihood of observing a particular 
behavioral outcome Y (that is, a combination of Choose and 
Avoid values) given θ (that is, a combination of values for 
the D1 and D2 parameters). In addition to these likelihood 
estimates, we were interested to explore whether the 
model’s simulations could be used to estimate reliable 
values for D1 and D2 (the unobservable parameters that 
govern learning rates in the two pathways) from the 
observable behavioral measures (Choose and Avoid). To do 
so, we fitted the model to each individual participant using a 
Bayesian Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) procedure. In 
Bayesian statistics, a MAP is defined as the estimate of the 
maximum likelihood of an unobservable quantity on the 
basis of both the empirically observed data and a prior 
hypothesis about the distribution of that quantity. In our 
case, the procedure was used to recover the most likely 
values of θ (D1 and D2) given the observed Choose and 
Avoid values of a given participants (Y), that is, argmax P(θ 
| Y). Using Bayes theorem, this quantity can be rewritten as: 

  
P(θ | Y) = argmax [P(Y | θ) ✕ P(θ) / P(Y)]. 

   
The likelihood values P(Y | θ), that is, the distributions of 

Choose and Avoid accuracies given pairs of D1 and D2 
parameter, can be directly computed from the model 
simulations (Fig. 5). To estimate the parameter priors P(θ), 
we followed the following logic. First, we modeled the 
probability distribution of each parameter value as a normal 
distribution N(µ, σ) with mean µ = 1 and σ = 0.5. This 
captures the finding that the values for D1 and D2 that best 
represent variability among healthy participants vary 
between 0.5 and 1.5, with 1 being the population mean 
(Stocco, 2018). The joint probability distribution of D1 and 
D2 was then modeled by setting the correlation between the 
two distributions to r = 0.5. The correlation between these 
two parameters is suggested by the facts that, in the basal 
ganglia, the distribution of receptors is not independent, and 
that the activity in both receptors is driven by a common 
force (the release of dopamine), and that, the recorded 
activity of the two pathways is anticorrelated.  

With both the likelihood and the joint probability 
distribution in place, we calculated the MAP estimates for 
D1 and D2 for each participant. 

Results 
Likelihood Distributions An inspection of likelihood 
distributions the model’s performance provided a first 
insight into the reasons for the poor test-retest reliability of 
the PSS task measures. Under certain combinations of 
parameters, the model tends to converge on the same 
estimates of Choose and Avoid; this result is represented by 
a likelihood distribution with a unique global maximum (Fig 
5, left). However, under most combinations, the likelihood 
distribution did not have a single maximum, and the model 
would move towards different values for Choose and Avoid 
in different runs. (Note that, since there is a finite number of 
pairs in the testing phase, the values of Choose and Avoid 
are discrete, and the multiple peaks in Fig. 5 do not 
represent an approximation due to the discretization of 
continuous variables). This suggests that the poor reliability 
of Choose and Avoid accuracies might be due to the nature 
of the task and the ways the measures are calculated. 

 
Fig. 5: Variability in the likelihood of possible results Y as a 
function of different parameter values θ. When D1 = D2 = 
0.5 (Left), the model converges on a single global maximum 
(Choose = 0.6125, Avoid = 0.6125). However, when D1 = 
D2 = 2.0 (Right), multiple possible results (i.e. maxima) are 
equally likely. Colors represent probability densities for 
each Choose/Avoid accuracy combination. 

 
Test-Retest Reliability After calculating the MAP 
parameter estimates for each participant, we applied the 
same test-retest reliability analyses that were used for the 
behavioral measures to the individual parameter values. In 
contrast to our behavioral findings (Fig. 2), we found 
statistically significant Pearson correlations across sessions 
for both D1 [r(71) = 0.33, p < 0.005] and D2 [r(71) = 0.35, 
p < 0.003] (Fig. 6). Similar results were found for the 
corresponding ICC values, with the values for D1 
(ICC=0.49) and D2 (ICC=0.51) being more than twice as 
large as the corresponding values for Choose and Avoid, 
and within Cicchetto’s (1994) range of “fair” reliability 
(Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 6. Correlation between MAP estimates of the 
underlying D1 and D2 model parameters across sessions for 
all participants. Red lines indicate significant correlations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. A comparison of the Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC) values of the behavioral measures (left) 
and the MAP estimates of the underlying model parameters 
(right) that index the function of the two pathways. 

Conclusion 
This paper has presented evidence that computational 
cognitive models can be used to recover interpretable and 
reliable parameters from noisy behavioral data, making up 
for discrepant findings. More specifically, the study 
examined the reliability of two commonly used measures in 
the PSS task and suggested recovering the underlying 
parameters by fitting cognitive models can be used in the 
future as an alternative to behavioral data analysis. 

The study consisted of two parts. First, we tested the 
reliability of the PSS task’s most important measures, 
Choose and Avoid accuracies, and showed that their test-
retest reliability is poor. Across two sessions one week 
apart, the Choose and Avoid values were uncorrelated 
within participants. Second, we adopted a computational 
modeling approach to gather a better understanding of the 
data. An ACT-R cognitive architecture model was then 
implemented here. The model simulated the competitive 
dynamics of the two basal ganglia pathways that together 
drives the reinforcement learning process. A set of 
parameters generated by the model was then manipulated to 
generate probability distributions for every possible Choose 

and Avoid value. With evidence-based idea of how D1 and 
D2 distributed, when fit the actual data obtained from 
participants in the first study back to these probability 
distributions using Maximum A Posterior, we got the joint 
probability distribution for D1 and D2 of our participants. 
Recalculating test-retest reliability and ICC with these 
parameters showed great improvement. As a result, both D1 
and D2 show correlation across sessions, meaning a better 
reliability than Choose and Avoid measures. 

With the PSS task as a starting point, we see this proposed 
approach as an exciting approach in future studies as well. 
First and foremost, using cognitive models suggests a new 
and more reliable way of dealing with behavioral data, as 
idiographic parameters reflect stable individual traits that 
possess high test-retest reliability. It also highlights, when 
understanding cognition, the importance of looking for 
underlying idiographic parametric indices for a more direct 
reflection on cognitive processes. Idiographic parameters 
can be used to generalize or predict behaviors across tasks, 
for instance, Lovett and colleagues were able to estimate 
attentional spreading activation from a working memory 
task, and use it to predict performance in a second task 
(Daily et al., 2001; Lovett et al., 2000). This approach can 
also be used to reflect individual’s measurable biological 
features, such as procedural learning rate and the density of 
dopamine receptors (Stocco 2018; Stocco et al., 2017), 
providing a platform for further studying individual 
differences, and offering potential benefits toward the goal 
of predicting individual performance and its development 
across times. 
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Student Learning Trajectories and Knowledge Transfer in Early Mathematical
Equivalence Interventions

Kristen Johannes
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Abstract

Many students fail to develop adequate understanding of mathematical equivalence in early grades, which impacts later
algebra learning. Work from McNeil and colleagues proposes that this failure is partly due to the format of traditional
instruction and practice with highly similar problems, which encourages students to develop ineffective mental models of
problem types (McNeil, 2014, McNeil & Alibali, 2005). In the current study, we explore students learning trajectories
in two matched equivalence interventions. We show that, relative to an active control, the principle-based treatment
intervention gives rise to a greater number of successful learners, a designation that, in turn, leads to improved performance
on distal transfer assessments. We further demonstrate a predictive relationship between students engagement with the
intervention, via workbook completion, and likelihood of becoming a successful learner. Our findings have implications
for early detection of learning and subsequent scaffolding for low-performing students.
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Can toddlers learn causal action sequences?
Emma Tecwyn
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Abstract

Toddlers, like older children and adults, can learn cause-effect relationships between a single action and its outcome.
However, causality in the real-world is more complex. We investigate whether toddlers can learn, from observing an adults
demonstration, that a sequence of two actions is causally necessary for producing an effect. In Experiment 1, toddlers and
preschoolers (N=142; ongoing) saw evidence that a 2-action sequence was necessary to make a puzzle-box dispense a
sticker, before trying to get stickers themselves. Preliminary results indicate that older children produce more sequences
than younger children. Experiment 2 (N=42; ongoing) is examining whether 1- and 2-year-olds behave differently from in
Experiment 1 when the demonstration provides evidence that a sequence of actions is not necessary (specifically, that the
second action alone is causally effective). Although preliminary, our findings suggest that the ability to accurately infer
causal structure from action sequence demonstrations may develop over early childhood.
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Abstract 
Research on active category learning—i.e., where the learner 
manipulates continuous feature dimensions of novel objects and 
receives labels for their self-generated exemplars—has routinely 
shown that people prefer to sample from regions of the space with 
high class uncertainty (near category boundaries). Prevailing 
accounts suggest that this strategy facilitates an understanding of the 
subtle distinctions between categories. However, prior work has 
focused on situations where category boundaries are rigid. In 
actuality, the boundaries between natural categories are often fuzzy 
or unclear. Here, we ask: do learners pursue uncertainty sampling 
when labels at the boundary are themselves uncertain? To answer 
this question, we introduce a fuzzy buffer around a target category 
where conflicting labels are returned from two ‘teachers,’ then we 
evaluate how sampling and representation are affected. We find that, 
relative to the rigid boundary case, learners avoid uncertainty, 
opting to sample densely from highly certain regions of the target 
category as opposed to its boundary. Subsequent generalization tests 
reveal that the sampling strategies encouraged by the fuzzy 
boundary negatively affected participants' grasp of category 
structure, even outside the fuzzy buffer zone. 

Keywords: active learning; category learning; fuzzy boundary 

Introduction 
Category learning occupies an important role in higher-order 
cognition. An understanding of what does or does not 
constitute a member of a category can speed up processing, 
facilitate reasoning and decision making, and, of course, is 
inextricably tied to lexical development. The study of 
category learning has yielded an array of findings about how 
humans acquire categories under a variety of task conditions 
(e.g., classification: Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkins, 1961; 
inference: Yamauchi & Markman, 1998). However, despite 
the range of tasks typically associated with the literature, a 
clear majority of investigations target passive, ‘reception’ 
learning, or scenarios in which learners develop an 
understanding via passively received observations. In other 
words, the learner has no agency in the observations they 
experience. Reception learning can be contrasted with active 
or ‘selection’ learning, in which learners develop an 
understanding by actively selecting or generating 
observations they anticipate will be most informative 

(Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; MacDonald & Frank, 
2016; Markant & Gureckis, 2014; Markant, Settles, & 
Gureckis, 2016). Because active learning affords learners the 
agency to determine the distribution of items they experience, 
we henceforth refer to it as ‘sampling’. 

The study of active learning may not only elucidate the 
process through which humans come to select information, 
but may also speak to how selection patterns relate to what is 
ultimately learned (Markant & Gureckis, 2014). On an 
applied level, this line of work carries additional implications 
for how sampling can be optimized in pedagogical 
environments (e.g., Yang, Vong, Yu, & Shafto, 2019). 
Additionally, active learning is an important area of research 
in machine learning—using a model’s representation to 
select the most informative training examples can expedite 
learning, lighten the human burden of providing label 
supervision, and improve model generalization (Cohn, Atlas, 
& Ladner, 1994). In sum, active learning research holds the 
potential to advance basic and applied interests across human 
and machine domains. 

Though relatively nascent, the human active category 
learning literature has yielded several key results. For 
instance, it has been shown that active learners may, in some 
circumstances, outperform passive learners, even when a 
passive learner’s observations are yoked to an active learner’s 
selections (e.g., Markant & Gureckis, 2014). Furthermore, 
active learning appears to be particularly effective when it is 
preceded by passive learning, presumably because the latter 
enables enhanced hypothesis generation (MacDonald & 
Frank, 2016).  

Perhaps the most consistent finding, however, is that 
people are driven to sample heavily from regions of the 
stimulus space with high label uncertainty: the regions 
nearest to category boundaries (MacDonald & Frank, 2016; 
Markant & Gureckis, 2014; Markant et al., 2016). This 
pattern of behavior accords with hypothesis-dependent 
sampling; learners select high-uncertainty samples that are 
most informative given their current hypothesis. As their 
hypotheses become more refined, sampling begins to 
approximate the category boundary. Not only do learners 
prefer to sample from regions of high label uncertainty, but 
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they are also sensitive to kinds of uncertainty. Markant et al. 
(2016) used a three-category paradigm to assess whether 
people prefer to sample from regions with high ‘global’ label 
uncertainty (i.e., near the intersection of all three categories) 
or high ‘local’ label uncertainty (i.e., near the boundary 
between two categories). Results indicate that people prefer 
to sample boundary regions that isolate two categories. 

An important qualification of the boundary/uncertainty 
preference is that it has only been observed under 
circumstances where category boundaries are rigidly defined. 
That is, everything on one side is ‘in’ and everything on the 
other is ‘out.’ Thus, boundary uncertainty is resolvable; as 
learning progresses and hypotheses are refined, that which 
was previously uncertain can become certain. However, 
boundaries of natural categories are frequently far from 
rigidly defined. Instead, they tend to be fuzzy or graded 
(McCloskey & Glucksberg, 1978; Rosch & Mervis, 1975). 
For example, questions such as, is a hotdog a sandwich or are 
chess or cheerleading sports, are likely to spur substantial 
disagreement between individuals. More often than not, 
natural categories involve unresolvable label uncertainty 
around their boundaries. 

In the present work, we investigate how unresolvable label 
uncertainty at the category boundary: (1) affects how people 
sample during active learning; and (2) influences what is 
learned or represented. To this end, we compare two 
conditions in an A/not-A active learning paradigm where the 
goal is to learn to differentiate members of the target category 
from non-members. For each sample drawn by the learner, 
two labels are provided—one from each of two teachers. In 
the Label Certain condition, the boundary is rigid, (i.e., 
teachers unanimously return ‘non-member’ for any item 
beyond the boundary). However, in the Label Uncertain 
group, we introduce a fuzzy buffer between the member and 
non-member regions in which class information is 
ambiguous (i.e., teachers provide conflicting labels). We then 
evaluate how unresolvable label uncertainty at the 
membership horizon affects sampling behavior and 
representation, via a generalization test.  

In light of previous work, we test the prediction that 
learners in the Label Certain group will favor sampling from 
regions of the category space with high label uncertainty 
(e.g., MacDonald & Frank, 2016; Markant & Gureckis, 2014; 
Markant et al., 2016). However, it is less clear precisely how 
sampling patterns will differ in the Label Uncertain group. To 
the best of our knowledge, the present experiment represents 
the first investigation of active learning in the context of 
boundary fuzziness (via simultaneous label disagreement). 
By one account, people may tolerate label uncertainty and 
continue to sample near the member horizon. However, 
Markant et al. (2016) demonstrated that people are choosy 
about the type of uncertainty they seek to resolve with their 
sampling. Further, a prevailing insight from studies of 
decision making is that individuals prefer to avoid ambiguity 
when possible (e.g., Rode, Cosmides, Hell, & Tooby, 1999). 
As such, Label Uncertain learners may opt to sample regions 

of the category with low uncertainty, which could hold 
negative consequences for learning.  

Method 

Participants 
Eighty-two undergraduates (ages 18-30) recruited from 
Pennsylvania State University participated in the 30-minute 
experiment in exchange for partial course credit. There were 
41 participants each in the Label Certain and Label Uncertain 
conditions. As the first group to study ambiguity-related 
boundary fuzziness, we were left to estimate an appropriate 
sample size. Large effect sizes have been shown for 
ambiguity manipulations (d > 1.0; Rode et al., 1999); effect 
sizes for manipulations within active learning paradigms are 
generally also moderate to large (ds > .5; Markant & 
Gureckis, 2014). As such, we used a sample size that would 
be appropriate for 80% power at an effect size of d ≈ .6. 

Stimuli 
To make contact with previous work (MacDonald & Frank, 
2016; Markant & Gureckis, 2014), we used stimuli consisting 
of black circles with a red center bar that spanned the 
diameter (Figure 1). The stimulus space contained two 
continuous dimensions of variation: size (the diameter of the 
circle) and orientation (the angle of the center bar). Size 
ranged from 100 to 500 pixels while orientation ranged from 
0 to 150 degrees. The stimuli could assume any point within 
the space during learner-controlled trials (e.g., active 
learning). The test stimuli consisted of a 12x12 grid that 
uniformly spanned the entire space, yielding 144 items. The 
grid was split into quadrants. For each 36-trial test block, one 
quarter of the items from each quadrant was drawn randomly 
without replacement, such that each participant was tested on 
all 144 items by the fourth and final testing block. Stimuli for 
the final boundary test consisted of a subset of the full test 
grid—the two levels that straddled the middle of each 
dimension.  

The target category was defined by a conjunctive rule. The 
category structure was created by partitioning the stimulus 
space into three regions: Member space, Non-Member space, 
and Fuzzy space. Member space defined the set of items that 
satisfied the conjunctive membership rule and occupied one 
quadrant of the stimulus space. Fuzzy space was adjacent to 
the Member boundary and created a buffer (20% of the range 
on each dimension) between the Member and Non-Member 
regions. The rest of the space was designated Non-Member 
space. Member and Fuzzy regions each took up ~25% of the 
total stimulus space while Non-Member space took up ~50%. 
As in previous work (e.g., Markant & Gureckis, 2014), we 
counterbalanced across all four 90 degree rotations of this 
category structure within the stimulus space and collapsed 
across them for each learning condition. 

Design and Procedure 
The experiment was programmed using the PsychoPy suite 
for Python (Peirce et al., 2019). All participants engaged in 
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four blocks of active learning, where each block consisted of 
15 samples. Following each active learning block, learners 
completed a test block (36 trials). In this report we focus only 
on primary measures related to active learning and test 
blocks. Ancillary measures were collected following the last 
test block. In the interest of methodological completeness, we 
describe them here; however, that set of results is beyond the 
scope of the present report. Immediately following the last 
test block was a final border test set, consisting of items at the 
border between Member and Fuzzy space. After the final 
border test set, participants then were asked to create a ‘most 
average’ example of the target category in the make-one task. 
Example trials for these tasks can be seen in Figure 2. Lastly, 
learners rated how much they trusted each of the teachers. 

 
Active Learning Participants were informed that they would 
see objects that varied in size and angle of their center bar, 
that some of them were known as ‘Lunqs’, and that their goal 
was to learn about the characteristics of a Lunq. On each 
active learning trial, a randomly initialized item within the 
stimulus space was presented and learners were instructed to 
modify the item however they wanted. Participants were 
required to make a modification to at least one dimension 
before submitting it in order to learn whether it was a Lunq. 
On-screen instructions told participants how to modify the 
item: they could hold down either the ‘x’ or ‘z’ key and move 
the mouse to the left or right. The mapping between key (x, 
y) and dimension (size, angle) was randomly determined for 
each participant. The same was true for the mapping between 
mouse movement (left, right) and dimension change 
(decrease, increase). Upon submitting their item, participants 
were asked how likely it was the item they created was a Lunq 
and registered their response on a scale that ranged from 
‘Definitely Not’ to ‘Definitely’. After submitting their rating, 
participants were provided label feedback. 

Our primary manipulation was the nature of feedback 
provided for Fuzzy region samples. The goal was to create 
unresolvable label uncertainty at the category boundary for 
the Label Uncertain group. We considered probabilistically 
returning different labels for samples in this region, an 
approach taken in studies of probability learning (e.g., 
Kruschke & Johansen, 1999). However, substantial exposure 
would be required before the learner came to appreciate the 
uncertainty of the region. Instead, we opted to return two 
labels for each sample, one per teacher. As can be seen in 
Figure 2, feedback from both teachers, ‘Biv’ and ‘Zup,’ 
appeared on separate lines below the stimulus. While 
participants in both conditions received unanimous ‘Lunq’ 
and ‘NOT a Lunq’ feedback for Member and Non-Member 
samples respectively, the Label Uncertain group received one 
of each label for Fuzzy region samples while the Label 
Certain group received unanimous non-member feedback. 
Thus, in the Label Uncertain condition, each teacher has a 
slightly different conception of the stimulus space which they 
maintain throughout training—one has a more inclusive 
category while the other’s is more exclusive—and 

participants have been given no reason to believe that one 
teacher is more reliable than the other.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Category structure for each condition and 
example stimulus. Note: the ‘Fuzzy’ space in the Label 

Certain group was Non-Member space. 
 
Assessment On each block test and final border test trial, an 
item was presented and participants were asked if the item 
was a member of the category ‘Lunq.’ They used a slider 
scale to simultaneously classify the item and register their 
confidence. The scale ranged from ‘Definitely Not’ to 
‘Definitely,’ where right (left) of the middle point indicated 
class inclusion (exclusion) and distance from the middle 
point indicated confidence. Text below the slider 
dynamically indicated the current classification and degree of 
confidence based on the position of the slider, and 
participants clicked submit when both reflected their opinion. 

In the make-one task that followed the final border test, 
participants were asked to create a member of the category 
they considered to be most average, using the same controls 
from the active learning phase. After the make-one task, 
participants were asked to rate their trust of each teacher. Two 
sliders appeared in the middle of the screen, with the name of 
each teacher beside them. The scales ranged from ‘No Trust’ 
to ‘Full Trust.’ Participants registered their responses and 
clicked submit for each. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Learning and assessment tasks.  

Results 

Active Learning 
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Area-wise Analysis Of principal interest in the present work 
was assessing how unresolvable uncertainty at the boundary 
affected sampling behavior. To this end, we first tested 
whether condition (Label Uncertain, Label Certain) predicted 
the extent to which learners sampled from each region (i.e., 
Member, Fuzzy, Non-Member; Figure 3).  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Sampling by area and condition. A value of 1 on 
the y-axis means sampling was at ‘chance’ or exactly 

proportional to the size of the region. 
 

We used condition and region to predict scaled sampling 
proportion (proportion of samples within a given area, 
divided by proportion of the stimulus space the region took 
up) in a linear mixed effect regression with subject as a 
random intercept. The model yielded a main effect of 
sampling area (F(2, 240) = 122.05, p < .001), where learners 
sampled reliably more from the Member region, relative to 
both Fuzzy and Non-Member regions, but Fuzzy and Non-
Member regions did not differ (Member-Fuzzy: t(160) = 
13.74, p < .001; Member-Non-Member: t(160) = 13.31, p < 
.001). Somewhat surprisingly, however, neither condition, 
nor the interaction showed significant differences. 
 
Member-region Analysis We next conducted a post-hoc 
analysis based on our qualitative observations of Member 
space sampling. Despite the very obvious limitations of this 
data-driven approach (which we do not intend to understate), 
it enabled a more fine-grained portrayal of exactly how 
learners in the two conditions sampled the Member space, 
given that participants in both conditions sampled most 
heavily from this region relative to the other two. 
Qualitatively, the two conditions exhibited strikingly 
different sampling patterns within Member space (Figure 4). 
Label Certain learners showed more evenly-distributed 
sampling across Member space, while Label Uncertain 
learners focused their sampling in regions of Member space 
that: (1) minimize uncertainty along one or both category-
relevant dimensions (i.e., close to axis lines in Figure 4); and 
(2) are primarily distant from Fuzzy region label ambiguity. 
This pattern of results is consistent with ambiguity avoidance 
shown in the decision making literature. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Sampling density by condition. Axes show 
scaled size and orientation dimensions. The red box 

corresponds to the boundary of Member space while the 
area between the red and pink boxes reflects Fuzzy space. 

The yellow ‘L’ shows the idealized sampling region. 
 
This qualitative observation prompted us to conduct a post-

hoc analysis to evaluate whether the conditions differed 
quantitatively in the extent to which they sampled from these 
high-certainty regions of Member space. In the analysis, we 
operationalized ‘high-certainty’ as being in the third of 
Member space closest to the extremes on either dimension 
(i.e., next to axis lines in Figure 4). We included either 
dimension, as this would include the region of maximal 
certainty across both dimensions (the corner), but would also 
capture high-certainty samples if the learner had only reached 
a unidimensional understanding of the category (at a given 
stage of learning or overall).  

The resulting L-shaped region of interest (Figure 4), which 
we refer to as the ‘idealized’ Member region, was used to 
score each Member sample based on whether it was in or out, 
yielding a binomial outcome. An important consequence of 
this coding scheme is that Member samples outside the 
idealized region are closer to the area of maximal uncertainty, 
or the intersection of each dimension’s Member boundary. 
This dependent variable was regressed onto condition, block, 
and their interaction using a generalized linear mixed effect 
model. An intercept for participant and a random slope for 
block were included in the random effects structure. The 
analysis showed a main effect of condition (χ2condition (1) = 
10.43, p < .01), where the Label Uncertain group was more 
likely to sample from the idealized region than the Label 
Certain group (β = -1.02, SE = 0.32, z = 3.23, p < .001). There 
was also a main effect of block and a reliable block-by-
condition interaction (χ2block (1) = 15.16, p < .01; χ2interaction (1) 
= 5.70, p < .05). The rate of idealized sampling decreased 
across blocks, though the interaction revealed that this was 
underpinned by a reliable decrease across blocks in the Label 
Uncertain group (β = -0.59, SE = 0.15, z = -3.89, p < .001), 
but not the Label Certain group. As Figure 5 shows, this 
effect appears to reflect a ‘late start’ to more fully exploring 
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Member space for the Label Uncertain group. Given our 
method of defining the idealized region [1 = idealized region, 
0 = rest of Member space], this analysis also indicates that 
Label Certain learners sampled more from regions that were 
closer to the boundaries of both dimensions (areas with 
higher global uncertainty). 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Idealized sampling by block and condition. 
Black dots represent condition means. 

Assessment 
As noted above, we focus the assessment analyses on our core 
measure: the test grid of the whole stimulus space. However, 
as a manipulation check, we first compared confidence for 
Fuzzy region test items between the two conditions. As 
expected, Label Uncertain learners were less confident than 
Label Certain learners for Fuzzy region items, but the two 
conditions did not differ in their confidence for the rest of the 
space (Fuzzy: t(79.98) = 2.37, p < .05; Rest: t(79.98) = 1.54, 
ns). These results suggest that condition differences cannot 
be attributable to globally reduced confidence.  

Next, we turn to how participants in the Label Certain and 
Uncertain conditions compare in terms of how well they 
learned the unambiguous regions of the space. We compare 
the conditions using d’—a measure of learners’ ability to 
accurately endorse Members without inappropriately 
endorsing Non-Members—for each participant. Recall, the 
two conditions received different feedback for Fuzzy region 
samples during learning. As such, it would be unreasonable 
to include Fuzzy region test items in the d’ calculation. 
However, the conditions were perfectly matched in the 
training feedback received for Member and Non-Member 
regions (as seen in Figure 1). Thus, only test items that fell 
within the Member and Non-Member regions were included 
in the d’ calculation. We regressed d’ scores onto condition, 
block, and their interaction in a linear mixed effect 
regression, with a random intercept for participant and a 
random slope for block.  

The analysis showed main effects of block and condition, 
but the interaction was not significant (χ2block (1) = 40.56, p < 
.001; χ2condition (1) = 4.76, p < .05; see Figure 6). Though 
learners’ understanding of the space improved as training 

progressed (β = 0.33, SE = 0.04, t = 7.67, p < .001), learning 
in the context of boundary fuzziness led to poorer overall 
understanding (Label Certain > Label Uncertain: β = -0.41, 
SE = 0.19, t = -2.18, p < .05). 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Test d’ by block and condition. 
 

To ascertain if lower d’ in the Label Uncertain condition 
was attributable to poor accuracy on Members, Non-
Members or both, we regressed trial-by-trial accuracy on 
condition, region (Member, Non-Member), and their 
interaction in a generalized linear mixed effect regression. 
The random effects structure included a slope for region and 
an intercept in the participant term and a slope for condition 
and an intercept for item. The analysis revealed a reliable 
main effect of region and an interaction (χ2region (1) = 21,89, p 
< .001; χ2interaction (1) = 4.30, p < .05). Learners were more 
accurate for Non-Members than they were for Members (β = 
1.73, SE = 0.21, z = 8.39, p < .001), likely due to the small 
size of Member space. Of central importance, the interaction 
showed that although the two conditions did not differ in their 
accuracy for Member items, Label Uncertain learners were 
reliably worse at accurately rejecting Non-Members than the 
Label Certain group (β = -1.03, SE = 0.31, z = -3.34, p < .001). 
This finding suggests that the lower d’ for the Label 
Uncertain group is driven by an increased false alarm rate (as 
can be seen in Figure 7). 

 
Relating Sampling & Assessment The analyses above show 
that fuzzy, uncertain boundaries alter: (1) how people 
actively sample; and (2) how well they learn the overall 
category structure, even outside the fuzzy buffer. But how do 
the two relate? Specifically, how does the amount that 
learners sampled from the Fuzzy region affect their 
understanding of the rest of the space? We addressed this by 
regressing overall d’ on condition, Fuzzy sampling (area-
scaled proportion), and their interaction in a linear regression. 
The model returned only a significant interaction (F(1, 78) = 
5.42, p < .05). As Fuzzy region sampling increased, so too 
did d’ for the Label Certain group (β = 1.31, SE = 0.47, z = 
2.80, p < .01; Figure 8), but the Label Uncertain group saw 
no benefit. Recall, the Fuzzy region was not ‘fuzzy’ for the 
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Label Certain group, and returned non-member feedback. 
This finding reaffirms the benefits of boundary/uncertainty 
sampling shown in previous work (e.g., Markant & Gureckis, 
2014), yet crucially, in the case of unresolvable boundary 
uncertainty, boundary sampling conferred no benefit. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Probability of responding ‘Member’ at test by 
region and condition. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: d’ by Fuzzy Sampling (left) and β by idealized 
sampling (right). 

 
Next, we evaluated how the idealized sampling of the 

Label Uncertain group related to test performance. We first 
conducted a d’ analysis identical to the one above, but 
substituted idealized sampling for Fuzzy sampling. No effect 
of idealized sampling was observed. If learners focused their 
sampling in idealized regions of Member space, then their 
notion of membership might be highly constrained, which 
would lead to an offset in the d’ measure (lower false alarm 
rate, but also lower hit rate). We assessed this possibility via 
a signal detection measure of response bias, β. Values of β 
less than 1 indicate an increasingly liberal notion of the 
category (over-extension of membership), while values 
greater than 1 indicate an increasingly constrained notion of 
the category. Using the same model, but with β instead of d’, 
the model revealed a marginal effect of condition, a reliable 
effect of idealized sampling, and an interaction (Fcondition(1, 
78) = 2.87, p = .094; Fidealized (1, 78) = 5.16, p < .05; 
Finteraction(1, 78) = 5.61, p < .05). The Label Uncertain group 
exhibited a marginally more liberal representation of the 

category (β = -0.98, SE = 0.58, t = -1.70, p = .094). However, 
as idealized sampling increased, Label Uncertain learners’ 
conception of the category became increasingly constrained 
(β = 10.32, SE = 3.62, t = 2.85, p < .01). Yet, idealized 
sampling had no relation to response bias in the Label Certain 
group (p >. 3). 

Discussion 
Motivated by a commonly observed property of natural 
categories, the experiment presented here asks, for the first 
time, how sampling and category knowledge is affected by a 
fuzzy boundary. Generally, we found that unresolvable label 
ambiguity near a category boundary exerts a pronounced 
effect on both. In the presence of a fuzzy boundary, 
participants were more likely to sample from highly-certain, 
idealized regions of the category, suggesting a tendency to 
avoid unresolvable uncertainty. This finding comports with 
previous work which has shown avoidance of ambiguity in 
decision making (Rode et al., 1999). The present work offers 
an extension of this tendency into the realm of active category 
learning. Further, it suggests an important qualification to a 
core finding in active learning research: people sample 
regions of uncertainty, but only when that uncertainty is 
resolvable. 

We also found markedly reduced representational quality 
for fuzzy boundary learners, owed to a broader construal of 
the category and increased false alarm rate. Our analyses 
relating sampling and test performance highlighted that 
sampling the area adjacent to the member boundary (i.e., 
Fuzzy region) was associated with improved knowledge of 
the space in the rigid boundary case, a result consistent with 
previous work showing benefits of boundary sampling (e.g., 
Markant & Gureckis, 2014). However, in the context of a 
fuzzy boundary, where samples from this area did not afford 
sharpening of the boundary, no benefit was conferred. This 
possibility may, at least in part, explain higher false alarm 
rates observed for fuzzy boundary learners.  

Although the fuzzy boundary led to increased sampling 
from idealized regions of the category, this sampling 
behavior was unrelated to classification accuracy at test. It 
was, however, related to the development of more 
conservative representations of the category, as evidenced by 
the signal detection measure of response bias, β. As poorer 
test performance in the fuzzy boundary condition was the 
result of a liberal conception of the category (i.e., high false 
alarm rate), idealized sampling can be seen as somewhat 
adaptive, serving to reduce false alarm rate at a potential cost 
to hit rate. 

Collectively, these findings convincingly show that 
boundary fuzziness exerts a profound impact on the kinds of 
exemplars people select during learning and the quality of 
acquired category knowledge—and this has far-reaching 
implications. More often than not, research in category 
learning has employed stimuli, learning tasks, and feedback 
that caricature naturalistic experience. Yet, imbuing the 
learning environment with more naturalistic elements (e.g., 
boundary ambiguity) can radically alter learning processes 
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and representations. This highlights the importance of 
improving the degree of contact between paradigms of study 
and naturalistic categorization for understanding basic 
category learning phenomena. 

The present work has taken important steps toward 
understanding active learning and the influence of more 
naturalistic and fuzzy categories. However, many open 
questions that remain pave the way for future research. 
Though the observed certainty-sampling effect was highly 
reliable, a limitation of this work is the post-hoc nature of the 
sampling analysis. Thus, cautious interpretation of that effect 
is warranted and an important next step will be confirmation 
via follow-up studies.  

It will also be important in future work to evaluate how 
ambiguity-tied fuzziness fits into the broader category 
learning picture. What role does the learning task play in the 
representational deficits seen for the ambiguous condition? 
How did the use of a relatively complex category structure 
affect the pattern of results? An examination of fuzzy and 
rigid learning under active and passive learning formats—
using category structures of differing complexity—will make 
important connections to previous active learning research 
(Markant & Gureckis, 2014). The active/passive 
manipulation would also serve to clarify whether reduced 
learning stems exclusively from the feedback (i.e., the 
absence of boundary-sharpening non-members) or if 
fuzziness-driven changes to sampling behavior also play a 
role.  

Another open question pertains to the learning goal—to 
differentiate category ‘A’ from ‘not-A’ in the present study. 
We found learners sampled primarily from ‘A’ space and, 
within that region, fuzzy boundary learners selected more 
high-certainty samples. However, it is conceivable that an  
‘A’ versus ‘B’ goal format may increase the pressure to find 
the boundary of ‘A’ and more fully explore ‘not-A’ space. 
Under these circumstances, perhaps unresolvable label 
ambiguity at the boundary would be tolerated or ignored, as 
the learning goal is incompatible with avoidance. Given the 
general lack of comparisons between these two goal formats 
in the literature, this is an important area for future work in 
many respects.  

Finally, it will be important to consider factors that 
influence the degree of ambiguity that results from label 
conflict—and how degree of ambiguity relates to sampling 
and learning. In this study, we opted to return simultaneous 
conflicting labels from two self-consistent teachers. There are 
three factors embedded in this label conflict: time, source, 
and information type. First, the labels were juxtaposed in 
time. However, it is reasonable to expect temporally-offset 
label conflict (across trials) might mitigate degree of 
ambiguity in the short term. Second, there were two sources 
of information (teachers) and each provided deterministic 
feedback. However, one might expect that the number of 
sources, across which boundary ambiguity is instantiated, 
would modulate the effect of label conflict. Another potential 
contributor to degree of ambiguity is the self-consistency of 
each source’s feedback; stochasticity in teacher feedback 

should serve to increase ambiguity and certainty sampling. 
Lastly, regarding information type, the feedback provided in 
this experiment was discrete in nature. Yet, an alternative 
flavor of this task would be to provide membership 
probabilities rather than discrete labels. Systematic 
manipulation of these factors may prove fruitful in future 
work. 
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Abstract

A scientist’s academic pursuit can follow a winding path.
Starting with one topic of research in earlier career, one may
later pursue topics that relate remotely to the initial point.
Philosophers and cognitive scientists have proposed theories
about how science has developed, but their emphasis is typi-
cally not on explaining the processes of innovation in individ-
ual scientists. We examine regularity in the emerging order of a
scientist’s publications over time. Our basic premise is that sci-
entific papers should emerge in non-arbitrary ways that tend to
follow a process of chaining, whereby novel papers are linked
to existing papers with closely related ideas. We evaluate this
proposal with a set of probabilistic models on the historical
publications from 70 Turing Award winners. We show that an
exemplar model of chaining best explains the data among the
alternative models, mirroring recent findings on chaining in the
growth of linguistic meaning.

Keywords: scientific innovation; chaining; exemplar model

Introduction

A scientist’s academic pursuit can follow a winding path.

Newton studied optics earlier in his career but later devel-

oped ideas on the laws of physics and calculus. Turing ini-

tially published on computability theory but later contributed

to machine intelligence and the chemical basis of morphogen-

esis. How do scientists conceive ideas over time, and to what

extent do earlier ideas influence the development of future

ideas? Here we present a computational approach to explor-

ing regularity in the process of scientific innovation.

The topic of scientific development has been studied ex-

tensively in the philosophy of science and cognitive science.

At a macro level, philosophers have contributed theories to

the development of the broad scientific field. Representative

work includes Popper’s falsificationism (Popper, 1959), Fay-

erabend’s incommensurability thesis (Fayerabend, 1962) and

Kuhn’s theory of scientific revolution (Kuhn, 1962). For in-

stance, Kuhn characterized science as consisting of two al-

ternating modes, “normal science” and “revolutionary sci-

ence” (Kuhn, 1962). Whereas the periods of normal science

are incremental and cumulative, the periods of revolutionary

science involve a revision and reframing of pre-existing sci-

entific ideas (Kuhn, 1962). At a micro level, scholars have

suggested that the development of scientific concepts such as

“temperature” or “H2O” often involves a gradual process of

conceptual change (Carey, 2009; Chang, 2004, 2012).

Recent computational work has added to this line of in-

quiry by modeling topic trending in science (Griffiths &

Steyvers, 2004; Prabhakaran, Hamilton, McFarland, & Ju-

rafsky, 2016), the evolution of citation frames and net-

works (Jurgens, Kumar, Hoover, McFarland, & Jurafsky,

2018; Zeng, Shen, & Zhou, 2019), and the propagation of

innovation in a specific scientific field (Jurafsky, 2015).

Our focus here differs from the existing array of work. We

explore whether there is regularity in a scientist’s innovative

research outputs as they emerge over time. Although scien-

tists vary widely in the subjects they study, we hypothesize

how scientists conceive novel ideas over time should exhibit

shared tendencies that reflect basic principles of human in-

duction. There is some work from cognitive psychology sug-

gesting that individual scientists undergo a process of concep-

tual change (Carey, 2009), and we extend this idea by probing

incremental mechanisms that underlie the process of innova-

tion in scientists.

Spatiotemporal mapping and chaining of scientific

outputs

We describe two ideas that are central to the formulation of

our framework: spatiotemporal mapping and chaining of sci-

entific outputs.

Spatiotemporal mapping. We represent the main sci-

entific outputs (i.e., published papers) throughout a scien-

tist’s career as dots on a spatiotemporal map. We use spatial

proximity between dots to approximate semantic similarity

of publications, and we timestamp each paper by its year of

publication. We then infer a plausible innovation path for a

scientist in question, by revealing one dot at a time as a pub-

lication emerges, and we ask whether the emerging order of

publications into the future (at time t+1) is predictable given

the spatiotemporal profile of existing publications (at time t).

Figure 1 illustrates the map of scientific outputs from the Tur-

ing Award winner Geoffrey Hinton. What this map reveals is

a compact summary of Hinton’s scientific outputs over a 40-

year period. It is clear that they have shifted from the initial

focus on visual perception to the later focus on deep learning.

What this map does not reveal directly is the hidden processes

that underlie the shift: how one’s earlier research ideas might

influence the development of future ideas.

Chaining. We next explore plausible mechanisms that ex-

plain the emergence of future scientific outputs from existing

ones, and we do so by constructing a connected path among

the dots (or papers) over historical times. Our basic premise
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Figure 1: Illustration of Geoffrey Hinton’s publications (1976-2019). Each dot represents a published paper projected onto a

2-dimensional space via tSNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008). Year of publication is expressed in a cool-warm color gradient (warm-

ness indicates recency). Distance between dots reflects semantic similarity between two papers in their Abstract embeddings.

is that the emerging order of publications is non-arbitrary, and

certain ways of scientific innovation may be preferred by over

others—statistically speaking among the scientists, because

they are more cognitively natural or efficient.

Our hypothesis about the scientific innovation mechanisms

is grounded in chaining, a prominent proposal on the growth

of linguistic meaning. Chaining refers to a process that links

novel ideas with existing ideas that are closely related, hence

forming a chain-like structure over time (Lakoff, 1987; By-

bee, Perkins, & Pagliuca, 1994; Malt, Sloman, Gennari, Shi,

& Wang, 1999). Previous work has formulated chaining

as probabilistic graph-traversal algorithms (Sloman, Malt, &

Fridman, 2001; Xu, Regier, & Malt, 2016; Ramiro, Srini-

vasan, Malt, & Xu, 2018; Habibi, Kemp, & Xu, in press; Gre-

wal & Xu, in press). More recently, it has been suggested that

chaining can be best operationalized as an exemplar model,

initially proposed as a theory of categorization—sometimes

also known as the General Context Model (Nosofsky, 1986)

and later extended to predicting the historical extensions

of linguistic meaning in domains including numeral classi-

fiers (Habibi et al., in press) and adjectives (Grewal & Xu, in

press). Here we explore the connection between these com-

putational chaining algorithms and the process of scientific

innovation: we believe that the process of conceiving novel

scientific ideas may resemble the process of linguistic inno-

vation, and we test this proposal against historical publication

records of scientists. Independent work from mathematical

modelling has proposed that similar processes might under-

lie the emergence of novelties (Loreto, Servedio, Strogatz, &

Tria, 2016), but to our knowledge there has been no formal-

ization or comprehensive evaluation of chaining in scientists’

innovation.

There is no strong reason a priori for scientist’s publication

order to be predictable, and in fact, many factors involved in

the process of innovation that might forbid one from reversing

the path (e.g., scientific collaboration, a point that we return to

later). There is also no direct ground truth for evaluating our

proposal on chaining, because only the scientists themselves

would have gone through the actual thought processes. As we

shall describe, we evaluate a set of models on their ability to

predict the historical emerging order of papers of individual

scientists, similar to how previous work predicts the emer-

gence of word meaning (Ramiro et al., 2018). If the chaining

models can reconstruct the emerging order of papers for dif-

ferent scientists, it will provide support for our hypothesis and

reveal basic principles in the process of scientific innovation.

Computational methodology

Problem formulation. We formulate the problem as a tem-

poral prediction problem. Given the set of papers St a scien-

tist has published by time t, we want to predict the probability

of a yet-to-emerge paper x∗ from the same scientist to be ac-
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tually published at the next available time step t + 1. Our

analysis treats each year as an individual timestep, so papers

published within the same year are considered to emerge at

the same time. Each model we specify below predicts which

papers are most likely to emerge at the next timestep based

on Luce’s choice rule (Luce, 1959):

p(x∗|St)∼
f (x∗,St)

Σx∈S∗t f (x,St)
(1)

where S∗t is the set of papers yet to emerge (or be published)

beyond t, and f () specifies the particular model class. As a

model predicts through time, St is updated with the ground

truth papers at each timestep in order to minimize error prop-

agation. Whenever “similarity” is mentioned below, we refer

to the exponentiated squared Euclidean distance between pa-

per embeddings x1 and x2 in semantic space.

sim(x1,x2) = exp(−d(x1,x2)
2
) (2)

Semantic representation. We capture the gist of a scien-

tific paper by its content in the Abstract section. Specifically,

we represent the semantics of each paper by a sentence em-

bedding of the entire abstract generated by a pretrained BERT

model (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019).

Computational models of chaining. We consider five

main model classes adapted from recent work on semantic

chaining (Ramiro et al., 2018; Habibi et al., in press; Gre-

wal & Xu, in press). Each model class postulates a different

mechanism of chaining that yields potentially different pre-

dictions in the emerging order of papers, and several of these

models are related to neighbourhood-based chaining mod-

elled closely by the exemplar theory (Nosofsky, 1986). Ta-

ble 1 summarizes the model specifications of the f () function

in Equation 1.

1) k-Nearest-neighbor models. k-Nearest-neighbor (kNN)

models are commonly used for classification and regression,

but in this case we use them to predict which paper from S∗t
is likely to emerge next based on that paper’s similarity to the

k most similar papers that have already appeared in St . We

tested values of k from 1 to 5. All of these models are slight

variants of the exemplar model with hard and pre-specified

neighbourhood sizes.

2) Prototype model. The prototype model is based on

Rosch’s work in categorization (Rosch, 1975). The prototype

of a scientist’s papers at St is taken to be the average of paper

embeddings at St , and the probability of a paper emerging at

time t + 1 is proportional to its similarity to the prototype at

time t. This results in a moving average against which new

papers are compared.

3) Progenitor model. The progenitor model is a static vari-

ant of the prototype model in which the prototype is fixed at

the first paper to emerge. The probability of a paper emerg-

ing at any timestep is then proportional to its similarity only

to the first paper that emerges. This model suggests that a

scientist’s paper order is fully predictable given how related

that paper is to the first paper a scientist has published, which

means that the scientist might have progressed consistently in

a restricted topic.

4) Exemplar model. The exemplar model is based on work

by Medin and Schaffer, and Nosofsky (Medin & Schaffer,

1978; Nosofsky, 1986). In the exemplar model, the probabil-

ity of a paper emerging at time t is proportional to its similar-

ity to all other papers St . The most prominent exemplar model

is the Generalized Context Model (Nosofsky, 1986), in which

a sensitivity parameter s controls how sharply similarity ta-

pers with increased (Euclidean) distance. We also consider

a parameter-free version of this model assuming s = 1. The

exemplar model can be viewed as a soft extension of the kNN

models, in which k is equal to the number of total papers at

each timestep but each paper is weighted differentially toward

prediction.

5) Local model. The local model is a variant of the 1NN

model wherein candidate papers are only compared against

papers that emerged specifically at the previous timestep, to

capture some recency effect (e.g., a paper emerging next is

likely to be most related to the paper that just appears before

it). We predict a paper’s probability of arising at time t as

proportional to its similarity to papers in St−1 \ St−2, where

Si denotes the set of all papers that have emerged at time i or

earlier.

Table 1: Specification of selected models with respect to the

probability of paper x∗ appearing at time t, given a set of ex-

isting papers at time t, St . sim() is defined in Equation 2, and

d refers to Euclidean distance.

Model f (x∗|St)

1NN maxx∈St sim(x∗,x)
Prototype sim(x∗, prototype(St))

Progenitor sim(x∗,x0)

Exemplar Σx∈St exp(−sd(x∗,x)2
)

Local sim(x∗,St−1 \St−2)

Model scoring. Given the ground-truth sequence of emer-

gent papers (from the publication dates), we score each model

by its predictive probability assigned to the true sequence

of papers. A better model should assign a higher predictive

probability to the true sequence. We calculate the probability

of any sequence R = r1, ...,rN as:

p(R) = p(r1)× p(r2|S1)× ...× p(rN |Sk−1) (3)

where there are k timesteps in total. Note that p(r1) = 1 since

the starting point is fixed. It is also possible for multiple pa-

pers to arise at the first timestep, in which case all of their

probabilities are set to 1. Denote nk as the number of papers

that specifically emerge at the k-th timestep.

We compare our models against a random guess baseline
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postulating any sequence is as likely as any other:

p(Rrand) = 1×
1

N −n1 +1
× ...×

1

N −nk +1
(4)

For each non-random model, we define the probability of

p(r∗|St) through Equation 1 as specified. For each paper that

appeared at a timestep, we evaluated its probability with re-

spect to only papers that emerged at a different timestep and

itself (since several papers can appear at a single time point).

Data collection and processing

In this initial exploration, we focused on analyzing scien-

tific innovation in computer science researchers, although our

framework is applicable to the analysis of other scientific

fields. The cultural norm of publishing in computer science is

primarily conference-based (Vrettas & Sanderson, 2015), so

it provides us with useful time-locked publication data and a

relatively high number of publications per scientist.

More specifically, we chose to work with 70 Turing Award

winners (Association for Computing Machinery, 2019) be-

cause 1) their work has been highly recognized and is repre-

sentative of the field 2) their academic profiles represent a de-

cent temporal span of researchers from 1966 to 2018. While

this is not a random sample of scientists, we would expect

any regularity displayed in the emergence of innovation in the

general scientific population to also be present in this sample.

Here we are not particularly concerned with the impact of a

specific scientific paper, but rather its semantic relationships

with other papers by the same individual. Nevertheless, it is

possible that the type of work that scientists do, as well as in-

dividual differences between scientists would affect the mod-

els that best characterize them, and that this differs between

a randomly selected group and a widely recognized group.

This is not within the scope of this paper, but is a potential

direction for future work.

Year, title, co-authors, and abstract data for the list of Tur-

ing Award winners were extracted from DBLP Computer Sci-

ence Bibliography (https://dblp.uni-trier.de/) which

is a standard database for bibliography in computer science.

In order to restrict papers to scientific research, only journal

articles and conference or workshop papers were retained.

Miscellaneous publications (opinion pieces, obituaries,

panel discussions, interviews) were removed when it was

clear that a publication fell into one of these categories.

Words were lemmatized, and functional words, punctuation,

bracketed words, and markup were removed in the calcula-

tion of average embeddings.

Results and evaluation

We focus on reporting two main aspects: 1) whether there

is evidence for chaining in the emergence of scientific pa-

pers from different scientists; 2) how degree of collaboration

might affect chaining models in predicting scientists’ innova-

tion trajectories.

1NN
9.0%

2NN

8.0%

3NN

6.6%

4NN

6.6%
5NN

8.7%Progenitor

2.1%
Prototype

2.1%

Exemplar

54.2%

Exemplar (s=1)2.1% Local0.7%

Figure 2: Summary of winner-take-all predictive analysis of

all models based on data from 55 Turing Award winners.

Predominance of the exemplar model. To find the best-

performing value of the sensitivity parameter s in the exem-

plar model, we performed a grid search over the range [0,

100]. To avoid giving this model an advantage over the other

models that are parameter free, we used held-out data with a

20/80 train-test random split among the 70 scientists to evalu-

ate all of the models. A larger test set was used in the interest

of preserving as many scientists as possible for our analysis

(55 scientists were left in the test set). The best s value was

found to be 0.02.

We ran each class of models on data from the 55 Turing

prize winners on an individual basis. To evaluate which of

the models best accounted for scientists’ extension of work,

we performed a winner-take-all comparison of the models

based on log predictive probability. If two or more models

did equally well in predicting the paper sequence, they would

receive equal credit, though each scientist’s best model(s) re-

ceived equal weight in the final tally.

The best-performing models are summarized in Figure 2.

The overall best model is the exemplar model with s = 0.02,

explaining 54.2% of the scientists that dominates the remain-

ing models. A residual 38.9% of scientists are best explained

by one of the kNN models, while progenitor and prototype

models account for only 2.2% of scientists and the local

model accounts for 0.7% of scientists.

We also visualized the average log-likelihood ratio against

the random model for each model over the 55 Turing prize

winners, and the results appear in Figure 3. These re-

sults align with the winner-take-all results, with the exem-

plar model achieving the highest average log-likelihood ratio,

and the progenitor, prototype, and local models achieving the

lowest average log-likelihood ratios. There is generally more

variation among individual scientists and less variation within

models for an individual scientist.

All kNN models are very closely correlated (by construc-

tion), such that a given scientist would tend to either be best
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Figure 3: Summary of average log-likelihood ratio over the

random model of all models based on data from 55 Turing

Award winners.

explained by the exemplar model or be best explained by sev-

eral of the kNN models. Figure 4 confirms this is the case

by showing the inter-model correlations in prediction across

the 70 data points. The class of kNN models correlates most

highly with one another. The local model and 1NN are highly

correlated with Pearson ρ = 0.991. The progenitor model

does not correlate as much with any of the other models, for

instance with 1NN (ρ= 0.684). This corroborates the account

that there is more variation between scientists than between

model performance on a single scientist.
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Figure 4: Inter-model correlations in prediction.

Overall, this initial set of results provides support for the

idea that how scientists innovate may involve a mechanism

similar to that captured by a weighted exemplar model, more

so than prototype-based models or nearest-neighbour models.

These results resonate with findings made in the linguistic do-

mains of historical adjective extension and numeral classifiers

(Grewal & Xu, in press; Habibi et al., in press).

Predictability in scientific trajectories and collabora-

tion. Our analyses so far have focused on comparing different

model sets but not how these models fare with random drift,

which is plausible for scientific innovation.

To address this issue we analyzed each scientist individ-

ually. In each case, the probability of the ground-truth se-

quence of papers occurring in each model was compared

to the probability of the sequence occurring in the random

model, which is determined by Equation 4. Figure 5 shows

that most models perform above chance for most scientists,

and at least one model performs above chance for 87.3% of

scientists (48/55).

One pertinent question is to what extent these results are

affected by collaboration. Scientists sometimes decide what

to work on based on what their collaborators are working on,

so the process of extension is not purely one person’s cogni-

tive process. To examine the effect of collaboration on these

results, we ran the models on papers written by a low number

of co-authors. We also considered a separate run where only

papers written by a scientist as the leading or final (senior)

author were included.

The results are summarized in Table 2. Model performance

above chance peaks when we only considered lead-author pa-

pers, but there is not a significant difference between the re-

sults for lead-author papers and the results with no authorship

restrictions in place. This indicates that there may not be a

significant effect of authorship on the ability for models to

predict the sequence of papers above chance.

Table 2: Number of scientists for which models performed

above chance, evaluated via log-likelihood ratio against ran-

dom of the ground-truth sequence.

Paper authorship Number (%) of scientists

predicted above chance

Lead author 50/55 (90.9%)

1 author 49/55 (89.1%)

2 authors 47/55 (85.4%)

3 authors 49/55 (89.1%)

No authorship restriction 48/55 (87.3%)

To verify whether the exemplar model persists to be the

best explanatory model under these different authorship con-

ditions, we repeated the winner-take-all analysis and summa-

rize the breakdown of model performance when models pre-

dicted above random in Table 3.

In each case, we confirm our initial finding that the ex-

emplar model is the best overall in comparison to the other

alternative models. We note that there are slight variations

across conditions, with the 1NN and 2NN models accounting

for a greater proportion of scientists in the 1 author condition

compared to baseline, and the exemplar model accounting for

a lesser proportion in the 1 author condition.
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Figure 5: Model performance above random on 55 Turing Award winners (1966-2018), with no authorship restriction. Green

squares indicate that the model performed below chance, while red squares indicate that the model performed above chance.

The size of squares is proportional to the absolute value of the log-likelihood ratio between the model’s assigned probability

and the random probability of a true sequence, relative to either the best ratio for that scientist (if the ratio is above 1) or the

worst ratio for that scientist (if the ratio is below 1).

Table 3: Proportion of scientists predicted above chance that are best explained by each model under different authorship

conditions.

Paper authorship 1NN 2NN 3NN 4NN 5NN Progenitor Prototype Exemplar Exemplar (s=1) Local

Lead author 7.1% 7.6% 6.2% 6.2% 8.3% 2.3% 0.2% 59.2% 2.3% 0.6%

1 author 15.6% 18.7% 9.0% 2.7% 4.8% 1.3% 0.2% 33.5% 10.6% 3.7%

2 authors 7.2% 7.2% 5.7% 5.7% 7.9% 2.9% 0.7% 58.7% 2.9% 1.1%

3 authors 8.3% 4.7% 5.4% 5.4% 7.4% 2.5% 0.5% 62.5% 2.5% 0.8%

No restriction 9.0% 8.0% 6.6% 6.6% 8.7% 2.1% 2.1% 54.2% 2.1% 0.7%

Table 4 highlights some authors for which either the Ex-

emplar or the 1NN model performed especially well, as in-

dicated by the gap in log-likelihood ratio between that model

and the next best model on a particular scientist. One ques-

tion that we investigated was whether or not the performance

of these models correlates with the number of papers that a

scientist has published, but we found that there is a small cor-

relation between number of papers published and the compar-

ative advantage of that model over others (1NN: ρ = 0.211,

Exemplar: ρ = 0.126), but neither is statistically significant

(1NN: p = 0.122, Exemplar: p = 0.358).

Table 4: Top 5 scientists for which the Exemplar and 1NN

models performed the best.

Exemplar 1NN

Edmund M. Clarke E. Allen Emerson

Robin Milner Ken Thompson

Leslie Lamport Allen Newell

Judea Pearl Butler W. Lampson

John E. Hopcroft Charles W. Bachman

Conclusion

We present to our knowledge the first computational account

for the processes of scientific innovation in individual scien-

tists. None of the models we considered is complex, but each

model is grounded in the existing literature and easily inter-

pretable. The exemplar model performs better than the alter-

native models in characterizing well-known scientists’ paper

sequences over time in the field of computer science.

Our results provide support for the view that the processes

underlying how scientists develop ideas over time may rely

on cognitive mechanisms of chaining that closely resemble

those found in linguistic innovation (Habibi et al., in press;

Grewal & Xu, in press), but variation exists among different

scientists. Future work should assess the generality of these

findings in scientific domains other than computer science.
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Abstract

Virtual reality environments provide valuable opportunities for cognitive scientists to investigate complex cognitive func-
tions in ecologically valid environments. For example, it is unclear if visual representation of the users body is required
to evoke optimal performance. This study examined the effects of hand representation in a virtual flight simulation using
behavioural and biometric data. Event-Related Potentials, Event-Related Spectral Perturbations, and mental workload re-
sponses were measured using wireless electroencephalography across the hand presence conditions. Workload indices and
neural activity in the parietal region was not significantly affected by the presence of hands, yet lower alpha levels were
found across all cortical regions. Findings are relevant to cognitive scientists as they show that the virtual representation
of hands is important as it increases task engagement, while not taxing mental workload or spatial processes in the brain.
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Infants use imitation but not comforting or social synchrony to evaluate those in
social interactions
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Abstract

In order to understand social relationships, humans must recognize cues of affiliation. When infants see interactions
between abstract, animated characters, they use imitation, helping, comforting, and exerted effort to predict who will
approach whom. Moreover, infants attend to and reach for characters who imitate other characters and those who help
others. The present research builds on these findings and asks whether infants reach for human-animated puppets with
distinct and variable human voices who imitate, are imitated by, comfort, are comforted by, or move synchronously with a
person. At 12 months, infants reached more often for puppets who imitate a humans sound, and also for those who were
not targets of imitation. In contrast, infants did not reach more for puppets who comforted or synchronized their motions
with a human actor. By 12 months, therefore, infants show differentiated responses to different acts of social engagement
by those whose social interactions they observe as third parties.
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Scaling Uncertainty in Visual Perception and Estimation Tasks
Eleanor Schille-Hudson
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Abstract

Demographic perceptionthe perception of social quantities of geopolitical scale and social significancehas been extensively
studied in cognitive and political science (Citrin & Sides, 2008; Gilens, 2001; Herda, 2013). Regular patterns of over-
and under-estimation emerge which have historically been attributed to social factors such as fear of specific minorities
(Gallagher, 2003; Wong, 2007). Other work has suggested that these patterns result from the psychophysics of the percep-
tion of proportions (Landy, Guay & Marghetis, 2018). A Bayesian formulation suggests that biases in the estimation of
both social proportions and simple visual properties result from a common source: hedging uncertain information toward
a prior. Similar to work done by Zhang and Maloney (2012), we present a novel lab paradigm and two experiments that
focus specifically on manipulating uncertainty in a simple (dot estimation) task, verifying the core assumptions of the
Bayesian approach.
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Abstract
Sustained attention is a dynamic process with rich temporal
structure. Eye-tracking provides a tool for capturing rich tem-
poral data relevant to sustained attention, but extracting rele-
vant insights from this rich data is nontrivial. This paper stud-
ies eye-tracking data collected from children, aged 3-5, per-
forming the TrackIt task, a visual object tracking paradigm de-
signed for studying sustained attention development in young
children. Building on a hidden Markov model paradigm re-
cently proposed for analyzing eye-tracking data with TrackIt,
we explore characterizations of participant behavior, such as
continuously maintaining attention on an object and transition-
ing attention between objects, that provide richer insights than
task performance alone. In particular, our results suggest that
improvement in TrackIt performance that accompanies devel-
opment in this age range may stem more from improved ability
to return to task after distractions, rather than from improve-
ments in ability to continuously maintain attention on the task.
Keywords: Sustained attention; eye-tracking; TrackIt

Introduction
A large amount of recent work has characterized sustained
attention as a dynamic and fluctuating process involving the
interplay of different attentional modes to achieve adaptive
behavior over time (Rosenberg, Finn, Constable, & Chun,
2015; Case, Arruda, & VanWormer, 2016; VanRullen, 2018;
Fiebelkorn & Kastner, 2019). Existing behavioral methods
have identified temporal fluctuations in measures of on-task
(versus off-task) behavior, including accuracy, reaction time,
reaction time variability, and experience sampling, as well as
more general characteristics of fluctuations such as periodic-
ity (Rosenberg et al., 2015; Christoff, Gordon, Smallwood,
Smith, & Schooler, 2009; Aue, Arruda, Kass, & Stanny,
2009). However, there is a lack of measures to probe locally
and densely what attention shifting and distractions look like
mechanistically and statistically, at least in the real-time con-
text of consciously perceivable behavior (i.e., on timescale of
seconds or minutes, rather than sub-seconds).

It is typical for sustained attention tasks to have “targets”
with which participants are asked to engage. For the pur-
pose of this paper, it is useful to decompose the behavior of
performing a sustained attention task into the following four
process states1:

1This decomposition is meant purely to describe the behavior of
attending, not the underlying cognitive processes.

1. Attending to the target
2. Transitioning from the target to a (goal-irrelevant) non-

target or “distraction”
3. Attending to a non-target
4. Transitioning from non-target back to target or to another

non-target

Sustained attention research has largely focused on charac-
terizing State 1 and, to a lesser extent, State 3 (the “attending”
states), and relatively limited data is available for understand-
ing States 2 and 4 (the “transitioning” states). We believe this
is in part due to a lack of experimental methods available for
directly probing the transitioning states, which are typically
very brief in duration and lack measurable behavioral signa-
tures in many task paradigms.

In this paper, we present experimental results from the
TrackIt task, a visual object tracking task designed for study-
ing sustained attention in children, that, in combination with
continuous eye-tracking data, provides a direct measure for
probing transitions between attentive states. In particular, we
use this framework to study how changes in different compo-
nents of children’s attending behavior contribute to improved
task performance, with a focus on State 1, which we refer to
as “Staying”, and State 4, which we refer to as “Returning”.

Methods for Probing Sustained Attention
Measures based on task performance, such as accuracy, re-
action time, and reaction time variability can only determine
the extent to which a participant is in State 1 (Staying). In
particular, when a participant is not attending to the task,
they could be in any of States 2, 3, or 4, which cannot be
probed more informatively by such measures. For example,
most versions of the continuous performance task (CPT), a
well-established task for studying sustained attention, cap-
ture information only at the relatively infrequent timepoints
that call for a participant response, typically once every few
seconds (Rosvold, Mirsky, Sarason, Bransome Jr, & Beck,
1956). This may fail to detect if a participant becomes dis-
tracted but returns to task between responses, for example,
and it provides little or no information about what partici-
pants are doing while distracted.
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Experience sampling (or the thought-probe method) which
probes the participant about their conscious experience at
random intervals (Stawarczyk, Majerus, Maj, Van der Lin-
den, & D’Argembeau, 2011), has been used to study mind-
wandering and can probe the distracted state (State 3) more
descriptively, but lacks the temporal resolution to pinpoint
transitions, and its intrusive nature can potentially alter
the dynamics of natural attending behavior (Smallwood &
Schooler, 2015). Post-task probing is one approach to al-
leviating the latter issue, but suffers from the limitations of
participants’ memory.

Finally, these methods’ low temporal resolutions make it
challenging to investigate whether the behavior of sustaining
attention can be decomposed into more fundamental behav-
iors. In particular, a major complicating factor is that the tran-
sitioning states 2 and 4 are often very brief and hence can be
probed only by measures with sufficiently high temporal reso-
lution. Eye-tracking is a natural candidate method for obtain-
ing this dense temporal data. Eye-tracking is especially infor-
mative in the context of the TrackIt task because the relevant
aspects of participant behavior in this task (visually tracking
the displayed objects) are directly coupled to the eye-tracking
measurements. In particular, this paradigm allows us to probe
all four of the process states described above.

TrackIt

Before Trial During Trial After Trial

Figure 1: An example trial of the standard TrackIt task, on
a 4× 4 grid with 4 distractor objects. The target object here
is the grey triangle, as indicated before the trial. A video of
an example TrackIt trial can be found at https://osf.io/
utksa/.

TrackIt, introduced by Fisher, Thiessen, Godwin, Kloos,
and Dickerson (2013), is a child-appropriate visual object-
tracking task recently developed to measure sustained atten-
tion, that can capture differential contribution of exogenous
and endogenous control of attention and allow flexible as-
sessment over a range of developmental years (including pre-
school years), with parameters for adjusting difficulty with
age (Kim, Vande Velde, Thiessen, & Fisher, 2017). In the
TrackIt task (illustrated in Figure 1), participants visually
track a single target object moving about on a grid, among
other moving distractor objects. At the end of each such trial,
all objects vanish from the grid, and participants are asked to
identify the target’s final grid cell location (i.e., the grid cell
the target occupied immediately before vanishing). The pro-
portion of trials in which participant correctly identifies this

grid cell is called “location accuracy”, and has been the main
quantity used to measure participant performance. Previous
work has shown that children as young as 3 years old can con-
sistently complete the TrackIt task and provide usable data
(Fisher et al., 2013). Moreover, TrackIt has been shown to
have good psychometric properties for measuring sustained
attention, and research in several labs has linked performance
on TrackIt to classroom learning, numeracy skills, prospec-
tive memory, and proactive control (Erickson, Thiessen, God-
win, Dickerson, & Fisher, 2015; Doebel et al., 2017; Doebel,
Dickerson, Hoover, & Munakata, 2018; Brueggemann &
Gable, 2018; Mahy, Mazachowsky, & Pagobo, 2018).

TrackIt has two conditions: a “Salient Target” (exogenous)
condition and a “Non-Salient Target” (endogenous) condi-
tion. In the Salient Target condition, the target rhythmically
“shrinks” and “unshrinks” (specifically, it alternates between
its default size and a 50% reduced size, at 3Hz) throughout
the trial. This increases the salience of the target relative to
the distractors to exogenously support maintenance of atten-
tion on the target.

Previous Related Work with TrackIt A number of pre-
vious studies using TrackIt have shown that childrens’ loca-
tion accuracy improves significantly between the ages of 3-5
years (Fisher et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017). Kim et al. (2017)
analyzed the errors (in location accuracy) made by children,
suggesting that

(a) young children showed a preference (compared to chance
levels) for selecting the final locations of distractor objects,
suggesting that they were indeed distracted by these ob-
jects, and

(b) there was a reduction in these “distractor errors” that ex-
plained a significant proportion of the improvement in lo-
cation accuracy with age.

Previous work using eye-tracking to study attention with
TrackIt has focused on using eye-tracking as a secondary
validation measure for location accuracy (Thiessen, Dicker-
son, Erickson, & Fisher, 2012). For analysis purposes, all
previous work using eye-tracking with TrackIt has summa-
rized the eye-tracking data by the proportion of time during
which the participant’s gaze was on the target, versus on a
distractor (Thiessen et al., 2012; Kim, Singh, Vande Velde,
Thiessen, & Fisher, 2018).

Both of these lines of work suggest that, as children de-
velop, their performance (in terms of location accuracy) be-
comes less affected by distractors, but the work sheds little
light on what changes in behavior underlie this improvement
with respect to distractors. For example, do children improve
on staying on the target and avoiding being distracted in the
first place, or do they improve on returning to the target after
distractions?

Current Study
The current study begins to explore operational measures for
probing the above four process states, based on a combina-
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tion of eye-tracking and TrackIt. In particular, we study the
distinction between “staying” and “returning”, which respec-
tively correspond to process states (1) and (4) in our process
state breakdown.

Methods
Open Practices Statement All analyses in this paper were
preregistered on the Open Science Framework (OSF)2. All
data analyzed in this paper is publicly available on OSF3. All
code underlying the analyses is available on GitHub4.

Data
In this paper, we reuse a dataset of TrackIt and eye-tracking
data originally provided by Kim, Singh, Thiessen, and Fisher
(2020). Kim et al. (2020) used this data to validate a hidden
Markov model (HMM) algorithm for inferring the object to
which a participant is attending at each timepoint. The out-
put of this algorithm is a high-frequency (60Hz) sequence of
objects that the participant is estimated to be tracking, over
time. Each timepoint in this 60Hz sequence is refered to as
a “frame”. After applying preprocessing steps (as described
in Kim et al. (2020)), we apply this HMM algorithm and use
the output as a starting point for our analysis.

Participants 50 typically-developing children, aged 3.5-6
years (M = 4.60, SD = 0.67), each performed 11 TrackIt tri-
als, including 1 initial practice trial during which the experi-
menter explained the task. Practice trials were omitted from
analysis, giving 10 usable trials per participant in each con-
dition. Data from 8 participants was discarded due to eye-
tracking data quality issues, leaving 42 children, ages 3.5-6
years (M = 4.65, SD = 0.71) included in the analysis. Partic-
ipants performed Salient Target and Non-Salient Target con-
ditions on separate days (approximately 1 week apart), with
order counter-balanced.

Procedure Participants were asked to visually track (“fol-
low with your eyes”) a single target object as it moved around
on the grid, among moving distractor objects (with exact pa-
rameter settings as described under “TrackIt Settings” be-
low). As shown in Figure 1, before trial start, the target was
indicated by a red circle around it, which disappeared upon
the start of the trial (initiated by button press). The target
then flashed white repeatedly for a half-second before all ob-
jects began to move around the grid. At the end of each trial,
all objects vanished from the grid, and the child was asked to
indicate (by pointing) the final grid cell the target occupied
before vanishing.

TrackIt Settings Based on previous work calibrating
TrackIt to the 3-5 year old age group (Kim et al., 2017), the
following TrackIt settings were used: object speed was 500

2https://osf.io/4vtpc/
3https://osf.io/u8jbs/
4https://github.com/sss1/behavioral eyetracking

pixels per second, grid size was 6× 6, number of distractors
was 6, and minimum trial length was 10s (the actual length
of the trial was randomized between 10-20s, under the con-
straint that the target ended in the center of a grid cell, in order
to reduce predictability of trial end).

Measures of Performance
Each of the below performance measures was computed per
trial and then averaged over trials (within participant and con-
dition) to provide one value of each performance measure per
participant and condition; all discussion in the “Results” sec-
tion is in terms of these participant/condition-level measures.
The measures are defined in terms of “runs”, i.e., maximal
subsequences of consecutive frames in which the tracked ob-
ject (as estimated by the HMM) is constant. Between each
pair of consecutive runs, a “transition” occurs from one ob-
ject to the next.

In order to reduce sensitivity to factors such as overall
switch frequency (which is strongly influenced not only by
eye-tracking noise but also by choices of parameters in the
HMM), we normalized each measure to have a simple, fixed
expected value under the null hypothesis that participants’
attention was identically distributed among the 7 displayed
objects. This also improves interpretability of the measures,
because values can be compared to the null values.

Returning: Proportion of Transitions from Distractors to
Target (PTDT) Of all transitions from a distractor object,
PTDT is defined as the proportion that go to target. In expec-
tation, PTDT is the transition probability from distractors to
targets in the HMM, and hence, in the absence of any target
bias, PTDT has a mean value of 1/6.

Staying: Normalized Duration on Target (NDT) is de-
fined as the difference in mean duration of runs on target and
runs on any object. In the absence of any target bias, NDT
has an expected value of 0. Note that we used the difference
(rather than the ratio) of run lengths because this ratio would
be extremely sensitive to short runs off target and, moreover,
this ratio would not have the benefit of interpretation as a pro-
portion anyway.

Results
Target Preference In both Salient and Non-Salient Target
conditions, both returning (PTDT) and staying (NDT) had
means significantly higher than their respective chance values
of 1/6 and 0 (ps < .001, according to two-tailed, one-sample
t-tests, reported in Table 1). This indicates that children have
a consistent behavioral preference for staying on and return-
ing to the target object (as opposed to distractor objects).

Condition Difference Since the Salient Target condition
was expected to be more challenging than the Non-Salient
Target condition (at least for younger children), we next
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations (across participants)
of staying (NDT) and returning (PTDT) measures in Salient
(S) and Non-Salient (NS) task conditions. t-statistics and p-
values are for two-tailed, one-sample t-tests against chance
population means (1/6 for PTDT, 0 for NDT).

Cond. Measure M SD t(41) p
S Returning 0.49 0.20 10.56 < .001∗∗∗

NS Returning 0.48 0.22 9.01 < .001∗∗∗

S Staying 1.00 0.53 12.03 < .001∗∗∗

NS Staying 0.88 0.58 9.70 < .001∗∗∗

checked whether condition influenced participant perfor-
mance. As expected, location accuracy was somewhat higher
in the Salient Target condition than in the Non-Salient Target
condition, according to a two-tailed, paired t-test (MSalient =
0.46, SDSalient = 0.32, MNon-Salient = 0.40, SDNon-Salient =
0.29, t(41) = 2.38, p = 0.02). However, both returning
(PTDT) and staying (NDT) failed to show significant differ-
ences between the Salient Target and Non-Salient Target con-
ditions (according to two-tailed, paired t-tests for the means
and standard deviations in Table 1, t(41) = 0.50, p = 0.62
for PTDT and t(41) = 1.21, p = 0.23 for NDT). This was
somewhat surprising, since we had expected target salience
to assist either with re-grabbing attention when following a
non-target or with re-locating the target when searching for
the target with intention to return, either of which should im-
prove returning.

Regression over Location Accuracy As mentioned previ-
ously, one of the goals of this paper was to see whether chil-
dren’s performance, measured in terms of location accuracy,
can be decomposed into components of staying on and re-
turning to target. Hence, we checked how strongly return-
ing (PTDT) and staying (NDT) are related to Location Ac-
curacy. As illustrated in Figure 2, both quantities increased
significantly with Location Accuracy in both Salient Target
and Non-Salient Target conditions (ps < 0.05). Univariate
regression statistics are provided in Table 2.

Table 2: Simple linear regressions of returning (PTDT) and
staying (NDT) over location accuracy.

Condition Measure R2 F(1,40) p-value
Salient Returning .52 43.23 < .001∗∗∗

Non-Salient Returning .44 31.86 < .001∗∗∗

Salient Staying .12 5.27 .027∗

Non-Salient Staying .25 13.07 < .001∗∗∗

Regression over Age Motivated by previous observations
that 3-5 year old children’s location accuracies improve with
age, we asked whether children’s abilities to stay on and re-
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Figure 2: Linear regression of returning (PTDT) and staying
(NDT) over location accuracy (proportion of trials on which
the participant correctly identified the target’s final location).
Shaded regions indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence bands.

turn to target also improve with age. Hence, we regressed
each of location accuracy, returning (PTDT), and staying
(NDT) over age. As illustrated in Figure 3, in both Salient
Target and Non-Salient Target conditions, returning (PTDT)
increased significantly with age (ps < 0.001), whereas stay-
ing (NDT) failed to exhibit a significant increase with age
(ps > 0.05). Univariate regression statistics are provided in
Table 3.
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Figure 3: Linear regression of returning (PTDT) and staying
(NDT) over age. Shaded regions indicate bootstrapped 95%
confidence bands.

Mediation Analysis Since returning was found to signifi-
cantly improve with both age and location accuracy, we next
used mediation analysis to directly study the extent to which
the improvements in location accuracy that come with age can
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Table 3: Simple linear regressions of returning (PTDT) and
staying (NDT) over age.

Condition Measure R2 F(1,40) p-value
Salient Loc. Acc. .40 26.70 < .001∗∗∗

Non-Salient Loc. Acc. .28 15.82 < .001∗∗∗

Salient Returning .30 17.16 < .001∗∗∗

Non-Salient Returning .34 20.71 < .001∗∗∗

Salient Staying .05 2.25 .141
Non-Salient Staying .08 3.64 .064

be explained by improvements in returning. Table 4 shows
the results of this analysis. As expected from the previous
analyses, we see that returning (PTDT) plays a strong medi-
ating role between age and location accuracy, explaining 46%
of the relationship between age and location accuracy in the
Salient Target condition and 59% in the Non-Salient Target
condition.

Differential Regression over Age Finally, we investigated
whether age differentially affects staying and returning. To do
this, we first replaced Returning (PTDT) and Staying (NDT)
with their ranks (RPTDT and RNDT, respectively) across sub-
jects, within each condition, in order to make them directly
comparable. We then pooled RPTDT and RNDT and re-
gressed them over (1) age, (2) a binary indicator variable
measure type indicating whether the measure was RPTDT
(coded as 0) or RNDT (coded as 1), and (3) the interac-
tion of age and measure type. Results of this analysis are
provided in Table 5. The significant negative coefficient
βage×measure type confirms that age differentially affects ranks
of returning (RPTDT) and staying (RNDT); specifically, re-
turning improves more with age than does staying.

Discussion
In this paper, we introduced new measures of attentional re-
turning and staying based on eye-tracking in TrackIt. We pro-
vided experimental evidence suggesting that improvement in
children’s TrackIt performance may be better explained by
an improvement in their ability to return to the target after a
distraction than by an improvement in their ability to contin-
uously track the target. This finding can also be expressed
in terms of the four-state decomposition of attentional pro-
cesses provided at the beginning of this paper. In particular,
our results suggest that, over the course of development, the
behavioral changes that underlie improved task performance
may lie not so much in attention to the target (in State 1) as in
transitions from a distraction (State 4).

One model in the sustained attention literature that is es-
pecially relevant this discussion is the supervisory attentional
system proposed by Stuss, Shallice, Alexander, and Picton
(1995), which includes four processes: monitoring goal ac-
tivation, re-energizing goal activation, inhibition, and mon-
itoring the match between current behavior and the goal.

This fourth component is especially relevant for returning to
current-goal-relevant behavior after being distracted. (For a
meta-analysis review on neural bases of these components,
see (Langner & Eickhoff, 2013)). This proposed system pro-
vides a candidate model for the cognitive machinery support-
ing dynamic attention. In particular, it outlines mechanistic
pieces to support the movement or transitions of attention be-
tween various states of focus.

Another relevant model is the LC-NE (locus coeruleus-
norepinephrine) theory of adaptive gain (Aston-Jones & Co-
hen, 2005) in neuropsychiatry, which outlines a model of
adaptive attending behavior in which activity in LC neu-
rons and their noradrenic projections interface with reward
and cost judgments to drive perceptual modes of attending.
The modes outlined are enhanced processing of current-goal-
relevant features, disengagement from the environment alto-
gether, or disengagement specifically from the current task
set with continued general engagement in the environment
in search of other potential tasks when the utility of the cur-
rent task begins to diminish. Besides providing a breakdown
of the attentional modes and providing a rough mechanistic
theory for movement between these, Aston-Jones and Cohen
articulate an intuitive justification or functional value for the
“distractible” attentional mode, which is that it allows for ex-
ploration of alternative goals, given that a behavior that is
most beneficial to an organism in one moment may no longer
be in the next.

LC activity has been successfully tracked with measure-
ments of pupil dilation (Gilzenrat, Nieuwenhuis, Jepma,
& Cohen, 2010). Additionally, there is work on mind-
wandering which also uses pupil dilation measurements
to track and describe attentional lapses (Konishi, Brown,
Battaglini, & Smallwood, 2017). Hence, in future work,
it may be desirable to integrate the TrackIt-eyetracking
paradigm with measurements of pupil dilation, in order to
more richly characterize attentional lapses.

The fluid and cycling movement of sustained attention
between ideal engagement, disengagement, distraction, and
anywhere in between, has also been documented and studied
in several additional research areas. Recently growing litera-
ture on mind-wandering and its dynamics identifies and stud-
ies periods of distraction away from task, whether those pe-
riods are characterized by rumination of past events or plan-
ning or imagining of future events (Smallwood & Schooler,
2015). Finally, burgeoning work on meditation in health psy-
chology often draws on the idea of practicing “returning” af-
ter a distraction, or after the mind has wandered, to a space
of focus whether on the breath, another intended object of at-
tention, or just general focused awareness. Because of the re-
cent positive interest in meditation and its psychological and
functional dynamics, this work may be of interest to health
psychologists and the general community discourse on medi-
tation as well.
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Table 4: Results of mediation analysis of PTDT as a mediator of the relationship between age and location accuracy. 95%
confidence intervals and p-values are based on a bootstrap procedure as described in Preacher and Hayes (2008) with 10,000
bootstrap samples; p-values are for the null hypothesis of 0 indirect effect.

Condition Measure Standardized Indirect Effect 95% Confidence Interval Mediation Proportion p-value
Salient PTDT 0.29 (0.15,0.48) 46% < .001∗∗∗

Non-Salient PTDT 0.31 (0.16,0.49) 59% < .001∗∗∗

Table 5: Multiple linear regression of performance
(RPTDT/RNDT) over age, measure type, and their interac-
tion. t-statistics and p-values are based on a two-tailed t-test
for the individual regression coefficients, against a null popu-
lation coefficient of 0.

Covariate β t(164) p-value
age 10.2 6.09 < 0.001∗∗∗

measure type 24.6 2.21 0.028∗

age × measure type −5.3 −2.24 0.027∗

Limitations and Future Directions

While our results suggest that improvements in returning
(measured by PTDT) might mediate as much as half of the
improvement in location accuracy with age, it is not clear
what other factors contribute to the remaining improvement.
While improvements in staying (measured by NDT) might
contribute a small portion (as NDT showed a significant im-
provement with location accuracy and a trending but not sig-
nificant improvement with age), other possibilities include
improvements in motor function, task comprehension, or task
compliance, any of which might improve the location accu-
racy of participants who can already correctly track the target.
Some of these possibilities could be further probed by exam-
ining relationships between gaze behavior and different types
of location accuracy errors, such as the “spatial resolution”
and “distractor” errors characterized by Kim et al. (2017).

On the other hand, this and prior work (Kim et al., 2018,
2020) using the hidden Markov model to infer attentional
state from eye-tracking during TrackIt has assumed that chil-
dren predominantly rely on overt attention (i.e., attention as-
sociated with eye movements toward the object of attention)
for tracking the target, supported in part by the fact that partic-
ipants are explicitly instructed to follow the target with their
eyes. Still, there remains a possibility that participants could
attend to the target covertly, allowing for improvements in lo-
cation accuracy that are not accompanied by improvements
in eye-tracking based performance metrics. To understand
whether this occurs, future work could investigate trials with
significant “off-task” gaze behaviors that are followed by cor-
rect location accuracy responses.

Though the current study focused on pulling apart staying
and returning in terms of measurement during sustained at-
tending, and explored their differential development over age,

it did not focus on questions of underlying cognitive mecha-
nism. For example, it is not clear whether staying and return-
ing might operate on a shared cognitive or neural mechanism,
or are subserved by qualitatively different processes.

Theoretically, one could conceive of staying as just a ver-
sion of high-frequency returning, wherein the participant con-
tinuously shifts their attention back to the target over very fast
timescales. In this theory of a single mechanism, improve-
ment in returning over age may simply reflect an improve-
ment in the mechanism’s capacity to return after longer and
longer time gaps.

On the other hand, there is evidence (e.g., Aston-Jones and
Cohen (2005)) suggesting that externally directed attention
moves between modes of enhanced goal-relevant stimulus
processing and more distractible diffuse processing, which
could respectively differentially support staying or returning.
For example, the more distractible, diffuse processing mode
which promotes switching between objects of attention, may
support returning, but not staying. These findings could sup-
port the possibility of separate mechanisms behind staying
and returning. Though the question of shared or different
mechanisms is not directly explored in this study, the differ-
ential trends over age that we found in our results lends some
initial support to a theory in which separate mechanisms sup-
port the two constructs.
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Abstract

Errors are usually viewed as detrimental to learning. Yet, recent proposals suggest that errors may create desirable difficul-
ties and thereby improve learning. We evaluated these proposals in the context of cross-situational word learning. During
each learning trial, adults saw two images and heard two words. In the Error1 condition, the first word was unexpected
based on prior experience and the second was expected. The referent of the unexpected word could only be established
after hearing the expected word. In the Error2 condition, the expected word came first, which made it easier to learn the
mapping of the subsequent unexpected word. There was no difference between the conditions; however, expected words
were only learned significantly better than unexpected words in the Error2 condition. This suggests that the structure of
the learning environment modulates the impact of errors.
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Abstract

The ability to sustain attention on a target in the presence of distractors is critical for learning and development. Recent
work has suggested that labeling a target object facilitates childrens performance in tasks requiring attentional selection,
with a proposed mechanism relying on the enhancement of the target representation in working memory. In this pre-
registered study, we tested this hypothesis by examining the effect of label familiarity on sustained attention. If labels
influence how strongly targets are represented in working memory, then more familiar labels should show a larger benefit
relative to less familiar labels. We discuss the results in the context of theories of language and cognition, and their
contribution to understanding the mechanisms supporting the development of selective sustained attention.
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Abstract

Jurors operate as legal fact-finders, incorporating multiple pieces of evidence into their decisions. Prior work suggests
jurors may not be able to distinguish flaws in scientific evidence (Schweitzer & Saks, 2012) or properly assess the relia-
bility of evidence (Thompson, 1989; Kaasa et al., 2007). However, it remains unclear how much probative value is given
to individual evidence types. What prior weights do jurors place on different types of evidence and how do these predict
their decisions? We built a Bayesian model of how people weigh individual pieces of evidence and used this to predict
guilt ratings. Consistent with previous work, we found people have trouble distinguishing differences in quality among
evidence, and assign similar probative value to even flimsy types of evidence. The model also revealed individual weight-
ing of evidence can exert large, and sometimes problematic effects on decisions to convict. We discuss the implications of
our findings for legal decision-making.
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Abstract

Speakers often violate conversational expectations by offering less information than listeners need (Grice, 1975). Although
children appear sensitive to such violations as comprehenders (Gweon & Asaba, 2018; Katsos & Bishop, 2011), it is
unclear how they would respond to them in a reciprocal conversational setting. Here, we ask whether children tailor the
informativeness of their speech based on the informativeness of an interlocutor in a prior interaction. In an informativeness
rating task, 4- and 5-year-old children evaluated the utterances of an informative and an under-informative interlocutor.
Then, in a referential communication task, roles were reversed, and children produced referential descriptions for either the
informative or the under-informative interlocutor. Results showed that although children were sensitive to conversational
violations, they did not tailor their utterances to their interlocutors informativeness. Although preliminary, these findings
suggest that cooperative expectations in linguistic exchanges might differ from those underlying broader (non-linguistic)
social action.
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Abstract 

Intensive longitudinal data was collected through the       
concurrent use of a passive experience sampling (ES)        
smartphone application collecting objective measures of      
experience, and an ecological momentary assessment (EMA)       
app collecting self-reported affect. After a week-long       
retention interval, participants completed a memory test       
generated from paired ES and EMA data. Participants were         
asked to select the GPS location at the time of a paired target             
event from four alternatives. Correct retrieval was not        
predicted by self-reports grouped by negative valence/high       
arousal or negative valence/low arousal. Positive      
valence/high arousal reported at encoding predicted greater       
probability of incorrect responses. Conversely, positive      
valence/low arousal predicted greater probability of correct       
identification of target. At retrieval, choice was predicted by         
dissimilarities in discrete emotions between target and       
distractors, suggesting the use of affect as a contextual         
mechanism. 

Keywords: episodic memory, affect, emotion, experience      
sampling, ecological momentary assessment 

 
The relationship between emotion at encoding and episodic        
memory is one that feels intuitive. While evidence        
quantifying interactions between emotion at encoding and       
enhancements at retrieval is vast and fragmented, what        
remains clear is that affect, a term used to encompass both           
mood and discrete emotion, plays a key role during         
encoding, shaping memory for episodic detail at retrieval.        
To date, there is no evidence of this relationship using an           
experience sampling (ES) paradigm. Through the      
combined use of passive and active ES measures, this         
study sought to provide naturalistic quantifications of the        
ways in which affect at encoding influences accuracy for         
contextual detail, and additionally aimed to investigate the        
degree to which affect acts as a contextual feature of          
episodic memory at retrieval.  

Flashbulb memory is a key area of research that adopts a           
naturalistic approach in quantifying enhancements in      
episodic memory. A flashbulb memory is an episodic        
memory for a surprising and often public event (Brown &          
Kulik, 1977). Episodic enhancements have been primarily       

demonstrated for flashbulb events associated with highly       
arousing negative affect (Day & Ross, 2014; Gandolphe &         
Haj, 2017). There is some flashbulb research that has         
worked to determine an association between typical       
flashbulb memory patterns and positive affect (Levine &        
Bluck, 2004), however in research comparing both positive        
and negative reactions to the same flashbulb event,        
negative affect (NA) has been shown to be associated with          
greater consistency and event-related detail than positive       
affect (PA; Kensinger & Schacter, 2006). 

The majority of findings in this field, however, are         
drawn from a test/retest paradigm where the baseline        
memory is captured as soon as possible after the flashbulb          
event. As highlighted by Hirst et al. (2015), this latency          
prevents researchers from obtaining objective measures for       
accuracy, and as a result the flashbulb memory literature         
tests for consistency in memory over time, rather than         
accuracy. Lanciano et al. (2010) therefore highlight the        
need to replicate flashbulb-like effects in controlled       
laboratory settings to allow for greater detail in the         
quantification of an emotional episodic memory      
enhancement. 

Source memory laboratory studies focusing on an affect        
enhancement for episodic detail provide an opportunity to        
explore similar effects to flashbulb memory in paradigms        
that offer objective measurements for accuracy. Support       
for enhancement effects in source memory research is        
mixed - there is evidence of both source memory         
enhancements (e.g. Schmidt, Patnaik, & Kensinger, 2018)       
and deficits (e.g. Bisby & Burgess, 2013) for items         
associated with NA and PA. The role of arousal is equally           
mixed - source enhancements for episodic detail have been         
shown when paired with arousing, negatively valenced       
items (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2011), however source deficits         
have been demonstrated for both highly arousing       
negatively valenced items (e.g. Mao, You, Li, & Guo,         
2015) and arousing, positively valenced items (e.g. Wang,        
2015). 

Given this discrepancy between episodic impairment and       
enhancement, source memory research has therefore not       
been able to replicate and better quantify ecologically valid         
flashbulb findings. This may be due to the confines         
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inherent to a laboratory setting. Kensinger (2009) questions        
the quality and applicability of the affective experience in         
episodic memory research drawn from laboratory-based      
behavioural studies. Current smartphone technologies     
provide opportunities to address the methodological      
concerns of flashbulb memory research without      
compromising the validity of affective experience. 

While affect at encoding may exert influence on        
accuracy at retrieval, it seems interesting to also consider         
how this influence is exerted – is it simply a by-product of            
increased attention and sensory processing at encoding, or        
does affect at encoding contribute to the contextual        
representations used to isolate and scaffold episodic       
memory for specific events. Ekstrom and Raganath (2018)        
suggest that while spatial and temporal cues are privileged         
in episodic retrieval, other features relevant to context at         
encoding may be incorporated into the spatiotemporal       
scaffolds of an event, and may therefore similarly act as a           
feature of memory at retrieval. Like space and time,         
differences in affective states between events may assist in         
isolating a specific event, meaning retrieval of an event         
with an associated affective context may be easily        
confused with other events that have a similar emotional         
profile.  

Bower’s (1981) associative network theory of emotion       
provides a potential framework when determining the role        
of affect at encoding as an episodic cue at retrieval. This           
theory posits that affect coexists with other categorical        
knowledge and schemata, and the retrieval of an event with          
an associated affective profile may automatically activate       
retrieval of other similarly valenced events (Bower, 1981).        
Bower’s (1981) associative network theory is evident in        
mood congruency effects, where affective states at retrieval        
increase the likelihood of emotionally related stimulus       
being recalled (Sheldon & Donahue, 2017). As suggested        
by the associative network theory of emotion, memory        
could therefore be organised according to affective       
experience, and like spatial and temporal information,       
retrieval of an event may generate retrieval of events with a           
similar affective profile. Additionally, in laboratory-based      
free recall tasks, retrieved stimuli have been shown to         
cluster according to valence (Long, Danoff, & Kahana,        
2015; Talmi & Moscovitch, 2004). If affective experience        
assists in the categorisation and organisation of memory,        
this would suggest that differences in emotional contexts        
may help discriminate between episodic events at retrieval.        
Long et al. (2015) claim that such evidence demonstrates         
contextual mechanisms similar to spatiotemporal scaffolds      
in episodic memory. Given evidence in support of the         
network theory of emotion, it may be plausible that the          
influence of affect at encoding on memory is twofold – it           
improves encoding of the event, thereby increasing the        
probability of correct retrieval, and contributes to the        
memory trace at retrieval by providing contextual       
representations. 

The present study aims to first quantify enhancement        
effects of affect at encoding in a design that addresses the           
methodological issues from both flashbulb and source       
memory research. Using a combination of ecological       
momentary assessment (EMA) to provide self-reports of       
emotion in real-time and passive sensor data to capture         
objective measures of experience, this study aims to use         
participant-generated data to provide greater nuance to the        
role of affect grouped according to valence and arousal on          
episodic memory by testing accuracy for episodic detail at         
retrieval. The episodic detail tested was identification of a         
participant’s location at a specific time drawn from GPS         
coordinates. Further, this study sought to determine the        
degree to which affective states at encoding are used as          
categorical retrieval cues to provide further nuance to        
affect enhancement effects. Given evidence substantiating      
Bower’s (1981) network theory of emotion, it was        
expected that choice of provided options will be predicted         
by dissimilarities in self-reported discrete emotions      
between provided target and distractors. 

Method 
Sixty-seven participants (40 female, 26 male, 1 other) were         
recruited using flyers, online bulletins, and through the        
student research pool of a major university. The sample         
was aged between 18 and 45 years (M = 25.85, SD = 6.61).             
Participants were required to be over the age of 18, own           
and use an Android smartphone, and needed regular access         
to WiFi. 

Measures 
Affect Surveys Participants were prompted to download       
SEMA3 (Koval et al., 2019), an EMA application designed         
to deliver surveys on smartphones in real time. Each         
survey consisted of a block of current state affect         
self-report (‘How [happy; excited; confident; bored;      
content; angry; anxious; sad; irritable; relaxed] do you feel         
right now?’). Responses were indicated on a sliding scale         
from 0 (‘not at all;) to 100 (‘very much’), with the initial            
value starting on 50. The order of self-reports was         
randomised for each survey.  
 
Sensor Data Participants downloaded the     
Unforgettable.me application onto their Android     
smartphone. Unforgettable.me is a life-logging app that       
works in the background collecting sensor and network        
data (Dennis, Yim, Garrett, Sreekumar, & Stone, 2019).        
Once downloaded, the app collected accelerometry      
continuously, and global positioning system (GPS)      
coordinates and obfuscated audio every 10 minutes. GPS        
was collected via access to device GPS/location services.        
The Unforgettable.me app generated obfuscated audio by       
transforming raw audio frequencies using Mel-Frequency      
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) to remove temporal      
components. Depending on the participant’s systems      
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hardware, accelerometry was sampled between 8 and 15        
hertz. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Large all-stop button on the Unforgettable.me        
app to allow participants pause data collection. 
 

To assist in mitigating privacy concerns, participants       
were able to pause data collection (see Figure 1) and          
review and remove any data they were unwilling to share          
on both the unforgettable.me app and on the        
Unforgettable.me website once uploaded (see Figure 2). 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Uploaded Unforgettable.me app data to the        
Unforgettable.me server. Participants are able to search       
uploaded data and delete data using the “x” button in the           
top right hand corner. 

Procedure And Design 
Participants used both apps concurrently for 14 days.        
Participants received affect surveys through phone      
notifications eight times each day (112 in total) between         
8:30 and 21:30 using stratified random sampling.       
Participants had a window of 20 minutes to complete a          
survey before it expired to prevent backfilling. Compliance        
ranged from 56% to 100% (M = 88.52, SD = 12.41).  

After a seven day retention interval post data collection,         
participants were prompted to complete a memory test on         
the Unforgettable.me marketplace. The Unforgettable.me     
marketplace is an online platform where participants grant        
a specific study access to their collected data (Dennis et al.,           
2019).  

Once participants consented for access to their data, each         
trial was dynamically created by pairing each SEMA3        
event to the closest unforgettable.me data point within 60         
minutes of the SEMA3 event start time (Mseconds = 221.62,          
SD = 334.53). Each paired SEMA3 and unforgettable.me        
event was a target in a trial, and distractors were randomly           
selected from paired SEMA3/unforgettable.me events     
greater than 100m (M= 99178.19, Mdn = 2615.22, SD =          
1062412.44, min = 100.11, max = 16186027.19) away        
from target paired event based on the participant’s GPS         
data. 

Participants were then provided with instructions and       
completed two practice trials prior to the main experiment.         
In each trial, participants were asked to select their location          
at a specific time on a GoogleMap interface by choosing          
one of four drop-pins generated from one target paired         
event and three distractor paired events. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Example of memory test trial. The minimum         
distance between target and distractors was 100m. The        
time cue is drawn from the start time of a SEMA3 survey. 
 

The number of trials for each participant varied based on          
compliance and on the amount of SEMA3 and        
Unforgettable.me events able to be paired. The minimum        
number of trials was 11 and the maximum was 114 (M =          

  1

78.06, SD = 19.03).  

Results 
Scores from all measures were standardised prior to        
analysis. Data was analysed in Private (Dennis, 2019), a         
privacy analysis platform purpose-built to analyse      
experience sampling data that blinds researchers to raw        
participant data. 

1 One participant was sent 125 surveys and completed 114 due to 
technical issues. 
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Descriptive Statistics 
Accuracy on the memory test ranged from 35% to 95%          
correct target identification (M = 0.67, SD = 0.15). 

When grouped according to arousal, density plots for        
summed reported ratings for negative valence/high arousal       
(“Angry”, “Anxious”, “Irritable”) and negative     
valence/low arousal (“Bored”, “Disappointed”, “Sad”)     
demonstrated low variability in self-reported ratings, with       
an evident skew towards reporting lower levels for both         
NA groupings (see Figure 4).  
 

 
 
Figure 4: Distribution of summed ratings for negative        
valence/high arousal (left) and negative valence/low      
arousal ( right) 
 

There was no evidence of significant skew in the         
distance plots for positive valence/high arousal (“Happy”,       
“Excited”, “Confident”) and positive valence/low arousal      
(“Relaxed”, “Content”), suggesting variability in PA      
experience (see Figure 5).  
 

 
 
Figure 5: Distribution of summed ratings for positive        
valence/high arousal (left), positive valence/low arousal      
(right). 
 

Predictive effect of affect on accuracy 
A multinomial logistic regression was used to model the         
probability of accuracy at retrieval as predicted by        
self-reported affect at encoding. Affect was represented by        
four predictor variables generated by the summed reported        
intensity ratings of discrete emotions grouped according to        
valence and arousal. Accuracy was categorically defined as        
correct (or incorrect) identification of location at retrieval. 

In order to examine the magnitude and precision of the          
posterior probability distributions, 𝛽 medians and 95%       
Credible Intervals (CI) were calculated to illustrate       

posterior distributions of probability. Evidence of an effect        
was inferred if zero was not within the 95% credible          
interval of the parameter.  

Gelman-Rubin diagnostics (Gelman & Rubin, 1992)      
were computed to evaluate Hamiltonian Markov Chain       
Monte Carlo (MCMC) convergence. In comparing      
estimated between-chain and within-chain variance of the       
two MCMC chains generated, the calculated upper       
estimate for the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF)        
was found to be <1.1 (Gelman & Rubin, 1992) for the           
intercept ( = 0.99), negative/high arousal ( = 0.99),       
negative/low arousal ( = 0.99), positive/high arousal ( =       
0.99), and positive/low arousal ( = 0.99). Given this        
evidence to suggest chain convergence, it can be assumed         
that estimates were sampled from the posterior of the         
distribution.  

Negative affect did not have a significant effect on         
accuracy. Positive high arousal emotions decreased      
accuracy, while positive low arousal emotions increased       
accuracy (see Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6: Prediction accuracy by valence and arousal.        
Dots indicate beta means and bars indicate 95% credible         
intervals.  
 

Predictive effect of affect on choice 
A conditional logistic regression (McFadden, 1973) was       
used to model the degree to which distances between         
affective states at encoding predicted choice at retrieval.        
The interpretation of the results from a conditional logistic         
regression is slightly different to a logistic regression        
model. In the above logistic regression model, the        
correct/incorrect responses will be used as dependent       
variables (DV) and be predicted by the independent        
variables (IV) which are properties of the stimulus itself.         
However, a conditional logistic regression model uses the        
chosen/not-chosen options on each trial as DVs, and the         
IVs are characteristics of these options (i.e., distance of the          
choice to the correct answer), which varies trial by trial.          
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Therefore, in the current study, if the coefficients of the          
conditional logistic regression is negative, it indicates that        
participants tend to choose options that have smaller        
distance to the correct answer (e.g., options that are         
spatially closer to the correct answer, or options where         
self-reported emotions are closer to the correct answer) and         
vice versa.  

Passive measures – GPS, accelerometry, and obfuscated       
audio - were analysed to facilitate comparison between        
passive and active experience sampling measures.  

There were 14 predictor variables generated from       
distances between target and distractor events – spatial        
distance; audio distance; accelerometry distance; and      
distances between each discrete emotion self-report.      
Spatial distance, accelerometry distance and audio distance       
were calculated using Euclidean distance. Distances      
between each discrete emotion were calculated using the        
absolute difference between reported scores.  

Variables were analysed in independent conditional logit       
models. 

Gelman-Rubin diagnostics suggested convergence of     
chains for each independent model given the calculated        
upper PSRF estimates were found to be <1.1 (Gelman &          
Rubin, 1992) for audio ( = 1), accelerometry ( = 1.004),         
GPS ( = 1.008), “Angry” ( = 1), “Anxious” ( = 1),         
“Irritable” ( = 1), “Bored” ( = 1.001), “Disappointed” (        
= 1.001), “Sad” ( = 1), “Happy” ( = 1), “Excited” ( =          
1), “Confident” ( = 1), “Relaxed” ( = 1), and “Content”         
( = 1.001). It was therefore assumed that estimates were         
sampled from the posterior of the distribution. 

Figure 7 shows the mean beta weights along with their          
95% credible intervals for each self-reported discrete       
emotion. When modelled independently, discrete emotion      
distances between target and distractors each predicted the        
probability of choice.  

 

 

Figure 7: Choice as predicted by distances between each 
discrete emotion when modelled independently. 

Independent models of passive measures drawn from       
sensor data indicated that spatial distance, 𝛽 = -36.62         
[-40.22, -33.20], audio dissimilarity, 𝛽 = -0.25 [-0.31,        
-0.19], and accelerometry dissimilarity, 𝛽 = -0.82 [-0.90,        
-0.74] between target and distractors predicted the       
probability of choice at retrieval given that the 95% CI did           
not capture zero. Spatial distance was the largest predictor         
of choice. 

 
Discussion 

The present study utilised passive and active experience        
sampling measures to investigate the ways in which affect         
at encoding informs episodic memory at retrieval in an         
intensive longitudinal design.  

This work is the first to use an ecologically valid          
paradigm that offered objective measures of accuracy.       
There was no evidence to support the hypothesised role of          
NA (both negative valence/high arousal and negative       
valence/low arousal) in predicting accuracy for location       
identification at retrieval. Self-reported affective states      
typified by positive valence/high arousal at encoding       
predicted a decrease in accuracy. Conversely, self-reported       
positive valence/low arousal at encoding was found to        
predict accuracy at retrieval.  

This study was also the first to use an experience          
sampling design to explore the degree to which affective         
states at encoding act as a feature of episodic memory at           
retrieval through an analysis of choice at retrieval. The         
results suggested that choice of location was predicted by         
distances between affective states. 

When drawing conclusions from neural evidence,      
Bowen, Kark, and Kensinger (2018) assert the privileged        
status of NA compared to PA in episodic memory given          
negative events have been shown to trigger increased        
encoding of sensory detail. The results of this study,         
however, found no such benefit for location identification        
for either NA groupings - there was no evidence to support           
enhancements or deficits in retrieval of contextual detail in         
an experience sampling paradigm. 

Discrepancies between previous naturalistic and     
laboratory-based literature and the current findings may be        
explained by low variability of reported levels of NA         
compared to PA. Participants did not frequently report        
experiencing the discrete emotions used to capture negative        
valence/high arousal and negative valence/low arousal.      
Such results indicate that NA was not experienced as         
frequently as PA over the two-week data collection period.         
This finding is supported by previous smartphone       
ecological momentary assessment research – in a year-long        
study, participants (N = 11,572) were 2.5 times more likely          
to report PA than NA (Trampe, Quoidbach, & Taquet,         
2015). A longer data collection period may therefore be         
needed in future work to capture more varied experiences         
of NA in order to provide greater variability when         
determining effects. 
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The current findings do suggest a potential role of         
self-reported PA at encoding in accuracy for location        
identification at re. The present work aligns with evidence         
suggesting episodic enhancements for positive valence/low      
arousal (Pierce & Kensinger, 2011) and impairments for        
contextual encoding for positive valence/high arousal (Mao       
et al., 2015; Wang, 2015). This dissociation between PA         
groupings according to arousal illustrates its potential role        
in PA when encoding episodic detail. Positive valence/high        
arousal self-reports at encoding predicted deficits in       
accuracy location identification at retrieval. Self-reported      
positive valence/low arousal, however, enhanced the      
predictive probability of target identification. PA states       
with low levels of arousal may therefore promote a more          
flexible encoding of the environment, allowing for an        
episodic enhancement to be realised at retrieval.  

This study offered evidence of the use of affective         
experience at encoding as a feature of episodic memory.         
Recent experience sampling research using similar      
paradigms to the current study have demonstrated that        
choice is predicted by temporal and spatial distance (Yim,         
Ong, Stone, & Dennis, 2019). The results of this study          
further these findings – when modelled independently,       
choice was largely predicted by spatial distances, but also         
by dissimilarities between self-reported discrete emotions.      
Like time and space, this suggests that affective        
experiences at encoding may work as contextual       
mechanisms when retrieving episodic details such as       
location. 

Such findings substantiate the associative network theory       
of emotion (Bower, 1981). The results highlight two        
potential retrieval mechanisms at play – either the correct         
target was identified as predicted by dissimilarities in        
affect between target and distractors, or a distractor was         
chosen as predicted by similarities in affective state to the          
target event. The first mechanism indicates that, as posited         
by Bower (1981), affect may work as a cue at retrieval to            
differentiate between memory traces, consistent with      
similar laboratory-based findings (Talmi & Moscovitch,      
2004). The second mechanism potentially implies      
spreading activation at retrieval as suggested by associative        
network theory (Bower, 1981), where memory for an event         
promotes retrieval of memories with similar emotional       
content, thereby causing confusion when choosing between       
target and distractor events. Prior evidence of this        
associative network has used mood congruency effects to        
substantiate this theory, where emotional cues have been        
shown to facilitate retrieval of autobiographical memories       
with a similar affective profile (Sheldon & Donahue,        
2017). The present study provides evidence to extend these         
findings even in the absence of an explicit emotional cue,          
offering ecological validation of similar effects previously       
demonstrated in a laboratory-based free recall study where        
in absence of mood congruency, emotional items were        
shown to cluster at recall (Long et al., 2015). It is relevant            

to note, however, that the models used to analyse choice          
included identification of correct target events. Given       
participants were more likely to choose the correct option,         
this may be pivotal in driving this effect. If so, only           
inferences regarding dissimilarities between target and      
distractor events predicting choice could be drawn. To        
provide more conclusive evidence to support spreading       
activation of affect, future analyses focusing on incorrect        
responses may better quantify the degree to which affect         
similarities between target and distractor events predicted       
distractor choice at retrieval. 

Limitations and Conclusion 
Inferences suggesting a role of arousal within PA in         
predicting accuracy for contextual detail at retrieval       
assume that the episodic cues used at retrieval in this study           
(location and time) were not central to affective        
experiences which may be unlikely in practice. A        
consideration of this in future work may more        
meaningfully determine the degree to which subjective       
reports of the centrality of tested episodic detail to the          
affective experience at encoding mediate accuracy for       
location identification at retrieval.  

An inherent limitation to the use of distances between         
self-reports to predict choice is that receiving and        
completing an ecological momentary assessment survey      
could operate as a feature of memory, making it difficult to           
dissociate the use of an ecological momentary assessment        
event to capture experiences from the affective experience        
captured by ecological momentary assessment. This      
limitation is seemingly unavoidable to this design, however        
future investigations comparing subjective and objective      
experience sampling measures of emotion to determine       
validity of objective sensor data in capturing emotion could         
be highly valuable to empirical work seeking to mitigate         
this issue.  

The present research provides naturalistic nuance to       
episodic effects driven by affective experience at encoding,        
suggesting a role of arousal within PA in predicting         
accuracy for contextual detail at retrieval. The current        
study additionally lends support for an associative network        
theory of emotion, suggesting that affective states at        
encoding may work similarly to spatial cues when        
retrieving and isolating a specific event. The relationship        
between emotion at encoding and subsequent episodic       
memory is one that is complex but is intuitively         
understood. The unique experience sampling design used       
to investigate these effects offers new pathways for further         
explorations into this dynamic relationship between affect       
and episodic memory. 
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Abstract

Cumulative culture depends on the fidelity of learning be-
tween successive generations, and the robustness with which
the lessons of one generation apply to the problems of the next.
How do humans accomplish these twin goals? We formalize
social learning as a kind of program induction, and provide an
experimental test of a key prediction. To do this, we exploit a
key fact: When humans learn from others, in addition to ob-
serving inputs and outputs we often observe the process that
led to that output. For instance, when preparing a meal, we
don’t just observe a pile of vegetables and then a ratatouille.
Instead, we observe a causal process that transforms those in-
gredients into a finished food. Here, we use probabilistic pro-
grams to represent causal processes and show that the observa-
tion of an execution trace speeds up program induction, even
when learning from only a single example. This model pre-
dicts that the inferences and behavior of people will be struc-
tured by these execution traces. In two behavioral experiments,
we show that human judgments and behavior are affected by
the execution trace in the systematic ways predicted by our for-
mal model. These findings shed light on the mechanisms that
underlie high fidelity social learning in humans, and unify the
role of emulation and imitation in social learning.
Keywords: social learning; program induction; Bayesian
modeling; imitation learning; theory of mind

Introduction
Humans are the most sophisticated social learners in the nat-
ural world (Herrmann, Call, Hernández-Lloreda, Hare, &
Tomasello, 2007). Learning from others has been called “the
secret of our success” (Henrich, 2015), and is what makes
humans a “a different kind of animal” (Boyd, 2017) because
it enables cumulative culture. That is, we can inherit culture
from previous generations, improve it, and pass on the im-
provements to the next generation. This is how we have grad-
ually developed the sophisticated tools, languages, sciences,
and moralities of today. But cumulative culture is only possi-
ble when social learning is highly reliable—i.e., the transmis-
sion of knowledge between individuals is both high fidelity
and robust (Boyd & Richerson, 1996; Lewis & Laland, 2012).
Otherwise, the knowledge is lost to errors and noise.

Two forms of social learning have been widely explored
(Tomasello, 1999; Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2006). “Imita-
tion” involves directly copying another person’s actions—for
instance, learning to make a canoe by chopping a mature oak
with a handsaw, burning out its interior with coals, etc. Im-
itation can be high fidelity, but it not very robust. After all,
the optimal sequence of actions to build a good canoe in one
case may not be optimal in another (e.g., if you have an ax

rather than a saw; a maple rather than an oak; an adze rather
than coals). In contrast, “Emulation” involves observing fin-
ished cultural products (e.g., a canoe) and then deriving an ad
hoc method of reproducing it. Emulation can be very robust
because ad hoc planning can accommodate variable circum-
stances. But this comes at the cost of fidelity: If a person
happens to develop a better method for producing a canoe,
mere emulation does nothing to preserve it.

We propose that human social learning naturally occupies
an intermediate point that is both high fidelity and robust.
Specifically, we hypothesize that human cultural knowledge
can take the form of probabilistic programs. These are akin
to recipes, generative grammars, or synthetic computer pro-
grams. For instance, building a canoe might be encoded as
a program like “(1) Cut a tree down; (2) Hollow the inside;
. . . etc. ” (Byrne & Russon, 1998). When we watch a person
build a canoe we cannot directly observe the program in their
head, but we can infer it. What we learn is thus more pre-
cise than emulation, but more abstract and robust than mere
imitation.

Our goal is to model this form of social learning in com-
putational terms. By casting social learning as program in-
duction, we can formally state how observing both process
and product allow us to learn a program. Our work is deeply
influenced by prior work on using programs to represent and
learn sophisticated structured concepts such as handwritten
characters (Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015), com-
posable functions (Schulz, Tenenbaum, Duvenaud, Speeken-
brink, & Gershman, 2017), geometric sequences (Amalric et
al., 2017), and list operations (Rule, Schulz, Piantadosi, &
Tenenbaum, 2018), but to our knowledge the application of
these techniques to social learning is unique.

Specifically, we show that when people observe the se-
quence of actions that an expert uses to construct a cultural
artifact, their inferences and generalizations are consistent
with the possibility that they infer key aspects of the program
that generated the artifact. In our experiments, this cannot re-
duce to mere imitation, because participants are readily able
to generalize the program to generate novel sequences of ac-
tions. We also show that it cannot reduce to mere emulation,
because observing the same end products generated by two
different processes leads people to infer very different pro-
grams, and thus to generalize very differently to novel arti-
facts.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We
first motivate the importance and power of observing pro-
cess, rather than mere products, when learning from others
(Caldwell & Millen, 2009; Derex, Godelle, & Raymond,
2013). We then introduce a social learning task that is
amenable to both formal computational modeling and human
behavioral experiments. Next, we introduce a computational
model based on probabilistic program induction for this task
and conduct a study of its dynamics in simulation. Finally,
we compare our model to human behavioral data.

Example: Learning to sort a list of numbers
We begin with a simple case study of probabilistic program
induction involving transforming a string of numbers. Sup-
pose, that an observer watches an expert input the list of num-
bers [5,3,4,1] and then output the list [1,3,4,5]. What pro-
gram will she learn? She might infer that the program sorts
numbers, but there is significant ambiguity. A valid program
to describe this transformation would be to just swap the first
and last elements of the input. And, even among sorting al-
gorithms, there are many different kinds.

The learner would be able to draw much stronger infer-
ences if she could observe not just the inputs and the outputs,
but the precise sequence of intermediate operations. (This is
analogous to observing not just that a person turned a log into
a canoe, but the sequence of actions they used to do so). This
sequence of state transformations is called the program’s ex-
ecution trace, or just trace. For instance, if the trace for our
example is observed, one might see [5,3,4,1]→ [3,5,4,1]→
[3,4,5,1]→ [3,4,1,5]→ [3,1,4,5]→ [1,3,4,5]. Here the en-
tire trace of the “bubble sort” algorithm is observable, where
elements are swapped if the left is greater than the right until
no element on the left is greater than an element on the right.
Observing this execution trace not only makes it clear that the
underlying program is a sorter but also gives clues as to how
to write a sorting algorithm.

As this example illustrates, observing a program’s trace
allows efficient and high-fidelity inference of the program’s
structure. Meanwhile, the program is more robust than the
specific sequence of actions encoded in the trace: The trace
tells you how to sort one list, whereas the program allows you
to sort any list. In this way, probabilistic program induction
over execution traces enables a form of efficient, high-fidelity
and robust social learning.

Task: Learning from traces
In this section, we describe a novel task meant to imitate
some basic aspects of social learning where rich trace infor-
mation is available to the learner. Our task is designed to be
both intuitive for behavioral experiments and also tractable
for formal modeling. In this task, a participant is asked to
watch another agent create a necklace made of beads. The
beads come in red and blue circles (although this can easily
be extended to include arbitrary colors and shapes) and can
be placed on the necklace in any order, one at a time. Par-
ticipants are told that these necklaces are culturally important

Figure 1: Two different procedures can generate the same
necklace. Observing different execution traces of the same
necklace leads to different inferences about the program
which generated the necklace. Note: beads are placed one
at a time but added in doubles to save space. (left) The seq
method highlights a sequence of alternating beads. (right)
The outin method highlights mirror symmetry.

to the agents who make them and only certain types of neck-
laces are acceptable. A participant either watches an agent
create an acceptable necklace one bead at a time (“process”),
or instead observes only the resulting necklace (“product”).
The task of the participant is to infer the underlying program
that generated this necklace.

To demonstrate how observing process versus product can
lead to significantly different inferences about the underlying
program consider the examples in Figure 1. On the left, the
observer first sees two red beads placed left-to-right, then two
blue beads after that, and so on in sequential order. From this
example, an observer might infer that the rule that makes a
necklace acceptable is one where the bead colors alternate
every two beads. Now consider the same necklace but built
a different way: on the right of Figure 1, the two red beads
are placed on the outer ends of the necklace, and then the rest
of the beads are placed by alternating between the sides in an
“out-in” fashion. From this example, even though the product
is the same as on the left, an observer might be more likely to
infer that the rule is that the necklaces must have some level of
symmetric structure. These are two different rules that define
two completely different spaces of acceptable necklaces and
they’re readily differentiated with trace information. Without
trace information, they are completely identical.

Computational Model

To test the hypothesis that traces enable rapid and more accu-
rate program learning we present a program induction system
for the necklace learning task described above. There are 2N

possible necklaces of length N, so our goal is to describe the
necklaces and the different ways of making them using sim-
ple compositional primitives. We first formalize the space of
necklaces and their traces with a domain-specific language
(DSL) that concisely expresses two major concepts in our
task definition: repeated and symmetric structure. We then
describe how latent programs can be inferred from necklaces
using Bayesian inference.
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Programs in a domain-specific language

0: start ->  program
1: program -> placer INT picker

# placer primitives
2: placer -> NONPARAM | PARAM
3: NONPARAM -> “seq” | “outin”
4: PARAM -> “skip” INT

# picker primitives
5: picker -> grow | random | repeat
6: grow -> “grow” INT picker
7: repeat -> “repeat” INT picker
8: random -> “random” INT INT |”random” LETTER INT

Figure 2: The syntax of the domain-specific language (DSL)
for the necklace programs. Terms explained in The Model
section of the main text.

The DSL defines the space of syntactically valid programs,
which we denote as the set pp. The DSL in this model is
shown in Figure 2. Programs were represented in Extended
Backus-Naur Form and read using an Earley parser. A syntac-
tically valid program consists of a sequence of expressions,
where each expression is one of six primitives in the DSL.
These six primitives belong to two major types: “placers”
and “pickers”. Placers define the different ways that individ-
ual beads within a bead set can be placed on a necklace:

seq(L, B): place the beads B from left to right on a neck-
lace of size L,
outin(L, B): place the beads B in an “out-in” pattern (al-
ternate between placing beads on the far left and far right)
on a necklace of size L,
skip(L, S, B): place the beads B every S spaces on a
necklace of size L.

Pickers are composed to generate different sequences of
beads (B). These sequences are then passed as arguments to
pickers:

random(Z,C): randomly sample, w/o replacement, C
beads and duplicate them in place Z times,
repeat(Z,λ): memoize the resulting bead set from the
program λ and repeat it Z times,
grow(Z,λ): execute the program λ Z times and return
those outputs as a contiguous bead set.

Figure 3 shows two example programs (and a sample neck-
lace for each one) that are expressible in this DSL.

A guiding principle in the design of this DSL is that the
primitives should be based on general building blocks such
as repetition, memoization, and random sampling. This gives
the generated program commonsense interpretations which
can be translated into natural language. For example, seq
10 repeat 5 random 1 2 translates to “pick two beads of
different colors and repeat them for the length of the neck-
lace and place them left-to-right” and outin 10 repeat 2

seq 8 repeat 2 grow 2 rand 1 2 

seq 8 repeat 2 grow 2 rand 1 2 

seq 8 repeat 2 grow 2 rand 1 2 

seq 8 repeat 2 grow 2 rand 1 2 
a)

0:

1:

2:

3:

0:

1:

2:

b)

outin 8 repeat 2 rand 2 2 

outin 8 repeat 2 rand 2 2 

outin 8 repeat 2 rand 2 2 

Figure 3: Example of how different programs are executed
into necklaces. Each line shows how the sequence of beads
is incrementally expanded by each term of the program and
then eventually placed on the necklace by the placer. (a) A
symmetric sequence that composes repeat and grow. (b) A
repeating sequence.

grow 5 random 1 1 translates to “pick a random sequence
of 5 beads, repeat that sequence and place the beads alternat-
ing between the left and right ends of the necklace”.

Inference
Given a sample necklace, we formalize program induction as
Bayesian inference over the possible programs defined by the
DSL. We denote individual programs in this space as π ∈ pp
(see Figure 3 for examples of π). Each π defines a space of
possible necklaces N and steps for making those necklaces
(traces) T . Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior probability of a
program π given an observed necklace N is:

P(π|N) ∝ P(N|π)P(π) (1)

where P(N|π) is the likelihood that π generates N and P(π)
is the prior probability for generating π. This probabilistic
formulation amplifies the weight on programs that produce N
and few other necklaces over those that produce N and a large
number of necklaces. This feature of probabilistic inference
is sometimes called the “size principle” (Tenenbaum & Grif-
fiths, 2001). As a result, the model predicts that people should
prefer programs that can generate the observed necklace in-
versely proportional to how many other necklaces that pro-
gram can also generate. A preference for specificity emerges
out of the probabilistic approach to inference.

We also use a prior over the space of programs that weights
shorter programs over longer and more complex ones (Ho,
Sanborn, Callaway, Bourgin, & Griffiths, 2018):

P(π) ∝
1
|π|

(2)

where |π| is the length of the program (i.e., the number of
primitives and parameters that make up π). While the DSL
can produce an infinite number of possible programs, for
computational tractability, we only consider programs up to
length 11.

We have now introduced sufficient notation to formally
state our key claim: social learning from execution traces en-
hances the efficiency and accuracy of learning compared to
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Figure 4: Results of computational experiments comparing accuracy and efficiency of inference with trace information (P(π|T ),
blue) vs without (P(π|N), orange). Experiment averaged over 50 trials. Error bands are the standard error of the mean. In each
trial, the model observed samples from the program listed above each plot, either bead-by-bead (trace) or all at once (no trace).

learning from only a final product. Stated formally:

P(π∗|T )≥ P(π∗|N) (3)

where P(π∗|T ) is the posterior belief in a ground-truth pro-
gram π∗ having observed the trace of steps taken to generate
its output necklace T . Stated plainly: you will always be
more accurate inferring the underlying program if you take
into account trace information than if you just saw the output.
Formally, the difference is in the likelihood, one only con-
siders the complete necklace N, P(N|π) and the other also
considers the steps taken to complete the necklace T , P(T |π).
These likelihoods are computed analytically for each program
by enumerating all necklaces and their corresponding traces
that a given program could produce.

Computational Results
We simulated learning to empirically investigate the predic-
tions made in Eq (3) and compared the dynamics of learn-
ing with and without trace information. We tested learning
on three different types of programs (random, repeating, and
symmetric) and both of the DSL’s placer primitives (seq and
outin). Performance was measured by learning efficiency
(how many data points were needed in either condition to
make reasonable inferences) and asymptotic accuracy (how
well it inferred the ground-truth program in either condition).

The three separate types of programs we chose have
salient, differing structure (see Figure 4): random programs
that generate arbitrary necklaces of a given length, repeat-
ing programs that generate necklaces with simple, repeating
motifs, and symmetric programs that generate necklaces with
symmetry across the middle of a necklace. For each of these
types, we used both seq and outin and used necklace lengths
of ten. In the trace condition, the model performed inference
about the underlying program bead by bead. In the no trace

condition, the model saw the complete necklace of ten beads
all at once without access to the trace.

As shown in Figure 4, observing and being able to integrate
trace information enabled better accuracy with less data in
each of the ten cases. In two cases, the model in the trace con-
dition placed the highest probability it could on the ground-
truth program after observing only a single necklace. In some
cases, this evidence was integrated after observing just a few
of the beads. In contrast, without trace information, a single
necklace was never enough to provide conclusive evidence of
the program and eight of the twelve programs were not given
maximal probability in all 50 runs as there was often still sig-
nificant uncertainty about the underlying program. The belief
in π∗ does not reach 1 in most cases because the DSL al-
lows for programs which are functionally equivalent but are
represented by different code. This places a ceiling on how
much weight the model can put on the ground-truth program,
π∗, even as the samples grow asymptotically towards infin-
ity. Just as there are many way to write the same function, in
future work we will look into ways of clustering or merging
functionally equivalent programs or developing more sophis-
ticated priors to distinguish between them.

Behavioral Experiments
We test the predictions of our framework in two behavioral
experiments run on Amazon Mechanical Turk. In both ex-
periments, participants were told to watch a craftsman from a
culture they’ve never seen before create an acceptable neck-
lace. An animation then showed the craftsman create the
necklace one bead at a time until the necklace was com-
plete and the animation then looped. In both experiments the
key between-subjects manipulation is whether participants
observed the necklaces being made using the seq or outin
program. That is, all participants saw the same final neck-
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Figure 5: Participants judged whether the two necklaces on
the X-axis (i.e., the queries) are acceptable after observing the
necklace above the graph being created with seq or outin.
The inset shows model predictions that were made by assess-
ing the probability that the space of programs inferred after
observing the above necklace would generate the necklaces
on the X-axis. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
The interaction terms between query and trace type for both
(a) and (b) are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

laces but the sequence of actions to create those necklaces
differed. In Experiment 1, we tested for systematic gener-
alizations by having participants judge the acceptability of
novel necklaces. In Experiment 2, we had participants cre-
ate new necklaces that they believed would be acceptable.

These experiments test whether or not human learners are
sensitive to the execution trace when making judgments or
generating their own acceptable necklaces after an observa-
tion. If people purely emulate the goal, their inferences will
be invariant to the specific trace that generated the necklace.
If people are purely imitating the sequences they have seen,
they will not make systematic generalizations about novel
necklaces. If instead, humans are using program induction to
learn from others, we will see systematic influences on their
judgments and behavior, and these will be influenced by trace
information in ways predicted by our model.

Experiment 1: Judgment
In the first experiment, participants (N=145) first observed
the creation of an acceptable necklace. Figure 5 shows two
necklaces (panels a and b) used which were shown to partici-

0: start ->  program
1: program -> placer INT picker

# placer primitives
2: placer -> NONPARAM | PARAM
3: NONPARAM -> “seq” | “outin”
4: PARAM -> “skip” INT

# picker primitives
5: picker -> grow | random | repeat
6: grow -> “grow” INT picker
7: repeat -> “repeat” INT picker
8: random -> “random” INT INT |”random” LETTER INT
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Figure 6: Statistics of participant generated necklaces. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean. Both differences
are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

pants on separate pages (order randomized). These necklaces
were chosen because they have both sequential and symmet-
ric structure. After watching the creation of the necklace, par-
ticipants were asked to judge the acceptability of two new
necklaces (shown on the X-axis of Figure 5) are also accept-
able. One of the necklaces had repeated but not symmetric
structure (left) while the other had symmetric but not repeated
structure (right). These judgments were made on a slider with
100 ticks between 0 and 1 with end-points labeled “not ac-
ceptable” and “acceptable”.

The model predicts that the subjects who observe an ac-
ceptable necklace created with the seq primitive will judge
the novel necklace with repeated structure as more accept-
able (since they are more likely to be generated by a similar
program). Likewise, it predicts that those who observe an
acceptable necklace created with the outin primitive will be
more likely to judge the necklace with symmetric structure as
more acceptable. The pattern of human judgments supports
all of the key model predictions. Participants’ acceptability
judgments were significantly higher for necklaces that were
consistent with the observed execution trace. We tested for
statistical significance by running a linear mixed effects re-
gression that predicted participants’ acceptability responses
as a function of the initial necklace, trace type, and query
and included all two way and three way interactions with
participants as random intercepts. The key predicted interac-
tion between trace type and query was statistically significant
(βtrace x query =−0.26, CI95% = [−0.40,−0.08], p = 0.004).

Experiment 2: Generation
In a second experiment, participants (N=46) were shown the
same two example acceptable necklaces as in Experiment 1
that contain both repeated and symmetric structure. As be-
fore, the animation showing the construction of the neck-
laces was randomly varied between participants between seq
or outin. Instead of making judgments, in this experiment
participants were asked to generate two new necklaces that
they believed would also be acceptable. Participants used
their mouse to drag beads onto empty squares in the necklace.
Both the order the beads were placed and the final necklaces
were recorded.
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Given the diversity of the generated samples, we conducted
analyses on features of the generated samples. Our model
makes two clear quantitative predictions. The first predic-
tion is that participants should be more likely to generate a
necklace with mirror symmetry when they see the ambigu-
ous necklace created with the outin program than with the
seq program. The second prediction is that they should be
more likely to adopt the outin placement method themselves
when building a necklace. Figure 6 shows the results of the
experiment on these two metrics. These differences were sta-
tistically significant. Participants who saw the necklace gen-
erated with outin were statistically more likely to generate
symmetric necklaces (β = −0.19, CI95% = [−0.34,−0.05],
p= 0.01) and make their own necklace using an in-out proce-
dure (β=−0.24, CI95% = [−0.35,−0.15], p< 0.001). These
results show that the trace structured participants internal rep-
resentations and impacted both the structure of necklaces that
they generated and also how they built the necklaces them-
selves.

Discussion
We have proposed that key features of human social learn-
ing can be modelled as a kind of “program induction”. Un-
der this model, people infer and exploit the underlying causal
structure that gives rise to expert performance by others. In
our experiments participants clearly learned more than what
products are permissible (i.e., more than emulation), because
their judgments and behaviors were also deeply influenced
by viewing the expert’s process (or “trace”). But, they also
clearly learned more than a specific sequence of actions (i.e.,
more than imitation), because they readily generalized to
novel sequences of actions. Our model, based on program in-
duction, predicted the precise form of these generalizations.
Thus, based on the observation of a single expert sequence of
actions, participants were able to infer the hidden generative
logic underlying the actor’s expertise. Further, using simu-
lations of this process, we showed that this form of social
learning is efficient, high-fidelity, and robust.

These results may help to explain why human learners oc-
casionally reproduce even useless actions performed by ap-
parent experts, which is sometimes called “overimitation”.
Overimitation may not reflect the blind imitation of actions,
but rather a sophisticated (if sometimes misguided) attempt to
infer a programmatic logic underlying these actions (Lyons,
Young, & Keil, 2007). Experimental research suggests that
great apes are much less prone to such overimitation (Tennie
et al., 2006). An intriguing possibility is that apes are less
likely to spontaneously interpret others’ actions as the prod-
uct of abstract generative programs.

Additionally, social learning by program induction can be
integrated into a pedagogical framework, where teachers in-
tentionally select better examples and learners interpret them
as such (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Shafto, Goodman, & Grif-
fiths, 2014). For instance, if one wants to teach that any neck-
lace is acceptable, they would wisely pick a necklace that

has no repeated or symmetric structure. Pedagogical sam-
ples would help rule out many alternative programs and lead
to more efficient social learning.

By representing cultural and social knowledge as a proba-
bilistic program within a domain specific language, we cast
the problem of observational learning as one of program in-
duction. This formal approach invites connections to other
forms of social learning, such as learning from feedback. In
the context of our necklace paradigm, imagine that a novice
is building a necklace and an expert intervenes to correct a
specific action. If the feedback is given at the moment in the
trace when the error occurs (like a stack trace in a debugger
when a program crashes), then the learner might have a bet-
ter chance of “debugging” her program and finding the right
causal next step.

More generally, how can an account of social learning as
program induction shed light on cumulative culture and cul-
tural evolution? We can think of cultural know-how as an
ever growing library of programs distributed across a popula-
tion. Metaphorically, the challenge of cultural learning facing
a young learner is to efficiently “download Culture.zip”, that
is, to rapidly acquire the abstract and generative knowledge
of one’s culture by a variety of means. As previous work em-
phasizes, program-like representations are compositional and
modular. One could learn different pieces from different in-
dividuals and pick and choose the best parts. Similarly, one
could innovate on a single sub-program without disrupting
the rest of the accumulated knowledge. This would enable in-
novation without the loss in fidelity that occurs when the only
source of innovation is unstructured random perturbations.
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Abstract 
There is evidence that the process of executing a planned 
utterance involves the use of both preceding-context and top-
down cues. Utterance-initial words are cued only by the top-
down plan. In contrast, non-initial words are cued both by 
top-down cues and preceding-context cues. Co-existence of 
both cue types raises the question of how they interact during 
learning. We argue that this interaction is competitive: items 
that tend to be preceded by predictive preceding-context cues 
are harder to activate from the plan without this predictive 
context. A novel computational model of this competition is 
developed. The model is tested on a corpus of repetition 
disfluencies and shown to account for the influences on 
patterns of restarts during production. In particular, this model 
predicts a novel Initiation Effect: following an interruption, 
speakers re-initiate production from words that tend to occur 
in utterance-initial position, even when they are not initial in 
the interrupted utterance. 

Keywords: Serial order; language production; repetition; 
initiation; retrieval; planning; HiTCH 

Introduction 
The problem of producing actions in the right serial order is 
a classic one. Following Lashley (1951), an early period of 
chain models, in which each action activated its successor, 
gave way to a dominance of hierarchical models, in which 
each action was cued by top-down cues specifying its 
position in a hierarchical plan. Language became the 
paradigm example of hierarchical planning, with words or 
morphemes serving as nodes in the hierarchy. Yet, early on, 
Osgood (1963) argued that preceding-context and top-down 
cues can both activate upcoming items in processing. Our 
work develops this idea, arguing that the two types of cue 
both activate the future in processing, and compete for 
activating the future during learning. 

Empirical evidence for the existence of preceding-item 
cues in production comes from the existence of ‘habit slips’ 
(e.g., Bannard et al., 2019; Reason, 1980; Wickelgren, 
1966). Such an error is well exemplified by Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s recent slip of calling the British Prime Minister 
Boris Yeltsin instead of Boris Johnson. Boris is an 
exceptionally good cue to Yeltzin because it was almost 
always followed by Yeltzin before Johnson’s career took off. 
According to the habit slip account of such errors, Yeltzin is 
produced because it is activated by Boris, the predictive 
preceding item. Having habitually produced Yeltzin after 

Boris, Netanyahu slipped into a minor international scandal. 
Habit slips also occur outside of language (Reason, 1980). 
A likely familiar example is automatically turning off the 
lights on someone when exiting a room. 

While preceding-item cues can generate habit slips, they 
are generally useful in constraining the set of possible 
continuations. For example, Rubin (1977) shows that 
providing speakers with function words helps them recall 
upcoming content words in a familiar text (all … are … and 
… by their … with … such as … and the …).  

While preceding-context cues are helpful, they are 
insufficient. Top-down cues are necessary to navigate 
‘switch points’, where the preceding context is consistent 
with more than one continuation, and the less common 
continuation needs to be chosen. Such switch points are 
known to be particularly challenging to navigate and are 
targeted for extensive practice (e.g., Chaffin & Imreh, 2002, 
in piano performance). The use of top-down cues in such 
contexts is necessary for selecting the right continuation. 
For example, a writer can only know whether to continue I 
love my ca into cat or car because s/he knows which word 
s/he intends to produce.  

The need for both types of cues raises the question of how 
preceding-context and top-down cues interact during 
learning. We argue that this interaction is competitive. In 
particular, according to the HiTCH (Hierarchy To Chain) 
model we develop, top-down cues that routinely compete 
with strong preceding-context cues grow relatively 
ineffective as a result. This makes it difficult to produce an 
item that has always been preceded by a predictive cue 
outside of that predictive context. In this way, a predictive 
context grows increasingly sufficient and increasingly 
necessary to activate an upcoming item. For example, if one 
only makes the tongue motion producing the sound at the 
end of hang after a vowel, it becomes increasingly difficult 
to make the same motion in other contexts (e.g., to produce 
the beginning of the Vietnamese name Nguyen). 

The HiTCH Model 
We implemented the idea of competition between 

preceding-item and top-down cues in a simple 
computational model, which we call HiTCH, or Hierarchy 
to Chain, to indicate that practice with a predictive sequence 
increasingly weakens top-down cues to non-initial items in 
that sequence. This model is intended as the simplest 
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possible framework for investigating cue competition 
between preceding-item and top-down cues during learning. 
It is related to simple recurrent networks that include ‘plan’ 
or ‘goal’ input units alongside a representation of preceding 
context (Dell, Juliano & Govindjee, 1993; Cooper, Ruh & 
Mareschal, 2014) and the classic Widrow–Hoff/Rescorla–
Wagner learning rule (RW; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).  

HiTCH claims that top-down cues can weaken when they 
co-occur with other cues, even if they are much more 
predictive than their competitors. In language, abdication of 
top-down control is necessary to explain the existence of 
collocations. To implement this claim, we modified the 
Rescorla-Wagner learning rule to allow preceding-context 
cues to interfere with top-down cues, but not vice-versa.  

HiTCH is intended to model the effects of experience on 
an important aspect of plan execution. Namely, it is well 
known that planning at the semantic/conceptual/lemma level 
outpaces planning at the form/phonological/lexeme level 
(Meyer, 1996).  The task of HiTCH is to select the right 
wordform for execution given a planned 
semantic/conceptual future and the preceding context.  

Whenever HiTCH encounters a word for the first time, it 
initializes a top-down connection from the corresponding 
semantic node to the wordform at an initial connection 
weight (𝑉!"#,%). These connections are intended to represent 
the activation that a planned wordform receives from the 
production plan. All associations between corresponding 
semantics and forms are initialized as having equal weights, 
which means that a novel word is approximately equally 
accessible in all contexts. These initial weights are relatively 
high because the claim of the model is that novel plans are 
hierarchical. That is, a novel plan is executed entirely via 
top-down control. Here, we report simulation results for the 
two values at the limits of the plausible range, 1 and 0.5 (see 
Figures 1 and 2).  

Top-down connections between noncorresponding 
semantics and words are initialized at −1 to ensure a low 
rate of occurrence of speech errors (Dell et al., 1993). These 
weights never change, providing a stable ability to produce 
the intended word most of the time. The greater stability of 
inhibitory connections is inspired by Liberti et al.’s (2016), 
“principle of motor stability: spatiotemporal patterns of 
inhibition can maintain a stable scaffold for motor dynamics 
while the population of principal neurons that directly drive 
behavior shift from one day to the next” (p. 1665). 

The model is exposed to a corpus word by word 
predicting each word from its semantics and the preceding 
word, if any. The model distinguishes between two types of 
word tokens. When a wordj occurs at the beginning of an 
utterance (i.e., 𝑗 = 1), it is activated by top-down input 
alone (𝑉!"#,%). When it is not utterance-initial (𝑗 > 1), it is 
cued both by the top-down input and the preceding word 
(𝑉&,%). Whenever wordj is utterance-initial, its top-down cue 
(𝑉!"#,%) is incremented; and when it is not initial, its top-
down cue is decremented in proportion to the strength of the 
preceding-word cue (𝑉&,%) occurring in that utterance. This 
implements the main claim of the model that top-down cues 

weaken because of competition from preceding-context 
cues.  

The preceding-word cue (𝑉&,%) is incremented whenever 
wordj occurs after wordi and decremented when one of the 
words occurs without the other, using the following rule: 

 
∆𝑉&,% = 𝛼𝛽+λ − 𝑉&,%.	 

 
As evident from the equation above, three sets of 

parameters influence the magnitude of change in the 
association weights of the preceding-word cue. Values of λ 
represent asymptotic levels of associative strength between 
items. For updating associations between adjacent words λ 
is set to 1. The (1 − 𝑉) term, which represents the 
difference between the correct activation for a present 
outcome and its current activation makes the growth of a 
weight decelerate as it grows, asymptotically approaching 1. 
For associations between an absent cue and a present 
outcome or a present cue and an absent outcome, λ is set to 
0, so that the weights of associations between items that do 
not co-occur asymptotically approach 0. Associations 
between absent cues and absent outcomes are not updated 
(Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Bush & Mosteller, 1951). 

Values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are restricted a priori to the interval 
0 < 𝛼, 𝛽 ≤ 	1. The parameter 𝛼,	represents the salience of 
the cue and 𝛽 represents the salience of the outcome. The 
product of 𝛼 and 𝛽 represents the learning rate. When both 
wordi and wordj are present, 𝛼 is set to 0.1 and 𝛽 is set to 1. 
This corresponds to a learning rate of 0.1, a rather high 
value intended to make sure that conditional probabilities 
between adjacent words are learned even for the words that 
are rare in our relatively small training corpus (the 
Switchboard Corpus of American English conversations; 
1.7 million words; Godfrey et al., 1992).  

There is evidence that absences are less salient than 
presences (Tassoni, 1995).  They are also less informative 
than presences because any two words occur apart much 
more often than they occur together (see McKenzie & 
Mikkelsen, 2007). For this reason, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are reduced for 
absent cues and outcomes respectively. We set 𝛽 to 0.1 for 
absent outcomes and 𝛼 to 0.00003 for absent cues. Setting 𝛽 
to 0.1 for absent outcomes ensures that item-to-item 
association weights are affected equally by 
log(C(wordi,wordj)) and −log(C(wordi)) exactly like 
surprisal conditional on the preceding word. This means 
that, like surprisal (Levy, 2008), 𝑉&,% tracks how much 
information wordi provides about the following wordj. 

Following Rescorla and Wagner (1972), we assumed 
absent cues preceding present outcomes to be less salient 
than absent outcomes following present cues. This is 
justified by the idea that an absent outcome can be 
unexpectedly absent when anticipated on the basis of a 
present cue, whereas the absence of a cue is not surprising 
(Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). While the classic RW model 
sets 𝛼	 for absent cues at 0, we set it at a near-zero value of 
0.00003, selected as the mean probability of occurrence 
across the words in Switchboard. The low but non-zero 
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setting indicates that one learns a little about absent cues (as 
observed in the literature; Tassoni, 1995). 

The top-down cue weight to wordj from its semantics is 
updated as follows: 

 

∆𝑉!"#,% = 4
𝛼𝛽+1 − 𝑉!"#,%.,																																				j = 1
𝛼𝛽𝛾𝑉&,%+0 − 𝑉!"#,%.,																													j > 1

 

 
Whenever a wordj is utterance-initial, that is, not preceded 

by another word within the same utterance (𝑗	 = 	1), the 
association from semj to wordj is incremented by 𝛼𝛽+1 −
𝑉!"#,%.. That is, when a word occurs without a preceding 
word, it becomes more accessible from top-down input. To 
the extent that a word needs to be produced context-
independently, its context-independent, top-down 
accessibility strengthens. Here, 𝛼 is set to 0.1 and 𝛽 set to 1 
because both the cue and the outcome are present 

The second equation above implements cue competition. 
Whenever a wordj is not utterance-initial (𝑗 > 1), the weight 
of the association from semj to wordj is decremented by 
𝛼𝛽𝛾𝑉&,%+0 − 𝑉!"#,%., where the magnitude of change in top-
down associations is determined not only by 𝛼 and 𝛽 but 
also by the weight of the item-to-item association (𝑉&,%). 
According to this equation, the top-down association from 
semantics to the corresponding word decreases to the extent 
that the word is encountered in predictive preceding 
contexts (𝑉&,% > 0). This is an important difference between 
HiTCH and the RW rule, which would not decrease these 
cue weights. In RW, being the most predictive cues to 
upcoming words, top-down cues face negligible cue 
competition. Because 𝛼𝛽𝑉&,% is always less than 1, top-down 
accessibility of a word recovers on initial trials, where top-
down access is necessary, more quickly than it diminishes 
on trials when it is unnecessary.  

Multiplication by the weight of the preceding-context cue 
(𝑉&,%) is motivated by results in habit formation. In particular, 
Ouelette and Wood (1998) found that, in predicting the 
likelihood of continued performance for actions that are 
performed frequently in fixed contexts, the frequency of 
prior performance of a behavior is more important than 
stated desire to perform the behavior, while the opposite is 
true for actions performed rarely or in variable contexts.  

Here, the parameter 𝛾	(0 < 𝛾 ≤ 1)	determines the extent 
to which the strengthening preceding-item cues interfere 
with top-down cues. The predictions tested below hold for 
any value of 𝛾 above 0. However, we set this parameter 
fairly low, at 0.05 in the following simulations because if 𝛾 
is set too close to 1, then any increase in the weight of a 
preceding-item cue is offset by a corresponding decrease in 
the weight of the top-down cue. In contrast, when 𝛾 is low, 
preceding-item cues can strengthen without reducing the 
top-down weights (too) much.  We believe the latter is the 
right behavior, because experience makes words (and other 
actions) more accessible in the kinds of contexts in which 
they have been experienced.  

Simulation Results 
Top-down association weights in HiTCH are influenced by 
three lexical characteristics, Initialness proportion, 
Predictiveness of preceding-item cues and Word frequency. 
The Initialness proportion refers to the proportion of all 
occurrences of a word that are utterance-initial. Words with 
a low Initialness proportion tend to be poorer initiators, 
having a lower top-down cue weight (Figure 1). The 
prediction that initiating production from these words is 
more difficult is the Initiation Effect. The extreme examples 
are words like know and ago, which almost never occur 
utterance-initially.  
 

 
Figure 1: Top-down cue weight to a word as a function of 
the proportion of times the word occurs in the utterance-
initial position. Top-down cues are initialized at 1, the 

maximum possible weight, in the left panel, and at 0.5, the 
mean possible weight, in the right panel.  

 
The strength of the top-down cue weight to a word also 
depends on how predictive the preceding-item cues to the 
word are on the occasions that the word is not utterance-
initial. Here, again, the cases of know and ago are 
instructive. Know tends to occur after you or don’t, which 
are highly predictive of its occurrence. Ago always occurs 
after some unit of time (years, weeks, months, summers or 
Wednesdays in this corpus), and these words are predictive 
of ago’s occurrence: they greatly raise the likelihood of ago 
occurring next. The influence of cue predictiveness means 
that, other things being equal, a word that often occurs 
unexpectedly should be more accessible in new contexts 
than a word that tends to be expected when it occurs (as 
found by Adelman, Brown & Quesada, 2006, and Yan, 
Mollica & Tanenhaus, 2018).  

Word frequency influences how far the top-down cue 
weight for a word can move away from its initial value. As 
Figure 2 shows, word frequency is negatively correlated 
with top-down association weight to the extent that words 
start out with high top-down weights. At the extreme, if top-
down weights have nowhere to go but down, frequent words 
have more opportunities to reduce in top-down cue weight 
but no words have an opportunity to exceed the initial 
weight of a top-down cue. As a result, only frequent words 
develop weak top-down weights. This is why all infrequent 
words have strong top-down weights in the left panel of 
Figure 2. However, not all frequent words have weak top-
down weights. The top-down cues to words like well or 
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yeah, which tend to occur utterance-initially, retain their 
strength.  

When top-down cues start out with lower-than-maximal 
weights (right panel of Figure 2), infrequent words have 
intermediate top-down cue weights while frequent words 
have more extreme weights, which make them either 
excellent or poor initiators (yeah, well, like vs. know, ago). 
We believe this to be closer to the truth because it is 
frequent words like well and yeah that serve as placeholders 
and discourse markers, intervening in many different 
contexts to buy time.  

 Frequent words that occur in predictive contexts still 
become poor initiators when the weights have as much room 
to grow as to shrink. Thus, words like know end up with 
lower top-down weights than they start with even in the 
right panel of Figure 2. A word like know within a sequence 
like you know is therefore expected to be produced in large 
part because of its strong association with the preceding 
word rather than top-down input. Sequences like you know 
are more chain-like, less hierarchical, and less subject to 
top-down control than novel sequences. This is the sense in 
which hierarchical plans become chainlike in HiTCH.  

The reduction of top-down weights does not affect all 
words in all contexts. Indeed, depending on initial weights 
of top-down cues and the amount of interference that the 
strengthening item-to-item associations generate, most 
sequences may become more reliant on top-down control. 
This is the case in the right panel of Figure 2 because the 
effective learning rate for top-down weight increases for 
initial word tokens was set to be 20 times larger than the 
rate for weight decreases for non-initial tokens. As a 
speaker’s experience with the language grows, s/he learns 
where control is needed, and where it can be abdicated in 
favor of habit.  

Figure 3 shows that item-to-item cue weights in HiTCH 
largely track log probability of an item conditioned on the 
item that precedes it in the processing sequence, with the 
caveat that many items’ weights are at floor. The correlation 
is stronger at fast learning rates: a fast learning rate allows 
all cue weights to approximate conditional probabilities, 
whereas a slow learning rate prevents the weights of rare 
cue from moving far away from their initial weights. This 
appears to be appropriate, as one knows less about rare cues. 
Accordingly, the strongest associations are between items 
comprising highly cohesive sequences like kind of, going to, 
used to, lot of, grew up and junior high. 

Controlling for conditional probability of an outcome 
given a cue, the cue-outcome association is weaker when 
the outcome is frequent in the absence of the cue (Figure 4). 
This constitutes the Inverse Base Rate Effect: controlling for 
the probability of an outcome given a cue, the cue activates 
a frequent outcome less than it activates a rare outcome. 

Repetition Disfluencies: A Test Case 
Disfluencies are thought to arise primarily when the speaker 
is in a temporary tip-of-the-tongue state. That is, the speaker 
knows what they want to say next but is unable to retrieve 

the next word (Hieke, 1981). For this reason, they are 
especially likely to occur primarily before hard-to-access 
content words that are low in predictability given the 
preceding context, and have many semantically similar 
competitors (Harmon & Kapatsinski, 2015; Schnadt, 2009). 
In a repetition disfluency, one or more words preceding a 
difficult content word are repeated. Repetitions are common 
in preposing languages like English, where hard-to-retrieve 
content words are preceded by highly predictable related 
function words. For example, in I work for the speech, for 
the speech group, for the speech is repeated as the speaker is 
trying to come up with group. 
  

 
Figure 2: Frequent words have the chance to depart from 

their initial weights, whether those weights are at maximum 
(left) or in the middle of the range (right). 

 

 
Figure 3: Item-to-item cue weights track forward 

conditional probabilities (left) rather than bigram frequency 
(right) 

 

 
Figure 4: Item-to-item cue weights are strongly 

influenced by forward conditional probability (left) and 
weakly weakened by the high frequency of the outcome 

item after other cues (right). Right panel shows residuals of 
cue weights from a generalized additive model fit to the left 

panel as a function of log frequency in other contexts. 
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Interestingly, repetition disfluencies are rare to unattested 
in postposing languages, where function words are not 
related to, and therefore less predictive of the content words 
that follow (Fox, Hayashi & Jasperson, 1996). We believe 
repetition disfluencies occur in preposing languages because 
they allow the speaker to repeatedly cue the upcoming 
word—the word they are having trouble retrieving—with a 
somewhat predictive preceding-item cue. Existence of 
repetition disfluencies in preposing but not postposing 
languages therefore provides support for the hypothesis that 
words cue their successors.  

Predictions 
Initiation: A novel prediction of cue competition A 
repetition disfluency involves interrupting and reinitiating 
speech production. According to HiTCH, initiating speech 
production from a word involves activating this word using 
top-down input alone, without activation from a preceding-
item cue. Initiation of speech production from a word 
should therefore be difficult when the top-down cue to the 
word is weak. Because speakers avoid attempting to 
produce difficult words (Schwartz & Leonard, 1982), they 
should avoid restarting speech production from words with 
weak top-down cues. While this effect is predicted by 
HiTCH, it has not previously been tested. 

 
Retrievability of the past We assume that words need to be 
deactivated upon execution so that the speaker does not 
continue to repeat the word they have just selected forever 
(Dell, Burger & Svec, 1997). However, if the future is 
unavailable, repetition of the current word is the optimal 
behavior as it allows the speaker to buy time without 
accessing any word other than the word currently active. 
Repetition disfluencies occur when the future is unavailable, 
and therefore the present is not yet deactivated. 

About 25% of the time the speaker repeats more than one 
word. Words that have already been produced by the time 
the speaker encounters a difficulty in accessing the 
upcoming word – e.g., for and the in the example for the 
speech, for the speech group – must have already been 
deactivated before they are repeated. We propose that 
speakers must retrieve deactivated words from working 
memory by using the words that follow them as cues. 

The ability to retrieve a word therefore depends at least in 
part on how strongly it is activated by its successor. We 
propose that backward associations from following words to 
preceding words are learned by retrodiction of recently 
encountered words from the words that follow, i.e., using 
wordj to predict and retrieve wordi. Just like forward 
associations are predicted to track log forward conditional 
probability, backward associations are predicted to track log 
backward conditional probability, or p(wordi|wordj). In 
either case, these probabilities reflect the surprisal of the 
outcome conditioned on the form cue that is used to retrieve 
it. Human learners are known to be sensitive to backward 
conditional probabilities, presumably because retrodiction 
allows the listener to fill in words they might have missed 

(Lieberman, 1963; Connine et al., 1991; Gwilliams et al., 
2018), but the position of disfluencies other than repetitions 
is not predicted well by backward conditional probabilities 
(Schneider, 2018). 

 
Inverse Base Rate Effect Because in HiTCH, an 
association from a cue to an outcome weakens (slightly) 
when the outcome occurs without the cue, we expect an 
Inverse Base Rate Effect: words that are frequent in contexts 
other than the current one should be less accessible given 
the current context as a cue (Ellis, 2006; Schneider, 2018). 
For this reason, frequent words should be less likely to be 
repeated when their probability in context is controlled. 
 
Accessibility of the Future The word following the 
disfluency may also affect how many words are repeated. 
Since repetition is assumed to occur whenever the future is 
unavailable, future words that are easier to access are 
expected to favor shorter repetitions. Accessibility of a 
future word in HiTCH is increased by its log probability 
given the preceding word—i.e., forward conditional 
probability or p(wordj|wordi)—and decreased by high 
frequency in other contexts. Repetitions are therefore 
expected to be shorter before probable words, especially 
low-frequency ones. 

Data and Analysis 
One- and two-word repetitions were retrieved from 
Switchboard. We excluded all repetitions in which the 
interruption was fewer than three words into the utterance. 
The result is a sample of 8128 one-word repetitions and 
1852 two-word repetitions. Note that this exclusion means 
that none of the repeated words are utterance-initial. This is 
crucial for testing the Initiation Effect because it rules out 
the possibility that speakers restart from good initiators 
simply because they restart from the beginning of the 
utterance. Restarting from a good initiator means restarting 
from something that tends to begin utterances in the 
speaker’s experience but does not in the particular utterance 
being constructed. It therefore requires storing some 
indication that a word is a good initiator with that word’s 
lexical representation. 

Data were analyzed using generalized linear (logistic) 
mixed-effect models using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 
2015) in R (R Core Team, 2019). The regression approach 
is chosen because HiTCH predicts the directions of the 
effects of the predictors in the regression model regardless 
of parameter settings but the relative contributions of these 
predictors to model weights depend on parameters like how 
much top-down weights recover when a word occurs 
utterance-initially. Because there is much investigator 
freedom in determining model-internal weights, while 
predictor values from corpora can be objectively measured, 
we use variables such as forward and backward conditional 
probability and initialness proportion as predictors of 
behavior rather than model-internal predictors. The 
empirical results then provide support for the model if the 
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measurable predictors that the model expects to account for 
the behavior do account for it, and if their effects are in the 
expected direction. 

We included two important control predictors. One 
predictor implements the assumption that speakers restart 
production from the nearest syntactic constituent boundary 
(Kapatsinski, 2005). The location of the nearest major 
boundary in each repetition token (before 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'(, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'), 
or 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'*) was coded by a trained linguist blind to how 
many words were repeated following the Simpler Syntax 
framework (Culicover & Jackendoff, 2006).  

The second important control predictor is word duration. 
We reasoned that, given the overall tendency for repetitions 
to be short (mostly a single word), speakers may be less 
likely to repeat long words compared to short words. Since 
duration correlates with frequency and predictability, even 
when segmental content is controlled (Seyfarth, 2014), we 
consider it an important predictor to include in the model. 
Mean durations of all 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑')’s (the word that the speaker 
may or may not repeat) were extracted from Switchboard. 

Finally, random intercepts for the three words preceding 
the interruption of speech and the word that followed were 
also included. This is the most complex random-effects 
structure that allows the model to converge. These random 
effects are intended to account for other differences between 
individual words that might affect their accessibility or their 
likelihood of being repeated. 

Results 
While controlling for syntax and word duration, we observe 
the effects of the probability of the future (FCP) and the past 
(BCP) conditioned on the present, in the expected 
directions. Speakers tend to repeat the past when it is 
accessible from the present while the future is inaccessible.  
As expected, in both cases, non-directional, joint 
probabilities (bigram frequency) performed more poorly in 
model comparisons. The IBRE effect is evident from the 
finding that log frequency of an outcome has the opposite 
effect to that of its conditional probability (FCP or BCP). 
Initialness proportion effects indicate that speakers tend not 
to restart speech from poor initiators. This novel prediction 
of cue competition is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows a 
very strong relationship between top-down cue weights in 
the HiTCH model and the location of the speech restart. 

Conclusion 
We proposed a novel model of the effects of experience on 
execution of word sequences. In this model, item-to-item 
associations compete with top-down associations during 
learning. When a word’s occurrences tend to be predictable, 
the model claims that it will become a poor initiator, and 
speakers would avoid initiating speech with it. This novel 
prediction—the Initiation Effect—is confirmed in a corpus 
study of speech reinitiation in repetition disfluencies. We 
show that speakers tend to reinitiate speech from words that, 
in their prior experience, frequently initiate utterances. With 
experience, highly predictive cues become increasingly 

sufficient and increasingly necessary to activate predictable 
upcoming items, turning a hierarchical plan into something 
more akin to an associative chain.  
 

Table 1: Choosing to restart from the second (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'), 
positive) or first (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'(, negative) word preceding the 

interruption. Logistic GLMM results. Subscripts are 
exemplified by ['* 𝑓𝑜𝑟'* [') 𝑡ℎ𝑒') ['( 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ'(, 𝑢ℎ,
𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ	𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝(]]]. Brackets are syntactic 

boundaries.1 
 

 b z p 
(Intercept) –2.13 –8.179 <.0001 
Log FCP1 –0.50 –4.342 <.0001 
Log Frequency1 0.32 2.753 .006 
Log BCP–2 1.16 8.964 <.0001 
Log Frequency–2 –0.60 –2.89 .004 
Log Initialness–1 –0.32 –3.094 .00197 
Log Initialness–2 0.89 6.078 <.0001 
Log Duration–2 –0.67 –7.263 <.0001 
Syntax–2  –1.35 –6.337 <.0001 
Syntax–3 –0.50 –2.04 .04     

 

 
Figure 5: The likelihood of restarting production from the 

word that immediately precedes the disfluency (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑'() vs. 
the word before it (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑')) as a function of whether word–2 

is a good initiator (i.e., has a strong top-down weight). 
Restarts appear to be attracted to good initiators.  
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Intuitive theories of persuasion shape engagement in discussion of polarizing
topics

John Priniski
University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, United States

Zachary Horne
Arizona State University, Phoenix, Arizona, United States

Abstract

Misinformation promoting scientific misconceptions can spread rapidly in ways it once couldn’t, and discussions of this
trend now appear to shape nearly all discourse about polarizing topics (e.g., politics, science denial). What effects might
this recent trend have on peoples intuitive theories of how others learn and assimilate new evidence? Furthermore, how
do these theories shape engagement in discussion of polarizing issues? To shed light on these questions, we conducted
a series of exploratory studies (Experiments = 4; N = 1176) which demonstrate two key results. First, people do not
think that misinformation is more likely to influence people’s beliefs than accurate statistical information, contrary to our
predictions. Second, and importantly, we found that the more likely someone is to say information (whether accurate
or inaccurate) can change other peoples beliefs, the more likely they are to debate important social issues in an effort to
correct their misconceptions.
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Abstract
Humans frequently overestimate the likelihood of desirable
events while underestimating the likelihood of undesirable
ones: a phenomenon known as unrealistic optimism. Previ-
ously, it was suggested that unrealistic optimism arises from
asymmetric belief updating, with a relatively reduced coding
of undesirable information. Prior studies have shown that a
reinforcement learning (RL) model with asymmetric learning
rates (greater for a positive prediction error than a negative
prediction error) could account for unrealistic optimism in a
bandit task, in particular the tendency of human subjects to
persistently choosing a single option when there are multi-
ple equally good options. Here, we propose an alternative
explanation of such persistent behavior, by modeling human
behavior using a Bayesian hidden Markov model, the Dy-
namic Belief Model (DBM). We find that DBM captures hu-
man choice behavior better than the previously proposed asym-
metric RL model. Whereas asymmetric RL attains a measure
of optimism by giving better-than-expected outcomes higher
learning weights compared to worse-than-expected outcomes,
DBM does so by progressively devaluing the unchosen op-
tions, thus placing a greater emphasis on choice history inde-
pendent of reward outcome (e.g. an oft-chosen option might
continue to be preferred even if it has not been particularly re-
warding), which has broadly been shown to underlie sequential
effects in a variety of behavioral settings. Moreover, previous
work showed that the devaluation of unchosen options in DBM
helps to compensate for a default assumption of environmental
non-stationarity, thus allowing the decision-maker to both be
more adaptive in changing environments and still obtain near-
optimal performance in stationary environments. Thus, the
current work suggests both a novel rationale and mechanism
for persistent behavior in bandit tasks.
Keywords: unrealistic optimism; decision making; multi-
armed bandit; reinforcement learning; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
Humans frequently overestimate the likelihood of desirable
events while underestimating the likelihood of undesirable
ones: a phenomenon known as unrealistic optimism. For
instance, smokers, both former and current ones, underesti-
mate their risk of developing lung cancer and cardiovascu-
lar diseases (Masiero, Riva, Oliveri, Fioretti, & Pravettoni,
2016). Likewise, university students overestimate their life
expectancy (Clarke, Lovegrove, Williams, & Machperson,
2000), and underestimate possibilities of suffering from heart
problems (Green, Grant, Hill, Brizzolara, & Belmont, 2003)
and alcoholism (Dillard, Midboe, & Klein, 2009).

One hypothesized mechanism for optimism bias is asym-
metrical belief updating (Sharot, Korn, & Dolan, 2011),
whereby belief-updating is more influenced by better-than-
expected outcomes than by worse-than-expected outcomes.

This hypothesis has been elaborated under a reinforcement
learning framework, via a modification to the basic Rescorla-
Wagner delta-rule learning model (RW) (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972), termed the RW±model (Lefebvre, Lebreton, Meyniel,
Bourgeois-Gironde, & Palminteri, 2017). RW± includes two
different learning rates, corresponding to updates following
positive and negative prediction errors, respectively. It was
shown that RW± better captures human behavior in a two-
armed bandit task than RW (Lefebvre et al., 2017). More-
over, subjects whose behavior was better explained by RW±
than basic RW showed significantly higher learning rates for
positive prediction errors, consistent with the suggestion that
unrealistic optimism arises from diminished coding of unde-
sirable information (Sharot, 2011).

Here, we propose an alternative explanation of ”optimistic”
behavior in the bandit task. We recently found that humans
underestimate reward rate of unchosen options in the bandit
task (Guo & Yu, 2018), which would encourage sticking with
a recently favored option just as asymmetric updating does,
as the positive outcomes are amplified. However, unlike the
asymmetric RL account, which only biases belief updating
and choices based on reward outcome (positive or negative),
underestimation of unchosen options leads to their increasing
devaluation over time, thus allowing choice history to bias
future choices in addition to reward history. For example,
an oft-chosen option might continue to be favored even if it
has not been particularly rewarding (because the very fact
of having chosen it often makes the alternatives appear less
inviting). This form of choice-induced bias would be con-
sistent with a broad literature in the study of sequential ef-
fects, which has found that choice history biases humans to
repeatedly chose a previously chosen option, under a vari-
ety of (non-bandit) behavioral settings (Soetens, C, & Huet-
ing, 1985; Wilder, Jones, & Mozer, 2009; Jones, T, Mozer, &
Wilder, 2013; Urai, de Gee, Tsetsos, & Donner, 2019).

In this work, we model human bandit choice behavior us-
ing a Bayesian hidden Markov model, the Dynamic Belief
Model (DBM) (Yu & Cohen, 2009), previously shown to be
a good candidate for capturing behavioral data in the multi-
armed bandit task (Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018).
DBM assumes the reward distribution can undergo change-
point dynamics, i.e. occasional re-sampled from a prior dis-
tribution (Yu & Cohen, 2009), and thus updates the reward
rate estimate by exponentially forgetting past observations
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(like RW), but in addition persistently injecting a constant
prior bias into the estimate of all the arms in every trial
(Ryali, Reddy, & Yu, 2018). In particular, this prior bias af-
fects unchosen options much more than the chosen option,
whereby the prior pessimism is countered by empirical ob-
servations. It was suggested that this relative devaluation of
unchosen options helps the subject to counter an excessive
exploratory tendency induced by the non-stationarity assump-
tion of DBM, resulting in overall more rewards earned (Guo
& Yu, 2018). DBM was found to better account for human
behavior than other learning models including RW, but RW±
was not tested (Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018).

We re-analyze data from the main experiment of a recent
paper (Lefebvre et al., 2017) that found RW± accounts for
human behavior better than basic RW. We expect RW± and
DBM to both capture human unrealistic optimism to some
extent. However, the underlying mechanisms they entail are
different: RW± characterizes unrealistic optimism as asym-
metrically reduced learning rate for negative prediction errors
(or equivalently, asymmetrically higher learning rate for pos-
itive prediction errors), while DBM captures unrealistic opti-
mism as a result of prior reward rate underestimation and de-
valuation of unchosen options. Investigating the differences
between the two hypotheses will therefore offer valuable in-
sights into the computational mechanism that underpins un-
realistic optimism, and help guide analysis of relevant neural
data to unveil the neural basis of unrealistic optimism.

Results

We re-analyze human behavioral data from a two-armed ban-
dit task (Lefebvre et al., 2017) (see details in Methods).
We fit the behavioral data with two learning models, RW±
(Lefebvre et al., 2017) and the Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
(Yu & Cohen, 2009; Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018).
The RW± model uses two different learning rates, ε+ and
ε−, for positive and negative prediction errors, respectively.
The generative model of DBM assumes the reward rates to
undergo discrete, unsignaled changes (change-point dynam-
ics): with probability α, the reward rate of an option stays
the same, and with probability 1−α, it is re-sampled from
a general prior distribution. On each trial, DBM updates
the posterior reward rate distribution of the chosen arm us-
ing Bayes’ Rule; on the next trial, it updates the predictive
prior distribution of the chosen option by mixing its posterior
distribution on the last trial with the general prior distribution,
with the mixing proportion being determined by α (see Meth-
ods). Separately, we have shown that the mean reward rate
of DBM is well-approximated by a reinforcement-learning-
like rule that mixes Rescorla-Wagner delta rule (RW) with
a persistent prior bias p0, whose value is the prior mean of
DBM (Ryali et al., 2018). For the unchosen arm, there is
no observation, and therefore no Bayes’ Rule updating of the
reward rate distribution; however, the assumption of change-
point non-stationarity still applies, and the predictive prior is
repeatedly mixed with the prior distribution. This leads the

estimated reward rate of an unchosen arm to evolve exponen-
tially toward the prior mean (see Methods). For both RW±
and DBM, we consider two decision policies: softmax and
ε-greedy (see Methods). Given two bandit arms, the essen-
tial difference between softmax and ε-greedy is that the for-
mer allocates choice probability between the two options de-
pending on how similar their estimated reward rates are (more
similar reward rates would lead to more similar choice prob-
abilities), while the latter only cares about which one has the
higher reward rate and chooses that with a fixed probability
1− ε (and the other option with probability ε).

Model Comparison
We first compare DBM and RW± in terms of how well they
capture human behavioral data. Note that DBM and RW±
both have two parameters: DBM – the stability parameter
and the prior mean; RW± – the positive and negative learn-
ing rates. Model parameters are estimated using maximum
likelihood estimation. We then compare the four models (2
learning models, 2 decision policies) via two methods: BIC
scores (lower the better) and predictive accuracy (higher the
better). Given the equal number of free parameters (resulting
in a constant offset for both learning models), differences in
BIC scores directly reflect differences in log likelihood of the
training data (Figure 1A). Once fitted, both softmax and ε-
greedy assign a predictive distribution over the options. The
predictive accuracy of a model is the probability that the sub-
ject and the model choose the same option, which can be ap-
proximated empirically as the likelihood the model assigns
to the subject’s chosen option averaged over trials. In other
words, BIC compares the average of the log likelihood the
models assign to subjects’ chosen options, while predictive
accuracy compares the average of the likelihood the models
assign to subjects’ chosen options.

We find that DBM accounts for subjects’ choice data better,
in comparison to RW±, both in terms of BIC (Figure 1A) and
predictive accuracy (Figure 1B), whether we use a softmax
decision policy or ε-greedy. Numerically, the BIC scores for
DBM and RW±, coupled with softmax, are 91.02 (s.e.m. =
4.70) and 99.06 (s.e.m. = 4.26), respectively (note that RW±
was shown in Lefebvre et al. (2017) to have lower BIC than
basic RW on the same data). The average BIC scores for
DBM and RW±, coupled with ε-greedy, are 95.00 (s.e.m. =
4.34) and 98.23 (s.e.m. = 4.15). The predictive accuracy for
DBM and RW±, coupled with softmax, are 72.97% (s.e.m. =
1.79% ) and 70.44% (s.e.m. = 1.72%). The predictive accu-
racy for DBM and RW±, coupled with ε-greedy, are 72.88%
(s.e.m. = 1.80%) and 71.48% (s.e.m. = 1.76%). The differ-
ence in predictive accuracy is significant (paired t-test: t(48)
= 5.52, p < 0.001 (softmax); t(48) = 2.66 (ε-greedy), p =
0.011).

At the individual level, more subjects are better fit by DBM
than RW± (Figure 1C). Concretely, DBM has better (lower)
BIC score than RW± for 40 out of 49 subjects (softmax) or 33
out of 49 subjects (ε-greedy); DBM also has better (higher)
predictive accuracy for 39 out of 49 subjects (softmax) or 33
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Figure 1: Model comparison. (A) BIC of DBM versus RW±, for both softmax and ε-greedy decision policies. Error bars:
s.e.m. of BIC having subtracted out BIC for DBM for each subject, thus error bar for DBM is 0. (B) Average predictive
accuracy of DBM versus RW±, for both softmax and ε-greedy decision policies. Chance predictive accuracy is 0.5. Error bars:
s.e.m. of individually subtractively normalized predictive accuracy, analogous to (A). (C) Predictive accuracy of DBM versus
RW± at the individual level.

out of 49 subjects (ε-greedy).
For this data set, there is no statistical difference in soft-

max and epsilon-greedy in their respective predictive accu-
racy in capturing human choice behavior (paired t-test, DBM:
p = 0.8, RW±: p = 0.1). Given this lack of difference, we
concentrate only on the softmax policy in the remainder of
the paper.

To get a better sense for how DBM better accounts for sub-
jects’ behavioral choices than RW±, we consider example
sequences of actual choices and outcomes for one example
subject, and see how the two models behave differently. We
denote the estimated reward rate of the left option as Qleft,
and the right option as Qright, then their difference drives
the choices (in the softmax decision policy). As Figure 2
shows, this particular subject has a strong tendency to stick
with one choice, whether in the unequal condition (75/25,
25/75) or in the neutral condition (75/75). The only way for
RW± to capture this behavior is to make the learning rate
very small (ε− = 0.04), such that the Q value stays at a some-
what favorable value in an asymptotically stable manner, as
long as the subject continues to exclusive prefer an option;
this also has the unfortunate consequence that the human-
preferred option is never assigned a very positive Q-value (for
this subject, the Q-value difference in RW± never exceeds
0.25 toward the more preferred option). DBM, on the other
hand, due to its action-based bias (devaluation of unchosen
options), is able to decouple the learning rate for reward es-
timation from a tendency to persistently favor an option. As
such, it allows the estimated reward rate to continue to in-
crease for the truly more rewarding option (the 75% option in
the 75/25 and 25/75 conditions), eventually assigning higher
likelihood (predictive accuracy) and log likelihood to the bet-
ter and persistently preferred option. One prediction based
on this observation is that, had the number of trials per game
(per pair) been larger, DBM would have gained even more
advantage over RW ± in capturing human choice behavior,
as it is later on in the game that DBM’s ability to assign in-

creasingly higher Q value to the better option becomes more
clearly advantageous. Another way of seeing why DBM has
higher predictive accuracy of human choice behavior is in
the noise parameter of the estimated decision policy. DBM
combined with softmax results in a higher inverse tempera-
ture parameter (greater predictive precision) than does RW±
(DBM: mean 17.07, s.e.m. = 2.19; RW±: mean 10.52, s.e.m.
= 1.43), indicating that subjects’ choices are more determinis-
tic (more accurately predicted) relative to DBM’s predictions
than RW±’s predictions.

Model Parameter Analysis
Given that previously it was found that subjects both underes-
timate reward rates of unseen arms in self-report and in fitted
prior mean (Guo & Yu, 2018), we also examine the fitted prior
mean in this data set. While the true prior mean of the reward
rates used in the experiment is 0.5, we find that the estimated
prior mean has a mean value of 0.19 across subjects (s.e.m. =
0.03) and is significantly lower than the true mean 0.5 (t-test:
t(48) = 7.71, p < 0.001). In other words, we replicate the pre-
vious finding that subjects significantly under-estimate prior
reward rate in the environment (Guo & Yu, 2018).

In addition, we find that the fitted stability parameter α is
on average 0.92 (s.e.m. = 0.023) across 49 subjects. It im-
plies that subjects behave as if they believe the reward rates
to change on average approximately once every 13 trials (ex-
pected interval between change points is 1/(1-α)). This fitted
α parameter is relatively high compared to previous bandit
tasks (Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018), which typically
found α to be between 0.7 and 0.8. This may be because that
subjects in this task underwent substantial pre-training with
the same stimuli and statistics prior to the main experiment
(Lefebvre et al., 2017), unlike in previous studies.

Model Recovery
To assess model identifiability, we generate synthetic choices
and outcomes using DBM, and fit both DBM and RW± on
the simulated data. As expected, DBM has a lower BIC
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Figure 2: Evolution of differential Q-value (left - right) as a function of trials for an example subject (subject 24). Circles
indicate the subject’s actual choice (.5 = left, -.5 = right). More positive Q-value difference means greater model-predicted
probability of choosing left arm. Filled circles correspond to reward, and hollow circles correspond to no reward. Top left:
25/25%; Top right: 75/25%; Bottom left: 25/75%; Bottom right: 75/75%. The four pairs were randomly interleaved in their
presentation.

score on the data generated using DBM (DBM: mean =
55.84, RW±: mean = 109.13; paired t-test: t(48) = 7.1078,
p < 0.001). Moreover, when fitting RW± on the data gener-
ated by DBM, the positive learning rate is on average higher
than the negative learning rate (mean ε+ = 0.3392, mean
ε− = 0.1106, paired t-test: t(48) = 3.4208, p < 0.001). This
result indicates that if subjects truly behave like DBM (with
under-estimated prior reward rate), model fitting using RW±
would recover an asymmetry belief updating effect, as was
found in the original study (Lefebvre et al., 2017). Separately,
we also generate synthetic data from RW±, and find RW± to
have lower BIC (mean = 99.78) than DBM (mean = 123.00).

Methods
Data
We re-analyze data from Lefebvre et al. (2017) experiment 1.
50 healthy adult subjects (mean age = 27.1±1.3, 27 males)
were recruited to participate in a two-armed, real-valued out-
comes bandit task. Each chosen arm led to either a reward
(0.5e) or nothing (i.e. 0e). To model the reward as a
Bernoulli sample in DBM, we converted real-valued rewards
(i.e. 0e/0.5e) to binary values: (0/1 respectively). There
were 4 fixed pairs of arms (i.e. 4 conditions), with their re-

spective fixed reward rates: 25/25%, 25/75%, 75/25%, and
75/75%. Thus, it was a 2x2 design, varying both general
reward availability (high versus low) and asymmetry (equal
versus unequal). During the main experiment, each subject
was exposed to each pair (condition) 24 times in total, with
4 conditions interleaved – the order of all 96 trials were ran-
domized for each subject. No explicit information regarding
reward rates were given to the subjects. Subjects were in-
structed to earn as much money as possible, and they were
told some arms were more rewarding than others, but not how
much.

Model description
We consider two learning models, DBM (Yu & Cohen, 2009;
Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018) and RW± (Lefebvre et
al., 2017), each coupled with two decision policies, softmax
and ε-greedy.

Let kn
i denote arm i in the nth condition, where 1≤ n≤ 4,

i ∈ {1,2}. Moreover, let θt
kn

i
denote the reward rate of arm

i in the nth condition at time t, with 1 ≤ t ≤ 96. For sim-
plicity, let kn

i ∈ {1,2, ...,8}, and kn
i = (n− 1) ∗ 2 + i (e.g.

first arm in condition 1 is 1, second arm in condition 2 is
2.etc). Furthermore, ∀t.1 ≤ t ≤ 96, let dt denote the deci-
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sion at time t, dt ∈ {1,2, ...,8}, and rt denote the reward out-
come at time t. For DBM, reward data were converted so that
rt ∈ {0,1} (see below). For RW±, rt ∈ {0,0.5}, consistent
with the exact monetary reward in the experiment design. Fi-
nally, let Dt denote the decision history up to time t, and Rt

the reward history up to time t. i.e. Dt = [d1,d2, ...,dt ] and
Rt = [r1,r2, ...,rt ].

Dynamic belief model (DBM) DBM assumes the rewards
are binary-valued (i.e. 1 = reward, 0 = no reward), following
a Bernoulli distribution for each arm. It also assumes the re-
ward rate of each arm to be non-stationary: at a given time
point, there is a 1−α probability that the reward rate of an
arm will be re-sampled from a prior distribution p0(θ), and α

probability remaining the same as the last encounter:

p(θt
kn

i
= θ|θt−1

kn
i
) = (1−α)p0(θ)+αδ(θt−1

kn
i
−θ) (1)

where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
For an arm kn

i , the predictive reward rate distribution is

p(θt
kn

i
|Rt−1,Dt−1) = (1−α)p0(θ)+αp(θt−1

kn
i
|Rt−1,Dt−1) .

(2)
For the chosen arm, the posterior distribution is updated ac-
cording to Bayes’ rule:

p(θt
kn

i
|Rt ,Dt) ∝ p(Rt |θt

kn
i
)p(θt

kn
i
|Rt−1,Dt−1), if dt = kn

i . (3)

For the unchosen arms (both the unchosen arm that is seen
and all the unavailable not seen), the posterior distributions
remain the same as the priors, but the predictive distribution
will be updated, leading the predictive mean to converge to-
ward the prior mean when an arm has not been chosen for a
long time.

Rescorla-Wagner± model (RW±) In contrast to a stan-
dard Rescorla-Wagner (RW) model, which has a single learn-
ing rate (e.g. ε), RW± has two (potentially) different learning
rates for positive and negative prediction errors respectively.
i.e. ε+ for positive prediction errors and ε− for negative pre-
diction errors. In other words,

θ̂
t
kn

i
= θ̂

t−1
kn

i
+

{
ε+(rt − θ̂

t−1
kn

i
), if rt − θ̂

t−1
kn

i
> 0

ε−(rt − θ̂
t−1
kn

i
), if rt − θ̂

t−1
kn

i
< 0

, (4)

where 0≤ ε+,ε− ≤ 1, and θ0
kn

i
= θ0 for all kn

i ’s. Note that only
the chosen arm’s estimated reward rate is updated according
to any new observation.

Softmax Decision Policy The probability (likelihood) of
choosing a particular arm kn

i at time t is given by

p(dt = kn
i ) =

e
bθ̂t

kn
i

e
bθ̂t

kn
1 + e

bθ̂t
kn
2

(5)

where b is the softmax inverse-temperature parameter.

ε-greedy Decision Policy The probability (likelihood) of
choosing a particular arm kn

i at time t is given by

p(dt = kn
i ) = (1− ε)∗1{θ̂t

kn
i
= max jθ̂

t
kn

j
}+ ε

K
(6)

where ε indicates the probability of exploration, and K is the
number of available arms in the current condition (in this
case, K = 2).

Model Fitting We fit the models by maximizing total log
likelihood, summed over trials, for each subject. We dis-
cretize the parameter space to find the setting yielding the
highest log likelihood. For DBM, we set the prior weight
(a+ b, where a and b are the parameters in the Beta prior
Beta(a,b)) (Zhang, Huang, & Yu, 2014), which is somewhat
informative but not too strong a prior bias. We set the initial
Q-values for RW± to be 0.5 as in the original paper (Lefebvre
et al., 2017): 0.5 is the true generative mean reward rate of all
the arms. We fit all other model parameters individually for
each subject.

Model Recovery We simulate data with best individually
fitted parameter for the two models (N=49) under the same
setting as the experiment. We simulate the same parame-
ter sets 9 times. The recovered prior mean (Pearson’s cor-
relation test: r = 0.8364, p < 0.001), α (Pearson’s correla-
tion: r = 0.6596, p < 0.001), and softmax parameter (Pear-
son’s correlation: r = 0.4704, p < 0.001) are all positively
and strongly correlated with true parameters.

Analysis of Side Bias We consider the possibility that some
subjects may exhibit significant side bias, especially since
two of the pairs have equal reward rates, and subjects had sub-
stantial pre-training with these same stimuli before the main
session and may have learned it does not matter which option
they choose. To examine a potential side bias, two versions
of decision models are compared: one with softmax decision
policy, and one with a mixed decision policy, which is a linear
combination of softmax and a categorical variable indicating
the presence of either a left or a right side bias. i.e.

p(dt = kn
i ) = βτ+(1−β)

e
θ̂t

kn
i
·b

eθ̂t
k1
·b
+ eθ̂t

k2
·b
, (7)

where β ∈ [0,1], τ ∈ {τl ,τr}. τl = 1 if the decision is made
with a left side bias and 0 otherwise; τr = 1 if there is a right
side bias and 0 otherwise. Note when β = 0, the above de-
cision policy is exactly softmax (no side bias). When β = 1,
it implies the decision is made only using a side bias and no
consideration of reward value at all. We use DBM to pre-
dict the estimated reward rate of each arm, and couple it with
the two decision policies (softmax and mixed) separately to
determine which model offers a better prediction of human
behavioral data.

We find there is only one subject (Subject 19 in the origi-
nal dataset) whose behavior is much better captured by DBM
with a left side bias than without, with a fitted β = 0.7 – that
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is, the subject chooses the left option 70% of the time without
learning. A post-hoc analysis reveals that this subject, regard-
less of the actual reward rates in each condition, quickly nar-
rowed down to the left option despite little or no information
about the reward rate of the right option in all conditions. The
data associated with this subject are consequently excluded
from all analyses.

There are 16 additional subjects in the dataset whose be-
havior is (slightly) better captured by DBM with the mixed
decision policy (τ = τl). However, all these subjects have a
fitted β less than 0.1, meaning the effect of (left) side bias is
relatively minimal. We choose to retain these subjects and
employ the pure softmax decision policy, as there any side
bias appears to have a small behavioral impact among these
subjects.

Discussion
In this work, we re-analyzed a two-armed bandit task data
set previously used to support asymmetric belief updating
(greater weight to “reward” than “no reward” outcomes)
(Lefebvre et al., 2017), which had been suggested to be a
mechanistic source of human optimism bias (Sharot, 2011).
We found that the behavioral choice data is actually better
accounted for by a Bayesian ideal observer model (DBM),
which (incorrectly) assumes environmental non-stationarity
(Yu & Cohen, 2009; Zhang & Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018),
and has been shown to capture human behavior in a broad
range of behavioral tasks (Yu & Cohen, 2009; Zhang & Yu,
2013; Yu & Huang, 2014; Ma & Yu, 2015; Guo & Yu,
2018). As was reported previously (Guo & Yu, 2018), us-
ing DBM, we also found in this data set that subjects increas-
ingly devalue unchosen options. It was previously suggested
(Lefebvre et al., 2017) that the striking persistence with which
human subjects repeatedly choose the same option, when the
two bandit options have equal reward rates, reflects a form
of optimism bias (biased estimate that the preferred option is
more rewarding). However, our work suggests an alternative
explanation, that the bias is not in terms of reward versus no
reward, but chosen option versus unchosen option. Because
the two are highly correlated in most bandit tasks, as sub-
jects are generally able to find and mostly choose the more
rewarding option, the two models make highly correlated pre-
dictions. This is reflected in the relatively small effect size
we found in terms of the improvement of DBM over RW± in
explaining human data. Future work is needed to identify ex-
perimental scenarios in which the two kinds of biases would
make more distinct predictions.

Separately, we were not able to distinguish two possible
types of ”forgetting”: whether to devalue only the 1 available
unchosen arm, or also the other 6 unavailable chosen arms,
on each trial. Answering this question may have implications
of the area of decision neuroscience known as counterfactual
learning. We reported data from the version of DBM that
mixes the posterior of all unchosen arms (7 out of 8 total
arms) with the prior distribution at each time step, regardless

of whether they are available to the subject or not. An alter-
native approach is to only update the one unchosen arm avail-
able at each time step while keeping reward rate estimations
for other unavailable arms constant. We also implemented the
alternate version, but did not find any significant statistical
difference between them on this data set (results not shown).
A larger future study, with more participants, more trials, and
more arms, would be helpful for clarifying this point.

Another limitation of this study is that the task only in-
volves two arms, which makes it hard to interpret the exact
rationale of subjects’ choice. For example, when they switch
from the left option to the right option, is it because they no
longer liked the left option or especially wanted to try the
right option? This question cannot be answered without at
least three arms. A related issue is that we found softmax
and ε-greedy to be statistically indistinguishable in explain-
ing choice behavior. With more arms, the two policies would
make more differentiated choices, and thus be more easily
teased apart.

An obvious question that arises from our work is why sub-
jects should assume non-stationarity by default and underes-
timate reward rate. As was previously argued (Yu & Cohen,
2009; Zhang & Yu, 2013), the assumption of non-stationarity
allows subjects to readily adapt to changing environments
outside this particular, synthetic experimental setting. On
the other hand, this non-stationary assumption tends to push
the decision maker to give up on previously good options too
quickly due to a chance bad outcome (Guo & Yu, 2018); de-
valuation of unchosen options (by under-estimating reward
rates in the prior) mitigates this tendency and improves over-
all performance in a fixed environment (Guo & Yu, 2019).
Thus, the current work suggests both a new rationale and
mechanism for a form of excessive optimism in humans: hu-
mans assume environmental non-stationarity by default to im-
prove adaptability, but this causes giving up on good options
too quickly in noisy stationary environments; excessive opti-
mism about the chosen option (maintained by devaluing un-
chosen options) discourages the decision maker from giving
up on good options too quickly.
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Do Environmental Resource Distributions Affect Attentional Styles?
Gunes Sonmez
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Abstract

How are attentional styles and spatial search strategies related? Analytical attention is directed towards focal elements,
while holistic attention is distributed over the whole field. These styles bear similarities with exploitative and exploratory
spatial search strategies, where the agent either spends more time in local resource patches or covers more of the field
and spends less time in individual patches. Moreover, both mechanisms are affected by the statistics of the environment:
diffuse resources lead to exploratory search while visual crowdedness evokes holistic attention. We hypothesize that search
strategies and attentional styles are guided by related mechanisms. To test this, we prime people with a diffuse-resources
foraging task (exploration) or a clumpy-resources foraging task (exploitation). Priming is followed by field-dependency
tasks to measure subjects attentional styles. We predict that diffuse resources create similar effects to visual crowdedness,
inducing holistic attention in subjects, as well as exploration.
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Toddlers and preschoolers use relational concepts to solve problems
Mariel Goddu

UC Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Alison Gopnik
University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Abstract

Contrary to decades of previous research, one recent study suggests that preschoolers can rapidly learn and transfer a
variety of relational concepts (e.g., bigger than; smaller than; opposite of) when those relations are operationalized as
the beginning and ending states of causal transformations performed by agents (Goddu, Lombrozo, & Gopnik, in press).
Without causal framing, children reverted from relational reasoning to object matching, consistent with findings from many
previous (non-causal) paradigms. Here, we investigate whether three-year-olds (Experiment 1) and 24- to 30-month-old
toddlers (Experiment 2) are able to learn and apply relational concepts in a behavioral task where they themselves must
intervene to solve a problem using relational reasoning. Results indicate that children as young as two years of age are
able to rapidly learn and generalize relational concepts and use them productively to solve new problems.
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Abstract
This paper puts forward a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for
eye gaze behavior under workload and applies it to the analy-
sis of gaze distributions in an automotive context. Specifically,
it extends earlier work on Information Constrained Control
(ICC) (Hecht, Bar-Hillel, Telpaz, Tsimhoni, & Tishby, 2019)
(Hecht, Telpaz, Kamhi, Bar-Hillel, & Tisbhy, 2019) (Hecht et
al., 2015) (Hecht, Telpaz, Kamhi, Bar-Hillel, & Tishby, 2018)
by generating an ICC GMM derivative. We suggest a mea-
sure for workload estimation based on the Kullback Leibler
divergence (Dkl) between tested eye gaze distributions and a
reference workload-free distribution. This derivative assumes
diagonal Gaussians that are distant from each other. Under
these assumptions, we achieve an analytical measure that has
significantly fewer parameters than discrete grid-like distribu-
tions (Hecht, Bar-Hillel, et al., 2019). Testing our measure
on eye gazing data collected during real world driving experi-
ments in a highway environment confirms the effectiveness of
this approach.
Keywords: Information Constrained Control; Gaussian Mix-
ture Model; Eye gaze distribution

Introduction
The human visual system has a tendency to shift towards
salient regions(Harel, Koch, & Perona, 2006)(Borji & Itti,
2013); however, in the presence of a demanding task this
tendency is overridden, and the visual system shifts towards
important areas (Lavie & De Fockert, 2005)(Lavie, Hirst,
De Fockert, & Viding, 2004)(Lavie, 2010). The interac-
tion between important areas, salient areas, and workload has
fascinated researchers for decades, but has never been fully
disentangled. One hurdle to a better understanding has to
do with modeling the effect of workload on gaze distribu-
tion. For example in an automotive environment, Victor et al.
(Victor, Harbluk, & Engström, 2005) suggested several mea-
surements for the detection of workload based on gaze pat-
terns (e.g., Standard Deviation of Gaze, Percent Road Cen-
ter).

The ICC (Tishby & Polani, 2011)(Rubin, Shamir, &
Tishby, 2012)(Hecht et al., 2015) constitutes an alternative
approach to modeling the effect of workload on the visual

system (Hecht, Bar-Hillel, et al., 2019) (Hecht, Telpaz, et
al., 2019) (Hecht et al., 2018). This method views one of
the goals of the visual system as finding the optimum be-
tween two contradictory goals. It aims to find a balance
between looking at salient objects and looking at important
ones. Workload interacts with this balance and causes a shift
in gaze patterns towards important areas. In previous arti-
cles, we presented derivatives of the ICC for discrete distribu-
tions (Hecht et al., 2018)(Hecht, Bar-Hillel, et al., 2019) and
for continuous Gaussian distributions (Hecht, Telpaz, et al.,
2019). Unfortunately, gaze distributions are multimodal con-
tinuous distributions, and are better modeled by multimodal
distributions. Thus here we selected Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) distributions which are both multimodal and contin-
uous and have a relatively small number of parameters. We
generated a GMM derivative to the ICC which we refer to as
DIG, which is short for DKL ICC GMM, where Dkl is the
Kullback Leibler divergence (Cover & Thomas, 2012).

Model
We start the formalization of DIG by defining the action
space. In our case, the actions are the direction of sight of
the visual system, or more specifically, the intersections be-
tween the two-dimensional eye gaze locations and the closest
objects in the field of view in an automotive environment.
The distribution of gazes over this space is far from uniform.
Rather, the data are concentrated on several objects that are
far away from one another. In our case, the objects are all
located inside the vehicle and consist of the mirrors, wind-
shield, dashboard, and instrument cluster. We refer to these
two-dimensional points of intersection as the actions and de-
note them as ~x ∈ X . Figure 2 provides an example of this
space.

Information Constrained Control
We start with a short recap of the ICC for the case of a single
state (Hecht, Bar-Hillel, et al., 2019). The ICC is defined for-
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mally as a constrained optimization problem. Three functions
are defined over the action space X and used in - Eq. 1. R(~x)
is the reward associated with the execution of action~x (look-
ing at location~x). Q(~x) is the saliency of action~x. It is defined
as the likelihood of execution of action~x in a situation where
no workload exists. P(~x) is the selected distribution over X
that the visual system selected to execute.
The equation has two main terms. The main part of the equa-
tion presents the optimized term. The optimization is the min-
imization of the distance between two eye gazing distribu-
tions where Q is workload-free (a.k.a. the saliency map) and
P, the selected distribution. Intuitively, the goal of this term
is to verify that P and Q are as close as possible. The sec-
ond term represents the constraint, which is reward oriented.
This term verifies that a desired level of reward is achieved.
Specifically, it is a linear averaged weighted reward. The ap-
proach associates reward with workload and associate a high
workload with a desire for high reward levels (higher θ), and
vice versa.

P̂(~x) = argminP

∫
~x∈X

P(~x) log
P(~x)
Q(~x)

d~x

s.t. (1)∫
~x∈X P(~x) = 1,

∫
~x∈X

P(~x)R(~x)≥ θ

According to the model, in a low workload condition, P and
Q are expected to be similar , whereas in a high workload
condition, it is expected that P and Q are quite different. This
suggests that the Dkl part of the equation can measure the
workload.

Model assumptions

Several assumptions were applied to simplify the model. The
first assumption was that all the distributions P(~x) are GMMs
where the input is two-dimensional ~x = (x1,x2). In addition,
we assume that each distribution is composed of M Gaus-
sians.

∀P ∈ P P(~x) =
M

∑
i=1

wP,igP,i (~x|~µP,i,ΣP,i) (2)

where P is the set of all GMM distributions and i is the Gaus-
sian identity within the distribution.

In the experiment described below, a set of participants
drove a vehicle. Each participant drove along the same route
under several workload conditions. We modeled the gaze dis-
tribution of each participant during each ride using a single
GMM distribution. Thus overall, the number of distributions
was the number of participants times the number of rides. Our
assumption regarding a constant M Gaussians is reasonable
in a driving context. For example, a single Gaussian could
be associated with looking at the middle of the road, another
Gaussian with the left mirror and a third with the instrument
cluster. In addition, we assumed that all the Gaussians had a

diagonal covariance.

∀P, i ΣP,i =

σ2
P,i,x1

0
. . .

0 σ2
P,i,xD

 (3)

where D is the input dimension (in our case D = 2). We made
this assumption to simplify the model; however, it is reason-
able from the data perspective as well. Furthermore, we as-
sumed “social distancing” of the Gaussians. Within each mix-
ture, Gaussians are very distant from one another.

∀P ∈ P d ∈ {1, . . . ,D}
i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}

∣∣µP,i,xd −µP, j,xd

∣∣
max

(
σP, j,xd ,σP,i,xd

) � 1 (4)

More specifically, it is reasonable to assume that the Gaus-
sian in the middle of the road is relatively distant from the
Gaussian located on the left mirror and that both of them
are distant from the instrument panel Gaussian. The distance
among the means of the Gaussians is visualized by the his-
togram presented at Fig. 2. This suggests that there is a one
to one mapping among the Gaussians in the different mix-
tures.

∀P1,P2 ∈ P , i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} ~µP1,i =~µP2,i =~µi (5)

The first Gaussian of distribution P1 shares the same mean
with the first Gaussian of the distribution P2 and so on for the
rest of the Gaussians. This assumption is reasonable for driv-
ing scenarios as well. On one hand, it is reasonable to assume
that the instrument cluster Gaussian is situated in the same
location. On the other hand, this is merely an approxima-
tion and the means in reality can shift a little. In particular,
this shift can be observed in Gaussians located on the road.
As the Information Constrained Control (ICC) (Hecht, Bar-
Hillel, et al., 2019) (Hecht, Telpaz, et al., 2019) (Hecht et al.,
2015) (Hecht et al., 2018) (Tishby & Polani, 2011) suggests,
there is a baseline distribution Q which models the gaze pat-
tern in a task-free scenario. We assumed this distribution to
be a GMM similar to the ones in P .

Distance from baseline distribution
The ICC‘s selected eye gaze distribution is generated by a
tradeoff between two goals: achieving a high enough level of
reward and maintaining a minimal distance from a baseline
distribution. The distance from the baseline distribution Q is
defined as:

Dkl (P,Q) =
∫

X
P(~x) log

P(~x)
Q(~x)

d~x (6)

Since the Gaussians in the mixture are located very far
from one another, we can define areas in which each Gaussian
is dominant. We define and denote by R j the area in which
the j Gaussian is dominant. Explicitly, we define dominant to
be the area in~x in which:
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∀P ∈ P ∪{Q} , i, j ∈ {1, ...,M} , i 6= j

wP, jgP, j (~x|~µP, j,ΣP, j)�

� wP,igP,i (~x|~µP,i,ΣP,i) ,
ε

M−1
(7)

The Dkl is approximated by the sum over the following inte-
grals.

Dkl (P,Q)≈
M

∑
j=1

∫
R j

P(~x) log
P(~x)
Q(~x)

d~x (8)

By plugging the explicit equation of the GMM distribution
into Eq. 8 and reordering the summation, the following equa-
tion emerges:

=
M

∑
j=1

∫
R j

M

∑
i=1

wP,igP,i (~x|~µP,i,ΣP,i) log
P(~x)
Q(~x)

d~x (9)

=
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x|~µP,i,ΣP,i) log
P(~x)
Q(~x)

d~x (10)

We can use the definition of the region R j to explicitly write
the ratio P(~x)

Q(~x) in that region.

P(~x)
Q(~x)

=
∑

M
i=1 wP,igP,i (~x|~µP,i,ΣP,i)

∑
M
i=1 wQ,igQ,i (~x|~µQ,i,ΣQ,i)

(11)

≈
wP, jgP, j (~x|~µP, j,ΣP, j)

wQ, jgQ, j (~x|~µQ, j,ΣQ, j)
(12)

By combining Eq. 10 and 12, a simplified version of the Dkl
emerges (for ease of notation the P, j Gaussian is denoted g,
without stating explicitly µP, j and ΣP, j. gP, j (~x|~µP, j,ΣP, j) is
denoted as gP, j (~x))

Dkl (P,Q)≈

≈
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
wP, jgP, j (~x)
wQ, jgQ, j (~x)

d~x

=
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
wP, j

wQ, j
d~x

+
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x (13)

The Dkl is divided into two sets of terms. The First set of
terms focuses on the ratio between the log weights of the
Gaussians, and the second term is similar to the log likeli-
hood ratio between individual Gaussians. Our assumptions
regarding the “social distancing” of the Gaussians gave us an
opportunity to split the bigger problem of estimating the Dkl
between two GMMs into a set of smaller Dkl-like problems.
Even within the first set of terms, the Gaussians and weights

can be decoupled. The weight can be extracted from the inte-
gration:

M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
wP, j

wQ, j
d~x =

=
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP, j

wQ, j

∫
R j

gP,i (~x)d~x (14)

Our next step is to simplify the last equation by using the def-
inition of R j. Intuitively, the area R j was defined to hold most
of the probability mass of Gaussian j, and it almost does not
hold any probability mass of other Gaussians. More formally,
for cases where i = j, since the Gaussians are far away from
one another, R j covers most of the probability mass of gPi.

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) =
∫

Ri

gP,i (~x)≈ 1 (15)

For the rest of the cases where i 6= j, almost no probability
mass is left.

∫
R j

gP,i (~x)≈ 0 (16)

Eq. 14 can be simplified by splitting the terms in the equation
to two groups (i 6= j,i = j). The first set of terms where i = j
remains (based on Eq. 15), while the other set where i 6= j
is nullified (based on Eq. 16). Overall, only M terms have
values different from zero (approximation).

M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP, j

wQ, j

∫
R j

gP,i (~x)d~x

=
M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP,i

wQ,i

∫
Ri

gP,i (~x)d~x

+
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=0
i 6= j

wP,i log
wP, j

wQ, j

∫
R j

gP,i (~x)d~x

≈
M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP,i

wQ,i
·1+

M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=0
i6= j

wP,i log
wP, j

wQ, j
·0

=
M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP,i

wQ,i
= Dkl ( ~wP, ~wQ) (17)

The first term of Eq. 13 is the Dkl between the two weights
vectors.
The second term of Eq. 13 can be approximated in a similar
way. We start by dividing the terms into sets (i = j,i 6= j).
Later, the terms that are associated with i 6= j are nullified
(based on Eq. 7). Eventually, only the i = j terms have value
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different than zero and thus remain.

M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=1

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x

=
M

∑
j=1

wP, j

∫
R j

gP, j (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x

+
M

∑
j=1

M

∑
i=0
i 6= j

wP,i

∫
R j

gP,i (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x

≈
M

∑
j=1

wP, j

∫
R j

gP, j (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x

(18)

The majority of the probability mass of the jth Gaussians are
located in the area R j. This suggests that integration over the
entire space is a reasonable approximation to the integration
over R j. This integration over the entire space is by definition
the Kullback Leibler divergence (Dkl) between two Gaussian
distributions.∫

R j

gP, j (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x≈
∫

gP, j (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x =

Dkl (gP, j (~x) ,gQ, j (~x)) (19)

Our next step is plugging Eq. 19 into Eq. 18.

M

∑
j=1

wP, j

∫
R j

gP, j (~x) log
gP, j (~x)
gQ, j (~x)

d~x≈

M

∑
j=1

wP, jDkl (gP, j (~x) ,gQ, j (~x)) (20)

This term is the weighted Dkl between the Gaussians of both
distributions.
Recall that both Gaussians have diagonal covariance. For
this case, the Dkl equals (see supporting material):

Dkl (gP, j (~x) ,gQ, j (~x)) =−
D
2
+

1
2

D

∑
d=1

log

(
σ2

Q, j,d

σ2
P, j,d

)

+
D

∑
d=1

σ2
P, j,d

2σ2
Q, j,d

+
D

∑
d=1

(
µP, j,d−µQ, j,d

)2

2σ2
Q, j,d

(21)

For Gaussians with diagonal covariance and where µP, j = µQ, j
for all j, the equation becomes:

Dkl (gP, j (~x) ,gQ, j (~x)) = (22)

= −D
2
+

1
2

D

∑
d=1

log

(
σ2

Q, j,d

σ2
P, j,d

)
+

D

∑
d=1

σ2
P, j,d

2σ2
Q, j,d

Overall, the Dkl between both distributions is presented in
Eq. 23. We refer to this value as the DIG score and it is our

measure of workload.

Dkl (P,Q)≈ (23)

≈ Dkl ( ~wP, ~wQ)+
M

∑
j=1

wP, jDkl (gP, j (~x) ,gQ, j (~x))

=
M

∑
i=1

wP,i log
wP,i

wQ,i

+
M

∑
j=1

wP, j

(
−D

2
+

1
2

D

∑
d=1

log

(
σ2

Q, j,d

σ2
P, j,d

)
+

D

∑
d=1

σ2
P, j,d

2σ2
Q, j,d

)

Approximation evaluation

Until now, we have shown the theoretical basis for our ap-
proximation. In this subsection, we evaluate it practical qual-
ity by comparing our approximation to a baseline on artificial
data. The baseline that we selected to estimate the Dkl be-
tween distributions P and Q is the difference between cross-
entropy values (Geyer, Papaioannou, & Straub, 2019). The
first step, according to this approach, is to generate a sample
set from distribution P. A large enough sample size N is se-
lected to ensure a reasonable coverage of the sample space.
In our case of two-dimensional space with four Gaussians
that had diagonal covariance matrix, N was selected to be
10,000. We denoted the i sample generated by this process
as xi. The next steps were the estimation of the cross-entropy
of the sample with the distribution P (∑N

i=1 logP(xi)) and the
distribution Q (∑N

i=1 logQ(xi)). The difference between the
two cross-entropy values (Eq. 24) is known as a good estima-
tion to the Dkl values between the two distributions.

Dkl (P,Q)≈
N

∑
i=1

log
P(xi)

Q(xi)
(24)

where {xi}N
i=1 were sampled from P.

200 pairs of P,Q distributions were randomly drawn in order
to compare the two approaches. For each pair, we approxi-
mated the Dkl using our approximation (Eq. 23). In addition,
for each pair P,Q, we drew 100 times a sample set of 10,000
samples. For each of the 100 sample sets, we estimated the
Dkl using difference of cross-entropy (Eq. 24). Out of the 100
Dkl values, their mean and standard deviation were estimated.
Figure 1 shows the results of the comparison. Each pair is
represented by its approximated value (Eq. 23) and by the
mean and standard deviation of its estimated cross-entropy.
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Figure 1: This figure presents the comparison of our Dkl
approximation with the commonly used difference of cross-
entropy estimation of Dkl . The axes represent the Dkl values
according to the approaches. The green line is the optimal
condition were both approaches agree. The blue markings
represent empirical results on artificial data. Each marking
has an error bar of single standard deviation.

The green line represents the ideal situation where there
is an agreement between both approaches regarding the Dkl
values. Most of the times there is a good agreement between
the two.

Method
The effectiveness of our model was evaluated on data col-
lected during an on-road experiment with repeated trials.
The experiment is described in more detailed in (Tractinsky,
2013). The goal of the experiment was to better understand
the way participants learn a new task involving fuel-efficient
driving. We focused on a subset of participants that drove
in a vehicle that was not changed throughout the experiment.
Each participant repeated the same route four times. We as-
sociated ease of performing with Drive Identification Num-
ber (DIN). In other words, DIN is the chronological number
of the iteration /repetition. Ease of driving / performing the
task increases with DIN. The participants’ first drive is more
demanding than the second one and so on. We compared the
eye-gaze distributions over repetitions, to detect the ease of
the task (Higher DIN were associated with greater ease). We
focused on a single segment of the route, that was relatively
straight. It consisted of a highway entrance ramp and straight
segment of a highway.

Participants
Our subset was composed of twelve participants (six females
and six males), ranging in age from 25 to 63 (Mean = 31.6,
Median = 29). The participants were required to have a valid
driving license for at least two years, and confirm that they
drove on a daily basis. Six participants were using family size

vehicle on a regular basis and five participants were using a
smaller. Only a single participant was using a Sport Utility
Vehicle (SUV). All were naı̈ve to the purpose of the study.
Participants stated they had normal vision. Due to techni-
cal reasons, The height of the participant was limited to 185
cm. Prior to the start of the experiment, the participants gave
their informed consent in compliance with the guidelines of
the Ben Gurion University - Institutional Review Board. At
the end of the experiment, each participant was paid a fee be-
tween 150-250 NIS (150 NIS is about 40$ ) based on their
fuel consumption. An additional 50 NIS was payed for extra
time.

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in an SUV from which the ve-
hicle and eye tracking data was extracted:
Vehicle data - GPS – Location of the vehicle.
Vehicle data - Fuel Consumption Efficiency (FCE) score –
Fuel consumption efficiency was extracted directly from the
vehicle.
Eye tracking – The Smart-Eye pro eye tracking system
(manufactured and developed by Smart Eye AB, Gothenburg,
Sweden; http://smarteye.se/) was used to track the partici-
pants’ eye movements. The system had two IR cameras and
two IR LEDs. Data was collected at 60 Hz.
This analysis does not involve the FCE data.

Procedure and design

The experiment started when the participants were educated
about the experiment and gave their informed consent to par-
ticipate in it. Later, a background questionnaire was filled.
Finally, after the participants were familiarized with the ve-
hicle, they were asked to drive a seven kilometers ride. The
route was composed of an urban and highway setting. The
route was repeated four time by each participant. Following
each ride, a three minutes break was given to the participants.
This rest period was used to provide feedback regarding FCE
score. Here, we focused on the highway segment of the route.
At the end of the experiment, the participants were paid based
on their FCE score.

As stated in the Method Section, the independent variable
was the Drive Identification Number (DIN). This value varied
between 1 to 4. The first repetition of the route was denoted
by 1 and the last was denoted by 4. The task is introduced
just before the first ride.

The dependent variables themselves were the x and y co-
ordinates of eye gaze samples that were collected over time.
Based on those samples a set of statistics were estimated. The
statistics were the parameters of a GMM distribution. This
distribution is the P distribution as presented in former equa-
tions throughout the paper. The reference GMM distribution
Q was selected to be relatively uniform. It consisted of a four
Gaussians with equal weight for each Gaussian and a vari-
ance of one. Based on the P and Q GMM distributions the
DIG scores (as presented at Eq. 23) were estimated. A DIG
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Figure 2: The figure presents the histogram of gaze intersection locations with objects in the field of view. The X and Y axes
are the horizontal and vertical coordinates. Light colored areas are associated with areas with high probabilistic density. Three
objects are marked by numbers in the figure. Objects 1 and 2 are the left mirror and the instrument cluster respectively. Object
3 is associated with the windshield, and the concentration of probability is linked to the focus on the road ahead.

score was estimated for each participant and for each partici-
pant‘s drive (Twelve participants X four drives).

Results

The overall two dimensional distribution of eye gazes over
all participants and rides is presented in Figure 2. The con-
tinuous nature of the distribution can easily be observed and
specifically its similarity to GMM distribution. The log scale
of the color scheme emphasizes that the different components
of the distribution are isolated from each other. This isola-
tion runs deep in the DIG assumptions. Our model predicts a
monotonic decrease in DIG scores. Higher DIN are expected
to have lower DIG scores (The higher the DIN, the greater
similarity to the baseline distribution). This was verified by
estimating the DIG score for each participant and each drive.
Within each participant, we conducted pairwise comparisons
for the four drives (1 vs. 2, 1 vs. 3, 1 vs. 4, 2 vs. 3, 2 vs. 4, 3
vs. 4). Within each pair, we tested whether the drive with the
higher DIN had lower DIG score. Later, for each participant,
we counted the number of times the higher DIN had a lower
DIG score. We used a proportion t-test (H0 was uniform).
The average proportion for each participant was 0.6806 rela-
tive to the alternative hypothesis of 0.5. This difference was
significant (t = 2.861718, df = 11, p = 0.015469). Figure 3
presents the histogram of DIG score differences. The differ-
ence is between the score of a ride with lower DIN and one
with higher DIN. The comparison was conducted only within
participant‘s drives. We expect rides with lower DIN to have
higher DIG score, and vice-versa; therefore, we expect the
difference between scores to be positive. The histogram was
presented for visualization purposes. One can easily observe
that shift towards the positive values.

Figure 3: The figure presents the histogram of difference be-
tween DIG scores. The experiment were followed by within
participant comparisons. Each comparison was conducted
between two rides.

Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presented and evaluated a GMM derivative for
ICC. This derivative provides an analytical solution that is
both intuitive and easy to compute. GMM is a vast fam-
ily of distributions that are commonly used. This suggests
that this derivative might be found useful. It is important to
note that although not all of the model’s assumptions held
all the time, the measure was useful. Unfortunately, due to
the small dataset, a comparison across different workload es-
timation measures could not be performed. This is left for
future work. Distributions of gaze holds only some aspects of
the signal. Other aspects include the temporal aspect of the
signal (Pertzov, Avidan, & Zohary, 2009)(Savage, Potter, &
Tatler, 2020) and they might be modeled by the ICC as well.
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On the Psychology of Resource Monitoring
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Abstract

This research aims to understand when, why, and how people monitor resources such as money, time, and calories. Over-
all, we find that people monitor money more closely than time or calories, but this varies by time horizon. While time and
calories were monitored most closely over a day, monitoring of money peaked at a month. Examining several possible
mediators of engagement with resource monitoring, we find the factors that impact ones engagement with resource moni-
toring varies both by resource and by time horizon. One mediating factor that seems particularly important is the number
of budget categories people create. We find the degree to which people engage in resource monitoring is positively related
to the number of categories they form. This research has implications for any behavior that involves tracking resources,
such as financial decision-making, dieting, time management, and goal pursuit more generally.
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A Simple Computational Model of Salience Map Formation in the Brain
Abe Leite

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, United States

Abstract

Many convolutional neural network (CNN)-based approaches are excellent functional models of visual attention, but lack
cognitive and biological interpretations. In this work, I offer novel, cross-disciplinary justification for the Deep Gaze 1
model, which calculates salience as a weighted average of feature maps from a pre-trained CNN. In the cognitive realm,
experiments demonstrate that visual attention depends on multiple levels of real-world features (edges, text, faces). This
is well-modeled using features from a naturalistically-trained CNN. Furthermore, neuroscience research strongly suggests
that visual attention is computed in the superior colliculus, using information from multiple levels of the ventral visual
stream; all information flow in Deep Gaze follows analogous pathways. To encourage broader adoption of this model,
whose source code remains unpublished, I offer a readable implementation with minor changes for biological plausibility.
It is validated on the MIT1003 dataset using features from MobileNetV2, with results comparable to the original Deep
Gaze.
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Abstract

A key challenge in language acquisition is learning morpho-
logical transforms relating word roots to derived forms. Tra-
ditional unsupervised algorithms find morphological patterns
in sequences of phonemes, but struggle to distinguish valid
segmentations from spurious ones because they ignore mean-
ing. For example, a system that correctly discovers ”add /z/”
as a valid morphological transform (song-songs, year-years)
might incorrectly infer that ”add /ah.t/” is also valid (mark-
market, spear-spirit). We propose that learners could avoid
these errors with a simple semantic assumption: morpholog-
ical transforms approximately preserve meaning. We extend
an algorithm from Chan and Yang (2008) by integrating prox-
imity in vector-space word embeddings as a criterion for valid
transforms. On a corpus of child-directed speech, we achieve
both higher accuracy and broader coverage than the purely
phonemic approach, even in more developmentally plausible
learning paradigms. Finally, we consider a deeper semantic
assumption that could guide the acquisition of more abstract,
human-like morphological understanding.
Keywords: language acquisition, morphology, development,
semantics.

Introduction
Relating word roots to derived forms poses a key challenge in
learning language and occurs in early years of development
(Berko, 1958). Our goal in this work is to build computa-
tional models of this process. We focus on algorithms that
learn morphological transforms from an unannotated vocabu-
lary. Most previous unsupervised models extract morphemes
only from patterns and statistics in word strings or phoneme
sequences. Approaches of this sort that are based on mini-
mum description length (e.g. Goldsmith, 2001) or Bayesian
principles (e.g. Frank, Goldwater, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum,
2010; Goldwater, Griffiths, & Johnson, 2009) produce strong
results, but fail to emulate children’s learning in several im-
portant ways.

First, these algorithms can struggle to distinguish valid seg-
mentations from spurious ones. For example, an algorithm
that learns the suffix /z/ from observing song, songs, year,
and years in the vocabulary, might also extract the coinciden-
tal suffix /ah.t/ from seeing mark, market, spear, and spirit.
This issue fundamentally comes from only considering su-
perficial patterns, rather than underlying meanings.

Another limitation is the gap between ideal statistical mod-
els (high resource learners) and cognitive plausibility for chil-
dren (low resource learners). Prior approaches have typi-
cally been built around complicated algorithms that learn over
many iterations, have high computational demands, and track
a large number of independent parameters. Some of these
previous models (e.g. Goldwater et al., 2009; Goldsmith,
2001) are explicitly intended as accounts of language de-
velopment at the computational level (in the sense of Marr

Figure 1: Pairs of morphologically related words appear nearby in
t-SNE reduced semantic space (left), while spurious pairs have less
consistently similar meanings (right).

(1982)), but our goal here is to move towards algorithmic
models of morphology induction that are cognitively plau-
sible. That is, we want not only to model learning in terms
of the problem being solved or the function being optimized,
but also to specify more of the cognitive mechanisms or pro-
cesses by which this learning might occur.

Our proposal builds on previous work by Chan and Yang
(2008) and Lignos, Chan, Yang, and Marcus (2010). Moti-
vated by evidence (Brown, 1973) that children may instead
learn morphological rules one at a time through on-line hy-
pothesis formation, Chan and Yang (2008) developed an al-
gorithm that iteratively extracts morphological transforms by
seeking pairs of suffixes with many stems in common. Lignos
et al. (2010) investigated the results of running this algo-
rithm on child-directed speech, aiming to bridge the gap be-
tween high-powered and developmental models of morphol-
ogy learning.

Their approach constitutes a significant step towards cogni-
tive plausibility in that the algorithm is simple, intuitive, and
yields a trajectory that better matches developmental data.
However, their algorithm still accepts some spurious mor-
phological transforms, and requires sufficiently high compu-
tational resources to track over 1000 possible transforms at
a time. Thus it neither fully bridges the gap nor escapes the
tendency to make mistaken generalizations.

Our contribution is to extend the Lignos et al. algorithm
in a way that responds to both of these issues. The key in-
sight is that children have access to linguistic and experien-
tial data beyond a simple vocabulary, since they hear words
used in context and have some sense of their meanings. To
help the learning model avoid spurious transforms, we extend
the purely phonemic algorithm with a simple semantic as-
sumption: valid morphological transforms should roughly
preserve meaning. More formally, we approximate mean-
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Figure 2: Overview of the algorithm. All wordpairs begin in the Unmodeled (U) set. A new transform is learned with each iteration, and the
word forms it connects are moved into the Base (B) and Derived (D) sets.

ing with distributional word embeddings, and we assume
that valid transforms should relate each base form to a de-
rived form that is sufficiently nearby in the embedding space.
We use vector representations generated by the GloVe algo-
rithm (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014), trained on co-
occurrence statistics.

To get some intuition for why this assumption makes sense,
consult Figure 1. In both panels, we use t-SNE dimension-
ality reduction (Maaten & Hinton, 2008) to plot the 300-
dimensional GloVe vectors of 34 words. On the left, we see
17 pairs of words that are related by the valid suffix /z/, while
on the right we see 17 pairs related by the spurious suffix
/ah.t/. As expected, the valid transform relates semantically
similar wordpairs – e.g. the singular and plural forms of var-
ious nouns – while the spurious one seems uncorrelated with
semantic similarity.

In the rest of this paper, we first describe our algorithm in
detail and then present results addressing two central ques-
tions. Does incorporating semantic information help an un-
supervised algorithm learn morphology using ideal (high re-
source) settings? Do semantics support more developmen-
tally plausible (low resource) settings for the algorithm? We
close by discussing model limitations and proposing a deeper
semantic assumption that could help in the acquisition of
more abstract, human-like morphological understanding.

Methods
In this section we describe our model (which is largely sim-
ilar in structure to that of Lignos et al.), highlighting where
and how we incorporate semantic information. Our algorithm
takes as input a subset of the corpus of child-directed speech
from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000). Initially,
it extracts all the word types uttered by adult speakers, en-
codes them phonemically according to the CMU Pronouncing
Dictionary (Weide, 1998), and places them in the Unmodeled
set. On each iteration, the algorithm learns a single transform

of the form {s1, s2}, meaning “remove the suffix sequence s1
and add the suffix sequence s2.” For example, the transform
“remove the empty string $ and add /z/,” which is almost al-
ways learned first, would be written {$, z}. As the algorithm
iteratively discovers new morphological transforms, the Un-
modeled (U), Base (B) and Derived (D) sets are dynamically
updated to reflect the relationships learned between words.
The composition of these sets determine which transforms
can be learned in future iterations. A high-level overview of
this process is shown in Figure 2.

We now outline the steps (1-3) involved in one iteration of
the algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the parameters.

1. Hypothesize Transforms First, we extract all suffixal
phoneme sequences of length 0-4 from among the word types
in the Unmodeled set and rank them in frequency. Next, we
form candidate transforms {s1, s2} from all pairs of suffixes
s1 and s2 chosen from the N most frequent suffixes. For
each transform hypothesized thus, we list all the permitted
base/derived wordpairs that it explains. The parameter P de-
termines which sets (out of U, B, and D) the proposed base
and derived forms of a wordpair may come from. To illus-
trate, consider a scenario where N=3 and the most frequent
suffixal sequences are $, /z/, and /ih.ng/. In this case, the list
of (nontrivial) candidate transforms would be {$, z}, {z, $},
{$, ih.ng}, {ih.ng, $}, {z, ih.ng}, and {ih.ng, z}.

2. Select Transform The next step involves our central
modification of the Lignos et al. algorithm. Specifically,
for each base/derived wordpair, we evaluate the cosine dis-
tance between the GloVe representation of the base form and
the GloVe representation of the derived form. We filter out
hypotheses that are not sufficiently close in semantic space,
either at the level of entire transforms (L=Coarse) or at the
level of individual wordpairs within transforms (L=Fine). If
L=Coarse, we let ∆ for each hypothesized transform be the
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average of cosine distances δ across all of the permitted word-
pairs that the transform explains. We then discard transforms
with ∆ ≥ T. If L=Fine, we keep all transforms but discard
wordpairs with cosine distance δ≥ T.

In either case, we then discard transforms that don’t meet a
threshold of overlap ratio (as described in Lignos et al., 2010,
p. 5) and rank the remaining transforms according to the num-
ber of wordpairs that they explain, with ties broken by token
counts (Chan & Yang, 2008, p. 107). Finally, if the top candi-
date transform explains ≥W wordpairs, we add it to the list
of learned transforms. Otherwise, the algorithm terminates.

Continuing with the example introduced in step 1, sup-
pose our VC is the above paragraph. Then {$, z} and {z, $}
explain the wordpairs trans f orm→ trans f orms, explain→
explains, and trans f orms → trans f orm, explains →
explain, respectively. Since every word starts in U on the first
iteration, these wordpairs all follow the form U→U, and so
they are all permitted. The other candidate transforms explain
no wordpairs. Supposing that W ≤ 2, our algorithm would
learn {z, $}, since the base forms of {z, $} (trans f orms and
explains) appear more often than those of {$, z} (trans f orm
and explain).

3. Update Sets For each base/derived wordpair explained
by the newly learned transform, we move the derived form
to the Derived set and the base form to the Base set (unless
doing so would move it out of the Derived set).

Developmental Parameter Settings
The full parameter space shown in Table 1 spans a wide range
of learning paradigms. To study the algorithm at its best
(high resource), we set N=50 and EC=6B while exploring
all combinations of the other parameters (VC, T, L, W, and
P). Separately, we vary our developmental parameters (VC,
EC, and N) to better approximate a child-plausible (low re-
source) learner in a variety of ways (again, covering the space
of combinations of the other parameters).

• To model different levels of linguistic exposure, we vary
the corpus of word types, VC, between Brown+ (∼700K
tokens) and Full (∼7M tokens).

• Because children have limited understanding of word
meanings, we vary the size and source of the corpus on
which our GloVe vectors are trained, EC, as a proxy for
different levels of semantic experience. In addition to using
word vectors pretrained on 6B tokens from Wikipedia, we
train four of our own embeddings on smaller subsets of the
Wikipedia corpus to serve as more realistic co-occurrence
measures. We also train one embedding on child-directed
adult speech extracted from the CHILDES corpus for po-
tentially the most child-plausible semantic representations
of all these.

• Since children have limited memory and processing capac-
ity, and the algorithm hypothesizes N(N−1)/2 transforms
on each iteration, we explore performance with a range

Table 1: Summary of parameters (and abbreviations).

Parameter Range of values investigated Lignos’
Setting

Vocabulary
Corpus (VC)

Brown+ (CHILDES corpora
Adam, Eve, Sarah, Naomi, Peter,
Nina), Full (all NA-English
corpora)

Brown+

Embedding
Corpus (EC)

3M, 10M, 20M, 50M, 6B
(Wikipedia tokens), CHILDES
(all NA-English corpora)

–

Number of Top
Suffixes (N)

3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 50 50

Semantic
Threshold (T)

Values vary across different
combinations of EC and L:
10-20 values for each pair

–

Thresholding
Level (L)

Coarse (screened at the level of
transforms), Fine (screened at
the level of individual wordpairs)

–

Wordpair
Threshold (W)

3, 4 5

Permitted
Wordpairs (P)

Static (U→U, B→U, U→B),
Nonstatic (above and B→B,
D→U, U→D)

U→U,
B→U

of smaller values for N. Storing 3, or even 105 possibili-
ties (for N=3 and N=15, respectively) seems more devel-
opmentally plausible than storing 1225 possibilities (for
N=50).

Results
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm under one pa-
rameter setting, we determine how many valid transforms
it learns and count the rest as spurious. We hand-coded
transforms as valid if they connected at least three correct
base/derived wordpairs in a semantically consistent way, re-
gardless of what other, possibly spurious wordpairs they
also explained. For example, we count {t, s} as valid be-
cause it explains the wordpairs important → importance,
intelligent → intelligence, and patient → patience, even
though it also includes spurious wordpairs like print →
prince.

In Table 2, we compare the transforms found by Lignos et
al. with the results of our most successful or revealing pa-
rameter settings. We further devote one subsection each to
discussing our initial questions: First, we consider whether
integrating semantic information improves the performance
of an ideal (high resource) learner, and second, we investi-
gate the extent to which even very limited representations of
meaning could offset significant decreases in learners’ com-
putational power.

High Resource Learner
Figure 3 shows the results of running our modified algorithm
under conditions that are otherwise comparable to those of
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Figure 3: Summary of results for the ideal (high resource) learner
in terms of hits (valid transforms, y-axis) and false alarms (spuri-
ous transforms, x-axis). Each point represents one setting of the
algorithm’s parameters, and key parameter choices are highlighted
in point shape and color.

Lignos et al. We set two of our developmental parameters to
their highest resource values (EC=6B and N=50), then let T,
L, W, and P vary within each color to produce a distribution
of points. The points in the top left of the plot represent the
most successful runs because they maximize the number of
valid transforms found while minimizing the number of spu-
rious ones found. We see two overall trends.

First, our semantically informed algorithm markedly out-
performs Lignos et al. when acting as a high resource learner.
Where Lignos et al. find 17 valid and 3 spurious morpholog-
ical transforms, we find 24 valid and 0 spurious transforms
(see Table 2, Column H1) using the same Vocabulary Corpus
as they do (VC=Brown+). With a strictly larger Vocabulary
Corpus (VC=Full), our algorithm extracts 28 valid transforms
without finding a single spurious one (see H2). We also find
a set of parameter values that maximizes the number of valid
transforms learned (31) while still accepting no more than 2
spurious ones (see H3).

Second, we notice a fundamental performance tradeoff be-
tween coarse and fine thresholding. Applying a coarse thresh-
old allows us to find larger numbers of transforms, but usually
at the cost of admitting many spurious transforms. For some
learning goals this may be appropriate, but applying a fine
threshold often appears to be more reliable in that it enables
the algorithm to maximize valid transforms found while also
making no mistakes. We take this to suggest that fine thresh-
olding better models children’s learning, and return to that
point in the discussion.

Low Resource (Developmental) Learner
Each plot in Figure 4 shows the effects of varying one devel-
opmental parameter – Vocabulary Corpus, Embedding Cor-
pus, or Number of Top Suffixes – while keeping the other
two at their highest resource settings (VC=Full, EC=6B,
N=50). Compared to the high resource learner (pictured in
black throughout), overall performance declines as we lower

Table 2: Comparison of the transforms found by our algorithm to
those found in Lignos et al. Green boxes represent valid transforms
learned, while red boxes represent spurious transforms learned.

Lignos High Resource Low Resource

N = 50 50 50 50 15 15 3
VC = Brown+ Brown+ Full Full Full Full Brown+

L = – Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Fine Fine

(H1) (H2) (H3) (L1) (L2) (L3)

{$, z}
{$, ih.ng}
{$, s}
{$, iy}
{$, d}
{$, t}
{$, er}
{$, n}
{$, ah.n}
{$, ah.d}
{$, ah.l}
{$, l.iy}
{$, ah.z}
{$, ah.s}
{$, ah.n.t}
{ah.l, l.iy}
{t.iy, th}
{$, ih.z}
{$, th}
{$, ah.s.t}
{$, ah.b.ah.l}
{t, s}
{t, sh.ah.n}
{$, m.ah.n.t}
{d, t}
{d, ih.ng}
{d, z}
{$, f.ah.l}
{ah.n.d, $}
{$, t.iy}
{t, ih.ng}
{$, ih.d}
{s.ah.n, t.ah.d}
{$, ah.n.s}
{$, ey.sh.ah.n}
{$, ih.v}
{z, iy}
{z, er}
{er, ih.ng}
{er, s}
{er, z}
{er, d}

VALID 17 24 28 31 17 14 8

{t, iy}
{$, ah}
{$, ah.t}
{$, k}
{k, f}
{ow, ah.n}

SPURIOUS 3 0 0 2 2 0 0
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Figure 4: Trends in results for a low resource learner as a function of Vocabulary Corpus (left), Embedding Corpus (middle), or N (right), the
number of suffixes considered in forming candidate transforms. We let T, L, W, and P vary within each color.

resources in any of the three dimensions, though the curves
retain the same basic shape even as the values become more
child-plausible.

There are low resource parameter settings that match the
level of success achieved with no access to semantic infor-
mation. Learning only from child-directed speech (VC=Full
and EC=CHILDES) represents the setup closest to the lin-
guistic exposure and semantic experience of a young child.
Using these input corpora, our algorithm with N=15 can find
the same number of valid transforms (and one fewer spurious
transform) as Lignos et al. do with N=50 (see Table 2, Col-
umn L1). Our setting for N represents a much lower demand
on processing capacity and memory. With the same develop-
mental parameters, we also find a set of values for T, L, W,
and P that maximizes the number of valid transforms learned
(14) without admitting any spurious ones (see L2). Even us-
ing the lowest resource setting for each developmental pa-
rameter (VC=Brown+, EC=CHILDES, N=3), our algorithm
learns 8 of the most common valid transforms, including the
top 7 found by Lignos et al., without making any mistakes
(see L3).

Discussion
We see that incorporating semantic information into mod-
els of morphology learning enables high resource learners to
achieve greater coverage and accuracy over the space of mor-
phological transforms. Moreover, these models support de-
velopmental (low resource) learning that is both equally suc-
cessful to and more child-plausible than the purely phonemic
approach.

Our work is related to several recent proposals in the NLP
community which improve morphology learning by incorpo-
rating semantic information of some kind (e.g. Goldwater et
al., 2009; Soricut & Och, 2015). What distinguishes our work
is that we take a lower resource approach to the problem,
seeking to build a more developmentally plausible model,
both in terms of the training data and the computational ef-
ficiency of the algorithm. In contrast, the NLP approaches
might produce fuller or deeper analyses, but they also rely
on complex statistical calculations and large amounts of data
which may or may not be available to children.

Following Chan and Yang (2008) and Lignos et al. (2010),

we focus on learning suffixes, as they are the simplest and
earliest emerging forms of English morphology. But high-
powered NLP approaches are able to learn additional struc-
tures, including prefixes and other word components that chil-
dren eventually learn. It will be important in future work to
build developmentally plausible models of how children ac-
quire these aspects of language as well.

We chose to encode semantic information using vector em-
beddings trained on adult speech or text data, but one could
reasonably object that the linguistic knowledge encoded in a
Wikipedia corpus is inaccessible to children of the age that
our model is trying to capture. Even training vector embed-
dings on the CHILDES corpus as a whole has the potential to
confuse the linguistic experience of older children with that
of younger children. However, we used these corpora only to
approximate the large amount of linguistic input that children
get from their parents on a daily basis, whether through direct
interaction or indirect observation. A valuable step in future
work would be to explore ways of getting a closer and more
precise proxy for the linguistic exposure of differently aged
children.

One could also reasonably object to our use of vector em-
beddings in the first place, on the grounds that co-occurrence
statistics only scratch the surface of the rich representations
of meaning that even young children can access. However,
we are not committed to this choice as an account of how
children actually acquire and represent semantic knowledge.
Rather, as above, we use vector embeddings to supplement
the vocabulary list only as a proxy for children’s limited un-
derstanding of word meanings and any other general semantic
information conveyed through gesture or context. In the fu-
ture, it would be interesting to explore using richer semantic
representations that could also be learnable from the informa-
tion available to children.

Assessing Our Model As A Developmental Account

Since the motivation of our work was to propose an algorithm
for morphology acquisition that better matches the resources
available to children, it is especially instructive to compare
our results with empirical findings in language development.

Brown (1973) describes several basic inflectional mor-
phemes that emerge earliest in child language (between
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months 27 and 40): present progressive, present tense, noun
plural, and past tense. Even given minimal resources, our al-
gorithm finds phonological subtypes of each of these main
morphemes. For example, of the four forms that the noun
plural can take, we find the two most common, {$, z} and {$,
s}, at N=3. The other two, {$, ah.z} and {$, ih.z}, are found
only with larger values of N.

More generally, Brown’s empirical observations highlight
two important ways in which our model fails to capture the
richness of children’s morphological understanding. First,
rather than learn individual transforms that apply to specific,
known words, we ultimately want an algorithm that groups
base stems into broad types according to the suffixes they sup-
port.

An extension of our model should be able to learn, for in-
stance, that the stem lie belongs to the group defined by the
set of suffixes [$, z, d, ih.ng] because lie, lies, lied, and lying
are observed in the given vocabulary. The algorithm should
also recognize that plough belongs to this same group of base
stems because it shares certain key semantic properties with
them – in this case, that they’re all verbs. This would al-
low the learner to hypothesize that ploughs, ploughed, and
ploughing (in their phonetic forms) are simply words that it
hasn’t seen yet.

Further, such an algorithm would ideally group all non-
exceptional verbs together. Under our current phonemic ap-
proach, however, words like plough, state, and splice would
all belong to different groups (defined by [$, z, d, ih.ng], [$,
s, ih.d, ih.ng], and [$, ih.z, t, ih.ng], respectively). A more re-
alistic (and successful) model for developmental morphology
acquisition should recognize that these differences are super-
ficial and seek to learn the underlying semantic transforms
themselves, rather than their varied phonemic manifestations.

Model Extension: Semantic Transforms
Our current algorithm acquires morphology on the transform
level, but a more nuanced treatment would instead aim for a
token level understanding of segmentation.

We have already explored one step in this direction: Apply-
ing the semantic threshold at the level of wordpairs (L=Fine)
yields significantly purer transforms than applying it at the
level of transforms. For example, doing so allows our
model to learn valid patterns like important → importance,
intelligent → intelligence, and patient → patience while
also avoiding some spurious wordpairs like print→ prince.

Going forward, we intend to consider an extension of our
model along these lines that could help the algorithm refine
its results on the token level, and also has the potential to ad-
dress some of the developmental limitations discussed in the
previous section. We propose a stronger version of our orig-
inal semantic assumption: valid morphological transforms
should connect pairs of base and derived forms that are
offset in a consistent direction in semantic space.

To implement this idea, we first take all the wordpairs
within a single valid transform and find the GloVe differ-

Figure 5: Schematic of how agglomerative clustering on GloVe dif-
ference vectors in semantic space could allow the learner to identify
semantically based morphological transforms.

ence vector between the base and derived form of each word-
pair. We then perform agglomerative clustering on those
vectors. Since the spurious wordpairs aren’t offset by the
transform in a consistent semantic direction, this should
help us filter them out. For instance, the difference vec-
tors of important→ importance, intelligent→ intelligence,
and patient → patience might vaguely align, while that of
print → prince might point in a completely different direc-
tion.

This same approach could also help us separate seman-
tically distinct transforms that appear identical at the level
of phonemes. Agglomerative clustering of difference vec-
tors models how learners isolate semantically distinct sub-
transforms within a single phonemic transform, and then
identify groups of phonemically distinct sub-transforms that
together represent a single underlying semantic transform.

Figure 5 demonstrates how this idea would work in prin-
ciple with several wordpairs explained by the transforms {$,
z} and {$, s}. We hope that sleep→ sleeps and run→ runs,
as verbs, end up in the same cluster because their semantic
difference vectors point in similar directions, even though on
the superficial phonemic level, sleep→ sleeps seems more
similar to bird→ birds, since they are both explained by the
transform {$, s}.

Indeed, when we run an agglomerative clustering algo-
rithm on the GloVe difference vectors of all the wordpairs ex-
plained by {$, z} and {$, s} (as outputted by H3) and choose
a distance threshold that sorts them into three groups, the re-
sulting clusters correspond approximately to: nouns becom-
ing plural, verbs becoming 3rd person singular, and spurious
wordpairs.1 These results are visualized (again using t-SNE
dimensionality reduction) in Figure 6, where each point rep-
resents the difference vector of a base/derived wordpair. No-
tice that the verbs and nouns each form systematic clusters,
while the spurious wordpairs are spread seemingly at random.

In this case, we chose a distance threshold that yielded
three clusters in order to most clearly isolate the morpho-
logical structure that we hypothesized would be present in

1We use Ward’s minimum variance method for cluster analysis
and set the distance threshold at T=30.
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Figure 6: Visualization of how semantically coherent transforms
cluster in t-SNE reduced word embedding space. Each point cor-
responds to the difference vector between a base and derived form
connected by {$, z} or {$, s}.

and potentially extractable from this semantic space. It re-
mains an open question whether this threshold can be learned
or emerge automatically.

A future version of our morphology learning model could
incorporate such a clustering mechanism either as a post-
processing step to filter out spurious wordpairs, or integrated
into the algorithm itself to find the underlying semantic struc-
ture within and between morphological transforms.

Conclusion
Morphemes are the smallest chunks of language that have
meaning, so they are a natural place for structure and mean-
ing to come together. Here we investigated the interaction
between meaning and structure in a computational model of
language acquisition and showed that even relatively simple
forms of semantic representation substantially increase the
accuracy, coverage, and efficiency of our model. The ad-
vantage that incorporating semantic information provides in
learning morphological structure remains even in more devel-
opmentally plausible learning conditions.
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Abstract

Human reading behavior is tuned to the statistics of natural lan-
guage: the time it takes human subjects to read a word can be
predicted from estimates of the word’s probability in context.
However, it remains an open question what computational ar-
chitecture best characterizes the expectations deployed in real
time by humans that determine the behavioral signatures of
reading. Here we test over two dozen models, independently
manipulating computational architecture and training dataset
size, on how well their next-word expectations predict human
reading time behavior on naturalistic text corpora. Consistent
with previous work, we find that across model architectures
and training dataset sizes the relationship between word log-
probability and reading time is (near-)linear. We next evalu-
ate how features of these models determine their psychometric
predictive power, or ability to predict human reading behav-
ior. In general, the better a model’s next-word expectations
(as measured by the traditional language modeling perplexity
objective), the better its psychometric predictive power. How-
ever, we find nontrivial differences in psychometric predictive
power across model architectures. For any given perplexity,
deep Transformer models and n-gram models generally show
superior psychometric predictive power over LSTM or struc-
turally supervised neural models, especially for eye movement
data. Finally, we compare models’ psychometric predictive
power to the depth of their syntactic knowledge, as measured
by a battery of syntactic generalization tests developed using
methods from controlled psycholinguistic experiments. Once
perplexity is controlled for, we find no significant relationship
between syntactic knowledge and predictive power. These re-
sults suggest that, at least for the present state of natural lan-
guage technology, different approaches may be required to best
model human real-time language comprehension behavior in
naturalistic reading versus behavior for controlled linguistic
materials designed for targeted probing of syntactic knowl-
edge.
Keywords: Language modeling, real-time language compre-
hension, deep learning, eye-tracking, self-paced reading

Introduction
A large body of evidence suggests that humans are
expectation-based language processors, insofar as real-time
language comprehension involves making predictions about
upcoming material (Levy, 2008; Hale, 2001). One strong
piece of evidence supporting this view comes from the do-
main of computational modeling, where next-word log prob-
abilities from statistical language models (LMs) turn out to
correlate well with online processing measures—that is, to
have good psychometric predictive power—including gaze
duration in eye-tracking studies and self-paced reading times

Scripts and data can be found online at https://github.com/
wilcoxeg/neural-networks-read-times.

(Smith & Levy, 2013), and the N400 measure in EEG studies
(Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015). Crucially, as statis-
tical LMs improve on the broad-coverage objective function
of perplexity (i.e. as they get better at predicting the next word
given its context), so too do they improve at predicting real-
time processing data (Goodkind & Bicknell, 2018).

Many of the previous studies linking information-theoretic
measures and human psychometric data were conducted us-
ing n-gram models, which track local word co-occurrences
and are blind to information outside of the n-gram window.
Recently, however, neural network models such as Long
Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM-
RNNs; Elman, 1990; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) have set new standards
in natural language processing, achieving state-of-the-art per-
plexity results. We present a broad evaluation of these mod-
ern neural network models as predictors of human reading
behavior, testing the influence of both model inductive bias
and the scale of training data provided to the model.

One important unanswered question involves the role of
syntactic knowledge in the link between statistical models
and real-time processing. Experimental evidence, such as
studies of garden-path effects, demonstrates that humans de-
ploy hierarchically structured representations to drive pre-
dictions about upcoming material (Stowe, 1986; Staub &
Clifton, 2006). This suggests that language models with sim-
ilar syntactic capacity — represented implicitly or explicitly
— may be the best candidates for predicting human pro-
cessing data. However, results from computational modeling
paint a complicated story: while Frank and Bod (2011) found
that models without explicit hierarchical structure are best at
predicting human reading times of naturalistic text, a follow-
up study conducted by Fossum and Levy (2012) argued that
perplexity, not inductive bias or syntactic capacity, was the
primary factor in determining a the ability of NLP models
of that time to predict human reading times. The more re-
cent work of Goodkind and Bicknell (2018), Aurnhammer
and Frank (2018), and Merkx and Frank (2020) confirm the
general finding that perplexity is the primary determinant
of model fit to human comprehension measures, but also
find differences among model architectures once perplexity
is controlled for.

Here we contribute to this emerging picture through a
scaled-up and carefully controlled assessment of language
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models’ ability to predict measures of human reading behav-
ior. Following Hu, Gauthier, Qian, Wilcox, and Levy (2020),
we train a fleet of neural-network language models varying
both in inductive bias (from sequential LSTMs to syntax-
aware recurrent models) and in the amount of data provided
to them at training time. We evaluate models’ psychometric
predictive power for human reading times on three online pro-
cessing datasets: the Dundee eye-tracking corpus (Kennedy,
2003), selections from the Brown corpus and the Natural
Stories self-paced reading time corpus (Futrell et al., 2017).
Across model architectures and training datasets, our results
broadly confirm the strong linear relationship between sur-
prisal (or negative log probability) and reading time originally
documented by Smith and Levy (2008, 2013) and confirmed
by Goodkind and Bicknell (2018). Like previous studies, we
also find a generally positive relationship between a model’s
next-word prediction accuracy and its ability to predict hu-
man reading times, supporting the findings of Goodkind and
Bicknell (2018) on a broad set of neural network models. Be-
yond the role of perplexity, we find that deep Transformer
models demonstrate the best psychometric predictive power,
and n-gram models achieve greater psychometric predictive
power than would be expected based on their perplexity.

We next address the issue of syntactic knowledge. Rather
than positing a binary distinction between “hierarchical” and
“non-hierarchical” models, we draw on recent work in lan-
guage model evaluation to quantify models’ syntactic knowl-
edge at a finer grain (Hu et al., 2020). We compare each
models’ psychometric predictive power against this measure
of syntactic knowledge. After controlling for a model’s next-
word prediction accuracy, we find that syntactic knowledge
does not explain significant variance in a model’s psychome-
tric predictive power.

Methods
Models
We train a fleet of language models, each providing an es-
timate of word probability in context. The function of each
language model is to predict the next token in a corpus xi
conditioned on its preceding context x j<i, producing a prob-
ability distribution Pmodel(xi | x j<i). Our fleet contains four
major architectural variants:

• LSTM-RNNs are recurrent neural networks with Long
Short-Term Memory units (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,
1997). We employ the boilerplate PyTorch implementation
(Paszke et al., 2017).

• Recurrent Neural Network Grammars (RNNGs; Dyer,
Kuncoro, Ballesteros, & Smith, 2016) model the joint
probability of a sequence of words as well as its syn-
tactic structure. RNNGs are supervised during training
with Penn Treebank-style constituency parses (Marcus,
Marcinkiewicz, & Santorini, 1993).

• Transformers are deep neural networks which stack lay-
ers of self-attention mechanisms above word embedding

representations, which have recently achieved state-of-the-
art performance on language modeling and set a new stan-
dard for pretrained sentence encoding in natural language
processing. We train the GPT-2 Transformer architecture
(Radford et al., 2019) from scratch on our own corpora.

• n-gram: We train a 5-gram model with Kneser-Ney
smoothing, using the SRILM language modeling toolkit
(Stolcke, 2002).

Following Hu et al. (2020), we train each model on four
corpora of varying sizes drawn from the Brown Labora-
tory for Linguistic Information Processing (BLLIP) corpus
(Charniak et al., 2000). The corpora are sampled such that
the training set of each corpus is a subset of each larger cor-
pus. The four corpora are BLLIP-XS (40K sentences, 100K
tokens); BLLIP-SM (200K sentences, 5M tokens); BLLIP-
MD (600K sentences, 14M tokens); and BLLIP-LG (2M sen-
tences, 42M tokens). We trained 1–3 random seeds of each
model architecture and training corpus.

While the majority of the models tested here make predic-
tions at the word level, some of our Transformers constitute
a notable exception. These models instead make predictions
at the sub-word level, using a byte-pair encoding (BPE; Sen-
nrich, Haddow, & Birch, 2015), which decomposes common
word substrings into independent tokens. Models using this
encoding can thus represent sublexical co-occurrence infor-
mation. For the purposes of this paper, one of the most im-
portant possible effects of this sub-word representation may
be that it supports well-tuned word probability estimates even
for very rare or unknown words. We train Transformer mod-
els using both this BPE representation and standard word-
level representations on the corpora mentioned above.

These language models are trained to mini-
mize the perplexity of a corpus: PPL(model) =

(∏i Pmodel(wordi | words j<i))
− 1

N . Lower perplexity val-
ues correspond to language models that make more accurate
next-word predictions.1 As perplexity is interpretable only
in the context of a specific vocabulary (i.e., over a space of
possible next words), perplexity measures are only compara-
ble given a fixed reference vocabulary. However, if a model
trained on a larger vocabulary has a better perplexity than a
model trained on a smaller vocabulary, we can confidently
say it is a better predictive model. This is generally the trend
we find: models trained on larger corpora achieve better
perplexity measures, despite being forced to predict over
larger vocabularies. Nonetheless, most of our analyses in
this paper will be comparing models with the same reference
vocabulary to avoid this issue.

Psychometric predictive power
Following previous work (Frank & Bod, 2011; Fossum &
Levy, 2012; Goodkind & Bicknell, 2018), we assess a

1For models with sub-word representations, we define the prob-
ability of a word as the joint probability of its constituent subwords,
following the chain rule.
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model’s psychometric predictive power (termed ”psychologi-
cal accuracy” by Frank and Bod) by asking how well its word-
by-word surprisal estimates of the model can explain vari-
ous psychometric measures of how subjects read individual
words, after controlling for other features known to influence
reading behavior, such as the length and frequency of words.

We draw psychometric data from three datasets across
two measurement modalities of real-time human language
comprehension: eye-tracking data from the Dundee corpus
(Kennedy, 2003); self-paced reading data from selections
from the Brown corpus of American English (as reported in
Smith and Levy (2013)); and self-paced reading data (herein
SPRT) from the Natural Stories corpus (Futrell et al., 2017).
The Natural Stories corpus was explicitly designed to include
syntactic constructions that are relatively rare in both spoken
and written English, such as object-extracted relative clauses,
topicalization, and long-distance dependencies.

For each language model, we fit regression models which
predict these psychometric data averaged across experimen-
tal subjects. (For the Dundee eye-tracking corpus, we pre-
dict the average gaze duration by subject for each word.)
Our regression models combine model-specific and model-
invariant features of words. The main predictor of interest
is word surprisal, or the negative logarithm of word proba-
bility: Smodel(xi) = − log2 Pmodel(xi | x j<i). For each word
read by a human subject, we extract the context-specific sur-
prisal of the word and the previous word (or the previous
3 words for SPRT) from a language model. The previous
word estimates are included due to known spillover effects
in both measurement paradigms (Smith & Levy, 2013). We
combine these surprisal estimates with model-invariant and
context-invariant features of the current and previous word
(or previous 3 words for SPRT) as control predictors: its
length in characters, and its log-frequency (or log-unigram-
probability).2

We evaluate each regression model relative to a baseline
model, which attempts to predict the same human psychome-
tric data from just the control features. For each language
model, we compute its psychometric predictive power by cal-
culating the mean by-token difference in log-likelihood of the
response variable between the two models, which we refer to
as ∆LogLik. A positive ∆LogLik value indicates that a lan-
guage model’s surprisal estimates lead to more accurate pre-
dictions of human reading behavior over the baseline model.

We repeat the above analyses with both generalized addi-
tive models (GAMs) and linear regression.3 Qualitative re-
sults were similar with both approaches; unless otherwise

2Word frequencies were measured from the larger Wikitext-2
corpus (Merity, Xiong, Bradbury, & Socher, 2017).

3The R command to run the eye-tracking model was: read-time
∼ s(surp, bs = "cr", k = 20) + s(prev.surp, bs
= "cr", k = 20) + te(freq, len, bs = "cr") +
te(prev.freq, prev.len, bs = "cr") for the GAM model
and psychometric ∼ surprisal + prev surp + prev2 surp
+ prev3 surp + freq * len + prev freq * prev len +
prev2 freq * prev2 len + prev3 len * prev3 freq for the
linear model.

noted we report the linear regression results in figures and
statistical tests.

Our methods differ from Goodkind and Bicknell (2018) in
two respects: First, instead of reporting the difference in joint
log-likelihood of the entire dataset, we report the mean dif-
ference in log-likelihood between the baseline model and the
predictive model on each individual token. Because the three
corpora tested in this paper are very different in size and com-
position, the joint log-likelihood cannot be used to compare
psychometric predictive power results across testing corpora.
The second key difference is that, whereas Goodkind and
Bicknell (2018) report ∆LogLik of the model on the train-
ing data, we report mean per-word ∆LogLik of the model on
held-out test data, averaged over 10-fold cross validation, al-
lowing us to conduct analyses using GAM fits while guarding
against overfitting.

Syntactic Generalization score

In order to assess the syntactic capabilities of each model,
we report its score on the set of 34 targeted syntactic tests
presented in Hu et al. (2020), which follow paradigms devel-
oped in Marvin and Linzen (2018), Futrell, Wilcox, Morita,
and Levy (2018), and other recent papers on controlled
psycholinguistics-style testing for grammatical knowledge.
Each test is designed to probe whether the neural model has
learned a particular aspect of English syntax by examining
its behavior across minimally different sentence pairs. For
example, Marvin and Linzen (2018) assess whether a model
has learned subject–verb number agreement by evaluating the
model’s behavior on a construction such as The keys to the
cabinet are/is.... If the model has learned the proper grammat-
ical generalization regarding subject-verb number agreement,
then it should assign lower probability to the ungrammatical
continuation is compared to the grammatical are, conditioned
on the fixed prefix The keys to the cabinet.

Each individual syntactic test comprises between 20–30
test items, with each item used in multiple experimental con-
ditions (generally 4, occasionally 2). In order for models to
get the test item correct, their predictions must satisfy a set of
inequality criteria among surprisals of regions of the sentence
in each experimental condition. For example, following the
logic described above, for subject–verb number agreement,
a model must succeed at both of: (i) when the head noun
of the subject NP is singular, the singular verb is should be
more likely than the plural verb are; and (ii) when the head
noun of the subject NP is plural, the plural verb are should be
more likely than the singular verb is. This design ensures that
models will be unable to get high scores by relying on simple
heuristics, such as a broad preference for plural verbs. We
report models’ mean by-test accuracy as its Syntactic Gener-
alization (SG) score, which ranges from 0 to 1 with chance
being ∼0.25.
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Figure 1: The relationship between surprisal and reading time. Lines are regressions from fitted GAM models, using only con-
text sensitive predictors (i.e. surprisal of the current and previous words) to derive estimates. Shaded regions are bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals. Density plots of model-assigned surprisal values are below each fit. The GAM fits for the GPT-2
BPE models (gptbpe, rightmost column) pool surprisal estimates from models trained on all corpora.

Results
Surprisal vs. Reading Times
Figure 1 shows the relationship between language model sur-
prisals and human reading times for all models and corpora.
Lines are fits from generalized additive models (trained using
the formula described in Footnote 3), with only context sensi-
tive predictors (i.e. surprisal of the current word and previous
words) used to derive estimates. They show the contribution
of surprisal on reading time separate from word length and
word frequency. Although there is some variance based on
model architecture and training corpus, overall we find a lin-
ear relationship holds for most of the models tested.

Predictive Power vs. Perplexity
The relationship between psychometric predictive power and
perplexity is shown in Figure 2. Error bars denote the stan-
dard error of by-fold mean ∆LogLik per token, estimated by
10-fold cross validation. If better language models are bet-
ter predictors of human processing time, we would expect a
negative correlation between ∆LogLik and perplexity, which
is visually evident for all three testing corpora. On average,
the Brown testing corpus shows slightly higher ∆LogLik, but
also higher variance across the 10-fold split.

In order to assess the relationship between perplexity and
psychometric predictive power, we fit a mixed-effects regres-
sion model to predict ∆LogLik from language model per-
plexity within each training vocabulary, with random inter-
cepts by test corpus and model architecture. We find a sig-
nificant effect of perplexity on ∆LogLik within each training

vocabulary (p < 0.01), except for in the BLLIP-LG training
data, where p = 0.07. We take these results to indicate that
the relationship found in Frank and Bod (2011); Fossum and
Levy (2012), and Goodkind and Bicknell (2018) between a
model’s psychometric predictive power and its test perplex-
ity holds for a range of contemporary state-of-the-art mod-
els, and for perplexity scores in the 30-100 range. However,
whereas Goodkind and Bicknell (2018) find a strongly linear
relationship between perplexity and ∆LogLik, our results are
a bit more complicated: While there is a monotonic relation-
ship between ∆LogLik and perplexity, this may look more or
less linear depending on the model class. For example, fo-
cusing on the n-gram models tested on the Dundee corpus,
the relationship appears strongly linear across the 100–250
perplexity range. However, focusing on the neural models in
the 30–100 perplexity range, the relationship appears more
exponential, with stronger ∆LogLik gains between models in
the lower perplexity range.

While all three testing corpora show a relationship between
perplexity and ∆LogLik, we also find an effect of model class
for Brown and Dundee. Here, the n-gram models demon-
strate predictive power comparable to the neural models de-
spite much poorer perplexity scores. This is especially evi-
dent for the BLLIP-SM and XS models tested on the Dundee
corpus. While the n-gram models’ perplexity is 2× that of the
neural models, they achieve higher average ∆LogLik. While
surprising, this result accords with the findings presented in
Goodkind and Bicknell (2018), who find their LSTM model
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to underperform relative to their n-gram models.4

Psychometric Predictive Power vs. Syntactic
Generalization
In this section, we investigate the relationship between a
model’s syntactic generalization (SG) ability and its psycho-
metric predictive power. The SG score is a models’ average
accuracy across 34 targeted syntactic tests, whose designs are
inspired by classic psycholinguistic assessments of human
syntactic abilities. Figure 3 reproduces Figure 2 from Hu
et al. (2020), which shows the range of SG scores achieved
by our models, plotted against each model’s test perplexity.
Hu et al. (2020) argue that among the range of architectures
and training dataset sizes investigated, it is model class, rather
than training data size or test perplexity, is the most important
determinant of a model’s syntactic generalization capabili-
ties. For example, looking at Figure 3, the best performing
LSTM model (squares) achieves a lower SG score than the
lowest performing RNNG models (diamonds). The exception
is GPT-2: the GPT-2 model trained on the smallest dataset
performs on par with the n-gram models; however, the GPT-2
models trained on larger datasets with BPE encoding perform
even better than the best performing RNNG models.

We use SG scores to quantify the degree to which a
model has derived human-like syntactic knowledge of lan-
guage from text. Figure 4 shows the relationship between
models’ SG scores and their psychometric predictive power
as ∆LogLik. We plot this as a residualized regression, test-
ing the relationship between syntactic generalization score
and ∆LogLik after controlling for the effects of perplexity

4The LSTM model in that paper’s Figure 1 is the only model that
falls outside the regression’s 95% confidence interval.

on both variables. The x-axis depicts each model’s syntactic
generalization score residualized with respect to its perplexity
(computed within each training vocabulary), and the y-axis
shows each model’s ∆LogLik residualized with respect to its
perplexity (again computed within each training vocabulary).
The plot thus demonstrates the relationship between the two
variables unexplained by the relationship between perplexity
and ∆LogLik.

Many models in this figure show a large amount of variance
in residual ∆LogLik unexplained by SG score, even when
trained on the same dataset. For example, the range of scores
achieved by the RNNG BLLIP-XS model overlap with 16/25,
or about 64%, of the other models. We confirm this result
quantitatively: in a stepwise regression analysis, SG scores
do not significantly improve prediction of ∆LogLik over and
above perplexity measures of models (p > 0.26 for all three
corpora).

Discussion
This paper tested the relationship between language model
surprisal estimates and human reading behavior across a
broad class of state-of-the-art language models, trained on
varying amounts of language data. We confirmed the gen-
erally linear relationship between word-level surprisal and
human reading time in each of our replications, and discov-
ered that within model architecture, the relationship between
a language model’s next-word prediction performance and its
psychometric predictive power is mostly monotonic. How-
ever, the influence of language model architecture was sub-
stantial. Furthermore, the influence of model architecture
on psychometric predictive power is not the same as the in-
fluence of model architecture on performance on controlled
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grammatical tests: we found no clear relationship between
the two types of evaluation metrics, once perplexity is con-
trolled (Figure 4).

Our results complement and add to those of Aurnhammer
and Frank (2018) and Merkx and Frank (2020), who use
similar methodology to assess the psychometric predictive
power of Transformers and gated vs. simple RNNs. The rela-
tively strong performance of our n-gram model accords with
Aurnhammer and Frank’s (2018) finding that simple RNNs,
which are more sensitive to local relationships, perform as
well as LSTMs and other gated models. Together these re-
sults demand a more thorough investigation into the relation-
ship between locality and predictive power. One point of
contrast is that Merkx and Frank (2020) find no advantage
for Transformer models at predicting human reading times
in eye-tracking data, although they do find an advantage for
self-paced reading. The difference may be due to the assess-
ment metric, testing dataset size, byte-pair encoding or model
size (theirs has 2 layers, ours 12). Further investigation is re-
quired.

Interpreting our results in light of the findings presented in
Hu et al. (2020), who assess the relationship between perplex-
ity and syntactic generalization abilities, our findings suggest
a dissociation between two aspects of cognitive modeling us-
ing language models. On one hand, syntactic generalization
abilities are largely determined by model architecture, with
structurally supervised models and deep Transformers out-
performing recurrent neural networks and n-gram models. On
the other hand, model ability to predict human reading times
is determined more by model ability to accurately predict the
next word across a range of contexts, not just in specialized
syntactic testing. For these tasks, model architecture seems to
play less of an absolute role, although GPT-2 models trained
on larger datasets and enhanced with BPE achieve the highest
scores on all three testing corpora.

The findings presented in this paper suggest that different

language comprehension contexts—isolated-sentence read-
ing with controlled materials targeting specific grammati-
cal contrasts, versus reading of more naturalistic materials—
bring to the fore different types of human linguistic expecta-
tions that are in many cases best captured by different con-
temporary NLP models. As new model architectures and
training procedures continue to emerge, continued examina-
tion of the relationship with psychometric data can help guide
the way towards increasingly human-like high-performance
computational models of language.
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Abstract

Research has suggested that social impressions of faces made
by Western and Eastern people have different underlying di-
mensionalities. However, the individual level consistency, the
group-level agreement of rater groups, and the interactions
between face ethnicity, rater ethnicity, and social impression
traits remain largely unknown. In this paper, we perform a
large-scale data-driven cross-cultural study of facial impres-
sions, and illustrate the idiosyncrasies and similarities behind
Caucasian and Asian participants in their social impressions of
faces from both ethnicity groups. Our study illustrates multi-
ple interesting findings: (1) Asians rate faces lower on most
positive traits, compared with Caucasian raters, and they have
more diverse opinions than Caucasians. (2) Caucasian faces re-
ceive higher average ratings on social impression traits related
to warmth due to the preponderance of smiles in Caucasian
images, but similar mean scores on traits related to capability,
compared to Asian faces. (3) Caucasians and Asians disagree
most on capability related traits, especially on “responsible”
and “successful.” Opinions on these two traits diverge more
on Asian than on Caucasian faces. Our findings provide new
insights on the nuances of cross-cultural differences in social
impressions of faces.
Keywords: First impressions; cross-cultural comparison;
large scale online experiment; statistical analysis; face percep-
tion

Introduction
Although we are told not to judge a book by its cover, we
nonetheless do it frequently when we see people for the first
time. At the first sight of a new person, our brain automati-
cally forms impressions of them – how trustworthy are they?
how kind? what is their social status? Even if these spon-
taneously formed social impressions are not objectively true
(Olivola & Todorov, 2010) (consider the case of Ted Bundy!),
they nevertheless affect important aspects of our lives in-
cluding interpersonal relationships, hiring and financial de-
cisions (Rezlescu, Duchaine, Olivola, & Chater, 2012), even
legal judgments (Wilson & Rule, 2015) and electoral out-
comes (Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall, 2005; Todorov,
Olivola, Dotsch, & Mende-Siedlecki, 2015).

Regardless of their dubious accuracy, people have fairly
high agreement in the facial impressions they form (Falvello,
Vinson, Ferrari, & Todorov, 2015). This agreement is also re-
flected in the image-level facial features that drive impression

1Joint first authors

formation, such as the apparent age, gender, race and expres-
sions of the face (Ebner, 2008; Adams Jr, Hess, & Kleck,
2015; Zebrowitz, Kikuchi, & Fellous, 2010). This agreement
also arises in the correlation structure among the impres-
sions of different traits, that seem to fall along three factors:
warmth, competence and youthful-attractiveness (Todorov et
al., 2015; Sutherland et al., 2018).

Despite these universal aspects of facial impressions, they
are also influenced by the cultural background of the viewer
(Todorov et al., 2015). This should be no surprise. Re-
search suggests that culture even shapes visual perception
(Nisbett & Miyamoto, 2005), and it certainly shapes our
social norms, expectations, and values. For instance, East
Asians have been characterized as being more collective and
holistic, whereas Westerners have been more individualis-
tic and analytic (Hofstede, 1980; Oyserman, Coon, & Kem-
melmeier, 2002); perhaps this would make friendlier look-
ing people seem more capable to Asian viewers. Moreover,
culture also influences our eye movements when we look at
faces (Blais, Jack, Scheepers, Fiset, & Caldara, 2008), which
may mean that different facial features will be more salient
to viewers from different cultures. Altogether, cultural differ-
ences in facial impressions seem quite plausible, and their so-
cial importance may be increasingly large, given the prepon-
derance of face-to-face international interactions over video
conferencing and social media.

Previous studies of cross-cultural facial impressions have
identified similarities and differences in a number of individ-
ual traits such as attractiveness (Cunningham, Roberts, Bar-
bee, Druen, & Wu, 1995) and intelligence (Krys, Hansen,
Xing, Szarota, & Yang, 2014). Yet most prior studies used a
small set of strictly controlled face stimuli, limiting the gener-
alizability to everyday face photos with real-world variation.
Furthermore, prior studies explored one trait at a time with
different face stimuli, compromising any across-trait compar-
isons in cultural agreement levels. Bridging this gap requires
large-scale cross-cultural studies of many traits using a large
set of real-world facial images.

Here we compare how Chinese Asians and American Cau-
casians (henceforth, Asians and Caucasians, with the country
understood) form impressions of 15 traits for each of thou-
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sands of real-world Asian and Caucasian face images. We
consider 15 social impression traits that cover three major
categories: (1) warmth related traits, such as warm, happy,
friendly and kind, (2) physical appearance appraised traits,
such as attractive and healthy, (3) capability related traits,
such as capable, diligent, high-social status, intelligent, pow-
erful, responsible and successful. Our study shows both
cross-cultural universals and differences in impression for-
mation as a function of rater ethnicity, face ethnicity, and
face gender. We should state here that the Caucasian coau-
thors found some of the Asian ratings to be so surprising as to
be unbelievable, while the Asian coauthors agreed with these
ratings and were also surprised by some of the Caucasian rat-
ings.

Large Scale Dataset Collection
In this study, we aim to compare Western and Eastern cultural
differences in the social impression perception of Caucasian
and Asian faces. To this end we had Caucasian and Asian
subjects rate their first impressions of thousands of Caucasian
and Asian faces on 15 socially relevant traits.

Image Stimuli
We selected 1,099 Caucasian faces from the US 10K Adult
Database (Bainbridge, Isola, & Oliva, 2013). For Asian faces,
we followed a procedure similar to (Bainbridge et al., 2013)
and collected Asian faces from the online image search en-
gine (Microsoft Bing). We gathered the most frequently used
Chinese first names and last names for both genders, and then
used the combination of first and last names as the keywords
to search. We then downloaded the first few face images that
were associated with the name combination. After the origi-
nal images were downloaded, we ran a face detector to crop
the face region from the image, and removed the images if
they met one of the conditions: (1) the face region resolution
was lower than 200 × 200; (2) the face was that of a celebrity
(to the best of our knowledge); (3) more than half of the face
was occluded; (4) the face belonged to an infant. After pre-
processing, we kept 1,638 Asian faces. Figure 1 shows a few
examples of the Caucasian and Asian face stimuli.

Figure 1: Examples of Caucasian and Asian face stimuli.

Social Impression Traits
We used 15 social impression traits that align with the three
key dimensions commonly found in prior research on first
impressions from faces (Sutherland et al., 2018; Todorov et
al., 2015): (1) warmth/approachability related traits: friendly,
happy, kind, trustworthy, and warm; (2) attractive/youthful
traits: attractive, healthy; and (3) competence related ones:

calm, capable, diligent, (of) high social status, intelligent,
powerful, responsible and successful.

Participants’ Task
The main task is to indicate their first impression of an image
on a specific trait by providing a rating on a scale of 1-9, as
shown in Figure 2. To avoid demand effects, we asked people
how they think others would perceive the face, which we pre-
viously found reduces social desirability biases when offering
potentially contentious opinions. Participants saw multiple
faces in a sequence, and rated one face at a time.

Figure 2: First impression rating task page.

Caucasian Rater Data Collection
We recruited Caucasian participants using Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk (Litman, Robinson, & Abberbock, 2016). There
were 428 Caucasian subjects (254 are female), with a me-
dian age range of 30-39 years old. Since rating social traits
is a subjective task, we designed a screening mechanism to
ensure participants were paying attention to the task.

The screening consisted of 20 randomly selected faces and
a randomly-selected social trait to rate (the interface is shown
in Figure 2). The 20 faces were presented, then they were
shuffled and shown again, resulting in a 40-trial sequence.
If a participant’s reliability was significantly above zero, and
they used at least three different scores from the 9 point scale,
the participant was considered to have passed the “reliability
test.” Reliable participants were invited to complete as many
more main tasks as they wanted. In the main task, there were
100 faces. As in the screening task, the participants rated the
faces on a single trait, one face at a time. In each task, the
100 faces contained 90 unique faces of the same ethnicity,
and 10 repeated faces randomly drawn from the 90 faces. Ev-
ery image-trait combination was rated at least ten times by
our Caucasian participants. We found the reliability was ad-
equate for subjects that passed the first screening, so we did
not analyze the 10 repeated faces further.

Asian Rater Data Collection
We recruited Chinese participants via the data100 website
(https://www.data100.com.cn) as well as via online volunteer
sourcing. The task instructions and all traits were translated
into simplified Chinese and back-translated into English to
ensure that the Asian participants were rating the same so-
cial traits as the Caucasians. While Caucasian participants
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were able to participate in multiple tasks, we were unable to
find a platform that allowed for this in China. Hence, Asian
raters participated in the task just once due to the limitations
of data100. Because of this, we integrated the screening pro-
cess into the rating sequence, using the same criterion as the
Caucasian subjects - 20 faces were repeated, and data from
raters who were self-consistent were kept.

In total, 23,304 Asian participants were recruited; 14,338
were female and the median age range was 20-29 years old.
Each image in our dataset was rated at least ten times by
Asian participants on every trait.

Dataset Analysis and Results
Individual Reliability
For the screening, we computed the test/retest Spearman cor-
relation (Zwillinger & Kokoska, 2000) on the repeated trials.
Our participants were very self-consistent, with an average
Spearman correlation above 0.7 for both rater ethnicities.

Group Level Consistency
We used one-way intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) to
measure group level agreement by evaluating the ratio of the
variance of item random effects to the overall rating vari-
ance. Figure 3 shows the ICCs of each trait for each de-
mographic participant group ranked by overall average ICC.
Asian raters have a lower ICC than Caucasian raters; this
lower group-level consistency among Asian raters may re-
flect more diverse opinions about how to evaluate these so-
cial traits. Within the same ethnic group, there were no statis-
tically significant differences between male participants and
female participants. Similar to previous research (Hehman,
Sutherland, Flake, & Slepian, 2017), we found that there is
more agreement for traits representing appearance-based ap-
praisals (e.g., happy, warm, friendly, kind, attractive), than
for competence-related traits (such as diligent, capable, intel-
ligent, and powerful); this effect should not be too surpris-
ing as attractiveness, youth, and propensity to smile are much
more evident in a picture than traits like diligence.

Group Mean Analysis
First, we examined how Caucasian and Asian participants
rated faces differently on average for each trait. We divided
the participants by ethnicity and subdivided the face images
into four demographic groups according to the race and gen-
der of the face. Then, for each face image group, we plot
the mean ratings across all Asian raters against all Caucasian
raters. The results are shown in Figure 4. A follow up
ANOVA in Figure 5 further illustrates the variance explained
by each single factor and the interactions among them.

We observe that Asian raters give overall lower ratings than
Caucasian raters. All of the ratings in Figure 4, including
happy, are significantly higher for Caucasians over Asians
(p < 0.01). This trend aligns with prior results arguing that
compared to Chinese participants, European Americans tend
to emphasize the positive, and downplay the negative (Sims
et al., 2015).

Figure 3: ICC for Caucasian and Asian participants separated
by rater ethnicity and gender, sorted from low to high based
on average ICC.

Second, we find that on average, images of Caucasians are
rated higher than images of Asians across all traits (β = 0.22,
se = 0.008), in particular for warmth related traits (β =
0.41, se = 0.014). However, smiling seemed more common
among the Caucasian faces than Asian faces in our pseudo-
randomly sampled image set. To correct for this we tagged
whether a facial image is smiling using AWS Rekognition.
We found that 75% of Caucasian images were smiling, while
only 31% of Asian images were. Correcting for the ef-
fect of smiling reverses the image ethnicity effect, such that
warmth related traits are rated lower for Caucasian smiling
images than Asian smiling images (β = −0.14, se = 0.017),
and lower for Caucasian non-smiling images than Asian non-
smiling images (β = −0.56, se = 0.019). Table 1 shows the
dramatic disparities in smiling rates and the reversal of the
Caucasian advantage when smiling is controlled. This pat-
tern of results is suggestive of raters implicitly correcting for
the different baserate of smiles among Asian and Caucasian
faces; thus making a smile more diagnostic for Asian faces,
and a lack of smile more diagnostic for Caucasian faces. Re-
gardless of the specific reason, the direction and magnitude
of the mean difference in ratings for Caucasian images ap-
pears to be driven entirely by the preponderance of smiles in
Caucasian images, not due to differences in how Asians and
Caucasians are perceived.

Table 1: Average ratings across all warmth related traits when
separating images by ethnicity and whether they are smiling.

Asian
Raters

Caucasian
Raters %

Non-smiling Asian 4.56 4.34 69%
Non-smiling Caucasian 4.13 3.65 29%

Smiling Asian 5.52 6.72 31%
Smiling Caucasian 5.60 6.35 71%
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Figure 4: For each trait, we split the images based on the
gender and ethnicity of the face, and assessed Caucasian and
Asians raters’ mean ratings and standard errors for the four
image groups. Overall, Caucasian raters give higher mean
ratings on faces and Caucasian faces in general receive higher
ratings. Interaction patterns of specific traits are elaborated in
the main text.

Besides warmth related traits, we can see interesting cross-
cultural similarities/differences and interaction patterns in the
following traits by examining Figure 4 and 5 closely. For each
effect in each trait we report the Tukey HSD/Range corrected
95% confidence interval on the relevant pairwise difference.

Physical Appearance Related Traits
Attractive: Images of Caucasian females are rated as less

attractive than those of Asian females by both Caucasian
raters [−0.58,−0.38], and Asian raters [−0.25,−0.08].

Capability Related Traits
High social status: Caucasians rate males as lower in so-

cial status than females; this holds true for both Caucasian
images [−0.43,−0.23], and Asian images [−0.43,−0.27].
In contrast, Asians rate Asian males as higher in social sta-
tus than Asian females [0.02,0.17] (with no significant male-
female difference for Caucasian images [−0.19,0.03]).

Powerful: Both Asian and Caucasian raters rate males of
the other ethnicity as more powerful than males of their own
ethnicity (i.e., Asians rate Caucasian males as more powerful
than Asian males [0.04,0.26]; Caucasians rate Asian males
as more powerful than Caucasian males [0.14,0.34]).

Successful: Asian raters give the lowest ratings to
Asian male images (lower than images of Asian females
[−0.728,−0.5792], Caucasian males [−0.6852,−0.4755],

and Caucasian females [−0.9,−0.75]). No such effect ap-
pears for Caucasian raters.

Responsible: Both Asians and Caucasians rate male
images of their own ethnicity to be the least responsi-
ble. Specifically, Caucasians rate images of Caucasian
males as less responsible than images of Caucasian fe-
males [−1.11,−0.88], Asian males [−0.48,−0.26], and
Asian females [−0.35,−0.12], while Asians rate Asian
males as less responsible than Asian females [−0.61,−0.45],
Caucasian females [−0.76,−0.59], and Caucasian males
[−0.36,−0.13].

Inter-group Correlation Analysis
How consistently do Caucasians and Asians rate various
traits? What traits do they agree on? Are there differences
in their agreement levels regarding Asian faces versus Cau-
casian faces? To address these questions, we separated our
images into two groups by ethnicity. Since we used the back-
translation process for translating traits from English to Chi-
nese, we are confident that the differences here are due to cul-
ture disagreement. For each image group, we computed the
average ratings by Asians and Caucasians for all traits, and
then calculated their Spearman correlation. The results are
shown in Fig 6. Here, the dots represent the Spearman corre-
lation between Caucasian and Asian participants. All correla-
tions are statistically significant. We can see that for traits like
responsible and successful, there is a large disagreement be-
tween Caucasian and Asian raters, especially on Asian face
images. For the attractive trait, the two rater groups agree
more on Asian faces than on Caucasian ones by a relatively
large margin.

To qualitatively examine the differences in the ratings on
responsible, successful, and attractive, we selected facial im-
ages that are rated most differently by Caucasian and Asian
raters, i.e., outliers in the plots in Figure 7. For each trait, the
images on the left are rated higher by Caucasian participants
and the images on the right are rated higher by Asian partici-
pants. The center panel shows the z-scored average rating by
Asian (x) and Caucasian (y) participants for every face image.
The red dots represent the selected outliers.

We see that for the responsible and successful outliers,
Asians give much lower ratings to middle-aged Asian males
compared to Caucasian raters. We suspect that Asian par-
ticipants tend to have negative stereotype of government of-
ficials, who are usually middle-aged males. This stereotype
makes Asian participants believe that they are irresponsible
and they also gave them low ratings on successful. This
stereotype can stem from news regarding the anti-corruption
campaign, in which the photos of corrupt bureaucrats - usu-
ally middle-aged males - are usually shown to the public.

Another surprising finding is that Asian participants give
higher ratings for responsible and successful to young peo-
ple and even children. Since our Asian participants’ average
age range is 20-30, younger than Caucasian groups (average
age range 30-40), it might be related to the phenomena re-
ported by a large number of studies that people tend to like
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Figure 5: ANOVA analysis. For each trait we assessed what fraction of the overall variance in ratings can be explained
by attributes of the rater (ethnicity, gender) and attributes of the image (ethnicity, gender), and their interactions. Here we
summarize these ANOVAs as the overall variance each term explains. For most features, the dominant explanatory factors are
image gender (light blue; reflecting that females are rated as more attractive, warm, and friendly), and rater ethnicity (dark
green, reflecting that Asians tend to give less positive ratings overall).

Figure 6: Spearman correlation between Caucasian and Asian
raters on the 15 traits on Asian and Caucasian faces.

people who are similar to them (Montoya, Horton, & Kirch-
ner, 2008). However, in an analysis breaking this out by rater
age, this was not the case. Asians across age groups consider
younger people to be slightly more responsible and success-
ful, while Caucasians strongly rate older people as higher on
these attributes.

We also examined the attractive trait. In Figure 7, we find
it surprising that Caucasian participants give high ratings usu-
ally to young females, whereas Asian participants give higher
ratings to senior people. While this could be due to a cul-
tural differences in understanding the term “attractive,” as in
Chinese, the word also means how good and kindly a per-
son looks. However, we ran a second experiment using just
a word that meant “good-looking” and the phenomenon still
held, so this is a puzzle for future work to investigate.

Discussion
We compared how Chinese and Asian viewers estimate 15
social traits from each of thousands of real-world face images
varying in ethnicity, gender, and age of the person pictured.

These data revealed a number of similarities and differences
in facial impression formation across these two cultures.

First, although Caucasian and Asian raters were similarly
self-consistent, they differed in their group agreement levels,
with Caucasians having markedly larger across-rater consis-
tency scores. This suggests that Caucasian participants tend
to judge most traits similarly, whereas for Asian participants
there are diverse opinions on most of the traits in facial im-
ages.

Second, we found that Asian raters give lower ratings on
average to almost every positive social trait compared to Cau-
casian raters. We suspect it is due to the fact that Chinese
Asian participants tend to emphasize the negative more (Sims
et al., 2015).

Third, we find that the ethnicity of raters and ethnicity &
gender of the face images strongly influences ratings. Asian
faces on average receive lower ratings in warmth-related traits
such as happy, trustworthy and warm, because in our image
set, Asian faces are less likely to be smiling than Caucasian
images.

Last, Asian and Caucasian raters tend to disagree on traits
like responsible and successful, in particular on Asian im-
ages. Upon further investigation of faces with extremely dis-
parate ratings, this effect appears to reflect Asian and Cau-
casian impressions of middle aged Asian males: Caucasians
tend to see them as quite responsible and successful, while
Asian raters do not. Given that both Caucasian and Asian par-
ticipants have high self-consistency, this suggests very differ-
ent attitudes between Caucasian and Asian participants con-
cerning which people are responsible or successful.

Our dataset and analyses provide new perspectives for
cross-cultural studies of facial impressions. They highlight
interesting observations on how Caucasian and Asian partic-
ipants view certain facial impression traits differently. They
also open the door to further studies such as building compu-
tational models to predict the ratings of faces by Caucasian
and Asian raters.
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Figure 7: Images that are rated most differently by Caucasians and Asians in responsible, successful and attractive (from top to
bottom). Images on the left side are rated lower by Asians than Caucasians, whereas images on the right side are rated higher
by Asians than Caucasians. We morphed images in order to preserve privacy while still showing the facial features that are
rated most differently.
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Identifying Individual Differences in Sensemaking and Information Foraging
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Abstract

Prior research has distinguished between acquiring new/related knowledge (information foraging) and restructuring col-
lected data (sensemaking), demonstrating that both substantially contribute to the comprehension of unknown information.
These behaviors are critical cognitive abilities that can lead to scientific success and to innovation. Yet, little is known
about whether there are individual differences in these behaviors. We provide a paradigm to study how these cognitive
abilities are utilized as participants attempt to understand the causal structure of a fictitious islands ecosystem (e.g., What
is making the animals sick?). Some causal structures are directly posed by the environment, and can be discovered by in-
formation foraging, whereas others can only be derived by sensemaking by merging or splitting the causes and/or effects
of already acquired information. We expect to see individual differences in information foraging and in sensemaking as
reflected by the type of structures reported and time spent collecting or assessing the data.
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Abstract

Cognitive science is often concerned with questions about our
representations of concepts and the underlying psychological
spaces in which these concepts are embedded. One method
to reveal concepts and conceptual spaces experimentally is
Markov chain Monte Carlo with people (MCMCP), where
participants produce samples from their implicit categories.
While MCMCP has allowed for the experimental study of psy-
chological representations of complex categories, experiments
are typically long and repetitive. Here, we contrasted the clas-
sical MCMCP design with a linked variant, in which each par-
ticipant completed just a short run of MCMCP trials, which
were then combined to produce a single sample set. We found
that linking produced results that were nearly indistinguishable
from classical MCMCP, and often converged to the desired dis-
tribution faster. Our results support linking as an approach for
performing MCMCP experiments within broader populations,
such as in developmental settings where large numbers of trials
per participant are impractical.

Keywords: Experimental design, Markov chain Monte Carlo,
categorization, representation

Introduction
A fundamental question in cognitive science is how cate-
gories are represented and how these representations are used
to generalize to novel stimuli. Imagine seeing a persimmon
for the first time and trying to infer what kind of fruit it is.
Based on its size and color, one might think that it is a kind of
orange. However, its shape and leaves might remind one of a
tomato. To make an informed guess about what kind of fruit
the persimmon is we need to weigh these hypotheses: how
likely is it that an orange could have this type of shape and
leaves, could a tomato have this color and texture, or is it a
novel fruit altogether?

At the computational level, one can conceive of this cat-
egorization task as probability density estimation (Ashby &
Alfonso-Reese, 1995; Jäkel, Schölkopf, & Wichmann, 2008).
When deciding what kind of fruit the persimmon is, one must
consider how likely it is to belong to known categories of
fruits or a new fruit category. These categories can be thought
of as mixtures of probability distributions over fruit features,
where previously encountered stimuli determine the num-
ber and distributional properties of these categories (Rosseel,
2002; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2010). Thus, to better
understand human categorization, it is crucial to obtain a fine-
grained picture of how people represent these category distri-
butions. One method to obtain these distributions directly is
Markov chain Monte Carlo with people (MCMCP; Sanborn,
Griffiths, & Shiffrin, 2010).

MCMCP takes inspiration from a prominent statistical
method, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; for a general
introduction, see MacKay, 2003). In MCMC, samples from

an arbitrary distribution can be obtained by an iterative proce-
dure. In each step, the current state of the MCMC sampler is
compared against a proposed update. If the proposed update
is accepted, the proposal becomes the new state of the sam-
pler. For appropriate proposal and acceptance procedures,
this method produces a chain of samples approximating the
desired probability distribution.

As in MCMC, in MCMCP, participants are presented with
a series of forced-choice questions between the current state
and a proposed state. Each option is a proposed example of
the category of interest. Participants are asked to select the
more likely category member, and given their choice, the state
of the sampler is updated. Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin
(2010) showed that these choices correspond to a statistically
valid acceptance procedure, so, after enough iterations, sam-
ples from MCMCP correspond to samples from the partici-
pants’ category representations (the target distribution).

MCMCP offers several advantages over alternative meth-
ods for eliciting psychological spaces, such as multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS; Torgerson, 1965; Shepard, 1980). For
example, in MCMCP, the experimenter does not need to spec-
ify all experimental stimuli a priori, which makes it possible
to explore categories with complex structures and more than
one or two relevant features (Martin, Griffiths, & Sanborn,
2012). Furthermore, by relying on forced choices, MCMCP
does not require participants to understand and express cat-
egory structure or stimulus similarity explicitly. This makes
the method a potentially interesting tool for the study of non-
verbal groups like young children or non-human animals.

However, MCMCP typically requires hundreds or thou-
sands of samples to capture the structure of a category
(Sanborn, Griffiths, & Shiffrin, 2010; McDuff, 2010), so par-
ticipants must perform repetitive judgments over long ses-
sions, especially for complex or high-dimensional categories.

Previous MCMCP experiments have adapted strategies
from MCMC methods to reduce experimental duration, for
example, creating a more efficient sampling space (Hsu, Mar-
tin, Sanborn, & Griffiths, 2019), adapting more efficient sam-
pling schemes to experimental paradigms (Blundell, Sanborn,
& Griffiths, 2012), or using specialized proposal schemes
(Sanborn, Griffiths, & Shiffrin, 2010; Ramlee, Sanborn, &
Tang, 2017; León-Villagrá, Klar, Sanborn, & Lucas, 2019).

Another way to improve MCMCP experiments is to
link several participants to produce one shared distribution
(Martin et al., 2012; Ramlee et al., 2017). Here, rather than
each participant generating a full set of samples, participants
complete a shorter number of trials, using the final samples of
a previous participant as their initial state. This setup allows
multiple participants to provide a single sample set, reducing
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the number of trials needed per participant.
While it has been previously noted that this procedure

might increase power at the expense of obscuring individ-
ual differences (Ramlee et al., 2017), no systematic analysis
of the trade-off introduced by linking participants has been
performed. As a result, MCMCP remains infeasible as an
experimental method for populations for which the long and
repetitive choices are too taxing.

We conducted the first direct comparison of both proce-
dures. In Experiment 1, we contrasted the quality of poste-
rior distributions for the same categorization task, generated
from both linked and unlinked MCMCP. In Experiment 2,
we asked a separate group of participants to rate samples ob-
tained from both conditions. This allowed us to establish that
both methods produced good examples of fruits from each
category, and to determine whether there were meaningful
differences between procedures.

Experiment 1: Linked vs. Unlinked MCMCP
In Experiment 1, we compared posterior distributions ob-
tained via both methods for three fruit categories: apple, or-
ange, and grape. Our unlinked condition was a replication
of Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin (2010), in which a small
number of participants each made a large number of choices,
independently of one another. In our linked condition, each
participant made a smaller number of choices contributing to
one of several sample sets. We hypothesized that both meth-
ods would produce similar distributions and psychologically
similar exemplars in all fruit categories, which would validate
the use of linking in MCMCP experiments.

Participants
Participants were 131 non-colorblind adults, from within the
city of Toronto (8 in the unlinked condition, 123 in the linked
condition; Mage = 25.10, SDage = 9.48, 91 female, 38 male,
2 other). An additional 10 participants were excluded, either
due to technical issues (n = 6), or low acceptance rates1 (n =
4). In the linked condition, to match the unlinked condition’s
data, participants were collected until eight sets of trials were
completed. On average, 15 participants were needed to com-
plete one set in the linked condition.

Participants in the unlinked condition were compensated
$10 per hour (M = 3 hours; range: 2.28-3.40 hours) and were
allowed to complete the study over multiple two-hour ses-
sions. Participants in the linked condition were compensated
$5 for 15 minutes of participation and had to have an accep-
tance rate lower than 42% after participating – two standard
deviations above the average acceptance rate after 15 minutes
in the unlinked condition.

Materials
The experiment was presented on a 13-inch Macbook Air lap-
top. The stimuli were stylized images of fruit, as in Sanborn,

1The acceptance rate is the proportion of trials in which the par-
ticipant chooses the proposed fruit over the current.

Griffiths, and Shiffrin (2010). The fruits were generated by
calculating the convex hull over a set of three circles. Varying
the radii of these circles, as well as the horizontal and vertical
distance between them, created a set of complex shapes that
resembled fruits (see Figure 1). Finally, three parameters de-
termined the color of the fruit (hue, saturation, and lightness).

h

v
r

Figure 1: Stimuli were fruits that could be programmatically
generated by specifying radii (r), vertical (v) and horizontal
(h) length, and three color parameters.

Parameter ranges were taken from Sanborn, Griffiths, and
Shiffrin with two exceptions: a 1.5 increase of radius and a
0.9 decrease in lightness. We increased the radius range, as
additional analysis of data shared by Sanborn, Griffiths, and
Shiffrin suggested that participants preferred slightly rounder
fruits than those presented in their study. We decreased light-
ness to allow better visibility of the fruit on a white plate.
Each fruit was topped with a brown stem to indicate the fruit’s
orientation to participants.

Procedure
On each trial, two fruits were displayed on top of white plates
equidistant from the center of a black screen with instructions
stating “Pick the [fruit]” for one of the three fruit categories:
apple, orange, or grape, see Figure 2.

Pick the

APPLE

Figure 2: On each trial, participants chose which of the two
options most resembled one of the three fruit categories.

For every trial, one fruit was the current state of the MCMC
chain, while the other fruit was a sample from the proposal
distribution (described below). The side on which each fruit
appeared was randomized.

The proposal distribution was a mixture of a Gaussian dis-
tribution centered on the six current parameter values and
two uniform distributions for shape and color parameters,
w = (0.8,0.1,0.1). The standard deviation of the Gaussian
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was set to cover 0.07 of each parameter range. The uni-
form distributions allowed for the proposals to make large
jumps in the parameter range, to avoid being stuck in isolated
peaks. The uniform distributions sampled across either the
three color or the three shape parameters while keeping the
other parameters fixed. Any sample outside the valid param-
eter range was automatically rejected without being shown to
participants; the current state was recorded, and the proposal
counted as a rejection. A new proposal was then generated
until all parameter values were within range.

Following Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin (2010), each
fruit category had three independent chains, and participants
completed 667 trials per chain, making a total of nine Markov
chains and 6003 trials in a single sample set. Throughout
the experiment, trials from the nine chains were presented
in an interleaved sequence. The initial states for each chain
were taken from Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin. All three
fruits started from the same three initial states. Participants in
the unlinked condition each completed an entire sample set,
while participants in the linked condition completed as many
trials as possible within a 15-minute session (Mtrials = 393).

To implement linking, the next participant in the set contin-
ued from wherever the previous participant left off. In other
words, a participant’s last response on each of the nine chains
became the first for the next participant in that set. Once the
6003 trials were completed for a set, the session automatically
ended, and the next participant began a new set.

Results
Before analyzing the posterior distributions, it is critical to
evaluate if the sampling process reliably captured partici-
pants’ representation of fruit categories. Several diagnostics
have been proposed in the statistical and MCMCP literature
for whether an MCMC chain has accurately approximated its
target distribution (Gelman et al., 2013; Sanborn, Griffiths,
& Shiffrin, 2010). Here, we focus on evaluating two cru-
cial characteristics of a reliable approximation: the number
of (uncorrelated) samples obtained from the target distribu-
tion and the degree to which participants explored the fruit
categories.

Usually, MCMC chains start at random locations – here,
random fruit parameters that may not specify anything re-
sembling a fruit – and the sampler has to move through the
sample space until it lands in the area where the target dis-
tribution is concentrated. Then subsequent samples tend to
stay in that region, and the chain is said to have converged.
Thus, it is common practice to remove the samples before
the chain has converged, often referred to as the burn-in pe-
riod. We determined the length (in samples) of burn-in for
each fruit category individually for each sample set, by in-
crementally calculating multivariate potential scale reduction
factors (MPSRF)2, a common metric of convergence from the
statistics literature (Brooks & Gelman, 1998). Low MPSRF

2We considered the MPSRF for the full length and iteratively
calculated MPSRF for chain lengths up to half of the total length of
the shortest chain.

values indicate that a sequence of samples has converged. We
used the point with the lowest MPSRF factor to determine the
unique burn-in point for each set’s category (for details, see
Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin (2010)). We report samples
after burn-in for all posterior distributions.

We observed no significant difference between the aver-
age length of burn-in between conditions, (Munlinked = 158,
SDunlinked = 146; Mlinked = 109, SDlinked = 110; t = 1.32, p =
.01)3. On the other hand, average MPSRF values were signif-
icantly lower in the linked condition (M = 1.34, SD = 0.18)
than in the unlinked condition (M = 1.89, SD = 0.93, t = 2.85,
p < .001) suggesting that convergence was achieved within
fewer trials when linking participants.

In addition to ensuring that the MCMCP chains converged,
we also needed to verify that participants produced a suffi-
ciently large number of independent, uncorrelated samples in
order to obtain reliable approximations of the posterior dis-
tributions. However, since every state in a chain depends on
the previous one, MCMC samples are correlated. A com-
mon way of estimating the number of independent samples
in an MCMC chain is to estimate the effective sample size
(ESS; Gelman et al., 2013). We calculated per-parameter
ESS values for each of the nine chains (three per fruit cat-
egory) in each sample set, and compared ESS values across
conditions. ESS did not differ significantly between the un-
linked and linked conditions, (Munlinked = 10.66, SEunlinked =
0.5, Mlinked = 11.52, SElinked = 0.67, t = -1.02, p = .16 ).

Given that samples with out-of-range parameters were au-
tomatically rejected, the number of samples was often higher
than the total number of trials seen by participants. We, there-
fore, discuss acceptance rates in two ways. First, including
these automatic rejections, as they are diagnostic for the sam-
pling process (total acceptance rates), and second, excluding
automatic rejections (human acceptance rates), as this cor-
responds to the proportion of proposals the participants ac-
cepted and thus is diagnostic for the psychological validity of
the method.

For all convergence diagnostics per fruit category, see Ta-
ble 1. Total acceptance rates (calculated per fruit) were rela-
tively low in both conditions, compared to the recommended
20 - 40% (Roberts, Gelman, & Gilks, 1997). However, our
rates were similar to those reported in Sanborn, Griffiths, and
Shiffrin (2010). Human acceptance rates were closer to the
recommended range. These results suggest that our proposal
schemes were successful in that they allowed the participants
to explore the category distribution efficiently.

Posterior Distributions
We found that the linked experimental design produced faster
convergence and comparable numbers of samples as the un-
linked condition. However, our main interest was in the cate-

3We report bootstrapped, two-sample t-tests (Efron & Tibshirani,
1994). The p value corresponds to the proportion of permutations
at least as extreme as the observed t. For all tests the number of
permutation was set to 10,000. Traditional unequal variance, two-
sample t-tests resulted in virtually identical results.
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Table 1: Total number of samples (including automatic rejec-
tions) and effective sample sizes. The fruit category ESS was
obtained by first calculating ESS for each set and then sum-
ming over all sample sets. We report total acceptance rates
(act) and human acceptance rates (ach).
Condition Fruit N MESS Mact SEact Mach SEach
Unlinked Apple 22552 185 9% 10% 14% 12%

Orange 18104 211 10% 11% 14% 12%
Grape 17727 179 15% 13% 21% 14%

Linked Apple 19787 166 13% 12% 19% 14%
Orange 19729 249 10% 11% 14% 12%
Grape 19317 206 17% 13% 23% 15%

gory structures that both methods uncovered.
To visualize the distribution over fruit categories for both

conditions, we jointly embedded the samples in a two-
dimensional plane using PCA, a common dimensionality re-
duction technique (see Figure 3). Both conditions produced
qualitatively similar spaces. In both conditions, the horizontal
dimension appears to broadly separate grapes relative to ap-
ples and oranges. In contrast, the vertical dimension has less
overall separation but captures a relatively distinct clustering
of oranges relative to the other two fruits.

The sample distributions in the linked and unlinked condi-
tions qualitatively agreed in terms of their overall shapes and
medians for the individual parameters (see Figure 4). Fur-
thermore, our distributions closely matched those obtained
by Sanborn, Griffiths, and Shiffrin (2010), suggesting that
both linked and unlinked conditions produced comparable
fruit distributions and reproduced their results.

While the overall distribution for apples was practically
identical, some minor differences were apparent for oranges
and grapes. First, the posterior density for oranges was more
concentrated on larger radii in the linked condition, indicat-
ing that participants selected slightly larger oranges. More
interestingly, while the median for the vertical parameter for
grapes was similar across conditions, both distributions dif-
fered considerably in their overall shape. While the posterior
distribution in the linked condition was unimodal and cen-
tered on zero – producing rounder grapes – the unlinked con-
dition exhibited multiple modes. As a result, the posterior
distribution exhibited higher density at the edges of the pa-
rameter range, corresponding to more oblong grapes.

Discussion
We compared the posterior distributions obtained by two dif-
ferent MCMCP methods: a classical MCMCP experiment,
and a linked experiment. The linked experiment produced
faster convergence, comparable sample sizes, and, qualita-
tively, nearly indistinguishable category distributions. How-
ever, we did not show that these category distributions were
also psychologically equivalent. For example, the small dif-
ferences in grape shapes and orange sizes that we found could
amount to large perceptual differences. In Experiment 2, we

ran a preregistered follow-up to assess the psychological rep-
resentativeness of our samples directly.

Experiment 2: Subjective Fruit Ratings
To establish that both linked and unlinked methods gener-
ated equally-representative fruits, we asked participants to
rate fruit samples taken from both conditions on how much
they resembled each of the three fruit categories. We pre-
dicted that fruits from both experimental conditions would
produce similar ratings, and fruits taken from a specific cate-
gory would be rated as better examples of that category than
the two alternatives (e.g., true apples would be rated as the
best examples of apples, and as better examples of apples than
of oranges or grapes).

Participants
A power analysis based on a separate set of 10 pilot partic-
ipants established that at least 40 participants were required
to achieve a power of ≥ 80% with an α level of .05 to detect
main effects and interactions. We recruited 40 non-colorblind
participants from within the city of Toronto (Mage = 22.5,
SDage = 4.93, 27 female, 12 male, 1 other). Participants were
paid $5 to complete the task (M = 22.15 minutes, SD = 4.79,
min = 13.29, max = 34.12). All participants passed our pre-
registered exclusion criteria4.

Materials
We created four non-overlapping sets of 192 fruits by sam-
pling from the fruits produced in Experiment 1 (after burn-
in). In each set, we sampled 96 fruits from each condition
(linked and unlinked), equally split over fruit categories (32
from each) and sample sets (four from each). As in Experi-
ment 1, fruits were pictured centered on a plate. Fruits were
presented one at a time, and three 7-point scales were posi-
tioned below, each with the corresponding rating prompt (e.g.
“How much does this fruit resemble an apple?”). The order
of the three rating scales was randomized across participants.
Participants were randomly presented one of the four sets of
fruits.

Procedure
Participants were instructed to rate each fruit in terms of how
much it resembled each of the three fruit categories. To pro-
ceed to the next fruit, participants had to select a value for
each of the three rating prompts (0-not at all, 6-exactly). The
192 fruits were presented in random order. Once the partici-
pants had completed the 192 ratings, they completed a short
demographics survey.

Results
Fruits were consistently rated higher in terms of their true cat-
egory than the two alternatives. Interestingly, oranges were
rated relatively highly as apples, but apples were not rated

4Participants had to answer a comprehension check correctly and
were excluded if they selected the same value on all three rating
scales on more than 90% of the total trials.
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Figure 3: Samples obtained for the unlinked (left) and linked conditions (right). We calculated a shared two-dimensional
representation of the data via its principal components.

highly as oranges. For a direct comparison of average fruit
ratings, see Figure 5.

To examine how ratings differed across fruit categories and
experiments, we fitted a 2× 3× 3 Bayesian generalized lin-
ear model5, experiment condition (linked vs unlinked) × true
fruit category (apple, orange, grape) × rating category (ap-
ple, orange, grape), to participants’ ratings. To account for
variation in overall rating standards, the models had random
per-participant intercepts. Since participants potentially var-
ied in their rating standards for individual fruit categories, we
also specified random slopes across fruit categories.

To test whether both experiments produced equally good
fruits, we compared models with and without the effect of
experimental condition. To test whether fruits were better ex-
amples of the true category than the alternatives, we com-
pared models with and without an interaction for rating and
true fruit.

This resulted in a total of five models: the full 2× 3× 3
model, a model without the effect of experiment condition
( f ruit × rating), a model without the interaction of rating
and true fruit (exp × ( f ruit + rating)), a model with only
f ruit + rating, and the null-model (y ∼ 1). For all models,
we specified weakly informative priors and ran two chains of
40,000 MCMC iterations.

All models accounted for the data better than the null-
model (all BF > 300). Contrasting the full model and
f ruit × rating suggested that the model without a factor for

5Our preregistration specified analyzing the results with a linear
mixed model. At the suggestion of the reviewers, we performed a
Bayesian analysis to find evidence for the absence of an effect of
experimental condition. The results of the linear mixed model were
practically identical to the results presented here.

experimental condition accounted better for the data (BF >
300). Finally, including the interaction f ruit × rating im-
proved model likelihoods (both BFs > 300). Thus, we found
strong evidence for the absence of an effect of experimental
condition on fruit ratings, and an interaction of f ruit×rating.

Contrast analysis confirmed that the true fruits were rated
more highly as their category than either alternative fruit.
True apples were rated as more apple-like than either oranges
(Mdn = 0.82, CI95 = [0.74, 0.9]) or grapes (Mdn = 1.22, CI95

= [1.15, 1.3]). Similarly, true oranges were rated higher as
oranges than apples (Mdn = 0.89, CI95 = [0.82, 0.97]) or
grapes (Mdn = 1.06, CI95 = [0.98, 1.13]). Finally, grapes
were also scored higher as grapes than apples (Mdn = 1.01,
CI95 = [0.93, 1.09]) or oranges (Mdn = 1.12, CI95 = [1.05,
1.20]). All contrasts can be considered highly significant,
since no CI95 estimate overlapped with the 90% region of
practical equivalence (ROPE; Kruschke, 2018).

To examine the small differences between experimental
conditions, we performed a contrast analysis for the full
model. We found that oranges in the linked condition were
rated slightly higher as oranges than in the unlinked condi-
tion (Mdn = 0.23, CI95 = [0.13, 0.34], ROPE90% = 0%). All
other estimated effects did not suggest a significant difference
in ratings across conditions (all ROPE90% > 38%).

Discussion
We found that the samples in both linked and unlinked con-
ditions were highly rated in terms of their corresponding fruit
categories. This suggests that both designs produced equally
good category distributions. Our results also revealed inter-
esting asymmetries in the psychological fruit space. For in-
stance, oranges were rated relatively highly as apples, but ap-
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ples were not rated highly as oranges, perhaps because they
have somewhat similar shapes, but oranges are more specific
in color. Similar to the results of our two-dimensional em-
bedding, it seems that apples and oranges overlap in crucial
parameters, as well as in their psychological perception. Al-
together, these results corroborate our MCMCP manipulation
– both linked and unlinked designs produced very similar dis-
tributional samples and psychologically representative cate-
gory members.

Conclusion
We found that a linked MCMCP design converged faster, re-
sulted in similar effective sample sizes, and did not differ con-
siderably in terms of its overall distribution or psychological
plausibility compared to a standard unlinked design.

Since linked MCMCP does not require long and repeti-

tive experimental sessions, this suggests that it is possible to
use MCMCP with experimental populations for which un-
linked designs would be prohibitively taxing. Given its sim-
plistic design and minimal linguistic and motor-control re-
quirements, we see potential in adopting the method to ex-
plore mental representations of young children and even in-
fants. Given that linked MCMCP offers the prospect of a sin-
gle methodology suitable for a wide age range, this provides
the opportunity to investigate developmental trajectories at an
unprecedented level of detail.

However, adopting linked MCMCP experiments requires
careful consideration of individual differences and overall
category variability. While it is plausible that the fruit cate-
gories in our experiment were relatively homogeneous across
adult populations, infants and children within the same age
group can vary widely in their category knowledge (Smith,
2003; Bornstein & Arterberry, 2010; Slone, Smith, & Yu,
2019). Similarly, adult mental representations might differ
given different levels of expertise (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser,
1981; Medin, Lynch, Coley, & Atran, 1997; Bailenson,
Shum, Atran, Medin, & Coley, 2002).

Given large variability in the linked chains, MCMCP
would wash out individual differences and, similarly to other
category learning tasks, only capture group-level representa-
tions. However, more informed linking strategies might al-
leviate these issues. For instance, vocabulary growth, par-
ticularly for object-names, can be a better predictor of chil-
dren’s category knowledge than age (Gopnik & Meltzoff,
1992; Arterberry & Bornstein, 2002; Smith, 2003). Future
work should thus investigate ways of using these markers to
link MCMCP chains optimally.
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Abstract 

Smith (2015) describes an explosion of interest in Benford’s 
law, that for data from many domains the first digits have a log 
distribution. Few studies have similarly asked whether the 
numbers people generate fit to Benford’s law, but recent data 
show a reasonable fit. This paper argues that testing for fit to 
Benford’s law is the wrong question for behavioural data, 
instead we should think in terms of a “Benford bias” in which 
the first-digit distribution is distorted towards Benford’s law. 
We propose calculating the effect size of this bias by testing a 
linear contrast weighted by Benford’s law. Analyses of existing 
data sets yielded effect sizes of 0.43-0.52. Applying this 
approach to a new task extended the scope of Benford bias to 
predicting outputs of a linear system and found an effect size 
of .40. Benford bias may be a ubiquitous influence on 
judgments and decisions based on numbers. 

Keywords: Benford’s law, decision making, judgment 

Introduction 

  People frequently estimate numbers: How long is the Nile 

River? What is an item worth? How long will this project 

take? We use our knowledge to help us make such numerical 

estimates but often there is a gap between what we know and 

the precise number we must propose. How then do we 

generate estimates that are beyond the limitations of our 

knowledge? Benford’s law provides a possible window into 

this process and suggests the existence of a previously 

unrecognized bias in our estimates.    

Benford (1938) collected 20,229 data points from 22 

unrelated domains (e.g., length of rivers, newspaper 

circulation and physical constants). He found that the first 

digit of those numbers, independent of magnitude, had a log 

distribution, as shown in Table 1. This distribution has 

become known as Benford’s law. 

 

Table 1: Percentage frequency of each first digit from 

theory (Benford’s law) and observation (Benford, 1938). 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Benford’s 

law 

30.1 17.6 12.5 9.7 7.9 6.7 5.8 5.1 4.6 

Benford’s 

data 

30.6 18.5 12.4 9.4 8.0 6.4 5.1 4.9 4.7 

 

 

In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in 

Benford’s law as a property of data with the publication of an 

edited book (Smith, 2015) and an online Benford’s law 

bibliography (http://www.benfordonline.net/) that has grown 

to contain more than 500 papers published in mathematics 

and statistics; 400 in Finance and Accounting; 130 in science 

and psychology; 90 in computer and digital science, 60 in 

politics and economics, and 15 in clinical or medical settings 

(estimated by Chi, 2020, in August 2019). Whereas these 

papers have shown that a lot of data about humans fit 

Benford’s law, whether the data people generate fits to 

Benford’s law has only been examined by a handful of 

studies. The early studies found no evidence of this pattern in 

human generated numbers which led to experts on numerical 

cognition, such as Dehaene (1997), to conclude that 

Benford’s law was not a psychological phenomenon. 

However, these studies had asked people to generate 

arbitrary, random numbers. When Diekmann (2007) and 

Burns & Krieger (2015) asked people to generate meaningful, 

nonarbitrary numbers then their first digits were a reasonably 

good fit to Benford’s law. They do not perfectly fit Benford’s 

law because no single phenomena could explain everything 

about number generation, but they suggest people can have a 

strong bias towards Benford’s law. Understanding the extent 

of this “Benford bias” and why it occurs can provide a 

window into how people estimate numbers and what errors 

they make, which would also improve its effectiveness as a 

tool of fraud detection.  

This paper will develop the idea of Benford bias and how 

we can estimate the size of it. It will then apply this analysis 

to a study extending Benford bias to a prediction task.  

Previous Research  

Mathematical research. The idea that first digits follow a 

log distribution was first proposed by Newcombe (1881) who 

noticed the wear pattern in tables of logarithms. Benford 

(1938) was the first to empirically confirm this speculation, 

although he did not name it Benford’s law himself. In its most 

general form Benford’s law describes the leading digit d (d ∈ 

{1, …, b − 1} ) in base b (b ≥ 2) as occurring with probability 

P(d)=logb(d + 1) − logbd = logb((d + 1)/d). For a base 10 

number system this gives the proportions in Table 1. 

Mathematicians have tried to derive Benford’s law from the 

general properties of numbers, but had limited success (see 

Raimi, 1976). Hill (1995) then proved an important result by 

deriving Benford’s law from the assumption that data that fits 

to it will be scale invariant. Furthermore, Hill (1998) argued 

that because a distribution seems to fit better the more it arises 

from completely unrelated data (e.g., baseball averages, areas 

of rivers); the critical point may be that the data is a 

combination of different distributions. Hill therefore 

proposed a theorem, “If distributions are selected at random 

(in any ‘unbiased’ way) and random samples are taken from 

each of these distributions, then the significant-digit 

frequencies of the combined sample will converge to 

Benford's distribution, even though the individual 

distributions selected may not closely follow the law.” (Hill, 
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1998, p. 361). Benford’s law has a tendency to attract 

informal attempts at explanation by people first encountering 

it, but these do not work. This led Berger & Hill (2011) to 

entitle their paper “Benford’s law strikes back: No simple 

explanation in sight for mathematical gem”. The current 

paper will not focus on the mathematics of Benford’s law, so 

the interested reader is directed to Berger & Hill (2015) for a 

good summary of its mathematics.  

Empirical research. Several attempts were made to test 

whether people generate numbers that conform to Benford’s 

law numbers. Hsü (1948) asked 1044 participants to “write a 

4-digit number that must be original, i.e., created in your own 

mind”. Kubovy (1977) found priming effects but no fit to 

Benford’s law when people generated random numbers. 

Later Hill (1988) asked mathematics students to generate a 6-

digit number “out of their heads” with similar results: There 

was no fit of first digits to Benford’s law. Thus, the consensus 

was that the numbers produced bear no relation to Benford’s 

law.  

That consensus held until Diekmann (2007) challenged it. 

He first showed that unstandardized regression coefficients 

reported in journals were a good fit to Benford’s law. He then 

asked students in sociology or economics to fabricate 

multiple four-digit “plausible values” of regression 

coefficients that would support a hypothesis, and found that 

the generated first-digits were a good fit to Benford’s law. 

However the samples were small (10 or 13 participants) and 

the pattern could be due to knowledge about regression 

coefficients (i.e. they tend to be low for data in social 

science).  

Burns & Krygier (2015) suggested that perhaps the critical 

difference between earlier studies and Diekmann (2007) was 

that the earlier studies had no meaningful context, instead 

they explicitly asked participants to produce arbitrary, 

random numbers. Burns & Krygier pointed out that there is 

some evidence for a bias towards small first digits in random 

number generation but the effects sizes are much smaller than 

Benford’s law would predict (for example, Loetscher & 

Brugger, 2007, aggregated across experiment using random 

generation of single digits and found a mean 0.02% increase 

over expected for digits 1, 2, and 3). To test this, Burns & 

Krygier asked students to estimate quantities for domains 

similar to those for which Benford collected data.  

In Burns & Krygier (2015) Study 1, a set of nine questions 

was given to 127 psychology students. The questions were 

selected so that one had a correct answer with each of the 

first-digits “1” through “9”. Thus, either correct or random 

answers would yield a flat distribution of first-digits. 

Participants were asked to “Please try to estimate the 

following values. Even if you have no idea, just guess.” 

Answers were recorded by a computer program that required 

them to enter a valid number for each question. The selected 

questions were as follows, with correct answers (not shown 

to subjects) in brackets: 

1. US gross national debt: $ [9] trillion 

2. The number 2 raised to the power of 33: [8,589,934,592] 

3. The peak summer electricity consumption of Melbourne: 

[7000] MV 

4. Atomic weight of zinc: [65.39] 

5. Population of the urban area of Philadelphia, USA: 

[5,330,000] 

6. Area drained by the Pearl (Xi Jiang) river: [437,000] 

km2      

7. Length of the Indus river: [3,180] km 

8. Daily circulation of UK newspaper The Daily Mail: 

[2,340,255] 

9. Infant mortality rate of Afghanistan: [157.43] deaths per 

1000 live births 

The first digits of each participant’s answers were extracted 

and the percentage of their nine answers using each digit was 

calculated. Figure 1 shows the mean percentages for each 

first-digit together with columns that represent Benford’s law 

and a line representing the correct answers.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of first digits in Burns & Krygier 

(2015) Studies 1 and 2 data. The columns show Benford’s 

law and the straight line is the correct distribution. 

 

Figure 1 also shows the result of Burns & Krygier’s (2015) 

Study 2 which dealt with the possibility that the pattern of 

results from Study 1 was the result of some peculiarity of the 

specific questions asked. Participants were again presented 

with questions from nine different domains but now with nine 

different possible questions for each domain, each with a true 

answer starting with a different first digit. Each participant 

received nine of the possible 81 questions, selected so that 

each participant received one question from each domain and 

such that the correct answers started with each of the first 

digits 1-9. Figure 1 shows that the resulting distribution of 

first digits had almost the identical distribution to Study 1. 

Visually, the data in Figure 1 suggest that Benford’s law 

fits somewhat for numbers generated by people, but not 

perfectly. The pattern shown in Figure 1 was repeated in 

studies by Tripodi (2016) and Chi (2020), who consistently 

found the peak at Digit-5, though it varied in size. So, 

although human data somewhat approximates Benford’s law, 

it is not a perfect fit. This is not surprising; rather it would be 

a shock if the only influence on what numbers people 

generate was Benford’s law. Any particular set of questions 
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will have its own set of characteristics that may have an 

impact on fit to Benford’s law, and there may be other general 

heuristics that have an impact. For example, the peak at Digit-

5 may be due to people trying to estimate magnitudes when 

they don’t know the answer to a question, and then sometimes 

settling on a number halfway between two magnitudes.  

So perhaps rather than trying to test if people fit to 

Benford’s law, we should be trying to estimate the size of a 

“Benford bias” in the numbers produced. This Benford bias 

may represent a previously unrecognized bias in those 

numbers.  

Analysing the size of Benford bias 

  Many of the papers that claim to report data that fits to 

Benford’s law do so by using chi-square tests or z-tests and 

when such tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of fit, they 

conclude that their data’s distribution fits to Benford’s law. 

Problematically such analysis relies on drawing a conclusion 

based on failure to reject a null hypothesis. An alternative has 

been to use Bayesian analysis to measure the degree to which 

the hypothesis of fit is supported (Geyer & Williamson, 

2004). However, any test of the hypothesis that data fit to 

Benford’s law suffers from the fact that it is almost certainly 

untrue because any specific data set will have characteristics 

or influences other than that which produces Benford’s law. 

Benford (1938) recognized this when he labelled what he had 

discovered “the law of anomalous data” from his observation 

that the best fit to Benford’s law was the aggregation across 

all his data sets. Aggregation makes the signal of Benford’s 

law stand out most clearly from the noise of individual data 

sets’ characteristics.  So there is something of a paradox in 

testing fit to Benford’s law in that evidence for it should be 

strongest when aggerating across a large set of diverse data, 

but Benford’s law is most interesting when it is tested for 

specific data sets. 

A better question to ask than whether the data support the 

hypothesis of fit to Benford’s law may instead be how much 

of the variance in the data is explained by Benford’s law? 

This question can be addressed by calculating the effect size 

(η2) for the linear contrast weighted by Benford’s law for the 

proportions of digits 1 through 9 produced by participants. A 

difficulty posed by such an analysis is that given that 

participants produce only nine data points no single 

participant can closely approximate Benford’s law, so it 

would impossible for such a contrast to explain all the 

variances. Simulations of samples of 300 participants found 

that the maximum η2 for such data is approximately η2=0.73. 

Applying this analysis to Burns & Krygier (2015) Study 1 

found that for the weighted-linear contrast, F(1,126)=137.17, 

p < .001, η2=.521 and for Study 2, F(1,289)=215.72, p < .001, 

η2=.427. Analysis of Tripodi’s (2016) nonarbitary data 

found, F(1,381)=335.06, p < .001, η2=.468. The η2 statistic 

represents the proportion of variance accounted for by the 

contrast, therefore higher values for the proposed contrast are 

evidence of a stronger Benford bias. 

Thus, analyzing the effect sizes for the weighted-linear 

contrast yielded reasonably consistent results indicated a 

moderate to large effect size, especially in the context that 

0.73 was the maximum possible. Therefore, such analysis 

appears to be useful tool for gauging the size of Benford bias. 

Note that although it is novel to use contrast effect sizes to 

examine Benford’s law, there is nothing statistical novel 

about this. Contrasts are simply being applied to means that 

happen to be predicted by a distribution, they are not testing 

the distribution in any other way. 

Extending Benford Bias to Prediction 

In Burns & Krygier (2015) participants were given 

knowledge questions, which leads to the question of whether 

the evidence for Benford bias is restricted to such questions. 

If this was the case, then it would be hard to argue that it is 

telling us anything about judgement or numerical cognition. 

A situation in which the numbers we generate can have 

important impacts on judgement are when we need to make 

predictions, so this paper will extend the investigation of 

Benford bias to a prediction task. 

The prediction task chosen was the type of complex 

problem solving task used by Vollmeyer, Burns & Holyoak 

(1996) in which participants could manipulate the inputs to a 

linear system and then observe the outputs in order to learn 

over a series of trials how to control the system. Participants 

were shown a computer display listing what the current 

output values were, and they could enter new values for each 

of the inputs. Once this was done the computer would display 

the new outputs as well as the history of previous 

manipulations. However, before participants see the result of 

the changes to the inputs it is possible to ask them to predict 

the outputs. One of the key reasons researchers have used this 

task is that it generates metrics for how people go about 

learning about the system by observing the way they 

manipulated the inputs; however, this is a limitation when 

using it to observe predictions. The best learning strategy is 

to change one input at a time by small amounts, which can 

leave multiple outputs unchanged and the ones that do change 

may be only changed by an amount that does not change the 

first digit. It also means that first digit of outputs will be 

heavily influenced by the first digit of the initial values of the 

outputs, and therefore the first digits of predictions will be 

biased.  

To overcome these limitations instead of participants 

choosing the inputs they were presented with inputs, each one 

of which was changed on every trial. Therefore, participants 

observed every output change on every trial, and sets of 

inputs were created that led participants to observe outputs 

that started equally often with each first digit. 

It was predicted that the distribution of participants’ first 

digits should be similar to that shown in Figure 1, and that 

analyzing weighted contrasts should produce at least 

moderate effect sizes. 

All previous studies of the psychology of Benford’s law 

have used samples drawn from university undergraduates, 

which raises the question of how universal is Benford bias? 

So, in this study participants were recruited using Amazon’s 

Mechanical Turk. Amazon originally created this so that 
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people could request and pay workers to complete online 

tasks. It has become extensively used for conducting online 

behavioral experiments and research suggest that it allows 

recruitment of a more diverse sample than university 

undergraduates and can produce results of similar reliability 

(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011).  

Method 

Participants 

  A total of 317 participants were recruited via mechanical 

Turk. The only recruitment restriction was that they be from 

the USA. This was chosen so that the sample would be 

English speaking, and this was the cheapest way to achieve 

this (Mechanical Turk can charge for recruitment 

restrictions). Mechanical Turk should enforce this restriction, 

but when asked what country they were in 6 participants 

indicated that they were outside the USA. Although we did 

not deliberately try to collect information on participants’ 

actual location, because our program time stamped every 

event with the time on the participant’s computer, we were 

able to observe that some machines were using time zones 

outside the USA. There were 35 participants whose 

computers indicated a time zone outside of the USA, the 18 

with an Indian time zone being the largest single group.  

It was decided not to eliminate any participants from the 

sample based on location information. Time zone settings are 

not an absolutely reliable indicator of location, and setting the 

restriction to the USA was for convenience rather than being 

critical to the experiment. It is slightly worrying though that 

about 9% of participants may have inaccurately answered a 

direct question.  

In response to demographic questions, 60% indicated that 

they were male, and 91% indicated that their first language 

was English. Their age range was 18-92 with a mean of 31.7 

years and standard deviation of 8.5. In terms of education, 

171 indicated that they had a bachelor’s degree and a further 

78 had an advanced degree. Thirty-nine indicated that they 

had some college but no degree at this time, leaving only 20 

participants with only a high school level education. So, in 

terms of education the Mechanical Turk sample was not too 

different from a university sample, but their age spread was 

much greater. 

Materials 

Linear systems. In Vollmeyer et al (1996) participants 

learnt about a single system with three inputs and three 

outputs over three or four rounds, with each round containing 

6 trials. Each trial was a chance to change the inputs and 

observe the resulting outputs. Such conditions enabled many 

participants to gain at least partial knowledge of the system. 

However, in the current study it was better if participants 

didn’t learn the system, so that their predictions were not 

biased too much by the correct answer. It was also better to 

have multiple systems so that predictions were less likely to 

be biased by the characteristics of a particular system. So, 

each participant received three systems but only four trials for 

each. Thus, each participant made a total of 36 predictions 

after starting with all outputs set to zero. 

Randomly, the frequency of first digits would be expected 

to come out to be unequal, and it is possible that observing 

such unequal frequencies could influence people’s 

predictions. Therefore, once the values for the weights on the 

links between inputs and outputs were decided, the inputs 

were selected systematically. This selection was constrained 

so that across the first three trials for each system with a total 

of nine outputs, the first-digits 1-9 each appeared once. 

Therefore, participants observed each first digit value equally 

often. Furthermore, across the three systems, in each trial the 

first-digits 1-9 each appeared once. Thus, across trials there 

was no bias towards seeing any digits more often earlier in 

the task. The order of presentation of the three systems was 

also controlled such that each of the six possible orders 

occurred equally often. 

Creating sets of 27 inputs that would produce outputs with 

these constraints would be hard by hand, so appropriate sets 

of inputs were created by simulation. For each simulation the 

27 inputs were randomly selected and if the resulting outputs 

did not fit the constraints then a new set of inputs was 

generated. Fortunately, the code to do this is simple and 

desktop computers can generate billions of such simulations 

in an hour. 

Four sets of inputs were generated by simulation, but 

another aspect of them was varied. For two sets the range 

from which random inputs were chosen was 1-100 each time, 

but for two sets the range for inputs accelerated from 1-10 on 

Trial 1, to 1-100 on Trial 2, then 1-1000 for Trial 3. By 

accelerating the inputs range it was more likely that an output 

would increase in magnitude from one trial to the next. 

Therefore, by testing for an effect of input set the design 

allowed us to test the effect on Benford bias of increasing 

uncertainty regarding magnitudes. The sets which more often 

led to an increase in magnitude should have stronger Benford 

bias.   

The inputs for the first three trial for each system were 

determined for each of the systems but it was decided to 

provide participants with a fourth trial for each system. This 

reduced the chance that participants might notice a pattern 

that the first digits were being presented equally often, and 

reduced a concern that participants might not pay as much 

notice to the outputs of the last trial they were given. In 

addition, it generated more data from each participant. The 

inputs for the fourth trials were randomly generated for each 

participant using the input range used on the third trial.  

Catch page. A risk for any online study is that participants 

may not be able to understand the instructions given or may 

not be motivated enough to try to understand. One way of 

mitigating this risk is to include “catch pages” in which it is 

only possible to responding correctly if the text on the page 

is read and understood. Often such pages contain a large 

amount of text in order to catch out participants who might 

skip lengthy instructions.  

A catch page was designed for this study which instructed 

participants that they were being paid for 15 minutes so they 
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should try to go through the experiment briskly and not pull 

out a calculator to try to find precise answers. We wanted 

their best guess at predicting what would happen. Due to the 

difficulty of the task a participant could take a long time, so 

the instructions were intended to give participants permission 

to not have to get things right. To make sure that participants 

read these instructions the end of the instructions told 

participants to click on the title at the top of the page rather 

than the prominent button below the text. Participants who 

clicked on the button saw a message telling them to read the 

page carefully before proceeding. If they clicked on the 

button again then they saw this message again with a count 

of how often they had acted incorrectly. Participants could 

not advance in the experiment until they had clicked on the 

title of the page. 

Procedure 

All participants completed the experiment online at a time 

of their choosing. The experiment was presented as a set of 

webpages controlled by javascript through any standard web 

browser. They were first given demographic questions 

regarding gender, age, first language and highest education 

level. They then read the instructions and the catch page. 

Participants then gave predictions for each of the three linear 

systems, as described above.  The three systems could be 

presented in six different possible orders and each order was 

used equally often.  

Participants took about 15 minutes to complete the task, but 

it varied because no aspect of the experiment was time 

limited. Participants who completed the experiment were 

paid US$2. 

Results 

Catch page 

The majority of participants either never clicked on the 

incorrect button on the catch page (35.8%) or did so only 

once (32.3%). A further 12.3% clicked twice and 12.9% 

between three and eight times. A total of 5.2% clicked 

between twelve and sixty-nine times, while a further four 

participants clicked more than 100 times. One of these was 

recorded as clicking 6914 times which would only be 

possible if they ran some sort of computer script. Failing to 

read the instruction correctly 10 or more times seems a 

reasonable criterion for distrusting a participant’s data, so 

participants who did this were eliminated for the sample. This 

reduced the sample to 289 participants. 

A total of 160 participants started the task without 

completing it. Of these the most common point to stop was 

on the catch page, a total of 63. Perhaps because they lacked 

the motivation or the language skills to get past this page.  

Across the four trials for the three systems the participants 

generated 36 predictions. The first digits for these predictions 

were counted and frequencies for digits 1 to 9 converted into 

proportions of total digits (0 could be a legitimate prediction, 

especially in the first trial, so such responses were ignored for 

the purpose of calculating proportions). Figure 2 shows the 

proportions for these digits.   

First digit distribution 

 
Figure 2: Mean proportions of first digits for prediction 

with 95% confidence intervals. Benford’s law proportions 

are in columns. The correct distribution for the answers 

would be a straight line across the graph at 11.1%.  

 

   

Figure 2 shows a similar pattern to Figure 1 except that 

Digit-1 and Digit-5 are a little lower.  These are the only 

digits whose mean frequencies’ 95% confidence intervals do 

not encompass Benford’s law.  

A 4x9 mixed design analysis of variance was run with a 

linear contrast weighted by the digit proportions for 

Benford’s law. The between factor was input set (4 different 

sets) and the within factor the nine first digit proportions. The 

contrast was statistically significant, F(1,285) = 190.4, p < 

.001 with effect size η2 = .400. The contrast did not interact 

with input set, F(3,285) = 0.56, p = .645, η2 = .004. The lack 

of any effect inputs set suggests that the frequency with 

which outputs changed magnitudes was not critical. 

Discussion 

The title of this paper asked a question, do people fit to 

Benford’s law or do they have a Benford bias? It was phrased 

this way because papers about Benford’s law usually pose the 

question simply as whether the data set fit Benford’s law, 

however this paper argues that a better way to pose the 

question for human behavior is to look for the degree of 

Benford bias. Whether people generate data that fits to 

Benford’s law has a muddy answer, but if the question is 

whether their data shows evidence of a Benford bias then the 

empirical evidence strongly answers in the affirmative. The 

current experiment extended the scope of Benford bias by 

finding for a prediction task a similar pattern for first digits 

as found by Burns & Krygier (2015). Although the peak for 

Digit-5 was lower than in the previous studies, Digit-5 was 

the only digit for which its mean proportion exceeded that 

predicted by Benford’s law by more than the 95% confidence 
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interval. It also found a similar effect size for the Benford-

weighted contrast (0.40). The pattern found here and in 

Tripodi (2016) and Chi (2020) has been consistent: Digit-1 is 

most common and then there is a monotonic decline in 

frequencies to Digit-4, then an upward spike for Digit-5,  

followed by a decline for Digit-6 and then Digits 7-9 have the 

lowest (though similar) frequencies. The current study also 

extended this finding to a new population, online Mechanical 

Turk workers.   

This paper represents a conceptual and analytic advance 

over the previous behavioral studies of Benford’s law. Both 

the studies that failed to find evidence for Benford’s law 

when they asked people to generate random numbers and the 

more recent studies that found evidence when people 

generate nonarbitrary numbers, focused on testing the 

hypothesis that people exactly fit to Benford’s law. The 

current paper argues that this hypothesis is not supported by 

the data and that conceptually it is the wrong hypothesis to 

test because it implies a too reductive view of the process of 

generating numbers. Instead we should be thinking in terms 

of a Benford bias, meaning that like any heuristic or bias there 

is a distortion of the data towards the bias, but the bias rarely 

completely determines the data. Such a view seems consistent 

with the behavioral data and brings the conceptualization of 

how to understand the relationship between Benford’s law 

and human behavior more in line with how heuristics and bias 

affect judgement in the framework of Tversky & Kahneman 

(1974).  

Evidence of systematic effects other than Benford bias on 

generation of this data is suggested by the consistent peak at 

Digit-5. Such a peak was also found by Scott, Barnard & May 

(2001) who had people provide numbers under various 

constraints in order to test hypotheses about executive 

function. However, they found that the peak at Digit-5 was 

present in unelaborated numbers (those consisting of one 

nonzero digit followed by zeros) rather than elaborated ones 

(those with more than one nonzero digit followed by zero). 

They interpreted elaboration as indicating greater 

involvement of executive functions. Burns & Krygier (2015) 

saw a similar reduction in the Digit-5 peak for elaborated 

numbers. Therefore, as suggested already, the Digit-5 peak 

could be due to some sort of heuristic that would decrease the 

extent to which Benford’s bias explains the data. 

If there is a Benford bias, then the question is how do we 

measure its size? An important innovation of this paper is to 

propose that this can be done by calculating the effect size of 

a linear contrast weighted by the proportions proposed by 

Benford’s law. This approach was applied to the data from 

Burns & Krygier (2015) and then successfully applied to a 

new data set. Therefore, it appears to be a useful analytic tool 

for asking new questions about Benford’s law and human 

behavior. 

Note that the claim is not that the weighted linear contrast 

is the only possible description of the first digit data, or even 

necessarily the best. For example, an unweighted linear 

contrast would also yield a substantial effect size for the data 

in Figure 2. The weighted linear contrast is useful because it 

allows a focused question to be asked: to what extend does 

the Benford’s law pattern explain people’s first digit data?  

There has been so little research on the psychology of 

Benford’s law that there are many open questions for new 

research to address. We now have the conceptual and analytic 

tools to explore this topic and doing so is important for the 

following reasons.  

First, Benford’s law has practical consequences because fit 

to it is being used as a way of detecting fraud, first in financial 

data but more recently in many types of data (Nigrini, 2015). 

Using it as a tool relies on the assumption that deviation from 

it in data can be evidence that a human hand has distorted the 

data. However, such tests would benefit from a good model 

of human generated data. A better understanding of what the 

first digits of human generated data looks like would allow 

the development of more sensitive tests of fraud and fewer 

false positives. For example, our tests of Benford bias suggest 

that elevation of Digit-5 in data may be a particularly strong 

indicator of fraud. 

A second reason for exploring Benford bias is that it may 

be distorting human judgment in ways that have not been 

recognized before. In particular, by extending Benford bias 

to prediction, the current study opens up the possibility that 

the many decision we make based on predictions may be 

being distorted. How much of an impact Benford bias has on 

decision making will depend on how robust its effects are. In 

particular, determining how knowledge mediates Benford 

bias is an important target for future research.  

This paper has not proposed a model of why people’s data 

shows Benford bias. The goal of this paper and of Burns & 

Krygier (2015) has been to establish empirically that Benford 

bias is a real and reliable behavioral phenomenon. This is not 

an uncommon approach in research into decision making 

biases, for example, the anchoring bias was established as an 

empirical phenomenon for number generation (Tversky & 

Khaneman, 1974) long before the multiple cognitive 

mechanism for it were understood (see Epley, 2004). Strong 

and consistent regularities in human behavior can be 

illuminating, but under-constrained attempts to explain them 

before there is an understanding of the nature of the empirical 

phenomenon can lead to a lot of wasted research effort. The 

current research  

So, a final reason for examining Benford bias is that it is a 

surprising finding about human behavior. Like any surprising 

consistency in human behavior, understanding it potentially 

offers a unique window into the processes of cognition. We 

believe that it is now has a solid enough empirical basis that 

understanding why Benford bias exists is now an important 

question for future research.  
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Abstract

To stay focused on their chosen tasks, people have to inhibit distractions. The underlying attention control skills can
improve through reinforcement learning, which can be accelerated by giving feedback. We applied the theory of metacog-
nitive reinforcement learning to develop a training app that gives people optimal feedback on their attention control while
they are working or studying. In an eight-day field experiment with 99 participants, we investigated the effect of this train-
ing on peoples productivity, sustained attention, and self-control. Compared to a control condition without feedback, we
found that participants receiving optimal feedback learned to focus increasingly better (f = .08, p ¡ .01) and achieved higher
productivity scores (f = .19, p ¡ .01) during the training. In addition, they evaluated their productivity more accurately (r =
.12, p ¡.01). However, due to asymmetric attrition problems, these findings need to be taken with a grain of salt.
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Abstract

We evaluate whether BERT, a widely used neural network for
sentence processing, acquires an inductive bias towards form-
ing structural generalizations through pretraining on raw data.
We conduct four experiments testing its preference for struc-
tural vs. linear generalizations in different structure-dependent
phenomena. We find that BERT makes a structural general-
ization in 3 out of 4 empirical domains—subject-auxiliary in-
version, reflexive binding, and verb tense detection in embed-
ded clauses—but makes a linear generalization when tested on
NPI licensing. We argue that these results are the strongest ev-
idence so far from artificial learners supporting the proposition
that a structural bias can be acquired from raw data. If this con-
clusion is correct, it is tentative evidence that some linguistic
universals can be acquired by learners without innate biases.
However, the precise implications for human language acqui-
sition are unclear, as humans learn language from significantly
less data than BERT.

Keywords: inductive bias; structure dependence; BERT;
learnability of grammar; poverty of the stimulus; neural net-
work; self-supervised learning

Introduction
Humans appear to use structural biases to guide language ac-
quisition. A classic example is the rule for subject-auxiliary
inversion: Native English speakers uniformly acquire a rule
like the structural generalization in Figure 1 that makes refer-
ence to hierarchical syntactic structures, despite the fact that
the raw linguistic input often supports linear generalizations
which are intuitively just as simple (Chomsky, 1965). Hu-
mans are not alone in possessing this inductive bias: Prior
investigations have identified some artificial learners with a
structural bias by virtue of having a significantly restricted the
hypothesis space (Perfors, Tenenbaum, & Regier, 2011) or
a hierarchically structured architecture that learns from pre-
parsed data (McCoy, Frank, & Linzen, 2020).

However, these results cannot tell us whether a learner
starting with very weak biases can acquire a structural bias
merely from exposure to raw linguistic data. While inductive
biases are often understood to be unchangeable properties of
a learner, this need not be the case. For instance, in one domi-
nant paradigm in natural language processing, pretraining on
raw data is used to create a general purpose sentence process-
ing model like BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers; Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019),
which can subsequently be fine-tuned to perform a down-
stream task. The model’s inductive biases with respect to the

Training
Has the man who gone has seen the cat?Has the man who has gone seen the cat?

Has the man seen the cat who has gone?

Has the man has seen the cat who gone?

Has the man seen the cat who has gone?

Has the man has seen the cat who gone?

has the man who has gone has seen the cat?

Test behavior: Structural bias observed Test behavior: Linear bias observed

Linear Generalization: Move the 
linearly last auxiliary to the front.

Structural Generalization: Move the 
structurally highest auxiliary to the front.

Hypothesis Space ?

Figure 1: Illustration of the poverty of the stimulus design ex-
periment for subject-auxiliary inversion. Colors correspond
to the binary classes for sentences.

downstream task may be substantially influenced by the prior
knowledge acquired during pretraining.

In this work, we present new experimental evidence that
BERT may acquire an inductive bias towards structural gen-
eralizations from exposure to raw data alone. We conduct
four experiments inspired by McCoy, Frank, and Linzen
(2018, 2020) to evaluate whether BERT has a structural or
linear bias when generalizing about structure-dependent En-
glish phenomena. We follow the poverty of the stimulus de-
sign (Wilson, 2006), outlined in Figure 1. First, we fine-
tune BERT to perform a classification task using data inten-
tionally ambiguous between structural and linear generaliza-
tions. Then, we probe the inductive biases of the learner
by observing the behavior of the learner on held-out exam-
ples that disambiguate between the generalizations. The ex-
perimental datasets illustrate three structure dependent rules
of English grammar regarding subject-auxiliary inversion,
reflexive-antecedent agreement, and negative polarity item
(NPI) licensing. A fourth dataset classifies sentences based
on an arbitrary rule: whether a verb in an embedded clause is
in the past tense. The data is generated from templates using
the generation tools and lexicon created by Warstadt, Cao, et
al. (2019) and Warstadt, Parrish, et al. (2019).
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The results of these experiments suggest that BERT likely
acquires a inductive bias towards structural rules from self-
supervised pretraining. BERT generalizes in a way consistent
with a structural bias in 3 out of 4 experiments: those involv-
ing subject-auxiliary inversion, reflexive binding, and embed-
ded verb tense detection. While these experiments leave open
several alternative explanations for this generalization behav-
ior, they add to mounting evidence that significant syntac-
tic knowledge, including a structural biases, can be acquired
from self-supervised learning on raw data.

Background & Related Work
Self-supervised Learning and BERT
Recent advances in machine learning for natural language
processing give new reason to believe that low-bias learn-
ers can acquire significant grammatical knowledge from raw
data. The Transformer neural network architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) used in models like BERT has very weak bi-
ases: It is a universal approximator of the class of sequence
transduction functions (Yun, Bhojanapalli, Rawat, Reddi, &
Kumar, 2019), and it has been applied effectively in non-
linguistic domains such computer vision (Parmar et al., 2018)
and protein sequence modeling (Rives et al., 2019). However,
rather than training a low bias model from scratch to perform
a particular linguistic task, recent results show that it is far
more more effective to pretrain a general purpose model on
raw data and subsequently fine-tune it on a downstream task
(e.g. Howard & Ruder, 2018). The implication is that they
acquire helpful biases from pretraining.

Crucially, these models are usually pretrained with only
raw data using the technique of self-supervised learning,
which circumvents the need for labeled data by using the
data itself as the labels. The most common self-supervised
tasks for pretraining are the language modeling task, where
the objective is predict the next word in a string (e.g. Peters
et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019), and, in the case of BERT,
the cloze task where the objective is predict the identity of a
masked token anywhere in a string.

Despite containing no explicit information about grammat-
ical concepts, self-supervised tasks appear to teach neural
models significant knowledge of grammar and hierarchical
syntax. These models can perform human-like acceptabil-
ity judgments, which are understood in linguistics as a probe
on linguistics competence (Schütze, 1996). When fine-tuned
to perform acceptability judgments, BERT approaches hu-
man performance on the Corpus of Linguistic Acceptabil-
ity (CoLA; Warstadt, Singh, & Bowman, 2019), a dataset
of over 10k example sentences from linguistics publications
with Boolean acceptability judgments. Language models
can also correctly discriminate minimal pairs for subject-
verb agreement (Gulordava, Bojanowski, Grave, Linzen, &
Baroni, 2019), wh-dependencies (Wilcox, Levy, Morita, &
Futrell, 2018), and numerous other linguistic phenomena in
English (Warstadt, Parrish, et al., 2019) without any super-
vised training on acceptability. BERT’s internal representa-

tions appear to attend to linguistic features such as syntac-
tic category (Clark, Khandelwal, Levy, & Manning, 2019)
and contain sufficient information from which to recover a
dependency parse for an inputted sentence (Hewitt & Man-
ning, 2019). However, it is not known whether BERT is
biased towards forming generalizations based on structural
features when fine-tuned on structure-dependent phenomena.
Indeed, it is possible that BERT could acquire knowledge of
hierarchical syntax but still preferentially use surface features
to generalize. Our experiments are designed to address this
question.

Structure Dependence & the Innateness Hypothesis
The learnability of structural bias has played a large role in
debates about human language acquisition. Chomsky (1965,
1971) proposes that humans have an innate bias towards
learning structural grammatical rules. For example, children
must learn a general rule for subject-auxiliary inversion pri-
marily from input like (1). With this input, a learner could
form a structural generalization (front the highest auxiliary in
the corresponding declarative) or a linear one (e.g. front the
first or last auxiliary), but human learners always choose the
former. That is, no human learner of English acquires a lin-
ear rule that produces the form in (2a) over (2b). From such
examples, Chomsky (1971) concludes that humans have an
innate preference for structure-dependent rules. Otherwise it
would be difficult to explain how we so consistently avoid
deeply un-language-like hypotheses in lieu of significant dis-
confirming evidence.

(1) a. The cat has gone.
b. Has the cat gone?

(2) a. *Is the man has seen the cat who going?
b. Has the man seen the cat who is going?

These examples play a key role in Chomsky’s influential
argument from the poverty of the stimulus in support of this
hypothesis. A version of the argument is given below:1

Premise 1 Humans form grammatical hypotheses about their na-
tive language using either innate biases or data-driven learning.

Premise 2 Human language learners preferentially form struc-
tural hypotheses over equally simple linear hypotheses.

Premise 3 The raw linguistic input during language acquisition
favors neither the structural nor the linear hypothesis.

Conclusion Humans’ preference for structural generalization is
not learned from the raw linguistic input (or any other part of the
learner’s environment), i.e., it is innate.

This conclusion has spurred much fruitful research into the
nature of linguistic universals (see e.g., Chomsky, 1981) and
the argument has been fleshed out with evidence child lan-
guage acquisition (Crain & Nakayama, 1987; Yang, 2000).
Nonetheless the argument’s validity has been at times been
questioned (Pullum & Scholz, 2002; Reali & Christiansen,

1See Laurence and Margolis (2001) and Pullum and Scholz
(2002) for a more detailed exposition of this argument.
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2005; Perfors et al., 2011). If the premises are granted, the
reasoning to the conclusion is sound. Premise 1 is a tautology
given a suitable definition of data-driven learning. Premise 2
is an robust empirical result of generative linguistics.

Therefore, those arguing against this result have generally
taken issue with Premise 3 of the argument, which I refer
to henceforth as the impoverishment assumption. For in-
stance, Pullum and Scholz (2002) conduct a corpus search to
show that such sentences that would provide evidence for the
structural rule such as (2b) are attested in naturalistic speech.
However, Legate and Yang (2002) counter that such examples
are insufficiently frequent to meaningfully impact learning.
More importantly, whether or not crucial evidence is lack-
ing for the acquisition of subject-auxiliary inversion, there
are certainly numerous other structural rules which have been
proposed for natural languages for which crucial examples
are vanishingly rare.

Reali and Christiansen (2005) articulate a broader criticism
of the impoverishment assumption. It is not only sentences of
the form in (2b) that count as evidence for the structural hy-
pothesis. Rather, data from all domains of language provide
indirect evidence that militates in favor of a structural under-
standing of grammar. Statistical regularities in language, they
suggest, may be sufficient for “bootstrapping syntax”. In-
deed, Perfors et al. (2011) find that Bayesian grammar induc-
tion system given a choice between several grammar types
will preferentially hypothesize phrase-structural rules for En-
glish over a flat grammar when presented with child directed
speech. This result suggests that the raw data seen be chil-
dren does favor the acquisition of structural rules in general,
counter to the impoverishment assumption, at least if the hy-
pothesis space is strictly limited. However, their models are
not low-bias learners, nor do they discover syntactic represen-
tations on their own. Rather, they are presented with several
hand-crafted candidate grammars of various types including
a generally adequate phrase-structure grammar, as well as the
syntactic categories of the input data.

Testing the Biases of Neural Networks
There have been several prior efforts to test neural networks
for a structural bias in the domain of subject-auxiliary inver-
sion (Lewis & Elman, 2001; Frank & Mathis, 2007; McCoy
et al., 2018, 2020). These studies all adopt some form of the
poverty of the stimulus design (Wilson, 2006), an experimen-
tal paradigm that probes the inductive biases of learners by
training them on data that is ambiguous between several hy-
potheses, and evaluating them on examples that disambiguate
between these hypotheses. For instance, in a series of papers
McCoy et al. (2018, 2020) train neural networks to generate
a polar question from the corresponding declarative, using
training and test data similar to our subject-auxiliary inver-
sion paradigm shown in Table 1. They find that, while tree-
structured models trained using parsed data make a structural
generalization, low-bias models never do so consistently.

However, there is good reason to revisit this question with
BERT. McCoy et al. do not evaluate BERT, but rather LSTMs

that are pretrained on an auto-encoding task in which the
model must reproduce the input sentence verbatim. Further-
more, the pretraining data is not naturally occurring, but gen-
erated from a restricted lexicon and small context-free gram-
mar. Conneau, Kruszewski, Lample, Barrault, and Baroni
(2018) have already been shown that auto-encoders are much
weaker at learning syntactic features than surface features
even with naturalistic training data. Thus, there is little reason
to expect that BERT would perform similarly at this task.

Materials & Methods
We apply the poverty of the stimulus design to test whether
unsupervised pretraining gives BERT a structural bias. We
conduct four experiments using semi-automatically generated
data illustrating different structural generalizations, includ-
ing the subject-auxiliary inversion paradigm investigated by
McCoy et al. (2018, 2020). Each experiment consists of a
training phase in which BERT is fine-tuned to classify sen-
tences from an impoverished paradigm consistent with both a
structural hypothesis and a linear hypothesis. Then, the clas-
sifier is evaluated on the full paradigm which disambiguates
between the two hypotheses. If the classifier makes the struc-
tural generalization, this is evidence that BERT has learned a
structural bias from pretraining on raw data.

Data and Tasks
Examples from the four experimental datasets are shown in
Table 1. Each dataset is associated with a binary classification
task. In the subject-auxiliary inversion, reflexive, and NPI
datasets, the classes correspond to grammatical acceptability
of the sentence. In the tense dataset, the classes correspond to
whether or not the embedded verb appears in the past tense.

The tense detection task enables us to draw additional con-
clusions not possible with the acceptability task alone. Since
BERT appears to acquire some knowledge of acceptability
from pretraining, it might converge on the structural general-
ization on the acceptability task not by forming a new struc-
tural generalization from ambiguous training data, but by ac-
cessing an implicit structural rule acquired during pretraining.
In the tense detection task there is no reason to expect BERT
has acquired the structural generalization during pretraining,
and the structural and linear hypotheses are equally arbitrary.
Thus, this paradigm tests whether BERT has a structural bias
when forming completely novel generalizations.

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion In the subject-auxiliary in-
version dataset, the structural and linear hypotheses are de-
fined in terms of where the auxiliary at the front of the sen-
tence has moved from. Each sentence contains two clauses—
a main clause and an embedded relative clause—each with an
auxiliary verb. In the training examples the embedded auxil-
iary precedes the main auxiliary because the relative clause
modifies the subject. In the test examples the embedded aux-
iliary follows the main auxiliary because the relative clause
modifies the object. Therefore, a linear generalization which
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Experiment Set Acceptability Unacceptable

S-Aux-Inv Training Has the man who is going seen the cat? Is the man who going has seen the cat?
Test Has the man seen the cat who is going? Is the man has seen the cat who going?

Reflexive Training The boy that loves himself talks to ladies. The boy that loves themselves talks to ladies?
Test The boy that loves ladies talks to himself. The boy that loves ladies talks to themselves.

NPI Training Kids who saw the cats won’t get any dogs. Kids who saw any cats won’t get the dogs.
Test Kids who won’t see any cats get the dogs. Kids who won’t see the cats get any dogs.

Embedded Past Embedded Present

Tense Training The critic who sang arias praised a lady. The critic who sings arias praised a lady.
Test The critic praised a lady who sang arias. The critic praised a lady who sings arias.

Table 1: Data from the subject-auxiliary inversion experiment. According to the relevant linear generalizations, sentences
shaded in gray will belong to the positive class, and sentences in white belong to the negative class.

targets the last auxiliary will give the same result for the train-
ing as a structural generalization that targets the main auxil-
iary, but the two generalizations diverge for the test examples.

Reflexive Binding In the reflexive dataset, adapted from
Marvin and Linzen (2018), the structural and linear hypothe-
ses depend on the relation between the reflexive pronoun
(e.g. himself ) and a binder noun phrase that agrees with it
in person and number (e.g. the boy). To a first approxima-
tion, the structural c-command relation must hold between
the binder and reflexive in order for the sentence to be accept-
able (Chomsky, 1981). However, in each training examples,
the binder also precedes the reflexive only in the acceptable
sentences. These generalizations diverge in the test examples,
in which there is an unacceptable sentence where the binder
precedes, but does not c-command, the reflexive.

NPI Licensing In the NPI dataset, also adapted from
Marvin and Linzen (2018), the structural and linear hypothe-
ses depend on the relation between a negative polarity item
(NPI; e.g., any) and negation. Loosely speaking, negation
must c-command the NPI in order for the sentence to be ac-
ceptable. The hypotheses are the same (mutatis mutandis) as
those for the reflexive dataset.

Tense In the tense dataset, each sentence has a main verb
and an embedded verb, and the classes correspond to whether
the embedded verb has past tense inflection. A related ob-
jective is used to evaluate structural knowledge in pretrained
models by Shi, Padhi, and Knight (2016) and Conneau et al.
(2018). As with the subject-auxiliary inversion dataset, the
embedded verb precedes the main verb in the training exam-
ples, and follows it in the test examples. Therefore, struc-
tural and linear generalizations about the position of the verb
learned from the training data will diverge for the test data.

Data Generation The data for the experiments are auto-
matically generated using a method similar to that adopted by

Ettinger, Elgohary, and Resnik (2016) and Marvin and Linzen
(2018). Sentences are generated from templates describable
by a simple context-free grammar. Lexical items are sampled
from a hand-crafted vocabulary of over 1000 items labeled
with over 30 features required for morphological, syntactic,
and semantic well-formedness. Each generated dataset con-
sists of training, development, and test sets each with 10k ex-
amples. Examples with similar lexical content are generated
in sets of 4, as in Table 1. Within a set of 4, the training items
form a minimal pair, as do the test items.

Methods
In each experiment, we train 20 random restarts of classifiers
on top of BERT using the labeled training items. Follow-
ing Devlin et al. (2019), we fine-tune BERT itself in addi-
tion to the classifier layer during training. We use Hugging-
face’s (Wolf et al., 2019) implementation of BERT-Large in
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017), and carry out fine-tuning in
jiant (Wang et al., 2019). All 20 random restarts for each
experiment use identical hyperparameters. The only differ-
ence between them is the random seed used to initialize the
classifier weights. The models use a learning rate of 2e-5,
a dropout rate of 0.2, and a batch size of 16. Training is
carried out for 4 epochs, or until 5 evaluations occur with-
out any improvement in development accuracy. During train-
ing, the model is evaluated on the development set after 10
batches. These hyperparameters are selected based on an ex-
ploratory grid search using the recommended hyperparamer
ranges suggested by (Devlin et al., 2019). The hyperparam-
eters selected for the experiments consistently led to the best
or near-best development accuracy for each of the datasets.

Results
The results for the experiments in Figure 2 show that BERT
has an overwhelming tendency to generalize in a way con-
sistent with structural generalization in the subject-auxiliary
inversion, reflexive, and tense settings, but not in the NPI set-
ting. This plot shows the proportion of test minimal pairs
classified correctly, rather than the proportion of test items
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Figure 2: Test results for 20 random restarts of the 4 experi-
ments. “% Test Pairs Correct” is the percentage of minimal
pairs from the test templates correctly classified. Individual
runs are plotted as x’s with random horizontal jitter.

classified correctly. Because there are four ways to classify
a pair of items, a totally random classifier would have an ex-
pected accuracy of 25% on this metric. In each experiment,
minimal pair accuracy on held-out examples from the train-
ing templates is over 90%, indicating that the models robustly
learned a generalization consistent with the training data.

On the subject-auxiliary inversion task, BERT classifiers
appear to make structural generalization with very high con-
sistency and accuracy. The median minimal pair accuracy is
over 99%, and the minimum is over 95%.

The reflexive classifiers also appear to make the structural
generalization in most cases, but are less consistent. The me-
dian minimal pair accuracy is over 92% and the maximum
exceeds 99%. However, there is a portion of classifiers that
classify the test minimal pairs correctly only about half the
time, despite achieving high performance on the training ex-
amples. The other half of the time, they tend to classify the
test examples in a way consistent with the linear hypothesis.
However none of these classifiers systematically makes pre-
dictions consistent with the linear generalization.

The tense classifiers make a structural generalization very
consistently, with a median minimal pair accuracy over 99%.
There are two outliers where accuracy is between 75%-90%.

Finally, the results from the NPI experiment are the ex-
ceptional case where we do not observe behavior consistent
with a structural generalization. The median minimal pair ac-
curacy is effectively 0%, and the maximum is barely above
chance at 32%. While every model classifier is able to clas-
sify the training pairs perfectly, only 6/20 consistently clas-
sify the test pairs in the same way. All of these classifiers
learn a generalization that is different from the hypothesized
linear generalization shown in Table 1. We find that their per-
formance is consistent with grouping together all and only

sentences with an NPI towards the end of the sentence.

Discussion
These results suggest that it is likely that BERT does acquire
some form of a structural inductive bias from self-supervised
pretraining, at least outside of the NPI domain. They point
more strongly in this direction than earlier results by McCoy
et al. (2018, 2020). If this interpretation is correct, it would
cast some doubt on the impoverishment assumption from
Chomsky’s (1965) argument from the poverty of the stimu-
lus by showing that raw data does contain overwhelming ev-
idence that language is hierarchical. If some learner does not
require innate bias to discover the utility of preferring struc-
tural rules over linear ones, it stands to reason humans may
not either. On the other hand, our results are consistent with
other interpretations, and so we caution against leaping to this
strong conclusion, at least without further evidence.

The NPI Results First, in the NPI domain, BERT does not
show a structural bias. However, it does not immediately
follow that BERT does not have a structural bias at all. By
virtue of the paradigm’s design, the classes that the model
converged on are consistent with both a linear and a struc-
tural position. As mentioned above, 6/20 classifiers classified
the test items systematically, though not in the way predicted
in Table 1. Instead, they grouped the top left and bottom right
sentences in one class, and the top right and bottom left sen-
tences in the other. The sentences in the first class might be
characterized as all sentences with an NPI at the end of the
sentence (a linear generalization), or all sentences with an
NPI in the main clause (a structural generalization). Addi-
tional experiments are needed to determine which of these
outcomes has occurred.

Furthermore, humans do not necessarily show a structural
bias in processing similar examples. The unacceptable test
items in the NPI paradigm, where the negation precedes the
NPI, are known as NPI illusions, because they can spuriously
appear to be acceptable to humans, and pattern with gram-
matical sentences in self-paced reading and ERP experiments
(Xiang, Dillon, & Phillips, 2009). Thus, NPIs may in retro-
spect not be the clearest example of humans’ structural bias.

Limitations of the Poverty of the Stimulus Design Some
doubts remain even in the domains where BERT appears to
show a structural generalization. Some surface features could
accidentally give the same predictions as the structural gen-
eralization on the test data. For instance, in the subject-
auxiliary inversion data in Table 1, a classifier could coinci-
dentally identify the acceptable examples by learning to iden-
tify a string with a relativizer adjacent to an auxiliary (e.g.
who is). In fact, we control for this particular confound by
generating acceptable examples where a finite verb follows
the relativizer (e.g. Has the man who went seen the cat?).

However, there are likely other surface generalizations that
are consistent with the results. This problem can be addressed
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by training and evaluating on data that contradict these gen-
eralizations, but alternative convergent hypotheses cannot be
eliminated entirely. This is a fundamental limitation of the
poverty of the stimulus design: It is not possible to determine
that BERT is adopting any particular generalization.

That said, if we continue to find convergent from multi-
ple unrelated domains, Occam’s Razor tells us that we should
conclude BERT has a structural bias. Given the large num-
ber of conceivable surface generalizations, let us assume that
an arbitrary generalization is equally likely to support any of
the four classification behaviors for the test minimal pair. It
follows that if the classifier does make some surface gener-
alization, there is a 1 in 4 chance for each experiment that
it would accidentally align with the structural generalization.
Then the probability that this chance alignment would occur
in at least 3 out of 4 domains is about 5%.

This worry could be alleviated further if it could be shown
that baseline models without unsupervised pretraining tend to
make the linear generalization on these datasets. These exper-
iments will have to be included in future work. However, at
present, the results of McCoy et al.’s (2018) experiments can
be used as a proxy. As described in Section (2), these experi-
ments test the ability of sentence encoders without substantial
unsupervised pretraining to generalize from a paradigm re-
sembling the polar question data in my experiments. In 5 out
of 6 of the model architectures they tested, the linear gener-
alization was preferred. While the task in their experiment is
different the acceptability judgment task in the present work,
based on this finding it seems that sequence models without
substantial unsupervised pretraining are likely to prefer the
linear generalization in the polar question domain.

Conclusion This work presents new evidence that high-
lights the possibility that language learners could acquire a
structural inductive bias from statistical regularities in raw
linguistic data. In particular, we find the most comprehen-
sive evidence to date (to our knowledge) of a low-bias learner
demonstrating a structural bias acquired through unsuper-
vised learning on raw data. However, evidence from other
empirical domains is needed to fully evaluate this conclusion.

Future work should draw more direct connections between
neural networks and human language learners. BERT is
trained on data from domains far outside the input to human
learners, and in much greater quantities. Indeed, the quantity
and quality of data are two other pillars of Chomsky’s (1965)
argument from the poverty of the stimulus. Therefore, it is
essential to replicate these experiments with models trained
on less data, which bears greater resemblance to the input to
a child. Furthermore, (Chomsky, 1965) observes that human
languages generally lack linear rules. If neural networks can
acquire human-like biases, they should also struggle to form
certain kinds linear generalizations. As techniques for ma-
chine language learning and self-supervised pretraining con-
tinue to advance, we expect to learn more about which lin-
guistic universals are and are not learnable from data.
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Abstract

We propose an extension to probabilistic pragmatic models to include a dimension that allows for the modeling of argu-
mentative language use. Within our extended Rational Speech Act model, argumentative strength stands for a statistical
measure of observational evidence which impacts a speakers utterance choice. More concretely, our model recasts speaker
utility in terms of a weight parameter which varies between being purely informative and purely argumentative. We fit
the extended RSA model to empirical data from a novel production experiment. Our initial results suggest that there is
room for argumentativity on top of informativity in formalizations of pragmatic language reasoning. Crucially, we see that
the relationship between the two is not straightforward, as the model fails to capture instances of human behavior which
are more manipulative than expected by the suggested informativity-argumentativity trade-off. All in all, our exploration
provides us with interesting insights about this relationship.
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Abstract

Which information is worth considering depends on how much effort it would take to acquire and process it. From
this perspective peoples tendency to neglect considering the long-term consequences of their actions (present bias) might
reflect that looking further into the future becomes increasingly more effortful. In this work, we introduce and validate
the use of Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning (BIRL) for measuring individual differences in the subjective costs
of planning. We extend the resource-rational model of human planning introduced by Callaway, Lieder, et al. (2018) by
parameterizing the cost of planning. Using BIRL, we show that increased subjective cost for considering future outcomes
may be associated with both the present bias and acting without planning. Our results highlight testing the causal effects
of the cost of planning on both present bias and mental effort avoidance as a promising direction for future work.
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Abstract

Dispositions for prosociality undergo major changes during adolescence, a period of increased sensitivity to peer influence
and incipient internalization of societal norms. However, the proximate mechanisms favoring the development of prosocial
preferences are poorly understood. Here, we show that high-status peers affect adolescents prosocial decision making.
Participants repeatedly chose to either donate money to a charity or keep it for themselves and could revise their decision
upon observing the (opposite) decisions of either a high-status or low-status peer from their classroom. Participants
tended to conform to peer behavior, reversing their initial preference. Importantly, this pattern was especially strong when
observing high-status peers, suggesting that norm signalling from high-status peers can be instrumental for the diffusion
of prosocial behavior. Using a novel incentivized paradigm in a naturalistic setting, we provide experimental evidence
for the role of high-status peers in the development of prosocial preferences and outline a potential path for interventions
aimed at spreading prosocial norms.
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Abstract

When communicating, people adapt their linguistic representations to those of their interlocutors. Previous studies have
shown that adaptation also works at the semantic level, with listeners aligning their interpretations of vague expressions
such as quantifiers to those by a certain speaker. While adaptation has been found to arise by passive exposure to the inter-
locutors linguistic representations, we hypothesize that actively seeking information could boost this effect. In particular,
asking clarification questions can be helpful to reduce the uncertainty about someone elses interpretation. We focus on the
gradable adjectives big and small and show that, in line with previous findings, speakers can align their representations to
those by their interlocutors. Moreover, this effect is boosted when people are given the possibility to ask questions. Though
participants can generally ask for useful information, we observe that this ability improves as the interaction progresses.
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Abstract

Research in developmental psychology consistently shows that children explore the world thoroughly and efficiently and
that this exploration allows them to learn. While much work has gone into developing methods for exploration in machine
learning, artificial agents have not yet reached the standard set by their human counterparts. In this work we propose using
DeepMind Lab as a platform to directly compare child and agent behaviors and to develop new exploration techniques.
We tested 60 children aged 4-6 examining two conditions that emulate how current reinforcement learning algorithms
learn using dense and sparse rewards and the children are then asked to find a goal in various mazes. These tasks provide
data that can easily be compared to algorithms and we evaluate turn-by-turn moves the children do to what the Intrinsic-
Curiosity-Module and Depth-First-Search algorithm do in the same exact maze. We show specifically where and when
children differ from the algorithms.
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Abstract

The capacity for Theory of Mind (ToM) allows us to repre-
sent others’ understanding of the world independently from
our own and then explain and predict their actions in terms of
their understanding. Researchers have often focused on trying
to find evidence for an implicit theory of mind system: one that
emerges early in human ontogeny and operates mandatorially
in adults. In this paper, we ask how the recent methodologi-
cal push towards replication can be used as a tool that bears
on a key theoretical distinction in implicit Theory of Mind,
namely the distinction between factive and non-factive ToM
representation. Unlike other meta-analyses, our primary inter-
est is not the overall replicability of theory of mind findings.
Instead, we ask whether the replicability of implicit theory of
mind tasks depends in part on whether they measured factive
or non-factive ToM. We find that, to the extent that there is
replicable and robust evidence for implicit ToM, that evidence
largely comes from tests that investigated factive ToM repre-
sentations. This analysis is a proof of concept of the broader
potential for using replication attempts to ask theoretically mo-
tivated questions.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; Factive; Non-Factive; Replica-
tion; Meta-Analysis

Theory of Mind (ToM) allows us to represent others’ under-
standing of the world independently from our own and thus
explain and predict others’ actions in terms of their under-
standing. Researchers have argued that this capacity may
emerge extremely early in human ontogeny (Southgate &
Vernetti, 2014; Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010) and operate
automatically in human adults (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009;
van der Wel, Sebanz, & Knoblich, 2014), and thus constitute
an implicit theory of mind system.

The majority of the research seeking to provide evidence
for implicit theory of mind has primarily focused on demon-
strating an ability to represent others’ non-factive mental
states, e.g., beliefs in a false belief paradigm. While this em-
phasis on early emerging and automatic false belief represen-
tation has been highly influential, it has recently come under
challenge on both empirical and theoretical grounds.

On empirical grounds, many of these results have come
under scrutiny with the recent emphasis on replicating key
findings in psychology. On theoretical grounds, a number of
researchers have recently argued non-factive tests neglect to
capture more basic aspects of theory of mind, namely repre-
sentations of factive mental states, e.g., what others’ know,
see, hear, are aware of, and so on (Martin & Santos, 2016;

Nagel, 2017; Phillips & Norby, 2019). Once again, the repli-
cation crisis has also scrutinized whether the original evi-
dence for implicit factive theory of mind replicates.

In this paper, we ask how this recent methodological push
towards replication can be used as a tool that bears on this
theoretical distinction. Unlike other meta-analyses, our pri-
mary interest is not the overall replicability of implicit theory
of mind tasks, or the replicability of any specific effect that
has been previously demonstrated; instead, we ask whether
the replicability of theory of mind tasks depends in part on
whether they measured factive or non-factive theory of mind.
In an ongoing meta-analysis we find that, to the extent that
there is replicable and robust evidence for implicit theory of
mind, that evidence largely comes from tasks that demon-
strated factive theory of mind representations. This analysis
is a proof of concept of the broader potential for using repli-
cation attempts to ask theoretically motivated questions.

Background
Early investigations of theory of mind
Since the skeptical reception of the seminal paper ‘Does
the chimpanzee have a theory of mind?’ by Premack and
Woodruff (1978), most researchers have emphasized the im-
portance of using false-belief representation as a litmus test
for demonstrating a theory of mind (Dennett, 1978; Bennett,
1978). To attribute a false belief, an individual must repre-
sent someone as having an understanding of the world that is
strictly inconsistent with their own. This requirement ensures
that correct predictions of what the other agent will do cannot
be based solely on one’s own representation of the world.

The most widely-used false belief paradigm is referred to
as a Sally-Anne test (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985).
In this paradigm, Sally puts a toy in a basket in the pres-
ence of her friend Anne. Sally then leaves the room, during
which time Anne moves the toy to a box. When Sally returns,
subjects are asked ”Where will Sally look for her toy?” To
successfully demonstrate a capacity for theory of mind, the
subject needs to set aside their own knowledge of the toy’s
current location (in the box) and instead rely on Sally’s rep-
resentation of the location of the toy (in the basket). In other
words, to successfully predict where Sally will look, subjects
must represent Sally has having a false belief about where the
toy is. Various adaptations of this type of task have been rig-
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orously studied and led many to conclude that theory of mind
requires explicit, effortful reasoning, and does not develop
until around 3-5 years of age (Wellman, Cross, & Watson,
2001; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985).

Implicit theory of mind
Over the last decade or so, numerous tasks have been de-
veloped to measure theory of mind in pre-linguistic in-
fants. In place of verbal responses to explicit questions, re-
searchers have relied on non-verbal behavioral measures that
may indicate the implicit calculation of other agents’ men-
tal states, measuring looking times in violation of expecta-
tion paradigms (Kovács et al., 2010; Onishi & Baillargeon,
2005), anticipatory looking when predicting where an agent
will move (Schneider, Bayliss, Becker, & Dux, 2012; Surian
& Geraci, 2012; Low & Watts, 2013; Southgate, Senju, &
Csibra, 2007), or how infants decide to help others in in-
teractive helping tasks (Buttelmann, Carpenter, & Tomasello,
2009).

In one such violation of expectation study, Onishi and Bail-
largeon (2005) introduced 15-month old infants to a Sally-
Anne type paradigm. In the study, an experimenter was
demonstrated to have a preference for an object. This ob-
ject was then placed in one of two boxes. While the experi-
menter was not looking, this object then moved to the other
location or remained in the same location as the experimenter
last saw it. After the experimenter looks back at the boxes,
she reaches for the ball either in the location where it was
last seen or in the location where it actually was. This setup
allowed the researchers to vary whether the experimenter’s
belief about the location of the ball was true or false. Onishi
and Baillargeon (2005) found that infants looked longer when
the experimenter searched for the ball in the location where
it actually was than when the experimenter searched for the
ball where she last saw it, suggesting that they expected the
experimenter to act on the basis of her (now false) belief and
were surprised when she didn’t. Such non-linguistic behav-
ioral measures have been argued to demonstrate that infants
as young 15-months-old are capable of intention and belief
attribution (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Buttelmann et al.,
2009; Träuble, Marinović, & Pauen, 2010; Kovács et al.,
2010).

In addition to the work on implicit theory of mind repre-
sentations in human infants, researchers have also sought to
find evidence that human adults track others’ mental states
automatically, i.e., that they compute theory of mind repre-
sentations mandatorily, even when it is counterproductive to
the task being completed. As in the case of research on infant
theory of mind, numerous paradigms have been used to mea-
sure automatic ToM in adults (Kovács et al., 2010; Phillips et
al., 2015; Low & Watts, 2013; Schneider et al., 2012).

Promising results from work with human infants and stud-
ies on automatic theory of mind in adults has inspired re-
searchers to claim that humans have an implicit theory of
mind system, one that emerges early in development, does
not require effortful control, and operates automatically (see,

e.g., Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Kovács et al., 2010).
Critically however, a debate continues over which kinds of

theory of mind computations can be done implicitly. Some
researchers have argued that the theory-of-mind capacity
that arises early in development and operates automatically
in adults allows one to compute others’ false beliefs (e.g..,
Kovács et al., 2010); others have instead argued that the evi-
dence suggests that implicit theory of mind can only compute
others’ knowledge or ignorance, but not false beliefs (e.g.,
Phillips & Norby, 2019; Nagel, 2017; Surtees, Butterfill, &
Apperly, 2012). The general distinction between these dif-
ferent kinds of mental states is one of factivity (Kiparsky &
Kiparsky, 1970).

Factive and Non-Factive Theory of Mind
As previous discussed, many of the key results demon-
strating implicit theory of mind have employed false-belief
paradigms. Representations of beliefs are examples of non-
factive mental states. These states require computing and
reasoning about a representation that is strictly inconsistent
with one’s own understanding of the ‘facts’; thus the term
non-factive. While this kind of ToM representation has been
the focus of the majority of ToM research, a number of re-
searchers have argued non-factive tests neglect to capture
more basic aspects of theory of mind, namely representations
of factive mental states, e.g., what others’ know, see, hear,
are aware of, and so on (Martin & Santos, 2016; Nagel, 2017;
Phillips & Norby, 2019).

In many of our pedestrian day-to-day interactions, we
are primarily interested in keeping track of factive mental
states. For example, you might want to remember your friend
worked yesterday and has not seen the season finale of a show
you both watch. Or you might have recently learned that your
crush knows you own a cat and hope they bring it up in con-
versation. These representations are factive because they are
directly tied to the way you take the world to actually be. Un-
like our understanding of others’ beliefs, which may or may
not be false, we cannot represent others’ as knowing or seeing
things that we take to be false.

Consider the Queen of England. If you saw her at an event
in Scotland, you can’t represent someone else as seeing her in
London, nor can you represent someone as knowing she’s in
Paris. However, you can, of course, represent someone else
as believing that she is in London or Paris, or anywhere else
for that matter. Importantly, factive mental states, like non-
factive ones can still differ from your own: others’ may not
know something you do, or have seen something you have
not, so they still often involve representing an understanding
of the world that is different from one’s own, even if it cannot
be inconsistent with your own understanding.

Theory of mind researchers also employed implicit be-
havioral measurements such as reaction times in visual
perspective-taking experiments in investigating implicit fac-
tive representations (Santiesteban, Catmur, Hopkins, Bird,
& Heyes, 2014; Samson, Apperly, Braithwaite, Andrews, &
Bodley-Scott, 2010). In one such task, Samson et al. (2010)
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asked subjects to make judgements about the number of dots
in a room that they or an avatar could see while manipulating
the amount of time that participants had to respond. Crucially,
the number of dots visible to the avatar was either identical to
the number of dots visible to the subject not (i.e. the avatar
only sees a subset of the number of dots visible to the sub-
ject). In the latter case, the avatar’s perspective differs from
one’s own but is not inconsistent with it. Samson and col-
leagues found that when asked about their own perspective,
subjects were slower to respond in the condition where the
avatars perspective differed from their own than in the condi-
tion where it was was identical. Moreover, this was the case
when subjects were explicitly instructed to only keep track of
the number of dots that they themselves saw. These results
were argued to show that subjects engaged in implicit fac-
tive ToM by automatically computing the avatar’s perspec-
tive (Baker, Levin, & Saylor, 2016; Nielsen, Slade, Levy, &
Holmes, 2015; Qureshi, Apperly, & Samson, 2010; Santieste-
ban et al., 2014).

Our contribution: We contribute to this theoretical debate
over whether implicit theory of mind allows for the calcu-
lation of others’ factive or non-factive mental states. To do
so, we employ a novel meta-analytic approach. Specifically,
we analyze the recent attempts at replicating the evidence for
implicit theory of mind and ask whether we find a difference
in the replicability of the results that originally provided evi-
dence for factive vs. non-factive theory of mind.

Methods
In an ongoing meta-analysis, we have sampled 20 studies
published between 2005 and 2018, containing 23 statisti-
cal tests that were taken to indicate the presence of factive
ToM and 38 statistical tests that were taken to indicate the
presence of non-factive ToM. These data represent 8 original
paradigms and 12 replication studies including both develop-
mental research and research on automatic theory of mind in
adults (see Table 1).

Study Selection
Studies were selected by starting with the most heavily repli-
cated paradigms. To be included, a study needed to either be
the original publication of a paradigm or a direct replication.
Papers were largely collected by conducting a literature re-
view of direct replications of ToM tasks, and were expanded
on through discussions with ToM researchers and a helpful
recent meta-analysis on implicit theory of mind in infants
(Barone, Corradi, & Gomila, 2019). For a complete list of
the papers in each group see Appendix 1.

Many studies in the original literature review were subse-
quently excluded because they either have (a) not been repli-
cated, (b) were conceptual replications not direct replications,
or (c) did not involve tests of implicit theory of mind, which
we defined as involving (i) studies with infants less than four-
years-old (when explicit false belief tasks are passed) and
(ii) studies that demonstrate automatic/mandatory theory of

mind processing in adults. Future analyses may also want to
broaden the scope of studies by relaxing these restrictions.
However, for the purposes of this meta-analysis, we were
only interested in the robustness of effect sizes across direct
replications of factive and non-factive implicit theory of mind
studies.

In addition, two of the original paradigms that satisfied our
criteria had been empirically demonstrated to involve con-
founds, which once controlled for, no longer demonstrated
the original effect that provided evidence for implicit theory
of mind. Specifically, we were concerned about the con-
founds in Kovács et al. (2010) as demonstrated by Phillips
et al. (2015) and the confounds in Buttelmann et al. (2009)
as demonstrated by Priewasser, Rafetseder, Gargitter, and
Perner (2018). Because of the concern that these original
paradigms may not have measured implicit theory of mind
in the first place, these pairs were excluded from the primary
analyses (see Results for additional analyses that do include
these paradigms).

Statistical Test Selection
Most papers selected contained multiple experiments.
However, because we focus only on <Original, Direct
Replication> pairs, we typically only include one or two ex-
periments for each paper. For instance, original papers may
introduce a paradigm in study one but then expand on those
results in subsequent experiments by varying specific condi-
tions or subject populations. If the first study of a paper was
the only finding directly replicated in subsequent work, then
only that experiment was included in our meta analysis. Sim-
ilarly, if only a proper subset of the conditions of an original
study were directly replicated (e.g., only conditions that did
not include special populations), we excluded all conditions
that had not been directly replicated from further analysis.
In addition, replication research is often designed to replicate
and extend original findings. However, because extensions of
the original paradigms are not direct replications, these con-
ditions were also set aside. Future research could consider
relaxing some of these restrictions as well.

For each of the remaining experiments, the first author se-
lected the statistical test that served as the key piece of evi-
dence for theory of mind. In cases where this was not clear,
the appropriate test was determined through a discussion be-
tween the first and second author. Similarly, each of these
tests were classified as providing evidence for factive or non-
factive theory of mind. Any disagreements were again re-
solved through discussion.

For replications, we attempted to match the critical statis-
tic reported in the original paper. However, some replications
did not report the same statistical tests as the original analy-
ses. Additionally, some of the original analyses did not report
effect sizes. In these instances, we either requested data from
original authors or, in instances where open science practices
made it possible, simply reanalyzed the data.

Finally, we converted all these effect sizes into a common
standard, Pearson’s r, which allowed us to compare across
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paradigms that employed different statistical tests. Replica-
tion attempts with effects in the same direction as the origi-
nally reported effect were assigned positive effect sizes, while
effects in the opposite direction were assigned negative effect
sizes. The majority of the replication attempts were success-
ful (19), albeit with typically smaller effect sizes than origi-
nally reported; however, 10 out of the 29 replication condi-
tions were unsuccessful.

Coding
In addition to the common effect size, r, a number of other
factors were recorded for each experiment (see below). It is
our hope that this dataset will prove useful for others’ in the
field as well, and will be made avaialable upon completion.

1. Mean age and number of participants per condition
2. Paradigm: Eight levels of task type that describe which

paradigm was used
3. Original or Replication: Two levels
4. Success or Failed Replication: Two levels
5. Factivitiy Classification: Two levels
6. Key Statistic: the critical statistical test that provides evi-

dence for theory of mind.

Analysis Approach
To statistically investigate the replicability of evidence for
factive and non-factive theory of mind, we compared a se-
ries of linear mixed-effects models to ask whether effect sizes
were affected by (1) whether the test constituted the original
demonstration of a theory of mind effect or was a replica-
tion, (2) whether the test demonstrated a capacity for fac-
tive or non-factive theory of mind, and (3) the interaction
of these two two-level factors. While we originally hoped
to use a more maximal random effects structure (Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), our dataset is limited by the number
of direct replication attempts that have currently been con-
ducted, and we were not able to fit a complex random effects
structure that included random slopes as well as random in-
tercepts. Accordingly, our random effects structure only in-
cludes a random intercept for paradigm. As such, caution
should be taken in generalizing the effects observed here to
new paradigms. The significance of each reported effect was
determined by comparing a model that included the relevant
fixed-effect term (as well as other factors that were not cur-
rently being investigated) to a model that did not include that
term (but did include the other factors not under investiga-
tion). The effect was determined to be significant if the fit
of the model including the relevant term differed significantly
from the fit of the model that did not include the relevant term.

Results
The analysis revealed no main effect of factivity (χ2 = 0.132,
p = 0.717), but a significant effect of whether the study
was an original or a replication (χ2 = 7.181, p = 0.007),
which captured the fact that the original effect sizes were
larger (M = 0.475, SD = 0.171) than the replication effect

sizes (M = 0.237, SD = 0.339). Critically, however, this
main effect was qualified by an interaction between whether
the study was a replication and whether the paradigm tested
for factive and non-factive ToM (χ2 = 10.944, p < 0.001)
(see Figure 1). We explored this interaction effect by sepa-
rately considering the effect of replication for factive and non-
factive paradigms (see Table 1). For non-factive paradigms,
we found that the replication effect sizes were significantly
smaller (M = .14, SD = .34) than the original effect sizes
(M = .49, SD = .14) (χ2 = 16.589, p < 0.001). For factive
paradigms, by contrast, we found that the replication effect
sizes were not significantly smaller (M = .36, SD = .31) than
the original effect sizes (M = .42, SD = .23) (χ2 = 0.139,
p = 0.710). Note that these conclusions are not substan-
tively changed when we include the original and replication
data from the Kovács et al. (2010) and Buttelmann et al.
(2009) paradigms that were originally excluded because of
concerns about possible confounds. We again find that for
non-factive paradigms, the replication effect sizes were sig-
nificantly smaller than the original effect sizes (χ2 = 16.113,
p < 0.001), while there was no similar difference for factive
paradigms (χ2 = 0.873, p = 0.350).

Figure 1: The bar chart shows the aggregate mean effect size
for factive and non-factive ToM paradigms across original
and replicated studies.
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Factive
Paradigm Original Replication # of Tests
Buttelmann (2009) Interactive Helping 0.38 -0.25 5
Onishi (2005) Violation of Expectation 0.61 0.27 3
Samson (2010) Dot Perspective RT 0.41 0.51 15

Non-Factive
Paradigm Original Replication # of Tests
Buttelmann (2009) Interactive Helping 0.51 0.21 6
Kovacs (2010) Response Time 0.41 0.24 7
Low & Watts (2013) Anticipatory Looking 0.55 0.31 7
Onishi (2005) Violation of Expectation 0.64 0.39 4
Senju (2009) Belief Congruence 0.32 0.12 2
Sommerville (2013) FB Reaction Time 0.52 0.33 6
Southgate (2007) Anticipatory Looking 0.46 -0.27 6

Table 1: The table shows the aggregate mean effect size
and number of data points for factive and non-factive ToM
paradigms across original and replicated studies.

Discussion
Most research seeking to provide evidence for implicit theory
of mind has primarily focused on demonstrating an ability
to represent others’ non-factive mental states, e.g., beliefs in
a false belief paradigm (Barone et al., 2019). More recently,
however, a number of researchers have argued representations
of factive mental states, e.g., what others’ know, see, hear, are
more likely candidates for implicit ToM representations (in
the sense that these computations appear earlier in phylogeny
and ontogeny, are rendered more quickly, and require less ef-
fort) (Nagel, 2017; Phillips & Norby, 2019; Phillips, Knobe,
Strickland, Armary, & Cushman, 2018).

In the ongoing meta-analysis reported on here, we asked
whether the recent methodological push towards replication
can be used as a tool that bears on the debate over the nature
of implicit theory of mind: whether it more robustly repre-
sents factive or non-factive mental states. We found that, to
the extent that there is replicable and robust evidence for im-
plicit theory of mind, that evidence most clearly comes from
tests that investigated factive theory of mind representations,
rather than non-factive ones.

At the same time, it is important to note that the scope
of the reported meta-analysis is limited by the small num-
ber of extant direct replication attempts, and the fact that
many of these have focused on a few specific paradigms that
were highly influential. Given our focus on direct replica-
tion, the data reported here are not nicely balanced: there are
no cases of paradigms that involve original and replication ef-
fect sizes for both factive and non-factive tests across multiple
behavioral measures. This is problematic because (as nicely
demonstrated in a recent meta-analysis investigating implicit
false belief tasks in human infants Barone et al. (2019)) the
size of the observed effects can be dramatically impacted by
the paradigm employed (e.g., anticipatory looking, violation
of expectation). While such balanced data are unlikely to
arise naturally, meta-analyses such as this one can be helpful
in illuminating specific lacuna that may be addressed in future
work. For example, we hope this work inspires researchers to
employ more diverse measurements of factive theory of mind
tasks. In the meantime, future meta-analytic work may aim to

ameliorate these concerns somewhat by relaxing the inclusion
criteria to allow for conceptual, as well as direct replications.

Theoretical replicability

While we were originally motivated to develop this meta-
analytic approach out of our own interest in the theoretical
distinction between factive and non-factive theory of mind
(Phillips & Norby, 2019; Phillips et al., 2015), we hope that
the current work inspires other researchers interested in a di-
versity of theoretical questions. We think of this approach as
a proof of concept of the much broader potential for using the
recent focus on replication to inform theoretically motivated
questions in cognitive science. The most promising use-cases
will be ones where cognitive scientists who have primarily
been interested in theoretical questions pair with researchers
who have primarily been focusing on conducting direct repli-
cations. In such cases, these research teams will be in a
good position to pre-register the theoretically-motivated cod-
ing scheme, inclusion criteria, and analysis approach, putting
them in an ideal position to have the meta-analytic results in-
form the theoretical question at hand. Finally, this project was
made possible by researchers who spent valuable resources
directly replicating existing paradigms and by researchers
whose open data practices made it possible to reanalyze data
in light of new theoretical distinctions. We hope that the cur-
rent study further inspires researchers to continue this work,
which we believe is critical for not only empirical but also
theoretical progress to be made in cognitive science.

Appendix 1: Original vs. Replicated Papers
Factive

Originals Buttelmann et al. (2009); Onishi and Baillargeon
(2005); Samson et al. (2010)

Replications Baker et al. (2016); Crivello and Poulin-
Dubois (2018); Nielsen et al. (2015); Priewasser et al. (2018);
Qureshi et al. (2010); Santiesteban et al. (2014); Träuble et al.
(2010); Yott and Poulin-Dubois (2016)

Non-Factive

Originals Buttelmann et al. (2009); Kovács et al. (2010);
Low and Watts (2013); Onishi and Baillargeon (2005);
Schneider et al. (2012); Senju, Southgate, White, and Frith
(2009); Sommerville, Bernstein, and Meltzoff (2013)

Replications Bernstein, Thornton, and Sommerville
(2011); Crivello and Poulin-Dubois (2018); Kulke, von
Duhn, Schneider, and Rakoczy (2018); Phillips et al. (2015);
Priewasser et al. (2018); Träuble et al. (2010); Yott and
Poulin-Dubois (2016, 2012)
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Abstract
The assessment of how a deceptive message is produced in dif-
ferent languages has received little attention, with the majority
of studies focused on the English language. Moreover, there
is no agreement about the stability of linguistic clues of deceit
across different languages. In this paper, we address this issue
by analysing both theory-driven linguistic markers of decep-
tion (cognitive load hypothesis) and standard text categorisa-
tion features. After compiling a multilingual corpus of both
honest and deceitful first-person opinions regarding five differ-
ent topics, we assessed the cross-language applicability of four
different features sets in within-topic, cross-topic and cross-
language binary classification experiments. Results showed
promising classification performances in all the three experi-
ments with few exceptions. Interestingly, linguistic markers
of deceit linked to the cognitive load hypothesis exhibited the
same trend in the two languages under investigation and the
cross-language evaluation highlighted their usefulness in spot-
ting deceit between different languages.
Keywords: deception; multilingual; cognitive load; computa-
tional linguistics; machine learning

Introduction
Lying is a ubiquitous phenomenon across societies (Serota,
Levine, & Boster, 2010), and the spread of internet usage in-
creased web-based cross-cultural interactions, providing new
opportunities for deceiving. Moreover, with the globalisation
advancement, the interactions between investigators and po-
tential deceivers coming from different cultural backgrounds
increased in the last decade (Giebels & Taylor, 2009). It is
to be noted that the interactions above often occur between
people speaking different languages, making harder the task
of spotting possible deceitful intentions (Da Silva & Leach,
2013).

Up to now, far too little attention has been paid to how
a deceptive message is yielded across different languages.
Indeed, the majority of studies analysed deceit-related ver-
bal characteristics within one language, where English is the
most commonly studied language. Thus, what is known about
linguistic markers of deceit is restricted to the English lan-
guage and their applicability to other languages is still to
be verified. Accordingly, some authors highlighted the need
for shifting the focus also on languages other than English
(Spence, Villar, & Arciuli, 2012; Pérez-Rosas & Mihalcea,
2014), assessing deception-related linguistic features in dif-
ferent ethnicities speaking in their native language (Potapova

& Lykova, 2016). However, the cross-linguistic applicabil-
ity of markers of deceit tested in previous studies remains
an unsolved research subject and, to date, there is no agree-
ment about the stability of linguistic clues of deception across
different languages. Indeed, although some studies high-
lighted possible stability across languages of verbal clues of
deceit (Matsumoto, Hwang, & Sandoval, 2015b; Matsumoto
& Hwang, 2015; Matsumoto, Hwang, & Sandoval, 2015a),
others led to the opposite conclusion (Leal et al., 2018; Run-
gruangthum & Todd, 2017). Therefore, the assessment of
how a deceptive message is yielded in different languages
seem to deserve further attention, considering the possibility
of relying on new investigation methodologies.

Interestingly, the last decades have seen a growing inter-
est from the scientific community in the automatic detection
of deceit through text and speech analysis (Nunamaker et
al., 2012; Fitzpatrick, Bachenko, & Fornaciari, 2015; Hauch,
Blandón-Gitlin, Masip, & Sporer, 2015) and an increasing
amount of studies is addressing verbal deception through
computational linguistics and automated classification meth-
ods (Fusilier, Montes-y Gómez, Rosso, & Cabrera, 2015; Kr-
ishnamurthy, Majumder, Poria, & Cambria, 2018; Kleinberg,
Mozes, Arntz, & Verschuere, 2018). Nonetheless, also here
most of the mentioned studies focused on the English lan-
guage while only a few works evaluated the automatic de-
tection of deceit between different languages (Pérez-Rosas
& Mihalcea, 2014; Levitan, Maredia, & Hirschberg, 2018).
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no studies compared
the predictive value across languages of theory-driven lin-
guistic markers of deceit.

In this paper, we try to fill this gap by implementing a text
representation, including linguistic clues of deceit related to
a specific theory: the cognitive load hypothesis. Among sev-
eral theories proposed for studying verbal deception, the cog-
nitive load approach seems one of the most promising, lead-
ing to higher accuracy rates compared to standard methods
(Vrij, Fisher, & Blank, 2017). The cognitive load approach
assumes that lying is most of the times more mentally tax-
ing than telling the truth (Zuckerman, DePaulo, & Rosenthal,
1981) and the higher cognitive effort accompanied to the act
of lying should produce measurable linguistic clues of deceit.
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Recently, one of the most comprehensive meta-analysis on
the effectiveness of computers as lie detectors (Hauch et al.,
2015) provided an extensive assessment of linguistic clues of
deception linked to specific theories, including the cognitive
load hypothesis. Based on that meta-analysis, we extracted
the cognitive load related linguistic markers of deceit for the
assessment of their cross-lingual applicability.

In this study, we aim to assess the effectiveness of a
text representation composed of both theory-driven linguistic
clues of deceit and standard linguistic features for text cat-
egorisation to spot deceitful narratives among different lan-
guages. After collecting a multilingual corpus of both de-
ceiving and truthful first-person opinions about five various
topics, we assessed the joint and individual performance of
the features set considered in within-topic, cross-topic and
cross-language binary classification experiments.

Method

To gather a multilingual corpus of both deceitful and truth-
ful narratives, we considered two different samples from the
US and Italy. We asked participants to provide in their lan-
guage first-person opinions regarding five various topics. In
this section, we will describe the recruiting methodology, par-
ticipants’ demographics and data collection procedure.

Participants

For collecting the sample from the US, we employed Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT), setting a location restriction. The
task could be performed only by Turkers with an approval
rating equal to or higher than 80%. The time allotted for each
task was 20 minutes, and only a single submission per par-
ticipant was allowed. Each contribution was rewarded with
0.25$. In total 727 Turkers completed the task, but 227 con-
tributions were rejected before analysis because participants
haven’t followed the instructions (i.e. unintelligible, unrea-
sonably short or contained a description of the phenomenon
instead of a first-person opinion). Therefore, five-hundred
participants from the US (315 female; age 37.7±13.2) were
included in the final analysis.

Regarding the Italian sample, since only 2% of AMT work-
ers are located in Italy (Difallah, Filatova, & Ipeirotis, 2018),
we decided to employ the Google form service for the data
collection. Italian participants were recruited on a volunteer
basis by spreading the Google form on social media and by
e-mail. Furthermore, they have not received any monetary in-
centive for the participation, no limitation in time was allot-
ted for completing the task, and only a single submission per
participant was allowed. In total, 425 volunteers completed
the task, but 90 contributions were rejected before analysis
because participants haven’t followed the instructions (by ap-
plying the same criteria employed for the US sample). Hence,
three-hundred thirty-five participants from Italy (242 female;
age 27.2±10.0) were included in the final analysis.

Data collection procedure
As mentioned before, for compiling a multilingual corpus of
both deceptive and truthful narratives, we focused on first-
person opinions about five different topics: Abortion (Abo),
Cannabis legalisation (CL), Euthanasia (Eut), Gay marriage
(GM) and Policy on migrants (PoM). The rationale behind
topics selection relies on the assumption that the majority of
people are likely to have a polarised position towards these
highly debated topics. Consequently, they can easily express
or deny it.

All the participants were asked to type in their native lan-
guage both truthful and deceptive first-person opinions about
the topics mentioned above in a free text response modality.
The applied paradigm is based on an experimental ground-
truth, meaning that each participant provided a truthful or
a deceptive opinion according to specific instructions. The
honest first-person opinions were generated by asking partic-
ipants to provide in at least 4-5 lines their actual attitude to-
wards a given topic. Contrarily, for gathering deceptive state-
ments, participants were instructed to describe in at least 4-5
lines a fake opinion, not corresponding to their own opinion
with the primary purpose to convince a hypothetical reader
that the deceptive opinion represents their real point of view
about the topic.

To maintain the overall proportion between truthful and de-
ceptive narratives as balanced as possible, four Human Intel-
ligence Tasks (HITs) were created. The HITs were balanced
for ground-truth in a way that, overall, half of the first-person
opinions gathered would have been deceptive and the other
half truthful for each topic (Table 1).

Topic HIT1 HIT2 HIT3 HIT4
Abo D T D T
CL T T D D
Eut T D T D
GM T D T D
PoM D T D T

Table 1: HITs’ structure description. T = Truthful opinion;
D = Deceptive opinion; Abo = Abortion; CL = Cannabis Le-
galization; Eut = Euthanasia; GM = Gay Marriage; PoM =
Policy on migrants.

For instance, regarding the HIT1, participants typed their
genuine attitude towards Gay marriage, Euthanasia and
Cannabis legalisation. At the same time, for Policy on mi-
grants and Abortion, they provided a deceptive opinion ac-
cording to the instructions. The final result of the data collec-
tion procedure is shown in Table 2. The dataset will be made
publicly available upon request for research purposes.

Features
The present study aims to assess the effectiveness of both
standard text categorisation features and theory-driven lin-
guistic markers of deceit in detecting deception across differ-
ent languages. For doing so, we considered both the individ-
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Topic IT EN
T D T D

Abo 160 175 250 250
CL 158 177 250 250
Eut 175 160 250 250
GM 175 160 250 250
PoL 160 175 250 250
All 828 847 1250 1250

Table 2: The number of truthful (T) and deceptive (D) narra-
tives per topic, gathered from the Italian and the US sample.

ual and merged contribution of various features sets, where
each of them is independent of the others and expresses dif-
ferent aspects of the phenomenon under investigation. This
section describes in detail the feature sets examined.

Bag-Of-Words (BOW)
The Bag-Of-Words is a popular orderless representation of
documents, which are described as the (multi) set of words
that compose it. This representation is commonly used in
document classification tasks, where the content is useful in-
formation. The simplest extension of the BOW representa-
tion is the n-grams, where features consist of the frequency
of contiguous sequences of n words. However BOW, or n-
grams in general, is a domain-specific document representa-
tion. Hence, it could not be suitable to catch relations be-
tween different topics, or especially between different lan-
guages. In this work, the n-grams (uni- and bi-grams) rep-
resentation has been computed by the Scikit-learn package
(Pedregosa et al., 2011). Stop-words have been removed.

Part-of-Speech (POS)
The Part-Of-Speech tagging is the process of assigning a cat-
egory (e.g. adjective, verb) for each word of a document, re-
lying on both, syntax and context. The sequence of associated
categories provides useful information regarding the structure
of the document and sentences instead of the content. The
POS tagging procedure has been computed by means of the
TreeTagger1 system, which exploits the Penn Treebank tagset
(36 different tags). Uni- and bi-grams POS tags have been ex-
tracted from the tagged documents.

Linguistic Features (LF)
Based on the meta-analysis mentioned previously (Hauch et
al., 2015), we extracted the verbal clues which demonstrated
to be effective in spotting the higher cognitive effort accom-
panied by the act of deceiving.

The resulting linguistic cues are word quantity, type-token
ratio, average sentence length, and exclusive words. The
first three linguistic features were calculated as described in
(Hauch et al., 2015), while the exclusive words were ex-
tracted from the Oxford Thesaurus of English (Waite, 2009),
translated in Italian for the cross-language comparison and

1http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/∼schmid/tools/TreeTagger/

then computed as specified by (Hauch et al., 2015). Accord-
ing to the meta-analysis results, all the cognitive load-based
linguistic features should have higher average values in truth-
ful statements than in deceptive ones. The LF computation
on the collected data is shown in Table 3.

Function Words (FW)
Function words (e.g., pronouns, prepositions, articles, con-
junctions, and auxiliary verbs) express grammatical relation-
ships between content words within a sentence. They sig-
nal the structural relationships that content words have to one
another and are considered one of the most critical stylo-
metric feature (Kestemont, 2014). Indeed, how people use
function words reveals their linguistic style (Chung & Pen-
nebaker, 2007) and can account what they are thinking and
feeling (Newman, Pennebaker, Berry, & Richards, 2003). In
the present study, a set of 318 English function words has
been extracted from the scikit-learn package (i.e. the stop-
words list). Then, the representation has been computed by
considering the occurrences of each function word as an indi-
vidual feature. For the cross-language comparison, the func-
tion words list has been translated into Italian by two experts.

Experimental Assessment
An extensive empirical assessment has been carried out to
evaluate the capability of the above features sets in the au-
tomatic classification of truthful and deceptive narratives.
Three different types of binary classification experiments and
evaluations have been conducted, which are within-topic,
cross-topic and cross-language. In this section, after portray-
ing the general characteristics of the employed classifier, a
detailed description of the three classification tasks is pro-
vided.

A SVM has been used as binary classifier. The hyper-
parameters have been selected using a 5-fold cross-validation
procedure. These hyper-parameters are the regularization
value C and the kernel function. The C value has been se-
lected from the set {10i, i : −2, . . . ,4}. The kernel function
is the Homogeneous Polynomial (HP), with form k(x,z) =
〈x,z〉d , d ∈{1, . . . ,5}. Other kernel functions have been used
in a preliminary experimentation phase, such as the popu-
lar RBF kernel, without concrete improvements. However,
each base representation and feature set is able to express
different information, emphasizing a specific aspect of the
main problem, i.e. the content, the cognitive load, or the
linguistic structure. These representations are virtually or-
thogonal, and their combination could improve the perfor-
mance of the classifier. To this end, feature sets have been
considered both individually and combined via Multiple Ker-
nel Learning (MKL; (Gönen & Alpaydın, 2011)). In short,
the MKL is a popular framework used to learn the kernel as
a principled combination of several weak feature sets. In this
work, the EasyMKL (Aiolli & Donini, 2015) algorithm has
been used. The algorithm learns the convex combination of
base kernels which maximizes the margin between classes,
i.e.: kµ(x,z) = ∑r µrkr(x,z), with constraints ‖µ‖1 = 1 and
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Linguistic features IT EN
T D T D

Word quantity 46.24±32.73 39.99±23.41 62.55±30.15 48.82±25.92
Exclusive words 7.47±7.98 6.49±6.90 0.48±0.80 0.40±0.68
Average sentence length 25.83±12.40 23.30±10.57 18.09±6.52 15.10±6.51
Type-token ratio 0.87±0.08 0.88±0.08 0.76±0.09 0.80±0.09

Table 3: Linguistic features computed on the proposed datasets for truthful and deceptive opinions.

µr ≥ 0, where kr is the r-th kernel, and µ is the weights vector
which parametrizes the combination. For each feature set, 5
HP kernels with degrees 1 . . .5 and the identity kernel have
been used as base kernels. In the MKL setting, base kernels
have been normalized to prevent scaling issues. The F1 mea-
sure has been used to evaluate the effectiveness of the models.

Within-topic evaluation
In the within-topic evaluation, a binary classifier has been
trained for each topic individually. This experiment al-
lows understanding the complexity of deception classifica-
tion problem and the potential of the dataset. Furthermore,
results achieved on this evaluation task provide a useful
baseline to quantify and to compare the cross-topic and the
cross-language effectiveness. A stratified nested 5-fold cross-
validation has been applied to each topic of a given language.
Specifically, the outer cross validation has been used to isolate
the test set, whereas the inner cross-validation (i.e. applied to
remaining training data) has been used to train the model and
to select the hyper-parameters. The results computed on the
outer cross-validation have been averaged and reported in Ta-
ble 4.

The standard deviation is also reported. Note that, despite
the global number of collected opinions, the classifier can rely
on much less training examples, i.e. 268 and 400 opinions
(80% of the available data) for the Italian and English datasets
respectively.

Cross-topic evaluation
Classical content-based representations, as is the case of
BOW and n-grams, are not suitable to analyze cross-topic
patterns, and they may suffer for a significant decrease of ef-
ficacy. Indeed, different topics are virtually described by dif-
ferent terms. Terms related to different domains can be very
different, making the comparison between examples difficult.
On the other hand, structural representations, such as the lin-
guistic features, POS tagging, or the occurrences of function
words, are more general and content independent, and they
can be applied to catch cross-domain dependencies and pat-
terns.

In the cross-topic evaluation, four topics have been se-
lected for training the machine learning model, whereas the
fifth has been used as a test set for each language separately.
The hyper-parameters have been selected with a 5-fold cross-
validation, as is the previous case. This procedure has been
applied for each task in rotation. Results of the comparison

are shown in Table 5.

Cross-language evaluation
Structure-based representations can be able to reduce the
aforementioned cross-topic issue, by catching high-level
context-independent structural features. However, differ-
ent languages may have different grammar structures, for
which the transfer of such features could not be able to catch
deception-related patterns. Considering the above limitation,
only the cognitive load related Linguistic Features have been
employed in this evaluation. Indeed, these linguistic mea-
sures are supposed to catch the cognitive effort linked to
the act of deceiving, and they should be theoretically lan-
guage/topic independent.

The cross-language evaluation has been conducted in two
different phases. In the first phase, a topic and their associ-
ated Italian opinions have been used as training set. The test
set consists of English opinions of the same topic. The val-
idation has been conducted with a 5-fold cross-validation as
the case of the previous experiments. Then, the same proce-
dure has been used by learning from English opinions, and
testing on Italian opinions. Furthermore, the ROC-AUC met-
ric has been included to better evaluate the effectiveness of
the machine learning models. This measure can be helpful
in the cross-language experiment, where there is a reasonable
drop in performance, which makes difficult to understand if
the algorithm is able to learn something from data. Table 6
contains the results of the evaluation.

Results
All feature sets, considered separately, have proven their ef-
fectiveness in the within-topic classification, exceeding the
50% baseline performance that could have been obtained by
random guessing (Table 4). The highest F1 has been achieved
using the BOW representation, that is 80.90 ±2.07 (IT) and
74.40±3.62 (EN) when using all the data, and 79.80±6.40
(IT) and 72.58±3.90 (EN) on average when focusing on
single topics. The principled combination via MKL im-
proves the results significantly, with a score of 82.06±0.6 (IT)
and 77.02±0.70 (EN) when considering all the features sets
while, excluding BOW, we reached a score of 79.35±2.11
and 71±1.97 for the IT and EN languages respectively.

In the cross-topic assessment depicted in Table 6, all the
features considered separately suffered a drop in classifica-
tion performances. In particular, the BOW representation
maintains similar results compared to the within-topic evalua-
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Dataset Topic BOW LF POS FW MKL MKL w/o BOW

IT

Abo 82.28±5.17 63.21±6.28 59.81±4.77 71.67±4.39 82.88±7.11 70.97±5.13
CL 75.74±6.06 60.75±4.09 58.16±9.79 59.85±5.10 71.47±4.21 63.78±6.98
Eut 84.05±6.49 68.63±0.00 69.78±4.42 78.73±3.16 80.93±3.28 77.09±1.76
GM 87.42±2.33 68.63±0.00 74.41±4.91 78.13±4.62 88.17±2.43 77.83±3.13
PoM 69.50±8.72 63.23±4.61 60.40±1.99 76.57±4.01 74.75±3.87 72.64±3.59
All 80.90±2.07 60.44±1.83 66.31±1.43 65.63±0.48 82.06±2.01 79.35±2.11

EN

Abo 67.27±2.87 65.90±2.61 64.55±5.29 65.61±4.74 75.59±4.00 65.83±3.01
CL 74.96±2.66 67.24±1.18 71.57±4.44 65.74±3.88 78.12±2.99 71.34±5.04
Eut 74.59±2.33 66.26±3.23 68.87±3.52 64.08±6.82 74.57±3.36 68.59±3.03
GM 77.45±1.98 68.19±1.99 70.61±4.96 72.49±5.53 81.12±2.09 73.59±3.51
PoM 68.74±3.07 67.86±2.65 64.76±3.32 67.57±5.27 73.01±3.11 63.73±1.91
All 74.40±3.62 67.33±0.46 68.80±2.03 69.10±1.89 77.02±0.70 71.00±1.97

Table 4: F1 (%) scores achieved for the within-topic evaluation.

Dataset Topic BOW LF POS FW MKL MKL w/o BOW

IT

Abo 73.27 55.06 58.47 55.06 74.67 56.94
CL 69.07 54.64 60.71 53.29 70.20 60.31
Eut 80.80 55.12 69.23 63.07 81.74 68.57
GM 75.27 57.07 63.37 65.66 74.49 61.19
PoM 64.40 58.40 60.05 56.36 63.05 62.82

EN

Abo 56.78 66.37 67.61 67.16 72.61 69.92
CL 65.58 64.24 62.02 61.74 73.10 65.95
Eut 68.14 66.95 71.22 69.12 77.34 73.90
GM 66.97 68.33 65.72 62.53 69.47 68.04
PoM 50.40 65.14 63.56 54.41 61.06 68.09

Table 5: F1 (%) scores achieved for the cross-topic evaluation.

IT→EN EN→IT
Topic F1 AUC F1 AUC
Abo 58.47 67.24 58.42 63.55
CL 49.76 62.00 64.36 61.07
Eut 66.76 59.88 67.61 51.55
GM 66.67 56.60 50.27 55.69
PoM 38.76 61.18 64.77 60.86
All 64.52 58.48 66.10 65.99

Table 6: Cross-language evaluation using Linguistic Fea-
tures. Training→Test.

tion for the Italian language while significantly decreasing for
the English one. The LF feature set showed the opposite trend
compared to the BOW performance, leading to higher per-
formances on the English language compared to Italian. On
the other hand, both the POS and FW representations main-
tain similar performances in both languages. Again, the MKL
combination improves the results w.r.t. individual representa-
tions with a slight decrease in performances when excluding
BOW.

As stated before, only the linguistic markers of deceit
linked to the cognitive load hypothesis have been analysed
in the cross-language evaluation. Results show F1 scores of
64.52 and 66.10 when testing on the English and Italian com-

plete datasets respectively (Table 6). The ROC-AUC shows
that the algorithm can effectively learn patterns from data, ex-
ceeding the random guessing performance.

Discussion and conclusions
In the present study, the aim was to investigate the automatic
detection of deception across different languages, a research
question that received little attention and led to contrasting re-
sults so far. After compiling a multilingual (English and Ital-
ian) corpus of both truthful and deceitful first-person opinions
regarding five different topics, we assessed the individual and
collective performance of four features sets in detecting de-
ceit, comparing results obtained on the two languages. The
employed features sets included both theory-driven linguistic
markers of deceit (LF) and standard linguistic measures for
text categorization (BOW, POS and FW). The experimental
set up included within-topic, cross-topic and cross-language
binary classification experiments.

The first result to be highlighted refers to the computation
on both the languages of the cognitive load related linguistic
features: three out of four linguistic markers of deceit showed
to be in line with the expected trend according to previous
studies (Hauch et al., 2015). Indeed, except for the type-
token ratio, deceitful narratives appear to be characterised by
fewer words, fewer exclusive words and lesser average sen-
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tence length compared to the truthful ones in both the Italian
and English language. This finding provides some support to
the effectiveness across languages of the cognitive load hy-
pothesis, suggesting that the mental effort in deceiving pro-
duces useful verbal cues in spotting deception regardless of
the examined language.

About the three automatic classification tasks, in the
within-topic and cross-topic experiments, all the feature sets
demonstrated their usefulness in the correct classification of
deceitful and truthful narratives. Indeed, both their individual
and collective performance exceeded the 50% random guess-
ing performance, where the MKL combination achieved the
best results. However, while in the within-topic setting all
the features considered separately led to comparable perfor-
mances between languages, the BOW and LF text representa-
tions performed better in one language compared to the other
in cross-topic experiments. Finally, the cross-language exam-
ination showed that it’s possible to build an automatic clas-
sifier for detecting deceit regardless of the language under
investigation. Indeed, the linguistic markers of deception re-
lated to the cognitive load hypothesis showed to be able to
transfer the deception-related patterns from one language to
the other.

Concluding, It’s worth to notice that our results highlighted
some differences in classification performance between the
two languages. A possible explanation could be that the text
representation derived from the cognitive load approach does
not consider the cross-language variability in the occurrences
of that specific class of words. In future studies, we aim to
strengthen our models by considering this variability and as-
sessing its impact on classification performances.
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Inherent and Emergent Biases of Vocal Learning Timeframes in Zebra Finches
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Abstract

Language acquisition researchers have demonstrated that human infants tend to learn some sound classes before others.
However, similar biases acting on classes of sounds have not yet been demonstrated in a birdsong model. Here, I detail the
learning strategies of four zebra finches at both the level of the song and the level of the syllable. Although some syllables,
namely introductory notes and transient chirps, appear to emerge along regular timeframes, the learning strategy chosen
by the bird also has a strong influence on each syllables ontogeny. Syllables imitated earlier in a songs development tend
to be imitated more accurately than syllables derived later in the learning process.
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Abstract  
When humans revise their assumptions based on evidence, they 
process information on the (un)certainties of the situation. This 
process can be modeled by a (mathematically optimal) Bayes-
ian reasoning strategy. Humans typically deviate from this 
norm and apply heuristic strategies, often by only partially pro-
cessing the available information (e.g., neglecting base rates). 
From a perspective of ecological rationality, such heuristics 
possibly constitute viable cognitive strategies in certain situa-
tions. We investigate the adequacy of a cognitively plausible 
heuristic strategy, which amounts to approximately averaging 
the probability information on prior hypotheses and evidence. 
We compare this strategy to optimal Bayesian reasoning and to 
information-neglecting strategies by exploring the situational 
parameter space (number of hypotheses, prior and likelihood 
values). Finally, we frame this in the context of teachers’ diag-
nostic judgments on students’ potential misconceptions (pri-
ors) based on students’ solutions (evidence) and interpret the 
resulting accuracy of decisions within the ecology of informal 
student assessment. 

Keywords: Bayesian reasoning; averaging-prior-and-evidence 
strategy; diagnostic judgments; ecological rationality 

Introduction 
When inferences in situations with uncertainty are modeled 
by probability theory, the mathematically optimal strategy for 
revising assumptions after processing new evidence can be 
described as Bayesian reasoning. Within this approach, the 
plausibility of competing assumptions is described by prior 
probabilities of hypotheses 𝑃(𝐻!), the conditional probabili-
ties of evidence by likelihoods of evidence 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!), and the 
revised assumptions by posterior probabilities of hypotheses 
𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸), according to the Bayes rule: 

𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) ∝ 𝑃(𝐻!) ∙ 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!)   (Bayesian update, BUS)  (1) 

Bayesian update (cf. fig. 1) is a general normative model 
of decision-making (Mandel, 2014). It has often been applied 
to judgments in medical situations (base rates of illnesses, 
sensitivity and specificity of tests, e.g., Gigerenzer & 
Hoffrage, 1995), and even to model teacher judgments in ed-
ucational situations (Loibl & Leuders, 2020). 

Research has demonstrated that humans’ capacity to pro-
cess information on probabilities in Bayesian reasoning is 
limited which results in sub-optimal heuristics, such as base-

rate neglect (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1996). While often 
such biased strategies are interpreted as a limitation of human 
thinking in probabilities (Kahneman & Tversky, 1996), one 
could also ask whether mathematically suboptimal heuristics 
may be regarded as adequate and effective reasoning strate-
gies in certain situations (ecological rationality: Simon, 1955; 
Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995). For instance, Sundh (2019) 
showed that for calculations with joint probabilities an aver-
aging heuristic was adequate in certain constellations. Similar 
questions of ecological rationality of heuristics have been in-
vestigated with respect to multiple-cue situations using strat-
egies like take-the-best or fast-and-frugal trees (Gigerenzer 
& Goldstein, 1996; Martignon, Vitouch, Takezawa, & For-
ster, 2003).  

In our study, we focus on a situation that has not been stud-
ied in the light of ecological rationality before: Single-cue 
judgments on multiple (2 or 3) hypotheses with complete but 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The diagram illustrates the updating of the 
probability of two mutually exclusive hypotheses 𝐻!. 
Given the base rates of the hypotheses 𝑃(𝐻!) and the 
likelihoods of the evidence 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!), the prior proba-
bility 𝑃(𝐻") = 20% increases to the posterior proba-
bility 𝑃(𝐻"|𝐸) ≈ 45% after evidence E is observed, 
according to the Bayes rule: 

 𝑃(𝐻"|𝐸) =
#$%	∙	"$%

($%	∙	)$%	*	#$%	∙	"$%
≈ "$%

+,%
≈ 45%  

(ratio of right dashed area to total dashed area) 
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noisy probability information (priors and likelihoods). The 
noisy estimates of the probabilities (cf. Sundh, 2019) make 
exact calculations unfeasible. From a cognitive perspective, 
it seems plausible that humans’ mental models of their intui-
tive estimates on probabilities in real world decisions are an-
alog non-numerical representations (Khemlani, Lotstein, & 
Johnson-Laird, 2015). Khemlani et al. proposed a computa-
tional model assuming primitive analog representations for 
noisy probabilities and implemented intuitive strategies on 
processing these non-numerical probabilities in the model. 
Juslin, Nilsson, & Winman (2009) modeled complex types of 
reasoning with noisy probabilities (including Bayesian updat-
ing, see below). Both computational models were validated 
with human data. 

Against this background, we propose a cognitively plausi-
ble heuristic strategy (simpler than Juslin et al., 2009), which 
amounts to approximately averaging the probability infor-
mation on prior hypotheses and evidence (APES). We ex-
plore the accuracy and ecological rationality of APES for 
Bayesian reasoning in analog non-numerical settings. In two 
computational studies, we analyze the relative accuracy of 
decisions based on APES in a two- and a three-hypotheses 
situation. Finally, we discuss the scope and ecological ration-
ality of APES by framing it in the context of teacher judge-
ments. 

 

State of Research on Heuristics  
in Bayesian Reasoning 

As outlined above, Bayesian reasoning (for single cues) re-
quires the combination of multiple probabilities in a multipli-
cative way (e.g., 90% ‧ 20%). However, multiplying proba-
bilities is not intuitive (e.g., 90% of 20%) and therefore it is 
cognitively demanding (Sundh, 2019). Unsurprisingly, re-
search shows that humans often fail to apply the Bayes rule 
correctly, even when strongly supported (Gigerenzer & 
Hoffrage, 1995; Weber, Binder, & Kraus, 2018). More spe-
cifically, research has identified often-applied heuristics that 
lead to biased decisions (e.g., base-rate neglect, Kahneman & 
Tversky, 1996).  

In a systematic analysis on the types of update strategies in 
the context of numerical Bayes reasoning tasks, Cohen and 
Staub (2015) showed that most participants’ strategies 
amount to not making use of all sources of information: Most 
participants estimated the posterior probability based on only 
one of the multiple provided probabilities or by computing a 
weighted sum of several, but not all probabilities. In their 
study, most participants only processed the evidence (evi-
dence-only strategy, EOS, cf. Zhu & Gigerenzer, 2006; with 
variations called representative thinking: Zhu & Gigerenzer, 
2006; Fisherian: Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; inverse fal-
lacy, Villejoubert & Mandel, 2002; likelihood subtraction: 
Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995). Other participants only took 
the prior probabilities (priors only, POS, cf. base rate only: 
Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; also called conservatism: Ed-
wards, 1968; Zhu & Gigerenzer, 2006).  

𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) ∝ 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!)     (Evidence only, EOS)  (2) 
𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) ∝ 𝑃(𝐻!)         (Prior only, POS) (3) 

The reasoning strategies related to (2) and (3) are charac-
terized by the disregard of information and therefore they are 
cognitively simpler to perform than BUS (1). Strategies, 
which combine information additively are discussed in sev-
eral contexts, such as joint probabilities (Sundh, 2019), con-
junctive probabilities (Juslin, Lindskog, & Mayerhofer, 
2015), and Bayesian reasoning (Cohen & Staub, 2015; Juslin 
et al., 2009; Lopes, 1985; Shanteau, 1975). Additive strate-
gies combine all probability information and can approxi-
mate multiplicative strategies in some situations. These strat-
egies assume that the individual determine posteriors by a 
complex weighted sum of all probabilities (e.g., Cohen & 
Staub, 2015; Juslin et al., 2009):  

𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑃(𝐻!) + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!) + 𝛾 ∙ 𝑃(𝐸|¬𝐻!) (4) 

It appears rather implausible that such a complex set of in-
formation on probabilities and regression weights can be pro-
cessed intuitively. Therefore, we assume a more cognitively 
plausible additive strategy (see also Shanteau, 1975):  

𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) ∝ !
"5𝑃(𝐻!) + 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!)6 (5) 

 (Averaging-Prior-Evidence, APES) 

Mathematically, APES can be regarded as an approxima-
tion, since it qualitatively reflects the “magnitude” of the 
product in (1), illustrated by the average side length instead 
of the area of the rectangle in Fig. 2. While POS remains on 
the prior probabilities (grey horizontal bars) and EOS only 
uses the likelihoods (green vertical bars), BUS correctly re-
gards the interaction of prior probabilities and likelihoods 
(multiplication). APES also considers both, but approximates 
the interaction by averaging the probabilities. 

Cognitively, it is simpler to derive an additive average of 
two magnitudes (e.g., ½×(90% + 20%)) than a multiplicative 
interaction. This is expressed in the mental model for averag-
ing subjective probabilities (Khemlani et al., 2015) and 
amounts to a “take-the-middle heuristic”.  

Empirically, one can find indicators for such additive strat-
egies in the literature on Bayesian reasoning: For instance, 
the responses of the participants in the study by Cohen and 
Staub (2015) could be better modeled as an additive combi-
nation of multiple probabilities than as a multiplicative com-
bination of probabilities. Shanteau (1975) showed that when 
updating probability estimations based on (non-informative) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: The highlighted areas show how the strat-
egies POS, EOS, BUS, and APES take into account 
the probability information – priors (grey horizontal 
bars) and likelihoods (green vertical bars). 
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evidence, the probability updates of the participants suggest 
averaging (APES) instead of multiplying (BUS).  

Research question 
Building on cognitive plausibility and empirical evidence, we 
argue that in situations without numerical representations one 
may assume a strategy, which averages probabilities of priors 
and evidence (APES). This strategy approximates exact 
Bayesian reasoning by reducing complexity without neglect-
ing information. In two computational explorations, we study 
the potential effectiveness of APES by investigating the fol-
lowing research question:  

For which types of situations (i.e., constellations of prior 
and likelihood values) can the averaging-priors-and-evi-
dence strategy (APES) be regarded as an adequate and effec-
tive approximation of the Bayesian update strategy (BUS) 
and as a substantial improvement with respect to the infor-
mation-neglecting strategies prior only and evidence only 
(POS, EOS)? 

Since we embrace a perspective of ecological rationality, 
we finally discuss the adequacy of the approximative strategy 
against the background of teachers’ diagnostic judgments and 
thus focus on situations of judging a certain piece of evidence 
(a student’s solution), which is indicative for one of several 
possible hypotheses (students’ misconceptions) (for an em-
pirical investigation of this situation, cf. Loibl & Leuders, 
2020).  

Methods and Results 

Study 1 
In the scenario for study 1, we assume a situation with two 
hypotheses 𝐻-, 𝐻" and evidence that is indicative for one mis-
conception (high likelihood for 𝐻") and reduces plausibility 
for the other misconception (low likelihood for 𝐻-). Accord-
ingly, we explore constellations with the following set of val-
ues:  

𝑃(𝐻-), 𝑃(𝐻") ∈[0;1], ∑𝑃(𝐻!) = 1 
𝑃(𝐸|𝐻-) ∈ [0.10; 0.40], 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻") ∈ [0.60; 0.90] 

We account for the noisiness of the probability estimates 
by interpreting the numerical values as centers of approxima-
tive intervals, e.g. 25% represents ca. 20-30%. 

For the computational simulation of the various strategies, 
we assume the following cognitive process: The probability 
information (priors 𝑃(𝐻!) and likelihoods 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!)), and the 
evidence E are available. The goal is to decide which of the 
two posterior hypotheses 𝑃(𝐻!|𝐸) has the higher probability. 
To that purpose one of the following strategies is activated 
(the ≷-sign meaning “compare and decide for the larger”):  

𝑃(𝐻-) ≷ 𝑃(𝐻")  (POS) 
𝑃(𝐸|𝐻-) ≷ 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻")  (EOS) 
𝑃(𝐻-)𝑃(𝐸|𝐻-) ≷ 𝑃(𝐻")𝑃(𝐸|𝐻")  (BUS) 
-
"
[𝑃(𝐻-) + 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻-)] ≷

-
"
[𝑃(𝐻") + 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻")]  (APES) 

A normalization factor (e.g., Σ.𝑃(𝐻!)𝑃(𝐸|𝐻!)	for	BUS), 
which is necessary to attain a value of the posterior probabil-
ity, is not required for a decision between the hypotheses, 
since it is identical for both sides of the comparison in each 
strategy. 

The simulation and the graphical representation of the re-
sults was implemented in Cinderella (Richter-Gebert & 
Kortenkamp, 2011), a programming environment for numer-
ical calculation and visualization (source code available from 
the authors).  

Results of Study 1 
To evaluate and compare the various investigated reasoning 
strategies, we graphically display the outcome (the decision 
for a hypothesis) throughout the whole parameter space in a 
way that makes the phenomena most salient (see Fig. 3-5): 
Each dot represents a decision based on the respective strat-
egy for a certain set of parameters in the probability space. 
The decision depends on the comparison of the posterior 
probabilities for 𝐻- and 𝐻". The values of the prior probabil-
ities are represented by the x-coordinate. The accuracy of the 
decision is the corresponding posterior and is represented by 
the y-coordinate. For each value on the x-coordinate there is 
an interval of values on the y-coordinate due to the variation 
of the likelihood values. Numbers �-� indicate regions of 
decisions as explained in the text. 

Fig. 3 presents the results of the optimal Bayesian decision 
(BUS) when evidence is indicative for 𝐻". In region �, BUS 
leads to a decision for 𝐻-because the prior probability for 𝐻- 
is high. When the prior probability for 𝐻" is middle to high 
as in region �, BUS results in a decision for 𝐻" due to the 
evidence for 𝐻". For a certain prior probability constellation 
(region �) BUS leads to either 𝐻- or 𝐻" depending on the 
likelihood values.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BUS is the mathematical optimal update strategy and can be 
used for decisions by selecting the hypothesis with the high-
est posterior probability (in case of two hypotheses, the hy-
pothesis with a probability ³50%). The decision accuracy of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Accuracy of the decision based 
on the BUS strategy.  
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the other strategies (EOS, POS, APES) depends on the accu-
racy of BUS and can never exceed the value for BUS. If a 
decision coincides with BUS, the accuracy of the decision is 
the same as for BUS. If the decision deviates from BUS, the 
accuracy of the decision corresponds to the lower decision 
accuracy for the opposite hypothesis following BUS (not dis-
played in Fig. 3). For example, the strategy EOS results in a 
decision for 𝐻". For certain prior and likelihood values (� in 
Fig. 4), this decision coincides with the optimal decision ac-
cording to BUS with the accuracy 𝑃/01(𝐻"|𝐸) ≥ 50%. For 
other prior and likelihood values, 𝐻- has the higher probabil-
ity according to BUS. Here, EOS deviates from BUS (� in 
Fig. 4) and, thus, the decision based on EOS has the (lower) 
accuracy 𝑃/01(𝐻"|𝐸) ≤ 50%.  

Fig. 4 presents the comparison of the decisions based on 
the information neglecting strategies (POS, EOS) and the op-
timal Bayesian decision (BUS) when evidence is indicative 
for 𝐻". The decision of the information neglecting strategies 
coincides with Bayesian reasoning for certain constellations 
of priors and likelihoods in regions �. The decision deviates 
in the broad regions � of prior values due to the disregard of 
evidence (POS) or priors (EOS), resulting in low decision ac-
curacy (i.e., posterior probability according to BUS below 
50%) in these regions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 presents the comparison of the decision based on the 

averaging-priors-and-evidence strategy (APES) and the opti-
mal Bayesian decision (BUS) when evidence is indicative for 
𝐻". The decision based on APES coincides with Bayesian 
reasoning for most constellations of priors and likelihoods as 
shown by the broad regions �. In the prior region where the 
BUS decision for 𝐻- or 𝐻"depends on the likelihood constel-
lations (compare region � in Fig. 3), APES coincides with 
BUS in region � and deviates from BUS in region �, de-
pending on the likelihood constellations. Moreover, the devi-
ations only result in small reductions of the accuracy in com-
parison to the accuracy of the Bayesian decision. The small 
magnitude of the accuracy reduction is due to the fact that the 
region with deviations falls in the region with the smallest 
accuracy of the Bayesian decision, close to 50%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Study 2 
As an extension to the scenario of study 1, we explored the 
more complex situation of three hypotheses and a situation 
where the evidence is sensitive and specific for only one of 
the hypotheses (i.e., high likelihood only for one of the hy-
potheses, cf. Fig. 6, l.h.s.). We therefore explore situations 
with the following values: 

𝑃(𝐻-), 𝑃(𝐻"), 𝑃(𝐻() ∈[0;1], ∑𝑃(𝐻!) = 1 
𝑃(𝐸|𝐻-), 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻") ∈ [0.10; 0.40], 𝑃(𝐸|𝐻() ∈ [0.60; 0.90] 

The simulation algorithm of the strategies corresponds to 
study 1: A decision for one of the three hypotheses is reached 
by deciding for the highest posterior probability according to 
each strategy. The representation of the results, however, has 
to be adapted to the affordances of the higher dimensionality 
of three hypotheses. To that purpose, we use barycentric ho-
mogeneous coordinates. The diagram, which we call “hypo-
thegon” (cf. Fig. 6, r.h.s.; de Finetti, 2017; Leuders & Loibl, 
2020; Jøsang, 2016), extends the hypothesis line [0,1] for two 
hypotheses to a triangular prior space for three hypotheses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Accuracy of the decision based on information 
neglecting strategies POS (green, l.h.s.) and EOS (red, 
r.h.s.) in comparison to the accuracy of BUS (grey in the 
background).  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: A situation with three hypotheses and their 
likelihoods (low likelihood 20% for 𝐻- and 𝐻", high 
likelihood 80% for 𝐻() with respect to evidence E 
(l.h.s). Any set of prior probabilities (e.g., 60%, 30%, 
10%) can be regarded as convex coordinates for a 
unique locus within a triangle (“hypothegon”) (r.h.s.). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Accuracy of the decision based on 
the averaging-priors-and-evidence strategy 
(APES, blue) in comparison to the accuracy 
of the decision based on BUS (grey).  
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Results of Study 2 
As outcome of the various strategies, we again display the 
accuracy of each decision, depending on the value of the prior 
probabilities.  In order to attain a more pronounced geometry, 
we chose to only display the results for a fixed likelihood 
(80%), keeping in mind that the likelihood interval leads to 
an interval of the accuracy value for fixed prior probabilities.  

Fig. 7 gives a comprehensive picture of the averaging-
prior-and-evidence strategy (APES, blue) compared to the 
Bayesian strategy (BUS, grey) when evidence is indicative 
for 𝐻(. In most regions, both strategies coincide with high 
decision accuracy in regions � with a large prior probability 
for one of the hypotheses (𝐻-, 𝐻", or 𝐻() and medium deci-
sion accuracy for region � with similar prior probabilities for 
all hypotheses (𝐻- ≈ 𝐻" ≈ 𝐻( ≈ 30%). The only prior re-
gion in which APES deviates from BUS, is region � with 
low prior probability for 𝐻( and similar prior probabilities for 
𝐻- and 𝐻" (𝐻- ≈ 𝐻" ≈ 50%). In our setting, the evidence is 
contra-indicative for 𝐻- and 𝐻" with ambiguous likelihoods 
for these hypotheses. This ambiguity comes into effect only 
in regions with similar and rather high prior probabilities. 
Due to the ambiguity the accuracy of APES drops from 70%-
50% to 50%-0% in region �. Further variation of the likeli-
hood values (not displayed here) does not alter the general 
picture but only slightly increases the region � in which 
APES deviates from BUS. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to compare the deviations of the decision based on 

the heuristic strategies EOS, POS, and APES from the ideal 
Bayesian decision (BUS), we calculate the differences in de-
cision accuracy (in %) and display the resulting “error distri-
bution” over the whole prior space (hypothegon), for fixed 
likelihoods (20%, 20%, 80%) (Fig. 8). For the information 
neglecting strategies EOS and POS, there are – similar to 
study 1 with two hypotheses (Fig. 4) – large deviations for 
EOS (displayed in red) in region � with extreme priors con-
trary to the evidence (EOS decision 𝐻(, BUS decision 𝐻- or 

𝐻") and large deviations for POS (displayed in green) in re-
gion � with priors slightly contrary to the evidence (POS de-
cision 𝐻- or 𝐻", BUS decision 𝐻().  

In contrast, for APES (displayed in blue) the deviations are 
much smaller and restricted to region � with extreme priors 
contrary to the evidence and ambiguous likelihoods for 𝐻- 
and 𝐻". For more extreme likelihood parameters (e.g., 10%, 
10%, 90%) this region is closer to the extreme boundary and 
for less extreme likelihood parameters (e.g., 40%, 40%, 60%) 
it approaches the middle but with only very small values of 
deviation (<10%, not displayed here). As shown in Fig. 8, 
there are no deviations for any strategy, when priors and evi-
dence suggest identical decisions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discussion 
In our study, we investigated heuristic strategies in Bayesian 
reasoning with respect to their accuracy, depending on the set 
of values of prior probabilities of the hypotheses and likeli-
hoods of the evidence. In addition to the mathematically op-
timal Bayesian strategy (BUS) and the well-documented heu-
ristic strategies, that neglect either evidence or prior infor-
mation (EOS, POS), we proposed an averaging strategy 
(APES) and underpinned its plausibility based on cognitive 
and empirical arguments from literature (e.g., Cohen & 
Staub, 2015; Khemlani et al., 2015; Shanteau, 1975). 

The exploration of a broad parameter space (two and three 
hypotheses with priors from [0;1], evidence with likelihoods 
from [0.6;0.9]) yielded the following insights:  
• Processing of evidence only (EOS, prior neglect) or priors 

only (POS) results in low accuracy compared to the 
Bayesian update strategy (BUS) in broad regions of prior 
probabilities. These deviations occur when priors and ev-
idence suggest divergent decisions (� in Fig. 4; � & � 
in Fig. 8). 

• Averaging prior and evidence probabilities (APES) is a 
good approximation for Bayesian reasoning, leading to 
identical decisions for most values of priors and likeli-
hood (�, � in Fig. 5; � & � in Fig. 7 & Fig. 8).  

Figure 8: Deviations of decision accuracy for 
EOS, POS, and APES from the ideal Bayesian 
decision. The size of the dots corresponds to the 
magnitude of the deviations with the largest dots 
(e.g., in the corners) corresponding to a 100% 
deviation.  

Figure 7: Accuracy of the decision based on 
the averaging-priors-and-evidence strategy 
(APES, blue) in comparison to the accuracy 
of BUS (grey) with regard to three hypothe-
ses. The prior probabilities are coordinates 
within the triangle (cf. Fig. 6). 
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• Deviations of APES from BUS remain small and occur in 
confined regions of prior values. We found two situations 
(ranges of values) where the decision based on APES de-
viates from the BUS decision: (1) similar values of com-
peting posteriors (� in Fig. 5), which is also the most in-
conclusive (i.e., least accurate) situation in exact Bayes-
ian reasoning, (2) ambiguous hypotheses (here: hypothe-
ses with similar low likelihoods) sharing high prior prob-
abilities (� in Fig. 7 & 8). 

From a perspective of ecological rationality, heuristic strat-
egies possibly constitute viable and efficient cognitive strat-
egies in certain situations (cf. Simon, 1955; Gigerenzer & 
Hoffrage, 1995). To investigate the heuristic strategies with 
regard to their ecological rationality, we specify the situa-
tional framing as teachers’ diagnostic judgments on students’ 
potential misconceptions (with certain prior probabilities) 
based on responses to tasks (evidence). For instance, what is 
the plausibility of the hypothesis 𝐻" that a student has mis-
conception 2 (e.g., “more decimals make smaller numbers”) 
after a response to a task (e.g., “1.52 < 1.4”)? A teacher ide-
ally considers all information (as subjective probabilities not 
necessarily represented numerically) and processes this infor-
mation to arrive at a decision on the misconception with the 
highest posterior probability. However, given the complexity 
of the situation, it is likely that a teacher applies one of the 
heuristic strategies. For the case of teachers’ decisions, we 
put forward the following interpretations: 
• As teachers use diagnostic tasks in order to receive evi-

dence about their students’ skills and misconceptions, 
teachers are not likely to ignore this evidence. We there-
fore argue that teachers do not apply a priors-only strategy 
(POS) when evidence is available. 

• When teachers apply an evidence-only strategy (EOS), 
they focus on students’ errors and tend to react immedi-
ately with instruction (Herppich, Wittwer, Nückles, & 
Renkl, 2016; Phelps-Gregory & Spitzer, 2018). This may 
be an inaccurate diagnostic decision for misconceptions 
with low base rate (and inefficient considering restricted 
instructional time). However, when applied as screening 
for further diagnostic interaction, the strategy may be ap-
propriate.  

• While Bayesian reasoning is computationally rather com-
plex, a simple averaging strategy (APES) seems not only 
cognitively plausible, but also appropriate and feasible in 
situations with quick on-the-fly assessment. Our results 
indicate that they lead to optimal (Bayesian) decisions in 
most cases, and only deviate in situations of ambiguity 
(similar posteriors). In these cases, an appropriate deci-
sion for teachers would be to not decide on one miscon-
ception or the other but to resume assessment. 

This analysis gives strong support to consider averaging and 
considering all information (APES) as a promising heuristic 
strategy for Bayesian decision situations in general, and eco-
logically valid for teachers’ diagnostic judgments. However, 
in spite of ecological rationality, we do not posit that this 
plausibility implies actual prevalence: We have no infor-
mation on teachers’ application of such a strategy during 

teaching. Furthermore, teachers’ diagnostic cognitive pro-
cesses are far more complex than the focus of our analysis 
(e.g., single- vs. multiple-cues judgments) and require more 
comprehensive models (Herppich et al., 2018; Loibl, Leud-
ers, & Dörfler, 2020).  

Of course, it would be interesting to further investigate the 
heuristic strategies within more complex situations (multiple 
cues, further sets of values for sensitivity of evidence), and to 
better understand the role of ambiguity. Also, the computa-
tional model here does not explicitly reflect the noisiness of 
analog non-numerical mental representations of subjective 
probabilities (cf. research on magnitude and analogue repre-
sentations: Gallistel, 2011; Khemlani et al., 2015; Leibovich, 
Katzin, Harel, & Henik, 2017 or models for uncertainty in 
probability estimation: Jøsang, 2016). 

However, we consider the most pressing aim for further re-
search to empirically ascertain the validity of the averaging 
strategy (APES) in non-numerical situations, since empirical 
support is still rare. Deriving empirical evidence for APES in 
non-numerical situations may be challenging due to the small 
deviations of APES from BUS. A promising route to this goal 
is to extend the model from deciding on the largest posterior 
to estimating posterior values. Following this route, we 
gained first experiences with intervention studies in which we 
systematically prompted the processing of all probability in-
formation similar to APES in the context of teacher judg-
ments (Loibl & Leuders, 2020). 
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Abstract

Frequency plays a central role in human cognition, and in lan-
guage processing in particular. There is growing evidence that
acceptability judgements are shaped by the statistics of the
input. In this paper, we focus on a type of constraint opera-
tive in long-distance dependencies (e.g. wh-questions, relative
clauses, topicalizations, etc.) which has been claimed to re-
sult from verb subcategorization frequency effects. We take
a closer look at this hypothesis, and conclude that it does not
account for the sentence acceptability contrasts. Rather, the
evidence we find suggests that the acceptability of these depen-
dencies hinges on clause-level semantic-pragmatic factors.
Keywords: Frequency effects; Sentence processing; Sentence
acceptability; Long-distance dependencies; Neural modelling

Introduction
One property of human language is that words which go to-
gether in meaning can occur far away from each other, across
many clausal boundaries, as illustrated in (1). In these exam-
ples, the wh-expression between brackets is somehow inter-
preted as if it had been ‘extracted’ from a position immedi-
ately after the verb hates. We signal the in situ position of the
extracted phrase via ‘ ’, and refer to it as the ‘gap’ site.

(1) a. [Who] I think Kim said you hated was that guy.

b. [Who] do you think Kim said that you hated ?

Although such long-distance dependencies between the wh-
phrase and the gap can usually cross multiple clausal bound-
aries, there are certain syntactic configurations which hamper
extraction, known as ‘islands’ (Ross, 1967). In particular,
Ross noted that factive verbs (e.g. know, which presuppose
the truth of their sentential complements) and manner-of-
speaking verbs (e.g. whisper, which describe physical ways
of speaking) hamper long-distance extraction when compared
with other verbs, as in the contrast in (2a,b). The verbs in (2b)
permit extraction and therefore are referred to as bridge verbs.

(2) a.*[Where/When] did you know/whisper [that Kim first
kissed Sam ]?
(cf. Did you know/whisper [that Kim first kissed Sam
at the movies / last year]?)

b. [Where/When] did you think/suppose [that Kim first
kissed Sam ]?
(cf. Did you think/suppose [that Kim first kissed Sam
at the movies / last year]?)

The non-extracted counterparts given between parentheses
are perfectly well-formed, which indicates that the oddness
of (2a) is due to the extraction of the wh-word over the
factive/manner-of-speaking verb. Interestingly, extracting ad-
verbial wh-phrases (e.g. where and when) over factive and
manner-of-speaking verbs, as in (2), causes a stronger decline
in acceptability than extracting argument wh-phrases (e.g.
who and what) over factive and manner-of-speaking verbs,
as seen in (3). However, since most studies have focused on
the latter case, we shall follow suit, for ease of comparison.

(3) a. ??[What] did Kim know/whisper that Bob saw ?
(cf. Kim knew/whispered that Bob saw something)

b. [What] did Kim think/suppose that Bob saw ?
(cf. Kim thought/supposed that Bob saw something)

Whether such extraction ‘island’ constraints are grammar-
based (due to syntax, semantics, and/or pragmatics) or
processing-based (due to violated expectations, working
memory limitations, and/or contextualization difficulty) re-
mains controversial (Sprouse & Hornstein, 2013). Liu,
Ryskin, Futrell, and Gibson (2019) propose that the accept-
ability of such long-distance extractions over factive, manner-
of-speaking, and bridge verbs is best captured in terms of the
frequency of verb phrase structure they appear in, rather than
in terms of the semantic and pragmatic differences between
these verb classes. In what follows, we discuss strengths and
weaknesses of previous work, and present new corpus and
experimental evidence.

Previous work
Kothari (2008) and Liu et al. (2019) show that the accept-
ability of factive and manner-of-speaking island phenom-
ena is graded, and that there is an overlap in acceptabil-
ity between long-distance dependencies involving factive and
bridge verbs. These findings contradict syntactic accounts,
which predict non-overlapping acceptability. Instead, evi-
dence is more consistent with an account in which pragmatics
plays a key role (Kroch, 1998; Erteschik-Shir, 2006; Oshima,
2007; Abrusán, 2011; Abrusán, 2014); e.g., Erteschik-Shir
(2006) notes that if it is known that a speaker has a lisp, then
(4) is more acceptable because the relevant action is given
further context by the embedded clause, not the matrix verb.

(4) [What] did Mike Tyson lisp he’d do ?
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Table 1: The 136 matrix verbs in the sample

Type Verbs
Bridge believe, claim, comment, decide, declare, establish, feel, hope, remark, reply, report, respond, say, think, write
Factive conceal, discover, forget, hate, ignore, know, learn, note, notice, realize, recall, recollect, regret, remember, resent
Manner growl, holler, hoot, moan, mumble, murmur, mutter, scream, shout, shriek, stammer, wail, whine, whisper, yell

Other

accept, acknowledge, add, affirm, agree, allege, announce, answer, anticipate, argue, assert, attest, bet, boast, brag, calculate,
caution, certify, complain, concede, confess, confirm, consider, deduce, demonstrate, deny, determine, disclose, doubt, dream,
emphasize, estimate, expect, explain, fear, find, gloat, guarantee, guess, hear, hint, hypothesize, imagine, imply, indicate,
infer, insist, intimate, joke, like, maintain, mention, muse, observe, opine, perceive, plead, predict, presume, pretend, pro-
claim, promise, propose, prove, reason, reckon, recognize, reiterate, repeat, request, reveal, see, sense, show, signal, signify,
speculate, state, suggest, suppose, suspect, swear, testify, theorize, trust, understand, verify, vow, warn, wonder, worry

A view favoring pragmatics is supported by sentence ac-
ceptability and self-paced reading evidence that contextual-
ization and semantic priming can weaken these island ef-
fects (Kothari, 2008). Kroch (1998), Oshima (2007) and
Abrusán (2011) argue that extracting a wh-phrase from a fac-
tive sentential complement is odd because of a conflict be-
tween the semantics of interrogatives and the factivity of the
verb, which renders such sentences pragmatically infelici-
tous. Conversely, for Erteschik-Shir (2006) and Goldberg
(2013), manner-of-speaking island effects (among several
other islands) are due to a general constraint which ham-
pers extraction from clauses that are not at-issue (i.e., prag-
matically backgrounded). Indeed, Ambridge and Goldberg
(2008) found a strong correlation (r =−0.83, p < 0.001) be-
tween the acceptability of factive and manner-of-speaking is-
land violations and the degree to which the matrix verb can
be construed to express the main action of the clause or not,
according to the classic lie test of Erteschik-Shir and Lap-
pin (1979).1 More recently, Tonhauser, Beaver, and Degen
(2018) found evidence that whether speakers commit to the
content expressed by subordinate clauses is a matter of de-
gree, as it depends on a number of factors, including the prior
probability of the event that is described.

There is an alternative account of factive and manner-of-
speaking islands that has to do with the frequency with which
such verbs occur in a sentential complement frame. Kothari
(2008) showed that the higher a verb’s bias for the sen-
tential complement frame (computed by dividing the verb’s
sentential complement frequency by its lemma frequency in
corpora), the more acceptable the long-distance dependency,
suggesting that the acceptability contrasts found in such de-
pendencies might simply reflect language users’ expecta-
tions of the typical usage patterns of a verb; see Dąbrowska
(2008) for a related account. As Dąbrowska (2004) notes,
manner-of-speaking verbs are predominantly used in subcat-
egorization frames which do not have a sentential comple-
ment. Along similar lines, Liu et al. (2019) argues that fac-
tive and manner-of-speaking island effects are caused by the
combination of two factors: the presence of a long-distance
dependency, and the frequency of the sentential complement

1Liu et al. (2019) did not replicate the correlation, as acceptabil-
ity ratings clustered between 4/5 and 5/5 for 74.06% of the items.

verb frame for the given verb. In other words, the reason
why constructions containing bridge verbs are more accept-
able than others is because they appear with more frequency
than other verbs. In our view, there are several potential prob-
lems with Liu et al. (2019). First, the frequency of the sen-
tential complement verb frame was estimated by counting the
number of times each verb in their 48-verb study appeared in
the Google Books corpus when followed by the complemen-
tizer that. This is not optimal because the complementizer is
optional and, moreover, not all verbs are equally biased for
that-sentential complements and simple sentential comple-
ments. Second, each participant saw 288 sentences in each
list plus comprehension questions, and so fatigue is a con-
cern. Third, participants rated each sentence using a rather
coarse binary scale (‘acceptable’ vs. ‘unacceptable’). Fourth,
no distractor sentences were used, as far as we are aware.

Our goal in this work is to examine the effect of frequency
in a larger sample of verbs than those considered by past ex-
periments, using a more accurate estimate of the sentential
complement verb frame bias, as well as employing a more
fine-grained sentence acceptability design (a 7-point Likert
scale instead of a binary scale, or a 5-point scale), while
avoiding fatigue and confounds due to a lack of distractors.

Corpus Study
We constructed a list of 136 matrix verbs that have a senten-
tial complement subcategorization frame, shown in Table 1.
This list contains 15 bridge verbs, 15 factive verbs, and
15 manner-of-speaking verbs, as retrieved from Liu et al.
(2019), previous literature, and our own judgements. We shall
refer to these as Bridge, Factive, and Manner verbs, respec-
tively. The remaining 91 verbs are not clearly Factive or Man-
ner verbs, and so we refer to these as Other verbs.2

Next, we selected two separate sources for estimating the
relative frequency of the sentential complement verb frame
for each of our 136 verbs. The first source is the VALEX

2Excluded from our sample of 136 verbs are verbs such as ad-
mit which have radically different meanings when taking direct NP
complements (e.g. We admitted this student vs. We admitted that we
lied). It is not clear if previous work controlled the meaning in this
manner. Also excluded were verbs like convince, which take both an
NP complement and a sentential complement (e.g., I convinced the
bouncer that we were in a band).
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Table 2: Corpus study SCR results

Verb type COCA VALEX

Factive 0.148 (SD = 0.153) 0.179 (SD = 0.121)
Manner 0.016 (SD = 0.009) 0.039 (SD = 0.012)
Bridge 0.335 (SD = 0.16) 0.260 (SD = 0.134)

database (Korhonen, Krymolowski, & Briscoe, 2006), a large
subcategorization lexicon for English which includes subcat-
egorization frequency information for 6,397 verbs, based on
approximately 16 million sentences. We extracted frequency
data from frames which took a sentential complement in fi-
nite or base form from sublexicon #4, selected for its lack of
smoothing. The second source consisted of a random sam-
ple of 2.5 million sentences extracted from the Corpus of
Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008–),
tagged and parsed with Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al.,
2014) ver. 3.9. We used Tregex (Levy & Andrew, 2006) to
search for the same verb usages as in the VALEX frames.

Following Kothari (2008), we obtained two counts for each
verb lemma: the frequency of the verb (however inflected)
when followed by a sentential complement with or without
the complementizer that (direct quotations were excluded),
and the frequency of the verb (however inflected), no matter
the construction. Using these frequencies, we compute each
verb’s bias for the sentential complement frame; we will refer
to this as the Sentential Complement Ratio (SCR), computed
as such in (5), where SC = sentential complement.

(5) SCRlemma =
#(verb lemma used with SC)

#(verb lemma)

Liu et al. (2019) argue that wh-interrogative constructions
with bridge verbs are more acceptable than others because
bridge verbs are more frequent. If this is correct, then Factive
and Manner verbs should have the lowest SCR values.

Results
The results are shown in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 1.
As expected, the SCRs of Manner and Factive verbs are lower
than those of Bridge verbs. However, there is an SCR overlap
between Bridge verbs and Factive verbs, and thus there are
various Bridge verbs with lower SCRs than those of Factive
verbs. With regard to the Other category, we identified 13
verbs which have lower SCRs than most Factive verbs in the
sample, and which may be best characterized as bridge verbs,
as illustrated by the acceptability of (6). A list of such verbs
is shown in Table 3. The raw frequency of each verb lemma
used within the sentential complement frame is FreqSC, and
the raw frequency of the lemma is FreqV .

(6) a. [What] did you establish [that Don stole ]?

b. [When] did you establish [that Don stole the car ]?

In particular, 7 of the Bridge verbs with the lowest SCRs over-
lap with the SCR range of Manner verbs (mean 0.038, SD =

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

bridge factive manner other

Verb class
S

C
R

COCA VALEX

Figure 1: SCRs across verb classes, in both datasets

0.01). A similar pattern arises for the VALEX SCRs of verbs
like repeat, expect, perceive and add, which are extremely
low as well. Bridge verbs with such low SCRs should not
exist, according to the proposal of Liu et al. (2019).

Experiment
We selected all 15 Factive and 15 Manner verbs from our
sample of 136 verbs, and three other groups of verbs from
the sample, containing 15 verbs each, characterizing different
ranges of SCR values. These remaining verbs are thus a com-
bination of Bridge and Other verbs. We thus have 15 verbs
in the low-range of SCR, 15 verbs in the high-range, and 15
verbs in the near-average SCR range. We refer to these verbs

Table 3: Verbs with low SCR (COCA)

Verb FreqSC FreqV SCR
like 1135 20136 0.056
add 707 13133 0.053
consider 491 9129 0.053
perceive 39 750 0.052
expect 490 9844 0.049
comment 52 1144 0.045
reply 111 2667 0.041
wonder 228 7053 0.032
establish 93 2907 0.031
write 480 18385 0.026
repeat 47 2220 0.021
answer 98 5021 0.019
respond 60 4085 0.014
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as LowSCR, HighSCR, and MidSCR, respectively. In the exper-
iment below, we compare the SCRs of these 75 verbs in our
sample with human sentence acceptability judgements.

We also conducted a norming experiment with the declara-
tive counterparts of our interrogative items, in order to control
for the effect on sentence acceptability that the choice of verb
may have independently of the presence of a long-distance
dependency. Our primary experiment with wh-interrogatives
experiment contained sentences such as (7a), while the norm-
ing experiment consisted of their counterparts as in (7b)

(7) a. What did Tom know/whisper/say that Henry saw?

b. Tom knew/whispered/said that Henry saw something.

According to Kothari (2008) and Liu et al. (2019), the senten-
tial complement verb frame bias should be highly correlated
with the acceptability difference between (7a,b).

Method
Participants We analyzed data from 161 participants with
IP addresses originating from the United States. The par-
ticipants were recruited through Amazon.com’s Mechanical
Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing marketplace, and their responses
were collected using Ibex Farm (Drummond, 2013). The par-
ticipants had comprehension question accuracy levels above
75% and self-reported as native speakers of English at the
end of the experiment. Participants were informed that self-
reporting as non-native would not affect their compensation.

Design and materials There were 5 conditions (Factive,
Manner, HighSCR, MidSCR, LowSCR), based on the corpus
study discussed above, and 15 verbs per condition. There
were thus 5 versions of each experimental item, as the exam-
ple in (8) illustrates, pseudo-counterbalanced across 5 lists so
that each participant only responded to one version of each
experimental item. Although there were 5 lists, each list con-
tained a total of 6 verbs from each of the 5 conditions, in equal
proportions, so that each verb appeared in two lists.

(8) What did Ann


discover(Factive)
holler(Manner)
believe(High)
decide(Mid)
answer(Low)

 that Joe bought?

This design was adopted to avoid having only 3 items per con-
dition across the five lists, which would have been arguably
too low, while at the same time avoiding an excessively long
experiment, which would be prone to causing fatigue.

The items were pseudo-randomized with 45 distractors, for
a total of 75 sentences per list. There were three types of
distractor, as illustrated in (9). One third of the distractors
were moderately acceptable and were potentially followed by
a comprehension question, as in (9a); one third had low ac-
ceptability like (9b), and the remaining were odd, as in (9c).

(9) a. What made the sound that Jake heard? (Good)
[T/F Query]: Jake is most likely not deaf. [T]

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0
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Figure 2: Mean acceptability ratings of wh-interrogatives vs.
their corresponding matrix verbs’ SCR values in VALEX

b. What does Obraya ask that Elizot do? (Passable)

c. What did Martin mean that Teresa married? (Odd)

The norming experiment was conducted with the declar-
ative counterparts of the items, as illustrated by (7). The
declarative items were counterbalanced across 5 lists in ex-
actly the same way as in the interrogative experiment coun-
terpart, interspersed with 45 distractor sentences and pseudo-
randomized so that no two participants saw the same sentence
order. Data from a different group of 155 self-reported na-
tive speakers recruited via AMT was collected. These par-
ticipants were tasked to rate how natural the declarative sen-
tences were, using a 7-point Likert scale, and to answer the
comprehension questions with at least 75% accuracy.

The acceptability ratings were generally quite high, clus-
tering within a very narrow interval between 5.5 and 6.5.
More specifically, the declarative Factive items received a
mean acceptability rating of 6.03 (SD = 1.21); Manner, 5.82
(SD = 1.27); HighSCR, 6.08 (SD = 1.12); MidSCR, 5.88 (SD =
1.21); LowSCR, 5.6 (SD = 1.46). We will include these rat-
ings as a predictor in our analysis of the effect of SCR on the
acceptability of the interrogative counterparts. Additionally,
‘Good’ distractors had a mean of 5.7 (SD = 1.6), ‘Passable’
received 4.2 (SD = 2.05), and ‘Odd’ received 2.56 (SD = 1.6).

Procedure Participants were asked to judge how natural
each wh-interrogative was by giving each a rating from 1
(‘very unnatural’) to 7 (‘very natural’). To ensure that com-
prehenders were attending to the structure and meaning of
the experimental items, half of the ‘Good’ distractors were
followed by a True/False question as illustrated in (9a), on
a different screen. Participants were informed when their an-
swers were incorrect, and the overall accuracy ratio was 85%.
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Results
The mean response for Factive items was 5.75 (SD = 1.3);
for the Manner, 4.96 (SD = 1.7); HighSCR, 6.01 (SD = 1.15);
MidSCR, 5.64 (SD = 1.31); LowSCR, 5.1 (SD = 1.6). ‘Good’
distractors had a mean response of 5.71 (SD = 1.6), ‘Passable’
had a mean of 4.2 (SD = 2.05), and ‘Odd’ had a mean of 2.56
(SD = 1.6). The results for the VALEX dataset are depicted in
Figure 2, and those for the COCA dataset are very similar as
shown in Figure 3.

Ordinal Mixed-Effect Regression (OMER) models were fit
with the VALEX SCR and the COCA SCR as independent vari-
ables, using the ordinal package (Christensen, 2018). The
intercept was allowed to be adjusted by the (centered) declar-
ative norming ratings, subjects, items, and lists, in order to
account for random effects. Both models were significant:
β = 4.2 (SE = 0.72, z = 5.78, p < 0.0001) for VALEX, and
β = 3.6 (SE = 0.46, z = 7.68, p < 0.0001) for COCA. From
this result, one could conclude that SCR is a good predictor
of extraction acceptability. However, it is clear from Figure
2 that verbs of different classes cluster very differently. For
example, Manner verbs vary widely in their acceptability, yet
are clustered within low SCR values. Factive verbs, mean-
while, show the opposite: they mostly all have relatively high
acceptability ratings, yet vary wildly in SCR value; see the
standard deviations (SD) reported in Table 2. Verbs catego-
rized as High and Mid also appear to vary in SCR to a large
degree, while Low verbs do not show this same tendency. In
the COCA dataset, the vertical SCR bands are even more pro-
nounced for most verb classes and generally span a wide
range of acceptability ratings. This is illustrated in Figure
3, which shows the 75 verbs from COCA ranked in decreas-
ing mean acceptability rating. To probe for an effect within
each of the verb classes, we next fit OMER models like those
above but instead with the interaction between SCR and verb
type as the predictor. These models were not significant for
VALEX (all p’s > 0.25), nor for COCA (all p’s > 0.09). In
our view, the effect reported above disappears within each
class because different verbs are distributed very differently, a
problematic result for a verb frame frequency-based account.

Finally, we probed for a correlation between the frequency
with which our verbs appear in interrogative long-distance
dependencies in our COCA dataset and the mean acceptability
ratings for items containing the same verb in our sentence ac-
ceptability experiment. No significant correlation was found
for VALEX or COCA (all p’s > 0.6).

Discussion
In our two datasets, we found bridge verbs that have lower
SCRs than island-inducing verbs. We observed an overall ef-
fect of SCR on interrogative long distance dependencies ac-
ceptability (controlled by the normed declarative rating coun-
terparts), but upon closer inspection it becomes clear that
there are many verb classes with similar sentential comple-
ment ratios which exhibit a wide range of acceptability rat-
ings, beyond what would be expected if SCR determined
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Figure 3: Mean acceptability ratings of wh-interrogatives vs.
their corresponding matrix verbs’ SCR values in COCA

acceptability. For example, HighSCR verbs should gener-
ally yield more acceptable long-distance dependencies than
MidSCR verbs, and the latter should in turn be more accept-
able than long-distance dependencies with LowSCR verbs, but
what we found was an extensive amount of acceptability rat-
ing overlap across the three verb classes. Overall, these re-
sults suggest that the frequency of the sentential verb frame
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is not the major factor in the acceptability of interrogative
extractions from sentential complements, contra Dąbrowska
(2008), Kothari (2008), and Liu et al. (2019).

In our view, these results favor of a multivariate account
where semantics and pragmatics modulate the acceptabil-
ity of such constructions in different ways per verb class
(Erteschik-Shir, 2006; Oshima, 2007; Abrusán, 2014). For
example, it is clear within the VALEX dataset that Factive and
Manner islands are not equally strong, and thus any account
needs to take into consideration possible sources of gradi-
ence. We conjecture that the probability of the utterance as
a whole, the probability of the event that is described (given
the context), and the likelihood that the content of the em-
bedded clause is at-issue (Tonhauser et al., 2018), are likely
contributors to the observed differences in acceptability rat-
ings as measured in a 7-point Likert scale.

Computational modelling
Perhaps factive and manner-of-speaking island effects depend
(in part) on the probability of the utterance as a whole, and in
particular, on the probability of the event, and the likelihood
that the content of the embedded clause is at-issue. Such a
result would be consistent with the view that semantics and
pragmatics modulate the acceptability of extraction from fac-
tive and manner-of-speaking verbs (Erteschik-Shir, 2006; Os-
hima, 2007; Abrusán, 2014).

Estimating the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic proba-
bility of an utterance poses obvious practical problems; as a
proxy we turn to large-scale probabilistic language models; in
particular, to OpenAI’s GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), a state-
of-the-art 345-million parameter pre-trained neural network
model which is one of the best performers on a range of lan-
guage modelling tasks (Warstadt et al., 2020), including the
modelling of long-distance dependencies very much like the
interrogatives that are presently under scrutiny (Da Costa &
Chaves, 2020). Although GPT-2’s training objective is sim-
ply to predict the next word given a preceding context, it has
seemingly ‘learned’ useful linguistic information.

Using GPT-2 as a proxy to estimate sentence probabil-
ity, we adopt the methodology of Wilcox, Levy, Morita, and
Futrell (2018) in which large-scale pretrained recurrent neu-
ral networks were probed for their ability to represent long-
distance dependencies using surprisal (Hale, 2001; Levy,
2008; Smith & Levy, 2008). The surprisal S(w) of a word w
is estimated as the log of the inverse probability of w accord-
ing to the network hidden state softmax activation h before
consuming w, given all previous words in the sentence:

(10) S(w) =−log2 p(w|h)

We gave the model the same 150 interrogative experimen-
tal items as those given to our human participants in the ex-
periment we have reported, one word at a time. At each step,
we used the softmax activation of GPT-2 (i.e., the predicted
probability of the upcoming word) to compute the surprisal
of the next (unseen) word in the input. We summed the sur-
prisal values of every word in each sentence, as in Wilcox
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Figure 4: GPT-2’s mean whole-sentence surprisal vs. human
interrogative sentence ratings, for each verb in the experiment

et al. (2018), with the goal of capturing distributed, as well
as global (sentence-wide) effects. The mean whole-sentence
surprisal per verb was compared with the mean sentence ac-
ceptability in our experiment, per verb. The result is shown in
Figure 4, and suggests a moderate correlation (r = −0.588,
t = −6.21, p < 0.0001). These findings suggest that sen-
tence probability (including that of the expressed proposition)
plays an important role in the acceptability of extraction from
factive and manner-of-speaking verbs, an outcome consistent
with Erteschik-Shir (2006), Goldberg (2013), and Tonhauser
et al. (2018). Further work is necessary to test this.

Conclusion
Our results suggest that verb frame frequency does not ac-
count for the acceptability of extraction from sentential com-
plements. In a large corpus study, we found various verbs
that are as infrequent as many or most Factive and Manner
verbs, but which nonetheless do not hamper long-distance
dependencies. Although we found an apparent correlation
between sentential complement bias and the sentence accept-
ability of wh-phrase extractions from such complements, we
found that this effect disappears within each verbal class.
Our findings indicate that different verb classes cluster differ-
ently, in ways which are unexpected for the sentential com-
plement bias hypothesis. Finally, we found a moderate cor-
relation between overall sentence probability and human ac-
ceptability ratings, a result consistent with accounts where
graded semantic/pragmatic factors play a role (Oshima, 2007;
Abrusán, 2011; Goldberg, 2013; Tonhauser et al., 2018).

All relevant materials and code used for this paper are
available online at https://osf.io/ndvc4/.
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Abstract

Navigating the social world relies upon the human capacity for mentalizing, or attributing intentions to social agents.
Unfortunately, currently available commercial robots still lack such awareness of human intentionality. Building upon
recently-proposed Bayesian models of Theory of Mind (ToM), we propose a ToM model that can handle intention inference
in dynamic, fast-changing environments like a hospital, where staff have to attend to objectives and emergencies as they
arise. Our model infers and maintains a distribution over possible intentions, and uses the posterior predictives to forecast
future trajectories, which is essential for robot motion planning. We show that our model performs excellently at inferring
the intentions and trajectories of human players controlling a nurse agent in a simulated environment. This work lays the
foundation for robots that can co-work with humans in dynamic, social environments with high-stake goals.
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Abstract

We present a novel framework for building pragmatic artificial
agents with explicit and trainable semantic representations, us-
ing the Rational Speech Act model. We train our agents on
supervised and unsupervised communication games and com-
pare their behavior to literal agents lacking pragmatic abilities.
For both types of games pragmatic but not literal agents evolve
a mutual exclusivity bias. This provides a computational prag-
matic account of mutual exclusivity and points out a possi-
ble direction for solving the mutual exclusivity bias challenge
posed by Gandhi and Lake (2019). We find that pragmatic
reasoning can cause the bias either by promoting lexical con-
straints during learning, or by affecting online inference. In ad-
dition we show that pragmatic abilities lead to faster learning
and that this advantage is even stronger when meanings to be
communicated follow a more natural distribution as described
by Zipf’s law.
Keywords: mutual exclusivity; reinforcement learning; Ratio-
nal Speech Act model; gradient-based learning

Introduction
(Deep) neural networks have surpassed not only other learn-
ing architectures but also human performance in a great va-
riety of tasks (e.g., Schmidhuber, 2015; Li, 2017). Still, in
most domains humans learn more efficiently and apply their
knowledge in more flexible ways (e.g., Lake, Ullman, Tenen-
baum, & Gershman, 2017). This is also true for the do-
main of language. In terms of language learning, humans
are equipped with useful biases, at least some of which are
not exploited by neural networks (Gandhi & Lake, 2019). In
terms of language use, humans easily produce and interpret
utterances based on the context such that their meanings are
much richer than their semantic content. This is an ability un-
matched by neural networks (Hirschberg & Manning, 2015;
Jacquet, Masson, Jamet, & Baratgin, 2019). In order to ap-
proach the design of artificial agents that are able to quickly
acquire a grounded language and flexibly communicate with
humans it seems promising to take inspiration from the cog-
nitive mechanisms at play in human language use.

In this work we develop such a design and show how it
induces an important word learning constraint, the mutual
exclusivity bias. Mutual exclusivity (ME) describes the ten-
dency to avoid assigning a second name to an object that al-
ready has a name. In a standard ME paradigm, when chil-
dren are presented with two objects and know the label for

one of them, they will tend to associate a new label with the
other object (Markman & Wachtel, 1988). While the ME
bias allows for fast language learning in humans as it helps to
disambiguate how words map to referents, Gandhi and Lake
(2019) showed that neural networks lack this bias and even
have the reverse tendency of selecting a familiar class when
presented with input from a class that was not part of the train-
ing. Therefore, capturing the ME bias is not only a major
concern for agents learning word meanings but for any model
performing categorization.

There are different theories about the mechanisms under-
lying the ME bias. The lexical constraint account, for ex-
ample, proposes that due to an innate or early emerging con-
straint children are biased towards lexica which favor one-
to-one mappings between states and messages (Markman &
Wachtel, 1988; Markman, Wasow, & Hansen, 2003). Our
model focuses on an alternative explanation based on prag-
matic reasoning. When producing and interpreting utterances
humans reason about each other’s intentions and take into ac-
count contextual influences on meaning (H. H. Clark, 1996).
The field of pragmatics studies exactly this crucial aspect of
human language use. Under a pragmatic account the bias
arises from the assumption that the speaker follows cooper-
ative principles of communication (e.g., E. V. Clark, 1988),
leading to the following reasoning process in a standard ME
paradigm: ’If the speaker wanted to talk about object x she
would use its label l, which we both know. Given that she
used a novel label k, this must refer to the other object y, for
which I do not know a label.’ Thus, among others, pragmatic
inference offers a possible explanation for the ME bias.

There are various ways of modeling pragmatic behavior.
We use a particularly prominent model of pragmatics, the Ra-
tional Speech Act (RSA) model (Frank & Goodman, 2012). It
treats communication as a recursive process in which speaker
and listener reason about each other’s mental states to com-
plement the literal meanings of utterances. The RSA frame-
work has successfully modeled various pragmatic phenom-
ena (e.g., Scontras, Tessler, & Franke, 2018), among others
the ME bias. For example, Frank, Goodman, and Tenenbaum
(2009) showed how RSA-like pragmatics leads to an ME bias
in cross-situational word learning. Their architecture was ex-
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tended to evaluate the pragmatic account and the lexical con-
straint account as two competing explanations of the bias,
with the result that either mechanism is sufficient (M. Lewis
& Frank, 2013). Smith, Goodman, and Frank (2013) applied
the RSA model to iterated pragmatic inference games in a
language learning setting, for which they demonstrate an ME
bias, as well as a language emergence setting. In the afore-
mentioned models, which we will group together as proba-
bilistic pragmatic word learning models, the agents infer the
most likely lexicon via Bayesian inference, given a history of
observed state-message pairs. This line of work demonstrates
the successful formalization of the ME bias in word learning
with RSA-like models.

We present a new model of learning in pragmatic agents
and show how the ME bias arises naturally within this frame-
work. The model is a straightforward adaptation of the RSA
model to gradient-based learning settings. We train pragmatic
agents’ mental lexica with reinforcement learning in a single
agent word learning setting and in a two agent language emer-
gence setting, using an explicit representation of the lexicon
in the form of a matrix. Due to pragmatic reasoning about
alternatives, agents utilize the entire lexicon when producing
and interpreting an utterance, which leads to gradient-based
updates of all state-message mappings for a single input ex-
ample. These lateral effects can be inhibitory as well as facil-
itating, in sum leading to the emergence of an ME bias.

This setup allows us to make several contributions. 1)
While the probabilistic pragmatic word learning models es-
timate the entire lexicon based on a history of collected evi-
dence, using gradient-based learning as in our model makes
it unnecessary to track past observations. The successive up-
dates of particular associations based on individual samples
are arguably more natural and can more easily be used in AI
applications. 2) We show that the ME bias can arise from ei-
ther, a lexical ME bias caused by pragmatic inference during
training, or pragmatic inference at test time. The former sug-
gests that a pragmatic approach can in principle accommo-
date the lexical constraint account. 3) We demonstrate that
the ME bias leads to faster learning with an even stronger ef-
fect when the probability over meanings to be communicated
is more naturally distributed. 4) We extend these analyses to
a language emergence setting.

Model
Agents and training were implemented with Tensorflow 2.0
(Abadi et al., 2015). The project is entirely open-source and
accessible via GitHub.1

Pragmatic Agents
The agents in our model feature two main components: 1) ex-
plicit lexical representations and 2) rules of pragmatic behav-
ior telling them how to use these representations to produce
and interpret messages. The lexicon is a matrix providing a

1https://github.com/XeniaOhmer/pragmatic agents me
bias

mapping between states and messages. If there are N states
and messages, the lexicon BA of agent A is an N×N matrix.
Each matrix entry B(si,m j)∈R+ is an unnormalized value of
how appropriate (in a semantic sense) message j is for state
i. The matrix entries are the only trainable parameters of the
model. For modeling the pragmatic rules the vanilla RSA
model is used. In the RSA model conditional probabilities
describe how speakers produce and listeners interpret utter-
ances, recursively taking into account each other’s reasoning
process. It can be formalized as

LL(s | m) ∝ JmK(s)×P(s) , (1a)

PS(m | s) ∝ exp
(
α× [logLL(s | m)−C(m)]

)
, (2a)

PL(s | m) ∝ PS(m | s)×P(s) . (3a)

At the basis of the recursive reasoning process is a literal lis-
tener (1a) who maps a message onto any state for which it
is true, at the same time considering the prior probability of
that state. In Equation (1a), JmK(s) is the denotation function
returning the truth value of message m for state s. A prag-
matic speaker (2a) chooses its messages such that the prob-
ability of being understood correctly by a literal listener is
maximized while production cost, C(m), stays low. The pa-
rameter α ∈R+ regulates the speaker’s optimality. The prag-
matic listener (3a) in turn interprets a message as if coming
from a pragmatic speaker, also taking into account the prior
probability of states.

We adapt the vanilla model to our purpose in several ways.
The standard RSA model assumes that all agents have access
to the same lexicon which is a truth table of messages across
states. In our case every agent learns the (real-valued) en-
tries of its own lexicon which it also uses for reasoning about
other agents. We assume a flat prior over states, zero costs
for every utterance, and set α = 5. This leads to the following
formalization:

LL(s | m,BLL) ∝ BLL(s,m) , (1b)

PS(m | s,BPS) ∝ LL(s | m,BPS)
5 , (2b)

PL(s | m,BPL) ∝ PS(m | s,BPL) . (3b)

In addition, we include a literal speaker defined analogously
to the literal listener in (1b). Generic versions of listener and
speaker with either reasoning ability are denoted by L and S.

Communication Game
We investigate the performance of pragmatic and literal
agents in a signaling game. Specifically, we have chosen
the Lewis game (D. Lewis, 1969) which is used to study
the emergence of meaningful language from initially random
messages. There are N states and N messages and two agents,
a speaker and a listener. One round of the game proceeds
as follows. The world state (target) is sampled from a state
prior —which we assume to be uniform unless otherwise
mentioned— and observed by the speaker, who then selects a
message to convey this world state to the listener. The listener
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Figure 1: Example of one training step for a literal and a pragmatic listener. The agents receive an input message for which
a policy is calculated dependent on their literal or pragmatic interpretation. In contrast to the policy of the literal listener the
policy of the pragmatic listener depends on the entire lexicon, which is also why they are different despite identical input and
lexicon. This difference also leads to different reinforcement effects (thick red arrows).

in turn selects a world state based on this message. If selec-
tion and target are the same both players receive a positive
reward, otherwise they receive zero reward.

We look at two different versions of the game, a single
agent setting and a two agent setting. The single agent set-
ting is essentially a supervised learning setting. There is a
predetermined state-message mapping which is known to the
speaker. The listener is trained to map the speaker’s message
to the correct state. The two agent setting corresponds to the
classical Lewis game where the state-message mapping is not
predetermined but emerges during game play. The two set-
tings allow us to verify the benefits of pragmatic reasoning in
different language learning contexts, one where an existing
language is learned and one where a new one is created.

Reinforcement Learning
Based on lexicon and reasoning abilities, the speaker maps
an input state to a probability distribution over messages,
S(m | s,BS), and the listener maps an input message onto a
probability distribution over states, L(s | m,BL). These dis-
tributions define the agents’ policies. The agents minimize a
loss function defined as the negative expected reward (R):

L(BS,BL) =−E[R] .

The matrix entries are updated with REINFORCE (Williams,
1992), which belongs to the family of policy gradient algo-
rithms. Figure 1 illustrates a training step for a literal (left)
and a pragmatic (right) listener. Here, both agents receive
the same input message and have the same lexicon. Given
an input message, the literal listener only takes into account
the semantic meaning and thus normalizes across the corre-
sponding column to obtain a selection policy. Accordingly, if
there is a positive feedback from the environment, the entries
in that column are updated. The pragmatic listener, in con-
trast, calculates for each state which message the pragmatic
speaker would have used to refer to that state, to determine
its selection policy given the actual message. Due to this con-
sideration of alternatives all lexicon entries are updated upon
positive feedback. The thick red arrows show how updates

based on the pragmatic policy calculation automatically re-
inforce a bijective mapping between the correctly identified
state-message pair and at the same time strengthen all associ-
ations between the other states and messages. By this mech-
anism associations between unseen states and messages are
reinforced, leading to the ME bias.

Experiment 1: Mutual Exclusivity Bias
In the first experiment we ran different simulations to es-
tablish whether literal or pragmatic agents evolve an ME
bias, how this bias develops over the course of training, and
whether the bias is due to pragmatic inference at training time
(by changing the lexicon) or test time.

Methods
We looked at N ∈ {3,10} states and messages. Importantly,
K ∈{1,2}messages (single agent setting) or states (two agent
setting) were withheld from training and reserved for test-
ing the agents’ behavior on novel inputs. For each of the
four combinations the agents were trained on the remain-
ing N − K inputs. The lexica were initialized randomly
with bi, j ∼ N (0.5,0.01) and updated using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015). In every epoch the agents saw
the same 1000 random instances of the N −K training in-
puts. The last or the last two states or messages (by index)
were withheld from training. For every game and hyperpa-
rameter setup we trained 100 listeners or speaker-listener-
combinations.

The emergence of an ME bias was evaluated by calculating
the listener’s average probability of selecting any novel state
—that was not part of the training— when presenting the K
test examples to the system. We formalize this idea in terms
of an ME index:

IME =
p(new state selected | new input)− p(new input)

p(old input)
.

If the probability of selecting a novel state given a novel input
is at chance level the ME index is equal to zero and if the
entire conditional probability mass is on the new states it is
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equal to one. With M =N−K+1 the ME index for the single
agent setting is

IME(BL) =
1
K ∑

N
i=M ∑

N
j=M L(si | m j,BL)− K

N
N−K

N

,

and for the two agent setting it is

IME(BL,BS) =
1
K ∑

N
i=M ∑

N
j=M ∑

N
q=1 L(si | mq,BL)S(mq | s j,BS)− K

N
N−K

N

.

Single Agent Setting In the single agent setting we com-
pare literal and pragmatic listeners in a supervised learning
setting. The correct state-message mappings are predeter-
mined such that every state is associated with the message of
the same index {(s1,m1),(s2,m2), . . . ,(sN ,mN)}. For N = 3
we trained for 50 and for N = 10 for 100 epochs.

Two Agent Setting In the two agent setting we compare
a literal speaker and listener with a pragmatic speaker and
listener playing a full Lewis game together. Here, the state-
message mapping is not predetermined but emerges during
game play. During training the agents continuously adapt to
each other’s behavior which makes longer training necessary.
For N = 3 we trained for 100 and for N = 10 for 1000 epochs.

Ablation Test We run an ablation test to disentangle the ef-
fects of pragmatic reasoning at training and test time on the
ME bias. For the single agent setting we take the lexica ac-
quired by the literal listeners and evaluate pragmatic listen-
ers with these lexica, and vice versa. In analogy, in the two
agent setting the pragmatic reasoning ability of both agents is
switched.

Results
Single Agent Lewis Game In the single agent setting all
agents converged to maximum performance. Figure 2 shows
the average lexica of the agents as well as their average prob-
ability of selecting the different states when presented with
the test data. First, we will analyze the literal listener (left).
Looking at the average lexicon we see that the probability
of matching a learned message to the correct state is close to
one (diagonal) whereas all possible errors (off-diagonal) have
values close to zero. When presented with a test message the
selection probability is equally high for all states with almost
no variance between individual agents. The flat probability
distribution of states for new messages demonstrates the ab-
sence of an ME bias in this simple system. Let us now turn
to the pragmatic listener (right). Also here the learned one-
to-one mapping is clearly visible in the average lexicon. In
contrast to the literal listeners, the pragmatic listeners have a
high probability of selecting a new state when presented with
a new input message. If two messages are excluded from
training, the two states are selected with equal probability ir-
respective of the test message. This can be concluded from
the equal means and small standard deviations. Table 1 (top)
summarizes the results for the single agent setting in terms of
ME indices. The literal listener’s ME index is equal to zero in

all cases which means that selection of new states is at chance
level and there is no ME bias. The pragmatic listener’s ME
index is equal to one in all cases which means that the entire
conditional selection probability mass is on the new states and
the ME bias is maximal.

Table 1: ME indices (µ(±σ)) for Experiment 1.

N×K Literal Pragmatic

1
ag

en
t 3×1 0.00(±0.01) 1.00(±0.00)

3×2 0.00(±0.01) 1.00(±0.00)
10×1 0.00(±0.00) 1.00(±0.01)
10×2 0.00(±0.00) 1.00(±0.00)

2
ag

en
t 3×1 −0.5(±0.00) 0.99(±0.00)

3×2 −2.00(±0.00) 0.96(±0.12)
10×1 −0.11(±0.00) 0.84(±0.26)
10×2 −0.25(±0.00) 0.84(±0.18)

Two Agent Lewis Game In the two agent Lewis game, for
N = 3 all agents converged to optimal performance while for
N = 10, 84% and 88% of the literal agents and 88% and 91%
of the pragmatic agents converged to optimal performance,
for K = 1 and K = 2 respectively. Given that state-message
mappings are arbitrary we do not plot the average lexica but
look directly at the ME indices at the bottom part of Table 1.
When a literal speaker plays with a literal listener, the ME in-
dex becomes negative. So when the speaker is presented with
a previously unseen state and generates a message the lis-
tener will select one of the novel states with less than chance
probability. This means that an anti-ME bias emerges exactly
as in standard neural networks. This is different for the prag-
matic speaker-listener combination. When presented with the
test states the probability of selecting a novel state is clearly
higher than chance with ME indices between 0.84 and 0.99.
In conclusion the pragmatic, but not the literal agents, de-
velop an ME bias in the supervised as well as the unsuper-
vised communication game.

ME Bias Development Over Time Investigating how the
ME bias develops over time reveals whether it can be ex-
ploited early during training or emerges first when the train-
ing examples are already consolidated. Figure 3 shows the
average reward and ME index over the course of training
for both game settings and system sizes, always for the case
where one example was excluded from training (K = 1). In
the single agent setting the literal agents have a constant ME
bias of zero because the relevant lexicon entries are not up-
dated during training. For the pragmatic agents the ME index
starts to increase with training onset and converges to one at
approximately the same time as the reward. In the two agent
setting the ME index of the literal agents quickly converges
to a negative value. The agents unlearn selecting states that
are not in the training data as this never yields a reward. For
the pragmatic agents the ME index starts increasing imme-
diately with the rewards but does so more slowly than in the
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Figure 2: Average lexica and state selection probabilities given new input messages for literal (left) and pragmatic (right)
listeners. N is the total number of states and messages, K the number of messages that were excluded from training. A) shows
the results for N = 10 and K = 1, the other combinations are shown in B). The average lexicon is standardized such that the
maximum value is 1. The bar plots depict the average selection probabilities, with standard deviations, for new input messages.
Novel states are marked by a gray background. For K = 2 the probabilities are presented for both new input messages separately.

single agent setting. In summary, in both types of games prag-
matic agents can exploit the ME bias from training onset and
the bias grows stronger with an increasing certainty about the
correct state-message mappings.

Figure 3: Average ME indices and rewards during training
for literal and pragmatic agents. Shown are the simulations
where one example was excluded from training in single and
two agent setting (rows) with three or ten states (columns).
While the rewards correspond to the performance on the train-
ing examples, the ME indices reflect the performance on the
novel examples at test time.

Pragmatic Reasoning at Training Versus Test Time
Here, we look at the results from the ablation test, where
agents have pragmatic reasoning abilities only at training or
test time. We report the mean ME indices of the four dif-
ferent training conditions as in Table 1 for a direct compari-

son. Starting with the single agent setting, the ME bias is very
strong when using pragmatic inference at test time, regardless
of the type of lexicon (mean ME indices between 0.99 and
1.00). Interestingly, with the lexicon of a pragmatic speaker,
now also literal agents feature an ME bias (mean ME indices
between 0.42 and 0.54). In short, in the single agent setting
pragmatic reasoning at either training or test time leads to an
ME bias. In the two agent setting the lexica of pragmatic
speakers and listeners also allow their literal counterparts to
display a small ME bias at test time (mean ME indices be-
tween 0.11 and 0.26). However, using the lexica of the literal
agents never leads to an ME bias, regardless of the type of
reasoning at test time. The literal listeners learn a lexicon
where the rows of the missing states only have zero entries,
which prevents the selection of novel states. Accordingly,
in the two agent setting pragmatic reasoning during training
always leads to an ME bias, whereas training literal agents
makes an ME bias impossible.

Tracking the ME indices over the course of training (not
shown here) further reveals that the ME bias always emerges
at training onset, regardless of whether it is caused by lexi-
cal constraints or online inference. In general, using the bias
strength to determine whether the effect of pragmatic reason-
ing at training or test time is more influential is not straight-
forward, as we found the quantitative results to depend on the
optimality parameter α. We leave a detailed analysis of the
role of α to future work and conclude with the main finding:
pragmatic inference can lead to an early emerging ME bias
in single agent word learning both by its effect on the lexi-
con during learning and by its effect on the online reasoning
process.
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Experiment 2: Convergence Time Scales
The pragmatic agents, in contrast to the literal agents, update
all model weights with each training example they encounter.
Here, we investigated whether this mechanism, aside from
leading to an ME bias, also results in faster learning.

Methods
In a first step we compared the learning time scales of prag-
matic and literal agents in the single and the two agent set-
ting of a Lewis game. The update of additional state-message
mappings by the pragmatic agents should be particularly ef-
fective for rare examples, where they can leverage the ME
bias. Hence, in a second step we tested whether the prag-
matic advantage is more pronounced if the frequency of in-
put classes does not follow a uniform distribution but is
rather inversely related to their frequency rank as suggested
by Zipf’s law, which corresponds to a more realistic setting
(Zipf, 1949).

Uniform Input Distribution We trained 50 listeners (sin-
gle agent setting) and 50 speaker-listener combinations (two
agent setting) on N = 10 states and messages. The data set
size was again 1000 and the agents’ lexica were initialized
randomly with bi, j ∼ N (0.1,0.01)2. The Adam optimizer
can update weights based on previous training steps even
though their gradient in the current training step is zero. To
remove this confounding effect we trained the agents with
vanilla stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In the single agent
setting the agents were trained for 100 epochs and in the two
agent setting for 300 epochs.

Zipfian Input Distribution Let N be the number of states
and i the frequency rank of state si, then the occurrence prob-
ability of si is given by P(si) ∝ 1/i. The Zipfian input distri-
bution for messages is analogous to the one for states. We
ran the exact same simulations as for the uniform distribution
except that training was extended to 500 epochs in the two
agent setting.

Results
Figure 4 shows the rewards over time for the different game
settings and input distributions. The pragmatic agents con-
verge faster than the literal agents in all situations. The literal
agents learn more slowly when the input data follows a Zip-
fian distribution than when it follows a uniform distribution
while the pragmatic agents converge approximately equally
fast independent of the input statistics. In short, the pragmatic
agents learn faster than the literal agents and this advantage
is stronger for data that follows a more natural distribution.

Discussion
The main contribution of this work is the development of
a framework in which explicit mental representations of se-

2In the second experiment we used smaller initialization values,
which speeds up the training (as most values converge to zero). Ad-
ditional tests showed that swapping initializations in the two experi-
ments affects the training duration but none of the qualitative results.

Figure 4: Average reward over time for literal and pragmatic
agents trained in the single or two agent setting (rows) and
with a uniform or Zipfian input distribution (columns). The
shaded areas range from minimum to maximum reward.

mantic meaning evolve through reinforcement learning under
pragmatic policies. Working with an explicit lexicon not only
has the advantage that pragmatic agents can make very effi-
cient updates but also makes the agents’ behavior fully ex-
plainable as their knowledge is stored in a structured and ac-
cessible way. Yet, the matrix representation also imposes lim-
itations: in some tasks it might be difficult to define states and
messages to begin with. Moreover, for systems with a large
number of states computational cost increases significantly.
In contrast to other approaches applying RSA in gradient-
based learning systems (e.g., Andreas & Klein, 2016; Monroe
& Potts, 2015) we do not address the challenge of working
with more flexible representations. Still, we think our frame-
work is useful for language evolution and language-related
AI research. For instance, future work could use the division
of labor between semantics and pragmatics as an approach to
transfer learning as the same representations can be learned
and applied in different tasks.

Within our framework pragmatic agents develop an ME
bias in word learning as well as language emergence. Impor-
tantly, this bias emerges at learning onset and can be exploited
during the entire training process. At the same time pragmatic
reasoning causes an acceleration of learning. We also estab-
lish that the positive effect on learning is stronger when word
occurrence frequencies follow real-world statistics —a phe-
nomenon that can be explained by mutual exclusivity. So far,
we mainly evaluate the ME bias. In future work we would
like to more closely investigate the role of ME in the actual
learning process. So, while more functional details should be
examined, a principled way of building artificial agents with
an ME bias has been established.

Interestingly, both pragmatic reasoning during learning and
during online inference can effect the ME bias. During learn-
ing the reasoning about alternatives causes lateral effects in
the matrix updates, such that a lexical ME bias arises. Note,
that such lateral effects used to be hard-coded in early models
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of language emergence (e.g., Steels, 1995). The early emer-
gence of a lexical bias sheds new light on the debate whether
the ME bias arises from lexical constraints or online prag-
matic inference: we propose that both mechanisms can stem
from the same principle of pragmatic reasoning.

Our work is an important step towards solving the chal-
lenge of integrating an ME bias into neural networks. Just
like literal agents, neural networks have an anti-ME bias with
negative effects on learning. Note that our system is imple-
mented with modern deep learning algorithms and can easily
be integrated with neural network modules. However, a prob-
lem arises if a neural network is used to classify input stimuli
as certain types of states or messages which then serve as
inputs to a pragmatic agent. If the network encounters stim-
uli that are not part of any training class it will fail to map
them onto a new input type, preventing the agents from us-
ing the ME bias. A promising approach to this problem are
methods for performing out-of-distribution recognition by ex-
tracting confidence estimates from neural networks (e.g., De-
Vries & Taylor, 2018; Liang, Li, & Srikant, 2018). Applied to
our problem the network could then identify a novel stimulus
class and map it onto a novel label, leaving the ME bias in-
tact. In summary, we created gradient-based learning agents
which develop an ME bias and with some additional work
this idea may be integrated with neural networks.
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Abstract

Propositional accounts assume sentences are encoded in terms of a set of arguments bound to role-fillers in a predicate,
but they never specify how the role representations form in the first place. Dennis (2005) shows an alternative way to
capture role-information based on simple associations derived directly from experience in the Syntagmatic-Paradigmatic
(SP) model. We argue that the evidence for the propositional view is not well-founded and explore the possibility for a
pure associative encoding of proposition-like information. We differentially manipulate overlap in target and distractor
sentences, embedded in narratives, and directly place the propositional account against the SP view. Our first experiment
provides some evidence for an SP account, however the second experiment supports the propositional view. Our final
experiment provides results that are difficult to explain with either account. Overall, our results support the propositional
view and show mixed evidence for the SP account.
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Abstract

Teamwork in Team Space Fortress, a real-time cooperative task, was studied by analyzing the performance of participants
paired with different partners. To defeat the fortress, a player taking the role of bait approaches within the fortress range
of fire causing the fortress to lower its shield to fire, thereby becoming vulnerable to attack by a partner playing the
role of shooter. A novel design exchanging partners within four person groups allowed the identification of adaptations
and isolation of individual contributions to team performance. Team performance was determined by factors at both
individual and team levels. Using subjective similarity rankings collected on Amazon Mechanical Turk, we constructed
high-dimensional embeddings of similarity between team trajectories. Results showed that team members who adapted
most, led to improved team performance. In re-pairings of partners better individual performance did not necessarily lead
to better team performance again supporting the need for adaptivity in human machine teaming.
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Abstract

Memory is reliably enhanced for information read aloud compared with information read silentlythe production effect.
Three preregistered experiments examined whether the production effect arises from a time-consuming recollective process
operating at test that benefits items that were produced at study. To accomplish this, participants were required to respond
within a short deadline under the assumption that a time-consuming recollective process would be less able to operate
when less time is available. If so, the production effect under speeded responding instructions should be reduced relative
to a standard nonspeeded condition. Results generally supported this prediction. However, even under speeded responding
instructions, there was a robust production effect, potentially suggesting that other, more rapid, processes also contribute
to the production effect.
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Abstract 

This paper uses the signal detection theory (SDT) to 
investigate the contribution of visual information to two 
monitoring-dependent functions, metacognitive awareness of 
errors and error corrections. Data from two experiments 
show that complete removal of visual outcome results in a 
mild decrease in error awareness and a much more significant 
decrease in correction rates. Partially restoring visual 
information by including positional information (as in masked 
password typing) causes a modest but statistically significant 
improvement in correction performance. Interestingly, 
participants treat the change to the quality of information 
differently across the tasks, with more conservative behavior 
(avoiding false alarms) in the correction task. These findings 
show the SDT’s ability to quantify, in a graded manner, the 
contribution of specific types of information to monitoring in 
complex tasks, while also providing additional information 
about how participants handle the change to the quality of 
information in a task-dependent manner.  

Keywords: language production; signal detection theory 
(SDT); monitoring; error awareness; typing. 

Introduction 

Monitoring refers to processes involved in the 

surveillance of one’s cognitive and motor operations in 

order to ensure a satisfactory outcome. Complex cognitive 

operations, such as language production, are often carried 

out fluently and with few errors because of efficient 

underlying monitoring and control processes (Nozari, 2018). 

But what is the nature of such processes? Broadly speaking, 

there are two types of processes for action monitoring: 

external monitoring mechanisms are those that rely on the 

outcome of performance (with or without additional reliance 

on internally generated representations). Internal monitoring 

mechanisms, on the other hand, refer to mechanisms that 

rely entirely on internal representations to estimate the 

likelihood of errors before they become overt. Monitoring in 

language production is a good example for showcasing this 

dichotomy: people can hear what they say, or see what they 

write or type and judge its accuracy via auditory and visual 

systems, respectively (external-channel monitoring; e.g., 

Guenther, 2016). At the same time, a large body of past 

work has shown efficient monitoring when people do not 

have access to the outcome of the process, supporting 

alternative mechanisms that monitor performance internally 

(internal-channel monitoring; e.g., Hickok, 2012; Nozari et 

al., 2011). The question remains: How is labor divided 

between these two monitoring channels? This study uses 

signal detection theory (SDT) to answer this question.  

Language production monitoring as SDT 

The challenge of answering questions about the 

contribution of external vs. internal monitoring channels to 

monitoring stems from the fact that models of external and 

internal monitoring often propose very different 

mechanisms. To quantify performance across such models, 

a common currency is needed. A suitable candidate for such 

currency is the notion of conflict (Botvinick et al., 2001). In 

some monitoring models, conflict has been defined in a 

specific way. For example, Nozari et al. (2011) proposed an 

internal monitoring mechanism in which the probability of 

an error was estimated by detecting conflict between two 

representations (e.g., lexical representations of “cat” and 

“dog”). In this model, conflict is defined as the inverse of 

the difference between the activation of two representations 

within the same layer of the language processing system.  

Other models do not resort to an explicit definition of 

conflict. Nevertheless, the concept of conflict can still be 

defined for such models. For example, Hickock (2012) 

proposed a mechanism in which a lexical item activates both 

its corresponding motor and sensory nodes. The former then 

suppresses the latter via the inhibitory connections. On error 

trials, the concept activates different motor and sensory 

nodes. Consequently, the sensory node, which could not be 

suppressed, remains active and generates an error signal. 

This account can be easily reframed in terms of conflict 

between two different layers of the language processing 

system (sensory and motor layers): during a correct 

response, the suppression of perceptual representation leads 

to low conflict between motor and perceptual 

representations. During an error trial, the high activation of 

the perceptual representation creates conflict with the motor 

representation.  

Finally, accounts such as forward (and inverse) models 

that compare the sensory consequences of a motor 

command to the actual sensory input generated by the 
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outcome (hence their categorization as external-channel 

models by our definition), effectively calculate conflict 

between predicted and sensory inputs within the same layer 

of the language processing system (Guenther, 2016). In 

short, the notion of conflict can be used more broadly to 

capture something essential about monitoring: regardless of 

the specific mechanism, the predictions of all the monitoring 

models can be quantified as higher conflict (within or 

between layers of representation) on error compared to 

correct trials.  

The advantage of defining a common currency across 

different monitoring accounts is that a unified framework 

can be created to answer questions that are not specific to 

individual mechanisms, but instead encompass multiple 

monitoring mechanisms. Specifically, we are interested in 

whether —and to what extent— removing the outcome of 

production affects monitoring performance. This question, 

by definition, requires starting with a framework in which 

both external and internal monitoring mechanisms 

contribute to the process, and investigating the change to 

performance when the impact of one is reduced. Figure 1 

shows this general framework in SDT terms. Production can 

have two possible outcomes: correct and error trials. Over 

many trials, two distributions emerge based on these 

response types. Importantly, the two distributions are, on 

average, associated with different values of conflict (see 

above for a model-independent definition of conflict). 

Monitoring can thus be viewed as a decision (albeit implicit) 

based on the amount of conflict. This decision, according to 

SDT, is determined by two factors: the distance between the 

two distributions, indexed by d́', and the location of the 

criterion c (defined as the number of standard deviations 

from the position of the ideal observer, i.e., the location at 

the junction of the two distributions), above which 

responses will be labeled as errors and below which as 

correct (SDT-type 2, see Wixted, 2020, for a review). The 

value of d́' is a function of task difficulty and state of the 

production system, while the criterion depends on 

participants’ goals (Nozari & Hepner, 2019).  

In this framework, it is possible to investigate the effect of 

subtracting one kind of information (e.g., the outcome of 

performance or external input) on both d'́ and criterion. 

This, in turn, allows us to contrast different outcomes of 

monitoring. We target two such outcomes in the current 

study: error awareness (i.e., consciously reporting that an 

error has been committed), and error correction (attempting 

a repair). Since there is evidence that, at least in some tasks, 

repairs may be attempted in the absence of conscious 

awareness of errors, these two processes are potentially 

dissociable (e.g., Charles, Van Opstal, Marti, & Dehaene, 

2013).  

To investigate the effect of removing external information 

on error awareness and correction, we use a typing task, as 

an example of a language production task, for three reasons: 

a) past work has shown a strong influence of linguistic 

factors on typing, as well as a clear resemblance of typing 

errors to spoken errors, showing that typing is indeed a good 

example of a complex language production task (Pinet, 

Ziegler, & Alario, 2016; Nozari & Pinet, 2018). b) Unlike 

spoken production, in which the complete removal of the 

auditory signal via noise-masking is problematic because of 

bone conduction, the visual external input can be easily 

removed from typing. Finally, c) corrections in typing are 

clearly marked by the use of backspace, removing any 

subjectivity about whether a correction attempt has been 

made or not. In addition to these advantages, recent data 

show that monitoring shows the same general indices of 

monitoring found in action monitoring (Pinet & Nozari, 

2020), making the findings of this study informative both 

for language production and for general action monitoring 

accounts. 

 

Figure 1. Monitoring in the SDT framework. Note that d́' is 

directly dependent on the distance between the two 

distributions. Criterion, on the other hand, can be placed at 

any location. 

Figure 2. Trial structure in Exps 1 (a) and 2 (b). Exp 2 

follows the same general structure as in Exp 1, with an 

additional condition. f = feedback. 
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In two experiments, we had people type the words they 

heard under a temporal deadline. In the baseline (word-

feedback) condition, they saw what they typed on the screen 

in real time. In the no-feedback condition, the word did not 

appear on the screen until the end of the trial, with the goal 

of understanding the potential detriment to monitoring 

performance as a function of removing visual information. 

Based on prior results, we expected lower correction rates in 

the no-feedback compared to the word-feedback condition 

(Pinet & Nozari, 2020). The new manipulation in Exp 1 was 

adding a question right after typing, asking participants if 

they had made an error or not (metacognitive judgment; Fig. 

2), as an independent measure of error awareness. Exp 2 

aimed to replicate the findings of Exp 1 and further probe 

the specific role of visual information in monitoring. We 

added a new condition (position-feedback), in which 

participants saw dots (instead of letters) as they typed, 

similar to masked password typing (Fig. 2; position-f). This 

condition still provided visual information about the 

position of the letters, but not their identity, and could thus 

distinguish between the role of these two sources of visual 

information for monitoring.  

The data from both experiments were coded as Hits, 

Misses, Correct Rejections, and False Alarms (see Fig. 1 for 

definitions) and were analyzed by SDT models which 

estimated d'́ and criterion parameters for each subject. 

Group analyses compared these parameters across 

conditions. A decrease in d́' indexes the loss of information 

that cleanly teases apart the distributions of correct and error 

trials, and thus tells us about the necessity of certain kind of 

information for monitoring. A change in the criterion, on the 

other hand, tells us about how participants deal with the 

reduced quality of information. A shift to the left would 

indicate participants’ desire to detect/correct as many errors 

as possible, even at the cost of erroneously marking some 

correct responses as errors, i.e., False Alarms. A shift to the 

right, on other hand, marks a tendency to avoid False 

Alarms, even if it means missing some errors. The 

comparisons, thus, paint a full picture of the contribution of 

visual information (positional vs. identity) to error 

awareness and corrections, as well as participants’ strategies 

on how to use such information.  

Experiment 1 

Methods 

 

Participants Participants were recruited via Amazon 

Mechanical Turk. Their eligibility to participate was 

determined using a short online task, in which they heard 

and typed words in two phases: in phase 1, they heard 15 

words, one at a time, to type without time pressure. In phase 

2, they heard another 15 words and had 2000 ms to finish 

typing them. A minimum criterion of 80% accuracy in 

phase 1, and 80% completed responses by the deadline with 

at least 50% accuracy in phase 2 was required for inclusion 

in the study. Forty-two native English-speaking participants 

(17 male; mean age= 35.6, SD = 8 years) who passed these 

criteria took part in the study in exchange for payment.   

 

Stimuli Stimuli were 600 7- and 8-letter words from the 

English Lexicon Project database (Balota et al., 2007). Log-

transformed word frequency ranged from 1.7 to 3. Plural 

forms, compound words, and words that had homophones, 

were not included. Words were divided into two lists of 300 

items, balanced with regard to number of phonemes, 

syllables and letters, word and bigram frequency, and 

percentage of bimanual alternations. Words in both lists 

were recorded by a native English speaker. 

 

Procedures The experiment was programmed using the 

jsPsych library (de Leeuw, 2015), embedded in an HTML 

environment, and completed online. The Python library 

psiTurk (Gureckis et al., 2016) was used to handle 

participants’ recruitment and compensation.  

The task was a typing-to-dictation task. On each trial, 

participants heard a word, followed by a beep (1000 Hz, 100 

ms). They were instructed to finish typing the word before a 

second beep, 1800 ms after the first one (but their responses 

were registered for an additional 500 ms after the second 

beep). They could use backspace and correct their responses 

if they wished to. Immediately after that, participants 

completed the metacognitive judgment task, in which they 

answered yes/no to the question “Did you make an error in 

what you first typed?”. Clear instructions were given that 

even corrected errors should be counted as errors (a “yes” 

response). Trials were separated by 500 ms intertrial 

intervals.  There were breaks every 50 trials. 

Participants completed two conditions in counterbalanced 

order, with list assignment to conditions also 

counterbalanced across participants. In the word-feedback 

(baseline) condition, participants saw, in real time, what 

they typed on the monitor. In the no-feedback condition, the 

screen remained blank as they typed. They were only shown 

the outcome of typing after answering the metacognitive 

judgment task (Fig 2a).  

 

Analyses Performance measures included errors, response 

time (RTs), interkeystroke intervals (IKIs), and two 

measures of monitoring: metacognitive judgments (as 

measuring error awareness) and backspaces (as measuring 

corrections). Data were analyzed in R, using the psycho 

package version 0.4.91 (Makowski, 2018) for fitting signal 

detection models, and the lmerTests package for computing 

statistics (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). 

Multilevel models with random effects of both subjects and 

items were used for the analyses of accuracy, RT and IKI 

data. Model-derived parameters must be calculated over all 

trials per subject, thus they were analyzed using linear 

regression models with random effect of subjects only. Error 

trials were excluded from RT and IKI analyses. RTs and 

IKIs shorter or longer that 3SD from participant means were 

also excluded.  
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Results & Discussion 

One participant was excluded for failure to follow task 

instructions. The error rate in the no-feedback condition was 

lower than the word-feedback condition (21.2±10.3% vs. 

22.6±10.7%; β = 0.088, z = 2.6, p = .009). Average RTs, on 

the other hand, were higher in the no-feedback compared to 

the word-feedback condition (390.2±76ms vs. 362±92ms; β 

= 29.7, t = 16.8, p <.001). The same was true for IKIs 

(168.7±24ms vs. 163.3±26ms; β = 5.86, t = 15.2, p <.001). 

Figure 3 shows the SDT measures for monitoring indices.   

The overall rate of error awareness (hit rate) in 

metacognitive judgments was 69% and 54% in the word-

feedback and no-feedback conditions, respectively. Model-

estimated d'́ was significantly lower for the no-feedback 

compared to word-feedback condition (2.1 ± 0.4 vs. 2.9 ± 

0.6; β = -.81, t = -7.0, p <.001), whereas the location of the 

criterion did not significantly differ between the two 

conditions (1.0 ± .4 vs. .9 ± .3; β = .08, t = 1.1, p = .32).  

The overall rate of correction attempts (hit rate) was 28% 

(763 attempts) in the word-feedback and 8% (221 attempts) 

in the no-feedback conditions. Model-estimated d'́ was 

significantly lower for the no-feedback compared to word-

feedback condition (1.2 ± .6 vs. 2.0 ± .8; β = -.83, t = -5.1, p 

<.001). Criterion was significantly higher in the no-

feedback compared to the word-feedback condition (2.2 ± .4 

vs. 1.7 ± .5; β = .50, t = 5.1, p < .001).  

 

Figure 3. Results of metacognitive judgments (upper panel) 

and error corrections (lower panel) in Exp 1. Left panels 

show d-prime, and right panels criterion values.  

 

To summarize, removing visual feedback slowed down 

typing, but participants were not any less accurate. There 

was a modest drop in error awareness and a much greater 

drop in correction attempts (22% vs. 71% change over 

baseline, respectively). Model-derived d' was significantly 

lower in the absence of visual information, for both error 

awareness and correction measures, showing that visual 

information contributed to cleaning up the conflict between 

error and correct responses in both tasks. Participants, 

however, treated the decreased quality of information 

differently in the two cases: while they did not shift the 

criterion position for metacognitive judgments, they 

significantly shifted it to the right for corrections, i.e., they 

sacrificed Hits in order to minimize False Alarms. This is 

most likely due to the fact that correction attempts are 

costly; participants must stop ongoing behavior, erase the 

mistake, replace the segment with a repair, and resume 

typing. This takes both time and effort. By shifting their 

criterion to the right, they minimize the chance of 

unnecessary corrections (False Alarms dropped from 3.5% 

to 1.6%). Yes/no metacognitive judgments, on the other 

hand, are not associated with similarly high cognitive costs, 

hence no rightward shift of the criterion despite lower d's in 

this task.  

The results of Exp 1 showed the importance of visual 

information for both conscious detection and correction of 

errors, with the latter taking a much bigger hit when visual 

information was absent. But which aspect of visual 

information is critical for repairs, the position of the error or 

the identity of the letters? Exp 2 answers this question.  

Experiment 2 

Methods 

 

Participants Forty-two English speaking participants who 

had not participated in Exp 1 and who passed the screening 

test described under that experiment were recruited via 

Amazon Mechanical Turk and took part in the study in 

exchange for payment.  

 

Stimuli The same materials as Exp 1 were used. The 600 

words were divided into three lists, balanced for factors 

described under Exp 1.  

 

Procedures Procedures were similar to Exp 1, except that 

each participant completed three conditions in 

counterbalanced order, with lists also counterbalanced with 

regard to condition across participants. Word-feedback and 

no-feedback conditions were identical to Exp 1. In the 

position-feedback condition instead of each letter a dot (•) 

appeared on the screen as participants typed their response, 

similar to password typing. 

 

Analysis Analyses were similar to Exp 1. Contrasts were 

treatment-coded. To compare all our conditions to each 

other, we used two different contrasts coding schemes, 

alternatively taking word-feedback and no-feedback as the 

reference level. 

Results & Discussion 

One participant was excluded because of a technical issue 

in recording their keystrokes. The error rate was not 
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significantly different between the word-feedback and no-

feedback conditions (25.6 ± 13% vs. 24.9 ± 13%; β = 0.035,  

z = 0.86, p = .39), between the word-feedback and position-

feedback (25.5 ± 12%; β = -0.005, z = -0.12, p = .91), or 

between the no-feedback and position-feedback (β = -0.042, 

z = -0.98, p =.33). RTs, on the other hand, were 

significantly slower for the no-word feedback compared to 

the word-feedback (377.3 ± 87ms vs. 359.2 ± 87ms; β = 

19.6, t = 8.8, p <.001). They were also significantly slower 

for the position-feedback compared to the word-feedback 

condition (378.0 ± 84ms; β = 21.2, t = 9.6, p <.001). The 

comparison between the position-feedback and no-feedback 

revealed no significant difference (β = 1.6, t = 0.72, p = 

.48). IKIs were also significantly longer for the no-feedback 

compared to the word-feedback (178.0 ± 29ms vs. 172.1 ± 

28ms; β = 6.1, t = 11.8, p < .001). The same was true for the 

comparison between position-feedback and word-feedback 

(176.0 ± 28ms; β = 4.2, t = 8.3, p <.001). The comparison 

between position-feedback and no-feedback revealed 

significantly longer IKI in the no-feedback condition (β = -

1.8, t = -3.5, p <.001). Figure 4 shows the SDT measures for 

monitoring indices.   

 

 

Figure 4. Results of metacognitive judgments (upper panel) 

and error corrections (lower panel) in Exp 2. Left panels 

show d-prime, and right panels criterion values.  

 

The overall rate of error awareness (hit rate) in 

metacognitive judgments was 69% in the word-feedback, 

55% in the no-feedback, and 57% in the position-feedback 

conditions, respectively. As in Exp 1, the average d́' was 

significantly lower in the no-feedback compared to word-

feedback condition (1.9 ± .4 vs. 2.7 ± .6; β = -0.81, t = -7.5, 

p <.001). Similarly, average d́' in the position-feedback 

condition (2.0 ± .5) was significantly lower than word-

feedback condition (β = -0.69, t = -6.4, p <.001), but not 

significantly different from the no-feedback condition (β = 

0.12, t = 1.1, p =.27). The criterion, however, was not 

significantly different for any of the comparisons (word-

feedback, .9 ± .4, vs. no-feedback, .98 ± .5, β = 0.08, t = .76, 

p =.45; word-feedback vs. position-feedback, .95 ± .5; β = 

0.05, t = 0.47, p =.64; no-feedback vs. position-feedback, β 

= -0.03, t = 0.11, p =.78). 

The overall rate of correction attempts (hit rate) was 19% 

in the word-feedback, 4% in the no-feedback, and 9% in the 

position-feedback conditions, respectively. As in Exp 1, 

average d́' was significantly lower in the no-feedback 

compared to word-feedback condition (.43 ± .9 vs. 1.1 ± 

1.1; β = -0.82, t = -6.3, p<.001). Similarly, average d́' in the 

position-feedback condition (.69 ± .9) was significantly 

lower than word-feedback condition (β = -0.51, t = -3.9, 

p<.001). Importantly, the comparison between no-feedback 

and position-feedback also showed a significant difference 

between the two (β = 0.31, t = 2.4, p = 0.019). Moreover, in 

keeping with the results of Exp. 1, and in contrast to the 

pattern of results for metacognitive judgments, criterion 

placement changed as a function of condition. Average 

criterion value was significantly higher in the no-feedback 

compared to word-feedback condition (2.2 ± .3 vs. 1.8 ± .4; 

β = 0.39, t = 5.1, p<.001), and in the position-feedback (2.0 

± .3) compared to the word-feedback condition (β = 0.21, t 

= 2.7, p=.008). The position of the criterion was also 

significantly higher in the no-feedback compared to the 

position-feedback condition (β = -0.18, t = -2.4, p = .019). 

To summarize, the results of Exp 2 replicated the findings 

of Exp 1 by showing that the removal of visual feedback 

made production slower but did not cause a drop in 

accuracy. There was also a modest drop in error awareness 

with a similar magnitude to that found in Exp 1 (~20% 

change from the baseline) and a much steeper decrease in 

corrections (71% and 79% in Exps 1 and 2, respectively). 

Patterns of changes to d' and criterion as a function of 

removing visual feedback were identical to those reported in 

Exp 1. Providing positional information did not —and was 

not expected to— change error awareness. This information, 

however, caused a small but significant increase in the rate 

of corrections compared to when no visual information was 

present. The criterion in the position-feedback condition 

also fell in between word-feedback and no-feedback 

conditions, showing that access to positional information 

increased participants’ motivation to attempt more repairs at 

the risk of potentially making more False Alarms. In short, 

positional information, in the absence of any information 

about letter identity was enough to change participants’ 

repair behavior.  

General Discussion 

In two experiments, we applied SDT to data from a 

typing-to-dictation task, to assess the contribution of visual 

information in general (Exp 1) and positional information in 

specific (Exp 2) to error awareness and correction. 

Replicating previous reports (Pinet & Nozari, 2020), we 

found that removing visual information caused a modest 

decrease in error awareness and a much stronger decrease in 
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correction rates. In both cases, this was indexed by a lower 

d́' when visual information was removed. This finding 

shows that the overall error signal can be successfully 

modeled as a combination of internal and external channels, 

and that the removal of the external channel manifests as 

increased noise (i.e., closer distributions) in SDT terms.  

Participants, however, treated the reduced quality of 

information differently when making metacognitive 

judgments about performance vs. when attempting 

corrections. They only shifted their criterion for a decision 

in the latter case to avoid False Alarms, because of the cost 

associated with attempting corrections for an already correct 

response. This finding shows that although, generally 

speaking, the same kind of information (broadly defined as 

conflict) underlies both metacognitive judgments and 

corrections, (implicit) decisions about how to use such 

information is task-dependent.  

Teasing apart the contribution of positional information 

from letter identity revealed that positional information 

alone had a small but significant effect in enhancing 

corrections;  d́' increased when participants could keep track 

of where they were in the word without seeing the letters, as 

in password typing. Inspection of the criterion also showed 

that having access to positional information increased 

participants’ confidence in aiming for higher Hits, 

potentially accepting a higher risk of False Alarms.  

To summarize, this study demonstrated the utility of SDT 

in investigating different outcomes of monitoring (error 

awareness and corrections) in a framework that combined 

information from internal and external channels, regardless 

of specific mechanisms. Despite the mechanistic differences 

postulated in models of language monitoring, our approach 

allows for drawing general conclusions about the underlying 

processes, that could then be integrated into, and further 

investigated within, a specific framework. In particular, this 

application revealed important commonalities between 

tasks, i.e., reliance on generally similar information, as well 

as differences, i.e., different strategies for dealing with the 

change in information quality. Finally, the framework was 

useful in hierarchically investigating the finer-grained 

contributions of specific kinds of information in the visual 

signal. These results serve two purposes: they shed light on 

the importance of external information for monitoring 

performance, especially for applying repairs, and at the 

same time show the promise of SDT in furthering our 

understanding of how information from various sources are 

combined, and how participants handle the partial loss of 

information in various tasks that depend on monitoring. 

Given the individual-fitting of the model, this approach is 

also particularly promising for the analysis of individual 

differences in monitoring, and monitoring-related functions.  
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A Model of Fast Concept Inference with Object-Factorized Cognitive Programs
Anonymous CogSci submission

Abstract

The ability of humans to quickly identify general concepts
from a handful of images has proven difficult to emulate with
robots. Recently, a computer architecture was developed that
allows robots to mimic some aspects of this human ability by
modeling concepts as cognitive programs using an instruction
set of primitive cognitive functions. This allowed a robot to
emulate human imagination by simulating candidate programs
in a world model before generalizing to the physical world.
However, this model used a naive search algorithm that re-
quired 30 minutes to discover a single concept, and became
intractable for programs with more than 20 instructions. To
circumvents this bottleneck, we present an algorithm that emu-
lates the human cognitive heuristics of object factorization and
sub-goaling, allowing human-level inference speed, improving
accuracy, and making the output more explainable.
Keywords: zero-shot; cognitive programs; program induc-
tion; concept inference; imitation learning

Introduction
Humans can readily infer the high-level concept represented
in a pair of images and then apply it in a diverse array of
circumstances (Fig.1A-B). This capability allows everything
from LEGO instructions to traffic signs to provide language-
independent guides to human behavior. Robots, in contrast,
are typically programmed by tediously specifying a sequence
of movements or poses for a single, highly controlled set-
ting. More recently, imitation learning has been employed
in attempts to provide more versatility to robots by allowing
them to learn from demonstrations (Akgun, Cakmak, Jiang,
& Thomaz, 2012; Duan et al., 2017). However, by using
fragile mapping from image frame pixels to actions, imita-
tion learning policies often fail to generalize in response to
changes in object appearance or lighting conditions (Tung,
Harley, Huang, & Fragkiadaki, 2018).

Providing robots the ability to infer concepts with the speed
and data efficiency of humans would not only allow broader
task automation, it would make human-robot communication
more intuitive, successful task completion more explainable,
and failures more readily diagnosed.

Recently, an architecture called visual cognitive computer
(VCC) was developed that allowed robots to learn concepts
from fewer than 10 input/output image pairs and then ap-
ply them in diverse physical settings (Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2019). VCC is based on key ideas from cognitive science,
including image schemas (Mandler & Cánovas, 2014), de-
ictic mechanisms (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997),

Figure 1: People can easily understand the concept conveyed
in pairs of images, a capability that is exploited by LEGO and
IKEA assembly diagrams. (A) People interpret the concept
conveyed by these images as stacking red objects vertically
on the right and green objects horizontally at the bottom. (B)
Given a novel image, people can predict what the result of
executing the concept would be. Adapted with permission
from Lázaro-Gredilla et al. (2019).

perceptual symbol systems (Barsalou, 1999), visual routines
(Ullman, 1996), and mental imagery (Roelfsema & de Lange,
2016). The central idea was to represent concepts as cogni-
tive programs: sequences of primitive instructions analogous
to the operations in the instruction set of a microprocessor.
Rather than basic arithmetic and control-flow functions, the
VCC instructions implement fundamental cognitive functions
such as parsing a visual scene, directing gaze and attention,
imagining new objects, manipulating the contents of a visual
working memory, and controlling arm movement (Fig.2A-B).

Because concepts are abstract in nature, the VCC must
parse pixel-based input scenes into symbolic lists of objects
and their visuospatial properties, such as position, shape, and
color. However, to simulate non-symbolic interactions such
as object collisions, the VCC must also be capable of map-
ping a symbolic scene representations back to the pixel level.
VCC accomplishes both of these functions through a vision
hierarchy (VH) based on a generative model that achieves
near human-level performance on image segmentation tasks
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(George et al., 2017) and reproduces visual cortex phenom-
ena (Lavin, Guntupalli, Lázaro-Gredilla, Lehrach, & George,
2018) with computational requirements compatible with the
anatomical constraints of cortical microcircuits (George et al.,
2018). This architecture allows a robot to learn concepts be-
fore any interaction with the physical world by simulating
the results of candidate programs on an imagination black-
board, which serves a function similar to the visual cortex
(Roelfsema & de Lange, 2016).

Prior to program induction, a given image is processed as
follows. The VH takes as input an RGB image and outputs
a list of objects, where each object is represented as a 1× 5
vector of features encoding size, horizontal position, verti-
cal position, shape, and color. Size and position take con-
tinuous values while shape and color take categorical values
(coded as integers). The feature spaces for shape and color
are {‘square’, ‘circle’, ‘line’, ‘diamond’, ‘triangle’, ‘star’}
and {‘red’, ‘green’, ‘blue’, ‘yellow’}, respectively.

Each instruction can be thought of as an operation that
changes the state of the agent (hand position, fixation posi-
tion, contents of attention buffer, etc.) or its environment
(color and position properties of objects). For a given con-
cept, the general program induction problem is to find a se-
quence of instructions belonging to an instruction set of size
N that successfully changes the properties of the objects in
every input example to match the objects in every output ex-
ample (Fig.2C-D).

More formally, each processed scene S containing k objects
may be represented as a set of object vectors S = {o1, . . . ,ok},
and each program as a function p that transforms an input
scene SI into a new scene p(SI) with the same number of
elements each in the same feature space. An object oi in a
transformed input scene p(SI) is said to be “matched” with
respect to a target output scene ST if there exists an object o j
in ST such that oi = o j. A program p is said to have solved
an input/output example (SI ,ST ) if every object in p(SI) is
matched. There are some caveats to this formal description,
an exhaustive discussion of which is beyond of the scope
of this paper. Please refer to the supplementary material of
Lázaro-Gredilla et al. (2019) for details.

While the VCC represents an impressive synthesis of cog-
nitive science principles in an architecture with the novel
capability of discovering conceptual understanding without
demonstration data, its ability to scale to more complex tasks
is limited by the nature of its program induction algorithm.
Apart from the input and output example images, the only
information available to the VCC is whether a given pro-
gram solves every example of a concept, which makes pro-
gram induction a tree search problem, where each program
is a node on an N-ary tree. If we assume that a given con-
cept can be solved by a unique ground-truth program of
length L, the brute-force run time is O(NL), which quickly
becomes intractable for longer programs. The search algo-
rithm described in Lázaro-Gredilla et al. (2019) employs sev-
eral heuristics to make the task more tractable by allowing the

Figure 2: VCC architecture and program execution examples.
(A) Functional components of VCC and their interactions.
The vision hierarchy can parse the input scene and identify,
attend to, and imagine objects. The hand controller moves
the hand to different locations in the scene, and the fixation
controller commands position the center of the eye. Object
indexing commands iterate through the objects currently at-
tended to. The attention controller can set the current atten-
tion based on object shape or color. (B) The full instruction
set of VCC. Parentheses denote instructions with arguments.
(C-D) examples of discovered programs and visualizations of
their execution steps. Digits next to the visualizations corre-
spond to program line numbers. Blue highlight indicates the
shape attended to. Red “X” indicates the point of fixation.
Adapted with permission from Lázaro-Gredilla et al. (2019).

VCC to learn from previous attempts:

• Pruning of invalid nodes (programs) from further search

• Argument prediction using fixation guidance and convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs)

• A Markov model that prioritizes search by learning instruc-
tion transition probabilities that are stored in a Markov
transition matrix1.

• Identification of subroutines

Pruning of invalid programs was the most effective heuris-
tic, since, typically, over 50% of instruction transitions

1Entry (i, j) of the Markov transition matrix represents the prob-
ability that instruction i follows instruction j in a program.
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were never valid (e.g. calling release_object before
grab_object).

Argument prediction effectively reduced N by 33% in the
best case since the instruction set contains 36 primitives if
counting different argument options as separate instructions,
but only 24 otherwise. This benefit is mostly orthogonal to
that of pruning since the validity of a transition is mostly in-
dependent of an instruction’s arguments.

The Markov model also acted by effectively reducing N,
though its benefits overlap with those of pruning and argu-
ment prediction.

These heuristics dramatically improve the speed of the
search, but they do not fundamentally change the exponen-
tial scaling of the run time because they do not change the
minimum depth L of the search tree. The use of subroutines
identified from common sequences of instructions is the only
heuristic that, in theory, effectively reduces L. However, this
approach did not empirically result in significant improve-
ment.

These heuristics allowed the VCC to solve most of the 546
concepts on which it was tested with reasonable efficiency,
solving a typical concept in 30 minutes after executing 3 mil-
lion programs. However, it was unable to solve many of the
more complex concepts, including most concepts similar to
that illustrated in Fig.1 that involve stacking variable numbers
of two different types of objects. This is especially concern-
ing for future applications that will require larger instruction
sets and longer programs. Moreover, because success of a
program is a binary metric, failure cases include no partial
solutions to aid in explaining the reason for the failure.

Here, we address this bottleneck with a novel program in-
duction algorithm using a divide-and-conquer approach. We
provide the VCC with more fine-grained feedback during the
search by evaluating program success on the basis of individ-
ual objects rather than the entire scene. In combination with
a program mutation function that addresses multi-object de-
pendencies, this approach greatly improves the scalability of
the VCC and brings it closer to human performance in terms
of inference time and explainability.

Fast Program Induction Algorithm
Although the VCC (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019) used object-
factorized representations for parsing, dynamics, and instruc-
tion set, its search algorithm had two primary deficiencies.
First, it did not exploit the object-factorizations in the search
process. Second, the search was a purely feed-forward open-
loop process, where partial attainments of goals did not alter
the search process. That is, the search was driven purely by
the input image, and the output-image was used purely for
verification. In contrast, humans use object-factorizations and
sub-goaling to drive the search process, and the sub-goals are
obtained by jointly considering the input and output images.

Object Factorization and Sub-goaling
The central idea of our new approach is to factorize the search
by object. That is, split the input/output examples into sub-

goals in which we search for a program that transforms the
properties (usually spatial coordinates and sometimes color)
of a single object in the input to match the output. Assum-
ing each unmatched object requires the same number of in-
structions to solve, this approach will solve a concept with
k unmatched objects in O(kNL/k) time as long as the object
sub-goals are independent.

There are several ways to incorporate this approach as a
heuristic in the program induction process. The most impor-
tant choices are how to formulate and schedule the sub-goals
for search. As an example, suppose we have 3 unmatched
objects and we represent the solved state of each with a one-
hot array [m1 m2 m3], mi ∈ {0,1}. One strategy would be to
choose a random ordering of objects to match and try to solve
them sequentially in that order. For example, one ordering
could be [1 0 0], [1 1 0], [1 1 1]. After a program is found for
a sub-goal, we restart the search with that program as the root
node. If, after trying for some threshold number of programs,
we are not able to solve the concept with a particular order-
ing, we restart from scratch with another ordering. However,
this strategy does not addresses how to identify conceptually
equivalent objects from separate examples. Consider all the
concepts that require moving one object to the left. The defin-
ing property of the object to be moved left could be color,
shape, distance from the center, etc. This is a nontrivial unsu-
pervised clustering problem, and a single error could render
a concept unsolvable because the exact clustering is used as
the basis for evaluating the success of a program on a given
sub-goal.

For this reason, we opted for the following strategy: run
the search as normal until a program matches at least one
previously-unmatched object in every example, then restart
the search with that program as the root node. The fact that
each object from a different example is matched by the same
program is the best evidence that they belong to the same con-
ceptual cluster. Conversely, the fact that a program matches
an object in every example is evidence that it represents a
valid sub-concept.

Program Mutation
There are some concepts that fundamentally cannot be solved
using an object factorization approach on its own. For
instance, the concepts that have different numbers of un-
matched objects in each example require one or more loops to
solve. However, the object factorization strategy is unlikely
to find programs with loops. This is because the loop_start
instruction must occur prior to the sequence of instructions
that matches each individual object (Fig.2D), but the object
factorization fixes a successful instruction sequence in the
new root node, which precludes insertion of the necessary
loop_start. Another case is when an object must be moved
to the previous location of a different object (Fig.2C). Here,
the VCC must fixate the first object before it moves it. Other-
wise, it will have no memory of the location.

To address these limitations while maintaining the bene-
fits of object factorization, we introduce a program muta-
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tion function inspired by the technique of iterative mutation,
screening, and selection in protein engineering known as di-
rected evolution (Arnold, 1998). The mutation function finds
all unseen, valid, single-instruction transpositions, deletions,
changes, and insertions (except those that would change the
first or last instruction) for an input program of length l and
returns the corresponding “mutant” programs that find at least
as many objects as the input program. Any programs deemed
valid (defined as having a finite description length calculated
from the log Markov transition matrix) are executed on the
VCC and are counted toward the total program budget. Be-
cause a program must have loop closure to solve any objects,
if an inserted instruction is loop_start, then we also try to
insert a loop_end instruction at each position after that.

The mutation function is used as follows. A mutation
threshold is initialized as nprogs/10 where nprogs is the pro-
gram budget. If at least one sub-goal has been solved and the
number of visited programs is greater than the threshold, the
mutation function is executed on the current root node. If any
mutants solve all the objects, the shortest mutant is the found
program. If any mutants find new (but not all) objects in all
examples, they become the new root nodes for the next sub-
goal search. If any mutants find the same objects, they are
pushed onto the search queue. Otherwise, the search contin-
ues with no change.

Other Improvements
To further narrow the search space and to prevent the VCC
from inadvertently undoing its progress after achieving a sub-
goal, we enforced that a program should be pruned from fur-
ther search if it results in a previously-matched object becom-
ing unmatched.

We also enforced that an object must be released from the
hand in order to qualify as matched. Previously, an object
could qualify as matched if in the correct position but still
in the hand, which introduced an added dependency between
sub-goals since the VCC would need to release the grabbed
object before attending to the next one. This makes some
programs slightly more difficult by requiring the additional
release_object instruction at the end, but overall it im-
proved performance in our framework.

Results
Performance Improvements
We used Dijkstra’s algorithm for search, where the “distance”
to a given program is its description length calculated from
the Markov transition matrix. We did not use the more-
popular A* search algorithm because it requires a consistent
estimate of the distance to the goal, which is non-trivial in
our problem setting2. The search used 10.4 GB of memory.

2Unlike in physical shortest-path problems, it is not clear how to
estimate the remaining distance (description length). For example,
multiplying the number of unmatched objects by the average de-
scription length necessary to match an object would not be a consis-
tent estimate since an arbitrary number of objects in some concepts
can be matched using the loop instructions.

Table 1: Performance improvements.

Naive search Object factorization
Concepts found 526 (96.3%) 534 (97.8%)
Program budget 3,000,000 4,000
Median run time 30 min/concept 1 min/concept

The CNN and provided fixation were used for argument pre-
diction, and the first-order Markov model was trained using
the 16 ground truth programs of length 6 or less. Subroutines
were disabled. The search was executed on a laptop using 8
cores.

To speed up testing, the transition matrix was initialized
with an empirical dependency graph that sets to zero the prob-
ability of any transition that is never needed to solve any of
the concepts. This approximates the speed improvement ob-
tained from the Markov model after running the search for
multiple iterations.

Compared to the naive search, our object factorization al-
gorithm reduced the failure rate from 3.7% to 2.2% using a
program search budget three orders of magnitude smaller (Ta-
ble ).

The histograms in Fig.3 show the distribution of the
number of visited programs and per-concept search time for
the object factorization search algorithm. 95% of concepts
are found in under 2 minutes, with a median per-concept
search time of 1 min. This is similar to the time typically
needed by humans to identify simple visual concepts, such
those in the Raven Progressive Matrices Test, where subjects
have 40 minutes to identify 46 concepts (Carpenter, Just, &
Shell, 1990).

Though this relative reduction in run time is significant, it
is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the relative
reduction in program budget. As we made no attempt to op-
timize our code for speed, we suspect this discrepancy is due
to the more thorough optimization of search algorithm code
in Lázaro-Gredilla et al. (2019).

Moreover, these gains likely understate the improvement
offered by object factorization because they do not consider
performance improvements on concepts involving more than
two functionally independent types of objects. For instance,
based on the median run time, a concept requiring 8 objects
to be moved to the 4 edges and 4 corners could be discovered
by object factorization search in under 10 minutes but would
be exponentially more difficult for the naive search, requiring
at least 2 days.

Explainability Improvements
As the internal mechanisms of both the VCC architecture
and our object factorization search algorithm were inspired
by models of human cognition (Mandler & Cánovas, 2014;
Ballard et al., 1997; Barsalou, 1999; Ullman, 1996; Roelf-
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Figure 3: Distribution of run times (A) and visited programs
(B) object factorization search with sub-goals.

sema & de Lange, 2016), we should expect its performance to
be more intuitive and explainable for humans than alternative
approaches such as neural networks. We demonstrate this en-
hanced explainability by analyzing failure cases and showing
how the reasons for failure can be readily determined from the
algorithm’s output. Here, the sub-goaling of object factoriza-
tion allows us to examine any partial solutions generated by
the VCC to diagnose the reason for failure. Similarly, the use
of instructions based on cognitive primitives in the VCC ar-
chitecture makes such output readily interpretable. We leave
to future work the question as to whether the implementa-
tion of concept inference as cognitive programs is an accurate
model of human cognition.

The new search algorithm failed to find 12 of the 546
concepts. Among the 12 failure cases, there appear to
be 4 reasons the VCC fails to find the correct program:
solving the objects in the wrong order (2 cases), mis-
taken object identity (6 cases), faulty argument predic-
tion (2 cases), and lack of sufficient search budget (2
cases). We provide an example of each failure mode be-
low (we abbreviate move_hand_to_attended_object as
move_hand_to_object here for space).

Figure 4: Input/output example images for failure cases of
wrong object order (A) and mistaken object identity (B).

Table 2: Failure case: wrong object order
Concept: make the green object touch the red object and
change the color of the object being touched

Best found program Ground truth program
scene_parse scene_parse
set_color_attn(red) set_color_attn(green)
top_down_attend top_down_attend
fill_color(yellow) move_hand_to_object

grab_object
reset_attn
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
release_object
fill_color(yellow)

In the example of wrong object order in Table 2, chang-
ing the color of the red object requires a shorter program than
moving the green object. The algorithm thus does this first,
“solving” the object and resetting the root node (Fig.4A).
However, the color of the object was used to identify it as
the object to be touched, meaning any argument prediction
of the color to attend to will no longer be accurate. In this
case, argument prediction likely assigned a very low proba-
bility to all set_color_attn() instructions with arguments
other than ‘green’. Failures in this category could likely be
solved with a strategy that reserves some of the search budget
for attempts at matching the objects in a different order.
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Table 3: Failure case: mistaken object identity
Concept: move the central objects to the upper left corner and
move the other object to the previous object’s location

Best found program Ground truth program
scene_parse scene_parse
top_down_attend top_down_attend
fixate_object fixate_object
move_hand_to_object move_hand_to_object
grab_object grab_object
move_hand_up move_hand_up

move_hand_left
release_object
next_object
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
grab_object
move_hand_to_fixation

In the example of mistaken object identity in Table 3, the
two objects are both red squares with identical size, and so it
appears that the object close to the center does not move since
the other object is moved to its previous location (Fig.4B).
Consequently, when that object is moved up, the VCC consid-
ers it to be a matched object becoming unmatched and prunes
the program from further search. Failures in this category,
which account for half of the failure cases, could be solved
by encoding an “object ID” in the input and output examples,
or by relaxing the node pruning condition.

Table 4: Failure case: faulty argument prediction
Concept: make the star shape touch the circle shape

Best found program Ground truth program
scene_parse scene_parse

set_shape_attn(star)
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
grab_object
reset_attn
set_shape_attn(circle)
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
release_object

In the example of faulty argument prediction in Table 4, an
extremely low probability was assigned to the (correct) ‘star’
argument, causing all transitions to set_shape_attn(star)
to be assigned an extremely low value in the instruction tran-
sition matrix, so the correct node was never be visited. Be-
cause argument prediction was implemented with neural net-
works, we are unable to explain why it failed in this particular
case. This case serves as an example of the limitations in ex-
plainability imposed by the use of black-box models. Failures

in this category could likely be solved with an improved ar-
gument prediction model.

Table 5: Failure case: insufficient search budget
Concept: swap locations

Best found program Ground truth program
scene_parse scene_parse

top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
grab_object
fixate_object
move_hand_down
release_object
next_object
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
grab_object
fixate_object
fixate_previous
move_hand_to_fixation
release_object
reset_attention
next_object
top_down_attend
move_hand_to_object
grab_object
fixate_next
move_hand_to_fixation
release_object

Table 5 shows the most difficult concept in the data set.
In addition to requiring 23 instructions (the longest pro-
gram requires 24), it makes use of instructions such as
fixate_previous and fixate_next that are rare in other
concepts and thus are assigned low transition probabilities.
Most importantly from the perspective of object factorization,
this concept requires 15 instructions before the first object is
matched. Since the naive search algorithm was able to find
all programs of length 16 with a search budget of 500,000
programs, we might expect object factorization to overcome
this failure and others like it if given a search budget in this
range.

Conclusions
Overall, the object factorization approach and other improve-
ments made to the search algorithm increased the search effi-
ciency of the program induction by three orders of magnitude
while also significantly decreasing the failure rate. Analysis
of the few failure cases, aided by the improved explainabil-
ity afforded by sub-goaling, suggests the new failure rate can
be at least halved with minor changes to the object identifica-
tion or pruning strategy. Run time can likely also be further
improved, as the current implementation is not optimized for
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computational efficiency. This dramatic reduction in the com-
putational cost of concept inference opens the door to sev-
eral future directions of exploration, such as extending the
instruction set to solve concepts in 3D space or solving more
complex compositional concepts requiring hierarchies of sub-
goals. Such developments will bring us closer to robots that
learn tasks from diagrams on the fly with human-like flexibil-
ity.
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Abstract
The statistical structure of a given language likely drives our
sensitivity to words’ morphological structure. The current
work begins to investigate to what degree morphological pro-
cessing effects observed in visual word recognition can be at-
tributed to statistical regularities between orthography and se-
mantics in English, without any prior knowledge or explic-
itly coded processes. We trained a simple feedforward neu-
ral network on form-to-meaning mappings for words from an
English educational text corpus. Over the course of training,
we originally examined the network’s processing times for
prime-target word pairs taken from two masked primed lexi-
cal decision studies (Rastle, Davis & New, 2004; Beyersmann,
Castles, & Coltheart, 2012) to determine if the network was
learning similar sensitivities to those seen in human partici-
pants. Results showed no morphological sensitivity to prime-
target pairs with a transparent morphological relationship (e.g.,
teacher → TEACH) or an opaque morphological relationship
(e.g., corner → CORN). To increase power, unique prime-
target pairs from a larger set of studies (10 in total) were added
to the testing set. With the larger testing set, strong trans-
parent morphological priming effects were observed, while
opaque morphological priming was nonexistent. This work
shows that morphological sensitivity can emerge without any
explicit knowledge of morphemes or word structure, and that
opaque morphological priming cannot be explained solely by
feedfoward mapping of existing orthographic-semantic regu-
larities. Preliminary work on a more dynamic and neurally-
plausible model meant to better capture emerging morpholog-
ical processing effects is described.
Keywords: morphological processing; visual word recogni-
tion; neural network modeling

Introduction
Morphologically complex words contain multiple mor-
phemes, or sequences of letters that convey meaning (e.g., un-
kindness = un + kind + ness). More than half of written words
that English-speaking students encounter while reading be-
tween grades 3 and 9 are morphologically complex (Nagy
& Anderson, 1984), indicating there is non-negligible regu-
larity in the mappings that young readers learn from visual
representations of words to their meanings. Decades of stud-
ies show that skilled English-speaking readers are sensitive
to this morphological structure during visual word process-
ing (e.g., Taft & Forster, 1975; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994;
Beyersmann et al., 2016; see review by Amenta & Crepaldi,
2012). Priming studies, particularly masked primed lexi-
cal decision studies, have found that morphologically-related
primes facilitate target decisions (e.g., “teacher→ TEACH”)
beyond what can be explained by summative effects of ortho-
graphic and semantic similarity (Rastle et al., 2000). Fur-
thermore, even words which only have the appearance of

a morphological relation (referred to as “pseudomorpholog-
ical” or ”morphologically opaque” primes, such as brother
→ BROTH or belly → BELL) facilitate target decisions to
a greater extent than orthographic controls (such as “brothel
→ BROTH”; Rastle, Davis & New, 2004; see also Rastle
& Davis, 2008; McCormick, Rastle & Davis, 2008; Beyers-
mann et al., 2016). Such findings suggest that morphemes
take on a special mechanistic role in the early visual process-
ing of words in a manner beyond what can be attributed to
the semantic and orthographic similarities between morpho-
logically related words, but the exact nature of that role has
been subject to much debate. The primary goal of this paper
is to determine whether the emergence of such morphological
effects, both transparent and opaque, can be demonstrated as
a natural outcome of learning word-to-meaning mappings for
a typical English vocabulary, without the need for additional
information or processing features.

Although morphemes have traditionally been thought of
as discrete units, recent work suggests that a more proba-
bilistic view of morphology might be the most fruitful path
forward for researchers in this area (as noted by Seiden-
berg & Gonnerman, 2000, and reiterated by Hay & Baayen,
2005, and Crepaldi, Marelli, and Amenta, 2019). Blur-
ring morphological distinctions (e.g. morpheme vs. not,
opaque vs. transparent, bound vs. free) helps to highlight
the impact of a morpheme’s frequency and usage in the lan-
guage on how that morpheme is perceived. For example,
Xu and Taft (2015) found that complex words with a higher
base frequency, how often its base appears alone or in other
words, are recognized more quickly for high-transparency
words (EATER is recognized more quickly than FEVER-
ISH) but not for low-transparency words (FAIRY and BAD-
GER are recognized equally quickly; for frequency effects
also see Taft & Forster, 1975; Giraudo & Grainger, 2000;
Davis, van Casterend & Marslen-Wilson, 2003; Beyersmann
& Grainger, 2018). The “diagnosticity” of derivational suf-
fixes (the number of words having a certain suffix that fall
in a given grammatical category, divided by the total number
of words with that suffix) impacts how skilled readers make
decisions about novel words with those suffixes (Ulicheva et
al., 2018). For example,-ICAL is a highly diagnostic suf-
fix for adjectives (nearly all words ending in -ICAL are ad-
jectives), while -Y has low diagnosticity for adjectives, and
this characteristic impacts how humans react to novel words
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with those suffixes across word reading, sentence reading,
and spelling tasks. Plaut & Gonnerman (2000) demonstrated
via neural network simulations that manipulating the degree
of systematicity in form-to-meaning mappings for an artifi-
cial language impacts priming magnitudes between morpho-
logically but not semantically related (i.e., morphologically
opaque) words. Their demonstration provided an explanation
for why opaque morphological effects are found weakly in
English but more strongly in languages with greater seman-
tic transparency of morphologically complex words, such as
Hebrew. Along similar lines, Günther, Smolka, & Marelli
(2019) used compositional distributional models of seman-
tics to confirm that German overall exhibits greater seman-
tic transparency for morphologically complex words than En-
glish, and argued that this characteristic of German explains
its stronger opaque effects relative to those found in English.
All of this work illustrates that the best explanation of be-
havioral effects in morphological processing, and specifically
opaque effects, likely lies with the structure and usage of the
language in which the study is run.

A central question for the view of morphological sensitiv-
ity as a result of a language’s statistical structure is whether
statistics are sufficient (Seidenberg & Gonnerman, 2000, p.
359). In other words, how much of human behavioral effects
related to morphological processing can be explained by the
statistical structure of the language, without needing to intro-
duce additional mechanisms to the process? Note that ”ad-
ditional mechanisms” could refer to the explicit morpheme
identification and word-splitting processes that are often pro-
posed (e.g., Taft & Forster, 1975; Rastle, Davis & New, 2004;
Rastle & Davis, 2008; Beyersmann & Grainger, 2017), or
to gradated and distributed but dynamic and nonlinear pro-
cesses as of yet relatively unexplored. The work presented
here starts to test the sufficiency of language statistics by de-
termining whether the emergence of transparent and opaque
morphological priming effects in English are a direct result of
learning the form-to-meaning mappings of a typical develop-
ing reader’s vocabulary.

Many masked priming studies have been conducted to test
various aspects of transparent and opaque morphological ef-
fects. The stimuli from two such studies were used to test the
networks’ morphological sensitivity: Rastle, Davis & New
(2004), the first study clearly demonstrating opaque morpho-
logical priming in English-speaking adults, and Beyersmann
et al. (2012), a cross-sectional study which aimed to local-
ize the developmental emergence of this effect. Rastle et
al. (2004) reported a masked primed lexical decision study:
adult participants were presented with words and nonwords
and asked to determine if each was word. Prior to the presen-
tation of the ”target” word on which the decision was to be
made, a forward mask (######) was shown for 500 millisec-
onds (ms), followed very briefly (42 ms) by a priming word so
as to not be consciously perceived. Rastle et al. compared the
degree to which lexical decisions were sped up by the masked
prime across three conditions: morphologically transparent,

morphologically opaque, and form-related (i.e., orthograph-
ically related). They found that at this brief prime duration,
opaque and transparent priming effects were equivalent and
greater than orthographic effects, and interpreted this as ev-
idence for rapid visual decomposition of complex words. In
other words, when the word BROTHER is presented, they ar-
gue it is rapidly and automatically decomposed in BROTH
and ER. That segmented representation remains to facilitate
the recognition of BROTH when the prime presentation is too
short for slower-retrieved information to arrive and override
it. Prior studies have shown that such opaque effects don’t
occur at longer prime durations in English (e.g., Rastle et al.,
2000). Beyersmann et al. (2012) conducted a cross-sectional
masked priming lexical decision study with 7- to 9-year-olds,
9- to 11-year-olds and adults, also comparing the reaction
times for transparent, opaque, and form-related pairs. Stimuli
were based on those used in Rastle et al. (2004) but included
more high-frequency words to maximize the number of words
younger participants recognized. They found transparent but
not opaque morphological priming in the two younger age
groups, while opaque priming was present but weaker than
transparent priming in adults. A more recent version of this
study using identical methodology and stimuli but recruiting
participants from a much broader age range (Dawson, Rastle
& Ricketts, 2019) confirmed that pseudomorphological prim-
ing emerges later and more weakly than morphological prim-
ing. Dawson et al. additionally observed that age and word
reading ability measures are both strong predictors of opaque
priming effect size.

In the simulation work described below, we take an ini-
tial step towards explaining the developmental emergence of
transparent and morphological effects found in primed lex-
ical decision studies by investigating to what degree a neu-
ral network trained on a developmentally appropriate English
vocabulary demonstrates similar patterns of performance to
those observed in developing readers. Specifically, we trained
a network to map from visual representations to semantic rep-
resentations of words for a vocabulary based on the Touch-
stone Applied Sciences Association (TASA) corpus of educa-
tional texts (Zeno et al., 1995). We then tested it for morpho-
logical sensitivity and pseudomorphological sensitivity over
the course of training. Neither the visual nor the semantic
representations contained any explicit morphological infor-
mation, and were derived directly from the words’ spelling
and usage. The network was tested on a procedure compara-
ble to priming, using the same prime-target word pairs used in
the Rastle et al. (2004) and Beyersmann et al. (2012) studies.

Simulation

A network was trained to map from orthographic input to a
semantic representation for each word in a vocabulary typical
of a developing English-speaking reader. Following training
the network was tested on stimuli used in previously reported
priming studies (Rastle et al., 2004; Beyersmann et al., 2012),
to determine how well such results can be explained simply
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by exposure and sensitivity to the letter-to-meaning regulari-
ties present in a developmentally realistic collection of writ-
ten words.

Stimuli

The vocabulary presented to the network for training was
drawn from the Touchstone Applied Sciences Association
(TASA) corpus of school texts used from first grade through
the end of high school (Zeno et al., 1995), so as to avoid over-
representing adult-oriented texts which do not accurately re-
flect word frequency distributions during reading acquisition.
The TASA corpus was compiled for the purpose of approx-
imating the frequency with which school-age students en-
counter particular words (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997;
Bhide et al., 2014). Words with more than 8 letters were
removed to account for the fact that longer words may re-
quire multiple fixations to recognize, potentially impacting
the visual processing involved. Any words not also contained
within the American Heritage Dictionary (Watkins, 2000)
were also excluded to account for aberrant words (such as
character names in literature textbooks) and typos. Finally,
the vocabulary was limited to types appearing 30 or more
times within the TASA corpus, resulting in training set of
9,970 words.

To approximate the visual input received when looking at a
word, a variation of the Overlap Model, proposed by Gomez,
Ratcliff & Perea (2008), was used. Letters within a word were
presented as overlapping normal distributions of activation,
as opposed to more common slot-filling approaches to ortho-
graphic representations of words in connectionist models of
reading (e.g. Plaut & McClelland, 1993; Plaut, McClelland,
Seidenberg & Patterson, 1996; Zorzi, Houghton, & Butter-
worth,1998). This more continuous approach to orthographic
representations prevents morphologically related words from
being recognized by identical beginnings. For example, the
first two columns of Figure 1 show that although ”kind” and
”kindly” have the same first 4 letters, there is no simple op-
eration by which to identify morphological relatedness from
their orthographic representations. Additionally, the proba-
bilistic presentation of letters accounts for lower-level word
reading phenomena such as the confusability of adjacent let-
ters (Gomez, Ratfliff & Perea, 2008) which might impact the
ease with which reoccurring subsets of letters are detected.

Unlike in the original overlap model, in which letters closer
to the start of a word had sharper distributions, letters’ distri-
butions in our representations had the same standard devia-
tion of 2 regardless of their position in the word. This was
meant to reflect the visual experience of a novice reader, as
fixating closer to word onset (facilitating greater acuity for
earlier letters) is presumably learned through large amounts
of visual word recognition experience (as suggested by dif-
fering fixation patterns across languages, e.g. Alhama et
al., 2019). The center of each letter distribution was deter-
mined by word length and letter position: spacing between
letters was calculated such that shorter words had slightly

Figure 1: Orthographic representations visualized graphically
(above) and unit-by-unit (below) for ”kind”, ”kindly” and
”keep”.

more spread between their letters than longer words1, and all
words were centered within the 30-unit space. If the same
letter appeared multiple times in a word, the activations from
normal distributions with different centers were summed to
yield the total activation across the units for that letter, with
activation capped at 1.0 (the rightmost column of Figure 1
illustrates this summation for the repeated e in keep).

Meaning representations for words in the training vocab-
ulary were based on GloVe, an algorithm for learning vec-
tor space representations of words using co-occurrence in-
formation from text corpora that has been shown to capture
human performance on semantic judgments well relative to
similar methods (Pennington et al., 2014). Real-valued 300-
dimensional semantic vectors generated from the Common
Crawl internet text corpus were converted to 200-dimensional
binary vectors using a binary multidimensional scaling algo-
rithm (Rohde, 2002). Binary rather than real-valued vectors
were used because it is easier for a network to drive sigmoid
unit activations to extreme values as compared to intermedi-
ate values. The binarization process greatly reduced the di-
mensionality of the semantic representations while preserv-
ing the similarity structure (the pairwise distance matrices for
the real-valued GloVe and binarized vectors were well corre-
lated: r = 0.68, p < .0001). On average 33.61% of units were
active for any word’s semantic representation (SD = 7.27%).

Network Architecture
The LENS neural network simulator (Rohde, 2003) was used
to build, train and test the network, which consisted of 780
input units, two 2000-unit hidden layers, and a 200-unit out-
put layer. Hidden units used a rectified linear unit function

1Letter spacing was calculated as N
l+1 −exp( aN

(l+1)−b ) where N is
the number of units over which the word is represented (30 for this
simulation), l is the length of the word, and the parameters a and b
were set to 1 and 9.1 so as to prevent the longest words from spilling
beyond the available units and to maintain some letter overlap for
short words.
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(in an effort to speed up learning, given the multiple hidden
layers and large example set), whereas the output units used
a sigmoid unit function to avoid over-activation. At the start
of training, all units from one layer were connected unidirec-
tionally to the units of the downstream layer. Additionally,
all units in the output and hidden layers received input from a
bias unit.

Training Procedures
The initial weight values prior to training were somewhat
constrained: weights connecting the bias unit to the hidden
layers were randomly initialized (mean weight value 0.25,
range of 0.1), while weights to the output layer were all set to
-1.0 to aid the network’s suppression of output activation dur-
ing initial training epochs. All other weight values were ran-
domized with a mean of 0 and a range of 0.03. The network
was trained for 16,000 epochs using the delta-bar-delta learn-
ing algorithm, with a learning rate of 5x10−8 and momentum
of 0.8. During training, the error and output unit error deriva-
tives for each example was scaled by that word’s frequency in
the TASA corpus. By the end of training, 99.99% of output
activations were within 0.5 of their targets, and 84.93% were
within 0.3 of their targets. Weight values were saved every
100 epochs up to 1000 epochs, and every 1000 epochs subse-
quently, to allow analysis during multiple phases of training.

Testing Stimuli
The stimuli used for initial network testing were prime-target
pairs used in the masked priming studies reported by Rastle et
al. (2004) and Beyersmann et al. (2012). The Rastle set con-
sisted of 50 morphologically transparent pairs (e.g., teacher
→ teach), 50 morphologically opaque pairs (e.g., corner →
CORN), and 47 form-related pairs, as well as a control pair
with the same target but an unrelated prime for each experi-
mental pair. The Beyersmann set consisted of 34 prime-target
word pairs in each of the same three conditions (although
they referred to these conditions as ”true-suffixed”, ”pseu-
dosuffixed” and ”nonsuffixed”), as well as matched control
pairs. Of these 498 original prime-target pairs, 9 pairs and
their controls were dropped because they occurred in both
studies, 101 pairs and their controls were excluded because
either a related prime or a target word was not present in
the training vocabulary, and 14 unrelated pairs were altered
to use an unrelated word present in the training vocabulary
(selected randomly from the other primes used within that
study). This left 278 prime-target pairs for testing procedures:
47 transparent pairs, 45 opaque pairs, 47 form pairs and 139
matched control pairs. The correlation between word repre-
sentations for each testing pair was calculated to ensure that
intended relations between primes and targets held true for
our representations (see Table 1). A two-way ANOVA with
an interaction term confirmed that orthographic correlations
were significantly higher for related pairs than for controls
(t(2) = 33.04, p < 0.0001) and this difference did not vary
across conditions (ps > 0.25 for both interaction terms). A
similar model with semantic correlations as the dependent

variable and planned contrasts confirmed that semantic cor-
relations were only higher for related relative to control pairs
in the transparent condition (t[2,2] = 17.60, p < 0.0001).

Orthographic Semantic
Condition Related Control Related Control

Form 0.43 0.02 0.04 0.03
Opaque 0.45 0.03 0.04 0.01
Transp. 0.40 0.05 0.40 0.02

Table 1: Mean correlations of prime and target representa-
tions used for network testing. Calculated for both ortho-
graphic and semantic representations.

Testing Procedure
In order to gather settling time data to compare with reac-
tion times, during testing the network was run over multiple
time steps, with all units in hidden and output layers integrat-
ing their inputs incrementally (with a time constant of 0.01).
During each test trial, a particular prime-target pair was pre-
sented to the network. The orthographic representation of
the prime was presented for 100 time steps (or “ticks”), and
activations initiated by this input propagated through the net-
work. Then the orthographic representation of the prime was
replaced with that of the target. The network continued to
run until the average amount of change in output units’ ac-
tivations between two ticks was less than 0.0001 (i.e., until
the network settled to a semantic representation of the tar-
get word). The number of ticks needed for the output units
to settle was recorded and used as the dependent variable in
all analyses. This measure of processing time was used as
a proxy for lexical decision reaction times measured in the
modelled studies. On a single trial, the network could run
for a maximum of 1500 ticks, but this maximum was never
reached. Experimental pairs’ settling times (e.g., teacher →
TEACH) were subtracted from those of their corresponding
control pairs (robbery→ TEACH) to calculate the magnitude
of a priming effect for each item in each condition.

Results
Simulated reaction times (number of ticks to settle to a se-
mantic representation) for the testing stimuli taken from Ras-
tle et al. (2004) and Beyersmann et al. (2012) are shown in
the left panel of Figure 2. Priming magnitudes (prime-target
pair reaction time subtracted from that of the matched control
pair) are shown in the left panel of Figure 3.

A one-way ANOVA was run for testing performance after
1,000, 6,000, 11,000 and 16,000 epochs with priming magni-
tude as the dependent variable and condition as the indepen-
dent variable. Despite showing a numerical trend consistent
with predicted and experimental findings at every training
phase, none of the tests showed a significant effect of con-
dition (for 1,000 epochs: F [2] = 2.03, p = 0.135; for 6,000
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epochs: F [2] = 2.03, p = 0.135; for 11,000 epochs: F [2] =
1.45, p = 0.239; for 16,000 epochs: F [2] = 1.28, p = 0.281).

Network reaction times increased over the course of train-
ing (F [3] = 517.2, p < 0.0001). This of course does not re-
flect the developmental trajectory of lexical decision reaction
times (children tend to respond more slowly than adults) but
is rather an artifact of the testing procedure: as the network
achieves better performance, the semantic representations the
output units settle to are more differentiated (closer to 0 and
1 and farther from 0.5) and thus take longer to reach.

The most likely explanation for the lack of a significant
effect of condition on priming magnitude is low power:
there is only one network performance being simulated with
these testing pairs, compared with dozens of participants in
each experiment. Increasing the power by running multiple,
slightly varied simulations would allow our results to be more
comparable to these studies, but that would require introduc-
ing our own theory of what causes individual differences in
word recognition and lexical decision reaction times. Instead,
power was increased via post-hoc analyses in which prime-
target pairs from 8 other studies were added to the testing
stimuli.

First Author Year Pairs Used Unrelated Listed

Marslen-Wilson 2008 22 No
Jared 2017 114 No

Diependaele 2013 47 No
Feldman 2009 20 Yes

Beyersmann 2016 20 Yes
Li 2017 29 Yes

Rueckl 2008 13 No
Morris 2007 18 No

Table 2: Papers from which prime-target pairs were used for
post-hoc analyses.

Post-hoc analysis: adding more testing pairs
To increase the number of prime-target pairs being compared
during testing, 8 peer-reviewed papers were identified that
(1) included a morphologically transparent, morphologically
opaque, and form/orthographic condition, and (2) listed all
related pairs in the paper itself or supplementary materials.
No nonword stimuli were included. See Table 2 for a sum-
mary of the papers from which prime-target pairs were taken.

All prime-target pairs from these papers were considered
for inclusion in post-hoc analyses. Pairs were not included if
the related prime or the target word were not in the network’s
training vocabulary. If an unrelated prime wasn’t present in
the training vocabulary, it was replaced by a different ran-
domly selected prime from the same paper that was in the
training vocabulary. For papers that did not list their paired
control primes, they were generated by permuting the related
primes and re-pairing them to the targets. Doing this in-

Orthographic Semantic
Condition Related Control Related Control

Form 0.34 0.04 0.05 0.01
Opaque 0.38 0.05 0.04 -0.01
Transp. 0.37 0.05 0.37 0.01

Table 3: Mean correlations of prime and target representa-
tions in extended testing set.

creased the total number of related test pairs from 139 to 422
(170 transparent, 120 opaque, 132 form). All representation
correlation effects described for the previous stimulus set also
held true for the extended set.

Figure 2: Mean number of ticks for experimentally related
prime-target pairs and their matched controls. Error bars de-
note standard error.

Figure 3: Simulated priming effects over training for stimuli
from masked-priming lexical decision studies.

The extended testing pairs were then analyzed using the
same one-way ANOVA analyses, and a significant effect of
condition was found at all four phases of training (all Fs
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> 7.5, all ps < 0.001). Planned contrasts showed a sig-
nificant difference between the transparent and orthographic
conditions at all phases of training (1,000 epochs: t(419) =
4.66, p < 0.0001; 6,000: t(419) = 4.14, p < 0.0001; 11,000:
t(419) = 4.02, p < 0.0001; 16,000: t(419) = 4.66, p <
0.0001), as well as a marginal negative difference between
the opaque and orthographic conditions at all phases of
training (1,000 epochs: t(419) = −1.89, p = 0.060; 6,000:
t(419) = −1.82, p < 0.070; 11,000: t(419) = −1.79, p =
0.074; 16,000: t(419) = −1.73, p < 0.085). In short, after
increasing the number of testing pairs the network showed
transparent morphological effects early and robustly, while
opaque morphological effects do not appear.

Discussion
In this simulation work, we explored whether a simple neural
network trained on a developmental English vocabulary could
capture the emergence of morphological processing effects.
The trained network showed strong transparent morphologi-
cal priming effects when tested on a large stimulus set. This
is the first computational demonstration to our knowledge
that morphological sensitivity can emerge from authentic lin-
guistic stimuli without any explicit knowledge of word struc-
ture being provided. All word representations were generated
from letter strings and co-occurrence-based semantic vectors.
However, the network did not capture the later, weaker in-
crease in opaque morphological priming observed in exper-
iments (e.g., Beyersmann et al., 2012). This suggests that
while the regularities in form-to-meaning mappings can ac-
count some aspects of morphological processing in English,
a more realistic and dynamic model is called for.

It is worth noting explicitly that this simulation is not meant
to be a model of word processing. This is evident from as-
pects of the simulation that depart notably from human per-
formance: response latencies increase instead of decreasing
as training progresses and temporal dynamics such as the re-
versing impacts of orthographic and semantic priming with
increased prime duration are not captured. These differences
are unsurprising given the simple and entirely feed-forward
training imposed on the network, and do not detract from the
central aim of the simulation.

Nevertheless, a more realistic model is likely the best next
step towards understanding these processes. Though still re-
lying on neural networks as the vehicle of learning and pro-
cessing, the authors’ more recent work exploring complex
word reading incorporates neurally plausible recurrent con-
nections (as in Laszlo & Plaut, 2012) and a more naturalistic
and dynamic training environment. With the right combina-
tion of network structure and language environment, such a
neural network model may be ”sufficient” to explain opaque
morphological effects in a manner more easily integrated into
other theories of cognition. Such a model would simultane-
ously provide an account of these processes’ developmental
emergence, which is lacking in the current literature.

The work presented here is unique in training a neural-

network model on an authentic English vocabulary to better
understand the emergence of morphological sensitivity.
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Abstract

The Hot Stove Effect is a negativity bias resulting from the
adaptive character of learning. The mechanism is that learn-
ing algorithms that pursue alternatives with positive estimated
values, but avoid alternatives with negative estimated values,
will correct errors of overestimation but fail to correct errors
of underestimation. Here we generalize the theory behind the
Hot Stove Effect to settings in which negative estimates do not
necessarily lead to avoidance but to a smaller sample size (i.e,
a learner selects fewer of alternative B if B is believed to be in-
ferior but does not entirely avoid B). We demonstrate formally
that the negativity bias remains in this set-up. We also show
that there is a negativity bias for Bayesian learners in the sense
that most such learners underestimate the expected value of an
alternative.
Keywords: learning; stopping; sampling; Bayesian models

Introduction

Learning from experience does not necessarily generate un-
biased beliefs, partly due to psychological biases but also due
to biases in the information learners sample and get exposed
to. One important bias in sampling is the so called ”hot stove
effect” (Denrell and March, 2001) which refers to the asym-
metry in error correction generated by adaptive learning pro-
cesses. The key idea is that that the tendency to avoid alter-
natives with unfavourable past outcomes generates a biased
set of experiences. Alternatives that are underestimated - be-
lieved to be worse than what they are – are unlikely to be
tried and sampled again which implies that errors of under-
estimation are unlikely to be corrected. Alternatives that are
overestimated - believed to be better than what they are – are
likely to be tried and sampled again which implies that errors
of overestimation are likely to be corrected. This asymmetry
in error correction generates a biased set of experiences which
in turn can give rise to biased judgments (Denrell, 2005), in-
cluding ingroup bias and apparent risk averse behavior (Den-
rell, 2005, 2007).

There is good experimental support for the hot-stove effect
at the individual level and researchers in psychology have re-
lied on the hot stove effect to explain regularities in risk tak-
ing in experimental studies (Erev and Roth, 2014) and why
people underestimate the trustworthiness of others (Fetchen-
hauer and Dunning, 2010). Researchers in finance (Dittmar
and Duchin, 2016) have used field data to demonstrate that
the hot stove effect can explain risk taking behavior by ex-
ecutives. The hot stove effect also has important implica-
tions for information aggregation and online reviews: if con-
sumers avoid products with poor reviews, and consumers re-

view products they buy, negative reviews will be more per-
sistent than positive reviews, generating biased averages (Le
Mens et al, 2018).

Past theoretical work on the hot stove effect have assumed
that negative experiences may lead to avoidance, i.e., that the
alternative is not tried at all (Denrell, 2005; 2007). Clearly,
if no more information is available, a negative impression
will persist. In many settings, however, a negative belief or
impression may not lead to avoidance of the alternative but
merely to a smaller sample size. An animal who has a more
favourable impression of the energy content from plant of
type A than from plant of type B, may search for plants of
type A. During this search for plants of type A, some plants
of type B may be incidentally be found. The result is that the
animal samples more plants of type A (because the search is
focused on such plants) than of type B, but the animal does
not avoid plants of type B but simply samples fewer of them.
Similarly, a firm may prefer to hire graduates from university
A, but may nevertheless hire some, although fewer, graduates
from university B if there are not enough graduates from A
that accepts its offers.

In this paper I generalize the theory behind the hot stove
effect and show that it holds even if a negative impression
only leads to a reduction in the sample size, not necessarily
to avoidance. Specifically, I show that for a broad class of
learning algorithms in which the sample size is a function of
the past belief, the final belief will be biased. If the sample
size is higher if the past belief was more positive, there is a
negativity bias: the final belief will be lower than the expected
value of the random variable the learner is learning about.
This result also applies to taking averages: the average of a
sample will be biased if the total sample size is a function of
the average based on an initial subset.

I also examine if the bias remains for a Bayesian learner. I
show that there is no bias on average for a Bayesian learner:
the average belief will be equal to the expected value of the
random variable the learner is learning about. However, I also
show that a majority of Bayesian learner will underestimate
the variable they are learning about if they increase the sam-
ple size as a result of initial positive beliefs.

These results imply that a large class of sensible and adap-
tive learning processes can be expected to generate biased
beliefs, even if decision-makers process the available infor-
mation in a seemingly unbiased way (i.e. taking averages).
Indeed, even rational Bayesian learners will tend to underes-
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timate the expected value of an alternative (i.e., most will do
so) if the total sample size is higher when the initially ob-
served payoffs are high. Adaptive sampling processes are
common in reality and are often necessary to reduce search
costs. It is not sensible, for example, to continue to sample an
alternative a fixed number of times if initial trials reveal that
this alternative has much lower payoff than other available al-
ternatives. The results in this paper show that even unbiased
processing of information generated by such sampling poli-
cies can generate seemingly biased beliefs. Adaptive sam-
pling policies thus offer an alternative explanation of biases
in beliefs, such as a tendency to underestimate the extent to
which others are trustworthy.

Illustration

To illustrate the basic ideas, we consider a simple two period
set-up. In period one, a learner samples an alternative k times
and observes the payoff generated. That is, the learner ob-
serves k payoffs, x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k, each independently drawn
from the payoff distribution f (x), where f (x) is assumed to be
a normal distribution with mean zero and variance s2. Based
on the observed payoff, the learner computes the average ob-
served payoff after the first period: x̄1 = (1/k)Âk

j=1 x1, j.
In the second period, the learner takes an additional sample

and observes m payoffs, x2,1,x2,2, ...,x2,m, each independently
drawn from the payoff distribution f (x). We assume that the
size of this sample, m, is a function of x̄1. For example, the
learner may take a larger sample if the observed average first
period payoff is high (x̄1 is high), than if the observed average
first period payoff is low (x̄1 is low), because the alternative
is believed to be more rewarding when the observed average
first period payoff is high compared to when it is low. To
illustrate the impact of such an adaptive sample size policy,
suppose the sample size in period two is equal to m = h(high)
whenever x̄1 > c and equal to m = l(low) whenever x̄1  c.

After the second period the learner computes the average of
all the payoffs observed in period one and two: x̄2 = (1/(k+
m))[Âk

j=1 x1, j +Âm

j=1 x2, j]. We are interested in whether this
average is unbiased or not.

The answer is that this average will be biased. To illus-
trate this, suppose the learner samples two payoffs in the first
period (k = 2), samples ten more if the first period average
is positive (h = 10) but only samples one more if the first
period average is negative (l = 1). The average of all ob-
served payoffs after the second period will then be negative.
When s, the standard deviation of the payoff, equals 1, then
E[x̄2] =�0.141 and the proportion of averages that are nega-
tive is 0.587. When s= 5, E[x̄2] =�0.705 and the proportion
of averages that are negative is 0.583. More generally,

E[x̄2] =� s
p

k(h� l)p
2p(k+ l)(k+h)

e
�c

2
k/2s2

, (1)

(see the appendix for a derivation of this equation). This
equation shows that the bias depends on how the sample size
varies with x̄1. If the learner takes a larger sample when x̄1 is

high compared to when x̄1 is low (h > l), there is a negative
bias: E[x̄2] < 0. If the learner instead takes a larger sample
when x̄1 is low compared to when x̄1 is high (h < l), there is
a positive bias: E[x̄2] > 0. Equation (1) also implies that the
bias is larger when the payoffs are more variable, i.e., when
s2 is larger. In summary, an average based on an adaptive
sampling policy (adaptive in the sense that the sample size
changes as a result of the initially observed average) will be
biased and the bias depends on the type of the sampling pol-
icy (increasing or decreasing in the initial average). Because
learners often do regulate sample sizes in response to feed-
back from initial samples, this implies that learning processes
quite generally leads to biased beliefs, at least if the beliefs
are based on the average payoffs observed. Note that this oc-
curs even if the decision-maker does not process information
in a biased way. The decision-maker simply take the aver-
age of the observed payoffs. This averaging process, which
is unbiased when the sample size is fixed, becomes biased
when the total sample size depends on the initially observed
average.

Intuition

To understand the reason for the bias, note that the sum of
all observations after the second period is the sum of two
components: the sum of all observations after the first period
(Âk

j=1 x1, j) and the sum of all observations in the second pe-
riod (Âm

j=1 x2, j.). The sample size taken in the second period
(m) will impact the relative weight of these two components.
The reason for the negative bias, when the learner takes a
larger sample when x̄1 is high compared to when x̄1 is low
(h > l), is that the first component will be weighted relatively
more when x̄1 is low which implies that the sample size taken
in period two is low (m = l).

To illustrate this, suppose the average after two observa-
tions in the first period (k = 2) is x̄1 = 1. The sum in the
first two periods was then equal to kx̄1 = 2. Suppose c = 0,
implying that the learner will take a large sample (m = h),
whenever x̄1 > 0. Suppose h = 10, i.e., the sample size is
ten in period two if the first period average was positive. The
average payoff observed in both periods is then

x̄2 =
2+Â10

j=1 x2, j

2+10
=

2
2+10

+
Â10

j=1 xi, j

2+10
.

The expected value of an observation in the second period is
zero, i.e., E[x2, j = 0]. It follows that

E[x̄2|x̄2 = 1] =
2

2+10
=

1
6
,

which is close to zero. A positive first period average payoff
thus tends to regress to the mean of the distribution, which is
zero. The reason is that a large sample is taken in the second
period which implies that the first period average will not be
weighted much.

Suppose, in contrast, that the average after two observa-
tions in the first period (k = 2) was x̄1 =�1. The sum in the
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first two periods was then equal to kx̄1 = �2. When c = 0,
the learner will take a small sample (m = l) in the second pe-
riod because x̄1 = �1 < c. Suppose l = 1: only one sample
is taken if the first period belief was negative. The average
payoff observed in both periods is then

x̄2 =
�2+ x2,1

2+1
=

�2
2+1

+
x2,1

2+1
.

Again, the expected value of an observation in the second
period is zero, i.e., E[x2,1 = 0]. It follows that

E[x̄2|x̄2 =�1] =
�2
3

,

which is further away from zero than E[x̄2|x̄2 = 1] = 1
6 is. A

negative first period average payoff thus tends to regress less
to the mean of the distribution than a positive first period av-
erage payoff does. The reason is that a small sample is taken
in the second period if the first period average is negative.
The negative first period average will thus be weighted more
in the final average.

As this example shows, negative first period averages are
more ’persistent’ in the sense that they are given a larger
weight than positive first period averages are when the learner
samples more after a positive compared to a negative first pe-
riod average. Because negative and positive first period aver-
ages of the same magnitude are equally likely, when the pay-
off distribution is normal with mean zero (this distribution is
symmetric around zero), the greater persistence of negative
first period averages explains the overall negative bias.

The impact of variance can also be understood in a similar
way. If the payoff distribution is more variable, first period
averages will tend to differ more from zero, both in the posi-
tive and negative directions. Positive first period averages will
tend to regress more to the mean (which is zero) than nega-
tive averages do. When the negative first period averages are
more extreme, because the variance is larger, the result is a
stronger bias.

General Theorem about Biased Averages

The bias generated by an adaptive sampling size policy does
not only hold for the normal distribution and the specific bi-
nary sampling policy considered above (high above zero, low
below) but holds for any distribution and a large class of adap-
tive sampling policies.

Theorem 1: In period one, a learner observes k payoffs,
x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k, each independently drawn from the payoff
distribution f (x), with expected value E[x] = u. In period
two the learner samples n(x̄1) payoffs, each independently
drawn from the payoff distribution f (x). Here n(x̄1) � 1,
and n(x̄1) is a function of the first period average payoff:
x̄1 = (1/k)Âk

j=1 x1, j. Let x̄2 be the average observed payoff
during both periods one and two. Then i) E[x̄2]< u whenever
n(x̄1) is a strictly increasing function of x̄1, and ii) E[x̄2] > u

whenever n(x̄1) is a strictly decreasing function of x̄1.
Proof: See the Appendix.

Alternative Learning Models

So far we have assumed that the learner computes the aver-
age of the observed payoffs, but a similar bias holds for sev-
eral other learning models. Suppose, for example, that the
encounters objects sequentially and gives more weight to the
most recently observed payoff. This results in a similar bias:

Theorem 2: In period one, a learner observes k payoffs,
x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k, each independently drawn from the pay-
off distribution f (x), with expected value E[x] = u. The
learner updates his or her belief, z after each observed pay-
off, giving more weight to the most recently observed pay-
off. Specifically, if the prior belief was zt , the new belief is
zt+1 = (1� b)zt + bxt , where b is the weight on the most re-
cently observed payoff. The initial belief is assumed to be
unbiased: z0 = u. In period two the learner samples n(z1,k)
payoffs, each independently drawn from the payoff distribu-
tion f (x). Here n(z1,k)� 1, and n(z1,k) is a function of belief
after the k observed payoffs in the first period, z1,k. Let z2 be
the belief after both periods one and two. Then i) E[z2] < u

whenever n(z1,k) is a strictly increasing function of x̄1, and ii)
E[z2]> u whenever n(z1,k) is a strictly decreasing function of
x̄1.

Proof: See the Appendix.

Bayesian updating

One might suspect that the bias occurs because the learner
does not take sample size into account when updating. A
rational learner should after all update less when the sam-
ple size is small and update more if the sample size is large,
which would seem to work against the above bias. This
leads to the question whether the bias persists if the learner
is a Bayesian updater, who takes sample size into account
when updating, and whose belief is the conditional expecta-
tion given the observed data, i.e., b2 = E[u|X ]? The answer is
that there is no bias on average in the following sense: the ex-
pected value of the belief after the two periods, E[b2], is equal
to the expected value of the prior. For example, if Bayesian
learners are learning about the mean of a random variable, ui,
and the means are drawn from a prior distribution, f (ui), with
expected value E[ui] = m, then E[b2] = m. Averaging over
different learners, who draw different values of ui, thus gen-
erates no bias. Nevertheless, the distribution of beliefs may
still be ’biased’ (or skewed) in the following sense: a major-
ity of Bayesian updaters will have a belief after two periods
below m.

To explain this in more detail, consider a learner who ob-
serves independent draws from a random variable with dis-
tribution fi(X) with expected value ui. The learner knows
that ui is drawn from a prior distribution with expected
value m (E[ui] = m). Let b1 be the belief after having ob-
served k independent draws x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k from fi(X) in
the first period, b1 = E[ui|x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k]. Let b2 be the
belief after all observations, in both period one and two:
b2 = E[ui|x1,1, ...,x2,n(b1)].
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It is now important to distinguish between two ways in
which the belief of a learner could be ’biased’. Consider, first,
a given value of ui = k. We may ask if the expected belief is
unbiased in the sense that E[bn|ui = k] = k, where bn is the be-
lief after a fixed sample of n observations (fixed in the sense
that the number of observations is independent of the value
of the observations). The average is unbiased in this sense
but it is well-known that Bayesian updating is not. Suppose
for example that ui is drawn from a normal distribution with
mean zero and variance one. The learner observes xi = ui+ei

where ei is drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero
and variance one. For this set up it is well-known that ex-
pected value of the posterior after one observation is xi/2
(e.g., DeGroot, 1970). Suppose now ui = 5. The expected
value of the belief after one observation, given that ui = 5,
equals E[x1/2|ui = 5] = 2.5 which is lower than 5. Bayesian
updating can thus be biased in the sense that the expected be-
lief, given a set of observations and ui = k, is not equal to k.
The reason is that the belief only gradually increases from the
prior (zero) towards the expected value (five).

Bayesian updating is unbiased, however, if we average over
all learners, in the following sense. Let bi denote the belief
of a Bayesian learner, i.e., bi = E[ui|X ], where X is the data
observed. Then E[bi] = m where m = E[ui] is the expected
value of the prior. For example, suppose ui is drawn from a
normal distribution with mean zero and variance one and the
learner observes xi = ui+ei, where ei is drawn from a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance one. We then have
E[bi] = E[xi/2] = E[(ui+ei)/2] = 0. Thus, E[bi] = E[ui] = 0.

We now show that Bayesian updating remains unbiased in
this latter sense, even if the sample size in period two depends
on the belief after period one. This is in fact true for any
distribution:

Theorem 3: In period one the learner observes k independent
draws x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k, from distribution fi(X) with expected
value ui. The learner knows that ui is drawn from a prior dis-
tribution, f (ui), with expected value E[ui] =m. In period two,
the learner observes n(b1) independent draws from distribu-
tion fi(X): x2,1,x2,2, ...,x2,n(b1). The sample size in the second
period, n(b1), is a function of the belief after the first period,
b1 = E[ui|x1,1, ...,x1,k]. Let b2 be the belief after all observa-
tions, in both period one and two: b2 = E[ui|x1,1, ...,x2,n(b1)].
Then E[b2] = m.
Proof of Theorem 3: The proof is very simple. We condition
on the belief after the first period: E[b2|b1]. Because condi-
tional expectations are martingales (e.g., Williams, 1991, p.
96), we have E[b2|b1] = b1. That is, there is no change, in
expectation, from the belief after period one to the belief af-
ter the information in the second period. This is true since if
information that would lead to such a change could be antic-
ipated in period one it should be already have been incorpo-
rated into the belief, of a rational agent, in period one. From
E[b2|b1] = b1 it follows that E[b2] = Eb1 [E[b2|b1]] = E[b1].
By the tower property of martingales (e.g., Williams, 1991,
p. 88) we have E[b1] = E[E[ui|x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k]] = E[ui] =m.

Thus, E[b2] = m.

While there is no bias when averaging over the beliefs by
all learners (i.e., E[b2] =m), most Bayesian learners may nev-
ertheless end up with a belief below m if positive beliefs lead
to larger sample sizes. To illustrate this, suppose fi(X) is a
normal distribution with mean ui and variance s2

e
. Moreover,

suppose ui is drawn from a normal distribution with mean m

and variance s2
u
. The learner observes k independent draws

x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k from fi(X) in the first period. In period two,
the learner observes n(b1) independent draws from distribu-
tion fi(X): x2,1,x2,2, ...,x2,n(b1).

Theorem 4: If the payoff and the prior distributions are
both normal, then i) whenever n(b1) is a strictly increasing
function of b1, most learners will, after the second period,
underestimate the random variable they are learning about:
Pr(b2 < m)> 0.5. ii) Whenever n(b1) is a strictly decreasing
function of b1, most learners will, after the second period,
overestimate the random variable they are learning about:
Pr(b2 > m)> 0.5.
Proof: See the Appendix.

Thus, even if Bayesian learners are learning about a sym-
metric distribution, and they have a prior which is symmetric
around zero (m = 0), most learners will end up with a neg-
ative belief after sampling. This is because of the adaptive
sampling policy. The intuition is similar to that for the bias
for the learning policy that simply takes the average: nega-
tive initial beliefs are more persistent because the learner will
then not take many additional samples and the initial few neg-
ative observations will be weighted heavily. Note that such a
bias would not occur if the learner followed a fixed sampling
policy and decided, at the outset, how many samples to take.
Such a learner would, when learning about a normally dis-
tributed payoff with a mean taken from normally distributed
prior with mean zero, be equally likely to have a negative or
a positive belief. Note also that when sampling is adaptive all
Bayesian learner know that only 50% of all means are nega-
tive. Still, most Bayesian learners end up believing that the
mean they observe is negative.

That a majority of Bayesian learners end up with a nega-
tive belief may seem paradoxical since on average there is no
bias: E[b2] = 0 when m= 0, i.e., the average belief, averaging
over all Bayesian learners, is equal to the mean of the prior.
The paradox is resolved by noting that the learners who be-
lieve the mean is negative are less confident in this estimate
than the learners who believe that the mean is positive and
thus took a larger sample in the second period. This results
in a skewed distribution of beliefs after the second period.
Most beliefs are below m = 0 but those below m = 0 are less
likely to be extreme beliefs than beliefs above m = 0 are since
beliefs below m = 0 are based on smaller sample sizes than
those above m = 0.

Because Bayesian updating with normal distributions re-
lies on the observed average it may also seem puzzling that
Bayesian updating is unbiased in the sense that E[b2] = m
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(Theorem 3) while averaging is biased in the sense that
E[x̄|ui = k] < k for all k (Theorem 1). Consider again
the case when ui is drawn from a normal distribution with
mean m and variance s2

u
. In period one the learner ob-

serves k independent draws x1,1,x1,2, ...,x1,k, x1, j = ui + e j

where e j are independently drawn from a normal distribu-
tion with mean zero and variance s2

e
. In period two, the

learner observes n(b1) independent draws from the same dis-
tribution: x2,1,x2,2, ...,x2,n(b1), where n(b1) is a function of
b1 = E[ui|x1,1, ...,x1,k]. The Bayesian estimate of ui given
the observations in both periods equals (DeGroot, 1970):
E[ui|X ] = (x̄s2

u
+ (s2

e
/n2)m)/(s2

u
+ (s2

e
/n2)), where n2 =

k+ n(b1), the total number of observations in both periods,
and x̄ is the average of all observations in both periods. As
s2

u
! • E[ui|X ]! x̄, i.e., converges to the average. How can

then the Bayesian estimate be unbiased while the average is
biased? The puzzle is resolved by noting that when s2

u
grows

large compared to s2
e
, the signal to noise ratio (s2

u
/s2

e
) be-

comes large. When s2
u
! • the signal to noise ratio goes to

infinity. The noise term is then vanishingly small compared
to the values of ui. Because the bias in the average depends on
the possibility that the first period observations can far below
(or above) ui, i.e., depends on noise, there is only a vanish-
ingly small bias in the average when s2

u
! •, resolving the

seeming paradox.

Implications for Understanding Learning

The bias resulting from adaptive sampling policies implies
that even seemingly unbiased learning algorithms, such as av-
eraging or Bayesian updating, can result in biased beliefs, at
least in the sense that most learners underestimate (or over-
estimate) an alternative. This offers an alternative explana-
tion of some judgment biases; an explanation that does not
require a psychological bias that assumes biases in informa-
tion processing. For example, suppose it is observed that a
firm tend to underestimate the productivity of graduates from
universities. Such a negativity bias. can be explained by an
adaptive sampling policy (the firm tend to hire fewer people
from universities it has had worse experience with) and does
not require motivated reasoning or a cognitive bias.

Appendix: Proofs

Derivation of equation 1:

E[b2] = P(x̄1 > c)E[b2|x̄1 > c]+P(x̄1 < c)E[b2|x̄1 < c].

We have

E[b2|x̄1 > c] = E[
S2

k+h
|x̄1 > c]+E[

x̄1k

k+h
|x̄1 > c].

where S2 is the sum of the observations in period two. Due to
independence, E[ S2

k+h
|x̄1 > c] = 1

k+h
E[S2] = 0. Using the ex-

pression for the expectation of a truncated normal distribution
(e.g. Greene 2000, p. 952) we have

E[x̄1|x̄1 > c] =
sep

k

f(a)
1�F(a)

,

where a = c/(se/
p

k) = �c

p
k/se. Moreover, P(x̄1 > c) =

1�F(a). Hence,

P(x̄1 > c)E[b2|x̄1 > c] = (1�F(a)) k

k+h
(

sep
k

f(a)
1�F(a)

)

=
se

p
k

k+h
f(a).

Similarly,

P(x̄1 < c)E[b2|x̄1 < c] = F(a) k

k+ l
(� sep

k

f(a)
F(a)

)

=�se

p
k

k+ l
f(a).

Overall we get

E[b2] =
se

p
k

(k+ l)(k+h)
[((k+ l)f(a)� (k+h)f(a)]

=� se

p
k

(k+ l)(k+h)
[(h� l)f(a)].

Now, f(a) = 1p
2p e

�a2/2. Hence,

E[b2] =� se

p
k(h� l)p

2p(k+ l)(k+h)
e
�c

2
k/2s2

e .

Proof of Theorem 1: The average of all payoffs observed in
periods one and two is, given the average observed in period
one (x̄1), is

x̄2 =
kx̄1 +Ân(x̄1)

j=1 x2, j

k+n(x̄1)
,

where kx̄1 is the sum of all observed payoffs in the first period.
Thus,

E[x̄2|x̄1] =
kx̄1 +E[Ân(x̄1)

j=1 x2, j|x̄1]

k+n(x̄1)
.

Because E[Ân(x̄1)
j=1 x2, j|x̄1] = un(x̄1), this can be written as

E[x̄2|x̄1] =
kx̄1

k+n(x̄1)
+

n(x̄1)u

k+n(x̄1)
.

Moreover, because E(x̄2) = Ex̄1(E[x̄2|x̄1]) we get

E(x̄2) = Ex̄1(
kx̄1

k+n(x̄1)
)+Ex̄1(

n(x̄1)u

k+n(x̄1)
)

Let g(x̄1) =
1

k+n(x̄1)
. Because E(x̄1g(x̄1)) = E(x̄1)E(g(x̄1))+

cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)) and E(x̄1) = ku we get

Ex̄1(
kx̄1

k+n(x̄1)
) = kuE(g(x̄1))+Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)).
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Note that

kE(g(x̄1)) = E(
k

k+n(x̄1)
) = 1�E(

n(x̄1)

k+n(x̄1)
)

Overall we get

E(x̄2) = u[1�E(
n(x̄1)

k+n(x̄1)
]

+Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1))+uE(
n(x̄1))

k+n(x̄1)
)

= u+Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)).

Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)) is negative (positive) whenever g(x̄1) is a
strictly decreasing (increasing) function of x̄1. Because
g(x̄1) = 1/(k + n(x̄1)), which is a strictly decreasing func-
tion of n(x̄1), Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)) is negative whenever n(x̄1) is a
strictly increasing function of x̄1 and Cov(x̄1,g(x̄1)) is posi-
tive whenever n(x̄1) is a strictly decreasing function of x̄1.

Proof of Theorem 2: The belief after all payoffs observed in
both periods one and two, z2,n(z1,k), given the belief at the end
of period one (z1,k), is equal to

z1,k(1�b)n(z1,k) + x2,1b(1�b)n(z1,k)�1 + ...+bx2,n(z1,k).

The conditional expected value E[z2,n(z1,k)|z1,k] equals

z1,k(1�b)n(z1,k) +E[x2,1b(1�b)n(z1,k)�1 + ...+bx2,n(z1,k)|z1,k].

Because E[x2, j|z1,k] = u, this can be written as

E[z2,n(z1,k)|z1,k] = z1,k(1�b)n(z1,k) + (1� (1�b)n(z1,k))u.

Moreover, because E(Y ) = EX (E[Y |X ]), E[z2,n(z1,k)] equals

Ez1,k [z1,k(1�b)n(z1,k)]+Ez1,k [(1� (1�b)n(z1,k))]u.

Let g(z1,k) = (1 � b)n(z1,k). Because E(z1,kg(z1,k)) =
E(z1,k)E(g(z1,k))+Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k)), and E(z1,k) = u, we get

E[z2,n(z1,k)] = uE(g(z1,k))+Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k))+u(1�E(g(z1,k))

= u+Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k)).

Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k)) is negative (positive) whenever g(z1,k) is
a strictly decreasing (increasing) function of x̄1. Because
g(z1,k) = (1 � b)n(z1,k), which is a strictly decreasing func-
tion of n(z1,k), Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k)) is negative whenever n(z1,k)
is a strictly increasing function of z1,k and Cov(z1,k,g(z1,k)) is
positive whenever n(z1,k) is a strictly decreasing function of
z1,k.

Proof of Theorem 4: Without loss of generality we focus
on the case when m = 0. If m differs from zero, the distri-
bution of payoffs is identical to a constant, m, plus a ran-
dom variable with a normal distribution with mean zero. Let
S1 be the sum of the observed payoffs in period one. This
sum is equally likely to be positive or negative. Suppose

S1 = z > 0. It follows that the belief after the first period,
E[u|S1] = (1/k)S1s2

u
/(s2

u
+ s2

e
/k), is positive. Denote this

belief by b1, i.e., b1 = E[u|S1]. Note that b1 is a strictly in-
creasing function of S1. This positive belief turns into a neg-
ative belief after period 2 whenever

b2 =

1
k+n(b1)

(S1 +S2)s2
u

s2
u
+ s2

e

k+n(b1)

< 0,

i.e., whenever S2 <�S1. We seek the probability of this event
given the observed value of S1 = z, i.e., we seek Pr(S2 <
�S1|S1 = z).

Conditional on S1 = z, the sum of the payoffs in the sec-
ond period, S2, is a normally distributed random variable
with mean n(z)E(u|S1 = z) = n(z)zs2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k) and vari-

ance n(z)2
Var(u|S1 = z) + s2

e
n(z), where Var(ui|x1 = z) =

s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
) (see Lindgren (1993, p. 289). It follows

that

Pr(S2 <�S1|S1 = z)=F(
�z�n(z)(z/k)s2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

).

Altogether, the probability that a positive belief after period
one turns into a negative belief after period two equals

Pr(+!�) =
Z

z=+•

z=0
F(

�z�n(z)(z/k)s2
u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

) f (z|z > 0)dz.

Because f (z|z > 0) = f (z)/P(z > 0) = f (z)/0.5, Pr(+!�)
equals

Z
z=+•

z=0
F(

�z�n(z)(z/k)s2
u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

)2 f (z)dz, (2)

where f (z) is the density of the sum of the payoffs in the first
period which is a normal distribution with mean zero.

Suppose next S1 = z < 0 implying that E[u|S1] < 0. This
negative belief turns into a positive belief after period 2
whenever S2 > �z. Following the same reasoning as above
Pr(S2 >�S1|S1 = z) equals

1�F(
�z�n(z)(z/k)s2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

).

Because 1�F(y) = F(�y), this can be written as

F(
z+n(z)(z/k)s2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

).

Altogether, the probability that a negative belief after period
one turns into a positive belief after period two, Pr(�!+),
equals

Z
z=0

z=�•
F(

z+n(z)(z/k)s2
u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

)2 f (z)dz.
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After the variable substitution, z =�y, this integral equals
Z

y=•

y=0
F(

�y�n(�y)(y/k)s2
u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(�y)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(�y)

)2 f (y)dy.

where we have used the fact that f (�y) = f (y).
We wish to show that Pr(+ ! �) > Pr(� ! +), which

requires us to show that

F(
�z�n(z)(z/k)s2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

)>

F(
�z�n(�z)(z/k)s2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

n(�z)2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
n(z)

),

over the positive domain of z. To do so, note first that the
derivative of

g(z,w) =
�z�wzs2

u
/(s2

u
+s2

e
/k)p

w2s2
u
s2

e
/(ks2

u
+s2

e
)+s2

e
w

,

with respect to w is

dg(z,w)

dw
=

z

2w

r
s2

ew(s2
e+s2

u+s2
ew)

s2
u+s2

e

,

which is positive whenever z > 0. Hence g(z,w) is an in-
creasing function of n(z). Because F(x) is a increasing func-
tion of x and n(z) is an increasing function of z, implying that
n2(z) > n2(�z), it follows that F(g(z,n(z)) > F(g(z,n(�z))
implying Pr(+!�)> Pr(�!+).
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Investigating the impact of social and biological cues in children’s perception of
humanoid robots

Jaemarie Solyst
Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany

Sabina Pauen
Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany

Abstract

Imitation plays a key role in learning cultural knowledge. Young children imitate human models as well as humanoid
robots, even when their actions are clearly non-functional to achieve a given goal. This so-called overimitation is possibly
motivated by the desire to socially affiliate. This study clarifies the impact of social cues (greeting, eyes, friendly voice)
and smooth, dynamic body motion of humanoid robots on rates of overimitation. In one condition, we remove all social
cues. In another condition, we change the dynamics of robot movement to be less biological. Overimitation rates will be
compared across all three conditions (social & biological, non-social & biological, non-social & non-biological) to learn
more about important model characteristics that support cultural learning. Children aged 5-6 participated in this study. We
discuss results and implications for using humanoid robots in interactive settings with children.
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Abstract 
A popular dual systems theory of category learning argues that 
the structure of categories in perceptual space determines the 
mechanisms that drive learning. However, less attention has 
been paid to the nature of the perceptual dimensions defining 
the categories. Researchers typically assume that there is a 
direct, linear relationship between experimenter-defined 
physical input dimensions and learners’ psychological 
dimensions, but this assumption is not always warranted. 
Through a set of simulations, we demonstrate that, based on the 
nature of prior experience, the psychological representations of 
experimenter-defined dimensions can place drastic constraints 
on category learning. We compare the model’s behavior to 
several human studies and make conclusions regarding the 
nature of the psychological representations of the dimensions 
in those studies. These simulations support the conclusion that 
the nature of psychological representations is a critical aspect 
to understanding the mechanisms that drive category learning.  

Keywords: neural network; perception; category learning; 
statistical regularities 

Introduction 
Forming perceptual categories is thought to be at the heart of 
many complex cognitive processes, such as object 
recognition (Richler & Palmeri, 2014) and speech perception 
(Holt & Lotto, 2010). A popular dual systems model of 
category learning (Ashby et al., 1998) suggests that the 
mechanisms supporting category learning are engaged 
differently with different types of category structure. Many 
studies demonstrate differences in learning rule-based 
categories—requiring selective attention to individual input 
dimensions—and information-integration categories—
requiring pre-decisional integration across dimensions 
(Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Ashby & 
Maddox, 2011; Yi & Chandrasekaran, 2016). However, 
claims of fundamental differences between these two 
learning problems have been questioned (Carpenter, Wills, 
Benattayallah, & Milton, 2016; Edmunds, Milton, & Wills, 
2015; Milton & Pothos, 2011; Wills, Suret, & McLaren, 
2004). 

Apart from the debate of dual versus single category 
learning systems, a critical assumption of many theories of 
category learning is that experimenter-defined input 

dimensions align with participants’ internal psychological 
dimensions.  

For some of the most well-studied pairs of dimensions in 
the visual domain, such as line length and orientation or 
spatial frequency and orientation of lines in a Gabor patch, 
this assumption is likely true. The underlying psychological 
and neural representations of simple visual input dimensions 
are well understood. However, more recent applications of 
these theories in the auditory domain make clear that the 
assumption may be problematic (Roark & Holt, 2019; 
Scharinger, Henry, & Obleser, 2013). In the auditory domain, 
the specific coding of many dimensions of acoustic signals is 
unclear. Beyond that, it is likely also the case that the 
representations of many of these dimensions interact in some 
way, potentially because the statistical structure of the 
dimensions is such that the neural coding for the dimensions 
is not independent (Garner, 1974; Wang, 2007).  

One approach to avoiding an implicit assumption that 
physical input dimensions align with psychological 
dimensions is to estimate psychological representation of 
perceptual spaces using multidimensional scaling based on 
similarity ratings (Nosofsky, 1992; Shepard, 1980). 
However, this approach is somewhat limited in the 
conclusions that can be made about how existing 
representations influence learning. By systematically varying 
the relationship among perceptual dimensions, we are able to 
investigate the interaction between perception and cognition 
during category learning. 

In the case of the dual-systems model of category learning, 
an argument is made about how so-called ‘rule-based’ 
category structures, which require selective attention to 
individual input dimensions, are optimally learned by an 
entirely different learning system than so-called 
‘information-integration’ category structures, which are said 
to require ‘pre-attentive’ integration across more than one 
input dimension. However, there is little consideration as to 
what these dimensions are, and whether dimensions that are 
manipulated independently by the experimenter are actually 
independent in the psychological and neural representations 
of perceivers. That is, the underlying psychological 
dimensions may place strong constraints on the interpretation 
of what is ‘rule-based’ and what is ‘information-integration’ 
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in terms of the actual problem being solved by the mind and 
brain.  

Multiple cognitive science literatures demonstrate that 
underlying psychological dimensions are not necessarily 
homologous with input dimensions. Prior experience, 
including category learning, influences perception of 
dimensions (Goldstone, 1998) and prior knowledge and 
concepts can influence attention to input dimensions and 
category learning outcomes (Kaplan & Murphy, 2000; 
Kaplan & Murphy, 1999). Nonetheless, these literatures do 
not directly address the question of how category learning 
driven by distinct systems, as in a dual systems account of 
category learning, would be impacted when apparently 
orthogonal input dimensions are not psychologically 
independent. In the current work, we unite these perspectives 
to probe the influence of prior knowledge on learning with a 
dual systems approach that specifies that unique mechanisms 
drive category learning depending on category structure.  

In the current investigation, we present a neural network 
model that demonstrates how underlying psychological 
representations that are formed by structured experience in 
the sensory environment may place strong constraints on 
novel category learning, depending on the structure of the 
categories in the physical space. We first describe the model 
architecture. We then describe the training and evaluation 
procedure for the model’s behavior. Finally, we compare the 
model’s behavior to human behavior from several perceptual 
category learning studies in the literature.  

Model Architecture 
There are two components to the model architecture (see 
Figure 1): the lower-level part supports representation 
learning, in which perceptual representations are gradually 
shaped through extensive experience prior to the experiment; 
the higher-level part supports category learning, in which 
the evoked representations of different stimuli are relatively 
rapidly associated with particular behavioral responses 
within an experimental context. 

 

 
Figure 1: Model architecture. 

Representation Learning 
In the model, representational learning over two physical 
input dimensions x and y is implemented by an autoencoder. 
That is, the model receives structured sensory input that it 

must recreate in the autoencoder output layer via a smaller, 
“bottleneck” layer. A 20 unit ‘sensory input’ layer connects 
to a ten-unit hidden layer which connects to a 20 unit 
‘autoencoder output’ layer. Ten of these 20 units represent 
the physical x-dimension value and ten represent the physical 
y-dimension value. For each dimension, a particular value 
was represented as an unnormalized Gaussian distribution 
centered on that value; the activation of the 10 units sampled 
this distribution uniformly over the full range of the 
dimension (such that their activations always summed to 1,0). 
This encoding allows for graded input, which reflects 
population encoding of information in sensory cortex. 
Activations in the sensory input layer also have a small 
amount of uniform noise (range = 0.1) to reflect a small 
amount of noise in the perceptual encoding of a stimulus. The 
goal of the network at this stage is to recreate the input in the 
output layer. As a result of the training experience, the 
network will learn perceptual representations over the 
intermediate (hidden) layer. (The number of input/output 
units and units in the hidden layer was determined based on 
our prior experience with these kinds of models. This was the 
only number of units that we implemented.)   

We trained the model on five separate training 
environments, reflective of different statistical relationships 
that might exist in the sensory world (Figure 2)—a positive 
relationship between two dimensions (Positive), a negative 
relationship (Negative), the x-dimension is represented in 
more detail than the y-dimension (X-Dimension), the y-
dimension is represented in more detail than the x-dimension 
(Y-Dimension), and where there is no correlation or 
relationship between the two dimensions (Independent). 
These environments are not meant to capture any particular 
natural signal statistics, but rather to reflect clear alternative 
scenarios to demonstrate how these simple relationships 
might be encoded in the perceptual system.  

We trained the network for 50,000 epochs on batched 
learning across the 289 stimuli within each training 
distribution with a learning rate of 0.0001 and a bound of 1.0 
on the length of the weight change vector. These learning 
parameters are intentionally conservative and were chosen 
solely to ensure that representation learning was stable and 
effective.  

Category Learning 
In the category learning phase, the model weights from the 
sensory input layer to the hidden layer were frozen, reflecting 
a long-term consistency in experience and the resulting 
development of robust psychological representations (e.g. 
adult-like representations). A two-unit category decision 
output layer was then connected to the hidden layer, 
reflective of decision responses in two-category problem. 

For each of the five representation environments, the 
model was separately trained on four category learning 
problems (Figure 3). Each of the category learning problems  
was identical in terms of statistical structure (category 
variance and overlap between categories). The key difference 
is the rotation of the categories in physical space, such that  

A B
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Input

Perceptual
Representation

Decision
Output

Autoencoder
Output
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Figure 2: Representation learning distributions. 

 
the category distinction requires different usage of the 
physical input dimensions (representative of the 
experimenter-defined dimensions). These category 
environments were designed to reflect two rule-based (RB) 
problems (RB-X dimension, RB-Y dimension) and two 
information-integration (II) problems (II-Positive boundary 
and II-Negative boundary). Critically, as a consequence of 
the representation learning phase, the physical dimensions 
(i.e., the experimenter-defined dimensions) do not 
necessarily align with the model’s internal perceptual 
representations.  

We trained the category learning network using an online 
learning paradigm to approximate human behavior during 
category learning, as the network updated its weights after 
each stimulus presentation. The network was trained 
separately on each of the category learning problems and 
exemplars were presented in random order without 
replacement. The model was trained and tested on one 
presentation of each of 200 stimuli from each category 
learning environment (100/category) and the same stimuli 
were used for training and testing. Because generalization of 
category learning was not a main component of our 
experiment and because we tested a conservative approach as 
a proof-of-concept demonstration, we trained and tested the 
model on the same stimuli. This is consistent in some ways 
with many studies of category learning that often do not 
directly test generalization. Future work should explore the 
extent of the model to generalize learned knowledge to novel 
exemplars. 

 
 

Figure 3: Category learning distributions. 
 

During category learning, the network was trained with 
steepest descent using a learning rate of 0.5. Ten simulated 
subjects were run for each category learning type. For each 
simulated subject, after a single sweep through all 200 
exemplars with the model updating its weights after each 
exemplar, the model was tested on the same stimulus set 
while keeping the weights stable (i.e. providing no feedback 
to the model).  

Results 
We examined the model’s categorization performance after 
training with all 200 exemplars. This reflects the situation in 
which a human has encountered all category exemplars (with 
feedback) and is then tested on them without feedback. 

Categorization accuracy 
We quantified accuracy as the percent of category exemplars 
for which the model met a target activation criterion of 0.5. 
The simulated subjects’ accuracies for each of the 
representation environments and category problems are 
shown in Figure 4.  

The performance of the model on these categorization 
problems greatly depended on the nature of the pre-trained 
representations. Each representation environment 
(Independent, Positive, Negative, X-Dimension, Y-
Dimension) makes specific predictions about the pattern of 
accuracy for the four different category types.  

Training with the Independent distribution led to very high 
accuracy among the four category problems, with no 
significant differences across the four types (F(3,36) = 1.51, 
p = .23, hp2 = .11). However, there appears to be numerical 
differences in the means, such that the two RB problems have 
higher accuracies than the two II problems. 
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Figure 4: Model simulation accuracies in the four 

category learning environments with different perceptual 
representations. 

 
The Negative and Positive correlation distributions had 

complementary results. For the Negative training 
distribution, accuracy was highest for the II-Positive problem 
and lowest for the II-Negative problem, with the two RB 
problems at intermediate levels (F(3, 36) = 106.79, p < 
0.0005, hp2 = .899). For the Positive training distribution, 
accuracy was highest for the II-Negative category and lowest 
for the II-Positive category, with the two RB categories at 
intermediate levels (F(3,36) = 54.13, p < 0.0005, hp2 = .92). 

The Y-Dimension and X-Dimension distributions, for 
which one dimension was represented more faithfully, and in 
more detail, than the other dimension had complementary 
results. For the Y-Dimension training distribution, accuracy 
was highest for the RB-Y problem, for which correct 
categorization required a distinction along the y-dimension 
and lowest for the RB-X problem, requiring a distinction 
along the x-dimension (F(3,36) = 45.3, p < .0005, hp2 = .79). 
The opposite pattern was observed for the X-Dimension 
distribution, with the RB-X problem having the highest 
accuracy and the RB-Y problem having the lowest (F(3,36) 
= 10.03, p < .0005, hp2 =  .46). The two II problems were at 
intermediate accuracy levels for both the Y-Dimension an X-
Dimension distributions.  

These results demonstrate the potential for existing 
perceptual representations to have a major impact on the 
outcomes of category learning, especially when the physical 
dimensions or experimenter-defined dimensions do not align 
with the dimensions of representations.  

Comparison with Human Behavior 
In this section, we compare the model’s behavior to human 
behavior on the four category learning types. When we can 
observe the pattern of accuracy in humans across several 

category learning types in the same physical space, we are 
able to draw conclusions about the nature of human 
perceptual representations across particular dimension pairs. 
This kind of comparison is especially useful in cases in which 
the underlying cognitive or neural representations of 
dimensions is not well understood, as with complex auditory 
dimensions.  

Roark and Holt (2019): Auditory dimensions 
In Roark and Holt (2019), participants learned categories 
based on the auditory dimensions of center frequency (CF) 
and modulation frequency (MF). As in the simulations, they 
trained participants on four category problems—RB-CF, RB-
MF, II-Positive, or II-Negative with feedback (four blocks of 
96 trials each).   

Roark and Holt (2019) found that the category problems 
with the highest accuracy were the II-Positive and RB-MF, 
with RB-CF learned at more moderate levels, and II-Negative 
learned at the lowest levels (Figure 5). This overall pattern 
most closely aligns with the model’s behavior for the Positive 
distribution, indicating that these acoustic dimensions may 
have a representation that reflects a long-term positive 
relationship between CF and MF.  

 

 
Figure 5. Human categorization performance in the 

generalization test in Roark & Holt (2019) compared with 
model performance with Positive distribution. 

Ell, Ashby and Hutchinson (2012): Visual 
dimensions 
In Ell, Ashby and Hutchinson (2012), Experiment 2, 
participants learned categories based on the visual 
dimensions of saturation and brightness. As in the 
simulations, they trained participants on four category 
problems—RB-Saturation, RB-Brightness, II-Positive, or II-
Negative with feedback (nine blocks of 80 trials each).  

By the end of training, participants performed similarly on 
all four category learning problems. However, there were 
differences in early learning which may give clues about 
which category distinctions are better in alignment with the 
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way humans represent the visual dimensions. In the first 
block, RB-Brightness had higher accuracy than RB-
Saturation and II-Negative but was not significantly different 
from II-Positive. None of the other comparisons were 
statistically different, but there were few subjects in each 
condition, and this was not the main comparison of interest 
to these authors. However, the general pattern in which one 
RB category is learned better than another aligns with the 
model’s behavior for the X-Dimension or Y-Dimension 
distributions. Therefore, this may reflect a situation where 
brightness may have a more veridical or detailed 
representation relative to saturation. Although examination 
of the visualization of the data from Ell et al. (2012) indicates 
that there may be some differences among the four category 
problems, the statistical analyses do not indicate a difference. 
It would be necessary to examine this same kind of category 
learning with a larger sample to truly understand the nature 
of the representation of these dimensions.  

Additionally, whereas in the current set of simulations, the 
performance for the worst-performing category problem is 
around chance levels, participants in Ell et al. (2012) were 
able to learn all four category problems to a similar extent by 
the end of 720 trials. The nature of the current model 
simulations is that the training is extreme to demonstrate a 
first-pass confirmation that the nature of the representations 
can have drastic impacts on learning outcomes. However, it 
is likely the case that to match human behavior and 
representations more closely, the training representations will 
need to be less extreme.  

Smith et al. (2014): Cross-modal dimensions 
In Smith et al. (2014), Experiments 1 and 2, participants 
learned categories with one visual and one auditory 
dimension. The dimensions varied across the two 
experiments, but the results are very similar, so we discuss 
them together. The auditory dimension was duration of three 
100 Hz tones in Experiment 1 and frequency of a pure tone 
in Experiment 2. The visual dimension was pixel density in 
both experiments.  

The purpose of these experiments was not to compare 
accuracies of the two RB and two II tasks. As such, Smith et 
al. (2014) do not compare accuracy across the four tasks. 
Although they trained on all four training types, they report 
the average accuracy for the two RB tasks to the average 
accuracy for the two II tasks. This comparison stems from 
their investigation into the differences between RB and II 
category learning but distorts the ability to compare the 
statistical outcomes to the current set of model simulations.  

However, we can observe the pattern in the reported means 
from their experiments to assess the descriptive pattern of 
results within the four category learning problems. These 
descriptive results indicate that for Experiment 1, the two RB 
problems are learned better than the two II problems, which 
aligns with the model’s behavior with the Independent 
distributions, reflecting a situation where the two sensory 
dimensions are encoded independently. The explanation 

makes sense in that cross-modal dimensions are likely to be 
encoded by distinct and separate sensory representations.  

In contrast, in Experiment 2, there was slightly higher 
accuracy for the RB-Auditory problem compared to the RB-
Visual problem (88.5% accuracy compared to 77.8%). 
However, performance on each was better than for the two II 
problems. This exact pattern is not represented directly in the 
model’s behavior. However, it is still mostly aligned with the 
Independent representations, with some combination for 
which one dimension is represented slightly more faithfully 
than the other dimension, resulting in disproportionate 
perceptual salience across the two sensory dimensions. 
Though there are some limitations in our ability to directly 
compare the effects to the model behavior, it seems 
reasonable that one of these dimensions may be more salient 
than the other, which may have influenced learning 
outcomes.  

Conclusions 
The current set of simulations demonstrates that the nature of 
experience in a sensory environment can shape the 
representations of input dimensions in a way that can 
drastically impact category learning behavior. Depending on 
the nature of the representations, which are shaped by 
experience, some category learning problems are easily 
learnable, whereas others are completely unlearnable. This 
model demonstrates that consideration of perceptual 
processing and acknowledgement of the constraints that the 
perceptual system and existing representations place on 
learning are critical to understanding the mechanisms at play 
during perceptual category learning. The nature of the 
learning problem may differ substantially depending on the 
perceptual representations across the very same input 
dimensions.  

The current model used relatively simple and somewhat 
extreme training spaces that are clearly much more abstract 
than the way sensory information is presented in the real 
world. While there was a small amount of noise in the input 
to the model to reflect modest perceptual noise in the 
encoding process, there was no noise in the actual 
distributions. Future expansion of this model should include 
a simulation of the kind of variability and noise that exists in 
real-world sensory environments. Additionally, different 
kinds of relationships in the input should also be tested to 
make clear predictions about how the many different kinds of 
relationships (rather than just independence or a perfect 
correlation) can be represented by the model to affect 
behavior. Finally, this model is restricted to a two-
dimensional space. The world beyond simple experiments 
has many more dimensions, some of which are relevant, 
others irrelevant, some present and varying, some rarely 
present and stable. A future iteration of this model should 
seek to understand how multiple dimensions may be 
represented independently and, in conjunction, what the 
effects on higher-level cognition might be. 

An important next step would be to train the model and 
humans on identical distributions and to compare visual, 
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auditory, and cross-modal dimensions on the same category 
distributions. However, the current investigation provides 
valuable insight into the nature of the representations of these 
dimension comparisons and provides a proof-of-concept 
investigation that indicates that rule-based and information-
integration distinctions may not be the key determiner in 
understanding categorization. Instead, these results 
demonstrate that it is imperative to understand the nature of 
the perceptual representations of the dimensions involved to 
understand the learning challenge.  

The current model used an autoencoder for training the 
representations to reflect sensory regularities. Of course, an 
autoencoder does not fully reflect the complexities of human 
learning or sensory experience. Future work might expand 
the current demonstration to include more nuanced training 
methods, including feedback-based learning. We suspect that 
training with feedback may impact subsequent category 
learning behavior even more strongly. 

The goal of the current neural network model simulation 
experiment was to illuminate the influence of perceptual 
representations on category learning. This formulation of the 
model allows us to make predictions about how perceptual 
representations of sensory information influence category 
learning mechanisms. What is clear from this investigation is 
that the nature of learning problem can vary dramatically 
based on the network’s existing hidden unit representations. 
The same is likely true with human learning. While much of 
the human perceptual category learning research has used 
simple, verbalizable dimensions that are likely represented 
independently both neurally and in mental representations, it 
is a much more difficult and interesting problem to 
understand what happens when perception is not so 
straightforward. The current model demonstrates scenarios in 
which the influence of perception on cognition can be drastic.  

This approach challenges the typical assumption made in 
theories of category learning—that experimenter-defined 
dimensions are aligned with participants’ psychological 
representations. If there is a misalignment between these 
concepts of dimensions, then what may appear to the 
experimenter to be a ‘rule-based’ problem may not actually 
be ‘rule-based’ for the perceptual system. Therefore, labeling 
problems as rule-based or information-integration based on 
experimenter-defined dimensions does not capture the true 
complexity of the problem or the nature of the problem for 
the human perceptual system.  

The influence of existing representations on learning is a 
major focus of the speech and language learning fields (Best, 
1995; Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Scharinger et al., 2013). The 
influence of the psychological representation of dimensions 
was also a focus of earlier work in the domain of perception 
and learning (Garner, 1974; Kemler & Smith, 1979; Kemler 
Nelson, 1993; Melara & Marks, 1990). However, the 
perceptual side of perceptual category learning has drifted 
out of focus of current theories of learning. The current set of 
simulations demonstrates that the psychological 
representation of information, shaped by experience, can 
have strong influences on the nature of the learning problem. 
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Abstract

We present a general framework for building formal models of naturalistic memory-based decision making. Our frame-
work implements established theories of memory search and decision making within a single integrated cognitive system,
and uses computational language models to quantify the thoughts over which memory and decision processes operate. It
can thus describe both the content of the information that is sampled from memory, as well as the processes involved in
retrieving and evaluating this information in order to make a decision. The models within our framework can be fit to
recall and choice data, and can quantitatively predict choice probability, length of deliberation, retrieved thoughts, and
the effects of decision context. We showcase the power and generality of our framework by applying it to study risk
perception, consumer behavior, financial decision making, ethical decision making, legal decision making, food choice,
and judgments about well-being, society, and culture.
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Abstract 
A central canon in theory of mind research is that between the 
ages of three and four a drastic performance difference in 
children’s understanding occurs. However, the reason for the 
‘three to four shift’ has yet to be settled. One account, Theory 
of Mind Mechanism (ToMM) theory (Leslie, 1994), posits that 
change in inhibitory power can account for this difference. This 
is supported by a recent computational implementation of the 
theory, showing that differences in inhibitory power can 
account for age differences at an aggregate level (Wang, 
Hemmer, & Leslie, 2019). However, as Baker et al. (2016) 
point out, established findings are entirely based on group-
aggregated findings, yet computational and developmental 
processes do not take place in the ‘aggregated mind’. What 
remains largely unexplored is what happens at the level of the 
individual child. Here we combine the computational 
implementation of ToMM with data from Baker et al., 2016, 
who assessed longitudinal developmental change in Theory of 
Mind performance by repeated testing of individual child over 
the three-to-four shift period on standard ‘Sally and Anne’ false 
belief tasks, to obtain a cumulative record for each child. 
Specifically, we found that children’s age was not directly 
informative of developmental change in theory of mind 
reasoning. Instead, the main contributor to theory of mind 
performance at the individual learner level is inhibitory power.  

Keywords: Theory of mind; Computational Model; 
Developmental; Inhibition; Longitudinal 

Introduction 
The ability to attribute mental states and goals, or to infer 
other people’s mental contents is called theory of mind 
(ToM) and is considered essential for our social life. 
Importantly, this ability appears to emerge over early 
childhood. A robust empirical finding is that performance in 
the standard false belief task improves dramatically between 
the ages of three and four (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). 
However, the contributing factors underlying performance 
are still poorly understood, and theories are divergent. One 
view is that conceptual understanding changes between ages 
3 and 4, while another view is that inhibitory (executive) 
control skills improve over this period (Leslie, German, & 
Polizzi, 2005). Furthermore, one could easily anticipate that 
there would be individual differences in the development of 
ToM performance, but due to the one-trial nature of most 
empirical studies, individual differences have remained 
largely unexplored. In this paper, we seek to assess individual 
differences in inhibitory control both across children and 
within the individual child, using a unique longitudinal 

dataset in combination with a computational modeling 
approach. 

Over the last few decades, ToM has been a major topic of 
interest in the cognitive developmental literature. The 
standard false belief task (i.e., the Sally-Anne task) is the 
most commonly used measure of ToM (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, 
& Frith, 1985). In this task, an actor, Sally has a marble and 
hides it in Location A (e.g., a basket), then leaves the scene. 
After Sally’s departure, another actor, Anne, takes the marble 
from location A, and hides it in Location B (e.g., a box). 
Children are then asked: “When Sally comes back, where will 
she look for her marble?” The robust finding obtained from 
this paradigm is that the majority of typically developing 
children older than four are successful at predicting that Sally 
will look in Location A; correctly attributing the false belief 
to Sally. On the contrary, children younger than four usually 
fail, and predict that Sally will look in Location B, where the 
marble currently is, i.e., the true belief (Wellman et al., 2001; 
see Baillargeon, Scott, & He, 2010 for much earlier 
understanding of false beliefs).  

A number of theorists have argued that this difference is 
due to a lack of conceptual understanding for false beliefs 
before the age of four (e.g., Perner, Leekam, & Wimmer, 
1987; Gopnik & Astington, 1988). Others have argued for 
performance related explanations. This view proposes that 
the limited processing resources of  younger children mask 
an underlying intact conceptualization  of false beliefs (FB) 
(Leslie, 1994; Leslie, et al., 2005). Indeed, recent findings 
suggest that adding uncertainty to the child’s own belief 
about the location of the desired object, improves younger 
children’s performance (Setoh, Scott, & Baillargeon, 2016; 
Grosso et al., 2019; also see Wang & Leslie, 2016 for 
performance in non-verbal tasks). 

The  age of a child is a pervasive factor in development but 
enters into a computational process mediated by some other 
factor or factors rather than directly. Our model, drawing on 
Wang, Leslie, & Hemmer (2019) hypothesizes that age is 
mediated by increasing inhibitory power. 

The Role of Inhibition in Belief Desire Reasoning 
There has been wide interest in understanding how inhibition 
interacts with FB performance. One suggestion has been that 
inhibitory control plays a crucial role in theory of mind 
development by enabling children to entertain others’ mental 
states (e.g., Carlson, Moses, & Hix, 1998; Carlson & Moses, 
2001). Carlson and colleagues reported that performance in 
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inhibitory control tasks was significantly related to ToM 
performance. One study, by Sabbagh et al. (2006), compared 
performance of Chinese and US children in inhibitory control 
and ToM tasks. They found that although Chinese children 
were ahead of their US counterparts in inhibition, their ToM 
performance was not significantly different raising the 
possibility of that some unidentified cultural factor(s)  may 
influence the role of age-mediated inhibitory power. 
Nevertheless, individual differences in inhibitory control 
within the Chinese sample still predicted later ToM 
performance. Therefore, we seek to evaluate how children’s 
performance in ToM relates to their inhibitory control skills, 
both across individuals and also within an individual across 
time. 

Notably, these findings are in agreement with the 
predictions of a more specified theory, the Theory of Mind 
Mechanism (ToMM) (Leslie, 1994; Leslie et al., 2005). This 
theory posits that the ToM mechanism is on-line from infancy 
onward, and children already have a mature competence that 
would result in successful theory of mind reasoning. 
However, the standard task poses certain processing demands 
that are beyond the executive control resources of the young 
mind, specifically inhibitory control demands.  

 
ToMM + SP Model In the the Sally-Anne scenario, ToMM 
will spontaneously compute the true belief (TB), which is the 
object’s current location, and also the false belief (FB), which 
is based off of a crucial aspect; calculation of the 
visual/informational access (V) of the person. Then, these 
two belief candidates will be evaluated. Since beliefs ought 
to be, and generally are true (Dennett, 1989), the TB will be 
selected by default. In TB scenarios, this default serves well, 
and results in correct attributions. However, in a FB scenario, 
like the Sally-Anne, this prepotent response needs to be 
inhibited, so that the correct belief candidate (i.e., FB) can be 
selected as a response (i.e., an action prediction (A)). The 
inhibition (I) process is represented by the addition of the 
Selection Process (SP) to the ToMM (ToMM +SP). 

The ToMM + SP model is not only supported by 
experimental evidence (Friedman & Leslie, 2004; Setoh et 
al., 2016) but also by a computational approach used to 
quantitatively estimate the role of inhibition in ToM 
reasoning (Wang et al., 2019). In their model, Wang and 
colleagues used behavioral data from both low (LD) and high 
demand (HD) FB tasks to infer three- and four-year-olds’ 
inhibitory power. Their model captures inhibition’s role to 
account for the 3 to 4 ‘shift’, rather than a conceptual shift in 
understanding false beliefs. The current study will employ the 
same model as Wang et al. (2019). See the Modeling section 
for more details. 

Contribution of Longitudinal Data 
A characteristic of child data on ToM using the Sally-Anne 
task is that in a majority of studies each child only completes 
one trial. Thus, all analysis is at an aggregate level across 
children, obscuring individual differences and only allowing 
for a crude age assumption (with up to a year’s age difference 
between children assumed to be of the age group). This has 

substantially limited theorists in assessing individual 
performance over time. Since developmental change does not 
take place in the ‘aggregated brain’, change should be sought 
out in individual-level data. Baker et al. (2016) sought to 
resolve this problem by first collecting longitudinal data by 
following preschoolers between the ages of 3 to 5, and then 
implementing a novel Bayesian change-point analysis. Most 
notably, they found that the generally assumed ‘sudden 
insight’ shift in ToM understanding was only a minority 
among different patterns observed (9.6%), with the majority 
of children showing unstable records (44%).  

Their findings lay bare the fact that age itself is not directly 
predictive of ToM performance. What remains unanswered 
is what underlies the developmental change in ToM 
reasoning. The current study seeks to elucidate this question 
by combining the model developed by Wang et al. (2019) 
with the longitudinal data in Baker et al. (2016). We explore 
how the ToMM+SP model can be helpful not only in 
understanding the 3 to 4 ‘shift’ (ala Wang et al.), but more 
specifically how fluctuations in individual performance 
records over a temporal window could potentially be 
explained by changes in inhibitory power estimates, rather 
than by time (i.e., age) alone. 

Modeling 
The Data Set 
The data set for this model comes from Baker et al. (2016)’s 
longitudinal study, in which an extensive record of each 
individual child was reported. The main aim in their study 
was to test preschool children in the transitional period of 
theory of mind performance, in repeated trials over a course 
of unrestricted time (i.e., as long as possible).  

The final data set included 52 children from the US and 
UK. The preschoolers’ age at first testing session ranged from 
34 months to 62 months, with an average of 47 months 
(sd=6.3 months). Each testing session had no more than six 
weeks in between and occurred approximately monthly (for 
more details about data collection and analysis see Baker et 
al. 2016). The number of trials completed ranged from 10 to 
36, with an average of 21 testing sessions (sd=7.6). 

Subject Level Model 
Following convention, we adopt graphic models as a way to 
visualize structure. In the graphic model, circular nodes 
represent all variables of interest. Nodes for observed 
variables are shaded while nodes for latent variables are 
unshaded. Further, stochastic variables are differentiated with 
a single border and deterministic variables with double 
borders. Arrows indicate conditional dependencies. 

We implemented two models. Figure 1 gives the graphical 
model for the ‘subject level’ model, which assumes that 
inhibition (I) is fixed for each individual child—That is to say 
that each child’s inhibitory power is inferred from that child’s 
aggregate performance. Figure 4 gives the ‘temporal subject 
level’ model, which assumes that I for each child is allowed 
to vary over a temporal window. 

In the standard false-belief task, Sally wants her toy back, 
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and will go to the location where she believes the toy to be. 
Thus, Desire (D) is assumed to have a large prior probability, 
1 – ε. Following Wang et al., we 1) use an asymmetric beta 
prior on ε, with ε ~ Beta (1, 10), indicating that Sally is 
unlikely to change her desire (this is also the assumption used 
by Goodman et al., 2006); 2) assume the TB content one 
attributes to Sally is determined by one’s own knowledge of 
the world with probability W – γTB (W = 1 is change in the 
world or 0 is no change), and is the variations in how one may 
incorrectly represent the world; 3) assume the FB content is 
determined by Sally’s visual access to the world (V=0, or no 
access, in a false-belief scenario), with the uncertainty about 
FB given by the absolute value of (W•V - γFB). Following 
Goodman et al., we used asymmetric beta priors on γTB and 
γFB, with γTB ~ Beta (1, 5) and γFB ~ Beta (1, 5), indicating 
that one has an accurate representation of the world and 
others visual access. 

Under the assumption of ToMM + SP, to succeed in the 
standard false-belief task, one has to deploy sufficient 
inhibition to overcome the TB prior. Following Wang et al., 
I ~ Beta (α, β), where α ~ Uniform (1,100) and β ~ Uniform 
(1,100), indicating no prior assumptions about the shape of 
the beta distribution of I and to allow for a complete 
estimation of I from the observed data.  

The attributed belief (B) is the stronger belief between FB 
and TB with inhibition, i.e., the probability of B is the larger 
of the probability of the true belief with an inhibition (W - 
γTB - I) and the probability of the FB (absolute value of W•V 
- γFB). After the selection, B ~ Binomial (1,max (FB, TB-I)), 
one attributes either the belief that there is no change (B = 0) 
or the belief that there is a change (B = 1) to the agent, which 
coupled with desire determines action prediction (A). If the 
attributed desire is to retrieve the object (D = 1), prediction 

follows the attributed belief (B) and A ~ Binomial (1, B); if 
the attributed desire is ambiguous (D = 0), action prediction 
is random and A ~ Binomial (1, 0.5). See Wang et al. for the 
conditional probabilities amongst all variables. 

In sum, A is conditioned on the B, and D. B is determined 
by selecting between the TB and the FB through applying I. 
Having multiple trials for each subject’s A, we can now 
reverse the causal chain to infer to the cognitive parameter I 
that produced such performance for a given subject. This 
inference is crucial in terms of understanding, for the first 
time, individual differences in inhibitory power, and how 
these differences in I explain ToM performance. 

The models were implemented using WinBUGS (Lunn et 
al., 2000; Ntzoufras, 2009). Our results are based on drawing 
1,000 samples from two separate chains with a 100 burn-in 
period for each of the models. Convergence of the chains was 
assessed using the 𝑅" statistic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998). 

Subject Level Model Results Figure 2 shows the results for 
the Subject Level Model. In each graph, darker shades 
indicate older children. Because performance is bounded at 0 
and 1 the distributions are heavily skewed, therefore each dot 
represents the mode of a given measure. In Panel A, subject’s 
overall performance (calculated as proportion correct across 
trials) is plotted as a function of age in months at the start of 
testing. There was a moderate correlation between the age at 
first test, and overall success r(50) = .36, p = .007. As it can 
be seen in the figure, performance is quite scattered as a 
function of age. Similarly, in Panel C the mode of the 
posterior distribution of the inhibition parameter for each 
subject is plotted as a function of age at the start of testing. 
There was a moderate correlation between age and I, r(50) = 
.4, p = .003.  

Panel B can be thought of as a combination of Panel A and 
C, showing overall success as a function of inhibition. This 
shows how subjects’ ToM performance relates to estimated 
inhibitory power, r(50) = .98, p < .001, suggesting that the 
effect of age is mediated by inhibitory power. Indeed, 
differently (age) shaded nodes are scattered across the fitted 
line, indicating that some young children perform better than 
many older children, and this relationship can be captured by 
inhibition. 

In Panel D, the standard error (unbiased estimate of 
variability) is plotted as a function of overall performance by 
subject. This is to demonstrate that variance in a child’s trials 
alone is not informative, as the child that performed at the 
ceiling (100% correct), and the child performed at the floor 
(100% incorrect) produced the exact same variance, namely 
0. This is due to the dichotomous nature of data that the 
standard FB task yields, and the traditional inferential 
statistics based on averaged data alone cannot describe the 
richness of the longitudinal data used here. 

In Panel E, the standard error for I is plotted as a function 
of overall performance by subject. This demonstrates that 
variation in inhibition follows a non-linear pattern similar to 

 
Figure 1 The graphical model for ToMM+SP at the 
subject level. W: world, FB: false belief; TB: true belief; 
D: desire; A: action; V: visual access; I: inhibition. This 
‘subject level’ model assumes that inhibition (I) is fixed 
for each individual child but varies between children. 
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that of proportion correct. For very low performance 
variability is also low – suggesting that when a child fails, 
they do so consistently. Variation then increases across 

accuracy, such that as inhibition comes on line performance 
gets more unstable. Finally, for higher accuracy variation 
again decreases, such that once a child has inhibitory power 
performance becomes more stable. 

Figure 3 shows the mode posterior predictives for action 
prediction simulated by the model. This simulation can be 
thought as: if the same subject were to undergo the same 
number of trials, using the parameters inferred from the 
observed data, what would be the expected outcome in terms 
of their overall success. The mode of the posterior predictive 
distributions for each subject is indicated by the red shaded 
dots. The blue shaded dots indicate the observed proportion 
correct for each subject. It can be easily observed that the 
model predictions follow a similar trend to that of observed 
data, with slight underestimates for children with higher 
inhibitory power, and slight overestimates for children with 
lower inhibitory power. 

Temporal Subject Level Model 
Inplementing the subject level model we found only a 
moderate relationship between age and ToM performance 
(suggesting that age is not directly informative), but captured 
how individual differences in inhibitory power can account 
for ToM performance, regardless of subject age. Next, we 
sought to evaluate development within individual children—

 
Figure 2 Each dot represents an individual child’s value. Darker shades mean older age at the start of testing.  Lines in A, 
B, C indicate the best fitting line, with slope given in top right. A. y axis: proportion correct across all observed trials per 
child, x axis: children’s age at the start of testing. B. y axis: proportion correct across all observed trials per child, x axis: 
Mode of the Posterior distribution of inhibition for each child. C. y axis: Mode of the Posterior distribution of inhibition 
for each child, x axis: children’s age at the start of testing. D. Standard Error values for each subject’s performance. Y axis 
rescaled for visual clarity. E. Standard Errors for Inhibition. Y axis rescaled for visual clarity. 

 
Figure 3 Each dot represents an individual child’s 
value—lighter shades indicate younger age. Red shades 
represent the simulated Action prediction values by the 
model based on the inferred I estimates. Blue shades 
represent the proportion correct for the observed data. 
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namely, how does a child’s inhibitory control change over 
time? 
 It would be expected that, like any other cognitive process 
mechanism (i.e., executive contol) that mature with age, 
inhibition should follow a similar trend.We did not find 
evidence of a 3 to 4 ‘shift’ in the aggregate child, assuming 
fixed inhibition.  However, it is still possible that inhibitory 
control develops over the testing period of the individual 

child. The next model, the ‘temporal subject level’ model, 
aims to capture this change within each individual subject. 

Figure 4 shows the graphical model for the ‘temporal 
subject level’ model, which assumes that I for each child is 
allowed to vary over a temporal window. Using the same data 
set, we implement a ‘moving window’ that iterates over a set 
number of trials per subject. A depiction of how this window 
was implemented on data can be found in Figure 5. This 
window size was set to five for the current model, indicating 
that for each inference, the model received five data points 
for A. Because this is a first attempt to analyze inhibitory 
control’s change over time, the criterion for the least amount 
of trials that we could expect a change to be manifested was 
largely unknown. Since each trial was separated, on average, 
by a month, having the window size set to five seemed like a 
reasonable number that could capture change. 

 
Figure 4 The graphical model for implementing moving 
windows. This temporal subject level model assumes 
that I for each child is allowed to vary over a moving 
temporal window. 

 
Figure 5 Illustration of how data was selected by the use 
of a moving window of 5 trials. 

 
 
Figure 6 Each subplot has 10 subjects (except the last column). Age increases column-wise across plots. The same color 
across plots in each column is for the same subject. Top Panel – Shows the raw performance across windows. Middle Panel 
– Shows the mode inhibitory estimates across windows. Bottom Panel – Shows the mode action prediction. 
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Temporal Subject Level Model Results Figure 6 shows the 
results for the Temporal Subject Level Model assuming that 
I for each child is allowed to vary over a moving temporal 
window. The number of windows differed across subjects, as 
a function of number of trials (the number of windows = 
number of trials - window size + 1; where window size is set 
to 5). For the ease of examination and comparison, in each 
Panel lines represent 10 different subjects. From left to right, 
the age at first testing increases, such that the first Panel on 
the left shows the 10 youngest subjects, and the last Panel on 
the right is the 2 oldest subjects. The top row of Panels gives 
each subject’s success rate (proportion correct) for each 
moving window. By examining each line, children’s 
performance trajectory across windows can be followed. 
Crucially, performance across time is variable within a single 
subject as well as between subjects, pointing to a ‘stably 
unstable’ performance (Baker et al., 2016). The variant 
trajectories in FB performance again show how a crude age 
assumption could be masking individual differences both in 
inhibitory control and in ToM development. 

Crucial to the current study, the middle row in Figure 6 
depicts the inferred inhibition estimates. The structure of the 
graphs is the same as the top row, such that each line 
represents an individual child’s trajectory. There are a few 
important aspects of the inferred inhibition estimates across 
participants. 1) Individual trajectories are quite variant, with 
occasional increases and decreases within each individual, 2) 
individual children vary over time, and 3) some children 
show gradual increase in inhibitory power over time. 
Although these children are aging across trials, for the 
majority of the children neither their performance in the FB 
task, nor their inferred inhibitory power follows a stably 
increasing pattern.  Figure 6, bottom row shows the posterior 
predictives for action prediction. Notably, as in the ‘subject 
level’ model, action prediction follows inhibition, even 
across the multiple trials of an individual child. 

In Figure 7 the standard error for proportion correct and I 
is plotted as a function of proportion correct for a given 
moving window, for three representative children. Panel A is 
representative of a group of 17 children who showed poor 

performance even on later testing sessions (as indicated by 
darker colors), while exhibiting relatively low error on I—
meaning that children in this group failed consistently. Panel 
B represents a group of 12 children who showed improving 
performance over testing sessions. The inverted U-shape in 
both graphs illustrate the same pattern of variance and 
performance as seen in Figure 2 Panels D and E. Finally, the 
child in Panel C is representative of a group of 15 children 
who consistently demonstrated high accuracy. 

Discussion and General Conclusion 
Previously, inhibition’s role in ToM reasoning was captured 
with group averaged data (Wang et al., 2019), accounting for  
the differences in performance between three- and four-year-
olds. Following the same Bayesian modeling approach, 
without any added complexity to the model, we demonstrated 
how individual differences in inhibitory power can account 
for the ToM performance, rather than subjective age. 

Specifically, we used a novel and rich dataset. This enabled 
us to capture, first, how performance in ToM reasoning 
differs among individual children as a function of inhibition, 
and second, even much more importantly, how differences 
within a child can directly predict ToM performance over 
time. We observed that when the overall success is viewed as 
a function of age, there is only so much that this relationship 
can explain. The moderate relationship between age and 
performance is itself not directly predictive of ToM 
performance, but is instead mediated through the ability to 
exert executive control (i.e., inhibitory power). Moreover, the 
cognitive parameter I is strongly predictive of performance 
both within and across individuals. This is in line with the 
predictions of ToMM+SP model (Leslie et al., 2005), which 
proposes that the traditional FB tasks require executive 
control skills, like inhibitory control, to be successful in 
‘passing’ the task, and this is a compelling explanatory factor  
in preschooler performance, rather than an account that 
proposes only a lack of conceptual understanding for FB in 
younger children (e.g. Perner et al., 1987).  

We modeled a unique dataset comprising extensive 
cumulative records of single children in a longitudinal change 
point study reported in Baker, Leslie, Gallistel, and Hood, 

 
Figure 7 Standard Error values for proportion correct and inhibition for three representative children. Darker shades mean 
later testing sessions. X axis: Proportion correct for a given moving window. 
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2016. As a first step, we  examined how much Inhibitory 
power varied across individuals in this dataset. A substantial 
difference between the modeling in Wang et al. (2019), and 
ours is the nature of this data. In in the Subject Level model 
we modeled each child separately, allowing us to infer 
different inhibitory power values per case.  

Further tests of the current model should include 
longitudinal findings in i) low inhibitory demand versions of 
the FB task, and ii) an independent inhibitory control 
measure. Due to the unavalability of such data, it was not 
possible to test the current model to observe how well it 
predicts performance for an individual across time with a low 
inhibitory demand version. However, although still using 
aggregate data coming from three and four-year-olds, Wang 
et al. (2019) showed that the same model was also successful 
in accounting for, and predicting, performance in the low 
inhibitory demand version of the standard FB task for a given 
age group, namely three and four. After future longitudinal 
research is accomplished, testing the current model with 
another rich dataset would greatly help in characterizing the 
individual development trajectories in ToM development, 
and how inhibitory control plays a role in different versions 
of the standard task. 

The work presented here is a first ever computational 
analysis of individual differences in children’s theory of mind 
development. Our unique modeling approach has allowed us 
to infer coginitive parameters central to ToM development, 
and predict new individual performance trajectories. The 
combination of longitudinal single case data and 
computational modeling shows how much our understanding 
of the true nature of ToM development, and ‘development’ in 
general can be expanded, and how such methodology can 
shed light upon unanswered questions in cognitive 
developmental science. 
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The effect of book syntactic complexity on caregiver and child language profile
during shared book reading
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Abstract

Shared book reading positively effects language development, yet the causal pathways of this relationship are not un-
derstood. Evidence shows that the book complexity modulates caregiver talk, but the link between the book linguistic
complexity and child syntactic development remains unclear (Noble, et al. 2017). This project describes the speech gen-
erated during book reading to see how it differs from typical child-directed speech and whether the picture-book sentence
complexity is present in the speech that children hear. 10 families with children aged 30-37 months (MBCDI raw vocab-
ulary 350-675 out of 680 total) recorded 6-12 picture-book reading sessions in their homes. The books were controlled
for word length (short: 125 words vs long: 1472 words) and syntactic complexity according to the 8 categories analyzed
in Montag (2019): complex (17 tokens) vs. simple (0-7 tokens). The caregiver and child speech syntactic complexity
modulation as a function of picture-book syntactic complexity will be discussed.
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Investigating the effects of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) on
Face Recognition skills as indexed by the Composite Face Effect.
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Abstract

In this study we show that a particular form of neuro-stimulation can affect face recognition skills impairing participants
performance on a face recognition task without affecting the composite face effect. Using a Face-Matching task (n=48)
traditionally used to study the composite face effect (better recognition of the top half of an upright face when in composite
with a congruent vs and incongruent bottom half) we confirm that anodal transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS;
double-blind and between subjects study) delivered over the left DLPFC at Fp3 (10 mins at 1.5mA) affects overall face
recognition performance for upright faces. But no effect of the tDCS was found on the composite face effect itself. We
interpret our results in the light of previous literature on the tDCS effects on perceptual learning and face recognition,
suggesting that different mechanisms are involved in the face inversion effect and the composite face effect.
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Abstract 
The increase of misinformation in the public sphere over the 
past decade represents an urgent societal issue, given the 
challenge of distinguishing veridical facts from false or 
misleading information. The present experiment’s results 
indicate that people are reliant on numerical information in their 
determination of whether a statistic related to global warming is 
representative or misleading. Of particularly practical 
significance, the results also demonstrate that showing 
participants a mixed set of revealing and misleading global 
warming statistics leads to an increase in global warming 
acceptance, rather than sowing confusion (or some sense that all 
data are equally dubious or compelling). Replicating prior 
results, nationalism and global warming acceptance are in a 
negative relationship. We also describe the background, design, 
and assessment of a curriculum intended to help the general 
public better distinguish between representative and misleading 
statistics about anthropogenic climate change. The findings 
highlight numerically-driven inferencing as a useful paradigm 
for the assessment of information relating to global warming and 
environmental risk.  

Keywords: global warming; climate change; representativeness; 
misinformation; misleading information; numerical cognition; 
nationalism; statistical interpretation.  

Introduction 
The increasing use of facts and figures in 21st-century public 
life is a double-edged sword. For example, consider testing 
for SARS-CoV-2. At “press time” for this piece (late May, 
2020), the U.S. leads all nations in conducted tests for 
COVID-19, which might initially imply safety for its 
residents; however, this offers little true solace, given that 
the U.S. (with only 4% of Earth’s human population) also 
leads the world in confirmed cases and deaths suffered––by 
factors of nearly five and three compared to the next-most 
coronavirus-suffering respective nations. (Antarctica is the 
continent with the least tests, having zero cases just now.) 

Accurate numbers and statistics can ground statements in 
a much-needed objective reality, but the implied authority of 
numeric entities can be exploited. Misinformation about 
global warming (GW) in the public realm, and misleading 
assertions such as the claim that over 30,000 “scientists” 
(many now deceased) have declared GW a hoax (van der 
Linden et al., 2017), can easily be encoded by the more 
naive as “fact” (as Johnson & Seifert, 1994, noted with 
other content)––even when people have adequate 

knowledge and awareness that what they are learning is 
incorrect (Fazio et al., 2013) or that the information-source 
may be deceptive (Green & Donahue, 2011). It has similarly 
been shown that exposing even well-educated people to 
misleading, cherry-picked statistics (e.g., that Earth cooled a 
tiny 0.2oF during 1940-1975) reduces participants’ (a) 
recognition that climate-change is occurring (i.e., GW 
acceptance), (b) climate-change funding preferences, and (c) 
self-ratings of global warming knowledge (Ranney & Clark, 
2016; Ranney Shonman, Fricke, Lamprey, & Kumar, 2019). 
With even digitally savvy college students being unable to 
differentiate between a real news story and a fake piece of 
sponsored content (Wineburg & McGrew, 2016), both the 
public and journalists have a growing need for tools to 
properly diagnose auditory/visual materials to become 
informed (as opposed to, e.g., blanket) skeptics (Ranney et 
al., 2008; Yarnall & Ranney, 2017).  

Study Motivations 
Our motivations were initiated by phenomena from Ranney 
and Clark (2016: Experiments 6-7), which were replicated 
by Ranney et al. (2019; Experiments 2 and 4): These 
experiments demonstrated that exposing participants to a set 
of representative (i.e., salient/diagnostic) statistics (see 
Table 1) related to global warming increased their climate 
change acceptance, whereas exposing participants to a set of 
misleading GW statistics (i.e., technically true but cherry-
picked data typically used by fossil-fuel lobbyists hoping to 
foster climate change denial) resulted in a significant 
decreases in global warming acceptance.  

In contrast to the experimental domain, however, people 
are often exposed to a mix of misleading and representative 
information from various sources and contexts. Given this, 
we hypothesized about the effects of a mixed set of 
misleading-plus-representative GW statistics (i.e., 
representative and misleading statistics interspersed) on GW 
acceptance––a setup more ecologically reflecting the reality 
that misleading and representative information are often 
encountered in close proximity in everyday life. To help 
ensure that it would be the participants’ identification of the 
representativeness/misleadingness of each statistic causing a 
change in global warming acceptance, we designed an 
intervention to help participants to better identify salient 
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features of representative or misleading statistics––and thus 
to help them better differentiate between the two. 

 
Table 1: Some salient statistics about global warming 

(from Ranney & Clark, 2016) included in this experiment.  
 

A 2010 article examined the 908 active researchers 
with at least 20 climate publications on Google Scholar. 
97.5 % of them have stated that it is “very likely” that 
human-caused emissions are responsible for “most” of 
the “unequivocal” warming of the Earth in the second 
half of the 20th century. 

Global surface temperatures have been recorded since 
1880. According to the U.S. government's National 
Climatic Data Center, 19 of the 20 years between 1995-
2014 were each one of the hottest 20 years ever recorded. 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey, there were 
approximately 150 glaciers present in the Glacier 
National Park in 1850. 25 glaciers are present today.  

From 1850 to 2013, the volume of glaciers in the 
European Alps decreased by 65 %. 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, atmospheric levels of methane (a greenhouse 
gas) have increased by 151% since 1750. 

According to the National Climatic Data Center, of the 
last 374 months, 374 have been above Earth's 20th-
century average monthly temperature. 

The federal National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) observes temperatures at almost 
2000 U.S. locations. According to a published 2009 study 
using 9 years of NOAA data, for every 100 record 
temperature lows recorded, 204 record temperature highs 
were recorded in the United States. 
 
We also theorized about how one’s numeracy and 

estimation skills might intersect with one’s ability to 
distinguish between revealing/misleading statistics. Prior 
work has shown that Numerically-Driven Inferencing (NDI) 
techniques––for instance, estimating unknown quantities 
related to important policy issues before receiving the true 
values as feedback––fosters critical thinking and belief 
revision (Ranney, Cheng, Garcia de Osuna, & Nelson, 2001; 
Ranney, Munnich, & Lamprey, 2016; Munnich & Ranney, 
2019). A mechanism for such belief revision has been 
suggested to arise from a network of hypotheses, evidence, 
set relationships, and causal beliefs (cf. Ranney & Thagard, 
1988; Thagard, 1989) that are activated during the act of 
estimating. Using a variation on the “EPIC procedure” (e.g., 
Munnich, Ranney, & Appel, 2004), the mixed set of 
representative and misleading statistics about GW were 
modified such that versions of each item were available with 
and without the key numerical part of the statistic present. 
The item-type without the number used blanks and are 
referred to as “blank-first” items because participants 
eventually received the item with the blank filled in as kind 
of numeric feedback. Here is a misleading item (mentioned 
in the Introduction) changed from its “regular” incarnation 
to a “blank-first” incarnation: 

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, the average global temperature changed 
by ____ degrees F between 1940 and 1975. 

Methods 

The Development of the Curricular Intervention 
We developed a short, self-contained curriculum 
(intervention) that identifies for the reader four main aspects 
of a statistic that, alone or together, could largely deem 
whether any statistic is revealing, pointless, or non-
passively (e.g., intentionally) misleading. The curriculum’s 
content was a modified and shortened adaptation of a one-
week mini-course providing quantitative/reasoning skills to 
M.A. journalism students at the University of California, 
Berkeley; the mini-course showed solid delayed-posttest 
gains even after nine weeks (Ranney et al., 2008), and 
included a medley of exercises and sampled sources, 
including excellent/poor newswriting exemplars, and 
portions of both current and classic texts such as How to Lie 
with Statistics (Huff, 2010).  The new curriculum also 
changed the 2008 mini-course version by adapting more 
recent research on rhetorical tools and devices that have 
commonly been used in association with misleading 
information, (e.g., new findings about cherry-picking 
phenomena; Lewandowsky & Oberauer, 2016, etc.).  

In brief, participants were encouraged to be sensitive to 1) 
the four-dimensional breadth of the statistic (i.e., whether a 
presented quantity covered a representatively large extent 
over time and space/population, as appropriate), 2) 
numerical error, 3) possible source bias, and 4) 
misleadingness (i.e., whether a measure being considered 
was relatively inappropriate for inciting reasonable 
inferences/conclusions). Pilot studies showed that the 
distinction between a pointless and a misleading statistic 
was nontrivial for participants to grasp, so we added several 
contrastive examples to the curricular materials. After 
providing a brief description of each of these distinction 
criteria, we also presented a sample statistic that Chris, “a 
family friend,” had offered in support of a claim. Following 
this, we asked each participant exposed to the curriculum to 
describe in what ways an example statistic might be 
revealing or misleading. The curriculum concluded with 
practice statistics, and participants were asked to rate the 
statistics’ misleadingness/revealingness using a -4 to +4 
scale, both without (using a blank; see above) and with the 
number present. (Participants also estimated, on a 0-100 
scale, how much of the curriculum they read; if their 
estimate was below 70%, we used this as one of several 
participant-exclusion criteria––e.g., with attention checks.)   

Overview of Study Conditions 
The prepared set of mixed representative and misleading 
statistics described in the section above, in both their blank-
first and regular incarnations (e.g., blank-first and regular 
items) comprised our pre/post-test, along with a list of 
“RTMD” (e.g., Ranney, Clark, Reinholz, & Cohen, 2012; 
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Ranney et al., 2019) items to assess self-ratings (on a 1-9 
scale) of, among other constructs, participants’ GW 
acceptance, level of nationalism and level of acceptance of 
biological evolution. (RTMD is “Reinforced Theistic 
Manifest Destiny” theory; Ranney, 2012.) The motivation to 
measure changes in these constructs was due to the fact that 
prior work has shown that global warming resides at a crux 
of many societally contentious issues involving science, 
religion, and identity––particularly in the US: for instance, 
Ranney et al. (2019) showed that one’s GW acceptance has 
a crucially bi-causal relationship with nationalism, such that 
(a) decreasing one’s sense of nationalism increases one’s 
acceptance of GW’s reality (also Luong, 2015) and (b) 
increasing one’s acceptance of GW’s reality decreases one’s 
sense of nationalism (as Velautham & Ranney, 2019, also 
found).  Participants were additionally asked three extra 
questions about the mechanism of global warming to assess 
the GW knowledge of participants and a question about how 
many dollars (out of $1000) they would donate to a global 
warming charity (vs. their favorite), to provide an additional 
metric of participants’ global warming acceptance.  

Four kinds of conditions were employed: (i) a control 
condition (simply exposing participants to the statistics and 
assessing their GW acceptance, before and after), (ii) a 
sandwich condition that included a pre-test (the complete set 
of mixed statistics, as well as RTMD items), the 
intervention, and an immediate post-test (identical to the 
pre-test but with trailing demographic items), (iii) an “open” 
condition (similar to the sandwich condition, but “open-
faced,” as it used no pre-test) and (iv) a no-post-test 
condition to assess possible experimental demand effects on 
ratings/changes re GW acceptance. To avoid participant 
fatigue, the set of mixed statistics in each condition was 
split in half (creating two sets, A and B, each with equal 
numbers of both misleading and representative statistics) 
and exposed participants to half rather than all the statistics 
in pre- and post-tests, counterbalancing conditions. (I.e., for 
every sub-condition in which set A followed by B, a sub-
condition had set B followed by A.) To assess whether the 
way the statistics were split would affect participants’ 
ratings, we added another kind of control condition (v) in 
which participants would rate all 14 of the GW statistics. 
For a visual overview of study conditions, see Table 2. (Nb: 
data presented herein are from a larger study, the full results 
of which are too voluminous to be described in this space.) 

 
Table 2: An overview of the basic study conditions. 
 

(i)  No-Intervention 
Control 

Pre-test A  

    --- 
Post-test B 

Pre-test B Post-test A 
(ii)  Sandwiched 

Intervention 
Pre-test A  

Curriculum 
Post-test B 

Pre-test B Post-test A 
(iii) No Pre-   

Intervention Test 

       

      --- 
 

Curriculum Post-test A 
Post-test B 

(iv) No Post- 
Intervention Test 

Pre-test A  

Curriculum 
 

    --- 
Pre-test B 

(v) Item Mixture All 14-statistics (A and B) 
(vi) Explained Mix. All 14-statistics (A and B) + explanations 

  
Note that each participant who received the blank-first 

statistics rated the representativeness of each statistic twice–
–once upon initially seeing the statistic with a blank instead 
of the crucial number and a second time after estimating that 
missing number and receiving feedback on that estimate. 

Because Chi and others (e.g., Chi, De Leeuw, Chiu & 
LaVancher, 1994) indicate that self-explaining leads to 
deeper understanding, we also sought to assess whether 
explaining one’s misleadingness/revealingness ratings 
would influence the ways in which one rated. To do so, we 
added yet another condition for the all-14 statistic set (vi), in 
which we made explanations of ratings of each statistic’s 
revealingness/misleadingness mandatory. 

All participants were debriefed at the survey’s end in case 
the act of merely rating the statistics inadvertently caused 
their GW acceptance to dip. The debriefing included a full 
explanation of GW’s mechanism and a graph of Earth’s 
temperature rise since measurements began (around 1880). 

Procedures, Vettings, and Participants   
All conditions were run in parallel, and 613 participants 
were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk) and paid $1.15-$1.50 (with the range reflecting 
differential time-requirements of heterogeneous conditions 
and changes after experience with early participant-batches). 
Each participant was randomly assigned to his/her condition 
and the participant-batches occurred during 5/9/17 – 8/3/17.  

Participants’ data were directly excluded if participants 
logged in from outside the US or indicated non-US 
citizenship or residency. Other exclusion criteria were––as 
appropriate for condition––based on specific catch items 
(which appeared throughout the intervention and pre/post-
tests), participants’ durations in answering various portions 
of the pre/post-tests, and self-assessment of how much of 
the curriculum one had read. The total number of exclusion 
points for each condition was calculated and participants 
were excluded if they scored more than 25% of the point-
total possible for a condition.  

Out of 613 participants who completed the experiment, 
41% were men (and 58% women). As 76 participants were 
excluded, 537 participants’ data were analyzed. 
Participants’ ages were from 18-80 years old, with the mode 
in the 31-35 range, with 42% identifying as Democrats (the 
US’s largest party), with the remainder mainly as 
Republicans and Independents. Tea Party affiliation was 
6%. Participants’ mean social and economic conservatism 
ratings were respectively 3.93 and 4.69 (on 1-9 scales). 

Results and Discussion 
 

The first hypothesis assessed was whether exposure to a 
mixed set of misleading and representative statistics about 
global warming would change participants’ overall GW 
acceptance or whether the misleading information would 
obviate the representative information. For transparency, -4 
to +4 scales (for misleadingness-to-representativeness) were 
recoded as 1-9 scales. It should be noted more generally that 
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participants used mostly the upper half of the scale and thus 
more often rated statistics as either representative––or at 
least pointless (the center rating)–rather than wholly 
misleading.  A significant increase in GW acceptance (pre-
to-post exposure) was obtained for the mixed set of regular 
GW statistics (t(120)=-2.619, p<0.01), but additional 
processing prior to receiving the relevant numbers as 
feedback caused no such effect on GW acceptance––as data 
from the blank-first statistics’ participants show 
(t(107)=0.451, p=0.653; see Table 3). (Note: none of these 
data include conditions involving our curriculum; for 
curriculum-involved data, see below.) The misleading 
statistics were hardly inert, even though the regular-statistics 
mixture boosted global warming acceptance; Table 3’s +.16 
gain is less than observed in non-mixed conditions reported 
by Ranney and Clark (2016) and Ranney et al. (2019). But 
as in those works and in Velautham, Ranney, and Brow 
(2019), the gain was not associated with liberalism––
showing no polarization. 

 
Table 3: Changes in Global Warming acceptance means.   
 

Condition Pre-test 
acceptance 

Post-test 
acceptance 

Acceptance 
change 

 Regular 6.69 6.85 +0.16** 
 Blank-first 6.96 6.93 -0.03 

 
To study differences between participant interactions with 

statistic-type, we contrasted (a) representativeness ratings 
for the regular-item statistics and (b) the first such ratings 
for the blank-first statistics’ quantities (i.e., prior to the 
numbers being revealed as feedback), using data from the 
no-explanation control conditions and the pre-tests of 
relevant conditions. 

Eight of the 14 GW statistics show statistically significant 
ratings differences between the blank-first and regular 
incarnations of each statistic. Of these differences, six are 
among the statistics we pre-identified as “misleading,” and 
for each of the six, the mean regular-item rating is 
consistently lower (i.e., more misleading) than the average 
blank-first rating, indicating that people consistently found 
the misleading global warming statistics with the numbers 
more misleading, compared to the equivalent blanked 
statistic. Accordingly, for each representative statistic, the 
mean item rating for each statistic is either the same or 
higher (i.e., more representative) than the mean blank-first, 
pre-feedback, rating. These surprising results cohere with 
the finding that there were statistically significant ratings 
differences between the regular-item and blank-first 
conditions across both the full set of the seven 
representative statistics (t(1692.7)=3.558, p<0.01) and the 
seven misleading statistics (t(1691.4)=-10.247, p<0.01). 
Table 4 also shows that participants in the regular-statistic 
conditions were better at differentiating between 
representative and misleading statistics, due to a four-fold 
larger difference in mean rating between the representative 
and misleading statistic-sets (M(rep)=6.91 vs. 
M(mis)=5.22), relative to the comparable blank-first data 

(M(rep)=6.60 vs. M(mis)=6.20). Participants in the regular-
statistic conditions also yielded a higher range of mean 
ratings (4.66-7.25) for the 14 items, compared to people in 
the blank-first conditions (5.68-6.83), with such blank-first 
participants more likely to identify the most misleading 
items as merely pointless rather than misleading.  

 
Table 4: Representative vs. misleading statistics’ 

representativeness means, and differences, by statistic-type.  
  

 Regular-
stats (1-9 
scale) 

Blank-first 
stats (1-9 
scale) 

Regular-
stats vs. 
blank-first  

Representative 
GW statistics 

6.91 6.60 +0.31** 

Misleading 
GW statistics 

5.22 6.20 -0.98** 

 
Recall that blank-first participants rated the revealingness 

of each statistic twice––before and after getting feedback on 
their estimates of the missing quantity. Differences between 
their first and second representativeness ratings help us 
understand participants’ processes in evaluating the GW 
statistics. Ratings changed significantly after numerical 
feedback followed estimates for ten of the 14 statistics. Of 
these statistics, the representativeness rating increased (from 
the first to the second rating) for the representative statistics 
(i.e., they were rated as “more representative”) yet the 
ratings decreased for the misleading statistics (i.e., they 
seemed “more misleading”). Table 5 shows this reflected in 
the mean ratings across all seven representative statistics, 
which significantly increased (t(850)=11.84, p<0.01) and 
the mean rating across all seven misleading statistics, which 
significantly decreased (t(850)=-7.7078, p<0.01) from the 
first rating (with a blank instead of a numeric value) to the 
second rating (with the correct number filled in). These 
results cohere with prior efforts to foster numerically-driven 
inferencing mechanisms (NDI; e.g., Ranney et al., 2008; 
Ranney et al., 2016) to help differentiate between 
misleading and representative statistics in the GW domain.  

 
Table 5: Initial blank-first vs. second (i.e., post-estimation 

& -feedback) blank-first representativeness ratings for all 
representative and misleading GW statistics. 

 

 Initial 
blank-first 
rating (M) 

Second 
blank-first 
rating (M) 

Blank-first 
ratings change 
due to feedback 

Representative 
GW statistics 

6.60 7.11 +0.51** 

Misleading 
GW statistics 

6.20 5.63 -0.55** 

 
Besides rating the representativeness for a second time 

after estimating and receiving feedback on their estimate, 
participants in the blank-first conditions also rated their 
surprise upon that feedback. As one might expect for 
participants (and Americans) who, on average, accept GW’s 
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reality, Table 6 shows that they were significantly more 
surprised at the feedback for the misleading statistics 
compared to the representative statistics (t(1686.3)=-2.898, 
p<0.01).  

 
Table 6: Misleading Statistics generated greater surprise.  
 

  Mean Surprise   (Stand. Dev.) 
 Representative GW statistics 4.84 (2.86) 
 Misleading GW statistics 5.22 (2.62) 

 

 
To assess the curriculum’s effectiveness, we compared 

pre- to post-test changes in GW acceptance from the 
regular-statistics-only and blank-first-statistics-only 
conditions with data from their counterpart-conditions that 
included the curriculum described above (see Table 7).   

 
Table 7: Statistics-type by curriculum-presence means. 
 

Condition Pre-GW 
Acceptance 

Post-GW 
acceptance 

Change in GW 
acceptance 

Regular stats 
only 

6.69 6.85 +0.16** 

Blank-first 
stats only 

6.96 6.93 -0.03 

Regular stats & 
curriculum 

6.84 6.88 +0.04 

Blank-first 
stats & curric. 

7.19 7.09 -0.10 

 
The results indicate that only participants in the statistics-

only conditions showed a statistically significant increase in 
GW acceptance (t(120)=-2.6186, p<0.01). However, this 
effect is fully due to the regular-statistics-only condition 
increasing GW acceptance in the absence of the curriculum. 
Unpaired t-tests accordingly indicate that there was no 
statistical difference in pre-to-posttest changes in global 
warming acceptance for the regular stats only (M=+0.16) 
and the regular stats with the curriculum (M=+0.04) 
conditions (t(54.574)=0.68975, p=0.4933), nor between the 
blank-first stats only (M=-0.03) and the blank-first stats 
with the curriculum (M=-0.10) conditions  
(t(64.283)=0.56411, p=0.5746).  

Finally, we also replicated many prior results showing 
significant negative relationships between GW acceptance 
and nationalism in both the pre-test,  r(318)=-0.34, p<2.2e-
16 and the post-test, r(314)=-0.34, p<2.2e-16.  

 
Summary of Results. Overall, exposure to a mixed set of 
misleading and revealing global warming regular statistics 
(i.e., statistics containing full numerical information up 
front) gratifyingly resulted in significantly increased global 
warming acceptance. Participants were also considerably 
better able to distinguish between the misleading and 
representative statistics when they were shown regular 
statistics compared to statistics that initially have a blank 
where the key number would be. However, the act of 
estimating a missing value and receiving feedback on that 

estimate caused participants to better distinguish between 
the misleading and representative global warming statistics–
–such that their second ratings were comparable in 
representative-misleading differential (+1.48 points) to the 
differential exhibited by the regular-statistics participants 
(+1.69, which was over a less attenuated range). 
Furthermore, participants in the blank-first conditions were 
more surprised at receiving the misleading GW statistics, 
compared to the representative statistics. Finally, exposure 
to the brief curriculum neither significantly impacted 
participants’ GW acceptance, nor better enabled them to 
identify misleading statistics.  

General Discussion 
 

This experiment demonstrates that exposing people to even 
a balanced mixture that includes half-misleading statistical 
information about global warming can lead to statistically 
significant increases in GW acceptance. Participants 
assigned to rate the revealingness of the GW statistics were 
also much better able to differentiate between the 
misleading and representative statistics when there was a 
number in the statistic compared to when it was blanked out. 
Additionally, the process of estimating the missing quantity 
and getting feedback on the estimate helped participants to 
better differentiate between the revealing and misleading 
GW statistics. Exposure to a brief curriculum, however, did 
not better enable participants to distinguish between a set of 
representative and misleading statistics. This lack of an 
effect was likely due to the fact that the curriculum was a 
heavily (and perhaps, overly) condensed version of a week-
long in-person training for journalists, which included many 
varied numeracy-based exercises and in-person discussions 
with experts (Ranney et al., 2008). Given this, we predict 
that expanding the curriculum, especially to include more 
examples of misleading statistics, would show enhanced 
effectiveness for this kind of training.  

The negative correlations we noted between GW 
acceptance and nationalism has previously been explained 
by Ranney’s Reinforced Theistic Manifest Density (RTMD) 
theory (e.g., Ranney, 2012; Ranney & Thanukos, 2011) and 
has been demonstrated and replicated in many studies. 
Indeed, Ranney et al. (2019) showed the relationship to even 
be bi-causal. The negative causality between GW 
acceptance and nationalism is consistent with participants 
feeling threatened or frightened by the idea of GW, and thus 
seeking the solace of stewardship associated with 
spirituality or organized religion (which, at least in a U.S. 
context, is associated with an increased identification with 
one’s nation). Another interpretation is that people perceive 
GW as a phenomenon threatening themselves as 
individuals, and they therefore crave increased identification 
with the collective group of the nation in response. 

Future Work 
 

One control condition required participants to explain their 
statistics’ representativeness ratings. Participants in other 
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conditions also often explained their ratings, so a wealth of 
qualitative data to code exists, which will offer further 
insight into the criteria with which participants rated 
statistics’ revealingness. These may support conclusions 
from the quantitative data or serve as extra analysis foci. For 
instance, the curriculum might be alternatively evaluated 
based on the number of explanations that evoked one of its 
four criteria for assessing how revealing/misleading a 
statistic is. Such analyses may serve to improve the 
curriculum, given that the present version seemed overly 
shortened from the one-week mini-course that inspired it.  

In addition to collecting explanations, participants’ 
answers to the global warming mechanism questions in the 
pre- and post-test were collected. Coding these answers (as 
many of our past studies have done) may help determine 
whether exposure to either the mixed set of representative 
and misleading statistics about global warming or exposure 
to the curriculum yielded changes in GW knowledge. 
Analyses could also determine whether a relationship exists 
between participants’ GW knowledge and their ability to 
differentiate between the misleading and revealing GW 
statistics. Finally, one can analyze participants’ estimates for 
the blank-first statistical incarnation in more depth, to see if 
they can provide insight into participants’ cognition 
regarding GW. While some preliminary analysis has been 
carried out in this vein, due to the fact that the statistics 
consist of doubly-bound and more unbounded estimates, 
prior analyses (e.g., Rinne, Ranney, & Lurie, 2006) indicate 
that different formulas may need to be used concurrently to 
be able to get a sense of the accuracy of each estimate.  

Conclusions 
 

A functioning democracy relies on a well-informed 
population that has the freedom, agency, and judgment to 
make decisions in their best interests. If people are 
misinformed, they may make decisions for themselves or 
others that conflict with their best interests, yielding serious 
personal and societal consequences. The results of this 
experiment show that exposure to factual, veridical GW 
information, even interspersed with misleading GW 
information, can increase GW acceptance. The gain was not 
associated with liberalism, showing no polarization. Our 
results also indicate that, at least when contrast is available, 
people are generally better at distinguishing between 
revealing and misleading statistics than they are often given 
credit for. 

Nonetheless, the effectiveness of our (micro-)curricular 
manipulation in our experiment was modest, having 
minimal effect on participants’ ability to distinguish 
between the misleading and representative GW statistics. 
This result suggests that people in the context of this online 
experiment were more reliant on numerical information 
when determining whether a statistic related to global 
warming is representative/revealing, as opposed to 
depending more on contextual information––such as source 
and scope (features that our curriculum highlighted). This is 
supported by participants’ increased ability to distinguish 

between the representative and misleading statistics with the 
regular statistics (which contained full numeric information) 
compared to the blank-first variants, which contained only 
contextual information without numbers. This reliance on 
numerical information is also indicated by the increased 
ability of participants in the blank-first conditions to 
distinguish between the misleading and representative GW 
statistics once they had been given numerical feedback on 
their estimates (see Tables 4 and 5).   

  Such numeric entities are represented in some of the 
seven kinds of interventions that our research group has 
demonstrably used to increase participants’ acceptance that 
anthropogenic global warming is occurring: Besides (1) 
compelling statistics directly involving global warming 
(e.g., Ranney & Clark, 2016; Ranney et al., 2019) and (2)  
(less directly) statistics inhibiting U.S. super-nationalism 
(Ranney, et al., 2019), other compelling interventions that 
increase GW acceptance include (3) texts and (4) videos 
explaining the physical-chemical mechanism of global 
warming (Ranney & Clark, 2016; Ranney et al., 2019), as 
well as (5) graphs of Earth’s temperature since the 1880’s 
(Ranney et al., 2019), (6) sea level rise information (e.g., 
maps and economic information; Velautham, et al., 2019), 
and (7) a text explaining how increased CO2 concentrations 
can reduce human thinking abilities (Kihiczak, Ranney, & 
Romps, 2020). (We are presently assessing the degree to 
which an eighth kind––a text about why climate scientists 
should largely be trusted [Senthilkumaran, Velautham, & 
Ranney, 2020; cf. Velautham & Ranney, 2019]––and a 
ninth kind [explaining the carbon cycle] are similarly 
compelling.)  Examples of the compelling global warming 
statistics, and some of the other kinds of interventions, can 
be found at our public-outreach site: 
HowGlobalWarmingWorks.org (which has spawned over 
one million page-views; Ranney & Lamprey, 2013-2020).  
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Contribution of first-person sensory experience to thinking about seeing: Evidence
from blindness

Elizabeth Musz
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Abstract

Do we need to reflect on our own perceptual experiences to understand what another person is seeing/hearing? Sighted
(n=18) and congenitally blind (n=18) participants listened to scenarios describing sighted or blind observers looking at or
hearing another person (target). Participants rated the likelihood that observers would know features of the target (e.g., age,
gender, eye/hair color). We manipulated distance of observer from the target (nearby versus far) and duration of perceptual
experience (extended versus brief). Blind and sighted groups agreed on features easiest to discern (e.g. hair easier than eye
color), although blind participants judgments about vision were more variable. Both groups judged nearby and extended
perception more likely to result in knowing. For seeing experiences, blind participants judgments were more influenced by
duration, whereas sighted participants by distance. Linguistic communication is sufficient for discovering basic variables
governing perception (i.e., distance, duration), but first-person experience calibrates weighting of the variables.
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Abstract

Numerous experiments have suggested that extreme outcomes
are disproportionately influential when we make decisions in-
volving risk, but there is less consensus on what it actually
means to be extreme. Existing accounts broadly fall into two
categories: those that suggest that the best and worst outcomes
are uniquely influential and those that suggest that outcomes
become more influential with increasing deviation from the
centre of the distribution. We conducted two experiments that
aimed to tease apart these explanations. Although there was
some evidence that the distance from the centre influences
memory, neither account was able to fully explain the choices
made by participants. This finding has implications for the vi-
ability of these explanations as well as for the generalisability
of the effect and the interpretation of the method used to assess
memory.
Keywords: decision-making; extreme-outcome effect; peak-
end rule; memory; risky choice

Introduction
When answering a question like "how was your weekend?",
our responses are usually full of highs and lows. We’ll talk
about the perfect weather at the beach or a disastrous attempt
at baking a cake, while omitting the majority of the experi-
ence that was merely "fine". These highs and lows have a
disproportionate influence on our behaviour and importantly
this depends on more than just aspects of the experience in
isolation (Schmidt, 1991). A trip to the beach that was re-
membered one weekend might have been almost completely
forgotten the weekend that you went skydiving from 14,000
feet—what matters is its relative position within its context.

The influence of these highs and lows extends far beyond
the way you recount your weekend and there is growing evi-
dence that they play a role in the way people make decisions
involving risk. This was initially demonstrated in a series
of experiments that required participants to make choices be-
tween multiple pairs of options and to learn about the out-
comes associated with each option through experience (Lud-
vig, Madan, & Spetch, 2014). In the simplest version of this
task, participants made interspersed choices between a low-
value pair and a high-value pair that each consisted of a safe
and risky option that had equal expected value. This design
ensured that the risky low-value option sometimes resulted
in the worst outcome and the risky high-value option some-
times resulted in the best. Although the safe and risky op-
tions within each pair had equal expected value, participants

displayed greater willing to choose the risky option when de-
ciding between the high-value pair where it allowed the pos-
sibility of acquiring the best outcome than in the low-value
pair where it might have resulted in the worst outcome.

Based on these experiments, Ludvig et al. (2014) devised
an extreme-outcome rule that the outcomes with the high-
est or lowest values in a given context are more influential
than they should be relative to the intermediate outcomes.
They also provided evidence that these extreme outcomes are
more likely to come to mind and that their frequency is over-
estimated (Madan, Ludvig, & Spetch, 2014). This paints a
picture in which the best and worst outcomes are uniquely
advantaged in memory and that this leads to a unique influ-
ence over our decisions, but this is not the only interpretation
that is compatible with the evidence. All of these experiments
have involved pairs of options that were symmetrically posi-
tioned so that the best and worst outcomes were equidistant
from the centre, and therefore, identical results would have
been acquired if outcomes, instead, become more influential
the further they deviate from the centre of the value distri-
bution. In other words, it is possible that instead of unique
extreme outcomes, what matters is degrees of extremity.

The idea that extreme outcomes are unique was heavily in-
fluenced by the peak-end rule, which was devised to explain
a curious phenomenon regarding the way people remember
events: they seem to neglect the duration of experiences and
instead evaluate events based on a small number of salient
aspects, including the best or worst moments (for a review,
see Fredrickson, 2000). The extreme-outcome rule appears,
at least superficially, to be little more than a generalisation of
this rule to include decisions involving risk, but there are also
non-trivial differences between phenomena that they seek
to explain. The peak-end rule was based upon experiences
that were continuous, affect-laden, and for which there was
no easily applicable aggregation strategy, such as averaging.
Contrast this with the discrete numerical outcomes used in the
tasks conducted by Ludvig et al. (2014) and the connection
between the two might seem somewhat more equivocal—or
at least not entirely self-evident.

This is particularly pertinent given that there are several
alternate theories in which the influence of outcomes is pro-
portional to their distance from the centre of the distribution
of experienced values. One notable account suggests that
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biasing memory retrieval towards the edges of the distribu-
tion offers a rational strategy for allocating limited resources
(Lieder, Griffiths, & Hsu, 2018). Another suggests that in-
terference between items leads to better memory for items
that are towards the edges of a distribution because they pos-
sess fewer neighbours (Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007). This
model has successfully explained results spanning a large
number of domains—although there is some evidence that
it might not be driving the effect in risky choice (Ludvig,
Madan, McMillan, Xu, & Spetch, 2018). Yet another ac-
count suggests that increased memory for extreme outcomes
is caused by greater prediction error for outcomes further
from the average experienced outcome (Rouhani, Norman,
& Niv, 2018).

There are numerous accounts of the disproportionate influ-
ence of extreme outcome and the peak-end rule is clearly not
the only theory relevant to risky choice. The aim of this pa-
per was to tease apart the explanations that consider extreme
outcomes as unique and those that characterise extremity as
increasing with distance from the centre.

Experiment 1
The aim of the first experiment was to examine whether pref-
erences regarding the best and worst outcomes are influenced
by their distance from the centre of the distribution of expe-
rienced outcomes (see the design section for more details).
Experiment 1a and 1b were identical except that in the latter,
the context options were presented twice as often and the out-
comes associated with them were pushed closer towards the
best or worst outcome in order to strengthen the manipula-
tion. The difference between conditions in their average out-
come was doubled from around 20 points in Experiment 1a
to 40 points in Experiment 1b—equivalent to half the range
of the experienced outcomes.

Methods
Participants A total of 210 undergraduate psychology stu-
dents from UNSW Sydney participated in Experiment 1 (80
in Experiment 1a and 130 in Experiment 1b). The average age
was 19.6 years (SD = 3.5) and 146 participants were female.
In addition to receiving course credit, they were able to earn
a small amount of money depending on their performance in
the task (M = AU$5.10, SD = AU$2.74).

Design The decision task required participants to make a
series of choices between pairs of coloured squares represent-
ing options (see Figure 1). Similarly to the experiments con-
ducted by Ludvig et al. (2014), a total of four options were
presented in an interspersed fashion—two pairs, each con-
sisting of a risky option and a safe option that always resulted
in the expected value of the associated risky option (see Ta-
ble 1). Participants were not given information about the dis-
tribution of outcomes associated with each option but instead
were able to learn about the options by clicking on them and
receiving feedback on the number of points won. No feed-
back was given for the option that was not chosen.

Figure 1: Example of a standard trial in Experiment 1.

Table 1: The number of points associated with each option in
Experiment 1. Each of the outcomes associated with a risky
option occurred with equal probability. The greater propor-
tion of Context trials in Experiment 1b contributed to the in-
creased difference between the averages of the conditions.

Low average High average

Safe Risky Safe Risky

Experiment 1a Target 50 10/90 50 10/90
Context 30 20/40 70 60/80

Experiment 1b Target 50 10/90 50 10/90
Context 20 15/25 80 75/85

One of the pairs (target options) was identical across the
two conditions. The risky target option resulted in either the
best outcome (90 points) or the worst outcome (10 points)
with equal probability. Choices between this option and the
equivalent safe option were used to determine whether the
best and worst outcomes exerted a different degree of influ-
ence depending on their distance from the centre. A second
pair (context options) was included solely to manipulate the
distribution of points experienced during the task so that the
centre was closer to either the best or worst outcome.

In the Low-average condition, the outcomes associated
with the context options were adjacent to the worst outcome
(e.g., 15, 20, and 25 points) so that the worst outcome was
much closer to the average than the best outcome. Likewise,
in the High-average condition, these outcomes were adjacent
to the best outcome (e.g., 75, 80, and 85 points) so that the
best outcome was much closer to the average than the worst
outcome. If the distance between an outcome and the centre
of the distribution determines whether it is disproportionately
influential, participants should have chosen the risky target
option more often in the Low-average condition where the
best outcome is an outlier than in the High-average condition
where the worst outcome is an outlier.

In addition to trials that involved choices between either
the target options or context options, there were also catch
trials that involved a choice between one target option and
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one context option. Finally, there were a number of single-
option trials designed to prevent participants from completely
avoiding an option that was initially unfavourable. Partici-
pants completed five blocks that each consisted of 48 trials
in Experiment 1a (12 target and context trials, 16 catch trials,
and eight single-option trials) or 60 trials in Experiment 1b
(12 target trials, 24 context trials, 16 catch trials, and eight
single-option trials).
Procedure Upon entering the laboratory, participants were
told that the experiment involved a decision task in which
they would have the opportunity to earn real money based
on the choices they made. At the start of the task, detailed
instructions were presented on the computer screen includ-
ing that one decision would be randomly selected following
completion of the experiment and that they would be paid
$1 for every ten points earned on that choice. Participants
then completed the decision task followed by two measures
of memory: participants were asked to report the outcome
that came to mind first and estimate the frequency of each
outcome when presented with the stimulus associated with
each outcome in random order.
Analysis All posterior distributions were determined by
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo using the brms package in R
(Bürkner, 2017). Weakly regularising priors were used for
each parameter: for the logistic regression models, Gaussian
distributions with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1
were used for the intercept and slope parameters and a half-
Cauchy distribution with a location of 0 and scale of 1 was
used for the standard deviation parameter in the hierarchical
model of choices. For the percentage estimates, a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 25 was
used for the intercept and slope parameters. A half-Cauchy
distribution with a location of 0 and scale of 25 was used
for the standard deviation parameter. All parameters had an
effective sample size greater than 10000 and an R̂ < 1.01 in-
dicating adequate chain convergence.

Results and discussion

The choices that participants made were not consistent with
the distance from the average conceptualisation of extremity,
which predicted that they would be more willing to choose
the risky option when the best outcome rather than the worst
outcome was an outlier (see Figure 2). To assess this hy-
pothesis, we used Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression
predicting the option chosen when presented with the tar-
get pair, with experiment and condition (Low-average/High-
average) as fixed predictor variables and varying intercepts
for each participant. The mean posterior log-odds for con-
dition were 0.32 (95% CI = -0.13, 0.78) providing some evi-
dence for a small difference in the opposite direction than was
predicted by the distance from the average hypothesis. There
was weaker evidence of an interaction between experiment
and condition: the mean posterior log-odds were -0.15 (95%
CI = -0.73, 0.43). If anything, this would suggest that the

difference between conditions—in the wrong direction—was
greater in Experiment 1b even though the manipulation was
designed to be stronger.

Experiment a Experiment b
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Figure 2: The proportion of choices for the target risky option
(10/90 points) when it was paired with the safe option that
had equal expected value (50 points) in Experiment 1.

In stark contrast, however, with the results from the deci-
sion task, the responses to both memory measures suggested
that outcomes further from the centre of the distribution were
disproportionately influential. To assess responses to the first-
to-mind task (see Figure 3), we used Bayesian logistic regres-
sion predicting whether participants reported the extreme or
non-extreme outcome as coming to mind first when presented
the coloured square associated with the risky target option,
with experiment and condition as fixed predictor variables.
Responses that were not a valid experienced outcome for the
presented option were excluded from this analysis. Starting
with a model that included only the intercept, the mean pos-
terior log-odds for the intercept were -0.77 (95% CI = -1.07,
-0.48) indicating that, on average, the outcome further from
the centre of the distribution was considerably more likely
to be reported than the closer outcome. For the model in-
cluding all parameters, the mean posterior log-odds for con-
dition (Low-average/High-average) were 0.76 (95% CI = -
0.02, 1.55) providing some evidence that this influence of the
extreme outcome was stronger in the Low-average than the
High-average condition. The mean posterior log-odds for ex-
periment were -0.49 (95% CI = -1.27, 0.29) providing some
evidence that the effect of extreme outcomes was stronger in
Experiment 1b.

To assess the results of the percentage estimation task (see
Figure 4), we used Bayesian linear regression predicting the
difference between the percentage estimates given for the ex-
treme and non-extreme outcomes when presented with the
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Figure 3: The number of participants that responded with
each outcome as coming to mind first when presented with
the risky target option in Experiment 1.

risky target option, with experiment and condition as fixed
predictor variables. Again, starting with the model that in-
cluded only the intercept, the mean posterior estimate for
the intercept was 8.64 (95% CI = 4.14, 13.14) suggesting
that, on average, the outcome further from the centre was re-
ported as occurring more frequently. In the model that in-
cluded all parameters, however, there was evidence that this
was largely driven by a bias towards extreme outcomes in the
High-value condition: the mean posterior estimate for condi-
tion was 28.84 (95% CI = 16.77, 40.98). There was also some
evidence that the effect of extremity was stronger in Experi-
ment 1a: the mean posterior estimate for experiment was 9.34
(95% CI = -1.60, 20.30)

When interpreted together, the results of the decision and
memory tasks present us with a puzzle. If anything, partic-
ipants showed a slight preference for the risky target option
when the worst rather than best outcome was an outlier while
simultaneously showing increased memory for outcomes fur-
ther from the centre of the distribution. Most explanations
of the influence of extreme outcomes in risky choice suggest
that increased memory for extremes causes them to dispro-
portionately influence choices. This was clearly not the case
in this experiment. It is possible that different mechanisms
drive responses in the choice and memory tasks—something
overlooked due to the homogeneity in previous experimental
designs in which the best and worst outcomes were always
equidistant for the centre. Or perhaps, something about the
asymmetrical distributions of outcomes used in the current
experiment led to a preference towards the risky option in the
High-average condition that obscured the effect of extremity.
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Figure 4: The difference between percentage estimates for the
extreme and non-extreme outcomes when presented with the
risky target option in Experiment 1

Experiment 2
To address this potential for a difference in designs being re-
sponsible for the pattern of results found in the first exper-
iment, the second experiment aimed to manipulate distance
from the centre in a task that more closely resembled the ex-
periments conducted by Ludvig et al. (2014) in which there
were always Low- and High-value pairs of options that were
equidistant from the centre. To achieve this, we manipulated
the variance of the outcomes associated with the risky target
options whilst ensuring that they were not the best or worst
outcomes experienced in the experiment. This also made it
possible to directly examine whether participants would be
more willing to choose the High-value risky option, even
though it never resulted in the best outcome, than the Low-
value risky option, which never resulted in the worst outcome.
This finding would cast doubt upon the idea that the best and
worst outcomes are uniquely influential.

Methods
Participants A total of 130 undergraduate psychology stu-
dents from UNSW Sydney participated in Experiment 2. The
average age was 19.7 years (SD = 4.0) and 78 participants
were female. In addition to receiving course credit, they were
able to earn a small amount of money depending on their per-
formance in the task (M = AU$4.00, SD = AU$0.00).

Design Similarly to the first experiment, participants made
a series of choices between pairs of safe and risky options
(see Table 2). Both conditions included a Low-value and a
High-value target pair of options. In the Low-variance con-
dition, the better and worse outcomes associated with each
of the target risky options differed by only ten points—they
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were both a similar distance from the centre of the distribu-
tion (e.g., 20 and 30 points). In the High-variance condition,
these outcomes were three times as far apart, with one situ-
ated close to the centre and the other close to the edge (e.g.,
10 and 40 points). Therefore, if distance from the centre un-
derlies the disproportionate influence of extreme outcomes,
the higher risk preferences for the High-value than Low-value
pair should be stronger in the High-variance condition be-
cause the difference in distance between the better and worse
outcomes in each pair is greater.

A third (extreme) pair of options was included that resulted
in the best and worst outcomes (0 and 100 points) to sur-
round the intermediate outcomes. This pair was not used in
the analysis but instead was included to ensure that the range
of outcomes was constant and to prevent the outcomes asso-
ciated with the target options from being the best or worst
outcomes experienced in the experiment. Participants com-
pleted five blocks, each consisting of 72 trials (12 Low-value
target, High-value target, and extreme trials, 24 catch trials,
and 12 single-option trials).

Table 2: The number of points associated with each option in
Experiment 2. Each of the outcomes associated with a risky
option occurred with equal probability.

Low variance High variance

Safe Risky Safe Risky

Low-value 25 20/30 25 10/40
High-value 75 70/80 75 60/90
Extreme 50 0/100 50 0/100

Procedure The procedure was identical to Experiment 1
except that a point tally was displayed on the screen and par-
ticipants were informed that they would be given $1 for every
5000 points earned during the task. This change was imple-
mented to remove a difference between our study and the pre-
vious experiments conducted by Ludvig et al. (2014).

Analysis The same priors were used as in Experiment 1
with a few additions. Firstly, an LKJ distribution with a
η of 4 was used for the correlation between the intercept
and slope parameters in the hierarchical model of choices
(Lewandowski, Kurowicka, & Joe, 2009). Secondly, a half-
Cauchy distribution with a location of 0 and scale of 1 and
a half-Cauchy distribution with a location of 0 and scale of
25 were used for the group-level standard deviation parame-
ters for the hierarchical models of first-to-mind and percent-
age estimation responses, respectively. All parameters had
an effective sample size greater than 10000 and an R̂ < 1.01
indicating adequate chain convergence.

Unlike the first experiment, the second experiment in-
volved some options that always resulted in better outcomes
than others. Therefore, following from Ludvig et al. (2014),
data from participants that chose the better option on less

than 60% of choices between a Low-value and High-value
option—one participant in the Low-variance condition and
three in the High-variance condition—were excluded from
the analysis.

Results and discussion
The choices that participants made in the second experiment
were again not consistent with the distance from the centre
conceptualisation of extremity but neither were they kind to
the idea that the best and worst outcomes are unique (see Fig-
ure 5). These results were analysed using Bayesian hierar-
chical logistic regression predicting the choices that partici-
pants made when presented the target pairs of options, with
condition (High-variance/Low-variance) as a fixed predictor
variable and with intercepts and slopes for option type (High-
value/Low-value) that varied for each participant. There was
evidence that participants were more willing to choose the
risky High-value option than the risky Low-value option de-
spite the fact that none of the associated outcomes were the
best or worst: the mean posterior log-odds for option type
were 0.43 (95% CI = 0.09, 0.78). There was no evidence,
however, suggesting that this willingness was stronger in the
High-variance than the Low-variance condition, despite the
distance from the centre of the more extreme outcome being
much greater: the mean posterior log-odds for the interac-
tion between option type and condition were 0.06 (95% CI =
-0.42, 0.55).
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Figure 5: The proportion of choices for the risky option on
target trials (between risky and safe options that had equal
expected value) in Experiment 2.

Turning now to the memory tasks, the responses to the
first-to-mind questions (see Figure 6) were analysed using
Bayesian logistic regression predicting whether participants
reported the extreme or non-extreme outcome as coming to
mind first when presented with the risky target options, with
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experiment and condition as fixed predictor variables and
varying intercepts for each participant. Responses that were
not a valid experienced outcome for the presented option were
excluded from this analysis. Starting with the model that in-
cluded only the intercept, the mean posterior log-odds for the
intercept were -0.66 (95% CI -0.93, -0.39) providing evidence
that outcomes further in rank from the centre were, on aver-
age, remembered better than intermediate outcomes. In the
model including all parameters, there was some evidence that
this effect was stronger in the High-variance condition than
the Low-variance condition: the mean posterior log-odds for
condition were -0.78 (95% CI = -1.52, -0.05). There was
also some evidence, however, that this was largely driven by
responses to the Low-value option in the High-variance con-
dition: the mean posterior log-odds for the interaction were
0.75 (95% CI = -0.18, 1.68).
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Figure 6: The number of participants that responded with
each outcome as coming to mind first when presented with
the risky target options in Experiment 2.

Responses to the percentage estimation task (see Figure 7)
were analysed using Bayesian linear regression predicting the
difference between the percentage estimates given for the
extreme and non-extreme outcomes for the target options,
with experiment and condition as fixed predictor variables
and varying intercepts for each participant. Starting with the
model that included only the intercept, there was evidence
that, on average, the outcome ranked further from the cen-
tre was more likely to be reported as occurring with higher
frequency: the mean posterior estimate for the intercept was
10.87 (95% CI = 6.02, 15.73). There was also some evi-
dence, looking now at the model including all parameters,
that the bias towards reporting the more extreme outcome was
stronger for the High-variance condition: the mean posterior
estimate for condition was 10.55 (95% CI = -1.57, 22.78).

Similarly to the previous experiment, however, this might be
largely driven by responses to the Low-value option in the
High-variance condition: the mean posterior log-odds for the
interaction were -12.62 (95% CI = -29.22, 3.95).
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Figure 7: The difference between percentage estimates for the
extreme and non-extreme outcomes when presented with the
risky target options in Experiment 2

While there was some evidence for the disproportionate
influence of extreme outcomes on responses to the memory
questions, the choices that participants made in the decision
task pose problems for both the distance from the centre and
best and worst conceptualisations of extremity. Neither is
able to fully explain the pattern of responses. Notably, higher
preferences for the risky High-value option relative to the
risky Low-value option were similar across the variance con-
ditions even though the outcomes furthest from the centre that
were associated with the target options in the Low-variance
condition were 20 points away from the edge—for perspec-
tive, those same outcomes were 30 points from the centre of
the distribution. It is difficult to reconcile this finding with
the conceptualisation of extremity that the best and worst out-
comes are unique, even allowing for a considerable degree of
noise in encoding.

General Discussion
The experiments described here aimed to assess whether the
influence of extreme outcomes should be characterised as the
best and worst outcomes exerting a unique influence or as
outcomes becoming more influential with increasing devia-
tion from the centre. Contrary to our expectations, the choices
that participants made were not consistent with either of these
explanations: participants were more willing to choose the
high-value risky option than the low-value risky option in Ex-
periment 2 even though none of the associated outcomes were
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the best or worst but there was no evidence that the distance
from the centre influenced the options that they selected.

There was, however, some evidence that the distance from
the centre affected outcome memory following the decision
task. So what are we to make of this dissociation? One pos-
sibility is that the difference between conditions was large
enough to impact participants’ memory but not their prefer-
ences. There is some evidence that this was not the case.
Firstly, the magnitude of the effect on outcome memory in
Experiment 1b was at least as large as the one that produced
a difference in preferences between the low-value and high-
value options in Experiment 2. Secondly, the difference be-
tween conditions in Experiment 1b was equal to roughly half
the range of experienced values and the difference between
conditions in Experiment 2 was contrived to be as large as
possible without leading to indifference or confusion between
outcomes. While it is still possible that the manipulation was
insufficient, this would place severe constraints on the situ-
ations we should expect to observe the effect—perhaps con-
straining it to situations in which there are non-overlapping
low- and high-value pairs of options.

Another possibility is that there was a confounding variable
in Experiment 1 that led to the dissociation between mem-
ory and choice. The inclusion of the context variables not
only changed the distance between the centre and the best
and worst outcomes but also changed the rank of the equiva-
lent safe outcome. This could explain why the choices fall in
the opposite direction than was expected, but the rank of the
safe option was the same in both experiment 1a and 1b and
one might reasonably expect that there would be a greater ef-
fect of extremity in the latter where the difference between
the average outcome of the two conditions was doubled.

A third possibility is that the dissociation between choice
and memory reflects a genuine difference in the way peo-
ple respond on these tasks. The memory questions required
participants to reflect on the distribution of outcomes that
they experienced, which might have made the outliers more
salient. Admittedly, this is less parsimonious than both tasks
sharing a single mechanism but it nonetheless remains a pos-
sibility because the disproportionate influence of extreme out-
comes has only been observed in very specific experimen-
tal designs involving low- and high-value options. If nothing
else, these results highlight the importance of not relying on a
homogeneous set of experimental manipulations if we hope to
understand the influence of extreme outcomes in risky choice.
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Abstract

We are often confronted with new causal information about
the world, such as what causes a disease. What we think we
know may influence if and how we choose to use this new in-
formation. Yet as prior work has shown, we are not always
successful at evaluating our own knowledge. We explored how
helping people better understand what they know about a do-
main can influence their ability to use new causal information
in a decision-making context. Participants self-assessed their
knowledge (Experiment 1) or completed an objective assess-
ment of their knowledge (Experiment 2) of diabetes, before
making diabetes-related decisions, either with or without new
causal information. Without a knowledge assessment, partic-
ipants were less accurate with new causal information com-
pared to without such information, replicating previous work.
However, reassessing their knowledge increased participants’
decision-making accuracy with causal information. We dis-
cuss why helping people realize the limits of their causal un-
derstanding may make them better supplement it with new in-
formation.

Keywords: decision making; illusion of explanatory depth;
causality; diabetes

Introduction
How does what we think we know influence how we use in-
formation? Imagine you are playing a game where you are
a zombie and must decide which brains to eat to fuel your
zombie lifestyle. As you, reader, are likely not a zombie, you
probably do not have prior experience eating brains. As such,
you will have to rely solely on information provided to you by
the game of how different brains create different nutritional
outcomes. If instead you are at a breakfast buffet deciding
whether to have a pastry or a fruit salad, would information
on how these foods affect your health longterm or fuel your
workout later in the morning be as helpful? Any new informa-
tion will exist alongside your prior experience with breakfast
foods, beliefs about the relationship between nutrition and
health, and maybe even experience in eating each of these
foods before a workout. Importantly, the beliefs you bring to
the breakfast buffet may be incorrect or conflict with the new
information you see, which in turn may affect how much you
trust this new information. Much prior work has shown peo-
ple can successfully learn about and use causal information in
novel scenarios like the zombie one. Yet little is known about
how people’s beliefs (e.g. carbs are unhealthy) interact with
new causal information (e.g. carbs fuel our muscles and can
improve performance) and influence their choices.

Prior work on decision-making has shown that people can
successfully learn causal models (Lagnado, Waldmann, Hag-
mayer, & Sloman, 2007; Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell,
2006) and use these models to make decisions (Hagmayer &
Sloman, 2009; Sloman & Hagmayer, 2006). An essential fea-
ture of these studies is that the only information people can
use to make decisions is the causal model provided by the ex-
perimenters. As in our zombie example, people must use the
information provided in these studies as it is the only way to
answer the study questions. However, it is not clear whether
people will use information the same way in familiar scenar-
ios. That is, when people have existing causal beliefs about
a decision domain, how do they view new causal information
meant to guide that decision?

Decision making in familiar domains brings added com-
plications in that people may believe they are knowledgeable
about the domain, even when they are not. People have been
shown to overestimate their causal understanding of the world
(Shtulman, 2015) and more expertise does not lead to better
estimates (Fisher & Keil, 2016). A classic demonstration of
this is the illusion of explanatory depth (IOED). In the IOED
task of Rozenblit and Keil (2002), people estimate how well
they understand how an everyday item like a faucet works,
generate a causal explanation of how that item works, and fi-
nally re-assess their understanding. The illusion is that people
believe they understand how things work much better than
they actually do – until they have to explain the process in
gory detail. This overestimation of causal understanding has
been shown in a multitude of domains including physical sys-
tems (Rozenblit & Keil, 2002), politics (Fernbach, Rogers,
Fox, & Sloman, 2013; Vitriol & Marsh, 2018), and mental
health (Zeveney & Marsh, 2016). Situations where people do
not have causal beliefs about a domain (regardless of the cor-
rectness of those beliefs) may be rare. Thus, it is critical to
understand how people’s perception of their knowledge may
influence how they use the new information that they con-
stantly receive.

If our perceptions are wrong we may fail to make use of
information that could assist us, like calorie counts on menus
or the causal models being output by many machine learn-
ing methods. In fact, our recent work has shown that people
may struggle to use new causal information to make decisions
in familiar domains. Zheng, Marsh, Nickerson, and Klein-
berg (2020) asked participants to make a real-world decision
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(e.g., food intake in weight management), with and without
the aid of causal information, whose content was based on
established guidelines. Participants who were presented with
information that should have been useful made worse choices
compared to participants who were given no supplemental in-
formation. Yet when the same participants made decisions in
novel domains, they successfully used the very same type of
causal information to make decisions.

Causal information hindering decision making is a trou-
bling finding for the many fields trying to uncover causal
relationships from data to help people make everyday deci-
sions. Health officials provide information on how diet influ-
ences disease risk; economists provide indicators for reces-
sions; and machine learning has made it possible to uncover
this information in many more domains. But will anyone lis-
ten? People’s inability to understand the limits of their knowl-
edge without being confronted by its inadequacy (as in the
IOED task or when taking an exam) may influence whether
and how they use this information. Yet before choosing to eat
the brains of a psychologist instead of a computer scientist,
or whether to eat a croissant or an apple, we do not regularly
sit down and interrogate our beliefs on nutrition. We propose
that helping people recognize the gaps in their causal knowl-
edge may allow them to better use new information when
making decisions. People may be both more receptive to new
causal information that fills those gaps and may be more able
to integrate it since they have already identified holes in their
knowledge.

We conducted two experiments to test how exposing gaps
in individuals’ knowledge influences their use of causal infor-
mation during decision making. Since diagrams are a com-
mon output of methods to learn causal models from data, and
commonly used for studies on cognition, we specifically use
causal diagrams for conveying new information. We inves-
tigate both subjective and objective methods of manipulating
perceived knowledge. In Experiment 1 we test whether a sub-
jective reassessment of knowledge, using an IOED task, leads
to better use of causal information at decision time. While the
IOED has been demonstrated in many domains, it is not yet
known whether exposing gaps in one’s knowledge can im-
prove information use during decision making.1 In Experi-
ment 2 we test whether objective assessments of knowledge
have the same effect as subjective self-reflection.

Experiment 1
What we think we know may affect our willingness or ability
to use new information. In particular, people may not con-
sider new information if they think they already have relevant
knowledge. If people do not use new causal information or do
not use it effectively due to illusions of understanding, then
exposing the lack of depth people have in their causal under-

1While Fernbach et al. (2013) found that completing an IOED
task on political issues could attenuate extreme political attitudes
and in turn make people less likely to donate to relevant advocacy
groups, prior work has not addressed whether the IOED could be
used to influence decision making accuracy.

standing prior to decision time may make people more willing
to use new causal information. We test this using decisions
surrounding prevention and management of Type 2 diabetes
(T2D), with self-perceived understanding manipulated using
an IOED task prior to the decision-making task.

Method

Participants We recruited participants from Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk) using Turkprime panels. Because
over 9% of people in the US have T2D (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2017), focusing on decision making
in this domain allowed us to recruit a sizable population of
people both with and without personal experience managing
T2D. Thus we can test whether perceived knowledge due to
personal experience with a domain is more or less malleable
than perceived knowledge gained outside of personal expe-
rience. We aimed to recruit 200 people with T2D and 200
people without diabetes (PWOD). To prevent temporal differ-
ences in data collection between groups, we used a stopping
rule of running on Mturk for 5 consecutive business days, or
when a group hit 200, whichever came first. Of the target
200 PWOD, 171 completed the study and reported they did
not have T2D and were not a caregiver for someone with di-
abetes. We recruited a total of 103 participants with T2D in
our timeframe. We screened the IOED responses to ensure
participants were engaging in the explanation task as a ma-
nipulation check. Eleven participants (6 PWOD and 5 T2D)
were dropped for copying from other sources (i.e., websites)
or for not providing an explanation. All participants were
U.S. residents aged 18-64, and were compensated $2.75 for
participation.

Materials We developed five questions about T2D that
spanned a range of types of causal thinking. Two questions
related to managing diabetes (management questions), with
one requiring participants to choose which single causal fac-
tor would be most effective for managing T2D, while the
other required choosing between single and interactive causes
for the best way to manage T2D. There were three ques-
tions targeting risk reduction for T2D (prevention questions).
One involved choosing which of a series of single preventa-
tive factors would be most effective for reducing risk of T2D.
In another, participants chose between single and interactive
causes for the best way to reduce risk for T2D. In the last,
participants chose between causes that had direct, indirect, or
both direct and indirect effects on T2D risk. Each question
has a single target answer, which is either the only answer
where a cause is present, or the answer that dominates others
by making the effect most likely. One question was:

Tyler is a graduate student who is nervous about his
upcoming exams. He usually skips breakfast and goes
straight to the library in the morning to study. He spends
most of his time on schoolwork, and eats most meals in
the cafeteria or fast casual restaurants. He read a pam-
phlet on diabetes at the health center and realizes he’s at
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risk, but is too focused on his exams to figure out what
to do next.

What change will MOST reduce Tyler’s risk of diabetes?

A. Have oatmeal with a banana in the morning and
walk to school
B. Play basketball on the weekends
C. Cook at home more often
D. Manage his stress by listening to calming music

To complement the questions, we created two causal di-
agrams that represent scientific understanding of important
factors for T2D management and prevention, as shown in Fig-
ure 1 (Noble, Mathur, Dent, Meads, & Greenhalgh, 2011). As
in our prior work (Zheng et al., 2020), these graphs contain
information that can be specifically used to help answer the
decision-making questions. To keep the figures from being
overwhelming, we limited the total number of factors in each
diagram to 6. Each graph depicted generative (represented
with a +) and preventative (represented with a -) causal rela-
tionships.

Procedure Participants began the experiment by complet-
ing an IOED task, based on the protocol of Rozenblit and Keil

(a) Management

(b) Prevention

Figure 1: Causal diagrams provided with decision-making
questions in diagram condition.

PWOD T2D
IOED control IOED control

No info 43 40 17 27
Diagram 44 44 32 27

Table 1: Number of subjects per condition in Experiment 1.

(2002). Participants rated their understanding of a stimulus,
then explained the causal relationships between features of
that stimulus, and finally re-rated their understanding of the
stimulus. Participants were randomly assigned to either the
explanation condition (IOED; PWOD: n = 87; T2D: n = 49),
or to a control description condition (control; PWOD: n= 84;
T2D: n = 54). Participants first read the introductory mate-
rials of Rozenblit and Keil (2002) that introduced the 1 (low
understanding) to 7 (high understanding) rating scale. Par-
ticipants in the IOED condition then rated their understand-
ing of 1) how people develop diabetes later in life, and 2)
how lifestyle choices and treatments manage diabetes symp-
toms (Time 1 [T1] rating). The control condition prompts
were rephrased to avoid triggering causal thinking while still
asking participants to reflect on their knowledge (Zeveney &
Marsh, 2016). The prompts were: 1) diabetes later in life, and
2) lifestyle choices and treatments used for diabetes. Both
sets of prompts map to the decision-making questions, which
focused on either prevention or management of T2D. After
T1 ratings, IOED participants created a causal explanation
that included all the steps in each process in detail. In the con-
trol condition the causal explanation task was replaced with a
description task where participants were asked to list all char-
acteristics of each prompt. Since the critical feature for ex-
posing illusions in the IOED is the act of generating a causal
explanation, these descriptive prompts should not engage the
same causal understanding introspection (Zeveney & Marsh,
2016). Finally, participants re-rated their understanding for
both prompts (Time 2 [T2] rating).

After the IOED task, all participants completed the 5 multi-
ple choice decision-making questions about diabetes. Partici-
pants in both IOED and control conditions were randomly as-
signed to receive either a diagram with each decision-making
question (diagram) or no information beyond the question
text (no info). Participants received instructions on what the
nodes, arrows, and plus and minus signs indicated in the the
causal diagrams. In prior work (Zheng et al., 2020) we found
both that participants were able to use similar diagrams and
that providing more detailed instructions than we did here did
not change participant responding. The number of subjects
per condition are shown in detail in Table 1. The order of the
decision-making questions and of the answer choices were
randomized for every subject.

Results
Demonstration of IOED We first tested whether our ma-
nipulation produced an IOED in diabetes knowledge, since
we aim to examine effects of the IOED. Since there were no
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(a) PWOD (b) T2D

Figure 2: Decision-making accuracy for each group in Experiment 1. Bars denote standard error.

significant interactions involving experience2 we pooled all
participants and then ran a 2 (Time: T1 vs. T2; within) x
2 (IOED manipulation: IOED vs. control; between) mixed
ANOVA over judgments. We found a significant main ef-
fect of Time (F(1,261) = 13.3, p < .001, η2

p = .049) and a
marginal main effect of IOED manipulation, p = .080. Impor-
tantly, we found the expected interaction between IOED ma-
nipulation and time, F(1,261) = 4.08, p = 0.044, η2

p = .015.
We further analyzed the interaction through Sidak-corrected
t-tests. In the IOED condition, T1 ratings (M = 4.63) were
significantly higher than T2 ratings (M = 4.24; p < .001). In
the control condition, there was no difference between ratings
at T1 (M = 4.84) and T2 (M = 4.73; p = .248). These find-
ings support that the IOED manipulation worked as intended
and that the control condition did not also result in an IOED
exposure.

Effect of IOED on decision accuracy We now explore
how the IOED manipulation affected accuracy on the de-
cision making questions. Our major question of interest is
whether there is an interaction between IOED condition and
information condition. That is, does self-assessing knowl-
edge with the IOED task improve use of causal diagrams?
To test this, we used a multilevel model (MLM) analysis to
account for the repeated nature of our data and correlations
between our measures (3 prevention and 2 management ques-
tions). We entered our factors of IOED manipulation (IOED
vs. control; between), information condition (diagram vs. no
info; between), and experience (T2D vs. PWOD; between) as
fixed effects into the MLM model, which allows testing the
significance of main effects and their interactions through F-
tests. There is good reason to separate the T2D and PWOD
groups in analysis given the differences in their personal ex-
perience in the domain of diabetes and our interest in see-
ing whether personal experience influences how likely peo-

2We conducted a 2 (Time: T1 vs. T2; within) x 2 (IOED ma-
nipulation: IOED vs. control; between) x 2 (experience: T2D vs.
PWOD; between) mixed ANOVA on participants’ understanding
judgments averaged across the two diabetes prompts. There was
a main effect of experience (F(1,259) = 90.3, p < 0.001), but no
significant two-way interactions of experience with Time or IOED
manipulation (ps > .23) and no three-way interaction (p = .732).

ple are to update their perceptions. The separation is sup-
ported by the three-way interaction being marginally signifi-
cant, F(1,255) = 3.422, p = .066. Thus we conduct further
analyses separately for the PWOD and T2D groups as MLM
models of IOED manipulation (IOED vs. control; between)
by information condition (diagram vs. no info; between).

As seen in Figure 2a, self-assessment of knowledge did in-
fluence the use of causal diagrams for PWOD. We found a
significant main effect of information condition (F(1,161) =
6.03, p = .015), no main effect of IOED manipulation (p =
.272), and the predicted significant interaction (F(1,161) =
5.09, p = .025). Exploring the interaction, we replicated pre-
vious findings (Zheng et al., 2020) that presenting a causal
diagram can interfere with decision making: control partic-
ipants who did not complete the IOED task showed higher
accuracy in the no info condition (M = .748) than control par-
ticipants in the diagram condition (M = .601; p = .001). Our
key comparison is whether completing the IOED procedure
would improve decision making. We found that IOED par-
ticipants did show better accuracy in the diagram condition
(M = .706) than control participants in the diagram condi-
tion, p = .017. This suggests that an IOED procedure can
help overcome some of the difficulties of trying to integrate
a diagram with previous knowledge. However, for our main
comparison of diagram to no info, there was not a significant
difference in accuracy for IOED participants in the diagram
and no info conditions (M = .712: p = .887). In other words,
while the IOED procedure removed the previously observed
negative effect of diagrams, it alone was not enough to make
diagrams better than no info.

As shown in Figure 2b, the IOED manipulation did not
have the same effect for T2D participants. There was not a
significant main effect of IOED manipulation, p = .280, or
information condition, p = .266. The interaction was also
not significant, p = .650.

Discussion
We find that reflecting on causal knowledge can influence
how people use causal information at decision time, but this
may work differently depending on people’s experience in the
decision domain. For individuals without personal domain
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experience (PWOD in this experiment), re-evaluating knowl-
edge removed the detrimental effect of causal information ob-
served in the control group. For individuals with domain ex-
perience (T2D), we did not observe this improvement. Why
is this? One possibility is that having domain experience may
result in stronger causal beliefs. We have some evidence for
this in that our main effect of experience for IOED ratings
in Experiment 1 (see footnote 2) is because of higher self-
assessment ratings overall for T2D participants than PWOD
participants. Thus for individuals with personal domain ex-
perience, who as a result are highly confident in their knowl-
edge, beliefs may be stickier and the IOED task alone may not
be enough to make people truly reconsider what they know.
Understanding how expertise in a domain and strong confi-
dence in one’s beliefs may influence belief change is an im-
portant avenue for future researchers to explore.3

Experiment 2
Our first experiment showed that subjective reflection on
knowledge in a domain can positively influence the use of
new information during decision making. In Experiment 2 we
test whether an objective measure of knowledge has the same
effect as self-reflection. If participants becoming aware of
gaps in their knowledge is responsible for inoculation against
potential detrimental effects of causal information, we expect
that being exposed to objective assessments of their knowl-
edge will have a similar effect as the IOED. Given the dif-
ferences in results between PWOD and T2D, we now focus
solely on individuals without personal domain experience.

Method
Participants As in Experiment 1, we recruited participants
through Turkprime who were U.S. residents aged 18-64 and
we compensated them $2.75 for participation. We excluded
all participants who did not complete the study (n = 3), who
report having diabetes of any type (n = 13), or who identified
as caregivers for someone with diabetes (n = 20), resulting
in a final sample of 261 people without diabetes (PWOD).
We also screened participants to ensure that they were spend-
ing time on our critical quiz manipulation. We excluded par-
ticipants who took less than 60 seconds to complete the 24-
question quiz (n = 7) and subjects who took longer than 3

3To test whether participants were simply ignoring the diagram,
leading to similar results with and without it in the IOED condi-
tion, we examined time spent on the decision making questions. If
participants attended to the diagram, then we would predict partici-
pants would take longer in the diagram condition than in the no info
condition. We ran a 2 (IOED manipulation) x 2 (information con-
dition) x 2 (experience) between-subjects ANOVA on completion
times summed across the 5 decision making questions. We found a
significant main effect of information condition, F(1, 255) = 6.60, p
= .011, with participants taking significantly longer in the diagram
condition compared to the no info condition, suggesting participants
were not ignoring the extra information. There was also a signifi-
cant main effect of IOED manipulation, F(1, 255) = 4.71, p = .031,
and a marginal main effect of experience, F(1, 255) = 3.63, p =
.058. There were no significant interactions, ps > .15, suggesting
that participants across the other manipulations took longer with the
diagrams.

PWOD
feedback no feedback no quiz

No info 43 41 45
Diagram 45 42 45

Table 2: Number of subjects per condition in Experiment 2.

standard deviations to complete the quiz (n = 4).

Materials We used the five decision-making questions of
Experiment 1. To assess knowledge of T2D we use the DKQ-
24 (Garcia, Kouzekanani, Villagomez, Hanis, & Brown,
2001), which is a set of 24 true/false questions that have been
validated for assessing diabetes knowledge.

Procedure We used the same procedure as Experiment 1,
with the difference being the replacement of the IOED task
with the DKQ-24. Consistent with Experiment 1, the DKQ-
24 quiz was presented immediately prior to the decision-
making questions. Participants were randomly assigned to
complete the quiz without feedback (n=83, no feedback), to
complete the quiz and see their score (n=88, feedback), or to
not do the quiz (n = 90, no quiz). For the feedback condi-
tion, the percentage of correct responses was shown imme-
diately after the quiz, and prior to the decision-making ques-
tions. We included the no feedback condition to determine
whether just doing a quiz could prompt participants to reflect
on their knowledge, as they may realize solely from taking
the quiz that they are guessing on many questions. Within
each condition, half the participants saw diagrams along with
the decision-making questions and half did not. The number
of subjects per condition is shown in Table 2. The order of
decision-making questions and answer choices for each ques-
tion was randomized for each participant.

Results
Effect of objective knowledge assessment on diagram use
We use the same MLM approach as in Experiment 1 to ana-
lyze performance on our five decision making questions. We
are specifically interested in whether an objective knowledge
assessment can increase accuracy with causal information in
the same way a subjective one did. We found no difference
in performance for the feedback and no feedback conditions,
so we collapse those two participant groups into one quiz
group.4 We entered our factors of quiz manipulation (quiz
vs. no quiz; between) and information condition (diagram vs.
no info; between) as fixed effects into the MLM model.

As shown in Figure 3, we observe the same patterns as in
Experiment 1: accuracy followed a similar boost after an ob-
jective knowledge test as after a subjective perceived knowl-
edge test. We found a significant main effect of quiz manip-
ulation (F(1,246) = 6.86, p = .009), and a significant main

4Entering quiz format (feedback vs. no feedback; between) and
information condition (diagram vs. no info; between) as fixed ef-
fects into a MLM model did not find significant main effects or a
significant interaction, ps > .22.
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Figure 3: Decision-making accuracy for Experiment 2. Quiz
condition represents results for participants who did the quiz
with or without feedback. Error bars indicate standard error.

effect of information condition (F(1,246) = 7.51, p = .007).
We also found a significant interaction (F(1,246) = 5.73, p=
.017). Sidak-corrected comparisons exploring the interaction
found the same pattern of results as in Experiment 1. No quiz
participants showed higher accuracy in the no info condition
(M = .721) than no quiz participants in the diagram condition
(M = .586; p = .001). This replicates the basic detrimental
effect causal diagrams can have. In the diagram condition,
quiz participants did show better accuracy (M = .718) than
no quiz participants, p < .001. Much like the IOED proce-
dure of Experiment 1, an objective knowledge quiz can help
overcome some of the difficulties experienced when trying to
use a diagram. However, as also seen in Experiment 1, perfor-
mance in the quiz condition was not better with the diagram
than in the no info condition (M = .727, p = .875). In sum,
the objective knowledge test influenced accuracy in the same
way as the subjective test of Experiment 1.5

Relation between knowledge and accuracy Unlike the
IOED task, where we only capture what participants think
they know, with the DKQ it is possible to examine the ef-
fect of people’s actual knowledge. We tested whether there
was a relationship between knowledge-level, measured with
the DKQ-24, and decision-making accuracy. Since DKQ
scores are not available for the no quiz condition, we tested
for correlations in the quiz with feedback and quiz with-
out feedback conditions. There was no correlation between
quiz score and accuracy regardless of feedback (overall: r =
−.045, p = .576; feedback: r = −.024, p = .828; no feed-

5As in Experiment 1, we analyzed completion times to see if
participants were attending to the extra information in the diagram
condition. We conducted a 2 (quiz manipulation: quiz vs. no quiz)
x 2 (information condition: diagram vs. no info) between-subjects
ANOVA over the completion times summed across the 5 decision
making questions. As in Experiment 1, we found a main effect of
information condition, F(1,246) = 13.4, p < .001, suggesting again
that participants are attending to the extra information. . The main
effect of quiz manipulation was not significant, p = .282. The inter-
action was significant, F(1,246) = 4.49, p = .035. Follow-up Sidak
corrected comparisons found that in the no quiz condition, partici-
pants took significantly longer in the diagram than the no info con-
dition, p < .001. While the means were in the same direction for the
quiz participants, there was not a significant difference between the
diagram and no info conditions, p = .202

back: r = −.041, p = .726). Thus we find that even when
participants have relevant domain knowledge, this does not
necessarily aid them in making decisions in the domain. This
is true overall for both the no info (r =−.120, p = 0.304) and
diagram condition (r = .004, p = 0.970).

Discussion
Experiment 2 builds on the previous experiment’s findings on
subjective assessment by showing that objective assessments
of an individual’s knowledge also improve use of causal di-
agrams. This effect was not due to a general improvement
in decision making, as we found that neither the IOED nor
the DKQ had any effect in the no info condition. At the
same time, we do not find that any of these interventions lead
to significantly better accuracy with causal information than
no information – they simply remove the detrimental effect
of causal information, or potentially inoculate participants
against negative effects of information.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we demonstrate that reflecting on
one’s knowledge in a domain can alter how new causal in-
formation is used. We previously showed that causal dia-
grams that provide new information can result in lower deci-
sion making accuracy (Zheng et al., 2020). We replicate these
findings in our control conditions that did not involve knowl-
edge assessment (i.e., control and no quiz conditions). We
also show that inspecting one’s knowledge can fully remove
this effect. While knowledge inspection did improve accu-
racy with diagrams relative to no inspection, it did not lead
to higher accuracy with diagrams compared to when partici-
pants relied solely on what they already knew.

An open question in our experiments is the mechanism
by which inspecting beliefs leads to better performance with
causal diagrams. One possibility is that individuals real-
ize their previous knowledge is incomplete and then opt to
use the newly presented information instead. Relying solely
on the diagrams presented in our experiments should have
produced excellent performance. However, our participants
did not perform better than in the no information condition.
Rather than wholesale ejecting previous knowledge, people
may try to fill in gaps exposed by knowledge inspection with
the newly provided information. In this way, the diagram
is actively integrated with prior knowledge. The integration
process may be taxing, perhaps explaining no gain in accu-
racy compared to attempting to use prior knowledge alone.
Alternatively, after inspecting their own knowledge partici-
pants may have thought they were capable of answering the
question on their own and choose to ignore the diagram, re-
sulting in performance that is more similar to the no info
condition. It is a question for future research to determine
how exactly knowledge revision may be happening with new
causal diagrams.

Understanding how people incorporate new causal infor-
mation into decision making is important given the constant
onslaught of new scientific information about old problems
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(e.g., what foods cause heart disease, what investments cause
an increase in one’s financial portfolio). Our results suggest
that our beliefs could keep us from making use of informa-
tion that could assist us, like calorie counts on menus or the
causal models being output by many machine learning meth-
ods. Further work is needed to better understand how we can
best tell people something they do not know, and then actually
get them to use it.
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Novice conceptions and perception of single and two force interactions
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Abstract

Physics education and psychology research have found novices struggle to accurately predict the trajectory of objects,
and perception research has found people cannot perceptually differentiate between plausible and implausible collision
outcomes. Prior research focused on single force interactions, we explored predictions and perception of both one and
two force interactions. Participants (N = 111) drew predicted paths of balls acted upon by a single force, two forces
acting simultaneously, and two forces acting sequentially. Paths were categorized into: correct, curved, single force
dominant, inaccurate angle, first force dominant, and recent force dominant. Participants also made perceptual naturalness
and animacy ratings for animations portraying accurate solutions and high frequency alternate conceptions. Preliminary
results suggest participants were accurate for forces aligned on one dimension, and less accurate for forces not aligned on
one dimensionparticipants anticipated curved paths, paths taking an inaccurate angle, and paths aligned with only one of
the forces.
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Abstract

There is conflicting evidence regarding the effect of acute physical exercise on peoples ability to memorise declarative
information. Some studies have found that exercising before learning improves memorisation, while others have found
an adverse effect. We measured memorisation in 70 recruits for the Special Forces unit of the Dutch army during their
first week of training. Recruits used a computer-guided learning system to study the names of locations on a map directly
before and directly after a high-intensity speed march. In the learning session following the speed march, responses were
faster but less accurate than before, particularly at the start of the session. We fitted a computational cognitive model of
human memory to the responses made in each learning session to obtain a continuous index of memorisation. This index
showed a small improvement after the speed march, suggesting that memory representations formed after high-intensity
physical exercise were slightly more stable.
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Abstract

Population size has been proposed to promote cumulative culture in humans. Experimental evidence from adult humans
suggests that this may be due to the potential for combining beneficial information from multiple models. However, it is
possible that such combinatory social learning requires cognitive capacities restricted to adult humans. In our task, children
aged 5-10 years watched two models consecutively search a 3x3 grid for rewards. Models revealed different correct and
incorrect reward locations. This information could be used by the child to maximise their own score on the same task. We
were interested in childrens ability to select rewarded locations, and avoid unrewarded ones, revealed by both models. We
also manipulated the spatial and temporal displacement of the information available. Childrens performance on the task
improved with age. Most children could outperform the mean score of the two models, but outperforming the combined
score occurred in only limited circumstances.
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Abstract

Computational cognitive modeling offers a principled inter-
pretation of the functional demands of cognitive systems and
affords quantitative fits to behavioral/brain data. Typically,
cognitive modelers are interested in the fit of a model with
parameters estimated using maximum likelihood or Bayesian
methods. However, the set of models with known likeli-
hoods is dramatically smaller than the set of plausible gen-
erative models. For all but some standard models (e.g., the
drift-diffusion model), lack of closed-form likelihoods typi-
cally prevents using traditional Bayesian inference methods.
Employing likelihood-free methods is a workaround in prac-
tice. However, the computational complexity of these methods
is a bottleneck, since it requires many simulations for each pro-
posed parameter set in posterior sampling schemes. Here, we
propose a method that learns an approximate likelihood over
the parameter space of interest by encapsulation into a convo-
lutional neural network, affording fast parallel posterior sam-
pling downstream after a one-off simulation cost is incurred
for training.

Keywords: Likelihood-free inference; Approximate Bayesian
Computation; ABC; Importance Sampling; Bayesian Infer-
ence; Neural Networks; GPU; Parallel Computing; Cognitive
Process Models.

Introduction
Computational modeling has gained traction in cognitive neu-
roscience in part because it can guide principled interpre-
tations of functional demands of cognitive systems and of-
fers tractable quantitative fits of brain-behavior relationships.
Bayesian parameter estimation allows one to infer posterior
distributions over likely parameters (instead of just point esti-
mates), including their uncertainty, while also assessing how
variations in one parameter alter inference over another.

Traditionally, posterior sampling for such models has de-
manded analytical likelihood functions: given a model and
a set of parameters, the likelihood of any data point needs
to be analytically solvable. This constraint limits the ap-
plication of Bayesian analysis to a relatively small subset
of cognitive models chosen for so-defined convenience in-
stead of theoretical interest. Consequently, model compari-
son exercises are hampered, as many plausible likelihood-free

models were effectively untestable. During the last decade
and a half, however, algorithms have prominently developed
which allow posterior sampling over parameters of models
that are defined only as simulators (Sisson, Fan, & Beaumont,
2018). Early applications of these methods can be found in
Biology and Ecology, notably as an approach towards pos-
terior inference, for the famous Lotka-Volterra predator-prey
model (Beaumont, 2010). These approximate Bayesian com-
putation (ABC) methods now enjoy successful application
across the sciences, for example, in physics (Akeret, Re-
fregier, Amara, Seehars, & Hasner, 2015), and have cru-
cially found their way into cognitive science (B. Turner &
Van Zandt, 2018).

Traditional ABC approaches rely on summary statistics of
the data produced by simulations. The distance between these
summary statistics and summary statistics computed from
empirical observations are then compared with help of a dis-
tance function d(Sobs,Ssim). Two shortcomings result from
such a starting point. First, ABC approaches generally re-
quire many simulations and hence can be computationally ex-
pensive (in some cases prohibitive). Second, aside from the
fact that the right low dimensional summary is usually un-
known, using low dimensional summaries of simulated data
as approximate sufficient statistics restricts expressiveness
and usually entails information loss with respect to model pa-
rameters. Worse, the appropriate multi-dimensional distance
function d(x,y) is a hyperparameter of choice, which is a pri-
ori unknown. In choosing this hyperparameter, a failure to
take into account potential non-linear relationships between
the summary statistics can lead to geometric distortion of the
posterior distribution.

In the context of computational cognitive model-
ing, B. Turner and Sederberg (2014) developed an ABC
(ABC-KDE in the following) method that is independent of
summary statistics and instead relies on kernel density ap-
proximations of likelihood functions produced from model
simulations. The benefit of this approach is that, while ap-
proximate with respect to the likelihood function, it does not
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Figure 1: Illustration of a use case of our Encoder-Decoder based Importance sampling algorithm for estimating posteriors on
the generative parameters of a stochastic model. Both the Encoder and Decoder are instantiated as CNNs. conv x, up x, FC x
refer to convolutional, upsampling and fully-connected layers. Symbol notations adhere to definitions in the main text.

make any obvious compromise on the posterior geometry
concerning parameter trade-offs. What this approach does not
overcome, however, is the reliance on an excessive amount of
model simulations at inference, exacerbated by the sequen-
tial nature of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) meth-
ods applied for posterior inference. Even recent refinements
(Holmes, 2015) do not overcome this issue.

The basic idea of the ABC-KDE method has opened doors
(N. J. Evans, Trueblood, & Holmes, 2019), but the excessive
computational burden has hampered widespread application.
For example, typically tens of thousands of simulations are
needed to generate a realistic empirical likelihood for a single
set of parameters (B. Turner & Sederberg, 2014). These em-
pirical likelihood functions are then used in a Markov Chain
(DE-MCMC is popular, (Ter Braak, 2006)) which itself needs
to be run for tens of thousands of steps. The simulation runs
are then simply discarded. Here we propose the use of neural
networks for amortized inference, which aims at progressive
reuse of previously incurred computations.

Similar ideas have directly inspired two recent propos-
als. Mestdagh, Verdonck, Meers, and Tuerlinckx (2019) pro-
pose an infrastructure for databases of pre-computed sum-
mary statistics. While such an initiative could substantially
facilitate inference for popular models, any ABC method op-
erating over such a database will suffer from the shortcomings
concerning operation on summary statistics. Radev, Mertens,
Voss, and Koethe (2019) offers an ambitious end-to-end ap-
proach to inference. The essence of their approach lies in the
utilization of fully convolutional neural networks to learn ap-
proximate multivariate normal posterior distributions directly
from data. Specifically, Radev et al. (2019) adopt a het-
eroscedastic loss function to estimate anisotropic variances
in their parameter estimates. This approach is rapid for ob-
taining approximate maximum likelihood estimates and im-
pressive due to its aspiration towards full encapsulation of
posterior inference problems in a simple computational step.
While this is a laudable goal, it suffers from two main short-
comings. First, the primary purpose of full posterior infer-
ence is to become aware of parameter relationships, for which

posterior covariances are indispensable. Radev et al. (2019)
however only consider (an estimate of) marginal posterior
variances; independence between parameters is implicitly as-
sumed. Because covariances are not estimated, the resulting
marginal variances are potentially distorted when parameters
are not independent (which is nearly always the case for cog-
nitive models). A second limitation is that the posterior vari-
ances are only strictly interpretable as such if the network has
been trained on the same dataset sizes which is used during
inference. Third, the learned posterior inference is specific to
a single inference scenario. Consequently, the method cannot
easily be extended to critical application scenarios like hier-
archical estimation, or scenarios in which a subset of param-
eters is assumed fixed while others vary across experimental
conditions (or continuously as a function of neural regres-
sors).

Here, we propose an end-to-end algorithm that combines
the primary use of empirical likelihood distributions with
the idea of amortized inference using neural networks and
fast but honest posterior sampling, without reliance on sum-
mary statistics. Our approach achieves approximately a 100-
1000 fold speed increase when compared to the application
of ABC-KDE methods for equivalent problems.

Section 2 introduces the components of our analysis
pipeline with an emphasis on the generality of the approach.
In section 3, we provide details on data generation and net-
work training. Section 4 presents the results of our compu-
tational experiments. In section 5, we end with a discussion
of our approach, possible extensions, and options for deploy-
ment to the community.

Methods
Two main desiderata guided our algorithm development.
First, we wanted to maximally reuse computation incurred by
model simulations by learning a transformation that can com-
pute a joint likelihood from large data-sets quickly. Second,
we strive to exploit parallel computing infrastructure to en-
able fast posterior sampling across the parameter space. To-
gether these guiding principles should produce a procedure
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that massively speeds up posterior sampling while only pay-
ing an initial simulation cost once.

Concerning principle one, in brief, we will use convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) to approximate discretized
global likelihood functions (called Decoder or Reverse Net-
works below). Evaluation of the likelihood of a dataset D
under a parameter set θ can be computed as the sum of el-
ementwise multiplication of the log probability of each dis-
crete outcome with the number of observed cases. We note
that the cost of computing the likelihood is now independent
of the size of the dataset.

Generally, one can then perform posterior inference via
MCMC, replacing the (analytical or KDE) likelihood func-
tion by evaluating a CNN for parameter inputs. While some
preliminary success with this approach (Fengler & Frank,
2019) has been shown previously, because MCMC is inher-
ently sequential, it misses out on the potential to exploit the
power of parallel computing infrastructure. Thus as per our
second desiderata, we aim for a parallel sampling scheme,
for which we chose a minimally revised version of iterated
importance sampling based on adaptable Gaussian mixture
proposals (Cappé, Douc, Guillin, Marin, & Robert, 2007;
Wraith et al., 2009). Such a scheme affords the potential
to leverage parallel batch processing in neural networks, as
explained later. Importance sampling relies on the idea that
for any probability distribution of interest f , we may produce
samples from f by using an importance weighted resampling
of samples from another (the proposal) distribution g. The
method is driven by the basic equality,∫

Ω

f (x)dx =
∫

Ω

f (x)
g(x)

g(x)dx

A sample x = {x0, ...,xn} ∼ g, gets assigned weights w =

{wo =
f (x0)
g(x0)

, ...wn =
f (xn)
g(xn)
}. Multinomial resampling from x,

according to w, produces an approximation to sampling from
f directly. Importance sampling is exact in the limit, how-
ever finite sample approximation error is strongly dependent
on how closely g matches f to begin with. Iterative impor-
tance sampling adds the idea of improving the distribution g
over time to reduce approximation error introduced by having
finite samples (consistency of importance sampling relies on
infinite samples).

However, an important issue for importance sampling is
that the initial proposal distribution must be reasonable to
kick-start the iterative update process successfully. That is,
the sequence of proposal distributions {gi}N

i=0 is crucially de-
pendent on getting the very first proposal g0 roughly correct.
Precisely, g0 needs to cover regions of high likelihood con-
cerning the target of interest, and should do so in a way that
is somewhat, but not excessively, overdispersed as compared
to the target, where the target in our case is a posterior distri-
bution.

For this purpose, we obtain an initial estimate of the pos-
terior distribution by slightly modifying and re-purposing re-
cent neural network approaches to end-to-end approximate

posterior inference (Radev et al., 2019; Kendall & Gal, 2017;
Jiang, Wu, Zheng, & Wong, 2017). Convenient for us, the ap-
proach of Radev et al. (2019) produces overdispersed approx-
imate posteriors (in part because of an embedded assumption
of the posterior being isotropic Gaussian), which enables us
to utilize it as an “Encoder network” to initialize our impor-
tance sampling scheme. The complete processing pipeline
and algorithm is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 1, leaving us
with the three main components: the Encoder Network, the
Decoder Network and the Importance sampler, each of which
is elaborated below.

Test-bed
Our method applies to models that have a reasonably con-
strained output (data) space Dout , such that binning the out-
put space down to approximately 500×dim(Dout) maintains
a manageable discretization-error.

As an initial test-bed, we choose some variations of a
prominent class of cognitive process models known as se-
quential sampling models (SSMs) or evidence accumulation
models (EAMs): The most widely known example being the
ratcliff drift-diffusion model (DDM). This class of models is
frequently used across domains in the experimental cognitive
and neuroscience literature, to jointly model choice and re-
sponse time distribution data. The underlying parameters are,
in turn, linked to neural processes (Ratcliff, Smith, Brown, &
McKoon, 2016; N. Evans & Wagenmakers, 2019; Frank et
al., 2015; B. M. Turner, van Maanen, & Forstmann, 2015).
The links can be explored via hierarchical models parame-
ter in which neural processes connect to parameters in cog-
nitive models via e.g., a regression function. To illustrate the
potential of our method, we choose four specific variants of
such EAMs that are frequently used in research but for which
analytic likelihood functions are not available: (1) A simple
DDM model in which the decision bound collapses according
to the CDF of a Weibull distribution, (2) the Full-DDM model
(with inter-trial variability in 3 parameters) (Ratcliff & McK-
oon, 2008), (3) the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (as in the leaky
competing accumulator or LCA) and (4) a Four Choice Race
Model.

The data-generating process of all four models relies on an
underlying diffusion, a Brownian Motion W with a drift term
v. All models have a parameter that expresses the starting
point bias w ∈ [0,1]; a non-decision time ndt ∈ [0,NDTmax]
capturing time taken for perception and motor output; and an
initial distance to one (or more) decision bound(s), labeled
a. Abstractly, the driving diffusion for all our models can be
described by a stochastic differential equation of the form,

dXt = A(t,Xt)dt +dWt

We make precise the specific discriminatory attributes of
the four models below.
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model adds a position dependency
expressed in an excitation/inhibition parameter g. The Full-
DDM instead treats the starting point w, the drift v and
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Figure 2: Graphic illustration of the stochastic forward mod-
els used as a test bed for posterior inference.

the non-decision time ndt as trial-by-trial random variables
emerging from a uniform, normal, and again uniform distribu-
tion respectively (adding the dw,sdv,dndt parameters). The
DDM-Weibull model, adds a parameterized boundary func-
tion to the model. The bound is defined as,

b(t|α,β,a) = a∗ exp−( t
β
)α.

Finally the Four Choice Race Model, in contrast to the three
previous models, treats each decision option as a separate par-
ticle replicating the drift and starting point parameters four
times. Decisions in this model correspond to the time-point
at which the first of the four particles hits the boundary a. Fig.
2, gives a graphic depiction of the models.

Implementation Details
Synthetic data Generation We follow a uniform approach
to universal data generation for all models presented. For
each model, we generate N = 3M sets of parameters drawn
from uniform distributions. For each set of parameters ΘM ,
we then generate 100K simulations from the stochastic model
M and bin the output into b bins for each discrete choice op-
tion c, where the bins divided the t ∈ [0,Tmax = 10s] evenly up
to the last bin which collected any observations t > Tmax. The
so-generated binned simulations were stored in a data-array
D. For all numerical experiments we choose b = 256. For
each model mentioned above, we therefore generate a data-
set DM

b = {θi,Di}3M
i=0, upon which training of the below men-

tioned networks was based.

Decoder (Reverse) Model The decoder network encapsu-
lates the essence of the relevant stochastic model under con-
sideration. It maps the vector of proposed generative param-
eters Θ to the likelihood, i.e. P(DM

b |Θ). By implementing
the decoder as a CNN we gain two crucial properties. First,
we can leverage batch processing of input and generate like-
lihoods for a large number of input parameter sets in paral-
lel. Second, the output of the CNN is a global approxima-
tion of the likelihood for a single parameter set. Evaluation

for a given data-set amounts to element-wise multiplication
of the CNN output layer with bin-wise event counts. Speed
of valuation is therefore independent of dataset-size. Paral-
lelizability is also crucial for the employment of the Iterated
importance sampler.

The network is trained by minimizing the KL-divergence
between observed and generated data histograms (defined in
Eq. 1). To create a higher dimensional embedding of the pa-
rameter θ, we employ a sequence of upsampling layers fol-
lowed by convolutions with 1×5 kernels and a final fully con-
nected layer resulting in an output of dimensionality [Nb,Nc].

D(P̂(x|Θ)‖P(x|Θ)) =

b

∑
i=0

[
P̂(xi|Θ) log

P̂(xi|Θ)

P(xi|Θ)

]
(1)

Encoder (Forward) Model The encoder network, as de-
scribed in Fig. 1, serves to provide a good initialization for
our Importance Sampling procedure. The network maps a
data set DM

b (in our case a likelihood from a stochastic model
M discretized into b number of bins) to the generative param-
eters of M, Θ = {θi : i ∈ [0,T ]}. The readout node contains
the predicted means and variances of the stochastic model pa-
rameters. As per Radev et al. (2019) training is accomplished
via minimization of the heteroscedastic loss function defined
in Eq. 2.

L(θ̂, σ̂2(θ̂),θ) =
1
T

T−1

∑
t=0

[
(θt − θ̂t)

2

2σ̂2
t (θ̂)

+
1
2

log(σ̂2
t (θ̂))

]
(2)

For both encoder and decoder networks, we use the adap-
tive learning rate based gradient descent algorithm Adam
(Kingma & Ba, 2015), initialized with a learning rate of
1e−4. We implemented both the encoder and decoder mod-
els in Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015).

Importance sampling Given a data-set of observations
Dobs, we use iterative adaptive importance sampling based
on Gaussian mixtures. Adjustments of the proposal distribu-
tion across iterations utilize the mixture update equations as
derived in (Cappé et al., 2007; Wraith et al., 2009). The basic
idea behind iterative importance sampling is to use an adap-
tive importance distribution, which upon good initialization,
will converge to the target sufficiently to allow for efficient
importance sampling at the last iteration.

As suggested by Cappé et al. (2007), to monitor conver-
gence, we use the normalized perplexity statistic, defined at
every iteration k as the exponential of the Shannon entropy
of normalized importance weights divided by the total sam-
ple size, exp(Hk,N)/N, where Hk,N = −∑

N
i=1 ω̄k,i log ω̄k,i. If

the proposal distribution converges to the target, this statistic
converges to 1. It is crucial to generate an initial proposal that
is sufficiently close to the target to allow successful adapta-
tion over time. We generate the initial mixture distribution g0
in the following way. We apply the encoder network to Dobs
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to get a point estimate for the generative parameters θ̂obs, as
well as parameter-wise variance terms σ̂2

θ
. The first mixture

component, g1
0, is then initialized as the isotropic multivariate

Gaussian implied by the encoder network output. To generate
the rest of the mixture components, we use the variance es-
timates σ̂2(θ̂obs) gleaned from the Encoder Model and apply
component-wise random perturbations from the centers of g1

0.
We reapply σ̂2(θ̂obs), to generate a set of dispersed isotropic
Gaussians around the g1

0 as mixture components g2
0, ...,g

M
0 .

In principle, other procedures for initialization are possible
which do not themselves involve neural networks. One al-
ternative is to replace the encoder network with another op-
timization technique such as Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE). The flip side of using MLE however, is that it
yields point estimates. While, in principle, one can use a
numerically approximated Hessian matrix around the MLE
solution to initialize the covariance structure of our mixture
distributions, this method is potentially unstable, especially
if the MLE procedure does not, in fact, find a local minimum
(the MLE might for example not sit in a locally convex cone).

To help with convergence, we use an annealing factor
γ = 2z−t , z ∈ 1,2,4, ...,N, where z is a parameter of the sam-

pler. Hence, the first iteration operates on a target f (x)
1
γ . We

decrease from γ0 by dividing by 2 for each iteration that im-
proves the complexity measure exp(Hk,N)/N, until we reach
γi = 1. The importance sampler thus has three hyperparam-
eters. The annealing factor z, the number of mixture compo-
nents M and the number of samples we draw at each iteration
i, Ni.

Results
Parameter Recovery Study Every dataset used in our pa-
rameter recovery studies consisted of N = 1024 data points.
Model parameters that governed each dataset are chosen uni-
formly at random across the valid parameter range, albeit
slightly truncated to lie within the parameter ranges used for
network training. We note that model identifiability can dete-
riorate parameter recovery as defined here, even if sampling
from the posterior was entirely successful. For this reason, we
separately show posterior predictive distributions as well. As
can be seen in Fig 3, these posterior predictive plots produce
highly accurate results. Moreover, our covariance plots show
that we can capture such relationships between parameters in
the posterior distribution. Fig 3, summarizes the results of
the parameter recovery study.

Speed and Efficiency of Sampling We report some statis-
tics concerning the speed and efficiency of the importance
sampler. Generally, across all models considered, the impor-
tance sampler converges within 20 iterations. At each itera-
tion, we draw 200K importance samples; hence a total of up
to 4M samples is run within approximately 300s. As a rough
estimate, this implies that we are processing one sample in
approximately 75µs. Since we intend here first and foremost
to compare to traditional ABC methods, a reasonable bench-
mark would be to consider the time it takes to produce and

Model Ne f f Run time (in mins)

Weibull 114K± 31.3K 7.7± 4.5
Full DDM 109K± 19.6K 6.5± 2.8

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck 139K± 24K 3.8± 2.2
Race Model 4 112K± 30K 9 ± 3.9

Table 1: Importance sampler statistics. Ne f f is the effective
sample size defined as 1

ΣN
i=1ω̄2

i
. Run time here refers to the

total time consumed until importance sampler convergence.

evaluate, at point of inference, the empirical likelihood that
is embedded in our decoder network. This implies drawing
on the order of at least 30K (B. Turner & Sederberg, 2014)
simulations for each proposed set of parameters in a poste-
rior sampling scheme. To get a precise estimates of the time
savings our method promises, we repeated 5000 runs of 30K
simulations each from a Full DDM model. We used highly
optimized simulators for this purpose, and ran this experi-
ment on a top of the line 2019 MacBook Pro Laptop. For
each run, the set of parameters was sampled uniformly from
the domain our CNNs were trained on. The average time for
30K simulations was estimated at 600ms. Treating computa-
tion and evaluation of the KDE for all samples as free, this
already implies a speedup of approximately 4 orders of mag-
nitude that our method promises.

Discussion and Future Work
We present an end-to-end pipeline for amortized Bayesian in-
ference. As a test bed, we consider evidence accumulation
models of varying complexity. Our method crucially relied
on two guiding principles. (1) The ability to reuse computa-
tions resulting from forward model simulations to the greatest
extent possible, in other words maximally amortize our infer-
ence cost. We do so by learning from model simulations a
global likelihood approximation encapsulated in a CNN that
allows us to go from parameters directly to first passage like-
lihood distributions in one forward pass. (2) We want to do
so in a way that allows us to to leverage advances in paral-
lel computing infrastructure for rapid inference algorithms.
For this purpose we utilize the capacity for parallel batch-
processing to power extremely fast sampling rounds in an
annealed iterated importance sampling approach to posterior
sampling.

We show parameter recovery results and posterior predic-
tive checks for four different evidence accumulation models,
all notoriously difficult to estimate with traditional methods.
Application across models shows that the algorithm is quite
robust, with fine-tuning necessary only at the stage of impor-
tance sampling, where the choice of the number of compo-
nents and an annealing factor γ can have an impact on the
performance and convergence. We emphasize that we em-
ployed only minimal to no fine-tuning overall, and impor-
tantly used consistent sampler settings for all numerical ex-
periments shown. While the number of choice options af-
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Figure 3: For each of the four models we show parameter recovery and an example covariance plot for a single randomly
sampled parameter set. In addition, for the Full-DDM model we also show 9 posterior predictive plots from randomly sampled
parameter sets.

fected the speed of inference (by virtue of its impact on the
network architecture, since the last layer needs to accommo-
date a larger number of (t,c) states), we remain well below

reported inference times that apply to the ABC-KDE methods
for equivalent models. For all models shown, we reliably get
good/sufficient convergence of the importance sampling dis-
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tribution to the target. Marginal and covariance plots (Fig. 3)
show that we can capture complex posterior shapes implied
by non-linear parameter trade-offs.

There are multiple ways in which we plan to extend and
build on the work presented. First, a major goal is to make
the discussed procedures available to other researchers as a
Python package. We aim to cover two basic use cases: On
the one hand, users will be able to use their (or a cloud-based)
GPU infrastructure. On the other hand, we will exploit the
newly emerging dedicated hardware for low-cost, fast infer-
ence with pre-trained neural networks, (e.g., neural compute
stick, Intel R©), to allow users an extremely cheap (∼ 100$)
entry point for utilizing the methods presented here, even on
a personal budget laptop machine. Moreover, users will be
able to upload their simulators, from which the encoder and
decoder networks can be automatically trained. Second, ex-
ploiting the literature on model distillation (Hinton, Vinyals,
& Dean, 2015), we aim to incorporate architecture minimiza-
tion into our training pipeline, to ensure maximal speed at
inference. Lastly, we aim to generalize the current approach
to allow for hierarchical estimation of parameters.
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Abstract

The action order of most everyday activities is only weakly
constrained: When setting the table, for example, the order
in which the items are placed on the table does not matter if
all required items are on the table eventually. Little is known
about how humans deal with weakly constrained sequences.
Consistent with research on local optimality of human behav-
ior and the “law of less work”, we propose that the order of
weakly constrained sequences is not chosen arbitrarily but due
to preferences, with the overall goal to minimize cognitive and
physical effort. We implement and validate a stepwise-optimal
model for table setting, revealing ordering preferences based
on distance, functional relations between items, and reachabil-
ity. The model’s success has implications concerning action
organization in weakly constrained sequences as well as con-
trol of action sequences and provides further evidence on the
question of global vs. local optimality of human cognition.
Keywords: everyday activity; spatial cognition; preferences;
optimality; action sequences

Introduction
Everyday activities such as cooking, cleaning up, and setting
the table, require a complex set of cognitive skills. The com-
plexity of seemingly simple everyday activities is evidenced
by the fact that (a) already mild cognitive impairment may
interfere with successful performance of highly familiar ev-
eryday activities (Gold, Park, Troyer, & Murphy, 2015), (b)
healthy adults also exhibit occasional errors such as the unin-
tended omission of subtasks (Cooper & Shallice, 2000), and
(c) artificial systems exhibiting mastery of everyday activities
remain to be achieved (Ersen, Oztop, & Sariel, 2017).

Given their complexity, the study of everyday activities
promises a deeper understanding not only of the involved
skills, but also of how these skills interact and are combined
in the human mind. Furthermore, a deeper understanding of
everyday activities potentially has great applied merit by al-
lowing to better support people to live independently, who
otherwise would require professional care to master their ev-
eryday life.

In this contribution we consider an important aspect of suc-
cessful everyday activities, which has not received sufficient
attention by previous research: Action sequence organization
under weak constraints. While certain actions are crucial for
the successful performance of everyday activities, the action
order is usually only partially (if at all) determined: If one
wants to set the table, the sequence in which the required
items are picked up and brought to the table is irrelevant,

as long as all items end up on the table eventually. We re-
fer to such action sequences with few or no constraints as
weakly constrained sequences. Existing research either treats
each possible sequence as equally likely (Botvinick & Plaut,
2004) or as idiosyncrasies of the person or situation (Cooper
& Shallice, 2000).

We propose that humans neither consider all possible se-
quences nor randomly instantiate a possible sequence under
weak constraints. Rather, we argue that people exhibit pref-
erences for certain action sequences. Specifically, based on
previous research, we assume that these preferences arise
from stepwise optimization of the movement distance subject
to functional relations between objects and their reachabil-
ity. We developed a computational model that implements
these assumptions and evaluated it on three datasets com-
prising human activities during table setting. The model fits
and generalizes well across the three datasets lending support
to our assumptions. Besides shedding light on the nature of
human action organization in weakly constrained sequences,
our model’s success also speaks to the debate on global vs.
stepwise optimality and raises questions concerning the con-
trol of action sequences.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First,
we give an overview of the role of local optimality, mini-
mization of cognitive and physical effort, and space in the
context of everyday activities. Subsequently, we present and
validate our stepwise-optimal model for action ordering in
weakly constrained sequences. We conclude with a discus-
sion of our results and issues for future research.

Optimality, Minimization of Effort, and Space
Optimality
According to optimality theory, human behavior can be as-
sumed to approximate an optimal function when compared to
a mathematically determined ideal behavior (Chater, Tenen-
baum, & Yuille, 2006). While the paradigm of universal ra-
tionality postulates that prediction strategies for human be-
havior should be as general as possible, adaptive rationality
states that good prediction methods are adapted to the struc-
ture of a given local environment, providing highly efficient
solutions for a specific task (Schurz & Thorn, 2016). Adap-
tive rationality assumes that all successful cognitive methods
used by humans are locally optimal.
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Jones and Love (2011) propose that when trying to explain
human behavior through rational analysis, mechanisms such
as knowledge representation and cognitive processes have to
be taken into account. This is consistent with the concepts
of bounded rationality (Simon, 1955) and optimization un-
der constraints (Sargent, 1993), which both take limitations
in knowledge and processing capacity into account and have
been substantiated by other research, (see e.g. Icard, 2018).
To identify effective mechanisms that can plausibly be imple-
mented by a resource-bounded human brain, Bayesianism is
assumed to offer a useful analysis tool for specific cognitive
functions.

Research on sequential information search and planning
indicates that humans tend to use heuristic stepwise-optimal
strategies rather than planning ahead (Meder, Nelson, Jones,
& Ruggeri, 2019). Stepwise-optimal strategies can be con-
sidered as locally optimal, since they only try to optimize for
each action step rather than for the whole action sequence.

As everyday activities are complex tasks, we consider
strategies aiming to find the globally best task solution to
be computationally expensive and therefore unfeasible. Tak-
ing limitations in processing capacity and knowledge into ac-
count, we propose that humans deal with such activities by
using a locally optimal model (heuristic) to choose their next
action.

Minimization of Effort

According to Hull’s “law of less work” (Hull, 1943), physical
effort tends to be avoided, if possible. The concept has since
been expanded to include cognitive effort, arguing that phys-
ical and mental effort are equally aversive (Kool, McGuire,
Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010). This avoidance of effort is evi-
dent in people organizing their task environment by cluster-
ing task-relevant items and centralising frequently used items
(Solman & Kingstone, 2017). When organizing objects to re-
duce physical effort, spatial habit competes with the goal to
minimize effort, resulting in a reorganization of items only if
the costs for maintaining spatial habits become more notice-
able (Zhu & Risko, 2016).

The concept of an internal cost of cognitive effort has been
particularly influential as it explains the (globally) suboptimal
strategies frequently observed in humans – favoring simpli-
fying strategies (e.g., heuristics) can be subjectively optimal
when reducing the internal cost of mental effort outweighs
the benefit of a more accurate strategy.

In order to explain how cognitive effort can be reduced,
Clark (1996) proposed the concept of external scaffolding.
Accordingly, exploiting external structures facilitates human
problem-solving and allows for reducing the cognitive effort
of a specific task by offloading (part of) the problem solution
to external scaffolds such as tools or memory aids. Accord-
ing to Wilson (2002), strategies to offload cognition are used
particularly often in the context of spatial tasks. The envi-
ronment can be used to avoid having to encode or actively
represent stimuli or tasks, e.g., by laying out the pieces of an

object to be assembled in roughly the order and spatial rela-
tionship they will have in the finished state.

Against this background, we assume that humans exhibit
preferences for action sequences that minimize the effort re-
quired for task success. We use the term preferences to refer
to a concept with the following characteristics: 1) They deter-
mine a (partial) order on a set of options, 2) individuals may
not be aware of alternative options that have been neglected
in favor of the preferred option and 3), they do not emerge
from a mechanism specifically designed to generate prefer-
ences but are the result of more general processing principles
in human cognition.

Space

All human (everyday) activity takes place in space – required
objects for a given activity are located in the physical envi-
ronment, and movement within this environment is necessary
for performing the activity. Spatial properties, e.g., distance,
are also directly related to the required physical effort. While
determining the action sequence for performing a specific ac-
tivity, the spatial setup of the environment may impose con-
straints, such as having to move one object first before the
object located behind it can be reached. Even if there are
no hard constraints, there are a number of reasons to believe
that the order of actions in weakly constrained sequences is
determined by the spatial environment and its mental repre-
sentation.

According to Kirsh (1995), the organization of objects in
physical space aims to minimize cognitive effort and to fa-
cilitate the performance of everyday activities. People use
spatial arrangements to serve as cues what to do next by sim-
plifying internal computation (e.g. by arranging objects in
the kitchen in a way that it is obvious which vegetables need
to be cut, washed, etc. in the next step). Minimizing (com-
putational) effort by using the properties of the spatial en-
vironment to facilitate one’s actions is also consistent with
the theory of strong spatial cognition (van de Ven, Fukuda,
Schultheis, Freksa, & Barkowsky, 2018).

Another crucial characteristic of mental spatial representa-
tion is their organization by region (McNamara, 1986). When
planning a route in a regionalized environment, humans pre-
fer routes that cross fewer region boundaries (Wiener & Mal-
lot, 2003) or allow entering the target region more quickly,
even if shorter routes exist (Hochmair, Büchner, & Hölscher,
2008). While the cited studies apply to environmental spaces,
it seems reasonable to suppose that regionalization may also
be of importance in small-scale vista spaces, because travers-
ing space according to regions reduces the overall distance
and therefore the necessary effort.

Taking the above considerations into account, we assume
spatial properties of the task environment, i.e. distance and
physical constraints, to be an important factor when deciding
for the next action in everyday activities.
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Stepwise-Optimal Model for Table Setting
Consistent with humans favoring stepwise-optimal strategies
over planning ahead (Meder et al., 2019) and the “law of less
work” (Hull, 1943; Kool et al., 2010), we assume that table
setting follows a stepwise-optimal strategy. Taking the role of
preferences and space in everyday activities into account, we
propose that humans exhibit specific preferences for action
orderings: The next item to be picked up and taken to the
table is assumed to be chosen based on the current location
as well as the perceived cost of each possible action, with the
lowest-cost action being chosen.

Based on research on how the spatial environment is used
to facilitate task performance, i.e. intelligent use of space
(Kirsh, 1995), external scaffolding (Clark, 1996; Wilson,
2002) and strong spatial cognition (van de Ven et al., 2018), as
well as preferences regarding route planning (Wiener & Mal-
lot, 2003), we expect preferences to take specific constraints
into account:

• Distance (minimizing traversed distance by collectively
picking up items that are stored in the same location),

• functional relations between items (saucer goes below cup
and should therefore be taken first, so both items have to
be moved to and placed on the table only once), and

• reachability (picking up items from, e.g., a counter top, is
considered less effortful than picking up items stored in a
closed cupboard).

We propose these constraints as likely factors driving pos-
sible preferences. We do not claim that these are the only fac-
tors giving rise to possible preferences. However, based on
the existing research reviewed above, we assume that these
constraints have a strong influence on human behavior in ev-
eryday activities.

We implemented our three core assumptions in a computa-
tional model. The model approximates stepwise-optimal be-
havior by determining the lowest-cost next action for each
step from episode start (no items on the table, subject at start-
ing position) to task success (all required items on the table
and – if specified – in the target position, subject standing in
front of the table). If no specific table setup was required in
the task statement, we assume all table setups (i.e., task solu-
tions) to be equally good.

Each cost Ci, j is calculated by determining the Euclidean
distance (Eq. 1) between two item locations i(x1,y1) and
j(x2,y2) in a 2D representation of the specific environment.
This distance is further qualified by functional relations be-
tween items (parameter k) and reachability (parameter c)
yielding a weighted cost computed as given in Eq. 2.

d(i, j) =
√
(x1 − x2)2 +(y1 − y2)2 (1)

Ci, j = d(i, j)k · c (2)

Functional relations between items are defined as con-
straints that favor putting one item on the table earlier than

a second item, e.g., because the first item is supposed to be
placed below the second item (saucer and cup, placemat and
plate, etc.) or because the item is used to define the place
setting on the table (placemat, plate). Reachability indicates
whether an item can be accessed directly or whether it is
stored in a cupboard or the like which has to be opened first.

We assume functional relations between items to have an
influence on the ordering of items since, with an ideal or-
dering, each item has to be picked up and placed on the ta-
ble only once. In contrast to choosing an arbitrary ordering,
in which items already on the table might have to be moved
again (e.g., lifting the cup to place the saucer below it), this
ideal sequence minimizes the physical effort. Since the open-
ing of cupboards also involves physical effort, reachability is
considered to be another cost factor. Parameters k and c are
treated as free parameters of the model and will be estimated
from the first considered dataset.

Each modeled environment consists of the corresponding
spatial layout with item coordinates, the task description (re-
quired items), and constraints (how many items can be carried
at once). Following a stepwise-optimal strategy, in each step
the cost for all next possible actions is calculated (Eq. 2, i
= current location, j = item location) and the item with the
lowest associated cost is chosen to be picked up next (Fig. 1).

starting

position

tray

plate

cup

plate

cup

cup
5.20

5.40

5.40

6.92

7.59

Figure 1: Example for stepwise-optimal item choosing based
on weighted cost (TUM environment, k+c set)

To evaluate our model we test its ability to account for ta-
ble setting across three datasets. On the first dataset, the TUM
dataset, we estimate k and c and test whether a stepwise or a
global optimality model provides a more appropriate expla-
nation. The second dataset, the EPIC-KITCHENS dataset,
was employed for testing our model’s generalizability to ad-
ditional individuals and additional environments. The third
dataset, a self-collected virtual reality dataset, was employed
to test a regionalization prediction arising from the model. All
simulations compared variants of our model including only k,
only c, including k and c, and neither including k nor c (de-
fault parameters).

TUM Dataset The TUM Kitchen Data Set (Tenorth, Ban-
douch, & Beetz, 2009) contains data from four subjects set-
ting a table in different ways, each time using the same items
in the same environment. Since the spatial properties of the
environment and items did not change and the variance be-
tween observed sequences was low, we used the TUM dataset
set to fit our model parameters, in the hope of obtaining a re-
liable estimate.
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Each trial began with the subject facing the kitchen (stand-
ing between location A and B, see Fig. 2) and ended with all
required items being on the table (at location C or D in the en-
vironment). The necessary items for table setting were stored
in location A (tray, napkin), in the drawer between A and B
(silverware), and B (plate, cup). Of the 20 video episodes,
video 18 consists only in repetitive movement and had to be
excluded from our analysis.1 Variations include the location
of the setup on the table and the number of items being trans-
ported at a time (one or two).

Figure 2: Layout of the TUM kitchen (Tenorth et al., 2009)

Method Parameters k and c were estimated by grid search.
Parameter k was estimated per object (see Tab. 1) and c was
estimated to be 1.2 for all objects in closed containers (e.g.,
cupboard, drawer). Setting parameter k to a value < 1.0
decreases the weighted cost, thus corresponding to a higher
probability of taking the item in question first, whereas set-
ting parameter c to a value > 1.0 increases the weighted cost.

DLn =
edit distance

maximum edit distance
(3)

To evaluate how well the model-generated and observed
sequences matched, we computed the Damerau-Levenshtein
distances (Damerau, 1964) and normalized by sequence
length to make results comparable across sequences of differ-
ent length. The resulting distance measure, DLn, see Eq. 3,
ranged from 0 (i.e., identical) to 1 (i.e., maximally different).
As a baseline, mean edit distance was calculated for n! sam-
ples generated without replacement for observed sequences
of length n.

Results Comparing the edit distances between sequence
predictions from the model and observed sequences (see Fig-
ure 3) clearly demonstrates that both factors have a strong in-
fluence on the order in which items are picked up and brought
to the table (Fig. 3). Only when both factors are set, a match
between predicted and observed sequences is achieved for

1For our analysis, the videos have been numbered consecutively,
thus video 18 corresponds to video 19 (TUM numbering) and video
19 to video 20 (TUM numbering).

Table 1: Parameter estimates for different items

Item Value of k
tray, placemat 0.9
plate (empty), napkin 0.95
all other items 1.0

nearly all episodes. This indicates that the decision which
item(s) to get next does not rely on physical distance alone
but is strongly influenced by the effort to retrieve or arrange
items. Comparing model performances (default parameters,
only one of both parameters or both parameters set, or glob-
ally optimal) using the Friedman test indicates a highly sig-
nificant difference (χ2(4) = 66.595, p < 0.001).

To more specifically test the locality of strategies, we com-
pared our stepwise-optimal to a globally optimal model (i.e.,
a model that plans ahead, determining the overall lowest-cost
action ordering2). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that
our model performs significantly better than the global model
(W = 0.000, p < 0.001), which provides evidence for human
behavior being locally optimal.

Figure 3: Model fit, TUM data

In order to validate the model, we verify its generalizability
to other spatial environments and individuals using the EPIC-
KITCHENS and a VR data set.

Model Generalizability
EPIC-KITCHENS
Data EPIC-KITCHENS (Damen, D. et al., 2018) is a large-
scale first-person vision data set collected by 32 participants
in their native kitchens. Since each participant recorded their
activities in their home kitchen, spatial environments and
items vary between participants, which makes this data set
a strong generalization test of our model.

The participants recorded all their daily kitchen activities
with a head-mounted GoPro (video and sound) for three con-
secutive days. Each recording starts with the participant en-

2Assuming each item is brought to the table first before picking
up the next one.
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tering the kitchen and stops before leaving the kitchen. The
participants were asked to be in the kitchen alone, so that the
videos capture only one-person activities. Each participant
recorded several episodes.

The episodes contain a multitude of kitchen activities, such
as cooking, stowing away groceries, and table setting. For
the purpose of this analysis, we only used episodes with table
setting actions, which reduced the sample size to 16 videos.3

Method Since the table setting actions are interleaved with
cooking actions, specific items can fulfill different functions,
such as a plate being used as container for a meal or as an
empty (eating) plate. To account for such differences, items
are not categorized according to item type but function (e.g.
a plate not serving as the eating plate does not have strong
functional relations as defined in factor k). For each predicted
next item, the prior location was taken as a starting point,
regardless of whether the corresponding action was a table
setting action.
Results While the model prediction with default parame-
ters (c = 1.0, k = 1.0) tends to be near to or worse than the
baseline prediction (mean edit distance from n! samples for
each observed sequence of length n), with both parameters
set we achieve better results than the baseline for nearly all
episodes (Fig. 4). c and k improve prediction for most se-
quences even when only one factor is set (see first column
of Tab. 2: p < 0.05 for both comparisons). While prediction
accuracies show a significant difference for only c vs. both
parameters set, model simulations with only k vs. both param-
eters set show no significant difference, indicating that k may
be the decisive parameter considering the EPIC-KITCHENS
dataset (see second column Tab. 2).

Overall, our model generalizes well to new spatial envi-
ronments and individuals, which supports the model’s key
assumptions: stepwise optimality minimizing effort is sub-
ject to functional constraints and reachability. Comparing the
performance of the model with both vs. default parameters set
indicates a significant improvement of prediction accuracies
with parameters (W = 0.000, p = 0.002), corroborating our
assumptions.

Table 2: Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing prediction ac-
curacies of model simulations

default parameters set
(c = 1.0, k = 1.0) c + k set

c set, k = 1.0 W = 0.000
p = 0.027

W = 0.000
p = 0.018

k set, c = 1.0 W = 0.000
p = 0.003

W = 0.000
p = 0.180

3P01 01, P01 03, P01 05, P01 09, P10 01, P12 01, P12 06,
P21 01, P21 03, P21 04, P22 12, P22 16, P24 02, P24 04, P24 05,
P26 11. Videos have been numbered consecutively in our analysis.

Figure 4: Model fit, EPIC data

Virtual Reality Data
One prediction arising from our model is that, whenever pos-
sible, people should tend to pick objects by regions, because
this minimizes the physical effort related to traversing the dis-
tance between items. This idea receives first support from the
TUM dataset: Videos 3 and 12, the only sequences in which
two items can be picked up at once, show a bias towards re-
gionalization, i.e., items stored in the same location are al-
ways picked up together (tray and napkin from location A,
plate and cup from location B, Fig. 2).

To investigate this prediction in more detail, we analyze
the presence of such regionalization in our third data set. The
study was conducted in a virtual environment because this
provides exact movement trajectory and distance measure-
ments and allows for more control over the environment than
a (possibly noisy) real-world setting. At the same time, the
VR environment promises higher ecological validity than a
laboratory setting.

Data The data contains table setting sequences in a VR en-
vironment from a single participant, who was naı̈ve with re-
spect to the purpose of the experiment. The virtual kitchen
consisted of three separate regions (fridge, tray area, island
area; Fig. 5), each of which had to be visited at least once.

The fridge contained a number of dairy products and or-
ange juice, drawer 1 silverware, drawer 2 mugs and glasses,
drawer 3 bowls, and the cupboard a number of food packages
such as cereal. The participant moved through the virtual
environment by moving through a corresponding but open
physical space, experiencing the virtual environment through
a HTV Vive head-mounted display. Movement was tracked
via the head-mounted display while interaction with the envi-
ronment was realized through two HTC Vive controllers (one
in each hand).

The participant was asked to set the table for one person
having breakfast. The minimum set of items consisted of a
cereal bowl, a spoon, cereal, milk, a glass, and juice; addi-
tional items could be added by the participant if desired. The
task was to first assemble all necessary items on the tray and
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then to carry the items to and distribute them on the table.
The participant was familiar with the kitchen and knew the
location of all required items well. Data from 39 trials was
collected. For action orderings we considered the order in
which items were grasped and put on the tray.

cupboard

kitchen counter

serving tray sink

drawer 1
drawer 2

fridge

kitchen island

drawer3

starting
position

table

Figure 5: Layout of the Virtual Reality kitchen

Results We observed a strong preference for regionalized
item collection and for choosing the order based on those re-
gions and the distances between them: Items from the same
region were picked up jointly and the regions were traversed
in an order that minimized the overall walking distance.

The prediction of the model being verified, we further
tested it by applying it to the Virtual Reality data set (Fig. 6).
In doing so, k could not be set because the items were assem-
bled on a tray first, rendering constraints due to functional
relations between items irrelevant. Moreover, c had no in-
fluence, because all items were stored in cupboards, drawers,
or the fridge. Without both factors, the model still performs
better than the baseline (i.e., mean edit distance, calculated
as described above), further corroborating that human treat-
ment of weakly constrained action sequences is to no small
part governed by stepwise optimization of traveled distance.

These results also show the limitations of the model: While
functional relations and reachability appear to be important
factors in everyday action sequences, they explain only part
of the variance in the observed sequences. For example, re-
lying only on physical (2D) distance, the model is not able to
distinguish between items stored in the same location and can
thus only predict the next best region in such instances.

Conclusion and Future Work
Our results suggest that action orderings in everyday activity
result from stepwise-optimization, aiming to minimize cogni-
tive and physical effort by factoring in properties of the spatial
environment. When dealing with weakly constrained action
sequences, the ordering of actions is not chosen arbitrarily but
according to preferences, which take distance, functional re-

Figure 6: Model fit, Virtual Reality data

lations between items, and reachability into account in order
to minimize the overall effort. These findings are consistent
with the theories of external scaffolding and strong spatial
cognition, i.e., humans using properties of the environment
to their advantage.

Our contribution also touches on the question whether hu-
man cognition and behavior is best seen as globally or locally
optimal. Our comparison of models realizing these two types
of optimality indicates that human behavior in everyday activ-
ities can indeed – as proposed by adaptive rationality – better
be explained by a locally optimal strategy, tuned to maximize
performance by following a stepwise-optimal heuristic. We
expect our proposed stepwise-optimal model not to be spe-
cific to the activity of table setting, but to be generalizable
to other everyday tasks. While functional relations may be
task-specific, i.e, depend on how the necessary items are used
in a given task and how this affects the functional relations
between them, we assume all model parameters to represent
important constraints also for other everyday activities.

The success of the stepwise-optimal model also raises in-
teresting questions regarding the control of action sequences.
In existing models of control of sequential actions (e.g.,
Cooper, Ruh, & Mareschal, 2014; Botvinick & Plaut, 2004),
the assumption seems to be that the to be controlled sequence
is completely known from the outset. But how are action se-
quences controlled, which are, as suggested by our work, not
completely known before execution? Do the same control
mechanisms apply or can they be adapted?

In the current model, the representation of task environ-
ments and distances is represented only in 2D. A 3D model
could potentially show other important factors, e.g. whether
picking up items from very high or low storage location is
considered more effortful. This might also allow the model to
better predict the next lowest-cost item when multiple items
are stored in the same (2D) location. Cognitive effort is an-
other important factor that needs to be considered in future
versions of the model, since minimization of effort is assumed
to affect both physical and cognitive effort.

While our model with the chosen constraints fits well to the
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data and is able to explain variability between datasets, other,
yet unknown factors may be of importance in determining hu-
man behavior in everyday activities. Future research is there-
fore needed to uncover other relevant mechanisms underlying
spatial cognition in everyday tasks and to explore how these
interact with our proposed constraints.

Future work also needs to investigate whether using a
heuristic model can be interpreted as opportunistic behavior
and to clarify the relation between traversed overall distance
and required time in the context of effort minimization.
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Abstract 

Being able to identify causally relevant evidence is essential in 

order to evaluate scientific claims, yet doing so can be 

challenging, especially for children. In some cases, identifying 

causally relevant evidence can involve recognizing similarities 

in context and causal mechanisms underlying seemingly 

different observations. Two studies explore how children ages 

7-10 (n = 98) judge the relevance of different observations for 

evaluating the accuracy of a scientific explanation. 

Observations varied based on topic (i.e., the same animal as the 

explanation or a different species) and the presence or absence 

of the same underlying causal mechanism as the target 

explanation. All children recognized that observations 

involving the same process in the same animal would be 

helpful. However, children ages 7-8 held a more fragile 

understanding than children ages 9-10 that observations 

involving a different animal but the same causal mechanism 

would be more helpful than observations involving the same 

animal but a different causal mechanism. Implications for 

conceptual development and scientific reasoning are discussed.   

Keywords: conceptual development; evidence; explanation; 
scientific reasoning 

Introduction 

Collecting evidence and using it to evaluate hypotheses or 

explanations is at the heart of the scientific process. For 

example, the explanation that bears hibernate in the winter 

because food is scarce could be supported by the observation 

that bears in the wild hibernate, while bears in captivity 

(where food is always available) do not. Being able to 

evaluate explanations in light of available evidence is 

important not only for scientists constructing theories and 

models (e.g., Haack, 2007), but also for children who are 

forming new concepts and learning about the world around 

them (Duncan, Chinn, & Barzilai, 2018; McNeill & Berland, 

2017; Rinehart, Duncan, Chinn, Atkins, & DiBenedetti, 

2016).  

Causal explanations are a powerful means of supporting 

children’s understanding of a phenomenon (Keil, 2006; 

Legare, 2014), but simply receiving an explanation is not 

enough; children must also be able to evaluate whether an 

explanation is likely to be correct. One way they can do so is 

by judging whether the source of the explanation is reliable. 

As early as the preschool years, children take into account a 

source’s personal characteristics (e.g., age, area of expertise) 

and their prior history of accuracy when determining whether 

the information the source provides is likely to be valid (see 

Harris, 2012 for a review). Young children also consider how 

a claim fits with their existing knowledge (see Lane, 2018 for 

a review), to the point that they sometimes reject accurate 

claims that do not align with what they already know (e.g., 

Shtulman & Carey, 2007). By early elementary school, 

children can sometimes recognize when an explanation is 

weak or illogical (e.g., Mills, Danovitch, Rowles, & 

Campbell, 2017; Ruffman, 1999). However, as children gain 

exposure to more complex phenomena, they are likely to 

encounter explanations from reliable sources that seem 

reasonable in terms of their causal structure and fit with prior 

knowledge, but that may still be  inadequate or incorrect, as 

is sometimes the case in the sciences.   

Although children are capable of evaluating information 

sources and recognizing weak explanations, linking evidence 

with explanatory claims in different contexts may be 

particularly challenging (Sandoval, Sodian, Koerber, & 

Wong, 2014). Part of the challenge is that evidence can be 

complex and “messy” – it does not always perfectly align 

with the explanation at hand (Haack, 2007; Duncan et al., 
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2018). For example, eastern box turtles hibernate when food 

is scarce – does this support the explanation that bears’ 

hibernation is related to food scarcity? Or is this observation 

irrelevant because turtles are a different species than bears? 

There are many instances in which animals of different 

species engage in similar behaviors, yet identifying the 

instances that are informative for building a strong 

explanation of a behavior requires looking past the animal 

involved and focusing on the underlying causal mechanisms 

instead. The current study explores how effectively 

elementary school age children identify whether evidence is 

relevant to an explanation. Deciding whether evidence is 

relevant as support for a particular explanation entails 

looking past superficial aspects of the context (e.g., animal 

species) and identifying the underlying causal process in 

order to determine its potential relevance. 

Relevance is a key component of effective communication 

(Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1996), and even young 

children seem to be sensitive to it when evaluating other 

people. Eskritt, Whalen, and Lee (2008) found that children 

ages 3-5 preferred to consult informants who had previously 

provided relevant information over those who had provided 

irrelevant information for help solving a simple problem. In 

fact, Eskritt et al. found that violations of the Gricean maxim 

of relevance seemed more salient to young children than 

violations of other Gricean maxims such as quality. More 

recently, Johnston, Sheskin, and Keil (2019) explored the 

development of children’s ability to identify whether a piece 

of evidence (independent of an informant) was relevant for 

generating a causal explanation. In a series of experiments, 

children ages 4-8 and adults rated the helpfulness of 

observations about cars for understanding a mechanical 

process (i.e., how cars go). Children ages 4-6 had a 

rudimentary sense that some kinds of evidence (e.g., cars 

have engines that turn gasoline into power) were more helpful 

than other kinds of evidence (e.g., cars have radios that play 

music), yet not until ages 7-8 did children systematically 

recognize that causally relevant information was more 

helpful than causally irrelevant information for building a 

conceptual understanding. In Johnston et al.’s experiments, 

all of the evidence that participants evaluated involved the 

same target topic (e.g., cars). In reality, though, information 

about similar processes in other entities (e.g., trains have 

engines that turn fuel into power) can also be a powerful 

means of forming a causal understanding. Children tend to 

gravitate towards clustering information according to topics 

(e.g., Danovitch & Keil, 2004), but when it comes to 

understanding complex scientific processes, this strategy is 

not always effective: an off-topic piece of evidence involving 

a similar process or characteristic can sometimes be more 

causally relevant than an on-topic piece of evidence 

involving a different process or characteristic.  

 

Study Design 

Evaluating evidence is important not only for building new 

explanations or models, but also for evaluating the quality of 

a proposed or existing model. Here, we examine what kinds 

of evidence children consider helpful for judging the 

accuracy of an explanation of an unfamiliar animal behavior. 

We focus on explanations involving animals because animals 

are inherently interesting to children (Lobue, Bloom Pickard, 

Sherman, Axford, & Deloache, 2013), yet the biological 

mechanisms underlying their behavior are often complex and 

nonobvious. Because children may not be familiar with the 

terms “relevance” or “evidence,” we frame the experimental 

task as a rating of the “helpfulness” of “observations” for 

determining whether a speaker’s claim is correct. To ensure 

that children’s ratings are not influenced by their own 

opinions about whether the evidence is accurate, children are 

informed up front that all of the evidence is true. In addition, 

the statements of evidence are described as observations 

made by groups of scientists to signal the presence of 

expertise and consensus, which should reinforce children’s 

belief that the information is accurate (see Corriveau & 

Harris, 2010).  

Our studies focus on children ages 7 to 10 for three reasons. 

First, children in this age range are capable of evaluating the 

strength of different kinds of single explanations, although 

their ability to do so is still improving (e.g., Mills et al., 

2017). Second, children in this age range have experienced 

formal science instruction and are likely to be familiar with 

fundamental biological concepts such as survival tactics or 

reproductive mechanisms, yet their conceptual understanding 

may still be relatively weak (see Kelemen, 2019). Third, as 

their reading ability improves and they develop other 

information-seeking skills, children gain access to a wider 

variety of evidence in multiple formats. For example, 

elementary school age children can read about evidence in 

books or on websites, hear about evidence from other people, 

or gather evidence on their own through observation and 

experimentation, yet even children older than age 10 need 

substantial training and support in order to sort through 

different pieces of evidence and determine which ones are 

causally relevant to a proposed model of a biological process 

(Rinehart, et al., 2016; Duncan et al., 2018). 

Study 1 

Participants 

A power analysis using G*Power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, 

& Buchner, 2007) indicated that, assuming a medium effect 

size with power = .95 and α = .05, an appropriate sample size 

would include a minimum of 18 children per age group. 

Twenty-four children ages 7 and 8 (Mage = 7.88; 13 males and 

11 females) and 24 children ages 9 and 10 (Mage = 9.96; 13 

males and 11 females) participated at their school or a 

university laboratory in the Louisville, Kentucky area. 

Parents identified 85 percent of the children in the sample as 

White, 2 percent as Black/African American, 4 percent as 

Asian American and 6 percent as more than one race (parents 

of 2 percent of participants chose not to indicate their child’s 

race.) Ninety-four percent of the sample were identified as 

non-Hispanic, 4 percent were Hispanic, and the remaining 2 

percent chose not to identify their ethnicity. Children were 
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tested individually by a female experimenter in a session 

lasting approximately 15 minutes. 

Rating Scale Design 

The rating scale for the evidence evaluation task consisted of 

five sets of four concentric circles arranged in a bullseye 

pattern. Arrows were placed at regular intervals ranging from 

the exact center to the outside of each bullseye, and each 

bullseye had a corresponding label ranging from “not helpful 

at all” to “extremely helpful” (see Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The helpfulness rating scale. 

Procedure 

Scale introduction Children were instructed that they would 

be hearing some people explain why animals behave the way 

they do, and that their job was to rate how helpful different 

clues would be for figuring out if each person’s explanation 

was right or wrong. The experimenter then placed a laptop 

computer in front of the child, triggered the appearance of the 

“extremely helpful” bullseye on the right side of screen, and 

stated that “some observations are right on the mark, which 

means that they are extremely helpful for figuring out if an 

explanation is correct.” The experimenter then proceeded to 

display the other points on the helpfulness rating scale and 

describe them in terms of helpfulness for determining if an 

explanation is correct.  

Following the scale introduction, children completed three 

practice items in which they were given the following 

scenario: “Jane wants to go to the toy store today, but Jane’s 

mom says that the toy store is closed today because it is a 

holiday.” Children were then told about three observations 

attributed to other groups of people and illustrated with 

simple line drawings. The first observation involved causally 

relevant information (“Some people observed a sign last 

week that said the toy store is closed on holidays”), and the 

subsequent observations involved irrelevant information 

(“Some people observed that the toy store sells dolls, trucks, 

and LEGOs”) and somewhat relevant information (“Some 

people observed that the supermarket next to the toy store is 

closed today”). Following each observation, children were 

asked to use the rating scale to indicate how helpful the 

observation would be for figuring out if Jane’s mom was 

correct. Children received corrective feedback if their 

response did not correspond to the appropriate area of the 

scale. 

Explanation evaluation task After familiarization with the 

scale, children were reminded that they would be hearing 

about animals and different people’s explanations about what 

each animal does, followed by some things that scientists 

have observed, and that all of the observations were true and 

accurate. For each trial, the experimenter began by reading a 

statement about the animal out loud (e.g., “A snapping turtle 

is a kind of turtle”) and presenting a color photo of the animal 

on the screen, with a brief description of the animal’s 

behavior printed underneath (e.g., “When a snapping turtle is 

walking on land and a predator comes near, it will stand up 

on its hind legs”; note that the behavior was not depicted in 

the photo). The experimenter also read the brief description 

out loud. The experimenter then presented a new slide that 

had an image of a stick figure man or woman on the left and 

a large speech bubble on the right containing the text of the 

person’s explanation. The experimenter narrated this slide by 

naming the individual and reading their explanation (e.g., 

“Sue says: The snapping turtle does this to make itself appear 

larger and prepare to lunge to scare off the predator.”)  

The presentation of the character’s explanation was 

followed by four statements about scientists’ observations, 

each of which was accompanied by an image intended to 

represent the group of scientists who made the observation. 

The image was a cartoon-style outline of four individuals of 

diverse ethnicities and genders dressed in white lab coats and 

holding a magnifying glass and a clipboard. To avoid 

influencing children’s judgments, the image showed no facial 

features. The scientists in each image wore the same color 

shirts and pants, and their clothing colors varied between 

trials to illustrate that each observation had been made by a 

separate group of scientists.  

For each animal behavior, children heard four 

corresponding observations: same animal/relevant, same 

animal/irrelevant, different animal/relevant, and different 

animal/irrelevant. Same animal/relevant observations 

involved information that directly related to the causally 

anticipated outcome in the proposed explanation (e.g., 

scientists have observed that predators who see a snapping 

turtle standing up on its legs get scared and run away). Same 

animal/irrelevant observations involved behaviors that had 

no connection to the explanation (e.g., scientists have 

observed that a snapping turtle prefers to live in lakes, rivers, 

or streams that have a muddy bottom). The different animal 

observations described the same member of a different 

species and either involved a behavior relevant to the causally 

anticipated outcome of the proposed explanation (e.g., 

scientists have observed that predators who see a blowfish 

who has expanded to twice its usual size will swim away) or 

a causally irrelevant behavior (e.g., scientists have observed 

that a blowfish will swim closer to the surface of the ocean 

when it is looking for a mate). After the experimenter stated 

each observation, children viewed the rating scale on the 

screen and were prompted to indicate how helpful that 

observation was for figuring out if the character’s explanation 

of the target behavior was correct.  
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Children completed six sets of four trials, where each set 

involved a different animal and four subsequent observations. 

The target animal behaviors were presented in one of two 

random orders, and the order in which the observations were 

presented was also randomized and counter-balanced 

between participants. 

Results and Discussion 
Children’s responses on the evidence evaluation task were 

converted to scores of 0 to 4, where higher scores correspond 

to ratings of greater helpfulness. Preliminary analyses 

suggested no effects of participant gender or trial order so 

these factors were excluded from further analyses. 

A 4 (Observation type) × 2 (Age group: 7-8-year-olds, 9-

10-year-olds) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted on 

the average ratings. Using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

for inhomogeneity of variance, the ANOVA revealed a main 

effect of Observation type, F(1.92, 88.31) = 37.06, p < .001, 

partial η2= .458. Children’s mean helpfulness ratings were 

highest for same animal/relevant observations (M = 2.94, SD 

= .47) and lowest for the different animal/irrelevant 

observations (M = 1.30, SD = 1.28; see Figure 2). Post-hoc 

pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences 

between children’s ratings for all four types of observations, 

p ≤ .004, except for between the different animal/relevant 

observation ratings compared with the same 

animal/irrelevant observation ratings, p = .154.  

 

  
 

Figure 2: Mean helpfulness ratings for each type of 

observation by younger and older children. (Error bars 

indicate standard error.) 

 

There was no significant main effect of Age group, F(1, 

46) = 1.60, p = .24, partial η2= .034, but there was a 

significant interaction between Observation type and Age 

group, F(1.92, 88.31) = 4.11, p = .021, partial η2= .082. Post-

hoc t-tests showed that older children assigned lower ratings 

than younger children to same animal/irrelevant 

observations, t(46) = 2.30, p = .026, but otherwise ratings for 

each type of observation did not significantly differ between 

age groups, ts < 1.67, ps > .100. Further supporting this 

finding, older children assigned ratings to the same 

animal/irrelevant observations that were significantly lower 

than the midpoint of the scale (rating of 2 or “sort of 

helpful”), t(23) = 4.27, p < .001, but younger children’s 

ratings did not differ from the midpoint, t(23) = .83, p = .413.  

Within each age group, planned t-tests showed that 7- and 

8-year-olds gave significantly higher ratings to same 

animal/relevant observations than to the other three types of 

observations, ts ≥ 2.97, ps ≤ .007, but otherwise their ratings 

for the other types of observation did not significantly differ 

from each other, ts ≤  1.76, ps ≥ .092. Nine- and 10-year-olds 

ratings significantly differed between all observation types, 

ts ≥ 4.47, ps ≤ .001, except for between the same 

animal/irrelevant and different animal/irrelevant 

observations, t(23) = .891, p = .382. 

Overall, children in both age groups recognized that 

observations of the same animal that support the causal 

outcome in the proposed explanation (e.g., observing 

predators leaving)  would be very helpful for evaluating the 

explanation’s accuracy, and that observations of causally 

irrelevant behaviors in a different animal would be less 

helpful. However, when evaluating observations about the 

same animal that were not causally relevant to the 

explanation (i.e., because they involved a different biological 

process), older children assigned lower helpfulness ratings 

than younger children. Older children might have been better 

able to look past the presence of the same animal topic word 

(e.g., “snapping turtle”) in the same animal/irrelevant 

observation and realize that the observation involved a 

different biological process or causal mechanism. In addition, 

older children also seemed more sensitive than younger 

children to the fact that the different animal/relevant 

explanation was more helpful than either type of causally 

irrelevant explanation.  

 The differences between older children’s and younger 

children’s responses on the same animal/irrelevant items 

might also reflect a difference in calibration when using the 

helpfulness rating scale. In making their ratings, younger 

children may have believed that all observations that were 

about the same animal and that involved the causal outcome 

proposed in the explanation would be very helpful, and, thus, 

any observations that did not meet both of these criteria 

would only be somewhat helpful. Study 2 was designed to 

explore this possibility. 

Study 2  

In order to ensure that children’s ratings of the observations 

were not influenced by the presence of much stronger 

evidence (e.g., the same animal/relevant observations) or 

much weaker evidence (e.g., the different animal/irrelevant 

observations), these trials were omitted from Study 2. 

Additionally, four trials were added after the evaluation task 

in order to check whether children were using the helpfulness 

rating scale appropriately.  
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Participants were 24 children ages 7 and 8 (Mage = 8.05; 12 

males and 12 females) and 26 children ages 9 and 10 (Mage = 

9.94; 13 males and 13 females) who had not participated in 

Study 1. Parents identified 84 percent of the children in the 

sample as White, 4 percent as Black/African American, 2 

percent as Asian American, 2 percent as Native Hawaiian and 

4 percent as more than one race (parents of 4 percent of 

children chose not to indicate their child’s race). Eighty-eight 

percent of the sample were identified as non-Hispanic, 8 

percent were Hispanic, and the remaining 4 percent chose not 

to identify their ethnicity. Children were tested individually 

in a university laboratory in the Louisville, Kentucky area. 

Procedure 

Scale introduction and evidence evaluation task Children 

were introduced to the rating scale and the evidence 

evaluation task in the exact same manner as Study 1. The 

evidence evaluation task used the same animal stimuli 

presented in the same two randomized orders as Study 1; 

however, the same animal/relevant and different/animal 

irrelevant observations were omitted, so there were only two 

trials per animal.  

Check questions Following the evidence evaluation task, 

children heard about two additional familiar animal 

behaviors (a squirrel burying nuts in the ground, a monkey 

carrying bananas into a tree). After each behavior was 

introduced with an accompanying photo, a character offered 

an explanation for the behavior (e.g., the squirrel does this to 

save food for the winter). Children then rated two 

observations in terms of helpfulness for evaluating the 

explanation: one that was about the same animal and causally 

relevant to the explanation (e.g., scientists have observed that 

squirrels dig up nuts from the ground to eat them during the 

winter) and one that was about a different animal and was not 

causally relevant to the explanation (e.g., scientists have 

observed that beavers build dams across rivers using sticks 

and trees). 

Results and Discussion 

As in Study 1, children’s responses on the evidence 

evaluation task were converted to scores of 0 to 4. 

Preliminary analyses suggested no effects of participant 

gender or trial order. Thus, these factors were excluded from 

further analyses. 
A 2 (Observation type: same animal/irrelevant, different 

animal/relevant) × 2 (Age group: 7-8-year-olds, 9-10-year-

olds) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted on the mean 

helpfulness ratings. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of 

Observation type, F(1, 48) = 30.27, p < .001, partial η2= .387. 

Children rated the different animal/relevant observations 

more highly (M = 1.95, SD = .99) than the same 

animal/irrelevant observations (M = 1.22, SD = 1.13; see 

Figure 3). There was also a significant main effect of Age 

group, F(1, 48) = 4.93, p = .031, partial η2= .093, where 

younger children (M = 1.88, SD = .19) gave higher ratings 

than older children (M = 1.31, SD = .18). There was no 

significant interaction of Observation type X Age group, F(1, 

48) = .39, p = .538, partial η2= .008. 

Planned t-tests showed that both age groups gave higher 

ratings to the different animal/relevant observations than the 

same animal/irrelevant observations, ts ≥ 2.99, ps ≤ .007. 

Compared with the results of Study 1, these findings suggest 

that younger children were better able to recognize the 

relative helpfulness of different animal/relevant observations 

over same animal/irrelevant observations when they were 

faced with a more limited set of observations that did not 

include observations that were stronger on both dimensions 

(i.e., same animal/relevant) or weaker on both dimensions 

(i.e., different animal/irrelevant).   

 

 
 

Figure 3: Mean helpfulness ratings for each type of 

observation by younger and older children. (Error bars 

indicate standard error.) 

 

Check items Overall, children gave high helpfulness ratings 

to the same animal/relevant check items (M = 3.34, SD = .89) 

and low helpfulness ratings to the different animal/irrelevant 

check items (M = .82, SD = 1.31), suggesting that they were 

using the rating scale appropriately. These ratings were much 

higher and much lower, respectively, than the ratings for the 

same animal/irrelevant items and different animal/relevant 

items in the preceding evidence evaluation task. 

General Discussion 

Two studies examined children’s judgments of the 

helpfulness of different types of evidence for determining 

whether a proposed causal explanation was accurate. When 

the evidence involved the same animal along with the same 

causal mechanism as the proposed explanation, children ages 

7-10 consistently deemed it very helpful. Children also rated 

observations involving the same causal mechanism as the 

target explanation as relatively more helpful than 

observations involving an unrelated process. However, when 

the evidence involved the same animal and a causal 

mechanism that was unrelated to the proposed explanation, 

7- and 8-year-olds gave it higher helpfulness ratings than 9- 

and 10-year-olds did. 

As suggested by Study 2, the disparity between younger 

and older children’s helpfulness ratings for the same 

animal/irrelevant items did not seem to be related to 
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differences in understanding or using the rating scale. Rather, 

younger children may have found it challenging to 

distinguish between evidence that did not involve the same 

animal and the same causal mechanisms when their ratings 

were anchored by clearly superior or inferior observations. 

These findings may seem surprising given that 7- and 8-year-

olds were capable of distinguishing between causally 

relevant and irrelevant evidence about the same topic in 

Johnston et al.’s (2019) studies. In Johnston et al.’s studies, 

children evaluated  how helpful pieces of evidence would be 

for generating an explanation of a mechanical process, but 

they did not have to actually develop or evaluate an 

explanation, which may have allowed them to be fairly 

selective about the evidence they chose. In contrast, in the 

current studies, children evaluated how helpful each piece of 

evidence was for determining if an explanation that already 

existed was accurate. Seven- and 8-year-olds might have 

found the latter task more challenging as it required 

recognizing the underlying causal process involved in the 

proposed explanation and then identifying the similarities 

between it and the causal processes involved in each 

observation. Thus, although 7- and 8-year-olds are capable of 

evaluating evidence to some extent (i.e., they rated the same 

animal/irrelevant observations lower than the same 

animal/relevant ones in Study 1, and they rated the same 

animal/irrelevant observations lower than different 

animal/relevant ones in Study 2), they may still be less adept 

than their older counterparts at evaluating evidence when 

faced with multiple possible mechanisms and multiple types 

of observations. 

We also found that younger children gave higher ratings to 

the three weaker types of evidence than older children, and 

that younger children’s ratings hovered around the midpoint 

of the scale (corresponding to “sort of helpful”) while older 

children’s ratings were often below the midpoint (closer to 

the “not helpful at all” end of the scale). This pattern of results 

might reflect a positivity bias among younger children that 

influenced them to label all types of observations as 

somewhat helpful (see Boseovski, 2010). Younger children 

may also have been influenced by the fact that each 

observation was attributed to a group of scientists, and they 

may have been reluctant to reject such “scientific evidence” 

as unhelpful. Future research could explore this possibility by 

varying the source of the evidence and the number of people 

described as having made the observation. It would also be 

informative to see if younger children assign lower ratings to 

evidence involving entirely different types of information 

(e.g., physical or chemical reactions), rather than information 

involving a different, yet still somewhat taxonomically-

related entity (e.g., a different animal).   

Taken together, the current findings suggest that 

elementary school age children recognize when a piece of 

evidence is clearly relevant to a proposed causal explanation, 

but their ability  to recognize that evidence involving the 

same entity as the explanation can sometimes be causally 

irrelevant may still be somewhat fragile or inconsistent. 

Children in this age range are also capable of recognizing 

when information about a different entity is causally relevant 

to an explanation, although younger children may find this 

more challenging than older children. These data suggest that 

the underpinnings of the ability to critically evaluate evidence 

in relation to a proposed hypothesis or explanation are present 

by age 7 or 8, yet elementary school age children would still 

benefit from instruction in how to evaluate disparate types of 

evidence. For example, providing a chart that children can 

use to visually represent the relevance of different pieces of 

evidence to a target explanation (as in Rinehart et al., 2016) 

might enable children to more effectively compare 

observations that vary on multiple dimensions. Ultimately, 

science educators should keep in mind that although 

understanding how complex and indirect pieces of evidence 

inform explanations is essential for successful scientific 

reasoning, children may require substantial time and 

experience to develop this skill. 
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Abstract

Communication is highly overloaded. Despite this, even young children are good at leveraging context to understand
ambiguous signals. We propose a computational shared agency account of signaling that we call the Imagined We (IW)
framework. We leverage Bayesian Theory of Mind to provide mechanisms for rational action planning and inverse action
interpretation. In order to expand this framework for communication, we first treat signals as rational actions. We then
incorporate our rich understanding of intuitive utilities to constrain the scope of affordable actions. Finally, we treat
communication as a cooperative act, subject to constraints of maximizing a shared utility. We implement this model
in two completely different behavioral psychology works to demonstrate the generality of the IW under different types
of uncertainty in cooperative communication. Additionally, we demonstrate that the IW outperforms multiple baseline
models in a novel task across a series of simulation conditions.
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Abstract

How are exceptions to a generalization learned? 20 participants were exposed to a mini-artificial language in which
each word (prefix + wordstem) was associated with a unique image. One of two prefixes generalized probabilistically:
it appeared with 40 stems associated with faces and 8 exceptions, which were associated with scenes. The other prefix
occurred with 8 faces and 8 scenes. The prefixes and the image categories (faces vs. scenes) were counterbalanced across
participants. Participants performed a 2 alternative-forced choice task on all items, with feedback, over 6 repeating blocks.
Results show that image-word pairs that included the generalizable prefix were learned better than those which appeared
with the other prefix, despite having 48 items in the first class and 16 in the other (d = 1.28, d = 0.80, p = 0.023). We
investigate the neural representation of these words and how they change over the course of learning.
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Abstract 

Statistical learning is a powerful mechanism that allows us to 
rapidly extract structure from the environment. However, 
nuances of what structure is extracted—for example, whether 
reliable groups are stored without knowledge of their 
constituent item order—are not well understood, leaving us 
with open questions about how this mechanism supports 
behaviour. Here, we extend prior work on the representation of 
statistical structure by asking what specific aspects of structure 
matter for memory judgments. We consider three candidates 
for memory representation: transitional probability, order-
independent group information, and position tags. Participants 
watched a stream of shape triplets and then completed a 
recognition memory test designed to isolate contributions of 
transitional probability, group, and position. We demonstrate 
that although memory for transitions alone would be sufficient 
for knowledge of triplets, participants showed evidence of 
representing both transitional probability and group. Our data 
highlight statistical learning as a mechanism enabling 
generalization across experiences. 

Keywords: Statistical Learning; Memory 

Introduction 
Our world is full of structure—structure we are well-
equipped to learn about via statistical learning (Saffran, 
Aslin, & Newport, 1996). Extracting regularities from 
experience is both broadly beneficial to behaviour—helping 
us segment words from continuous speech and learn about 
object co-occurrences—and broadly available across ages 
and species (Santolin and Saffran, 2018).  

Prior work suggests that statistical learning operates by 
computing the predictive relationships between individual 
items (for example, “A always precedes B”), ultimately 
yielding knowledge of multi-item groupings through 
concatenation of these specific item-item relationships 
(Saffran et al., 1996). This dominant perspective makes clear 
predictions about what is stored in memory—and thus, what 
should feel familiar upon later encounters. In particular, 
familiarity should reflect the consistency between item-item 
transitions and previous experience. Intuitively, however, 
there are also other statistics that a learner could store in 
memory.  

Here, we simultaneously assessed three possibilities for 
what shapes memory when there are multiple statistics a 
learner could use. First, we considered memory for 
transitional probability, reflecting specific item-item 
transitions. Second, we assessed memory for group 
membership, in which commonalities across presentations of 
one triplet are emphasized at the expense of specific 
transitions, yielding, at its most extreme, order-irrelevant 
memory for groups (Gilboa & Marlatte, 2017; Schlichting, 

Mumford, & Preston, 2015). Finally, we measured memory 
for ordinal position, in which items are “tagged” with their 
ordinal within-group position (Hsieh, Gruber, Jenkins, & 
Ranganath, 2014; Kikumoto & Mayr, 2018). 

Order independent group membership information aligns 
with another historical perspective on how statistical learning 
proceeds, typically referred to as “chunking”. This school of 
thought has suggested that instead of tracking the specific, 
predictive relationships between items,  associations between 
individual items are learned without learning the predictive 
relationships between them (Endress & Mehler, 2009; 
Perruchet & Vinter, 1998). Thus, this perspective suggests 
the representations formed as a result of statistical learning 
only include group level information about which items go 
together reliably. However, this perspective has not made 
strong claims about whether the order of items in those 
groups is maintained (Perruchet & Vinter, 1998). 
Consequently, most of this previous work comparing 
transitional probability-based to “chunk”-based 
representations have not manipulated the order of items 
relative to exposure (e.g. Endress & Mehler, 2009), making 
it unknown whether item order is in fact stored. 

Here, we were specifically interested in whether order-
independent group information is stored in memory 
following statistical learning—a question left unanswered by 
the existing chunking literature. That said, other past work 
has suggested that order-independent representations can be 
acquired via statistical learning; however, this has thus far 
only been observed when other signals (e.g., reliable 
transitions) are intentionally absent from the input (Karuza, 
Kahn, Thompson-Schill, & Bassett, 2017; Schapiro, Rogers, 
Cordova, Turk-Browne, & Botvinick, 2013). Thus, it remains 
unclear whether order-independent group representations 
will emerge despite exposure to a standard statistical 
stream—that is, when learning transitions would be sufficient 
to support behaviour.  

Our final possibility for what shapes memory was ordinal 
position. Past work from sequence learning tasks suggests 
that ordinal position is coded in memory to guide eye-
movements (Pathman & Ghetti, 2015), and that this 
information is neurally represented alongside the identity of 
the broader sequence (Kikumoto & Mayr, 2018). There is 
also neural evidence for position-specific coding in the 
parahippocampal cortex (Hsieh et al., 2014). This provides a 
mechanism by which position may also be coded separately 
from item-item transitions in statistical learning tasks. 
However, whether position similarly influences memory in a 
behavioural statistical learning paradigm remains unknown.   

To ask whether any or all of these possibilities are 
represented in memory after statistical learning, we 
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systematically manipulated the degree to which probe 
sequences during a memory test matched exposure along 
these dimensions and quantified their respective impacts on 
behaviour.  

Methods 

Participants 
Data were collected online (https://prolific.ac/) after 
preregistration (https://osf.io/gjt8x). One hundred native-
English speakers between the ages of 19 and 35 who reported 
no history of neurological, psychiatric, or learning disorders 
were included in the final sample (Mean age = 27.84 years, 
SD = 4.68, 28 female). An additional 33 participants were 
excluded due to lack of attention during exposure, which was 
defined as failure to respond to one or more attention checks 
(described below). All procedures were approved by the 
Research Ethics Board at the University of Toronto. Previous 
studies of statistical learning and memory (Batterink, Reber, 
Neville, & Paller, 2015) have reported effect sizes in the 
medium to large range (d = 0.60 used for power calculation). 
Power calculations suggested a sample size of 66 subjects 
was required for 80% power in a multiple regression with 
three predictors. However, because of our manipulation of 
correlated factors and results of a pilot study, we anticipated 
our effects to be slightly smaller. Thus, we increased the 
sample size to 100 to ensure enough participants to avoid 
Type I error. 

Stimuli 
All stimuli were presented to participants on their own 
computers using Inquisit 5.0.11 (2018, 
https://millisecond.com). Stimuli were nine shapes, each of a 
unique bright color. They were presented one at a time in the 
centre of the screen on a black background in a continuous 
‘stream.’ Unbeknownst to participants, there was a particular 
structure built into the shape stream: Shapes were organized 
into three ‘triplets,’ or groups of three shapes that always 
appeared in the same, fixed order. For example, given the 
three triplets ABC, DEF, and GHI, shape A would always 
precede shape B, which would in turn always precede shape 
C. Triplet ABC could then be followed either by the triplet 
DEF or GHI. This relatively small number of items was 
chosen to ensure that this paradigm could be used with 
children in future experiments. Triplets were matched in 
average luminance and RGB values of the shapes and were 
held constant across participants, similar to other previous 
studies of visual statistical learning (see Kirkham, Slemmer, 
& Johnson, 2002).  

Task Design 
Exposure Participants watched the stream of triplets for a 
total of 6.5 minutes. Shapes were presented for 1000 ms, with 
100 ms inter-stimulus interval [ISI]. Each triplet was repeated 

30 times, and triplets could appear in any order with the 
caveats that first, no triplet was allowed to immediately 
follow itself and second, a given triplet was followed by each 
of the other two triplets exactly 50% of the time (e.g. Saffran, 
Aslin, & Newport, 1996). Transitional probability (TP), or 
the probability that a particular item (Y) will appear next 
given the current item (X), therefore varied based on whether 
a transition from X to Y was a within-triplet transition (e.g., 
TPwithin = 1.0) or was a between-triplet transition (TPbetween = 
.5). Triplets were consistent between all participants. 

As this experiment was run remotely, we included three 
presentations of an attention check trial that allowed us to 
identify participants who were not complying with task 
instructions to ‘please simply watch the images.’ In these 
attention checks, participants saw the text ‘Please press “F” 
as quickly as possible’ and had 1.5 seconds to make their 
keypress response. Participants who failed one or more of the 
attention checks were excluded from the final sample and a 
new participant was run in their stead. These trials were 
included purely for purposes of participant exclusion and 
were otherwise unrelated to the task. Importantly, attention 
checks could not have been used as a cue for successful 
segmentation because they could appear both within and 
between triplets, with specific positions determined 
randomly for each participant. 
 
Test Phase After exposure, participants completed a 
recognition memory test in which they indicated whether 
they thought a sequence of three shapes was part of what they 
had watched during exposure (old) or if it was not (new). 
Three of the sequences were truly old (sequences they had 
seen previously) and 17 were new (detailed below). Because 
all shapes were seen at exposure, participants’ judgements 
about test sequences could not be based on familiarity with 
the shapes themselves, but rather had to be made on the 
particular sequence of shapes. All test sequences were 
presented with each item appearing alone for 1000 ms with a 
100 ms ISI, thus matching presentation timing during 
exposure. Each test sequence was repeated three times (for a 
total of 60 test trials) in a pseudorandom order such that 
repetitions were evenly distributed across thirds of the test. 
 
Test Sequences The goal of this experiment was to 
understand what aspects of the exposure stream are 
represented in memory after learning. As such, we generated 
20 test sequences that varied in the degree to which they 
corresponded with the exposure stream along three 
dimensions: 1) the sum total transitional probability (TP) 
across both forward transitions (the transition from the 1st 
item to the 2nd, and the 2nd to the 3rd) in a test sequence 
(hereafter ‘TP’); 2) the number of shapes in a test sequence 
that had been part of the same exposure triplet (‘Triplet 
Membership Score’), and 3) the total number of shapes which 
maintained their position within a test sequence relative to 
their exposure triplet (1st, 2nd, 3rd ; ‘Position Score’). The 
specific sequences were generated so as to orthogonalize the 
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Table 1: Sample Test Sequences (for one participant)
 

 
 
relative contributions of these three dimensions as much as 
possible (Table 1). This test sequence generation process was 
carried out as follows: individual shapes were distributed 
evenly across test sequences such that no participant was 
exposed to any individual items more frequently than others 
during test. Moreover, for all test sequences that were not 
exposure triplets, specific items were evenly distributed 
across test sequences. Three counterbalanced orders were 
then generated to ensure that across participants, each of the 
test sequences were created from each triplet equally often. 
To create the specific test sequences for one counterbalancing 
group, we first generated a list of all possible orderings of 
positions 1, 2, and 3 (of which there are six) at each level of 
triplet membership (i.e., 1, 2, or 3 items from the tested 
triplet; there are three levels). This yielded a total of 18 
combinations (6 orderings at each of 3 triplet membership 
levels), one of which is the correct combination for an 
exposure triplet (Positions 1-2-3, with 3 items from the same 
triplet; Table 1). Because we tested each participant on all 
three exposure triplets (instead of just one), this resulted in a 
total of 20 test sequences per participant. Of these 20, three 
were original exposure triplets (meaning they were a 
sequence of three shapes which had always appeared together 
in the same order during exposure: ABC (Position 1-2-3), 
DEF (1-2-3), and GHI (1-2-3)); five were the remaining 
sequences which included three shapes from the same 
exposure triplet, but in a shuffled order (for example: BAC 

(2-1-3) or IGH (3-1-2)); six were sequences with two shapes 
from one exposure triplet (for example: AEC (1-2-3) or IDE 
(3-1-2)); and six were sequences with one shape from each 
exposure triplet, akin to the ‘position matched foils’ 
commonly used in visual statistical learning paradigms (for 
example: AEI (1-2-3) or position matched to a shuffled item: 
IGB (3-1-2)) (see Park, Rogers, & Vickery, 2018).  

Finally, we calculated the total TP for each sequence. For 
all sequences with a triplet membership score of 1 or 3, TP 
was already dictated by the position ordering. In test 
sequences with a triplet membership score of 2, any pair of 
shapes could have come from the same exposure triplet. 
Because of this greater flexibility in the choice of shapes (and 
thus TP) for the test sequences with a triplet membership 
score of 2, we split these sequences into two groups with 
different TP values to align our test sequences with prior 
literature. Group one included position orderings 3-1-2 and 
2-3-1. For these sequences, the two same-triplet shapes 
selected created a sequence equivalent to ‘part-word foils’ 
used previously in the literature (FAB or BCD (Saffran et al., 
1996)), and thus had a total TP of 1.5. The other four position 
orderings formed group two—here, the two same-triplet 
shapes selected created a test sequence with a total TP of 0 in 
order to most closely match their position ordering 
counterparts with triplet membership scores of 1 and 3 (for 
example AEC). Collectively, we chose our test sequences to 

Test Type Test Sequence Position Score Transitional 
Probability 

Triplet 
Membership 

Exposure Triplets ABC 3 2 3 
DEF 3 2 3 
GHI 3 2 3 

Novel Test Sequences ACB 1 0 3 
BAC 1 0 3 
EFD 0 1 3 
FED 1 0 3 
IGH 0 1 3 
GBF 3 0 1 
AIE 0 0 1 
EIA 0 0.5 1 
HDC 1 0 1 
CDH 0 0.5 1 
FBG 1 0 1 
AHC 3 0 2 
DIH 1 0 2 
BGI 1 0 2 
EFG 0 1.5 2 
CED 1 0 2 
FAB 0 1.5 2 
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maximize our ability to isolate the separate effects of TP, 
triplet membership score, and position score.  

Data Analysis 
Considering each factor in isolation, TP and triplet 
membership score both showed a positive relationship with 
the tendency to endorse a test sequence as old (simple linear 
models; TP: β = 0.15, SE = 0.009, z = 17.19, p < .0005; triplet 
membership: β = 0.10, SE = 0.008, z = 13.06, p < .0005), 
whereas position showed a negative relationship (position 
score: β = 0.03, SE = 0.006, z = 5.13, p < .0005). However, 
these simple linear models will not capture the independent 
contributions of each factor, as there is inherent 
interdependence between factors (e.g., when position score is 
high, TP must be low). Thus, we chose our analysis approach 
to isolate the respective contributions of TP, triplet 
membership score, and position score to old-new judgments 
at test, after statistically controlling for the other factors.  

Specifically, we ran a series of pre-registered generalized 
mixed effects models where we investigated the degree to 
which the composite scores—that is, how much each test 
sequence overall corresponded with what was seen during 
exposure on our three dimensions of interest—were 
associated with the probability of making an old response 
(see Composite Score Effects). We were additionally 
interested in whether any of the observed relationships were 
driven by specific transitions or positions being maintained 
between exposure and a test sequence. These questions were 
tested in two additional pre-registered models which broke 
down these two composite scores into their component parts 
(see Specific Sub-Component Effects). 
 
Confirming Learning of Exposure Triplets First, to 
confirm that participants as a group had learned the triplets 
present in the exposure stream, the proportion of old 
responses to exposure triplets was compared to all other test 
sequences combined using a paired t-test. Successful learning 
across the group was defined as a greater proportion of old 
responses to old than new items. 
 
Composite Score Effects To address our main question of 
which factors contribute to memory after controlling for the 
other possibilities, we constructed two generalized mixed-
effects models (logistic regression) using the glmer function 
in the lme4 package (Bates, Machler, Bolker, & Walker, 
2015; R Core Team, 2015) in R version 3.5.1. We ran two 
models at different levels of complexity to ask which better 
accounted for the data, which we refer to collectively as 
‘composite score effects models’: first, a main effects model 
and second, a model that included a subset of all possible 
two-way interaction terms. These are referred to as composite 
score models because for each factor of interest (TP, triplet 
membership score, and position score), we calculated the 
total, composite score across the whole test sequence to result 
in one value on each dimension per test sequence (in contrast 
to the sub-component models described below). These scores 
were then treated as continuous numeric predictors. Both 

models included the main effects of TP, triplet membership 
score, and position score as fixed effects. The second model 
additionally included interactions between triplet 
membership score and position score and between triplet 
membership score and TP (see below). Both models also 
included random by-participant slopes and intercepts for 
main effects and interactions.  

The interaction between triplet membership score and TP 
was included in the second model in order to account for the 
possibility that the degree to which TP informed old-new 
decisions would depend on the number of items from an 
exposure triplet present in the test sequence (triplet 
membership score). For example, raw TP between the 
individual shapes might matter more for test sequences which 
had a triplet membership score of 1—for which TP is the only 
cue to the oldness of the sequence—than it would in the 
context of a test sequence which had a triplet membership 
score of 3. This might occur because in a sequence with a 
triplet membership score of 1, intact transitions might be 
especially likely to underlie any erroneous ‘old’ responses. 
Similarly, the interaction between triplet membership score 
and position was included in the second model to account for 
the possibility that position score might be more important in 
test sequences with higher triplet membership scores. For 
example, the position of each shape might be more 
meaningful in a test sequence with a triplet membership score 
of 2 than in one with a score of 1, in which none of the shapes 
had occurred in the same triplet during exposure. 

We compared the models with only main effects with the 
models including interactions using a BIC-based model 
comparison, which penalizes an overly complex model. 
Model comparison suggested the interaction model better 
accounted for the data (BIC Main Effects Model = 6644.3, 
BIC Interaction Model = 6627.7, X2(4) = 24.55, p < .001). 
Thus, all the results presented below are from this better-
fitting model which included the interaction terms. However, 
the directionality and overall significance of all three main 
effects was similar between the two models. 

While TP, position score, and triplet membership score had 
a relatively low correlation (all r’s < 0.4), test sequences that 
were exposure triplets (i.e., truly ‘old’ sequences) represented 
the highest value across all three dimensions and thus 
populated an extreme part of our test sequence space. 
Because we are interested in how subtle changes along each 
of our dimensions influence old-new judgements, rather than 
broad, categorical differences in how participants respond to 
old vs new sequences, we ran all our models on test 
sequences excluding truly old triplets. Thus, any results can 
be attributed fully to the effect that each dimension of interest 
has on falsely endorsing a new sequence as old. In other 
words, by removing these truly ‘old’ sequences, we can 
confirm that the exposure triplets were not driving any 
significant effects.  
 
Specific sub-component effects To address the possibility 
that specific transitions or positions within a test sequence 
were particularly important for memory, we ran two follow-
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up models that broke down our composite scores for TP and  
position into more specific elements. For each of these 
models, the other two main factors (e.g., triplet membership 
score and TP for the position model) were not included at all. 
Sub-component models were run regardless of the 
significance of the effects from the main models, as per our 
preregistered data analysis plan.  

The first of these models was run to assess whether, 
ignoring the effects of position score or triplet membership 
score, a high probability first transition was more impactful 
for old-new judgements than a high-probability second 
transition. This model also included random, by-participant 
slopes and intercepts for these variables. 

The second sub-component model was designed to assess 
whether, ignoring any effects of triplet membership score or 
TP, retaining an item in any particular position from 
exposure would be especially relevant for old-new 
judgements. For example, maintaining a Position 1 item from 
exposure in a position one spot in a test sequence could 
impact old-new judgements differently than maintaining a 
Position 2 or 3 item. This model included separate fixed 
effects for whether, irrespective of triplet, a test sequence’s 
Position 1, 2, and 3 shape were in the same position (i.e., 
Position 1, 2, and 3 respectively) as they were during 
exposure as well as random, by-participant slopes and 
intercepts for these three variables.  

There was no equivalent third follow-up model for the sub-
components of our triplet membership score, because this 
composite score was simply an addition of the number of 
items that had been part of the same exposure triplet and thus 
did not have sub-components that could be sensibly 
separated.  

Both transition and position sub-component models were 
run on all test items excluding truly ‘old’ exposure triplets, in 
order to confirm that the exposure triplets were not driving 
any significant effects, as with the main models.  
 
Reporting Effect Sizes For all models in this study, results 
will be reported with Odds Ratios (1:x) as a measure of effect 
size appropriate for logistic regressions. Here, odds ratios 
imply that for every one-unit increase in the independent 
variable of interest (the left side of the ratio), there is an x-
fold increase in the probability of a test sequence being 
endorsed as old.  

Results 
Results of a paired-samples t-test suggested that participants 
endorsed exposure triplets as old significantly more than all 
other test sequences (mean proportion old for exposure 
triplets = 0.68, mean proportion old for all other test 
sequences = 0.41, t(99) = 8.33, p < .001, d = 1.25), indicating 
that our measure of statistical learning was effective at 
capturing overall knowledge of which shapes appeared 
together reliably during exposure.  

 

Composite Score Results: Transitional probability and 
triplet membership score impact old-new judgements Our 
main model asked how a test sequence’s overall TP, triplet 
membership score, and position score impacted whether it 
was endorsed as old or new. The results of this analysis 
suggested that both TP and triplet membership score had 
large and reliable effects on participants’ old-new 
judgements (TP: β = 0.70, SE = 0.20, z = 3.56, p = .0004, 
Odds Ratio = 1: 2.01, Figure 2; triplet membership score: β 
= 0.33, SE = 0.13, z = 2.51, p = 0.01, Odds Ratio = 1:1.39, 
Figure 2). In other words, participants were more likely to 
make old responses as a function of the number of both 1) 
transitions held intact and 2) shapes that occurred in a triplet 
together at exposure. Position score had no effect on the 
likelihood of a test sequence being endorsed as old (β = -0.11, 
SE = 0.09, z = -1.24, p = 0.21, Odds Ratio = 1:0.90, Figure 
2), meaning that maintaining specific items in their position 
from exposure had no measurable effect on memory 
judgements. 

Our model also included interaction terms, which allowed 
us to ask whether there were dependencies between our 
factors. In this model run on all data (excluding exposure 
triplets), the interaction between triplet membership score 
and TP was not significant (β = 0.002, SE = 0.11, z = 0.03, p 
= 0.98, Odds Ratio = 1:1.002). The interaction between triplet 
membership score and position score was also not significant 
(β = 0.00, SE = 0.11, z = 0.03, p = 0.98, Odds Ratio = 1:1.00). 
 
Specific Sub-Component Results: Early positions may 
impact old-new judgements differently than later 
positions We next wanted to know whether specific within-
triplet transitions or positions might be particularly important 
for memory judgements.  Results from our two sub-
component models indicated that, TP in the first and second 
transitions did not differentially impact old-new judgements 
(first transition: β = 0.06, SE = 0.11, z = 0.54, p = 0.59, Odds 
Ratio = 1:1.06; second transition: β = -0.05, SE = 0.11, z = -
0.49, p = 0.63, Odds Ratio = 1:0.95), suggesting that each 
transition was equally likely to contribute to a participant 
erroneously endorsing a test sequence as ‘old’.  

As described above, composite position score—or how 
many items were maintained in a constant position exposure 
and test—did not predict old-new judgements in the main 
composite score model that controlled for the effects of TP 
and triplet membership score. However, when we assessed 
the effect of each position (i.e., ‘slot’ within a test sequence) 
individually ignoring the other two factors, maintaining the 
positions of any item from a triplet at exposure significantly 
decreased the likelihood of an 'old' judgment (first position: 
β = -0.42, SE = 0.09, z = -4.76, p < .001, Odds Ratio = 1:0.66; 
second position: β = -0.28, SE = 0.10, z = -2.81, p = .005, 
Odds Ratio = 1:0.76; third position: β = -0.24, SE = 0.11, z = 
-2.24, p = 0.03, Odds Ratio = 1:0.79), implying that position 
information—in contrast to the other two factors—may be 
informing participants’ old-new decisions by serving to help 
them successfully reject new test sequences (i.e., correctly 
identifying them as ‘new’).  
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Discussion 
We show that memory judgements after statistical learning 
reflect both item-item TP and order-independent groupings, 
but not position. To our knowledge, this is the first 
demonstration that order-independent group information 
uniquely influences behaviour despite reliable item-item 
transition information being present in the input.  

Test sequences more consistent with exposure TP were 
more likely to be endorsed as old, suggesting item-item links 
that unfold over time are stored in memory. This finding 
converges with the notion of prediction as one of memory’s 
core functions (Norman & O’Reilly, 2003); indeed, brain 
regions implicated in memory—thought to link elements of 
experience as well as predict upcoming events—are critical 
for normal statistical learning (Schapiro, Turk-Browne, 
Norman, & Botvinick, 2016). We show old-new memory 
decisions reflect these links, building on the past literature 
which has largely measured relative oldness using forced 
choice tests. 

Old-new decisions also tracked with the number of same-
triplet items when controlling for other factors, highlighting 
another core memory function at play during statistical 
learning: combining across events to extract higher-order 
regularities. While past literature studying chunk-based 
representations largely left the order of items intact, here we 
shuffled the items within a triplet. As such, we conclude that 
representations formed as a result of statistical learning go 
beyond a set of item-item links to include integrated, order-
independent group information. While perhaps surprising in 
the context of statistical learning studies emphasizing TP, this 
result converges with much episodic memory research. In 
particular, memory processes are important for segmenting 
experience into discrete events (DuBrow & Davachi, 2013) 
and linking reliably co-occurring elements (Schapiro, 
Kustner, & Turk-Browne, 2012)—even if such co-

occurrences are indirect (Luo & Zhao, 2018; Schlichting et 
al., 2015). This finding also builds upon existing work 
demonstrating neural evidence for group representations 
(Schapiro et al., 2013) by demonstrating that this happens 
even when the structure is perfectly predictive. We propose a 
similar mechanism is at play in statistical learning, yielding a 
general triplet representation that impacts behaviour. 

We saw no evidence that, when controlling for other 
factors, position influences behaviour. Interestingly, when 
position was examined on its own, maintaining each position 
had a negative impact on endorsing a new sequence as old.  
While the overall finding that position is not as important for 
old-new decisions as TP or triplet membership might seem at 
odds with prior work showing position coding in sequence 
memory tasks (Hsieh et al., 2014; Pathman & Ghetti, 2015), 
one important nuance of our task is that position is initially 
ambiguous and becomes evident only after stream 
segmentation. In other words, triplets must first be detected—
like extracting events from a narrative (Kurby & Zacks, 
2008). Consistent with research on event extraction, we 
found new test sequences with a 1st position item in position 
1 were more often correctly judged as new, suggesting this 
position is particularly diagnostic for decisions as it 1) 
produces expectations for upcoming items and 2) serves as a 
boundary—especially important for memory (DuBrow & 
Davachi, 2013; Howard & Kahana, 2002).  

Here, we provide both novel insight into past statistical 
learning studies and an explicit link to the memory literature. 
Our results also inform the design of future studies by 
providing a way to determine what factors influence 
behaviour after statistical learning. With this knowledge, we 
are better armed to address questions that consume cognitive 
neuroscientists and developmental psychologists alike: what 
sorts of information do learners of all ages extract and store 
from experience? 

Figure 1: Residualized proportion of old responses new test sequences as a function of their total transitional 
probability, triplet membership score, and position score. Distribution of participant responses at each level of 
the predictor dimension (grey violins), along with mean values across participants for exposure sequences are 

shown (purple). Lines are for visualization purposes only and are derived from mixed models which predict the 
residualized old-new scores for each factor after controlling for every other factor and those interactions that 
included the predictor of interest. Error bars around the means and lines represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Abstract

A number of questionnaire based psychometric testing frameworks are globally for example OCEAN (Five factor) indi-
cator, MBTI (Myers Brigg Type Indicator) etc. However, questionnaire based psychometric tests have some known short-
comings. This work explores whether these shortcomings can be mitigated through computer-based gaming platforms for
evaluating psychometric parameters. A computer based psychometric game framework called Antarjami has been devel-
oped for evaluating OCEAN (Five factor) indicators . It investigates the feasibility of extracting psychometric parameters
through computer-based games, utilizing underlying improvements in the area of modern artificial intelligence. The can-
didates for the test are subjected to a number scenarios as part of the computer based game and their reactions/responses
are used to evaluate their psychometric parameters. As part of the study, the parameters obtained from the game were
compared with those evaluated using paper based tests and scores given by a panel of psychologists. The achieved results
were very promising.
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Constructing Meaning in Small Increments
Peter Lindes
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Abstract

Humans comprehend natural language sentences in real time, processing the elements of each sentence incrementally with
immediate interpretation, while working within the limitations of general cognitive abilities. While much research has
been devoted to human sentence comprehension, a detailed computational theory of how this is done has been lacking.
In this work we explore some fundamental principles of human sentence comprehension, propose a novel computational
theory of knowledge representation and incremental processing to comprehend sentences using general cognitive abilities,
and discuss results of an implementation of this theory in a robotic agent. We then explore the theorys implications for
future work in various areas of cognitive science.
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Abstract

Decision making (DM) requires the coordination of anatom-
ically and functionally distinct cortical and subcortical areas.
While previous computational models have studied these sub-
systems in isolation, few models explore how DM holistically
arises from their interaction. We propose a spiking neuron
model that unifies various components of DM, then show that
the model performs an inferential decision task in a human-like
manner. The model (a) includes populations corresponding to
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, right inferior
frontal cortex, pre-supplementary motor area, and basal ganglia;
(b) is constructed using 8000 leaky-integrate-and-fire neurons
with 7 million connections; and (c) realizes dedicated cognitive
operations such as weighted valuation of inputs, accumulation
of evidence for multiple choice alternatives, competition be-
tween potential actions, dynamic thresholding of behavior, and
urgency-mediated modulation. We show that the model repro-
duces reaction time distributions and speed-accuracy tradeoffs
from humans performing the task. These results provide be-
havioral validation for tasks that involve slow dynamics and
perceptual uncertainty; we conclude by discussing how addi-
tional tasks, constraints, and metrics may be incorporated into
this initial framework.

Keywords: Neural Engineering Framework; decision making;
computational model;

Introduction
In both natural and artificial environments, the dynamic and
stochastic nature of decision making (DM) presents unique
challenges for cognitive systems. Effectively performing DM
tasks like appraising a potential mate or diagnosing an ill-
ness requires dealing with time and uncertainty, both when
acquiring information and when comparing action alternatives.
Although most humans perform these steps intuitively, the
required cognitive operations are far from trivial: an agent
must internally represent information sampled from the envi-
ronment, judge the quality of that information, keep track of
utilities for multiple actions, and choose when to make a deci-
sion. Furthermore, agents must flexibly adapt these operations
to fit the demands of the current task: although DM would
ideally proceed both quickly and accurately, either speed (time
taken before making a choice) or accuracy (about the quality
of the choice) must often be sacrificed in dynamic and noisy
environments. We are interested in the neural and cognitive
processes that underlie these operations, specifically (a) how
brains flexibly manage tradeoffs between speed and accuracy,
and (b) whether an integrated neural model can successfully
reproduce human behavior.

Consider a DM task in which an interviewer must hire
a new employee from a pool of candidates by asking them
specific questions and numerically scoring their responses.
Each question probes a specific attribute, such as intelligence,
initiative, or creativity. Imperfect judgement implies the inter-
viewer’s score may not reflect the candidate’s true value for
that attribute; observations are noisy. Each attribute also has an
associated weight indicating its importance in the interviewer’s
rubric. To select the best candidate, the interviewer may use
the following algorithm: (1) choose a random candidate, (2)
ask a random question and score the value, (3) multiply this
score by the attribute’s weight, and (4) add the result to the
current score for that candidate. Once the interviewer has
asked each candidate each question, she can select the individ-
ual with the greatest total score. Although this algorithm will
produce the correct selection, it may be unnecessarily slow;
for example, if one candidate receives a perfect score on each
question, there is no need to continue interviewing. Various
heuristics could similarly improve speed, but many come at
the expense of no longer guaranteeing the correct selection.

The goal of this study is to introduce a framework for DM
which is cognitively plausible, mathematically tractable, and
biologically constrained. To do so, we present an anatomically
mapped, spiking neuron model that performs the probabilistic
inference task (PIT), a simplified version of the above inter-
viewer task for which behavioral data is available. Model
parameters corresponding to abstract variables such as uncer-
tainty, urgency, and threshold are translated into connection
weights and neural activities, bridging the gap between cog-
nitive algorithm and biological implementation. This signif-
icantly extends previous works, which have either ignored
neural plausibility or focused on implementing a single aspect
of DM (e.g. evidence accumulation) in a spiking network. Our
model covers multiple brain areas and diverse DM computa-
tions, producing agents that display heterogeneous behaviors.
These behaviors align with strategies used by humans on the
PIT. Specifically, we reproduce (a) the reaction time distri-
butions of various individual participants, and (b) the speed-
accuracy tradeoff across all participants in the study. The
discussion compares our model with recent neural and compu-
tational models of DM. We conclude by discussing extensions
of the model to expand its cognitive realism, to fine-tune its
anatomical mapping, and to account for emotional state.
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Background
Psychology

DM with multiple attributes requires many interrelated cog-
nitive operations. Normative theories of choice rooted in
economics postulate that before making a decision, humans
should carefully process all available information; that is, mul-
tiply weights with attribute values and add the results. De-
scriptive theories of choice, on the other hand, postulate that
people frequently use heuristics to simplify decision problems
(Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). Although generally quite suc-
cessful, heuristics often trade off choice accuracy for speed,
particularly in situations that require integrating many pieces
of information. Given their simplicity, heuristics were pro-
posed as plausible models of choice, particularly under time
pressure (Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008) and emotional stress
(Wichary, Mata, & Rieskamp, 2016). Research suggests that
these factors drive individuals to make faster, less informed
decisions in order to adapt to urgent or uncertain situations.

Cognitive Algorithms

Computational models have explored many aspects of DM,
including the speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT), reaction times
(RT), and the roles of uncertainty, urgency, and threshold. A
foundational model in the field is the drift-diffusion model
(DDM), which states that evidence for alternative choices is
accumulated in a dynamic, noisy manner until the process
reaches a fixed decision threshold, at which point a choice
is made. Although the DDM has been very successful in
modelling human behavior across many domains (Ratcliff &
McKoon, 2008), it is a purely mathematical model, and is
therefore agnostic about neural implementation.

One important extension of DDM is the notion of time-
varying decision thresholds, which may be realized by modu-
lating the gain of accumulating sensory signals by an urgency
variable that increases over time. The existence of an urgency
signal is consistent with behavioral data (Ditterich, 2006),
neural data (Cisek, Puskas, & El-Murr, 2009), and simple
neural-network implementations (Standage, You, Wang, &
Dorris, 2011). Anatomically-detailed computational models
also have investigated variable decision thresholds (Standage
et al., 2011; Frank, 2006): these models suggest that deci-
sion conflict (uncertainty about stimulus information) may
compliment urgency signals in flexibly controlling the SAT.

Neuroanatomy

DM emerges from the interplay of distinct cognitive opera-
tions associated with activity in distinct brain structures. To
understand how these operations align with the algorithms
discussed above, and to anatomically map them onto a spiking
neuron model, we draw from a growing literature documenting
the neural correlates of DM. However, given the redundancy
of neural computation and the diversity of operations required
by DM tasks, these functional assignments remain a work-in-
progress (see the Discussion).
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Figure 1: Probabilistic Inference Task. See text for details.

Perceptual inputs on DM tasks are processed through vari-
ous sensory hierarchies, producing high-dimensional cortical
representations. To ascribe meaning to this information, an in-
dividual must draw on previous experience or abstract knowl-
edge of task requirements: the retrieval and assessment of
salience involves numerous brain areas that are outside of the
current scope. However, it appears that the binding of sensory
representations with this salience signal occurs especially in
ventromedial prefrontal cortex and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC);
these populations effectively weigh external stimuli by their
relevance to the current task (Rangel & Clithero, 2014). Be-
cause perception and evaluation evolve over time, internal
buffers are needed to track the accumulation of relevant infor-
mation. Such a working memory retains the weighted evidence
(utility) for various choice alternatives, and may be realized in
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and sensorimotor areas
(Thura & Cisek, 2014).

Before an action is selected, activity in certain regions may
modulate DM to meet contextual demands. Areas such as
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and inferior frontal cor-
tex (IFC) are thought to shift decision thresholds by gating
inputs from presupplementary motor area (pSMA) to the basal
ganglia (BG), effectively delaying decisions until more infor-
mation in available (Forstmann et al., 2010). Given the role
of ACC and IFC in monitoring cortical representations, this
may realize an urgency- or uncertainty-based modulation of
decision criteria (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2014). Further-
more, projections from locus coeruleus (LC) to these cortical
regions may utilize norepinephrine to mediate arousal, further
manipulating decision thresholds or evidence accumulation
based on an agent’s emotional state (Aston-Jones & Cohen,
2005); this would provide another mechanism whereby ur-
gency (and affect) could mediate DM (Murphy, Boonstra, &
Nieuwenhuis, 2016).

Finally, the brain must select a single action and inhibit any
alternatives. This winner-take-all (WTA) competition between
action representations is realized by recurrent connections
between (and within) cortex and BG (Bogacz & Gurney, 2007;
Frank, 2006). Once alternative actions have been suppressed,
motor commands may be executed by projecting the cortical
representation back to cerebellum, brainstem, and spinal cord.

Task
In the probabilistic inference task (PIT), participants begin
by memorizing weights associated with six attributes. The
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weights in this task are compensatory: they do not differ signif-
icantly from one another, encouraging participants to attend to
each attribute rather than (heuristically) discard the low-weight
attributes. During the task, participants are simultaneously
shown the values (0 or 1) of objects A and B for one attribute.
The participants respond by pressing one of three buttons, in-
dicating their selection of A, selection of B, or a request for
more information. If they choose the later, the current display
is replaced by another pair of values for the next attribute.
This is repeated until the participant makes a choice or until
all attributes have been exhausted, at which point a choice is
forced. Each participant performs the task 48 times; behavior
on each trial is quantified by the number of attributes requested
before the final decision (RT) and whether the choice corre-
sponded to the highest-value option (accuracy). See Fig. 1
for a schematic and the original paper (Wichary, Magnuski,
Oleksy, & Brzezicka, 2017) for further experimental details.

Neural Engineering Framework
The NEF (Eliasmith & Anderson, 2003) describes how spiking
neural activity may represent a time-varying, vector-valued
signal x(t) such as value, weight, or evidence. A neuron spikes
most frequently when presented with its particular “preferred
stimulus” and responds less strongly to increasingly dissimilar
stimuli (i.e. values of x(t)). In the NEF, each neuron i is ac-
cordingly assigned a preferred direction vector, or encoder, ei.
To produce a variety of tuning curves that match electrophysio-
logical variance within the brain, each neuron is also assigned
a unique gain αi and bias βi. These quantities determine how
strongly an incident vector x(t) drives the neuron:

Iin(t) = αi ∗ (ei ·x(t))+βi (1)

where Iin(t) is the current flowing into the neuron and (·) is
the dot product between the encoder and input vector. So long
as there is a well-defined relationship between input current
and resulting firing rate, the neuron’s activity can be said to
encode the vector x(t). A distributed encoding extends this
notion: if x(t) is fed into multiple neurons, each with a unique
tuning curve defined by e, α, and β, then each neuron will
respond with a unique spiking pattern ai(t), and the collection
of all neural activities will robustly encode the signal.

For neural encoding to be meaningful, there must be meth-
ods to recover, or decode, the original vector from the neurons’
activities; together, encoding and decoding constitute neural
representation. The NEF identifies neural decoders di that
either perform this recovery or compute arbitrary functions,
f (x), of the represented vector. A functional decoding with
d f

i allows networks of neurons to transform the signal into a
new state, which is essential for performing operations such
as value-weight multiplication. To compute these transforma-
tions, a linear decoding is applied to the neural activities:

f̂ (x(t)) =
n

∑
i=0

ai(t)∗d f
i , (2)

where ai is the spiking activity of neuron i (smoothed by a

lowpass filter), n is the number of neurons, and the hat nota-
tion indicates that the computed function is an estimate. To
find decoders d f

i that compute the target function, we use
least-squares optimization to minimize the error between the
target value f (x(t)) and the decoded estimate f̂ (x(t)). The
general-purpose Nengo neural simulator (Bekolay, Laubach,
& Eliasmith, 2014) optimizes these decoders for the specified
transformations. Connection weights between each presynap-
tic neuron i and each postsynaptic neuron j combine encoders
and decoders into a single value used during simulation

wi j = α je j ·d f
i . (3)

Finally, the NEF specifies methods to build neural networks
that implement any dynamical system, including linear sys-
tems of the form ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t). To do so, the matrices
A and B must be modified to account for the dynamics that
naturally occur when using neurons with non-instantaneous
synapses. Nengo performs this optimization for the specified
target dynamics; this is essential for constructing networks
that include the recurrent connections required for working
memory, evidence accumulation, and choice competition.

Mathematics aside, the NEF provides a framework for
combining distinct cognitive subsystems into a coherent
agent while respecting biological constraints. As explored
in (Eliasmith, 2013) and numerous subsequent papers, models
built with the NEF unify perception, cognition, and action
using a standardized representational format. This can be
contrasted with models that focus on detailed implementation
of isolated cognitive processes, such as winner-take-all com-
petition via lateral inhibition; although these models provide
key insights into the neural basis of particular algorithms, we
are interested in unifying several of these components into
a stand-alone agent. As we show in this paper, such agents
can be presented with inputs resembling the prompts humans
receive during a task, perform internal operations that can be
measured and compared with neural data, and produce out-
puts with well-defined action-space mappings for behavioral
comparison. Furthermore, the integrated neural-, synaptic-,
and network-level dynamics of NEF models are essential for
studying temporally-extended DM. Finally, the complexity of
the perceptual space, internal representations, and motor com-
mands can be adjusted to model DM across many domains.

Model
The model architecture is summarized in Fig. 2 and outlined
here, with detailed descriptions of key components in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. A two-dimensional vector representing
the values of A and B for the currently displayed attribute is
provided as external input to a population labelled OFC. This
population also receives the “remembered” attribute weights;
to reduce model complexity, we model this recall process as
a noisy perturbation of externally-supplied weights. Neurons
in OFC thus represent both the perceived attribute value and
the remembered weight for the current attribute. Connection
weights between OFC and dlPFC multiply values by weights
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Figure 2: Model Schematic. Boxes are inputs and outputs, circles are spiking neuron populations. Red connections are inhibitory.
See text for details on represented quantities and cognitive operations.

and send the result to the two-dimensional dlPFC population.
Recurrent connections within dlPFC implement integration,
leading to the accumulation of evidence from OFC as addi-
tional attributes are presented. When the difference between
accumulated evidence for A and B exceeds a dynamic thresh-
old, neurons in rIFC disinhibit the pSMA population. This
allows information to flow from dlPFC through pSMA to the
BG network. In the BG, mutual inhibitory competition selects
the option with the greatest evidence as a final output. If BG
does not output a selection after one second of input, then the
next attribute is presented for one second, and so on.

The dlPFC population is a neural integrator, a system
which maintains its currently represented value while addi-
tively incorporating any inputs. This network has previously
been used in neural models of working memory, where it has
reproduced activity in PFC and behavior on several WM tasks
(Eliasmith, 2013). The system is described by the target dy-
namics ẋ = Bu; notice that changes in the represented value
ẋ do not depend on the represented value x itself, but only on
the input u. This implies that the integrator will remember the
current evidence perfectly, and steadily add any input evidence
to arrive at a new value. However, because the integrator is
implemented in noisy spiking neurons, the feedforward and
recurrent connections do not perfectly implement these dy-
namics: evidence is slightly distorted and prone to drift.

The rIFC population determines when the accumulated
evidence is sufficient to make a decision. Connections between
dlPFC and rIFC compute the function

xunc(t) = T −|A(t)−B(t)|, (4)

where the threshold T is a free parameter and the absolute
difference is between accumulated evidence for A vs B. This
signal can be interpreted as the current uncertainty about ac-
tion selection, with larger values implying greater internal
conflict. Neurons in rIFC have tuning curves with positive
slope and an intercept at x = 0, ensuring that neural activities
remain positive for x > 0 and go silent for x < 0. rIFC con-
nects to pSMA with strong inhibitory connections, such that
any activity in rIFC dampens all activity in pSMA, restrict-
ing the flow of information to BG and delaying a decision.

Consequently, when |A(t)−B(t)| exceeds the threshold T ,
disinhibition opens the gate, activating WTA competition (see
below) and producing a decision with reaction time RT= t.

To simulate an urgency signal that modulates the SAT, we
model an additional input xurg to rIFC. This input grows
linearly during the course of the trial and is additive with xunc,

xurg(t) =−R∗ t, (5)

where R is a free parameter governing the magnitude of the
urgency signal. Large R implies that time pressures cause
uncertainty to shrink quickly during a trial. We also set xurg(t)
to a large negative value when t > 5.8s, which removes gating
at the end of the trial and forces a selection.

The BG population is based off an anatomical reconstruc-
tion of the BG and implements WTA competition between
action alternatives (Stewart, Choo, & Eliasmith, 2010). As
with the neural integrator, this network has been used in nu-
merous functional brain models as part of the action selection
system (Eliasmith, 2013). Here, it is used to select the action
with the greatest evidence value by engaging a WTA circuit
that produces a single motor output (choose A or choose B).

Each model agent is initialized with unique T , R, and ran-
dom seed for generating neuron parameters e, α, and β. As
with human participants, each agent repeats the task 48 times,
and its RT and accuracy on each trial are recorded.

Results
To clarify model dynamics, we begin by looking at time series
for the state variables represented in spiking neural popula-
tions. Fig. 3 shows an easy trial from an agent with moderate
urgency and threshold (R = 0.4,T = 2.5). On this trial, choice
B has positive values for the first three attributes, while choice
A has zero value. The difference in accumulated evidence
(dlPFC) steadily grows (blue vs. red line), diminishing the
activity of the “hold” population (rIFC, black line) until its
neurons cease firing around t = 2.3s. With the inhibitory hold
on the pSMA gate removed, information flows from dlPFC
to BG, where WTA dynamics quickly selects the dominant
choice (B), leading to nonzero motor output by t = 2.4s.
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Figure 3: An easy trial with a typical agent (R = 0.4,T = 2.5)
leads to an accurate selection with moderate RT (2.4s).

Fig. 4 shows a hard trial from an agent with low urgency
and high threshold (R = 0.3,T = 3.0). On this trial, attributes
for both A and B have numerous positive values, making an
accurate choice difficult. As a result, the difference in accu-
mulated evidence does not remove the inhibitory hold. At the
end of the trial (t = 5.8s), xurg is externally boosted, opening
the gate and forcing a decision. By this point, noise-induced
errors have accumulated in the dlPFC representation, result-
ing in a poor estimate of the total evidence for each option
(solid vs. dashed lines). This drift favors B, leading to the
correct selection; in other trials, such errors produce incorrect
responses.
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Figure 4: A hard trial with a patient agent (R = 0.3,T = 3.0)
leads to stochastic selection with large RT (5.9s).

Fig. 5 shows a trial from an agent with high urgency and low
threshold (R = 0.5,T = 2.0). In the third trial, the evidence
initially favors B; because this agent is impatient, its decision
criteria is met by t = 3.4s, leading to selection of B. However,
the evidence from subsequent attributes favors A, making the
agent’s early choice ultimately incorrect.

To explore the SAT predicted by the model, we first ex-
amined individuals (both humans and agents) who strongly
favored either speed or accuracy. Fig. 6 compares the RTs
of fast, inaccurate decision makers and slow, accurate deci-
sion makers across all 48 experimental trials. As expected, an
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Figure 5: A trial from an impatient agent (R = 0.5,T = 2.0)
leads to a hasty (RT= 3.4s) and inaccurate selection.

Figure 6: RT distributions of agents and humans with opposing
DM strategies. Legend indicates mean accuracy.

agent with high urgency and low threshold (R = 0.5,T = 1.8)
typically makes selections after 2− 3 attributes but has low
accuracy (73%). Conversely, an agent with low urgency and
high threshold (R = 0.32,T = 3.0) typically views 4− 6 at-
tributes before making an accurate choice (92%). The RTs and
accuracies of both agents are closely aligned with the behavior
of individual human participants performing the PIT.

We also generated a population of agents with random pa-
rameters in the range R ∈ [0.3,0.5], T ∈ [2.0,3.0], then had
each agent perform the 48 experimental trials. Fig. 7 plots
the mean RT of each agent against its mean accuracy (across
trials). The SAT is readily apparent: larger RTs correlate
with more accurate decisions, and the slopes of the best-fit
trendlines are remarkably similar between humans and agents.

Discussion
Our model was designed to recreate the anatomy and cogni-
tive function of the human DM system using populations of
spiking neurons. Although DM is too complex to capture in
a simple network, we believe that our computational model
distills many of its core features into a functionally clear cir-
cuit which aligns with the central tenants of the DDM. OFC
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Figure 7: The speed-accuracy trade off. Mean accuracy in-
creases as a function of mean RT among humans and agents.

receives inputs from sensory and memory systems and passes
weighted values to dlPFC. These inputs are incorporated into
actively maintained dlPFC representations of the accumulated
evidence for each choice alternative. Connections between
dlPFC and BG are responsible for sending the utility of poten-
tial actions to an action selection system, but these connections
are gated by intermediate structures like pSMA, ensuring that
individuals wait for sufficient information before executing a
behavior. Only once an inhibitory hold, represented in areas
like rIFC, has been released will BG be freed to select the best
action and engage a motor response. This delay is modulated
by signals representing uncertainty and urgency, which are
estimated from the current evidence and the elapsed time, and
together determine the SAT implemented by the agent.

We showed that our model agents reproduced human RTs
and SATs on this task: agents with small thresholds and
high urgency chose quickly but inaccurately, while agents
with large thresholds and low urgency chose slowly but accu-
rately. The distributions of model RTs matched both extremes
of human behavior (Fig. 6), and the SAT evident across a
population of agents matched the trend from a small human
dataset (Fig. 7). These behavioral results provide further sup-
port for the urgency-gating hypothesis while demonstrating
that the proposed cognitive algorithms can be realized in an
anatomically-mapped spiking neural system. In particular,
they highlight the role of modulatory signals in dynamically
controlling a neural implementation of the DDM, and indicate
that individual variability may be explained by two parameters:
the slope of the urgency signal R and the decision threshold T .

Dynamic decision thresholds have been explored in pre-
vious neural and computational models, with similar find-
ings regarding the SAT. Our model stands apart in several
respects. First, our agents model DM from start-to-finish:
they receive inputs that resemble the attributes presented to
humans, process that information using spiking neural activi-
ties and weighted synaptic connections, and produce outputs
that are directly comparable to human behavioral data. While

other models explore the mathematical basis for urgency-gated
DDM (Ditterich, 2006), the neural activities associated with
various populations (Cisek et al., 2009), or the detailed neu-
roanatomy of particular cognitive algorithms (Frank, 2006),
our framework unifies these perspectives into a single model.
This unification provides clarity about how neural activities
relate to cognitive operations, mathematical representations,
and behavior, providing numerous means for model validation.
In this paper, we chose to focus on behavioral validation; fu-
ture work should compare the neural activities predicted by
our model with measured activities from the relevant areas.

Our model also has a well-defined anatomical mapping
that includes the principal areas associated with human DM.
By including both cortical and subcortical structures, we cap-
ture the dynamic interplay of weighted evidence accumula-
tion and thresholded action selection. While some models
attribute these process exclusively to competition within cor-
tex (Standage et al., 2011) or BG (Frank, 2006), we believe
that both anatomic divisions are active when the human brain
engages in high-level, abstract DM. Although simpler tasks
(e.g., classifying random dot motion) may be solved by iso-
lated neural systems, we hypothesize that complex, temporally-
extended tasks (e.g., interviewing job candidates) will involve
both cortex and BG. Our model proposes an initial framework
for this coupling, one that can be expanded to include more
anatomical and cognitive detail, as discussed below.

Although our model strives for neural and anatomical detail,
it remains biologically unrealistic in several respects. With
respect to the model’s fundamental units, we use LIF neu-
rons with mixed-sign connection weights and current-based
synapses. This makes our model more biologically-detailed
than (Standage et al., 2011), whose network is built from rate-
approximated cortical columns and connected using weights
drawn from mathematical distributions, but less biologically-
detailed than (Frank, 2006), whose network is built from bio-
physical neuron models and connected using a reconstruc-
tion of BG circuitry that permits STDP learning. However,
both these models emphasise validation with neural activities,
whereas we emphasise behavioral validation. With respect
to cognitive algorithms, we implement urgency-induced gain
by adding a linearly-ramping signal to the decision variable.
Many alternative forms of this function are possible: urgency
may ramp according to a sigmoid function, and the effects
of urgency may be multiplicative rather than additive, if this
signal is e.g. modulated by noradrenergic inputs from LC
(Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005). With regards to anatomy, the
exact targets of urgency modulation are unclear: while our
model posits that urgency causes rIFC to disinhibit pSMA,
some evidence suggests that urgency increases the rate of ev-
idence accumulation in sensorimotor areas (Thura & Cisek,
2014). Similarly, the decision threshold may be realized in
any of several areas, including rIFC, pSMA, lateral interpari-
etal area (Standage et al., 2011), striatum, or subthalamic
nucleus (Frank, 2006). Further empirical and modelling work
is needed to clarify the contribution of each area.
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Future work can profitably proceed in several directions. In
the current model, attribute weights were provided as inputs,
whereas humans performing the task were required to memo-
rize the weights beforehand. To increase the model’s cognitive
realism, we plan to add an associative memory system that,
when presented with a high-dimensional vectors representing
the current attribute, recalls the associated one-dimensional
weight value. Online learning rules would be used to train
these associations during an initial phase of the task. When pre-
sented with an attribute at test time, this system would return
a noisy recall of the associated weight, which would then be
routed to OFC as in the current model. We are also interested
in extending the model to more complex DM tasks, including
the interview task described in the introduction. This task
involves more choice alternatives, a wider range of attribute
weights, and a less strict schedule: participants must choose
which option to investigate next, rather than being presented
values and weights in a fixed order. This last feature introduces
an extra dimension of exploration, in which the decision about
which “questions to ask” may interact in interesting ways with
the current evidence for various options. Finally, experimental
data is available for a variant of the PIT in which participants
are shown aversive images before testing, priming them with
an emotional state that affects DM (Wichary et al., 2016). We
plan to investigate whether arousal-mediated changes in the
urgency signal can capture such emotional biases.

Conclusion
We leveraged anatomy, a cortical integrator, a detailed basal
ganglia model, the drift-diffusion model, and the Neural En-
gineering Framework to build a spiking neuron model of
urgency- and uncertainty-gated decision making. We showed
that model agents with varying degrees of urgency and deci-
sion threshold reproduced the reaction times and the speed-
accuracy tradeoff of humans performing a probabilistic infer-
ence task.
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Listeners Big Five Personality Traits Predict Changes in Pupil Size During Spoken
Language Comprehension
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Abstract

We report on findings from a pupillometry study that investigated auditory language comprehension in adults. Specifically,
we assessed the participants Big Five traits and correlated them with changes in pupil size in response to socio-cultural
clashes violating common gender stereotypes, such as I always buy my bras at Hudsons Bay spoken by a male speaker.
Morpho-syntactic errors, such as She usually drive (as opposed to drives) her car slowly, and semantic anomalies, such as
People often read heads (as opposed to books), were included as controls.

Results obtained from 88 native speakers of North American English suggest that the processing of different kinds of
linguistic clashes is correlated with different Big Five traits. The results expand on findings in Hubert and Jrvikivi (2019),
and add support to theories of linguistic comprehension in which extra-linguistic variables are considered early in the
process (see e.g. Van Berkum et al., 2008, 2009).
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Abstract

Understanding the computational mechanisms enabling visuospatial reasoning is important for studying human intelli-
gence as well as for exploring the possibility of introducing human-like reasoning into artificial intelligence systems. In
our work, we investigate how a collection of primitive image processing operations can be combined into different co-
herent strategies for solving a range of visuospatial reasoning tasks. We evaluate our approach on 20 subtests from the
Leiter International Performance Scale-Revised (Leiter-R). Through our computational experiments, we show that with
only four primitive operations similarity, containment, rotation, and scaling we can form strategies that solve, to different
degrees of success, at least portions of 17 of the 20 subtests. These results lay foundations for our future work to study how
intelligent agents can learn and generalize strategies from simple task definitions in order to perform complex visuospatial
reasoning tasks.
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Abstract

Studying the mechanisms and trajectories of child development continues to be of critical importance, especially in the
context of fast-changing digital environments, ubiquitous screens, and ever-increasing permeations of technology into
our lives. In this work, we study historical changes in the visual complexity of information presented in different media
categories, including an eighty-year history of Disney movies and a forty-six-year history of NBC news programs and
television commercials. Our analyses include metrics of static visual variance in single frames as well as several metrics
of visual change over time. By performing similar analyses on a dataset of egocentric videos, we compare trends in digital
media with data that more closely resemble real-life visual experiences. Understanding the visual characteristics of the
media we consume is an important step towards further investigating the effects that these characteristics might have on
our perception, attention, and learning, especially in young children.
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Abstract

Vowels in words have been associated with specific meanings in sound symbolism (Hamano, 1998; Newman, 1933;
Sapir, 1929). The purpose of this study was to examine whether each vowel individually involves physical and emotional
meanings. Six-hundred and thirteen participants (482 females; M 16.97) rated 5-point semantic differential scales (size,
distance, thickness, extent, weight, height, depth, preference, arousal, and familiarity) to presented Japanese vowels (a, i, u,
e, and o). Results showed that the size, extent, and thickness of a, u, and o were significantly higher than i and e, whereas
the preference and familiarity of a was higher than the others. These results were consistent with previous findings to
which vowels in sound-symbolic words were associated with physical (i.e., size, extent, and thickness) and emotional (i.e.,
preference) evaluations. Our findings suggest that each vowel itself could individually contribute to specifically physical
and emotional evaluations.
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Self-inferred desires to benefit self and other
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Abstract

Self-inferences have crucial implications for not only how people see themselves, but also how they interact with the
social world. Little work, however, has explored the inferences people draw about their own desires. Here, we investigate
these inferences. Participants (N=71) made a series of choices to either financially benefit themselves or a charity. During
and after these choices, participants reported the relative strength of their desires, and reported their confidence in these
inferences. Crucially, we compared these self-inferences against a formal model which estimated the relative strength of
participants desires based on their actual choices. Participants expressed high confidence in their inferred desires, and their
self-inferences tracked with choice-based model estimates of their desires. We highlight potential cognitive mechanisms
underlying this relationship, as well as their implications for peoples capacity for self-knowledge.
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Great Expectations: Evaluating the Role of Object-Color Expectations on Visual
Memory
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Abstract

Previous research has shown that category expectations can improve recall, by reducing absolute average error (e.g. Hut-
tenlocher, et.al., 1991; Hemmer & Steyvers, 2009), particularly when expectations are consistent with studied information.
However, studied information that is expectation-inconsistent may also boost memory (e.g. Sakamoto & Love, 2004).
Using a cued-recall task, we manipulated the degree to which studied object-color pairs aligned with peoples (N=29)
expectations to explore the role of expectations in delayed recall. Our preliminary results show greater recall accuracy
for expectation-consistent items (e.g. yellow bananas) compared to expectation-inconsistent (purple bananas), and no-
expectation items (yellow toothbrushes). However, there was no difference in accuracy between expectation-inconsistent
and no-expectation items, nor was there a difference between weak and strong expectation-inconsistent items (orangish-
yellow and purple bananas, respectively). This preliminary work shows that in delayed recall, the benefit of category
expectations might not extend to instances when studied information is misaligned with those expectations.
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Change of Consciousness and Attitude through Learning Experience in
University: An Exploratory Learning Model of Japanese University Students
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Abstract

Changes in students learning approaches/attitudes when transitioning from high schools to universities is an important
topic in Japanese higher education researches. In previous Japanese research, case studies have discussed students learning
experiences and attitudes in high schools and universities. However, most of them only discussed the difference and the
similarity between high school and university and did not suggest the ways of connecting two different or similar learning
systems. The present study conducted surveys using two questionnaires that examined first-year undergraduate students
learning experience in high school, learning attitude at the start of the semester, and learning experience and attitude at the
end of the semester. The analysis of the startend of the semester suggests there were two different learning attitudes: one
that is continued from high school and difficult to be affected by the learning experience in university and the other that is
changeable through active and communicative learning experiences in university.
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Abstract

We investigated whether capuchin monkeys could use information about rewarded and unrewarded stimuli such that chain-
ing of their response patterns would in principle generate increasingly successful performances, indicative of potential for
cumulative culture. Two populations of tufted capuchin monkeys were tested using a touchscreen stimulus-selection task
requiring subjects to learn the strategy of repeating rewarded, and avoiding unrewarded selections following demonstra-
tions of varying success. Although capuchins outperformed demonstrations of chance-level performance (simulating per-
formance of a nave individual), they did not consistently outperform demonstrations of above-chance-level success. This
suggests that, in a social transmission scenario, the accumulation of beneficial information over successive transmission
events would be relatively limited. Despite mastering the task contingencies, the capuchins did not use the information
optimally, limiting the potential for cumulative culture. Our data may provide insights into factors constraining cumulative
culture in the natural behaviour of non-humans.
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Abstract

Past research indicates that humans can infer hidden causes
from covariational evidence, and readily use temporal informa-
tion to infer relationships among events. Here we explore a set-
ting in which people can attribute events to a common hidden
cause or causal relationships among observed events, including
causal cycles, purely on the basis of timing information. We
present data from three behavioral experiments and extend pre-
viously proposed Bayesian models that makes use of order and
delay information for causal structure learning. Our findings
support the idea that people rely on the delays between events
rather than order information alone. Meanwhile, deviations
from our model predictions suggest that people have an induc-
tive bias against common hidden causes and rely on heuristics
to distinguish between causal structures, such as event over-
laps, at least with the cover story considered in these experi-
ments. Further, our data suggest that people have particularly
flexible representations of cyclic relationships.
Keywords: causal; learning; temporal information; event cog-
nition; Bayesian models; latent variables; particle filtering

Inferring causal relationships from observational data is
a notoriously hard problem in machine learning but human
learners have an impressive ability to do so, often making
systematic judgments from sparse, noisy data despite their
limited computational resources (Waldmann, Hagmayer, &
Blaisdell, 2006). However, a ready ability to infer causal links
between observations is only part of the picture. Frequently
causes of observed phenomena cannot be observed directly,
but rather must be induced to explain observed patterns.

Previous studies have shown that adults and even children
as young as 10 months can use intervention and covariation
information to learn about hidden causes (Kushnir, Gopnik,
Lucas, & Schulz, 2010; Lucas, Holstein, & Kemp, 2014;
Saxe, Tenenbaum, & Carey, 2005). In particular, Lucas et
al. (2014) showed that adults can infer the presence of one or
several hidden causes, as well as their functional forms on the
basis of observed statistical contingencies. These studies fo-
cused on interventions and statistical contingencies, but other
information, notably temporal order and delay, also informs
people’s causal inferences. The role of time in causal cog-
nition has been studied extensively, with perceptual research
going at least as far back as Michotte (1946). Indeed, find-
ings indicate that human causal learning, is strongly driven
by temporal considerations. For instance, people have been
shown to make inferences that align with the temporal order
of events, even if temporal information is at odds with co-
variation cues (Lagnado & Sloman, 2006; Rottman & Keil,

2012). Regarding more nuanced temporal information, it has
been shown that longer delays between two events lead to
weaker judgments of causality (Shanks, Pearson, & Dickin-
son, 1989), potentially because more events may have oc-
curred in the meantime that could explain the effect (Lagnado
& Speekenbrink, 2014). Meanwhile, people are also able to
adapt their expectations to specific domains. For instance,
we expect the delay between pressing the power button on a
computer and seeing the device turn on to be short but be-
tween eating spoiled food and getting sick to be much longer.

Recent research has shown that people use event order to
rule out incompatible causal structures (as effects cannot pre-
cede their causes), and delays as well as variability between
events to shape more fine-grained judgments (Bramley, Ger-
stenberg, Mayrhofer, & Lagnado, 2018). However, little is
known about when and whether people infer hidden causes on
the basis of temporal data. In the present work, we approach
this problem in the tradition of rational analysis (Anderson,
1991), comparing human judgments to the predictions of ra-
tional models with specific assumptions and inductive biases.

Our contributions are as follows. We reframe a previ-
ously proposed order model for causal structure learning to
model common dynamic causal systems as finite state ma-
chines that may contain causal cycles and hidden causes. We
further extend a previous model that incorporates delay in-
formation by using a variant of dynamic Bayesian networks
(DBNs) as our state space representation, using particle filters
for inference. This allows us to consider (hidden) structured
stochastic point-processes as causal generative models, using
a probabilistic state-space representation that permits online
inference. We compare model predictions to human judg-
ments in three experiments. Our experiments contain stimuli
sampled from the generative models as well as matched con-
ditions where we manipulate heuristic features – like event
alternation or simultaneous event onsets – to provide strong
signals about the underlying causal structure.

Approaches to modeling causation over time
Causal graphical models (CGMs, also known as causal
Bayesian networks; Pearl, 1995) have become a dominant
tool for causal inference both in data science and as a frame-
work for modeling causal cognition. However, one of their
major limitations is a lack of built-in semantics to represent
temporal dynamics explicitly.
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Bramley et al. (2018) proposed a simple Bayesian model
that uses order information to distinguish between possible
causal structures, by assigning equal probabilities to all event
sequences that are consistent with a given causal structure
(e.g., such that effects never precede their actual causes). This
simple likelihood function naturally penalizes more flexible
structures, since they are compatible with a wider range of
data patterns. Bramley et al. (2018) also proposed a delay-
based model, using exponential distributions to model base
rates for (randomly occurring) independent variables and
gamma distributions to model (more reliable) cause-effect de-
lays. Three experiments and modeling suggested people use
order information to rule out incompatible causal structure
and among the compatible ones, prefer those that have more
similar and reliable causal delays.

A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN; Dean & Kanazawa,
1989) provides another approach to encoding temporally dy-
namic causal relationships. A DBN is a CGM that can be
“unrolled” over time to model the influence of variables going
from one time point t to the next t +1. An important charac-
teristic of DBNs is that they can be used to express and reason
about systems containing cycles (since edges always travel
forward in time, the unrolled graph remains acyclic which is
a necessary property of a CGM). However, standard DBNs
represent time using discrete steps, rather than as a continu-
ous quantity, which is associated with conceptual and com-
putational issues (Nodelman, Shelton, & Koller, 2002).

Continuous Time Bayesian Networks (CTBNs; Nodelman
et al., 2002) extend DBNs to represent structured stochastic
processes in continuous time, solving the problem of choos-
ing a time scale. However, both standard DBNs and CTBNs
implicitly assume that delays between events are memory-
less, following exponential (or geometric) distributions (Mur-
phy, 2012). This assumption means that the probability of an
event does not depend on how much time has already elapsed.
However, this does not hold with many real-world phenom-
ena, such as the delay between pressing the power button on
a computer and the device turning on, or on a longer time
scale, incubation periods expressing the delay between expo-
sure to a harmful agent and the first sign of symptoms. This
assumption can be relaxed by positing additional states (Mur-
phy, 2012), but the family of expressible distributions is still
limited and the procedure is computationally costly. An-
other option is to introduce a “dwell-time” counter into each
state (Murphy, 2012), but this approach does not readily ex-
tend to multivariate state spaces, which are considered here.
Normative framework for structure inference We now
outline the rational analysis framework we assume. Prior be-
liefs about a set of causal structures S and their parameters
θ are represented in the prior distributions p(s) and p(θ | s),
respectively. Given data D , we update our belief by applying
Bayes’ theorem. That is, we obtain

p(s |D) ∝ p(s)
∫

p(D | θ,s)p(θ | s)dθ. (1)

The integral in this expression, as well as the normalizing
constant, are often intractable, necessitating the use of ap-
proximations. For all modeling considerations that follow,
we distinguish X and Y from their (noisy) observations oX
and oY , which may occur after a delay. Common to all repre-
sentations is the assumption that causes always produce their
effects, though the delays can vary.

Order model
Our order model extends the order model proposed in Bram-
ley et al. (2018). We formalize our observed events at time t
as a tuple (o(t)X ,o(t)Y ), where o(t)X and o(t)Y are binary observed
variables with 1 denoting an active state (light on) and 0 and
inactive state (light off).

As videos require discretization into time frames, simul-
taneous event-onsets may occur. For modeling, we treat
these events as point events, i.e. only the first frame is
seen as active and the duration over multiple frames is not
taken into account. Hence, we can have three legal states:
(o(t)X = 1,o(t)Y = 0), (o(t)X = 0,o(t)Y = 1) and due to discretiza-
tion (o(t)X = 1,o(t)Y = 1)1. We can think of the order model
as looking at the onset-skeleton of a given event sequence,
where the observed variables correspond to direct observa-
tions of the underlying system.

We construct generative models for each causal struc-
ture, compactly represented as probabilistic finite state ma-
chines (PFSMs; Vidal, Thollard, de la Higuera, Casacuberta,
& Carrasco, 2005) (Figure 1). Depending on the causal struc-
ture, different state transitions are legal.

Figure 1: Order model formulated as finite state machines.
Transition probabilities omitted for the PFSM representation
for readability.

For independent causes, no restrictions on transitions be-
tween legal events apply. For X causes Y or Y causes X there
is only one legal transition for each state, such that activations
of X and Y always alternate. Whether X causes Y or Y causes

1Note that the state (o(t)X = 0,o(t)Y = 0) is ignored under an order-
only representation. A delay between two events can be thought of
as observing “null-events” for that period of time. Taking this infor-
mation into account would go beyond an order-only approach, since
one could observe a varying number of such null-events, thereby
introducing a notion of delay.
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X is thus only determined by whichever variable activates first
in an order-only scenario. A common hidden cause can pro-
duce a simultaneous onset of both observed variables or they
activate in succession. As opposed to independent causes,
however, we cannot have the same variable activate twice in
succession. For causal cycles, either variable can start the ob-
servation sequence, after which the variables activate in turn.

In line with the order model in Bramley et al. (2018),
we set the transition probability for a state k to 1

outdegree(k) ,
where the outdegree is defined as the number of outgoing
edges from a state. This has the effect that when two or
more structures are compatible with a sequence of observa-
tions, the simplest one receives the highest posterior proba-
bility (given a uniform prior). The likelihood is here sim-
ply computed as the probability of a particular trace under
the model. Identifiability experiments (see online supplement
at http://causalityandtime.com) reveal that, X causes Y
(and Y causes X) could always be identified, while indepen-
dent causes and common hidden causes were recovered less
often. Causal cycles cannot be recovered based on order in-
formation alone, with X causes Y (or Y causes X) being in-
ferred instead, as they provide more parsimonious explana-
tions of the data.

Delay model

We next describe our delay-sensitive model. Follow-
ing Bramley et al. (2018), we assume gamma distributions
represent beliefs about expected delays and their variabil-
ity, while preventing backward-causation, as only forward-
causation has support.

We represent causal structures as DBNs, where nodes de-
note the absolute time at which a particular event occurred.
We look at the transition models for each structure from t−1
to t, with each step t tracking the occurrence of both vari-
ables, as presented in Figure 2. Edges represent parame-
terized gamma delays between occurrences of events, such
that θ = [µ,σ]> specifies a gamma distribution Gamma(µ,σ),
reparameterized in terms of mean and standard deviation and
expressed in seconds. For instance, if X (t−1) is connected to
Xt by an edge, X (t−1) last occurred at some time X (t−1) = 11s
and we sample a delay of 1.4s, then the value of X (t) is
X (t) = X (t−1)+1.4s = 12.4s.

For the independent structure, there are no assumptions on
dependencies between occurrences of X and Y. For X causes
Y the occurrence of X (t) depends only on the previous occur-
rence of X (i.e. X (t−1)), but is (conditionally) independent of
the previous occurrence of Y . For the common hidden cause
structure, the occurrences of X and Y depend on the last oc-
currence of H. For simplicity and comparability with other
structures, we tie the parameters that describe the distribution
of when X and Y occur after an occurrence of H. Lastly,
the causal cycle resembles X causes Y (or Y causes X) but
distinguishes itself by two characteristics: Expected delays
between X and Y are symmetric, hence the parameters are
tied, and both X or Y can start a sequence of observations.

Figure 2: Delay model states as DBN models. θ denotes pa-
rameters [µ,σ2]>; OR* indicates that the cycle can either start
with X or Y , depending on how the initial state was sampled.

We approach inference for this model as a tracking prob-
lem of the state of our system over time using a particle fil-
ter (also referred to as sequential Monte Carlo; Doucet & Jo-
hansen, 2011). Particle filters provide an approximate infer-
ence method that is well matched to this setting. Here, the
posterior distribution is approximated via a set of particles
(corresponding to a hidden state for a particular structure with
a set parameterization) which are weighted by the probability
of the observed data and occasionally resampled.

Our quantity of interest is p(s | o(1:t)), i.e. the marginal
over parameters and trajectories of hidden states. Particles
are initialized by sampling a structure s ∈ S from a uniform
multinomial distribution. The gamma distribution’s mean
has an Exp(0.5) maximum-entropy prior, and the variance
has a Half-Cauchy(0.5) prior, following recommendations
from Gelman (2006). Initial states are sampled from indepen-
dent zero-mean Gaussians with Half-Cauchy(0.5) variances.

We assume that observations (o(t)X ,o(t)Y ), with o(t)X ,o(t)Y ∈
R>0, are stochastic (noisy and/or delayed) reflections of un-
derlying events X (t) and Y (t), respectively. Reflecting that
stochastic relationship, p(o(t)X | X (t)) is distributed according
Gamma(0.2,0.01)+X (t), likewise for p(o(t)Y | Y (t)), loosely
based on results from (Amano et al., 2006). This serves to
provide a fairer comparison to how people perform the task
and prevents single particles with large weights to dominate
the particle filtering estimate. Particles were resampled us-
ing systematic resampling. In order to ensure the robustness
of the approximations to the posterior, we assessed consis-
tency across multiple runs with 105 particles in all experi-
ments. Identifiability experiments (see online supplement at
http://causalityandtime.com) showed that the genera-
tive model can most often be recovered successfully in all
structures, while the independent structure appears most dif-
ficult to identify, due to its flexibility and consequent com-
plexity penalization in the model comparison.
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Model evaluation and comparison
We assess the extent to which people’s individual judgments
can be predicted using our order and delay models based on
stimuli presented to participants. To this end, we compare the
posterior distribution given by a participant on a particular
video to a mixture of our order or delay model prediction. We
use the root mean squared error (RMSE) between people’s
and model’s judgements, following Bramley et al. (2018).

As our baseline, we use people’s mean empirical judg-
ments per structure, as a loose approximation to their priors
and reflecting the performance of the best possible model (in
terms of RMSE under a Gaussian error model) that can be
achieved without predicting differences across conditions or
participants. That is, our predictions are ŷbl(s, j) = µs, where
µs, s ∈ S is the mean judgment per structure s computed over
all j ∈ J judgments contained in the training fold. Our alter-
native models are given by mixtures of the baseline and the
order or delay model predictions. The prediction for a partic-
ular rating is ŷε(s, j) = εµs +(1− ε)M (s, j), where M refers
to either the order model Mo or the delay model Md . The free
parameter ε ∈ [0,1] determines the weight given to stimulus-
specific order- or delay-model predictions. For fitting and
assessing model generalizability to new conditions, we op-
timize the parameters on the judgments and predictions from
K−1 of K = 12 conditions and evaluate the performance on
on the left-out condition. This provides a rigorous test of gen-
eralizability, as predictions are made on an unseen condition.

Experiments
We study the problem of inferring which causal structure gen-
erated a series of observations using a task where participants
watched 35 second videos of two lights representing bacteria.
The cover story involves that participants observe biolumi-
nescent bacteria from different environments. All the bacte-
ria glow dimly most of the time, but sometimes they briefly
illuminate. The task was to learn whether there are relation-
ships between the illumination of different bacteria, and what
forms those relationships take.

Participants were first trained on how to interpret causal
graphical models and their understanding checked with a pre-
test. It was instructed that additional hidden causes may also
be present, and these might influence the behavior of the bac-
teria. After each video, participants gave posterior probability
judgments for the causal structures (presented in Figure 3),
ranging from 0 “impossible” to 100 “certain”, which were
normalized during pre-processing.

All data were collected from online experiments with Ama-
zon’s MTurk service for Experiments 1 and 2 and volunteer
participants from Reddit for Experiment 3. Each participant
was shown one video per condition in random order and con-
ditions were counterbalanced for color and left-right differ-
ences.

Experiment 1
The data comprise judgments from N = 38 participants. It
was hypothesized that forcing events to alternate would lead

Figure 3: The causal structure hypotheses presented to par-
ticipants.

people to infer a causal cycle instead of independent events
whenever delays between events were symmetric and a causal
chain X–Y when X–Y delays were shorter than Y –X delays
instead of a common hidden cause.

Methods and materials The conditions were as follows:
[IO] Independent, original order: Bacteria illuminated in-

dependently and were presented in original order. Inter-
illumination intervals were sampled from Gamma(µ =
2s,σ = 0.63s).

[IA] Independent, alternating: Events were generated as in
the [IO] condition, but if the original sampled sequence con-
tained two successive illuminations of the same bacterium,
the identity of the second occurrence was switched, e.g., “X
X Y ” was changed to “X Y X”.

[CO] Clustered, original order: A hidden cause was sam-
pled as in the independent condition. X and Y illuminated
after the onset of the hidden cause with delays sampled from
Gamma(0.5,0.32).

[CA] Clustered, alternating: Events were generated as in
the [CO] condition, but forced to alternate.

Results Figure 4 displays aggregate human, order and de-
lay model judgments. Taken together, the [CO] condition
was most surprising, as people gave similar probability judg-
ments for multiple structures, descriptively slightly preferring
causal cycles over a common hidden cause. We further inves-
tigate this in Experiment 3.

Experiment 2
The second experiment comprises a modified independent
condition and three new generative processes. The data con-
sist of judgments from N = 21 participants.

Methods and materials The conditions were as follows:
[I] Independent: Events for both bacteria were sampled in-

dependently. Delays between events had a larger expected
duration and higher variance than the [IO] condition from Ex-
periment 1 (Gamma(2.67,1.5)).

[DL] Dependent, long CE delay: A cause event was sam-
pled in as in the [I] condition. The delay between the end of
the illumination of the cause bacterium and the onset of the
effect bacterium was then sampled from Gamma(1.1,0.6).

[DS] Dependent, short CE delay: Same as the [DL] condi-
tion, but with a shorter cause-effect delay, distributed accord-
ing to Gamma(0.55,0.3).
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Figure 4: Experiment 1: Average people’s, order model’s and
delay model’s posterior probabilities for each structure. Error
bars denote standard errors.

[DX] Dependent, short-delay, switching: Events were gen-
erated as in the [DS] condition, but the identity of the cause
was swapped for each pair of observations with probability
.50. This provides instances of [DS] event pairs for both X
causes Y and Y causes X .

Results As presented in Figure 5, this experiment, with the
[DX] condition, indicates that people may also infer cycles
when delays are symmetric as well as when there are in-
stances of causal chains in either direction, contrary to the
assumptions included in our models. As in Experiment 1, we
find that, descriptively, the order and delay models are more
confident in their judgments than our participants.

Experiment 3

Building on Experiment 1, we ran a further experiment to as-
sess the conditions under which people infer a common hid-
den cause. Experiment 3 includes additional manipulations
of the stimuli that are ignored by the normative models, but
provide information that people may use in a heuristic fashion
to distinguish between structures. Here, we test for the effects
of variance, event duration and onset-overlap. Total overlap
(in terms of video frames) and variance are associated, as
lowering the variance also means having more overlapping
frames. In order to tease these factors apart, we manipulate
event length between 4 and 8 frames, which changes the over-
lap but not the variance. For our normative models, this ma-
nipulation of frame length does not matter, since events are
modeled as point events. An additional possible influence
is given by whether events overlap at onset, which provides
a different signal from overall frame-wise overlap. To assess

Figure 5: Experiment 2: Average people’s, order model’s and
delay model’s posterior probabilities for each structure. Error
bars denote standard errors.

the effect of onset-overlap on causal judgments, we determin-
istically set the number of onset overlaps to either zero or one.
The data consist of judgments from N = 21 participants.

Methods and materials All conditions use common hid-
den cause structures, replicating and extending the [CO] con-
dition from Experiment 1. Condition [CO] corresponds to the
high-variance, short duration [HS] condition, with a standard
deviation σ = 0.32s for the delay from H to X and Y . For
the low-variance short duration condition [LS], we halved the
standard deviation to σ = 0.16s. The [HL] and [LL] condi-
tions are given the same delay parameterizations as the short
duration conditions, but events last for 8 instead of 4 frames.
We present each participant with one video from each of the
four conditions related to variance and event length in ran-
dom order. Counterbalanced across participants, the first two
videos then have no onset overlap, while video three and four
have exactly one (or vice versa).

Results As shown in Figure 6, we replicate the findings
from the [CO] condition in Experiment 1 and find that peo-
ple still assign similar probabilities to multiple structures.
In particular, people frequently report a causal cycle or in-
dependent cause rather than the generative common hidden
cause structure. To tease apart the effects of variance, event
duration and onset-overlap, we ran linear mixed models on
people’s judgments on the common hidden cause and the
cyclic structure (for detailed results, see online supplement at
http://causalityandtime.com). As the observations are
nested within individuals, we included a random intercept for
each participant.
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Figure 6: Experiment 3: Average people’s, order model’s and
delay model’s posterior probabilities for each structure. Error
bars denote standard errors.

Regarding judgments for the common hidden cause struc-
ture, an effect of variance was found to be statistically signif-
icant. On average, participants gave ∆M = 7.15% (p = .031,
controlling for the effects of variance and duration) higher
probability judgments for a common hidden cause when vari-
ance was low as compared to high. This indicates that people
are sensitive to variance as an indicator for a common hid-
den cause. No statistically significant effects (at a level of
α = .05) were found for onset-overlaps or event duration.

For causal cycles, neither variance nor duration received
weights that were significantly different from zero. However,
there was a significant effect of onset overlaps, as people gave
lower probability judgments for causal cycles when there was
one onset-overlap versus zero, ∆M = −11.44% (p = .012,
controlling for the effects of variance and duration). This in-
dicates that people are sensitive to onset-overlaps, and use
this information to partially rule out cyclic relationships.

Global evaluation

As a more global assessment of our models on all three ex-
periments, we evaluate the usefulness of the order and de-
lay model inferences in predicting participants judgments on
videos from an unseen condition. Table 1 presents aggregate
RMSE values for the different models.

Fitted ε values indicate that only small weights are given to
order or delay model predictions, though both outperform the
baseline, with the delay mixture performing best. However,
it should be kept in mind that the differences in RMSEs are
comparably small.

bl bl + order bl + delay
RMSE 22.07 21.95 21.62
SE 0.98 1.02 0.90
ε 0.91 0.90

Table 1: Aggregated results per model over all cross valida-
tion folds. bl denotes the baseline model; SE describes the
standard error of the mean computed over conditions; Lowest
RMSE in bold face; ε describes mixture weights.

Discussion

Our findings indicate that, overall, an order-only approach is
useful but insufficient to account for how people infer hidden
causal structure from temporal data. The delay model showed
good identifiability results and helped most in predicting peo-
ple’s judgments. Overall, we find that people spread their
probability judgments more broadly across structures and
are more variable than our model predictions would suggest.
One explanation for this finding is that people are conserva-
tive in their probability judgments (e.g. Bramley, Lagnado,
& Speekenbrink, 2015; Edwards, 1968), thereby effectively
“hedging their bets”. That is, people may retain uncertainty in
their judgments by assigning some probability even to struc-
tures that seem implausible based on the data.

What explains the differences between model predictions
and people’s judgments in particular conditions? We have
seen in the [DX] condition from Experiment 2 that people
may infer a causal cycle when seeing both instances of X
causes Y and Y causes X (with short delays between the two
variables). This is different from our assumption of symmet-
ric delays, which was predicted in condition [CA] in Exper-
iment 1. Hence, judgments for the [DX] condition point to
considering more flexible state spaces than those provided
by the DBNs considered in the present study. This could
be achieved by introducing a probability into our model-
dynamics that describes whether X or Y occurs first in the
next time step, by sampling the connections of the corre-
sponding edges. Sampling from this process would yield in-
stances of X causes Y as well as Y causes X , as required.

The effects in Experiment 3 were surprising in that in in
all conditions participants gave, on average, similar probabil-
ity judgments to causal cycles and to common hidden causes,
with a trend toward favoring the former. However, people ap-
pear to be sensitive to variance and do infer a common hidden
cause in some cases. Further, our data suggest that people use
the presence of onset-overlaps to distinguish between causal
structures in a heuristic fashion.

In the present study, we only considered the cover story of
the interaction between two bioluminescent bacteria. As peo-
ple may have different a priori beliefs about hidden causes in
other scenarios, we are currently running experiments where
we investigate the influence of different cover stories on peo-
ple’s inductive biases towards hidden causal structure.
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Quantifying sound-graphic systematicity and application on multiple phonographs
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Abstract

Do letter-shapes predict in any way the canonical sounds they represent? Does the letter a in any sense visually predict
its canonical pronunciation //? We extended existing quantitative approaches to measuring systematicity between phonol-
ogy and semantics. We quantified all pairwise visual distances between letters, using Hausdorff distance. We took the
corresponding canonical pronunciations of the letters and quantified all pairwise distances between their feature-level rep-
resentations, using edit distance and Euclidean distance. We defined letter-sound systematicity as a correlation between
these two lists of distances. We confirmed Korean as the gold standard for letter-sound systematicity; it was designed in the
15C to have exactly this characteristic. We found small but significant correlations in Arabic, Cyrillic, English, Finnish,
Greek and Hebrew orthographies, with Courier New giving the most consistent correlations. Pitmans English shorthand
and the Shavian shorthand alphabet also showed robust systematicity, and baseline fictitious orthographies showed no
systematicity, validating our approach.
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Abstract 
In applied settings, computational models of memory have 
proven useful in making principled performance predictions. 
Specifically, historical data are used to derive model 
parameters in order to enable out-of-sample predictions. 
Parameters are typically fit to meaningful subsets of data. 
However, labels that demarcate what constitutes a 
“meaningful” subset are not always available. Here, we utilize 
a data-driven method to cluster past performance into subsets 
possessing statistical similarities. We contrast predictions from 
cluster-specific model parameters with predictions based on 
subsets that are artifacts of the experimental design. We show 
that cluster-based predictions are at least as accurate as the 
chosen baselines and highlight additional advantages of the 
data-driven approach.  

Keywords: learning; memory; k-means clustering; 
computational model; prediction 

Introduction 
Psychological models of learning and forgetting have largely 
focused on explaining rather than predicting (Yarkoni & 
Westfall, 2017). That is, models are evaluated with regard to 
how well they fit data in various experimentally controlled 
conditions. To leverage such models’ capabilities in applied 
settings, however, their ability to accurately predict new 
observations is paramount. One standard method for 
evaluating such predictions is to derive model parameters 
from historical data and apply them to new data (Shmueli, 
2010). 

Here, we focus on predicting individual, item-level 
responses. Deriving model parameters through standard fits 
to historical data raises the question of what data should the 
model be fit to optimize predictive validity? One method for 
parsing the data lies with estimating a unique set of 
parameters for each user’s exposures to an item (i.e., a 
trajectory) to afford maximum flexibility in the model.  This 

method comes at the cost of potentially overfitting the 
individual’s performance and hindering out-of-sample 
predictive ability. Conversely, estimating a single set of 
parameters across all trajectories protects against overfitting 
the sample, but forfeits the ability to utilize more nuanced 
differences between trajectories that may be lost during data 
aggregation. Consequently, the ideal approach depends on 
identifying meaningful subsets of data from which 
parameters can be obtained that produce valid out-of-sample 
prediction. 

As alluded to previously, there are various ways to parse 
historical data into meaningful subsets. In scientific contexts, 
natural subsets stem from experimental conditions. Similarly, 
data can be segmented at the level of the individual user. For 
the purpose of making predictions, the assumption for such 
segmentation is that parameters describing the average 
behavior either within a condition or for an individual user, 
can be used to predict performance on future observations. In 
naturalistic contexts, however, condition labels may be 
absent, vague, or inconsistent. Thus, the creation of subsets 
becomes a problem of data-driven dimensionality reduction. 
K-means clustering has been used with success to reduce 
high-dimensional skill representations, and has allowed for 
increased computational efficiency and enhanced 
interpretation (e.g., Ritter et al., 2009). Such data-driven 
methods detect patterns in the historical data, and the number 
and content of meaningful subsets are prescribed by the data 
themselves. Predictions are made under the assumption that 
homogeneous performance profiles in the historical data are 
likely to be similar in out-of-sample data.  

In the current work, we assess the predictive capabilities of 
a computational process model in a standard paired-
associates learning task that imposed strict experimental 
control on the repetition schedules. Specifically, we contrast 
the quality of predictions made using (a) reliable labels that 
are artifacts of the experimental design (“condition” and 
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“user”), or (b) a data-driven clustering method in which the 
subsets are derived directly from accuracy in the historical 
data. 

Methods 

Data 
The data come from a multi-session paired-associate learning 
task in which 61 participants studied Japanese-English word 
pairs according to six tightly regimented schedules. An 
overview of the aggregate performance is provided in Figure 
1. The six experimental conditions result from crossing two 
inter-trial-intervals (ITI; either 2 or 11 intervening trials) and 
three inter-session-intervals (ISI) between the first and 
second session that could be 0, 7, or 14 days—the 0-day ISI 
was a break of approximately five minutes between sessions. 
Both ITI and ISI were manipulated within-subject and 
participants studied five unique word-pairs in each condition 
(30 items total per user). The ISI between session two and 
three was always seven (plus/minus two) days. 

The first repetition showed both the Japanese (cue) and 
English (response) word on screen. Participants typed the 
response to proceed. Accuracy for this response was set to 0 
(in Figure 1 and reported analyses) to reflect the lack of prior 
knowledge of Japanese, which participants were screened 
for. All subsequent repetitions only showed the cue and were 
followed by corrective feedback.  

As seen in Figure 1, clear differences in the aggregate 
performance between the experimental conditions were 
observed. Acquisition is markedly better for short ITI word-
pairs in the first session but long-term retention (repetition 
21) is substantially better for long ITI items, especially at 
longer ISIs.  

 

 
Figure 1. Mean performance at each repetition for the six 
experimental conditions. ITI = inter-trial-interval; ISI = inter-
session-interval between first and second session. 

The Predictive Performance Equation (PPE) 
Given space limitations in the current format, we present a 

condensed overview of PPE’s mechanisms and refer the 
interested reader to the extensive description in Walsh et al. 

(2018). Figure 2 summarizes how performance can be 
predicted (P) using timing information (ti) in conjunction 
with four free parameters (m, b, τ, and s). To fit the model to 
empirical data—that is, to derive the best-fitting free 
parameters—two pieces of information are required: a 
timestamp and a performance metric. The best-fitting 
parameters are found by minimizing the sum-of-squares error 
between PPE’s P and empirical performance. 

 

 
Figure 2. Predictive Performance Equation (PPE) mechanism 
and required information.  
 

In practice, parameters are estimated for a relevant subset 
of data, which necessitates a third piece of information to be 
associated with each observation: a “label” that demarcates 
the subsets. The current work focusses on choosing an 
appropriate “label” that segments the data such that extracted 
parameters afford valid out-of-sample predictions. The 
following section will detail five approaches to utilizing 
existing or data-driven labels to predict performance. 

Procedure 
The data were first split into a training and a test set using an 
80/20 split that ensured 80% of an individual user’s 
trajectories were assigned to the training set (Yarkoni & 
Westfall, 2017). Parameters were extracted from the training 
set and predictions were generated for the test set. In the 
following, we will outline five approaches that differed in 
how they segmented the training data in order to derive PPE 
parameters (which are in turn used to generate predictions). 
They fall into two categories: cluster-based and control 
approaches. The former utilizes data-driven clustering to 
partition the data, while the latter relies on labels available as 
meta-data: user IDs and experimental conditions.  

 
Cluster-based approaches All trajectories in the training 
data were treated in complete isolation (i.e., independent of 
the user or experimental condition they were associated with) 
and subjected to the k-means clustering algorithm (Hartigan 
& Wong, 1979). This approach originates from the signal 
processing literature, and aims to divide a set of observations 
into distinct clusters, such that individual observations belong 
to the cluster possessing the nearest mean. We settled on an 
eight-cluster solution because (a) the decrease in summed 
within-cluster sum of squares reached an asymptote at eight 
cluster centers, and (b) inspection of the cluster centroids 
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suggested that trajectories were grouped into behaviorally 
meaningful clusters (see Figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 3. Cluster centroids at each repetition for the eight 
clusters derived from the training data. Panels’ headings 
show the percentage of trajectories assigned to the cluster. 
 

We then fit PPE to all trajectories in each cluster. This 
resulted in a unique set of the four free parameters for each 
data-derived cluster. Next, the trajectories in the test data 
were assigned to one of the clusters in Figure 3. Specifically, 
the root-mean-squared-error was computed between a 
trajectory—a vector of accuracy data—and each cluster’s 
centroids—shown in Figure 3—and the trajectory was 
assigned to the cluster with the lowest RMSE. Lastly, using 
the PPE parameters associated with the cluster a trajectory 
was assigned to, predictions were generated for all 
trajectories in the test data.  

In the Results section we will focus on evaluating the 
predictions for the 21st repetition specifically. Therefore, 
when assigning new trajectories to pre-defined clusters, we 
emulated a realistic scenario and assumed that only the first 
20 repetitions of a trajectory were available when it must be 
assigned to a cluster.  

The cautious cluster-based approach worked in the 
following way. Given that the last/withheld response could 
either be incorrect or correct, the cluster assignment was run 
twice; first, assuming that the incomplete trajectory would be 
completed with a final incorrect response, and next, assuming 
it would be completed with a final correct response. If the 
trajectory was assigned to the same cluster independent of the 
assumed last response, PPE predictions were generated using 
the parameters associated with the unambiguously assigned 
cluster. If the incomplete trajectory was assigned to different 
clusters depending on the assumed final response, two 
predictions were generated using the PPE parameters of the 
two assigned clusters. Those two predictions were averaged 
to yield a single, “cautious” prediction. 

For comparison purposes, we additionally implemented 
two baseline approaches; a blind cluster-based approach in 
which only the incomplete trajectory (i.e., repetitions 1-20) 
was used for assignment to one of the eight clusters, and an 
omniscient cluster-based approach in which the complete 

trajectory was used as if the final repetition had already been 
observed. The omniscient approach mimicked the control 
approaches in the sense that it provided reliable “labels” for 
the membership of a trajectory (i.e., we know which 
experimental condition and which user a trajectory belongs 
to) and constituted a form of intentional data leakage.  

 
Control approaches As outlined above, we compared the 
cluster-based approaches with two control approaches. Using 
the same training/test split of the data as described in the 
previous section, a unique set of PPE parameters was derived 
for (a) each experimental condition, and (b) each user. 
Therefore, the information available for a single condition or 
user provided the general data pattern for PPE equations to 
estimate its best-fitting parameters. The procedure was 
otherwise the same as for the cluster-based approaches.  
Using the condition’s/user’s PPE parameter estimates, a 
prediction was made for each trajectory in the test data. 

Results 
Before detailing and comparing the results for the control 

and cluster-based approaches, we should establish that the 
clusters derived from the training data (Figure 3) did not 
merely mimic the experimental conditions. Figure 4 verifies 
that this was not the case. However, some clusters were 
preferentially assigned to certain experimental conditions. 
For example, cluster E mostly covered ISIs of one or two 
weeks, cluster F was mostly assigned to Short ITI conditions, 
and cluster H was mainly assigned to the two 0 Day ISI 
conditions. However, most clusters were spread across 
(almost) all experimental conditions—no cluster exclusively 
mapped onto a single condition. This non-exclusivity 
corroborates that the data-driven clustering leveraged 
patterns in the data that were not directly dictated by the 
features of the experimental conditions. These differences in 
patterns between Figure 1 and Figure 3 highlights that the 
clustering algorithm isolates distinct performance profiles 
that are washed out by aggregating performance within a 
condition (clusters B, C, D, and G especially), potentially 
accounting for meaningful psychological variables.  

 

 
Figure 4. The overlap between clusters and experimental 
conditions is shown by tallying how frequently a trajectory 
from a given condition was assigned to each cluster. 
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Control approaches 
The first control approach uses the condition-constrained 

PPE parameters to make predictions for the test data. These 
predictions are shown for the 21st repetition in Figure 5. 
Experimental conditions are plotted against performance, 
where the gray dots indicate the actual accuracy on the final 
repetition and the colored dots show the model’s predictions. 
Observed accuracy was jittered both horizontally and 
vertically to create a visual impression of the relative number 
of responses in each condition. The predicted performance 
was only jittered horizontally to preserve the precise values 
(the same applies to Figure 8 and Figure 9). 

The condition-based predictions shown in Figure 5 were 
highly homogenous within a condition. Visual comparison 
with the final repetition in Figure 1 suggests that predictions 
closely matched the aggregate empirical data. Closer 
inspection—a detailed description of which is beyond the 
scope of the current report—confirmed that PPE fit the six 
empirical trajectories in Figure 1 very well. The low variance 
in predicted values can probably be attributed to the very 
similar temporal inputs. As described above, PPE requires 
two inputs and one of those—the timestamps—should be 
very alike within each condition. No matter what the exact 
values of the second input to PPE (i.e., accuracy), the 
predictions are largely identical within a condition. As a 
result, the condition-based predictions resemble the empirical 
means but are rather non-committal (that is, closer to 0.5 than 
either 0 or 1).  

 

 
Figure 5. Predicted performance (colored) compared with 
actual performance (gray) for the condition-based approach. 

 
The user-based predictions are shown in Figure 6. 

Predicted performance (colors and shapes matching Figure 1) 
is contrasted with actual accuracy (gray; no jitter) for each 
user. Users are ordered on the x-axis according to their actual 
performance (overall number correct; ordering is consistent 
across panels).  

Two patterns surface in Figure 6. First, the user-based 
predictions showed much larger variability than the 
condition-based predictions: Scanning horizontally across 
the figure’s panels indicates that predictions are scattered 
across most of the y-axis in every condition (between-user 
variability) and scanning vertically, we see that both low and 

high performers—at the left and right ends of the x-axes, 
respectively—exhibit substantial within-user variability. 
This is likely because the per-user set of PPE parameters is 
used to generate predictions for new trajectories of varying 
schedules. This is in stark contrast with the condition-based 
approach, in which all trajectories within a condition have 
very homogeneous temporal structures. Second, the 
predictions steadily increase from the left to the right side of 
Figure 6. This implies a correlation between predicted and 
observed performance that is confirmed by a significant 
positive point-biserial correlation (r = 0.405, t(357) = 8.361, 
p < 0.001) computed across all conditions. 

 

 
Figure 6. Predicted performance (colored) compared with 
actual performance (gray) for the user-based approach. 

 

Cluster-based approaches 
A central step in the cluster-based approaches is the 

assignment of trajectories from the test data to one of the 
clusters derived from the training data (see Figure 3). The 
only difference between the omniscient and blind approaches 
is whether they did or did not (respectively) take the last 
repetition into account when assigning a trajectory to a 
cluster. The confusion matrix in Figure 7 shows that under 
these different assumptions, the same trajectory can be 
assigned to different clusters. Most confusions occur between 
clusters A and E as well as F and E—specifically, the blind 
approach preferentially assigns trajectories to either A or F, 
many of which are assigned to cluster E by the omniscient 
approach. On the other hand, all assignments to clusters G 
and H are unambiguous—no matter whether the last 
observation is known or not. The confusion matrix suggests 
that ambiguous assignments in the cautious approach will 
primarily arise if a trajectory most closely matches cluster A, 
E, or F (a pattern confirmed in Figure 9). 

The blind cluster-based predictions (not shown) look very 
similar to the omniscient predictions (Figure 8). While the 
condition-constrained predictions tightly center around the 
empirical means, the blind and omniscient cluster-based 
predictions emulate a cluster’s centroid on the last repetition 
but exhibit higher variance—likely because the same model 
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parameters are used across trajectories that have very 
different temporal structures (cf. Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 7. Confusion matrix comparing assignment of new 
trajectories for the blind and omniscient approaches. 
 

Consequently, the primary difference between the blind 
and omniscient approach is a result of the differential 
assignments apparent in Figure 7: The blind approach 
assigned 113 trajectories to cluster F, while the omniscient 
approach only assigned 77 trajectories to the same cluster (7 
of which the blind approach assigned to cluster E). 
Conversely, the omniscient approach assigned 60 trajectories 
to cluster E, only 3 of which were also assigned to cluster E 
by the blind approach. The remaining omnisciently assigned 
E trajectories were blindly assigned to either A or F.  

One stark difference between the omniscient cluster-based 
predictions and the condition-based predictions is that the 
former commits to more extreme predictions: In clusters A, 
F, and G, for example, performance is predicted to be poor 
with great certainty for virtually all observations in that 
cluster (and the reverse is true for cluster E; Figure 8). For 
clusters whose centroid on the 21st repetition is at neither 
boundary (e.g., clusters B, D, and H), on the other hand, 
predicted performance is more spread. 

 

 
Figure 8. Predicted performance (colored) compared with 
actual performance (gray) for the omniscient cluster-based 
approach. 

 
For the cautious cluster-based approach, the equivalent of 

Figure 5 and Figure 8 is more complicated because a given 
trajectory does not necessarily have a single cluster 
associated with it. As explained in the Methods, each 
trajectory is assigned to a cluster twice; once assuming the 
last response will be incorrect and once assuming it will be 
correct. In 52.1% of the trajectories, this resulted in the same 
assigned cluster, as revealed in the lower panel of Figure 9. 
Not surprisingly, for trajectories that were cautiously 
assigned to the same clusters, the pattern is very similar to the 
omniscient approach (cf. Figure 8). The upper panel in Figure 
9 shows the trajectories that were assigned to different 
trajectories depending on the assumed last response. A data 
point’s location in the upper panel is determined by the 
cluster assigned when the last response is assumed to be 
incorrect, while its color is determined by the cluster assigned 
if the last response is assumed to be correct. 
 

 
Figure 9. Predicted performance (colored) compared with 
actual performance (gray) for the cautious cluster-based 
approach. 

 
Several interesting patterns emanate from Figure 9. First, 

not a single trajectory has been assigned to cluster E, 
independent of whether the last response was assumed to be 
correct or not. Second, not a single trajectory was 
unambiguously assigned to cluster F—however, the majority 
of ambiguous assignments (71.5%) are a conflict between 
assignment to cluster F (assuming the last repetition is 
incorrect) and cluster E (assuming it is correct). Similarly, 
21.5% of ambiguous assignments are to clusters A and E. 
This confirms what we derived from the confusion matrix: 
Trajectories most confused by blind and omniscient 
assignments will present the largest challenge to the cautious 
approach. Third, in these cases of differential A-E and F-E 
assignments, the resulting predictions (orange points in upper 
panel of Figure 9) center around 0.5 because cluster A and F 
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predict near-floor and cluster E predicts near-ceiling 
performance, which produces a cautiously uncertain 
prediction of roughly 0.5.  

In an attempt to summarize and compare the predictions 
made for the 21st repetition in the test data, Table 1 lists three 
model fit statistics for each of the five approaches. The area 
under the ROC curve (AUC; Fawcett, 2006) can be 
interpreted as the probability that the predicted performance 
will be ranked higher for a randomly chosen correct response 
than a randomly chosen incorrect response. This probabilistic 
interpretation highlights that the AUC is based on the relative 
rank of predictions rather than the distance from the “truth.” 
The root-mean-squared-error (RMSE), on the other hand, 
quantifies the absolute distance between prediction and 
“truth.” The logarithmic loss is expressed on an open-ended 
scale and imposes a harsh penalty on incorrect predictions. 
Each of these statistics emphasizes different dimensions of 
the quality of an approach’s predictions and condense the 
nuanced effects discussed above into a single number for easy 
comparison. 

 
Table 1. Model fit statistics for repetition 21 in the test data. 

 

Approach AUC† RMSE‡ Log 
loss‡ 

Condition 0.676 0.475 15.5 
User 0.736 0.457 13.7 
Blind clusters 0.655 0.536 14.2 
Omniscient clusters 0.902 0.351   8.3 
Cautious clusters 0.681 0.485 15.6 

 

Discussion 
The main goal of the current work was to explore a data-

driven method to segment performance profiles for purposes 
of estimating model parameters to produce valid out-of-
sample predictions. Out-of-sample predictions generated 
from variations of data-driven clustering methods were 
contrasted with out-of-sample predictions generated from fits 
to each subset indicated by reliable labels (experimental 
conditions and users). While summary fit statistics suggest 
that the condition and clustering approaches performed 
approximately equally well (Table 1), we believe that the 
clustering-based approach provides a more nuanced picture 
that is revealed only when the predictions are inspected 
closely (Figure 5 through Figure 9). 

The data used here were highly structured. This has two 
consequences relevant for the current work. First, the 
condition labels provided a great deal of implicit information 
since the experimental manipulation created temporally 
distinct repetition schedules. This temporal homogeneity in 
the trajectories associated with each condition resulted in 
largely invariant predictions for the 21st repetition (Figure 5). 
Conversely, grouping by user, we observed that predictions 
varied significantly within a user but there was a positive 
correlation between predicted and observed accuracy. Both 
the condition and user approach results suggest that fitting 

PPE to a subset of data works as intended and PPE capitalizes 
on information that is coherent within a given subset (i.e., the 
temporal regularities within each condition or the ability of a 
user across various timings). 

The second consequence of using these highly structured 
data pertains to the fixed number of repetitions. Knowing that 
trajectories from the test data would inevitably match 
trajectories in the training data in terms of their length 
allowed us to extract a single set of clusters (Figure 3). In 
naturalistic data, trajectories will undoubtedly vary in length, 
potentially complicating the derivation of clusters and the 
assignment of new trajectories to clusters. If the dataset of 
interest is large enough, a potential solution would be to bin 
trajectories by their lengths and derive clusters for each bin. 
For example, the clusters in Figure 3 could be used for 
trajectories that contain roughly 20 observations, and another 
set of clusters could be derived and referenced for trajectories 
that contain >30 or <10 observations. 

The exploration of the data-driven cautious clustering 
approach presented here has both advantages and 
disadvantages related to its assumption that the to-be-
predicted response in a trajectory could be either correct or 
incorrect. One downside is that if this assumption leads to the 
same trajectory being assigned to different clusters (top panel 
Figure 9) the resulting cautious prediction is essentially 
always a non-committal 50%. This might be partially due to 
the specific data used here, which yielded two highly 
confusable clusters that make opposite predictions for the 
final repetition (E and F, see Figure 3). In this scenario, a non-
committal prediction could be considered sensible. One 
advantage of the cautious approach is that in the reverse 
scenario, unambiguous assignment independent of the 
anticipated response, predictions are fairly accurate and more 
confident than in the condition approach. 

An additional advantage of clustering the data from an 
experimental study is a descriptive overview that adds nuance 
to other forms of aggregation. Here, for example, each 
trajectory was treated in complete isolation, independent of 
the user or experimental condition it was associated with. 
Figure 3 suggests that the majority of trajectories are assigned 
to clusters with very high performance that mostly differ on 
repetitions 11 and 21 (cf. clusters E, F, and H) but that there 
are also clusters that capture slower (clusters B, C, D) or 
incomplete learning (cluster G). In conjunction with the 
mapping provided in Figure 4 (and its equivalent for user-
cluster mappings), the clusters constitute an especially useful 
a descriptive tool. It is possible that distinct clusters map onto 
psychological variables (mnemonic strategies, fatigue, etc.) 
outside the scope of the conducted study. Another potential 
extension of the current work would stem from utilizing 
alternative clustering approaches (see Berkhin, 2006 for an 
extensive survey). 

Due to space constraints, we did not report in more detail 
the fit to the first 20 repetitions and instead chose to highlight 
the predictive accuracy on the 21st repetition. Given the 
train/test split procedure, however, the model actually 
predicted all observations in the test set. A closer 
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investigation of the fit to the first 20 repetitions—especially 
the expected dip in performance on repetition 11—would be 
a natural extension of the current work. Similarly, an in-depth 
analysis and discussion of the estimated model parameters 
should prove productive. 

We believe the data-driven clustering approach presented 
here has utility in applied scenarios for which theoretical 
assumptions about meaningful subsets of data are hard to 
make or necessary meta-data are unavailable (similar to, for 
example, Ayers, Nugent, & Dean, 2008). Additionally, 
clustering reveals patterns in the data obscured by 
aggregation along conventional dimensions (e.g., Figure 1 
masks the information in Figure 3, particularly if Figure 4 is 
also considered). Therefore, the procedure outlined here 
should be repeated and refined across both experimental and 
naturalistic datasets in order to better isolate settings for 
fruitful application. 
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Preschoolers’ responses to unknown words: Questions and evaluation of definition
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Abstract

Asking questions about unknown things involves recognizing knowledge gaps, identifying information sources, and for-
mulating appropriate questions. This active involvement propels development by individualizing the learning environment.
To characterize active engagement in word learning, we investigated whether preschoolers ask questions about novel vo-
cabulary and evaluate definition quality. In Study 1, preschoolers were asked to perform actions following instructions
with novel (transpose) or familiar (switch) verbs. They asked more questions about novel (M = 3.31 out of 9, SD = 3.34)
than familiar verbs (M = .17, SD = .44), t(35) = -5.68, p ¡ .001. In Study 2, informative or uninformative definitions were
provided. Preliminary data suggest that preschoolers only asked questions when faced with uninformative definitions (M
= .65 out of 3). When faced with novel words, preschoolers not only elicit questions, but also determine whether their
information needs have been met.
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Abstract

This paper reports initial results from a usability study con-
ducted in the formative and user-centered design phase of a
larger project to translate an existing, science-focused edu-
cational technology for neurotypical middle school students
into a new, social-reasoning-focused educational technology
for students on the autism spectrum. Participants in our study
included both adolescents on the autism spectrum and typi-
cally developing adolescents, who were asked to complete the
Betty’s Brain educational-technology-based science activity as
well as a social-reasoning movie question-answering activity.
Results include qualitative observations of general student en-
gagement and challenges as well as quantitative measures of
performance and eye gaze, including key differences observed
across our two sample groups, with the goal of informing
the design and adaptation of future technology-based inter-
ventions. Our findings suggest specific considerations for de-
signing educational technologies for adolescents on the autism
spectrum, including 1) finding ways to help students follow
instructional/tutorial portions of new technologies, especially
when lengthy instructions and/or complex interfaces are in-
volved; 2) proactively anticipating and finding ways to mit-
igate potential student episodes of frustration / dysregulation
while using the technology; and 3) capitalizing on features of
the technology found to be engaging/motivating for students.
Keywords: Autism; eye tracking; science reasoning; social
reasoning; usability.

Introduction
Technology-based educational interventions are used in many
subject areas and for many learner populations, but the same
intervention “out of the box” may not be equally effec-
tive across students with different cognitive makeups, either
within or across subject areas. At the same time, developing
completely new technologies for every population and subject

area would be infeasible, not to mention wasteful of resources
invested and knowledge gained from prior efforts.

Thus, there are opportunities for high potential impact in
carrying out intentional, systematic adaptations of existing
educational technologies across learner populations and sub-
ject areas. However, to be successful, such adaptations call
for not just the translation of curricular materials from one
discipline to another, and corresponding studies of learning
gains in the new domain/population, but also careful consid-
eration of usability when moving from one learner popula-
tion to another. Usability studies can facilitate the transfer
of effective educational technologies across learner popula-
tions and subject areas by pinpointing potential wrinkles in
the original technology and by suggesting helpful modifica-
tions to address these wrinkles.

Such usability studies are especially important in the con-
text of designing interventions for autism, including studies
that incorporate many modes of data collection and analy-
sis such as different types of stakeholder interviews, eye-
tracking, etc. (Barry et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2011; Khan
et al., 2013; Mei et al., 2014; Al-Wakeel et al., 2015; Casale
et al., 2015; Hochhauser et al., 2015; Hussain et al., 2016;
Mejı́a-Figueroa et al., 2016; Rosen et al., 2017; De Bruin et
al., 2018; Eraslan et al., 2019).

Here, we study usability and engagement as part of a for-
mative, user-centered design process in a larger project that
aims to translate the Betty’s Brain science education system
(Leelawong & Biswas, 2008), designed and used to date for
typically developing middle school students in general class-
room environments, into a new intervention for teaching the-

Figure 1: Screenshots of activities in our usability study. Left: A one-hour module on forest ecosystems from the Betty’s
Brain science education technology (Leelawong & Biswas, 2008). Center and right: TV/movie clips from our social-reasoning
QA activity, including animated (e.g., Cooperation short film) and live-action (e.g., Hidden Figures) clips; Table 2 lists all clips.
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ory of mind (ToM) and social reasoning skills to middle-
school students on the autism spectrum.

Many individuals on the autism spectrum have difficulties
with theory of mind (ToM) and social reasoning skills, which
are important for many aspects of learning, communication,
forming social relationships, etc. (Frith, 1994; Kaland et al.,
2008; Peterson et al., 2009). Our own recent study of par-
ent perspectives of particular challenges that their children
on the spectrum face in social/relational domains echo these
findings (Rashedi et al., 2020). Thus, there is a critical need
for educational interventions to help individuals on the spec-
trum improve their ToM and social skills. A recent meta-
analysis further noted that, “Perhaps surprisingly, a minority
of included studies focused explicitly on training ToM skills”
(Fletcher-Watson et al., 2014). The remainder targeted ToM
precursor skills such as emotion recognition, joint attention,
or imitation, and in many of these studies, improvements in
the targeted precursor skill did not carry over into broader
ToM or social reasoning abilities.

We see many parallels between the complex systems stud-
ied in STEM disciplines (e.g., ecosystems, physiology, etc.)
and complex social situations: both involve many interact-
ing agents or elements; both often have states that are hidden
to an observer; both involve multi-layered, multi-directional
causal connections; and both often contain apparent contra-
dictions or ambiguities. Thus, at a high-level, our motivating
question is: Can we reuse the work put into educational tech-
nologies already developed to teach reasoning about complex
systems in STEM, by adapting these technologies to teach
ToM and social reasoning to students on the autism spectrum?

In this paper, we report on an initial usability study con-
ducted to investigate student performance and responses to
1) the Betty’s Brain science education system (Leelawong &
Biswas, 2008); and 2) a social reasoning activity involving
watching short movie and TV clips and answering questions
about the social content within them, similar in flavor to other
recent film-based interventions

Methods
For our exploratory usability study, we invited adolescents
to complete two primary study activities: 1) a roughly one-
hour session using the Betty’s Brain science education system
(Leelawong & Biswas, 2008); and 2) a roughly one-hour ses-
sion of social-reasoning-based question answering centered
around a series of television and movie clips. Both activities
were completed in a lab setting across two separate sessions.
Participants were either on the autism spectrum (AS) or typi-
cally developing (TD) and ranged in age from 10 to 17 years.
This study adhered to the procedures outlined in an institu-
tional review board (IRB) approved protocol.

Additional study procedures included interviews with par-
ents to discuss their child’s typical usage and experiences
with technology in their daily lives. Some brief findings from
this parent interview component are included in this paper to
give context for our current results; more detailed findings are

reported elsewhere (Rashedi et al., 2020).

Participants
We recruited participants via an existing registry available to
researchers at our institution. This registry guaranteed the
credibility of the diagnosis of AS and also provides other de-
mographic and cognitive data.

Participant screening and recruitment proceeded in two
stages. First, study coordinators with clinical expertise se-
lected families to contact from the registry. Inclusion criteria
for this stage were: 1) child diagnosed with autism; 2) child is
between ages of 10-17; 3) child and parent can speak and read
English; and 4) child’s cognitive abilities are aligned with
their chronological age, as measured by cognitive assessment
data present in the registry.

Then, study coordinators conducted phone interviews to
further screen parents, prior to the initial visit. Additional in-
clusion criteria for this stage were: 1) confirm that child meets
the aforementioned inclusion criteria; 2) child would be com-
fortable completing study activities, i.e. playing a science
game on a computer, watching and discussing clips from a
movie, and then answering questions about their experiences
via surveys and interviews with the research team.

A total of 39 participants volunteered to participate in this
study during the spring and summer of 2019: 25 children
on the autism spectrum (AS), 14 typically developing (TD)
children, and 20 parents (some parents brought multiple chil-
dren). 1 participant (AS) was unable to complete any ses-
sions, and 2 participants (AS) only completed one session,
and so we report data in this paper for the remaining 36 par-
ticipants who completed both sessions.

Study Procedures
Next, sessions were scheduled for those participants meeting
these inclusion criteria. Participants, including parents and
children, received a $50 Amazon gift card for each visit.

Table 1: Demographics of participant sample. Some data
are missing due to technical issues with our eye tracking and
screen recording equipment.

Autism Spectrum (AS) Typically Developing (TD)

Full study

N 22 14

Age (years)1 14.0 (2.4) 12.7 (1.8)

Gender2 16 M, 6 F 9 M, 5 F

Subset analyzed 
for BB 
performance

N 20 11

Age (years)1 13.9 (2.4) 12.8 (1.8)

Gender2 15 M, 5 F 6 M, 5 F

Subset analyzed 
for BB gaze

N 12 7

Age (years)1 13.6 (2.4) 12.3 (2.1)

Gender2 9 M, 3 F 4 M, 3 F

Subset analyzed 
for film gaze

N 5 8

Age (years)1 14.2 (2.6) 13.3 (1.8)

Gender2 4 M, 1 F 3 M, 5 F
1 Age given as mean (standard deviation).  2 All participants in our sample identified as male or female.
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Visit 1 consisted of playing the tutorial module of the sci-
ence game, Betty’s Brain, completing two standardized self-
report surveys on social and emotional behaviors and one
standardized self-report on the usability of Betty’s Brain, and
participating in an interview with the researcher to share their
experience and feedback on Betty’s Brain. The duration of
visit 1 was between 60 minutes to 90 minutes. Visit 2 con-
sisted of watching short clips and answering questions about
the social content in the clips with the researcher (see Table
2). The duration of visit 2 was between 60 minutes to 90
minutes. Eye tracking data was collected during both visits.

Researcher’s Positionality. The researcher who facili-
tated the Visit 1 and Visit 2 sessions and recorded the obser-
vations below holds a Ph.D. in Education, with expertise in
qualitative methodology. She has experience working with
children and adolescents who have diverse learning needs
(e.g., AS, learning disabilities) in non-clinical settings and
has conducted research mainly on evidence-based practices
aimed at improving students’ social and emotional outcomes.

Session 1: Betty’s Brain
Betty’s Brain is a science education platform that uses a
learning-by-teaching approach to help middle school students
learn how to represent and reason about complex systems by
building causal models (Leelawong & Biswas, 2008).

In particular, students are asked to “teach” a virtual agent
Betty (Figure 1, character in top left) about a topic by first
reading textbook-like pages about the topic and then building
a concept map that is supposed to represent Betty’s knowl-
edge (Figure 1, main concept map pane). The concept map
consists of nodes, representing concepts from the reading,
and edges, representing causal connections among them. To
assess how well the students have taught Betty, she period-
ically takes quizzes that test her knowledge. For each quiz

question, Betty’s answer is automatically generated based on
the state of knowledge represented in her concept map. Fi-
nally, another virtual agent Mr. Davis (Figure 1, character in
middle left) provides hints to students if they get stuck.

Typically, students complete Betty’s Brain activities indi-
vidually or on teams in a classroom setting, over the course of
multiple days or weeks. Content modules include various sci-
ence topics such as ecosystems, human physiology, etc. For
our study, we chose an existing, self-contained Betty’s Brain
tutorial module on the topic of forest ecosystems.

The Betty’s Brain tutorial module is divided into two parts.
First, students click through an interactive introduction to the
system, including explicit instruction about how to navigate
between the textbook view and concept map view, how to
take notes from the textbook, how to add nodes and links to
the concept map, how to ask Betty to take a quiz, and how to
ask Mr. Davis for hints. Then, students transition into an un-
structured concept mapping phase, in which they iteratively
read the textbook, build their concept map, and quiz Betty, all
at their own pace. For context, adult members of our research
team and local middle school teachers without any prior expe-
rience with the Betty’s Brain system were able to successfully
complete the tutorial in about 30-45 minutes.

Session 2: Social-Reasoning QA
Visit 2 involved much more interaction between the re-
searcher and the participant, in part because of the nature of
the activity. Specifically, the researcher started the session
by showing the participant a brief clip and then engaged in a
guided, yet open-ended conversation with the participant.

The researcher always started the session with the rela-
tively easy film clip: Cooperation. The research team cat-
egorized this clip as easy due to falling under the genre of
animation and the fact that the overall message of the clip,

Table 2: Television and movie clips from our social-reasoning question answering (QA) activity. Clips spanned a range of
media types and genres, and contained a variety of complex social content across many different scenarios.

Type Genre Movie/Show Scene Link Time (min:sec)

Animated Comedy Cooperation n/a (stand-alone) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uL5mHE3H5wE 0:00 - 1:20

Animated Comedy Secret Life of Pets The Best of Chloe https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdroO0omUfg 0:00 - 0:48

Animated Comedy Sponge Bob Square Pants MuscleBob BuffPants https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZ0-3S_LwfA 0:00 - 1:17

Animated Drama Dear Alice n/a (stand-alone) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phQDinMbmic 0:00 - 3:40

Animated Drama Big Hero 6 Meet the Team https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv4kPhwHMxA 0:00 - 0:27

Animated Drama/Fantasy Soar n/a (stand-alone) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUlaseGrkLc 0:00 - 1:30

Live-action Comedy Big Bang Theory Positive Reinforcement https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JA96Fba-WHk 0:00 - 1:41

Live-action Comedy Big Bang Theory Sheldon’s OCD https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caeDFr9MBQg 0:00 - 1:00

Live-action Comedy Fresh Prince of Bel-Air The Carlton Dance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lxqa2Haf8lo 0:00 - 1:24

Live-action Comedy Mean Girls Lunch Scene https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwKLjeq9j3Q 1:30 - 2:45

Live-action Comedy Mrs. Doubtfire I Do Voices https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wC2DqFJ7UE 0:00 - 1:33

Live-action Comedy My Big Fat Greek Weeding Christos Anesti https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FukDxPYDbC8 0:00 - 0:39

Live-action Drama Hidden Figures Car Scene https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1VZ1-ZdQ7k 0:00 - 2:55

Live-action Drama My Shoes n/a (stand-alone) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SolGBZ2f6L0 0:00 - 3:50

Live-action Drama Wonder School Tour Scene https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceWNY5eNSWY 0:00 - 2:23

Live-action Drama/Fantasy Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Breakfast at the Weasley’s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUl4amon00E 2:09 - 2:44
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that is, to help others be safe by working and cooperating to-
gether, was exaggerated and repeated through three different
scenarios with the penguins, ants, and birds.

After the researcher showed the clip, she asked the partici-
pants easy (e.g., “What did the penguins see coming towards
them?”) to progressively challenging questions (e.g., “What
were the ants thinking about the anteater when they saw the
anteater coming towards them?”). As participants responded
and progressed through these questions, the researcher would
move on to more challenging clips and questions, including
questions loading on social reasoning and especially ToM.

Results: Researcher Observations
We present results from our study in three categories: gen-
eral observations by the researcher conducting the sessions,
including examples of both positive and challenging engage-
ment across both activities; quantitative performance results
from the Betty’s Brain educational technology; and quantita-
tive eye tracking results from both activities.

Betty’s Brain: Observations of positive engagement
The researcher observed that most participants in both groups
appeared to enjoy being able to create relationships between
concepts, such as linking rainfall to grass with a positive link
in the concept map. A number of participants developed intri-
cate concept maps with a web of causal relationships, though
most participants did need guidance to learn how to navigate
the user interface and especially the concept mapping page.

Many participants took their time playing the game and,
when the researcher checked in after 30 minutes, several did
not want to stop! In fact, many participants appeared to
demonstrate persistence and motivation, in that they wanted
Betty to literally grow “smarter” as a result of their efforts.

Betty’s Brain: Observations of challenges
The research observed that, on the flip side, several partici-
pants in both groups did grow frustrated while playing Betty’s
Brain, especially when, despite their concept mapping efforts,
Betty earned poor scores on the automatic quizzes. Frustra-
tion seemed to stem both from a lack of feedback from the
system as to how to improve their concept maps, as well as,
for some participants, a strong desire to see Betty achieve a
“perfect” score. (Of note: Feedback is a feature of the full
Betty’s Brain system, though not the tutorial version we used
for this study.)

On a related note, even when participants understood how
to navigate the concept mapping interface, many seemed to
find the process of hovering, clicking, and deleting to be cum-
bersome and perhaps obsolete, especially in comparison to
the flashier, newer commercial games that they are likely ex-
posed to at school or at home.

Betty’s Brain: Observations of group differences
The researcher observed that most TD participants spent more
time reading the instructional text before engaging in the
mapping activities. (This was borne out in our quantitative

data; see Figure 2.) As such, they appeared to have a more
accurate understanding of the objective of the game.

In contrast, many (though not all) AS participants largely
skipped reading the instructional text and scientific content.
Indeed, there was a substantive amount of text that partici-
pants needed to read in order to successfully understand the
material and construct their concept maps. It appeared that
reading comprehension and digesting a large amount of ma-
terial (e.g., a few paragraphs) challenged our AS participants
more so than our TD participants.

Consequently, many of the AS participants eventually be-
came disinterested, and the researcher observed the follow-
ing examples of disinterest: looking away from the screen;
staring at the screen for an extended period of time; and re-
questing to stop the game altogether. Several AS participants
did not understand the actual objective of the game and, even
when provided with clarification from the researcher, did not
seem to fully grasp the idea of making causal relationships,
nor the high-level task that they were given to perform.

Film Clips: Observations of positive engagement
The researcher observed that many (though not all) partici-
pants expressed not wanting to stop the activity, even when
the researcher asked if the participant wanted to take a break.
Indeed, most participants often laughed when watching the
more comical clips, such as the “Carlton Dance” from The
Fresh Prince of Bel Air. Numerous participants who had not
watched certain movies from which clips were drawn then
expressed: “I should watch that movie when I get home!” or
“Oh, it’s done! I want to know what happens next!”

Most participants were also able to provide a general sum-
mary of what happened in the clips (i.e., the sequence of
events) and successfully engage in a brief conversation about
these events with the researcher. When probed by the re-
searcher, all participants could identify the main characters,
and most could also describe characters’ motives, thoughts,
and emotions, though with varying levels of sophistication.

Film Clips: Observations of challenges
In both groups, the researcher observed that, in contrast with
younger participants, older participants (15-16 years old)
tended to have more advanced language with which to de-
scribe characters’ emotions. Furthermore, older participants
were better able to provide well-thought-out explanations for
why a character behaved, thought, or felt the way they did.

Film Clips: Observations of group differences
In contrast to most TD participants, who did not seem to show
clear preferences across types of clips, the researcher noticed
that many AS participants preferred animated clips (e.g., Best
of Chloe and SpongeBob) more than the live-action clips (e.g.,
Hidden Figures). In comparison to the TD group, many AS
participants experienced greater difficulty in comprehending
the social content and dynamics of relationships in the real-
istic clips. This preference/facility with animated clips could
be related to the slower-paced and more visually exaggerated
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social cues and interactions they contain, in contrast to the
realistic and often fast-paced interactions in the live-action
clips. This preference could also be due to an affinity for ani-
mals, which many of the animated clips featured.

Several participants in the AS sample could recall moments
in clips that provided evidence for why a character felt or be-
haved a certain way, although they could not always explain
what that moment meant in their own words. That is, more
participants in the AS sample, compared to the TD sample,
recited exactly what a character said, but were less able to ex-
plain the meaning behind a character’s statement, even when
explicitly probed by the researcher.

Several times, the researcher noticed that a participant with
AS struggled to express what a character felt, or why they
felt that way, and gestured or stuttered quite a bit. If this
happened, the researcher did not play a progressively more
challenging clip. Some AS participants’ attention spans also
appeared to be taxed after watching six clips–regardless of the
genre—and a few AS participants asked to stop the activity.

Results: Student Performance on Betty’s Brain
Here, we present results from performance on Betty’s Brain.
Data collected from screen recordings includes:

1. Time spent on the introductory part of the tutorial, during
which Betty and Mr. Davis explain the activity and the
interface to the user.

2. Time spent on the main activity of the tutorial, during
which the user builds concept maps and has Betty take
quizzes.

3. The number of nodes contained in the largest concept map
generated by the user towards the end of the session. (Some
participants deleted their entire map at the very end, which
is why we searched the last few minutes to find the “last
biggest map.”)

4. The number of causal links contained in this “last biggest
map.”

5. The highest quiz score attained during any part of the ses-
sion.

6. The number of quizzes attempted by Betty. (Students can
ask Betty to take a quiz at any time during the mapping
activity.)

Visualizations of these six variables for our two groups (AS
and TD) are shown in Figure 2.

As described earlier, one of the most noticeable behavioral
patterns across groups was that many participants in the AS
group sped through the introductory part of the tutorial, as
evidenced by the top left plot in Figure 2.

The second row in Figure 2 shows measures of the size
and complexity of the concept maps that students made, i.e.
number of nodes (left) and causal links (right). Participants
in the AS group showed much more variability in the con-
cept maps created, including certain participants making ex-
tremely large maps, and others making very tiny ones.

The third row in Figure 2 shows the highest quiz scores
attained on the left, and the number of quizzes attempted on

the right. Again, in the highest quiz scores attained, we see
more variability in the AS group than in the TD group. One
AS participant got the highest quiz score seen in the whole
study: 100%. Several students in both groups never got quiz
scores higher than zero.

Results: Eye Tracking for Both Activities
We used a laptop-based Tobii 4c eye tracker to collect eye
tracking data, with a research license allowing us to obtain
the raw eye gaze data. In our preliminary analyses reported
here, we only look at the temporal patterns in fixations across
activities and across groups. Additional analyses, including
studying eye gaze as a function of regions of interest (ROIs)
on the screen, are underway.

We calculated fixations by using the fixation points out-
put by the Tobii analysis software, and then dividing fixations
separated in time by more than 0.015 sec.

We present results for both the durations of fixations ex-
hibited by our participants, as well as by their fixation rates,
sampled as the per-second counts of fixations. Figure 3 shows
these two variables plotted by group and by activity. The first
two activities on the x-axis are for the Betty’s Brain introduc-
tion and mapping segments; the remaining activities are the
various film clips shown to participants in Session 2. Note
that not all participants viewed all clips.

In both groups, the largest differences among activities are
between Betty’s Brain and the film activities. Participants ap-

Figure 2: Several behavioral variables extracted from screen
recordings of the Betty’s Brain tutorial. White bars denote
AS group, and grey bars denote TD group. Top row: Time
spent on introduction (left), and time spent on mapping activ-
ity (right). Middle row: Number of nodes in biggest concept
map (left), and number of links (right). Bottom row: Highest
quiz score (left), and number of quizzes attempted (right).
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Figure 3: Top: Per-second fixation counts (#/sec) across groups and activities. Bottom: Fixation durations (sec) .

pear to show shorter and more fixations during the Betty’s
Brain activity. This makes sense, especially as Betty’s Brain
involves a lot of reading, while the film watching likely in-
cludes more sustained foci of attention. Differences among
the movie clips seem to be small.

Between groups, AS participants appear to show more fre-
quent, shorter fixations than do participants in the TD group.
However, we are currently investigating whether this reflects
a true difference in fixation statistics or an artifact of the data
processing done to extract fixations (both from the Tobii soft-
ware and our own processing). It may be that parameters like
thresholds need to be set differently across groups, perhaps
due to low level differences in eye movement patterns.

Discussion and Future Work
Here, we have presented one multi-modal slice of results
from a usability study that we conducted during the forma-
tive stages of designing a new, technology-based intervention
for helping adolescents on the autism spectrum learn theory
of mind and social reasoning skills. Additional results from a
parent interview portion of the study have been reported else-
where (Rashedi et al., 2020), and further analyses of data col-

lected during this study are still underway, including 1) anal-
ysis of student interview data; 2) more detailed eye-tracking
and usability analysis of the Betty’s Brain platform, including
quantitative examination of the full system interaction logs
and further eye-tracking investigations; 3) more detailed anal-
ysis of the film question-answering activity, including quali-
tative analysis of the students’ actual verbal responses during
the activity as well as further eye-tracking investigations.

From our observations, we have extracted several recom-
mendations that are pertinent for our own research on devel-
oping a new social and ToM intervention for individuals on
the autism spectrum. In addition, these recommendations are
more generally relevant to the broader educational technology
research community on the use and/or adaptation of existing
technologies for students on the autism spectrum.

First, we see a need for more deliberately planned instruc-
tional phases to introduce students to a new technology. For
instance, when instructions come in a form that students can
just quickly “click” through, it would help to have additional
supports and hints built into the software. Alternatively, ad-
ditional interactive verification steps could be used to ensure
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that a student is getting the instructions they need.
Second, frustration seemed to be a commonly occurring

reaction, both in relation to perceived usability-related issues
with the system as well as when, even if the system was work-
ing as expected, the actual gameplay was not going the stu-
dent’s way. Thus, we envision technologies that come with
built in “calm down” features. Just as many educational tech-
nologies provide hints or other help when students are stuck
on a reasoning problem, systems could also provide hints or
help when students are “stuck” emotionally. For example,
students might select an option that leads them in a 1-minute
meditation exercise.

Finally, we were encouraged to observe many elements in
both activities that seemed to promote strong engagement: in
Betty’s Brain, having the characters of Betty and Mr. Davis
interact with the user, and embedding the concept mapping
activity within a mission to make Betty “smarter;” and in the
film activity, allowing students to learn from real television
and movie clips that they may already be familiar with.
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Item Distinctiveness is More Critical than Item Context in a Cross-Situational
Word Learning Paradigm

Kendra Lange
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Abstract

Tests of cross-situational word learning use a range of stimuli. How does the distinctiveness of a stimulus affect participants
ability to learn its label? In two experiments, participants were presented with pairs of unfamiliar images accompanied by
two pseudoword labels. The images were either two visually similar robots or two visually dissimilar novel objects. By
design, the mapping of label to image was purposefully unclear, and we further manipulated which images were displayed
with one another across trials (i.e., their presentation context). In one condition, pairs of images were randomly determined,
while in the other, sets of images consistently appeared with one another throughout training. At test, participants were
given one label and instructed to match it to one of four possible images. Participants who had been exposed to the visually
dissimilar objects outperformed those who had been exposed to the visually similar robots, regardless of presentation
context.
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Abstract 

Previous research by Kneer and Bourgeois-Gironde (2017) 
suggests that legal experts are susceptible to the “severity 
effect” – they ascribe a higher level of intentionality for 
actions if they lead to very bad side-effects than when they 
have somewhat bad side-effects. These results are potentially 
problematic for the legal system because ascriptions of 
intentionality in the law explicitly depend on the evaluation of 
mental states of the agent (mens rea), not on the badness of 
the outcomes she caused. In this paper, we provide and test an 
alternative explanation of the “severity effect” that has no 
troubling implications for the law. We suggest that it may be 
a subtype of a more general “side-effect effect” (Knobe, 
2003), which is compatible with certain legal criteria of 
ascribing intentionality.  

Keywords: severity effect; intentionality; mens rea; criminal 
law; legal expertise 

Introduction  

 The “expertise defense” is a claim that intuitions of experts 

are more reliable than those of non-experts, as far as matters 

of their professional expertise are concerned. On these 

grounds, empirical research on lay people’s intuitions 

triggered in response to hypothetical philosophical cases had 

been questioned as insufficient to provide insights about the 

reliability of philosophers’ intuitions (e.g., Ludwig, 2007; 

Horvath, 2010; Williamson, 2011). However, empirical 

findings do not provide evidence that professional 

philosophers’ intuitions are more reliable than ordinary 

people’s intuitions, and therefore speak against the view that 

the “expertise defense” works for philosophers (e.g., Feltz & 

Cokely, 2009; Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2012; Horvath & 

Wiegmann, 2016; Wiegmann, Horvath & Meyer, 2020). 

 “Experimental jurisprudence” is a new research field that 

examines intuitions and psychological mechanisms 

underpinning legal or legally relevant concepts (e.g., 

consent, causation, ownership, reasonableness, 

intentionality; Sommers, in press; Macleod, 2019; 

Nancekivell, Millar, Summers & Friedman, 2016; Tobia, 

2018). Researchers in this field often examine whether the 

intuitions of the folk are congruent with the equivalent 

concepts in the legal system (e.g., Robinson & Darley, 

1995; Kobick & Knobe, 2009). Some authors also argued 

that legal concepts should be adapted to better accommodate 

their folk counterparts (e.g., Kobick, 2010). However, an 

important question that arises for this type of research is 

whether data from lay people can be generalized to people 

with legal expertise. 

One potential criticism to experimental jurisprudence 

could be an equivalent to the “expertise defense” argument 

in philosophy: that legal experts’ intuitions are more reliable 

in the matters of the law than folk intuitions, and that one 

cannot, therefore, undermine the reliability of legal 

intuitions based merely on the observation that folk 

intuitions are unreliable (i.e., in this context, “incongruent 

with the law”).  

In particular, based on this “legal expertise defense”, it 

could be argued that potential challenges arising from the 

discrepancies between folk concepts and their equivalents in 

the law do not arise, providing that legal experts’ concepts 

are congruent with the concepts inherent to the legal system. 

For instance, even though lay people’s intuitions on some 

legal matters vary and depart from the law, justice could still 

be served, providing that legal professionals’ intuitions are 

stable and congruent with the law. In fact, lack of 

systematicity in folk intuitions could provide support for the 

departure from these intuitions in favor of adopting 

technical criteria in the law.  

Despite its clear practical and societal importance, 

research on whether intuitions of legal experts are more 

reliable than folk intuitions have been scarce so far (e.g., 

Kneer & Bourgeois-Gironde, 2017; Donelson & 

Hannikainen, 2020; Prochownik, 2019; Tobia, in 

preparation). In this paper, we aim to make a modest 

contribution to this existing research by further investigating 

whether the ascriptions of intentionality of legal experts and 

lay people depend on the degree of negativity of the side-

effects of evaluated actions, and therefore are inconsistent 

with the concept of mens rea in the criminal law (Kneer & 

Bourgeois-Gironde, 2017).  
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Outcome Effects on Intentionality Ascriptions 

Kneer and Bourgeois-Gironde (2017; henceforth: K&B), 

presented 32 professional judges in France with the 

following vignette describing the agent’s action as leading 

to a “somewhat bad” or “very bad” side-effect 

(experimental manipulation in square brackets):  

  
The mayor of a small beach town is approached by his 

advisor who says: “We could build a new highway 

connection. This would make car traffic much more 

efficient. However, there would be [minor/severe] adverse 

effects on the environment. During construction, the 

animals in the construction zone will [be disturbed/die]. 

This is [only temporary/not a temporary condition], 

[everything goes/things will not go] back to normal once 

construction is finished.” The mayor responds: “I don’t 

care at all about the environment. All I care about is 

making car traffic as efficient as possible. Let’s build the 

new highway connection.” They build the new highway 

connection. The animals in the zone are [temporarily 

disturbed/die]. [Everything goes/Things do not go] back to 

normal after construction is finished. 

 

To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following 

statement: The mayor intentionally harmed the 

environment. 

 

The researchers found that judges assigned a significantly 

higher degree of intentionality in the “very bad” condition 

than in the “somewhat bad” condition. They described this 

finding as the “severity effect”.  

The “severity effect” seems very problematic for the law. 

It violates a fundamental principle of many criminal law 

systems: subjective and objective components of a crime 

should be evaluated independently. In particular, more 

severe outcomes should not – ceteris paribus – lead to 

higher intentionality ascriptions. The corresponding legal 

concept, called mens rea, does not explicitly rely on the 

degree of negativity of an outcome. According to K&B, 

their findings provide evidence that legal experts ascribe 

intentionality in a way that is incompatible with the 

technical mens rea concept of the law (which might speak 

against the expertise defense for lawyers, cf. K&B, p. 141).  

However, K&B’s conclusion might be premature. Let us 

have a closer look at the “beach town” vignette. While the 

“very bad” version of this vignette undoubtedly describes 

severe harm to the environment (the animals in the 

construction zone die, and things do not go back to normal 

after construction is finished), it is far from clear whether 

the outcome in the “somewhat bad” condition was perceived 

as harmful (the animals are only temporarily disturbed, and 

everything goes back to normal after construction is 

finished).1 It is then possible that the alleged “severity 

                                                           
1 Note that there are potentially further problems with the 

vignette used by K&B. As indicated by anonymous reviewers of 

this paper, although the side-effect of the construction specifically 

concerns the animals in the construction zone, the intentionality 

question is in terms of harm to the environment (which might 

effect” found by K&B might be an instance of the well-

known “side-effect effect” (or “Knobe effect”).2 Broadly 

put, the “side-effect effect” consists in ascribing (more) 

intentionality to (morally) bad side-effects of action, but no 

(or less) intentionality to (morally) good or neutral side-

effects (e.g., Knobe, 2003; Wright & Bengson, 2009). This 

effect was also observed in judges (see K&B, Experiment 

1). However, the “side-effect effect” does not necessarily 

pose a challenge to the legal system (see Kobick & Knobe 

2009; Kobick, 2010, for different views).   

Legal experts are trained to ascribe intentionality in case 

of actions and their side-effects that are highly socially 

negative, not to those that are positive or neutral. In 

particular, they are expected to apply specifically legal 

standards of mens rea from criminal law to, for instance, the 

case of an agent’s actions that harm the environment. When 

the agent helps or does not harm the environment, there is 

no expertise-specific expectation that legal professionals 

should apply different criteria of intentionality ascriptions 

than lay people. In other words, applying legal standards of 

intentionality only for cases when harm occurs is consistent 

with the concept of mens rea. And, when harm occurs, there 

are certain forms of mens rea in criminal law that may allow 

assigning intentionality to the agent who does not desire but 

foresees the negative side-effects of his actions (e.g., dolus 

directus 2 or dolus eventualis in Germany and legal systems 

influenced by it; Taylor, 2004). 

To sum up, unlike the “side-effect effect”, the “severity 

effect”— i.e., legal experts (ceteris paribus) assigning more 

intentionality to actions with a very bad outcome than to 

actions with a somewhat bad outcome – poses a severe 

challenge to the legal practice. In particular, it seems to 

undermine the view that legal professionals are correctly 

using a technical concept of the law when assigning 

intentionality. However, the challenge raised by K&B rests 

on the assumption that harm really occurred in the 

“somewhat bad” version of the vignette. Their findings only 

cause trouble for the practice of law if this assumption is 

correct.   

To assess this assumption, we present data from two 

preregistered experiments with law students in Germany 

(because in the German criminal law community, there are 

                                                                                                  
encompass a much broader set of consequences). Besides, the fact 

that the mayor aimed at a positive result (making traffic more 

efficient) might have been weighed against the negative side-

effects by the participants. This positive result could, in their view, 

have outweighed the side-effect of temporarily disturbing the 

animals, but not of causing their death (Prochownik, 2019). 

Although we do not focus on these alternative hypotheses here, we 

address them indirectly in Experiment 2, which investigates the 

“severity effect” across a new set of scenarios and questions.  
2 Our proposal is, therefore, the reverse of the hypothesis of 

K&B (2017) that the “Knobe effect” might be a subtype of a 

broader “severity effect” (p. 143). However, note that in this paper, 

we focus on examining scenarios intended to involve some degree 

of harm (whereas the original study on the “Knobe effect” involves 

contrasting positive and negative side-effects, e.g., Knobe, 2003). 
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relatively clear and generally accepted criteria of particular 

cases of mens rea, which makes it easier to test whether 

people depart from them). To conduct well-powered 

experiments, and because professional judges are not easily 

accessible in great numbers, we recruited advanced law 

students instead (from the 3rd semester on). Since the 

“severity effect” goes against a very fundamental principle 

of the legal system that is routinely covered in introductory 

lectures in criminal law at German universities, we assumed 

that this level of legal education should already make 

students sufficiently resistant to outcome biases (if at all). 

We also examined lay people in Germany, as the “severity 

effect” was only tested in legal experts by K&B, and it was 

not clear whether it applies to lay people too. 

Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1, we tested whether the “severity effect” 

replicates in advanced law students and lay people in 

Germany. For this purpose, we translated the original 

stimuli from French to German. To conduct an exact 

replication of the K&B study, we kept the vignettes and 

questions as close to the French original as possible. 

Besides, we asked new questions about harm to test if some 

participants in the “somewhat bad” case thought no harm 

occurred at all compared to those in the “very bad” case.  

Methods 

160 participants (80 law subjects and 80 lay subjects)3 were 

assigned either to the “somewhat bad” or the “very bad” 

outcome condition of the original “beach town” scenario. 

After reading the story, participants indicated whether they 

disagree or agree with the statement, “The mayor 

intentionally harmed the environment” (from “1 – 

completely disagree”, to “7 – completely agree”). 

Participants who disagreed with the intentionality statement 

(and chose responses from “1 – completely disagree”, to “3 

– rather disagree”) were presented with a follow-up question 

of understanding, asking them why they disagreed. 

Participants could choose one of the following two options: 

“because the environment was not harmed at all” or “the 

mayor harmed the environment, but he didn’t do it 

intentionally”. Finally, participants were asked two 

questions about harm (whether they agreed or disagreed 

with the statements “The mayor harmed the environment” 

and “The environment was harmed by the construction”), 

and whether they thought the mayor committed a crime 

(“yes” or “no”).4 Two additional questions about harm were 

included to further explore whether some participants 

perceive the “somewhat bad” condition as involving no 

harm at all in comparison to the “very bad” condition. 

                                                           
3 The sample size was determined based on the “small 

telescope” principle, according to which the sample size of the 

replication study should be 2.5 times the original sample size 

(Simonsohn, 2015). In K&B (2017), there were 32 participants. 
4 See Supplementary Materials online for the full set of 

questions: https://osf.io/n9h2b/.   

Sample sizes, exclusion criteria, and main analyses were 

preregistered: https://osf.io/w3gt8 and https://osf.io/ncy9b. 

Study materials and data are also available online: 

https://osf.io/n9h2b (see folder: Experiment 1). 

Results 

Law Participants We analyzed 80 valid advanced law 

students’ responses.5 We replicated the original finding of 

K&B: there was a significant difference in intentionality 

ascriptions between the “somewhat bad” (M = 4.20, SD = 

1.847) and the “very bad” condition (M = 4.95, SD = 1.932), 

t(78) = -1.784, p = .039 (one-tailed; p =.078 if two-tailed)6, 

d = 0.397. Excluding five participants who indicated, in the 

understanding question, that they did not assign 

intentionality because the environment was not harmed 

(12.2% out of 41 participants in the “somewhat bad” 

condition)7 decreased the “severity effect”. The average 

intentionality assigned in the “somewhat bad” condition (M 

= 4.50, SD = 1.732) did not significantly differ anymore 

from the average judgment assigned in the “very bad” 

condition (M = 4.95, SD = 1.932), t(73) = -1.056, p = .147 

(one-tailed; p = .295 if two-tailed), d = 0.245 (Figure 1). 

Moreover, a descriptively higher proportion (24.4%) of 

participants indicated that they disagreed with the statement 

that the mayor harmed the environment in the “somewhat 

bad” case, as compared to 12.8% in the “very bad” case.8 

Similarly, 14.6% indicated that the environment was not 

harmed by the construction in the “somewhat bad” 

condition, while only 2.6% did so in the “very bad” 

condition. Finally, there was a tendency to judge the 

mayor’s action as more criminal in the “very bad” condition 

(35.9% thought he committed a crime in this condition, in 

comparison to 17.1% in the “somewhat bad” condition). 

 

Non-Law Participants We analyzed 80 valid responses 

from lay subjects in the same fashion.9 Again, we replicated 

the “severity effect”: participants perceived the agent’s 

action as more intentional in the “very bad” case  (M = 6, 

SD = 1.320) in comparison to the “somewhat bad” case       

(M = 4.48, SD = 1.754), t(78) = - 4.393, p < .001, d = 0.98). 

                                                           
5 After preregistered exclusion criteria were applied. Only the 

first 80 valid responses were included. 
6 We assumed that K&B’s “severity effect” hypothesis is 

directional, and so we took one-tailed p values as decisive, but we 

report the two-tailed values as well for Experiment 1. 
7 Nobody chose this response in the “very bad” condition. 
8 We do not report inferential statistics for the harm variables for 

two reasons. First, the main focus of this experiment is the 

replication of the “severity effect”, and the sample size was chosen 

to achieve sufficient power to replicate this effect, not in terms of 

being able to detect potentially small differences regarding the 

perceived harm in the “somewhat bad” versus the “very bad” case. 

Second, we used several questions about harm to explore if some 

participants thought that no harm occurred in the “somewhat bad” 

case (we did not have specific hypotheses for these questions).   
9 We excluded participants who didn’t satisfy our preregistered 

criteria. Only the first 80 valid responses were included. 
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Figure 1: Intentionality judgments of law participants in 

two severity conditions (all participants, and after the 

exclusion of those who indicated that no harm occurred).  

Error bars represent standard errors. 

 

Excluding one participant (in the “somewhat bad” 

condition) who, in the follow-up question, indicated that no 

harm occurred did not change this finding (Figure 2). No 

person indicated that no harm occurred in the “very bad” 

condition.  

Besides, only a small proportion of non-law participants 

responded that the mayor did not harm the environment 

(12.5% in the “somewhat bad” case versus 2.5% in the 

“very bad” case). Similarly, 10% answered the environment 

was not harmed by the construction in the “somewhat bad” 

case versus 0% in the “very bad” case. Finally, participants’ 

judgment on whether the mayor’s action was a crime 

differed depending on the condition: 52.5% perceived it to 

be criminal in the “very bad” condition compared to 12.5% 

in the “somewhat bad” condition.10  

Discussion  

We replicated the “severity effect” in lay people and 

advanced law students: intentionality ascriptions were 

higher when the outcome was more severe. However, our 

results also provide initial evidence for an alternative 

interpretation of our replication and the previous findings. 

The “severity effect” in law students and legal professionals 

(as previously examined by K&B) might be based on the 

fact that a higher proportion of participants in the 

“somewhat bad” condition, as compared to the “very bad” 

condition, think that no harm occurred in the “beach town” 

vignette.  

 If this hypothesis is correct, the findings of K&B (2017) 

might not be troubling for the practice of law, because 

ascribing intentionality in the criminal law takes place with 

respect to socially negative (harmful) actions and outcomes. 

The findings would be troubling only if people with legal 

expertise differentiated the level of intentionality between  

                                                           
10 We also found the effect of severity of outcome on ascriptions 

of blame, for both law participants, t(78) = - 4.128, p < .001 (one- 

and two-tailed), d = 0.922, and non-law participants, t(78) =              

- 2.486, p = .0075 (one-tailed; if two-tailed p = .015), d = 0.556. 

 
 

Figure 2: Intentionality judgments of non-law participants 

in two severity conditions (all participants, and after the 

exclusion of one person indicating that no harm occurred).  

Error bars represent standard errors. 

 

two clear harm cases with different degrees of negativity, 

which would explicitly go against the legal principle of 

judging subjective elements of the crime (i.e., an agent’s 

mental states) independently of the evaluation of outcomes. 

The aim of the second experiment is to test this hypothesis 

directly.11 

Experiment 2 

The main goal of Experiment 2 was to test whether the 

“severity effect” would occur in an experimental setting that 

rules out interpretations of the effect that are not troubling 

for the practice of law. In particular, we aimed to make it 

clear that genuine harm occurred in the “somewhat bad” 

condition (while still being evidently less harm than in the 

“very bad” condition). For this reason, we created four new 

vignettes describing different types of harm, and 

proportioned the degree of harm adequately to each of the 

two “severity” conditions. To make sure that our 

manipulation worked as intended, we presented participants 

with a question about the respective degree of harm after 

they answered the main question about intentionality.  

Methods 

We used a 2 x 4 mixed design with outcome severity 

(somewhat bad vs. very bad) as a between-subject factor 

and type of vignette as a within-subject factor. 394 

participants (194 law and 200 non-law subjects) were 

assigned to four scenarios (presented in random order) 

either in the “somewhat bad” or “very bad” variant. In the 

instructions, participants were asked to imagine that they 

                                                           
11 Note that we do not analyze non-law subjects in detail here, or 

compare them with law students because we examined the former 

primarily to investigate whether the “severity effect” also occurs in 

lay people (which was not tested by K&B). However, because of 

the reviewers' suggestions, we conducted exploratory analyses on 

potential differences between law and lay participants (see 

Supplementary Analyses online: https://osf.io/n9h2b).  
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were a judge deciding the cases, and to answer a couple of 

questions about these law-related cases. 

For instance, in the “environment” scenario (a modified 

version of K&B’s “beach town” vignette) we specified that 

construction would cause air pollution and some animals’ 

health would be harmed (in the “somewhat bad” condition), 

or some animals would die (in the “very bad” condition). In 

the “hospital” vignette, we stated that patients would lose 

10% of their hearing capacity (in the “somewhat bad” 

condition), or that they would completely lose their hearing 

capacity (in the “very bad” condition) as a side-effect of a 

chief physician’s decision to test a new medication.12  

After reading each scenario, participants indicated how 

much they agreed with the statement: “The [agent] harmed 

the [victim] intentionally” (on a scale from “1 – completely 

disagree to “7 – completely agree”). They also evaluated the 

degree of severity of harm (“In your opinion how big was 

the harm caused by the [agent]”; on a scale from “1 – very 

little” to “7 – very big”).13 

Main analyses and dependent variables, sample sizes, and 

exclusion criteria were preregistered: https://osf.io/ynzb5 

and https://osf.io/r9fvz. Full study stimuli and data are also 

available at https://osf.io/n9h2b (see folder: Experiment 2). 

Results 

Law Participants We included 194 valid responses of 

advanced law students,14 and conducted a mixed ANOVA 

with the severity of outcome as a between-subject factor and 

vignette as a within-subject factor. We found no significant 

main effect of outcome severity on judgments of 

intentionality, F(1, 192) = .975, p = .325, ηp
2 = .005 (Figure 

3).15 In contrast, such a main effect was observed for 

judgments of the degree of harm, F(1,192) = 6.545, p = 

.011, ηp
2 = .033 (Figure 4).16 Although law students 

perceived the harm in the “somewhat bad” and the “very 

bad” condition as significantly different, they did not assign 

different intentionality levels. 

In addition, because the overall difference in the harm 

ratings was not very strong (M = 5.441, SD = 0.829 in the 

“somewhat bad” conditions, M = 5.745, SD = 0.824 in the 

“very bad” conditions), we performed a one-way ANOVA 

for the scenario for which the difference in harm-ratings 

between the two conditions was the highest (the “data” 

                                                           
12 The full text of all four study vignettes and questions (in 

German and English) is provided online: https://osf.io/n9h2b. 
13 See online Supplementary Materials for all study questions. 
14 We included participants who satisfied our preregistered 

criteria, and that took part before 15.08.2019. 
15 There was also no significant main effect of outcome severity 

on judgments of blame, F(1, 192) = 0.392, p  = .532, ηp
2=.002. 

16 To address some reviewers’ comments that the “environment” 

vignette could be problematic (for, in this case, law participants 

perceived the harm to be bigger in the “somewhat bad” condition 

than in the “very bad” condition; Figure 4), we repeated the main 

analyses only for the three remaining scenarios. This had no 

impact on the main findings (see Supplementary Analyses at 

https://osf.io/n9h2b).  

scenario with M = 5.92, SD = 1.093 in the “very bad” 

condition and M = 5.25. SD = 1.412 in the “somewhat bad” 

condition, d = 0.53). Even in this case, we found no main 

effect of outcome severity on judgments of intentionality, 

F(1, 192) = .816, p = .368, ηp
2 = .004. 

 

Non-Law Participants We included 200 valid lay subjects’ 

responses to the analysis,17 and performed a mixed ANOVA 

with severity of outcome as a between-subject factor and 

vignette as a within-subject factor. There was no main effect 

of outcome severity on intentionality ascriptions, F(1, 198) 

= 1.758, p = .186, ηp
2 = .009 (Figure 5),18 while such an 

effect was observed for the ratings of harm, F(1,198) = 

17.884, p < .001 ηp
2 = .083 (Figure 6). Altogether, there was 

no “severity effect”, although people perceived the degree 

of harm to be different in the two outcome conditions.  

Additionally, because the difference in harm ratings was 

not very strong overall (in the “somewhat bad” conditions M 

= 5.537, SD = 0.723, in the “very bad” conditions M = 

5.972, SD = 0.726), we performed a separate analysis only 

for the scenario with the most pronounced difference in 

ratings of harm in the two conditions (the “data” scenario 

with M = 5.45, SD = 1.220 in the “somewhat bad” 

condition, and M = 5.98, SD = 1.116 in the “very bad” 

condition, d = 0.453). A one-way ANOVA with severity of 

outcome as fixed factor and intentionality as dependent 

variable was not significant, F(1, 198) = 1.977, p = .161, ηp
2 

= .010. 

Discussion  

The results of our second experiment indicate that the 

“severity effect” in law participants and non-law 

participants disappears if it is made clear that harm also 

occurred in the “somewhat bad” condition. Although 

participants in both groups indicated that harm occurred in 

the “somewhat bad” and in the “very bad” condition, and 

perceived the harm as significantly larger in the “very bad” 

condition, they did not choose significantly higher 

intentionality ratings in the “very bad” case in comparison 

to the “somewhat bad” case.  

However, there is a potential concern about this 

interpretation. Although both groups of participants rated 

the relevant harm to be significantly larger in the “very bad” 

than in the “somewhat bad” condition, and the difference is 

intuitively substantial, the absolute difference in harm 

ratings was actually not very large. Hence, the possibility 

remains that if the manipulation is made even stronger 

(while still ensuring that harm is perceived to happen in the 

“somewhat bad” condition), a “severity effect” would 

eventually occur – which would be troubling for the practice 

of law. 

 

                                                           
17 We excluded participants who did not satisfy the preregistered 

criteria. Only the 200 first valid responses were included. 
18 We also did not find a significant effect of outcome severity 

on blame ascriptions, F(1, 198) = 3.174, p = .076, ηp
2 = .016. 
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Figure 3: Intentionality judgments of law participants in 

two severity conditions for four scenarios. 

 Error bars represent standard errors. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Intentionality judgments of non-law participants 

in two severity conditions for four scenarios.  

Error bars represent standard errors. 

General Discussion 

Our two experiments cast doubt on K&B’s conclusion that 

legal experts ascribe intentionality in a way that is 

problematic for legal practice. In Experiment 1, we 

replicated the “severity effect”, using the original “beach 

town” vignette with law and non-law participants (K&B, 

2017). We found that both groups ascribed higher levels of 

intentionality to the agent who caused a “very bad” outcome 

in comparison to a “somewhat bad” outcome. However, we 

also found initial evidence that this effect in law participants 

might be due to a higher proportion of participants in the 

“somewhat bad” condition, as compared to the “very bad” 

condition, who think that no harm occurred. If this 

explanation were correct, the findings would be compatible 

with the legal concept(s) of intentionality in many criminal 

law systems, and therefore less problematic than previously 

suggested.  

In Experiment 2, we thus created a new set of scenarios, 

making sure that both the “somewhat bad” and “very bad” 

outcomes were perceived as clearly harmful. This time, we 

did not find the “severity effect” either in law or in non-law 

participants, although both groups perceived both outcomes 

to be harmful, and significantly different in degree. This 

finding again suggests that intentionality ascriptions of 

people with legal education might be less problematic than 

previously assumed (or not at all). However, we would also 

like to note a potential limitation of our second experiment. 

Figure 4: Harm ratings of law participants in two severity 

conditions for four scenarios. Error bars represent standard 

errors.  

   

 
 

Figure 6: Harm ratings of non-law participants in two 

severity conditions for four scenarios. Error bars represent 

standard errors. 

 

The difference in the perceived degree of harm between 

the two outcome conditions was not very large overall. 

Therefore, we analyzed the data only for the scenario with 

the largest difference in these ratings, where the “severity 

effect” was most likely to show up. But even in this case, 

the effect was not present in either of the two tested groups. 

Still, the possibility remains that if the manipulation were 

made even stronger (while outcomes still being perceived as 

harmful in both conditions), an effect of severity of harm 

would occur. Thus, one potential future research direction 

could be to investigate an even stronger contrast between 

the two “bad outcome” conditions, such that the difference 

in harm ratings becomes even larger. This could provide 

further and more decisive evidence about whether there 

really is a troubling “severity effect” for the practice of law.     

Finally, our results are also relevant for discussions about 

the reliability of expert intuitions in experimental 

philosophy and jurisprudence. Our findings do not support 

the view that the legal experts’ concept of intentionality is 

incompatible with the technical concept of mens rea in the 

law (as it is construed in the German legal system). Results 

of our first experiment suggest that intentionality ascriptions 

of law participants were less affected by the severity of 

outcome than those of non-law participants. Overall, this 

suggests that the expertise defense in the area of law might 

be more successful than in philosophy. This hypothesis 

should be subject to future empirical research.  
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Abstract

Distributional Semantics Models (DSMs) are a primary method for distilling semantic information from corpora. However,
a key question remains: What types of semantic relations do DSMs detect? Prior work has addressed this question using a
limited set of ratings that typically are either amorphous (association norms) or restricted to semantic similarity (SimLex,
SimVerb). We tested four DSMs (SkipGram, CBOW, GloVe, PPMI) using multiple hyperparameters on a theoretically-
motivated, rich set of relations involving words from multiple syntactic classes spanning the abstract-concrete continuum
(21 sets of ratings). Results show wide variation in the DSMs’ ability to account for the ratings, and that hyperparameter
tuning buys comparatively little for improving correlations. For CBOW and SkipGram, we included word and context
embeddings. For SkipGram, there was a marked improvement in simulating the human data by averaging them. Our
results yield important insights into the types of semantic relations that are captured by DSMs.
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Abstract

Semantic space models based on distributional information and semantic network (graphical) models are two of the most
popular models of semantic representation. Both types of models succeed at modeling or explaining various tasks. Both
types of models also have limitations. Spatial models have difficulties representing indirect semantic relations, while
graphical models have lacked a theoretical account for the construction of their semantic network. In this article, we
develop the Distributional Graph Model. The new model resembles semantic space models in the way that it is a repre-
sentation of semantic memory obtained from statistical learning on a linguistic corpus. But like other graphical models,
it is able to capture indirect semantic relatedness as well. Using an artificial language specifically designed to test differ-
ent types of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships, we show that the Distributional Graph Model demonstrates the
benefits of both graphical and spatial distributional models.
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Exploring Lexical Relations in BERT using Semantic Priming
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Abstract

BERT is a language processing model trained for word prediction in context, which has shown impressive performance
in natural language processing tasks. However, the principles underlying BERT’s use of linguistic cues present in context
are yet to be fully understood. In this work, we develop tests informed by the semantic priming paradigm to investigate
BERTs handling of lexical relations to complete a cloze task (Taylor, 1953). We define priming to be an increase in BERTs
expectation for a target word (pilot), in a context (e.g., I want to be a ), when the context is prepended with a related
word (airplane) as opposed to an unrelated one (table). We explore BERTs priming behavior under various predictive
constraints placed on the blank, and find that BERT is sensitive to lexical priming effects only under minimal constraint
from the input context. This pattern was found to be consistent across diverse lexical relations.
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Abstract

Humans form and revise theories about the world throughout the lifespan. While intuitive theories of the physical and
biological world have been explored, the domain of time is understudied. We explored childrens theories about time by
asking 4- to 6-year-olds (n = 38) and adults about the reality or possibility of temporal phenomena. We also asked them to
rate their confidence in their answers. All children agreed that clocks and aging are real. However, judgements about time
travel, getting younger, seeing the future, and the past and future themselves, changed. While 6-year-olds gave adult-like
responses to most questions, 5-year-olds were less sure. Unlike older children, 4-year-olds said seeing the future and time
travel are possible, but the past is not real. These results suggest that children converge on adultlike theories about time
between 4 and 6 years of age. Future work will explore factors driving the formation of these theories.
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Abstract 

One challenge that children face when learning from others is 
that social agents can behave in unpredictable ways. Social 
agents may acquire—or fail to acquire—new information that 
influences how they interact with the learner. Little is known 
about children’s sensitivity to these changes or how 
effectively children update their own behavior in response. 
Participants (N = 129) searched for rewards while receiving 
suggestions from a social agent. The suggestions changed in 
level of reliability over time. All children updated how 
heavily they weighted the cues after the change. However, 
younger children were more influenced by their initial 
experience with the suggestions, indicating that younger 
children may have more difficulty disengaging from social 
information in uncertain learning environments.   

Keywords: social learning; statistical learning; development 

Introduction 
When making choices, children often have access to 
multiple sources of information, including their own 
observations or past experiences and information from 
others. Information from others can be useful: Individuals 
may have expertise and information not directly available to 
the learner. However, learning from others poses a number 
of potential challenges. One challenge is that the learner 
needs to assess whether information provided from another 
is reliable. An additional challenge is that another’s 
behavior may change over time. Therefore, the learner has 
to remain flexible and able to update their behavior as 
needed. In the present research, we ask whether and how 
children update their own choice behavior after a change in 
a social agent’s behavior.  

 
Social Input Informs Children’s Knowledge 
Across myriad situations, children seek and trust 
information provided by others. For example, children 
imitate the actions of adults (Meltzoff, 1988) and look to 
adults for cues about which actions are safe to perform (e.g., 
Sorce et al., 1985). Children’s proclivity for learning from 
others confers many advantages. By attending to 
knowledgeable others, children glean information they 
could not acquire through direct experience, acquire 

information faster than the time it takes to discover it 
independently, and foster affiliation (Harris, 2012).  

Although children look to people to learn about the world, 
children are discerning about when and from whom they use 
social information, suggesting that children are sensitive to 
the fact that social agents may not always provide correct 
information. For instance, infants tend to imitate actions 
only when the actions appear rational (Gergely et al., 2002) 
and children favor information provided by those who 
appear accurate, reliable, knowledgeable, and intelligent, as 
well as those who have access to relevant information (see 
Sobel & Kushnir, 2013 for a review).  

Some research has pitted social input against children’s 
own knowledge to determine whether children favor social 
input over information they have gleaned from their 
observations. There is some evidence to suggest that 
children are willing to change their behavior when social 
information is available (Li & Yow, 2018). For example, 
preschool-age children in one study abandoned their chosen 
label for an ambiguous object (i.e., object that was a 
morphed combination of two objects) in favor of a label 
provided by a previously accurate informant (Li & Yow, 
2018). However, other evidence suggests that having the 
opportunity to evaluate a social agent’s reliability against 
one’s own observations can lead to reduced trust in an 
informant, and thus greater reliance on one’s own 
observations when a social agent provides poor information 
(Bridgers et al., 2016; Ronfard & Lane, 2018; Ronfard et al., 
2017). Taken together, although some evidence suggests 
that social input is privileged, there is growing support that 
children’s selective trust is consistent with a rational model 
whereby children assess input from others against their own 
knowledge (Sobel & Kushnir, 2013).  

The rational model perspective suggests that social 
learning and learning from one’s direct experiences share a 
common mechanism that allows the learner to make 
inferences based both on existing knowledge and access to 
evidence. In other words, children are not expected to 
universally favor social information, but rather they are 
expected to attend to extant evidence in order to determine 
how to weight social information in any given learning 
scenario. Yet, previous research has not taken into account 
that social agents may change their minds or acquire (or fail 
to acquire) new knowledge over time, therefore leading to 
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changes in their behavior. Little is known about whether and 
how children update their use of social information in light 
of changes in a social agent’s behavior.  
 
Children’s Choices Are Dynamically Influenced by 
the Environment 
There is some evidence that children sensitively respond to 
changing features of the environment. Children’s choice 
strategies are not static; children ages 4–11 update the 
strategies they use to obtain rewards continuously as more 
information about a statistical distribution or pattern is 
acquired (Plate et al., 2018). Additionally, children are 
sensitive to changes in patterns. For example, preschool-age 
children completed a probabilistic learning task in which 
one of three locations was rewarded most frequently 
(Starling et al., 2018). Children learned to choose the most-
frequently rewarded choice more often than the other 
choices. When the frequencies of reward changed, children 
updated their choices by abandoning their previous choice 
and selecting the location that was presently rewarded most 
often. Yet, older children were more proficient at changing 
their behavior as compared to younger children. The studies 
described above provide some evidence that children 
continue to monitor the environment for changes that might 
influence their own choices.  

How children respond to changing social information, 
though, is unknown. There are some reasons to think that 
children may have more difficulty revising their choices in 
response to changing social information. For instance, 
individuals readily apply stable traits to social agents, even 
on the basis of minimal information (e.g., Uleman et al., 
2008) suggesting that initial interactions may obstruct 
future, contrasting, evidence. Additionally, children younger 
than 5 years have difficulty integrating information about a 
social agent’s consistency when making predictions about 
future behaviors (Boseovski & Lee, 2006). Further, children 
may have an expectation that adults are knowledgeable 
(Lampinen & Smith, 1995), particularly when there are cues 
to suggest knowledge (e.g., pointing: Palmquist & Jaswal, 
2012). Therefore, children may have more difficulty 
adapting to changes in a social agent’s behavior because of 
expectations of knowledge and trait attributions. 
 
Present Research  
Participants completed a learning task adapted from Plate 
and colleagues (2018). In Plate et al. (2018), participants 
searched for a reward hidden behind multiple, differentially 
rewarded, locations. Children’s initial choice behavior 
reflected the underlying statistical distribution of rewards; 
specifically, children adopted a probability-matching 
strategy of choosing each location at the rate it was 
rewarded. Such behavior suggested that children learned 
how often the reward appeared in each location. However, 
children changed strategies partway through the task: they 
transitioned to a maximizing strategy, choosing the most 
frequently rewarded location. Maximizing is a choice 

strategy that optimizes rewards because it is impossible to 
know where a reward would appear on any given trial.  

In the present experiment, participants also searched for a 
reward hidden behind differentially rewarded locations. 
However, prior to making a selection on each trial, 
participants received a cue regarding the location of the 
reward. Participants were told that the cue was a suggestion 
from another player, whom they had met in the waiting 
room. In reality, the suggested locations were 
predetermined. The suggestions changed part-way through 
the task from being reliable (i.e., most often cueing the 
rewarded location) to being unreliable (i.e., most often 
cueing an incorrect location) or vice versa. We measured the 
strategies children used and the weight attributed to 
suggestions before and after the change. We were 
additionally interested in whether age might influence 
flexibility in response to changing social information. We 
expected that younger children may have difficulty 
changing their choice behavior when receiving suggestions 
that are initially reliable (and later unreliable). Given that 
younger children show less flexibility on a nonsocial task 
(Starling et al., 2018) and have an expectation that adults 
will be knowledgeable (Lampinen & Smith, 1995; 
Palmquist & Jaswal), we reasoned that they may continue to 
be lured by the previously reliable suggestions. Such a 
difference may be smaller when interacting with a 
previously unreliable information source. A reasonable 
alternative hypothesis is that, because the confederate 
diverges from the reward distribution for the first half of the 
experiment, children will learn to ignore this information 
source.  

Method 
 
Participants 
Participants included 129 children ages 4-9-years-old (12 
Hispanic or Latino; 10 African American, 4 Asian 
American, 9 Multiracial, 103 White, 3 chose “other” or did 
not report race). Nine additional participants were excluded 
for not completing the task (N = 6) or experimenter error (N 
= 3).  

Procedure 
The experimenter brought the participant to the waiting 
room and explained that the participant would play a 
computerized game where the goal was to find gold coins 
hidden behind rocks. The participant met an adult 
confederate (who, unbeknownst to the participant, was a 
research assistant in the lab). The majority of confederates 
were White and female. Participants learned that the 
confederate had played the game once before and would 
provide suggestions about which rock to choose throughout 
the game. The experimenter also explained that the 
confederate would play the game in another room and 
would not be able to see the participant’s choices. The 
participant and confederate then proceeded to two separate 
testing rooms situated across a hallway from each other.  
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Example Phase The example phase allowed the participant 
to gain experience with the task and see multiple 
possibilities for choosing to follow or not follow the 
confederate’s suggestions and possible outcomes. The 
participants saw the following fixed choice patterns and 
outcomes: 1) choose a different location from the 
confederate but neither finds the coin, 2) choose the same 
location as the confederate but the coin is in a different 
location, and 3) choose a different location from the 
confederate and find the coin. Thus, participants saw 
multiple possible options for how to respond. Prior to 
starting the testing trials, the experimenter queried the 
participant to ensure that the participant could verbalize: 1) 
that they would be looking for coins under rocks, 2) that 
they would be receiving suggestions regarding the location 
of the coins, and 3) that they could choose the same or a 
different location than suggested by the confederate. 
 
Test Phase After the practice phase, an icon meant to 
suggest that the participant’s computer was connecting to 
the confederate’s computer appeared on the screen 
(“Waiting for Player 2…”). Additionally, during this time, 
the experimenter went to the confederate’s testing room to 
“set up.”  Specifically, the experimenter entered the 
confederate’s room and asked the confederate if they 
remembered how to play the game (a conversation that 
could be heard by the child across the hallway with both 
doors open) before closing the door to the confederate’s 
room. After approximately one minute, the experimenter left 
the confederate’s room saying “good luck” to the 
confederate. After 30 seconds, text that read “Player 2 
ready. Please wait for experimenter.” appeared on the 
participant’s screen. The experimenter returned to the 
participant’s room, wished the participant good luck, and 
instructed the participant to begin the game by clicking the 
mouse. The simple set-up proved to make the confederate’s 
involvement in the game believable to participants. None of 
the children tested indicated doubt about the confederate 
and many made spontaneous comments about the 
confederate during the task (e.g., “Emily found the coin that 
time!”). There were 200 test trials, and the experiment lasted 
approximately 15 minutes. At the start of each test trial, 
eight rocks appeared on the screen with equal spacing along 
a horizontal line (example displays are shown in Figure 1). 
Before participants were allowed to respond, a pointing 
hand indicated the confederate’s suggestion. The task was 
programmed such that participants were unable to respond 
prior to seeing the confederate’s suggestion. When 
participants selected the correct location on a trial, a coin 
appeared in place of the rock they selected. When 
participants selected an incorrect location on a trial, a red 
“X” appeared in the chosen location and the coin was 
revealed in the correct location.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. Progression of computerized task: A) Display 
prior to participant choice. B) Pointing hand indicates 
confederate’s suggestion. C) Red box highlights 
participant’s choice. D) Coin appears in rewarded location. 
Note: Figure illustrates one instance of choice behavior (i.e., 
choose rock not suggested by confederate) and one possible 
outcome (i.e., participant fails to find the coin; confederate 
finds the coin). 
 
Design  
From left to right, the following probabilities defined the 
likelihood of a coin appearing at each rock location on any 
given trial: 0% - 0% - 5% - 10% - 70% - 10% - 5% - 0%. To 
make all participants’ experiences statistically equivalent, 
the outcomes were predetermined to ensure a perfect match 
to the predefined location probabilities across trial blocks 
(i.e., for each 100-trials, rock five was rewarded on exactly 
70 trials, rocks four and six were rewarded on exactly 10 
trials, etc.). Participants were not shown the probabilities; 
the probabilities had to be learned via experience with the 
task. 

The choices of the confederate varied across two 
conditions: reliableàunreliable (i.e., the confederate 
suggested the correct rock 90% of the time for the first 100 
trials and 10% of the time for the second 100 trials, N = 63, 
31 male, 32 female, Mage = 6.938, SDage = 1.691) and 
unreliableàreliable (i.e., the confederate suggested the 
correct rock 10% of the time for the first 100 trials and 90% 
of the time for the second 100 trials, N = 66, 37 male, 29 
female, Mage = 7.068, SDage = 1.630; no difference in 
participant age (p = .531) or gender (p = .328) by condition). 
There was no break or any other change in the experiment 
that would draw participants’ attention to the change in 
reliability.  
 
Models of Strategy Use  
We first characterized the strategies participants used by 
assessing the extent to which individual participant choices 
were best captured by one of five different possible models 
of choice behavior. In brief, the first model was a 
probability-matching model. Here participants were 
expected to choose each option in proportion to the 
probability that each location had been observed to be 
correct up to the current trial. The second model was a 
maximizing model. Under this model, participants were 
expected to choose the option that had been observed to 
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have the highest probability of reward up to the current trial. 
The third model was a confederate-matching model, in 
which the participant’s distribution of choices was expected 
to be the same as the confederate’s distribution of choices. 
The fourth model was a confederate-following model, in 
which participants were expected to choose the option 
suggested by the confederate (this model can be thought of 
as maximizing on the confederate’s suggestions). The final 
model was a random choice model, in which there was an 
equal and constant probability of the participant selecting 
each of the eight options. We also included a “lapse rate” of 
0.01 added to all locations that otherwise would have had a 
probability of zero, with probabilities at all other locations 
being proportionally adjusted such that the total probability 
at all locations would sum to one. This small offset allowed 
all log likelihoods to be evaluated without a single 
unexpected choice causing the probability of a model to 
immediately fall to zero and is standard practice in 
behavioral model fitting (e.g., Kattner et al., 2017, Klein, 
2001; Wichmann & Hill, 2001). We tested various lapse 
rates (e.g., .02, .005) and inferences from models were not 
changed. The log likelihood was computed for each trial of 
each participant. 

For any given model, the fit of the model was calculated 
as the summed log likelihood of the predicted probabilities 
at the chosen locations. For the purposes of optimization, 
this value was then multiplied by -1 to find the negative log 
likelihood. These values were then summed within 
participant, resulting in negative log likelihoods for each 
model for each task half for each participant. 

Results 
 
Children’s Use of Strategies 
Using a direct model selection approach of choosing the 
best-fitting model based on the highest log likelihood, we 
found that prior to the switch in confederate reliability, the 
majority of participants who received reliable suggestions 
were best fit by the confederate-following model (92%) 
while participants who received unreliable suggestions were 
best fit by the probability-matching model (79%; see Table 
1 for percent of participants best fit by all models). Post-
switch, participants changed their strategy use. The majority 
of participants who initially received reliable suggestions, 
but now received unreliable suggestions, were best fit by the 
probability-matching model (68%). Participants who 
initially received unreliable suggestions, but now received 
reliable suggestions, were best fit by the confederate-
following model (80%). Regardless of whether participants 
received reliable suggestions in the first half or second half 
of the experiment, there was no difference in the proportion 
of participants who were best fit by the confederate-
following model (X2(1)  = 2.798, p = .094; similarly there 
was no difference in proportion of participants receiving 
unreliable suggestions fit by the probability-matching model 
in the first or second half of the experiment, X2(1)  = 1.340, 
p = .247). Given the continuous nature of the fit likelihoods 

and task half as a variable of interest, we used a Linear 
Mixed Effect Model (using lme4; Bates et al., 2015) as a 
unified method to present a statistical test of model fits. We 
regressed summed log likelihood fit on condition 
(unreliableàreliable = -.5, reliableàunreliable = .5), model 
(confederate-following as referent given our primary 
interest in this model), task half (first half = -.5, second half 
= .5), and all possible interactions. We included by-
participant random slopes for model and task half. The 
three-way interaction was significant (F(4, 508) = 731.166, 
p < .001) in accordance with the pattern described above 
(see Table 2 for mean log likelihood by each condition and 
task half). For more details, see analysis code and de-
identified dataset that are available on Open Science 
Framework: 
https://osf.io/ey4ut/?view_only=84412859abcb4189ae2e749
c206d4685. 

 
Table 1: Proportion of participants fit best by each model. 
No participants were best fit by the confederate-matching 
model. 
 
  Random Matching Maximiz-

ing 
Following 

reliable→unreliable:  
pre-switch 

4.76 3.17 0 92.06 

reliable→unreliable: 
post-switch 

14.29 68.25 4.76 12.70 

unreliable→reliable:  
pre-switch 

19.70 78.79 1.52 0 

unreliable→reliable: 
post-switch 

0 15.15 4.55 80.30 

 
 
Table 2: Mean log likelihood by experiment condition and 
task half (standard error in parentheses). The random model 
fits all blocks with the same value, -207.94. 
 
  Matching Maximizing Con. 

Match. 
Following 

reliable→unreliable:  
pre-switch 

-132.02 
(3.97) 

-187.77 
(5.47) 

-304.24 
(1.89) 

-72.94 
(11.82) 

reliable→unreliable:  
post-switch 

-150.02 
(7.85) 

-217.12 
(13.11) 

-254.3 
(2.18) 

-303.60 
(11.68) 

unreliable→reliable:  
pre-switch 

-166.28 
(5.93) 

-244.88 
(9.84) 

-253.91 
(1.67)  

-358.88 
(6.26) 

unreliable→reliable:  
post-switch 

-110.10 
(2.99) 

-153.40 
(6.02) 

-308.99 
(1.40) 

-73.87 
(8.64) 

 
 

Weighting of Social Information  
To further examine how participants were using each of 
these strategies, we used a mixture model that included both 
probability matching and confederate following. We utilized 
only these models because, as demonstrated in Table 1, the 
overwhelming majority of participants were best fit by 
either one or the other of these models. The decision to use 
the mixture model was intended to reduce the 
dimensionality of our hypothesis tests to these two most-
common strategies. One key aspect of the mixture model 
was that the mixture itself was not constrained to be a 
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perfect average of the given two models at hand (e.g., 50% 
probability matching, 50% confederate following). Instead, 
the fitting procedure involved finding the best-fitting 
weighted average of the two models (e.g., if a participant’s 
choices were largely consistent with  confederate following, 
but occasional choices were more consistent with 
probability matching, this might produce a final mixture 
with weights of 90% confederate following, 10% 
probability matching). Examining the specific weight 
participants attributed to the confederate-following model 
versus the probability-matching model thus provided critical 
insight into how children used the social and underlying 
reward cues.  

The weighting calculation was implemented using the 
optim function in R. In the previous example the full 
predicted probability of one model was used to calculate the 
likelihood. When optimizing weights between two models, 
each model's prediction was multiplied by a weight w 
between 0 and 1, while the other model's prediction was 
multiplied by 1-w. Thus, the predictions of the two models 
were combined using one free parameter, and these 
combined predictions were used in the following equation 
where r is a single choice on a trial, c is the total set of 
choices (for a given participant), and M is the model being 
evaluated: 

 

ℓ"𝑐$𝑀! , 𝑀"' =)log -𝑝(𝑟#|𝑀!)𝑤 + 	𝑝"𝑟#$𝑀"'(1 − 𝑤)8
$

#%&

 

 
We used a linear mixed-effects model to regress weight 

attributed to the confederate-following model on condition 
(unreliableàreliable = -.5, reliableàunreliable = .5), task 
half (first half = -.5, second half = .5), age (mean-centered), 
and all possible interactions. We included a by-participant 
random slope for task half. There was a main effect of 
condition (b = 0.097, F(1, 125) = 12.568, p < .001; greater 
weight was attributed to the confederate-following model in 
the reliableàunreliable condition). This effect was qualified 
by a condition-by-half interaction, b = -1.20, F(1,125) = 
485.318, p < .001 (Figure 2). Prior to the switch, 
participants who received reliable suggestions weighted the 
confederate-following model more heavily than participants 
who received unreliable suggestions (M reliable = .838 (SD 
= .241) vs. M unreliable = .140 (SD = .126), b = 0.698, t = 
20.571). After a change in the confederate’s behavior, 
participants who received unreliable suggestions (from a 
confederate who had previously provided reliable 
suggestions) attributed less weight to the confederate-
following model compared to those who received reliable 
suggestions (from a confederate who had previously offered 
unreliable suggestions (M reliable = .756 (SD = .243) vs. M 
unreliable = .255 (SD = .247), b  = -0.505, t = -13.088). 
Therefore, participants updated the weight they attributed to 
the confederate’s suggestions versus the underlying reward 
distribution based on the confederate’s current pattern of 
behavior, rather than continuing to be influenced by the 

confederate’s previous pattern of behavior. No other effects 
or interactions were significant (ps > .1). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Weight attributed to the confederate-following 
model by condition and task half: Model predictions and 
participant-level data. Error bars represent standard error of 
the estimates. Points are individual participants’ weights. 
 
Likelihood of Following Suggestions  
In order to better understand children’s use of the 
suggestions, we simply examined the participant’s 
likelihood to agree with the confederate’s suggestions. We 
used a logistic regression model to regress whether the 
participant chose the same rock that was suggested by the 
confederate (0 = no, 1 = yes) on condition, age, task half, 
and all possible interactions. We included a by-participant 
random slope for task half and included a by-trial random 
intercept. The interaction between condition and age was 
significant (b = -0.126, X2(1) = 41.430, p < .001; odds ratio 
(OR) = 0.882; Figure 3). For participants in the 
reliableàunreliable condition, likelihood of agreeing with 
the confederate decreased with age (b = -0.058, p < .001) 
whereas in the unreliableàreliable condition, the likelihood 
of agreeing with the confederate increased with age (b = 
0.068, p < .001). In sum, younger participants were more 
strongly influenced by the confederate’s initial behavior.  

In addition to the condition-by-age interaction, there was 
a main effect of condition (b = 0.373, X2(1) = 122.024, p < 
.001, OR = 1.452) and condition-by-half interaction (b = -
5.805, X2(1) = 587.391, p < .001, OR = -.003), consistent 
with the patterns as described when assessing weight 
attributed to the confederate-following model. There was 
also a main effect of half (b = 0.237, X2(1) = 3.879, p = 
.049, OR = 1.267; greater likelihood of agreement in the 
second half of the experiment) and a marginal condition-by-
age-by-half interaction (b = -0.245, X2(1) = 2.880, p = .090, 
OR = -0.783). 
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Figure 3. Likelihood of agreeing with the confederate’s 
suggestion by age and condition: Model predictions and 
participant-level data. Note: Lines are point estimates from 
logistic mixed-effects models with the interaction between 
condition and participant age, and lower-order effects. Error 
bands represent standard error of the point estimates. Points 
are individual participants’ proportion of choices that 
followed the confederate’s suggestion.  
 

Discussion 
The aim of the present research was to investigate how 
children respond to an unexpected change in a social agent’s 
behavior. Whether encountering a reliable confederate after 
a period of unreliability or vice versa, participants readily 
adjusted strategies to match the changing environment. 
However, younger participants continued to be influenced 
by the confederate’s initial behavior as revealed by the 
difference in young children’s likelihood of agreeing with 
the confederate’s suggestions by condition (an effect that 
decreased with age). Therefore, younger participants 
appeared to be more influenced by the confederate’s 
behavior prior to an unexpected change. 

 
Developmental Differences in Using Social 
Information 
In the present research children had to update their own 
behavior in response to changes in another’s behavior. 
Participant age influenced the pattern of choice behavior. 
Younger children were especially sensitive to the initial 
behavior of a social agent and had relatively more difficulty 
updating their behavior. That younger children were more 
influenced by their initial observations is consistent with 
research showing that school-age children will more readily 
abandon a rule than preschool-age children (Sanders, 1971) 
and more recent research indicating that children 
(particularly younger children) do not shift behavioral 
predictions or choice strategies as readily as adults 
(Boseovski & Lee, 2006; Starling et al., 2018). However, 
the present findings are paradoxical in light of a body of 

research suggesting that younger children are particularly 
flexible in their ability to update beliefs in light of extant 
evidence (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2017). Additionally, children 
as young as 4 years of age learn as well as older children on 
the present task without social information (Plate et al., 
2018). Children as young as 4 years of age are also able to 
distinguish between the reliability of confederates who 
differ in accuracy that is probabilistic (e.g., distinguish 
between an informant who is accurate 25% of the time and 
one who is accurate 100% of the time; Pasquini et al., 
2007). The developmental differences observed here may 
represent a special case of interference in unpredictable 
environments, particularly when needing to track multiple 
sources of probabilistic information.  
 
Limitations and Future Directions 
The present research illustrated one type of uncertainty 
when considering social information, namely that social 
agents might change their behaviors unpredictably. 
However, social agents can be unpredictable in many other 
ways, including changing back and forth between behaviors 
frequently. Additionally, there may be clues that help 
learners anticipate changes in another’s behavior. More 
research is needed to better understand the nuance in how 
children respond to various types of unpredictability in 
social information. 

Another question for future research is which, if any, 
patterns of confederate behavior would result in the 
participant entirely ignoring the confederate. Presumably, in 
the current research, participants continued to monitor the 
confederate’s choices as evidenced by their effective 
updating of their own choice strategies. Children may pay 
attention to both the amount, and type (e.g., whether the 
confederate was close to or far from the rewarded location), 
of error in the confederate’s responses; therefore, future 
research may consider varying these features of the 
confederate’s suggestions. Research on selective trust 
suggests that children are responsive to both accuracy and 
inaccuracy (Corriveau et al., 2009), and younger children 
are particularly sensitive to inaccuracy (Pasquini et al., 
2007). Additionally, there is evidence that children are 
sensitive to an informant’s error magnitude and use error 
magnitude as a cue for generalizing an informant’s 
credibility (Einav & Robinson, 2011). In the present 
experiment, it is unclear if or how children’s behavior 
would differ based on different error magnitudes from a 
confederate.  

 
Conclusion 
Overall, this research provides evidence regarding how 
children respond to changing social information. Children 
were sensitive to both changes from reliable to unreliable 
suggestions and vice versa. However, younger children were 
more strongly influenced by their initial interactions with 
the confederate, an effect that decreased with age. In sum, 
we highlight how children remain nimble to adjust to a 
dynamic social environment. 
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Constructing complex social categories from distinct group membership
information
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Abstract

Conceptual combination is the act of building complex concepts from simpler ones. Although previous research has ex-
amined how inferences about compound objects (e.g., fuzzy chair) are produced from their constituent concepts, little
is known about the combinatorial processes that produce inferences about compound social categories (e.g., Irish Musi-
cian). Using a computational approach, we investigated the relationship between trait ratings of 25 nationality-occupation
combinations and ratings of their constituent concepts. 25 non-human animal combinations (e.g., circus snake) serve as a
comparison. We find that constituent concepts are weighted unequally when combined: head concepts (Musician/Snake)
are prioritized over modifier concepts (Irish/Circus) for both combination types. Additionally, ratings of more familiar so-
cial combinations diverge increasingly from ratings of their constituent concepts, whereas ratings of more familiar animal
combinations instead converge with ratings of their constituents. This raises the possibility that existing knowledge plays
different roles in peoples inferences about human versus animal categories.
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Relations between the Home and Cognitive Development in Nicaraguan Children
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Abstract

Early childhood home environments are well understood to be foundational for cognitive development, yet their relation-
ship to specific cognitive skills is challenging to understand empirically in low resourced nations, leading to lack of clarity
about the roles of socialization versus maturation. We examine the contributions of environmental context on culturally
adapted versions of executive functioning (EF; inhibitory control), expressive language, and reasoning tasks (spatial and
relational reasoning) in a representative sample of 1,834 children (24-59 month-olds) in Nicaragua. Multivariate regres-
sions revealed children with highly structured homes and enrollment in early education in this context exhibited higher
EF, expressive language and reasoning skills, explaining cognitive skills better than socioeconomic status. These results
suggest these cognitive skills are malleable and impacted by the home context. Language and reasoning skills were also
related to more social partners, suggesting language and reasoning are more tied to social interaction than EF.
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Abstract

Existing research has developed a working understanding of borderline personality disorder (BPD) patient traits and behav-
ior in everyday life, but the subtleties of their cognitive processes during decision-making remains unclear. To understand
how reliance on previous experiences (priors) versus current sensory information (likelihoods) in the decision-making
process may differ for those with BPD in comparison to those within neuro-typical population, we implemented a coin-
catching behavioral task with varying levels of prior and likelihood uncertainty. We hypothesized that, in accordance to
typical BPD characteristics, BPD patients will rely significantly more on likelihood information even when likelihood
information is more unreliable than prior information. Analyzing the results using Bayesian statistics, we found evidence
suggesting that both the BPD patient group and the neuro-typical control group utilized prior and likelihood informa-
tion similarly in decision-making. We theorize that BPD characteristics that are prominent in social interactions may not
exactly replicate in non-social settings.
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Executive Function affects Resilience with Different Cognitive Mechanisms
between Adolescence and Emerging Adulthood
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Abstract

Executive function is a cognitive control system contributes uniquely to resilience (Greenberg, 2006; Obradovic, 2016).
This study looked into resilience development during its controversial age period in cognitive perspective, aims to explore
how its components (i.e., cognitive flexibility, inhibitory control, and working memory) affect resilience in different age
groups. Data were collected in middle schools and universities (N=197). Participants were asked to join a series of lab
experiments and questionnaires in a psychological lab. Results showed resilience as well as executive function in algorith-
mic mind level develop from adolescence to emerging adulthood. Cognitive flexibility plays central role in functioning
resilience with various cognitive mechanisms for different populations. With the identification of cognitive mechanisms
underlying the relation between cognitive flexibility subsets (i.e., reactive flexibility and spontaneous flexibility) and re-
silience, this study contributes a cognitive perspective for better understanding of resilience before challenging events
happen.
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Predicting Social Exclusion: A Computational Linguistic Approach to the
Detection of Ostracism
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Abstract

Ostracism is a social phenomenon, shared by most social animals, including humans. Its detection plays a crucial role for
the individual, with possible evolutionary consequences for the species.

Considering (1) its relation with communication and therefore language and (2) its social nature, we hypothesised that the
combination of linguistic and community-level social features would have a positive impact on the automatic recognition
of ostracism in human online communities.

We modelled a linguistic community through Reddit data and we analysed the performance of simple classification al-
gorithms (Nave Bayes and SVM), particularly focusing on the feature selection. Comparing the accuracy scores of the
algorithms fed with a) linguistic features, b) extralinguistic features, and c) linguistic + extralinguistic features, we tested
our hypothesis, showing how models based on c) generally outperform.

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to automatise the identification of such a complex phenomenon through NLP
techniques.
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Abstract

Analyzing how human beings resolve syntactic ambiguity has
long been an issue of interest in the field of linguistics. It is, at
the same time, one of the most challenging issues for spoken
language understanding (SLU) systems as well. As syntactic
ambiguity is intertwined with issues regarding prosody and se-
mantics, the computational approach toward speech intention
identification is expected to benefit from the observations of
the human language processing mechanism. In this regard, we
address the task with attentive recurrent neural networks that
exploit acoustic and textual features simultaneously and reveal
how the modalities interact with each other to derive sentence
meaning. Utilizing a speech corpus recorded on Korean scripts
of syntactically ambiguous utterances, we revealed that co-
attention frameworks, namely multi-hop attention and cross-
attention, show significantly superior performance in disam-
biguating speech intention. With further analysis, we demon-
strate that the computational models reflect the internal rela-
tionship between auditory and linguistic processes.
Keywords: syntactic ambiguity resolution; speech intention
disambiguation; audio-text co-attention framework; prosody-
syntax-semantics interface

Introduction
Resolving syntactic ambiguity is a core task in spoken lan-
guage analysis, since identifying the sentence type and under-
standing the intention of a text form utterance is challenging
for some prosody-sensitive cases. Notably, in some wh-in-situ
languages like Korean and Japanese, some uttered word se-
quences incorporate syntactic ambiguity, which leads to diffi-
culties discerning directive speech from constative or rhetor-
ical ones. For example, the following sentence in Seoul Ko-
rean can be interpreted differently depending on the prosody
(Cho, Cho, Kang, & Kim, 2019):

(s1)몇개가져가 myech kay kacye-ka
how quantity bring-USE1

(a) How many shall I take?
(LHLLH%; wh-Q)

(b) Shall I take some?
(LMLLH%; yes/no Q)

(c) Take some.
(LMLML%; command)

where L, M, and H denote relative pitch of each syllabic block
and USE denotes an underspecified sentence ender. Unlike
English translations, if given only the text with periods or

1Denotes an underspecified sentence ender.

Figure 1: Prosody-syntax-semantics interface is assumed to
be highly related to disambiguating confusing utterances (s1).

question marks removed (usually provided as an output of au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR)), the language understand-
ing modules may not be able to determine if it is a statement
or a question. Even with such marks, it is vague whether the
question is yes/no or wh-.

As such, for an utterance that contains components whose
roles are decided by prosody, it requires both the acoustic and
textual data for spoken language understanding (SLU) mod-
ules (and even humans) to correctly infer the speech inten-
tion. In this process, the pitch sequence, the duration between
words, and the overall tone all together decide the intention
of an utterance. Thus, we concluded that introducing prosodic
information is indispensable for resolving syntactic ambigu-
ity, as depicted in Figure 1.

In this paper, we first review literature on prosody-
syntax interface, syntactic ambiguity resolution, and machine
learning-based speech analysis. Then, we introduce the ar-
chitecture of speech intention classification systems that co-
utilize the audio and text features, along with a comparison
with speech-based and text-aided (self-attentive) recurrent
neural network (RNN) models. Next, in the experiment sec-
tion, the utilized corpus and the results are described, based
on which we suggest the possibility of a connection between
computational speech intention identification and human lan-
guage processing mechanisms. Our contribution is as follows:

• We applied parallel bidirectional recurrent encoder (P-
BRE), multi-hop attention (MHA), and cross-attention
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(CA) to identify the speech intention of syntactically am-
biguous utterances and scrutinized them in cross-modal
perspective.

• We analyzed the result in view of experimental linguistics,
linking the co-attention frameworks to neurological find-
ings.

Related Work
The interaction of prosody and syntax has been long inves-
tigated regarding sentence types, especially for the question
types including wh-intervention (Pires & Taylor, 2007) and
declarative forms (Gunlogson, 2002). Moreover, for some
head-final languages, the sentence-final intonation can play
a significant role in clarifying the sentences. For instance,
the prosody assigned to the final particle or word of non-
scrambled Korean sentences usually decides the sentence
form, e.g., declaratives or interrogatives (Yun, 2019) .

In a broader perspective, syntactic ambiguity has been dealt
with not only in studies on sentences but also phrases. In Ko-
rean, dative (Hwang & Schafer, 2009) and comparatives (Kim
& Sells, 2010) terms have been mainly investigated. Also,
linking syntax with phonetics, Baek and Yun (2018) demon-
strated that syntactic ambiguity is resolved via prosodic in-
formation that can elaborate the low/highness of the attach-
ment. They handled several cases in Korean where the syn-
tax differentiates upon phonetic properties, especially among
long phrases (e.g., diligent boy’s sister). This approach is
mainly concerned with contiguity theory (Richards, 2016),
which claims that syntax can make reference to phonological
structure, and that movement operations can be triggered by
the need to produce phonologically acceptable objects.

Aforementioned studies on prosody/phonetics-syntax-
semantics interface deal with various types of disambigua-
tion, which incorporates the variance in topic, agent, ex-
periencer, and object of syntactically ambiguous sentences.
Among them, a few concerns questions, commands, and
their directivity (see Yun (2019)). Cho, Cho, et al. (2019)
suggested the seven-class categorization (namely statement,
yes/no question, wh-question, rhetorical question, command,
request, and rhetorical command), based on (i) sentence-
middle intonation that affects topic and wh-intervention, (ii)
sentence-final intonation that changes the sentence form, and
(iii) the overall tone that influences rhetoricalness. The limi-
tation is that, the analysis beyond the categorization has yet
been performed. For now, the prosodic activeness-based dis-
ambiguation (Richards, 2016; Baek & Yun, 2018) well for-
mulates the phonetic segments that clarify syntax. But we
deemed it necessary to resolve the ambiguity within wider
range of sentence types, promoting possibly an automatic
management. In this regard, we take into account computa-
tional approaches that autonomously discover the latent and
non-codified criteria.

Early studies on spoken language analysis adopt a simple
concatenation of acoustic and textual features (Gu, Li, Chen,

Zhang, & Marsic, 2017), where parallel convolutional or re-
current neural networks (CNN/RNNs) were used to summa-
rize each feature. A recent study includes hierarchical atten-
tion networks (HAN) (Gu et al., 2018) that point out the com-
ponents which are essential for inferring the answer. In the
related area of speech emotion recognition, multi-hop atten-
tion (MHA) (Yoon, Byun, Dey, & Jung, 2019) was introduced
to encourage a comprehensive information exchange between
textual and acoustic features. Nonetheless, since the exper-
iments in literature generally utilize speech utterances with
less confusing intention or emotion (e.g., syntactically non-
ambiguous sentences or emotion utterances without semantic
cue), there has been little study concentrating on the resolu-
tion of ambiguous sentences as in (s1).

In terms of the prosody-syntax-semantics interface, we
concluded that the interaction between acoustic and textual
information is required for such cases. We aim to material-
ize this approach in our co-attentional architectures in the
form of MHA (Yoon et al., 2019) and cross-attention (CA)
(Lee, Chen, Hua, Hu, & He, 2018), which have shown their
power in the area of speech emotion recognition and image-
text matching respectively.

Model
Here, we describe how the co-attention frameworks are con-
structed in terms of speech processing, self-attentive em-
bedding, text-aided analysis, multi-hop attention, and cross-
attention, as shown visually in Figure 2. In all models, the
input is either audio-only (2.1-2) or audio-text pair (2.3-5).
The text-only model is not taken into account since the text
alone does not help resolve the syntactic ambiguity.

Audio-only Model (Audio-BRE)
The baseline model utilizes only audio input. Frame-level au-
dio features are fed as an input to bidirectional long short-
term memory (BiLSTM) (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997), for
which the expression BRE (bidirectional recurrent encoder)
is assigned (Yoon et al., 2019). The final hidden state is fully
connected to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to yield a cor-
rect answer as a maximum probability output in the final soft-
max layer. Refer to (1) in Figure 2 for an illustration of the
model’s architecture.

Audio-only Model with Self-attentive Embedding
(Audio-BRE-Att)
Since the audio-only BiLSTM2 model lacks information re-
garding the identification of the core parts in analyzing an
utterance, we augmented a self-attentive embedding layer as
utilized in the sentence representation (Lin et al., 2017). In
brief, a context vector, which has the same width as the hid-
den layers of the BiLSTM, is jointly trained to assign weight
vector to the hidden layer sequence thereof.

The whole process, as in (2) of Figure 2, implies that the
weight is decided upon the overall distribution of acoustic

2In this paper, we interchangeably use BRE and BiLSTM.
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Figure 2: Block diagrams of the implemented models. Each number denotes the corresponding subsections in Model. Best
viewed in color.

features. Since the acoustic feature reflects the lexicon and
the syntactic property, the weight ends up playing a crucial
role in predicting the intention of the speech.

Parallel Utilization of Audio and Text
(Para-BRE-Att)
Unlike emotion analysis where either textual or acoustic fea-
tures do not necessarily dominate, in intention analysis, ob-
taining textual information can bring a significant advantage
(Gu et al., 2017), even when a period or a question mark is
omitted as in our experiment. Here, text input for the am-
biguous sentences are identical (without punctuation mark)
for two to four different versions of the speech, but feeding
them as an input of separately constructed Audio-BRE may
provide supplementary information. The final hidden layer of
Audio-BRE-Att is concatenated with that of the Text-BRE-Att
(BRE-Att that exploits textual features) to make up a new fea-
ture layer, as illustrated in (3) of Figure 2.

Multi-Hop Attention (MHA)
In multi-hop attention (MHA) (Yoon et al., 2019), which is
proposed for speech emotion recognition, textual and acous-
tic features interact by sequentially transmitting information
to each other. This is the background of the expression ‘multi-
hop’, where the hopping is performed by adopting the final
representation of each feature as a context vector of the other
as in (4) of Figure 2. The final output of the former and the
latter are eventually concatenated.

Here, we first implement hopping only from audio to text
(4a) (MHA-A), and then augment from text to audio to make
up (4b) (MHA-AT). They showed better performance than the

further hopped model (i.e., MHA-ATA) in the original study
(Yoon et al., 2019). Also, it is empirically more acceptable
than the reverse case (e.g., MHA-T/TA) since auditory sen-
sory first faces acoustic data than semantic information.

Cross-Attention (CA)
From the perspective of another co-attention framework, we
adopt cross-attention (CA) that fully utilizes the information
flow exchanged simultaneously by both acoustic and textual
features, as depicted in (5) of Figure 2. In the preceding paper
on image-text matching (Lee et al., 2018), image segments
are utilized in determining the attention vector for the text,
and similarly in reverse. Thus, not limited to using the rep-
resentation regarding one feature as a context vector of the
other’s attention weight, we assumed it also plausible to uti-
lize the final representation of Audio-BRE-Att in making up a
weight vector for Text-BRE and vice versa. In this case, self-
attentive embedding was not applied to the textual features,
in order to reflect the auditory-first nature3.

Experiment
Corpus Description
The dataset for the analysis of ambiguous speech, which
requires prosodic disambiguation, is a corpus that contains

3Since auditory sensory meets the speech before the audio is en-
coded to lexical components, we considered it fair to assign different
levels of representation and weight regarding both modalities. Here,
we implement it in the way of giving self-attentive embedding only
to the audio features. In fact, providing attention to the textual fea-
tures as well, resultingly degraded the performance; we also tried to
avoid that case.
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S YN WH RQ C R RC

Who 547 544 446 202 112 26 18
What 294 283 186 64 32 14 4
Where 64 64 49 6 11 4 1
When 37 54 40 22 0 4 15
How 59 62 28 8 6 0 0

How much 84 40 100 0 14 8 0

Table 1: A frequency matrix on wh- particles and the inten-
tion types, excerpted from (Cho, Cho, et al., 2019). For male
and female cases each, the total speech files were randomly
organized and split into train and test set with the ratio of 9:1.

about 1.3K sentences with two to four different types of
prosody (and corresponding intention). Specifically, each
sentence (i) starts with a wh-particle, (ii) incorporates a
predicate made up of general verbs and pronouns, and (iii)
ends with underspecified sentence enders so that the over-
all prosody varies according to intention (and sometimes
with politeness suffix). All the sentences received consen-
sus of three Korean native speakers, and the total number of
speech utterances reaches 3,552. A male and a female speak-
ers recorded each utterance with an appropriate prosody for
each intention, to obtain a dataset of size 7,104. The num-
ber of intentions is seven, namely statement (S), yes/no ques-
tion (YN), wh-question (WH), rhetorical question (RQ), com-
mand (C), request (R), and rhetorical command (RC). The
categorization is slightly modified from the publicly available
Korean corpus (Cho, Lee, Yoon, Kim, & Kim, 2018) to reflect
wh- intervention as illustrated in (s1). The specification of the
corpus is given in Table 1. The corpus4 and its detailed gen-
eration scheme are published as a separate article (Cho, Cho,
et al., 2019).

Features and Architecture
For acoustic features, mel spectrogram (MS) and root mean
square energy per frame (RMSE) were obtained by Librosa
and were concatenated frame-wisely. For textual features, two
types of character-level representation were adopted, namely
sparse and dense, as they show best performance for clas-
sification tasks (Cho, Kim, & Kim, 2019). For sparse vec-
tors, multi-hot encodings of the Korean characters were used
(Song, Han, Cho, & Lee, 2018). These features display con-
ciseness and also preserve the property of the blocks as a con-
junct form. For dense features that regard distributional se-
mantics, the recently disclosed fastText (Bojanowski, Grave,
Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016)-based word vector dictionary was
exploited (Cho, Cheon, Kang, Kim, & Kim, 2018).

Considering the head-finality of the Korean sentences, we
embedded the acoustic and textual features backward from
the endpoint5. The maximum sequence length was fixed to

4https://github.com/warnikchow/prosem
5This was controversial, but was to assure that all the models

can pay attention to the sentence end of each utterance, where the
underspecified functional particles lie in. This does not mean uni-
LSTM; this instead means that the characters are placed from the

Accuracy (F1) Param.s Comp.
Sparse Dense

(1) Audio-BRE 83.9 (0.652) 116K 65s

(2) Audio-BRE-Att 89.3 (0.759) 190K 67s

(3) Para-BRE-Att 93.2 (0.919) 92.8 (0.919) 260K 70s

(4a) MHA-A 93.8 (0.928) 93.5 (0.922) 266K 67s

(4b) MHA-AT 92.8 (0.909) 91.8 (0.904) 270K 67s

(5) CA 91.8 (0.884) 93.5 (0.919) 326K 65s

(3’) Para-ASR 90.0 (0.822) - - -

(4a’) MHA-ASR 90.2 (0.799) - - -

Table 2: Result on the 10% test set. For each model, where
all reached the convergence, we chose the intersection among
5-best accuracy and F1 checkpoints that were yielded during
the first 100 epochs of training.

cover the longest input, where all the features with shorter
frame/character length were padded with zeros. Models were
implemented with Keras (Chollet et al., 2015), using Tensor-
Flow backend (Abadi et al., 2015). Architecture and hyper-
parameter specification are provided separately on-line, with
all the codes for implementation6.

Result
Table 2 shows the comparison result utilizing the corpus
dataset. Both train and test sets in (1-5) incorporate the scripts
of ground truth, and for the others, the test set scripts were
ASR result. Input materials are either sole audio or audio-text
combined, both in the training and test phase.
Attention matters: First, in (1) and (2), we observed that
audio itself incorporates substantial information regarding
speech intention, and physical features such as duration,
pitch, tone, and magnitude can help yield semantic under-
standing via attention mechanism. This seems to be related
to the phenomenon where people often catch the underly-
ing intention of a speech even when they fail to understand
the whole words (Hellbernd & Sammler, 2016). Also, it was
shown that attaching the attention layer guarantees stable con-
vergence of the learning curve in the training phase.
Text matters: Next, as expected, the text-aided models (3-
5) far outperform the audio-only ones (1, 2), notwithstand-
ing bigger trainable parameter set size and the computation
time. Although the character-level features we utilized do not
necessarily represent semantic information (which is held at
least at morpheme-level), this result can be interpreted as im-
plying that utilizing textual features can help recognize the
prosodic prominence within the audio features (Talman et
al., 2019). It was beyond our expectation that the sparse vec-
tors outperform the dense ones in general. The exception was
in CA, which implies that CA takes more advantage from
the distributional semantics within the text embedding. We
infer that CA may exhibit significance if the utterances be-

end slot of the sequence in the input-level.
6https://github.com/warnikchow/coaudiotext
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come more cumbersome, where pre-trained language models
(LMs) prevalent these days might be helpful.
Co-attention framework helps: In (3-5), we noticed that co-
utilizing both audio and text in making up the attention vec-
tors as in (4) MHA or (5) CA shows better performance than
a simple concatenation in Para-BRE-Att. Since the studies
on speech emotion analysis (Pell, Jaywant, Monetta, & Kotz,
2011; Ben-David, Multani, Shakuf, Rudzicz, & van Lieshout,
2016) claim that prosody and semantic cues cooperatively af-
fect inferring the ground truth, we suspect that a similar phe-
nomenon takes place in the case of speech intention. That is,
acoustic and textual processing significantly benefits from a
consequent or simultaneous interaction with each other.
Over-stack may bring a collapse: We first hypothesized that
(4b) or (5) would show better performance compared to (4a)
due to a broader or deeper exchange of information between
both sources. Instead, we observed performance degenera-
tion, leading to the conclusion that the inference becomes un-
stable if too much information is stacked. It is assumed that
speech intention analysis is affected dominantly by the com-
bination of speech analysis and a speech-aided text analysis
(4a, 5), preferably with the smaller contribution of text-aided
speech analysis (4b), though the performance of the models
may not be directly linked to actual human processing mech-
anism. This shows that text matters but speech influences, as
will be discussed further below.
In-depth analyses: For a practicability of the systems, model
parameter size and training time per epoch were recorded (Ta-
ble 2). Taking into account that audio processing itself incor-
porates huge computation, co-utilizing the textual informa-
tion seems to bring significant improvement.

Then, we performed an additional experiment on ASR re-
sult7 (3’, 4a’), especially for the test utterances, where (3)
and (4a) were chosen to observe how the degeneration differs
in concatenation and co-attention frameworks. The training
was performed with the ground truth, and the models for the
sparse textual features were chosen upon the result with it
as well (3, 4a). It is notable that both perform competitively
with the case of perfect transcription, but the degeneration
was more significant in the co-attention framework. This im-
plies that the framework utilizing textual information more
aggressively is ironically more vulnerable to errors. Thus,
precise ASR and error-compensating text processing are both
required for the improvement and application of the system.

Lastly, we observed that (i) the co-utilization of acoustic
and textual features shows strength in identifying the inten-
tion classes that are highly influenced by prosody itself, e.g.,
distinguishing RQs from pure questions. Some cases deeply
concerned the lexicon, e.g., distinguishing commands from
statements or requests from yes/no questions. (ii) On the other
hand, figuring out wh- intervention between yes/no and wh-
questions, depended more on the interaction of audio and text
processing, shown by a superior performance of MHA than

7ASR was performed with a freely available API:
https://aibril-stt-demo-korean.sk.kr.mybluemix.net/

Para-BRE-Att. These two observations can be explained as
follows: in Korean spoken language, identifying rhetorical-
ness often accompanies non-neutral emotion (as suggested
for a syntactically similar language (Miura & Hara, 1995)),
whereas wh-intervention mostly involves phonological prop-
erties. Thus, we assume that (i) the emotion-related identifi-
cation concerns a comprehensive understanding of the utter-
ance as in Para-BRE-Att, while (ii) the elaborate processing
of verbal data requires an analysis that pays more attention to
the details of audio and text.

Explainability
We want to claim that unlike emotion recognition, which is
often dominated by the voice tone, intention analysis should
rely on both acoustic and textual features. More precisely, the
genuine intention cannot be inferred unless the audio and text
are both given if the sentence incorporates syntactic ambigu-
ity. This is the background for this study to incorporate vari-
ous co-attention frameworks.

Neurological evidence also supports the idea of incor-
porating both acoustic and textual information in sentence
comprehension. For example, when we try to comprehend a
speech, the parts of the brain that deal with understanding
the meaning (e.g., whether it is a statement, a question, or
a command) include mainly the areas which take charge of
syntax-semantics (Tanner, 2007) and some specific regions
of the temporal lobe that incur disorder in phonological de-
coding if damaged (Boatman et al., 2000). At the outset,
word forms are recognized based on the decoding process
of auditory cortices (DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2012), and it
is known that further language processing engages the Wer-
nicke’s area (DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2013). Thus, it is not
unnatural to consider the further language processing as the
pipeline, which corresponds with our observation that the at-
tention regarding speech precedes that of lexicons. However,
we want to claim that not only are such phonological and lex-
ical processing subsequent, but also the related regions inter-
change the information with each other via various language
pathways (Friederici, 2012), and possibly do so more inten-
sively when faced with ambiguous utterances.

Moreover, an interaction between different lobes or hemi-
sphere of the brain is also assumed, for example via dor-
sal and ventral pathways (Friederici, 2012) or corpus cal-
losum (Sammler, Kotz, Eckstein, Ott, & Friederici, 2010).
Here, the information flow is not only restricted to phono-
logical information but can be extended to emotional infor-
mation (Schmidt et al., 2013), as required for understanding
rhetorical utterances. Supported by this biological phenom-
ena and our experimental result, we can confirm that the cor-
rect identification of syntactically ambiguous sentences can
benefit from the active co-utilization of acoustic and textual
information.

Application
As stated previously, ambiguous utterances are disturbing
factors for speech intention understanding, which can mis-
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lead a computational model to provide a wrong intent or item.
However, aggregating both audio and text actively in analyz-
ing such utterances can help more precisely predict the inten-
tion, if given a transcription with high accuracy. We are op-
timistic that our approach will prove meaningful for solving
intriguing problems. In real life, co-attention frameworks can
help machines or aphasia patients understand speech. Follow-
ingly, the system users or social chatbots may be able to pro-
vide proper response/reaction in free-style or goal-oriented
conversations with others.

Beyond the intention-related syntactic ambiguity, the im-
plemented structures can be utilized in other kinds of natural
language processing systems that incorporate multi-modal in-
puts that are expected to be interactive with each other. For
example, the proposed network can be utilized in providing a
proper translation in multi-modal context. Beyond just a text-
to-text transformation, the system might capacitate abstract-
ing and utilizing the source speech or image as an auxiliary
input for the conventional machine translation process.

Conclusion
In this paper, we constructed a speech intention recogni-
tion system using co-attentional frameworks inspired by psy-
cholinguistics and prosody-semantics interface of human lan-
guage understanding. Multi-hop attention and cross-attention
outperformed the conventional speech/attention-based and
text-aided models, as shown by the evaluation using the
audio-text pair recorded with manually created scripts. An
additional experiment with ASR output was also conducted
to guarantee real world usage. The implemented systems can
help SLU modules correctly infer the intention of syntacti-
cally/semantically ambiguous utterances in Seoul Korean and
possibly in a multi-lingual manner. Besides, we hope the re-
sults provide empirical evidence for finding out the language
processing mechanism of ambiguous utterances.
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Simulations and theory of generalization in recurrent networks
Juan Valle-Lisboa

Universidad de la Repblica, Montevideo, Montevideo, Uruguay

Abstract

Despite the tremendous advances of Artificial Intelligence, a general theory of intelligent systems, connecting the psycho-
logical, neuroscientific and computational levels is lacking. Artificial Neural Networks are good starting points to build
the theory. We propose to analyze generalization of learning in simple but challenging problems. We have previously
proposed to concentrate on learning sameness, as we have shown that this is difficult for a SRN. Here we present the
results of trying to use a Long-Short Term Memory Network to learn sameness. We show that the LSTM although much
more efficient to learn partial examples of sameness fails to generalize to a proportion of the examples. This suggests that
LSTM and SRN share a core set of features that make generalization of sameness problematic. By analyzing where the
two models fail, we arrive at a proposal of what makes sameness hard to learn and generalize in recurrent neural networks.
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Abstract 
We present a computational model of sentence production that 
emulates variation of the output of lexicalization and 
grammatical encoding of the abstract pre-lexical message, in 
terms of complexity and accuracy of the generated sentence as 
well as fluency and cognitive costs of the sentence production. 
The model integrates approaches from routine action selection 
models built on Dual Systems Theory (Norman & Shallice, 
1986) with ‘A Blueprint for the Speaker’ developed by Levelt 
(1989). The paper describes and justifies the model 
architecture, explores factors affecting language variation in 
production, and applies the model for testing relationship 
between complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) of language 
production as debated within Second Language Acquisition 
(SLA) research. A simulation that generated 78,750 sentences 
provides evidence of the trade-off relationship between CAF 
parameters as speakers have to sacrifice performance on one of 
the CAF factors in order to improve the remaining two. 

Keywords: sentence production; attentional control; spreading 
activation model; language variation; complexity, accuracy, 
and fluency (CAF);   

Introduction 
One of the fascinating aspects of natural language is its 
capacity to express the same ideas in different ways. Speakers 
of the same language can employ different linguistic devices, 
including lexical choice, syntactic arrangements, prosodic 
features and so on to convey the same information. This paper 
presents a computational model that aims to emulate and 
quantify syntactic and lexical aspects of language variation 
and explore its cognitive determinants, in particular, the 
degree of attentional control invested by the speaker. The 
model is developed on the basis of the Dual Systems Theory 
(Norman & Shallice, 1986) and in line with models of routine 
action selection (Cooper & Shallice, 2000, Cooper et al., 
2014) that combine routine, automatic selection of highly 
learned, repetitive daily activities and consciously controlled 
biasing of the selection mechanism by the supervisory 
attentional system when it is deemed necessary. The same 
principle can be applied to language production, with highly 
familiar linguistic forms being applied automatically unless 
higher order cognitive processes controlled by attention 
intervene and bias the language production process toward 
specific communicative goals and linguistic devices. 

The topic of automaticity and control in language 
production has been investigated from a number of angles 

with the primary focus on identifying the components of the 
language production stack (usually higher order more 
complex components) that are assumed to be consciously 
controlled, and segregating the elements that are largely 
automatic (Meyer et al., 2007). The model presented in this 
paper attempts to take a different view and looks for a balance 
between controlled and automatic processing within the 
components of language production. 

Discussions regarding the automaticity and control of 
language production are normally conducted within the 
framework developed in Levelt’s tradition (Levelt, 1989) 
with the ‘blueprint of a speaker’ as the standard architecture 
of the language production. One of the fundamental aspects 
of Levelt’s architecture is a division between abstract 
thinking as manipulation of concepts aimed to generate a unit 
of communication called the message, expressed in terms of 
some non-linguistic knowledge representation system, and 
linguistic encoding charged with transformation of the 
message into natural language. Message generation is 
performed by the ‘conceptualizer’ and results in a pre-lexical 
abstractly formulated proposition with a number of nested 
predicates establishing various types of relationships between 
the concepts. The ‘formulator’ or linguistic encoder 
performs, in its turn, two sequential transformations: from the 
message to surface structure (grammatical representation) 
and from the surface structure to inner speech (phonological 
representation). The focal point of language production 
research is at the boundary between grammatical and 
phonological encoding, whereas the boundary between the 
conceptualizer and the formulator historically has somewhat 
unfairly been considered less relevant. The model presented 
in this paper sits at the intersection of the conceptualizer and 
the formulator and is concerned with the transformation of 
the message into the surface structure. 

Traditionally, the challenge of grammatical encoding is 
seen in conversion of a non-linear propositional formula (i.e., 
message) expressed in some strict logical code of abstract 
reasoning into a temporally organized, linear sequence of 
words adhering to the grammatical rules (not following any 
formal logic) of a specific natural language. Linearization 
(sequencing of words) and rule-based assignment of 
grammatical roles (such as subject or main verb) are the 
intricacies of the language production calling for explanation. 
For this purpose, the mapping between the conceptually 
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encoded message and linguistically encoded sentence 
(surface structure) is largely assumed to be one-to-one. Some 
models explicitly rely on a precise mapping of concepts 
(items in the message) into words (items in the sentence) 
(e.g., WEAVER++, Roelofs, 1997) and lexical competition 
affects only the timing of the word choice, but not the not the 
particular choice of a word. Other models (e.g., Dell, 1986, 
Oppenheim et al., 2010) assume some competition between 
alternative words with the possibility of different 
lexicalization, but still settle on the one lemma (one word) for 
one concept principle, which means that, at least, the 
predicate structure of the message is translated into the 
sentence literally. These approaches lead to the 
understanding that the syntactic structure of the generated 
sentence is largely predetermined by the structure of the 
message. Thus, the Dual-path model (Chang, et. al., 2002, 
2006) posits that, besides the set of concepts (and the 
concepts are assumed to be in one-to-one relationship to 
words), the message contains some additional information 
about thematic roles played by the concepts. On top of the 
roles the message is supplemented by the ‘event semantics’ 
(the indicator of relative importance, salience or priority of a 
certain role) as well as by extra information units flagging 
properties like definiteness or number. In fact, that 
combination provides non-ambiguous binding instructions 
for the construction of the sentence. This, classical, approach 
can be interpreted either as an assumption that the 
conceptualizer possesses the knowledge of the language (and 
is therefore capable of giving viable non-contentious 
instructions regarding the message construction) or as the 
assumption that the formulator is powerful enough to 
accurately encode any product of abstract thinking, 
incorporating not only the logic of the message, but all the 
nuances demanded by thematic role assignment and event 
semantics. 

The first assumption is at odds with the division of labour 
between the two stages of language production postulated in 
the blueprint of a speaker, which can be traced to fundamental 
debates in cognitive science on modularity of mind (Fodor, 
1983) and Whorfian linguistic relativity. The second 
assumption conflicts with the idea of limits of language both 
in philosophical terms as well as in practical terms, studied, 
for example, in linguistic expression of sensory experiences 
(smell, taste, space, etc.). 

Existing computational models of language production 
such as those cited above are concentrated on accounts of 
three empirical linguistic phenomena: speech errors (e.g., 
Dell, 1986), the time course of language production (e.g., 
WEAVER++; Roelofs, 1997) and language learning (e.g., 
Chang et al., 2002, 2006, Oppenheim et al., 2010). Language 
variation, which is a cornerstone in applied linguistics in 
general and in second language acquisition (SLA) in 
particular and studied in many different angles, from learning 
to social aspects, and at many different levels (e.g., Bates & 

MacWhinney, 1987, Geeraerts et al., 2010), has received 
much less attention in the language production research. 

The model presented in this paper draws on one of the 
approaches to language variation based on notions of 
complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF). These concepts are 
widely used to measure second language proficiency 
(Housen et al., 2012). The measurement of CAF is 
particularly convenient as it allows one to abstract away from 
the content of the language produced and focus on 
quantitative characteristics of the linguistic output and hence, 
as will be shown in the model description, to experiment with 
artificial toy languages. An important theme of CAF research 
is the relation between the CAF variables, with two 
competing theories suggesting either the existence of a trade-
off between the three characteristics explained by a single 
pool of cognitive resources allocated between the three tasks 
(Foster & Skehan, 1996) or the existence of a direct 
correlation between the complexity of the encoding task and 
the quality of the language produced (Cognition hypothesis, 
Robinson & Gilabert, 2007, Salimi & Dadashpour, 2012). As 
a demonstration of the model utility it is applied to emulating 
and testing both hypotheses for an artificially constructed 
language.  

Architecture and Processes of the Model 
The model consists of two independent parts: the sentence 
generation engine and the language model that can be 
plugged into the engine provided it satisfies the architectural 
constraints. For compatibility with the engine, the language 
shall contain the concepts inventory (i.e., the semantic 
memory), and the lexicon (set of words, dictionary), as well 
as projections of the concepts into the lexicon (referred to as 
the semantic association matrix or simply semantics), and 
finally a bigram language model (referred to as the syntactic 
association matrix or collocations). The semantics connects 
every concept to a sub-set of words (rather than just a single 
word). The strength of association may be interpreted as the 
degree of meaning overlap or the probability distribution for 
a given concept to be expressed (represented) by a given 
word in different contexts. 

The model implements the sentence generation process as 
a combination of two types of searches, referred to as 
semantic and syntactic search (see Figure 1). Semantic search 
is a process of looking for a word expressing the concept 
(through spreading activation in the semantic matrix), it is 
assumed to be slow and cognitively costly (and can be 
thought of as a multi-layer convolution-based transformation 
of the concept into a word). Syntactic search is the one-step 
activation of the word typically following a given word in a 
speech (based on bigram statistics). It is assumed to be fast, 
automatic and require little cognitive effort. 
Message. The sentence generation engine operates on 
messages, modelled as hierarchical trees of concepts, and 
produces sentences, modelled as hierarchical trees of words. 
It is assumed that the relationship between concepts and 
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words is not necessarily one-to-one, but that concepts may be 
expressed, to different degrees of approximation, by a range 
of different words. 

 

 
Figure 1: Semantic and syntactic search within the 
model  

 
The hierarchy of concepts that constitutes the message can 

be thought of in a traditional fashion as a nested proposition 
with a number of predicates corresponding to various aspects 
of the thought to be articulated or to the picture to be 
described. For example, for a picture that one might describe 
as: 

‘A dog with big teeth chases a scared to death kitten 
with blue eyes and soft fur.’ 

(1) 

there may exist some underlying message that can look as 
follows: 

 

(2) 

Here, ‘X’ denotes what is referred to as the top concept. The 
model assumes that the position of the concept in the 
hierarchy reflects its salience, i.e., the top concept is the topic 
or theme of the sentence, the concepts at the next level are the 
most important characteristics (attributes, properties) of the 
topic and the concepts deep down the tree provide some 
details that may be of less importance. 

Sentence. The purpose of the model is to transform the 
message into a sentence. The sentence is understood as a 
syntactic tree with words as nodes. The model does not 
implement inflection or word ordering, it is concerned only 
with a functional encoding of the sentence (determined by the 
hierarchy of relationships between the words). In the example 
above the sentence corresponding to the message, besides the 
canonical (full, one-to-one) sentence (1), may include: 

‘A dog chases a cat’ (4) 
‘A dog with scary teeth chases a blue-eyed cat’ (5) 
‘There is a dog with big teeth’ (6) 
‘A dog chases a kitten with dark-blue eyes’ (7) 
‘A canine runs after a feline’ (8) 

Note, that surface variation corresponding to positional 
encoding of the surface structure (e.g., ‘A dog chases a cat’ 
can be alternatively expressed as ‘A cat is chased by the dog’) 
is not a subject of the model presented in this paper. Note 
also, that each of the sentence examples in (4) to (8) is just an 
approximation of the message. Actually, even the original 
canonical sentence (1) can be thought of as just an 
approximation of some richer message. One can imagine 
other branches, as looking at the scene a speaker perceives a 
lot more details than are encoded in the message tree (2). For 
a realistic simulation, the message should be assumed to 
consist of dozens of concepts, and it can be argued that the 
potentially large size of the message is a reason why 
approximation is necessary in the first place. 
Lexicalization Loop. The core component of the model is 
the lexicalization loop that implements the iterative 
generation of the sentence, at each step attempting to add new 
words to the sentence (by attaching them to one of the 
existing words). The loop includes three nested cycles: an 
outer cycle over top node lexicalization attempts (performed 
through semantic search), an intermediate cycle over the 
existing words in the sentences (referred to as ‘expansion 
roots’) in search of the best node to attach the new word, and 
an inner cycle over syntactic connections of the expansion 
root in search of the best word to add to the sentence (referred 
to as ‘expansion leaf’). The words found by either semantic 
or syntactic search are accepted or rejected by the sentence 
generation engine depending on their meaning evaluation. In 
practical terms, the lexicalization process starts with an 
attempt to apply semantic search to the top concept. When 
the word is found, instead of trying to repeat the semantic 
search for the next concept in the tree (avoiding an expensive 
operation), the model tries to apply the syntactic search to the 
word it has just found. The found word is assumed to form a 
phrase with the first word and this phrase is evaluated for 
matching the meaning of the message. 
Meaning Comparison. The model is built on the assumption 
that any phrase or sentence can be evaluated in terms of how 
well it expresses the meaning of the message. Generally 
speaking, any compositional semantics can be plugged in to 
the model, but for the purposes of the simulation presented in 
this paper a simple approach was taken: each concept in the 
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message is deemed to be expressed by each word in the 
sentence. The extent to which a word expresses the meaning 
of the concept depends, however, on the relative positions of 
the concept and the word in the corresponding tree 
hierarchies. For example, the top concept is best expressed by 
the head word of the sentence, the immediate children of the 
top concept are best expressed by the immediate children of 
the head word, etc. Mathematically, the evaluation is 
expressed by the distance between the nodes in the trees 
multiplied by the semantic association strength between the 
concept and the word. Note that even though this process is 
based on semantic associations it does not involve semantic 
search and therefore is not cognitively expensive. 
Semantic Distance Threshold. Meaning comparison 
(referred to as semantic distance evaluation) defines the next 
step of the lexicalization process with three possible 
decisions. First, if the phrase that is built with the word just 
found exceeds some semantic distance threshold (i.e., is close 
enough to the meaning of the message), then the 
lexicalization process is terminated. The semantic distance 
threshold is considered to be the key parameter set by the 
cognitive control processes depending on communicative 
intentions and available cognitive resources. Since the 
sentence generation process is costly, speakers may not 
bother to look for a precise lexicalization and may instead 
settle on some simple even if not very accurate representation 
of the message. The semantic distance threshold is the main 
independent variable used in simulations described below. 
Second, if the newly found word improves the quality of 
expression significantly, but does not reach the semantic 
distance threshold, the word is accepted into the sentence 
(i.e., the sentence is expanded), but the lexicalization loop 
continues with the new iteration at the middle cycle by 
choosing a new expansion root among all words in the 
sentence including the one that was just added. The choice of 
the new expansion root is made based on the position of the 
word in the syntactic tree and the number of existing children 
(i.e., words that have been accepted at previous steps). 
Naturally, it is assumed that the higher the word in the 
hierarchy and the fewer children it already has the higher the 
probability of it being selected for expansion, but in the more 
general case it may be considered a characteristic of stylistic 
preferences of the speaker. 

The improvement in semantic distance that is required for 
the model to accept a word is the second independent variable 
manipulated in the simulation below. It is referred to as the 
incremental threshold (as opposed to the total threshold for 
the sentence acceptance as described above). It affects 
sentence production in the following way. A high incremental 
threshold requires the model to look for a precise word 
(semantically very close to the concept it expresses). Such a 
search takes longer (on a per word basis) and produces 
shorter sentences (as the total threshold is covered in a 
smaller number of steps). The lower the incremental 
threshold the more verbose is the model. The sentences it 

produces are long and complex in their syntactic structure, 
but individual words and phrases bear less relevant semantic 
content. The two extremes can be said to resemble Broca and 
Wernicke aphasia respectively. 

The lexicalization loop terminates either when a 
satisfactory expression is found or when all words have been 
tested and none passed the threshold, or when some limit of 
time is reached. 
Language. The model is designed to work with any language 
that can be described according to the specification described 
above (concepts inventory, lexicon, semantics, language 
model). Generally, the model is designed to be used with 
some manually encoded fragment of a natural language, but 
for the purposes of the simulation presented in this paper an 
artificially designed language was used. This allows easier 
quantification of relationship between the message and the 
sentence. The language was created as follows: a set of 
concepts was generated by combining 2 letter syllables with 
an added final letter. So, each ‘concept’ contained N vowels 
and N+1 consonants. The concepts are not supposed to be 
related to letters or phonemes in any way, but for convenience 
of presentation the letter-based algorithm of concept 
generation proved to be useful. As an example, DEREXIG, 
LUMAK, etc., are concepts built according to the rules. For 
each concept, a set of words were generated by randomly 
replacing certain numbers of letters. For example,, for the 
concept DEREXIG the word ‘darexin’ could be generated by 
replacing 2 letters. Semantic distance between the words and 
the concepts is a function of number of letter replacements. 
The lexicon that was generated in this way is then sampled to 
decrease its size and to emulate variation in availability of 
words matching each concept. 

Simulations 
The purpose of the simulations is to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the model by testing the trade-off hypothesis. 
A mini language of 100 concepts and 150 words was 
generated according to the algorithm described above. The 
language was used to generate a corpus of 10 messages with 
5 concepts each and the same 3-tier hierarchical structure 
(equivalent, for example, to the structure of a sentence ‘a big 
black dog barks up a tree’). Four parameters of the model 
were used as independent variables: semantic distance 
threshold (maximum for sentence acceptance), incremental 
threshold (maximum for a word acceptance), semantic noise 
(random fluctuation in semantic search), and syntactic noise 
(random fluctuations in syntactic search). The number of 
levels for each factor used in the simulation was 7, 9, 5, 5 
respectively, giving a total 1575 combinations of parameters 
(parameter space points).  

For each point of the parameter space 5 attempts to generate 
a sentence for each message in the corpus were undertaken, 
giving a total of 78,750 attempts, 41,466 of which resulted in 
successful generation of a sentence. 
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Figure 2. X-axis: semantic threshold per concept, 
Y-axis: number of attempts to generate sentence. 
Blue bar = failure to generate sentence, red bar = 
one-word sentence accepted, orange bar = multi 
word sentence accepted 
 

Figure 2 shows, as expected, that when the threshold is too 
strict (equivalent of trying too hard to find the perfect words) 
the model often fails to generate a sentence, while when it is 
too low trivial one-word sentences are always accepted. 
Thus, the realistic range of thresholds (given the specific 
language and other settings of the model) producing results 
resembling the real-life speech is in the range from 0.6 to 0.8. 

The stricter the threshold the more words the model has to 
try before the sentence becomes good enough, and the longer 
and deeper the sentence becomes (see Figure 3). If the 
semantic threshold is to be interpreted as a measure of 
accuracy, the results indicate that higher accuracy requires 
more complex sentences. 

 

 
Figure 3. X-axis: semantic threshold per concept, Y-
axis: top pane = depth of the sentence (number of 
hierarchy levels) of the sentence, middle pane = 
length of the sentence (number of words), bottom 
pane = number of words tested during lexicalization 
of a given sentence. Boxes in the box plot indicate the 
range for 50% of the data points. 

 
The incremental threshold can be considered as a proxy for 

speech style and can to some extent be used to distinguish 
speakers oriented towards short, meaningful, precise words 
as opposed to ‘talkative’ speakers preferring to speak a lot, 
but not necessarily clearly or to the point. Curiously, as 
shown in Figure 4, a higher incremental threshold 

(corresponding to less talkativeness) leads to simpler, but 
more accurate and fluent speech (shorter sentences). 
 

 
Figure 4. X-axis: incremental threshold, Y-axis: top 
pane = length of the sentence, middle pane = semantic 
distance, bottom pane = generation time. 

 

 
Figure 5. X-axis: length of the sentence (complexity), 
Y-axis = sentence generation time (fluency). The 
points of the scatter plot represent individual sentence 
generation instances. The color indicates the semantic 
threshold. The trend lines show relationship between 
the semantic distance and sentence generation time 
for different thresholds. 
 

 
Figure 6: The slope of the regression between the 
generation time (fluency) and length of the sentence 
(complexity) (vertical axis) as a function of semantic 
distance threshold (horizontal axis). 
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Testing the Trade-off Hypothesis. The trade-off hypothesis, 
described in the introduction may be tested by regressing 
sentence generation time against sentence length, for 
different values of sentence acceptance threshold. As is 
shown in Figures 5 and 6, the slope of the resultant regression 
line decreases as the sentence acceptance threshold increases. 
This supports the trade-off hypothesis, in that if the speaker 
pursues higher accuracy (by recruiting attentional resources 
to achieve lower semantic distance), then production of more 
complex sentences demands disproportionally longer time 
(i.e., it significantly depresses fluency). In contrast, if the 
semantic threshold is high (which is equivalent of willingness 
to accept lower accuracy of the produced sentence), the 
speaker can increase the complexity of the language 
produced without a significant increase in production time. In 
other words, if one of the variables is sacrificed (e.g., 
accuracy is set to be low), then the speaker need not sacrifice 
fluency to achieve complexity. However, if accuracy is set 
high, the speaker will have to sacrifice either fluency or 
complexity. Thus, within the model all three variables can’t 
be improved at the same time, and there is always trade-off. 

Conclusions 
We have presented a model of sentence production that is 
based on three major assumptions: 
1. There is no single word matching the meaning of an 
abstract concept, rather there is a set of words matching the 
concept to a certain degree.  
2. Sentences can be composed through the combination of 
semantic and syntactic search. Semantic search is more 
expensive than syntactic search and both searches are more 
expensive than evaluation of a word or sentence meaning. 
3. The selection of words (lexicalization, referring expression 
generation) depends not only on communicative intentions, 
speech acts, or situational factors, but also on faculties made 
available by language. The choice can be made in particular 
because the word is easy to use or because the speaker likes 
it, and not because it helps to identify the object in the context 
in the best way. 

By replicating some of the natural language statistical 
characteristics the results demonstrate the viability of the 
approach to the sentence generation taken in the model. The 
simulation, however, can only be taken as a small scale 
example of the model. Testing with a larger data set and 
extended parameter space and, for example, more complex 
messages with variable hierarchical structure, is required. 
The most interesting development of the model, however, 
would be in its application to a natural (rather than artificially 
constructed) language. This could be either based on a 
fragment of language describing a particular scene (encoded 
by hand), or via an application of existing word embedding 
data sets (such as GloVe or Word2Vec) repurposed as 
semantic association matrices. The model also requires 
further theoretical justification, especially since it steps into 
an area actively developing within AI and deep learning 

research. The work described in this paragraph is critical 
because the underlying assumptions (stated above) remain 
contentious in both the language production literature and the 
computational linguistics literature. 
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Abstract

Children struggle to conduct controlled tests, even with explicit instruction (Chen & Klahr, 1999). How learners approach
multivariable tasks can be affected by task goals; a scientist uncovers causal regularities whereas an engineer produces
effects (Klahr, et al., 2011). This study investigated whether science vs. engineering goals presented in a narrative picture
book influenced childrens ability to conduct a controlled test.

Six-to-8-year-olds (N=72) were first pre-tested on their ability to design a controlled test of a variable predicting how far
a ball travels down to a ramp. Children were then read a picture book that contained a science (conduct controlled test) or
engineering (create faster ramp) goal. Next, they completed an identical post-test and transfer-test with two new variables.
Childrens ability to design a controlled test improved significantly from pre- to post-test (p=.008) and marginally from
pre-test to transfer (p=.067) in both conditions, suggesting that children learned from both goals.
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Abstract 

Previous work suggests that children’s ability to understand 

metaphors emerges late in development. Researchers argue that 

children’s initial failure to understand metaphors is due to an 

inability to reason about shared relational structures between 

concepts. However, recent work demonstrates that causal framing 

facilitates preschoolers’ relational reasoning. Might causal framing 

also facilitate preschoolers’ metaphor comprehension? In 

Experiment 1, we presented 128 4- to 5-year-olds with a novel 

metaphor comprehension task, following a causal warm-up task, 

control warm-up task, or no warm-up task. In the novel 

comprehension task, preschoolers rated functional metaphors and 

nonsense statements as smart or silly, and provided explanations. 

Preschoolers ranked metaphors as “smarter” than nonsense 

statements, and a quarter of preschoolers provided functional 

explanations. There was no effect of warm-up tasks. In Experiment 

2, we validated the metaphor comprehension task with adults. 

Overall, the current work presents a new paradigm that 

demonstrates preschoolers’ capacity to understand functional 

metaphors. 

Keywords: metaphor; relational reasoning; language acquisition 

 

Introduction 
A metaphor is a figurative utterance that directly 

compares a concept from one domain to another concept in 

an unrelated domain. Metaphors are found in everyday 

speech (e.g. “I got lost in a sea of people”) as well as 

famous creative works (e.g. Shakespeare’s “if music be the 

food of love, play on”). Metaphors facilitate communication 

and provide frameworks for reasoning about abstract 

concepts (Camp, 2009; Thibodeau, Hendricks, & 

Boroditsky, 2017), influencing how humans attend to, 

remember, and process information. Metaphors are also a 

force for creative change: metaphors can facilitate the 

development of scientific theories (Kuhn, 1993) and the 

creation of new word meanings (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; 

Camp, 2006; Holyoak & Stamenkovíc, 2018). 

However, metaphors appear to be difficult for children to 

understand and use competently. Previous work on the 

development of metaphor comprehension argues that 

children understand metaphors in an adult-like fashion late 

in development, possibly not until adolescence (Demorest, 

Silberstein, Gardner, & Winner, 1983; Silberstein, Gardner, 

Phelps, & Winner, 1982; Winner, Engel, & Gardner, 1980). 

In this literature, some researchers argue that relational 

reasoning - the ability to attend to similarities based on 

abstract relations between objects, rather than to the features 

of individual objects - underlies metaphor comprehension 

(Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Gentner, 1988; Roberts & 

Kreuz, 1994; Wolff & Gentner, 2011; though for a review 

of metaphor comprehension theories, including alternatives 

to the relational reasoning account, see Holyoak & 

Stamenkovíc, 2018). On the relational reasoning account, 

children’s failure to understand metaphors may be attributed 

at least in part to their inability to notice relational 

structures, such as functional similarities, between concepts 

(Gentner, 1988). For example, Silberstein and colleagues 

(1982) show that 6-year-olds prefer metaphors based on 

perceptual dimensions such as shape and colour, whereas 

adults prefer deeper conceptual metaphors. In this study, 

participants were asked to complete sentences (e.g. “The 

volcano is…). Children tended to select featural 

completions (e.g. “a bright firetruck”) and adults tended to 

select conceptual completions (e.g. “a very angry man”). 

Similarly, Gentner (1988) asked 4- to 5-year-olds, 7- to 8-

year-olds, and adults to select an explanation for why two 

objects were alike (e.g. “Why is a cloud like a sponge?”), 

and found that preference for functional explanations (e.g. 

“they both hold water”) over perceptual explanations (e.g. 

“they are both soft and fluffy”) increased with age. 

Though some previous work demonstrates early metaphor 

comprehension in preschoolers (Pouscoulous & Tomasello, 

in press; Vosniadou & Ortony, 1983), these tasks involve 

metaphors based on perceptual similarities (e.g. “Moons are 

cookies”; “Eyes are buttons”). However, adults find 

metaphors based on perceptual similarities unsatisfying, 

preferring metaphors based on abstract functional 

similarities instead (Gentner & Clement, 1988). Thus, there 

is little evidence from the metaphor literature demonstrating 

that preschoolers can reason about abstract relations and 

understand metaphors in an adult-like fashion. 

However, recent work on relational reasoning shows 

evidence for the capacity to representing abstract relations 

quite early in ontogenesis, in preschoolers (Christie & 

Gentner, 2014; Goddu, Lombrozo, & Gopnik, in press; 

Hochmann et al., 2017), toddlers (Walker, Bridgers, & 

Gopnik, 2016; Walker & Gopnik, 2017), and even infants 

(Anderson, Chang, Hespos, & Gentner, 2018; Hochmann, 

Mody, & Carey, 2016). This work suggests that the 

cognitive mechanisms underlying metaphor comprehension 

might be in place much earlier than previously supposed, 

and that children might show earlier competence at 

metaphor comprehension given different experimental 

methods. We designed a new method that asks children to 

provide absolute judgments about the validity of metaphors 

and nonsense statements, rather than assessing children’s 
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metaphor comprehension through a preference task (e.g. 

Gentner, 1988).  Moreover, causal frameworks can induce a 

relational mindset in young children. (Goddu et al., in press; 

Walker et al., 2016; Walker & Gopnik, 2018). Thus, we 

explored whether causal framing might facilitate 

preschoolers’ metaphor comprehension. 

 

Experiment 1 
In Experiment 1, we designed a novel metaphor 

comprehension task and tested whether causal framing 

would facilitate performance on this task. Children in the 

causal framing condition received a warm-up task involving 

the causal transformation of objects on a conveyor belt, 

whereas children in the control conditions received a similar 

non-causal warm-up task or no warm-up task. Then, all 

children were given a novel metaphor comprehension task, 

in which they must make absolute judgments – that is, 

“smart” or “silly” ratings – of functional metaphors and 

nonsense statements. Moreover, given that some previous 

research suggests that preschoolers prefer literal to non-

literal language (Reynolds & Ortony, 1980; but see also 

Winner et al., 1976 for counterevidence), we ran a causal 

condition with similes (e.g. “Roofs are like hats”) as well as 

a causal condition with metaphors (e.g. “Roofs are hats”). 

 

Methods 
Participants. We adhered to a stopping rule of 32 

children per condition, leading to a total of 128 4- to 5-year-

olds who participated in the study (M = 4.86 years; SD = .51 

years; 67 females). Researchers tested an additional two 

children, whose data were excluded due to failure to 

complete the study (one child) and external interference 

(one child). Children were recruited and tested in a quiet 

preschool or museum setting. All experiments reported in 

this paper were approved by the university’s Committee for 

the Protection of Human Subjects. All parents of child 

participants provided informed consent. 

Stimuli and Procedure. The experimenter presented 

participants with short stories on a laptop computer. Each 

child participated in one of four conditions: the Causal 

Metaphor condition, the Causal Simile condition, the 

Control Simile condition, and the Baseline Simile condition. 

Each condition presented participants with different kinds of 

training trials. Then, during the test trials, all participants 

were presented with metaphors and nonsense statements, 

and had to differentiate between the two kinds of utterances. 

Causal Metaphor Training Trials. In the Causal 

Metaphor training trials, participants saw the components of 

the metaphor in a causal context, specifically as objects 

undergoing causal transformations. The experimenter 

introduced the training trials by saying, “Hi! I’m going to 

tell you about a person named Annie! Annie works in a 

factory with a super cool purple machine. Let’s watch Annie 

use the purple machine and see what happens.” 

Each training trial presented participants with two 

metaphors. During the first part of the training trial, 

participants saw an object (e.g. a bird) on the left side of a 

purple conveyor belt. The experimenter pointed and named 

the object (e.g. “Look! Annie has a bird!”) The object 

traveled down the conveyor belt, and in the middle of the 

conveyor belt, a purple box came down and covered the 

object. When the purple box went up again, it revealed 

another object (e.g. a hot air balloon). The second object 

then traveled to the right side of the conveyor belt. Finally, 

the experimenter used the two objects from the conveyor 

belt in a metaphoric utterance (e.g. “Annie says, ‘Birds are 

hot air balloons!’”) 

During the second part of the training trial, participants 

saw a new object (e.g. a sleeping bag) on the right side of 

the conveyor belt. Two objects appeared below the 

conveyor belt, one that was a functional match (e.g. a glove) 

and one that was an object match from the previous trial 

(e.g. a hot air balloon). The experimenter pointed to and 

named the object, and prompted participants to find a match 

for the object on the conveyor belt (e.g. “Look! Annie has a 

sleeping bag! This time, Annie is going to use the machine 

on the sleeping bag. Do you think the sleeping bag is going 

to turn into a glove or a hot air balloon?”) After the 

participant made a prediction by selecting one of the objects 

below, the participant received feedback: the new object 

(e.g. the sleeping bag) went down the conveyor belt, which 

always causally transformed the object into its function-

matched counterpart (i.e. a glove), regardless of what object 

the participant chose. To end the trial, the experimenter used 

the two objects from the conveyor belt in a metaphoric 

utterance (e.g. “Annie says, ‘Sleeping bags are gloves!’”). 

Each participant received four training trials with a total 

of eight metaphors. Each trial’s structure followed the 

design described above, in which the participant watched an 

object go down the conveyor belt, and then was asked to 

predict, and received feedback on, what the novel object on 

the conveyor belt will turn into. The order of the four 

training trials was randomized and the left-right placement 

of the function match and the object match was 

counterbalanced across participants. The experimenter 

pointed to the objects on the screen (e.g. bird, hot air 

balloon, glove, sleeping bag) as she named them. 

Causal Simile Training Trials. The Causal Simile 

training trials were identical to the Causal Metaphor training 

trials, except all utterances were similes (e.g. “Annie says, 

‘Birds are like hot air balloons’”) rather than metaphors. 

Given that some previous work suggests that young children 

may have difficulty with non-literal language (Reynolds & 

Ortony, 1980), we ran the Causal Simile condition as well 

as the Causal Metaphor condition to see whether literal, as 

opposed to non-literal, statements might increase the 

accuracy of participants’ responses. 

Control Simile Training Trials. The Control Simile 

training trials were identical to the Causal Simile training 

trials, except that the objects were not presented in a causal 

context. Thus, there was no conveyor belt. Rather, Annie 

simply uttered statements about objects that appeared on the 

screen, providing participants with the same statements 

about objects, but without causal framing. During the 
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second part of the training trial, when prompting 

participants to match the initial object with either a function 

match or an object match, the experimenter asked what the 

object was more similar to rather than what the object would 

turn into (e.g. “Do you think the sleeping bag is like a glove 

or a hot air balloon?”), since the objects did not causally 

transform into one another. 

Baseline Simile Condition. In the Baseline Simile 

condition, participants were not presented with training 

trials. Instead, participants in this condition participated in 

the test trials without any previous training. 

Test Trials. The experimenter introduced the test trials by 

saying, “Now let’s play a new game. In this game, we’re 

going to play with Annie’s friend Meg. Meg is going to say 

things and we need your help figuring out whether what 

Meg said is smart or silly!” The experimenter pointed at a 

green happy face on the computer screen while saying 

“smart” and a red sad face on the computer screen while 

saying “silly”. Then, the experimenter showed Meg with 

two objects (e.g. a roof and a hat) and said, “Meg says, 

‘Roofs are hats!’ Is what Meg said smart or silly?”. The 

experimenter pointed to the objects on the screen as she 

named them, and to the happy face and the sad face while 

saying “smart” and “silly” respectively. Once the participant 

answered by providing a verbal response (e.g. “I think it’s 

smart”) or pointing at the happy or sad face, the 

experimenter began the next trial. No feedback was 

provided. 

Additionally, the last trial was always a metaphor. On the 

last trial, after participants had provided a smart/silly 

response, the experimenter asked for an open-ended 

explanation about the similarity between the two 

components of the metaphor (e.g. “How are windows like 

eyes? How are these two things alike?”).  

There were sixteen test trials total, and two kinds of test 

trials: eight metaphors (e.g. “Clouds are sponges”; “Tires 

are shoes”) and eight nonsense statements (e.g. “Dogs are 

scissors”; “Pennies are sunglasses”). We counterbalanced 

whether participants received a metaphor or nonsense 

statement first. In order to minimize executive function 

demands that could influence metaphor comprehension 

(Ballestrino et al., 2016), the “smart” option (happy face) 

was always on the right and the “silly” option (sad face) was 

always on the left. Trial order was semi-randomized, such 

that no more than three of the same kind of trial appeared 

consecutively, and the last trial was always a metaphor. 

In the Causal Metaphor condition, all statements were 

presented non-literally (e.g. “Clouds are sponges”) whereas 

in the Causal Simile, Control Simile, and Baseline Simile 

conditions, all statements were presented literally (e.g. 

“Clouds are like sponges”). 

 

Results 
Training Trials. First, we examined whether presenting 

objects in a causal context changed children’s likelihood of 

selecting the functional match or the object match during the 

training trials. A between-subjects ANOVA with Condition 

(Causal Metaphor, Causal Simile, Control Simile) as the 

independent variable and Response (Functional Match, 

Object Match) as the dependent variable yielded a main 

effect of Condition, F(2,94) = 12.72, p < .001. Specifically, 

children in the Causal Metaphor condition selected the 

functional match significantly more frequently than children 

in the Control Simile condition, t(62) = 4.28, p < .001. 

Similarly, children in the Causal Simile condition also 

selected the functional match significantly more frequently 

than children in the Control Simile condition, t(62) = 4.19, p 

< .001. There was no difference in children’s performance 

between the Causal Metaphor and Causal Simile conditions, 

t(62) = .14, p = .89. Thus, we found that children in the two 

causal conditions selected the functional match more 

frequently than in the control condition. 

Additionally, we examined whether children were 

significantly above chance at selecting the functional match 

over the object match in each condition. Since there were 

three experimental groups being compared to chance, we 

used a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, 

leading to an adjusted alpha of .017. (We analyzed all 

results with multiple comparisons in this paper using 

Bonferonni corrections, but only report adjusted alphas 

when they impact interpretations of significance or non-

significance in the results.) We found that children selected 

the functional match at above chance levels in the Causal 

Metaphor condition, M = 85.94%, SE = 3.71%, t(31) = 9.68, 

p < .001, and the Causal Simile condition, M = 86.72%, SE 

= 4.20%, t(31) = 8.75, p < .001. However, children were at 

chance selecting between the functional match and the 

object match in the Control Simile condition, M = 60.16%, 

SE = 4.74%, t(31) = 2.14, p = .04. 

 

 

Figure 1: Training trial data from preschoolers and adults. 

Error bars show 1 standard error. 

 

Test Trials. In order to determine whether children were 

able to differentiate between metaphors and nonsense 

statements, we created a Composite Score (percentage of 

metaphors rated as “smart” subtracted by percentage of 

nonsense statements rated as “smart”) for each child. A 

child who rated all metaphors as “smart” and all nonsense 

statements as “silly” would have a score of 1, whereas a 

child who rated all metaphors and nonsense statements as 

“smart” would have a score of 0. Thus, the Composite Score 
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assessed children’s performance on both metaphor and 

nonsense statement trials. 

In order to investigate whether causal framing would 

facilitate performance on the metaphor task, we ran a 

between-subjects ANOVA with Condition (Causal 

Metaphor, Causal Simile, Control Simile, Baseline Simile) 

as the independent variable and Accuracy, as measured by 

Composite Score, as the dependent variable. There was no 

effect of Condition on Accuracy, F(3,125) = .30, p = .82. 

Similarly, a linear regression comparing Accuracy 

(measured by Composite Scores) in the three training 

conditions to the baseline condition showed no significant 

difference between the Baseline Simile condition, M = 

10.94%, SE = 7.96%, and any of the other conditions, 

including the Causal Metaphor condition, M = 15.63%, SE = 

5.38%, β = .05, p = .57, Causal Simile condition, M = 

17.19%, SE = 5.32%, β = .06, p = .45, and Control Simile 

condition, M = 10.94%, SE = 4.75%, β < .001, p = 1.00. 

Since we did not find a significant difference between any 

of the conditions, we aggregated data across conditions and 

analyzed them together. From the aggregated Composite 

Scores, we find that children performed significantly above 

chance on the test trials, M = 13.67%, SE = 2.91%, t(127) = 

4.70, p < .001. However, while children rated nonsense 

statements as “silly” significantly more frequently than 

chance, M = 59.28%, SE = 2.78%, t(127) = 3.34, p < .001, 

their ratings of the metaphors were not different from 

chance, M = 54.39%, SE = 2.43%, t(127) = 1.81, p = .07. 

Explanations. We examined the explanations that 

children gave for how the two components of a metaphor 

were alike (e.g. “How is a roof like a hat?”). There were 128 

explanations total, as each child provided an explanation on 

the final trial. Explanations were coded blind to participants’ 

responses in the training and test trials. Explanations fell 

into three categories: irrelevant, perceptual, and functional. 

Irrelevant explanations were non-responses (e.g., “I don’t 

know”) or irrelevant (e.g. “I have a tire swing”) and 

comprised 49% of all explanations. Perceptual explanations 

were based on perceptual similarities (e.g. “they’re both 

fluffy”, “because they look the same”) comprised 25% of all 

explanations. Functional explanations were based on 

functional similarities (e.g. “because you can see through a 

window and that’s why they’re like eyes”; “because they 

both protect your head”) and comprised 26% of all 

explanations. Two coders coded all explanations. Intercoder 

reliability was 95%, converging on the same category for 

122 out of 128 explanations. The categorization of the 

remaining 6 explanations was resolved through discussion. 

We analyzed data from the children who provided 

functional explanations, perceptual explanations, and 

irrelevant explanations separately, examining whether the 

composite scores, metaphor ratings, and nonsense ratings 

were significant for each group of explanations. Since there 

were a total of nine comparisons against chance, we used a 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, leading to 

an adjusted alpha of .006. We find that the children who 

provided functional explanations (n = 33) were able to 

distinguish between metaphors and nonsense statements: the 

functional explainers had Composite Score above chance 

levels, M = 32.58%, SE = 5.24%, t(32) = 6.21, p < .001, and 

were significantly likely to rate metaphors as “smart”, M = 

62.88%, SE = 3.79%, t(32) = 3.40, p = .002 and nonsense 

statements as “silly”, M = 69.70%, SE = 5.13%, t(32) = 

3.84, p < .001. In contrast, the perceptual explainers (n = 32) 

had an average Composite Score that was not significantly 

different from chance levels, M = 11.33%, SE = 6.11%, 

t(31) = 1.86, p = .07, and performed at chance on ratings for 

both metaphors, M = 47.27%, SE = 5.04%, t(31) = .54, p = 

.59, and nonsense statements, M = 64.07%, SE = 4.72%, 

t(31) = 2.98, p = .006. The irrelevant explainers (n = 63) 

also had an average Composite Score that was not 

significantly different from chance levels, M = 4.96%, SE = 

3.74%, t(62) = 1.33, p = .19, and performed at chance on 

ratings of both metaphors, M = 53.57%, SE = 3.64%, t(62) = 
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.98, p = .33, and nonsense statements, M = 51.39%, SE = 

4.15%, t(62) = .33, p = .74. Thus, the subset of children who 

provided explanations involving functional similarity 

performed above chance on all measures of metaphor 

comprehension, and their performance drove the success of 

the entire sample.  

 

Discussion 
Our novel paradigm showed that preschoolers already 

possess some competence with metaphor comprehension 

and relational reasoning. As a group, preschoolers 

distinguished between functional metaphors and nonsense 

statements. This effect was driven by a subset of children 

who explicitly noted the functional similarities between 

objects in their explanations. Additionally, we found no 

difference in children’s performance on similes and 

metaphors, suggesting that preschoolers understand literal 

and non-literal language equally well. 

Consistent with previous research (Goddu et al., in press; 

Walker et al., 2016; Walker & Gopnik, 2018), we find that 

introducing a causal framework encouraged preschoolers to 

adopt a relational mindset, such that they selected the 

functional matches over the object matches during the 

causal training trials. In contrast, without a causal 

framework, preschoolers tend to choose the object match 

over the relational match (Hochman et al., 2017). However, 

there was no effect of the causal framework training trials 

on the metaphor comprehension test trials, as the difference 

between test trial performance in the four conditions (causal 

training with metaphors, causal training with similes, 

control training with similes, and no training with similes) 

was not significant. 

 

Experiment 2 
We ran a sample of adults to validate our novel 

experimental paradigm. Comprehension of novel metaphors 

can be difficult for adults (Blasko & Connine, 1993; Bowdle 

& Gentner, 2005) as well as children (Demorest et al., 1983; 

Silberstein et al., 1982; Winner et al., 1980). Our novel 

paradigm may be somewhat pragmatically odd, as it may be 

unclear what it means for an utterance to be “smart” or 

“silly”. Thus, we wished to demonstrate that adults could 

distinguish between metaphors and nonsense statements. 

 

Methods 
Participants. As with Experiment 1, we adhered to a 

stopping rule of 32 participants per condition, leading to a 

total of 64 adults who participated in the study (M = 24.70 

years; SD = 5.97 years; 39 females). Researchers tested an 

additional three participants, whose data were excluded due 

to experimenter error (two participants) and external 

interference (one participant). Adults were recruited and 

tested in a university lab or other quiet on-campus setting. 

All participants provided informed consent. 

Stimuli and Procedure. We ran adults on either the 

Causal Metaphor condition or Causal Simile condition. The 

stimuli and procedure of these two conditions are identical 

to those detailed in Experiment 1. 

 

Results 
Training Trials. There was no significant difference in 

training trial performance between conditions: adults 

performed identically in the two conditions, t(62) = 0, p = 

1.00. Moreover, adults performed almost at ceiling in both 

conditions. Participants were significantly more likely to 

pick the functional match than the object match in the 

Causal Metaphor condition, M = 93.75%, SE = 1.94%, t(31) 

= 22.50, p < .001, and the Causal Simile condition, M = 

93.75%, SE = 1.94%, t(31) = 22.50, p < .001. 

Test Trials. We again created Composite Scores 

(percentage of metaphors rated as “smart” subtracted by 

percentage of nonsense statements rated as “smart”) for 

each participant. We found that Accuracy, as measured by 

the Composite Scores, is significantly different between the 

conditions, t(62) = 2.24, p = .03, with Accuracy being 

greater in the Causal Simile condition, M = 86.33%, SE = 

2.94%, than in the Causal Metaphor condition, M = 72.27%, 

SE = 5.55%. Regardless, adults were able to distinguish 

between metaphors and nonsense statements at above-

chance levels in both the Causal Metaphor condition, t(31) = 

13.02, p < .001, and Causal Simile condition, t(31) = 29.41, 

p < .001. The difference in Accuracy across conditions was 

driven by differences in responses to the metaphors across 

conditions. While there was no significant difference 

between adults’ ratings of the nonsense statements between 

the Causal Metaphor and Causal Simile conditions, t(62) = 

.36, p = .72, adults in the Causal Metaphor condition rated 

the metaphors as “smart” significantly less frequently than 

adults in the Causal Simile condition, t(62) = 2.21, p = .03. 

Four out of 32 adults in the Causal Metaphor condition rated 

all metaphor and nonsense statements as “silly”, whereas 

none of the adults in the Causal Simile condition did so.  

Despite differences in the metaphor ratings between the 

Causal Metaphor and Causal Simile conditions, we found 

that adults in both conditions were above chance at rating 

both metaphors and nonsense statements. In the Causal 

Metaphor condition, adults were significantly above chance 

at rating the metaphors as “smart”, M = 79.30%, SE = 

5.66%, t(31) = 5.18, p < .001, and the nonsense statements 

as “silly”, M = 92.97%, SE = 2.24%, t(31) = 19.18, p < .001.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Test trial data from adults. Error bars show 1 

standard error. 
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Similarly, in the Causal Simile condition, adults were 

significantly above chance at rating the metaphors as 

“smart”, M = 92.19%, SE = 1.46%, t(31) = 28.93, p < .001, 

and the nonsense statements as “silly”, M = 94.14%, SE = 

2.38%, t(31) = 18.55, p < .001. Moreover, 78% of adults in 

the Causal Metaphor condition and 97% of adults in the 

Causal Simile condition provided explanations based on 

functional similarity on the last trial.  

 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2 validate our paradigm by 

showing that adults judge metaphors as “smart” and 

nonsense statements as “silly.” It is worth noting that adults 

are not always at ceiling at the task, especially in terms of 

rating metaphors as “smart”. This result is consistent with 

previous work demonstrating that novel metaphor 

comprehension is difficult even for adults (Blasko & 

Connine, 1993). Interestingly, while there was no difference 

between preschoolers’ “smartness” ratings of metaphors and 

similes, adults rated similes as smarter than metaphors, 

consistent with previous work showing that adults prefer 

novel comparisons in simile form and conventional 

comparisons in metaphor form (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005). 

 

General Discussion 
This paper introduces a new paradigm that provides 

evidence of preschoolers’ capacity to reason about abstract 

relations, such as shared function, and understand metaphors 

in an adult-like fashion. We find that at least some 

preschoolers are already capable of distinguishing between 

functional metaphors and nonsense statements. Over a 

quarter of preschoolers were able to explicitly articulate the 

functional similarities between two objects, and the 

performance of this subset of children drove the success of 

the entire sample. This finding provides substantiation for 

theoretical frameworks that emphasize the role of relational 

reasoning in metaphor comprehension (Bowdle & Gentner, 

2005; Gentner, 1988; Wolff & Gentner, 2011). Further, the 

fact that some preschoolers were able to provide 

sophisticated explanations (e.g. “the hat shades you and the 

top of the roof does too”; “you can drive with wheels and 

you can walk with feet”) is striking, yet consistent with 

previous work showing that preschoolers are capable of 

reasoning about abstract relations (Christie & Gentner, 

2014; Goddu et al., in press; Hochmann et al., 2017) and the 

functions of objects (Diesendruck, Markson, & Bloom, 

2003; Haward, Wagner, Carey, & Prasada). 

Moreover, our finding that a causal framework 

encourages children to select relational matches over object 

matches during the training trials conceptually replicates 

previous work on relational reasoning (Goddu et al., in 

press; Walker et al., 2016; Walker & Gopnik, 2018). 

However, this facilitation effect did not transfer over to the 

metaphor comprehension test trials. One reason for the lack 

of a facilitation effect on the metaphor comprehension test 

trials might be that preschoolers, at baseline, were already 

able to notice functional similarities and understand 

functional metaphors under the novel “smart versus silly” 

paradigm. Given preschoolers’ baseline competence with 

metaphor comprehension in this paradigm, the effect of 

additional training trials may be insignificant. Our new 

paradigm, which requires children to make absolute 

judgments about the validity of metaphors, might be a more 

sensitive measure of metaphor comprehension than previous 

preference-based paradigms (e.g. Gentner, 1988). 

In conclusion, the current research shows that at least a 

subset of 4- to 5-year-olds are already capable of 

understanding certain kinds of adult-like non-literal 

language, such as functional metaphors. Outstanding 

questions include whether young children can also use 

metaphors and relational reasoning in the service of other 

complex cognitive processes, such as learning and 

conceptual change (Kuhn, 1993; Xu, 2019), and whether 

researchers may have also underestimated preschoolers’ 

competence at other kinds of figurative language, such as 

irony (Demorest et al., 1983). These questions provide 

exciting possibilities for future research. 
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Abstract

Executive control processes allow task-appropriate behaviour across cognitive domains, yet, children have a long devel-
opmental period with little or no control. Traditionally, this is viewed as a negative but necessary consequence of the time
taken for prefrontal development and learning control processes. Here we examine a recent model of controlled semantic
cognition (https://biorxiv.org/cgi/content/short/860528v1) as a test case to present evidence for an alternative (yet perhaps,
complementary) view; that a developmental period without control has a positive functional role in learning. Varying the
length of a developmental period without control, we identify an optimal period (around one third of the learning time)
which allows conceptual learning to happen much faster, without loss of conceptual abstraction ability. This speeding is
mediated by the way control interacts with representation regions (deeper multimodal ¿ shallower input areas). This has
implications for our understanding of controlled semantic cognition and the development of control more generally.
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Visual Statistical Learning Is Facilitated in Zipfian Distributions
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Abstract

Humans can extract co-occurrence regularities from their environment, and use them for learning. This statistical learning
ability (SL) has been studied extensively. However, almost all SL studies present the regularities to be learned in uniform
frequency distributions (each unit appears equally often). In contrast, real-world learning environments, including the
words children hear and the objects they see, are not uniform, and consequently more predictable than lab-based ones.
Recent research shows that word segmentation in children and adults is facilitated after exposure to a Zipfian distribution.
Here, we ask if this effect is domain-general by testing children and adults on a visual SL task. Both children and adults
performed better in the Zipfian distribution compared to the uniform one, overall, and for low-frequency triplets. These
results illustrate the impact of distribution predictability on learning across modality and age, and point to the possible
learnability advantage of skewed distributions in the real-world.
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Abstract

From minimal observable action, humans automatically make fast, intuitive judgments about what other people think,
want, and feel (Heider & Simmel, 1944). Even when no agent is visible, children can infer the presence of intentional
agents based on the environmental traces that only agents could leave behind (Saxe et al., 2005; Newman et al., 2010).
Here we show that four- to six-year-olds can go beyond inferring the presence of an agent to matching an agents mental
state with the trace they left behind. Participants (N = 35, M: 5.6 years, range:4.0 6.8 years) saw pairs of dresser drawers
with different numbers and orientations of open drawers, and were asked to match one of the static scenes to an agents
knowledge state (whether the agent wasnt searching at all but was just playing, knew exactly where an object was hidden,
knew the approximate location, had no idea where it was hidden, or at first didnt know and then remembered). We compare
childrens performance to a formal model, in which we build upon classical models of Bayesian Theory of Mind that treat
mental state inferences as a form of inverse planning; here we extend those models to consider cases where the behavior
is not observed but must be inferred from the structure of the environment.
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Domestic dogs’ understanding of spatial temporal priority
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Abstract

Dogs are recognized for their social reasoning and skillful interactions with humans, but their understanding of causal rela-
tionships and the underlying principles (e.g., temporal priority) are under-explored. To address this gap, we adapted a task
used with children to investigate how pet dogs use temporal sequences of events. Dogs (N=22) watched an experimenter
perform a sequence of two actions on a puzzle box: i) one action before a treat was dispensed from the box (causal action)
and ii) the other action after the treat appeared (non-causal action). Each action was temporally equidistant from the treat.
After observing the sequence, dogs interacted with the box. Preliminary results indicate that over the course of five trials
dogs preferred interacting with the causal action and were more likely to investigate it first, compared to the non-causal
action on trial one. Results will be discussed in a comparative context of observational and experiential learning.
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Abstract
Word class conversion refers to the extended use of a word
from one grammatical class to another without overt morpho-
logical marking. Noun-to-verb conversion, or denominaliza-
tion, is one form of word class conversion studied extensively
in the literature. Previous work has suggested that novel de-
nominal verb usages are comprehensible if the listener can
compute the intended meaning based on shared knowledge
with the speaker. However, no existing work has explored the
computational mechanism under this proposal. We propose
a frame-semantic generative model, Noun2Verb, that supports
the inference and generation of novel denominal verb usages
via semi-supervised learning. We evaluate this framework in
a dataset of denominal verbs drawn from adults and children
against a state-of-the-art model from natural language process-
ing. Our results show that Noun2Verb aligns better with human
interpretation and bridges the gap between machines and hu-
mans in lexical innovation.
Keywords: word class conversion; denominal verb; frame se-
mantics; lexical innovation; generative model

The problem of word class conversion
Word class conversion refers to the extended use of a word
from one grammatical class to another without overt morpho-
logical marking (Baeskow, 2006). Noun-to-verb conversion,
or denominalization, is one common form of word class con-
version. For instance, consider the denominal verb to google,
which refers to using the Google engine to research the topic
at hand. The phrase to google therefore extends the noun
Google into a verb. Innovative denominal verb usages like
this are not only attested in adult speech but also in child lan-
guage. For example, data from MacWhinney (2014) show
denominal usages such as “bee my cereal” (meaning “add
honey in my cereal”) in young children, and similar lexical
innovations have been reported in child speakers of English,
German and French (Clark, 1982). Although denominal
verbs are an extensively studied linguistic subject (Jespersen,
2013; Clark & Clark, 1979), the computational mechanism
that supports the inference and generation for novel denom-
inal verb usages is an under-explored area that we pursue in
this work.

Clark and Clark (1979) proposed that “the innovative de-
nominal verb convention” is established if the intended mean-
ing of a denominal verb can be computed from context. They
suggested that the successful comprehension of a (novel) de-
nominal verb usage relies on the fact that the speaker denotes
the kind of state, event, or process that she believes the lis-
tener can readily and uniquely compute on the basis of their

   Drop  the newspaper on the porch? 
   Throw the newspaper on the porch?

Read the newspaper at the porch?

Listener

"Porch the
newspaper."

A novel  denominal use

Figure 1: An example of noun-to-verb word class conversion.
Given a novel denominal usage of the noun porch, the listener
infers the meaning of that utterance.

mutual knowledge. They illustrated this idea with the ex-
ample “the boy porched the newspaper” (see also Figure 1).
Upon hearing this sentence, the listener is expected to identify
the scenario of a boy delivering the newspaper onto a porch,
based on the shared knowledge about entities in the utterance:
the boy, the porch, and the newspaper. Recent studies of-
fered evidence that children may also take this convention as
a guide for the context in which lexical innovations should
be used (Lippeveld, 2013). Similarly, computational work in
historical word class conversion suggested that verbs derived
from nouns tend to be more semantically specific than their
parent nouns (Kisselew, Rimell, Palmer, & Padó, 2016).

The empirical literature has provided important clues as
to “when” noun-to-verb conversion occurs in communica-
tion (Clark & Clark, 1979), but not so much “how” the mean-
ing of a denominal verb can be correctly inferred or what
forms of semantic representations and mechanisms are re-
quired for noun-to-verb conversions. One piece of evidence
for the lack of such a formal account is that despite recent
progress in computational models for natural language un-
derstanding, even the state-of-the-art neural language mod-
els often failed to differentiate between the novel usage of
words from their conventional meaning (Iacobacci, Pilehvar,
& Navigli, 2016). Here we explore the potential of develop-
ing generative machine algorithms that support human-like
lexical innovation.
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We illustrate our approach in Figure 1. Here the listener
infers the intended meaning of a novel denominal usage, op-
erationalized as a distribution over possible interpretations of
the utterance from the speaker. We consider listener interpre-
tations that can be decomposed into a paraphrase verb, e.g.,
drop, and a prepositional phrase that describes the semantic
relation between the verb and the noun context, e.g., location
on. One goal of our proposed framework is to learn how to
automatically infer the meaning of a novel denominal verb us-
age by rephrasing it with a canonical verb and an appropriate
prepositional phrase—this is the inference problem. We also
consider the inverse problem of generation, where the aim
is to automatically extend a canonical noun (e.g., porch) to
novel instances of denominal usage given the intended mean-
ing, made up of a clue verb and a prepositional phrase.

Our framework is inspired partly by the Generative Lex-
icon theory (Pustejovsky, 1991), where it was proposed that
meanings of a noun can be represented by a set of relations re-
ferred to as qualia that encode information relating to hidden
events and activities associated with the word. The approach
we take will support choosing the most probable role(s) under
a linguistic context over all possible qualia roles. Importantly
our work is also rooted in the earlier theory of frame seman-
tics (Fillmore, 1968; Gropen, Pinker, Hollander, & Goldberg,
1991). As Barsalou (1992) suggested, frame-like represen-
tational components provide a powerful productive apparatus
for generating highly flexible concepts within a field.

We contribute a semi-supervised framework that learns la-
tent semantic frames in verb denomination which we show
to improve both understanding and production of novel de-
nominal usages. The inference of semantic relations between
converted verbs and parent nouns also bears resemblance to
the line of NLP research on noun-compound classification,
where computational models are trained to determine the se-
mantic relation that holds between the constituents of a noun-
compound (Shwartz & Dagan, 2018). However, few studies
have focused on automatic inference for relations in noun-
verb compounds. Our work goes beyond these classifica-
tion tasks and considers more cognitively grounded genera-
tion problems for innovative lexical usage.

Computational formulation
We first formalize noun-to-verb conversion as a probabilis-
tic generative model based on a listener (or inferencer) and a
generator. We then describe how this framework can be ef-
fectively learned through a reconstruction game between the
inferencer and the generator via semi-supervised learning.

Variable definition. The listener hears a query utterance
uq = {t,o} consisting of a denominal verb (which we call tar-
get word) t and its object o (e.g., “porch the newspaper”) from
the generator. The listener then tries to interpret this query ut-
terance by inferring the following semantic roles: 1) a para-
phrase verb v representing the novel meaning of converted
noun t (e.g., drop for porch); 2) a prepositional semantic re-
lation r between v and t (e.g., “location on” between drop

z = "NEWSPAPER DELIVERY" (frame)

v = drop, r = LOCATION ON

t = porch, o = newspaperPartially Observed

Latent

Observed

(a) Graphical illustration of N2V

Inference network Generator network

v = drop
r = LOCATION ON
z = "NEWSPAPER 

DELIVERY"

t = porch
o = newspaper

t = porch
o = newspaper

(b) Illustrative diagram of the reconstruction game.

Figure 2: (a) A graphical illustration of the proposed
Noun2Verb (N2V) model. The observed variable refers to
a set of denominal verb usages (e.g., “porch the newspa-
per”). The partially observed variable refers to the fact
that only a proportion of the denominal cases would have
human-annotated paraphrases (e.g., “drop the newspaper on
the porch”), whereas a greater proportion would have no an-
notation which the model needs to learn. The latent vari-
able captures implicit frames associated with denominal us-
ages (e.g., “NEWSPAPER DELIVERY”) which the model
marginalizes out. (b) An illustration of the semi-supervised
learning paradigm based on the reconstruction game, equiv-
alent to a variational Bayes autoencoder. The networks are
provided with only partially annotated denominal usage data,
but they learn to interpret the unannotated data by encoding
the variables v, r, and z and minimizing the difference be-
tween outputs from the generator network (reconstruction)
and inputs to the inference network.

and porch); 3) a latent frame variable z specifying the topic,
or semantic frame of the scenario conveyed by the query ut-
terance. Inference of the query utterance will take the form
of a paraphrase utterance up = {v,r, t,o} that construes the
meaning of the denominal usage. We consider 8 semantic re-
lational types drawn mainly from work by Clark and Clark
(1979). As we shall see, the frame variable z is essential to
our generative framework, because it allows the generator to
produce novel denominal verbs across different scenarios.

We present the Noun2Verb (abbreviated as N2V) model
to simulate both the inference and generation of denominal
verbs. We consider the five semantic roles described above
as random variables that fall into three groups: observed vari-
ables {t,o} of denominal usage, partially observed variables
{v,r} (as we only consider a small proportion of denominal
usages with human annotations; most denominal usages we
consider do not have annotations), and latent variable {z},
as illustrated in Figure 2a. Inspired by frame semantics, our
model handles cases where the main verbs associated with
the frames are null-instantiated (Ruppenhofer & Michaelis,
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2014) – they are omitted and left for the listener to infer.
Generation. In the generation process, the generator pro-

duces a denominal verb usage by sampling a frame z and a
verb-relation pair {v,r} from a prior distribution, and then
drawing the sample target word and its object from the fol-
lowing conditional probability:

pgen(uq) = ∑
z,up

pprior(up)pprior(z)pgen(uq|up,z) (1)

where we set pprior(up) to be uniform for both verb and rela-
tion, and pprior(z) = N (0,1) as a standardized normal. The
sampled relation-verb pairs are expressed as vectors via pre-
trained word2vec embeddings that become the input of a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which independently draws
variables uq = (t,o) from the conditional distribution:

pgen(uq|up,z) = πo(σ( fo(up)))∗πt(σ( ft(up))) (2)

where πi(·) are categorical (or multinomial) distributions,
σ(·) denotes the softmax function, and fi(·) stands for non-
linear functions parametrzied by MLPs.

Inference. In the inference process, the listener performs
probabilistic inference over a set of candidate paraphrase
verbs v and semantic relations r, given a query utterance uq =
{t,o}. We model this as conditional probability p(v,r,z|t,o)
where the latent variable z is then marginalized out:

pinf(up|uq) = ∑
z

pinf(up,z|uq) (3)

Similar to generation, the listener network consisting of
three MLPs gi(·) computes the factorized distribution over
the candidate verbs, relations and frames. The only difference
is that the posterior of z is modeled by a normal distribution,
mean and variance of which are computed by MLPs:

pinf(up,z|uq)

= πv(σ( fv(uq)))∗πr(σ( fr(uq)))∗N ( fz1(uq), fz2(uq))
(4)

where πi(·), σ(·), fi(·) are defined the same way as those in
the generation model.

Inference and generation via semi-supervised learning.
The parameters of the two neural networks described form a
large hypothesis space for model selection. To find optimal
configurations, it is possible to train two groups of MLPs by
maximizing log-likelihood independently in the generation
and inference tasks (Equations 2 and 4). However, this sched-
ule treats the networks separately from denominal and para-
phrased utterances produced by human annotators, hence it is
unable to capture the interaction between the inferencer and
the generator. We consider an alternative approach through
a “reconstruction game”: first, we provide the listener with
a denominal utterance, and force it to “think out loud” the
paraphrase by sampling a verb-relation pair, which serves as
the input to generator network. The generator then tries to

recover the denominal utterance by sampling a set of seman-
tic components uo. The distance between the original utter-
ance and the reconstructed utterance is taken as the loss func-
tion. Since both the inferencer and the generator contribute
to the outcome of the game, when applying the standard
back-propagation algorithm, the two neural networks can be
trained simultaneously. The overall learning process consists
of reconstructing query utterances, in conjunction with learn-
ing on human-paraphrased examples alternately—a paradigm
known as semi-supervised learning from machine learning.

Let Xu = {u
(i)
q }m

i=1 denote the set of query utterances, and
Xs = {u

( j)
q ,u( j)

p }n
j=1 for those with paraphrase utterances from

human annotations, we minimize the following loss function
J:

J = L +U (5)

where the supervised loss L in Equation (5) refers to:

L = ∑
u( j)

p ,u( j)
q ∈Xs

log pgen(uq)+ log pinf(up|uq) (6)

and the unsupervised loss U in Equation (5) refers to:

U = ∑
u(i)q ∈Xu

Einf[log pgen(uq)− log pinf(up|uq)] (7)

Einf[·] in Equation 7 refers to sampling up from pinf(up|uq)
to compute the entire loss multiple times and take the ex-
pected loss. Therefore, minimizing the loss J Equation 5 is
equivalent to minimizing both supervised loss L and unsu-
pervised loss U. We illustrate the reconstruction game and
the two networks in Figure 2b. This learning paradigm is
equivalent to variational Bayes autoencoder in deep learning
(Kingma & Welling, 2013) used widely to generate complex
data.

Data
We collected data from four sources: 1) denominal utterances
from adults; 2) denominal utterances from children; 3) aug-
mented denominal utterances from a web corpus, and 4) para-
phrased utterances, or human annotations, via crowdsourcing.

Meta dataset of denominal verb usages. We ex-
tracted pairs of denominal usages and paraphrases from
1) a list of query utterances produced by adults from
Clark and Clark (1979), and 2) a similar set from child
speech reported in Clark (2004). For these cases, each de-
nominal utterance has already been annotated in terms of
the semantic relation by the authors, but no paraphrased
verbs are available. To obtain ground-truth paraphrases,
we searched for the top-3 verbs that co-occur most fre-
quently with every query utterance on the large, comprehen-
sive iWeb 2015 corpus (https://corpus.byu.edu/iweb/).
We performed searches through the Sketch Engine online
corpus tool (https://www.sketchengine.eu) via regular-
expression queries. We obtained 786 query-paraphrase pairs
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Figure 3: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves that summarize model performance in inference and generation.
“N2V-full” is the proposed Noun2Verb word class conversion model; “N2V-partial” is the same model yet without the la-
tent frame variable z; “BERT” is a state-of-the-art natural language processing model; “Frequency” and “Random” refer to
frequency-based and random baseline models. “AUC” refers to area under the curve: a better model has a higher AUC.

from adult data (denoted by Uadult), and 32 examples from
children (denoted by Uchildren).

Augmented data from WordNet. While a small pro-
portion (about 5%) of denominal verb usages in our data
has paraphrases, a greater proportion lacks such information.
Furthermore, we expect our model to be able to interpret
novel utterances by generalizing over learned examples: if
the model is told that “send the resume via email” is the right
interpretation of “email the resume”, then on hearing a sim-
ilar utterance like “mail the package”, it should generalize
and understand that utterance also has something to do with
the transportation frame. We therefore obtained a set of new
query utterances by replacing target noun of each query ex-
ample described in the previous section with a semantically
related noun. We took the taxonomy from WordNet and ex-
tract all synonyms of each target from the same synset as sub-
stitutes. This yielded 1,129 queries (denoted by Uaug) exclud-
ing targets without synonyms.

Ground-truth human annotations of paraphrases. We
also collected human paraphrases for a small set of query ut-
terances via Amazon Mechanical Turks (AMT) crowdsourc-
ing marketplace for model evaluation. We chose 132 query
utterances (denoted by Ueval) – 100 of which came from Uadult
and 32 of which from Uchildren – and collected their human
annotations. Each query has a paraphrased utterance with the
top-3 paraphrase verbs collected from the iWeb corpora, and
the participants were asked to choose, among the three can-
didates, all verbs that serve as good paraphrases for the target
word in the query utterance. If none of them is appropriate,
then the participants must provide a good alternative para-
phrase verb by themselves. For each query utterance, about
15 to 20 responses were collected. We found that for over
85% cases the participants considered at least one candidate
verb as a good paraphrase, suggesting that our iWeb-based
approach to bootstrap paraphrases is reasonably accurate.

Experiments and results
Model training. We trained both the inferencer and generator
networks based on data from Uadult, Uchildren and Uaug, and we
evaluated the model on novel instances of denominal usage
in Ueval (discussed later). We used Pyro (Bonawitz, Denison,
Griffiths, & Gopnik, 2014), a probabilistic programming lan-
guage, to implement our generative model. Optimizing the
objective in Equation 5 was performed by stochastic gradi-
ent descent via Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014), with
learning rate α = 0.001 and {β1,β2}= {0.9,0.999}.

We compared our model against a strong alternative, state-
of-the-art language model named BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee,
& Toutanova, 2018). BERT is a neural language model pre-
trained on a large set of text-based sequential prediction tasks,
and it has yielded human-level performance over 11 natural
language understanding problems. To adapt BERT to denom-
inal verbs, we fine-tuned the BERT model (with 12 hidden
layers and dimensionality of 768) following standard super-
vised learning paradigm: the listener takes embedded {uq} as
input, and outputs categorical probabilities for each element
in up. The generator model computes the reversed proba-
bility p(uq|up). Our Noun2Verb model was trained on both
paraphrased utterances Uadult, Uchildren and non-paraphrased
utterances Uaug through the reconstruction game described.
The BERT model, which cannot learn denominal verbs with-
out fully labelled paraphrases, was trained only on Uadult and
Uchildren. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the augmented
data, we also trained the Noun2Verb model without the recon-
struction game: both inferencer and generator learned sep-
arately on paraphrased utterances Uadult, Uchildren. We de-
note this model as N2V -partial, to distinguish it from the full
model N2V -full. We also considered a frequency-based base-
line and a random model to verify if the proposed model per-
forms above chance. Each model takes word vectors encoded
by 100-dimensional GloVe word embeddings as initial input,
and we re-trained GloVe embeddings over a cropped corpus
with all denominal verbs in our data set screened out, thus
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Figure 4: Example model inferences for the novel denominal usage “porched the newspaper”. The horizontal axis shows a set
of candidate verb paraphrases inferred from each model for the denominal verb porched. The bars represent model posterior
probabilities over the paraphrases, with the top 3 human-annotated choices shown in red: (1) dropped, (2) left, and (3) threw.

preventing N2V models from exposure to denominal usages
prior to the learning stage.

Model evaluation. We evaluated the models in terms of
their ability to interpret and produce novel denominal verbs
on Ueval set of 132 query-paraphrase test cases. For each
query in Ueval, we ranked all ground-truth paraphrased verbs
(from human annotation) by computing the posterior proba-
bility pinf(v|uo). We also ranked the posterior probabilities
for all semantic relations r.

We first summarize the model performances in inference
and generation via receiver operating characteristics curves
in Figure 3. This measure examines whether each model
can predict the correct paraphrase verb/target in the top k
guesses. We found that all non-baseline models achieved
good accuracy in predicting semantic relational types (low-
est accuracy = 96%), so we focused on inference over t and
v. We computed the area-under-the-curve (AUC) statistics
to compare the cumulative precision of the models, summa-
rized also in Figure 3. All models performed substantially
better than chance on both tasks. In particular, N2V -full of-
fers the best AUC scores for both the inference and gener-
ation tasks, outperforming BERT which in turn outperforms
N2V -partial. These findings show that the unsupervised re-
construction procedure has helped in the inference and gen-
eration of novel noun-to-verb conversions. It is worth noting
that BERT has already gained a large repertoire of knowl-
edge from supervised pre-training, and our results indicate
that unsupervised learning has helped Noun2Verb to make
better generalizations over the limited annotated data.

To gain insights into the best two models, we visualize the
posterior distributions pinf(v|uq = {t,o}) under each model.
Figure 4 shows the posterior inferences from Noun2Verb and
BERT based on the query utterance “the boy porched the
newspaper” (top 20 candidate verbs whose probabilities are
above zero are shown). We found that the Noun2Verb model
assigned the highest posterior masses on the three ground-
truth human-annotated verb paraphrases dropped, le f t, and

threw. In contrast, BERT only assigned the highest posterior
mass for drop and minimal masses on the other two alterna-
tive paraphrases. Moreover, BERT chose two non-sensical
paraphrases saw and wanted as the second and third most
likely candidates, most possibly because these are commonly
associated words in the pre-training of BERT. This caveat of
BERT not being able to explain the full distribution of para-
phrases and only locking onto a single best solution has ap-
peared to be a general issue, since we observed the same phe-
nomenon in many other test cases.

To further verify our intuition of this issue, we considered a
second measure for assessing how faithfully a model can infer
the distribution of verb paraphrases from human annotations.
We used Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, KL(pinf(v|uq =
{t,o})|phuman(v|uq = {t,o})), to quantify the discrepancy
between model posterior and human-generated distributions
over the verb space, where phuman(v|uq = {t,o})) denotes
the empirical distribution of paraphrases collected from AMT
workers. Figure 5 shows that the average KL divergence on
all 132 test cases is the smallest in the Noun2Verb model,
suggesting that this model best represents the uncertainty in
paraphrase choices from humans. This set of results shows
that our proposed model offers better flexibility in interpret-
ing novel instances of denominal usage and predicts human
data better than the state-of-the-art language model.

Model interpretation. We provide example inferences
and generated instances of novel denominal verbs. Table 1
shows example inferences for 5 query utterances. The top
three rows correspond to cases where Noun2Verb made rea-
sonable inference of the denominal meaning, which is mani-
fested in the low ranks (lower is better) that the model has as-
signed to the ground-truth paraphrases. However, the bottom
two rows suggest that Noun2Verb can fail in the inference
task. In particular, the model assigned poor ranks to ground-
truth paraphrases for the query “mine the gold”. By checking
the training data we found that there is no utterance describ-
ing a similar or related scenario, so our model failed to under-
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Table 1: Example inferences of novel denominal usages made by the Noun2Verb model.

Query Semantic relation Human paraphrases with
model-predicted ranks in ()

Top verb paraphrases in-
ferred from the model

carpet the floor locatum on put(1), place(3), lay(11) put, drop, cover
paper my hands instrument cut(1), hurt(2) cut, hurt, wound
fox the police agent deceive(4), baffle(2), fool(3) cheat, baffle, fool
mine the gold location out dig(327), extract(609), get(25) put, bury, find
bee the cereal locatum on add(54) get, find, eat

Table 2: Examples of novel denominal usages generated by the Noun2Verb model.

Clue verb Semantic relation Ground-truth phrases Novel denominal usages sam-
pled from the model posterior

remove locatum out shell the peanuts, fin the fish,
skin the rabbit

stem the flowers

hit instrument stick my sister, rock the police bottle the head, rope the back
repeat agent parrot my words chimpanzee my gestures
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Figure 5: Summary of model performance in inference. Each
bar represents the average Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between the empirical distribution of human-annotated para-
phrases (with standard error) and the model-inferred posterior
across 132 test cases. “N2V-full”, “N2V-partial”, “BERT”,
and “Frequency” correspond to the proposed Noun2Verb
model, a partial version without the z variable, BERT lan-
guage model, and frequency-based baseline. A lower value
in KL indicates better performance. The KL divergence for
random baseline (not shown) is the worst: 44.03×1e−3.

stand the denominal meaning. In the last example, our model
also failed to provide a reasonable paraphrase for bee in “bee
the cereal” which presumably refers to “put honey produced
by bees into the cereal”, which exemplifies a rare or remotely
extended word use by children. Table 2 shows examples of
model generation. Our model is able to generate both con-
ventional cases of denominal verb usage such as “stem the
flowers” (although such cases did not appear in model train-
ing) and novel cases such as “chimpanzee my gestures”.

Conclusion
The extended usage of a word across grammatical classes is a
fundamental form of lexical innovation. We present a frame-

work that builds on structured semantic representations in-
formed by frame semantics and learns to interpret and gen-
erate denominal verb usages with a small amount of anno-
tated data. We show the potential of this framework in how it
outperforms a state-of-the-art language model that finds dif-
ficulty in offering flexible inference beyond idiosyncratic so-
lutions.
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Abstract 

We investigated whether the presence of exception items can 
impede effects of category compression (within-category items 
appearing more similar) in classification learning. We 
hypothesized that the distinct representations afforded to 
exceptions may cause the target category to appear less 
cohesive, thereby reducing the likelihood of compression 
occurring. Across two experiments, participants engaged in 
classification learning without exceptions, with an easy 
exception, or with a difficult exception. Pairwise similarity 
ratings for all items were collected before and after learning to 
index compression. Results from Experiment 1 suggest that 
difficult exceptions can impede compression for the contrast 
category when situated within its cluster, while results from 
Experiment 2 suggest that both kinds of exceptions can impair 
compression of standard items in a target category relative to 
the No Exception control. We also observed surprising 
evidence of a novel between-category compression effect that 
was observed with the category structure developed for these 
experiments. 
 

Keywords: category learning; learned categorical perception; 
similarity; representation change; exceptions  

Introduction 

Category learning is widely considered to involve not only 

forming associations between items and classes, but 

simultaneously learning to represent the items in a manner 

that reflects their categorization (e.g., Goldstone, Lippa, & 

Shiffrin, 2001). Researchers interested in representation 

change as a consequence of learning have pursued two 

distinct lines of research: 1) studying changes in the 

representation of all training items; 2) studying changes in the  

representation of exception items that violate norms in the 

distributional structure of the categories. 

The former line of research has revealed two possible 

changes to exemplar representation that can occur, 

collectively referred to as learned categorical perception (CP) 

effects. Exemplars within a common category are judged to 

be more similar to each other after learning—an effect 

referred to as within-category compression (simply referred 

to as compression hereafter)—and exemplars across different 

categories are judged to be less similar to each other—

referred to as between-category expansion, or simply 

expansion (Goldstone et al., 2001; Kurtz, 1996; Livingston, 

Andrews, & Harnad, 1998). 

These changes to perceived similarity are believed to be 

driven by stable changes to underlying representations (or re-

weighting of features), rather than strategic judgements 

deviating from the actual representations or temporary task-

specific commitments (Folstein, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2013; 

Goldstone et al., 2001). 

Relatedly, research examining changes to learned 

exception items also indexes representational differences. 

Unlike research on learned CP effects, however, research on 

exceptions focuses more on post-learning differences 

between the exception(s) and the standard items rather than 

broad-based shifts as a function of learning and task 

demands. This research relies on recognition tests to 

demonstrate that exceptions form distinct representations 

from standard items (e.g., Sakamoto & Love, 2004).  

Despite these two literatures having overlap in aims and 

goals, there has been little to no research examining the 

possible interactions that might arise from learning 

representations for exceptions and standard items 

simultaneously. Tangentially related work has examined the 

influence of various category structures (Pothos & Reppa, 

2014) on CP, but little work has closely examined the 

consequences of forming a distinct exception representation 

for CP effects.  

The purpose of the present work is to investigate these 

consequences. Specifically, we aim to determine what 

influence exceptions have on compression and expansion 

effects in standard items. To these ends, two experiments 

were conducted wherein changes to exemplar pairwise 

similarity ratings were observed in relation to learning with 

two different types of exceptions (as well as a control of No 

Exception). In the Easy condition, the exception had minimal 

similarity to either category. In the Difficult condition, the 

exception had greater similarity to the contrast category than 

its own host category. The decision to use multiple types of 

exceptions was motivated by recent work suggesting that the 

aforementioned special status of exceptions may have less to 

do with their violating knowledge structures in general, and 

more to do with their similarity to the opposing category 

(Savic & Sloutsky, 2017). Assuming unique exception 

representations do affect compression and expansion, this 

relationship should be stronger in conditions that encourage 

unique representations (i.e., the Difficult condition). 

Regarding how the exception items may influence CP—it 

is possible that in forming distinct exception representations, 
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the exception item may cause its host category to appear less 

cohesive overall. Despite having relatively low within-

category similarity, the uniquely represented (and 

consequently disproportionately weighted) exception 

remains strongly associated with the category. A less 

cohesive category may be more difficult to compress. 

Depending on whether the exception is highly confusable 

with the contrast category, the contrast category may also 

appear less cohesive and, again, less susceptible to 

compression effects. 

Experiment 1 

We conducted a traditional classification learning task 

bookended by pairwise similarity ratings for all exemplars. 

The primary aim of this study was to determine if there are 

relative differences in CP effects across conditions. We also 

sought to replicate classic CP findings by checking for the 

presence of these baseline effects in each condition and 

category individually (CP effects were operationalized as 

significant difference from 0 in either direction). 

For classification, we predicted lower accuracy for the 

difficult exception given its high confusability with the 

contrast category. For these same reasons, we predicted the 

difficult exception would be harder to integrate with its host 

category than the easy exception, resulting in reduced 

category cohesiveness. Consequently, the standard items in 

the Difficult condition should evidence less compression than 

those same items in the Easy and No Exception conditions. 

We also expected the difficult exception to cause the contrast 

category to appear less cohesive given that the exception 

resides in its cluster. As a result, the contrast category for the 

Difficult condition should also evidence less compression 

relative to the Easy and No Exception conditions. 

Regarding individual CP effects, we expected to find 

traditional within-category compression and between-

category expansion effects for the control (No Exception) 

condition. All other analyses of this type were exploratory. 

Method 

Participants Binghamton University undergraduates (N = 

168) participated in this experiment. Three participants were 

dropped from analyses (leaving 165) for failing to follow task 

instructions. 

 

Materials and Design The stimuli were comprised of 

squares that varied on dimensions of size and shading (see 

Figure 1). The stimuli values were selected as a subset from 

a larger set that has been previously demonstrated to provide 

equally salient dimensions. For the Easy and Difficult 

conditions, an equal number of squares were assigned to two 

separate categories defined by a diagonal structure—i.e., 

participants had to attend to both dimensions to learn the 

category properly (see Figure 1). For the exception 

conditions, only Category A included an exception.  

In the control condition, there was one item fewer in 

Category A than Category B (due to the missing exception); 

this decision was made to hold the number and appearance of 

the standard items constant across the conditions. Both the 

difficult and easy exceptions were equidistant from the 

nearest member of the A Category, while the easy exception 

was also equidistant from the nearest member of both the A 

and B categories. We used a between-subjects design with 

assignment to condition randomized across participants.  

 

Procedure Participants began with the first similarity rating 

phase. All possible pairwise combinations for a given 

condition were seen, with no pair repeating. The order of the 

pairs was randomized by participant. Each participant was 

instructed to use an on-screen, unmarked, continuous slider 

to indicate how visually similar the two on-screen squares 

were. Participants were informed of the two relevant 

dimensions and told to factor both into consideration when 

making their decision. A mouse click was used to indicate 

selected response. Although participants could not see the 

numerical values of the scale, they ranged from -50 to +50. 

 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of category structure used in the 

Experiments. Subscripts indicate the additional items 

included in only the Easy (1) or Difficult (2) conditions. 

Outlined cells denote exception items for Experiment 2. 

 

In the classification phase items were presented one at a 

time, centered on-screen with two category labels to choose 

from. Responses were made with mouse clicks. At the 

beginning of the phase, participants were informed that the 

squares belong to two categories, and that their task was to 

determine which belong to a given category. Feedback was 

provided for both incorrect and correct choices. Each block 

consisted of every exemplar presented in a randomized order. 

Each participant completed three blocks of learning. After the 

classification phase, the second rating phase began with 

similar instructions and identical procedures as the first. 

Results & Discussion 

Classification Training An initial question is whether 

exception items impacted classification accuracy for the 

standard items. A linear mixed effects regression (LMER) 

predicting accuracy from condition, block, and their 

interaction—and allowing participant to vary as random 

intercepts—was used to address this question. The Difficult 
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condition did not significantly differ from the Easy (β = -0.04, 

SE = 0.037, t = -0.1081, p = .28) or No Exception (β = -0.016, 

SE = 0.036, t = -0.451, p = .652) condition; the Easy condition 

did not significantly differ from the No Exception condition 

(β = 0.023, SE = 0.036, t = 0.646, p = .518) (Figure 2, left 

panel). Training block was a significant predictor of accuracy 

in the Difficult (β = 0.053, SE = 0.011, t = 4.971, p < .001), 

Easy (β =0.053, SE = 0.01, t = 5.123, p < .001), and No 

Exception (β = 0.062, SE = 0.01, t = 6.067, p < .001) 

conditions confirming that accuracy increased across training 

blocks. There were no significant interactions between 

condition and block (all ps > .529). 

Learning of the exception items alone was analyzed via a 

logistic mixed effects regression using the same predictors as 

the previous model. There was no significant difference 

between conditions (β = 0.746, SE = 0.812, p = .358) and no 

effect of block (β = 0.161, SE = 0.284, p = .572). However, 

there was a significant interaction between condition and 

block (β = 1.19, SE = 0.402, p = .003), such that accuracy for 

the easy exception increased more during training than 

accuracy for the difficult exception (Figure 2, right panel). 

An exploratory binomial test revealed that the final block of 

classification performance in the difficult exception was 

significantly below chance performance (17%, N = 52, p < 

.001), suggesting that participants were unable to learn that 

the difficult exception belonged to Category A. 

 

 
Figure 2: Mean classification for Experiment 1. Error bars 

represent 95% confidence intervals (Exceptions panel uses 

binomial confidence intervals). The dashed line reflects 

chance classification performance. 

 

Although we predicted lower accuracy for the difficult 

exception, we did not anticipate that participants would 

completely fail to learn the item. This might be due to a 

combination of overly high confusability with the contrast 

category and a low frequency of exposure. Given that the 

majority of participants may have formed an indeterminate 

category association for this item at the end of learning, it is 

unlikely that the item formed a distinct representation as an 

A item (as is typically found in studies on exceptions). We 

address this in Experiment 2 by adjusting the nature and 

frequency of the exception.  

 

Within-category Similarity Ratings To determine whether 

our design and materials replicate traditional baseline 

compression effects, a series of one sample t-tests were 

performed on the (post – pre) similarity rating score from the 

same-category pairs of items. Separate analyses were 

conducted for pairings including just the standard items and 

pairings including the exceptions. We separated analyses by 

item type to better gauge if any differences in CP effects 

reflected the influence of the exception on the whole 

category, rather than just the pairwise comparisons including 

the exceptions themselves (which may disproportionately 

affect the rating differences). These analyses were further 

separated by condition and, where appropriate, category (see 

Figure 3). Due to the number of t-tests conducted, a 

Bonferroni adjustment was made to the alpha level, resulting 

in a new alpha of .00625. Under these analyses, finding a 

significant positive mean difference from zero provides 

evidence of compression. With the exception of the standard 

Category B items of the Difficult condition (p = .073), and 

pairings including the difficult exception (p = .319), all other 

tests revealed significant positive differences from zero (all 

ps < .00625, Bonferroni adjusted). These results replicate the 

traditional compression effects and reveal potential new 

effects owed to the presence of exceptions. 

 

 
Figure 3: Within-category mean difference ratings for 

Experiment 1. Error bars reflect 95% CIs, diamonds reflect 

adjusted means obtained from the respective model. The 

dashed line represents no change in similarity ratings. 

 

Our primary questions and predictions concerned relative 

CP differences across conditions. We predicted that the 

Difficult condition would evidence comparatively less 

compression than the Easy and No Exception conditions, due 

to the host category appearing comparatively less cohesive. 

To determine if this was the case, an LMER allowing 

participant to vary as random intercepts and predicting (post 

– pre) rating differences from condition, category, and their 

interaction was used to address these questions. For the 

standard items, the No Exception condition did not 

significantly differ from the Difficult (Category A as 

reference: β = 2.365, SE = 1.692, t = 1.397, p = .163; Category 

B as reference: β = 2.643, SE = 1.594, t = 1.658, p = .099) 

and Easy (Category A as reference: β = 0.492, SE = 1.661, t 

= 0.296, p = .767; Category B as reference: β = 0.668, SE = 
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1.564, t = 0.427, p = .67) conditions. The Easy condition did 

not significantly differ from the Difficult condition (Category 

A as reference: β = 1.872, SE = 1.7, t = 1.102, p = .272; 

Category B as reference: β = 1.875, SE = 1.601, t = 1.234, p 

= .219). With respect to the exception items, the Easy 

condition had significantly larger difference ratings than the 

Difficult condition (β = 8.373, SE = 2.666, t = 3.141, p = .002) 

(Figure 3, right panel). 

Our predictions regarding mitigated compression in 

Category A of the Difficult condition relative to other 

conditions were not supported. Our ability to meaningfully 

interpret these data in light of our hypotheses is somewhat 

hampered by the unexpectedly poor learning of the difficult 

exception. We address this problem in Experiment 2. Despite 

this outcome, there is still one finding that is pertinent to our 

hypotheses. When investigating for the presence of baseline 

CP effects, we found that standard items in Category B of the 

Difficult condition did not evidence compression (defined 

here as a significant positive difference from zero). Though 

the baseline CP effects were intended as manipulation 

checks, they also speak to the primary aims of the study. The 

cohesiveness of category B under the Difficult condition was 

likely compromised by the presence of the difficult exception 

in its cluster. Despite appearing to be a B-item, participants 

would receive corrective feedback to the contrary (as 

supported by the low accuracy). Learning that not all items 

that appear as Bs are actually Bs likely affected participants’ 

representation for that category such that it was less amenable 

to compression. Though there was no evidence of 

compression for this category under the Difficult condition, 

we also note that there are no significant differences between 

this category across the other conditions (which did evidence 

compression). This suggests that the influence of the difficult 

exception on compression may not be that considerable. 

Regarding CP effects for the exception items themselves, 

we found that compression between the easy exception and 

Category A appears relatively high, though this is likely due 

to it appearing very different from all other items prior to 

learning. We note that it does not greatly affect compression 

in the standard items. 

 

Between-category Similarity Ratings To determine 

whether baseline between-category expansion effects 

occurred in any of the conditions, a series of one sample t-

tests were performed on the rating differences from between-

category pairs. A Bonferroni adjustment was made, resulting 

in an alpha of .01. Surprisingly, none of the conditions 

demonstrated traditional between-category expansion 

effects. The standard items in Easy and No Exception 

conditions and the easy exception item all demonstrated 

mean ratings significantly above zero (all ps < .01), 

suggesting an unusual outcome of between-category 

compression. The Difficult standard items (p = .904) and 

exception (p = .053) demonstrated neither expansion nor 

compression effects (See Figure 4). 

We next investigated relative expansion differences across 

conditions. No a priori predictions were made regarding 

potential differences. To determine whether between 

category rating differences were affected by condition, an 

LMER that predicted rating differences with condition and 

allowed participant to vary as random intercepts was used. 

For the standard items, there were no significant differences 

between the Difficult and No Exception condition (β = -

2.096, SE = 1.742, t = -1.204, p = .23), Difficult and Easy 

conditions (β = -2.968, SE = 1.749, t = -1.697, p = .092), and 

Easy and No Exception conditions (β = 0.871, SE = 1.709, t 

= 0.51, p = .611) (Figure 4, left panel). For the exception 

items, the Easy condition lead to greater between category 

compression than the Difficult condition (β = 8.047, SE = 

2.122, t = 3.792, p < .001) (Figure 4, right panel). 

 

  
Figure 4: Between-category mean difference ratings for 

Experiment 1. Error bars reflect 95% CIs, diamonds reflect 

adjusted means obtained from the respective model. The 

dashed line represents no change in similarity ratings. 

 

A surprising result of between-category compression was 

observed in both the Easy and No Exception conditions. We 

could not find this effect in our review of the CP literature 

involving category and concept learning. This finding may be 

due to the use of the diagonal structure with non-integral 

features, which requires attention to more than one feature for 

successful performance. It is possible that expansion is an 

artifact of category structures where a single dimension is 

sufficient to differentiate the categories. It should be noted 

that the majority of research for both CP and exception 

learning use structures where one dimensional solutions are 

sufficient for adequate performance (though see Pothos & 

Reppa, 2014). The integration of both dimensions in a 

representation may cause both categories to seem more 

similar overall. This effect may be absent in the Difficult 

condition due to the similarity of the exception to Category 

B. Curiously, however, learning in that condition was not 

significantly less than the other conditions, suggesting that it 

is not an impediment of learning that prevents the effect. 

Experiment 2 

Due to the unforeseen difficulty of learning the difficult 

exception in Experiment 1, the aim of Experiment 2 was to 

determine if greater exposure to both standard and exception 

items could result in more robust CP differences across 

conditions. In addition to increased training for all items, the 
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difficult exception was altered to make it easier to learn. A 

concomitant change to the easy exception was also made to 

roughly equate initial distances between both exceptions and 

their host category. We predicted that if participants learn the 

difficult exception, then Category A should appear less 

cohesive in light of the distinct exception representation, 

resulting in no evidence of compression for the standard 

items. An ancillary aim was to determine if the between-

category compression observed in Experiment 1 would 

replicate with the modest changes to materials and design.  

Method 

Participants Binghamton University undergraduates (N = 

156) participated in this experiment.  

 

Materials and Design The items and the design were largely 

the same as in Experiment 1. The difficult exception was 

changed to coordinate [9,1] of Figure 1, while the easy 

exception was changed to coordinate [10,10]. 

 

Procedure Only two changes were made from the procedure 

of Experiment 1. First, the number of classification learning 

blocks was increased from three to six. Second, instead of 

presenting the exception item as frequently as standard items, 

the number of exposures per block was increased to three. 

Results & Discussion 

Classification Training To analyze learning performance, 

the same LMER model from Experiment 1 was used. In 

contrast to Experiment 1, the Difficult condition resulted in 

significantly lower classification accuracy than the Easy (β = 

-0.091, SE = 0.03, t = -3.07, p = .002) and No Exception (β = 

-0.131, SE = 0.029, t = -4.497, p < .001) conditions. The Easy 

condition did not significantly differ from the No Exception 

condition (β = 0.04, SE = 0.029, t = 1.407, p = .16) (Figure 5, 

left panel). Training block was a significant predictor of 

accuracy in the Difficult (β = 0.041, SE = 0.006, t = 7.418, p 

< .001), Easy (β =0.045, SE = 0.005, t = 8.198, p < .001), and 

No Exception (β = 0.049, SE = 0.005, t = 9.178, p < .001) 

conditions, such that accuracy increased across training 

blocks. There were no significant interactions between 

condition and block (all ps > .366). 

To test whether the exception item differed between 

Difficult and Easy conditions, an LMER was used that 

predicted average block accuracy with condition, block, and 

their interaction and allowed participant to vary as a random 

intercept. The exception in the Easy condition was associated 

with significantly higher accuracy than in the Difficult 

condition (β = 0.411, SE = 0.051, t = 8.017, p < .001). There 

was a significant, positive effect of training block on 

accuracy (β = 0.084, SE = 0.01, t = 8.574, p < .001). There 

was a significant interaction between condition and block (β 

= -0.041, SE = 0.014, t = -3.02, p = .003), such that accuracy 

for the easy exception did not increase throughout training, 

while accuracy improved throughout training for the difficult 

exception (Figure 5, right panel).  

The modifications for this experiment appear to have 

achieved the intended effect, given that the difficult exception 

was adequately learned, while overall performance was still 

less than that of the easy exception. Interestingly, the standard 

items for the Difficult condition also appear to have been 

learned less well than the Easy and No Exception conditions. 

Discovering the diagonal structure may be complicated by 

the repeated appearance of the difficult exception. 

 

 
Figure 5: Mean classification accuracy for Experiment 2. 

Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The dashed 

line reflects chance classification performance 

 

Within-category Similarity Ratings As with Experiment 1, 

a series of one sample t-tests were performed on the (post – 

pre) rating differences for within-category pairs of items (see 

Figure 6) to determine if traditional baseline compression 

effects were observed. The Bonferroni adjusted alpha was 

again set to .00625. The only items that did not significantly 

differ from zero were the standard items in Category A within 

the Difficult condition (p = .009). All other items were 

significantly higher than zero (all ps < .00625), which 

suggests that compression occurred. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Within-category mean difference ratings for 

Experiment 2. Error bars reflect 95% CIs, diamonds reflect 

adjusted means obtained from the respective model. The 

dashed line represents no change in similarity ratings. 

 

The primary question for within-category ratings was 

whether condition affected the observed compression effects. 
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An LMER that allowed participant to vary as random 

intercepts and predicted (post – pre) rating differences with 

condition, category, and their interaction was used to address 

this question. For the standard items, the No Exception 

resulted in significantly higher difference ratings than the 

Difficult (β = 4.365, SE = 1.78, t = 2.439, p = .0154) and Easy 

(β =3.675, SE = 1.762, t = 2.086, p = .038) conditions for 

Category A items, but did not differ from the Difficult (β = 

1.428, SE = 1.681, t = 0.85, p = .397) and Easy (β = 1.088, 

SE = 1.655, t = 0.657, p = .512) conditions for Category B 

items. The Easy condition did not significantly differ from 

the Difficult condition the (Category A as reference: β = 0.68, 

SE = 1.81, t = 0.38, p = .704; Category B as reference: β = 

0.34, SE = 1.704, t = 0.2, p = .842). With respect to the 

exception items, the Easy condition did not differ from the 

Difficult condition (β = 1.566, SE = 3.574, t = 0.438, p = .662) 

(Figure 6, right panel). 

Our primary prediction was that the difficult exception 

would cause Category A to appear less cohesive, thereby 

reducing the degree of compression observed for the standard 

items in that condition. This prediction is borne out by the 

data. That this pattern absent in Experiment 1 is likely due to 

participants successfully learning the difficult exception in 

this experiment. 

When comparing across conditions, both the Difficult and 

Easy condition evidenced less compression in Category A 

(associated with the exceptions) compared to the No 

Exception condition. This finding suggests that the presence 

of any exception is sufficient to impede compression effects 

to some degree. Whatever representation an exception does 

attain may be sufficient to compromise compression. 

In contrast with Experiment 1, Category B of the Difficult 

condition is now evidencing compression. This may be due 

to altering the difficult exception so that it is less confusable 

with Category B, making it less likely that the exception 

impinges on the cohesiveness of the category. 

 

Between-category Similarity Ratings The same series of 

one sample t-tests in Experiment 1 were performed on the 

rating differences from between category pairs. The alpha 

was again set to .01. As in Experiment 1, the standard items 

in Easy and No Exception conditions, including the easy 

exception item, all demonstrated between-category 

compression effects (all ps < .01, Bonferroni adjusted), while 

the standard items (p = .031) and exception (p = .733) in the 

Difficult condition demonstrated neither expansion nor 

compression effects (see Figure 7). 

To determine if category rating differences were affected 

by condition, the same LMER structure used in Experiment 

1 was employed. For the standard items, there were non-

significant trends in favor of lower differences in the Difficult 

condition relative to the No Exception condition (β = -3.371, 

SE = 1.846, t = -1.826, p = .07) and Easy (β = -3.544, SE = 

1.871, t = -1.894, p = .06) conditions. There was no 

significant difference in rating differences between the Easy 

and No Exception conditions (β = 0.173, SE = 1.818, t = 

0.095, p = .924) (Figure 7, left panel). For the exception 

items, the Easy condition led to greater between category 

compression than the Difficult condition (β = 5.894, SE = 

2.346, t = 2.513, p = .014) (Figure 7, right panel). 

 

 
Figure 7: Between-category mean difference ratings for 

Experiment 2. Error bars reflect 95% CIs, diamonds reflect 

adjusted means obtained from the respective model. The 

dashed line represents no change in similarity ratings. 

 

These results replicate the pattern of findings from 

Experiment 1 and suggest that the between-category 

compression observed in the Easy and No Exception 

condition are not directly related to the changes made to the 

number of blocks, exception frequency, or exception 

appearance. As discussed in Experiment 1, the best 

explanation pertains to be the diagonal structure that was 

used. Participants who do well in classification are most 

likely learning the diagonal slope common to both classes. 

Doing so highlights a similarity in the second rating phase 

absent in the first. In support of this conjecture, we find that 

the only condition which did not evidence between-category 

compression for standard item—the Difficult condition—

also resulted in the lowest accuracy during learning of 

standard items. 

 

General Discussion 
The aims of the present work were to determine the extent to 

which exception items affect compression and expansion. 

More specifically, we predicted that learned exceptions 

would alter the ostensible cohesiveness of the category 

structure, resulting in reduced or mitigated compression. We 

further predicted that this would apply to exceptions with 

high similarity to the contrast category, and to a lesser degree 

for exceptions dissimilar to both categories. Both kinds of 

exceptions violate category norms, but only the former might 

require building a discrete representation for good 

performance. To the extent that the exception representation 

is individually weighted, it would affect perceived category 

cohesiveness to a greater extent. Though we also check for 

presence/absence of CP effects, our primary prediction was 

that there would be comparatively less compression for the 

target category in the Difficult condition compared to the 

Easy and No Exception condition. Experiments 1 and 2 

provide mixed support for these predictions.  
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In Experiment 1, compression was evidenced for Category 

A in all conditions. Contrary to initial predictions, the 

Difficult condition did not impede compression for the 

category with the exception, however, it should be noted that 

participants did not learn the difficult exception either. 

Notably, Category B of the Difficult condition did not 

evidence compression. Though inconclusive, this may 

suggest that the presence of the nearby exception, in 

conjunction with corrective feedback indicating that it was 

not a B item, was sufficient to alter perceived cohesiveness 

for that category. Despite this, we were unable to find the 

relative differences we had predicted. 

Experiment 2 provides more direct evidence of the 

hypothesized relationship. Participants were able to learn that 

the difficult exception belonged to Category A. Further, 

Category A in the Difficult condition did not evidence 

compression. The relative differences in compression 

between categories suggests that the mere presence of an 

exception (regardless of initial similarity) may be sufficient 

to mitigate compression effects among the standard items. It 

is likely that the Easy condition produced less compression 

compared to the No Exception condition in Experiment 2, but 

not Experiment 1, due to the greater number of learning trials 

in Experiment 2. The effect appears to be driven by greater 

compression in the standard items for the No Exception 

condition, rather than less compression for the standard items 

in the Easy condition. 

The results from Experiment 2 suggest that with enough 

exposure, any exception, regardless of similarity to a contrast 

category, can impede the effects of category compression for 

the standard items that share its category. The finding that 

compression did not differ between the Easy and Difficult 

condition for the target category was unexpected. Contrary to 

our initial predictions, it may be that the mere presence of an 

exception is sufficient to impede compression, and that there 

is no further relationship between the difficulty of exception 

acquisition and the amount of compression observed. Further 

work is needed to clarify this relationship, or lack thereof. 

Contrary to typical findings in the learned CP literature, we 

also found robust evidence for an effect of between-category 

compression. It could be argued that a lack of expansion is 

owed to participants not learning the categories well enough, 

but this account does not explain the compression observed, 

which we would not expect to occur in the absence of 

learning. Instead, we conjecture that this novel, albeit 

unexpected, finding may be due to the diagonal structure 

used. Successful performance on this structure requires 

learning feature correlations that are common to both classes. 

Learning that feature correlation may cause it to appear more 

salient in the second rating phase, consequently increasing 

the similarity between two items from opposing categories.  

We briefly note that the only other study we are aware of 

that employs a diagonal category structure in the study of CP 

effects—Pothos and Reppa (2014)—did not find any 

evidence of either between-category compression or 

expansion. That said, there are an appreciable number of 

differences in design and materials between our study and 

theirs, any number of which could independently or jointly 

moderate the results. 

There are a few limitations to the current study that should 

be addressed in future work. We have assumed that 

participants are forming distinct representations for the 

difficult exception and not the easy exception. We have also 

assumed that unique representations disrupt perceived 

category cohesiveness. Implementing a separate recognition 

phase (typically used to index exemplar distinctiveness in 

exceptions studies) and querying category cohesiveness after 

every block would provide measures that could ameliorate 

these concerns. Future work should also more closely 

investigate the nature of between-category compression—

whether it is idiosyncratic to our design and materials, and 

what effects it might impart for higher order reasoning. To 

ensure that our general findings are robust across different 

measures of CP, efforts should be made to replicate across a 

broad range of indices such as a change-detection or an XAB 

task.  

It is often speculated that learned CP effects occur to 

facilitate classification (Livingston et al., 1998) by making it 

easier to assign items to classes. The current work presents 

an important caveat with regards to compression—namely, 

that compression relies not only on task-pressures, but the 

ease with which a category can be compressed, as determined 

by category cohesiveness.  
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Abstract

Emergent communication in artificial agents has been studied
to understand language evolution, as well as to develop artifi-
cial systems that learn to communicate with humans. We show
that agents performing a cooperative navigation task in various
gridworld environments learn an interpretable communication
protocol that enables them to efficiently, and in many cases,
optimally, solve the task. An analysis of the agents’ policies
reveals that emergent signals spatially cluster the state space,
with signals referring to specific locations and spatial direc-
tions such as left, up, or upper left room. Using populations
of agents, we show that the emergent protocol has basic com-
positional structure, thus exhibiting a core property of natural
language.
Keywords: reinforcement learning; emergent communication;
multiagent; cooperative game

Introduction
The remarkable diversity of the world’s languages is at-
tributed to a variety of factors including socio-cultural con-
ventions among users of a language, physical environments,
and neurocognitive mechanisms (Lupyan & Dale, 2016). Hu-
mans also posses a striking ability to adapt their communi-
cation in light of changes to such factors, for example, by
coordinating their actions to rapidly develop novel commu-
nication systems that exhibit core features of natural lan-
guage, such as referential signaling and compositional struc-
ture (Bohn, Kachel, & Tomasello, 2019).

The extent to which such communicative adaptability and
linguistic structure are present in communication systems
learned by artificial intelligence remains an ongoing topic of
research. In particular, interactive multi-agent setups in re-
inforcement learning, where communicating agents learn to
reason about novel signals while being situated in environ-
ments (Li & Bowling, 2019; Lazaridou, Hermann, Tuyls,
& Clark, 2018; Mordatch & Abbeel, 2018; Kottur, Moura,
Lee, & Batra, 2017) are a promising approach for the study
of emergent languages and their relationship to natural lan-
guage.

Often, such setups study emergent languages in the context
of cooperative games, where agents with assigned roles need
to coordinate their actions to achieve a goal of mutual inter-
est. For example, the signaling game of Lewis (1969) is used,
where the sender sees an artifact (e.g., an image) and uses a
communication channel shared with a receiver to transmit a

1Research done during an internship at DeepMind.

message (e.g., a symbol) from a fixed vocabulary. The re-
ceiver then conditions its decision on the message to select
the target object among distractors. Communication proto-
cols in such games exhibit some level of structure reminis-
cent of natural language. In particular, compositional struc-
ture is found with end-to-end training on disentangled input
data (Lazaridou et al., 2018) or by introducing environmental
pressures during training (Li & Bowling, 2019).

While referential games provide a useful paradigm for
investigating conditions that give rise to communication
protocols with natural language-like properties (Kottur et
al., 2017), the resulting communication policies are often
difficult to interpret (Lowe, Foerster, Boureau, Pineau, &
Dauphin, 2019), and agents’ actions in such setups often do
not affect the environment, as the sender and receiver are each
restricted to one choice of action.

Here, we contribute to this body of research by extending
the referential game as a navigation task. We introduce a con-
trol component where an agent needs to reach a specific, to
it unknown, location in the environment by relying on sig-
nals received from another agent which knows the location.
This extension of the task is akin to a situation in which a
tourist asks a stranger on the street for route directions to a
particular location in a city they are visiting for the first time.
Such directions are likely to contain the description along the
lines of “Go up this street, take the 2nd street to the right,
then 1st to the left”. We show that the communication pro-
tocol learned by our agents exhibits features that can be in-
terpreted in a similar way, while being optimal for this task,
as demonstrated by agents’ performance on the task. In addi-
tion, we demonstrate that when a population of agents coordi-
nates their joint description of a route, even without knowing
each other’s descriptions, the protocol exhibits basic compo-
sitional structure, where individual messages encode different
spatial aspects of the environment such as left, up, or upper
left room.

We investigate the relationship between the environment
topology and signals for the description of paths in an envi-
ronment using a simple setup with minimal or no assumptions
on rewards or the protocol. We perform a qualitative analysis
of the protocol and discuss it the context of different linguis-
tic strategies used by people describing navigation in different
environments.
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Figure 1: Both the sender and the receiver see the gridworld environment, yet only the sender sees the goal location (A). It
selects a message action (a single symbol) based on the one-hot encoding of the goal location. The receiver selects a navigation
action based on the multi-hot input vector that encodes its own location and the message (B).

The Navigation Task
We consider a cooperative navigation task, where one agent
(the sender) sees the goal location in a gridworld environ-
ment, sends a message to another agent (the receiver) who
has to reach that location. Both agents are rewarded when
the receiver reaches the goal location. In a given task setup,
there is exactly one receiver, and at most five senders. At
the beginning of each episode of the task (t = 0), the goal
location is determined by placing a reward at a random, non-
occupied location in the gridworld environment. The sender
observes the goal location and in response, it emits a message
m from a vocabulary V , with |V |=N. The sender does not see
the receiver location. All messages are represented as single
discrete symbols (here, we use natural numbers as symbols).
The message is stored by the environment and provided as
part of the observation available to the receiver. The message
observation persists at each subsequent time step t > 0. The
sender performs no more actions until the end of the episode.

After t = 0, the receiver observes its own location (center of
the map) and the message, and performs a navigation action.
This process repeats until either the goal state is reached or
the episode terminates, with probability pterm. If the episode
terminates because the receiver reached the goal state, both
receiver and sender are rewarded with r = 1, and r = 0 other-
wise.

If the setup involves a population of senders, the interaction
remains as described, except that the message emitted at t = 0
consists of a sequence of symbols [m1,m2, ...,mM], where mi
is the message emitted by the i-th sender and M is the number
of senders. A sender selects its own message action indepen-
dently of the messages selected by other senders, that is, one

sender does not know the message emitted by other senders.
We use this multi-sender setup to investigate the properties
of a set of messages encoding space, and in contrast to some
other approaches (e.g., using RNNs to encode a sequence of
messages), this approach imposes no assumptions on the pro-
tocol structure.

Experimental setup
Sender A sender agent is modelled as a contextual N-
armed bandit that selects one message action2 m out of N
possible messages, based on the static context vector c ∈ Rd ,
where d is the size of the gridworld environment. The context
is a one-hot vector encoding the goal location in the flattened
array representing the gridworld. In the experiments, we var-
ied N to study the effects of more compression on the task
performance.

The i-th sender’s action-value estimation function Q(·) is
implemented as a single layer feed-forward neural network
parameterized by θsi . The loss for a single sender is Lsi =(
Rt−Q(c,mi;θsi)

)2 when t = T , and 0 when 0≤ t < T , where
Rt is the reward received at the end of an episode of length
T with the value of 1 or 0 depending on whether the receiver
reached the goal state, c is the context and mi is a message ac-
tion. Message actions are selected using an ε-greedy policy,
where ε is the same for all senders and is determined empiri-
cally using hyperparameter search. The implementation of a
sender agent is schematically shown in Figure 1A.

2For the sender, we interchangeably use the terms “message”
and “message action”.
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Table 1: Hyperparameters and settings used to train different sender-receiver agent configurations. Hyperparameters in italics
are from experiments reported in the paper.

Name Values Description

M [1,2,3,4,5] Number of sender agents
C [3,4,5,8,9,16,25,27,32,36,64] Communication channel capacity (NM)
η [5e-5,1e-4,5e-4,1e-3] Learning rate for RMSprop
εs [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.15] Sender’s action exploration rate
εr [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.15] Receiver’s action exploration rate
γ [0.7,0.8,0.9] Receiver’s Q-learning discount factor

layout [Pong, Four room, Two room, Flower, Empty room] Environments (see Fig. 2)

Receiver The receiver is implemented as a Q-learning
agent (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) with a neural network rep-
resenting action-values and parameterized by θr. After t =
0, the environment provides the receiver with an observa-
tion ot = [pt , m̄1, m̄2, ...] at each time step t, where pt is a
one-hot encoding of the receiver position, and each m̄i is a
one-hot encoding of the message emitted by sender i. ot
is provided as the input to the neural network, and outputs
are Q-values for each of the four possible navigation ac-
tions (up, down, left and right). An action is selected us-
ing an ε-greedy policy, and the temporal difference (Sutton
& Barto, 1987) error is used to compute the learning loss,
i.e.: Lr =

(
Rt + γmaxa Q(ot+1,a;θr)−Q(ot ,at ;θr)

)2
, when

0 < t ≤ T and 0 at t = 0.
In order to additionally incentivize the agents to adopt ef-

ficient behaviours, such as reaching the goal state using the
shortest possible path, the random termination probability is
set as pterm = 1− γ, where γ is the discount factor in the Q-
learning algorithm. The total loss Ltotal = ΣiLsi(θsi)+Lr(θr)
is then minimized using the RMSProp optimizer with a mini-
batch size 10, implemented in TensorFlow.

Environment The receiver and the reward are situated in
one out of five possible gridworld environments shown in Fig-
ure 2. All layouts have the same dimensions (5×5), and they
differ in the placement of walls. These layout were selected to
investigate the influence of the environment structure on the
emergent communication signals. The environment is non-
deterministic due to pterm, as the episode may end randomly
in each step for the receiver, excluding the first step.

Training Each experiment consisting of a sender-receiver
agent setup is trained for 20 million steps in a gridworld envi-
ronment. Each step is a step within a single episode, and the
length of the episode is determined by the termination proba-
bility pterm, so that on average each episode consists of 3, 5 or
10 steps. Shorter episodes impose an additional pressure on
agents to act efficiently. Table 1 lists hyperparameter values
and descriptions across experiments. In experiments that con-
tain more than one sender, all senders have the same ε value,
and the same vocabulary size N. The number of available

messages depends on the number of senders, and is selected
so as to allow a fair comparison among different configura-
tions in terms of the total number of messages (more details
are provided in the following sections). In the analyses, we
select the runs with the best performing learning rates and ex-
ploration rates, resulting in approximately 180k experiments.

Pong Four room Two room Empty roomFlower

Figure 2: The five different gridworld environments used in
experiments. Blue cells represent walls.

Results
To evaluate learning success, we first analyze the average re-
turns obtained during training. The upper panel in Figure 3
shows the returns sampled at regular intervals during train-
ing for different sender-receiver configurations, for the first
12 million steps. The highest possible return for each envi-
ronment is indicated by a gray line, and is calculated as the
average of all possible discounted rewards in the given en-
vironment, when using the optimal policy (i.e. the shortest
path). The figure also shows comparisons with two additional
baselines: a single, non-communicating Q-learning agent that
sees the goal, as well as a random baseline, which consists of
a sender emitting random messages. In the latter case, the
receiver’s optimal strategy is to treat the messages as noise,
and learn to visit every possible location in the environment
in search for the goal.

Based on the training curves, we make two major obser-
vations. First, communicating agents are able to success-
fully solve this task, as shown by the learning curve ap-
proaching the theoretical maximum value. The performance
of communicating agents is comparable to that of a single
Q-learning agent. Second, we observe that different combi-
nations of communicating agents, and in particular the con-
figuration consisting of a single sender and a single receiver,
often display faster convergence than the single Q-learning
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Figure 3: Upper panel: Mean training return curves for different sender-receiver agent configurations with baseline comparisons
(Q-learning, Random and Theoretical maximum). Lower panel: Increase in average return depending on the channel capacity
C, defined as the total number of messages NM . Abbreviations: S=Sender(s), R=Receiver. Return*=Return normalized by
theoretical maximum.

agent. This is apparent in all environments, except in the
Empty room environment where they are comparable. We
note that this could also be due to the lack of extensive tun-
ing of neural network hyperparameters, such as the number of
units in the hidden layer or the regularization factors. From
our experiments, it appears that the single Q-learning agent
was more affected by the lack of hyperparameter tuning, but
our goal was not to examine the conditions under which the
agents perform optimally on this task. Instead, we are inter-
ested in the coordination problem when two or more agents
need to cooperate to solve the task, given individual restric-
tions on the action space. The task is purposefully designed to
be sufficiently simple to yield an interpretable solution to the
coordination problem that allows us to understand the influ-
ence of different environmental pressures on communicative
success.

Finally, we note two reasons why the training curves do not
reach the theoretical maximum. First, these were generated in
the training regime which contains some level of random be-
haviour as determined by the ε-greedy strategy. Second, these
curves are averaged over all communication channel capaci-
ties, and for some of them the task cannot be solved optimally
with the Q-learning algorithm (discussed later).

Communication channel capacity
Next, we study how the capacity of the communication chan-
nel affects the agents’ performance on the task. The capacity
C of the communication channel is defined as the total num-
ber of messages used in an agent setup, and is computed as

C = NM . For example, C = 16 corresponds to the following
setups: 1 sender with 16 messages, 2 senders with 4 mes-
sages each, or 4 senders with 2 messages each. We examine
the relationship between the channel capacity and the average
return normalized by the theoretical maximum.

We know that the agents should perform well on the task
if the size of the communication channel is the same as the
number of non-occupied locations in the environment. In this
case, every message can be used to uniquely identify one goal
location. However, we are particularly interested in under-
standing the meaning of messages when the size of the chan-
nel is small compared to the number of possible goal loca-
tions. For example, if there are only 3 or 4 messages avail-
able, the sender needs to compress information about goal lo-
cations and use a single message to convey information about
several goal locations.

The lower panel in Figure 3 shows normalized returns for
different sizes of communication channel, averaged over all
agent setups. A single point on a curve is an average return
by all sender-receiver agent configurations that use the total
number of messages indicated by the corresponding channel
capacity C on the x-axis. In all environments, we observe two
distinct curve regions: a linear increase in the performance
with every message added to the communication channel, and
a plateau where adding more messages does not improve per-
formance. These regions are most apparent in the Empty room
and Two room environments, where we see an increase in per-
formance up to approximately 8 or 9 messages. For the Pong
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environment, the peak is reached at about 4 messages, and
the performance drops when there are more than 5 messages
available.

The point after which we observe little to no improvement
is different for each environment, and it approximately corre-
sponds to the smallest number of messages needed to encode
shortest paths to all possible goal locations. For example, in
the Pong environment 4 such paths exist, so when the goal
is located anywhere on one of the paths, the agent is guar-
anteed to reach the goal using the fewest steps possible, if it
knows which path to take. For all other environments, there
are 8 such paths. Such path configurations may not be unique,
as for some environments there are multiple shortest paths to
each goal location. While having 8 messages requires agents
to compress information about goal locations, this compres-
sion still allows them to optimally solve the task, and can thus
be seen as a form of lossless compression.

Subcapacity and supracapacity regime The subcapacity
regime is defined as 5 or fewer messages in total for Pong,
and 9 or fewer messages for all other environments. Ap-
proximately, these thresholds correspond to the channel ca-
pacity regions in which agents need to use lossy compres-
sion (subcapacity) or not (supracapacity). In the subcapac-
ity regime, increasing the capacity of the communication
channel by adding an additional message strongly correlates
(r > .65, p < .001) with the improvement in performance for
all environments.

We also investigate the relationship between the environ-
ment structure and the normalized performance. Here, we
consider structure as a measure of the uniqueness of the opti-
mal policies, and quantify it as the inverse of the total number
of shortest paths to each location in the environment. Accord-
ing to that definition, we obtain the following values: 1/14 for
Pong, 1/22 for Four room, 1/32 for Two room, 1/44 for Flower
and 1/64 for Empty room. Consequently, Pong is the envi-
ronment with most structure, and Empty room has the least
structure. This measure is also related to the amount of empty
space in the environment, as environments with more empty
space are less structured.

We find that agent pairs in the subcapacity regime, specif-
ically in the low regime of C = 3,4 achieve higher normal-
ized return in environments with more structure (r = 0.42,
p < .001). In this case, the structure is helpful insofar as ob-
stacles in the environment restrict possible paths for the re-
ceiver. This effect is reduced as more messages are added,
and even reverses in the supracapacity regime.

Emergent Communication Protocol
We now focus on the analysis of the agents’ policies in order
to characterize the learned communication protocol. To un-
derstand the information conveyed by the senders’ messages,
we manipulate goal locations, and examine what effect the
manipulation has on the emitted messages. The manipulation
consists of placing the goal at all possible locations in the
environment. We also analyze the receiver’s policy by ma-
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Figure 4: Sender’s policy: Learned message distributions for
goal locations for different channel capacity sizes (C) and dif-
ferent agent setups (upper panel: 1S-1R, lower panel: 2S-
1R).

nipulating messages and observing the resulting trajectories
in the environment.

In this section we will be predominantly concerned with
the following two questions:

1. What message does the sender choose for goal (x, y)?

2. Where does a receiver go if it receives a message m while
at location (x, y)?

Qualitative analysis To answer the first question, we fol-
low the procedure shown in Figure 1A). From a trained
sender-receiver model we use the sender’s network, and probe
it with a one-hot encoded vector that represents a single goal
location (x, y). We then use greedy action selection (ε = 0)
to select a message at the output. This process is repeated for
all goal locations for a specific environment, obtaining a sin-
gle message for each location. Then, locations with the same
message are color-coded, yielding a single plot in Figure 4.

The upper panel contains message distributions from 15
different experiments, each one corresponding to a different
1S-1R setup in different environments and for channel capac-
ity sizes of C = 3,4,9. The center, corresponding to the loca-
tion (2,2), is left blank in all plots, as the starting position of
the receiver can never be a goal location.

Message distributions generally produce clustered regions
in space, so that goal locations anywhere in a region are de-
scribed by a single message. The effects of lossy compres-
sion are apparent when C = 3,4, as in such cases a single
message is assigned to multiple goal locations. Such regions
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Figure 5: Receiver’s policy: Navigation trajectories as actions
with the highest Q-value for each location and each message
m for Empty room (C = 4).

are also interpretable: for example, when C = 3 in the Pong
environment, a single message encodes left of the center, and
in the Two room environment, a single message encodes right
of the center. C = 3 is a particularly interesting case for a
Q-learning agent in some environments, as the agent bases
its next action only on its current location and the message.
As such, it cannot learn a strategy where it “goes back” to
a previously visited location and select a different action in
that state. For example, once the agent enters the left corri-
dor in Pong (C = 3) upon seeing the message “1”, it learns
to navigate either up or down in that corridor. It is only due
to random action selection that it visits the other part of that
corridor. Due to this restriction, agents in this setup can never
perform optimally in a sense that they will never use the short-
est possible path to all possible goal locations.

Finer spatial interpretations emerge with C = 4, where
message clusters encode regions that can be described as indi-
vidual rooms, such as those in Four room, or equal and sym-
metrical areas of space, as those in Flower (C = 4) or Empty
room (C = 4). With this kind of compression taking place,
we often observe that the receiver adopts a “sweeping” goal
search strategy. Figure 5 shows the receiver’s policy for the
sender’s policy Empty room (C = 4) shown in Figure 4. For
each possible message, the receiver’s greedy actions for each
location (x, y) are depicted as arrows. That is, a single arrow
at a location provides an answer to the question 2 above. It-
eratively answering this question yields a trajectory through
the space, starting from the center.

In this example, all trajectories cover every location in their
highlighted region of space only once, before looping back to
a previously visited location. Assuming the goal is located on
the trajectory, the path defined by that trajectory is Hamilto-
nian and is thus an optimal navigation strategy for this capac-
ity regime.

As we increase the size of the capacity channel, we observe
that messages start encoding shortest paths to each possible
goal location, as seen for C = 9 in Figure 4. Adding mes-
sages shortens the average path length that the receiver takes
to reach the goal, which explains why we see such improve-
ments in the subcapacity regime in Figure 3. In most cases
in Figure 4 (C = 9), a single message is used to signal goal
locations lying on the same shortest path, but we also observe
cases where a single message is used to encode a single goal
location (e.g, “7” and “3” in Four room, or “3”, “5” and “6”
in Two room). In general, as we increase the size of the com-

munication channel we observe a preference in the sender for
assigning a single message to a single location.

Multisender agent setup Message distributions for se-
lected agent setups consisting of two senders, with two avail-
able messages each, are shown in the lower panel in Figure 4.
The panel shows results from five different experiments; a
single experiment consists of a (Sender #1, Sender #2) plot.

We observe a highly coordinated allocation of messages, so
that if the first sender allocates the messages by partitioning
the space according to one axis, the second sender does the
same with a different, possibly orthogonal axis. For example,
in the Pong case, Sender #1 partitions the space according to
the y-axis, using the message “0” to denote “down” and “1”
to denote “up”. Sender #2 then partitions the space according
to the x-axis, by assigning message “1” to all goal locations
to the left of the center, and “0” to all goal locations to the
right of the center. The senders learned to coordinate their
actions even though they are individual agents that only share
the information about the reward Rt .

If we consider multiple senders as a single sender emitting
several independent messages, we can observe a basic form
of compositional structure (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Thus,
an important feature of formal and natural languages (Frege,
1892) emerges based on minimal assumptions about interac-
tions between individual messages.3

Lastly, we evaluate the relative impact of individual
senders on the task performance. We investigate whether
messages from all senders contribute equally to the receiver’s
ability to solve the task. If all messages are equally important,
we expect to see an equal drop in task performance when we
scramble each message individually. We test this hypothe-
sis by letting trained agents from the 5S-1R setup perform
the task for 1,000 episodes (with ε = 0 for both agents), with
the following modification: we replace a single message in
the sequence of 5 messages with a random message from that
sender’s vocabulary. This is done iteratively for each message
in a single experiment, and we calculate the average return
after each episode. Thus, we get five returns for one 5S-1R
setup that we sort in descending order. We use those returns
to compute the drop in performance relative to the baseline,
which is the performance of trained agents on 1,000 episodes
without any modification to the communication channel.

The results in Figure 6 show the average drop in perfor-
mance for all 5S-1R setups. Since we observe a gradual de-
crease in performance drop with each subsequent sender, we
can reject the hypothesis that each sender contributes equally.
Scrambling the message from a single sender can cause a per-
formance drop anywhere from 28% to 88%. Thus, while all
senders are important for achieving the best performance on
the task, some senders contribute more than the others. Upon
visually inspecting a few sender policies from 5S-1R setups

3The expressivity of this protocol is bounded by limiting the
number of concatenated messages in a single expression, thus im-
pacting its productivity.
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Figure 6: Average drop in task performance caused by scram-
bling each sender’s message in 5S-1R setups. 95% boot-
strapped confidence intervals are shown.

with such dramatic drops, we noticed a pattern in such setups
where there is a one “significant” sender that allocates one
message for the one half of the environment, and another one
for the other half. We speculate this might be an artifact of
the training process, though the benefits of it are unclear.

The Relationship to Spatial Discourse
Our results indicate that the characteristics of the communi-
cation protocol adopted by agents depend on the topologi-
cal layout of the environment, as well as the communication
channel capacity. Despite the contrived nature of the nav-
igation task used, the emergent protocol exhibits some fea-
tures that can be meaningfully interpreted in the context of
spatial discourse used in route descriptions. Our results are
congruent with recent research showing that people estab-
lish different linguistic strategies when describing locations
of goal states in maze environments (Nölle, Fusaroli, Mills,
& Tylén, 2020). In particular, such strategies are dependent
on the environmental structure, landmarks and other features,
corroborating the hypothesis that aspects of natural language
are shaped by environmental affordances.

Similarly to language used by individuals describing maze
environments, emergent signals in our experiments can be in-
terpreted as describing lines (e.g. “Turn left and go down
that way”) in stratified environments such as Pong, and paths
(“Go 1 step up, 1 right, 1 up”) in more regular environments
such as Empty room. However, in our case, these strategies
are dependent on the communication channel capacity, as we
observe such behaviour only when agents have to compress
information about the environment.

Conclusion and Future Work
Emergent communication in multi-agent reinforcement learn-
ing is a promising avenue for creating AI systems that can
learn adaptive communication strategies. We have shown that
situated agents are able to learn an interpretable, grounded
communication protocol that allows them to efficiently, and
in many cases, optimally, solve navigation tasks in various

gridworld environments. By scrutinizing the agents’ policies,
we have observed that signals such as left, up, or upper left
room emerge, in such a way that the state space is clustered
spatially with minimal inductive bias. Using populations of
agents to obtain a sequential representation of signals, we
have shown that the learned protocol exhibits basic compo-
sitional structure as well as signal dominance. Future work
will examine those properties and their relationship to natural
language in more detail.
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Abstract

Infant directed speech (IDS) is characterized by exaggerated pitch and vowel lengthening. The current study recorded ev-
eryday interactions with fifty 12-month-old infants and their families to examine whether there are significant differences
in the acoustic features of IDS (such as frequency, pause duration, and vowel length) between male and female speak-
ers, and whether any differences are related to childrens vocabulary development at 12 months and 15 months. Female
speakers, compared with male speakers, exhibited significantly longer pauses in phrase final positions, thereby poten-
tially signaling syntactic structures more clearly. Controlling for family income and maternal education, female speakers
frequency variation at non-final vowel positions accounted for an additional unique variance for infants productive vocab-
ulary at 12 months and receptive vocabulary at 15 months while none of the acoustic features of male speakers related to
vocabulary size. These results suggest that female speakers IDS may be more influential in language development.
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Abstract 

Which quantificational forces do languages encode lexically? 
When a language features multiple quantificational scales 
(e.g. determiner and adverbial quantification), does the pat-
tern of lexicalization of quantificational forces we discover 
for one scale correlate with those of other scales? We use 
English as a first test case for examining these questions, 
adapting the basic ideas of Lewis (1975) into the hypothesis 
that English lexical quantifiers unrelated to cardinal numbers 
or definite descriptions, determiner and adverbial alike, have 
one of six quantificational forces. To begin to test this claim 
empirically, we elicited speaker interpretations of a range of 
quantifiers in a web-based study. Dividing participants into an 
adverbial condition and a determiner condition, we gave a 
context specifying a 100-day period and asked participants to 
judge the quantificational force of quantified sentences denot-
ing an individual’s daily activities during this period. We 
found evidence of cross-scale correspondences but fewer 
quantificational forces than expected. These results provide 
preliminary evidence for parts of our hypothesis but suggest a 
need for future research that covers more lexical items, lan-
guages, and quantificational scales. 

Keywords: adverbs of quantification; quantifiers; Q-adverbs 

Introduction 
Natural-language quantification—the use of linguistic ex-
pressions to make judgments of quantity—is one of the 
most well-studied phenomena in semantics and syntax. 
Since the development of Aristotelian logic, the literature on 
quantification has primarily focused on determiners that 
quantify over entities, such as every, some, and no; in mod-
ern generalized quantifier theory, such quantifiers denote 
relations between sets (see Barwise and Cooper, 1981).  
However, many languages, including English, additionally 
feature adverbial quantification; adverbs of quantification 
like always, sometimes, and never, also called Q-adverbs 
(Hinterwimmer, 2008), are variously taken to quantify over 
“cases”—ordered tuples of “admissible assignments of val-
ues” to a sentence’s free variables (Lewis, 1975; see also 
Kamp, 1981; Heim, 1982; Kratzer, 1989)—or over situa-
tions or events (de Swart, 1993; von Fintel, 1994; Hinter-
wimmer, 2008). 

A central property of both determiner and adverbial quan-
tifiers is quantificational force, which, in our use of the 
term, relates to how a quantifier resolves questions like 
“how many?” or “how much?” For instance, the quantifiers 
every and always in (1) have universal force: for each mem-
ber of the set of days (1a) or for each “case” or situation 
(1b), Bill brushed his teeth before bed. Conversely, no and 

never in (2) have negative existential force—for no days 
(2a) or in no “cases” or situations (2b) did Bill arrive to 
work on time. 

(1) a. Bill brushed his teeth before bed every day. 
      b. Bill always brushed his teeth before bed. 
(2) a. Bill arrived to work on time no days. 
      b. Bill never arrived to work on time. 
The universal and negative existential quantificational 

forces displayed in (1) and (2) represent the extremes of a 
spectrum of possible forces; for instance, quantifiers like 
some and most have quantificational forces that lie between 
those of the two extremes. 

The recognition of this spectrum and of the existence of 
multiple quantificational scales (determiner, adverbial, etc.) 
leads to two interrelated questions: (1) Which quantifica-
tional forces do languages encode lexically? (2) When a 
language features multiple quantificational scales, does the 
pattern of lexicalization we discover for one scale correlate 
with those of other scales?  

We consider it fruitful to examine these questions for two 
main reasons. First, these questions interact with recent re-
search concerning optimality of lexically encoding quantifi-
cational meaning in language. Steinert-Threlkeld (2019) 
argued that with respect to their quantifiers, natural-lan-
guages strike an optimal balance between simplicity and 
informativeness. Operationalizing a quantifier’s simplicity 
or complexity as its shortest logical denotation and its in-
formativeness in terms of the probability of successfully 
communicating a given world model via that quantifier (p. 
516), the author found that computationally generated sets 
of quantifiers that most resembled those of natural lan-
guages tended to have the highest degree of simplicity-in-
formativeness optimization. Although Steinert-Threlkeld 
(2019)’s research focuses on the logical denotations of 
quantifiers rather than their quantificational forces and is 
thus not directly applicable to our research, similar issues of 
optimality can be explored in investigating the lexicalization 
of quantificational forces. For instance, in examining our 
two questions, we might find that natural-language quantifi-
er systems converge on a few common quantificational 
forces as a way to balance the imperatives of simplicity 
(few, simple lexicalizations of forces) and informativeness 
or expressiveness (many fine-grained lexicalizations of 
forces). In the process, we could investigate whether what 
the optimal lexicalizations of force for determiners are also 
optimal for adverbials. 

Second, the literature on the formal semantics of quantifi-
cational adverbs has assumed a system of truth-conditional 
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correspondences between adverbs and determiners (e.g. 
between often and many) without subjecting that assumption 
to empirical testing (e.g. Lewis, 1975; de Swart, 1993; von 
Fintel, 1994). While this assumption, likely made based on 
intuition, has proven useful in constructing formal semantic 
theories of quantificational adverbs, it is a worthwhile en-
deavor to investigate the empirical grounds of this intuition. 

Before we turn to hypotheses, we make some notes about 
how we will approach our research questions in what fol-
lows. For the purposes of this paper, we will restrict our-
selves to discussing these questions as they relate to English 
and its determiner and adverbial scales of quantification, 
though other languages and other types of quantification 
(such as the class of “frequency adjectives” discussed in, 
e.g., Gehrke and McNally, 2015) should come under scru-
tiny in future research on these questions. Additionally, our 
use of the term “quantificational force” restricts us to con-
sidering how speakers judge quantity in quantified sen-
tences; no logical properties of quantifiers, such as domain 
restriction or polarity, will factor into our discussion. Final-
ly, we exclude definites (e.g. the, this, John’s) and indefi-
nites (a) from consideration in our hypotheses because of 
their unique semantic properties and controversial status as 
quantifiers (see, e.g., Heim, 1982); we additionally ignore 
cardinal numbers, as our focus is on quantificational sys-
tems rather than exact numerals. 

Hypotheses for English 
With these considerations and exclusions in mind, we turn 

to the literature and find two claims in Lewis (1975)’s paper 
on the formal semantics of adverbial quantifiers that can be 
adapted into working hypotheses for our two questions as 
they relate to English. First, Lewis (1975) posits a typology 
of adverbs of quantification that divides them into “six 
groups of near-synonyms” (p. 5). Though he does not elabo-
rate on how the words are synonymous, we will assume a 
version of the typology that describes the tiers in terms of 
quantificational force. Here is our statement of the typology: 

Hypothesis 1 (modification of Lewis 1975) : In the ad1 -
verbial scale of quantification, English lexically encodes six 
quantificational forces in addition to the three related to 
cardinal numbers (those embedded in once, twice, and 
thrice): I. the universal force of always, invariably, univer-
sally; II. the majority force of usually, mostly, generally, 
ordinarily, normally; III. the positive proportional force of 
often, frequently, and commonly; IV. the existential force of 
sometimes and occasionally; V. the negative proportional 
force of seldom, infrequently, and rarely; VI. the negative 
existential force of never. 

Second, Lewis (1975), like other scholars of adverbial 
quantifiers after him (de Swart, 1993; von Fintel, 1994) 
posits truth-conditional correspondences between the lexical 
adverbs in the six tiers of his typology and lexical determin-
ers; framing the correspondence in terms of “selective” and 
“unselective” quantifiers, he writes, “the unselective ∀ and 
∃ can show up as the adverbs always and sometimes. Like-

wise never, usually, often, and seldom can serve as the unse-
lective analogs of the selective quantifiers for no x, for most 
x, for many x, and for few x.” (p. 10) For our purposes, we 
treat such correspondences solely in terms of quantification-
al force and extend the correspondences to include the near-
synonyms of always, sometimes, never, usually, often, and 
seldom listed in the typology. 

This claim naturally leads to Hypothesis 2 below. Note 
the inclusion, per a Keenan (1996) list of English lexical 
determiners, of two additional universal quantifiers (every 
and each) as well as several, a determiner that we hypothe-
size occupies a tier with some. 

Hypothesis 2: Excluding the quantificational forces em-
bedded in cardinal numbers as well as those encoded in def-
inite determiners, English lexically encodes six quantifica-
tional forces in the determiner scale of quantification, and 
they correspond to those of the adverbial scale: I. the uni-
versal force of every, each, all, and both; II. the majority 
force of most; III. the positive proportional force of many; 
IV. the existential force of some and several; V. the negative 
proportional force of few and a few; VI. the negative exis-
tential force of no and neither. 

Lewis (1975) posits his system of correspondences a pri-
ori and likely did so based on his own intuitions about these 
words, but we can give a preliminary motivation of our hy-
potheses 1 and 2 in terms of the balance between simplicity 
and informativeness. With regards to determiners (Hypothe-
sis 2), it has been shown that the quantifiers in the Square of 
Opposition (some, no, every/each/all) have the least com-
plex possible determiner meanings (van Benthem, 1986); 
thus, it makes sense that English would allocate forces to 
these three quantifier types (I., IV., and VI.), as they are both 
simple and informative. The inclusion of any additional 
forces would sacrifice simplicity for the sake of informa-
tiveness on two counts. First, the quantifiers in which these 
additional forces would be embedded (e.g. most in English) 
would be of a higher semantic complexity than those in the 
Square of Opposition. Second, the inclusion of more forces 
makes the quantifier system of a language more complex. 
However, these new quantifiers and forces also make a lan-
guage more expressive and informative. Given these trade-
offs, it is plausible to posit a small number of additional 
lexicalized forces for determiners that cover wide swaths of 
the spectrum not covered by forces I., IV., and VI. At this 
preliminary stage in our research, we do not rigorously de-
termine which additional forces would be optimal; we 
choose to investigate clusters II., III., and V. simply because 
of their preexisting status in the literature. Once we have 
empirically specified what further clusters actually exist, 
one can begin to think more rigorously about their optimali-
ty. In motivating our hypothesis about adverbs (Hypothesis 
1), we can suggest that similar considerations are operative 
in  the adverbial scale. 

To begin to test Hypotheses 1 and 2, we elicited speaker 
judgments of the quantificational forces of a range of deter-
miner and adverbial quantifiers in a web-based study; while 
this study did not test every English lexical quantifier, we 

 Lewis (1975) does not concern himself with our question of lexicalization, so his typology includes some non-lexical quantifiers; these have been re1 -
moved. Furthermore, “once” has been extricated from tier 4, for it relates to cardinal numbers.
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designed it to provide a first test of the claim that the quanti-
fiers under consideration form six distinct interpretive clus-
ters. 

Methods 

Participants 
In this study, participants (N = 200; 88 of these ultimately 
excluded—see “Results”) were recruited via the crowd-
sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). After 
two introductory slides, participants were randomly as-
signed to an adverbial (N = 100 pre-exclusions/56 post-ex-
clusions) or determiner condition (N = 100 pre-exclusions/
56 post-exclusions). Regardless of the inclusion or exclu-
sion of their data in analysis, participants received $1.50 for 
their time. Data were collected between September 21 and 
22, 2019. 

Words tested 
We sought to provide a preliminary test of the system of 
correspondences laid out in Hypotheses 1 and 2 while keep-
ing the survey short enough that participants would not lose 
focus. To that end, we looked at Keenan (1996)’s inventory 
of lexical determiners and Lewis (1975)’s list of adverbial 
quantifiers and excluded several lexical items judged to be 
potentially problematic with regards to empirical testing.  2

First, we excluded both and neither, for these differ from the 
other words in terms of their presuppositions—they both 
presuppose that the number of items under consideration is 
two—and are thus not conducive to inclusion in an experi-
mental framework geared towards those other quantifiers. 
Second, we excluded invariably and universally, for these 
are quite formal and might thus confuse participants who do 
not have these words in their working vocabularies. Third, 
we excluded ordinarily and normally, two words that Lewis  
(1975) flags as “[differing] semantically from their list-
mates”; he exhorts readers to “omit them if [they] prefer” (p. 
5). Finally, we excluded commonly and generally in the in-
terest of keeping this preliminary study short. These exclu-
sions leave us with the lexical items listed in Table 1, 
arranged according to their hypothesized tiers. 

Materials 
The study, created on Qualtrics, consisted of a consent form, 
an introductory slide, several trials, and two "debrief" ques-
tions about age and native language. In the introductory 
portion of the study, participants were presented with the 
following context: 

“Bill is a college student who decided to stay home over 
summer vacation, which lasts for 100 days. Bill got a job at 
his local ice cream shop and has a single shift every day, 
meaning that Bill travels to and from work only once a day. 
Bill is on a diet and is limiting himself to three meals a day.” 

After reading this context, participants proceeded to the 
bulk of the survey, in which they read quantified sentences 
denoting Bill's daily activities and were asked to indicate the 
number of days during the 100 day period they believed the 

Table 1: Lexical items tested. 

event had occurred. Depending on the condition to which 
they had been randomly assigned, participants either judged 
10 sentences involving determiners, such as (2–3), or 11 
sentences involving adverbs, such as (4–5). 

(2) Bill drove to work some days. 
(3) Bill went to the grocery store after work every day. 
(4) Bill mostly biked home from work. 
(5) Bill seldom ate pizza for dinner. 
In this way, we tested correspondences between certain 

adverbs and certain determiners with a between-subjects 
design and tested correspondences within each lexical class 
using a within-subjects design. Participants indicated their 
numerical interpretation of these sentences using a slider, 
which rested at the midpoint of the scale at the beginning of 
each question. Participants had to answer each question, 
moving the slider  before proceeding. 

In order to control for the effects of the sentential context 
in which participants made judgments of quantificational 
force, we implemented a system of randomization. We had a 
pool of eleven scenarios (e.g. Bill brushing his teeth before 
bed, arriving late to work, eating eggs for breakfast) and we 
coded questions with every possible combination of quanti-
fier and scenario. In the study, participants were presented 
with one sentence for each member of the relevant class of 
quantifier (determiner or adverbial, depending on the condi-
tion). We randomized the order in which the quantifiers ap-
peared; the scenarios that accompanied these quantifiers 
were also randomized, though we made sure that no sce-
nario appeared twice because it would have lead to confu-
sion: for example, seeing “Bill drove to work every day” 
and then “Bill drove to work no days.” 

Hypothesized 
Tier

Adverbs Determiners

Tier 1 Always E v e r y , 
Each, All

Tier 2 Usually, 
Mostly

Most

Tier 3 Often,  
Frequently

Many

Tier 4 Sometimes,  
Occasional-
ly

Some, 
Several

Tier 5 Seldom,  
Rarely, 
Infrequently

Few 
A few

Tier 6 Never No

 Keenan (1996)’s list includes definites, indefinites, and cardinal numbers, classes of words we considered unsuited to our main questions (see above).2
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Results 
Figure 1 shows the results of our experiment after exclu-
sions. From our original pool of 200 participants, we ex-
cluded those who self-reported a native language other than 
English (3 participants); those who failed an attention check 
involving movement of a slider to a specified number (3 
participants); and those who interpreted a universally quan-
tified sentence like (1a) with a response between 0 and 50 
days or interpreted a negative existentially quantified sen-
tence like (2b) with a response between 50 and 100 days (82 
participants). We considered such responses to be indicative 
of insufficient attention to or lack of understanding of the 
task. The exclusion of such a high number of participants 
under this criterion was unexpected given the relative sim-
plicity of the experiment. We hope to address this issue in 
replications via stronger task-independent attention checks 
and possibly a different participant pool. As there were 56 
participants per condition post-exclusions and each partici-
pant was presented with one sentence per quantifier, each 
quantifier received 56 interpretations. 

Figure 1 shows box-plots for all of the lexical items test-
ed. The red circles represent the median response for each 
quantifier, while the black dots represent individual data 
points. Quantifiers on the x-axis are ordered based on partic-
ipants’ median responses. At the two sides of the axis, we 
have Tier I (always, each, all, every) universal and Tier VI 
(no, never) negative existential forces. In between these two 
extremes, we can detect roughly three clusters of forces: a 
majority force (many, often, frequently, mostly, usually, 
most) corresponding to Tiers II and III, a positive propor-

tional force (occasionally, some, several, sometimes) corre-
sponding to Tier IV, and a negative proportional force 
(rarely, seldom, a few, infrequently, few) corresponding to 
Tier V. Overall, these results align well with the intuitions 
reported in the theoretical literature. In the next section, we 
apply a more formal analysis to recover the cluster of re-
sponses based on quantificational force.    

Analysis 
We used hierarchical cluster analysis on participants’ re-

sponses to discover the lexical items that form tiers together 
with respect to quantificational force. In contrast to other 
common clustering techniques such as k-means clustering, 
hierarchical clustering has the advantage that the number of 
clusters (or tiers) is not predetermined. In addition, the clus-
tering provides a tree-like structure called “dendrogram” 
which is easy to interpret. We used the hclust function from 
the “cluster” package in R with the “complete” linkage 
method to find maximally similar clusters of response pat-
terns among the quantificational lexical items. 

Figure 2 shows the dendrogram created after applying the 
hierarchical clustering algorithm. The most important aspect 
of the dendrogram is the height shown on the y-axis. The 
height of the dendrogram represents similarity among ob-
servations, with more similar observations fusing lower on 
the dendrogram and more dissimilar observations fusing 
higher up. To put this in the context of our experiment, lexi-
cal items that fuse at the bottom are quite similar to each 
other with respect to quantificational force and those that 
fuse at the top are quite different.  
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In order to identify clusters based on the dendrogram, we 
can make horizontal cuts at different levels of height. For 
example, cutting the dendrogram with a horizontal line at 
around the height of 3000 results in two overall clusters. 
The first cluster contains always, each, all, every, mostly, 
most, frequently, usually, many, and often, while the second 
cluster contains never, no, a few, few, infrequently, rarely, 
seldom, several, some, occasionally, and sometimes. This 
overall division corresponds to a “majority” vs. “minority” 
quantificational force. Cutting the dendrogram at the height 
of slightly below 2000 we get four clusters: 

1. always, all, each, every 
2. mostly, most,  frequently, usually, many, often 
3. several, some, occasionally, sometimes 
4. no, never, infrequently, rarely, seldom, few, a few 

Note that our use of universally and negative-existentially 
quantified sentences as attention checks limits our ability to 
make empirically supported conclusions about these quanti-
fiers based on the cluster analysis. However, we expect that 
future replications of this work can recover these two clus-
ters when we address the issue of participant inattention and 
reduce the amount of noise introduced this way.  

Discussion 
This study was concerned with two overarching questions: 
First, which quantificational forces do languages encode 
lexically? Second, are patterns of lexicalization similar 
across determiner and adverbial scales? In order to address 
these questions, we started with Lewis (1975)’s hypothesis 

that English encodes 6 quantificational forces, shared across 
the determiner and adverbial domains. Using a web-based 
experiment and hierarchical cluster analysis of participants’ 
responses, we managed to recover 4 of these quantification-
al forces systematically. In line with Lewis’s hypothesis, 
these clusters contained both determiner and adverbial quan-
tifiers, providing evidence that patterns of quantificational-
force lexicalization may be similar in the determiner and 
adverbial domains in English.     

We may not have clearly recovered all 6 hypothesized 
quantificational forces for two main reasons. First, it is pos-
sible that English simply encodes fewer than 6 quantifica-
tional forces. While this is a possibility, we do not think our 
results here are sufficient to support it. The second possibili-
ty, which we find more compelling at this point, is that due 
to excess noise in our data, our cluster analysis did not have 
enough precision to detect more fine-grained quantification-
al forces. As the data in Figure 1 shows, even for quantifiers 
such as each, all, and every, many responses lie between 50 
to 80. This is after we excluded 82 participants for choosing 
values below 50 for such trials or above 50 for trials with no 
and never. Many responses for quantifiers like rarely and 
few are above 70 and for quantifiers like most and often be-
low 30. These patterns suggest to us that we are dealing 
with a relatively high degree of noise even for a web-based 
experiment. This is despite the fact that we had included 
attention checks. 

In future replications, we expect that with less noisy data, 
hierarchical clustering can at least recover the negative exis-
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tential force (Tier VI) and separate it from the negative pro-
portional ones (Tier V).  However, it is important to see if 3

we can also recover Tier II and Tier III Future replications 
for English will also give us a better sense of which group-
ings in Figure 2 are stable and which are not; by doing so, 
we can obtain greater certainty about which groupings are 
legitimate quantificational forces and which are due to 
chance. In future experiments, we also hope to apply the 
approach presented here to quantificational nominals and 
adverbials in other well-studied languages such as German 
and French. 

However, it is crucial to note that results obtained using 
this experimental paradigm do not offer anything conclusive 
with regards to the optimality considerations introduced 
above. Rather, discoveries made about what quantificational 
forces are lexicalized function as a kind of prelude to more 
rigorous investigation into issues of optimality and the lexi-
calization of quantificational forces. The discovery of a 
small number of lexicalized quantificational forces in multi-
ple domains and languages would seemingly invite an opti-
mality explanation, but such a discovery alone proves nei-
ther that the forces discovered are optimal nor that the opti-
mal forces in the determiner realm are the same as those in 
the adverbial realm. As such, we leave more detailed con-
clusions about optimality to future research. 

Finally, we would like to add that our research leaves 
untouched many further issues on the similarities and differ-
ences between the determiner and adverbial scales. One 
outstanding question, raised by an anonymous reviewer, 
concerns the possibility that the adverbial scale of quantifi-
cation has a more scalar representation than the determiner 
scale. The evidence for this hypothesis can come from the 
observation that more gradable adverbs are found in the 
adverbial domain ([very] seldom, [somewhat] infrequently, 
[quite] rarely, [extremely] often, [rather] frequently, etc.) 
than in the determiner domain (seemingly only [somewhat] 
many and [rather] few.) It would be important to determine 
what effect this surface-level difference has on how speak-
ers use the two types of quantifier, whether this trend holds 
cross-linguistically, and why it does if so. In short, despite 
the preliminary nature of this study, it lays the foundation 
for a systematic investigation of quantificational meaning 
and its lexicalization by world languages in the future. 
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Abstract 
When making causal inferences, prior research shows that people 
are capable of controlling for alternative causes. These studies, 
however, utilize artificial inter-trial intervals on the order of 
seconds; in real-life situations people often experience data over 
days and weeks (e.g., learning the effectiveness of two new 
medications over multiple weeks). In the current study, participants 
learned about two possible causes from data presented in a 
traditional trial-by-trial paradigm (rapid series of trials) versus a 
more naturalistic paradigm (one trial per day for multiple weeks via 
smartphone). Our results suggest that while people are capable of 
detecting simple cause-effect relations that do not require 
controlling for another cause when learning over weeks, they have 
difficulty learning cause-effect relations that require controlling for 
alternative causes.  

Keywords: causal learning, multiple causes, trial-by-trial 
learning, external validity, smartphone 

Introduction 
When assessing whether or not a potential cause influences 
an effect, one should control for alternative potential causes. 
For example, imagine you start trying a new acne medication. 
When deciding whether or not it works, you should control 
for other variables that may have changed over time (e.g., sun 
exposure, diet, stress) that might also affect the probability of 
acne breakouts. However, doing so could be difficult in that 
it requires remembering all the variables and deciding on a 
strategy to control for the other variables. 

Accounting for alternative causes is critical for two reasons 
(see Rottman, 2017; Waldmann & Hagmayer, 2001; for 
tutorials). If the causes are uncorrelated, controlling for 
alternative causes reduces noise in the target cause-effect 
relation and thereby increases the power to detect the relation. 
If they are correlated, one must account for the other 
confounded cause when assessing the relation between a 
single cause and effect; if not, one can draw entirely 
inaccurate conclusions about the relation between the target 
cause and effect. Our focus is on this second question. 

There are multiple ways to calculate causal strength for a 
target cause. First, one could calculate the ‘unconditional’ 
strength of the target cause (T) on the effect (E) not 
controlling for the alternative cause (A) with Equation 1. In 
contrast, one could calculate the ‘conditional’ strength of T 
on E controlling for ‘A’ using Equations 2 or 3. This is 
equivalent to the relation between a single cause and effect in 
the subset of cases in which the alternative cause is present 

or the subset of cases in which the alternative cause is absent 
(e.g., Cheng & Novick, 1992).  
 

P(e=1| t=1) - P(e=1| t=0)          (Equation 1) 
P(e=1| t=1, a=1) - P(e=1| t=0, a=1)     (Equation 2) 
P(e=1| t=1, a=0) - P(e=1| t=0, a=0)     (Equation 3) 

 
Multiple regression accomplishes a similar goal but can 

handle more causes and also metric variables. In fact, some  
reinforcement learning algorithms such as Rescorla-Wagner 
(1972) also control for other cues when calculating 
associative weights (Danks, 2003). Our study was not 
designed to test for differences in these theories; all standard 
approaches will make similar ordinal predictions.  

Prior studies have found that people do control for 
alternative causes (Spellman, 1996; Spellman, Price, & 
Logan, 2001; Goodie, Williams, & Crooks, 2003). At the 
same time, people also exhibit a non-rational tendency; when 
one cause is considerably stronger than the other, participants 
tend to ‘discount’ the strength of the weaker cause (Goedert 
et al., 2005; Laux, Goedert, & Markman, 2010). Another way 
to explain this is that the stronger cause has a contrastive 
effect on the assessment of the weaker cause. In sum, there 
appear to be both rational and non-rational tendencies in 
assessing the strength of multiple causes. 

In the standard trial-by-trial paradigm, participants observe 
a series of trials, lasting a few seconds each. On each trial, the 
participant learns if two causes and an effect are present or 
absent. At the end of the trials, they judge the relationship 
between each cause and the effect. 

However, the standard paradigm is artificial in that the 
trials are presented very rapidly. We contend that many if not 
most real-world inferences are made from experiences 
spanning days, weeks, or even months. When learning is 
spaced out over time, there are many more distractions and 
other ongoing cognitive processes. Furthermore, learning 
over weeks also requires long-term memory instead of short-
term memory. Increased demand on verbal working memory 
has been shown to impede the ability to control for alternative 
causes (Goedert, Harsch, & Spellman, 2005). In the present 
study, we studied whether people can control for confounded 
causes when learning causal relations over longer 
timeframes. 

Prior research suggests that individuals are capable of 
learning single cause-effect relations after observing one trial 
per day for multiple weeks (Willett & Rottman, 2019). 
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However, that task was very simple in that it only involved a 
single cause and did not require controlling for a second 
confounded cause. In the current study, we investigated 
whether people can control for alternative causes by 
comparing causal judgments for a dataset learned using a 
traditional trial-by-trial paradigm (24 back-to-back trials) and 
judgments for the same dataset learned one trial per day for 
24 days. This question is practically important as it provides 
guidance about the accuracy of causal learning in more real-
world situations. Furthermore, given that there have been 
hundreds of studies in causal learning that use the rapid trial-
by-trial paradigm and thousands of studies in related fields 
that employ similar paradigms, this research also has 
important implications for the external validity of rapid trial-
by-trial learning. 

Methods 

Participants 
205 participants (mainly undergraduate students) were 
recruited for the study; the main requirements were owning a 
smartphone and intending to complete the 24-day study. 
Participants were paid $30 if they successfully completed the 
entire study. The final analyses included data from 191 
participants, after excluding 4 people who missed more than 
three days of the study, 1 person due to potential confusion 
with the task because they were not fluent in English, 8 
people due to a programming or data collection errors, and 1 
person who did not show up to their return appointment. 

Stimuli and Design 
Participants were randomly assigned to learn about one of 
four datasets that manipulated the ‘unconditional’ (not 
controlling for the other cause) and ‘conditional’ (controlling 
for the other cause) statistical relations between the target 
cause, alternative cause, and the effect. The study had a 2 × 2 
design in which the target and alternative causes either had a 
positive (+) or negative (-) conditional influence on the effect, 
controlling for the other. Table 1 shows the unconditional and 
conditional statistical relations of the target on the effect 
using Equations 1 (unconditional) and Equations 2 and 3 
(conditional), and analogous statistical relations for the 
influence of the alternative on the effect. Table 2 shows the 
number of trials of each type. 
 
 

Table 1: Summary statistics for the four datasets for the 
target (T), alternative (A), and effect (E). 

 
Cause-Effect Dataset 
Statistical Relation T+A+ T+A- T-A+ T-A- 
T Unconditional .00 .00 .00 .00 
T Conditional +.33 +.33 -.33 -.33 
A Unconditional +.50 -.50 +.50 -.50 
A Conditional +.67 -.67 +.67 -.67 

 

The unconditional influence of the target on the effect was 
0 in all datasets, which means that if participants fail to 
control for the alternative when assessing the relation of the 
target on the effect, they would always infer that there is no 
influence. However, if they do control for the alternative 
cause, then they would infer a positive relation for two of the 
datasets and a negative relation for the other two. 

For the alternative, notice that the conditional and 
unconditional assessment of the alternative cause on the 
effect are qualitatively the same for all four datasets. This 
means that if participants can learn about the alternative at 
all, regardless of whether or not they control for the target, 
they should infer a positive relation for two of the datasets 
and a negative relation for the other two. Because they do not 
need to control for the target when assessing the alternative, 
and also because the alternative is simply stronger than the 
target, it should be easier to learn about the alternative cause. 

Table 2: Number of trials for each combination of target (T), 
alternative (A), and effect (E) in the four datasets. 

 
   Dataset 
T A E T+A+ T+A- T-A+ T-A- 
1 1 1 3 3 6 0 
1 1 0 0 6 3 3 
1 0 1 3 3 0 6 
1 0 0 6 0 3 3 
0 1 1 6 0 3 3 
0 1 0 3 3 0 6 
0 0 1 0 6 3 3 
0 0 0 3 3 6 0 

Procedure  
Participants completed the entire study using their 
smartphones. They first completed an 8-trial practice task. 
Then, each participant completed a short-term (back-to-back 
trials) and a long-term (one trial per day) version of the same 
dataset. Participants were randomly assigned to complete 
either the short or the long task first. Thus, the design was a 
2 task length (short vs. long, within subjects) × 2 target 
influence on the effect (positive vs. negative, within subjects) 
× 2 alternative influence on effect (positive vs. negative, 
within subjects). Preliminary analyses revealed possible 
order effects, so the results presented here only include the 
analyses from the first task that participants completed, 
turning the study into a 2 × 2 between subjects design. 

All three tasks involved learning about two medicines. The 
names, shapes, and colors of the medicines were all different. 
For the practice task, the effect was arthritis pain. For the 
short and long timeframe tasks, the effects were dizziness and 
insomnia, randomized. The instructions stated that the 
medicines could improve, worsen, or have no influence on 
the effect and the goal was to infer the influence of each 
medicine on the effect.  

During the long timeframe task, participants received text 
message reminders at 10am, 3pm, and 8pm if they had not 
yet completed the task that day. 
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Within a Trial First, at the beginning of each trial, 
participants were told whether each cause was present or 
absent and they pressed radio buttons to verify this 
information. Second, participants predicted whether the 
effect would be present or absent. Third, participants were 
told whether the effect was present or absent, and pressed a 
radio button to verify this information (Figure 1). Fourth, 
participants were told to imagine the scene for four seconds 
until the submit button appeared. In the short timeframe 
condition, participants proceeded to the next trial. In the long 
timeframe condition, participants were logged out and unable 
to observe the next trial until the following day.  

 
Figure 1. Screenshot from the end of a trial. 

 
Measures of Strength We evaluated participants’ beliefs 
about the strength of the causes on the effect in three ways. 
First, for each cause, participants made an explicit judgment 
of “causal strength”, calculated from participants’ responses 
to two questions. Participants were first asked whether each 
cause improved, worsened, or had no influence on the effect. 
If they said “improved” or “worsened”, they answered how 
strongly the cause improved/worsened the effect on a scale of 
1 to 10. These two questions were combined together and 
mapped onto a -1 to +1 scale such that +1 was that the 
medicine strongly caused (i.e., worsened) the effect 
(dizziness or insomnia), and -1 was that the medicine strongly 
prevented (i.e., improved) the effect. Participants made 
causal strength ratings after Trial 24 and also before Trials 9 
and 17, but only the final rating (Trial 24) is reported here. 

Second, after making the causal strength judgment, 
participants made a “frequency strength” judgment. This 
involved answering a series of questions in which they were 
asked how many times they observed each of eight possible 
trial types. For example, they would recall how many of the 
past 24 trials in which Medication X was absent, Medication 
Y was present, and the effect was present. For each 
participant, we took the average of Equations 2 and 3 to 
calculate the influence of the target on the effect controlling 
for the alternative. We used the analogous procedure to 
calculate frequency strength for the alternative cause. 

Third, we created a measure of “predictive strength” from 
participants’ predictions about the presence or absence of the 
effect on trials 12 – 24 using the average of Equations 2 and 
3. We only used Trials 12-24 so that participants would have 
enough time to learn the relationship. In 59 out of 191 cases, 
we could only calculate either Equation 2 or 3 because the 
participant had not experienced all four combinations of the 
target and alternative in the last 13 trials. In these cases, we 
used which ever could be calculated.  

Results 
Our analytical approach closely follows our preregistered 
plan available at https://osf.io/3dajq/. We first conducted 
regressions in R for each timeframe condition and measure of 
strength to evaluate the effects of the target and alternative 
causes (Table 3). To examine if there were differences 
between the short vs. long timeframe, we then conducted 
regressions including the length of the task as a predictor that 
could interact with the alternative and target cause predictors 
(Table 4). The regressions code the predictors as +.5 for the 
positive conditional influence datasets and -.5 for negative. 
We computed Bayes factors using the BayesFactor package 
(Morey & Rouder, 2018). 

Judgments for the Target Cause (T) 
Figure 2 presents descriptive statistics for assessments of the 
target cause. If participants learned the influence of the target 
cause on the effect, while controlling for the alternative 
cause, they would make more positive judgments when the 
target was positive than when the target was negative. There 
is some evidence of controlling, especially in the short 
timeframe condition; this can be seen most easily by 
comparing the Positive vs. Negative target bars within the 
Positive Alternative or Negative Alternative conditions. 
 

 
Figure 2: Judgments for Target Cause (SE error bars). 
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Analytical Approach and Interpretation of Coefficients 
We conducted regression analyses to test for a main effect of 
the target (negative vs. positive conditions) and a main effect 
of the alternative (negative vs. positive conditions) on the 
ratings of the target cause.  

A main effect of target (Tables 3 & 4, Row 1) suggests 
that participants learned the influence of the target on the 
effect, while controlling for the influence of the alternative 
cause. If they did not control for the alternative, there would 
be no main effect of the target. For this reason, this predictor 
is called “T (controlling)” in the tables.  

A main effect of the alternative cause (Tables 3 & 4, Row 
2) tests for the effect of the alternative cause on ratings of 
the target cause. If there is a significant main effect and the 
coefficient is negative, this is evidence of non-rational 
discounting. Thus, this row is labeled “A (discounting)”. 

 
Analysis of Short and Long Timeframes Separately The 
first analysis (Table 3) examined the influence of the actual 
strength of the target and alternative causes on participants’  

ratings of the target, separately for the short and long 
timeframes. 

In the short timeframe condition, there was a main effect 
of the target for all three dependent variables, and it was 
especially strong for the predictive and frequency strength 
measures; the BFs align well with the p values. This key 
finding replicates past studies that have found that people are 
able to control for alternative causes in traditional rapid trial-
by-trial designs. 

However, in the long timeframe condition, there was not a 
reliable effect of the target for causal or predictive strength, 
suggesting that people had difficulty controlling for the 
alternative when assessing the target cause. There was some 
evidence of controlling for the alternative in frequency 
strength (p = .046). However, none of the BFs in the long 
timeframe condition provide evidence for the null or 
alternative hypothesis. In sum, though the BFs are not 
definitive, we do not have any affirmative evidence that 
participants were able to learn about the target and control for 
the alternative in the long timeframe condition. 

 
Table 3. 12 Regressions of the 3 measures of strength for the target and alternative, for the short and long timeframes separately. 
 
 Short Timeframe Condition (N=96)  Long Timeframe Condition (N=95) 
 Causal  Predictive  Frequency  Causal  Predictive  Frequency 
Predictor b p BF  b p BF  b p BF  b p BF  b p BF  b p BF 
Target Cause Ratings 
T (controlling) .21 ** *  .23 ** **  .28 *** ****  .15    .09    .13 *  
A (discounting) -.26 ** **  -.05  †  -.06    -.41 *** ****  -.18 *   -.21 ** *** 
Alternative Cause Ratings 
T (discounting) -.13     .06  †  .09    -.04  †  -.06  †  -.03  † 
A (simple learning) .84 *** ****  .96 *** ****  .68 *** ****  .82 *** ****  .75 *** ****  .60 *** **** 
Note: T=Target, A=Alternative.  
p-values: *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001.    
BFs in favor of alternate hypothesis: *>3, **>10, ***>30, ****>100.  
BFs in favor of null hypothesis: †>3, ††>10, †††>30, ††††>100. 

 
Table 4. 6 Regressions of the 3 measures of the target and alternative, with task length as an interaction. 

 
 Causal Strength  Predictive Strength  Frequency Strength 
Predictor b p BF  b p BF  b p BF 
Target Cause Ratings 
T (controlling) .18 ** **  .16 ** **  .20 * **** 
A (discounting) -.33 *** ****  -.12 *   -.14 *** ** 
L .01  †  -.03    -.05   
T (controlling) x L .06  †  .14    .15   
A (discounting) x L .15    .13    .15   
Alternative Cause Ratings 
T (discounting) -.08    .00  †  .03  † 
A (simple learning) .83 *** ****  .86 *** ****  .64 *** **** 
L .11    .11 *   .05  † 
T (discounting) × L -.09  †  .13  †  .12  † 
A (simple learning) × L .02  †  .21 *   .08  † 
Note: T=Target, A=Alternative, L=Length.  
p-values: *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001.    
BFs in favor of alternate hypothesis: *>3, **>10, ***>30, ****>100.  
BFs in favor of null hypothesis: †>3, ††>10, †††>30, ††††>100. 
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Row 2 in Table 3 tests the main effect of the alternative 
cause (i.e., discounting). In the short timeframe, there was an 
influence of discounting for the causal ratings but not for 
predictive or frequency measures. In the long timeframe, 
there were considerable discounting effects for the causal and 
frequency measures though only a weak effect for the 
predictive measure.   

 
Testing for Differences between the Short and Long 
Timeframes In the previous analyses (Table 3) we tested the 
short and long timeframes separately. We subsequently 
added the length of the task (L) into the regressions to test if 
task length moderates the influence of the target or the 
alternative causes (Table 4). Overall, these analyses revealed 
effects of the target (controlling) for all three measures and 
effects of the alternative (discounting) for two of the three 
measures of strength.  

Because these main effects collapse across both 
timeframes, we were primarily interested in the two-way 
interactions. Out of the two-way interactions (target × task 
length, alternative  task length), they are mostly 
nonsignificant and inconclusive in terms of BFs. For causal 
strength, there was some weak evidence in support of the null 
hypothesis for the target by task length interaction (BF = 
3.47), suggesting that there was no difference in participants’ 
ability to assess the target and control for the alternative 
between the short and long timeframes.  

In summary, there is evidence that participants did control 
for the alternative when assessing the target cause for the 
short timeframe, but little (if any) evidence that they 
controlled for the alternative in the long timeframe. There is 
evidence of a discounting effect for the causal measure in the 
short timeframe and for the causal and frequency measures in 
the long timeframe. Even though there were differences in 
which predictors were significant for the short and long 
timeframe, these were not reliably different (2-way 
interactions in Table 4). 

Judgments for the Alternative Cause (A) 
Figure 3 presents the descriptive statistics for assessments of 
the alternative cause. If participants learned the simple 
relation between the alternative cause and the effect, there 
would be more positive judgments for the positive alternative 
dataset than for the negative alternative dataset. This pattern 
is prominent in Figure 3. If participants discounted the ratings 
of the alternative cause due to the target cause, then the 
alternative should be rated relatively lower when the target is 
positive than negative, which does not appear obviously in 
Figure 3. 
 
Analytical Approach and Interpretation of Coefficients 
A significant positive coefficient for the actual strength of the 
alternative cause on the assessments of the alternative cause 
(Table 3 Row 4, Table 4 Row 7) would be evidence for 
successful learning about the alternative. Note that a positive 
coefficient for judgments of the alternative cause provides 
evidence that participants learned about the alternative but 

does not provide evidence that participants controlled for the 
target. This is unlike judgments of the target cause, in which 
a positive coefficient for the target provides evidence that 
participants controlled for the alternative. The reason is that 
the conditional and unconditional influence of the alternative 
cause on the effect are highly similar (e.g., in the T+A+ 
condition in Table 1, A has an unconditional influence of +.50 
and a conditional influence of +.67). For this reason, the main 
effect of the alternative cause is called “A (simple learning)” 
in the tables. 

A significant negative coefficient of the target cause on 
ratings for the alternative cause (Table 3 Row 3, Table 4 Row 
6) would be evidence for discounting (i.e., discounting the 
strength of the alternative cause in the presence of the target 
cause). 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Judgments for Alternative Cause (SE error bars). 

 
Analysis of Short and Long Timeframes Separately 
Looking at Table 3, the most notable finding is that across 
both the short and long timeframes, and across all three 
measures, there was very strong evidence of a main effect of 
the alternative cause (“simple learning”). This provides clear 
evidence that participants can learn about the alternative 
cause even in the long timeframe. 

There were no significant effects of discounting for any of 
the three measures in either the short or long timeframe. Most 
of the evidence was in favor of the null hypothesis; no 
discounting effect. It makes sense that there was no effect of 
discounting when assessing the alternative cause because the 
alternative is considerably stronger (both conditionally and 
unconditionally) than the target. In contrast, when assessing 
the target, it makes sense that there was more evidence for 
discounting because the alternative is stronger than the target. 
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Testing for Differences between the Short and Long 
Timeframes The bottom half of Table 4 tests for differences 
between the short and long timeframe when assessing the 
alternative cause. There is no overall effect of discounting 
and there are reliable effects of simple learning, which make 
sense in that these were found for the short and long 
timeframes separately.  

The last two rows of Table 4 tests for interactions between 
these predictors and timeframe. With regards to discounting  
(T × L), the length of the task did not moderate the amount of 
discounting and the evidence was in favor of the null 
hypothesis. With regards to veridical simple learning of the 
alternative (A × L), there is some evidence in favor of the null 
hypothesis that length of task does not moderate learning for 
the causal strength and frequency strength measure. For the 
predictive strength measure, there is some evidence that 
learning was a bit better in the short than the long condition 
(b = .96 vs. .75 in Table 3). 

Discussion 
This is the first study testing whether people can learn about 
two causes over many weeks, and further, whether people can 
control for alternative causes when learning over weeks. 
There are three key findings.  

First, we found strong evidence that people could learn 
about the ‘alternative’ cause in both the short and long 
timeframe. The alternative cause is fairly easy to learn about 
because it has roughly the same influence on the effect 
regardless if one controls for the target or not. The fact that 
people are able to learn about the alternative in the long 
timeframe aligns with prior work that found that people are 
able to learn causal relations between a single cause and 
effect about as well in the long as in the short timeframe 
(Willett & Rottman, 2019). Still, the current results build on 
that finding in that they show that people can also learn about 
simple causal relations when there are two causes in the long 
timeframe, not just one. 

Second, we found that people could learn about the target 
cause and control for the alternative in the short timeframe, 
but we have little (if any) affirmative evidence that they could 
do so in the long timeframe. This finding is nuanced; we do 
not have statistical evidence for an interaction with 
timeframe, so technically it cannot be said that people’s 
assessments of the target cause are better in the short than the 
long timeframe. Still, there is clear statistical evidence (p 
values and BFs) that they could accurately learn about the 
target in the short timeframe, and minimal evidence (just one 
p-value <.05) that they could in the long timeframe. This is 
the first piece of evidence that people may have difficulty 
learning causal relations over weeks and raises the possibility 
that people may have considerably more difficulty in more 
challenging situations (e.g., more causes, a delay between the 
cause and the effect, etc.). 

Third, the findings regarding discounting are also 
important. In the long timeframe condition, the assessments 
of the target cause revealed strong discounting effects for the 
causal and frequency strength measures. Remember, in this 

condition there was no evidence that participants effectively 
learned about the target cause and controlled for the 
alternative cause. In fact, the regression weights for the non-
rational discounting phenomenon are 1.5 to 3 times stronger 
than for the rational phenomenon of controlling for the 
alternative cause (Rows 1 vs. 2 in the right-hand side of Table 
3). This raises the concerning possibility that people fail to 
control for alternative causes in the long timeframe and 
instead exhibit non-rational discounting tendencies, even 
though they seem able to learn about simple cause-effect 
relations that do not require controlling for alternative causes. 

Still, the fact that participants’ predictions (i.e., predictive 
strength) exhibited little to no discounting could mean that 
discounting may be more present in assessments that require 
more explicit processing. The causal and frequency strength 
measures involve more sophisticated verbal prompts whereas 
the prediction task is simpler; furthermore, associative and 
reinforcement learning models assume that people 
spontaneously make predictions. 

In sum, this research presents important insight as to how 
people learn causal relations over long periods of time and 
suggests that people are likely to face challenges when 
assessing causal relations in real-world situations. Future 
research should test whether other causal and statistical 
learning abilities, found in the lab, translate into more real-
world situations. 
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Abstract

Learning occurs across distributed multimodal experiences. To accumulate knowledge one must integrate related infor-
mation across different representational formats i.e. across text and photographs. We extended an established memory
integration paradigm to test acquisition and integration of knowledge across different representational formats based on
art history museum exhibits. Participants received integrable passage pairs in either text-text or text-text+photograph
formats. Even though the processing demands were higher with photographs, preliminary results indicate no significant
differences between conditions. Future work will examine potential differences in integration across both context (class-
room to museum) and representational formats (text and museum artifacts). We hypothesize that integration across context
and representational format will create higher cognitive demand than integration across representational formats; will this
be offset by the higher information-value of museum exhibits? This research will provide key insights into multimodal
learning and inform best practices for maximizing comprehension in informal learning settings such as museums.
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Abstraction and Generalization: Comparing Adaptive Models of Categorization
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Abstract

Between prototype and exemplar models of categorization lie adaptive models, which represent categories using a varying
number of reference points. They regulate the amount of abstraction they make depending on the category structure. Moti-
vated by ecological considerations, we investigate whether adopting such adaptive strategies could improve generalization
in realistic environments. We compare performance of four adaptive models: RMC, SUSTAIN, REX, VAM with that of
prototype and exemplar models on three artificial and three natural category structures. Both the exemplar model with
adapted sensitivity parameter and VAM perform well on category structures requiring different amount of abstraction. Our
results confirm the importance of the link between abstraction and generalization.
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Abstract 

Memory requires both individuation of specific episodes as        
well as extraction of gist across related experiences. This         
study developed a spatial memory paradigm to track changes         
in item memory (memory for specific locations) and gist         
memory (estimate of the center of the locations) across a          
period of a month, and to measure the relation between these           
two forms of memory. We found that item memories decayed          
compared to gist memory after a month, yet there was a           
positive relationship between the two forms of memory that         
persisted. Moreover, item memories were biased towards gist        
memory only after a month. These findings together indicate         
that gist memory, initially extracted from item memories,        
gradually develops into a stable representation that can guide         
item memory retrieval over longer durations. 
 

Keywords: Consolidation; gist memory 

Introduction 
How learners extract summary information across      
individual items is a fundamental question to psychology.        
Much human and animal work in long-term memory has         
demonstrated that this ‘gist’ memory persists or even        
improves over time while memory for the individual items         
from which it is built fades (Posner & Keele, 1970; Richards           
et al., 2014).  

How the representation of gist is computed and        
preserved over time as memory for individual items fades         
remains unclear. On the one hand, gist memory may become          
independent of item memory. A persisting gist memory with         
less accurate item memory is often considered as evidence         
that gist becomes independent of individual item       
representations as it is abstracted during encoding (Posner &         
Keele, 1970) or through consolidation (Richards et al.,        
2014). Under this account, item memories no longer have an          
impact on gist representation.  

On the other hand, it has been argued that lower          
accuracy for item memories is not sufficient evidence for         
the independence of gist (Alvarez, 2011; Squire, Genzel,        

Wixted, & Morris, 2015). Even when item memories        
become noisy and less accurate, they still can retain some          
information that can support a relatively intact gist memory         
at retrieval.  

Disentangling the two possibilities using existing      
evidence is hard, since previous paradigms often cannot        
directly measure the information item memories can       
contribute to gist memory. In this work, we aimed to          
develop a paradigm to test item memory, gist memory, and          
a ‘predicted’ gist memory based on item memory. Ensemble         
perception research inspired us in developing such a        
paradigm. Studies of rapid perception of complex visual        
arrays reveal precise representations of gist (i.e., ensemble        
statistics) with less accurate item memory retrieval in        
working memory (Ariely, 2001). Whether item      
representations are still necessary to estimate the gist at test          
is also of critical interest for perception researchers        
(Alvarez, 2011). Ensemble perception paradigms often      
operationalize the gist as the average representation across        
instances, and this ‘predicted’ gist can be computed based         
on performance on individual items to compare with        
participants’ reported gist memory. In our paradigm, we        
adapted this approach to study the relation between gist         
memories and item memories over the course of long-term         
memory consolidation, using participants’ reported gist and       
an estimate of their ‘predicted’ gist based on the average, or           
center, of their item memories. The accuracy of predicted         
gist may thus reveal the accuracy of gist information         
preserved in item memories. A positive correlation between        
predicted and reported gist accuracy could mean that        
participants’ reported gist is still supported by individual        
item memories, or that the reported gist is influencing the          
retrieval of items. 

To probe the direction of this relationship, we         
developed a gist-based bias measurement, an approach       
borrowed from research on hierarchical clustering models       
that reveals how much gist memory influenced memory for         
specific items (Brady & Alvarez, 2015). Gist memory has         
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been shown to have an influence on item memory retrieval          
both in long-term memory of existing semantic categories        
(Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Vevea, 2000; Tompary &       
Thompson-schill, 2019) and in ensemble perception (Brady       
& Alvarez, 2011). Theories suggest that this influence        
reveals a reconstructive memory retrieval process (Brady,       
Schacter, & Alvarez, 2015; Hemmer & Steyvers, 2009;        
Schacter, Guerin, & Jacques, 2011) that depends on the         
relative strength of item and gist memories (Tompary, Zhou,         
& Davachi, 2020). Consistent with this theory, as the         
strength of gist memory preserves or improves and/or that of          
item memory decreases, gist memory has a larger influence         
on item memory retrieval (Tompary, Zhou, & Davachi,        
2020; Richter, Bays, Jeyarathnarajah, & Simons, 2019).       
Therefore, an increasing bias of item memories towards the         
gist would be strong evidence for the increasing strength of          
gist representation over item memories. 

In this experiment, we aimed to understand the relation         
between item and gist memory over the course of a month.           
We trained three groups of participants on spatial locations         
of six landmarks, and we measured the change in memory          
of these items as well as the estimated average location (i.e.,           
the gist of the encoded information) at three delay periods:          
24 hours, 1 week and 1 month. We predicted that gist           
memory would persist or improve despite item memories        
becoming less accurate over a month, consistent with prior         
work. We extend prior observations by including two new         
measures—predicted gist and gist-based bias—in order to       
explore how the representations of item memory and gist         
memory, and the relation between them, change over the         
course of one month.  

Methods 

Stimuli 
Item memories were operationalized as six “landmarks”, i.e.        
dots of different locations associated with landmark names        
on a laptop screen (Figure 1). The gist was defined as the            
center of these landmarks.  

The gist was never presented to participants and the         
individual landmarks were never presented together at the        
same time. The locations were the same for each participant,          
but the mapping between the location and landmark name         
was randomized. 

 
Figure 1. An illustration of the 6 landmarks. Black circles          
indicate individual landmark locations. Red circle indicates       
the ‘gist’ location, i.e. the center of all landmarks. 

Participants 
We recruited 130 members of the University of        
Pennsylvania community (18-30 years old; normal or       
corrected to normal vision) to participate in the experiment         
for monetary compensation. Participants signed up for a        
second session that followed their first session by either 24          
hours (N = 44), one week (N = 43), or one month (N = 43).               
We excluded data from 17 participants because of either low          
performance on Session 1 (i.e. reported gist was out of the           
scope of the learned landmarks) or individual and gist         
performance of any sessions lower than 3 SD below         
average. 

Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedure is displayed in Figure 2. All         
participants completed Session 1 and 2; the only difference         
between groups was the  time delay between sessions.  

During Session 1, participants were trained to retrieve        
six landmark locations consecutively on a laptop until their         
retrieval error for each landmark was fewer than 50 pixels in           
any direction. After participants reached the training       
criterion, they completed ten unrelated arithmetic tasks, in        
order to eliminate potential influences from working       
memory. Finally, participants were tested for their memory        
of the locations: They indicated their guess about the center          
of the landmarks (gist memory test) and then separately         
recalled each landmark location (individual memory test). 

After 24 hours/1 week/1 month, participants returned for        
Session 2. Session 2 was identical to the testing phase of           
Session 1, with a gist test followed by an item memory test.            
This testing order was chosen to reduce the influence of          
item memories on gist estimation. 
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Figure 2. The procedure of the experiment. 

Analysis 

Error  
In order to test the accuracy for item memory (memory for           
each landmark), gist memory (reported memory for the        
center of the landmarks), and predicted gist (estimated        
center of the landmarks using item memory), we developed         
three error measurements as follows. 
 
Item Memory Error. The error for item memory was         
defined as the Euclidean distance between the retrieved        
location for each landmark and its encoded location (dashed         
lines in Figure 3). Each participant’s item memory error was          
computed as the average error for the six landmarks. Greater          
error indicates lower accuracy.  
 
Gist Memory Error. The error in gist memory was defined          
as the Euclidean distance between the participant’s reported        
center estimate and the true center of all the encoded          
landmark locations, that is, where the real center should be          
(red line in Figure 3). Greater error indicates lower accuracy          
of gist estimate. 
 
Predicted Gist Memory Error. The error for what we are          
calling the predicted gist was defined to be the Euclidean          
distance between the center of each participant’s retrieved        
locations and the center of all encoded locations (blue line          
in Figure 3). In other words, the predicted gist can be           
thought of as an estimate of what the participant’s gist          
memory would be if that memory is directly computed by          
averaging across all retrieved locations. 

 
 
Figure 3. Error Measurements. Dashed lines indicate item        
memory errors. Each participant’s item memory error is        
operationalized as the average of the dashed lines. Blue         
solid line (retrieval center - encoded center) indicates error         
of the predicted gist. Red solid line (gist estimate - encoded           
center) indicates error of the reported gist memory. 
 
Statistics. In order to test how the measures described         
above changed over time, we subtracted the Session 1         
values from the Session 2 values for each error measure. To           
test whether gist memory persisted when memory for items         
faded over time, we entered the change in error for item and            
gist memory for each group (i.e. 24 hours, 1 week, 1 month)            
into an aligned ranks transformation ANOVA (group X        
memory type) and used two-tailed Wilcox tests for        
between-group comparisons, since change in error was not        
normal as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk test.  

Item - Gist Memory Relationship  
In order to test the possible dependence of gist memory and           
item memory at retrieval, we conducted a Spearman        
correlation between the predicted gist and reported gist error         
for Session 2 of the three delay groups (i.e. 24 hours, 1            
week, 1 month). Since the accuracy of predicted gist is a           
measurement for the accuracy of gist information preserved        
in item memories, a positive correlation between predicted        
and reported gist error could mean that participants’        
reported gist is still supported by individual item memories,         
or that the reported gist is influencing the retrieval of items. 

Bias Controlling for Error 
In order to examine the influence of gist on item memory,           
we developed a bias measurement as follows. Since the         
error analysis revealed an increase in gist memory error         
after a month, we initially used the reported gist as the           
center for bias analysis. However, we also report bias using          
the true gist (center of encoded items) for consistency with          
common practices in ensemble perception research (Brady       
& Alvarez, 2011; Lew & Vul, 2015). 
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True Bias. The bias towards the gist for each retrieved          
landmark was defined as the relative difference in distance         
between a participant’s gist estimate and each landmark’s        
encoded location versus each landmark’s retrieval location.       
This relative difference was then divided by the error for          
that landmark: (Encoded - Gist) - (Retrieval - Gist) /          
(Encoded - Retrieval) (Figure 4).  

Bias > 0 indicates that item memory is biased towards          
the gist while Bias < 0 indicates that individual retrieval is           
biased away from gist. Each participant’s bias was        
computed as the average across the biases of the 6          
landmarks. 

 
 
Figure 4. Bias Measurement. The true bias for each location          
is (red - blue) / dashed. The blue square is an example of an              
item biased away from gist and the blue triangle is an           
example of item biased towards gist. 
 
Baseline Bias. When item memory error increases, the        
increased error has a higher chance of producing a negative          
bias value despite no real bias away from the center of the            
landmarks (see Figure 5 for an illustration). 
 

 
 
Figure 5. An illustration of a large error causing negative          
bias for a retrieved location that is not meaningfully         
retrieved farther from the center relative to its encoded         
location. Since bias = (red - blue) / dashed line for each            
location, the bias value will likely be negative, even when          
retrieval is not biased away from the gist (the blue triangle). 
 
Therefore, to control for the possible influence of error         
magnitude on our estimate of bias, we conducted a         
simulation to generate a baseline. We generated 1000        
simulated participants for each participant. Each simulation       

consisted of six simulated retrievals, corresponding to the        
six landmark locations. For each location, we randomly        
generated a retrieved location based on the participant’s true         
error for this specific location, allowing angle to vary         
randomly across the simulations (Figure 5; gray cross). If a          
simulated location fell out of the boundaries of the screen,          
the algorithm generated a new location. The bias value for          
each of the 1000 simulations was the average across each          
simulation’s six retrievals. The baseline bias for each        
participant was the average across the 1000 simulations. 

 
Bias = True Bias - Baseline Bias. We subtracted the          
simulated bias from participants’ true bias, which resulted in         
a bias measure that controls for error. Bias > 0 indicates that            
item retrieval is biased towards the gist, controlling for item          
memory error. 
 
Statistics. In order to test how the bias described above          
changed over time, we subtracted the Session 1 values from          
the Session 2 values for the bias error measure and entered           
the change in error for each group (i.e. 24 hours, 1 week, 1             
month) into an ANOVA, and used two-tailed t-tests for         
between-group comparisons. 

Results 
Accuracy of item and gist memory over time. To test the           
change of accuracy in item memory compared to gist         
memory, we conducted a 3 (group: 24-hour, 1-week, and         
1-month) X 2 (memory type: item, gist) ANOVA. This test          
revealed a main effect of group, F(2, 252) = 36.29, p < .001,             
memory type, F(1, 252) = 63.16, p < .001, and an           
interaction between group and memory type, F(2, 252) =         
18.02, p < .001. This interaction indicates that item memory          
decreased more over time compared to gist memory (Figure         
6). Specifically, whereas each pairwise comparison between       
groups was significant for item memory (all p’s < .01), the           
only reliable group difference for gist memory was between         
the 24-hour and 1 month groups (Z = 685, p = .026;            
uncorrected for multiple comparisons). 
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Figure 6. Change in error by group and memory type.          
Greater values indicate an increase in error in Session 2 over           
Session 1.  * indicates p < .05 and **** p < .0001. 
 
Relationship between item and gist memory. Even though        
we found that item memory significantly decreased over        
time compared to gist memory, it is possible that item          
memory with lower accuracy could still support a relatively         
intact gist memory. To explore the possible dependence        
between item and gist memory, we used a linear model to           
predict the error in reported gist using the error in predicted           
gist on Session 2 for 24-hour, 1-week, and 1-month. As a           
reminder, our measure of predicted gist was computed using         
the retrieved locations of each landmark, therefore despite        
item memory becoming inaccurate, the predicted gist from        
item memory could still have high accuracy.  

We found a significant positive relationship between       
reported gist error and predicted gist error from item         
memories at 24 hours delay (rs(42) = .41, p = .006) and at 1              
month delay (rs(41) = .37, p = .014) (Figure 7).  

The result indicates a strong relationship between error        
in the predicted gist—gist calculated from individual item        
retrieval—and error in directly reported gist over time.  

 
 

Figure 7. Predicted gist error positively predicted gist        
memory error 24 hours and 1 month after learning.  
 
Bias towards gist. We found that gist memory continued to          
correlate with the ‘gist’ computed from item memory over a          
long delay of time. The correlation could mean that         
participants’ gist estimate was still supported by individual        
item memories even after a month, or that an intact,          
separable gist representation was influencing the retrieval of        
items. 

To examine the direction of the relation between gist and          
item retrieval, we conducted a 1 (Session 2 - Session 1           
change in bias) X 3 (group) ANOVA to examine if          
participants’ item memory became more biased towards gist        
over time. This test revealed a main effect of group, F(2,           
127) = 5.12, p = .007. This main effect reflected greater           
change in bias between the 24-hour and 1-month groups,         
t(68.77) = 2.266, p = 0.027, and also between the 1-week           
and 1-month groups t(70.51) = 2.755, p = 0.007, but not           
between the 24-hour and 1-week groups, t(84.72) = -0.706,         

p = .482 (Figure 8). Furthermore, only the change in bias for            
the 1 month group was significantly greater than 0, t(42) =           
2.92, p = .006.  

To be consistent with common practices in ensemble        
perception research (Brady & Alvarez, 2011; Lew & Vul,         
2015), we then conducted the same bias analysis using the          
true gist (center of encoded items) and found the same          
pattern, with a main effect of group, F(2, 127) = 10.57, p <             
.001, a greater change in bias between the 24-hour and          
1-month groups, t(71.91) = 3.378, p = 0.001, and also          
between the 1-week and 1-month groups t(75.49) = 3.967, p          
< 0.001, but not between the 24-hour and 1-week groups,          
t(84.09) = -0.879, p = .382. 

These results suggest that item memory became more        
biased towards gist memory only after 1 month.  

 
 

Figure 8. Change in items’ bias towards the gist for the           
24-hour, 1-week, and 1-month groups. Values > 0 indicate         
item memory was more biased towards gist in Session 2          
relative to Session 1. * p < 0.05 and * p < 0.01.  

General Discussion 
We systematically examined the relation between item and        
gist memory across a month by comparing how memory for          
six landmarks changed after differing delays between       
encoding and retrieval: 24 hours, 1 week and 1 month. 

Consistent with our prediction (and with prior research;        
Lutz, Diekelmann, Hinse-Stern, Born, & Rauss, 2017;       
Posner & Keele, 1970), item memory became less accurate         
over time while gist memory remained relatively intact. Our         
results add to this work by showing a gradual decrease from           
a day to a month. 

Surprisingly, the relationship between item memory and       
the gist persisted across delay periods despite decreased        
accuracy in item memory. This relationship could have        
resulted from the influence of gist memory on the retrieval          
of item memory, from the influence of item memory on gist           
memory, or both. Although the relationship is correlational,        
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our bias results shed light on the direction of this          
relationship: Item memory retrieval was biased towards gist        
only after 1 month, but not after 1 day or 1 week.  

Our bias results suggest that gist representation only        
started to influence item memory retrieval after 1 month.         
Therefore, at 24 hours, the correlation between predicted        
and reported gist memory may be because item memory still          
influences gist representation; in contrast, after 1 month, the         
correlation appears to be the result of gist memory guiding          
item memory retrieval.  

Although the task explicitly required participants to       
estimate gist during learning, their gist estimate still seems         
to be influenced by item memories at retrieval 24 hours after           
learning. This adds to previous work by raising the         
possibility that regardless of whether gist takes on an         
independent representation at encoding, its representation      
may still depend on item memories at retrieval (Posner &          
Keele, 1970). In addition, this result is consistent with the          
theory that the consolidation of gist takes more time         
compared to the consolidation of individual items (Lutz,        
Diekelmann, Hinse-Stern, Born, & Rauss, 2017). 

Our findings that items are increasingly biased towards        
the gist as the item memories decrease are consistent with a           
memory reconstruction framework, which describes     
memory retrieval as dependent on memories’ relative       
strength and uncertainty (Brady, Schacter, & Alvarez, 2015;        
Hemmer & Steyvers, 2009; Tompary et al., 2020). This         
closely parallels models of hierarchical clustering in visual        
working memory, which also suggest that items are more         
biased towards their cluster center as uncertainty increases        
(Brady & Alvarez, 2011; Lew & Vul, 2015; Orhan &          
Jacobs, 2013). Different from earlier data (Brady & Alvarez,         
2011), in our study, the bias towards the gist only appeared           
at a 1-month delay. This difference may be because the          
intensive training at session 1 increased the strength of item          
memories relative to gist memory. In contrast, after 1         
month, the uncertainty of item memory increased and        
therefore its retrieval started to depend on gist memory,         
which remained stable. Our results enrich the existing work         
by characterizing the qualitative change of strength of item         
and gist memories as well as their relationship over time and           
with consolidation, suggesting an interesting connection      
between ensemble perception and long term memory       
consolidation that they might be underpinned by a similar         
reconstructive mechanism.  

The results are consistent with there being a systems         
consolidation process that results in a qualitatively different        
representation of these memories by 1 month and the two          
types of memories interact dynamically (Richards et al.,        
2014; Winocur & Moscovitch, 2011; Sekeres et al., 2018).         
An increased reliance on neocortical areas over time would         
be expected to strengthen gist memory, as neocortex tends         
to represent information in a ‘semanticized’ form. The pull         
of item memories toward the gist may thus reflect the slow           
establishment or stabilization of such a neocortical trace. 

One limitation is that the testing order of gist before item           
memory might encourage the recalls of the items to be          
consistent with the gist (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974;        
Mutluturk & Boduroglu, 2014). We chose this order        
because we wanted to minimize the influence of item         
memories on gist estimation. Indeed it is possible that this          
order influences the item retrieval. Nevertheless, since the        
order is the same for three different time delays, the changes           
in error and bias across delay groups are likely not due to            
the order of testing.  

Another potential limitation is that participants selected       
which delay group to join, as opposed to random assignment          
into three delay conditions. A difference in expectation may         
meaningfully influence their learning and consolidation,      
although the performance of item and gist memories did not          
differ between groups at initial learning. In addition, there         
could be other biases inherent in a spatial memory task, for           
example, bias towards the vertical or the horizontal axis         
(Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Duncan, 1991). Future analyses       
and studies with randomized testing order and delay        
conditions are needed to address these issues. 

It will be interesting to explore if our results, which          
considered gist memory as a spatial average, can generalize         
to a broader definition “gist” memory, such as gist-like         
memory for events (Moscovitch, Cabeza, Winocur, Nadel,       
2016). For example, when first learning what a “birthday         
party” is from attending a few, the “gist” representation of          
“birthday party” may be dominated by memory for a few          
recent parties, but over time the “gist” becomes a more          
independent representation that can influence retrieval of       
those specific birthday party events.  

Overall, our work shows that memory for individual items         
and memory for the gist of a set of items changed differently            
across 30 days. We propose that gist memory that is initially           
extracted from individual items gradually develops into an        
independent, stable representation that eventually guides      
item retrieval. 
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Abstract
We explore the benefits of augmenting state-of-the-art model-
free deep reinforcement learning with simple object representa-
tions. Following the Frostbite challenge posited by Lake et al.
(2017), we identify object representations as a critical cognitive
capacity lacking from current reinforcement learning agents.
We discover that providing the Rainbow model (Hessel et al.,
2018) with simple, feature-engineered object representations
substantially boosts its performance on the Frostbite game from
Atari 2600. We then analyze the relative contributions of the
representations of different types of objects, identify environ-
ment states where these representations are most impactful, and
examine how these representations aid in generalizing to novel
situations.
Keywords: deep reinforcement learning; object representa-
tions; model-free reinforcement learning; DQN.

Deep reinforcement learning (deep RL) offers a success-
ful example of the interplay between cognitive science and
machine learning research. Combining neural network-based
function approximation with psychologically-driven reinforce-
ment learning, research in deep RL has achieved superhuman
performance on Atari games (Mnih et al., 2015), board games
such as chess and Go (Silver et al., 2017), and modern video
games such as DotA 2 (OpenAI, 2018). While the successes of
deep RL are impressive, its current limitations are becoming
increasingly more apparent. The algorithms require orders
of magnitude more training to learn how to play such games
compared to humans. Tsividis et al. (2017) show that fifteen
minutes allow humans to rival models trained for over 100
hours of human experience, and to an extreme, the OpenAI
Five models (OpenAI, 2018) collect around 900 years of hu-
man experience every day they are trained. Beyond requiring
unrealistic quantities of experience, the solutions these algo-
rithms learn are highly sensitive to minor design choices and
random seeds (Henderson et al., 2018) and often struggle to
generalize beyond their training environment (Cobbe et al.,
2019; Packer et al., 2018). We believe this suggests that people
and deep RL algorithms are learning different kinds of knowl-
edge, and using different kinds of learning algorithms, in order
to master new tasks like playing Atari games. Moreover, the
efficiency and flexibility of human learning suggest that cogni-
tive science has much more to contribute to the development
of new RL approaches.

In this work, we focus on the representation of objects as
a critical cognitive ingredient toward improving the perfor-
mance of deep reinforcement learning agents. Within a few
months of birth, infants demonstrate sophisticated expecta-
tions about the behavior of objects, including that objects
persist, maintain size and shape, move along smooth paths,
and do not pass through one another (Spelke, 1990; Spelke
et al., 1992). In artificial intelligence research, Lake et al.

(2017) point to object representations (as a component of in-
tuitive physics) as an opportunity to bridge the gap between
human and machine reasoning. Diuk et al. (2008) utilize this
notion to reformulate the Markov Decision Process (MDP; see
below) in terms of objects and interactions, and Kansky et al.
(2017) offer Schema Networks as a method of reasoning over
and planning with such object entities. Dubey et al. (2018)
explicitly examine the importance of the visual object prior to
human and artificial agents, discovering that the human agents
exhibit strong reliance on the objectness of the environment,
while deep RL agents suffer no penalty when it is removed.
More recently, this inductive bias served as a source of inspira-
tion for several recent advancements in deep learning, such as
Kulkarni et al. (2016), van Steenkiste et al. (2018), Kulkarni
et al. (2019), Veerapaneni et al. (2019), and Lin et al. (2020).
This work aims to contribute toward the Frostbite Challenge
posited by Lake et al. (2017), of building algorithms that learn
to play Frostbite with human-like flexibility and limited train-
ing experience. We aim to pinpoint the contribution of object
representations to the performance of deep RL agents, in order
to reinforce the argument for object representations (and by
extension, other cognitive constructs) to such models.

To that end, we begin from Rainbow (Hessel et al., 2018), a
state of the art model-free deep RL algorithm, and augment its
input (screen frames) with additional channels, each a mask
marking the locations of unique semantic object types. We
confine our current investigation to the game of Frostbite,
which allows crafting such masks from the pixel colors and
locations in the image. While this potentially limits the scope
of our results, it allows us to perform intricate analyses of the
effects of introducing these object representations. We do not
consider the representations we introduce to be cognitively
plausible models of the representations humans reason with;
they are certainly overly simple. Instead, our choice of rep-
resentations offers a minimally invasive way to examine the
efficacy of such representations within the context of model-
free deep reinforcement learning. We find that introducing
such representations aids the model in learning from a very
early stage in training, surpassing in under 10M training steps
the performance Hessel et al. (2018) report in 200M training
steps. We then report several analyses as to how the models
learn to utilize these representations: we examine how the
models perform without access to particular channels, inves-
tigate variations in the value functions learned, and task the
models with generalizing to novel situations. We find that
adding such object representations tends to aid the models in
identifying environment states and generalizing to a variety of
novel situations, and we discuss several conditions in which
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these models are more (and less) successful in generalization.

Methodology
Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement learning provides
a computational framework to model the interactions between
an agent and an environment. At each timestep t, the agent
receives an observation St ∈ S from the environment and takes
an action At ∈ A , where S and A are the spaces of possi-
ble states and actions respectively. The agent then receives
a scalar reward Rt+1 ∈ R and the next observation St+1, and
continues to act until the completion of the episode. Formally,
we consider a Markov Decision Process defined by a tuple
〈S ,A ,T,R,γ〉, where T is the environment transition function,
T (s,a,s′) = P(St+1 = s′|St = s,At = a), R is the reward func-
tion, and γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor. The agent seeks to
learn a policy π(s,a) = P(At = a|St = s) that maximizes the
expected return E[Gt ], where the return Gt = ∑

∞
k=0 γkRt+k is

the sum of future discounted rewards. For further details, see
Sutton and Barto (2018).

To construct a policy, reinforcement learning agents usually
estimate one of two quantities. One option is to estimate the
state-value function: vπ(s) = Eπ [Gt |St = s]. The state value re-
flects the expected discounted return under the policy π starting
at a state s. Another oft-estimated quantity is the action-value
(or Q-value) function: qπ(s,a) = Eπ [Gt |St = s,At = a], which
models the expected discounted return from taking action a at
state s (under policy π). Note that the Q-values relate to the
state values by vπ(s) = maxa qπ(s,a); the state value is equal
to the action value of taking the optimal action.

Atari Learning Environment and Frostbite. We uti-
lize the Atari Learning Environment (Bellemare et al., 2013;
Machado et al., 2018), and specifically the game Frostbite, as
a testbed for our object representations. The ALE offers an
interface to evaluate RL algorithms on Atari games and has
served as an influential benchmark for reinforcement learning
methods. In Frostbite1 , the player controls an agent attempt-
ing to construct an igloo (top-right corner of pixels panel in
Figure 1) before they freeze to death when a time limit is hit.
To construct the igloo, the agent must jump between ice floes,
making progress for each unvisited (in the current round) set
of ice floes, colored white (compared to the blue of visited
floes). The ice floes move from one end of the screen to the
other, each row in a different direction, in increasing speed as
the player makes progress in the game. As the agent navigates
building the igloo, they must avoid malicious animals (which
cause loss of life, in orange and yellow in Figure 1), and may
receive bonus points for eating fish (in green). To succeed,
the player (or model) must plan how to accomplish subgoals
(visiting a row of ice floes; avoiding an animal; eating a fish)
while keeping track of the underlying goal of completing the
igloo and finishing the current level.

DQN. As the Rainbow algorithm builds on DQN, we pro-
vide a brief introduction to the DQN algorithm, and refer the

1To play the game for yourself: http://www.virtualatari
.org/soft.php?soft=Frostbite

reader to Mnih et al. (2015) for additional details: DQN is a
model-free deep reinforcement learning algorithm: model-free
as it uses a parametric function to approximate Q-values, but
does not construct an explicit model of the environment; deep
as it uses a deep neural network (see Goodfellow et al. (2016)
for reference) to perform the approximation. The model re-
ceives as state observations the last four screen frames (in
lower resolution and grayscale), and emits the estimated Q-
value for each action, using a neural network comprised of two
convolutional layers followed by two fully connected layers.
DQN collects experience by acting according to an ε-greedy
policy, using Q-values produced by current network weights
(denoted Q(s,a;θ) for a state s, action a, and weights θ). To
update these weights, DQN minimizes the difference between
the current Q-values predicted to bootstrapped estimates of
the Q-value given the reward received and next state observed.

Rainbow. Rainbow (Hessel et al., 2018) is an amalgama-
tion of recent advancements in model-free deep reinforce-
ment learning, all improving on the DQN algorithm. Rainbow
combines the basic structure of DQN with several improve-
ments, such as Prioritized Experience Replay (Schaul et al.,
2016), offering a better utilization of experience replay; Du-
eling Networks (Wang et al., 2016), improving the Q-value
approximation; and Distributional RL (Bellemare et al., 2017),
representing uncertainty by approximating distributions of Q-
values, rather than directly estimating expected values. For the
full list and additional details, see Hessel et al. (2018). Note
that save for a minor modification of the first convolutional
layer, to allow for additional channels in the state observa-
tion, we make no changes to the network structure, nor do we
perform any hyperparameter optimization.

Object Segmentation Masks. We compute our object seg-
mentation masks from the full-resolution and color frames.
Each semantic category (see Figure 1 for categories and ex-
ample object masks) of objects in Frostbite is uniquely deter-
mined by its colors and a subset of the screen it may appear
in. Each mask is computed by comparing each pixel to the
appropriate color(s), and black or white-listing according to
locations. As the masks are created in full-resolution, we
then reduce them to the same lower resolution used for the
frame pixels. We pass these masks to the model as separate
input channels, just as Rainbow receives the four screen frame
pixels.

Experimental Conditions. Pixels: In this baseline condi-
tion, we utilize Rainbow precisely as in Hessel et al. (2018),
save for a minor change in evaluation described below. Pix-
els+Objects: In this condition, the model receives both the
four most recent screen frames, as well as the eight object
masks for each frame. This requires changing the dimension-
ality of the first convolutional layer, slightly increasing the
number of weights learned, but otherwise the model remains
unchanged. Objects: We wanted to understand how much
information the screen pixels contain beyond the object masks
we compute. In this condition, we omit passing the screen
frames, instead passing only the masks computed from each
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Pixels Player Bad Animal

Land Bear Unvisited Floes

Visited Floes Good Animal Igloo

Figure 1: Object mask examples. A sample screen frame encoun-
tered during Frostbite gameplay (top left), and the object masks
computed from it (remaining panels).

frame. Grouped-Moving-Objects: We wished to investigate
the importance of separating objects to separate semantic chan-
nels. Loosely inspired by evidence that animacy influences
human object organization (Konkle and Caramazza, 2013),
we combined all object masks for moving objects (all except
for the land and the igloo) to a single binary mask, which we
passed the model alongside the state pixels. For the remainder
of this paper, we shall refer to this condition as Grouped.

Training and evaluation. Each model is trained for ten
million steps, or approximately 185 human hours2 identically
to the models reported in Hessel et al. (2018). Our evaluation
protocol is similar to no-op starts protocol used by Hessel
et al. (2018), except that rather than evaluating models for
500K frames (and truncate episodes at 108K), we allow each
model ten evaluation attempts without truncation (as Frostbite
as a relatively challenging game, models rarely exceed 20K
frames in a single episode. We perform ten replications of the
baseline Pixels condition, recovering similar results to those
reported by Hessel et al. (2018), and ten replications of each
of our experimental conditions.

Implementation. All models were implemented in Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2017). Our modifications of Rainbow
built on Github user @Kaixhin’s implementation of the Rain-
bow algorithm3.

2At 60 frames per second, one human hour is equivalent to
216,000 frames, or 54,000 steps, as each step includes four new
frames. See Mnih et al. (2015) for additional details.

3https://github.com/Kaixhin/Rainbow

Training Pixels Pixels+Objects Objects Grouped

1 days 2443±661 2352±617 2428±612 4426±585

2 days 4636±792 6220±618 5366±863 7318±560

3 days 6460±1132 8915±730 7612±904 8417±627

4 days 7102±1027 10066±876 9761±1028 9688±614

5 days 8011±1112 11239±1301 11677±1559 10111±843

6 days 8236±1532 13403±1157 13033±1613 11570±927

7 days 9748±1652 14277±1282 14698±2038 13169±1209

Table 1: Mean evaluation results. We report mean evaluation re-
sults for each condition after each day of human experience (approxi-
mately 1.3M training steps2). Errors reflect the standard error of the
mean.

Results
Figure 2 summarizes the learning curves, depicting the mean
evaluation reward received in each experimental condition
over the first 10M frames (approximately 185 human hours) of
training (see results for each human day of training in Table 1).
Both conditions receiving the object masks show markedly
better performance, breaking past the barrier of approximately
10,000 points reported by state-of-the-art model-free deep RL
methods (including Hessel et al. (2018)), and continuing to
improve. We also validated that this improvement cannot be
explained solely by the number of parameters.4 We find that
including the semantic information afforded by channel sepa-
ration offers a further benefit to performance beyond grouping
all masks together, as evidenced by the Grouped condition
models falling between the baseline Pixels ones and the ones
with object information. We find these results promising:
introducing semantically meaningful object representations
enable better performance in a fraction of the 200M frames
that Hessel et al. (2018) train their models for. However, the
results for the first 24 human hours (see ?? in the Appendix)
indicate that initial learning performance is not hastened, save
for some advantage provided by the Grouped models over the
remainder. One interpretation of this effect is that the single
channel with moving objects best mirrors early developmental
capacities for segmenting objects based on motion (Spelke,
1990). We take this as evidence that object representations
alone will not bridge the gap to human-like learning.

We are less concerned with the improvement per se and
more with what these object representations enable the model
to learn, and how its learning differs from the baseline model.
To that end, we dedicate the remainder of the results section
to discussing several analyses that attempt to uncover how the
models learn to utilize the object masks and what benefits they
confer.

Omitted Objects Analysis
Our first analysis investigates the value of each type of object
mask. To do so, we took models trained with access to all

4We evaluated a variant of the Pixels model with additional con-
volutional filters, to approximately match the number of parameters
the Pixels+Objects has. The results were effectively identical to the
baseline Pixels ones.
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Figure 2: Mean evaluation reward per condition. Mean evalua-
tion reward per condition. Bold lines plot the mean per condition.
Shaded areas reflect the standard error of the mean. Thin lines mark
individual replications.

masks and evaluated them with one mask at a time omitted.
As to not interfere with input dimensionality, we omitted each
mask by zeroing it out. In each experimental condition (Pix-
els+Objects and Objects), we evaluated each replication ten
times without each mask. The boxplots in Figure 3 mark the
distributions of evaluation rewards obtained across the differ-
ent replications and evaluations. With minor exceptions, we
find that performance is similar in the two conditions. It ap-
pears that while the Pixels+Objects model receives the pixels,
it primarily reasons based on the objects, and therefore sees
its performance decline similarly to the Objects models when
the object masks are no longer available.

We find that some of the object masks are much more crucial
than others: without the representations identifying the agent,
the land, the ice floes, and the igloo (which is used to complete
a level), our models’ performance drops tremendously. The
two representations marking antagonist animals (‘bad animals’
and bear) also contribute to success, albeit on a far smaller
magnitude. Omitting the mask for the bear induces a smaller
penalty as the bear is introduced in a later game state than other
malicious animals. Finally, omitting the mask for the good
(edible for bonus points) animals increases the variability in
evaluation results, and, and in the Objects condition, results in
a higher median score. We interpret this as a conflict between
short-term reward (eating an animal) and long-term success
(finishing a level and moving on to the next state). Omitting
information about the edible animals eliminates this tradeoff,
and allows the model to ‘focus’ on finishing levels to accrue
reward.

These results indicate that models with both pixels and
object representations lean on the object representations, and
do not develop any redundancy with the pixels. This analysis
also validates the notion that the most important objects are
the ones that guide the model to success, and that some objects
may be unhelpful even when directly predictive of reward.
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Figure 3: Omitted object comparison. Comparing the resilience
of models in the Pixels+Objects and Objects conditions to omitting
specific object masks. Each pair of box plots represents omitting
a particular semantic category, with the full (no objects omitted)
on the far left. Pink lines mark the median of each distribution,
boxes the first and third quartiles, whiskers to any points with 1.5 the
interquartile range, and circles to any outliers.

State-value difference comparison
Next we highlight game states such that the object-augmented
networks predict substantially different state values than net-
works based on pixels, adapting the t-SNE (van der Maaten
and Hinton, 2008) methodology (using an implementation
by Ulyanov (2016)) utilized by Mnih et al. (2015) to visu-
alize state representations. We report a single comparison,
between the replications in the baseline Pixels condition and
the replications in the Pixels+Objects condition. We collected
sample evaluation states from the most successful (by eval-
uation scores) random seed of our Pixels condition models.
Utilizing the identity vπ(s) = maxa qπ(s,a), we passed each
state through each of the models compared and took the max-
imal action value as the state value. We then colored the
embeddings plotted in Figure 4 using the (normalized) differ-
ence in means, and examined clusters of states with extreme
differences to understand differences in what the models suc-
ceeded in learning. We plot the screen frames corresponding
to these telling states on the circumference of Figure 4.

States (2) and (3) highlight one failure mode of the Pixels
model: failure to recognize impending successful level com-
pletion. The baseline Pixels models miss the completed igloo
(which terminates a level) on the dark background, and there-
fore fail to identify these states as highly rewarding – even
though the igloo itself remains identical to previous levels–the
sole change, which Pixels models fail to generalize to, is the
change in background color. Note that the Pixels models do
encounter the igloo on a dark background during training, but
fail to recognize it–which appears to contribute to the score
difference between these models and the ones that receive
objects. States (1) and (6) pinpoint another source of confu-
sion: at some stage of the game, the ice floes begin splitting
and moving relative to each other, rather than only relative to
the overall environment. Unlike the previous case, the Pixels
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Figure 4: t-SNE visualization of internal model representations. We use a single Pixels condition model to compute latent representations
of states collected during an evaluation, and embed them in 2D using t-SNE. We color the embeddings by the normalized difference in mean
state-values 6 between models in the Pixels+Objects condition and models in the Pixels condition. Positive differences (in red) indicate higher
state values in Pixels+Objects models, negative differences (in blue) are states valued higher by Pixels models. Sample states plotted (labeled
1-7 clockwise) represent observed clusters where object representations most affect the learned value functions. Border colors denote which
condition predicted higher state values.

models do not encounter the splitting floes during training, as
they appear in the level following the dark background igloos
of states (2) and (3). Perhaps with training on these states the
Pixels models would learn to act around them; but as it stands,
these models fail to generalize to this condition. This motion
appears to confuse the baseline Pixels models; we conjec-
ture that the object representations enable the Pixels+Objects
models to reason better about this condition.

States (4), (5), and (7) depict situations where the baseline
Pixels models erroneously fail to notice dangerous situations.
For example, in state (5), although the igloo is complete, the
Pixels+Objects models identify that the agent appears to be
stuck without a way to return to land. Indeed, the agent suc-
cessfully jumps down, but then cannot return up and jumps
into the water (and to its death). States (4) and (7) represent
similarly dangerous environment states, which the model used
to collect the data survives in state (4) and succumbs to in
state (7)5. In these states, the Pixels+Objects models appear
to identify the precarious situation the agent is in, while the
Pixels models without object representations do not.

5Note that states (4) and (7), like states (1) and (6), feature the
splitting ice floes; the baseline Pixels models’ failure to recognize
those might contribute to the differences in states (4) and (7) as well.

6We pass each state through the ten replications in each condition,
compute the expected state value (expected as Rainbow utilizes distri-
butional RL), average across each condition for each state, compute

Generalization to novel situations
We now investigate the utility of our object representations
in generalizing to situations radically different from anything
encountered during training, in hopes of investigating the
capacity for systematic, human-like generalization. In Figure 5
and Figure 6, we augmented a state with additional features,
adjusting both the pixels and object masks accordingly. We
report a boxplot of state values predicted by models in each
condition, both for the original state before any manipulation
and for each manipulated state.

In Figure 5, we attempt to overwhelm the agent by sur-
rounding it with animals–during normal gameplay, the model
does not see anything resembling this simultaneous quantity
of animals. We also tested how our models would react to a
novel object (an alien from Space Invaders), marked either as
a ‘good animal’ or as a ‘bad animal.’ The Pixels models re-
spond negatively to all of the overwhelming conditions, which
is incorrect behavior in the Fish scene and correct behavior
otherwise. Both Pixels+Objects models and Objects models
show much stronger robustness to this change in distribution,
reacting favorably to being surrounded with edible animals,
and negatively to being surrounded with dangerous animals,
demonstrating the generalization benefit conferred by our ob-

the difference of means for each state, and normalize the collection
of differences.
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Figure 5: Generalization to being surrounded. We examined how each model would react to being surrounded. In the first two manipulations,
“Fish” and “Crabs,” we surround the agent with existing creatures from Frostbite. In the second two, we borrow an alien sprite from the Atari
game Space Invaders and label it in different object masks: first as edible fish, then as dangerous crabs.

ject representations. Some of these differences in state-value
distributions proved statistically significant: in a two-sample t-
test, the differences in between the Pixels and Pixels+Objects
models were significant (P < 0.001) in the ‘Fish’ and ‘Good
Aliens’ condition. The same held true for the Pixels and Ob-
jects models. Comparisons between the Grouped model and
Pixels+Objects showed the same pattern of significance, in
the ‘Fish’ and ‘Good Aliens’ cases, while the difference be-
tween the Grouped and Objects models proved significant
(P < 0.002) in all four generalization scenarios. When com-
paring within a model between the different manipulations,
results were equally stark: for the Pixels+Objects and Ob-
jects models, all differences were significant, save for the two
with identical valence (‘Fish’ and ‘Good Aliens,’ ‘Crabs’ and
‘Bad Aliens’). Note that these are entirely novel objects to
the agents, not merely unusual configurations of prior objects.
The entirely novel alien pixels appear to have little impact on
the Pixels+Objects models, providing further evidence that
these models rely on the object masks to reason (rather than
on the raw pixel observations).

We offer a second, potentially harder example, in which
object representations do not seem sufficient to enable gener-
alization. In Figure 6, we examine how the models respond to
another situation far off the training data manifold: on a soli-
tary ice floe, surrounded by crabs, with nowhere to go. Only
in one scenario (‘Escape Route’) does the agent have a path to

survival, and once arriving on land, could immediately finish
the level and receive a substantial bonus. While some of the
models show a preference to that state over the two guaranteed
death states, the differences are fairly minor, and only one (for
the Pixels+Objects model, between ‘Death #2’ and ‘Escape
Route’) proves statistically significant. This scenario, both its
original state and the various manipulations performed, fall
far off the data manifold, which may account for the higher
variance in state values assigned to original state (compared
to the one exhibited in Figure 5).

Discussion

We report a careful analysis of the effect of adding simple
object masks to the deep reinforcement learning algorithm
Rainbow evaluated on the Atari game Frostbite. We find
that these representations enable the model to learn better
and achieve higher overall scores in a fraction of the train-
ing time. We then dissect the models to find the effect of
these object representations. We analyze their relative contri-
butions to the model’s success, we find states where object
representations drastically change the learned value function,
and we examine how these models would respond to novel
scenarios. While we believe this provides strong preliminary
evidence to the value of object representations for reinforce-
ment learning, we acknowledge there is plenty of work ahead.
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Figure 6: Generalization to being stranded among crabs. We
examined how each model would react when stranded and surrounded
with crabs, with introducing additional ice floes that either serve as
an escape route or a distraction.

We aim to investigate utilizing similar representations in other
reinforcement learning tasks and explore methods towards
learning robust, cognitively-plausible object representations,
rather than providing them externally. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that additional core ingredients of human cognition may
prove as useful (if not more so) to the development of flexible
and rapidly-learning reinforcement learning algorithms. We
hope to explore the benefits offered by an intuitive physical un-
derstanding of the world can confer, as it can allow an agent to
predict the physical dynamics of the environment and plan ac-
cordingly. We also believe that the capacity to develop causal
models explaining observations in the environment, and the
ability to meta-learn such models across different scenarios
and games, would provide another step forward in the effort
to build genuinely human-like reinforcement learning agents.
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Abstract

We explore structural issues with parameter estimation for
non-linear cognitive models: Some parameter values are eas-
ier to recover than others, and the recoverability of different
parameters interacts in systematic ways. We propose methods
for researchers to anticipate and visualize and these issues, and
the systematic ways they differ across experimental designs.
Our approach consists of assessing how changes in parame-
ter values translate into changes in behavioral predictions, and
develop measurements of the relative responsiveness of predic-
tions to parameter values. We demonstrate application of our
approach to cumulative prospect theory (CPT), a widely-used
model of risky decision-making.
Keywords: decision-making; prospect theory; parameter esti-
mation

Experimental design plays a large role in the precision
of the parameter estimates of models of decision-making
and other cognitive processes (Broomell & Bhatia, 2014;
Broomell, Sloman, Blaha, & Chelen, 2019; Navarro, Pitt, &
Myung, 2004; Stewart, Canic, & Mullett, 2019; Toubia, John-
son, Evgeniou, & Delquié, 2013). Understanding the impli-
cations of the parameter estimates recovered from a dataset
requires an understanding of several aspects of the model-
stimulus relationship, including the diagnosticity of the ex-
perimental stimuli (Broomell et al., 2019). In order to facil-
itate this understanding, Broomell et al. (2019) suggest re-
searchers report and discuss the process of stimulus selection
in model comparison and parameter recovery studies.

Broomell and Bhatia (2014) analyze the parameter dis-
crimination of decision sets used to estimate the parameters
of cumulative prospect theory. While their work formalizes
the discrimination power of a decision set, their measures do
not account for structural differences in the ease with which
parameter values that fall within different ranges can be re-
covered. In the present work, we conceptualize the param-
eter discrimination of a stimulus set as a function of the un-
derlying parameter value rather than a static quantity. Like
Broomell and Bhatia (2014), we focus our analysis on cumu-
lative prospect theory. This paper exposes structural asym-
metries in the recoverability of the parameters of CPT, and
demonstrates the application of methods that can anticipate
how an experimental design will exacerbate or mitigate these
asymmetries. The aim of our work is to begin to develop a set
of methods researchers can use to explore, visualize and doc-
ument the strengths and weaknesses of certain experimental
designs for parameter estimation.

A related body of work has focused on the development of
methods in optimal experimental design for model compar-
ison. Design optimization (Myung & Pitt, 2009) and adap-
tive design optimization (Cavagnaro, Myung, Pitt, & Kujala,
2010; Kim, Pitt, Lu, Steyvers, & Myung, 2014) are a col-
lection of methods for designing experiments with maximum
power to discriminate between competing models. Similar
methods that optimize for parameter recovery (e.g. Toubia
et al. (2013)) dynamically adjust the stimuli presented to a
participant to maximize the precision of parameter estimates.
While we demonstrate a method that achieves some success
at enhancing the power of stimulus sets to estimate certain
parameter values, this is intended primarily as a proof of con-
cept. Our focus is not on optimization, but on anticipation of
and transparency about the effects of the experimental design
in parameter recovery studies.

In the results we present below, we show that designs with
more power to estimate some parameter values have less
power to estimate others. When participants exhibit large in-
dividual differences in the parameter values that best describe
them, this may make it difficult to design an experiment that
can effectively optimize for discrimination across the range of
plausible parameter values. Dynamic approaches like those
developed by Toubia et al. (2013) could bypass the trade-offs
this implies. However, these methods cannot be used retro-
spectively to help researchers analyze archival datasets or to
implement a robust static experimental design. Our work can
facilitate the diagnosis and documentation of the strengths
and weaknesses of a stimulus set: which parameter values
it will have power to detect, and which it will not.

Cumulative prospect theory
Cumulative prospect theory (CPT) is a widely-used model
of risky choice (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Param-
eter estimates from CPT have been used to understand
individual- and group-level differences in psychological con-
structs like risk aversion, loss aversion and probability
weighting (Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015).

In the field of judgment and decision-making, risky
decision-making is typically operationalized as a two-
alternative forced choice task between probabilistic gambles.
As an example, imagine being offered a choice between a
37% chance of winning $10, or a 45% chance of winning
$2. Participants in risky decision-making tasks are presented
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with dozens of such artificial choices, where both the out-
come amounts and probability of winning these outcomes are
varied.

Model formulation
Below we present a simplified formulation of CPT. For the
complete model specification, interested readers should con-
sult Tversky and Kahneman (1992), Glöckner and Pachur
(2012) or Broomell and Bhatia (2014).

According to CPT, choice is predicted by combining the
subjective value of possible outcomes X j, v(X j), with the
weighted probability of receiving outcome X j, w(p j). In par-
ticular,

v(X j) = Xα
j and w(p j) = e−(−ln(p j))

γ

(1)

The value of an entire gamble Gi is a combination of its
constituent outcomes, which we denote,

V (Gi) = ∑v(y j)w(p j) (2)

and the probability P(Gi) of selecting Gi is a monotonic
function of how much higher the value of Gi is than the alter-
native1:

P(G1) =
1

1+ e−ε(V (G1)−V (G2))
(3)

The parameter α determines a decision-maker’s (DM) de-
gree of diminishing sensitivity to increased outcomes. As α

decreases, larger outcomes generate proportionately less sub-
jective value. The parameter γ determines the curvature of
the probability weighting function. Smaller values of γ re-
sult in more over-weighting of small probabilities and under-
weighting of high probabilities. Finally, ε encodes the deter-
minism of the DMs’ choices.

Parameter estimation
CPT parameters are often estimated from behavioral data
using maximum likelihood estimation (Broomell & Bhatia,
2014; Stott, 2006). Maximum likelihood techniques attempt
to find the values of a model’s free parameters that make the
observed data seem very probable. In practice, this objective
is usually achieved by generating stochastic samples of can-
didate parameter values, and substituting these parameter val-
ues into the model formulation to generate a prediction. The
likelihood is a measure of how closely this prediction matches
the observed data. By computing the likelihood of multiple
sets of candidate parameter values, the algorithm hones in on
the values of the free parameters that maximize the likelihood
of the observed data.

Imagine a researcher trying to infer the temperature with-
out access to a direct measurement device like a thermome-
ter. A maximum likelihood approach would compare dif-
ferent plausible values of the relevant parameter—degrees

1We use the Prelec probability weighting function (Prelec, 1998)
and a logit form of the choice function, but see Stott (2006) for a
review of other forms of these functions.

Farenheit—and select the one that maximizes the likelihood
of a particular observation (or set of observations). For ex-
ample, the researcher could base their guess on an observa-
tion that it’s snowing. An initial guess of 60°F would imply
that this observation is very unlikely. On the other hand, any
guess between 15°and 35°F would imply that the observed
weather was very likely. Therefore, the researcher’s final es-
timate would be somewhere in that range.

In the case of CPT, the model’s free parameters are α, γ

and ε. As in the example above, the observed data are bi-
nary observations: the choice participants made between one
of two risky gambles. The model’s prediction is P(G1), the
probability that a DM will select gamble 1.

Structural asymmetries in parameter estimation
When tweaking a parameter value translates into detectable
changes in the outcomes predicted by a model, maximum
likelihood routines can be highly efficient and generate accu-
rate estimates. However, many theoretically interesting cog-
nitive models are non-linear, meaning the degree of change
in the predicted outcomes depends on both the underlying
parameter values and on where in the domain the change is
applied.

To continue with the example above, imagine the re-
searcher again trying to infer the average temperature on the
basis of several observations of whether or not it is snowing.
If the true, generating parameter value is 30°F, when the re-
searcher collects their observations, they will probably find
that it is snowing much of the time. As explained above, the
candidate parameter value 60°F would imply that these ob-
servations were very unlikely, while a guess closer to the true
value of 30°F would imply that these observations were very
likely. This design has a fair amount of power to identify
parameters within a critical range.

However, if the true, generating parameter value is 60°F,
when the researcher collects their observations, they proba-
bly won’t observe any snow. While they can determine that
the temperature is probably not between 15°and 35°F, they’ll
be unable to determine if it is 40°F, 60°F or 100°F, since all
these parameter values predict the observed sequence. Rely-
ing solely on the binary outcome of snow will mean that there
are certain regions of the parameter space that will be much
more difficult to identify.

The same intuition applies to asymmetries in the identi-
fiability of the parameter values of models like CPT. The
estimates of CPT parameters are similarly based on binary
observations—whether or not the DM selected to play one of
two gambles—and the context in which those observations
occurred. Some parameter values will lead to observations
that systematically provide less information than others. But
unlike the relationship between temperature and snow, the re-
lationship between a CPT parameter value and the relevant
binary observation is rarely obvious or transparent.

In the sections below, we identify some of the structural
asymmetries in the estimation of CPT parameters. We gener-
ate synthetic data sets from simulated CPT DMs, and analyze
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differences in the recoverability of different parameter set-
tings. Finally, we develop a conceptual framework to visual-
ize and better understand how much information we can gain
from a given experimental design, and show that this frame-
work can both explain and anticipate the structural asymme-
tries that arise from different designs.

Stimulus selection
To generate these data sets, we first needed to select stim-
uli, or pairs of gambles that the artificial DMs would choose
between. We generated 1,000 random gambles according to
the procedure described in Erev, Roth, Slonim, and Barron
(2002). We randomly sampled probabilities and outcome val-
ues to compose choices between gambles such that gamble i
yields some value Xi with probability pi, and nothing with
probability 1− pi. Gambles i and j were paired together un-
der the constraint that if Xi >X j, then p j > pi (and vice versa).

One-parameter model
For the sake of interpretability, we first explore a one-
parameter version of CPT. Specifically, we constrain both γ

and ε to be .5 and allow only α to vary freely.
Figure 1a shows how the precision of parameter estimates

changes as a function of the generating value of α. We ran-
domly selected 200 stimuli from the set described in the pre-
vious section, and simulated choices from 300 CPT DMs on
each of these stimuli. 100 DMs had a true α value of .2, 100
had a true α of .5, and 100 had a true α of .8. Notably, the esti-
mates are most tightly clustered around their true value when
α= .8. In contrast, when α= .2, the estimates are much more
variable.

Visualizing the recoverability of a parameter value
Why do we observe this asymmetry between the recoverabil-
ity of α = .2 and α = .8? The previous sections highlights
that parameter estimation routines rely on observed behavior
to discriminate between parameter values. When behavior
changes more rapidly in certain parts of the parameter space
than in others, different parameter values will lead to more or
less precise estimation.

Figure 2 shows how P(G·,1), the probability that a DM will
select G1, changes as a function of the DM’s α value. Recall
that the probability of making any choice is a function of the
difference V (G·,1)−V (G·,2). Here, we’ve restricted γ = .5
and ε = .5. Each red line corresponds to a stimulus i. On the
x-axis are the values we allow α to take, and on the y-axis
is the difference V (Gi,1)−V (Gi,2). The lines are trajecto-
ries that illustrate how the differences between V (G·,1) and
V (G·,2) become amplified as the value of α changes. The
black lines delineate choice probability contours: the values
of P(G·,1) that correspond to the values on the y-axis.

For the hypothetical meteorologist who wants to infer tem-
perature, discriminating between 30°F and 40°F is straight-
forward because of the dramatic changes in precipitation pat-
terns in this interval. When estimating CPT parameters, ide-
ally changes in the parameter values will correspond to steep
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(a) α̂ on a random set of experimental stimuli.
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(b) α̂ on a set of experimental stimuli curated to maximize the re-
coverability of .1≤ α≤ .3.

Figure 1: Densities of the distribution of estimates of α, α̂,
in a one-parameter version of CPT when the true generating
value of α is .2 (red), .5 (green) and .8 (blue).

changes in choice probabilities. This framework allows us to
identify ranges of α that are easier to recover by identifying
where segments of trajectories cut most dramatically across
choice probability contours.

Notice that when α is small (α < .5) most of the movement
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Figure 2: Visualizing the recoverability of α. Each red line
corresponds to a randomly-selected stimulus i, and shows
how the difference V (Gi,1)−V (Gi,2) changes as α is in-
creased (γ = ε = .5). The contour lines denote the values of
P(G·,1) associated with each value on the y-axis.

is between contours: Incremental changes in parameter values
barely shift choice probabilities. Compare this to the dramatic
movement when α is high (α > .5). For this range of αs, the
trajectories cut aggressively across contours, indicating that
incremental changes of α in this range correspond to large
changes in choice probabilities.2

We expect that stimuli that cross more contours yield more
information about the value of α. Figure 3a illustrates the
formalization of the number of contours a stimulus crosses. It
plots the absolute value of the finite differential ∂P(G·,1)

∂α
across

the range of plausible values of α. Each line corresponds to
one of the 200 randomly-selected stimuli. The finite differ-
ential is the difference between P(G·,1) calculated at α̃ and
P(G·,1) calculated at α̃−δ, where δ is a very small increment
(and γ and ε are held constant). In general, we can calculate
the differential of P(G·,1) with respect to any parameter. We
hereafter simplify terminology and write ∂P1/∂θ where θ is
the parameter the differential is calculated with respect to.

In other words, the y-axis shows the number of con-
tours each stimulus crosses when α increases by some small
amount. We expect that a value of α for which the stimuli
cut across many contours would be more precisely estimated
than a value of α for which the stimuli did not move very
much. We therefore favor regions where the absolute value
of the differential is far from 0.

For low values of α, the lines cluster around 0, but tend to
diverge for higher values of α. These higher absolute values

2We speculate that because v(X·) grows monotonically with α,
large values of α magnify the difference V·,1−V·,2. The rate at which
this difference grows accelerates as α increases, cutting across more
contours.
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(b) Stimuli with the highest
|∂P1/∂α| for .1≤ α≤ .3.

Figure 3: |∂P1/∂α|. Each line corresponds to a single exper-
imental stimulus.

of ∂P1/∂α are consistent with the more precise estimates of
higher absolute values of α we display in Figure 1a.3

Effect of adjusting the experiment
∂P1/∂α is a measure of the “suddenness” of change in pre-
dicted behavior, and can be thought of as a crude estimate of
the parameter discrimination of a stimulus or set of stimuli at
a particular value of α. We expected that if we adjusted the
stimulus set so the aggregate ∂P1/∂α was more concentrated
around lower values of α, this would mitigate the structural
asymmetry between estimating high and low values of α.

For each stimulus, we calculated the absolute value of
∂P1/∂α at each value of α. To select observations that would
be especially helpful in discriminating between low values of
α, we created an aggregated differential for each stimulus by
stacking the values of |∂P1/∂α| such that .1≤ α≤ .3, and se-
lected the 200 stimuli with the largest aggregated differential.

Figure 3b shows the values of |∂P1/∂α| for these 200
stimuli. Interestingly, there appear to be no stimuli where
|∂P1/∂α| peaks at α = .2. Instead, we isolated stimuli where
the absolute value of the differential peaks around α = .5,
which tends to “pull” some of the mass at α = .2 away from
0.

Figure 1b shows the distribution of parameter estimates
when choices are simulated using this set of curated stimuli.
As we predicted, the estimates when α = .2 and α = .5 seem
to have a lower variance than when the stimuli were selected
randomly, particularly estimates when α = .5. However, the
estimates when α = .8 are slightly more dispersed.

This is consistent with the pattern in Figure 3b: the values
of ∂P1/∂α are, in aggregate, further from 0 when α≈ .5, and
are relatively flatter when α≈ .8. This suggests that this mea-
surement can elucidate properties of an experimental design
that map onto empirical asymmetries in the recoverability of
parameter values.

3While these results are calculated on the basis of randomly-
selected gambles in the domain of gains, we see the same gen-
eral trend in the finite differentials of previously-published data
sets, such as those analyzed by Erev et al. (2002), Stott (2006) and
Glöckner and Pachur (2012).
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Two-parameter model
In the previous section, we showed how the methods we pro-
pose can anticipate structural asymmetries in the recoverabil-
ity of different values of α. However, the parameters of CPT
are interdependent (Li, Lewandowsky, & DeBrunner, 1996;
Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015), and we expect the dynamics
of the individual parameters to interact. In this section, we
extend our analysis to a two-parameter version of CPT. We
again fix ε at .5, and allow both α and γ to vary.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of estimates of γ when α =
.5 and when α = .8. (Unlike in the analysis above, here α and
γ are estimated jointly.) Notice the interaction between the
values of α and γ: Estimates of γ are more precise when α is
high, and especially so when α is high and γ is low.

The same interaction can be seen from the correspond-
ing |∂P1/∂γ|s. Figure 3 shows plots of the finite differen-
tials with respect to one parameter. Figure 5a shows the
two-dimensional analog: a surface of the average value of
|∂P1/∂γ|. The interaction we observed in Figure 4 is also no-
ticeable here: The surface is higher for higher values of α,
and especially so when α is high and γ is low.

Using a procedure similar to the one we followed for the
one-parameter model, we attempted to mitigate this asymme-
try in the estimation of γ. We selected the stimuli with the
highest |∂P1/∂γ| when α was constrained to equal .5. The pa-
rameter estimation results using this curated design are dis-
played in Figure 6. We were able to enhance the recoverabil-
ity of γ when the true value of γ is .2, but do not otherwise ob-
serve a substantial increase in the precision of the estimates.

Figure 5b provides insight as to why we see this pattern.
The |∂P1/∂γ| surface climbs most dramatically when γ is low,
translating into the relatively more precise estimates shown in
Figure 6. Again, visualizing the choice probability surface—
the relationship between changes in parameter values and
changes in behavior—facilitated diagnosis, interpretation and
anticipation of asymmetries in parameter estimation.

Discussion
We presented methods to visualize the interplay between an
experimental design and a model’s parameters, and to facili-
tate understanding of model-stimulus relationships.

While we focused discussion on CPT, the intuitions we
established for structural asymmetries in parameter estima-
tion towards the beginning of the paper would apply more
broadly to non-linear cognitive models, especially to models
of decision-making, models of categorization and other mod-
els that are often calibrated using discrete observations. In
general, consideration of and transparency about the diagnos-
ticity of an experimental design is an important part of robust
modeling practices (Broomell et al., 2019). While we applied
these methods to a one- and two-parameter model, advances
in high-dimensional data visualization will likely make scal-
ing the approach to more complex models increasingly easier
(Blaha, 2019; Glendenning, Wischgoll, Harris, Vickery, &
Blaha, 2016).
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Figure 4: Densities of the distribution of estimates of γ, γ̂, in a
two-parameter version of CPT when the true generating value
of γ is .2 (red), .5 (green) and .8 (blue). The experimental
stimuli are randomly selected. The generating value of α is
either .5 (top) or .8 (bottom).

We are far from the first to point out challenges in the iden-
tification of CPT’s parameters (although we have not come
across another reference to the particular structural asym-
metries we discuss). Researchers have advocated for the
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mize the recoverability of γ conditional on α = .5.

Figure 5: Mean, across stimuli, of the absolute value of the
∂P1/∂γ.

use of hierarchical Bayesian approaches to the estimation of
CPT parameters in favor of maximum likelihood methods
(Jarnebrant, Toubia, & Johnson, 2009; Nilsson, Rieskamp, &
Wagenmakers, 2011; Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015; Toubia
et al., 2013). These studies highlight the ability of hierar-
chical Bayesian methods to introduce shrinkage into param-
eter estimates, reducing the influence of outlying estimates.
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Figure 6: Densities of the distribution of estimates of γ, γ̂,
in a two-parameter version of CPT when the true generating
value of γ is .2 (red), .5 (green) and .8 (blue), and the generat-
ing value of α = .5. The experimental stimuli are curated to
maximize the recoverability of γ when α = .5.

In addition, hierarchical Bayesian methods make explicit the
uncertainty in and relationships between parameter estimates
(Scheibehenne & Pachur, 2015; Wetzels, Vandekerckhove,
Tuerlinckx, & Wagenmakers, 2010). We see the hierarchical
Bayesian approach as an additional, important tool that can
both facilitate parameter identification and help researchers
visualize a form of uncertainty in their estimates. While we
used maximum likelihood for this demonstration, extensions
of this work could use other estimation procedures, like hi-
erarchical Bayesian techniques, to generate the distribution
of parameter estimates shown in Figures 1, 4 and 6. The
method of estimation and the experimental design are each
one of many components of parameter recovery studies, and
both importantly contribute to the conclusions drawn by re-
searchers.

We hope our work both promotes a more nuanced under-
standing of the measurement process of parameter estimation,
and provides a step forward in developing ways to evaluate
experimental designs in a way that accommodates these nu-
ances.
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Abstract 
Multiple theories of scientific change have been prominently 

promulgated since Kuhn.  A quasi-discipline “Scientonomy” has 
even been proposed to formalize these theories. The cybernetics 
principle known as “The Law of Requisite Variety (LRV)” when 
combined with cognitive science insights regarding categorization 
and its ilk can be used to chart one such formalism. LRV holds that 
control/prediction can only be assured when the internal 
complexity of a system matches the external complexity it 
confronts  The key indicator of an activity directed at scientific 
change comes from examinations of the models which scientists 
deploy in attempting to link pre-existing explanations with new 
problems to be explained.  Normal science is a reductive activity – 
limiting the variety encountered.  Innovative science is the process 
of expanding such variety, and scientific change is what happens 
when the innovative crosses the threshold for normal. 

Keywords: scientific change; requisite variety; cybernetics, 
scientonomy 

Cognizing Scientific Change 
The traditional or “normal” sciences often bracket away 
ambiguity through the imposition of ‘‘enabling 
constraints’’—making a set of assumptions and then 
declaring ceteris paribus. Normal science’s successes and 
failures can be traced to a common root: how well does 
ceteris paribus hold, thereby allowing the simplifications, 
chunking, modularity, isolation, and other forms of 
reduction on which traditional scientific research is based to 
flourish?  The ability of a researcher to reduce complicated 
problems to a set of well-defined tasks is the key to success. 
Doing so often means ignoring the manifold layers of inter-
related systems of which a given organization, its 
participants, users, resources, and context are a part. In 
short, complexity is ignored so that the many techniques of 
reductionism can prevail. Each goal, challenge, or task 
thereby gets reduced to another "simple" object.  Complex 
systems theory, with its focus on the very inter-weavings, 
cross-dependencies, and context-dependence, suggests an 
alternative: embrace the very nature of the complexity itself. 
But such an embrace seldom leads to easily implementable 
tools, easily communicated explanations, or easily embraced 
decisions.  

Cybernetics is about how we learn how to learn to steer. 
It is one of the precursors to cognitive science. Cybernetics 
is the study of feedback and its effects in purposive systems. 
"Cybernetic systems are complex, interacting, probabilistic 
networks- such as brains, markets, living organisms, 
industries, battles." (Beer, 1959) Cybernetics is a thinking 
and decision-making approach designed to deal with such 
observations as:  (1) many of our interactions cannot be 
described with direct relationships, (2) our environments are 
neither fixed nor completely exogenous, (3) our actions and 

communications have multiple order effects and further 
time-delayed effects, and (4) our goals regarding the very 
actions we pursue are often in flux.   

Scientific research only happens within a context of 
assumptions – many of which are designed to remove 
ambiguity and allow ceteris paribus. Assertions of 
assumptions to bracket ambiguity function as what 
cybernetics calls ‘‘enabling constraints’’ (Juarrero, 1999)—
narrowing the degrees of freedom of the subject items to 
match or be below that of the suggested controller—the 
proclaimed ‘‘rule’’ or ‘‘law’’ or ‘‘heuristic’’ which 
supposedly allows the underlying ambiguity to be dealt 
with. Cybernetics suggests that the enabling constraints 
function to allow ‘‘science’’ to make predictions and to 
offer ‘‘explanations.’’ The use of these enabling constraints 
amounts to what Lakatos (1970) called a ‘‘protective belt,’’ 
blocking inquiry into fundamental questions of how the 
constraints are chosen and what happens when they are 
altered. This dynamic—that of ignoring ambiguity in the 
interest of efficiency and greater predictive reliability—is 
captured in the seeming omnipresence in scientific practice 
(though not in declared philosophical outlook) of ‘‘model-
dependent realism.’’ This kind of realism has become the 
basis for applied science, in which each situation is afforded 
its own efficient, reliably predictive model: 

The only meaningful thing is the usefulness of the 
model…. [Model-dependent realism] is based on the idea 
that our brains interpret the input from our sensory organs 
by making a model of the world. When such a model is 
successful at explaining events, we tend to attribute to it, 
and to the elements and concepts that constitute it, the 
quality of reality or absolute truth. (Hawking and Mlodinow 
2010) 

Cybernetics warns us that we live in a complex world 
where ambiguity is ever-present in our world despite our 
oft-exercised option to ignore it. We assert the simple in lieu 
of the complex, the direct in lieu of the nuanced or the 
subtle, the label or category in lieu of recognizing the 
portfolio of choices that label/category represents.  As 
Heisenberg (1959) told us: "The world is not divided into 
different groups of objects but rather into different groups of 
relationships…. The world thus appears as a complicated 
tissue of events, in which connections of different kinds 
alternate or overlap or combine and thereby determine the 
texture of the whole."  

Normal science tends to isolate itself from this kind of 
uncertainty. As the cybernetician Ranulph Glanville (2006) 
noted: "What we do is we add observations (what some 
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might call evidence) that we collect through our existence in 
the stream of our experience, and we build understandings, 
testing them in a process of confirmation and enrichment. If, 
after a bit, we find ourselves facing observations that we 
cannot account for, we handle them in one of several ways: 
we ignore them (are blind to them, a process sometimes 
known as denial); we dismiss them as anomalies; we find a 
way of changing the observation so that it fits what we 
expect; or we have to change our explanation (a constant 
object) - a process that gets harder the more we have 
invested in it, or have built on it, as we find reflected in the 
progressive difficulty of changing our concepts." 

 
Most theories of scientific change look at the concepts 

employed in the articulation of the science itself.  This 
article will take a very different tack.  The focus will be on 
the processes the researchers use to match the phenomenon 
they desire to explain with the tools for explanation at their 
disposal.  The assertion is that scientific change happens 
when a community of researchers finds new phenomena to 
which some tool or class of tools can be applied, and they 
are successful in articulating a match between the perceived 
complexity of the phenomenon so examined and the 
simplification abilities of the explanatory tools deployed.  
When this occurs, the scientists have succeeded in re-
cognizing the concepts which define the problem itself. 

 

Requisite Variety 
Foremost amongst cybernetic principles is the Law of 
Requisite Variety. In its original form, that law goes like 
this: “The larger the variety of actions available to a control 
system, the larger the variety of perturbations it is able to 
compensate.” (Ashby, 1958)  Informally—practically—it 
says that in order to deal properly with the diversity of 
problems the world throws at you, you need to have a 
repertoire of responses, which is (at least) as nuanced as the 
problems you face.  The Law of Requisite Variety in 
practice tends to be constrained by a second principle: that 
of least action. When confronted with a choice regarding 
energy or resources expenditure, we will usually opt for the 
choice that we can reasonably foresee will lead to the 
expenditure of the least resources in the aggregate.   

 
In general, we have two methods for dealing with this 

constraint: we decrease the number of items we pay 
attention to in the world to a level of variety, 
complicatedness, and complexity that our control system is 
able to deal with, or we increase the range of our control 
system to match the level of complexity, complicatedness, 
or variety present in our attended to environment.  The 
principle of least action suggests that too often we (or the 
research scientist) will opt to do a simplification – adopting 
blinders or constraints to limit the number of stimuli to be 
attended to because that is easier and requires less effort 
than the opposite which is to embrace the need for 
developing new responses as contexts change.   

These possibilities can be shown in what is called the 
Ashby Space (adapted from Boisot and McKelvey, 2011) 
illustrated in figure 1 below. The basic concept is simple: 
graph the relationship between the variety of the stimuli 
present in a given situation and the variety of responses 
available. The law of requisite variety suggests that 
prediction and control are best achieved when stimuli and 
responses are in balance (one is requisite to the other). The 
Ashby Space illustrates this concept. 

 

 
Figure 1 The Ashby Space 

 
In Science the notion of “control” is transformed to the 

notion of “meaningful prediction.” When re-described for 
science, the vertical or stimuli axis takes on the label 
“variety of phenomena to be explained” (operationalized as 
items thought to be subject to our response), and the 
horizontal or response axis takes on the label “variety of 
explanatory tools available” (operationalized as number of 
processes that enable us to make meaningful predictions 
about the response).  Tools are displayed on the horizontal 
axis in order of chronological development; thus, each new 
explanatory tool (or proposed tool) is added to the right. 

 
In the Ashby Space, when one encounters a situation 

located above the 45-degree line, the least action principle 
kicks in. Remaining in a situation where stimuli outnumber 
available responses is both uncomfortable and produces a 
high cognitive load when we are trying to determine how to 
react. How research scientists go about achieving requisite 
variety differs depending on whether one finds the situation 
to be above or below the 45-degree diagonal.  When the 
stimuli in the environment or context exceed the number of 
available responses (when the variety of phenomena to be 
explained exceed the variety of explanatory tools available), 
simplification is necessary.  Unfortunately, all too often, 
many of us adopt the same strategy for situations on the 
underside of the diagonal.  Here, available responses 
outnumber the stimuli which evoke them (the variety of 
explanatory tools available exceeds the variety of 
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phenomena to be explained).  The correct approach is to 
test, filter, and adopt – not, pick one and run.   

  
The right hand below the 45-degree diagonal region of the 

Ashby Space is where the Law of Requisite Variety has 
importance. The Law asserts that we cannot understand, 
predict, nor control any item of a complicated or complex 
nature unless we have developed a means of modeling that 
item and its interaction with relevant contexts. (Conant and 
Ashby, 1970) If a system (think research project or 
phenomena under examination) is to be the subject of 
meaningful predictions, the researcher must have a good 
model of the system on which to test potential interventions.  
Model here does not mean a picture or anything static.  It 
means a dynamic representation where the actor/observer 
has the possibility of exploring interventions before 
committing to them (thus capital M Model).  The concept is 
derived from Robert Rosen’s (1985, 1991) modeling 
relation and is illustrated in figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2 The Kind of Model Called for by the Law of 

Requisite Variety 
 
Normal science tends to make use of this Model to reduce 

the variety of examined phenomena through categorization, 
labeling, and other forms of like-kind glomming.  Inductive 
reasoning is the process of inferring a generality from a set 
of particulars and then asserting one or more 
groups/categories to which the generality can be applied. 
These activities occur in the above-the-diagonal-region of 
the Ashby Space. (see figure 3) The other approach of 
normal science is to reduce the explanatory toolset by 
asserting that a chronologically later tool works better than a 
chronologically earlier tool.  This means a reduction in the 
variety of explanatory tools available and is accomplished 
by removing the earlier tool (found to the left of the later 
tool) from the diagram.  Note: “response” as shown in the 
figure is a stand-in for “activity which is the subject of 
theorizing.” Such activities occur in the region of the Ashby 
Space below the diagonal. Reducing their number is a 
means of achieving a match.  Fischer (2019) refers to both 
of these normal science activities as variety reduction. 

 
Figure 3 Reductive Activities of Normal Science 

 
Both the hard sciences and the anticipatory sciences make 

use of these reductive techniques. In Lissack and Graber 
(2014), two kinds of science were distinguished: 
“Objectivity and a goal of reliable predictivity are the 
hallmarks of what we shall label Science 1. These are the 
hard sciences as traditionally taught and as used as 
references by philosophers of science. Physics is the 
exemplar of Science 1. In the Science 1 world we label and 
categorize via deduction, probabilistic inference, and 
induction. Science 1 excludes context dependence, thus 
when it is forced to deal with the possibility instead asserts 
ceteris paribus. Discovery and attunement to context are the 
hallmarks of what we shall refer to as Science 2. In the 
Science 2 world we instead seek to identify relationships, 
affordances, and potential actions. We ask questions rather 
than seek to label or categorize. Science 2 explicitly makes 
room for the context dependencies that Science 1 has 
excluded. These can be characterized as emergence, 
volition, reflexive anticipation, heterogeneity, and design.”  

 
The ‘‘hard’’ sciences are Lissack and Graber’s Science 1, 

and the ‘‘anticipatory’’ sciences are Science 2.  Much 
“normal” science is of the Science 1 variety, while much 
“physics envy” regarding prediction and control is found in 
Science 2. 

 
Scientific change demands that there be acceptance of 

new explanations.  The generation of new explorations 
(“innovative science”) occurs below the diagonal in the 
Ashby Space.  In Science 1, these new explanations take the 
form of a newly articulated theory, which is then tested for 
applicability and explanatory power.  If this new theory can 
explain a sufficient variety of phenomena to rise to the 
diagonal itself, it holds the possibility of acceptance as a 
true scientific change.  If the practitioners making use of the 
new theory, find themselves needed to reduce the variety of 
the phenomena being explained by the theory, they are then 
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evidencing the theory’s crossing over the Ashby diagonal. 
Scientific change happens when an explanatory theory 
crosses the diagonal from right to left.  This is shown in 
figure 4 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 4:  Typical Innovation in Science 1 
 
The process is a bit different in Science 2 (see figure 5). 

Here a lot of circular activity will occur located below the 
Ashby diagonal.  Particulars will be observed, prospective 
inductive explanations proposed, categorizations, labels, and 
assumptions will be challenged.  The kind of “test it and 
find out” methodology to examine new explanations 
deployed will be less well accepted.  Scientists who practice 
in Science 2 have a much deeper conceptual habitus 
(Bourdieu, 1967), which needs to be overcome by the 
researcher doing the work and by the community receiving 
it.  Science 2 has a high degree of dependence on what 
Lissack (2016a, and 2016b) called unexamined critical 
presuppositions – outlined in the following section. When 
these presuppositions are examined, the possibility of 
greater explanatory power is potentially afforded. 

 

 
 

Figure 5:  Typical Innovation in Science 2 

Fischer (2019) defines these innovative science activities 
as variety amplification.  Requisite variety (the defined state 
by which meaningful prediction is optimally afforded) is 
achieved through combinations of variety reduction and 
variety amplification.  Scientific change is evidenced when 
with respect to a particular process of scientific explanation 
the activities of researchers shift from variety amplification 
to variety reduction. Radder (1991) would amplify this by 
suggesting that scientific change is evidenced by researchers 
first accepting that change requires removal of the enabling 
constraint of the correspondence principle (i.e., engaging in 
variety amplification) followed by attempts to deductively 
apply that same principle (thus a form of variety reduction). 

Formalizing Scientific Change 
 
Scientonomy is an emerging discipline that seeks to 
formalize the process by which scientific change occurs. Its 
founder Hakob Barseghyan (2015, 2018) perceives it as a 
bridge between the History and Philosophy of Science 
communities.  What is important for Cognitive Science is 
that Scientonomy provides a formal framework against 
which anecdotal perceptions regarding scientific change can 
be tested.  Scientonomy seeks to “uncover the actual general 
mechanism of scientific change” (Barseghyan, 2018) Its 
practitioners have, to date, focused on the content of science 
– producing a few general laws concerning behavior and 
acceptance of a “scientific mosaic.”  These “laws” provide a 
basis for determining that a scientific change has occurred 
but, at present, lack an accepted sense of dynamism to help 
recognize change in the midst of its occurrence. As Fraser 
and Sarwar (2018) note: “How does a theory, which is first 
conceived by an epistemic agent, become scientific, 
accepted, and perhaps, ultimately rejected? Currently, 
Scientonomy lacks a detailed description of this process, 
which we believe is fundamental to understanding the 
process of scientific change. Providing such descriptions 
would provide a strong, clear-cut explanation of a 
significant part of the process of scientific change.” 

 
Fraser and Sarwar’s quest for a clear process description 

can be more easily met in Science 2 compared to Science 1.  
In Science 2 it is possible to examine the content of 
scientific research and determine if Lissack’s 
presuppositions are themselves the subject of inquiry.  
When that kind of activity is present, one can then further 
examine the extent to which the Ashby Space crossing the 
diagonal notions described above are part of the mosaic 
surrounding the inquiry.  If yes on both counts, then not 
only is the scientific endeavor one of innovative versus 
normal science, but it is reasonable to cognize that activity 
as being part of an effort intended at accomplishing 
scientific change. 

 
A list of these presuppositions helps to illustrate the 

potential implicit should pre-existing assumptions regarding 
them be changed.  1) Context (for the experiment and the 
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observers of its results) -- context dependence is the extent 
to which observations, data, or interpretations are dependent 
upon the context in which they occur -- i.e., inside a lab, out 
in the field, in a highly restricted environment, amongst 
fellow researchers, or just out in the world. 2) Things that 
the researcher takes for granted (e.g., applicability of normal 
distributions). This can be seen as the extent to which 
observations, data, and interpretations shown are dependent 
upon the belief set and lived experience of the observer. 3) 
The ability of the researcher to depict the objects of study in 
numerical form subject to quantitative analysis. 4). 
Part/whole relationships asking if the objects of study can 
be expressed as parts/wholes or both and the ability of 
certain entities to be decomposed into subsystems or 
collected into aggregate systems. 5) Graining – the size of 
the unit(s) of analysis. 6) Clustering – how the objects of 
study are clustered together, i.e., the extent to which the 
units being examined are afforded the status of being 
clustered together as sub-systems, where the resulting sub-
system is then ascribed “item” status in terms of graining. 7) 
Communication or its lack amongst the objects of study, 
which is the extent to which the items in the system are 
afforded the ability to exchange information (both within 
and outside the system). 8) Anticipation & prediction by the 
objects of study -- the extent to which either individual 
items or the system as a whole is afforded the ability to 
anticipate what a not-yet-incurred interaction might do with 
regard to a stated variable or condition. 9) Memory by the 
objects of study -- the extent to which a prior state of an 
item, the system, or a data point treated as information by 
either an item or the system is preserved for access and 
afforded some ontic status. In turn, that “memory” is 
allowed to be recalled, labeled, or brought forth as a current 
input. 10) Statistical independence amongst and between the 
objects of study. 11) Mutual awareness or lack thereof 
amongst the objects of study noting that awareness can be 
peripheral, and a requirement of non-awareness should be 
regarded as dependence. 

 
Content and textual analysis can easily reveal whether a 

given researcher has within the context of a given scientific 
presentation merely accepted some set of values or 
assumptions regarding these 11 categories of 
presuppositions or, by contrast, has engaged in a process of 
questioning the assignment of a particular value/assumption 
and then engaged in an effort to determine the effects of 
making different assumptions.  When the research described 
falls into the first description, the activities are those of 
normal science.  When the activities are those of the second 
description, innovative science is at least some part of the 
research effort. 

 
Scientonomy’s second law (Patton, Overgaard, and 

Barseghyan, 2017) states “If a theory satisfies the 
acceptance criteria of the method actually employed at the 
time, then it becomes accepted into the mosaic; if it does 
not, it remains unaccepted; if it is inconclusive whether the 

theory satisfies the method, the theory can be accepted or 
not accepted.”  The third law (Sebastien, 2017) states: “a 
method becomes employed only when it is deducible from 
some subset of other employed methods and accepted 
theories of the time.”  Innovative science tends to be 
violative of this third law.  Innovators often propose new 
inductive approaches, new definitions, new analogies, and 
new values regarding critical presuppositions.  Scientific 
change as a process involves activities which violate 
scientonomy’s third law while at the same time obeying the 
second law. 

 
Scientific change at the content level involves acceptance 

by the community of relevant epistemic agents of an 
“explanation.”  The Ashby Space notion helps one identify 
which scientific efforts are part of a process intended to first 
represent change and second to trigger acceptance.  The 
circular argumentation, reflection and critique shown to the 
bottom right of figure 4 would thus satisfy the first of these 
criteria and not the second.  By contrast, the arrows showing 
movement toward and through the requisite variety diagonal 
in both figures 3 and 4 satisfy both.    

 
The simplified formalism which results from this is as 

follows: 
 
Scientific endeavors which involve the generation and 

examination of new problems to which already existing 
explanations can be applied are often at the forefront of 
scientific change. 

 
This process-based formalism differs from the laymen’s 

view of scientific change (heavily influenced by fifty plus 
years of post-Kuhnian philosophy of science): scientific 
change is the evolution of what is considered facts and truth 
by the science community.  It also supplies a partial answer 
to the question of “how?” when applied to the more formal 
Scientonomy definition (Barseghyan, 2015):  “Any change 
in the scientific mosaic, i.e. a transition from one accepted 
theory to another or from one employed method to another.” 

 
The formalism above is also consistent with the 

perspective of Cognitive Structural Realism (Beni, 2019) 
which claims “we can conceive of cognitive structures as 
embodied informational structures entwined with the causal 
structures of the world [such that] there should be 
meaningful representational connections between the 
structure of theories and the causal structure of the world 
[and further such that] representation underpins the 
entwinement between cognitive structures and causal 
physical structures in the real world.” Cognitive Structural 
Realism thus argues that change happens in the application 
the existing to new things rather than in the ab initio 
creation of the new. 

 
This process-based formalism further suggests that the 

generation of new explanations or new theories is but a 
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prerequisite to the process of scientific change, rather than 
being evidence of the change itself.  It also provides 
researchers from the Philosophy and History of Science a 
reason to look at the processes by which scientific 
exploration and explanation are linked rather than having a 
focus on the concepts and constructs which the scientists 
themselves deploy. 

Conclusion 
Scientific change is a process.  To detect that process as it 
unfolds first means to reject as “change candidates” 
scientific endeavors whose main objective is reductive.  
Science aimed at categorization, labeling and like-kind 
glomming is normal science and not indicative of change. 
 

Cybernetics suggests that understanding is best achieved 
when one recognizes the shortcuts, labels, or partial 
representations being used in communication and examines 
what it is in the context of that communication or the 
habitus of the observer which affords that simplified 
representation meaning in use.  Understanding is thus a 
product of both content and context.  It is achieved through 
process. Understanding that scientific change is in the 
process of happening (or is the aim of a particular arena of 
research) makes similar demands. 

 
 Scientific change may be retrospectively understood by 

its content.  Facts and truths (or what at any given moment 
may pass for facts and truths) are seen as “changing” as 
science evolves.  But content does not easily reveal the 
process of change as it is occurring.  Reconceptualizing 
science as a set of activities to be plotted in Ashby Space 
allows the change process to be better cognized.  The key 
indicator of an activity directed at scientific change comes 
from examinations of the Models which scientists deploy in 
attempting to link pre-existing explanations with new 
problems to be explained.   

 
The search for new problems is suggestive of activity 

directed at change.  The search for new explanations is not. 
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Abstract 
To efficiently learn and retain motor skills, we can introduce 
contextual interference through interleaved practice. 
Interleaving tasks or stimuli initially hinders performance but 
leads to superior long-term retention. It is not yet clear if 
implicitly learned information also benefits from interleaving 
and how interleaved practice changes the representation of 
skills. The present study used a serial reaction time task where 
participants practiced three 8-item sequences that were either 
interleaved or blocked on Day 1 (training) and Day 2 (testing). 
An explicit recall test allowed us to post-hoc sort participants 
into two groups of learners: implicit learners recalled less items 
than did explicit learners. Significant decreasing monotonic 
trends, indicating successful learning, were observed in both 
training groups and both groups of learners. We found support 
for the benefit of interleaved practice on retention of implicit 
sequence learning, indicating that the benefit of interleaved 
practice does not depend on explicit memory retrieval. A 
Bayesian Sequential Learning model was adopted to model 
human performance. Both empirical and computational results 
suggest that explicit knowledge of the sequence was 
detrimental to retention when the sequences were blocked, but 
not when they were interleaved, suggesting that contextual 
interference may be a protective factor of interference of 
explicit knowledge. Slower learning in the interleaved 
condition may result in better retention and reduced 
interference of explicit knowledge on performance.  

Keywords: Bayesian theory; motor skill learning; sequential 
learning; implicit learning; serial reaction time task  

Introduction 
In everyday life, we perform and demonstrate a variety of 
motor skills that have been acquired gradually through 
practice and interactions with our environment. These 
include the use of smooth coarticulation of finger movements 
into a specific sequence, multi-joint movement synergies, or 
eye-body coordinated actions. Complex and simple skills 
alike rely on motor dexterity, sequence memorization, 
perceptual acuity, and both explicit and implicit learning. 
Given the importance of motor skill learning to quality of life, 
it is essential to investigate an optimal practice schedule for 
greatest long-term retention. Decades of psychology research 

suggests that using contextual interference by interleaving 
tasks or stimuli may lead to enhanced long-term retention of 
motor sequence learning.  

Contextual interference (CI) is the phenomenon in which 
interference during practice is surprisingly beneficial to skill 
learning. In the short term it leads to poorer practice 
performance but superior retention and transfer performance 
in the long term. Interleaving stimuli or tasks is a way to 
introduce contextual interference. In trying to optimize 
learning by decreasing learning difficulty, retention may be 
negatively affected. Introducing “desirable difficulties,” 
enhances learning, rather than impedes it. In addition to 
contextual interference, “desirable difficulties” include 
varying the conditions of learning, spacing study or practice 
sessions, and using tests and retrieval practice as learning 
events (Bjork, 1994). The benefits of contextual interference 
on memory performance were first observed in verbal 
learning and subsequently in motor skill learning (Battig, 
1966; Shea & Morgan, 1979).  

There are multiple hypotheses surrounding the mechanism 
behind the CI effect. The two most popular, the elaboration-
distinctiveness view and the forgetting-reconstruction view, 
are not mutually exclusive. The elaboration-distinctiveness 
view posits that it is easier to focus on the unique aspects of 
each task or stimulus when experiencing them intermixed 
together (Shea & Zimny, 1983; Shea, Hunt, & Zimny, 1985). 
Under high contextual interference during acquisition, 
information about multiple tasks is present in working 
memory and thus more elaboration is required to distinguish 
one task from another, leading to a more durable encoding. 
Originally, this hypothesis was partially informed by 
participants’ recall of motor movements, a measure of 
explicit memory (Shea & Zimny, 1983). 

The forgetting-reconstructive hypothesis attributes the CI 
effect to the process of “refreshing” working memory on 
every trial (Lee & Magill, 1983, 1985). With interleaved 
practice, the learner must “dump” a motor pattern from 
working memory after every trial in order to plan and execute 
subsequent trials (Lee & Simon, 2004). Therefore, the learner 
must retrieve a motor pattern into working memory or 
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construct one on every trial. This lack of forgetting and 
subsequent reconstruction is presumably why blocked 
practice is inferior to interleaved practice for long-term 
retention. In contrast, sequences that are blocked allow a 
sequence pattern to be maintained in working memory across 
trials. This hypothesis may account for the learning and 
performance dissociation often seen in CI research.  

However, neither of these proposed mechanisms 
specifically account for implicit processes, and motor skills 
are often implicitly learned. Research concerning the CI 
effect and implicit motor learning has largely focused on 
gross motor skills like those used when playing sports 
(French et al., 1990; Goode & Magill, 1986; Menayo et al., 
2010). Furthermore, research investigating the CI effect in 
fine motor sequence learning has largely focused on explicit 
memory (Wright et al., 2016). Though research has explored 
the effect of contextual interference in implicit motor 
learning, few specifically investigate fine motor sequence 
learning over a substantial delay and is thus a primary aim of 
this paper (Dang et al., 2019; Sekiya, 2006).  

Mathematical models can help us understand the different 
constraints memory has and how it adaptively functions 
(Anderson & Milson, 1989). For example, Burrell’s 
mathematical model on borrowing books from a library can 
be informative from an information-retrieval systems 
standpoint (1985). Anderson & Milson (1989) suggest from 
Burrell’s model that if use is massed, the intervals between 
successive uses can predict the probability of the item need. 
For example, if one item has been steadily used n times over 
many months (spaced), this item would be more likely to be 
needed when compared to an item that was used n times all 
in one month (massed/blocked). As such, the model would 
predict better memory for spaced items as compared to 
massed items, consistent with empirical research concerning 
the aforementioned contextual interference effect.  

In this paper, we propose an alternate way to model the 
contextual interference effect using a Bayesian theory of 
sequential learning. This model uses prediction errors and 
uncertainty to model how probability distributions of 
parameter weights are updated from trial to trial. As trials go 
on, Bayes’ theorem updates prior beliefs after considering 
new information. Using a Bayesian framework can address 
some shortcomings of sequential learning models. The 
Rescorla-Wagner model is a well-known sequential learning 
model of animal conditioning in which cue-outcome weights 
are updated incrementally at every trial based on prediction 
errors (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). This model does not 
account for learner uncertainty, so more complex sequential 
learning models have addressed this deficit using a Bayesian 
framework (Dayan & Kakade, 2000; Dayan, Kakade, & 
Montague, 2000). The model we use is an iteration of the 
Bayesian sequential learning model proposed in Lu et al., 
2016). The current paper explores how interleaving and 
blocking three motor sequences affects learning and retention 
of these sequences and how a computational model may help 
us understand how memory strength for these sequences 
differentially fluctuates over time depending on condition.  

Experimental Design & Methods 
To investigate if contextual interference enhances long-term 
retention of motor sequences, we utilized the serial reaction 
time (SRT) task. Participants sat with four fingers of the right 
hand on four keys on a keyboard (U,I,O,P) that corresponded 
to the four outlined, unfilled circles on a blue computer 
screen. One of the circles turned white to act as a cue to press 
the corresponding key (i.e., the first circle on the screen 
corresponds with “U”). After the button press, another circle 
turned white and the first circle reverted to being unfilled. 
Participants received audio feedback if they failed to press a 
button or pressed an incorrect button. Reaction time (RT) and 
accuracy were measured. Participants practiced three 8-item 
sequences that were either interleaved or blocked on Day 1 
(training) and Day 2 (testing). Participants were randomly 
assigned to a training condition. In the blocked condition, 
they received 80 repeated presentations of each sequence 
(i.e., AAA...BBB...CCC). In the interleaved condition, they 
received 3 sequences interleaved for a total of 240 trials (i.e., 
ACBABCBAC....). Day 2 was the same as Day 1, 
participants were randomly assigned to either the blocked or 
the interleaved condition. There were four conditions: 
Interleaved-Interleaved (II), Blocked-Blocked (BB), 
Blocked-Interleaved (BI), and Interleaved-Blocked (IB). The 
sequences were randomized so that no two participants had 
the same sequences. Each participant received the same three 
sequences both days. Critically, the participants were never 
told there were sequences, only to respond to each cue as 
quickly and as accurately as possible. To measure explicit 
learning, a questionnaire was administered after the second 
session comprised of three questions which prompted the 
participants to recall the sequences. 
 
Analysis  
 

We summed the 8 key presses in the accurate sequences only 
for a mean sequence RT. We took an average of mean 
sequence RTs of the last ten trials per sequence (A,B,C) for 
the blocked training condition, for a total of thirty trials. For 
the interleaved training condition, we took an average of 
mean sequence RTs of the last thirty trials. For the blocked 
testing condition, we used the same procedure but looked at 
the first ten trials of each sequence, for a total of thirty trials. 
Similarly, for the interleaved testing condition, we studied the 
first thirty trials. To measure retention, we computed 
difference scores by subtracting the mean sequence RTs of 
the last thirty trials from Day 1 from the RTs of the first thirty 
trials from Day 2. We also assessed learning over time by 
looking at mean sequence reaction time every twenty trials 
on Day 1 using a Mann-Kendall trend test, a nonparametric 
test for monotonic trends, where Kendall’s Tau (t) is a 
measure of the strength and direction of the trend. To measure 
explicit representation of motor sequences, we compared 
subjects’ recall of sequences to the actual sequences and 
computed a score. For example, if a participant correctly 
recalled half of one sequence and two items of another, their 
score would be an average of (0.5+0.25+0)/3 for a score of 
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0.25. To determine chance performance a priori, we ran a 
Monte Carlo simulation in which we compared three 
randomized “test” sequences to 1,000,000 randomized 
sequences. We found that on average, they matched around 
two of the eight items just by chance. The implicit-explicit 
memory distinction may lie on a continuum, with participants 
having varying amounts of explicit knowledge. However, 
since we were interested in purely implicit learners, we 
dichotomized our sample and post-hoc sorted participants 
based off of the Monte Carlo cutoff determined a priori. This 
allowed us to examine fully implicit learners separately from 
those who may have some explicit sequence knowledge.  
Implicit learners were participants who recalled on average, 
0-3 items per sequence (at chance) while explicit learners 
recalled 4 or more items per sequence (above chance).   
 
Participants 
We collected data from 100 UCLA undergraduates, who 
received course credit for participation. A total of 17 
participants were excluded for low accuracy (i.e., 80% or 
lower; n=8), computer error (n=5), or failing to complete the 
experiment (n=4). Our final subject pool consisted of 83 
right-handed young adults. (nII=22; nBB=19; nI =21; nBI= 21; 
ages 18-43, M=20.6, SD=3.2). Participants were sorted into 
two groups based on their explicit recall score: implicit 
(n=40) and explicit (n=43). Thus, our four groups were 
divided into eight groups to account for both types of learners 
in all four conditions (implicit learners: nII=14; nBB=7; nIB=9; 
nBI=10; explicit learners: nII=8;  nBB=12;  nIB=12;  nBI=11).  

Experimental Results 
On Day 1, participants who practiced interleaved sequences 
were significantly less accurate (M=92.34, SD=4.38) than 
participants who practiced blocked sequences (M=94.22, 
SD=4.13; t(81)=2.013, p=.047). However, on Day 2, a Mann-
Whitney test indicated that there was no significant 
difference in accuracy between those who performed 
interleaved sequences (M=94.02, SD=4.27) and those who 
performed blocked sequences (M=95.59, SD=2.51; 
U=992.50, p=.229). Those who were tested on interleaved 
sequences either received blocked or interleaved training the 
day before, however training condition did not impact 
accuracy on Day 2 (MII=93.34, SDII=4.44; MBI=94.74, 
SDBI=4.06; t(41)=1.08, p=.287). Similarly, training condition 
did not impact accuracy on Day 2 for those who were tested 
on blocked sequences (MBB=95.67, SDBB=2.32; MIB=95.52, 
SDIB=2.72; t(38)=0.18, p=.859). 

Participants who received blocked practice explicitly 
recalled on average more items per sequence (M=4.18, 
SD=2.48) than those who had received interleaved practice 
(M=3.17, SD=2.13;  t(81)=-1.996, p=.049).  

Before categorizing participants into implicit or explicit 
learners, we conducted a two-way ANCOVA to control for 
recall score. We found a significant main effect of training 
condition (F(1,78)=38.06, p<.001), a significant main effect 
of testing condition (F(1,78)=10.895, p=.001), and a 
significant interaction after controlling for recall score 

(F(1,78)=11.565, p=.001). The covariate was not 
significantly related to performance, indicating that a 
participants’ knowledge about the sequence had little impact 
on performance and the benefit of interleaved practice 
(F(1,78)=3.02, p=.086). Since our original interest was 
implicit motor sequence learning, we then separated groups 
based on a cutoff score denoting chance performance. 

All groups learned over Day 1, as evidenced by significant 
decreasing trends in mean sequence RT. Significant 
decreasing monotonic trends were observed in both the 
blocked training group (t = -.442, p < .0001) and interleaved 
training group (t = -.242, p < .0001) in explicit learners (Fig. 
1). In implicit learners, there was also a significant decreasing 
monotonic trend for both the blocked training group (t = -
.336, p=.001) and the interleaved training group (t = -.272, 
p< .0001) (Fig. 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Learning over Day 1. 

 
We then examined mean difference scores in all four 

groups separated by explicit and implicit learners. Difference 
scores were calculated by subtracting the mean sequence 
reaction time of the last thirty trials on Day 1 from the mean 
of the first thirty trials on Day 2. A positive difference score 
indicates poorer performance on Day 2, a negative difference 
score indicates improvement on Day 2, while a difference 
score of zero indicates retention. A three-way ANOVA was 
conducted to examine the effect of training condition, testing 
condition, and learner type (explicit, implicit) on mean RT 
difference scores (Fig. 2). There was a significant main effect 
of training condition on difference scores, (F(1, 75)=39.539, 
p <.001, h2=0.274), with less forgetting from Day 1 to Day 2 
for participants who had received interleaved training. 
Participants who trained in the interleaved condition had a 
negative difference score, indicating improved performance 
(M=-0.313, SD=0.554). Participants who trained in the 
blocked condition instead showed a positive difference score, 
indicating forgetting from Day 1 to Day 2 (M=0.726, 
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SD=0.938). There was also a significant main effect of testing 
condition, (F(1, 75)=9.538, p=.003, h2=0.066), with greater 
forgetting for participants who received interleaved testing on 
Day 2. Participants who received interleaved testing had a 
mean positive difference score (M=0.408, SD=1.017), while 
participants who tested with blocked sequences had a 
negative mean difference score (M=-0.049, SD=0.748). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Mean difference scores to measure sequence 
retention. Higher scores indicate greater forgetting.  
 

These main effects were qualified by two statistically 
significant interactions. We observed an interaction between 
the effects of training condition and testing condition on 
difference scores, F(1,75)=11.948, p<.001, h2=0.083. An 
analysis of simple effects showed that testing condition did 
not significantly affect difference scores when participants 
were trained in the interleaved condition (F(1,75)=0.027, 
p=.870). However, testing condition did significantly affect 
the difference scores when participants were trained in the 
blocked condition (F(1,75)=20.056, p<.001). Participants 
who trained with interleaved sequences were able to retain or 
improve performance regardless of testing condition, while 
participants who trained with blocked sequences did worse 
when tested with interleaved sequences.  

Additionally, we observed an interaction between the 
effects of training condition and learner type on difference 
scores, F(1, 75)=4.915, p=.03, h2=0.034. Simple effects 
analysis showed that learner type did affect difference scores 
when subjects practiced blocked sequences (F(1,75)=4.529, 
p=.037), but not when subjects practiced interleaved 
sequences (F(1,75)=1.082, p=.302). Explicit learners in the 
blocked training condition had higher difference scores than 
implicit learners, suggesting that explicit learning of the 
sequences might hinder subsequent learning, especially when 
these sequences are practiced in a blocked fashion. 

With one sample t-tests, we found there was a significant 
slowing of performance across the delay for subjects who 
were trained using blocked sequences and tested using 
interleaved sequences, regardless of whether they gained 
explicit knowledge of the sequences (t(10)=5.757, p=.0001, 

for explicit learners; t(9)=3.255, p=.0099 for implicit 
learners). For subjects who practiced interleaved sequences, 
there was significantly faster performance when the 
sequences were blocked if they had some explicit knowledge 
of the sequences, perhaps reflecting facilitated performance 
of blocked sequences (t(11)=-4.849, p=.0005).  
 Interestingly, the participants who practiced interleaved 
sequences and gained no awareness of the sequences showed 
faster performance after the delay when tested on interleaved 
sequences (t(13)=-3.633, p=.003). Subjects who practiced 
and were tested using blocked sequences had similar levels 
of performance across the delay regardless of awareness. 
Subjects who gained some awareness of the sequences 
showed no forgetting if trained and tested using interleaved 
sequences, and subjects without awareness showed similar 
performance pre and post delay if they practiced interleaved 
sequences and tested with blocked sequences (p’s >.1). 

Bayesian Theory of Sequential Learning 
To understand how memory strength for each sequence 
evolves in both the interleaved and blocked conditions, we 
used a sequential Bayesian learning model. The 
implementation is based on particle filtering which has been 
widely used to model learning, such as conditioning (Daw, & 
Courville, 2008), category learning (Sanborn et al., 2010), 
causal learning (Lu et al., 2016). It is a general probabilistic 
approach for estimating and updating probability 
distributions of hidden variables by recursively applying two 
computational steps described below (Ho & Lee, 1964; 
Meinhold & Singpurwalla,1983). Though there are many 
iterations of this type of model, the current paper adopts the 
model proposed by Lu, Rojas, Beckers & Yuille (2016) as it 
introduces a learning mechanism and accounts for trial order 
effects. The prediction step uses past observations to predict 
the states of hidden variables. Specifically, the distribution of 
hidden variables x (i.e., memory strength in our application) 
at time point k can be predicted using observations Z in the 
past. In our study, x represents the memory strength for each 
of the three sequences, k corresponds to trials, and Z 
represents performed motor sequences. The prediction step 
can be defined as: 
 
𝒑(𝒙𝒌|𝒁𝒌"𝟏) = 	∫ 𝒑 (𝒙𝒌|𝒙𝒌"𝟏)𝒑(𝒙𝒌"𝟏|𝒁𝒌"𝟏)𝒅𝒙𝒌"𝟏    (1) 

 
in which the first term is a temporal prior following a 
Gaussian distribution with the mean as the memory strength 
in the past trial 𝒙𝒌−𝟏, and standard deviation as a temporal 
smoothness parameter α. The temporal prior allows memory 
strength to vary while still maintaining similar values for 
neighboring trials. When α is small (i.e., close to 0), the 
memory strength would not change too much from trial to 
trial; while larger values of α allow for significant changes in 
memory strength from one trial to the next. The temporal 
smoothness parameter can be viewed as controlling the rate 
of learning. Larger values indicate fast learning, and smaller 
values correspond to slow learning.  

The model then applies the Bayes rule to update the 
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posterior distribution of memory strength using the 
observations in the current trial k and predictive distribution 
derived in the prediction step:  

 
𝒑(𝒙𝒌|𝒁𝒌) =

𝒑&𝒁𝒌'𝒙𝒌(𝒑&𝒙𝒌'𝒁𝒌"𝟏(
𝒑&𝒁𝒌'𝒁𝒌"𝟏(

        (2) 
 

The sequential model iteratively performs the two steps to 
update the distribution of the memory strength associated 
with each of the motor sequences. This model is ideal for the 
SRT task because it does not require perfect memory of all 
preceding trials and is sensitive to the order of data 
presentation. The learning of the memory strength is driven 
by the discrepancy between what is predicted to happen and 
what is actually observed. If the Bayesian sequential model 
provided a good approximation to an internal cognitive 
model for the SRT task, we would expect that the model 
could qualitatively account for human performance. 

Model Simulation Results 
We conducted model simulations for both training groups 
(Interleaved, Blocked) and for both groups of learners 
(Implicit, Explicit). The model predicts “memory strength” 
measured in arbitrary units. “Memory strength” is assumed 
to be the inverse of human reaction time, as reaction time will 
decrease when participants memorize the sequence better 
with higher memory strength. In the blocked condition, 
sequences were blocked into 80 trial presentations as in the 
experimental design. The standard deviation for likelihood 
was set to 10 in the simulation. To determine the temporal 
smoothness parameter α (analogous to learning rate) for 
implicit and explicit learners, we performed a grid search 
from 0-1 with a step size of .1. We found that α=.5 provides 
the best fit between estimated memory strength with human 
RT for implicit learners (r=-.653), and α=1 showed the best 
fit for explicit learners (r=-.928).  These two parameters 
control learning rate and thus were altered for the two 
different groups of learners. This model was run 1,000 times 
and memory strength was averaged across runs. Model 
parameters for the interleaved condition were the same 
except the input sequences were intermixed for 240 trials 
rather than three blocks of 80 trials. 

As higher memory strength corresponds to a faster reaction 
time, we added a non-linear transformation to memory 
strength, 𝑒(*"+.*∗./0123	562/7869), to show the change of 
inversed memory strength as a function of training trials in 
Figure 3. The model’s Day 1 performance is similar to 
experimental data for both explicit and implicit learners (Fig. 
3). The model results with α=1 exhibited significant 
decreasing monotonic trends in the blocked training group (t 
=-.392) and interleaved training group (t =-.537) just as 
explicit learners. This was also the case for the model results 
with α=.5 in the blocked (t =-.432) and interleaved (t =-.889) 
training groups as did implicit learners (all p’s <.0001). 
Importantly, model results with α=1 for explicit learners 
showed a larger difference between blocked training and 
interleaved training, than did α = .5 for implicit learners.   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3. Inversed memory strength for both groups of 
learners during Day 1 training.  
 

To directly compare model predictions and human 
performance, we found a strong negative correlation in the 
blocked training group in explicit learners for the memory 
strength predicted by the model and human RT in 
experimental data (r=-0.78, p<0.0001). We found a weak 
negative correlation in the interleaved training group in 
explicit learners (r=-0.33, p<0.0001). In implicit learners, we 
found a strong negative correlation between the model and 
experimental results in the blocked training group (r=-0.78, 
p<0.0001) and a moderate correlation in the interleaved 
training group (r=-0.44, p<0.0001). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Model predictions of memory strength difference 
score. Higher scores indicate greater forgetting. 

 
To model memory retention, we simulated Day 2 data to 

calculate difference scores. We modelled Day 2 similarly to 
Day 1, except that the prior was the posterior distribution of 
memory strength at the end of Day 1. Qualitatively, the model 
mimics the pattern observed in the experimental data (Fig. 4).  

The model predicts more forgetting in the blocked training 
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condition, and less forgetting in the interleaved training 
condition, consistent with experimental results. The model 
also shows large positive differences in the BB conditions, 
for both types of learners. However, the large positive 
difference score for the BB groups is inconsistent with our 
experimental results. In the experimental data, these groups 
had much smaller difference scores and thus better retention 
than the model predicted. Though the model “forgets” from 
Day 1 to Day 2, participants still retain procedural memory.  

Discussion 
The benefits of interleaving are well-documented and span 
multiple diverse domains (Brady, 1998). Research regarding 
contextual interference in motor skill learning has primarily 
focused on explicit sequence learning or gross motor learning 
(e.g., sports). However, it is as of yet unclear if the benefits 
of interleaving extend to implicit fine motor sequence 
memory after a substantial delay. Our study investigated the 
benefits of introducing contextual interference in a popular 
implicit motor learning task, the SRT task. Sequences were 
either blocked or interleaved in a two-day experiment. 
Explicit recall was probed at the end of the experiment. 

We aimed to investigate the CI effect in purely implicit 
learners and set a recall score cut-off based on a Monte Carlo 
simulation that determined chance performance. Using this 
criterion many participants gained some explicit sequence 
knowledge. As we were interested in whether the CI effect 
persists in the absence of explicit knowledge, we 
dichotomized our sample. Dichotomizing resulted in a loss of 
power and small sample sizes, so our results should be 
cautiously interpreted, and it is possible that explicit 
knowledge could lead to greater benefits of CI in the SRT 
task. Future work could examine the effects of CI when 
learning is more clearly implicit, such as learning with a 
concurrent task or a more complex probabilistic sequence. 

We found a main effect of practice schedule on retention, 
with interleaved practice leading to better retention of 
practice over the delay. However, this effect was qualified by 
an interaction between practice and test conditions: when 
sequences were tested in blocks, there was no effect of 
practice schedule, retention was good regardless of how 
sequences were practiced. However, there were large 
differences when the practiced sequences were interleaved at 
test. Participants who received interleaved practice showed 
excellent retention, and even consolidation of sequence 
knowledge at test. In contrast, participants who practiced the 
sequences in a blocked fashion showed substantial forgetting 
when tested in the interleaved condition. It appeared that 
blocked practice left participants unprepared for performance 
of interleaved sequences. 

Finally, we found an interaction between training condition 
and learner type. When subjects trained with interleaved 
sequences, retention was similar for both implicit and explicit 
learners. However, subjects who trained with blocked 
sequences showed worse performance on Day 2, especially 
explicit learners. This was not the case for explicit learners in 
the interleaved group, suggesting that explicit knowledge of 

the sequences may hinder learning only when sequences are 
presented in a blocked fashion. Our results suggest that the 
benefits of interleaving do not require explicit retrieval. 

The transfer-appropriate processing (TAP) principle refers 
to the phenomenon where task performance is best when the 
practice and test conditions are the same (Morris et al., 1977). 
Our results do not fully conform to the TAP framework, since 
participants with explicit knowledge who practiced 
interleaved sequences do better when tested with blocked 
sequences. However, implicit learners who practiced 
interleaved sequences perform better with interleaved 
sequences at test.  Alternative TAP frameworks attempt to 
account for the differences in implicit and explicit learning 
by distinguishing between perceptual and conceptual 
processes, or between integrative and elaborative processes 
(Graf & Ryan, 1990; Roediger & McDermott, 1993). 
However, these proposed processes are mostly founded on 
perceptual priming research, so future research should aim to 
explain how the TAP principle differs in implicit and explicit 
motor learning, and how this may change with contextual 
interference. 

We used the Bayesian Sequential Learning model and 
manipulated the temporal smoothness prior to model implicit 
and explicit learners. We altered this parameter because it 
relates to the rate of learning.  In the motor learning literature, 
a multiple-process framework has been proposed where 
explicit processes correspond to “fast” learning and rapid 
forgetting, while implicit processes resemble “slow” learning 
and slow forgetting (McDougle et al., 2015; Smith et al., 
2006). The model was mostly successful in qualitatively 
predicting the human data, as we found significant negative 
correlations when comparing the model results (‘memory 
strength’) to the experimental data (RT). However, though 
the model replicated the general pattern of retention results, 
it attributed poorer retention to both BB groups, which was 
not observed in our experimental data. Our model did not aim 
to provide a quantitative fit to the learning curves (RT), but 
rather a qualitative account of the differences observed in the 
interleaved and blocked conditions. In addition to not 
knowing the exact transformation from memory strength to 
RT, it is evident that the model has clear differences from 
human learning. First, the model doesn’t consider any motor 
or perceptual uncertainty, though human participants may 
need practice trials to get familiar with how the visual cues 
correspond to the key presses. Furthermore, the model 
doesn’t include other factors like spontaneous rehearsal, 
fatigue, and accuracy. Overall, the model predicts more 
forgetting when sequences were blocked on Day 1, as 
compared to interleaved sequences, which conforms to our 
main experimental finding. 

Given the limitations of small sample sizes and a lack of 
experimental manipulation of explicit knowledge, our results 
do not offer definitive conclusions about the contextual 
interference effect in implicit motor sequence learning and 
long-term retention. However, our experimental and 
computational results suggest that contextual interference 
may protect against interference of explicit knowledge. We 
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observed a contextual interference effect in implicit learners, 
as subjects who were trained in the interleaved condition 
showed less forgetting and subjects who were trained in the 
blocked condition were left unprepared for interleaved 
testing, indicating that they may have learned a sequence-
specific rather than a general rule. 
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Abstract 

We examined the effect of speaking more than one language 
(multilingualism) or two dialects of the same language (bi-
dialectalism) on executive control (EC) by administering seven 
EC tasks to 46 multilingual, 72 bi-dialectal and 47 monolingual 
young adults. We used the EC model of Miyake, Friedman, 
Emerson, Witzki, Howerter and Wager (2000) according to 
which EC comprises three components: working memory, 
task-switching and inhibition. We also tested two theoretical 
views regarding the locus of the bilingual advantage: first, that 
bilingualism affects specific EC components and, second, that 
bilingualism has a more general effect on the whole EC 
network. Miyake et al.’s (2000) model was a good fit to our EC 
data. We also found that both multilinguals and bi-dialectals 
had significantly higher EC scores than monolinguals. 
Moreover, both the multilingual and the bi-dialectal advantage 
was found in overall EC ability and could not be attributed to 
a specific EC component.   

Keywords: bilingualism; multilingualism; bi-dialectalism; 
typological distance; executive control; dialects  

Introduction 

It is now estimated that bilingual speakers -individuals who 

use more than one language on a regular basis- make up the 

majority of the world population (e.g. Grosjean & Li, 2013). 

As a result, bilingualism and its possible neurocognitive 

effects have recently become a topic of central interest for 

researchers working within linguistics, psychology and 

cognitive neuroscience (e.g. Bialystok, 2017; Paap, 2019).  

Within this growing body of work, some researchers have 

suggested the idea that regularly using more than one 

language is an experience that enhances a specific 

neurocognitive system, executive control (e.g. Bialystok, 

2017). The main rationale for the bilingual executive control 

advantage hypothesis (BECA) is the well-established finding 

that, when a bilingual speaks in one of her languages, the 

other language remains active and potentially available for 

use (Kroll, Dussias, Bogulski & Kroff, 2012). In this respect, 

the fluent use of the intended language requires some sort of 

domain-general mechanism that will select the appropriate 

language and will prevent intrusions from the non-relevant 

language. According to BECA, this domain-general 

mechanism is found in the EC system. Thus, the constant 

experience of using EC to manage two simultaneously active, 

 
1In this paper, we consider the terms updating and working memory 

to be interchangeable and use the term working memory instead of 

conflicting language systems during everyday 

communication is a form of mental exercise that results in 

better EC skills in bilinguals (e.g. Bialystok, 2017).  

In this context, our study aimed to examine the BECA by 

comparing groups of multilingual, bi-dialectal and 

monolingual young adult participants. As part of this 

research, we were particularly interested in investigating 

whether an EC advantage would be found even for bi-

dialectals -that is, speakers of two very similar dialects of the 

same language. As a secondary goal, we wanted to adjudicate 

between two broad theoretical accounts regarding the 

cognitive locus of the bilingual EC performance advantage 

(if indeed found). Does bilingualism/bi-dialectalism affect 

specific cognitive components or the EC network as a whole? 

In the next section, we briefly introduce the influential 

theoretical model of EC proposed by Miyake et al. (2000) and 

review the extensive literature on the effect of bilingualism 

on EC. We then present our experimental study. 

 

Bilingualism and Executive Control   

Executive control (EC) refers to a domain-general system, 

which, according to the widely-accepted framework of 

Miyake et al. (2000), comprises three core processes that are 

distinguishable but yet moderately interrelated. These 

executive functions include shifting or task-switching (the 

ability to flexibly switch between rules, representations or 

tasks), updating and monitoring the contents of working 

memory1 (coding and monitoring information in working 

memory for relevance to a given task and revising it in case 

it is no longer relevant) and inhibition (the ability to inhibit 

dominant responses and irrelevant information).  

Direct empirical support to BECA has mainly come from 

behavioral research showing superior (faster and/or more 

accurate) performance for bilinguals in a variety of EC tasks. 

Nevertheless, more recently, many studies failed to replicate 

the bilingual advantage in EC tasks (e.g. Paap, 2019). These 

results led some researchers to suggest that the bilingual 

cognitive advantage does not exist (e.g. Paap, 2019). Τhe 

most recent meta-analyses reveal varying results, with effect 

sizes ranging from null (Lehtonen, Soveri, Laine, Jarvenpaa, 

updating because, in general, it is more commonly used in the 

literature. 
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de Bruin & Antfolk, 2018) to small-to-moderate, in the 

direction of a bilingual advantage (Grundy & Timmer, 2016). 

Mixed results have been also reported with regards to 

whether the bilingual EC advantage is found for speakers of 

two closely related languages or dialects. EC advantages, for 

instance, have been reported for Spanish-Catalan (e.g. Costa, 

Hernandez, Costa-Faidella & Sebastian-Galles, 2009) and 

Sardinian-Italian bilinguals (e.g. Garraffa, Obregon & 

Sorace, 2017). Spanish-Catalan and Sardinian-Italian have a 

lexical similarity of 85% (Lewis, Gary & Fennig, 2014). This 

is exactly on the cut-off point for two linguistic varieties 

being dialects of the same language according to the 

Ethnologue (Lewis et al., 2014). Another study conducted by 

Antoniou, Grohmann, Kambanaros and Katsos (2016) in the 

context of Cyprus found an EC advantage for both 

multilingual (speakers of Cypriot Greek, Standard Modern 

Greek and other languages) and bi-dialectal children (in 

Cypriot Greek and Standard Modern Greek). Crucially, 

again, Cypriot Greek (CG) and Standard Modern Greek 

(SMG) have a high lexical similarity of 84-92% (Lewis et al., 

2014). Other studies, however, failed to find evidence for an 

advantage with various bi-dialectal samples, including, for 

example, Venetian-Italian (Scaltritti, Peressotti & Miozzo, 

2017) and Scots-Standard English bi-dialectals (Ross & 

Melinger, 2016; Kirk, Fiala, Scott-Brown & Kempe 2014).        

Various factors have been proposed in order to explain the 

inconsistency in the findings (see e.g. Bialystok, 2017; de 

Bruin & Della Salla, 2019; Green & Abutalebi, 2013; Paap, 

2019). These include (but are not limited to) the following. 

(1) The use of small sample sizes. (2) Failure to equate groups 

on confounding variables (e.g. culture, socioeconomic status, 

non-verbal fluid intelligence, immigration status). (3) 

Various aspects related to the tasks used (e.g. the use of 

verbal or single tasks or the use of tasks that do not show 

convergent validity). (4) The specific characteristics of 

bilinguals (e.g. language proficiency level). Finally, some 

researchers have criticized the fact that many studies lack a 

clear theory regarding the nature of EC and how bilingualism 

influences this cognitive system (e.g. Jared, 2015).  

Researchers who advocate the existence of a bilingual 

advantage have proposed different theoretical accounts about 

the specific cognitive locus of this benefit. Two broad views 

have emerged. The first view suggests that the bilingual 

advantage is found in distinct EC components. Bialystok and 

colleagues (e.g. Bialystok, Craik, Green & Gollan, 2009), for 

instance, initially proposed that the bilingual advantage is 

found specifically in inhibition. This early account was based 

on Green’s (1998) model of bilingual language processing 

according to which the use of the intended language requires 

the inhibition of the other language. According to the second 

view, bilingualism has a more general effect on the EC 

system. Bialystok (2011; 2017), for instance, proposes that 

the bilingual advantage is rooted in the ability to coordinate 

or jointly recruit all different EC components or in executive 

attention. Executive attention is a resource-limited, 

continuous construct that refers to the ability to attend to 

goal-relevant information and maintain it in an active state 

under distraction. It becomes attuned in bilinguals because of 

their continuous experience in resolving competition between 

two simultaneously active linguistic systems. 

To sum, past research has provided some evidence for a 

bilingual advantage in EC, even though this benefit is not 

always replicated and some researchers even contest its very 

existence (e.g. Paap, 2019). Moreover, advocates of the 

BECA do not agree regarding the specific cognitive locus of 

the bilingual advantage in EC tasks (e.g. Bialystok et al., 

2009; Bialystok, 2017). In addition, past studies have mostly 

focused on speakers of two clearly distinct languages. There 

has been relatively little research on bi-dialectals, with the 

few studies on the topic also reporting mixed findings.  

 

The Present Study 

Against this background, the main goal of our study was to 

examine the effect of multilingualism and bi-dialectalism on 

EC using an experimental design that carefully takes into 

consideration various factors that have been proposed in the 

literature to contribute to the variability in the findings. We 

aimed to achieve this goal by comparing the EC skills of 

multilingual, bi-dialectal and monolingual young adults in 

the sociolinguistic context of Cyprus. The sociolinguistic 

situation in Cyprus is generally described as diglossic, with 

Greek Cypriots typically speaking CG and SMG (e.g. 

Antoniou et al., 2016). CG is natively and naturalistically 

acquired and is used for everyday communication. SMG, on 

the other hand, is learnt mainly through formal education, it 

is the language of schooling, the media and is used for 

reading, writing and in formal situations. We predicted that 

bi-dialectals would exhibit a similar EC benefit to that of 

multilinguals for two reasons. First, because the previous 

study conducted in Cyprus (with children) showed that both 

multilinguals and bi-dialectals had superior EC skills relative 

to monolinguals and did not differ from each other (Antoniou 

et al., 2016). Second, because there is some evidence that 

lexical access operates in the same way and that co-activation 

is similarly present in bilingual speakers of any pair of 

languages. This includes bilinguals who speak very similar 

languages or even (at least some) bi-dialectal speakers (see in 

Kirk, Kempe, Scott-Brown, Philipp & Declerck, 2018).      

Moreover, we aimed to test between the two accounts of 

the locus of the bilingual advantage (if found). Thus, we 

designed our study (by employing seven EC tasks) and 

analyzed our data using Miyake et al.’s (2000) model of EC. 

If bilingualism affects specific components, we expect to find 

an interaction between the Group and EC factors. On the 

other hand, if bilingualism has a broader effect on EC, we 

expect that only the Group factor will be significant. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants included 46 multilinguals (speakers of CG, SMG 

and another language; 34 female; aged 18–30 years, mean 

age 21.8, SD 3.03 years), 72 bi-dialectals (in CG and SMG; 

49 female; aged 18–36 years, mean age 21.5, SD 3.3 years) 
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and 47 monolinguals (speakers of SMG; 37 female; aged 18–

38 years, mean age 22.5 months, SD 4.02 years). All 

participants were recruited in Cyprus. Monolingual 

participants were Greek citizens who lived in Cyprus but 

originally came from Greece (for work or studies). 

 

Materials and Procedure 
Participants were given seven EC tasks, the Matrix reasoning 

test from the Wechsler Abbreviated Intelligence Scale 

(WASI; Wechsler, 1999) for non-verbal fluid intelligence 

and the Mill Hill Vocabulary scale (Raven, Raven, & Court, 

2000). They were also asked to complete a Language 

Background and Socioeconomic Status questionnaire. All 

tasks and questionnaires were administered in SMG.  

We included at least two tasks for each EC component. The 

Rotation Span task (Foster, Shipstead, Harrison, Hicks, 

Redick & Engle, 2015), the forward and backward Corsi 

Blocks task (Mueller & Piper, 2014) and the N-back task (e.g. 

Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Perrig & Meier, 2010) were 

administered as tests tapping into working memory. For 

inhibition, we used the Flanker (e.g. Fan, McCandliss, 

Sommer, Raz & Posner, 2002) and Stroop tasks (e.g. 

Unsworth, Redick, Spillers & Brewer, 2012). Finally, for 

switching, participants were given the Color-Shape (e.g. 

Friedman, Miyake, Young, DeFries, Corley & Hewitt, 2008) 

and Number-letter tasks (e.g. Karayanidis, Jamadar, Ruge, 

Phillips, Heathcote & Forstmann, 2010).  

Participants were tested in two sessions (in random order). 

One session included the Rotation Span, Corsi Blocks, Color-

Shape, Stroop tasks and the WASI test in counterbalanced 

order. The Mill Hill test was always administered last. In the 

other session, participants were given the Number-letter, 

Flanker and N-back tasks, again, in a counterbalanced order.  

 

Socioeconomic Status and Language Background 

Questionnaire. The questionnaire asked for information 

regarding the participant’s language use in various domains 

of daily life. It also required information regarding the 

participant’s date of birth, gender, place of birth and level of 

education (0=no degree to 3=doctoral degree), among other 

topics. Finally, three scores of the family’s socioeconomic 

status (SES) could be extracted from the questionnaire: the 

family’s wealth (0=low affluence to 9=high affluence) as 

measured by the Family Affluence Scale (FAS; Boyce, 

Torsheim, Currie & Zambon, 2006) and the parents’ levels of 

education (0=no education to 5=doctoral degree). 

 

The Stroop Task. Participants saw color words in SMG 

(BLUE, RED, GREEN) or a string of Xs (e.g. XXXX) printed 

in blue, red or green color. They had to respond based on the 

print color of the stimuli. For congruent trials, the color word 

was compatible with its font color (e.g. BLUE printed in blue 

color). For incongruent trials, each color word was 

incompatible with its font color. Τhe neutral condition 

included trials with a string of Xs. There were two test blocks 

(presented in random order) with 108 trials each (36 trials per 

condition).  

 

The Flanker Task. Participants saw a single or a series of 

five arrows. They had to indicate whether the center arrow 

pointed to the left or right. For congruent trials, the center 

arrows pointed to the same direction as the center arrow. For 

incongruent trials, the center arrow pointed to the opposite 

direction compared to the flanker arrows. For neutral trials, 

there was only one arrow. There were three test blocks (in 

random order) with 96 trials each (32 per trial type).  

 

The Color-Shape Task. Participants saw a cue (letters Y or 

Z) for 150ms. While the cue remained on screen, they were 

then presented with a target triangle or circle in a green or red 

square. Depending on the cue, participants had to perform 

either the shape (whether the shape is a triangle or a circle) or 

the color task (whether color is red or green). In pure blocks, 

they had to perform either only the color task or only the 

shape task. In mixed blocks, they had to switch between the 

two tasks. For repeat trials in mixed blocks, participants had 

to perform the same task as for the previous trial. For switch 

trials, they had to switch to the other task compared to the 

immediately previous trial. There were four test blocks 

including a pure color block (where participants performed 

only the color task), a pure shape block (where they had to 

focus only on the shape task) and two mixed blocks. Test pure 

blocks included 24 trials each, while test mixed blocks 

included 24 switch and 23 repeat trials (or the reverse).  

 

Number-letter Task. Participants saw a cue (green, blue, red 

or orange square) on a black screen for 700ms. While the cue 

remained on screen, they were presented with a target 

number-letter pair. Participants were instructed that, 

depending on the cue, they had to perform either the number 

(decide whether the number is odd or even) or the letter task 

(decide whether letter is a vowel or a consonant). In pure 

blocks, they had to perform either only the letter task or only 

the number task, while in mixed blocks, they had to switch 

between the two tasks depending on the cue. Mixed blocks 

consisted of switch and repeat trials. There were six test 

blocks (a pure letter, a pure number and four mixed blocks). 

Test pure blocks included 72 trials each, while test mixed 

blocks included 35 switch and 36 repeat trials (or the reverse).  

 

N-back Test. Participants saw a sequence of (hard-to-

describe) visual stimuli in each block. The stimuli were 

presented at the center of a black screen one at a time. 

Depending on the condition (2-back, 3-back, 4-back), 

participants had to press a button on a game controller if the 

current stimulus was identical to a stimulus that appeared n 

(2, 3, or 4) positions earlier and a different button if it was not 

the same. There were 12 test blocks (four for each level). 

Target trials were those where, depending on the condition 

(2-back, 3-back, 4-back), the current stimulus matched a 

stimulus that appeared n positions earlier. The test included 
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72 target trials, 6 within each block. From this task, we used 

the proportion of correct target trials. 

 

Rotation Span. We used the shortened version of the 

Rotation Span task, but translated and adapted in SMG. From 

this test, we used the partial score (see Foster et al., 2015).  

 

Corsi Blocks Task. We used the Corsi blocks task from the 

Psychology Experiment Building Language (PEBL) 

Psychological Test Battery (Mueller & Piper, 2014). We took 

two measures from this task: number of correct responses in 

the forward and in the backward condition. 

 

Mill Hill Vocabulary Scale. In the Definitions sub-test, 

participants had to explain the meaning of 44 SMG words. In 

the Multiple-Choice sub-test, they were given another 44 

target SMG words. They had to select the word (among six 

choices) whose meaning was closer to the target word. 

Results 

Preliminary Analyses 
 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis. We first conducted a 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) on the EC data (with 

robust method). For inhibition and switching, we used mean 

reaction times (RTs) from the incongruent and switch 

conditions of the relevant tasks instead of the reaction time 

difference scores (incongruent minus congruent/neutral and 

switch minus repeat/pure), as measures of the target cognitive 

skills. We took this decision because the difference scores 

correlated very weakly with each other and with the other EC 

measures (e.g. the correlation between the difference scores 

in the ANT and the Stroop task was r(two-tailed)=.05, 

p>.05). There was only a significant (albeit small) correlation 

between the difference scores for the two switching tests 

(r(two-tailed)=.17, p<.05) and a significant correlation 

between the Color-Shape difference score and the partial 

score from the Rotation Span task (r(two-tailed)=-.24, 

p<.05). In contrast, when considering RTs in incongruent and 

switch trials, the correlations among the EC measures were 

higher and (most of them) significant (see Table 1).  

The CFA sesults (Figure 1) suggest that the three-factor 

structure was a good fit to the observed data, χ2(17)=15.96, 

p>.05, χ2/df = .94, with the following fit indices: CFI = 1.0, 

NNFI = 1.0, RMSEA value was 0.00, with a 90% confidence 

interval of 0.00 to 0.06. All factor loadings were statistically 

significant and of acceptable magnitude (Hair, Black, Babin 

& Anderson, 2014: 618). Further, the correlations among the 

three factors were moderate to large (see Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The estimated three-factor model. Numbers next to 

the large, single-headed arrows represent factor loadings. 

Numbers at the ends of the smaller arrows are error terms. 

Numbers next to the double-headed arrows represent 

correlation coefficients. All paths are statistically significant, 

p< .001. Paths represent standardized values. 

Table 1. Bivariate correlations between the executive control measures used in our study. 

 

 Stroop RT Flanker RT NL RT CS RT N-back Corsi For. Corsi Back. 

Flanker RT .346**       

NL RT .529** .370**      

CS RT .423** .235** .526**     

Nback -.237** -.144 -.253** -.196*    

Corsi For -.279** -.263** -.214* -.254** .267**   

Corsi Back -.256** -.196* -.264** -.227** .333** .442**  

RS -.125 -.091 -.257** -.295** .261** .265** .412** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Note. RT=reaction times, Stroop RT=RT for incongruent trials in the Stroop task, Flanker RT=RT for incongruent trials in the 

Flanker Task, NL RT=RT for switch trials in the Number-letter task, CS RT=RT for switch trials in the Color-Shape task, 

Corsi For.=number of correct trials in the forward Corsi Blocks task, Corsi Back.=number of correct trials in the backward 

Corsi Blocks task, RS=partial score in the Rotation Span task, N-back=proportion of correct target trials in the N-back test. 
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Composite Scores. We computed composite scores for each 

EC factor from the individual variables that loaded on each 

factor. The composite scores were calculated as follows. For 

each individual variable, we transformed participants’ scores 

for the entire sample into z scores. Then, to calculate the 

composite score for each EC component, we averaged the 

relevant (z transformed) measures. The Inhibition and 

Switching composite scores were reversed scored by 

multiplying with -1, so that a higher score indicated better 

performance. Composite scores were also created (as above) 

for background variables that are conceptually related and 

significantly correlated with each other. Thus, scores in the 

two sub-tests of the Mill Hill vocabulary test were collapsed 

into a single score indicating vocabulary proficiency in SMG 

and levels of maternal and paternal education and FAS score 

were combined into a single SES composite measure. 

 

Background Variables. Descriptive statistics for education 

level, SMG Vocabulary, performance in the WASI test and 

SES by group are presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for background variables by 

language group. 

 

 Educ 

M (SD) 

SES 

M (SD) 

IQ 

M (SD) 

Vocab 

M(SD) 

Mul 1.1  

(0.5) 

0.03 

(0.7) 

27.2 

(3.5) 
-0.5 

(1.2) 
Bid 1.1  

(0.5) 

-0.02 

(0.8) 

28.3  

(3) 
0.03 

(0.6) 
Mn 1.2  

(0.5) 

-0.02 

(0.6) 

27.3 

(4.3) 
0.5 

(0.6) 
Note: Mul=multilinguals, Bid=bi-dialectals, 

Mn=monolinguals, M=mean, SD=Standard Deviation, 

Educ=Education level, SES=socioeconomic status 

composite score, IQ=performance in the WASI test, 

Vocab=SMG vocabulary composite score. 
 

The groups did not statistically differ in age (F(2, 

161)=1.223, p>.05), gender (χ2(2)=1.7, p>.05), education 

level (F(2, 161)=0.842, p>.05), performance in the WASI test 

(F(2, 157)=1.7, p>.05) and SES (F(2, 150)=0.1, p>05).   

However, there were significant group differences in terms 

of vocabulary (F(2, 162)=18.56, p<.05). Post-hoc tests with 

Bonferroni correction applied showed that monolinguals had 

a significantly higher vocabulary than both bi-dialectals and 

multilinguals; and bi-dialectals had a significantly higher 

 
2 We do not believe that the group differences in sample size 

affect our results, for various reasons. First, the imbalance was 

relatively small (the bi-dialectal group was approximately 1.5 times 

larger than the other groups). Second, the multilingual and 

monolingual groups were of approximately equal size. Third, for our 

analyses, we used Type III sums of squares, which is one of the 

recommended approaches for factorial Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) with unequal sample sizes (Maxwell et al. 2018). 

vocabulary than multilinguals (all ps<.05). For this reason 

and because some of our EC tasks involved a verbal 

component (e.g. judge whether a letter is a consonant or a 

vowel in the Number-letter task), vocabulary was included as 

a covariate in the between-group analyses. Given that EC is 

generally thought to be a domain-general, non-verbal 

cognitive system, including vocabulary as a covariate would 

remove error variance from our EC measures resulting in an 

increase of power to detect potential group differences.  

We acknowledge, however, that, since the Group factor 

and SMG vocabulary are related, the inclusion of SMG 

vocabulary as a covariate will also adjust (to some degree) 

for group differences in SMG vocabulary. Analysis of 

Covariance (ANCOVA) can be legitimately used when the 

Group factor is not independent from the covariate, at least in 

some situations. However, some researchers have raised 

concerns about its use in such contexts (see e.g. in Maxwell, 

Delaney & Kelly, 2018 for a discussion of ANCOVA in such 

cases). To address these concerns, in the Main Analyses 

section, we perform a second analysis on a subset of our 

participants. In this subset, group differences were minimized 

and groups did not statistically differ in (a measure of) SMG 

vocabulary (even though numerical differences still existed). 

We also discuss how the ANCOVA results (with SMG 

vocabulary as a covariate) can be interpreted (in terms of the 

multilingual/b-dialectal effect) in the Discussion section.   

 

Main Analyses  

Descriptive statistics for EC by group are presented in Table 

3. An ANCOVA with Group (Multilinguals, Bi-dialectals, 

Monolinguals) as a between-subjects factor, EC (WM, 

Inhibition, Switching) as a within-subjects factor and 

Vocabulary as a covariate showed a significant Group effect 

(F(2, 161)=3.39, p<.05) and a non-significant Group by EC 

interaction (F(4, 322)=0.815, p>.05)2. Planned contrasts 

showed that both multilinguals (contrast estimate=0.32, 

SE=0.15, p<.05) and bi-dialectals (contrast estimate=0.29, 

SE=0.12, p<.05) had significantly higher EC scores than 

monolinguals. The lack of a significant interaction indicates 

that both the multilingual and bi-dialectal advantage is found 

in overall EC ability and not in a specific EC component. 

Vocabulary also had a significant effect on EC (F(1, 

161)=5.3, p<.05) suggesting that, as predicted, our EC 

measures included verbal, non-EC variance and that the use 

of ANCOVA was necessary to remove it.  

 

 

 

 

Moreover, similar results are abtained when using the Type II sums 

of squares approach, which is also sometimes recommended 

(Maxwell et al., 2018). Finally, unequal sample sizes might be 

problematic in the presence of heterogeneity of variance (Maxwell 

et al., 2018). For our data, Levene’s test indicates that the 

assumption of homogeneity of variances is met (for WM: F(2, 

162)=0.005, p>.05; for Inhibition (F(2, 162)=0.119, p>.05; for 

Switching: F(2, 162)=2.59, p>.05).    
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics for each executive control 

component by language group. 

 

 WM 

M (SD) 

Inhibition 

M (SD) 

Switching 

M (SD) 

Mul 0.08 (0.7) 0.07 (0.8) -0.06 (1.08) 

Bid 0.02 (0.7) 0.06 (0.8) 0.15 (0.8) 

Mn -0.12 (0.7) -0.16 (0.9) -0.17 (0.7) 

Note: Mul=multilinguals, Bid=bi-dialectals, 

Mn=monolinguals, M=mean, SD=Standard Deviation, 

WM=Working Memory composite score, 

Inhibition=Inhibition composite score, 

Switching=Switching composite score. 

 

To alleviate any concerns that the significant Group effect 

might be due to the significant relation between the Group 

factor and the Vocabulary covariate, additional analyses were 

conducted. Specifically, for each of the multilingual and the 

bi-dialectal groups, we retained only those participants who 

had a higher Vocabulary score than their respective group’s 

mean. This way, we retained 31 multilinguals and 36 bi-

dialectals. The resulting groups did not statistically differ in 

age (F(2, 110)=0.45, p>.05), gender (χ2(2) = 2.22, p>.05), 

education level (F(2, 110)=0.86, p>.05), performance in the 

WASI matrix reasoning test (F(2, 107)=2.58, p>.05), SES 

(F(2, 102)=0.58, p>.05) and in the Definitions sub-test of the 

Mill Hill test (F(2, 111)=2.53, p>.05), even though they were 

still different in the Multiple Choice Mill-Hill sub-test (F(2, 

110)=4.56, p>.05) and in overall SMG vocabulary (F(2, 

111)=4.36, p<.05). Using Mill-Hill Definitions as a covariate, 

a mixed ANCOVA with Group as a between-subjects factor 

and EC as a within-subjects factor revealed, again, a 

significant Group effect (F(2, 110)=3.6, p<.05) and a non-

significant Group by EC interaction (F(4, 220)=0.49, p>.05). 

The Group effect was due to both the multilingual (contrast 

estimate=0.35, SE=0.15, p<.05) and the bi-dialectal (contrast 

estimate=0.29, SE=0.14, p<.05) group having significantly 

higher EC scores than monolinguals. 

 

Discussion 
 

Ιn this study, we examined the effect of multilingualism and 

bi-dialectalism on EC. We started with the three-factor 

theoretical framework of EC proposed by Miyake et al. 

(2000) and each component was measured through multiple 

tasks. Results indicated that Miyake et al.’s (2000) model was 

a good fit to our EC data. Our study was also designed to test 

between two accounts regarding the cognitive locus of the 

multilingual and/or bi-dialectal advantage: first, that the 

advantage is found in specific EC components (e.g. Bialystok 

et al., 2009) and, second, that bilingualism has a more general 

effect on the whole EC system (e.g. Bialystok, 2017). 

The results of our study revealed two main findings. First, 

multilinguals and bi-dialectals exhibited significantly higher 

EC scores than monolinguals. The differences were found 

using ANCOVA with SMG vocabulary as a covariate. While 

the use of ANCOVA increases power by removing error (e.g. 

non-EC, language) variance from the dependent measure, it 

also stastically adjusts (at least to some degree) for group 

differences in the covariate (Maxwell et al., 2018). This 

suggests that the EC benefit in our sample is possibly 

restricted to multilinguals and bi-dialectals with a high level 

of SMG proficiency. Second, both the multilingual and the 

bi-dialectal advantage was found in overall EC ability and 

could not be attributed to a specific EC component. Crucially, 

both findings are in line with the results of the study 

conducted by Antoniou et al. (2016) in the same context 

(Cyprus) but with young children.  

Moreover, the group differences cannot be attributed to a 

range of potential confounding factors. Our groups did not 

differ in terms of age, gender, education level, non-verbal 

fluid intelligence or socioeconomic status. We also believe 

that culture and immigration status cannot confound our 

results. First, cultural differences in EC have been reported 

for broader cultural groups such as Asian and 

Western/American participants (e.g. Sabbagh, Xu, Carlson, 

Moses & Lee, 2006). Crucially, none of our multilinguals 

spoke a language that indicated an Asian background. In 

addition, Greek Cypriots and Greeks differ minimally in 

terms of culture (e.g. Cyprus and Greece have strong 

historical ties, they are in very close geographic proximity, 

share the same religion, they are both members of the 

European Union). Finally, most participants in our sample 

who might be considered immigrants (e.g. study or work in a 

foreign country) belonged to the monolingual group. This 

suggests that the multilingual/bi-dialectal effect in our study 

cannot be explained by immigration status given that it is 

immigrants who are often reported to exhibit better outcomes 

in cognitive or other aspects (e.g. Paap, 2019). 

Overall, our results suggest that multilinguals enjoy an EC 

advantage and that this benefit extends even to bi-dialectal 

speakers. Moreover, the findings of this study provide 

support to theoretical accounts which suggest that 

bilingualism does not affect specific EC processes, but has a 

broader effect across the EC network (e.g. Bialystok, 2017). 
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Abstract

Often in language and other areas of cognition, whether two
components of an object are identical or not determine whether
it is well formed. We call such constraints identity effects.
When developing a system to learn well-formedness from ex-
amples, it is easy enough to build in an identify effect. But can
identity effects be learned from the data without explicit guid-
ance? We provide a simple framework in which we can rig-
orously prove that algorithms satisfying simple criteria cannot
make the correct inference. We then show that a broad class
of algorithms including deep neural networks with standard
architecture and training with backpropagation satisfy our cri-
teria, dependent on the encoding of inputs. Finally, we demon-
strate our theory with computational experiments in which we
explore the effect of different input encodings on the ability of
algorithms to generalize to novel inputs.
Keywords: identity effects, machine learning, neural net-
works, generalization

Introduction
Imagine subjects are told that the words AA, GG, LL, and
MM are good, and the words AG, LM, GL, and MA are bad.
If they are then asked whether YY and YZ are good or bad,
most will immediately say that YY is good and YZ is bad.
Humans will immediately note that the difference between
the two sets of words is that the two letters are identical in
the good words, and different in the second. The fact that Y
and Z do not appear in the training data does not prevent them
from making this judgement.

However, many machine learning algorithms would not
make this same inference given the training set. Depending
on how inputs are provided to the algorithm and the training
procedure used, the algorithm may conclude that since nei-
ther Y nor Z appears in the training data, it is impossible to
distinguish two inputs containing them.

The ability or inability of neural networks to generalize
learning outside of the training set has been controversial for
many years. G. F. Marcus (2003) has made strong claims
in support of the inability of neural networks and other al-
gorithms that do not instantiate variables to truly learn iden-
tity effects and other algebraic rules. The explosion of in-
terest in deep neural networks since that book has not truly
changed the landscape of the disagreement; see G. Marcus
and Davis (2019) for a more recent discussion. Here we hope
to shed some light on the controversy by considering a single
instance of an algebraic rule, specifically an identity effect,
and providing a rigorous framework in which the ability of

an algorithm to generalize it outside the training set can be
studied.

In our framework, we consider mappings that transform the
set of inputs, and consider whether particular learning algo-
rithms are invariant to these transformations, in a sense which
we will define. We show that if both the learning algorithm
and the training set are invariant to a transformation, then the
predictor learned by the learning algorithm is also invariant to
the transformation, meaning that it will assess inputs before
and after transformation as equally well formed. We then
show that a broad class of algorithms, including deep feed-
forward neural networks trained via backpropagation, satisfy
our criteria for some commonly used encodings. Finally, we
show with computational experiments how this dependence
on encoding plays out in practice. In our example we will see
that one-hot encoding (also known as localist encoding) leads
to a learner that is unable to generalize outside the training
set, whereas distributed encoding allows partial generaliza-
tion outside the training set.

This work is a refinement and extension of earlier work
(Tupper & Shahriari, 2016). We have simplified the main
theory and shown that it is applicable to a broader range of
situations. Additionally, we have shown the theory applies to
a large class of learning algorithms and encodings of inputs.

Main result
Suppose we are training an algorithm to assign ratings to in-
puts. For example, we may want an algorithm that indicates
whether a sentence is grammatical, whether two shoes in a
picture form a matching pair, or decide whether a word is
well-formed or not. Often the ratings will just be 0 or 1, like
in the case of a binary classifier. Let W be the set of all pos-
sible inputs w. In our setting, W is composed of words, but it
may also consist of strings, vectors, images, etc.

Our learning algorithm is trained on a set of data D. D
consists of a list of input-output pairs (w,r) where w ∈W and
r ∈ R. Let D be the set of all possible data sets with words
from W .

Typically, in machine learning there is a training algorithm
(such as backpropagation, or least-squares fitting) which
takes as input a training data set D and outputs a set of pa-
rameters p. We formalize this with a map A as

p = A (D).
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(Note that the training algorithm might involve randomized
operations, such as random parameter initialization; in this
case, the set of parameters p is a random variable). Now,
when we want to give a rating to a novel input w, we plug it
into our model f using the parameters p, i.e.

r = f (p,w).

In the case of artificial neural networks, this operation cor-
responds to a forward propagation of w through the trained
network.

Though in practice determining p is done separately from
computing the rating of w (especially since one usually wants
multiple w to be evaluated), for our purposes we can combine
them into one function we can analyse. We define the learning
algorithm as a map L : D×W → R given by

L(D,w) = f (A (D),w).

What we want to be able to show is that a given algorithm
is not able to distinguish between two inputs not in D. More
formally, we want our conclusion to be of the form

L(D,w1) = L(D,w2),

for two inputs w1,w2 in W , but not in D, when L and D have
some particular structure.

The relation between w1 and w2 will be defined with the
help of a function τ : W →W that takes w ∈W and gives
τ(w) ∈W . It is some transformation of the inputs. For ex-
ample, if W is a set of words, τ might reverse the order of
the letters. If W is a set of images, τ might perform a mirror
reflection. In the case of a data set D, we define τ(D) as the
data set obtained by replacing every instance of (w,r) in D
with (τ(w),r).

Our main result follows.

Theorem 1 (Rating impossibility for invariant learners)
Let L be a learning algorithm, D a data set, w ∈W an input,
and τ a transformation of W. Assume that the following two
conditions hold:

1. L(τ(D),τ(w)) = L(D,w) (invariance of the algorithm);

2. τ(D) = D (invariance of the data).

Then, L(D,τ(w)) = L(D,w).

Proof.

L(D,τ(w)) = L(τ(D),τ(w)) = L(D,w).

�
The first condition in the theorem, invariance of the algo-

rithm, we will show to be true of some learning procedures
for all D and w, though the result only requires it for the D
and w of interest. The second condition, invariance of the
data, we expect to hold only for certain particular data sets,
and, in particular, the richer the data set, the fewer transfor-
mations τ it will be invariant to. Under these two conditions,

the theorem states that the algorithm will not be able to give
different ratings to w and τ(w).

Here is a simple example of how this theorem works. Sup-
pose W consists of two-letter words and τ is a transformation
that reverses the order of the two letters. Suppose L is a learn-
ing algorithm that is invariant to τ , which is a fairly reason-
able assumption, unless we explicitly build into our algorithm
reason to treat either letter differently. Suppose D is a training
set where all the words in it are just the same letter twice, so
that τ(D) = D. Then the theorem states that the learning al-
gorithm trained on D will give the same result for w and τ(w)
for all words w. So the algorithm will give the same rating
to xy and yx for all letters x and y. This is not surprising: if
the algorithm has no information about words xy where x 6= y,
then why would it treat xy and yx differently?

Now we discuss how to apply this theorem to our actual
motivating example, i.e. learning an identity effect. Again,
suppose words in W consist of ordered pairs of capital letters
from the English alphabet. Suppose our training set D con-
sists of, as in our opening paragraph, a collection of two-letter
words none of which contain the letters Y or Z. The ratings
of the words in D are 1 if the two letters match and 0 if they
don’t. To apply the theorem, let τ be defined by

τ(xY) = xZ, τ(xZ) = xY, τ(xy) = xy,

for all letters x and all letters y with y 6= Y,Z. So τ usu-
ally does nothing to a word, but if the second letter is a Y, it
changes it to a Z, and if the second letter is a Z, it changes it
to a Y. Note that since our training set D contains neither the
letters Y nor Z, then τ(D) = D, as all the words in D satisfy
τ(w) = w.

According to our theorem, to show that L(D,YY) =
L(D,YZ), and therefore that the learning algorithm is not able
to generalize the identity effect correctly outside the training
set, we just need to show that

L(τ(D),τ(w)) = L(D,w),

for our D and w = YY. In fact we will show that this identity
is true for all D and w for certain algorithms and encodings of
the inputs.

Encodings
Up till now, we have let our set of inputs W be any set of
objects. But in practice, our inputs will always be encoded as
vectors. We use w to denote both the input and its encoded
vector. We will also consider maps τ that are implemented by
linear transformations when working with encoded vectors.
We denote the linear transformation that implements τ by T .

As an example, the map τ we previously introduced, that
switches Y and Z in the second position of a word, will be
implemented by a linear transformation T , but the particular
transformation will depend on how we encode the two-letter
words as vectors. We will obtain different results for the in-
variance of a learning algorithm depending on the properties
of T .
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Which learning algorithms are invariant?
No regularization
We suppose our model for the data D = {(wi,ri)}n

i=1 is given
by r = f (B,Cw) where C is a matrix containing the coeffi-
cients multiplying w and B incorporates all other parameters
including any constant term added to Cw (e.g., the first bias
vector in the case artificial neural networks). The key point
is that the parameters C and the input w only enter into the
model through Cw.

This at first might seem restrictive, but in fact most neural
network models use this structure: input vectors are multi-
plied by a matrix of parameters before being processed fur-
ther. For example, suppose we are training a three-layer feed-
forward neural network whose output r is given by

r = σ3(W3 σ2(W2 σ1(W1w+b1)+b2)+b3),

where W1,W2,W3 are weight matrices, b1, b2, b3 are bias vec-
tors, and σ1,σ2,σ3 are nonlinear activations (e.g., ReLU or
sigmoid functions). In this case, we can let C = W1 and
B = (W2,W3,b1,b2,b3) to show that it fits into the required
form.

Now suppose we select B and C by optimizing some loss
function

F(B,C) = L ( f (B,Cwi),ri, i = 1 . . .n), (1)

Let B̂ and Ĉ be the optimal values of B and C and let us as-
sume them, for the moment, to be unique minimizers.

Let us now assume that the transformation τ is linear and
invertible, hence of the form τ(w) =T w, for some invertible
matrix T . If we apply T to the words wi in the data set and
perform optimization again, we get new parameters B′ and
C′. But note that C′(T wi) = (C′T )wi. So the optimum is
obtained by letting

C′T = Ĉ,

or C′ = ĈT −1, and B′ = B̂.
But what output do we get with these new parameters for

the input τ(w)? We obtain

L(τ(D),τ(w)) = f (B′,C′T w) = f (B,Ĉw) = L(D,w),

as required. The fact that w is premultiplied by a matrix that
is fit as part of the learning algorithm means that it doesn’t
matter whether all inputs are premultiplied by a linear trans-
formation.

Summarizing these considerations we obtain the following
theorem.

Theorem 2 Suppose that a learning algorithm L uses a
model of the form r = f (B,Cw), where parameters B and C
are determined by minimizing a loss function of the form (1)
and that admits a unique set of parameters (B̂,Ĉ) as its global
minimizer. Then, for any D and w, L is invariant to any τ that
is a linear invertible transformation:

L(τ(D),τ(w)) = L(D,w).

Regularization
So far we have considered a loss function where the param-
eters C that we are fitting only enter through the model f in
the form Cwi. But, more generally, we may consider the sum
of a loss function and a regularization term:

F(B,C) = L ( f (B,Cwi),ri, i = 1 . . .n)+λR(B,C),

where λ > 0 is a tuning parameter. Suppose B and C are
obtained by minimizing this objective function.

Suppose our map τ is again implemented by an invertible
matrix T in our encoding. As long as R(B,CT ) = R(B,C)
for all B and C and if F(B,C) still admits a unique set of
minimizers, then the arguments of the previous subsection go
through as before. This begs the question: what linear trans-
formations τ will make this true? If R has the form

R(B,C) = R1(B)+‖C‖2
F ,

where ‖ ·‖F is the Frobenius norm (obtained by squaring and
adding all the coefficients in C), also known as L2 regular-
ization, then any orthogonal transformation τ will lead to a
learning algorithm that is invariant to τ .

If we use an L1 regularization term (obtained by summing
the absolute value of all the entries in C), the algorithm will
not be invariant to all orthogonal transformations, but it will
be to τ that are implemented by a permutation matrix, as it is
in our motivating example with localist encoding.

Multiple minima and backpropagation
It is an idealization of most learning algorithms to assume
that they are trained by finding unique global minimizers of
loss functions. Models are often not trained all the way to a
minimum, there may be multiple minima, and there may be
local, non-global minima. In order to determine if a learn-
ing algorithm L is invariant to a transformation τ , we have to
study how the parameters are actually learned from the data.

For deep neural networks, which are our focus here, a
standard training method is backpropagation, which can be
viewed simply as gradient descent. Parameters are deter-
mined by randomly generating initial guesses and then using
gradient descent to find values that sufficiently minimize the
loss function.

Let us consider a linear orthogonal transformation τ as-
sociated with a linear orthogonal matrix T . We randomly
initialize the parameters C as C = C0, such that C0 and C0T
have the same distribution. This happens, for example, when
the entries of C0 are identically and independently distributed
according to a normal distribution N (0,σ2). (Note that this
scenario includes the deterministic initialization C0 = 0, cor-
responding to N (0,0)). We also initialize B = B0 in some
randomized or deterministic way independently of C0.

The subsequent estimates of Ci+1 for C are then computed
via backpropagation as

Ci+1 =Ci +θi
∂F
∂C

(Bi,Ci),
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for i = 0,1, . . . ,k and a sequence of step sizes {θi}k
i=1, which

we assume to be independent of C0. Successive approxima-
tions Bi of B are computed similarly.

Now, what happens if we apply the same training strategy
using the transformed data set τ(D)? We denote the generated
parameter sequence with this training data {(B′i,C′i)}k

i=1. We
claim that the sequence (B′i,C

′
iT ) has the same distribution

as (Bi,Ci) for all i. Then, if we use (Bk,Ck) as the parameters
in our model we obtain

L(τ(D),τ(w)) = f (B′k,C
′
kT w)

which has the same distribution as L(Bk,Ckw), establishing
invariance of the learning algorithm to τ .

The full statement of our results is as follows; we provide
a full proof in another publication.

Theorem 3 Let τ be a linear transformation with orthogonal
matrix T . Suppose a learning algorithm L uses a model of
the form f (B,Cw) and parameters B and C are determined
by performing a predetermined number of gradient descent
iterations to minimize an objective function of the form

F(B,C) =L ( f (B,Cwi),ri, i = 1, . . . ,n)+λ (R1(B)+‖C‖2
F).

Suppose the random initialization of the parameters B and C
are independent and that the initial distribution of C is invari-
ant with respect to right-multiplication by T . Then, L(D,w)
and L(τ(D),τ(w)) have the same distribution.

Numerical experiments
Since our theoretical results apply to idealizations of the com-
monly used learning algorithms, here we explore how appli-
cable they are with some numerical experiments. Our exper-
imental setting is analogous to the one in (Tupper & Shahri-
ari, 2016). However, we will consider different training algo-
rithms and letter encodings.

Task and data set
Our vocabulary W is the set of all two-letter words composed
by any possible letter from A to Z. We define the set W1 as
the set of all grammatically correct words (i.e. AA, BB, ...,
ZZ) and W0 as the set of all other possible words (which in
turn are grammatically incorrect).

The training data set consists of the 24 words AA, BB,
CC, ..., XX from W1 along with 48 words uniformly sampled
from W0 without replacement. The learners are then validated
on the words YY,ZZ,YZ,ZY,xY,xZ, where x∈ {A,B, ...,X}.
We assign ratings 1 to words in W1 and 0 to words in W0.

Encodings
We represent each word as the concatenation of the encod-
ings of its two letters, and so the representation of the words
is determined by the representation of the letters. All letter
representations used have a fixed length of k = 26 (chosen
due to the 26 letters that make up our vocabulary W ). We
define one deterministic encoding and two random ones.

One-hot encoding (or localist encoding) is our sole deter-
ministic encoding. This encoding simply assigns a single
nonzero bit for each character. Namely, the letters A to Z
are encoded using the standard basis vectors {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
where ei has a 1 in position i and 0’s elsewhere. Because of
its deterministic nature, new encodings are not generated at
each repetition.

Binary (or distributed) encoding defines an arbitrary com-
bination of k bits as our representation, with all characters
encoded uniquely. We also define a j-active bits binary en-
coding where only j arbitrary bits are 1’s with all 0. For our
experiments, we set j = 3. Again, all characters are ensured
to be encoded uniquely. Both one-hot and binary encodings
are binary representations as all k entries are constrained to
be 1 or 0.

Finally, the Haar encoding uses the rows of a random k×k
matrix sampled from the orthogonal group O(k) via the Haar
distribution (Mezzadri, 2007) for the representation of each
of the k letters. In other words, the row vector ai of the ran-
domly sampled matrix A is used for the representation of the
ith letter, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 26. Use of the Haar distribution en-
sures all encoded vectors are orthogonal to each other.

In the context of our experiments, all random encodings
are randomly re-generated for each repetition, producing new
representations for each iteration.

Note that with these different encodings the map τ has rep-
resentations as the matrix T with different properties. With
the one-hot encoding, T is a permutation matrix (and hence
orthogonal) that just switches the last two entries of a vector.
With the Haar encoding, T is an orthogonal matrix. Finally,
with the 3-active bit binary, T does not have any special al-
gebraic properties.

Neural network learners
The learners we test are artificial feedforward neural networks
with 1, 2 and 3 hidden layers. Each hidden layer contains
256 units, with ReLU nonlinearities for all hidden units and a
sigmoid activation for the output unit. All weights are initial-
ized using the random Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ2) with
µ = 0 and σ2 = 0.0025. Biases are initialized to 0.

We train the models by minimizing the binary cross-
entropy loss function via backpropagation using the Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with the following hyperpa-
rameters: γ = 0.001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The batch-size
is set to 72 (the number of training samples) to ensure deter-
ministic iterates and the number of epochs are tested at 100
and 500. The neural network architectures are implemented
in Keras (Chollet et al., 2015).

Randomness
The experiment is repeated 40 times for each learner. For
each iteration of the experiment, we randomly generate a new
training data set. The validation data set is instead generated
only once and held constant across all learners and all experi-
ments. For each encoding, the three neural network architec-
tures are trained and validated in succession. Similarly, the
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Figure 1: Predictions of network architectures and encodings on novel words. From top to bottom: One-hot encoding, dis-
tributed 3-active bit encoding, and Haar encoding. From left to right: 1, 2, and 3 hidden layers.

sequence of 40 initial weights are also the same among all
encodings. To further ensure consistency, the same random
seed is set once at the beginning of each learner’s experiment
(not during the 40 individual experiments). As such, the runs
for each encoding use the same sequence of 40 training data
sets (and repeated 3 times for each architecture).

Results
We present the performance on a test set of each neural net-
work architecture on each encoding in Figure 1.

The outputs shown correspond to a training session of 500
epochs. The first 2 bars of each graph correspond to words
included in the training set (xy denotes the first word from W0
in the training set of a particular run). The boxes represent
the average rating over all 40 outputs and the bars represent
the corresponding standard deviation.

The box plots show that the neural networks are able to
generalize (albeit not perfectly) to novel inputs on 1 of the

3 encodings tested, namely the binary 3-active bit encoding.
This conclusion stems from the fact that higher than average
scores are given by those learners to the novel stimuli YY and
ZZ than to the novel stimuli YZ, ZY. The networks trained
using the one-hot and Haar encodings show no discernible
pattern indicating a complete inability to generalize the iden-
tify effects outside the training set. These results follow after
all networks are observed to learn the training examples all
but perfectly (as evidenced by the high ratings for column
AA and low ratings for column xy).

It is interesting to note that both the one-hot and Haar en-
codings represent the only true orthogonal encodings. In the
one-hot case, failure to generalize can be explained by the
fact that the novel inputs stimulated connections and units
that were never activated during the training phase. The Haar
case addresses this issue by assigning nonzero values for each
entry in the representation. However, it too fails to allow the
networks to learn the identity effects.
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Figure 2: Evolution of training loss (solid lines) and validation loss (dashed lines) of networks trained on the different encodings
(3-layer case). From left to right: One-hot encoding, distributed 3-active bit encoding, and Haar encoding.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the training and validation
losses for the first 100 epochs when the 3-layer network is
trained on different encodings. A discernible gap between
dotted and solid lines indicate inability of the network to gen-
eralize to new inputs. The gap being present in one-hot and
Haar cases while not being present in the distributed case mir-
rors the results we observe in Figure 1.

Discussion
We see agreement between our theoretical predications and
our numerical experiments for our identity effect test prob-
lem. Our theory predicted that when the encoded letters for
different vectors are orthogonal (as they are with one-hot and
Haar encodings), then since the transformation τ is an orthog-
onal transformation, the learner will not be able to distinguish
between the inputs YY and YZ. The theory has nothing to
say about the case of the 3-bit active encoding, because in
that case τ is not orthogonal, and our theorems do not apply.
Accordingly, in this case, even though the network is not able
to give the correct answer of 1 for YY and 0 for YZ, and so
not be said to learn the generalization perfectly, it does give a
higher rating on average to YY than to YZ. We leave it to the
reader to decide if this constitutes an exception to the claim
that learners need to instantiate variables in order to general-
ize algebraic rules outside the training set (G. Marcus, 1999).

Our results hew closely to those of Prickett, Traylor, and
Pater (2019); see also (Prickett, Traylor, & Pater, 2018).
There the authors train a variable-free neural network to per-
form reduplication, the process where a linguistic element is
repeated from the input to the output. Following the experi-
mental work of G. Marcus (1999), they trained the network
on many examples of the pattern ABB, where A and B are
substituted with syllables. The network is then tested by see-
ing if it can predict that the third syllable of a string such
as “li na ” should be “na”, even when not exposed to this
input before. The authors found that their network could per-
form partial generalization when the novel inputs included
new syllables or new segments, but could not generalize to
new feature values. The reason for this is that feature values
were encoded in their model via a localist representation, and

introducing a new feature value was like expecting the net-
work to learn a function depending on a bit that was always
set to zero in the training data, just like the localist represen-
tation in our set-up. Since novel segments were composed
of multiple novel feature values, this corresponds to our 3-bit
active encoding, where apparently learning can be extended
imperfectly to new combinations of already seen segments.

Our results and those of Prickett et al. (2019) continue a
theme that is well known in connectionist literature: when
representations on novel inputs overlap with representations
in training data, networks are able to generalize training to
novel inputs. See McClelland and Plaut (1999) for a discus-
sion of this point in the context of identity effects.
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Rhythmic abilities in prereaders predict future reading skills
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Abstract

Rhythmic abilities have been related to language processing skills such as phonological awareness, rise time discrimination
and verbal memory. Following this reasoning, they have also been linked to reading acquisition. In particular, in prereaders,
tapping to a beat, a task that entails rhythmic processing through auditory-motor synchronization (AMS), has shown to
discriminate children with poor and good phonological skills. However, evidence regarding how the AMS-reading link
develops through time, starting before reading instruction, is scarce. In the present study, we followed a large sample of
600 children from kindergarten to second grade, through a digital assessment of literacy and literacy-related skills, as well
as rhythmic abilities. We found that AMS in K5 uniquely contributes to future reading performance, above and beyond
phonological skills. These findings underscore the role of rhythmic abilities in reading acquisition, and its relation to
phonological processing.
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Abstract

Theoretical models of self-regulated learning highlight the
importance and dynamic nature of metacognitive monitoring
and regulation. However, traditional research typically has not
examined how different judgments, or the relative timing of
those judgments, influence each other, especially in complex
learning environments. We compared six statistical models
of performance of undergraduates (n = 55) learning in
MetaTutor-IVH, a multimedia learning environment. Three
types of prompted metacognitive judgments (ease of learning
[EOL] judgments, content evaluations [CEs], and retrospective
confidence judgments [RCJs]) were used as individual
predictors, and combined in a uniformly-weighted composite
score and empirically based weighted composite score across
the learning session. The uniformly weighted composite score
better captured performance than the models using only an
EOL judgment or RCJ judgment. However, the empirically
weighted composite model outperformed all other models.
Our results suggest that metacognitive judgments should not
be considered as independent phenomenon but as an intricate
and interconnected process.
Keywords: Learning; Metacognition; Self-regulated learning;
Intelligent Tutoring Systems; Multimedia

Introduction
Self-regulated learning (SRL) involves learners actively
monitoring, assessing, and modulating cognitive, affective,
metacognitive, and motivational processes to accomplish
learning objectives (Azevedo, Taub, & Mudrick, 2018;
Dunlosky & Rawson, 2019). Research has consistently
shown that effectively employing SRL processes (e.g.,
content evaluations) and strategies (e.g., note taking),
improves academic performance, particularly when learning
about complex topics and problem-solving tasks (e.g.,
Azevedo, 2014; Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Bannert,
Hildebrand, & Mengelkamp, 2009; de Boer, Kostons, & M.,
2012; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Jansen, Leeuwen, Janssen,
& Jak, 2019). Many theoretical models of SRL highlight the
importance and temporally dynamic nature of metacognitive
monitoring and regulation (Schunk & Greene, 2017; Usher &
Schunk, 2018; Winne, 2018).

Theoretical Background
Traditional research has examined metacognitive monitoring
judgments using paradigms based on Nelson and Narens
(1990)’s metamemory framework. According to this
framework, learners initiate a range of metacognitive
judgments at various temporal and conceptual stages of

learning (Winne, 2018). While there is empirical evidence
that earlier judgments (e.g., an EOL on the first trial) predict
future performance of the same type of judgment (e.g., an
EOL on the next trial; Tauber & Rhodes, 2012; Serra &
Ariel, 2014), only recently have researchers begun exploring
relations between different types of judgments. Chua and
Solinger (2015) found that feeling-of-knowing judgments
influenced RCJs. Additionally, Dougherty, Robey, and
Buttaccio (2018) found that the inclusion of a judgment
of learning could improve a subsequent RCJs. More
research is still needed to understand the relationship of all
metacognitive judgments. There is a need to understand
how they impact learning and performance together. As
such, our study aims to address this gap by comparing
three types of judgments, (1) ease of learning (EOL), (2)
content evaluations (CE), and (3) retrospective confidence
judgements (RCJ)s, as independent explanatory factors and
in conjunction as a composite of metacognitive monitoring
to assess the extent to which these processes best explains
performance (i.e., separately or together).

Ease of learning (EOL) judgments, or the initial assessment
of how easy something will be to learn made in advanced of
instructed study, are thought to be made through inferences
from prior context and domain knowledge (Jemstedt, Kubik,
& Jönsson, 2017). They are assumed to guide how we
study by making decision on how much effort and attention
to allocate, but have been found to be poor or sometimes
only moderate predictors of material difficulty. This has
been attributed to the lack of context missing prior to
learning (Leonesio & Nelson, 1990; Mazzoni, Cornoldi,
Tomat, & Vecchi, 1997; McCarley & Gosney, 2005; Son
& Metcalfe, 2000; Britton, Van Dusen, Gülgöz, Glynn, &
Sharp, 1991; Jönsson & Kerimi, 2011). However, Jemstedt
et al. (2017) found EOLs could be accurate given high item
variation, grading with a binary criterion, task type, and
item presentation timing, especially within complex learning
environments where we cannot assume a learner has zero
prior knowledge.

Content evaluations (CEs) are a judgment measured during
the learning process. First introduced in Greene and Azevedo
(2007)’s SRL framework, an adaption of Winne and Hadwin
(1998, 2012)’s and Pintrich et al. (2000)’s frameworks, they
are the monitoring of content relative to goals. For example,
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a learner might read an introductory paragraph and conclude
it is not relevant towards their learning goal and therefore
decide to skip that section of the reading. Accurate CEs have
been positively related to knowledge acquisition (Pilegard &
Mayer, 2015) and the eye-gaze behaviors of learners (Dever,
Wiedbusch, & Azevedo, 2019).

Occurring after learning, retrospective confidence
judgments (RCJs) are the reported likelihood or
confidence that a learner accurately recalled the
tested information(Stretch & Wixted, 1998; Brewer &
Sampaio, 2012; Ranganath et al., 2004; Chua, Schacter,
Rand-Giovannetti, & Sperling, 2006). RCJs have been
shown to be better predictors of learning compared to
judgements that occur during the learning session (i.e.,
EOLs; (Dougherty, Scheck, Nelson, & Narens, 2005; Hines,
Touron, & Hertzog, 2009; Ryals, Rogers, Gross, Polnaszek,
& Voss, 2016)).

Current Study
The aim of our study was to explore how various
metacognitive judgement accuracy could be captured
with multiple self-reports temporally spaced to explain
performance variance of a multimedia learning task. Previous
research has shown that more accurate metacognitive
judgments can significantly impact problem solving and
learning about complex topics (Azevedo, 2014; Mayer, 2014;
Taub & Azevedo, 2018), however most rely on a singular
judgment type measured at a single point during the learning
session. This could fail to capture the temporal fluctuations
of metacognition that occur and the potential compounding
interactions between judgments. We address this issue by
posing the following research questions:

(1) Which metacognitive judgment best captures
performance variation during learning with MetaTutor-IVH?
Based on previous research (Leonesio & Nelson, 1990), we
predict that EOLs will perform the worst as an explanatory
variable. Furthermore, we believe that RCJs taken after
reflection will outperform RCJs prior to reflection. Because
CEs occur during the learning session, we predict that
they will perform the best as they are not susceptible to
retrieval effects like RCJs, but also occur once information
and context is provided (unlike EOLs). This would follow
similar patterns seen between judgments of learning (which
also occurring during learning) and RCJs (Dougherty et al.,
2018).

(2) How does a statistical model using a composite score
compare to models only using individual components? We
predict the composite score will outperform any model with
only a single judgment predictor because of the assumption
that regulation is cyclical and adaptive in nature. By capturing
more of the learning session across the temporal scale, we
believe the composite score will better reflect learning.

(3) How does an equally weighted composite score
statistical model compare to a model weighted by our findings
in (RQ2)? We predict that the score accounting for the
strength of the explanatory relationship will outperform

the equally weighted statistical model as it accounts for
differences in judgment types.

Methods
Participants and Materials
Fifty-five undergraduates, 65% female, from a large North
American University participated in our study. Their
ages ranged from 18 to 30 (M = 20.38, SD = 2.58).
All participants completed a demographic questionnaire,
an 18-item human biological systems content multiple
choice pretest, and several questionnaires assessing emotions
and motivation (i.e., Achievement Emotions Questionnaire
(AEQ; (Pekrun, Goetz, Frenzel, Barchfeld, & Perry, 2011)),
Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ; (Gross & John,
2003)), Perceived Affect Utility Scale (PAUSe; (Chow
& Berenbaum, 2012)). The main experimental study
occurred in the MetaTutor-IVH environment. All participants
were compensated $10/hr up to $30 for their participation.
IRB approval was received prior to recruitment and data
collection.

MetaTutor-IVH
The MetaTutor-IVH environment is a linearly structured
multimedia learning environment designed to study prompted
metacognitive judgments while learning about 9 human
biology systems (Azevedo, Mudrick, Taub, & Bradbury,
2019). Learners go through 18 trials that follow an identical
linear format at their own pace (see Figure 1). They are
first presented with a science question and asked to submit
an EOL (i.e., “How easy do you think it will be to learn
the information needed answer this question?”) on a 1-unit
sliding scale from 0 to 100. Following this judgment, they
are presented with a multimedia content slide (see Figure 2)
which consists of 3 paragraphs (Flesch-Kincaid readability
score range: 9.1-12.5; M = 10.5) along the left side panel,
a diagram in the center, the science question along the top,
and an artificial agent in the top right hand corner. The
content provided on the screen was developed with a biology
expert and designed to sometimes contain not fully relevant
information for the posed question. After 30 seconds on the
content slide, the environment prompted CEs. Participants
provided two CEs about the relevancy of (1) the text and
(2) the diagram presented within each trial. They answered
the question “Do you feel the text/diagram on this page is
relevant to the question being asked?” on a 3-point rating
scale (i.e., text/diagram is relevant; text/diagram is somewhat
relevant; or text/diagram is not relevant). These judgments
were then compared to the experimentally manipulated
relevance of the content. Participants could choose when
to respond to this prompt at any time. Once they submitted
their judgment, for the next 10 seconds, the agent expressed
its own judgment about the content relevancy (i.e., if it
felt the content was relevant). Participants could continue
studying the content slide until they were ready to answer
the posed question. Once participants answered the multiple
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Figure 1: MetaTutor-IVH Experimental Paradigm

choice question about the content they just learned, they were
asked to answer “How confident are you that the answer you
provided is correct?”on a scale from 50 to 100 in which
a score of 50 indicated the participant felt they had simply
guessed. This acted as the immediate RCJ (RCJ1). They
were then required to provide a justification for their answer
in a text-based free response section. A second delayed RCJ
(RCJ2) was asked once participants provided this reflection.

Experimental Design
The study used a 3x3x2 within-subjects design. First,
trials had varying relevance levels: fully relevant (the
text and diagram both contained pertinent information),
text somewhat relevant (the diagram provides the pertinent
information), diagram somewhat relevant (the text provides
the pertinent information). Second, trials had three possible
agent facial expressions presented: neutral facial expression
(no change to the baseline agent expression), congruent
facial expression (the agent expresses it is happy when the
content is fully relevant and confused when the content is
only somewhat relevant), and incongruent facial expression
(the agent expresses it is confused when the content is
fully relevant and happy when the content is only somewhat
relevant). Finally, two types of questions were asked about
the human body: a body function (e.g. “Please explain how
cortisol travels in the body.”) and a body malfunction (e.g.,

“Please explain what would happen if the thyroid hormone
were to diffuse freely from the thyroid all the time.”) . The
instructional content always provided enough information to
answer each question, however the source of the pertinent
information differed.

Experimental Procedure

Participants were calibrated to a wireless Shimmer 3+
electrodermal activity bracelet, eye tracker, and affect
recognition software before completing a demographic
questionnaire, questionnaires gauging emotion and
motivation followed by a biology content multiple-choice
pretest. After the pretest, participants completed 18
trials in MetaTutorIVH. Following the trials, participants
answered a series of additional motivation and emotion
questionnaires, were debriefed, compensated, and thanked
for their participation.

Apparatuses

During the 18 trials, data was collected from eye movements,
emotion recognition software, EDA, and log files of the
learners’ interactions. Eye movements (not used in this study)
were captured with an SMI RED 250 with a 60 Hz sampling
rate (downshifted from 250 Hz to allow integration with
iMotions Attention Tool). Affect (not used in this study)
was captured using a web camera before being detected and
automatically coded by iMotions FACET. EDA (not used in
this study) was captured with a Shimmer 3+ wireless bracelet
with a 128 Hz sampling rate. Finally, all log files and data
streams were collected and aligned with iMotions Attention
Tool 6.2 software (iMotions, 2016).

Coding and Scoring

Ease of Learning (EOL) Judgements To assess the
precision of the judgment, we calculated the absolute
accuracy index (AAI; (Schraw, 2009)). It is important to
highlight that because this score is the discrepancy between
judgment and performance, smaller scores correspond to
higher accuracy.

Figure 2: Sample MetaTutor-IVH Content Slide
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Table 1: Correlations of all metacognitive absolute accuracy
index

M SD 1 2 3
1. EOL 0.016 0.004
2. CE 0.016 0.005 0.270*
3. RCJ1 0.013 0.005 0.394* 0.449**
4. RCJ2 0.014 0.004 0.354* 0.532** 0.803**

Note: * indicates p <0.05; ** indicates p <0.005. EOl:
Ease of learning; CE: Content Evaluations; RCJ1/2:
Immediate/delayed retrospective confidence judgment

Content Evaluations (CEs) A completely accurate CE
was awarded .5 point (up to 1 point per trial), while a partially
correct CE was awarded 0.25 points. An incorrect CE did
not earn the participant any points. For example, in a trial
in which the diagram was somewhat relevant and the text
was fully relevant, if a participant reported both the text and
diagram as fully relevant, they earned 0.75 points for that
trial (0.5 for the diagram’s completely correct judgment and
0.25 for the text partially correct judgment). Like EOLs, we
calculated CEs AAI according to Schraw (2009).

Retrospective Confidence Judgements (RCJs) RCJ AAI
was also calculated according to Schraw (2009). As with the
other accuracies, the higher the absolute difference, the less
accurate the participant’s judgment was.

Equally-Weighted Composite Metacognitive Judgement
Score We calculated an equally weighted composite score
that consisted of all four metacognitive monitoring judgments
accuracies.

Composite Score =
EOL+CE +RCJ1+RCJ2

4
(1)

Results
Preliminary
Participants (N = 55) on average answered 62% (SD = 0.14)
of trials correctly (about 11/18 trials). All metacognitive
judgments AAI were correlated with one another (see Table
1). Due to this multicollinarity, a multivariable statistical
model for our second and third research questions was
deemed inappropriate.

Which metacognitive judgment best captures
performance variation during learning with
MetaTutor-IVH?
Using each metacognitive judgment accuracy (i.e., EOL,
CE, immediate RCJ, reflection RCJ) as a single explanatory
variable, we ran four simple linear regression models
to predict participant performance on the multiple-choice
questions embedded in MetaTutor-IVH (see Table 2 for
model’s parameters, F, p, and R2 statistics). EOL’s AAI
was a significant predictor of performance (F = 8.716 (1,54),
p = 0.005), suggesting that for every 0.01 increase in the
index value (i.e., the less accurate the participant was),

performance decreased by .139 points (about 2.5 additional
incorrect trials). CE’s AAI was a significant predictor of
performance (F = 45.18 (1,54), p <0.0005), suggesting that
for every 0.01 increase in the index value (i.e., the less
accurate the participant was), performance decreased by .205
points (about 3.7 additional incorrect trials). RCJ1’s AAI
(Immediate RCJ) was a significant predictor of performance
(F = 8.2 (1,54), p = 0.006), suggesting that for every
0.01 increase in the index value (i.e., the less accurate
the participant was), performance decreased by .137 points
(about 2.5 additional incorrect trials). Finally, RCJ2’s AAI
(delayed) was also a significant predictor of performance
(F = 24.1 (1,54), p <0.0005), suggesting that for every
0.01 increase in the index value (i.e., the less accurate
the participant was), performance decreased by .216 points
(about 3.9 additional incorrect trials). CE AAI was able to
explain 47.47% of the variance in participant’s performance,
making it the strongest explanatory variable of all of the
judgments. RCJ2 AAI’s performed the next best, explaining
32.62% of performance variance. RCJ1 and EOL AAI both
performed about the same, explaining 14.09% and 14.85%.

How does a model using a composite score compare
to models only using individual components?
Using the uniformly weighted composite score (see Equation
1), we ran a simple linear regression to model participant
performance. This score was a significant predictor (F =
39.9 (1,54), p <0.0005), and suggested that for every 0.01
increase in the score, performance decreased by 0.300 points
(about 5.4 additional incorrect trials). This model was able to
explain 44.39% of the variation in performance. Compared
to the previous models, it outperformed all except for the CE
AAI.

How does an equally weighted composite score
model compare to a model weighted by our findings
in (RQ2)?
We modified our original composite score to reflect how well
each judgment was able to explain performance variation.
Because there is currently no empirical or theoretical
evidence for how all judgments should be weighted, we
naively ranked with a 10% increase in weight per variable
ranked by their R2s (see Equation 2).

Composite Score = (0.4∗EOL)+(0.3∗CE)+

(0.2∗RCJ1)+(0.1∗RCJ2)
(2)

Table 2: Model parameters, F, p, and R2

Intercept B R2 F (1,54) p
EOL 0.839 -13.917 0.149 8.716 <0.005
CE 0.955 -20.531 0.475 45.181 <0.005
RCJ1 0.802 -13.742 0.141 8.200 0.006
RCJ2 0.915 -21.647 0.326 24.100 <0.005
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This new score was a significant predictor of performance
(F = 55.48 (1,54), p <0.0005), suggesting that for every
0.01 increase in the score (i.e., as accuracy decreased) we
would expect a decrease in 0.311 points (about 5.6 additional
incorrect trials). This new model was able to explain 52.60%
of the variation in performance which outperformed all
previous models.

Discussion

To explore how different metacognitive monitoring
judgments taken throughout the entire learning session
could be used in conjunction to better capture performance
variation, we compared six models of participants using a
multimedia learning environment while they learned about
complex human biology systems. We showed that even with
a naively weighted composite score accounting for temporal
fluctuations of metacognitive monitoring accuracy, we were
able to better capture performance variation than any singular
judgment could capture alone. The first four models we
used were all able to significantly describe the variation
of performance to varying degrees of success, which is
consistent with previous research (Dever et al., 2019;
Dougherty et al., 2005; Hines et al., 2009; Jemstedt et al.,
2017; Pilegard & Mayer, 2015; Ryals et al., 2016). Similarly,
we found that CEs were the best predictor of performance
while EOLs performed the worst, supporting our hypothesis.
Furthermore, delayed RCJs outperformed immediate RCJs
which suggest that reflection can increase the accuracy of
metacognitive monitoring processes (Efklides, Schwartz,
& Brown, 2018). This also provides support to the idea
that judgments occurring later in the learning session are
influenced by previous judgments. CEs proved to be the
strongest predictor, which we believe is due to the direct
allocation of effort and attention. While outside the scope
of this analysis, it is also possible that the agent’s given CE
could have also effected the accuracy of both RCJs, and
potentially in different ways. Future analysis will explore
any differences in both the accuracy of these judgements, and
behaviors of the participants once a judgement was provided
by the agent. When accounting for these differences in our
weighted composite score (RQ3), we were able to create
a statistical model that captured 52.60% of performance
variation. More statistically sophisticated weighting (i.e.,
PCA or factor analysis) might provide stronger weight values
that could increase model performance even more. However,
first more research should examine the relationship of these
metacognitive monitoring judgments across multiple tasks
across various domains to see if they remain consistent.
For example, do CEs always provide the most information,
or only for text-heavy environments? If similar patterns
emerge, we might conclude that judgments occurring later in
the learning session are affected by previous judgments and
decisions based on those judgments. Future research should
also consider capturing metacognitive monitoring through
other measures outside of self-reports such as eye-tracking

or think-aloud protocols. These measures would allow for
even more granular analysis of the temporal fluctuations of
metacognitive monitoring processes.

Metacognitive monitoring is a dynamic process, and
empirical models aimed at capturing those processes should
reflect this. Judgments that are made later in a learning
session appear to be influenced by prior judgments and
the experience gained from decisions based on monitoring.
This study has begun to explore ways that we can naively
capture the variation of performance by considering multiple
judgments and considering their relationship to one another.
Content evaluations, which occur during learning, are the
strongest predictors of performance while ease of learning
judgments are poor predictors. Retrospective confidence
judgments were also strong predictors, especially after
prompted reflection of the learned material. A model
that accounts for these differences was able to outperform
models that looked at the processes independently of one
another. Future research on metacognitive monitoring
should begin by validating and replicating similar findings
within new environments in order to explore how how
different judgments effect one another and what processes are
shared across the learning session and during different tasks,
domains, and learning techniques.
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Inferring physical cause from statistical anomalies
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Abstract

People have an intuitive sense of probability beginning early in life, where they appreciate that samples should reflect
populations in their statistical properties (e.g., Denison & Xu, 2019). We examined whether adult participants in two
experiments (N=132; N=141, respectively) can use this intuitive sense to infer unseen properties that might be affecting
the sampling process. In both experiments, adults saw boxes with different sized balls in varying proportions. They then
saw sampling events, in which small numbers of balls were shaken from a hidden exit on the top of the box, that were
either probable or improbable, based on box proportions. In general, adults appropriately inferred constraints on the size
of the hidden exit by integrating information from the sizes of the balls that were sampled and the overall distribution of
balls in the box. Ongoing work examines whether toddlers can make similar inferences.
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Abstract

Affective components are frequently overlooked in computational modelling, despite the notable role of emotions in learn-
ing. Towards the goal of measuring affect in learning, we developed a theory-based Bayesian model that predicts surprise
based on a learners prior beliefs and the evidence observed, and then compared the model to a physiological measure com-
monly suggested to capture surprise: pupil dilation. Critically, we also investigate whether this correlation is strong when
participants predict the events. Comparing our model predictions to the first four test trial responses from 93 participants
(mean age: 8.00 years) revealed a significant, positive correlation when making predictions (r(9)=.55, p=0.04), a negative
correlation when only evaluating (r(9)=-.50, p=0.07), and significant difference between groups (z=2.34, p¡0.01). Next
steps will allow us to build on this result by developing a modified Bayesian model, that takes physiological surprise as a
component in predicting the participants learning.
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Abstract 

Traditional results using a cued-recall paradigm have allegedly 
demonstrated that distant analogs tend to be retrieved less often 
than disanalogous matches maintaining only surface similarity. 
Recent results, however, suggest that said advantage may be due to 
the inadvertent inclusion of structural similarity in surface matches. 
In two experiments we had distant analogs compete in LTM 
with two types of surface matches lacking any degree of 
structural overlap, but equated with the target in terms of 
element similarities. Distant analogs were less retrieved that 
stories maintaining similar first-order relations and objects with 
the target, but no overlapping structure. This difference 
disappeared when surface similarity involved only similar objects. 
Results show that the surface superiority effect relies on the 
type of surface matches that compete with distant analogs, thus 
suggesting a more complex picture of the forces that govern 
access to similar items in memory.  

Keywords: analogy; retrieval; similarity; competition  

Introduction 
When dealing with pressing situations like solving a problem, 
making a prediction, or seeking an explanation, a potentially 
useful heuristic consists in retrieving structurally similar 
episodes from long-term memory (LTM). By establishing a 
mapping between the current situation (target analog) and a 
structurally similar episode stored in LTM (base analog), the 
reasoner can export causal structures from the base to the target, 
thus advancing in the resolution of the task at hand. 
Potentially useful base analogs could belong to domains of 
knowledge that differ from that of the target. These base analogs 
pose a challenge to our retrieval mechanisms, since they 
resemble the target at an abstract level (structural similarity), 
but lack semantic resemblances at the level of individual 
elements (surface similarity).  

To be fully adaptive, our memory systems should get all the 
information we need, but without retrieving more than we can 
use (Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, & Gochfeld, 1990). Hence, 
an additional challenge for retrieving purely structural matches 
consists in avoiding the activation of superficial matches, 
which could outcompete structural matches during retrieval.  

A long empirical tradition dating back to the 90s (e.g., 
Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993; Wharton, Holyoak, & 
Lange, 1996) had allegedly demonstrated that purely superficial 
matches are more easily retrieved than purely structural matches. 
However, more recent studies (e.g., Raynal, Clement, & Sander, 

2017, 2020) have claimed that the superiority of surface 
similarity obtained in prior studies does not reflect a competence 
limitation of our cognitive architecture, but rather an artifact 
of faulty experimental materials. Having amended the 
shortcomings of these materials, they elicited a majority of 
purely structural remindings. The aim of the present research 
is to further illuminate the debate about the relative difficulty 
of retrieving surface vs. structural matches from LTM. 
Before describing the results of two experiments, we briefly 
review the evidence supporting the surface superiority and 
the structural superiority accounts of analogical retrieval. 

The Surface Superiority Account 
Using a cued-recall paradigm, Gentner et al. (1993) 
compared the retrieval of purely structural analogs with that 
of base items maintaining other types of similarities with the 
target. During a first phase of the procedure, participants were 
presented with short stories (all of them structurally different 
from each other), interleaved with distracters. To exemplify, 
in the base story of one of the critical sets an old hawk was 
attacked by a hunter whose arrows had no feathers. As Karla 
knew he wanted her feathers, she glided down and offered to 
give him a few, for what he pledged never to shoot at a hawk 
again. During a subsequent phase, participants received 
target stories—each of them bearing one of three types of 
similarity with one of the source stories of the prior session—
and were asked to state which stories of the prior phase they 
were reminded of. One type of superficially similar targets 
had similar objects and first-order relations (mere appearance 
matches), but organized in a way allegedly not paralleling 
that of the base story. Keeping with the Karla set, the mere 
appearance target told about an eagle named Zerdia who had 
donated a few of her tailfeathers to a sportsman so he would 
promise never to attack eagles. One day Zerdia saw the 
sportsman coming with a crossbow and flew down to meet 
the man, but he attacked and felled her with a single bolt.  

Results showed that the base stories were much more often 
retrieved after the presentation of superficially similar items 
than after the presentation of purely analogous stories. In 
contrast to the activity of evaluating the quality of an analogy, 
which relies mostly on abstract parallelisms, retrieval was 
therefore modeled as being driven mostly, though not 
exclusively, by low-level, semantic similarities between the 
individual elements that comprise the base and the target. 
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Explanations for this suboptimal retrieval pattern range from 
the computational to the evolutionary. In terms of computation, 
it has been considered that in contrast to the activity of 
comparing two situations concurrently active in working 
memory, which is computationally costly but ultimately 
tractable, the possibility of carrying out full structural 
matches between a target and all the items stored in LTM is 
psychologically unrealistic (Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1995). 
From an evolutionary perspective, the sophisticated machinery 
capable of computing structural comparisons—a relative 
newcomer in evolutionary history—was conceived as running 
on the output of more archaic memory systems driven by 
element similarity. In terms of adaptation, it has been argued 
that in the Pleistocene environment in which our ancestors 
evolved, a failure to retrieve purely structural matches did not 
entail a serious limitation. As surface similarities were correlated 
with deeper, structural features (the kind world hypothesis, 
Gentner, 1989), the use of surface features as memory cues 
still supported the retrieval of literal similes, of comparatively 
higher inferential potential. This reliance on surface-level 
features might represent a more serious limitation when it 
comes to applying knowledge structures across disparate 
domains, as it is often the case while learning and reasoning 
in the STEM disciplines. In view of the potential implications 
of our memory architecture for cross-domain transfer, 
considerable efforts have been spent in devising ways of 
highlighting the structural features of educational contents, so 
as to increase their probabilities of being retrieved during the 
subsequent processing of analogous cases lacking surface 
similarity (e.g., Bernardo, 2001; Catrambone & Holyoak, 
1989; Kubricht, Lu, & Holyoak, 2018). 

The Structural Superiority Account 
Counter to this rather pessimistic conception of our retrieval 
mechanisms as an evolutionary kluge (an inelegant design 
resulting from haphazard mutations, Marcus, 2008), several 
authors (e.g., Blanchette & Dunbar, 2000; O'Keefe & 
Costello, 2008; Raynal, Clement, & Sander, 2017, 2020) 
have contended that the retrieval advantage of superficially 
similar items over purely structural matches is not the result of 
a faulty cognitive architecture, but rather an artifact of faulty 
experimental materials. According to Raynal et al., it stemmed 
from the fact that the target stories allegedly maintaining only 
surface similarity with the sources, inadvertently maintained 
non-negligible degrees of structural overlap as well. Even 
though the outcomes of the stories differ, previous segments 
of the overall structure render the stories analogous to a large 
extent. Going back to the Gentner et al. (1993) sample set 
presented above, in both cases someone attempts to avoid an 
attack by giving the attacker something that she presumes he 
wants, and the aggressor promises not to attack. In Raynal et 
al.’s (2020) words “Thus, the SSD [superficially similar 
disanalogs] target cue appears to be a literal match until the 
outcome of the stories differ (e.g., betrayal versus respect of 
this deal” (p. 3).  In view of this potential confounding, it is hard 
to determine whether the retrieval advantage of superficially 
similar disanalogs over superficially dissimilar analogs reflects 

a higher sensitivity to superficial features, or a sensitivity to 
the combination of structural plus superficial features.   

In a recent attempt to readdress Gentner et al.'s (1993) 
superficial superiority hypothesis, Raynal et al. (2017, 2020) 
built a new set of stories wherein a distant analog competed 
in LTM against a superficially-similar story that did not 
maintain any kind of structural similarity with the target. This 
target told about an ambulant pizzaiolo who held a pizza 
truck in a popular place, but who reacted to the inconvenient 
settlement of another pizzaiolo in a nearby location by giving 
him generous advice about how to improve his dough. The 
target story ended that in order to show the former pizzaiolo 
how much he found his intention was nice, the second 
pizzaiolo relocated his truck to avoid competing with him. 
While the superficially dissimilar source analog reinstantiated 
this same abstract structure in the context of two girls who 
competed for attention from a boy to whom they are both 
attracted, the superficially similar disanalog told of a food 
truck called "At Alessandro & Fabio’s", whose clientele were 
fond of the authentic atmosphere steaming from this stand, 
held by two happy looking pizzaioli dressed in traditional 
Italian suits. However, the story ended that once the two 
pizzaioli had left this selling space, they switched to 
traditional German clothes for selling sausage specialties at 
"Hans and Hendrich’s".  

Raynal et al. (2017, 2020) found that the retrieval of 
superficially dissimilar analogs (80%) was nearly four times 
higher than that of superficially similar disanalogs, a pattern 
of results that stands in sharp contrast with those obtained by 
Gentner et al. (1993): 20% distant analogs vs. 60% of mere-
appearance matches. Given that the retrieval of superficially 
dissimilar analogs could not be attributed to the concurrent 
presence of structural similarity, the authors argued that 
surface similarity does not represent the main contributor to 
retrieval. On this account, our cognitive architecture is 
reasonably well-suited for locating abstractly related source 
analogs in LTM despite the competing effect of purely 
superficial matches.  

The Present Study 
While we tend sympathize with Raynal et al.'s (2017, 2020) 
claim that structural overlap should be eliminated from 
superficially similar disanalogs, we contend that their attempt 
to remove structural similarity inconveniently entailed removing 
any overlap at the level of first-order relations, whose 
presence in Gentner et al.'s (1993) mere appearance matches 
was definitional. Rather than being an improved version of 
mere-appearance matches, Raynal et al.'s superficially 
similar disanalog should be considered somewhat akin to 
Gentner et al.'s (Experiment 3) objects-only matches, which 
resembled the source in terms of objects but not in relations. 
Given that mere appearance matches are more similar to their 
corresponding target than objects-only matches, a proper way 
of determining whether purely structural isomorphs are 
outcompeted by superficially similar disanalogs should 
distinguish between the potentially competing effect of these 
two types of similes. Following Raynal et al.'s remark about 
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the shortcomings of mere appearance matches used in prior 
studies, our mere-appearance matches were not just literal 
similes with a different final outcome, but stories built anew 
so that the first-order relations occupied completely different 
roles in the overall structure. In this way, they only shared 
with the target isolated actions, which were causally 
connected in a completely alternative way. 

When pitting the effect of surface vs. structural similarity 
against each other, attention should also be drawn to the 
number of structural vs. superficial features in the materials. 
As a contrasting case, consider prior attempts to document the 
effects of either surface or structural similarity (e.g., Wharton, 
Holyoak, & Lange, 1996 and Trench & Minervino, 2015, 
respectively). The manipulations involved in these 
demonstrations only require two different levels (e.g. high vs 
low, high vs. moderate or some vs. none) of either surface or 
structural similarity, thus allowing for various degrees of 
freedom as to how to implement the intended manipulation. 
But when trying to determine which type of similarity exerts 
a stronger effect, there needs to be a more principled way of 
ensuring that the degree of structure in the structural source 
roughly equals the degree of surface in the superficially 
similar sources, be them of the mere-appearance or the objects 
only type. To be more concrete, imagine that we wanted to 
generate an objects-only match for the pizzaioli story whose 
degree of superficiality would match the degree of structural 
similarity between said target and the flirtatious girls' scenario. 
Should we include just two similar objects—as in Hans & 
Heinrich's story—, or a near-ceiling proportion of them? In 
order to lay down a more leveled ground upon which the effects 
of structural and surface similarity could be contrasted, we 
constructed our materials such that the number of similar first 
order relations and/or similar objects in the mere-appearance 
and objects-only items equaled the number of structurally 
relevant first-order relations in the distant analogs. 

With regards to the experimental design, we followed 
Raynal et al.'s (2017) decision to have the structural and the 
superficial sources of the same material sets compete in the 
LTM of participants, as opposed to having the target relate to 
either the structural or the superficial source, as implemented 
in Gentner et al. (1993). The rationale behind this decision 
involves being representative of the prevalent real-life 
condition wherein distant analogs coexist with purely 
superficial matches in memory. 

Experiment 1 

Method 
Participants Sixty undergraduate students of Psychology 
volunteered to participate in the study. They were randomly 
assigned in equal number to the relations plus objects (R+O) 
and the objects-only (OO) conditions.  
 
Materials Four sets of stories were built, each one containing 
a target situation and three source situations maintaining 
different types of similarity with the target. Superficially 
dissimilar analogs shared a system of higher-order relations 

with the target, such that a comprehensive schema could 
eventually be built to encompass both situations. While first 
order relations were similar but not identical to those of the 
target, objects were different. As an example, the target of 
one of our four sets told the story of a tennis player who was 
infatuated with his girlfriend and often bragged about her 
beauty in front of his friends. One of his friends got sick of 
his behavior and invited her to a party, with the result that a 
few months later he begun a relationship with her. The story 
ended that the tennis player lamented his exhibitionist 
behavior ever since. The superficially dissimilar source 
analog of this same set told about a clever scientist who was 
fascinated by his new theory and boasted about it in front of 
his graduate students. Tired about this attitude, one of his 
students took away the notebooks of the scientist and 
afterwards claimed authorship. This story ended that the 
professor long regretted having boasted about his theory the 
way he did (see Table 1 for a sample set of materials). In 
contrast to superficially dissimilar analogs, R+O sources had 
similar first-order relations as well as similar objects and 
object properties to those of the targets, but embedded in a 
network of second-order relations that did not maintain any 
degree of structural similarity with the target. Keeping with 
the above set of materials, the R+O source told that the pretty 
wife of a soccer player was taken to a party by another player 
of the team, who later became her husband. To alleviate his 
suffering, the former husband began boasting about having 
been married to such a pretty girl, an attitude that other team 
mates did not approve, and which later became a source of 
regret in itself. As can be appreciated, the analogous items 
shared the structure “bragging about a valuable thing causes 
irritation in another person and this motivates that the 
valuable thing gets appropriated by this other person”. Such 
structure is completely absent in the mere-appearance story. 
Finally, OO sources only shared similar objects with the 
target. In keeping with the above set of materials, the OO 
story told about a handsome soccer player who owed some 
money to a lady of outstanding beauty, but did not tell this team 
mates about this because he considered it wasn't relevant. He 
later took his teammates to a party without knowing she was 
working there. When she saw him, she immediately raised the 
topic of the debt, and he pretended having forgotten about it. 
Across the four sets of materials, if a distant analog shared n 
relevant relations with the target, the objects-only match was 
constructed so as to share n objects or object properties with it. 
In turn, the mere-appearance matches were built so as to to 
share n relations plus n objects or object properties with the 
target. Six filler stories were built, bearing neither superficial 
nor structural resemblances with any of the critical stories. 
Four of these stories were interleaved among the 12 critical 
stories of the learning phase, and two were interleaved among 
the four stories included in the cued-recall phase. 
 
Procedure During the encoding phase, participants of both 
conditions received a booklet including three groups of four 
short stories between 80 and 100 words in length. All four 
stories of each group appeared on a single page, and were 
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preceded by written instructions asking participants to read 
the stories very carefully, so as to be able to reproduce them 
in detail. Once the 6 min allotted to reading each group had 
elapsed, participants were asked to reproduce the 4 stories on 
the reverse of the page without being able to reread them. 
 
 
Table 1: Sample set of source and target stories used in 
Experiments 1 and 2 
 

Target story. Andrea was quite stingy. She noticed that the door 
of the oven was not closing very well. She thought of calling the 
gas worker, but anticipated that he would charge her a lot of 
money. She decided to call him later on, when her economy got 
better. In the meantime, she would work it out by placing a latch 
to attach the door to the gas cooker. It was not aesthetic. But as 
it functioned properly, she ended up never calling the gas worker.   

Relations plus objects (R+O) match. Natalie was quite thrifty. 
Those days the electrical installations of the house ceased to 
work. Even though her finances were brittle, and that she knew 
it would cost a lot of cash, she hired the electrician to fix the 
installations. She learned a lot watching him work. One day she 
applied what she had learned to fix the lid of mixer, which was 
adjusting to the jar. She added some pegs, which fastened it to 
the jar. Although the jar was not pretty, she called the electrician 
to tell him about her achievement.   

Objects-only (OO) match. Sophie was quite thrifty. She kept her 
savings inside a mixer without a lid. While she was counting her 
money, the electrician rang her bell in order to retrieve some 
pegs he had forgotten. As he started talking about public 
finances, she was only thinking about her having left all the 
money quite messy, such that anyone who paid a visit would 
know how much cash she had saved. She told the electrician she 
had to say goodbye to him in order to leave for work. When he 
left, she rushed to tide up her money and hide the mixer.  

Superficially dissimilar analog (Experiment 1). Karen felt that 
her goalkeeper gloves were no longer fit to her hands. She 
thought of asking a seamstress for help, but guessed that this 
would take too long. Independent as she was, she decided to fix 
them herself, and to take them to the seamstress when her fixture 
got less tight. She had them fasten her wrists by attaching some 
rubber bands to the gloves so as to make them fasten to her wrists. 
They looked rather odd, but as they worked, she ended up never 
asking the seamstress for help. 

Superficially dissimilar analog (Experiment 2). Thinking in 
his London students, the Russian professor had written a 
textbook in English, whose grammar made the reading uneasy. 
He thought of hiring an English teacher to improve it, but 
realized that this would take months, and his students needed the 
textbook right away. In an expeditious manner, he decided to 
employ a google translator, and to hire a native expert once classes 
concluded. Several poorly-written segments remained. But as 
students somewhat managed to learn with this version, he ended 
up never calling a native speaker.    

 
Note. Underlined words represent similar first-order relations across 
the source and the targets. Italized expressions represent similar 
objects and object properties across the base and the targets. The 
English translation does not strictly respect the original wording.  

 

The booklets received by participants in the R+O condition 
included the distant analogs and the R+O matches of each set 
in counterbalanced order and interleaved with four distracters. 
The analog and the R+O match of each set were separated by at 
least 3 stories from different sets. The OO booklets followed 
a similar structure, with the difference that R+O stories were 
replaced by the OO stories from their corresponding sets. 

After a short break, participants were handed a second 
booklet containing the target stories of each set, interleaved 
by two unrelated stories serving as distractors. For each of 
them they were asked to state which of the stories read during 
the previous session this new story reminded them of. They 
were told that they could report more than one, or leave the 
space blank if no stories were recalled. There was no time 
limit for this second task.  

Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 displays the retrieval rates of distant analogs, R+O 
matches and OO matches by the R+O and the OO conditions. 
During the learning phase, the R+O group had received the 
superficially dissimilar analog as well as the R+O source of 
each of the four sets of materials. Two judges not acquainted 
with the purpose of the study received each participant's 
responses together with the stories read by such participant 
during the previous phase. For each of the participants' 
responses, they were asked to identify which of the studied 
stories it referred to. A base story was coded as retrieved 
whenever there was agreement between both judges. Judges 
agreed in 93% of the cases, and solved cases of disagreement 
by discussion. The R+O disanalogs were retrieved more often 
than the superficially dissimilar analogs, M = .96 (SD =.12) 
vs. M = .53 (SD = .27), t(29) = -8.097, p < .001. As in traditional 
cued recall studies like Gentner et al. (1993), these results 
reveal that the joint presence of similar objects and first-order 
relations exerted a more powerful effect on retrieval than 
purely structural similarity. Given that we followed Raynal et 
al.'s (2017) suggestion to avoid any degree of structural 
similarity in the superficially similar disanalogs, the results 
are immune to the possible confounding allegedly affecting 
Gentner et al.'s materials.  

Figure 1. Percentages of R+O matches, OO matches, and distant 
analogs retrieved, Experiment 1. 
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As opposed to the R+O group, the OO group had received 
the superficially dissimilar analog as well as the OO source 
of each of the four sets of materials. There was a 
nonsignificant trend towards a higher retrieval of the 
superficially dissimilar analogs over the OO disanalogs, M = 
.76 (SD =.23) vs. M = .59 (SD = .34), t(29) = 1.980, p = .057. 

Quite notably, the retrieval rates of superficially dissimilar 
analogs across conditions amply surpasses those obtained in 
traditional studies like Gentner et al. (1993) or Wharton et al. 
(1996). In order to assess whether these unusual levels of 
distant retrieval reflect a suboptimal semantic distance between 
the superficially dissimilar sources and their corresponding 
targets, in Experiment 2 we modified the first order relations 
and objects of the superficially dissimilar analogs so as to 
make them more distant from the corresponding ones in the 
target. The new objects and relations still rendered the 
situations analogous, but at a higher level of abstraction.  

Planned comparisons also revealed that retrieval of analogs 
was lower when competing in LTM against R+O matches 
than against OO matches, M = .53 (SD = .27) vs. M = .76 (SD 
=.23), t(58) = -3.564, p = .001. The increased retrieval rate of 
distant analogs in the OO group as compared to that of the R+O 
condition suggests that the presence of a stronger surface 
competitor in LTM might exert a detrimental effect on the 
retrieval of a structural analog. Hence, an additional objective 
of Experiment 2 was to replicate and generalize this finding.  

Experiment 2 

Method 
Participants Sixty undergraduate students of Psychology 
volunteered to participate in the study. They were randomly 
assigned in equal number to the R+O and the OO conditions.  
 
Procedure and Materials Materials were identical to those of 
Experiment 1, except that the superficially dissimilar analogs 
included first-order relations that were more different from their 
corresponding elements in the target that those of Experiment 1. 
In keeping with the story set described in Experiment 1, the 
target situation told the story of a tennis player who was 
infatuated with his girlfriend and often presumed about her 
beauty in front of his friends, with the result that one of his 
friends got sick with his behavior and invited her to a party 
and later begun a relationship with her. As opposed to the 
superficially dissimilar analog used in Experiment 1—which 
told about a scientist who presumed about his new theory in 
front of his graduate students, with the result that one of his 
students took away the notebooks of the scientist and 
afterwards claimed authorship—the distant analog used in 
Experiment 2 told about a wealthy family who openly 
enjoyed the luxurious playground of their property before the 
eyes of their humble neighbors, who objected this reckless 
fun. When the family went out for vacation, their neighbors 
got in and made irresponsible use of the facilities. As this 
example illustrates, while the analogy of Experiment 1 includes 
two cases wherein bragging causes appropriation, the 
superficially dissimilar analog of Experiment 2 constituted an 

episode wherein the reckless enjoyment of a valuable object 
leads to an unconsented use by others (see Table 1 for a complete 
example). The procedure and coding scheme followed with 
the R+O and OO groups was identical to that of Experiment 1. 
A base story was coded as retrieved whenever there was 
agreement between both judges. They agreed in 87% of the 
cases, and solved cases of disagreement by discussion. 

Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 displays the retrieval rates of distant analogs, R+O 
matches and OO matches by the R+O and the OO conditions. 
As in Experiment 1, the R+O group retrieved the R+O 
disanalogs more often than the superficially dissimilar 
analogs, M = .97 (SD =.09) vs. M = .28 (SD = .27), t(29) = -
13.006, p < .001. In contrast, retrieval of the OO stories did 
not differ from that of the superficially dissimilar analogs, M 
= .72 (SD =.24) vs. M = .71 (SD = .2), t(29) = -.177, p = .861. 
As in Experiment 1, the retrieval of distant analogs was lower 
when competing in LTM against R+O matches than against 
OO matches, M = .28, SD = .27, vs. M = .71, SD = .2, t(58) = 
7.168, p < .001. Taken collectively, results showed that having 
resorted to more distant analogs did not alter the general 
retrieval patterns obtained in Experiment 1. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Percentages of R+O matches, OO matches, and distant 
analogs retrieved, Experiment 2 
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results of the story-reminding tradition, typically interpreted 
as evidence for the superiority of surface similarity during 
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As we built our materials following Raynal et al.'s advice to 
eradicate overlapping structure from mere-appearance matches 
(our R+O matches were not just literal similes with a different 
ending), our results are immune to the abovementioned 
confounding. It could be argued, however, that if participants 
were initially reminded of the mere-appearance story, 
the juxtaposition of this story with the target could have 
sharpened participant's perception of the relational structure 
of the target, thus increasing the chances of retrieving the 
distant analog (i.e. the late abstraction principle, Gentner, 
Loewenstein, Thompson & Forbus, 2009). Even though this 
could have been the case had we employed mere-appearance 
matches which, as denounced by Raynal et al., shared a 
significant amount of structure with the target, the fact that 
our mere-appearance items were especially crafted to avoid 
such overlap renders a relational emphasis rather unlikely, let 
alone subsequent interdomain retrieval. In a prior study on 
analogical problem-solving, Minervino, Olguín and Trench 
(2017) had participants of the experimental condition 
compare Duncker's (1945) Radiation problem with a 
disanalogous problem (the Candle problem; Duncker, 1945). 
Minervino et al. expected that despite the lack of a shared 
system of relations, the challenge of comparing the tumor to 
the candle problem would still encourage a more abstract 
representation of the problems' goals and/or restrictions, such 
as the fact that in both situations one has to prevent a negative 
outcome from occurring (harming healthy tissues and 
dripping wax on the floor, respectively). Counter to 
expectations, participants' comparisons neither led to coherent 
schemas, nor to subsequent relational retrieval. Based on this 
evidence, the possibility that distant retrieval could have been 
inflated by participants spontaneously comparing the target 
to the mere-appearance match seems very unlikely.  

In another condition of our experiments, we had the distant 
analogs compete in participants' LTM against disanalogous 
stories maintaining similarity with the target only at the level 
of individual objects. Unlike the objects-only matches 
employed by Raynal et al. (2017, 2020), the number of object 
similarities of our objects-only items was equated to the 
number of relevant first-order relations in the superficially 
similar sources. While the results of our first experiment 
revealed a non-significant trend towards higher retrieval of 
superficially dissimilar analogs over competing OO matches, 
no such trend was observed when resorting to superficially 
dissimilar analogs that were relatively more distant than those 
of Experiment 1. Whereas the superior retrieval of OO 
matches in Gentner et al.'s (1993) study could conceivably 
have originated in the inadvertent inclusion of structural 
features (Raynal et al., 2020), the opposite result of Raynal et al. 
might have originated in having included an insufficient 
number of similar objects. The lack of differences obtained in 
our OO conditions represents an intermediate position 
between the results of Gentner et al. and those of Raynal et 
al., and speaks of a more complex picture than the extreme 
positions endorsed by the above authors. While Gentner et al. 
might be right in claiming that superficially similar items 
having similar objects and first-order relations with the target 

are more retrievable than items displaying purely structural 
similarity, this advantage does not seem to hold when surface 
similarity reduces to the level of individual objects. Thus, it 
would seem that our retrieval mechanisms are neither as 
sophisticated as has recently been proposed, nor as limited as 
has traditionally been assumed. 

Even though the results of our OO conditions did not 
replicate the advantage of superficially dissimilar analogs 
over OO matches obtained by Raynal et al. (2017), the raw 
retrieval rates of our distant analogs of Experiment 1 were 
overall more similar to those of Raynal et al. than to those of 
traditional studies of story-reminding. While it is true that the 
retrieval rates of superficially dissimilar analogs dropped 
significantly when employing first-order relations and objects 
that were more distant from the target than the ones employed in 
Experiment 1, this drop-off was less intense when distant 
analogs competed with relatively weaker alternatives such as 
OO matches. Hence, while our results tend to be largely 
consistent with the superficial superiority hypothesis of 
analogical retrieval, they are not at odds with Raynal et al.'s 
claim that the retrieval of distant analogs can on occasions be 
higher than traditional studies would suggest, especially when 
their relational structure does not need to be re-represented at 
relatively high levels of abstraction. It should be noted, 
however, that the retrieval rates of all three types of base items 
were somewhat higher than in traditional studies (retrieval of 
mere-appearance matches was at ceiling in both experiments). 
This general inflation in the levels of retrieval could perhaps 
be attributed to the particular tasks we used to enforce an 
adequate encoding of base items in LTM. As compared to the 
tasks typically employed by standard studies for said purpose 
(e.g., ratings of imageability or pleasantness), taking a memory 
test could have been relatively more conducive to later retention, 
a phenomenon known as the testing effect (Roediger & 
Karpicke, 2006). Current work is underway to assess whether 
the unusually high retrieval rates of distant analogs recently 
obtained with a cued-recall paradigm generalize to more 
naturalistic procedures lacking an episodic link between the 
presentation of the target and the encoding of the sources.  
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FrameNet for Modeling Extraction from Coordinate Structures
Mai Al-Khatib
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Abstract

A non-probabilistic model of speakers competence regarding extraction from a coordinate structure, which was argued to
be sensitive to how the conjuncts are connected to each other in discourse (e.g., Lakoff, 1986; Kehler 2002) is presented.
The model makes use of Lakoffs (1986) account of the acceptability of extraction from coordinate structures by adopting
the Frame Semantics framework. Lakoff argues that acceptability of extraction is affected by the belonging of the conjuncts
to certain scenarios (e.g. a natural sequence of events), something that is measurable in this framework. An algorithm that
measures the degree of relatedness between two conjuncts by consulting FrameNet (the framework implementation) and
quantifying the common frames they belong to is proposed and tested on sentences used in an acceptability judgement
survey on extraction from coordinate structures (Harris, 2009). The models outcomes interact with the experimental
conditions in predicting human judgements, providing initial support for the proposal.
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Abstract

Functionalist accounts of language suggest that forms
are paired with meanings in ways that support efficient
communication. Previous work on grammatical marking
suggests that word forms have lengths that enable efficient
production, and previous work on the semantic typology
of the lexicon suggests that word meanings represent
efficient partitions of semantic space. Here we consider an
integrated information-theoretic framework that captures how
communicative pressures influence both form and meaning.
We take tense systems as a case study, and show how the
framework explains both which tense systems are attested
across languages and the length asymmetries of the forms in
those systems.
Keywords: efficient communication; semantic typology;
grammar; information theory

Functionalist linguistics has a long history of exploring
ways in which languages support efficient communication,
and this perspective has been applied to many areas including
phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics (e.g. Croft,
2003). Computational work in this tradition often
characterizes communicative efficiency using information
theory (e.g. Gibson et al., 2019), and this approach is
appealing in part because information theory captures general
computational principles that potentially apply across many
levels of linguistic structure. Here we show that an existing
information-theoretic account of lexical semantics (Kemp,
Xu, & Regier, 2018, as formulated by Zaslavsky, Kemp,
Regier, & Tishby, 2018) also accounts for classic ideas
about coding efficiency from the literature on grammatical
marking (Greenberg, 1966; Haspelmath, 2018). Connecting
these lines of work illustrates how information theory
provides a unified account of both the meanings encoded in
natural language and the forms used to express them.

The information-theoretic framework that we use
formalizes the tradeoff between informativeness and
simplicity that languages must negotiate. Consider a speaker
who wishes to convey some meaning (e.g. the temporal
location of an event) to a hearer. A highly informative
system allows the speaker to discriminate between many
different meanings (e.g. many temporal intervals), but this
communicative precision can only be achieved if the system
is far from simple. The tradeoff between informativeness and
simplicity has been discussed for many years in the literature
on “competing motivations” (Haiman, 2010) and here we

build on a recent account of color-naming across languages
that formalizes both dimensions in information-theoretic
terms (Zaslavsky et al., 2018).

We show how the simplicity dimension connects naturally
with the notion of coding efficiency from the literature on
grammatical marking (Greenberg, 1966; Hawkins, 2004).
Haspelmath (2018) reviews a substantial body of evidence
suggesting that grammatical constructions across languages
are well-adapted in the sense that they tend to minimize
expected code length. Haspelmath (2018) focuses primarily
on the forms used to encode number, case, tense, and other
grammatical domains, but we will suggest that the tradeoff
between informativeness and simplicity helps to explain both
which grammatical categories are attested across languages
and the relative lengths of the forms used for these categories.

Although the tradeoff between informativeness and
simplicity has implications for many aspects of grammar, we
focus on tense as a case study. Languages have many different
ways of locating events in time, and we focus specifically
on grammatical categories that play this role. English, for
example, has grammatical categories that distinguish between
past, present and future. The expressions “she walked,” “she
walks” and “she will walk” distinguish between past, present
and future using inflectional morphology (“walk” + “-ed”,
“walk” + “-s”) and periphrasis (“will” + “walk”). Some
languages, however, have more elaborate tense systems that
specify not only whether an event is in the past or future,
but also how far in the past or future it is. For example,
Hixkaryana distinguishes between events in the immediate
past (same day or previous night), near past (past few months)
and remote past (Derbyshire, 1979).

The next section introduces the theoretical framework we
use and provides formal definitions of informativeness and
complexity (the inverse of simplicity). We then apply the
framework to tense, and show how tense systems across
many languages achieve near-optimal tradeoffs between
informativeness and simplicity. The final sections of the
paper show how our approach connects with existing work
on coding asymmetries in grammatical marking, and discuss
the benefits gained by integrating functionalist approaches to
form and meaning.
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Theoretical framework
We adopt the theoretical framework of Zaslavsky et al.
(2018), who explored the efficiency of semantic systems
in the specific case of color naming. We show that the
same framework can also be linked to aspects of linguistic
form. The framework assumes a speaker and a listener who
wish to communicate about objects in a conceptual universe
U . The speaker has a particular meaning m ∈ M in mind,
which takes the form of a distribution over objects in U .
To express this meaning, the speaker produces a word or
other form w ∈W according to an encoder q(w|m), which
stochastically maps meanings m into forms w. Upon hearing
the speaker utter w, the listener computes a distribution m̂w
that is intended to approximate the speaker’s meaning m, via
Bayesian inference using the encoder q(w|m) and a prior
distribution p(m) over meanings. Let the encoder q(w|m)
and the prior p(m) together constitute a grammar G that
supports communication between the speaker and listener.
The efficiency of such a grammar is then determined by two
quantities: informativeness and complexity.

Informativeness is inversely related to the communicative
cost CC(G) of the grammar. Following Regier, Kemp, and
Kay (2015) and Zaslavsky et al. (2018) we define this cost
as the expected Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D(m||m̂w)
between the mental representation m of the speaker and the
listener’s mental reconstruction m̂w of that meaning:

CC(G) = E[D(m||m̂w)] = ∑
m,w

p(m)q(w|m)D(m||m̂w). (1)

Again following Zaslavsky et al. (2018), the complexity
CL(·) of a grammar is defined as the mutual information
between forms and meanings:

CL(G) = I(M;W ) = H(W )−H(W |M), (2)

which, as shown, can be formulated as the difference of two
terms: the entropy over words H(W ) and the conditional
entropy of words given meanings H(W |M). This formulation
sets the stage for the link to linguistic form. The entropy over
words H(W ) captures the expected amount of information
needed to represent a word and, thus, the expected code
length assuming an optimal code that uses − log(P(w)) bits
to represent an event with probability P(w). If the mapping
between words and meanings is deterministic (as is often the
case in grammatical systems), then H(W |M) is zero and our
complexity measure reduces to H(W ), which has the link to
code length stated above.

All grammatical systems must negotiate the tradeoff
between complexity and informativeness, and the
information bottleneck method (Tishby, Pereira, & Bialek,
1999; Zaslavsky et al., 2018) allows us to characterize the
optimal tradeoff between these dimensions. In order to
apply the method we must specify the conceptual universe of
possible time intervals U , the meaning distributions p(u|m),
and the probability p(m) of needing to communicate each
meaning.

Tense
The conceptual universe. Work in formal semantics
has produced precise representations for tense that
could potentially be used in frameworks like ours (e.g.,
Reichenbach, 1947). As a starting point, however, we
considered a simple discretized timeline, and focused on
absolute tense: the grammatical expression of time relative
to the present.1 We defined the conceptual universe U as
a discrete timeline with seven temporal intervals: remote
past (a), near past (b) and immediate past (c), present (r),
immediate future (x), near future (y) and remote future
(z). These intervals are not sufficient to capture the tense
system of every language in full: for example, Comrie (1985)
reports that Kiksht, a language of the US Pacific Northwest,
distinguishes between six or seven past tense categories. Our
seven-interval timeline is therefore a pragmatic choice that
allows us to represent the tense systems of many but not all
of the languages of the world.

We compiled a data set of tense systems for 159 languages.
53 systems were drawn from Dahl (1985) and the rest from
a range of other resources.2 For each language, we coded
the system’s categories on our discrete timeline and noted
if any categories in the system were zero-marked: that
is, expressed by default without requiring any additional
grammatical markers. For example, in Afrikaans the present
(“Ek loop”, meaning “I walk”) can be expressed without
adding any markers to the base form of the verb, but the past
(“Ek het geloop”) and future (“Ek sal loop”) both require
additional markers. In some languages a tense is explicitly
marked only for some combinations of person and number:
for example, in English the present requires the marker “-s”
in “she walks” but not in “I walk.” We treat a tense as
zero-marked only if it is unmarked for all combinations of
person and number.

All systems that occur at least twice in the data are listed in
Table 1. The representations in the first column use a, b and
c to denote the three past intervals, r to denote the present,
and x, y, and z to denote the three future intervals. Each
explicitly marked category within the system is enclosed in
parentheses. For example, (abc)(r)(xyz) is the system that
includes marked categories for past, present and future. In
our notation the absence of parentheses denotes zero marking.
For example, (abc)(r)(xyz) is used for languages like English
that explicitly mark past, present and future, and (abc)r(xyz)
is used for languages like Afrikaans that include the same
three categories but zero-mark the present. Our coding
assumes that all cultures share the need to communicate and
mentally represent all seven of the intervals in U . As a
result, languages without tense marking are encoded as a
system abcrxyz with a zero-marked category that includes
every interval in U .

A major challenge encountered in compiling the data

1We leave as an important open question whether the ideas in
this paper will generalize to relative tense.

2Source list and data can be found at https://osf.io/jgdp4/
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system count communicative cost complexity expected length frontier dist instance
abcrxyz 47 1.0142 0.0000 0.000 0.0000 Cebuano

(abc)(r)(xyz) 39 0.0846 1.5225 1.000 0.0001 English
(abc)rxyz 20 0.4723 0.8471 0.274 0.0421 Burushaski
abcr(xyz) 13 0.4968 0.0444 0.251 0.0444 Indonesian

(abc)r(xyz) 11 0.0846 1.5225 0.525 0.0001 Maltese
(abc)(rxyz) 6 0.4723 0.8471 1.000 0.0421 Brahui
(abcr)(xyz) 5 0.4968 0.8129 1.000 0.0444 Seneca

(a)(b)(c)r(xyz) 3 0.0373 1.9314 0.525 0.0124 Koasati
(ab)(c)r(x)(yz) 2 0.0198 2.0474 0.525 0.0047 Supyire
(ab)(c)(r)(xyz) 2 0.0477 1.7965 1.000 0.0089 Sesotho
(a)(bc)r(xyz) 1 0.0505 1.7576 0.525 0.0066 Khoekhoe

(a)(b)(c)(rxyz) 1 0.4250 1.2561 1.000 0.2078 Hixkaryana
Table 1: All tense systems that occur two or more times in our data, along with two that appear once (Khoekhoe and Hixkaryana)
and are mentioned in the text. The notation for tense systems is described in the text, and distinguishes between systems that
include the same categories but are different with respect to zero marking. The frontier dist column shows the distance between
each system and the optimal frontier in Figure 3a, and expected length corresponds to the y-axis of Figure 3b.

a b c r x y z
0

1mb

a b c r x y z
0

1mc

a b c r x y z
0

1mr

a b c r x y z
0

1ma

Figure 1: Meanings for model with the 7 element timeline.
Meanings when communicating about the future (mx, my, mz)
are not shown here but are mirror images of meanings for
communicating about the past (mc, mb and ma).

is that tense is often hard to separate from aspect and
modality (Bybee, Perkins, & Pagliuca, 1994). For example,
in some languages the primary distinction is between
perfective and imperfective (roughly whether an action is
complete or incomplete) rather than between past and future.
Some languages include markers for categories (e.g. past
perfective) that combine tense and aspect. When consulting
our primary sources, we made our best judgment about
whether a language could be represented in our coding
scheme without distorting it too greatly, and excluded a small
number of languages (e.g. Hawaiian) for which our scheme
seemed especially inadequate.

A second and less fundamental challenge is that
languages which make remoteness distinctions do not include
categories that are precisely equivalent. Our coding scheme
distinguishes remote (more than 7 days distant), near
(between 1 and 7 days) and immediate (on the same day), and
we fitted each language into this scheme as best we could.

Figure 2: Prior distribution on the seven intervals along the
timeline.

Domain structure. Our framework formalizes meanings
as probability distributions over intervals in the time line.
These distributions can capture uncertainty about the interval
to which an event belongs. For example, a speaker might
not be sure whether a given state of affairs has ceased or
is ongoing. This uncertainty should respect the underlying
structure of the domain: for example, a speaker should be
more likely to confuse present with past than future with past.
We therefore use a hierarchy that postulates major boundaries
between past, present and future, and minor boundaries
between the three pasts (remote, near and immediate) and
between the three futures. Figure 1 shows meanings defined
over the seven-element timeline. The distributions are
defined in terms of two parameters λ and µ that specify how
sharply probability mass decreases across minor and major
boundaries. We set λ = 0.5 and µ = 0.1, which means that
distributions drop by factors of 2 and 10 across minor and
major boundaries, respectively.

Communicative need. As described above, our formal
framework requires a probability distribution p(m) that
captures how often speakers attempt to convey each of the
seven different meanings. Given the lack of large-scale,
annotated corpora, we estimated these probabilities using a
two-step process. In the first step we used estimates of
past, present and future from an analysis of social media
(Park et al., 2017). The resulting counts yield a distribution
of [0.274,0.475,0.251] over the coarse categories of past,
present and future. There is a clear preference for present
over either past or future, and also a weaker preference for
past over future.
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a)
abcrxyz

(abcr)(xyz)
(abc)(rxyz)

(a)(b)(c)(rxyz)

(abc)(r)(xyz)

b)
abcrxyz

abcr(xyz)

(abc)rxyz
(abcr)(xyz)
(abc)(rxyz)

(abc)r(xyz) (abc)(r)(xyz)

(a)(b)(c)(r)(xyz)

Figure 3: Tradeoff plots for the model. (a) Black dots represent attested systems (size denotes frequency) and grey dots represent
all possible deterministic systems. (b) Light blue dots represent all ways to zero-mark at most one category in an attested system,
and small grey dots show all ways to apply zero-marking to unattested systems. The column of attested systems with expected
length equal to 1 includes systems that do not use zero marking.

Deg. of remoteness Temporal adverbs
immediate (c, x) today
near past (b) yesterday
near future (y) tomorrow
remote past (a) last week/month/year/decade/century
remote future (z) next week/month/year/decade/century

Table 2: Temporal adverbs used to estimate usage
probabilities for intervals along the timeline.

Second, we used frequencies of the temporal adverbs
shown in Table 2 to distribute probability mass among
the three levels of remoteness within both past and future
categories. All frequencies were derived from the Google
N-gram English corpus (Michel et al., 2011) for 1985.
Because the immediate past and immediate future are both
expressed through “today” in English, we assigned half of
“today”’s frequency to each of the two temporal intervals.
The prior distribution resulting from the entire two-step
process is shown in Figure 2.

Analyses and results
Figure 3a shows the tradeoff plot for the model. Attested
systems are plotted in black with sizes reflecting the
frequency of each system in our language sample. For
comparison, the light grey points show all possible, yet
unattested, deterministic tense systems in our coding.
The grey curve shows the optimal trade-off between
communicative cost and complexity. The figure reveals that
all ten systems in Table 1 that occur two or more times in
the data set lie close to the optimal frontier. One attested
system (Hixkaryana in Table 1) lies further from the optimal

frontier than all of the others. This system is unusual because
it includes a relatively large number of categories but does not
distinguish between present and future.

Figure 3a is based on category extensions rather than the
forms for these categories, but we also wished to explore
the link to linguistic form mentioned above. The complexity
measure on the x-axis of Figure 3a corresponds to expected
code length only if the systems are deterministic and if
− log(P(w)) bits are used to represent a word with probability
P(w). Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson (2011) show that word
lengths and predictability are correlated, and in principle one
could test the prediction that the lengths of tense markers
are proportional to their prior probabilities. Our dataset does
not include the forms of tense markers but is annotated for
zero-marking, which allows us to conduct a much coarser
analysis. For any given system, suppose that at most one
of the categories can be zero marked and that forms of
unit length are used for all remaining categories. Figure 3b
shows the trade-off between informativeness and expected
form length under this assumption. The black dots represent
attested systems, and the light blue dots include all systems
that use zero marking for at most one category in an attested
system. The small grey dots show all ways to apply
zero-marking to unattested systems. A number of languages
do not use zero-marking at all, and these languages appear
as a column of black dots with expected length equal to
one. Attested systems that do use zero-marking all occur
towards the left of the plot, revealing that systems with zero
marking overwhelmingly tend to zero-mark the most frequent
category.

Although the representations in our data set specify hard
category boundaries (i.e. are deterministic), in reality these
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(abc)(rxyz)

(abc)(r)(xyz)

(a)(bc)(r)(xyz)

(a)(bc)(r)(xy)(z)

Figure 4: Evolutionary sequence generated by traversing the
optimal frontier in Figure 3a. Each panel shows curves P(c|e)
for each category c in a system, where e ranges over the 7
intervals in the timeline. The system labels at the left are
based on the deterministic systems that best correspond to
the 4 stochastic systems plotted here.

boundaries are often soft and probabilistic. For example,
if a language marks near and remote past differently, an
event one week ago might sometimes be treated as near and
sometimes treated as remote. Most of the systems along the
optimal frontier in Figure 3a have soft category boundaries,
and Figure 4 shows a sequence of systems that emerge as
the frontier is traversed from top left to bottom right, by
analogy with the trajectory of optimal color naming systems
obtained in the same manner by Zaslavsky et al. (2018). The
first pattern to emerge is a soft distinction between past and
non-past, and a more discrete version of this two-category
system matches the most frequent two-category system in
our data. Next present is separated from future, and the
resulting system is by far the most frequent three-category
system in our data. The next distinction to emerge separates
remote and non-remote pasts. The resulting system is similar
to Khoekhoe in Table 1, but our data are insufficient to tell
whether remote past is attested more often than immediate
past. The final system in Figure 4 splits both past and
future into near and remote categories. Similar five-category
systems are attested in the literature (Sarvasy, 2017; Savić,
2017), but there are none in our data set.

The theoretically optimal systems in Figure 4 are
consistent with two previously-identified generalizations
about tense systems. Comrie (1985, p 50) suggests that
discontinuous tense categories are rare or unattested, and the
categories in Figure 1 all correspond to connected regions of
the timeline. This property of the model is a consequence
of the fact that the meanings in Figure 1 all vary smoothly
over the timeline. Comrie (1985, p 85) also points out the
“general tendency of languages to have a better developed
past than future system,” and in Figure 4 the past is both
picked out and subdivided before the future. This property of
the model follows from the empirically obtained asymmetric
prior in Figure 2, which suggests that speakers tend to refer
more often to the past than to the future.

Binary Coding Asymmetries: Present vs Future
The zero-marking analysis in Figure 3b suggests how our
framework makes predictions about length asymmetries in
grammatical forms. These asymmetries have been discussed
by Haspelmath (2018) and others, but previous work often
focuses on a single binary distinction (e.g. present vs future)
at a time. We now show how a simplified version of our
approach can be used to analyze binary distinctions, and
use this analysis to explain why meaning becomes important
when accounting for grammatical systems that make more
than two distinctions.

Haspelmath (2018) presents 25 cases in which frequencies
appear to predict code lengths (i.e. the lengths of linguistic
forms), and one of these cases concerns present and future
tenses. This particular example follows Greenberg (1966),
who noted that present tense forms tend to be more frequent
than future tense forms, and also tend to be shorter. In our
terms, suppose that the conceptual universe U is reduced to
a set including just two temporal intervals: r (present) and f
(future). There are two meanings mr and m f that correspond
to these two intervals, and we assume for now that these
meanings reflect certainty on the part of the speaker (i.e. mr
is a distribution that assigns probability only to the interval r).
Based on the prior in Figure 2, we assume that P(mr) = 0.65
and P(m f ) = 0.35.

We begin by considering a simplified case in which there
is no zero-marking. If the speaker is deterministic, then
there are two possible category systems. Let (rf) denote
the system that uses the same label for both meanings, and
(r)(f) denote the system that uses different labels for the two.
Figure 5a shows communicative costs and complexities for
the two systems, and the size of each black dot indicates the
number of languages in our dataset that lie at that point when
considering only marking for present and future. Neither
system dominates the other: (r)(f) is better with respect
to communicative cost, and (rf) is better with respect to
complexity.

To capture Haspelmath (2018)’s coding asymmetries, we
consider the zero-marking analysis and the resulting tradeoff
plot in Figure 5b. Of the three systems that distinguish
between present and future, r(f) (i.e., the system that
zero-marks the present) is superior to the unattested system
(r)f (light blue dot) and (r)(f) (a system that does not use zero
marking).

The formal analyses summarized by Figures 5a and 5b
add little to the informal accounts of present and future
tenses previously given by Greenberg (1966) and Haspelmath
(2018). Critically, however, the analyses can be scaled up to
cases where the conceptual universe U includes more than
two temporal intervals, and where there is an ordering over
these intervals.

Beyond Binary Distinctions
Suppose now that the conceptual universe U = {s, r, f}
includes past (s) in addition to present and future. As
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 5: (a) Tradeoff between communicative cost and complexity for a timeline that includes present and future only. (b)
Tradeoff between communicative cost and expected code length when zero-marking is permitted. The light blue dot represents
the unattested system (r)f. (c) Results for a three element timeline with no domain structure. The inset shows deterministic
meanings ms, mr and m f . (d) Results for a three element timeline with domain structure captured by graded meanings (inset).
In (a), (c-d) the grey line shows optimal tradeoffs between the two dimensions that can be achieved by stochastic systems.

before, we use three meanings ms, mr and m f that reflect
speaker certainty, and set the prior distribution P(m) to
[0.274,0.475,0.251] based on Figure 2.

Figure 5c shows the resulting tradeoff plot. In Figure 5c,
there are five possible systems that partition past, present and
future into categories, and all of them lie along the optimal
frontier (i.e. none dominates any of the others). Four of these
systems are attested across languages, but the “unnatural“
system (sf)(r) that groups past and future into a single category
that excludes the present is extremely rare or unattested. The
model does not rule this system out because it has no ordering
over temporal intervals—in particular, it does not know that
past is “closer” to present than it is to future. Following our
large-scale analysis we can incorporate the structure of the
domain using the graded meanings in the inset of Figure 5d
(µ = 0.1 as before). The tradeoff plot in Figure 5d now shows
that the unnatural system (sf)(r) is dominated by the system
(s)(rf), and that all four systems near the optimal frontier are
attested.

Discussion and Conclusion

Our results suggest that tense systems across languages
achieve efficient tradeoffs between informativeness and
complexity, and align with similar results previously reported
for domains including color naming (Zaslavsky et al.,
2018), kin naming (Kemp & Regier, 2012) and systems
of quantifiers (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2020). Our work also
demonstrates that existing work on lexical typology (Kemp
et al., 2018) and grammatical marking (Haspelmath, 2018)
can be usefully brought together. Doing so adds something to
both lines of work. Among previous information-theoretic
work on the lexicon there are studies that focus on word
meaning (e.g. Kemp et al., 2018) and studies that focus
on word forms (e.g. Piantadosi et al., 2011), but few that
address both meaning and form. Our work suggests how
form and meaning can be brought together in an integrated
information-theoretic framework.

Previous work on asymmetries in grammatical marking

focuses mainly on the forms used to encode grammatical
categories, and highlights the principle that these forms
serve to minimize expected code length. Our work suggests
that this principle should not be considered in isolation,
but instead trades off against other principles such as
a pressure for semantically informative communication.
Haspelmath (2018) does appeal to the notion of competing
motivations and suggests that complexity trades off against
explicitness, which is the general preference “to express
grammatical meanings explicitly.” Explicitness may seem
conceptually related to semantic informativeness but the
two are distinct. Explicitness is purely about form, and is
needed to explain why some languages do not make use
of zero marking. Semantic informativeness is purely about
meaning, and captures the need for meanings to support
precise communication.

A possible reason why informativeness is not more
prominent in existing previous treatments of grammatical
marking is that they often focus on binary oppositions (e.g.
present vs future, or present vs past). In these cases,
any coding system that marks the distinction in any way
is maximally informative, meaning that complexity (i.e.
minimizing code length) is the main issue of interest. The
tradeoff between complexity and informativeness becomes
especially clear when developing an integrated account of
a domain (e.g. tense) with more than two elements. In this
case a successful theory must explain both which systems
are frequently found across languages as well as the relative
lengths of forms for the categories in these systems.

A natural next step is to move beyond tense and consider
additional grammatical domains. Evidentiality, number, and
person are especially interesting because all of these domains
have been characterized using scales or hierarchies with more
than two elements. Previous work on grammatical marking
has demonstrated that the principle of minimizing code length
operates across many grammatical domains (Haspelmath,
2018), and we are optimistic that our approach will prove to
be comparably broad in scope.
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Abstract

Children’s tendency to associate novel words with novel refer-
ents has been taken to reflect a bias toward mutual exclusivity.
This tendency may be advantageous both as (1) an ad-hoc ref-
erent selection heuristic to single out referents lacking a label
and as (2) an organizing principle of lexical acquisition. This
paper investigates under which circumstances cross-situational
neural models can come to exhibit analogous behavior to chil-
dren, focusing on these two possibilities and their interaction.
To this end, we evaluate neural networks’ on both symbolic
data and, as a first, on large-scale image data. We find that
constraints in both learning and selection can foster mutual ex-
clusivity, as long as they put words in competition for lexi-
cal meaning. For computational models, these findings clarify
the role of available options for better performance in tasks
where mutual exclusivity is advantageous. For cognitive re-
search, they highlight latent interactions between word learn-
ing, referent selection mechanisms, and the structure of stimuli
of varying complexity: symbolic and visual.
Keywords: neural networks; mutual exclusivity; acquisition;
pragmatics; learning biases; lexical meaning; referent selec-
tion

Introduction
A central puzzle in vocabulary acquisition is how expressions
come to be associated with meanings since, among manifold
challenges, there are always multiple candidate referents for a
novel word (Quine, 1960). Prima facie, a learner that encoun-
ters, say, the word rabbit for the first time can entertain the hy-
pothesis that it refers to any candidate meaning in the context
of utterance; both with respect to a single referent (e.g., RAB-
BIT, PAW, or CUDDLY BEAST) as well to others that might be
salient in the scene (e.g., TABLE, BOY, or FEED). However,
children ultimately overcome this and other challenges faced
during acquisition (Carey & Bartlett, 1978; Bloom, 2000).

A well-attested behavior in vocabulary acquisition is that
learners (both children and adults) show a tendency toward
mutual exclusivity. That is, they assume that a novel word
refers to a novel object. For instance, when prompted with
an unknown word (e.g., “show me the dax”) and an array of
familiar objects together with an unfamiliar object, children
as young as 15 months old tend to select the unfamiliar ref-
erent (Halberda 2003; Markman et al. 2003; see Lewis et al.
2019 for a recent review and meta-analysis). By contrast, re-
cent work suggests that standard neural network (NN) models
tend to associate novel input with frequent and familiar out-
put. Crucially, they do so although mutual exclusivity would
improve their task performance (Gandhi & Lake, 2019).

In this study, we look at the conditions that make mutual
exclusivity arise in a system that acquires a vocabulary in
a challenging cross-situational setup. More specifically, we
look at the interaction between learning biases, on the one
hand, and referent selection strategies, on the other. We
focus on neural networks because they are powerful learn-
ing models that can scale to naturalistic input data such as
audio and images. We analyze their performance on novel
word comprehension, using tasks inspired by the ones chil-
dren have been tested on (e.g., Horst & Samuelson, 2008).
Our main contributions are: (1) a systematic evaluation of
how a NN’s tendency to associate novel words with novel
referents is impacted by its learning biases and its referent se-
lection strategy; (2) a formalization of mutual exclusivity dur-
ing reference selection in terms of Bayesian inference, high-
lighting ties to probabilistic pragmatic models (e.g., Good-
man & Frank, 2016; Bohn & Frank, 2019); and (3) evalu-
ations on both symbolic and visual data that showcase how
mutual exclusivity, as well as learning biases vs. referent se-
lection strategies more broadly, interact with the structure of
stimuli. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to
study mutual exclusivity in large-scale image data with natu-
ral object co-occurrences.

Our results show that mutual exclusivity can be fostered
both during training, through a constraining loss function,
or in on-line referent selection, through pragmatic-like rea-
soning. The core requirement is that there be a bias against
synonymy in either realm (or both), making new words less
likely to be associated with familiar referents. Considering
not only symbolic but visual data additionally reveals that the
success of this bias hinges on another requirement that may
not always be fulfilled: objects need to be sufficiently dis-
criminated. This prerequisite may go unnoticed when eval-
uating models on symbolic datasets, or when conducting ex-
periments with human subjects.

Background
Children’s tendency to select unfamiliar objects when
prompted with unknown words has often been attributed to
mutual exclusivity (ME; see, e.g., Markman & Wachtel 1988;
Halberda 2003; Markman et al. 2003; Halberda 2006). Pre-
theoretically, ME can be characterized as a propensity to as-
sociate novel words with objects for which no linguistic la-
bel is known. It can be construed in different ways. First, it
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could be the result of a pragmatic referent selection strategy
(e.g., Clark, 1988; Halberda, 2006; Frank et al., 2009; Bohn
& Frank, 2019). Intuitively, if an object has a known label,
then a speaker should use this label to refer to it rather than a
novel word. Consequently, a novel word can be reasoned to
map, or at least circumstantially refer to, an unknown object.
Second, it could be a learning bias, linked more closely to
meaning acquisition and retention (e.g., Markman & Wach-
tel 1988; Markman et al. 2003; but see also Carey & Bartlett
1978; Horst & Samuelson 2008; McMurray et al. 2012 on
meaning retention over time in ME tasks). For instance, it
may be that already established word-meaning associations
inhibit the linkage of new words to a meaning.

Disentangling potential causes of an observed ME bias is
not straightforward. Referent selection presupposes learning;
and, inversely, latent learning biases cannot simply be read
off from how children select referents. Ultimately, the inter-
action between these factors needs to be considered (Clark,
1988; McMurray et al., 2012). In the following, we use ME
as an umbrella term that is agnostic to the causes of the phe-
nomenon, following Lewis et al. (2019), and hone in on these
two potential causal factors and their interaction in computa-
tional models.

Previous models of cross-situational learning that evaluate
novel word comprehension include probabilistic and connec-
tionist approaches (e.g., Ichinco et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2009;
Alishahi et al. 2008; Fazly et al. 2010; McMurray et al. 2012;
see Yang 2019 for a recent overview). However, these models
are not easily scalable to large lexicons, nor can they directly
ground word learning on more naturalistic data, e.g., images.
By contrast, several scalable NN models that can learn word
representations from aligned language-image data in cross-
situational settings have been proposed (e.g., Synnaeve et al.,
2014; Lazaridou et al., 2016; Chrupała et al., 2015). None
of these models, however, was evaluated on novel word refer-
ence with distractors: the classic setup in which children were
put to the test. More generally, little attention has been paid
to the disentanglement of training biases and evaluation con-
ditions in the success of word learning by NNs. We explicitly
focus on the consequences and desirability of mutual exclu-
sivity as part of a network’s training; as a part of its referent
selection criterion; or as a combination thereof.

Closer to our present efforts, Gandhi & Lake (2019) eval-
uate NNs on training-induced tendencies toward one-to-one
mappings. Their findings suggest that common deep learning
algorithms exhibit a learning behavior contrary to ME, tend-
ing to associate novel input to frequent and familiar output.
This is a bad fit to machine learning tasks such as translation
or classification. We largely share Gandhi & Lake’s motiva-
tions but focus on how ME can be brought about by interac-
tions of training and referent selection criteria.

Models
Our goal is to study NNs behavior when prompted by a novel
word as a function of word learning and referent selection
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Figure 1: Illustration of max-margin loss over objects for
the utterance book and bunny with objects BOOK and RABBIT
in the scene. CAT and DUCK exemplify negative examples for
the positive input pair 〈book, BOOK〉.

strategies. We now introduce these two components.

Component 1: Word learning
For our models, an input data point is a set of (potentially re-
ferring) words, W , and a set of objects in a scene, S (see Fig-
ure 1 for an example). We follow a common approach to train
neural similarity models to simplify the optimization prob-
lem in cross-situational setups (e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2016):
we align all possible pairs of words and objects in the scene
independently. The training input is then a set of all word-
object pairs, {〈w,o〉 | w ∈W,o ∈ S}. This is a simplification
in the sense that the model is blind to the relation between
objects in a shared scene.

Similarities between objects and words – their learned as-
sociation – are computed from their encodings into a shared
hidden space:

w = E(w), o =V (o), sim = cos(w,o), (1)

where E is an embedding of word w and V is a visual encoder
of object o. In other words, the model in (1) learns associ-
ations between words and objects, being fully parametrized
by E and V . In the experiments below, words and objects are
encoded as 200-dimensional vectors.

A similarity model like (1) can be optimized in various
ways. In particular, the values of cos(w,o) will depend on a
model’s loss function objective. We implement three classes
of objectives using max-margin loss.1 They correspond to
three major categories of learning constraints found in cross-
situational word learning models. They either induce (a)
competition among referents, imposing a soft “a word maps
only to one object”-constraint (e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2016;

1A common alternative to max-margin loss is cross-entropy over
softmax classification. We focus on max-margin loss because it is
more generally applicable: it does not require a discrete vocabu-
lary or set of objects. Experiments using softmax for the symbolic
dataset yielded the same qualitative trends as those reported below.
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Fazly et al., 2010); or (b) competition among words, i.e., an
“an object maps only to one word”-constraint (e.g., Frank et
al., 2009); or they (c) induce competition over words and ref-
erents, equivalent to favoring one-to-one word-object map-
pings (e.g., McMurray et al., 2012; Synnaeve et al., 2014).
Intuitively framed, (a) is an anti-polysemy bias, (b) is an anti-
synonymy bias, and (c) is a combination of both.

(a) Anti-polysemy: Max-margin over objects

Lo = ∑
i

max(0,1− cos(w,o)+ cos(w,oi)),

where object oi is a negative example, sampled randomly.
While the similarity between the target word and the target
object is increased, the similarity between the word and the
negative example object is decreased.

As illustrated in Figure 1, a positive example of book and
its potential referents BOOK, RABBIT effects an increased as-
sociation between them; whereas that of book and, e.g., neg-
ative referent examples CAT and DUCK decreases. In other
words, BOOK, RABBIT, CAT and DUCK stand in competition
for being associated with book. In the limit, negative sam-
pling leads to competition among all objects.

Probabilistic models that learn p(o | w) similarly enforce
competition over objects: An increase in the probability of
referent BOOK given the word book decreases the probability
of other objects “competing” for this name.

(b) Anti-synonymy: Max-margin over words

Lw = ∑
i

max(0,1− cos(w,o)+ cos(wi,o)),

where word wi is a negative example, sampled randomly.
In analogy to anti-polysemy, this leads to competition be-
tween words. While a positive example of the word book
co-occurring with the referent BOOK will increase their asso-
ciation, the association of BOOK with, say, negative example
words kitty and duck decreases.

(c) One-to-one: Joint loss. Lastly, the combination of both
losses implies competition over both words and objects, en-
couraging one-to-one-mappings: L = Lw +Lo

Note that, although alignments between novel referents and
novel words are, by definition, never observed during train-
ing, we nevertheless allow for novel items –words or objects,
depending on the loss objective– to appear as negative exam-
ples. Otherwise, their relation to other items would solely be
determined by their (typically random) initialization. Accu-
racy on referent selection, novel or not, presupposes a mini-
mal degree of discriminability: among words and among ob-
jects. This is one way to encourage item discrimination even
when not learning a particular association for them. We re-
turn to this issue below.

!X
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Figure 2: Illustration of the relationship between novel word
dax and two objects in a scene, BOOK and DAX. Values link-
ing words and objects are cosine-similarities. A model using
the matching strategy ties between the two objects. A model
using the Bayesian strategy picks DAX.

Component 2: Referent selection
To trace independent and joint effects of learning and refer-
ent selection criteria, we consider two selection mechanisms:
Selection by only similarity and by Bayesian inference.

Referent selection as similarity match. A straightforward
strategy to pick a referent given a word w is to always choose
the one that most closely resembles the representation of the
word. In other words, choosing the object with the highest
similarity to the word out of all objects present in scene S:

o∗ = argmax
o∈S

cos(w,o). (2)

In probabilistic terms this is equivalent to choosing the object
in the scene that maximizes p(o | w,S).

Referent selection as Bayesian inference. Our second cri-
terion is in the spirit of pragmatic reasoning (Goodman &
Frank, 2016; Bohn & Frank, 2019). The view of ME as such
a referent selection criterion was prominently put forward by
Halberda (2006) in terms of a disjunctive syllogism, based on
eye-tracking data that suggests that adults and preschoolers
“reject” known referents before resolving novel word refer-
ence. Intuitively, one can can reason that, if the speaker in-
tended to refer to an object with a known name, she would
have used that name. Since she did not, but instead used a
novel label, she must mean the unfamiliar object.

More generally, the idea of modeling interpretation as an
inversion of production has made much explanatory head-
way at the interface of experimental pragmatics and cognitive
modeling (see Goodman & Frank 2016 for review). However,
these models have mainly been applied to small and discrete
symbolic domains (though see Andreas & Klein, 2016; Mon-
roe et al., 2017; Zarrieß & Schlangen, 2019).2

2In particular, Zarrieß & Schlangen (2019) also use Bayesian
pragmatics in the context of novel word reference in complex scenes
with natural images. By contrast, however, they focus on the genera-
tion of referring expressions for unseen objects, modeling speakers’
probabilities using listeners’ beliefs.
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The choice of the most likely referent from all objects in a
scene given word w can be written as argmaxo∈S p(o | w,S).
In probabilistic pragmatic models, p(o | w,S) is construed
as the likelihood of a listener interpreting w as o in S. Due
to the sparsity of actual observations for all potential scenes
S, such listener probabilities are hard to model computation-
ally. However, we can get at them through their inverse, the
speaker probability, using Bayes’ rule:

p(o | w,S) ∝ p(w | o,S)p(o | S) (3)

We make two assumptions to approximate the left-hand ex-
pression. First, we assume that the label used for an object
depends only on itself and not on others present in a scene.
This is a simplification. Linguistic choice can certainly vary
as a function of other objects present in a scene. For instance,
in a scene with two dogs, of which one is a Rottweiler, a
speaker may prefer to say Rottweiler instead of dog (e.g., Fer-
reira et al., 2005). Second, we assume the prior over objects
in a scene to be uniform. In naturalistic scenarios, speaker
goals and contextual saliency can certainly skew this distribu-
tion. However, this assumption minimally holds true for the
experimental conditions in which children are often tested in
(see Brochhagen 2018:§3.2 for discussion). With these provi-
sos, the right-hand side of (3) simplifies to p(w | o). Referent
selection using Bayesian inference can then be rewritten as:

o∗ = argmax
o∈S

p(w | o). (4)

The speaker probability p(w | o) is obtained from the sim-
ilarity values learned by our neural models, normalizing
cos(w,o) over all words in the vocabulary given object o.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.

Previous models have also exploited p(w | o) to model ref-
erent selection tasks (in particular Alishahi et al., 2008; Fazly
et al., 2010). However, the motivation to do so in the con-
text of reference to novel words was informal (Fazly et al.,
2010, pp. 1045–6). By contrast, we just provided an explicit
derivation of mutual exclusivity, construed as a referent selec-
tion criterion, using Bayesian inference. This clarifies how
p(w | o) is related to ME, building on theory-driven proba-
bilistic pragmatic models.

To recapitulate, as shown in Figure 2, referent selection as
similarity match, in (2), picks the referent that most closely
resembles the representation of a given word in a scene. Ref-
erent selection as Bayesian inference, in (4), additionally fac-
tors in alternative words that could have been uttered to refer
to each object.

Experiments
We evaluate model performance of all the learning-selection
combinations introduced above: Models are trained with
max-margin loss over objects, words, or both; and select ref-
erents either by similarity or Bayesian inference.3 In anal-

3Hyperparameters were determined using random search over a
set of learning rates; initialization ranges for word and object em-

Loss Best F

joint .68 (.03)
over objects .71 (.01)
over words .65 (.02)

Frank et al. 2009 .55
Lazaridou 2016 –visual (shuffled) .65
Lazaridou 2016 +visual .70

Table 1: Familiar word comprehension for CHILDES data:
Best F-scores (mean and standard deviations) for learnt vs.
gold lexicon in 25 experiments, each independently initial-
ized.

ogy to experiments with children, test scenes for novel ref-
erent selection include one novel object and several familiar
ones. Task success is defined as picking novel referents when
prompted by novel words.

We evaluate on two datasets. The first is a symbolic dataset
of annotated child directed speech (Frank et al., 2009). The
second is a visual dataset, comprising images and associated
captions (Plummer et al., 2015).

Symbolic dataset
Data. Frank et al.’s (2009) data comes from two transcribed
recordings from CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000). It com-
prises 620 utterances with around 3800 tokens. Utterances
are annotated with objects present at speech time, e.g., W
= {get, the, piggie} and S = {PIG, COW}, respectively, for
words and objects in a scene. A gold lexicon provides the cor-
rect alignments between 22 objects and 36 word types. There
is a mean of 4.1 words and 2.4 objects per scene.

Evaluation setup. For familiar word comprehension, we
report Best F-scores between the gold lexicon and the one
learned by the models (cf., Frank et al., 2009; Lazaridou et al.,
2016). Since F-scores are computed at type level we weight
the loss computed for each target token by its inverse fre-
quency in the corpus. To test performance on novel items, we
added five novel words to the vocabulary (dax1, ... , dax5).
Accuracy scores then come from evaluations of 20 test scenes
per novel word. Test scenes include one novel object and two
uniformly sampled ones from training. For example, novel
word dax1 may be evaluated in scene {CAT, COW, DAX1}.

Results. As shown in Table 1, models achieve very good
Best F-scores. They are close to the scores of Lazaridou et al.
(2016) although we do not consider relations between words
nor additional visual input. However, as shown by the ac-
curacies on referent selection with novel items in Figure 3,

beddings; and hidden dimension sizes. We evaluate models at their
lowest loss after a maximum of 20 epochs. One could worry that
evaluating models at their least loss could lead to overfitting. How-
ever, note that optimizing the loss function does not imply optimiz-
ing accuracy on referent selection. Moreover, training includes no
positive examples of alignments between novel items.
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Figure 3: Mean accuracy on novel referents in 25 experi-
ments per condition, each independently initialized, with ran-
dom baseline (.33) as dashed line. Means, from left to right:
[.87, .37, .67] and [.9, .8, .78].

success at acquiring the lexicon is not indicative of perfor-
mance on novel referent selection. If competition over words
is encouraged during learning then picking by similarity is
a viable, though suboptimal, selection strategy. Without this
learning bias, picking by similarity results in random perfor-
mance. Bayesian inference always presents an improvement
over picking by similarity only, but this improvement’s mag-
nitude hinges on the loss’ objective. A comparison of train-
ing with max-margin loss over words against one over objects
shows that, if competition over words is enforced through a
referent selection mechanism, then learning with a comple-
mentary bias against polysemy can be as or even more useful
than imposing the anti-synonymy constraint in both training
and selection.

Visual dataset: Flickr30k Entities
Data. Flickr30k Entities (Plummer et al., 2015) contains
images with crowd-sourced descriptions, and bounding boxes
linking objects in images to their referring expressions. We
pre-process this data to extract word-object annotations. For
each referring expression in a caption, e.g., a smiling per-
son, we take the last word (person) as the linked object’s la-
bel.4 The visual features of each object (bounding box) are
then pre-computed using a convolutional NN VGG16 model
trained on ImageNet (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015). We
process them scaled to 224× 224 pixels and take the output
of the last layer of the model.

Each image is treated as a scene. This yields a natural
co-occurrence distribution of objects. There are some im-
portant differences to the previous dataset. First, one word
can refer to many instances of the same concept represented
as different objects across images. The symbolic dataset did
not have this distinction between instances and object cate-
gories, as it mapped all word uses to the same symbol (e.g.,

4Referring expressions with prepositional phrases, e.g., [a smil-
ing person] with [Mohawk hairstyle], are annotated as two separate
referring expressions aligned with different image regions.

Figure 4: Test item (labels are for illustration only).

“piggie” always referred to PIG, regardless of whether dif-
ferent pigs where referred to in different scenes). Second, ob-
ject embeddings are initially determined by the pre-processed
VGG16 vectors rather than, as previously done, randomly ini-
tialized; this can be seen as analogous to assuming that chil-
dren know how to visually represent objects in experimental
conditions. Third, images can have up to five different de-
scriptions. We treat the resulting word-object alignments as
independent data points.

We excluded objects that span more than one bounding
box, typically referred to by plurals, as well as cases in which
one bounding box contained another one. This results in
29782 images, a vocabulary of 6165 referring words, and a
total of 130327 data points, with a mean of about 2.22 ob-
jects per scene.

Evaluation setup. As there is no gold lexicon to bench-
mark against, we focus on model accuracy on referent selec-
tion when tested with both familiar and novel words. Images
containing only one referent were excluded to avoid trivial so-
lutions. We let dogs be a surrogate category for novel items:
Where children would see unfamiliar objects in an otherwise
familiar array and be prompted with a novel word, our models
are trained without encountering positive examples of dogs
nor of words used to refer to them (e.g., dog, dogs, puppy,
retriever, shepherd, corgi, pug, collie or spaniel). We then
evaluate the models on scenes containing dogs, as illustrated
in Figure 4. The particulars of this setup and the choice of
a category as a stand in for a novel one certainly affect the
results that follow. Our choices are motivated by wanting to
retain the integrity of images as natural scenes; and by dogs
appearing frequently enough in the data to ensure that a va-
riety of different kinds of scenes with different numbers of
objects are evaluated.

Results. Table 2 shows results for familiar word compre-
hension. Similar to the symbolic case, performance is well
above random (0.42) but not optimal. The low deviation
across experiments suggests that all models have comparable
endpoints, with models learning with anti-synonymy slightly
outperforming those with anti-polysemy. Different ways of
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Loss Similarity Inference

joint .64 .64
over objects .62 .62
over words .65 .65

Table 2: Familiar word comprehension for Flickr30k Entities:
Mean accuracy in 30 experiments, each independently ini-
tialized (random baseline: .42; SD < .009 in all conditions).

selecting referents did not impact accuracy for familiar items.
Acquired word-referent associations are refined enough after
sufficient training, leaving no room for Bayesian inference to
further improve on them.

As shown in Figure 5, things are different for novel items.
Akin to the symbolic case, Bayesian inference offers an ad-
vantage to models trained with only loss over objects. When
choosing by similarity only, performance is about random
with only an anti-polysemy learning bias. There are two main
differences from the symbolic case, however. First, Bayesian
inference confers no advantage to models that learned with
anti-synonymy. By contrast, it did provide a small edge on
symbolic data. Second, in the visual case, anti-polysemy can
be helpful. This is suggested by both the better performance
of models learning with max-margin loss over objects that
use Bayesian inference over models learning with only max-
margin loss over words; as well as by the success of models
trained with joint objectives compared to those trained only
with anti-synonymy. More succinctly put, while max-margin
loss over objects conferred no clear advantage in symbolic
experiments, it did so in the visual ones.

To understand the positive effect of anti-polysemy for this
set of experiments, let us first address another result particular
to them: the contrast of deviances across max-margin objec-
tives. This difference can be traced back to the consequences
of the refinements they lead to. Max-margin loss over objects
aligns a positive example of a word-object pair while sepa-
rating this word from negative object examples (Figure 1).
That is, referents seen as positive examples and referents seen
as negative ones are pulled apart. This loss objective thus
leads to improved object discriminability. Since word dis-
criminability is not directly improved upon, however, the per-
formance of models with only an anti-polysemy bias is sensi-
tive to the random initialization of (novel) word embeddings.
This leads to large variations across experiments. By con-
trast, since visual embeddings were not initialized randomly
but pre-trained, no such deviance is observed for losses that
improve only word discrimination. The answer to the ques-
tion of what can make anti-polysemy advantageous is then
that it improves object discriminability; the amount of ob-
jects and their (visual) resemblance being a major difference
between our datasets. Nevertheless, learning to discriminate
words remains pivotal to our task. As a consequence, the joint
objective, profiting from both increased object discriminabil-
ity and increased word discriminability, outperforms either

Figure 5: Mean accuracy on novel referents in 30 experi-
ments per condition, each independently initialized, with ran-
dom baseline (.45) as dashed line. Means, from left to right:
[.8, .44, .54] and [.79, .59, .54].

individual loss objective.

Conclusion
We have shown that mutual exclusivity, and an ensuing suc-
cess on novel word comprehension, can be achieved with
scalable models with continuous representations and con-
ventional learning algorithms (contra, e.g., Gandhi & Lake
2019). For this to happen, competition over words needs
to be induced: either during learning, through a constrain-
ing loss objective, or during referent selection, through prag-
matic reasoning. This requirement mirrors broader patterns
found in natural language: While the existence of true syn-
onyms is contested, there is little doubt about the abundance
of polysemy (Brochhagen, 2018; Rzymski et al., 2020). Al-
though, in principle, anti-polysemy is not required for suc-
cess on ME our results on visual data paint a nuanced picture.
While anti-synonymy alone can lead to moderate success on
this difficult task, learning biases that encourage task-specific
discrimination of objects (here: visually) can further improve
on it. One way to encourage such discrimination is through
negative examples, as done here. Another is to manipulate
item initialization as a function of the task and data, akin to
having special “slots” for novel items. We hope that future
work will address the specifics of such a manipulation and
its comparison with the kind of acquired discrimination we
have investigated here. More broadly, our results highlight
the importance of evaluating word learning models on more
complex and varied datasets, since trends observed on small
symbolic data do not necessarily scale up to visual features
and large lexica.5
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Abstract

How do humans learn models supporting decision making?
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a success story both in ar-
tificial intelligence and neuroscience. Essential to these RL
models are state representations. Based on what current state
an animal or artificial agent is in, they learn optimal actions
by maximizing future expected reward. But how are humans
able to learn and create representations of states? We introduce
a novel sequence prediction task with hidden structure where
participants have to combine learning and memory to find the
proper state representation, without the task explicitly indicat-
ing such structure. We show that humans are able to find this
pattern, while a sensory prediction error version of RL cannot,
unless equipped with appropriate state representations. Fur-
thermore, in slight variations of the task, making it more diffi-
cult for humans, the RL-derived model with simple state rep-
resentations sufficiently describes behaviour and suggests that
humans fall back on simple state representations when a more
optimal task representation cannot be found. We argue this
task allows to investigate previously proposed models of state
and task representations as well as supporting recent results
indicating that RL describes a more general sensory prediction
error function for dopamine, rather than predictions focussed
solely on reward.
Keywords: reinforcement learning; state representation; sen-
sory prediction error; computational modelling; human exper-
iment

The theory of reinforcement learning (RL) is a success
story, both in artificial intelligence and neuroscience. When
sufficiently scaled up, artificial RL systems can learn to play
board games such as Chess and Go (Silver et al., 2018) as
well as video games like Dota 2 (OpenAI et al., 2019). RL
algorithms also appear to describe accurately how dopamine
systems in mammalian brains use reward prediction errors
(RPEs) to learn (Schultz, 2015). Positive RPEs are generated
by bigger rewards than expected, while smaller than expected
rewards generate negative RPEs. These errors are reflected in
the phasic (Schultz, 2016) increases or decreases in dopamine
cell firing, respectively.

RL is a mathematical formalization of learning built on
foundational work by Rescorla and Wagner (1972) combined
with Markov Decision Processes (Sutton & Barto, 2018). In
essence, RL has four parts; states, actions, rewards and the
state transition function, describing how one state follows an-
other. With the goal of maximizing reward, an agent, biolog-
ical or artificial, moves through a world compartmentalized
into states, where each state has a set of possible actions. By
selecting actions, the state transitions to the next, the agent
receives some reward (or none) and is now ready to select a

new action. Through trial-and-error the agent learns to asso-
ciate each state-action pair with a value and can thus learn
to optimize its behaviour. Importantly, for these algorithms
to work, they rely on the Markov property (the agent does
not need to rely on explicit memory of previous experiences);
all information to select the optimal path is contained in the
current state and action values.

Previous research often take states for granted (Niv, 2019).
In computerised experimental tasks, a state is the idealized
representation of what the participant sees on the monitor
and in machine learning the state is usually a vector of pix-
els. In real world situations, however, observations are high-
dimensional and continuous. This means there is often the
need to (1) generalize between states that look different but
are actually similar and/or (2) differentiate between states that
look the same but are actually different. Real world observa-
tions also often do not have enough information to adhere to
the Markov property since many situations require memory of
previous events or inference of hidden causes. Furthermore,
most RL algorithms converge (find the optimum) for certain
only when all states and actions have been visited an infinite
number of times (Sutton & Barto, 2018). Biological organ-
isms cannot possibly try every possible sequence of actions.

Generalising RL in artificial intelligence research has
proved difficult (Justesen et al., 2018), as systems are opti-
mized for specific tasks and training on new tasks can lead
to so called catastrophic forgetting (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017).
In spite of this, machine learning systems based mainly on
RL work surprisingly well for game playing when scaled up
(OpenAI et al., 2019), because they use massive amounts
of data and computational resources. By contrast, animals
can represent states in a way that proves more efficient; this
ability probably involves interaction between many systems
(Collins, 2019; Niv, 2019). Generalization may involve atten-
tional processes (Niv, 2019) that reduce observational com-
plexity, and by inferring hidden (latent) structure (Gershman,
Blei, & Niv, 2010) generalization and differentiation may
work together to cluster experiences, forming belief state
distributions (Schuck, Wilson, & Niv, 2018; Starkweather,
Babayan, Uchida, & Gershman, 2017). In practice this could
work by constructing task-sets (rules) that differ depending
on context (Collins & Frank, 2013), perhaps supported by
processes such as working memory (Collins & Frank, 2018)
and episodic memory (Gershman & Daw, 2017).
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Representations and models

The classic view of how simple associations between states
and actions are supported by internal models of task structure
can be found in the distinction between the two main variants
of RL; model-based (MB) and model-free (MF) (Daw, Niv,
& Dayan, 2005; Doll, Simon, & Daw, 2012). Both variants
are updated based on experience of the world, but where MF
approaches work by saving state-values similar to a spread-
sheet, MB algorithms also learn the state transition function
and thus predict values of actions by simulating the future.
Importantly, if the goal and/or reward function changes, MF
algorithms have to relearn from scratch whereas MB algo-
rithms are more flexible.

These two systems appear to be intermixed to such a de-
gree in the brain that separation is difficult (Doll et al., 2012;
Schultz, 2016; Simon & Daw, 2011; Tsutsui, Grabenhorst,
Kobayashi, & Schultz, 2016). Recent work has proposed dif-
ferent solutions such as rethinking what model-based means
(Langdon, Sharpe, Schoenbaum, & Niv, 2018), or combining
MB and MF into an intermediate ”successor representation”
(Momennejad, 2020). Building on the latter is the “sensory
prediction error” (SPE) hypothesis of dopamine (Gardner,
Schoenbaum, & Gershman, 2018), suggesting dopamine cell
firing codes for more aspects than just reward.

A hierarchical approach might be useful; to frame the two
systems as top-down versus bottom-up, where top-down pre-
dictions from a world model are compared and/or integrated
with bottom-up incoming sensory information. This view
forms the basis of theories of predictive coding (Clark, 2013)
and free energy (Friston, 2010) and would appear to fit with
evidence for both model-free and model-based predictions at
many different levels of dopamine function (Doll et al., 2012).
Other hierarchical proposals add richer state representations
to RL (Langdon et al., 2018), or use machine learning sys-
tems where MF trains MB (Botvinick et al., 2019), or empha-
size how working memory seems to influence RL prediction
error (Collins & Frank, 2018).

However, even armed with this framing, it is not clear how
interacting with a task leads to changing state representations
depending on the (latent) task structure, although some ac-
counts show promise (Eckstein & Collins, 2020). We there-
fore aimed to create a task able to probe this, while being
as simple as possible to reduce instructional needs. We also
wanted to investigate whether RL based on sensory predic-
tion errors could describe behaviour in the absence of explicit
rewards (Gershman & Niv, 2013; Gershman, Radulescu, Nor-
man, & Niv, 2014), and also illustrate how changing the cod-
ing of state representations for such RL models would impact
the performance of our models. Our main contribution here is
thus to introduce our novel task, which we believe will offer
an important test-bed for the more complex approaches to RL
listed above.

Figure 1: Task setup. The participant sees a large shape on
the screen, and three options for what shape they think will
come next. The choice options are always presented in the
same spatial arrangement. When the participant has clicked,
the next shape appears, meaning the only feedback is the next
stimulus itself. In all experiments, shapes mainly repeat three
times in a row. However, the sequence of shapes depends on
experiment variant as explained in the text. Picture shown is
the task as presented in Experiments B-D.

The sequential shape task

The task is deceptively simple; participants see a large col-
ored shape on screen, together with three options for what
shape they think will come next (Figure 1). The possible
shapes are blue circle, orange triangle, and purple square and
the response option buttons are small versions of the same
shapes. The options are always presented in the same order.
The participant indicates their choice by clicking one of the
buttons and the next shape in the sequence appears.

The sequential patterns can be conceptualised by imagin-
ing three bags, where each bag has three shapes of the same
kind inside. All the shapes in one bag are drawn before shapes
from another bag are drawn1. Thus, the underlying basic pat-
tern is that each shape will be presented three times in a row.
As we explain below, there are 3 task variants which vary in
how the next bag of shapes is drawn after the current bag is
emptied.

The task is thus able to investigate the influence of higher-
order hidden state properties (what ‘bag’ are we in currently)
as well as the process of going from states as single trials (one
shape) to states as several trials (bag). More importantly, it
can investigate differentiation of states (as discussed above),
since all trial screens within the same bag look the same, but
the third repeat of a shape may require a different response,
as the latent context is now ‘last shape before next bag’.

1This idea of bags of shapes is simply to understand the task
properties and is not mentioned to participants.
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Methods
We used three different versions of the shape sequence task.
In all versions imagine that, after a bag is emptied of its 3
shapes, it is refilled. The first version (“random”) selects the
next bag at random, so that after a sequence of three shapes
of one kind, the probability was 1/3 that the next bag selected
would contain the same shape as the previous bag. Over the
duration of the task, we might therefore expect participants
to learn this pattern of ‘shifts’ in shape type (about 2/3 of
the runs of the same shape will be of length 3 and then a
shift). However, since bags are drawn at random there is a
fairly large chance that the same shape will appear in runs of
6 (about 22% of the time) or 9 (about 7.5% of the time) in a
row, and so the shape shifts will occur after varying multiples
of 3 trials and thus will be hard to predict.

The second version we call ‘bag of bags’ (bob), as we
imagine a large bag with three smaller bags in it. The small
bags are drawn randomly, without replacement, until the large
bag is empty. This means that a particular bag of shapes can-
not be re-used until the other two bags have been used. Thus,
shape shifts occur after a sequence of 3 repeats with an ex-
pected probability of 0.89 and 6 times in a row with an ex-
pected probability of 0.11. Predicting the shifts is thus ex-
pected to still be difficult for human participants, but some-
what easier than for the random version.

The third version of the task we call ‘bag of bags with-
out repeat’ (bob-wr). It is basically the same as the ‘bob’
version, with the additional constraint that when drawing the
first small bag after returning all 3 bags to the ‘bag of bags’,
it must differ from the last small bag used. In other words,
the same shape can be shown a maximum of three times in a
row. We predicted this would be the easiest version for par-
ticipants.

Although these 3 versions of the task were expected to
elicit differential shift prediction behaviour in human partic-
ipants, analysis and preliminary simulations led us to pre-
dict that our basic RL model (see simulations section below)
would learn all 3 versions of the task in a similar way. This
prediction was based on using a state coding for the task in
which each shape was coded using a vector of 3 bits with one
bit coding the presence of a specific shape on each trial.

Experiments
Experiment A had a total of 270 trials, or 90 bags, taking
around 10-15 minutes. In this experiment, considered a pilot
study, we had only the circle shape and instead used differ-
ent colors to differentiate bags. For Experiment B-D there
were 99 trials, or 33 bags, for an average run time of 5 min-
utes. Here we had three different shapes; circle, triangle and
square, and each shape was also differentiated by being of a
different but consistent color. Experiment B-D (as in Figure
1) also included a slight delay of one second for the choice
options to appear, in order to discourage participants clicking
through the experiment without effort. Participants in Exper-
iment B-D were excluded from final analysis if they had an

average response time below one second or left the experi-
ment window for more than 30 seconds in total during the
experiment. Experiment B-D also included a free text entry
at the end asking if the participant had spotted a pattern.

Experiment A: 27 people were recruited via Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. They were paid approximately £10/h for par-
ticipating, and we set a condition that they had to have at least
100 previously approved submissions to Amazon Mechanical
Turk to participate. They did the random version of the task,
with the same fixed random sequence for all participants de-
termined by a single random seed. In this random sequence
there were 45 sequences of 3 identical shapes in a row, 16 of
6 in a row, 3 of 9 in a row and 1 of 12.

Experiment B: 39 people (mean age 28 (SD 8), 18 females)
were recruited for the bob-wr version of the task via Prolific,
of which 7 had to be excluded.

Experiment C: 40 people (mean age 28 (SD 9), 17 females)
were recruited for the bob version of the task via Prolific, of
which 2 had to be excluded.

Experiment D: 40 people (mean age 30 (SD 11), 18 fe-
males) were recruited for the random version of the task via
Prolific, of which 1 had to be excluded.

In B to D, seeds were randomized, meaning that a unique
random sequence (subject to the constraints of the different
versions) was used for each participant.

Scoring If the prediction on the previous trial was correct,
and the prediction on the current trial matched that of previ-
ous trial it was scored as win-stay. If the prediction of the
previous trial was wrong, and the prediction on the current
trial was different from the previous prediction, it counted as
lose-shift. Additionally we scored a “shift prediction” when-
ever the prediction of the next shape was different from the
current shape. Finally, we scored for accuracy, i.e. when the
prediction of the next shape was correct. All scores were each
calculated for every trial.

Code availability Code for the experiment, results (includ-
ing graphs not shown here) and simulations can be found at
https://github.com/fohria/cogsci2020

Simulations

Simulations of the task were based on Q-learning (Watkins &
Dayan, 1992). Choices used softmax applied to the Q-values
of the three actions (predict shape A, B or C on the next trial).
The QL algorithm was adapted to calculate the prediction er-
ror as the difference between the next shape and the predic-
tion of the next shape, i.e. the choice made on the current
trial. This means we had three parameter values; learning
rate alpha (0 < α < 1), temperature beta (0 < β < 5) and
discount parameter gamma (0 < γ < 1). For each task, simu-
lations used a total of 250 parameter combinations, and were
run 100 times for each parameter combination. The simula-
tion runs were then checked if they fulfilled the relaxed crite-
ria of ‘solving’ the task which were that average accuracy on
the first and second shape of each bag should be more than
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Figure 2: Numbers on y axis represent probability and is averaged across participants. From left to right; S1, S2 and S3.
Upper row: Experiment A (random version with fixed sequence for all participants). Lower Row: Simulation A (random bags

with unique random sequence for each participant) using BQL

50% while the ‘shift prediction’ on the third shape of each
bag should be more than 50%. We also scored each trial with
win-stay, lose-shift as for the human participants.

State codings In the ‘basic’ QL model (BQL), we simply
coded each shape as a binary array of length three, where
circle was [1, 0, 0], triangle [0, 1, 0] and square [0, 0, 1].
For the state enhanced QL model (SEQL) we used the same
coding for the shapes but added three bits for position, so for
example the first circle in a bag was [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0], the
second circle [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0] and the third circle [1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1].

Results
We define S1 as the first occurrence in a set of 3 repeats of
the same shape; S2 is the second repeat of the shape, and S3
the third. In other words, S1 is the first shape in a bag, S2
the second and S3 the third. All scores are averaged across
participants unless otherwise specified.

Experiment A: random bags with fixed sequence for all
participants Participants had high accuracy on S1 and S2
(Figure 2, upper row), with an average accuracy of .89 (SD
.17) for S1, .90 (SD .17) for S2 and .30 (SD .03) for S3.
Shift prediction had an average of .11 (SD .17) on S1, .10
(SD .17) on S2 and .19 (SD .19) for S3. For shift prediction,
there was a significant difference between S3 and S2 (paired
t-test; t(26) = 2.75, p = 0.01) as well as S3 and S1 (paired t-
test; t(26) = 2.30, p = 0.03). Meanwhile, lose-shift was high
on S1 (mean .66, SD .06) and win-stay high on S2 (.85, SD
.20) and S3 (.76, SD .25), as can be seen in Figure 2. This
shows participants did not learn the underlying pattern and

instead adopted a win-stay, lose-shift behaviour quite quickly
and stayed with that throughout the task (see code repository).

Simulation A: random bags with fixed sequence (BQL)
Many parameter combinations could show qualitatively sim-
ilar behaviour as the human subjects in Experiment A. The
one shown in Figure 2 uses α = 0.41,β = 0.01,γ = 0.61 for
270 trials. Our QL model takes slightly longer to learn (but
still within 99 trials, to compare with experiments B-D, see
code repository) and similar shift prediction for S1 (.15, SD
.12), S2 (.13, SD .12) and S3 (.12, SD .12) as the human
participants. It is worth noting that the slightly higher shift
prediction on S3 in experiment A is not reproduced here.

Experiment B: bag of bags without repeat In the bag of
bags without repeat version of the task, participants had ac-
curacy .73 (SD .34) for S1, .75 (SD .32) for S2 and .40 (SD
.16) for S3. As we can see in Figure 3, participants show a
similar pattern as in Experiment A for accuracy on S1 and
S2, but here we see for S3 that participants show a strong ten-
dency to pick another shape than the one they are currently
seeing. In other words, they have spotted the pattern of shape
shifts. This is supported by a majority answering positively
about finding the pattern, a few even being able to describe
precisely the ‘meta’ pattern that the bags would not repeat.

Simulation B1: bag of bags without repeat (BQL) Aver-
age accuracy across simulated participants were .76 (SD .11)
for S1, .85 (SD .12) for S2 and .03 (SD .05) for S3. This
example simulation uses α = .61,β = .01,γ = .01. No sim-
ulations were able to solve this task, i.e. show the same be-
haviour as the human participants, or manage the relaxed con-
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Figure 3: Numbers on y axis represent probability and is averaged across participants. From left to right; S1, S2 and S3.
Upper row: Experiment B (bag of bags without repeat). Middle row: Simulation B1 (bag of bags without repeat using BQL).

Lower row: Simulation B2 (bag of bags without repeat using SEQL)

dition of more than .5 accuracy on S1 and S2 and more than .5
shift prediction on S3. Just as in Simulation A, they showed
win-stay, lose-shift behaviour (Figure 3, middle row).

Simulation B2: bag of bags without repeat (SEQL)
When enhancing the QL algorithm with states that include
the position in each bag however, we do get behaviour that is
qualitatively similar to the human data in Experiment B (Fig-
ure 3, bottom row). The particular simulation shown, using
parameters α = .41,β = .01,γ = .01, reveals almost optimal
performance for several simulated participants. Average ac-
curacy was for S1 .82 (SD .12), for S2 .81 (SD .14) and for
S3 .45 (SD .08). Shift prediction was .18 (SD .12) on S1, .19
(SD .14) on S2 and .92 (SD .07) on S3.

Experiment C: bag of bags Experiment C performance
(not shown) was somewhere in-between Experiment A and
B. Some individuals were able to spot the pattern, which can
be seen in both the data and free text responses. But others
were not able to, indicating a considerable degree of individ-
ual differences. Overall participants are generally accurate on
S1 (mean .78, SD .29) and S2 (mean .79, SD .31) and showed

a mean shift prediction of .59 (SD .30) on S3.

Simulation C1: bag of bags (BQL) Overall, Simulation
C1 (not shown) shows the same pattern again as Simulation
B1, meaning no simulation solved the task. Average accuracy
for artificial participants using α = .61,β = .01,γ = .21, was
.76 (SD .10) on S1, .85 (SD .11) on S2, while on S3 the shift
prediction had mean .09 (SD .08).

Simulation C2: bag of bags (SEQL) In Simulation C2
(not shown), as for Simulation B2, the SEQL model now
has no issue learning the proper actions. Using α = .41,β =
.01,γ = .01 as our simulation example, accuracy for S1 was
.80 (SD .15), for S2 .83 (SD .13) and for shift prediction on
S3 .84 (SD .15). We see that on average S3 shift prediction is
higher here than for the human participants in Experiment C
(unpaired t-test; t(122) = 5.87, p = 3.8 ·10−8).

Experiment D: random version (randomly seeded se-
quence) Just as in Experiment A, participants here fall back
to win-stay, lose-shift. These results (not shown) are not as
clearcut as in Experiment A; instead, we see the effect of ran-
dom variation in the task sequence across participants. Some
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participants had sequences with higher frequencies of the
longer runs (e.g. 6 or 9 repeats) of the same shape, and oth-
ers had sequences that were closer to the bag of bags variants
used in Experiment B or C. Accuracy was .71 (SD .23) for
S1, .76 (SD .26) for S2 and .35 (SD .09) for S3. Winstay for
S2 was .65 (SD .27) and .55 (SD .27) for S3. Shift prediction
was .37 (SD .23) for S3, significantly lower than frequency of
winstay for S3 (paired t-test; t(38) = 3.05, p = 0.006). Simu-
lations of this experiment (not shown) are equivalent to sim-
ulation A for the BQL model.

Simulation D: random version with SEQL In Simulation
D (not shown), the results are generally unlike those of the
human participants in Experiment D because they achieve
a higher rate of shift prediction on S3, at a level similar to
participants in Experiment C. For parameters α = .41,β =
.01,γ = .01 we get S1 accuracy .82 (SD .12), S2 accuracy .83
(SD .11) and S3 shift prediction .65 (SD .28).

Summary The main finding is the striking difference in hu-
man participants’ ability to anticipate the state shifts in Ex-
periment B in contrast to in Experiments A and D, and the
role of enhanced state coding to allow SEQL to capture this
behaviour. Experiment C was clearly easier (in terms of mak-
ing the shift on S3) than the random version in Experiment A
or D, but there seems to be a high degree of individual dif-
ferences in performance. These results indicate that humans
may enhance their representations of the world to solve tasks.
If they do so, we also show how subtle changes in the task
structure can impact the extent to which humans are able to
create such representations. Additionally, our SPE version
of RL is able to capture human behaviour in this task where
explicit rewards are omitted.

Discussion

Our results suggest that humans are able to quickly employ
suitable task representations to solve a task that requires them
to do so. We also show that our SPE RL model can describe
human behaviour in all three versions of the task, depend-
ing on the state representations used. This gives support for
proposals suggesting a more general sensory prediction error
view of RL. State representations are indeed important, and
here we exemplify how model free RL can solve a task if it
has access to appropriate state representations.

The most surprising aspect of these findings is the contrast
between human performance across conditions: most of the
humans quickly learn to adapt their state representations to
solve the task in the bag of bags without repeat version. By
contrast, many participants were not able to deploy the same
enhanced state representations on the bag of bags variant and
thus achieved prediction accuracies well below those of the
simulations of the SEQL model. It seems participants unable
to spot the pattern instead rely on a winstay-loseshift strategy,
which can be seen as ”good enough” as it is accurate in two
thirds of the cases overall.

The shape sequence task thus looks promising for inves-

tigating previous proposals for how state representations are
created and shaped through interaction with tasks (Collins &
Frank, 2013; Eckstein & Collins, 2020). In such future work,
we will also apply models such as the SPE proposed by Gard-
ner et al. (2018) and episodic RL (Gershman & Daw, 2017),
as well as belief state representations (Schuck et al., 2018;
Babayan, Uchida, & Gershman, 2018) to try to fit our shape
sequence task data.

It is easy to imagine further variants of this task including
adding explicit rewards for successful shape shift prediction,
and using fMRI and/or EEG to identify neural substrates. The
task can also be expanded in several ways, like including mul-
tiple dimensions, and such expansions may be needed to tease
out differences in the models we plan to test. It is possible the
approach of task sets as in (Collins & Frank, 2013) would
fit our task by using the count of repeated shapes (first, sec-
ond, third etc) as contexts which trigger differing task sets.
Another view would be that our participants do not in fact
employ different state representations here but instead learn
compounded action sequences, as in the options framework
(Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009). Working memory also prob-
ably plays a part in the learning here (Collins & Frank, 2012),
perhaps especially contributing to the individual differences
found for the bob version of the task.

Our SEQL version shows how relevant (if very simpli-
fied) state coding can enable MF algorithms to solve the task.
However, to investigate the mechanism of how states and task
structures are learned we might need artificial neural network
approaches; for example where MF RL teaches a recurrent
network the appropriate dynamics (Botvinick et al., 2019).
We can investigate whether these dynamics are similar to be-
lief states (Schuck et al., 2018; Babayan et al., 2018) that de-
velop a task set representation (Collins & Frank, 2013) use-
ful for RL and similar to that used in our SEQL model. In
other words, once the statistical pattern of the transitions in
the shape sequence task have been acquired, MF algorithms
can perhaps use the emergent properties of the hidden layers
to serve as an enhanced state representation.

In conclusion, our results show the value of this simple
shape sequence task, especially for differentiating states with
nominally identical stimuli, perhaps via rule sets depending
on sequential context. Along with the successful simulations
using SPE variants of basic QL, over a longer time-frame this
might help us come closer to connecting the applied world of
RL with the theoretical universe of predictive coding and free
energy.
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Abstract 
Social relationships such as playmates and friendships are im-
portant for children’s development. But relatively little is 
known about how such relationships are formed. In two stud-
ies, 5- to 6-year-old children chose their playmates in a hypo-
thetical scenario that resembled a real-world social situation. 
The findings suggested that children used both the base-rate 
information about the social group and the adaptive sampling 
strategy in playmate choice – they approached or avoided in-
dividuals based on the group that the individuals belonged to, 
as well as their past experiences with the individuals.  

Keywords: playmate; friendship; adaptive sampling; statisti-
cal learning 

Introduction 
One of the most important aspects of being humans is that 
we form relationships with other non-kin individuals. Start-
ing from infancy, we interact and affiliate with the individu-
als who take care of us. As we enter preschools and kinder-
gartens, we play with our peers and become playmates with 
them. Over time, some of those relationships might develop 
into more enduring and richer relationships, namely friend-
ships. Friendship plays an important role in children’s lives. 
Having high-quality and stable friendships increases chil-
dren’s peer-rated sociability and leadership (Berndt, Haw-
kins, & Jiao, 1999), as well as their liking for schools (Ladd, 
Kochenderfer, & Coleman, 1996). However, less is known 
about the process of how children become playmates, or 
how playmates develop into friends. In this paper, we focus 
on the first step of this process – how do children choose 
their playmates?   

Social Groups Guide Children’s Preferences 
From early in development, social group memberships in-
fluence infants’ and children’s preferences for individuals. 
They show implicit and explicit preferences for individuals 
based on gender, race, and linguistic groups.  

Three- to 4-month-olds prefer to look at faces of the same 
gender as their primary caregivers (Quinn, Yahr, Kuhn, 
Slater, & Pascalis, 2002). They also prefer to look at faces 
of the same race as themselves, but only if infants live in a 
monoracial environment (Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy, & Hodes, 

2006). Five- to 6- month-olds prefer to look at an adult who 
previously spoke to them in their native language over an 
adult who previously spoke an unnatural language (natural 
speech played in reverse), a foreign language, or their native 
language with a foreign accent (Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 
2007). Children who are 5 years old or older prefer other 
children of the same gender (Yee & Brown, 1994);  5- to 6-
year-old white, American children reported that they prefer 
White individuals over Black individuals, and showed an 
implicit pro-white attitude as measured by the Implicit As-
sociation Test (Baron & Banaji, 2006). 

Children choose their friends based on these social cate-
gories as well. Shutts, Pemberton Roben, and Spelke (2013) 
asked 3-year-olds to choose a friend from a pair of children, 
one belonged to the same social group (i.e., gender or race) 
as themselves, and the other belonged to a different social 
group. Three-year-olds chose the child of the same gender 
as themselves to be their friends, but they did not choose 
friends based on race. In Kinzler et al. (2007), 5-year-olds 
chose a child who previously spoke their native language as 
their friends, rather than a child who previously spoke a for-
eign language or their native language with a foreign accent. 

Why would children show preferences for individuals 
based on the social groups that they belong to? One possi-
bility is that children have formed beliefs about the base-rate 
proportion of individuals with desired characteristics in dif-
ferent social groups (e.g., the proportion of nice individuals 
or the proportion of individuals who share similar interests 
with themselves). For example, if children believe that a 
certain social group consists of a high proportion of nice in-
dividuals, then they would be more likely to infer that an in-
dividual from that social group is nice, even if they do not 
know anything else about that individual. Thus, base-rate in-
formation about the group might influence children’s prefer-
ences for whom they choose as playmates.  

Adaptive Sampling 
Another factor that might influence children’s playmate 
choice is the quality of the initial experience with an indi-
vidual. If the initial experience was pleasant, children would 
probably consider interacting with that individual more. 
However, if the initial experience was unpleasant, they 
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would be more likely to avoid that individual in the future. 
In the social psychology literature, this phenomenon is 
known as adaptive sampling. Adaptive sampling is the ten-
dency for people to continue sample activities that they had 
positive experiences with and to avoid activities that they 
had negative experiences with (Denrell & Le Mens, 2012). 
Thus, in social interactions, people would prefer to continue 
interacting with individuals who have been friendly to them, 
and avoid individuals who have been mean to them.  

Experimental evidence has shown that adults use this 
adaptive sampling strategy. Fazio, Eiser, and Shook (2004) 
designed a game that was analogous to how people form at-
titudes about other individuals in social interactions. In the 
game, participants were shown beans and had to decide 
whether to approach or avoid them. They could survive by 
approaching beans with positive energy level and avoiding 
beans with negative energy level. Critically, they only 
learned about the energy level of the beans that they ap-
proached. Participants’ strategies in the game were con-
sistent with the adaptive sampling strategy – they ap-
proached beans that they believed to be positive, and 
avoided beans that they believed to be negative.  

Would children also use the adaptive sampling strategy in 
their social interactions? As Denrell and Le Mens (2012) 
mentioned, the strategy of adaptive sampling is only adap-
tive to the extent that past experiences can predict the quali-
ties of future experiences. Do young children believe that an 
individual’s past behaviors are predictive of that individ-
ual’s future behaviors? In Boseovski and Lee (2006), 3- to 
6-year-olds were shown agents who performed multiple be-
haviors toward one or more recipients, and they were asked 
to make trait attributions and behavioral predictions. When 
the agent performed 5 trait-consistent behaviors (e.g., nice 
or mean behaviors) and one neutral behavior toward the 
same recipient, 3- to 6-year-olds were able to make the cor-
rect trait attribution, but only 5- to 6-year-olds were able to 
make the correct behavioral predictions. The results suggest 
that if an individual has shown multiple instances of trait-
relevant behaviors toward a single recipient, children as 
young as 5 and 6 years of age believe that those past behav-
iors are predictive of the individual’s future behaviors. As-
suming children prefer to interact with individuals who are 
nice to them, these results hint at the possibility that chil-
dren may employ the adaptive sampling strategy in choos-
ing playmates. 

Interaction Between Group- and Individual-Level 
Information  
When choosing playmates, children might consider the 
group-level information (i.e., base-rate information about 
the social group that an individual belongs to), as well as the 
individual-level information (i.e., the past experiences with 
an individual). But how would the group-level and individ-
ual-level information interact in children’s reasoning about 
playmate choice? How is the tendency to approach or avoid 
individuals based on past interactions with them affected by 
the social groups that the individuals belong to? 

In real-world social interactions, we might prefer interact-
ing with individuals whom we had positive experiences 
with; but at the same time, we are also motivated to ap-
proach new individuals whom we have not interacted with. 
If we believe that the social group that those individuals be-
long to consists of mostly nice individuals, the desire to ap-
proach new individuals and the desire to continue interact-
ing with individuals whom we had positive experiences with 
might be equally strong. But if we believe that the social 
group consists of mostly mean individuals, we might be less 
interested in approaching new individuals, especially if we 
have already met a few nice individuals in that group. As for 
individuals whom we had negative experiences with, the de-
sire to avoid those individuals might be strong regardless of 
our beliefs about the social group.  

Would children be able to consider both levels of infor-
mation in their reasoning? Infants and young children are 
sensitive to statistical information in various domains (Den-
ison & Xu, 2019). For instance, infants expect that the pro-
portion of different objects in a randomly drawn sample 
would match the base-rate proportion in the population (Xu 
& Garcia, 2008). When the proportion in the sample does 
not match the proportion in the population (i.e., when an 
agent removed five toys of one type from a box containing a 
minority of that type of toys), infants and preschoolers in-
ferred that the agent had a preference for the minority type 
of toys (Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010). Thus, infants and 
children can flexibly use base-rate information in their rea-
soning. Children also use information about an individual’s 
past behaviors in their reasoning, as shown in Boseovski 
and Lee (2006). In another study, Gualtieri & Denison 
(2018) examined children’s ability to integrate base-rate and 
individuating information. They asked children to predict 
whether a particular robot was nice or mean based on the 
base-rate information (e.g., a majority of the robots in the 
park are nice), and the individuating information (e.g., the 
particular robot showed two mean behaviors). While older 
children and adults neglected the base-rate information, 4-
year-olds were able to integrate the two pieces of infor-
mation in their prediction.  

However, none of the studies mentioned above has inves-
tigated how children’s own past experiences with an indi-
vidual affect their decision to interact with that individual in 
the future, and in particular, whether that decision is guided 
by both the adaptive sampling logic and the base-rate infor-
mation about the group.  

The Present Studies 
In the present studies, we examined whether children’s play-
mate choices are influenced by an interaction between the 
base-rate information about the group and the past experi-
ences with an individual. We first gave children information 
about a novel social group – a new classroom that they had 
just transferred to. We told children either that a majority of 
the children in the new classroom were nice (Experiment 1) 
or that a majority of the children were mean (Experiment 2). 
We also gave children information about their past 
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experiences with a specific individual – the target child, that 
she or he showed nice or mean behaviors toward the partici-
pants. Then, we asked them to choose a playmate from two 
options: either the target child or a new child randomly se-
lected from the classroom.  

We hypothesize that children’s playmate choices will be 
influenced by the interaction between group-level and indi-
vidual-level information. Specifically, in both experiments, 
children will be more likely to choose a new child randomly 
selected from the classroom over the target child who is 
mean to the participant. They will be more likely to choose 
the target child who is nice to them over a new child in Ex-
periment 2 (Majority Mean Classroom). However, they will 
be equally likely to choose the nice target child and a new 
child in Experiment 1 (Majority Nice Classroom).  

Experiment 1: Majority Nice Classroom 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four children between the ages of 5 
and 6 years (11 females; mean age = 5.88; range = 5.08 to 
6.75; SD = 0.61) participated in the experiment. Participants 
were tested in a lab room at UC Berkeley, in a quiet room at 
elementary schools, or at a children’s museum. Parents of 
the participants provided written informed consent prior to 
the experiment session.  
 
Stimuli and Procedure Children were seated in front of a 
laptop. The experimenter told children to imagine that they 
had just transferred to a new school, and that they would 
play with some children in their new classroom and make 
some new friends. Then, children played 2 trials of the 
game: one trial in which the target child was nice (the target 
nice trial), and the other in which the target child was mean 
(the target mean trial). The order of the trials was counter-
balanced across participants. Each trial consisted of 4 phases 
described below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: An example picture of all children in the class-
room.  
 
Classroom information. On the laptop, a picture of all chil-
dren in the classroom were shown on the screen (Figure 1; 
gender of the children in the classroom was counterbalanced 
across trials). Then, 16 of the 20 children were highlighted 
in yellow and labeled “nice children”. The experimenter told 
participants that a majority of the children in this classroom 

were nice, while pointing to the highlighted children on the 
screen. The 4 remaining children were then highlighted in 
blue and labeled “mean children”. The experimenter told 
participants that a few of the children in this classroom were 
mean, while pointing to the highlighted children.  
Behaviors of a sample of children. Then, children “played” 
with a sample of 5 children from the classroom. On the lap-
top screen, the experimenter showed each of the 5 children’s 
behaviors toward the participant. Four of the children exhib-
ited 5 nice behaviors and 1 mean behavior, and the other 
child exhibited 5 mean behaviors and 1 nice behavior. The 
mean child was shown in the third position. The order of the 
behaviors (i.e., whether the inconsistent behavior was 
shown first or shown last) was counterbalanced across par-
ticipants. The behaviors were either sharing behaviors (shar-
ing stickers or toys) or helping behaviors (giving the partici-
pant a missing piece of a puzzle or giving the participant a 
box of crayon for coloring papers). Example stimuli are 
shown in Figure 2. The type of behaviors was counterbal-
anced across trials.  

 
A.                                                B.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C.                                                 D.         
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Example stimuli of a sharing trial/nice behavior 
(A), a sharing trial/mean behavior (B), a helping trial/nice 
behavior (C), and a helping trial/mean behavior (D).  

 
Behaviors of the target child. Then, another child from the 
classroom, the target child, appeared on the screen. The ex-
perimenter told children that they would play with this child 
and decide whether they would like this child to be their 
playmate for today. In the target nice trial, the target child 
exhibited 5 nice behaviors and 1 mean behavior; in the tar-
get mean trial, the target child exhibited 5 mean behaviors 
and 1 nice behavior.  
Playmate choice and prediction. Then, children were asked 
to choose a playmate from two options: either the target 
child or a new child randomly selected from the classroom 
(referred to as the “new child” from now on). On the screen, 
the target child appeared on the left side of the screen, and 
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the whole group of children from the classroom appeared on 
the right side of screen. If the participant did not understand 
what is randomly selected, the experimenter told children 
that, “You will get one of the children from the classroom, 
but you do not know whom exactly it will be.” After chil-
dren chose their playmate, the experimenter asked children 
to predict whether the chosen playmate would be nice or 
mean to them.  

Results 
Playmate Choice  As shown in Figure 3, in the target nice 
trials, 10 out of 24 children chose the new child as playmate, 
which is not significantly different from chance (Exact bino-
mial test: P = 0.42, 95% CI [0.22, 0.63], p = 0.54, Cohen’s g 
= -0.08). In the target mean trials, 20 out of 24 children 
chose the new child, which is significantly above chance 
(Exact binomial test: P = 0.83, 95% CI [0.63, 0.96], p = 
0.002, Cohen’s g = 0.33).  

Since trial type (target nice trial or target mean trial) is a 
within-subject variable, we used mixed effects models that 
controlled for the random effects of individual participants 
to fit the data. Specifically, we used generalized linear 
mixed models (GLMMs) to predict participants’ binary 
choice of partner (new child = 1, target child = 0) from trial 
type, behavior order, age, and gender, while controlling for 
the random effects of individual participants. The best-fit-
ting model included trial type as the only predictor. Based 
on this model, the odds of choosing the new child decreased 
when children were in the target nice trial, compared to 
when they were in the target mean trial (β = - 2.26, SE = 
0.97, 𝓏 = -2.32, p = 0.02). This model outperformed the null 
model (AICtrial = 59.85, AICnull = 67.51, χ2 = 9.66, p = 
0.002). More complex models that included behavior order, 
age, or gender did not perform better than the best-fitting 
model. 

 

 
Figure 3: The number of participants who chose the target 
child or the new child as a playmate in target nice trial and 
target mean trial, in Experiment 1.  
 
Prediction Children’s predictions about the chosen play-
mate are shown in Table 1. Children predicted that the cho-
sen playmate was nice if they chose the target child in the 

target nice trials, or if they chose the new child in the target 
mean trials (p < 0.01 in Exact binomial tests). They were 
equally likely to predict that the chosen playmate was nice 
or mean if they chose the new child in the target nice trials, 
or if they chose the target child in the target mean trials (p = 
0.11 and 1 in Exact binomial tests).  

We used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) to 
predict participants’ binary prediction response (nice = 1, 
mean = 0) from trial type, partner choice, behavior order, 
age, and gender, while controlling for the random effects of 
individual participants. The best-fitting model predicted 
children’s playmate prediction from the interaction between 
trial type and partner choice. Based on this model, the odds 
that the child predicted the playmate to be nice increased if 
they chose the new child as playmate (β = 36.83, SE = 
11.15, 𝓏 = 3.30, p < 0.001); however, the odds decreased if 
the child chose the new child in the target nice trial, alt-
hough this effect is not statistically significant (β = - 45.51, 
SE = 31.59, 𝓏 = -1.44, p = 0.15). This model outperformed 
the null model (AICtrial*partner = 25.96, AICnull = 37.72, χ2 = 
17.76, p <0.001), the model that only included trial type 
(AICtrial = 39.72, χ2 = 17.76, p <0.001), the model that only 
included partner choice (AICpartner = 38.71, χ2 = 16.74, p 
<0.001), as well as the model that included both trial type 
and partner choice without the interaction (AICtrial+partner = 
40.66, χ2 = 36.80, p <0.001). More complex models that in-
cluded age, gender, or behavior order did not perform better 
than the best-fitting model.  
 

Table 1: Playmate prediction in Experiment 1. 
 

Trial type Playmate choice:  
new child 

Playmate choice: 
target child 

Target Nice 
 

8 predicted nice;  
2 predicted mean 

13 predicted nice;  
1 predicted mean 

Target Mean 19 predicted nice;  
1 predicted mean 

2 predicted nice;  
2 predicted mean 

Discussion 
When children were told that the majority of the children in 
the new classroom were nice and encountered a nice child 
from that classroom, children were equally likely to choose 
that child as a future partner as they were to choose a new 
child randomly selected from that classroom. In turn, when 
they encountered a mean child from that classroom, they 
were more likely to choose a new random child as playmate 
than the previously encountered mean child. Comparison of 
the two scenarios revealed that children were less likely to 
choose the new child in target nice trials than in target mean 
trials. In other words, children were more likely to select the 
nice target child as a playmate than they were to select the 
mean target child. Thus, children’s playmate choices were 
in accordance with an adaptive sampling strategy.  

Information about the social group affected children’s de-
cision as well. They were told that the majority of the chil-
dren in the classroom were nice, and thus a new child ran-
domly selected from the classroom was likely to be nice. 
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When choosing between the nice child and the new child, 
some of the participants decided to approach the nice child, 
while others decided to approach the new child. Children 
might have thought that the two options were equally good, 
and therefore chose randomly. Alternatively, there might be 
individual differences in children’s strategies of choosing 
playmates, such that some children prefer “safer” options, 
and choose individuals whom they have had positive experi-
ences with, while other children prefer “riskier” options, and 
choose unknown, novel individuals. Future studies should 
be designed to test the two alternatives.  

Furthermore, children were more likely to predict their 
playmates to be nice if they had chosen the new child, but 
only when they chose between a mean child and a new 
child. This is reasonable given that the new child, who was 
randomly selected from a majority nice classroom, is more 
likely to be nice than the child who had shown mean behav-
iors toward the participant. 

Experiment 2: Majority Mean Classroom 

Methods 
Participants Twenty-four children between the ages of 5 
and 6 years (12 females; mean age = 5.90; range = 5.00 to 
6.92; SD = 0.54) participated in the experiment. Participants 
were recruited and tested in the same manners as in Experi-
ment 1.  
 
Stimuli and Procedure The procedure of Experiment 2 was 
the same as that of Experiment 1, except that in the class-
room information phase, the experimenter told children that 
a majority of the children in the classroom were mean 
(while 16 children were highlighted on the screen), and that 
a few of the children were nice (while the 4 remaining chil-
dren were highlighted on the screen). Accordingly, the sam-
ple of children consisted of 4 mean children and a nice 
child, with the nice child shown in the third position.  

Results 
Playmate Choice  As shown in Figure 4, in the target nice 
trials, 3 out of 24 children chose the new child, which is sig-
nificantly below chance (Exact binomial test: P = 0.13, 95% 
CI [0.03, 0.32], p < 0.001, Cohen’s g = -0.37). In the target 
mean trials, 19 out of 24 children chose the new child, 
which is significantly above chance (Exact binomial test: P 
= 0.79, 95% CI [0.58, 0.93], p = 0.01, Cohen’s g = 0.29). 

Generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) were used to 
predict participants’ binary choice of partner (new child = 1, 
target child = 0) from trial type, behavior order, age, and 
gender, while controlling for the random effects of individ-
ual participants. The best-fitting model included trial type as 
the only predictor. Based on this model, the odds of choos-
ing the new child decreased when children were in the target 
nice trial, compared to when they were in the target mean 
trial (β = - 23.33, SE = 3.32, 𝓏 = -7.02, p < 0.001). This 
model outperformed the null model (AICtrial = 30.55, AICnull 
= 70.21, χ2 = 41.66, p < 0.001). More complex models that 

included behavior order, age, or gender did not perform bet-
ter than the best-fitting model.  
 

 
Figure 4: The number of participants who chose the target 
child or the new child as playmate in target nice trial and 
target mean trial, in Experiment 2.  
 
Prediction Children’s predictions about their playmates are 
shown in Table 2. Children predicted that the chosen play-
mate was nice if they chose the target child in the target nice 
trials, or if they chose the new child in the target mean trials 
(p < 0.01 and p = 0.02 in Exact binomial tests). Their pre-
dictions did not differ from chance if they chose the new 
child in the target nice trials, or if they chose the target child 
in the target mean trials (p = 1 in Exact binomial tests).  
Then, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) 
to predict participants’ binary prediction response (nice = 1, 
mean = 0) from trial type, partner choice, behavior order, 
age, and gender, while controlling for the random effects of 
individual participants. None of the models that included 
any variables as predictors performed better than the null 
model.  

 
Table 2: Playmate prediction in Experiment 2. 

 
Trial type Playmate choice:  

new child 
Playmate choice: 
target child 

Target Nice 
 

2 predicted nice;  
1 predicted mean 

19 predicted nice;  
2 predicted mean 

Target Mean 15 predicted nice;  
4 predicted mean 

2 predicted nice;  
3 predicted mean 

Discussion 
Again, children used the adaptive sampling strategy. Major-
ity of the participants in this experiment approached the 
child who was nice to them and avoided the child who was 
mean to them. Information about the social group, that the 
majority of the children in this classroom were mean, also 
influenced their decisions. Since a new child randomly se-
lected from this classroom is likely to be mean, children 
should be less likely to choose the new child, especially 
when choosing between a nice child and a new child. In-
deed, in the target nice trials, participants in Experiment 2 
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were less likely to choose the new child (P2 = 0.13) than 
participants in Experiment 1 (P1 = 0.42), although the differ-
ence is only marginally significant (Fisher’s exact test: p = 
0.076, Cramér’s phi = 0.20). 

Children’s prediction about the chosen playmate did not 
differ by the trial type or the playmate they chose. However, 
note that in the target mean trials, most of the children who 
chose the new child as a playmate predicted that the new 
child would be nice. That is unlikely to be the case since 
majority of the children in the classroom were mean. We 
will discuss the possible rationale for this in the General 
Discussion.  

General Discussion 
The purpose of the present studies was to understand how 
children choose their playmates. Specifically, we examined 
whether children’s playmate choice was influenced by an 
interaction between the group-level information (the propor-
tion of nice and mean children in the classroom) and the in-
dividual-level information (the target child's behaviors to-
ward participants). The results of our two experiments 
showed that playmate choices were influenced by both.  

When choosing between a mean child and a new child, 
children always preferred the new child, regardless of the 
classroom composition. This preference is reasonable in the 
majority nice classroom, since there is an 80% chance that 
the new child would be nice. But in the majority mean class-
room, the chance that the new child would be nice is only 
20%. Most of the children still chose that child as a play-
mate, and predicted that she would be nice. Those children 
might have ignored the base-rate information. Alternatively, 
they might be more willing to take a risk and believed that it 
would generate a favorable result. That is, they were almost 
100% certain that the child whom they were playing with 
was mean, but if they chose the new child, there was a 20% 
chance that she would be nice.  

In contrast, when choosing between a nice child and a 
new child, children’s decisions differed based on the class-
room composition. If they heard that the majority of the 
children were nice, about half of the children chose the new 
child as playmate, but if they heard that the majority of the 
children were mean, almost none of the children chose the 
new child. Thus, in the case that children can stick with a 
nice individual in a group of mostly mean individuals, they 
are less likely to approach new individuals. This might be 
related to the role of negative stereotypes in real-world so-
cial interactions. An inaccurate negative stereotype about a 
social group would be hard to overcome, since people are 
less likely to interact with new individuals from that group. 
Thus, they would not have additional data to overcome the 
negative stereotype. One way to test this idea would be to 
offer children a choice between a new child from a majority 
mean classroom and a new child from another classroom 
(without base-rate information). Would children avoid the 
new child from the majority mean classroom and choose the 
new child from another classroom instead?  

The present results make two unique contributions to the 
existing literature. First, like adults, children also use the 
adaptive sampling strategy when they are interacting with 
individuals and choosing playmates. In both experiments, 
children were more likely to approach the target child who 
had been nice to them, and avoid the target child who had 
been mean to them. Furthermore, their adaptive sampling 
strategy is influenced by the base-rate information about the 
group (i.e., the probability that the alternative option, the 
new child, is nice or mean).  

Second, the present studies documented the process of 
children’s playmate choice in a situation that resembled the 
real social world. In real life, children might also form prior 
beliefs (i.e., base-rate information) about their new schools 
by hearing information from their parents or other children, 
and they will interact with a few individuals before they 
start to make choices about playmates. For children, becom-
ing playmates often set the stage for the formation of a more 
enduring and richer relationship – friendship. Young chil-
dren already have a grasp of the concept of friendship. Pre-
schoolers preferentially help their friends (Engelmann, 
Haux, & Herrmann, 2019) and preferentially share with 
their friends (Moore, 2009; Paulus & Moore, 2014). Chil-
dren also use cues such as partial sharing, secret sharing, 
similarity, propinquity and loyalty to make inferences about 
other people’s friendships (Liberman & Shaw, 2017; 2018; 
2019). In future research, it would be important to under-
stand how the playmate choosing processes examined here 
are related to the more intricate friendship forming pro-
cesses.  

In conclusion, our studies documented the first step in 
children’s friendship formation – playmate choice. The find-
ings showed that children use the adaptive sampling strategy 
when they choose their playmates, and they also consider 
the base-rate information about the social groups that their 
potential playmates belong to in their decisions.  
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Abstract

In this paper, we consider chance-curation (the task of eas-
ing chance-discovery activities for agents) as far as it concerns
information sharing in online communities, understood as Vir-
tual Cognitive Niches. We claim that Virtual Cognitive Niches
are digitally-encoded collaborative distributions of informa-
tion and pieces of knowledge into the environment. The par-
ticularity of Virtual Cognitive Niches, as socially biased net-
works, is that they provide more ways for agents to interact
than to control the quality of the information they share and re-
ceive. We contend that this social bias enables chance-curation
strategies that agents cannot foster in real-life communities. In
particular, the chance curation strategies that we discuss are:
redirecting the attention of agents to the virtual domain, foster-
ing an only-docility-based relation with truth, and increasing
the social virtues of fallacies.

Keywords: Chance-discovery; Chance-curation; Online Com-
munities; Cognitive Niches; Affordances.

Introduction
The central concept we discuss in this paper is chance-
curation, which is the activity of offering agents the oppor-
tunity to discover chances. In the chance-discovery literature,
a chance is an event with a “significant impact on human de-
cision making” (Ohsawa & Fukuda, 2002; Maeno & Ohsawa,
2007; Abe, 2010).

Abe (2010) first introduced the notion of curation in the
framework of chance discovery where he reviewed some dis-
play strategies in particular contexts, such as exhibitions,
galleries, archives, and museums. The task of promoting
and enabling the availability of certain products of artwork
and artifacts to appropriate audiences was the key to com-
prehend the connection between agents and the displaying
framework as a performance of chance discovery. He also
proposed an interesting list of features that describe chance-
curation: 1) curation is a way to offer agents opportunities
to discover chances; 2) agents that aim at performing pro-
cesses of chance-curation should consider implicit and poten-
tial possibilities; 3) chances should not be explicitly displayed
to agents. 4) However, such they should be rather easily dis-
covered and arranged according to the agent’s interests and
situations. 5) agents should have a certain freedom to arrange
chances (Abe, 2010, p. 797).

Abe’s definition is particularly interesting if we consider
online communities, such as social networking websites. In-
deed, these platforms are engineered to be “fool-proof,” and
to naturally co-opt human beings’ inferential patterns in set-
tings of real-life cognition (Bertolotti & Magnani, 2015) (and
hence chance discovery). Of course, some of these fostered
cognitive abilities relate to social-cognition and one’s natural
disposition towards sharing (Simon, 1993). To better under-
stand and explain how online communities foster some cog-
nitive processes in a different way in comparison to real-life
communities, in this paper we are going to address this is-
sue by referring to cognitive niches theories. Since the idea
of cognitive niche stresses the local and social dimension, of
the agents’ efforts, this theoretical approach is indispensable
to investigate how socio-cultural and technological environ-
ments as online communities can foster and enrich cognitive
processes as chance-curation strategies and chance-discovery.

This paper has three theoretical goals: 1) to show that the
cognitive niche framework can foster comprehension with re-
gard to the differences between the cognitive processes en-
acted in virtual environments and real-life ones; 2) to argue
that virtual cognitive niches foster particular chance-curation
strategies; 3) to investigate some of the most impactful impli-
cations of the chance-curation strategies on the discovery and
exploitation of chance in online communities.

To better spell out our vision, we divide this paper into
three main parts. In the first section, we frame online com-
munities as virtual cognitive niches: we briefly explain the
notion of cognitive niche, also by referring to the concept
of affordance that, although not properly belonging to the
chance-discovery paradigm, has already fruitfully interacted
with the latter. In the second part, we focus on the particular
forms of explicit and implicit communication agents perform
in virtual cognitive niches. We argue that these communi-
cations enable chance-curation strategies that agents cannot
foster in real-life communities cognitive niches. In particular,
the chance-curation strategies that we discuss are: redirect-
ing the attention of agents to the virtual domain, fostering an
only-docility-based relation with truth, and increasing the so-
cial virtues of fallacies. In the third section, we investigate
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more specifically the implications of the use (and abuse) of
those chance-curation strategies.

Introducing Cognitive Niches
Niche theories are clusters of interrelating approaches bridg-
ing biology, cognitive science, and philosophy, exploring the
relationship between agents and their environment. Origi-
nated in biology in the early XX century, niche theories stress
the functional notion of niche to explain how a species occu-
pied its environment in opposition to the geographical notion
of habitat (Pocheville, 2015). The niche constructivist ap-
proach (Odling-Smee et al., 2003) goes further, claiming that
organisms actively modify their environment in ways that af-
fect the local selective pressure, to the point of establishing an
ecological inheritance system. Cognitive niche theories orig-
inated in the “philosophical sector” of cognitive science, to
stress how human beings’ relationship with their environment
was essentially information-based, as their success depended
mostly on elevated cognitive capabilities (Tooby & DeVore,
1987; Pinker, 2003). From this perspective, cognitive niches
are constructed by human actors by externalizing knowledge
into the surrounding environment.

For our purpose, we should also underline some other par-
ticular features of cognitive niches, which have been provided
by the initiators of cognitive niches theories, Tooby & De-
Vore (1987) and Pinker (2003). First, they describe cognitive
niches as a prerogative of the human species as a cognitively
proficient species. According to them, human beings in a cog-
nitive niche apply instrumental intelligence to uncover and
exploit, in a persistent way, cause-effect models of the exter-
nal world. Specifically, since the human cognitive system is
“knowledge or information-driven”, Tooby & DeVore (1987)
highlight the role of the cognitive niche as the environment
in which the employment of those cause-effect models of the
world represent guides for prejudging which courses of action
will lead to which results. Pinker (2003) suggested how hu-
man beings’ primary reliance on information and knowledge
made “informavore” the cognitive niche. With this term, he
highlighted how gathering and exchanging information is the
substantial activity that sustains and modifies the welfare of
cognitive niches.

Bertolotti & Magnani (2013) have already successfully
connected the description of cognitive niches, as structures
distributing information and knowledge in the agents’ envi-
ronment, to the framework of chance-discovery. Activities
of chance curation have an environmental (eco-cognitive) di-
mension and are so rightly part of cognitive niche construc-
tion, or, at least, as strictly interrelated with the latter (Mag-
nani & Bertolotti, 2013). We can consider these activities as
safeguarding the agents’ discovery and exploitation of cause-
effect relationships in the world, their activities of informa-
tion gathering and distribution, and their efforts to improve
the richness of their cognitive niche. The last feature is par-
ticularly important when considering the epistemological and
cognitive role of chance curation in virtual cognitive niches,

which are collaborative distributions of information into the
environment using digital encoding.

The activity of cognitive niche construction reveals some-
thing important about human and animal cognitive systems.
One of the main tenets of this approach is that humans do
not retain in their memory an explicit and complete repre-
sentation of the environment and its variables, but they ac-
tively manipulate it by picking up information and resources
upon occasion. As already argued (Magnani, 2007), chances
– understood as events with a “significant impact on a hu-
man’s decision making” – are data, or clusters of data, bearing
a strong affinity with the concept of affordance, introduced
within Gibson’s ecological psychology (Gibson, 1977): it is
thus possible to rely on such concept in order to better under-
stand the human part of chance discovery.

Gibson defined “affordance” as what the environment of-
fers, provides, or furnishes. For instance, a chair ”affords”
an opportunity for sitting, air for breathing, water for swim-
ming, stairs for climbing, and so on. It is important to stress
that the notion of chance and that of affordance are not mutu-
ally interchangeable. Indeed, all chances – as qualities rel-
evant for one’s decision making and behavior – are affor-
dances. Conversely, not all affordances rise to the level of
chances. However, we can elaborate on a shared characteriza-
tion of affordances and chances, since they both set a relation-
ship between an agent, her knowledge, and her environment.
More than that: chance-discovery and chance-curation could
embody the natural follow-up to affordance theory. Chance-
discovery and curation are indeed about the discovery and
construction, via human-computer interactions and through
effective procedures of data analysis, of new complex affor-
dances. In turn, those affordances offer agents unforeseen
possibilities for decision making and action.

Virtual Cognitive Niches and their Domains
We can frame the development of new informational envi-
ronments through digital technology with niche constructing
theory. Indeed, cognitive niches theories permit us to ana-
lyze the specific traits that have established human ecologi-
cal and evolutionary success. Constructing virtual cognitive
niches, in particular, is a fascinating dynamical behavior that
our species alone has shown. The virtualization of niches
starts with the creation of meta-environments through the em-
ployment of computers and the Internet.

The virtual cognitive niches created through digital tech-
nologies go beyond traditional ecologies, their ontologies,
and what they can afford. They are the extension of cognitive
niches through the informatization of the ecological space. In
other words, virtual cognitive niches amplify the human abil-
ity to gather and exchange knowledge from the environment
and to alter the environment so that it better serves cogni-
tive aims. Indeed, in virtual cognitive niches, tasks of chance
curation affect agents with a more extensive range, because
instances of knowledge distribution represent the sole acts
of ecological and cognitive importance. In virtual cognitive
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niches, there is no gap between information and matter, since
the latter is there coding, and the only “spatial requirement”
is the memory available to host the coding. According to
Clark (2005, 256–257), cognitive niches are structures built
by animals to transform problem spaces “in ways that aid (or
sometimes impede) thinking and reasoning about some target
domain or domains.” In this case, virtual cognitive niches do
not only have a proper target domain in the information con-
tained in the digital reality but also afford problem-solving in
the ecological one to which the digital niche refers.

Specifically, one category of virtual cognitive niches is of
particular relevance for the investigation of chance-curation
tasks: online communities, such as social networking web-
sites, newsgroups, online chat rooms, forums, and others.
They are online-based platforms where individuals interact
- either through anonymous avatars or actual profiles, with
a network of connections, sharing personal information and
contents. These are cognitive niches since they provide
agents with ways to gather and exchange information relevant
to their decision-making. Otherwise said, they are chance
repositories. Indeed, online communities as virtual cognitive
niches modify the social pressure of the environment through
the employment of forms of explicit and implicit communi-
cation performed in the online world. This situation calls for
different chance curation strategies in comparison to “mate-
rial” cognitive niches (Magnani & Bertolotti, 2013).

Chance Curation Strategies in Online Communities
A chance curation strategy that online communities as vir-
tual cognitive niches foster is what we call the “focus on the
virtual domain”, which we can investigate through the imple-
mentation of Clark’s constructivist take on cognitive niches.

Clark (2005, 256–257) describes cognitive niches as the
structures that are built by animals to transform problem
spaces “in ways that aid (or sometimes impede) thinking and
reasoning about some target domain or domains.” In on-
line communities, the agent’s thinking and reasoning refer
to two main target domains. On the one hand, they refer to
the virtual domain, which is structured on the online plat-
form and includes its objects and tools, the virtual personas
of the agents, and the information shared – usually as “posts”.
On the other hand, they refer to the actual external domain,
which includes the agents using the online platform, their lo-
cal and proximal environment, and the contents of the posts
shared in online communities.

Indeed, the pieces of information embedded in posts do
not always contain merely virtual contents: indeed, they also
provide and refer to data regarding the external and material
world. Indeed, one of the most relevant features of contempo-
rary online networks is the extended possibility of sharing in-
formation and data regarding news, political events, scientific
discoveries, and so on. Moreover, these data refer to external
reality, which also encompasses the devices that create online
platforms as objects. So, in an online network such as Twit-
ter, we can find a post that links to an online journal’s opin-
ion column regarding the usability and usefulness of Twitter

itself. The contents of that post do not refer to the virtual do-
main of Twitter, even if Twitter publishes them. Thus, the two
domains are different, even if they interact massively.

So, after these clarifications, we can argue that online com-
munities foster a particular chance-curation strategy: orient-
ing the focus of the agents on the virtual domain. The vir-
tual domain contains different cognitive artifacts that imple-
ment the communication and the sociability of the agents who
share a particular network (as two-people and group chat-
rooms, more or less public personal pages and profiles, group
selection sharing, and so on). These tools contribute to gener-
ating what Acquisti & Gross (2006) called imagined commu-
nities, which are communities that agent project onto partic-
ular networks of people. So, as online communities provide
agents tools to get in deep in the connections with the other
people in the virtual domain, they also present them the op-
portunity to create and maintain imagined communities.

More than that: online communities offer agents the
chance to keep in mind that the virtual version of people is
not utterly equivalent to external and actual agents. The vir-
tual versions appear based on agents’ virtual profile structure,
who interact thanks to specific tools of the platform. The
”external reality people” are extremely different from their
virtual version and, in fact, more socially limited (they are
rarely able to express their opinions and thoughts in front of
vast audiences, for example). The focus on the online domain
permits the agents to keep in mind the difference between vir-
tual and external reality, making them able to adopt adequate
behaviors and to exploit appropriate chances. For example, in
the virtual environment, formalities and hierarchical positions
depend almost only on the digital connection between people:
this provides affordances and opportunities that the external
reality does not offer (for example, the chance of becoming
an influencer without any formal education or training).

As the structure of the network suggests the agents to main-
tain a focus on the virtual domain, it also enables them to
build a docility-based relation with truth and to employ some
useful fallacies, which embed social virtues on the framework
of online communities. Docility is a concept introduced by
Herbert Simon (1993) that describes the human agent ten-
dency to lean on what other people say. The disposition is
specifically related to the performance of problem-solving ac-
tivities conducted on the base of social channels’ suggestions.
Relying on aids and resources provided by their fellows, hu-
man agents have a significant cognitive advantage. They can
trust other people and so have at disposal chances that, first
of all, depend on others’ knowledge and experience, and, sec-
ondly, that they can easily pick up. Of course, in a situation
in the external reality, trust is not informatively empty: one
decides to trust another person because she has reasons to do
so. The agent gathers several clues to consider a particular
source of information as more or less trustworthy. But in an
online community, trust can be a more complicated matter.

One the one hand, in an online community the shared in-
formation are not neutral – as impersonal or dispassionate:
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every agent chooses what to share and when on the base of
her interests, her desires and the effects she hopes to achieve
through that particular sharing within the online community.
On the other hand, every information is bound to the agent
who shared it: every piece of data, personal or community
related, is presented in the platform because a agent uploaded
it and she is accountable for it. On a platform like Facebook,
where the information are personally identified, this does not
imply the trustworthiness of the information (the agent could
share it for all kinds of epistemically wrong reasons), but the
trustworthiness of the social connection between the informa-
tion and the virtual persona. The virtual agent as vehicle for
information, is a truth vector between a data and the adequacy
of that particular data on her profile. This way, the agents
can build an online community that can provide social-based
chances, using a docility-based relation with truth.

This last feature leads the agent to adopt a more loose per-
spective on the use of recognizable fallacies. As suggested
by Gabbay & Woods (2005), for example, there is a “doxas-
tic irresistibility” induced by the diffusion of well spread “say
so”. They suggest that a docility-oriented system drives to the
application of an “ad ignorantiam rule” which describes the
agents’ tendency to passively accept information unless they
have reasons that stop them from doing so. Of course, the ”ad
ignorantiam rule” reflects the tendency of the human agent to
economizes the cognitive efforts in response to a free-given
flux of information. Another ecologically well-fit reaction to
a docility-based environment is the tendency to apply the ad
verecundiam fallacy. The agents accept their sources’ assur-
ances because they are justified in thinking that the source
has good reasons (agents commit the fallacy when they fail
to note that the source does not have good reasons for the
assurances).

These tendencies, which are dramatically dangerous in a
scientific or political domain, are at the base of the online
community interactions: in a framework where there are
no socially neutral communications, the validity of shared
contents, comments, or notes depend on the trustability of
the people who input them in a particular network. In this
sense, ad verecundiam and ad ignorantiam, even if are forms
of fallacious reasoning, stand for the cognitive legitimation
of spaces of free discussions, where trust and responsibility
weight on the agents’ online accountability. Since online
communities are socially-driven systems, we can describe
these forms of information-displaying processes as chance-
curation mechanisms.

So far, we argued that some chance curation mechanisms
enacted in online communities as virtual cognitive niches
help agents to perceive a more interactive and honest imag-
ined community out of the digital platform. These strategies
contribute to increased distribution of information and knowl-
edge (which refers to both domains, the virtual and the actual
and external) also in terms of chances and affordances. At
the same time, in rich virtual cognitive niches as online com-
munities, we contend that chance curation strategies enacted

by programmers produce the generation of unexpected con-
sequences, related to the interaction of the agents with the
enhanced possibilities offered in those systems.

First of all, programmers and designers perform chance-
curation by pushing the agents to elaborate the chances at
their disposal through feed-back processes. Secondly, but
more importantly, they can offer agents opportunities that the
programmers did not expect to emerge, both useful and crit-
ical to the welfare of the niche. To speak about this prob-
lematic issue, in the next section, we will discuss the genera-
tion of these unexpected possibilities in terms of “imagined
affordances” (Nagy & Neff, 2015) and “critical chances”.
In particular, we will consider the case of communications
and information-sharing in online communities during crises,
which highly demand group interventions and so strong ac-
tions in rich cognitive niches.

Social Media and Crisis Management
Crises, whether natural or human-induced, cause a strong de-
mand for chances. During a terror attack, an incident, a riot, a
flood, a fire, an earthquake, and so on, decision-making pro-
cesses need to be quick and as much accurate as possible.
Citizens need to know where they can take shelter, which ar-
eas are safe, and which they need to avoid. The government
needs to know as much as possible about the emergency to
decide where to allocate relief personnel or police forces in
case of an attack. Evidence equals chances. Obtaining some
evidence is an event that affects decision-making, usually for
better (but also for worse, in the case of false evidence).

Data posted by agents over social networks and microblog-
ging websites during a crisis are likely to include evidence
that can be used either by other citizens or by the government
to adopt adequate actions for the emergency. Otherwise said,
social networks and microblogs become rich repositories of
chances during crises that just need to be discovered and ex-
ploited. The presence of an opportunity does not automati-
cally entail the exploitation of such a chance. For instance,
there might not be time enough to situate a potentially game-
changing chance, and the decision-makers might have to rely
on a slighter chance if it is easier to locate and exploit.

At the same time, highly problematic situations can lead
the agents to use certain objects, tools, and devices at their
disposal differently from usual, discovering, and exploiting
new chances. In rich virtual cognitive niches as online com-
munities, this could lead to a group sharing of this discovery,
implying a bottom-up modification of the digital resources
and the exploitation of what Nagy and Neff called “imagined
affordances”. Nagy & Neff (2015, p. 1) wrote: “Imagined
affordances emerge between agents’ perceptions, attitudes,
and expectations; between the materiality and functionality of
technologies; and between the intentions and perceptions of
designers.” In this sense, they discussed the idea of imagined
affordances to explain the interaction between agents’ social
context, abilities, and purposes with technologies. Those af-
fordances are the results of: a) a productive interaction be-
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tween designers and programmers’ top-down manipulations
of the structures of technologies; and b) the agents’ bottom-
up feed-back activities (as use, misuse and tentative actions)
on them. They also implement “agents’ perceptions, atti-
tudes, and expectations” within the possibilities and bound-
aries of a given technology.

To make an example, we can speak about the process that
leads to chance curation in crisis relief, which usually takes
the form of enriching posts with tags and hashtags. Tags
are additional information embedded (usually) to a picture,
adding specification about the time and place where it was
shot, on its subjects, and, if relevant, on who took it. Tagging,
for instance, on Facebook, might directly link the post with
other agents’ profiles or, in case of a location, to other pic-
tures coming from the same location and further information
about it. Hashtagging, on the other hand, became originally
widespread on Twitter and was later spread to other social
networking websites such as Facebook: it implies marking a
post with a tag preceded by a hash symbol (#), to highlight its
belonging to a specific topic or conversation. The action of
hashtagging became widespread for a bottom-up intervention
of the agents on the functionality of Facebook posts: it is an
imagined affordance that contributed to apply diverse mecha-
nisms of agents’ enacted chance-curation strategies on online
communities during crises.

Although strategies of chance-curation aim to improve the
chance distribution of a particular niche, offering tools and
resources to enhance the niche richness (with the implemen-
tation of imagined affordances), they can also lead to the de-
velopment of what we can call “critical chances.” A “critical
chance” is a chance that conceals a particularly good opportu-
nity or a particularly dreadful risk. It also is the consequence
of the further elaboration of chances by the agents, who in-
vest their expectations and interests in a particular niche. The
dreadful consequences of a critical chance can also endanger
the welfare of the niche, where some possibilities can quickly
become dangerous for some agents. One instance of this phe-
nomenon in virtual cognitive niches can be traced in the 2011
Vancouver riots. Following a Hockey match, the city of Van-
couver was invested on June the 15th by an unseen wave of
hooliganism, vandalism, and looting. Citizens reported on
social media to support crisis responders, not only by posting
images but by tagging what was happening, where, and en-
couraging agents to tag whoever they managed to recognize
among the rioters. These actions conceal great opportunities
for the police forces, and the citizen had explored a chance
that led to a particularly good result. Rizza et al. (2014) pro-
vide a thorough analysis of the phenomenon. Unfortunately,
while the Vancouver Police Department initially asked for cit-
izens’ help in identifying the rioters, the situation soon took
a grimmer outcome as the grass-roots identification process
set the stage for a do-it-yourself justice. The activity of cura-
tion, carried out by enhancing posts, misfired because of the
“unverifiable quality” of the media and the “unpreparedness”
of the institutions. These implications led to the emergence

of a critical chance with a particularly bad outcome, which
drove to a case of unintended “Do-It-Yourself Justice”, sup-
ported by an unclear approval of a “Do-It-Yourself Society”
(Rizza et al., 2014, p. 52). Despite the partial societal failure,
though, the chance curation activity was successful at letting
emerge a series of chances for restoring order, which might
have gone unexploited by lack of information. The activity
might have pushed the intended chances towards unintended
recipients who were nevertheless able to act upon them.

For instance, Facebook was invented as a tool for keeping
in touch with friends and acquaintances in a situation of high-
and-far mobility, such as the one characterizing the contem-
porary US. There, people attend higher education in places
that are not their hometowns and then move on to their pro-
fessional careers in yet different locations. Facebook would
afford answers to “What have you been up to these last few
years?” or “Where did you go on holiday?”. But when emer-
gencies took place, agents realized that Facebook and other
social networks, developed for other scopes, could afford to
answer questions such as “Are you alright?”, “What is hap-
pening?” (faster than traditional media), “Where should we
go right now?”. This was the relevant affordance imagined
for distressful situations. Concerning hashtags, part of the
curation process involves making hashtags as informative and
less ambiguous as possible. This is particularly challenging
in the phase when hashtags emerge spontaneously and are not
enforced from some authority or authoritative group.

Spontaneous hashtags on social media also appeared to in-
dicate resources-as-chances during crises – and not only to
circulate evidence. The November 2015 terror attacks in cen-
tral Paris left hundred of people stranded and unable to return
to their homes in the middle of the night. In a grass-roots
emergency response, many Parisians volunteered to host af-
fected people. Social networks where the ideal setting for
signaling this availability, but the chance had to be curated in
order to facilitate recognition, and the #portesouvertes (open
doors) quickly circulated. Chance curation, always relating to
crisis response, can also be “superimposed” or “guided.” Ex-
amples can be drawn from the 2015 terror attacks that shook
France, first in January, and the already mentioned ones in
November. In both cases, a collaborative navigation app,
Waze, was put under scrutiny when authorities asked not to
signal roadblocks and police cars as these pieces of informa-
tion might be used by terrorists on the run to avoid appre-
hension. This reliance on Social Networks to enhance crisis
response is a fair example of imagined affordance and the
diffusion of so-called “critical chances”. They are ways of
perceiving possibilities in a certain artifact that were not in-
tended by its developers.

Last but not least, we can frame the Facebook Safety Check
tool1 as crisis response in online communities in this analysis
of chance curation. People rely on Facebook, a dominant so-
cial network in most of the world, as a provider of chances to
know whether dear ones (or mere acquaintances) are hurt in

1https://www.facebook.com/about/safetycheck/
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case of major incidents. Usually, people are expected to state
they are alright, either spontaneously or after being prompted
publicly or privately by someone. Facebook developers cu-
rated this chance by introducing the Safety Check. In case
of a major mishap in an area where the agent had been pre-
viously localized, Facebook asks the agent to confirm she is
alright, and then publicly reports that she logged herself as
safe: interestingly, this can be seen as the adoption, by the
developers, of imagined affordances into the set of intended
affordances of an artifact.

Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the activity of chance-curation per-
formed in rich virtual cognitive niches, considering the par-
ticular case of online communities.

This paper had three theoretical goals. First we aimed at
showing that the cognitive niche framework can foster com-
prehension with regard to the differences between the cog-
nitive processes enacted in virtual environments and real-life
ones. To do that, we presented a comprehensive notion of vir-
tual niches, considering the literature on cognitive niches and
niche-construction. Then, we discussed the interesting fea-
ture of online communities as rich repositories of affordances
as chances, and we pointed out the explanatory relevance of
those concepts in cognitive niche theories.

The second aim of this paper was to argue that virtual cog-
nitive niches foster particular chance-curation strategies. In
particular, we discussed: the chance-curation strategies that
we discuss are: redirecting the attention of agents to the vir-
tual domain, fostering an only-docility-based relation with
truth, and increasing the social virtues of fallacies.

Then, our last goal was to investigate some of the most
impactful implications of the chance-curation strategies on
the discovery and exploitation of chance in online commu-
nities. To do that, we have explored the case of chance-
manipulation operated in online communities to respond to a
crisis. This consented us to analyze the peculiar phenomenon
of the exploitation of chances the programmers didn’t expect
to emerge, both as imagined affordances and critical chances.
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Cooperation, Response Time, and Social Value Orientation: A Meta-Analysis
Giulia Andrighetto1, Valerio Capraro2, Andrea Guido3, and Aron Szekely4

Abstract

Recent research at the cross between cognitive and social sci-
ences is investigating the cognitive mechanisms behind coop-
erative decisions. One debated question is whether cooperative
decisions are made faster than non-cooperative ones. Yet em-
pirical evidence is still mixed. In this paper we explore the
implications of individual heterogeneity in social value orien-
tation for the effect of response time on cooperation. We con-
duct a meta-analysis of available experimental studies (n=8;
treatments=16; 5,232 subjects). We report two main results:
(i) the relation between response time and cooperation is mod-
erated by social value orientation, such that it is positive for
individualist subjects and negative for prosocial subjects; (ii)
the relation between response time and cooperation is partly
mediated by extremity of choice. These results suggest that
highly prosocial subjects are fast to cooperate, highly individ-
ualist subjects are fast to defect, and subjects with weaker pref-
erences make slower and less extreme decisions. We explain
these results in terms of decision-conflict theory.
Keywords: Cooperation; Response Time; Social Value Orien-
tation; Decision Conflict.

Introduction
Cooperation among genetically unrelated individuals is fun-
damental to large-scale human social life. Yet, there is sig-
nificant variance in individual behavior. Some people are
willing to cooperate, while others try to take advantage of
cooperators. Shedding light on the reasons underlying this
heterogeneity is important to understand our social behavior
(Milinski, Semmann, & Krambeck, 2002; Nowak, 2006; Perc
et al., 2017).

Recent research has furthered our understanding of the pro-
cesses behind cooperative decision-making often relying on
response time data. Understanding whether response time
is related to cooperative behavior has theoretical and practi-
cal implications. Theoretically, it can help us understand the
cognitive processes underlying cooperative behavior. Practi-
cally, it might help us to better understand the signals sent
by people making fast vs slow decisions. Clearly, responding
slowly when a drowning swimmer cries for help sends a very
different kind of message to onlookers than an instantaneous
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response does. Such signals may be important in political
contexts when electing leaders and in social settings where
partner choice is a crucial element of solving cooperation
problems. Accordingly, several works have investigated how
observers interpret fast vs slow decisions in social contexts
(Gambetta, 2009; Jordan, Hoffman, Nowak, & Rand, 2016;
Gambetta & Przepiorka, 2014; Evans & Van De Calseyde,
2017). In this paper, we will be concerned with the direct
question: Is response time related to cooperative behavior?

The earlier work by Rand, Greene, and Nowak (2012)
found that cooperative choices in a one-shot public goods
game are made faster than non-cooperative ones. Subsequent
work by Krajbich, Bartling, Hare, and Fehr (2015) found that
which decision is faster (in a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma)
depends on the relative attractiveness of the available options:
if cooperation is very attractive, such that most people coop-
erate, then cooperative decisions are made faster than defec-
tive decisions; conversely, if defection is very attractive, such
that most people defect, then cooperative decisions are made
slower than defective ones; in the middle, if cooperation and
defection are equally attractive, then neither choice is faster
than the other one. The authors explain this finding in terms
of strength of preferences: when choices are easy to discrim-
inate, people are fast to make whichever choice is more at-
tractive (Dashiell, 1937). A conceptually similar result was
obtained by Evans, Dillon, and Rand (2015), who found that
response time (in one-shot public goods games) does not re-
ally affect cooperative behavior, but it rather affects decision
extremity, such that fast decisions tend to be extreme (towards
either full cooperation or full defection), while slow decisions
tend to be less extreme. The authors interpret their result also
in terms of strength of preferences and decision conflict. Ac-
cording to this explanation, fast decisions are made by people
with a strong preference (either for cooperation or for defec-
tion); these decisions tend to be extreme (towards full cooper-
ation or full defection). Whereas, slow decisions are made by
people whose preference for cooperation conflicts with their
preference for defection; these decisions tend to be less ex-
treme. See Evans and Rand (2019) for a review.

These findings suggest that the effect of response time on
cooperation may be: (i) moderated by people’ Social Value
Orientation (SVO), that is the concern people have for others
(Liebrand, 1984; Murphy, Ackermann, & Handgraaf, 2011),
and (ii) mediated by extremity of choice. Specifically, on the
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one hand, highly prosocial subjects should be fast to fully co-
operate, whereas highly individualist subjects should be fast
to fully defect, because they have strong preferences for co-
operation and defection, respectively. On the other hand, sub-
jects closer to the SVO’s threshold between individualism and
prosociality should be more conflicted between cooperation
and defection, therefore they should take more time to make
a decision, and their decision should be less extreme; not full
cooperation, nor full defection, but something in between.

To the best of our knowledge, only two papers explored
whether the effect of response time on cooperation is mod-
erated by the social value orientation. Mischkowski and
Glöckner (2016) found, in a one-shot public goods game,
a significantly negative interaction between response time
and social value orientation. Splitting the sample in indi-
vidualist and prosocial subjects (using the standard threshold
value of SVO = 22.50), they found that response time corre-
lates negatively with cooperation among prosocial subjects;
however, they found no effect among individualist subjects.
Yamagishi et al. (2017) used a public goods game and a pris-
oner’s dilemma and replicated the finding that response time
decreases cooperation among prosocial subjects; but they also
found that response time increases cooperation among indi-
vidualist subjects. They do not report the interaction anal-
ysis with the continuous SVO. So, these works agree that
response time has a negative effect on cooperation among
prosocial subjects (SVO > 22.50), but they disagree on the
effect among individualist subjects (SVO < 22.50). More-
over, none of these two studies tested whether their effects
were mediated by choice extremity. Thus, the following two
questions remain unanswered:

Research Question 1 (RQ1). Is the relation between re-
sponse time and cooperation moderated by social value ori-
entation?

Research Question 2 (RQ2). Is the relation between re-
sponse time and cooperation mediated by choice extremity?

To address RQ1, we conduct a meta-analysis of avail-
able studies that measured one-shot cooperation, response
time, and SVO. To measure cooperation, we consider one-
shot, simultaneous-move, economic games in which each
subject can pay a monetary cost to increase the payoff of
the other subject(s). The selected games are the Prisoner’s
Dilemma (PD) and the Public Goods Game (PGG). The SVO
(Liebrand, 1984; Murphy et al., 2011) consists of a series of
resource allocation tasks where subjects choose between op-
tions that offer points to the self and another person. This
measure takes the form of an angle that ranges from -16.25 to
61.39. In general, higher values denote greater prosociality,
and lower values denote greater individualism. Decision time
was measured via the programs used for data collection (e.g.,
z-tree for the laboratory studies and Qualtrics for the on-line
studies), and it was log transformed to account for a highly
skewed distribution (Rand et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2015).
In doing so, we collected a total of N = 5,232 independent
observations, from 16 experimental studies. By employing a

meta-regression using the data available, we show that sub-
jects’ SVO moderates the relation between response time and
cooperation in the hypothesized direction. Following previ-
ous work, we will also discretize the SVO, by definining two
classes of subjects: prosocial subjects, corresponding to SVO
> 22.50, and individualist subjects, corresponding to SVO
< 22.50. In doing so, we will show that response time is neg-
atively (positively) correlated to cooperation among prosocial
(individualist) subjects. Note that this result should not be in-
terpreted as a within-subject result: it is not the same proso-
cial (individualist) subject who, when time passes, becomes
less (more) cooperative. Rather, when time passes, different
types of subjects make a decision: those prosocial (individu-
alist) subjects who make a decision are less (more) prosocial,
than the subjects who make faster decisions, that is, they are
more conflicted.

To shed light on RQ2, we conduct a mediation analysis, as
follows. We explore whether extremity of choice, defined as
the distance between participant’s choice in the cooperation
game and the midpoint between full cooperation and full de-
fection, mediates the effect of response time on cooperation.
In doing so, we find some evidence that extremity of choice
mediates the effect of response time on cooperation. We elab-
orate on the interpretation of these results in the Discussion
section.

Methods
Meta-analysis: inclusion criteria and data collection
To make studies comparable in our analyses, we define a set
of inclusion criteria:

• Incentivized experiments in a controlled environment us-
ing experimental subjects – as opposed to experiments in
which counterparts are hypothetical or computers;

• Social dilemmas measuring cooperation (namely, Public
Goods Games and Prisoner’s Dilemma);

• One-shot or repeated games with random re-matching after
every interaction

• Studies administering the SVO;

• Studies measuring subjects’ decision time in the social
dilemma choice;

• Studies with treatments that do not manipulate response
time using time constraints - as we want to keep reaction
times endogenous in order to study decision conflict.

To find qualifying studies, we conducted an online search
using relevant keywords (e.g. Public Goods, Prisoner’s
Dilemma, SVO, Cooperation, Social Dilemmas, Reaction
Time), and contacted authors of the papers to ask the raw data.
Additionally, we posted a message on the ESA Google group
asking scholars to contact us in case they had conducted stud-
ies that fit the inclusion criteria.

We collected 8 studies, for a total of 16 experimental treat-
ments and 5,232 independent observations at the individual
level (table 1).
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Papers N. of Treatments Individuals Game
1 Andrighetto, Szekeley, Zhang, et al. (2020) 2 725 PGG
2 Andrighetto, Szekeley, Bruner, and Steinmo (2020) 2 331 PGG
3 Andrighetto, Szekeley, Bruner, Steinmo, Todor, and Volintiru (2020) 2 319 PGG
4 Mischkowski and Glöckner (2016) 3 743 PGG
5 Andrighetto, Szekeley, Zhang, et al. (2020) 3 378 PGG
6 Yamagishi et al. (2017) 1 443 PGG, PD
7 Zhang, Andrighetto, Ottone, Ponzano, and Steinmo (2016) 2 1948 PGG
8 Andrighetto et al. (2016) 1 345 PGG

Tot. 16 5232

Table 1: Studies included in the analysis

Analyses and hypotheses
In this section, we formalize the research questions above and
we derive the methods and the analyses to address them.

Regarding RQ1 (whether the relation between response
time and cooperation is moderated by subjects’ SVO), we use
a multi-level model (Model 1 below) with varying intercept
at the study level, where Cooperation levels (C) are predicted
by SVO, the logarithm of response time centered to the mean
(RT), and their interaction.

Model 1

Cik = β
(1)
k +β

(1)
1 ∗RTik +β

(1)
2 ∗SVOik +β

(1)
3 ∗SVOik ∗RTik.

Here, and in all the subsequent models, i ∈ {1, . . . ,4789}
denotes the subject and k ∈ {1, . . . ,15} the study.5

With this model, the hypothesis that SVO moderates the re-
lation between response time and cooperation, such that more
prosocial (individualist) subjects take less time to make coop-
erative (defective) choices, corresponds to:

H1: β
(1)
3 < 0.

To test the robustness of the results, we also estimate a sim-
pler model:

Model 2

Cik = β
(2)
k +β

(2)
1 ∗RTik.

We then compute model fit measures (Weighted Aikake In-
formation Criteria and AIC weight) for each model specifica-
tion and compare such measures to understand whether the
inclusion of our variables of interest (SVO and SVO ∗ RT )
brings about a significant improvement in the overall model
fit.

Regarding RQ2 (whether the effect of response time is me-
diated by choice extremity), we proceed as follows. First of
all, following Evans et al. (2015), we define the extremity
of a decision to be E = |C− 0.5|. This value is maximum
when the decision is maximally extreme (i.e., full coopera-
tion or full defection). Having defined this variable, we test
whether response time is positively correlated with extremity
of choice.

Model 3
5Yamagishi et al.’s (2017) dataset reports only discretized values

for SVO to indicate prosocial and selfish subjects. Hence, this study
cannot be included in the analysis with continuous SVO. Yet, we
include it in the analyses using discretized SVO that follow in this
section.

Models Parameters
βk β1 β2 β3 µk σk

Model 1 N(µk,σk) N(0,10) N(0,10) N(0,10) N(50,10) Exp(1)
Model 2 N(µk,σk) N(0,10) — — N(50,10) Exp(1)
Model 3 N(µk,σk) N(0,10) — — N(0,10) Exp(1)
Model 4a-b N(µk,σk) N(0,10) N(0,10) — N(50,10) Exp(1)
Model 5 N(µk,σk) N(0,10) — — N(0,10) Exp(1)
Model 6a-b N(µk,σk) N(0,10) N(0,10) — N(50,10) Exp(1)

Table 2: Priors of the models implemented.

Eik = β
(3)
k +β

(3)
1 ∗RTik.

Then, we test whether extremity of choice mediates the
positive effect of response time on cooperation.

Model 4

Cik =β
(4)
k +β

(4)
1 ∗RTik +β

(4)
2 ∗SVOik +β

(4)
3 ∗SVOik ∗RTik+

β
(4)
4 ∗Eik +β

(4)
5 ∗SVOik ∗Eik

With this model, the hypothesis that extremity of decision
is negatively correlated with response time and mediates the
relation between response time and cooperation corresponds
formally to:

H2: β
(3)
1 < 0,β(4)

4 6= 0,β(4)
5 6= 0, |β(4)

1 | < |β
(1)
1 |, |β

(4)
3 | <

|β(1)
3 |.
Finally, we repeat the mediation analysis for individualist

subjects (Model 5a) and prosocial subjects (Model 5b). In
these models prosocials and individualist types are defined
using SVO values and a threshold of 22.50. We indicate
prosocial subjects with P = 1, and individualist with P = 0.

Model 5a

Cik = β
(5a)
k +β

(5a)
1 ∗RTik +β

(5a)
2 ∗Eik, if P = 0

Model 5b

Cik = β
(5b)
k +β

(5b)
1 ∗RTik +β

(5b)
2 ∗Eik, if P = 1

In doing so, the hypothesis that extremity of choice me-
diates the negative effect of response time on cooperation
among individualist subjects corresponds formally to:

H3a: β
(3)
1 < 0,β(5a)

2 6= 0, and |β(5a)
1 |− |β(1)

1 |< 0.
Similarly, the hypothesis that extremity of choice mediates

the positive effect of response time on cooperation among
prosocial subjects correspond to:

H3b: β
(3)
1 < 0,β(5b)

2 6= 0, and |β(5b)
1 |− |β(1)

1 +β
(1)
3 |< 0.

Results
We estimate all our regression models under the Bayesian
framework using the R package Rethinking (McElreath,
2016). Priors for each model specification are reported in
table 2.

For each model, we report the 95% Highest Probability
Density Interval (HPDI, henceforth) of estimated parameters.
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We assess null values using a cut-off value of 0. If the 95%
HPDI does not include the cut-off, we will consider this an
evidence against the null hypothesis of no effect (Kruschke
& Liddell, 2016).

Results from our estimates of Model 1 are reported in ta-
ble 3. The first column reports the mean posterior estimates,
the second column reports the standard deviations of the esti-
mates, while the third column the 95% HPDI.

Mean SD 95% HPDI
β1 14.95 2.51 [10.10; 19.90]
β2 0.92 0.04 [0.85 ; 0.99]
β3 -0.83 0.10 [-1.02 ; -0.63]

Table 3: Posteriors estimates of Model 1.

Posterior estimates from Model 1 provide evidence in sup-
port of H1. The average posterior of β

(1)
3 is negative (aver-

age posterior β3 = −0.83) and its 95% HPDI does not over-
lap with zero (95% HPDI [-1.02, -0.63]). From model es-
timates, we can notice that to an increase of 1 point of RT
with respect to its mean, it is associated an increase in co-
operation of about 15%. This relation is however modulated
by SVO scores. The net marginal effect of RT on coopera-
tion is β1 + β3 ∗ SVO which equals zero in correspondence
of a SVO = 18.01 using our model estimates. This implies
that the net marginal effect of RT on cooperation is positive
when considering subjects with an SVO score higher than that
threshold level, and negative for those below that threshold.
Figure 1 depicts the average marginal effect of RT, by split-
ting subjects into prosocial and individualist using a thresh-
old value of 22.5, which is mostly used in the extant literature
((Mischkowski & Glöckner, 2016; Yamagishi et al., 2017))
and very close to our estimated threshold. It seems clear that
opposite patterns are drawn whether one consider prosocial
or individualist types.

To test the robustness of the model, we estimate Model 2
and compare it to Model 1 in their predictive accuracy mea-
sures. Table 4 reports the WAIC and AIC Weights for each
model specification.

WAIC SE dWAIC dSE weight
MODEL 1 48611.4 68.07 0.00 1.00
MODEL 2 49224.9 49.32 613.5 51.45 0.00

Table 4: WAIC and Akaike weights for MODEL 1 and
MODEL 2

A lower WAIC value is indication of a better predictive
accuracy of the model. Accordingly, Aikake weights are esti-
mates of the probability that a model will make the best pre-
dictions on hypothetical new data, conditional on the set of
models considered (McElreath, 2016). Results from our anal-
yses reports a higher predictive accuracy for MODEL 1 than
that of MODEL 2. Therefore, the inclusion of SVO and its
interaction with RT improves predictive accuracy. The dif-

Figure 1: Relation between RT and cooperation levels bro-
ken down by type. Shaded area depicts the 95% confidence
interval.

ference between models in terms of WAIC is substantial and
the related standard error is smaller than the difference itself
(dWAIC=613.5, dSE=51.45). Further, MODEL 1 gets all the
Aikake weight, providing additional evidence in support to
our results robustness.

Next, we test H2. Consistently to H2, estimates from
Model 3 show a negative relation between RT and E (β(3)

1 =
.10,95% HPDI = [−0.11;−0.08]). Results are depicted in
Figure 2. Moreover, we find strong support for β

(4)
4 6=

0 (β(4)
4 = −29.79,95% HPDI = [−37.77;−21.26]) and for

β
(4)
5 6= 0 (β(4)

5 = 2.12,95% HPDI = [1.79;2.44]). How-
ever, we only find mild support for the remaining two hy-
potheses: |β(4)

1 |−|β
(1)
1 |=−2.68,95% HPDI = [−9.56;4.41],

Prob(|β(4)
1 | − |β

(1)
1 | < 0) = 0.52; |β(4)

3 | − |β
(1)
3 | = −0.2,95%

HPDI = [−0.40;0.08], Prob(|β(4)
3 |− |β

(1)
3 |< 0) = 0.85

Finally, we test H3a and H3b. Results from model 5a es-
timates show a significant positive association between RT
and C for individualist subjects (β(5a)

1 = 8.17, 95% HPDI
= [4.56 ; 11.85]). However, we find only mild evidence
for |β(5a)

1 | − |β(1)
1 | < 0 (mean of the difference = -2.97, 95%

HPDI = [-9.00 ; 2.91], Prob(|β(5a)
1 | − |β(1)

1 | < 0) = .66) In a
similar vein, estimates from model 5b support our hypoth-
esis (β(5b)

2 = −8.15, 95% HPDI = [-11.93 ; -4.50]), but we
can only provide mild evidence that |β(5b)

1 |− |β(1)
1 +β

(3)
1 |< 0

(mean of the difference = -5.47, 95% HPDI = [-11.95 ; 0.87],
Prob(|β(5b)

1 |− |β(1)
1 +β1

3|< 0) = .88)

Discussion
In the past decade, there has been increasing interest in un-
derstanding the relationship between response time and co-
operation in one-shot social dilemmas. Previous research
suggests that this relationship might be moderated by sub-
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Figure 2: Estimated relation between extremity of choice and
reaction time.

jects’ social value orientation. However, the evidence is
mixed. Mischkowski and Glöckner (2016) found a negative
interaction between SVO and response time; moreover, split-
ting the sample by individualist and prosocial subjects, they
found that response time is negatively correlated with coop-
eration among prosocial subjects, but they found no effect
among individualist subjects. Yamagishi et al. (2017) repli-
cated the finding that response time is negatively correlated
with cooperation among prosocial subjects, but, in contrast to
Mischkowski and Glöckner (2016), they found a significantly
positive correlation between response time and cooperation
among individualist subjects. The first goal of our paper was
to shed light on these relationships. We do so by conducting a
meta-analysis of the available studies that have collected indi-
vidual measures of cooperative behavior, response time, and
SVO. This consists of a large dataset of over 5,200 indepen-
dent observations, divided into sixteen treatments. The anal-
ysis of this dataset clearly shows that: (i) the relation between
response time and cooperation is moderated by SVO, and
(ii) splitting the sample by individualist and prosocial sub-
jects, response time is positively correlated with cooperation
among individualist subjects and negatively correlated with
cooperation among prosocial subjects. Next, we explored the
mechanisms driving these relationships. We did so by build-
ing on previous work on the relationship between response
time and decision conflict (Evans et al., 2015; Krajbich et al.,
2015). We operationalized decision conflict using extrem-
ity of decision. We showed that response times is positively
correlated with extremity of decision. This suggests that the
effects of response times on cooperation might be mediated
by extremity of decision. We tested this hypothesis through
a standard mediation analysis. We found mild evidence that
extremity of decision partially mediates the effect of response
time on cooperation, especially among pro-self subjects.

This suggests that our results are partly driven by the

following mechanism. Fast responders tend to have non-
conflicting preferences, either for full cooperation or for full
defection, and thus they quickly choose either full cooper-
ation or full defection, depending on their dominant prefer-
ence; slow responders have more conflicting preferences and
therefore they move away from the extreme choices: proso-
cial subjects become less prosocial, and individualist subjects
become less individualist. However, at the same time, the
mediation analysis shows that extremity of decision (and ex-
tremity of SVO) does not fully mediate the effect of response
time on cooperation. This suggests that the positive (nega-
tive) effect of response time on cooperation among individ-
ualist (prosocial) subjects is not entirely driven by decision
conflict, but it is partly driven by some other factor. What
could this factor be?

At this stage of the research, we can only speculate. Pre-
vious work has explored whether cooperative choices in one-
shot social dilemmas tend to be more intuitive or delibera-
tive. This research builds on the dual-process framework,
according to which people’s decisions result from the inter-
play between two cognitive processes, System 1, that is fast,
automatic, and intuitive, and System 2, that is slow, con-
trolled, and deliberative (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Fodor,
1983; Sloman, 1996; Kahneman, 2011). Several works have
explored the cognitive basis of cooperation using cognitive
manipulations such as time constraints (Rand et al., 2012;
Tinghög et al., 2013; Verkoeijen & Bouwmeester, 2014;
Capraro & Cococcioni, 2015, 2016; Bouwmeester et al.,
2017). See Capraro (2019) for a review. This research sug-
gests that intuition favors cooperation (Rand, 2016), espe-
cially among subjects who trust the society in which they
live (Rand, 2016; Capraro & Cococcioni, 2015). A poten-
tial explanation for these findings is the Social Heuristics Hy-
pothesis (SHH), proposed by Rand and colleagues (Rand et
al., 2014; Rand, Brescoll, Everett, Capraro, & Barcelo, 2016;
Bear & Rand, 2016). The SHH posits that people’s intuitive
responses are shaped primarily by prior experience, so that
people from cooperation-supporting milieux develop heuris-
tics for cooperative behavior and therefore cooperate fast
and intuitively, and people from non-cooperation-supporting
settings have non-cooperation as action sustained by intu-
ition. Deliberation, in contrast, involves the consideration
of payoff-maximizing actions, which, in one-shot, anony-
mous, cooperation dilemmas, leads to self-interested behav-
ior. Therefore, to the extent to which people with prosocial
orientations correspond to subjects that live in cooperative so-
cieties, the SHH predicts that deliberation should decrease
cooperation among these subjects. Similarly, to the extent
to which people with individualist orientation correspond to
subjects that live in non-cooperative societies, the SHH pre-
dicts that deliberation should have no effect among individu-
alist subjects.

Earlier work considered response time as a proxy for
whether the decision maker acts intuitively or deliberatively
(Rubinstein, 2007; Piovesan & Wengström, 2009; Rand et
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al., 2012). Although more recent research showed that re-
sponse time primarily measures decision conflict, rather than
deliberation (Evans et al., 2015; Krajbich et al., 2015), it is
still possible that response time is also a measure of delibera-
tion. In this light, our first result corresponds to a negative ef-
fect of deliberation on cooperation among prosocial subjects.
Therefore, assuming that response time is also a measure of
deliberation, our first result is in line with the predictions of
the SHH. However, our second result would correspond to
a positive effect of deliberation on cooperation among indi-
vidualist subjects. While this interpretation pairs well with a
recent working paper finding that time delay has a positive ef-
fect on cooperation among individualist subjects (Alós-Ferrer
& Garagnani, 2020), it goes against the prediction of the SHH
that deliberation should have no effect on cooperation among
individualist. This observation suggests that future work is
needed, on both the empirical and the theoretical grounds,
shedding light on what other factors - in addition to decision
conflict - may explain the relationship between response time
and cooperation.
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Understanding scalar implicature without scale markers SOME and ALL in
Japanese preschoolers and adults

Tetsuya Yasuda
Tokyo Denki University, Saitama prefecture, Japan
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Abstract

Understanding Some girls have bags is difficult for preschoolers, because they may not properly calculate scalar implica-
ture. In this study, we examined whether preschoolers and adults guess scalar information without scale markers (some,
all) using negative/positive Japanese sentences in picture selection task. This task consisted of three cards, e.g., SOME
card illustrated two persons with a bag and four persons without a bag. The results were that the positive expression,
Baggu wo motte-iru hito ga imasu (there are persons with a bag), was guessed as meaning of ALL (all persons have a bag)
by children, while guessed as SOME by adults. Interestingly, the negative expression, Baggu wo motte-inai hito ga imasu
(there are persons without a bag), was guessed as NONE by children, but guessed as SOME by adults. The results suggest
children may not utilize the combination of existence and agents state information to guess scalar implicature.
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Abstract 

Against the typical results from laboratory studies, it has been 
suggested that retrieving distant analogs might be easy in real-
life, where we tend to encode familiar situations with expert-
like schemas. In each of two experiments, we formed two 
groups of participants who, as determined by a questionnaire 
presented during a first session, had reported that they have 
experienced an event corresponding to a schema-governed 
category (Experiment 1) or to a system of schema-governed 
categories (Experiment 2). While the episodes reported by one 
of the groups belonged to the same domain as the target analog 
to be presented during the second session, those of the other 
group belonged to a different thematic domain. During a 
temporally and contextually separated session, the experimenters 
presented both groups with a target analog belonging to the 
schema-governed category for which participants had reported 
a base analog. Participants had to retrieve an autobiographical 
episode that they considered analogous to the situation 
presented by the experimenter. In line with traditional studies, 
we found that retrieving distant instances of relational 
categories is much more difficult than retrieving close 
instances.  
 

Keywords: analogy; retrieval; transfer; relational category 

Introduction 
To explain why she declined your passion fruit ice cream, 
your friend tells you that she used to add passion fruit to 
sorbets, toppings, and cheesecakes, with the consequence that 
she soon got fed up with it. Which is the likelihood that this 
story would remind you of a personal episode in which, 
having discovered Supertramp during high school, you began 
listening to them frenetically and playing their songs, before 
finally getting bored of their music? Would this reminding be 
less likely than recalling another episode wherein having 
discovered peanut butter in your childhood, you began using 
it in toasts, milkshakes and sandwiches until you got 
disgusted of it?  

Analogies are often used to comprehend an unknown 
situation (the target analog) in terms of a more familiar 
situation (the base analog). It is a well-established 
experimental finding that the retrieval of base analogs 
pertaining to a different domain of the target (distant analogs: 
DAs) is much more difficult than the reminding of those 
pertaining to the same domain (near analogs: NAs) (see 
Trench & Minervino, 2017, for a review). Recent studies 

(e.g., Raynal, Clément, & Sander, 2018), however, have 
argued that this might not be the case for everyday analogies, 
where it is often the case that we are familiar with the base 
analog, and that both analogs have been encoded under the 
same lexicalized relational category.  

How difficult is it to retrieve a distant analog from 
memory? 
As illustrated with the examples above, the temporal 
separation between the acquisition of a base situation and the 
subsequent encounter with a target tends to be very large in 
real-life, spanning from months to years, or even decades. On 
top of this, the contexts surrounding the encodings of the base 
and the target tend to be very disparate. Hence, transfer 
paradigms that include both a delay and a contextual change 
between the encoding of base and the presentation of the 
target seem well suited for studying analogical retrieval as it 
takes place in natural settings (Catrambone & Holyoak, 
1989). Studies in this line have often employed the story The 
General as the base analog, and the Radiation problem as the 
target (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The former told about a 
dictator who governed a country from a fortress, which could 
only be captured with a large number of soldiers. A rebel 
General had a large enough army, but he learned that the 
radial roads leading to the fortress were mined. Hence, he 
could not send the whole army through a single road. After 
dividing his army into smaller groups, he located them on 
different roads and had them converge on the fortress at the 
same time, thus avoiding the detonation of the mines. The 
Radiation problem told about a certain patient who had an 
inoperable tumor in his stomach. Even though the patient's 
surgeon had a kind of rays that could destroy the tumor if 
applied at a very high intensity, rays of such intensity would 
also destroy surrounding tissues that had to be preserved. 
Participants are asked to envision ways of using the rays to 
destroy the tumor, but without sacrificing the surrounding 
tissues. When both a contextual change and a delay are 
introduced between the encoding of the base and the 
processing of the target, employment of the convergence 
solution is barely above 10%, and not superior than in control 
groups that had not received the base analog (e.g., Keane, 
1987; Spencer & Weisberg, 1986). In contrast, analogs 
coming from near domains are highly retrieved (e.g., around 
80% in Keane, 1987).   
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Given the representation of a target situation in working 
memory, there will be many potential cues to retrieve near 
analogs from long-term memory (LTM). For example, the 
Radiation problem is likely to call to mind prior knowledge 
about related medical problems. In contrast, DAs stored in 
LTM will lack this kind of transparent resemblances. 
However, the probabilities of retrieving a DA from memory 
should increase in those cases where its processing had 
elicited the extraction of a more general formulation, or schema 
(Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Taking the General story as an 
example, its abstract schema would include the need to use 
an intense force to overcome a central target, plus the fact that 
employing the force at such intensity would endanger 
elements that need to be preserved. Given that the subsequent 
presentation of the target will probably elicit the same 
schema, the distant analog stored in memory could be 
accessed by virtue of sharing that schema. 

Gick and Holyoak (1983) laid the foundations for a 
tradition of interventions aimed at promoting an abstract 
encoding of base analogs. In more recent times, Kurtz and 
Loewenstein (2007) reasoned that if retrieval depends on the 
degree of match between a stored item and a target situation, 
the beneficial effect of schema abstraction should also apply 
when elaborating on the target situation at retrieval time.   
The assumption underlying both research programs is that the 
optimal condition for transfer is one wherein a person has 
encoded both the base and the target in terms of the abstract 
schema they shared. As novices do not spontaneously derive 
the type of schemas that support distant transfer, they need 
external stimulation and guidance. In contrast, the application 
of available schemas is rather common among experts 
dealing with situations within their fields of expertise, which 
could result in higher levels of distant retrievals 
(Loewenstein, 2010). 

The materials employed in studies of analogical problem 
solving rarely fall within the fields of expertise of the 
population under study. Participants' generalized failures to 
retrieve this kind of materials have elicited the (potentially) 
wrong conclusion that distant retrieval is difficult and more 
difficult than near retrieval at large. But laypeople can 
arguably be considered “experts” in many daily schemas, 
which they systematically apply to situations that could 
become bases or targets of future analogies. Although 
experimental participants may not be familiar with the 
appropriate schema for divergent-convergent problems, they 
face everyday life situations with overlearned schemas such 
as robbery, promise, or party (schema-governed categories: 
SGC; Gentner & Kurtz, 2005; Markman & Stilwell, 2001). 
Taking this fact into account, the possibility remains that 
distant retrieval is more frequent in real life than experimental 
studies with novices would suggest, and therefore that the 
actual gap between inter and interdomain retrieval is smaller 
than has traditionally been obtained (Hofstadter & Sander, 
2013; Raynal, Clément, & Sander, 2020). To exemplify, if a 
young lady takes your cell-phone from your suitcase and runs 
away, you will automatically categorize the situation as an 
instance of robbery. If ten years before you had experienced 

an episode in which two boys entered your house and took 
your jewelry from your safe, chances are that you had also 
applied the category robbery to such experience. Applying 
the same SGC to these events could have promoted the 
highlighting and abstraction of the relational structure that 
renders these two acts instances of the category. Such 
categorizations might have also led to deemphasize the 
idiosyncratic surface content of the cases being compared 
(for computational implementations of these ideas see 
Gentner, Loewenstein, Thompson, & Forbus, 2009). Thus, 
this kind of categorization can be thought of as representing 
an optimal condition for remote transfer to occur (Jamrozik 
& Gentner, 2020; Kurtz & Honke, 2020). A further factor not 
considered by Raynal et al. (2018) could also contribute to 
narrowing the gap between the retrieval of close vs. distant 
analogs: as categorization leads to deemphasizing surface 
content, it could reduce the retrieval of close analogs. If 
assigning an event to a schema makes surface content lose 
weight in favor of relational structures, that content should no 
longer exert the effect that it typically exerts when analogs 
are not assigned to a schema (Gentner et al., 2009). Hence, 
two forces should concur to narrowing the surface similarity 
gap: (1) higher probability of retrieving distant analogs, and 
(2) lower probability of retrieving near analogs. 

Besides employing materials for which participants had no 
schemas, Hofstadter and Sander (2013) have considered that 
the traditional experiments have another limitation that 
undermines the generality of their conclusions. This 
shortcoming relates to the fact that the knowledge acquired 
about the source situation during the twenty minutes or so of 
a typical experiment is perforce very limited. In contrast, 
when in everyday situations we are faced with a new scenario 
and have to decide what to do, the source situations we 
retrieve from our memories are, in general, extremely familiar.  

Taking into consideration the above shortcomings of the 
materials employed in experiments of analogical problem 
solving, Raynal et al. (2018) carried out a study aimed at 
assessing distant retrieval in those cases where participants 
(a) use their own base analogs, and (b) they had encoded both 
the base and the target in terms of a lexicalized SGC. They 
presented participants with stories like the following: “I had 
the idea to answer that I forgot my glasses when the 
photographer offered me to go to his exhibition. The reality 
is that I had my glasses with me but I did not want to go there” 
(an instance of excuse). Participants had to report 
autobiographical episodes that these situations reminded 
them of. Near 50% of the responses consisted of distant 
analogs, whereas 12 % of the responses were near analogs 
(the rest of the reported items were non analogous episodes). 
Results showed not only that the surface similarity advantage 
disappeared, but also that the retrieval of distant analogs was 
more frequent than that of close analogs.  

Albeit encouraging, the obtained pattern may merely be the 
result of having more DAs than NAs in memory: How many 
instances of having invoked visual difficulties for not 
assisting to a cultural activity could Raynal et al’s (2018) 
participants have had available in memory? Without doubt, 
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many fewer cases than the sum of excuses coming from 
distant domains (e.g., adducing being stressed for not 
initiating a diet, not feeling well for not assisting to a class, 
being urged no to keep the house in order, and a long 
etcetera). Assessing the extent to which surface similarity 
determines the retrieval of naturally-acquired base analogs 
requires knowing not only the number of far and near sources 
that were retrieved, but also the number of instances of both 
types of base analogs that were available for retrieval (Trench 
& Minervino, 2015). Even though this is factually unfeasible, 
an equivalent way of controlling for the potentially uneven 
availability of close and distant sources in LTM could consist 
in documenting the availability of two source analogs in 
participants' LTM—one pertaining to the domain of the target 
and one not—, and then restricting the analysis to the retrieval 
of these critical analogs during the processing of the target. 
In those occasions where it is hard to identify participants 
knowing a close and a distant analog, as was the case in the 
present research, one can still present the target analog to two 
groups of participants, one who knows a close analog and 
another who has a distant analog in LTM. Despite this 
difference, the logic of the data analysis remains unchanged.  

To sum up, Raynal et al. (2018) have argued that when a 
familiar source analog has been encoded as a case of the same 
lexicalized relational category as the target, distant retrieval 
might not be as difficult as experimental studies suggest. If 
this is true, the gap between intra and interdomain retrieval 
would decrease. This last hypothesis seems reasonable when 
considering that (1) there is a general consensus that 
encodings of base and target in such a way constitute ideal 
conditions for distant retrieval, and (2) the removal of surface 
content might reduce the retrieval of near analogs. If Raynal 
et al. (2018) are right, then the picture rendered by 
experimental studies about our general difficulty for 
retrieving distant analogs might stem from sampling a 
particular kind of transfer conditions. 

In view of the theoretical and practical implications of 
assessing our ability for distant retrieval, we set forth to 
readdress Raynal et al.'s hypothesis, but controlling for the 
potentially uneven availability of close and distant sources in 
LTM. To this end, we adapted the hybrid paradigm developed 
by Trench and Minervino (2015, Experiment 2) so as to form 
two groups of participants who, as determined by a 
questionnaire presented during a first session, had reported 
that they have experienced an instance of a particular SGC 
(e.g., robbery) from one of two domains of knowledge (e.g., 
a vehicle or a password), prior to the experimental study. 
During a temporally and contextually separated session, the 
experimenters presented one target analog as a case of one of 
the SCGs for which participants had reported an instance 
during the prior session, thus ensuring that the base and the 
target had been encoded in terms of the same lexicalized 
SGC. While the SGC to which the target pertained was in 
both conditions the same as the one reported in the first 
session (e.g., robbery), the domain of the target only matched 
the domain of the episodes reported by participants of one of 
the groups (e.g., vehicle). Experiment 2 had the same design 

and procedure as Experiment 1, with the difference that base 
and target analogs described more complex events wherein 
two different SGCs were connected by a causal relationship 
(e.g., concern causes taking care of something).  

 
Experiment 1 

Method 
Participants and Design An initial sample of 139 students 
of Psychology volunteered to participate in the experiment. 
The final sample consisted of 96 participants (mean age = 
21.8; SD = 2.92) satisfying the following criteria: (a) they 
reported an instance of at least two of the four generic 
descriptions of events that were presented to them during the 
first phase of the experiment (one maintaining semantic 
distance with the target and one not), (b) they assisted to the 
second phase of the experiment, and (c) they did not notice a 
connection between both phases of the study. While 48 were 
randomly assigned to the intradomain condition, the other 48 
were assigned to the interdomain condition. The dependent 
variable was whether the target analog received during the 
second phase elicited the retrieval of the critical situation that 
had been reported during the first phase.   

 
Materials Four sets of materials were built, each one 
comprising a target situation and two cues. The target analog 
of each set was a simple situation in which a character had 
experienced an instance of a SGC pertaining to a specific 
domain (e.g., “A friend of mine was involved in an episode 
of donation: she brought rice to needy people”). The two cues 
consisted in generic descriptions intended to check the 
availability of naturally-acquired autobiographical episodes 
belonging to the same SCG as the target (Table 1 displays a 
sample set). While near cues aimed at identifying situations 
taking place within domains similar to that of the target (e.g., 
having made a donation of food), distant cues aimed at 
identifying instances of the SCG taking place within domains 
less similar to that of the target (e.g., having made a donation 
of clothes to needy people).  
 

Table 1: Sample of materials used in Experiment 1 
Cues analogous situations  

(Phase 1) 
Target situations 

(Phase 2) 
Near source condition:  
Have you ever been involved 
in an episode of unpunctuality  
such as the following one: 
You arrived late to a take a 
transport? 
 
Distant source condition: 
Have you ever been involved 
in an episode of unpunctuality 
such as the following one: 
You arrived late to a doctor´s 
appointment? 

Both conditions: 
I have a friend who has 
been involved in an 
episode of 
unpunctuality: He 
arrived late to take a 
plane.  
Does this situation 
remind you of an 
analogous event that 
you have experienced?      
In case it did, please 
describe it to us.  
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For the first phase, two alternative two-page booklets were 
built: version “A,” compiling the two semantically near cues 
of Sets 1 and 2 and the two semantically distant cues of Sets 
3 and 4, and version “B” including the alternative cues of 
version “A”. For the second phase, a single sheet compiled 
the target situation of one of the sets plus two filler tasks. 
 
Procedure After providing an informed consent, participants 
carried out the first phase of the experiment. This phase was 
orally presented to participants as a study on memory of 
autobiographical episodes and was administered during an 
introductory class on Cognitive Psychology. Whereas roughly 
half of participants received booklet “A”, the other half 
received booklet “B”. After each of the cues, written 
instructions asked participants to write down one of such 
episodes, in case they knew one. They had to provide as many 
details as possible about what exactly did occur, when did it 
happen, and where did it take place. Participants had 15 min 
to complete the task. Two independent judges analyzed each 
of the answers given by participants to determine whether or 
not it pertained to the same SGC (e.g., donation) as the cue 
in which it was inspired. Judges received each response along 
with the four SGCs that were used for constructing the sets 
of materials plus a "none of the above" option, having to 
indicate to which of them it belonged, in case they considered 
that it did. Responses in which at least one of the judges failed 
to categorize a response as instance of the critical SGC (8%) 
were dropped from further analysis. For those that were not 
discarded, judges had to determine if the situation reported 
pertained to one particular domain (e.g., food or clothes). The 
list of domains that judges received comprised the eight 
domains that appeared within the 4 sets of materials, plus a 
"none of the above" option. Responses in which at least one 
of the judges failed to categorize a response as instance of the 
critical domain (6%) were dropped from further analysis. 
Subsequent to judges' analysis, experimenters discarded 
participants failing to provide at least one distant and one near 
episode among their responses. Finally, participants were 
semi-randomly rearranged so as to obtain 30 participants 
reporting a base analog for Set 1 (15 providing a NA and 15 
a DA), 30 participants reporting a base analog for Set 2 (15 
providing a NA and 15 a DA), 30 participants reporting a 
base analog for Set 3 (15 providing a NA and 15 a DA), and 
30 participants reporting a base analog for Set 4 (15 providing 
a NA and 15 a DA). Hence, each participant was assigned to 
one of the two conditions (near vs. far semantic distance 
between the reported base and the presented target), and to 
one of the sets of materials. 

A week later, an experimenter that was not present during 
the first phase invited students to participate in a study about 
ways of telling stories. Along three days they assisted in 
groups of no more than three students to the Cognitive 
Studies Laboratory of the University1, until completing 24 

                                                             
1 In the present study we evaluate retrieval of base analogs 

coming from pre-experimental, autobiographical memory. The first 
phase was destinated to check the availability of base analogs. 
However, to control for any effect of the first phase on the second 

participants that had reported a base analog for  Set 1 (12 NAs 
and 12 DAs), 24 participants that had reported a base analog 
for Set 2 (12 NAs and 12 DAs), 24 participants that had 
reported a base analog for Set 3 (12 NAs and 12 DAs), and  
24 participants that had reported a base analog for  Set 4 (12 
NAs and 12 DAs).  

After receiving a brief presentation about the story telling 
study, each participant received two filler tasks: one of 
choosing one of two endings for a story and one of selecting 
a character for a hypothetical story. Upon completing these 
tasks, each participant was confronted with the target analog 
corresponding to the set of materials on which the 
abovementioned assortment of participants was based. 
Participants were asked to report one analogous story that had 
happened to them, if they had had one, including as many 
details as possible about the experience. They were allotted 
15 min to complete the second phase. Once they had finished, 
they had to turn the last page of the booklet and to respond  
“yes” or “no” to a question asking if they had thought that 
there was a connection between the memory task received in 
the Cognitive Psychology class of the previous week and the 
present story telling study. Those who answered “yes” were 
eliminated from further analysis. While the initial sample was 
composed of 139 students, the final sample consisted of 96. 
In the first experimental session, participants were eliminated 
for not reporting at least one NA and one DA (n = 8) or for 
reporting availability of base analogs that could only 
contribute to pools that had already been completed (n = 11). 
During the second session, participants were eliminated for 
not assisting to it (n = 6), for having perceived a connection 
between both phases of the study prior to receiving the target 
(n = 8), or for reporting base analogs that could only 
contribute to pools that had already been completed (n = 8). 

 
Data Analysis Two judges received the transcriptions of 
each participant's episode reported in the first phase coupled 
with the episode reported by the same participant during the 
second phase. Judges were instructed to compute a base 
analog as retrieved if they considered that the episode 
reported by the participant in the second phase was the same 
as the one reported in the first phase. Judges agreed in 94,7% 
of the cases, resolving cases of disagreement by discussion.  

Results and Discussion 
Base analogs that were semantically close to the target were 
retrieved in 72.91% of the cases, while semantically distant 
sources were retrieved in only 12.5% of the cases, χ²(1, N = 
96) = 35.803, p < 0.001. The retrieval rates of familiar NAs 
and DAs codified as instances of the SGC applied to the 
target were similar to the ones obtained in traditional studies 
of analogical problem-solving, in which participants are not 
familiar with base analogs and for which they lack schemas 
to assign them.  

one, we introduced a week delay and several contextual changes 
between the two phases. In the event that this activation had an effect 
on subsequent retrieval, its effect would have been identical across 
conditions.  
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Traditional theories about analogical thinking have 
considered that the concept of analogy refers, stricto sensu, 
to comparisons between situations that are organized by 
similar systems of relations. In Experiment 2 we applied the 
procedure of Experiment 1 to cues and targets consisting of 
relatively more complex events than those of experiment 1. 
While in Experiment 1 base and target analogs were instances 
of a common SGC, the situations employed in Experiment 2 
comprised two different SGCs linked by a causal relation 
(e.g., concern causes taking care). 

Experiment 2 

Method 
Participants and Design An initial sample of 152 students 
of Psychology volunteered to participate in the experiment. 
The final sample consisted of 88 participants (mean age = 
22.7; DS = 3.61) satisfying the same requisites as in 
Experiment 1.  

 
Materials Four sets of materials were built, each one 
comprising a target situation and two analogous cues. The 
target analogs of each set were situations in which an action 
carried out by a character (itself an instance of a SGC; e.g., 
bad behavior) and which pertained to a particular domain 
(e.g., bad behavior at home) led to a particular consequence in 
the same domain (an instance of a different SGC; e.g., 
punishment at home). The two cues consisted of generic 
descriptions intended to check the availability of naturally-
acquired autobiographical episodes composed by instances of 
the same SCGs as those of the target, and linked by a causal 
link (Table 2 displays a sample set). As in Experiment 1, near 
cues aimed at identifying situations taking place within a 
domain similar to that of the target (e.g., home), whereas distant 
cues aimed at identifying combinations of said SGCs taking 
place within a domain less similar to that of the target (e.g., 
school). 

 
Table 2: Sample of materials used in Experiment 2 
 

Cues for analogous 
situations (Phase 1) 

Target situations 
(Phase 2) 

Near source condition:   
Did you ever make an 
effort in your studies and 
consequently you obtained 
an achievement in 
something related to your 
studies? 
 
Distant source condition: 
Did you ever make an 
effort to improve your 
health and consequently 
you obtained an 
achievement in something 
related to your health?  

Both conditions: 
I have a friend that made an 
effort in her studies and 
consequently obtained an 
achievement in something 
related to her studies: She 
stayed at home all weekend 
studying and consequently 
she obtained excellent 
marks. 
Does this situation remind 
you of an analogous event 
that you have experienced?          
In case it did, please 
describe it to us. 

Procedure The two phases of the experiment followed the 
same procedure as in Experiment 1. Two independent judges 
analyzed each of the answers given by participants to 
determine whether or not they pertained to the same system 
of SGCs as the cue in which it was inspired. Judges received 
each response along with the four systems of SGCs that were 
used for constructing the sets of materials plus a "none of the 
above" option, having to indicate to which of them it belonged, 
in case they considered that it did. Responses in which at least 
one of the judges failed to categorize a response as an 
instance of the critical system of SGC (5%) were dropped 
from further analysis. For those that were not discarded, 
judges had to determine if both cause and effect of the 
situation reported pertained to one particular domain (e.g., 
school). The list of domains that judges received comprised 
the eight domains that appeared within the 4 sets of materials, 
plus a "none of the above" option. Responses in which at least 
one of the judges failed to categorize a response as an 
instance of the critical domain (9%) were dropped from further 
analysis. Subsequent to judges' analysis, experimenters 
discarded participants failing to provide at least one distant 
and one near episode among their responses. Finally, 
participants were semi-randomly rearranged so as to obtain 
30 participants reporting a base analog for Set 1 (15 providing 
a NA and 15 a DA), 30 participants reporting a base analog for 
Set 2 (15 providing a NA and 15 a DA), 30 participants reporting 
a base analog for Set 3 (15 providing a NA and 15 a DA), and 
30 participants reporting a base analog for Set 4 (15 providing a 
NA and 15 a DA). Hence, each of the participants was 
assigned to one of the two conditions (near vs. far semantic 
distance between the reported base and the presented target), 
and to one of the sets of materials. 
During the second phase of the procedure, participants were 
recruited until completing 22 participants who had reported a 
base analog for  Set 1 (11 NAs and 11 DAs), 22 participants 
who had reported a base analog for Set 2 (11 NAs and 11 
DAs), 22 participants who had reported a base analog for Set 3 
(11 NAs and 11 DAs), and  22 participants who had reported a 
base analog for  Set 4 (11 NAs and 11 DAs). 

While the initial sample was composed of 152 students, 
the final sample consisted of 88. In the first experimental 
session, participants were eliminated for not reporting at least 
one NA and one DA (n = 18) or for reporting availability of 
base analogs that could only contribute to pools that had 
already been completed (n = 14). In the second experimental 
session, participants were eliminated for not assisting to it (n 
= 9), for having perceived a connection between both phases 
of the study prior to receiving the target (n = 11), or for 
reporting base analogs that could only contribute to pools that 
had already been completed (n = 12). 
 
Results and Discussion 
Near analogs were retrieved in 27.27% of the cases during 
the second phase, while DAs were retrieved only in 4.55% of 
the cases, χ² (1, N = 88) = 8.494, p < 0.01. Results replicate 
those of Experiment 1 with materials that included systems 
of SGCs instead of isolated SGCs. Results of Experiment 2 
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thus provide further evidence that having encoded a familiar 
base episode and a target analog in terms of lexicalized 
relational categories neither improves distant reminding nor 
diminishes the effect of superficial similarities on analogical 
retrieval. Although the ratio of near and distant analogs was 
the same as in Experiment 1 (around 7 to 1), there was a 
general decrease in the retrieval of the critical sources. 
Collapsing across conditions, mean retrieval rate of critical 
sources dropped from 42.71% (Experiment 1) to 15.91% 
(Experiment 2). One possible reason for this general drop-off 
could be that episodes corresponding to a single SCG 
(Experiment 1) constitute units involving short time slices of 
experience, whereas events encompassed by two connected 
SGCs (Experiment 2) may not. Hence, the events reported by 
participants of our second experiment might have not been 
originally encoded in episodic memory as a whole, being 
arranged as units during the retrieval process itself (episodic 
memories tend to represent relatively brief experiences, 
Anderson & Conway, 1993). To illustrate, a participant might 
have experienced an instance of having made an effort related 
to studying (e.g., studying for a quiz during regular 
vacations), as well as having obtained a high grade in such 
exam, but without causally linking the outcome to the effort 
Following with the above example, a possible strategy would 
consist in searching for instances of the SGC study-related 
effort and, upon retrieving an instance, checking whether it 
was followed by an instance of the SGC study-related 
achievement. This kind of incremental search strategy, 
similar to the one implemented in O'Keefe and Costello’s 
(2008) model, may require a conscious effort, leading some 
participants to give up the search process and therefore fail to 
retrieve an analogous case. In favor of this interpretation, the 
proportion of participants failing to provide any kind of 
response during the second phase was much higher in 
Experiment 2 (46%) than in Experiment 1 (22%).  

Collapsing across experiments, an inspection of the 
analogical responses provided by participants who did not 
retrieve the critical analogs revealed that, just as with critical 
source analogs, near analogs (37.7%) were far better 
retrieved than distant analogs (6.25%). If our previous 
speculation that there may generally be more far than near 
analogs in LTM for a given target is correct, the above data 
provide further support to the effect of surface similarities 
during analogical retrieval. However, it is important to bear 
in mind that the experimental paradigm employed in the 
present study should preclude deriving ungranted inferences 
from data relative to LMT items that were not detected during 
the first phase of the procedure. 

General Discussion 
Contrary to the expectation that familiar instances of 
schematic, lexicalized categories should be highly retrieved 
despite surface mismatches, results replicated the strong 
effect of surface similarity obtained in traditional 
experimental studies involving non-expert populations.   

More surprisingly, the raw levels of distant retrievals were 
lower than those typically obtained in studies of analogical 

reminding in which the experimenter has intervened to 
promote the abstract encoding of the base in terms of the ideal 
schema (e.g., in Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989, Experiment 4, 
retrieval was around 50%, whereas in our Experiment 2 it was 
lower than 5%). These studies are trying to promote encodings 
of the analogs that are naturally satisfied in our participants, 
who are “experts” in the use of the required schemas, and 
have applied them both to the base and the target.  How to 
explain the difference between the results of these 
educatively-oriented experiments and the present, more 
naturalistic one? It is possible that neither our materials and 
conditions nor those of Raynal et al. (2018) are ideally suited 
for demonstrating the agreed-upon benefits of having encoded 
the base and the target in terms of an overlearned schema. On 
the one hand, the kind of events that are normally stored in 
episodic memory might not be particularly amenable to 
deemphasizing surface content in favor of an applicable 
schema. As episodic memory is the memory of everyday 
events, it preserves information about the times, location 
geography, associated emotions, as well as other contextual 
who-what-when-where-why knowledge that can be explicitly 
stated or conjured. This way, although cementing a new 
episodic memory requires its processing in terms of concepts 
coming from semantic memory (Tulving, 2002; e.g., a SGC 
is applied to particular event), this would not immediately 
and automatically entail suppressing the details of the 
experience, since it is these details what constitute the core 
substance for the episode to be revived in a figurative travel 
back in time. Laboratory studies credited with having 
augmented distant retrieval by promoting an encoding of the 
base and/or the target in terms of schemas have worked with 
materials associated with semantic memory.  

Another aspect that should be taken into account when 
assessing the difficulty of distant retrieval concerns the 
availability of NAs that could outcompete the DA whose 
retrieval is being investigated, as was the case both in Raynal 
et al.'s (2018) study and in the present research. The reason 
behind the absence of competing NAs in most educationally-
oriented studies may relate to the fact that they are interested 
in assessing distant retrieval when it is indeed necessary.  

Many authors (e.g., Gentner, 1989; Trench & Minervino, 
2017) have considered that our tendency to favor NAs over 
DAs during retrieval is adaptative, since pertaining to near 
domains increases the probabilities of sharing structural 
similarities. This putative advantage of NAs over DAs does 
not disappear when base and targets are cases of overlearned 
schemas (we can make better predictions from a bank robbery 
to another bank robbery than to a car robbery). It would be really 
alarming if people had a natural tendency to retrieve DAs 
when they have NAs available in memory. However, DAs 
would be required under particular pragmatics and pressures, 
such as when the available NAs have led the person to an 
impasse in solving a problem, or when they are not appropriate 
to build an argument for a particular audience. In those special 
circumstances in which we need to retrieve a DA among 
interfering near ones, a voluntary and strategic kind of search 
will prove useful (Olguín, Trench & Minervino, 2017).  
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Abstract

In a compositional language the meaning of a sentence is a function of the meaning of its parts and the way they are
combined. Recent computational models of the emergence of compositionality have focused on the emergence of words
which encode sub-units of meaning in sub-units of form. Decidedly less attention has been paid to the emergence of rules
governing the combination of these words. Our work uses LSTM networks in an iterated learning set-up to provide an
account of how some aspects of compositional structure may emerge through cumulative cultural evolution. We present
a novel metric for assessing the degree of positional structure present in an emergent model and use it to illustrate how
canonical word order may emerge naturally in LSTM models. This supports the notion that some elements of linguistic
structure result more from the dynamics of language transmission and use than domain-specific cognitive biases.
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Immediate action-effects facilitate response speed via stimulus-response
association
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Abstract

Eitam et al. (2013) reported that immediate feedback to response could motivate the same response in the following
trials. They suggested action-effects could have a value as information on control over the environment, resulting in
the response facilitation. However, the underlying mechanism of such faciliatory effects, what particular processes action-
effects reinforce, remains unclear. Therefore, we investigated whether the response facilitation depends on actions, stimuli,
or stimulus-response relationship. Participants were required to select adequate responses in accordance with the stimuli
as response cue. The action-effects depended on the combination of stimuli and responses; immediate and lagged effects
could be predicted by the stimulus, but shared the same response button. Results showed that the response was executed
faster when driven by stimuli associated with immediate effects than those associated with lagged effects. This indicates
that immediate action-effects might facilitate response via stimuli-response association, but not via independent processes
of actions or stimuli.
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Abstract

Several canonical experimental paradigms (serial reaction task, mxn task, etc.) have been proposed to study the typi-
cal behavioural phenomena in a sequential motor key-press task. The repeated execution of visuomotor sequences in
such paradigms lead to overall performance improvement such that the inter-response intervals in between certain sub-
sequences decreases as compared to that across other sub-sequences. This efficient and hierarchical cluster organisation is
called motor chunking. We provide empirical evidence for motor chunking in grid-navigation sequencing tasks. The par-
ticipants performed Grid-Sailing Task (GST) [Fermin et. al., 2010] that required navigating a 10x10 grid from start to goal
position while using a particular key-mapping between the 3 cursor movement directions and the 3 keyboard buttons. This
study confirms the emergence of subject-specific, unique temporal patterns related to chunking after substantial practice.
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Abstract

The Stroop test evaluates the ability to inhibit cognitive interference. This interference occurs when the processing of one
stimulus characteristic affects the simultaneous processing of another attribute of the same stimulus. Eye movements are an
indicator of the individual attention load required for inhibiting cognitive interference. We used an eye tracker to collect
eye movements data from more than 60 subjects each performing four different but similar tasks (some with cognitive
interference and some without). After the extraction of features related to fixations, saccades and gaze trajectory, we
trained different Machine Learning models to recognize tasks performed in the different conditions (i.e. with interference,
without interference). The models achieved good classification performances when distinguishing between similar tasks
performed with or without cognitive interference. This suggests the presence of characterizing patterns common among
subjects, despite of the individual variability of visual behavior. The results open up interesting investigations.
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Abstract

Configurative weighting and adding can be a surprisingly effective approximation of multiplicative functions. In the
context of joint probability judgment, Nilsson et al. (2009) has shown that, when marginal probabilities are only approxi-
mately known, the configurative weighted average (CWA) of two probabilities not only predicts a high level of conjunction
fallacies, as observed in data, but also correlates higher with the true joint probability than if the two probabilities are mul-
tiplied. Here we show that [1] the surface representing the optimal Bayesian estimate of a joint probability can be closely
approximated by two planes, [2] configurative weighting and adding, such as the CWA model, constitutes such a two-plane
approximation, and [3] a bias-variance tradeoff is not sufficient to explain the accuracy of the CWA. More generally, this
suggests that the efficiency of heuristics might be due to suitable weighting operations rather than less-is-more effects.
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Language Comprehension?
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Abstract

Research demonstrates that when participants read a sentence about an agent in a certain location and then are shown
a pictured object, verification time is shorter whenever the pictured object matches the final object state implied by the
sentence. Using a sentence-picture verification paradigm, we set out to investigate if the same pattern of results holds
true when proprioceptive and kinesthetic experiences are considered. In three experiments participants read sentences
that implied object state-changes as a function of the impact caused by differently weighted items (You drop a bowling
ball/balloon on a tomato) followed by a pictured object in either a canonical (e.g., a round tomato) or a non-canonical (e.g.,
a squashed tomato) state. The results showed that depictions of non-canonical objects showed the effect, but depictions
of canonical objects did not. Thus, representations of object states compete when non-visual features of the situation are
implied by the sentential context.
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Are modal representations automatic ingrained when processing the meaning of
motor concrete Spanish verbs?
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Abstract

For modal approaches to conceptualization, concepts are couched by a corpus of cognitive processes such as perception,
language, and action. Motor verbs offer an opportunity to evaluate the automatic onset of a clear spatial and modal
component in the mental representations of linguistic items. This study aimed to test the automaticity of these spatial
components when processing the meaning of concrete motor verbs. In one eye-tracking experiment, 31 participants viewed
144 Spanish rebug sentences (i.e. escurrir ) with four schematic pictures (left, right, up, down) by a visual word paradigm.
The study registered more and larger visits on the schematic pictures related to the motor and perceptive experience when
doing the action refereed by the verbs. Mainly, these findings add evidence on the automaticity of the modal component
of mental representations and help to understand how this component is ingrained in language for action meaning.
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Abstract 

 
Working memory is the ability to actively maintain 

information in conscious awareness, carry out cognitive 

operations on it, and produce an outcome. Working 

memory holds a small amount of information in the mind 

and is used in the execution of cognitive tasks, in contrast 

to long-term memory, which is extensive. Many 

important cognitive behaviors, such as reading, 

reasoning, and problem-solving, require working 

memory because for each of these activities, some 

information must be maintained in an accessible state 

while new information is processed and potentially 

distracting information is ignored.  While the effect of 

chess training on intelligence and academic performance 

has been examined, its impact on working memory needs 

to be studied. This study, funded by the Cognitive Science 

Research Initiative, Department of Science and 

Technology, Government of India, analyzed the effect of 

2-year chess training on the working memory of children. 

A pretest–posttest with control group design was used. 

The randomly selected sample consisted of 88 children in 

the experimental group and 90 children in the control 

group for the baseline and first-year assessments. 

Children of both genders studying in school (grades 3 to 

9) comprised the sample. At the second-year assessment, 

there were 80 children in the experimental group and 77 

in the control group. The experimental group underwent 

weekly chess training for 2 years, while the control group 

was actively involved in sports and extracurricular 

activities offered by the school. Working memory was 

measured by two subtests of Wechsler Intelligence Scale 

for Children—Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) INDIA. The 

children were trained using Winning Moves curriculum, 

audiovisual learning method, hands-on chess training and 

recording the games using score sheets, and analyzing 

their mistakes. They were also trained in Opening theory, 

Checkmating techniques, End-game theory, and Tactical 

principles. Analysis of covariance revealed that the 

experimental group had significant gains in working 

memory compared to the control group. The present study 

supports a link between chess training and working 

memory. The transfer of skills acquired in chess training 

to the improvement of working memory could be 

attributed to the fact that while playing chess, children 

evaluate positions, visualize new positions in their mind, 

evaluate the pros and cons of each move, and choose 

moves based on the information stored in their mind. If 

working memory’s capacity could be expanded or made 

to function more efficiently, it could result in the 

improvement of executive functions as well as the 

scholastic performance of the child. 

 

Keywords: Chess training; cognitive development; 

executive functions; schoolchildren; working memory 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Working memory refers to a mental 

workspace that is involved in controlling, 

regulating, and actively maintaining relevant 

information to accomplish complex cognitive tasks 

(Miyake & Shah, 1999). It is the small amount of 

information that can be held in mind and used in the 

execution of cognitive tasks, in contrast to long-

term memory, which is the enormous amount of 

information saved in one’s life. It has often been 

related to intelligence, information processing, 

executive function, comprehension, problem-

solving, and learning in people of all ages (Cowan, 

2014). 

Research evidence has linked performance 

on working memory tasks to vocabulary acquisition 

(Engel de Abreu, Gathercole, & Martin, 2011), 

early academic success in reading (Gathercole & 

Alloway, 2008; Stevenson, Bergwerff, Heisera, & 

Resinga, 2014), mathematics (Arndt, Sahr, 

Opferman, Leutner, & Fritz, 2013), and 

comprehension (Seigneuric, Ehrlich, Oakhill, & 

Yuill, 2000). Furthermore, working memory ability 

measured when the child begins formal education 

strongly predicted success in reading, spelling, and 

mathematics, compared to IQ scores (Alloway & 

Alloway, 2010) and short-term memory ability 

(Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999).  

A study carried out by Joseph, 

Easvaradoss, Kennedy, and Kezia (2016) assessed 

the impact of chess intervention on the general 

intelligence of children and analyzed the cognitive 

functions that contributed to IQ gain. Significant 

increases were observed in IQ, and regression 

analysis indicated that nonverbal reasoning, 

language, and memory significantly contributed to 

the dependent variable IQ. Similar findings have 

been reported by Grabner, Stern, and Neubauer 

(2007). Since working memory is a better predictor 

of academic performance than IQ, it is imperative 

that research assesses the impact of programs that 
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develop working memory. Rajah and Sundaram 

(2011) established that brief computer-aided 

intervention for improving neuropsychological 

functions such as attention and working memory 

has had a positive impact on the cognitive and 

academic skills of children who were average in 

academic performance.  

However, research on the impact of chess 

training on working memory is not available. Chess 

is a game that involves working memory. While 

playing chess, the child mentally manipulates an 

enormous quantum of information, drawing on 

information stored in the long-term memory and the 

data at hand. For example, the child concurrently 

uses blindfolded thinking (i.e., visualizing the 

positions of the chess game without looking at the 

board or picturing moves that have not occurred at 

all on the board), recalls and evaluates case studies 

of many typical positions while playing a chess 

game, connecting it to the game at hand. The 

outcomes of these mental operations are utilized to 

evaluate the positions, weigh various options, 

assess each potential move, and make the optimum 

choice with the best outcome.  

In the present study, it is hypothesized that 

systematic chess training would significantly 

increase working memory in children. The 

objective of the study was to assess the impact of a 

2-year chess training program with weekly sessions 

on the working memory of school-going children. 

 

2. Methodology 
 

The research design used for the study was 

pretest–posttest with control group design 

(Edwards, 1985). The independent variable was the 

chess training program and the dependent variable 

was the working memory of children.  

 

2.1. Sample 

Children of both genders who were 

studying in schools and falling in the age range 

between 6 and 14 years (grade 3 to grade 9) were 

selected. Schools were identified and permission 

was obtained.  Contracts were signed with the 

school to carry out the study. The children were 

randomly selected. Informed consent was obtained 

from the parents and the children. Random 

sampling within each school was used to form the 

experimental and control groups. The following 

procedure was used to select students for the sample 

• Name list along with the date of birth of the 

child was collected from the school. 

• Requirement analysis was made for each 

school.   

• Using the random number selection method, 

the students were initially identified. 

• Consent was taken from the parents of all the 

selected students.  Some students were 

dropped as their parents did not give their 

consent. 

• IQ test (BKT) was done for all students.  

Based on the IQ scores, children with 

identical IQ scores were paired, taking into 

consideration gender and age. 

• The children were then randomly assigned 

into two groups having equal mean of the IQ. 

• Further, the Head of the school, assigned the 

two groups randomly into experimental and 

control group, by using the Lot system. 

• Some of the students, who fell into the 

experimental group opted out stating 

unwillingness to undergo regular chess 

training.   

 

The sample included 178 children, 88 in 

the experimental group and 90 in the control group 

at baseline and first-year assessment. The 

experimental group included 38 girls and 50 boys, 

and the control group had 33 girls and 57 boys. At 

the second-year assessment, there were 80 children 

in the experimental group and 77 in the control 

group. Children were unable to complete the second 

year of intervention as they were relocated due to a 

major flood that occurred in the city. 

 

2.2. Tools 
Assessment of working memory was 

carried out using the WISC-IV (Wechsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children—Fourth Edition, 

2012). The test provided subtest and composite 

scores that represented intellectual functioning in 

specific cognitive domains and a composite score 

that represented general intellectual ability. To 

ensure accurate assessment, an Indian edition of 

WISC-IV was used. Scores on the Digit Span 

subtest and the Letter–Number Sequencing subtest 

yielded the Working Memory Index.  

Digit Span is a core working memory 

subtest composed of two parts: Digit Span Forward 

and Digit Span Backward. Digit Span Forward 

requires the child to repeat numbers in the same 

order as read out by the examiner, and Digit Span 

Backward requires the child to repeat the numbers 

in the reverse order of that presented by the 

examiner. This subtest is designed as a measure of 

auditory short-term memory, sequencing skills, 

attention, and concentration. The Digit Span 

Forward task involves rote learning and memory, 

attention, encoding, and auditory processing. Digit 

Span Backward involves working memory, 

transformation of information, mental 

manipulation, and visuospatial imaging. The shift 

from the Digit Span Forward task to the Digit Span 

Backward task requires cognitive flexibility and 

mental alertness.  

Letter–Number Sequencing is another core 

working memory subtest. A jumbled sequence of 

numbers and letters is read out by the examiner and 

the child recalls the numbers in ascending order and 
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the letters in alphabetical order. This subtest 

involves sequencing, mental manipulation, 

attention, short-term auditory memory, visuospatial 

imaging, and processing speed.  

 

2.3. Chess Training Methodology 
The chess intervention consisted of 

standardized weekly training sessions of one hour 

duration, during school hours, over a period of 2 

years.  Clustering technique was used to form the 

training groups. The children in the experimental 

group were grouped or clustered, according to their 

age, class, and their playing strength throughout the 

2-year period.  Regular assessments were made to 

make sure that the children were assigned to the 

right groups.  In each school, there were at least 

three to four groups and equal number of chess 

trainers.  All children were taught chess, starting 

from the basics, as per the curriculum.   

  Chess training was adjusted to the level 

of the child and the speed with which they 

understood the concepts.  Advanced concepts were 

taught if the child played well.  

The training methodology comprised 

Winning Moves Chess Learning Program Episodes 

1–22 (Joseph, 2008), lectures with the 

demonstration board, on-the-board playing and 

training, chess exercise through workbooks (Chess 

school 1A, Chess school 2, and tactics), and 

working with chess software. Further children’s 

games were mapped using chess base software and 

the brain patterns of the child were understood. 

They were taught the ideas behind chess openings 

and exposure to classical games were also given. 

The children participated in mock as well as regular 

tournaments. 

 

 

 

 

3. Procedure 
 

Schools were identified and permission 

was obtained. Contracts were signed with the 

school to carry out the study. The children were 

randomly selected based on the inclusion criteria. 

Informed consent was obtained from the parents 

and the children. Random sampling within each 

school was used to form the experimental and 

control groups. Assessment was done for all 

students. Based on the IQ scores, children with 

identical IQ scores were paired, taking into 

consideration gender and age. 

Clustering technique was used to form the 

training groups of six to eight children. The chess 

training consisted of once-a-week chess classes 

conducted for 1 hour during school hours at the end 

of the day over 2 years. The children were given a 

standardized Winning Moves Chess Learning 

Program (Joseph, 2008) and played at tournaments 

also. The children who formed the control group 

were actively engaged in sports and extracurricular 

activities offered by the school. 

Assessment of working memory was 

carried out at baseline, 1 year, and 2 years. 
 

4. Results 

 
The analysis was carried out using SPSS. 

Analysis of covariance was used to compare the 

experimental and control groups on the dependent 

variable and to test the significance of difference 

between the means following chess training 

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for working memory for baseline, first-year, and second-year assessment. 

 

Working Memory 

N Mean (SD) 

Experimental Control  Experimental Control 

Baseline 88 90 
90.92 

(15.201) 

90.10 

(13.692) 

First Year 88 90 
97.57 

(14.585) 

91.64 

(12.706) 

Second Year 80 77 
102.23 

(17.023) 

96.01 

(15.269) 

 

 

Table 2: Analysis of covariance between experimental and control groups on working memory at first-

year assessment.  
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Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
Df 

 M

e
a

n 

S
q

u

a
r

e 

F Sig. 

Corrected Model 14891.8161 2 
 

7445.908 66.673 0.000 

Intercept 7051.475 1 
 

7051.475 63.141 0.000 

Baseline Working 

Memory 
13330.478 1 

 
13330.478 119.365 0.000 

EXPCON 1310.777 1 
 

1310.777 11.737 0.001*** 

Error 19543.735 175 
 

111.678     

Total 1626478.000 178 
 

      

Corrected Total 34435.551 177 
 

      

1R-Squared = 0.432 (Adjusted R-Squared = 0.426).  

***p<0.001. 

 

Table 3: Analysis of covariance between experimental and control groups on working memory at 

second-year assessment. 

 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 19996.4181 2 9998.209 69.574 0.000 

Intercept 3075.117 1 3075.117 21.399 0.000 

Baseline 

Working 

Memory 

18482.348 1 18482.348 128.613 0.000 

EXPCON 929.787 1 929.787 6.470 0.012* 

Error 22130.589 154 143.705     

Total 1586433.000 157       

Corrected Total 42127.006 156       

1R-Squared = 0.475 (Adjusted R-Squared = 0.468).  

*p<0.05.  
The results in Table 1 indicate that the working 

memory of the children who underwent chess 

training has significantly increased when compared 

to the control group at the first assessment after 1 

year (Table 2, p <0.001) and after the second 

assessment after 2 years (Table 3, p <0.05). Greater 
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grains have been noted in the first year of training 

and the working memory index has shown an 

increase of 11 points across 2 years. 

5. Discussion 
 

The results demonstrate that chess training 

has significantly increased the working memory of 

the children who underwent the training when 

compared to the control group.  

Children who received chess training 

appear to have acquired the ability to juggle 

information while keeping in mind the already 

known information and the principles and rules of 

manipulation. In the present study, it was 

demonstrated that children who had received chess 

training were able to transfer the ability to hold and 

manipulate information acquired during the training 

to tasks requiring similar abilities (namely the digit 

span and letter–number sequencing tasks).  

This effect has occurred after 2 years of 

chess intervention. Greater grains have been noted 

in the first year of training and the working memory 

index has shown an increase of 11 points across 2 

years. It is probably the intensive and focused 

nature of the chess training which was 

individualized to the child’s playing strength that 

resulted in the clear increase in scores. Further, a 

multisensory training approach was used, ensuring 

that effective learning and development of chess 

playing skill was occurring.  

Research has emphasized the encouraging 

effects resulting from working memory training. 

They have found a transfer effect on related tasks, 

such as tasks requiring following instructions, 

nonverbal reasoning and mathematical problem 

solving, and tasks involving attentional control 

(Brehmer, Westerberg, & Backmann, 2012; 

Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009; Jaeggi, 

Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008).  

Melby-Lervåg and Hulme (2013), on the 

other hand, reported contradictory findings that 

working memory training does not generalize to 

other reasoning tasks. However, these training 

programs are of short duration, with a mean training 

duration of 12 hours across all the studies reviewed 

by them. Clearly a working memory training 

program of longer duration is required for transfer 

to be observed. 

Many studies have established a link 

between working memory and academic 

achievement (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000). In 

one study, working memory independently 

predicted the children’s achievements in reading 

and to a lesser extent in mathematics, thereby 

indicating that working memory was common to the 

domains of reading and mathematics (Gathercole, 

Alloway, Willis, & Adams, 2006). Furthermore, 

working memory tests (digits backward and 

sentence repetition) appeared to be the best 

predictors of mathematical test scores and may 

represent a major cognitive deficit in children with 

specific defects in mathematics (Rosselli, Matute, 

Pinto, & Ardila, 2006).  

 

6. Implications 
 

It is evident from the present study that 

there is a relationship between chess training and 

working memory. When systematic chess training 

with proper curriculum is offered, one could expect 

a significant gain in the working memory, which 

can lead to educational implications for children. 

Strengthening working memory through chess 

intervention could optimize its functioning; the 

positive outcomes would be seen not only in 

scholastic functioning but on other cognitive–

behavioral attributes as well, leading to holistic 

psychological well-being in the child. The potential 

educational gains of interventions using working 

memory training are valuable and therefore should 

be explored. Impacting working memory through 

chess training is thus a significant goal for 

psychologists, educationists, chess coaches, and 

cognitive scientists. 
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Childrens Understanding of Relational Vocabulary for Ordinal and Magnitude
Relations
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Abstract

Although substantial work investigates childrens understanding of ordinal and magnitude-based relations, little work has
investigated childrens understanding of the vocabulary used for these relations and how relational language knowledge
may be constrained by symbolic number knowledge. In the current study, children were asked which of two numbers was
bigger/smaller than or before/after five. On close trials, the correct answer was 4 or 6 (one away from 5) and on far trials,
the correct answer was 3 or 7 (two away from 5). We hypothesized that 4- to 6-year-olds understanding of ordinal relations
(before/after) are initially constrained to refer to numbers immediately before/after (i.e., close values), but that this is not
the case for bigger/smaller comparisons. Preliminary results suggest this to be the case, with children performing better
on close trials than far trials for ordinal relations, but not magnitude relations.
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A Vicious Loop? Longitudinal Relations Between Math Anxiety and Math
Performance for Grade 2 and 3 Students
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Abstract

Math anxiety is a common correlate of math performance. However, the causal direction of this relation is unclear.
Research with young students is limited but critical for determining patterns of development. Students (N = 147) completed
math measures (i.e., number comparison, arithmetic fluency, and math problem solving) and math anxiety assessments
twice, first in grade 2 (Mage = 7 years:10 months) and then a year later in grade 3. Correlational analysis revealed that
math anxiety is related only to arithmetic fluency, related to other types of math performance. Cross-lagged analyses were
conducted to evaluate causal relations between math anxiety and arithmetic fluency. These analyses showed that arithmetic
fluency in grade 2 predicted change in math anxiety from grade 2 to grade 3, however, math anxiety in grade 2 did not
predict the change in arithmetic fluency from grade 2 to grade 3. These results suggest that math anxiety may be the result
of poor math performance.
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Does Prior Knowledge influence Learners Cognitive and Metacognitive Strategies
over Time during Game-based Learning?

Daryn Dever
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida, United States

Elizabeth Cloude
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida, United States

Roger Azevedo
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida, United States

Abstract

Learners ability to effectively monitor and apply cognitive (e.g., reading) and metacognitive (e.g., content evaluations)
strategies in game-based learning environments (GBLEs) are influenced by internal factors such as prior knowledge. This
study examined whether there were differences in learners strategy usage over time during learning with Crystal Island,
a GBLE for microbiology, between high and low prior knowledge groups. Results indicated that learners with high prior
knowledge had greater posttest scores, but spent less time reading. This is further influenced by relative time in game
where learners with high prior knowledge have greater reading durations at the start of the game, but smaller durations
towards the end compared to low prior knowledge learners. Learners’ metacognitive strategy usage did not differ between
prior knowledge groups, but the use of this strategy increased over time. Implications for designing adaptive GBLEs from
learners cognitive and metacognitive strategy use are discussed.
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Using Natural Language Processing Models to Evaluate STEM Book Coherence
Hilary Miller

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, United States

Phillip Wolff
Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, United States

Abstract

Learning in the STEM disciplines depends on high-quality STEM books, but choosing a textbook can be difficult in
the absence of objective measures of text quality. Here we compared two natural language processing approaches for
evaluating text cohesion. In Coh-Metrix (Graesser et al. 2004), text cohesion is indicated by the mean cosine value of the
all possible pairs of sentence vectors, with sentence vectors based on LSA. We introduce a new method for measuring text
coherence based on the deep learning language model RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). In this new approach, coherence is
measured by determining the average predictability of all of the words in the text, with word predictability a function of
each words linguistic context. Coherence as measured by RoBERTa more closely matched the coherence ratings of human
judges than did Coh-Metrix. Implications for the assessment and categorization of STEM books are discussed.
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Abstract 
Disfluency in speech leads listeners, even two-year-old 
children, to expect the speaker to refer to novel and discourse-
new objects. Previous evidence suggests this link between 
disfluency and discourse novelty is not driven simply by 
tracking of co-occurrence statistics connecting disfluency with 
reference to a new object, but also by integrating extra-
linguistic information about the speaker’s perspective. We 
asked whether children can attribute a speaker’s disfluency to 
different sources – language planning difficulty vs. distraction 
from the conversation. We tested children’s processing of 
disfluency when interacting with an engaged versus a 
distracted speaker. When the engaged speaker was disfluent, 
children looked more at a novel and discourse-new image than 
at a familiar and just-named image, consistent with the existing 
literature. This disfluency effect was attenuated when the 
speaker was distracted, suggesting that four-year-old children 
can flexibly attribute a speaker’s disfluency to different sources 
in online interpretation of disfluent speech. 

Keywords: Speech disfluency; Eye-tracking; Pragmatic 
inference; Attention; Source of disfluency 

Introduction 
Disfluency is common in everyday conversation (Brennan 

& Schober, 2001; Bortfeld, et al., 2001). Adult speakers often 
become hesitant or disfluent, producing filled pauses (e.g., 
“Look at thee… uh…”), repeating words, or restarting a 
phrase. Filled-pause disfluencies are regularly observed in 
speech to children, though less commonly than in speech to 
adults due to the predominance of short and simple sentences 
in child-directed speech (1 every 1000 words in speech to 2-
year-olds vs. 6 every 100 words in speech to adults; Kidd et 
al., 2011; Fox Tree, 1995). As children grow older, filled 
pauses become more common.  

Though disfluency can stem from multiple causes, it often 
reflects difficulty in planning utterances or retrieving lexical 
items (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Clark & Wasow, 1998; 
Ferreira, 1991; Fraundorf & Watson, 2013; Smith & Clark, 
1993). Accordingly, although filled pause disfluencies (e.g., 
“um” or “uh”) do not carry linguistic meaning, adult listeners 
tend to interpret disfluency as a sign of planning difficulty, 
and therefore to predict aspects of how the utterance will 
unfold after the disfluency (Arnold, Hudson Kam, & 
Tanenhaus, 2007; Arnold, et al., 2004; Barr & Seyfeddinipur, 
2010). For example, adults expect disfluent descriptions to 
refer to discourse-new entities or entities that are hard to 
describe. This disfluency effect has been observed in children 

as young as two years old (Kidd et al., 2011); two-year-old 
children looked more at a novel and discourse-new image 
(e.g., a pretzel-shaped object) than at a familiar and just-
named image (e.g., an apple) following a speaker’s 
disfluency. Such findings suggest that both children and 
adults attribute speaker disfluency to planning difficulty and 
predict upcoming referents accordingly.  

However, disfluency does not always reflect linguistic 
planning difficulty. Other factors can interrupt speakers’ 
utterances, including attempts to carry out two tasks at once, 
distracting the speaker’s attention from the conversation 
(e.g., checking messages on a cellphone while talking with 
another person). Less explored is whether listeners are able to 
interpret disfluency flexibly based on the inferred source of 
the disfluency (e.g., planning difficulty vs. distraction). Here, 
we explored this question by examining how four-year-old 
children processed disfluency when they interacted with an 
engaged versus a distracted speaker. 

Previous evidence establishes that, in adulthood, the link 
between disfluency and discourse novelty is not a fixed one 
that might be based on simple tracking of co-occurrence 
statistics linking disfluency and reference to a new object, but 
also flexibly integrates information about the speaker. Adult 
listeners’ interpretation of disfluency as a cue to discourse 
novelty can be tailored to a particular speaker’s knowledge 
(Barr & Seyfeddinipur, 2010, Arnold et al., 2007, Yoon & 
Brown-Schmidt, 2014). For example, the typical 
“disfluency=new reference” prediction is reduced when 
adults interact with a speaker who has difficulty naming 
familiar objects (Arnold et al., 2007). Such findings suggest 
that adult listeners make situation-specific inferences and 
process disfluency accordingly (see also Heller et al., 2014). 

Do preschoolers, like adults, interpret disfluency flexibly? 
Or do they rigidly treat disfluency as a cue to novelty (e.g., 
discourse newness and/or object novelty), regardless of who 
is speaking? Previous studies of children’s processing of 
disfluency have shown that children interpret disfluency 
differently depending on particular speakers’ characteristics 
or preferences (Orena & White, 2015; Thacker, Chambers, & 
Graham, 2018). For example, Orena and White (2015) found 
that 3.5-year-old children interpreted disfluency as a 
predictor of reference to a novel and discourse-new object 
when listening to a knowledgeable speaker who named 
objects properly, but canceled this expectation when listening 
to a forgetful speaker who often forgot the names of ordinary 
objects. Further, in a live conversation, four-year-old children 
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learned about two different partners’ knowledge states and 
later used this information appropriately when interpreting a 
partner’s disfluency (Jin et al., in preparation). In Jin et al. ( 
in preparation), children first established distinct shared 
knowledge with two partners consecutively in a referential 
communication game. One partner shared labels of animal 
tangrams, and the other partner shared the labels of vehicle 
tangrams, with the children. In a later test block, in trials 
containing a disfluency, children looked more at a tangram 
that was unfamiliar from the speaker’s perspective, though 
not from the child’s own perspective. These results suggest 
that instead of using simple statistics, children make 
inferences about the source of planning difficulty based on a 
particular speaker’s knowledge.  

We built on these findings to assess children’s sensitivity 
to the differing sources of disfluency. As noted earlier, 
disfluency can result from difficulty in naming an unfamiliar 
and discourse-new object, but could also result from being 
distracted by another task. Even a knowledgeable speaker 
should be more disfluent when dividing attention between 
speaking and another task (e.g., Barch & Berenbaum, 1994; 
Oomen & Postma, 2001). Thus, if children can see that the 
speaker is distracted, and can reason about disfluency as 
caused by multiple kinds of difficulty, they might suspend 
their ordinary expectation that disfluency signals novelty.  

Previous work provides reasons to expect preschoolers 
might succeed in this task. For example, when learning object 
names, children are sensitive to the direction of the speaker’s 
visual attention (Baldwin, 1991; 1993) or aspects of the 
speaker’s behavior including distraction (e.g., Jaswal & 
Malone, 2007). We examined how children process 
disfluency in live conversation, when the speaker is engaged 
vs. visibly distracted by another task. If children flexibly infer 
the likely source of disfluency based on the speaker’s 
behavior (engaged vs. distracted), children interacting with 
an engaged speaker should expect disfluent utterances to 
refer to an item that is novel and discourse-new, but children 
interacting with a distracted speaker should reduce or 
suspend this expectation.  

Experiment 

Participants 
Thirty-two 4-year-old children (48.6 – 59.2 months; 

M=53.6; 16 girls) participated in the experiment. All were 
acquiring English as their native language. Each child’s 
parent gave written informed consent. 

Materials and apparatus 
Children sat at a table in front of a computer monitor. In 

each trial of the task, two images were presented on the 
screen – one familiar and nameable image and one novel, 
unnameable image (Figure 1). The images were adapted from 
Kidd et al. (2011); some images were modified. In Kidd et al. 
(2011), 2-year-old children looked more at the image that was 
both novel and discourse-new than the image that was 
familiar and just-named when the speaker was disfluent. 

However, this disfluency effect was not replicated when the 
image was novel, but not discourse-new (Owen, Thacker, & 
Graham, 2017). For this reason, we retained the same 
reference types tested in Kidd et al. (2011): novel and 
discourse-new vs. familiar and just-named.  

The child faced the monitor, and an experimenter (the 
speaker) stood behind the child and to the left, to reduce looks 
to the speaker during the task. A camera centered above the 
monitor recorded children’s eye movements. 

Procedure  
The child and the experimenter performed a referential 

communication task (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1966). The 
experimenter introduced a ‘secret-card game’ (Jin et al., in 
preparation) in which the experimenter had a deck of cards, 
and in each trial described one card to the child; the child’s 
task was to point to the matching picture on the monitor. The 
experimenter introduced the game as follows: “Today we’re 
going to play a game together. I have these secret cards and 
you’ll have two pictures on your screen. I will tell you what 
I have on my secret card, and you will point to it.” 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Example test display in Experiment 1.  

 
To create a premise for the distraction manipulation, before 

the experimenter started the task, she looked at a clock on the 
wall and said “Oh, the clock is broken. Let me fix this first. 
Can you wait for me? I’ll fix it really quickly.” The 
experimenter fiddled with the clock and let the child help. 
After a while (approximately a minute later), in the engaged 
speaker condition, the experimenter fixed the clock and 
continued the task (“Oh, I fixed it (changing a battery). It’s 
working now. Let’s start the game.”). In contrast, in the 
distracted speaker condition, the experimenter said that she 
could not fix the clock and decided to continue the task and 
fix the clock simultaneously (“Oh, I don’t think I can fix this. 
Let’s start the game. I’ll keep trying to fix it. I think I can play 
the game and fix the clock at the same time.”). During the 
secret-card game, the experimenter in the distracted speaker 
condition kept fiddling with the clock while she gave 
instructions to the child.  The experimenter’s role (distracted 
vs. engaged) was manipulated between subjects. In both 
conditions, the speaker was cooperative and attentive to the 

Fluent instruction: Look at the sock. Now point to the sock/bleet.
Disfluent instruction: Look at the sock. Now Point to thee… uh… sock/bleet.
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secret-card game, but in the distracted condition only, the 
speaker also undertook another task. 

The experiment started with two practice trials (containing 
no disfluency) followed by 16 critical trials. In each trial, the 
child saw one familiar and one novel image on the screen 
(Figure 1), and heard ‘secret card’ instructions consisting of 
two sentences. The first sentence always referred to the 
familiar image, and the second could refer either to the 
familiar image again or to the novel image (e.g., “Look at the 
sock. Now point to the sock/bleet”). Thus, in the second 
sentence, reference type was manipulated within subjects: in 
half of the trials the second sentence named the familiar and 
just-named image, and in the other half it named the novel 
and discourse-new image (cf. Kidd et al., 2011; see also 
Owen, Thacker, & Graham, 2017). The first sentence of each 
instruction was always produced fluently, and we 
manipulated disfluency within subjects in the second 
sentence: the second instruction was fluent for half of the 
trials (e.g., “Point to the sock/bleet.”) and disfluent for the 
other half (e.g., “Point to thee… uh… sock/bleet”). While the 
experimenter described her secret card following a script, she 
read the script as naturally as possible. The location of the 
target image was counterbalanced across children.  

Following the secret-card game, children completed the 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT; Dunn & Dunn, 
2007). 

Coding 
The onset of the instructions (e.g., “Point to…”) and the 

critical noun (e.g., “sock”) were identified from the video 
recording of each session, because all critical instructions 
were produced live. The critical noun was produced on 
average 530ms (range 303ms to 878ms) after the onset of 
“Point” in fluent trials and 2169ms (range 1545ms to 
3151ms) after the onset of “Point” in disfluent trials (Figures 
2 and 4).  

Children’s eye fixations during the critical instructions (left 
or right image on the screen, or away from the screen) were 
coded frame by frame from silent video. Frames in which the 
child’s eyes were not visible (e.g., eyes closed or turned to 
look at the experimenter) were coded as missing. In each 
analysis time window (defined below), trials with more than 
2/3 frames missing were excluded from the analysis (4.8% in 
the Distracted speaker condition and 4.1% in the Engaged 
speaker condition). Missing frames typically reflected the 
child’s own distraction, signaled by looks away from the 
monitor. The proportion of excluded trials did not differ 
across conditions; this suggests that children in the two 
conditions were about equally engaged in the task.  

Reliability was assessed for 20% of the participants. Inter-
coder reliability was high, with the two coders agreeing on 
97.7% of coded video frames.  

Predictions 
In fluent trials, we predicted that children would readily 

identify the target image during the second sentence, and that 
their gaze patterns would not differ between the distracted 

and engaged speaker conditions in both the pre-noun and 
noun windows.  

In disfluent trials, if children process disfluency differently 
based on speaker engagement, then during a period of 
disfluency (e.g., “thee… uh….”, before noun onset) they 
should look more at the novel and discourse-new image than 
at the familiar and just-named image in the engaged speaker 
condition than in the distracted speaker condition. In other 
words, the expectation that “disfluency=new reference” 
should be attenuated in the distracted speaker condition. 

Alternatively, if children do not take the speaker’s 
engagement into consideration in processing disfluency, their 
gaze should not differ between the two conditions. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. The proportion of fixations to the new object 
following the onset of “Point” for fluent trials in Experiment 
1.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. The Proportion of fixations to the new object in 
each window for fluent trials.   

Results 
Test trials were analyzed for fluent and disfluent trials 

separately, as the latency between the onset of “Point” and 
the critical noun was significantly longer in disfluent trials 
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than in fluent trials, making them difficult to directly compare 
(see Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2014; Jin et al., in preparation; 
Arizpe et al., 2019).  

 
Fluent Trials Figure 2 shows the proportion of looks to the 
new object in fluent trials, measured from the onset of 
‘Point,’ the first word of the second instruction. We analyzed 
children’s eye movements in two a-priori time-windows 
following the analysis in our prior work (Yoon & Brown-
Schmidt 2014; Jin et al., in preparation) (Figure 2 and 3): a 
pre-noun window from 200ms after the onset of “Point” to 
200ms after noun onset, and a noun window from 200ms to 
1200ms after noun onset. The pre-noun window reflected the 
processing of referential descriptions before hearing the 
critical noun, and the noun window reflected the processing 
of the critical noun. Predictive processing is typically 
reflected in the pre-noun window, but can also emerge or 
linger in a later time-window (e.g., Experiment 1 in Jin et al., 
in preparation; Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2007). Both 
windows were offset by 200ms to consider the time to 
program and launch an eye movement (Hallet, 1986).  

As Figure 2 shows, looks to the new object started low, 
because the first instruction had just referred to the familiar 
object, but began to increase approximately 200ms after the 
onset of “Point”. After the critical noun, fixations to the new 
object hovered around 50% in both conditions, because the 
speaker referred equally often to the familiar/just-named 
image and to the novel/discourse-new image.  

 The proportion of looks to the novel object was analyzed 
in a mixed-effects model with a Gaussian link function with 
subjects and item as random effects. In all analyses, models 
were fit using the lmer package in R, with the maximal 
random effects structure for subjects and items. In cases 
where the maximal model did not converge, a backwards-
fitting procedure was used to identify the model with the 
largest random effects structure that would converge (see 
Barr., et al., 2013). The model included speaker (distracted 
vs. engaged) and time-window (pre-noun vs. noun window) 
as fixed effects. The dependent measure was the proportion 
of looks to the novel object. The model (Table 1) revealed no 
main effect of time-window (t=0.71, p>.05.) or speaker 
condition (t=0.69, p>.05.), and no interaction between time-
window and speaker (t=-0.77, p>.05).  

Consistent with prior findings (Jin et al., in preparation), in 
fluent trials children quickly identified the target after hearing 
the critical noun. Speaker engagement did not affect 
children’s interpretation of referential expressions in fluent 
trials. 

 
Disfluent Trials Figure 4 shows the proportion of looks to 
the new object during the second instruction in disfluent 
trials. Children looked more at the new object before the 
onset of the critical noun in the engaged than in the distracted 
speaker condition, suggesting that speaker engagement 
affected children’s processing of disfluency.  

In disfluent trials, the onset of the critical noun was on 
average 2,169ms after the onset of “Point”. Because the 

latency between the onset of “Point” and the critical noun was 
longer for disfluent trials than fluent trials, we analyzed 
children’s eye movements in three time-windows that were 
determined a-priori based on the prior work (Figure 4 and 5): 
two pre-noun windows that equally divided the time from 
200ms after the onset of “Point” to 200ms after noun onset 
(pre-noun window 1: 200ms – on average 1,285 ms after the 
onset of “Point”; pre-noun window 2: on average 1,285ms – 
2,369ms), and a noun window from 200ms to 1200ms after 
noun onset. The two pre-noun windows assessed children’s 
processing of the disfluency prior to hearing the critical noun, 
and the noun window reflected the processing of the critical 
noun. 
 
Table 1: Proportion of looks to novel objects in fluent trials. 
Mixed effect model with speaker (distracted (-0.5) vs. 
engaged (0.5)) and time window (pre-noun vs. noun) as 
fixed effects. The pre-noun window is treated as baseline.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.48 0.09 5.25 <.001 
speaker 0.12 0.17 0.69 0.49 
window 0.03 0.05 0.71 0.48 
speaker*window -0.07 0.09 -0.77 0.45 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
subject     
(intercept) 0.14 0.37   
window 0.03 0.16   
item     
(intercept) 0.02 0.13   
speaker 0.003 0.05   
window 0.004 0.06   
Residual 0.15 0.39   

 
A mixed-effect model that included speaker (distracted 

vs. engaged) and time-window as fixed effects was used to 
examine children’s processing of disfluent expressions 
(Table 2). The dependent measure was the proportion of 
looks to the novel image. The model revealed a significant 
main effect of speaker (t=2.09, p<.05) and a significant 
interaction of speaker and time-window (-2.10, p<.05). The 
main effect of window was not significant (t=-0.92, p>.05).  

Separate planned analyses explored the significant 
interaction between speaker and time-window. During the 
first pre-noun window, a significant effect of speaker (t=2.08, 
p<.05) showed that children looked at the novel image more 
in the engaged speaker condition than in the distracted 
speaker condition. This speaker effect was not significant in 
the second pre-noun window (t=0.82, p>.05) or the noun 
window (t=-0.31, p>.05). The early disfluency effect that 
emerged in the first half of the disfluency is consistent with 
our prior finding in Jin et al. (in preparation). 

This result suggests that children interpret disfluency 
differently depending on speaker engagement. When the 
speaker was fully engaged in the conversation, children 
attributed the speaker’s disfluency to speech planning 
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difficulty, and expected reference to an image that was 
difficult to name (novel and discourse-new). In contrast, 
when the speaker was distracted, children attributed the 
speaker’s disfluency to a different source, their distraction, 
and as a result the disfluency effect (disfluency=new image) 
was attenuated. This speaker engagement effect emerged in 
the first half of the disfluency and disappeared in the noun 
window. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. The proportion of fixations to the new object 
following the onset of “Point” for disfluent trials in 
Experiment 1.  
 

 
 
Figure 5. The Proportion of fixations to the new object in 
each window for disfluent trials. 

Discussion 
The results show that different sources of a speaker’s 

disfluency modulate children’s online processing of 
disfluency. When the speaker was disfluent, 4-year-old 
children looked at a novel and discourse-new object more 
than a familiar object if the speaker was fully engaged in the 
task, but their gaze was more equally distributed between the 
two objects when the speaker was distracted. Evidence from 
early eye-gaze revealed that children expected a novel 
referent as soon as they heard disfluent expressions in the 
engaged speaker condition, but this expectation was 
attenuated in the distracted speaker condition. This finding 

suggests that 4-year-old children understand that disfluencies 
in speech can reflect multiple sources of difficulty. 

An alternative explanation for our findings might be that 
children paid less attention to the task in the distracted 
speaker condition. However, children’s engagement in the 
task was not different between the engaged and distracted 
speaker conditions, reflected in the proportion of looks away 
(1.6% vs. 1.7%). This finding weighs against the possibility 
that children might pay less attention to the task when the 
experimenter was distracted versus engaged, and 
corroborates the claim that children flexibly attribute 
disfluency to situation-specific sources and process it 
accordingly.  
 
Table 2: Proportion of looks to novel objects in disfluent 
trials. Mixed effect model with speaker (distracted (-0.5) vs. 
engaged (0.5)) and time window (pre-noun1 vs. pre-noun2 
vs. noun) as fixed effects. The pre-noun window1 is treated 
as baseline. Values in bold indicate significant results.  
 

 Estimate SE t-value p-value 
(intercept) 0.61 0.06 9.91 <.001 
speaker 0.25 0.12 2.09 0.04 
window -0.02 0.02 -0.92 0.37 
speaker*window -0.09 0.04 -2.13 0.04 
     
Random effects Variance SD   
subject     
(intercept) 0.07 0.26   
window 0.01 0.07   
item     
(intercept) 0.005 0.07   
speaker <.001 0.02   
window <.001 0.03   
Residual 0.13 0.37   
 
This striking finding suggests that children make situation-

specific inferences about the likely source of disfluencies and 
use these inferences in online language processing. In our 
study, a critical feature of the distracted-speaker 
manipulation was that the speaker was still cooperative in the 
task. A few studies have examined how attention modulates 
the establishment of shared knowledge in adults’ 
conversation (Craycraft & Brown-Schmidt; 2018; Rosa et al., 
2015). These studies have shown that partners’ attention 
modulates conversational language processing, such that 
speakers tend not to assume they have successfully 
established shared knowledge when the listener was 
inattentive. In these studies, an inattentive conversational 
partner repeatedly checked their cell phone or looked around 
the room, appearing significantly disengaged from the 
conversation. In the present study, we presented a 
cooperative but distracted speaker who did not violate 
Grice’s cooperative principle (Grice, 1975). Even in the 
distracted speaker condition, the speaker was attentive to the 
secret-card communication task, though she also kept busy 
with a concurrent task. Thus, in our study, children were 
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encouraged to attribute the speaker’s disfluency to a 
situation-specific source even when interacting with a 
distracted speaker.    

An open question is whether the disfluency effect 
(disfluency=novel objects) shown in the engaged speaker 
condition was driven by image novelty or discourse status. In 
our study, the novel object on the screen was both discourse-
new and a hard-to-name object (Kidd et al., 2012) and it is 
less clear which factor (discourse-new vs. novelty) drove the 
effect (see also Owen, Thacker, Graham, 2017). Another 
open question is whether the live interaction we adopted in 
our study played an important role in children’s sophisticated 
inferences. Adult listeners are more likely to take their 
conversational partners’ perspective in an interactive 
conversational setting than in a non-interactive setting (e.g., 
talking/listening in front of a computer screen, presenting a 
photo of a conversational partner) (Brown-Schmidt, 2009; 
Horton & Spieler, 2007; Yoon & Stine-Morrow, 2019). It is 
known that interlocutors can utilize more available social 
cues, such as a partner’s prompt feedback (e.g., providing 
backchannels, nodding), during interactive conversation. In 
future work we hope to examine whether children, like adults, 
can benefit from interactive social interactions in their online 
language processing.  

In conclusion, we have shown that children are sensitive to 
the source of a speaker’s disfluency and flexibly adjust how 
they process disfluency accordingly. Rather than processing 
disfluency based on simple associations between disfluency 
and novel referents, our findings point to a high degree of 
sophisticated inferences children can make during the online 
processing of disfluency. Different sources of disfluency 
modulate children’s predictions about upcoming referents; 
when the speaker was engaged in conversation, they 
predicted novel referents following the speaker’s disfluency 
whereas this prediction was attenuated when the speaker was 
distracted. Our results expand previous findings and show 
that children can appreciate different sources of disfluency 
and flexibly process it in live conversation.  
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Abstract

Humans have a remarkable capacity to reason about abstract relational structures, an ability that may support some of
the most impressive, human-unique cognitive feats. Equality (or identity) reasoning has been a key case study of abstract
relational reasoning. This paper revisits the question of whether equality can be learned in non-symbolic neural networks.
We find that simple neural networks are able to learn basic equality with relatively little training data. In a second case
study, we show that sequential equality problems (learning ABA sequences) can be solved with only positive training
instances. Finally, we consider a more complex, hierarchical equality problem, and find that this task can be solved with
either avast amount of training data or pre-training on basic equality. Overall, these findings indicate that neural models
are able to solve equality-based reasoning tasks, suggesting that essential aspects of symbolic reasoning can emerge from
data-driven,non-symbolic learning processes.
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Abstract

Children learning verbs benefit from seeing multiple events. Study 1 asks whether children can learn verbs when irrelevant
events are present, as is common in everyday contexts. Two- and 3-year-olds saw events in one of three experimental
conditions or one of two control conditions. They successfully extended the verbs only in the experimental conditions.
Three-year-olds were more successful than were 2-year-olds, though the younger children could extend verbs. In Study 2,
children saw similar events while an eye tracker tracked visual attention to events. Over trials, children looked longer at
relevant than irrelevant events, and maintained their looking to relevant events while increasing their looking to distractor
events. Two-year-olds performed at chance, but 3-year-olds extended the verbs. Together, these results show children can
ignore irrelevant events and extend new verbs by 3 years. Results reveal mechanisms for learning in everyday contexts
when verbs are heard in varied situations over time.
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Abstract

In deception games, deceivers must find ways to draw in unknowing bystanders, and bystanders must develop strategies
for detecting falsehoods. What are the strategies that people use in these roles, and can computer systems also detect these
behaviors? We address this question through text-based games of Mafia, wherein players are assigned to deceptive roles
(mafia) or roles incentivizing detecting deception (bystanders). We find that participants adopt sophisticated role-based
strategies, wherein the mafia, who are outnumbered but know the identities of all players, act carefully to secure the votes
of the bystanders by speaking more even as verbose speakers tended to be eliminated. These role-based behaviors were
distinct enough that a computational classifier could distinguish between mafia and bystanders with 70.3% accuracy and
outperform human players. Understanding the systematic features defining honest and deceptive players advances our
ability to automatically detect online deceit and grasp group dynamics in real-world collaboration.
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Abstract 
Infants’ ability to attend actively and selectively to naturalistic 
stimuli is critical to early learning. Most studies on infant visual 
attention use screen-based paradigms wherein infants view 
stimuli on computer screens. Little is known about how infants 
observe others’ activities in everyday contexts. Using head-
mounted eye-tracking, this study examined how infants 
distributed attention when observing their parents perform an 
everyday task – making peanut-butter and jelly sandwiches – 
in a home-like environment. Infant observers attended to 
parents’ activities less than adult observers in the same 
situation. However, when infants were engaged in action 
observation, their gaze patterns were distributed on task-
relevant objects similarly to adult observers, suggesting they 
actively obtained rich visual input in this free-viewing 
situation. Moreover, infant-parent dyads coordinated visual 
attention during the food preparation task in similar ways as 
observed in other everyday tasks, such as toy play, suggesting 
sensorimotor processes play a critical role in coordinated 
attention.  
 
Keywords: action observation; coordinated attention; eye-
tracking; parent-child interaction; selective attention 

Introduction 
Infants’ ability to attend actively and selectively to specific 

stimuli in the world is critical to early development and 
learning. This ability to select information from the 
environment is particularly important for human infants 
when they observe others’ actions, because action 
observation is one of the primary ways for infants to learn 
about the world. Previous research has shown that infants are 
capable of learning the statistical regularities within action 
sequences and accurately predict future actions before they 
begin (Monroy, Gerson, & Hunnius, 2017). To obtain useful 
information through learning from observation, young 
learners need to look at the right place at the right time as a 
sequence of actions unfolds quickly in real time.  

Most studies on action observation have focused on 
infants’ early action understanding and their object 
knowledge by analyzing anticipatory gaze during action 
observation (Cannon & Woodward, 2012; Cannon, 
Woodward, & Gredebäck, 2012; Falck-Ytter, Gredebäck, & 
von Hofsten, 2006; Monroy, et al., 2017). We now have a 
great deal of information about action prediction from well-

controlled laboratory paradigms designed to measure infants’ 
eye movements when they watch action stimuli on a 
computer screen (for a review see Gredebäck & Falck-Ytter, 
2015). However, these paradigms have fundamental 
differences from the ways in which infants observe actions in 
everyday contexts. First, no matter how realistically visual 
stimuli are created to closely approximate what we see in the 
real world, looking at a 2D computer screen with minimal 
head and body movements differs dramatically from most 
real-world everyday activities that infants engage in. Second, 
the experiments in the above studies are composed of discrete 
trials repeated over time, wherein some simple actions are 
performed on one or more objects within each trial (for 
example, bringing a phone to the ear or a cup to the mouth). 
In contrast, everyday activities usually involve a succession 
of actions, each different from the previous. Third, the goal 
of most action observation experiments is to reveal infants’ 
expectations about action events and their growing 
knowledge about the behavior and goals of other people 
(Hunnius & Bekkering, 2014). However, in the real world, 
infants’ looking behaviors don’t primarily serve to signal 
existing knowledge, but instead support the acquisition of 
new knowledge through observing others’ activities.  

The goal of the present study is to examine how infants 
distribute their attention when they observe parents perform 
an everyday task – making peanut-butter jelly sandwiches 
(PBJ) – in a home-like environment. We chose this task for 
two reasons. Frist, food preparation is a routine task at home. 
Previous studies have shown the functional importance of 
such routine tasks for learning and memory, suggesting that 
those everyday tasks play a critical role in organizing 
children’s cognitive and language development (Tamis‐
LeMonda, Custode, Kuchirko, Escobar, & Lo, 2019). 
Second, making PBJ sandwiches was used in a classic study 
on eye movements because the task itself involves a sequence 
of distinct actions, each of which demands visual attention to 
serve different functionalities (Hayhoe, Shrivastava, 
Mruczek, & Pelz, 2003).  

Given that very little of the infant research has been 
concerned with infant attention when observing ordinary 
activities in everyday settings, the present study aimed at 
addressing three fundamental questions on visual attention in 
naturalistic contexts. First, we ask whether and to what  
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Figure 1. Data stream visualization (A), and third- (B) and first-person views for both infant observer (C) and parent maker (D) 
capturing a moment of coordinated attention on the bread during the jelly spreading subtask of the PBJ sandwich making task. 
Cross hairs on first-person views designate fixation locations. 
 
degree infants pay attention to ongoing events when parents 
prepare food. Second, when infants do pay attention, are they 
attending to task-relevant objects and do they generate gaze 
patterns similar to adult observers in the same context? 
Finally, this food preparation task also allows  us to ask 
questions about how well infants and their parents coordinate 
their visual attention in this everyday context. The ability to 
coordinate attention to objects of mutual interest is often 
regarded as an important developmental milestone. 
 

Methods 

Experimental setup 
Parent-infant and adult-adult dyads were brought into a 
home-like laboratory environment to make PBJ sandwiches 
while wearing head-mounted eye-trackers. The lab is 
designed to resemble an apartment – with a living room, a 
play space, and a kitchenette – to allow for the capture of 
naturalistic behaviors in a controlled setting. The PBJ 
sandwich making task took place in the kitchenette, with a 
setup designed to resemble real-world situations in which 
infants might observe their parents making food (Figure 1B). 
Parents were asked to make sandwiches at a counter-height 
table while their infants sat across from them in a high-chair. 
For adult dyads, one adult was designated as the maker, while 
the other was the observer. Adult observers sat in a small 
chair selected so that eye level was roughly equivalent across 
infant and adult observers.  

At the start of the experiment, the PBJ sandwich making 
supplies and a set of task-irrelevant distractor objects were 
arranged on the table as shown in Figure 2. Distractor objects 
were selected and positioned so as to be visually salient but 
naturalistic and unobtrusive – with the goal of measuring 
whether infants would be distracted by such task-irrelevant 
objects situated within the task space.  
 

 
Figure 2. Initial setup of experimental objects for which gaze 
regions of interest were coded. Objects intended to be 
relevant to the PBJ sandwich making task in blue. Objects 
intended to be task-irrelevant in red. 

Data collection 
Five toddlers (mean age = 15.26 mos [12.7-19.3]; female = 
3) and their parents, and nine adult dyads (recruited from 
undergraduate psychology classes) were recruited to 
participate in a study on interactions during naturalistic tasks. 
Data from parent-infant dyads is part of a larger ongoing 
project, while adult dyads were recruited as comparisons for 
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this particular task, with a sample size equivalent to the 
original PBJ experiment by Hayhoe and colleagues (2003). 
Parents were asked to make four sandwiches, while adult 
makers were asked to make one (n=5) or two (n=4). Makers 
were given the option to give sandwiches they had made to 
the observers. Parents gave the first (n=4) or second (n=1) 
sandwich to their children, while no adults ate sandwiches 
during the experiment.  Two trials from one parent-infant 
dyad were excluded from analyses due to poor eye-tracker 
calibration, resulting in a total of 18 sandwich making trials 
for parent-infant dyads and 13 for adult-adult dyads. The 
resulting dataset contained over 70,000 gaze data points 
(infant-parent dyads: 41,348, adult-adult dyads: 31,550.) 

Both adult and infant participants wore head-mounted eye-
trackers (Pupil Lab LLC) with infrared cameras aimed at their 
right eyes to record fixations (60Hz sampling rate) and scene 
cameras positioned to capture their first-person perspectives 
(Figure 1C & D). Infant eye-trackers were on hats, while 
adult eye-trackers were on a pair of glasses. Additional 
cameras were positioned in the room to capture third-person 
views. The eye-tracker calibration procedure followed a 
validated procedure to do head-mounted eye tracking with 
infants (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2017). Researchers watched the 
experiment from an adjoining room. If either of the eye 
cameras was moved during the experiment, the researchers 
reentered the room and adjusted the camera.  

Gaze, subtask and object subtask-relevance coding 
After the experiment, all eye-tracking and third-person 
videos were synchronized, and software was used to generate 
crosshairs on the parent and toddler first-person views 
estimating fixation locations. These videos were then used to 
manually code 21 regions of interest (ROI; 18 experimental 
objects and social partner’s face, torso and empty hand) using 
an in-house program. 

The videos were also used to divide each sandwich making 
trial into four subtasks: 1) bread preparation – starting with 
the first physical contact with an experimental object and 
going until the onset of the movement towards either the 
peanut butter or jelly jar, 2) peanut butter spreading – starting 
with onset of movement toward jar and going until either the 
onset of movement towards the jelly jar or, if following jelly 
spreading, the offset of the last spreading motion, 3) jelly 
spreading – starting with onset of movement towards the jelly 
jar and going until either the onset of movement towards the 
peanut butter jar or, if following peanut butter spreading, the 
offset of the last spreading motion and 4) sandwich cutting – 
starting with the offset of the last spreading motion and going 
until the offset of the last cutting motion. 

Finally, for each subtask, experimental objects were 
categorized as 1) relevant or 2) irrelevant. Objects were 
categorized as relevant for a given subtask, across all 
subjects, if they were used by any participant to complete the 
subtask. Objects that were never used by a participant for a 
subtask were categorized as irrelevant. For example, for the 
peanut butter spreading subtask, in course of completing the 
task, at least one maker actively used the bread slices, PB jar, 

PB lid, knife, fork, plate and napkin, and thus all of these 
items were categorized as relevant to the subtask. Notably, 
while the fork was initially intended as an irrelevant object, it 
was actually used by multiple makers and thus categorized as 
relevant. The remaining items (jelly jar, jelly lid, flower, cola 
cap, cola bottle, sippy cup, kid fork, and bread bag) were not 
actively used by even a single maker to complete the peanut 
butter spreading subtask and thus were categorized as 
subtask-irrelevant. 

Analyses 
In the current study we restrict our analyses to subtasks 2 
(peanut butter spreading) and 3 (jelly spreading). We made 
this choice for two reasons. First, due to differences in the 
number of sandwiches made and eaten between parent-infant 
and adult-adult dyads, there were consequently differences in 
subtasks 1 (bread preparation) and 4 (sandwich cutting) 
between dyad types that were unrelated to our research 
questions. For example, parents were more likely to take out 
slices of bread for multiple sandwiches in the first trial and 
thus did not interact with the bread bag in subsequent trials 
as often as adult makers. Parent makers were also more likely 
to interact with previously made sandwiches during the 
sandwich cutting subtask, such as moving them out of the 
way or giving them to the infant. Second, there are no 
theoretical reasons why we might expect differences between 
spreading peanut butter versus spreading jelly. Thus, 
focusing on these two subtasks provides the opportunity to 
collapse across them – maximizing our data while 
simplifying our results and inferences. 

Results 
We begin by presenting analyses of duration and relative 
ordering of the PBJ spreading and Jelly spreading subtasks to 
justify collapsing across them. Next, we compare infant and 
adult observer gaze patterns to determine whether and to what 
degree infants pay attention to ongoing events when parents 
prepare food. We then explore gaze proportions to subtask-
relevant objects, normalized for on-task looking time, to 
determine if when infants do pay attention, are they attending 
to the same task-relevant objects as adult observers in the 
same context. Finally, to ask how well infants and their 
parents coordinate their visual attention in this everyday 
context, we explore the proportions and temporal patterns 
characterizing how infant observers and parent makers 
attended the same subtask-relevant objects. 

Descriptions of the two subtasks performed by 
actors during making PBJ 

We present the durations for subtasks 2 (peanut butter 
spreading) and 3 (jelly spreading) in table 1. T-tests 
confirmed Infant-Parent subtask durations were not 
significantly different from Adult-Adult subtask durations, 
nor were peanut butter spreading subtask durations 
significantly different from jelly spreading subtask durations 
(all p-values greater than .2).  
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Table 1. Peanut butter spreading and Jelly spreading subtask 
duration statistics for Infant-Parent and Adult-Adult dyads. 
Subtask Duration (s): mean (range), SD 
 Infant-Parent Adult-Adult 
PB 30.68 (15.67-66.2), 14.22 32.08 (9.23-51.33), 13.59 
Jelly 25.93 (13.36-50.8), 9.4 26.11 (8.1-51), 11.36 

Note. PB=Peanut butter spreading subtask. Jelly=Jelly 
spreading subtask. 

 
Likewise, chi-square tests of the counts for the respective 

orders in which the peanut butter spreading and jelly 
spreading subtasks occurred did not reveal significant 
differences for Infant-Parent, χ2(1)=.111, p=.74, nor Adult-
Adult dyads, χ2(1)=0, p=1. Based on the null results for 
comparisons of peanut butter spreading and jelly spreading 
subtask durations and relative ordering, we collapse across 
these two subtasks for all following analyses. 

Overall gaze patterns from infant and adult 
observers  
In table 2 we show descriptive statistics for observer gaze 
durations and frequencies in the peanut butter spreading and 
jelly spreading subtasks. Gaze mean duration and frequency 
were first calculated at the subtask level. Both infant and 
adult observers attended to an object for about 2 seconds 
before switching their attention to the next object.  Infant and 
adult observer gaze durations did not significantly differ, 
t(55.98)=0.79, p=.43. However, infant observers made 
significantly fewer looks to coded regions of interest than 
adult observers, t(41.45)=-2.58, p<.05. 
 
Table 2. Gaze duration and frequency by observer type. 
Measure Gaze statistics by dyad type: mean (range), SD 
 Infant Observer Adult Observer 
Duration (s) 2.08 (1.03-4.53), 0.91 1.9 (0.69-4.21), 0.84 
Freq. (pm) 24.83 (0-49.31), 9.79 33.21 (14.01-74.15), 14.28 

The Distribution of attention in infant and adult 
observers  
In table 3 we present the proportions within subtasks during 
which infant and adult observers gazed at 1) experimental 
objects categorized as relevant to the current subtask, 2) 
experimental objects categorized as irrelevant and 3) social 
ROIs (i.e., face, torso, empty hands). Infant observers spent 
approximately half of the total time attending to the objects 
on the table. When they did so, they rarely looked at task-
irrelevant objects (flower, bowl of fruit, etc.) and instead 
attended to task-relevant objects in the majority of the time. 
They also rarely looked at the social partner’s face which is 
consistent with recent findings using head-mounted eye 
trackers to measure infants’ attention in other everyday 
contexts such as toy play (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017). 

It is worth noting that in this naturalistic task of action 
observation, infants didn’t attend to the task all the time while 
their parents were making PBJ right in front of them. In 
roughly half of the total time when infants didn’t attend to 

neither the objects on the table nor the social partner’s face, 
they usually attended to objects in their own hands or looked 
around the room. Adult observers, on the other hand, attended 
to the task for nearly the whole time, as instructed to do so. 
Thus, compared with adult observer, infants gazed at relevant 
objects for significantly smaller proportions of subtasks than 
adult observers, t(53.77)=-7.11, p<.001. However, they did 
not significantly differ in proportion of time looking at 
irrelevant objects, t(46.99)=1.93, p=.06, or social ROIS, 
t(31.76)=-0.31, p=.76.  
 
Table 3.  Proportion looking for subtask relevant and 
irrelevant objects, and social ROIs, by observer type. 

 Proportion looking: mean (range), SD 
ROI group Infant Observer Adult Observer 
Relevant .43 (0-.87), .28 .81 (.4-.96), .14 
Irrelevant .07 (0-.51), .11 .04 (0-.16), .04 
Social .03 (0-.22), .03 .04 (0-.48), .1 

 
When infant observers were on tasks, did they attend to the 

same objects as those attended by their adult counterparts? 
To answer this question, we calculated the proportions within 
subtasks for which observers looked at each of the relevant 
experimental objects normalized for the total proportion of 
the subtask for which they observed relevant object (Figure 
3). A Wilcoxon signed rank test did not find a significant 
difference between the two distributions, V=21, p=.91. The 
results here suggest that when infant observers were engaged 
in the observation task, they not only spent substantial time 
on task-relevant objects, they also distributed their attention 
among those task-relevant objects in similar ways as 
experienced adult observers.  

 

 
Figure 3. Infant (pink) and adult observer (blue) gaze 
proportions to relevant objects in peanut butter spreading and 
jelly spreading subtasks, normalized for proportion of time 
within subtasks looking at relevant objects. 

Coordinated attention between infant observers 
and adult actors 
Recent research using head-mounted eye tracking has 
examined coordinated attention between infants and their 
parents in joint toy play and found that infants and their 
parents are equal social partners  as both lead the other’s 
attention and both respond to the other’s initiation of attend 
bid. Different with joint play, infants were primarily 

Child Observer 

Adult Observer 
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observers and parents were actors in the food preparation 
context. How did they coordinate their visual attention in this 
task? In table 4 we present the proportions within subtasks 
during which infant-parent and adult-adult dyads engaged in 
coordinated attention – looking at the same ROI at the same 
time – for 1) experimental objects categorized as relevant to 
the subtask, 2) those categorized as irrelevant and 3) social 
ROIs. Because infants were not on task in half of the total 
time, as expected, infant-parent dyads engaged in 
significantly less coordinated attention on object relevant to 
the subtask compared to adult-adult dyads, t(34.95)=-6.02, 
p<.001. However, the dyad types did not differ in the 
proportion of coordinated attention on objects irrelevant to 
the subtask, t(41.24)=1.32, p=.2, or social ROIs, 
t(50.58)=0.82, p=.42. Thus, both infant-parent and adult-
adult dyads rarely looked at each other’s face in this 
naturalistic task.  
 
Table 4.  Proportion in coordinated attention (CA) on subtask 
relevant and irrelevant objects, and social ROIs, by dyad 
type. 

 Prop. CA: mean (range), SD 
ROI group Infant-Parent  Adult-Adult 
Relevant .12 (0-.44), .11 .4 (.07-.84), .21 
Irrelevant .01 (0-.09), .02 0 (0-.02), 0 
Social 0 (0-.06), .01 0 (0-.03), 0 

 
Next, to explore whether infant-parent and adult-adult 

dyads engage in coordinated attention on the same objects 
when they were in coordinated attention on relevant objects, 
we calculated the proportions within subtasks for which 
dyads engaged in coordinated attention on each of the 
relevant experimental objects normalized for the total 
proportion of the subtask for which they engaged in 
coordinated attention on relevant objects (Figure 4). A 
Wilcoxon signed rank test did not find a significant difference 
between the two distributions, V=10, p=1. 

 
Figure 4. Infant-parent (pink) and adult-adult dyads (blue) 
proportions in coordinated attention on relevant objects in 
peanut butter spreading and jelly spreading subtasks, 
normalized for proportion of time within subtasks in 
coordinated attention on relevant objects. 
 

Episodes of coordinated attention are initiated when a 
leader first looks at an object, after which a follower joins 
them in an episode of coordinated attention by subsequently 
looking at the same object. To explore how infants and their 
parents coordinate their visual attention in this everyday 
context, we next characterize the temporal patterns of 
coordinated attention episodes on subtask-relevant objects, 
for cases in which infants are followers and cases in which 
parents are followers, in terms of 1) duration, 2) frequency 
(pm), 3) the proportion of an individual’s looks that follow 
their partner in coordinated attention out of all of their looks 
to subtask-relevant objects and 4) the lag at which followers 
join leaders in attending an object, all calculated at the 
subtask level (Table 5). We limit our analyses to coordinated 
attention episodes with a follower lag of less than 3 seconds, 
based on precedent in the literature (Yu & Smith, 2017). 
 
Table 5. Coordinated attention (CA) durations, frequency, 
proportion following and lag following in peanut butter 
spreading and jelly spreading subtasks for infant-parent 
dyads, by CA follower, limited to subtask-relevant objects. 
Measure Values by CA follower: mean (range), SD 
     Infant-follower CA Parent-follower CA 
Dur. CA (s) 1.53 (0.03-11.7), 2.13 0.83 (0.03-1.93), 0.65 
Freq CA (pm) 4.31 (0.91-9.69), 2.24 3.38 (1.13-7.33), 1.5 
Prop. follow .36 (0-.75), .22 .09 (0-.5), .11 
Lag follow (s) 1.04 (0.04-3), 0.79 0.75 (0.03-1.83), 0.57 

 
Looking at duration of episodes of coordinated attention, 

we first note the similarity between the results shown here 
and those presented in past work focusing on other everyday 
tasks. In particular, the mean duration of 1.53 seconds for 
cases in which infants followed their parents in coordinated 
attention is nearly identical to the mean duration of parent-
led coordinated attention episodes reported in Yu and Smith 
(2017) for  12 and 18 mos engaged in free toy play with their 
parents. Comparing across followers, durations were 
significantly longer for episodes of coordinated attention in 
which infant observers followed compared to cases where 
parent-makers followed, t(61.21)=2.11, p<.05. 

Second, turning to the frequency with which episodes of 
coordinated attention occurred, we once again first note the 
striking similarity with previous work – the frequency of 4.31 
episodes per minute in which infants followed their parents 
in coordinated attention is once again nearly equivalent to 
values presented in Yu and Smith (2017). However, there was 
no significant difference between episodes of coordinated 
attention in which infants versus parents were followers, 
t(44.99)=1.71, p=.09. 

Next, for the proportion of looks that follow the partner in 
coordinated attention out of all looks to subtask-relevant 
objects, there was a significantly larger proportion for infants 
versus their parents, t(40.08)=5.75, p<.001. This result 
highlights the fact that, although there are cases in which 
infant observers lead, the parent makers are the ones driving 
these situations via their control of the action sequences. 

Child-Parent 

Adult-Adult 
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Finally, looking at the lags at which followers joined 
episodes of coordinated attention, we again first note the 
value of about 1 second is very similar to the results presented 
in Yu and Smith (2017). However, there was no significant 
difference comparing episodes in which infants versus 
parents were followers, t(66.03)=1.86, p=.07. In other words, 
children are following their parents in coordinated attention 
during action observation at a relatively timely manner, 
hinting that they are actively following their parents’ ongoing 
sequences of actions. 

Discussion 
The current study was designed to explore three questions: 1) 
Do infants pay attention to ongoing sequences of events in 
naturalistic settings? 2) When infants do pay attention, do 
they attend to task-relevant objects and do they generate gaze 
patterns similar to adult observers in the same context? 3) 
How well do infants and their parents coordinate visual 
attention in such naturalistic settings? To answer these 
questions, we brought infant-parent and adult-adult dyads 
into a homelike environment and asked them to perform an 
everyday task – making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches – 
while wearing head-mounted eye-trackers. 

We found that infant observers did not attend to their 
parents’ activities as much as adult observers in the same 
situation. However, when infants were in engaged in action 
observation (i.e., attending to objects relevant to the ongoing 
task), their gaze patterns were distributed across task-relevant 
objects in a nearly identical way to adult observers. This 
suggests that the infants actively directed their attention to the 
most relevant objects for learning via observation about the 
peanut butter and jelly making sandwich task. Likewise, 
although infants and their parents coordinated their visual 
attention during the food preparation task significantly less 
compared to adult dyads, when they were engaged in 
coordinated attention, their focus was once again distributed 
across task-relevant objects similarly to adult dyads. Finally, 
the temporal patterning in which infants and their parents 
coordinated their attention was similar to as observed in other 
everyday tasks, such as toy play. Importantly, the toy play 
task differs from the sandwich making task in numerous 
ways, perhaps most crucially regarding the degree of active 
control of the situation that the infant versus parent has. The 
fact that we see such striking similarity regardless of such 
differences suggests that sensorimotor processes, such as 
low-level visual observation of sequences of actions, play a 
critical role in coordinated attention. 

We next consider some limitations of our findings. First, 
while this project aims to explore how infants observe others’ 
activities, here we limited our analyses to eye gaze patterns. 
Comparisons with adult observers and exploration of 
coordinated attention allowed for some inferences regarding 
action observation, but we are currently working on coding 
maker actions using a coding scheme based on the scheme 
employed by Hayhoe and colleagues (2003). With maker 
actions coded, we will be able to explore how attention relates 
to what is being acted on at a more fine grained level, and 

whether there are differences in maker actions demonstrated 
in front of an adult versus in front of a child – as might be 
expected based on evidence that caregivers modify their 
actions when interacting with infants versus adults (Brand, 
Baldwin, & Ashburn, 2002). Second, in the current study we 
limited our analyses to the peanut butter spreading and jelly 
spreading subtasks due to unintended differences in the bread 
preparation and sandwich cutting subtasks between infant-
parent and adult-adult dyads. Indeed, given the relatively 
small sample size for the work presented here, these results 
should be seen as exploratory. In ongoing work, we plan to 
collect a much larger sample size, allowing for comparisons 
with our adult-adult dyads using only the first trials of infant-
parent dyad data and within dyad comparison of trials where 
the child does versus does not have a sandwich. Finally, while 
our initial experimental setup was chosen so that relevant and 
irrelevant objects were relatively similar in terms of saliency, 
in future work we plan to employ saliency maps to explore 
whether this is actually the case, and whether there are 
differences between observers and makers or over the course 
of the experiment as makers actively modify the layout of 
objects in the course of completing the sandwich making 
task. 

In conclusion, the current work extends what we know 
about how infants observe others’ activities in everyday 
contexts.  We found that children paid less attention to the 
sandwich making task than adults. However, when they were 
on-task, they displayed remarkably similar patterns of 
attention as adult observers – focusing on the objects and 
actions necessary for them to learn about the task. Moreover, 
infants and their parents coordinated their visual attention 
during the food preparation task in similar ways as those 
observed in other everyday tasks, such as toy play, suggesting 
that sensorimotor processes play a critical role in coordinated 
attention. 
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Abstract

Contemporary deep neural network based classification sys-
tems are typically designed to learn information at a single
level of granularity from datasets in which all items occur with
equal frequency. Humans, on the other hand, acquire informa-
tion at several different levels of granularity from experiences
that contain some items more frequently than others. This al-
lows us to learn and differentiate frequent items better from
other items. We investigate the consequence of learning from
a natural frequency/multi-level dataset in a deep neural net-
work designed to model the human neocortex, complemented
in some simulations with a replay buffer, playing the role of
the human hippocampus. The NC network, when trained on
its own, is able to learn more frequent items relatively quickly
and differentiate them better from other items, as human learn-
ers do. However, the network’s performance on infrequent
and unseen examples pays a price in generalization perfor-
mance compared to a standard training regime. The replay
buffer serves to ameliorate these deficiencies, and we intro-
duce a computationally and psychologically motivated replay
weighting scheme that performs better than two alternatives.
Keywords: Multi-level classification; frequency effects; com-
plementary learning systems

Introduction
Humans continuously acquire information from profoundly
skewed distributions. We have far more experience with some
items than others, and our performance is frequency sensitive
– frequency affects accuracy and reaction times in word and
object identification and many other tasks (Patterson et al.,
2006). Not only do we recognize familiar things with higher
probability, but we also differentiate them from other items
better (Shiffrin, Ratcliff, & Clark, 1990). We also learn both
general and specific information – for example, we learn what
things are cars, which cars are Subarus, and which Subaru is
our own specific Subaru.

In contrast to humans, in most machine learning systems,
all items are presented equally frequently, and each item is
generally assigned only to a single class or category at a sin-
gle level of generality. Interest focuses only on the question of
how well we have learned to classify items in a held-out test
set, ignoring how well we know the things we have seen. A
further issue is that most of this research ignores the question
of how rapidly we learn. Machine learning research focuses
on presenting all the training date repeatedly until we reach
an optimum on held out items. For humans, there is no train-
test split – each presentation of an item is potentially a test of
our knowledge of it, as well as an opportunity to learn. And

it seems natural to think that we want to learn new things as
quickly as possible – we want to know what we have been
told (like people’s names or word meanings) after as few pre-
sentations as possible.

Our approach to these issues starts with the idea that hu-
mans continuously acquire information using two comple-
mentary learning systems (Marr, 1971; McClelland, Mc-
Naughton, & O’Reilly, 1995). A fast learning system rely-
ing on the hippocampus in the medial temporal lobes (MTL)
acquires new information quickly, while a slower learning
system based in other neocortical (NC) brain areas gradu-
ally builds up knowledge in a form that no longer depends
on the MTL. Integration into the NC is thought to depend
in part on replay of information stored in the MTL. A great
deal of evidence now supports the view that memory replay
occurs during sleep in humans and in other animals (Wilson
& McNaughton, 1994). David Marr, an early proponent of
replay, and most empirical studies have emphasized replay
events occurring during the night immediately after exposure
to an item. In humans, however, evidence from the effects
of brain lesions supports the view that memory depends on
the fast learning system for a period that extends over many
years or even decades (Mackinnon & Squire, 1989). Thus, we
treat the fast-learning system as a limited capacity system that
learns rapidly but forgets over an extended time scale. In this
way, replay is more probable for recent items, but older items
still have some opportunity for replay. We build from this
starting place to propose a human-like learning framework
that uses a complementary learning architecture to learn in-
formation at multiple levels of granularity about items whose
frequency varies over a wide frequency range. Within this
framework, we explore several issues:

• What consequences do learning with unequal frequency
distributions and learning to classify at several levels of
granularity have for learning outcomes and learning dy-
namics, both for items presented during training, and items
held out of the training set for testing?

• Does learning with an unequal frequency distribution lead
to greater differentiation of frequent items compared with
less frequent items?

• What is the best policy for replaying items for facilitating
learning in the neocortex-like deep neural network?
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We have taken four steps aimed at the development and
assessment of this framework, and to aid in answering these
questions.

First, we have focused on creating a data set with a fre-
quency distribution like that encountered in natural human
experience and including items to be categorised at three lev-
els of granularity, We call this a natural frequency / multi-
level (NFML) Dataset. This data set is composed of items
that appear with a Zipfian frequency distribution and encode
its class labels at a coarse or superordinate level, a finer or
more basic category level, and, for some frequent items, at an
item specific level. For this work, we assume that all classes
appear with the same frequency and only the items within
a class appear with different frequencies. We also assume
that all the data is available together avoiding the continuous
acquisition of information. We hope to extend this study to
include the two factors.

Second, we have aimed at designing a complementary
learning architecture inspired by human learning mecha-
nisms, composed of a fast learning network that idealises the
human medial temporal lobe memory and a slow learning net-
work that represents the neocortical brain areas. The slow
learning NC system is represented by a standard deep net-
work. This network is the primary focus of our study as we
view our integrated neocortical learning as the form of learn-
ing that informs our most automatic and deeply entrenched
expectations, reactions, and intuitions. Although we believe
information stored in the MTL guides our behavior while still
available in that system, at this stage of our work the role of
the fast learning system is only to provide extra exposures to
the NC network through replay. Both networks receive ex-
perience in the form of images sampled from the proposed
Zipfian frequency dataset each ‘day’. The items in the fast
learning system are replayed to the slow learning using dif-
ferent replay schemes during the following ’night’.

Third, we have examined the learning in the NC system on
its own, and we have developed alternative replay schemes
to explore how they affect integration of knowledge into the
NC system. We consider human replay capacity to be a fi-
nite resource, and model this by restricting the number of
replay events that the rehearsal buffer can provide during
each ’night’ or replay cycle. We propose a replay weighting
scheme that prioritizes items for replay weighted by the net-
work’s error on the item and the item’s recency of occurrence.
Weighting by the network error enhances the efficiency of
learning by focusing learning where it can do the most good
(Schaul, Quan, Antonoglou, & Silver, 2015). Weighting by
recency advantages frequent items (frequent items will have
been seen more recently, on average, than infrequent items),
helping to minimize the overall loss because these items con-
tribute to the loss more often. Recency weighting also reflects
human forgetting – the tendency of an item to become less
available in memory with the passage of time. As we shall
see, this weighting scheme enhances overall learning com-
pared to two baseline reply policies.

Fourth, we propose several measures of the NC system’s
performance on the NFML dataset. The results are compared
to the results to the standard uniform frequency distribution
used in most machine learning classification task settings.
Our work also allows us to explore whether deep neural net-
work models trained with the proposed NFML dataset show
greater differentiation of frequent items from other items, as
human learners do. We also assess how well the different re-
play schemes support classifying items of differing frequen-
cies at the item-specific level.

The approach that we have taken involves considerable
simplification relative to the brain and the details of natural
experience. Yet it allows, we hope, the prospect of begin-
ning to understand more about how learning occurs with the
highly skewed data distributions and multiple levels of clas-
sification that humans experience, in a setting where we seek
to maximize overall learning success summed over the entire
course of the learning process. In future work we plan to as-
sess the combined performance of the fast and slow-learning
systems at test time, as well as considering the performance
of the slow-learning system on its own. We also aim to extend
the current Zipfian datasets so that the data is available incre-
mentally as well as the classes are presented with different
frequencies in addition to the items.

Human-like Learning Framework
Our human-like learning framework is based on a computa-
tional systems that learns multi-level information from the
proposed NFML frequency dataset as shown in Fig. 1.
We first describe the development of the proposed learning
regime has been on creating datasets that are in accordance
with human experiences. Next, we present the complemen-
tary learning architecture, composed of a slow and fast learn-
ing system, that can learn this multi-level information from
the Zipfian datasets. Finally, we describe the measures we
have adopted to evaluate the learning performance of the slow
learner on the proposed datasets.

Natural frequency/multi-level (NFML) Datasets
Traditional machine learning systems are designed to grad-
ually acquire information at a single level of granularity
from stationary batches of well-balanced training data with
many repeated exposures. These assumptions are improba-
ble for humans as detailed in the introduction section. We
have adapted the standard CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky & Hin-
ton, 2009) dataset to include the frequency effect and encode
label information at multiple levels.

This dataset is constructed of 100 classes which are com-
posed of 20 classes (coarse-level) with each class further di-
vided into 5 sub-classes (fine-level). Each fine class consists
of 500 training (500×100 = 50,000 total) and 100 test im-
ages (100×100 = 10,000 total) with each image (item-level)
of size 32×32×3. The training and test sets are merged to-
gether to create the complete dataset of 60,000 images with
each fine class containing 600 images.
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Figure 1: Our proposed human like learning framework, composed of the complementary learning architecture trained on a natural
frequency/multi-level (NFML) data set. The architecture includes a slow learning system based on a ResNet 56 network and a fixed ca-
pacity replay buffer that idealizes the human fast learning system. The architecture consumes the NFML dataset that represents the skewed
data distribution experienced by humans to learn to classify images at three levels: coarse, fine, and item. Three illustrative items with their
labels are shown.

In our simulations, we have use three instances of a
frequency-weighted data set. Each of the three instances (set-
1, set-2, and set-3) is constructed by first randomly sampling
500 items for training and 100 items for test from each fine-
level class. Next, we assign a random frequency rank to all
500 training set item within each class. This rank is used to
produce a Zipfian probability distribution detailed below:

p(itemi) ∝ 1/rank(itemi) (1)

Probabilities are normalized to sum to one across all
50,000 items in the training set. To simplify the experiments,
all classes appear with equal frequency. Once the probabili-
ties are assigned to each item, batches of items to be used in
training are sampled with replacement for presentation with
the assigned probability. As a comparison to the standard
CIFAR-100 dataset, if one million items are sampled from
the Zipfian dataset, the most frequent items would be sampled
1472 times and the least frequent item just 3 times. This num-
ber is 20 ((1/50000)×1000000) presentations per item for the
standard CIFAR-100 dataset. In addition to the coarse and
fine labels, 5 of the most frequent items from each class are
assigned an item-specific label. These are the first, second,
fourth, eighth, and sixteen ranked items in each class, and
they appear with the following frequencies per million pre-
sentations: 1472, 736, 368, 184, 92. Training of the slow-
learning system (described below) occurs in alternating ’day’
and ’night’ phases. Each ’day’ is thought of as arising from
direct experience, consisting of 500 batches of 20 images
each (500×20 = 10000 images) sampled from the complete
data set with replacement. Presentations during the night
phase depend on the replay condition, described below.

Complementary Learning Architecture
The architecture consists of a commonly used deep neural
network and a rehearsal buffer that idealizes the properties of
a fixed-capacity fast-learning system.

ResNet: We use a ResNet-56 (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun,
2015), a 56 layer convolutional architecture as the slow-
learning deep neural network. The ResNet architecture em-
ploys ‘Skip Connections’ – connections that skip over sets of
stacked hidden layers, making it possible to train very deep
networks. Our only modifications to this architecture are its
output layer, its activation function and the loss function. In
our network, the next-to-last layer of the ResNet is fully con-
nected to our modified output layer, which consists of 620
units, one for each of the 20 course class labels, one for each
of the 100 fine class labels, and one for each of the 500 item-
specific labels. Each output unit’s activation is independently
computed from the weighted input it receives from the next-
to-last layer using the logistic function. For a given item, the
target activation is 1 for the two units corresponding to its
coarse and fine labels and for the unit corresponding to its
item-specific label if it has one. The target activation is 0 for
all of the other units. Note that this means that the target for
all of the item-specific label units is 0 if the item does not
have an item-specific label.

The network is trained using the binary (unit-wise) cross
entropy (BCE) loss, defined for each item i as:

Li =−∑
u
(yu log(ŷu)+(1− yu) log(1− log(ŷu))) (2)

Where u indexes the output units, yu is the ground truth value
for unit u and ŷu is activation of output unit u after application
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Figure 2: Frequency Effect: The illustration shows the coarse (20 classes), fine (100 classes), and item (500 classes) level performance
comparison of the ResNet learner trained on the Zipfian and standard CIFAR-100 datasets. This analysis is performed on several bins which
are composed of items with decreasing frequencies as detailed in the graphs. As expected the learner trained on the Zipfian dataset can rapidly
learn the bins with frequent items, similar to human learners. Also, the frequent bins are learned better as their final asymptotic performance
is higher. This frequent effect is not observed for the standard training regime as all the items are presented with the same frequency (20 per
million presentations) and hence the learner has a similar performance on all items. The graphs show the average performance across the
three (set-1 to set-3) experiments. The standard deviation is also shown at each point with the shaded region around the mean.

of the logistic function. The weights of the ResNet architec-
ture are initialized by randomly sampling values from a uni-
form distribution with a range that depends on the number of
inputs and outputs of each weight matrix (Glorot & Bengio,
2010). The loss is then averaged over the batch and passed
to a stochastic gradient descent optimizer using a constant
learning rate or 0.001 and no momentum.

Replay Buffer: The replay buffer is implemented as a list
of entries, one for each item in the training set. Items that
have occurred at least once during any training “day” are in
the pool of items available for replay. Our experiments in-
clude a no-replay condition, as well as three replay conditions
in which items are sampled from the replay buffer to present
5,000 training items to the slow-learning network during each
simulated “night” following each simulated day. We propose
what we call a strength-based replay policy which we com-
pare with two simpler policies. According to the Strength-
based Replay Policy, each item’s replay probability is pro-
portional to it strength, which the product of a regret fac-
tor and a recency factor, so that strength = loss× recency.
The regret factor is the summed loss at the output layer of
the network the last time the item was presented. Quite sim-
ply, we imagine that the learner experiences regret in propor-
tion to how poorly it produced the correct output, and there-
fore devotes more storage capacity (or more immediate re-
hearsal, increasing strength of the stored memory trace) to

the items that produce the most regret, promoting their replay
and down-weighting the probability of replaying items that
are already well known. Recency is a hyperbolic function of
time t since last prior presentation as is typical of human for-
getting curves. Specifically, recency = (t)−0.16666 where one
unit of time corresponds to 2,000 pattern presentations. One
comparison policy is a Zipfian policy, such that items seen at
least once in any previous day phase are chosen for replay
in proportion to the item’s Zipfian probability. This scheme
can be seen as representing a control for the extra presenta-
tions occurring during the night, using the same frequency-
weighing scheme enforced by direct experience during the
day. The other comparison policy is a uniform policy, such
that items that have occurred at least once in any previous day
are sampled from the buffer for replay according to a uniform
distribution, independent of either recency or frequency.

Performance Measures

Zipfian Dataset Performance: The performance of the
ResNet without replay is evaluated for the coarse and fine
level classification performance, with the expectation that
more frequent items should be learned better and more
quickly than the infrequent items. To measure the frequency
effect, the 500 training items in each fine class were sorted
according to their sampling probability in the Zipfian dataset
and then grouped into 20 bins of 25 items each. The fre-
quency bins were combined across the 100 fine classes result-
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Figure 3: Differentiation of different target items with item specific
labels from other items, as a function of the frequency of the target
item. As explained in the text, greater differentiation corresponds
high activation when the item itself is presented (left most point on
each curve), and steeper fall off as other items less and less similar
to it are presented. See Differentiation section in text for details.

ing in 2500 items per bin. Bin-1 contains the 25 most frequent
items while Bin-20 contains the 25 least frequent items. Bin-
1 is expected to be sampled at an average of 224 times per
million presentations while this number is 3 for Bin-20. Bin-
21 represents 10,000 test items from the held-out test set.

Differentiation: Humans differentiate more frequent items
from less frequent items (Shiffrin et al., 1990). We looked for
differentiation in the network’s performance on items with
item specific labels. The learner’s differentiation ability is
measured by evaluating the input activation ai to the item-
specific unit for the item, prior to the application of the lo-
gistic function. Following Criss (2006), differentiation is
demonstrated by how sharply this value falls off as items that
are less and less similar to the target are presented. In figure
3, we first plot the average activation ai for the cases where,
for each item in the bin, the target item themself is presented
(ai|i). Next we plot average values of ai when any other item
in the same fine class as the target is presented (a( f | f 6= i)),
then the average activation (a(c|c 6= f )) for all the remaining
items in the same coarse class as the target, and finally the
average activation (a(t|t 6= c)) of unit for the item for all the
remaining items in the Zipfian CIFAR-100 dataset.

Knowledge Integration: Different replay policies are ex-
plored for effective integration of the knowledge stored in the
replay buffer at all three (coarse, fine, and item) levels. The
best policy should produce faster acquisition of information
with respect to no replay and is measured as:

Mg =
Mpolicy

Mno−replay
(3)

Here Mg is either slope gained (Sg) or area gained (Ag) by
the learning curve for a specific policy as compared to no
replay. The slope for a learning curve is estimated by fitting
a sigmoid curve. Area (A) corresponds to the area under the
learning curve until the end of the training. This analysis is
performed for the most, intermediate, and least frequent bins
(Top, Middle, Bottom) for all three policies.

Table 1: The area and slope gained computed for the fre-
quency weighted learning curves, as detailed in the perfor-
mance measures section, is presented for the replay policies
over three datasets. This is shown for all coarse, fine, and
item levels.

Uniform Strength Zipfian
Sg Ag Sg Ag Sg Ag

Coarse-level
Set-1 1.67 1.37 1.87 1.87 1.88 1.79
Set-2 1.71 1.41 1.99 1.91 1.93 1.75
Set-3 1.73 1.53 1.80 1.84 1.99 1.83

Fine-level
Set-1 1.63 1.13 1.93 1.33 1.93 1.27
Set-2 1.55 1.19 1.99 1.44 1.95 1.31
Set-3 1.67 1.23 1.87 1.47 1.99 1.19

Item-level
Set-1 1.79 1.32 1.97 2.04 1.81 1.59
Set-2 1.73 1.39 1.99 2.11 1.88 1.71
Set-3 1.81 1.44 2.01 1.97 1.79 1.67

In order to measure the overall effectiveness of each policy,
the slope and area measures are also computed over the com-
plete dataset using the frequency weighted curves obtained as
shown below:

ovlc f w =
lc1× f req1 + lc2× f req2 + ....+ lcN× f reqN

f req1 + f req2 + ....+ f reqN
(4)

where ovlc f w represents the overall frequency weighted
learning curve, lci represents the learning curve for a specific
item and f reqi represents the item’s frequency.

Experimental Results
Zipfian Classification Performance: The performance of
the ResNet learner without replay was evaluated after each of
400 simulated ’days’ on the three NFML datasets (set-1, set-
2, set-3). The coarse and fine level classification performance
for several bins with different item frequencies per million are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that higher frequency is as-
sociated with both faster learning and higher accuracy at the
end of the training period, though accuracy is still increas-
ing at the end of the simulation. Performance on held-out
test items falls below that on even the lowest frequency train-
ing items, which have been seen only about 12 times each at
the end of training, indicating that the network is sensitive to
item-specific effects even for very infrequently trained items.

Comparing the results with identical ResNets trained on
the same three data sets, but with the standard procedure of
using equal frequencies for all of the trained items, we see
that performance on held-out test items is far better with equal
frequencies than with the Zipfian frequency distribution, both
at the coarse and the fine levels. On the other hand, with equal
frequencies, performance at the individual item level remains
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Figure 4: Replay Scheme Comparison: The illustration presents the learning curves for the most, intermediate, and least frequent bins (Top,
Middle, Bottom) for the strength, Zipfian, and uniform replay schemes. The learning curves for no replay training regime are also shown.
It can be seen from the curves that the proposed strength replay scheme outperforms the other two replay schemes as well as no replay as
it results in faster consolidation for the items. The graphs show the average performance across the three (set-1 to set-3) experiments. The
learning curves for frequency weighted aggregate performance computed for all the bins are also shown for all three replay policies as well
as the no replay case. The standard deviation is also shown at each point with the shaded region around the mean.

at floor throughout training. Thus, the Zipfian distribution ap-
pears to favor specific over general information, while equal
frequencies favors the general at the extreme expense of the
specific.

Even with the standard, uniform frequency training regime,
the ResNets trained to classify at the coarse, fine, and item
level do not perform well. This reflects competition among
the three classification tasks. When the ResNets are trained
only to classify at the fine level, training accuracy reaches
93% correct, and test accuracy reaches 88% correct; when
trained on both the coarse and the fine but not the item level,
the train and test scores were 76% and 74% respectively.

Differentiation: Training with a Zipfian frequency distri-
bution enables greater differentiation of frequent items from
the other items. As seen in Fig. 3, the activation produced by
the item itself (ai) at its specific node is higher than the acti-
vation of that node produced by other items. The ResNet also
learns to reduce the activation at the item-specific node for
other items resulting in a cross-over effect, so that the three
curves all cross each other, as expected if more frequent items
are more strongly differentiated from other items.

Consolidation with different replay policies: our
strength-based replay policy aids knowledge integration as
compared to the uniform or Zipfian replay policies. As shown
in Fig. 4, the strength-based policy has a larger advantage
over the other two policies relative to no replay. This is seen

for all three coarse, fine, and item levels with particular ad-
vantage seen for the items with frequencies of 368 and 92 per
million in Fig. 4. Replay itself is relatively unimportant for
the highest frequency items which are learned very rapidly.
The overall effectiveness of the replay policies is also com-
puted using the frequency weighted analysis detailed above.
The strength policy has an overall advantage as well over the
remaining policies. This is detailed quantitatively as well us-
ing the slope (Sg) and area (Ag) gain measures in Table 1. It
can be seen that the highest gains are for the strength policy
on all three datasets.

Conclusion
This work proposed a human-like learning framework that
used a deep neural network in combination with a replay
buffer inspired by the neocortex and hippocampus respec-
tively. Several aspects of our findings that are of note.

We found that both the multi-level classification task and
frequency weighting greatly impacted the network’s learning.
Considering first multi-level classification, when we com-
pared the performance of the ResNet trained on the standard
CIFAR 100-way classification task using uniform frequen-
cies, it reached 88% correct performance on trained and held
out test items, but when it was trained with the same uniform
frequencies to classify items at the course, fine, and item lev-
els, performance on fine level classification dropped to about
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40% correct, while completely failing at item-level classifi-
cation. This appears to be a weakness of these systems – it
would be desirable for a learning system to be able to classify
at multiple levels of granularity. Future work should explore
neural network architectures that can accommodate classifi-
cation at multiple levels more easily.

Given the challenge posed by multi-level classification,
a Zipfian frequency distribution allowed the network to fo-
cus its efforts on items occurring more frequently, leading
to higher aggregate accuracy on all three classification tasks
than uniform frequency weighting (compare the aggregate
’no replay’ curves in the right panels of Fig. 4 with the train
set performance at the three levels shown in the bottom row of
Fig. 2). This did come at the expense of performance on held
out test items. Further research should focus on understand-
ing how we as humans achieve frequency sensitivity, while
also achieving good generalization.

Our strength-based replay policy builds on prioritized re-
play (Schaul et al., 2015) by introducing recency weight-
ing and enhanced consolidation compared to the other replay
policies considered. This supports the view that there are ad-
vantages to forgetting in addition to the loss produced by each
item, since it allows focusing on recent items, which are more
likely to be occur again (Anderson & Schooler, 1991).

We see this work as an initial foray into using
slow-learning deep neural networks complemented by
hippocampus-like fast learning systems to model human
memory, where sensitivity to frequency and familiarity-
driven differentiation are prominent aspects. An important
next step is to use the hippocampus like system to work to-
gether with the cortex more fully, providing the initial ba-
sis for correct performance on new items and for retention
of item-specific information, as it does in human learners
(Knowlton & Squire, 1993). We are intrigued by the pos-
sibility that this might allow the deep network to specialize
more in acquiring generalizable knowledge, thereby improv-
ing fine-level classification on held-out test items, which was
severely impacted by the use of the NFML training set. The
use of the hippocampus-like system to guide responding dur-
ing direct experience might also enhance the impact of our
strength-based hippocampal weighting scheme. We are par-
ticularly interested in exploring the impact of using such a
system in the context of learning when the experience distri-
bution is not completely stationary. Real natural experience
involves relatively constant exposure over a life time to some
items, but other items come and go, and a hippocampus-like
system is likely to prove especially useful for performance
on items that have recently occurred once or a few times, but
that will never be experienced again. Here again this func-
tion may help buffer a cortex-like deep neural network from
responsibility for specific items.

An even longer-term goal for a human-like learning sys-
tem will be to replace the current replay buffer with truly
MTL like learning system, which is unlikely to retain exact
copies of training images and their targets and/or internal net-

work states, as in the rehearsal buffers used here and in many
deep learning architectures. We look forward to emergence
of large-scale systems that use the kinds of sparse distributed
representations first envisioned by Marr (1971) that can en-
compass the kinds of data sets required to capture more fully
the role of the human hippocampus in supporting our mem-
ory for the large number of items we know about and the wide
range of different kinds of things we know about them.
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Abstract

Research in cognitive science and machine learning suggests that learning systems can use small subsets of valuable
training items in order to quickly learn to achieve good task performance. We hypothesize that people often use small
subsets of stored exemplars to quickly train new neural networks, called extemporaneous networks, when faced with tasks
for which they do not currently have dedicated networks. We explore this hypothesis using participants’ responses in a
behavioral experiment to identify easy versus difficult training items. We find that a network confidence measure indicates
a network trained with a small set of good items provides the best account of participants’ reaction times. Furthermore,
computer simulations demonstrate that learning systems can achieve good performance when trained with small sets of
easy exemplars. Our results indicate that humans may complete tasks using extemporaneously-created networks trained
internally on small datasets.
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Abstract 

Adults tend to make biased inferences when they are given 
base-rates that conflict with individuating information (i.e., a 
personality description). More recent work has shown that 
children rely on individuating information by the age of 6, 
though 4-year-olds rely more on numerical information, 
arguably providing the more normative response (Gualtieri & 
Denison, 2018). In two experiments (N = 80 per experiment), 
we explored age differences in 4- and 6-year-old children’s 
ability to integrate base-rate and individuating information by 
manipulating the strength of the information provided. Four-
year-olds’ responses reflected more base-rate use, regardless of 
the strength of the individuating information. Six-year-olds 
weighed the information at hand, showing a general preference 
for the individuating information but relying more on the base-
rates when the individuating information was less informative. 
Though younger preschoolers may overuse base-rate 
information, with development there is an increased sensitivity 
toward individuating information and weighing information.  

Keywords: probabilistic reasoning; cognitive development; 
judgment and decision-making 

Introduction 
Adults often have trouble handling multiple, competing 
sources of information when making decisions. That is, in 
some cases, adults make biased judgments because they 
weigh information incorrectly or even appear to ignore one 
source (Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; 
Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). In one classic problem, 
participants are told that a personality description was taken 
from a sample of lawyers and engineers. Notably, the 
personality description and sample information conflict: for 
instance, there may be 70 lawyers and 30 engineers in the 
sample, yet the individual is described as enjoying math 
puzzles and carpentry. When asked to identify the 
individual’s occupation, participants should provide an 
estimate that reasonably considers the base-rate (i.e., number 
of lawyers and engineers in the sample) and the individuating 
information (i.e., the personality description). However, most 
participants classify the individual’s occupation based almost 
exclusively on the similarity of the personality description to 
their representation of a typical member of each occupation, 
showing little sensitivity to the base-rate of occupations. This 
is often referred to as the representativeness heuristic.   

This work raises significant questions regarding the 
emergence and strengthening of adults’ tendency to neglect 
base-rate information, which has led researchers to examine 
children’s ability to weigh base-rate and individuating 
information in these problems (Davidson, 1995; De Neys & 
Feremans, 2013; De Neys & Vanderputte, 2011; Gualtieri & 

Denison, 2018; Jacobs & Potenza, 1991). In these 
experiments, participants are given child-friendly adaptations 
of the adult problem using trait and stereotype information 
familiar to their age group. For example, in one study, 
children were given a base-rate of characters (e.g., 8 nice: 2 
mean) and were asked to classify a character from the group 
that they received individuating information about (Gualtieri 
& Denison, 2018). When the individuating information 
conflicted with the base-rates, 4-year-olds appeared to take 
base-rate information into account more than older children 
and adults. By the age of 6, children seemed to overweigh the 
individuating information in their judgments at a similar rate 
as adults, indicating that they neglected the base-rate 
information in their decisions.  

Due to the small body of work on the representativeness 
heuristic in young children, it is unclear what factors 
contribute to the emergence and strengthening of a preference 
for individuating information between the ages of 4 and 6. In 
two experiments, we presented 4- and 6-year-old children 
with a child-friendly version of the lawyer-engineer problem. 
This problem was similar to those presented to children in 
prior examinations; however, it was modified to achieve two 
main theoretical goals.  

First, we manipulated the base-rate and individuating 
information to determine if their use was influenced by the 
strength of the information provided. We investigated 
whether children are sensitive to the strength of the 
individuating information by varying the length of the 
descriptions. This manipulation provides further insight into 
the development of base-rate neglect, particularly when 
examining the responses of 6-year-old children from Western 
cultures, who have shown a general tendency to rely on 
personality information in various paradigms (Gualtieri & 
Denison, 2018; Seiver, Gopnik, & Goodman, 2013). In all 
previous work with children, the individuating information 
presented has been strong, detailed descriptions that are 
overwhelmingly representative of one group over the other 
(Davidson, 1995; Gualtieri & Denison, 2018; Jacobs & 
Potenza, 1991). Because all previous experiments have used 
these heavy-handed descriptions, it is unclear if 6-year-olds 
always rely on the individuating information 
indiscriminately, or if they weigh the strength of the 
information in their judgement. Regardless of its strength, 6-
year-olds may apply a very simple heuristic where they 
determine whether the individuating information sounds 
more like one category or the other, and then choose that 
category reflexively. However, if children do consider the 
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strength of the information, this may influence their decision 
about whether to rely on the individuating information.  

To this end, we also manipulated the base-rate information 
across two experiments to examine children’s ability to 
weigh numerical information in their judgements. This 
manipulation is particularly informative when interpreting 
the performance of 4-year-olds, who produced responses that 
were more in line with base-rates in prior examinations 
(Gualtieri & Denison, 2018). Four-year-olds have also shown 
a general tendency to rely on observed statistical data in other 
paradigms (Lucas, Bridgers, Griffiths, & Gopnik, 2014; 
Seiver et al., 2013). Similar to how our individuating 
information manipulation provides insight into 6-year-olds’ 
overreliance on personality descriptions, manipulating the 
strength of the base-rate information will provide insight into 
whether 4-year-olds use a base-rate heuristic. It is possible 
that 4-year-olds might be using a simple shortcut in which 
they match their response to the base-rates reflexively, rather 
than considering the usefulness of the base-rate information 
(and other useful information, such as individuating 
information, when base-rates are less informative).  

Second, we created two problems that contained group 
information that signified a preference for an activity, rather 
than a social category, allowing for a conceptual replication 
of recent findings. In one problem, participants were told a 
story about children in a class that could play baseball or 
make crafts during free time. In a second problem, 
participants were told a story about children in a class that 
could learn about space or wild animals during a trip to a 
museum. Including problems that contain different social 
preferences allowed for a broader view on children’s 
conceptual development. 

Experiment 1 
In Experiment 1, we examined 4- and 6-year-old children’s 
use of individuating information when it conflicted with 
base-rate information. To explore the effects of individuating 
information strength on children’s performance, children 
participated in one of two between-subjects conditions that 
varied the length of individuating information provided.   

Methods 
Participants Children were tested individually at their 
schools or at a local museum. Eighty children were included 
in the final analyses. Twenty 4-year-olds (Mage = 55.33 
months; females = 9) and twenty 6-year-olds (Mage = 77.51 
months; females = 12) participated in the more individuating 
condition. Twenty 4-year-olds (Mage = 54.24 months; females 
= 11) and twenty 6-year-olds (Mage = 78.12 months; females 
= 12) participated in the less individuating condition. An 
additional five children were tested and excluded for not 
finishing the task (n = 3), refusing to agree that there were 

 
1Once the child made their choice, the experimenter asked them to 
rate their confidence in their response. We computed scaled scores 
based on the dichotomous choice and the confidence judgment, 
giving us a more sensitive estimate of children’s weighing of the 

more kids in the majority group on both trials (despite 
correction, n = 1) and parental report of atypical development 
(n = 1). This sample size was decided in advance based on 
the lab stopping rule at the time of data collection. 

Materials and Procedure Participants heard two stories 
about children in a class at a school, narrated live by the 
experimenter using a PowerPoint presentation. In the activity 
story, participants were told that children in a class could 
make a craft or play baseball during free time. Participants 
were shown a base-rate of children who completed each 
activity. The base-rate for each problem consisted of eight 
children completing one activity and two completing the 
other activity (e.g., eight children making a craft and two 
children playing baseball). After the experimenter counted 
the base-rate aloud, participants were asked which activity 
was completed by more children. Depending on the 
participant’s response, the experimenter agreed or disagreed 
with the child’s answer and stated that there were more 
children who made a craft and less who played baseball. 
Following this, participants were told that one child in the 
class went home for lunch, and they were given case-specific 
individuating information about the child’s traits and 
preferences that were more stereotypical of a child who, for 
example, is more likely to enjoy sports versus arts and crafts. 
The individuating information was representative of the 
minority group and thus conflicted with the base-rate 
information. More specifically, if a participant was shown a 
base-rate of eight children making a craft and two playing 
baseball, they were given information that corresponded to 
an interest in sports. After they were told the individuating 
information, the experimenter asked the participant to 
indicate which activity they thought the child completed 
earlier in the day1. 

 Condition 
 More individuating Less individuating 
Craft This kid likes to paint and play 

with playdough. They like to 
make cool things and use their 
imagination. 

This kid likes to paint 
and play with 
playdough. 

Baseball This kid likes to play soccer and 
tag. They like to run around at 
recess and ride their bike to 
school. 

This kid likes to play 
soccer and tag. 

Wild 
animal 

This kid wanted a cat on their 
cake. They want to take care of 
animals when they grow up, and 
they read books about sharks. 

This kid wanted a cat 
on their cake. 

Space This kid wanted a rocket on their 
cake. They want to be an 
astronaut when they grow up, 
and they read books about aliens. 

This kid wanted a 
rocket on their cake. 

Table 1: Individuating information used in each condition. 

Children in the more individuating condition were given a 
lengthier, more informative description that was typical of 

information. Though these data are not reported in the current paper 
due to space constraints, the general pattern of the data and 
significance comparisons reported with the dichotomous variable 
held with this more sensitive score.  
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those used in the classic studies with adults and recent child 
investigations (Gualtieri & Denison, 2018; Kahneman & 
Tversky, 1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Children in the 
less individuating condition were given a shorter, less 
informative description of the child’s preferences, which was 
still representative of one of the groups (see Table 1 for 
individuating information for each condition).  

In the museum story, participants were told that children 
on a field trip chose to visit either a wild animal exhibit or a 
space exhibit, with eight children choosing one exhibit and 
two choosing the other. Similar to the activity story, 
participants were given individuating information that 
corresponded with preferences more representative of the 
minority group. The order of the stories presented (i.e., 
activity story first, museum story first), the majority group 
(and, thus, the individuating information used), the placement 
of the pictures in the base-rate array, and the group introduced 
first were counterbalanced across participants.   

Results  
Children received a score of 1 on each test trial if they 
selected the group that corresponded to the individuating 
information. Though selecting the majority group in line with 
the base-rate would be a closer approximation to a normative 
response, we coded the data in this way because we 
manipulated the strength of the individuating information. 
This also facilitated comparison across experiments, as 
children were presented with a 50/50 base-rate in Experiment 
2.  

 
Figure 1: Children’s use of individuating information in 

Experiment 1. 
 

160 trials were included in the final analyses, as each child 
completed two trials (see Figure 1 for overall means). 
Preliminary analyses indicated there were no effects of 
counterbalancing or story type (i.e., problem order: first, 
second; story: activity, museum) on children’s responses. We 
ran a Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) binary logistic 
regression including children’s age (4-year-olds, 6-year-
olds), condition (more individuating, less individuating) and 
the interaction between age and condition to examine their 
impact on children’s use of individuating information. This 
revealed a significant main effect of condition, Wald χ2(df = 
1) = 5.51, p = .019, and age, Wald χ2(df = 1) = 7.12, p = .008. 
This also revealed a significant age by condition interaction, 
Wald χ2(df = 1) = 4.04, p = .044.  

Pairwise comparisons provided additional insight on the 
age by condition interaction. There was a significant 
difference between 6-year-olds in the more condition (M = 
.70, SD = .46) and 4-year-olds in the more condition (M = 
.30, SD = .46; MeanDifference = -.40, p < .001) and 4-year-olds 
in the less condition (M = .28, SD = .45; MeanDifference = -.43, 
p < .001). There was also a significant difference between the 
6-year-olds in the more condition and those in the less 
condition (M = .33, SD = .47; MeanDifference = -.38, p = .001).   

To further understand children’s performance at each age, 
we compared children’s overall performance to chance using 
one sample t-tests. Thus, children received a total score out 
of 2, which was compared to the chance value of 1. Four-
year-olds’ use of individuating information was significantly 
different from chance in both the more (M = .60, SD = .68), 
t(19) = -2.63, p  = .017,  and less (M = .55, SD = .69), t(19) 
= -2.93, p  = .009,  conditions. Six-year-olds’ use of 
individuating information was significantly different from 
chance in the more condition (M = 1.40, SD =.60), t(19) = 
2.99, p  = .008,  but not the less condition (M = .65, SD = 
.81), t(19) = -1.93, p  = .07. 

Discussion 
In Experiment 1, 4- and 6-year-old children were presented 
with an adapted version of the lawyer-engineer problem. 
When children were given a more descriptive piece of 
individuating information, 6-year-olds relied on the 
individuating information in their inferences while 4-year-
olds opted to use the base-rate information. This replicated 
previous findings in which 4-year-olds’ inferences trended 
toward base-rate use, while 6-year-olds more heavily 
weighed the individuating information (Gualtieri & Denison, 
2018). Notably, 6-year-olds continued to prefer this 
information more strongly than the base-rates in these 
problems, which contained personal preference information 
that are less culturally engrained than the trait and gender 
stereotypes used in previous problems. However, 6-year-olds 
did not indiscriminately rely on the individuating 
information. When presented with the less descriptive 
individuating information, both 4- and 6-year-olds used the 
base-rate information in their decisions. Thus, although 6-
year-olds show a general tendency to rely on individuating 
information when it conflicts with base-rates, they seem to 
monitor the strength of the information provided and opt to 
rely more on base-rates when the individuating information 
is less informative.  

The results from Experiment 1 suggest that by age 6, 
children evaluate the strength of the individuating 
information in their inferences and weigh this information 
with the base-rate, though they show a general preference 
toward individuating information. Conversely, 4-year-olds 
seem to align their responses with the base-rate, regardless of 
the informativeness of the individuating information. From 
these findings, it is unclear if 6-year-olds are attending to the 
base-rate information or if their responses are simply based 
on the strength of the individuating information. That is, it is 
possible that 6-year-olds may be selecting the opposite of the 
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individuating information in the less individuating condition 
because they find it uninformative, rather than the potentially 
richer interpretation that they perhaps integrated that 
information with the base-rates. Importantly, it is also unclear 
as to whether the 4-year-olds are relying on base-rates in a 
“rational” way or if they are simply tracking base-rates in 
their responses with little sensitivity to any other available 
information in the problem (i.e., the individuating 
information). In Experiment 2, we presented children with an 
equal base-rate to examine their use of individuating 
information. If children are attending to both base-rate and 
individuating information, they should rely on the 
individuating information in their inferences as the base-rate 
is now uninformative.  

Experiment 2 
In Experiment 2, we examined children’s use of individuating 
information with an equal base-rate (i.e., 5:5). As in 
Experiment 1, we varied the strength of the individuating 
information across two between-subjects conditions.   

Methods 
Participants Children were tested individually at their 
schools or at a local museum. Eighty children were included 
in the final analyses. Twenty 4-year-olds (Mage = 56.16 
months; females = 8) and twenty 6-year-olds (Mage = 76.58 
months; females = 9) participated in the more individuating 
condition. Twenty 4-year-olds (Mage = 56.21 months; females 
= 5) and twenty 6-year-olds (Mage = 77.39 months; females = 
10) participated in the less individuating condition. An 
additional five children were tested and excluded for not 
finishing the task (n = 2) or refusing to agree that there were 
an equal number of kids in each activity on both trials (despite 
correction, n = 3). 

Materials and Procedure The procedure was identical to 
Experiment 1; however, children were presented with a 5:5 
base-rate in both problems. Thus, the base-rate information 
indicated a 50/50 chance that the child completed either 
activity. Accordingly, after the experimenter counted the 
base-rate aloud, she asked participants if more children 
completed one of the activities or if the same number of 
children completed both activities. Depending on the child’s 
response, the experimenter agreed or disagreed with their 
answer and stated that the same number of children 
completed both activities. As in Experiment 1, the 
individuating information was varied between conditions, 
with half of the participants completing the more 
individuating condition and half completing the less 
individuating condition. The order of the stories presented 
(i.e., activity story first, museum story first), the 
individuating information used, the placement of the pictures 

in the base-rate array, and the group introduced first were 
counterbalanced across participants.  

Results  
Children received a score of 1 on each test trial if they 
selected the group that corresponded to the individuating 
information. 160 trials were included in the final analyses, as 
each child completed two trials (see Figure 2 for overall 
means). Preliminary analyses indicated there were no effects 
of counterbalancing (i.e., problem order: first, second; story: 
activity, museum) on children’s responses. We conducted a 
GEE binary logistic regression with age (4-year-olds, 6-year-
olds), condition (more individuating, less individuating), and 
their interaction to examine their impact on children’s use of 
individuating information. This revealed a significant main 
effect of age, Wald χ2(df = 1) = 8.50, p = .004. Condition, 
Wald χ2(df = 1) = .30, p = .58, and the age by condition 
interaction, Wald χ2(df = 1) = .64, p = .42, did not have a 
significant effect on children’s scores. Across conditions, 6-
year-olds (more individuating M = .87, SD = .34; less 
individuating M = .80, SD = .40) tended to rely more on the 
individuating information than 4-year-olds (more 
individuating M = .60, SD = .49; less individuating M = .62, 
SD = .49). 

 
Figure 2: Children’s use of individuating information in 

Experiment 2. 
 

To further understand children’s performance at each age, 
we compared children’s overall performance to chance using 
one sample t-tests. Thus, children received a total score out 
of 2, which was compared to the chance value of 1. Four-
year-olds’ use of individuating information was not different 
from chance in both the more (M = 1.20, SD = .89), t(19) = 
1, p  = .33,  and less (M = 1.25, SD = .72), t(19) = 1.56, p  = 
.14,  conditions. Six-year-olds’ use of individuating 
information was significantly different from chance in both 
the more (M = 1.75, SD =.44), t(19) = 7.55, p  < .001,  and 
less (M = 1.60, SD = .68), t(19) = 3.94, p  < .001, conditions. 

Discussion 
In Experiment 2, we presented children with problems that 
contained an equal base-rate and varied the strength of the 
individuating information. In this context, 6-year-olds 
appropriately used the individuating information in their 
responses. Conversely, 4-year-olds seemed pulled to the 
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base-rate information, with their mean use of the 
individuating information close to 50%. From these findings, 
it seems that 4-year-olds may show a preference for the base-
rate information, regardless of whether it is informative or 
not. However, these findings suggest that 4-year-olds were at 
least slightly considering the individuating information, in 
that their means were consistently in the direction aligning 
with the individuating information in both conditions 
(approximately 60%).   

General Discussion 
In two experiments, 4- and 6-year-old children were given 
base-rate and individuating information in a child-friendly 
version of the lawyer-engineer problem. Across 
manipulations, 4-year-olds seemed to overweigh the base-
rate information as they continued to neglect the 
individuating information even when it would have been 
reasonable to rely on it in their judgements (i.e., when the 
base-rate was equal). Conversely, 6-year-olds opted to rely 
on the individuating information when they were given a 
strong description that conflicted with the base-rates. 
However, when the individuating information was not as 
strong, 6-year-olds used the base-rates in their judgments. 
From these findings, it seems that 6-year-olds generally 
prefer the individuating information in their judgments, 
though they attend to the strength of the information when 
deciding whether to rely on it over the base-rate.  

Between the ages of 4 and 6, children’s approach to 
reconciling base-rate and individuating information 
undergoes developmental change. Four-year-olds opted to 
use base-rate information in their judgements, even when this 
information was not particularly informative to their final 
decision in Experiment 2. These findings are in line with 
previous work that has found that 4-year-olds provide 
responses that are more aligned with observed statistical data, 
suggesting that they use a more data-driven approach than 
older children and adults (Gualtieri & Denison, 2018; Lucas 
et al., 2014; Seiver et al., 2013). However, the current 
evidence raises the possibility that 4-year-olds are actually 
over relying on base-rate information in this paradigm. 
Although use of numerical information is often interpreted as 
the normative response in the judgment and decision-making 
literature, this interpretation of base-rate use often assumes 
that the decision-maker is considering all of the available 
information. Rather, 4-year-olds do not seem to properly 
account for the individuating information and instead 
overweigh the base-rate. Four-year-olds’ base-rate use may 
look like a normative response, though it seems to be due in 
part to a non-normative process (i.e., base-rates as an intuitive 
response, Pennycook, Trippas, Handley, & Thompson, 
2014).    

Within a period of two years, children develop a preference 
for individuating information, as evidenced by 6-year-olds’ 
reliance on the strong piece of individuating information that 
conflicted with a base-rate. It is possible that 6-year-olds have 
a more general preference for individuating information due 
to a prior belief regarding the importance of personality 

descriptions in predicting behaviour, because they have 
shown preferences for personality information over statistical 
data in prior work (Gualtieri & Denison, 2018; Seiver et al., 
2013). Notably, 6-year-olds’ preference for individuating 
information was affected by the strength of the information. 
Whereas they relied on the strong individuating information 
when it conflicted with the base-rate, they used the base-rates 
in their inferences when it conflicted with a weaker piece of 
individuating information that contained representative 
information. This flexible use of base-rate and individuating 
information suggests that 6-year-olds attempt to weigh 
information in their decisions.  

Limitations and Future Directions 
Although 4-year-olds’ current performance suggests that they 
tend to stick with base-rate data in these problems, we are 
cautious in our interpretation of their performance, since it is 
possible that they did not find the individuating information 
in the current problem useful to their inferences. This issue 
has been discussed in prior examinations of the 
representativeness heuristic in children, which have found 
that young children opt to rely on base-rates more when they 
are unfamiliar with the group information used in the problem 
(see De Neys & Vanderputte, 2011, for a discussion of this 
issue). In the current experiments, we chose to present 
children with group information that was less practiced in 
Western cultures, though still age-appropriate for 
preschoolers. We are currently testing 4-year-old children in 
a baseline condition that only contains individuating 
information to ensure that they can use this information when 
it is presented on its own. Though data collection is ongoing, 
it seems that they rely on individuating information at above 
chance levels (current n = 40, overall M = 66%, t(39) = 2.69, 
p = .01, no significant differences between conditions and 
story types).  This suggests that 4-year-olds rely on 
individuating information when it is the only information in 
the problem, though are pulled toward base-rates if available.  

Moreover, much future work is needed to elucidate the 
potential mechanism driving these age-related changes in 
children’s performance.  Many aspects of children’s 
cognition develop between the ages of 4 and 6, which could 
contribute to differences in their approach to solving these 
problems. Children’s executive functions undergo drastic 
development during the preschool years (see Diamond, 2013, 
for a review). It is possible that development in children’s 
executive functions aids in their ability to integrate 
information and/or hold multiple pieces of competing 
information in mind, accounting for age differences observed 
in children’s sensitivity to the strength of the information. 
That is, 6-year-olds’ ability to weigh the strength of the 
information in their decisions may be due in part to their 
better-developed working memory and cognitive flexibility, 
because these abilities may allow them to hold multiple 
pieces of information in mind while they consider different 
decisions.  

It is also possible that 6-year-olds’ preference for 
individuating information may be due in part to a stronger 
sensitivity to the pragmatics of the paradigm. Adults’ use of 
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individuating information is affected by the framing of the 
problem, suggesting that their sensitivity to the pragmatic 
features influences their weighing of the information. For 
instance, if adults are told the individuating information was 
randomly drawn by a computer, they are more inclined to use 
the base-rates in their inferences than if it was chosen by a 
psychologist (Schwarz, Strack, Hilton, & Naderer, 1991). 
Children’s sensitivity to conversational pragmatics develops 
between the ages of 4 and 6 (Matthews, 2014). In the current 
paper, 6-year-olds’ varied responses across manipulations 
were interpreted as a development in sensitivity to 
information strength. However, these data could also be 
viewed as evidence for a pragmatic account. For instance, a 
6-year-old child who is more attuned to conversational 
pragmatics may wonder why the experimenter provided such 
a detailed description of the individual if she did not want 
them to consider the individuating information in their 
decision. Because the lower quality individuating 
information was also much shorter, it might be seen as less 
heavy-handed, which could reduce its use if children are 
attuned to this pragmatic feature.  

A final future direction involves exploring the interaction 
between children’s stereotype familiarity and information 
quality in their weighing of individuating information. 
Recent developmental investigations of the 
representativeness heuristic have gone to great lengths to 
ensure that children are familiar with the group information 
given to them in the problem (i.e., presenting them with 
gender information they are familiar with; see De Neys & 
Vanderputte, 2011). In the current experiments, we 
conceptually replicated previous findings with less culturally 
embedded information, which allowed us to explore if 
stereotype familiarity was leading 6-year-olds to use 
individuating information. However, it is possible that 
children would continue to use less descriptive individuating 
information in their decisions if it described a social category 
that they were quite familiar with. Future work manipulating 
the familiarity and relative entrenchment of group 
information in tandem with information quality would be 
pivotal in determining the features that lead young children 
to rely on individuating information.   

Implications and Conclusions  
Within a period of two years, children employ different 
strategies when reconciling base-rate and individuating 
information. Four-year-olds tend to align their responses with 
the base-rate data, even in situations where it would be 
reasonable to rely on individuating information. Conversely, 
6-year-olds show a preference for strong individuating 
information, although they weigh the strength of the 
information and rely on base-rates when the individuating 
information is less descriptive. These findings provide insight 
on nuances in the emergence and strengthening of children’s 
developing ability to integrate information that were 
previously unexplored. 
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Abstract

Language is rich in statistical regularities that capture meaningful, semantic links between words crucial for language
fluency. Words that can be combined to express meaningful ideas (e.g., drink-soda) reliably directly co-occur together,
and words similar in meaning share patterns of co-occurrence (e.g. soda and milk share co-occurrence with drink). Here,
we investigate whether children (4-year-olds) and adults can capitalize on these regularities to form new semantic links
between new and familiar words. Participants hear sentences in which new words directly co-occur or share co-occurrence
with familiar words. We then assess the formation of corresponding semantic links using an implicit, gaze-based measure
and an explicit labeling measure. Results suggest that new semantic links form only from direct co-occurrence in chil-
dren, and from both direct and shared co-occurrence in adults. This research is therefore uncovering the development of
mechanisms for building organized word knowledge from mere exposure to language.
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Abstract
Deep neural networks are increasingly being used in cognitive
modeling as a means of deriving representations for complex
stimuli such as images. While the predictive power of these
networks is high, it is often not clear whether they also offer
useful explanations of the task at hand. Convolutional neural
network representations have been shown to be predictive of
human similarity judgments for images after appropriate adap-
tation. However, these high-dimensional representations are
difficult to interpret. Here we present a method for reducing
these representations to a low-dimensional space which is still
predictive of similarity judgments. We show that these low-
dimensional representations also provide insightful explana-
tions of factors underlying human similarity judgments.
Keywords: similarity judgments; neural networks; deep learn-
ing; dimensionality reduction; interpretability

Introduction
Judging similarity between any pair of stimuli is an am-
biguous problem: deciding what counts as similar is subjec-
tive and sensitive to context (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner,
1993). Nevertheless, people are relatively consistent in mak-
ing similarity judgments, which is perhaps explained in part
by the biases they develop towards emphasizing some stim-
ulus features over others (e.g., shape over size, color, or ma-
terial; Diesendruck & Bloom, 2003). Understanding the fea-
tures (and the weights upon them) that people employ when
evaluating the similarity of complex stimuli like images re-
mains an open problem.

Deep neural networks have been demonstrated to be
predictive of multiple aspects of human visual perception
in visuoperceptual tasks (e.g., Lake, Zaremba, Fergus, &
Gureckis, 2015; Kubilius, Bracci, & Op de Beeck, 2016).
This utility has led to their increasing use as proxies of hu-
man cognition to understand mechanisms underlying cogni-
tive processes or as proofs-of-concept to establish the pos-
sibility of a certain cognitive strategy (Kriegeskorte, 2015;
Cichy & Kaiser, 2019). For example, Sanders and Nosof-
sky (2020) show that CNNs can be trained using multidimen-
sional scaling representations to derive psychological repre-
sentations of images. In other work, Peterson, Abbott, and
Griffiths (2018) show correspondences between similarities
in convolutional neural net (CNN) representations and hu-
man similarity judgments for natural images. They find that,
while out-of-the-box CNN representations are only partially
reflective of human psychological representations, they can
be adapted to support a more fine-grained correspondence.

The success of CNNs in predicting human similarity judg-
ments suggests that they might also be helpful in identifying
the features which inform those judgments. However, CNN
representations are high-dimensional, potentially redundant,
and likely include psychologically irrelevant stimulus infor-
mation. An important question, given their increasing use in
cognitive modeling is how many relevant features/dimensions
they really contribute and what the nature of those features
might be.

In this work, we propose a method inspired by previ-
ous work by Rumelhart and Todd (1993) which we call
similarity-driven dimensionality reduction (SimDR), which
obtains low-dimensional projections of CNN image represen-
tations that best capture human similarity judgments. Surpris-
ingly, our method reveals that human similarity judgments
continue to be well-preserved even up to two orders of magni-
tude fewer dimensions than previous work. This suggests that
the dimensionality of psychological representations is con-
siderably less than the full set of CNN features. We further
probe the individual dimensions of these representations that
capture concepts essential to judging similarity, and find that
most of them are interpretable. In particular, we show that
broad categories are given more importance by our model
than finer ones captured in subsequent dimensions, in line
with the hierarchical structure oft-found to characterize hu-
man cognition (Cohen, 2000; Rogers & McClelland, 2004).

Method
Peterson et al. (2018) show that the final representation layer
of a CNN can be adapted to better predict human similar-
ity judgments. The size of the final representation in CNNs
is typically of the order of 103, which makes interpretation
difficult. To serve our purpose of leveraging CNN represen-
tations to understand human similarity judgments, we require
representations that are interpretable and can give us insights
into the actual cognitive task.

Rumelhart and Todd (1993) constructed a connectionist
model to mimic human similarity judgments. The model
takes two stimuli as input and outputs a similarity judgment.
The hidden layer is of lower dimensionality than the input, re-
sulting in a compressed representation. Extending this idea to
modern CNNs, our method (SimDR) reduces the CNN rep-
resentations of images to a low-dimensional space which is
optimal for predicting human similarity judgments. If the
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obtained representations have sufficiently low dimensional-
ity, we can interpret individual dimensions to see what they
capture and make inferences about similarity judgments in
humans. This model and the data used are explained in the
following sections.

Datasets
Peterson et al. (2018) collected six human similarity datasets
for natural images drawn from the following domains: ani-
mals, vehicles, vegetables, fruits, furniture and a dataset en-
compassing a variety of domains (“various”). Each of these
sets comprises pairwise similarity ratings from ten people for
120 images, which we employ in all analyses that follow.

Similarity-driven Dimensionality Reduction
Peterson et al. (2018) showed that the final, fully-connected
representation layer of VGG-19 (Simonyan & Zisserman,
2015) is most predictive of human similarity judgments,
hence we use the same 4096-dimensional VGG-19 represen-
tations for all our experiments. The task of obtaining low-
dimensional representations of images which capture factors
underlying human similarity judgments is split by SimDR
into two objectives: (a) projecting VGG-19 representations
to a low-dimensional space, and (b) predicting human simi-
larity judgments using the low-dimensional representations.

These two objectives are jointly optimized leading to low-
dimensional representations that are predictive of human sim-
ilarity judgments. VGG-19 representations of two input im-
ages are passed through a single linear layer of small width
(i.e., a bottleneck layer) which projects them to a lower-
dimensional space. This is followed by an inner product of
the outputs of the bottleneck layer to obtain the predicted sim-
ilarity rating for the input pair (Fig. 1). The inner product is
our representational similarity measure, which contrasts with
Rumelhart and Todd (1993), and more directly generalizes
the method of Peterson et al. (2018). For both input images,
the weights of the bottleneck layer are shared. The weights
are learned by back-propagating the loss incurred during the
prediction of human similarity judgments, hence optimiz-
ing the projected representations to predict human similarity
judgments. This contrasts with the method of Peterson et al.
(2018), which learns weights for each of the 4096 input di-
mensions, or principal component analysis (PCA), which pre-
serves as much information as possible as opposed to just that
which is relevant to human similarity judgments (and thus
may inflate the estimated intrinsic dimensionality).

We first trained a separate model for each dataset. CNN
feature vectors were first normalized such that their norms
were one. We used mean squared error loss with L2 regular-
ization to train each model. The L2 coefficient was selected
between 10−3 and 103 by 6-fold cross-validation over the 120
images. Further, for every dataset, the number of nodes in the
bottleneck layer is varied in the range of 1 − 64. We also
compare the above with a simple unsupervised baseline that
alternatively obtains low-dimensional representations by run-
ning PCA over the input VGG-19 representations. These low-

Image 1

Image 2

Conv-net  representation

Low-dimensional layer

Shared 
weights

Predicted
Similarity

Figure 1: Overview of SimDR. CNN representations for
an image pair are down-projected using a shared low-
dimensional bottleneck layer. An inner product of the outputs
gives predicted similarity rating for the input pair.

dimensional representations are then transformed by ridge re-
gression using the method of Peterson et al. (2018) to predict
similarity ratings. As above, we vary the number of principal
components in the range of 1−64.

Few dimensions predict similarity judgments
We observe for all datasets that the SimDR R2 score at 64 di-
mensions is higher than that of the raw (untransformed) CNN
representations (Table 1). The PCA-based model performed
worse than SimDR for all datasets (except for the vegetables
dataset), suggesting that supervision is much more selective
of the human-relevant dimensions. We also observe that the
prediction performance of SimDR quickly saturates as the
number of dimensions increases beyond 10− 20, approach-
ing the prediction performance obtained using all VGG-19
features (Fig. 2; dashed lines). Notably, the animals dataset
requires only 6 nodes to achieve an R2 score of 0.6 while the
various dataset achieves an R2 of 0.49 at 6 nodes. These re-
sults strongly suggest that human similarity judgments can be
captured by considerably fewer dimensions (by at least two
orders of magnitude) than those comprising VGG-19 repre-
sentations, and more generally that psychological representa-
tions as measured by similarity experiments are much lower-

Dataset Raw Peterson et al. (2018) SimDR PCA
Animals 0.58 0.74 0.64 0.47
Vehicles 0.51 0.58 0.57 0.51
Fruits 0.27 0.36 0.30 0.27
Furniture 0.19 0.35 0.33 0.28
Various 0.37 0.54 0.50 0.31
Vegetables 0.27 0.34 0.30 0.32

Table 1: R2 scores for all datasets (SimDR values are for bot-
tleneck layer of size 64).
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Figure 2: Explained variance (R2) of our models in predicting human similarity judgments on each dataset. The dashed lines
correspond to the prediction performance in Peterson et al. (2018) when all input dimensions are used.

dimensional than CNN representations. Additional evidence
for this can be seen in the intrinsic dimensionality of the CNN
representations themselves without respect to human judge-
ments. Fig. 3 illustrates this using PCA: cumulative variance
explained is shown as a function of the number of compo-
nents, for each dataset. Notably, the dimensionality elbow is
both longer and later than those in Fig. 2. Interestingly, CNNs
also appear to assign equal dimensionality to all datasets (ex-
cept various), apparently much unlike humans (Fig. 2).

Interpretation of low-dimensional features

Now that we have demonstrated the sufficiency of low-
dimensional representations to predict similarity judgments,
we can attempt to interpret the reduced dimensions. For
this experiment, we focus on the top 3 datasets based on
R2 score—animals, vehicles, various. As mentioned above,
SimDR achieves an R2 score of 0.6 on the animals dataset us-
ing only 6 dimensions. On the various dataset, it achieves an
R2 score of 0.49 using 6 dimensions, and an R2 score of 0.45
on vehicles dataset using 16 dimensions. We fix these as the
bottleneck layer sizes for each of these datasets. The afore-
mentioned dimensions for each of the three datasets are cho-
sen by visually identifying an elbow in performance (Fig. 2)
such that the rate of increase in R2 score is small beyond this
point. We want to understand these individual dimensions;
however, they may not be orthogonal. To address this, we fur-
ther orthogonalize our low-dimensional representations using
PCA to ensure that each dimension encodes unique informa-
tion. We then take the top few dimensions which explain most
of the variance for each dataset. This contrasts with the use of
PCA above to produce a baseline reduced feature set in that
it is performed after supervised dimensionality reduction.

Visualizing individual dimensions

The ability of the low-dimensional representations to predict
similarity indicates that they are efficiently encoding informa-
tion essential for making similarity judgments. Hence, they
can further be leveraged to understand what factors allow
them to predict similarity judgments. To this end, for each
of the three datasets, we visualize image embeddings along
the top four principal dimensions of the low-dimensional fea-
tures learned via SimDR. We visualize validation images for
a single fold (out of the 6 cross validation folds), though we
observe that the dimensions were consistent across all folds
in terms of capturing the same concepts (Fig. 4).

Figure 3: Cumulative variance explained in the full VGG-19
representations as a function of principal component.
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Figure 4: Image embeddings along the top four principal components of low-dimensional SimDR representations.
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Figure 5: Examples of image embeddings for three datasets using the top principal components of the SimDR representations.

We observe that the first dimension for each dataset appears
to be largely continuous, and captures broad categories. In the
animals dataset, this dimension goes from non-mammals to
mammals. The first dimension of the various dataset goes
from inanimate objects to dogs and humans. The first di-
mension of the vehicles dataset shows a gradation from ve-
hicles with two or no wheels (e.g., sled, wheelchair) to those
with four wheels (e.g., trucks, buses), though the interpreta-
tion in this case is not as evident, which may stem from the
low variance (12%) captured by the top component. Some
of the other principal components are also apparently inter-
pretable and interesting. For example, the second principal
component of the vehicles dataset distinguishes water trans-
port from land transport, the third principal component of

the various dataset distinguishes natural things from artifi-
cial ones, while the fourth dimension in the animals dataset
distinguishes birds from non-birds. Each of these individual
dimensions captures a different taxonomic relationship, sug-
gesting that such relationships are important factors in deter-
mining similarity judgments of natural images.

Clusters formed by pairs of dimensions

As an alternative visualization strategy, we explore 2D pro-
jections of the image representations along two of the top
four principal components in Fig. 5. These plots are useful
in observing clusters of images formed by a combination of
principal components, where each cluster tells us what kind
of images are considered similar by the model.
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Figure 6: Dendrograms of hierarchical clustering for 2-dimensional representations and 6-dimensional representations on ani-
mals dataset. H: Herps, B: Birds, P: Primates, R: Rodents, WC: Wild cats, G: Grazers, E: Dogs, Bears and Large animals.

Echoing Peterson et al. (2018), we observe clusters for
herptiles, primates, birds, wild cats, rodents, and grazers in
the animals dataset. We see clusters for human faces and
body parts, animals, vegetables, houses, and natural things in
the various dataset. The vehicles dataset shows distinct clus-
ters for trains, bikes, horses, airplanes, and tanks.

Hierarchical similarity and bottleneck effects
Next, we analyze the effect of changing the width of the bot-
tleneck layer. We know that increasing the width improves
prediction performance. Here, we are interested in interpret-
ing the information captured by different bottleneck sizes.

To visualize this, we explore dendrograms (Shepard, 1980)
for the animals dataset. Fig. 6 shows that when the size of the
bottleneck layer in SimDR is 2, two clusters—primates and
non-primates—are formed. This suggests that belonging to
the primate group is the most important trait influencing sim-
ilarity judgments in the animals dataset, which is encoded in
as little as two dimensions. At a bottleneck size of 6, how-
ever, further hierarchical structure can be seen where many
more categories are present. At intermediate sizes between
2 and 6, additional clusters continue to emerge (not shown).
The hierarchical structure formed by the 6-dimensional repre-
sentations is closely related to that formed using human sim-
ilarity data in Peterson et al. (2018).

We observe that increasing the bottleneck width introduces
further categorical distinctions in other datasets too. For the
various dataset, at a bottleneck width of 4, we observe dis-
tinct clusters for animals and humans (and their body parts).
In the case of the vehicles dataset, 4-dimensional bottleneck
layer representations preserve distinctions based on wheels.
Hence, these are primary traits influencing similarity judg-
ments which are captured at small bottleneck widths. These

results motivate a hierarchical organization of factors under-
lying human similarity judgments in our model, providing
empirical results consistent with mathematical theories of
hierarchical semantic knowledge organisation in neural net-
works (Saxe, McClelland, & Ganguli, 2019).

Shared features across domains
We have seen that each of the six individual SimDR models
can discover low-dimensional representations which are pre-
dictive of similarity judgments separately for each domain. A
natural question that follows from this is whether the dimen-
sions learned by these models trained on specific domains are
also shared across domains. Translating this into the frame-
work of human judgments, the question we pose is the fol-
lowing: do different domains share factors underlying human
similarity judgments?

Canonical Correlation Analysis
We use L2-regularized canonical correlation analysis (CCA;
Bilenko & Gallant, 2016) to evaluate the degree of shared
information or factors between low-dimensional represen-
tations belonging to any two domains. From each of the
six models trained on individual domains, we obtain 64-
dimensional representations for all pairs of images (from
all 6 datasets). We then perform regularized CCA on 64-
dimensional representations from every pair of domains.

We observe in Fig. 7 that the R2 score is highest for fruits
and vegetables, followed by animals and vehicles. This im-
plies that the model trained on fruits and the model trained
on vegetables have overlapping latent factors and hence, their
similarity predictions are also based on some common fac-
tors. The same is true for animals and vehicles datasets.
While it seems reasonable for fruits and vegetables to share
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Figure 7: Inter-domain relatedness (R2) as measured by reg-
ularized CCA between all domain pairs.

common factors for similarity, the relationship between an-
imals and vehicles is less clear, although we suspect it may
have something to do with common backgrounds (which of-
ten contain scene information such as grass, sky, and water,
unlike our other categories).

Domain-agnostic SimDR
To determine whether a more general set of dimensions could
be learned that generalizes across domains, we trained a
SimDR model on image pairs from all six datasets using 6-
fold cross-validation. We compared this to models trained
on individual domains and tested on all others to assess how
they generalize on their own. The results, shown in Fig. 8,
reveal that the pooled model nears saturation at a few hidden
dimensions. Hence, even with a diverse dataset, few dimen-
sions are enough to predict similarity judgments. Next, we
see that the domain-specific models do not generalize well
when tested on all datasets, lending credibility to our earlier
claim that these models learn dimensions which are specific
to individual domains. Lastly, Fig. 9 shows the performance
of the pooled model in predicting individual domains, and
reveals that certain domains (animals, vehicles, various) are
well-explained by general features learned from the pool of
all domains, while others require more domain-specific fea-
tures (vegetables, fruits, furniture).

Conclusion
Our work shows that CNN representations can be trans-
formed to lower dimensions—where interpretation is far less
cumbersome—while still being predictive of similarity judg-
ments. We also observe that only a few dimensions are re-
quired to predict psychological representations as opposed to
a considerably larger, full set of CNN features. This find-
ing is interesting because the deep feature sets increasingly
being used in both cognitive modeling (for a review, see Ma
& Peters, 2020) and neuroscience (Kriegeskorte, 2015; Ki-

etzmann, McClure, & Kriegeskorte, 2019; Cichy & Kaiser,
2019) are much higher-dimensional. Indeed, some work may
already suggest that our findings could generalize to model-
ing neural activity as well (Mur et al., 2013), though future
work must bear this out.

Moreover, in this low-dimensional space, we are able to
visualize individual dimensions and show that they code for
unique concepts. Hence, they provide insights into poten-
tial factors that influence human similarity judgments, and
potentially various other visual tasks. We observe that in-

Figure 8: Performance of models tested on all domains (with
varying bottleneck layer size). The dashed line shows the per-
formance of the model trained on all domains in Peterson et
al., 2018. Solid lines correspond to models trained on differ-
ent datasets.

Figure 9: Performance of pooled model tested on individual
domains and on all domains (with varying bottleneck layer
size). The dashed line shows the performance of the model
trained on all domains in Peterson et al., 2018. Solid lines
correspond to the pooled model tested on different datasets.
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creasing the size of the bottleneck layer introduces finer lev-
els of distinction, mirroring hierarchical clustering in human
cognition. These results together show the ability of CNN
representations to both predict and explain human similarity
judgments using a few dimensions.

This work takes a step towards showing that psychologi-
cal representations can be predicted by far fewer dimensions
than used in CNNs; and that they are not only quantitatively
predictive of human similarity judgments but provide insights
about how people make similarity judgments. We think our
approach can help bridge the interpretation gap between CNN
representations and psychological representations by provid-
ing interpretable factors which influence human similarity
judgment.
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Abstract

We present a new quantum-markovian model of two-
alternative forced choice (2AFC) decision-making. We treat
the decision-making process as an accumulation of evidence
between two competing alternatives, analogous to the drift dif-
fusion model (DDM), in which the stimulus acts as a gener-
ative process, emitting bits of information that are treated as
quantum particles. The particles are acted on by a landscape
determined by the agent’s experience with the task or stimu-
lus, signal strength, and allocated cognitive control. We de-
rive closed form expressions for success rates under both the
interrogation and free response paradigms. Under the free re-
sponse paradigm, we show that this model reduces to a Markov
process with closed form response time (RT) distributions that
take the form of inverse gaussians (IGs) with periodic noise
characteristic to the task set. In the limit of long RT, the RT
distributions become smooth, recovering true IG distributions
analogous to the standard DDM.

Keywords: DDM; quantum cognition; markov decision-
making; 2AFC

Introduction
We present a new quantum-markovian model of information
accumulation for perceptual two-alternative forced choice
(2AFC) decision making. Our model builds on a framework
that treats each decision outcome as a square attractor po-
tential, the width of which is determined by the relative auto-
maticity of that response and the depth of which is determined
by the amount of cognitive control allocated to it by the agent.

A prime example of 2AFC tasks is the dot motion task,
in which a participant is presented with an image of moving
dots, a portion of which move cohesively in one of two car-
dinal directions (we will use left or right) while the others
move randomly (Shadlen & Newsome, 1996). The partici-
pant is tasked with identifying the direction of the cohesively
moving dots (the target stimulus), a task made more or less
difficult by the relative number of randomly moving dots (the
distractor stimulus). In order to do so, participants are thought
to exert cognitive control, in the form of attention favoring the
processing of either the entire stimulus over distractors or of
stimuli moving in one of the two directions, in the case of ex-
ceptions or a learned bias (e.g., movement in one direction is
more frequent than the other), and thus parameterizing infor-
mation processing to improve performance on the task.

The drift diffusion model (DDM) (Ratcliff, 1978) has been
used to explain behavior in 2AFC tasks as a process of evi-
dence accumulation toward one of two responses (e.g. left or

right in case of the dot motion task). Although the DDM
alone does not specify a mechanism for control and auto-
maticity in such tasks, work building on the DDM has ad-
dressed the role of control in modulating its parameters (Bo-
gacz et al., 2006). A fundamental feature of the DDM is the
assumption that variability in performance is due to noise,
which is typically treated as Gaussian. This is assumed to
reflect influences on the decision process (or its parameters)
that are uncorrelated with the signal or the process itself.

Quantum mechanical models have been proposed as an al-
ternative for explaining the dynamics of the decision process,
in which behavioral variation arises directly from a distribu-
tion of states characteristic to the system rather than unex-
plained exogenous influences. Justifications for this line of
thinking are several, and include the inherent stochasticity
of quantum systems, which may naturally capture the inher-
ent stochasticity of neural systems without the requirement of
additional variables; in cognitive models, this noise is com-
monly assumed to have a Gaussian form and added post hoc.
In a quantum model, the form of the stochasticity of the sys-
tem is determined by the parameters of the system, and is
inherent to the model.

Previous quantum decision-making models treat an agent’s
cognitive state as a single quantum particle, repeatedly mea-
sured throughout the course of the decision-making process.
Details of a DDM model of this type are given in (Busemeyer,
Zheng, & Townsend, 2006). This single-particle model has
the virtue of directly addressing interference and order ef-
fects, which arise from the uncertainty principle in physical
systems and, in cognitive systems, reflect the fact that mea-
suring the state of a decision by self-report has the effect of
altering future measurements of that same decision. Here,
we present a variant of the quantum model that differs from
other quantum cognitive models in that, rather than treating
the agent’s mental state as a single quantum particle evolv-
ing in time, it treats the stimulus as a single generative pro-
cess, emitting bits of information as quantum particles, acted
on by a landscape determined flexibly by the agent’s mental
state. Because we are treating a process wherein the same
stimulus-emitted particle is not subject to multiple measure-
ments, our model predicts that this type of process (perceptual
2AFC with a single response to a single trial) does not exhibit
the same order effects and interference properties of a single-
particle process. However, it is a natural extension of single
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particle models that consider repeated value judgments and
allows the two types of decision-making to share the quan-
tum mechanical framework. Like the DDM, this approach
assumes that the dynamics of decision-making behavior are
determined by an integration process: the integration of de-
tections of the quantum particles, serving as bits of informa-
tion about the stimulus, that are measured by agents through
the ”filter” of their internal representations. Unlike the clas-
sic DDM, which treats perception as continuous, our particle-
based model works in a discrete-time framework, which is in
keeping with a range of recent work that shows that attention
causes periodicity to arise in perception by inducing corti-
cal oscillations that effectively bundle the stimulus into pack-
ets, passed between populations of neurons during a receptive
window. A review of this theory and supporting evidence can
be found in (Fries 2009). By modeling perceptions of the
stimulus as a quantum particle, we mirror the distributed na-
ture of internal representations of complete stimuli with com-
peting components by diffuse and overlapping populations of
neurons, as well as the fact that populations of neurons receiv-
ing the diffuse competing input will tend to, in the measure-
ment process, collapse that input to a single representation as
though they had only been shown one stimulus component
(Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999). In quantum me-
chanics, the property of particles exhibiting a distributed state
before measurement and a collapsed one after measurement
is known as wave-particle duality.

In our model, after determination of the properties of the
quantum attractor landscape, the information accumulation
process is easily reducible to a simple Markov chain. In the
following analysis of our quantum Markov model, we find
probabilities of success under the interrogation paradigm,
closed form solutions for reaction times in the free response
paradigm, and we show that, in the limit of time, the RT dis-
tributions of this model are given by inverse gaussian distri-
butions comparable to those exhibited by the DDM. However,
key aspects in both concept and behavior of our multi-particle
model differ from both the standard continuous-time DDM
and the single particle model, thus providing an opportunity
to distinguish among these in future empirical studies.

Background

We begin by defining an infinite one dimensional attractor
landscape populated by square attractors. Each attractor cor-
responds to the internal representation of a single stimulus
component and corresponding response; that is, a set of rules
encoded by the agent to bind a stimulus component to a re-
sponse output. In this paper, we consider the limiting case
of two alternatives, corresponding to a pair of attractors and
the options in a 2AFC decision process (eg: if the cohesive
motion is leftward, push the left arrow key) (Shadlen & New-
some, 1996). The agent’s experience with the task, as well as
the strength of the input signal (signal to noise ratio, in the dot
motion task), determines the width, wi, of the square attrac-
tor for each representation and, thus, its relative automaticity.

The agent, having some information about the task they are
expected to perform, then allocates cognitive control in such
a way as to parameterize processing of stimulus information
appropriately to allow for rapid and accurate performance.
This is accomplished by the flexible allocation of control to
both or individual attractors as suits the conditions of the ex-
periment. To attend mor focally on the task-relevantstimuli
(and away from distractors such as ambient noise), an agent
may deepen both attractors; an agent given a somewhat reli-
able cue or that has noticed a frequency pattern in the stim-
uli may attend more closely to only one stimulus component,
deepening the associated attractor. The relative allocation of
control to each response determines the depth of its attrac-
tor, di. In an environment with two stimulus parameters, the
entire landscape may then be described by a single potential,
V (w1,w2,d1,d2).

As noted in the introduction, there is evidence that attention
operates as a ”blinking spotlight”, facilitated by oscillations
in cortical activity that propagate information across differ-
ent levels of processing in discrete packets (Fries, 2009). In
this paper, we provide a formal interpretation of the blink-
ing spotlight model of attention, treating incoming packet of
perceptual information as a quantum particle, acted on by the
landscape, and having its position measured to be within one
attractor, the other, or neither, before a new particle is admit-
ted to the system. This measurement is analogous to emitting
one particle at a time into the landscape, placing an array of
geiger counters within each attractor, and waiting for one to
pick up the particle before admitting a new particle to the sys-
tem.

Drawing parallels between a physical quantum system and
cognitive systems must be done with care not to overstep the
usefulness of the metaphor for modeling. To that end, we
make several important assumptions in the treatment of inci-
dent stimulus information as particles. First, we assume that
every agent participating in a task is capable of allocating
control, in the form of attention, sufficiently to process rel-
evant sensory information above chance; that is, we assume
agents are able to attend the stimulus and understand how to
respond to it. Quantum systems admit two types of state for
particles: bound and scattering. It is only in bound states that
particles can be expected to be found within the attractors
with probability above chance. For this reason, we will treat
only the bound states of our system. Second, while it is rea-
sonable to think that the agent’s state of arousal, (with respect
to its influence on the focus vs. dissipation of attention) which
may change between or even within trials, will impact their
ability to perform the task, we cannot, within the confines of
this model, make the assumption that any one state of arousal
is more likely than another. In a quantum system, we may
relate the agent’s arousal to the specific energy of a bound
state. For example, at higher energy, the particle is more
likely to be found outside of an attractor, much as an agent
that is more agitated is less likely to be able to attend a de-
manding task. Furthermore, and on a more technical note, the
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measured state of an agent is described by their performance
metrics (RT and correctness), unlike a physical quantum sys-
tem, the measured state of which often belies its energy. For
these reasons, given that our model system is comprised of a
single particle of unknown energy, we rely on the postulate of
equal a priori probabilities to determine that each bound state
admitted by the system is equally likely to occur. Finally, al-
though allocated control is known to fluctuate both within and
between trials, we assume that the fluctuations happen in be-
tween the measurements of particles (processing of a single
packet of stimulus information) such that the corresponding
changes in the depths of attractors do not alter the wave func-
tion of a particle between when it is admitted to the system
and when it is measured; that is, the stimulus packet is passed
through the system while it is in a single synchronous state,
not while the synchronicity of relevant populations is in flux.
This seems to be the case, not merely a simplifying assump-
tion, for cognitive systems experiencing the synchronous ef-
fects of attention (Fries, 2009). This allows us to find the
bound states and corresponding probability distributions for
a particle in V by solving the time independent Schroedinger
equation.

Next, we will briefly describe the form of the bound states,
which gives rise to the probability distributions that determine
where, in the landscape, a particle is found, and lend insight
to one of the phenomena of this model, the ”dropped bit”,
in which an incident stimulus particle is not passed along for
higher processing because it has not been found to be in ei-
ther attractor. Prior to measurement, the state of each piece of
information, determined by the bound states, is a continuous
distribution across both attractors. Although the states vary
with attractor parameters, they all share a canonical form: ex-
ponentials that converge to zero as their position goes to posi-
tive or negative infinity and oscillations within the wells. The
quantum system always has the property, therefore, of having
a non-zero probability of the particle being found outside the
attractors. This probability is higher in narrower attractors,
associated with a less salient stimulus or less automatic re-
sponse and in shallower attractors, to which less control has
been allocated. The presence of multiple attractors of finite
depths affects the distributions, causing states to have com-
ponents that reside in both attractors and giving rise to a fun-
damental conflict between stimulus components, altering the
properties of success rate and RT distributions.

In order to accumulate information about the stimulus, the
agent makes measurements of the position of the quantum
particle, causing the collapse of its state from a diffuse distri-
bution to a definite state. This dynamic is similar to one found
in neural populations in the visual system when distributed
populations of neurons, representing a a number of stimuli
in an overlapping receptive field, compete for representation
by a population at a higher level of processing. It has been
shown that the neurons at the higher level of processing will
respond to the mixed stimulus representations as they would
to only a single representation (Reynolds, Chelazzi, and Des-

imone, 1999). Similarly, the measurement of the quantum
particle in our model allows for finding the particle to be in
well 1 (associated with alternative 1), well 2 (associated with
alternative 2), or neither well. This final case may be referred
to as ”dropping a bit”, and occurs when the system does not
integrate a bit in a useful way. It may be attributed to tem-
porary inattentiveness, but always has a non-zero probability
of occurrence, regardless of how much control an agent may
attempt to exert. The information is then integrated, accord-
ing to the attractor in which it was measured, as evidence for
either choosing response 1 (leftward motion, left arrow key),
choosing response 2 (rightward motion, right arrow key), or
is ignored. The probability of each case is determined by in-
tegrating the L2 norm of the bound states across the width of
the wells.

To understand this more intuitively, consider the dot mo-
tion stimulus. Each incoming bit contains information about
multiple components of the stimuli, i.e. the direction of both
the target (cohesive) stimulus and the distractor (random)
stimulus.The agent processes the components of the stimulus
at each moment according to how much experience they have
perceiving and responding to such stimuli (the width of the
wells), their commitment to performing the task (their abil-
ity to deepen both attractors) as well as how much control
they have allocated to favoring the processing of one stimulus
over the other to perform the task at hand (their tendency do
deepen a singular attractor if given a reason, such as asym-
metric stimulus frequency, to do so). This combination of
automaticity and expressions of control creates a two well
”filter” that shapes the probability distributions for the stim-
uli. Then, by making judgments about the stimulus, the agent
collapses those distributions, and integrates the information,
stochastically, as perception of left- or right-moving dots. The
measurement clears the particle from the system by passing
the bit to a higher level of processing, similarly to a geiger
counter clearing a photon in measurement by converting its
energy to current. Repeated measurements of the stimulus
lead to the accumulation of evidence and, when one stimu-
lus component has sufficiently out-paced the other, the agent
responds.

Theory and Results
Having addressed the qualitative aspects of this DDM model,
we now continue to a rigorous analysis of its mathematical
properties, yielding closed forms for the probability of suc-
cess under the interrogation paradigm as well as the proba-
bility of success and the RT distributions under the free re-
sponse paradigm. These results mirror the DDM in limiting
cases, but have certain characteristics that arise directly from
the theoretical framework employed here.

Relating the Multi-Particle Quantum DDM to the
Traditional DDM
In the standard DDM, the drift, dx is given by Brownian mo-
tion, where the displacement of the decision variable with re-
spect to its starting point is the sum of a series of independent,
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identically distributed (IID) Gaussian variables. The resultant
instantaneous displacement is given by

dx = Adt + cdW (1)

Where A is the mean drift rate and the second term is normally
distributed noise (Bogacz et al., 2006).

In our model, the displacement of the decision variable is
also the sum of IID variables, whose probability distributions
are given by the probability of a bit being accumulated as
evidence for either response 1, response 2, or neither.

Value assignments for each bit take on the value of a step
size for a random walk

dx = xt ∈ {−1,0,1} (2)

And the agent’s progress from their initial position at time is
given by

X(τ) =
τ

∑
t=1

xt (3)

The probabiliy of each value of xt is drawn from a uni-
formly distributed set of probabilities, which arise from a set
of equally probable bound eigenstates admitted by V . We
denote the probability that step xt has a value a, given the
eigenstate j as,

Pa j = P(xt = a| j) (4)

, where j ∈ [1,2,3, ...n] is the index of the eigenstate.
The expectation of xt , analogous to the mean drift rate of

the standard DDM, is therefore given by

M =
1
n

(
n

∑
j
P1 j

)
− 1

n

(
n

∑
j
P−1 j

)
= M1−M2 ∈ [−1,1] (5)

The stochastic trajectory of this model arises directly from the
competition between target and distractor stimulus-associated
attractors in the landscape, each of which exerts an attractive
force on the particle, laying claim to some part of the proba-
bility distribution.

State of the System Over Time
This double-well quantum variant on the DDM evolves as a
discrete time Markov chain with a (possibly infinite) single-
step transition matrix, which gives the probability of transi-
tioning from state i to state j in a single step, given by

T =

1−(M2+M1) M2 0 0 ... 0
M1 1−(M2+M1) M2 0 ... 0
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 M1 1−(M2+M1)

 (6)

The two common approaches to 2AFC tasks are the inter-
rogation paradigm and the free response paradigm. Under
the interrogation paradigm, the agent is exposed to the stim-
ulus until a time determined by the experimenter, and then
forced to respond. Under the free response paradigm, the
agent is instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as

possible, then exposed to the stimulus until they decide to
respond, presumably when the system hits one of two deci-
sion boundaries. Under the interrogation paradigm, we are
concerned only with probability of a correct choice. Under
free response, we are interested in both probability of a cor-
rect choice and response time, as well as the tradeoff between
speed and accuracy. For the double-well quantum DDM, the
interrogation and free response paradigms call for different
analyses.

Interrogation Paradigm
Under the interrogation paradigm, we allow the system to
evolve freely and take a measurement of its state at the time
determined by the experimenter, t. As with the standard
DDM, the probability of success given by

PS = P(X > 0) (7)

In order to find these values, we need to know the probabil-
ity that the system is in a state Xi given that it started in state
X0.

Since the system’s step size is bounded above and below,
the state of the system is also bounded above and below.

xt ∈ {−1,0,1} (8)

X ∈ {−t, −t +1, ... 0, ... t−1, t} (9)

We find the probability distribution of the state of the system
across all possible states by fixing the transition matrix such
that T ∈ Rn,n

n = 2t +1 (10)

And finding
St = T tX0 (11)

X0 = êt+1 (12)

Where êt+1 ∈ Rn is the characteristic vector, with all entries
zero except the t + 1st entry, which is 1, and corresponds to
starting the system at time t = 0. St is the probability distri-
bution for all possible states of the system, X .

T is a finite Toeplitz tridiagonal matrix with constants on
the diagonals, which allows for analysis of arbitrary positive
integer powers (Salkuyeh, 2006). In our special case, the
(i,j)th entries of T are given by,

T t
i j =

(
1

t +1

)(
M1

M2

) i− j
2 2t+1

∑
k=1

λ
t
ksin

(
iπk

2(t +1)

)
sin
(

jπk
2(t +1)

)
(13)

λk = (1−M1−M2)+2
√

M1M2cos
(

kπ

2(t +1)

)
(14)

And, since the system began at t = 0, its probability distribu-
tion at time t is described by the entries of the t +1th column
of T t

T t
i,t+1 =

(
1

t +1

)(
M1

M2

) i−t−1
2 t

∑
a=0

λ
t
2a+1sin

(
πi(2a+1)

2(t +1)

)
(−1)a

(15)
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This is a gaussian-like distribution with periodic interference.
As time progresses, the interference dissipates, and we re-
cover a gaussian distribution.

Assigning the positive direction to be the correct one, the
probability of success is given by

PS =
2t+1

∑
i=t+1

(
T t

i,t+1
)

(16)

Figure 1: A sample of the probabilities of success over time
under the interrogation paradigm, M1 = 0.488, M2 = 0.388.
As expected, it will converge to 1 in the limit of time, but
exhibits rapid oscillations and a slower non-monotonicity that
depend on M1 and M2. In the case of high conflict, there is a
chance for the outcomes to cross the axis of equal probability
due to these oscillations.

Free Response Paradigm
Under the free response paradigm, we set two decision
boundaries at x = {−Tf ,Ts} where −Tf is the threshold for
making the incorrect decision (failure), and Ts is the threshold
for making the correct decision (success). We do not assume
that these boundaries are symmetric, which corresponds to
allowing for the existence of bias in a standard DDM. The
system now evolves as a Markov chain with two absorbing
states. Its one-step transition probability matrix is given by

A =


1 M2 0 ... 0 0
0 1−(M2+M1) M2 0 0 ...
0 M1 1−(M2+M1) M2 0 ...
.
.
.
0 0 0 M1 1−(M2+M1) 0
0 0 0 0 M1 1

 ∈ Rmxm

(17)
where

m = Tf +Ts +1 (18)

The system may occupy any of state of a discrete space given
by x ∈ Rmx1. The state of the system at time t is again given
by

St = AtS0 (19)

. The probabilities of success and failure can be described by
setting the thresholds for each choice as absorbing states and
finding the probability of absorption by each from the starting
point.

The probabilities of success and failure are found by solv-
ing the expressions

Bx f = f (20)

.
Bxs = s (21)

. Where s = êm and f = ê1 for x f and xs. The entries
(xs)i give the probability of success, having started from
xi ∈ [−Tf ,−Tf +1, ...Ts−1,Ts], and failure is given likewise
by (x f )i. The matrix B is

B =


1 0 0 ... 0 0

M2 −(M2+M1) M1 0 0 ...
0 M2 −(M2+M1) M1 0 ...
.
.
.
0 0 0 M2 −(M2+M1) M1
0 0 0 0 0 1

 (22)

And the boundary conditions are given by (xs)1 = 0, (xs)m =
1 and (x f )1 = 1, (x f )m = 0. That is, if the agent begins exactly
at the threshold for the ”incorrect” decision, their probability
of success is zero and their probability of failure is 1.

The entries of xs and x f are exponential and given by,

(x f )i =C1 f +C2 f

(
M2

M1

)i

(23)

C1 f =
−Mm−1

2

Mm−1
1 −Mm−1

2
(24)

C2 f =

(
M1

M2

)(
Mm−1

1

Mm−1
1 −Mm−1

2

)
(25)

And

(xs)i =C1s +C2s

(
M2

M1

)i

(26)

C1s =
Mm−1

1

Mm−1
1 −Mm−1

2
(27)

C2s =

(
−M1

M2

)(
Mm−1

1

Mm−1
1 −Mm−1

2

)
(28)

With these values in hand, we can now set the initial posi-
tion of the agent to x = 0, and the probability of success and
failure are given by the Tf+1th entries of x f and xs.

PS = MTs
1

(
M

Tf
1 −M

Tf
2

M
Tf +Ts
1 −M

Tf +Ts
2

)
(29)

The probability of the agent choosing incorrectly is defined
and found similarly.

PF = M
Tf
2

(
MTs

1 −MTs
2

M
Tf +Ts
1 −M

Tf +Ts
2

)
(30)

Where M1 6= M2. Where M1 = M2, PF = PS = 0.5. Success
rates follow a binomial distribution.
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Mean Response Time A useful parameter for describing
an agent’s performance is the mean response time for both
correct and incorrect responses, analogous to the uncondi-
tioned RT in the standard DDM.

This is done by setting absorbing states at the boundaries
−Tf and Ts . Next we find the characteristic matrix N = (I−
Q)−1 where Q ∈ Rm−2xm−2 s.t.

Q =

1−(M1+M2) M1 0 ... 0
M2 1−(M1+M2) M1 ... 0
0 M2 1−(M1+M2) ... 0
.
.
.

 (31)

Ni j =


−1i+ j

(
−M j−i

1√
M1M2

j−i+1

)(
Ui−1(d)Um− j(d)

Um(d)

)
i≤ j

−1i+ j
(

−Mi− j
2√

M1M2
i− j+1

)(
U j−1(d)Um−i(d)

Um(d)

)
j < i

(32)

Where Ui(d) is the ith Chebyshev polynomial of the second
kind, evaluated at d and d is given by

d =
M1 +M2

2
√

M1M2
(33)

(Fonesca & Petronilho, 2005). The sum over the entries of
each row of N gives the expected time before absorption by
either state, having started in state i . Since our agent always
begins at t = 0 , we are only interested in i = Tf +1. There-
fore, the mean response time for the system is given by

E(RT ) =
m−2

∑
j=1

NTf +1, j (34)

.

RT Distributions as a First Passage Problem To get the
RT distributions for the free response paradigm, we must con-
sider a first passage problem. The probabilities that the first
passage time from initial state S0 to final states s and f is t
will be denoted by fs(t) and f f (t) respectively.

To find fs(t), we begin by setting our decision thresholds
as absorbing states in our Markov chain. Thus, the single-
step transition probabilities are given by A (as defined above).
Probability of absorption by success and failure thresholds
respectively at time is given by

as(t) = (AtS0)m = (St)m (35)

And
a f (t) = (AtS0)1 = (St)1 (36)

. However, as(t) and a f (t) give the probabilities of having
been absorbed at time t and all preceding times. Therefore,

fs(t) = as(t)−as(t−1) (37)

f f (t) = a f (t)−a f (t−1) (38)

The tridiagonal nature of A allows closed-forms of the distri-
butions fs(t) and f f (t) . To find these, we reduce to a matrix
of matrices,

A =
[1 B 0

0 T 0
0 F 1

]
∈ Rmxm (39)

B = [M2 0 ... 0 ] ∈ R1×m−2 (40)

F = [0 0 ... M1 ] ∈ R1×m−2 (41)

And T ∈ Rm−2×m−2 is our familiar Toeplitz matrix.

At −At−1 =

[
0 BT t−1 0
0 T t−T t−1 0
0 FT t−1 0

]
(42)

Because we are only interested in probabilities of being in
either absorbing state, we are interested only in the top and
bottom rows of this matrix, the TF +1st entries of which give
the probability of succeeding or failing at time t.

fs(t) = M1(T t−1)(m−2,Tf ) (43)

f f (t) = M2(T t−1)(1,Tf ) (44)

Figure 2: A sample of the RT distributions for success and
failure, M1 = 0.488, M2 = 0.45. These distributions oscillate
inside of inverse gaussian envelopes. The periodicity they
exhibit is due to the asymmetry of M1 and M2 and the discrete
measure of time.

These distributions are shaped like inverse gaussian distri-
butions, but exhibit periodic noise characteristic to the sys-
tem.

RT Distributions in the Limit of Time Because the state
of the system is a sum of IID random variables, we know by
the central limit theorem that the success rate distributions
will converge to a Gaussian

P(S) = N
(

M,
M1 +M2−M2

n

)
(45)

And that the probability distribution of the states for the in-
terrogation paradigm (no absorbing states) as the interroga-
tion time increases is also bounded by a Gaussian distribution
such that

lim
n→inf

Sn = N
(
Mn,n

(
M1 +M2−M2)) (46)
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Thus, in the limit of sufficiently high thresholds or sufficiently
long time, the RT distributions are given by an inverse gaus-
sian distribution for the limiting state Sn,

RT = IG
(

TS

M
,

T 2
S

M1 +M2−M2

)
(47)

Conclusion

We have presented a novel discrete time quantum-markov
model for 2AFC decision-making processes that yields closed
form success and failure probabilities and response time dis-
tributions. The model’s discrete treatment of time arises di-
rectly from the treatment of incident stimuli as quantum par-
ticles of information, which are propagated in a periodic
way and begins to provide a formally rigorous account of
the ”blinking spotlight” effect that attention lends to per-
ception (Fries, 2009). The motivation for the quantum na-
ture of the particles is justified both by previous models that
yield quantum-like results for judgment decision processes,
as reviewed in the work of (Busemeyer, Wang, & Pothos)
and by the dynamics of neural representations as information
passes through different levels of processing, which seems to
mirror the wave-particle duality of quantum particles in that
distributed representations are collapsed to distinct ones by
the measurement process (Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone,
1999).

The RT distributions are analogous in form to the inverse
gaussians familiar from a standard DDM (Bogacz et al.,
2006), but differ in that the noise that is inherent to the sys-
tem and determined by the agent’s task set and experience,
as well as the stimulus itself. The noise is intrinsic to the
system in that it is determined by M1 and M2, which are de-
termined by the quantum attractor landscape V , rather than
being generalized to being Gaussian. In the limit of time or
sufficiently high decision thresholds, the noise of the system
dissipates and we recover inverse gaussian distributions but,
on shorter time scales, the system exhibits oscillatory com-
ponents, arising as a result of theoretical differences from the
standard DDM, that make novel predictions that may be mea-
surable by future experiments. Because of their closed form,
RT distributions and success probabilities are quick and com-
putationally cheap to calculate, as they do not require simula-
tion.

This model is a limiting case arising from a framework
that treats incoming stimulus information as quantum parti-
cles subject to attractor potentials determined by the agent as
well as the stimulus. In future work, this framework will be
extended to include dynamics of control allocation and will
be used to treat task-switching applications and higher di-
mensional stimuli. Current work is extending this framework
for analysis of multi-choice decision making processes and
2AFC with bivalent stimuli, which requires greater levels of
processing.
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A memory-augmented neural network model of abstract sequential reasoning
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Abstract

A key aspect of human reasoning is the ability to recognize abstract patterns in sequential data and then use those patterns
to make novel inferences. Capturing this capacity for abstract reasoning is a major challenge for neural network models
of human cognition. We present a recurrent neural network model of abstract sequential reasoning that is augmented with
a form of episodic memory. This memory system enables the network to accomplish a form of variable-binding that has
long been considered an important component of abstract reasoning. We evaluate the model using visually grounded,
abstract sequential reasoning and pattern completion tasks, including a task based on relations commonly found in Ravens
Progressive Matrices.
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The effects of mindfulness meditation and relaxation on brain activity
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Abstract

Meditation aims to improve ones psychological capacities by encouraging a calm and focused mind. Studies have ob-
served positive benefits of meditation on health and cognition, such as reduced anxiety and enhanced executive control.
Meditation has even been shown to alter brain structure and function. These benefits are mainly observed in long-term
meditators, with few studies examining the effects of short-term meditation. The current study investigated whether there
are immediate benefits of meditation. Electroencephalography was recorded while cognitive tasks were completed, we
also collected subjective well-being measures before and after exposure to either a brief meditation or a relaxation story.
Post-intervention reaction time was shorter in meditators compared to the relaxation story. Both groups exhibited increased
well-being, smaller N2s, and larger P3bs post-intervention. These results suggest that while mindfulness meditation may
improve conflict monitoring, both interventions appear to improve well-being. Overall, there may be immediate benefits
of meditation for even novice meditators.
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Abstract
A hallmark of natural language is the innovative reuse of ex-
isting words. We examine how adjectives extend over time
to describe nouns and form previously unattested adjective-
noun pairings. Our approach is based on the idea of chaining
that postulates word meaning to extend by linking novel ref-
erents to existing ones that are close in semantic space. We
test this proposal by exploring a set of models that learn to
infer adjective-noun pairings from historical text corpora for
a period of 150 years. Our findings across three diverse sets
of adjectives support a chaining mechanism that is sensitive
to semantic neighbourhood density, best captured by an exem-
plar model of category extension. This work sheds light on the
generative cognitive mechanisms of word usage extension.
Keywords: word usage extension; chaining; exemplar theory;
generative model; adjectives

Introduction
Speakers of a language often need to describe new items
driven by socio-cultural changes or technological innova-
tions. One way of referring to a new item is to create a new
word, but more often speakers choose to reuse an existing
word (Ramiro, Srinivasan, Malt, & Xu, 2018). Here we ex-
plore how adjectives are reused and extended to pair with
nouns over time and ask whether the processes of word us-
age extension can be understood in principled computational
terms.

The topic of adjective-noun pairing has been traditionally
tackled from the perspective of lexical composition. In partic-
ular, existing studies have explored what adjective-noun pair-
ings are considered plausible (Lapata, McDonald, & Keller,
1999), and how adjectives can be combined with nouns
sensibly either via probabilistic models (Lapata, 2001) or
through ontological constraints (Schmidt, Kemp, & Tenen-
baum, 2006). More recent work has also suggested that
adjective-noun composition can be modelled using vector-
space models such as Word2Vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen,
Corrado, & Dean, 2013). In these studies, adjectives are con-
sidered to be linear operators that act on nouns in a vector
space that impose linear transformations (Baroni & Zampar-
elli, 2010; Boleda, Baroni, McNally, & Pham, 2013; Vec-
chi, Zamparelli, & Baroni, 2013; Vecchi, Marelli, Zamparelli,
& Baroni, 2017) or conform to additive compositional mod-
els (Zanzotto, Korkontzelos, Fallucchi, & Manandhar, 2010).
Despite this extensive line of work, sparse research has di-
rectly involved the dimension of time in the investigation of
adjective-noun composition.

Figure 1: Example adjectives that emerged to describe vegan
over the past half century.

Independent research in historical linguistics has suggested
that adjective extension is non-arbitrary. For example, work
on synaesthetic adjectives indicates that sensory terms such
as those pertaining to sound, touch, and smell exhibit regular
semantic change such that words from the same sensory do-
main tend to undergo parallel change in meaning (Williams,
1976). This line of inquiry takes an empirical approach and
relies on historical dictionaries to characterize regularity in
adjective usage, but to our knowledge there exists no formal
computational treatment or large-scale evaluation of histori-
cal adjective extension.

Here we raise the question of how speakers choose to pair
adjectives with nouns, particularly if such pairings have not
yet appeared in the linguistic community. Figure 1 illustrates
this problem. Given a noun such as vegan, different adjec-
tives have been used as its modifiers over time. Although the
historical order of adjective-noun pairings is influenced by
non-linguistic or external factors, language users must still
somehow come up with these novel adjective uses that are
judged to be appropriate. We are interested in this question
in its generality, which not only concerns a single noun like
vegan but also any nouns, established or novel, in the lexicon.

We thus define the following problem: Given adjective-
noun pairings at historical time t, can we predict novel
adjective-noun pairings into the future t+∆? We characterize
this problem in computational terms with the goal to under-
stand the cognitive mechanisms that give rise to innovative
word usage extension. Our basic premise is that the (tem-
poral) choices of adjectives for a noun are not arbitrary, and
as such, given knowledge of adjective uses in the past, one
should be able to infer novel adjective-noun pairings into the
future.
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Our work is grounded in cognitive linguistic theories of
chaining, which concern the cognitive mechanisms for cate-
gory extension. Lakoff (1987) and other scholars (e.g., Malt,
Sloman, Gennari, Shi, & Wang, 1999) have postulated that
semantic categories grow via chaining, a process in which
novel referents link to existing referents of a word due to
proximity in semantic space. Chaining has been recently
explored computationally in the historical extension of con-
tainer names (Xu, Regier, & Malt, 2016), word sense exten-
sion (Ramiro et al., 2018), and more recently, the historical
extension of numeral classifiers (Habibi, Kemp, & Xu, to ap-
pear). An important finding from these studies is that chain-
ing as an extensional mechanism depends on semantic neigh-
bourhood density, suggesting that historical meaning exten-
sion follows an incremental as opposed to abrupt process. In
our study, we consider each adjective as a linguistic category
and explore different mechanisms of chaining to predict how
adjective usages grow to modify nouns that they have not pre-
viously co-occurred with.

Computational formulation
We formulate adjective extension as a temporal categoriza-
tion problem. Given a noun n∗, information about its mean-
ing at time t, a finite set of adjectives A , and the historical
adjective-noun pairings of adjectives a ∈ A , we seek to pre-
dict which adjectives in A are most appropriate for n∗ at time
t +∆:

p(a|n∗)(t+∆)
∝ p(n∗|a)(t) p(a)(t)

= p
(

n∗|{n}(t)a

)
p
(
{n}(t)a

)
,

where we adopt the notation {n}(t)a to reference the set of
nouns that co-occur with adjective a at time t, i.e., the cat-
egory extension of a. Note that when making predictions,
we only consider novel adjective-noun pairs, i.e., adjectives
a ∈ A that did not co-occur with n∗ up to time t. Intuitively,
this prediction task depends on two important sources of in-
formation: (i) what we know about other nouns that have co-
occurred with a—captured in the likelihood term, and (ii) our
belief about how dominant or common a is in the lexicon—
captured in the prior. The likelihood and prior terms are based
on information up to and including time t, but the posterior
distribution of the left side of the equation describes what we
wish to infer at time t +∆.

Likelihood function
As discussed earlier, semantic resemblance between words
predicts that they are likely to be treated in similar ways and
appear in the same adjective pairings (i.e., semantic chain-
ing). Below we present models that operationalize chaining
and semantic category extension in terms of different mecha-
nisms (see Figure 2 for an illustration) when assigning to n∗

adjectives that it is likely to co-occur with at future times. In
particular, the chaining mechanisms are encapsulated in the
likelihood term p(n∗|a)(t), which we formulate by drawing

inspirations from work in machine learning (few-shot learn-
ing) and cognitive science (categorization theories).

Exemplar model According to exemplar theory (Ashby &
Alfonso-Reese, 1995; Nosofsky, 1986), each noun n ∈ {n}(t)a
is an exemplar of adjective a. The degree of similarity be-
tween n∗ and each exemplar noun n therefore determines the
likelihood:

p(n∗|a)(t) ∝
1

h
∣∣∣{n}(t)a

∣∣∣ ∑
n∈{n}(t)a

sim
(
~v(t)n∗ ,~v

(t)
n

)
,

where the similarity function sim measures how similar two
nouns are and is defined as

sim
(
~v(t)n∗ ,~v

(t)
n

)
= exp

−d
(
~v(t)n∗ ,~v

(t)
n

)2

h

 ,

and ~v(t)n∗ is a semantic representation of n∗ at time t. In prac-
tice, d (·, ·) measures Euclidean distance between nouns and
h is a kernel parameter that we learn. This model has been
recently shown to predict the historical growth of Chinese
numeral classifiers (Habibi et al., to appear), and here we ex-
amine if the same model might explain historical adjective
extension. Note that this model is similar to performing ker-
nel density estimation in semantic space defined by the like-
lihood function, and thus we use a kernel parameter h in the
sim() function and also divide the resulting sum by h.

Prototype model Motivated by work in prototype the-
ory (Rosch, 1975) with recent advancements in few-shot
learning (Snell, Swersky, & Zemel, 2017), each adjective
a has a prototype representation and n∗’s proximity to this
prototype in semantic space determines how likely n∗ is to
co-occur with a at time t + ∆. The likelihood is therefore
p(n∗|a)(t) ∝ sim

(
~v(t)n∗ ,~p

(t)
a

)
where the prototype ~p(t)a is com-

puted as

~p(t)a = E
[
n ∈ {n}(t)a

]
≈ 1∣∣∣{n}(t)a

∣∣∣ ∑
n∈{n}(t)a

~v(t)n .

In essence, ~p(t)a is the centroid of all nouns vectors that co-
occur with a. We also consider a variant of the prototype
model in which the prototype representation for each adjec-
tive category remains static. That is, ~p(t)a = ~p(t0)a for all t > t0
where t0 is the base time (discussed later). We refer to this
variant as the progenitor model.

k-nearest neighbors model The basic idea is that examples
within proximity of each other in semantic space exhibit sim-
ilar properties and categories (Koch, 2015; Vinyals, Blundell,
Lillicrap, Kavukcuoglu, & Wierstra, 2016). In a Bayesian
framework, the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) likelihood of n∗
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(a) exemplar (b) prototype (c) k-nearest neighbors, k = 3

Figure 2: Illustration of the various chaining algorithms used to compute likelihood functions. The unshaded circle is the
stimulus or the probe noun, red circles are nouns that have paired up with one particular adjective, and blue circles with another
(although a noun may pair up with multiple adjectives). This example illustrates how the k-nearest neighbor model’s prediction
can differ from that of the prototype model based on the geometry of the semantic space.

pairing up with adjective a is proportional to whether its k
closest neighbors n1, . . . ,nk previously paired up with a, and
inversely proportional to the size of category a. That is,

p(n∗|a)(t) ∝
1∣∣∣{n}(t)a

∣∣∣
k

∑
j=1

1

[
n j ∈ {n}

(t)
a

]
where the sum is over the k nouns closest to n∗ in semantic
space. When this likelihood is combined with the prior, the k-
NN posterior probability amounts to n∗’s k closest neighbors
voting (possibly more than once) for each of the adjectives
that they previously paired up with. Note that this formulation
of k-NN can be viewed as a “hard version” of the exemplar
model where k is a discrete analog of the kernel parameter h.
We report k = 1 and k = 10 in our experiments.

Prior distribution
We formulate a type-based prior p(a)(t) which gives how
likely adjective a is to be paired with any noun based on its
dominance in the lexicon, as discussed earlier. This formula-
tion thus predicts that a’s probability of appearing in a novel
adjective-noun pairing is directly proportional to the number
of unique nouns it has previously paired up with:

p(a)(t) =

∣∣∣{n}(t)a

∣∣∣
∑a′∈A

∣∣∣{n}(t)a′

∣∣∣ .
This category-size-based prior serves as our baseline model
when making adjective predictions for n∗ at time t +∆, hence
p(a|n∗)(t+∆) = p(a)(t).

The rationale behind this choice of prior is as follows: if
semantic chaining largely explains the emergence of novel
adjective-noun pairs, then adjectives that have paired with
more nouns have a higher a priori probability of “attracting”
a given noun n∗ via linking it to semantically similar nouns
which are more likely to have previously co-occurred with
a (Luo & Xu, 2018). This rich-get-richer process is also sup-
ported by work on how semantic networks grow through pref-

erential attachment (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). Further-
more, this prior can be integrated with the likelihood func-
tions specified in a full Bayesian model.

Semantic space
The chaining algorithms described above operate in semantic
space. We used Word2Vec-based representations commonly
used in natural language processing for distributed seman-
tics (Mikolov et al., 2013). Note that word co-occurrence dis-
tributions are constantly changing and therefore the seman-
tic space needs to be updated to capture information only
up to time t. For this reason, we use diachronic (histori-
cal) Word2Vec embeddings (Hamilton, Leskovec, & Juraf-
sky, 2016) where at each time t, the embedding for each noun
is based solely on its co-occurrence statistics at time t, and
all past and future co-occurrences are ignored. Hence, the
predictions made by all models are in a sense “zero-shot”, or
without access to semantic space in the future.

Historical data of adjective-noun uses
We extracted a large database of historical adjective-noun
uses over the past 150 years (1850 - 2000). We collected these
data from the Google Books corpus (Lin, Michel, Aiden,
Brockma, & Petrov, 2012) which contains transcriptions of
books written between 1800 and 2000. Within Google Books,
the English All (ENGALL) corpus accounts for 8.5×1011 to-
kens and roughly 4% of all books ever published. The size
of the ENGALL corpus is likely to reflect how the English
language has changed over the past centuries, and moreover
making our adjective-noun co-occurrence dataset suitable for
evaluating hypotheses about word usage extension.

We collected adjective-noun co-occurrence counts from
the ENGALL corpus. First, we extracted all bigrams from
the ENGALL corpus in which the first token is an adjective
and the second is a noun (by specifying POS tags) along with
the corresponding timestamp. As the corpus is likely to con-
tain noise, we standardized the set of nouns and adjectives by
only considering ones contained in WordNet (Miller, 1995),
which gives approximately 67k nouns and 14k adjectives.
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(a) FRQ-200 (b) RAND-200 (c) SYN-65

Figure 3: Aggregate precision accuracy for all models (including k-NN from k = 1 to k = 10) across all time periods on each
of our three adjectives sets.

We collapsed raw co-occurrence counts into decadal bins
by choosing ∆ = 10 years. This yielded our adjective-noun
pairings dataset which consists of entries of the form (a, n,
count, t). In each decade t, we used a pre-trained Word2Vec
language model as the semantic space. For our analyses we
worked with a subset of the collected data (discussed in the
next section), due to both considerations of sampling and
computational feasibility. To account for semantic change
across decades, we used diachronic Word2Vec embeddings
which were also trained using the ENGALL corpus. Hamilton
et al. (2016) also chose to construct diachronic Word2Vec em-
beddings decade-by-decade for similar reasons.

We now describe three adjective sets A . The purpose of
testing our models on three different adjective sets is to ob-
tain representative samples of adjectives, and to ensure our
hypotheses are robust to choice of groups of adjectives.

Frequent adjectives. We use multiple ways to construct
A such that it covers a broad scope and we show our results
are reproducible and agnostic to choice of adjectives. To con-
struct a set of 200 adjectives that cover a broad range of de-
scriptions, we first collected word vectors of all adjectives
in the Google Books corpus using a pre-trained Word2Vec
model. Next, we clustered the adjectives into 20 clusters and
picked 10 adjectives from each to construct our set A of 200
adjectives. Adjectives were sampled from each cluster based
on their lexical frequency, and only competed against other
adjectives within the same cluster during sampling. We refer
to this set as FRQ-200, with examples shown in table 1.

Random adjectives. To ensure that the sampling scheme
for choosing A is not biased towards token frequencies, we
also constructed another set of 200 adjectives by repeating
the clustering step as described above, but replaced frequency
sampling with uniform sampling. We refer to this dataset as
RAND-200. As Table 1 shows, adjectives drawn from the
same cluster are semantically similar between FRQ-200 and
RAND-200, but less common in the latter set.

Synaesthetic adjectives. In addition to choosing common
adjectives, we also consider the set of synaesthetic adjectives
(SYN-65) defined by Williams (1976), as a more focused do-

main. This set includes 65 adjectives1 that exhibit regularity
in their extension patterns. For instance, Williams shows how
adjectives that originally described touch perceptions have
since extended to describe color (e.g., warm cup −→ warm
color), and adjectives that originally described color started
to describe sound (e.g., clear blue −→ clear voice). We will
refer to this set as SYN-65.

All data and code from our analyses are publicly available2.

Table 1: A comparison of some adjectives in FRQ-200 and
RAND-200 grouped according to the cluster they were drawn
from. Notice that the clusters align semantically, however the
adjectives in FRQ-200 are more frequently represented in the
English lexicon than those in RAND-200.

FRQ-200 RAND-200 FRQ-200 RAND-200

Asian Hungarian polite chatty
Christian Thai intelligent unorthodox
American Cornish passionate amiable
European Catalan energetic communicative

Results
We tested our models on their ability to predict which adjec-
tives a∈A would pair up with a given noun n∗ in decade t+∆

given all information about n∗ up to and including decade
t > t0, where t0 is the base decade. This information includes
co-occurrences between all nouns n and adjectives a ∈ A at
or before decade t as well as time-dependent word embed-
dings at each decade, taken from Hamilton et al. (2016). We
chose t0 =1840s, yet to build an initial lexicon, our dataset of
adjective-noun co-occurrences dates back to the 1800s. The
1860s was the first decade for which we report predictions,

1There are in fact 64 unique adjectives in this set and WordNet
captures only 61 of these. See Williams (1976) for a comprehensive
list.

2Code and data are available at https://github.com/
karangrewal/adjective-extension.
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(a) FRQ-200 (b) RAND-200 (c) SYN-65

Figure 4: Model predictive accuracy on the FRQ-200, RAND-200, and SYN-65 adjective sets. Top row: Predictive accuracy
when only novel adjective-noun pairs in the following decade are considered. Bottom row: Predictive accuracy when all future
adjective extensions are considered.

as we used the 1850s as our “training decade” to estimate the
kernel parameters for the exemplar and prototype models.

We define the co-occurrence (a, n∗) to be novel in decade
t +∆ if and only if (i) a co-occurred with n∗ in decade t +∆

beyond a certain threshold (which we set to 2), and (ii) a never
co-occurred with n∗ beyond that threshold in any decade
t ′ ≤ t. Using these criteria allowed us to eliminate noise from
co-occurrence statistics. Given a noun n∗, each model’s out-
put was a categorical distribution p(a|n∗)(t+∆) over all ad-
jectives a ∈ A . The model was then scored on its precision
accuracy on the set of adjectives that first co-occurred with n∗

in decade t +∆. That is, if n∗ co-occurred with m new adjec-
tives in A in decade t +∆, then we took the top m adjectives
with the highest posterior probability that previously didn’t
co-occur with n∗ as the set of retrieved positives. We report
total precision accuracy for all models and also use this as
an objective to learn all kernel parameters. Also, we consid-
ered two types of predictive tasks when making predictions
for noun n∗ in decade t: taking as ground truth adjectives that
co-occur with n∗ (1) specifically in decade t +∆, and (2) any
future decade t ′ > t up to the terminal decade 1990s.

Next, we discuss results from our experiments for differ-
ently sampled adjective sets A . As Figure 3 shows, the exem-
plar model has the highest predictive performance, followed
closely by the 10-NN and prototype models. The exemplar,
prototype, and 10-NN models are perform substantially bet-
ter than the baseline. We hypothesized that the 10-NN model
would be not better than the exemplar model as the kernel pa-

rameter is a continuous analog of k and is optimized for pre-
cision, and this is indeed the case. The progenitor model, a
variant of the prototype model with “static” prototypes deter-
mined in decade t0, becomes considerably worse than the pro-
totype model with time. This relationship between the proto-
type and progenitor models that we observe indicates that if
the prototype model is the closest underpinning of adjective
extension, then {n}(t)a largely influences which nouns adjec-
tive a will extend to and that each adjective category “center”
updates once novel adjective-noun pairings are formed.

Further results with year-over-year accuracy are shown in
Figure 4. The predictive accuracy falls in later decades since
there are fewer novel adjective-noun pairings to predict. Ex-
amples of predictions made by our models are provided in
Table 2. Our results hold generally across all 3 adjective sets,
and they suggest that semantic neighborhood density is an
important factor contributing towards adjective extension as
the exemplar and 10-NN models achieve the overall best pre-
dictive accuracy.

Discussion and conclusion

We have presented a computational study of historical adjec-
tive extension, examined through a large dataset of adjective-
noun pairings over the last 150 years. We have focused on
exploring different mechanisms of semantic chaining to pre-
dict adjective-noun pairings over time. Our results indicate
that among the different model variants, the exemplar model
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Table 2: Examples of model predictions on the FRQ-200 adjective set. Adjectives in bold font indicate true positives retrieved
by models. We present predictions for nouns cigarette, alcohol, and Vietnam as the adjectives they first pair with in the 1880s,
1920s, and 1960s respectively reflect sentiment (e.g., social cigarette) or historic events (e.g., illegal alcohol due to prohibition,
American Vietnam due to the Vietnam war).

noun & decade cigarette, 1880s
new adjectives better, modern, several, excessive, American, social

baseline prediction original, particular, English, natural, perfect, modern (1/6)
exemplar prediction black, red, English, poor, original, particular (0/6)
prototype prediction red, black, dry, warm, cold, English (0/6)

10-NN prediction original, warm, particular, red, English, dry (0/6)

noun & decade alcohol, 1920s
new adjectives female, analogous, red, bitter, marked, illegal

baseline prediction perfect, extraordinary, moral, physical, western, christian (0/6)
exemplar prediction red, moral, artificial, dense, perfect, marked (2/6)
prototype prediction artificial, perfect, marked, red, physical, moral (2/6)

10-NN prediction red, moral, dense, perfect, analogous, artificial (2/6)

noun & decade Vietnam, 1960s
new adjectives western, tropical, eastern, colonial, particular, more, top, poor, American

baseline prediction same, more, great, particular, American, different, natural, human, English (3/9)
exemplar prediction western, eastern, more, particular, great, colonial, inner, same, poor (6/9)
prototype prediction great, same, western, more, American, eastern, particular, European, French (5/9)

10-NN prediction western, eastern, more, tropical, colonial, great, better, inner, particular (6/9)

tends to perform the best in predicting the historical data, fol-
lowed closely by related models including 10-NN and pro-
totype models. These findings support our overall hypothe-
sis that semantic neighborhood density influences how novel
adjective-noun pairings emerge, although the distinction be-
tween the exemplar model and the competitive models (e.g.,
prototype model) appears to be quite minimal for drawing any
strong conclusion from this initial investigation. Neverthe-
less, all the models we examined perform considerably better
than the baseline model that extends adjectives by a majority-
vote mechanism, and this finding is consistent through the
historical period of investigation. Our work is thus consistent
with existing work on chaining on its role as a key mechanism
in the growth of linguistic categories (Lakoff, 1987; Malt et
al., 1999; Xu et al., 2016; Ramiro et al., 2018), and we extend
these studies to explaining the usage extension of adjectives.

Our investigation has its limitations. First, our opera-
tionalization of chaining depends crucially on semantic sim-
ilarity. One drawback of this assumption is that although
chaining mechanisms may retrieve nouns that are similar to
a probe noun, there is no independent mechanism of check-
ing whether the adjective-noun pairing is plausible. That is,
our implementation of chaining does not explicitly “perform
a check” as to whether a predicted adjective-noun pairing is
sensible. This perhaps explains partly why our models make
predictions such as moral alcohol (see Table 2) which is non-
sensical with respect to any known sense of the adjective
moral, and such a pairing in fact has never been attested. As
adjectives accumulate novel senses and uses, the set of possi-
ble nouns they can pair with will vary due to external factors

additionally to chaining. Here we acknowledge this limita-
tion, but also conjecture any potential method that can discern
nonsensical adjective-noun compositions should in principle
yield better performance in the predictive models.

Second, we have assumed that the distributed semantic rep-
resentations are adequate to capture the meaning of nouns. In
particular, we used Word2Vec to capture distributional mean-
ing of words from linguistic context or usage, but many other
variants of distributed semantic models are available. More
importantly, perceptual (e.g., visual) features might be espe-
cially important for nouns that are concrete and imageable,
and our current construction of the semantic space might not
capture these features. There is some empirical evidence to
suggest that adjective usage prediction might benefit from vi-
sual information. For instance, Lazaridou, Dinu, Liska, and
Baroni (2015) proposed cross-modal mappings between vi-
sual and linguistic representations that assign adjective labels
to visual inputs, and Nagarajan and Grauman (2018) followed
up by learning a linear mapping that predicts adjective de-
scriptors based on a visual input. However, one limiting fac-
tor of these cross-modal approaches is that they may not be
relevant to predicting adjective pairings with abstract nouns
where perceptual grounding is difficult to establish.

To conclude, our work provides a starting point for explor-
ing the composition of adjectives and nouns through the lens
of historical language change and probabilistic algorithms.
Our approach provides important clues to the generative cog-
nitive mechanisms that may underlie word usage extension,
and should stimulate future work on the interaction of inter-
nal and external factors in shaping innovative language use.
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Abstract 
Infants learn to imitate and recognize words at an early age, 
but phonemic awareness develops at a later age, guided by 
acquisition of literacy for example. We investigate a 
hypothesis that speech representations in the brain are formed 
partly due to articulatory-acoustic learning, and these 
representations may be used as a basis when learning an 
additional mapping to phonemes. We train a convolutional 
recurrent neural network, having an articulatory branch and a 
phonemic branch for multitask learning. When trained with 
real conversational speech and aligned synthesized 
articulation, it is shown that the use of the articulatory 
representation boosts phoneme recognition accuracy, when 
the first convolutional layers are shared between the two 
branches. It is hypothesized that representations involved in 
speech perception formed in the brain during childhood may 
be partly based on articulatory learning, and an additional 
mapping from these low-level speech representations to 
phonemes has to be learned. 

Keywords: Speech learning, speech inversion, articulatory 
modeling, phonetic learning. 

Introduction 
 
Despite big leaps forward in automatic speech recognition 

in the recent years, mainly due to the use of Deep Neural 
Networks (DNNs) (Hinton et al., 2012), humans still 
outperform machines especially under noise, or complex 
listening situations (Spille, Kollmeier & Meyer, 2018). 
Automatic speech recognition solutions are often trained to 
classify phones from acoustic speech. In this case the 
training set is segmented and annotated with phone labels. 
For example the widely used speech recognition dataset, 
TIMIT (Garofolo et al., 1993), has hand-labeled 
transcriptions to 61 phonetic categories. Phonetic labeling of 
speech is subjective by itself (Bayerl & Paul, 2011; 
Garofolo et al., 1993), and labeling of TIMIT is based on 
phonemic and allophonic knowledge of the annotators (Zue 
& Seneff, 1996; Keating, Byrd, Flemming & Todaka, 
1994), and is thus biased by their phonemic interpretations, 
rather than based on purely objective speech-based 
information. 

Categorizing continuous speech into discrete and 
segmental categories is a problem by itself. Indeed, research 
has not yet agreed on any particular universal unit of speech 

perception, and evidence exist that humans do not readily 
recognize and segment phonemes out of speech, but they 
have to be trained to do so (through e.g. writing). It has been 
shown that biasing the perception of one allophone (variant 
of a phoneme), does not generalize to other allophones of 
that phoneme (Mitterer, Scharenborg & McQueen, 2013), 
indicating that at least allophones can be treated as separate 
perceptual units in the brain (see also Reinisch, Wozny, 
Mitterer & Holt, 2014). Also, acquiring literacy has been 
shown to affect our ability to segment words into sounds 
(Anthony & Francis, 2015), adding to the evidence that 
phoneme categories have to be learned.  

From a human speech learning point of view, normally 
developing infants learn to imitate and produce speech 
simultaneously with learning to recognize important speech 
patterns, such as words. Learning speech imitation requires 
learning of a mapping from acoustic speech to its 
continuous physical articulation, or some motor commands 
underlying it. Whereas this mapping is learned in early 
childhood, the mapping of speech acoustics into phonemes 
is learned at a later age, possibly having to rely on speech 
representations that the brain has already specialized to 
during the earlier learning phases. The view that speech 
representations are shared between the perceptual and 
production modalities is supported by research showing that 
articulatory/motor control disorders can impair speech 
sound perception, and this is often specific to sounds 
produced by the impaired articulator (see Skipper, Devlin & 
Lametti, 2017, for a review). The motor areas of the brain 
are also actively involved when listening to speech (Wilson, 
2004; D’Ausilio et al., 2009) 

Based on the above evidence, it seems possible that 
humans learn an additional mapping from context dependent 
sub-word units, as represented in the brain, into 
linguistically motivated abstract phoneme categories. From 
the point of view of technical solutions to speech 
recognition, especially phone recognition, the learning of 
this mapping poses an additional complication. Given 
acoustic speech and its phonetic transcription, the learning 
algorithm tries to learn a mapping between the two, but is 
unaware of the intermediate (perhaps articulatorily 
motivated) representation that humans seem to be able to 
conceptualize. Modern DNN solutions, given enough 
training data and suitable network architecture, are able to 
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learn complicated representations, but the amount of 
training data used is often much larger than what is 
available to a normal human language learner (e.g. 3 million 
4 second utterances in 20 noise conditions, as in Sak, 
Senior, Rao & Beaufays, 2015). This suggests that deep 
neural networks, learning based on vast amounts of data, are 
not cognitively plausible, and thus do not increase our 
understanding of how humans learn to process speech.  

Research has shown that grounding speech learning based 
on the visual modality can be used to learn robust sub-word 
speech units (see e.g. Harwarth, Hsu & Glass, 2019), and 
that learning of speech-image mappings can benefit from 
simultaneously learning a mapping to speech transcriptions 
(Chrupala, 2020). In this study we investigate if having 
access to an approximate representation of physical 
articulatory information can reduce the amount of training 
data needed to learn robust speech representations, that can 
then help to learn the phonology of a language. 

Previous research 
 
Several previous studies have investigated the use of 

articulatory information in speech recognition. Kirchoff 
(1999) described phones as discrete articulatory features 
(such as voiced, vowel, front) into which acoustic speech 
was mapped using a hybrid artificial neural network – 
hidden Markov model system (ANN/HMM). The 
combination of estimated articulatory features and acoustic 
features increased word recognition accuracy under noisy 
conditions. Frankel and King (2001) showed that combining 
measured articulatory information with acoustic features 
enhances speech recognition accuracy.  

Mitra (2010) used the Haskins Laboratories TAsk 
Dynamics Application (TADA) speech synthesizer (Nam, 
2004) to create synthetic speech, related trajectories for 
vocal tract variables (TVs, such as tongue tip position or lip 
aperture degree), and gestural activations. Gestures are 
speech action units, leading to controlled movement of tract 
variables, and their use is motivated by “articulatory 
phonology” (Browman & Goldstein, 1989), that describes 
speech as a series of temporally overlapping articulatory 
gestures. Mitra (2010) trained an articulatory gesture 
recognizer and showed that using TVs and acoustic features 
(AFs) together lead to better gesture recognition than TVs or 
AFs alone. He also generalizes the hypothesis to natural 
speech by warping synthesized trajectories over a natural 
speech corpus, allowing the inversion of natural speech into 
TVs. In word recognition experiments he shows that using 
inverted TVs together with AFs improves recognition over 
the AFs alone. Further, a Gesture-based Dynamic Bayesian 
Network is used for speech recognition, using AFs and 
inverted TVs as input, and articulatory gestures as a hidden 
layer. This gesture-based system provides the highest word 
recognition accuracy. 

Mitra et al. (2017) trained neural networks to perform 
speech inversion based on a synthetic dataset created with 
TADA with several speaker characteristics. Then they 

recognized speech with a hybrid convolutional neural 
network (HCNN), using acoustic features only, or combined 
with inverted TVs. They report that a simple combination of 
features does not improve recognition accuracy when 
compared to the (acoustic-only) baseline, but using separate 
convolutional filtering on the acoustic and TV domain is 
needed, before combining their outputs, in order to improve 
recognition accuracy.  

Badino, Canevari, Fadiga and Metta (2016) use datasets 
of acoustic speech and corresponding measured 
electromagnetic articulographic (EMA) data. They 
experiment with autoencoders to first transform raw 
articulatory data into a more compact representation. They 
train DNNs to perform acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, 
and report that combined acoustic and inverted articulatory 
features improved recognition performance when compared 
to acoustic features alone. Phone recognition is done using a 
DNN-HMM system, using DNN-based phone state 
classifiers. They also experiment with acoustic-to-
articulatory based pre-training, where the learned inversion 
network is not used to provide the articulatory features, but 
is rather used to initialize the phone classifier. This is done 
by replacing the linear top layer of the network, originally 
providing articulatory features, into a softmax layer 
providing phone posteriors, and fine tuning. The pre-
training technique provides a small improvement, but is not 
as effective as concatenation of acoustic and recovered 
articulatory features. 

A joint model for articulatory inversion and acoustic 
model DNN training is introduced in Yu, Markov and 
Matsui (2019), showing significant improvement compared 
to the acoustic-only model. In their first experiment they 
concatenate predicted articulatory and acoustic vectors in 
the training and testing phases, but the articulatory inversion 
network is trained jointly with the rest of the network. 
Measured acoustic-articulatory data is used during training. 

In the works described above, in the testing phase, vocal 
tract variables are first estimated from the speech signals to 
be recognized via a speech inversion system, i.e. full speech 
inversion from acoustics to articulation is needed in the 
recognition phase. There are also studies that use the 
articulatory representation only during training, and 
recognition is based on acoustic features only, and speech 
inversion is not needed. In the second experiment of Yu, 
Markov and Matsui (2019) a Generalized Distillation 
method is used, where a separate teacher network uses the 
articulatory information to learn and provide soft targets to 
the student network, that then learns to recognize phonemes 
without having to perform speech inversion. Markov, Dang 
and Nakamura (2006) train a hybrid HMM/Bayesian 
network model, where the articulatory characteristics of 
phoneme states are captured in the hidden variables of the 
Bayesian Network. They use measured articulatory data and 
show the hybrid network’s increased recognition accuracy 
when compared to acoustic-only baseline. Also, Canonical 
Correlation Analysis (CCA) has been used to warp the 
acoustic representations of speech into a domain that is 
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motivated by articulation. CCA learns maximally correlated 
projections of articulatory and acoustic representations of 
speech (Bharadwaj, Arora, Livescu & Hasegawa-Johnson, 
2012; Wang, Arora, Livescu & Bilmes, 2015; Tang, Wang 
& Livescu, 2018), and only the acoustic projections are used 
when testing. Different variants of acoustic projections 
discovered with CCA consistently outperform unprojected 
acoustic features in speech recognition. In Wang et al., 
(2015) a variant of CCA, where the canonical correlations 
are optimized using a neural network, is reported to 
outperform a speech inversion based system, where a 
mapping from acoustics to articulation is learned and the 
articulatory features are appended to the acoustic ones 
during recognition. In CCA-based studies, measured 
articulatory data is used. 

In the current study, an important difference to previous 
research (except for Markov et al., 2006, the Generalized 
Distillation method of Yu, Markov and Matsui (2019) and 
the CCA studies) is that we do not use the recovered 
articulatory trajectories as an additional feature to acoustic 
speech features when learning to recognize phones. Instead, 
we investigate the usability of representations formed at 
lower layers of the neural network structure during 
articulatory-phonemic learning, and thus do not need to 
perform speech inversion during the testing phase. Mitra et 
al. (2014) have investigated using the hidden layers of an 
inversion DNN as acoustic features, but showing no 
improvement compared to acoustic baseline. These layers 
were trained based on acoustic-to-articulatory inversion 
alone, whereas we train these layers in the joint task of 
inversion and phonemic learning, showing more promising 
results. 

Since in the current study it is not necessary to perform 
speech inversion during testing, our work has a similar 
approach to the CCA studies, and the Generalized 
Distillation experiment in Yu, Markov and Matsui (2019), 
but uses a slightly differing strategy motivated by infant 
speech learning. First, instead of measured articulatory data 
we use synthesized speech articulations that are time-
aligned with a database of spontaneous, conversational, 
Finnish speech. The learning model thus has no access to 
exact articulations of the speakers, only its own vocal tract 
model, analogously to human learners. Second, 
convolutional recurrent neural networks are used to learn 
the mapping from acoustic speech into speech articulation 
and in phoneme categories at the same time. This multi-task 
learning model is compared with a baseline phoneme 
recognizer that uses the same network architecture, but 
learns a direct mapping from acoustics into phonemes. It is 
investigated at which level the articulatory branch of the 
network should be separated from the phonemic branch for 
maximal performance improvement in phoneme recognition 
accuracy. 

Note that even though the cognitive plausibility of using 
DNNs with vast amounts of training data was criticized in 
the introduction, in this study DNNs are used as a tool to 
learn mappings between input and output data. This is done 

in order to test the potential value of taking different speech 
modalities into account when learning, hopefully leading to 
more cognitively plausible learning strategies in the future. 

Experiments 
In these experiments we use an articulatory speech 
synthesizer to create trajectories of articulatory variables 
over a Finnish database of conversational speech. The 
database used is the Aalto University DSP Course 
Conversation Corpus1. For the purpose of keeping 
computational time reasonable for experimentation, we use 
a subset of the complete dataset. We use the first 2295 
speech samples for training and validation, corresponding to 
male speakers 1-94, and female speakers 1-12 from years 
2013 and 2014. From these conversations we select the ones 
of less than 20 seconds in duration, to create a compact 
training and validation set of 2189 utterances, totaling about 
3.4 hours of conversation, out of which 38 minutes has been 
annotated as silence. 

For testing, maximally 20 second long segments of the 
following dataset utterances 2296 to 3000 are used, 
consisting of male speakers 94-116 and female speakers 13-
21. The whole available dataset or the proposed division to 
development, training, and evaluation sets are not used, 
since we are interested in relative improvements on simple 
and reasonably rapidly training network structures, and are 
not aiming to reach benchmark recognition accuracies on 
the given data. 

The dataset has automatically generated alignments to 
Finnish graphemes. In Finnish, each vowel phoneme, and 
almost every consonant phoneme, has one corresponding 
grapheme (Suomi et. al., 2008). Thus, the grapheme 
alignment is close to a phonemic transcription. The 
grapheme level alignment works well with LeVI articulatory 
text-to-speech synthesizer (see supplementary material to 
Rasilo et al., 2013), that can be given a sequence of Finnish 
phonemes and their target times, and that creates dynamic 
articulatory trajectories through the (intended) articulatory 
target positions, and synthesizes the corresponding output 
sound. The articulatory model creates coarticulatory effects 
in the way that vowel targets may not be fully reached due 
to new vowel or consonant target appearing close in the 
future. Also, consonant articulations are context dependent - 
consonant gestures are superposed onto existing vocal tract 
configuration (or movements), regarding the articulators that 
create the targeted consonant gesture. 

For each sound file in the used subset of the speech 
corpus, articulatory trajectories are created by giving LeVI a 
phoneme target on the same time moments as the beginning 
of the corresponding grapheme in the data transcription. 
LeVI creates articulatory trajectories with a 10ms time 
resolution. All articulatory trajectories are normalized to 
have zero mean and a standard deviation of one 

 
1Available at: http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2015101901 
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Baseline experiment – speech-to-text 
In the baseline experiment, a traditional speech-to-text 

recognizer is trained. All the experiments are conducted 
using Tensorflow and Keras libraries for Python. All input 
and output data are zero-padded to a length of 2000 frames 
(20 seconds with a 10ms frame shift). The output of the 
training set consists of one-hot encoding of the correct 
grapheme for each frame, following the data transcription. 
The graphemes included in the dataset are 
‘#abdefghijklmnoprstuvyäö’, where # corresponds to a 
silent frame, thus totaling 24 output categories. As an initial 
acoustic feature 26-dimensional log-Mel spectrograms are 
used, extracted with 25ms window and 10ms frame shift. 
The spectrograms are zero-padded to the same length as the 
output, and normalized to have zero mean and a standard 
deviation of one. 

After experimenting with several CNN architectures, a 
network with 4 convolutional layers, 2 LSTM layers and an 
output layer was found to provide good recognition results 
for a reasonably simple model. Figure 1 (left) shows the 
architecture of the baseline CNN. The filter sizes for the 
one-dimensional convolutional layers is 8, whereas the 
channel size reduces when going towards the top layers of 
the network. One-dimensional convolutional layers are 
used, each kernel spanning the whole frequency range, in 
order to find temporal patterns of increasing complexity 
when moving up the network. After the convolutional 
layers, two stacked LSTM layers are used with tanh-
activations, to capture the temporal evolution of the output 
of the convolutions. 

Multitask learning with an articulatory branch 
The performance of the baseline network is compared 

with a branched network, where the second branch learns to 
perform acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, from speech 
acoustics into the hypothesized articulatory parameter 
trajectories produced by the vocal tract model. Since our 
initial hypothesis is that learning speech inversion can aid in 
finding acoustic patterns that are beneficial for phone 
recognition, the articulatory branch is split from the 
phonemic branch after a number of layers that are left 
common for both networks (see Fig 1, right). We investigate 
six different cases, having from one to six bottom layers 
shared by the two networks (e.g. in Figure 1, two layers are 
shared). The articulatory training data consists of 9 
articulator position parameters that are normalized to zero 
mean and standard deviation of one. For every sample, a 
weighted sum of the losses of the two branches is used to 
calculate the total loss for the sample. The weights are 
constant over all experiments and are selected so that the 
two losses have approximately an equal contribution. 

Training, testing and hypotheses 
Each network is trained ten times, to account for the 

variation caused by random initialization of network 
weights, and the variation in the training and validation sets. 
For each run, 20% of the 2189 samples are randomly 
selected for the validation set, and the rest for the training 
set. Weighted categorical cross-entropy was used as the loss 
function for the phonemic branch – due to the highly 
imbalanced grapheme frequencies, weights were calculated 
as the inverse frequency of the grapheme counts in the 
training set. For the inversion branch, mean squared error 
loss function was used. Adam optimizer, with a learning rate 
of 0.0005 and a batch size of 50 samples was used. Each ten 
runs per network architecture were trained for 100 epochs. 
For each run, the network weights that result in the lowest 
validation loss during the 100 epochs are saved for further 
analysis. The ten best models per architecture are used to 
recognize the separate test set, and their average weighted 
frame classification error rate (FERs) and standard deviation 
is calculated. Again, FER weighting is done based on the 
inverse occurrence frequencies of each grapheme, giving 
average recognition accuracy per grapheme. Note that in the 
testing phase, the grapheme classification is performed only 
with the phonemic branch of the multitask network, 
requiring only the acoustic features for recognition.  

Figure 1. Used neural network architectures. Baseline 
network trained to recognize graphemes from speech (left). 
Multitask network, where training of the lowest 2 layers is 
influenced also by speech articulation 
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The hypotheses of the several test cases are the following. 
We expect increased grapheme recognition performance in 
the multitask scenario, due to previous studies having 
shown that the use of articulatory information, even with 
synthesized articulation (Mitra et al., 2010, 2017), should 
increase recognition accuracy. If this is not the case, the 
vocal tract model may not be suitable for the purpose, or the 
network architecture should be better designed. If we see an 
increase in grapheme recognition accuracy, we hypothesize 
that splitting the network somewhere in the lower layers 
should provide optimal performance. This is due to our 
hypothesis that articulatory learning in early infancy 
probably guides learning of certain speech representations, 
and learning the phonemic mapping is a separate process 
occurring at a later age, possibly partly relying in the 
already learned representations.  

If optimal performance is obtained splitting the network 
in the top layers, it indicates that inverting speech all the 
way to the articulatory representation may be beneficial for 
phone recognition. This hypothesis is additionally tested 
with the often-used technique of concatenating the inverted 
articulatory features with acoustic features. In this case, first 
an inversion network is trained (considering only the left 
branch of the multitask network in Figure 1). Then, the 
original acoustic features are concatenated with the inverted 
articulatory parameters, and a new network (with the same 
structure as the baseline network, except for the increased 
dimensionality of the input) is trained to perform grapheme 
recognition.  

Results 
The average frame error rates of the ten best models for 

each architecture, and their standard deviations are drawn in 
Figure 2. Two-sample t-tests are performed to see if the 
differences between the FERs are significant (p ≤ 0.05), 
when compared to the baseline case. 

We see that the best grapheme recognition score is 
obtained when the separation to the articulatory inversion 
and phonemic branch is done after the third convolutional 
layer. This indicates that it is beneficial to use both, 
articulatory and acoustic, features to learn the low level 
representations of speech. When the separation is done 
above the third layer, performance slowly drops, indicating 
that the articulatory inversion branch and the phonemic 
branch have to be specialized in their own mapping tasks, 
on top of the shared representation. This finding is in line 
with the Canonical Correlation Analysis studies (e.g. Wang, 
et al., 2015) that show that projecting the acoustic domain 
into an articulatorily motivated domain improves 
performance more than concatenating inverted articulatory 
features into acoustic features. Also, Badino et al. (2016) 
reported that merely articulatory pre-training of the speech 
recognition network was not the most efficient way of using 
the articulatory data.  

Contrary to the findings in previous studies mentioned in 
the introduction, in our tests concatenation of inverted 
articulatory features and acoustic features does not improve 
baseline performance. This is presumably due to inaccuracy 
in the speech inversion – analysis of some of the 
synthesized articulations shows errors where the tempo of 
the conversational speech is fast. Further development of the 
articulatory synthesizer may help to overcome these issues. 
However, it is interesting to see that the inversion network 
is still able to help in finding useful acoustic patterns in the 
lower layers. 

Figure 3 shows the smoothed evolution of the weighted 
recognition accuracy of the validation set during the training 
for three models. The network with concatenated features 
learns faster than the baseline, due to the inverted 
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Figure 2. Frame classification errors on the test set, mean 
and standard deviation of the best models, after training 
each architecture 10 times. Baseline network, and the 
phonemic branch of multitask network, when split into two 
branches (after the layer mentioned on the x-axis) during 
training. Significant improvements compared to the 
baseline are marked with an asterisk. In the “Concatenated” 
model, fully inverted speech and acoustic features are 
concatenated for recognition. 

Figure 3. Weighted grapheme recognition accuracy on the 
validation set during training. Average over 10 runs per 
model, with a 20-frame moving average for smoothing. 
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articulatory features already being informative about the 
grapheme category. However, it finally only reaches the 
baseline accuracy. The multitask network split after the third 
layer results in the highest accuracy. 

Discussion 
Even though it was hypothesized that in human learning the 
articulatorily motivated speech representations in the brain 
are formed earlier than the development of phonemic 
awareness, we simulated the learning of the phonemic and 
articulatory knowledge simultaneously. This is done in 
order to see the potential of shared representations in a 
simple simulation. In future experiments, the timing aspect 
could be further examined with a curriculum learning 
strategy, where speech is first mapped to articulation and 
visual/referential context, and then using the learned low-
level representations to map to phonemes in a subsequent 
phase. In the first phase, learning a representation based 
only on articulation may not be sufficient nor realistic, since 
infants have access to a lot of referential information 
coming from the visual, and other sensory modalities. 

In this study, a vocal tract model optimized for 
articulating given sequences of Finnish phonemes was used. 
Speech transcribed to Finnish graphemes could be used as 
its input due to the close relation between the phonemes and 
graphemes in Finnish. Any other language, transcription or 
vocal tract model could be used, but it is important that the 
vocal tract model is capable of producing realistic speech 
articulations based on the given transcription. 

Conclusions 
Our study indicates that articulatory information, 
synthesized on top of real speech based on its phonemic 
transcription, can be used along with the original speech to 
boost speech recognition accuracy. It is also shown that it is 
more beneficial to tune the low-level speech representations 
using the articulatory information, than to perform full 
speech inversion into articulatory gestures when recognizing 
phonemes. This finding is compatible with what we know 
about infant speech learning: during the first years of their 
lives, infants learn first to map perceived speech into 
articulation (learning to imitate speech; Pawlby, 1977; 
Jones, 2009) and general word forms, and phonemic 
learning occurs at a later age, influenced for example by 
experience with written language (Anthony & Francis, 
2015). The simulations show that the phonemic network 
may be specialized in its own complex mapping task, and 
that it may build upon speech representations learned in 
earlier phases of speech learning. 
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Abstract

Our laboratory is involved in the development of an intelligent agent that operates a remotely piloted aircraft with two
human teammates that communicate using text chat. The task is well-defined, but there are potentially numerous and
unpredictable inputs during varied 40 minute missions. To assure reliability of agent behavior, we must run a large
number of missions and analyze the behavior of the agent at milliseconds resolution. To support this requirement, we have
developed 1) a scripting language and control system that drives a mission with simulated teammates and environmental
events, 2) scripted missions using actual chat input from a previous study, 3) output files for each mission that trace agent
actions, situation state, and program events, and 4) scripts that analyze the output files based on performance heuristics
and differences from known-good output. This framework allows us to verify complex agent behavior as development
progresses.
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Spatial alignment supports comparison of life science visuals for 7th graders
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Abstract

Visual comparisons are ubiquitous in STEM education. We suggest that visual comparisons are carried out by a structural
alignment process that draws correspondences between analogs based on relational structure (Sagi, Gentner, & Lovett,
2012). The spatial arrangement of images can influence visual comparisons by increasing or decreasing competition
from incorrect correspondences (Matlen, Gentner, & Franconeri, 2020). The present study tested whether this could be
leveraged to help children compare complex STEM-related images. Seventh graders were shown drawings of skeletons
containing an anomalous bone, either solo or paired with a correct standard. Children were more accurate at finding the
anomaly when given a correct standard to compare to. On especially difficult trials in which skeletons were shown in
non-canonical orientations (e.g., a cow oriented vertically), performance was enhanced when the spatial placement of the
two skeletons was direct, minimizing competing correspondences. Thus, direct placement may help students compare
complex unfamiliar images.
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Can audio-visual integration, adaptive learning, and explicit feedback improve the
perception of noisy speech?

stephanie deschamps
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Hanna Zhang
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Blair Armstrong
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Abstract

The perception of degraded speech input is essential in everyday life and is a major challenge in a variety of clinical
settings, including for cochlear implant users. We investigated English speakers perception of noisy speech via an audio-
visual lexical decision paradigm that modulated cross-modal integration, adaptive modulation of task difficulty, and ex-
plicit feedback on response accuracy. We then tested whether proficiency with this task transferred to the perception of
noisy audio stimuli in a post test. Although we observed a processing advantage for bimodal stimuli during training,
particularly in the adaptive training condition, we did not observe any benefit from these conditions in the post test, nor a
benefit associated with providing explicit feedback. These results are discussed in relation to other studies of audio-visual
integration and learning to perceive noisy speech, which may have observed different results due to more extensive training
and different baseline proficiency levels.
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Abstract 

Individuals are readily able to extract and encode statistical 

information from their environment (or statistical learning). 

However, the bulk of the literature has primarily focused on 

conditional statistical learning (i.e. the ability to learn joint and 

conditional relationships between stimuli), and has largely 

neglected distributional statistical learning (i.e. the ability to 

learn the frequency and variability of distributions). In this 

paper, we investigate how and how well distributional learning 

can be measured by exploring the relationship between and 

psychometric properties of two measures: discrimination 

judgements and frequency estimates. Reliable performance 

was observed in both measures across two different 

distributional learning tasks (natural and artificial). 

Discrimination judgements and frequency estimates also 

significantly correlated with one another in both tasks, and 

performance on all tasks accounted for the majority of variance 

across tasks (55%). These results suggest that distributional 

learning can be measured reliably, and may tap into both the 

ability to discriminate between relative frequencies and to 

explicitly estimate them. 

 

Keywords: statistical learning, distributional learning, conditional 

learning, individual differences, psychometrics 

 

Introduction 

 

One of the ways humans process the overload of sensory 

information they receive from their environment is to extract 

patterns and regularities. The ability to do this (known as 

statistical learning) is thought to underlie many basic 

perceptual and cognitive processes, such as categorisation 

and language acquisition (Siegelman & Frost, 2015). 

Individuals are able to extract many different forms of 

statistical regularities – from joint and conditional 

relationships between stimuli (e.g. A co-occurs with B in time 

or space; or conditional statistical learning; Fiser & Aslin, 

2002; Turk-Browne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005) to the frequency 

and variability of distributions in the environment (e.g. C 

occurs more often than D; or distributional statistical 

learning; Thiessen & Erickson, 2013; Zacks & Hasher, 2002). 

Whilst conditional and distributional statistical learning 

processes are interrelated (Growns, Siegelman, & Martire, 

under review), the bulk of contemporary statistical learning 

research has focused only on conditional learning (see Frost, 

Armstrong, & Christiansen, 2019 for a review). There has 

been limited focus on distributional learning as a construct – 

even less is known about how and how well we can measure 

the ability to extract distributional regularities from the 

environment. 

Distributional statistical learning research has largely 

focused on how it facilitates language and object 

discrimination. Exposure to bimodal distributions of sounds 

(e.g. sounds from a distribution of ‘da’ to ‘ta’) or objects (e.g. 

faces morphed along a ‘continuum’) typically facilitates later 

discrimination of these stimuli, compared to exposure to a 

unimodal distribution (i.e. where stimuli occur more 

frequently in the 'middle' of a distribution; Altvater-

Mackensen, Jessen, & Grossmann, 2017; Escudero & 

Williams, 2014; Junge, van Rooijen, & Raijmakers, 2018; 

Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008). 

Whilst some of the factors surrounding distributional 

learning are beginning to be understood, there has been 

limited empirical investigation into how it is measured. There 

are multiple ways of examining distributional learning that 

have not been studied in parallel – from eliciting explicit 

frequency estimates to judgements in forced-choice 

discrimination tasks (Hasher & Zacks, 1984). Individuals are 

generally proficient at discriminating between relative 

distributional frequencies (Growns & Martire, in press; 

Growns et al., under review), but are typically poor at 

precisely providing accurate frequency estimates and judging 

the base rates of events (Bar-Hillel, 1980; Brenner, Koehler, 

Liberman, & Tversky, 1996; Lee & Danileiko, 2014; Martire, 

Growns, & Navarro, 2018). From a theoretical perspective, 

both discrimination judgements and frequency estimates 

measure the ability to learn the frequency and variability of 

distributions in the environment. However, it is not known 

whether these two measures tap into separate distributional 

learning abilities, or are part of the same theoretical construct. 

Are better ‘discriminators’ also better ‘estimators’? No 

research has investigated the relationship between these 

different forms of distributional learning. 

There has also been limited empirical investigation into 

how well we can measure distributional learning. Research 

has identified psychometric problems in conditional 

statistical learning measures: simpler two-alternate forced-

choice (2AFC) measures have poorer reliability and stability 

than more complex multiple-alternate measures (Siegelman, 
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Bogaerts, & Frost, 2017). Studies that use 2AFC conditional 

learning measures generally show psychometric properties 

that fall below typically recommended values (Arnon, 2019; 

Siegelman et al., 2017; Streiner, 2003). Low reliability 

increases a measure’s error variance and limits the ability to 

find individual variability and differences (Siegelman et al., 

2017). Yet there has been limited empirical investigation into 

the reliability of distributional learning measures. 

Investigating how and how well we can measure 

distributional learning is critical to our broader understanding 

of statistical learning, as well as the role it may play in other 

functions. Distributional and conditional statistical learning 

have been theorised to be underpinned by separate, but inter-

related, memory processes (Thiessen & Erickson, 2013; 

Thiessen, Kronstein, & Hufnagle, 2013). Distributional 

learning may also play an important role in other cognitive 

processes. For example, distributional statistical information 

provides important diagnostic information in visual 

identification tasks such as forensic visual comparison tasks 

or disease detection in radiology scans (Bruce & Tsotsos, 

2009; Busey, Nikolov, Yu, Emerick, & Vanderkolk, 2016; 

Growns & Martire, in press). Yet a limited understanding of 

how distributional learning is best measured hinders the 

ability to empirically explore its predictive validity of other 

cognitive functions. 

In this paper, we investigate how and how well 

distributional learning can be measured. We examine how 

well distributional learning can be measured by examining 

the reliability of discrimination judgement and frequency 

estimate measures. We examine how distributional learning 

can be measured by exploring whether these measures are 

part of a unified distributional learning ability, or separate 

sub-processes of the same theoretical construct. We would 

expect to see significant associations between the measures if 

the tasks measure the same ability, but no association if they 

measure different abilities. In this study, we investigate 

distributional statistical learning of two types of stimuli 

(natural and artificial) to examine whether such associations 

might generalise. 

Method 

Design 

Participants completed two statistical learning tasks in a set 

order to minimise error variance (Mollon, Bosten, Peterzell, 

& Webster, 2017): a natural task containing real-world 

stimuli; and then an artificial task with generated stimuli. 

Participants first completed an exposure phase and then a test 

phase for each task. The study pre-registration, data, analysis 

scripts and supplementary materials can be found at 

https://osf.io/2ux9q/.  

Participants 

Participants were 110 undergraduates from a large university 

in south-western United States who received course credit for 

                                                           
1 E.g. ‘Please select ‘A’ out of the options available below. 

their participation. The participants were 22.75 years of age 

(SD = 8.15, min = 18, max = 65) and the majority reported 

they were female (80.91%; 17.27% = male; 1.82% = 

transgender or gender-fluid). Participants were required to 

have normal or corrected-to-normal vision in order to 

participate. 

 

Exclusion Criteria We excluded 37 participants who did not 

meet a 2/4 attention-check1 correct inclusion threshold 

(compared to the pre-registered 3/4 threshold that only 40% 

(n = 58) of the whole sample met). We report analyses of the 

sample with this threshold to better represent the collected 

sample, but the analyses of both samples did not 

meaningfully differ (see supplementary materials). 

Materials 

Participants completed the experiment on an online survey 

platform, Qualtrics (2005). They were instructed to adjust 

their browser zoom so images could be fully seen and to only 

take breaks at appropriate points when prompted. 

Artificial Task and Dependent Measures 

Exposure Phase Participants viewed 60 artificial patterns 

manipulated to contain features that occurred with different 

frequencies (as in Growns & Martire, in press): ten features 

with a frequency of 0.1; one feature with a frequency of 0.3; 

one feature with a frequency of 0.7; and one feature with a 

frequency of 1.0. As features with a frequency of 0.1, 0.3 and 

0.7 always co-occurred with the 1.0 feature, these frequencies 

resulted in three joint probabilities: 0.1; 0.3; and 0.7. Three 

features appeared in each exemplar on opposing pattern 

‘arms’ (see Figure 1). 

Participants viewed exemplars in a pseudo-randomised 

order to minimise error variance where one trial order was 

randomly generated when coding and all participants 

completed the trials in this order.  

 

 
 

Test Phase Participants completed two statistical learning 

measures in a set order: discrimination judgements; and then 

frequency estimates. Discrimination judgements were 21 

recognition trials and 12 completion trials presented in a 

Figure 1. Artificial (left) and natural (right) stimuli used 
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pseudo-randomised order (see Figure 2; adapted from 

Siegelman et al., 2017). 

On recognition trials, participants viewed two, three or four 

pairs of features and were asked to choose which pair was 

more familiar. On completion trials, participants viewed one 

‘target’ feature and two or three additional features. One of 

these additional features was the correct answer and the 

others were foils. Participants were asked to “choose the 

feature that best completes the pair”. Correct answers were 

based on the true joint probabilities from the exposure phase. 

Accuracy was measured by the total number of correct trials 

and group-level chance performance was calculated by 

aggregating the different probabilities of responses for each 

trial (40.15% accuracy or 13.25 trials).  

Participants were instructed to ignore the orientation and 

location of features when making their selections. The spatial 

location of each feature in a pair and the spatial location of 

all the pairs on the screen was also pseudo-randomised per 

trial.  

 

 
 

Frequency estimates were the estimated proportion of time 

participants saw each of 13 features in all the images that they 

saw during the exposure phase. Participants were asked ‘what 

proportion of the time did this [shape/fingerprint] occur in the 

images that you saw?,’ and they provided their answers in a 

textbox restricted to a scale of 0-100%. Participants provided 

frequency estimates for each feature in a pseudo-randomised 

order. It was not ensured that the total of the estimates added 

up to 100% nor were the estimates normalised. Accuracy in 

this task (henceforth: estimation accuracy) was measured by 

calculating absolute error for each participant by subtracting 

the true feature frequency from the absolute estimated feature 

frequency for each feature, then averaging across estimates. 

Lower absolute error indicates better estimation accuracy.  

Natural Task and Dependent Measures 

Exposure Phase Stimuli Participants viewed 430 fingerprint 

patterns in a pseudo-randomised order manipulated to appear 

with their ‘ground-truth’ frequencies in the general 

                                                           
2 Note that to balance experiment length feasibility and ecological 

validity, we rounded up eight frequencies to the nearest trial (n = 1) 

as some ‘ground-truth’ frequencies were 1/1000+, and also dropped 

one fingerprint from the original paper as there was no image 

available. 

population ranging from 0.002–0.305 (as in de Jongh, 

Lubach, Lie Kwie, & Alberink, 2019).2 

 

Test Phase Participants completed discrimination 

judgements, then frequency estimates. Discrimination 

judgements were 64 recognition trials (similar to left panel of 

Figure 2) presented in a pseudo-randomised order. 

Participants viewed two, three or four fingerprints and 

decided which was more familiar to them. Correct answers 

were based on the true frequencies from the exposure phase. 

Accuracy was the total correct trials and group-level chance 

performance was 38.67% accuracy or 24.75 trials. 

Frequency estimates were the estimated proportion of time 

participants saw each of 35 fingerprints in all the fingerprints 

that they saw during the exposure phase. Estimation accuracy 

was calculated as for the artificial frequency estimates. 

Procedure 

Participants completed the natural exposure phase where 

they viewed fingerprint images (exposure duration (ED) of 

1.5-sec and interstimulus interval (ISI) of .25-sec), and then 

provided both natural statistical learning measures. After a 

short self-determined break, participants then completed the 

artificial exposure phase (ED = 3-sec and ISI = 1-sec)3 and 

then provided both artificial statistical learning measures. 

Upon completion of the experiment, participants viewed a 

debriefing screen that thanked them for their participation 

and informed them about the aims of the study. 

Results 

Pre-Registered Results 

Descriptive Statistics and Psychometric Properties 

Natural (M = 42.71, t(109) = 42.46, p < .001, 95% CI [41.03, 

44.39]) and artificial (M = 21.47, t(109) = 16.57, p < .001, 95% 

CI [20.49, 22.46]) discrimination judgements were 

significantly better than chance performance (24.75 and 

13.25 respectively; see Figure 3). Absolute error was 

relatively low in each condition and within the range of 

similar previous experiments (Growns & Martire, in press).  

Artificial discrimination judgements (Cronbach’s α = .80, 

95% CI [.74, .85], split-half Spearman-Brown’s r = .67) and 

estimation accuracy (α = .81, 95% CI [.76, .86]; r = .74) 

displayed psychometric properties close to or above 

recommended psychometric values (> 0.8; Streiner, 2003). 

Natural discrimination judgements (α = .87, 95% CI [.83, 

.90]; r = .77) and estimation accuracy (α = .96, 95% CI [.95, 

.97]; r = .94) displayed psychometric properties above 

recommended values.  

 

3 Note that ED and ISI differed between tasks to maintain feasibility 

of exposure phase length in due to the different number of stimuli in 

needed to maintain the distributional information in both tasks. 

Figure 2. Recognition (left) and completion (right) 

discrimination judgement trials 
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Correlational Analyses Correlational analyses were 

conducted using the cor.test and correlationBF functions 

from the core stats and BayesFactor packages in R (Morey, 

Rouder & Jamil, 2018). Artificial discrimination accuracy 

significantly correlated with artificial estimation accuracy (r 

= -.22, p = .019, BF = 3.01) as did natural discrimination 

accuracy with natural estimation accuracy (r = -.47, p < .001, 

BF = 85176.08; see Figure 4). Note that lower absolute error 

indicates better frequency estimation accuracy so negative 

correlations between discrimination judgements and 

estimation accuracy indicate a positive relationship between 

the statistical learning measures. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Artificial and natural discrimination accuracy also 

significantly correlated with one another (r = .36, p < .001, 

BF = 233.06), as did artificial and natural estimation accuracy 

(r = .73, p < .001, BF = 9.68e+15; see Figure 5). 

We calculated Bayes Factors to examine the likelihood of  

the data under the null hypothesis (i.e. the absence of 

correlations) compared to an alternative hypothesis (i.e. the 

presence of correlations; Wetzels et al., 2011). There was 

strong support for a negative correlation between natural 

discrimination and estimation accuracy (BF = 85176.08), and 

positive correlations between artificial and natural 

discrimination (BF = 233.06) and artificial and natural 

frequency accuracy (BF = 9.68e+15), although only 

moderate support for a negative correlation between artificial 

discrimination and estimation accuracy (BF = 3.01).  

Exploratory Results 

Principle Components Analysis (PCA) We further 

explored the shared and unshared variance across all four 

measures with a Principle Components Analysis using the 

prcomp function from the core stats package in R (see Table 

1 for loadings of all four components and proportion of 

variance explained by each). The first factor explained the 

majority of variance in performance (55%) across all four 

measures. Three of the measures (artificial estimates and 

natural judgements and estimates) similarly loaded onto this 

factor which suggests that the factor represents the shared 

component of variance across those three tasks, whilst 

artificial judgement accuracy loaded less strongly onto the 

first factor. 

Importantly, the second and third factors also explained a 

substantial amount of the observed variance (24% and 14% 

respectively). The task loadings suggest that these additional 

components reflect task-specific variance related specifically 

to each task. The second component is strongly related to 

performance in artificial discrimination judgements, and the 

third component is strongly related to performance in natural 

discrimination judgements. The fourth component explains 

less of the variance (6.4%) but differentiates performance in 

artificial and natural frequency estimates. Overall, these 

results suggest that performance in each measure reflects a 

mixture of shared and non-shared variance. 

Table 1: Loadings matrix and variance explained in PCA 

 

 Component 

 1 2 3 4 

Artificial     

Judgements 0.32 -0.83 -0.44 0.14 

Estimates -0.57 -0.32 0.39 0.65 

Natural     

Judgements 0.50 -0.26 0.81 -0.18 

Estimates -0.57 -0.38 0.07 -0.72 

     

Variance 

Explained 
55.31% 24.03% 14.26% 6.41% 

 

Figure 3. Total discrimination judgements correct (left) 

and frequency estimation accuracy (right) 

Figure 4. Correlations between artificial (left) and natural 

(right) discrimination judgements and estimation accuracy 

Figure 5. Correlations between discrimination judgements 

(left) and estimation accuracy (right) in both tasks.  
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Discussion 

This paper provided the first empirical investigation into 

how and how well distributional learning can be measured. 

We investigated whether the ability to discriminate between 

relative frequencies (discrimination judgements) and the 

ability to explicitly estimate frequencies (frequency 

estimates) tapped into one unified distributional statistical 

learning ability, or were separate sub-processes of the same 

theoretical construct. We also simultaneously investigated 

the psychometric properties of these measures.  

Participants learned distributional information in both 

natural and artificial tasks – discrimination judgements were 

significantly above chance and frequency estimation 

accuracy was relatively low. We also identified a stable 

relationship between discrimination judgements and 

frequency estimates in both tasks, and a large portion of the 

variance of all measures was accounted for by one factor 

(although artificial judgements loaded onto this factor less 

strongly). This suggests that on one level, the ability to 

discriminate between relative frequencies and estimate 

explicit frequencies may be part of a unified ability to extract 

distributional information from the environment.  

Natural and discrimination judgement accuracy also 

significantly correlated with one another, as did estimation 

accuracy in both tasks. This generalisation across stimuli 

provides more evidence that we may be tapping into a 

broader distributional learning construct. It suggests that not 

only are better ‘discriminators’ better ‘estimators,’ but that 

better discriminators’ and estimators’ abilities generalise 

across different types of stimuli. 

Importantly, our results also demonstrate that individual 

ability on each measure also accounts for a substantial 

amount of the variance. Only moderate correlations were 

observed between most measures, and performance on the 

artificial and natural discrimination judgement measures 

discriminated performance on all other tasks on two factors, 

whilst the remaining factor discriminated performance 

between artificial and natural frequency estimates. Our 

results overall suggest that distributional statistical learning 

is comprised of both the ability to discriminate relative 

frequency and estimate explicit ones, but there is also 

individual skill in both abilities that may be stimulus-specific. 

This is consistent with research suggesting that conditional 

statistical learning may be stimulus-specific to some degree 

(Conway & Christiansen, 2006; Vouloumanos, Brosseau-

Liard, Balaban, & Hager, 2012). 

Although distributional learning may similarly be 

stimulus-specific to some degree, it is also possible that our 

results were constrained by the reliability of their measures. 

Both correlational and principle components analyses are 

constrained by the reliability and validity of the measures 

used in analyses (Raykov, Marcoulides, & Li, 2017; 

Siegelman et al., 2017). Artificial discrimination judgements 

displayed the lowest reliability (α = .80, r = .67) compared to 

the other measures (α = .81-.96, r = .74-.94). It was also the 

measure to load the least strongly onto the first factor in the 

PCA, and the lowest correlation was observed between 

artificial discrimination judgements and estimates (r = -.22). 

It is possible that the decreased complexity of the artificial 

judgement task due to smaller and less complex trials resulted 

in its lower reliability – similar to how increased complexity 

increases the reliability of conditional learning measures 

(Siegelman et al., 2017). Whilst this research highlights the 

importance of increased complexity and difficulty of 

statistical learning measures, the lower reliability of the 

artificial discrimination judgements measure likely impacted 

the observed correlations and impacted the results of the 

PCA.  

Theoretical Implications 

Distributional and condition statistical learning have been 

theorised to be underpinned by separate, but inter-related, 

memory processes (Thiessen & Erickson, 2013; Thiessen et 

al., 2013). It has been suggested that conditional learning is 

underpinned by extraction processes where discrete units 

(e.g. words) are stored in memory, whilst distributional 

learning is underpinned by integration processes where a 

central tendency and variability surrounding this is stored in 

memory (Thiessen & Erickson, 2013; Thiessen et al., 2013). 

Similarly, the ability to discriminate between frequencies and 

explicitly estimate the same frequencies may be underpinned 

by separate memory processes.  

Human memory is typically theorised to contain separate, 

but related, recognition and recall systems (Haist, 

Shimamura, & Squire, 1992). Importantly, discrimination 

judgements reflect the ability to recognise differences in 

frequencies, whilst frequency estimates reflect the ability to 

explicitly recall these abilities. Just as conditional and 

distributional learning are theorised to be facilitated by 

separate but interrelated memory processes, this may also be 

the case for the ability to explicitly estimate and discriminate 

between relative frequencies. Future research should 

investigate the memory processes involved with statistical 

learning more broadly. 

Limitations and Future Directions 

Although we identified significant associations between all 

measures and the PCA identified a common factor across 

them, this may not necessarily mean that we are only tapping 

into a statistical learning ability. It is possible that other 

mechanisms may underpin this relationship – such as 

participant motivation or attention. Some individuals 

(particularly university students who participate for course 

credit) may be more motivated or pay more attention than 

others across all tasks. This could affect the relationship seen 

between the distributional learning measures in this study, 

and the common factor identified in the PCA. 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that stable 

relationships are not always identified between measures of 

statistical learning – such as auditory and visual statistical 

learning (Siegelman & Frost, 2017). If unrelated abilities 

(such as motivation or attention) produced relationships 

between statistical learning measures, you might expect all 

statistical learning measures to be significantly associated. 
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Yet this is not the case. It is therefore plausible that we are 

tapping into one distributional learning ability. However, 

other unrelated mechanisms may also play a role and future 

research would do well to explore how such possible 

mechanisms may impact statistical learning. 

 It is also important to note that the distributional 

information and task parameters were not identical across all 

experiments and tasks in this paper. For example, the 

distributional information available to learn was different in 

the artificial and natural tasks. In the artificial tasks, 

distributional information varied within and between 

exemplars, whereas it only varied between exemplars in the 

natural task. Further, the task parameters also varied in terms 

of exposure duration and interstimulus intervals. Although 

this choice was intentional,3 an ideal experimental design 

would use tasks with identical parameters to provide better 

control. Nevertheless, it is important to note that a significant 

relationship between both distributional learning measures 

was identified despite these differences. Future research 

should aim to further investigate the relationship between 

distributional learning measures utilising tasks with similar 

task parameters. 

Conclusion 

Overall, we provided the first evidence that distributional 

statistical learning is comprised of both the ability to 

discriminate relative frequencies and explicitly estimate 

them, as well as individual ability in both of these. We 

demonstrated that increasing the complexity and reliability of 

distributional learning measures increases their reliability. 

This will improve the ability of future research to explore the 

theoretical underpinnings of statistical learning in a broader 

context and investigate its role in other cognitive processes. 
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Individual differences in metacognitive ability of grandiose and vulnerable
narcissists
Shane Littrell

University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
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Evan Risko
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Abstract

Understanding individual differences in metacognitive ability may provide novel insights into how we think about our
own thinking. Past research has revealed individual differences in the extent to which grandiose and vulnerable narcissists
are metacognitively miscalibrated with respect to cognitive ability (Littrell, Fugelsang, & Risko, 2019). Building off of
this work, we present a study examining the relations between trait narcissism across different cognitive tasks (e.g., verbal
ability, memory) and measures of metacognitive ability (e.g., bias, relative accuracy). Results indicate that while grandiose
and vulnerable narcissists did not differ with respect to performance on cognitive tasks, they did significantly differ in their
performance on certain metacognitive metrics. These results contribute to both our understanding of narcissism, individual
differences in metacognitive ability, and the relation between different measures of metacognitive ability.
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The influence of mismatched network topologies on learning across levels of the
language hierarchy

Gwen Wiegand
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, United States

Elisabeth Karuza
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, United States

Abstract

We test here the two-way influence of word and sentence level network topologies on learning. Participants viewed a self-
paced stream of ”letters” in the form of novel glyphs. Glyphs were shown individually with words separated by spaces
and sentences denoted with a prompt. In one condition, streams were generated via a walk along a scale-free graph at both
levels, with nodes corresponding to either single glyphs (word level) or single words (sentence level). In a mismatched
condition, sentences were generated from a graph with a scale-free degree distribution and words were instead generated
from a random graph. After exposure to the streams, participants completed familiarity judgments on words and sentences.
Interestingly, performance on the word test was enhanced for participants exposed to mismatched topologies. Future work
will tease apart whether: (1) contrasting topologies boost learning; or (2) words that do not display scale-free degree
distribution are inherently easier to learn.
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A FIRST: Arabic-English biliterates demonstrate the SNARC effect
Jacquelyn Berry

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, United States

Abstract

The SNARC effect is demonstrated in number judgment tasks when subjects are faster to respond to higher values with
responses made on the right and to lower values with responses made on the left. This effect has been found to be
impervious to handedness but works best for single digit values. Researchers speculate the reason for this robust effect
to be a Mental Number Line (MNL) from which numbers, proceeding from 0-9 are oriented in a horizontal fashion from
left to right. This follows when people consistently use text that proceeds from left to right, but for 1 or 2 billion of
people worldwide, text orientation proceeds right to left or top to bottom. The current experiments investigated whether
the SNARC effect would be found among Egyptian Arabic-English biliterates who are highly proficient in both languages
and for whom reading and writing proceed from right-to-left, except for the numbering system. To our knowledge we have
found the first ever demonstration of the typical SNARC effect among this population.
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Abstract

One hallmark of human reasoning is that we can bring to bear
a diverse web of common-sense knowledge in any situation.
The vastness of our knowledge poses a challenge for the prac-
tical implementation of reasoning systems as well as for our
cognitive theories – how do people represent their common-
sense knowledge? On the one hand, our best models of so-
phisticated reasoning are top-down, making use primarily of
symbolically-encoded knowledge. On the other, much of our
understanding of the statistical properties of our environment
may arise in a bottom-up fashion, for example through asso-
ciationist learning mechanisms. Indeed, recent advances in AI
have enabled the development of billion-parameter language
models that can scour for patterns in gigabytes of text from the
web, picking up a surprising amount of common-sense knowl-
edge along the way—but they fail to learn the structure of co-
herent reasoning. We propose combining these approaches, by
em- bedding language-model-backed primitives into a state-
of-the-art probabilistic programming language (PPL). On two
open-ended reasoning tasks, we show that our PPL models
with neural knowledge components characterize the distribu-
tion of human responses more accurately than the neural lan-
guage models alone, raising interesting questions about how
people might use language as an interface to common-sense
knowledge, and suggesting that building probabilistic models
with neural language-model components may be a promising
approach for more human-like AI.
Keywords: probabilistic language of thought; language mod-
els; neurosymbolic reasoning; common sense

Introduction
Imagine a heavy package is delivered to your neighbor’s door.
You start to think: What might be in the box? One of the most
astonishing features of human knowledge is how flexibly it
can be deployed. Even in such an unconstrained task, you can
imagine information that could be relevant to constrain your
imagination of possibilities: did your neighbor just move in?,
are they having groceries delivered?, is that furry animal they
have been walking around with a new pet?

Bayesian reasoning provides a principled avenue to mod-
eling this kind of conditional imagination: imagined worlds
can be seen as samples from a Bayesian posterior, which
combines a broad prior on probable worlds with lightly in-
formative evidence that eliminates some possibilities while
lending credence to others. One challenge for this approach,
however, is specifying the model: it is difficult to write down
probability distributions over possible worlds that capture our
vast web of common-sense knowledge. The probabilistic lan-
guage of thought hypothesis offers some guidance, by giving
a concrete representational system by which people might

make their knowledge available for probabilistic reasoning
(Goodman, Tenenbaum, & Gerstenberg, 2014). According
to the theory, our knowledge of the world is organized into
concepts that we combine in language-like ways. The con-
tent of a concept is a function or subroutine in a probabilis-
tic programming language; when faced with a new situation,
we draw on a rich library of these concept building blocks
to compose an appropriate model of the situation on the fly,
much as a programmer might code up a script in Python. The
resulting model—a program in the probabilistic language of
thought—encodes a probability distribution over world-states
that is sufficiently precise to reason in combinatorial ways.
The value of such a probabilistic representational system en-
ters when faced with a novel reasoning problem: evidence
can be used to update prior beliefs and reason to complex con-
clusions. Indeed, the inferences derived from simple proba-
bilistic programs applied to novel reasoning problems (e.g.,
evaluating the strength of individuals in a tug-of-war tourna-
ments) closely match those of human intuitions (Gerstenberg
& Goodman, 2012; Gerstenberg & Tenenbaum, 2017).

Another way we might we acquire and deploy knowl-
edge to imagine possible worlds in the context of evidence
is bottom-up associationist learning. Many cognitive tasks
require knowledge about the statistical properties of our envi-
ronment (Rogers & McClelland, 2004), which need not be
richly structured in an explicit manner. For example, lan-
guage could serve as a source of associationist knowledge:
when words co-occur, it tells us that the things they pick out
are related (Griffiths, Steyvers, & Tenenbaum, 2007). Per-
haps our imagination of what is in the neighbor’s delivery
box is best modeled not as probabilistic reasoning, but as a
direct appeal to learned associations between properties of
our observations (that something was delivered in a box, and
that it was heavy) and possible answers. Indeed, recent ad-
vances in AI highlight the richness that is latent in the statis-
tics of the world and especially language; powerful neural
language models like BERT and GPT-2 (Devlin, Chang, Lee,
& Toutanova, 2018; Radford et al., 2019) can not only gener-
ate long strings of fluent text, but also answer an impressive
variety of questions, like who directed The Hateful Eight and
what a rabbit typically eats. But the models’ knowledge is
locked away in the uninterpretable weights of a neural net-
work, and it is not clear how to leverage it for open-ended
reasoning tasks (McCoy, Pavlick, & Linzen, 2019; Dasgupta,
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Guo, Stuhlmüller, Gershman, & Goodman, 2018).
In this paper, we explore a middle road between richly

structured program-like representations and vast but unstruc-
tured statistical knowledge as a candidate model for hu-
man reasoning and a potential approach for more human-
like artificial intelligence. We embed primitives for query-
ing associationist sources of knowledge, such as neural lan-
guage models, into a probabilistic programming language,
enabling structured, probabilistic reasoning of unstructured
knowledge. We implement our computational framework as
a library on top of a state-of-the-art probabilistic program-
ming language called Gen (Cusumano-Towner, Saad, Lew,
& Mansinghka, 2019).1 Using the library, Gen probabilistic
programs can query a statistical language model as a proxy
for common-sense knowledge that would be difficult to en-
code manually, for example, to sample an object that might
be found in a kitchen or generate a reasonable price for a lap-
top. These queries gently elicit associations and individually,
do not tax the language model heavily. But by embedding
the queries to the neural language model in the context of
a structured probabilistic program, the model can answer a
variety of open-ended reasoning questions featuring diverse
patterns of evidence. We test the model’s ability to exhibit
human-like reasoning patterns in two open-ended verbal rea-
soning domains and compare our hybrid model to state-of-
the-art neural language models adapted to perform the same
tasks. We find preliminary evidence that our structured, rep-
resentational system builds upon the knowledge latent in neu-
ral language models to exhibit more human-like reasoning,
suggesting a particular hypothesis for how structured and un-
structured modeling approaches should be integrated.

Computational Framework
Our approach is rooted in the Probabilistic Language of
Thought hypothesis, according to which people build genera-
tive models for various tasks compositionally, using as build-
ing blocks a library of concepts, or probabilistic functions.
Each function fi(x1, . . . ,xni) encodes an input-dependent dis-
tribution p fi(y1, . . . ,ymi | x1, . . . ,xni) over a set of random vari-
ables y1...mi . New functions can be built using all the tools one
expects to see in a programming language: sequential com-
position, branching, looping, and recursion.

Reasoning with probabilistic programs
For example, consider the models in Figure 1. At the top
is a program called roll dice, which chooses a die (ei-
ther 4-, 6-, 12-, or 20-sided), and then rolls it several times.
The program syntax is similar to that of Python, with assign-
ment statements and for loops, but with the addition of ran-
dom primitives that draw samples from uniform or Poisson
distributions. One way to read the program is as a simula-
tor, which could be run many times to simulate many die-
rolling episodes. But if we implement roll dice in a prob-
abilistic programming language, like Church, WebPPL, or

1Code: https://github.com/alex-lew/luskplot-cogsci-2020

Program 1: A Structured Model of Die-Rolling
function roll_dice()
num_sides = uniform([4, 6, 12, 20])
num_rolls = poisson(3)

for i=1:num_rolls
rolls[i] = uniform(1:num_sides)
end

total = sum(rolls)
return num_sides, num_rolls, rolls, total
end

# Run the model conditioned on observations
query(roll_dice, observe(:num_rolls => 2,

:total => 7))
query(roll_dice, observe(:rolls[1] => 3))

Program 2: A Structured Model of Shopping with
Unstructured Statistical Knowledge

function go_shopping()
store = noun("I went to the [?] store.")
num_items = poisson(3)

for i=1:num_items
items[i] = noun("I bought this [?]

at the $(store) store.")
prices[i] = associated_quantity(

items[i], "dollars")
end

total = sum(prices)
return store, items, prices, total
end

query(go_shopping, observe(:store => "grocery"))
query(go_shopping, observe(:total => 500))

An Unstructured Approach to Shopping
# Sampling a shopping list (p(items))
gpt2_next_para("I bought the following

things today:")

# Inferring a store (p(store | price))
gpt2_next_word("I spent 500 dollars today,

at the following shop:")

Figure 1: Three models. roll dice: A probabilistic pro-
gram that models a scenario in which a die is chosen (4-, 6-,
12-, or 20-sided) and rolled a random number of times. The
rolls are then summed. Although the structure of this model
is similar to many real-world scenarios—for example, choos-
ing a store to shop at, buying some unpredetermined num-
ber of items, and summing their prices before you pay—it is
harder to model those scenarios because we lack an exhaus-
tive model of stores, the items in them, and prices. GPT-2:
Questions about shopping can be tackled directly with lan-
guage models, which learn about the world by processing gi-
gabytes of text. But the structure in the model is lost, and
the language model may not respect the constraints we wish
to impose. go shopping: This work combines the two ap-
proaches, by adding language-model-backed primitives like
noun, for sampling a noun to fill a hole in a sentence, and
associated quantity, for sampling a number associ-
ated with a noun.2224



Gen (Goodman, Mansinghka, Roy, Bonawitz, & Tenenbaum,
2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2014; Cusumano-Towner et
al., 2019), we can take advantage of a dual interpretation of
the program, as precisely specifying a joint probability distri-
bution over a collection of random variables:

p(sides,n,roll1...n, total) =
3ne−3

4(n!) ∏
i

1
sides

I [total = Σirolli] .

Using this representation, we can apply probabilistic reason-
ing to solve complex queries, such as: If the sum of the rolls
was 31, how many sides did the die likely have? Or: If a
six-sided die was rolled one or more times to produce a sum
of 8, how many times was it likely rolled? The query state-
ments in Figure 1 show how this is done: we can pass in a
list of observations on which to condition the model, and the
system will sample (perhaps approximately) from the pos-
terior distribution of any unobserved variables. For exam-
ple, the line query(roll dice, observe(:num rolls
=> 2, :total => 7)) will sample from p(sides,roll1...2 |
n = 2, total = 7). In this case, the knowledge that the sum
of two rolls was 7 will mean that a plurality of the posterior
samples we draw will have sides = 6, reflecting the fact that
two 6-sided die rolls are more likely to sum to 7 than are two
4-, 12-, or 20-sided die rolls.

A challenge: common-sense knowledge
The die-rolling scenario is contrived, but its structure is not:
there are many parts of our lives that might be well-modeled
by a similar program. For example, shopping involves choos-
ing a store (just as we had to choose a die), buying several
items at the store (rolling the die), and summing the prices of
the items to obtain a total (as with the die). Just as in the die-
rolling example, we can imagine posing many queries about
shopping: If the final amount on the credit card statement is
$500, where did my partner likely go shopping? Or: If the
total at the shoe store is $50, how many pairs of shoes were
likely purchased? The probabilistic language of thought hy-
pothesis gives an appealing answer to the problem of how
people reason so flexibly about situations like this. The chal-
lenge is that this scenario is hard to encode as a probabilistic
program. Die-rolling is possible to model with an impover-
ished library of concepts, including uniform, poisson,
and little else. To build a model of going shopping, we would
need to incorporate a lot of knowledge about the world, in-
cluding what kinds of stores exist, what sorts of things are
sold in each store, and how much different items tend to cost.

Neural language models
Modern deep learning models provide a different kind of an
answer to such queries. For example, one could invoke the
neural language model GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) with
prompts that encode the query of interest in English (Fig-
ure 1). Because GPT-2 has been exposed to billions of words
from the web during training, we might expect it to have
acquired some of the “common-sense” knowledge required

for this sort of reasoning task. But because there is so little
structure in what the model produces, it often fails to respect
the constraints we wish to impose; when asked to generate a
shopping list, it may not output a list at all, and when con-
ditioning on the total amount spent, GPT-2 does not appear
particularly sensitive to the specific dollar amount we use.

A middle ground
In this work, we propose to combine the strengths of
both approaches. We add primitives to the Gen proba-
bilistic programming language for querying single values
from large models trained on web-scale corpora of text.
The noun function chooses a single word to fill in the
blank in a user-specified prompt, using the XLNet neu-
ral network model (Yang et al., 2019), a masked language
model trained to predict words given bidirectional con-
text. The associated quantity function samples a
number in a given unit (here, dollars) associated with a
specified noun. It is backed by a database collected by
Elazar, Mahabal, Ramachandran, Bedrax-Weiss, and Roth
(2019), who scraped the web for mentions of various noun
phrases in conjunction with quantities in different units. Our
associated quantity primitive accepts as input a noun
and a unit, and fits a log-normal mixture model to all men-
tions of that noun available in the database. Using these prim-
itives, we can modify the roll dice program to obtain the
middle program of Figure 1, go shopping. Structurally, it
is the same as the die-rolling model, except instead of sam-
pling integers, it samples words. Running the program for-
ward generates multiple queries to language models, first to
choose a store, then to generate each purchased item from the
store, then to calculate the prices of each item. But since it
is written in a probabilistic programming language, we can
also treat the program as defining a distribution we can ma-
nipulate: denoting by s the store, n the number of items, r1
and r2 the two template strings we use to prompt XLNet, and
(o1...n,c1...n) the individual purchases and their costs, we have

p(s,n,o,c) =
3ne−3

n!
fXL(s | r1)∏

i
fXL(oi | r2(s))q$(ci | oi),

where fXL(s | r) is the probability that the XLNet neural
model assigns to a word s given a prompt string r, and
q$(c | o) is the probability density function, evaluated at a
number c, of the log-normal mixture model fit to the database
of dollar-valued quantities mentioned in relation to object o.
We can use inference in this structured model (the query
statements in the figure) to answer many different queries,
e.g., sampling likely shopping lists conditioned on the loca-
tion being a grocery store, or on the total price being $500.

Application to Verbal Reasoning
We use this computational framework to write probabilistic
program models for two families of verbal reasoning prob-
lems which we test with a behavioral experiment.
Items in the home. We consider simple verbal reasoning
problems like the following:
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Items in the Home
“I’ve been told to look for something in the room, and I’ve been
told it costs $cost and weighs mass grams. What could it be?”

function items_in_the_home()
room = noun("There are many rooms

in a home, such as
the [?].")

item = noun("There are many objects
in the $(room), such as
this [?].")

cost = associated_quantity(
item, "dollars")

mass = associated_quantity(
item, "grams")

return room, item, cost, mass
end

query(items_in_the_home,
observe(:room => "kitchen",

:cost => 50))

Samples:
kettle,
saucepan,
mixer

Friends Going Shopping
“My friend and I went to the same store. I bought n items for a

total of total1, and my friend bought m items for a total of
total2. What store did we go to, and what did we each buy?”

query(friends_shopping(n=2, m=1),
observe(:total_1 => 30,

:total_2 => 150))

Sample:
corner (store),
sandwich & cake,
bicycle

Figure 2: Models for two classes of verbal reasoning problem. The edges in the graphical models correspond to invocations of
our new probabilistic programming primitives, noun and associated quantity.

I’ve been told to look for something in the kitchen. I’ve been
told that it costs $20, but nothing else. What could it be?

In different versions of the question, we might be look-
ing for an item in a room other than the kitchen, and we
might know the mass of the object in question, in addition
to or instead of the price. To handle this family of prompts,
we write a probabilistic program (Figure 2, left) that im-
plements a generative model of all four variables of inter-
est. It begins by sampling a room and an item in it, us-
ing noun, then samples a cost and mass for the item, using
associated quantity. At query time, we constrain the
room (in Figure 2, to equal kitchen) as well as the cost or mass
(or both). Querying the model with cost set to $50 generates
samples of objects that might plausibly be found in a kitchen
and that cost $50: a kettle, a saucepan, a mixer, and so on.
Friends going shopping. We now turn to a more complex
family of questions. Here is a representative example:

My friend and I found some receipts, but can’t remember
what we bought. I know we both went shopping at the same
store. I spent $30 and got 2 things, and my friend spent $150
and got 1 thing. What kind of store could we have gone to,

and what do you think we each bought?

In different instances, we might vary whether the friends go
to the same or different stores; how much each spent; and on
how many items. We might also reveal the identity of one or
more of the purchased items. The probabilistic program that
models this family of scenarios is slightly more complex, and
we do not show the full code here, but the graphical model
induced by the program is depicted in Figure 2’s right-hand
side (for the case where the friends go to the same store).
Conditioning on the total prices, we can sample reasonable
values for the unknown variables. For the problem above,
one sample from the model is that we went to a corner store,
where I bought a cake and sandwich and my friend bought a

bicycle. But given the open-ended nature of the task, different
runs will give different outcomes.

Experiment

Our experiment is designed to characterize human responses
to problems of the form described above. These problems
elicit very open-ended responses; our probabilistic approach
allows us to predict and characterize the distribution of re-
sponses that people give. Indeed, the lack of a single cor-
rect answer is what motivated our application of a Bayesian
model: we expect to see a given response more often if it is
more plausible a priori or if it explains the evidence particu-
larly well, the two factors that Bayes’ rule trades off.
Participants We recruited 113 participants from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. Participants were restricted to those with
U.S. IP addresses and who had at least a 95% work approval
rating. The experiment took on average 20 minutes and par-
ticipants were compensated $3.00 for their work.
Materials Our materials set was composed of simple and
complex stimuli corresponding to the Items in the Home
and Friends Going Shopping verbal reasoning problems de-
scribed in the previous section. For Items in the Home, each
stimulus is parameterized by a location (one of bedroom,
bathroom, kitchen, living room, or basement) and either a cost
in dollars, a weight in pounds, or both. These were randomly
generated each trial, by first generating a band (low, medium,
or high), and then one of a fixed set of quantities within that
band. Low prices ranged from $3 to $20; medium from $40
to $100, and high from $250 to $1000. Low masses ranged
from 1.5 to 5 pounds; medium from 10 to 20 pounds, and
high from 40 to 90 pounds. For Friends Going Shopping,
we developed 12 stimuli, organized into 6 minimal pairs that
differed in only one respect (whether the friends went to the
same store; which items are revealed ahead of time to have
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Table 1: Qualitative Results: Minimal Pairs.

Cheap Socks $20 $2000
Store clothing (62%)

department (17%)
department (35%)
clothing (33%)

entropy 1.38 1.98
Friend’s items shirt (36%)

pants (17%)
tv (18%)
suit (16%)

entropy 1.85 2.90
Magazine Different store Same store
Store 1 book (65%)

convenience (16%)
gun (27%)
department (22%)

entropy 1.64 2.27
Other items book (50%)

gum (5%)
book (15%)
bullets (12%)

entropy 2.09 2.89

been purchased; and the total cost of one friend’s items).

Procedure Participants were introduced to two cartoon
characters that needed their help identifying objects. Each
participant completed 24 trials, consisting of 18 Items in the
Home stimuli and 6 Friends Going Shopping stimuli. On
each trial, the participants were presented with a prompt of
the form described in the previous section posed as a request
by the cartoon character. For Items in the Home, participants
were required to enter a single-word answer in a text box. For
Friends Going Shopping, participants entered multiple text
responses for the type(s) of store the friends went to and the
items each friend purchased. After collection, we removed
any responses not in the XLNet language model’s vocabulary.

Qualitative Results
To illustrate qualitative behavior, we describe responses to
minimal pairs of Friends Going Shopping stimuli.

Cheap socks. In the cheap socks prompts, two friends go to
the same store, where one of them spends $10 on socks and
one other (unspecified) item. Participants are told that the
second friend has spent either $20 or $2000; Table 1 shows
how participant responses depend on which stimulus they see.

When the second friend is known to have spent $20, par-
ticipants have little uncertainty about what kind of store the
friends visited: 62% say it was a clothing store, and most par-
ticipants name shirt or pants as the $20 item. This certainty
is reflected in the low entropy of the empirical response dis-
tributions. But when the second friend spends $2000, the per-
centage of participants who name clothing as the type of store
drops to 33%, eclipsed by the more general department store.
The distribution over items purchased changes significantly
as well, placing significant mass on tv and suit. Overall, un-
certainty increases, which makes sense: people are rightly
confused to hear that one friend bought cheap socks for un-
der $10 at the same store where the other spent two grand.

Magazine. In the magazine prompts, participants are told
that one friend has purchased a magazine and another item,
for $30, whereas the other has purchased a shotgun. In one
of the prompts, the friends went to the same store; in the

Friends Going Shopping Items in the Home
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Figure 3: Log ratios (our model to the baseline) of posterior
probabilities of human responses, on two verbal reasoning
tasks. In both tasks, more than 70% of respondents’ answers
are better explained by our model than by the baseline.

other, different stores. When the stores are different, partic-
ipants can reason individually about each, and often say that
the magazine was purchased at a book store or convenience
store, where a book or pack of gum might also have been pur-
chased. But higher-entropy answer distributions result when
the magazine and shotgun come from the same store. Some
participants appear to realize that magazine can have a gun-
related meaning, and name ‘gun’ as the store type.

Model-Based Analysis
To evaluate if probabilistic structure helps better capture the
distribution of human responses, we compare the probability
p(response | prompt) our model assigns to each response to
that given by task-specific neural baselines (Figure 3).

Neural baselines. For each stimulus, we design a prompt
designed to elicit an answer from a neural language model di-
rectly, without additional probabilistic reasoning. The neural
model’s output distribution on words is then compared with
the posterior distribution under our model.

For Items in the Home, we compare our model to a base-
line that uses a single call to XLNet, with prompts of the
form, “There are many objects in the [location], including
this [price if it exists, e.g. $20], [weight if it exists, e.g. 3-
pound] [?].” This allows the network to see the evidence that
we expect should constrain the hypothesis space (the weight
or price). We use a mask with a period token afterward to
encourage the model to place high probability on good one-
word answers (just as we instructed human respondents).

For Friends going Shopping, we compared to a baseline
model that generated responses sequentially using GPT-2, on
the sentence, “I went to a store, in particular the [?] store,
and spent $[total price 1] on the following [number of items
1] purchases: [any known items here], this [?], . . . , and this
[?]. My friend went to the same store [or: ‘a different store,
the [?] store’], and spent $[total price 2] on the following
[number of items 2] purchases: [any known items here], this
[?], . . . , and this [?].” That is, GPT-2 was given each word of
this prompt sequentially, and whenever a ‘[?]’ was encoun-
tered, GPT-2 was queried and we evaluated the probability
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that it assigned to the human response We use an autoregres-
sive model rather than a masked language model for this task,
because a masked language model cannot jointly fill all the
blanks coherently in one pass.

Items in the home. For the “items in the home” stimuli, we
collected 2,592 responses, of which 2,077 were in-vocabulary
for our model. Each response is a single word – an object –
chosen based on a room in the home and certain properties
(price and/or weight). We evaluate the posterior probabil-
ity that our model assigns to each human response, which
requires computing the normalizing constant p(price,mass |
room); we estimate this constant by summing over the 2000
a priori most probable objects for each room. We found our
model assigned higher probability than the baseline model
to 71% of the human responses. The mean log ratio of our
model probability to the baseline was 0.89 = ln(2.4), i.e. our
model appears to narrow the space of good answers by a mod-
est factor (2-3x reduction). In many of the cases where our
model performed poorly, human participants seemed not to
take some of the given information into account. For exam-
ple, one respondent answered potatoes when asked to name a
$10, 60-pound object in a bedroom. A weakness of our model
is that correlation between price and weight factors through
object identity, which can lead to counter-intuitive behavior.
For example, two participants named “shampoo” as an item
in a bathroom weighing 15 pounds, at the price points $8 and
$90 respectively. Our model assigns low probability to both,
because 15-pound shampoo is rare. But it assigns especially
low probability to the $90 response, believing it to be an un-
likely price for shampoo. However, the shampoo might have
been purchased in bulk, explaining both the high price and
high weight. Another failure mode for the model is polyse-
mous words, like “tablet”: many participants listed tablet as a
four- or five-pound object, but our model assumes they weigh
just a few grams, based on tablet’s pharmaceutical meaning.

Friends going shopping. For the “friends going shop-
ping” stimuli, we collected 648 responses (418 were in-
vocabulary). Each response consists of one-word store types,
as well as comma-separated lists of purchased items for each.
We estimated normalizing constants for each prompt via im-
portance sampling with 200 particles2. We find our model
assigns higher probability than the baseline to 73% of re-
sponses, and the mean log ratio between the probabilities is
2.36. The model exhibited similar failure modes as described
above. For example, the model does not capture that the same
store charges similar prices for similar objects; conditioned
on an object, it treats the prices as independent.

Discussion
The ability to reason open-endedly about possible worlds in
light of evidence raises questions both for cognitive science
(how is our knowledge represented to enable such reason-

2We experimented with larger numbers of particles but observed
little to no change in estimates.

ing?) and the engineering of human-like AI (how can we
build models that deploy common-sense knowledge?). The
Probabilistic Language of Thought is an intuitively appeal-
ing and quantitatively compelling framework (Goodman et
al., 2014), but has little to say about how to architect the rich
library of probabilistic concepts necessary for the symbolic
representation of everyday scenarios.

In this work, we present a technique that takes a first
step toward investigating these questions. Incorporating lan-
guage models into probabilistic programs enables the explo-
ration of a modeling space in which some knowledge is en-
coded symbolically (the structure of the probabilistic pro-
gram), and some is implicit in queries to language model-
backed primitives. In experiments, we show that on two
open-ended reasoning tasks, our model—a point in this mod-
eling space—better characterizes the distribution of human
answers than alternatives that lack the probabilistic structure.

From a knowledge engineering point of view, neural lan-
guage models are a convenient primitive because they are
trained once in a task-general way, but can be applied to ap-
proximate a more accurate model in many different contexts.
For example, people could build a rich, detailed causal model
of the prices of objects; but for the simple task of imagining a
$10-object that might be found in a kitchen, it may be cheaper
to rely on a generic associationist modeling component. This
sort of “amortized modeling,‘’ in which generically useful
modeling components are built at great expense, but can be
applied very cheaply, may be an interesting avenue for future
research, even if the interface onto these generic modeling
components is not taken to be natural language.

Our work leaves many parts of the story unwritten. For ex-
ample, each model contains hand-crafted prompts that serve
as a somewhat brittle interface between a structured proba-
bilistic program and associative resources like XLNet. We
cannot simply sample an item likely to be found in a kitchen,
but instead must sample a word to fill in the blank in a sen-
tence, e.g. “There are many objects in a kitchen, including
this [?].” Future work must develop a more satisfying account
of this interface, and from an AI engineering perspective, a
less brittle engineering discipline for using these components.

Indeed, from a cognitive perspective, it is unclear whether
language models should be used to model the way people ac-
cess common-sense knowledge. On the one hand, we learn a
lot about the world from what others tell us and some knowl-
edge may be available only through linguistic associations;
i.e. language is one way in which a community may di-
vide the labor of categorizing the world (Putnam, 1975). On
the other hand, a lot of common sense is present before we
are walking and talking (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007) and if any
knowledge is truly “common sense,” people would rarely talk
about it. Finally, common sense is not necessarily common
in the sense that it is shared by everyone; we each learn dif-
ferent associations that are specific to our beliefs, values, and
cultures. A single language model learned from billions of
documents is a poor stand-in.
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Abstract

Understanding how we acquire semantic knowledge is a central topic in cognitive science. In a now classic paper, Rogers
and McClelland (2003) explored how a parallel distributed processing (PDF) model could recreate several important phe-
nomena in semantic memory including how concepts are acquired, lost due to semantic dementia, and become organized
hierarchically. One well known limitation of this model, which was acknowledge by the original authors, is that the
features used in the model were largely hand coded. In this project we revisit this classic PDP account in light of mod-
ern advances in neural network techniques. In particular, we show that we can recreate several of the predictions of the
Rogers and McClelland (2003) model in a network trained directly on raw pixel information from category exemplars.
These results add realism to the original model while also showing how the principles of the model generalize to higher
dimensional input spaces.
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Abstract

A key challenge for children in language acquisition is to learn
the mapping of words to mental categories, since this mapping
varies greatly from language to language. The errors children
make in this process are very informative regarding the devel-
opment of lexical semantic categories; in particular, how chil-
dren overextend a word to an inappropriate exemplar provides
a window onto the mechanisms that underlie their categoriza-
tion processes. We perform a large-scale quantitative analysis
of the detailed patterns of children’s errors in the domain of
color, finding evidence that these error patterns are driven by
an interaction between domain general principles of catego-
rization, and children’s developing knowledge of the seman-
tics of color. Our results suggest that, while domain general
processes play a role throughout development, their influence
varies across ages according to their use of domain specific
(conceptual) knowledge, which gradually increases over time.
Keywords: word learning errors; semantics; color terms

Introduction
A key aspect of language acquisition is learning to map words
to mental categories. A child learning English must figure
out that blue refers to an area of color that Russian-speaking
children learn to divide into sinij (‘dark blue’) and goluboj
(‘light blue’) (Davies et al., 1998), while Setswana-speaking
children learn a broader term botala that covers blue and
green (Davies et al., 1994). Because children must determine
how their language precisely carves up the semantic space
of a domain into the appropriate lexical meanings, acquisi-
tion of word–meaning mappings reveals much about chil-
dren’s representation and learning of conceptual categories
(e.g., Davies et al., 1998, among many others).

The errors children make in applying words to situations
are particularly informative about their developing catego-
rization processes (e.g., Clark, 1973; Pitchford & Mullen,
2003; Gentner & Bowerman, 2009). Young children often
overextend words to inappropriate exemplars, such as using
blue to refer to a color that adults would call purple (e.g.,
Bateman, 1915). If children consistently make such an er-
ror but rarely generalize the word blue to a RED stimulus,
that is revealing about how they make decisions about cate-
gory membership. In particular, such error patterns may tell
us about both the domain general principles children use in
their learning (e.g., use of similarity of stimuli to assess co-
categorization) and their domain specific (conceptual) knowl-
edge (actually knowing, within a particular domain, what de-
termines similarity of stimuli).

Color term learning is an apt testbed for such research be-
cause color terms begin to be used fairly early, but are mas-
tered (at the adult level) relatively late (e.g., Bornstein, 1985).
Thus we have the opportunity to explore, over multiple years
of development, how children’s color categories are (often in-
correctly) comprised. Importantly, because even young chil-
dren appear to have adult-like knowledge of the perceptual
space of color (e.g., Pitchford & Mullen, 2003), research can
focus on how children’s developing conceptual organization
of color influences the learning of lexical semantic categories.
This leads to the possibility of observing a developmental
trajectory of errors, which may reveal how domain general
principles of categorization interact with the development of
domain specific (conceptual) knowledge.1

Our research builds on a number of studies that take differ-
ing views on the role of these two factors in the time-course of
color term acquisition. One view focuses on the acquisition
of domain specific knowledge: it is suggested that younger
children lack an understanding of the dimensions of color
relevant to color word learning (e.g., Bornstein, 1985; Pitch-
ford & Mullen, 2003); this knowledge then develops quickly
(within 3 months) around the third birthday, when most color
words are learned (Pitchford & Mullen, 2002). A different
view focuses instead on the role of domain general principles
of categorization (such as assessing frequency or proximity
of exemplars in forming categories); these principles apply
throughout the period of color acquisition, even at very young
ages, and lead to gradual refinement of color categories (Wag-
ner et al., 2013; Yurovsky et al., 2015). The assumption here
is that the color domain knowledge is in place throughout de-
velopment, but the categorization process is what takes time.

We crucially observe that, while domain general principles
of categorization may apply throughout development, suc-
cessful application of those principles depends on varying
degrees of domain knowledge. For instance, across many do-
mains, both frequency and salience of a category’s exemplars
are properties that influence category learning (e.g., Nosof-
sky, 1986). But while the frequency of a lexical semantic cat-
egory can be computed based purely on the child’s linguistic
input (e.g., how often does she hears the word blue), deter-
mining a category’s salience requires knowledge of the struc-

1In the remainder of the paper, we use the terms “domain [spe-
cific] knowledge” and “semantics” to refer to the conceptual layer
of organization.
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Figure 1: Spectrum of features, ranging from low to high domain specific (conceptual) knowledge. Illustrations focus on yellow,
with distance presenting the distance between yellow and RED. The salience image is reproduced from Yurovsky et al. (2015).

ture of the conceptual domain (e.g., how does BLUE reflect
key dimensions of the color space). That is, both frequency
and salience are domain general principles of categorization,
but they differ in the degree of domain knowledge required to
accurately assess each of them.

Our observation suggests that viewing color term learning
as the use of domain general principles consistently through-
out acquisition, without considering the development of do-
main specific knowledge, is missing an important part of the
story. We propose instead that the observed acquisition pat-
terns arise from the interaction of principles of categorization
with growing knowledge of the domain (cf. Fig. 1, discussed
in the following section). We do not mean that younger chil-
dren are guided by domain general mechanisms, while older
children rely on domain specific knowledge. Rather we are
suggesting that the application of domain general categoriza-
tion mechanisms throughout development changes as chil-
dren’s grasp of the domain increases, and they can rely on
richer domain specific knowledge.

To support this view, we present (to our knowledge) the
first large-scale quantitative analysis of a range of factors con-
tributing to the detailed developmental patterns of errors in
color term acquisition. For this we draw on the empirical pro-
duction data from Wagner et al. (2013), filling an important
gap in previous research using this comprehensive dataset.
While Wagner et al. (2013) examined whether errors were be-
tween proximal categories or not, we explore a range of fac-
tors that influence color categorization. Several of these were
studied by Yurovsky et al. (2015), but in the context of pre-
dicting children’s accurate use of color terms (such as using
blue only for BLUE objects). While such an approach identi-
fies factors that contribute to ultimately successful learning, it
cannot shed light on why it is that children form the particular
incorrect categories they do along the way – why it is that, be-
fore they use blue accurately, they are more likely to use it to
label PURPLE objects than RED ones. Our analysis of errors
is aimed at understanding what drives children’s formation of
these categories as they are evolving.

To preview our results, we find further evidence that do-
main general principles of categorization play a role in color
term learning across age groups, but we show that their influ-

ence varies over time depending on the degree of domain spe-
cific knowledge required to apply them. Specifically, factors
like frequency that require little knowledge of color seman-
tics have more influence on younger children’s errors, while
factors such as color similarity, which require greater domain
knowledge, largely dominate the errors of older children. We
thus provide a more nuanced view of color term acquisition,
one that recognizes the important role of the interaction of a
range of domain general principles with the gradually devel-
oping knowledge of the domain.

Modeling Sources of Errors

As noted above, error patterns in word learning can be infor-
mative about what drives conceptual categorization in chil-
dren. In particular, the specific overextensions of a term to
incorrect stimuli – such as using blue to refer to a PURPLE
object but not a RED one – reveal the factors that children
draw on in making decisions about category membership.
Thus, using color terminology as a testbed, we can investi-
gate which factors predict such categorization errors, with the
specific goal of examining how the influence of those factors
might change throughout children’s development. Here we
examine four different factors that draw on differing levels of
knowledge of the semantic domain of color, across four dif-
ferent age groups. Our hypothesis is that: (1) because these
factors are all instantiations of domain general principles that
apply in categorization they will play a role across develop-
ment; and (2) younger children will weigh more those factors
that rely less on domain specific knowledge, while older chil-
dren will weigh more those that require richer knowledge of
the color domain.

To test this hypothesis, we run a series of regression anal-
yses that consider properties of both the STIMULUS – a color
patch children are asked to name in an experiment – and their
response – the color term they use. We consider that children
using a mismatching response for a STIMULUS (e.g., saying
blue for PURPLE) are incorrectly assigning the STIMULUS to
the response category (assuming PURPLE is part of the con-
ceptual category associated with blue). We examine proper-
ties of both the STIMULUS and the response that could con-
tribute to this miscategorization.
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We consider four general principles of categorization that
vary in the extent to which they draw on domain-specific
knowledge. Three of these are adapted from Yurovsky et al.
(2015): the use of frequency, size, and salience of a cate-
gory. As detailed by Yurovsky et al. (2015), higher values
on all of these have been shown to facilitate early and suc-
cessful acquisition of color categories. We observe that these
same principles can also explain errors – that is, children are
more likely to (incorrectly) overextend highly frequent cate-
gories and larger categories (Saji et al., 2011), as well as more
salient categories (Anglin, 1977)2. In addition, we consider
a fourth principle of categorization: the use of similarity in
assessing category fit – that is, children are more likely to
overextend terms to nearby colors (e.g., Pitchford & Mullen,
2003; Wagner et al., 2013).

The instantiations of these principles in the domain of color
draw on varying amounts of domain knowledge; from least to
most they are frequency, size, salience, and similarity. Fig. 1
illustrates how these factors might be thought to increase in
the complexity of the conceptual knowledge that is called for.
Frequency requires little to no domain knowledge because it
can be estimated by keeping track of the number of occur-
rences of the term alone. The size of a category requires some
knowledge of the domain; Fig. 1 exemplifies this as the size
of a patch in a simplified conceptualization of color. In con-
trast, assessing salience and similarity require richer knowl-
edge of relevant dimensions in the domain. Salient colors are
those far from the “neutral” area of the color space; the most
salient categories are warm, chromatic colors like yellow, or-
ange, and red, and the least include achromatic colors such as
white and gray. Assessing salience requires at least a rough
grasp of these critical dimensions of color. Finally, judging
similarity relies on the most domain knowledge, as it requires
assessing distance within an elaborated semantic space.

In what follows, we refer to frequency and size as lower
level features, and salience and similarity as higher level fea-
tures. We expect younger children to be guided more by the
former, and older children more by the latter.

Materials and Methods
Children’s Naming Data. The data we analyze is produc-
tion data from Wagner et al. (2013), who collected color term
naming data from 141 children between the ages of 1;10 and
5;1. The stimuli were samples (a colored fish or square) cor-
responding to the 11 English basic color terms (red, white,
yellow, black, green, blue, orange, pink, purple, grey, brown).
Each child was asked the color of each stimulus in each of two
tasks (fish and squares), typically yielding up to two response
words per child per STIMULUS. For comparability to earlier
results on this dataset (Wagner et al., 2013; Yurovsky et al.,

2These motivations are stated in terms of the response category,
but there may also be an influence of the properties of the stimulus
(the category being incorrectly subsumed), as some work has con-
sidered (Pitchford & Mullen, 2002). Here we look at properties of
both the response and the stimulus to see which more strongly influ-
ences children’s errors.

2015), we use similar filtering and age grouping criteria: We
omit children with a family history of abnormal color vision,
as well as those who did not cooperate on more than half of
trials. Since we aim to predict errors, we also exclude chil-
dren who made no errors. As in Yurovsky et al. (2015), we fo-
cus on children between ages 2 and 4, binning them into half-
year groups: 2-year-olds (n = 22), 2.5-year-olds (n = 29),
3-year-olds (n = 24), and 3.5-year-olds (n = 21), for a total
sample of 96 children. (An alternative would be to group chil-
dren by size of color vocabulary, as in Wagner et al. (2013).
Additional analysis is needed to understand which grouping
better captures the underlying causal variable, but for now we
note that age and color vocabulary size are highly correlated.)

Regression Analyses. We run a set of novel multiple re-
gression analyses that use the four factors introduced above as
variables of interest, along with age bin. We use only the data
with a mismatch between a STIMULUS and a response (e.g.,
labeling an ORANGE fish or square with the term red), since
the factors that contribute to errors may differ from those that
best predict correct responses.

In most analyses, we consider properties of both the stim-
ulus and the response as inputs, since either could play a role.
For different analyses we use different kinds of regression
approaches. In some cases we use logistic regression, and in
other cases we use Poisson regression, as follows.

In sections Q1 and Q2, when we include properties of the
stimulus as predictors, we restrict ourselves to logistic regres-
sion, predicting 1 for an error (1 or more children made this
error) or 0 for no error. We do this because predicting the rate
of error for a given stimulus–response pair leads to interde-
pendencies among dependent variables. Considering an ex-
treme example, if all children responded red to the ORANGE
stimulus, the response rate for any other stimulus–response
pair involving the ORANGE stimulus must be 0. Because of
this, the data point for the red response and ORANGE stimulus
“leaks” information about the other data points. We could ad-
dress this concern by predicting a distribution over responses
using multinomial regression, but this is not compatible with
the inclusion of properties of the responses (the dependent
variables) as independent variables. Additionally, there are
many combinations of stimulus and response where no er-
rors were made, and logistic regression is more appropriate
for this zero-skewed distribution. Concerns about binarizing
this variable are addressed in section Q3, where we taken an
alternative approach and use a Poisson regression with a sim-
plified view of the data.

Estimates of the Variable Values. We estimate frequency
as the token frequency of a color term in child-directed speech
in the Manchester Corpus in CHILDES.3 Our size measure is
based on data from Lindsey & Brown (2014), who collected
color naming data for 330 Munsell chips from 51 adult speak-

3Unlike Yurovsky et al. (2015), we use the token frequency
summed over all age bins, rather than cumulative frequency. We
do so because cumulative frequency is highly correlated with age,
which would prevent us from assessing interactions with age in a
way that is comparable to how we do so for other features.
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ers of American English. We take size to be the number of
chips for which a color term is the modal response.4 Both
higher level features are estimated as distances in CIELAB
space (Fairchild, 1998), which was designed to capture color
differences. We estimate salience of a color by the distance
of its focal point (taken from Berlin & Kay, 1969)5 to light
gray (specifically, the center point of the space, (50,0,0)), as
in Yurovsky et al. (2015). Distance between a STIMULUS and
a response is given by the distance between their focal col-
ors.6

Features are assessed for both STIMULUS colors, and re-
sponse terms. For a response, we calculate its size, salience,
and distance to the STIMULUS using the color category that
term (correctly) refers to; conversely, for a STIMULUS, we
take its frequency to be that of its correct color term. All
features were scaled to have mean zero and unit variance, to
allow for maximal comparability between regression coeffi-
cients. (Note that the collinearity of our variables is within
a reasonable range: in all regression analyses to follow, all
VIFs range 1.0−2.36.)

Q1: What factors drive overextensions?
Here we address the following questions: (a) Are the factors
identified above used differentially by older and younger chil-
dren? As children’s domain knowledge increases, we expect
them to rely less on frequency and size, and more on salience
and distance (cf. Fig. 1). (b) Are properties of the response or
the stimulus more predictive of errors? Most work on overex-
tension has looked at properties of the subsuming category
(here, the response), rather than properties of the subsumed
exemplar (here, the STIMULUS). We assess whether proper-
ties of the response are indeed more important.

We treat each stimulus–response pair, per age group, as a
data point, and run a logistic regression predicting 1 for an
error (1 or more children made this error) or 0 for no error,
based on properties of the stimulus and/or response.7 Our
dataset includes 4 age bins ∗ 11 stimuli ∗ 10 possible incorrect
responses per stimulus = 440 data points in total.

To assess whether properties of the stimulus or response
are more predictive of overextensions (or whether both are
required), we train three models: one with only stimulus fea-
tures, one with only response features, and one with both. In
all models we furthermore include the distance feature, the
age bin, and interactions of age with each of the variables.

Results are shown in Table 1. We find a McFadden’s

4This is a more standard measure of size than that of Yurovsky
et al. (2015), who used proportion of the chips for which all subjects
used the same label (which may be undefined for some colors).

5In cases where multiple focal chips were indicated for a term,
we took the average point in CIELAB space of the designated chips.

6Given evidence that the location of focal colors is universal
(Berlin & Kay, 1969; Regier et al., 2005), we assume (at least an
approximation of) this knowledge is available to children.

7We ran three alternative experiments with error thresholds of 2,
3, and 4. For example, when the error threshold was 2, we predicted
1 for 2 or more errors, and 0 for fewer than 2 errors. We found that
this had little impact on the results.

feature stimulus response both
frequency stimulus −0.34 · −0.34 ·
size stimulus −0.35 * −0.33 *
salience stimulus 0.18 0.30
frequency response 0.47 ** 0.46 *
size response 0.53 *** 0.52 ***
salience response −0.10 −0.11
distance −0.28 * −0.56 *** −0.54 **
age −0.86 *** −0.98 *** −1.05 ***
age:frequency stimulus −0.30 −0.36 ·
age:size stimulus 0.07 0.09
age:salience stimulus −0.01 0.01
age:frequency response −0.63 ** −0.71 ***
age:size response −0.28 −0.27
age:salience response 0.54 ** 0.51 **
age:distance −0.02 −0.16 −0.02

Table 1: Logistic regression experiments with features of the
stimulus, response, and both. Significant results are bolded.

pseudo-R2 of 0.15 with only stimulus features, 0.22 with only
response features, and 0.25 with both. A Likelihood Ratio
Test confirms that the model with both is significantly bet-
ter than the model with response features only (p = 0.003).
(We cannot run this test to compare the stimulus-only and
response-only models, since the test is only applicable when
one model’s features are a subset of those in the other
model.) Across all three models, age and distance are sig-
nificant predictors. When response features are included,
frequency response and size response are significant; when
stimulus features are included, size stimulus is significant.

Positive coefficients for frequency response and
size response show that children are more likely to
overextend frequent terms, and terms that can be used to
describe a diverse set of colors, while a negative coefficient
for salience response means that children are less likely to
incorrectly overextend terms for warm, chromatic (more
salient) colors. Distance also has a negative coefficient,
indicating that children are more likely to make errors
with neighboring color terms. The negative coefficient for
size stimulus shows that children make fewer errors on
stimuli from large categories.

We also find two significant interactions with age. The pre-
dictor age:frequency response has a negative slope, indicat-
ing that younger children are more likely to overextend highly
frequent terms, and the predictor age:salience response has a
positive slope, indicating that older children are more likely
to overextend highly salient terms. Given that we do not find
a main effect for salience of the response here, we return to
whether this is a meaningful finding in the next section.

Our results are consistent with earlier findings, while
extending our understanding of color term learning. Al-
though frequency, size, and salience are predictive of accu-
racy (Yurovsky et al., 2015), frequency and size of response
terms appear to be more relevant than salience for predict-
ing how terms are incorrectly overextended. While earlier
analyses showed a difference in error rates based on a binary
distinction of adjacent/non-adjacent categories (Pitchford &
Mullen, 2003; Wagner et al., 2013), the negative correlation
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here of errors with distance in color space suggests a contin-
uous measure of distance may be more appropriate.

We also show that errors depend more on properties of the
overextended term than of what it incorrectly labels. This
confirms that features of the response category being ex-
tended to this STIMULUS instance are more important (or per-
haps simply better understood by the child) than properties of
the stimulus being incorrectly labelled as that category.

Finally, the interactions with age partially support our hy-
pothesis that the features are used differentially by younger
and older children. We next further explore these patterns.

Q2: Does factor influence vary with age?
Our initial regressions show that some properties of the re-
sponse have significant interactions with age, specifically
that younger children are more likely to overextend frequent
terms, and older children may be more likely to overex-
tend salient terms. This is partial support for our hypothesis
that features requiring less domain knowledge (frequency and
size) are used more by younger children, while older children
shift to more reliance on features requiring a better under-
standing of the domain (salience and distance). Here, we per-
form additional qualitative and post hoc analyses to explore
in finer detail how these variables impact errors over the dif-
ferent ages.

Qualitative Error Patterns
We begin with a qualitative look at the most common errors
per stimulus for the youngest and oldest age groups, to pro-
vide an intuition for the patterns of errors seen across the
different ages; see Fig. 2. Errors of 2-year-olds mainly in-
volve overextending the high frequency terms blue and green.
These correspond to the two largest color categories, and are
among the three terms with very high frequency. Interest-
ingly, the highest frequency term, red, is not the most com-
mon error for any stimulus. The category RED is very small
(the third smallest), suggesting that, as predicted, both re-
sponse frequency and size play an important role in youngest
children’s overextensions.

The 3.5-year-olds’ most common errors cover a more di-
verse set of terms. Generally, the patterns seem to support
our hypothesis, that older children’s incorrect terms may be
more driven by semantic similarity of categories (e.g., using
purple for PINK or yellow for ORANGE) and their salience
(YELLOW and ORANGE are the most salient colors). How-
ever, these observations are suggestive only, due to the low
number of errors for any given stimulus in this age group.

A Closer Look at Age-Related Influences
In order to quantitatively assess the magnitude and direction
of the effects of our features across the ages, we turn to a
set of logistic regressions of the same form as in the anal-
yses for Q1. Here we consider a single factor at a time, to
clearly see its relation to the presence of error for a given
stimulus–response pair. To reduce the number of features we
consider, we focus on response features (frequency response,

Figure 2: Modal errors for the youngest/oldest age groups.

size response, salience response, distance) since they con-
tributed most in the earlier models. With each feature as the
predictor, we run a regression for each of the four age groups,
for a total of 16 logistic regressions.8 We then plot the result-
ing beta coefficients by age for each predictor; these indicate
the magnitude and direction of the relation of the predictor to
the presence of error. This allows us to see how the relation
for each feature changes with age.

Based on the significant interactions between age and
frequency response and between age and salience response
found earlier, we expect the coefficient for fre-
quency response to decrease with age, and the coefficient for
salience response to increase with age. In addition, given
our hypothesis regarding the lower level and higher level
features, we expect that size response will also be more
predictive of errors for younger children, and dist response
will be more predictive of errors for older children. (Note
that we expect distance to be a negative predictor for older
children, since it is the inverse of similarity). For these latter
two features, given the lack of significant interactions in
the analyses for Q1, we are interested to see whether age
modulates the relation between the variables and the error
pattern in a more complex fashion.

Fig. 3 shows how the beta coefficients for each variable
vary by age group. We discuss each predictor in the order
shown, which reflects the increasing degree of domain knowl-
edge posited in Fig. 1.

For frequency, the coefficients decrease monotonically
with age, in line with our hypothesis. Frequency is only
a significant predictor for the two youngest age groups.
This is consistent with the significant, negative slope for
age:frequency response found in the analyses for Q1. As hy-

8Each regression thus has one quarter the data points compared
to those in the previous section – i.e., 110 data points. We used
Holm-Bonferroni correction per-variable (i.e., for each variable, the
p-values considered significant summed over age bins must sum to
< 0.05).
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Figure 3: Beta coefficients by age group, for each predictor.

pothesized, size is also only significant for the younger chil-
dren. Here, the pattern of decrease in the coefficients is more
abrupt than with frequency, perhaps explaining its lack of a
significant interactions with age in the earlier analyses.

Although the coefficients for salience generally increase
numerically with age, it is not found to be a significant pre-
dictor of error for any age group. We suspect the significant
interaction between age and salience of the response found
in the previous section may be due to interactions with the
other variables. While collinearity of predictors might be sus-
pected to be an issue, the VIF was within a reasonable range,
as noted earlier. Further analyses are needed to understand
this result.

The distance coefficients show a clear pattern consistent
with our hypothesis: their effect mostly increases with age,
and they are only significant for older children. As with size
for younger children, the decrease is not completely smooth,
in line with the lack of significant interaction with age found
above. This differs from the Wagner et al.’s (2013) finding
that overextensions of a response term to adjacent (proximal)
stimuli is above chance rates for all age groups. However, the
measure that they use is not the same as our distance measure
(adjacency is a binary property and distances is a continuous
property), so additional analyses are required to understand
how our results relate to theirs.

Based on the analyses for Q1 and these follow-up regres-
sions, we find support for the hypothesis that younger chil-
dren are more likely to overextend frequent terms or large
terms – features that depend less on knowledge of the color
domain – while older children are more likely to overex-
tend terms based on similarity – which requires fine-grained
knowledge of the color space.

In addition, we find evidence for a gradual shift in which
features children attend to. The beta coefficients for fre-
quency and distance are both suggestive of a shift taking place
over multiple age bins. We also find that features come in and
out of significance at different ages. On the other hand, we
find that frequency, size, and salience all change sign at age
3.5, which is the same age where distance becomes signif-
icant. This is compatible with the observation of Pitchford
& Mullen (2002) that children’s knowledge of the domain of
color changes substantially around this age. However, our re-

sults suggest their strong conclusion that children undergo a
shift from lack of knowledge to full knowledge of the domain
in a three month period may be too strong.

Q3: Individual differences beyond age effects?
Our analyses above suggest that children from different age
groups show different error patterns. Here, we address in-
dividual differences in error patterns, focusing on two main
questions: (a) Do children exhibit individual differences be-
yond age effects? Others have shown that there is high indi-
vidual variation in color naming (e.g., Roberson et al., 2004),
and we look at how this relates to age variation. (b) Do we
find similar results to our analyses for Q1 when we take in-
dividual variation into account? This allows us to verify that
the results from our analyses for Q1 are robust, and not driven
by a small number of children.

Here, we predict the number of errors each child made
per response.9 We use Poisson regression since it is appro-
priate for predicting count data, especially in cases where
the dependent variable is often zero. Comparing the Q1 re-
sults to results using Poisson regression also helps to address
concerns about formulating this as a binary prediction prob-
lem in the earlier sections. In all models, we include all
features of the response (frequency response, size response,
and salience response). To address question (a), we compare
three models: one with fixed effects for age and the interac-
tions with age that came out as significant in the analyses for
Q1;10 one with random intercepts per child (and no age vari-
ables); and one with both child random intercepts and age
variables. By comparing these models we explore whether
(i) individual differences in propensity to make errors can as
fully account for the data as the age variables – i.e., age ef-
fects reduce to individual differences or v.v.; or (ii) both age
and individual differences contribute to children’s error pat-
terns – i.e., there are individual differences above and beyond
the age effects shown above.

9We predict per response, rather than per stimulus–response pair,
because of the earlier mentioned interdependencies between DVs.
There are 1056 data points = 96 children ∗ 11 response terms.

10This excludes the interaction age:size response. We made this
choice because a regression including all three interactions did not
converge.
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We find that the model with random intercepts for children
performs better than the model with age variables (AIC of
2535 vs. 2590), and the model with both random intercepts
and age variables performs best (AIC of 2444). This model is
the most complex model justified by the data, and achieves a
conditional R2 of 0.18. This means that children’s probability
of making errors varies by individual, as well as by age.

To address question (b), assessing the robustness of the
results in the analysis for Q1, we examine the coefficients
and significance of fixed effects in this model. Each vari-
able found to be significant in the analyses for Q1 also comes
out as significant here (p < 0.05), with matching signs. We
also find that salience of the response is a significant, negative
predictor, while in Q1 only its interaction with age was sig-
nificant. This analysis provides evidence that the relevance
of these features is not simply driven by a small number of
children, and confirms that the results presented in earlier
sections were not due to our choice of a binary prediction
scheme.

Conclusions
We analyze the detailed patterns of children’s overextension
errors in the domain of color, finding evidence that these
error patterns are driven by an interaction between domain
general principles of categorization, and children’s develop-
ing conceptual organization in the domain of color. Younger
children’s errors are driven more by features that require
little domain knowledge, like response frequency and cate-
gory size, and older children’s errors are driven more by fea-
tures like similarity, which requires more complex, domain-
specific computations. Our results here provide a more nu-
anced picture of word–meaning mapping in this domain as a
categorization process: While domain general processes play
a role throughout development, as suggested by Yurovsky et
al. (2015), their influence varies across ages according to their
dependence on domain specific knowledge. Although we find
notable differences between the oldest children and the oth-
ers, as proposed, e.g., by Pitchford & Mullen (2002), our re-
sults suggest that this may be the culmination of a more grad-
ual increase in application of such knowledge, rather than the
abrupt shift in understanding that they propose.
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Human-Generated Explanations of Inferences in Bayesian Networks: A Case
Study

Marko Tesic
Birbeck, University of London, London, United Kingdom

Ulrike Hahn
Birkbeck, University of London, London, London, United Kingdom

Abstract

As AI systems come to permeate human society, there is an increasing need for such systems to explain their actions,
conclusions, or decisions. This is presently fuelling a surge in interest in machine-generated explanation. However,
there are not only technical challenges to be met here; there is also considerable uncertainty about what suitable target
explanations should look like. In this paper, we describe a case study which makes a start at bridging between machine
reasoning, and the philosophical and psychological literatures on what counts as good reasoning by eliciting explanations
from human experts. The work illustrates how concrete cases rapidly move discussion beyond abstract considerations
of explanatory virtues toward specific targets more suitable for emulation by machines. On the one hand, it highlights
the limitations of present algorithms for generating explanations from Bayesian networks. At the same time, however, it
provides concrete direction for future algorithm construction.
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Abstract 

Prior research in laboratory settings suggests highly decorated 
learning environments reduce attention to instructional tasks 
hampering learning. However, systematic research examining 
how the visual environment relates to children’s on-task 
behavior in genuine learning environments is more rare. Thus, 
it is unknown whether prior laboratory findings can be 
extended to genuine classrooms and what specific aspects of 
the visual environment might pose a challenge for children’s 
attention regulation and learning. This study aims to (1) 
provide a nuanced examination of specific elements of the 
classroom visual environment (e.g., visual noise, quantity of 
posters, color darkness, color variability, adherence to general 
design principles) by analyzing panoramic photographs of 58 
classrooms, and (2) investigate whether specific elements of 
the visual environment are related to rates of on-task 
behavior. Results indicate on-task behavior declined in 
classrooms containing greater visual noise.  

Keywords: Classroom Design; Attention; On-task behavior; 
Off-task behavior; Visual Distraction 

Introduction 
In the United States, children spend on average 1,195 hours 
in a classroom each year (U.S. Department of Education, 
2007-2008). Given the substantial amount of time children 
spend in classrooms, it is important to consider how 
learning environments can be designed to optimize 
engagement and learning. Prior research has documented 
that the physical setting and design of the space may 
influence attention and learning. Yet, systematic research 
examining the effect of the classroom visual environment on 
attention and learning has been limited.  

Recently, the role of the classroom visual environment on 
attention and learning has garnered interest from researchers 
(Barrett, Zhang, Moffat, & Kobbacy, 2013; Barrett, Davies, 
Zhang, & Barrett, 2015; Fisher, Godwin, Seltman, 2014; 
Godwin et al., 2016; Hanley et al., 2017; Stern-Ellran, 

Zilcha-Mano, Sebba, & Binnun, 2016). Elementary school 
classrooms frequently contain highly decorated visual 
environments with elaborate themes, bulletin boards, and 
artwork. These installations are intended to transform 
classrooms into stimulating learning environments for 
students (see Figure 1). However, overabundance of sensory 
stimulation has led some to call the classroom environment 
a “cacophony of imagery” (Tarr, 2004, p. 1) resulting in 
“visual bombardment” (Bullard, 2010, p. 110).  

Highly decorated visual environments may also 
inadvertently tax children’s developing attention regulation 
(e.g., Fisher & Kloos, 2016; Ruff & Rothbart, 2001); 
indeed, we may be placing individuals with the greatest 
vulnerability to distraction, young children, in the most 
distracting environments (Fisher et al. 2014). According to 
the dual model of attention regulation, attention regulation is 
driven by both exogenous and endogenous factors. 
Exogenous regulation of attention is considered largely an 
automatic process, influenced by the characteristics of the 
stimulus (e.g., brightness, novelty, saliency, motion); 
conversely, endogenously regulated attention is directed 
internally and voluntarily based on the individuals’ interests 
and goals (e.g., Jonides, 1981; Miller & Cohen, 2001; 
Posner, 1980; Pashler, Johnston, & Ruthruff, 2001; 
Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). The developmental time course 
for these two modes of attention regulation differs: 
Exogenous regulation of attention is present since infancy, 
whereas endogenous regulation develops gradually into 
adolescence (Diamond, 2002; Luna, 2009; Posner & 
Rothbart, 2007). Highly decorated visual environments may 
result in attentional competition (e.g., between elements of 
classroom design and instructional activities) that young 
children may struggle to resolve via endogenous 
mechanisms of attention regulation. 
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Figure 1: Example classroom from Google Images 

 
Until recently it was an open question as to whether these 

design choices influence children’s attention allocation and 
learning outcomes. In the first systematic experimental 
investigation into this question Fisher, Godwin, and Seltman 
(2014) brought kindergarten children into a laboratory 
classroom where they were able to experimentally 
manipulate (within-subjects) the classroom visual 
environment by introducing or removing visual displays 
(e.g., charts, posters, artwork). The authors hypothesized the 
streamlined version of the classroom would result in greater 
time on-task and higher learning gains than the highly 
decorated version of the classroom: As discussed above, 
attention regulation is still undergoing development when 
children begin formal schooling (e.g., Fisher & Kloos, 2016; 
Ruff & Rothbart, 2001) and consequently, a highly 
decorated classroom may pose a challenge for children’s 
still maturing attention regulation skills. In line with these 
predictions, Fisher et al. found children spent more time off-
task and obtained lower learning outcomes when the 
learning environment was decorated than when the visual 
environment was streamlined. Research suggests attentional 
competition imposed by such decorated learning 
environments might be heightened for children with special 
needs, for example children who have Autism (Hanley et 
al., 2017).  

Whether the detrimental effects of decorated learning 
environments on children’s attention allocation extend 
beyond the laboratory and into genuine classrooms is 
unknown; however, there is some evidence to suggest 
specific features of the classroom visual environment are 
associated with student learning outcomes in real 
classrooms. Barrett and colleagues (2013) found that visual 
complexity and color were negatively related to student 
achievement measures – an unexpected finding given the 
author’s original hypothesis that greater stimulation would 
be more advantageous for learning. Currently, it is unknown 
what the optimal amount of visual stimulation is in learning 
environments and whether this level of stimulation changes 
as a function of development. It is possible that some 
moderate amount of color and visual complexity in the 
visual environment is optimal -- providing inviting spaces 
for learning without inducing competition for attention. 
There is preliminary evidence to support this idea as Barrett 
et al. (2015) found evidence of a curvilinear relationship 
between color and visual complexity and student 
achievement. However, since attention was not a focal 
component of Barrett’s work it is unknown whether the 

mechanism by which design influences learning is by 
shaping how children allocate their attention.   

Systematic research is needed to better understand the 
relationship between classroom design and attention in order 
to create more optimal learning environments. The present 
work aims to (1) extend prior laboratory work to real 
classrooms to examine whether children’s patterns of 
attention allocation are related to variability in the visual 
environments of real classrooms, and (2) provide a more 
nuanced examination of specific aspects of the visual 
environment and basic design principles that may influence 
children’s on-task behavior in elementary classrooms. 

Method 

Participants 
Fifty-eight elementary school classrooms participated 
including: 12 Kindergarten, 13 first-grade, 13 second-grade, 
5 third-grade, 13 fourth-grade classrooms, as well as 2 
mixed grade classrooms (children 6-9 years of age). 
Inclusion of primary as well as upper elementary grade 
levels extends prior work by assessing whether prior 
laboratory findings can be generalized across grade-levels.  

At each observation session, all children present in the 
participating classroom were observed. The average number 
of children observed within a single observation session was 
18.34 children (SD = 3.14) and on average 51% were female 
and 49% were male. Participating classrooms were from 
schools in and around a medium sized city in the 
northeastern Unites States and included public charter and 
private schools. Due to the nature of the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB), no student demographic information 
could be collected. However, in an effort to provide context 
for the sample, basic descriptive statistics for the 
communities and schools the sample was drawn from are 
provided below: Median household income1 ranged from 
$7,890 to $72,500 (M = $43,400, SD = $20,229). Data 
regarding student eligibility for free and reduced lunch2 was 
available for 5 of 14 participating schools. Mean percentage 
of eligible students was 74% (SD = 12%, range: 63%-89%). 
School enrollment data by race/ethnicity2 was available for 
13 of 14 participating schools. Mean enrollment data by 
race/ethnicity was as follows: American Indian/Alaska 
Native <1% (range: 0%-0.52%), Asian or Asian/Pacific 
Islander 2.39% (range: 0%-10.51%), Hispanic 1.63% 
(range: 0%-5.49%), Black 31.66% (range: 0.36%-96.14%), 
White 57.54% (range: 2.15%-99.27%), Hawaiian 
Nat./Pacific Isl. <1% (range: 0%-0.63%), Two or more 
races 6.62% (range: 0%-15.91%). The data reported here are 
novel and not reported elsewhere; a subset of these 
classrooms were part of a larger parent study examining 
children’s patterns of attention allocation in genuine 
learning settings – those data are reported elsewhere 
(Godwin et al., 2016; Godwin et al., under review). 

                                                             
1 Data obtained from https://www.niche.com 
2 Data obtained from https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/elsi/ 
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Design and Procedure 
Coding Behavior Each classroom was observed twice in 
the fall. Two observations were undertaken to gain a more 
reliable estimate of children’s on and off-task behavior. Due 
to scheduling constraints one of the 58 classrooms had only 
a single observation session. The average delay between 
observation sessions was 3.6 days (Range: 1-10). Each 
observation session lasted for approximately 1 hour.  

Research assistants were trained using the Baker-Rodrigo 
Observation Method Protocol (BROMP; Ocumpaugh, 
Baker, & Rodrigo, 2015) which is employed in field settings 
to code observational data. Research assistants completed 
extensive training, which included practice sessions coding 
videotapes as well as live observations. Inter-rater reliability 
was established prior to beginning the study. Kappa values 
ranged from 0.79 to 0.84, which exceeds the .75 level noted 
as an “excellent” level of agreement for observations in field 
settings (Fleiss, 1981).  

Research assistants collected the observational data using 
the HART app for Android handheld computers (Baker et 
al., 2012). Research assistants used a round-robin coding 
strategy in which each child is observed individually. The 
order in which children are observed is determined at the 
beginning of each observation session. The round-robin 
coding strategy prevents research assistants from focusing 
only on salient behaviors. Each child is observed until the 
first clearly identifiable behavior is observed or until 20s 
elapses (whichever occurs first). Once the first unambiguous 
behavior is coded, the research assistant proceeds to code 
the next child in the rotation and a new 20s observation 
period begins. This process was repeated for the entire 
observation so that each child is observed multiple times 
throughout the session (M=16.2 observations per child, per 
session) resulting in 34,289 total observations. No student 
identifying information was collected; thus, it was not 
possible to link observations across sessions. Consequently, 
students within each session were treated as unique. Note 
that treating the children within each session as a different 
set of students artificially inflates statistical power. There is 
no known way to correct for an unknown number of 
participants being tested more than once. In a related study 
(Godwin et al., 2016) that used a similar design and thus 
faced a similar issue (although to a greater extent since they 
had 6 observations per classroom), to correct for this 
problem the conventionally accepted alpha-level (.05) was 
divided by the number of observations. In the present study, 
we follow a similar strategy and report the outcomes of the 
analyses with regards to both the conventional criterion of 
significance (alpha = .05) and a more conservative alpha-
level (.05 divided by 2 observations, corrected alpha-level 
of .025).   

Observers first classified children’s behavior as either on 
or off-task. Direction of gaze was used as the primary 
determinant of whether a behavior was on or off-task but 
research assistants also utilized contextual information (e.g., 
teacher instructions). Children were considered on-task if 
they were looking at the teacher (or aid), the instructional 

activity, or instructional materials. Off-task behavior was 
noted if the child was looking anywhere else and the source 
of the distraction was recorded. Six sources of off-task 
behavior were coded: (1) self-distraction, (2) peer 
distraction, (3) environmental distractions (e.g., looking at 
classroom displays not part of the instructional activity), (4) 
inappropriate use of school supplies, (5) walking around the 
classroom when not instructed to do so, and (6) other 
distractions (off-task behaviors that did not fit into the 
aforementioned categories as well as behaviors that were 
clearly off-task but the source of the distraction could not be 
clearly identified). Note observers were trained to reposition 
themselves within the classroom to disambiguate behaviors 
whenever possible; however, observers were also instructed 
to be unobtrusive. Consequently, relocating was not always 
possible due to the position of a specific child or due to 
concerns that relocating would disrupt ongoing instruction. 
The category unknown was also employed if the child was 
not in the room (e.g., they had gone to the restroom) or if 
the observer could not determine if the behavior was on-task 
or off-task. These categories were mutually exclusive.  

In order to be as non-intrusive as possible, researchers 
observed children using peripheral vision and side-glances. 
This approach has been used successfully in prior research 
with elementary (Godwin et al. 2016), middle, and high 
school students (Baker, 2007; Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & 
Grasser, 2010; Ocumpaugh et al. 2015).  

The type of instructional format was also recorded as 
prior research has documented that instructional format is 
related to elementary students’ patterns of attention 
allocation (Godwin et al., 2016). Four types of instructional 
format were coded: individual work (i.e., work that students 
are completing independently such as completing a 
worksheet), small group work (i.e., work that occurs with 
partners, small groups, or in centers in which groups are 
working independently of other groups), whole group while 
working at desks (i.e., when the class is seated at their desks 
and the teacher is providing instruction to the entire class), 
and whole group while working on the carpet (when the 
class is seated on the carpet or floor and the teacher is 
providing instruction to the entire class).  
Coding classroom photographs High-resolution 
panoramic photographs were taken of each classroom to 
document the visual surfaces of the classroom environment. 
Photographs were taken with a Canon EOS Rebel T2i 
digital camera mounted on a Gigapan– a commercially 
available robotic platform used to capture high-resolution 
panoramic images. Photographs were taken within 2 months 
of the date in which the classroom observation occurred (1.8 
months before to 1.6 months after). 

Classroom photographs were coded by trained research 
assistants to assess the quality of the visual environment 
including: Visual Noise, “Flats” or the quantity of visual 
displays, “Design Composition” or adherence to basic 
design principles, Color Darkness, and Color Variety. 
Details regarding each variable are provided below.  
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Visual Noise is an index of the overall degree of visual 
distractions present in the classroom based on the amount of 
decorations and level of general clutter. Each classroom 
photograph was rated on a 5-point likert scale for the 
presence of decorations/displays (e.g., charts, posters, maps, 
art work, ceiling displays, etc.) and the degree of clutter 
(e.g., general organization, storage on top of furniture, open 
storage, window sills containing clutter or utilized as 
storage, clutter on the floor) with 1 indicating low levels of 
decoration/clutter and 5 indicating high levels of 
decoration/clutter present in the classroom. The decoration 
and clutter scores were averaged together to create a Visual 
Noise score, to capture the degree of overall visual clutter. A 
hypothesis-blind coder was trained to code the photographs 
by the first author. Training consisted of verbal instructions, 
reviewing worked examples, and completing a training set 
of 40 photographs to establish inter-rater agreement. The 
training set was coded by the first author of this paper and a 
hypothesis blind researcher. Cohen’s kappa was calculated 
for each subscale and for each subscale a substantial level of 
agreement was obtained (Landis & Koch, 1977); Weighted 
Cohen’s Kappa: decorations/displays=.69, p<.0001; degree 
of clutter=.65, p<.0001). Data from the hypothesis blind 
coder was used for the analysis. 

Flats provide a more nuanced and objective measure of 
visual noise by indexing the quantity of wall space covered 
by displays or “flats”. As discussed previously, prior 
laboratory research (Fisher et al., 2014) indicates learning 
environments that are highly decorated with charts, posters, 
and art work (i.e., flats) can reduce children’s on-task 
behavior and diminish learning compared to learning 
environments that are visually streamlined. However, it is 
currently unknown whether these effects scale to real 
classrooms. Thus, we are interested in examining whether 
the quantity of wall space covered by displays in real 
classrooms was related to children’s patterns of attention 
allocation. The measure of Flats was obtained by tracing the 
decorated items in Google Sketch Up v8.0.14345 on a layer. 
The surface area was calculated for the flat items traced and 
for the whole wall. The two numbers were used to calculate 
a percentage of the wall covered. We measured the height 
and length of the wall in centimeters with a Bosch DLR 130 
laser distance measurer. We calculated the measure for the 
wall in square centimeters and multiplied it by the ratio of 
flats to estimate the surface in square centimeters for flats.   

We hypothesized that the quantity of materials displayed 
in real classrooms would be an important factor in 
determining children’s patterns of attention allocation, but it 
is also possible the manner in which these materials are 
displayed is consequential. For example, classrooms that 
contain large quantities of flats displayed in accordance with 
general design guidelines may be less distracting than 
displays that violate basic design principles, thus posing a 
heavier burden on children’s attention. Design Composition 
is a composite variable that assessed the degree to which 
aspects of the classroom environment align with general 
design guidelines namely principles of orientation, 

alignment, and grouping (e.g., Lidwell, Butler, & Holden, 
2003; Müller-Brockmann, 1981; Weinschenk, 2011). 
Coding of the classroom photographs for alignment with the 
design guidelines was completed by a research assistant 
trained in design. Details regarding each design guideline 
are provided below. 

Orientation was scored as a binary variable in which a 
score of 1 indicates the orientation of the displays are 
uniform (i.e., all displays are in the same direction) and 0 
indicates the displays were oriented differently from one 
another. Each wall was scored separately and the average of 
the walls was used as the index for the classroom. 
Alignment was scored as a binary variable in which a score 
of 1 indicates the displays were aligned in a grid pattern and 
0 indicates the alignment of the displays was haphazard. 
Each wall was individually coded for alignment and the 
average of the walls was calculated and used as the index of 
alignment for the classroom. Grouping was also scored as a 
binary variable in which a score of 1 indicates that similar 
displays and furniture are placed together, and a score of 0 
reflects that groupings contain dissimilar items; for 
example, a bulletin board with many disparate posters (e.g., 
math, spelling, rules of conduct). The design variables were 
standardized using Z-scores and averaged together to create 
the composite variable Design Composition.  

Color Darkness and Variability were included in the 
present study as prior research found a negative association 
between color and achievement (Barrett et al., 2013); 
however, subsequent work suggested the relationship 
between color and achievement may be curvilinear (Barrett 
et al., 2015). Color Darkness was assessed following Barrett 
Zhang, Davies, and Barrett’s (2015) color brightness 
guidelines. Coders used a 5-point likert scale, which ranged 
from 1 to 5 indicating lightest to darkest (see scoring from 
Barrett et al., 2015 for additional details). Similarly, Color 
Variability was assessed on a 5-point scale in which a score 
of 1 indicates no variation and 5 indicates great variation in 
color. The following seven classroom elements were scored 
for both color darkness and variability: floor, walls, desks, 
chairs, other furniture, wall displays, and ceiling displays. 
The scores for each classroom element were averaged 
together to create the variables Color Darkness and Color 
Variability. A hypothesis-blind coder was trained to code 
the photographs for Color Variability and Color Darkness 
following Barrett and colleagues coding scheme to the best 
of our ability. Training consisted of verbal instructions, 
reviewing worked examples, and completing the training set 
of 40 photographs to establish inter-rater agreement. The 
training set was coded by the first author of this paper and 
the hypothesis blind researcher. Results regarding Color 
Variability and Color Darkness are forthcoming.  

Results 
On-Task Behavior and Common Off-Task Behaviors 
In the present study children were largely on-task; 72.7% of 
all coded behaviors were categorized as on-task, which is in 
line with prior research (e.g., Godwin et al. 2016; Karweit & 
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Slavin, 1981). Although children were largely on-task, off-
task behaviors did occur (27.3%) with Peer Distractions 
(46.4%) comprising the most common source of off-task 
behavior. Environmental Distractions (12.9%), Self 
Distractions (11.3%), Supplies (12.5%) and Other off-task 
(13.2%) behaviors occurred regularly, although less 
frequently than Peer Distractions. Walking occurred 
infrequently (3.6%). For the analyses examining the 
relationship between classroom design and patterns of 
attention allocation, we elected to focus on models 
predicting rates of on-task behavior to ensure sufficient 
power given that on-task behavior is more frequent than any 
specific type of off-task behavior.  

Classroom Photograph Analysis Preliminary Results 
A series of generalized linear models fit by pseudo 
likelihood method were conducted to assess whether 
specific components of the visual environment tended to be 
associated with rates of on-task behavior controlling for 
student gender, grade-level (Kindergarten, First-grade, 
Second-grade, Third-grade, Fourth-grade, and Mixed grade 
classrooms), as well as instructional format (individual, 
small group, whole carpet, whole desk). Proc GLIMMIX 
and the Kenward-Roger correction for degrees of freedom 
were employed in SAS (9.4). All models include a random 
intercept at both the student level and session level. 
Preliminary results for models in which Visual Noise, Flats, 
and Design Composition are predictors of on-task behavior 
are presented below.   

Model 1: Visual Noise as a Predictor of On-task 
Behavior Recall that Visual Noise reflects both the quantity 
of decorations as well as the general amount of clutter 
present within the classroom. On average, classrooms 
tended to contain relatively high amounts of Visual Noise 
(M = 3.73, SD = .98, range: 1.5 to 5.0). In Model 1 fraction 
of on-task behavior was entered as the dependent variable 
and four variables were entered as predictors: visual noise, 
gender, grade-level, and instructional format. Random 
intercepts were included at the student and session level (Χ2 

= 286.58, p < .0001). In this model, Visual Noise was found 
to be a significant predictor of students’ on-task behavior 
controlling for gender, grade-level, and instructional format 
at the conventional alpha-level (.05) and a marginally 
significant predictor at the more conservative alpha-level 
(.025); B = -.11, t(109.8) = -2.08, p = .04 (see Table 1). For 
every 1 SD increase in Visual Noise the odds of being on-
task decrease by 10.4% (100*(1-exp(-0.11))).  

In order to ascertain whether specific qualities of the 
visual environment or design features are predictive of 
students’ patterns of attention allocation, we examine 
whether the quantity of flats and design composition were 
predictive of students’ on-task behavior. Note that models 
for color variability and color darkness are forthcoming. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Estimates and associated p-values for generalized 
linear models predicting fraction of on-task behavior 
controlling for gender, grade-level and instructional format. 
Random intercepts included at the student and session level. 

 
  Estimates p 

Models 
Predicting 
On-task 

Behavior 

Visual Noise -.11 .04 
Flats -.08 .09 

Design Comp. -.03 .64 

Model 2: Flats as a Predictor of On-task Behavior In 
Model 2, we examined whether the quantity of flats, 
displays present within a classroom, is predictive of students 
on-task behavior. On average, participating classrooms 
tended to cover almost one quarter of a given wall with flats 
(M = 23.26, SD = 7.02); however, there was considerable 
variability with some classrooms only utilizing 5% of the 
space on a given wall and other classrooms covering nearly 
40% of the space on a given wall with displays and posters 
(Flats range: 5.19 to 39.35). In this model, flats, gender, 
grade-level, and instructional format were entered as 
predictors of the fraction of students’ on-task behavior. For 
the analysis, the variable flats was transformed into a z-
score. Random intercepts were also included at the student 
and session level (Χ2 = 286.53, p < .0001). Controlling for 
gender, grade-level, and instructional format, flats was 
found to be a marginally significant predictor of students’ 
on-task behavior at the conventional alpha-level (.05) but 
not at a more conservative alpha-level (.025); B = -0.08, 
t(106.7) = -1.71, p = .09 (see Table 1). For every 1 SD 
increase in flats the odds of being on-task decrease by 7.7% 
(100*(1-exp(-0.08))).  

Model 3: Design Composition as a Predictor of On-task 
Behavior Design Composition assessed the extent to which 
the classroom environment is consistent with general design 
guidelines including the principles of orientation, alignment, 
and grouping. In general, classrooms tended to adhere to the 
principles of orientation (M = .82, SD = .22) and grouping 
(M = .90, SD = .17); however, adherence to the design 
principle of alignment was not quite as common (M = .61, 
SD = .29). For the present analysis these variables were 
converted into z-scores and averaged together to create a 
composite variable, design composition. Design 
composition, gender, grade-level, and instructional format 
were entered as predictors of the fraction of students’ on-
task behavior. Random intercepts were also included at the 
student level and session level (Χ2 = 286.60, p < .0001). 
Controlling for gender, grade-level, and instructional 
format, design composition was not a significant predictor 
of students’ on-task behavior at both the more conservative 
alpha-level (.025) and the conventional alpha-level (.05); B 
= -.03, t(108.5) = -.47, p = .64.  

Discussion 
The results from the present study extend our prior 

understanding of how the design of the classroom visual 
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environment can influence students’ attention allocation. 
The present work speaks to the generalizability of prior 
laboratory work and suggests that in genuine classrooms, 
greater amounts of visual decorations and clutter are 
negatively related to overall rates of on-task behavior. In a 
sample of fifty-eight elementary school classrooms we 
found that children exhibit less on task-behavior in 
classrooms containing more visual noise. A similar trend 
was observed for classrooms that had greater amounts of 
displays (flats), although this predictor became non-
significant at the more conservative alpha-level. Thus, 
children’s patterns of attention allocation were related to 
variability in the features of the visual environment of real 
classrooms.  

These findings corroborate prior laboratory work (Fisher 
et al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2017; Stern-Ellran et al., 2016) 
and indicate that in genuine classrooms decorated visual 
environments are associated with reductions in on-task 
behavior. As visual noise and quantity of flats increased, the 
tendency for children to maintain attention to the 
instructional activity decreased.   

The present study included a wider age range of students 
than found in prior laboratory studies which focused 
predominately on the effects of the visual environment on 
young children3 (e.g., Stern-Ellran et al., 2016; Fisher et al., 
2014). In the present study, children from five grade levels 
(K-4) were recruited. Even when controlling for grade-level, 
the visual environment was predictive of students’ rates of 
on-task behavior pointing to the visual environment as a 
potential source of distraction not only among young 
children, but also across elementary school.    

One possibility put forth in the prior literature is that both 
low and high levels of stimulation from the visual 
environment may be suboptimal. Indeed, prior research 
found evidence of a curvilinear relationship between color 
variability and academic achievement (Barrett et al., 2015). 
Future analyses will assess the possibility that the 
relationship between color variability and attention may be 
curvilinear as well.  

Future research is needed to examine how best to provide 
stimulation without overwhelming student’s attentional 
capacity across different points in development. The present 
work makes an important contribution to the field and 
begins to provide a foundation for creating research based 
design principles educators and designers can utilize to 
create more optimal learning environments.  
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Abstract

What is creativity and how does it develop? Intuitively, it seems that children are often especially creative, but it is
difficult to find measures that are precise and comparable across development. In this study we use a creative foraging
task that involves the exploration of a high-dimensional space. This task precisely measures elements of creativity, which
we compare between 4- to 8-year-olds and adults. We find that children show exploration-exploitation behavior in their
creative search resembling adults search. However, children are more exploratory in nature - compared to adults, they
spend a higher percentage of their search in exploration mode, and their exploitation phases are less optimal compared
to adults. Moreover, the products of childrens creative search are more often unique, compared to those of adults; and
younger children create more unique shapes than older children. Together, these results support the hypothesis that creative
search may change across development, both in how the space of possibilities is navigated and what ideas are ultimately
generated. These findings inform not only our understanding of why childrens learning may sometimes be superior than
that of adults, but also may inform our understanding of creativity and the creative process across development.
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Abstract 

Researchers have recently found that 3-month-old infants are 
capable of using analogical abstraction to learn the same or 
different relation, given the right conditions (Anderson et al. 
2018).  Surprisingly, seeing fewer distinct examples led to 
more successful learning than seeing more distinct examples.  
This runs contrary to the prediction of standard learning 
theories, which hold that a wider range of examples leads to 
better generalization and transfer, but is compatible with other 
findings in infant research (Casasola 2005; Maguire et al. 
2008).  Anderson et al. (2018) propose that this is due to 
interactions between encoding and analogical learning.  This 
paper explores that proposal through the lens of cognitive 
simulation, using automatically encoded visual stimuli and a 
cognitive model of analogical learning.  The simulation results 
are compatible with the original findings, thereby providing 
evidence for this explanation.  The assumptions underlying the 
simulation are delineated and some alternatives are discussed. 
 

Keywords: Analogy, Relational Learning, Cognitive 
Simulation, Infant Cognition 

Introduction 

Relational learning and reasoning are central in human 

cognition (Gentner, 2003, 2010; Gentner & Markman 1997; 

Hofstadter, 2001; Penn et al., 2008). How does this ability 

arise? Is analogical ability built up gradually via maturational 

change, or by combining other component processes?  Or is 

structure-mapping ability an innate species-level adaptation? 

The first possibility may seem more plausible, given the 

abundant evidence that relational sophistication increases 

over development (Gentner & Rattermann, 1991).  But recent 

findings suggest that analogical processing ability may be 

present early on, and that developmental gains in analogical 

fluency are due to increases in relational knowledge 

(Gentner, 2010; Gentner & Rattermann, 1991) and/or 

executive ability (Richland et al., 2006; Thibaut et al., 2010).  

For example, Ferry, Hespos and Gentner (2015) found 

evidence that 7-9-month-old infants can carry out analogical 

abstraction across a sequence of exemplars to derive an 

abstract same or different relation. 

Anderson et al. (2018) recently reported that even 3-

month-old infants can learn same or different relations via 

analogical abstraction.  A surprising aspect of the research 

was that the infants learned better when given fewer 

examples.  In the first experiment, infants failed to learn these 

relations after being shown six distinct examples of either 

same or different repeated until habituation. (The exact 

number of habituation trials varied, ranging from 6 to 9 trials 

until infants’ looking times declined by 50% from the first 

three trials to the last three, or until infants had completed 

nine trials.) In the second experiment, infants succeeded after 

being given repeated exposure to only two examples of the 

relation. This result runs contrary to the predictions of 
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standard learning theories, which predict that a wider range 

of examples leads to better generalization and transfer, but is 

compatible with some prior findings on infant relational 

learning (Casasola 2005; Maguire et al. 2008).  

 Anderson et al. (2018) proposed that these phenomena are 

due to interactions between encoding and analogical 

processing.  This paper examines this proposal via cognitive 

modeling, using automatically encoded stimuli and a model 

of analogical learning.  Specifically, we ask whether the 3-

month-old pattern can be modeled by assuming that the 

infants have structure-mapping ability, but that they are 

limited by their encodings of examples. We lay out a set of 

assumptions that provide a possible processing account and 

show that these assumptions could explain the generalization 

pattern. The modeling enterprise also reveals other possible 

encoding assumptions, which can be explored in future work. 

We first review prior research on analogical abstraction, 

then describe the Anderson et al. (2018) experiments to be 

modeled.  Then we describe our model of the infants’ 

encoding and learning process. To preview, the model is 

constructed from pre-existing components (described below). 

This includes automatic encoding of visual stimuli based on 

photos of the objects shown to the infants.  We describe the 

processing performed by the model, laying out the 

assumptions we are making and noting where alternative 

explanations are feasible.  Then we present the results of 

computational simulation based on the model. We end with a 

discussion of the implications and possible future work 

Background 

There is evidence of analogical ability in children from early 

preschool through adulthood (Gentner, 2003; Gentner & 

Rattermann, 1991; Richland et al., 2006). Two signatures of 

this ability are (1) the ability to perceive abstract relational 

matches can be enhanced by comparing instances of a 

relation, in both adults  (Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Markman & 

Gentner, 1993) and children (Gentner, 2003; Kotovsky & 

Gentner, 1996); and (2) the presence of salient objects can 

interfere with relational mapping, especially early in 

development (Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Paik & Mix, 2008; 

Richland et al., 2006). These findings are consistent with 

other research suggesting that comparison entails a structural 

alignment process that highlights relational commonalities 

between the items compared (Markman & Gentner, 1993). 

Recent research has explored relational learning in human 

infants (Anderson et al., 2018; Ferry et al., 2015; Gervain et 

al., 2012). Ferry et al. (2015) found evidence that 7 to 9-

months-old infants can engage in analogical abstraction. 

When shown a series of same pairs (using the method 

described below), infants afterwards looked significantly 

longer at a novel different pair than at a novel same pair (and 

the reverse for habituation to different). This is evidence for 

the first signature of analogical processing—that comparing 

across examples promotes abstracting the common relational 

 
1 To test for salient-object interference, the infants had previously 

seen some objects in the waiting room; this is not modeled here.  

structure. They also found evidence for the second signature 

of analogical processing: that salient objects tend to distract 

from relational processing. When infants were shown a 

subset of objects prior to habituation, they performed poorly 

on test trials containing these objects, failing to distinguish 

same and different. Thus, Ferry et al. (2015) concluded that 

by 7-9-months, infants can use analogical generalization to 

form a relational abstraction.  

Analogical Learning in 3-month-old Infants 

To explore the origins of analogical ability, Anderson et al. 

(2018) asked whether 3-month-olds could abstract same and 

different relations. Infants were shown a series of pairs: half 

the infants saw same pairs and the other half saw different 

pairs 1 . The materials were pairs of colorful, distinctive 

objects (Fig. 1). In order to engage infants’ attention, on each 

habituation and test trial, the pair was moved together 

through a fixed motion path: up, then tilted left, then right, 

then down to the start point. This 8-second cycle was repeated 

continuously until the infant looked away for 2 seconds. Then 

the next pair was shown in the same way.  The habituation 

trials continued until the infant’s looking time declined by 

50% from the first three trials to the last three, with a 

maximum of nine trials (range = 6 to 9 trials). 
Both groups of infants then saw the same six test pairs—

three depicting the same relation and three depicting the 

different relation. The pairs were shown one at a time, and the 

key dependent measure was how long the infant looked at 

each pair. The key test pairs had brand new objects 

instantiating either the same or different relation. If infants 

have abstracted the relation they saw during habituation, they 

should look longer at the novel relation. (This use of looking-

time is commonly used with preverbal infants; the idea is that 

the familiar relation will fit their expectations, whereas the 

novel relation will be more surprising.) 

In Experiment 1, infants were shown six distinct pairs 

(either all same or all different) during habituation. During 

test, the infants failed to look longer at novel pairs on the key 

trials. Thus, there was no evidence for analogical learning. 

Although this could mean that 3-month-olds lack this ability, 

the experimenters explored another possibility:  that the 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Examples of habituation pairs from 

Anderson et al. Expt. 1 (2018).  
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infants were overwhelmed by the variety of objects in the 

study, and thus failed to encode the relations between them 

(e.g., Casasola & Park, 2013).  Consequently, in Experiment 

2, only two distinct pairs were used during habituation (e.g., 

AA, BB, AA, BB...for same). The infants were then tested in 

the same manner as in Experiment 1.  In this case, infants did 

indeed learn. They looked longer at pairs showing the novel 

relation, even with brand new objects—evidence that they 

had abstracted the relation.  

Simulating the Infants’ Learning 

In order to abstract a same or different relation from a series 

of examples, two things must happen (not necessarily in a 

fixed order): (1) the learner must compare the objects within 

each pair to form some initial representation of the same (or 

different) relation within the pair; and (2) the learner must 

compare across the pairs to arrive at a more abstract   

encoding of the relation. Only if both those things happen will 

the learner experience a brand new same pair as familiar. Our 

simulation explores one path—by no means the only path—

by which this could happen.  

Simulation Design 

Here we discuss our simulation. We begin by noting a critical 

point: in order to be informative about human cognition, a 

simulation must be constrained. Many simulations have used 

hand-coded representations to depict the learner’s construal 

of a situation, and/or have implemented a simulation process 

specific to the situation being modeled.  But this allows 

enormous latitude to tailor the representations and processes 

to fit whatever outcome is desired.  To avoid this problem, 

(a)  as input, the model is given representations that are 

automatically encoded from the visual stimuli given to the 

infants; and (b) our processing model is built out of pre-

existing components that have successfully simulated prior 

findings in analogical processing.  

We first describe the component models, then how they are 

combined. 

Simulation of analogical processing 

We use the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME, Forbus et al. 

(2016)) as a simulation of analogical mapping, and SageWM 

(Kandaswamy et al. 2014) as a simulation of analogical 

generalization in working memory.  These models have been 

used to model a number of psychological phenomena already. 

SME is based on Gentner’s (1983) structure-mapping 

theory of analogy and similarity.  Given two cases consisting 

of structured relational representations, SME computes one 

or more mappings between them, preferentially aligning 

common relational structure. A mapping includes a set of 

correspondences that align entities and statements in the base 

and target, a similarity score that indicates how similar the 

base and the target are, and candidate inferences, which are 

 
2 As descriptions are merged, frequency counts are kept for how 

often each statement is aligned.  If the probability goes below a 

threshold (0.2 by default), the statement is eliminated. 

projections of additional structure from one case to the other, 

based on the aligned structure. SME also computes a 

structural evaluation score—a similarity score that takes into 

account the depth of the common structure as well as the 

among of overlap. Here SME is used both as a similarity 

metric and as a means of combining cases into 

generalizations in SageWM. 

SageWM is the working-memory version of SAGE 

(McClure et al. 2015), the Sequential Analogical 

Generalization Engine. It provides a model of analogical 

abstraction.  SageWM creates new generalizations from a 

series of examples, by iterative application of SME. When 

given a series of examples, SageWM stores the first example. 

When the next example arrives, SageWM compares it to the 

first one, using SME. If there is sufficient overlap (that is, if 

SME’s score is above a pre-set assimilation threshold), the 

common structure is stored as a generalization. If the 

similarity to the abstraction is below threshold, the example 

will be stored separately. This process continues as new 

examples arrive. Thus, if new examples are sufficiently 

similar to the ongoing generalization, then the generalization 

will be updated to be somewhat more abstract. We use 0.95 

as the assimilation threshold in these experiments2 which is 

the default for SageWM. 

Simulation of visual encoding 

In order to avoid hand-coding the stimuli, we use CogSketch 

(Forbus et al. 2017), a pre-existing cognitive model of visual 

encoding and visual problem solving, to provide a vocabulary 

of visual representations.  CogSketch has successfully 

modeled a variety of adult visual tasks, including Ravens’ 

Progressive Matrices (Lovett & Forbus, 2017), an oddity task 

(Lovett & Forbus, 2011), and a paper-folding task (Lovett & 

Forbus, 2013).   

The production of visual stimuli occurs via an automatic 

pipeline, starting with photographs the pairs of objects 

provided by the original experimenters.  The photographs are 

blurred and the Canny edge detector is used to generate a set 

of initial edges describing each object.  CogSketch 

decomposes these initial edges into segments based on 

discontinuities and intersections.  CogSketch automatically 

computes a variety of information about each segment, e.g. 

its length, curvature, orientation, position, and topological 

relations with other segments. This graph of segments and 

junctions is also used to identify regions within an object 

(McLure et al. 2011).  This includes the object’s boundary, 

consisting of all exterior edges, which we assume is visually 

salient and likely to be encoded early in human processing.  

Several kinds of information are automatically encoded for 

regions as well, such as whether or not it has curved sides.  

CogSketch also estimates its closeness to a set of shape 

templates, e.g. spindles, triangles, rectangles, and ellipses.  

Since color is visually salient, we use a color extraction 
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library to extract up to eight of the most frequent colors for 

an object.   

An important issue in this modeling effort is to consider the 

visual encoding processes available to 3-month-olds. In the 

first months of life, vision and attentional processes are 

becoming increasingly stable (Arterberry & Kellman, 2016; 

Colombo, et al., 1991). Visual acuity improves steadily 

through the first several months. Especially relevant here, 

infants’ habituation and fixation periods decrease 

dramatically during the first 6 months (Bornstein, 1985; 

Colombo & Mitchell, 2009), suggesting that young infants’ 

encoding is slower and more variable than that of older 

infants. 

 To capture young infants’ relatively inefficient encoding 

processes, here we have assumed slow encoding—that is, that 

not all the available information is encoded on first exposure.   

(Other assumptions are possible, including variable 

extraction of information.) Specifically, we assume that the 

boundary of an object, its shape properties, and color are 

encoded early.  When given more time, we assume infants 

compute higher-level representations of the shape, including 

internal properties and relations. We use the scheme from 

Chen et al. (2019), which is inspired by Biederman’s (1987) 

Recognition by Components theory, which describes shapes 

as being made out of parts called geons.  CogSketch identifies 

geons by using a medial axis transform, compatible with 

Biederman’s original account and consistent with evidence 

from Lowet et al. (2018) regarding their use in human shape 

representations.  Object-internal relationships between geons 

are computed in terms of positional relations and qualitative 

topological relations (Cohn et al.1997).  Figure 2 shows 

examples of boundary and geon representations for one of the 

objects. We further assume that, given sufficient time, infants 

encode representations of both objects.  

In the original experiments, the pairs were moved in a 

uniform way throughout the habituation and test trials.  We 

assume that the infants encode these motions, since motion 

is extremely salient for them.  While we could use 

qualitative spatial representations to automatically represent 

the specific motions of the stimuli as part of the encoding 

process, using techniques like (Chen & Forbus, 2018), this 

would involve considerable complexity to gather the video 

data. Thus, we do not explicitly encode such motions in the 

present model.   

We hypothesize that the repeated motion influenced the 

infants’ processing in two ways. First, within a trial, the two 

objects in a pair always move together. This gives rise to a 

perception of the unity of the pair and prompts the infant to 

compare the two objects in a pair. Over trials, as the object 

representations become more detailed, this will lead to 

perceiving many common attributes in a same pair (or few, 

in the case of a different pair).  We call the representation of 

the two objects plus relations computed between them the 

pair-level description.  We hypothesize that pair-level 

descriptions are only computed when both objects have 

been fully encoded.  The second effect of the repeated 

motion is to invite comparison across trials: even though the 

individual pairs (say, AA and BB) are quite distinct, we 

hypothesize that the similarity in their motion leads the 

infant to compare them, as described below.  

To represent the visual similarity of objects, we use one of 

two relations, depending on whether their similarity, as 

measured by SME, is above a particular threshold (here, 0.5).  

If their similarity is above the threshold, a statement using the 

sameObject relation is encoded, and otherwise, 

differentObject. We use these terms for convenience, but we 

do not assume that infants distinguish absolute sameness 

from high similarity (see Smith, 1993). It is also not clear 

whether infants are learning these relations de novo, or 

whether they already possess some kind of representations of 

same and different, either innately or through early learning.  

We return to this question in the Discussion.  

Processing Assumptions 

To recapitulate, we assume that infants encode the motion of 

the pair of objects and that this invites comparison both 

within and across trials. However, the comparison process 

become also requires that the object representations be 

sufficiently detailed. We do not assume that infants encode 

everything about the objects in a trial at first exposure. Here 

we assume that information about object boundaries and 

color are computed first, followed by information about the 

decomposition of the object into geons, and that these two 

levels of representation occur in that sequence. We assume 

that even partial object representations are stored in 

SageWM, and retrieved the next time they are exposed to the 

pair.  This retrieval speeds up the initial encoding process, 

allowing processing to move on to the next level of encoding. 

It is not clear whether infants are encoding both objects on 

first exposure to a pair.  Here we assume that objects are 

encoded independently in parallel, but with the levels of 

representations outlined above.  We assume that having the 

objects placed into correspondence causes them to be 

 
Figure 2: Example of boundary and Geon relational 

Representations. These relational representations are 

automatically generated. For the readers’ convenience, 

we use English word to indicate relations and entities. 
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compared, once their encodings are complete.  The result of 

this comparison results in the description of the pair being 

augmented with a sameObject or differentObject 

statement, depending on the outcome of that comparison. 

Experiment Simulation 

Now let us reconsider the experiments in Anderson et al. 

(2018) through the lens of cognitive simulation.  We discuss 

each in turn. In both simulations, we did not simulate the 

infants’ experience of some objects from waiting room. 

Simulation of Experiment 1 

Following the original experiment, we simulated two 

habituation sequences: one  with a sequence of six pairs of 

objects satisfying the same relationship (<A,A>, <B,B>, 

<C,C>, <D,D>, <E,E>, <F,F>) and one with a sequence of 

six pairs of objects satisfying the different relationship 

(<A,B>, <C,D>, <E,F>, <B,C>, <F,A>, <D,E>).  Given our 

assumption of parallel object encoding, in the same condition 

only the first level of encoding occurs for each object in the 

simulation, and hence the objects are not compared and no 

pair-level descriptions are generated. For the different 

condition, there are repeated exposures to particular objects, 

but another comparison involving them would be needed to 

generate pair-level representations.  Since there are no pair-

level examples, they cannot be compared and generalized, 

and hence no analogical learning takes place, compatible with 

the infant results. 

Simulation of Experiment 2 

Following the original experiment, two sequences of 

alternating pairs of objects were used.  For the same 

habituation trials, these were (<A,A>, <B,B>, <A,A>, 

<B,B>, <A,A>, <B,B>, and for the different habituation 

trials, these were <A,B>, <C,D>, <A,B>, <C,D>, <A,B>, 

<C,D>.  Thus for both habituation conditions, each pair was 

presented to the simulation three times, in alternation.  In the 

first exposure to a pair, the first level of encoding occurs for 

its objects, which are stored in SageWM. In the second 

exposure, the second level of encoding occurs, building on 

the initial model stored in SageWM.  In the third exposure, 

the fully-encoded objects retrieved are used to construct a 

pair description, including the cross-object comparison 

(because of the assumed common roles in the motion 

perceived by the infants).  That pair description is also stored 

in SageWM. The pair representations are generalized by 

SageWM across pairs as they occur: that is, a generalization 

is formed that includes either a sameObject or a 

differentObject statement, depending on habituation 

condition.  This new abstraction is relatively portable, since 

it has many fewer object details in common, and hence is 

retrieved when test pairs are presented.  Even if these test 

pairs are not fully encoded (because of novel objects), 

alignment with the abstraction leads to a projection of a 

sameObject or differentObject statement as a candidate 

inference (depending on whether habituation was for same or 

different). When a test pair is compatible with the learned 

relation, the candidate inference fits.  When a test pair is 

incompatible with the learned relation, the candidate 

inference is contradicted, and this novelty, we hypothesize, 

leads to greater looking times for the infant.  

 

Discussion 

The simulation captures the pattern of infant results across 

the two experiments: When given six different example pairs 

(Experiment 1), the simulation fails to form abstractions of 

same and different during habituation, and therefore fails to 

differentiate novel from familiar relations during test. When 

given two pairs (Experiment 2), the simulation forms 

abstractions of same and different during habituation, and 

therefore arrives at distinct matching scores for novel vs. 

familiar relations during test.  

Thus, we have shown that a reasonable set of assumptions 

about the visual encoding of infants, along with pre-existing 

encoding algorithms and analogical process models, can be 

used to simulate Anderson et al.’s (2018) results on 

analogical learning in 3 month old infants.  This provides 

evidence for their proposed explanation, in terms of partial 

infant encoding.   

This simulation assumed that something like sameObject 

and differentObject were already available to infants.  How 

might such relationships be learned, even perhaps during the 

experiment?  It is not unreasonable, given how ubiquitous 

analogy and similarity appear to be in human cognition 

(Gentner 2003), that infants can remember the qualitative 

feeling of high-similarity or low-similarity for pairs that they 

have just seen.  In other words, the alignments during 

analogical generalization could provide the basis for 

introducing a simple qualitative value on similarity, e.g. high 

or low (Forbus, 2019).  For example, given habituation on 

same trials, these similarity scores will tend to cluster quite 

high, and given habituation on different trials, these similarity 

scores will tend to cluster quite low (see Figure 3). Seeing a 

score for a pair in the same role that is substantially different, 

i.e. a different qualitative value, could also predict looking 

times and reifying such a difference into a pair of 

relationships would then make such information accessible in 

future comparisons.  This provides a possible explanation for 

how such relationships can be learned. 

Our general assumption is that the rather surprising 

pattern—that 3-month-olds can from an abstraction from two 

alternating pairs over six pairs but not from six different 

pairs—results from inefficiencies in their visual encoding 

process. In this simulation, we have focused on slow 

encoding to capture this inefficiency. Another interesting 

possibility is variable encoding. For example, different 

subsets of geons might be computed over different exposures, 

so that the perceived similarity of a pair over time would 

depend on the particular orders in which geons were found. 

Such models will be explored in future work.    

Despite the vast amount of research on analogical 

processing in children, there is very little research on how 

children learn relations in the first place.  One exception is 
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DORA (Doumas et al. 2008).  DORA begins with 

unstructured representations of objects as simple feature 

vectors.  When DORA compares two or more objects, it 

forms explicit representations of any properties they share.  

These properties are then combined into relations.  This 

contrasts with our model, in which the relations are formed 

from online differences in qualitative similarity.   

 

Conclusion 

Our results lend support to the idea that 3-month-old infants 

have structure-mapping ability, but are limited by their 

encodings of examples. Here we have shown that a 

reasonable set of assumptions about encoding and the use of 

analogical generalization within working memory simulate 

the experiments from Anderson et al. (2018). The simulation 

provides an explanation for why 3-month old infants are able 

to learn, or not learn, same/different relations.   

We see a number of paths for future work.  First, we think 

encoding variability may be an important factor in explaining 

the conditions under which infants can learn. Second, we 

want to simulate a wider range of experiments with this 

model, including experiments with older infants (e.g. Ferry et 

al. 2015).  This will involve developing and testing plausible 

models for how encoding skills change across development 

with experience and building up models of long-term 

experiences and generalizations that infants accumulate. 
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Abstract 

Mnemonic devices aid recall. However, little research has 

explored their use with preschool-aged children. The present 

studies examined whether a new peg-type mnemonic technique 

(rainbow mnemonic) could be used to improve memory in 

preschool children. Item cards, which displayed a picture and 

its label, were studied alongside colored cards, and this 

condition was compared to a control condition in which 

children were left to their own devices to study the item cards. 

In Experiment 2, the rainbow mnemonic was also compared to 

a condition in which the children did not have access to the 

color cues during study or recall. The experiments revealed 

that the rainbow mnemonic could improve recall for preschool 

children as compared to control. This study demonstrates the 

effectiveness of a novel peg-type technique with preschool-

aged children.  

Keywords: mnemonic; peg-word; peg-type; memory; 
preschool; learning 

Background 

Mnemonic techniques such as the method of loci, the peg-

word technique, and the keyword technique improve recall of 

to-be-remembered items. These techniques allow learners to 

form associations between pre-established knowledge and to-

be-remembered information in a manner that makes the to-

be-remembered information more memorable (Bellezza, 

1981; Wood, 1967). The positive effects of mnemonic 

techniques on recall have been studied extensively, but 

limited research has been conducted on benefits that 

mnemonic techniques may provide to young children who 

have not yet begun the traditional K-12 education (DeLoache, 

Cassidy, & Brown, 1985), and even less research has 

established the benefit of a peg-type technique with children 

preschool aged or younger. The present study examines the 

effect of a peg-type mnemonic technique that we designed for 

the purposes of this study (the rainbow mnemonic) on the 

recall abilities of preschool children.  

Peg-type Mnemonic Devices 

A common type of mnemonic technique to remember items 

is the peg-type, which includes the peg-word technique and 

method of loci. These organizational mnemonics include 

cues that are extrinsic to the to-be-learned material, with the 

cues then functioning as reminders (Bellezza, 1981). For 

example, imagine you want to remember a shopping list (e.g., 

milk, eggs, chicken). The peg-word technique uses an 

established rhyme (e.g., one is a bun, two is a shoe, three is a 

tree, etc.), and learners form mental images with the items in 

the rhyme being attached to the information to remember 

(e.g., a bun soaking in milk). At the time of recall, the items 

in the rhyme serve as extrinsic cues that should remind the 

person of the information they wish to remember (Bellezza, 

1981; Bugelski, Kidd, & Segmen, 1968; Morris & Reid, 

1970; Wood, 1967).  

Another well-known peg-type technique is the method of 

loci. In the method of loci, a series of well-known places are 

memorized in a strict order (e.g., one’s home: enter through 

garage, then into the mud room, then into the kitchen). 

Learners then take the to-be-learned information and form 

interactive images containing items that represent the to-be-

learned information in the well-known places (e.g., milk all 

over the floor of one’s garage; Bellezza, 1981; Groninger, 

1971; Ross & Lawrence, 1968).  

Both the peg-word technique and the method of loci are 

beneficial for remembering a list of (usually) familiar items.  

Mnemonic Application in Preschool Children 

Although much research has been conducted on the use of 

mnemonic techniques on children (primarily in the 1970’s 

and 1980’s), generally little work has examined the potential 

benefits of using mnemonic devices with children younger 

than five years of age (DeLoache et al., 1985). When studied, 

mnemonics have focused on improving memory for objects 

and spatial relationships, not verbal materials such as a list of 

words. For example, DeLoache et al. (1985) found that 18 to 

24 month-old children used rudimentary mnemonic skills to 

remember where a toy had been hidden (see also Watkins & 

Schadler, 1980). Flavell (1977) suggested that preschool-

aged children are incapable of effectively using mnemonic 

strategies for verbal learning, but at least two studies have 

shown evidence to the contrary. Specifically, Kraft et al. 

(1990) showed that preschool children could learn a list of 

items more effectively with the method of loci than without, 

and Pressley, Samuel, Hershey, Bishop, and Dickinson 

(1981) showed that preschool children could learn English-

Spanish word-pairs more effectively with a keyword 

mnemonic than without.  

Kraft et al. (1990) found evidence for the effectiveness of 

the method of loci mnemonic with preschoolers ranging in 

age from 3 years 4 months to 5 years 5 months. In one 

condition (method of loci), participants were shown the 

gameboard to “Candyland,” and the experimenter listed 
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words while pointing to locations on the gameboard and told 

participants to try to imagine the item interacting with the 

location in a specified way. Participants in this condition 

remembered more than did (a) participants who were told the 

item and the board location but not told how the two items 

should interact and (b) participants who were given the 

sentences about the interactions but did not see the board. 

Additionally, in their Experiment 2, participants who were 

trained on the method of loci technique were better able to 

transfer that mnemonic skill to another learning task than 

were participants who were not trained. 

Like the peg-type mnemonics, the keyword mnemonic 

relies on interactive imagery. Both are useful for learning 

educational materials, but the keyword mnemonic differs 

from peg-type mnemonics in that it serves to improve the 

connection between familiar and unfamiliar information 

rather than improve memory for a list of familiar information. 

Specifically, in order to form a connection between familiar 

information (e.g., words in native language) and the less 

familiar to-be-learned information (e.g., words in foreign 

language), learners choose (or are given) a well-known word 

that sounds similar to the to-be-learned information to serve 

as a cue, and they then construct (or are given) an interactive 

image that combines the cue and the information they already 

know (Atkinson, 1975; Raugh & Atkinson, 1975). For 

example, to learn that pato is the Spanish word for duck, 

learners may imagine a duck in a pot; the image of the duck 

in the pot would then remind them of the similar sounding 

word, pato.  

Pressley et al. (1981) examined young children’s learning 

of English-Spanish translations using the keyword 

mnemonic. Experiments 2 and 3 examined children ranging 

in age from 2 years 10 months to 4 years 11 months. In their 

experiments, Pressley et al. (1981) compared a keyword 

mnemonic condition to a control condition. In both the 

keyword and control conditions, participants were explicitly 

told that the keyword referent (e.g., pot) sounded like the 

Spanish translation (e.g., pato) and they practiced recalling 

the keywords to the Spanish translations until they could 

remember all of the keywords. In the keyword condition, 

participants were told that the keywords would help them 

remember the Spanish items, whereas the participants in the 

control condition were told that the keywords would help 

them to know what the items sounded like. Following the 

study of keywords, participants in the keyword condition 

studied pictures containing the keyword referent (e.g., pot) 

interacting with the translation referent (e.g., duck) and were 

told that they should remember these pictures because they 

would help their memory later. In the control condition, 

participants saw line drawings of just the translation referent 

and were told to try to remember the English equivalent of 

the Spanish word. Results showed that the keyword 

procedure improved memory as compared to the control 

procedure. Pressley and MacFadyen (1983) showed 

additional evidence for the effectiveness of the keyword 

mnemonic for preschool children in a word-pair learning 

task. 

Use of Color with Preschool Children and the Logic 

of the Rainbow Mnemonic 

Our goal was to provide additional evidence that preschoolers 

can use mnemonic devices. To do so, we developed a peg-

type technique based on color. 

By the age of four, the majority of children are able to 

identify basic colors, including red, orange, yellow, green, 

blue, purple, pink, gray, and black (Johnson, 1977). The 

development of color recognition mostly takes place before 

3.5 years (Johnson, 1977). Additionally, color seems to be 

involved in visual memories (e.g., Cochrane, 2019; although 

the exact nature of how color is perceived in mental imagery 

is uncertain; see Bramão, Faisca, Forkstam, Reis, Petersson, 

2010). Given preschoolers’ knowledge of colors (as 

suggested by research as well as suggested by the director of 

the preschool where we intended to conduct our study), we 

hypothesized that these preschool children could imagine 

items in various colors. 

Assuming that the children are able to successfully imagine 

concrete and well-known items in the paired colors, those 

images could form the basis for their better memory later, 

consistent with other image-based mnemonics like the 

keyword technique. Pressley (1982) argued that children as 

young as four years old have the ability to generate 

elaborative imagery, but their ability to do so depends upon 

the nature of the materials: Concrete objects may be 

developmentally easier than verbal materials. For this reason, 

we presented the items as pictures (with words underneath), 

and we asked participants to provide a verbal descriptor. 

Additionally, we provided colored cards.  

The Present Research 

In an attempt to design a technique suitable for preschool 

aged children, we created a peg-type technique (i.e., rainbow 

mnemonic) in which colors of the rainbow (minus indigo, 

plus pink, gray, and black) were used as the “pegs,” and 

participants were to imagine a to-be-remembered item 

(presented as a picture) in a certain color. In a pilot study (n 

= 23), the rainbow mnemonic appeared to promote recall for 

preschool children. Number of to-be-learned items and ideal 

session lengths were determined on the basis of this pilot 

testing and consultation with the preschool director. 

Although not part of the rainbow, we added pink, gray, and 

black so that we would have enough items to avoid ceiling 

effects. We did not include indigo because it is not a common 

color name in preschoolers’ lexicon.  

The question of interest was whether this new mnemonic 

would improve recall as compared to a control condition. 

Based on the research by Kraft et al. (1990) and Pressley et 

al. (1981) and research about preschooler’s knowledge of 

color, we expected that it would. 

Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1, participants completed two sessions which 

were separated by several days. During one session, they 

simply tried to remember a list of item cards (control). During 
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the other session, they were trained with the rainbow 

mnemonic.  

Method 

Participants Nineteen typically developing children (12 

female) from a preschool in a small Midwestern town 

participated in this experiment. Children were mostly 

Caucasian, and ages ranged from 4.0 to 5.6 years (M = 4.6, 

SD = 0.50). The children’s parents received a letter about the 

study and consented to their child’s participation. This 

sample included all participants aged four and above in the 

preschool whose parents provided consent and who were 

willing to participate.  

Design The study utilized a within-subjects design. The 

independent variable was mnemonic technique (mnemonic or 

control), and the dependent variable was number of words 

recalled.  

Materials Eighteen to-be-learned words were selected for 

the purposes of this study. The to-be-learned words were 

divided into two lists such that each list contained an animal, 

natural item, toy, food item, transportation method, clothing 

item, kitchen item, furniture, and instrument item, based upon 

the updated and expanded category norms of Battig and 

Montague (Van Overschelde, J., Rawson, K., & Dunlosky, J., 

2006). Words used for the lists were chosen from the top 15 

words for their respective category and were easily 

represented in a simple drawing. Black and white line 

drawings were then selected for each word. The names of the 

items were printed on the cards (we did not expect the 

preschoolers to use this information, although some could). 

Each list was designed to be about equal in difficulty. 

 

 

Figure 1: This figure shows the color cards and 

one set of item cards used in Experiments 1 

and 2. 

Laminated cards (5.5 by 8 in) in nine colors (i.e., red, 

orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, gray, and black), as 

shown in Figure 1, were used to create the “pegs.” For the to-

be-learned items, 18 white laminated cards (5.5 by 4 in) with 

the aforementioned black and white line drawings and their 

corresponding word (printed in 60 pt. Calibri font) were 

constructed, also shown in Figure 1.  The color cards had 

Velcro on the front, and the item cards had Velcro on the back 

so that the two cards could be attached during the experiment.  

Procedure All participants completed two sessions on 

separate days, with one session for the rainbow game 

(mnemonic condition) and one for the word game (control 

condition). Conditions were counterbalanced across 

participants, and the different orders were randomly 

assigned.         

Prior to beginning a session, participants were told that it 

was their turn to play a memory game, and they were taken 

into the preschool director’s office. The participant and 

researcher sat on floor, and the researcher explained that they 

would be playing a memory game—either the rainbow game 

or the word game—depending on the condition.  

For the rainbow game (mnemonic condition), the 

participant was shown the nine colored cards and asked if 

they knew what each color was. If the child was incorrect or 

did not know the color, the researcher would correct/inform 

the participant and seek confirmation that the participant 

understood. The researcher placed each card on the floor as 

the participant named the color. Next, the researcher went 

through each of the item cards, asking the participant to name 

each item. If the participant incorrectly identified the item or 

was unable to name the item, the researcher provided 

corrective feedback (e.g., this is a piano, like the instrument 

you sit and play at, right?). If the participant provided a 

synonym (e.g., jacket for coat, light for lamp), the researcher 

did not correct the participant and simply used the 

participant’s word as the to-be-learned item. The researcher 

then velcroed each word card to a color saying, for example, 

“imagine a red dog,” in the case that red was paired with dog, 

“imagine an orange leaf,” in the case that orange was paired 

with leaf, and so on.  The researcher told the participant that 

the color cards would still be there when the participant was 

asked to recall the words and that using them to remember 

the words would be helpful. The participant was then given 

an additional 45 s and was told to learn the words using the 

colors. If participant became distracted, their attention was 

redirected back to the task (“Let’s keep learning our words”). 

For the word game (control condition), the participant was 

shown the nine item cards and asked to name each item, in 

the same manner as in the mnemonic condition. This was 

done twice in immediate succession. Presenting each 

participant with the item cards twice in the control condition 

controlled for exposure to the words and time spent teaching 

the words as compared to the mnemonic condition. Then, 45 

s for additional study was given, and the researcher redirected 

distracted participants, as was done in the mnemonic 

condition. 

Following the learning phase (in each condition), the 

researcher distracted the participant for 30 s with an 

unrestricted drawing task (i.e., a blank piece of paper and 

writing utensils were provided).  

The researcher then asked the participant to recall the 

words they had just learned. In the mnemonic condition, the 
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colored cards were present; in the control condition, they 

were not. The correctly named items were recorded. As 

mentioned, if a participant named an item by a commonly 

used synonym (e.g., jacket instead of coat, light instead of 

lamp) during the learning phase, the researcher considered 

that word the correct answer in the test phase.  

Each session lasted about seven minutes, and each 

participant had two sessions, with sessions occurring between 

seven and fourteen days apart. The long delay between 

sessions reduced the likelihood that participants would 

remember details of their earlier experience. The order of the 

conditions (mnemonic vs. control) and which set of items was 

used for each condition was counterbalanced across 

participants.  

Results and Discussion 

Number of correctly recalled items were scored for each 

participant for each condition without regard to order. As 

mentioned, if the participant provided a synonym during the 

study phase and then on the test (e.g., jacket for coat), the 

researcher did not correct the participant and simply used the 

participant’s word as the to-be-learned item. A paired-

samples t test revealed that participants recalled more words 

in the mnemonic condition (M = 4.9, SE = 0.6) than in the 

control condition (M = 4.0, SE = 0.5), t(18) = 2.96, p = 0.01, 

d = 0.69.  

In Experiment 1, we showed that the rainbow mnemonic 

could improve recall, as compared to a control condition in 

which the children were left to their own devices to learn the 

words.  

In Experiment 2, we aimed to replicate the present result 

and examine whether participants could use the mnemonic 

technique even if the pegs were not physically present during 

learning or during the test (mental mnemonic condition). We 

added this exploratory condition for a practical reason: 

examinations of peg-type mnemonics in older children and 

adults typically involve holding the pegs in memory during 

learning and recall. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 utilized the mnemonic and control conditions 

used in Experiment 1 in addition to a new mental mnemonic 

condition. All participants participated in all three conditions. 

Method 

Participants Thirty-one typically developing children (17 

female) from a preschool in a small Midwestern town 

participated in this experiment. The age range of participants 

was 4.0 to 5.1 (M = 4.4, SD = 0.36), and they were primarily 

Caucasian. The children’s parents received a letter about the 

study and consented to their child’s participation. This 

sample included all participants aged four and above in the 

preschool whose parents provided consent and who were 

willing to participate. None of these children had participated 

in Experiment 1. 

Design The study utilized a within-subjects design. The 

independent variable was mnemonic technique and had three 

levels (i.e., mnemonic, mental mnemonic, or control), and the 

dependent variable was number of words recalled.  

Materials The materials were the same as those used in 

Experiment 1, except that nine additional item cards (one 

additional set) were created for Experiment 2 for 

counterbalancing purposes. These used the same 

requirements as those used in Experiment 1.  

Procedure In the present experiment, all participants took 

part in three sessions on separate days—one for each of the 

three conditions. The procedure was the same as that used in 

Experiment 1, except for the addition of mental mnemonic 

condition, which is explained below. The three sessions took 

place a minimum of three days apart. Again, condition and 

item set were counterbalanced across conditions, and 

participants were randomly assigned to a specific 

counterbalancing condition. 

The mental mnemonic condition was the same as the 

mnemonic condition used in Experiment 1 with the following 

exceptions. Without being shown colors, the participant was 

asked if they knew the colors of the rainbow. The researcher 

then verbally went over the colors of the rainbow with the 

participant, telling them to imagine the rainbow in their head. 

The researcher asked the participant to imagine that this 

rainbow also had the color pink in it, that there was a large 

gray cloud by their rainbow, and that a big black bird flying 

by. She told the participants that they would use all these 

colors in their head to help them remember words. Then, the 

researcher presented the participant with the item cards in the 

same manner as in the mnemonic condition. The first time 

she presented the item cards, the researcher asked participants 

to name all of the pictures on the cards. For the second 

exposure, the researcher reminded the participant of the 

imaginary rainbow, and then placed each item card on the 

ground saying, for example, “imagine a red dog” if red were 

paired with dog, and so on.  

After going through the words twice (as was the case in the 

other two conditions), the participant was told to try to learn 

the words using the colors in their head and was given 45 s to 

do so. The participant then engaged in the distractor drawing 

task for 30 s, and was then asked to recall the items without 

the color cards present. The mental mnemonic condition—

like the other two conditions—took about 7 minutes. 

Results and Discussion 

One participant was excluded from analysis due to 

complications during the session. 

Number of correctly recalled items were scored for each 

participant for each condition. Again, if the participant 

provided a synonym during the study phase and then on the 

test (e.g., jacket for coat), the researcher did not correct the 

participant and simply used the participant’s word as the to-

be-learned item. A repeated-measures ANOVA failed to 

show that performance was affected by condition, F(2,58) = 
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1.22, p = .30. Participants recalled numerically more words 

in the mnemonic condition (M = 4.3, SE = 0.4) than in the 

control condition (M = 3.7, SE = 0.4). Performance for the 

mental mnemonic condition (M = 4.1, SE = 0.4) was also 

numerically higher than performance in the control condition. 

Because the mnemonic and control conditions were 

identical across the two experiments, we combined the data 

for those two conditions across experiments. As shown in 

Figure 2, when collapsing across Experiments 1 and 2 (for 

the two conditions that were the same in the two 

experiments), participants (N = 49) recalled statistically more 

items in the mnemonic condition (M = 4.6, SE = 0.3) than in 

the control condition (M = 3.8, SE = 0.3), t(48) = 2.83, p = 

0.01, d = 0.40.  

 

 

Figure 2: Mean number of items correctly 

recalled in the control and mnemonic 

conditions across Experiments 1 and 2. Error 

bars represent +/- 1 SE. 

The present experiment was conducted in order to (a) 

replicate the finding that preschool children could use the 

rainbow mnemonic to memorize a list of items and (b) 

examine whether a physical presentation of the pegs (during 

learning and recall) was necessary for the mnemonic benefit. 

The present results showed a trend towards the mnemonic 

condition helping performance as compared to having no 

mnemonic (i.e., control), but the advantage was not reliable 

in the present study. This may have been an artifact of 

increased variance from adding a new list of items and 

introducing a third session, or the significant result in the first 

experiment may have been a Type 1 error. It seems more 

likely that the null result in the second experiment was a Type 

2 error because the collapsed results showed a reasonable 

effect with a large sample (n = 50, within-subject) 

preschoolers.  

General Discussion 

Mnemonic techniques are known to help memory, but little 

research has investigated their use with preschool-aged 

children, and even less work has explored the use of such 

techniques to improve verbal learning. The present paper 

introduced a peg-type technique (i.e., the rainbow mnemonic) 

that could be used effectively by preschool children. This 

study is one of the first to show a benefit of a peg-type 

technique in children five years old or younger and one of a 

small number of studies to show a benefit of mnemonic 

techniques for verbal learning in preschool-aged children.  

Both Experiment 1 and a combined analysis of 

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the rainbow mnemonic 

technique improved memory as compared to a control 

condition. Importantly, this benefit occurred without 

providing images that explicitly combined the cue/peg and 

the to-be-remembered word (e.g., a picture of a red dog). That 

is, the color cards (e.g., red) and item cards (e.g., dog) were 

presented separately, and participants had to combine the 

information. This is important because Pressley et al. (1981) 

suggested that a possible explanation of their finding better 

recall in the keyword condition than in the control condition 

was the provision of an interactive image in the keyword 

condition but not in the control condition (see also Pressley 

& Levin, 1978). They argued that young children may be 

unable to create their own interactive images (see Wolff & 

Levin, 1972). It should be noted that Kraft et al. (1990) also 

showed a benefit of the method of loci without the provision 

of interactive images. 

It was our belief that children could and would create 

images that combined the pictures and colors, and the better 

performance in the mnemonic condition than in the control 

condition is consistent with this belief. However, semantic 

processing more generally (e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975) may 

have been responsible for the benefit we observed. For 

example, participants did sometimes object to the items (e.g., 

“a red dog?” followed by giggles or telling the researcher that 

dogs are not red), and such responses may have been 

evidence of non-imagery-based processing, albeit semantic 

processing that promotes learning. Why the rainbow 

technique works is a question for future research. 

It also may be of interest whether participants’ age 

influenced their ability to successfully use the rainbow 

technique. Collapsing across the two experiments, there was 

no evidence for a relationship between mnemonic benefit 

(i.e., benefit of mnemonic condition over control) and age, 

r(48) = 0.03, p = .81. This null result may be the result of 

restricted range, as the range of ages of the participants in our 

study was only a bit over 12 months.    

Another consideration is that these participants attended 

preschool. Preschool children may be better able to use 

mnemonic strategies than would children of the same age 

who do not attend an educational program. The homogeneity 

of our sample (mostly Caucasian, small town) is also worth 

consideration.  

Limitations and Other Considerations 

Our sample size was limited by the number of students in our 

preschool population, and this may have limited our ability to 

detect the benefit of the mnemonic condition in Experiment 
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2. However, the effect in Experiment 1 may also be due to a 

Type 1 error. Although we obtained a reliable benefit of the 

mnemonic condition compared to the control condition in the 

combined analysis of Experiments 1 and 2, future research is 

warranted to establish whether the rainbow mnemonic is a 

reliable technique to improve preschooler’s memory.  

Furthermore, we did not show evidence that children could 

use the rainbow mnemonic when the colored cards were not 

physically present during study and recall in Experiment 2. 

We added this condition because in practice, most pegword 

techniques are used after the learner memorizes the pegs. In 

hindsight, we may have overestimated children’s ability to 

remember the order of the colors in a rainbow. In fact, many 

children and even older individuals struggle to remember the 

order of colors in a rainbow and use a mnemonic for this 

purpose (e.g., ROY G. BIV, Richard of York Gave Battle In 

Vain). Additionally, our participants also had to remember 

pink, black, and white, which created a larger mental load. 

Unfortunately, although we asked participants whether they 

knew these colors during the learning phase, we did not 

record information pertaining to that knowledge. This 

knowledge may be an important predictor of the effectiveness 

of the mental mnemonic condition. 

Although the present research shows that preschool 

children can use a mnemonic technique when those recall 

cues (i.e., colors) are present at both study and test, the 

present studies do not address whether participants would be 

able to recall the items if the cues were only present during 

study but not on the test. Our prediction, based on 

performance from the mental mnemonic condition in 

Experiment 2 is that they would not be able to do so, but this 

would likely be easier than the mental mnemonic condition 

in Experiment 2 because in the mental mnemonic condition 

the cues were not present during study or test. As mentioned, 

one boundary condition in whether mnemonic techniques 

work with young children is the extent to which pictorial 

support is given during study (Pressley, 1982).  

Our study also does not address whether preschool aged 

children would ever spontaneously use the rainbow 

technique. Many have argued that it is unlikely because 

spontaneous strategy use tends to develop at a later age (see 

e.g., Flavell, 1970; Pressley & Dennis-Rounds, 1980) and 

may be a consequence of introduction to formal education 

(Morrison, Smith, & Dow-Ehrensberger, 1995). Flavell, 

Friedrichs, and Hoyt (1985) argued that children do not 

spontaneously engage in mnemonic strategies because they 

do not know how to use them or even when they are needed. 

However, Kraft et al. (1990) found evidence that previous 

experience with the method of loci technique led to better 

performance on a subsequent task (with a new gameboard) as 

compared to a control condition. This benefit was larger still 

when participants were reminded of the previous task.  

It is also possible that such techniques could be developed 

over time, resulting in spontaneous use.  A longitudinal study 

could examine the effects that teaching preschool children 

mnemonic devices have on their strategy use in the future. 

Furthermore, longitudinal research could examine whether 

early exposure to mnemonic devices could lead to greater 

cognitive abilities or influence processing later in life. 

Grammer, Coffman, and Ornstein (2013), for example, found 

that children who had first grade teachers that employed a 

mnemonic style of teaching exhibited more sophisticated 

strategy use by the spring. The instruction, based on 

metacognition, improved the students’ own cognitive 

reasoning skills and allowed them to apply this knowledge to 

other activities. Additionally, this advantage persisted when 

they were measured in the second and fourth grades. Whether 

for short-term use or as a learned strategy for spontaneous 

use, the present research clearly has potential educational 

implications.  

Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, there is little research on the ability of 

preschool children to use mnemonic techniques for verbal 

materials. The present work provides initial evidence of a 

new peg-type technique that could be well suited to this age 

group. Research showing effective mnemonic use in 

preschoolers raises the question of whether children could 

begin learning these techniques earlier, and whether there 

would be downstream effects that could improve their 

metacognitive strategies later.  
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Pronoun interpretation in the context of dynamic actions: a test of the
reinstatement hypothesis

Tiana Simovic
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Abstract

Pronouns (she, they) are semantically underspecified and depend on context for interpretation. One proposal is that
interpretation occurs by reactivating a pronouns antecedent, consistent with memory reinstatement models. We evaluate
this account using a novel task where the semantics of the antecedent are no longer appropriate after an instruction is
completed (e.g., Move the house on the left to area 3, where the result is that ANOTHER house is now the leftmost one).
If antecedent semantics are activated when subsequently hearing a pronoun (”Now put it”), listeners should experience
confusion regarding the intended referent. However, measures of (i) the object selected, (ii) mouse-click reaction times,
and (iii) eye-movements all demonstrate the pronoun is effortlessly linked to the previously-mentioned object, regardless
of whether antecedent semantics are still relevant. This demonstrates that pronouns have indexical meaning, denoting a
focused referent directly, and are not mediated by activating linguistic antecedents in discourse memory.
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Radical Embodiment and the Relation Between Individual and Joint Action: A
Level-Neutral Approach
Guilherme Sanches de Oliveira

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States

Abstract

A common assumption in the philosophical literature on joint action is that individual-level action is both ontologically
and explanatorily prior to collective action: in this view, joint action emerges fromand is therefore best explained in terms
ofindividual-level mental (intentional, propositional) states. This leads to the awkward position of attributing individual-
like minds to groups. But assigning priority to the collective level is equally unsatisfactory. Here I draw from radical
embodied cognitive science to offer a level-neutral alternative. Whether individual or joint, successful action is properly
understood as the soft-assembly of a synergistic system, i.e., a higher-order control system exhibiting dimensional com-
pression and reciprocal compensation. This level-neutral lens of synergistic dynamics helps elucidate the circular relation
between individual and collective action: joint action recruits individual-level motor/cognitive mechanisms, yet individual-
level mechanisms only emerge through development in social settingsresulting in a nested, self-reinforcing coordinative
structure for action, both individual and collective.
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Abstract 
In the current research, we investigated whether numeracy, 
scientific reports in the popular press, and personal experience 
were associated with people’s data-based decision making. 
We collected data from English-speaking adult participants 
(N = 187), residing in the United States and Canada, who 
were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk and 
completed the online study. Results showed that participants 
with higher numeracy were more likely to make the correct 
data-based decision. However, participants used their 
numeracy selectively. They seemed to use their numeracy 
skills to confirm their own desire rather than to objectively 
evaluate the data or confirm reported scientific findings. No 
significant association was found between personal 
experience and data-based decision making. Future research 
may examine decision making across other, general-life 
domains to examine the replicability of the current results.  

Keywords: Numeracy; Decision-making; Judgement 
 
Everyday cognitive judgements involve predictions and 
decision making from limited available data (Griffiths & 
Tenenbaum, 2006). How do people make data-based 
decisions? Kahneman (2011) posited two cognitive systems 
used in making judgements and decisions; System 1 
thinking is automatic, intuitive and quick, whereas System 2 
thinking is slow, analytic and effortful. System 1 thinking 
relies on heuristics, which although generally effective can 
lead to systematic bias in decision making (Kahneman, 
2011).  

In today’s world, where data analysis skills are becoming 
more and more important, the ability to make rational data-
based decisions is a highly-relevant life skill (Xia & Gong, 
2015) with implications for one’s wellbeing (Gurmankin, 
Baron, & Armstrong, 2004; Hamm, Bard, & Scheid, 2003; 
Låg, Bauger, Lindberg, & Friborg, 2014). For example, in 
deciding whether to request a specific drug treatment to 
combat a virus, one might look to the widely-reported 
scientific data on the drug’s effectiveness. Chen et al., 
(2020) reported that 87% of the treatment group (receiving 
hydroxychloroquine) and 93% of the control group 
recovered from COVID-19 within seven days.  Based on 
this evidence, would you want to take the drug to treat 
COVID-19? Making accurate, data-based decisions requires 
deliberate application of numeracy skills, or System 2 
thinking, rather than going with your gut (System 1; 
Kahneman, 2011). People’s ability and willingness to 

engage System 2 to make accurate data-based decisions are 
impacted by a variety of factors including their numeracy 
skills (Peters et al., 2006), exposure to reports by experts 
(Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953), and prior personal 
experience (Weber, 2006).  People engage System 2 
thinking selectively, displaying confirmation bias by taking 
evidence that confirms their existing views at face value and 
reinterpreting disconfirming evidence to diminish its impact 
(Baron, 2008). 

In the current research, several variables that can 
influence people’s data-based decision making were 
examined: numeracy, science reports in the popular press, 
and personal experience. People’s numeracy skills, that is, 
the ability to process and work with numbers and 
probabilities, would logically influence their ability to make 
data-based decisions. Science reports here refer to the 
articles people read specifically in popular-science 
magazines, as those articles are considered reliable and 
accurate sources for people to base their decisions on. 
Personal experience means knowledge people acquire 
through first-hand or second-hand experience. For example, 
they could learn from their friends’ experience, and base 
their decisions on that. 

Numeracy 
Numeracy refers to the ability to process probabilities and 
numerical concepts; making good decisions in daily life 
requires numerical ability (Peters, Västfjäll, Slovic, Mertz, 
Mazzocco & Dickert, 2006). Individuals with high 
numeracy are more likely to make use of numerical 
principles to remain less susceptible to framing effects (e.g., 
labeling pork as “25% fat” or “75% lean”) and, thus, are 
more accurate in decision making than low numeracy 
individuals (Peters et al., 2006). Studies in the health field 
also found that numeracy was a unique predictor of 
probability judgment tasks related to medical decision 
making (Låg, Bauger, Lindberg, & Friborg, 2014). Lower 
numeracy individuals were more likely to trust verbal risk 
information from physicians (i.e., physicians’ qualitative 
description of the risk) than numeric risk information, which 
was identical with verbal risk information, but included 
numerical information (e.g., fractions or percentages), 
whereas higher numeracy individuals were more likely to 
trust numeric risk information than verbal risk information 
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(Gurmankin, Baron, & Armstrong, 2004). Higher numeracy 
was also found to be associated with more accurate 
judgment about probabilities related to prostate cancer 
screening (Hamm, Bard, & Scheid, 2003). 

In the political decision-making field, Kahan, Peters, 
Dawson, and Slovic (2017) also found that higher numeracy 
participants were more likely to perform better on data-
based decision making. However, their performance 
depended on context. In their study, two sets of data 
interpretation problems were given to participants: one 
context was about gun control, which is a polarizing 
political issue, whereas the other context was about a skin 
cream, which was relatively neutral. Participants were found 
to interpret the two sets of data differently, even though they 
were identical. In the skin cream context, high numeracy 
individuals were more likely to interpret the data correctly; 
however, in the gun control context, high numeracy 
individuals were more likely to use their numeracy skills 
selectively to interpret the data in a way that aligned with 
their own political outlooks. Although numeracy is critical 
in people’s data-based decision making, it seems to be used 
selectively rather than consistently.  

Popular-Science Reports  
Popular-science reports are defined as articles written by 
science journalists or scientists themselves with the general 
public as the target reader. Common examples include 
articles from magazines such as Scientific American and 
Psychology Today. Popular-science reports can be an 
important source for the general public to learn about 
scientific findings across all disciplines. Scientific findings 
should be a reliable source for people to base decisions on. 
However, people do not seem to make decisions primarily 
based on scientific findings (Kahan et al., 2017). Stanovich 
and West (2007) found that participants who smoked were 
less likely to acknowledge the negative health influences of 
second-hand smoke, and participants who consumed more 
alcohol were less likely to admit the consequences of 
alcohol consumption. It is very likely that most participants 
were exposed to the scientific knowledge about smoking 
and drinking alcohol, as they were all undergraduate 
students. Nonetheless, Kahan et al. (2017) also found that 
even in the face of compelling scientific evidence, the 
public can still show science-blindness when making 
empirical decisions related to politically-charged policies. 

Personal Experience  
Another source for people to base their decisions on is their 
personal experience. People might trust their own 
experiences more than scientific findings. People anchor 
their beliefs to their own experience and perspective, which 
biases their decision making (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven, & 
Gilovich, 2004). In the revolutionary paper by Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974), they demonstrated that people make 
decisions using anchoring and adjustment heuristics. In one 
of their experiments, participants were asked about the 
percentage of African counties in the United Nations. For 

each participant, a wheel of fortune with numbers from 0 to 
100 was spun in front of them. They then were asked if the 
real number was higher or lower than the percentage spun. 
After that, participants were asked to estimate the real 
number by moving upwards or downwards the numbers on 
the wheel. The results demonstrated that their estimations 
were strongly influenced by the random number initially 
spun on the wheel. Therefore, people were likely to anchor 
their decisions to an initial value and produced final 
estimations that were not too far away from this initial 
starting point, despite the fact that this initial value was 
random and meaningless. 

The tendency to be egocentrically biased is evident in 
early childhood (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven, & Gilovich, 
2004). For example, children are likely to say, “The cup is 
to your right” when the cup is actually to your left, but to 
their right. Adults are less egocentrically biased, yet do not 
outgrow this tendency; they still anchor their beliefs to their 
own perspectives. For example, people might think their 
partners can easily read their minds (i.e., that their internal 
state is transparent to their partner) whereas it actually is not 
(Epley, et al., 2004). They know their own internal state and 
believe their partner knows it too. 

Borrowing from anchoring and adjustment heuristics 
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), Epley et al. (2004) 
demonstrated that the assessment of another’s perspective 
was a process of substituting one’s own perception and 
adjusting as needed. In addition, the adjustment was 
insufficient in that it stopped once a plausible conclusion 
was reached, which was still egocentrically biased. As their 
study showed, participants’ assessments of others’ 
perspectives were still skewed in an egocentrically-biased 
direction even after adjustments were made. Therefore, 
people’s personal experience is likely to influence their 
data-based decision making. 

Current Study  
The purpose of the current research was to determine 
whether these three variables, numeracy, scientific reports in 
the popular press, and personal experience were associated 
with people’s data-based decision making. In previous 
research, the relations between general cognitive ability or 
general intelligence and data-based decision making have 
been studied (Låg et al., 2014; Stanovich & West, 2007; 
Stanovich, West, & Toplak, 2013), but few studies (Kahan 
et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2006; Reyna, Nelson, Han, & 
Dieckmann, 2009) specifically examined the relation 
between numeracy and data-based decision making. There 
is a research base of studies on data-based decision making 
in specific areas, such as politics and health (Kahan et al., 
2017; Reyna et al., 2009), with few studies examining 
decision making in more general life domains (Peters et al., 
2006). The current research filled these literature gaps by 
examining numeracy and data-based decision making in a 
more general life domain – studying – and also included 
popular science reports and personal experience as potential 
influences on data-based decision making. 
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We chose the topic of whether cramming helps students 
do better/worse on exams for the data-based decision 
making task, which is arguably more neutral than previously 
studied political topics such as gun control. The correct 
interpretation in the data-based decision making task was 
manipulated across participants (i.e., cramming was 
helpful/cramming was not helpful). Moreover, it was 
possible to manipulate both the position of the scientific 
report (i.e., cramming was helpful/ not helpful) and the 
outcome of the simulated personal experience related to 
cramming. Popular-science reports were operationalized as 
researcher-crafted Psychology Today articles. Personal 
experience was operationalized as a simulated five-minute 
cramming experience with “feedback” (not of true 
performance, but fake feedback crafted by the researcher), 
which indicated that cramming was helpful/ not helpful.  

We predicted that numeracy would be associated with 
data-based decision making, such that individuals with 
higher numeracy skills would typically make more accurate 
decisions. For popular-science reports, if the report has an 
effect on data-based decision making, it is expected to bias 
participants’ interpretation of the data in the direction of the 
popular-science conclusion. If this hypothesis is correct, 
then when the popular-science report says cramming is 
helpful, participants will be more likely to interpret 
subsequent data as showing that cramming is helpful; when 
the popular-science report says cramming is not helpful, 
participants will be more likely to interpret data as showing 
that cramming is not helpful. Similarly, if personal 
experience has an effect on data-based decision making, 
then participants’ accuracy on the data-interpretation task 
should be influenced by the “feedback” they receive on the 
mock test. Therefore, we predicted that there would be 
interactions between popular-science reports and correct 
interpretation of data and between personal experience and 
correct interpretation of data such that participants would be 
more accurate when the correct interpretation of the data 
aligned with personal experience and the popular-science 
report findings. 

Method 

Participants  
Data were collected from 297 participants recruited from 
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for this study. The 
eligibility requirements were that participants lived in North 
America and were at least 18 years old. Participants were 
compensated $0.50 for participation. Data from 110 
participants were removed due to participants’ failing 
attention checks. The remaining sample for analysis 
included 187 participants (Mean age = 39.1 years, range = 
22-75 years, 101 females).  
 
Design 
The design of the experiment was a 2 (popular-science 
argument: helpful, not helpful) × 2 (personal cramming 
experience: helpful, not helpful) × 2 (correct data 

interpretation: helpful, not helpful) between-subjects 
factorial design with accuracy on the data-interpretation task 
(correct or incorrect) as the dependent variable.  
 
Measures 
Abbreviated Numeracy Scale (Weller et al., 2013). The 
Abbreviated Numeracy Scale measures individual 
differences in numeracy skills. It consists of eight items in 
short-answer format (e.g., Imagine that we roll a fair, six-
sided die 1000 times. Out of 1000 rolls, how many times do 
you think the die would come up as an even number?). The 
Cronbach’s 𝛼 is .71. For the current study, the context of 
one question was changed to be about strep throat rather 
than cancer at the request of the Research Ethics 
Committee. The number of questions correctly answered for 
each participant was used as his or her numeracy score. This 
measure of numeracy was selected to allow us to compare 
our results to those of Kahan et al. (2017).  
 
Popular-Science Report. The instructions stated that the 
purpose of this task was to learn from a scientific report 
whether cramming was helpful on exams. Participants were 
randomly assigned to read one of two versions of a 
simulated Psychology Today article. One version presented 
the argument that cramming is helpful for students’ 
performance on exams, i.e., “In most situations research has 
made it abundantly clear that massed trials greatly improves 
retention if the test follows immediately”. The other version 
presented the argument that cramming is not helpful for 
students’ performance on exams, i.e., “In most situations 
research has made it abundantly clear that spacing the 
learning over many shorter sessions is much more effective 
than trying to do it all in one big session”. 
 
Personal Cramming Experience. The instructions stated 
that the purpose of this task was to give participants a 
simulated cramming experience and see if cramming helped 
them to perform better on exams. Participants first were 
asked to read a one-page article on the topic of 
Confucianism for five minutes. The article was then 
removed from view. Participants were asked to answer four 
multiple-choice questions based on the content of the article, 
e.g., “For what period did the Shang Dynasty last? A. 551 
BCE–479 BCE, B. 206 BCE–220 CE, C. 1600 BCE–1046 
BCE, D. 1046 BCE–256 BCE”. Following the test, 
participants were given “feedback” on their performance; 
however, the researcher manipulated this feedback. 
Participants were randomly assigned to get feedback that 
their cramming was helpful on the exam (feedback = 100% 
accuracy on test) or that their cramming was not helpful on 
the exam (feedback = 25% accuracy on test). 
 
Data-Interpretation Problem. The data-interpretation 
measure was adapted from Kahan, Peters, Dawson, and 
Slovic (2017) by changing the topic to cramming. 
Participants were shown a description of an experiment 
testing the effectiveness of cramming and the results were 
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displayed in a 2 × 2 contingency table. Participants were 
asked to indicate “whether the experiment shows that 
cramming is likely to make students do better or worse on 
an exam”. Two different tables (See Figure 1 and 2) were 
created: the cell numbers across the two tables were held 
constant, but the correct interpretation of the data (i.e., 
cramming was helpful/cramming was not helpful) was 
manipulated by changing the column labels (did better/did 
worse). Participants were randomly assigned to receive data 
correctly interpreted as crammers did better or did worse. 
 
                                Mark 
People 

Did Better 
on Test 

Did Worse 
on Test 

Students who did cram 223 75 

Students who did not cram 107 21 

 
Figure 1. Correct data interpretation- cramming not helpful. 

 
                                Mark 
People 

Did Worse 
on Test 

Did Better 
on Test 

Students who did cram 223 75 

Students who did not cram 107 21 

 
Figure 2. Correct data interpretation- cramming helpful. 

Procedure  
The entire study took place on Amazon Mechanical Turk 
using the Qualtrics survey platform. Participants were first 
asked to complete the Abbreviated Numeracy Scale and 
provide demographic information including sex and age. 
Participants were then randomly assigned to one of two 
orders: personal cramming experience followed by reading 
popular-science report or vice versa. Finally, participants 
completed the data-interpretation measure, following which 
they were shown a debriefing screen that explained the true 
purpose of the study and, importantly, that psychological 
research strongly suggests cramming is not an effective 
studying method. Lastly, participants obtained a code for 
Amazon Mechanical Turk compensation. 

Results 
A binary logistic regression was conducted, predicting 

accuracy on the data-interpretation task from the 
independent variables (numeracy, personal cramming 
experience, popular-science argument), 2-way interaction  

terms with data-interpretation (numeracy ×	 correct data-
interpretation, personal cramming experience ×	 correct 
data-interpretation, popular-science argument ×	 correct 
data-interpretation), and demographic variables (age, 
gender).  

 
Table 1: Regression Coefficients for Final Model. 

 
 𝛽 Wald df p Odds 

Ratio 
Numeracy .435 7.795 1 .005 1.544 
Age .027 4.594 1 .032 1.027 
Popular-
science × 
data-
interpretation  

1.772 7.497 1 .006 5.883 

Constant 19.559 .000 1 1.000  
 
 

Regression results indicated that the overall model of 
three predictors (numeracy, age, and the interaction between 
popular-science argument and correct data interpretation) 
was statistically reliable in determining accuracy on the 
data-interpretation task, -2 Log Likelihood = 229.508, χ2(9) 
= 28.524, p = .001, R2 = .189. No other predictors were 
significant. The model correctly classified 67.9% of the 
cases. Moreover, each of the three predictors accounted for 
significant unique variance in data-interpretation. 
Regression coefficients for the final model are presented in 
Table 1. For numeracy, participants were 1.54 times more 
likely to correctly answer the data-interpretation question 
for each additional correct answer on the numeracy test, β = 
.435, p = .005. For age, for each year older, participants 
were 1.03 times more likely to correctly answer the data-
interpretation question, β = .027, p = .032. The effect of the 
correct data interpretation was different across popular-
science arguments, β = 1.772 , p = .006, odds ratio = 5.88. 

To explore the data interpretation ×  popular-science 
interaction term, chi-squared tests of association were 
performed. There was neither a main effect of popular-
science report on accuracy on the data-interpretation task, 
𝑥2(1) = 0, p = .984; nor a main effect of correct data-
interpretation on accuracy on the data-interpretation task, 
𝑥2(1) = 1.43, p = .232 As shown in Figure 3, there was a 
significant qualitative interaction between popular-science 
report and correct data-interpretation on accuracy on the 
data-interpretation task. When the popular-science report 
said that cramming was helpful, participants were more 
likely to accurately solve the data-interpretation problem 
when the correct data-interpretation was that cramming was 
helpful (i.e., when the science report and correct data-
interpretation were consistent) than not helpful, 𝑥2(1) = 
8.40, p =.004. When the popular-science report said that 
cramming was not helpful, there was no significant 
difference across the correct data-interpretation conditions, 
𝑥	2(1) = 1.26, p = .262. 
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Figure 3. Percentage of participants who made the correct 
response on the data-interpretation question as a function of 
correct data interpretation and popular-science argument. 
Error bars represent the standard error of each condition. 

Discussion 
We found that participants with higher numeracy skills were 
more likely to make the correct data-based decision. This 
finding is consistent with past literature in health and 
politics domains (Hamm, Bard, & Scheid, 2003; Låg, 
Bauger, Lindberg, & Friborg, 2014; Kahan, Peters, Dawson, 
& Slovic, 2017). We also found that older participants were 
more likely to make the correct data-based decision than 
younger adults. This finding is consistent with research 
showing that younger adults have lower numeracy levels 
than older adults (LeFevre et al., 2014). Finally, we found 
that the interaction term of popular-science report x correct 
interpretation of data predicted the likelihood of making the 
correct data-based decision. 

The effect of the correct data interpretation was different 
across popular-science arguments. When the popular-
science report said that cramming was helpful, participants 
were significantly more accurate when the correct data-
interpretation was also that cramming was helpful. In 
contrast, when the popular-science report said that 
cramming was not helpful, this same positive effect of 
congruency between the popular-science report and correct 
data interpretation was not evident. In other words, when the 
popular-science report said that cramming was helpful, 
more participants were using their numeracy skills to 
confirm the popular-science argument and decide that 
cramming was helpful. 

We did not find a significant interaction between personal 
cramming experience and correct interpretation of data. This 
finding is consistent with that of Kahan et al. (2017), which 
suggests that personal experience might not be a predictor of 
data-based decision making on more neutral topics such as 
cramming. However, our finding might also be due to the 
ratio between personal experience and exposure to popular-
science reports. In people’s daily lives, they will likely have 
had multiple personal experiences with cramming for 

exams, but have read fewer scientific findings on the topic. 
In our experiment, we only simulated a one-time experience 
for cramming. The ratio of personal experience and popular-
science reports was 1:1; whereas, in real life, the ratio is 
much larger than 1:1. This could contribute to weak power. 
However, in the debriefing, no participants indicated that 
they had not believed the feedback provided in the personal 
cramming experience. 

We found that numeracy predicted success in data-based 
decision making, but that people did not use their numeracy 
skills consistently across all contexts. Instead, participants 
seemed to use numeracy selectively. The finding that people 
were more likely to interpret the data correctly when both 
the popular-science argument and the correct interpretation 
said that cramming was helpful did not reflect an overall 
reliance on scientific findings. If participants used their 
numeracy skills consistently to confirm science, or showed a 
positive effect of congruency between the popular-science 
report and the data before them, they should also have been 
more likely to interpret the data correctly when both the 
popular-science argument and the correct data interpretation 
said that cramming was not helpful. However, this was not 
the case. One might instead argue that participants tried to 
use their numeracy skills consistently, but allowed their own 
calculations to be overruled by scientific reports when the 
two results were in conflict. However, if participants were 
deferring to the science report, when the report and correct 
data-interpretation were in conflict, then participants should 
be as likely to decide incorrectly that cramming was not 
helpful in the conflicting conditions, which they were not. 
Moreover, if participants used their numeracy skills to 
evaluate the data, but did not base their decision on that 
calculation, or if they failed to engage their numeracy skills 
at all in making their decision, then numeracy should not 
emerge as a predictor of accuracy, which it did. Therefore, it 
is possible that participants used their numeracy skills 
selectively to confirm their own desire, in that they wanted 
cramming to be effective.  

Consistent with this interpretation, some participants 
spontaneously expressed their desire for cramming to be 
helpful during the debriefing stage of the study. Thus, our 
results suggest that participants may selectively interpret 
data to align with their own desired outcome. If it is 
participants’ desire that cramming be effective, then the 
selective numeracy that we observed may reflect 
confirmation bias, which refers to “the tendency to search 
for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that 
confirms one's pre-existing beliefs or hypotheses” (Plous, 
1993, p. 233). Another term, myside bias, can be regarded 
as a subclass of confirmation bias that may be especially 
applicable here (McKenzie, 2004). As Stanovich et al. 
(2013, p. 259) put it, myside bias refers to the phenomenon 
wherein “people evaluate evidence, generate evidence, and 
test hypotheses in a manner biased toward their own prior 
beliefs, opinions, and attitudes”. 

Past research has explained participants’ selective use of 
numeracy by reference to System 1 and System 2 thinking 
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(Kahan et al., 2017). In the Kahan et al. (2017) study, the 
authors noted that higher-numeracy participants were more 
likely to use System 2 thinking to calculate the percentage 
of each condition in order to obtain the correct answer, 
whereas lower-numeracy participants were more likely to 
use heuristics, or System 1 thinking, and jump to incorrect 
interpretations. However, participants used System 2 
thinking selectively, depending on the context of the 
problem. 

The current experiment used the efficacy of cramming as 
a study technique as the topic of decision making. 
Cramming is likely more relevant to university students than 
MTurk workers, so we are currently conducting a 
replication study with a university student sample. If the 
pattern of results from the current MTurk sample holds, we 
might expect a more pronounced interaction between 
popular-science argument and the correct data interpretation 
in student samples. Thus, when the popular-science report 
says that cramming is not helpful, there may be no 
significant difference across the correct data-interpretation 
conditions (consistent with the current findings). However, 
when the popular-science report says that cramming is 
helpful, students may be even more accurate than our 
MTurk sample when the correct data-interpretation is 
congruent (cramming is helpful), as students might have a 
stronger desire for cramming to be effective. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, participants with higher numeracy were more 
likely to make the correct data-based decision. However, 
participants used their numeracy selectively; they may have 
been more likely to use their numeracy skills to confirm 
their own desired outcome. No significant association was 
found between personal experience and data-based decision 
making. People should develop more awareness of their 
“selective numeracy” and make use of their numeracy skills 
when making important data-based decisions. 
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Abstract
We investigate the development of children’s early grammat-
ical knowledge using the test case of the English regular plu-
ral. Previous research points to early generalization, with chil-
dren applying an abstract morphological rule to produce novel
plurals well before 24 months. At the same time, children
use the plural inconsistently with familiar object words, and
demonstrate limited receptive knowledge of the plural in the
absence of supporting linguistic features. In the first study
to test knowledge of the plural within participants using a
paradigm matched across comprehension and production, we
conduct two experiments with n = 52 24-36-month-olds: an
eyetracking task to evaluate what they understand, and a sto-
rybook task to test how they use the plural. We manipulate
both novelty (novel vs. familiar object words) and phonolog-
ical form (/s/ vs. /z/ plurals). We find strong, age-related ev-
idence of productive knowledge of the plural in an expressive
task, but do not find evidence of receptive knowledge in these
same children.
Keywords: first language acquisition; linguistic productivity;
morphosyntax; linguistic generalization

Introduction
One of the central challenges facing the child language
learner is that of inferring the system of compositional rules
of their native language, or morphosyntax (Rumelhart & Mc-
Clelland, 1985; Pinker & Prince, 1994). This includes both
learning how to use the productive, combinatorial rules of
language to communicate with others, and learning what sort
of combinations to expect from other speakers. The nature of
these nascent representations and their relationship to other
levels of linguistic knowledge constitute major open ques-
tions in language research.

For English-learning children, the plural – indicating more
than one of a countable noun, typically by adding “s” – is one
of the most commonly encountered morphemes in the early
language environment. Children’s usage of plural forms of
familiar object words emerges before two years of age in jour-
nal studies (Clark & Nikitina, 2009), and is corroborated by
parental reports of early vocabulary, with 50% of children us-
ing some plural forms of familiar words by 22 months (Frank
et al., 2017). Ruling out a pure imitation account, Berko
(1958) found that children as young as three can correctly
form plurals for novel object words in the well-known “wug”
task. This ability has been documented as early as 19 months
by subsequent studies (Tomasello & Olguin, 1993).

Despite this early expressive1 knowledge, English-learning
children show protracted development of even the most com-

1We use “expressive” to refer to what children say, and reserve
“productive” to refer to compositional language processes (either ex-
pressive or receptive).

mon regular plurals in their day-to-day speech. Children oc-
casionally use singulars forms for plural referents through age
7 (Berko, 1958); between ages 2 and 4, children often signal
plurality in non-adultlike ways (e.g. “two mouse” (Clark &
Nikitina, 2009). Moreover, experiments that gauge children’s
plural comprehension have yielded striking failures: children
under three struggle without additional cues like grammati-
cal number (Wood et al., 2009; Kouider et al., 2006), and fail
with some phonological variants (Davies et al., 2017). To-
gether, these studies suggest that children’s linguistic gener-
alizations may differ substantially in content or scope from
the grammar of the adult language.

In the current study, we examine early receptive and ex-
pressive knowledge of the English regular plural in an at-
tempt to better characterize children’s earliest productive
morphosyntactic knowledge. In particular, we focus on eval-
uating the possibility of a time interval in the 3rd year of life
(24-36 months) where English learners use the plural in their
own speech, but do not reliably use it to understand the speech
of adults. The experiments here yield data consistent with
such an interval: successes in expressive language concur-
rent with receptive failures. We relate these results to previ-
ous research and discuss the implications of such an expres-
sive/receptive asymmetry for the language learning process.

Background
Previous research suggests that English-learning children
may be able to use the plural in their own speech before they
can recognize it in fluent speech from others. Kouider et al.
(2006) found that children at 24 months failed to look to-
wards plural targets in the absence of additional agreement
cues, while children at 36 months succeeded; Wood et al.
(2009) found a similar pattern of results in a reaching time
task. In contrast to these receptive failures, Tomasello &
Olguin (1993), Zapf & Smith (2007), and Ettlinger & Zapf
(2011) found that children can often (though not systemati-
cally) succeed in expressive tasks, including ones requiring a
productive “Add S” rule to form novel plurals.

Taken together, these studies suggest a situation that is the
reverse of the default ordering in child language, where re-
ceptive knowledge is typically expected to precede expres-
sive language abilities (Clark & Hecht, 1983). But such
expressive-first patterns have been observed before in other
cases including negation (Nordmeyer & Frank, 2014) and
third-person singular verbs (Johnson et al., 2005), among oth-
ers (Clark & Hecht, 1983). This asymmetry can be explained
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Caregiver: “Look! A nop! 
Can you say ‘nop’?”

Seated
Caregiver
With
Visor

Task 1: Eyetracking Study 1 Study 2

Pre-recorded adult speaker:
(Plural trial) “Can you find the nops?” 
(Singular trial) “Can you find the nop?”

Study 1 & Study 2

Pre-recorded adult speaker:
(Plural trial) “Can you find the nops on the couch?” 
(Singular trial) “Can you find the nop on the couch?”

Task 2: Storybook

Caregiver: “What’s on 
the couch?”
Child: “Nops!” / “Nop!” / 
       No / Other ReponseChild: “Nop!” / “Nops!”  /

       No / Other Reponse

Singular Trial Plural Trial
Singular Trial (Page 1 of 2) Plural Trial (Page 2 of 2)

Look! a nop!
Can you say ‘nop’?

What’s on the couch?

Figure 1: Experimental procedure and sample stimuli for Task 1 (Eyetracking) and Task 2 (Storybook).

by analogy to second language learning: one’s ability to say
a word in a second language does not necessarily entail the
ability to recognize it in the full range of contexts and forms
when used by native speakers.

A major consideration is that children at these ages are
still developing the ability to identify the relevant phonemic
forms; in the case of the plural, +/s/ in cats, +/z/ in dogs, and
+/Iz/ in buses. English plurals may be particularly challeng-
ing: they appear at the ends of words, in clusters of conso-
nants, and are marked with short, non-salient segments (Sun-
dara et al., 2011). Children may learn some of these forms
before others. Davies et al. (2017) investigated 24 month-old
children’s receptive knowledge of plurals using an eyetrack-
ing task that included two novel animate referents (e.g., one
gip on the left of the screen and several nops on the right),
and prompted children to look towards the singular or plu-
ral referent (“Look at the nops!”). They found that corrected
looking time to plural referent was above chance for novel
words that used the voiceless form of the plural (/+s/), but not
the voiced (+/z/). Further, they show that this pattern con-
trasts with speech inputs: children hear more voiced plurals
(both by type and token count) than unvoiced ones.

The work on children’s expressive knowledge (Zapf &
Smith, 2007; Tomasello & Olguin, 1993) suggests that an
“Add S” rule for forming the plural emerges very early in lan-
guage development, raising the possibility that such a gener-
alization could support the receptive learning process rather
than emerge at its end. For example, a productive “Add-S”
rule could help English-learning children extend their knowl-
edge of how the plural is marked. Even if a child could only
detect the plural marker in a small subset of cases, an induc-
tive bias to expect the distinction to be marked systematically
(i.e., consistent with other parts of the language) could help
draw her attention to the relevant sound patterns. On the

other hand, this apparent expressive-before-receptive asym-
metry could be an artifact of separate experiments testing
these abilities in separate samples, or if comprehension tasks
are too demanding.

Here we report a study that addresses these concerns by
coupling an updated “wug task” (Berko, 1958) that tests chil-
dren’s expressive knowledge of the plural with an eyetracking
task that tests their receptive knowledge. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study to test both expressive and
receptive knowledge of the plural within participants using a
matched set of stimuli. Both tasks omit extra agreement cues,
focusing on children’s knowledge of the plural morpheme
alone. Given previous work showing wide-ranging abilities
over year two, we took a cross-sectional approach across this
age range (see Participants).

Methods
Children completed an eyetracking task and a storybook task
in a single session (Fig 1). We begin by describing the set of
stimuli shared across both tasks. An repository with materials
and analysis code is available on OSF.
Shared Stimuli We selected 4 object words in each cell of
a 2 × 2 × 2 design crossing novelty (familiar vs. novel),
animacy (inanimate vs. animate), and specific form of the
plural (/s/ vs. /z/).2 Familiar items were reportedly used by
more than 50% of 24-month-olds on the MacArthur Bates
Communicative Development Inventory-Words & Sentences
(CDI), as determined via Wordbank (Frank et al., 2017).

Images of inanimate novel objects were taken from a novel
object database (Horst & Hout, 2016); animate novel ob-
jects were derived from these. For counterbalancing, we se-
lected two 16-item sets from the 32 total stimuli. The sets

2We omitted /Iz/ plurals (e.g. buses) and irregulars (e.g. mice) as
these are less frequent and learned later (Berko, 1958).
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were matched for frequency of familiar nouns in CHILDES
(MacWhinney, 2000). Each child was randomly assigned to
one set for eyetracking, and the other for the storybook (i.e.,
they saw different stimuli in the two tasks).
Eyetracking Stimuli There were two versions of our eye-
tracking task, Study 1 and 2. In both, singular and plural
panels depicting the same item were presented side-by-side
(Fig. 1, top). Pre-recorded auditory prompts directed infants
to look at one of the panels in non-consecutive trials (e.g.,
“can you find the cat” or “can you find the cats?”). The target
referent appeared once on the left and once on the right. The
singular object was set to 75% of the combined (pixel) area
of the plural objects to mitigate potential saliency effects; see
Fig.1. Audio stimuli were recorded in a soundproof booth by
an adult male speaker in child-directed speech.
Study 1 In Study 1, the spoken prompt included a preposi-
tional phrase identifying the location of the target referent, X,
e.g., “{do you see the / can you find the } X {in the tree, on
the couch, in the house, on the hill}?” Both singular and plu-
ral items and the location (hill, etc.) occurred on a plain gray
background (Fig. 1). Definite reference to location (couch,
tree, house, hill) allowed us to clearly differentiate the sin-
gular and plural target sentences, i.e. “nops on the couch”
does not readily refer to all three nops onscreen, but rather to
the half of the display with two nops on one couch. Preposi-
tional phrases were all vowel-initial, to highlight the voicing
contrast, which might otherwise be devoiced in sentence-final
contexts (Smith, 1997).
Study 2 In Study 2 we made two key simplifications. First,
we omitted the prepositional phrase, e.g., “{do you see the /
can you find the} X?”. Second, while the side that the singu-
lar and plural panels occurred on remained counterbalanced
across trials and items, the left panel was always light blue,
and the right panel always red (Fig. 1). These changes aimed
to address the possibility that the location word in Study 1
increased task demands.
Eyetracking Procedure Receptive knowledge was assessed
using the “Looking While Listening” paradigm (Fernald et
al., 2008). Eye movements were recorded at 500 Hz with an
SR Research Eyelink 1000+. Children sat in caregivers’ laps,
55 - 65 cm from a 43 cm diagonal monitor. The eyetracking
task began with 5-point calibration, followed by four practice
trials where the child was asked to find a singular familiar
object. Then, on each 10s trial, the child saw the two panels
for 2500 ms before each utterance began.

Raw tracks were converted to fixations in R 3.5.1 (R Core
Team, 2017), converted to 20 ms bins, and classified as a look
to the target, distractor, or neither. Following Bergelson &
Swingley (2015), individual trials were excluded if a child
looked at a single panel for the duration of the trial, or if a
child looked offscreen for more than 66% of the interval of
interest (13% of all trials). Children were excluded for fussi-
ness before the application of the data-driven filter described
above (see Participants). Any child with 50% trial loss or
higher would have been excluded, but no children met this

criterion.
Following (Davies et al., 2017), we analyzed the proportion

of target looking from 367 to 4000 ms after disambiguation.
The disambiguation point for all trials was the earliest time it
was clear whether the noun was singular or plural: for plu-
rals, this is the onset of the plural market (see 0 ms in Fig.
2)); in singular trials this was just after the offset of the noun.
Fixations from 0 - 367 ms reflect planning before encounter-
ing the disambiguating material, and are thus grouped with
the preceding interval (Swingley & Aslin, 2000). To con-
firm that the eyetracking task and analysis approach worked
as expected for adult participants, we ran 9 and 15 adult pilot
subjects in Studies 1 and 2, respectively.
Storybook / Expressive Task Upon completion of the eye-
tracking task, the caregiver read a storybook from an iPad de-
signed to elicit both singular and plural responses for 16 ob-
ject words (which were not the same items in the eyetracking
task). The storybook consisted of four single-page practice
trials as in the eyetracking study, and sixteen singular/plural
test trial sequences. The first page of each test sequence dis-
played a single object presented on one of the four locations
described above (e.g. on the couch), and the caregiver read a
corresponding written prompt, e.g. “Look, a cat! Can you say
cat?” For these singular trials, caregivers were instructed to
elaborate in whatever way they would typically during story-
time to elicit a response from their child, e.g. “Grandma has
a cat just like this one, doesn’t she? Can you say cat?” On
the second page of each sequence, two objects identical to
the previous were placed in the same background, and care-
givers read a prompt “What’s on the couch / in the tree / in the
house / on the hill?”. On these plural trials caregivers were in-
structed to only repeat the exact written phrase so as to avoid
additional linguistic cues for a plural or singular response.
Caregivers were asked to refrain from pointing because of
the inherent difficulty in pointing to a plural referent without
pointing to its individual components. For both singular and
plural trials, caregivers were instructed to wait 10-15s to see
if their child would produce a response, and were instructed
to provide non-specific positive feedback after all trials.

The spoken productions of child and caregiver were
recorded with a microphone for offline coding. Productions
on both trials were coded into one of four categories: 1) No
Response / Not Relevant (silence, babble, responses like “on
the couch!”) 2) Singular (“nop”) 3) Non-Conventional Plu-
ral (“two nop” or “nop nop”) or 4), Plural (“nops” or “two
nops”). All trials from 25 randomly selected children were re-
coded by a hypothesis-blind second coder, Cohen’s κ = 0.87
for singulars, 0.8 for plurals.
Participants Participants (before exclusions) were 53 tod-
dlers in the age range 23.5 - 36.5 months. (M = 30.17 months,
29 female). This age-range was chosen because of the re-
ported asymmetry between expressive and receptive knowl-
edge reported over this period (Davies et al., 2017; Zapf &
Smith, 2007). Exclusions were tracked separately for the
eyetracking and storybook tasks; age distribution of the fi-
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Figure 2: Eyetracking timecourses for Studies 1 and 2. Lines and and errorbars correspond to mean and standard error of the
mean over participants. Trials are aligned so that 0 ms is the beginning of the disambiguating segment.

nal samples are show in Fig. 2 (eyetracking) Fig. 6 (sto-
rybook). 52 children in total contributed data. 24 children
were run in Study 1; 4 were excluded from eyetracking (all
for fussiness) and 2 from the storybook task (1 for fussiness,
1 for recording error). 29 children were run in Study 2; one
was excluded from both tasks (for fussiness), 6 were excluded
from the eyetracking task (3 for fussiness, 3 for eyetracking
problems), and one from the storybook task (for fussiness).
12 storybook trials across 8 children were discarded due to
sound quality or overlap with parents’ speech.

Results
As described above, previous research suggests that children
may pass through an interval between 24 and 36 months
where they use the plural in their own speech but fail to use
it to identify referents in fluent speech from adults. If this is
indeed the case, we expect children who say many plurals in
the expressive task to fail to look to referents corresponding
to singular and plural prompts in the receptive task. We be-
gin by describing the results of each task alone, then describe
analyses relating performance across tasks.
Eyetracking Task: Analysis of Looking Times

While adults look at a singular or plural referent corre-
sponding with a prompt, the children in our sample do not
(Fig. 2). For statistical testing, comprehension was opera-
tionalized as Increase in Target Looking, or the proportion
of target looking after disambiguation minus the proportion
in the preceding interval (trial start to disambiguation). This
approach accounts for children’s baseline preferences, e.g., a
general preference to look at the panel with more instances of
an object.3

10 of 20 children in Study 1 and 12 of 22 in Study 2 demon-
strated a numerical increase in target looking. In both stud-
ies, subject means were near zero (Study 1: M = 0.004, SD =
0.06, range = -0.14- 0.08; Study 2: M = -0.005, SD = 0.08,
range = -0.18- 0.15); after confirming that Increase in Target
Looking was normally distributed in both studies (Shapiro-

3Baseline correction, difference scores (Bergelson & Swingley,
2012), and raw proportion looking time all yielded qualitatively sim-
ilar results. Using baseline correction allows us to use trial type as
a predictor for the mixed effects models, which cannot be done with
the difference scores.

Wilk normality test, p > .1 in both cases), one-sample t-tests
reveal that neither is different from chance (Study 1: t(19) =
0.31, p = 0.76; Study 2: t(21) = -0.28, p = 0.78).

To evaluate the effects of the three item manipulations (fa-
miliarity, voicing, animacy), we constructed Bayesian lin-
ear mixed effects models for each study with brms 2.11.1
(Bürkner, 2017). We take increase in target looking as the re-
sponse variable and use the maximal random effects structure
(Barr et al., 2013) with respect to these manipulations of in-
terest: increase in target looking ∼ novelty× voicing×
animacy× target ∗ child age+ trial order+ (novelty×
voicing × animacy × target|participant) + (target ×
child age|item). Consistent with the overall null effect
above, the 95% CIs for the intercepts of both studies cross
0; further, performance did not vary as a function of our three
item manipulations in either study (Fig. 3). This includes a
null effect for the phonetic form of the plural (Study 1: β =
0.019, 95% CI = -0.063 - 0.103; Study 2: β = 0.016, 95% CI
= -0.056 - 0.089), contrary to Davies et al. (2017).

Given that all children did the same storybook task, that
toddlers were at chance in both versions of our eyetracking
task, and that there was not a significant difference in look-
ing times between Studies 1 and 2 (Welch two-sample t test,
t(38.3) = 0.41, p = 0.68) we collapsed the two eyetracking
studies to boost analytic power for our subsequent analyses.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Trial Order

Child Age
(in months, centered at 30)

Target
(singular vs. plural)

Animacy
(inanimate vs. animate)

Voicing
(/s/ vs. /z/)

Novelty
(familiar vs. novel)

Intercept

−0.10 −0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15

Effect Size (95% CI)

Model
● Study 1

Study 2

Figure 3: Fixed effects for linear mixed effects models pre-
dicting Increase in Target Looking (before vs. after disam-
biguation) in Studies 1 and 2. Children do not look to the
named (singular/plural) target significantly more than chance.
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Storybook Task: Analysis of Plural Usage

The primary measure of children’s expressive of the plu-
ral was operationalized as the proportion of trials where they
supplied the singular that they also supplied the plural. Pro-
portion of plural productions by child were not normally dis-
tributed in either study (Shapiro-Wilk normality test, both ps
< .005), with a substantial number of children producing few
or no plurals (Fig. 6B). The proportion of plural produc-
tions by child were not distinguished between Studies 1 and
2 (Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 234.5, p = 0.4); we thus
collapsed across studies for further analysis.

The proportion of responses by category in three age
groups is shown in Fig. 4. Descriptively, we find: 1) a de-
creasing proportion of non-responses with age, 2) a small
number of plural responses on singular trials, 3) a peak in
non-conventional plurals around 30 months, 4) increasing us-
age of the plural with age (higher for familiar than novel ob-
ject words) and 5) at least some novel plurals in every age
interval, including the earliest.

To parse apart the effects of voicing, novelty, and ani-
macy on responses to singular and plural trials we constructed
two mixed-effects logistic regression models predicting suc-
cess on singular trials (Model 1) and success on plural trials
(Model 2). We kept these models separate because Model
2 just included those plural trials immediately following sin-
gular trials where children successfully provided a singular
response. Model 2 thus excludes trials where children fail to

produce the plural because of shyness, fussiness, or lack of
interest in the task. We fit the models with the results from
832 singular trials and 689 trials, respectively. We used a
maximal random effects structure, expressive success ∼
novelty × voicing × animacy × child age + (novelty ×
voicing × animacy|child) + (child age|item). The results
of the two models are shown in Fig. 5.

The intercept estimates show that children were well above
chance in providing the singular (which they just heard their
parent say), and well below chance in providing the plural
(for which they had to generate the plural for the singular
they just heard, and potentially said). Older children pro-
duced more responses in both the singular and plural trials.
While children were equally likely to respond with novel and
familiar singulars on singular trials (no effect of novelty, β =
-0.271, 95% CI = -1.864 - 1.47), children were less likely to
respond with the plural form for novel object words than for
familiar object words (β = -3.216, 95% CI = -5.706 - -1.402).
A novelty× child age interaction was significant in the plural
model (β = 0.449, 95% CI = 0.059 - 0.938) suggesting that
the odds that children would produce novel plurals increased
by a factor of 3.85 for each month after 30 months.
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To examine the relationship between children’s use of
novel and familiar plurals, we examined the correlation
between the number of responses in each category (Fig.
6A). Whereas item-based theories (e.g., Abbot-Smith &
Tomasello, 2006) predict that children should respond with
novel plurals only after mastering a substantial number of fa-
miliar ones, we find instead that performance on novel plurals
and familiar pluralls is strongly correlated (Spearman’s ρ =
0.716; 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.44 - 0.871, p < .001). This
suggests that children may use a productive rule to generate
novel plurals even as they continue to use singular forms for
many familiar object words.
Expressive Knowledge, Receptive Knowledge, and Age
Finally, we investigate the relationships between expressive
knowledge of the plural, receptive knowledge, and age. We
do not find a statistically significant correlation between the
receptive and expressive knowledge as measured by these two
tasks (Spearman’s ρ = -0.193, bootstrapped 95% CI = -0.476 -
0.123, p = 0.254). (Figure 7) While expressive knowledge
is correlated with age (Spearman’s ρ = 0.468, CI = 0.144 -
0.723, p = 0.003), receptive knowledge is not (Spearman’s ρ
= -0.087, CI = -0.374 -0.22, p = 0.585).

Discussion
In the current study, we examined children’s receptive and
expressive knowledge of the English regular plural, both for
novel and familiar object words and across two different
phonological forms (+/s/ and +/z/). Using an eyetracking
task, we do not find evidence of adult-like receptive knowl-
edge of the plural between 24 and 36 months. In contrast, we
find that many of these same children can use the plural in
their own speech, even forming plurals for wholly novel ob-
ject words.We now consider these results in relation to pos-
sible confounds and compare them to the results obtained by
previous research.
Receptive Knowledge Davies et al. (2017) found that children
looked to novel voicless (+/s/) plurals above chance in a sim-
ilar experiment, while we find no effect of voicing. This may
be due to item differences across studies, though we note Et-
tlinger & Zapf (2011) also fail to find a voicing effect.

More generally, children may not exhibit receptive knowl-
edge of the plural for several reasons, even if they have fully
adult-like knowledge of the linguistic distinction. First, re-
ceptive failures could emerge from the high task demands,
including the inclusion of novel words (both Studies 1 and
2) and the presentation of referents in complex scenes (Study
1). Second, children may have construed all three items on-
screen as a possible referent (i.e. with “nops” referring to
all referents on the display). While we took several precau-
tions against this construal—the referents are visually sepa-
rated in both studies; either by location (Study 1) or panel
color (Study 2)—it may still have occurred. If, on the other
hand, children’s eyetracking task performance reflects gen-
uine limitations in linguistic knowledge rather than task de-
mands, we should expect children to look towards the appro-
priate referents when provided with additional cues regarding
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Figure 7: Performance on the storybook task (x-axis) vs.
performance on the eyetracking task (y-axis) across children
does not show a statistically significant correlation.
the appropriate referent, such as a copular verb that agrees in
number and/or a numeric quantifier. In ongoing work, we are
testing children in a third condition that uses both quantifier
and copular verb cues to number, e.g., “Where are the two
nops?” If children are able to succeed in this receptive task
with additional cues to number, it would point to limitations
in the interpretation of plurals marked by morphology alone
rather a preference to treat all items onscreen as a referent.
Expressive Knowledge In the case of expressive knowledge,
we found a qualitatively similar pattern of results to Zapf
& Smith (2007), with children supplying more familiar than
novel plurals. Ettlinger & Zapf (2011) found higher levels
of plural responses for familiar object words for English-
learning 22-35-month-olds than we find here (52% correct
plurals, vs. 24% in the current study). We speculate that
their higher performance may be attributable to task struc-
ture. They used a puppet act-out task where children had to
complete the experimenter’s request to a puppet to pick up
a familiar singular or plural object word, e.g., “Can you tell
Teddy to get [points to object]?”Based on the puppet’s ac-
tions, children got visible feedback for what they said, which
may push them to consider other strategies. In contrast, chil-
dren in our task did not receive any feedback. It may also be
the case that asking for a common concrete object word is a
more familiar — and thus easier—task for two-year-olds than
describing a scene (“what’s on the couch?”). Further research
is needed to explore these possibilities.

Conclusion
We used an eyetracking task coupled with a storybook task
to assess receptive and expressive knowledge of the plural
within the same children. Like Zapf & Smith (2007), we
found evidence for productive knowledge of the plural in ex-
pressive tasks among children between 24 and 36 months.
In that same population, we found no evidence of receptive
knowledge as manifested in eye-tracking data during pas-
sive listening. Children supplied familiar plurals before novel
ones, though they do not master familiar plurals before start-
ing to use a productive “Add -S” rule in an expressive task.
Our data will support future work on the timeline and dy-
namics of children’s morphosyntactic generalizations.
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Abstract

Studies show that people begin to associate objects with functions early in development (Atran, 1995; Carey, 1985; Csibra
& Gergely, 1998; Keil, 1992). They can describe generalizations about the functions of objects by producing teleological
generic language, i.e., statements that express generalities about the purposes of objects. A recent study shows that
people accept teleological generics about body parts such as eyes are for seeing but reject statements such as eyes are for
blinking. Nevertheless, little is known about whether people associate living, volitional agents with functions. In a series
of experiments, we show that they do: they accept statements of the form ”horses are for riding” but not ”horses are for
neighing”. The studies show further that people appear to have normative expectations about the functions of agents, e.g.,
they accept statements such as ”all normal horses are for riding” and ”horses are supposed to be for riding”. The result
corroborates Korman and Khemlani’s (2018, 2020) proposal that people mentally represent principled connections, i.e.,
privileged conceptual links, between kinds and their functional properties.
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An investigation of the origin of logical quantification: infants and adults
representations of collective and distributive actions in complex visual scenes
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Abstract

The human mind can compress visual experiences via universal quantification, expressed with the words All and Each.
We tested adults and infants representations underlying the tracking of collectively-exhaustive actions or distributively-
exhaustive actions. In Experiment 1, adults spontaneously used the word All to describe movies where agents all pursued
a single ball together and Each for those where each agent chased its own ball. Crucially, the use of Each, but not of All,
significantly decreased when there were more than 3 chasers, suggesting that Each piggybacked on the representation of
discrete individuals, while All on the representation of a single collective event. In Experiment 2, infants habituated to the
All movies successfully dishabituated to the Each movies and vice versa, when the chasers were 3. These findings begin to
suggest that the representations of collectively-exhaustive and distributively-exhaustive actions that connect with natural
language quantifiers are in place early in life.
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Disentangling Generativity in Visual Cognition
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Abstract

Human knowledge is generative: from everyday learning people extract latent features that can recombine to produce
new imagined forms. This ability is critical to cognition, but its computational bases remain elusive. Recent research
with -regularized Variational Autoencoders (-VAE) suggests that generativity in visual cognition may depend on learning
disentangled (localist) feature representations. We tested this proposal by training -VAEs and standard autoencoders to
reconstruct bitmaps showing a single object varying in shape, size, location, and color, and manipulating hyperparame-
ters to produce differentially-entangled feature representations. These models showed variable generativity, with some
standard autoencoders capable of near-perfect reconstruction of 43 trillion images after training on just 2000. However,
constrained -VAEs were unable to reconstruct images reflecting feature combinations which were systematically withheld
during training (e.g. all blue circles). Thus, deep auto-encoders may provide a promising tool for understanding visual
generativity and potentially other aspects of visual cognition.
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Humans measure algorithmic complexity to guide engagement with event
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Abstract

The criteria for guiding endogenous attention are largely unknown. A prominent view is that humans preferentially
engage with information of intermediate complexity, and minimize engagement with too simple or too complex events.
Here, we operationalize the notions of engagement and complexity to test this hypothesis. We asked participants to
engage with differentially complex sequences of symbols shown one-by-one and disengage when they 1) could predict
the next element of the sequence, or 2) felt the sequence was unpredictable. We define sequence complexity as a function
of the probability of obtaining that sequence from a particular Hidden Markov Model. This extends previous measures
of complexity to respect sequential structure and closely relates to the algorithmic complexity of sequence-generating
programs. We construct different measures using this operationalization of sequence complexity to predict the probability
of disengagement at each event. We assess under which definitions intermediate complexity is preferred.
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Learners sacrifice robust communication as a result of a social bias
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Abstract

Languages are subject to many competing pressures, which
originate in individual-level learning and communication bi-
ases and in social biases reflecting community-level dynamics.
Recent work suggests that certain aspects of language struc-
ture, such as the cross-linguistic trade-off between case and
constituent-order flexibility, originate in learners’ biases for
efficient communication: Learners drop redundant case but re-
tain informative case in production. Social biases can lead to
retention of redundant case, resulting in systems that require
more effort to produce. It is not clear, however, whether social
biases can influence the use of informative cues. We tested this
by exposing participants to a language with uninformative con-
stituent order and two dialects, only one of which employed
case. We manipulated the presence of social biases for and
against the case dialect. Learners biased towards the no-case
dialect dropped informative case without compensating for the
resulting message uncertainty. Case was retained in all other
conditions.

Keywords: language change; learning biases; social biases;
miniature artificial language; language acquisition; language
universals; language evolution

An important function of language is to convey reliable in-
formation about events. For this to succeed, utterances must
reduce uncertainty about the thematic roles of those involved
in the events (i.e., who is doing what to whom). In a sen-
tence like “Congress impeached the President”, English con-
stituent order leaves little uncertainty as to who impeached
whom. Other languages might achieve the same goal by dif-
ferent means. Classical Latin, for example, allowed much
more flexibility in constituent order while using case mark-
ers (morphological elements on nouns and pronouns that in-
dicate their grammatical role) to distinguish thematic roles.
Other mechanisms employed in various languages include
agreement (e.g., marking subject and object on the verb, as
in Nahuatl), prosody, and pragmatics. To some extent these
different mechanisms may coexist in the same language, but
no known language makes use of all cues to the same degree.

For instance, it has long been observed that there exists a
trade-off such that languages with more fixed constituent or-
der tend to exhibit less case marking, and vice versa (Sapir,
1921; Koplenig, Meyer, Wolfer, & Mueller-Spitzer, 2017).
This cross-linguistic trade-off has been argued to derive from
pressures to balance uncertainty about the intended meaning
against production effort (Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport,
2012; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Jäger, 2007). Fedzechkina
and Jaeger (2020) provided direct experimental evidence to

support this view. They trained participants on miniature arti-
ficial languages with optional case marking and manipulated
both the amount of constituent-order flexibility and the ef-
fort required to produce case markers. They found that the
cross-linguistic trade-off between case and constituent-order
flexibility (i.e., using more case in a flexible-order language
compared with a fixed-order language) only emerged when
case markers required additional effort to produce compared
with non-case-marked nouns, thus supporting the idea that
this trade-off stems from a bias to balance uncertainty about
the intended meaning against production effort.

However, languages are subject not only to the kind of
individual-level learning and communicative pressures de-
scribed so far; they are also subject to social biases originat-
ing in community-level dynamics. It is very common for cer-
tain linguistic variants to acquire positive or negative social
associations unrelated to any intrinsic communicative or pro-
cessing quality of the variant itself (Garrett, 2010). So-called
h-dropping (e.g., ‘ouse for house), for example, typically has
low social prestige in modern varieties of English, while cer-
tain varieties in which /r/ is “dropped” except before vow-
els (e.g., /kA/ for car in Received Pronunciation) are among
the most prestigious. This kind of social bias can interact
with other pressures, such as those invoked in the trade-off
between case and constituent order, modulating their influ-
ence. For example, the continued existence of English whom
is likely to be due to its social prestige rather than any gen-
uine role in reducing referential uncertainty (Lasnik & Sobin,
2000).

Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018) conducted an experiment
to investigate how these different pressures interact. Partici-
pants in diffusion chains learned a miniature “alien” language
with two dialects. For the first generation of participants in
each chain, both dialects had 100% consistent constituent or-
der. The dialects differed with regard to case marking: One
dialect consistently marked all objects, while the other di-
alect consistently left all objects zero-marked. Thus, overall,
the language had fixed constituent order and optional case
marking that was redundant in the sense that it did not con-
vey information about the intended meaning above and be-
yond constituent order alone. After training, participants pro-
duced sentences to describe previously unseen simple tran-
sitive scenes. These sentences formed the basis of the input
for the next generation of learners. Social biases were ma-
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nipulated by varying the text of the instructions, with four
between-participant conditions in which participants were (a)
biased towards speakers of the case-marking dialect, (b) bi-
ased towards speakers of the no-case-marking dialect, (c) bi-
ased against speakers of the case-marking dialect, or (d) not
given any social bias at all. Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018)
found that the redundant case marker disappeared rapidly in
all conditions but one: When learners were biased in favor
of the case-marking aliens, they were more likely to main-
tain case marking in the language. In this condition the case
marker also declined in use, but more slowly, and it did not
disappear completely (unlike in all other conditions). Impor-
tantly, the results of the condition with a bias against the case-
using aliens (which were the same as for the no-bias condi-
tion) confirmed that the effect of the social bias was not sim-
ply to direct greater attention to the aliens in question.

In Roberts and Fedzechkina’s (2018) study, consistent con-
stituent order meant that case markers were unnecessary for
reducing message uncertainty. They contributed nothing to
robust message transmission and cost an additional small
amount of effort to produce, so it is not surprising that they
disappeared in most conditions of the experiment. A social
bias in favor of the case dialect’s users, however, created a
social niche for case markers: They acquired an additional
social function that partly offset the production effort cost of
retaining them (cf. Lasnik & Sobin, 2000). In this light it
is important to ask what role a social bias could play in the
loss or retention of informative case (i.e., in a language where
constituent order is uninformative). Could a social bias in fa-
vor of a no-case dialect lead learners to drop case? This sce-
nario is considerably less straightforward than the question
Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018) investigated. In line with
their results, we might expect case to be lost, but this would
lead to considerable uncertainty about the intended message
in the resulting linguistic system. Thus, it is possible, on the
one hand, that learners might prioritize robust message trans-
mission and retain case in spite of the social bias against it.
On the other hand, it is possible that learners might priori-
tize the social bias against case and sacrifice robust message
transmission, producing linguistic systems with a high degree
of uncertainty. In the latter instance, learners might concomi-
tantly change other aspects of the grammar to compensate for
the increased uncertainty.

We investigated this experimentally by exposing partici-
pants to a language with both flexible constituent order and
dialectal variation in whether or not there was case mark-
ing. Like Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018) we manipulated
social biases as a between-participant variable, biasing dif-
ferent groups of participants either towards the case-marking
dialect, to the no-case dialect, or to neither. After exposure
to the language participants produced sentences in response
to stimuli. Our primary research question concerned whether
participants’ use of the informative case marker in produc-
tion was affected by the social bias. We further investigated
whether participants introduced other changes into the lin-

guistic systems they produced to modulate message uncer-
tainty.

The experiment
Participants
Monolingual native English speakers with no known lan-
guage disorders (based on self-reports) were recruited using
the Prolific Academic platform. The experiment was admin-
istered using FindingFive, a platform for online study ad-
ministration (Finding Five Corporation, 2019). Participants
received $7 for their participation in the study which lasted
approximately 50 min. Following prior work (Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2017; Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020), par-
ticipant recruitment continued until the number of partici-
pants who had successfully learned the miniature language
reached 20 in each condition. Successful learning was de-
fined exactly as by Fedzechkina et al. (2017). The final sam-
ple submitted for analysis included 60 participants (out of 96
participants who completed the experiment; see Scoring sec-
tion below).

Miniature input language
Participants were instructed that they would be learning an
“alien” language by watching short videos and hearing sen-
tences describing them produced by an alien informant. The
language contained four nouns that corresponded to hu-
manoid referents (CHEF, MOUNTIE, REFEREE, BANDIT),
two transitive verbs (KICK and HUG), and a case suffix
“-dak” that (if present) attached to the object of the verb. The
language was presented both auditorily and in writing; partic-
ipants produced language by typing.

Figure 1: Examples of sentence exposure (left) and sentence
production (right) trials. Pictures represent still images of
the videos participants saw. The alien informant was present
in each sentence-exposure video but absent during sentence-
production trials.

Participants were explicitly informed that the language had
two dialects, each of which was spoken by a different color of
alien (blue or orange). Both dialects had flexible constituent
order with subject-object-verb (SOV) and object-subject-verb
(OSV) orders occurring equally frequently. The dialects dif-
fered in whether or not there was case marking: In the case
dialect, the suffix ”-dak” was always present on the object-
noun; in the no-case dialect, no noun was case-marked. Thus,
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the language overall had 50% SOV constituent order and
50% case marking (with case marking, but not constituent
order, socially conditioned). An alien informant (blue or or-
ange) was shown with every sentence in sentence-exposure
and comprehension trials (see Procedure section) to indicate
the dialect spoken on each trial, but was absent in sentence-
production test trials, in which participants produced their
own sentences (Fig. 1).

Bias conditions
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three bias con-
ditions in which, following Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018),
the text of the instructions was manipulated to encourage
participants to feel positive about and to impress particular
species of alien as potential trading partners.1 In the No-bias
condition, participants were told that there were two species
of aliens who speak slightly different dialects. Participants
were encouraged to feel positive towards the aliens overall,
but not towards either species of alien in particular. In the
other two conditions, participants were encouraged to feel
positive towards one group of aliens relative to the other –
either the speakers of the case dialect in the Bias-for-case
condition or the speakers of the no case dialect in the Bias-
for-no-case condition. In all instructions alien species were
identified to participants by their color rather than by the type
of dialect they used.

Procedure
At the beginning of the experiment, participants were in-
formed that they would be learning a novel “alien” language
by watching short videos and hearing descriptions of them in
the novel language. No further instructions about the struc-
ture of the language were provided.

The study began with noun exposure. Learners were fa-
miliarized with the referents used in the study by viewing a
picture of each humanoid referent, presented in isolation and
accompanied (both visually and auditorily) by a label in the
alien language. After noun exposure, the noun comprehen-
sion stage began, in which learners were presented with pic-
tures of four humanoid referents accompanied with a label
corresponding to one of them. Learners were instructed to
click on the correct picture. Noun learning concluded with a
noun production test, in which learners were asked to type
a label for each humanoid referent presented in isolation. To
facilitate vocabulary learning, which was necessary for the
experiment to succeed but not otherwise of experimental in-
terest, feedback was provided on every trial for noun compre-
hension and production tests. Learners completed two sets of
noun exposure, comprehension, and test blocks before mov-
ing to the next stage of the experiment.

1Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018) included a condition in which
participants were encouraged to feel negative about a particular
species of alien; since this condition served chiefly as a manipulation
check to ensure that any bias effect was not simply due to increased
attention towards the specified aliens (which was confirmed), we did
not consider it necessary to repeat such a manipulation check here.

During the following sentence exposure trials, learners
watched short videos (four blocks of 16 trials each) depict-
ing simple transitive events (e.g., the chef hugging the moun-
tie) accompanied by corresponding sentences in the alien lan-
guage. Every video included a blue or an orange alien as a cue
to the dialect used by the informant (Fig. 1). Throughout the
study, learners could replay the video and sound/text as many
times as they wished. Sentence exposure was followed by
sentence comprehension trials (16 in total) in each of which
learners heard a sentence in the language and were shown two
videos depicting the same referents and action, but with the
thematic roles reversed (i.e., with the agent in one video tak-
ing the patient role in the other). Participants were asked to
click on the video that matched the sentence. As in sentence
exposure trials, each video included a colored alien informant
as a cue to dialect. No feedback was provided on sentence
comprehension trials. After completing sentence comprehen-
sion, learners began sentence production (16 trials). In these
trials, they watched previously unseen videos depicting fa-
miliar characters and actions and described them in the novel
language. Participants were given an auditory prompt to the
verb to make their task easier. Sentence production videos
contained no image of an alien informant, thus allowing par-
ticipants to align their sentences with whatever dialect they
wished. No feedback was provided on sentence production
trials.

After completing sentence production, participants com-
pleted another set of four sentence exposure blocks, one
sentence comprehension block, and one sentence production
block.

Scoring
During the study, we recorded accuracy on comprehension
and production trials, as well as participants’ case and con-
stituent order preferences in sentence production. In the sen-
tence comprehension trials, we assessed whether participants
clicked on the correct video on case-marked (i.e., unambigu-
ous) trials only. Since constituent order was uninformative
in our experiment, this measure indicated how well learn-
ers had acquired the meaning of case marking. Following
(Fedzechkina et al., 2017), participants who failed to reach
70% accuracy on the final comprehension test were removed
from the analysis. This included seven participants in the
bias-for-case condition, nine participants in the bias-for-no-
case condition, and 17 participants in the no-bias condition.

All noun and sentence production trials were automatically
scored for accuracy using a custom Python script. A noun or
verb was considered lexically correct if it fell within a Leven-
shtein distance of two from the target label (i.e., we allowed
at most two character insertions, deletions, or substitutions in
a word). For example, ‘togla’ was still considered a correct
label for ‘dokla’, but ‘togli’ was not. For each sentence pro-
duced by participants, we recorded which constituent order
was used, the presence and position of case marking as well
as the presence of lexical mistakes (using the wrong name
for a referent or an action) and grammatical mistakes (i.e., a
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constituent order other than SOV or OSV or a case marker
used on the wrong constituent). If the name of only one
referent was incorrect and it was still possible to determine
sentence constituent order, productions were scored as over-
all correct but containing a lexical error. Such productions
were included in the analyses below. Sentences containing
more than one lexical mistake were removed from the analy-
sis as constituent order was impossible to determine for these
sentences. A sentence containing at least one grammatical
(case or constituent order) mistake was scored as grammati-
cally incorrect and excluded from all analyses (less than 8%
of the data across both sentence production blocks). Addi-
tionally, three participants were excluded from the analysis
for producing less than 50% parsable utterances on the final
sentence production test.

Results
Accuracy of acquisition
For participants included in the analysis, vocabulary test per-
formance was at ceiling on the final vocabulary test (95% cor-
rect). Similarly, the number of lexical mistakes during sen-
tence production was around 1% on the final sentence pro-
duction test. The number of grammatical mistakes made by
the learners was below 3% on the final sentence production
block. This performance suggests that despite the difficulty
of the task, it was feasible for our participants.

Case use in production
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Figure 2: Case use in production by bias condition. The
dashed line represents the input proportion (same across bias
conditions). The dots represent individual participant means.
The error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence inter-
vals.

We now turn to the main question of our study – whether
learners introduced changes into the distribution of an infor-
mative cue (case marking) as a result of a social bias. To
address this question, we used mixed effects logistic regres-
sion to predict case-marker use from the bias condition (Slid-
ing difference coded: no-bias vs. bias-for-case; bias-for-no-
case vs. no-bias condition), sentence production block (sum
coded, 2 vs. 1), and their interactions. The model contained

maximal converging random effects structure (random in-
tercepts for participant and item, and by-participant random
slope for production test block).

There was a main effect of block on case use (β = 0.86,
z = 2.9, p = 0.003) – across all bias conditions, learners used
more case marking in the second sentence production block
compared with the first one. This is consistent with prior
work (Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020; Fedzechkina et al., 2017)
and suggests that case-marker use increased as participants
became more proficient in the language. Learners’ case use
did not differ between the No-bias and the Bias-for-case con-
ditions β = −0.3, z = −0.61, p = 0.54; Fig. 2), suggesting
that a social bias to feel positively inclined towards the speak-
ers of the case dialect was not strong enough to force learn-
ers to increase case use beyond the baseline (i.e., beyond the
No-bias condition). However, learners used significantly less
case in the Bias-for-no-case condition compared with the two
other conditions (β =−1.65, z =−3.12, p = 0.002) suggest-
ing that a social bias to feel positively inclined towards speak-
ers of the no-case dialect lead learners to use less case in their
own productions. There were no other significant effects in
the model (smallest p > 0.4).

To further understand how learners used case marking in
the three bias conditions, we compared learners’ case use to
the input on the second sentence production test. We used
mixed-effects logistic regression to predict the amount of case
use from the bias condition and the maximal random effects
structure (random intercepts by participant and by item). We
employed three different parameterizations of the same re-
gression, each differing only in terms of which of the three
bias conditions was chosen as the reference level for treat-
ment coding. In these regressions, the intercept captures
whether case use in the bias condition coded as reference
level differs significantly from the input. This analysis re-
vealed that learners in the Bias-for-case matched the input
(63% case; not significantly different from the input, β = 2.7,
z = 1.92, p = 0.054); learners in the No-bias conditions pro-
duced significantly more case marking than the input (65%
case use in the No-bias, significantly higher than the input,
β = 2.765, z = 1.9, p = 0.048). Learners in the Bias-for-no-
case condition, on the other hand, produced significantly less
case marking than the input (30% case, significantly lower
than the input, β =−3.25, z =−2.22, p = 0.026).

Thus, learners in our study introduced changes into the dis-
tribution of case marking beyond the baseline (i.e., the distri-
bution in the No-bias condition) only if the social bias was in
favor of the speakers of the no-case dialect. This is somewhat
surprising as constituent order was uninformative about sen-
tence meaning (SOV and OSV orders occurred equally fre-
quently in the input) and case marking, when present, pro-
vided important information about sentence meaning. Drop-
ping case marking in our language reduced production effort
(as it would involve typing four fewer characters) but poten-
tially increased message uncertainty. However, it is possi-
ble that, while dropping case markers, participants also re-
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structured the system in some other way to reduce uncertainty
about the intended meaning (e.g., by fixing constituent order).
We turn to this question in the next section.

Uncertainty about the intended meaning
Given the grammar of our language, there were several ways
in which learners could reduce uncertainty about the intended
message without increasing the proportion of case marking
in their production – they could increase the use of one con-
stituent order variant (either SOV or OSV) above the input
proportion, condition case-marker use on a particular con-
stituent order variant, or settle on some combination of these
two strategies.
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Figure 3: Uncertainty about the intended meaning in produc-
tion by bias condition. The dashed line represents the input
(same across bias conditions). The dots represent individual
participant means. The error bars represent bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals.

Learners in our study did not receive any instruction on
what structures to use in production, and related work us-
ing this paradigm has found a great deal of variation in the
strategies learners adopt (Fedzechkina et al., 2017). Thus,
we expected similar variation in between-learner strategies
in our study. To capture the amount of meaning uncertainty
in the linguistic systems produced by learners – irrespective
of their adopted strategy with respect to case or constituent-
order use – we calculated the conditional entropy of the sen-
tence meaning (in terms of thematic-role assignment). Given
the input grammar, minimal conditional entropy of thematic
role assignment (0 bits) is achieved by all systems that have
no constituent-order variation (regardless of the presence of
case marking) or in systems that have consistent case mark-
ing (regardless of constituent-order variation). Maximal con-
ditional entropy of 1 bit is achieved in a system that has two
constituent orders in equal frequencies and no case marking.
The remaining possible systems given our input fall some-
where in-between.

To compare the average conditional entropy of the systems
produced by learners across bias conditions, we used linear
regression to predict conditional entropy from bias condition
(sliding difference coded), sentence production block (sum
coded), and their interactions. There was a main effect of the

Bias-for-no-case condition: Learners in this condition pro-
duced linguistic systems that had significantly higher con-
ditional entropy of thematic role assignment compared with
the other bias conditions ((β = 0.11, z = 4.23, p = 0.00004);
Fig. 3). The No-bias condition did not significantly differ
from the Bias-for-case condition (β = −0.02, z = −0.79,
p = 0.42)). There were no other significant effects in the
model (smallest p > 0.3).

This analysis suggests that, as a result of the social bias,
learners in the Bias-for-no-case condition dropped case with-
out introducing other changes into the system to reduce un-
certainty about the thematic role assignment, thus producing
linguistic systems with high uncertainty about the intended
message.

Discussion
We asked whether a social bias in favor of a particular group
of speakers of a language would influence how learners of this
language use an informative cue in production. Specifically,
we presented learners with a miniature artificial language that
had uninformative constituent order and (in one dialect only)
informative case marking. We found that when no social bias
was present (in the No-bias condition), learners retained case
marking in their own productions, producing it slightly above
input frequency in the language as a whole. This replicates
prior work by Fedzechkina et al. (2017) and Fedzechkina and
Jaeger (2020), who showed that, in the absence of other pres-
sures, learners of a flexible constituent-order language retain
case in their productions, thus balancing the production effort
expended on case use against uncertainty about the intended
message. Furthermore, when there was a social bias support-
ing case use (i.e., in the Bias-for-case condition), learners’
case use did not differ from the No-bias baseline. On the
other hand, when there was a social bias against case (i.e.,
in the Bias-for-no-case condition), learners substantially re-
duced case marking in their productions relative to the in-
put. Taken together these results suggest that production ef-
fort costs, uncertainty reduction, and social biases play an im-
portant role in language change, but these pressures interact
with each other resulting in pathways for language change
that are not necessarily straightforward or obvious. A social
bias (coupled with a production effort cost) was sufficient to
reduce case use, thereby increasing message uncertainty, but
it was not sufficient to increase case use in spite of the de-
crease in message uncertainty that it would bring about.

These findings conceptually replicate and extend prior
work by Roberts and Fedzechkina (2018), who found that,
in an iterated learning study, learners exposed to a fixed-
constituent-order language retained redundant case marking
(i.e., case marking that required effort to produce but did not
reduce message uncertainty) only in the presence of a social
bias favoring it. The current study found that in response to
a social bias, learners changed the distribution of an informa-
tive cue in their productions, which led to increased uncer-
tainty about the intended message (i.e., to linguistic systems
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in which a large proportion of utterances were globally am-
biguous).

This is particularly intriguing, as the affordances of our in-
put language and the constraints of the experimental task al-
lowed learners to reduce uncertainty about thematic role as-
signment even while dropping case marking (e.g., by fixing
constituent order or by conditioning case on constituent or-
der). One might ask why the learners in our study did not
make use of such strategies, instead producing linguistic sys-
tems with high message uncertainty. One clear possibility
is that the pressure to reduce uncertainty was not especially
strong. Participants were not directly rewarded for doing so
or penalized for producing ambiguous sentences. Nor did
the task involve communicating a message to an interlocu-
tor who could provide feedback about uncertainty. This is
not to say that communicative pressures were entirely absent
in our experiment. Indeed, our task was designed to simu-
late a communicative interaction, and participants were ex-
plicitly asked to imagine they were talking to, and trying to
impress, different groups of alien speakers. The fact that par-
ticipants were influenced by social biases that made direct
reference to those aliens suggests that we were successful in
this. Nevertheless, it is a potential limitation of the study that
participants neither had nor believed they had a genuine inter-
locutor, and it would be worth introducing one in future work.
Long-standing work on dialog suggests that interlocutor feed-
back makes a difference to both communicative success and
speaker behavior (Schober & Clark, 1989; Clark & Krych,
2004), and experimental evidence from the field of language
evolution suggests that communicative interaction supports
the emergence of expressive communication systems (Kirby,
Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015; Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlan-
der, & MacLeod, 2007). However, it should not be assumed
that the presence of an interlocutor would necessarily lead to
significant reduction of message uncertainty in the presence
of a social bias that pulls learners in the opposite direction.
For example, other experimental work suggests that language
users do not reliably take into account interlocutors’ perspec-
tives in all circumstances (Keysar, 2007; Savitsky, Keysar,
Epley, Carter, & Swanson, 2011) and can be swayed by cog-
nitive biases away from communicatively optimal behavior
(Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira, 2006). Investigating the role
of interlocutor presence and feedback, in other words, consti-
tutes a crucial next step in this paradigm.

A further possible explanation for the failure to reduce
message uncertainty has to do with the nature of the gram-
matical structures involved. Fedzechkina et al. (2017) and
Fedzechkina and Jaeger (2020) showed that native English
speakers (the same population as our participants) readily in-
troduce changes into case distributions but are more reluctant
to strongly deviate from input constituent-order distributions.
Given this, it may be unsurprising that our participants did
not fix constituent order in a single generation. That is, it
is possible that a bias to reduce message uncertainty by fix-
ing constituent order is present in individual learners but is

so small that it can only be observed after being amplified by
generational transmission (Kirby, Griffiths, & Smith, 2014).
Together with interlocutor feedback, this is another element
to incorporate in future work, which could be done easily by
employing an iterated-learning paradigm as in Roberts and
Fedzechkina’s (2018) study.

The work described here constitutes a second step in a
paradigm that began with that study. It clearly replicates
Roberts and Fedzechkina’s (2018) results, showing that com-
municative and learning pressures interact with social biases,
potentially leading to languages that less efficiently convey
information about events in the world than might otherwise
be expected. But this study goes beyond that in suggesting
that social pressures can actually increase the potential for
uncertainty about the thematic roles of event participants. As
discussed, however, it is possible that this effect depends in
part on the strength of the communicative pressure (e.g., the
presence and quality of interlocutor feedback) or that it is a
relatively short-lived effect, reduced by repeated learning. It
is also likely, on the other hand, that the nature of the so-
cial bias – implemented here in a very simple form – makes
an important difference. The next steps in the paradigm will
involve asking precisely these questions and probing further
how different kinds of social, communicative, and learning
bias interact in shaping the structure of languages.
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Abstract 

A common result in novel word generalization tasks is that 
comparison settings (i.e., several stimuli introduced 
simultaneously) favor conceptualization and generalization. 
We hypothesized that typical comparison forced-choice 
designs between a lure and a target conceptual dimension might 
have constrained children’s choices. Here we used a “yes-no” 
free choice design with 3- and 4-year-old children, and 
manipulated the presentation mode of the stimuli, either 
simultaneous or sequential. We manipulated the semantic 
distance between training and transfer items. Results showed 
that simultaneous, rather than sequential, presentations in the 
transfer phase led to more taxonomic generalizations in four-
year olds. Results are discussed in terms of the constraints that 
both types of presentation bring into the task.  

Keywords: novel name; comparisons; generalization; forced-
choice; free-choice. 

Introduction 

When they learn to categorize and name novel objects, 

children have to capture which dimensions are important to 

define the corresponding concept (Murphy, 2002). One 

difficulty is that, in some cases, perceptual similarities (e.g., 

objects from different categories displaying the same texture 

and/or the same color) or differences are more salient than 

variations along the relevant features. Semantic similarities 

(e.g., thematic similarities) can also be misleading. It can 

therefore be challenging for young children to ignore salient 

but irrelevant perceptual or semantic similarities and 

generalize according to less salient but deeper, conceptually 

based properties (Augier & Thibaut, 2013, Gentner & Namy, 

1999). In this context, understanding which presentation 

format(s) and which strategies lead to conceptually driven 

generalization is an important topic for cognitive sciences.   

   There is now considerable evidence that the opportunity to 

compare stimuli during learning highlights nonobvious 

shared properties and favors conceptually-based 

categorization and novel word generalization more than the 

classical single learning exemplar situations. 

 However, little is known of the dynamics of comparisons 

in word generalization tasks. Which items are compared? In 

which order? If children benefit from comparisons between 

learning items, do they also benefit from comparisons 

between learning-items and test-items?  This study aims to 

assess the impact of comparisons made between learning-

items and transfer-items in a traditional name generalization 

task by manipulating the transfer items’ presentation mode, 

either favoring one-by-one comparisons between the learning 

items and each transfer item (sequential test), or allowing to 

compare learning items to the whole set of transfer-items 

presented together (simultaneous test). 

 

Comparisons favor taxonomic generalization 

Most of the existing comparison studies with children 

manipulate familiar objects, relations or situations and to the 

best of our knowledge, in all previous studies, children were 

asked to extend the novel name in a forced-choice design 

(Christie & Gentner, 2010). In a typical design, the learning 

items are perceptually similar (i.e. they display the same 

shape). The child has to generalize the learning items name to 

one of the transfer items. One of the transfer items, the 

taxonomic item, is taxonomically related to the learning items 

and is rated as less perceptually similar to them. Another 

transfer item is a perceptually similar lure that is conceptually 

unrelated to the learning items but perceptually similar to 

them, or to one of them (e.g., Gentner & Namy, 1999). The 

lure can also be thematically-related to the learning items 

(e.g., a fork for two food items). Many studies have shown 

that comparison situations lead to more conceptually-based 

generalizations than no-comparison situations.  

Many studies have investigated which conditions help 

children extract a taxonomic relation during the learning 

phase and generalize it to the correct transfer item. Overall, 

we know that the presence of a common name invites 

comparison (Gentner & Namy, 1999) and contributes to 

conceptually-based generalization. We also know that 

increasing the number of compared items does not 

automatically lead to more conceptually-based transfer, 

especially in younger children, most likely because of the 

cognitive costs induced by multiple comparisons (Augier & 

Thibaut, 2013; Thibaut & Witt, 2015) and that semantic 

distance might also matter. Thibaut and Witt (2017) 

manipulated the semantic distance between learning items 

(e.g., two bracelets versus a bracelet and a watch), and the 

semantic distance between the learning items and the transfer 

items (e.g., a jewel, near distance, versus a bow tie, far 

distance). Six-year olds made more distant generalization in 

the far learning condition than in the close learning condition. 

Children also made less taxonomic choices in the distant 

generalization condition compared to the near generalization 

condition, confirming that increasing the generalization 

distance between learning and transfer items makes the task 

harder for young children, especially when the compared 

learning items were very close (e.g. two apples). 
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Comparison Strategies 

As mentioned above, most comparison designs are forced-

choice designs, in which children first see the learning items 

together with their name. Immediately after, they are shown 

two (or more) options, one being a correct conceptually-based 

transfer item, the other being incorrect (a perceptual or a 

thematic lure).  
   Forced-choice tasks are reasoning tasks in the sense that 

children have to choose the most plausible answer given the 

available evidence. However, children could choose an item 

that is plausibly related to the standards but that they would 

not select as an item of the same category if they were not 

forced to choose one. Moreover, a selection of a most 

plausible option does not entail that participants would not 

accept the other option as a member of the category if they 

were given the opportunity to select it. In a forced-choice 

Smiley and Brown (1979) showed that young children could 

select and justify a taxonomic choice even when their first 

choice was a thematic choice. Forced-choice designs are well 

suited to study what commonalities children are able to 

transfer. Free-choice designs give other insights on the items 

children would really generalize as members of a category. 

    

Goals of the present experiment 

In the following experiment, we use a comparison design and 

contrast two theories of generalization. The first derives from 

most comparison studies and suggests that the main 

determinants of conceptualization are the comparisons 

between learning items, during the learning phase. This view 

conceives learning as the product of the comparisons taking 

place with the learning items and gives no status to 

comparison during transfer. Another possibility is that 

conceptualization is also determined by other comparisons 

between other available items, for example items available in 

the noun generalization phase.  

  In contrast with forced-choice designs, we used a free-

choice task in which we asked participants to select the items 

they thought would also hold the same name, with no 

additional constraint. Our main goal was to contrast a 

simultaneous with a sequential transfer mode. In real life, 

children often see transfer items one by one, in a sequential 

transfer mode, in which they encounter transfer items on 

successive occasions. Thus, it is difficult to make systematic 

comparisons between learning items and different transfer 

items or to compare transfer items one with the others. In 

comparison, in the simultaneous transfer mode children saw 

all the transfer items simultaneously, a mode which is more 

similar to presentations of various stimuli in books. The 

simultaneous condition, compared with the sequential 

condition, allow for additional types of comparisons, that is 

comparisons between learning items and all the transfer items 

and, second, between transfer items themselves, so that 

children might decide which stimuli are the most adequate 

transfer items. How would these additional comparisons 

contribute to generalization? One possibility would be that 

comparisons in the simultaneous mode would allow children 

to align distant transfer items with near transfer items and 

extend their generalization to more distant items. Both 

comparisons between learning items and transfer items, and 

between transfer items themselves also contribute to highlight 

the irrelevance of the distractor thematic relation and should 

contribute to exclude these thematically related objects from 

the chosen transfer items.  

  Along this latter theoretical perspective, our first prediction 

is that the simultaneous mode may lead to better taxonomic 

generalization performance because these comparisons will 

contribute to highlight the relevant properties. This means 

that participants should select more taxonomic choices but 

also less non taxonomic lures in the simultaneous condition.  

  However, this factor, transfer mode, might interact with the 

semantic distance and age. As for the semantic distance 

between learning and transfer items, we mentioned above that 

it influences the scope of children’s conceptual 

generalization. We predict more near transfer item (i.e., items 

that belong to the close categories) choices than distant 

transfer item (i.e. items from remote categories) choices in 

both the simultaneous and the sequential modes, because it is 

easier to understand that near items are of the same kind as 

the learning items. However, we also predict that transfer 

mode and semantic distance might interact. Our conceptual 

framework predicts that difference between near and distant 

transfer items should be smaller in the simultaneous mode 

because participants will be able to compare near transfer 

items to distant transfer items in this mode. These 

comparisons between near and distant transfer items may 

help participants to extend their generalization whereas such 

an alignment process is impossible in the sequential mode. 

We also predict, for the same alignment reasons, that a 

learning condition including both semantically close and far 

learning items should lead to better results in both conditions 

than learning conditions made up with either of close learning 

items or of far learning items. A mixture of both might 

contribute to better conceptualize the scope of the category.  

  We also make predictions regarding interactions between 

age and the other factors. Generalization is a cognitively 

demanding task and previous studies have shown that young 

children can be overwhelmed by excessive quantities of 

information in generalization tasks (Augier & Thibaut, 2013; 

Stansbury, Witt, & Thibaut, 2018; Thibaut & Witt, 2015). We 

hypothesize that the sequential mode should be more 

cognitively demanding and thus predicts that the difference 

between younger and older children should be larger in the 

sequential than in the simultaneous conditions.  

  By contrast, if conceptualization and generalization is 

mainly a matter of comparisons involving the learning items, 

then later comparisons between transfer items should not 

influence children’s generalization. This predicts equivalent 

generalization results between simultaneous and sequential 

Transfer Modes. This view does not make any specific view 

regarding the transfer items semantic distance, or between 

transfer and age.  
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Methods 

Participants  

Ninety-six French speaking children were tested individually 

in a quiet room at their school. Two age groups were tested, 

47 three-year olds (mean age: 3.1; range: 2.4 – 3.5) and 49 

four-year olds (mean age, 4.0; range: 3.6 - 4.9). Informed 

consent was obtained from their school and their parents. 

 

Materials  

Color pictures of real objects were used as stimuli. The 

pictures were organized into fifteen stimulus sets, each 

associated with a semantic category (e.g., accessories, foods, 

clothing, tools see Table 1), each set being constructed around 

learning stimuli and six transfer stimuli. The list of stimuli is 

given in Table 1.  
   The design worked as follows. Each participant saw fifteen 

trials which were divided into three learning conditions 

(close, far, and close-and-far). Each trial was constructed 

around a semantic category (e.g., foods, tools, see Table 1). 

In each learning condition, one of the two pictures was 

considered as the standard picture. In the close learning 

condition, the two learning items were two pictures of stimuli 

from the same basic level category (e.g. a pear and a cut pear). 

In the far learning condition, the two learning items were 

pictures of stimuli from the same superordinate category 

(e.g., a pear and a raspberry). Finally, in the close-and-far 

learning condition, there were three learning stimuli, two 

from the same basic level category and one from the same 

superordinate category (e.g., a pear, a cut pair and a 

raspberry). As can be seen, the latter condition, was the 

accretion of the first two conditions. Note that each 

participant saw the three learning conditions but the semantic 

categories that composed them differed from one learning 

condition to the other. In fact, each participant saw only one 

learning condition from each the 15 semantic categories given 

in Table 1 (e.g. if he/she saw the pear and the cut pear in the 

close learning condition, he/she did not see the pear and the 

raspberry).  

  There were also six transfer items which were two pictures 

of stimuli from the same superordinate level category as the 

learning-items (near transfer items, e.g., apricots and 

pineapple, in the pear and/or raspberry case), two pictures 

from a more remote superordinate category as the learning-

items (distant transfer items, e.g.,  chips and pasta, i.e., from 

the superordinate category of foods), and two pictures 

thematically but not taxonomically related with the learning- 

items (thematically related distractors, e.g., a fruit basket and 

person eating).  

  The trials’ order during the task was counterbalanced, as was 

the order in which were presented the different learning 

conditions. All 15 trials in a task were presented with the 

same transfer mode. Half of the participants saw the trials in 

the sequential transfer mode and half in the simultaneous 

transfer mode. In the sequential transfer mode, the transfer-

items’ order was randomized between trials.  

  

 
Figure 1: Trial examples built for the food category crossing 

the three experimental conditions (learning, generalization, 

transfer mode). 
Note: A = close learning - sequential transfer mode, B = far 

learning - simultaneous transfer mode, C = close-and-far learning – 

simultaneous transfer mode. 

 

   In the simultaneous transfer mode, the order in which each 

transfer item appeared was randomized. Figure 1 shows 3 

examples of trials built using the stimuli from the food 

category. The pictures were displayed on a 13inch 

touchscreen laptop. Apicture of Yoshi appeared for six 

seconds on the right-hand side of the screen after all the 

stimuli pictures had appeared. 

We forged 15 different bisyllabic labels (pseudo-words) 

which are, as shown by Gathercole and Baddeley (1993), 

easier to remember than monosyllabic pseudo-words (e.g., 

buxi, dajo, zatu, xanto, vira). Syllables were of the CV type 

which is the dominant word structure in French (from 

Lexique.org, New, Pallier, Brysbaert, & Ferrand, 2004). 

  Perceptual similarity and semantic similarity ratings were 

obtained from eighty university undergraduate students (forty 

students evaluated the perceived similarity and forty others 

the semantic proximity). For each of the fifteen categories,   

we assessed the perceptual and semantic similarities between 

each of the three learning-items and each transfer item, and 

the three learning items between each other. As expected, 

close learning items were rated as perceptually more similar 

and semantically closer to each other than the far learning 

items to each other (ps < .05). The near transfer items were 

also rated as perceptually and semantically more similar to 

the three learning items than the distant transfer items (ps < 

.05).  
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Procedure 

Participants were seated at a low table, in a quiet room at their 

school, facing the laptop, next to the experimenter They were 

randomly assigned to one of the transfer mode conditions 

(sequential, or simultaneous). In both conditions, children 

were shown a soft Yoshi toy and were told a story about him 

to introduce the experiment as a game using the following 

 

Table 1: List of stimuli for each category 

 
 

instruction “This is Yoshi, we are going to play with him. But 

he lives far away from here and speaks a different language. 

In the game we are going to learn his language.” The 

experimenter then showed the fifteen trials. In all three 

learning conditions learning items appeared one by one near 

the top of the screen and the experimenter announced their 

name as they appeared using the instruction: “Yoshi’s 

mummy says that this is a buxi, and this one is also a 

buxi;Yoshi must find other buxis for his mummy….”. In the 

close-and-far learning condition the experimenter repeated 

the second part of the instruction for the close item then for 

the far item. Then, the generalization items appeared on the 

lower part of the screen. Depending on the transfer mode they 

appeared one by one (sequential condition) and the 

experimenter said “is this a “buxi…?”for each of the 6 

generalization items, or all together  (simultaneous condition) 

and the experimenter said : : “which ones of these are also 

buxis, show me the buxis but not the other things”, In both 

conditions the experimenter finished the instruction by 

“…Take your time, don’t make a mistake, don’t give me your 

answer before Yoshi appears on the screen”. The children 

were randomly assigned to one of the 6 trial orders, which 

were seen by the same number of children. The bisyllabic 

names were assigned randomly to the categories. At the end, 

the experimenter checked that the child knew the categories, 

by showing pictures from each trial and asking to name the 

objects or explain how they were used.  

Design   

Three- and four-year old children were compared. They were 

randomly assigned to one of the two transfer modes 

(sequential, 48 children or simultaneous, 48 children) that 

was a between subject factor. Age was crossed with transfer 

mode, learning distance (close, far or close-and-far) and 

generalization distance (near or distant) which were both 

within-subject factors.  

Results 

In this study, we assessed whether the transfer mode, 

simultaneous or sequential, would differentially influence 

children’s selection of transfer items. It was hypothesized that 

sequential transfer would allow less comparisons between 

stimuli and, thus, less correct generalizations. It was also 

predicted that the transfer mode would interact with semantic 

distance, in the sense that sequential transfer would affect 

more negatively the distant conditions.  

   In the analyses, we kept participants who had chosen at least 

one item in more than a third of the trials (quantity criterion), 

and they must not have chosen all the items in more than two 

thirds of the trials (selectivity criterion). Under this criterion, 

four participants in the simultaneous transfer mode were 

removed from all subsequent analyses. 

   In the analysis, we compared proportions of correct 

responses to chance (objects = 50%) with t-tests, and used the 

 

 Learning Items  Transfer Items 
Standard Close Far  Near Distant Thematically related 

Accessories 
 

Bracelet Curb-chain Watch  Pendant Earring Bow tie Hair band Hand Girl 

Fruits 
 

Pear Cut pear Raspberry  Apricots Pineapple Chips Pasta Basket Person eating 

Tools 
 

Hammer Hammer 2 Axe  Screw-
driver 

Pliers Chain saw Drill Building 
site 

Worker 

Food 
 

Pumpkin Pumpkin 2 Eggplant  Tomato Apple Chicken Fish fingers Knife Saucepan 

Clothing 
 

Sock Sock 2 Jeans  T-shirt Jumper Hat Tie Washing 
machine 

Man 

Cleaning 
tools 
 

Broom Broom 2 Mop  Dustpan Vacuum 
cleaner 

Washing 
machine 

Dish washer Cleaning 
lady 

Floor 

Fruits 2  
 

Apple Apple 2 Pineapple  Banana Orange Fish 
fingers 

Meat Knife Fruit bole 

Animals 
 

Snake Snake 2 Lizard  Turtle Chameleon Rabbit Cow Aquarium Land-scape 

Food 2 
 

Potato Potato 2 Salad  Cucumber Carotte Piece of 
tart 

Sweets Bole Fork  

Food 3 
 

Ice cream Ice cream 2 Cake  Yogurt Fruit salad Egg Sausage Fridge Baby eating 

Insects 
 

Ladybird Ladybird2 Beetle  Butterfly Ant Goldfish Duck Garden Sun-flower 

Transport 
means 
 

Bicycle Bicycle 2 Skateboard  Scouter Roller 
blades 

Boat Airplane Helmet Bicycle path 

Stationary 
 

Pencil Pen Ruler  Rubber Scissors Computer Calculator Classroom Student 

Musical 
instruments 
 

Guitar Guitar2 Drum  Flute Trumpet Piano Stereo 
machine 

Dancer Music stand 

Cuter 
 

Knife Knife 2 Chopper  Saw Pincers Lawn 
mower 

Chain saw Water-
melon 

Fork 
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Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (significance 

set at .0028, divided by the number of comparisons). 

   We ran a four-way ANOVA on the proportion of taxonomic 

answers, with Age (3 and 4 years) and transfer mode 

(sequential and simultaneous) as a between-subjects factor, 

and learning distance (close, far, close-and-far) and 

generalization distance (near, distant) as within conditions.  

Since the most important results were interactions, we will 

report them first. One important result was the interaction 

between transfer mode and generalization distance, F(1,88) = 

4.72, p <.05,  𝜂 𝑃
2 = .051. Figure 2 suggests that this interaction 

results from a larger difference between the sequential and the 

simultaneous conditions in the distant case than in the near 

condition. This is compatible with the idea that distant 

transfer items were more difficult when items were 

introduced one by one.  

 

 
 Figure 2: Proportion of taxonomic choices as a function of 

generalization distance and transfer mode (error bars are 

SEM). 

 

  A posteriori Tukey analysis revealed that in both transfer 

modes participants chose significantly more near transfer 

items than distant transfer items (ps < .05), We also compared 

performance to chance, with a Bonferroni correction for 

multiple comparisons (significance at .0028). As shown by t-

tests, the simultaneous mode was above chance in both near 

and distant conditions (ps < .001), whereas in the sequential 

mode children scored above chance in the near condition (p 

< .0025) but were at chance in the distant condition (p = .48).  

   Second, transfer mode significantly interacted with age, 

F(1,88) = 4.41, p < .05, 𝜂 𝑃
2 = .048 (Figure 3). A posteriori 

Tukey analysis revealed that the proportion of taxonomic 

choices in the sequential and the simultaneous modes did not 

differ in the three-year olds (p = .61 Msequential = .56,  

Msimultaneous = .65), but differed significantly at four years of 

age (p < .001, Msimultaneous = .8, Msequential = .53). The test also 

revealed that there was no significant difference between the 

three- and four-year olds in the sequential condition (p = .60) 

but was marginally significant in the simultaneous condition 

(p = .07). One sample t-tests, with the Bonferroni correction, 

revealed that all groups were at chance except the four-year 

olds in the simultaneous condition who were significantly 

above chance (p < .001). These results show that four-year 

olds benefited from simultaneous transfer but three-year olds 

did not. This strongly suggests that the comparisons between 

 
Figure 3 : Proportion of taxonomic choices as a function of 

transfer mode and age (error bars are SEM). 

   

simultaneous stimuli benefited older children. By contrast, 

the cognitive constraints associated with a sequential 

presentation format were sufficient to impair comparisons 

between different transfer stimuli in both age groups. 

  There was an interaction between age and generalization 

distance, F(1,88) = 6.28, p < .05, 𝜂 𝑃
2 = .067. A posteriori 

Tukey test showed that children from each age group, 3- and 

4-year olds, chose significantly more near transfer items than 

distant transfer items (respectively p < .05 and p < .001). Our 

t-tests revealed that for both age groups, participants score 

above chance in the near condition, (ps < .001), but 

participants score at chance in the distant condition (3-year-

olds: p =.06; 4-year-olds: p = .03) (See Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Proportion of taxonomic choices as a function of 

generalization distance and age (error bars are SEM).  

 

   Finally, there was a learning distance x generalization 

distance, F(2,176) = 4,30 , p < .05, 𝜂 𝑃
2 =  .047, which is 

interesting but is not central for our study., so we will not 

describe it here. We also observed a main effect of transfer 

mode. There were significantly more taxonomic choices in 

the simultaneous condition than in the sequential condition, 

transfer mode, F(1,88) = 15.16, p <.001 𝜂 𝑃
2 =.15; Msequential 

=0.55, Msimultaneous 0.73. The analysis also showed a significant 

main effect of learning F(2,176) = 5.48,  p < .01, 𝜂 𝑃
2 = .059 ; 

Mclose = 0.61 SDclose = 0.28 ; Mfar = 0.66 SDfar = 0.28 ; Mclose-and-

far = 0.64 SDclose-and-far =0.29. A Tukey HSD showed that 

children gave less taxonomic answers in close learning than 

in the far learning, p < .001 and that close and close-and-far 
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learning did not differ significantly, p = .15. Last, we found a 

significant main effect of generalization distance,  F(2,88) = 

49.05, p < .001, 𝜂 𝑃
2 = .36 ; Mnear = 0.69, Mdistant = 0.59. 

The difference between the near and the distant conditions 

is also confirmed by another dependent variable that can be 

derived from our hypotheses, the order of item selection. We 

hypothesized that children in the simultaneous condition, 

might continue to build their conceptual representation 

associated with a concept during the transfer phase and that 

they should start with the near transfer items. We computed 

the number of near and distant items in the first two items 

children selected. A t-test showed that near items were 

significantly chosen more often in the first two items than 

distant items (p < .002, Mnear = 15, Mdistant = 11). 

We also performed a last control and checked whether the 

effect of transfer mode might result from a bias to select more 

items in the simultaneous condition than in the sequential 

transfer mode. This bias, if any, would result in more thematic 

lures in the simultaneous condition. An independent samples 

t-test showed that children gave as many thematically related 

answers in both transfer modes, (p > .10) which shows that 

the bias did not exist. 

 

Discussion 

Our main question was whether the transfer mode, sequential 

or simultaneous, would influence children’s selection of 

transfer items. Related factors such as semantic distance and 

age were also considered.  Our results suggest that transfer 

mode had an effect and interacted with semantic distance and 

age. The interaction with generalization distance shows that 

the difference between near item scores and distant items 

scores was smaller in the simultaneous case. This can be 

interpreted in terms of comparisons between items during the 

transfer view, the distant items benefiting from the former 

encoding of the near items.  

   The interaction between age and transfer mode, showed 

that, overall, the simultaneous transfer mode favored 

taxonomic answers and that the difference with the sequential 

mode was larger for four-year olds. Interestingly, this shows 

that older children benefited the most  of simultaneity which 

means that they could compare the learning and the transfer 

stimuli and make sense of all these comparisons. In contrast, 

the sequential mode remained difficult for them, which means 

that the comparisons between learning items alone did not 

lead to better results than in younger children. For the 

younger children, it might be possible that both situations 

remained difficult and that they had difficulties also with the 

simultaneous case and its multiple comparisons between all 

the available items. Overall, these results show that 

simultaneous transfer mode gave better results and is 

consistent with the hypothesis that participants benefited 

from the comparison between all the stimuli. These 

comparisons might contribute to circumscribe the category 

scope.  

    The interaction between age and generalization distance 

showed that children chose less distant generalization items 

than near generalization items, but the difference between 

near and distant was larger in the older children. The distance 

effect is most often interpreted by saying that children find it 

harder to generalize to a remote item in a semantic taxonomy, 

or to apply the conceptual criteria to distant items. The 

interaction shows that our older children improved first for 

the near items, which is consistent with what we observed by 

Stansbury et al. 2018, for this age group.  However, these 

results have a different meaning in a free-choice task. In 

forced-choice designs, it means that participants, given the 

learning input they receive, do not understand the targeted 

concept. In a free-choice design, this means that participants 

do not consider that an item belongs to the category. They 

might have forged a conceptual representation that does not 

include these items.   

    Another interesting result regarding semantic distance is 

the interaction between learning distance and generalization 

distance. There was a linear trend in the near generalization 

stimuli from close to close-and-far, whereas performance in 

the distant generalization declined in the close-and-far 

learning case, resulting in a larger difference between near 

and distant generalization stimuli in the latter case. This 

suggests that integrating a close and a far learning item during 

comparison might have elicited integration difficulties in 

children, that is difficulties to consider that a close and a far 

learning item belong to the same class (e.g. an apple and an 

apple belong to the same basic level category, whereas an 

apple and a banana belong to the same superordinate 

category). Integrating two conceptual distance levels in a 

single representation might be challenging.  

    One interpretation of these results is that comparisons 

between learning and generalization items help children to 

generalize because it enables them to build a deeper 

representation of the targeted relation between the learning 

items. Thus, the test phase also contributes to the extraction 

of the targeted concept and the building of the concept’s 

representation. Children might progressively align the 

learning items with the transfer items (Gentner & Colhoun, 

2010). These learning-item to transfer-item comparisons, 

starting with near transfer items, may progressively enable 

children to extend the scope of their representation and 

choose more distant items.  

   This interpretation implies that children may use 

information from multiple sources while learning and 

generalizing novel words. However, integrating multiple 

information depends on proficient executive functions which 

are not fully developed around three to four years of age, 

when children build representation to generalize novel words. 

Complex interactions between amount of information 

available to fulfill the task and the tasks executive difficulty 

may exist as Augier & Thibaut (2013) study show with their 

manipulation of multiple item comparisons.  Future studies 

could focus on theses complex interactions that may exist 

between representation building rich information 

environments and executive functions.  
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Why blueberries are blue: intuitions about color labels among congenitally blind
and sighted adults

Judy Kim
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Marina Bedny
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Abstract

Why do we describe blueberries as blue as opposed to white (their inside color)? People might label object colors entirely
according to what they see most frequently. We hypothesized instead that labeling takes into account typical viewing
conditions (outside/daytime) and object causal history (colors relationship to function; Cohen, 2004). We further predicted
that these intuitions develop independently of visual experience. Sighted (n=15) and congenitally blind (n=20) participants
chose one of two color labels for novel objects, described as having different colors (or textures) on the inside/outside
or during daylight/nighttime. On some day/night trials, objects had nighttime-intended functions. Sighted and blind
individuals alike chose observer-centric outside and day colors by default, but switched to nighttime colors when objects
had nighttime functions. First-person visual experience is not required for color-labeling to take into account observer
characteristics and object causal history.
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Learning word-referent mappings and concepts from raw inputs
Wai Keen Vong

NYU, New York, New York, United States

Brenden Lake
NYU, New York, New York, United States

Abstract

How do children learn correspondences between the language and the world from noisy, ambiguous, naturalistic input?
One hypothesis is via cross-situational learning: tracking words and their possible referents across multiple situations
allows learners to disambiguate correct word-referent mappings (Yu and Smith, 2007). While previous models of cross-
situational word learning operate on highly simplified representations, recent advances in multimodal learning have shown
promise as richer models of cross-situational word learning to enable learning the meanings of words from raw inputs.
Here, we present a neural network model of cross-situational word learning that leverages some of these ideas and examine
its ability to account for a variety of empirical phenomena from the word learning literature.
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Developmental Changes in Children’s Categorization of Facial Cues of Emotion
Kristina Woodard

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, United States

Martin Zettersten
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, United States

Seth D Pollak
U Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, United States

Abstract

How do children learn to categorize the facial configurations classically believed to represent basic emotions? Many stud-
ies have examined when children are able to perceptually discriminate between emotional facial expressions and when
children are able to verbally label these expressions. However, while these studies provide important information about
the timeline of emotional development, they give less information about the nature of childrens category representations
for different facial configurations. For instance, emotion concepts may emerge from childrens perceptions of facial con-
figurations along the dimensions of valence and arousal. To evaluate how 3- to 7-year-old children categorize emotion
concepts, we had them sort facial configurations on a grid based on whether the people were feeling the same kind of
thing. We found that while both children and adults consistently sorted faces according to the dimensions of valence and
arousal, sorting faces using discrete emotion categories emerged only gradually across development, with children not
demonstrating consistent use of emotion categories until approximately 5- to 6- years of age.
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Abstract 

Monolingual toddlers reportedly rely more heavily on the 
Mutual Exclusivity Principle (MEP) than their age-matched 
bilingual counterparts when learning new words. Here, we re-
visit this issue by testing monolingual and bilingual 24-month-
olds’ reliance on the MEP to learn novel colour labels across 
multiple labelling instances, where cross-situational statistics 
link a particular label to a particular colour – but not a particular 
object. In addition, we ask whether the presentation of 
atypically-coloured objects (e.g., turquoise dogs) may have 
influenced how readily toddlers attached novel labels to colour 
terms rather than objects. Thus far, our results demonstrate that 
monolingual and bilingual toddlers are equally successful in 
learning colour labels when taught with atypically-coloured 
objects. However, only bilingual children are able to learn 
colour labels taught with typically-coloured objects. We 
conclude that researchers need to carefully consider the 
richness and statistical input in children’s learning 
environments to better understand development in diverse 
language settings.  

Keywords: Child development; Language acquisition; 
Bilingualism; Word learning; Statistical learning 

 

Imagine you are talking to someone who speaks a foreign 

language and the speaker utters “gavagai” while pointing at a 

rabbit. How would you decide if the speaker is referring to 

the rabbit, part of the rabbit, or the movement of the rabbit? 

This is known as the Gavagai problem (Quine, 1969) that 

infants and toddlers have to face whenever they are hearing a 

new word from their environment. Despite an infinite number 

of possible referents for every label, children at age two are 

able to learn new words at a remarkable rate. How do they do 

this? And do bilinguals solve this problem the same way as 

monolinguals? 

It has been suggested that children rely on word learning 

heuristics to narrow the search space for possible word-

referent mappings (e.g., Markman, 1994). For example, 

children use the Whole-Object Assumption to predict a novel 

label refers to an object as a whole but not to its parts, colour, 

or other properties (e.g., Markman & Wachtel, 1988). Thus, 

upon hearing the word “rabbit”, children will assume the 

word refers to the whole rabbit, rather than its ears or the 

colour white. Children will then use the Mutual Exclusivity 

Principle (MEP), an assumption that each object has only one 

basic-level label, to help them override the Whole-Object 

Assumption and consider the possibility that the novel label 

refers to properties of the object, for example “white” refers 

to the colour of the rabbit instead of the whole rabbit. 

However, our understanding of these word learning strategies 

has been based almost entirely on work with monolingual 

children. Given that bilingualism is the norm in many parts 

of the world, basing our theories of early word learning on 

work solely with monolinguals is risky because those theories 

may not generalize to bilingual children.  

Bilingual children differ from monolinguals because they 

routinely encounter situations that violate the MEP (e.g. dog 

in English and chien in French). Therefore, compared to 

monolinguals, bilingual children might be less likely to use 

MEP in acquiring word meanings because they might 

perceive it as less useful. Indeed, past studies have shown that 

bilingual infants rely less on MEP than monolinguals (e.g. 

Byers-Heinlein, 2017; cf. Frank & Poulin-Dubois, 2002; 

Merriman & Kutlesic, 1993, find no differences in preschool- 

and school-aged children). Kandhadai, Hall, and Werker 

(2017) further asked whether bilinguals were simply 

confused in these novel word learning situations or in fact 

they were able to interpret the novel word systematically as a 

second object category label for the familiar object. In their 

experiment, 18-month-old monolinguals and bilinguals heard 

a novel label for a familiar object that had a salient colour 

(e.g. an aqua-coloured dog). They were then tested whether 

they interpreted the novel label as a second category label for 

the object (e.g. another label for dog) or as a label for its 

salient property (e.g. aqua). They found that bilinguals did 

not rely on MEP; instead, they systematically interpreted the 

novel word as a second label for the familiar object. 

Monolinguals, in contrast, rejected the novel word as a 

second label and showed a tendency to interpret it as a 

property term for the familiar object (i.e. colour label). Taken 

together, these studies suggest that language experience 

affects how strictly children follow the MEP. While these 

findings are interesting, they raise more questions than they 

answer – if bilingual children are less reliant on MEP, then 

how do they overcome the Whole-object Assumption and 

learn labels for object properties? In Kandhadai et al. (2017), 

bilingual children failed to learn colour labels at all – does 

this mean bilinguals at this age could not learn colour labels? 
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   But in the real world, there is much more information 

available in the environment to help children determine 

word meanings than in a typical lab setting. For example, in 

the studies outlined above, children’s tendency to use MEP 

to resolve ambiguity in word-referent mappings was only 

tested once after a single object was labelled. However, 

there are typically many words and many potential referents 

present in the same environment, where word-to-object 

pairing is not always as apparent as the experimental 

settings. Imagine when a mother asks her child during 

dinner, “Do you want more water?” On the table there are 

food, water, plates, forks, and napkins. How can the child 

identify the correct referent for water among all the 

irrelevant ones? One way for children to learn this is by 

keeping track the statistical evidence of which particular 

words and objects co-occurred across multiple situations. 

For instance, on the first night, the child may have used 

word learning heuristics to identify three potential referents 

for “water” – plates, water, napkins. On the second night, 

when the mother asks the same question again, the child 

may identify another three potential referents – water, apple, 

forks. Because water is the only object common in these 

two instances, the child will then be able to identify it as the 

correct referent even when the word-object pairing is 

ambiguous in each individual instance. Indeed, a growing 

body of literature suggests that both infants and adults are 

able to learn word-to-object mappings over multiple 

instances by tracking statistical evidence (e.g., Smith & Yu, 

2008; Suanda, Mugwanya, & Namy, 2014; Yu & Smith, 

2007), which is known as cross-situational word learning.  
To date, no study has examined cross-situational word 

learning in bilingual children. However, recent studies from 

monolingual and bilingual adults have provided some initial 

evidence that bilinguals might be better than monolinguals at 

this task (e.g., Escudero, Mulak, Fu, & Singh, 2016). It has 

been argued that the advantage for bilinguals stems from their 

constant need to extract patterns from complex dual language 

input and, as a result, that bilinguals are more capable in 

tracking multiple regularities and structures simultaneously. 

This is evidenced in Antovich and Graf Estes (2017), where 

the authors presented 14-month-old monolinguals and 

bilinguals with two interleaved speech streams in artificial 

languages, which mimics code-switching in bilingual speech. 

They found that bilinguals, but not monolinguals, were able 

to learn the structure of the two interleaved languages and 

segment words from the speech stream using transitional 

probabilities alone. Similarly, Kovács and Mehler (2009) 

found that 12-month-old bilinguals were able to learn and 

generalize the mutually inconsistent regularities of two 

structures that were presented simultaneously, whereas their 

monolingual peers learned only one of them. These results 

reveal that the cognitive systems of bilingual infants are 

adapted to track multiple regularities in their environment.  

   Past studies that compared monolingual and bilingual 

children’s word learning strategies have been focusing on 

children’s learning after a single labelling instance (e.g., the 

use of MEP to learn labels for object properties); However, 

in a real-world word learning scenario, children typically 

have more than one opportunity to determine word meanings. 

Because children are able to learn new word-to-object 

mappings by tracking statistics in their environment, would 

they also be able to use these statistics to learn labels for 

object properties? This study sought to bring together these 

two explanations – MEP and cross-situational word learning 

– to examine how monolingual (Experiment 1) and bilingual 

children (Experiment 2) learn labels for object properties 

over the course of multiple labelling instances. In Experiment 

1, we aim to replicate earlier work demonstrating that 

monolingual children can learn object property labels such as 

colour names with the help of the MEP. Moreover, we also 

examine whether the learnability of colour names through the 

MEP might be conditioned by factors such as colour 

typicality effects. We include this question because past 

studies examining the use of the MEP to learn colour labels 

have used colour pairings that are atypical according to the 

real-world statistics (e.g., turquoise dogs and purple 

elephants). This may have drawn children’s attention to 

colour information in a way that facilitated the learning of a 

novel label as referring to the colour. As a result, children’s 

reliance on the MEP might have been overestimated if the 

relationship between the colour and the coloured object is less 

salient (e.g., turquoise mittens). We therefore compare the 

ease of learning when the colour is typical for the object or 

not. In Experiment 2, we use the same materials and 

methodology to examine how bilingual children use cross-

situational statistics to overcome the Whole-Object 

Assumption and learn colour labels.  

In both of these experiments, the word-referent pairing in 

each individual trial was ambiguous such that the novel word 

could either be interpreted as a colour label or as an object 

label. However, the pairings were consistent over the trials so 

that a child could in principle deduce that the novel word 

referred to a colour label. All of the objects were in a colour 

that does not map onto any primary colour (i.e., non-focal 

colour) because children tend to learn primary colours first. 

We manipulated the saliency by dividing our stimuli into 

animate and inanimate objects. Although both types of 

objects have the same colours, it would be more salient in 

animate than in inanimate objects because these colours are 

atypical in animate objects (e.g., a turquoise dog) but possible 

in inanimate objects (e.g., turquoise mittens). We test 22- to 

26-month-olds in the current study because at this age, most 

toddlers (1) have acquired productive vocabularies of at least 

50 words (Dale & Fenson, 1996), (2) have begun to map 

words to object properties (e.g., Pitchford & Mullen, 2002), 

and (3) are more likely to know the noun labels for all the 

objects used in the experiment. 

Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1, we examine whether monolingual children 

can learn a novel word as a colour label by tracking cross-

situational statistics. Specifically, 24-month-olds heard a 

novel word and saw a familiar object in a non-focal colour in 

each trial. Since the novel word could grammatically be 
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either a noun or an adjective, children could interpret the 

novel word as a second label for the object or as a colour 

label. In one block of trials, children saw pairings that were 

atypical in nature (e.g., an animate object such as a dog paired 

with an unlikely color such as turquoise). In the other block 

of trials, children saw pairings that were possible (e.g., an 

inanimate object such as a mitten paired with a possible color 

such as turquoise). Children were presented with four novel 

words over the trials: two for animate objects (the Animate 

Block, always with atypical colors) and two for inanimate 

objects (the Inanimate Block, always with possible colors). 

In each block, the two novel words were paired with different 

familiar objects but of the same colour. Note that although 

the word-referent pairing was ambiguous in each of these 

individual trials, the consistency of the pairing across trials 

would in principle allow the novel word to be reliably paired 

with one of the two colours. To test children’s understanding 

on the trained novel words, we pitted the two colours against 

each other as children heard the label (e.g. magenta-coloured 

elephant, coral-coloured elephant). If they successfully 

learned the novel word as a colour label, they should look 

longer at the object that was matched in colour. We predicted 

24-month-olds would learn colour labels for both animate 

and inanimate objects, but more readily for animate objects 

because the atypical colours in animate objects are more 

likely to draw their attention.  

Method 

 

Participants Forty 22- to 26-month-old (MAge = 720 days, 

range = 663-804 days; 22 females) monolingual English-

learning children in the Greater Toronto Area were tested. All 

participants received at least 90% English language input (M 

= 97% English). Vocabulary size was measured by parental 

report (CDI percentile score: M = 47.8%). Fifteen additional 

children were tested but were excluded from the study prior 

to coding due to fussiness (8) and parental interference (1). 

We also excluded six children who reportedly did not know 

at least one of the labels for the objects used in the study. 

 

Stimuli and Design The experiment was divided into two 

blocks. One block presented objects with atypical colours 

(the Animate Block); the other block presented objects with 

possible colours (the Inanimate Block). Note that although 

some animate objects can appear in a wide range of colours 

(e.g., birds and butterflies), we only included animate objects 

that would result in an atypical colour-object pairing with the 

colours chosen for the experiment (i.e., rabbits are never 

magenta in the real world). The order of the Animate and 

Inanimate blocks were counterbalanced across children. 

Children learned two novel words in each block, with a total 

of four novel words – wug, teek, pog, and gaf. In the training 

trials, each of the words was paired with different objects, but 

of the same colour – namely coral, magenta, turquoise, or 

periwinkle. The word-colour pairings were counterbalanced 

across participants. Each colour was labelled six times, with 

a total of 12 training trials in each block. Trial order was 

pseudo-randomized, with the same colour appeared no more 

than twice in a row. The visual stimulus consisted of an image 

in the centre presented on a white background. This was 

accompanied by a recording in which the colour of the object 

was labelled. Each novel word was preceded by an attention-

getting speech sound (‘Look!’ or ‘Wow!’). We avoided using 

grammatical cues that would suggest whether the novel word 

was a noun or an adjective (e.g., the use of a definite 

determiner or diminutive suffix). All auditory stimuli were 

produced in an infant-directed manner by a female native 

English speaker. To facilitate learning, all images were 

animated with a zoom effect that was synchronized with the 

audio (Gogate, Bolzani, & Betancourt, 2006). 

   In each test trial, two images were presented side-by-side 

on a white background along with an audio labelling the 

colour (e.g., “Look, wug! Can you see it?”). The side which 

the object was on was counterbalanced across children. Each 

word was tested twice – once after six training trials, and once 

after an additional six training trials. The order of which word 

was tested first was counterbalanced. We included test trials 

after both six and 12 training trials because we were uncertain 

how quickly children would learn the labels. In this way, we 

could maximize the likelihood of observing any potential 

differences in how the labels would be learned across 

conditions. 

 

Procedure The study was conducted in a sound-attenuated 

booth, where children watched the video on a TV screen 

while sitting on their caregiver’s lap. Their caregivers wore 

headphones and listened to masking music to prevent them 

from biasing their child’s responses. The experiment started 

with the first six training trials in Block 1. Each trial was 5 

seconds long. A novel word was played twice, once at 2 s into 

the trial and once at 4 s into the trial. A familiar object in a 

non-focal colour was shown on the screen. The novel words 

consistently occurred with the colour (see Figures 1 and 2). 

After the first six training trials, children were presented with 

two test trials in which the two colours used in the experiment 

were pitted against each other (see Figures 3). A 2 s flashing 

white star on a black screen was inserted before each test trial 

to attract children’s attention to the center of the screen. Each 

trial was 10 seconds long and each of the two labels was 

tested once. Children were then presented with the next six 

training trials and two test trials in Block 1. After that, they 

completed Block 2 with the same procedure. A 4-second 

animated clip was inserted after each testing block in order to 

keep children engaged in the video. The entire procedure was 

videotaped for offline coding. 

At the end of the experiment, caregivers were asked to fill 

out a vocabulary questionnaire to assess whether children 

could both understand and say the labels of all the objects 

used in the experiment, either in English or in another 

language. We also asked caregivers whether the novel words 

we used in the experiment resemble any word the child might 

know in other language(s). None of them reported any 

similarity. 
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Figure 1: Sample stimuli used in the training trials for 

Animate Block.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Sample stimuli used in the training trials for 

Inanimate Block.  

 

  
 

Figure 3: Sample stimuli used in test trials for Animate 

Block (left) and Inanimate Block (right). 

 

Coding Children’s eye movements were hand-coded frame-

by-frame from silenced videos using SuperCoder (Hollich, 

2005). Each 33 ms frame was coded as a look to the left 

image, right image, or away.  

Results and Discussion 

We first established children’s baseline looking preferences 

in the test trials before any labels were provided. The baseline 

target proportion score was computed by dividing the time 

spent looking at the target by the total time spent looking at 

both object before the label onset (between 0 ms to 1500 ms; 

see Figure 4). The effect of labelling was then calculated 

using a difference score that compares looking to the target 

object before and after labelling. The proportion of fixations 

to the target object after labelling was computed by dividing 

the time spent looking at the target by the total time spent 

looking at both objects in the in a time window that began 

500 ms following word onset and ended 3000 ms later.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Difference scores were calculated by subtracting 

the proportion of fixations to the target object during the 

pre-labelling baseline window from the proportion of 

fixations to target during the post-labelling window. 

 

   We predicted that, if children could learn the novel words 

as a colour label, the mean difference score would be 

significantly higher than zero. Following Kandhadai, Hall, 

and Werker (2017), we conducted one-sample t-tests for both 

animate and inanimate object test trials (see Figure 5). For 

animate objects, there was no effect of labeling after six 

training trials (M = 0.01, SE = 0.04, t(39) = 0.36, p = .36), but 

we found a positive difference score after 12 training trials, 

indicating a significant increase in the proportion of looking 

to the colour-matched object (M = 0.09, SE = 0.03, t(39) = 

2.66, p = .005). For inanimate objects, however, the 

difference scores were not significantly different from zero 

after either six (M = -0.06, SE = 0.04 , t(39) = - 1.37, p = .91) 

or 12 training trials (M = -0.001, SE = 0.05 , t(39) = -0.03, p 

= .51). Next, we averaged across their performances after 6 

and 12 training trials and conducted a paired-sample t-test for 

the Animate Block versus the Inanimate Block. Overall, 

colour labels in Animate Block (M = 0.05, SE = 0.03) were 

easier to learn than in Inanimate Block (M = -0.03, SE = 0.03, 

t(159) = 2.00, p = .04). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Mean difference scores in Animate Block and 

Inanimate Block after 6 and 12 training trials in 

monolingual children. Error bars indicate the standard error. 

 

These results only provide evidence for the learning of 

colour labels in the Animate Block; and even then, evidence 

for learning was only apparent after 12 training trials. Thus, 
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colour label learning appeared to be a difficult task for the 

monolinguals in our study.  

Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2, we repeat Experiment 1 with only one 

modification: we test bilingual children instead of 

monolingual children. Two different outcomes are possible: 

either (1) bilingual children will be less successful than 

monolinguals tested in Experiment 1 because bilinguals rely 

less on the MEP to learn labels for object properties, or (2) 

bilingual children will outperform monolinguals in view of 

the evidence that adult bilinguals are better than 

monolinguals at cross-situational learning.  

 

Method 
 

Participants Twenty-nine 22- to 26-month-old (MAge = 712 

days, range = 670−787 days; 15 females) bilingual children 

Greater Toronto Area were tested. All bilinguals received a 

range of 30% to 70% exposure to English (M = 56% English). 

English vocabulary size was measured by parental report 

(CDI percentile score: M = 32%). The differences between 

the vocabulary size in bilinguals (M = 190, SE = 1.12) and 

monolinguals (M = 303, SE = 0.88) in Experiment 1 was 

marginally significant, t(67) = 1.82, p = .08, with bilinguals 

had a lower vocabulary score than monolingual. Ten 

additional children were tested but were excluded from the 

study prior to coding because of fussiness (6). We also 

excluded four children who reportedly did not know at least 

one of the labels for the objects used in the study. An estimate 

of socioeconomic status (SES) of participating families, 

measured by family income and maternal education, revealed 

no differences between monolinguals and bilinguals.1  

 

Stimuli and Design The stimuli were the same as in 

Experiment 1. 

 

Procedure The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. 

 

Coding Same coding procedure was used as in Experiment 

1. 

Preliminary Results and Discussion 

The effect of labeling was again measured using difference 

scores, calculated in the same manner as in Experiment 1. As 

in Experiment 1, we conducted one-sample t-tests for both 

animate and inanimate object test trials (see Figure 6). For 

animate objects, learning did not occur after six training trials 

(M = 0.005, SE = 0.04 , t(28) = 0.12, p = .45) but only after 

12 training trials, with a difference score significantly higher 

than zero (M = 0.19, SE = 0.07 , t(28) = 2.65, p = .007). For 

inanimate objects, again, bilingual children did not learn the 

novel words as a colour label after six training trials (M  =  

-0.02, SE = 0.05 , t(28) = -0.73, p = .76). However, learning 

was successful after 12 training trials (M = 0.12, SE = 0.05, 

t(28) = 2.45, p = .01). Next, we conducted a paired-sample t-

test to compare the overall performance in Animate Block (M 

= 0.10, SE = 0.04) and Inanimate Block (M = 0.11, SE = 0.04; 

t(102) = 1.12, p = .27). The results show that bilingual 

children were equally capable to learn colour labels in 

Animate Block and in Inanimate Block. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Mean difference scores in Animate Block and 

Inanimate Block after 6 and 12 training trials in bilingual 

children. Error bars indicate the standard error. 

 

Our results revealed that bilingual children were able to 

learn colour labels for both animate and inanimate objects; 

however, the task appeared to be difficult for bilinguals 

because they learned the colour labels only after 12 training 

trials.  

Since learning only occurred after 12 training trials for both 

monolingual and bilingual children, we compared 

performance in the monolinguals and bilinguals after 12 

training trials (see Figure 7). Data were analyzed using a 

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

animacy (animate, inanimate) as a within-subjects factor and 

group (monolinguals, bilinguals) as a between-subjects 

factor. Based on this preliminary data set with only 29 

bilinguals tested, our analysis revealed a significant main 

effect of group, (F(1, 131) = 4.86, p = .03), and a marginally 

significant effect of animacy, (F(1, 131) = 3.15,  p = .08). 

However, the interaction was not significant. This suggests 

that, overall, bilinguals outperformed monolinguals in 

learning colour labels. In addition, colour labels in animate 

objects seemed to be easier for children to learn than in 

inanimate objects. We will be able to draw a firmer 

conclusion after collecting additional bilingual data. 

    _____________________________ 
1 Family income was measured in Canadian dollars on a 4-point 

scale (<$45000; $45000 to $89999, $90000 to $140000; and 

>$140000. Thirty-five caregivers of monolinguals and 27 caregivers 

of bilinguals provided this information. A Mann-Whitney U test 

indicated that family income did not differ between monolinguals 

(Mdn = 3) and bilinguals (Mdn = 3), U = 356, p = .22. Maternal 

education was measured on a 5-point scale (some high school 

education, high school graduate, some college or university 

education, college or university graduate, and postgraduate 

education). Thirty-nine caregivers of monolinguals and 28 

caregivers of bilinguals provided this information. Maternal 

education did not differ between monolinguals (Mdn = 4) and 

bilinguals (Mdn = 4), U = 530, p = .43. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of performance after 12 training 

trials in monolingual and bilingual children. 

General Discussion 

In the current study, we examined the acquisition of novel 

colour labels by monolingual and bilingual 24-month-olds. 

Our results suggest that when provided with appropriate 

contextual information (i.e., cross-situational statistics), all 

children were able to acquire novel colour labels. However, 

the task was not easy. Evidence for learning was only 

observed after 12 (but not six) training trials, and, 

importantly, only highly salient atypical colour-object 

pairings (e.g. turquoise dogs) triggered the mapping of novel 

labels to colour properties in monolingual children.  

   Our results demonstrate that both monolingual and 

bilingual children are able to use cross-situational 

consistencies to learn second order property labels. Since the 

grammatical category of our novel words is ambiguous, and 

could either be interpreted as a noun or an adjective, children, 

especially bilinguals, would need to rely on cross-situational 

consistency in order to accurately map them to the object 

property. Based on our preliminary results in Experiment 2, 

bilingual children outperformed monolinguals in this colour 

label learning task. This provides the first evidence that 

bilingual children are better than monolinguals in tracking 

cross-situational statistics. To be successful in this task, 

children would need to track the two word-to-referent 

pairings simultaneously. Bilinguals might have benefited in 

this task due to their constant need to track multiple 

regularities and structures in their environment.  

   Our finding also suggests that colour typicality might play 

a role in how easily children could learn a colour label. 

Children seemed to bring their knowledge of real-world 

statistics into the task, such that the atypical colours in 

animate objects might have drawn their attention more, 

which, in turn, facilitated a mapping between the adjective 

and the perceptual property. Another possibility is that 

children tend to pay more attention to objects with faces than 

those without (Fantz, Fagan, & Miranda, 1975). Children 

might simply pay more attention during the animate object 

block than the inanimate object block, leading to the higher 

performance with animate objects. To tease apart whether the 

pattern in monolinguals is due to the colour typicality or an 

attentional bias, we are currently running a follow-up study 

with colours that are probable in both animate and inanimate 

objects, such as yellow. If the advantage of animate objects 

disappears, this would mean colour typicality influences how 

easy children can map a novel adjective to a colour.  

Another important finding is that monolinguals did not 

perform better than bilinguals in this task. This implies 

monolingual children do not, as previous studies suggested, 

reliably use MEP in learning labels for second order 

properties. Instead, the tendency to use MEP might depend 

on the specific paradigm and specific properties being tested. 

Akathar and Montague (1999) found that children could use 

cross-situational consistency to learn labels for shape and 

texture, so why did monolingual children in our experiment 

not reliably learn colour labels? A possible explanation 

comes from another body of literature that has repeatedly 

demonstrated toddlers and young children attend to shape 

when classifying inanimate objects but instead attend to both 

shape and texture when classifying animate objects because 

these dimensions are critical to lexical category membership 

(e.g., Jones & Smith, 2002). This means that children might 

bias their attention more towards shape and texture than 

colour when searching for commonalities between the 

objects used in the task, which helps them to more easily 

identify the potential referent as shape or texture as opposed 

to colour.  

This study provides three important contributions. First, we 

found that bilinguals do not, as previously suggested, always 

suspend the MEP or systematically infer a novel word as a 

second label for a familiar object. Instead, when given more 

contextual information, they are able to take other cues in the 

environment into account in resolving referential ambiguity. 

This finding underscores the importance of considering 

multiple cues, and the rich information sources children have 

at their disposal in the real world. Second, monolinguals did 

not make use of the MEP equally well in all conditions. In 

particular, they appeared to successfully use the MEP only 

when the colour-object pairings were atypical. This suggests 

that children at this age are aware of the real-world colour 

likelihood of animate versus inanimate objects, and this 

knowledge can subsequently influence their word learning. 

Third, this study also adds to the growing literature that 

young children can make use of cross-situational statistics in 

word learning. Thus far, there is only a handful of studies of 

cross-situational word learning in children and no study has 

been done on bilingual children. In fact, word-to-object 

pairings are often learned across multiple situations in 

everyday contexts due to the many potential referents in the 

environment. Future studies can directly compare 

monolingual and bilingual children’s abilities in tracking 

cross-situational statistics. This strategy could help tease 

apart possible explanations for the results in current study, 

such as whether children are using both the MEP and 

statistical information, or only statistical information in 

learning colour names, in order to explain the difference 

found between monolingual and bilingual children.  
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To conclude, this study highlights the importance of 

considering the ecological validity as well as the richness of 

the word learner’s home environment. It also highlights the 

importance of linguistic background in shaping children’s 

word learning strategies. Given differences in their linguistic 

input, monolingual and bilingual learners appear to adapt to 

their environments by developing different approaches to 

word learning. But note that neither monolingual nor 

bilingual approaches to word learning are necessarily 

superior – they are simply adaptive to the world children find 

themselves in. More studies, like the current one, that 

compare monolingual and bilingual word learning abilities 

when multiple sources of information are available are 

needed.  Only by comparing monolingual and bilingual 

children’s performance on a multitude of tasks with different 

types of information available, can we hope to obtain a fuller 

picture of how children with different linguistic backgrounds 

are weighing and integrating the various cues to word 

meaning. Such an approach is crucial to developing a 

comprehensive model in early language acquisition.  
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When do labels facilitate category learning in adults? The role of visual category
structure

Nadja Althaus
University of East Anglia, Norwich, Norfolk, United Kingdom

Abstract

Adults category learning is accelerated by redundant verbal labels (Lupyan et al., 2007). However, it is an open question
how category representations are affected by labeling. Here, we presented subjects with a learning task that involved
separating sine wave gratings of differing spatial frequency and orientation into two categories. Categories of easy, medium
and difficult separability were constructed. Participants (N=128) either received only feedback sounds during training, or
heard verbal labels in addition. Growth curve analysis (Mirman, 2014) was used, fitting 2nd order polynomials to the data
across the learning phase. In addition to main effects of difficulty on intercepts and the linear time term, the best-fitting
model showed an effect of labeling on the linear time term, with steeper learning curves in conditions with labeling. There
was no interaction of labeling and difficulty, indicating that the impact of labeling is similar across the types of categories
used here.
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What matters? The effect of individual political ideology on spoken gender
stereotype comprehension

Stephanie Hammond-Thrasher
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Kaidi Lo
University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia

Juhani Jrvikivi
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Abstract

When people hear ’The babysitter/ put on a TV show/ for the kids/ because he/ needed to use/ the washroom’, the male
identity of the subject clashes with the stereotypical expectation of babysitters as female, rendering the pronoun he more
difficult to process than she. We asked whether participants political views would modulate listening times to pronouns
congruent/incongruent with stereotyped role nouns in spoken sentences.

74 English speaking participants listened to sentences with female/male stereotypes in segments and pushed the spacebar
to proceed; these reaction times were recorded. Correlating the results with scores from a Political Ideology questionnaire
using Generalized Additive Models, we found slower reaction times with incongruent pronouns on the segment following
the pronoun (p¡.005). More interestingly, we found an interaction between participants political ideology scores and
pronoun congruence on this segment: participants who were higher in Conservatism showed longer reaction times to
incongruent pronouns (p¡ .0001).
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Abstract 
Encoding new information in relation to existing knowledge 
benefits learning. However, integration into existing 
knowledge might also lead to false memories for similar—but 
never-studied—information. Here, we asked whether certain 
attentional encoding states promote the integration of new 
information into prior knowledge, thereby enhancing memory 
and elevating false alarms. We manipulated participants’ 
attention to semantic versus perceptual features by cueing them 
to alternately make a judgment about the story (semantic) or 
artistic style (perceptual) of a series of pictures. We then used 
an old/new recognition test—which included new illustrations 
depicting studied stories or artistic styles (lures)—to assess 
whether story attention increased false alarms to story lures, 
representing integration into story knowledge. We found that 
semantic attention benefited memory. However, while 
integration into prior semantic knowledge was high overall, it 
was not impacted by attention. These findings suggest that 
while semantic attention improves memory, it does not do so 
by boosting integration of new memories into existing 
knowledge structures.  

Keywords: memory integration; attention; episodic memory 

Introduction 
New memories can be encoded into the backdrop of our 
related existing memories (Bartlett, 1932), ultimately giving 
rise to flexible knowledge structures that can guide behaviour 
in new scenarios. Beyond this behavioural flexibility, 
integration of new memories into prior knowledge might also 
benefit memory for the newly learned information itself 
(Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Brewer & Treyens, 1981; 
Schlichting, Zeithamova, & Preston, 2014; van Kesteren, 
Brown, & Wagner, 2016). It has been proposed that 
enhancing shared themes across experiences through 
integration may bring both beneficial and harmful outcomes: 
For example, shared content may be better remembered, but 
idiosyncratic details of the individual experiences lost (for 
review see Schlichting & Preston, 2015).   

Integration of new memories into existing knowledge is 
thought to occur through reactivation of the related memories 
during encoding. Such reactivation creates competition 
among contents of the related memories, resulting in not only 

encoding of the new trace but also “reconsolidation” of the 
previously stored memory (Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997; 
Nadel, Samsonovich, Ryan, & Moscovitch, 2006). In this 
way, multiple related memory traces may be formed when 
encoding a single experience, leading to memory errors 
during a later test (Anderson, 1981; Anderson, Goodmon, & 
Anderson, 2011; Kuhl, Rissman, Chun, & Wagner, 2011). In 
particular, false memories for similar—but importantly, not 
actually viewed—content may be formed, promoting 
memory errors to these highly related stimuli (i.e., false 
alarms; Castel, Mcgillivray, & Worden, 2013; Gershman, 
Schapiro, Hupbach, & Norman, 2013; Reyna, Holliday, & 
Marche, 2002). 

We hypothesize that promoting the integration of new 
information into existing knowledge may enhance memory 
for common features while simultaneously resulting in the 
formation of false memories. One mechanism that could 
facilitate the integration of new information is attention 
towards features most related to prior knowledge. Attention 
to semantic information (e.g., narrative themes) has been 
shown to benefit memory across a wide range of stimulus 
types (Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975; 
Lockhart, 2002). However, existing studies have not 
examined whether semantic attention at encoding also 
increases the likelihood of forming false memories due to 
integration into prior knowledge. Furthermore, it is unclear if 
the memory benefit seen for information attended in this way 
is related to the emphasis of semantic themes, or a 
consequence of the greater task engagement associated with 
deeper levels of processing (in comparison to shallow 
encoding strategies). 

Our study will be the first to ask whether attention to 
familiar semantic themes will promote the reactivation of 
related existing knowledge and incorporation of new 
information into that existing knowledge—namely, by 
interrogating false alarms to new items that share features. 
We showed participants novel illustrations depicting famous 
children’s stories (e.g., fairytales, fables), which offered an 
opportunity for new illustration memories to be integrated 
into this previous knowledge. Critically, we hypothesized 
that attention to the relevant type of information—namely, 
the story content—would promote such integration. In other 
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words, we anticipated elevated false alarms to those similar 
stories (as evidence of integration into story knowledge) 
when participants attended to the story in the first place, in 
which case it can serve as a retrieval cue for the related (story) 
knowledge. We contrasted attention to the story depicted in 
the illustration with attention to the surface, perceptual 
features (Challis, Velichkovsky, & Craik, 1996; Craik & 
Tulving, 1975) of the illustration—namely, the style of the 
artist creator—which we expected would offer less 
opportunity for integration. 

Method 

Participants 
Seventy University of Toronto students participated in this 
experiment for course credit. Participants were excluded 
from the final sample if they did not meet the following 
criteria: age between 17-35 years, having normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision and hearing, having no prior 
diagnosis of mental illness or neurological disorder, and 
performing above 66% accuracy on the encoding task.  We 
adopted an encoding task performance threshold that 
ultimately led to the exclusion of 26 participants because we 
reasoned that participants unable to identify repeated images 
on the story and artist dimensions might either (1) be 
unfamiliar with the stories in our stimulus set and/or (2) be 
unable to modulate their attentional state at encoding, both of 
which are necessary preconditions for observing our 
hypothesized memory effects. The threshold of 66% was 
chosen based on an independent group of participants (N=14) 
as being an achievable performance level for the majority of 
people (N=12) in the sampled population. Anecdotally, our 
criteria mainly excluded participants who were either 
unfamiliar with Western fairytales or who exhibited a general 
lack of motivation.  

Our final sample included 44 young adults (mean 
age=19.02, SD=1.75 years; 36 females). This sample size 
was determined a priori based on a power calculation to 
achieve 80% power to detect an effect size of d=0.45 
estimated based on prior work (Aly & Turk-Browne, 2015). 
The experimental protocol was approved by our Research 
Ethics Board.  

Design and Procedure 
Our paradigm consisted of an incidental memory encoding 

task followed by a recognition memory test. Further details 
on our design and procedure can be found in our pre-
registration (https://osf.io/udvsg). During incidental 
encoding, we manipulated an ongoing distractor task to draw 
participants’ attention to either semantic or perceptual 
features. We then tested participants’ memory in a surprise 
old/new recognition memory test. The recognition memory 
test consisted of studied (old) images along with new images, 
which were selected to be highly similar to (i.e., lures for) a 
particular studied illustration. Lures were defined as 
illustrations that either shared semantic (i.e., same story) or 
perceptual (i.e., same artist) features with an illustration that 

was presented during encoding. The inclusion of semantic 
and perceptual lures at test allowed us to assess the impact of 
semantic and perceptual attention on memory integration 
along both of these dimensions.  
 
Stimuli We curated a set of 576 storybook-style illustrations 
that varied in semantic (i.e., story content) and perceptual 
features (i.e., artist) to be used during the encoding and 
retrieval tasks. The illustrations were retrieved from a variety 
of online databases and image cataloguing sites (e.g., 
SurLaLune and DeviantArt). All illustrations were cropped 
to a 4:5 ratio, standardized for luminance, and cleared of 
identifying features (i.e., artist signatures, borders, and text). 

Illustrations presented at encoding consisted of (1) pairs of 
illustrations drawn by the same artist but depicting different 
stories (hereafter, “artist repeats”), (2) pairs of illustrations 
portraying the same story drawn by different artists (“story 
repeats”), and (3) illustrations with unique stories and artists 
(“fillers”). Using these illustrations, we created 18 blocks of 
eight illustrations each (Figure 1A). Each block contained 
one artist repeat, one story repeat, and four fillers. Across the 
experiment, the story and artist of fillers were each presented 
exactly once while repeat stories and artists were each seen 
twice (albeit in different illustrations). One-third of the blocks 
were assigned to be “catch” blocks, which had additional 
repeats at the end of the block in order to reduce predictability 
and encourage maintenance of the cued attentional state 
throughout the block. These additional repeats were not 
considered further.  

Illustrations in the recognition memory test consisted of 
fillers and repeats from the encoding task (old), as well as 
lures matched in story or artist to old illustrations. The first-
presented illustration in each repeat pair as well as two fillers 
per encoding block were designated “critical illustrations.” 
Each critical illustration had two lures that depicted the same 
story (story lures) and two lures created by the same artist 
(artist lures) presented at retrieval (Figure 1B), allowing us to 
examine the impact of artist and story attention on false 
alarms to perceptually or semantically similar images—that 
is, the tendency to erroneously endorse lures as old.  

Lures were validated in a separate experiment with a 
different group of participants (N=44). We compared false 
alarms to lures with those to completely new illustrations that 
depicted novel stories and artists, reasoning that lures should 
elicit higher memory error rates if they are perceived as being 
especially similar to the studied illustrations. Participants 
made more old responses to lures vs. unrelated new images 
(paired t-test: t(43)=6.03, p<0.0001), suggesting their 
behavior was influenced by the greater overall similarity of 
lures to studied images. 
 
Incidental encoding task Participants performed a modified 
1-back task in which they made a keypress response when 
they detected an illustration that was the same as the 
immediately preceding image in either story or artist (Figure 
1A). Importantly, the assignment of blocks to attention 
condition was counterbalanced across participants, allowing 
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us to isolate the effects of attention on subsequent memory. 
At the beginning of each illustration block, a cue screen 

appeared (2000ms with a 500ms interstimulus interval [ISI]) 
indicating which task should be performed for the upcoming 
block of images. Illustrations were presented consecutively 
for 2500ms with a 500ms ISI. Participants were asked to 
respond to repeats on the cued dimension using keypress “2” 
and non-repeats with keypress “1”. There were nine 
illustration blocks in each attention condition, with a given 
block appearing in artist and story attention conditions an 
equal number of times across participants. Attention blocks 
were intermixed with baseline blocks (same trial timing and 
duration) in which participants indicated with a button press 
in which of three boxes a dot appeared. We included baseline 
blocks purely to allow participants opportunities to rest 
during the task and do not consider them further. 
 
Old/new recognition memory test Immediately after 
incidental encoding, participants performed a surprise 
old/new recognition memory test for the studied illustrations. 
Old and lure illustrations (intermixed) were presented one at 
a time for 500ms followed by a 1000ms response window 
(red fixation) and 500ms ISI (Figure 1C). Participants made 
a keypress response during the illustration or response 
window indicating whether the picture was old or new.  

Results 

Encoding Performance 
Participants were able to detect cued repeats at encoding 
We first asked whether participants responded correctly to 
repeats along the cued dimension at encoding. Indeed, a 2x2 
repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that the proportion of 
repeat responses participants made was significantly 
influenced by the interaction of attention condition 
(story/artist) and repeat type (story/artist; F(1, 43)=258.18, 

p<0.0001, η=0.66). Follow-up pairwise tests revealed that as 
expected, participants made repeat responses more often for 
story (mean=82%) than artist (44%) repeats during story 
attention blocks (paired t-test t(43)=9.67, p<0.0001; 
discrimination of cued vs. uncued repeats, d’ [Banks, 1970] 
d’ mean=1.02; t-test vs. 0; t(43)=8.57, p<0.0001), and more 
for artist (79%) than story (21%) during artist attention 
(t(43)=16.29, p<0.0001; discrimination of cued vs. uncued 
repeats, d’ mean=1.58; t-test vs. 0; t(43)=13.92, p<0.0001). 
This pattern of repeat responses suggests participants were 
able to follow task instructions and selectively attend to the 
cued dimension at encoding.  

A direct comparison of artist and story tasks revealed better 
performance for the artist task in both discrimination of cued 
vs. uncued repeats (paired t-test, t(43)=3.97, p<0.001) and a 
trend in response time (paired t-test for correct repeat 
responses, t(43)=1.92, p=0.06; faster for artist than story). 
Therefore, despite participants’ likely greater familiarity with 
the story dimension, the artist task was easier. 

Recognition Memory Test Performance 
Participants remembered studied illustrations We first 
examined whether participants could discriminate studied 
illustrations from all lures. Our logic was that participants 
should recognize more actually old than actually new (lure) 
images if they remembered the studied illustrations; and this 
should occur irrespective of our attention manipulation. 
Old/new memory test performance was reliably above 
chance, such that participants were able to discriminate 
between studied illustrations (hits) and highly similar lures 
(false alarms to all new images, irrespective of lure 
dimension; d’ mean=1.25; t-test vs. 0; t(43)=14.44, 
p<0.0001). To determine whether both artist and story lures 
were distinguished from studied illustrations, we also 
compared the proportion of old responses across studied 
illustrations, artist lures, and story lures. There was a 

A B C 

Figure 1: (A) Beginning portion of encoding block (6/8 illustrations shown). A given block was assigned to either the artist 
(green) or story (purple) attention across participants. Story repeats consisted of two illustrations that shared semantic features 
(i.e., depicted the same story), while artist repeats were two illustrations that shared perceptual features (i.e., were created by 
the same artist). The remaining illustrations depicted unique stories and artist styles. Arrows denote repeats on the cued 
dimension, to which the participants should have made a response. (B) Example story and artist lures presented in the 
recognition memory test. Story lures depict the same story but are created by different artists; conversely, artist lures are created 
by the same artist but depict different stories. Note that while only two lures are depicted here, each critical image had a total of 
four lures (two artist, two story) in the real experiment. (C) Old/new recognition memory test. Participants responded old or new 
to each illustration presented during the recognition memory test. 
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significant main effect of illustration type (repeated-measures 
ANOVA; F(2,86)=212.63, p<0.0001, η=0.69) driven by 
reliable differences in the proportion of old responses for old 
illustrations as compared with both types of lures (old=58%, 
artist lure=15%, story lure=18%; old vs. story lures: 
t(43)=14.60, p<0.0001; old vs. artist lures: t(43)=14.88, 
p<0.0001), replicating the results in d’ (i.e., discrimination). 
In addition, participants made more old responses to story 
than artist lures (t(43)=3.59 p<0.001), suggesting more 
difficulty in correctly rejecting lures depicting a studied story 
than a studied artist overall.  

We next separately considered memory for the repeats and 
fillers. Our reasons for this were twofold: First, as repeats 
(but not fillers) were task-relevant in that—if the repeat was 
on the cued dimension—they required a keypress response, 
we anticipated that memory might be generally better for 
these images. Second, because repeats by definition provide 
not one but two examples of a specific story or artist, we 
might expect this additional memory to create more 
competition (i.e., memory interference) along the repeated 
dimension. We first consider memory for repeats before 
turning to fillers.  
 
Memory for repeats Task-relevance enhanced memory in 
story but not artist attention. To investigate the impact of 
cued attentional state on memory for repeats, we examined 
the proportion of old responses (i.e., hits) to artist and story 
repeats encoded in both artist and story attention blocks. A 
2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA showed an interaction of 
attention (story/artist) and repeat type (story/artist) on 
memory (F(1,43)=12.21, p<0.001, η=0.04; Figure 2). 
Follow-up comparisons showed that participants had better 
memory (i.e., a higher hit rate) for story repeats encoded in 
the story than artist attention conditions (paired t-test: 
t(43)=5.15, p<0.0001), while memory for artist repeats did 
not differ as a function of attention at encoding (t(43)=0.33, 
p=0.74). In other words, being explicitly instructed to attend 
to story boosted memory when story information was 
repeated. However, the same benefit did not apply to artist 
attention: Participants were no more (or less) likely to make 
a correct response for artist repeats when they were explicitly 
cued to attend to artist information.  

More memory errors along repeated dimension. We then 
asked whether memory errors for repeats—that is, false 
alarms to lures related to repeats—also varied as a function 
of attentional state. We reasoned that viewing repeated 
information during the incidental encoding task might serve 
as a source of memory interference, elevating participants’ 
false alarm rates. Importantly, we would expect such an effect 
only along the repeated dimension. For example, having seen 
two illustrations depicting Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
might make you more likely to falsely endorse a new image 
of the same story as being one that you had seen at encoding. 
However, since the artist information was not repeated, you 
should be no more likely to false alarm to new pictures drawn 
by the same artist. Such a finding would further validate our 
stimulus structure. That is, it would indicate both that (1) our 

intended repeats were indeed perceived as repeated stories or 
artists by participants, and (2) our lures for those repeats were 
sufficiently similar to result in elevated false alarms when 
there is repetition at encoding.  

 

Figure 2: Memory (hit rate) for repeats.  (A) Proportion of 
old responses to artist repeats (left pair of violins) and story 
repeats (right pair of violins) as a function of attentional state 
at encoding (violin colour). In this and all subsequent figures, 
large black dots represent the mean. (B) Story-artist attention 
difference scores showing within-participant effect for artist 
repeats (left) and story repeats (right). ****p<0.0001 
 

False alarms were not significantly related to attentional 
state (repeated-measures ANOVA main effect of attention; 
F(1,43)=2.23, p=0.14); for this reason, the following results 
are collapsed across attentional state. We found that across 
both repeat types, participants made more false alarms along 
the dimension that was repeated compared with not repeated 
at encoding (2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA interaction of 
repeat type (story/artist) and lure dimension (story/artist); 
F(1,43)=17.05, p<0.0001; η=0.018; Figure 3). There were 
higher false alarms to artist vs. story lures for artist repeats 
(paired t-test: t(43)=3.05, p=0.003), and to story vs. artist 
lures for story repeats (t(43)=3.06, p=0.003). Unlike hits to 
studied repeats, false alarms to repeat-related lures were not 
modulated by attention; instead, they were tied to the 
dimension repeated at encoding.  

Within each dimension (i.e., for artist and story lures 
separately), it was also the case that repetition elevated false 
alarms (artist vs. story repeat paired t-test, artist lures: 
t(43)=4.03, p<0.001; story lures: t(43)=2.00, p=0.048). Note 
that this means interestingly, despite our participants not 
having any prior knowledge of the specific artists used in our 
task, repeating artist information did elevate false alarm rate. 
Together, these results demonstrate that repetition in the input 
leads to an increase in false alarms for information that is 
similar along that dimension, irrespective of attentional state. 
 
Memory for fillers Better memory for fillers encoded during 
story versus artist attentional state. We next turned to fillers,  
which serve as our cleanest measure of the impact of attention  
on memory: These images were not task-relevant but were  
still encoded during the cued attention state, such that the  
only difference that could contribute to our key comparisons 
was the attentional state. We leveraged these images to 
investigate how the attentional state maintained throughout 
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Figure 3: Repeat-related false memories. (A) Proportion of 
false alarms to artist (light grey) vs. story (dark grey) lures 
for artist repeats (left) and story repeats (right). Because there 
was no effect of attentional state, data are collapsed across 
artist and story attention. False alarm rates were higher along 
the repeated (outer violins) as compared with the non-
repeated (inner violins) dimension. (B) Story-artist lure FA 
difference scores for artist (left) and story (right) repeats. 
***p<0.001 
 
the block influences all memories formed during that period. 

We first assessed the proportion of hits to fillers encoded 
during each attention condition. Story attention supported 
higher recognition memory for fillers in comparison to artist 
attention (paired t-test; t(43)=4.94,  p<0.0001; Figure 4), 
consistent with previous demonstrating the memory benefits 
of attending to meaning (Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Craik 
& Tulving, 1975; Lockhart, 2002).  
 

 
Figure 4: Memory (hit rate) for fillers. (A) Proportion of old 
responses to fillers. Participants had a significantly higher hit 
rate for fillers studied under the story than artist attention 
condition. (B) Story-artist attention difference scores for 
fillers. ****p<0.0001  
 

Memory errors related to fillers were not modulated by 
attention. We previously discussed false alarms to lures for 
repeats. Next, we examined false alarms to lures associated 
with fillers to ask whether attention impacted the integration 
of these new memories into prior knowledge. Our hypothesis 
was that attention to story would support integration of new 
memories into existing story knowledge. Such a phenomenon 
would result in an elevated tendency to false alarm to 
illustrations depicting the same story as a studied image from 

the story versus artist attentional state. To foreshadow the 
results, what we found was contrary to our expectations. 

We found a significant interaction of attention at encoding 
(artist/story attention) and lure type (related along artist/story 
dimension; 2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA: interaction 
F(1,43)=5.58, p=0.023, η=0.006; Figure 5). The nature of the 
interaction was such that participants made more false alarms 
to story than artist lures (repeated-measures ANOVA main 
effect of lure type: F(1,43)=28.21, p<0.0001, η=0.027), and 
this difference was larger for memories encoded in the story 
(paired t-test; t(43)=5.10, p<0.0001) than artist (t(43)=2.18, 
p=0.035) attentional state. However, the tendency to false 
alarm to story lures did not differ according to whether the 
related image was encoded in an artist or story attentional 
state (paired t-test; t(43)=1.61, p=0.115), suggesting that 
explicitly directing participants’ attention to story 
information did not reliably increase the level of integration 
into prior story knowledge. In contrast, there was a trend 
toward higher false alarms to artist lures in the artist vs. story 
attention condition (t(43)=1.85, p=0.071). Therefore, while 
story lure false alarm rates were high, this was true 
irrespective of attention—consistent with integration of story 
features being high in general.  

 

 
Figure 5: Filler-related false memories. (A) Proportion of 
false alarms to artist lures (left) and story lures (right). (B) 
Story-artist lure FA difference scores for artist attention (left, 
green outline) and story attention (right, purple outline). 
~p<0.1, *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001 
 
Greater familiarity with story versus artist attentional 
state does not appear to impact memory Attention to 
semantic information, in addition to being more related to 
prior knowledge, may also be a more automatic or familiar 
form of attention. In contrast, perceptual attention may be 
slower and more effortful to engage (i.e., require learning 
during task) and maintain. Although behavioural 
performance in the encoding task suggests artist attention was 
easier than story attention (see Encoding Performance), it is 
possible that initially, the influence of artist attention on 
behaviour may have been overwhelmed by the automatic 
nature of semantic attention. If this were the case, one might 
expect the difference between artist and story attention to be 
greatest for images encoded later in the task. To assess this 
possibility, we performed the same analysis of filler-related 
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memory errors—which showed no reliable difference overall 
between attentional states (Figure 5A)—again, but this time 
restricting to only fillers encoded during the last third of the 
task. Even when restricting to those later-encoded fillers, 
there was no significant effect of attention overall or in either 
story or artist lures separately (repeated-measures ANOVA 
main effects of attention, all F(1,43)<0.82, all p> 0.36967), 
suggesting that attention did not modulate false alarms to 
story lures even after participants had gained some 
experience with the perceptual attention task. 

Discussion 
We manipulated participants’ attention to either semantic or 
perceptual features during an incidental encoding task, and 
then assessed the integration of those subsequent memories 
along semantic and perceptual dimensions. Semantic 
attention benefited memory for repeated (story repeats) and 
independent (filler) stories. However, in contrast to our 
predictions, explicitly directing attention towards semantic 
information did not increase the likelihood of integration as 
measured in false alarms to similar lures. While integration 
was overall more common along the semantic than perceptual  
dimension, this effect was not modulated by attention.  

Semantic versus perceptual attention was associated with 
superior recognition memory for both fillers and story 
repeats. This is consistent with prior work demonstrating a 
memory benefit for information encoded with deeper levels 
of processing (i.e., greater semantic conceptualization) that 
may link new information with prior knowledge (Bransford 
& Johnson, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Lockhart, 2002). 
However, the present findings extend this prior work to show 
that this semantic encoding benefit exists even when both 
tasks require complex consideration of multiple features. An 
alternative interpretation of our finding stems from transfer 
appropriate processing (Lockhart, 2002; Morris, Bransford, 
& Franks, 1977; Mulligan & Picklesimer, 2012). Namely, it 
may be the case that semantic attention at encoding better 
matches the attentional state participants naturally engage at 
test; in other words, attending to story content might better 
mimic the default state engaged during an (uncued) memory 
test. Because we did not manipulate attention at retrieval, we 
cannot assess this possibility directly in the current data; 
however, it is an interesting question for future work. 

Contrary to our predictions, semantic and perceptual 
attention did not differentially promote integration along the 
semantic dimension. In particular, there was no difference in 
the tendency to false alarm to semantically similar 
experiences as a function of attentional state. This finding 
suggests explicit attention towards semantic features is not 
necessary for the integration of new information into prior 
related semantic knowledge. Furthermore, even after gaining 
task familiarity with the opposite dimension (i.e., perceptual 
attention), there continued to be no influence of attentional 
state on integration in prior knowledge. One possible 
explanation for this finding is that semantic integration may 
serve as the default encoding state that cannot be suppressed 
by attention to other features (i.e., perceptual features).  

Although prior work motivated by the fuzzy trace theory 
of memory suggests that there is a downside of reliance on 
semantic information for memory behaviours (Brainerd & 
Reyna, 1990), we found evidence of only benefits conferred 
by attending to semantic features during encoding. In 
contrast, attention did not impact the tendency to form 
semantic “gist” memories of the experience. Put another way, 
semantic attention differently impacted recognition and false 
alarms to similar experiences—specifically by increasing hits 
to studied illustrations but not false alarms to semantically 
similar ones. The finding that gist extraction is robust to 
changes in attentional state is consistent with the idea that 
people extract and store such information automatically and 
rapidly during encoding (Ahmad, Moscovitch, & Hockley, 
2017; Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Reyna et al., 2002; Webb, 
Turney, & Dennis, 2016). This may suggest that multiple 
independent representations can be formed from the same 
experience, such that a semantic representation and visual 
representation of the studied illustrations could support 
different patterns of hit rate and memory errors. This idea is 
consistent with prior work that suggests independent verbal 
and visual codes are formed from the same experience, with 
semantic representations akin to verbal codes (Bahrick & 
Bahrick, 1971; Bahrick & Boucher, 1968; Nieznański & 
Obidziński, 2019). Our findings may extend this idea to 
suggest that attention away from semantic features (i.e., 
perceptual attention) surprisingly does not inhibit the 
encoding of both semantic and perceptual codes of an 
experience.    

Interestingly, there were elevated false alarms to story 
versus artist lures for both fillers and story repeats. While the 
repetition of story information can increase false alarms to 
new illustrations that also share the same story, stories 
presented just once (i.e., as fillers) should have been less 
prone to semantically related false alarms. One possible 
explanation for this pattern is that encoding unique stories 
supports the reactivation of related story experiences, thus 
yielding memory effects similar to actually viewing two 
similar illustrations. Semantic information may have 
promoted the reactivation of related semantic knowledge 
regardless of the attentional state at encoding. These findings 
suggest the nature of semantic information may allow for 
reactivation of related knowledge, irrespective of whether 
attention is directed to features that may cue that reactivation.  

Summary 
Semantic attention benefitted memory by increasing 
recognition of studied illustrations, but it interestingly did not 
come at the cost of elevated false alarms to similar 
experiences. Attention to the features related to prior 
knowledge aided recognition memory but did not increase the 
integration of new information into existing knowledge. This 
may suggest that even when attending to semantic features, 
multiple representations of the same experience are formed 
and support different memory behaviours.  
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Abstract Words as Emotion Buffers: Affect Labeling and Distress Reduction
Daniel Walsh
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Abstract

Putting feelings into words can dampen emotions, reducing the distress elicited by aversive stimuli. Across two experi-
ments, we explored whether the effectiveness of such affect labeling depends on the concreteness of the label. Whereas
concrete labels (e.g., blood) may amplify negative emotions via perceptual reactivation, more abstract labels (e.g., danger)
may distance the labeler from the source of emotional distress, thus alleviating negative affect. We investigated this pro-
posal by having participants passively watch distressing images or label the same images with either concrete or abstract
labels. We found that abstract labels yielded a greater reduction in participants self-reported distress (compared to passive
watching) than concrete labels. These results suggest that not all labels are equally effective as emotion buffers: abstract
labels enable us to better separate ourselves from our negative feelings.
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Abstract

Human conceptual knowledge supports the ability to generate
novel yet highly structured concepts, and the form of this con-
ceptual knowledge is of great interest to cognitive scientists.
One tradition has emphasized structured knowledge, view-
ing concepts as embedded in intuitive theories or organized
in complex symbolic knowledge structures. A second tradi-
tion has emphasized statistical knowledge, viewing conceptual
knowledge as an emerging from the rich correlational structure
captured by training neural networks and other statistical mod-
els. In this paper, we explore a synthesis of these two traditions
through a novel neuro-symbolic model for generating new con-
cepts. Using simple visual concepts as a testbed, we bring to-
gether neural networks and symbolic probabilistic programs
to learn a generative model of novel handwritten characters.
Two alternative models are explored with more generic neural
network architectures. We compare each of these three mod-
els for their likelihoods on held-out character classes and for
the quality of their productions, finding that our hybrid model
learns the most convincing representation and generalizes fur-
ther from the training observations.

Keywords: Categories and concepts; neural networks; com-
positionality; causality; generative models

Introduction
People can synthesize new concepts in imaginative ways; ar-
chitects design new houses, chefs invent new recipes, and
entrepreneurs create new business models. The resulting
productions exhibit novel variations but maintain important
structural consistencies with known entities (Ward, 1994).
In contrast, state-of-the-art generative models from machine
learning struggle with creative imagination, producing sam-
ples that either closely mimic the training data or that exhibit
anomalous characteristics (Lake et al., 2019). How do people
create novel yet coherent new concepts? How can we under-
stand these abilities in computational terms?

Human conceptual knowledge plays a central role in cre-
ative generalization. A chef knows not only a repertoire
of recipes, but also understands that recipes are built from
reusable ingredients (e.g. carrots, flour, butter), and that
these ingredients satisfy specific roles (thickening, seasoning,
greasing). Furthermore, a chef understands which ingredi-
ents can substitute for others (e.g. butter for oil when greas-
ing) and which should never be combined (e.g. ketchup and
milk). In addition, they understand that recipes are composed
of reusable causal procedures (cutting, whisking, browning),
and they know how to compose these procedures in terms
of order and substitutability. This causal and compositional
knowledge is essential to understanding a culinary concept,
as opposed to merely executing it, and is essential to a chef’s
ability to create new culinary concepts such as “carrots tartar”
or “pea guacamole.”

There have been two traditions of work on computational
models of conceptual knowledge. The first tradition em-
phasizes “structured knowledge” for capturing relations be-
tween concepts and correlations between conceptual features,
viewing concepts as embedded in intuitive theories (Murphy
& Medin, 1985) or capturing structured knowledge through
symbolic representations such as hierarchies, trees, grammars
and programs (Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2008, 2009; Tenenbaum
et al., 2011). This tradition has prioritized the composi-
tional and causal nature of conceptual knowledge, as em-
phasized through accounts of concept learning as program
induction (Goodman et al., 2008; Stuhlmuller et al., 2010;
Lake et al., 2015; Goodman et al., 2015; Ellis et al., 2018;
Lake & Piantadosi, 2019). The Bayesian Program Learning
(BPL) framework (Lake et al., 2015), for example, demon-
strates how to learn programs from images to express the
causal and compositional nature of concepts and background
knowledge. Although these models offer a convincing ac-
count for how strong inductive biases support flexible gener-
alization, they often make simplifying and rigid parametric
assumptions about the distributions of concepts in pursuit of
a structured representation. As a result, they so far have been
unsuccessful in characterizing the most complex correlations
and invariances associated with human concepts in raw, high-
dimensional stimulus spaces.

The second tradition in models of conceptual knowledge
emphasizes “statistical knowledge,” a more amorphous form
of background knowledge that is often not amenable to sym-
bolic description. In the statistics view, conceptual knowl-
edge manifests as complex systems of patterns and correla-
tions recorded from observations. The meaning of a word,
for example, can be derived from its patterns of co-occurrance
with other words (Deerwester et al., 1990). Similarly, latent
representations of objects and other sensory stimuli can be de-
rived from “suspicious coincidences” noted in the data (Bar-
low, 1989). The statistics view emphasizes emergence, where
conceptual knowledge emerges from the interaction of sim-
pler processes, as operationalized through training neural net-
work architectures (McClelland, 2010). Although a power-
ful modeling tool, standard neural networks do not explicitly
model the compositional and causal structure of concepts. As
result, they have difficulty generalizing to examples that vary
systematically from training (Marcus, 2003; Lake & Baroni,
2018), and to novel tasks, especially those that demand more
generative and creative abilities (Lake et al., 2017, 2019).

Our goal in this paper is to explore generative models of
concepts at the interface of these structured and statistical
traditions, with the aim of combining strengths from both ap-
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proaches. Previous efforts to integrate these traditions have
demonstrated ways of performing statistical inference over
structured representations (Tenenbaum et al., 2011). This in-
cludes models of concept learning as Bayesian inference over
fully-symbolic expressions in formal logical (Goodman et al.,
2008; Piantadosi et al., 2016), or models of inductive rea-
soning supported by structured intuitive theories (Kemp &
Tenenbaum, 2009). In accounts of this nature, statistics is
primary in selecting between structured symbolic hypotheses
(Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2008; Perfors et al., 2011; Lake et al.,
2015; Lake & Piantadosi, 2019), but plays little role in form-
ing the individual hypotheses themselves. Specifically, each
hypothesis may only have a few parametric distributions that
need to be inferred (Gaussians, multinomials, etc.), if any.

Here we aim to more thoroughly integrate the structured
and statistical traditions through hybrid neuro-symbolic gen-
erative models. Our goal is to devise a causal generative
model with explicit compositional structure, and with com-
plex correlations represented implicitly through neural net-
works rather than simple parametric distributions. We use
simple visual concepts – handwritten characters from the
world’s languages – as a case study for exploring neuro-
symbolic models of concept generation. The Omniglot
dataset (Lake et al., 2015) of handwritten characters pro-
vides an excellent preliminary modeling environment: it con-
tains a large number of natural, simple concepts that people
learn and use, and it has been explored extensively in prior
work from both cognitive science and AI. Following the mix-
ture density network framework for handwriting generation
(Graves, 2013), we explore three distinct generative neural
architectures, varying the strength and form of inductive bias
imposed on the model, including their position on the neuro-
symbolic spectrum and the fidelity in which compositionality
and causality are presented. We evaluate the generalization
capacity of these models by comparing their log-likelihoods
on a holdout set of characters. Furthermore, we analyze the
samples produced by each model, looking for characters that
are qualitatively consistent but sufficiently dissimilar from the
training set. We find that a hybrid neuro-symbolic architec-
ture with the strongest form of compositional structure ex-
hibits the best generalization performance, and that it gener-
ates characters that are highly consistent with human draw-
ings. In contrast, the generic neural models exhibit weaker
performance on the holdout set, and they produce characters
that more closely mimic the training examples.

Related Work

In the machine learning community, there have been a num-
ber of works studying generative neural network models
for handwritten characters, including DRAW (Gregor et al.,
2015), AIR (Eslami et al., 2016) and SPIRAL (Ganin et al.,
2018). Although these models learn a procedure to gener-
ate new characters, they do not use the human drawing data
from Omniglot, and therefore the generative process may not
reflect the true causal processes of human character produc-

tion. Our goal is different in that we aim to model the causal
process of human handwriting directly from drawing data.

Ha & Eck (2018) introduced a neural network architec-
ture called Sketch-RNN to model human drawing data for
simple objects like cats, firetrucks, and windmills. Although
their goal loosely resembles our own, the Sketch-RNN model
is trained on just a single class of objects at one time (e.g.
“cat”), and it receives 70,000 examples from the class. In
contrast, our motivation is to model human conceptual knowl-
edge of handwriting concepts in general. This background
knowledge plays a central role in creative generalization, en-
abling people to synthesize new concepts that deviate from
the observed entities. We train our models on many character
classes at once, providing only 20 training examples of each
class and asking them to generate new character concepts.
The Sketch-RNN model has not been applied in this way.

Most related to our work is the Bayesian Program Learning
(BPL) approach of Lake et al. (2015) that was also applied
to the simple visual concepts in Omniglot. BPL is a para-
metric Bayesian model that captures causal, compositional
structure in human background knowledge of handwriting,
and shows that these ingredients are important for few-shot
learning of new character concepts. Beyond supporting few-
shot learning, the BPL character prior can also generate new
character concepts by unconditional sampling. Although a
powerful demonstration of compositional representation, the
BPL parametric model makes many simplifying assumptions
about characters. For example, it assumes that strokes in a
character are generated largely independently from each other
in the prior (although they are strongly correlated in the poste-
rior). As result, new characters generated by the model often
lack the rich correlation structure of human drawings. We
build on this work and develop a new neuro-symbolic model
that represents the compositional structure of characters while
using neural networks to capture richer correlations.

Omniglot Case Study
We use simple visual concepts as a case study for modeling
conceptual structure. The Omniglot dataset contains human
drawings of characters from 50 unique alphabets, providing
a large set of cognitively natural concepts that are simple
enough for evaluating models (Lake et al., 2015, 2019). In
our experiments, we use drawings from the Omniglot back-
ground set to train our models, which contains 30 alphabets
and a total of 19,280 unique drawings. We also use 10 al-
phabets from the Omniglot evaluation set as a holdout set for
quantitative evaluations, reserving the remaining 10 alphabets
for future work on few-shot classification.

In the drawing data, a stroke is represented as a variable-
length sequence of pen locations {z1, ...,zT}, with zi ∈ R2

(Fig. 2, left). During pre-processing, we convert each stroke
into a minimal spline representation using least-squares op-
timization (Fig. 2, right), borrowing the B-spline tools from
Lake et al. (2015). The number of spline control points de-
pends on the stroke complexity and is determined by a resid-
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procedure GENERATECHARACTER
I  0 . Initialize image canvas
while true do

[yi, xi] GenerateStroke(I) . Sample stroke location & trajectory
I  Render(yi, xi, I) . Render stroke to image canvas
vi ⇠ p(v | I) . Sample termination indicator
if vi then

break . Terminate sample
return I . Return character image

1

termination model  p(v ∣ I)

CNN MLPI
1

0

Figure 1: Full neuro-symbolic (Full NS) model. Our Full NS model produces character samples one stroke at a time. The procedure
GenerateCharacter consists of sequentially reading from and rendering to an image canvas, which is initialized to zero. At each time step,
the current canvas I is fed to procedure GenerateStroke, which produces a stroke sample. The canvas is first processed by the location
model, a CNN-MLP architecture that processes the image and returns a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) distribution for the starting location
of the next stroke y. The location y is then sampled and passed along with I to the stroke model. The stroke model processes I with a CNN
and feeds the embedding to an LSTM with attention. The LSTM samples a stroke trajectory x sequentially one offset at a time using GMM
outputs. The sampled stroke is passed to a symbolic renderer, and the updated image canvas is then processed by a termination model that
decides whether to continue the character sample.

ual threshold. Furthermore, we removed small strokes using
a threshold on the trajectory length. These processing steps
help suppress noise and emphasize signal in the drawings.
Our generative models are trained to produce character draw-
ings, where each drawing is represented as an ordered set of
splines (strokes). The number of strokes, and the number of
spline coordinates per stroke, are allowed to vary.

original stroke minimal spline

Figure 2: Spline representation. Raw strokes (left) are con-
verted into minimal splines (right) using least-squares optimization.
Crosses (left) indicate pen locations and red dots (right) indicate
spline control points.

Neuro-Symbolic Model
Our primary interest is to test whether a hybrid neuro-
symbolic model can capture the compositional, causal struc-
ture in a large corpus of simple natural concepts. The archi-
tecture and sampling procedure of our hybrid model, which
we call the “Full Neuro-Symbolic” (Full NS) model, is given
in Fig. 1. Compared to generic neural networks, the Full NS
model lies closer to structure on the structure-statistics spec-
trum, possessing a much stronger inductive bias. As in BPL
(Lake et al., 2015), the generative model is a probabilistic
program that captures real compositional and causal struc-
ture by sampling characters as a sequence of parts and loca-
tions/relations. Unlike BPL, the model has a symbolic engine
that renders each part to an image canvas before producing
the next one, and parts are generated using a powerful recur-

rent neural network that encodes and attends to the current
canvas. Although correlations between parts can be captured
through a process of rendering and then encoding, the model
does not allow arbitrary information to flow between parts
and variables as in monolithic neural networks.

The Full NS model represents a character as a sequence
of strokes, with each stroke decomposed into a starting loca-
tion yt ∈ R2, conveying the first spline control point, and a
stroke trajectory xt = {∆1, ...,∆N}, conveying deltas between
spline control points. It generates characters one stroke at a
time, using a symbolic rendering procedure called Render,
as an intermediate processing step after forming each stroke.
An image canvas I is used as a memory state to convey in-
formation about previous strokes. At each time step t, the
next stroke’s starting location and trajectory are sampled with
procedure GenerateStroke. In this procedure, the current
image canvas I is first read by the location model (Fig. 1;
bottom middle), a convolutional neural network (CNN) that
processes the image and returns a probability distribution for
starting location yt :

yt ∼ p(yt | I).

A visualization of the density p(yt | I) is given in Fig. 3,
“Location Prediction.” The starting location yt is then passed
along with the image canvas I to the stroke model (Fig. 1;
bottom right), a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architec-
ture with a CNN-based image attention mechanism inspired
by Xu et al. (2016). The stroke model samples the next stroke
trajectory xt sequentially one offset at a time, selectively at-
tending to different parts of the image canvas at each sample
step and combining this information with the context of yt :

xt ∼ p(xt | yt , I).
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Input 
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Location 
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Stroke 
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stroke 1

stroke 2
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Figure 3: Predictions of the Full NS model for a test character. After each stroke, the model receives the current image canvas (“Input
Canvas”) and makes a series of predictions. Termination Prediction. First, the model predicts a termination probability p (blue bar), i.e.
a probability of terminating the drawing. Location Prediction. Next, the model predicts a probability density for the next stroke’s starting
location. The heatmap indicates the predicted density, and the hollow red dot indicates the ground-truth location. Stroke Prediction. Finally,
the model predicts an auto-regressive probability density for the next stroke’s trajectory (the “stroke”). Red dots indicate the previous control
points, heatmaps indicate the predicted density for the next control point, and hollow red dot indicates the ground-truth next control point.

A visualization of the auto-regressive density p(xt | yt , I) is
given in Fig. 3, “Stroke Prediction.” Finally, a similar net-
work decides when to terminate the character, p(vt | I).
Mixture Outputs. Both our location model and stroke
model follow a technique from Graves (2013), who pro-
posed to use neural networks with mixture outputs to model
handwriting data. The parameters θ = {π1:K ,µ1:K ,σ1:K ,ρ1:K}
output by our network specify a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) with K components (Fig. 1; colored ellipsoids),
where πk ∈ (0,1) is the mixture weight of the kth compo-
nent, µk ∈ R2 its means, σk ∈ R2

+ its standard deviations, and
ρk ∈ (−1,1) its correlation. In our location model, a sin-
gle GMM describes the distribution p(yt | I). In our stroke
model, the LSTM outputs one GMM at each timestep, de-
scribing p(∆t |∆1:t−1,yt , I).

Training. Our Full NS model provides a density function
which can be used to score the log-likelihood for any char-
acter drawing. We train the model to maximize the log-
likelihood (minimize log-loss) of the training set drawings,
using mini-batch gradient descent with a batch size of 200
and the Adam update rule.

Alternative Models

In addition to our Full NS model, we explored two alternative
models with more generic neural network architectures. In
each alternative, we lesioned key structural ingredients of the
Full NS model, hoping to test the importance of these ingre-
dients to model performance.

Hierarchical LSTM. As one alternative neural model, we
explored a hierarchical recurrent architecture (Sordoni et al.,
2015; Ling et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2017), which we denote
“Hierarchical LSTM” (H-LSTM). Like our Full NS architec-
ture, the H-LSTM model is trained on causal data demonstrat-

…

y1

x1

y2

x2

y1

x1

yT

xT

yT−1

xT−1

LSTM LSTM LSTM

Location

yi

Stroke

xi

: stroke encoder

: location predictor

: stroke predictor

Figure 4: Hierarchical LSTM model. The model samples charac-
ters one stroke at a time, using a character-level LSTM as a memory
state. At each time, the model samples a starting location for the
next stroke from a location predictor (MLP), and a stroke trajectory
from the stroke predictor (LSTM). These samples are then fed to the
model as inputs for the next time, with the location fed directly and
the trajectory processed by a stroke encoder (bi-directional LSTM).

ing how people actually produce drawings of characters. In
addition, it models the compositional structure of characters
by separating them into explicit stroke parts, which defines
the hierarchy in the hierarchical LSTM. Unlike our Full NS
model, however, the H-LSTM has no renderer and thus lacks
any explicit causal knowledge of how motor actions become
raw images of inked characters. Instead, information about
the previous strokes is written to memory via recurrent con-
nections and gating mechanisms. These transformations can
propagate arbitrary correlations, and they must be learned en-
tirely from the data.

Specifically, at each time step t, the previous stroke xt−1 is
read by a stroke encoder fenc, a bi-directional LSTM that pro-
cesses the stroke and returns a fixed-length vector (red box in
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Fig. 4). This vector is then passed as an input to the character
LSTM along with previous location yt−1 and previous hidden
state ht−1:

ht = fLSTM(yt−1, fenc(xt−1),ht−1).

The new hidden state ht is then fed to the location model p(yt |
ht), a multi-layer perceptron that outputs a GMM distribution
for the next stroke’s starting location yt (green box in Fig. 4).
The location is sampled from this distribution and passed as
an input along with ht to the stroke model p(xt | ht ,yt), an
LSTM that samples a stroke trajectory one offset at a time
with GMM outputs (yellow box in Fig. 4):

yt ∼ p(yt | ht)

xt ∼ p(xt | ht ,yt).

Baseline LSTM. A second alternative is even less struc-
tured and represents the most purely statistical architecture
we examined. For this model, we explored a naive unrolled
LSTM, denoted “Baseline.” This model is a reproduction of
the unconditional version of Sketch-RNN (Ha & Eck, 2018,
Sec 3.3). Similar to Full NS and H-LSTM, the Baseline
LSTM is trained on causal data demonstrating the process of
producing characters; however, the architecture does not ex-
plicitly take compositional structure into account. Instead, it
uses a single RNN to model a character as one long sequence
of pen actions with stroke breaks.

Following Sketch-RNN, we expand the binary pen state
variable vt ∈ {0,1} from Graves (2013) to a ternary variable
vt ∈ {0,1,2} to handle multi-stroke drawings. Value 0 indi-
cates that we are continuing the current stroke, 1 that we are
ending the current stroke and starting a new one, and 2 that
we are ending the drawing. The initial hidden and cell states
of the LSTM are set to zero, and at each time step t, the previ-
ous offset ∆t−1, previous pen state vt−1, and previous hidden
state ht−1 are fed as inputs to the LSTM, which outputs new
hidden state ht :

ht = fLSTM(∆t−1,vt−1,ht−1).

An output layer receives ht and returns a categorical distribu-
tion for next pen state vt , and a GMM for next offset ∆t :

θv = fv(ht), vt ∼ p(vt | θv)

θ∆ = f∆(ht), ∆t ∼ p(∆t | θ∆).

Experiments
We evaluated the creative generalizations of our 3 models us-
ing both quantitative and qualitative analyses. Each of our
models estimates a probability density function for characters
from training examples. This density function can be used
to compute likelihoods for held-out characters and to gener-
ate new character samples. A generative model for charac-
ters that exhibits creative generalization should produce high
likelihood scores for novel character concepts from held-out

Alphabet Splits Character Splits Holdout
Model split1 split2 split3 split1 split2 split3 -
Full NS 13.77 14.18 17.53 12.35 12.59 12.57 19.51
H-LSTM 14.37 14.56 17.71 12.24 12.80 12.51 20.16
Baseline 14.32 14.42 17.71 12.20 12.77 12.39 19.66

Table 1: Test losses from our 3 models. Losses indicate the aver-
age negative log-likelihood per test character (lower is better). In our
“alphabet splits” task, we divide the background set into train/test
splits such that the model must generalize to new characters from
novel alphabets. In our “character splits” task, we divide the back-
ground set such that the model must generalize to new characters
from familiar alphabets. In our “holdout” task, we provide the en-
tire background set for training and use the held-out evaluation set–
which contains new characters from novel alphabets–for testing.

classes. In addition, the model should generate new charac-
ters that are sufficiently dissimilar from the training exam-
ples, but that are structurally consistent with ground truth. In
our quantitative analysis, we tested our models for their likeli-
hood performance on novel character classes using a rigorous
set of experiments with different train/test splits. In our qual-
itative analysis, we inspected the character samples, compar-
ing with BPL, ground truth concepts, and nearest neighbors
from the training set.

Evaluation on Held-Out Concepts

Methods. In our quantitative analysis, we evaluated our
models for two different forms of likelihood generalization,
corresponding to different train/test splits. In the first gener-
alization task, denoted “character splits,” we asked whether
our models could generalize to new character classes from
familiar alphabets. We created 3 train/test splits from the
Omniglot background set, sampling 80% of characters per
alphabet for train and 20% for test. In our second task, de-
noted “alphabet splits,” we asked whether our models could
generalize to new character classes from novel alphabets. We
again sampled 3 train/test splits of size 80-20, this time split-
ting by alphabet. In both the “character splits” and “alphabet
splits” tasks, we explored multiple hyperparameter configu-
rations for our models, varying parameters such as the num-
ber of hidden layers, number of units per layer, and dropout
probability.1 Average validation loss across splits was used to
select the best configuration for each model in each task. We
then took our best configurations in each task and reported
their validation losses on all 3 splits.

As a final quantitative analysis, we tested our models on
one additional task that extends the “alphabet splits” task.
Our motivation was to provide a more rigorous analysis us-
ing a completely withheld test set as per standard practice in
machine learning evaluations. We re-trained our best config-
urations of each model on the entire background set, using
the hyperparameters selected from our “alphabet splits” task.
We then reported losses on the evaluation set, which contains
character drawings from 10 completely novel alphabets.

1For details about hyperparameters, see Appendix section A:
https://www.cns.nyu.edu/˜reuben/files/cogsci20
appendix.pdf
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Full NS Model Hierarchical LSTM Baseline LSTM BPL (unconditional) Ground Truth

Figure 5: Character sample comparison. Characters generated by our Full NS, H-LSTM and Baseline LSTM models are shown side-by-
side, along with samples from the BPL forward model2 as well as ground truth characters from Omniglot.

Full NS Model Hierarchical LSTM Baseline LSTM

Figure 6: Novelty of character samples. Character drawings
sampled from each model were compared to their 5 nearest neigh-
bors from the training set. Each row corresponds to one character
sample from the model. The red box indicates the model sample,
and the 5 nearest neighbors are shown in the succeeding columns.

Results. Results from the cross-validation splits are shown
in Table 1, “Alphabet Splits” and “Character Splits.” In our
alphabet splits, the Full NS model consistently outperformed
the alternatives, exhibiting the best generalization perfor-
mance in each of the 3 splits. Thus, our neuro-symbolic ar-
chitecture appears best equipped to capture overarching prin-
ciples in handwriting concepts that generalize far outside of
the training examples.

In our character splits task, the Baseline LSTM exhibited
best performance in 2 out of 3 splits, and the Full NS model in
1 of 3. The character splits present a much easier generaliza-
tion task, where exemplar-based learning could offer a suit-
able alternative to learning general structural principles. In-
terestingly, the selected hyperparameter configuration for our
Full NS model remained constant across the “alphabet” and
“character” split tasks, whereas the configuration changed for
both the Baseline and H-LSTM models.

Results for each model on the held-out set of characters
are shown in Table 1, “Holdout.” Similarly to the “alphabets”
task, our Full NS model outperforms both alternative models
on the holdout set, providing further support that this archi-
tecture learns the best general model of these simple visual
concepts. A paired t-test reveals the Full NS model has reli-
ably better loss per example than the next-best model (Base-
line; t(5531) = 3.094; p < 0.002).

Generating New Concepts

Methods. In our qualitative analysis, we analyzed the 3
neural network models on their ability to produce novel vi-
sual concepts. We took our trained models from the previous
experiment and sampled 36 characters from each model, fol-
lowing the model’s causal generative procedure. In addition,
we sampled 36 characters from the BPL character prior, and
we selected 36 “ground truth” characters from Omniglot at
random. Samples were then compared visually side-by-side.

As an additional qualitative analysis, we compared charac-
ter samples from each model for their similarity to the train-
ing examples. Although the complexity and structural co-
herence of generated characters are important criteria, these
observations alone provide insufficient evidence for a human-
like generative process; a model that memorizes the training
examples might produce samples with structural coherence
and rich variations, but such a model does not account for the
flexible ways that humans generate new concepts. In our sec-
ond analysis, we took the character samples from our models
and found the 5 most-similar training characters for each, us-
ing cosine distance in the last hidden layer of a CNN classi-
fier as a metric space for perceptual similarity. The CNN was
trained to classify characters from the Omniglot background
set, a 964-way classification task.

Results. Fig. 5 shows samples from each of our three mod-
els, as well as from the BPL forward model2 and from the
Omniglot data (ground truth). Compared to BPL, the neural-
enhanced models capture more correlational structure and
character complexity. For instance, the Full NS model propa-
gates stylistic and structural consistency across three strokes
to form a Braille-like character, as shown by the sample in
column 1, row 2. Fig. 6 shows a handful of character sam-
ples produced by each neural model plotted alongside their
five nearest neighbors from the Omniglot training set. Unlike
the log-likelihood results, comparing models in this fashion
is subjective; nevertheless the H-LSTM and Baseline LSTM
produce more characters that closely mimic the nearest train-

2BPL character samples have been centered for better visual ap-
pearance; the actual samples often protrude outside of the image
window. A more complex non-parametric BPL model was used in
the visual Turing tests in Lake et al. (2015) that has explicit re-use
of character parts. Those samples were also centered.
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corresponding 
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stroke key:

Figure 7: Topologically-Organized character samples and their
nearest Omniglot neighbors. We drew 100 character samples
from our Full NS model and organized them into a 10x10 grid such
that neighboring characters have similar drawing styles (left). We
then found the “nearest neighbor” of each sample from the Omniglot
character dataset and organized the neighbors into a corresponding
10x10 grid (right).

ing examples (7/9 by our eyes). In contrast, our Full NS
model produces only a few (3/9) characters that are close mir-
rors of training examples, suggesting that it can generalize
further from the training observations.

To get an idea of the different character styles produced
by our Full NS model, we sampled 100 characters from the
model and organized them into a 10x10 grid such that neigh-
boring characters have high perceptual similarity (Fig. 7,
left). Characters were sampled at a lower level of stochastic-
ity, using the temperature parameter proposed by Ha & Eck
(2018) to modify the entropy of the mixture density outputs
(we used T = 0.5). The model produces characters in multi-
ple distinct styles, with some having more angular, line-based
structure and others relying on complex curves. In Fig. 7
(right), we plotted the most-similar Omniglot character for
each sample in a corresponding grid. In many cases, samples
from the model have a distinct style and are visually dissimi-
lar from their nearest Omniglot neighbor.

Conclusion
We presented a new neuro-symbolic generative model of sim-
ple visual concepts. Our model successfully captures com-
positional and causal structure in handwritten character con-
cepts, forming a representation that generalizes to new con-
cepts. We tested our model by comparing its likelihood scores
on a holdout set of novel characters, finding that it consis-
tently outperforms two generic neural network alternatives
when the test characters deviate significantly from the train-
ing examples. Furthermore, our generative model produces
new character concepts with richer variations than simple
parametric models, yet that remain structurally coherent and
visually consistent with human productions.

Neuro-symbolic models offer a promising set of tools to
express the rich background knowledge that enables cre-
ative generation. These models can explain the nonparamet-
ric correlation structure embodied in conceptual knowledge
while maintaining important inductive biases to account for

the structured ways that people generate new concepts. We
believe that models of this kind will be useful to explain
a variety of human imaginative behaviors, such as when a
chef creates the new recipe “pea guacamole.” In future work,
we’d like to explore applications of neuro-symbolic models
to other types of concepts with varying complexity.
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Abstract

Toddlers are notoriously difficult to understand, yet like accented speakers, their productions tend to systematically differ
from adult productions. Thus, we hypothesize that listeners with routine exposure to toddlers (perhaps even toddlers
themselves) should comprehend toddlers best. Three listener groups were tested on their comprehension of toddlers
utterances in an eye-tracking study; forty-eight toddlers (Mage= 33 months), sixteen undergraduates with little experience
around children (Mage= 18 years), and sixteen mothers of young children (Mage=38 years). All listeners looked longer
to targets than distractors (p ¡ 0.05), with mothers and undergraduates target fixations significantly greater than toddlers
(p ¡ 0.001). Mothers target fixations (78%) did not differ significantly from undergraduates (74%; p = 0.17). These
preliminary findings suggest a complex picture regarding the role of experience in comprehending toddlers utterances.
Clearly, however, toddlers do not outperform adults in understanding toddlers.
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The iconicity of random words
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Abstract

Mounting evidence suggests that people make use of non-arbitrary relationships between word form and meaning (e.g.,
rounded vowels and rounded shapes) when determining the meaning of a novel word. Typically, these studies use carefully
selected materials to maximize iconic relationships between word forms and meanings. Can people make use of form-
meaning resemblances for randomly selected word-forms? We gave 21 groups of undergraduates 40 randomly generated
nonce words and asked them to draw a creature for each word such that a nave viewer could reliably match the creature-
drawing back to the word that motivated it. Despite the words being selected randomly and filtering out any reliance on
existing English words, drawings were routinely matched back by nave participants (n=222) at rates well above chance.
We discuss possible explanations for what makes certain words fit an especially good fit for certain drawings.
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The Adaptive Glasgow Face-Matching Task
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Abstract

Current face-comparison tests use a fixed set of stimuli, such that task difficulty is not tailored to the participant’s ability
to perform face matching, which varies greatly across people. Here, we create an adaptive version of the Glasgow Face
Matching Test (GFMT). To accomplish this, we make use of recent advances in machine learning that can encode pho-
tographs into a learned face space and then generate photorealistic morphs that interpolate between mid-level features of
the depicted individuals. In particular, we first use the StyleGAN neural-network architecture to generate challenging vari-
ants of the GFMT. We then use QUEST+, a Bayesian adaptive psychometric testing procedure, to estimate the observer’s
sensitivity to appearance changes during face matching. The resulting test, the adaptive GFMT (aGFMT), aims to more
efficiently estimate a participant’s face-matching ability.
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Abstract

When deciding how to allocate cognitive control to a given
task, people must consider both positive outcomes (e.g.,
praise) and negative outcomes (e.g., admonishment). How-
ever, it is unclear how these two forms of incentives differen-
tially influence the amount and type of cognitive control a per-
son chooses to allocate. To address this question, we had par-
ticipants perform a self-paced incentivized cognitive control
task, varying the magnitude of reward for a correct response
and punishment for an incorrect response. Formalizing control
allocation as a process of adjusting parameters of a drift diffu-
sion model (DDM), we show that participants engaged in dif-
ferent strategies in response to variability in reward (adjusting
drift rate) versus punishment (adjusting response threshold).
We demonstrate that this divergent set of strategies is optimal
for maximizing reward rate while minimizing effort costs. Fi-
nally, we show that these dissociable patterns of behavior en-
able us to estimate the motivational salience of positive versus
negative incentives for a given individual.

Keywords: cognitive control; reward; punishment; decision-
making; drift diffusion model

Introduction
When performing mentally demanding tasks, people need to
decide how to deploy limited cognitive resources to achieve
their goals. People are motivated to different degrees by the
prospect of achieving a positive outcome versus avoiding a
negative outcome (Lewin, 1935; Atkinson & Feather, 1966).
For example, some students study hard to get praised by their
parents while others do so to avoid embarrassment. The over-
all salience of these incentives will determine when and how a
given person decides to invest cognitive control (Botvinick &
Braver, 2015), including when they choose to disengage from
effortful tasks (Wrosch, Scheier, Carver, & Schulz, 2003).
While a great deal is known about how people adjust cogni-
tive control in response to varying levels of potential reward
(Yee & Braver, 2018), much less is known about how they do
so in response to varying levels of potential punishment, nor
what types of control allocation strategies are most adaptive
under these two conditions.

Previous research has examined how control allocation
varies as a function of the reward for performing well at a
task, and demonstrated that participants generally perform
better when offered greater reward (Braver et al., 2014; Krebs
& Woldorff, 2017). For instance, when the reward for a cog-
nitive control task (e.g., Stroop) is contingent on both speed
and accuracy, participants are faster and/or more accurate
as potential rewards increase (Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff,

2010; Chiew & Braver, 2016; Froemer, Lin, Dean Wolf, In-
zlich, & Shenhav, 2020). However, as this example demon-
strates, different forms of control adjustments can produce
different types of performance improvements (e.g., differen-
tially prioritizing speed vs. accuracy). Past work has not
tested whether the same types of control adjustment are fa-
vored when participants are incentivized to avoid poor per-
formance versus achieve good performance.

To understand how people vary their control allocation
across different forms of incentives, it is equally critical to
understand why they do so. Recent theoretical work provides
guidance in addressing this question. For instance, normative
accounts of effort allocation propose that animals and humans
vary the intensity of their effort to maximize their net reward
per unit time (reward rate; Niv, Daw, Joel, & Dayan, 2007;
Boureau & Dayan, 2011; Otto & Daw, 2019). Applying such
theories to the specific domain of mental effort (i.e., cogni-
tive control) allocation, the Expected Value of Control (EVC)
model propose that people allocate the type and amount of
cognitive control that maximizes the overall rate of expected
rewards while minimizing expected effort costs (Shenhav,
Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013; see also Manohar et al., 2015).

The EVC model has been successful at accounting for how
people vary the intensity of a particular type of control to
achieve greater rewards (Musslick, Shenhav, Botvinick, &
Cohen, 2015; Lieder, Shenhav, Musslick, & Griffiths, 2018),
but limitations in existing data have prevented it from describ-
ing how the type of control being allocated should depend on
the type of incentive. Aside from the dearth of research on
how people adjust control to positive versus negative incen-
tives, a second critical limitation is that most existing stud-
ies examine how performance varies over a fixed set of trials
(e.g., 200 total trials that must be completed over the course
of an experiment). An appropriate test of normative predic-
tions of the reward rate maximization inherent to EVC (and
similar models) requires examining how performance varies
when participants are allowed to perform as much or as little
of the task as they would like over a fixed duration.

To address these open questions, we developed a novel
task that measures cognitive control allocation over a fixed
time interval. Participants performed a control-demanding
task under different incentive types (reward vs. punishment)
and incentive magnitudes (small vs. large), and we measured
how participants adapted their cognitive control (e.g., prior-
itizing speed, accuracy, or both) to optimize their subjective
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reward rates. People demonstrated distinct patterns of cogni-
tive control allocation for rewards versus punishments. With
increasing reward, participants were faster while maintain-
ing the same level of accuracy (completing more trials over-
all), whereas with increasing punishment they were overall
more accurate but also slower (completing fewer trials over-
all). To provide a normative account of these interactions,
we merged properties of existing models of reward rate op-
timization and control allocation (Bogacz, Brown, Moehlis,
Holmes, & Cohen, 2006; Manohar et al., 2015; Musslick et
al., 2015; Simen et al., 2009), modeling different types of
control allocation as adjustments of different parameters in
a Drift Diffusion Model (DDM; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008).
We show both normatively and empirically that evidence ac-
cumulation rate (a potential proxy for attentional focus) se-
lectively increases with increasing potential reward, whereas
response thresholds selectively increase with increasing po-
tential punishment. Finally, we used this modified reward
rate model to estimate the individual differences in sensitiv-
ity to reward and punishment based upon unique behavioral
profiles, providing a compelling novel approach for inferring
how people evaluate costs and benefits when deciding when
and how much to allocate cognitive control.

Incentivized Cognitive Control Task
We designed a new task to investigate cognitive control al-
location in a self-paced environment (Figure 1). During this
task, participants are given fixed time intervals (8-12s) to per-
form a cognitively demanding task (Stroop task), in which
they have to name the ink color of a color word. Partic-
ipants could perform as many Stroop trials as they wanted
during each interval, with a new trial appearing immediately
after each response. Since the duration of intervals was varied
across the session, participants were discouraged from devel-
oping a trial-counting strategy (e.g., performing 10 responses
per interval).

Participants were instructed that they would be rewarded
for correct responses and penalized for incorrect responses.
At the start of each interval, a visual cue indicated the level
of reward and punishment associated with their responses in
the subsequent interval. There are four distinct conditions in
the experiment: high-reward/high-punishment (+10¢, -10¢),
high-reward/low-punishment (+10¢, -1¢), low-reward/high-
punishment (+1 ¢, -10¢), and low-reward/low-punishment
(+1¢, -1¢) (Figure 1). During the interval, participants could
complete as many Stroop trials as they would like. Be-
low each Stroop stimulus, a tracker indicated the cumulative
amount of monetary reward within that interval. After each
interval, participants were informed how much they earned.
The experiment was implemented within the PsiTurk frame-
work (Gureckis et al., 2016) and the data was collected on the
Mechanical Turk platform.

8 ~ 12 seconds
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Figure 1: Task paradigm. At the start of each interval, a
visual cue indicates the level of reward and punishment for
that interval. Participants can complete as many Stroop trials
as they want within that interval. The cumulative reward
over a given interval is tracked at the bottom of the screen.
Correct responses increase this value while incorrect
responses decrease this value. Participants are told how
much they earned at the end of each interval. The upper right
inset shows the cues across the four conditions.

Behavioral Results
We collected data from 36 participants, but four participants
were excluded due to poor performance (with mean accuracy
below 60% or mean reaction time outside of 3 standard devi-
ations of the mean). The final dataset consisted of 32 partici-
pants (10 F; Age: 35±10 years).

Table 1: Mixed model results for normalized correct
responses

Predictors Estimates t df p
Intercept 1.14 34.03 32 < 0.001
Age −0.04 −0.69 29 0.265
Female - Male 0.08 2.13 29 0.044
High - Low
Punishment −0.03 −4.73 29 < 0.001
High - Low
Reward 0.04 5.606 30 < 0.001
Mean
Congruency −0.02 −3.586 36 < 0.001
Reward×
Punishment 0.01 2.168 41 0.011

The primary measurement of task performance is the num-
ber of correct responses within each interval divided by the
duration of the interval (i.e., normalized correct responses).
We fitted a linear mixed model (lme4 package in R; Bates,
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) to estimate the normalized
correct responses as a function of contrast-encoded reward
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and punishment levels (High Reward - Low Reward, High
Punishment - Low Punishment) as well as their interaction,
controlling for age, gender and congruency effect, and using
models with maximally specified random effects (Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Behavioral results. Effect of reward and
punishment on a) the number of correct responses completed
in an interval (normalized by interval duration); b) trial-level
accuracy and c) trial-level response time (correct responses
only). ***: p < 0.001. Error bars reflect s.e.m..

Participants completed more trials with increasing poten-
tial reward, and fewer trials with increasing potential punish-
ment (p < 0.001; Figure 2a). We observed a significant inter-
action between reward and punishment (p = 0.011) whereby
the effect of reward level on performance was enhanced in
high-punishment compared to low-punishment intervals. We
did not find significant interaction between reward or penalty
and mean congruency.

Additional analyses revealed that rewards versus punish-
ments exerted distinct influences on speed versus accuracy.
Accuracy was significantly higher with increasing potential
punishment (p < 0.001), but did not vary with potential re-
ward (p = 0.932; Figure 2b). Response time, on the other
hand, did vary significantly with both types of incentives,
but in opposite directions (Figure 2c). Consistent with the
differences trial completion rate by condition (Figure 2a),
participants were faster to respond with increasing reward
(p< 0.001) but slower to respond with increasing punishment
(p < 0.001). Together, these data reveal that participants ap-
plied distinct strategies under different incentive conditions.

Reward Rate Optimal Control Allocation:
Normative Predictions

An existing reward-rate optimization model shows that, when
deciding which strategy to apply in a given task, the norma-
tive estimate of reward rate will critically depend on how an
individual weighzs the benefit of the reward for a correct re-
sponse versus the cost of being punished for an error (Bogacz
et al., 2006; Krueger et al., 2017). This subjective reward rate
RR is expressed as

RR =
R× (1−ER)−P×ER

DT +NDT
(1)

where ER is error rate, DT is decision time, and NDT is
non-decision time (e.g., time to execute a motor response).
R and P indicate the weights for reward and punishment,
respectively. The decision procedure in Stroop task can be
characterized as a drift diffusion process in which evidence is
accumulated toward one response until the accumulated evi-
dence reaches a threshold (Musslick et al., 2015). The expec-
tations of ER and DT depends on the drift rate (the speed of
evidence accumulation) and threshold (Bogacz et al., 2006).

To correctly respond on a Stroop trial (i.e., name stimulus
color), participants need to recruit cognitive control to over-
come the automatic tendency to read the word. We first as-
sume that participants performing our task choose between
adjusting two strategies for achieving this goal: (1) increasing
attentional focus on the Stroop stimuli (resulting in increased
drift rate toward the correct response), and (2) increasing their
threshold to require more evidence accumulation before re-
sponding. Second, we assume that participants seek to iden-
tify the combination of these two DDM parameters that maxi-
mizes reward rate. Third, we assume that increasing drift rate
incurs a cost, which participants seek to minimize. The inclu-
sion of this cost term is motivated by previous psychological
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and neuroscientific research (Shenhav et al., 2017) and by its
sheer necessity for constraining the model from seeking im-
plausibly high values of drift rate (i.e., as this cost approaches
zero, the reward rate maximizing drift rate approaches infin-
ity). A quadratic cost term was chosen based on previous
work (v2; Manohar et al., 2015; Musslick et al., 2015) and ad-
ditional analyses showing that this outperforms a linear term
(not shown here)

RR =
R× (1−ER)−P×ER

DT +NDT
−E× v2 (2)
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Figure 3: (a) Theoretical optimal threshold and drift rate
under different pairs of normative values of reward (R) and
punishment (P) weights. Each dot indicates the optimal
combination of drift rate and threshold under a pair of R and
P. Darker colors represents larger values of reward or
penalty. (b) Observed combinations of average drift rate and
threshold for the four experimental conditions (based on
HDDM fits) follow the reward and punishment gradients
predicted by our model. Each dot represents the combination
of empirical values of R and P. Error bars reflect s.d..

Under the assumption that participants implement adaptive
cognitive strategies to maximize RR, we can generate predic-
tions regarding the optimal settings for drift and threshold un-
der different reward (R) and punishment (P) conditions. For
different R and P values, we numerically identified the drift
rate and threshold pair that would maximize reward rate (Fig-
ure 3a). In this model, the optimal drift rate and threshold is

determined by the ratios between R, P and E. For these calcu-
lations, the magnitude of effort costs is held constant (E=1),
putting reward and punishment into units of effort.

As R increases, the model suggests that the optimal strat-
egy is to increase drift rate and reduce threshold. As P in-
creases, the optimal strategy is to primarily increase thresh-
old and slightly increase drift rate. These findings indicate
that the weights for rewards and punishments jointly modu-
late the optimal strategy for allocating cognitive control, and
that these two types of incentives focus on distinct aspects of
the strategy. Specifically, they predict that that people will
tend to increase drift rate the more they value receiving a re-
ward for a correct response, whereas threshold will be modu-
lated as a function of how much they value receiving a reward
for a correct response (decreased threshold) and receiving a
punishment for an incorrect response (increased threshold).

Reward Rate Optimal Control Allocation:
Empirical Evidence

We next sought to test whether performance on our task was
consistent with the predictions of our normative model. We fit
accuracies and RTs across the different task conditions with a
Hierarchical Drift Diffusion Model (HDDM) (Wiecki, Sofer,
& Frank, 2013), which allowed us to derive estimates of how
a participant’s drift and threshold varied across different lev-
els of reward and punishment.
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Figure 4: Fitted coefficients of reward, punishment,
reward/punishment interaction and congruency on a) drift
rate and b) threshold. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
Error bars reflect s.d..
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Consistent with predictions of our reward-rate-optimal
DDM, drift rate increased with larger rewards as well as
larger punishment (Figures 3b and 4). This suggests that par-
ticipants were motivated to increase their overall attention al-
location with increasing incentive magnitude. Also consis-
tent with our normative predictions, we found that reward
and punishment exhibited dissociable influences on thresh-
old, with higher rewards promoting a lower threshold and
higher punishment promoting a higher threshold. These find-
ings control for the effect of congruency on DDM parame-
ters (with incongruent trials being associated with lower drift
rate and higher threshold). Thus, our empirical findings are
consistent with the prediction that participants are optimizing
reward rate, accounting for potential rewards, potential pun-
ishments, and effort costs.

Model-Based Estimates from Behavior Recover
Original Values of Reward and Punishment

Participants’ subjective valuation of incentives is a latent vari-
able that must be inferred from task performance. Since
we have a process model for mapping incentives onto con-
trol configuration (i.e., reward-rate optimization), we can
’reverse-engineer’ participants’ subjective valuation of re-
ward and punishment based on their DDM parameters (e.g.,
drift rate and threshold; Figure 3b). Having identified
condition-specific settings of drift rate and threshold for each
participant, and moreover showing that they fit a qualitative
pattern consistent with prediction of normative control adap-
tation, we can further use these DDM estimates to infer indi-
vidualized subjective weights of reward value (R) and punish-
ment value (P) for each of the four task conditions. Critically,
this parameter recovery validates this approach for inferring
individualized latent subjective valuation of reward and pun-
ishment incentive effects on adaptive cognitive control.

Here, we used performance-driven model estimates to ‘re-
verse engineer’ the individualized subjective weights of re-
ward (R) and punishment (P) across the four task conditions.
For each task condition, we first estimated the drift rate (v)
and threshold (a) for each individual. We then calculated
the partial derivatives of reward rate (RR) with respect to
these condition-specific estimates of v and a. By setting these
derivatives to 0 (i.e., optimizing the reward-rate equation), we
can calculate the subjective weights of reward (R) and punish-
ment (P) that make the estimated (v,a) the optimal strategy.
This workflow can be summarized as follows:

DDM→ (v,a)→


∂RR
∂v = 0

∂RR
∂a = 0

→ (R,P)optimal

A repeated-measures ANOVA on our estimates of R and P
(log-transformed) revealed a main effect of incentive magni-
tude (F(1,251) = 15.96, p < 0.001), with larger R on high-
reward intervals (t(63) = 7.59, p < 0.001) and larger P on
high-punishment intervals (t(63) = 6.24, p < 0.001). We also

observed a main effect of valence, such that estimates of
P were higher than estimates of R (F(1,251) = 15.96, p <
0.001). The ANOVA also revealed a significant interac-
tion between valence and magnitude (F(1,251) = 10.28, p =
0.0015), such that P estimates differed more across punish-
ment levels than R estimates differed across reward levels
(Figure 5). These asymmetric effects of rewards and punish-
ment on reward rate are consistent with research on loss aver-
sion (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) and error aversion (Hajcak
& Foti, 2008).
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Figure 5: Log transformed weights for a) high vs low
reward and b) high vs low punishment. We observed a
significant interaction between valence and magnitude, such
that the difference in the log weights between high and low
punishment is significantly higher than the difference
between high and low reward. Error bars reflect s.e.m..

Discussion
We investigated common and divergent influences of reward
versus punishment on cognitive control allocation, and the
normative basis for these incentive-related control adjust-
ments. Participants performed a self-paced cognitive control
task that offered the promise of monetary rewards for cor-
rect responses and monetary losses for errors. As reward
increased, they responded faster and were therefore able to
complete more trials as reward. As punishment increased,
they responded slower and therefore completed fewer trials
but were overall more accurate. We showed that these dif-
ferent patterns of incentive-related performance could be ac-
counted for by a combination of two distinct strategies (ad-
justment of the strength of attention vs. response threshold),
which are differentially optimal (i.e., reward rate maximiz-
ing) in response to these two types of incentives.

Our findings build on past research on reward rate max-
imization, which has shown that people alter their behavior
and their cognitive strategies to maximize their subjective re-
ward per unit time (Bogacz et al., 2006; Lieder et al., 2018;
Otto & Daw, 2019). Our current experiment builds on this
research in several important ways. First, we apply it to per-
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formance in a self-paced variant of a cognitive control task.
Second, we model and experimentally manipulate the incen-
tive value for a correct versus incorrect response. Third, to
account for well-known costs of cognitive effort (Shenhav et
al., 2017), we modeled such effort costs as scaling quadrat-
ically with changes in drift rate (Manohar et al., 2015). Fi-
nally, we used our model to perform reverse inference on our
data, identifying the subjective weights of incentives that gave
rise to performance on a given trial.

Our theoretical and empirical findings show that adjust-
ments of threshold and drift can vary as a function of the task
incentives, which then drive adaptive adjustments in cognitive
control. Notably, achieving this result required us to build in
the assumption that increases in drift rate incur a cost. With-
out this assumption – which is grounded in past research on
mental effort (Manohar et al., 2015; Shenhav et al., 2017) –
it would always be adaptive for an individual to maintain a
maximal drift rate across conditions, as this would guarantee
consistently fast and accurate responding. However, while it
is clear that some form of cost function is necessary to con-
strain drift rate, follow-up work is needed to further charac-
terize that function and the extent of its nonlinearity. We have
also left open the question of whether and how a cost function
applies to increases in response threshold. While there is rea-
son to believe that threshold adjustments may incur analogous
effort costs to attentional adjustments, in part given the con-
trol allocation mechanisms they share (Musslick et al., 2015),
threshold adjustments carry an inherent cost in the form of
a speed-accuracy tradeoff. It therefore wasn’t strictly nec-
essary to incorporate an additional effort cost for threshold
in the current simulations, though it is possible such a cost
would have further improved model predictions. Future work
will investigate the boundary conditions of when a cost func-
tion can provide additional explanatory power to incentivized
cognitive control.

Our combined theoretical and empirical approach enabled
us to quantify the value participants placed on expected re-
wards and punishments, based only on their task perfor-
mance. Our results showed that people weighed punishments
more heavily than rewards, despite the currency being equiv-
alent (i.e., amounts of monetary gain vs. loss). This finding
is consistent with past work on loss aversion (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979), and more generally with the findings that dis-
tinct neural circuits are specialized for processing appetitive
versus aversive outcomes (Bissonette, Gentry, Padmala, Pes-
soa, & Roesch, 2014; Pessiglione & Delgado, 2015). Crit-
ically, the current approach and findings hold promise for
research into individual differences in sensitivity to rewards
versus punishments. Not only can this method help to in-
fer these sensitivity parameters for a given individual implic-
itly (i.e., based on task performance rather than self-report), it
can also provide valuable insight into the cognitive and com-
putational mechanisms that underpin adaptive control adjust-
ments, and when and how they become maladaptive (e.g., in
mood and anxiety disorders).

Overall, our task captured the influence of reward and pun-
ishment on self-paced cognitive control allocation. We in-
vestigated how individuals adjust their strategy for allocating
cognitive control in a self-paced setting, as well as how mon-
etary incentives are translated into subjective values to influ-
ence task performance. These results provide an important
foundation for the computational mechanisms underpinning
divergent strategies for optimizing reward rate. We present
a novel adaptation to an existing reward-rate optimization
model to account for the cost of cognitive control in moti-
vated task performance. This is the first demonstration of a
quantitative approach to account for reward, punishment, and
effort cost on the adaptation of cognitive control, which has
also been additionally validated by experimental data. These
findings lend support to the Expected Value of Control model
(Shenhav et al., 2013) and, critically, provide greater speci-
ficity to the computational and cognitive mechanisms under-
lying adaptive cognitive control.
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Abstract

Cognitive science has much to contribute in regard to the development of accurate and valid virtual environments where
humans act as operators. For example, optimal performance for visual-motor tasks may require a strong sense of immersion
with respect to flow and interactivity. The present research examined the relation of presence/absence of operator hands
during simulated flight simulation to a series of key immersion factors (N=47). Furthermore, the impact of levels of
immersion (using self-report scales) on operator performance were also investigated. Results show that hand presence
affected both absorption and interactivity. Importantly, operator performance showed greater precision when absorption
and interactivity were rated higher. These findings suggest that the development of virtual environments requiring human
operators and complex cognitive functions must consider the impact of embodiment and levels of immersion.
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Abstract 

The TrackIt task was developed as a measure of selective 

sustained attention that is developmentally-sensitive and able 

to partially separate exogenous and endogenous factors 

affecting attention regulation. However, these predictions have 

only been investigated within a limited set of parameters and 

age range (3-5 years). This preregistered study reports a 

systematic effort to examine performance on TrackIt in an 

expanded parameter space and age range. This study largely 

replicated and extended prior findings: across most 

implementations of the task, we found a medium-to-large 

effect of age and a small effect of condition. We also found that 

distractor errors were more likely given Low Exogenous 

support and in younger children. Contrary to the preregistered 

hypothesis, younger children did not benefit more from 

exogenous support than older children. Overall, these results 

contribute to the body of evidence that selective sustained 

attention (1) improves with age and (2) is bolstered by 

exogenous support.  

 

Keywords: selective sustained attention; development of 
attention regulation; TrackIt 

Introduction 

The ability to maintain an attentive state over a period of time 

is often referred to as Sustained Attention. The term Selective 

Sustained Attention further refers to processing parts of 

sensory input at the exclusion of others over a period of time. 

Sustained attention is implicated in high-order cognition 

including learning (Fisher & Kloos, 2016; Oakes, Kannass, 

& Shaddy, 2002) and performance (Anobile, Stievano, & 

Burr, 2013; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 

2003). Free-play assessments indicate that sustained attention 

develops markedly during the preschool years (Ruff & 

Lawson, 1990; Sarid & Breznitz, 1997); however, few 

experimental paradigms capture usable data for children in 

this age range (for review see Fisher & Kloos, 2016). 

The TrackIt paradigm was designed to address this 

measurement gap (Fisher et al., 2013). In the TrackIt task, 

participants visually track a target geometric object moving 

among distractor objects on a grid. When all the objects 

disappear, participants identify the most recent location of the 

target object. 

A noteworthy affordance of the TrackIt task is its ability to 

partially disentangle exogenous and endogenous factors that 

support selective sustained attention within a single task. 

Exogenous factors relate to characteristics of the stimuli (e.g., 

contrast or motion); whereas, endogenous factors refer to 

cognitive processes engaged to selectively focus attention 

(Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Kane & Engle, 2002). 

Performing the TrackIt task necessarily implicates some 

endogenous factors, as the task is not so stimulating that 

children would perform it without being asked to do so. The 

relative importance of exogenous factors to TrackIt 

performance hinges on key target and/or distractor 

manipulations, resulting in Low and High Exogenous support 

conditions. Across both conditions, the experimenter 

provides task instructions and guidance in identifying the 

target object before the trial begins. In the Low Exogenous 

support condition, the target and distractor objects appear 

equal in salience after the trial begins. In contrast, in the High 

Exogenous support condition, the target is visually distinct 

from the distractors throughout the entire trial. The conditions 

are explained further in the methods section. 

Prior studies suggest that nearly all preschool-age children 

can complete and provide usable data on the TrackIt task (in 

contrast to other assessments, such as child-appropriate 
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versions of the Continuous Performance Test; see Fisher & 

Kloos, 2016). Performance on the TrackIt task shows 

considerable age-related improvement between 3 and 5 years 

of age (Fisher et al., 2013) showing that the task is 

developmentally-sensitive. Given the limited availability of 

developmentally-sensitive measures of sustained attention, 

some researchers began utilizing the TrackIt task. Their work 

has linked TrackIt performance to numeracy skills, proactive 

control, classroom learning, and prospective memory 

(Brueggemann and Gable, 2018; Doebel et al., 2017; 

Erickson et al., 2015; Mahy, Mazachowsky, & Pagobo, 

2018). 

Nonetheless, use of the TrackIt task as an individual 

differences measure may be premature given the limited prior 

efforts to validate the task with a broader range of parameters 

and age groups. Furthermore, most prior work focused on 

children’s tracking accuracy; whereas, patterns of errors 

would be similarly informative in validating the task as a 

reasonable measure of sustained attention (Kim et al., 2017). 

The present study was designed to fill these gaps. 

We conducted a cross-sectional study of the TrackIt task, 

in which we examined performance on TrackIt in an 

expanded parameter space and age range. We preregistered 

our hypotheses and analysis plan using aspredicted.org, and 

the anonymized preregistration is available here. Our main 

hypotheses concerned age and exogenous support. 

We predicted a main effect of age, such that performance 

on the Track-It task (a measure of selective sustained 

attention) would improve across the age range 2-7 years. This 

prediction reflected observations of free-play assessments 

(Ruff & Lawson, 1990; Sarid & Breznitz, 1997) as well as 

prior empirical results using TrackIt (Fisher et al., 2013; Kim 

et al., 2017). We also anticipated a main effect of condition, 

such that performance would be better on trials with High 

Exogenous support, relative to those with Low Exogenous 

support. Recall that the High Exogenous support condition 

includes multiple overlapping physical cues for attention to 

the target. Deploying attention to physical properties of a 

stimulus is observed beginning in infancy (for review see 

Ruff & Rothbart, 2001). Even as endogenous cognitive 

processes become increasingly involved in attention across 

development, voluntary control of attention depends on 

active goal maintenance (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006) rather 

than stimulus-driven processes, making it harder to sustain. 

Prior TrackIt results also support this hypothesis (Fisher et 

al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017). We further hypothesized that the 

benefit of High Exogenous support (relative to Low 

Exogenous support) would be greater for younger children 

than for older children. This hypothesis again was based on 

the protracted development of endogenous factors for 

selecting and sustaining attention (Ruff & Rothbart, 2001) 

and prior empirical work with TrackIt (Kim et al., 2017). 

 Secondary hypotheses were that TrackIt performance 

would be a function of task difficulty (i.e., parameter 

combination) and that distractor errors—instances in which 

the participant identified the final location of a distractor 

object, rather than the target object—would decrease with age 

and with greater exogenous support. Among the error types, 

distractor errors were particularly informative in validating 

the TrackIt task as a measure of selective sustained attention 

(i.e., distractor errors suggest a failure to sustain attention to 

the target due to the presence of distractor objects, as 

compared to error types that are more suggestive of 

insufficient visuo-spatial resolution or failure to understand 

the task; see Response Types in the Method section). 

In designing and preregistering the current study, we 

specified several changes to the task implementation, relative 

to prior work. We describe and justify those changes in the 

design section. 

Method 

Participants 

The final sample consisted of 243 two- to seven-year-old 

children who were recruited from preschool centers, private 

and public elementary schools, and summer camps in a mid-

sized Atlantic City. See Table 1 for a breakdown of 

participant ages. 72 additional children were excluded for 

failure to meet the preregistered memory criterion (n=36), 

failure to complete both sessions (n=10), and/or experimenter 

error (e.g., equipment failure or selecting incorrect 

parameters, n=26).  In the final sample, of those reporting 

gender (93% of the sample), 51% of participants were male. 

Of those reporting ethnic and/or racial heritage (79% of the 

sample), 72% were white, 12% multiracial, and 10% African 

Table 1: Sex and age statistics for each age and level 

Age 

(years) 

Difficulty Level 1 Difficulty Level 2 Difficulty Level 3 Difficulty Level 4 

n/m/f/nb Age Mean 

(SD) 

n/m/f/nb Age Mean 

(SD) 

n/m/f/nb Age Mean 

(SD) 

n/m/f/nb Age Mean 

(SD) 

2 y.o 20/11/8 2.82 (.14) -- -- -- -- -- -- 

3 21/8/9 3.59 (.23) 20/10/9 3.61 (.23) -- -- -- -- 

4 20/10/9 4.43 (.30) 20/8/9/1 
(1 non-binary) 

4.48 (.26) 20/9/10 4.54 (.34) -- -- 

5 -- -- 21/7/12 5.53 (.25) 21/7/11 5.44 (.32) 20/9/8 5.55 (.26) 

6 -- -- -- -- 20/12/8 6.58 (.32) 20/11/9 6.55 (.32) 

7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 20/13/7 7.70 (.30) 

Note: n/m/f/nb = sample size / # male/ # female / # non-binary (counts represent the participants who reported gender) 
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American or black. The remaining 6% of participants were 

spread among four additional ethnic and/or racial heritages. 

Materials and Apparatus 

Participants completed the TrackIt task (freely available at 

https://sites.google.com/andrew.cmu.edu/trackit/home). The 

task was presented on a Lenovo touchscreen laptop with the 

physical dimensions of 19.1 cm x 34.2 cm and pixel 

dimensions of 1920x1080. Participants were seated at a table 

facing the screen, which was located approximately 12 inches 

from the participants’ faces. 

 

TrackIt In the TrackIt task, participants are presented with a 

grid containing various shapes in a static image. Each shape 

is positioned in the middle of a grid cell. One of the shapes is 

encompassed in a red circle designating it as the target. Once 

the participant has identified the target shape (i.e., by pointing 

or correctly labeling it), the experimenter initiates the trial by 

pressing the spacebar. The red circle then disappears, and all 

shapes begin to move around the grid. After a minimum of 

10 seconds, all shapes disappear. The participant is asked to 

choose the ending location of the target item which is 

recorded by the participant’s touchscreen response. To avoid 

ambiguity, the target cell always disappears in the center of a 

grid cell. 

     After each trial, the participant is presented with a memory 

check where they were asked to select the target shape. This 

included four objects: the target shape and three other objects 

all distinct in color and shape. Following the child’s 

touchscreen selection, a smiley face is presented on the 

screen. The child is told that this image does not represent a 

correct answer, but rather that the experimenter was happy 

that they were playing the game. See Figure 1 for a visual 

representation of a trial sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The TrackIt task pipeline. Panel A: static display of 

the stimuli before the trial starts; Panel B: the stimuli move 

along random trajectories during the trial; Panel C: response 

screen after the moving shapes disappear; Panel D: memory 

check. 

 

Procedures 

All participants were tested in a quiet room or hallway. 

Participants were told in child-friendly language that 1) all 

the shapes would start moving once the experimenter pressed 

a button, 2) their job was to visually follow the target shape, 

denoted with a red circle around it and 3) at some point all 

the shapes would disappear and they would be asked to find 

the shape’s ending location. Children completed 11 trials per 

session. On the first trial, the experimenter followed the target 

shape with their index finger. This first trial served as 

demonstration and was subsequently excluded from analyses. 

The participants were then asked to complete the remaining 

10 trials on their own, using only their eyes to track the target 

object. 

Design 

The path of each shape was randomized. Object motion 

display was set to 30 frames per second. The parameters— 

grid size, number of distractors, speed of objects, and 

minimum trial length were varied to create four combinations 

of parameters, or difficulty levels (see Table 2). The goal was 

not to systematically explore the effects of individual 

parameters but rather to define sets of parameters that would 

be likely to change the task difficulty, in order to support the 

project goal of examining performance on TrackIt in an 

expanded parameter space and age range. The parameter 

combinations (difficulty levels) were selected based on 

previously used parameters with a separate group of 3- to 5- 

year-old children (Kim et al., 2017) and via pilot testing with 

2-, 6-, and 7-year-olds. Separate groups of children were 

tested in each difficulty level. The ages selected for each 

difficulty level were chosen as such to minimize the 

occurrence of floor and ceiling effects. 

 

Conditions Each child was tested in a Low Exogenous and a 

High Exogenous support condition, occurring on separate 

days. Most children completed the sessions within 2 weeks 

of one another, except for 11% children who completed the 

second session up to 4.7 weeks after the first. The average 

delay between sessions was 8.9 days (SD = 4.8 days). The 

order of the conditions was counterbalanced across all ages. 

In the Low Exogenous support condition, all distracter 

shapes were heterogeneous, and the sizes of all objects 

remained constant throughout the trial, such that the target 

object for each trial was equal in salience to the distractors 

once the trial began (see Figure 2). In the High Exogenous 

support condition, the distractors were homogenous, and the 

target shape continuously oscillated between its original size 

and 50% of its size bigger and smaller throughout the trial. 

The manipulation of distractor composition between 

Exogenous support conditions in this study matches that of 

the first-reported implementation of the TrackIt task (Fisher 

Table 2: TrackIt parameter combinations used in each 

difficulty level 

Difficulty Age 

Group 

(years) 

Grid 

Size 

# of 

Distract

ors 

Object 

Speed 

(pix/s) 

Minimum 

Trial 

Length (s) 

Level 1 2-4 2x2 2 300 10 

Level 2 3-5 4x4 4 500 10 

Level 3 4-6 6x6 6 500 10 

Level 3 5-7 6x6 6 500 20 

Note: pix/s = pixels/second 

 

A. Static Stimuli     B. Moving Stimuli    C. Location Response    D. Memory Check 
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Figure 2: Exogenous Support Conditions 

 

et al., 2013). However, the target size manipulation included 

in our study was not included in the originally reported study. 

The reason for this manipulation is explained below. 

Each grid cell in the initial version of the TrackIt task 

(Fisher et al., 2013) included a popular cartoon character. 

These background images were displayed throughout the trial 

and invoked by the participants when identifying the final 

location of the target. As the current study utilized 

touchscreen technology for reporting the final location of the 

target, we removed the cartoon characters entirely and 

replaced them with alternating gray and white grid cells. We 

expected that removing the high-interest cartoon characters 

would focus children’s attention on the TrackIt task to a 

greater degree and possibly reduce the difference between 

conditions. Accordingly, in an effort to preserve the ability of 

the TrackIt task to partially separate the exogenous and 

endogenous factors affecting attention regulation, we sought 

to enhance the difference between the Low and High 

Exogenous support conditions. As noted above, we included 

an additional manipulation of target size to enhance the 

salience of the target relative to distractors in the High 

Exogenous support condition. Thus, the conditions in this 

paper were designed to maximize the differences between 

Exogenous support conditions following the removal of 

background images. 

 

Memory Criteria 

An incorrect response to the memory check may indicate that 

the participant did not understand the task and/or did not 

retain in working memory the target shape for that trial. In 

such cases, an incorrect response to the final location of the 

target would not necessarily implicate a failure in selective 

sustained attention. In contrast, when a participant does 

correctly identify the target shape in the memory check but 

fails to identify its final location, this pattern of results is 

more likely to indicate a failure in sustained attention 

(particularly when the participant also commits particular 

types of errors, discussed below). 

      Accordingly, in order to measure our main construct of 

selective sustained attention, we focused a majority of our 

analyses on those trials for which the participant correctly 

answers the memory check. To facilitate this goal and to best 

compare participants’ performance across conditions, we 

included in our final sample only participants who answered 

at least half of the memory trials correctly in both sessions. 

This preregistered criterion focuses our data analysis and 

reporting on those trials for which incorrect responses most 

likely reflect failures in sustained attention, rather than 

working memory demands or general failures to coordinate 

the task demands. 

     Application of this criteria resulted in excluding the data 

of 36 participants, and we continued data collection until we 

collected data from 20 participants per cell who met the 

memory inclusion criteria (final intended sample size of 240 

children; we oversampled by one participant in each of three 

cells and so report data from 243 final participants). The 

participants whose data was excluded differed from the rest 

of the sample in that they were younger, with most being age 

3. Note that we did not apply the memory exclusion criteria 

to data from two-year-old participants, as only 2 of 20 two-

year-old participants met the criteria for inclusion. 

 

Response Types 

Unlike most prior studies using TrackIt, this study analyzed 

type of errors children tended to make when they chose the 

incorrect location. These tracking errors were classified by 

the incorrect cell chosen by the participant in relation to the 

final position of the target and distractor objects. These error 

types originally were described in Kim et al. (2017). Error 

classifications were applied to difficulty levels 2-4 only, 

because such analyses are not meaningful for Level 1 due to 

the small grid size. 

Seven types of responses were considered. Figure 3 

represents the final frame of a TrackIt trial, and the 

coordinates of response cells corresponding to each error type 

are noted parenthetically following the definitions of the error 

types. Note that in all cases adjacency is defined as being 

within one horizontal, vertical, or diagonal step of a given 

cell. 

Figure 3: Sample Final Frame of a TrackIt Trial 

 

Participant responses were classified as “Target (Correct)” 

when the response cell contained only the target (C1). 

“Target Spatial Resolution Error” occurred when the 

response cell was adjacent to the correct grid cell, but not 

adjacent to any distractor cells (D1). “Ambiguous Response 

(Correct)” occurred when the response cell contained both 

the target and a distractor (n/a for this figure, and the target 

always crossed and/or landed in front of distractors). 

“Ambiguous Spatial Resolution Error” indicated that the 

response cell was adjacent to both a distracter cell and the 

target (B1, C2, D2). “Distractor Error” occurred when the 

response cell contained only a distractor (A1, B2, D3, C4) 

and “Distractor Spatial Resolution Error” referred to a 

response cell that was adjacent to a distractor, but not 
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adjacent to the target cell (A2, A3, B3, C3, B4, D4). Finally, 

“Random Error” captured instances in which the response 

cell did not contain a distractor, nor was it adjacent to a 

distractor or the target (A4). 

Results and Discussion 

Age and Task Level 

    For each participant, we calculated an average accuracy 

score i.e., the proportion of ten trials for which the participant 

correctly identified the grid cell in which the target object 

disappeared. For the ages and difficulty levels tested, 

participants’ average accuracy was below functional 

ceiling—here defined as 90 percent—and above chance, 

where chance-level performance for each level is based on 

the grid size i.e., Level 1, 2x2: 0.25; Level 2, 4x4: 0.063;  

Levels 3 and 4, 6x6: 0.028 (ts(19)>4.84, ps<.001), except for 

two-year-old children (t(19)=1.76, p=.09). Separate analysis 

of two-year-old children’s patterns of performance revealed 

that perseveration to a single grid cell and still-developing 

fine motor skills contributed to their chance-level accuracy 

on the TrackIt task (Maxwell, Keebler, & Fisher, 2020). Due 

to such confounds in studying two-year-old children’s 

sustained attention using the TrackIt task, we focus our 

analysis and reporting in the subsequent sections of this paper 

on difficulty levels 2-4 (children ages 3-7). 

Understanding variability between participants may be 

helpful to future investigators planning to use TrackIt. The 

mean, standard deviation, and range of accuracy for each age 

group (collapsed across levels and conditions) were as 

follows: age 3: mean 0.23, SD 0.15, range 0.00-0.55; age 4: 

mean 0.58, SD 0.27, range 0.10-0.90; age 5: mean 0.75, SD 

0.21, range 0.20-1.00; age 6: mean 0.84, SD 0.18, range 0.45-

1.00; age 7: mean 0.88, SD 0.10, range 0.70-1.00). 

     To investigate possible effects of participant age and 

condition, accuracy scores were submitted to a 2-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with age as a between-subject 

factor and condition as a within-subject factor. This analysis 

was applied separately to each of the three difficulty levels. 

For all levels, the results indicated main effects of age and 

Exogenous support condition, but no age-by-condition 

interactions. See Figure 4 for a visualization and Table 3 for 

the test statistics. 

 

Figure 4: Accuracy by Age, Level, and Condition 

 

   These effects also held for memory-corrected data, that is, 

when the analyses were conducted on only those trials for 

which the participant correctly answered the memory check 

(ps<.02) except that in Level 3 the effect of condition was no 

longer significant (F(1, 58)=2.06, p=.16). 

   We tested the effect of difficulty level on performance for 

age groups completing two or more of the difficulty levels 2-

4. Contrary to predictions, we found no effect of difficulty 

level for children aged 4 (F(1, 38)=1.50, p=.97), 5 (F(2, 

59)=0.37, p=.69), or 6 (F(1, 38)=0.07, p=.79). 

Response Types 

Figure 5 indicates the distribution of response types by age 

and level for the Low and High Exogenous support 

conditions, after controlling for memory accuracy. We were 

particularly interested in studying the occurrence of distractor 

errors to validate the TrackIt task as a measure of selective 

sustained attention. Across age groups and levels, a 

significant proportion of errors were distractor-related errors 

(distractor, distractor spatial resolution, and ambiguous 

errors). 

    We hypothesized that the proportion of trials that yield 

distractor errors would be greater in the Low Exogenous 

support condition relative to the High Exogenous support 

condition and that the proportion of trials yielding distractor 

errors would decrease with age between ages 2 and 7. 

    To test these hypotheses, we conducted a mixed ANOVA 

on the effect of age (between-subject variable) and condition 

(within-subject variable) on the proportion of trials that 

yielded distractor errors for each of Levels 2, 3, and 4. Details 

of the results of these analyses are shown in Table 4. The 

analyses largely supported the hypotheses above. 

Specifically, we found main effects of age for each level (all 

Table 3: Effects of Age and Condition on Accuracy 

 Main Effect 

of Age 

Main Effect of 

Condition 

Interaction 

of Age and 

Condition 

Level 

2 

F (2, 58) = 

42.33, p < .001,  

ηp
2 = 0.59 

F (1, 58) = 

14.74, p < .001,  

ηp
2 = 0.20 

F (2, 58) = 

0.28, p = .75 

Level 

3 

F (2, 58) = 

12.70, p < .001,  

ηp
2 = 0.30 

F (1, 58) = 

5.60, p = .02,  

ηp
2 = 0.09 

F (2, 58) = 

0.52, p = .60 

Level 

4 

F (2, 57) = 

7.56, p < .01,  

ηp
2 = 0.21 

F (1, 57) =  

9.04, p < .01,  

ηp
2 = 0.14 

F (2, 57) = 

0.87, p = .43 

Note: ηp
2 = partial eta-squared 
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Figure 5: Response Types by Age, Level, and Condition   

 

ps≤ .02, all ηp
2 ≥ .12) and main effects of condition for Levels 

2 and 4 (both ps≤ .01, both ηp
2 ≥ .11) (although it should be 

noted that there was no significant effect of condition in 

Level 3). There were no significant interactions between age 

and condition, all ps≥ .41. 

Discussion 

Many results of the current study replicated prior empirical 

work and reflected what is known about attention 

development. We found effects of age and exogenous support 

condition on children’s TrackIt accuracy, supporting that the 

paradigm is developmentally-sensitive to selective sustained 

attention across a wider range of parameters and ages than 

previously studied. Still, Level 2—the level for which the 

parameter space and age-range most closely reflected prior 

work—showed the greatest effects of age and condition, 

based on the effect sizes reported in Table 3. This level also 

showed the strongest predicted patterns of distractor-type 

errors. In contrast to the pre-registered hypothesis, we did not 

find support for younger children benefitting more from 

exogenous support relative to older children. We may have 

been underpowered to detect an interaction, or significant 

growth in endogenous control of attention might have 

occurred outside of the age ranges studied. 

The difficulty levels and associated age ranges selected for 

this study seem to comprise appropriate parameters for 

individual differences studies of selective sustained attention 

due to the range in participant scores and the lack of observed 

floor or ceiling effects. This said, parameter selection for the 

TrackIt task may be more flexible than previously supposed. 

Contrary to our hypothesis, the difficulty levels we defined 

did not significantly affect accuracy. In fact, for age groups 

completing two or more levels of the task, performance was 

surprisingly consistent across the parameter combinations 

utilized. This finding may suggest that the TrackIt paradigm 

is more robust to varied parameter settings than anticipated. 

Conclusion 

The results contribute to the body of evidence that selective 

sustained attention (1) improves with age and (2) is bolstered 

by exogenous support. The analysis of error types provides 

additional evidence that the TrackIt task measures selective 

sustained attention, given that a significant proportion of 

errors are distractor-related errors (distractor, distractor 

spatial resolution, and ambiguous errors). Further, individual 

variability in task performance for the age and parameter 

combinations studied supports the use of TrackIt to study 

individual differences in selective sustained attention. 
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Table 4: Effects of Age and Condition on Distractor Errors 

 Main Effect 

of Age 

Main Effect 

of Condition 

Interaction of 

Age and 

Condition 

Level 2 F (2, 58) =  

6.33, p < .01, 

ηp
2 = 0.18 

F (1, 58) = 

7.81, p < .01,  

ηp
2 = 0.12 

F (2, 58) = 0.83, 

p = .41 

Level 3 F (2, 58) = 

3.96, p = .02,  

ηp
2 = 0.12 

F (1, 58) = 

0.18, p = .67,  

ηp
2 = 0.003 

F (2, 58) = 0.70, 

p = .50 

Level 4 F (2, 57) = 

4.16, p = .02,  

ηp
2 = 0.13 

F (1, 57) = 

6.96, p = .01,  

ηp
2 = 0.11 

F (2, 57) = 0.86, 

p = .43 
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Supplementing problem solving with erroneous examples does not improve
learning from an online fraction tutor
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Abstract

It is established that examples are beneficial for learning, but are certain types of examples more helpful than others?
Erroneous examples include errors that students are asked to correct, something that can be helpful in addressing mis-
conceptions. One domain that is vulnerable to misconceptions is fraction arithmetic. In the present study, undergraduate
students solved fraction problems using a tutoring system we designed. Some participants worked with the Erroneous-
Example tutor, which supplemented problems with erroneous examples, while other participants worked with a traditional
Problem-Solving tutor that did not include erroneous examples. To evaluate the impact of tutor type on learning and
self-efficacy, we analyzed difference scores from pre-test to post-test. While overall participants significantly improved
their fraction knowledge and self-efficacy, there was no significant difference between the two groups. Bayesian analyses
provided evidence for the null model, i.e., that erroneous examples were not more beneficial than traditional problem
solving.
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Abstract 

Miniature language learning is gaining increasing popularity to 

study biases underlying language universals. However, it is 

unclear whether learning preferences in these studies are 

influenced by learners’ native language. We ask whether a 

previously identified bias to balance production effort against 

message uncertainty holds across speakers of structurally 

different languages. We expose English (fixed order language 

without case) and German (flexible order language with case) 

speakers to miniature languages with optional case and either 

fixed or flexible constituent order and study their deviations from 

the input. We find that English and German speakers restructure 

the input in the same way: They match the input constituent order 

proportions and use more case in the flexible order language than 

in the fixed order language, thus following the bias to balance 

production effort against message uncertainty. Our findings 

suggest that this bias and its specific realization are independent 

of learners’ native language. 

Keywords: Language universals; miniature language learning; 
L1 influences; efficient information transmission; language 
evolution 

Introduction 

Natural languages exhibit a wide amount of variation, but this 

variation is constrained. Unrelated languages share more 

features or combinations of features than expected by chance, 

referred to as (statistical) language universals (Greenberg, 

1963). Most theories agree that the existence of language 

universals might be attributable to the biases in language 

acquisition and use (Chomsky, 1965; Hawkins, 2014). Thus, 

identifying the similarities between unrelated languages and 

understanding their causes has been a central goal of 

linguistics and cognitive science as this can provide insight 

into how language is processed and represented in the human 

brain.  

Traditionally, language universals have been studied via 

historical and synchronic crosslinguistic surveys. These 

approaches have been instrumental in identifying many 

language universals (Greenberg, 1963; Dryer, 1992) but 

these methods also have their drawbacks. First, they often 

suffer from the sparsity of independent data points as many 

languages are genetically (common ancestor) or 

geographically (language contact) related to each other. 

Second, and more importantly, even the most robust 

crosslinguistic surveys cannot directly answer questions 

about the underlying causes of observed language universals.  

The recent decade has seen a rise in the use of a new 

paradigm–miniature artificial language learning–to study 

questions about language universals. In this paradigm, 

researchers design novel artificial languages which isolate 

factors of interest to test specific hypotheses about language 

universals. This paradigm does not suffer from data sparsity 

as new languages can be readily generated in the laboratory 

and, more importantly, can probe questions about the origins 

of language universals more directly than traditional 

approaches. To accomplish this, researchers design miniature 

languages with variable input, similar to a pidgin or a 

situation of an ongoing language change, and study whether 

and how learners introduce changes into the inconsistent 

input they are exposed to (Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport, 

2012; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009; Smith & Wonnacott, 

2010). A growing number of studies within this paradigm 

have found parallels between patterns in crosslinguistic 

diversity and biases operating during the acquisition of 

miniature languages: The changes introduced by learners into 

the variable miniature language input tend to bring these 

languages closer to crosslinguistically attested types 

(Culbertson, Smolensky, & Legendre, 2012; Fedzechkina, 

Newport, & Jaeger, 2017; Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & 

Kirby, 2017; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish & Smith, 2015).  

However, like any paradigm, miniature language learning 

has its weaknesses. The main premise of this paradigm is that 

if the input does not bias learners in a particular direction, 

restructuring of the miniature languages is due to more 

general biases that learners might have about natural 

language structures, which can inform us about the causes of 

language universals. This requires an assumption that any 

observed deviations from the input cannot be attributed to the 

learners’ native (L1) language (Goldberg, 2013).  

Most miniature language learning studies investigating 

language universals are conducted with adult participants 

who are proficient in their L1 (in the overwhelming majority 

of cases, English). Unfortunately, L1 influences within the 

paradigm are not well-understood. The acquisition of 

miniature languages can be considered a special case of 

second language acquisition and while there is evidence that 

patterns learned from one’s L1 influence learning 

performance in a new natural language (Flege, 1999), it 
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remains to be seen how strongly and under which 

circumstances learners’ L1 influences their performance in 

these novel artificial languages. As the interest of applying 

miniature language learning to study biases underlying 

language universals is growing, it is pressing that we gain 

better insight into L1 influences in this paradigm and how 

they interact with more abstract universal biases.   

Consider one such abstract bias – a bias to balance message 

uncertainty against production effort – previously observed 

by Fedzechkina et al., 2017. In their study, the researchers 

presented adult English speakers with miniature languages 

that had optional case marking and either fixed or flexible 

constituent order. They found that learners in the experiment 

restructured the input distributions of case marking in a 

manner consistent with the crosslinguistic trade-off between 

constituent order flexibility and the presence of case in a 

language (Blake, 2001): Learners maintained case in the 

flexible order language but dropped case in the fixed order 

language. Interestingly, learners matched the constituent 

order distributions in the input. Fedzechkina et al. (2017) 

interpreted these findings as evidence for learners’ bias to 

efficiently balance message uncertainty against production 

effort as learners dropped case marking when it did not 

contribute to uncertainty reduction but required effort to 

produce (i.e., in the fixed order language) but retained it 

despite increased production effort when it reduced message 

uncertainty (i.e., in the flexible order language). 

While the findings of Fedzechkina et al. (2017) are 

consistent with a bias to balance message uncertainty against 

production effort, this study was conducted on English 

speakers only, thus leaving open a possibility that some 

aspects of learners’ performance could be attributed to their 

experience specific to English and not to a more general bias. 

For instance, it is possible that learners drop case marking in 

the fixed order language not because it is uninformative and 

requires effort to produce but rather in an attempt to bring the 

language closer to English (a fixed order language with no 

case). Or perhaps because constituent order is a strong cue to 

grammatical function assignment in their L1, English 

speakers pay more attention to it than the unfamiliar cue of 

case, thus matching the input distributions of constituent 

order while failing to perfectly learn (i.e., match) the case 

input distribution. 

Here we ask whether the bias to balance message 

uncertainty against production effort found in Fedzechkina et 

al. (2017) holds for speakers of structurally different 

languages. Specifically, we compare learning preferences in 

native speakers of English and German. These L1’s were 

chosen for our study as they differ in the relative strength they 

attribute to constituent order and case as cues to grammatical 

function assignment. English strongly relies on constituent 

order – it has fixed order and no case. German, on the other 

hand, has flexible order and obligatory case marking. If the 

bias to balance message uncertainty against production effort 

is abstract and independent of leaners’ L1 structure, we 

expect to replicate the findings of Fedzechkina et al. (2017) 

in both English and German speakers. However, if learners’ 

preferences observed in Fedzechkina et al. (2017) are driven 

by their experience with English, we expect German speakers 

to show different preferences. For example, German speakers 

might not follow a bias to balance message uncertainty 

against production effort at all, which would suggest that this 

bias is not an abstract universal bias. Alternatively, German 

speakers might follow this bias but realize it in their 

productions in a different way (e.g., by fixing constituent 

order in the flexible order language or by consistently using 

case), which would suggest that the observed bias is 

potentially universal but its realization is dependent on 

learners’ L1.  

Methods 

Participants 

90 participants completed the experiment via Prolific 

Academic, a crowdsourcing platform. Based on the built-in 

prescreening system, participants were native speakers of 

either English or German with no language-related disorders 

and had a 95% approval rate based on 10 or more submissions 

on Prolific Academic. The experiment was administered via 

FindingFive, an online study administration platform for 

behavioral research (FindingFive Team, 2019). Participants 

received $12.50 for completing two sessions, each lasting on 

average 40-45 min. Following prior work (Fedzechkina et al. 

2017, Fedzechkina & Jaeger 2020), participants were 

recruited until there were 20 successful learners of each 

miniature language (fixed/flexible constituent order) from 

each L1 (English/German). Successful learning was defined 

as achieving at least 70% accuracy for unambiguous (case-

marked) trials on the final sentence comprehension block on 

Day 2. Based on this criterion, nine participants were 

excluded from the analysis (eight English speakers and one 

German speaker; all learners of the flexible order language). 

Additionally, one participant was excluded from the analysis 

for failing to follow the instructions (German speaker in the 

flexible order language). 

Miniature input languages 

Participants were instructed that they would be learning a 

miniature language by watching a series of videos 

accompanied by their descriptions. The lexicon of both 

languages contained six nouns that depicted animate actors 

(‘chef’, ‘referee’, ‘mountie’, ‘hunter’, ‘conductor’, and 

‘bandit’), two verbs that depicted transitive actions (‘hug’ and 

‘kick’), and a case suffix ‘-dak’ that marked the object of the 

action. All words were phonotactically legal non-words of 

English and German. They were individually synthesized 

using the Greek-accented Melina voice on the Mac speech 

synthesizer. This voice was chosen to keep the accent in the 

miniature language neutral for both English and German 

speaking participants. Words were concatenated into 

sentences using Praat with 35 ms of silence between words. 

This procedure ensured the miniature languages contained no 

prosodic cues to grammatical function assignment. Each 

scene in the language was accompanied with an auditory and 
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written description. The decision to present written 

descriptions was motivated by the need to familiarize learners 

with novel orthography as they produced the language by 

typing. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two 

languages: fixed order or flexible order. Both languages 

consisted of simple transitive sentences that described short 

videos created using Poser Pro software. The languages 

differed in the amount of constituent order flexibility they 

allowed. The fixed order language allowed one constituent 

order–all utterances were 100% VSO. The flexible order 

language allowed VSO and VOS orders in free variation 

(50/50%). These constituent orders were chosen as they were 

not present in either English or German (the native languages 

of our participants). Both languages had optional case 

marking: The marker ‘-dak’ was present on the object in 67% 

of sentences and absent in 33% of sentences. The case 

marker, thus, did not provide much information about 

sentence meaning above and beyond that already expressed 

by constituent order in the fixed order language, but it was 

informative in the flexible order language (when present).  

Each noun occurred equally frequently as the subject and 

object of sentences. Each verb occurred equally frequently in 

each constituent order allowed in each language. To ensure 

there were no unwanted associations between a word form 

and constituent order or case marking, the assignment of 

word forms to meanings was rotated across two lists. 

Procedure 

The procedure was based on Fedzechkina & Jaeger (2020) 

with the following changes. Participants in the current study 

produced utterances by typing rather than choosing the 

lexical items from the provided lexicon as in Fedzechkina & 

Jaeger (2020). The lexicon in the current study was slightly 

smaller to compensate for the increased difficulty of the 

production test (as participants were not provided the lexicon 

during production in our set-up). The study was administered 

over two sessions spread over two days with at least 12 hours 

in between. The procedure was identical for both sessions. 

Participants were instructed that they would be learning an 

alien language with the help of the alien informant named 

Lumi. The experiment was broken up into 12 blocks 

(described below) focusing on different aspects of lexical and 

grammar learning.  

Noun Exposure The experiment started with noun 

exposure: Participants were shown pictures of each of the six 

characters paired with the corresponding name in the novel 

language (12 trials, two for each noun). Noun comprehension 

followed noun exposure. 

Noun Comprehension In this block, participants were 

presented with four pictures of characters and heard a name 

of a character in the novel language. They were instructed to 

click on the correct character. Participants received feedback 

indicating whether or not they had chosen the correct 

character on each trial (12 trials, two for each noun). Noun 

comprehension was followed by noun production.  

Noun Production Participants were presented with a 

picture of a character and asked to type its name into a textbox 

below the picture. They then received feedback on the correct 

name for the character (six trials, one for each noun). 

A series of one noun exposure, one noun comprehension, 

and one noun production block was repeated twice before 

moving to sentence exposure. 

Sentence Exposure Participants were shown videos 

accompanied by simple transitive sentences that described 

the scene. Participants could replay the video and sentence as 

many times as they liked (24 trials). After completing two 

sentence exposure blocks, participants moved to sentence 

comprehension. 

Sentence Comprehension Participants were provided 

with a sentence in the novel language and asked to match it 

to one of the two videos shown on the screen. The videos 

differed in which character was the subject and which was the 

object of the same action. No feedback was provided (24 

trials).  

Participants were presented with two sets of two sentence 

exposure and one sentence comprehension block before 

moving to sentence production (our critical test). 

Sentence Production Participants were shown previously 

unseen videos and asked to type a sentence in the miniature 

language that described what was happening in the video. 

Participants were provided with a verb prompt to facilitate 

production. No feedback was provided (24 trials).  

Results 

Before we turn to the analysis of our main prediction, we 

describe how our data was scored and report learning 

accuracy. 

Scoring 

Sentence comprehension accuracy was calculated over 

unambiguous (i.e., case-marked) trials. To assess lexical 

accuracy in noun and sentence production trials, we 

employed soft-string matching with a custom Python script 

using the SequenceMatcher algorithm to calculate 

Levenshtein distance (number of insertions, deletions, and 

substitutions) from the target word. Any word where the 

Levenshtein distance between the word produced by a learner 

and the target word was larger than two was coded as a lexical 

error. For example, the production flc for flaki was coded as 

a lexical error as it involved two deletions and a substitution 

but floki was coded as lexically correct since it only contained 

one substitution. For a small number of sentences, constituent 

order could not be determined because both nouns contained 

lexical errors. These productions (2% of the data across both 

days) were coded as containing both a lexical error and a 

grammatical mistake. We also coded constituent order used 

in production, the presence of case marking, and the presence 

of grammatical mistakes (using a constituent order not 

present in the input or marking case on a word other than the 

object). Productions that contained grammatical mistakes 
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were removed from all analyses; productions containing only 

one lexical mistake were included in the analysis. 

Learning Accuracy  

For participants included in analysis, we first analyzed 

comprehension accuracy on unambiguous (case-marked) 

trials, see Table 1. We used a generalized linear mixed effects 

model to predict comprehension accuracy from L1 (sum 

coded, 1=German, -1=English), constituent order flexibility 

(sum coded, 1=flexible order, -1=fixed order), block (sliding 

contrast coded, each block compared to the preceding block), 

and all interactions with the fullest converging random 

effects structure (by-participant random intercept). There was 

no main effect of L1 (̂= 0.39, z = 1.70, p = 0.087): English 

and German speakers’ comprehension accuracy did not differ 

overall. There was a main effect of constituent order 

flexibility, with accuracy on the flexible order language being 

overall lower than accuracy on the fixed order (̂= -0.55, z = 

-2.39, p = 0.016). Comprehension accuracy increased as the 

experiment unfolded (Block 2 vs. Block 1 on Day 1: ̂= 1.54, 

z = 7.64, p <0.001; Block 2 on Day 1 vs. Block 1 on Day 2: 

̂= 0.97, z = 3.01, p = 0.002) up to the final block of testing 

(Block 2 vs. Block 1 on Day 2 ̂= 0.13, z = 0.32, p = 0.74). 

There was a significant interaction between L1 and the 

contrast of Block 2 vs. Block 1 on Day 1 (̂= -0.51, z = -2.54, 

p = 0.01): German speakers had less of an increase of 

accuracy from Block 1 to Block 2 than English speakers on 

Day 1. There were significant 3-way interactions between L1, 

constituent order flexibility, and the contrasts of Block 2 vs. 

Block 1 on Day 1 (̂= -0.48, z = -2.40, p = 0.016) as well as 

Block 1 on Day 2 vs. Block 2 on Day 1 (̂= 0.76, z = 2.35, p 

= 0.018), suggesting that for English speakers, there were 

differences in accuracy between the fixed and flexible 

languages across blocks while for German speakers there 

were not. Overall, comprehension accuracy was high across 

both L1’s – above 95% on the final day of training, 

suggesting that both miniature languages were successfully 

acquired. 

 

Table 1: Mean sentence comprehension accuracy rates per 

L1 and input language constituent order flexibility. 

 

 English 

Fixed 

English 

Flexible 

German 

Fixed 

German 

Flexible 

Day 1 Block 1 87% 77% 94% 85% 

Day 1 Block 2 95% 96% 98% 89% 

Day 2 Block 1 99% 95% 99% 96% 

Day 2 Block 2 96% 96% 99% 98% 

 

Similarly, case and constituent error rates in production were 

low on the final day of training (see Table 2) – below 1% and 

3% respectively. On Day 1, English speakers produced 

numerically more case and constituent order errors compared 

to German speakers, but the error rates were comparable 

across L1’s on Day 2.  

 

Table 2: Mean sentence production error rates per L1 and 

input language constituent order flexibility. 

 

 English 

Fixed 

English 

Flexible 

German 

Fixed 

German 

Flexible 

Day 1 Case 

Errors 

1.3% 1.3% 0.2% 0.1% 

Day 1 

Constituent 

Order Errors 

15.0% 4.5% 2.0% 3.1% 

Day 2 Case 

Errors 

0.0% 0.8% 0.4% 0.1% 

Day 2 

Constituent 

Order Errors 

0.6% 2.2% 2.7% 0.4% 

 

Constituent Order Use in Production 

As the first step in our comparison of learning preferences 

across English and German, we analyzed learners’ 

constituent order use in production. Given that English and 

German differ in the amount of constituent order flexibility 

they allow (English has relatively fixed order and German has 

relatively flexible order), we asked whether speakers of 

English and German will have different preferences in 

constituent order use in the miniature languages. We tested 
this by comparing constituent order use across learners’ L1’s 

and by comparing constituent order use to the input in each 

L1 group. We limited this analysis to the flexible order 

language as given our scoring (see above), all participants 

trivially matched the input VSO proportion in the fixed order 

language.  

To investigate whether English and German speakers had 

different constituent order preferences in the flexible order 

language, we fit a generalized linear mixed effects model that 

predicted VSO use from L1 (sum coded, 1=German, -

1=English), day of training (sum coded, 1=Day 2, -1=Day 1), 

and their interactions. The model contained the fullest 

converging random effects structure (by-participant random 

intercept). There was no main effect of L1 (̂ = 0.031, z = 

0.18, p = 0.85): English and German speakers used the same 

amount of VSO in their productions across both days of 

training. There was a main effect of day of training (̂ = -0.11, 

z = -2.21, p = 0.027): Overall, participants used significantly 

less VSO on Day 2 than on Day 1. Day of training interacted 

with L1 (̂ = -0.14, z = -2.81, p = 0.0048). A simple effects 

test revealed that German speakers used significantly less 

VSO on Day 2 compared to Day 1 (̂ = -0.25, z = -3.62, p < 

0.001) but VSO use did not differ across days for English 

speakers (̂ = 0.030, z = 0.41, p = 0.67, see Figure 1).  

We next asked whether English and German learners of the 

flexible order language had different preferences in VSO use 

compared to the 0.5 input proportion on the final day of 

training. We used a generalized linear mixed effects model 

that predicted VSO use from L1 (treatment coded) and the 

fullest converging random effects structure (by-participant 
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random intercept). The intercept of this model captures 

whether the L1 coded as the reference level differs from the 

input proportion. We ran this model twice, first with English 

coded as the reference level and then with German coded as 

the reference level. The model revealed that VSO use did not 

significantly differ from the input proportion for either 

English speakers (̂ = -0.27, z = -0.75, p = 0.44) or for 

German speakers (̂ = -0.53, z = -1.48, p = 0.13). 

Learners in our study matched the input proportion of 

constituent order, thus replicating and extending the work by 

Fedzechkina et al. (2017). Interestingly, this input-matching 

behavior did not depend on the amount of constituent order 

flexibility allowed in the learners’ L1. German speakers, 

whose L1 has substantial constituent order flexibility, 

showed the same preference in constituent order use as 

English speakers, whose L1 has little constituent order 

flexibility. This suggests that learners’ preferences in 

matching constituent order distributions in the input are 

independent of the amount of constituent order flexibility in 

their L1. We now turn to the analysis of case use in learners’ 

productions. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: VSO use in production by day of training and L1 background. The dashed line represents the input proportion for the 

flexible order language (VSO input for the fixed order language is 1.0). Dots are individual participants’ means. Error bars are 

bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.  

 

Case Marker Use in Production 

If a bias to efficiently balance uncertainty about the intended 

message and production effort observed in prior work 

(Fedzechkina et al., 2017) is independent of learners’ L1 

structure, we expect to find the same bias in both English and 

German speakers. Specifically, we expect that participants 

exposed to the fixed order language would drop case marking 

as it is a redundant cue that requires effort to produce, while 

participants exposed to the flexible order language would 

retain case marking because it reduces uncertainty about 

grammatical function assignment.  

To address this question, we employed a generalized linear 

mixed effects model to predict case use from L1 (sum coded, 

1=German, -1=English), constituent order flexibility (sum 

coded, 1=flexible order, -1=fixed order), and day of training 

(sum coded, 1=Day 2, -1=Day 1) with all interactions. The 

model contained the fullest converging random effects 

structure (by-participant random intercept).  

There was a main effect of day of training on case use: 

Participants used significantly more case on Day 2 than on 

Day 1 (̂ = 0.36, z = 8.25, p <0.001), suggesting that case use 

increased as learners became more proficient in the novel 

language, consistent with prior work (Fedzechkina et al., 

2017). L1 interacted with day of training (̂ = -0.13, z = -

2.95, p = 0.003), suggesting that German speakers showed 

less increase in case use from Day 1 to Day 2 compared to 

English speakers. Case use increased more from Day 1 to Day 

2 in the flexible order language as suggested by a significant 

constituent order by day of training interaction (̂ = 0.17, z = 

3.82, p<0.001). There was a significant three-way interaction 

between constituent order flexibility, L1, and day of training 

(̂ = -0.09, z = -2.21, p = 0.027), suggesting that for English 

speakers, there was a greater difference in case use between 

the fixed and flexible order languages on Day 2 compared to 

Day 1 than there was for German speakers. There was a main 

effect of constituent order flexibility on case use (̂ = 1.31, z 

= 5.62, p < 0.001, see Figure 2): Learners of the flexible 

order language used significantly more case than learners of 

the fixed order language across both days of training. 

Critically, there was no significant main effect of L1 on case 

use (̂ = -0.22, z = -0.97, p = 0.33): English and German 

speakers used the same amount of case in production. L1 did 

not interact with constituent order flexibility (̂ = 0.17, z = 
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0.94, p = 0.34), suggesting that English and German speakers 

used case in a similar manner across the input languages.  

Participants in our study used more case in the flexible 

order language compared to the fixed order language, thus 

replicating the findings of Fedzechkina et al. (2017). 

Learners’ preferences in case use did not differ depending on 

their L1: German speakers, whose L1 has a rich case system, 

used case marking in the miniature languages in the same 

way as English speakers whose L1 does not have case at all. 

These findings suggest that learners’ preferences in case use 

were driven by a bias to balance production effort and 

message uncertainty and that this bias was realized in the 

same way by participants of different L1 backgrounds. 

 
Figure 2: Case marker use in production by day of training and L1 background. The dashed line represents the input proportion 

(same across languages). Dots are individual participants’ means. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Discussion 

We asked whether a bias to balance message uncertainty 

against production effort is expressed by learners from 

structurally different L1 backgrounds in the same way. To 

test this, we compared the behavior of English and German 

speakers exposed to miniature languages with optional case 

marking and either fixed or flexible constituent order. English 

and German employ case and constituent order as cues to 

grammatical function assignment in different ways: English 

has relatively fixed constituent order and no case marking; 

German has relatively flexible constituent order and a rich 

case system.  

Despite these L1 differences, we found that both English 

and German speakers follow the bias to efficiently balance 

message uncertainty against production effort. Interestingly, 

speakers of both languages employ the same strategies in case 

and constituent use to restructure the miniature language to 

better express this bias. Specifically, both English and 

German speakers matched the input proportion of constituent 

order. They also dropped case marking when it was a 

redundant cue that took effort to produce (i.e., in the fixed 

order language) and retained case in production when it was 

informative about grammatical function assignment (i.e., in 

the flexible order language), mirroring the crosslinguistically 

common pattern in case and constituent flexibility trade-off. 

Thus, learning behavior in our study replicates and extends 

the findings of Fedzechkina et al. (2017) suggesting that the 

bias to balance message uncertainty and production effort 

observed in their work is not specific to English but is rather 

a general bias that spans across structurally different L1’s. 

Are there learning differences between English and 

German speakers in our miniature languages? Based on our 

data, if such differences exist, they are small. English 

speakers had more case and constituent order errors in 

production compared to German speakers early during the 

experiment (i.e., on Day 1), which might suggest that English 

speakers had a harder time acquiring the novel language. 

However, the error rates were low overall, making it difficult 

to say whether these differences (which disappeared by the 

end of the experiment) are meaningful. Additionally, we did 

not find consistent differences in comprehension accuracy 

depending on learners’ L1. One caveat to interpreting these 
findings is that our set up was designed to probe differences 

in language use and might not have captured potential 

learning differences. Because we were interested in how 

learners balance message uncertainty against production 

effort, which requires a knowledge of the cues to grammatical 

function assignment in the miniature language, we 

intentionally designed our study to ensure high degrees of 

learning accuracy. Investigating learning differences 

depending on the L1 in a different paradigm is the next 

crucial step in understanding L1 influences on miniature 

language learning. 

L1 influences on learning outcomes are an issue in 

miniature language experiments (Culbertson & Adger, 2014; 

Fedzechkina, Chu, & Jaeger, 2018) and it is somewhat 
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unexpected that we did not observe greater L1 influences on 

miniature language use in our study. Why might this be the 

case? One possibility is that more L1 influences did not arise 

because the structures of our miniature languages were 

different enough from both English and German (the native 

languages of our participants). The flexible order language in 

the current study was similar to German at an abstract level – 

it had flexible constituent order and case; while our fixed 

order language was similar to English in that it had no 

constituent order flexibility. But this is where the similarities 

ended. The words in the miniature languages were 

intentionally synthesized with a Greek accent to be distinct 

from English and German accents. The constituent order 

variants used in our grammar (VSO and VOS) are not present 

in German or English. Furthermore, the miniature language 

in our experiment realized case with a suffix, while in 

German, case is realized on the article in combination with a 

suffix or on the article alone. Thus, it is possible that the 

similarities that were present between our miniature language 

and learners’ L1’s were too abstract to give rise to substantial 

L1-driven influences. This raises an intriguing question that 

we leave to future work – how high does L1-to-miniature-

language similarity need to be to give rise to L1-driven 

influences? Perhaps if German speakers were exposed to 

miniature languages with article case marking or with more 

familiar constituent orders, L1 influences would play a bigger 

role in their learning preferences.  

To our knowledge, the current study is the first one to test 

L1 influences on miniature language performance by asking 

whether a bias that is assumed to be L1-independent (a bias 

to efficiently balance message uncertainty against production 

effort) is realized differently by speakers of structurally 

different L1’s. We find no evidence for L1 influences on this 

bias: Speakers of English and German realized this bias in the 

same way. Our study shows that by collecting crosslinguistic 

data from speakers of structurally different languages we can 

begin addressing questions about the precise circumstances 

of L1 influences and their interactions with more abstract 

universal biases in miniature language learning.  
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Abstract

People’s judgments and decisions often deviate from classical
notions of rationality, incurring costs to both themselves and to
society. Previous research has proposed that the cost of these
biases can be reduced by redesigning decision problems based
on theories of human decision making. These modifications—
or nudges—can have dramatic results and have been success-
fully applied to variety of domains. However, the formal un-
derpinning of nudge theory is limited, and it is not always clear
what the effect of a nudge will be before it is implemented. As
a result, designing nudges can be time consuming and error-
prone. In this paper, we propose an automatic method for de-
riving optimal nudges. The method is based on a resource-
rational model, which assumes that people make decisions in
a way that achieves a near-optimal tradeoff between the cost
and benefits of deliberation. We then frame nudges as modi-
fications to the costs of different cognitive operations, encour-
aging the cognitively frugal decision maker to consider some
problem features over others. As a proof of concept, we apply
the method to the Mouselab process-tracing paradigm, finding
that optimal nudges lead participants to make better decisions
with less cognitive effort.

Keywords: nudging, decision support, decision making, re-
source rational analysis

Introduction
How do we choose when to recycle, where to invest our sav-
ings, or what to buy at a cafeteria? Investigating the biases
that characterize these decisions is a central focus of psychol-
ogy and behavioral economics. These biases are not only the-
oretically important in that they violate classical assumptions
about human behavior, but are also of practical significance
because many small errors can add up to large costs for both
individuals and societies (Kahneman et al., 1982).

In an effort to reduce these costs, researchers have pro-
posed using behavioral theory to redesign decision problems
in order to help people make better choices and fewer costly
errors (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). These changes—often re-
ferred to as nudges—are an increasingly popular alternative
to government initiatives such as educational programs, legis-
lation, and incentives, and are often significantly less expen-
sive to administer (Benartzi et al., 2017).

While promising, nudges are controversial. Many are un-
comfortable with having their choices influenced by changes
they are not aware of or cannot control, and there is often dis-
agreement about how nudges should be evaluated (Goodwin,
2012). Furthermore, while inexpensive to administer, the de-
velopment of nudges in new domains can involve a costly

search process due to a lack of rigorous theory about how
choice architectures interact with people’s decisision-making
processes.

To address these limitations, we propose a method of
constructing optimal nudges based on a formal theory of
resource-bounded decision making (Griffiths et al., 2015;
Lieder & Griffiths, 2019). In this framework, a person’s
decisision-making process is modeled as a sequential interac-
tion with their own mental resources. Building on this idea,
we formalize nudges as modifications to a decision maker’s
cognitive environment, for example, making new cognitive
operations possible or reducing the cost of existing ones.
Having formalized a specific kind of decision problem in this
way, we can precisely specify the goal of a nudge with an ob-
jective function that can be programatically optimized. That
is, we both provide a rigorous and transparent evaluation met-
ric for nudges, and also eliminate the need to manually search
for nudges that perform well on that metric.

In this paper, we begin by outlining the computational
framework underlying our approach. We then present a con-
crete method to construct near-optimal nudges within a re-
stricted set of nudges that reduce the cost of specific cognitive
operations. As a proof of concept, we apply this method to
the Mouselab process-tracing paradigm (Payne et al., 1988),
where cognitive operations are externalized as information-
gathering clicks. We find that our method both improves the
quality of participants’ decisions and also reduces the cogni-
tive cost of those decisions. We conclude by discussing the
limitations of the current approach and directions for future
work.

Background
Nudging
In line with classical theories of rationality, public policy pro-
grams were traditionally guided by the assumption that peo-
ple act optimally with respect to their self interest (Moseley &
Stoker, 2013; Jackson, 2005). The goal of many public pro-
grams was thus to increase people’s freedom of choice and
remove government mandates and suggestions. When policy
makers wanted to change people’s behavior, they would often
recommend new incentives, educational programs, or legisla-
tion (Benartzi et al., 2017).

In a landmark book, Thaler and Sunstein (2008) challenged
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this approach, arguing that research in psychology and behav-
ioral economics showed that people often do not act optimally
with respect to their self interest. Instead, they argued, behav-
ioral theories suggest an alternative framework for designing
public programs. Specifically, they proposed that govern-
ments should use psychological theory to implement subtle
changes to the structure of decision environments, nudging
people towards making better choices without restricting their
freedom of choice. These changes would be developed by
“choice architects” who would leverage findings on people’s
heuristics and biases to design effective nudges (Kahneman
et al., 1982; Benartzi & Thaler, 2007).

Nudges have since been successfully applied to domains
such as retirement savings, energy consumption, and personal
health (Benartzi et al., 2017; Marteau et al., 2011; Newell &
Siikamäki, 2014). For example, many companies have pro-
grams where workers can sign up to automatically save a pro-
portion of their earnings in a tax-deferred investment account.
Despite the obvious benefits of doing so, many undersave
and underinvest – a recent study found that 68% of 401(k)
participants thought their savings rate was too low (Choi et
al., 2004). In response, proponents of nudge theory have
suggested changing savings plans to “opt-out” programs, in
which employees save a certain proportion of their pay by de-
fault but can choose not to (Madrian & Shea, 2001), a change
that can lead to significantly higher savings rates at virtually
no administrative cost (Chetty et al., 2014).

Despite these promising results, nudging can still be con-
troversial. Many people are uncomfortable with having their
decisions influenced by processes beyond their control or that
they are unaware of. Even when developed openly, there is
often disagreement about what behaviors nudges should aim
to influence and optimize (Goodwin, 2012). Furthermore,
the application of nudges has been limited by ad-hoc use of
psychological theories and informal heuristics (Vlaev et al.,
2016), as well as practical difficulties in adapting psycholog-
ical models to real-world contexts (Moseley & Stoker, 2013).

Resource-rational analysis

Resource-rational analysis is a formal framework for deriv-
ing cognitive models based on the assumption that people
act optimally with respect to their limited cognitive resources
(Griffiths et al., 2015; Lieder & Griffiths, 2019). Within this
approach, a cognitive process is understood as the solution
to an optimization problem, where the objective function ex-
plicitly trades off external utility with internal computational
cost. Critically, the theory predicts that people’s behavior will
depend on both the structure of the external environment and
also the computational actions they can execute and the costs
of those actions (their internal computational architecture).
As a result, resource-rational models often make behavioral
predictions that differ dramatically from classical theories of
rationality, and have been shown to account for a wide range
of apparent biases and errors in human decision making (e.g.
Lieder et al., 2012, 2018; Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020).

B0 B1

C0 C1

R1 R2

BT

RT

beliefs

computational 
costs

action utility 

computations
terminate computation 

and make a choice

Figure 1: Metalevel Markov decision process.

Metalevel Markov decision processes
A key challenge in resource-rational models is appropriately
specifying the relevant computational architecture for a given
cognitive process and how these computations ultimately lead
to a decision. Recent work has approached this challenge
using formal tools developed in a subfield of artificial intel-
ligence known as rational metareasoning (Matheson, 1968;
Russell & Wefald, 1991), which studies the problem of com-
putational resource allocation. In particular, computation—
i.e., reasoning—is framed as a sequential decision problem in
which an agent refines its beliefs about the quality of different
possible physical actions by executing a series of computa-
tional actions. The goal of metareasoning is to select compu-
tations in a way that results in good decisions with minimal
computation cost.

Concretely, this process is modeled as a metalevel Markov
decision process (metalevel MDP; Hay et al., 2012). A met-
alevel MDP, graphically depicted in Figure 1, is formally
identical to a standard Markov decision process (MDP),
which is a well-established formalism for representing tem-
porally extended interactions between an agent and its ex-
ternal environment (Puterman, 2014). A standard MDP,
(S ,A ,T,r), is defined by a set of states, S , a set of actions,
A , a transition function, T , and a reward function, r. The
transition function specifies the dynamics of the environment
(i.e., how taking actions moves the agent from one state to
another) and the reward function specifes the goal, giving a
scalar state-dependent reward for each action that the agent
takes. The agent chooses actions to maximize cumulative re-
ward using a policy, π, which specifies which action to take
based only on the current state.

While a standard MDP describes the interaction between
an agent and its external environment, a metalevel MDP
describes the interaction between an agent and its internal
computational environment. A metalevel MDP is defined
(B,C ,Tmeta,rmeta), where the states, B , correspond to the
agent’s beliefs and the actions, C , correspond to computations
(or cognitive operations). The transition function, Tmeta, de-
scribes how computations update the agent’s beliefs. Finally,
the reward function, rmeta, describes both the cost of com-
putation and also the utility of the resulting decision. That
is, rmeta(b,c) is negative for all computations except ⊥, for
which it gives the expected utility of making a decision based
on the final belief state. The metalevel policy, πmeta, chooses
which computation to perform based on the current belief.
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For example, consider the case of one-shot decision mak-
ing, where a decision maker faces a decision between a set
of possible actions, A . Each of these actions, a ∈ A , has
some associated utility that depends on some initially un-
known state, θ. The agent would like to maximize U(a;θ)
but must choose a only on the basis of her belief, b ∈ B ,
which we assume to be a distribution over θ. Before mak-
ing a choice, she can execute any number of computational
actions, c ∈ C , which refine her belief. On average, the more
computations she executes, the more accurate her belief and
the better her decision. However, each of those computations
incurs a cost, given by rmeta(b,c). Thus, at some point the
agent executes a special operation, ⊥, which terminates the
decision-making process. At this point, an action is (stochas-
tically) selected by the action policy, πact(a | b⊥), which is
typically assumed to be uniform over all actions with max-
imal expected utility given the final belief state, b⊥. The
final metalevel reward is the expected utility of that action:
rmeta(b,⊥) = ∑a∈A πact(a | b)U(a;θ). That is, the final met-
alevel reward is the objective expected utility of the action(s)
with maximal subjective expected utility given the final belief
state. The total metalevel reward is the difference between
this expected utility and the the sum of the incurred computa-
tional costs.

Constructing optimal nudges
The metalevel MDP formalism provides a computational
foundation for understanding, predicting, and controlling the
effect of nudges. With this lens, nudging is viewed as a
method for modifying a person’s computational architec-
ture, making some sequences of reasoning easier than oth-
ers. These modifications are formalized as altering the com-
ponents of the metalevel MDP describing a person’s decision-
making process. Formalizing nudging in this way allows us
to leverage computational optimization tools to automatically
identify nudges that achieve precisely specified goals. Opti-
mal nudging consists of four steps:

1. Model a decision problem as a metalevel MDP, M.
2. Specify a space of possible nudges as a set of possible mod-

ified metalevel MDPs, M̃ . Modifications might include
adding computational actions or modifying the cost of ex-
isting actions.

3. Specify the goal of the nudge with an objective function,
f (M̃;θ), that indicates how desirable the decision maker’s
behavior will be given the modified metalevel MDP, M̃,
and the true state of the world, θ.

4. Identify the optimal nudge as the modification that maxi-
mizes the objective function:

M̃∗θ = argmax
M̃∈M̃

f (M̃;θ)

Example: Reducing the cost of outcome evaluation
We now illustrate the general approach in the context of a
simple example. Consider a decision problem in which you

must take an action that will have different consequences de-
pending on the outcome of some random process in the en-
vironment. You are familiar with this environment and can
easily call to mind the relevant probabilities, but you are fac-
ing a new set of possible actions and must carefully consider
the consequences of each action depending on the random
outcome in order to determine how desirable each (action,
outcome) pair would be. Formally, your goal is to choose an
action with high expected utility,

EU(a) = ∑
o

p(o)U(a,o), (1)

where the outcome probabilities, p(o), are known but the
outcome-dependent action utilities, U(a,o), must be com-
puted if they are to figure into your decision.

This describes the situation faced by participants of an ex-
periment using the Mouselab paradigm (Figure 2; Payne et
al., 1988), which has been used extensively in the study of
human decision making (and is described in greater detail be-
low). Previous work has shown that Mouselab can be for-
malized as a metalevel MDP (Gul et al., 2018), and it thus
serves as a good initial test case for optimal nudging. In the
following sections, we describe how we apply the proposed
four-step process to create optimal nudges for Mouselab.

1. Metalevel MDP The metalevel MDP for Mouselab is
defined by (B,C ,Tmeta,rmeta). The unknown state, θ, corre-
sponds to the utilities, U(a,o), for each combination of action
and outcome. A belief, b∈B , is thus a distribution over those
utilities. The belief is initialized to a multivariate Gaussian
with known mean and isotropic covariance corresponding to
an i.i.d. prior over each utility. A computation, c ∈ C , re-
veals one of these unknown utilities. As such, the transition
function, Tmeta, specifies that beliefs are updated by fixing
the mean of the corresponding element of the belief to the
true value and setting its variance to 10−10. The reward func-
tion, rmeta, specifies the cost of revealing each utility (oper-
ationalized in our experiment as a number of clicks) as well
as the decision utility. To compute the latter, we assume, as
usual, that πact selects the action with maximal expected util-
ity given the final belief (i.e. maximizing Equation 1 with
unknown utilities replaced by the mean of the corresponding
element of the belief). rmeta(b,⊥) is then the true expected
utility of this action (or distribution over actions) given the
true utilities.

2. Space of nudges Although endowing decision makers
with novel computational actions is an exciting direction, we
restrict ourselves here to a narrower class of nudges that sim-
ply reduce the cost of the existing computations.1Concretely,
M̃ must be identical to the original metalevel MDP, ex-
cept that the reward function is modified to be r̃meta(b,c) =
rmeta(b,c) + λc, where λc is the reduction in cost for com-
putation c. The modification is subject to three constraints:
λc ≤ −rmeta(b,c) (computational costs cannot become nega-
tive), λc ≥ 0 (costs can only be reduced not increased), and
∑c λc ≤ Z (there is a budget on total cost reduction). This
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Figure 2: Experimental interface. On every trial, participants made a choice between six options. After choosing an option, a
single ball color (Blue, Green, or Yellow) was selected with percentage probability equal to the number of balls of that color.
The option then paid out with the value indicated by the corresponding cell. The values in some cells were initially shown, but
others were hidden at trial onset. Participants could click on these cells to reveal the values, paying one point for each click.
The number of clicks required to reveal each cell was indicated by its color.

final restriction prevents the trivial optimization r̃meta(b,c) =
0 ∀c ∈ C . The budget, Z, represents the degree to which the
decision maker’s computational architecture can be modified.

3. Objective function The choice of a suitable objective
function depends on a nudge’s goal. For example, many
nudges aim to maximize the probability that people take a
certain action, e.g. recycling or registering to become an or-
gan donor. This kind of goal can be formalized as maximiz-
ing the probability of the decision maker choosing a specific
action,

faction(M̃;θ,a∗) = Eb⊥

[
πact(a∗ | b⊥) | M̃,θ

]
,

where the expectation is taken with respect to the belief state
of the decision maker when she makes a choice, b⊥. Although
the distribution over b⊥ depends on M̃ in complex ways, it
will generally be the case that reducing the cost of a compu-
tation that measures some dimension of θ will increase the
probability that the decision maker acquires an accurate be-
lief about that dimension. Thus, this objective function will
select modifications that make it inexpensive to measure di-
mensions of θ that make the desired action, a∗, appear desir-
able (or make competing actions seem undesirable).

Other nudges do not aim to make people choose a specific
option, but rather to improve the overall quality of their deci-
sions, encouraging them, for example, to make healthier eat-
ing choices or choose more diversified investment portfolios.

1This excludes interventions that introduce novel deliberative
strategies, such as “boosts” that make previously unaccesible infor-
mation available (Hertwig & Grüne-Yanoff, 2017). Applying our
framework to such cases is an important direction for future work

We can model this kind of goal as maximizing the expected
utility of the decision maker’s choice,

futility(M̃;θ) = Eb⊥

[
∑
a

πact(a | b⊥) EU(a;θ)
∣∣∣M̃,θ

]
.

Finally, we might want to not only encourage people to
make better decisions, but also to make it easier to make
those decisions. We can formalize this goal as maximizing
the cumulative metalevel reward which captures both deci-
sion quality and computational cost,

fmeta(M̃;θ) = EC

[ T

∑
t

r(Bt ,Ct)
∣∣∣M̃,θ

]
. (2)

Here, the expectation is taken over all possible sequences of
computations the decision maker could execute. This quan-
tity is also called the metalevel return and it is the quantity
that the optimal metalevel policy maximizes. We chose this
as our objective function for the present study; however, any
of the above objectives can be trivially implemented.

All the above objectives implicitly depend on assumptions
about the metalevel policy, πmeta. One principled choice is to
assume that the decision maker is metalevel optimal. How-
ever, computing the optimal metalevel policy is computation-
ally intensive. We thus instead assume that the agent fol-
lows the meta-greedy policy (Russell & Wefald, 1991), which
chooses each computation as if it were committed to making
a decision on the following time step. This policy behaves
similarly to the optimal policy, and explains human behavior
in Mouselab nearly as well as the optimal policy (Gul et al.,
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2018). More to the point, it is easy to compute; runtime is lin-
ear in the number of possible computations and independent
of the dimensionality of the belief space, under the assump-
tion of “independent actions” (Hay et al., 2012). This allows
us to construct optimal nudges for complex decision prob-
lems where identifying an optimal solution is intractable.

4. Optimization Selecting a nudge that optimizes Equa-
tion 2 can be expressed as a k-dimensional maximization
problem where k = |C | − 1 is the number of computations,
excluding ⊥. To reduce the complexity of this problem, we
applied the additional constraint that the budget be divided
equally and into integer amounts among one, two, three, or
six options. We then selected a modification within this space
using a simple greedy search procedure, first placing the full
budget on one computation, then considering splitting it to
reduce the cost of second computation, and so on. We found
this approach to slightly outperform more sophisticated ge-
netic programming techniques, suggesting that it is an effec-
tive optimization strategy.

Experiment: Testing optimal nudging
We evaluated the proposed optimal nudging method in a mod-
ified version of the Mouselab paradigm (Payne et al., 1988).
In this setup, participants make choices between different op-
tions with known and unknown payoff values. The paradigm
externalizes computations as information-gathering opera-
tions (clicks) that reveal these values, computational cost as
an explicit monetary cost for clicking, and belief states as
configurations of revealed and hidden values. By using such
a paradigm, we can more easily make assumptions about the
metalevel MDP underlying the participant’s decisions, thus
allowing us to test the cost-modification approach directly.

Methods
An example of the experimental interface is given in Figure 2.
Participants chose between six options (columns), each with
three possible payoff values (rows). After making a choice,
a ball was drawn from a simulated lottery machine with 100
balls, and the chosen option paid out depending on the color
of the drawn ball. The percentage probability that a certain
color ball was drawn was simply the number of balls indi-
cated in the far left column. Different options paid different
values depending on which color ball was drawn, and some
of these values were revealed at trial onset, while others were
hidden. To reveal a hidden value, participants had to click on
the value they wished to reveal between one and four times
(see Figure 2), paying one point for each click. The number
of clicks necessary to reveal each cell was sampled uniformly
from {0,1,2,3,4} to mask the cost-reductions (described be-
low). Cell values were sampled from a normal distribution
with a mean of 75 points and a standard deviation 36 points
(truncated at 0 points and discretized to integers).

On each trial, the cost structure was modified according
to either the proposed optimal nudging method, or a random
baseline. In both cases, the cost-modification budget was set

to Z = 6 points, which is a fairly modest budget in comparison
to the average cost of 36 points for revealing every cell. Op-
timal costs were chosen to maximize the metalevel return of
the meta-greedy policy (Equation 2), using the greedy search
method described above. The random cost modification was
determined by randomly sampling three costs and reducing
each by 2 points.

We recruited 150 participants from Amazon’s Mechani-
cal Turk, limiting our study to those living in the United
States. Participants who failed an attention check were ex-
cluded from the experiment. Participants first completed a
practice trial, and then 20 test trials in which 10 problems
had random modifications and 10 had optimal modifications.2

Each participant completed the same set of 21 problems, but
problem order and each problem’s modification type varied
randomly between participants. At the end of the game, par-
ticipants’ total points were paid to them as a bonus with 10
points equal to 1 cent. Participants earned $0.25 for partici-
pating in the study plus an average bonus of $1.71.

Results
On average, participants earned 81.55 points on trials with
random modifications and 89.66 points on trials with opti-
mal modifications (see Figure 3). To test whether this dif-
ference was significant, we ran a crossed mixed-effects re-
gression predicting total points earned on each trial with a
fixed effect for the cost-modification condition (optimal vs.
random) and random effects for both participant and prob-
lem. A likelihood ratio test of the mixed effects model
with and without the condition fixed effect was significant
(χ2(1) = 37.711, p < 0.001). Similar models predicting the
click cost and decision quality also revealed significant effect,
(click cost: 3.99 vs. 3.48, χ2(1) = 8.6866, p = 0.003; choice
payout: 85.54 vs. 93.14, χ2(1) = 33.821, p < 0.001).

Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a formal framework for de-
veloping, comparing, and evaluating nudges. The frame-
work is based on theoretical work characterizing human deci-
sion making as making optimal use of limited computational
resources (Griffiths et al., 2015; Lieder & Griffiths, 2019).
Viewing error in decision making as the consequence of lim-
ited resources suggests that we can improve peoples’ deci-
sions by alleviating those limitations. In particular, by model-
ing decision making as a metalevel Markov decision process
(Hay et al., 2012), we formalized nudging as giving people
access to more powerful or less costly computational actions,
which they can deploy to make better decisions with less cog-
nitive effort. Formalizing nudging in this way allows us to ap-
ply tools from artificial intelligence to design optimal nudges,
i.e. nudges that most improve people’s decisions (subject to
constraints). As a proof of concept, we applied the frame-
work to the Mouselab process-tracing paradigm, finding that

2Due to a programming error, the first test problem was always
the same as the practice problem. We thus exclude data from this
problem from our analysis, leaving 19 trials per participant.
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Figure 3: Average points per game spent and earned under random and optimal cost modifications. Plot (a) shows the average
points spent uncovering values, (b) the average reward from participants’ choices, and (c) their average net reward (choice
payout minus click cost). Stars indicate significant differences in means with p-values estimated from a likelihood ratio test
between an unrestricted crossed mixed-effects regression on the variable of interest with modification type as a fixed effect
and a restricted regression with no fixed effect. Errors bars show standard error estimates derived from the residuals of the
unrestricted crossed mixed-effects regressions.

optimal nudges both increased the quality of participants de-
cisions and also reduced the effortfulness of making those
decisions. This provides preliminary evidence that reducing
computational costs can be an effective way to help people
make decisions more effectively.

Our approach has a number of advantages over other ap-
proaches to nudging. First, it provides a theoretical founda-
tion for understanding and predicting nudges’ effects. Sec-
ond, we explicitly specify the goal of a nudge using an ob-
jective function. This increases the transparency of nudges,
provides a natural way to think about novel goals for nudges
(e.g., making people’s decisions easier without systematically
changing their choices), and allows an end user to have con-
trol over how they are nudged. Third, given a model of the
decision-making process and an objective, our method au-
tomatically discovers an optimal nudge using computational
optimization techniques. This reduces the human labor in-
volved in designing nudges, and can potentially identify bet-
ter nudges than a person would be likely to discover.

Despite the advantages, optimal nudging presents several
challenges. First, it requires a detailed model of the com-
putational process underlying the decision we would like to
intervene on. In the present work, we avoided this challenge
by using a process tracing paradigm that externalizes these
typically unobservable processes. Applying the method in
the real world, however, requires one to infer this model from
behavior. Nevertheless, even a heavily simplified decision-
making model may be adequate to construct helpful, if not
truly optimal, nudges. Second, the method makes strong as-
sumptions about the decision maker’s cognitive process, i.e.
that it is near-optimal given the metalevel MDP. While this
assumption may not be borne out in practice, it is not critical
to the basic framework and could easily be modified. Third,
we do not account for the potential communicative content

of nudges. If the decision maker can infer the nudger’s goal,
social reasoning may affect her decision.

Nudging is an increasingly popular method for improv-
ing people’s choices and reducing the costs of their errors.
However, nudges are both controversial and often difficult to
implement and evaluate. In this paper we proposed optimal
nudging as a way to leverage resource-rational modeling to
address these limitations and ethical concerns. Priorities for
future work include extending optimal nudging to more natu-
ralistic tasks where deliberative processes are unobserved and
applying the framework to improve existing nudges.
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Childrens use of linguistic and non-linguistic negation in reasoning by the
disjunctive syllogism
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Abstract

Whether logical inference is available without language is highly debated. One such inference is the disjunctive syllogism
(A Or B, Not A, Therefore B). Evidence from a search task that required disjunctive reasoning suggests that that the
syllogism is unavailable before age 3 (Mody & Carey, 2016). However, in a replication of the same task using language
(i.e., verbal negation), even 2.5-year-olds succeeded (Grigoroglou, et al., 2019). Here we explore the role of language
in childrens logical reasoning. 2.5- to 4-year-olds performed the non-linguistic task, after a short training in reasoning
by exclusion. Half of the children received linguistic training (e.g., heard there is no coin in X cup); half received non-
linguistic training (i.e., saw that one location was empty). Results show that 2.5- and 3-year-olds were more successful in
reasoning with the disjunctive syllogism after the linguistic training. Thus, offering children the premise Not A verbally
facilitated logical reasoning.
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Variation in surface features improves recognition of common magnitude relations
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Abstract

An issue in higher-order reasoning is the influence of irrelevant surface (perceptual) features in tasks involving a deep
(relational) structure. Many machine learning models use feature vector representations of objects. However, the extent to
which these representations predict or explain human behavior and learning is unclear. A feature vector model facilitates
abstraction and transfer when weights on irrelevant features are minimized and weights on the diagnostic (relational)
features are increased. The current study tested whether a feature vector model applies to human behavior in the context
of magnitude relations (line ratio comparison). We systematically varied the degree of surface feature variation while
maintaining relational structure. We found that, consistent with a feature vector model, participants were more accurate
at recognizing common relational structure when surface features differed (t = 4.22, p ¡.001). This approach may be
preferable to a progressive alignment approach to relational magnitude learning.
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Increasing Diversity of Contrast Examples Decreases Generalization from a
Probabilistic Target Set

David Bosch
New York University, New York, New York, United States

Abstract

Four experiments explored the effect of diversity of contrasting evidence on inductive inferences drawn from a multi-
item target. In Experiments 1 and 2, increasing the diversity of a contrast set led to lower generalization of a novel
property that was probabilistically associated with the target. Further, this effect was not sensitive to weak vs. strong
sampling assumptions (Experiment 3). Critically, when the property was universal (all target items shared the feature),
increasing contrast diversity did not affect generalization to novel members of the target category (Experiment 4). Post-test
questioning suggested that people believed that the probabilistic property indicated subordinate categories in the target set
(in fact, there werent). Such a change in the default-level representationin this case, from basic to subordinatealters the
perceived size of the setswith subordinate, there are more items. Differences in default-level may explain these findings.
We discuss implications for accounts of inferential reasoning.
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Adding biological constraints to deep neural networks reduces their capacity to
learn unstructured data
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Abstract

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are becoming increasingly pop-
ular as a model of the human visual system. However, they
show behaviours that are uncharacteristic of humans, including
the ability to learn arbitrary data, such as images with pixel val-
ues drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution. We investi-
gated whether this behaviour is due to the learning and memory
capacity of DNNs being too high for the training task. We re-
duced the capacity of DNNs by incorporating biologically mo-
tivated constraints – an information bottleneck, internal noise
and sigmoid activations – in order to diminish the learning of
arbitrary data, without significantly degrading performance on
natural images. Internal noise reliably produced the desired
behaviour, while a bottleneck had limited impact. Combining
all three constraints yielded an even greater reduction in learn-
ing capacity. Furthermore, we tested whether these constraints
contribute to a network’s ability to generalize by helping it de-
velop more robust internal representations. However, none of
the methods could consistently improve generalization.
Keywords: deep learning; biological details; memorization;
generalization; internal noise; bottleneck

Introduction
Not only do deep neural networks (DNNs) perform impres-
sively across a range of visual tasks (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun,
2015; Schroff, Kalenichenko, & Philbin, 2015), they are also
becoming increasingly popular among vision researchers as
models of the primate visual system (Kriegeskorte, 2015).
This is due to the inspiration these networks draw from the
architecture of the primate brain, combined with multiple
studies showing that deep neural networks trained to clas-
sify images achieve high scores in predicting neural activity
of primates exposed to the same stimuli (Yamins et al., 2014;
Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte, 2014). However, DNNs also
display some behaviours which are both undesirable in real-
world applications, and also highly uncharacteristic of human
behavior. Examples include adversarial images (Szegedy et
al., 2013) – artificially created stimuli that networks misclas-
sify in ways that humans never would.

Another example of strange behaviour in neural networks
is their ability to learn any arbitrary data. Zhang, Bengio,
Hardt, Recht, and Vinyals (2017) trained DNN models on a
standard classification task, but used either synthetic, ’ran-
dom’ images, with pixel values randomly drawn from a Gaus-
sian distribution, or natural images, where each example is ar-
bitrarily paired with a random output label. The authors point
out that in both conditions there are no class-specific patterns,
yet the networks learn the data perfectly. They conclude that

the networks must be memorizing every single example in
order to achieve perfect accuracy. This memorization of un-
structured data is in stark contrast with how humans and pri-
mates learn to categorize objects. Learning to classify a data
set of 50,000 random ‘noisy’ images is out of reach for hu-
man observers. The human visual system is specialized at
detecting structural regularities in the environment (Witkin &
Tenenbaum, 1983), whereas noise images represent the com-
plete opposite – unstructured data, with no correlations be-
tween pixels or examples. While the DNNs in Zhang et al.
(2017) do take longer to learn arbitrary data compared to nat-
ural stimuli, the amount of extra training required is a single-
digit scaling factor away from the number of steps required
to learn a naturalistic data set, such as CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky,
Nair, & Hinton, 2009).

We explore whether the ability of DNNs to learn arbitrary
data sets is due to their overly large capacity relative to the
tasks they’re trained on. For a model to be seriously consid-
ered for investigating biological vision it should be able to
perform the tasks humans and other animals can do, while at
the same time failing when animals can’t succeed either. The
aim of this investigation is to bring deep neural networks’ and
humans’ behavior closer together by reducing the capacity of
DNNs to learn arbitrary data, without hindering categoriza-
tion performance on natural images. To accomplish this, we
introduce three biologically motivated constraints, which are
either inspired by the primate brain, or use mechanisms anal-
ogous to observed biological phenomena.

First, we consider the idea of an information bottleneck
(Tishby, Pereira, & Bialek, 2000) – the possibility that, by re-
ducing the amount of information passed from some layer in
the neural network to the next, (for example by narrowing the
channel capacity), only essential information would be con-
veyed and any irrelevant details would be discarded. When
regular patterns shared by all category members can be dis-
covered, this could lead to developing more robust represen-
tations. Information bottlenecks could, in fact, play a pivotal
role in reducing stimulus complexity to allow efficient pro-
cessing in the perceptual system (Essen, Olshausen, Ander-
son, & Gallant, 1991). On the other hand, if no common pat-
tern can be detected, like in the case of random pixel images,
then a bottleneck might have a larger impact on network per-
formance. Lindsey, Ocko, Ganguli, and Deny (2019) use the
theory of information bottlenecks to show that reducing the
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number of convolutional filters in the early layers of a con-
volutional neural network can create representations similar
to the receptive fields found in the human retina and primary
visual cortex.

Another biologically inspired intervention we implement is
the concept of internal noise, also referred to as ‘neural vari-
ability’. Computations in the brain are not fault-proof and it
is a long-standing observation that presentation of the same
stimulus can often result in different neural response patterns
(Stein, Gossen, & Jones, 2005). This variability can be ob-
served at multiple spatial and temporal scales, caused by en-
vironmental factors or specific cell properties. The largest
source of neuronal noise is synaptic, produced by small vari-
ation in neurotransmitter release, which can have a signifi-
cant net effect on the behavior of post-synaptic cells (Stein et
al., 2005). Adding internal Gaussian noise to the activation
values of hidden units in a neural network is also a known
regularization technique in machine learning.

Finally, we consider the role of the activation function on
a neural network’s capacity. Typically, modern deep learn-
ing models use rectified linear (ReLu) units, the activity of
which is thresholded at zero for negative values and increases
linearly for positive ones. We contrast this with the Sigmoid
activation function, which is often encountered in older, con-
nectionist models of cognitive processes, as well as many
neurophysiological models of neural population dynamics
(Wilson & Cowan, 1972). While there is an ongoing debate
about the biological plausibility of Sigmoid versus ReLu ac-
tivation functions (see Glorot, Bordes, & Bengio, 2011), we
focus on their relative capacities for representing information.
The activation of rectified units can grow as large as needed,
and their representational capacity is only limited by the de-
gree of precision imposed by the numeric data. Units using
the sigmoid activation function, on the other hand, have their
output values limited within the range 0−1 and therefore pro-
vide a natural constraint on the representational capacity of
these units.

Our results suggest that the considered mechanisms mod-
ulate the learning of unstructured data by lowering the net-
works’ capacity to memorize. In order to gain further in-
sight into how the constraints affect the internal states of the
network, we investigated whether models with constrained
capacity learn more robust, invariant representations. We
evaluated generalization performance on a modified data set,
created using image manipulations which have not been ob-
served during training. Geirhos et al. (2018) have previously
shown that humans exhibit a far greater robustness to such
manipulations compared to deep convolutional neural net-
works. This task adds another challenge for the constrained
deep neural networks to match human behaviour.

Methods
Models and training procedure
All experiments were conducted using two model architec-
tures, small-inception and small-alexnet, adapted from

Figure 1: Examples of manipulated images from Experiment
2. Top: uniform noise; Bottom: salt and pepper noise

Zhang et al. (2017)1. Both are convolutional neural networks,
with a similar number of trainable parameters, differing pri-
marily in the implementation of inception modules and a
greatly increased network depth in small-inception.

We trained models with a varying amount of internal Gaus-
sian noise, with or without a bottleneck, and using either
ReLU or sigmoid hidden unit activation functions. All ex-
periments use four realizations with different random seeds
for each combination of these hyperparameters to improve
robustness and generalization of the results.

All networks were implemented and trained using the
tensorflow.keras library for python2. Models were trained
for 100 epochs using a batch size of 128. The optimizer used
for training was Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), with an
initial learning rate of 0.1 for small-inception and 0.01
for small-alexnet and scheduled learning rate decay rate
of 0.05 every epoch.

Materials
The networks were trained for image classification using ei-
ther the CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) image data set,
or on a random-image data set. CIFAR10 consists of 10 ob-
ject categories, with 5,000 training and 1,000 test examples
per category, for a total of 50,000 stimuli. Unless otherwise
stated, we use a matching number of classes and examples
of random data in all experiments. The random-image data
was created by sampling pixel values from a Gaussian distri-
bution with a mean and standard deviation matching those of
CIFAR10, calculated independently for each channel.

Capacity manipulations
Internal noise was implemented using Gaussian noise reg-
ularization from the tensorflow.keras module. Internal
noise was added to the output of the activation function of
every convolutional or fully-connected layer in each neural
network, except for the output layer. The standard deviation
of the noise was varied from 0 to 1.2, with an increment of
0.05 for networks using ReLU activation units, and between

1Please consult source for further details about the architectures
2TensorFlow 2.0 for Python 3.6
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0 and 0.2, incremented by 0.02 for sigmoid networks. The
lower values of noise for the sigmoid networks is due to the
upper bound of the range of the function being 1.

Following Lindsey et al. (2019), we incorporated an in-
formation bottleneck by reducing the number of convolu-
tional filters in the first convolutional layer of each network
(immediately following the input) as much as possible with-
out impairing performance on the CIFAR10 data set (96→ 2
for small-inception and 200→ 8 for small-alexnet).
While this manipulation reduces the total number of trainable
parameters only minimally, it has been demonstrated to quali-
tatively alter the types of filters learned in early convolutional
layers, resulting in the development of center-surround recep-
tive fields in layer 1 and a prevalence of Gabor-like filters in
subsequent layers. We hypothesize such changes would be
detrimental for unstructured data, which may require process-
ing more lower-level, idiosyncratic features, possibly on the
level of individual pixels.

Generalization tests
We applied several types of image distortion to either the
training or test set, derived from Geirhos et al. (2018)3.
Specifically, we focus on uniform noise and salt-and-pepper
noise. Although there are other available manipulations in
this problem set, we consider these two the most challenging
problems, as they are the ones for which the deep neural net-
works tested by Geirhos et al. (2018) exhibit the largest drop
in performance, and also those which diverge most from hu-
man results. The variance of the uniform noise and the prob-
ability value of the salt-and-pepper noise were varied system-
atically between 0 and 0.5, with an increment of 0.05.

Results
Experiment 1
In the first experiment, we trained each network using a bot-
tleneck, internal noise, or a combination of both, on either
CIFAR10 or the random-image data and assess their catego-
rization performance. Figure 2 summarizes the training accu-
racy for each model. Only data from the small-inception
models are displayed, as the results were comparable for
small-alexnet architectures. Test accuracy is also included
for the internal noise condition.

The bottleneck models do not show any diminished learn-
ing capacity for random data – they fit the random data with
perfect accuracy (see light versus dark bars in Figure 2 at
noise level 0.0). On the other hand, the noise manipulation
was effective. As we increased the variance of the inter-
nal noise, the training accuracy of the random image model
started decreasing, showing that the network failed to learn
unstructured data. Crucially, the performance for structured
(CIFAR10) data showed only a minor drop for values of in-
ternal noise which reduced learning on unstructured data to

3Code adapted from https://github.com/rgeirhos/generalisation-
humans-DNNs

chance levels (Figure 2 - Left). Finaly, changing the activa-
tion function of the networks to sigmoid does not appear, by
itself, to diminish the networks’ ability to learn random data
(Figure 2 - Bottom).

We also examined whether the network’s capacity for
learning unstructured information can be further limited by
combining a bottleneck with internal noise. In order to do
this, we considered a network with a bottleneck as well as a
‘moderate’ (σ = 0.2 for ReLU, σ = 0.04 for sigmoid) or a
‘high’ (σ = 0.4; σ = 0.1 ) level of internal noise. The results
are shown in the (light versus dark) bar plots on the right of
Figure 2. We observed that a combination of the two con-
straints is indeed more effective at diminishing random data
learning compared to the noise condition alone, especially at
a ‘moderate’ level of internal noise.

Experiment 2

One interpretation of the above findings is that, as intended,
injecting internal noise reduced the memory capacity of the
networks such that they were unable to learn the random im-
ages. Another possibility, however, is that the internal noise
selectively impairs the ability of the network to learn noise-
like patterns, and that the capacity of the networks for other
types of inputs, structured or not, remains unaffected.

Therefore, to investigate the effect of injecting internal
noise further, we trained multiple models with a large internal
noise (greater than the threshold value of 0.6, see Figure 2) to
categorize random images or CIFAR10 stimuli, while vary-
ing the number of total classes (from 10 to 2), as well as the
number of images seen in each class (from 1000 to 10). If
internal noise works by reducing the learning capacity rather
than impairing the learning of unstructured information, we
should observe improvement in training accuracy for both the
CIFAR10 and noise-like patterns when there are fewer cate-
gories and examples per category.

Figure 3 illustrates results for small-alexnet based mod-
els trained with a large internal noise. It can be seen from
this Figure that training accuracy improves from chance lev-
els when the network was trained on a dataset with 5000 ex-
amples/category and 10 categories (see Figure 2) to above
chance levels when the number of examples or categories de-
creases. Furthermore, decreasing the number of exemplars
or classes steadily improves performance. We also noted
that this also led to an improvement in performance for the
structured (CIFAR10) dataset, but there was less variability in
the model accuracy of CIFAR10-trained models, which per-
form very well throughout the conditions. Thus, these results
lend support to the hypothesis that injecting internal noise de-
creases the learning capacity of networks rather than prevent
them from learning unstructured information.

Experiment 3

Our results from Experiment 1 show that the internal noise
models do not affect natural and random images in the same
way. Further, Experiment 2 suggest that the manipulations
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Figure 2: Accuracy for small-inception models with biological constraints. Top: ReLU activation function. Bottom:
Sigmoid activation function. The x-axis represents the variance of internal Gaussian noise. The origin represents models
without internal noise. On the left, lines visualize the training (solid) and test (dashed) data accuracy of models with internal
noise on the CIFAR10 data set or a random image data set. On the right, bars show performance for models with (light bars) or
without (dark bars) a bottleneck for various values of internal noise.

decrease the networks’ capacity. The disproportionate im-
pact could be an indicator that, even though CIFAR10 cate-
gorization performance does not diminish, there are changes
to the internal representations the models are learning. We
hypothesize that the constrained capacity of the models could
be affecting what convolutional filters are learned, possibly
by focusing on more robust, invariant features. To investi-
gate, we test the generalization performance of the networks
trained with internal noise, with and without a bottleneck, on
images from the test set modified by out-of-domain manipu-
lations (examples in Figure 1).

It can be argued that a more direct way of investigating
changes to the models’ internal representations would be to
visualize the features learned by neurons in each channel
of the convolutional layers by various techniques (Yosinski,
Clune, Nguyen, Fuchs, & Lipson, 2015). We acknowledge
that such methods can be very useful for understanding neu-
ral networks. However, they are not suited to answering
questions about the qualitative differences between represen-
tations. Knowing the details of differences in two models’
learned representations does not necessarily tell us which
model, if any, would exhibit better generalization. Our im-

plicit measure of robustness is better equipped to answer such
questions.

All models in this experiment were trained on the CI-
FAR10 data set. The networks with ReLU activation do not
appear to benefit from the noise training in terms of their gen-
eralization performance (Figure 4 - Top). Overall accuracy is
similar across all tested ReLU models, but the baseline net-
work, trained without any internal noise, performs the best.
The sigmoid networks, on the other hand, show a slight im-
provement in accuracy on the modified test images in the salt-
and-pepper noise condition (Figure 4 - Bottom). The models
with a moderate amount of internal noise are better at classi-
fying the degraded images at low levels of input noise. How-
ever, the effect is not maintained for higher amounts of in-
put noise. This advantage is furthered in the internal noise
and bottleneck condition (Figure 4 b) - Bottom), with inter-
nal noise models performing better than baseline, for both
uniform and salt-and-pepper.

Discussion
The proposed capacity constraints produced results with
mixed efficacy with respect to the goal of the project. Adding
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Figure 3: Training accuracy of models using different numbers of classes and examples per class, using internal noise of σ= 0.8
(higher than threshold from Experiment 1). Darker bars represent a greater number of classes. Left: CIFAR10 accuracy. Right:
Random image accuracy.

internal noise to hidden layer activation values achieved the
desired effect of reducing the ability of the models to learn
random images, while retaining a nearly unchanged training
and generalization performance on natural images. On the
other hand, the bottleneck intervention turned out to not be
effective as a way of constraining the neural networks’ learn-
ing capacity by itself, in any of the conditions. Neverthe-
less, the combined constraints condition showed that it did
have a net effect on learning capacity. One explanation could
be that the implementation of the information bottleneck was
not adequate for the task. It is difficult to compute just how
severe the constraint is as the unit activations are not only un-
bounded in the case of ReLU networks, but also have a large
precision, since they are represented as 32-bit floating point
numbers. This makes estimating the channel capacity of the
bottleneck in bits difficult, since it is uncertain what level of
detail the models require for discrimination (does a difference
of 10−5 matter for classification?) Future work could narrow
down the possible values by introducing precision-limiting
measures such as rounding the activation values or using a
binary activation function.

Arplt et al. (2017) have conducted a similar experiment,
using several kinds of model regularization – techniques that
reduced overfitting a model to the training data – in order to
reduce ’memorization’ of random stimuli without impacting
test performance on a natural image data set. Interestingly,
our results from Experiment 1 are at odds some of the data
reported in that study. Specifically, Arplt et al. (2017) also
use internal Gaussian noise regularization, but conclude it is
not effective in decreasing memorization. There are some im-
portant differences between the two studies. First, while we
focus on the random images task from Zhang et al. (2017),
Arplt et al. (2017) chose to work with the random label con-

dition instead. Secondly – and critically – the values for the
variance of the Gaussian noise they explore are too low to
noticably decrease memorization capacity. That behavior be-
comes most prominent at values around twice the maximum
range considered by Arplt et al. (2017). Finally, they report
a reduction in test data accuracy on the CIFAR10 dataset,
which we do not observe in our experiments. Further efforts
will be needed to establish why the results of the two studies
diverge and whether they would hold in the context of a di-
rect replication. Preliminary findings support the robustness
of the data.

Further work will be required to explain how and why the
sigmoid models show some improvement to out-of-domain
generalization to manipulated images, albeit modest, while
networks with ReLU activations do not. The internal repre-
sentations of both models could be analyzed and compared in
other ways, for instance by visualizing the receptive fields of
hidden units in different layers and inspecting the differences
in the patterns the units have specialized to detect.

Our results establish that, at least in the context of the ar-
chitectures and data sets studied, DNNs can endure signifi-
cant constraints while maintaining their testing performance
on natural images – highlighting that they otherwise operate
well over the required capacity. In this context, it is inter-
esting to consider examples of deep learning models which
manage to match or surpass human performance (He et al.,
2015; Schroff et al., 2015). Would these models be able to
perform at the same human-like levels if their learning capac-
ity is controlled to match other human constraints?

While in Experiment 3 we focused only on two forms of
image manipulations to study the generalization behavior of
constrained models, other focused manipulations could also
offer insights into the kinds of features models are sensi-
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(a) Without bottleneck (b) With bottleneck

Figure 4: Generalization performance on out-of-domain image manipulations for combinations of constraints. Left: Uniform
image noise. Right: Salt-and-pepper noise.

tive to. For example, it has been proposed that convolu-
tional neural networks already focus too much on spatially
high-frequency information such as texture (Geirhos et al.,
2019). Using manipulations such as a low-pass filter could
uncover whether models with capacity constraints are more
prone to attune to spatially low-frequency information than
unconstrained models.

Conclusion
We demonstrate that biologically inspired mechanisms can be
effective at reducing the capacity of deep neural networks.
The resulting models are more consistent with human be-
haviour, as they are less capable of learning arbitrary in-
puts such as random noise images. Further work is neces-
sary to determine how a reduced capacity influences inter-
nal representations. Results from Experiment 3 suggest that
more severe constraints, such as combining internal noise,
sigmoid activations and a bottleneck, show modest improve-
ments in generalization to unobserved image manipulations.
The mechanisms of this behaviour are yet to be elucidated.
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Abstract

Scientific thinking relies on consideration of alternative possible outcomes to research. We considered whether 1. en-
gaging with psychological research resultssome of which were surprisingin a learning phase transferred to consideration
of alternative outcomes for a different set of research studies in a test phase, and 2. whether transfer was heightened by
predicting results before learning the actual outcomes (foresight), as opposed to indicating what one would have predicted
after learning the actual outcomes (hindsight). One indication of transfer would be decreased confidence in the outcome
one believed to be true, but we did not observe this trend. However, we did see evidence of transfer for a subset of
participants: No participants in the learning phase provided reasons for alternative outcomes, but a sizable minority of
participants, across both hindsight and foresight groups, did so in the test phase. We will discuss what factors distinguish
participants who showed transfer.
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Abstract

The present study examined the effect of visual attention and personality traits on decision-making in digital environ-
ments. Fifty-nine individuals were asked how likely they would be to share 40 distinct memes (photos with superimposed
captions) on social media while their eye movements were tracked. Results showed that the likelihood of sharing memes
increased as fixation duration to the text of the meme increased; conversely, the likelihood of sharing decreased as visual
attention to the image of the meme increased. In addition, agreeableness predicted an increased likelihood of sharing
memes. These results indicate that differences in perceptual processing of digital content and specific personality traits
affect the likelihood that an individual will share said content on social media platforms.
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Abstract

Spatial cognition relies on an internal map-like representation
of space provided by hippocampal place cells, which in turn
are thought to rely on grid cells as a basis. Spatial Seman-
tic Pointers (SSP) have been introduced as a way to represent
continuous spaces and positions via the activity of a spiking
neural network. In this work, we further develop SSP rep-
resentation to replicate the firing patterns of grid cells. This
adds biological realism to the SSP representation and links bi-
ological findings with a larger theoretical framework for rep-
resenting concepts. Furthermore, replicating grid cell activity
with SSPs results in greater accuracy when constructing place
cells.Improved accuracy is a result of grid cells forming the op-
timal basis for decoding positions and place cell output. Our
results have implications for modelling spatial cognition and
more general cognitive representations over continuous vari-
ables.

Keywords: Neural Engineering Framework; Semantic Pointer
Architecture; spatial semantic pointer; spatial representation;
spiking neural networks; cognitive maps; grid cells; place cells

Introduction
In the 1940’s, Tolmann observed that rats learning maze lay-
outs discovered shortcuts, and proposed that they navigate
using a “cognitive map” (Tolman, 1948). Evidence for the
idea that animals have an internal allocentric representation
of space has accumulated, specifically from electrophysio-
logical recordings in the hippocampal-entorhinal circuit. Two
main types of spatially responsive cells have been observed.
Place cells that become active at specific regions in an en-
vironment were discovered in the hippocampus (O’Keefe &
Nadel, 1978). Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex
(MEC) activate at hexagonally tiled points in an environment
(Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser, 2005). The reso-
lution and orientation of the pattern varies among grid cells.
These cells are believed to provide a basis for hippocampal
cognitive maps.

Recent experiments have indicated that the neural mech-
anisms behind spatial navigation may be a general mech-
anism for encoding continuous variables (Aronov, Nevers,
& Tank, 2017; Constantinescu, O’Reilly, & Behrens, 2016).
This evidence has been used to support the idea of cognitive
spaces – a generalization of cognitive maps applied to con-
cepts (Bellmund, Gärdenfors, Moser, & Doeller, 2018). Cog-
nitive representation in a geometric fashion is central to the
Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA); (Eliasmith, 2013). In
this framework, compressed vectors – termed semantic point-

Figure 1: Similarity plots of SSPs decoded from a 361 di-
mensional memory vector storing 4 different spatially-bound
objects. The ground truth locations of the items are marked
by symbols.

ers – are used to represent anything from low level visual fea-
tures to high level concepts. Cognitive semantic pointers can
be bound together to build syntactic structures which live in
a continuous vector space where distance represents concept
similarity. These vectors can be encoded, decoded, and com-
puted with the collective activity of spiking neurons using the
Neural Engineering Framework (NEF); (Eliasmith & Ander-
son, 2003).

A core feature of semantic pointers is their ability to be
composed in hierarchies using binding and bundling opera-
tions. Until recently, cognitive semantic pointers, like most
vector symbolic architectures (VSAs), have been restricted to
representing discrete structures (e.g., trees, graphs, lists, etc.).
However, continuous structures are needed for spatial repre-
sentation, and many other tasks. The hippocampus plays a
key role in spatila representation. As a result, representing
continuous spatial structures with SPA in a manner consistent
with hippocampal data may improve our understanding of the
mechanisms underlying spatial cognition.

Background
Spatial Semantic Pointers
In Komer, Stewart, Voelker, and Eliasmith (2019), Spatial Se-
mantic Pointers (SSPs) were introduced as a way of encoding
spatial coordinates, or, more generally, representing any con-
tinuous variables within the SPA framework. Let us begin by
considering discrete VSA representations using circular con-
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volution (Plate, 1994). In this case, an integer index, n ∈ N,
of a structure (e.g., this could be the ordered position in a
list) can be encoded by binding a semantic pointer to itself n
times.

Bn = B~B~ · · ·~B︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(1)

To ensure that the magnitude of the pointer does not change
with repeated binding, a unitary B vector is used. A unitary
vector is defined to be a vector whose discrete Fourier trans-
form has entries with an absolute value of one. With such a
representation in hand, we could bind objects in an ordered
list to these index vectors, and sum across them to generate a
distributed representation of the full list (Choo & Eliasmith,
2010). Notably, any such structure has discrete ‘slots’.

Interestingly, this repeated self-binding can be generalized
to encode a continuous variable k ∈ R. In particular, we can
define “fractional binding” by recalling the relationship be-
tween circular convolution and the discrete Fourier transform.

Bk = F −1{F {B}k}, k ∈ R (2)

where the exponentiation of F {B}k is element-wise. We now
have a means of generating continuous ‘slots’ in our represen-
tation, where the distance between such slots is determined by
the difference between k. To represent multiple continuous
variables, such as an x,y coordinate in 2-dimensional space,
we can bind the continuous representation of each dimension
together,

S(x,y) = Xx ~Y y = F −1{F {X}x�F {Y}y}, (3)

where � is the Hadamard (element-wise) product and X , Y ∈
Rd are randomly chosen unitary vectors. This vector S(x,y) is
a Spatial Semantic Pointer (SSP). The vectors X , Y are called
the bases vectors of the representation. The vector space in
which a SSP lives can be thought of as a cognitive map.

This spatial representation has several useful properties.
Binding can be used to shift the SSP,

S(x1,y1)~S(x2,y2) = S(x1 + x2,y1 + y2) (4)

Spatial representations can be attached to other semantic
pointers (e.g., vector representations of objects, landmarks,
shapes, colours, etc.). For example, a semantic pointer repre-
senting an object can be bound with the SSP that represents
its location, OBJ ~S(x,y). A set of such location-tagged ob-
ject representations can be stored in a memory vector.

M = ∑
i

OBJi ~S(xi,yi) (5)

To obtain the location of an object, the semantic pointer of
the object can be unbound from the memory vector.

M~ (OBJi)
−1 ≈ S(xi,yi) (6)

The high-dimensional memory vector M can be visually
represented by computing the dot product similarity of it with

Figure 2: Example wave vectors (top) and the resulting inter-
ference patterns (bottom). Combining multiple sets of such
wave vectors at different orientations produces a bump with
surrounding rings (center). Adding more rotations and wave
vectors of different magnitudes reduces the magnitude of the
surrounding rings and localizes the representation (right).

SSPs representing evenly tiled points in x,y space. The sim-
ilarity can be plotted as a heat map over that space. Fig. 1
provides an example of this visualization. It shows the sim-
ilarity plot of M ~ (OBJi)

−1 for four different objects stored
in the same 361 dimensional memory vector. Several exam-
ples of encoding, decoding, and manipulating such vectors in
a spiking neural network can be found in Komer et al. (2019).

In this paper, we extend the earlier results of Komer et al.
(2019) to show that SSPs can be modified to naturally gen-
erate representations at the neuron level that resemble those
found in the brain (both grid cells and place cells). Further-
more, we show that these brain-like SSPs are significantly
more accurate for encoding cognitive maps than the randomly
generated SSPs used in that previous work.

Grid cells

Sorscher, Mel, Ganguli, and Ocko (2019) examined several
different neural network architectures trained on path inte-
gration tasks. Interestingly, hidden layers with grid cell-like
activity arose. The optimization problem common to all of
the models was reconstructing a matrix of place cell output
using a lower dimensional matrix of output from a hidden
layer.

Let P ∈ Rnx×np (where np is the number of place cells and
nx is the number of training points in space) be a given matrix
of place cell responses sampled across space. We will use
Gaussian bumps as the ideal place cell responses.

Pi,n = Pn(xi) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

1
2σ2 (xi−µn)T (xi−µn) (7)

The task is to find the hidden layer activations G ∈ Rnx×ng

(where ng is the number of hidden neurons and ng < np) and
the matrix of read-out weights W ∈Rng×np that minimize the
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reconstruction error of the place cell responses.

min
G,W
||P− P̂||2F , (8)

P̂ = GW (9)

The optimal W for a fixed G is given by

W ∗ = (GT G)−1GT P. (10)

This W should be thought of as the connection weights be-
tween the final two layers of some deep neural network. The
input to the full network would be low level sensory informa-
tion and the output would be the place cell activity, P. The
hidden layer with activations G is the last layer before the
place cells, and, since ng < np, it creates an information bot-
tleneck. We are interested in finding the optimal G - a com-
pressed representation of spatial position that is optimal for
reconstructing P in a single layer.

This is a low-rank approximation problem, i.e., the prob-
lem of fitting a data matrix using an approximating matrix
that has a reduced rank. By the matrix approximation lemma,
the columns of the optimal G will span the top ng eigenvec-
tors of PPT – the correlation matrix of place cell responses.
As stated in Sorscher et al. (2019), if the number of place
cells is large and their receptive fields uniformly cover space
(and space has periodic boundary conditions) then PPT will
approximately be a circulant matrix and its eigenvectors will
be Fourier modes.

Thus, the optimal responses of hidden neurons will be lin-
ear combinations of plane waves. This will produce hid-
den neurons with grid-like spatial responses. Adding a non-
negativity constraint to this optimization problem will result
in the activity of an individual hidden neuron being propor-
tional to a sum of three plane waves whose wave vectors are
120o degrees apart. Specifically, a column of G will have en-
tries,

3

∑
j=1

eik j ·xn + e−ik j ·xn (11)

where |k j|= |ki| ∀i, j (12)
3

∑
j=1

k j = 0 (13)

The interference pattern of these waves will have a hexago-
nal grid pattern, like grid cells. The magnitude of the wave
vectors, |k j|, will determine the resolution of the grid: the dis-
tance between nearest peaks in the grid pattern will be 4π√

3|k j |
.

Fig. 2 shows this interference pattern, along with the patterns
resulting from adding multiple sets of such plane waves to-
gether.1 A linear combination of many sets of these waves
with correct weighting provides a finite approximation to a

1While the bump in Fig. 2 appears isolated, it will repeat over
a large enough scale. The size of space we want to represent place
cells over and the width of their place fields will determine the opti-
mal resolution scales of the grid cells (i.e., |k j|).

Gaussian bump in a plane wave basis. This is how P is recon-
structed. In short, this provides a reason to think that hexago-
nal grid cells are optimal for representing place cells.

Methods
Forming grid cells with SSPs
The Neural Engineering Framework (NEF) provides a set of
principles for performing computations with spiking neural
networks. The first principle of the NEF is representation.
The time varying SSP representing a point travelling through
space, S(x(t),y(t)) ∈ Rd , can be represented by a population
of ng neurons. Each neuron encodes the SSP via the formula,

ai(t) = Gi[αiei ·S(x(t),y(t))+βi], (14)

where ai(t) is the activity of neuron i, ei ∈ Rd is the en-
coder of the neuron, αi > 0 is its gain, βi is its bias, and Gi
is a nonlinear, non-negative activation function. Depending
on the activation function used, ai(t) will either be a spike
train or firing rate. For simplicity, a rate approximation of the
leaky integrate-and-fire model will be used here unless stated
otherwise. This is given by

Gi[J] =


1

τre f−τRC ln
(

1−
Jthres
i

J

) , if J > Jthres
i

0, else
(15)

Neuron model parameters are chosen so that the maximum
firing rate of the neurons is uniformly distributed from 20Hz
to 40Hz.

The signal S(x(t),y(t)) can be decoded from the neural ac-
tivity by

Ŝ(x(t),y(t)) =
ng

∑
i=1

ai(t)di, (16)

where di ∈ Rd are the decoders of the population. The op-
timal set of decoders – i.e., the set that minimizes the error
between the true signal and the signal reconstructed from neu-
ral activity – can be found exactly. Additionally, optimal de-
coders for computing some function of the input signal from
the activity can also be computed. The optimal decoders for
computing f (S(x(t),y(t)) ∈ Rnp are

D = (GT G)−1GT f (S(x,y)), (17)

here x,y are nx dimensional vectors of points sampled in
space, G ∈Rnx×ng is the matrix of activities of the ng neurons
given input S(x,y) at the sample points, D ∈ Rng×np is the
matrix of decoders, and f (S(x,y))∈Rnx×np contains samples
of the function we wish to compute. This is the same as Eq.
10 for computing W ∗ with D =W and f (S(x,y)) = P. These
decoders can be used to compute the weights connecting the
population of ng neurons to a population of np neurons so that
they have the desired place cell activity.

To optimally produce the place cell responses, the activity
matrix G must have columns proportional to linear combina-
tions of plane waves as in Eq. 11. Consider the activation of
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Figure 3: Example firing rates of neurons used to represent a
361 dimensional SSP with random unitary bases vectors.

Figure 4: Example firing rates of neurons from a population of
grid cells used to represent the SSP with bases vectors Xtotal
and Ytotal .

Figure 5: Examples of the spiking activity of neurons from a
grid cell population. The line in grey is the trajectory of points
that the neuron population represents as a SSP over time. Each
circle shows an example neuron from the population. The dots
show where on the trajectory the neuron fired.

Figure 6: Examples of the spiking activity of neurons from a
place cell population whose input is comes from a grid cell
population. The line in grey is the trajectory of points that the
grid cell population represents as a SSP over time. Each circle
shows an example neuron from the population. The dots show
where on the trajectory the neuron fired.

a single neuron with a SSP of a fixed location (a preferred fir-
ing location of the neuron) as its encoder. The en ·S(x(t),y(t))
part of the activity of neuron n will be

en ·S(x(t),y(t)) = (Xx ~Y y) · (Xxn ~Y yn) (18)
∝ (F {X}x�F {Y}y) · (F {X}xn �F {Y}yn)

(19)

=
1
d

d−1

∑
j=0

F {X}x+xn
j F {Y}y+yn

j (20)

=
1
d

d−1

∑
j=0

rx
x, jr

y
y, je

i(θx, j(x+xn)+θy, j(y+yn)) (21)

where F {X} j = rx, jeiθx, j and F {Y} j = ry, jeiθy, j . We want
to set these rx, j,θx, j,ry, j,θy, j parameters so that this equation
is equal to Eq. 11 so let

X̄ j =


eiu j , for j = 0,1,2
e−iud− j , for j = d−2,d−1,d
1, else

(22)

Ȳj =


eiv j , for j = 0,1,2
e−ivd− j , for j = d−2,d−1,d
1, else

(23)

where
2

∑
j=0

u j =
2

∑
j=0

v j = 0 (24)√
u2

j + v2
j =
√

u2
i + v2

i , i, j ∈ {0,1,2} (25)

and take X = F −1(X̄) and Y = F −1(Ȳ ). This gives the de-
sired bases vectors. The choice of (u j,v j) for j∈{0,1,2} that
satisfy the above equations will determine the orientation and
resolution of the hexagonal grid activity patterns exhibited
by the neurons representing S(x(t),y(t)).2 The dimension of
these bases vectors must be d≥ 7 to capture the 3 plane waves
and a zero-frequency term. Since rx, j = ry, j = 1, the vectors
X and Y will be unitary and, thus, binding will not affect the
magnitude of the SSP. The placement of the complex conju-
gate pairs will ensure that X and Y are real.

Multi-scale grid cells
While Eqs. 22 and 23 show how to obtain bases vectors that
will produce hexagonally gridded neural activity, we need

2With these bases vectors, even using random encoders will pro-
duce neurons with grid cell-like activity patterns but with added dis-
tortion.
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Grid cells

   S(x,y)

Low resolution
(Ventral MEC)

High resolution
(Dorsal MEC)

Place cells

(Hippocampus)

Figure 7: The grid cell population representing S(x,y) =
Xx

total ~Y y
total consists of N groups of neurons. Here two neu-

rons from three of such groups are shown as rows in box la-
belled grid cells. The grids vary in scale, much like in the
MEC where grid scales increase along dorsal to ventral axis
(Brun et al., 2008). This population is connected to a place
cell population using connection weights given in 10.

grids of different orientations and resolutions to accurately
compute place cell responses. This can be done by using
higher dimensional bases vectors that contain the vectors of
Eqs. 22 and 23 as sub-vectors in the Fourier domain.

Consider the following basis vector in the Fourier domain

X̄total =
[
eiu(0)0 , . . . . . . ,eiu(N)

2 ,1,e−iu(N)
2 , . . . ,e−iu(0)0

]T
∈ C6N+1

(26)
This vector contains N sets of the 6 Fourier modes that give

rise to hexagonal grid patterns. Each of the N sets will have
wave vectors that lie on an equilateral triangle. The difference
between the sets will be the orientation of the wave vectors
and their magnitude.

We will define the nth sub-vector as sub-vector

X̄n ≡
[
eiu(n)0 ,eiu(n)1 ,eiu(n)2 ,1,e−iu(n)2 ,e−iu(n)1 ,e−iu(n)0

]T
. (27)

We can construct a matrix B̄n that will take the nth sub vec-
tor X̄n ∈ C7 and project it to a 6N + 1 vector that contains
the sub-vector in the same position as in X̄total and zeros else-
where.The sum of all such projections will produce the com-

plete vector.

X̄total =
N−1

∑
n=0

B̄nX̄n (28)

Converting to the time domain,

Xtotal =
N−1

∑
n=0

W−1
6N+1B̄nW7Xn. (29)

where W7 is the 7×7 DFT matrix and W−1
6N+1 is the 6N +1×

6N +1 IDFT matrix.
Thus, a population of ng neurons that encodes a SSP con-

structed with such bases vectors will has hexagonal grid ac-
tivity patterns of different orientations and resolutions. The
total population will represent the 6N + 1 dimensional SSP,
S(x,y) = Xx

total ~Y y
total . Neurons can be sorted into N groups

with different orientations and resolutions. Neuron i from
group n will have an encoder given by

ei = NW−1
6N+1B̄nW7 (Xxi

n ~Y yi
n ). (30)

Neurons within a group will have hexagonal activity pat-
terns of the same orientation and resolution but with different
shifts and receptive field widths (from variations in threshold
current and bias parameters). Populations of neurons con-
structed in this way will be referred to as grid cell popu-
lations. Examples of the activity patterns of select neurons
within a grid cell population are shown in Fig 4. In contrast,
Fig. 3 shows the activity patterns of neurons from a popula-
tion that represents a SSP constructed using random unitary
bases vectors of dimension 6N + 1. In the random SSP pop-
ulation, d-dimensional SSPs representing uniform locations
over space are used as encoders. As can be seen, the random
SSPs do not replicate a hexagonal grid structure.

To increase biological realism, populations can be simu-
lated using the spiking version of the leaky-integrate-and-fire
model. Examples of the hexagonal firing patterns of neurons
in a grid cell population are given in Fig. 5.

Neurons with place cell-like firing patterns can be simu-
lated by connecting this population of spiking grid cells to
population of np neurons using connection weights:

ωi j = α j1 j ·di (31)

where ωi j is the connection weight from grid cell i to place
cell j, di are the decoders of the grid cell population given
in Eq. 17, α j is the gain of place cell j, and 1 j is a one-hot
vector with a one in the jth position – this is the encoder of
the place cell. Example firing patterns of neurons in such a
place cell population are given in Fig. 6.

Accurate place cell representation
Replicating grid cell patterns is useful for biological fidelity,
but does not address the question of why such patterns arise
in the first place. As mentioned, Sorscher et al. (2019), sug-
gested that such patterns should be optimal under weak as-
sumptions. Here we test that hypothesis using SSP-based rep-
resentations.
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Figure 8: The squared Frobenius norm between the ideal place
cell output and the model place cell output versus the dimen-
sion of the SSP used in computing the approximation. The
dashed line shows the mean values obtained over 10 trials us-
ing random bases vectors. The error bands around this line are
the min and max values.
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Figure 9: The average distance between the ideal place cell
centers and the centers of the model place cell output versus
the dimension of the SSP used in computing the approxima-
tion. The dashed line shows the mean values obtained over 10
trials using random bases vectors. The error bands around this
line are the min and max values.

Using the decoders of Eq. 10, place cell output was recon-
structed using the activity of a population of grid cells and,
for comparison, a population of neurons representing SSPs
with random unitary bases vectors of dimension d. The di-
mensions of the SSPs and the population used were N = 60
(from using 5 different sets of grid orientations and 12 sets
of different resolutions), d = 6N + 1 = 361, ng = 600, and
np = 3000. The activity was recorded over x,y ∈ [−10,10]
with nx = 10000. The grid spacing varied from 9 to 3.6 across
the neurons. The error in the reconstruction of place cell out-
put was computed with the squared Frobenius norm.

||P−GW ∗||2F (32)

where the ground truth P matrix of place cell firing rates is
as given in Eq. 7 with field centers randomly distributed over
the space.

In addition, the average distance from the true center of the
place cells fields (µn from Eq. 7) and the center of the recon-
structed place cells was computed. The results are given in
Table 1. In both measures, the grid cell population outper-
formed the random SSP population.

We also investigated the effects of using higher dimen-
sional SSPs. Figs 8 and 9 show the matrix norm and cen-
ter distance error measures plotted versus the SSP dimension
d. The grid cell population consistently performed better on
both measures for all values of d greater than 37. Increasing d
beyond 400 did not improve the performance with grid cells.
As low a value of d = 169 can be used with grid cells while
maintaining accurate place cell output.

Lastly, the effect of the number of place cells, np, on the re-
construction accuracy was explored. As the number of place
cells increases, the ratio of hidden layer neurons to place cells
decreases. The hidden layer becomes a greater information

bottleneck. Fig. 10 shows the matrix norm error measure
plotted versus np. The error increases with np faster in the
random SSP population than in the grid cell population. The
grid cell population scales better as it provides a better basis
for decoding place fields.

From these results, we now have evidence that the SSP
characterization of spatial representation, which supports the
representation of objects over continuous slots with fractional
binding, can be implemented using bases vectors that are ef-
ficient for generating place cell activity. This suggests that
SSPs can act as a unifying representation from low-level grid
cell activity to cognitive representations of objects (with hun-
dreds of features) at continuous spatial locations.

Conclusion
In summary, Spatial Semantic Pointers can be represented by
the activity of a population of grid cells organized into mod-
ules of different orientation and spatial resolutions – much
like the real modular organization of grid cells in the entorhi-
nal cortex (Fig. 7). This method of representing space can
be modelled by spiking neural networks and reproduces the
neural activity patterns seen in the brain.

The method presented for constructing SSPs produces a
basis for accurately decoding place cell output. It outper-
forms SSPs constructed from random unitary bases vectors at
both decoding place cell responses across space and match-
ing the correct place field centers. This methodology could be
extended as a general way to accurately represent continuous
variables. Recent experiments have found that grid cell-like
activity occurs during tasks involving navigation over contin-
uous non-spatial dimensions such as sound and visual fea-
tures. Additionallt, some hippocampal cells have been found
to be preferentially receptive to particular concepts, just as
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Table 1: The results of the place cell output reconstruction using the activity of neuron population of grid cells and populations
representing random SSPs with d = 361. The results using random SSPs were averaged over 10 trials. The squared Frobenius
norm is a measure of the matrix reconstruction error (see Eq. 32). The center distance is the average distance from the true
place field centers and the centers of the reconstructions. The numbers in brackets are the 95% confidence intervals for the 10
random trials.

Bases Vectors Frobenius norm Center Distance

Grid Cells 1.621 0.089
Random SSPs 15.085 (12.844, 17.326) 0.338 (0.324, 0.353)
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Figure 10: The squared Frobenius norm between the ideal
place cell output and the model place cell output versus the
number of place cells being approximated. The dashed line
shows the mean values obtained over 10 trials using random
bases vectors. The error bands around this line are the min
and max values.

place cells are to specific regions in space.
Since grid cells are an optimal basis for representing places

then they may also be an optimal basis for representing con-
cepts that reside in continuous feature spaces. SSPs are well
suited for such representations - they can used to represent
any continuous variable and can be bound together with se-
mantic pointers representing discrete variables/concepts as
well. Semantic pointers that reside in different cognitive
spaces can be bound together in hierarchical structures, al-
lowing for rich and complex representations all modelled in
spiking neural networks.

Future work will include exploring the generalization of
SSPs to concept representation and advancing the realism of
spatial cognition by including path integration – integrating
over velocity input to update the SSP over time and using
visual feedback for correction.
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Abstract

Across many cultures, similar sensory metaphors are used for similar kinds of personality traits, including words like
sweet and bitter, straight and crooked, warm and cold (Asch, 1958). Although such metaphors seem to make sense,
our post hoc intuitions may be tainted by confirmation bias. We measured the strength of alignments between each of
a set of nine sensory pairs (e.g., warm/cold) pictured literally, and a set of eight pairs of literal personality concepts
(e.g., friendly/aloof) using dual categorization tasks (IATs), and then extracted principal components from these patterns
of alignment between sensory and personality concepts across 72 different pairings. The resulting 2D metaphor space
seemed to reflect something akin to the stereotype content model (Fiske et al., 2002), with axes representing both warmth
(PC1: warm/soft) and competence (PC2: bright/high). When we repeated the experiment, with new images and labels,
essentially the same structure captured these nine sensory metaphor pairs.
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Abstract

Recent models of language have eliminated syntactic-semantic
dividing lines. We explore the psycholinguistic implications
of this development by comparing different types of sentence
embeddings in their ability to encode syntactic constructions.
Our study uses contrasting sentence structures known to cause
syntactic priming effects, that is, the tendency in humans to re-
peat sentence structures after recent exposure. We compare
how syntactic alternatives are captured by sentence embed-
dings produced by a neural language model (BERT) or by the
composition of word embeddings (BEAGLE, HHM, GloVe).
Dative double object vs. prepositional object and active vs.
passive sentences are separable in the high-dimensional space
of the sentence embeddings and can be classified with a high
degree of accuracy. The results lend empirical support to the
modern, computational, integrated accounts of semantics and
syntax, and they shed light on the information stored at differ-
ent layers in deep language models such as BERT.

Keywords: syntactic priming; language models; neural net-
works; word embeddings; sentence embeddings

Introduction
For many natural language processing applications, there is
limited data available to train the model on the specific task,
often due to the high cost of annotating data. Pre-trained word
embeddings are often used to address the problem of limited
data. More recent efforts have focused on developing pre-
trained sentence embeddings that work well on a broad range
of natural language tasks (Cer et al., 2018; Conneau, Kiela,
Schwenk, Barrault, & Bordes, 2017).

Understanding how the human mind represents sentences
can inform the development of sentence embeddings in natu-
ral language processing models. How, exactly, the mind rep-
resents language remains an open question. However, syn-
tactic priming (Bock, 1986) provides a window into the mind
and a useful tool for validating computational representations.
In turn, the ability of computational representations to ac-
count for human behaviour informs our understanding of the
possible algorithms implemented by the mind.

Syntactic priming occurs when people are more likely to
produce a sentence with a given structure after they have pro-
cessed one with the same structure (Bock, 1986). Syntac-
tic priming is interpreted as evidence that “some syntactic
processes are organized into a functionally independent sub-
system” (Bock, 1986) isolated from semantics. Conversely,
we present evidence that integrated natural language process-
ing models are compatible with syntactic priming effects.

Priming is evident not just in syntax, but also in semantics.
Semantic priming is the finding that a word becomes more
available in memory if preceded by a word with a similar
meaning. The amount of semantic priming can be predicted
using the distance between word embeddings generated by
distributional semantic models (Günther, Dudschig, & Kaup,
2016; Jones, Kintsch, & Mewhort, 2006).

We show that distinctions evidenced for by syntactic prim-
ing can be accounted for using sentence embeddings. We
build sentence embeddings by averaging the hidden state of
a language model or by composing word embeddings. The
language model we use is the Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations from Transformers (BERT; Devlin, Chang, Lee,
& Toutanova, 2019). For word embeddings we use Global
Vectors (GloVe; Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014), the
Bound Encoding of the Aggregate Language Environment
(BEAGLE; Jones & Mewhort, 2007), and the Hierarchical
Holographic Model (HHM; Kelly, Reitter, & West, 2017).

We compare four techniques for combining word embed-
dings into a sentence embedding. Summing word embed-
dings is the most common, but does not preserve word order.
We also investigate two order-preserving techniques based on
permutation and one based on convolution.

In what follows, we demonstrate that different kinds of sen-
tence structures, namely, dative double object sentences ver-
sus dative prepositional object sentences and passive versus
active voice, are separable in the high-dimensional space of
the sentence embeddings and can be classified with a high
degree of accuracy. Our results illustrate that syntactic prim-
ing is compatible with modern, computational, integrated ac-
counts of semantics and syntax.

Data Collection
Bock (1986) first demonstrated syntactic priming on dative
double object (DO) versus dative prepositional object sen-
tences (PO) and active versus passive voice. Accordingly,
we use two data sets: (1) sentences from a syntactic prim-
ing experiment on PO versus DO priming and (2) a corpus
annotated for passive versus active voice.

In a DO sentence, the indirect object comes before the di-
rect object. For example, “The sailor mailed his sweetheart
a letter”. In a PO sentence, the direct object comes first and
the indirect object follows after a preposition. For example,
“The sailor mailed a letter to his sweetheart”.
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Our data is collected using the research design from
Branigan, Pickering, Liversedge, Stewart, and Urbach (1995)
for written-language priming. Participants are given a partial
sentence as a prompt and are asked to generate a complete
sentence. At the priming stage, the sentence prompt biases
participants towards producing either a PO or DO sentence.
For example, “The young mother gave the car...” biases
participants towards a PO completion such as “The young
mother gave the car to her daughter”. The DO completion
“The young mother gave the car her daughter” is grammati-
cal but nonsensical and thus unlikely to be produced.

At the target stage, participants are given an unbiased
prompt (e.g., “The researcher sent...”) which can elicit either
a DO or PO completion (e.g., “The researcher sent his work
to a colleague for review” or “The researcher sent a colleague
his work for review”). When participants produce a PO prime
they are more likely to produce a PO target, or, likewise, a DO
target if they produced a DO prime.

Syntactic priming is indicative that in some important
sense the brain’s representations for PO sentences are sim-
ilar to other PO sentences, and the representations for DO
sentences are similar to other DO sentences (e.g., Kaschak,
Kutta, & Jones, 2011; Reitter, Keller, & Moore, 2011). Thus,
for our purposes, demonstrating that embeddings are able to
discriminate PO and DO is sufficient to demonstrate that the
models are capable of accounting for syntactic priming.

To assess the models, we use the completed sentences from
the data collection experiment. Note that despite the ex-
perimental setup eliciting syntactic priming data, we do not
model the priming effect, but rather the encoding of PO, DO,
active, and passive sentences. What the experiment design
allows us to do is to (1) collect DO and PO sentences that
would be more onerous to extract from a corpus, and (2) use
materials generated by speakers that reflect actual sensitivity
to the priming of the PO and DO syntactic structures.

We recruited 298 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) and paid for participation. While we used only 68
unique sentence prompts, a total of 11 520 unique, com-
pleted sentences were produced by participants. After re-
moving sentences with words outside of GloVe or HHM’s
vocabularies, we are left with 2441 PO sentences, 2607 DO
sentences, and 1816 sentences that are neither (e.g., “The in-
ventor showed me how it works”). Words outside BERT’s
vocabulary are replaced with an out-of-vocabulary token.

We sample data contrasting active and passive voice
from the European Parliamentary corpus (Europarl; Koehn,
20051). We select sentences with only one verb (though the
verb may be compound, e.g., was opened) and contain only
words in the vocabulary of both BEAGLE and GloVe, which
gives us 1303 passive voice sentences and 20 124 active voice
sentences. The Europarl sentences are difficult, as they tend
to be long (up to 83 tokens) with many low frequency words.

1Europarl corpus: https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/tense
-annotation/

Models
We use two distinct approaches to creating sentence embed-
dings. Our first approach is to take word embeddings gener-
ated by a distributional semantics model and combine. Our
second approach is to take the hidden states of a neural lan-
guage model and average over the length of the sentence.

Random
We randomly generate a unique 1024 dimensional embedding
for each word by sampling from a zero-mean Gaussian distri-
bution. The random word embeddings serve as a performance
baseline, as sentence embeddings built from them are sensi-
tive to word overlap (i.e., when sentences have words in com-
mon) but not semantics or part-of-speech. Random vectors
are orthogonal in expectation, such that the representation of
each unique word is highly distinctive. As such, random em-
beddings are more sensitive to the presence or absence of a
specific word than vectors sensitive to semantics or part-of-
speech, which may be advantageous for some language tasks.

BEAGLE and HHM
We use the the BEAGLE model (Jones & Mewhort, 2007)
and the Hierarchical Holographic Model (HHM; Kelly et al.,
2017) to generate 1024 dimensional word embeddings. HHM
is an extension of BEAGLE that produces a second level
of more abstract word embeddings, correlated with part-of-
speech and syntactic relationships (Kelly et al., 2017). We
train BEAGLE and HHM on a corpus of novels from Johns,
Jones, and Mewhort (2016), with 10 238 600 sentences,
145 393 172 words and 39 076 unique words.

GloVe
We compare BEAGLE and HHM to the widely-used Global
Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe; Pennington et al.,
2014). GloVe embeddings are constructed by dimensional
reduction on a word x word co-occurrence matrix. We use a
set of 300 dimensional GloVe embeddings pre-trained on En-
glish Wikipedia and the Gigaword corpus, which combined
have a total of six billion words2. A confound in comparing
GloVe and HHM’s performance is that GloVe is trained on
a dataset that is 40x larger, which should give GloVe a con-
siderable advantage. However, GloVe word embeddings are
constructed by treating each sentence as an unordered bag of
words. GloVe’s insensitivity to word order may detrimentally
affect GloVe’s ability to represent syntactic structure.

How to Combine Word Embeddings
We test four techniques for combining embeddings: sum, per-
mutation by absolute or relative position, and convolution.

Sum: The most common technique for combining word
embeddings to create sentence embeddings is to sum or aver-
age the embeddings of the words that are in the sentence. For
example, in “Dog bites man”, the sentence embedding s is a
sum of the word embeddings wword :

2Pre-trained GloVe: https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/
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s = wbites +wdog +wman (1)

The summing technique has been in use since the first dis-
tributional semantic models (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and
is effective at summarizing the meaning of sentences, para-
graphs, or documents (Mitchell & Lapata, 2010), even out-
performing sentence embeddings created using neural lan-
guage models if applied to tasks outside the neural model’s
training (Wieting, Bansal, Gimpel, & Livescu, 2016). But
summing word embeddings does not preserve word order.
Given the importance of word order to English syntax, a sum
is unlikely to be effective at discriminating sentence structure.

Permutation by absolute position: Permutation is used
in some models to encode word order (Cohen & Widdows,
2018; Recchia, Sahlgren, Kanerva, & Jones, 2015; Sahlgren,
Holst, & Kanerva, 2008). The simplest approach is to gener-
ate a different permutation for each position in the sentence.
For example, “Dog bites man” can be represented as:

s = P1wdog +P2wbites +P3wman (2)

where Pi is the permutation for the ith sentence position.
A permutation is a reordering of the elements of a vector,
such that the conjunction of an embedding and a permutation
serves as a unique representation of a word and a position.

Cohen and Widdows (2018) generate the first permutation
P1 randomly, then generate successive permutations by ran-
domizing half of the prior permutation. Cohen and Widdows
find that giving proximal sentence positions similar permuta-
tions improves the performance of word embeddings on syn-
tactic analogy tasks. Thus, we use Cohen and Widdows’s
technique for generating permutations in what follows.

Permutation by relative position: Encoding word order
by absolute position in a sentence is cognitively implausible.
McCoy, Frank, and Linzen (2018) found that neural language
models that learn to make predictions on the basis of absolute
sentence position tend to make inhuman errors when gener-
alizing learned grammatical rules to novel sentences. Kinder
(2010) similarly finds that exemplar-based language models
that use absolute position make qualitatively different judge-
ments of grammaticality than humans.

Cohen and Widdows (2018) use a sliding window, such
that positions are not relative to the start of the sentence, but
relative to the position of the window. To mimic a sliding
window, we permute each word embedding by each possi-
ble window position for that word in the given sentence. For
example, “Dog bites man” can be represented as:

s = P0wdog +P1wbites +P2wman+

P−1wdog +P0wbites +P1wman+

P−2wdog +P−1wbites +P0wman (3)

where we denote the centre of the window by the permutation
P0, window positions to the left of centre by negative indices,
and window positions to the right by positive indices.

Convolution: Circular convolution (∗) is used in holo-
graphic reduced representations to form associations (Plate,
1995). BEAGLE and HHM’s word embeddings use convo-
lution to represent word order. To construct sentence em-
beddings, we use the method from Jamieson and Mewhort
(2011)’s model of grammaticality judgements.

Each sentence is represented as a sum of n-grams, for n= 1
to 20. Each n-gram is constructed as the convolution of the
embeddings for the n words in the n-gram. To preserve the
order of the words in the n-gram, the left operand of convolu-
tion is permuted by the permutation Ple f t . For example, “Dog
bites man” can be represented as:

s = wdog +wbites +wman+

(Ple f twdog)∗wbites +(Ple f twbites)∗wman+

(Ple f t((Ple f twdog)∗wbites))∗wman (4)

BERT
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT; Devlin et al., 2019) is based on the transformer archi-
tecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which has largely supplanted
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) as the state-of-the-art in
natural language processing (e.g., Karita et al., 2019; Zeyer,
Bahar, Irie, Schlüter, & Ney, 2019). Sentence embeddings
derived from transformers, such as BERT and the Universal
Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018), outperform sentence em-
beddings derived from earlier neural language models (e.g.,
ELMo, InferSent; Hassan, Sansonetti, Gasparetti, Micarelli,
& Beel, 2019). The distinct layers of BERT models have
been associated with different representations relevant to nat-
ural language processing (Tenney, Das, & Pavlick, 2019).

We use a pre-trained BERT with 12 hidden layers, each
with 768 dimensions3. Devlin et al. (2019) trained BERT on
English Wikipedia (2500 million words) and the BookCorpus
(800 million words). BERT is trained on half as much data as
GloVe, but 20x more data than HHM. To generate sentence
embeddings, we use the BERT-As-Service tool 4. BERT-As-
Service generates sentence embeddings by averaging the hid-
den states at a given layer over locations in the sentence. We
generate sentence embeddings for each hidden layer.

Spatial Separability
Sentence embeddings with different syntactic structures may
form distinct, linearly separable clusters in the high dimen-
sional space. To evaluate the spatial separability of the sen-
tence embeddings, we use the sensitivity index, d′, a statis-
tical measure of the separability of a signal from noise. The
sensitivity index is a function of the means, µS and µN , and
standard deviations, σS and σN , of the signal and noise distri-
butions, S and N:

3Pre-trained BERT: https://storage.googleapis.com/
bert models/2018 10 18/uncased L-12 H-768 A-12.zip

4BERT-As-Service: https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as
-service
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Table 1: Separability of PO sentences by embedding.

Models sum abs. rel. conv.
Random 0.06 0.69 1.03 0.53
GloVe 0.69 0.69 0.85 0.41
BEAGLE 0.48 0.67 1.10 0.78
HHM 0.00 0.68 0.94 0.79

Table 2: Separability of DO sentences by embedding.

Models sum abs. rel. conv.
Random 0.00 0.31 0.25 0.08
GloVe 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.11
BEAGLE -0.18 0.36 0.37 0.30
HHM 0.00 0.24 0.22 0.39

d′ =
µS−µN

1
2

√
σ2

S +σ2
N

(5)

We use the vector cosine as the metric of similarity between
the sentence embeddings. The signal distribution is the cosine
similarities between all sentences of a given type. The noise
distribution is the cosine between sentences of a given type
and all sentences not of that type. A sentence type with a
higher d′ is more distinguishable from other sentence types.

In what follows, we compare the sensitivity index of the
sentence embeddings on the PO, DO, and other (non-PO,
non-DO) sentences. We then select the models with the high-
est sensitivity to assess on the active and passive sentences.

Distributional Semantic Models
Tables 1 and 2 shows the sensitivity index for four different
word embedding models on PO and DO sentences: randomly
generated vectors, BEAGLE, HHM, and GloVe. For each
model, we compare four ways of combining the embeddings
to construct a sentence embedding: summation, permutation
by absolute and relative position, and convolution.

Sum: Summing is the least effective, which is hardly sur-
prising, as the sum does not capture the structure of a sen-
tence, only what words occur within it. However, the ability
of the sum to separate PO from non-PO (Table 1) when pro-
vided with the right word embeddings (BEAGLE or GloVe)
suggests that certain words, such as the preposition to, make
separating PO from non-PO an easy problem. The preposi-
tion to occurs in 100% of the PO sentences but only 6% of
the DO sentences in our AMT data set.

Absolute position (abs.): Encoding word position
markedly improves separability for PO and DO sentences.
For randomly generated or GloVe embeddings, permuting by
absolute position yields the highest sensitivity index for DO
sentences (random: d′ = 0.31, GloVe: d′ = 0.19).

Relative position (rel.): For all models, permutation by
relative position produces the sentence embeddings that most
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Figure 1: Separability of PO and DO sentences by averaging
over BERT hidden layers.

easily separate PO from non-PO. Furthermore, relative posi-
tion encoding is approximately as sensitive as absolute po-
sition for discriminating between DO and non-DO when us-
ing BEAGLE or HHM. For both PO and DO sentences, the
distributions are more separable when using sentence embed-
dings sensitive to lexical semantics (BEAGLE vs. Random,
d′ = 1.10 vs. 1.03 for PO, d′ = 0.37 vs. 0.25 for DO).

Convolution (conv.): Using convolution to construct sen-
tence embeddings works well when using holographic vec-
tors (either BEAGLE or HHM). For HHM, convolution yields
the highest sensitivity for DO versus non-DO (d′ = 0.39).
However, convolution works poorly with GloVe embeddings,
performing even worse than summation on PO versus non-
PO (convolution: d′ = 0.41, sum: d′ = 0.69). Convolution
may be too reliant on the properties of the word embeddings
(see Kelly, Blostein, & Mewhort, 2013 for discussion) and is
perhaps best used with holographic vectors.

BERT
Figure 1 shows the sensitivity index for sentence embeddings
constructed as an average over time at different layers of
BERT. Hidden layers are numbered from 1, the layer imme-
diately after the input, to 12, the last layer before the output.

Layers close to the middle provide the most appropriate
representations to separate PO and DO sentences. Layer 7
has the highest sensitivity index for DO sentences, d′ = 0.37,
whereas layer 4 has the highest for PO sentences, d′ = 0.86,
though layer 7 also makes this discrimination well, d′ = 0.83.

Discussion
Of the methods for composing word embeddings to create
sentence embeddings that we consider here, convolution with
the HHM word embeddings achieves the highest sensitive in-
dex for DO versus non-DO (d′ = 0.39), followed closely by
BERT layer 7 and BEAGLE with relative position encoding
(both d′ = 0.37). For the PO versus non-PO, BEAGLE with
relative position encoding achieves the highest sensitivity in-
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dex (d′ = 1.10). Despite being trained on a corpus 40x larger,
GloVe embeddings are not more sensitive to the PO and DO
distinctions than HHM embeddings. For GloVe embeddings,
convolution is a poor method for constructing sentence em-
beddings, but both permutation methods work well.

Classification
As an alternate means of assessing the ability of each type of
embedding to discriminate PO and DO from non-PO and non-
DO, we train a classifier using each of the best performing
sentence embeddings. For each type of sentence embedding,
we use five-fold cross validation to train three generalized lin-
ear model regressions: one for classifying PO versus non-PO,
one for DO versus non-DO, and one for active versus passive
voice. For our Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) data, sen-
tences that begin with the same prompt are placed in the same
fold. For the Europarl corpus, each fold is assigned an equal
number of passive and active sentences, with the remaining
active sentences used at test. Table 3 shows classification ac-
curacy for the linear models. Percent correct for the PO and
DO linear models is the mean of the accuracy on PO, DO,
and other (non-PO, non-DO) sentences. Conversely, the third
linear model’s accuracy is shown as two separate columns:
accuracy on active and accuracy on passive sentences.

For PO and DO, classification accuracy largely mirrors the
sensitivity index of the models. However, we find that the
random model gets 100% correct on PO versus non-PO clas-
sification. The result suggests that knowing the presence and
location of the preposition to is sufficient for perfect PO clas-
sification in our AMT data set, and the addition of semantic
or part-of-speech (i.e., GloVe, BEAGLE, or HHM) merely
serves to add noise to the classification. Conversely, the ran-
dom model is the least accurate model for DO versus non-DO
classification, providing evidence that lexical semantics plays
an important role in detecting the DO sentence structure.

While BERT has a lower d′ than HHM with convolution
on DO sentences, BERT has a higher DO accuracy. The dis-
crepancy may arise from differences in BERT’s embeddings
compared to HHM’s holographic vectors. Holographic vec-
tors represent information holographically: all information is
fully distributed across all dimensions. Conversely, in neural
models, information may be distributed unevenly, such that
d′ may underestimate BERT’s ability to classify sentences.

Classification accuracy for active and passive voice is
lower than for PO and DO sentences. The best accuracy is
achieved by BERT (85% correct on active sentences, 87%
correct on passive sentences) followed by GloVe using rela-
tive position (83% correct on active, 78% correct on passive).

While absolute and relative position encoding work almost
equally well for GloVe on the PO and DO sentences, relative
position is slightly better at classifying the active and passive
sentences, likely due to sentence length. The Europarl sen-
tences are long. Knowing that a word is the 55th in a sentence
may not be useful for making classification decisions.

BEAGLE and HHM perform worse than GloVe on the pas-

Table 3: Classifier accuracy on PO versus DO and active
(Act.) versus passive (Pass.) across models.

Models PO DO Act. Pass.
Random rel. 100% 81% 73% 69%
GloVe rel. 91% 86% 83% 78%
GloVe abs. 92% 86% 79% 78%
BEAGLE rel. 92% 88% 80% 76%
HHM conv. 97% 93% 77% 74%
BERT layer 7 avrg. 98% 96% 85% 87%

sive and active sentences. We suspect the lower accuracy is
due to the many low frequency words in the Europarl corpus.
BEAGLE and HHM are trained on much less data than BERT
or GloVe, and as such, the embeddings for low frequency
words are based on fewer instances and are much noisier.

General Discussion
Sentence embeddings created using either distributional se-
mantic models or neural language models spatially separate
sentences with distinct syntactic structures.

We evaluate the psycholinguistic plausibility of four meth-
ods for composing word embeddings into sentence embed-
dings. The most common method, taking a sum of the word
embeddings, does not preserve word order, and as such, is
insufficient to account for English syntactic structure. Of the
three methods that do preserve word order, convolution works
best with HHM embeddings. In a convolutional model, sen-
tences are represented as a set of n-grams, where each n-gram
is constructed as a convolution of word embeddings (as de-
scribed in Jamieson & Mewhort, 2011; Jones & Mewhort,
2007). When using convolution, we find evidence that sen-
sitivity to more abstract relationships between words (HHM;
Kelly et al., 2017) provide additional useful information for
discriminating syntactic structure. However, the advantage
for HHM over BEAGLE is not robust, as it is not present
when using permutation to construct sentence embeddings.

Permutation by relative position in a sliding window is
consistently the best at discriminating PO from non-PO sen-
tences. Indeed, we find that randomly generated word em-
beddings combined using relative position encoding are suf-
ficient to get 100% accuracy on our AMT data set. However,
the ability to discriminate DO from non-DO sentences is im-
proved by the use of trained embeddings.

We find inconsistent performance for permutation by ab-
solute position. While it works reasonably well on the AMT
sentences, it works poorly on the long sentences of the Eu-
roparl corpus. Prior work has found that encoding word order
by absolute position in a sentence is cognitively implausible
(Kinder, 2010; McCoy et al., 2018). Thus we prefer permut-
ing by relative position, which proves to be an effective and
computationally efficient method of encoding word order that
is robust across different word embeddings.

We use the BERT language model to construct sentence
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embeddings as a mean of hidden layer activation values and
find that BERT yields the highest classification accuracy for
sentence type. However, distributional semantic models are
less computationally intensive and perform comparably well.

The best-performing BERT layer is exactly in the middle
of the network. This layer is likely the most abstract, as it
is the most removed from input or output. Similarly, the best
performing word embeddings on PO versus DO are the HHM
embeddings, which are sensitive to abstract, syntactic associ-
ations between words (Kelly et al., 2017).

Prior work has shown that semantic priming is predicted by
the distance between word embeddings (Günther et al., 2016;
Jones et al., 2006). Likewise, we find that the distances be-
tween sentence embeddings allow for the distinctions in syn-
tactic structure evidenced in syntactic priming. Sentence em-
beddings do not require a system that processes syntax dis-
tinct from semantics. Rather, sentence embeddings can be
constructed by composing word embeddings or by averaging
the activation in a language model’s hidden layer.

Conclusion
For the purpose of either natural language processing or mod-
elling human behaviour: (1) More abstract representations
extracted from the mid-layers of neural language models are
best able to account for syntactic distinctions; (2) Combining
word embeddings by permuting by relative position in a slid-
ing window produces robust sentence embeddings sensitive
to syntax; (3) The strong performance of HHM on DO sen-
tences suggests that convolution-based approaches, warrant
further investigation.

Our results suggest that more abstract representations
(HHM or BERT mid-layers) are better able to make the dis-
tinctions evidenced for in syntactic priming experiments (i.e.,
active versus passive voice or DO versus non-DO sentences).
However, some syntactic distinctions can be made trivial by
representations sensitive to the presence and location of func-
tion words (e.g., PO versus non-PO). We speculate that hu-
mans use information at varying levels of abstraction in lan-
guage processing, perhaps similar to a deep neural model. An
overall picture emerges of integrated representations with rich
connections between traditionally distinct layers (within and
across languages; Putnam, Carlson, & Reitter, 2018).

We leave as a matter of future work testing the methods of
word embedding composition we explore here on languages
with richer morphologies or free word order. Modelling lan-
guages with rich morphologies requires either using sub-word
embeddings or word embeddings sensitive to sub-word units
(e.g., Cotterell & Schütze, 2015). Free word order languages
typically use word order to convey non-syntactic information
(e.g., emphasis or new information), such that while preserv-
ing word order may not be important for syntax per se, order
remains important for conveying meaning.
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Abstract

Writing systems play a very important role in human languages, but the mathematical nature of writing systems remains
understudied. Here, we conduct a case study of an open-class writing system Chinese characters, which consists of a
set of expandable basic units, in contrast to most other writing systems whose basic units form closed sets, or closed-
class systems. We demonstrate that probabilistic context-free grammars underlie the representation of Chinese writing, by
formalizing Chinese characters as a grammar with character shapes, as nonterminal rules, and components. as terminal
nodes. Rule probabilities are estimated from a character treebank of the most frequent 3500 characters. Exploratory
analysis reveals Zipfian distributions of both shapes and components. Our experiments also demonstrate that Chinese
writing system shows generative powers similar to PCFG, with 78% of the noncharacters generated from our grammar
judged acceptable, which suggests fundamental differences between open-class and closed-class writing systems.
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Abstract

Acting effectively in the world requires a representation that can be leveraged to serve one’s goals. One practical reason that
intelligent agents might learn to represent causal structure is that it enables flexible adaptation to a changing environment.
For example, understanding how to play a videogame allows one to pursue other goals such as doing as poorly as possible
or only gathering one type of item. Across two experiments that manipulated the expected utility of learning causal
structure, we find that people did not build causal representations in dynamic environments. This conclusion was supported
by behavioral results as well as by participants being better fit by models describing them as utilizing minimally complex,
reactive control policies. The results show how despite being incredibly adaptive, people are in fact computationally frugal,
minimizing the complexity of their representations and decision policies even in situations that might warrant richer ones.
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Abstract 

A large literature on the development of causal reasoning 
characterizes early childhood as a period of curiosity, 
exploration, and experimentation. This suggests that a novelty 
preference may be a universal hallmark of early causal 
learning. Functionally, such a bias might serve to direct 
attention towards new opportunities for knowledge gain. An 
alternative possibility is that a preference for exploring novel 
outcomes develops over time. In three experiments with 2- to 
5-year-olds, we investigate the developmental trajectory of 
children’s preference for causal processes that produce 
reliable versus novel outcomes. We find evidence for a 
developmental shift between ages 2 and 3: while two-year-
olds trend toward a preference for reliable over novel 
outcomes, older children clearly prefer novel ones. We 
discuss possible adaptive reasons for this developmental shift.  

Keywords: cognitive development; causal learning; 
exploration; novelty; determinism  

Introduction 
A large literature on the development of causal reasoning in 
early childhood portrays the young learner as a “little 
scientist.” Toddlers and preschool-aged children generate 
hypotheses to explain their observations, learn from 
evidence to infer which of a variety of competing 
explanations best fits the data, and update their beliefs in 
light of new evidence (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2001, 2004; 
Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Gweon & Schulz, 2011; Kushnir & 
Gopnik, 2007; Schulz, Gopnik, & Glymour, 2007 see 
Gopnik, 2012 and Gopnik & Wellman, 2012 for reviews). 
This literature also emphasizes that young children actively 
explore their environment (e.g., Schulz, 2012), and generate 
a range of novel interventions to build and revise their 
causal knowledge (e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2012; Cook, 
Goodman, & Schulz, 2011). 

Given these findings across a wide range of paradigms, it 
seems plausible that young children have a universal and 
perhaps innate preference for novelty that drives discovery 
in the causal domain. However, there are at least two 
additional possibilities in which a preference to explore 
novel causal outcomes develops over the course of early 
childhood. One possibility is that younger children in fact 
possess the opposite preference. That is, it may be adaptive 
for younger children to prefer actions that are more likely to 

produce reliable, or invariant outcomes in order to build a 
basic repertoire of causal knowledge and competencies. 
After this initial groundwork is established, children may 
shift to prefer novel outcomes that they cannot yet explain, 
expanding the boundaries of their existing knowledge. 
Alternatively, children may not initially prefer causes that 
produce either reliable or novel outcomes. Instead, a novelty 
preference may develop with experience, as children 
discover that causes that generate novel outcomes afford 
more opportunities for learning.  

In three experiments, we investigate which of these 
possibilities best characterizes children’s preferences for 
causal outcomes in early childhood. We find initial evidence 
that a novelty preference in the causal domain is not 
universal, but likely develops over time—in this task, 
between ages two and three. We discuss the implications of 
these findings for theories of early causal learning and 
discuss possible advantages for the emergence of a novelty 
preference for navigating and learning about variable 
environments. 

A Universal Preference for Novelty?  
Developmental psychologists have long exploited very 
young children’s attention to novelty. Hundreds of papers 
rely on infant looking time as a measure of surprise to 
demonstrate their detection of differences between familiar 
(or expected) and novel (or unexpected) events (see Sim & 
Xu, 2019 for a comprehensive review of this literature). 
Recent research demonstrates that infants not only look 
longer at stimuli that violate their expectations, but also 
preferentially explore those stimuli, presumably reflecting 
their desire to explain an observed violation of their existing 
beliefs (Schulz, 2015; Sim & Xu, 2017; Stahl & Feigenson, 
2015; 2017; 2019).  

This vast infant literature—and particularly the most 
recent exploration findings—aligns with the portrait of the 
child-as-scientist, who preferentially explores surprising or 
confounded evidence and designs novel interventions to 
disambiguate competing causal hypotheses (Bonawitz et al., 
2012; Cook, Goodman, & Schulz, 2011; Gweon & Schulz, 
2008; Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007; Schulz, Standing, & 
Bonawitz, 2008). One prominent theoretical account claims 
that the evolutionary purpose of childhood is to enable 
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precisely this type of “high-temperature” (i.e., variable and 
wide-ranging) search for information in the environment. 
Specifically, it may be adaptive for children to explore 
broadly because it facilitates their discovery of unexpected, 
or novel data (Gopnik, 2016; Gopnik et al., 2017). When 
viewed from this perspective, children’s attention to novel 
causal outcomes might be expected to appear consistently 
across infancy and childhood, since it affords opportunities 
to acquire new knowledge. 

Merits of Attending to Reliable Causal Outcomes? 
Despite the potential benefits of attending to novel events, 
there may also be merit in prioritizing attention to reliable, 
or invariant aspects of the environment in very early 
childhood. Learning from surprising or unexpected 
outcomes requires that a reasoner first establish a stable and 
well-grounded knowledge base; otherwise, new information 
cannot be assimilated into existing frameworks (e.g., Piaget, 
1929). Young learners are faced with the challenge of 
navigating a variable environment in which their 
interactions and interventions may often yield surprising 
and unexpected results. In light of this, they may initially 
prefer to learn about reliable causal relations that they can 
control. For example, repeated causal intervention on a light 
switch is trivial, but nevertheless provides long-lasting 
amusement for young children. By contrast, early 
interactions with mashing the keys on a piano or laptop 
provide fewer experiences of reliability and control, 
yielding complex, discordant evidence that is difficult to 
interpret or reproduce.  
    One recent theoretical account suggests that young 
children may be more likely than older children and adults 
to search for invariance during exploration, which explains 
their tendency to repeatedly engage in “positive testing” 
(i.e., producing causal interventions that yield confirmatory 
evidence) (Lapidow & Walker, 2019). This account is based 
on a diverse set of theories in psychology and philosophy 
that emphasize the importance of invariance in causal 
reasoning—the extent to which a particular causal relation 
continues to hold over repeated instances and across 
conditions (Sloman, 2005). According to Lapidow and 
Walker (2019), establishing invariant, generalizable causal 
knowledge may be critical for supporting later exploration 
of unknown or unexplained phenomena.  
    In the current study, we aim to test the related proposal 
that young children may initially prefer to produce reliable 
causal outcomes for a particular phenomenon, and then shift 
to express a novelty preference later in development. 
Alternatively, as detailed above, it may be the case that 
younger children do not prefer reliable or novel causal 
outcomes: if a novelty preference emerges, it does so 
because children learn that exploring novel causal outcomes 
is more likely to provide opportunities for information gain. 

The Current Experiments 
In the current experiments, we use a simple paradigm to test 
whether children prefer a cause that produces novel 

outcomes, or a cause that produces reliable outcomes. 
Experiment 1 provides evidence suggesting the emergence 
of a novelty preference between 2 and 3 years of age. 
Experiment 2 (ongoing) demonstrates that novelty, and not 
mere variability, drives this preference. That is, if 3-year-
olds know in advance which outcomes to expect, they no 
longer prefer a variable cause over a reliable one. Finally, 
Experiment 3 (ongoing) provides initial evidence that 3-
year-olds’ preference for novel causal outcomes is amplified 
when they observe more evidence for a cause’s tendency to 
produce novel, rather than reliable, effects. 

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 investigated two-, three-, four-, and five-year-
olds’ preferences for variable versus reliable causal 
outcomes.  

Methods 
Participants and Design A total of 200 participants, 

including 50 2-year-olds (Mage = 30.5 months, SD = 3.4), 50 
3-year-olds (Mage = 42.66 months, SD = 3.59), 50 4-year-
olds (Mage = 52.9 months, SD = 3.27), and 50 5-year-olds 
(N = 50, Mage = 65.02 months, SD = 3.18) were recruited 
from children’s museums, where they were tested in a quiet 
area of the museum. Twenty-five additional children were 
tested but excluded from the sample due to inattention (11), 
experimenter error (5), failure to respond (3), parental or 
sibling interference (3), or language comprehension issues 
(3). 

Materials and Procedure Participants were introduced to 
two “change machines,” which were composed of identical 
white boxes with one hole on the top and one hole on the 
lower portion of the box’s front face (see Figure 1).  The 
experimenter said, “Look! These are my change machines. 
They’re called change machines because when we put 
something in it,” [the experimenter gestured to the holes on 
the top of each box], “it turns into something else!” [the 
experimenter gestured to the holes on the front of each box]. 
The experimenter then picked up one of seven identical, 
blue, cube-shaped blocks and said, “Look! Let’s see what 
happens when we put this block into this change machine!” 
The experimenter dropped the cube into the top hole of one 
of the boxes, where it was caught by a hidden shelf. The 
experimenter then immediately pushed a new block with a 
different shape (e.g., a cylinder) down a hidden chute and 
out the front hole, such that it appeared to the participant 
that the original block had changed identity. The 
experimenter said, “Cool! Let’s try another block in this 
change machine!” and repeated the procedure twice more, 
placing each outcome block to the side of the machine in a 
horizontal row, such that the child was able to see all of the 
blocks the machine had produced. The experimenter then 
said, “So that’s what happens when we put things in this 
change machine. Now let’s find what happens when we put 
blocks in this other change machine!” The procedure was 
repeated with the other box; thus, each participant saw three 
causal outcomes from each of the two boxes.     
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   Critically, one of the boxes (the reliable change machine) 
produced three identical blocks (e.g., three cylinders), while 
the other box (the variable change machine) produced a 
different block each time (e.g., rectangle; semicircle; 
triangle). The order in which the reliable and variable 
change machines were demonstrated was counterbalanced 
across trials, as was their right-left placement and the shapes 
produced by each machine. 

At test, the experimenter held up the seventh and final 
cube block. They said, “Oh! It looks like we have only one 
block left! Which machine do you want to put it in?” The 
child was given the opportunity to respond. Participants’ 
responses were recorded as their first point, reach, or verbal 
choice. The experimenter then handed the block to the child 
and allowed them to place the block in their chosen 
machine. In the handful of cases where there was a 
discrepancy between the child’s initial response and the 
machine into which they subsequently inserted the block, 
the response was coded as the child’s actual intervention 
choice.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic of the reliable (pictured left) and 
variable (right) change machines and their outputs. 

 

Results and Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 provide evidence for a 
developmental shift from a preference for reliable causal 
outcomes to a preference for variable outcomes between 
ages two and three in this task. While only 38% of two-
year-olds chose to observe the final block placed in the 
variable machine, indicating a trending, but not significant, 
preference for reliable causal outcomes, X2 (1, 50) = 2.88, p 
= .09, three-, four-, and five-year-olds significantly 
preferred the variable machine (68%, X2 (1, 50) = 6.48, p = 
.01; 66%, X2 (1, 50) = 5.12, p = .02.; 68%, X2 (1, 50) = 6.48, 
p = .01), with no difference between the older three age 
groups, X2 (2, 150) = 0.06, p = .97.. There was a significant 
difference between two- and three-year-olds’ preferences, 
X2 (2, 100) = 9.03, p = .002.. These results provide initial 
evidence that a preference for novel causal outcomes is not 

stable across early childhood, but rather develops—in this 
task, appearing between the ages of two and three.  
    However, this paradigm leaves open the possibility that 
the older children’s preference is for variability, rather than 
for novelty. That is, it may be that the older children simply 
have a preference for greater perceptual entropy—or an 
aversion to uniformity—that the younger children do not 
share. In Experiment 2, we control for novelty to investigate 
whether three-year-olds’ preference in Experiment 1 is due 
to a preference for variability.  

Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 (ongoing) investigates the effect of controlling 
for novelty by showing participants all of the possible 
outcomes in advance. If the older children’s preference for 
the machine that produced variable outcomes in Experiment 
1 is due to a genuine preference for novelty, then this 
preference should disappear when the causal outcomes of 
each change machine are known in advance. If, on the other 
hand, older children are simply attracted to variability, then 
they should continue to prefer the variable machine over the 
reliable machine. 

Given the uniformity of responses in 3-, 4-, and 5-year-
olds in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 (and Experiment 3) 
only include children aged 2- and 3-years, in order to further 
explore this developmental shift. 

Methods 
Participants and Design Fifteen two-year-olds (Mage = 
29.8 months, SD = 4.25) and 23 three-year-olds (Mage = 
41.3, SD = 3.86) of a planned sample of 100 total 
participants (50 per age group) have participated thus far.  
 
Stimuli and Procedure. The stimuli and procedure in 
Experiment 2 were identical to those in Experiment 1, with 
one exception: the range of causal outcomes of each 
machine were shown to participants in advance.   
     The experimenter first introduced the change machines 
in the same manner as in Experiment 1. However, following 
this introduction, the experimenter attached a laminated 
image to the front of each change machine with Velcro. The 
images included an illustration of the three blocks that 
would be produced for each machine—one with three 
identical blocks (to be attached to the reliable machine) and 
one with three unique blocks (to be attached to the variable 
machine).   
     After affixing the first image to the front of one of the 
machines, the experimenter said, “Look! Here are the things 
that this machine makes. So, when we put things in this 
machine, this is what comes out [gesturing to the shapes on 
the image].” They then affixed the second image to the front 
of the other machine, saying, “And look! Here are the things 
that this machine makes [gesturing to the shapes on the 
image]. So, when we put things in this machine, this is what 
comes out [gesturing to the shapes on the image].” Thus, all 
participants were knowledgeable of the causal outcomes of 
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each machine prior to the demonstration. The remainder of 
the procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.  

Results and Discussion 
The initial results of Experiment 2 suggest that removing 
the novelty of the causal outcomes also removes older 
children’s preference to intervene on the variable machine: 
only 9 of the 23 three-year-olds (39.1%) preferred the 
variable change machine, X2 (1, 23) = 1.09, p = .30. This is 
significantly different from their pattern of responding in 
Experiment 1 (68%), X2 (2, 72) = 5.42, p = .01. Two-year-
olds again did not have a significant preference for either 
machine, X2 (1, 15) = .6, p = .44, which does not differ from 
their performance in Experiment 1, X2 (2, 65) = .02, p = .89. 
These initial findings suggest that the older children’s 
preference for the variable over reliable machine in 
Experiment 1 is likely driven by a true preference for 
novelty, rather than a preference for variable outcomes.  

Experiment 3 
Experiment 3 (ongoing) investigates whether the emerging 
novelty preference is amplified when older children observe 
a larger quantity of evidence to suggest that a cause reliably 
produces novel outcomes. If older children have a genuine 
preference for novelty, an increase in the number of novel 
outcomes produced by the variable machine should also 
increase their preference for the cause that produces them.   

Methods 
Participants and Design 10 two-year-olds (Mage = 27.9 
months, SD = 3.6) and 15 three-year-olds (Mage = 42.3 
months, SD = 3.8) of a planned sample of 100 total 
participants (50 per age group) have participated thus far. 
 
Stimuli and Procedure. The stimuli and procedure used in 
Experiment 3 are identical to those used in Experiment 1, 
with one exception: each change machine was demonstrated 
nine times, for a total of 18 unique outcomes. Thus, the 
reliable machine produced nine identical blocks, and the 
variable machine produced nine unique blocks. At test, just 
as in Experiments 1 and 2, participants once again had the 
opportunity to choose a machine in which to place a final 
block. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Initial results suggest that Experiment 3 replicates and 
extends the findings of Experiment 1. Increasing the number 
of novel outcomes produced by the variable change machine 
increased older children’s novelty preference: 14 out of 15 
three-year-olds (93%) preferred the variable machine, X2 (1, 
15) = 11.27, p < .001. By contrast, only 4 out of the 10 two-
year-olds (40%) chose to see the final block placed in the 
variable change machine, X2 (1, 10) = 0.4, p = .53. 
Considered together with the findings of Experiments 1 and 
2, these preliminary results provide converging evidence for 
the emergence of a novelty preference for causal outcomes 
between ages two and three on this task. 

General Discussion 
The present experiments, while still in progress, provide 
initial evidence that a preference for novel causal outcomes 
develops over the course of early childhood (see Figure 2 
for a summary of all results). Experiment 1 (completed) 
found evidence for the emergence of a significant 
preference for a cause that produced variable causal 
outcomes between ages two and three, and continuing 
through 5 years of age. Experiment 2 (ongoing) provides 
initial evidence that this shift in preference is truly due to 
novelty, and not to mere variability: 3-year-olds’ preference 
for variable outcomes disappears when they know the 
outcomes in advance. Finally, Experiment 3 (ongoing) 
demonstrates that increasing the amount of evidence 
amplifies the 3-year-olds’ novelty preference.  
 

 
Figure 2: Results of Experiments 1–3, indicating 2- and 3-

year-olds’ preference for the variable change machine. 
Chance performance is indicated by the dashed line. 

 
    Taken together, these findings complement existing work 
on causal exploratory learning and explanation-seeking 
behavior in early childhood. The discovery that a preference 
for novel outcomes develops over early childhood suggests 
that children may learn what is epistemically beneficial to 
explore from their early experience with the causal world. 
Future empirical work is needed to investigate this 
possibility.  

Additionally, the results of Experiment 1 indicate a 
trending, but non-significant preference for reliable causal 
outcomes in 2-year-olds. Once data collection for all three 
experiments are complete, all data from 2-year-olds will be 
combined (N = 150) to assess whether they indeed express a 
preference for reliable causal outcomes. Future work might 
also modify the current paradigm for use in even younger 
children, since it is possible that an even earlier preference 
for reliable outcomes was not captured by the age range 
included in the present experiments.  

From a broader perspective, the present studies may shed 
light on an understudied aspect of early causal learning: the 
benefit of establishing a strong base of prior knowledge 
before exploring novel outcomes. Younger children are, 
after all, newer to the world: their challenge is not only to 
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learn the causal structure of their environment, but also to 
discover their own capabilities. Thus, in addition to 
completing data collection on all current experiments, future 
work will explore the circumstances under which two-year-
olds’ preferences might shift from reliable to novel 
outcomes as they gain additional knowledge about a causal 
system. If younger children shift to preferring novel causal 
outcomes with increasing competence and knowledge, then 
we may infer that a preference for novel outcomes might 
also arise as a consequence of having stable causal 
knowledge that provides the foundation for new learning. 

. 
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Abstract 

Studies of mental imagery often ask participants to attend to a 
visual scene at the same time as their mental imagery. Despite 
the common intuition that imagery and perception interfere 
(known as the Perky effect), results in such experiments are 
not typically distinguished from those found when 
participants engage with mental imagery with their eyes 
closed. Nevertheless, studies which demonstrate the analog 
nature of mental images by recording the time taken for 
participants to scan across images have consistently found 
quicker scanning speeds when participants have eyes open 
paying attention to a visual scene as compared to with eyes 
closed. We show here that these results are due to the external 
scanning of attention across a visual scene and argue for a 
reevaluation of the results of such paradigms.  

Keywords: mental imagery; attention; perky; projection. 

Introduction 

Mental imagery has enjoyed a sophisticated and rigorous 

investigation since the early 70s, mostly aimed at 

demonstrating analog, pictorial properties that can’t be 

explained with propositional, descriptive representations. 

Many of the studies involve subjects closing their eyes and 

isolating the visualization experience from visual perceptual 

input (e.g., Kosslyn, 1973), but, equally, many require 

subjects to attend to information on a screen while 

employing visual mental imagery to solve a task (e.g., Finke 

and Pinker, 1982). Despite the fact that attending to imagery 

at the same time as attending to visual input is thought to 

inhibit one or both of these processes (Reeves & Lemley, 

2012), to our knowledge no study investigating the 

properties of mental images in ‘eyes open’ scanning tasks 

have distinguished their findings from those of the ‘eyes 

closed’ version of this task.   

In asking participants to superimpose a mental image onto 

an external scene, such as in Podgorny and Shepard (1978), 

the resulting image will have a size and position appropriate 

to the structure of the scene provided. For example, the ‘E’ 

in Figure 1 will be exactly 3 cells wide and 5 cells high. By 

contrast, when an image of the letter ‘E’ is not projected 

onto a grid on a screen, but rather held in mind with eyes 

closed, it has no intrinsic size or position. Even when 

imagining an ‘E’ positioned on within a 5 by 5 grid in this 

way with eyes closed, the ‘E’ incorporated into the grid has 

no obvious absolute or relative dimensions and position 

relative to a whole visual field because both the letter and 

the grid lack dimensional anchors that come from external 

scenes.  

The studies outlined here seek to investigate whether 

mental imagery visualized in mind with eyes closed or 

‘projected’ onto an external scaffold produce reliably 

different results, and in so doing demonstrate that these 

paradigms require further investigation before inferences 

can be made as to what their results contribute to the mental 

imagery debate.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: In Podgorny and Shepard, 1978, participants 

memorized letters placed in grids, and subsequently 

visualized the letters in empty grids which remained on 

screen 

 

 The distinction between eyes closed and eyes open is 

most apparent in mental imagery “scanning” studies (Finke 

& Pinker, 1982; Kosslyn, Ball, & Reiser, 1978). These types 

of studies seek to demonstrate that mental images have 

analog properties by showing that the time taken for a 

subject to ‘scan’ across the image held in mind, i.e. to move 

their internal attention from one item on a memorized image 

such as Figure 2 to another item within the same image, 

strongly correlated with the distance between these items in 

the original image.  

 
Figure 2: An example of a memorized image used for 

scanning in Kosslyn, Ball, & Reiser, 1978. 
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There were several criticisms of this study, predominantly 

that performance is very sensitive to demand characteristics 

as researchers tell subjects to scan across the mental image 

and describe the scanning process in detail. Pylyshyn (1981) 

argued that participants were, whether consciously or not, 

attempting to replicate the way they would behave if they 

scanned the image in reality. In response to this and other 

criticisms, Finke and Pinker set up their 1982 study to avoid 

having to mention mental imagery or scanning at all. 

Subjects memorized a pattern of dots on the screen (Figure 

3A). The dots disappeared and after a couple of seconds, an 

arrow appeared on the screen (Figure 3B). Their task was to 

respond whether the arrow was pointing at the position of 

any of the previously visible dots. The authors suggested 

that the high accuracy in this task was evidence that the 

subjects were visualizing the dots on the screen (Figure 3C) 

and scanning between the arrow and the imaginary dot. 

They compared the time taken to answer with the distance 

between the arrow and the dot, and found a strong positive 

correlation, similar to Kosslyn et al.’s 1978 study. This was 

taken as further evidence of the inherent spatiality of mental 

images, making the analog position even stronger due to 

removing the possible confounds of the 1978 study. Note 

that despite the fact that participants were attending to the 

screen the entire time, the results were taken as evidence for 

mental imagery, the same kind of mental imagery as evoked 

in the original study when subjects had their eyes closed. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 A-C: Finke & Pinker's arrow task (1982) 

 

These paradigms were widely used in the intervening 

years (see Denis & Kosslyn, 1999) and while consistently 

replicating the strong correlation between distance in the 

image and time taken to scan, theorists questioned whether 

the experiments were tapping the same scanning process 

each time. In particular, the Kosslyn et al., 1978, scanning 

task (eyes closed) was thought to involve a 

‘transformational’ process, whereby the mental image was  

restructured within a “visual buffer” to maintain the current 

area of interest in the central, high-resolution portion. The 

Finke and Pinker, 1982, task (eyes open) was suggested to 

involve shifting an internal locus of attention across the 

image.  

In order to determine whether these paradigms were 

tapping two distinct types of scanning mechanisms, a side 

by side comparison study was ran (Borst, Kosslyn, & Denis, 

2006) in which the details of the experiments were matched 

as much as possible. In both tasks, subjects were required to 

memorize an image with 5 colored dots as seen in Figure 4. 

In the eyes closed task, titled the KBR task after the original 

1978 study, subjects mentally scanned between pairs of 

dots, instructed to imagine a ‘small spot’ moving from one 

dot to the other, pressing a button once they reached the 

second dot.  

In the eyes open task, titled the FP task after the 1982 

study, arrows appeared on the screen after the original 

image was memorized and disappeared, and subjects were 

asked to trace a straight line from the arrow, reporting 

whether the arrow pointed to a dot in the memorized image. 

The time taken to respond ‘yes’ or ‘no’ was taken as an 

indication of the time taken to scan from the arrow to the 

imagined dot. Both studies were matched for scanning 

distances between arrow and dots or pairs of dots. The speed 

of scanning was found to be significantly different in the FP 

task, and no correlations were found between performances 

of individual participants in each task, suggesting that 

different processes underly performance in each task. The 

authors hypothesized that the KBR task involved the 

transformational scanning previously mentioned, but the FP 

task recruited attentional scanning. Two more experiments 

were conducted to determine how distinct these processes 

were, whether specific aspects of the tasks were causing the 

results differential and whether they correlated with other 

types of tasks which may be considered to tap into similar 

processes. The authors found that no specific aspect of 

either task was responsible for the lack of within subject 

correlations, but did find that performance in the FP task 

correlated with a visual search task designed to act as a 

reference point for ‘attentional’ scanning.  

The latter finding is illuminating – the visual search task 

involves scanning attention externally across a physical 

scene. This external attention is the aspect of the task that is 

most in common with the FP task, and yet this was not 

directly investigated as a potential source of the different 

results with the KBR task. In the FP task, participants 

initially attended to an arrow physically presented on screen 

and were then instructed to determine whether the arrow 

pointed to a dot that was previously presented on screen. 

Having memorized the dot positions, participants completed 

the task by tracing a line from the arrow to one of these 

memorized positions. This process takes place within 

attention to visual input whilst concurrently using imagery 

resources to augment this input with information previously 
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memorized as being present within the current. That is, 

when memorizing and recalling the positions of the dots on 

the screen, the screen being attended to remains attended to 

throughout the process. In performing the task, it is 

uncontroversial to say that participants remain consciously 

attentive to visual input – they are instructed to look at the 

arrow, and trace a line in its direction across the screen. That 

they employ ‘mental imagery’, indistinct from that produced 

in eyes closed visualizing, to complete the task is the 

inference of decades of use of this paradigm.  

Borst, Kosslyn and Denis, 2006, suggest that participants 

are “mentally projecting” the line of the arrow onto the 

screen. Kirsh (2009) investigates such projection as a 

collaboration of visual input and mental imagery to create 

shared, creative representations that are neither pure 

perception nor pure imagery, but a combination of both. An 

external scene is “augmented” by imagined information 

projected onto it.   

In the current study we argue that ‘eyes open’ mental 

imagery scanning paradigms do not test mental imagery 

alone but rather representations which are formed under the 

integration of mental imagery and visual input. We 

hypothesize that any difference in the results of such studies 

compared with eyes closed tasks, such as that found in the 

Borst et al., 2006, study, will be primarily due to the 

integrated nature of the imagery representation, and the fact 

that participants are attending to visual input while 

employing mental imagery to complete the task.  

We repeated the Borst et al. 2006 comparison study but 

reduced all task differences down to just one – eyes open 

looking at the screen versus eyes closed and picturing the 

image in mind. We used the 2006 KBR task in both 

conditions: the first condition, entitled here the 

‘imagination’ condition, is a direct replication of the KBR 

task with eyes closed. In the second condition, ‘projection’, 

participants projected their mental image onto the computer 

screen and scanned between items within the image 

accordingly. If, as we suggest, the presence of visual input 

was driving the results differential previously found, then 

when visual input is the only difference between the tasks, 

the differential in scanning speeds should persist.  

Methods 

Participants 
30 UC San Diego undergraduates were recruited through 

the SONA system and participated for course credit. 7 were 

excluded from data analysis after failing to report having 

followed the instructions at least 75% of the time in both 

conditions. Of the remaining 23, the average age was 21 

years. 20 were native English speakers, and 3 spoke English 

as a second language. 19 participants were right-handed, 4 

left-handed. All 23 participants reported that they had no 

color-blindness. 
 

Materials 
The experiment was carried out on a computer, with 

instructions provided on the screen and reinforced by the 

experimenter in person. Participants were told which colored 

dots to focus on and scan to by audio instructions which they 

heard through headphones. 
 

Procedure 
At the beginning of the experiment participants received 

all instructions onscreen, completed practice tasks, and then 

paused so that the experimenter could test their knowledge of 

the instructions. They then received one of two possible 

patterns of 5 colored dots to memorize (see Figure 4). The 

size and distances within the image were recreated exactly as 

in Borst, Kosslyn and Denis, 2006. In order to pass through 

the memorization phase, participants had to recreate the 

pattern by dragging colored dots onto the correct positions 

on the screen. They clicked on a button onscreen to check 

whether they were correct, and if each dot was overlapping 

with the correct position, they were allowed to move on. If 

not, the pattern reappeared on screen for further 

memorization, and when they were ready, they attempted 

the test again. No participant took more than 5 attempts to 

pass the test, and the lowest number of attempts recorded 

was 1. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Pattern stimuli used in the scanning tasks. Each 

dot in the pattern was a different color. 

 

The experiment had two conditions, ‘imagination’; in 

which during test trials participants were asked to keep their 

eyes closed and perform the visualizations in mind, and 

‘projection’; in which they were asked to act as though the 

memorized pattern were still on the screen. Participants heard 

color names in pairs, 5 seconds apart, and a new color pair 

started 6.5 seconds after the second color was called out of 

the previous pair. Upon hearing the first name, participants 

were asked to focus on that color; either in their ‘mind’s eye’, 

or on the location which that color occupied previously on 

the screen. They were asked to then wait until they heard the 

second color, at which point they scanned from the first dot 

to the second. Specifically, they were encouraged to 

imagine a small spot moving in a straight line as fast as 

possible (while still remaining visible) between the dots. 

Once they reached the second dot, they responded with a 

particular keypress. If the second dot was not in the pattern, 

they responded with a different keypress. 

Of the 80 trials in each condition, half involved a color pair 

in which the second color was not in the pattern, and half had 

both colors in the pattern. All pairs began with one of the 5 

colors in the pattern. No more than two pairs in a row had the 

second color in the pattern, but otherwise the order of pairs 
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was randomized. Each pattern had 10 distances between dots, 

and each distance was encountered 8 times across the 80 

trials. 

 

 

Results 

The results were first checked for accuracy of response 

indicating whether the second color of the pair was in the 

memorized pattern. Errors occurred in 0.4% of trials in the 

imagination condition and 0.6% of trials in the projection 

condition, consistent with findings on the KBR task in the 

Borst et al. 2006 condition. 

Response times for all correct ‘yes’ responses, indicating 

that the second color was in the memorized pattern, were 

compared with the distance between that particular color pair. 

Following the procedure outline in the Borst et al. 2006 

comparison study, RTs which were more than 2 standard 

deviations away from the mean of that condition for that 

participant were replaced with his or her mean RT for that 

distance. Outliers occurred in 2.2% of the trials overall. 

Conducting an ANOVA on the average RT for each 

distance and participant and the distances in the image, we 

found a main effect of distance on scanning time for both the 

imagination (F(9,220) = 4.22, p < .0001) and projection 

(F(9,220) = 1.98, p < 0.05) conditions. Mean response times 

were 2610 ms and 2350 ms respectively. A linear regression 

on both tasks determined that response times increased 

linearly with increasing distances in both, F(1,8) = 31.47, p 

< 0.001 and F(1,8) = 33.27, p < 0.001 for imagination and 

projection respectively. 

An ANOVA over data from both conditions, showed an 

overall effect of condition on response time, F(1,16) = 14.3, 

p < .01. However, unlike in the Borst et al. 2006 study, no 

interaction was found between distance and condition (F<1). 

As in previous iterations of mental imagery scanning 

paradigms, strong correlations were found between times 

and distance. The time-distance correlation found for 

imagination was r(8) = .893, p < .01, and for the projection 

condition r(8) = .898, p < .001. These results indicate a 

successful replication of the 2006 KBR task, in both 

conditions. 

As in the Borst et al. 2006 study, the data of primary 

interest were the mean slope of the best-fitting line across 

participants. The difference between these slopes in the 

original comparison, M = 82 msec/cm for the KBR task 

significantly different to the slope of M = 52 msec/cm for 

the FP task, provided the impetus for the inference of 

separate scanning mechanisms. The current study 

hypothesized that this differential would remain when task 

differences were removed except for external attention. The 

imagination condition in our experiment recorded a mean 

slope of M = 72.5 msec/cm, and the projection condition a 

mean slope of M = 40.7 msec/cm. These were significantly 

different from each other, F(1,15) = 2.17, p < 0.05 (see 

Figure 5 and 6 for a comparison of slopes across all tasks; 

Borst et al. 2006 and present). Where the intercepts in the 

original comparison were significantly different, reflecting 

the different time it takes to initiate responses between the 

two tasks, intercepts in the current comparison were almost 

identical, (2080 ms for imagination, 2050 ms for 

projection). This is consistent with the fact that the response 

requirements were the same for both tasks. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Comparison of linear relationships between scan 

time and distance between both original scanning tasks of 

Borst, Kosslyn and Denis (2006) 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of linear relationships between scan 

time and distance between both tasks of the current study 

 

In order to determine whether the fixed dimensions of the 

screen reduced variability in scanning times across 

participants, an ANOVA was conducted between standard 

deviations, distance and condition. A main effect of distance 

was found on standard deviation, F(1,16) = 65.56, p < 

.0001, as well as condition, F(1,16) = 14.3, p < .01. An 

interaction between condition and distance was also found, 

F(1,16) = 15.94, p < .01. 
 

Discussion 

When performing a mental imagery task whilst 

concurrently paying attention to external structure such as a 

screen, our results show that the characteristics of resultant 

behavior, normally ascribed entirely to the nature of the 

mental imagery held in mind, are influenced by the 

properties of the screen being attended to. Specifically, we 

show here that participants ‘scan’ their attention across a 

mental  image that is projected onto a computer screen 

significantly quicker than they do a mental image that is 

held in mind with eyes closed. Unsurprisingly, there was 
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also significantly less variance in response times across 

participants in the ‘projection’ task. In a nutshell; when 

subjects scan their attention externally across a physical 

screen, they do it much quicker than when they scan their 

attention across internal information; and the presence of the 

screen scaffolded and constrained their mental images such 

that the image properties were more consistent across 

participants. In the projection condition, we suggest, 

participants were working with a mental image that was 

integrated with the computer screen – the visual input of the 

white screen and black rectangular border formed part of the 

mental image representation, along with the dots which 

were no longer present on the screen and the locations of 

which were nonetheless remembered with high precision (as 

tested at the beginning of each block). 

The differential in results produced here mirror that of 

previous studies comparing different scanning paradigms 

(Borst, Kosslyn, & Denis, 2006), however, in searching for 

the source of the differential, the presence of the computer 

screen in ‘eyes open’ scanning tasks was not considered. 

Why is this? It is not new to say that mental imagery can 

integrate with perception. Imagery and perception cause 

similar activations in areas of the visual cortex (Kosslyn & 

Thompson, 2003). Eye movements appear to be implicated 

in the creation and manipulation of mental imagery (Mast & 

Kosslyn, 2002; Johansson et al., 2005). The Perky effect 

(Perky, 1910), once describing the subjective similarly 

between perception and imagery is now taken to mean the 

tendency of imagery to interfere with perception (Reeves & 

Lemley, 2012). This interference can be constructive, as 

when a mental image matches a stimulus being detected 

(Farah, 1985), or destructive, as when projected imagery 

reduces visual acuity (Craver-Lemley & Reeves, 1987). 

These cases are all taken to demonstrate the representational 

similarity of perception and mental imagery, however, they 

are not explicitly concerned with whether representations 

can be formed through the integration of both perception 

and imagery, and still treat mental imagery as separate from 

visual input - even in cases when both are attended to 

concurrently.  

Lewis, Borst and Kosslyn (2011) sought to investigate 

such a representational integration. Subjects attended to and 

memorized a pattern of dots on a grid, and subsequently 

were requested to visualize this pattern in an empty grid on 

a screen. A second pattern of dots was briefly presented for 

33ms in the grid, after which participants indicated within 

the again-empty grid which cell of the grid remained empty 

after combining both the previously memorized and the just-

seen pattern of dots. The high accuracy of subjects on this 

task provided evidence that mental images can be 

“integrated with percepts to create a single composite 

representation”. However, although this representational 

integration is precisely what we are arguing for here, the 

authors missed a crucial aspect of this integration which 

forms the basis for the current study, and is the same aspect 

that, in missing, allowed the results differential between 

eyes open and closed scanning paradigms to elude 

explanation for so many years.  

Here is a key line from Lewis et al. 2011 which illustrates 

the point being made here: “During this interval, we 

discouraged participants from visualizing the dots by 

presenting a blank gray background; this background did 

not contain the grid, and thus made it more difficult to 

visualize the dots”. Why was it difficult to visualize the dots 

(in mind) without the grid (in the world) being present? If 

the mental image of the dots needs the external grid for its 

formation and maintenance, then is the mental image really 

a totally internal mental image, separate from visual input? 

What we are arguing for here is that, when visualizing a 

pattern of dots while looking at a grid on a screen, the 

resultant mental image is itself a composite of imagery and 

percept. The authors see this integration has happening 

between two distinct representations, one of which is 

canonical mental imagery, the same whether it involves an 

external grid or not. We see the integration as happening in 

the formation of and maintenance of the mental image, 

whenever visualizing is accompanied by externally-directed 

attention to information designed to support visualizing. If 

one attends to visual input as part of the process of 

visualizing mental imagery, then that visual input is part of 

the imagery representation. The properties uncovered during 

this process; for example - a correlation between distance 

scanned and time taken to scan across the mental image 

projected onto a screen; should not be taken to describe 

‘mental imagery’ per se, purely internal information, as is 

the case when visualizing with eyes closed. The properties 

uncovered in eyes open, projected-imagery tasks, tell us 

about the combination of imagery and perception; a 

combination that, as previous studies have argued, can 

provide compelling support for the depictive view of mental 

imagery. The novelty of the current finding and our 

argument is that, where previous studies demonstrate the 

integration of static imagery and perceptual information, in 

mind and after the fact, the integration demonstrated and 

argued for here is an online integration of imagery and 

perception. Imagery, of say a pattern of dots, and 

perception, of a grid, combine under attention to form one 

unified representation in real time. In this case, there is no 

separate, purely mental image; the image is formed using 

visual input as a basis.  

It should be noted that Pylyshyn, (1997), discusses the 

superimposition of images onto visual perception in his 

analysis of mental imagery scanning paradigms in a manner 

that comes closest to an ‘online’ account of imagery and 

perception. He argues that in the eyes open scanning task 

subjects are scanning their attention and eyes “from place to 

place on the display”, using indexes in the “real scene” to 

navigate. This is intended to challenge the notion that this 

paradigm gives support for the analog point of view – if 

subjects are scanning in the ‘real world’, then the constraints 

which give rise to the distance time correlation come from 

the world and not from the inherent nature of the format of 

mental imagery.  
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While it is true that, under this approach, the distance-

time correlation in the projected condition is likely to be a 

function of distance in the real world as opposed to 

properties of a mental image alone, the question of how 

imagined information can be superimposed so successfully 

onto visual input, in the current studies as well as the many 

paradigms which utilize this type of paradigm (e.g., 

Ongchoco & Scholl, 2019), is in itself interesting. In order 

to proceed into the scanning trials of the study presented 

here, subjects had to recreate the 5 dots on the screen so that 

each dot was within half a radius of the original position. 

Participants succeed in this memory test surprisingly 

quickly; within 2-4 attempts for the majority. In the “low 

discriminability” arrow task of the Borst et al. 2006 study, 

in which the arrow pointed very close to but not at a dot, 

participants performed with 86.5% accuracy across 80 trials. 

This ability to so successfully and accurately map a mental 

image onto the screen might well be evidence that mental 

images share a format with visual perception. Further 

investigation onto the online integration of imagery and 

visual input could provide fruitful insights into the nature of 

mental imagery, and into its top-down role in perception. 

Conclusion 

The aim of much of mental imagery research has been to 

determine the analog characteristics of imagery 

representations. This research commonly uses paradigms in 

which attention is putatively paid to mental imagery while 

the subject is concurrently attending to visual input. In these 

cases, the resulting behavior has been taken as evidence of 

the properties of the imagery representations alone. In this 

paper, we argue that the results of paradigms where 

participants visualize mental imagery while also attending to 

an external scaffold should not be taken as providing 

evidence as to the characteristics of pure mental imagery. 

However, these paradigms could, if investigated as an 

online integration of resources, provide new theoretical and 

empirical opportunities to advance our knowledge of the 

nature of mental imagery representations and their role in 

perception.  
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Algebra decoded: individual differences in strategy selection when solving for ’x’
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Abstract

Understanding variables and solving algebraic equations are essential to advanced mathematical thinking. Missing-
operand problems (e.g., x + 3 = 5) are solvable via two strategies: 1) pattern-matching, or direct arithmetic fact retrieval
(e.g., 2 + 3 = 5), and 2) algebraic symbol-manipulation, or performing the inverse operation (e.g., 5 3 = 2). U.S. undergrad-
uates made speeded verifications of arithmetic sentences like 2 + 3 = 5 and 5 3 = 2. They then solved missing-operand
problems like x + 3 = 5. We decoded individual differences in strategy choice by whether speed on missing-operand
problems was better predicted by speed on verifying direct- or inverse-matched arithmetic facts. We found individual
differences in strategy choice, although these were not significantly associated with mathematical achievement.
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Jargon Jinx: An Early Bias Toward Opaque Explanations
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Abstract

As adults we understand that effective teachers cannot rely solely on expertise (content knowledge) in a domain, but that
teachers must also be able to efficiently communicate that knowledge to students (pedagogical skill). In three studies,
we demonstrate how children fail to appropriately integrate their intuitions of expertise (Study 1) with those of under-
standability (Study 2) to make coherent judgments of teacher quality (Study 3). In the context of repairing an unfamiliar
mechanism, adults and children recognize that teachers should provide relevant causal information. However, children (6-
and 7-year-olds and 8- and 9-year-olds) fail to acknowledge that, while jargon may indicate expertise, it is inaccessible to
a student with no prior knowledge. Our data suggests that children as old as 9 years have immature conceptions of what
constitutes great teaching. Childrens misconceptions of what characterizes good pedagogy raise questions about students
attentional allocation in educational contexts and subsequent learning gains.
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Abstract

Language exhibits striking systematicity in its form-meaning
mappings: Similar meanings are assigned similar forms. Here
we study how systematicity relates to another well-studied
phenomenon, linguistic regularization, the removal of unpre-
dictable variation in linguistic variants. Systematicity is ulti-
mately a property of classes of form-meaning mappings, each
member of which can be acted upon independently by linguis-
tic regularization. Both are supported by a cognitive bias for
simplicity, but this leaves open the question of how they inter-
act to structure the lexicon. Using data from a recent artificial
gesture learning experiment by Verhoef, Padden, and Kirby
(2016), we formalize cognitive biases at the item level and the
language level as inductive biases in a hierarchical Bayesian
model. Simulated data from models that lack either one of
those biases show how both are necessary to capture subjects’
systematicity preferences. Our results bring conceptual clar-
ity about the relationship between regularization and system-
aticity and promote a multi-level approach to cognitive biases
in artificial language learning and language evolution. Key-
words: systematicity; Bayesian modeling; regularization; sign
language; artificial language learning

Introduction
One fundamental feature of language is that mappings be-
tween forms and meanings are systematic. A set of form-
meaning relationships exhibits systematicity if signs for simi-
lar meanings share similar forms. While form-meaning asso-
ciations are largely arbitrary in spoken language at or below
the the level of the morpheme, systematicity is abundant at
higher levels of linguistic organization. The phrases ”the blue
chair”, ”the broken chair”, or ”the inexpensive chair”, for in-
stance, all refer to propositions that include the meaning chair
by virtue of sharing the form ”chair”. Similarly, forms that
express categories of meanings such as actions often share
common morphological features (e.g., English verbs that de-
note an ongoing action in progress share the suffix ”-ing”).

One widespread view in language evolution is that system-
aticity is the result of competing pressures for simplicity and
informativeness in cultural transmission (Kirby, Griffiths, &
Smith, 2014; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015). On
this account, systematicity is preferred because it is a simple
yet efficient way to organize a large lexicon.

In this paper, we present a modeling case study to investi-
gate the relationship between systematicity, which is by def-
inition a property of classes of form-meaning relationships,
and linguistic regularization, a cognitive process that gener-
ates simplicity by removing unpredictable variation from the
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Figure 1: Results from Verhoef et al. (2016). A. Data from the
test phase of the experiment, averaged by participant, display-
ing varying levels of systematicity in the output languages. B.
The same data before averaging by participant shows high de-
grees of item-specific regularization.

input (Smith & Wonnacott, 2010). While both phenomena are
supported by cognitive biases for simplicity, their relationship
is unclear because they are typically studied in isolation.

To this end, we model data from a recent artificial lan-
guage learning experiment (Verhoef et al., 2016, Figure 1),
which was conducted to study the role of gestural preferences
and linguistic regularization in the emergence of systematic-
ity in sign language lexicons (Padden, Meir, & Lepic, 2013).
One compelling feature of this data is that participants dis-
play multi-level inferences that suggest that cognitive biases
operate on at least two separate levels:

• Item-specific inferences: Learners make first-order gen-
eralizations about the distributions governing individual
items. This suggests that learners are equipped with induc-
tive biases that lead to regularization of these distributions.

• Language-wide inferences: Learners draw inferences
about the rules governing groups of items based on
their commonalities. This suggests that learners exhibit
second-order biases for systematicity.
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Figure 2: Two different gesture strategies, HANDLING and
INSTRUMENT, used to refer to an action or an object. The
figure depicts the congruent (iconic) mapping HANDLING to
ACTION and INSTRUMENT to OBJECT.

To better understand the relationship between these two
distinct levels, we formalize these biases in the context of a
hierarchical Bayesian model (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum,
2007). Modeling results suggest that biases at each level can
(to some extent) operate independently and must work in tan-
dem to create systematicity at the language level. In particu-
lar, item-specific regularization alone is not sufficient to give
rise to systematicity. Before describing the modeling in more
detail, we will first present the artificial language learning ex-
periment in the next section.

Gesture Learning Experiment
The data we model was obtained in an experiment study-
ing the use of different gesture strategies for referring to
hand-held tools (Padden et al., 2013; Padden, Hwang, Lepic,
& Seegers, 2015; Ortega & Özyürek, 2016; Verhoef et al.,
2016). Both in gesture and sign languages, two dominant
strategies have been found: HANDLING (showing how you
hold the tool) and INSTRUMENT (showing what the tool looks
like), as shown in Figure 2. Sign languages differ in the rela-
tive frequencies of use of these strategies. Crucially, variation
between forms is often conditioned on the intended meaning.
American sign language (ASL) signers, for instance, prefer
to map HANDLING forms to ACTION concepts and INSTRU-
MENT forms to OBJECT concepts (Padden et al., 2013). These
same mapping preferences can be found in non-signing ges-
turers (Verhoef et al., 2016). The experiment explored the in-
fluence of such prior mapping preferences on systems created
by participants in an artificial gesture learning experiment.

In the experiment, HANDLING and INSTRUMENT strate-
gies were probabilistically paired with OBJECT or ACTION
concepts for 9 different hand-held tools (e.g., hammer, tooth-
brush, mascara, etc.). 80 participants were evenly split across
four conditions whose input languages varied in their map-
pings between gesture strategies and concepts:

• Congruent. Each concept in the training phase is pre-
sented 75% of the times with the preferred mapping (see
Figure 2), e.g., “using a toothbrush” appeared 6 out of 8
times with a video depicting HANDLING and 2 times with
a video depicting INSTRUMENT; “a toothbrush” appeared
6 times with INSTRUMENT and 2 times with HANDLING.

• Incongruent. The preferred mapping (see previous bullet

point) is used 25% of the times.

• Handling. The HANDLING strategy is used 75% of the
times for all items, independent of concept type.

• Instrument. The INSTRUMENT strategy is used 75% of
the times for all items, independent of concept type.

Each tool × concept combination was presented 8 times
and people received feedback about the correct gesture strat-
egy. After training, participants were asked to select the cor-
rect gesture for each tool × concept combination another 8
times, this time without feedback. Figure 1A shows the ex-
perimental results and indicates how participants’ output de-
viates from their respective input, indicated by one of the four
target labels (

⊕
). The axes show the proportion of HAN-

DLING used for ACTION concepts (x-axis) and HANDLING
used for OBJECT concepts (y-axis). Each data point shows
the output language of a single participant averaged across
the 9 items. To disambiguate between participants in the cen-
ter of the plot that produced near-random responses for every
item and participants that produced highly deterministic yet
different responses for different items, the size of each data
point shows the the variance in participants’ use of different
gesture strategies across items.

Figure 1A shows that only in the congruent condition a ma-
jority of subjects consistently extended the input pattern and
produced languages that were more deterministic than the in-
put, that is, regularization that lead to systematicity occurred.
Subjects in the other conditions either regularized towards the
direction of the input mapping, or towards other mappings,
while they seem to be most strongly drawn in the direction of
congruent mappings. This suggests that, while participants
favored congruent mappings overall, they vary in their sensi-
tivity to the input condition.

Participants also differ in their inferences about systematic-
ity. Most participants produced systems in which tools are
regularized in a single coherent way (data points close to the
corners), but some participants didn’t have a single preferred
direction of regularization (high variance data points in the
center region). While the latter similarly show strong item-
level regularization behavior, they fail to show second order
regularization (inferences about the kinds of gesture strate-
gies used for different tools).1 However, overall levels of reg-
ularization are high, as indicated by Figure 1B, which shows
the distribution over test data before averaging by participant.

Bayesian Learning Model
To better understand how cognitive biases at multiple levels
interact to give rise to systematicity, we formalize the exper-
iment presented above as a computational model. Because
we’re interested in quantitatively assessing the effect of cog-
nitive biases on behavior in a probabilistic setting, we follow

1These participants are importantly distinct from low variance
participants in the center region, which fail to show either first or
second order regularization.
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prior work and treat language learning as inference in a sta-
tistical model (Kirby et al., 2015; Culbertson & Smolensky,
2012). This model, describing inferences performed from
the perspective of the subject, must be distinguished from the
model used by the scientist to quantify uncertainty about the
parameters involved in the subject’s inference. From the per-
spective of the subject, learning consists of observing data
from one of the four conditions under the influence of prior
assumptions about how the data was generated (inductive bi-
ases). After learning, test phase data is generated from the
subject’s updated model. The scientist observes both training
and test data and infers which prior biases are most likely
responsible for the observed patterns. The model we will
present has important connections to the model of word order
preferences developed by Culbertson and Smolensky (2012),
which can be understood as a special case of our model.

Informal description of the model

Both training and test data are modeled as counts drawn
from a 2-dimensional Binomial distribution with parameter
θθθ = (θa,θo), the probability of generating a HANDLING
form for the ACTION meaning and for the OBJECT meaning,
respectively. We will refer to a set of these rules (one for
each item) as a lexicon. Rules can be visualized as a point
in a 2-dimensional space (see Figure 3B). Learning for the
subject consists of observing training counts ddd = (da,do)
for each tool and computing a posterior distribution over
lexicons P(θθθ|ddd). According to Bayes’ rule, this distribution
is proportional to the product of the prior probability of

a lexicon P(θθθ) and the (Binomial) likelihood of the data
under that lexicon P(ddd|θθθ). After learning, subjects produce
test phase data by sampling a lexicon from their posterior
distribution and subsequently generating data using that
lexicon.

The prior distribution is conditioned on cognitively-
interpretable parameters ws, a, x, y, which represent different
cognitive biases that act on learning: ws represents a subject’s
individual preference for certain form-meaning mappings
(e.g., congruent, handling, etc.) over others, a represents
subjects’ overall bias for systematicity across form-meaning
mappings, and parameters x and y encode the strength of sub-
jects’ item-level regularization biases. From the perspective
of the researcher, placing prior distributions on these condi-
tioned variables allows us to infer subjects’ inductive biases
by way of how different biases would manifests in behavior.
This yields the full probabilistic model depicted in Figure 3A.

Item-level (first-order) inferences Following previous
work (Culbertson & Smolensky, 2012) we assume that
knowledge about the lexicon is expressed in terms of a mix-
ture distribution (see Figure 3B). We use four symmetric
components plus one random component, each correspond-
ing to a canonical mapping strategy as described in Table 1.
Components are modeled as Beta distributions with different
permutations of the model parameters x and y, whose values
govern the strength of the regularization bias in the model.
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Table 1: Parameters of the mixture components. Each com-
ponent is the product of two independent beta distributions
of the form: Beta(θa|αa,βa)Beta(θo|αo βo). Our model also
contains the identifiability constraints x > y, as well as the
constraint that x≥ 1.

Mixture component αa βa αo βo
Congruent x y y x
Handling x y x y
Instrument y x y x
Incongruent y x x y
Random r r r r

Language-wide (second-order) inferences Lexicons (i.e.,
a set of production rules, one rule per item) are sampled from
this mixture distribution according to a probability vector ws,
which is unique to each subject s. While this mixture weight
parameter encodes information about statistical tendencies in
a subject’s lexicon, placing a distribution on ws allows us to
expresses second-order generalizations about lexicons across
subjects. Since ws is a probability vector, this prior takes the
form of a Dirichlet distribution (a multivariate generalization
of the Beta distribution), parametrized using a vector a. Anal-
ogous to the parameters of a Beta distribution, a is able to
express information about the expected composition of a lex-
icon, as well its systematicity (i.e., whether sampled mixture
weights tend to be more uniform or more extreme). To this
end, a can be decomposed into a scalar concentration param-
eter γ = ∑

N
i=1 ai, governing systematicity and a vector with

entries bi = ai/∑
N
i= j a j, which encodes an overall mapping

preferences for different mixture components (substantive bi-
ases).

Learning from the subject’s perspective
Before learning about subject’s inductive biases from the sci-
entist’s perspective, we must first obtain the subject’s pos-

terior distribution over lexicons given the observed training
data P(θθθ|ddd) ∝ P(ddd|θθθ)×P(θθθ). Inference is tractable because
the product of the prior P(θθθ), a mixture of Beta distributions,
and the likelihood P(ddd|θθθ), a Binomial distribution, can be ex-
pressed in closed form, which allows us to perform the update
analytically. Informally, we update each Beta distribution of
the mixture as if it had generated all the observed data. The
mixture weight for each component is then updated in pro-
portion to how well it predicted the data relative to the other
components.

One important addition to the model is the use of a subject-
specific learning parameter ηs, which allows the model to
show graded regularization behavior in response to data
(Meylan, Frank, & Levy, 2013). This learning parameter
effectively operates as a discounting factor on the data. If
ηs = 0.5, for instance, instead of updating with the observed
counts k = 2,n = 8, the model is updated using k = 1,n = 4.
No update of the prior occurs with ηs = 0 while ηs = 1 cor-
responds to full Bayesian updating.

Learning from the researcher’s perspective
To infer subjects’ inductive biases concerning language-wide
inferences (parameter a) and item-level inferences (parame-
ters x, y, r), as well as the aforementioned learning rates ηs,
uninformative prior distributions were placed on these param-
eters. The model is conditioned on the remaining, subject-
produced test data ddd. For this model and model variants de-
scribed below, we computed sampling-based approximations
of the posterior distribution using a NUTS sampler in the
Python-based probabilistic programming language PyMC3
(Salvatier, Wiecki, & Fonnesbeck, 2016).

Item-level vs language-wide inferences
To better understand the distinct contribution of each level
of inference and how they might jointly give rise to system-
aticity, we explore two variants of the model outlined so far
(also see caption in Figure 3). The no-item-level-inferences
model uses a single production rule for all items, thereby pre-
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venting the model to generalize on an item-by-item basis.
The no-language-wide-inferences model uses a single mix-
ture proportion w, shared across subjects and thus precludes
the model from learning and expressing generalizations about
different languages. In this respect, the model developed by
Culbertson and Smolensky (2012), which lacks both of these
components, is an important baseline model. The models are
evaluated in terms of how well simulated data from the mod-
els explains the patterns of systematic inferences implicit in
the experimental data.

Modeling results
We first report results for the inductive biases that were es-
timated using the full model, after which we discuss how
it compares with models that lack the ability to make item-
specific or language-wide inferences.

Inductive biases of the full model
Figure 4 shows posterior estimates for the inductive biases
acquired by the full model.

Mapping biases Both mapping biases and the concentra-
tion parameter, which we interpret as a systematicity bias, are
derived from the posterior distribution over a, the parameter
of the Dirichlet distribution generating mixture proportions.
As Figure 4A indicates, subjects are strongly biased towards
congruent gesture-meaning mappings, i.e., they overall prefer
the iconic mapping INSTRUMENT to OBJECT and HANDLING
to ACTION (see Figure 2). Moreover, subjects have an addi-
tional, slightly weaker, preference for incongruent mappings
over handling and instrument mappings. Since the congru-
ent and incongruent mappings are the only strategies that al-
low the system to express distinctions among objects and ac-
tions, this indicates that subjects have a strong overall bias to-
wards informative systems. This is surprising since subjects’
weren’t explicitly penalized for collapsing distinctions, which
is often necessary to prevent a loss of expressivity in artifi-
cial language learning experiments. Handling and instrument
mappings were in turn weakly preferred over random map-
pings, suggesting an additional preference for structured and
simple mappings. Mapping biases followed the order con-
gruent > incongruent > handling or instrument > random in
94.5% of the samples from the posterior trace.

Systematicity The concentration parameter expresses sec-
ond order regularization biases over the structure of the lex-
icon. Figure 4B shows that the model acquired a low con-
centration parameter that encodes an inductive bias for sparse
lexicons (i.e., lexicons that are primarily composed of a single
mapping strategy).

Item-level regularization bias To assess the strength of
the regularization bias, we examine the posterior distribution
over x and y, the prior parameters of the first four mixture
components, where values were constrained such that x > y.
Figure 4C suggests that the region of highest posterior proba-
bility corresponds to extremely sparse Beta distributions, re-

sulting in a strong preference for near-deterministic produc-
tion rules. To demonstrate this, we depict the regularization
bias that corresponds to values of the mode of the posterior
distribution, which shows a Beta distribution where most of
the probability mass is located within the (0.99, 1.0) inter-
val. The strength of this prior regularization bias is qualita-
tively similar to the bias reported in Culbertson and Smolen-
sky (2012) (x = 16.5,y = 0.001).

Random component The posterior on r, the random com-
ponent, is depicted in Figure 4D. Values correspond to a mod-
erately peaked Beta distribution. The low mixture weight
placed on the random component (see Figure 4A) suggests
that this component is not instrumental in explaining sub-
jects’ inferences.

Learning parameters A learning parameter was included
in our model to account for the observation that subjects gen-
eralized in ways not consistent with full updating based on
the input. For each subject, we therefore estimated a learning
parameter ηs ∼ Beta(αηs ,βηs) and Figure 4E shows maxi-
mum a posteriori estimates (MAP) for each subject’s αηs and
βηs . Most subjects lie along the αηs = 1 line, correspond-
ing to varying degrees of strong learners, or the βηs = 1 line,
corresponding to degrees of weaker learners, respectively.
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Figure 5: Simulated data from the full model, the no-item-
specific-inferences model, the no-language-wide-inferences
model, and a model lacking both components.

Contrasting item-specific vs language-wide
inferences
The results so far demonstrate that our model acquired strong
inductive biases for systematicity. To investigate which role
item-specific and language-wide inferences play in acquiring
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such biases, we compare simulated data from four differ-
ent models: the full model, the no-item-specific-inferences
model, the no-language-wide-inferences model and a model
that lacks both inferential capabilities (see Figure 5). When
asking whether a model acquires a bias for systematicity, it
is important to note that all of the models are in principle ca-
pable of learning and expressing such a bias. Here we are
instead interested in whether the models will actually acquire
such a bias when conditioned on the experimental data, that
is, when they are tasked with reproducing patterns that exist
in the data under the structural constraints that their respective
model architectures place on them.

Data was simulated by fixing the models’ a, x, y, and r
parameters to their respective MAP estimates given the ex-
perimental data and by randomly sampling learning param-
eters ηs and mixture weights ws for 400 simulated subjects,
100 each per experimental condition. Simulated subjects ob-
served the same training stimuli as subjects in the original
experiment.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of simulated data for each
of the four models. The full model (upper left corner) repro-
duces all key aspects of the data: regularization at the level
of items and systematic generalizations at the language level
commensurable with the experimental data (Figure 1). The
model also reproduces overall preference for congruent form-
meaning mappings observed in the experiment.

The no-item-specific-inferences model uses a single pro-
duction rule for all items. Models that lack this component
(right hand side of Figure 5) fail to produce systematic lan-
guages. As generalizations can differ on a per item basis but
must here nevertheless be explained by a single rule, test data
are ”pulled” towards the center of the space. Coercing the
model to fit to our data, which contains multi-modality at the
item level, results in model failure. The no-item-specific in-
ference constraint leads to mode collapse and, subsequently,
to a failure to produce the kinds of systematic inferences ob-
served in data.

The no-language-wide-inferences model (lower left cor-
ner), on the other hand, seems to exhibit some amount of
systematicity. On closer examination, however, it becomes
apparent that it predominantly reproduces patterns that are
present in the input, while adding very little systematicity of
its own by means of its inductive biases. While models with
weak inductive biases are able to reproduce patterns that al-
ready exist in the input if given enough data, these patterns
would not be sustainable in our current model and eventu-
ally disappear. More generally, experimental data can vary in
the richness of patterns of systematicity that it exhibits. The
fact that the model variants explored here are too constrained
to capture patterns in the data suggests that the data exhibits
high degrees of systematicity, which requires multi-level in-
ferences such as exhibited by the full model.

Discussion

We modeled data from a recent artificial language learn-
ing experiment by Verhoef and colleagues (2016) to clar-
ify the relationship between item-specific regularization and
language-wide systematicity in domains where learners draw
hierarchical inferences. We developed a Bayesian learning
model that renders explicit the nature and interplay of cogni-
tive biases that operate at these different levels.

Simulations from structurally different versions of the
model showed that both item-specific and language-wide
inferences are necessary to capture participants’ behavior.
While models that are prevented from forming item-specific
(first-order) generalizations fail to capture regularization,
models that don’t allow language-wide (second-order) infer-
ences fail to show systematicity. This supports the hypothesis
that learners’ inductive biases about form-meaning mappings
are structured hierarchically.

One open question is whether cognitive biases at these two
levels are an instance of a more general, low-level preference
for simplicity (Chater & Vitányi, 2003) that manifests itself
differently at each level, or whether they are biases with fun-
damentally distinct origin.

In future work, we intend to explore extensions of our
model to other domains in the context of generalizations
about items vs generalizations across items, such as Cornish,
Smith, and Kirby (2013) and Cuskley (2019), or Smith and
Wonnacott (2010). Hierarchical probabilistic models are a
powerful tool for cognitive science because they allows us to
flexibly express learners’ inferences at multiple, interrelated
levels (Kemp et al., 2007). We hope that some of the wider
implications of this work will be promoting a multi-level ap-
proach to the study of inductive biases in artificial language
learning and language evolution more broadly.
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Abstract

Teaching clever heuristics is a promising approach to improve
decision-making. We can leverage machine learning to dis-
cover clever strategies automatically. Current methods require
an accurate model of the decision problems people face in
real life. But most models are misspecified because of lim-
ited information and cognitive biases. To address this prob-
lem we develop strategy discovery methods that are robust
to model misspecification. Robustness is achieved by model-
ing model-misspecification and handling uncertainty about the
real-world according to Bayesian inference. We translate our
methods into an intelligent tutor that automatically discovers
and teaches robust planning strategies. Our robust cognitive
tutor significantly improved human decision-making when the
model was so biased that conventional cognitive tutors were no
longer effective. These findings highlight that our robust strat-
egy discovery methods are a significant step towards leverag-
ing artificial intelligence to improve human decision-making
in the real world.
Keywords: automatic strategy discovery; cognitive tutors; ro-
bust reinforcement learning; decision-making

Introduction
A promising approach to help people avoid bad decisions is
to teach them clever decisions strategies that are well suited
to common decision problems in everyday life (Gigerenzer &
Todd, 1999; Hertwig & Grüne-Yanoff, 2017). A bottleneck
of this approach is discovering efficient strategies that reli-
ably lead to good decisions. Building on a new normative and
prescriptive theory of good decision-making (Lieder & Grif-
fiths, 2020), recent work has began to address this bottleneck
by leveraging machine learning to develop algorithms for au-
tomatic strategy discovery (Callaway, Lieder, et al., 2018;
Callaway, Gul, Krueger, Griffiths, & Lieder, 2018; Lieder,
Krueger, & Griffiths, 2017). Automatic strategy discovery
methods require a model of the environment. Given such a
model, methods from machine learning are used to compute
the strategy that achieves the best possible trade-off between
performance and computational cost in the simulated envi-
ronment. When there is a mismatch between simulation and
reality, the discovered strategy can perform arbitrarily poorly
in the real world. Such problems arise because people tend to
make errors when they describe the real world. Human mem-
ory and human judgment are known to be fallible and prone to

systematic errors known as cognitive biases (Tversky & Kah-
neman, 1974). Another fundamental limit to people’s models
of the real-world is uncertainty (Hertwig, Pleskac, & Pachur,
2019); there may be rare events and combinations of circum-
stances that the person specifying the model has never experi-
enced before. Optimizing with respect to the resulting biased
models might lead to strategies that fail in the real world.

To overcome this fundamental problem, this article pro-
poses a robust approach to automatic strategy discovery that
takes into account that the model of the environment might
be incorrect. The resulting uncertainty about what the world
might be like is modeled using Bayesian inference. Our ap-
proach computes the heuristic that performs best in expecta-
tion over all possible worlds that might have given rise to the
provided specification. We thereby provide a first proof-of-
concept for leveraging machine learning to discover robust
heuristics in the face of uncertainty about the structure of the
environment.

Our findings suggest that our methods are robust to uncer-
tainty and errors in the model of the environment. The dis-
covered heuristics tend to work well in the true environment
even when the model of the environment was derived from a
biased description of limited experience. This will be impor-
tant for future efforts to derive clever heuristics from people’s
descriptions of the decisions they face in the real world.

The plan for this article is as follows: We start by introduc-
ing the theoretical and computational background of our ap-
proach; we then define the problem of robust strategy discov-
ery; next, we present our solution to this problem and evaluate
it in simulations; lastly, we apply the approach to improving
human decision-making and discuss future directions.

Background
Robust strategy discovery builds on the definition of opti-
mal heuristics advanced by Lieder and Griffiths (2020) and
machine learning methods for deriving them automatically
(Lieder et al., 2017; Callaway, Gul, et al., 2018). We
study strategy discovery in the Mouselab-MDP paradigm
(Callaway, Lieder, Krueger, & Griffiths, 2017) and incorpo-
rate robust strategy discovery into intelligent tutors that teach
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people how to make better decisions. We briefly introduce
each of these foundations in turn.

Resource-rational heuristics
Lieder and Griffiths (2020) recently introduced a new the-
ory of bounded rationality that provides a realistic normative
standard for human judgment and decision-making. Unlike
previous normative theories, such as expected utility theory
(von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944), it takes into account
that people’s time and cognitive resources are bounded. Its
prescriptions for good decision-making (Lieder & Griffiths,
2020; Lieder et al., 2017) thus, at least sometimes, resemble
simple fast-and-frugal heuristics (Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999).

Lieder and Griffiths (2020) define the extent to which using
the cognitive strategy h in an environment E constitutes effec-
tive use of the limited computational resources of the agent’s
brain B as the strategy’s resource-rationality

(1)RR(h,E,B) = EP(result|s0,h,E,B) [u(result)]
− EP(th,ρ,λ|h,s0,B,E) [cost(th,ρ)] ,

where u(result) is the agent’s subjective utility u of the out-
comes (result) of the choices made by the heuristic h, s0 =
(o,b0) comprises the observed information about the initial
state of the external world (o) and the agent’s initial internal
state b0, and cost(th,ρ) denotes the total opportunity cost of
investing the cognitive resources ρ used or blocked by the
heuristic h for the duration th of its execution. Both the re-
sult of applying the heuristic and its execution time depend
on the situation in which it is applied. The expected values
(E) weigh the utility and cost for each possible situation by
their posterior probability given the environment E and the
observed characteristics of the current situation (o).

How resource-rational people’s strategies can be is con-
strained by the brain’s computational limitations and uncer-
tainty about the environment. That is, the set of cognitive
strategies that the brain can execute (HB) is limited and the
extent to which people can adapt to their environment is con-
strained by the limited information i that they have about the
environment (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020) . Under these con-
straints, the resource-rational heuristic is

(2)h? = arg max
h∈HB

EE|i [RR(h,E,B)] .

Automatic strategy discovery
Given a model of the environment, the resource-rational
heuristic h? for an agent with the computational resources
B can be computed by reformulating the definition of the
resource-rational heuristic as the solution to a metalevel
Markov Decision Process (MDP) and applying methods from
dynamic programming or reinforcement learning to compute
its optimal policy. This approach models the decision process
as series of computations that can be chosen one by one. Each
computation updates the person’s beliefs about the returns of
alternative courses of action. Rules for selecting computa-
tions correspond to alternative decision strategies.

a) b)

Figure 1: a) Screenshot of the Mouselab-MDP task as
shown to participants. b) The environment can be rep-
resented as a grid of three types of nodes whose val-
ues are independently sampled from uniform distributions
with high (H), medium (M), and low (L) variance respec-
tively (i.e., U({−48,−24,24,48}), U({−8,−4,4,8}) and
U({−2,−1,1,2}).

Formally, a metalevel MDP is a four-tuple Mmeta =
(B,C ,Tmeta,rmeta) comprising the set of possible beliefs B
that the agent can have, the set of computational primitives
C , a probabilistic model Tmeta(b,c,b′) of how possible com-
putations c might update the belief state (e.g., from b to b′),
and the metalevel reward function rmeta which encodes the
cost of computations c ∈ C and the utility of the action cho-
sen when computation is terminated. In this formal frame-
work, cognitive strategies correspond to metalevel policies
(πmeta : B 7→ C ) that specify which computation will be per-
formed in a given belief state.

The Mouselab-MDP Paradigm
As it is not possible to observe human planning directly, the
underlying cognitive processes must be inferred from peo-
ple’s behavior. This makes it difficult to study what strate-
gies they discover, learn and use. Process tracing paradigms,
such as the Mouselab paradigm (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson,
1988), present participants with tasks that make their behav-
ior highly diagnostic of their unobservable cognitive strate-
gies. The Mouselab-MDP paradigm (Callaway et al., 2017)
is a process-tracing paradigm for measuring how people plan.

An example Mouselab-MDP environment used in this
study is shown in Figure 1a. Participants are tasked to select
one of several possible paths through a spatial environment,
where each location harbors a reward. The participant’s goal
is to maximize the sum of the rewards along the chosen path.
All of the rewards are initially concealed, but the participant
can uncover them by clicking on the locations. Critically,
each click has a cost of $1. Thus, the participant has to trade
the cost of collecting information off against the value of the
collected information for making a better decision. Figure
1b) illustrates the statistical structure of one of the Mouselab-
MDP task environments we used in this study.This environ-
ment is motivated to capture sequential nature of decision-
making in real-life.
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Cognitive tutors
Building on automatic strategy discovery, Lieder et al. (2019)
developed an intelligent tutor that teaches people optimal de-
cisions strategies in the Mouselab-MDP paradigm. Partici-
pants learned to use the automatically discovered strategies,
remembered them, and used them in novel environments with
a similar structure. These findings suggest that automatic
strategy discovery can be used to improve human decision-
making if the discovered strategies are well-adapted to the
situations where people might use them.

The problem of robust strategy discovery
The challenge of robust strategy discovery is to derive strate-
gies that work well in the real-world environments (e) from
potentially incorrect information about what those environ-
ments are like (i). This information takes the form of a poten-
tially misspecified model provided by a person who has expe-
rienced the real-world environment e but might misremember
parts of their experience. We propose that this problem can
be solved by developing probabilistic models of model mis-
specification, P(i|e), invert them using Bayesian inference,
and then train machine learning methods for automatic strat-
egy discovery on the posterior distribution over possible true
environments given the provided information, P(e|i).

Modeling model misspecification
One approach to modeling model misspecification is to build
on the previous literature on the systematic errors of hu-
man memory and human judgment known as cognitive biases
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). For instance, people tend to
remember more recent events better than earlier ones (Deese
& Kaufman, 1957) and tend to underestimate the frequency
of rare events in decisions from experience (Hertwig, Barron,
Weber, & Erev, 2004).

As a first proof of concept, we worked with two admittedly
simplistic models of how the recency effect and the underes-
timation of rare events affect how a person would describe
a 3-step Mouselab-MDP environment they experienced by

Figure 2: Illustration of how cognitive biases might give rise
to misspecified models of the environment shown on the left.

P(i|e,mrecency) and P(i|e,munderestimation). Figure 2 illustrates
these two models. In brief, our model of the recency bias al-
ways misremembers the rewards in the first two steps (i.e.,
the two rows at the bottom) as having been identical to the
reward in the last step (top row). Our model of the underesti-
mation of the frequency of rare events always remembers the
rare event in each column as the more frequent one.

For simplicity, we assume that half of the time model mis-
specification arises from the recency bias and other half of the
time it arises from the underestimation of the frequency of
rare events. We therefore model the probability that a person
with experience in environment e will describe this environ-
ment by the specification i as

P(i|e) = 1
2
·P(i|e,mrecency effect)+

1
2
·P(i|e,munderestimation)

(3)
These assumptions merely serve as a placeholder for a

more realistic model of model-misspecification to be devel-
oped in future work. The contribution of this article is the
general approach that combines the Bayesian inversion of
such a model with automatic strategy discovery methods.

Benchmarks
To create a first set of benchmarks for robust strategy discov-
ery, we build a data set D comprising 66 (e, i, p)-tuples where
the environment e is a version of the task illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, the description i is generated according to the model of
model-misspecification described above, and the probability
p = P(E = e) ·P(i|e) specifies the relative frequency of this
pair in the set of benchmarks. There are 36 equally-probable
true environments (P(E = e) = 1/36). They all share the prop-
erty that each row contains one high (H), one medium (M),
and one low (L) variance node. Furthermore, the arrange-
ment of node types is the same in the bottom two rows. For
each true environment e, we obtain 2 possible descriptions i
- one generated according to the recency effect and the other
from the underweighting of rare events. For six such environ-
ments, the resulting descriptions from the two biases turned
out to be the same.

What makes these benchmark problems difficult is that
many different true environments can give rise to the same
specification. As a result, each description i could have plau-
sibly been generated from 11 different true environments.

Measuring robustness
We define the robustness ρ of a strategy discovery method
m as the expected performance of the algorithm m(i) that
it discovers based on the provided information i on the true
environment e in expectation across all n benchmarks D =
{(e1, i1, p1), · · · ,(en, in, pn)}, that is

ρ(m) =
n

∑
k=1

pk ·E [R|E = ek,π = m(ik))] , (4)

where the random variable R denotes the return that the strat-
egy m(ik) will achieve when applied to a randomly-generated
instance of the environment ek.
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To make the robustness score more interpretable, we nor-
malize the expected benefit of the discovered strategy over
choosing moves randomly without any planning (πno planning)
by the corresponding benefit of the strategy that is optimal
for the true environment (π?

meta,E ), that is

ρrel(m) =
ρ(m)−EE

[
ER
[
R|E,πno planning

]]
EE

[
ER

[
R|E,π?

meta,E

]
−ER

[
R|E,πno planning

]] ,
(5)

where the expectation EE is taken with respect to the prior
over environments. The best possible score is 1 (optimal per-
formance in the true environment) and when the discovered
heuristics perform at chance level in the true environment,
then the method’s relative robustness is 0.

Standard methods are not robust enough
Dynamic programming (DP) and standard RL methods like
the Deep Q-Network (DQN) are not robust to model mis-
specification. For instance, if a person has recency bias and
remembers only his last observations, they might erroneously
claim that all of the high-variance nodes are located in the
rightmost column because this is true in the top row (last step;
see Figure 2). Applying DP or a DQN directly to this bi-
ased model would produce a strategy that only considers the
right column (see Figure 3). But, this strategy is clearly sub-
optimal for the true environment where the structure of the
top row is different.

In the next section, we develop strategy discovery methods
that are robust to errors in the environment model. In this
example, a robust method should produce a strategy that con-
tinues searching the top row for a high variance node when,
contrary to the model, the value on the top-right is small.

The solution: ML methods for robust strategy
discovery

Here we evaluate three approaches to achieving robustness:
Handling uncertainty about the true environment according
to Bayesian inference, meta-reinforcement-learning (Wang et
al., 2016), and building adaptive inductive biases into the
space of possible policies (Callaway, Gul, et al., 2018).

The Bayesian approach to robustness
According to Equation 2 the optimal heuristic given a spec-
ification i achieves the best possible cost-benefit trade-off in
expectation across all possible environments. In this expec-
tation, the heuristic’s performance in each possible environ-
ment e is weighted by the posterior probability of that envi-
ronment given the specification i. This suggests that strategy
discovery algorithms can be made robust by applying them
to samples from the posterior distribution P(E|i) instead of
applying them to the specification i itself. Therefore, our so-
lution proceeds in two steps:

1. Estimate P(E|i). We use Bayesian inference to get a dis-
tribution over the possible true environments. The posterior

distribution over possible environments is

P(E = e|i) = P(E = e) ·P(I = i|e)
P(I = i)

, (6)

where P(E = e) is the prior over possible environments
and the likelihood function P(I = i|e) is a probabilistic
model of model-misspecification (e.g., Equation 3). A good
prior distribution should reflect the statistical structure of
the environment so that each situation’s prior probability
corresponds to how often the situation tends to occur in the
modeled environment. Since each possible situation occurs
equally often in the set of benchmarks defined above, we
chose a uniform prior. To accommodate complex likelihood
functions that do not admit a closed-form solution, we
approximate the posterior by training a neural network on
simulated data where the ground truth is known.

2. Apply strategy discovery algorithms to samples from
the posterior To generate a training set that encourages ro-
bust solutions, we sample the training environments from the
posterior, that is etraining,1, · · · ,etraining,N ∼ P(E|i). Given suffi-
ciently many samples from the posterior, standard reinforce-
ment learning methods can be used to compute a robust policy
πrobust by maximizing the average return across the MDPs de-
fined by etraining,1, · · · ,etraining,N . Here, we evaluate how much
this Bayesian approach increases the robustness of a standard
deep reinforcement learning algorithm, a meta-RL algorithm,
and metalevel reinforcement learning algorithm.

Algorithms
We consider four algorithms ranging from standard reinforce-
ment learning methods to a newly developed metalevel re-
inforcement learning method. The first algorithm we eval-
uate is a deep Q-learning method that uses a recurrent net-
work (Hausknecht & Stone, 2015). The second algorithm we
evaluate is the metalevel reinforcement learning method in-
troduced by Wang et al. (2016). This method learns to learn
how to perform well in an initially known environment. This
capacity might allow this method to learn different strategies
for different types of environments and to adaptively select
between them by first exploring the environment.

The third method we evaluated is the Bayesian metalevel
Policy Search (BMPS) algorithm (Callaway, Gul, et al.,
2018). It learns to approximate the value of computation by
a linear combination of information-theoretic features. The
weights of these features are learned using Bayesian opti-
mization. The features of BMPS rely on a model of the envi-
ronment. For the basic version of the BMPS algorithm we set
this model to the specification i.

The robust version of BMPS performs online inference
on the environment based on the description i and the belief
state b that the agent has formed by interacting with the en-
vironment, that is EE|i,b

[
Q̂(BMPS)

meta,E (b,c)
]
. Since this approx-

imation becomes computationally expensive when there are
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many possible environments, we approximate this expected
value by the normalized weighted average across the small-
est set of possible environments E whose combined posterior
probability ptotal is at least pthresh = 0.99, that is

EE|i,b

[
Q̂(BMPS)

meta,E (b,c)
]
≈ 1

ptotal
·∑
e∈E

P(E = e|i,b)·Q̂(BMPS)
meta,e (b,c).

(7)

Simulation results
As shown in Figure 4, we found that the BMPS algorithm
with Bayesian inference on the true environment achieved an
almost perfect relative robustness score (ρrel = 0.99, abso-
lute score = 53.25) and outperformed all of the other methods
(all p < .0001). The second-best method was meta-RL with
Bayesian inference on the true environment (ρrel = 0.91, ab-
solute score = 49.16). The addition of Bayesian inference
on the true environment significantly improved the robust-
ness of all methods: It improved the performance of BMPS
from 42.47±0.41 to 53.25±0.42 (t(47914) =−34.78, p <
.001; effect size d = .318) and had similar effects on the
performances of meta-RL (35.54± 0.43 vs. 49.16± 0.41;
t(47894) =−44.60, p< .001, d = .408) and DRQN (35.75±
0.42 vs. 46.26± 0.40; t(47894) = −35.38, p < .001, d =
.323).

Figure 3, illustrates the behavior of two strategies discov-
ered by the most robust method versus the least robust strat-
egy discovery algorithm in two different scenarios.

In Example A, where the true environment matches the
model, both algorithms make similar clicks. But in Exam-
ple B, when the true environment differs from the model, the
non-robust algorithm fails to uncover the high-variance nodes
because it inflexibly follows the strategy that would have been
optimal if the model were correct. By contrast, the robust
strategy quickly adapts to the discrepancy between the model
and the true environment and collects all of the most valuable
information.

Application to improving human planning
To explore whether teaching the heuristics discovered by our
robust strategy discovery methods is a viable approach to
improving human decision-making, we leveraged the robust
strategy discovery methods introduced above to develop a ro-
bust version of the cognitive tutor introduced by Lieder et al.
(2019). This tutor uses our most-robust and best-performing
strategy discovery algorithm, the robust BMPS algorithm, to
discover a robust planning strategy from a description of the
environment and then teaches it to people by showing them
video demonstrations of its planning behavior.

To evaluate how beneficial it is for people to be trained by
the robust tutor, we conducted a behavioral experiment. For
simplicity, we conducted this behavioral experiment in the
same setting we simulated above. That is, for each participant
we sampled one of the 66 benchmark problems defined above
according to their respective probabilities; for instance, the

Figure 3: Comparison of the planning strategies discovered
by a robust algorithm (BMPS with Bayesian inference) ver-
sus a non-robust algorithm (DRQN without Bayesian infer-
ence). Example A illustrates the strategies in the specified en-
vironment. Example B illustrates their behavior in a different
environment that could have given rise to the same specifica-
tion. Critically, the planning strategy discovered with the ro-
bust method performs well in both environments whereas the
strategy discovered with the non-robust strategy fails when
the true environment does not match the specification.
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Figure 4: Performance of different strategy discovery algo-
rithms with versus without Bayesian robustness.

benchmark problem (ek, ik, pk) would be sampled with prob-
ability pk. The participant was assigned the role of the novice
who is being trained by the robust cognitive tutor and then
tested on the true environment ek. Critically, the cognitive tu-
tor does not know the true environment ek but only the usually
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erroneous description ik. The robust tutor infers what the true
environment might be given the description (P(E|ik)), derives
the optimal strategy from this probabilistic knowledge, and
then demonstrates it on environments sampled from its pos-
terior distribution over possible environments (P(E|ik)). We
compared the robust tutor against having people perform the
task without tutoring and a conventional cognitive tutor that
assumes that ik is the true environment (non-robust tutor).

Participants and procedure
We recruited 300 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(average age 38.9 years, range: 19–72 years; 152 female).
Participants were paid $1.20 plus a performance-dependent
bonus (average bonus $1.45). The average duration of the ex-
periment was 9.8 min. Participants were randomly assigned
to the control condition without tutoring (100 participants),
the experimental condition with the non-robust cognitive tu-
tor (99 participants), or the experimental condition with the
robust cognitive tutor (101 participants). All three groups
went through 5 practice trials to get used to the environment
and 15 test trials. Additionally, in the two experimental con-
ditions, participants were shown 10 tutor demonstrations be-
tween the practice trials and the test trials. To ensure high
data quality, we applied two pre-determined exclusion crite-
ria. We excluded the 3% of participants who affirmed that
they had not paid attention to the instructions or had not tried
to achieve a high score in the task. We excluded 15% of the
remaining participants who did not make a single click on
more than half of the test trials because not clicking is highly
indicative of speeding through the experiment without engag-
ing with the task.

The experimental task is based on the Mouselab-MDP
paradigm (Callaway et al., 2017). The experiment was struc-
tured into instructions that introduced the Mouselab-MDP
paradigm, a quiz that tested people’s understanding of the
paradigm, a training block (only in the experimental condi-
tions), and a test block. Participants were randomly assigned
to one of three conditions (2 experimental conditions and 1
control condition). In the training block of the two experi-
mental conditions, each participant was shown a series of 10
demonstrations of an automatically discovered strategy (see
Figure 3a-c). Each demonstration started from a different
fully occluded instance of the environment illustrated in Fig-
ure 1a. The demonstration then showed the participant the
first click that the automatically discovered strategy would
make and the reward that it revealed. After a 1.1 seconds
delay the demonstration showed the second click that the
strategy would make based on the outcome of the first click.
This continued until the strategy decided to terminate plan-
ning. At this point, the participant was shown the sequence
of moves that the strategy would choose and the rewards col-
lected along the way. In the first experimental condition, the
demonstrations showed the strategies that the DRQN method
without Bayesian inference derived from the potentially mis-
specified models (Non-Robust Tutor). These strategies al-
ways click on the same three nodes that should have high vari-

ance according to the models regardless of what their values
are (see Figure 3b and d). In the second experimental condi-
tion, the demonstrations showed the strategies discovered by
BMPS with Bayesian inference (Robust Tutor). When a high
variance node is not in its expected location, then those ro-
bust strategies continue to search for it until they find it (see
Figure 3a and c). In the Non-Robust Tutor, all demonstra-
tions were performed on the reward structure specified by the
model, as illustrated in Figure 3b. By contrast, in the Ro-
bust Tutor the reward structures were sampled from the pos-
terior distribution over the true environment given the model
specification; thus, some demonstrations were performed on
environments that differed from the model as illustrated in
Figure 3c. To motivate participants to pay close attention to
these demonstrations, they were told that their bonus would
depend on correctly answering a quiz about the demonstrated
strategy and were given the option to review the demonstra-
tions before moving on to the quiz. In the control condition
there was no training block and participants were not shown
any demonstrations.

Results
A Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA showed that the three groups dif-
fered significantly in their performance on the test trials
(H = 15.3, p < .001). Planned pair-wise comparisons con-
firmed that teaching people strategies discovered by the ro-
bust method significantly improved their performance (39.5
points/trial) compared to the control group (29.9 points/trial,
t(162) = 3.75, p = .001, d = .587). By contrast, teaching
strategies discovered by the non-robust method failed to im-
prove people’s performance (32.9 points/trial, t(157) = 1.20,
p = .265, d = 0.178) and led to significantly lower per-
formance than teaching strategies discovered by the robust
method (t(167) = 2.75, p = .007, d = .425). Each person’s
score in the Mouselab-MDP task is the sum of the rewards
they collected minus the cost of their clicks. We can therefore
interpret it as a measure of how well their strategy trades off
the quality of the resulting decisions with the cost of decision-
making. To make the scores more interpretable, we com-
pute each group’s resource-rationality quotient (RRpeople/RRh?

where RRpeople is the group’s average score). As shown in
Figure 5, teaching people strategies discovered by the robust
method brought their performance closer to the performance
of the resource-rational heuristic for the test environment.
Concretely, people’s resource-rationality quotient increased
from 56.8% in the control group to 73.6% in the robust tutor
group and to only 61.5% in the non-robust tutor group.

These differences in performance reflect differences in
the underlying planning strategies. Inspecting the planning
strategies that participants used in the test block showed that
participants who had been taught by the robust tutor inspected
the values of all of the most informative high-variance nodes
on 62.0% of the trials whereas participants in the non-robust
tutor condition or the control condition did so significantly
less often (41.3% and 46.7%, respectively, χ2(2) = 117.3,
p < .001).
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Figure 5: Resource-rationality quotient by condition.

Discussion
Discovering and teaching clever heuristics is a promising ap-
proach to improving human decision-making. Previous work
has suggested that it might be possible to leverage machine
learning to automate the process of strategy discovery if the
method is given a highly accurate model of the decision prob-
lems to be solved. But uncertainty and cognitive biases put a
fundamental limit on how accurate we can expect people’s
descriptions of real-life scenarios to be. With previous meth-
ods, even small errors in the model of the decision environ-
ment can lead to strategies that perform very poorly in the
real-world. In this article, we presented robust strategy dis-
covery methods that overcome this problem by taking into
account that the model might be a biased description of re-
ality. Our simulations show that the developed methods are
significantly more robust to model misspecification than pre-
vious methods and can discover strategies that tend to work
very well in the true environment even when the provided
model is compromised by cognitive biases. The findings of
our behavioral experiment show that robust strategy discov-
ery methods can allow us to improve human-decision-making
in cases where non-robust methods fail. One limitation of the
present work is that it assumed a perfect model of the biases
in the generation of model specifications. The methods in-
troduced in this article are an important step towards leverag-
ing automatic strategy discovery to improve human decision-
making in the real world. The findings of our first proof-of-
concept case-study show that uncertainty about the real-world
and the errors that experts may commit when describing their
domain do not have to hold us back from developing intel-
ligent cognitive tutors that automatically discover and teach
clever strategies that enable people to make better decisions.

The progress reported in this article opens up several ex-
citing avenues for future work. One line of future work is to
apply robust strategy discovery methods to human-generated
descriptions of decisions they face in the real world. To
support this application, we will refine our method’s model
of people’s cognitive biases based on empirical data. In a
related line of work, we will apply robust strategy discov-
ery to increasingly more realistic decision-problems, such
as online shopping and investing, and investigate transfer to
decision-making in the real world. As the decision problems
and strategies become more complex, it might become chal-

lenging for people to grasp them from seeing demonstrations
alone. To overcome this challenge, we will develop cognitive
tutors that combine demonstrations with automatically dis-
covered interpretable descriptions of the demonstrated strate-
gies (Skirzynski, Becker, & Lieder, 2020) and give people
feedback on their attempts to apply the taught strategy to
practice problems.
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Abstract 
Humans have been faced with the challenges of pictorial 
production since at least the Paleolithic. Curiously, while the 
capacity to navigate layouts and recognize objects in everyday 
life comes almost effortlessly, inherited from our evolutionary 
past, the capacity to draw layouts and objects is more effortful, 
often needing time to improve over the course of an 
individual’s development and with the technological 
innovations acquired through culture. The present study 
examines whether young children might nevertheless rely on 
phylogenetically ancient spatial capacities for navigation and 
object recognition when creating uniquely human pictorial art. 
We apply a novel digital coding technique to a publicly 
available dataset of young children’s drawings of layouts and 
objects to explore children’s use of classic pictorial depth cues 
including size, position, and overlap. To convey pictorial 
depth, children appear to adopt several cues, without a 
preference among them, younger than had been suggested by 
previous studies that used other, less rich, analytic techniques. 
Moreover, children use more cues to pictorial depth in 
drawings of layouts versus objects. Children’s creation of 
uniquely human pictorial symbols may thus reflect their 
heightened use of depth for navigating layouts compared to 
recognizing objects, both cognitive capacities that humans 
share with other animals. 

Keywords: drawings; child development; layouts, objects; 
navigation; depth 

Introduction 
Pictorial depth cues in human art have varied across history 
and culture. For example, while Chinese landscapes from the 
third century CE incorporated few cues to pictorial depth, 
artists from the twelfth century in the Song dynasty could rely 
on centuries of accumulated ink-wash and brush stroke 
techniques to convey atmospheric depth (Ping, 2015). In the 
West, the incorporation of vanishing points to create 
perspectival depth relied, at least in part, on technologies like 
lenses and mirrors and allowed for more accurate renderings 
of the depth information describing both layouts and objects 
(Falco, 2016). While history has revealed great variety and 
innovation in the way humans depict the world, science has 
revealed striking similarities in the way humans and even 
other animals navigate the world. Moreover, since at least the 
time of Piaget, psychologists and cognitive scientists have 
examined the art of young children for insight into the 
cognition driving this uniquely human act (e.g., Piaget & 
Inhelder, 1956). Children’s art may reveal what challenges of 
artistic representation can be overcome through universal 
development and experience and what challenges persist 
regardless of such universal experience. 

For example, young children may intuitively rely on 
certain techniques to convey pictorial depth in their drawings, 
and, although the literature is mixed, these techniques may 
change through development. Psychologists have explored 
children’s use of pictorial depth cues like the relative size of 
objects, objects’ positions on the picture plane, and whether 
or not objects overlap. While even five-year-old children can 
capture the relative, ordinal sizes of two objects in their 
drawings (Braine, Schauble, Kugelmass, & Winter, 1993; 
Silk & Thomas, 1988), some studies suggest that children do 
not consistently use size to indicate depth in their drawings 
(i.e., making an object in the background smaller than an 
object in the foreground) until around age nine years (Cox & 
Perara, 2001). Indicating depth using the relative positions of 
objects or whether they overlap may also undergo 
developmental change: When asked to draw two apples, one 
behind the other, five-year-old children tend to draw the 
apples side-by-side, eight-year-old children draw one higher 
on the page than the other, and ten-year-old children draw 
them overlapping (Freeman, Eiser, & Sayers, 1977). 

Curiously, most studies probing children’s use of depth 
cues in drawings ask children to draw only objects, and those 
that do probe use of depth cues to depict both layouts and 
objects assume that depth is treated the same way across these 
two spatial contexts (e.g. Cox & Littleton, 1995). Moreover, 
studies focused on children’s use of depth cues when drawing 
layouts nevertheless ask children to draw from either 
photographs or scale models, not large, 3D environments that 
are actually navigable (Ebersbach, Stiehler, & Asmus, 2011; 
Lange-Küttner, 2014). These studies thus fail to capture 
critical contrasts between these spatial categories: Layouts 
are large spaces that can be walked through; objects are 
composed of parts that are small and manipulable (see 
Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Spelke & Lee, 2012). As a 
result, these studies fall short in addressing whether human 
and other animal’s intuitive and differential use of depth 
information for navigating layouts and recognizing objects is 
expressed in uniquely human drawings. 

In contrast to prior work, recent work by Dillon (2019) 
presented young children with a large navigable “fort” or a 
small toy model of that fort (Fig. 1) and asked children to 
draw “exactly what they see.” Dillon (2019) found that 
children often omitted the fort’s walls but included the 
corresponding object-part information for the toy. Spatial 
category elicited children’s different drawing behaviors since 
the fort and toy corresponded exactly on shape and 
configuration. Dillon (2019) suggests that children omit the 
fort’s walls because humans and other animals use such 
extended layout features in the environment automatically 
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during navigation (Doeller & Burgess, 2008), but drawings 
and other symbolic media, like language, prioritize elements 
in a scene that are explicitly, not automatically, attended to 
(Gentner, 1982; Scholl, 2001). Such differences in drawing 
layouts versus objects, rooted in the everyday navigation and 
object recognition shared by humans with other animals, may 
also be present in children’s use of specific spatial cues, like 
depth cues, in drawings. In particular, when children do make 
layout information explicit by including it in their drawings, 
they may adopt more cues to pictorial depth given depth’s 
relevance to navigation. 

The present study explores this possibility. It develops a 
novel digital coding technique that permits precise 
quantitative analyses of children’s drawings of layouts and 
objects and applies it to a publicly available dataset of 
children’s drawings (https://osf.io/5wng2/). Such 
quantitative tools allow us to explore whether children 
systematically use size, position, and overlap in their 
drawings in a way that reflects their use of depth information 
for navigating layouts versus recognizing objects. 

Methods 
The present study analyses the drawing set by Dillon (2019) 
available on the Open Science Framework at: 
https://osf.io/5wng2/. Full descriptions of that study’s 
methods are also available. 

Participants 
The dataset includes two drawings each from thirty-two four-
year-old children (Mage = 4.50, range = 4.03 - 4.99; 15 
females) assigned to draw a “fort” (Fig. 1) and two drawings 
each from a different group of 32 four-year-old children 
(Mage = 4.49, range = 4.02 - 4.98; 21 females) assigned to 
draw a “toy.” 

Drawing Stimuli and Instructions 
In the original study, children were presented with four 
configurations of either a colorful fort or toy. Two 
configurations included 3 walls and 3 objects, and two 
configurations included 4 walls and 4 objects. The present 
study just considers the 3-wall/3-object configurations (Fig. 
1) because their spatial information was more regular. In the 
3-wall/3-object configurations, the fort presented two 
rectangular side walls (5’6” x 7’) and one rectangular back 
wall (5’6” x 5’3”), with one rectangular object (2’ x 1’6”) in 
front of each wall. One of these configurations also included 
circular decals placed in the center of each wall (diameter = 
1’9”) and object (diameter = 6”). During drawing, children 
sat 6’’ in from the fort’s opening, and the back wall of the fort 
subtended 44.69 dva in the vertical direction and 44.12 dva 
in the horizontal direction. 

The toy presented the same configurations as the fort, but 
at 1/20 the size. During drawing, children sat on a chair in 
front of the toy, and the toy was covered as children walked 
into and out of the room so they could never see it from 
above. During drawing, children viewed the toy at eye-level, 
12” away, and the back wall of the toy subtended 11.46 dva 

in the vertical direction and 10.89 dva in the horizontal 
direction.  

In both conditions, children were instructed: “draw exactly 
what you see.” They completed one practice drawing, where 
they copied a 2D picture, followed by the test drawings, one 
for each configuration, in a semi-random order. After 
children indicated that a drawing was complete, the 
experimenter asked them to point to each individual element 
in their drawing and to identify it by touching what it referred 
to in the fort or on the toy. The child thus provided an 
identifying label for each element they drew. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Photographs of the context and configurations in the 
fort and toy conditions. Adapted from Dillon (2019).  

Coding and Analyses 
The novel digital coding technique developed for the present 
study offers significant advantages compared to previous 
coding techniques, especially in allowing us to evaluate the 
precise spatial properties of the drawings. For example, in 
their evaluation of children’s drawings of two objects that 
were described as near or far or in front or behind, Braine et 
al. (1993) judged differences in area and horizontal or vertical 
position by eye, or in the cases where area differences were 
small, by measuring at least a 10% difference in the length of 
a drawn object’s principal axis. Their coding, moreover, used 
a simple categorical ordering of the two elements’ sizes, as 
opposed to a continuous size metric. Studies evaluating 
whether drawn elements overlap (e.g., Braine et al., 1993; 
Freeman et al., 1977) have used a similar categorical 
judgment. Some prior studies have evaluated the height of 
drawn elements by measuring their principal axis with a ruler 
(e.g., Lange- Küttner, 2009; 2014) or the area of drawn 
elements by overlaying drawings with a transparent grid (e.g. 
Silk & Thomas, 1988). These coding strategies nevertheless 
fall short in providing any precise area measurements. 
Finally, Konkle & Oliva (2011) used an automatic digital 
coding technique that identified the bounding box of a drawn 
element, and size was evaluated by the length of the bounding 
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box’s diagonal. Nevertheless, the drawings in this study were 
more amenable to automatic coding than the drawings in the 
present study since they were made by adults and included 
only one object per page. Their metric, moreover, still did not 
provide any precise area measurements. 

Our coding technique thus offered significant advances in 
precision and robustness compared to previous techniques. 
Research assistants, unaware of any planned analyses, 
carefully traced each element in the original scanned 
drawings using the Pen Tool in Adobe Illustrator. Elements 
were traced either as lines or polygons, depending on whether 
they were open or closed. We used the child-generated labels 
from the original study to identify and label each traced 
element. SVG files, which contained the label of each 
element and the coordinates of its boundaries, were exported 
from Illustrator for each drawing. Such rich information 
allowed for the automatic calculation of many metrics 
describing the size, position, and overlap of the drawn 
elements. Analyses were conducted in Matlab (R2018 b) and 
R (Version 1.2). Eight drawings from each condition were 
recoded by a second coder, and reliability, measured by 
comparing the absolute area of the outlined elements from the 
first and second coders collapsed across the fort and toy 
conditions, was very high (ICC(1,1) = .98, 95% CI [.97, .99]). 

Results 

Using our digital coding, we evaluate how size, position, and 
overlap might serve as depth cues in young children’s 
drawings of layouts and objects. 

Size 
We first tested whether children captured size information 
accurately in their drawings by evaluating the absolute and 
relative area occupied by the walls and objects in each 
drawing across conditions. We considered drawings in which 
there was at least one wall drawn (fort: N = 40; toy: N = 61).  

A mixed-model linear regression with condition (fort or 
toy) and spatial element (wall or object) included as predictor 
variables and participant included as a random-effects 
intercept revealed that children drew elements absolutely 
bigger in the fort versus toy condition (p = .042, β = 0.23) and 
drew walls bigger than objects (p = .004, β = 0.28; Figs. 2-3). 
A significant interaction revealed that the difference in area 
between the walls and objects was bigger in the fort versus 
toy condition (p = .020, β = 0.36). 

To test whether children drew the walls and objects 
according to their real-world proportions, we computed the 
relative area of the objects compared to the walls in the real 
world and in children’s drawings. While objects were 8% of 
the area of the walls in the real world, children drew the 
objects at 36% of the area of the walls in the fort condition 
and 39% in the toy condition. Given the average area that the 
walls were drawn in the fort (35861 px2) and toy (14485 px2), 
the objects should have had an average area of 3190 px2 and 
1218 px2. The actual average sizes that the objects were 
drawn (fort: 13041 px2; toy: 5626 px2) were significantly 

different from these values (intercept-only mixed-model 
linear regression, fort: t(20) = 2.92, p = .007; toy: t(30) = 2.58, 
p = .015). 

 
Fig. 2. Example drawings from different children in the fort 
(A-B) and toy (C-D) conditions. Drawings A and C are of the 
3-wall/3-object configurations with no decals, and drawings 
B and D are of the 3-wall/3-object configurations with decals 
(see Fig. 1). Children in the fort condition tended to draw 
bigger elements, and the objects sometimes overlapped the 
walls. Children in the toy condition, in contrast, tended to 
draw smaller elements, and the objects rarely overlapped the 
walls. Children in both conditions used the elements’ 
horizontal (e.g., C) and vertical (e.g., B) positions as cues to 
pictorial depth, although children in the fort condition used 
both of these positional relations significantly more. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of the percentage of elements at different 
areas. Because these distributions have a very long tail, only 
75% of the data are depicted here. The absolute area of 
drawing surface is 484704 px2 (792 px x 612 px). Bin size = 
5000 px2. 
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Position 
In prior research, young children indicated that one object 
was behind another by placing the two objects side-by-side 
in their drawing (e.g., Braine et al., 1993; Freeman et al., 
1977; see Fig. 2, toy condition). Considering drawings with 
at least one wall and one object and with < 10% overlap 
between objects and walls (fort: N = 21; toy: N = 39; see 
Results, Overlap), we calculated the horizontal position of 
each element in each drawing using the x-coordinate of the 
element’s center of mass. 19.05% of drawings in the fort 
condition and 7.69% of drawings in the toy condition 
depicted all walls on one side of all objects. A mixed-model 
binomial logistic regression including condition as a 
predictor variable and participant as a random-effects 
intercept revealed a significant difference between conditions 
(p = .020, β = 12.23). 

Older children in prior work, in contrast, relied more on 
vertical instead of horizontal position to indicate depth, 
drawing more distant elements higher on the page than more 
proximal elements. Considering drawings with at least one 
wall and one object and with < 10% overlap between objects 
and walls (fort: N = 21; toy: N = 39; see Results, Overlap), 
we calculated the vertical position of each element in the 
drawing using the y-coordinate of the element’s center of 
mass. 19.05% of drawings in the fort condition and 10.26% 
of drawings in the toy condition depicted all walls higher than 
all objects. A mixed-model binomial logistic regression 
including condition as a predictor variable and participant as 
a random-effects intercept revealed a significant difference 
between conditions (p = .029, β = 9.82). 

Overlap 
In prior work, mostly older children (age around ten years) 
overlapped elements in their drawings as a cue to pictorial 
depth. We tested whether children in the present study drew 
objects that overlapped walls by computing the area of each 
object in each drawing that overlapped any wall. We then 
converted that area to a percentage of the object’s total area. 
If an object was completely overlapping a wall, this value 
would be 100% (e.g., Fig. 2A), and if an object overlapped 
no walls, this value would be 0% (e.g., Fig. 2C). We 
considered all drawings with at least one wall and one object 
(fort: N = 37; toy: N = 57). 

Fig. 4 displays the distribution of the percentage of object 
overlap in both conditions. Strikingly, the distribution is 
largely bimodal, with most objects overlapping walls very 
little or not at all (< 10%), and some objects completely or 
almost completely overlapping walls (> 90%). In the fort, 
29% of objects fell into this latter category (completely or 
almost completely overlapping) compared to only 17% of 
objects in the toy condition. Consistent with this difference in 
percentages, a mixed-model linear regression with the 
percentage of object overlapping as the dependent variable, 
condition and absolute object area as predictor variables, and 
participant as a random-effects intercept revealed greater 
overlapping in the fort versus toy conditions (p < .001, β = 

0.21) after controlling for object area, which was also 
significant (p = .018, β = 0.17). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Distribution of the percentage of object overlap. 100% 
indicates objects totally overlapping walls. Bin size = 10%. 

Discussion 
A precise quantitative analysis of the spatial information in 
young children’s drawings of layouts and objects revealed a 
more precocious and more nuanced picture of young 
children’s use of pictorial depth cues than had been suggested 
by prior research. In particular, while prior studies may have 
suggested a developmental trajectory in the use of pictorial 
depth cues, our analyses revealed that even young children 
use a variety of pictorial depth cues in their drawings. Our 
analysis also revealed striking differences in the ways in 
which children use these depth cues in drawings of layouts 
versus objects, two spatial contexts that are cognitively and 
neurally dissociated for both humans and other animals. 

Children were successful in capturing the real-world, 
ordinal size relations of the layout and object elements that 
they drew, drawing walls bigger than objects and forts bigger 
than toys. Nevertheless, they failed to capture the precise 
metric size relations that described the walls and objects and 
drew objects bigger, relative to walls, compared to their real-
world proportions. Moreover, children’s use of size as a 
pictorial cue did not differ between the fort and toy 
conditions. 

Children also used the horizontal and vertical positions of 
walls and objects in their drawings in consistent ways. 
Children sometimes drew walls and objects side-by-side and 
sometimes drew walls above objects. Both of these 
tendencies were stronger in the fort versus toy condition. 

Finally, children employed overlap in their drawings, 
drawing objects overlapping walls instead of free-standing. 
This tendency also occurred more often in the fort versus toy 
condition. 

Below we first discuss the methodological advances of the 
current study. Then, we discuss how our findings for size, 
position, and overlap might serve as cues to pictorial depth 
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and might reflect children’s reliance on depth information for 
everyday navigation. 

Methodological Advances 
Our coding technique offered significant advances in 
precision and robustness compared to previous techniques 
used to analyze drawings. Nevertheless, coding was 
laborious, time-consuming, and completable only by trained 
human coders. Moving forward, automizing at least some of 
the coding process would be preferable, though how some of 
the available techniques and technologies could be adopted is 
uncertain. Experimenters might consider having children 
draw with digital tools instead of a paper and pencil, but for 
children as young as the ones in the current study such tools 
may be impractical: Young children often place their non-
drawing hand on the drawing surface, move their fingers 
along the drawing surface, and get distracted by standard 
tablet and stylus buttons — actions that might affect digital 
drawing. Moreover, while young children often have at least 
some experience with a paper and pencil, few have 
experience with the particular digital tablet and stylus used in 
a given study, and such novelty makes it harder for young 
children to engage with the experimental task. Digital 
notepads, like the Bamboo series from Wacom, where 
children can draw with a pen on paper but where their marks 
are automatically converted to a series of vector graphics, 
may be a good solution for future research. 

Some prior work investigating children’s drawings has 
successfully used methods from computer vision to 
automatically recognize and evaluate children’s drawings of 
objects (e.g., Long, Fan, Chai, & Frank, 2019). The 
automaticity of such methods is hugely advantageous, but 
such tools are currently ill-equipped for datasets like the one 
used in the present study. First, these tools are trained on 
datasets of real-world objects (e.g., those from Imagenet), 
which have distinctive shapes and features. In the present 
study, the fort and toy were composed only of rectangles 
whose configurations were matched across spatial contexts. 
As a result, not only was there no distinctive shape 
information to differentiate between contexts and elements, 
but also there was no way to use such shape features to label 
the different elements. Second, computational methods do 
best with large datasets (e.g., Long et al., 2019, evaluated 
thousands of drawings), and the present dataset had relatively 
few drawings. Despite these challenges, the present digital 
coding technique, with its capacity to capture and reveal 
precise and consistent quantitative differences in the way 
children depict layouts versus objects, may inform future 
computational models aimed at identification and 
classification of spatial information, even in children’s 
drawings of such simple configurations. 

Size 
Four-year-old children in both the fort and toy conditions 
drew walls bigger than objects, consistent with prior literature 
suggesting that young children correctly capture the ordinal 
real-world sizes of objects in their drawings (Silk & Thomas, 

1988). More surprisingly, children in the fort condition made 
drawings with elements that were absolutely bigger than the 
elements drawn in the toy condition even though different 
groups of children participated in these different conditions. 
These results are consistent with the drawings of adults who 
depicted objects of different real-world sizes (Konkle & 
Oliva, 2011) and suggest that the drawing space itself may 
serve as a consistent scaling factor for real-world size. Future 
studies might explore whether the actual, real-world size 
information that differentiated between the fort and toy is 
necessary for this result or if referential context alone, e.g., 
referring to the very same spatial arrangement as a navigable 
space or a manipulable object, may also affect the size that 
children draw layout and object elements (see DeLoache, 
2004). Young children’s interpretation of drawings is 
affected by such referential context: When young children are 
shown the very same drawing, described as representing 
either a navigable layout or a manipulable object, they use 
different geometric information to find a hidden location in 
the layout or on the object using the drawing (Dillon, Huang, 
& Spelke, 2013; Dillon & Spelke, 2017). 

Children effectively captured information about the real-
world size of layouts and objects in their drawings, but they 
may have also used size as a cue to pictorial depth. Consistent 
with this possibility, children depicted objects proportionally 
bigger than they should have, given the size that they drew 
walls. Children as young as age five years sometimes draw 
elements in the foreground bigger than elements in the 
background, although previous research has only tested this 
capacity in children’s drawings of objects, not of objects and 
layouts (Cox, 2005; Cox & Perara, 2001; Silk & Thomas, 
1988). Because children drew objects proportionally bigger 
in both the fort and toy conditions, however, it is likely that 
their use of size information applies generally across different 
spatial contexts. Dillon (2019) found that while the inclusion 
of wall or object information varied greatly according to 
spatial context (with few walls being drawn in the fort 
condition, but the corresponding object-parts consistently 
being drawn in the toy condition), the dimensionality with 
which walls and objects were drawn (i.e., as single lines or 
closed, frontoparallel figures) varied based on what was in 
the foreground or background, not on spatial category. The 
present results suggest that drawn element size may function 
similarly, with elements in the foreground being drawn 
proportionally bigger, regardless of spatial context. 

Although we suggest that children in the present study used 
size as a cue to pictorial depth, one possible alternative is that 
children simply drew the foreground elements first, leaving 
less room for appropriately scaled walls (Freeman, 1980; 
Lange-Küttner, 1997; 2004; 2009). Future studies using 
digital tools, capable of recording the order with which 
children draw different elements could better address this 
suggestion. 

Position 
Children in both the fort and toy conditions used the 
horizontal and vertical positions of walls and objects in their 
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drawings in consistent ways. While according to the previous 
literature the exact age at which children adopt these 
positional relations as cues to pictorial depth varies 
somewhat, children in the present study are among the 
youngest who have shown use of these cues (Braine et al., 
1993). Moreover, while some studies suggest that young 
children preferentially use horizonal position versus vertical 
position as cues to pictorial depth (e.g., Freeman et al., 1977), 
children in the present study appear to use vertical position 
just as frequently as horizontal position. 

Four differences between the present study and prior work 
are worth noting when interpreting these results. First, the 
analysis in the present study considered drawings with little-
to-no element overlap and used the x- and y-coordinates of 
an element’s center of mass to determine its position. Most 
prior studies used simple visual judgements of position made 
by human coders. Although we believe our specifications are 
well-matched to human judgments (and visual inspection of 
the classified drawings corroborate the findings of our 
analysis), many other metrics could also have been chosen 
and could have affected the frequency with which positional 
cues were observed. Future analyses might thus focus on 
evaluating element position using different metrics 
(especially since many are derivable from the rich 
information provided by the existing coding). 

Second, our analysis allowed for the very same drawing to 
count as having both horizontal and vertical cues to pictorial 
depth. Prior studies either used an exclusive binary 
classification (e.g., Freeman et al., 1977) or used an exclusive 
tertiary classification, including horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal position categories, with the diagonal category 
being judged as some combination of the horizontal and 
vertical category (e.g., Braine et al., 1993). 

Third, children in the present study were asked to draw 
elements with very simple shapes, only rectangles and 
circles. Children in prior studies, in contrast, were asked to 
draw more complicated shapes, like apples, dogs, people, and 
houses. Fewer demands to draw complicated shape 
information paired with fewer shape-based properties that 
could distinguish among the drawn elements could have led 
children in the present study to include more positional 
information in their drawings. 

Fourth, prior studies examining position as a cue to 
pictorial depth in children’s drawings have focused on 
children’s drawings of objects, not of layouts and objects. 
Children in the present study used both horizontal and 
vertical position more in the fort versus toy condition. Asking 
children to draw a navigable layout may thus elicit more 
depth cues in drawings. Humans and other animals alike 
prioritize egocentric depth or distance information to the 
boundaries of the extended layout during everyday 
navigation (see, e.g., Cheng & Newcombe, 2005; Epstein, 
Patai, Julian, & Spiers, 2017; Spelke & Lee, 2012 for 
reviews). And so, when children make layout information 
explicit in their drawings by drawing the walls of the fort, 
they may include more cues to pictorial depth given depth’s 
relevance to navigating layouts. 

Finally, Cox (2005) suggests that even if children use 
vertical position in their drawings, it does not mean that this 
positional information is a cue to pictorial depth. Rather, 
children may just be drawing closer elements in the real 
world closer to them on the page. The present study offers 
counterevidence to this proposal. The fort and toy conditions 
were matched on their configurations, including on the 
relations between their foreground and background elements. 
If Cox’s (2005) suggestion were true, then there should have 
been no difference in children’s use of vertical position in the 
fort and toy conditions. 

Overlap 
Young children in the present study also adopted what is 
generally agreed upon in the prior literature as a more 
advanced cue to pictorial depth: overlap (e.g., Braine et al., 
1993; Cox, 2005; Freeman et al. 1977). Overlap was also 
included more often in the fort versus toy condition. As 
suggested above, the rich coding and metric of evaluation, the 
use of simple shapes, and the inclusion of both layout and 
object information may have led to the result that children 
included overlap as a cue to pictorial depth more in the 
present study compared to prior studies. Moreover, when 
children make layout information explicit in their drawings 
by drawing the walls of the fort, they may include more 
overlap as a cue to pictorial depth given depth’s relevance to 
navigating layouts. 

Conclusion 
The present study develops a novel digital annotation 
technique that permits a precise and rich quantitative analysis 
of children’s drawings. When applied to a dataset of 
children’s drawings of layouts and objects, our analysis 
suggests that children incorporate spatial information about 
size, position, and overlap, all cues to pictorial depth, at least 
as young as if not younger than had been suggested by 
previous studies. Moreover, children use these cues with no 
clear preference or progression. 

Our analysis also revealed some similarities but also 
striking differences in the ways that children convey pictorial 
depth in drawings of layouts versus objects. For example, 
Dillon (2019) showed that children use dimensionality 
similarly when drawing layouts and objects; i.e., children 
depict elements in the background more often as lines versus 
frontoparallel figures compared to elements in the 
foreground, regardless of the spatial context. Consistent with 
this finding, the present analysis revealed that children used 
size similarly regardless of spatial category; i.e., they 
depicted foreground elements proportionally bigger relative 
to background elements given the elements’ real-world sizes. 

Dillon (2019)’s main finding, however, focused on the 
differences between children’s depictions of different spatial 
contexts; in particular, children’s exclusion of layout versus 
object information in their drawings. Dillon (2019) suggests 
that children omit the fort’s walls because everyday 
navigation relies automatically on the layout distance 
information defined by the walls, but drawings communicate 
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what is explicitly, not automatically, attended to. The present 
findings are consistent with these results. In particular, when 
children do make layout information explicit by including it 
in their drawings, they also make depth information explicit 
by including cues in their drawings like position and overlap. 
While history reveals innovative variety in the ways humans 
depict the world, cognitive science may uncover 
phylogenetically ancient and early developing cognition that 
both supports and constrains these depictions. 
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Abstract

Understanding how statistical regularities result in category learning requires access to the underlying psychological spaces
in which these categories are represented. However, uncovering these spaces, especially in developmental settings, poses
significant experimental and methodological challenges what are relevant dimensions on which these spaces are organized
and how can we uncover them without prohibitively long or straining experiments?

Here, we propose a novel way of uncovering these spaces. We learn participants implicit similarity functions, instantiated
as a neuronal network, by training on simple groupings of stimuli. In simulations, we show that our method can recover
group-specific categorical structures. Furthermore, we show that young children quickly understand the grouping task, and
spaces can be obtained in short, engaging experiments. Finally, we apply our method to uncover age-related differences
in category representations. In an experiment contrasting 4-5, 6-7 year-olds, and adults, we find that the learned spaces
exhibit age-specific feature biases.
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Childrens Mathematical Strategy Choices are not Influenced by Number
Magnitude

Susan Cook
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Abstract

When solving mathematical equivalence problems (e.g. 5 + 3 + 6 = + 6), children use a variety of problem-solving
strategies (Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1988). We investigated factors potentially influencing how children choose
strategies and solve problems, including the size of the numbers, the problem structure, and the structure of childrens
strategy repertoires. We predicted that childrens strategy choices would be influenced by both the size of the numbers
and the problem structure. We found that, contrary to our expectations, childrens strategy choices and their accuracy
were not influenced by the size of the numbers in the problem. We also predicted that there would childrens strategy
repertoires would reveal conceptual structure. Children were highly consistent in their strategy choices across problems,
and individual strategies showed evidence of varying affinity with one another. Childrens repertoires appear to reflect
childrens emerging understanding of equivalence, providing a potential target for personalizing instruction in mathematical
equivalence.
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Abstract 
Previous research has indicated that the way of learning and the 
sequence of study influence how we learn and represent 
categories. However, most studies have focused on 
classification learning and it has been rarely studied how 
learning sequence influences inference learning. The current 
study attempted to address this issue. Participants learned four 
categories by classification or inference in both blocked and 
interleaved sequence. Then participants completed a transfer 
task and a feature prediction task. Results showed that 
classification learners encoded characteristic features and 
formed similarity-based representations in the blocked study, 
whereas in the interleaved study, they encoded deterministic 
features and formed rule-based representations. In contrast, for 
inference learners, the blocked and interleaved study changed 
their learning and representation in the same direction. In both 
sequences, inference learners encoded deterministic features 
and formed rule-based representations. These results suggest 
that different mechanisms are likely to be involved for 
inference and classification learning. 

Keywords: category learning; sequence of study; inference; 
classification; attention; representation; human experiments 

 

Introduction 
People learn categories in a variety of ways. Some of this 
knowledge is taught as part of education, some is learned 
during daily activities, and some is acquired through 
extensive experience. There is a wide range of evidence 
showing that the way of learning (e.g., Yamauchi & 
Markman, 2000; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998; Markman & 
Ross, 2003;  Anderson, Ross, & Chin-Parker, 2002; Hoffman 
& Rehder, 2010; Deng & Sloutsky, 2015) and the sequence 
in which the items are presented (e.g., Clapper, 2014; 
Sandhofer & Doumas, 2008) affect how we learn and 
represent categories. However, it has been rarely studied how 
learning sequence influences category learning and 
representations under different ways of learning. The main 
goal of this study is to directly address this issue. 

Among various ways of learning categories, two of them-
classification and inference-have theoretical implications and 
have been studied systematically in laboratory research (e.g., 
Yamauchi & Markman, 2000; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998; 

Markman & Ross, 2003; Anderson, Ross, & Chin-Parker, 
2002). In classification learning, people predict the category 
membership of an item. This situation is similar to that of 
sorting a set of cats and dogs into two distinct groups. 
Whereas classification learning involves predicting category 
membership, inference learning involves predicting a feature. 
In this case, instead of determining whether an animal is a cat 
or a dog, people predict an unknown, missing, or 
unobservable feature (e.g., the type of sound the animal 
makes). There is evidence that classification learning and 
inference learning result in different allocation of attention to 
features (Hoffman & Rehder, 2010) and thus different 
representation of categories (Deng & Sloutsky 2015). For 
example, using eye tracking techniques, Hoffman & Rehder 
(2010) found that in contrast to inference learners who 
allocated attention to multiple dimensions, classification 
learners optimized attention to the deterministic dimension 
that distinguish between two categories. This attentional 
difference between classification learning and inference 
learning can further lead to differences in memory of features 
and representation of categories. For example, Deng & 
Sloutsky (2015) found that whereas classification learners 
were more likely to attend selectively to the deterministic 
features and to form rule-based representations of category, 
inference learners were more likely to attend diffusely, which 
resulted in similarity-based representations. 

Meanwhile, research on learning sequence has shown that 
the sequence in which items are presented also affects how 
we attend to, learn, and represent categories (Sandhofer & 
Doumas, 2008; Zaki & Salmi, 2019; Carvalho & Goldstone, 
2014, 2015a, 2015b, 2017). For example, Carvalho & 
Goldstone (2017) found that blocked and interleaved learning 
resulted in different allocation of attention to features and 
representation of categories. Specifically, if categories are 
learned blocked, learners tend to pay attention to similarities 
among items of the same category and encode characteristic 
features that are highly frequent within categories. In 
contrast, if categories are learned interleaved, learners tend to 
pay attention to differences between items and encode 
deterministic features that distinguish between categories.  
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However, most studies examining the effect of learning 
sequence have focused on classification learning of 
categories (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014, 2015a, 2015b, 
2017; Zaki & Salmi, 2019). It is less clear how sequence 
would affect inference learning. We aim to address the issue 
in this study. 

Overview of The Current Study 
The goal of the current study is to examine how learning 
sequence influences category learning and category 
representation under classification and inference learning. 
We adopted a similar design by Carvalho & Goldstone 
(2017). The current study consisted of three phases: learning, 
transfer, and feature prediction. During the learning phase, 
participants learned two sets of two contrasting categories of 
artificial creatures by either predicting the category 
membership of an item (i.e., classification learning) or 
predicting a missing feature, precisely a deterministic feature 
(i.e., inference learning), and they were provided with 
feedback. Each category consisted of deterministic features 
distinguishing between categories and characteristic features 
that were common with the other category. For both 
classification and inference learners, two categories were 
presented in a blocked sequence, whereas the other two 
categories were presented in an interleaved sequence.  

The transfer phase was administered immediately after the 
learning phase. This phase was designed to examine how well 
participants learned the categories and on what basis they 
generalized to novel items. Similar to the learning phase, 
classification learners were asked to classify items by 
predicting the category membership, whereas inference 
learners were asked to predict a missing feature. However, 
there were three differences compared to the learning phase. 
First, feedback was not provided. Second, the order of the 
trials was randomized. And third, the trials consisted of old 
items shown in the learning phase, and novel items which 
were not presented before. Importantly, two critical types of 
novel stimuli were used in the transfer task: Characteristic-
Changed creatures and Characteristic-Preserved creatures. 
Both types of stimuli were composed of deterministic 
features which distinguished between categories, 
characteristic features which were common in both category 
members, and random features which were used to increase 
the number of unique creatures. There was one critical 
difference between the two types of stimuli: whereas the 
characteristic features were the same as the characteristic 
features in the learning phase for Characteristic-Preserved 
creatures, they were replaced by novel features for 
Characteristic-Changed creatures. If participants pay 
attention to within category similarities and encode the 
characteristic features, they should exhibit better 
performance for the Characteristic-Preserved stimuli than the 
Characteristic-Changed stimuli. Conversely, if participants 
optimize their attention to differences between categories and 
have a greater tendency to encode deterministic features, they 
should exhibit equivalent performance for the Characteristic-
Preserved and the Characteristic-Changed stimuli. 

   
Figure 1. Example of creatures for each category. 

 
       A.                                  B.  

                      
Figure 2. Example of stimuli in classification learning (A) and 
inference learning (B).  

 
Based on the review above, we predicted that learning 

sequence would have similar effect on classification and 
inference learning. Specifically, following blocked learning, 
classification and inference learners would exhibit better 
performance for Characteristic-Preserved stimuli than for 
Characteristic-Changed stimuli. That is, these participants 
would encode characteristic features better. In contrast, 
following interleaved learning, classification and inference 
learners would exhibit equivalent performance, and these 
participants will encode deterministic features.  

Finally, the feature-prediction phase was designed to 
examine the effectiveness of encoding different features in 
the course of learning. Participants were presented with 
learned and novel features and asked to rate the likelihood of 
features being part of a specific category on a 0-100 scale. 
For this phase, we also expected that learning sequence 
would have differential effect on classification and inference 
learning. Classification learners were expected to encode the 
characteristic features relatively more effectively in the 
course of blocked learning than interleaved learning. That is, 
characteristic features should be rated as category-relevant to 
a greater extent following blocked learning than interleaved 
learning. As for inference learners, we expected that they 
would encode the characteristic features equivalently 
effectively in both sequences of learning, by rating 
characteristic features as category-relevant equivalently 
following blocked and interleaved learning.  

Method 
Participants 

Participants were 60 University of Macau students (43 
women). They were tested in a quiet laboratory room on 
campus and participated for course credit. There were two 
between-subjects conditions (i.e., classification learning and 
inference learning), with 30 participants per condition. 
Informed consent was obtained from each participant.  

Stimuli 
The stimuli were images of four categories of artificial 
creatures. The creatures were distinct in their visual 
appearance. Each creature was composed of five feature-
dimensions (i.e., head, body, hands, feet, and antennae) and 
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had different feature values for each dimension. Figure 1 
shows examples of the four categories of creatures, and 
Figure 2 shows examples of stimuli used in classification and 
inference learning.  
    Except for the feature design (i.e., shape and color) for 
each dimension, the structure of creatures was similar to that 
used in Carvalho & Goldstone’s (2017). Each creature was 
composed of deterministic features, characteristic features, 
and a random feature. Deterministic features were highly 
discriminative but lowly characteristic of a category, whereas 
characteristic features were lowly discriminative but highly 
characteristic of that category. The distinction reflected how 
the two kinds of features were distributed among all the 
creatures presented in the same and the contrasting category, 
and it was adopted from research of categorization (e.g., 
Anderson, 1991; Murphy & Ross, 2005). In the learning 
phase, participants learned creatures with structures in Table 
1. As shown in the table, there were three possible feature 
values in Feature 1-3. Value 2 and Value 3 predicted the 
category membership and were deterministic features. Value 
1 was a characteristic feature frequently shown across both 
category members and did not predict the category 
membership. There were also three possible feature values 
for Feature 5. However, the three values did not predict 
category membership. These were used as random feature to 
increase the number of unique creatures. The four categories 
used in this study shared the same category structure. Two 
categories of creatures were randomly selected to be learned 
blocked and the other two categories were learned 
interleaved. Each category was given a unique novel label. 

In the transfer phase, there were three types of stimuli in 
both learning conditions. 1/3 were creatures previously 
learned in the learning phase. 1/3 were creatures distinctive 
from the learned creatures only in the values of Dimension 5 
(Characteristic-Preserved stimuli). The rest were creatures 
distinctive from the learned stimuli in the values of Feature 5 
as well as the values of the characteristic features 
(Characteristic-Changed stimuli). Novel stimuli were 
composed of Characteristic-Preserved and Characteristic-
Changed stimuli. Table 2 demonstrates a category structure 
of novel stimuli for one category used in the transfer phase. 
Note that the four categories shared the same category 
structure of novel stimuli used in the transfer phase. 

In the feature prediction phase, participants were presented 
with images of four types of features: characteristic features 
shown in the learning phase, deterministic features, features 
that were presented for the first time during the transfer phase 
to replace the learned characteristic features, and novel 
features that had never been presented during the learning or 
transfer phases. 

Design and procedure  
Participants were randomly assigned to the classification or 
inference condition. All participants were instructed to 
respond as accurately and fast as possible. In both conditions, 
participants learned four categories. Two categories were 
learned in blocked sequence and the other two categories 

Table 1. Category structure of the stimuli used in the learning and 
transfer phases. Note that a feature value represents a specific 
feature. Feature values are independent across features (e.g., the 
value 1 in Feature 1 is not the same as the value 1 in Feature 2). 
 

  Feature 
Category Item 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1 2 1 1 1 4 
A 2 2 1 1 1 5 
A 3 2 2 1 1 3 
A 4 1 2 1 1 3 
A 5 1 2 2 1 5 
A 6 1 1 2 1 4 
A 7 1 1 2 2 4 
A 8 1 1 1 2 3 
A 9 1 1 1 2 5 
B 1 3 1 1 1 4 
B 2 3 1 1 1 5 
B 3 3 3 1 1 3 
B 4 1 3 1 1 3 
B 5 1 3 3 1 5 
B 6 1 1 3 1 4 
B 7 1 1 3 3 4 
B 8 1 1 1 3 3 
B 9 1 1 1 3 5 

 
Table 2. Category Structure for the Novel Stimuli of One of the 
Categories in Transfer Task 
 

  Feature 
Category Item 1 2 3 4 5 

A Characteristic-changed 2 4 4 4 6 
A Characteristic-changed 2 4 4 4 7 
A Characteristic-changed 2 2 4 4 6 
A Characteristic-changed 4 2 4 4 7 
A Characteristic-changed 4 2 2 4 6 
A Characteristic-changed 4 4 2 4 7 
A Characteristic-changed 4 4 2 2 6 
A Characteristic-changed 4 4 4 2 7 
A Characteristic-changed 4 4 4 2 6 
A Characteristic-preserved 2 1 1 1 6 
A Characteristic-preserved 2 1 1 1 7 
A Characteristic-preserved 2 2 1 1 6 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 2 1 1 7 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 2 2 1 6 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 1 2 1 7 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 1 2 2 6 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 1 1 2 7 
A Characteristic-preserved 1 1 1 2 6 

 
were learned in interleaved sequence. The order of learning 
sequence was counterbalanced across participants. There 
were three phases (i.e., learning phase, transfer phase and 
feature-prediction phase). The three phases were presented in 
the same order for all participants. All participants started by 
learning two categories in one of the two learning sequences, 
followed by a transfer task, and then a feature-prediction task. 
Then, participants completed the three phases with another 
two categories and the other learning sequence.  
    In the learning phase, participants were told that there were 
alien creatures with unique names. In the classification 
condition, participants were instructed to predict the category 
membership (i.e., the label) of an item and they were 
provided with information about all the features. In contrast, 
in the inference condition, participants were instructed to 
predict a missing feature of an item. These participants were 
given information about the remaining features and the label. 
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In both conditions, there were 36 learning trials (9 trials per 
category). Specifically, in the blocked learning, participants 
learned one block containing only one category of creatures, 
followed by another block with creatures from the contrasting 
category. In the interleaved learning, participants learned a 
creature from one category followed by a creature from the 
contrasting category. Each learning trial was accompanied by 
feedback. The order of the assigned creature on each learning 
trial was randomized across participants in both conditions.  
    The transfer phase was similar to the learning phase, with 
the participants in the classification condition predicting the 
category membership of a given item and those in the 
inference condition predicting a missing deterministic feature 
of an item. In both conditions, there were 108 trials (27 trials 
per category). All trials were presented randomly and no 
feedback was provided. 
    Finally, in the feature-prediction phase, participants in 
both classification and inference conditions were asked to 
rate the likelihood of features being part of a specific category 
on a 0–100 scale. A rating of 0 indicated that it was 
impossible that the feature belonged to a certain category, 
whereas a rating of 100 indicated that the feature definitely 
belonged to a certain category. There were 80 trials (20 trials 
per category), and all trials were presented randomly. 

Results 
Learning Phase All participants were asked to learn four 
categories by classification or inference in this phase. The 
learning accuracy was collected. For classification condition, 
five participants were given wrong task during the learning 
phase, and one failed to complete the feature prediction task. 
Data from these participants were excluded from the 
following analyses. For inference condition, one participant 
in the transfer task was three standard deviations below the 
mean accuracy in the last 8 interleaved learning trials, and 
data from this participant were excluded from the analyses. 
A 2 (Learning Regime: Classification vs. Inference) × 2 
(Learning sequence: Blocked vs. Interleaved) mixed 
ANOVA revealed a main effect of learning regime, F (1, 52) 
= 4.90, MSE = 0.22, p = 0.03, with inference learners being 
more accurate than classification learners. Neither the main 
effect of learning sequence (p = 0.154) nor the interaction was 
significant (p = 0.463). We further analyzed the data for 
classification and inference learning respectively in order to 
examine the dynamics of learning in two learning regimes.  

For classification learning, data were aggregated into two 
blocks. One block consisted of the first 5 trials for each 
category, and the other block consisted of the rest 4 trials for 
each category. As shown in table 3, participants exhibited 
above chance level of learning in the last 4 trials for blocked 
sequence, one-sample t(23) = 4.85, p < .001, but not for 
interleaved sequence, one-sample t(23) = 1.74, p = 0.10. In 
addition, participants exhibited higher accuracy in the last 4 
learning trials than the first 5 trials in blocked learning, 
paired-samples t(23) = 4.69, p < .001, whereas learning 
accuracy did not significantly improve between two blocks in 
the interleaved learning, p = 0.16. 

Table 3. Learning Data. Mean accuracy aggregated in 5- or 4- Trial 
Blocks for Classification and Inference Learning. 

 
    Similarly, data of inference learning were aggregated into 
two blocks (i.e., first 5 trials vs. last 4 trials for each 
category), and these data were shown in table 3. Similar to 
classification learners, inference learners exhibited above 
chance level of learning in the last 4 trials for both blocked 
(one-sample t(28) = 9.48, p < .001) and interleaved sequence 
(one-sample t(28) = 3.80, p = .001). Furthermore, these 
participants exhibited higher accuracy in the last 4 learning 
trials than the first 5 trials in both blocked learning (paired-
samples, t(28) = 4.34, p < .001) and interleaved learning 
(paired-samples, t(28) = 3.64, p = .001).  

Taken together, learning data indicated that both 
classification learners and inference learners learned the two 
sets of contrasting categories, with inference learners 
performed somewhat better than the classification learners. 
 
Transfer Phase The transfer task was used to examine the 
effect of learning sequence on category representations. If 
participants form similarity-based category representations in 
the sequence of classification learning, as we predicted, the 
performance for the Characteristic-Changed stimuli and the 
Characteristic-Preserved stimuli should be equivalent. In 
contrast, if participants form rule-based category 
representations during the learning phase, performance for 
the Characteristic-Changed stimuli should be worse than the 
Characteristic-Preserved stimuli. The transfer accuracy was 
collected and are shown in Figure 5. The average 
performance across participants for both characteristic-
changed and characteristic-preserved stimuli in different 
learning sequences (i.e., blocked and interleaved learning) 
were calculated. Data were analyzed with a 2 (Stimuli Type: 
Characteristic-Changed stimuli vs. Characteristic-Preserved 
stimuli) × 2 (Learning Sequence: Blocked vs. Interleaved) × 
2 (Learning Regime: Classification vs. Inference) mixed 
ANOVA. There was no significant three-way interaction (p 
= 0.92). However, a two-way interaction between learning 
regime and learning sequence was found, F (1, 104) = 20.24, 
p < .001.  We further broke down the analysis by conducting 
a mixed ANOVA on stimuli type and learning sequence for 
each learning regime.  

For classification learning, the overall effect of learning 
sequence was not significant (p = 0.69). Neither the type of 
stimuli (p = 0.61) nor the interaction between learning 
sequence and type of stimuli (p = 0.27) was significant.  
Participants’ performance for the Characteristic-Changed 
and the Characteristic-Preserved stimuli following both 
blocked and interleaved learning did not achieve above-
chance level (p = 0.16). These results were unexpected and 
we further discussed it in the Discussion. 

Learning 
Regime                               

Learning 
Sequence Trials 1-5 Trials 6-9 

Classification Blocked 0.49 (0.12) 0.70 (0.20) 
Classification Interleaved 0.55 (0.27) 0.60 (0.28) 
Inference Blocked 0.63 (0.19) 0.79 (0.16) 
Inference Interleaved 0.59 (0.24) 0.68 (0.24) 
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A. Classification condition 

 
B. Inference condition 

 
Figure 3. Accuracy of the transfer task in the classification 
learning condition (A) and the inference learning condition (B). 
Chance level is 0.5. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of 
mean. 

 
 
 

A. Classification condition 

 
 

B. Inference condition 

     
Figure 4. Ratings for features in the feature prediction task in the 
classification condition (A) and the inference condition (B). Error 
bars represent ±1 standard error of mean. 

 

For inference learning, the overall effect of learning 
sequence was significant, F (1, 28) = 4.68, p = 0.03. 
Participants performed better for the transfer task after 
blocked learning (M = .73, SD = .24) than that after 
interleaved learning (M=.63, SD = .23).  Neither the type of 
stimuli (p = 0.88) nor the interaction between learning 
sequence and type of stimuli (p = 0.98) was significant. In 
addition, participants’ performance for the Characteristic-
Changed and the Characteristic-Preserved stimuli was above 
chance following both blocked (one-sample t (28) = 5.27, p 
< .001) and interleaved learning (one-sample t (28) = 3.17, p 
= .004). The results suggested that inference learners formed 
rule-based category representations in the course of blocked 
and interleaved inference learning. 
 
Feature Prediction Phase The feature prediction task was 
used to examine whether the learning sequence changed the 
perceived relevance of different features. Participants rated 
how predictive a feature was of a particular category. If 
learning sequence has an impact on the perceived relevance 
of features, as discussed in the Introduction, there should be 
an interaction between types of features and learning 
sequence. Characteristic features should be rated as relevant 
for categorization to different extents following different 
learning sequences. If learning sequence does not influence 
the perceived relevance of features in inference condition, 
there should be no interaction between types of features and 
learning sequence. Participants should rate characteristic 
features as relevant for categorization equivalently following 
different learning sequences.  

Feature ratings were collected and shown in Figure 4. Data 
were analyzed with a 2 (Feature Type: Deterministic Features 
vs. Characteristic Features) × 2 (Learning Sequence: Blocked 
vs. Interleaved) × 2 (Learning Regime: Classification vs. 
Inference) mixed ANOVA. There was a significant three-
way interaction, F (1, 104) = 27.71, p < .001. We broke down 
the interaction by conducting a mixed ANOVA on feature 
type and learning sequence for each learning sequence.  
    For the classification condition, a significant interaction 
between learning sequence and type of features was found, F 
(1, 23) = 11.46, p = .001. Post hoc t test indicated that the 
average rating for Characteristic Features (M = 54.93, SD = 
3.53) was higher than Deterministic Features (M = 41.50, SD 
= 3.70) after the blocked learning, t (23) = 2.68, p = .01, 
whereas following the interleaved learning, participants rated 
higher for Deterministic Features (M = 50.61, SD = 2.57) than 
Characteristic Features (M = 43.28, SD = 3.05), t (23) = 2.05, 
p = .03. Therefore, the results indicated that, in classification, 
the learning sequence changed the perceived relevance of 
features. These findings, consistent with our predictions, 
suggested that classification learners encoded characteristic 
features relatively more effectively following the blocked 
learning, whereas following the interleaved learning, they 
encoded deterministic features relatively more effectively.  

For the inference condition, a significant interaction 
between learning sequence and type of features was found, F 
(1, 28) = 7.28, p = .008. Pairwise t test indicated that 
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participants rated higher for Deterministic Features than 
Characteristic Features after blocked learning, t (28) = 6.56, 
p = .001, and interleaved learning, t (28) = 3.04, p = .002. 
Inference learners encoded the characteristic features 
equivalently effectively following both sequences of 
learning, t (28) = 2.05, p = .12. However, participants 
encoded the deterministic features more effectively following 
blocked learning (M = 69.53, SD = 4.40) than interleaved 
learning (M = 56.38, SD = 4.31), t (28) = 2.41, p = .01. 
Therefore, in contrast to classification learners, for inference 
learners, learning sequence did not change the perceived 
relevance of the characteristic features but changed the 
perceived relevance of the deterministic features.  

Taken together, the results in the feature prediction task 
corroborates findings from the transfer task: whereas 
classification learners encoded characteristic features more 
effectively in the blocked learning and encoded deterministic 
features more effectively in the interleaved learning, 
inference learners, regardless of the learning sequence, 
encoded deterministic features more effectively. 

Discussion 
In the study reported here, we investigated how learning 
sequence influences category learning and representations 
under classification and inference learning. The current study 
reveals one important and novel finding pointing to the 
differential effect of learning sequence on category learning 
under different regimes. Specifically, classification learners 
are more likely to encode characteristic features and form 
similarity-based representations in the blocked study, 
whereas in the interleaved study, they tend to encode 
deterministic features and form rule-based representations, In 
contrast, for inference learners, the blocked and interleaved 
study changed their learning and representation in the same 
direction. That is, in both sequences, inference learners are 
more likely to encode deterministic features and form rule-
based representations. The finding with inference learners is 
in sharp contrast with previous research (e.g., Hoffman & 
Rehder, 2010; Deng & Sloutsky, 2015) showing that 
inference learners tend to encode multiple features and form 
similarity-based representations. 

One explanation for this finding is that, in the current study, 
inference learners were asked to predict the deterministic 
features which were closely related to the rule for making 
inference of the missing deterministic features. This is likely 
to shift participants’ attention to the deterministic features. In 
the sequence of blocked learning, participants successively 
learned category members from the same category and 
encoded deterministic features effectively. They learned the 
contrasting category in the similar way and then formed rule-
based category representation in the course of learning. 
Conversely, in the sequence of interleaved learning, 
participants learned categories by contrasting the 
deterministic features and formed rule-based representation. 
Therefore, following both blocked and interleaved learning, 
inference learners encoded the deterministic features better 
than the characteristic features and formed rule-based 

representation. Further research is required to directly 
examine the attentional changes in category learning. 

There are several important issues that have not been 
addressed by current study and will require further research. 
One main issue pertains to the relatively poor performance of 
classification learners in this study, and this is likely to result 
in the inconsistent results for classification learners compared 
to previous research. Specifically, in the current study, 
participants in the classification condition did not learn well, 
which highly contrasted with previous findings (Carvalho, & 
Goldstone, 2017) in which participants consistently exhibited 
higher than 60% of accuracy regardless of learning 
sequences. In addition, the classification leaners did not 
exhibit equivalent learning performance compared to the 
inference learners, which contrasted to previous research in 
which classification learners usually learnt better than 
inference learners (e.g., Deng & Sloutsky, 2015). One 
possible explanation for the results is that even though the 
structure of the categories in the current study was similar to 
that in previous study, the feature values (i.e., the color and 
shape of the features) in this study were not highly distinct 
between each other, which was likely to require more effort 
for participants to encode features, and hence to decrease the 
accuracy during the transfer phase.  

Another explanation for the results is that the learning task 
was likely to be difficult for the participants to acquire the 
rule in classifying items in both learning sequences. Evidence 
for this explanation comes from studies suggesting that 
category structure matters to classifying items (Yamauchi, 
Love, & Markman, 2002). That is, classification learners 
failed to have a good summary of all category members 
because of the category structure applied in this study. 
However, even though during the transfer phase, 
classification learners did not achieve above-chance level in 
the transfer phase, the learners exhibited more effective 
encoding of characteristic features following blocked 
learning and deterministic features following interleaved 
learning during the feature prediction phase.  

Furthermore, the developmental changes in category 
learning of different sequences under classification and 
inference regimes have not been addressed. Research has 
shown that there is a developmental difference in category 
learning by classification and inference (Deng & Sloutsky, 
2015). In contrast to adults who tend to treat classification 
and inference learning differently, young children tend to 
treat these two learning regimes equivalently. Future 
developmental research will be needed to examine whether 
the sequence of learning would have similar effect on 
children’s category learning under different learning regimes. 
By examining developmental changes of these effects, we 
would be better positioned at characterizing the attentional 
mechanisms underlying category learning. 
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A Grounded Framework of Cognition for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment in
Higher Education

Tobias Halbherr
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

Models of cognition and learning structure and inform the thinking and action of educational practitioners and researchers
alike. They serve as a communication device both within and between research and practice. There is a need for a holis-
tic framework of cognition that appropriately reflects and synthesizes the current state of the field of the cognitive and
learning sciences with its rich diversity of research agendas. I propose such a model, which conceptualizes learning as
unfolding from three interlinked basic domains: Conscious thought in the form of percepts and symbolic representations
in a symbolic-conceptual domain; foundational preconscious processing in a domain of cognitive metaphor; as well as
situated, embodied interaction in a tangible enculturated agent-environment domain. The fundamental theoretical com-
mitment of this Holistic Framework of Cognition and Learning is to dynamical systems theory. Emergence serves as the
functional binder that ties the frameworks seemingly disparate elements together into a coherent whole.
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A Task and Motion Approach to the Development of Planning
Joo Loula
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Josh Tenenbaum
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Abstract

Developmental psychology presents us with a puzzle: though children are remarkably apt at planning their actions, they
suffer from surprising yet consistent shortcomings. We argue that these patterns of triumph and failure can be broadly
captured by the framework of task and motion planning, where plans are hybrid entities consisting of both a structured,
symbolic skeleton and a continuous, low-level trajectory. As a proof of concept, we model two case studies from the tool
use literature and show how their results can be understood by the interaction of symbolic and continuous plans.
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Abstract

In order for children to understand and reason about the world
in a mature fashion, they need to learn that conceptual cate-
gories are organized in a hierarchical fashion (e.g., a dog is
also an animal). The caregiver linguistic input can play an im-
portant role in this learning, and previous studies have doc-
umented several cues in parental talk that can help children
learn a conceptual hierarchy. However, these previous studies
used different datasets and methods which made difficult the
systematic comparison of these cues and the study of their rel-
ative contribution. Here, we use a large-scale corpus of child-
directed speech and a classification-based evaluation method
which allowed us to investigate, within the same framework,
various cues that varied in their degree of explicitness. We
found the most explicit cues to be too sparse or too noisy to
support robust learning (though part of the noise may be due
to imperfect operationalization). In contrast, the implicit cues
offered, overall, a reliable source of information. Our work
confirms the utility of caregiver talk for conveying conceptual
information. It provides a stepping stone towards a cognitive
model that would use this information in a principled way,
leading to testable predictions about children’s conceptual de-
velopment.

Keywords: Conceptual learning, conceptual hierarchy, child-
directed speech, language and cognition

Introduction
A hallmark of conceptual knowledge is its hierarchical orga-
nization. For example, a husky can be categorized as a dog,
but it can also be categorized as a mammal, an animal, or
a living being. Hierarchical organization is fundamental to
human cognition as it allows, among other things, the gener-
alization of knowledge through inference. For example, upon
learning that all living beings are made out of cells, one can
conclude that dogs are made of cells, too.

How do children acquire conceptual hierarchy? Early
accounts considered conceptual hierarchy to be the conse-
quence of the emergence of a domain-general logic of class-
inclusion – in other words grasping the idea that one category
can be part of a larger one (Inhelder & Piaget, 2013; Sloutsky,
2015). Children can acquire hierarchy in a specific domain
before mastering the domain-general logic of classes, how-
ever (Carey, 1987; Chi, Hutchinson, & Robin, 1989; Inagaki
& Hatano, 2002), suggesting that category-specific input may
play a role in this development.

There are signs that children as young as 3 years old show
hierarchical knowledge in various domains (e.g., animals,
clothes, and food). Such signs include using superordinate
words like “food” and “animal” according to parental re-
port (Fenson et al., 1994), using different words to label the
same object at different levels of conceptual hierarchy (Clark,

1997), and being able to extend the meaning of novel words to
superordinate categories even controlling for perceptual sim-
ilarity (Liu, Golinkoff, & Sak, 2001).

Do children learn conceptual hierarchy from the lan-
guage that they hear? Analyses of parent-child interac-
tions have shown that parents rarely introduce words at the
superordinate-level without also providing the basic level
term (Blewitt, 1983; Callanan, 1985; Shipley, Kuhn, & Mad-
den, 1983). For example, parents rarely point to an object and
say “this is an animal!”. Instead, they usually anchor the su-
perordinate word “animal” at the basic level by saying some-
thing along the lines of “This is a duck; a duck is a kind of
animal.” Such an anchoring strategy provides children with
a categorization of the same object at different levels, which
may help children understand the underlying hierarchical or-
ganization.

In a different line of research prompted by recent ad-
vances in data science (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Mikolov,
Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013), researchers have
found that the statistical distribution of basic-level terms in
parental speech can lead to coherent structures at the superor-
dinate level (Fourtassi, Scheinfeld, & Frank, 2019; Huebner
& Willits, 2018). To illustrate, one can learn that “horse” and
“dog” are part of a higher-level category just by observing
that these words co-occur in similar contexts. This distribu-
tional co-occurrence cue can be a powerful source of con-
ceptual hierarchy because it is based on pure co-occurrence
and does not require the presence of a lexicalized label for
the higher-level category. On this kind of account, categories
emerge in a bottom-up fashion as a cluster of related words at
the lower-level.

Both these cues – explicit anchoring and implicit distribu-
tional co-occurrence learning – could in principle be help-
ful for children. In the case of the “is-a-kind-of” anchoring,
there is evidence that preschool children ably use this cue to
interpret the meaning of a novel word at the superordinate
level (Callanan, 1989). In the case of pure co-occurrence,
extensive research in the last couple of decades has shown
that children are capable of tracking distributional statistics
of various linguistic units (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996).
Further, children appear to rely on the way words co-occur in
speech to make conceptual generalizations (Fisher, Matlen, &
Godwin, 2011; Matlen, Fisher, & Godwin, 2015).

The cues reviewed above can be thought of as ends in a
continuum that varies from explicit to implicit. The “is-a-
kind-of” cue is the most explicit cue since both the terms (i.e.,
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the basic and superordinate labels) and their hierarchical re-
lationship are explicitly stated. The pure co-occurrence cue
is the most implicit cue since, on the one hand, the superor-
dinate term is not required and, on the other hand, the hier-
archical relationship (that is, the fact that co-occurring basic
level terms are part of a higher-level category) can only be
induced.

While previous studies have focused on these extremes,
other cues are available that have an intermediate status on
this continuum. Here, we examine the way parents hint at the
hierarchical relationship between two concepts pragmatically
without using an explicit inclusion expression. For example,
instead of saying “a cow is a kind of animal” parents can say
the following (e.g., in the context of a play session): “Do you
want a cow or do you want another animal?” (see Table 1 for
more examples). We also study whether action affordances
provide another – perhaps less explicit – cue for category
membership. For example, food items could be identified as
members of a category by virtue of their compatibility with
the verb “eat” and clothing items by their compatibility with
“wear.”

Previous studies examining individual cues to categoriza-
tion vary in terms of both the datasets and methods they have
used, which makes comparison difficult. Implicit cues have
generally been studied using large-scale data and have been
evaluated based on their ability to provide an accurate sim-
ilarity space for words. In contrast, explicit cues have been
studied mainly in the context of small-scale experiments and
have been tested mainly through counting the frequency of a
given linguistic expression (e.g., “X is a kind of Y”).

In this work, we make a systematic comparison of explicit
and implicit cues using similar methods. Such comparison
is crucial as it allows us, for instance, to quantify the relative
role that each cue could play in development. More precisely,
we take a classification approach: We operationalize differ-
ent cues as features that can be used to compute similarity.
We then evaluate this continuous similarity measure by using
it for a classification task, deciding whether different basic-
level categories are part of the same superordinate category.
Thus we can assign a classification accuracy to each cue type.
We begin by introducing our dataset and the set of conceptual
cues we consider; we then present results from this classifi-
cation task.

Analyses
Data
We constructed a large-scale corpus by aggregating over all
English-language transcripts from CHILDES (MacWhinney,
2014; Sanchez et al., 2019). These transcripts involved the
caregivers’ speech addressed to children up to three years of
age. We had a total of 8,654 transcripts, across 1,046 chil-
dren.

We decided to study the six following superordinate cate-
gories: “animal”, “furniture”, “clothes”, “food”, “toys” and
“vehicles”. For each of these categories, we used the corre-

sponding basic-level terms available in the English-language
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Inventory (CDI) (Fenson
et al., 1994), a parent-report instrument that provides a partial
listing and categorization of words produced by children 18–
30 months. These categories were chosen because they were
the optimal set of superordinate categories that had been stud-
ied previously and CDI data were available. Most previous
experimental work (which we partly reviewed above) used
only a subset of these categories for a given study.

Cues to Conceptual Hierarchy and their Feature
Vectors
As indicated above, we explored four cues to conceptual hier-
archy: “is-a-kind-of”, pragmatic, verb affordance-based, and
pure co-occurrence cues. We represented each cue as a set
of features and we tested how these features allow us to clas-
sify basic-level terms into superordinate categories. To this
end, we started by using each cue to derive a feature vec-
tor for each basic-level word in the CDI lexicon. In the case
where the cue relied on an explicit category marker (i.e., the
first three cues), the feature vectors were based on the su-
perordinate categories introduced above. Otherwise (i.e., the
fourth cue), the feature vector was an embedding in a high
dimensional space derived based on the words’ pattern of co-
occurrence only. In the following, we explain how we com-
puted the feature vectors for each cue (see also Figure 1).1

Is-a-kind-of This cue tests the extent to which parents use
explicit expressions of class inclusion (Callanan, 1985). For
each word at the basic label, X, we construct a feature vector
of length 6, where every cell corresponds to a superordinate
category, Y, and the entry in each cell corresponds to the fre-
quency with which X appears with Y is in one of the follow-
ing expressions: “X is a/an Y” and “X is a kind of Y” (we
kept the same expressions used in previous work).

Animals Do you want a cow or do you want another
animal?

Furniture Furniture means sofa and chair and...
Clothes This is another clothes. See, it’s just like this

shirt.
Food She asks Lily what her favorite food is. If

Lily says chocolate I am in trouble.
Toys You close the book and get another toy be-

cause I think we are tired of this.
Vehicles The only vehicle you cut out so far is the

train.

Table 1: Examples of utterances from CHILDES where
parents hint at a hierachical relations between basic- and
superordinate- level terms.

Pragmatic Parents can express conceptual hierarchy be-
tween X and Y without necessarily using an “is-a-kind-of”

1Our code will be available online.
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Figure 1: A schematic description of the task. For each basic-level word (here, ’cow’) a feature vector is derived from child-
directed speech based on how the cue is defined. Here, the vector cells correspond to the superordinate categories. The entry
in a given cell (e.g., animal) is incremented when the word ’cow’ co-occurs with the corresponding category label. The cue
is evaluated based on its ability to classify pairs of words into ’same’ or ’different’ superordinate categories. Here, the pair
’cow’-’horse’ belongs to the same category. The corresponding vectors should be closer to each other than the vectors of a pair
that belongs to different categories (e.g., ’cow’-’shirt’). This evaluation is quantified by a standard measure in signal detection
theory called the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC).

expression. In many cases, parents can hint at this hierar-
chy using a wide diversity of linguistic expressions (Table 1).
Detecting these expressions at scale is a challenge given their
complexity, so as a first attempt to capture this diversity, we
relax grammatical constraints between X to Y, and we keep
only the requirement that X and Y should co-occur.

More concretely, we represent each basic-level term, X,
with a feature vector where each entry represents the fre-
quency with which X co-occurs with the corresponding su-
perordinate term Y. This co-occurrence is determined using
a fixed window of k utterances. Values of k > 1 allow us to
capture the case where a relationship between X and Y is es-
tablished across more than one utterance. For example:

– Mother : What kind of animal is this?

– Mother : It’s a giraffe!
Affordance-based The super-ordinate label is not the only
category marker that can cue conceptual hierarchy for a basic
level term, especially when this category can be characterized
by an affordance. For example, “food” can be characterized
as the category of things we eat and “clothes” as things we
wear. Thus, children can learn that some concepts (e.g., “ap-
ple” and “bread”) are parts of a higher-level category (“things
we eat”) by observing how these concepts co-vary with a cue
of their common affordance (i.e., the verb “eat”).

We computed the feature vectors for this cue as follows. In
a first step, we tried to find a single verb that could be used
as an affordance marker for an entire category. We used “eat”
for food, “wear” for clothes, “play” for toys, and “ride” for
vehicles. The category “furniture” has no such obvious func-
tion verb. We decided to use the verb “use” because if there

were a verb that could fit every member of the category of fur-
niture, it would be that (even though it can also fit things that
are not members of the category). For the animal category,
we could find no verb that could categorize the instances.

We detected the concept-affordance relationship, syntacti-
cally, based on their occurrence in a verb-complement struc-
ture.2 For example, in the utterance “the bird eats the berries”,
the word “berries” was categorized as “eat”-able. For each
basic-level term, we computed a feature vector where entries
correspond to the frequency with which this term occurs in
a verb-complement relationship with the verb/affordance at
hand.

Pure Co-occurrence Unlike the first three cues, the pure
co-occurrence cue is not based on an explicit category marker
at the superordinate level. It is based, instead, on the way
basic-level terms are distributed together in speech (Harris,
1957). Following previous research (Fourtassi et al., 2019),
we quantified this cue using the word embedding model
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). We used this model to
represent basic-level words as vectors in a high-dimensional
space, representing the distribution of these words in a latent
semantic structure.

Task and Evaluation
Above, we characterized all cues in a vectorial framework.
This framework allows us to directly compare the cues in
terms of how they quantify the similarity between words (de-

2There are more complex structures that could, in principle, be
used by parents. We used the simplest as a first approximation,
though the performance of this cue could likely be enhanced by con-
sidering a wider variety of constructions.
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fined as the cosine of the angle formed by their vectors).
Based on this similarity, we test the ability of each cue to
predict which pairs of words belong to the same superordi-
nate category (e.g., “apple” and “bread”) and which pairs of
words belong to different categories (e.g., “apple”, “horse”)
(Figure 1).

We listed all pairs of basic-level words in the CDI dataset
and their cosine similarity (according to each cue). Then, we
evaluated the ability of the similarity measures to accurately
predict whether the pairs belonged to “same” or “different”
categories, across the full range of possible discrimination
thresholds. We quantified performance in the task using the
standard Area Under the ROC curve (hereafter AUC). The
AUC score can be interpreted as the probability that, given
two pairs of words, of which one is from the same category,
the pairs are correctly classified based on the similarity. For
each cue, we derived both a global AUC score across all cate-
gories and a category-specific AUC score where we evaluated
only the subset of pairs of words that contained at least an in-
stance of a target category.

Results and Discussion
Individual Cue Results
The “is-a-kind-of” cue is rare Instances of our most ex-
plicit cue type, the “is-a-kind-of” cue, were so rare that we
could not even build feature vectors for basic-level words. In
total, we found only four instances, all of them characterizing
the “animal” category. This finding contrasts with previous
studies that found this cue in parental speech (Blewitt, 1983;
Callanan, 1985; Shipley et al., 1983). This contrast can be
explained by the fact that these previous studies were done in
the context of a controlled experiment and parents were aware
of the task (e.g., teaching words at the superordinate level),
whereas here we tested a large-scale corpus containing a di-
versity of situations. Thus, it is possible that, in these previ-
ous studies, parents used a teaching strategy that they thought
could optimize the short-term outcome (as determined by the
experimenter), rather than a strategy that reflects their spon-
taneous interaction with children in daily life.

The pragmatic cue is noisy Figure 2 shows the global
AUC score across categories as well as the AUC scores spe-
cific to each category. The accuracy of the pragmatic cue was
generally low. The reason this cue performed so poorly is
primarily due to the fact that we relaxed explicit grammatical
constraints. While this operationalization allowed us to cap-
ture all possible ways the hierarchical relation between two
concepts can be expressed linguistically, it also made the rep-
resentation susceptible to errors, mainly by increasing the rate
of false alarms: A basic level term (e.g., “juice”) can also co-
occur with a superordinate label of which it is not an instance
(e.g., “Don’t pour the juice on your clothes!”).3.

3Increasing the size k of the sliding window (i.e., the number of
adjacent utterances within which the basic- and superordinate-level
terms should co-occur) did not improve the performance of this cue.

The affordance-based cue is more accurate but not uni-
versal The accuracy of this cue was relatively high for a
subset of categories, those in which we had an obvious verb to
cue the affordance of the superordinate category, i.e., “food”,
“clothes”, “vehicles”, and “toys”. The accuracy was low in
the case of the “furniture” category since the verb “use” is
not exclusive to this category and can also be used with in-
stances of the other categories. This fact increased the overall
rate of false alarms. The accuracy for the “animal” category
was low as it was not characterized by a single particular verb
affordance.4 Perhaps future work investigating a larger set of
verbs, selected in a principled manner, could overcome these
limitations as our results suggest that verb-based categoriza-
tion is a promising method.

The pure co-occurrence cue is the most reliable The dis-
tributional semantic cue was the most implicit but also the
most powerful. The AUC score for this method was gener-
ally high, including for the “animals” and “furniture” cate-
gories, which were not accurately captured with any of the
previous cues. This finding means that for at least some cat-
egories, children could potentially learn their common high-
level categorization through general patterns of their usage.
This strategy seems even more plausible for higher-level cat-
egories that do not have an explicit label, or for which the la-
bel could not be available to young learners (e.g., “animate”
vs. “inanimate”).

Cross-cue Results
The cues are stable across development The results we
showed concern cues derived from parental speech to chil-
dren up to 3 years old, as this is the age when signs of concep-
tual hierarchy start to emerge in the developmental literature.
But we were also interested in how information in these cues
may change as children grow older. For this analysis, we fol-
lowed the same approach as above but included progressively
more data in the corpus from older children. Results of this
analysis, presented in Figure 3, show that the performance of
all cues remained stable across development, at least up to 6
years old.

The cues provide non-redundant information We ex-
plored the extent to which explicit and implicit cues pro-
vided complementary vs. redundant information. We fit lo-
gistic regressions predicting the binary classification of pairs
of basic-level words as belonging to same or different super-
ordinate categories. The predictors were the pairs’ similarity
measures derived from each cue (centered and scaled to max-
imize comparability; the is-a-kind-of cue was not included
due to sparsity). The results of the regressions, summarized
in Table 2, indicate that, overall, each cue remains highly
significant when controlling for the other cues. Thus, each
cue type provided non-redundant information and the overall

4At the same time, performance for this category was not totally
random as animal instances tend to co-occur consistently with some
verbs from other categories (e.g., ”ride a horse”, ”play with the dog”,
and ”eat the chicken”).
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Figure 2: The Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) scores for each cue across all categories (’ALL’) and for each category. A
value of 0.5 represents pure chance, and a value of 1 represents perfect performance. The AUC score can be interpreted as
the probability that, given two pairs of basic-level words, of which one is from the same superordinate category, the pairs are
correctly classified using their cue-based similarity.

Table 2: Logistic regressions predicting the binary classification of pairs of basic-level words as belonging to same or different
superordiante categories. The predictors are the pairs’ similarity measures derived from each cue. We fit a different regression
for each superodinate category.

Animals Furniture Toys Food Clothing Vehicles

(Intercept) −2.741∗∗∗ −3.195∗∗∗ −3.244∗∗∗ −2.616∗∗∗ −3.101∗∗∗ −4.663∗∗∗

(0.085) (0.138) (0.155) (0.112) (0.183) (0.348)

Co-occurrence 2.285∗∗∗ 2.040∗∗∗ 1.178∗∗∗ 0.905∗∗∗ 1.644∗∗∗ 1.249∗∗∗

(0.074) (0.127) (0.136) (0.060) (0.171) (0.193)

Affordance 0.022 0.547∗∗∗ 0.620∗∗∗ 2.112∗∗∗ 1.535∗∗∗ 2.211∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.094) (0.113) (0.092) (0.153) (0.245)

Pragmatic 0.179∗∗∗ −0.104 0.722∗∗∗ 0.325∗∗∗ 0.359∗ 0.159
(0.050) (0.080) (0.120) (0.059) (0.146) (0.138)

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001

classification performance increased when multiple informa-
tion sources were used.

General Discussion
How do children acquire the complex hierarchical relation-
ships that characterize mature human conceptual knowledge?
In both its explicit statements and implicit distributional
structure, caregiver talk provides a rich source of informa-
tion about conceptual relationships. Here we used a distri-
butional approach to compare the relative importance of dif-
ferent information sources in categorization of six common

superordinate categories. We found that pure co-occurrence
information (as captured by Word2Vec models) and verb af-
fordances were effective and that – to a lesser extent – senten-
tial co-occurrence with superordinate labels also contributed
positively to classification. Thus, at a high level, our study
confirms the utility of caregiver talk for conveying conceptual
information and suggests that a rich range of linguistic cues
may be available to children in learning category structure.

This work takes a first step towards integrating different
conceptual information sources from caregiver language, but
it has some limitations that should be addressed in future
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dren up to a particular age. A value of 0.5 represents pure
chance, and a value of 1 represents perfect performance.

work. First, we conducted our study in English, but cross-
linguistic and cross-cultural work is necessary to understand
variation in the way that caregivers’ language specifies the
categorical structure of the world (Medin, Bennis, & Chan-
dler, 2010). Second, we used rough approximations of the
potentially more subtle cues that we labeled “pragmatic” and
“verb affordance” information. Capturing the structure of
knowledge as it is used in natural language is an open compu-
tational challenge, but we could likely improve performance
by further refining these cues.

Our work here suggests the presence of multiple informa-
tion sources about conceptual structure in children’s linguistic
environment. Perhaps the most exciting future direction is the
development of cognitive models that make use of this infor-
mation in a principled way, and that synthesize it with knowl-
edge gleaned from other modalities including children’s di-
rect observations of the world around them. Such a synthe-
sis will be crucial in making progress on understanding chil-
dren’s conceptual structure. By refining our understanding
of linguistic cues to conceptual hierarchy, we hope our work
here helps take a first step in this broader project.
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Forms of Distributed Curiosity in the Collaborative Exploration of Unknown
Environments by Artificial Agents

Lus Macedo
University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract

We propose a multi-agent approach to the problem of exploring unknown environments. We use a master-slave architec-
ture. Mapping and exploration are coordinated by two separate agents: the mapper and the broker. The slave agents, the
explorers, are endowed with forms of curiosity, measured in terms of the decrease in uncertainty and novelty. The mapper
is in charge of merging everyones maps and sending the global map back to each explorer, while the broker assigns next
moves to every explorer, based on the interesting locations they spotted. The explorers analyse the environment they in-
habit, send their local map to the mapper, pick points of interest based on their current knowledge of the area, send them to
the broker, and finally move to the location assigned by the broker. The advantages of these forms of distributed curiosity,
together with those of the collaborative multi-agent exploration strategy, are tested in several scenarios.
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How Hong Kong Preschoolers Perceive Chinese Characters: Are There Any
Relationships between the Effect of HP and Literacy Ability?

Karen Wong
The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

Ronald Chan
The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Ricky Van-yip Tso
The Education University of Hong Kong, Taipo, N.T., Hong Kong

Abstract

The present study examined the relationship between Holistic processing (HP), a well-established perceptual-expertise
phenomenon for visual-object recognition, and Chinese literacy ability in Hong Kong preschoolers. The literacy ability
of participants was assessed by The Hong Kong Reading Ability Screening Test for Preschool Children (RAST-K); while
HP of Chinese characters was measured by adopting the complete composite paradigm from Hsiao & Cottrell (2009). In
line with the previous findings, preschoolers also showed HP in Chinese character perception, with a negative correlation
between HP and writing ability when other measurements were controlled. This study provides a theoretical contribution
on the study of Chinese writing difficulties among preschoolers. Educational implications will also be discussed.
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Abstract

Generic language (e.g., “Birds fly”) conveys generalizations
about categories and is essential for learning beyond our direct
experience. The meaning of generic language is notoriously
hard to specify, however (e.g., penguins don’t fly). Tessler and
Goodman (2019b) proposed a model for generics that is math-
ematically equivalent to Bayesian belief-updating based on a
single pedagogical example, suggesting a deep connection be-
tween learning from experience and learning from language.
Relatedly, Csibra and Shamsudheen (2015) argue that generics
are inherently pedagogical, understood by infants as referring
to a member of a kind. In two experiments with adults, we
quantify the exchange-rate between generics and observations
by relating their belief-updating capacity, varying both the
number of observations and whether they are presented ped-
agogically or incidentally. We find generics convey stronger
generalizations than single pedagogical observations (Expt. 1),
even when the property is explicitly demarcated (Expt. 2). We
suggest revisions to the vague quantifier model of generics that
would allow it to accommodate this intriguing exchange-rate.
Keywords: generic language; Bayesian learning; belief updat-
ing; pedagogical sampling; observational learning

Introduction
The world is a confusing and confounding place, but form-
ing the right kinds of generalizations eases our navigation of
the environment. One major route for acquiring generaliz-
able knowledge is from observations. Indeed, one hallmark of
human intelligence, present in infancy and childhood, is our
capacity to draw strong generalizations from just a few exam-
ples (e.g., Gopnik, Sobel, Schulz, & Glymour, 2001; Gopnik
et al., 2004; Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010; Tenen-
baum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006). At the same time, abstract
generalizations can also be conveyed with language, using
what is called generic language (or, generics; e.g., “Swans
are white”; Carlson, 1977; Leslie, 2007; Gelman, Star, &
Flukes, 2002; Tessler & Goodman, 2019a). Given that gen-
eralizations can be acquired from observation and from lan-
guage, then there must be some relationship between the two.
There must be some point at which the strength of an induc-
tive generalization drawn from experience is equal to that of
a generalization learned from language (Fig. 1).

Not all observations are created equal. Watching an in-
formed and cooperative interlocutor intentionally convey an
example via a demonstration is a stronger signal than if the
observation is observed by happenstance (Shafto, Goodman,
& Frank, 2012), which can result in more robust generaliza-
tions in adults and children (Goodman, Baker, & Tenenbaum,
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Figure 1: Generalizations about categories – expressed via
degrees of belief that an instance of the category will have
the feature – are learned both from generic language (left)
and direct observations (right). When is the strength of gen-
eralization drawn from examples equal to that drawn from a
generic statement? Or, how many observations is one generic
worth?

2009; Butler & Markman, 2012). Thus, a crucial question is
not only how many observations is one generic worth, but
what kind of observations are they – socially demonstrated or
just incidentally observed?

The precise relationship between learning from exam-
ples vs. from language is difficult to articulate because learn-
ing from linguistic utterances operates via the truth condi-
tions of the utterance, which are often difficult to specify pre-
cisely. Generics are a clear case of this squishiness: while
“Triangles have three sides” should be taken to mean that ex-
actly 100% of triangles have three sides, “Swans are white”
is more tolerating of exceptions (i.e., there are black swans);
“Mosquitoes carry malaria” is an example of a generic that
conveys a very weak generalization: the vast majority of
real-world mosquitoes do not carry the virus. To explain
this heterogeneity, Tessler and Goodman (2019a) proposed
a meaning for generics that is similar to that of quantifiers
(e.g., some, most, or all) but which has an uncertain truth-
conditional threshold; that is, the threshold beyond which the
generic is literally true is underspecified but inferred in con-
text. The generics model assumes a uniform prior distribution
over thresholds (i.e., all values of the generic threshold are
equally likely a priori). Tessler and Goodman (2019b) show
that this assumption makes the model identical to rational
Bayesian updating from a single positive observation (e.g.,
if trying to infer the weight of a coin, flipping the coin once,
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and observing it land on heads) and extend the model so that
the generalizations learned from generics can be strengthened
through pragmatic reasoning, analogous to learning from a
pedagogically sampled example (Shafto et al., 2012).

The relationship between the meaning of generics and ped-
agogical examples has independently been interrogated and
elucidated to understand infant cognition. Csibra and Sham-
sudheen (2015) argue that when preverbal infants observe an
instance of a novel category (call it a blicket), they not only
have the capacity to individuate this object as a singular entity
(i.e., this is a blicket) but also have the capacity to see the ob-
ject as an index to the kind (i.e., this blicket is a pointer to the
kind BLICKETS). Because of infants’ sensitivity to ostensive
cues (i.e., natural pedagogy; Csibra & Gergely, 2009), when
an object is presented to an infant with pedagogical cues, the
infant can interpret the object, not as a singular entity, but as
an index to the kind; then, if a property is predicated of that
object (e.g., the blicket is shown to squeak), it will be taken by
the infant to apply to the kind as a sort of non-verbal generic:
Blickets squeak.1 This view thus also draws a direct connec-
tion between generics and a single, pedagogical example. 2

Thus, proposals from two rather different theoretical
frameworks—Bayesian models of semantics/pragmatics and
infant cognition—point to the rather intriguing hypothesis
that the information content of a generic is equivalent to that
of a single, pedagogically-presented example. On the other
hand, generics are commonly expressed with plurals in many
languages including English (e.g., Dogs bark), and a plural
should be a cue that the literal meaning goes beyond a single
example. Furthermore, the relationship between generics and
pedagogical examples that Csibra and Shamsudheen (2015)
propose for preverbal infants may not be the same through-
out development; indeed, 3- and 4-year-olds can interpret the
ostensive cue of pointing as a signal that the information con-
veyed is not generalizable, but rather specific to the exemplars
referenced by the point (Meyer & Baldwin, 2013).

In this paper, we take an empirical approach to investigate
the relationship between learning from examples vs. generics
by attempting to quantify the exchange rate between generics
and observations. Contra the theoretical proposals, we find
that in adults, a generic is worth at least two pedagogically
sampled examples. We discuss the implications of this rela-
tionship and describe some of its boundary conditions.

Experiments
We develop an empirical paradigm where participants learn
about a novel category from examples, from generic lan-
guage, or both. Participants are then asked to judge the like-

1Of course, the pedagogical context must signal an event wherein
the teacher is aiming to inform the learner about the category and
not, say, about a special member of the category.

2It should be noted that the account of Csibra and Shamsudheen
(2015) proposes no direct or indirect link to be applied to adult cog-
nition or even the cognition of young children who have acquired
their first language. Thus, our argument should be understood as an
application of the account of Csibra and Shamsudheen (2015) and
not a direct theoretic consequence of it.

lihood that a future instance of a category would have the
property (cf. Gelman et al., 2002; Cimpian, Brandone, &
Gelman, 2010; Tessler & Goodman, 2019b). We titrate the
number of examples participants observe – as well as ma-
nipulate the communicative intent behind the observations
– in order to determine the point at which the strength of
the generalization implied by examples is equal to that of
a generic statement (i.e., the exchange rate between gener-
ics and observations). Number of examples and commu-
nicative intent were manipulated between-participants; no
participant completed multiple conditions. Experimental
paradigms, data, models, and analysis scripts can be found
at github.com/mhtess/genex cogsci2020.

Experiment 1
Participants We recruited 465 adult participants from Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk. By experimenter error, 38 partici-
pants were able to complete the experiment multiple times
(comprising a total of 106 submissions); we used each partic-
ipant’s first submission only, leaving 397 submissions from
unique participants. Participants were restricted to those with
U.S. IP addresses with at least a 95% work approval rating.
Materials We used exemplars from three semi-novel cate-
gories (bird, flower, artifact) labeled with novel labels (fep,
dax, blicket). Each exemplar had a particular feature that was
highlighted in the learning phase of the experiment: the color
of the wing of the bird (a white wing), the color of the cen-
ter of the flower (a black center), or the sound that the arti-
fact produced (squeaking). We chose these somewhat atypi-
cal features so that it would be plausible the feature could be
prevalent in varying degrees (e.g., the color of a bird’s wing
can vary by sub-species as well as by individuals) in order to
increase the dynamic range of our dependent measure.
Procedure The experiment began with a sound check, which
also served as an attention check used as a basis for exclu-
sion (participants had to read the text carefully to respond
correctly). Participants were told that they were an astronaut-
scientist on a recently discovered planet and that their job was
to catalogue and describe new kinds of plants, animals, and
objects that had been discovered on this new planet. Upon
entering the lab, the participants encountered another scien-
tist already working there. In each of three trials, the scientist
introduced one of the novel categories and either intention-
ally or accidentally shared information about the features of
one, two, three, or four exemplars. After the presentation,
participants were asked a version of an implied prevalence
question (Gelman et al., 2002; Cimpian et al., 2010; Tessler
& Goodman, 2019b): “Imagine that you have another {fep,
dax, blicket}, what are the chances it {has white wings, has
a black center, squeaks}?” Participants responded using a
slider bar with endpoints labeled 0% and 100%.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of ten condi-
tions that differed in the manner in which the scientist com-
municated this information about the novel categories (acci-
dental examples vs. pedagogical examples) crossed with the
number of exemplars participants observed (1-to-4); in addi-
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These are three daxes. I have something 
to show you.

Look at this.

3x

squeak

Oh… this is a blicket. Oops.

A

B

This is a fep. 
I have something 

to tell you. Feps have white wings.
C

Figure 2: Overview of three conditions of the experiment,
each showing a different item. A: 3x Pedagogical Example.
The demonstration of the feature repeats 3 times. B: 1x Ac-
cidental Example. The speaker is learning about the object in
the experiment (the object appears labeled, but hidden under-
neath a cloth). C: Generic + Pedagogical Example. Generic
statement along with an intentionally demonstrated example.

tion, we include a Generic Only condition and a Generic +
Pedagogical Example condition (Figure 2).

In the Pedagogical Example conditions, the scientist
named the visually-displayed exemplar (e.g., “This is a fep.”,
“These are two feps.”, etc.) and communicated about a fea-
ture in a pedagogical manner (“I have something to show you.
Look at this!”). For the natural-kind categories (bird, flower),
the image of the exemplar then enlarged while a white cursor-
hand appeared to point to the feature of interest (white-wing,
black-center, respectively; Fig. 2A); for the artifact, the object
appeared to fall and make a squeaking sound.

In the Accidental Example conditions, the exemplar ap-
peared underneath a blanket with a label attached (Fig. 2B).
The scientist uttered: “Oh, this is a fep/blicket/dax” to in-
dicate that he was learning about the object identity at that
moment (presumably, via the label). The blanket then disap-
peared to reveal the feature. For the natural kind categories,
the exemplar enlarged and the scientist remarked, “Oh, look
at that!”, expressing mild surprise (no cursor-hand pointed
out the feature). For the artifact category, the scientist said
“Oops” as the object fell and made a squeaking sound.

In the multiple exemplar conditions (2x, 3x, and 4x con-
ditions), the exemplars were identical and the sequence of
events repeated identically for each of the exemplars (e.g.,
speaker again saying “I have something to show you. Look

at this.” and demonstrating the feature, Fig. 2A). The scien-
tist’s utterances were presented both visually and auditorally
in order to convey prosody information to reinforce the peda-
gogical vs. accidental manipulation (e.g., with surprise in the
accidental condition). In neither accidental nor pedagogical
conditions did the scientist explicitly label the feature.

The Generic + Pedagogical Example condition was iden-
tical to the Pedagogical Example condition, but with the
speaker uttering a generic, saying “I have something to tell
you. Feps have white wings / Daxes have black centers /
Blickets squeak.” (Fig. 2C). The Generic Only condition was
an entirely text-based experiment, with the same cover story.
Participants completed three trials of the same condition –
manner of communication and number of exemplars were
fixed across trials but each trial introduced a different cate-
gory (order randomized). In other words, the manner of com-
munication and number of exemplars were between-subject
variables; category-type was a within-subject variable.

After the three main trials, participants completed a mem-
ory check trial. They were asked to select an exemplar for
each of the three categories (e.g., “pick out the fep”) from an
array with three distractor items. Participants who failed to
correctly identify all three category-types were excluded.

Results 16 participants failed to pass the attention/sound
check, and 39 participants failed to correctly identify the ex-
emplars during the memory check trials, which resulted in
347 participants for the main analyses. We observe a number
of interesting qualitative features of the data, which exhibit
substantial by-condition variability (Fig. 3). The first note-
worthy feature is that a generic is worth more than a single ob-
servation, even one presented pedagogically (Generic vs. 1x
Pedagogical). It is additionally remarkable that we find that
the Generic + (1x) Pedagogical Example condition yields
stronger generalizations than the Generic only condition. The
strength of the generalization implied by a generic is en-
hanced with a concrete pedagogical example.

Second, we observe an interesting bi-modality in the re-
sponses for the low number of observations (1x or 2x) condi-
tions. Many participants placed a fair bet (50%) that the next
instance of the category will have the property, while others
think that it is more likely than not (ratings of 60%-90%).
This bi-modality persists with two accidental observations,
but disappears after two pedagogical observations.
Bayesian analysis The question of how many observations
one generic is worth is a natural question from a Bayesian
hypothesis testing framework, where one can quantify the
amount of evidence in support of a null hypothesis that two
distributions are in fact the same (i.e., evidence in support of
no-difference between conditions).3 We do this by comput-

3In order to faithfully model the distribution of responses in each
of the experimental conditions, we first performed a Bayesian anal-
ysis to determine the best function that characterizes our response
variable, since they are clearly not normally distributed. We selected
from a family of mixture of Beta distributions and determined that
the data was much more likely to come from a mixture of Beta distri-
butions than a single distribution (Bayes Factor BF ≈ 1020), though
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3x Accidental
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0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Probability of Future Instance having Property
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2x Accidental

3x Accidental
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Generic

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Probability of Future Instance having Property

A B

Figure 3: Experiment results. A: Experiment 1, the property was not labeled in the observation conditions. B: Experiment 2,
the property was labeled in the observation conditions. Histograms of means and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals appear
above the empirical histograms. Dotted lines represented the confidence interval for the generic only condition. Data from the
generic only condition of Experiment 1 is reproduced in (B) to ease visual comparison.

ing the marginal likelihood of the combined data set of the
Generic condition and each of the other experimental condi-
tions under the assumption that they are generated from the
same distribution. We compare this likelihood to that calcu-
lated by assuming the two conditions were generated by inde-
pendent distributions. The comparison of these marginal like-
lihoods gives us the Bayes Factor quantifying the evidence
in support of the hypothesis that two conditions were gener-
ated from the same underlying distribution (i.e., the generic
is worth n pedagogical or accidental observations).

We model the data for each condition independently as a
mixture of two Beta distributions. We parameterize the Beta
components by their mean µ and concentration ξ parameteri-
zation, and the Beta components i are combined via a mixture
parameter φ. We put the following priors over the parameters:
µi ∼ Uniform(0,1), ξi ∼ Exponential(1), φ ∼ Uniform(0.1).
To compute the marginal likelihoods of the data for each
model, we used an Annealed Importance Sampling algorithm
(Neal, 2001) implemented in the probabilistic programming
language WebPPL (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2014).

We find strong evidence against the hypothesis that a
generic is worth a single positive observation, even one pre-
sented pedagogically (Table 1). The strongest evidence is that
4 pedagogical examples is worth the same as a generic, but al-
ready at 3 pedagogical examples we do see strong evidence

the data was inconclusive as to whether or not it was a mixture of
two distributions or of three (BF = 0.64).

for the equivalence. Interestingly, at no point do the acciden-
tal examples convincingly suggest they are equal to a generic.
Exploratory item analysis We see some evidence that gen-
eralization strength depends upon the category-type of the
item, primarily in the 1x-3x accidental observations condi-
tions. (Fig. 4A). Participants drew the strongest generaliza-
tions about the artifact and the weakest about the bird.

In addition to the artifact vs. natural kind distinction,
our artifact examples were paired with an auditory property
(squeaking), the demarcation of which is relatively explicit
in both the pedagogical and accidental conditions. By con-
trast, our bird and flower items had visual properties (white
features, black centers) which are not segregated from any
other visual feature of the item. That is, the artifact’s prop-
erty is conveyed in a way that makes it clear what property
to pay attention to, even though the speaker did not explic-
itly demarcate the property with words. This item difference
illustrates one subtlety in comparing learning from observa-
tions to learning from generics: Generic statements explicitly
articulate the property that a learner should attend to as well
as potentially carry some core generic meaning that conveys
generalization (i.e., gen in the semantic sense).

Experiment 2
One way in which generic language can foster generalization
is by individuating a feature to be generalized. In Experiment
1, the feature being demonstrated was never individuated by
labeling (i.e., the demonstrator just said “Look at this” and
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Figure 4: Experiment mean ratings broken down by item. A: In Experiment 1, participants drew stronger generalizations about
the artifact than the other two items, primarily in the 1x-3x Accidental conditions. B: No comparable effect is observed in
Experiment 2. Error-bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

a feature was either pointed to or in the accidental case, not
indicated at all), leaving ambiguity about the exact feature
being pedagogically highlighted or accidentally observed. To
control for the possibility that individuating a feature is what
enabled stronger generalizations from a generic than from a
single observation in Experiment 1, we ran a follow-up ex-
periment in which the learning events involving observations
also included the labeling of the property.

Comparison BF (Expt. 1) BF (Expt. 2)
1 Accidental 4×10−12 4.1×10−18

2 Accidental 1.1×10−8 6.1×10−9

3 Accidental 33 8.1×103

4 Accidental 2.1 1.9×103

1 Pedagogical 2.6×10−7 2.3×10−9

2 Pedagogical 2.8 7.3×102

3 Pedagogical 1.2×102 1.5×103

4 Pedagogical 1.8×103 3×103

Generic + 1 Pedagogical 98 –

Table 1: Bayes Factors (BF) in support of the hypothesis that
the strength of generalization implied by a generic is equal to
that of the experimental condition.

Participants and procedure We collected data from 378
participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. For
this experiment, we modified the Example conditions from
Experiment 1, so participants were either assigned to the Ped-
agogical Example or Accidental Example condition and ob-

served 1, 2, 3, or 4 exemplars (i.e., 8 conditions total). The
Example conditions from Experiment 1 were modified such
that the scientist provided both the label for the category and
the name of the feature. In the Pedagogical Example, after
naming the category, he said, “I have something to show you”
and then named the feature: after the screen zoomed in on
the bird or flower, he said “White Wings” / “A black center”;
after the artifact dropped, he said “squeakin”. In the Acci-
dental Example, the scientist said, “Oh, Look at that! White
wings/A black center” or “Oops! Listen to that! Squeaking!”

Results 39 participants were excluded for failing the mem-
ory check trials, resulting in 339 participants for the main
analysis. Fig. 3B shows the responses for each condition,
with the data from the Generics Only condition of Experi-
ment 1 copied over for easier comparison. Foremost, we see
that even when the property is explicitly demarcated by la-
beling, the strength of generalization from a single example
– even pedagogically demonstrated – is not equal to that of a
generic. Consistent with the findings in Experiment 1, we see
that the change in generalization strength with increasing ex-
amples differs across the Pedagogical vs. Accidental Example
conditions: The bi-modality in the distribution of responses
disappears after 3 observations for the Accidental condition
and only after 2 observations for the Pedagogical condition.
We also see that with the property labeled, a generic is worth
about 2 pedagogical examples or 3 accidental examples. We
confirm these observations using the same Bayesian analy-
sis as in Experiment 1 (Table 1). Finally, consistent with the
idea that the artifact in Expt. 1 led to stronger generalizations
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because the feature was clearly demarcated, we do not see
appreciable differences between the items when the feature is
labeled for all items (Fig. 4B).

Discussion
Successfully navigating the environment requires anticipat-
ing what is to come, and abstract generalizations allow us to
reason flexibly about instances of categories and events that
we have not yet experienced. These generalizations can be
constructed both by directly observing instances in the world
and by being told the generalization in the form of a generic
sentence. But what is the relationship between learning from
examples and learning from generics? Here we ask a sim-
ple question: How many observations is one generic worth?
We find that, contra extant theoretical proposals, the strength
of the generalization implied by a generic is equivalent to at
least two pedagogically-sampled examples.

In our second experiment, we found evidence that de-
scribing the feature explicitly (e.g., “white wings”) led to
stronger generalizations than not describing the features with
language. This points to an interesting dissection of the con-
tent of the generalization implied by generics. Part of the
content of the generalization comes from simply articulating
the feature. Interestingly, it is difficult to articulate a kind la-
bel and a feature label without conveying a generic. Generics
are one of the most primitive syntactic and semantic construc-
tions: nearly anytime you put a category and a property label
together, you can get a generic meaning (e.g., “A dog barks”).

Our results suggest that the model of Tessler and Good-
man (2019a), which has been independently validated to ex-
plain human judgments about a wide range of generic sen-
tences, somehow makes the wrong prediction with respect to
the number of examples a generic is worth. The model’s lit-
eral meaning for a generic implies that generics update be-
liefs in an analogous way to a single, pedagogical example
(Tessler & Goodman, 2019b), which we found here to not
be the case. This mathematical relationship between gener-
ics and observations, however, is derived by assuming the
truth-conditional threshold for the generic follows a uniform
prior distribution (i.e., all values of the generic threshold are
equally likely). A non-uniform prior on thresholds skewed
towards higher values would translate to more observations
than just one. In a single interaction, pragmatic reasoning
can be used to infer that higher thresholds are more likely,
because if the speaker was using a lower threshold, their ut-
terance would not have been very informative (Lassiter &
Goodman, 2017; Tessler & Goodman, 2019b). The poste-
rior distribution over thresholds after hearing a generic would
be non-uniform and skewed towards higher values; this pos-
terior could then become the prior for the next generic heard,
which could be cashed in for more observations than just one.
We leave the proof of this relationship for future work.

In our experiment, we used novel categories that would
plausibly be construed as subordinate-level categories (i.e.,
a fep is a type of bird) to isolate the contribution of the num-

ber of examples without concern as to the variability of the
examples. The generics–examples exchange-rate will, in gen-
eral, depend upon the level of abstraction of the category. Ac-
quiring a generalization about a superordinate category (e.g.,
“Mammals are warm-blooded”) from examples will be more
difficult than the subordinate categories we used. To draw a
strong generalization about mammals, a learner would bene-
fit not only from more examples but from more diverse ex-
amples (e.g., bears, cats, whales, ...). The generics–examples
exchange-rate is thus not just one-dimensional (number of ex-
amples); it should also take into account the heterogeneity
and representativeness of the examples.

Our experimental method is similar to other studies investi-
gating the interpretation of generics vis a vis examples or con-
crete statistics. Cimpian et al. (2010) compared the strength
of generalization implied by a generic to the statistics of the
feature (e.g., “30% of lorches have purple feathers”) that
led participants to endorse the generic (i.e., judge “Lorches
have purple feathers” as true), finding that generics were in-
terpreted more strongly than what one would expect given
the statistical information that yielded generic endorsement.
Kushnir and Gelman (2016) examined the strength of gen-
eralization after hearing generic language and then observ-
ing instances with/without the property (e.g., hearing “Blick-
ets squeak” and observing 2/10 blickets squeak). Both of
these paradigms indirectly measure the generics–examples
exchange-rate. In Cimpian et al. (2010), the equivalence is
derived via truth judgments of generics (i.e., at what point do
people endorse generics?). In Kushnir and Gelman (2016),
instances of the category that lack the property can be ex-
plained away by the speaker’s level of trustworthiness, which
in turn influences the meaning of the generic heard. By con-
trast, in our paradigm, we map the strength of generaliza-
tion implied by observations and by generics onto a common
scale: predictions about a future instance.

A limitation of our paradigm that we may not evoke unin-
hibited, automatic communicative reasoning. Rather, we em-
bed the paradigm in a story book that depicts certain commu-
nicative acts (Clark, 2016). For example, the Accidental Ex-
ample condition is not really an accident: We experimenters
designed the task in order to depict an accident. Despite this,
we find that participants interpret the evidence presented in
the Accidental Example conditions differently than they do
same evidence presented in the Pedagogical Example condi-
tions, lending some credence to the manipulation. Note that
the manipulations were all between-subjects, so that any rep-
resentation of the conditions as different is not via explicit
reasoning about the different conditions per se.

Language and observations are the informational backbone
upon which we build our knowledge of the world. The ex-
change rate of about two or three pedagogical examples for
a generic suggests that the language of generalizations can
save an instructor scrambling to find a good demonstration
and that a few good examples are worth about as much as
anybody can describe in words.
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Abstract

To evaluate others’ actions, we consider action outcomes (e.g.,
positive or negative) and the actors’ underlying intentions (e.g.,
intentional or accidental). However, we often encounter situ-
ations where neither actual outcomes nor intentions provide
useful evidence for evaluation but representations of unreal-
ized (counterfactual) outcomes matter. Here we ask whether
preschool-aged children consider counterfactual outcomes to
evaluate whose action was more helpful. When two agents
each caught one of two falling apples (one caught it above a
trash can and the other above a fruit basket), children chose
the former as the one who should be thanked (because oth-
erwise the apple would’ve fallen into the trash). When the
agents caught crushed cans, however, children made the op-
posite choice, choosing the agent who caught the can over the
fruit basket. Even though preschoolers typically struggle with
counterfactuals, children in our task readily engaged in such
reasoning in the context of social evaluation.

Keywords: causal reasoning; social cognition; Theory of
Mind; counterfactual simulation; prosocial actions.

Introduction
Humans are social creatures. Much of our daily thought is
dedicated to what others do and why they do what they do.
Did the stranger open the door for me, or was he opening it
for himself and I just happened to approach at the same time?
My child is trying to help me clean the kitchen, though in
reality she is making more of a mess. We were supposed to
work on a conference submission together, but some authors
worked harder than others. These social evaluations not only
inform our judgments about who deserves credit or blame, but
also guide our interactions with others (Rai & Fiske, 2011).

As adults, we evaluate others’ actions based not only on
the outcomes they bring about but also on their underly-
ing intentions (Cushman, 2008; Schächtele, Gerstenberg, &
Lagnado, 2011; Young, Cushman, Hauser, & Saxe, 2007).
While the ability to distinguish helpful versus harmful agents
emerges early in life (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007), re-
search suggests that the ability to consider intentions (and
not just outcomes) when making moral evaluations develops
across early childhood (e.g. Cushman, Sheketoff, Wharton,
& Carey, 2013; Nelson, 1980). Given that intentions are ab-
stract and latent, they ought to be harder, in principle, to con-
sider than clearly observable outcomes. In general, the ability
to consider intentions in moral judgments has been consid-
ered a window into the development of mental-state reason-
ing (Baird & Moses, 2004; Cushman et al., 2013; Yuill &
Perner, 1988). Thus, prior literature on moral reasoning has

typically focused on children’s capacity to consider intentions
when such information is provided explicitly in context.

Critically however, in many real-world scenarios, we don’t
get direct, explicit information about the outcomes of others’
actions nor their intentions. Actions do not always yield a
clearly positive or negative state (e.g., preventing a door from
closing), nor do people always broadcast the intentions be-
hind such actions. If we were to consider only observable,
explicitly available information, the moral status of many ac-
tions we encounter would likely remain ambiguous. Yet, as
adults, our evaluations go beyond considerations of actual
outcomes or actors’ intentions; given an action and its out-
come, we also think about the potential, unrealized outcomes
of inaction (i.e., what could have happened if the actor had not
intervened) to evaluate the praiseworthiness or helpfulness of
the action.

Consider the scenario in Fig. 1. Granny accidentally
dropped two apples on the table, and each apple rolled off
the table to either side. One apple was headed for a trash
can and the other for a fruit basket. However, just before that
happened, Susie and Annie caught the apples! Susie caught

Title TextSusie and Annie catch the apples!

Susie Annie

Title Text

Susie Annie

 Thank you, Susie!

Title Text

Susie Annie

Thank you, Annie!

This is where I need your help to figure out what happens next in the story.  
What happens next?

Will Granny go over to Susie 
and say "Thank you, Susie”?

Will Granny go over to Annie 
and say "Thank you, Annie”?

OR

Figure 1: Experiment 1 Apples Condition. Top image:
Susie and Annie catching the apples (displayed on the laptop
screen). Bottom images: laminated cards to which children
can point to indicate whom Granny will thank. Trajectories
of rolling apples are displayed here for reference but were not
present on this slide for children.
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the apple that would have fallen into the trash can, and Annie
caught the apple that would have fallen into the fruit basket.
Who was more helpful? Susie, or Annie?

In this scenario, the two actors performed identical actions,
presumably with the same intention of catching the apples.
Nonetheless, you might have the intuition that Susie’s action
was more helpful since she prevented the apple from falling
into the trash can. Annie’s action wasn’t as helpful, because it
wouldn’t have been so bad if the apple had fallen into the fruit
basket. In order to evaluate Susie’s action as more praisewor-
thy than Annie’s, it is insufficient to consider their actions,
immediate intentions, or the observed outcomes. Instead, we
must reason about what would have happened if either of
them had not acted. While intuitive, this inference is actually
quite complex. The observer must go beyond the observed
outcome and consider alternative possibilities that could have
otherwise occurred (i.e., counterfactual thinking). Counter-
factual thinking involves a comparison between what actually
happened, and what would have happened if the action had
not taken place—that is, a comparison between reality and a
simulated possibility based on alternative past events (Byrne,
2016; Lewis, 1973).

Prior work suggests that children can reason about the ex-
pected (but not yet realized) outcomes of actions and make
prosocial decisions accordingly. Three-year-olds override a
person’s direct request for a tool when it is inappropriate for
the task and provide the appropriate tool (Martin & Olson,
2013). Five- to 7-year-olds consider a learner’s expected util-
ity of being taught vs. discovering information on one’s own
to preferentially teach rewarding, difficult-to-discover infor-
mation (Bridgers, Jara-Ettinger, & Gweon, 2020). Consistent
with these findings, recent work on development of modal
representations suggests children’s ability to simultaneously
represent two simulated possibilities appears to develop from
age 3 to 5 (Leahy & Carey, 2020).

However, inferring whom Granny would thank involves a
retrospective evaluation of two preventative actions. Rather
than comparing two future outcomes (i.e., future hypotheti-
cal reasoning), one must compare an observed outcome of an
action that has already occurred (i.e., the current state of the
world) against a counterfactual outcome that could have hap-
pened in the absence of the action. The evidence for counter-
factual reasoning during the preschool years is mixed. Some
research suggests that children cannot engage in counterfac-
tual reasoning until middle to late childhood (Beck, Robin-
son, Carroll, & Apperly, 2006; Rafetseder, Schwitalla, &
Perner, 2013), while other research claims to have found suc-
cess at age 4 (Guajardo & Turley-Ames, 2004; Harris, Ger-
man, & Mills, 1996; Nyhout & Ganea, 2019). Given these
findings, it is unclear whether children would be able to de-
termine which of two agents was more helpful based on what
might have happened if they hadn’t helped.

Critically however, the complexity of the sentence What
might have happened if they hadn’t helped? reveals a key
challenge in studying the development of counterfactual rea-

soning. Much existing work examining children’s counter-
factual reasoning involves the use of explicit verbal prompts
with a particular grammatical tense: past subjunctive (Kuczaj
& Daly, 1979). Unsurprisingly, counterfactual success corre-
lates with language ability and mastery of the past subjunctive
(Harris, 1997). The linguistic demand of these verbal tasks
raises the possibility that children can spontaneously engage
in such reasoning, especially when they need to use it to solve
a problem (such as a social evaluation) that does not involve
answering a question in the past subjunctive tense.

In the Granny scenario (Fig. 1), answering who was more
helpful requires reasoning about what would have occurred
if the friends had not intervened. Thus, we may be able to
capture early counterfactual reasoning abilities without using
grammatically complex verbal prompts.

Here, we ask whether 3- to 5-year-old children are able to
make relative judgments of others’ helpfulness based on rep-
resentations of unrealized outcomes. Children were presented
with the story of Granny who drops objects (either apples or
empty, crushed cans) onto a table that roll off the table and
appear as if they are about to fall into either a fruit basket or
a trash can, but Granny’s friends, Annie and Susie, catch the
objects before they fall into these receptacles. Children are
then asked whom Granny will thank.

In order to determine whom was more helpful (i.e., who
will receive thanks), children have to reason about what
would have occurred if the friends had not intervened. An-
swering this question relies on counterfactual thinking but the
question itself does not tax children’s linguistic abilities. Fur-
thermore, rather than explicitly signaling the need to reason
counterfactually, this design capitalizes on children’s intuitive
understanding of physics to induce counterfactual thinking
(i.e., the simulation they need to carry out is straightforward
given their understanding of the physical world; Gerstenberg,
Peterson, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2017; Komin-
sky et al., 2019) .

Since children between 3 to 5 years of age exhibit sophis-
ticated causal reasoning (e.g., Gopnik, Sobel, Schulz, & Gly-
mour, 2001; Kushnir & Gopnik, 2005), sensitivity to the help-
fulness of different possible actions (Bridgers et al., 2020;
Martin & Olson, 2013), and mixed success with counterfac-
tual reasoning (Beck et al., 2006; Nyhout & Ganea, 2019).

Experiment 1
In this experiment, we operationalize helpfulness as who is
more likely to receive thanks for their action. This indirect
measure (i.e., rather than asking who was more helpful) has
several advantages: (1) “Who will Granny thank?” is action-
based–arguably simpler and clearer–than helpfulness, which
might change in its meaning over early childhood; (2) Anec-
dotal experience from our prior work indicates that children
are hesitant to judge relative helpfulness of agents especially
when the agents are visually present and neither agent did
something clearly wrong; (3) The thanking event is not nec-
essarily an event children could simulate or predict ahead of
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Experiment 1: Response by trial

Whom will Granny thank?(A)
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Experiment 1: Paired Responses

Whom will Granny thank?(B)

Figure 2: Experiment 1 Results. (A) Proportion of children who predicted Granny would thank the agent who caught the
object that would have fallen into the trash can. (B) Proportion of each possible paired response across conditions; green bar
represents children who answered correctly in both conditions. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

time (at least on the first trial), making it more likely that they
would need to engage in counterfactual reasoning, rather than
future hypothetical reasoning, to appropriately respond.

We predicted that in the apples case, children would pre-
dict that Granny would thank Susie, who caught the apple
over the trash can (because otherwise it would have fallen
into the trash), but in the crushed cans case, that she would
thank Annie, who caught the can over the fruit basket (be-
cause otherwise it would have contaminated the fruit basket).
If children cannot reason about what would have happened if
Susie and Annie had not intervened, then they might predict
that Granny would be equally likely to thank either agent (re-
gardless of the object’s identity) since they both caught an ob-
ject. Alternatively, if children reason forward from the event
of catching the objects or simply associate items with their
appropriate receptacles, they might make the opposite pre-
dictions as those based on counterfactual reasoning. In the
apples case, they might predict that Granny would thank An-
nie because she is holding the apple over the fruit basket and
in the cans case, predict that Granny would thank Susie be-
cause she is holding the crushed can over the trash can.

Methods
Participants Forty-two 3-to-5-year-olds (Meanage(SD) =
57.53(6.97) months; range: 41.26 - 70.29 months; 52% fe-
male) were recruited from Stanford University’s Bing Nurs-
ery School. The design was within-subject; all children par-
ticipated in both conditions: Apples condition and Cans con-
dition (order counterbalanced across participants). An addi-
tional 7 children were recruited but excluded from analysis
due to failing to provide a response (n = 6) and ending the
experiment early (n = 1).

Materials A keynote presentation displayed on a laptop
was used to narrate three different scenarios of Granny drop-

ping sets of objects onto her kitchen table (2 blue-colored
balls, 2 red apples, 2 empty, crushed red cans); the trash
can was always on the left and the fruit basked on the right.
The helpers, “Susie” and “Annie”, were depicted as human
hands holding an object over a receptacle with their names
displayed in text above. Four 8.5in. x 11in. laminated cards
showing Granny thanking either Susie or Annie were also
used.

Procedure The study was conducted in a room separate
from the children’s classrooms. Children sat at a table di-
rectly in front of the laptop. Children were told they were
going to listen to a story, which the experimenter proceeded
to read aloud from the keynote presentation. Children were
first introduced to Granny, her kitchen table (which she stood
behind), her trash can, and her fruit basket.

World building: Training Scenario. The first scenario was
always Granny dropping the two balls. Once dropped, the
balls began to simultaneously roll off the table, and the ex-
perimenter read: “Oh no! The balls are rolling off the table!”.
The ball on the left side of the table rolled off the edge and
disappeared into the trash can. At the same time, the ball on
the right side rolled off and disappeared into the fruit basket.
The experimenter asked children to point to where the balls
were now. Once children responded, the trash can and fruit
basket turned transparent revealing a ball inside each one.
If children only pointed to one receptacle, the experimenter
asked “Where did the other ball go?”. If children did not
point to either receptacle, the experimenter revealed the balls
and noted that one had fallen into the trash can and the other
into the fruit basket. This scenario was designed to help chil-
dren understand that in the world of Granny’s kitchen, objects
roll off the table and fall into the receptacles below as opposed
to onto the ground or elsewhere (i.e., it clarified the physics
of the situation). Regardless of how children responded, they
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were included in the final analysis.
Evaluating the helpfulness of actions: Test Scenarios.

Next, children observed Granny drop two new objects onto
her kitchen table, either apples (Apples condition) or cans
(Cans condition). Once dropped, these objects too proceeded
to roll off the table in tandem, but before they could fall into
the receptacles, Susie and Annie appeared and caught the
objects (Susie’s hand always appeared on the left, catching
the object over the trash can, and Annie’s hand always ap-
peared on the right, catching the object over the fruit basket).
The experimenter narrated: “Susie and Annie catch the ap-
ples/cans”, and explained to children, “This is where I need
your help to figure out what happens next in the story.” The
experimenter took out the two laminated cards corresponding
to the condition and asked, “Will Granny go over to Susie and
say ‘Thank you, Susie!’, or will Granny go over to Annie and
say ‘Thank you, Annie!’? What happens next?” (whether the
Susie or Annie card was described first was counterbalanced
in each condition across participants). (Fig. 1) After children
responded, the experimenter moved onto the next condition.

The card children pointed to was recorded as their choice.
If children did not point, but said a name aloud, then the name
stated was recorded as their choice. If children did not re-
spond, even after additional prompting, the experimenter con-
tinued with the story. Only children who responded in both
conditions, however, were included in analysis.

Results and Discussion
We fit a mixed effects logistic regression predicting chil-
dren’s choice of agent-receptacle pair (“Susie/trash” v. “An-
nie/basket”) with fixed effects of condition (“Apples” v.
“Cans”), age (continuous), and their interaction, as well as a
random intercept for each subject. This analysis revealed that
children were significantly more likely to predict that Granny
would thank Susie (who caught an object over the trash can)
when that object was an apple than when it was an empty,
crushed can (condition: β = −1.625, z = −3.410, p < .001,
see Fig. 2A). There was no main effect of age nor a condition
by age interaction (age: β = −0.133, z = −0.248, p = .804;
condition*age: β = 0.136, z = 0.172, p = .863).

Our main prediction was the condition difference, but we
were also curious whether within each condition children’s
choices would differ from chance; specifically, in the Ap-
ples condition would children be more likely to predict that
Granny would thank Susie who caught the apple above the
trash can than Annie who caught the apple above the fruit
basket and vice versa in the Cans condition. We conducted a
one-tailed Wald test on the intercept of the logistic regression
described above and on the intercept of the same regression
re-fit with the Cans condition dummy coded as the reference
level. Children indeed were significantly more likely to pre-
dict that Granny would thank Susie than Annie in the Ap-
ples condition (64.29% predicted Susie/trash; β = 0.589, z =
1.826, p = .034) but were significantly more likely to predict
Granny would thank Annie than Susie in the Cans condition
(73.81% predicted Annie/basket; β = −1.036, z = −2.952,

p = 0.002). Moreover, children made the correct predic-
tion in both conditions at a level significantly greater than
chance (59.52%; two-tailed Binomial test with 25% chance,
p < .0001, see Fig. 2B).

The only difference across conditions was the identity
of the objects that were falling. This difference, however,
changed which agent performed a more helpful act by pre-
venting a worse (unrealized) outcome. Children’s predictions
of whom Granny would thank varied by object and appro-
priately with the severity of the counterfactual outcome, sug-
gesting that children were sensitive to what would have hap-
pened if the agent had not helped. Encouraged by these initial
results, we decided to preregister a larger-scale replication to
verify their reliability.

Experiment 2: Ongoing Preregistered
Experiment

The sample size, inclusion/exclusion criteria, procedure, hy-
potheses, and analyses for Experiment 2 are preregistered
on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/96m2b).
Our planned sample size is 96 participants (approximately 32
3-year-olds, 32 4-year-olds, and 32 5-year-olds). Here, we
present the preliminary findings.

Methods
Participants Thus far we have recruited 42 children (n
= 15 3-year-olds, n = 23 4-year-olds, n = 4 5-year-olds;
Meanage(SD) = 51.59(6.54) months, range: 38.83 - 62.01
months, 40% female) from Bing Nursery School. An ad-
ditional four participants were recruited but excluded from
analysis due to parental interference (n = 1), ending the ex-
periment early (n = 2), and insisting Granny would thank both
Susie and Annie (n = 1).

Materials We added two new training scenarios. Lami-
nated cards depicting two possible actions Granny could take
within each scenario are also used (i.e., four 8.5in. x 11in.
laminated cards showing Granny watering either the healthy
plant or the thirsty plant, and Granny giving a band-aid to ei-
ther Max or John as described below). The rest of the slides
and the four laminated cards for the test scenarios are the
same as in Experiment 1.

Procedure The procedure is identical to that of Experi-
ment 1 with the following modifications.

New Training Scenarios. First, in order to make the task
more clear, especially for 3-year-olds, we included two train-
ing trials (order counterbalanced across participants) to give
children practice predicting what would happen next in the
story and selecting a card depicting that prediction. In one
training trial, Granny is in her garden where she has a wa-
tering can, a “happy, healthy plant” (on the left), and a “sad,
thirsty plant” (on the right). Granny only has enough water
in her watering can to water one of the plants. Children are
asked to predict which plant Granny will water and to indicate
their choice by pointing to a picture of Granny watering the
healthy plant or a picture of Granny watering the thirsty plant.
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Title Text

Susie Annie

Thank you, Susie!

Title Text

Susie Annie

Thank you, Annie!

Title TextSusie and Annie catch the cans!

Susie Annie

This is where I need your help to figure out what happens next in the story.  
Granny is going to thank one of these friends.

Does Granny go over to Susie and say 
"Thank you, Susie” like in this picture?

Does Granny go over to Annie and say 
"Thank you, Annie” like in this picture?

OR

Figure 3: Experiment 2: Cans Condition. Top image: Susie
and Annie catching the cans (displayed on laptop). Bottom
images: laminated cards to which children can point to indi-
cate whom Granny will thank.

In the other training trial, Granny is in her living room where
her two grandsons, Max (on the left) and John (on the right),
are playing. Granny has a single band-aid and she observes
Max fall and hurt his knee. Children are asked to predict to
whom Granny will give the band-aid by pointing to a picture
of Granny standing next to Max holding the band-aid or a
picture of Granny standing next to John holding the band-aid.

The training trials were designed to involve objects and
agents, like the test trials, but to be unrelated in content to the
test trials. Additionally, the training trials had salient “cor-
rect” responses to guide children’s responses and build their
confidence in making predictions about what would happen
next in the story. We hoped this practice would encourage
them to respond in the more ambiguous test trials and to more
clearly indicate their choice by pointing to a card depicting
the next scene (since some children in Experiment 1 verbally
stated whom Granny would thank while also pointing at a
card showing Granny thanking the opposite person). The rest
of the story proceeds in the same way as Experiment 1 (balls
training trial followed by Apples and Cans test trials).

Modifications to Test Trials. The second modification from
Experiment 1 is how children are prompted to make their pre-
diction about whom Granny will thank. We aimed to clarify
that Granny would only thank one friend (since some children
in Experiment 1 said she would thank both Susie and Annie)
and that children should indicate their prediction by pointing
to the entire card rather than a specific character. Here, after
Susie and Annie are shown catching either the apples or the
cans, the experimenter says: “Okay, this is where I need your
help to figure out what happens next in the story. Granny is
going to thank one of these friends. Does Granny go over to
Susie and say ‘Thank you, Susie’ like in this picture or does
Granny go over to Annie and say, ‘Thank you, Annie’ like in
this picture?” (see Fig. 3).

The third modification is that children are always encour-

aged to point. The picture children point to is recorded as
their choice. If children just say a name aloud but do not point
or if they point to the picture depicting Granny thanking the
opposite character from whom they named, they are excluded
from analysis since the intended response is unclear.

Results and Discussion
Overall, children are succeeding on the new training trials:
90% of children answered correctly on each trial, and this
training appears to support children’s responding on the test
trials: all children have provided a clear response.

The trends observed in the data thus far appear consistent
with the results from Experiment 1. Currently, 59.52% of
children predict that Granny will thank Susie (who catches
objects over the trash) when the object she is catching is an
apple, while 47.6% of children predict Granny will thank
Susie when the object she is catching is an apple. Moreover,
42.86% of children make the correct prediction in both condi-
tions, which is significantly different from chance (two-tailed
Binomial test with 25% chance, p = .011). The current effect
size appears to be smaller than Experiment 1, but nonetheless
promising given that we have fewer participants than Experi-
ment 1 and only have collected 44% of our planned sample.

General Discussion
In this study, we asked children to evaluate the helpfulness
of others’ actions. However, rather than providing explicit
information about the valence of outcomes or actors’ inten-
tions, we provided a scenario that could, in principle, elicit
representations of prevented (and thus unrealized) outcomes.
Successfully answering this question thus required reasoning
about what would have happened if an agent had not helped.

Counterfactual reasoning about what would have happened
is challenging for young children. Here, however, we find
preliminary evidence that 3- to 5-year-olds can determine
which one of two actors was more helpful based on the rel-
ative negativity of the alternative outcomes that they pre-
vented. In addition to identifying which actions will be more
helpful based on the expected consequences for the recipi-
ent (Bridgers et al., 2020; Martin & Olson, 2013), these re-
sults suggest that children can evaluate the helpfulness of ac-
tions that already occurred based on their counterfactual al-
ternatives.

Note that these inferences are quite subtle. Both actors
helped by catching identical objects that have just fallen off a
table, but prevented different outcomes. The relative severity
of the two counterfactual outcomes do differ; an apple falling
into a trash can is indeed worse than an apple falling into
a fruit basket. However, even this worse outcome is by no
means a catastrophe – Granny could just wash off the apple.
Likewise, an empty, crushed can falling into a fruit basket is
worse than it falling into a trash can, but it is not the end of the
world. Despite the subtlety of these scenarios, remarkably,
children were able to infer that Granny would be more likely
to thank the character who prevented the (slightly) worse out-
come.
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In many tasks assessing early counterfactual reasoning, the
question itself draws children’s attention to the past event they
should un-do (e.g., “What would have happened if this block
was not on the machine?”). However, we did not use such
questions (i.e., “What would have happened if Susie had not
caught the apple?”). Thus, to reason counterfactually in our
task, children must spontaneously identify what event should
be undone or altered to initiate the counterfactual simulation
(i.e., the actors’ catching of the apples, rather than Granny’s
dropping of the apples).

One might be left unconvinced, however, whether success
in our task reflects genuine counterfactual reasoning (i.e.,
comparing the helpers’ actions to what would have happened
if they had not acted). Note that the visual scenes–one hand
holding an object over the trash can and the other holding the
same object over the fruit basket–do not provide any cues to
the correct answer. In fact, if children simply simulated for-
ward from that point in the story (instead of engaging in a
counterfactual simulation), they might instead make the op-
posite predictions; they might predict Granny would thank
the person holding the apple over the fruit basket and the per-
son holding the can over the trash can, anticipating that these
people are about to place the object in the receptacle directly
beneath their hands. Likewise, if children were simply as-
sociating objects with their corresponding receptacles, they
would also make the opposite choice than what is consistent
with counterfactual reasoning, because apples go in fruit bas-
kets and empty cans go in trash cans. Finally, children could
not answer by simply recalling prior events, because nowhere
in the the course of the story do children see apples or cans
falling into the trash can or the fruit basket.

However, we note one plausible alternative explanation.
During the practice trials, children observed balls roll off the
edge of the table into the different receptacles. Thus, even
though children never saw the apples or cans actually roll
off the table and fall into the receptacles during the test tri-
als, they might have simulated forward from the moment the
objects began rolling (rather than initiating a counterfactual
simulation when the objects were caught or when asked who
Granny will thank), especially on the second test trial. The
valence of the future hypothetical outcomes of these simula-
tions might have informed children’s inferences about whom
Granny will thank.

These simulated outcomes, like the counterfactual ones,
have different valences, so the agent who prevents the more
negatively valenced outcome is the one whom Granny will
thank. Such future hypothetical reasoning implies sophis-
ticated simulations and the ability to compare two possible
outcomes, but it may fall short of genuine counterfactual rea-
soning that involves going back in time, un-doing an event,
and reasoning about what could have been otherwise.

For this reason, we are cautious to interpret children’s suc-
cess on this task as evidence for genuine counterfactual rea-
soning (versus hypothetical thinking). In fact, controlling
for the possibility of future hypothetical reasoning is a de-

sign challenge for the majority of work examining counter-
factual reasoning and most developmental studies showing
early competence are not free from similar limitations (see
Beck, 2015; McCormack, Ho, Gribben, O’Connor, & Ho-
erl, 2018; Nyhout & Ganea, 2019; Nyhout, Henke, & Ganea,
2017; Rafetseder & Perner, 2018; Weisberg & Gopnik, 2013).

While preliminary, the current results also speak to the
promise of embedding complex reasoning in social situations
where children need to appeal to such reasoning to solve a
problem. We ask children an indirect yet simple question
about whom Granny will thank. This makes it less likely that
children’s failures are due to verbal demands of the task. Note
also that we chose to ask about “thanking” rather than directly
probing helpfulness; although one might wonder whether re-
sults would have been different if we asked “who is more
helpful”, we have no a priori reason to suspect this, and ask-
ing about thanking offered clear methodological advantages.

Here, we focused on how reasoning about the unreal-
ized, negative outcomes of inaction informs evaluations of
the helpfulness of an action. Relatedly, reasoning about pre-
vented (thus unrealized) positive outcomes could inform eval-
uations of the harmfulness of an action. There is evidence
that children’s own experience of regret vs. relief follow dif-
ferent developmental trajectories, and that they struggle to
attribute these emotions to others’ until age 7 (Weisberg &
Beck, 2010). Exploring this broader space will provide addi-
tional insight on the role of unrealized outcomes in children’s
social evaluations.

The causal structure of social interactions is often uncer-
tain and complex. Children’s ability to evaluate the utility
of different actions in the real-world likely will depend on
their ability to represent the full causal structure of these ac-
tions, as well as children’s capacities to consider not just
observed outcomes but multiple unrealized outcomes. In-
deed, even inferring another person’s intention to bring about
an outcome can depend on representing potential alterna-
tive events (Kleiman-Weiner, Gerstenberg, Levine, & Tenen-
baum, 2015). We present initial evidence that children can
discern the relative helpfulness of actions not just from what
actually happened, but also by thinking about the unfulfilled
outcomes the actions prevented. As much as these results
inform our understanding of how children evaluate others’
actions, our experimental paradigm also offers a promising
approach to examining the early development of causal and
counterfactual reasoning in social contexts.
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Abstract 

Remaining committed to a joint goal in the face of many entic-

ing alternatives is challenging. Doing so while cooperating 

with others under uncertainty is even more so. Despite this, 

agents can successfully and robustly use bootstrapping to con-

verge on a joint intention from randomness under the Imagined 

We framework. We demonstrate the power of this model in a 

real-time cooperative hunting task. Additionally, we run a suite 

of model experiments to answer some of the potential chal-

lenges to converging that this model could face under imperfect 

conditions. Specifically, we ask what happens when (1) there 

are increasingly many equivalent choices? (2) I only have an 

approximate model of you? and (3) my perception is noisy? We 

show through a set of model experiments that this framework 

is robust to all three of these manipulations. 

Keywords: Theory of Mind; Bayesian inference; cooperation; 
shared agency  

 

Introduction 

How do you model an intention that lacks a mind? Or rather, 

one that exists — imperfectly — among multiple minds? In-

dividual intentions and their definition have long occupied 

analytic philosophers, generating corresponding computa-

tional models of intentions that address how humans form in-

tentions from beliefs and desires (Bratman, 1987). Despite 

the rich philosophical debate around their form, shared inten-

tions have yet to receive that same rigorous treatment. Here, 

we provide such a formalized computational account of joint 

commitment. Buoyed by this philosophy, we believe our 

model ties together the evolutionary roots of collaboration 

with its modern empirical expressions. Unsurprisingly, creat-

ing such a model requires drawing on a number of different 

fields.  

   To understand the motivation behind this model, it is im-

portant to first discuss Gilbert’s philosophy and her explicit 

definition of shared intentions. In her formulation, cooperat-

ing parties must create a joint commitment in order to share 

their intentions (Gilbert, 1999). They must intend to complete 

a task as a body. Such a commitment is not merely the sum 

of personal intentions to complete a task, but in a sense, a 

subordination of personal intentions to the shared one. This 

allows for partner regulation after shortcomings and requires 

consensus when commitments change. These consequences 

of Gilbert’s formulation provide us with concrete, testable 

predictions that have appeared to varying degrees in empiri-

cal research. 

  In contrast to Gilbert, some philosophers have taken the 

stance that individual agency provides a sufficient framework 

for collaboration (Bratman, 2013). We do not suggest such a 

framework is incompatible with human cognition, but we feel 

Gilbert’s joint commitments offered a more robust structure 

to implement. 

In addition to deep theoretical support from philosophy, 

joint commitments have empirical credence from research in 

developmental psychology. Three phenomena in particular 

emerge in the behavior of young children (<5 years old) while 

engaged in joint commitments which match predictions from 

Gilbert’s philosophy. First, when a partner breaks the com-

mitment, children attempt to re-engage (Gräfenhain, Behne, 

Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009). This indicates cooperation, 

even at an early age, involves reciprocal expectations of and 

obligations toward one’s partner. Joint commitment can be 

thought of as an implicit social contract; thus, it is natural to 

have a mechanism for regulation, ensuring cooperation is ro-

bust. 

Second, when children break the commitment, they 

acknowledge doing so (Gräfenhain, Behne, Carpenter, & To-

masello, 2009). While engaged in an activity with a partner, 

children were more likely to offer some conspicuous sign that 

they were leaving the activity if both partner and child had 

mutually agreed to engage in the activity in the first place. 

This distinguishes merely “doing the same thing” from truly 

sharing agency. 

Third, children continue engaging in tasks until all partners 

are rewarded even when they have already received their 

share (Warneken, Chen, & Tomasello, 2006). To be clear, 

these actions went against the children’s immediate personal 

utility, but when measured jointly, contributed to the utility 

of the group. Again, commitment to the shared intention pre-

dicts that individuals ought to display such behavior.  

While this research in developmental psychology has con-

tributed to the understanding and formalizing of infant minds, 

it has not yet led to computational models of a joint mind as 

we propose in this paper. To our knowledge, no research has 

proposed a formal computational model of shared intentions 

as we do here, though it is important to note that work has 

been done to model multi-agent collaboration, including col-

laborative norm building (Ho et al., 2016). We believe the 

lack of such a model may stem from the perceived illogical 

nature of separate individuals “sharing” a mind.  
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Nonetheless, we suggest that collaborators imagine such a 

joint mind — an analog of Gilbert’s joint commitment — in 

order to engage in collaborative tasks. Research into social 

contracts supports the idea that cooperators view their collab-

oration from a “bird’s eye perspective”, where all individuals 

are reasoned about as a whole (Carpenter, Tomasello, & Stri-

ano, 2005).  By modeling a controller with this perspective, 

what we refer to as the “Imagined We”, we can offer a valid 

structure for shared agency in human collaboration that ad-

dresses the reality that human minds are private. In this paper, 

we formalize that model and present its performance on a col-

lective hunting task.  

Cooperative Hunting Task 

To test our model, we adapt a previously developed non-co-

operative hunting task for use in a cooperative environment 

(Gao, Newman, & Scholl, 2009). This task lies at the border 

between proposed evolutionary demands for cooperation and 

empirical studies of the same, exploring a current gap be-

tween the two. That is, modern empirical studies (such as the 

developmental psychology studies discussed earlier) cannot 

easily create the conditions which theorists propose led to 

early human collaboration. We believe that computational 

modeling allows for better exploration of those conditions 

and that a hunting environment mimics the broad strokes of 

early human collaboration.  

We populate the environment (Fig. 1) with two hunters 

(also referred to as wolves) and at least two hunting targets 

(also referred to as sheep). Wolves aim to successfully catch 

the sheep while sheep aim to avoid the wolves. Agents in the 

environment can take one of nine actions at a given time-step 

{move in any of the four cardinal directions or the four diag-

onal directions or stay in place} in order to achieve their re-

spective goals. The sheep move faster than the wolves, which 

requires wolves to collaborate by persistently chasing a single 

target. However, they have no predetermined target. Instead, 

they must come to a collective decision about which sheep to 

prioritize, which is accomplished using our model of shared 

agency. 

In this task, wolves do not possess a mechanism for ex-

plicit communication. This is motivated by a prominent the-

ory on the evolutionary origins of communication. It is  

 

  
Figure 1: Cooperative Hunting Task. 

 

believed that communication may only emerge in an envi-

ronment where collaboration already exists (Tomasello, 

2010).Otherwise, there is no adaptive advantage for devel-

oping a method of communication. Thus, any viable model 

of collaboration must first succeed in a scenario that lacks 

communication, and we have built our collective hunting 

task on that assumption.  

Task performance is evaluated through achieved rewards. 

The wolves receive a joint reward (+1) upon the successful 

capture of either sheep. Each wolf also incurs a small nega-

tive reward (-0.01) at every time step to encourage faster 

chasing. Accumulated reward at the end of each trial is used 

as a dependent measure of the model’s performance. 

Though outside the aim of this paper, the psychophysics of 

perceiving non-cooperative chasing has been systematically 

studied in the field of perceived animacy (Gao, Newman, & 

Scholl, 2009; Gao, Scholl, & McCarthy, 2012). While we 

only report modeling results of this cooperative chasing task 

here, we are confident that this task can inspire future psy-

chophysics work beyond this model.  

Demos of our task and model can be found at: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7v_qAmAikjzYia

-dL0bPB3FCSerqTyC6 

Bootstrapping Imagined We Framework  

Here, we introduce a precise formulation of our model, in-

cluding its computational foundation and its novel approach 

to shared agency. The primary question our model addresses 

is how shared agency can emerge and be maintained in hu-

man collaboration despite a changing environment and with-

out explicit communication.  

Our shared agency model builds on top of Theory of Mind 

(ToM) for individual agents. First, we explore previous work 

using ToM to model individual action planning and inference. 

Using that as a foundation, we introduce the Imagined We 

super agent in order to accommodate collaboration. This Im-

agined We is a reflection of joint commitment that allows the 

wolves to “espous[e] a goal as a body” (Gilbert, 2013). Of 

course, because this model lacks explicit communication, the 

wolves cannot “speak” to each other to create a single, unified 

version of this agent. Moreover, even agents that could com-

municate would find that signaling inaccuracies prevent them 

from creating that unified super agent instantly.    

Instead, we propose a novel bootstrapping method wherein 

successive inference creates distinct super agents, unique to 

each individual agent, that converge over time to the same 

values. This method creates the Imagined We, which we will 

define more rigorously below. 

Theory of Mind 

The computational foundation of the model builds on ToM 

modeling work. ToM uses social reasoning to characterize 

the mind via a set of mental states — beliefs, desires, and 

intentions. These latent states define the ontology of mind. 

Beliefs are the informational states of the mind, desires are 

the motivational states of the mind, and intentions are the de-

liberative states of the mind (Bratman, 1987). For example, 
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someone walks by a $20 bill on the ground without picking it 

up. This can be explained in terms of your mental states: you 

didn't see it (beliefs), you didn't want it (desires), or you 

wanted it but were already committed to something else and 

didn't have the time to stop (intentions). This enumerative ap-

proach to mental states allows for computational accounts of 

action planning. 

Action planning using ToM follows the “principle of ra-

tionality.” Agents are assumed to plan actions that maximize 

their utility while minimizing their costs, all with respect to 

their underlying mental states. Agents select an action in a 

manner equivalent to sampling their available actions from a 

soft-max function typically used for approximately rational 

decision making, shown in Eq. 1. The parameter β controls 

how rational we believe the agent to be. 
 

𝑃(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑) ∝ 𝑒𝛽E[𝑈(𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑)] (1) 

 

Rationality provides a mechanism for action selection 

given the state of one's own mind, but it also provides observ-

ers a mechanism to reason about a mind given a set of actions. 

The reverse process of action selection, what is known as in-

verse planning, is an observer's Bayesian inference to figure 

out the most likely mind generating a set of observed actions 

in the environment (see Eq. 2). 

 
𝑃(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
∝  𝑃(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑, 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)𝑃(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑|𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)(2) 

 

This ToM inference framework has been successfully used 

to infer physical goals (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009), 

social goals (Ullman et al., 2009), and joint beliefs and de-

sires (Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017) from 

observed actions. Furthermore, inverse planning models have 

also been used to show how children make inferences about 

beliefs and desires to explain a variety of their behavior (Jara-

Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016; Jara-Ettinger, 

Floyd, Huey, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2019). In our model, we 

go beyond existing accounts by using ToM to model a joint 

mind.  

Multi-Agent ToM: Bootstrapping Imagined We 

Let’s presume for a moment that a truly joint mind — rather 

than the Imagined We that we propose — governed shared 

agency. This “We” would be a super agent with its own mind 

containing beliefs, desires, and intentions. Using those men-

tal states, it could rationally control the actions of agents, just 

as a person might rationally control their own hands. Its state 

and action space would simply be the joint state and action 

space produced by concatenating the individual agents’ state 

and action spaces. And assuming the “We” agent governed 

shared agency, the contents of its mental states might be in-

ferred from the actions of the jointly committed agents just as 

they could be inferred for a single agent using ToM. Now, 

understanding that no joint mind actually exists to control 

these agents, let’s consider our proposal, the Imagined We.  

 
Figure 2. Imagined We Representation. 

 

While similar in many ways to a real “We” agent, the Im-

agined We (Fig. 2) presents a unique distinction from stand-

ard ToM modeling. The Imagined We is, indeed, imagined. 

In reality, there is no shared mind to infer. Instead, each col-

laborating agent infers its own version of the Imagined We 

from its actions and its partner’s actions in the shared envi-

ronment. The Imagined We exists only as an inferred distri-

bution of mental states that is unique to each collaborating 

agent.  

Since there is no ground truth of “We” to infer, all agents 

can only reach agreement through bootstrapping (Fig. 3), 

agreement being achieved when the mental states of each 

agent’s Imagined We align with the other agent’s. Essentially, 

this is the process of determining what “We” want to do by 

looking at what “We” have done. We model the convergence 

of the Imagined We with three steps of computation. The Im-

agined We is designed to generically handle different types 

of uncertainty in latent mental states; however, in this collec-

tive hunting task, we only face uncertainty in joint intentions: 

which sheep is the joint goal.  

 

 
Figure 3. Bootstrapping Imagined We. The “IW” nodes rep-

resent the unique inferred distributions of mental states for 

each agent’s Imagined We. The “a” nodes are the actions 

chosen given those inferred distributions, with the solid 

nodes being the actions each agent will actually take and the 

dashed nodes being the expected actions of each agent’s 

partner. These actions are then observed by both agents and 

are used by each agent to update its Imagined We for the 

next time step. 
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(1) Goal Sampling: Each agent simply samples one sheep 

from its own goal distribution to pursue as the goal. This 

sheep becomes its target, and the agent proceeds by expecting 

the other agent will target the same sheep. 

 

 

𝐼𝑥𝑡  ~ 𝑃(𝐼𝑊𝑥𝑡) (3) 

 

(2) Planning: Given a goal, each agent forms a plan of how 

all agents should pursue that goal rationally. The output of 

this planning process includes its own action to take, as well 

as an expectation of other agents’ actions. This is essentially 

a centralized planning process. 

We implemented this rational planning by combining on-

line model-based simulation and off-line deep-reinforcement 

training, a framework inspired by Alpha-zero (Silver et al., 

2018). Known as Monte Carlo Tree Search, the model-based 

simulation involves agents making predictions several time-

steps in the future given their knowledge of the other agents’ 

intentions. At every time step, the agent balances choosing 

actions it currently believes are the most rewarding and 

choosing actions that have gone unexplored. In the figure de-

picting this simulation (Fig. 4), Combining this simulation 

with the offline learning produces a policy as output, defining 

the probability of joint actions conditioning on the current 

state 𝜋(𝑆1𝑡,2𝑡,𝐼𝑥𝑡𝑡).   

Importantly, this rational planning phase does not imply 

human cognition necessarily uses the simulation and off-pol-

icy learning we utilize here. Rather, we assert that humans 

generally make ration plans, and in order to justify the ra-

tional inference of step 3, we ensure the agents act rationally 

with the planning engine described. 

(3) Inference: After taking one’s own action based on the 

policy determined in the planning phase, each agent observes 

the actions actually taken by other agents. This enables a  

 

 
Figure 4: Model-based Simulation. Two wolves (big red cir-

cles) pursuing a single sheep (big green circles) at single 

time step. The model simulates multiple futures, going sev-

eral steps into each. Smaller red and green circles indicate 

possible future locations for the agents. The line thickness 

and circle shade indicate how often a given action has been 

taken in simulation. The best action is the one taken most 

frequently. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Convergence of Imagined We. The wolves (in red) 

initially infer that both sheep (in grey-green) are equally 

likely to be their joint goal. The exact shade of each sheep 

along the grey-green gradient represents how likely both 

wolves are to believe that a given sheep is that joint goal. In 

each successive time step, the wolves converge on the lower 

sheep, with this convergence visible in the shade change of 

that sheep as well as in the movements of the wolves  

 

Bayesian ToM inference process: conditioning on the ob-

served actions, each wolf computes the posterior probability 

of a given sheep being their joint goal.  

 

𝑃(𝐼𝑊𝑥(𝑡+1)|𝐼𝑊𝑥𝑡 , 𝐴1𝑡, 2𝑡)

∝  𝑃(𝐼𝑊𝑥𝑡)𝑃(𝐴1𝑡, 2𝑡|𝐼𝑊𝑥𝑡)                     (4) 

 

After updating the posterior of the Imagined We mind, 

each agent goes back to step (1), sampling a new goal and 

repeating the process. In Figure 5, we show the repeated im-

plementation of these 3 computational steps as the Imagined 

We minds converge on one sheep as the chosen goal. 

 

Modeling Experiments 

Overview 

Bootstrapping an Imagined We is potentially noisy and faces 

the challenge of convergence, particularly under imperfect 

conditions and high uncertainty. Here we report three model-

ing experiments, each challenging the robustness of the Im-

agined We model in a distinctive way that is inspired by hu-

man collaborative challenges. With these tests, we hope to 

demonstrate both the robustness of this model computation-

ally and the validity of the Imagined We as a potential expla-

nation of shared agency. Due to the stochastic nature of the 

simulations, we use accumulated reward as a dependent of 

performance.  

Expt. 1: Multiple Alternative Targets 

Human collaboration often involves a choice between pursu-

ing multiple equivalent goals. Our first test introduces an in-

creasing number of alternative targets for the wolves to assess 

the model’s performance ability to handle this common real- 
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Figure 6: Results of Experiment 1. 

 

world scenario. Presumably, with an increasing number of 

sheep, the two wolves might experience greater difficulty in 

choosing which sheep to pursue persistently.  

We tested how well wolves were able to cooperate using 

joint commitment in the presence of 2, 4, and 8 equivalent 

goals, with 200 trials for each condition. 

 

Results The performance for each set size condition is de-

picted in Figure 6. The number of alternative targets is not 

significant (F(2, 597) = 0.466, p = 0.628). These results re-

veal that, even in the presence of increasingly many equiva-

lent options, the Imagined We Model achieves effective co-

operative chasing. The agents converge, reaching a consen-

sus through inference about We. 

Expt. 2: Model Precision  

Another common problem for collaboration stems from im-

precise models of other agents. Collaborators do not always 

know the exact capabilities of their partners. Here we manip-

ulate the precision of each agent’s representation of the other 

agent’s action space. 

While each agent’s own action is still selected from a set 

of 9, here they use simplified models of the other agent with 

a smaller action space. A nearest neighbor approach is 

adopted to map the real action to the action perceived by the 

other agent. The set size of the perceived action space is se-

lected from 2, 3, 5, and 9 with 200 trials in each condition.  

 

𝐴𝑥𝑡 =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝐴𝑥𝑡 − ‖2    ∈ ′ (5) 

 

 
Figure 7: Results of Experiment 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Results of Experiment 3. 

 

Results Performance as a function of perceived action preci-

sion is shown in Figure 7. One-way ANOVA results reveal a 

significant main effect of action space size (F(3, 796) = 62.91, 

p < .001). Specifically, the accumulated rewards collected by 

the agents in the 5 and 9 action space conditions are signifi-

cantly higher than in the 3 action space condition (t(398) = 

7.297, p < 0.001; t(398) = 6.320, p < 0.001), which is signif-

icantly higher than in the 2 action space condition (t(398) = 

4.233, p < 0.001).  

These results revealed that the Imagined We does not re-

quire a perfectly precise model of other agents in order to 

converge on a shared target. Cutting the perceived action 

space nearly in half does not impact performance. However, 

more simplified action representations with fewer than 5 ac-

tions do significantly reduce the model’s performance.  

Expt. 3: Noisy Action Perception 

Finally, we test the robustness of the Imagined We by intro-

ducing random noise in the agent’s perception. This condition 

mimics human perceptual errors, which are another source of 

complications in collaborative action. A Gaussian noise is 

added to each agent’s perception of the others’ actions. 

Across trials, the variance of the Gaussian noise is selected 

from 0.1, 40, 80, and 1000, with 200 trials in each condition.   

 

𝐴𝑥𝑡  ~ 𝑁 (𝐴𝑥𝑡 , ( ) ) (6) 

 

 

Results Model performance as a function of perception noise 

is shown in Figure 8. One-way ANOVA results reveal a sig-

nificant main effect (F(3, 796) = 96.034 , p < .001). Specifi-

cally, the accumulated rewards collected by the agents in the 

0.1, 40, 80 noise condition are significantly higher than than 

in the 1000 noise condition (t(398) = 12.822, p < 0.001; t(398) 

= 11.895, p < 0.001, t(398) = 13.401 , p < 0.001). These re-

sults demonstrate that the Imagined We can tolerate a mod-

erate amount of perceptual noise and only suffers only with a 

large amount of noise.  

Conclusion 

Inspired by philosophical and developmental studies of 

shared agency, we develop an Imagined We model and test it 
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in a multi-agent cooperative hunting task. The most important 

discovery is that it consistently converges under a variety of 

conditions, as the wolves iteratively come to an agreement on 

which sheep to jointly pursue. This model is relatively robust, 

performing well with a large number of potential targets, a 

reduced perceived action space, and a moderate amount of 

perceptual noise. Our study illustrates the rich potential of 

modeling human-like cooperative intelligence based on in-

sights from developmental studies and analytic philosophy.  

One additional finding concerns the lack of explicit com-

munication in our model. In the designed task, agents had no 

method of communication other than the communication im-

plicit within their movements. The model’s success despite 

this fact emphasizes one of our underlying assumptions - that 

models of collaboration ought to be possible without commu-

nication. This lends further credence to the idea that collabo-

ration predates communication from an evolutionary per-

spective by demonstrating that, at a minimum, collaboration 

in this multi-agent model can exist without communication.  

Finally, though we chose to draw inspiration for the tech-

nical aspects of our model from the philosophy of Margaret 

Gilbert, there are other theories on shared agency. One prom-

inent theory stems from the work of Bratman (2013), who 

uses an existing single agent framework to explain human 

collaboration at the small scale. Though the developmental 

psychology research we cited earlier supports human collab-

oration through the lens of a super agent (a la the theories of 

Gilbert), we believe future research should explore alterna-

tive computational accounts of theories on cooperation as 

other candidates to explain human cognition during collabo-

ration. 
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Abstract 

Barsalou (1999) presented a simulation-based theory of 
grounded cognition called Perceptual Symbol Systems. 
According to this theory, a fully functional conceptual system 
can be implemented using only modal representations (aka 
perceptual symbols) and simulations. While the theory has 
gained considerable neuroscientific and experimental support, 
there is an urgent need for computational accounts that flesh 
out the theory. The current paper explores one approach for 
implementing these computational foundations. We present an 
implementation of perceptual symbols, simulators, simulation-
based perception, and “conscious” multi-modal perceptual 
learning based on generative neural networks, called 
𝛽-variational autoencoders, combined with LIDA, a 
biologically-inspired cognitive architecture. We show that our 
implementation satisfies many of the properties attributed to 
perceptual symbol systems, and provides a solid foundation for 
future computational work in perception, categorization, and 
simulation-based cognition. 

Keywords: perceptual symbol systems; multi-modal 
perception; mental simulation; LIDA; unsupervised machine 
learning 

Introduction 

Barsalou (1999) argued that “cognition is inherently 

perceptual,” using similar mental representations and 

processes as perception. He demonstrated that a “fully 

functional conceptual system” could, in theory, be 

implemented using modal representations (representations 

grounded1 in sensory and motor systems) and modal 

simulations (the reenactment of previously learned 

perceptual and motor states). He referred to the resulting 

architecture as a perceptual symbol system (PSS). 

Barsalou’s approach relies heavily on generative processes 

called simulators that collectively form the basis of an 

individual’s conceptual system. “A concept is equivalent to a 

simulator” according to Barsalou’s theory, and once 

individuals can simulate an object, entity, or event accurately 

and reliably, they can be said to “understand” it. Based on 

this, Barsalou concluded that “the primary goal of human 

learning is to establish simulators.”  

While there is a growing body of neuroscientific and 

experimental support for PSSs, computational mechanisms 

are needed to further validate the theory. Barsalou (2009) 

stated, “Perhaps the most pressing issue surrounding this area 

of work is the lack of well-specified computational accounts. 

Our understanding of simulators, simulations, situated 

conceptualizations and pattern completion inference would 

 
1 See (Harnad, 1990) for more information on the meaning of 

“grounding” and “the symbol grounding problem.” 

be much deeper if computational accounts specified the 

underlying mechanisms.”  

The goal of this paper is to explore one approach for 

implementing the computational foundations of a PSS. The 

present work focuses on perceptual symbols, simulators, 

simulation-based perception, and “conscious” multi-modal 

perceptual learning. Our implementation combines 

generative neural networks, called 𝛽-variational 

autoencoders (Higgins, et al., 2017), with LIDA (Franklin, et 

al., 2016), a biologically-inspired cognitive architecture. We 

will argue that our approach satisfies many of the properties 

attributed to perceptual symbol systems, and provides a solid 

foundation for future work in perception, categorization, and 

simulation-based cognition. We believe that continued 

research in this direction will lead to theoretical advances in 

both PSSs and LIDA, and may inspire similar approaches in 

other cognitive architectures and computational frameworks. 

Background 

In this section, we review the core components of a 

perceptual symbol system, as outlined in Barsalou (1999), 

namely, perceptual symbols, simulators, and simulations. We 

will also provide a brief introduction to LIDA and variational 

autoencoders (VAEs). 

Perceptual Symbols 

Barsalou (1999) argued that the patterns of activation 

occurring in sensory and motor systems during perception 

and action can be learned into long-term memory, albeit in a 

partial and attenuated form. If later recalled (i.e., reactivated), 

these perceptual representations, which he called perceptual 

symbols, can signify entities, objects, and events in the world. 

Perceptual symbols are (1) modal, grounded in modality-

specific sensory and motor representations, (2) analogical, 

sharing properties with, and likely bearing some structural 

resemblance to, their originating perceptual states, (3) not 

complete recordings of perceptual states, reflecting only 

their most salient or important aspects, (4) dynamic (i.e., 

their reactivations are sensitive to differences in context and 

changes in nearby regions of long-term memory resulting in 

variable reconstructions), and (5) componential, 

representing a conjunction of independently activatable 

feature dimensions (e.g., shape, orientation, and color). 
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Simulators and Simulations 

Perceptual symbols become integrated into simulators, which 

construct simulations of their associated concepts. Simulators 

encompass “the knowledge and accompanying processes that 

allow an individual to represent some kind of entity or event 

adequately” (Barsalou, 1999). An individual can be said to 

“understand” a concept once a simulator is learned that can 

adequately simulate that concept. Simulations are typically 

preconscious2 representations that are referred to as mental 

images if/when they become conscious. 

LIDA 

Learning Intelligent Decision3 Agent (LIDA) (see Franklin et 

al., 2016) is a biologically-inspired cognitive architecture that 

provides a comprehensive theory and model of minds (both 

biological and artificial). LIDA also implements, and fleshes 

out, many psychological theories, including the Global 

Workspace Theory (GWT) of consciousness (Baars, 1988), 

making it ideal for the modeling of “preconscious 

simulations” and “conscious mental imagery.” 

Cognition occurs in LIDA over a series of cognitive cycles, 

where “cognition” in this context refers loosely to the sum 

total of an agent’s mental activities, including, but not limited 

to, perception, long-term memory recall, situational 

understanding, attention, and action selection and execution. 

Each cognitive cycle can be conceptually divided into three 

phases: understanding, attention, and “action and learning.” 

During the understanding phase, modality-specific 

sensory stimuli (from the environment via an agent’s sensors) 

are encoded into the activation of low-level features in 

Sensory Memory (SM). These, in turn, activate object, entity, 

and event representations in Perceptual Associative Memory 

(PAM). Sufficiently activated representations in PAM are 

instantiated as “percepts” in the preconscious workspace (p-

Workspace). Content in the p-Workspace can also “cue” 

long-term memory (that is, activate long-term memory 

representations via associative links) causing their 

instantiation and integration into the p-Workspace. 

Specialized processors called structure building codelets 

(SBCs) monitor the content in the p-Workspace, and may 

 
2 We follow the Franklin et al. (2016) convention of using the term 

“preconscious” (instead of unconscious) to denote non-conscious 

representations that have the potential to become conscious.  

construct complex representations that facilitate an agent’s 

current situational understanding.  

During the attention phase, other specialized processors 

called attention codelets (ACs) advocate for the salience of 

preconscious content in the p-Workspace. Based on their 

individual concerns (for example, situational or goal 

relevance, novelty, surprise, etc.), ACs identify preconscious 

content of interest to them, and collaborate with other “like-

minded” ACs (i.e., those that are also interested in the same, 

or related, content) to form coalitions. Coalitions compete in 

the Global Workspace (GW), and the winning coalition’s 

content is included in the global “conscious” broadcast. The 

content contained in the global broadcast is received by all 

LIDA modules, initiating the “action and learning” phase.  

During the action and learning phase, module-specific 

learning mechanisms can create, or update, representations 

stored in each module. All “significant learning” in LIDA is 

mediated by the global broadcast, proceeding only from 

“conscious” content. This position is a direct consequence of 

LIDA’s commitment to the Conscious Learning Hypothesis 

from GWT. (For brevity, we omit a summary of the action-

related portions of the “action and learning phase,” as it is not 

needed to understand the partial implementation of LIDA 

presented in this paper.) 

Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) 

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma & Welling, 2014) 

are connectionist (neural network) architectures composed of 

a recognition network and a generative network (see Figure 

1). Data are fed into the recognition network, which learns to 

generate probability distributions (e.g., Gaussians) that 

(hopefully) characterize the most important features of those 

data. Latent vectors are then sampled from these probability 

distributions and fed into the generative network, which 

learns to construct likenesses of the original inputs from the 

latent vectors. 

VAEs learn by unsupervised learning, that is, from 

unlabeled data such as images, sounds, or other forms of 

uncategorized sensory stimuli. They achieve this (in part) by 

attempting to minimize discrepancies between the 

recognition network’s inputs and the generative network’s 

attempted reconstructions of those inputs (i.e., its 

3 For historical reasons, this word was previously “distribution.” It 

was later changed. 

Figure 1: Depiction of a variational autoencoder (VAE). 
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reconstruction error). 𝛽-VAEs (Higgins, et al., 2017) 

augment the standard VAE loss function with a penalty 

coefficient (𝛽) that encourages disentangled latent 

representations, but are otherwise identical to “vanilla” 

VAEs. Unlike the “entangled” representations that are 

typically learned by standard VAEs, disentangled 

representations can be decomposed into subcomponents that 

represent distinct generative features (e.g., brightness, 

position, and size). These subcomponents can be manipulated 

to selectively control aspects of the generative process. 

General Approach and Implementation 

In this section, we describe our “proof-of-concept” 

computational implementations of perceptual symbols, 

simulators, and “conscious” multi-modal perceptual learning. 

Our approach is based on a partial implementation of the 

LIDA cognitive model (see Figure 2) focused on the 

understanding phase of LIDA’s cognitive cycle. We use 

𝛽-VAEs to implement Sensory Memory (SM) and 

“simulator” structure-building codelets (SBCs). We 

implement Perceptual Associative Memory (PAM) as a 

content-addressable “activation graph” that exhibits simple 

perceptual priming and typicality effects (based on the 

frequency, recency, and overall “strength” of “conscious” 

experiences). Perceptual symbols are implemented as 

subgraphs of this activation graph. All learning is limited to 

“conscious” content in accordance with the Conscious 

Learning Hypothesis. 

In the subsections that follow, we first detail our 

implementations of relevant LIDA modules and processes, 

perceptual symbols, and simulators. We then describe how 

these interact to implement bottom-up perception and 

“conscious” multi-modal perceptual learning. 

Component Implementations 

Sensory Memory (SM) We implement SM using a set of 

modality-specific 𝛽-VAE recognition networks—one per 

sensory modality (see Figure 3). Incoming sensory stimuli 

initiate their feed-forward activation, resulting in the 

generation of modal probability distributions. These 

probability distributions are represented as vectors of means 

(𝜇) and std. deviations (�⃗�) that are approximately Gaussian 

after “enough training.” Modal probability distributions are 

the basis for several key capabilities including the activation 

of modal representations in PAM and simulation. 

 

Perceptual Associative Memory (PAM) We implement 

PAM using a directed, hierarchical, “activation graph.” Each 

node in our graph has two parameters: a current activation 

(representing its current situational relevance) and a base-

 
4 A primitive feature detector can be (and frequently is) associated 

with multiple non-primitive feature detectors. 

level activation (representing its historical frequency, 

recency, and “strength” in “conscious” broadcasts). We refer 

to the sum of the current and base-level activations simply as 

a node’s activation. Activation can propagate between nodes 

over directed links, resulting in increased current activation 

in the targeted nodes. 

We differentiate between two types of PAM nodes: 

primitive and non-primitive feature detectors. Primitive 

feature detectors receive activation exclusively from SM, 

whereas non-primitive feature detectors can receive 

activation from representations in both SM and PAM. Each 

primitive feature detector, in our implementation, is 

associated with a modality indicator and a modal probability 

distribution. Non-primitive feature detectors, on the other 

hand, have neither of these attributes, as they are (typically) 

multi-modal, and receive all of their current activation from 

other PAM nodes over directed activation links. 

  

Perceptual Symbols We implement perceptual symbols as 

the combination of a uniquely-assigned, non-primitive 

feature detector (representing some, potentially multi-modal, 

perceptual experience) combined with a set of modality-

specific, primitive feature detectors connected to it over 

directed links. SM can activate these primitive feature 

detectors (e.g., during bottom-up perception), and part of this 

activation can then propagate to linked, non-primitive feature 

detector(s)4. If, as a result, the activation of a non-primitive 

feature detector becomes greater than an instantiation 

threshold, the entire perceptual symbol is instantiated into 

LIDA’s p-Workspace as part of a percept. We implement this 

instantiation operation as the insertion of a reference5 to the 

perceptual symbol in the p-Workspace.

5 We use references (not copies), so that perceptual symbols and 

their instantiations can share the same parameter values. 

Figure 2: Our (partial) implementation of the LIDA 

cognitive model focused on the understanding phase. 

Relevant LIDA modules and processes are depicted, as well 

as mental representations, such as perceptual symbols 

(abbreviated as “p. symbols”). 
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Simulators and Simulation Barsalou (1999) defined 

simulators as the combination of knowledge, and generative 

processes that use that knowledge, to construct simulations. 

For our proof-of-concept implementation, these are 

implemented as perceptual symbols and “simulator” SBCs, 

respectively. Future work will extend our knowledge 

representations to more complex “conceptual” 

representations, such as frames (see Barsalou, 1999). 

Our simulator SBC is composed of a stochastic “sampler” 

and a set of modality-specific generative networks. The 

sampler generates a latent vector from each modal probability 

distribution associated with a perceptual symbol, which then 

activates the generative networks creating a set of modal 

simulations. The SBC associates these simulations with their 

corresponding perceptual symbol in the p-Workspace. 

 

Attention Our attentional processes consist of two ACs and 

a coalition-forming process. The first AC selects perceptual 

symbols based on their activation, and the second their 

reconstruction error6. A high reconstruction error indicates 

that an agent lacks the experience to adequately simulate an 

object, entity, or event, and can be interpreted as an indication 

of “surprise.”  

Whenever both ACs advocate for the same perceptual 

symbol, our coalition-forming process creates a single 

coalition containing that perceptual symbol and adds it to the 

GW; otherwise, two (competing) coalitions are added. When 

a competition is “triggered” in the GW, content from the 

coalition with the highest activation is included in the global 

 
6 The reconstruction error can only be calculated after the simulator 

SBC has constructed modal simulations for a perceptual symbol; as 

a result, our ACs are constrained to select from the subset of 

(conscious) broadcast. In the LIDA conceptual model, a 

coalition’s activation can be based on many factors (see 

Franklin et al., 2016); however, for our simple 

implementation, we base it solely on the activations of the 

selected perceptual symbols and the magnitudes of their 

associated reconstruction errors. 

 

Activation Decay and Structural Pruning Decay is applied 

to the current and base-level activations of PAM nodes 

following each conscious broadcast, with current activations 

decaying much more rapidly than base-level activations. 

Perceptual symbols are pruned from PAM’s activation graph 

if their base-level activations are less than the PAM removal 

threshold. References to perceptual symbols are removed 

from the p-Workspace when their activation crosses below 

the instantiation threshold. 

 

Perception (Bottom-Up) 

We define bottom-up perception (see Figure 3) as a feed-

forward process that begins with the arrival of sensory stimuli 

in SM and ends with a global (conscious) broadcast. Each 

step of this process is described below.  

 

(1) Bottom-up perception begins when sensory stimuli 

activate SM’s modality-specific 𝛽-VAE recognition 

networks, resulting in the generation of modal 

probability distributions.  

perceptual symbols in the p-Workspace which have associated 

modal simulations.  

Figure 3: Bottom-up perception. Modality-specific recognition networks (in SM) generate modal 

probability distributions, which activate primitive feature detectors (in PAM). Activation spreads through 

PAM’s activation graph over directed links, activating perceptual symbols. If they receive enough 

activation, perceptual symbols are instantiated into the p-Workspace. 
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(2) SM updates the current activation of primitive feature 

detectors (in PAM) based on their cosine similarity with 

the probability distributions generated in step (1). 

(3) In parallel to step 2, SM’s probability distributions are 

encapsulated in new nodes that are sent to the p-

Workspace along with the multi-modal sensory inputs 

that generated them. 

(4) Base-level and current activations combine (in PAM) to 

determine the activation of each primitive feature 

detector. Activation propagates over directed links to 

connected non-primitive feature detectors associated 

with perceptual symbols. Perceptual symbols with 

activations over the instantiation threshold are 

instantiated into the p-Workspace. 

(5) A simulator SBC continually scans the p-Workspace 

looking for perceptual symbols without associated 

simulations. For each such perceptual symbol, the 

simulator SBC constructs a set of modal simulations, 

which it associates with the perceptual symbol. 

(6) ACs scan the p-Workspace looking for perceptual 

symbols with associated simulations, and selects from 

among these based on their own interests (e.g., activation 

or reconstruction error). Selected perceptual symbols are 

sent to the coalition forming process, which constructs 

coalition(s) and sends them to the GW. 

(7) The GW conducts an activation-based, winner-take-all 

competition among the coalitions, and globally 

broadcasts the winning coalition’s content. 

“Conscious” Perceptual Learning 

Learning Perceptual Symbols New perceptual symbols are 

constructed by an SBC in the p-Workspace. This SBC scans 

the p-Workspace for groups of unattached modal nodes from 

SM (created during step (3) of the bottom-up perceptual 

process described earlier). If found, the SBC creates a new 

node that will function as the perceptual symbol’s non-

primitive feature detector, and directed links to it from each 

unattached modal node in a group. These nodes will later 

function as primitive feature detectors. The originating multi-

modal sensory stimuli (i.e., the inputs to the SM recognition 

networks) are also associated with this new structure. If/when 

this “proto-perceptual symbol” is attended to by ACs and 

consciously broadcast to PAM, it will be learned into PAM 

as a new perceptual symbol. 

 

Updating Base-Level Activation When PAM receives a 

“conscious” broadcast, it increases the base-level activation 

of each node in its activation graph that was present in the 

broadcast. The magnitude of this increase is based on the 

“strength” of the conscious broadcast (i.e., the activation of 

the winning coalition). 

 

 
7 This follows from the fact that our SM representations are only 

(directly) used to (1) activate modality-specific primitive feature 

detectors in PAM and (2) construct unimodal simulations. And, that 

multi-modal representations (e.g., perceptual symbols) are only 

constructed via their association. 

Updating 𝛽-VAE Parameters Following the “conscious” 

broadcast of a perceptual symbol, the recognition and 

generative networks are updated based on the 𝛽-VAE loss 

using stochastic gradient descent. The calculation of the loss 

function requires the original stimuli, their corresponding 

simulations, and the modal probability distributions 

associated with that perceptual symbol. 

Evaluation 

The viability of our approach depends on whether our SM 

representations (i.e., modal probability distributions) have 

several properties. First, the (cosine) similarity between two 

SM representations must serve as a reliable proxy for the 

degree of resemblance between their corresponding sensory 

stimuli. We refer to this as the property of analogical 

representations. Second, our SM representations must 

capture enough information about their originating sensory 

stimuli to enable the construction of simulations that 

“sufficiently” resemble those stimuli. We refer to this as the 

sufficiency of generative representations. 

In the remainder of this section, we describe a series of 

experiments that demonstrate the feasibility of learning SM 

representations (and, by extension, perceptual symbols) that 

satisfy these properties. For brevity, we focus on a single 

sensory modality; however, the same approach can be easily 

extended to multiple modalities by confirming these 

properties independently7 for each modality. 

Experimental Setup 

We trained a 𝛽-VAE with a convolutional architecture (see 

Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012) on Fashion MNIST 

(Xiao, Rasul, & Vollgraf, 2017)—a well-known data set 

containing 70, 000 grayscale images (28 × 28 pixels each) 

from ten different categories of “fashion products.” Training 

consisted of five training epochs8 over the data set’s 60,000 

“training” images. Our 𝛽-VAE had 538,529 parameters (i.e., 

weights and biases), our latent vectors (𝑧) had 128 

dimensions, and we used a 𝛽 value of 1.2. We calculated the 

cosine similarity (𝛿) for two probability distributions over 

their means (𝜇), and the current activation (𝛼𝑐) using the 

sigmoidal function 

 

𝛼𝑐(𝛿) =
1

1 + 𝑒(−15𝛿+10)
    . 

 

All demonstrations that follow are based on the data set’s 

10,000 “test” images, which were unseen during training. 

Analogical Representations 

We randomly selected 250 images (25 per object class) and 

generated their modal probability distributions by feed-

8 5 epochs of training took approximately 20 seconds on a single 

mid-range GPU. Additional epochs yielded only modest 

improvements, and were deemed unnecessary for the present 

demonstrations. 
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forward activation of the 𝛽-VAE's recognition network. 𝑎𝑐 

was calculated for each pair of probability distributions, 

resulting in a 250 × 250 matrix, which we plotted as a 

heatmap (see Figure 4, Left) with rows/columns sorted by 

object class. We found that 𝛼𝑐 was much higher (on average) 

for stimuli/exemplar pairs of the same class. The exemplars 

receiving the highest 𝛼𝑐 were from the same class as the 

stimuli in over 70% of cases (see Figure 4, Right for 

examples). Inter-class activation generally occurred as the 

result of confusion between highly similar object classes 

(e.g., object classes 0, 2, 4, and 6, which represented “t-

shirts,” “pullovers,” “coats,” and “shirts,” respectively). 

These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that our 

implementation satisfies the property of analogical 

representations. 

  

Sufficiency of Generative Representations 

We will claim that our implementation has learned generative 

representations that suffice if they allow the creation of modal 

simulations that are recognizable by the implementation. In 

other words, if we generate a simulation for a shirt, shoe, or 

bag, we want the system’s perceptual processes to reactivate 

perceptual symbols for shirt-like, shoe-like, and bag-like 

objects, respectively. This criterion is very different from the 

usual focus in the machine learning community that typically 

rates generative quality in terms of human judgments. From 

our perspective, the simulations may look like random noise 

to a human, so long as they activate perceptual 

representations if and only if they “sufficiently resemble” 

those simulations. 

To demonstrate that our implementation possesses this 

property, we generated modal simulations for the same 

randomly selected images, and used these to activate the 

𝛽-VAEs recognition network as if they were incoming 

sensory stimuli, generating modal probability distributions, 

and calculated the pairwise 𝑎𝑐 as before. The resulting 𝛼𝑐 

heatmap (not shown) looked very similar to the heatmap 

shown in Figure 4 (Left) with only slightly more inter-class 

noise. This strongly suggests that our recognition networks 

recognize the “gist” of the objects depicted in modal 

simulations. 

Related Work 

While there have been numerous attempts at implementing 

portions of a PSS, few have attempted to systematically build 

a PSS from the ground up based on first principles. Many 

implementations attempt to address topics of high theoretical 

interest, such as abstract concepts and language, without a 

firm implementation of PSS’s basic components. While these 

are worthwhile pursuits, we believe they are premature. We 

briefly survey a few noteworthy attempts at more general 

PSS, and simulation-based, implementations, and contrast 

them with our approach. 

Joyce, Richards, Cangelosi, and Coventry (2003) 

implemented a connectionist, computational model based on 

a recurrent neural network architecture that they call the 

Connectionist Perceptual Symbol System Network (CPSSN), 

and they applied it to labelled video sequences. The authors 

claimed that CPSSN is a mechanism for implementing 

perceptual symbols, and that it contains “categorical 

information summarising the event/episode.” A major 

drawback of this, and most other purely connectionist 

approaches, is that the representations tend to be buried 

within the network’s hidden units, limiting their ability to 

support compositionality and other cognitive processes. 

Perlovsky and Illin (2012) argued that computational 

accounts of PSS require new mathematical frameworks that 

are “different from traditional artificial intelligence, pattern 

recognition, or connectionist methods,” and they propose the 

use of Dynamic Logic (DL) for that purpose. They 

experimentally show that DL can implement object/situation 

representations and recognition, and may be capable of 

supporting multiple modalities; however, the connections 

between DL’s operations and PSS are somewhat speculative, 

and would benefit from additional (property-based) analysis. 

It’s also not clear whether DL will be able to model all of 

PSS’s components, as the authors’ hope.  

Shanahan (2006) proposed a cognitive architecture that 

implements internal simulations, analogical representations 

Figure 4: Current activations (𝛼𝑐) for 250 randomly selected images (25 per object class). A heatmap (left) 

depicts the 𝛼𝑐 for each pair of images. Example stimuli and their most activated exemplars are also shown. 
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via “topographically organized maps of neurons,” and 

portions of GWT. While he didn’t intend his architecture to 

be an implementation of a PSS, it’s one of the few simulation-

based cognitive architectures, and well worth mentioning. 

Shanahan’s architecture combines a low-level, reactive, 

behavioral system with a higher-level, predictive system that 

“simulates” action outcomes. These simulations can elicit 

affective responses (i.e., “feelings”) and guide action 

selection. Unlike the simulations in our implementation, 

Shanahan’s do not seem to support conceptual 

representations or operations. Instead, they function similarly 

to models in model-based reinforcement learning that are 

used for “state-space planning” (Sutton & Barto, 2018). 

Previous work on LIDA has explored symbol grounding 

using modular composite representation (MCR) vectors 

(Snaider & Franklin, 2014; Agrawal, Franklin, & Snaider, 

2018). MCR vectors can be grounded and analogical, but they 

are not generative. Therefore, it’s unclear how to use them as 

the representational basis for a PSS. 

Discussion 

Our goals were to establish a computational foundation for 

PSS, simulation-based perception, and “conscious” multi-

modal perceptual learning. We believe that we have made 

progress towards these goals. Our initial experiments suggest 

that our SM representations, and, by extension, our 

perceptual symbols, satisfy both the property of analogical 

representations and sufficiency of generative 

representations, paving the way for future work in 

perception, categorization, and simulation-based cognition. 

Furthermore, our perceptual symbols exhibit many of the 

properties attributed to them by Barsalou (1999). They are 

multi-modal, analogical (since they satisfy the property of 

analogical representations), not complete recordings, 

dynamic, and componential (since they are based on 

disentangled latent representations). 

Our approach differentiates itself from many previous 

attempts at implementing a PSS based on (1) its generality 

(i.e., it’s not application-specific or focused on a single 

theoretical concern), (2) our explicit identification and 

intentional construction of each fundamental PSS component 

(as opposed to post-hoc attributions), (3) our systematic 

attempt at analyzing the properties of said components, and 

(4) our integration with a well-developed, agent architecture 

(LIDA). An additional strength of this approach is that it 

leverages theoretically sound, and experimentally proven, 

generative connectionist networks (i.e., VAEs), rather than 

trying to “reinvent the wheel.” 

Future work will explore resemblance-based 

generalization for concept learning, context-dependent and 

multi-part mental simulations, and the development of 

simulation-based, analogical reasoning processes. We will 

also complete our implementation of LIDA’s cognitive cycle, 

incorporating an action phase with motor simulations. 
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Abstract 

Events that violate the laws of nature are, by definition, 
impossible, but recent research suggests that people view some 
violations as “more impossible” than others (Shtulman & 
Morgan, 2017). When evaluating the difficulty of magic spells, 
American adults are influenced by seemingly irrelevant 
considerations, judging, for instance, that it would be more 
difficult to levitate a bowling ball than a basketball even 
though weight should no longer be a consideration if contact is 
no longer necessary for support. Here, we explore these effects 
in a non-Western context—China—where magical events are 
represented differently in fiction and reasoning styles are often 
more holistic than analytic. Across several studies, Chinese 
adults showed the same tendency as American adults to honor 
implicit causal constraints when evaluating the plausibility of 
magical events. These findings suggest that graded notions of 
impossibility are shared across cultures, possibly because they 
are a byproduct of causal knowledge. 

Keywords: causal reasoning; magical reasoning; naive 
theories; fiction; imagination 

Introduction 

Magical events, popular in fictional works from Disney 

animations to the Harry Potter novels, reveal the richness and 

inventiveness of the human imagination. Humans are able to 

conceive of events that have not occurred, and could never 

occur, because they violate the laws of nature. Talking 

animals, flying carpets, and invisibility potions may fill the 

pages of storybooks, but they are possible only in the 

imagination. 

Acts of imagination may be fanciful but they are not 

random or unpredictable. From an early age, we apply causal 

principles to imaginary events, such as when we when apply 

our knowledge of liquids to the act of pouring imaginary tea 

into a teacup (Harris, 2000), and we use imaginary events to 

learn more about causal principles, such as when we exercise 

our theory of mind by interacting with imaginary companions 

(Weisberg & Gopnik, 2013). Children as young as two can 

infer the causal implications of a series of pretend actions, 

recognizing that if a paintbrush is dipped into pretend paint 

and then brushed over a toy pig, the pig will now be covered 

in paint (Harris, Kavanaugh, & Meredith, 1994). Children as 

young as three can model complex causal systems in their 

pretend play, readily substituting pretend objects for real 

objects and discriminating causally efficacious actions from 

ineffective ones (Buchsbaum et al., 2012). 

Adults honor causal constraints in their imaginative 

activities as well. When reasoning about imaginary worlds, 

we assume that scientific facts remain true even if 

conventional or circumstantial facts do not (Weisberg & 

Goodstein, 2009), and we find it harder to imagine worlds 

with different mathematical rules, such as a world where 5 + 

7 no longer equals 12, than worlds with different empirical 

regularities, such as a world where woolly mammoths 

terrorize Las Vegas (Barnes & Black, 2016). When 

generating examples of imaginary creatures, we import the 

properties of real creatures, like bilateral symmetry and 

cephalization (Ward, 1994), and when generating examples 

of imaginary toys, we import the properties of real toys, like 

balls and remotes (Smith et al., 1993). 

Adults apply causal constraints to imaginary events even 

when those constraints are logically precluded by the events 

under consideration. Consider levitating an object above the 

ground. This event violates the principle of support—that 

unsupported objects fall—and is impossible regardless of the 

object’s weight, but depictions of levitation in fiction imply 

that heavy objects are harder to levitate than light ones. In the 

Star Wars movies, Luke Skywalker learns to levitate stones 

before learning to levitate a starship, and in the Harry Potter 

novels, Harry learns to levitate a feather before learning to 

levitate a book. 

Shtulman and Morgan (2017) explored the prevalence and 

consistency of this intuition in American adults. They created 

pairs of spells that violated a primary causal principle (e.g., 

support, in the case of levitation) but varied with respect to a 

secondary causal principle (e.g., weight). They then asked 

participants which spell would be more difficult to learn, if 

the spells were part of the curriculum at Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry from the Harry Potter novels. Most 

adults took the secondary causal principle into consideration, 

judging that a spell for levitating a bowling ball would be 

more difficult to learn than a spell for levitating a basketball. 

And they made that judgment under many circumstances: 

when asked to select one spell from a pair of spells, when 

asked to rate the difficulty of each spell side-by-side, when 

asked to rate the difficulty of each spell on its own, when 

asked to explain why one spell would be more difficult than 

the other, and when asked to generate their own examples of 

easy-to-difficult spells. 

The animator Walt Disney recognized this intuition in his 

audience and termed it a preference for “the plausible 

impossible” (Lane, 2006). Here, we assess whether Chinese 

adults, like American adults, hold similar intuitions about 

plausible impossibility. One reason they may not is that 

Chinese adults are exposed to a very different tradition of 
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fiction. Magic appears in East Asian fiction, just as it does in 

Western fiction, but magical events do not cluster in a distinct 

genre (Gu, 2006; Idema & Haft, 1997). The relevant genre in 

Western fiction is fantasy, which is a kind of speculative 

fiction. Other genres of speculative fiction include science 

fiction, gothic fiction, dystopian fiction, apocalyptic fiction, 

horror, cyberpunk, and alternate history. Each genre has its 

own norms and prototypes, and exposure to particular genres 

shapes expectations about the kinds of events encountered 

therein (Kibbe et al., 2018). Graded notions of impossibility 

may be common in the US because they are common in 

Western fantasy, and individuals with less exposure to that 

genre may not hold the same intuitions. 

Another reason Chinese adults may not view impossible 

events similarly to American adults is that Easterners and 

Westerners adopt different thinking styles in general (Nisbett 

et al., 2001). Westerners gravitate toward an analytic style, 

approaching problems or observations by decomposing them 

into smaller parts and analyzing the parts with formal logic, 

while Easterners gravitate toward a holistic style, situating 

the same phenomena within a broader field of scope and 

determining how the elements of the field are continuous or 

related. For instance, Easterners are more likely to detect the 

covariation among objects in a series of events, while 

Westerners are more adept at spatially orienting a focal object 

independent of its background (Ji et al., 2000). With respect 

to fiction, analytic and holistic thinking styles may lead to 

different ways of evaluating magical events. Those who 

adopt a holistic thinking style may be less inclined to dissect 

magical events into their component parts and thus less 

inclined to attend to peripheral considerations, such as 

whether a levitated object is heavy or light. 

On the other hand, a reason to suspect cross-cultural 

similarities in how people evaluate magical events is that 

these evaluations may draw upon shared forms of knowledge, 

namely, causal knowledge. Causal knowledge is what allows 

us to discriminate possible events from impossible ones 

(Bowman-Smith et al., 2019; Shtulman & Carey, 2007; 

Shtulman & Phillips, 2018), and this knowledge may also be 

responsible for the intuition that some impossible events are 

more impossible than others. Research on the structure of 

causal knowledge suggests that it is organized in coherent 

networks of domain-specific beliefs, known as “intuitive 

theories” (Carey, 2009; Shtulman, 2017). Intuitive theories 

support a variety of inferences, from explanation to 

prediction to counterfactual reasoning (Gopnik & Wellman, 

2012). They are constructed early in development and share 

many similarities across cultures (Vosniadou, 2008). 

Intuitive theories are used to understand natural events, but 

they might also be used to understand magical events. 

Levitation, for instance, likely triggers our intuitive theories 

of motion. Such theories encompass expectations about 

several factors that influence motion, including force, speed, 

momentum, weight, contact, and support. If one expectation 

is violated, such as the expectation that contact is required to 

move an object, people may continue to apply other 

expectations to the same event, such as the expectation that 

heavy objects are harder to move than lighter objects. On this 

account, impossible events are deemed plausible if they 

continue to conform to the larger network of causal 

expectations encompassing the specific expectation violated. 

In the present research, we investigated the cross-cultural 

consistency in how people reason about magical events by 

replicating Shtulman and Morgan’s (2017) spell-judgment 

experiments in a Chinese sample. We used the same spells to 

preserve the fidelity of the replication. Those spells were 

translated into Chinese and then back-translated into English 

by two Chinese natives proficient in both Chinese and 

English. The final Chinese version was then improved by 

discussing discrepancies between the original and back-

translated versions. The English and Chinese versions of each 

spell are listed in Table 1. 

The spells were selected to represent six causal constraints 

in each of three causal domains: physics, biology, and 

psychology. Shtulman and Morgan recruited samples of 32 

per study (or condition), which we increased to 50 following 

a power analysis in G*Power, assuming a medium size effect 

(d = .5) and a power of 0.85. Additional participants were 

recruited for Study 3 because the task was open-ended, and 

we wanted to establish a sufficiently large database of 

codable responses. Participants were recruited through 

social-media advertisements. All participants were 

undergraduate or graduate students from universities in 

China, studying engineering, science, medicine, or the liberal 

arts. They completed the study online and were paid for their 

participation. No participant took part in more than one study. 

Study 1 

Method 

One-hundred students participated in Study 1 (Mage = 21.92, 

SDage = 2.65, 69 female), half in Study 1A and half in Study 

1B. They were shown the 18 pairs of spells in Table 1, 

described as part of the curriculum at Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry, and were asked to indicate which 

spell in each pair would be more difficult to learn—for 

instance, whether it would be more difficult to learn a spell 

for growing an extra toe or a spell for growing an extra eye. 

Spell pairs were presented in one of two random orders, and 

the ordering of spells within those pairs was randomized as 

well. Half the participants were required to make a forced 

choice (Study 1A), and half were given the option of selecting 

“equally difficult” (Study 1B). The spells were designed to 

embody an implicit causal constraint—a constraint not 

violated by the spells but potentially seen as relevant to 

them—and participants were expected to honor that 

constraint in their judgment 

Results and Discussion 

In Study 1A, participants’ judgments of spell difficulty 

aligned with the spells’ implicit causal ordering 78% of the 

time (t(49) = 12.73, p < .001). By domain, they were aligned 

79% of the time for physical spells, 81% of the time for 

biological spells, and 74% of the time for psychological  
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spells (see Table 1). All percentages were greater than the 

50% expected by chance (physics: t(49) = 10.97, p < .001; 

biology: t(49) = 10.14, p < .001; psychology: t(49) = 8.50, p 

< .001). Most participants (78%) demonstrated the 

anticipated effect for a significant number of spell pairs (13 

or more, binomial probability < .05), and most spell pairs 

(89%) elicited the anticipated effect for a significant number 

of participants (32 or more, binomial probability < .05). 

In Study 1B, participants' judgments of spell difficulty 

aligned with the spells’ implicit causal ordering 52% of the 

time, which was greater than the chance-level percentage of 

33%, given the third option of “equally difficult” (t(49) = 

Table 1: The physical spells (top), biological spells (middle), and psychological spells (bottom) in Studies 1 and 2, along with 

the irrelevant causal constraint they embody and the proportion of participants who honored that constraint in their judgments 

of spell difficulty. Proportions greater than expected by chance are marked with asterisks. 

 

Spell Causal constraint  Study 1A Study 1B Study 2 

Making a (bush, tree) invisible 

让 (灌木丛, 树林) 隐形 

Object size .76* .54* .66* 

Making a (basketball, bowling ball) float in the air 

让 (篮球, 保龄球) 漂浮在空中 

Object weight .84* .46* .58* 

Turning a broom into a (shovel, bucket) 

把扫帚变成 (铲子, 桶) 

Object shape .88* .32 .42 

Shrinking a (chair, computer) to half its size 

将 (椅子, 电脑) 缩小成原先的一半 

Object complexity .68* .28 .52* 

Walking through a wall made of (wood, stone) 

穿过由 (木头, 石头) 制成的墙壁 

Object density .90* .68* .50* 

Turning a lump of coal into a lump of (silver, gold) 

把一块煤变成一块 (银, 金) 

Object value .68* .24 .30 

Turning a person into a (monkey, pig) 

把一个人变成一只 (猴子, 猪) 

Evolutionary similarity .68* .16 .32 

Turning an adult back into a (teenager, child) 

把一个成年人变回 (青少年, 儿童) 

Developmental similarity .74* .38 .52* 

Curing a person’s (hiccups, arthritis) 

治愈一个人的 (打嗝, 关节炎) 

Ailment severity .80* .80* .76* 

Mending a broken (finger, arm) 

修复一个断掉的 (手指, 手臂) 

Organ size .76* .60* .60* 

Growing an extra (toe, eye) 

长出一只额外的 (脚趾, 眼睛) 

Organ complexity .92* .50* .74* 

Making a person’s (hair, teeth) grow longer 

让一个人的 (头发, 牙齿) 变长 

Organ plasticity .94* .80* .86* 

Making a person forget his own (phone number, name) 

让一个人忘记自己的 (手机号, 名字) 

Knowledge entrenchment .86* .64* .74* 

Teaching a monkey to do (arithmetic, calculus) 

教猴子做 (算数, 微积分) 

Knowledge complexity .92* .72* .92* 

Teaching a cow how to (skip, tap dance) 

教奶牛 (跳跃, 踢踏舞) 

Skill difficulty .78* .70* .86* 

Making someone (smile, laugh) 

让一个人 (微笑, 狂笑) 

Affect intensity .50 .48* .42 

Increasing a person’s (memory, intelligence) 

增加一个人的 (记忆力, 智力) 

Trait stability .76* .64* .58* 

Teaching a person to (read, speak) a foreign language 

教一个人 (阅读, 说) 一门外语 

Language comprehension .62 .50* .52* 
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5.96, p < .001). By domain, judgments were aligned with the 

spells’ implicit causal ordering 42%, 54%, and 61% of the 

time for physical, biological, and psychological spells, 

respectively. All percentages were greater than 33% (physics: 

t(49) = 2.40, p < .05; biology: t(49) = 5.25, p < .001; 

psychology: t(49) = 6.99, p < .001). Fifty percent of 

participants demonstrated the anticipated effect for a 

significant number of spell pairs (10 or more, binomial 

probability < .05), and 72% of spell pairs elicited the 

anticipated effect for a significant number of participants (23 

or more, binomial probability < .05). 

Across domains, participants were more likely to select the 

extreme option than the “equally difficult” option (t(49) = 

2.49, p < .05). By domain, this effect held for biological spells 

(t(49) = 2.26, p < .05) and psychological spells (t(49) = 5.44, 

p < .001) but not physical spells (t(49) = 0.99, p = .33), which 

was similar to Shtulman and Morgan’s (2017) findings (all 

spells: t(31) = 6.30, p < .001; physics: t(31) = 2.04, p = .05; 

biological spells: t(31) = 7.93, p < .001; psychological spells: 

t(31) = 6.00, p < .001). In sum, participants used ostensibly 

irrelevant causal constraints to evaluate magical events, both 

in the forced-choice test (Study 1A) and in the more stringent 

test with the “equally difficult” option (Study 1B). 

Participants in Study 1B did sometimes judge the spells 

equally difficult, but this judgment was not the dominant 

judgment in any domain. 

Study 2 

Method 

Study 2 was designed to replicate Study 1B’s results, while 

also verifying that participants based their judgments on the 

causal constraints listed in Table 1 and not some other 

consideration. Fifty participants (Mage = 21.58, SDage = 1.64, 

32 female) judged the difficulty of 18 spells, with the option 

of selecting “equally difficult,” and then provided an 

explanation for their judgments. 

Explanations were coded for reference to the target causal 

constraint. For example, explanations for the spell pair 

“shrinking a (chair, computer) to half its size” were coded for 

reference to the relative complexity of chairs versus 

computers; “computers contain more precise components 

than chairs” was coded as meeting this criterion, while “both 

spells involve the volume decrease” was not. Explanations 

for the spell pair “turning an adult back into a (teenager, 

child)” were coded for reference to the developmental 

similarity between adults, teenagers, and children; “adults 

and teenagers are different only mentally while adults and 

children are different both mentally and physically” was 

coded as meeting this criterion, while “time is irreversible, so 

both spells are impossible” was not. Two judges coded all 

explanations independently. They agreed on 88% of their 

codes (Cohen’s kappa = .75), and disagreements were 

resolved through discussion. 

Results and Discussion 

Participants’ judgments of spell difficulty aligned with the 

spells’ implicit causal ordering more often than expected by 

chance (33%) for 60% of judgments (t(49) = 8.78, p < .001). 

By domain, they aligned 50% of the time for physical spells 

(t(49) = 3.81, p < .001), 63% of the time for biological spells 

(t(49) = 7.96, p < .001), and 67% of the time for 

psychological spells (t(49) = 11.00, p < .001). Seventy-two 

percent of participants demonstrated the anticipated effect for 

a significant number of spell pairs (10 or more, binomial 

probability < .05), and 78% of spell pairs elicited the 

anticipated effect for a significant number of participants (23 

or more, binomial probability < .05). As in Study 1b, 

participants selected the extreme option more often than the 

“equally difficult” option (t(49) = 5.00, p < .001), and this 

effect held for biological spells (t(49) = 4.82, p < .001) and 

psychological spells (t(49) = 8.53, p < .001) but not physical 

spells (t(49) = 0.85, p = .40), consistent with Shtulman and 

Morgan’s (2017) data (all spells: t(31) = 4.61, p < .001; 

physics: t(31) = 0.27, p = .78; biology: t(31) = 4.96, p < .001; 

psychology: t(31) = 5.71, p < .001). Difficulty judgments for 

each spell are displayed in Table 1. 

In their explanations, participants mentioned the target 

causal constraint 49% of the time for physical spells, 48% for 

biological spells, and 53% for psychological spells. 

Critically, when participants gave the anticipated answer, 

judging the more-extreme spell as more difficult to learn, 

they cited the target constraint in their explanation 72% of the 

time. When they judged the less-extreme spell as more 

difficult or judged both spells as equally difficult, they cited 

the target constraint only 17% of the time. A paired t test 

showed that the proportion of causality-based judgments 

followed by causality-based explanations was significantly 

higher than the proportion of other judgments followed by 

causality-based explanations (t(49) = 11.58, p < .001). 

Study 3 

Method 

Study 3 aimed to replicate the finding of Studies 1-2 using a 

more open-ended task. Participants (n = 116, Mage = 20.55, 

SDage = 2.26, 89 female) were asked to generate their own 

examples of introductory, intermediate, and advanced spells, 

respectively. They generated spells using the nine frames in 

Table 2. The frame “bringing a dead ___ back to life” 

prompted participants to identify three animals that would be 

differentially difficult to raise from the dead, and the frame 

“enchanting a person to like ___” prompted participants to 

identify three foods that would be differentially difficult to 

convince a person to eat. Participants generated spells that 

violated a variety of principles, including physical principles 

(levitation, transmutation, teleportation, conjuring), 

biological principles (necromancy, healing) and 

psychological principles (divination, enchantment, hexing). 

Listed beside each frame in Table 2 is the causal constraint 

we expected participants to honor when generating their 

spells. To assess whether they did, we scrambled 

participants’ responses and asked two judges, blind to the 

original data, to order the responses in accordance with the 

target constraint. For instance, the three animals generated to 

fill the necromancy frame were ordered by size, whereas the 
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three foods generated to fill the enchantment frame were 

ordered by disgustingness. We then compared the judges’ 

orderings to the participants’ orderings. Ninety response 

triads could not be ranked by the coding criteria because the 

responses were too broad or too vague. They were regarded 

as mismatches in the analyses below. Two judges 

independently ordered the remaining 954 spell triads. They 

agreed on 76% of their ordering (Cohen’s kappa = .72), and 

disagreements were resolved through discussion. Sample 

response triads are provided in Table 2. 

Results and Discussion 

The judges’ orderings matched the participants’ orderings for 

78% of levitation spells, 56% of divination spells, 53% of 

transmutation spells, 86% of teleportation spells, 50% of 

enchantment spells, 61% of necromancy spells, 49% of 

conjuring spells, 70% of healing spells, and 59% of hexing 

spells. All percentages were significantly greater than that 

expected by chance (17%, binomial probability < .05). These 

data indicate that participants’ responses were shaped by 

unnamed causal constraints, each of which is arguably 

rendered irrelevant by the spells’ primary causal violation. 

General Discussion 

Across several studies, we replicated Shtulman and Morgan’s 

(2017) finding that American adults use real-world causal 

knowledge to interpret magical events, even when that 

knowledge should be irrelevant. Chinese adults consistently 

viewed some impossible events as more plausible than 

others, regardless of whether the events violated physical 

principles, biological principles, or psychological principles 

and regardless of whether their views were elicited with 

pairwise comparisons, open-ended explanations, or self-

generated exemplars. Graded notions of impossibility appear 

to be shared by Easterners and Westerners alike. 

 The similarity between Chinese adults’ judgments and 

American adults’ judgments extends beyond the distinction 

made between less-extreme and more-extreme versions of 

Table 2: The frames presented to participants in Study 3, along with the causal constraint participants were expected to honor 

when generating spells of varying difficulty and two sets of sample responses. 

 

Spell Causal constraint  Sample responses 

Making a ___ float in the air (object) 

让___悬浮在空中 (物体) 

Weight Coin 

Car 

Building 

 

Ping-pong ball 

Television 

Car 

Predicting when the next ___ will occur (event) 

预测下一次___何时发生 (事件) 

Probability Network drop 

Lottery win 

Mass extinction 

 

Ball game 

Earthquake 

Doomsday 

Turning ___ into gold (material) 

把___变成黄金 (物质) 

Density Silver 

Bronze 

Wood 

 

Copper 

Iron 

Stone 

Teleporting a package from Beijing to ___ (location) 

把一个包裹从北京瞬移到___ (地点) 

Proximity to Beijing Shanghai 

Himalaya 

Mars 

 

Shandong 

Shanghai 

Hong Kong 

Enchanting a person to like ___ (food) 

迷惑一个人喜欢上吃___ (食物) 

Disgustingness Dessert 

Sour food 

Grass 

 

Garlic 

Raw meat 

Soil 

Bringing a dead ___ back to life (animal) 

让死去的___回生 (动物) 

Size Rat 

Dog 

Tiger 

 

Jellyfish 

Cat 

Human 

Conjuring a ___ out of thin air (object) 

凭空造出一个___ (物体) 

Size Bubble 

Bread 

Building 

 

Money 

House 

Nation 

Making a potion that cures ___ (disease) 

制作治疗___的药水 (疾病) 

Severity Scratch 

Myopia 

Cancer 

 

Cold 

Appendicitis 

AIDS 

Hexing a person to lose their ___ (possession) 

施法让一个人失去他的___ (拥有的东西) 

Personal value Toy 

Hair 

Eyesight 

 

Ornament 

Money 

Intelligence 
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the same spell. The magnitude of that distinction varied 

consistently across cultures. Differences in the strength of 

Chinese adults’ intuitions from one spell pair to another 

tracked differences in the strength of American adults’ 

intuitions. Item-level correlations between the current studies 

and the studies from Shtulman and Morgan (2017) were r = 

.31 for Study 1A, r = .50 for Study 1B, and r = .64 for Study 

2. These correlations indicate that spell pairs which elicited 

strong intuitions of differential difficulty for Chinese adults, 

such as the pair “making a bush invisible” versus “making a 

tree invisible” or the pair “making a person’s hair grow 

longer” versus “making a person’s teeth grow longer,” also 

elicited strong intuitions for American adults. 

Despite the overall similarity between Chinese and 

American samples, there were also some notable differences. 

Unlike American adults, Chinese adults rarely viewed a spell 

for turning a person into a pig as more difficult than a spell 

for turning a person into a monkey, and they rarely viewed a 

spell for making someone laugh as more difficult than a spell 

for making someone smile. These inconsistencies may be due 

to cultural associations that run counter to the target causal 

considerations. In Study 2, where participants provided 

explanations for their judgments, many indicated that pigs are 

more similar to humans because pigs are a common metaphor 

for laziness (e.g., “once people become lazy and less active 

themselves, they are no different from pigs”), and many 

indicated that smiles are harder to evoke than laughter 

because smiles are more genuine (e.g., “only people who feel 

happy from the bottom of their heart will smile, while a joke 

can make people laugh”). While graded notions of 

impossibility may be common across cultures, the metrics 

used to grade impossibility may differ by event. 

 Taken together, our findings resonate with the cross-

cultural literature on memory for ontological violations, or 

violations of high-level conceptual commitments. Ideas that 

violate one or two ontological commitments (such as a flying 

pig) are remembered better than those that violate no 

commitments (such as a dirty pig) or several commitments 

(such as an invisible, time-traveling, flying pig). This finding 

has been replicated in several countries, including France, 

Gabon, Nepal, Mexico, the US, the UK, and China (Atran & 

Norenzayan, 2004; Boyer & Ramble, 2001; Gregory & 

Greenway, 2017). While these findings suggest that causal 

violations have widely-shared consequences for an idea’s 

memorability, our findings suggest that they have widely-

shared consequences for an idea’s plausibility. 

 It remains an open question, though, whether intuitions 

about plausibility arise independently of exposure to 

impossible events in fiction. Sensitivity to the norms of 

fiction develop early. Three-year-olds in the US recognize 

that a fact encountered in a fantasy story is less likely to be 

true than if the same fact were encountered in a realistic story 

(Walker, Gopnik, & Ganea, 2015), and four-year-olds in the 

US recognize that characters in a fantasy story (about castles, 

dragons, and witches) are more likely to ride winged coaches 

than rocket ships, but characters in a science fiction story 

(about moon walks, space suits, and robots) are more likely 

to ride rocket ships than winged coaches (Kibbe et al., 2018). 

US four-year-olds also recognize that some impossible 

events are more plausible than others, à la the findings 

documented here (Shtulman & Morgan, 2017). Future 

research is needed to determine whether preschoolers with 

less exposure to Western fiction, such as Chinese children, 

share intuitions about plausible impossibility with their 

American counterparts or whether they develop later. 

   Another open question is whether graded notions of 

impossibility are truly about impossibility. If the magic spells 

used in the present study were framed as scientific 

innovations instead, people may still think that some 

innovations would be more difficult than others, even if all 

were stipulated as possible. Cook and Sobel (2011) found that 

children’s judgments about the possibility of extraordinary 

machines varied by the expectations they violated, with four-

year-olds accepting the possibility of biology-violating 

machines (like a machine that prevents illness) more often 

than physics-violating machines (like a machine that levitates 

objects). These findings suggest that causal principles 

structure our expectations about extraordinary events on both 

sides of the possible/impossible divide, and future research is 

needed to determine whether reasoning about explicitly 

impossible events (magic) differs, in form or function, from 

reasoning about extraordinary yet possible events 

(technology). The science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke 

speculated that “any sufficiently advanced technology is 

indistinguishable from magic” (Clarke, 1973), but this 

speculation needs testing. 

To conclude, Chinese adults, like American adults, appear 

to hold graded notions of impossibility, evaluating the 

plausibility of ontologically impossible events on the basis of 

secondary causal considerations. Differences in Eastern and 

Western culture may shape the particular considerations 

brought to mind, but the tendency to judge some impossible 

events as more impossible than others is present in both 

cultures. Knowledge that allows us to discriminate possible 

events from impossible events also encourages us to make 

distinctions among impossibilities, even though such events 

are precluded by the laws of nature and can only be 

entertained in the human imagination. 
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Abstract 
Neurological evidence has shown that brain damages can 
selectively impair the ability to discriminate between objects 
belonging to others and those that we feel are our own. Despite 
the ubiquity and relevance of this sense of object ownership for 
our life, the underlying cognitive mechanisms are still poorly 
understood. Here we ask whether psychological ownership of 
an object can be based on its incorporation in one’s body image. 
To explore this possibility with healthy participants, we 
employed a modified version of the rubber hand illusion in 
which both the participant and the rubber hand wore a ring. We 
used the self-prioritization effect in a perceptual matching task 
as an indirect measure of the sense of (dis)ownership over 
objects. Results indicate that undermining the bodily self has 
cascade effects on the representation of owned objects, at least 
for those associated with the body for a long time. 

Keywords: psychological ownership; body-ownership; rubber-
hand illusion; bodily self; extended self.  

Introduction 
During our daily interactions, we often rely on our ability to 
identify, and differentially treat, what belongs to us from 
what belongs to others. Importantly, this sense of ownership 
of possessions is malleable. Sometimes, a tacit sense that 
something is ours instantaneously develops (think of the 
rapid way in which we acknowledge ‘our’ cutlery at the 
restaurant; Scorolli et al, 2018). Other times, it is our 
prolonged use of an object, like the unconstrained access to 
a friend’s bicycle, that generates a feeling that a piece of 
someone else’s property seems to belong to us. The societal 
relevance of this phenomenon has been long recognized by 
the legal doctrine of adverse possession that acknowledges 
that legal rights of ownership can be acquired by occupation 
or possession of someone else’s property (Merril, 1984). 
Given its effects on the wellbeing of individuals, and its 
potential to foster caring and assumption of responsibility 
for resources that are not actually owned by any individual 
in particular, this phenomenon is also relevant for 
psychologists (Peck & Shu, 2018). To measure it, the 
construct of “psychological ownership” - defined as the 

state in which individuals feel as if the target of ownership 
is ‘theirs’ (Pierce et al, 2003) - has been postulated. The 
interdisciplinary literature adopting this construct has 
identified at least three antecedents for this feeling: (1) an 
investment of the self in the target; (2) its intimate 
knowledge; (3) the ability to control it (Pierce et al, 2003). 
Besides the identification of these boundary conditions, 
however, the cognitive mechanisms that support 
psychological ownership have not been so far explored.  

The first of these antecedents, on which this work is 
based, was inspired by a venerable and influential view 
(James, 1890; Belk, 1988), according to which our 
conceptual representation of the self can be extended to 
include also external stimuli that are personally relevant, 
like, for instance, our own possessions. In this perspective, a 
sense of ownership can derive by an implicit (and 
potentially fast) association with the self-concept (Ye & 
Gawronski 2016), i.e. (what is) mine is (also part of) me. 
Consistently with this mine is me view, it has been shown 
that the representation of self-owned objects enjoys the 
same processing priority of other stimuli associated with the 
self and recruits brain regions involved in self-referential 
processing (Turk et al., 2011b; Kim & Johnson, 2014). Such 
fast association with the self-concept can also potentially 
explain other cognitive effects of ownership like our 
tendency to assess our own objects as more attractive (mere 
ownership effect, Beggan, 1992) and more valuable 
(endowment effect; Morewedge & Giblin, 2015), their 
perceptual and attentional salience (Sui et al 2012; Turk et 
al., 2011a) and our mnemonic advantage even when 
ownership is only arbitrarily assigned (Cunningham et al., 
2008). Finally, neurological evidence has reported cases of 
people who describe experiences of loss of ownership 
feelings toward home objects or pets after brain damage 
(Nascimento Alves et al, 2016) or after psychotic episodes 
(Abed and Fewtrell 1990); these are precisely the kind of 
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personal belongings typically included in one’s extended 
self.    

More recent approaches to the self, however, have 
demonstrated that its mental representation comprises also 
perceptual and motor information constituting the so-called 
minimal or bodily self (Blanke et al, 2015), and not only 
conceptual information (the semantic and episodic 
knowledge relevant for the narrative and autobiographical 
self). Importantly, both the conceptual and the bodily self 
are malleable and interlinked (Maister et al, 2015). 

Thus, besides projecting our (conceptual) self onto 
external objects (mine is me), we hypothesize that 
psychological ownership can also result from a bottom-up 
process in which what becomes part of the (bodily) self is 
perceived as one’s own. In other words, the feeling of 
ownership over objects might also be grounded on their 
incorporation into our body image: i.e. (what is perceived as 
part of) me is mine.   

Preliminary indirect support for this view derives from 
experimental evidence with the “rubber hand illusion” 
paradigm (RHI, Botvinick and Cohen, 1998) showing that 
even non-corporeal objects that are not perceptually similar 
to body parts can become incorporated (Armer & 
Ramachandran 2003; Ma & Hommel, 2015). Weser et al. 
(2017), for instance, used a novel RHI paradigm in which 
both the participant’s and the rubber hand were equipped 
with tools (chopsticks). Results showed that applying the 
visuo-tactile synchronous stimulation on the tip of tools 
(instead of applying it on the rubber and real hand) was 
sufficient to induce the characteristic illusion. Whether the 
illusion also induced a sense of psychological ownership 
over the incorporated objects however is not known.  

More direct evidence that incorporation of an object 
influences its psychological ownership has been collected 
by Aglioti and colleagues (Aglioti et al, 1996). The authors 
report the case of a somatoparaphrenic patient who not only 
denied ownership of her left hand but also displayed 
selective disownership of objects typically associated with it 
(e.g. a wedding ring, a garnet ring, a watch etc.). This 
delusional disownership only manifested when the ring, for 
instance, was worn on the affected hand. When the ring was 
moved from the left to the right hand or placed in the 
extrapersonal space, the patient was able to correctly 
recognize it as her own and to access the associated 
autobiographical information. On the contrary, ownership of 
other objects belonging to the patient but not commonly 
associated with the left hand (comb, earrings, small gold 
pin) were correctly recognized, irrespective of where they 
were viewed. While this study has been seminal to initiate a 
systematic exploration of the plasticity of the body schema, 
it has been less appreciated that it also gathered preliminary 
evidence that a sense of disownership of body parts can 
affect the psychological ownership of objects associated 
with it.  Still, whether the inverse is also true has not been 
so far established. 

The Current Study 
In this study, we hypothesize that psychological ownership 
of an object, for example a piece of jewelry, is partially 
based on the incorporation of the object in our body image 
(embodiment) and that changing the bodily self-
representation may have a cascade effect on the ownership 
feelings toward that object.  

Previous research has shown that manipulating body 
appearance can affect other mental processes, such as 
implicit attitudes, perceptual processing, decision-making 
and affective judgments (see Maister et al., 2015 for a 
review). Inspired by these paradigms, here we investigate 
whether a body-ownership illusion could interfere with the 
processing of an owned/not-owned object. To manipulate 
the sense of object- and body-ownership, we employed a 
modified version of the rubber hand illusion, in which the 
participant and the rubber hand both wore a ring. 
Participants wore their own ring while the rubber hand wore 
an unfamiliar ring. In the classical RHI, participants see a 
rubber hand being stroke either in synchrony or asynchrony 
with their own out of view hand. The synchronous condition 
typically induces the incorporation of the rubber hand into 
people’s body representation, with participants reporting a 
sense of ownership for the fake hand (see Ehrsson 2012 for 
a review). Moreover, it has been suggested that 
experiencing the RHI not only produces embodiment of a 
fake body part, but also an illusion of disembodiment of the 
real hand as documented by self-reports (Lane et al., 2017) 
and physiological measures (Della Gatta et al., 2016). By 
using a “rubber” ring, we aimed to create an illusion of 
ownership over the ring worn by the rubber hand and, 
conversely, an illusion of dis-ownership over the self-owned 
ring. We hypothesize that, if the synchronous stimulation 
produces both a sense of ownership toward the fake hand 
and a sense of dis-ownership toward the real hand, this 
could also affect the way participants experience the 
ownership of the two rings (owned/not-owned). 
Specifically, participants might experience a sense of 
ownership toward the rubber ring, a sense of dis-ownership 
toward their own ring, or both. 

To measure psychological ownership and its modulation, 
we used a perceptual matching task, adapted from Sui et al. 
(2012), in which participants had to determine whether the 
picture of an object (either self-owned or other-owned) was 
associated to a self- or other-related label (i.e., 
ME/OTHER). It is well established that people process 
differently self-related information compared to other-
related stimuli, with enhanced processing priority for the 
self. The self-prioritization effect has been observed not 
only for highly familiar self-related stimuli such as our face 
or our name, but also for newly formed and arbitrary 
associations between the self and a specific class of stimuli 
(for a review see Humphreys & Sui, 2015). Results showed 
a self-prioritization effect in which participants are faster 
and more accurate when judging correct shape-label pairs 
associated with self than correct pairs associated with 
others. 
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Although we do not expect a disruption of self-
prioritization effect due to the body-(dis)ownership illusion 
during the synchronous RHI, we hypothesize that the 
illusion will modulate response times for both self- and 
other-related matched trials. Specifically, if the illusion of 
ownership of the fake hand extends to the ring associated 
with it (not-owned ring), we should observe slower response 
times in synchronous than in asynchronous group when 
perceiving objects owned by someone else (Ownership 
Hypothesis). Similarly, if the illusion of dis-ownership of 
the biological hand extends also to the ring associated with 
it (owned ring), we should observe slower response times in 
synchronous than in asynchronous group when perceiving 
self-owned objects (Dis-ownership Hypothesis). 

Method 
Before the start of the experiment, demographic information 
and photos of each participant’s owned objects (i.e., ring 
owned by participant, back and palm of left hand with and 
without ring) were collected and used as stimuli in the 
perceptual matching task. 

Participants 
Forty-two female students (mean age = 23.4 years, SD = 
3.9, all but one right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision) participated after providing written informed 
consent. From the initial sample, one participant was 
excluded due to technical errors. The eligibility criterion 
requiring individuals to wear a ring on their left hand was 
not revealed to the participants. The study was approved by 
the ethic local committee (CNR-ISTC N. 000135 
19/01/2018) and in accordance with the Helsinki 
Declaration. 

Apparatus and Materials 
Perceptual Matching Task The experiment was run on a 
PC using E-prime software (version 2.0). The stimuli were 
displayed on a 15.6-inch monitor (1366 x 768 at 60 Hz). 
Stimuli were presented on a white background. Participants 
were asked to assess the match-mismatch of picture-label 
combinations. Each trial consisted of a blank screen (100 
ms) followed by a label displayed on the top of the screen. 
After 500 ms, the picture of an object appeared at the center. 
Both the label and the picture remained on the screen until 
participants made a response or after 1500 ms had elapsed. 

The task included two labels (i.e., the Italian label “me” 
[me] as a self-related stimulus and the Italian label “altro” 
[other] as a non-self-related stimulus) and 14 objects 
belonging either to the self- or to the other-ownership 
category. The seven objects belonging to the self-ownership 
category were three pictures of the participant’s ring - 
hereafter self-owned ring – made from three different 
angles, and four pictures of the participant’s back and palm 
of the hand, both with or without the self-owned ring. The 
seven objects belonging to the other-ownership category 
were three pictures of the rubber hand wearing a ring - 

hereafter rubber ring – made from three different angles and 
four pictures of the back and palm of the rubber hand, both 
with and without the rubber ring. See Figure 1 for an 
example.  

 

              
Figure 1: Example of the stimuli included in the self-

ownership (top) with pictures of the participant’s hand and 
ring and in the other-ownership (bottom) category with 

pictures of the rubber hand and ring.  
 
Participants were instructed to respond by pressing a 

right-hand key (M) in case of matched pairs (i.e., “me” and 
objects included in the self-ownership category or “other” 
and objects included in the other-ownership category), and a 
left-hand key (V) in case of non-matched pairs (i.e., “me” 
and objects included in the other-ownership category or 
“other” and objects included in the self-ownership 
category). For left-handed participants the keys were 
inverted (left-hand key for matched associations and right-
hand key for unmatched associations).  

                         
Figure 2: A visual representation of the perceptual 

matching task. In the first two trials, the pictures match with 
the labels while in the third and fourth trial they mismatch.  

 
The task was composed by three identical blocks (1, 2, 3) 

with block 1 preceded by a 28 trials practice phase. In each 
block, each of the two labels was associated three times with 
each of the 14 objects, for a total of 84 trials. The order of 
presentation of trials was randomized across participants. 
 
Rubber Hand Illusion Participants sat at a table in front of 
the experimenter, with their left hand wearing the ring 
placed inside a box, while the rubber hand with the rubber 
ring was placed on the upper cover of a box. The box 
measured 19 cm in width, 10 cm in height, and 29 cm in 
depth. Both the front and the back of the box were removed, 
allowing participants to place their hand inside the box and 
the experimenter to brush it. A black cloth was attached to 
the front edge of the box to cover the wrist of the rubber 
hand and the participant’s arm. The rubber hand was a life-
sized rubber model of a left hand. It wore a silver ring 
decorated with a mythological figure carved on an oval 
shape. Stimulation was delivered manually by the 
experimenter using two identical paintbrushes, with each 

SELF OWNERSHIP: objects owned by the participant

OTHER OWNERSHIP: objects not owned by the participant

ME	

OTHER	

ME	

OTHER	
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stroke lasting approximately 1500 milliseconds. Participants 
were stimulated on the second, third and fourth finger, from 
the middle phalanx to the tip of the finger. The rubber hand 
was stimulated in the same way, either in synchrony or 
asynchrony with the stimulation of the participant’s hand. In 
the synchronous condition, the participant’s hand and the 
rubber hand were brushed at the same time and the same 
anatomical location. In the asynchronous condition, the 
hands were brushed 180° out of phase in the corresponding 
anatomical location. Participants were instructed not to 
move their own hand and to observe the rubber hand for two 
minutes. 

Procedure 
Participants were asked to complete the practice phase and 
the first block of the perceptual matching task. After that, 
they repeated the task twice (block 2 and 3), while 
experiencing two minutes of RHI before each block. One 
group of participants received synchronous stimulation 
during the RHI while another group received asynchronous 
stimulation. To quantify the subjective experiences 
associated with the illusion, after the experiment 
participants completed a 27 items questionnaire (adapted 
from Longo et al., 2008). Participants rated different 
statements using a 7-point scale. Participants’ naivety 
regarding the purpose of the experiment was assessed with a 
final open question. Participants were eventually debriefed 
and thanked for their participation. 
 

 
Figure 3: Timeline of the experimental procedure. 

 

Analyses 
Data were analyzed with the open-source software R (R 
Core Team, 2015) considering matched pair trials only. 
Data obtained from the practice phase were excluded. 

To assess the presence of a self-prioritization effect (faster 
response times – RTs – and better accuracy in self-related 
matched trials) for both hand and self-owned ring, we 
adopted a bootstrapping procedure combining accuracy and 
RTs performance at baseline in line with Sui et al. (2012) 
(block 1). RTs and accuracy data for each condition and 
each participant were combined separately to create one 
data point. The data were then resampled with replacement, 
and the sample size was kept as the number of participants, 
creating a bootstrapped dataset. This procedure was 
repeated 2000 times, and the mean of the dataset from each 
instance was plotted, creating a visual representation of the 
estimated population mean and variation of each association 
condition. The self-prioritization effect was additionally 
tested with a signal detection approach for accuracy and 
with mixed-effects multiple regression models for RTs 

(results of these analyses are consistent with the 
bootstrapping procedure but are omitted for space reasons).  

To evaluate the self-reported scores of ownership for the 
rubber hand and disownership for the real hand, we selected 
three subsets from the 27 items adapted from the study of 
Longo et al. (2008). Items from 3 to 7 reflected ownership 
experienced for the rubber hand (e.g., It seemed like the 
rubber hand belonged to me); items 14 to 18 reflected 
disownership experienced for one’s real hand (e.g., It 
seemed like my hand had disappeared); items 8-9-10-27 
reflected perceived location of the sensation (e.g., It seemed 
like I was feeling the touch of the paintbrush in the location 
where I saw the rubber hand being touched). Responses for 
each item were indicated on a seven-point Likert scale, from 
−3 (strong disagreement) to +3 (strong agreement). Positive 
responses to item 15 (It seemed like I could have moved my 
hand if I had wanted) were coded inversely (i.e. a response 
of +3 was coded as −3). For each participant, we computed 
a mean score for each category (ownership score, loss score, 
location score). Next, we analyzed these scores to 
investigate whether they were affected by the experimental 
condition. 

RTs data across all blocks were further analyzed at the 
single-trial level with mixed-effects multiple regression 
models (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) using the lme4 
package for R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). 
Model comparison was performed using a stepwise 
approach (Bolker et al., 2009). We started from a null model 
containing only random terms and then we introduced fixed 
effects, adding main effects before interactions. The effect 
of factors on model fit was assessed by comparing 
information criteria (ΔAIC). 

Results 
An analysis of the answers to the naivety question at the end 
of the experiment revealed that participants did not have any 
understanding of the specific purpose of the study. 

Self-prioritization Effect 
The different distributions across the two picture-label pairs 
can be seen in Figure 3. For matched trials, responses to 
self-associations follow a distinct RT–accuracy distribution, 
falling in the bottom right of the figure, while response to 
other-associations fall towards the middle and up left of the 
figure. The distributions of responses for non-matching 
pairs overlap (not shown). Results of the bootstrap analysis 
show clear evidence of a self-prioritization effect. The 
bootstrapped dataset reveals a neat boundary between self- 
and other-associations. No evidence of difference between 
hand and ring was found. This result suggests that, before 
experiencing the RHI, participants’ own hand and ring are 
included in their self-representation. 
 

ME	 ME	 ME	

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3 QUESTIONNAIRERHI RHIPICTURES
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Figure 3: The self-prioritization effect in block 1 as 
revealed in the bootstrapped sample means for match trials. 
RTs are represented on the y-axis with accuracy on the x-

axis. 

Body-ownership Scores 
To establish whether participants were affected by the 
experimental condition (stimulation type), we next analyzed 
body-ownership scores. Analyses of the effect of 
stimulation type on explicit judgments showed a significant 
difference in body-ownership scores between synchronous 
and asynchronous participants, F (1,39) = 14.98, p = .0004, 
η2= .27, with the synchronous condition yielding higher 
ownership scores, M = 0.98 (SD = 1.59), than the 
asynchronous condition, M = -0.96 (SD = 1.62). Similarly, 
we found a significant difference in location scores, F (1,39) 
= 30.43, p < .0001, η2 = .43, with the synchronous group 
resulting in higher location scores, M = 1.57 (SD = 1.07) 
than the asynchronous one, M = -0.55 (SD =1.38). In 
contrast, loss scores were not affected by condition F (1,39) 
= 0.54, p = 0.46, η2 = .01. Mean score and SD for the 
synchronous and asynchronous participants were 
respectively M = -0.30 (SD = 1.50) and M = -0.65 (SD = 
1.38). 

Response Times 
First, baseline RTs (block1) for matched trials were 
analyzed to exclude a possible initial difference between the 
group of participants receiving synchronous stimulation and 
the group receiving asynchronous stimulation. Results from 
a mixed model including participants and objects as random 
factors and stimulation type (synchronous vs asynchronous) 
as a fixed factor did not show a significant effect of the 
experimental condition, b = -30.04, t = -1.005, p = 0.32. 

Next, to assess the effect of stimulation type on 
participants’ performance across the three blocks of the task, 
a mixed-effects model was fitted to the RTs data. The 
random effects structure included participants and objects, 
while stimulation type, trial number and the interaction 
between them were treated as fixed factors. A comparison 
between a first model including random effects only (Resid. 
Df: 4669, Resid Dev: 62034, ΔAIC: 316, AIC weight:0), a 
second model considering main effects of condition and trial 
number (Resid. Df: 4667, Resid Dev: 61725, ΔAIC: 11.1, 
AIC weight:0) and a third model considering the interaction 
between them (Resid. Df: 4666, Resid Dev: 61712, ΔAIC: 

0, AIC weight:1) revealed that the model with the 
interactive term was the best. 

Results from the interactive model showed that the 
experimental condition (type of stimulation) affected the 
learning rates of participants. Response times decreased 
across trial number, b = - .63, t= -17.859, p < 0.001, but 
decreased less in the synchronous condition than in the 
asynchronous condition, b = .25, t = 3.61, p = .0003 
(interaction between trial number and condition). In other 
words, participants experiencing the synchronous 
stimulation were slower in learning across trials compared 
to the asynchronous group (see Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: Participants’ learning rates across (all blocks).  

 
We then run a second analysis on RTs after the RHI 

(blocks 2 and 3) considering also the possible effects of 
ownership category (whether the picture-label pair belonged 
to the self-ownership or the other-ownership category) and 
object type (whether the object presented as stimulus was 
the hand, the hand with the ring or the ring alone).  

A comparison between a first model including random 
effects only (Resid. Df: 3151, Resid Dev: 41682, ΔAIC: 
54.4, AIC weight: 0), a second model considering the main 
effect of stimulation type (sync vs async) (Resid. Df: 3150, 
Resid Dev: 41679, ΔAIC: 53.5, AIC weight: 0) a third 
model adding ownership category (Resid. Df: 3149, Resid 
Dev: 41628, ΔAIC: 3.7, AIC weight: 0.08), a fourth model 
adding object type (Resid. Df:3147, Resid Dev: 41621, 
ΔAIC: 0.9, AIC weight: 0.33), an interactive model 
considering the interaction between stimulation type and 
ownership (Resid. Df: 3146, Resid Dev: 41618, ΔAIC: 0, 
AIC weight: 0.53) and a final model considering the 
interaction between stimulation type and object type (Resid. 
Df: 3145, Resid Dev: 41620, ΔAIC: 4.5, AIC weight: 0.05) 
revealed that the model with the interactive term stimulation 
type * ownership was the best.  

Results from the final model (see Table 1) showed a main 
effect of ownership (b = -177.87, t= -16.568, p < 0.001) and 
a main effect of condition (b = 61.56, t= 2.42, p = 0.02). In 
other words, self-related pairings were processed faster than 
other-related ones (=self prioritization effect) but response 
times were slower in the synchronous than in the 
asynchronous condition for both self- and other-ownership 
matched trials (see Figure 5). We found no evidence that the 
effect was modulated by object type.  
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Table 1: Results of the best fitting mixed-effect model. 
 

 
 

 

          
Figure 5: Response times on self- and other-ownership 

matched trials are slower in the Synchronous than in the 
Asynchronous condition (blocks 2-3). 

 
These results provide support to both the Ownership 

hypothesis (slower RTs in the synchronous group when 
perceiving objects belonging to someone else) and the Dis-
ownership hypothesis (slower RTs in the synchronous group 
when perceiving self-owned objects). Overall, they indicate 
that the experience of object ownership can indeed be based 
on the incorporation of objects in our body image.  

Conclusions 
Results of our experimental study show that the sense of 
object ownership, as measured through the self-
prioritization effect, was modulated by the rubber hand 
illusion and, in particular, was attenuated in the group of 
participants who received the synchronous stimulation 
relative to those who received the asynchronous one. 
Moreover, we have shown that changing the “bodily” 
representation of the self can affect its “conceptual” 
representation, since undermining the bodily self (via body 
manipulation) has cascade effects on conceptual 
representations, at least when an object, like a ring, has been 
systematically associated with a body-part.  

Reviewing the state of art at the time on the neural basis 
of body ownership, Botvinick observed that: “the feeling of 
ownership that we have for our bodies clearly does not 
extend to, for example, the fork we use at dinner.” 
(Botvnick, 2004: 783). Although we clearly do not mistake 
our fork for our own hand when eating at the restaurant, 
results of this study raise the intriguing possibility that its 

inclusion into one’s own body schema might potentially 
ground a sense that is our (psychological owned) fork.  

Whether, however, the me is mine view generalizes 
beyond items like ornaments, clothes or shoes that are 
systematically associated with our body is left for future 
research.  
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Abstract 
Research suggests children readily treat robots as social actors 
and sources of information for learning. Here we ask if children 
use depictions of gender-counterstereotypic robots (e.g., a 
female construction worker robot) and gender-stereotypic 
robots (e.g., a female secretary robot) as sources of information 
about cultural gender stereotypes. Forty-five 6- to 8-year-old 
children participated in a short counterstereotyping task. 
Children in the counterstereotypical condition viewed videos 
of cartoon female gendered robots with culturally stereotyped 
masculine occupations, interests in activities, and traits. 
Children in the stereotypical condition viewed videos of 
cartoon female gendered robots with culturally stereotyped 
feminine attributes. Children completed a measure of gender 
stereotyping before and after viewing the intervention videos. 
From pretest to posttest, children’s gender stereotyping 
decreased in the counterstereotypical condition and increased 
in the stereotypical condition. These finding suggest children 
may learn from robots as models of cultural gender stereotypes.  

Keywords: child-robot interaction, social learning, social 
robotics, social cognition, gender stereotypes 

Introduction 
Social robots are increasingly being developed to interact 
with children (Yang et al., 2018). Children are engaging with 
social robots in educational (Belpaem et al., 2018; Michaelis 
& Mutlu, 2018), therapeutic (Ricks & Colton, 2010; 
Scassellati et al., 2018), and childcare settings (Tanaka et al., 
2007). Furthermore, robots are being developed to 
specifically play with, entertain, and supervise children in 
their homes. Given the potential for social robots to become 
companions of children’s everyday life, there is a critical 
need to study the mechanisms by which children may learn 
from social robots and what sorts of information robots might 
transmit to children. 

Recent research suggests children readily treat robots as 
social actors and sources of social information. Children form 
meaningful social and moral relationships with robots (Kahn 
et al., 2012), treat robots as trustworthy and friendly 
informants in selective trust paradigms (Breazeal et al., 2016; 
Brink & Wellman, submitted), and socially conform to robots 
in Asch and moral evaluation paradigms (Vollmer et al., 
2018; Williams et al., 2018). Children also treat robots as 
models for social behaviors, without explicit direction or 
instruction. For example, children who played a game with a 
peer-like robot that exhibited behaviors suggestive of a 
growth mindset, later self-reported a stronger growth mindset 
and tried harder during a challenging task, compared to 
children who played with a neutral mindset robot (Park et al., 

2017). Similarly, children that interacted with a more creative 
social robot peer subsequently performed better on a 
creativity game (the droodle creativity task), compared to 
children who interacted with a non-creative robot (Ali et al., 
2019). Thus, children seem to learn and socially model 
behaviors and attributes they see in robots. 

The present study asks whether robots might transmit 
cultural stereotypes to children. Research with adults 
suggests social categories and stereotypes are readily 
attributed to computers and robots (Nass & Moon, 2000; 
Eyseel & Hegel, 2012). Gender, in particular, has been found 
to substantively alter adult human-robot interaction. The 
gender of robots can influence their persuasive power and 
levels of human-robot cooperation on gendered tasks (Siegel  
et al., 2009; Kuchenbrandt et al., 2014). Furthermore, adults 
judge gendered robots that fulfill gender-stereotypic roles 
(e.g., a male robot that guards a house or a female robot 
working in healthcare) as more suitable, acceptable, and 
likeable than gendered robots in counterstereotypic roles 
(Eyssel & Hegel, 2012; Tay et al., 2014).  

Given these findings, researchers have asked whether 
gender cues and stereotypes should be exploited to facilitate 
human-robot interaction, potentially improving rapport and 
engagement, reducing performance errors, and increasing 
marketability. Or, whether designers should avoid 
reinforcing potentially harmful stereotypes, designing 
gender-neutral or counterstereotypic robots (Eyssel & Hegel, 
2012; Nomura, 2017). Nevertheless, many robots already in 
use are female gendered (rather than male gendered) and 
provide assistance on every-day tasks that are generally 
perceived as stereotypically female (e.g., Apple’s Siri and 
Amazon’s Alexa; Kuchenbrandt et al., 2014; Devlin, 2018).  

In the present study, we extended the line of research on 
children’s social learning from robots to learning about 
gender stereotypes. Do children treat gendered robots as 
models for cultural gender norms and stereotypes? To 
address this question, we developed a task and materials 
based on the children’s gender-counterstereotyping 
intervention literature (e.g., Coyle & Liben, 2016). 
Counterstereotyping interventions highlight specific 
examples of stereotype-inconsistent information (Olsson & 
Martiny, 2018). For example, a researcher hoping to alter the 
belief that only men are scientists might expose participants 
to a vignette about a female scientist. Though more common 
in adults, studies with children have found brief 
counterstereotyping interventions can effectively reduce 
gender-stereotypical beliefs. For example, King et al. (2018) 
found counterstereotypical messages about toy preferences 
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(e.g., “boys like dolls”, “girls like trucks”) reduce children’s 
gender-stereotypical beliefs about toy preferences. In another 
study, brief exposure (less than 3 minutes) to a children’s 
television series in which a genderless android explicitly 
chooses to not be male or female reduced children’s gender 
occupation and activity stereotyping (Beck et al., 2017).  

We showed 6- to 8-year-old children cartoon vignettes of 
gender-stereotypical female robots (e.g., a house cleaning 
robot that enjoys knitting sweaters) or gender-
counterstereotypical female robots (e.g., a construction 
worker robot that enjoys fixing cars). Importantly, we 
measured children’s gender stereotyping both before and 
after the intervention. Based on the breadth of children’s 
social learning from robots in the current literature (i.e., 
demonstrations of selective trust, social conformity, and 
implicitly identifying and modeling growth 
mindset/creativity), we expected children would treat 
gendered robots as models of gender-stereotypic cultural 
knowledge. Thus, we predicted that children’s gender 
stereotyping would decrease from pretest to posttest in 
response to vignettes of gender-counterstereotypical robots 
and increase from pretest to posttest in response to vignettes 
of gender-stereotypical robots. 

Method 
Participants 
Forty-five 6- to 8-year-old children participated. Children 
were randomly assigned to either a counterstereotypical 
condition (N = 24; Mean Age = 6 years, 10 months; 13 
female, 11 male) or stereotypical condition (N = 21; Mean 
Age = 6 years, 10 months; 10 female, 11 male). We recruited 
and tested children at public playgrounds and childcare 
centers in a large city in the western United States under a  
protocol approved by the first author’s institutional review 
board.  

Materials 
Gendered Robot Videos Children viewed short animated  
and narrated cartoon videos about three female gendered 
robots (see Figure 1). The cover story of the videos suggested 
that the robots were currently under research and 
development, but would be manufactured and in people’s 
businesses and homes in the near future. Each robot had a 
unique occupation, interest in an activity, and pair of traits. 
Children in the counterstereotypical condition viewed videos 
where the three female gendered robots exhibited masculine  
 
 

Figure 1. Sample screen shots from the counterstereotypical (top) and stereotypical (bottom) gendered robot videos. 
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occupations (truck driver, construction worker, scientist), 
interests (build with tools, fix cars, draw cars), and traits 
(brave & aggressive, confident & strong, adventurous & 
really smart). Children in the stereotypical condition viewed 
videos where the three female gendered robots exhibited 
feminine occupations (house cleaner, nurse, secretary), 
interests (practice cheerleading, bake cookies, knit sweaters), 
and traits (talkative & affectionate, neat & helpful, loving & 
gentle). The feminine and masculine occupations, activities, 
and traits we used are categorized as culturally stereotyped in 
the Children’s Occupation, Activity, and Trait - Attitude 
Measure (COAT-AM; Liben et al., 2002).  

Both videos were approximately a minute and a half in 
duration. The design of the cartoon robots in the videos was 
influenced by prior research on adult and child expectations 
of gendered robots (Eyssel & Hegel, 2012; Obiad et al., 
2015).  
 
Gender Stereotyping Measure We measured children’s 
gender stereotyping before and after viewing the gendered 
robot videos using items from the COAT-AM (see Table 1; 
Liben et al., 2002). Children completed 12 items from the 
Activity Gender Stereotype subscale (e.g., “Who should play 
basketball? Only boys, only girls, or both boys and girls?”) 
and 12 items from the Occupation Gender Stereotype 
subscale (e.g., “Who should be a florist? Only men, only 
women, or both men and women?”). Children also completed 
the same 12 items from the Occupation Gender Stereotype 
subscale with illustrated gendered robots as the targets (e.g., 
“Who should be a plumber? Only Jack-Bots, only Jill-Bots, 
or both Jack-Bots and Jill-Bots?”). We included robot 
occupation items to address the potential outcome of children 
generalizing information from the gendered robot videos to 
other robots but not humans. Subscale items were scored for 
stereotypic responses. That is, feminine items assigned to 
only women, only girls, or Jill-bots, and masculine items 
assigned to only men, only boys, or Jack-bots.  
 
Procedure 
Children completed the task individually with the first author 
or a trained research assistant at the site of recruitment. 
Materials were presented on an iPad. 

The task proceeded in three phases. First, children 
completed the 36 item pretest measure of gender 
stereotyping. Next, children viewed the gendered robot video 
for their randomly assigned condition, either the 
counterstereotypical or the stereotypical video. Finally, the 
children completed the 36 item posttest measure of gender 
stereotyping.  

For both the pretest and posttest, items from each domain 
(i.e., human activity, human occupation, robot occupation) 
were presented in blocks. The order of the human activity and 
human occupation blocks was randomized at pretest and 
posttest, with the robot occupation block always appearing 
third. Items within domains were presented in random order 
at pretest and posttest. 
 

Table 1: COAT-AM items used to measure children’s 
gender stereotyping. Italicized occupations and activities 

were featured in the gendered robot videos. 
 

Human and Robot Occupation Items:  
Feminine Masculine 
secretary 

nurse 
house cleaner 

hair stylist 
librarian 

florist 

truck driver 
scientist 

construction worker 
plumber 
dentist 

police officer 
  

Human Activity Items: 
Feminine Masculine 

practice cheerleading 
bake cookies 
knit a sweater 

baby-sit 
wash clothes 

do gymnastics 

build with tools 
draw cars 

fix cars 
fly a model plane 
play video games 

play basketball 

Results 
Did children’s gender stereotyping change in response to 
viewing videos of gender-stereotypical and 
counterstereotypical robots? Figure 2 summarizes children’s 
overall stereotyping by condition and test. Descriptively, 
children in the counterstereotypical condition decreased their 
overall stereotyping from pretest (M = .46, SD = .26) to 
posttest (M = .41, SD = .27). In contrast, children in the 
stereotypical condition increased their overall stereotyping 
from pretest (M = .46, SD = .25) to posttest (M = .52, SD = 
.26). 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Total proportion of stereotypic responses by 
condition and test. Paired points represent individual 

children. Color represents decrease (green), increase (red), 
or maintenance (blue) of stereotyping from pretest to 

posttest. 
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To examine children’s response to the gendered robot 
videos, we estimated a binomial generalized linear mixed 
model (GLMM) on children’s stereotypic responses with 
condition (counterstereotypical or stereotypical), test (pretest 
or posttest), domain (human activities, human occupations, 
or robot occupations), and their interactions as fixed effects 
and by-participant and by-item random effects. Starting with 
a maximal random effects structure (Barr et al., 2013), we 
followed the procedure recommended by Bates et al. (2015) 
and removed random effects from the maximal model that 
were not supported by the data. The final model’s random 
effects structure included by-participant varying intercepts 
and slopes for domain and by-item varying intercepts. 
Inference for fixed effects was carried out via Type 3 
likelihood ratio test (LRT) model comparison.  
 Figure 3 displays the estimated probabilities from the 
model. There was an interaction between condition and test, 
LRT χ2(1) = 15.95, p < .001. Counterstereotypical videos 
decreased children’s odds of stereotyping from pretest to 
posttest, OR = .72, 95% CI [.57, .91]. In contrast, 
stereotypical videos increased children’s odds of stereotyping 
from pretest to posttest, OR = 1.45, 95% CI [1.37, 1.87]. 
There were no other interactions or main effects.  

Note, the condition by test interaction remained when only 
human occupation and human activity responses were 
analyzed, LRT χ2(1) = 9.93, p = .002. Thus, the observed 
pattern of results did not rely on the robot occupation items. 
Further, the condition by test interaction remained when only 
human occupation and robot occupation responses were 
analyzed, LRT χ2(1) = 7.96, p = .005. Thus, the observed 
pattern of results did not rely on human activity differences 
at pretest. Finally, the condition by test interaction remained 
when we excluded items for occupations and activities that 
individual children observed in the videos (e.g., the secretary, 
nurse, and house cleaner occupations for children in the 
stereotypic condition), LRT χ2(1) = 4.96, p = .026. Thus, the 
observed pattern of results involved generalization beyond 
the specific attributes presented in the videos. 

Discussion 
Do children treat gendered robots as models for cultural 
gender stereotypes? Our findings suggest they do. From 
pretest to posttest, children’s gender stereotyping decreased 
after seeing cartoons of gender-counterstereotypic robots and 
increased after seeing cartoons of gender-stereotypic robots. 
Stereotyping interventions like the one we employed are 
based on the idea that learning information that is counter to 
one’s beliefs about a group can change how one thinks about 
members of that group in the future. In the present study, 
children observed information about the occupations, 
activities, and traits of female robot exemplars and extended 
that information to their beliefs about what activities and 
occupations novel male and female robots, boys and girls, 
and men and women should do. Thus, the present study 
suggests children may treat robots as models for culturally 
held beliefs about human groups.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Estimated probabilities of stereotypic responses by 
condition, test, and domain. Error bars represent standard 

errors. 
 
 Our findings contribute to the growing literature on 
children’s learning from robots. Similar to prior 
demonstrations of selective trust and social conforming (e.g., 
Breazeal et al., 2016; Brink & Wellman, submitted; Vollmer 
et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018), our results suggest that 
children treat social robots as “instructors” of cultural 
knowledge. In contrast to the former examples, children in 
the present task learned from relatively passive vignettes of 
robots without any explicit cue to do so. Similar to the 
findings that children can ‘catch’ a growth mindset or 
creativity from a peer robot (Park et al., 2017; Ali et al., 
2019), the present study provides an example of children 
spontaneously identifying and generalizing attributes they 
see in robots.  
 From an applied perspective, our findings suggest robots 
may counteract and reinforce potentially harmful gender 
stereotypes in children. This is both hopeful and worrisome. 
These data can be brought to bear on the ethical discussion of 
whether robot design should leverage gender stereotypes to 
promote human-robot interaction, deliberately counteract 
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gender stereotypes toward social justice ends, or avoid 
gendering robots altogether (Eyssel & Hegel, 2012; Nomura, 
2017). What is clear is that robots will greatly impact 
children’s cognitive, social, and moral development.  It will 
be imperative for members of the cognitive, developmental, 
and educational sciences to contribute to the research 
literature and public discussion of child-robot interaction. 

There are critical limitations to the current study that 
suggest further need for research. First, the intervention in the 
present task was very minimal. Children did not interact with 
real social robots (e.g., Volmer et al., 2018) or even view 
videos of real robots (e.g., Brink & Wellman, submitted). 
Instead they viewed cartoon vignettes of gendered robots 
with no contingent interaction. It is possible we would have 
observed similar results using any cartoon agent with an 
obviously identifiable gender. However, research does 
suggest children favor still images of robots over still images 
of anthropomorphized cartoon animals as sources of 
information (Oranç & Küntay, 2020). Further, though 
comparable to other studies (Beck et al., 2017), the 
manipulation was very brief. It is an open question whether 
children would respond similarly to more extended, 
meaningful, and realistic interactions with gendered social 
robots. As proof of concept, the present data suggest 
resource-intensive research with real robots is warranted. 
Second, there is a possibility that the changes we observed 
were fleeting. While we would not expect long-term effects 
from such a brief intervention, it is worth noting that even 
short-term changes in stereotyping behaviors may have 
lasting effects on attitudes and beliefs (King et al., 2020). 
Further study will be needed to examine the stability of the 
observed effects over time. Finally, our study design and 
sample were not intended to address questions about the 
gender specificity of children’s learning (e.g., are there 
interactions between learning, child gender, condition, and 
item gender?) or questions of development (are there 
interactions with children’s age?). Future research could 
directly examine these issues. 

In conclusion, the findings from this study demonstrate that 
depictions of gendered robots exhibiting cultural gender 
stereotypes can change children’s gender stereotyping in the 
short term. Critically, our results suggest gendered robots 
might serve to both reinforce and counteract potentially 
harmful gender stereotypes in children. The current work 
expands our consideration of the cultural information social 
robots may transmit to children. More broadly, this work 
suggests researchers, developers, and users of social robots 
need to carefully consider the implications of gendering 
robots for children.  
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Abstract
Learning to learn is a reduction in the amount of training needed
for task attainment across a series of similar tasks. Transfer
differentiates (adult) humans from other species, portending a
window into unique aspects of human learning. However, its
unclear whether such differences are quantitative, or qualitative
and what it means for the evolution/development of cognition.
In this paper, learning is regarded as a (categorical) limit. A
limit is a universal construction, and so transfer follows from
a (generalized) optimization process. This result provides a
formal basis for comparison/contrast of learning transfer in hu-
mans and other species—another step to bringing the empirical
question into sharper relief.
Keywords: Learning to learn; learning set transfer; relational
schema induction; category theory; category; functor; limit

Introduction
Learning to learn (also called learning set transfer) refers to an
improvement in training rate across a series of similar learning
tasks (Harlow, 1949). For example, suppose each task is
to learn a configural association, where the target responses
depend on interacting cues (colour and shape): in one task
instance, subjects are trained to select square over triangle
when presented with a square on a blue coloured background,
and triangle over square when a square is presented on a
green background; in another instance, subjects are trained
to select circle over cross when a circle is presented on a
red background, and cross over circle when the background
for the presented circle is yellow. Evidence of learning to
learn is observed when the number of training trials needed
to reach some criterion for successful learning decreases on
subsequent instances of the task.

Many species have a capacity for learning, yet its unclear
whether differences in transfer are quantitative, or qualitative
(Bitterman, 1975; Warren, 1965). For instance, some authors
have argued for an association-based account of learning that
is extendable to propositions, so providing a basis for higher
cognition (Mitchell, Houwer, & Lovibond, 2009). An asso-
ciative model could assume that learning rate changes with
prior experience (Miller, Barnet, & Grahame, 1995), thereby
providing a quantitative explanation for differences in learn-
ing transfer: greater transfer is linked to greater change in
learning rate. Yet, other authors argue that the propositional
(relational) aspects of cognition—inferring targets from re-
lations between stimuli—are qualitatively unique to humans
(Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008), and most developed in
adults (Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998). Resolving such
disputes over accounts of learning transfer should inform the
nature, evolution and development of cognition.

To this end, the relational schema induction paradigm was
developed to distinguish associative versus relational mod-
els of learning transfer (Halford, Bain, Maybery, & Andrews,

1998; Halford & Busby, 2007). These models make contrast-
ing predictions following feedback on information trials that
are necessary to determine the responses to the other stim-
uli. For example (above), having seen that circle is preferred
over cross when presented on a red background (information
trial), a relational model predicts that cross is preferred over
circle when the background is yellow, because the second
task involves the same relation(al schema). By contrast, the
associative model makes no prediction for a novel stimulus,
having not been paired with a target before. The empirical re-
sults support a relational model for learning transfer (Halford,
Bain, et al., 1998; Halford & Busby, 2007).

Relational schema induction is ideal for comparing species
and age groups, because it does not require language to admin-
ister. Yet, the empirical results raise a conundrum. On one
hand, associative processes appear incapable of accounting
for this form of transfer. On the other hand, this form of trans-
fer may be beyond the capacities of non-humans and young
children (Halford, Wilson, Andrews, & Phillips, 2014). How,
then, does a systematic capacity for learning transfer develop?

A first step towards redressing this conundrum is to employ
a more general theory incorporating both relational and asso-
ciative aspects of cognition. So, the purpose of this paper is to
provide a common theoretical grounding of relational schema
induction and learning set transfer. That common ground is
the category theory concept of limit (Mac Lane, 1998), which
is motivated by the following points. Consistent induction
of relational schemas (Halford, Bain, et al., 1998) is another
form of systematicity (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988), which is
explained by the category theory concept of universal mor-
phism (Phillips & Wilson, 2010). And, universal morphisms
are equivalently certain kinds of limits (Mac Lane, 1998). Ac-
cordingly, we show that these two forms of learning to learn
obtain from a particular kind of limit process.

The paper proceeds with an outline of the basic theory of
limits, in the next section. This categorical theory of limits is
then applied to examples of relational schema induction and
learning set transfer in the subsequent two sections, where it
is shown that both forms of learning to learn are captured by
a certain kind of limit, called the end of a functor. (Formal
details appear in the Appendix.) These results are discussed
in the broader context of learning transfer, comparative and
developmental cognition, in the final section.

Limits
A (categorical) limit is a kind of optimal solution to a given
problem. Such limits generalize the more familiar limit of a
function. This section provides an intuitive guide to categor-
ical limits for the purpose of modeling learning transfer.
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A categorical limit depends on more basic concepts, which
are introduced first. In brief, category theory starts with the
concept of a category (definition 1), which consists of objects,
relations between objects, called morphisms, and an operation
for combining morphisms, called composition. Most models
of cognition involve sets and functions, which are objects and
morphisms in the category Set (example 1). A map between
categories is a functor (definition 3), preserving categorical
structure in the homomorphic sense—a functor is a category
homomorphism. Two functors are compared by a natural
transformation (definition 4), and an optimal comparison is a
universal morphism (definition 5). A limit (definition 6) is a
kind of universal morphism, and so an optimal construction.

A product (definition 2) is a limit, affording a basic form of
compositonality (example 2) in models of cognition. Products
are: constructed by functors (example 3), instances of univer-
sal morphisms (example 4), and derived by limit processes
(example 5). So, categorical limits provide a framework for
inducing (compositional) structure and learning transfer.

Learning transfer is modeled by a further generalization of
limit, called the end of a (bi)functor (definition 8). A bifunctor
is an analog of bivariate function. The intuition here is to
regard each variable as pertaining to a task instance, whereby
the end computes (reconstructs) the common relation between
the structures underlying each instance (theorem 1). As we
shall see in the following two sections, this reconstruction
process is the formal foundation for our categorical treatment
of learning to learn.

Relational schema induction
First we describe the relational schema induction paradigm
and then we provide a category theory account of induction.

Relational schema induction consists of a series of tasks
conforming to a group-like structure (Halford, Bain, et al.,
1998; Halford & Busby, 2007). Suppose stimuli are drawn
from the set of shapes Sh = {♡,♣} and the set of trigrams
Tri = {BEH,FUT,PEJ,ROY}, and the task is to learn a
map from the set of shape-trigram pairs to the set of tri-
grams: τ1 = Sh × Tri → Tri, e.g., (♡,BEH) 7→ FUT and
(♣,FUT) 7→ PEJ. If we view trigrams as vertices of a square,
the shapes correspond to horizontal and vertical reflections.
Shapes and trigrams are unique across tasks and each task
conforms to the same group-like structure: e.g., in another
task, shapes are drawn from the set {♢,♠} and trigrams from
the set {HUQ,KES,NIZ,XAY} and the mappings follow ac-
cordingly (see figure 1). Participants consistently induce the
relational schema after several task instances (Halford, Bain,
et al., 1998): the limit of learning transfer as indicated by
correct prediction on novel trials.

This form of induction is modeled as a kind of limit in
category theory. Specifically, the relations between cues and
targets are modeled as monoid (definition 9) actions on a set
(definition 10): each shape is treated as an action that sends
trigrams to trigrams (example 8), and the set of trigrams for
each task instance is called an M-set. Each M-set corresponds

BEH oo ♡ //
OO

♣
��

FUTOO

♣
��

HUQ oo ♢ //
OO

♠
��

KESOO

♠
��

ROY oo
♡

// PEJ XAY oo
♢

// NIZ

Figure 1: Two task instances for relational schema induction.

to a task, and a map between tasks that is compatible with (i.e.
“preserves”) the actions on trigrams is an equivariant map
(definition 11). The collection of (possible) tasks and (action-
preserving) maps between tasks, for a monoid M, forms a
category, denoted MSet (remark 10). Participants are only
given feedback on the target (trigram) that is associated with
the given cue (shape-trigram pair), not the monoid generating
those associations. This situation is modeled as the forgetful
functor U : MSet → Set; (S,σ) 7→ S, which supplies the set of
elements, S, forgetting the actions, σ (remark 11). Computing
the end of a functor involvingU recovers the monoid M, which
contains the actions (theorem 1). (The unit of the monoid, e,
corresponds to the “no-change” action where trigrams map
to themselves, which is assumed but not part of the experi-
ment.) The recovered monoid affords correct predictions on
novel task instances: the two information trials determine the
correspondence between shapes and elements of the monoid,
hence how those shapes act on the other trigrams in novel
trials of a new task instance.

In detail, suppose the task instances depicted in figure 1.
The first task is represented as the pair (S,σ) consisting of
the set of trigrams S = {BEH,FUT,PEJ,ROY} and the set of
shapes (actions) σ = {♡,♣} where, e.g., ♡ : BEH 7→ FUT
and ♣ : BEH 7→ ROY. The second task is represented as
(R,ρ), where R = {HUQ,KES,NIZ,XAY} and ρ = {♢,♠},
e.g., ♢ : HUQ 7→ KES and ♠ : HUQ 7→ XAY. Computing the
end of the functor Hom(U−,U−) reconstructs the monoid,
i.e.

∫
MSet Hom(U−,U−) �M, consisting of the set of actions

{h,v} and monoid operation: e.g., h · h = e (see example 8).
Ends are limits, which are unique up to unique isomorphism
(Mac Lane, 1998), so this monoid is essentially the same as
the monoid with the two actions relabeled as particular shapes.

Ends obtain as optimal constraint satisfaction (remark 12),
where the constraints are implicitly specified by feedback on
stimulus-response trials for the tasks. Sets Hom(S,S) and
Hom(R,R) consist of all possible maps between trigrams
within a task, and Hom(S,R) consists of all possible maps
of trigrams between tasks. Commutativity (diagram 4) con-
strains the candidate solution sets to only those sets whose
elements pick out the trigram mappings for each task instance
that conjointly satisfy equivariance (definition 11) between
task instances. Universality (remark 4) further constrains the
candidates to only those sets whose elements are necessary
and sufficient for commutativity, i.e. the relational schema
(monoid) common to all task instances. In this way, relational
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schema induction is a form of optimal constraint satisfaction.

Learning set transfer: configural association
Configural association can be seen as a kind of relational
schema induction (Halford, Bain, et al., 1998), which has the
structure of the logical operation, exclusive-or (remark 7). In
this section, we show how learning set transfer for configural
association is also a limit in the same manner as relational
schema induction, as shown in the previous section.

In a configural association task, participants learn to asso-
ciate cues to targets depending on context: e.g., in the context
of a green display background, triangle is associated to tri-
angle and square is associated to square; in the context of
a blue background, triangle associates to square and square
associates to triangle. After learning these associations a new
instance of configural association is administered. This new
instance consists of different shapes and colours: e.g., in the
context of a yellow display background, circle associates to
circle and cross associates to cross; in the context of a brown
background, circle associates to cross and cross associates to
circle. Learning set transfer is observed when the number of
training trials to criterion for subsequent tasks decreases.

Configural association is also modeled as monoid actions
on sets, whereby colours correspond to actions on shapes:
e.g., G : △ 7→△, G : 2 7→ 2, B : △ 7→ 2, B : 2 7→ △. In this
case, the monoid corresponds to exclusive-or: Z2 (remark 7).
Accordingly, the collection of such tasks and their equivari-
ant maps forms a category, and the monoid is reconstructed
by computing the end of the functor, Hom(U−,U−), as in
the previous example. The monoid is then applied to a new
task instance given a single information trial, affording tar-
get prediction for the other three cues. In this way, learning
set transfer for configural association and relational schema
induction are two instances of reconstruction.

Discussion
The approach presented here places relational schema induc-
tion and learning set transfer on a common footing: both
forms of learning to learn obtain from the same (general)
limit process—the end of a functor. Indeed, this approach
clarifies the close connection between the two examples of
relational schema induction and configural association: the
common structure underlying task instances of the former is
the (categorical) product of the common structure underlying
task instances of the latter (remark 8). The rest of this sec-
tion considers the implications of this theory for the nature,
development and evolution of cognition.

Relational versus associative processes
The relational schema induction paradigm was introduced to
assess whether learning transfer depends on relational or asso-
ciational processes (Halford, Bain, et al., 1998). On one hand,
some authors have argued that developmental differences de-
pend on a capacity to process relational information (Halford,
Wilson, & Phillips, 1998; Penn et al., 2008). However, other
authors argue that associative processes are sufficient (Leech,

Mareschal, & Cooper, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2009). Our ap-
proach shows how these disparate views are reconciled.

Specifically, to induce the common structure, subjects must
first learn the basic cue-target associations that constitute a
task instance. The trigram-trigram associations for a task S
and a given action constitute a map in the set Hom(S,S). Thus,
there is an associative (first-order) component to induction.
However, to recover the structure, subjects must also compute
a limit (end): a relation between the associations within task
instances, i.e. Hom(S,S) and Hom(R,R), that is constrained
by equivariance, i.e. the maps Hom(1S, f ) and Hom( f ,1R).
So, there is also a relational (second-order) component in both
paradigms. These components are independently manipulated
as the cardinalities of set X : number of elements acted on,
and monoid M: number of relations acting on X , respectively.
The arity of the (product) monoid can also be varied from
unary to binary, and so on—i.e. as the n-ary product monoid,
Zn

2 � Π
n
1 Z2 (remark 8). Hence, the empirical implications of

associative and relational information on learning transfer can
both be assessed.

Notice that although the relational schema induction and
learning set paradigms (as considered here) involve one-to-
one correspondence between the elements (e.g., shapes and
trigrams) of different task instances, this principle is derived
by our approach, not assumed. Relational schema induction
was considered to involve the mapping of structure (Halford,
Bain, et al., 1998), for example, as specified by structure
mapping theory (Gentner, 1983). However, structure map-
ping theory and related models of analogy generally assume
a one-to-one correspondence constraint (Gentner & Forbus,
2011). Here, this principle is derived from computing the
end of a functor, which affords a further generalization of the
induction/transfer paradigm whereby task instances are ho-
momorphic but not necessarily isomorphic. This situation is
automatically captured by the theory of ends.

Systematicity
The systematic consistency with which subjects induce the
relational schema and transfer this knowledge across task in-
stances (Halford, Bain, et al., 1998; Halford & Busby, 2007)
raises a familiar systematicity challenge (Fodor & Pylyshyn,
1988). In the current context, this challenge is to explain why
subjects who exhibit transfer on one task also exhibit trans-
fer on another task. This property pertains to a systematic-
ity of learning, or second-order systematicity (Aizawa, 2003;
Phillips & Wilson, 2016a).

A category theory explanation is that systematicity obtains
from a universal construction (Phillips & Wilson, 2010). Ends
are a form of universal construction (Mac Lane, 1998). Hence,
the explanation for the (second-order) systematicity of learn-
ing exhibited in the relational schema induction experiments
(Halford, Bain, et al., 1998; Halford & Busby, 2007) follows
from computing the end of the appropriate functor. Com-
puting the end (or universal morphism) follows from another
kind of universal process: categorical (co)recursion (Phillips
& Wilson, 2016b). So, the current work affords both structural
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and computational explanations for learning to learn.

Continuous versus punctate development
An overarching question concerns the development of such
learning to learn capacity, Is development of a capacity for
learning transfer continuous, or punctate (i.e. a change in
quantity, or quality)? Some authors have argued that a capac-
ity for processing relational information is unique to humans
(Penn et al., 2008). And, other authors have gone further
to argue that relations of varying complexity also differentiate
age groups within humans (Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998;
Halford et al., 2014). Our approach provides two intimately re-
lated perspectives on this issue of evolution/development. On
one hand the relational induction task involves a (binary) prod-
uct of the structure of the configural association task (unary),
indicating discontinuity. On the other hand unary relations
are equivalent to binary relations with one argument fixed,
suggesting continuity from the lower to higher complexity
situation. This equivalence is expressed as the isomorphism
A× 1 � A, where 1 is the terminal object—another kind of
limit—which is any singleton set in Set. There is a quantitative
difference in terms of product arity (i.e. one versus two) and
a qualitative difference in terms of relations (i.e. unary versus
binary). In this regard, the transition from unary to binary
products is essentially a transition between binary products
with one variable argument to two variable arguments, which
concords with relational complexity theory as the number of
dimensions of variation that must be considered conjointly
(Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998; Halford et al., 2014).

Further work
New approaches raise new questions and directions for further
work. In this paper, we focused on the induction of common
structure, but we have not provided a categorical account of
how that structure affords generalization to novel cues given
the information trials. One approach to generalization is to
employ a free functor (Mac Lane, 1998), whereby partial
knowledge of the task instance learned from the information
trials is “freely” completed for prediction of the targets for
the other (novel) cues. This functor constructs the free M-set
representation on the given set, i.e. F : S 7→ (S,σ), which is
the “pseudo-inverse” of the forgetful functor U : (S,σ) 7→ S
(remark 11). Free and forgetful functors form an adjoint pair,
which is another kind of universal construction (Mac Lane,
1998), hence related to our categorical explanation for induc-
tion. (Diagonal and product functors also form an adjoint
pair.) The details are beyond the space available, but a closely
related example was given in regard to systematicity with re-
spect to this task (Phillips & Wilson, 2010).

Another important direction is to extend this approach to the
probabilistic setting. Typically, transfer is multi-shot, not one-
shot. We focused on one-shot transfer, because it is regarded
as a hallmark of human-level transfer (Halford et al., 2014).
Further work is needed to understand the link between one-
shot and multi-shot learning transfer, as commonly exhibited
in non-human studies (Bitterman, 1975; Harlow, 1949).

Our approach has been to consider a more general theory
to incorporate apparently different forms of cognitive pro-
cess: relational versus associative. Yet, more general theory
seems more removed from the underlying neuroscience, which
raises questions about the link to the neurocomputational sys-
tem. As observed elsewhere (Phillips, 2019), some category
theory constructions pertaining to constraint satisfaction, like
the ones employed here, are reminiscent of a neural network
model of analogy (Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008).
So, another direction is to investigate the formal links between
the current theory and such models.

The theorem used here is a simple case of a far more gen-
eral theory that affords the reconstruction of other kinds of
algebras and is not limited to just sets. Thus, we expect our
approach also applies to other forms of induction beyond the
examples presented here. The present work is an entrée to a
course of cognitive theory, whereby induction is modeled as
reconstruction and generalization as completion.

Despite the formal elegance of a category theory approach,
this approach does not directly say why subjects fail to induce
the relevant structure. Inducing structure depends on both
associative and relational components, as discussed earlier,
which are putatively linked to differences in working memory
systems across different cohorts (Halford et al., 2014). By
unifying various forms of learning transfer, the theory makes
clearer how such questions can be addressed experimentally.
A valuable aspect of good theory is to bring such questions
into sharper relief.
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Appendix A: Basic theory
Definition 1 (Category). A category C consists of a collec-
tion of objects, O (C) = {A,B, . . .}, a collection of morphisms,
M (C) = { f ,g, . . .}—a morphism written in full as f : A → B
indicates object A as the domain and object B as the codomain
of f —including for each object A ∈ O (C) the identity mor-
phism 1A : A → A, and a composition operation, ◦, that sends
each pair of compatible morphisms f : A → B and g : B →C
(i.e. the codomain of f is the domain of g) to the composite
morphism g◦ f : A →C, that together satisfy the laws of:

• identity: f ◦1A = f = 1B ◦ f for every f ∈ M (C), and

• associativity: h ◦ (g ◦ f ) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f for every triple of
compatible morphisms f ,g,h ∈ M (C).

Remark 1. The collection of morphisms in C with domain A
and codomain B is called a hom-set, denoted Hom(A,B).
Example 1 (Set). In Set, the objects are sets, the morphisms
are functions, and composition is composition of functions.
The identity morphisms are the identity functions.
Remark 2. The opposite category, denoted Cop, has all the
objects and “reversed” morphisms of C: a morphism f : A →
B in C is the morphism f op : B → A in Cop.
Definition 2 (Product). In a category C, a product of objects
A and B is an object P, also denoted A×B, together with
morphisms π́ : P → A and π̀ : P → B, called projections, such
that for every object Z and morphisms f : Z →A and g : Z →B,
all in C, there exists a unique morphism u : Z → P such that
( f ,g) = (π́, π̀) ◦u. Morphism u is also denoted ⟨ f ,g⟩ as it is
determined by f and g.
Example 2 (Cartesian product). In Set, the product of sets A
and B is the Cartesian product: A×B = {(a,b)|a ∈ A,b ∈ B}
and projections π́ : (a,b) 7→ a and π̀ : (a,b) 7→ b. The unique
morphism, u, is the function ⟨ f ,g⟩ : z 7→ ( f (z),g(z)).
Definition 3 (Functor). A functor is a “structure-preserving”
map from a category C to a category D, written F : C → D,
sending each object A and morphism f : A → B in C to the
object F (A) and the morphism F ( f ) : F (A) → F (B) in D
(respectively) that satisfies the laws of:

• identity: F (1A) = 1F (A) for every object A ∈ O (C), and

• compositionality: F (g◦C f ) = F (g) ◦D F ( f ) for every pair
of compatible morphisms f ,g ∈ M (C).

Example 3 (Diagonal, product). The diagonal functor ∆ :
C → C×C sends each object and each morphism to their
pairs, and the product functor Π : C×C → C sends each pair
of objects and each pair of morphisms to their products:

• ∆ : A 7→ (A,A), f 7→ ( f , f ), and

• Π : (A,B) 7→ A×B, ( f ,g) 7→ f ×g.

Definition 4 (Natural transformation). Let F,G : C → D be
functors. A natural transformation η : F .→ G is a family
of D-morphisms {ηA : F (A) → G(A)|A ∈ O (C)} such that
G( f ) ◦ηA = ηB ◦F ( f ) for every morphism f : A → B in C, as
indicated by the following commutative diagram:

F (A)
ηA //

F ( f )
��

G(A)

G( f )
��

F (B) ηB
// G(B)

(1)

Remark 3. π́ : Π .→ Π́ and π̀ : Π .→ Π̀, where functors Π́ :
(A,B) 7→ A and Π̀ : (A,B) 7→ B, are natural transformations.
Definition 5 (Universal morphism). Let F : C → D be a func-
tor and Y an object in D. A universal morphism from F to Y
is a pair (B,ψ) consisting of an object B in C and a morphism
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ψ : F (B) →Y in D such that for every object X in C and every
morphism g : F (X ) →Y in D there exists a unique morphism
u : X → B in C such that g = ψ◦F (u).
Example 4 (Product as universal morphism). A product of A
and B is the universal morphism (A×B,π) from the diagonal
functor, ∆, to the pair of objects (A,B), where π = (π́, π̀).
Definition 6 (Limit). A limit of a functor D : C → CJ is a
universal morphism from D to an object in CJ—the category
of functors (from J to C) and natural transformations.
Example 5 (Product). A product of sets A and B is the limit
of the functor ∆ : Set → Set2 to (A,B). (NB. C2 � C×C.)
Definition 7 (Wedge). A wedge to a functor F : Cop×C → D
is a dinatural transformation ω : D→̈F consisting of a family
of D-morphisms {ωA : D → F (A,A)|A ∈ O (C)} such that for
each f : A → B in C the following diagram commutes:

D
ωA //

ωB

��

F (A,A)

F (1A, f )
��

F (B,B)
F ( f ,1B)

// F (A,B)

(2)

Definition 8 (End). The end of a functor F : Cop ×C → D
is a pair (E,ω) consisting of an object E in D and a wedge
ω : D→̈F such that for every wedge β : Z→̈F there exists a
unique morphism u : Z → E such that β = ω◦u. Object E is
also denoted

∫
A∈C F (A,A), or

∫
C F .

Remark 4. An end is a universal wedge; equivalently, a limit
in two variables.
Example 6 (Hom-set). Hom-sets of natural transformations,
Nat(F,G), are constructed from the ends of hom-functors.

a
∫

C Hom(−,−) � Nat(1C,1C).

b
∫

C Hom(F−,G−) � Nat(F,G).

Remark 5. For example 6(b), substitution yields

E
ωA //

ωB

��

Hom(FA,GA)

Hom(1FA,G f )
��

Hom(FB,GB)
Hom(F f ,1GB)

// Hom(FA,GB)

(3)

where E identifies with the set of natural transformations, {η},
and ωA with the component, ηA ∈ Hom(FA,GA), according
to the naturality condition (see diagram 1).
Definition 9 (Monoid). A monoid (M, ·,e) consists of a set
M, a (closed) binary operation ·, and an element e ∈ M, called
the unit, such that for all elements a,b,c ∈ M the operation is:

• associative: a · (b · c) = (a ·b) · c, and

• unital: a · e = a = e ·a.

Remark 6. A monoid is a one-object category—morphisms
are the elements and composition is the monoid operation.

Example 7 (Integers). Examples of monoids include:

• (Z,+,0): the integers together with addition,

• Z2: {0,1} together with addition modulo-2, and

• Z2
2 � Z2 ×Z2: the product of monoid Z2 with itself.

Remark 7. Z2 is isomorphic to exclusive-or, as indicated by
the following tables for the respective operations:

+ 0 1 ⊕ F T
0 0 1 F F T
1 1 0 T T F

Remark 8. Z2×Z2 (with projections) is a categorical product
in the category of monoids and monoid homomorphisms.
Definition 10 (Monoid action). Let (M, ·,e) be a monoid and
X a set. A (left) monoid action on X is a function ϕ : M×X →
X that satisfies the following laws for all a ∈ M and x ∈ X :

• identity: ϕ(e,x) = x, and

• compatibility: ϕ(a ·b,x) = ϕ(a,ϕ(b,x)).

The set X is called an M-set.
Remark 9. A monoid action is a functor, M → Set, which
identifies each action in M with an endomorphism X → X .
Example 8 (Actions). The actions of Z2 (Z2

2) on a set of
shapes (trigrams) is shown in the following left (right) table:
Z2 △ 2 Z2

2 BEH FUT PEJ ROY
0 △ 2 h FUT BEH ROY PEJ
1 2 △ v ROY PEJ FUT BEH

where h (horizontal) and v (vertical) in Z2
2 correspond to the

elements (0,1) and (1,0) in Z2 ×Z2, respectively. Actions e
(no change) and d (diagonal) in Z2

2, corresponding to elements
(0,0) and (1,1) in Z2 ×Z2, are not shown.
Definition 11 (Equivariant map). Let X and Y be M-sets for a
monoid M. An equivariant map is a function f : X → Y such
that f (a · x) = a · f (x) for all a ∈ M and x ∈ X .
Remark 10. An M-set S is represented by the functor (S,σ)
identifying set S and the homomorphism σ : M → (X → X ).
M-set representations (functors) and equivariant maps (natural
transformations) form a (functor) category, denoted MSet.
Remark 11. The forgetful functor U : MSet → Set forgets
the actions, i.e. U : (S,σ) 7→ S.
Theorem 1 (Reconstruction). Let MSet be a category of M-
set representations for a monoid M, and U : MSet → Set the
forgetful functor. We have

∫
MSet Hom(U−,U−) � M.

Remark 12. Substituting Hom(U−,U−) for functor F in
definition 8 yields commutative diagram

E
ωa //

ωb

��

Hom(S,S)

Hom(1S, f )
��

Hom(R,R)
Hom( f ,1R)

// Hom(S,R)

(4)

where E identifies with (set) M, and ωa/ωb identifies action
a/b with the endomorphism. See Tannaka duality.
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Abstract
Appropriately calibrating trust in autonomous systems is es-
sential for successful collaboration between humans and the
systems. Over-trust and under-trust often happen in dynami-
cally changing environments, and they can be major causes of
serious issues with safety and efficiency. Many studies have
examined the role of continuous system transparency in keep-
ing proper trust calibration; however, not many studies have
focused on how to find poor trust calibration nor how to miti-
gate it. In our proposed method of trust calibration, a behavior-
based approach is used to detect improper trust calibration, and
cognitive cues called “trust calibration cues” are presented to
users as triggers for trust calibration. We conducted an on-
line experiment with a drone simulator. Seventy participants
performed pothole inspection tasks manually or relied on the
drone’s automatic inspection. The results demonstrated that
adaptively presenting a simple cue could significantly promote
trust calibration in both over-trust and under-trust cases.
Keywords: Trust Management,Trust Calibration

Introduction
Rapid advances in autonomous technologies are changing all
aspects of our daily life. One of the early works (Chambers
& Nagel, 1985) on human factors in flight automation already
investigated a wide range of design considerations to realize
a safe and efficient relationship between the pilot and the sys-
tem.

Trust is known as one of the critical concepts in collabo-
ration between human users and autonomous systems. Suc-
cessful collaboration requires the users to appropriately adjust
their level of trust to the actual reliability of systems. This
cognitive process is called trust calibration (Muir, 1994; Lee
& See, 2004). Users often fail to calibrate their trust in a sys-
tem and end up in a state called over-trust or under-trust when
the system’s reliability changes for various reasons in an en-
vironment. Over-trust is poorly calibrated trust in which the
user overestimates the reliability of the system, Under-trust is
poorly calibrated trust in which the user underestimates the
system’s capability. Poor trust calibration often causes not
only the performance of the collaboration to degrade but also
serious safety issues (Parasuraman & Dietrich H. Manzey,
2010; NHTSA, 2017).

In keeping appropriate trust, it is necessary to be able to
measure trust and to influence trust if necessary. However,
these two elements are still challenging issues.

Measuring trust is difficult, as trust is a latent construct.
Self-reported trust measures used by most of the trust re-
search are too intrusive to use them during task executions.

Trust questionnaires conducted at the end of an experiment
sometimes do not correctly reflect real-time trust during
the experiment (Desai, Kaniarasu, Medvedev, Steinfeld, &
Yanco, 2013). Some studies examined the effectiveness of
physiological and neural measures such as gaze (Hergeth,
Lorenz, Vilimek, & Krems, 2016), heart-rates, and EEG.
Although these are promising approaches, further research
would be necessary to clarify the correlation between trust
and these metrics.

Many studies (Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985; Muir,
1987; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Schaefer, Chen, Szalma, & Han-
cock, 2016) investigated the factors influencing trust. They
suggested that it would be complex and difficult to calibrate
trust by manipulating those factors, since there are many in-
teractions and dependency among them.

Most of the existing research on trust calibration, such
as (McGuirl, Sarter, John M. McGuirl, & Nadine B. Sarter,
2006; de Visser, Cohen, Freedy, & Parasuraman, 2014;
Helldin, 2014; Haeuslschmid, Buelow, Pfleging, & Butz,
2017), emphasized the importance of system transparency to
maintain appropriate trust. Studies on trust in autonomous
driving such as Helldin, Falkman, Riveiro, and Davidsson
(2013); Haeuslschmid et al. (2017) also demonstrated that
providing good transparency by constantly presenting the
system information helps maintain the proper trust in the
vehicles. They claimed that appropriate trust could be de-
veloped if an AI system provides enough information for a
human user to obtain a good understanding of the system.
Their primary goal is how to avoid trust miscalibration. How-
ever, once human users fall into the categories of over-trust or
under-trust, it might not be easy for them to escape from the
miscalibration status with the system transparency informa-
tion.

Although recent works such as (de Visser et al., 2019;
Tolmeijer et al., 2020) proposed trust calibration models for
human-robot teams, not many studies have focused on how
to detect improper trust calibration nor how to mitigate it.

To address the research challenges, we propose a frame-
work to define the status of improper trust calibration with a
behavior based-measurement of trust. We also examine cog-
nitive cues to notify the users of miscalibration status. A
method of adaptive calibration is proposed with the frame-
work and the cognitive cues. We conducted an online experi-
ment using a drone simulator with the ABA/BAB scenarios of
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under-trust(A) and over-trust(B) by manipulating the weather
conditions. The results demonstrate that adaptively present-
ing a simple cue could significantly promote trust calibration
in both over-trust and under-trust cases. As the proposed
method is simple but task-independent, we believe it could
be a good design baseline for better human-autonomous sys-
tem collaborations.

Current study
Detection Framework
Suppose a user and an autonomous system are jointly work-
ing on a set of tasks. The user should decide whether to rely
on the system or do each task manually. In our framework,
we focus on performance related factors for trust. Three prob-
abilites, Pauto, Ptrust , and Pman, are defined as follows.
• Pauto: Probability that a task done by a system will be suc-

cessful. This is called the “reliability of the system.”
• Ptrust : User’s estimation of Pauto. This is the user’s trust in

the system.
• Pman: Probability that a task done manually by a user will

be successful. This is called the “capability of the user.”
Note that “man” means “manual.”
Pauto changes depending on the conditions of the system.

Ptrust also changes accordingly and becomes equal to Pauto if
trust is appropriately calibrated. Over-trust occurs if Ptrust >
Pauto, and under-trust occurs if Ptrust < Pauto. Since directly
measuring Ptrust is quite difficult, we modified the definitions
of over-trust and under-trust by introducing a third probability
Pman in addition to Ptrust and Pauto as follows:
• Over-trust: the user estimates that the system is better at a

task than the user even though the actual reliability of the
system is lower than the user’s capability.

(Ptrust > Pman)∧ (Pman > Pauto) (1)
• Under-trust: the user estimates that they are better at a task

than the system even though the actual reliability of the
system is higher than the user’s capability.

(Ptrust < Pman)∧ (Pman < Pauto) (2)
The reliance behaviors of a user can be explained by the

user’s perception of the reliability of a system and the user’s
own capability (Gac & Lee, 2006). When a user decides to
rely on a system, it is reasonable to say that this behavior indi-
cates Ptrust > Pman. If the user decides to do a task manually,
it means Ptrust < Pman. Thus, the first terms of (1) and (2) can
be estimated by observing the user’s reliance behavior. As
for the second terms, Pauto could be calculated with the sen-
sor models and algorithms used to implement the system, and
Pman could be estimated by using the parameters of a tar-
get task and environmental conditions. Therefore, the second
terms of (1) and (2) can be also estimated.

Trust Calibration Cue
The second element of the proposed method involves the idea
of giving a cognitive cue to users when over-trust or under-
trust is detected. This cue is called a “trust calibration cue”

(TCC). The four types of TCCs (visual, audio, verbal, and
anthropomorphic) were originally proposed in (Okamura &
Yamada, 2018). These were designed to be intuitive and ef-
fective warning signals (Laughery & Wogalter, 2014). Many
studies examined the information associated with trust. de
Visser et al. (2014) proposed a design guideline for trust cues,
which are information elements used to make a trust assess-
ment about a system. Unlike our TCC, their trust cues were
used to display information specific to trust dimensions and
stages.

Adaptive Trust Calibration
With the detection framework and TCCs described above, we
propose a method of adaptive trust calibration as follows. De-
tails of the detection algorithm in the step 3 will be described
in the next section.

Method Adaptive Trust Calibration
1: while collaboration tasks are performed do
2: Observe a user’s behavior of reliance on a system.
3: Evaluate the expression (1) and (2) in the framework.
4: if over-trust or under-trust is detected then
5: Present a TCC to the user.
6: end if
7: end while

If our method can effectively mitigate over-trust or under-
trust, the following are hypothesized:

[H0] the manual choice rates increase if TCCs are presented
in cases of over-trust or decrease if TCCs are presented in
cases of under-trust.

[H1] users with TCCs perform better and more robustly than
the users without TCCs.

[H2] adaptively presenting TCCs could trigger the trust cal-
ibration process more effectively than continuously main-
taining system transparency in a conventional way.

Method
Apparatus and Materials
We developed a drone simulator based on an open-source 3D
map library CesiumJS(The Cesium Consortium, 2018). Fig-
ure 11 shows a screen image of the simulator running in the
Chrome browser.

Pothole Inspection Task
A pothole is a bowl-shaped depression in the surface of a road
and can be a possible cause of traffic accidents. The partic-
ipants of the experiments were asked to inspect road images
from a drone to check if there were any potholes.

A route with 24 checkpoints (CKPs) was defined in the
simulated environment. Each CKP was shown as a small
yellow circle on the screen. When the drone came close to
one of the CKPs on the route, the message shown in Fig-
ure 2 (A) popped up and asked the participants to choose

1The map images in this manuscript are from the Geospatial In-
formation Authority of Japan (https://maps.gsi.go.jp) CC BY 4.0.
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Figure 1: Drone simulator

Auto Manual

Check point No. 3
Auto or Manual?

Auto Manual

Check point No. 3
Auto or Manual?

This choice might not be a good idea.

(A) (B)

(C)

Checkpoint No. 3

Figure 2: (A) Pop-up for selection, (B) reliability indicator,
and (C) verbal TCC

whether to rely on the drone’s automatic inspection or to in-
spect the CKP manually. The indicator shown in Figure 2 (B)
always displayed the reliability of the automatic pothole in-
spection. When the participants selected the “Auto” button,
an automatic-inspection result was shown for three seconds
with a road image. When the “Manual” button was selected,
a road image of the area around the CKP was displayed, and
the participants had to make a pothole report manually. Both
cases with potholes are shown in Figure 3. Potholes were ar-
tificially rendered as irregular shapes in a dark brown color on
the road images in the pop-up window. As the pothole inspec-
tion task is a remote sensing task, it would be quite difficult
for an autonomous system to know the correct answer at the
time of each inspection in practical situations. Therefore, the
correct answer was not presented to the participants.

We used the verbal TCC shown in Figure 2 (C) because a
preliminary experiment revealed that the verbal TCC showed
a strong effect on changing participants’ behavior. When the

Pothole was found

Figure 3: Pothole inspection windows

framework detected over-trust or under-trust depending on
the choice a participant made, this TCC was presented right
after the choice was made (pushing a button).

Participants and Scenarios
A total of seventy participants (51 male, 19 female) took
part in the experiment online. Their ages ranged from 25 to
75 years old (M = 44.2,SD = 10.3). They were recruited
through a cloud-sourcing service provided by Yahoo! Japan.
We defined the ABA/BAB scenarios of under-trust (A) and
over-trust (B) by manipulating the weather conditions in or-
der to evaluate the proposed method for both bidirectional
trust changes. The performance of the automatic pothole in-
spection Pauto was configured on the basis of signal detection
theory (SDT) (Stanislaw, 1999). SDT describes the detection
of signals in noisy environments. Noise and signals are repre-
sented as two overlapping density distributions. The distance
between the two curves represents the sensitivity d′ of a sys-
tem.

In the A condition, good weather conditions were simu-
lated. The screen brightness was 100%, and there were no
sound effects except for the sound of the drone flying. Pauto
and the corresponding sensitivity d′ defined in SDT were ma-
nipulated to be 0.88 and 2.35, respectively, indicating that the
system has a very high discrimination ability. In contrast, the
weather conditions were bad in the B condition. A thunder-
storm was simulated with a blurred and dark (40% brightness
on average) screen and with sound effects. Pauto dropped to
0.50, and the corresponding sensitivity d′ became 0.1, mean-
ing that the reliability of the automatic pothole inspection had
greatly deteriorated. In both ABA/BAB scenarios, each con-
dition continued until eight CKPs were inspected so that the
total number of CKPs was twenty four. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of four groups: NoTCC-ABA group
(without TCC in the ABA scenario), TCC-ABA (with a ver-
bal cue in the ABA scenario) group, NoTCC-BAB group, and
TCC-BAB group. Hereinafter, two groups with a common
attribute are called the TCC groups, the NoTCC groups, the
ABA groups, and the BAB groups.

Estimation of Pman and Manipulation Check
Although providing a general estimation model of Pman is be-
yond the scope of this paper, Pman under the conditions of
the current experiment can be estimated as follows. Geirhos
et al. (2018) demonstrated that human image recognition is
still better than the top-performing deep neural networks in
the case of image degradation such as Gaussian blur or ad-
ditive Gaussian noise. This finding could provide a basis
for estimating the second terms of the proposed framework
in the experiment because the pothole inspection became an
image recognition task with blurred and noisy road images
when the weather conditions turned worse. We assumed that
Pauto would fluctuate more widely than Pman under chang-
ing weather conditions, and we estimated that the inequal-
ity Pauto > Pman was true during the good weather period and
false during the bad one.
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Algorithm Adaptive Trust Calibration
Initialize:
Total number of checkpoints(CKPs): M = the number of CKPs.;
Over-trust flag list: OT[1], ..., OT[M] are initialized with zero;
Under-trust flag list: UT[1], ..., UT[M] are initialized with zero;
Number of current CKP: i⇐ 1;

while i 5 M and not time-over do
if the drone reached a CKP then

Estimate Pman and Pauto;
if choice behavior is AUTO and Pman > Pauto then

OT [i]⇐ 1;
if i = 3 and (OT [i−2]+OT [i−1]])= 1 then

Over-trust is detected and TCC is presented to the user;
end if

else if choice behavior is MANUAL and Pman < Pauto then
OU [i]⇐ 1;
if i = 3 and (OU [i−2]+OU [i−1]])= 1 then

Under-trust is detected and TCC is presented to the
user;

end if
end if
i⇐ i+1;

end if
end while

We checked the validity of this estimation by measuring the
manual success rates (Pman) in a pre-experiment. Thirty-two
participants [25 male, 7 female, mean age 42(SD=12)] were
recruited through a cloud-sourcing service provided by Ya-
hoo! Japan. None of them joined the main experiment. They
inspected the prepared CKPs manually in accordance with the
same procedure of the main experiment. The results indicated
that the mean of the manual success rates and the sensitivity
d’ was 0.83 (SE = 0.02) and 1.85 for the A condition and
0.79 (SE = 0.02) and 1.69 for the B condition. One sample
t-test revealed that Pauto > Pman in the A condition [t(47) =
−2.26, p = 0.01,Cohen′sd = 0.33] and Pauto < Pman in the B
condition [t(47) = −13.66, p < 0.01,Cohen′sd = 1.97]. We
concluded that the estimation was valid under the conditions
of the main experiment.

Procedures

The online experiment started with an instruction phase.
The participants were given an instruction stating that the goal
of the experiment was to inspect 24 CKPs within 20 minutes.
They were told that the average success rate of manual pot-
hole inspection was around 75%. They also learned that the
reliability of the drone’s automatic inspection, which is con-
tinuously displayed on the indicator, was very high, although
it could fluctuate depending on the weather conditions. Next,
in the training phase, the participants started a practice flight
of the drone and learned how to inspect the CKPs. This phase
was finished after the first three CKPs were inspected, and the
main phase of the experiment was started with either condi-
tion A or B depending on the scenario of the group. The
algorithm Adaptive Trust Calibration based on the proposed
method was applied.

A simple moving average of three CKPs was used in the al-
gorithm to capture the participants’ behavior changes in each

condition with eight CKPs. If the participants completed the
24th inspection or the elapsed time exceeded 20 minutes, the
main phase was finished.

In this experiment, the three things were measured as the
dependent variables. TCC rates are the rates of the frequency
at which TCCs were presented to the participants at each
CKP, indicating how our method was working during the
experiment. Manual rates are the mean values of the man-
ual choice ratio for each condition, showing how the partic-
ipants relied (or did not rely) on the drone’s automatic in-
spection and therefore indicating their trust calibration status.
The sensitivity d′ demonstrates the performance of human-
autonomous system collaborative tasks.

Results
Seventy participants completed all 24 CKPs within the time
limit. Of the 70, 17 were in the NoTCC-ABA group, 18 in
the TCC-ABA group, 21 in the NoTCC-BAB group, and 14
in the TCC-BAB group. The average time taken to finish the
main phase of the experiment was 9 minutes 5 seconds, which
means 22.5 seconds per CKP.

TCC Rates
Within each condition, the TCC rates showed a similar trend
in which the values were initially higher and then decreased
along the CKP series. For example, for the B condition in the
group TCC-ABA, the mean of the TCC rates from CKP 11 to
13 was 0.48(SE = 0.11), which then significantly decreased
to 0.19(SE = 0.08), that is, the mean value from CKP 14 to
16 [t(17) = 4.53, p < 0.01,Cohen′sd = 0.99]. The TCC rates
for all B conditions (M = 0.31 SE = 0.03) were significantly
higher than those for all A conditions (M = 0.15 SE = 0.02)
[t(514) = 4.69, p < 0.01,Cohen′sd = 0.39].

Manual Rates
We evaluated the proposed method by comparing the eight-
CKP mean values of the manual rates for each condition so
that we could capture the accumulated effects of presenting
TCCs. Table 1 shows the means of the manual rates for each
condition. C1, C2, and C3 mean A, B, and A for the ABA
groups, B, A, and B for the BAB groups.

We conducted a one-way ANOVA [within-subjects design;
independent variable: the scenario conditions of three levels,
A, B, and A (B, A, and B), dependent variable: manual rate]
for each group. All post-hoc analyses were done by using
the Holm-Bonferroni method. Figure 4 illustrates the results
of the ANOVA. ABA groups: The NoTCC-ABA group did
not show any significant difference in manual rates among the
three conditions [F(2,32) = 0.20, p = 0.82, η2

p = 0.01]. In
comparison, the TCC-ABA group showed significant differ-
ences [F(2,34) = 6.50, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.28]. The post-hoc
analysis indicated that the manual rate significantly increased
from the first A condition to the B condition [t(17) = 3.56,
ad justed.p < 0.01], and the rate for the second A condi-
tion then significantly decreased [t(17) = 2.45, ad justed.p =
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Table 1: Means of manual rates

Condition C1 C2 C3

NoTCC-ABA 0.23 (0.08) 0.28 (0.09) 0.26 (0.07)
TCC-ABA 0.19 (0.06) 0.50 (0.06) 0.22 (0.07)
NoTCC-BAB 0.46 (0.08) 0.32 (0.08) 0.63 (0.09)
TCC-BAB 0.45 (0.09) 0.22 (0.08) 0.71 (0.06)

(Standard errors in parentheses.)
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* * ** * *

*

Rate
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* p<0.05

** p<0.01

Figure 4: Manual rates

0.03]. BAB groups: The NoTCC-BAB group showed sig-
nificant differences [F(2,40) = 6.41, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.24].
The post-hoc analysis showed that the manual rate for the A
condition did not change significantly from the first B condi-
tion [t(20) = 1.46, ad justed.p = 0.16]; however, the rate for
the second B condition significantly increased [t(20) = 3.14,
ad justed.p = 0.02]. The TCC-BAB group showed signif-
icant differences [F(2,26) = 14.48, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.53].
The post-hoc analysis indicated that the manual rate for the
A condition significantly decreased from the first B condition
[t(13) = 2.65, ad justed.p = 0.02], and the rate for the sec-
ond B condition then increased significantly [t(20) = 4.47,
ad justed.p < 0.01].

Sensitivity d′ (Performance)
Table 2 shows the means of the sensitivity d′ for each
condition. We conducted the same one-way ANOVA and
the results are illustrated in Figure 5. ABA groups: For
the NoTCC-ABA group, a significant effect was found
[F(2,32) = 14.8, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.48]. The post-hoc analy-
sis indicated that the mean value of d′ significantly decreased
from the first A condition to the B condition [t(16) = 5.26,
ad justed.p < 0.01] and then significantly increased from
the B condition to the second A condition [t(16) = 4.05,
ad justed.p < 0.01]. For the TCC-ABA group, a significant
effect was found [F(2,34) = 7.52, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.31]. The
post-hoc analysis indicated that the mean value of d′ signif-
icantly increased from the B condition to the second A con-
dition [t(17) = 5.44, ad justed.p < 0.01] and also showed a
significant difference between the first A condition and the
second A condition [t(17) = 2.61, ad justed.p = 0.04].
BAB groups: For the NoTCC-BAB group, a siginificant ef-
fect was found [F(2,40) = 7.45, p < 0.01, η2

p = 0.27]. The
post-hoc analysis revealed that the mean value of d′ signif-

Table 2: Means of the sensitivity d′

Condition C1 C2 C3

NoTCC-ABA 1.67 (0.05) 1.02 (0.11) 1.74 (0.10)
TCC-ABA 1.46 (0.12) 1.29 (0.09) 1.80 (0.04)
NoTCC-BAB 0.53 (0.21) 1.39 (0.12) 0.67 (0.26)
TCC-BAB 0.88 (0.20) 1.47 (0.10) 0.73 (0.21)

(Standard errors in parentheses.)
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0.40
0.60
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1.00
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Figure 5: Sensitivity d′

icantly increased from the first B condition to the A con-
dition [t(20) = 3.76, ad justed.p < 0.01] and significantly
decreased from the A condition to the second B condition
[t(20) = 2.98, ad justed.p = 0.01]. For the TCC-BAB group,
the significant effect was found [F(2,26) = 4.75, P = 0.02,
η2

p = 0.27]. The post-hoc analysis indicated that the mean
value of d′ for the A condition marginally increased from that
for the first B condition [t(13) = 2.46, ad justed.p = 0.06].
The mean value of d′ for the second B condition signifi-
cantly decreased from that for the A condition [t(13) = 3.13,
ad justed.p = 0.02].

Discussion
In the ABA scenario, the manual rates for the B condition
increased significantly from the first A condition in the ABA-
TCC group, while no significant change was observed in the
ABA-NoTCC group. These results indicate that the partic-
ipants got into the state of over-trust in the B condition and
that TCCs successfully promoted the participants in the ABA-
TCC group to calibrate their trust properly. Similarly, the re-
sults of the BAB scenario indicate that the participants under-
trusted the system in the A condition and only the participants
with TCCs managed to adjust their trust. These results sup-
port hypothesis H0. Note that the manual rate for the second
B condition in NoTCC-BAB group were significantly higher
than that for the A condition. This implies that the 16 tasks
would be enough for the participants to learn the system and
the environment so that they could calibrate their trust better.

Regarding the performance, the sensitivity d’ for the first A
condition of the NoTCC-ABA group significantly dropped,
while that of the TCC-ABA group did not change signifi-
cantly. The sensitivity d’ of the NoTCC-BAB group showed
a significant difference between the first B condition and the
A condition, while that of the TCC-BAB group stayed at a
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higher level with no significant change. These results indi-
cate that the participants in the groups with TCCs performed
better and more robustly; therefore, hypothesis H1 was con-
firmed to be true.

Although the reliability information was continuously dis-
played with the indicator, the participants of the NoTCC
groups did not significantly change their choice behaviors
at the first change in weather when the automatic reliabil-
ity greatly deteriorated. In contrast to this, the participants
of the TCC groups successfully altered their choice behav-
iors accordingly at the first change in weather. The results for
the NoTCC groups were not in line with the previous studies
that emphasized the importance of continuous system trans-
parency. One possible interpretation is that it might not have
been easy for the participants to rectify an improper trust sta-
tus once they fell into the categories of over-trust or under-
trust. Adams, Bruyn, and Houde (2003) suggests that cali-
bration can only occur in response to new evidence that may
change the users’ prevailing recognition, while no new evi-
dence can be learned without changing the current behavior
first. The TCCs successfully played the role of a new trig-
ger to solve this cognitive dilemma (Llinas, Bisantz, Drury,
Seong, & Jian, 1999). TCCs were presented adaptively to the
trust calibration status so that it would be easier for the partic-
ipants to understand the implication of the cues. We believe
that the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive
presentation method and confirmed hypothesis H2.

Finally, the several limitations of our study suggest the
need for further experiments and future research. The cur-
rent framework focuses on performance-related factors to de-
tect over-trust and under-trust. However, automation could
be beneficial beyond providing better performance, such
as to faster task completion, lighter workloads, and fewer
risks. For example, Naujoks, Wiedemann, and Schö mig
(2017) discussed the desire to do non-driving-related tasks
during autonomous driving, which leads the driver to se-
lect autonomous mode. The proposed framework could
be integrated with such factors by considering the utilities
of choices. The second terms of the framework Pman ≷
Pauto could be replaced with EU(auto) ≷ EU(man), where
EU(x) = Us(x) ∗ P(x) +U f (x) ∗ (1− P(x)), P(x) is either
Pauto or Pman, and Us(x) and U f (x) are the utility functions
of choice x if a result is a success and a failure, respectively.
Further research should be done to investigate ways to define
these utility functions. In the proposed detection algorithm, a
binary decision is made with a simple moving average value
of three CKPs. Future research should explore a different
way of representing the over-trust or under-trust status, such
as defining the status as a probability depending on the de-
gree of over- or under-trust. Future research should explore
different task difficulties or complexities as well as different
types of tasks, such as autonomous driving, decision aids, and
interactive games. In the current experiment, a simple pop-up
dialogue was used to observe the participants’ behavior. Fur-
ther studies should investigate the continuous measurement

of behaviors that could work well with real-time tasks. For
example, a driver’s intention to use automatic driving could
be inferred with a touch sensor on a steering wheel to check
if the driver’s hands are on the wheel. Further experiments
should be done to evaluate our method with different types of
TCCs as well as different presentation timings to investigate
the requirements of effective cues.

Conclusion
Previous studies on trust calibration mainly examined the fac-
tors contributing to system transparency. Not many studies
provided a practical model of trust calibration. In the current
study, we investigated a method to detect the improper status
of trust calibration and notify the users of the miscalibration.
We proposed a formal framework to define the status of trust
calibration with a performance-centric view of trust, which
makes it possible to measure the calibration status by observ-
ing human behaviors. We also examined giving a cognitive
cue to notify the human users of miscalibration status. We de-
veloped a method of adaptive trust calibration by combining
the framework with the cognitive cue. The empirical study re-
sults demonstrated that the proposed method successfully de-
tected the miscalibration and helped the participants change
their behaviors to achieve better performances. Although we
used a simple image screening task in the evaluation, the pro-
posed method, which is based on the task-independent frame-
work, could be applied to other collaborative applications of
human and autonomous systems. Despite several limitations,
we believe that our proposed method could contribute to bet-
ter interaction designs for collaboration with autonomous sys-
tems.
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Infants Relax in Response to Unfamiliar Foreign Lullabies
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Abstract

Music is a human universal characterized by acoustical forms that are predictive of its behavioral functions. For example,
listeners accurately distinguish between unfamiliar lullabies and other songs on the basis of their features alone. This
could be attributable to adults extensive musical experience, however. Here we show that infants (N = 144) relax in
response to foreign lullabies, relative to matched foreign non-lullabies, as measured by heart rate, electrodermal activity,
and pupillometry. These results were unrelated to age, suggesting the relaxation response is not a function of infants
rich musical experiences. Infants showed no visual preferences for the animated characters producing the songs, but they
attended more to the lullabies, blinking less during the singing. Moreover, the infants parents chose lullabies as the songs
that they themselves would use to calm their fussy infant. These findings raise the possibility that links between form and
function in music are innately specified.
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Abstract
Despite its centrality to cognition, similarity is expensive to
measure, spurring development of techniques like the Spatial
Arrangement  Method  (SpAM),  wherein  participants  place
items on a 2-dimensional plane such that proximity reflects
similarity.  While SpAM hastens similarity measurement, its
suitability  for  higher-dimensional  stimuli  is  unknown.  In
Study  1,  we  collected  SpAM  data  for  eight  different
categories  composed  of  20-30  words  each.  Participant-
aggregated SpAM distances correlated strongly (r=.71) with
pairwise  similarity  judgments,  although  below  SpAM  and
pairwise judgment split-half reliabilities (r’s>.9),  and cross-
validation  with  multidimensional  scaling  fits  at  increasing
dimensionalities  suggested  that  aggregated  SpAM  data
favored higher dimensional solutions for 7 of the 8 categories.
In study 2, we showed that SpAM can recover the Big Five
factor  space  of  personality  traits,  and  that  cross-validation
favors a four- or five-dimension solution on this dataset. We
conclude that  SpAM is an accurate  and reliable method of
measuring similarity for high-dimensional items.

Keywords: similarity;  multidimensional  scaling;  spatial
cognition; concepts; traits; Big Five

Introduction
Similarity is central to cognitive science. Shepard’s (1987)
“universal law of generalization” holds that the probability
of  generalizing  from  one  item  to  another  decreases
exponentially  as  a  function  of  their  dissimilarity.  The
Generalized Context Model (GCM) of categorization holds
that  a  stimulus  will  be  categorized  with  whatever  set  of
exemplars it is most similar to (Nosofsky, 1984). Similarity
is also often theorized to be a heuristic cue for many other
more complex judgments,  including probability  judgment,
social  judgment,  and  causality  (Kahneman  &  Tversky,
1972),  is  a  key  variable  used  by  individuals  to  make
multiattribute  choices  (Tversky,  1969),  and  is  thought  to
play  a  fundamental  role  in  memory,  with retrieved  items
cuing the subsequent  retrieval  of  other  similar  items (e.g.
Howard  &  Kahana,  2002).  Finally,  to  the  extent  that
similarity  reflects  degree  of  sameness  of  representation,
human similarity judgments in a domain can be used to infer
representational structure in that domain, using techniques
like additive clustering or multidimensional scaling.

Despite  its  theoretical  and  methodological  importance,
measuring  similarity  numerically  is  not  straightforward.
There  are  many  popular  methods,  but  each  has  its  own

strengths  and  weaknesses  (for  review,  see  Jaworksa  &
Chupetlovska, 2009). For example, one standard approach,
the  pairwise  method,  is  to  ask  participants  to  rate  the
similarity (usually via Likert scale) between every possible
pair  of  items  in  a  domain.  Despite  the  simplicity  of  this
method, it has several drawbacks, chief among these being
its inefficiency:  collecting pairwise judgments for  n  items
requires n(n - 1)/2 judgments. For just 30 items, this means
435 pairwise judgments, and doubling the set to a mere 60
items would require 1,770 comparisons.

To  study  similarity  and  its  attendant  phenomena  more
easily, researchers need cheap, reliable, and construct-valid
methods for collecting similarity data. While there are many
recent advances in this vein (e.g. Roads & Mozer, 2019), we
focus  here  on  an  empirical  technique  first  developed  by
Goldstone  (1994)  and  repopularized  recently  by  Hout,
Goldinger,  and Ferguson (2013):  the Spatial  Arrangement
Method, or SpAM.

In SpAM, multiple items are simultaneously presented to
a participant  on a computer screen,  and the participant  is
tasked  with  rearranging  the  items  such  that  inter-item
proximities correlate with similarity. Each participant thus
provides a dissimilarity matrix via the Euclidean distances
between their item placements. SpAM presents a number of
advantages. First, it is intuitive for participants, as it relies
on the spatial nature in which people tend to conceptualize
similarity (Casasanto, 2008). Second, it is very fast, as each
movement of an item simultaneously adjusts its proximity
for all other items on the screen (n-1 items if all items are
presented simultaneously).

SpAM  has  accordingly  seen  many  applications,  in
domains  from  letters  (Goldstone,  1994)  to  architectural
scenes  (Berman  et  al.,  2014).  However,  there  has  been
relatively little empirical investigation of SpAM’s suitability
as  a  method  for  collecting  similarity  data.  Of  principal
concern  is that  a  single  trial  of  SpAM more or  less  only
allows a participant to perfectly represent two dimensions of
a  domain  (Verheyen,  Voorspoels,  Vanpaemel,  &  Storms,
2016). This aspect of SpAM might therefore limit its ability
to recover higher-dimensional (>2) similarity spaces.  This
may be especially  problematic for  rich conceptual  stimuli
like words (cf. pictures of simple objects used in much prior
work with SpAM). However, if multiple trials are conducted
(within  or  between  participants),  and  different  stimulus
dimensions  are  attended  on  each  trial,  then  aggregated
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SpAM  data  could  still  recover  higher-dimensional
structures.  Hence,  the primary goal  of  the current  studies
was to empirically evaluate the ability of SpAM to reliably
and  accurately  recover  higher-dimensional  similarity
structures for lexical-semantic stimuli.

Study 1

Materials
We collected similarity data for eight categories: furniture, 
clothing, birds, vegetables, sports, vehicles, fruit, and 
professions. Each category contained 20-30 words referring 
to category members. Where possible these items were 
selected to be as similar as possible to those in the Leuven 
Concept Database (De Deyne et al., 2008). These and other 
study materials can be found in our OSF respository at 
https://bit.ly/2tmIChy.

SpAM

Participants  We  recruited  57  participants  (mean  age  =
19.76, 63% female) from the student population of a large
state  university.  Data  from three  participants  were  lost  to
computer failures, yielding usable data from 54 participants.

Design and procedure. The experiment, implemented in E-
Prime  (see  OSF  repository  for  code),  consisted  of  eight
trials, one for each category of words. Trials were presented
in  random  order,  with  each  trial  consisting  of  a  display
broken into three sections. In the center of the screen was
the “arena”;  the area in which the words could be moved
around  and  organized  at  distances  proportional  to  their
perceived dissimilarity. Outside the arena was the space (to
the left and right of the arena) where the words were first
randomly placed in columns at the beginning of each trial.
Participants  moved the  items into the arena  (using “click
and drag”) one at a time, and were given as much time to
arrange the arena as they saw fit. Each trial could only be
completed once all the items had been moved into the arena.

Pairwise method

Participants. We recruited 365 participants (mean age = 33
years, 55% female) through Prolific Academic. We limited
our data collection to participants who were from the U.S.
and had an approval rate above 80%. Participants were only
allowed to participate once,  and were  paid approximately
$10 per hour.

Design and procedure. In contrast to SpAM, whose speed
affords  a  within-subjects  design,  the  pairwise  method
reasonably  admitted  only  a  between-subjects  design
whereby participants were randomly assigned to one of the
eight  categories  – furniture  (N = 33),  clothing (N = 61),
birds  (N  =  54),  vegetables  (N  =  30),  sports  (N  =  61),
vehicles (N = 28), fruit (N = 31), and professions (N = 67).

Twice  as  many  participants  were  required  for  birds,
clothing,  professions,  and  sports  because  each  participant
randomly  assigned  to  those  categories  only  completed
pairwise  judgments  for  half  of  the  pairs,  due  to  category
size. For each category, participants were instructed that we
were  interested  in  how  people  judge  similarity  of  word
meaning; participants used a Likert scale from 1 (not at all
similar) to 7 (extremely similar) to provide their ratings.

Figure  1.  Average  pairwise  dissimilarity  (x-axes)  against
average SpAM dissimilarity (y-axes).  Pearson correlations
are inset.
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Results and discussion

First,  we  computed  the  Pearson  correlation  between
pairwise method similarities averaged over all participants,
and SpAM distances averaged over all participants. Figure 1
has  scatterplots  of  average  SpAM dissimilarities/distances
plotted against average pairwise method dissimilarities for
each  category,  with  the  Pearson  correlation  inset.  These
correlations are high, averaging .71 (p’s<10-26),  but  below
the  split-half  reliability  of  SpAM  (Pearson’s  r’s  with
Spearman-Brown correction  above  .9  for  every  category)
and  that  of  the  pairwise  method  (Pearson’s  r  with

Spearman-Brown correction of .94), suggesting that SpAM
and the pairwise method measure largely, but not entirely,
overlapping constructs of similarity.  This is encouraging to
the extent that pairwise Likert scale ratings are a standard,
accepted  measure  of  similarity  whose  ability  to  recover
higher-dimensional  spaces  is  not  questioned,  even though
we do  not  argue  that  the  pairwise  method should  be  the
“gold standard,” per se.

Second, we conducted a cross-validation exercise  with
multidimensional  scaling  to  determine  the  dimensionality
latent in our SpAM data. We first averaged over participants
to  provide  aggregate  dissimilarity  scores.  We  then
conducted  the  following  procedure  500  times  for  each
category  and  dimensionality  from 1  to  5  (inclusive).  We
randomly  removed  20%  of  the  non-diagonal  (self-
dissimilarity)  entries  in  the aggregate  SpAM dissimilarity
matrix. We ensured that no more than half of the distances
to  a  given  word  (i.e.  values  in  a  row  or  column)  were
removed,  so that  there was sufficient  data to estimate the
coordinates of every item. Using the smacof package in R
(de Leeuw & Mair, 2009), we then fit MDS to this ablated
matrix (smacof handles missing data by assigning a weight
of 0 to those cells).  Finally, we computed the Pearson’s r
correlation  between  (a)  the  Euclidean  distances  that  the
resulting MDS solution predicted for the held-out 20% of
data,  and (b)  the true aggregated SpAM distances  for the
held-out  20%  of  data.  Figure  2  visualizes  the  resulting
correlations.  Several  (but not all)  categories,  like birds  or
professions,  clearly  seem  to  favor  higher  dimensional
solutions.  To  substantiate  this,  we  conducted  t-tests
comparing (a) the correlations between predicted and actual
distances  for  the  two-dimensional  solution  and  (b)  the
correlations between predicted and actual distances for the
higher-dimensional  solution  with  the  highest  mean
correlation. Every category except vehicles favored at least
a  three-dimensional  MDS solution (p’s < .05),  suggesting
that  our  aggregated  SpAM  data  can  recover  higher
dimensional semantic spaces.

Figure 2. Cross-validation results for SpAM under MDS
solutions of increasing dimensionality.
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We  conducted  the  same  cross-validation  exercise  with
participant-averaged pairwise data (after having transformed
pairwise  method  similarities  into  dissimilarities  by
subtracting each average pairwise similarity rating from 7,
the maximum value on the similarity scale). Whereas SpAM
favored higher-dimensional solutions for 7 of 8 categories,
pairwise methods favored higher-dimensional solutions for
only  6  of  8  categories.  However,  within  those  6,  the
pairwise method favored higher dimensional solutions than
did  SpAM  (e.g.,  for  birds,  SpAM  favors  3  dimensions
whereas pairwise favors 5 dimensions). Thus, SpAM is not
uniformly  worse  than  the  pairwise  method  in  recovering
higher-dimensional spaces. The important point is that this
provides  the  first  clear  evidence  that,  despite  the  two-
dimensional imposition of a single SpAM trial, aggregating
over multiple SpAM trials can recover higher-dimensional
lexical-semantic spaces.

Study 2

The  cross-validation  exercises  we  reported  in  Study  1
provide support for the idea that (aggregated) SpAM data
can  recover  high-dimensional  semantic  spaces.  However,
another way to demonstrate SpAM’s ability to recover high-
dimensional  spaces  is  to  examine  the  extent  to  which
aggregated SpAM data can recover a priori known spaces.
One such thoroughly characterized domain of the lexicon is
personality trait adjectives, which are theorized to adhere to
the so-called Big Five factor structure,  also known as the
OCEAN model of traits  (John, Naumann,  & Soto, 2008).
According  to  this  model,  personality  trait  adjectives  (and

people’s personalities) primarily vary on five dimensions or
factors:  openness  to  experience,  conscientiousness,
extraversion,  agreeableness,  and  neuroticism.  This  model
has  a  long  history  and  empirical  basis,  largely  in  factor
analyses  or  principal  component  analyses  of  participants’
self-  or other-ratings of large numbers of personality trait
adjectives (e.g., Ashton, Lee, & Boies, 2015). One output of
such  analyses  is  factor  or  component  loadings  for  each
personality  trait  adjective  –  the  extent  to  which  each
personality trait adjective scores high or low on each of the
Big Five dimensions. Thus, our primary goal in Study 2 was
to test whether aggregated SpAM data could recover these
Big  Five  factor  scores  from  a  set  of  personality  trait
adjectives.

Method

Participants. We  recruited  58  participants  (mean  age  =
19.55, 79% female) from the student population of a large
state university.

Figure 3: Scatterplots of Big Five factor loadings for personality trait adjectives against MDS dimensions
from aggregated SpAM Procrustes-aligned to the Big Five factor space.
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Materials.  We  obtained  Big  Five  factor  scores  for  435
personality  trait  adjectives from Ashton et  al.,  (2015).  To
obtain a sample that was (a) small enough to complete in a
single experimental session, yet (b) maximally spanned the
Big  Five  factor  space,  we  employed  the  following
procedure. We (1) randomly sampled 60 personality traits,
(2) fit a PCA to their Big Five factor scores, (3) determined
the  percentage  of  variance  each  of  the  five  components
accounted  for,  and  (4)  computed  the  entropy  among  the
distribution of variance explained from (3). We repeated this
procedure 100,000 times,  and took the random sample of
traits  with  the  maximum  entropy  in  the  distribution  of
explained variance. This ensured that the Big Five factors
were maximally orthogonal in our sample.

SpAM.  The  SpAM  procedure  adopted  here  was  largely
consistent  with that  of  Study 1 but  had to  be adapted  to
accommodate  the much larger  set  of  stimuli  employed in
Study 2. Sixty trait words is too many items to present to a
participant  simultaneously  (as  was  done with  the  smaller
stimulus sets in Study 1).  As such, subsets of the stimuli
were shown to each participant across multiple SpAM trials
in the following manner.

On  each  trial,  25  different  words  were  shown  to  the
participant.  Display  and  interface  characteristics  were
identical to Study 1. The main difference in procedure was
that rather than switching to a new category of items after
each  trial,  the  participant  was  simply  shown  a  different
subset of the 60 trait words across a set of ten total SpAM
trials.  This  procedure  ensured  that  each  word  was  paired
with every other word at least (but sometimes more than)
once. Thus, each participant provided a complete similarity
matrix for the set of 60 words.

Selection  of  words  across  trials  was  determined  by
employing  a  stimulus  selection  algorithm  designed  to
minimize the number of trials or blocks in an incomplete
block design like the one adopted here, such that all possible
pairings  of  words  occurred  in  at  least  one  trial/block
(MacDonald,  Hout,  &  Schmidt,  2019).  For  most
combinations of total stimulus set size and subset size a list

of “blocks” does not exist  in which each pair of items is
presented exactly once (see Discussion in MacDonald et al.,
2019).  As such,  in  our  adopted  design,  some items  were
paired  with  others  on  more  than  one  trial,  leading  to
multiple  observations  per  “cell.”  To  balance  out  such
redundancies  across  participants,  words  were  randomly
assigned  numeric  identifiers  in  the  algorithmic  block  set.
This ensured that each participant saw each pair of words
together at least once across the ten trials, but also ensured
that  different  participants  were  presented  with  different
redundancies in the pairings.

Results and discussion

The primary test of our SpAM data on personality traits was
whether they recovered previously obtained Big Five factor
scores.  To  this  end,  we  first  averaged  SpAM  distances
between  every  pair  of  words,  over  all  trials,  yielding  a
single,  aggregate  60-by-60 Euclidean distance matrix.  We
then submitted this dissimilarity matrix to the smacof MDS
algorithm in the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011),
setting the dimensionality to 5, and using the other default
hyperparameters. We then applied Procrustes analysis to the
resulting 5-dimensional coordinate solution and to the Big
Five factor scores for our 60 words, to find the translation,
scaling, and rotation of the MDS solution that best aligned it
with the Big Five factor space. Figure 3 displays scatterplots
and Spearman correlations (and p-values) of each of the five
factor  scores  against  its  corresponding  Procrustes-
transformed dimension of the MDS space. As can be seen,
the aggregated  SpAM data  reproduce  the Big Five factor
space  very  well;  the  Big  Five  factors  correlate  with  the
Procrustes-transformed  MDS  dimensions  between  .71
(Openness to Experience) and .91 (Agreeableness), with an
average of .81 (all p’s < 10-9).

We  also  subjected  our  aggregated  SpAM  data  on
personality traits to the same cross-validation exercise as in
Study  1.  See  Figure  4  for  a  barplot  of  out-of-sample
correlations for dimensionalities from 1 to 8. Again, higher-
dimensional  solutions (>2)  were  favored.  Four-  and  five-
dimensional  solutions  have  very  similar  out-of-sample
performance,  with  correlations  of  r=.7659  and  r=.7662,
respectively (t(998)=.22, p=.81). Both dimensionalities are
superior to all other tested dimensionalities (all t(998)>4.67,
all  p’s<10-6),  consistent  with  much  previous  research
suggesting a four or five factor structure in the trait lexicon
(Ashton et al., 2015; John et al., 2008).

General Discussion
Similarity  data  are  useful  for  a  variety  of  applications  in
cognitive  science,  yet  prominent  methods  for  collecting
similarity  data  are  often  time-consuming  or  otherwise
flawed. Here, we evaluated the Spatial Arrangement Method
(SpAM; Goldstone, 1994; Hout et al., 2013) as applied to
the collection of similarities between words, stimuli whose
high-dimensionality could have, in principal, stymied the 2-

Figure 4. Cross-validation results for personality trait
adjectives under MDS solutions of increasing

dimensionality.
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dimensional  nature  of  SpAM.  We  have  two  key  results.
First,  for  eight  common categories  of  words,  raw SpAM
distances correspond with raw pairwise method similarities
strongly (average r=.71), suggesting that the two techniques
measure  largely  overlapping  constructs  of  similarity  even
with high-dimensional lexical-semantic stimuli. Second, we
showed  that  SpAM  can  in  fact  reliably  recover  higher-
dimensional  spaces.  We  demonstrated  this  both  with  a
cross-validation exercise, selecting the MDS dimensionality
that best predicted held-out SpAM dissimilarities (Studies 1
and 2), and by using an MDS solution applied to SpAM data
to  recover  an  a  priori  known  high-dimensional  semantic
structure, the Big Five factor structure of personality traits
(Study 2).

Although we suggest that SpAM can recover more than 2
dimensions in  aggregate  MDS solutions because  different
participants choose to focus on different pairs of dimensions
in their individual SpAM map, we do acknowledge that the
2-dimensional nature of SpAM is likely a major factor for
why SpAM correlates with the pairwise method imperfectly.
In particular, it seems likely that, for a given domain, some
dimensions may be more salient or meaningful than others,
even  if  only  slightly  so.  If  participants’  choice  of
dimensions to attend to is a (nearly) deterministic function
of salience, then all but the two most salient dimensions will
tend to be neglected in most SpAM trials. This will be most
problematic if the salience/importance of the dimensions is
more  or  less  uniform,  such  that  the  two  most  salient
dimensions are only barely the most salient. It is possible, in
this  case,  for  the  majority  of  the  perceived  (salience-
weighted) variance in the domain to go unmeasured in the
aggregate  SpAM data.  This  is  not  as  problematic  for  the
pairwise method, where participants can in principal (up to
limits  on  attention  and  working  memory,  and  subject  to
noise) give a similarity rating which is perfectly reflective of
more than two dimensions.

Future work might compare SpAM to both the pairwise
method  and  other  emerging  techniques  like  Best-Worst
Scaling (Hollis & Westbury, 2018) and generalizations of
the triad task (or odd-one-out task; Roads & Mozer, 2019),
in  both  their  ability  to  recover  known  spaces,  and  their
ability  to  predict  downstream  behavior  like  category
learning.  Of  particular  importance  will  be  the  amount  of
participant time each technique needs to reach a given level
of accuracy in recovering a known space or in predicting
other behaviors. Such ‘downstream’ tests of SpAM’s ability
to predict other cognition and behavior may ultimately be
the  most  important  for  evaluation  of  SpAM  or  other
techniques of measuring similarity.
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Abstract

Adolescence is marked by increased risky decisions. Making better decisions typically requires obtaining more informa-
tion relevant to that decision. Adolescents may be especially tolerant of uncertainty when making decisions or averse
to the effort needed to obtain more information. We had adolescents and adults complete an effort-based information
sampling task, in which participants could sample information until deciding that the evidence obtained was sufficient
for responding. Effort was manipulated by varying the number of mouse clicks required to sample information across
trials. Surprisingly, adolescents sampled more than adults prior to responding at low effort and continued to sample more
even as effort requirements increased. Computational modeling indicated that adolescents and adults used simple heuris-
tics to decide between sampling more or responding but that adolescents sought a higher evidence threshold than adults.
Adolescents may seek more information and be less averse to effort costs in information sampling compared with adults.
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Abstract

It is well-established that when people process sentences fluently, they are more likely to believe the sentences are true.
It has also been shown that sentences which include disfluencies improve peoples memory for the sentences content.
We sought to test whether both of these effects were present simultaneously. In Experiment 1, we found that speech
disfluencies do not appear to always aid memory, but they do impact participants truth judgments. In Experiment 2 we
found that this impact on truth judgments may not be due to processing fluency, but rather due to reasoning about the
speakers certainty. We found a similar effect on truth judgments when participants were presented with sentences that
were fluent but had rising (i.e. uncertain) intonation in comparison with falling intonation. In both cases, the effect was
localized to only the sentences that had the cue, rather than to all sentences that the speaker produced.
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Abstract 

 
People often learn about categories, particularly social 
categories, based on biased information. Unless people are 
able to correct for this, they may develop biased beliefs and 
inferences about these categories. The current research 
examines if potentially biased information about social groups 
makes groups appear more homogeneous, and makes people 
more confident in their inferences about group members. Two 
sources of biases are considered: due to lacking first-hand 
experience with a group, or due to having second-hand 
information from the media or other people. Both sources 
made groups appear more homogeneous, suggesting that 
information biases were present and not corrected for. 
However, only second-hand knowledge led to greater 
confidence about group members, because, when people 
lacked first-hand knowledge, their uncertainty about the 
group average counteracted this effect. This highlights the 
importance of understanding biases present in people’s 
information, and corrective processes that may allow people 
to continue to make unbiased inferences.  
 

Keywords: Categories; Inference; Stereotypes; Variability; 
Homogeneity; Certainty; Bias 

 

People have an amazing ability to pick up on regularities 

in the world, and can use this to form beliefs about 

categories and make inferences based on them in ways that 

are often in line with statistical principles (Griffiths et al., 

2008). This applies in general, and can also apply when 

people form beliefs about social groups (Jussim, 2017), i.e. 

‘stereotypes’ (Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981). For example, 

people might learn from experience how tall men and 

women are on average, and how much variability there is in 

each group’s height. In this case, people can likely form 

unbiased beliefs about these properties: beliefs that are 

accurate on average across people, rather than 

systematically deviating from the truth. This is in part 

because people most people have met enough men and 

women to have large amounts of good-quality information 

about men and women’s heights. More specifically, this 

information is likely unbiased, so that the distribution of 

heights that people know about (the ‘sample distribution’), 

does not systematically differ across people from the true 

distribution of each gender’s heights (the ‘population 

distribution’).  

However, in many cases, people form beliefs about 

groups based on biased information that systematically 

misrepresents the group. For example, most people have not 

met many transgender people, or, depending where someone 

lives, they might not meet many people from other 

countries. In these cases, people may lack information about 

these groups, especially first-hand information learned from 

personal experience with group members. The information 

people do have can then be biased, because their limited 

experience is less likely to reflect the full range of a group’s 

variability (Konovalova & Le Mens, 2020; Linville et al., 

1989). People might also learn about groups through 

second-hand information, such as from the media or what 

other people say. Second-hand information can be an 

important source of cultural transmission of knowledge, and 

has been found to lead to accurate category knowledge, at 

least in experiments with artificial categories and where 

people are motivated to pass on accurate information 

(Chopra et al., 2019). Yet with real-world social groups, 

communicators will often have other goals, which can lead 

to biases in the information they pass on. In particular, 

people often selectively convey stereotype-consistent 

information (Kashima, 2000), so that second-hand 

information could also fail to reflect a group’s full 

variability. Thus, both a lack of first-hand information and 

the presence of second-hand information about a group can 

lead to biases that portray groups as less variable (more 

homogeneous) than they actually are.  

 Biased information could bias people’s beliefs, so that 

groups are perceived as more homogeneous, which could in 

turn increase people’s confidence when using stereotypes to 

make inferences about group members. This could increase 

the potential impact of these stereotypes, including their 

negative societal consequences. On the other hand, it is also 

possible that people’s information could contain these biases 

without affecting their beliefs or inferences (Wegener et al., 

1998; Whalen et al., 2018). If people realize (consciously or 

unconsciously) that these information biases exist, they 

might be able to correct for them, so that groups are not 

perceived as overly homogeneous. Even if groups are 

perceived as overly homogeneous, people could also 

counteract the consequences of this by reducing certainty in 

their inferences, so that they are not more confident when 

applying stereotypes to group members. Therefore, the main 

question this paper will address is whether or not these 

potential sources of information biases – due to the lack of 

first-hand information or the presence of second-hand 

information – make groups appear more homogeneous, and 

make people more confident when applying stereotypes to 

group members.  



 

 

Understanding when biased information will affect 

people’s confidence or certainty in their stereotype-based 

inferences is important, because this is a powerful 

determinant of how impactful these stereotypes will be. In 

particular, we focus here on people’s certainty that someone 

will have a particular degree of an inferred characteristic – 

for example, someone might guess that a man they have 

never met will be 1.7m tall (the average height of men), and 

they could be more or less certain that this man is exactly 

that height. If people are more certain when using 

stereotypes to infer what a group member is like, this should 

amplify the effects of the stereotype, as people should be 

more likely to act based on their inferences, and less likely 

to consider other information that might counteract the 

stereotype (Tormala, 2016).  

People’s confidence about what a group member is like 

depends on their beliefs about the group, and this can often 

occur in ways that suggest people are following principles 

of statistical inference. At least two different aspects of 

these beliefs should matter. The first is how homogeneous a 

group is thought to be (e.g. how similar men are in terms of 

their height). Several studies have found that when groups 

are seen as more homogeneous – that is, less variable on 

some characteristic – people are more certain about what 

members of that group are like (Figure 1a; Park & Hastie, 

1987; Ryan et al., 1996). This makes sense statistically, 

because, if the group really is more homogeneous, group 

members are more likely to be similar to the group average. 

A second aspect of people’s beliefs that likely matters is 

how certain people are about the group average (e.g. how 

certain someone is that the average height of men is 1.7m). 

When people are more certain about what a group is like on 

average, they should also be more certain that a particular 

group member will be similar to their estimate of the group 

average (Figure 1b). On the other hand, if someone has no 

idea what a group is like on average, they should have little 

confidence in inferring what that person is like solely based 

on their group membership. These two aspects of beliefs 

about groups are not fully independent. Instead, people tend 

to be more certain about the group average when a group is 

seen as more homogeneous (Figure 1c; Lambert et al., 

2004). This also makes sense statistically, because if 

everyone in a group is the same, one can know for sure what 

the group is like on average even from just knowing about 

one person. This relationship means that seeing a group as 

more homogeneous can therefore increase certainty about 

group members through two paths: both directly, and 

indirectly through increasing certainty about the group 

average (Figure 1a-c). This is broadly consistent with work 

on the entitativity or coherence of categories (the degree 

they are seen as an entity, or to have features that ‘fit 

together’). This work suggests that these types of categories, 

which tend to be seen as more homogeneous, are also used  

 

Figure 1: Hypothesized relationships. Directions of 

predicted relationships are indicated by a + or –. 

 

more strongly to generalize to individual category members 

(Patalano et al., 2006; Yzerbyt et al., 2004). 

This work suggests that people often use their beliefs 

about groups in statistically reasonable ways to determine 

their certainty about individual group members. However, 

these beliefs themselves could be biased, perhaps due to 

receiving biased information. In line with this, unfamiliarity 

with a group1 has been proposed to make groups appear 

overly homogeneous, in part because of biases in people’s 

information when they only have small amounts of 

information (Konovalova & Le Mens, 2020; Linville et al., 

1989). This is based on the statistical fact that sample 

variance tends to be smaller than population variance, and 

this is especially true for small sample sizes. This means 

that if someone has only met a few people in a group, they 

are especially unlikely to have met anyone who is an 

extreme outlier, simply because those outliers are less 

common. If people then use the variability of the known 

group members directly to estimate the variability of the 

group, people should tend to think the group is overly 

homogeneous. This bias will get reduced as one meets more 

people, implying that when people are less familiar with a 

group, the group should appear more homogeneous than 

when they are more familiar with it (Figure 1g). This 

tendency may in part account for other known biases in 

perceived group homogeneity (Konovalova & Le Mens, 

2020; Linville et al., 1989), as people may often be less 

familiar with outgroups, minority groups, and lower-status 

groups, and thus also perceive them as overly homogeneous 

(Boldry et al., 2007; Mullen & Hu, 1989; Ostrom & 

Sedikides, 1992).  

Putting all this together, this work suggests that people 

tend to be more confident when applying stereotypes to 

members of unfamiliar groups, because those groups may 

seem overly homogeneous. This could occur when people 

lack either first-hand or second-hand knowledge, though it 

may be particularly relevant for unfamiliarity due to a lack 

of first-hand knowledge, because second-hand knowledge 

may contain additional biases that could overwhelm these 

 
1 Though unfamiliarity is used to refer to lack of knowledge 

from any source of information (first-hand or second-hand; 

Linville et al., 1989), it has typically been operationalized as a lack 

of first-hand knowledge (e.g. Park et al., 1992). 



 

 

effects. Therefore, hypothesis 1 is as follows: on average, 

when people lack first-hand knowledge about a group, the 

group will seem more homogenous, and people will be more 

confident about group members. Though previous research 

rarely states this hypothesis explicitly, it is implied when the 

consequences of perceived homogeneity, such as increased 

stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination, are used to 

explain the importance of studying the causes of biases in 

homogeneity (Linville et al., 1989; Ostrom & Sedikides, 

1992). 

Though unfamiliarity may lead to biased information, 

biases in people’s information do not necessarily lead to 

downstream consequences. One possibility is that these 

biases could be corrected for, so that unfamiliar groups do 

not appear more homogeneous. In statistics, with a simple 

change to the formula for variance (using N-1 rather than N 

in the denominator), sample variance can be used to 

compute an unbiased estimate of population variance. There 

is no theoretical reason that people cannot make a similar 

correction (Konovalova & Le Mens, 2020). Furthermore, 

while some empirical research shows that unfamiliar groups 

are seen as more homogeneous (Linville et al., 1989; Ryan 

et al., 2001; Ryan & Bogart, 1997), there are several null 

results (e.g. Guinote, 2001; Ryan et al., 2001). These null 

results may indicate that people may be correcting for this 

biased information when forming their beliefs about a 

group’s homogeneity. However, it is also possible that 

previous research simply lacked the power to reliably find 

effects. Therefore, it remains unclear whether unfamiliarity 

makes groups seem more homogeneous, or whether people 

can correct for any biased information due to unfamiliarity. 

Even if unfamiliarity does bias homogeneity, people 

might be able to counteract its effects farther downstream, 

so that they are not more confident when making inferences 

about group members. The intuition here is that, if someone 

has never met anyone from a particular group, such as 

people from Madagascar, they should be less confident 

about what members of that group are like, not more 

confident. This could be accounted for in the current model 

if a lack of first-hand knowledge makes people less certain 

about what the group is like on average (Figure 1e). This 

could then counteract effects of seeing the group as overly 

homogeneous, so that, in total, a lack of first-hand 

knowledge may lead to little or no increase in certainty 

about group members. Existing research has not actually 

tested this, because it has only looked at either causes or 

consequences of perceived homogeneity in isolation (e.g. 

Park & Hastie, 1987; Rubin & Badea, 2012). Thus, even if 

the individual effects found in previous research hold (i.e. 

unfamiliarity increases perceived homogeneity, and 

perceived homogeneity increases certainty about group 

members), considering causes and consequences 

simultaneously, along with potential counteracting factors 

that could be affected by those same causes, could provide a 

very different picture than studying them in isolation.  

Aside from personally interacting with group members, 

people may also learn about groups through second-hand 

information, for example, through the media, or from what 

other people say. Though these sources of second-hand 

information might function similarly to first-hand 

information, they can also contain their own set of biases. 

One bias that that second-hand knowledge may show is 

highlighted by research on stereotype communication. This 

research finds that, in serial reproduction tasks, where a 

story is retold and passed on through a chain of people, 

people tend to mostly pass on stereotype-consistent 

information (e.g. Kashima, 2000; but see e.g. Simpson & 

Kashima, 2013). This can serve various communication 

goals, such as finding common ground (Klein et al., 2010), 

or informing others about stereotypes (Lyons & Kashima, 

2003). This tendency to pass on stereotype-consistent 

information suggests that second-hand information may be 

biased to not reflect the full variability of a group (Figure 

1f). Therefore, hypothesis 2 suggests that, on average, 

having more second-hand knowledge about a group can 

make the group seem more homogeneous, which in turn can 

make people more confident in their inferences about group 

members.  

It is also possible that more second-hand knowledge 

might not make groups seem more homogeneous. If people 

are aware that information from the media or other people 

tends to portray groups in overly homogeneous ways, they 

could mentally correct for this biased information so that 

their beliefs remain unbiased. Another reason this effect 

might not be observed is that unfamiliarity with a group, in 

terms of lacking second-hand information, could also bias 

groups to appear overly homogeneous. Depending on the 

relative size of these different possible biases, this could 

reduce or reverse any tendency for groups to seem more 

homogeneous when people have more second-hand 

knowledge about them. 

Even if groups are seen as more homogeneous when 

people have more second-hand knowledge about them, what 

about the possibility of counteracting this so it does not 

increase certainty about group members? In this case, this 

seems unlikely to happen. This is because, unlike when 

people lack knowledge, having knowledge, even if second-

hand, should make people more confident about the group 

average (Figure 1d). Both of these effects of second-hand 

knowledge should make people more confident about group 

members, so that, unlike with a lack of first-hand 

knowledge, there is no way that these effects can counteract 

each other. 

The current research will test these hypotheses by 

examining the proposed path model (Figure 1). Within this, 

we focus on if these two potential sources of biased 

information – due to a lack of first-hand knowledge, or the 

presence of second-hand knowledge – make groups seem 

more homogeneous, and make people more certain when 

applying stereotypes to group members. Though these 

studies use cross-sectional observational data, and therefore 

cannot test the causal direction of these effects, the results 

can provide evidence for whether the proposed relationships 



 

 

exist, or whether these information biases are instead 

corrected for or counteracted, leading to no relationships. 

Preregistration and Online Materials 

Hypotheses, sample size, and exclusion criteria were 

preregistered. Some minor modifications were made from 

the preregistered analysis plan. Details of these changes and 

results of the preregistered analyses are reported online; 

results here are consistent with those from the original plan. 

Note that preregistration on the Open Science Framework 

(OSF) website was intended to be done prior to data 

collection, but due to an error a blank preregistration was 

created at the time and the correct files were uploaded later. 

The preregistration, materials, raw data, analysis scripts, and 

additional results are available online at https://osf.io/kv7er/. 

Two follow up studies are also detailed online. 

Methods 

Overview 

The hypothesized relationships were tested by investigating 

people's perceptions of various social groups that differed 

widely in the amount and type of knowledge participants 

were likely to have about them. For each group, participants 

made explicit ratings of each variable included in Figure 1. 

Participants 

103 participants (64 female, 36 male, 3 unspecified) from 

the Rotman School of Management participant pool 

participated for course credit. Three participants were 

excluded: two did not complete the experiment due to time 

constraints, one because the program crashed. Sample size 

was decided a priori of at least 100 participants with usable 

data. A power analysis based on pilot data showed that this 

lead to greater than 99% power to find all hypothesized 

effects, assuming the same effect sizes as in the pilot data. 

Social Groups 

Participants completed a computerized survey where they 

answered questions about various social groups. 24 groups 

were used that were intended to fall into three conditions: 

high on both first-hand and second-hand knowledge (e.g. 

high school teachers), low on both types of knowledge (e.g. 

people from Madagascar), or high on second-hand but low 

on first-hand knowledge (e.g. politicians). Participants' 

knowledge ratings were used in analyses, so the accuracy of 

the intended condition assignment for each group is not 

essential. Groups in each knowledge condition were evenly 

divided among different types of groups: careers, 

nationalities, subjects of university study, and hobbies. 

Participants also had the option to list their own nationality 

(if not included already) and up to 3 of their hobbies. These 

were used to attempt to find groups where participants 

would have more first-hand than second-hand knowledge.2 

Certainty and Variability Ratings 

For each group used in the study, participants answered 

several questions about the personality of members of that 

group. A single randomly-assigned personality trait was 

used for all ratings (extraversion, organization, 

adventurousness, or creativity)3.2Participants rated the 

personality of a random member of this group and their 

certainty in this rating. They then rated the average 

personality of the group as a whole, their certainty in that 

rating, and how similar they thought members of this group 

were to each other on that personality trait. All questions 

were answered on continuous scales from 0 to 100, first for 

the 24 pre-generated groups (groups randomly ordered). 

After this participants could list their own groups, and then 

rated the personality of these groups. 

Knowledge Ratings 

Participants then reported how much knowledge they had 

about each group’s personality. This was broken into three 

questions to measure different sources of knowledge: their 

amount of overall knowledge (i.e. based on any source of 

information), first-hand knowledge (i.e. based only on 

personal experience interacting with that group), and 

second-hand knowledge (i.e. based only on other sources of 

information, such as general knowledge, media, and what 

others have said about this group). Each question was rated 

on a 7-point Likert scale (1='None at all', 4='A moderate 

amount', 7='A great deal'). The 24 pre-generated groups 

were rated first in a randomized order, and any self-

generated groups were rated after, in the order they had been 

listed. After this, participants reported if they did not 

understand the meaning of any of the pre-generated groups. 

Analysis 

Data Preparation 

Responses to a particular social group were excluded for 

participants who reported that they did not understand what 

the group meant, or who did not answer all questions used 

in the analyses (5% of data excluded).  

Path Analysis 

Data were analyzed using multilevel modelling with random 

intercepts included for each participant. The primary path 

model is specified in Figure 2. Specifically, this involved 

three regression models: 1) predicting certainty about group 

members from perceived homogeneity, certainty about the 

group average, first-hand knowledge, and second-hand 

 
2 All results held when analyzing effects within each group, so 

other differences between groups did not fully account for results. 
3 Note that this meant traits were not necessarily equally 

stereotype-relevant for all groups, which was done in part because 

people may not have strong stereotypes about unfamiliar groups. 

Two additional studies reported on OSF largely replicated the 

results here using stereotypical and counterstereotypical traits 

specific to each group. 

https://osf.io/kv7er/


 

 

knowledge; 2) predicting perceived homogeneity from first-

hand knowledge and second-hand knowledge; 3) predicting 

certainty about the group average from first-hand 

knowledge and second-hand knowledge. Indirect effects 

were assessed via computing the product of path 

coefficients, and total effects as the sum of these. 

Confidence intervals for these were computed using bias-

corrected & accelerated bootstrap intervals with stratified 

sampling based on participants as strata.  

Results 

 

 
Figure 2. Results. Standardized coefficients shown. *** 

indicates p < .001. * indicates p < 0.5. Green and red lines 

indicate positive and negative coefficients, respectively.  

 

Effects of Homogeneity and Certainty about 

Group Average 

Before examining potential sources of biases in people’s 

information about groups, we examined whether the 

perceived homogeneity of a group, and one’s certainty about 

the group average affected confidence in people’s 

stereotype-based inferences in the expected ways. As 

expected, people were more certain about a group member’s 

traits when the group was perceived as more homogeneous 

(Figure 2a: β = 0.17, p < .001), and when people were more 

certain about the average level of the group’s traits (Figure 

2c: β = 0.65, p < .001). Furthermore, when the group was 

seen as more homogeneous, people were more certain about 

the group average (Figure 2b: β = 0.33, p < .001), 

supporting the idea that homogeneity can increase certainty 

about group members both directly, and indirectly through 

increasing certainty about the group average. These results 

suggest that participants adjust their certainty about group 

members based on their beliefs about the group in ways that 

are consistent with statistical principles 

Effects of a Lack of First-Hand Knowledge 

These beliefs about groups – in particular, about a group’s 

homogeneity – might in turn show biases based on the type 

and amount of information people have about the group. 

One potential source of bias in perceived homogeneity is 

due to a lack of first-hand knowledge. Consistent with 

previous theories of unfamiliarity (Linville et al., 1989), in 

this study, when people lacked first-hand knowledge about a 

group, they perceived it to be more homogeneous (Figure 

2g: β = -0.14, p < .001).43This provides evidence that biases 

due to lack of first-hand information can increase perceived 

homogeneity, and are not immediately corrected for.  

This increased perceived homogeneity could lead to 

greater certainty when applying stereotypes to group 

members; however, it might also get counteracted if people 

are also less certain about what the group is like on average. 

In line with this second possibility, when people lacked 

first-hand knowledge, they were less certain about the group 

average (Figure 2d: β = 0.14, p < .001). This should 

counteract any consequences of increased perceived 

homogeneity, so that a lack of first-hand knowledge should 

produce little or no increase in certainty about group 

members. In line with this, in total, when people had less 

first-hand knowledge about a group, they were not more 

certain about group members, and were in fact very slightly 

less certain (β = 0.05, 95% CI [0.01, 0.06]). Therefore, in 

contrast to hypothesis 1, lacking first-hand knowledge did 

not lead to greater confidence about group members, despite 

groups appearing more homogeneous.  

Effects of Second-Hand Knowledge 

Learning about groups through second-hand information 

could also potentially lead to biases that make groups seem 

more homogeneous, and make people more certain when 

applying stereotypes to members of those groups. To test 

this possibility, the effects of second-hand knowledge on 

perceived homogeneity were examined. As the work on 

stereotype communication suggests, when people had more 

second-hand knowledge about a group, the group seemed 

more homogeneous (Figure 2f: β = 0.17, p < .001). This 

supports the idea that biases in information people receive 

from others can portray groups as overly homogeneous, and 

that these biases are not immediately corrected for.  

These biases were further expected to have downstream 

effects, in terms of increased confidence about group 

members. This is because second-hand knowledge should 

also increase certainty about the group average, rather than 

decreasing it as in when people lack first-hand knowledge, 

so there is nothing to counteract the effects of biases in 

homogeneity. In line with this, when people had more 

second-hand knowledge about a group, they were more 

certain about the group average (Figure 2d: β = 0.14, p < 

.001). These two effects should work together to make 

people more certain about what group members are like. 

Consistent with this, in total, people were more certain 

 
4 This did not reliably replicate in follow up studies (see OSF). 



 

 

about group members when they had more second-hand 

knowledge about a group (β = 0.18, 95% CI [0.11, 0.18]). 

These results support hypothesis 2: biases in second-hand 

knowledge can make groups seem more homogeneous, 

which can lead to greater certainty when using stereotypes 

to make inferences about members of those groups. 

Mediation 

Providing further support that the proposed path model 

accounts for these effects, all indirect effects were 

significant and nearly fully mediated the relationship 

between both types of knowledge and certainty about group 

members. (See details on OSF.) 

Discussion 

This paper investigated if potential biases in the 

information people have about social groups affect people’s 

beliefs about those groups and inferences about group 

members, or if instead these biases can be corrected for or 

counteracted. Specifically, it focused on whether two 

potential sources of biased information – lacking first-hand 

knowledge or having second-hand knowledge – could make 

groups appear more homogeneous, and if this in turn would 

lead to downstream increases in how certain people were 

when applying stereotypes to group members. A lack of 

first-hand knowledge was found to make groups appear 

more homogeneous; however, this did not replicate reliably 

in follow up studies. Furthermore, even though 

homogeneity was increased, a lack of first-hand knowledge 

was not associated with greater certainty about group 

members, because this was in part counteracted by their 

greater uncertainty about the group average. On the other 

hand, second-hand knowledge was consistently linked to 

seeing groups as more homogeneous and being more 

confident when applying stereotypes to group members. 

This suggests that biases in the information people get from 

second-hand sources are not being corrected for, therefore 

biasing beliefs about a group’s homogeneity. Furthermore, 

downstream consequences on certainty about group 

members were not counteracted, as second-hand knowledge 

also made people more certain about the group average, 

further increasing certainty about group members. 

Turning again to first-hand knowledge, the inconsistent 

effect of first-hand knowledge on homogeneity in the 

present set of studies parallels the inconsistent results of 

previous research on this topic. The current study may have 

been especially able to find this effect by choosing groups 

that covered a wide range of first-hand knowledge, leading 

to larger effect sizes. In line with this. at least one study 

reported a lack of variation in how familiar participants 

were with the groups involved (Guinote, 2001), an issue 

which could have plagued other studies and led to overall 

smaller or less reliable effects. The current results suggest 

then that at biases due to unfamiliarity at least sometimes 

can affect beliefs without being immediately corrected for. 

However, even if a lack of first-hand knowledge makes 

groups appear overly homogeneous, the current research 

highlights a way that people reduce the impact of this bias. 

When people lack first-hand knowledge about a group, they 

can counteract any increased certainty about group members 

through their corresponding uncertainty about the group 

average. In other words, the same conditions that may lead 

to biases in perceived homogeneity also allow people to 

counteract its consequences, perhaps because they recognize 

that their stereotype is based on unreliable or biased 

information. The fact that the same situations that cause 

biases can also enable people to avoid their consequences is 

an important point, and could apply to many other biases. 

This shows the importance of not just identifying biases in 

isolation, but studying them within their broader context, 

simultaneously considering their causes, consequences, and 

potential counteracting factors that may also be affected.  

While the current results imply that biases due to 

unfamiliarity may be less impactful than previously 

suggested, they also imply that second-hand knowledge may 

be a much greater source of bias, one which has not been 

considered much in research on perceived homogeneity. 

The current results provide the first evidence that second-

hand knowledge is associated with social groups appearing 

more homogeneous, and with people having greater 

certainty when applying stereotypes, across a range of real-

world. This extends previous research using serial 

reproduction tasks which showed that people tend to 

communicate primarily stereotype-consistent information 

(e.g. Kashima, 2000): the current work directly tests the 

consequences for perceived homogeneity and certainty, and 

also shows that these biases are not constrained to serial 

reproduction tasks, but occur across the range of ways that 

people can learn from others in the real-world. Though the 

current research considered effects of second-hand 

knowledge broadly construed, future research could 

continue to explore exactly when and why second-hand 

knowledge has these effects (as in Simpson & Kashima, 

2013), and when people might be able to correct for biases 

in second-hand information (as in Whalen et al., 2018). 

Future research can also examine if these results extend 

similarly to non-social categories. While unfamiliarity may 

function similarly in both cases, biases due to second-hand 

information may depend on people’s communication goals, 

which could differ for social versus non-social categories. 

People often learn about categories, particularly social 

categories, in conditions of less-than-ideal information, such 

as when they lack first-hand experience with a group, or 

when they learn about a group through second-hand 

information sources. These conditions can lead to biases in 

the information people receive. The current results show 

that biases in people’s information can lead to biases in how 

homogeneous groups are believed to be, and this in turn can 

make people more confident when applying stereotypes to 

individuals. However, these results also show that this may 

not always occur. Thus, rather than assuming that biases in 

information or beliefs will have important consequences, we 

must study when they are more or less impactful, in full 

consideration of people’s potential for self-correction.  
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A study of hand manipulation and spatial tasks in which preschool girls perform
well.

Mitsuru Noda
Edogawa University, Nagareyama-city, Chiba, Japan

Abstract

Image manipulation has been reported in mental rotation (Noda, 2010). The purpose of this study is to examine the
development of hand manipulation and gender differences in the placement tasks. Participants included 26 five-year-olds
(15 boys, 11 girls), 29 four-year-olds (15 boys, 14 girls), and 29 three-year-olds (14 boys, 15 girls). The task was similar
to the WISC picture arrangement. As a procedure, 0 and 180 cards were placed on both sides. Participants were asked the
image of inclining in the intermediate states. Then, 45, 90, and 135 cards were placed. The convex and the bird-like picture
were used. The results showed that girls performed better than boys. And the method of manipulation has changed with
age. Boys manipulated cards more frequently than girls. As performance increased, manipulation frequency decreased
in boys while it increased in girls. This may be due to developmental changes in cognitive processing between boys and
girls.
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Characteristics of Visualizations and Texts in Elementary School Biology Books
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Abstract

A breath of research has investigated how characteristics of visualizations and characteristics of texts influence learning
and generalization. Given that students integrate information from visualizations and text, we investigate how the char-
acteristics of the text depends on characteristics of the visualization. We focus on two characteristics of visualizations
(perceptual richness, and whether they display variability), and one characteristic of the text (use of generic language). We
found that the majority of visualization were detailed photographs and do not display variability. Most of the text used
generic language, but we found that some visualizations qualified these generic statements with more specific phrases.
The use of generic was more common for visualizations that display variability and photographs. Our study highlights
the importance of investigating what students are normally exposed to and suggest that future research on multi-media
learning should place close attention to the characteristics of the text that accompany the visualization.
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Are all Framing Effects Created Equal? Relationships between Risky Choice
Framing, Metaphor Framing, and Language

Paul Thibodeau
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, United States

Stephen Flusberg
Purchase College, SUNY, Purchase, New York, United States

Abstract

Behavior in classic framing tasks is unrelated to other cognitive bias measures, but little is known about the relation-
ship among different types of framing effects. Across two experiments, participants in the US and India completed a
classic risky choice framing task, a metaphor framing task, and measures of cognitive style, linguistic proficiency, and
metaphor usage. We found no relationship between performance on the framing tasks for either sample, suggesting they
tap into different underlying processes. Interestingly, language proficiency predicted risky choice framing behavior in
native speakers and metaphor framing in non-native speakers. While there was a positive relationship between metaphor
usage and metaphor framing for US participants, the sample from India showed a negative relationship, suggesting that
current measures of metaphor usage may assess different behaviors for native versus non-native speakers. Overall, the
results suggest a heterogenous account of the mechanisms underlying framing effects even as they highlight the important
role of language.
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Decision-Making Under Uncertainty in Major Depression Patients
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Abstract

Substantial evidence has suggested that major depression is associated with a dysregulated dopamine system, which plays
a pivotal role in decision-making under uncertainty. Previous research has proposed that dopamine enhances the weight
given to current sensory information (sensory weight) versus prior beliefs, yet how much this relationship holds true in
depression remains a topic under debate. To examine whether depression patients have decreased sensory weight due
to disturbed dopaminergic neurotransmissions, we used a visual coin-catching task in which uncertainty in both prior
and sensory information varied. Decision-making strategies during the task were modeled by Bayesian statistics. Our
results supported that depression patients preserved the ability to learn both prior and sensory information uncertainty,
comparable to healthy controls. In contrast to our prediction, depression patients did not show decreased reliance on
sensory information compared to controls, suggesting that depression does not induce a universal alteration in decision-
making strategies under uncertainty. Our study provides empirical evidence that depression does not always show deficits
in uncertainty processing regardless of its correlation with dopamine dysregulations.
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Abstract

This paper provides the foundations of a uni-
fied cognitive decision-making framework (QulBIT)
which is derived from quantum theory. The main
advantage of this framework is that it can cater
for paradoxical and irrational human decision mak-
ing. Although quantum approaches for cognition
have demonstrated advantages over classical prob-
abilistic approaches and bounded rationality mod-
els, they still lack explanatory power. To address
this, we introduce a novel explanatory analysis of
the decision-maker’s belief space. This is achieved
by exploiting quantum interference effects as a way
of both quantifying and explaining the decision-
maker’s uncertainty. We detail the main modules
of the unified framework, the explanatory analy-
sis method, and illustrate their application in situ-
ations violating the Sure Thing Principle.

Keywords: QuLBIT; quantum cognition; quantum-
like Bayesian networks; quantum-like influence di-
agrams; bounded rationality; explanatory analysis

Introduction
The primary motivation behind QuLBIT1 is the
challenge to formally account for seemingly para-
doxical human decision making. It is widely known
in the literature of cognitive science and economics
that when it comes to decision-making under un-
certainty, humans usually make decisions that are
inconsistent with the axioms of expected utility
theory, leading to decisions that are either sub-
optimal, paradoxical or even irrational (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979; Aerts et al., 2017). These paradox-
ical decisions can result in cognitive biases (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1974), violations of major economic
principles (like the Sure Thing Principle) (Savage,
1954; Allais, 1953; Ellsberg, 1961) or violations to
the laws of probability theory and logic (Busemeyer
et al., 2006; Pothos & Busemeyer, 2009). In short,
decades of research has found a whole range of hu-
man judgements that deviates substantially from

1https://github.com/catarina-moreira/QuLBiT

what would be considered normatively correct ac-
cording to logic or probability theory.

The field of Quantum Cognition emerged to re-
spond to this challenge, a major feature being the
use of quantum probability theory to model hu-
man cognition, including decision making (Buse-
meyer & Bruza, 2012). Quantum probability can
be viewed as generalisation of Bayesian probability
theory. In quantum-like cognitive models, events
are modelled as sub-spaces of a Hilbert spaces,
a vector space of complex numbers (amplitudes)
which enables the calculation of probabilities by
projection: performing the squared magnitude of
an amplitude. This representation allows events
to interfere with each other, which influences their
associated probabilities. These interference effects
generate a set of new parameters that can be used
to either accommodate violations in Bayesian the-
ory (Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012) or paradoxical hu-
man decisions Kahneman et al. (1982). Interference
is a core concept in the QuLBIT framework which
enables an alternative quantification of uncertainty,
as well as the representation of conflicting, ambigu-
ous beliefs. The vector representation of superposi-
tion obeys neither the distributive axiom of Boolean
logic nor the law of total probability (Moreira &
Wichert, 2016b) (See Figure 1).

Quantum cognitive models make use of addi-
tional parameters, which allows fitting to empir-
ical data but which “do not necessarily explain
them” (Blutner & beim Graben, 2016). QuLBIT
addresses this lack of explanatory power by em-
ploying a novel analysis method which allows in-
terpretation of the decision-maker’s belief space,
e.g., when a decision-maker prefers one choice over
another. This paper illustrates QuLBIT’s novel ex-
planatory analysis method in regard to violations of
the Sure Thing Principle in the Prisoner’s Dilemma
Game (Shafir & Tversky, 1992).
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Figure 1: The representation of the decision-maker’s beliefs under uncertainty where beliefs can enter into
a superposition and suffer non-linear quantum interference effects that can destroy or reinforce certain

beliefs in a single time step, leading to decisions that deviate from classical theory.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma Game and
Violations to the Sure Thing Principle

Several experiments in the literature have shown
that people violate this principle in decisions un-
der uncertainty, leading to paradoxical results and
violations of the law of total probability (Tver-
sky & Kahneman, 1974; Aerts et al., 2004; Birn-
baum, 2008; Li & Taplin, 2002; Hristova & Grin-
berg, 2008). The prisoner’s dilemma is an example
where, under uncertainty, people violate the sure
thing principle, by being more cooperative.

To test the veracity of the Sure Thing Principle
under the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, experiments
were made in where three conditions were tested:

• Participants were informed the other participant
chose to Defect (Condition 1: Known to defect);

• Participants were informed the other participant
chose to Cooperate (Condition 2: Known to coop-
erate);

• Participants had no information about the other
participant’s decision (Condition 3 : Unknown).

Condition Pr( P2 = Defect)
Condition 1 (P1 Known to Defect): 0.97
Condition 2 (P1 Known to Cooperate) : 0.84
Condition 3: (P1 Unknown) 0.63

Table 1: Experimental results from Shafir &
Tversky (1992) PD experiment.

Table 1 summarizes the results of these experi-
ments for the three conditions. The column clas-
sical prediction shows the classical probability of a
player choosing to Def ect, given that the decision
of Player 1 is unknown (Condition 3). The payoff
matrix used in Shafir & Tversky (1992) Prisoner’s
Dilemma experiment can be found in Table 2.

P2 = Def P2 = Coop
P1 = Def 30 25

P1 = Coop 85 36

Table 2: Payoff matrix used in Shafir & Tversky
(1992) Prisoner’s Dilemma experiment.

QuLBIT: Quantum-Like Bayesian
Inference Technologies

The QuLBIT framework provides a unifying deci-
sion model for cognitive decision making, which
is susceptible to cognitive biases. In addition, the
framework caters for data-driven computational
decisions, which are based on optimization algo-
rithms. The main advantage of this framework is
that it can cater for paradoxical and irrational hu-
man decisions during the inference process. This
not only enhances the understanding of cognitive
decision-making, but is also relevant for providing
effective decision support systems. The nature of
the quantum-like approach allows the system to
capture optimal, sub-optimal (bounded rational),
or even irrational decisions which play an impor-
tant role in a “humanistic system”, which are sys-
tems strongly influenced by human judgment, and
behaviour.

Views on Rationality
The QuLBIT framework caters for a spectrum of
views in relation to rational decision making, de-
pending on the degrees of rationality that the
decision-maker employs. The views presented un-
der the proposed quantum-like approach are simi-
lar to the ones put forward by Gigerenzer & Gold-
stein (1996) and Lieder & Griffiths (2020). They in-
clude decisions bounded in terms of time, process-
ing power, information, etc. We extend this view to
incorporate the notion of the irrational mind, a point

2
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in the decision-maker’s belief space where heuris-
tics are no longer sufficient to produce satisficing
outcomes. Figure 2 illustrates the different views
on rationality that are represented in the QuLBIT
framework depicted in terms of a non-linear quan-
tum interference wave. We define these views in
the following way:

• Belief space: Corresponds to the set of pos-
sible beliefs that are held by a decision-maker
from the moment that (s)he is faced with a deci-
sion until (s)he actually makes the decision. Be-
liefs as inputs of thought, and desires as mo-
tivational sources of reasoning, guide decision-
making (Cushman, 2019).

• Unbounded Rationality: Corresponds to the
ideal scenario where the decision-maker has un-
limited cognitive resources: time, processing
power and information in order to transact the
decision. Note that the ideal scenario is often not
within reach for a human decision-maker.

• Bounded Rationality: Corresponds to the sce-
nario where the decision-maker makes decisions
bounded in terms of cognitive resources with
limited information, time, and processing power.
Consequently, fast and frugal heuristics are ap-
plied sometimes resulting in sub-optimal deci-
sions (Kahneman et al., 1982), but also yielding
good-enough adaptive decisions (Gigerenzer &
Gaissmaier, 2019; Spiliopoulos & Hertwig, 2020),
i.e. favourable in terms of meeting desires sat-
isfactorily without creating illogical or improb-
able conclusions. Fast and frugal heuristics, by
their definition, are not produced by strictly log-
ical or probabilistic calculations, but equally they
do not violate logical or probabilistic principles.

• Resource Rationality: Corresponds to bounded
rationality in the decision-maker’s belief space
that lead to the maximum performance for a
given level of uncertainty Lieder & Griffiths
(2020).

• Irrationality: Corresponds to the situation
where bounded rationality can no longer apply
fast and frugal heuristics that satisfy the desires
due to extreme levels of uncertainty or due to the
inability of the decision-maker to make adequate
decisions. These decisions generally have poor
utility and performances. The fast and frugal
heuristics start to fail, and the decision-maker ex-
periences cognitive dissonance effects and starts
to violate rules of logic and probability, which in
turn leads to unfavourable heuristics and their

paradoxical and irrational outcomes. These deci-
sions are hard (or even impossible) to be captured
by current computational decision systems.

Figure 2: Wave-like interpretation of the QuLBIT
framework in terms of the notions of rationality.

Quantum-Like Bayesian Networks
The fundamental core of the QuLBIT framework
is the notion of graphical probabilistic inference
using the formalism of quantum theory. The
Quantum-like Bayesian network, originally pro-
posed in Moreira & Wichert (2014, 2016a) is the
fundamental building block of the QuLBIT frame-
work and is also an example of a model that
has been extensively studies in the literature for
predicting and accommodating paradoxical hu-
man decisions across different decision scenarios,
ranging from psychological experiments (Moreira
& Wichert, 2016a, 2017; Wichert et al., 2020) to
real-world credit application scenarios (Moreira
et al., 2018). The difference between the tradi-
tional Bayesian network (BN) and a quantum-like
Bayesian Network (QLBN) is the way one speci-
fies the values of the conditional probability ta-
bles. While in the traditional BNs, one uses real
numbers to express probabilities, in quantum me-
chanics these probabilities are expressed as proba-
bility amplitudes, which are represented by com-
plex numbers. Figure 3 shows a representation of a
Quantum-Like Bayesian Network.

Exact inference in QLBNs is given by three steps:

• Definition of the superposition state. In quan-
tum theory, all individual quantum states con-
tained in a Hilbert Space are defined by a super-
position state which is represented by a quantum
state vector |S〉 comprising the occurrence of all
events of the system. This can be analogous to the

3
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Figure 3: Representation of Shafir & Tversky
(1992) PD experiment using a quantum-like BN

(left) and a classical BN.

classical full joint probability distribution, with
the difference that instead of using real numbers
to express probabilities, one uses complex proba-
bility amplitudes. For example, for Shafir & Tver-
sky (1992) PD experiment, the full joint distri-
bution and the corresponding superposition state
can be represented by the following vectors:

Joint =


0.485
0.015
0.420
0.080

 S =


√

0.485 eiθ1√
0.015 eiθ2√
0.420 eiθ3√
0.080 eiθ4


• A density matrix which describes the quantum

system. The density operator, ρ, aims to describe
a system where we can compute the probabilities
of finding each state in the network. One way to
achieve this is by computing a density operator
through the product between the superposition
state S and the corresponding conjugate trans-
pose S†, that is ρ = SS†.

Figure 4: Density matrix, ρ = SS†

The density operator also contains quantum in-
terference terms in the off-diagonal elements,

which are the core of this model. It is precisely
through these off-diagonal elements that, during
the inference process, one is able to obtain quan-
tum interference effects, and consequently, devi-
ations from normative probabilistic inferences.

• Quantum-Like Marginal Distribution. The
quantum-like marginal probability can be de-
fined by two selection operators Def and Coop,
which are vectors that select the entries of the
classical joint distribution that match the query.

Def =


1
0
1
0

 Coop =


0
1
0
1


Computing the quantum-like probability of
Player 2 defecting, given that (s)he is uncertain
about Player 1’s strategy, P rq(P 2 = Def ), corre-
sponds to summing out all entries of the joint re-
lated to Player 1’s strategy. This probability can
be computed by applying the selection operator
to the density matrix, ρ, and normalising the re-
sults with a normalisation factor γ = 1/(P rq(P 2 =
Def ) + P rq(P 2 = Coop), and where Def T is the
transpose of operator Def ,

P rq(P 2 =Def ) = γ |Def ρDef T | =
= γ |0.905 + 2× 0.451331cos(θDef )

(1)

This is the same as having the classical probabil-
ity, P r(P 2 =Def ), together with a quantum inter-
ference term, InterfDef , which corresponds to the
emergence of destructive / constructive interfer-
ence effects, associated with the uncertainty that
the player is experiencing,

P rq(P 2 =Def ) = γ |P r(P 2 =Def ) + 2InterfDef | =
γ |0.905 + 2× 0.451331cos(θDef )|

(2)

In the same way, we can compute the probability
of Player 2 cooperating, P rq(P 2 = Coop),

P rq(P 2 = Coop) = γ |CoopρCoopT | =
= γ |0.095 + 2× 0.034641cos(θCoop)

(3)

This suggests that the proposed model provides
a hierarchy of mental representations ranging
from quantum-like effects to pure classical ones.

Note that if one sets θDef or θCoop to π/2, then
cos(θDef ) = 0 and cos(θCoop) = 0. This means that
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the interference term is canceled and the quantum-
like Bayesian network collapses to its classical
counterpart. Setting θDef = θCoop = 2.8057, will
reproduce the disjuction effect observed in Shafir
& Tversky (1992), P rq(P 2 = Def ) = 0.63. In Mor-
eira & Wichert (2016a); Andreas Wichert & Bruza
(2020), the authors proposed a similarity heuristic
and later a law of balance that are able to auto-
matically find the values of θDef and θCoop without
manually fitting the data.

Quantum-Like Influence Diagrams

Quantum-Like Influence diagrams (Moreira &
Wichert, 2018) are a directed acyclic graph struc-
ture that represents a full probabilistic description
of a decision problem by using probabilistic in-
ferences performed in quantum-like Bayesian net-
works together with an utility function.

Given a set of possible decision rules, δA, a clas-
sical Influence Diagram computes the decision rule
that leads to the Maximum Expected Utility in re-
lation to decision D. In a classical setting, this for-
mula makes use of a full joint probability distribu-
tion, P rδA(x|a), over all possible outcomes, x, given
different actions a belonging to the decision rules
δA where the goal is to choose some action a that
maximises the expected utility with respect to some
decision rule, δA.

EU [D [δA]] =
∑
x,a

P rδA (x,a)U (x,a) . (4)

The quantum-like approach of the influence di-
agrams consists in replacing the classical proba-
bility, P rδA, by its quantum counterpart, P rqδA.
The general idea is to take advantage of the quan-
tum interference terms produced in the quantum-
like Bayesian network to influence the probabilities
used to compute the expected utility.

Mathematically, one can define utility opera-
tors, UDef and UCoop, that represent the payoff
that Player 2 receives if (s)he chooses to Def ect
and to Cooperate, respectively. And the quantum-
like influence diagram simply consists in replac-
ing the classical probability P rδA(x,a) in Equation
4, by the probability computed by the quantum-
like Bayesian network P rqδD (x|a). Details of these
formalisms can be found in the publicly available
notebook2 and Moreira & Wichert (2018).

2https://git.io/JfKKB

UDef =


30 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 85 0
0 0 0 0

UCoop =


0 0 0 0
0 25 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 36


The expected utility of Player 2 defecting be-

comes

EUq
[
D
[
δDef

]]
=

∑
x,def

P rδDef (x,def )U (x,def ) (5)

EUq [P 2 =Def ] = T race
[
P rq(P 2 =Def )UDef

]
(6)

EUq [P 2 =Def ] =
115cos(θDef ) + 115.02

0.131cos(θCoop + cos(θDef ) + 1.132
(7)

In the same way, the expected utility of Player 2 co-
operating becomes

EUq [P 2 = Coop] = T race
[
P rq(P 2 = Coop)UCoop

]
=

100cos(θCoop) + 137.121

cos(θCoop) + 13.0288cos(θDef ) + 14.4338
(8)

From this formalism, the region of the belief
space where the decision-maker will always per-
ceive that (s)he will have a higher utility for cooper-
ating, EUq [P 2 = Coop] = X > X = EUq [P 2 =Def ],
is given by θDef = π, and 0 ≥ θCoop ≤ 2π.

A Novel Explanatory Analysis in
Quantum-Like Decision Models

In the QuLBIT framework, for decisions under
uncertainty, the decision-maker’s beliefs are rep-
resented as waves during the reasoning process.
Only when the decision-maker makes a deci-
sion, these beliefs collapse to the chosen deci-
sion with a certain probability and utility. Be-
fore reaching a decision, the decision-maker can
experience uncertainty regarding Player 1’s ac-
tions. This corresponds to beliefs of cooperate
and def ect competing with each other causing con-
structive/destructive interferences (quantum inter-
ference parameters θDef and θCoop).

Figure 5 (right) shows the combined graphi-
cal representations of the utilities that a player
can obtain when reasoning about considering a
Def ect strategy (Equations 7) or a Cooperate strat-
egy (Equation 8) according to the uncertainty that
(s)he feels about Player 1’s actions.

5
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Figure 5: Evolution of the quantum interference waves in the decision-maker’s belief space for Shafir &
Tversky (1992) PD experiment.

It follows from Figure 5 (right) that this model al-
lows different levels of representations of decisions
under uncertainty ranging from (1) fully ratio-
nal and optimal decisions (fully classical), (2) sub-
optimal decisions, to (3) irrational decisions (Shafir
& Tversky, 1992) (fully quantum). Figures 5 (left)
and Figures 5 (center) show the evolution of the
decision-maker’s beliefs through the belief space
enabling a novel analysis and interpretation of the
quantum interference waves in terms of the differ-
ent levels of rationality.

• Fully classical decisions: the majority of the
decision-makers are stable in the regions of the
belief space where the MEU of defect is max-
imised. This notion is in accordance with predic-
tions from expected utility theory and concepts
from Game Theory, where in strictly dominant
strategies, the decision-maker stays stable in the
Nash equilibrium state, in this case, engaging in
a defect strategy. In this region, it seems that the
decision-maker is not experiencing much uncer-
tainty, and consequently quantum interference
effects are minimum.

• Sub-Optimal decisions: the lighter regions of
the figure indicate decisions where the MEU
of defecting is close to the MEU of cooper-
ate, MEU (Def ect) ≈ MEU (Cooperate), but still
the decision-maker prefers to defect, because
there are not enough heuristic cues to convince
him/her to switch from defect to cooperate.
Quantum interference effects occur and uncer-
tainty is high, however the quantum interfer-
ence effects are not strong enough to make the
decision-maker change his mind and for that rea-
son (s)he continues to choose according to ex-
pected utility.

• Irrational decisions: correspond to the cen-

tral, blue regions of the Figure 5. In these
regions, uncertainty is maximised and quan-
tum interference effects are significant enough
to make the decision-maker change his mind.
The decision-maker irrationally engages in wish-
ful thinking, or beliefs that are far stretched
from available data on hand. It is in this re-
gion where the decision-maker perceives that
MEU (Cooperate) > MEU (Def ect), and conse-
quently makes a decision that deviates from the
classical notions of the Expected Utility theory.
Notions of game theory actually accept the fact
that the decision-maker might not always obey
to the formalisms of expected utility theory. This
can occur when players did not understand the
rules of the game, or simply because they played
randomly. What game theory notions tell us is
that the decision-maker will not stay stable in
these irrational states (in this case the Cooperate
state), which is in accordance with Figure 5.

Conclusions
It is the purpose of this paper to provide a set of
contributions of quantum-based models applied to
cognition and decision as an alternative mathemat-
ical approach for decision-making in order to better
understand the structure of human behaviour.

The QuLBIT framework is open-source and al-
lows the combination of both Bayesian and non-
Bayesian influences in cognition, where classical
representations provide a better account of data
as individuals gain familiarity, and quantum-like
representations can provide novel predictions and
novel insights about the relevant psychological
principles involved during the decision process.

Our contributions so far show that QuLBIT is
a unified framework for cognition and decision-
making that is able (1) to accommodate and pre-

6
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dict paradoxical human decisions (namely disjunc-
tion errors), (2) to analyse the belief space of the
decision-maker through quantum interference, (3)
to quantify uncertainty and (4) to provide a non-
linear view on the different levels of rationality,
ranging from fully optimal decisions (classical) to
irrational decisions (quantum-like).
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Abstract 

Causal-based cognition is thought to be relevant for human 
beings because it allows inferring the unfolding of events. 
Theories of causal-based cognition offer researchers a way to 
understand inter-feature relations, above and beyond the purely 
associative relations posited by similarity theories. In the 
causal-model theory (a.k.a. the Generative Model), people are 
thought to categorize an exemplar depending on how likely its 
particular feature combination is, given the category’s causal 
model. This mechanism predicts the coherence effect (i.e., 
when people categorize, features interact). This effect has been 
widely reported in the literature. In the current experiment, we 
sought to specify conditions that modulate the coherence 
effect. To that end, we implemented a between-subjects 
manipulation where participants had to judge either category 
membership or category consistency. Our results show that 
subjects exhibit a larger coherence effect in consistency 
condition. We discuss our results’ relevance for causal-model 
theory and for the possibility of distinguishing causal-based 
from similarity-based processing. 

Keywords: causal reasoning; coherence effect; causal-based 
categorization; similarity; exemplar models 

Introduction 

Attention to causal cognition has burgeoned during the last 

20 years. Presumably, understanding causal relations in the 

world allows humans to infer their actions’ effects (Holyoak 

& Cheng, 2011). Causal cognition offers researchers an 

alternative to associationist and similarity-based theories 

(Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell, 2006). The contrast 

between causal-based and associationist explanations has 

played itself out repeatedly in the literature. 
Currently, the most general proposal regarding 

mechanisms by which causal knowledge becomes relevant 

for categorization is Rehder’s causal-model theory (a.k.a. the 

Generative Model, Rehder, 2003a; Rehder & Hastie, 2001). 

In causal-model theory, people classify exemplars as 

category members to the extent that the pattern of causes and 

effects they exhibit is likely given the category’s causal 

model. A crucial aspect of causal-model theory is the 

prediction of the coherence effect, which serves as focus for 

the current work (Rehder, 2017; Rehder & Kim, 2006, 2010).  
Consider that subjects know that in a given category A 

causes B (e.g., in tropical frogs, being poisonous causes them 

to have brightly colored skin). Imagine, also, that those 

subjects are shown all possible present and absent cause and 

effect combinations (i.e., AB, ¬AB, A¬B, ¬A¬B), and asked 

to rate each combination’s category membership. Causal-

model theory predicts that, given that if a cause (i.e., A) is not 

observed, then its effect (i.e., B) is also likely not to be 

observed, people should judge an exemplar showing the 

¬A¬B pattern (e.g., a tropical frog that is not poisonous and 

does not have brightly colored skin) to be a good category 

exemplar because it preserves the learned causal structure 

(i.e., A → B) better than the ¬AB or A¬B feature 

combinations (Rehder, 2017). 
There is abundant evidence in the literature showing the 

coherence effect (Rehder, 2017; Rehder & Kim, 2006; 2010; 

Hampton, Storms, Simmons & Heussen, 2009). Moreover, 

the coherence effect is a hallmark of causal-model theory. 

Note, however, that causal-model theory is compatible with 

a large coherence effect (i.e., the ¬A¬B combination is 

judged a better category exemplar than the ¬AB or A¬B 

combinations) as well as with a small one. A coherence effect 

could be small and still compatible with the causal-model 

theory (i.e., the theory only requires that people judge the 

¬A¬B combination to be a better exemplar than would be 

predicted solely based on the A and B main effects). 

However, note that models that use a multiplicative similarity 

metric (e.g., the multiplicative exemplar model, Nosofsky, 

1984; 1986) can also predict a coherence effect, albeit a small 

one. In such models, because similarity decreases 

logarithmically with the number of absent properties, the 

¬A¬B exemplar may still be judged to be weakly similar to 

its category, resulting in a small interaction.  
From our discussion above, it should be clear that 

distinguishing whether a coherence effect found in a causal 

categorization study is due to similarity processing or due to 

causal-based processing, may not be a trivial enterprise. In 

fact, in a recent model (Rehder, 2018), the author presents a 

model (the beta-Q model) that explains categorization 

judgments by computing a joint distribution of judgments 

coming from a causal and a similarity based process as a way 

of accounting for independence violations in human 

judgments. In Fig. 1, the reader can find illustrations of the 

kind of interaction that would unambiguously signal causal-

based processing as predicted by causal-model theory, and 

the kind of interaction that might be accounted for by both, 

similarity and causal-based processing. 
In the current work we put forth the idea that part of the 

difficulty in ascribing interaction results to similarity-based 
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versus causal-based processing, comes from different ways 

in which people conceptualize the task they are faced with. 

Generally, in categorization research the dependent variable 

is a category membership judgment (e.g., Rehder & Hastie, 

2001; Rehder, 2003b; Marsh & Ahn, 2006; Rehder & Kim, 

2010). To illustrate the different strategies that people may 

follow, let’s go back to our tropical frog running example. In 

that example, people could reason that a frog that is not 

poisonous and is not brightly colored, is not a tropical frog 

because it does not show any of the features that are 

characteristic of tropical frogs (i.e., focusing only on A and 

B but not on their causal relation). Alternatively, people could 

reason that a tropical frog that is not poisonous, should not 

be expected to have brightly colored skin, and thus, the ¬A¬B 

exemplar is a perfectly good category member. Note that the 

second interpretation of the task should produce a large 

coherence effect because the exemplar with the ¬A¬B feature 

combination should be judged to be an even better category 

member than an exemplar with either the A¬B or the ¬AB 

feature combinations (both of which violate the causal 

relation, if the causal relation exists). 
To show that this second strategy embodies the 

assumptions behind causal-model theory, we devised a 

different dependent variable to the one typically used in 

categorization studies. In a between-subject experiment we 

implemented two different conditions: categorization and 

consistency. In the categorization condition we used a typical 

categorization rating procedure, which could be approached 

via any of the two strategies described above. In the 

consistency condition, we asked participants to rate if the 

presented category exemplar was to be expected given the 

category’s causal model. We claim that this is the process that 

causal-model theory assumes that people use. In this second 

condition, we predicted that focusing on the expected pattern 

given the received causal information would produce a large 

interaction effect just as the generative model predicts 

(Rehder, 2003a; Rehder & Kim, 2010). In contrast, the 

potential for different strategies in the traditional category 

membership rating question, would result in a lower 

coherence effect. 

Method 

Design 

We set up a 2 (Condition: categorization and consistency) x 

4 (feature combination: AB, ¬AB, A¬B and ¬A¬B) mixed 

design experiment. Participants learned about a simple A→B 

causal model and then used a rating scale (from 1 to 7) to 

categorize all possible feature combinations.  
Participants in the categorization condition had to rate if 

each exemplar was a member of the studied category. 

Participants in the consistency condition had to rate if each 

exemplar was consistent with the causal model of the studied 

category. Note that though, we expected to obtain a 

coherence effect in both conditions, we predicted a larger 

coherence effect in the consistency condition, and a smaller 

one in the categorization condition, for reasons already 

discussed. 

Participants 

Forty-eight undergraduate students (32 female) aged 18 to 47 

(mean = 25.43, SD = 6.15), agreed to voluntarily participate 

in the experiment. They were randomly assigned to one of the 

experimental conditions (consistency and categorization), 

and control conditions (see below) to the constraint that an 

equal number of participants were in each cell. Participants 

received a randomly assigned booklet, and it took them on 

average 5 minutes to complete the task. 

Materials and Procedure 

Our materials described a type of rock and a type of language 

disorder, category names were arbitrary, in the sense of not 

being related to a specific feature, but rather to the category 

as a whole (i.e., just like the label “dog” is not related to any 

particular feature, see Table 1). Additionally, we used an 

extremely simple A→B model to facilitate subjects’ 

understanding of our materials. Importantly, if participants 

did not understand causal relations (due to training or other 

reasons) or if they only relied on stimulus similarity (e.g., to 

reduce cognitive effort), then they would show the same 

pattern in both between-subjects conditions (i.e., always 

respond based on similarity, producing always a small 

coherence effect). 

 

Table 1: Between-subject condition question 

manipulation by material. 

 

Condition “Logodisplenic 

Disorder” 

“Metamorphic 

Rock” 

Consistency Given what you 

learned about A 

causing B in 

Logodisplenic 

Disorder, would 

you say that this 

case was to be 

expected? 

Given what 

you learned 

about A 

causing B in 

Metamorphic 

Rocks, would 

you say that 

this rock was 

to be 

expected? 

Categorization Given what you 

learned about A 

causing B in 

Logodisplenic 

Disorder, would 

you say that this 

patient belonged 

to the 

Logodisplenic 

Disorder 

category? 

Given what 

you learned 

about A 

causing B in 

Metamorphic 

Rocks, would 

you say that 

this rock 

belonged to 

the 

Metamorphic 

Rock 

category? 
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To control for other possible factors, during learning, half 

of our participants received scenarios with causes being 

described first, and the other half received scenarios with 

effects being described first (i.e., our training scenario 

control). Finally, participants always rated AB exemplar first 

to promote correct rating scale use. Other exemplars were 

presented in one of three possible latin-square orders as a 

means of controlling for order effects (i.e., our exemplar 

order control). 

We produced forty-eight booklets with a total of seven 

pages each. The first page contained the informed consent 

that every participant read and signed. The second page 

contained a cover story that described a category along with 

its causal model (i.e., Logodisplenic Disorder was a type of 

language disorder, Metamorphic Rock was a type of rock). 

Both stories described a simple causal model with one cause 

and one effect, where there was a conditional probability of 

0.70 of the effect being present given the cause (see Table 2). 

The third page contained instructions regarding the rating 

scale. In the fourth to seventh pages, booklets presented 

exemplars with different feature combinations, making a total 

of four cases. Each exemplar was presented by describing a 

specialist (respectively, a neurologist, a geologist) who found 

and described the exemplar, and participants were asked to 

report their judgments by using a seven-point rating scale. 

Scenarios and exemplars were presented in writing and the 

corresponding causal model (i.e., A→B) remained always in 

view. 

 

Table 2: Description of features and category names. 

 

Feature “Logodisplenic 

Disorder” 

“Metamorphic 

Rock” 

A Bearer of the 

FOX1 gene 

High 

concentration of 

calcium salts 

B Difficulties in 

developing 

normal language 

Being soft 

 

Results 

Ratings were submitted to a 2 (question: consistency, 

categorization) x 4 (feature combination: AB, ¬AB, A¬B, 

¬A¬B) mixed ANOVA, with the last being the repeated 

measures factor. The analysis produced a main effect of 

question type (F(1, 46) = 22.46, MSe = .40, p < .001, 𝜂p
2 = 

.33, power = .97), a main effect of feature combination (F(3, 

138) = 46.48, MSe = 2.68, p < .001, 𝜂p
2 = .50, power > .99), 

and a significant interaction (F(3, 138) = 12.51, MSe = 2.68, 

p < .001, 𝜂p
2 = .21, power > .99). To follow up on the 

significant interaction, we performed simple effects analyses 

between consistency and categorization, at each level of the 

feature combination factor. Results showed no significant 

difference for the AB feature combination (F(1, 46) = 1.47, 

MSe = .91, p = .23, power = .34), a small significant 

difference for the A¬B combination (F(1, 46) = 4.38, MSe = 

1.72, p = .04, power = .66), a non-significant difference for 

the ¬AB combination (F < 1, power = .12), and a highly 

significant difference for the ¬A¬B combination (F(1, 46) = 

33.29, MSe = 3.81, p < .001, power > .99). Lastly, we do not 

find evidence of significant differences depending on the type 

of material (i.e., “Metamorphic Rock” and “Logodisplenic 

Disorder”) nor of exemplar order (p > 0.5). As Fig. 1 

illustrates, most of the difference between conditions is 

accounted for by the way people responded to the ¬A¬B 

feature combination. Note that the categorization condition 

produced a small coherence effect that is compatible with 

causal-model and with similarity theories, while the 

consistency condition produced a coherence effect that is 

unmistakably of causal reasoning origin. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Mean ratings for each feature combination in the 

Consistency and Categorization conditions. Dashed line = 

categorization condition, Filled line = consistency condition. 

The ¬ negation symbol indicates absent features. Error bars 

are 95% confidence intervals for the mean.  

Discussion 

In our experiment, we showed that the size of the coherence 

effect changes depending on the type of question subjects are 

considering. Participants learned a simple causal model and 

were then presented with different combinations of absent 

and present properties, under one of two different between-

subjects conditions (categorization and consistency). In the 

categorization condition, we asked participants to rate 

exemplars’ category membership. In the consistency 

condition, we asked participants to rate the presented 

exemplar as likely or not given their knowledge of the simple 

causal model. Results showed that the coherence effect tends 

to be substantially larger in the consistency condition than in 

the categorization condition. 
Results are consistent with our hypothesis that the 

categorization question can be approached with different 

strategies, at least under conditions like those of our 

experiment. Going back to our tropical frogs running 

example, we suspected that if participants were faced with a 

category membership question, then they might understand 

that if a tropical frog is not poisonous (¬A) and is not brightly 
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colored (¬B), then this feature combination would entail a 

weak category membership because the exemplar does not 

have any of the singular features that makes an exemplar a 

tropical frog. It is important there to clarify that our results 

do not show an absence of the coherence effect. Rather, we 

show that the size of the coherence effect can change 

depending on the dependent variable. In this sense, our results 

are not in conflict with prior literature that reports a 

coherence effect (Rehder, 2017; Rehder & Kim, 2006; 2010; 

Hampton, Storms, Simmons & Heussen, 2009). Rather, our 

results provide greater precision on how the coherence effect 

should be interpreted.  

Relative to this last issue, note that the relatively small size 

of the coherence effect in our experiment’s categorization 

condition could be accounted for by a similarity-based model, 

and not only by a causal-model account of categorization, as 

explained earlier. Unfortunately, our current experiment 

could not provide us with a definitive answer regarding why 

the small interaction effect (i.e., if participants were 

responding based on similarity or causal reasoning). 

However, our results are suggestive that a large portion of our 

participants might not have resorted to causal reasoning in the 

categorization condition (as evidenced by the small 

confidence interval for the ¬A¬B feature combination in the 

categorization condition; see Fig 1). In contrast to results in 

the categorization condition, recall that we predicted that if 

participants were faced with the consistency question, then 

they would understand that the combination of not being 

poisonous and not being brightly colored is consistent with 

the tropical frog causal model. As predicted, in the 

consistency condition we found a relatively large coherence 

effect (i.e., high ratings for the ¬A¬B combination) that can 

only be explained by a causal reasoning process.  

To summarize, our results show that the categorization 

question does not unambiguously lead subjects to use causal 

reasoning. Judging by the small confidence intervals in Fig. 

1, most of them could have resorted to similarity processing. 

Though we cannot positively assert this, our results should be 

considered at least as very suggestive. Finally, our results are 

likely not to be a consequence of sample characteristics (e.g., 

cultural, social, educational differences with samples used in 

prior literature), because in the consistency condition, our 

participants reasoned in close agreement with the causal 

model theory. 

Though we believe our results to be interesting because 

they may help in clarifying the conditions that modulate the 

coherence effect, there are several limitations that we want to 

briefly discuss, and that are currently guiding work in our lab. 

Problematically, some of these limitations might be working 

against obtaining a larger coherence effect in the 

categorization condition. First, in our materials there was no 

clear indication that features A and B were not by themselves 

characteristic of the category. This might have led 

participants to focus on the features themselves, and not on 

the causal relation, at least in the categorization condition. To 

solve this, in future experiments we plan to inform 

participants of feature diagnosticity (i.e., 

p(category|feature)). Presumably, features with low 

diagnosticity but with a medium to strong causal relation 

could produce a larger coherence effect. Also, our materials 

did not include a mechanistic explanation for the causal link. 

Lacking this explanation may have led participants to 

disregard causal information, thus giving greater weight to 

the individual features (though, note that this did not happen 

in the consistency condition). This is also something that we 

are currently working on. Finally, note that our categorization 

condition is different from the consistency condition in that 

the former requires categorizing the exemplar, while the latter 

implies that the exemplar under categorization is already 

known to be a category member (e.g., it’s a tropical frog that 

shows a specific feature combination). This in itself may have 

led participants frame the question differently, with a focus 

on the individual features in the categorization condition and 

a focus on the causal relation in the consistency condition. 

We are planning future experiments to test if this is also a 

factor that modulates the coherence effect. On concluding, 

we are hopeful that the factors we have identified in the 

current experiment will allow us in the near future to more 

clearly specify the different variables that modulate the size 

of the coherence effect in categorization. 
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How Can We Access Children Basic Academic Skills? The Possibility of Corrected
Academic Skills via an Alternative Approach

Maiko Takahashi
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Rumi Hirabayashi
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Kenryu Nakamura
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

The skills of reading, writing, and calculating manually are fundamental parts of subject learning. However, information-
communication technology is expected to serve as an alternative to these basic academic skills. We conducted a study of
158 Japanese elementary students (2nd to 6th grade) comparing students basic academic skills to their corrected academic
skills, as measured with accommodations. Students were asked to perform independent reading and reading with a lis-
tening comprehension task (Experiment 1), a manual Kanji-writing word task (Japanese characters) and a multiple-choice
task to measure Kanji knowledge (Experiment 2), and a manual calculation task and one using a calculator (Experiment
3). Comparing the scores on the tasks performed by themselves and with accommodation, we found that 5 to 13% of the
students were supported in their basic academic skills by the accommodation. The cognitive processes involved in learning
the basic academic skills and the corrected one are discussed.
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Intentional information sharing promotes cumulative culture relative to
inadvertent behavioural cues: an experimental demonstration

Gemma Mackintosh
University of Stirling, Stirling, United Kingdom

Mark Atkinson
University of Stirling, Stirling, United Kingdom

Christine Caldwell
University of Stirling, Stirling, United Kingdom

Abstract

Using an experimental transmission design, we investigated the extent to which intentional information-sending creates an
accumulation of beneficial information, relative to transmission via inadvertent information.

A small subset of an information providers search was transmitted to an information receiver, either selected by the
information provider themselves (Intentional), or randomly sampled from their full search history (Inadvertent). A third
condition where information receivers were shown all of the information providers search attempts was included as a
control.

Intentional information-sending led to cumulative improvements that were comparable to receiving full information from
a previous participants search, demonstrating that intentional information-sending had promoted cumulative cultural evo-
lution. A follow-up study manipulated whether the sender also received feedback from the receiver which provided infor-
mation about locations which had not been searched. No difference was found between these conditions, indicating that
for this task, bidirectional communication did not further boost the effects of unidirectional intentional communication.
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Promoting relational responding by varying presentation conditions
Mercury Mason

Binghamton University, Binghamton, New York, United States

Kenneth Kurtz
Binghamton University, Binghamton, New York, United States

Abstract

The relational match-to-sample (RMS) task assesses whether people are sensitive to matching relational content and con-
sider such matches more compelling than an object-based alternative. On each trial, participants see a triad of shape
sequences: target item (XYX), object match (VZY), and relational match (TST). In prior research, participants show a
relational preference supporting the structural alignment account of similarity-based processing. We address two goals:
1) assessing generality across variation in stimulus materials and task wording; and 2) investigating the hypothesis that
relational responding can be promoted via presentation conditions for the RMS task. Specifically, along with the standard
simultaneous presentation of target plus options, we tested two sequential variations: presenting each possible match in
isolation before showing the full triad and presenting only the target item for evaluation before showing the full triad.
Results are discussed in the context of structural alignment theory and the role of relational encoding.
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May I Have Your Attention? Testing a Subjective Attention Scale 
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Abstract 

The concept of ‘attention’ – our ability to focus on particular 
parts of the world - is a seemingly simple one. Research, 
however, often driven by clinicians need to diagnose 
attentional deficits after brain injuries, has demonstrated its 
complexity. This has resulted in significant testing being 
required to assess the full range of attentional abilities. 
Herein, we designed a Subjective Attention Scale, consisting 
of 15 Likert-scale questions based on five types of attention 
identified by Sohlberg and Mateer (1989). Preliminary data 
suggested the scale had good psychometric properties 
(Cronback’s α > 0.8) and an interpretable factor structure (4 
factors; 49% of variance). However, it showed almost no 
significant correlations with measures from six laboratory 
tests of attention. Instead, analyses suggest peoples’ 
subjective beliefs regarding their attentional abilities map 
more closely onto the Conscientiousness personality trait than 
those traits identified from clinical work. 

Keywords: attention; subjective attention; inhibition; 
metacognition; cognitive ability; personality. 

Introduction 
Attention is fundamental to our experience of the world - 
our ability to divide limited cognitive abilities across the 
world’s interesting features (Anderson, 2000). What it is 
and how it works, though, is subject to ongoing debate, with 
common views often following the ‘pool of attention’ 
analogy (Kahneman, 1973), which is easy to understand but 
ignores the likelihood that each mode of information 
receival (audio, visual, etc) has some attentional bandwidth 
of its own (see, e.g., Wahn & König, 2017). 

That is, while ‘attention’ can feel like a singular resource, 
research suggests it is a combination of abilities. For 
example, work with traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients 
suggests the underlying mechanisms of attention can remain 
intact while the ability to strategically deploy attentional 
resources can be lost – leading to deficits on some measures 
but not others (Whyte, Hart, Bode, & Malec, 2003). 

Such work has shown deficits following TBI are more 
common in complex attention tasks like switching and 
dividing attention, leading to hierarchical models of 
attention like Sohlberg and Mateer’s (1989). This describes 
attention along lines of increasing complexity: 

 
1.   Focused attention. Discretely respond to stimuli. 
2.   Sustained attention. Maintain vigilance across a task. 
3. Selective attention. Ignore extraneous stimuli or 
distractors during tasks. 
4. Alternating attention. Switch back and forth between 
tasks requiring different cognitive resources. 
5. Divided attention. Attend to two or more separate tasks 

simultaneously. 
 
This model allows patients to be assessed on their level of 

deficit to enable treatment decisions – using tests of 
differing types of attention. For example, the Test of 
Variables of Attention (TOVA; Greenberg & Waldmant, 
1993) and Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART; 
Warm, 1984) are both commonly used diagnostically for 
TBI or attentional disorders such as ADHD, but measure 
quite different things – what Sohlberg and Mateer (and 
others; see, e.g., Whyte, Polansky, Fleming, Coslett, & 
Cavallucci, 1995) would call sustained attention in the first 
but inhibition of automatic responses in the latter. These 
tasks compare patients with baseline, non-pathological 
performance but also allow discussions of variability in 
normal attentional abilities; that is, individual differences. 

This is important as attention may underpin cognitive 
activities like decision making. For example, in Two 
Systems theories of decision making, System 1 describes 
intuitive, unconscious processing while System 2 describes 
rational, conscious processing (see, e.g., Stanovich & West, 
2000). Attention, however, may fit the bill as the ‘missing’ 
functions that allow the detection/inhibition of errors, 
prompting switches between systems (see, e.g., the 
description of 'cognitive reflection' and its relationships to 
other measures in: Frederick, 2005; Welsh, Burns, & 
Delfabbro, 2013). Thus, understanding individual 
differences in attention may shed light on why people differ 
in decision making ability. 

Regardless of whether we are considering pathological or 
normal cognition, though, if attention is multi-faceted, a 
battery of tests is required to determine a person’s ability to 
attend in these different ways. This is a problem as attention 
tasks tend to be long and unpleasant for participants 
(anecdotally, at least). For example, to test one type of 
attention listed by Sohlberg and Mateer (1989), the TOVA 
(Greenberg & Waldmant, 1993) runs for 23 minutes. 
Testing multiple attentional abilities is thus a serious 
undertaking, requiring lab-work and running the risk of 
alienating participants.  

Given this, the development of a survey-based test, 
allowing participant to rate their own attentional abilities, is 
an attractive option for several reasons. In addition to 
greatly speeding testing (as very few surveys will run longer 
than the TOVA, let alone a complete set of attention tasks) 
it would enable measuring attention online – an increasingly 
important factor given the growth in online testing using 
platforms like Mechanical Turk. This could extend the reach 
of attention research beyond the typical ‘WEIRD’ 
participants (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). 
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A search of the literature, however, revealed only two 
scales specifically designed to measure attention; both as a 
diagnostic tool by clinicians (Whyte et al., 2003) and 
psychologists (Kessler et al., 2005). These scales are 
designed and optimized for classifying people into 
diagnostic categories rather than accurately measuring 
across the non-pathological range as is required for 
psychometric work. 

There are, in addition, scales that overlap attention to 
some extent, like the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire 
(Broadbent, Cooper, FitzGerald, & Parkes, 1982), which 
focuses on lapses in memory, action and perception, but 
none that seem designed to assess attention in detail in the 
general population.  

Aims and Objective 
The focus of this paper is to develop and test a subjective 
attention scale (SAS) – wherein people assess their own 
attentional abilities. The scale’s psychometric properties and 
factor structure will be assessed to see if it is capturing 
attention in meaningful ways. Then, the scale will be 
compared to direct measures of attentional abilities from a 
range of laboratory tests of attention in order to determine 
whether people’s understanding of their own attention 
matches what is being measured in current testing regimes. 

Method 
Participants 
The subjective attention scale (SAS) was included in a large 
study examining relationships between susceptibility to 
decision making biases and a wide variety of individual 
traits (including attention, cognitive, personality and 
decision styles) being conducted under ARC Grant 
LP160101460. In total 301 participants completed the study 
(120M, 172F and 9 non-binary or did not say), ranging in 
age from 18 to 79 (mean = 28.7, SD =12.8). Most 
participants were native English speakers (n=207) and 
students/graduates (undergrads=107; bachelor-level 
graduates=84; post-grads=38; higher degree graduates=26; 
and vocational qualifications=20) with only 26 participants 
without any post-secondary study. Participants received a 
$100 gift card for participating in the study as a whole. 

Materials 
Subjective Attention Scale (SAS) 
Fifteen statements were written for this measure; three 
corresponding to each of the five types of attention proposed 
by Sohlberg and Mateer (1989): focussed; sustained; 
selective; alternating and divided. Each set of three included 
one reverse-scored statement as shown in Table 1. 

The preamble to the scale asked participants to indicate 
how strongly they agreed that the statement described them 
(typically rather than at time of testing) on a 1-5,  Strongly 
Disagree to Strongly Agree scale. Scores were summed 
across all questions to yield a 15-75 score, with higher 
values indicating a better subjective assessment of attention. 

Attention Tasks  
Six tasks were designed in Matlab to enable measurement 

of participants’ attention, guided by Sohlberg and Mateer’s 
(1989) proposed division but using variants of established 
tests of attention and metacognition.  

Focused Attention. Simple reaction time tasks are argued 
to correlate with intelligence because of greater attentional 
control – allowing a person to focus and avoid distractions 
while waiting to respond (see, e.g., Sheppard & Vernon, 
2008). This task asked participants to respond by pressing 
the space bar as soon as a red letter R (for ‘respond’) 
appeared on the computer screen - replacing a black W 
(‘wait’). The participant was first prompted to press the 
space bar when they were ready for a trial to begin. After 
this, the target appeared after a random period of time 
between 1.5 and 3.5 seconds and the time between its 
appearance and the participant pressing the space bar was 
measured. (NB - pressing the key before the stimulus 
appeared reset the timer and was recorded as a ‘false start’.) 
The participant’s median reaction time from ten trials was 
recorded as a measure of their focused attention. 

 
Table 1. Subjective attention scale items 

Q    Statement (Code) 
1 I am better than most people I know at searching for 

objects or information. F1 
2 I have a longer attention span than most people I know. 

C1 
3 I am more easily distracted than most people I know. 

S3r 
4 I can switch back and forth between different tasks 

more quickly than most people I know. A1 
5 I lose concentration more easily than other people I 

know. C3r 
6 When focussing on a task, I can ignore distractions 

more easily than most people I know. S1 
7 I am better at multi-tasking than most people I know. 

D1 
8 I notice details that most people I know would miss. 

F2 
9 I find it harder to switch between tasks than most 

people I know. A3r 
10 I have better attention to detail than most people I 

know. C2 
11 When reading, I do not notice distractions like music 

or others talking as much as most people I know. S2 
12 I am less aware of my surroundings than most people I 

know. F3r 
13 When switching between tasks my performance suffers 

less than most people I know. A2 
14 Focussing on multiple tasks at once is more difficult 

for me than most people I know. D3r 
15 I can continue working while carrying on a 

conversation more easily than most people I know. D2 
Note: F = focused, C = sustained (concentration), S = 
selective, A = alternating, D = divided, with three of each 
type and ‘r’ indicating a reverse-scored question. 
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Sustained Attention. Participants were presented with a 
string of 100 pseudo-randomly distributed letters (from A-J) 
and asked to respond (pressing the space bar) only to the 
letter ‘E’ – that is sustaining attention in readiness for a rare 
and unpredictable response (Sarter, Givens, & Bruno, 
2001). Each letter remained visible for 1 seconds – allowing 
no more than this amount of time for a reaction. The 
measures of sustained attention were: the median response 
time across correct responses; and the number of errors of 
commission (responding to a non-target trial). 

Selective Attention. A flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 
1974), showing a left or right facing chevron (< or >) in the 
centre of the screen surrounded by either congruent (e.g., 
<<<<<), neutral (e.g, 00<00) or incongruent (e.g., >><>>) 
flanking characters. Participant were asked to press the key 
corresponding only to the central character for each of 120 
trials (40 of each sort, pseudo-randomly distributed). Each 
stimulus remained on screen for 1 second before 
disappearing. The next stimulus appeared 0.3 seconds after 
that. Measures were the median response time and number 
of correct responses for each of the three different stimulus 
types (congruent, etc). The differences between response 
times and number of errors on congruent and incongruent 
trials were derived as measures of selective attention. 

Alternating Attention. Two trail making tests (Reitan, 
1958) were designed – a numerical one in which 
participants had to use the touchscreen to connect 25 
numbers (1-25) in order and an alternating, alphanumeric 
one in which an ascending number then letter pattern was 
used (i.e. 1-A-2-B-3-C-etc). (Each was also preceded by a 
practice test.) The tests were isomorphic reflections so the 
path length was identical and the starting point was near the 
centre of the screen to prevent differences in scanning time. 
Participants’ times to complete and the number of errors 
they made (which caused a flash and a beep to let them 
know their response was out of order) were recorded for 
each sub-test with the differences between these used to 
derive measures of alternating attention. 

Divided Attention. This task displayed coloured (Red, 
Blue, Green or Yellow) numbers (1-8), one at a time for 1.5 
seconds each and participants were asked to respond only to 
Odd Blue and Even Red numbers – requiring them to assess 
stimuli on two rules simultaneously (i.e. dividing their 
attention; Miller, 1982). Each participant saw 96 trials, of 
which 24 were target stimuli (12 odd, blue numbers and 12 
even red). The measures recorded for divided attention were 
median response time across correct responses, number of 
correct responses and number of errors of commission. 

Inhibition. While not fitting within the Sohlberg and 
Mateer framework, inhibition was included as a commonly 
used laboratory measure of attention. A task similar to the 
SART (the misnamed sustained attention to response task; 
Warm, 1984) was designed, which showed participants 100 
trials – each consisting of a single digit (0-9) displayed for 
one second. Participants were asked to respond as fast as 
they could to all stimuli except 3s –resulting in fast, 
automatic responses that need to be occasionally inhibited. 

Their median response time and number of errors of 
commission were recorded as the measures of inhibition. 

Procedure 
As noted above, participants were engaged in a larger study 
– too large to describe in detail here. In brief, it included 
two online studies, the first including a full, 5-factor 
personality test, several decision style measures and the 
Subjective Attention Scale. A second, online study included 
measures of intelligence, confidence and bias susceptibility 
measures before participants were invited to the laboratory 
for an additional 2.5 hours of intelligence testing and 
decision bias testing. The attention tasks described herein 
were included as a block within this session in between the 
bias tasks in the following order: focused, sustained, 
inhibition, selective, alternating and divided.  

Results 
Subjective Attention Scale (SAS) 
Participants’ mean score on the SAS was 48.9 (SD = 7.5) 
and the distribution of their scores (ranging from 29 to 72) 
is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Histogram of SAS scores 

 
Psychometric Properties 
Cronbach’s α was calculated at 0.804, indicating the scale 
items measure the same underlying trait to an acceptable 
level. Examination of results indicated that removing 
question 12 (F3r) would improve this slightly to .808. Given 
the scale deliberately included items aimed at different 
aspects of attention, however, no questions were removed 
and a factor analysis was conducted to determine whether 
any structure within the scale matched the theoretical basis. 

Exploratory Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) was 
conducted in SPSS using Oblimin rotation with Kaiser 
normalization. The Kaiser-Myer-Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy was 0.792 and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was 
significant, χ2(105) = 1398, p <.001. Communalities for the 
fifteen questions averaged 0.469, ranging from 0.181 to 
0.727. Overall, these results were adjudged supportive of 
factor analysis. The PAF converged after 15 iterations, 
extracting four factors (eigenvalues > 1; supported by 
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examination of the scree plot) explaining ~47% of the 
variance. The pattern matrix is shown as Table 2. 

Looking at the factor loadings, factor 1 seems to reflect 
people’s belief in their multitasking ability – with all three 
questions from both the divided attention and alternating 
attention question subsets loading on it. Factor two seems to 
be measure of distractibility – with four questions from the 
sustained attention (concentration) and selective attention 
subsets loading negatively on it. Factor three can be 
described as focus, with all three of the focused attention 
and the remaining sustained attention/concentration 
question (asking about attention to detail) loading on it. 
Factor 4 is more difficult to categorise as two of its 
questions (6 and 12) also load on other factors, leaving only 
question 11 as unique. Looking at the three questions, their 
shared characteristic seems to be awareness of one’s 
surroundings. This has tentatively been labelled awareness 
– while recognising that the distinction between this, 
distractibility and focus is weak. 

While these do not clearly map onto the five, theorized 
types of attention these seemed reasonable factors and were 
used with the overall SAS scale in the following analyses. 

 
Table 2. Pattern matrix showing factor loadings above 0.3 

Q          Q Type 1 2 3 4 
4 Alternating .739    
9 Alternating .720    
14 Divided .700    
7  Divided .689    
13   Alternating .418    
15   Divided .408    
3 Selective  -.876   
5 Concentration*  -.860   
2 Concentration*  -.664   
6 Selective  -.462  .339 
8 Focused   .792  
10 Concentration*   .636  
1 Focused   .303  
11 Selective    .452 
12 Focused   .359 -.368 
Note: 1) Multitasking; 2) Distractibility; 3) Focus; and 4) 
Awareness. * Concentration = Sustained attention. 

Subjective vs Objective Measurement of Attention 
Descriptive statistics from the SAS and laboratory 

attention task measures are shown in Table 3. Looking at 
the table, one sees expected patterns, with both response 
times and error rates increasing with the complexity of the 
task (NB: selective and alternating measures are differences 
between response times in different task conditions and are 
not directly comparable to the other RT measures.) 

In order to examine the relationships between subjective 
and measured aspects of attention, correlations were 
calculated between the SAS, its five factors, the attention 
task measures from Table 3 (excepting error measures from 
simpler tasks where the median number of errors was zero) 
plus three additional measures reflecting the difference 

between  a person’s simple reaction time and their reaction 
time measured on the more complex tasks. Table 4 shows 
the part of the correlation matrix relevant to this discussion. 

 
Table 3. Descriptive statistics 

Measure  N Mean SD 
Subjective Attention  (SAS) 301 41.1 7.5 
Focused RT (F_RT) 299* 0.334 0.073 
Focused Errors (F_E)  0.440 0.962 
Sustained RT (Su_RT) 301 0.438 0.045 
Sustained Errors (Su_E)  0.400 0.902 
Inhibition RT (I_RT) 301 0.372 0.075 
Inhibition Err (I_E)  3.05 1.887 
Selective ΔRT (Se_RT) 259** -0.075 0.055 
Selective ΔCorrect (Se_dC)  3.63 5.728 
Alternating ΔRT (A_RT) 301 17.24 24.38 
Alternating ΔErrors (A_E)  0.70 7.482 
Divided RT (D_RT) 301 0.822 0.129 
Divided Correct (D_C)  21.23 2.87 
Divided Errors (D_E)  5.04 3.97 

Note: RT values are in seconds; errors are errors of 
commission – e.g., false starts and responding to incorrect 
stimuli. Correct responses were recorded for the Divided 
Attention Correct measure – elsewhere this was irrelevant as 
almost all participants correctly responded to target stimuli. 
Δ indicates measures calculated as differences between two 
other scores from a task. * - two participants were removed 
from the Focus task results having made 81 and 594 false 
starts in the 10-trial reaction time task. ** - a problem with 
the task used to assess selective attention led to a number of 
early participants producing no useable data for this test. 

 
Table 4. Correlations between subjective and laboratory 

measures of attention 
 SAS F1 F2 F3 F4 
F_RT -.020 -.051 -.064 -.058 .045 
Su_RT -.096 -.127 -.037 -.132 -.005 

I_RT .018 -.064 -.094 .018 .010 

I_E -.034 .083 .085 -.111 -.013 

Se_RT .026 .033 -.032 .024 -.000 
Se_dC -.008 -.020 -.017 -.032 .046 
A_RT -.003 -.025 -.060 -.020 -.063 

D_RT .032 -.009 -.041 .017 .059 

D_C .089 .083 -.051 .118 .042 

D_E .033 .002 .001 .015 -.003 

S - F -.070 -.050 .061 -.061 -.013 
I - F .011 -.022 -.013 .031 .001 
D - F .030 .010 .002 .032 .054 

Note: bold values are significant at the .05 level, two-tailed. 
Correlations are shown without family-wise corrections to 
enable easier viewing of any patterns or trends in the data. 
With a Bonferroni correction for the 65 comparisons, none 
of the results reach significance. 

 
Looking at the table, it is clear the Subjective Attention 

Scale does a very poor job of predicting people’s 
performance on the attention measures and none of the four 
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factors do much better. Only three correlations in the table 
are significant and then only because the family-wise alpha 
level has not been adjusted. (Analyses also confirmed this 
was not caused by the inclusion of non-native English 
speakers - as their removal did not change the results.) 

The laboratory attention tasks, by comparison, are related 
to one another in sensible ways as shown in Table 5. Here, 
one sees five of the six measures recording responding time 
correlating positively, the exception being the Selective 
attention task (with which problems were noted during data 
collection) and the fact that Alternating attention correlates 
with the others suggests there is more to this than all of the 
measures being reliant on speed of responding, as this 
measure removes individual differences in response time by 
comparing the same participant on equivalent tasks. 

 
Table 5. Correlations between laboratory measures of 

attention 
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Note: bold entries are significant at the .05 level. 
Correlations above are shown without family-wise 
corrections to enable easier viewing of patterns or trends in 
the data. With a Bonferroni correction for the 36 
comparisons, correlations above 0.184 remain significant 
(0.185 for F_RT and 0.198 for Se_RT given smaller Ns) at 
the .05 level, two-tailed. 

 
Similarly, there are positive correlations between the three 

accuracy/error measures included in the table, indicating 
that people prone to making mistakes in one test were 
likewise inclined in the others. Finally, there is some 
evidence of a speed/accuracy tradeoff in participants’ 
performance on the inhibition task, with people responding 
faster on this task being more inclined to make errors not 

just on this task but also on the selective attention task. 

Other covariates 
Given the lack of any significant relationship between the 
subjective attention scale (SAS) and the laboratory attention 
measures, additional analyses were conducted using 
measures collected as part of the larger study.  

Twenty direct measures of cognitive ability and a 
subjective numeracy scale (Fagerlin et al., 2007) were 
included in the larger survey. Correlations between the SAS 
and these twenty-one component tests revealed a single 
significant correlation – between participants’ subjective 
numeracy and the SAS, r(299) = -.266, p<.001. That is, 
people who regarded themselves as being less numerate saw 
themselves as having better attention. Correlations with the 
SAS factors revealed this held across all four factors and the 
only other observation was that Factor 3 (Focus) had three 
weak (≤ .124) negative correlations with cognitive measures 
- the CAB-I and the Letter-Pattern and Visualization tasks 
from the Woodcock-Johnson IV (Hakstian & Bennet, 1977; 
Schrank et al., 2015) - reach significance at the .05 level 
(again, without correction for family-wise alpha). 

(By comparison, cognitive measures had many significant 
relationships with attention measures – supporting the idea 
that intelligence affects/is affected by attention. Being 
peripheral to this paper, these analyses have been excluded.) 

By contrast, Table 6 shows correlations between the SAS, 
its factors and the Big Five personality traits from the NEO 
PI-3 (Costa & McCrae, 2010), showing a number of 
significant relationships. A quick summary of results 
indicates weak tendencies for: more neurotic people to 
regard themselves as more distractible; more extraverted 
people to regard themselves as better at multitasking; more 
open people as being more focused; and more agreeable 
people as being worse at multi-tasking and having less 
awareness. 

 
Table 6. Correlations between SAS and personality traits 

 SAS F1 F2 F3 F4 
Neuroticism -.174 -.125 .289 .053 -.108 
Extraversion .120 .235 .083 .060 .088 
Openness .127 .097 -.023 .246 -.096 
Agreeableness -.150 -.153 .086 -.069 -.145 
Conscientiousness .481 .280 -.462 .391 .090 
Note: results in italics are significant at the .05 level, in 
bold at the .01 level and italic bold at or below .001. 
Correlations above are shown without family-wise 
corrections to enable easier viewing of patterns or trends in 
the data. With a Bonferroni correction for the 25 
comparisons, correlations at or above 0.178 are significant 
at the .05 level, 0.203 at the .01 level and 0.235 at the .001 
level. 

 
Finally, the SAS and three of its factors correlate most 

strongly with conscientiousness, indicating that more 
conscientious people regard themselves as better at multi-
tasking and focus while being less distractible. This 
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suggests people’s subjective opinions of their own 
attentional ability may be grounded in facets of 
conscientiousness such as self-discipline, achievement 
striving and orderliness rather than in cognitive and 
metacognitive abilities. 

Discussion 
The stated aim of this paper was not achieved. The 
subjective attention scale, while showing decent 
psychometric properties and having the potential to improve 
on these through refinement of the included questions, did 
not predict people’s performance on the types of tasks 
commonly used to assess people’s attentional abilities. 

This ‘strength’ of this negative finding is interesting in its 
own right, suggesting people have very little insight into 
how their own attentional capabilities compare to others. As 
noted earlier, the attention measures correlated with one 
another (and with cognitive ability measures) indicating 
stable individual differences but participants appear not to 
be meaningfully aware of these abilities – whether as a 
result of something like a Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger & 
Dunning, 1999) or their operating at subconscious levels. 

Rather, their perceptions of their attentional abilities are 
associated with their personality traits - conscientiousness in 
particular. This poses an interesting question about the 
relationship of conscientiousness to attention. Several facets 
of conscientiousness sound like they measure attention-
adjacent things like self-discipline: focusing on specific 
tasks and ignoring unwanted stimuli. If the results seen here 
result from a correspondence between subjective attention 
and such aspects of conscientiousness, this suggests that 
people’s self-rated conscientiousness might also be a poor 
predictor of their actual ability to attend in laboratory tasks, 
although this would require further research. 

Caveats and Future Research 
One caveat relates to the choice of types of attention for 
inclusion in the scale. As noted, five were selected and three 
questions written for each. The scale, however, included no 
questions on inhibition as this was not included in Sohlberg 
and Mateer (1989). The fact that a laboratory task designed 
to assess this measure did not significant correlate with the 
overall SAS scale is, thus, not particularly surprising. Future 
work on subjective attention should, therefore, incorporate 
questions directly relating to people’s ability to inhibit 
automatic responses, which may allow greater insight into 
how inhibition relates to other attention measures as well. 

Additional concerns might be raised regarding the items 
developed for the scale in terms of their number and 
contents. The former has implications for the factor analysis 
and, in particular, the fourth factor, which has only three 
items load on it at relatively low levels. Similarly, whether 
the scale items and laboratory tasks were optimally matched 
could also be questioned. The SAS was intended as a 
preliminary attempt at developing a subjective attention 
scale (as a sideline to a larger project) which could inform 
future, more detailed work. Any flaws in the scale resulting 

from its limitations, however, seem insufficient to explain 
the complete lack of any relationships between the scale, its 
factors and the laboratory tasks of attention – particularly in 
light of its adequate psychometric properties. 

In terms of future research, two approaches that might 
yield results are: to examine the laboratory tasks for latent 
variables to then link to current or future survey items; or 
undertaking a finer grained analysis of how different 
cognitive and personality traits relate to the laboratory 
attention tasks, which could shed light on the nature of 
attention as captured by these tasks and whether there are 
aspects of attention captured by conscientiousness, for 
example, that are not currently incorporated into laboratory 
tasks. 

Conclusions 
While the subjective attention scale developed herein 
captured aspects of personality (most specifically, 
conscientiousness) that seem related to attention, it did not 
predict performance on laboratory measures of attention and 
was unrelated to cognitive abilities that have previously 
been linked to attention, suggesting a mismatch between 
people’s attentional abilities and their metaknowledge 
regarding those abilities. In short, rather than a test of 
attention, the SAS seems to be measuring conscientiousness 
and despite the apparent links between conscientiousness 
and attention, no relationship between them was 
demonstrated herein.  
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Modeling Gestalt Visual Reasoning on Ravens Progressive Matrices Using
Generative Image Inpainting Techniques
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Abstract

Psychologists recognize Raven’s Progressive Matrices as an effective test of general intelligence. While many computa-
tional models investigate top-down, deliberative reasoning on the test, there has been less research on bottom-up perceptual
processes, like Gestalt image completion, that are also critical in human test performance. We investigate how Gestalt vi-
sual reasoning on the Raven’s test can be modeled using generative image inpainting techniques from computer vision.
We demonstrate that a reasoning agent using an off-the-shelf inpainting model trained on object photographs achieves a
score of 27/36 on the Colored Progressive Matrices, which corresponds to average performance for nine-year-old chil-
dren. When our agent uses inpainting models trained on other datasets (faces, places, and textures), performance is lower.
Our results illustrate how learning visual regularities in real-world images can translate into successful reasoning about
artificial test stimuli, and also how different learning inputs translate into different levels of performance.
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Beyond rationality: We infer other people’s goals by learning agent-variable
expectations of efficient action
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Abstract

Our ability to make sense of goal-directed behavior is central to social reasoning. From infancy, this capacity is structured
around an assumption that agents act efficiently. But agents are often inefficient and how we move is affected by our
emotional states and personal idiosyncrasies. How, then, does an assumption of efficiency allow us to accurately interpret
people’s actions? We hypothesized that people expect agents to move efficiently relative to an agent-specific baseline
rather than to an objective notion of efficiency. Consistent with this, we found that people can quickly learn and subtract
agent-idiosyncratic movements when interpreting goal-directed action (Experiment 1). Moreover, in a free-response task,
people’s propensity to explain superfluous movement in terms of goals depended on the agent’s relative efficiency rather
than on the path’s objective efficiency (Experiment 2). Our results show that people flexibly adjust their expectations of
efficiency by attending to how agents typically move.
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Learning the internal structure of novel categories
Sarah Solomon

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Anna Schapiro
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Abstract

How do we learn the internal feature co-occurrence structure of a new category? We constructed novel animal categories
using a network science framework in order to examine category structure learning. Two categories were defined by
distinct graph structures in which nodes corresponded to features (e.g., bushy tail, black fur) and edges captured within-
category feature co-occurrences. The graphs contained isomorphic core structures, in which certain features occurred in
all category exemplars. In a high-modularity graph, additional features formed clusters of co-occurring features, whereas
in the low-modularity graph additional features were randomly distributed. Participants learned about these categories in
a missing-feature task which probed different kinds of category structure knowledge. Though core structure was identical
across categories, core structure was better learned in the high- relative to low-modularity category. This suggests that
learning features of a new category is influenced by the global structure of the concept.
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Exploring demographic differences in a large-scale study of Spanish word
association norms: The role of age, gender, and nationality
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Abstract

Free association techniques, which involve listing the first word that comes to mind after a probe word (e.g., probe word
DOG eliciting response BONE) are powerful tools in the cognitive sciences. However, their validity and generalizability
depend on the total sample size and the diversity of the participant pool. We report a large-scale free association norming
study conducted in Spanish, the most widely spoken and geographically diverse romance language, using the methodology
laid out by De Deyne and colleagues (2019, BRM). Our results include 1 million responses to 5,000 cues from 20,000
participants. Using our norms, we explored how the demographic factors of age, gender, and nationality shaped responses.
We observed that between 12-18% of cue-response pairs varied systematically based on these demographic factors. Our
results illustrate how free associations can reveal broad similarities and systematic demographic differences in lexico-
semantic structure.
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Abstract
Many cognitive assessments are limited by their reliance on
relatively sparse measures of performance, like per-item ac-
curacy or reaction time. Capturing more detailed behavioral
measurements from cognitive assessments will enhance their
utility in many settings, from individual clinical evaluations
to large-scale research studies. We demonstrate the feasibility
of combining scene and gaze cameras with supervised learn-
ing algorithms to automatically measure key behaviors on the
block design test, a widely used test of visuospatial cognitive
ability. We also discuss how this block-design measurement
system could enhance the assessment of many critical cogni-
tive and meta-cognitive functions such as attention, planning,
progress monitoring, and strategy selection.

Introduction
The meat of the matter is often how a patient solves a problem or

approaches a task rather than what the score is.
(Lezak et al., 2012, Neuropsychological Assessment, p. 160)

Consider a cognitive assessment like the block design test
(BDT), as shown in Figure 1 (top), in which a person has to
reconstruct a given visual design using red and white blocks.
Suppose you administer the BDT to two participants, and they
both get the same score in terms of accuracy (items correctly
built) and reaction time. Do these scores imply that your two
participants have similar visuospatial cognitive ability?

Now suppose you watch each participant as they perform
the test. The first participant methodically places each block
exactly once, making no errors as they complete each item.
The second participant (who is working at a much more fre-
netic pace—same per-item reaction time, remember) places
each block many times, continually checking and changing
and re-checking each placement, but finally obtaining with
the correct answer in the end. Now would you say that your
two participants have similar visuospatial cognitive ability?

We might quibble about the meaning of the word “ability”
here, but certainly there are significant cognitive differences
between the two participants, however we might label them.

Invariably, when a cognitive assessment boils a person’s
behavior down to one or two scores, there is information
being lost about how that person performed the assessment
(Milberg et al., 2009; Poreh, 2012; Kunda, 2019). Of course,
a person’s cognitive processes are not directly observable.
However, we can get clues about these processes by obtaining
fine-grained observations about a person’s externally observ-
able behaviors while they are taking the assessment. Exam-
ples of such behaviors include: patterns of eye gaze; reaction

Figure 1: Top: Solving a BDT-like item. Bottom: Multi-
modal sensing to measure significant behaviors on the BDT.

times (i.e. per-item or even within-item); types of errors; lan-
guage (e.g. talking to oneself while solving an item); and
even affective or physiological characteristics like facial ex-
pression, heart rate, and skin conductance.

Many research efforts aim to measure fine-grained behav-
iors on cognitive assessments using computerized setups that
can easily record reaction times for every key press, mouse
movement logs, and eye gaze data. However, many impor-
tant cognitive tests are not amenable to being computerized,
including (but not limited to) tests in the domain of visuospa-
tial reasoning that draw heavily upon a person’s motor func-
tions and/or abilities to reason about physical objects.

Here, we examine the feasibility of using multimodal sens-
ing to obtain detailed behavioral measurements from a non-
computerizable cognitive assessment, namely the block de-
sign test (BDT). Our contributions are: (1) We show how
data from an overhead camera plus a corneal-image-based
gaze measurement system, with manual annotations, suffice
for capturing a comprehensive record of a person’s BDT per-
formance. (2) We demonstrate that standard supervised learn-
ing algorithms can be used to classify a person’s block place-
ments (>95% accuracy) and gaze targets (∼70% accuracy).
(3) We provide examples from our participant study of the
kinds of process-level observations enabled by our multi-
modal measurement approach.
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Why Block Design Is a Good Test Case
The block design test (BDT) is a widely-used assessment of
visuospatial cognitive ability. The BDT is found on many
standardized IQ tests and has been used to study learning dis-
abilities like dyslexia , neurodevelopmental conditions like
autism , general child development , cognitive decline dur-
ing aging or after stroke , cultural differences in cognition ,
relationships between spatial ability and STEM learning , etc.

In its standard format, the BDT is scored in terms of ac-
curacy and reaction time for each completed target design.
However, many research studies have observed that subtle
patterns of behavior on the BDT provide intriguing clues
about a person’s cognitive processes.

For example, patterns of gaze between the target design
and the block construction area can indicate individual dif-
ferences in strategy (Hoffman et al., 2003; Rozencwajg &
Corroyer, 2002; Rozencwajg et al., 2005; Rozencwajg &
Fenouillet, 2012). The errors a person makes while solv-
ing BDT items have been studied in terms of particular se-
quences of block placements (Joy et al., 2001; Rozencwajg &
Corroyer, 2002; Toraldo & Shallice, 2004), incorrect place-
ments of blocks (Ben-Yishay et al., 1971; Hoffman et al.,
2003; Jones & Torgesen, 1981; Joy et al., 2001; Schatz et
al., 2000; Troyer et al., 1994), and qualitative types of errors
(Akshoomoff et al., 1989; Akshoomoff & Stiles, 1996; Joy
et al., 2001; Kramer et al., 1991, 1999; Schatz et al., 2000;
Troyer et al., 1994; Zipf-Williams et al., 2000).

Despite the known value of measuring a person’s patterns
of gaze, block placements, errors, etc., on the BDT, such in-
formation is rarely collected in practice, mainly due to the
difficulty of recording such data accurately and in real time
while also administering the test (Milberg et al., 2009). In
fact, the original BDT scoring system published in 1920 in-
cluded tallying the number of block placements made, (Kohs,
1920), but by 1932, this method was deemed too cumbersome
for practice and was dropped (Hutt, 1932).

For all of these reasons, the BDT is an ideal test case on
which to evaluate our multimodal sensing approach.

System Design and Task Setup
We designed our system to use two sensors. First, an over-
head camera recorded a top-down view of the table used
for test administration; these images were used for detec-
tion of block placements. Second, a corneal imaging system
recorded images of the world reflected in the cornea of the
participant; these images were used for estimation of gaze
targets. Due to the limited field of view of our corneal imag-
ing system, participants were asked to use a chin rest to elim-
inate large head movements. The system and task setup is
illustrated in Figure 2.

We collected data from undergraduate computer science
students (n = 7) who were not members of our research team.
All necessary IRB approvals were obtained for this study.
Each participant in our study was asked to complete 17 dif-
ferent block design items. Of these items, 13 were taken from

the standard Wechsler block design test and the remaining 4
were slightly more complex designs created for our study. All
analyses reported in this paper use only the final 6 out of 17
items, as these were the most difficult and showed the greatest
variability in participant performance.

Block Detection from Overhead Camera
The overhead camera was a Kinect RGB-D camera posi-
tioned near ceiling height. We did not use depth information
for the analyses presented in this paper, though the inclusion
of depth information could help with automated detection of
hands and blocks in future work.

Overhead videos were manually annotated using the
ELAN software tool. Annotations included individual block
placement locations and block faces (e.g., empty, white,
red, etc.).Annotations also included transition periods during
which any block was in motion. For our pilot study, annota-
tions were completed by a single annotator, as there were no
significant issues with ambiguity in labeling.

Automated Block Detection: Methods
As shown in Figure 3, our system for automated block detec-
tion took overhead videos as input and produced frame-level
block placement labels as output.

Hand detection and smoothing. Based on initial exper-
iments, we determined that a key source of noise for the
problem of frame-level block placement detection was partic-
ipants’ hands and/or the blocks they were carrying occluding
portions of the construction area. To address this issue, we ex-
perimented with methods for automated detection of hands so
that we could filter out these frames.Among the many avail-
able options, we chose to use the Single Shot Multibox Detec-
tor (SSD) MobileNet network available from the Tensorflow

Construction
Area

Target
Design

Corneal
Imaging Camera

Block
Bank

Test
Administrator

Chin
Rest

Participant

Research
Team
Member

Figure 2: System setup. View shown is from overhead cam-
era, which records information for measuring block place-
ments. Corneal imaging camera, located across table from
participant, records information for measuring gaze.
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Figure 3: Automated detection of block placements using overhead video. (a) Inputs are individual frames. (b) Regions
occluded by participants’ hands are filtered out through hand detection using the Tensorflow Object Detection API (Huang
et al., 2017). The SSD Mobilenet network (Liu et al., 2016) was pre-trained on COCO and re-trained for hand detection
on the Egohands Dataset (Bambach et al., 2015). Frames having Intersection over Blue (IoB) greater than 0.3 were filtered
out. (c) Blue contour was localized and rectified through OpenCV geometric image transformation functions (Bradski, 2000).
(d) Rectified image of blue contour area is divided into n× n block-sized sub-images, which are fed through neural network
classifier to obtain the final block label, as shown in (e).

Object Detection API (Huang et al., 2017), pre-trained on the
COCO dataset (Liu et al., 2016) and then re-trained for hand
detection using the EgoHands dataset (Bambach et al., 2015).

Then, for frames with a large overlap of hands over the
construction area, we set the current frame’s block labels to
be equal to those of the previous frame, i.e., a smoothing op-
eration to interpolate over frames with occlusion from hands.

Locating the construction area. Next, we identified the
construction area in each frame. This area was outlined with
colored tape on the tabletop to simplify the vision processing
in this initial pilot study. In future studies, we will remove
this simplification, as it is not a standard procedure for the
BDT. Though the overhead camera was fixed in our study,
movements of the physical table and of the green tabletop
sheets meant that the position of the construction area could
(and often did) change from item to item.

The blue contour was located using blue HSV thresholds
and processed to correct for rotations using standard trans-
formations from the OpenCV library (Bradski, 2000).Finally,
the cropped and rotated image of the construction area was
divided into n× n sub-images, depending on the size of the
given block design test item (either 3×3 or 4×4). Each sub-
image was then fed into a classifier, as described below.

Block classification. We explored several techniques to
classify each block sub-image into categories identifying the
top-most block face and its orientation.

RGB Averaging. Each block-sized sub-image was first di-
vided into four diagonal quadrants. Then, each quadrant’s
pixel values were averaged in each respective RGB channel
and compared with a threshold value of 140 to determine the
quadrant color. The threshold was set empirically based on
initial experiments. Identifying the color within a segment of
each quadrant uniquely determines the overall block label.

K-Means Clustering. We clustered pixel values within each
color channel to acquire the dominant RGB value in each

quadrant (Kanungo et al., 2000). We tested this approach with
K = 1 and K = 4, and kept the threshold of 140.

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN). We used synthetic red, white,
and green color images (10 each) as training data for this ap-
proach. Then, color histograms of each color channel and the
corresponding color were recorded to train a KNN classifier
(Cover & Hart, 1967).

Multi-Layer Perceptron. We also trained a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) for block label classification. Data in-
stances were flattened to a 1D tensor and was fed into a three-
layer fully connected MLP. Dropout was inserted in between
every layer to reduce overfitting. ReLU was used as the acti-
vation function for the first two layers, and a softmax function
was used for the last fully-connected layer. The network was
optimized using Stochastic Gradient Descent with an initial
learning rate of 0.01. Training proceeded for 10 epochs.

Results. Table 1 shows accuracy across all of our methods.
For all methods except MLP, results are reported as accuracy
over all frames from the dataset. For MLP, accuracy is ob-
tained by 7-fold cross validation in which all of the data from
a single participant was held out for evaluation during each
fold. Clearly, the data-driven MLP approach performs best.

Table 1: Accuracy results for different approaches.

Category Method Accuracy

Color Determination

RGB Averaging 0.68
K-Means Clustering (k=1) 0.68
K-Means Clustering (k=4) 0.64

K-Nearest Neighbors 0.67

Hand Filtering Block in Motion 0.73
Hand Bounding Box 0.69

Post Processing Smoothing with RGB Averaging 0.81

ML-based MLP (+ hand bounding box) 0.96
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Figure 4: Sample corneal images from our study. Dark eyes
(left) produce reflections across the entire iris, while lighter
eyes (right) produce reflections just over the pupil.

Gaze Estimation Using Corneal Imaging
Eye gaze is another behavioral measure that would be useful
to obtain on the block design test (BDT). Because the BDT
involves manual interactions with physical objects, we cannot
use standard monitor-based eye trackers to measure gaze. For
such tasks, head-mounted gaze trackers are currently the pri-
mary, commercially available option. While head-mounted
gaze trackers are valuable in many settings, special usability
concerns can arise in applications involving children or peo-
ple with sensory sensitivities (Sasson & Elison, 2012).

Thus, we investigated gaze tracking using corneal imaging,
which captures images of the world reflected in a person’s
cornea (Chong et al., 2017; Nakazawa & Nitschke, 2012;
Nishino & Nayar, 2006). Corneal imaging requires relatively
little calibration, and the image provides a wide field of view
that moves along with the participant’s head. Most impor-
tantly, participants do not have to wear any equipment.

For our study, we used a single high resolution camera
equipped with a lens that had a narrow field of view and a
shallow depth of field. A second wide angle depth camera
was used to estimate the distance between the eye and the
corneal imaging camera, to enable auto-focusing. To reduce
large head movements, we asked participants to use a chin
rest. In future studies, a bank of corneal image cameras could
instead be used to capture a wider field of view.

Videos of the corneal image recordings were annotated
with the ELAN Annotation Tool by members of our research
team. The annotation involved marking intervals of frames
with the gaze target (block bank, construction area, target de-
sign, or “other”), blink state of the eye (blink vs. non-blink),
and gaze event (saccade or smooth pursuit).

Unlike annotations of the overhead video to identify block
placements, the corneal imaging annotations were both time
consuming and subject to ambiguity. Among four raters, re-
liability estimates for various BDT items, calculated using
Cohen’s kappa, ranged from 0.66 to 0.80.

We expect that reliability could be improved in several
ways. First, while annotations were defined as time intervals
over video, reliability was computed frame by frame, and so
a more appropriate reliability metric should also use inter-
vals. Second, our annotation process unfolded in mostly a
feed-forward fashion; we did not yet have annotators meet to
discuss and resolve discrepancies. With these modifications,
it is likely that videos from a corneal-imaging-based system
could be annotated to provide more reliable gaze estimates.

Table 2: Results for automated gaze classification. Corneal
images were classified as blink vs. non-blink. Non-blink
images were further classified according to gaze target, i.e.,
block bank, construction area, target design, or “other.” Re-
sults are reported as proportion of frames correctly classified.

Image-based blink classification Accuracy Precision

Within-participant, across BDT item 0.81 0.59
Across participants 0.65 0.41

Image-based gaze classification

Within-participant, across BDT item 0.69 0.55
Across participants 0.51 0.45

Geometric gaze classification with KNN

Within-participant, across BDT item 0.77 0.66
Across participants 0.61 0.54

Geometric gaze classification with MLP

Within-participant, across BDT item 0.71 0.41
Across participants 0.64 0.37

Automated Gaze Estimation: Methods and Results
We explored two different methods for automatically estimat-
ing gaze targets from our corneal imaging videos.

Method 1: Using image information with a CNN. We
used a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) on the
images obtained directly from the corneal imaging camera.
The images fed to the classifier were not unwarped and the
other visible parts of the eye in the frame remained intact.

Two CNNs were trained: one for predicting gaze target
locations and one for detecting blinks. All classifiers took in
the raw image pixels as captured from the corneal imaging
camera without any modifications. A pre-trained copy of the
Inception v3 (Szegedy, Vanhoucke, Ioffe, Shlens, & Wojna,
2016) convolutional neural network running with Tensorflow
v1.9 (Abadi et al., 2016) was used as the classifier.

Method 2: Using geometric information. Next, we di-
rectly considered the geometric information extracted when
the ellipse model was fit onto the frame, using an existing
ellipse fitting approach (Chong et al., 2017). The ellipse pa-
rameters consists of five separate values which represent the
geometry of the ellipse fit onto the limbus in the eye frame.
For this approach, we used corneal image data from just two
participants; future work will incorporate additional data.

We fed ellipse parameters directly into the classifiers as
feature vectors. We evaluated two classifiers: k-nearest
neighbours (KNN), with k = 5, and multi layer perceptrons
(MLP), with three hidden layers having 50, 100 and 50 nodes
respectively. The KNN implementation was obtained from
the scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) toolkit and the MLP
implementation was from Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016).

Results. We evaluated all classifiers with two differ-
ent training and testing approaches: 1) a within-participant,
across-BDT-item leave-one-out approach, and 2) an across-
participant leave-one-out approach. Results are summarized
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Figure 5: Sample visualizations from the same BDT item across three participants in our study.

in Table 2. While evaluating within-participant yielded bet-
ter results, testing across participants more closely matches
likely real-world applications in terms of generalizability.

Synchronization
In order to combine block placement data and gaze data, the
video feeds from both cameras were first synchronized. The
corneal imaging camera ran at about 15 frames per second,
and the overhead camera ran at 30 frames per second.

Synchronization was enabled by using clapper boards dur-
ing the study. Before each BDT item was attempted, a clapper
board was clapped two or three times over the construction
area while the participant looked on. (This was done for each
individual BDT item because the corneal imaging camera was
set up to make separate recordings for each.) Synchroniza-
tion was done by matching the frames where the clapper hits
in both video streams and dropping excess frames from the
faster overhead video feed. Figure 5 shows manual annota-
tions from the two sensor streams plotted together.

Discussion: Examples of Observations
There are many interesting observations that can be made us-
ing the outputs from our system, e.g., from the types of vi-
sualizations shown in Figure 5. (Note that because our study
recruited a fairly homogeneous sample of undergraduate CS
students, the variations we see here likely underestimate the
magnitudes and types of individual differences we would see
in a more general population.)

For example, the first and third participants complete the

design using a four-quadrant spatial pattern, while the middle
participant uses an outside-to-inside spatial pattern. About
halfway through, the top participant stops looking at the tar-
get design altogether, which suggests effective recruitment of
working memory to remember the design for the rest of the
trial; this participant is also the fastest to complete the design.

Additional questions that a researcher or clinician might
query from this kind of BDT administration include:

• Does a participant show consistency in strategy across
items, or do they switch, especially if they are having a
hard time completing items with their initial strategy?

• If a participant makes an error, how soon do they detect it?
• Does a participant look at the target design to verify and

get feedback on what they have just done? Could progress
monitoring be taught as a new strategy?

• How long does a participant spend planning before making
their first block move?

Furthermore, in addition to human-generated observations,
this approach opens the doors for using machine learning and
data mining techniques to discover new behavioral patterns
that might be significant for many types of research, includ-
ing on learning or neurodevelopmental conditions, education,
foundational psychology and cognitive science, and more.

In conclusion, we have shown feasibility of a multimodal
sensing system for measuring detailed behaviors on the block
design test (BDT), including hardware design and setup, ini-
tial results from automated measurement algorithms, and ex-
amples of “cognitively significant” observations. Future work
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will include removing simplifying assumptions from our task
setup, working to increase the accuracy of our automated
measurement algorithms, and investigating the use of data
mining to discover interesting behavioral patterns in data col-
lected from various populations.
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Abstract

A current debate concerns the degree to which moral rea-
soning is susceptible to bias from low-level perceptual cues.
Pärnamets et al. (2015) reported that moral decisions could
be biased by manipulating the timing of a prompt to respond
via measurement of eye gaze, but these results were critiqued
by Newell and Le Pelley (2018) as a potential design artifact.
To reconcile these findings, we first replicate the previous ex-
periments with an adjusted stimulus set. Then, we present the
results of a drift-diffusion model that simulates our findings,
offering an account of the mechanism by which the gaze-based
timing manipulation can bias moral decision-making.

Keywords: morality; decision-making; dynamical systems;
eye tracking

Introduction1

Moral decision making , the process of deciding whether an
action is morally acceptable or unacceptable, can be a matter
of grave consequence. Perhaps unfortunately, humans are not
purely rational agents (Gigerenzer & Selten, 2002; Tversky
& Kahneman, 1989), and even “high-level” cognition such
as moral decision making has been shown to be sensitive
to situation-irrelevant factors such as priming (Gu, Zhong,
& Page-Gould, 2013) and framing effects (Petrinovich &
O’Neill, 1996), perhaps through influences from emotional
processing (Prinz, 2007). However, there is reason to sus-
pect that emotions are not a privileged source of influence
on moral cognition. Complex dynamical systems accounts
of cognition (Spivey, 2008) hold that cognition in general is
highly parallel and interactive, with many bidirectional link-
ages among subsystems involved with language, perception,
action, and emotion (Falandays, Batzloff, Spevack, & Spivey,
2018). If this interactivity extends to moral decision making,
there are likely many routes toward influencing moral deci-
sions. In the present study, we explore the hypothesis that
moral decision making can be biased through manipulation
of the timing of a person’s sensorimotor interaction with the
environment.

Previous work based on the complex dynamical frame-
work has investigated the relationship between moral reason-
ing and eye movements (Pärnamets et al., 2015; Newell &
Le Pelley, 2018). Drift diffusion models (Krajbich, Armel,
& Rangel, 2010) view decision making as the accumulation

1This project was pre-registered on the Open Science Framework
https://osf.io/ef6tw

of preference via visual sampling of response alternatives,
making gaze both an index of preferences and an influence
upon them (Parnamets, Richardson, & Balkenius, 2014; Shi-
mojo, Simion, Shimojo, & Scheier, 2003). In a test inspired
by such models, Pärnamets et al. (2015) found that moral
decisions could be biased by a gaze-based manipulation of
response timing. Participants heard a moral statement over
headphones, such as “Murder is sometimes justifiable.” Then,
two response options (e.g. “Sometimes justifiable” or “Never
justifiable”) appeared on the left and right sides of the screen,
respectively, while an eye tracker recorded the duration of
the participants’ gaze to both response options. On each
trial, the software randomly and secretly preselected one of
the response options to be the “target.” Participants were not
prompted to make a choice until at least 750ms of gaze was
allocated to the target, and at least 250ms of gaze to the non-
target – or after a maximum of 3s if those criteria were not
met. Across trials on which the gaze thresholds were suc-
cessfully met, participants chose the randomly pre-selected
target significantly more than chance. The authors concluded
that, by interrupting a participant’s deliberation when more
gaze had accumulated on the software’s target option, pref-
erences were systematically biased toward that option. That
is, once the gaze-based timing manipulation was engaged –
because the participant had fixated the software’s pre-chosen
target option for at least 750ms and the non-target option for
at least 250ms – the participant’s cognitive deliberation was
interrupted at a point when they had, on average, been spend-
ing the majority of their time considering the response option
that happened to be the software’s secretly pre-chosen target.
If the participant’s deliberation had not been prematurely in-
terrupted by the software, it is entirely possible that it could
have shifted back to the option that was not the software’s pre-
chosen target. However, when pressed to “respond now,” they
tended to choose the response option that was most prominent
at that time in their deliberation.

In an adjusted replication, Newell and Le Pelley (2018)
found a biasing effect for certain perceptual judgments, but
not for these moral judgments. The authors proposed that the
findings of Pärnamets et al. (2015) were a methodological
artifact of excluding time-out trials on which the gaze dura-
tion thresholds were not met before the 3s time limit. Trials
that timed-out may, at least in some cases, have been due to
the fact that participants had a strong pre-existing preference
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for the non-target option, and therefore only briefly fixated
the target (for <750ms). Consistent with this hypothesis, the
authors found that participants were significantly more likely
than chance to select the alternative (non-target) option on
time-out trials. As such, excluding these trials may have bi-
ased the dataset in favor of trials on which the participants had
a pre-existing preference for the target option. If this were
the case, Pärnamets et al’s (2015) finding that participants se-
lected the target significantly more often than chance may not
be attributable to the gaze-based manipulation, but rather to
prior experience and opinions. Newell and Le Pelley (2018)
found that the effect disappeared for moral judgments when
time-out trials were included in the analysis. The authors con-
cluded that subtle manipulations of gaze are insufficient to
penetrate high-level cognition such as moral reasoning.

Interestingly, Pärnamets et al. (2015) reported that their
effect was statistically robust even with the inclusion of time-
out trials. As such, it is unclear why the effect held in the
original study but not in the replication. However, one pos-
sibility is that Newell and Le Pelley (2018) used the same
stimuli as Pärnamets et al. (2015) in a culturally different
population, for which the stimuli were not normed to gener-
ate uncertainty. The new sample of participants may have had
stronger pre-existing preferences for one of the two options
in some items, which perhaps were too strong to be over-
come by the subtle timing manipulation. This prediction fol-
lows straightforwardly from drift-diffusion models of choice:
when the relative value of one option is much greater than the
other, decisions will quickly evolve towards one side, even if
gaze bias slightly mitigates this process.

To help reconcile these conflicting results, we conducted
a replication of Pärnamets et al. (2015, experiment 2) and
Newell and Le Pelley (2018, experiment 2), with stimuli re-
normed to optimize uncertainty for each moral question with
our present population. We predicted finding an effect of the
gaze-based timing manipulation of the prompt to respond for
these normed stimuli, but not for a set of “filler” stimuli that
were not normed to generate uncertainty. Then, we present a
drift-diffusion model, with minimal assumptions, that is able
to simulate the general pattern of results across all three stud-
ies (the present study, Pärnamets et al., 2015, and Newell &
Le Pelley, 2018).

Experiment
Method
Participants. 56 healthy undergraduate students (39 fe-
male, 17 male; age: mean±s.d. = 19.8±1.86) were recruited
from the subject pool of a university in the Western United
States. Participants provided informed consent in accordance
with IRB protocols and received course credit for their par-
ticipation. Participation was restricted to those who reported
having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing.

Stimulus Selection. We began with the 98 stimuli used in
Pärnamets et al. (2015) and Newell and Le Pelley (2018),
of which 63 were moral statements and 35 were fillers. 37

new moral stimuli were created to reach a starting pool of
100. These 100 stimuli were then turned into 2 separate
lists by making changes to wording of either the prompt or
response options with the goal of maximizing potential un-
certainty over the preferred answer. 40 participants (from
the same population as in the experiment) responded to each
list in an online pilot survey, implemented with Qualtrics.
From this survey data, we selected any prompts that gener-
ated 50%±10% agreement, with the restriction that only one
variant of an original prompt was included in the final list.
This resulted in 36 moral/ethical prompts. One filler prompt
was added to have 36 of each type. No norming was con-
ducted on the filler stimuli. The full list of stimuli is available
on our preregistration page on OSF 2.

Materials. The stimuli consisted of 72 prompts with two
response options per prompt. Half of the prompts consisted
of a statement expressing an opinion on some moral or eth-
ical issue (e.g. “Murder is sometimes justifiable.”). Partic-
ipants indicated their agreement, by button-press, with one
or the other of two possible response options (e.g. “Never
justifiable’ vs ‘Sometimes justifiable’). These stimuli were
designed with the explicit goal of generating uncertainty and
conflict in choosing. To that end, response options did not
necessarily represent the extreme endpoints of an opinion
spectrum. For example, in response to the statement “Mur-
der is sometimes justifiable,” the extreme opinion endpoints
might be “Never justifiable” and “Always justifiable,” but in
this case the latter response is expected to be universally un-
desirable, and therefore these two options would be unlikely
to generate uncertainty and conflict.

The other half of the prompts were non-moral filler ques-
tions regarding opinions or facts (e.g. “Do people respect
selflessness?” or “Can bacteria live in boiling water?”). Re-
sponse options to these stimuli were always “Yes” or “No.”
As they were in the studies of Pärnamets et al (2015) and
Newell and Le Pelley (2018), these non-moral items are con-
sidered “filler” items and are included mainly to prevent par-
ticipants from focusing exclusively into a mindset of moral
reasoning.. In principle, the filler items may also show an ef-
fect of the gaze-based timing manipulation. However, given
that these stimuli were not normed to be near 50/50 uncer-
tainty, given that the word length of the response options is
much shorter than those in the moral condition, and given
that the response options are identical for all filler items, we
expected gaze durations to be brief, and therefore these items
may quite frequently result in time-out trials. As such, we
make no strong predictions regarding the presence of an ef-
fect for these non-moral filler items.

Prompts were presented auditorily over headphones at the
participants’ preferred volume. Response options consisted
of white text centered in a 300 x 300 pixel white box on a
black background. Boxes were centered vertically and placed
on the left and right sides of a 1920 x 1200 pixel screen, with

2https://osf.io/z9r47/
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a 30 pixel buffer between each box and the closest edge of
the screen. Text was displayed in Times New Roman size 70
font.

Apparatus. Duration of gaze to each of the two response
options was recorded using a head-mounted Eyelink II eye
tracking system, sampling eye position at 250 Hz. Before be-
ginning the experiment, the eye-tracker was calibrated using
a standard nine-point grid. The subject was then shown how
to perform a drift correction, which took place prior to each
trial. Gaze data was collected via the Eyelink control soft-
ware and custom MATLAB scripts. Data from the right eye
was collected using both pupil shape and corneal reflection.
Gaze durations were counted toward a given response option
only when the detected x and y coordinates fell within a 300
x 300 pixel white box centered on the respective response op-
tion.

Procedure. Participants completed the experiment individ-
ually in the lab. Participants were seated in front of a com-
puter and wearing headphones with the volume set to their
most comfortable level. The experiment was run using the
Psychophysics Toolbox package (Brainard, 1997) in Matlab.
On each trial, a white fixation dot was displayed in the center
of the screen while the audio prompt played over the head-
phones. Once the auditory prompt finished playing, the two
response options would appear on the center-left and center-
right sides of the screen. The left or right position of each
response option was randomized. On 36 randomly selected
trials, the left option was selected as the target, while the right
option was selected on the remaining 36. After each trial, par-
ticipants rated their confidence in their choice as well as their
understanding (the degree to which they read and understood
both response options) on a 1-7 scale.

As in Pärnamets et al. (2015) and Newell and LaPel-
ley (2018), participants were prompted to make a decision
once they had fixated the software’s target option for at least
750ms, and the alternative option for at least 250ms – or af-
ter a maximum of 3s if those criteria were not met. These
fixation-time thresholds were counted cumulatively, rather
than sequentially. The 750/250ms thresholds were chosen so
that participants at least had to fixate both options, but would
on average have viewed the target option for slightly longer
when the response prompt was delivered. The 3s maximum
was set to make it less likely that participants would notice
that the response prompt was linked to their gaze. A post-
experiment survey probed for knowledge of the manipulation,
and no participants reported noticing the gaze-based manipu-
lation.

Results

To begin, we first visualize the relationship between gaze and
choices in Figure 1. On the x-axis is “target bias,” which is
the difference between the time spent fixating the target op-
tion versus the alternative option. The y-axis shows the per-
centage of trials on which the target was chosen (and by com-

Figure 1: Percent of trials on which participants selected the
target option as a function of target bias and last-fixated object
before response prompting.

plement, the percentage on which the alternative was chosen).
This plot reveals that as target bias increases, participants are
more likely to select the target, and vice versa. There is also
an effect of the last-fixated option prior to response prompting
such that participants were more likely to choose the target
when they had last fixated the target, and vice versa.

While Figure 1 clearly demonstrates that fixations are at
least an index of preferences, we next analyzed whether the
gaze-based manipulation also influenced decisions. Follow-
ing Pärnamets et al. (2015) and Newell and Le Pelley (2018),

Figure 2: Percent of trials on which participants selected the
target option for non-moral (red, left) and moral (blue, right)
statements when time-out trials are excluded.
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Figure 3: Percent of trials on which participants selected the
target option when time-out trials are included.

the data were analyzed using one-sided, one-sample t-tests of
the hypothesis that participants selected the target more of-
ten than 50%. We first analyzed the data set excluding time-
out trials. These data are plotted in Figure 2. Time-outs oc-
curred on 44.58% of trials overall, 23.59% of moral items,
and 64.87% of non-moral (filler) items. We found that par-
ticipants selected the target option 63.78% of the time over-
all (t(55) = 11.403, p < .001.), 62.67% of the time for moral
items (t(55) = 9.129, p < .001) and 65.67% of the time for
filler items (t(55) = 6.692, p < .001).

However, consistent with the critique made by Newell and
Le Pelley (2018), participants were significantly more likely
to select the non-target option on time-out trials. Among
time-out trials, participants chose the target only 20.18% of
the time for moral items (t(55) = 12.76, p < .001) and 40.16%
of the time for filler items (t(55) = 6.4, p < .001 ). Therefore,
we next analyzed the full data set including both successful
trials and time-out trials. These data are plotted in Figure 3.
For moral items, participants selected the target option 52.3%
of the time (t(55) = 2.537, p = .007), but only 49% of the time
for filler items.

To account for subject- and item-level variability, the full
data (including time-out trials) was also analyzed using sep-
arate logistic mixed-effects models for the moral and filler
stimuli. The only fixed effect was the intercept term. The ran-
dom effects structure included random intercepts for partici-
pants and items. These analyses revealed no significant dif-
ference from chance for filler stimuli, and only a marginally
significant difference for moral items (b = .093, SE = 0.054,
z = 1.713, p < .087).

Across all trials, the mean rating for understanding was
6.43 (on a 1-7 scale); SD = 1.14) indicating that participants
were able to read and understand both response options on
most trials. The mean confidence rating was 5.4 (SD = 1.46)

overall, 5.19 for non-moral items (SD = 1.68), and 5.6 for
moral items (SD = 1.44). The relationship between confi-
dence and response was analyzed using a linear mixed ef-
fects model with target response (coded as 0 or 1, for whether
a participant selected the non-target or target, respectively)
as a fixed effect and a random intercept for each participant.
This analysis revealed no significant difference in confidence
when selecting the target vs the non-target. However, when
the timing manipulation was engaged (i.e. excluding time-out
trials), participants were more confident when choosing the
target than the non-target (b = .245, SE = .062, χ2 = 3.942, p
< .001).

Discussion
We sought to reconcile inconsistent results reported by
Pärnamets et al. (2015) and Newell and Le Pelley (2018)
through a replication with an adjusted stimulus set. While
Pärnamets et al. (2015) found that the effect of the gaze-
based timing manipulation remained statistically significant
(though reduced in size) when including time-out trials,
Newell and Le Pelley (2018) found that the effect disappeared
completely for both moral and for filler statements. We con-
sidered the possibility that the lack of an effect in the latter
case was due to the re-use of the original stimulus set without
re-norming it for the experimental population, which could
have resulted in items for which participants had strong pre-
existing preferences that washed out the effect of the manip-
ulation.

The results of our experiment are consistent with the find-
ings of Pärnamets et al. (2015), showing a clear effect of
the gaze-based timing manipulation for experimental items
when time-out trials are both excluded and included (though
this effect was significant when using t-tests, in keeping with
previous work, but not when using mixed-effects analysis,
most likely due to insufficient power when accounting for
participant- and item-level variability). While the effect dis-
appears completely for our filler statements when including
time-out trials, this is unsurprising since, as mentioned above,
the response options for all filler trials consisted of a simple
“yes” and “no,” with the result that participants need only fix-
ate one of the two options for a brief period of time in order to
know what both options were. As a result, the manipulation
was not engaged for most of those trials (time-outs occurred
on ∼65% of fillers). This lends support to the notion that
the lack of an effect found in Newell and Le Pelley (2018)
was the result of re-using the original stimulus set without re-
normalizing the stimuli to generate uncertainty in the sampled
population.

Simulation
To provide some insight into the potential mechanisms and
processes underlying the effect of this gaze-based timing ma-
nipulation on moral decision making, we designed a simple
model of the cognitive deliberation process and how it might
get perturbed by an interruption that triggers a premature re-
sponse. The drift diffusion model (DDM) is a standard model
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for simulating choices and response times in a two-alternative
forced choice task (e.g. Pärnamets et al., 2015; Ratcliff &
McKoon, 2008). The DDM assumes that decisions are made
through the stochastic accumulation of perceptual evidence
until a decision threshold is exceeded. The standard DDM
represents the relative evidence for one of two alternatives at
time t as x(t) according to the following equation (Bogacz et
al., 2006):

xt+1 = xt +A+W (1)

When x is 0, the two options have equal relative evidence,
while positive or negative values indicate greater evidence for
one option than the other. The change in evidence over time
is the result of a constant “perceptual evidence” factor, A, plus
Gaussian noise, W. For an initially undecided choice, x = 0 at
t = 0, indicating equal support for each of the two response
options.

While the standard DDM is designed to represent percep-
tual decisions based on a single stimulus, Krajbich, Armel,
and Rangel (2010) adapted this model to the context of choos-
ing between two displayed stimuli through visual sampling.
Their model, which provided a close fit to human data, al-
lowed the rate of change in x to vary as a function of the
currently-fixated option, supporting the claim that fixations
modulate preferences. For this version of the model,

x f ixated,t+1 = x f ixated,t +d(A f ixated −θAun f ixated)+W (2)

where θ is a value between 0 and 1 which discounts the value
of the currently unfixated option, and d represents the rate of
information accumulation.

In modeling gaze behavior, we adopted the following sim-
plifying assumptions: (1) one alternative is fixated at any
given time, (2) the first fixation on any trial is random,
(3) there is a minimum fixation length, after which fixation
switches are determined by competition between current pref-
erences and attentional fatigue, and (4) saccades are instanta-
neous. The minimum fixation time was set at 200ms, which
is approximately the time required to plan and launch a sac-
cade (Salthouse & Ellis, 1980). After this period, we assume
that attention decays at a rate determined by current prefer-
ences until gaze is switched to the alternate option. To model
this, we introduced an “attentional fatigue” parameter. After
the currently fixated object has accumulated >200ms of gaze
consecutively:

at+1 = xt − f , x > 0 (3)

at+1 = xt + f , x < 0 (4)

where a represents the current attentional state and f repre-
sents attentional decay. For the first 200ms of any fixation,
a is exactly equal to x, but after this time begins to move
towards zero. When a crosses the zero-value and changes
sign, gaze is directed towards the alternate option. Because

a is coupled to x, greater magnitudes of x can offset the
decay from f, such that the model looks longer at options
that it “prefers,” despite some attentional fatigue. Similar at-
tentional parameters are commonly used in dynamical sys-
tems models of bi-stable perceptual phenomena, such as the
Necker cube, to account for perceptual reversals (Ditzinger
& Haken, 1995; Fürstenau, 2007). The red lines in Figures
4 and 5 show how attention decays as compared to decision
preference (black lines), leading to gaze-changes (alterations
between blue and yellow regions). Note that, while atten-
tional fatigue can lead to gaze switches, unless there is a cor-
responding switch of preferences, gaze will switch back to
the preferred option after the minimum fixation time (e.g. in
Figure 4 the brief period of fixating the target from ∼1200-
1400ms).

On each simulated trial, the pre-chosen target was ran-
domly assigned to one of the two response options. Each
trial was run for a maximum of 3000 timesteps, where each
time step represents 1ms, analogous to the 3s time limit in
our experiment. We recorded the number of time steps spent
“fixating” each alternative. If at least 750 time steps of gaze
accumulated on the target side and at least 250 time steps on
the alternative side (analogous to the 750ms/250ms thresh-
old in the experiment), the trial was ended, and a positive x
value resulted in choosing the reference option (coded as +1)
while a negative x value resulted in choosing the other op-
tion (coded as -1). Figure 4 shows an example trial where the
simulation met the gaze-time thresholds, time out after 2245
timesteps, and selected the target option. Figure 5 shows an
example trial where the simulation did not fixate the target for
long enough, leading to a time-out after 3000ms, after which
the simulation selected the alternatives.

Figure 4: An example simulated trial on which the DDM was
trending toward preferring the non-target, but once it achieved
the gaze-time thresholds, it selected the target. Periods of fix-
ating the target are marked in blue, with fixations to the non-
target alternative in yellow. The red line represents attention,
which decays faster than the relative decision value (in black).
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Figure 5: An example simulated trial on which the DDM
“timed-out” after 3s (because cumulative target fixation time
< 750 timesteps), then selected the non-target alternative. Pe-
riods of fixating the target are marked in blue, with fixations
to the non-target alternative in yellow. The black line repre-
sents the relative decision value, while the red line represents
attention.

Results
This simple model was not intended to precisely character-
ize these psychometric variables in our population, but rather
to show that drift diffusion models straightforwardly predict
the pattern of results obtained when using biased or unbiased
stimuli. Thus, to avoid overfitting, no parameter tuning was
done. The gaze-bias parameter (θ) was set to .5, such that
the currently-unfixated option was discounted by half. The
rate of information accumulation (d) was set to .001 and the
gaussian noise (W) was set to a mean of 0 and a standard de-
viation of .01. The attentional fatigue parameter (f) was set to
.0005. To simulate our normed stimuli, we set the values of
both options .5. To simulate biased stimuli, we set the values
of one option to .8 and the other to .2, randomly determined
on each trial. 10000 simulated trials were run for each set of
values. For each trial, we recorded the choice made by the
model (determined by the sign of x when the trial terminated)
as well as whether or not the trial “timed-out” by reaching
3000ms without meeting the gaze-time thresholds.

The general behavior of this simulation approximates our
data remarkably well, especially given that we have not sys-
tematically explored the parameter space with this model.
Beginning with our simulated moral stimuli (when values
were set to .5 for both options), the model resulted in an av-
erage of of 42.28% time-out trials (compared to 23.59% in
the human data). The model chose the target option 79.89%
of the time when time-outs were excluded (compared to
62.67% for the humans), and selected the target 27.53% of
the time on time-out trials (compared to 20.18% for humans).
When time-outs were included, the model selected the target
57.75% of the time (compared to 52.3% for the humans).

For our simulated filler stimuli, where values were set to .8
and .2, the model timed-out 55.78% of the time (compared to
64.87% for the humans). The model chose the target option
82.2% of the time when time-outs were excluded (compared
to 65.67% for the humans), and selected the target 34.31% of
the time on time-out trials (compared to 40.16% for humans).
When time-outs were included, the model selected the target
55.49% of the time (compared to 49% for the humans).

Discussion

The results of this very simple drift diffusion model provide
a close approximate match to the results of our experiment.
The relatively uncertain moral stimuli, exhibiting minimal in-
trinsic cognitive bias toward either of the response options,
produced time-out trials less than half of the time, whereas
the intrinsically biased filler stimuli produced time-out trials
more than half of the time. When these time-out trials were
excluded from analysis, both moral and filler stimuli exhib-
ited strong choice preferences for the pre-chosen target re-
sponse in the 65% range, just as that seen in our human data.
However, when filler trials were included in the analysis, only
the moral items showed a preference for the pre-chosen target
response – again, just as that seen in our human data.

General Discussion
Our results provide converging evidence that even seemingly
“high-level” cognition such as moral reasoning is a product
of a highly interactive dynamical system – not the product
of an informationally-encapsulated cognitive module. First,
our experiment replicated the designs used in Pärnamets et
al. (2015) and Newell and Le Pelley (2018) with an ad-
justed stimulus set that was normed to generate uncertainty
in the experimental population. With this adjustment, which
was not used in Newell and Le Pelley (2018), the effect of
the gaze-based timing manipulation remained for moral deci-
sions even when including time-out trials. This lends support
to the original finding and indicates that it is not merely a
methodological artifact. Although the magnitude of the ef-
fect is reduced when time-out trials are included, it is still
significant (see also Ghaffari & Fiedler, 2018). Second, our
drift diffusion model simulation provides some insight into
the potential mechanisms underlying this effect. When the
cognitive bias for a query is about equally balanced for the
two response options, the sensory tendency to fixate both op-
tions is strong, thus promoting the likelihood that both re-
sponse options will indeed be fixated. When that fixation
pattern just happens to adventitiously exhibit a bias toward
the option that the software has pre-chosen as the “target”,
interrupting the deliberative process at that point has a good
chance of triggering a response based on the option that was
most recently being fixated – which is likely to be the “target”
response. Thus, perhaps even something as humanly precious
as our moral decision making is not ushered forth solely from
some internal “moral compass,” but is also influenced by the
subtle timing of our sensorimotor interactions with the world.
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Abstract
A major challenge for research in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is to develop systems that can infer humans’ goals and beliefs
when observing their behavior alone (i.e., systems that have
Theory of Mind, ToM). In this research we use a theoretically-
grounded, pre-existent cognitive model to demonstrate the de-
velopment of ToM from observation of other agents’ behavior.
The cognitive model relies on Instance-Based Learning The-
ory (IBLT) of experiential decision making, that distinguishes
it from previous models that are hand-crafted for particular set-
tings, complex, or unable to explain a cognitive development
of ToM. An IBL model was designed to be an observer of
agents’ navigation in gridworld environments and was queried
afterwards to predict the actions of new agents in new (not
experienced before) gridworlds. The IBL observer can infer
and predict potential behaviors from just a few samples of
agents’ past behavior of random and goal-directed reinforce-
ment learning agents. Furthermore the IBL observer is able to
infer the agent’s false belief and pass a classic ToM test com-
monly used in humans. We discuss the advantages of using
IBLT to develop models of ToM, and the potential to predict
human ToM.
Keywords: cognitive model; machine theory of mind;
instance-based learning theory.

Introduction
Theory of mind (ToM) refers to the ability of humans to in-
fer and understand the beliefs, desires, and intentions of oth-
ers (Premack & Woodruff, 1978). ToM is known to develop
very early in life (Wimmer & Perner, 1983; Keysar, Lin, &
Barr, 2003) and it is one of the most important social skills
used to predict others’ behavior and intentions, and to theo-
rize about others’ beliefs and desires in future situations.

Since its origins, Artificial Intelligence (AI) attempted to
“replicate” various human behaviors in computational form,
aiming at passing an imitation game (i.e., Turing Test) (Lake,
Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017; Turing, 1950):
where a machine behavior would be indistinguishable from
that of a human. AI work on ToM has investigated how hu-
mans “mentalize” robots (machines more generally) and how
human ToM develops when interacting with machines rather
than other humans (Banks, 2019). While this work is ex-
tremely relevant for developing machine representations of
ToM, it does not address the major problem of how to build
an algorithm that can develop ToM from the limited observa-
tion of other agents’ actions; a capability that humans excel
at (Lake et al., 2017; Botvinick et al., 2017).

Recently, researchers built computational architectures of
ToM. A notable example is the work of Baker and colleagues

(Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Baker, Jara-Ettinger,
Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017). In this work, researchers devel-
oped a Bayesian ToM (BToM) model that is able to predict
and attribute beliefs and desires of other agents, given the ob-
servation of their actions. The BToM uses Bayes’ probabil-
ities and an assumption of utility maximization (i.e., human
rationality) to determine the posterior probability of “mental
states”. Another recent example is the work of Rabinowitz
et al. (2018), who developed a Machine ToM (MToM) archi-
tecture involving three modules: a character net that parses
agents’ past trajectories of navigation in gridworlds; a mental
state net, which parses agents’ trajectories in recent episodes,
that are then used by the prediction net which is queried re-
garding future behaviors of new agents. These authors offer
a set of tests of the observer’s predictions regarding various
types of agents, and a test of recognition of false beliefs, the
Sally-Anne test (Wimmer & Perner, 1983).

Our research builds on these efforts, making the follow-
ing contributions. First, we present a Cognitive Machine
Theory of Mind (CogToM) framework that relies on a gen-
eral cognitive theory of decisions from experience, Instance-
Based Learning Theory (IBLT) (Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere,
2003). Our approach is different from the standard compu-
tational models of ToM, summarized above, in that it uses
the IBL process and the formulations of the ACT-R archi-
tecture (Anderson & Lebiere, 2014) for memory-based in-
ference to demonstrate how ToM develops from observation
of other agents’ actions. Second, we demonstrate that an
IBL model of an observer (i.e, IBL observer) is able to ex-
plain the inferences made by three types of acting agents in
gridworlds: Random, Reinforcement Learning (RL), and IBL
agents. Third, we find that the IBL observer predicts beliefs
and actions of IBL acting agents more accurately than it pre-
dicts the beliefs and actions of RL or Random agents.

Instance-Based Learning Theory
IBLT is a theory of decisions from experience, developed
to explain human learning in dynamic decision environ-
ments (Gonzalez et al., 2003). IBLT provides a decision mak-
ing algorithm and a set of cognitive mechanisms used to im-
plement computational models. The algorithm involves the
recognition and retrieval of past experiences (i.e., instances)
according to their similarity to a current decision situation.

An “instance” in IBLT is a memory unit, that results from
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the potential alternatives evaluated. These are memory rep-
resentations consisting of three elements: a situation (S) (set
of attributes that give a context to the decision, or state s); a
decision (D) (the action taken corresponding to an alternative
in state s, or action a); and a utility (U) (expected utility u or
experienced outcome x of the action taken in a state).

IBLT relies on sub-symbolic mechanisms that have been
discussed extensively (e.g. (Gonzalez et al., 2003; Gonzalez
& Dutt, 2011; Gonzalez, 2013)), but we summarize here for
completeness. Each instance i in memory has a value of Acti-
vation, which represents how readily available that informa-
tion is in memory (Anderson & Lebiere, 2014). A simplified
version of the Activation equation captures how recently and
frequently the considered instances are activated:

Ai = ln

(
∑

t ′∈{1..t−1}
(t− t ′)−d

)
+σ ln

1− γi

γi
, (1)

where d and σ are respectively the decay and noise parame-
ters; t ′ refers to the previous timestamp in which the outcome
of instance i was observed resulting from choosing an action
a at state s. The rightmost term represents the Gaussian noise
for capturing individual variation in activation, and γi is a ran-
dom number drawn from a uniform distribution U(0,1).

Activation of an instance i is used to determine its memory
retrieval probability:

pi =
eAi/τ

∑l eAl/τ
, (2)

where τ = σ
√

2 representing the variability in recalling in-
stances from memory, and l refers to the index of all stored
instances to normalize pi.

The expected utility of taking action a at state s is calcu-
lated through a mechanism in IBLT called Blending:

V (s,a) =
n

∑
i=1

pixi. (3)

Essentially, the blended value is the sum of all the out-
comes weighted by their probability of retrieval, where xi is
the outcome stored in an instance i associated with taking ac-
tion a at state s; pi is the probability of retrieving the instance
i from memory; and n is the number of instances containing
the different outcomes for taking action a at state s up to the
last time.

The choice rule in the model is to select the action a that
has the maximum blended value.

CogToM: A Cognitive Machine Theory of Mind
Framework

In the Cognitive Machine Theory of Mind (CogToM) (Fig 1),
an observer is a cognitive model that builds ToM by observ-
ing the actions of agents that play in a gridworld. The ob-
server makes predictions regarding the agent’s future behav-
ior, such as a next-step action or the agent’s goal in a new

gridworld. The observer should be able to accomplish ToM
given full or partial observation of the agent’s action traces
in past gridworlds. The observer model in CogToM is built
according to IBLT (Gonzalez et al., 2003).

Gridworld
A gridworld is a sequential decision making problem wherein
agents move through a N×N grid to search for targets and
avoid obstacles. We use gridworlds of 11×11 size following
(Rabinowitz et al., 2018) (see Fig 1). A gridworld contains
randomly-located obstacles (black bars) and the number of
obstacles varies from zero (no obstacles) to six with the size
of 1×1. In each grid, there are four goals of different values,
represented as four colored objects (blue, green, orange, and
purple), which are put at random locations that do not over-
lap the obstacles. Starting at a random position (i.e., (x,y)),
the agent (black dot) makes sequential decisions about the
actions to take (i.e., up, down, left, right) to reach one of the
four objects. A sequence of moves from the initial location to
the end location forms a trajectory (dotted red line) which is
produced by the strategy (the sequence of decisions) that the
agent takes.

Generally, a gridworld task can be formulated as a Par-
tially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) as
in (Rabinowitz et al., 2018). Each POMDP M j has a state
space S j, and each square in the grid is called a state s ∈ S j.
At each state s, an agent Ak is required to take an action a
from an action space A j. Each agent follows their policy (i.e.
strategy), to decide how to move around the grid. By execut-
ing its policy πk in the gridworld M j, the agent Ak creates a
trajectory denoted by Tk j = {(st ,at)}T

t=0. If the agent has a
full observation of the grid, POMDP is referred to as MDP.

Models of Acting Agents in the Gridworld
We consider three different types of acting agents that play in
the gridworlds: Random, Reinforcement Learning (RL), and
Instance-based Learning (IBL) agents.

A random agent Ak selects an action a in state s based on
the probability πk(a|s). Precisely, the policy of Ak is drawn
from a Dirichlet distribution πk ∼ Dir(α) with concentration
parameter α, so that ∑a∈A πk(a|s) = 1 and πk(a|s)> 0.

A RL agent uses a tabular form of Q-learning algorithm,
a quintessential temporal difference approach (Sutton, Barto,
et al., 1998). In general, the goal of the RL agent Ak is to es-
timate the optimal state-action values referred to as Q-values,
where Q(s,a) returns the expected future reward of action a
at state s. Initially, all the Q-values are set to zero and then
are iteratively updated. Given enough iterations, the agent
can learn the optimal Q-values denoted by Q∗(s,a), and for
each state s the agent selects the action having the highest Q-
value, π∗k(s) = argmaxa Q∗(s,a). As our main concern is in
the performance of the IBL observer rather than the agents,
we only explore Q-learning agents since the temporal differ-
ence method corresponds closely to the learning behaviors of
humans (Sutton et al., 1998), though the implementation of
different RL algorithms is entirely possible.
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Figure 1: CogToM framework

An IBL agent uses the memory and learning mechanisms
in IBLT. However, we also explore a currently under-studied
situation in IBL models, wherein feedback is sparse and de-
layed. In the gridworld task, the representation of an instance
is defined by a triplet (s,a,x), where x is the observed or ex-
pected outcome resulting from taking action a at state s (i.e.,
the state is the location of the agent, defined by the x-y co-
ordinates) in a certain grid. When making a prediction about
which action a the agent Ak will take at state s, the IBL agent
selects the action with the highest expected utility using the
blended value (Equation 3).

Importantly, the agent only gets the real outcome at the
end of each episode, typically entailing a sequence of trials.
Thus, the IBL agents must learn to update the expected out-
come from the consequent reward or penalty, so that different
instances are either reinforced or penalized accordingly. To
that end, we employ an exploratory mechanism of delayed
feedback in the IBL model, where the actual observed out-
come is assigned equally to all actions taken in a trajectory.
That is, considering the trajectory Tk = {(st ,at)}T

t=0 if the Ak
gets the outcome x′ at the end of the episode (t = T ) then
outcome of executing {(st ,at)}T−1

t=0 is all updated to x′.

IBL Observer
IBL observer is a model that is identical to the IBL agent
(i.e., the theoretical principles of the IBL model are the same).
However, the IBL observer learns from the observations of
the agent’s decisions in the gridworld, while the IBL agent
actually makes the decisions in it.

An instance in the IBL observer is structured in an identical
fashion to the IBL agent. The logic behind the IBL observer
model, however, is that it learns from past observations of
action traces taken by agents in the gridworld, in order to infer
and predict the agent’s behavior in the new gridworld.

The “past experience” of the IBL observer is implemented
as proposed in (Lejarraga, Dutt, & Gonzalez, 2012; Gonza-
lez & Dutt, 2011): inserting “pre-populated instances” in the
model’s memory. The pre-populated instances correspond

to the sequence of decisions the agents made in multiple
episodes. More precisely, each observed trajectory Tk j pro-
duced by an agent Ak following its policy πk in POMDP M j
is structured as pre-populated instances in the IBL observer’s
memory. Presumably, each agent has their true reward signal
Rk that defines their goal and desire (and that is reflected in the
path taken in the task). Derived from the observable actions
of the agent, the observer first needs to infer the agent’s true
reward function which is inaccessible to the IBL observer.
Then based on the inferred reward, the IBL observer makes
the prediction about the agent’s behavior in the new environ-
ment. Simply put, the goal of the observer is not only to infer
the agent’s objectives or rewards but also to learn the path the
agent would take in a new environment derived from the in-
ference. This differentiates our work from the approach of
Inverse Reinforcement Learning (Ng, Russell, et al., 2000)
which is merely aimed at finding a reward function that ex-
plains the given agent’s history of behavior.

Experiments
To evaluate whether the IBL observer model is able to de-
velop ToM (i.e., the ability to predict desires and beliefs of
agents in new gridworld environments), we conducted three
experiments including: (1) an arbitrary goal, (2) a goal-
directed task, and (3) a robust test of ToM: false beliefs.

It is important to emphasize that in these experiments none
of the parameters of any of the models were optimized in any
way. The parameters of the agents’ models and those of the
observer IBL model were “default” values, commonly used
in the literature. The IBL observer’s parameters were σ =
0.25 and d = 0.5 values that come from the ACT-R cognitive
architecture (Anderson & Lebiere, 2014).

Experiment 1: Arbitrary Goal with Random Agents
In this experiment, random agents aim at obtaining one of the
four colored objects within a 31 step limit. We created dif-
ferent types of random agents based on their action strategy,
i.e. their policy πk. In turn, given behavioral trajectories of
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the IBL observer’s prediction about the
Random agents’ initial actions

these random agents on randomly generated gridworlds, the
IBL observer was tasked with predicting the initial action that
each of the random agents in a new gridworld.

More concretely, we defined different random agents by
varying concentration parameter α in each agent’s policy that
was drawn from a Dirichlet distribution πk ∼ Dir(α). If α is
close to 0 then the policy of an agent is characterized to be
near deterministic. Take, for instance, the agent with πk ∼
Dir(α = 0.01), it belongs to the class of agents that is very
likely to head in one specific direction (either up, down, left or
right). Conversely, if πk ∼ Dir(α = 3) then the characteristic
of the agent’s type is far more stochastic.

We trained an IBL observer by letting it observe the tra-
jectory of the corresponding agents that were randomly gen-
erated in various POMDPs. We manipulated the number of
past gridworlds (Npast ) from which the observer could learn
to evaluate its performance.

Experimental Setup. We considered five alternative val-
ues of α = {0.01,0.03,0.1,1,3} and Npast = {0,1,5}. The
number of observed agents for each type is 100, and the ob-
server was trained for each type of agent separately on Npast
gridworlds. Then, given an agent’s position in a new grid-
world, the IBL observer was queried about that agent’s next
action. There was no reward function for the random agents
as consuming any of the four objects terminated the episode.
The accuracy was measured by the proportion of the accu-
rately predicted actions relative to the agent’s true next action.

Results. The average of 100 random agents of each type
are reported in Fig 2. When Npast = 0, the curve is flat and
nearly constant over the different types of agents since the ob-
server’s prediction is independent of α. In contrast, the IBL
observer’s accuracy immediately increases as the number of
past observations increases to Npast = 1 and 5. It is easier for
the IBL observer to predict the agents’ behavior with near de-
terministic policies and the accuracy diminishes as the value
of α increases.

Experiment 2: Goal-Directed Task with RL Agents
The task is set such as that a RL agent is driven by a goal or
reaching a particular object that has the highest reward within
31 steps. Consuming any of the other objects results in the
termination of the episode.

The IBL observer was required to predict the RL agent’s
behavior in a new world, given either full or partial observa-
tion of the agent’s trajectory in a randomly generated training
gridworld (MDP). It is important to stress that even though
the RL agent’s behavior was observable, its reward function
along with its policy were completely unknown to the IBL ob-
server. Hence, the IBL observer’s mission is to learn to infer
which object the agent desires to consume, which is deter-
mined by its reward function and transferable to a new grid-
world, and then to make behavioural predictions of the agent
in the new environment.

We first experimented with the case when the IBL observer
was provided with an RL agent’s full trajectory in the past
gridworld (i.e., full information) and then we inspected how
the IBL observer performed when it was limited to observing
only a partial trajectory (i.e a single action pair in the past
MDP, partial information).

We analyzed the association between IBL observer’s accu-
racy with full or partial information, varying the number of
past MDPs (Npast ), to assess the IBL observer’s predictions
about the RL agent’s behavior in a new gridworld.

(a) True trajectory (b) Predicted trajectory

(c) Predicted next action (d) Predicted consumption

Figure 3: Illustration of the IBL observer’s predictions about
the behaviors of goal-directed agents

Experimental Setup. The discount factor γ and learning
rate in the RL agent’s model were set to 1 and 0.1. Addi-
tionally, each agent Ak was driven by a fixed reward function
that rewards the agent with rk,o ∈ (0,1) for consuming an ob-
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ject o. The vector rk was drawn from a Dirichlet distribution
with concentration parameter α = 0.01, which signified that
the agent Ak was favourably attracted to a specific object.

The agent was also penalized for each move and for walk-
ing into a wall, 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. Given that the
Q-learning algorithm (i.e. the RL agent) only converges to
optimal values under specific conditions (Dayan & Watkins,
1992), and that to be more in line with human reasoning, the
object that the agent consumed by following its sub-optimal
policy with respect to the predefined reward function rk was
considered the ground truth. The agent is arguably not always
successful in obtaining its true goal (i.e., the object with the
highest reward) even though it was trained to be competent at
the task after a certain number of episodes, e.g. 500.

As the agent’s reward function was concealed from the ob-
server, only the observable actions were used for the IBL ob-
server’s training. In case the agent’s full trajectory was pro-
vided, the IBL observer derived from the probability distribu-
tion over the objects consumed by the agent in the past MDP
to learn about the agent’s reward function. When only a sin-
gle action pair was provided (partial information), the IBL
observer was trained to identify the preferred object based on
the movement direction of the agent’s action.

Given the initial location of an agent in a new gridworld,
the IBL observer was queried about: (1) the next-step action
that the RL agent would take, and (2) the object the RL agent
would consume by the end of the episode. We measured the
difference between the RL agent’s true behaviors (the ground
truth) to the IBL observer’s predictions. For the analysis of
partial trajectories, the value Npast was varied from 0 to 10.
The experiment was run on different 100 RL agents, and then,
we averaged the prediction accuracy over these agents.

Results. Fig 3a and 3b illustrate that the IBL observer’s
predicted trajectory of the RL agent in a new gridworld is
qualitatively aligned with the true trajectory of the agent.
Fig 3c and 3d show the IBL observer’s predictions of the
agent’s next action and the object consumption. In the new
gridworld the IBL observer predicts the probability of taking
the action “left” with about 70% accuracy, and the consum-
ing of “blue” object with about 98% accuracy. The average
results from the 100 agents show a mean accuracy in predict-
ing next action is 0.515 ± 0.08 and the goal consumption is
0.687±0.09 with 95% confidence level.

Regarding partial trajectories, Fig 4a and 4b demonstrate
that increasing Npast can lead to the improvement in the IBL
observer’s prediction accuracy of the next-step action and of
the intended goal.

Experiment 3: False-belief Test with three Agents
Similar to Rabinowitz et al. (2018) we tested the IBL observer
for the recognition of agents’ false beliefs using the Sally
Anne test (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Goodman et
al., 2006). The Sally-Anne test maps onto the gridworld set-
ting as follows (Table 1): we generated a set of gridworlds in
which an agent Ak was trained to be a blue-object-preferring,
but it was required to reach a subgoal (i.e. an additional ob-

(a) Predicted next action (b) Predicted consumed object

Figure 4: Accuracy of the IBL observer’s prediction about the
RL agents’ behavior when varying Npast

Table 1: An overview of simulation design

Sally-Anne test Gridworld task

a) Sally places a marble
in a basket

a) An agent Ak is trained to be a
blue-object-prefereing agent

b) Sally moves away b) Ak is forced to reach a subgoal
c) Anne puts the marble
to a box

c) The location of the preferred object
is swapped

d) Where will Sally look for
her marble when returning
(the basket or the box)?

d) At the subgoal, where will Ak go
to find the preferred blue object
(its original or new location)?

ject) first before returning to consume its preferred blue ob-
ject. During this time, the location of the preferred object
was swapped. Eventually the IBL observer was asked to pre-
dict whether or not the agent Ak would return to the original
location of the blue object.

As the subject of the test, the IBL observer was aware of
the changes in the gridworld (i.e. the swap event), hence it is
expected to indicate that if the agent Ak sees the swap then
Ak it will not go back to the original location, but if the agent
is not aware of the swap then it will return to the original
location of the blue object. This test will signify that the IBL
observer is able to model the agent’s true and false beliefs.

Importantly, in this test we considered three kinds of
agents: Random, RL, and IBL agents. We included an IBL
model as an agent to explore whether the IBL observer would
be more accurate in developing ToM of an IBL agent than of
other models (RL or Random agents) that, by definition, are
less aligned with the IBL observer’s beliefs.

Experimental Setup. We examined the effect of the swap
event on the behavior of the three types of agents, and on the
IBL observers’ performance. We compared how the agents
behaved in the absence and presence of the swap event and
how the IBL observer performed when observing each of the
three types of agents.

When the swap event occurred, the locations of the four
objects were randomly permuted. Moreover, we introduced
a distance variable (dist) to control whether or not an agent
sees the change. If the swap occurred within the agent’s view
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(a) Random agents (b) RL agents (c) IBL agents

Figure 5: Effect of swap events on the agents’ true behavior and on the prediction of IBL observer about the agents’ behavior

(i.e. the distance between the agent’s and the preferred ob-
ject’s location is within a 2-block radius), the agent’ policy
was updated according to the change. Conversely, if the swap
was outside the agent’s view, its policy remained unchanged,
which exhibits a sign of a false belief. The agent was re-
warded with 1 for consuming the subgoal and a particular
preferred object (e.g. the blue object in this experiment).

Since an agent was tasked with consuming the subgoal first
and then the preferred object, only the agent’s policy in the
episodes in which such condition was satisfied were selected
for the IBL observer to learn. Hence, the observer was in-
formed about the distance variable, and it could derive the
agent’s preferred object from looking at what was consumed
after the subgoal. The point here is that the observer must
infer the agent’s beliefs from just observing how the agent
behaved when the swap event occurred and when it did not.

To do that, the observer was trained to observe the relative
importance between the swap distance and the ratio of how
frequently the agent went back to the preferred object’s orig-
inal location over a certain number of episodes (e.g. 500).
For instance, if the swap happened within the agent’s sight
then it was less likely to return to the original location (the
low frequency). In contrast, if the swap event occurred out of
the agent’s view then the frequency of revisiting the original
position was high.

To evaluate the impact of the swap event on the agent’s pol-
icy, we used the Jensen-Shannon divergence (DJS) between
the probability distribution over the locations associated with
the four objects that the agent consumed at the end of the
episode in the swap and no swap conditions. Basically, DJS
scores between 0 (i.e., the two distributions are identical) and
1 (i.e. the two distributions are maximally different). Like-
wise, we measured DJS to study how the swaps would affect
the IBL observers’ prediction about the agents’ behavior.

Results. Fig 5 shows the performance of each of the three
types of agents: Random, RL and IBL agents (100 differ-
ent agents of each type). As we observed, IBL agents out-
perform the RL and Random agents in distinguishing the ab-

sence and the presence of the swap event when it is visible to
the agent (dis≤ 2) (solid line section between swap distance
1 and 2). In particular, when the swap event occurs within the
agents’ view, the IBL model shows a larger divergence score
DJS(swap,¬swap), given that the probability distribution of
the agent’s behavior in swap and no swap events is expected
to be different. When dist > 2, by contrast, the swap event is
invisible to the agent (dot lines), and hence the agent is unable
to recognize the difference between swap and no swap events,
leading DJS(swap,¬swap) to be close to 0. Evidently, the
Random agents completely fail to differentiate between these
two events since its DJS is small and nearly constant regard-
less the swap distance.

Fig 5 further reports the results obtained from the IBL ob-
server, when observing 100 agents for each type of Random,
RL, IBL agents in terms of DJS. The IBL observers can make
the predictions that qualitatively resemble the RL and IBL
agents’ true behaviors. This, however, does not hold for the
Random agents since when the swap occurred but not visible
to the agents, the Random agents still were less likely to turn
back to the original location due to their random characteris-
tics. As a result, the IBL observer mistakenly learned that the
agents saw the swap so they moved away, which results in the
increase of DJS.

Finally, we measured the differences between the predic-
tions of the IBL observer about the agents’ behavior in terms
of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The RMSE in predict-
ing the Random, RL and IBL agents’ actions is 0.242, 0.071
and 0.048, respectively. The result corroborates our hypothe-
sis that the IBL observer can provide better predictions about
the IBL agents than other agents.

Conclusions
We introduce CogToM, that uses a cognitive model gener-
ated from IBLT (Gonzalez et al., 2003) to demonstrate the
development of ToM from observation of actions of acting
agents. This is an advancement over current models of ToM,
given that IBL models are cognitively plausible and rely of a
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generic theory of decisions from experience. Standard com-
putational models of ToM often make unrealistic assumptions
about the rationality of the agents (Baker et al., 2017) and re-
quire of complex architectures or complex Machine Learning
approaches (Rabinowitz et al., 2018).

We demonstrate a memory-based inference process that
uses simple cognitive mechanisms derived from theoretical
principles of human cognition. The advantages of using a
theoretically-grounded approach are that we are able to ex-
plain human inductive learning processes without the need of
relying on unrealistic assumptions of human rationality, large
amounts of data, or complex models.

Results from our experiments illustrate the ability of the
IBL observer to predict next action, beliefs and false beliefs in
novel situations after minimal observations of the actions of
other agents. Interestingly, an IBL observer is able to predict
false beliefs of an IBL agent better than the false beliefs of
random and RL agents. Given the recognized ability of IBL
models to replicate human behavior (Gonzalez & Dutt, 2011;
Gonzalez, 2013; Hertwig, 2015; Lejarraga et al., 2012), this
result suggests the IBL model would be able to predict the
acting agents’ beliefs and actions in similar ways as humans
would, although this demonstration is left for future research.
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Abstract
Having cancer is often described metaphorically as a battle
(“my fight against cancer”) or as a journey (“my path through
cancer treatment”). Previous experimental work has demon-
strated that these metaphors can influence people’s reason-
ing and emotional inferences about experiences with cancer
(Hendricks, Demjén, Semino, & Boroditsky, 2018; Hauser &
Schwarz, 2019). However, it is currently unknown how the
use of these metaphorical frames translates into behavioral
changes, such as the likelihood and magnitude of charitable
giving. Using hand-labeled data from more than 5,000 Go-
FundMe cancer-related campaigns, we ask how a campaign’s
use of metaphor predicts several measures of donation behav-
ior beyond what other control variables predict (e.g. shares on
Facebook). We find that the presence of either metaphor fam-
ily (battle or journey) has a positive effect on campaign success
and donation behavior.
Keywords: metaphor; charitable giving; crowdfunding; can-
cer

Introduction
People frequently talk about abstract and complex experi-
ences metaphorically (Jamrozik, McQuire, Cardillo, & Chat-
terjee, 2016), which may guide how they conceptualize and
reason about those experiences (Thibodeau, Hendricks, &
Boroditsky, 2017). For example, experiences with cancer
are frequently described using at least one of two pervasive
metaphors—as a journey (“my path through cancer treat-
ment”) or as a battle (“my fight against cancer”) (Sontag,
1977; Gibbs & Franks, 2002; Bowker, 1996; Magaña &
Matlock, 2018; Semino, Demjén, Hardie, Payne, & Rayson,
2017). Previous experimental work has demonstrated that
these metaphors can influence people’s reasoning and emo-
tional inferences about experiences with cancer (Hendricks
et al., 2018; Hauser & Schwarz, 2019). However, it remains
unknown whether they impact real-world behavior.

Background
Can exposure to linguistic metaphor affect cognition?
Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) hypothesizes that
metaphors structure our knowledge of abstract concepts and
how we make meaning of them (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
This claim is corroborated by substantial evidence that dif-
ferent metaphorical frames can produce distinct understand-
ings of such concepts. For instance, Thibodeau and Borodit-
sky (2011) found that framing a city’s crime as a beast (vs. a
virus) led participants to believe in the effectiveness of fight-
ing against the crime (vs. treating the root cause). Keefer,

Landau, Sullivan, and Rothschild (2014) demonstrated that
framing depression as either space (depression as down) or
light (depression as dark) had positive effects on how effec-
tive participants believed fictional anti-depressants (such as
“Liftix” and “Illuminix”) would be in comparison to non-
metaphorical medication (such as “Effectrix”). Jia and Smith
(2013) found that personifying stock markets with an agen-
tic frame (“the New York market leaped higher”) led partic-
ipants to imagine a stronger market trajectory, compared to
a literal framing. (For an extensive review, see Thibodeau et
al. (2017).) Such evidence suggests that metaphor framing
may broadly influence our conceptualization of common life
experiences.

Within the domain of cancer, past research has demon-
strated that journey and battle metaphors may affect how in-
dividuals reason about and conceptualize the disease. For ex-
ample, Landau, Arndt, and Cameron (2018) found that battle
metaphors used to describe skin cancer can cause fear and
anxiety, and encourage preventative intentions. On the other
hand, Hauser and Schwarz (2019) found evidence that bat-
tle metaphors lead to counterproductive beliefs about the dif-
ficulty of cancer and how quickly someone with symptoms
should seek medical attention. Hendricks et al. (2018) iden-
tified distinct emotional implications of battle and journey
metaphors, finding that journey metaphors led people to per-
ceive cancer more optimistically. Finally, theoretical work
by Reisfield and Wilson (2004) contrasted journey and battle
cancer metaphors, arguing that while journey metaphors are
more peaceful, they still convey cancer’s gravity.

Despite the well-theorized and growing evidence for the
role of metaphor in thought, and on cancer specifically,
thought may not necessarily translate into action. Current
evidence focuses largely on the effects of metaphor fram-
ing on reasoning and perception, and has not yet identified
whether and how these changes in conceptualization trans-
late into real-world behavioral changes. We address this gap
through the study of one common type of real-world behav-
ior tied specifically to cancer: charitable giving. Charitable
donations allow us to quantify (through individuals’ donation
propensity, donation amounts, etc.) the influence of metaphor
on where one chooses to allocate one’s resources. This builds
upon other related work (e.g. Landau et al., 2018; Hauser &
Schwarz, 2019), by attempting to identify actual behavioral
changes, rather than intended or hypothetical action.
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Crowdfunding and donation behavior
In our effort to fill this gap, we measure the success of crowd-
funding campaigns as a function of metaphor usage. Crowd-
funding, the process of accumulating funds through many
small donations, has grown significantly in the past decade
(Short, Ketchen Jr, McKenny, Allison, & Ireland, 2017). Pre-
vious research has discovered links between crowdfunding
campaign success and various predictors, for example, the so-
cial distance between donors and recipients (Agrawal, Catal-
ini, & Goldfarb, 2015) and the fundraiser’s passion toward
the campaign (Li, Chen, Kotha, & Fisher, 2017).

Cancer-focused crowdfunding campaigns are extremely
common, given the often rapid progression of the disease and
expense of treatment. Indeed, as of 2020, one crowdfund-
ing platform, GoFundMe, claims to have raised over $650
million annually for medical fundraising, which makes up
one-third of their campaigns (GoFundMe, 2020). Crucially,
crowdfunding campaigns offer an interpretable set of vari-
ables that allow us to quantify relationships between donation
behavior and the language used in a campaign—specifically,
the metaphors used to describe an individual’s cancer experi-
ence. Jointly, the extensive independent work on crowdfund-
ing, cancer experiences, metaphorical framing, and charita-
ble donation psychology make the success of cancer-related
crowdfunding campaigns a promising measure of social be-
havior that may be affected by metaphor.

Current work
This study investigated the relationship between the usage
and presence of metaphor and donation behavior in online
crowdfunding campaigns. It addresses three main questions,
and three secondary points.

First, does the presence of at least one battle or journey
metaphor predict the success of a campaign? One would
expect under CMT and the literature on metaphor framing
that campaigns which present a cancer appeal metaphorically
will recruit mappings derived through embodied experience.
The difference in a reader’s ability to grasp or relate to the
metaphor target given a metaphorical or a literal appeal may
indeed have an impact on people’s willingness to change their
behavior (Flusberg, Matlock, & Thibodeau, 2017).

Second, does donation behavior change when narratives
mix metaphors? Gibbs and Franks (2002) claim that multiple
metaphors are necessary to understand the different aspects
of illness, treatment, and healing. Perhaps readers under-
stand, sympathize with, and donate more when narratives use
a combination of metaphors. Conversely, mixed metaphors
may cause confusion or hinder comprehension. Ceccarelli
(2004) argues that although mixed metaphors may thoroughly
convey the target concept, less apt metaphors can also detract
from the more apt metaphor’s rich associations.

Third, does one metaphor family influence donation be-
havior differently than the other? Previous work on battle
and journey metaphors offers conflicting predictions. Battle
metaphors may encourage people to act, but they also may

encourage a fatalistic mindset, degrading one’s perspectives
on preventative measures (Hauser & Schwarz, 2019). Battle
metaphors may also overemphasize the physical and biolog-
ical aspects of cancer, while ignoring the psychological and
social aspects (Nie et al., 2016). On the other hand, jour-
ney metaphors may highlight the many possibilities one may
face during one’s experience and avoid concepts such as win-
ning, losing, and failing (Reisfield & Wilson, 2004). Journey
metaphors may also lead people to have a more optimistic
outlook towards eventual healing (Hendricks et al., 2018).
However, journey metaphors may be less motivating or per-
suasive than battle metaphors. Overall, battle metaphors may
potentially incite charitable action at the expense of encour-
aging fatalism and conveying undesirable features; journey
metaphors may convey an auspicious situation, yet fail to mo-
tivate donors.

Even within each metaphor family, we might expect cam-
paign success to depend on how the metaphors are used.
First, more rather than fewer metaphors within a campaign
narrative may make the narrative more vivid or cumula-
tively construct a more complex mental image (Werth, 1994;
Ortony, 1975). Further, some metaphors are more conven-
tional than others. As metaphors become more conventional,
there is a gradual shift in how they are processed (Bowdle
& Gentner, 2005; Desai, Binder, Conant, Mano, & Seiden-
berg, 2011; Cardillo, Watson, Schmidt, Kranjec, & Chatter-
jee, 2012). Consequently, novel metaphors, which generally
elicit stronger neural and affective signatures, may be more
compelling. Lastly, metaphorical frames may more effec-
tively structure conceptualizations when the frame is intro-
duced at the beginning of the stimulus, compared to the end
(Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011).

Methods

Data collection
We scraped real campaigns soliciting donations for cancer
treatment directly from GoFundMe. GoFundMe is a pop-
ular crowdfunding platform that hosts a wide spectrum of
campaigns, including cancer-related fundraisers. In Febru-
ary 2019, we searched the site for a set of cancer-related key-
words (e.g. leukemia, neuroblastoma, breast cancer, etc.) and
collected the resulting campaigns until we had 10,000 total
campaigns.

Each campaign was then coded for individual battle and
journey metaphors. A search for battle and journey keywords
(e.g. war, battling, path, etc.) provided fragments of cam-
paign text which were then hand-annotated as cancer-related
metaphors or not. Other well-documented cancer metaphors
were sparse: cancer as a force or natural disaster (Bowker,
1996; Gibbs & Franks, 2002) showed up fewer than 2 times
per 10,000 words. Whether a keyword was metaphorical was
coded through a process similar to Steen’s (2010) procedure.
For each potential metaphor, we manually inspected and de-
termined its contextual meaning. If a more concrete mean-
ing could be found and the unit’s intended target was can-
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cer, then the unit was deemed metaphorical. This ensured
that nonspecific (“my journey through life”) and unrelated
metaphors (“he fought the insurance company”) were labeled
correctly as not examples of cancer metaphors. An exemplary
metaphorical battle phrase was “This is one fight that no one
prepares for” and an exemplary metaphorical journey phrase
was “My mother has a very long hard journey ahead of her.”
After annotating, we limited campaigns to those launched in
2013 or later and originating from the US. This produced a
total of 5,309 annotated campaigns in the final dataset. Bat-
tle metaphors occurred about 3.2 times per 1,000 words, and
journey metaphors about 0.8 times per 1,000 words. For com-
parison, Semino, Demjén, Demmen, et al. (2017) found pa-
tients in an online forum used violence metaphors 1.8 times
per 1,000 words and journey metaphors 1.5 times per 1,000
words.

Variables

Dependent measures Campaign success was operational-
ized in three ways: the number of donors who contributed to
the campaign (Number of Donors), the campaign’s average
donation per donor (Mean Donation), and whether the cam-
paign met its funding goal (Success). Number of Donors was
modeled as a truncated Negative Binomial distributed random
variable to account for count data greater than zero with un-
equal dispersion and mean parameters. Mean Donation was
log-transformed and modeled with a linear regression to ac-
count for the positive, continuous nature of mean donations.
Success was modeled with an unregularized logistic regres-
sion.

Covariates To measure the effect of metaphor, we con-
trolled for a number of covariates. Prior work has identified
factors that significantly influenced charitable giving, includ-
ing the campaign’s funding goal (Gleasure & Feller, 2016),
number of words in the main text (Gleasure & Feller, 2016),
campaign launch month (Ekström, 2018), number of photos
and videos present on the page (Courtney, Dutta, & Li, 2017),
number of Facebook friends of the campaign owner (Mollick,
2014), number of shares on Facebook (Agrawal et al., 2015),
and number of campaign updates (Xu et al., 2014). We also
identified several other factors a priori, including launch day
of the week, launch year, fundraising duration, and inferred
cancer type. Continuous variables were scaled; those with
a meaningful zero were divided by one standard deviation,
whereas those without a meaningful zero were centered then
divided by two standard deviations (see Gelman, 2008).

We controlled for these covariates in case they were con-
founded with metaphor use. For instance the number of
words in the main text could correlate with metaphor us-
age. For example, Littlemore, Krennmayr, Turner, and Turner
(2014) found that as the proficiency of English second lan-
guage learners increased, so did the density of metaphors in
their writing. It is not implausible that authors with greater
English proficiency would write longer and more elaborate
crowdfunding campaigns, producing a relationship between

Figure 1: This analysis compared subsets of the full dataset:
literal campaigns, campaigns which only use battle or journey
metaphors, and campaigns which use both metaphors. All
predictors were binary except for Journey Specific and Battle
Specific. Open circles denote the negative class(es); filled cir-
cles denote the positive class(es); semi-circles denote partial
inclusion of campaigns in that class.

metaphor presence and text length. Indeed, within our data,
campaigns that include either battle or journey metaphors
have a significantly higher average number of words in the
main text (M = 401.2) than literal campaigns (M = 257.4),
t(5497.4) = 24.2, p < 0.001.

Predictors of interest We were first interested in the over-
all effect of metaphor presence on donation behavior. The
variable Any Metaphor represented whether the campaign
included at least one battle or journey metaphor. Yet, this
may conflate the individual effects of journey and battle
metaphors. Thus, the Only Journey and Only Battle (B) vari-
ables represented whether the campaign contained only jour-
ney or only battle metaphors, respectively. To measure the
effect of using mixed metaphors, the Mixed Metaphors vari-
able represented whether a campaign included either both
metaphor families, or neither.

To align our work with the literature that has contrasted
battle and journey metaphors, we compared campaigns which
used only battle metaphors with those that used only journey
metaphors. The Only Battle (A) variable was used to make
this distinction. See Fig 1 for a visualization of which cam-
paigns were included in Only Battle (A) and Only Battle (B).

We also tested for effects contingent on how metaphors
were employed. We first examined the influence of metaphor
prominence on campaign success with the Journey Salience
and Battle Salience variables. These two predictors rep-
resented the ratio of metaphorical keywords (within each
metaphor family) to the total number of words within each
campaign. For example, an appeal with 100 total words and
five metaphorical journey keywords would have a Journey
Salience of 0.05.
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Table 1: Categories of variables included in the analyses.

Dependent
Variables Covariates

Predictors of
Interest

Number of
Donors

Mean Donation
Success

Funding Goal
Narrative Length
Duration
Cancer type
Faceboook Shares
Facebook Friends
Updates
Photos
Day of Week
Month

Any Metaphor
Mixed Metaphors
Only Journey
Only Battle
Journey Salience
Battle Salience
Journey Rarity
Battle Rarity
Journey Earliness
Battle Earliness

The conventionality, or rarity, of metaphors in the appeal
may also affect donation behavior. To account for this, we
define Journey Rarity and Battle Rarity over each campaign;
both were sums of the rarities of the metaphorical keywords
used in each campaign. First, let M f be the number of dif-
ferent keywords in the f metaphor family. The rarity for the
f metaphor family of the nth campaign is the sum of each
metaphorical keyword’s count in the campaign, Cni , weighted
by Wi, f . This weight is the scaled, inverse term frequency of
the ith keyword across all documents. Thus, rarity for the f
metaphor family of the nth campaign is:

Rn, f =
M f

∑
i=1

Wi, f ×Cni where Wi, f =

(
Ci

Tf

)−r

where r is the scaling constant (we use r = 0.4) and Tf is
the total number of metaphorical keywords within the family.
This is analogous to TF-IDF, but places less weight on infre-
quent terms. To reify this idea, consider two campaigns: the
first employs one metaphorical use of “enemy” (e.g. “Can-
cer was Jennifer’s worst enemy”) and the second employs
two metaphorical uses of “beating” (e.g. “He has steadily
been beating cancer. . . Beating this disease is all he wants.”).
From the corpus, we know a priori that Wenemy,battle = 8.2 and
Wbeating,battle = 3.2, therefore R1,battle = 8.2 and R2,battle =
3.2×2 = 6.4.

Finally, how soon metaphors are introduced in an appeal
may influence donation behavior. We define the Journey and
Battle Earliness variables, which were the relative positions
of the first metaphors within each campaign. For example, if
the first journey metaphor in a campaign of 100 total words
occurs at the 20th word, then Journey Earliness for this cam-
paign would be 0.2. In Fig 1, Salience, Rarity, and Earliness
were collapsed into the Journey Specific and Battle Specific
categories.

Variable selection We addressed the questions introduced
above using a series of nested model comparisons. For
each question, we subset the data to include only relevant

campaigns, then fit base models for each dependent vari-
able (Number of Donors, Mean Donation, Success) includ-
ing all of the non-metaphorical covariates and random ef-
fects. The final base models for each question were deter-
mined using backward stepwise regression to eliminate in-
significant, non-metaphorical covariates. We then included
each metaphor predictor of interest and asked whether the ad-
dition of that predictor improved the model fit (as measured
by a log-likelihood ratio test over the difference in model de-
viance). The only random effect present was an intercept-
only effect of year, since we did not exhaust all possible years
that campaigns could be published. Models were built with
lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, Walker, et al., 2014) in the R
framework (R Core Team, 2018).

Results
We report the log-likelihood ratio tests for each model com-
parison, and when useful, the coefficient and 95% Wald con-
fidence interval. For an overview of which subsets of cam-
paigns were included in each question’s analysis, see Fig 1.

Does the presence of any metaphor influence campaign
success? To identify the effect of any metaphor on cam-
paign success, we compared full models including a fixed
effect of Any Metaphor to models omitting only this term.
All 5,309 campaigns were used in the analysis (with 3,116
in the positive class of Any Metaphor). A significant main
effect was revealed with the inclusion of Any Metaphor
for Number of Donors [β = 0.14, CI (0.09, 0.19), χ2(1) =
35.1, p < 0.001] and Mean Donation [β = 0.11, CI (0.08,
0.13), χ2(1) = 60, p < 0.001]. Model fit was marginally
improved for Success [β = 0.15, CI (-0.01, 0.32), χ2(1) =
3.3, p = 0.07]. See Fig 2 for the residuals of the model omit-
ting Any Metaphor, which shows the model fit improvement
made possible by adding Any Metaphor.

Does the presence of a specific metaphor influence cam-
paign success? To identify the effects of each specific
metaphor family on campaign success, we fit full models
including either Only Journey or Only Battle (B). The for-
mer set of models included 2,643 campaigns that used ei-
ther only journey metaphors or no metaphors at all (450
were in the positive class of Only Journey). The latter in-
cluded 4,201 campaigns that used only battle metaphors or
no metaphors at all (2,008 were in the positive class of Only
Battle (B)). The inclusion of Only Journey significantly im-
proved model fit for Number of Donors [β = 0.12, CI (0.03,
0.20), χ2(1) = 7.8, p < 0.01] and Mean Donation [β = 0.09,
CI (0.04, 0.14), χ2(1) = 12.8, p < 0.001], but not Success
[χ2(1) = 1.0, p = 0.32]. The inclusion of Only Battle (B)
significantly improved model fit for Number of Donors [β =
0.11, CI (0.06, 0.16), χ2(1) = 16.5, p< 0.001] and Mean Do-
nation [β = 0.10, CI (0.07, 0.13), χ2(1) = 43.7, p < 0.001],
but not Success [χ2(1) = 1.6, p = 0.21].

Does the presence of both metaphors influence campaign
success? To identify the effect of mixed metaphors on cam-
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Figure 2: Residual distributions for two metaphor predictors
of interest (left: Any Metaphor, right: Only Battle (A)), for
two base models that didn’t include the metaphor predictor
of interest. Including the predictors captured the residual de-
viance made apparent by the gap between standard error bars.

paign success, we compared full models including a fixed ef-
fect of Mixed Metaphor to models omitting this term. The
2,851 campaigns with either both metaphors or neither were
used, with 658 in the positive class of Mixed Metaphors.
The inclusion of Mixed Metaphors significantly improved
model fit for Number of Donors [β = 0.18, CI (0.10, 0.26),
χ2(1) = 20.3, p < 0.001] and Mean Donation [β = 0.10,
CI (0.06, 0.15), χ2(1) = 19.3, p < 0.001]. Model fit was
marginally improved for Success given the addition of the
Mixed Metaphors variable [χ2(1) = 2.9, p = 0.09].

Does campaign success vary between metaphors? We
also asked whether campaign success varied between the
metaphor families. The analysis was limited to campaigns
with either only battle metaphors or only journey metaphors;
there were 2,458 such campaigns in total, with 2,008 in the
positive class of Only Battle (A). Neither models for Number
of Donors, Mean Donation, nor Success fit significantly better
when Only Battle (A) was added [all χ2(1)< 1.0]. See Fig 2
for the residuals of the model omitting only Battle (A), which
shows the model fit would hardly be improved by including
the variable.

Does the way metaphors are deployed influence campaign
success? Finally, we were interested in how the way each
metaphor was used influenced campaign outcomes. First,
using only campaigns that contained at least one journey
metaphor, we compared full models for each dependent vari-
able including fixed effects for Journey Salience, Journey
Rarity, and Journey Earliness to models omitting these. In
total, 1,108 campaigns were included in these first analyses.
Model fit for Number of Donors was not significantly im-
proved with Journey Salience [χ2(1) = 1.4, p = 0.23], Jour-
ney Rarity [χ2(1)< 1.0], or Journey Earliness [χ2(1)< 1.0].
Fit for Mean Donation was not significantly improved with
Journey Salience [χ2(1) = 1.1, p= 0.30] or Journey Earliness

[χ2(1)< 1.0], although it was improved with Journey Rarity
[β = 0.05, CI (0.01, 0.09), χ2(1) = 5.9, p = 0.02]. Fit for
Success was not significantly improved with Journey Salience
[χ2(1) < 1.0], Journey Rarity [χ2(1) < 1.0], or Journey Ear-
liness [χ2(1) = 2.4, p = 0.12].

Second, using only campaigns that contained at least one
battle metaphor, we compared full models for each dependent
variable including fixed effects for Battle Salience, Battle
Rarity, and Battle Earliness to models omitting these. In total,
2,666 campaigns were included in these analyses. Model fit
for Number of Donors was significantly improved with Bat-
tle Rarity [β = 0.07, CI (0.01, 0.12), χ2(1) = 5.4, p = 0.02],
but not with Battle Salience [χ2(1) < 1.0] or Battle Earli-
ness [χ2(1) = 2.0, p = 0.16]. Fit for Mean Donation was
not improved by the addition of Battle Salience [χ2(1) =
2.0, p= 0.16], Battle Rarity [χ2(1)< 1.0], or Battle Earliness
[χ2(1) < 1.0]. Fit for Success was not improved with Battle
Salience [χ2(1)< 1.0], Battle Rarity [χ2(1) = 1.9, p = 0.16],
or Battle Earliness [χ2(1) = 2.7, p = 0.10].

Discussion
Across a large number of crowdfunding campaigns, we ana-
lyzed the correlation between donation behavior and patterns
of metaphor usage. We focused on donations for cancer ap-
peals, which often use well-documented metaphors, because
of the lack of naturalistic evidence for metaphor’s influence
on a real-world behavior, like charitable giving.

The results suggest that campaigns that use at least one
metaphor family—regardless of whether it is a journey or
battle—attract about 15% more donors and about 11% larger
average donations. For comparison, in the same models, an
increase in goal amount (a significant non-metaphorical co-
variate) was associated with about 37% more donors and
13% larger mean donations. It may be the case that read-
ers’ understanding of the gravity of cancer relies on being
guided by a more familiar, experience derived mapping. This
is supported by the fact that campaigns which only used
journey metaphors and campaigns which only used battle
metaphors were also associated with increases in both the
number of donors and the average donation. Metaphors may
not only be a conceptual guide, but, according to work in
persuasive communication and social pragmatics, they may
influence donors’ perceptions of the patient and the author.
Reinsch Jr (1974) suggested that figurative language affects
the speaker’s perceived credibility by increasing their per-
ceived authoritativeness. This may have an impact on how
people donate their money: higher credibility is known to en-
courage individuals to donate to online medical fundraisers
(Kim, Kong, Karahalios, Fu, & Hong, 2016). However, the
link between metaphor presence and judgements of credibil-
ity is still disputed (Sopory & Dillard, 2002). Metaphor’s
effect on donor behavior may also be attributed to models of
illness being shared between the author and the donor, which
could influence how donors resonate with and understand the
appeal. Through spoken metaphors, Coreil, Wilke, and Pin-
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tado (2004) identified shared models of illness that breast
cancer patients used in a support group. Ideally, knowing
the donor’s past relationships with cancer and their models
of illness could help differentiate this explanation. All to-
gether, there appears to be a strong correlation between the
likelihood and magnitude of charitable giving and the pres-
ence of a metaphorical frame. This effect may be the result of
metaphors structuring donors’ conceptualizations about can-
cer, but other social and cultural influences may be contribut-
ing to the persuasiveness of the metaphors used.

The lack of relationship between donor behavior and the
family of metaphor suggests, like Flusberg, Matlock, and Thi-
bodeau (2018) claimed, that idiosyncrasies may prevent one
metaphor from being universally more apt. Some donors may
respond more positively to battle metaphors, other to jour-
ney metaphors. As Fetterman, Bair, Werth, Landkammer,
and Robinson (2016) argue, it is unsurprising that individ-
ual differences may impact the function of each metaphor
family. To increase donor generosity across many individ-
uals, it may help to mix both journey and battle metaphors.
We see a strong correlation between campaign success and
mixed metaphors. This is consistent with Gibbs and Franks’s
(2002) proposal that understanding the full impact of cancer
benefits from the combined contributions of multiple differ-
ent metaphors.

The way campaign owners and patients employ these
metaphors (which metaphor family they use, using uncon-
ventional metaphors, etc.) does not appear to reliably guide
behavioral responses in the data we report here. Contrary to
Werth (1994), who suggested that sustained metaphors across
a text would positively affect mental conceptualizations, we
find no relation between the salience of metaphors and cam-
paign success. Furthermore, according to Thibodeau and
Boroditsky (2011), we would expect metaphors introduced
earlier in the narrative to structure the donor’s conceptual-
ization more, helping donors make meaning out of the ap-
peal. Not finding this effect may be the result of donors’
careful consideration of the entire text in their decision to re-
linquish their money; or perhaps framing in the context of
cancer doesn’t act in the way it does for crime, where the
remaining narrative is framed by the initial metaphor.

This analysis is limited by being correlational in nature.
Future work will test if metaphor presence exhibits a causal
relationship with donation behavior by manipulating the pres-
ence or absence of metaphors in an experimental context.
Future work may also benefit from measuring the cognitive
complexity of the natural crowdfunding appeals, which may
influence, for example, donors’ perceptions of the worthiness
of the campaign.

Conclusion
The way we frame certain experiences through metaphors
may influence not only our conceptualizations, but also our
actions. In this work, we presented the first large-scale analy-
sis of the relationship between metaphor “in the wild” and

real-world behavior. Using over 5,000 cancer-related Go-
FundMe campaigns, we identified a significant role of jour-
ney and battle metaphor frames in predicting both the number
of donors and average amount donated. Overarching concep-
tual metaphors may guide how donors make meaning of the
appeal, the patient, and their cancer; and in turn, they may
influence donor behavior.
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Euphemism and Gender: A Computational Inquiry
Anna Kapron-King

University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Yang Xu
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

Euphemisms are a part of language which enable the discussion of taboo topics, without directly naming those taboos.
Previous work suggests that women use euphemisms more than men do. However, there has been no quantitative attempt
to test this proposal. We develop a simple computational method to investigate whether men and women use euphemism
differently in the Canadian Hansard and US Congressional datasets. For a set of taboo-euphemism pairs (e.g. died-passed
away), we computed the relative frequency of the euphemism in speech from female and male speakers. Preliminary
evidence from these two political datasets show that women do use the euphemistic expressions more than men do, but
they also use the taboo expressions more. Future work should investigate whether the same pattern holds in data from
different domains.
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Predicting Difficulty with Learning in the Mathematics Classroom: The
Usefulness of Heart Rate Variability

Kathryn deVries
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Abstract

Mathematical thinking and learning are negatively affected by adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), which have been
shown to impact school attendance, behavioral issues, and achievement of grade-level standards of a variety of academic
subjects (Blodgett & Lanigan, 2018). ACEs are often linked to permanent physiological changes to the nervous system in
a dose-response relationship (Dube, Felitti, Dong, Giles, & Anda, 2003). Laboratory studies have identified physiological
indicators–such as heart rate variability–which can point to students who may have unique learning needs, but this has not
yet been tested in a classroom setting, where students learning needs may be amplified (Smith, Thayer, Khalsa, & Lane,
2017). In this study we use sport watches to explore the value of measuring heart rate variability of students while they
are in the classroom to predict those who may need support to optimize learning in math class.
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Dynamics of spatio-temporal scope of attention: Temporal Correlations in
reaction time data

Devpriya Kumar
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, India

Akanksha Malik
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India

Abstract

Recent studies have emphasized on the idea that attention is a multi-faceted phenomenon that emerges from interaction
between a number of different selection-based processes, and is influenced both by the expectations from the environment
as well as the constrains of the underlying cognitive system. Dynamical system approach enables us to look at temporal
structure of behavior and talk about the underlying system. With help of three experiments, the study looks at how the
temporal structure of reaction time is influenced by predictability of the environment as well as the task , manipulating both
spatial scope of attention as well as temporal scope of attention. Reaction time of participant is treated as a time-series and
Hurst component is estimated to measure nature of long-range temporal correlations. Results show an interaction between
task-demands and predictability of the environment on LRTC, suggesting that task-related constraints and environmental
constraints are handled by interdependent processes.
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Evidence for representation of symbolic associations and Negation logical operator
in 4 mo old infants

Milad Ekramnia
Neurospin, Gif sur Yvette, il de france, France

Ghislaine Dehaene
neurospin, Gif Sur Yvette, France

Abstract

In experiment 1 in an EEG-ERP design we showed 4 mo-old infants who are trained on 2 associations strictly in label
to object direction and 2 other associations in the opposite direction can retain these representations bi-directionally, as
opposed to several other species failing on this task (Urcuioli, 2015), suggesting that the label-object associations are
acquired symbolically in early infancy. In Experiment 2 infants were home trained on four label-object associations as
in Exp 1 and then received a brief familiarization that when the labels precede a pseudo-word, the upcoming object can
be any except the one originally matched with that label. Results suggest that infants discriminate between incongruent
and congruent applications of this negation pseudoword on a novel label and can furthermore generalize to new objects as
evidenced by the patterns of their EEG-ERP responses, providing a first direct evidence for negation in early infancy.
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Cognitive offloading increases false recall.
Xinyi Lu
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Abstract

Offloading to-be-remembered information is a ubiquitous memory strategy, yet in relying on external memory stores,
our ability to recall from internal memory is often diminished. In the present investigation, we examine how offloading
impacts true and false recall. Across three preregistered experiments, participants studied and wrote word lists that were
each strongly associated with an unstudied critical word. We compared recall in the offloading condition (i.e., when they
expected to have access to their written lists during recall) with a no-offloading condition (i.e., when they did not expect
to have access to their written lists during recall). In the absence of the written external stores, offloading decreased true
recall of the presented words while increasing false recall for the unpresented critical words. Results are discussed in terms
of offloadings differential effects on the formation of gist and verbatim traces during encoding.
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The early cue catches the word: how gesture supports cross-situational word
learning

Rachael W Cheung
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Calum Hartley
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Padraic Monaghan
Lancaster University , Lancaster, Lancashire, United Kingdom

Abstract

Gesture is important for language acquisition, but how gesture and its temporal aspects integrate with other information
is not fully known. We manipulated referential ambiguity, and the availability and timing of a deictic gesture during
training on a word-learning task with adults to assess how gestural cues alter learning when tested on those words. We
demonstrate that the presence of a gestural cue during training in a condition with two potential referents can reduce
referential ambiguity sufficiently to produce performance at test similar to a condition with only one referent. We further
show that learners demonstrate better performance at test with gestures that occur prior to, rather than after, the verbal
label in training. Gesture during learning thus appears better at predicting, rather than confirming the referent. These
results offer insight into how cues can facilitate the disambiguation of meaning during word learning. Pre-registration:
https://osf.io/exq7d/?view only=8b28001e56404ff79c2258f3b66d7474 Keywords: word learning; language acquisition;
multiple cues; gestures; temporal; word-referent mapping
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Abstract 
How does individual-level variation in experience and 
knowledge influence neural mechanisms recruited during real-
time language comprehension? We used event-related brain 
potentials (ERPs) combined with lateralized visual 
presentations of critical sentence-final words to examine 
asymmetries in hemispheric processing as individuals who 
varied in their knowledge of the fictional world of Harry Potter 
(HP) read sentences about general topics / HP. HP sentence 
endings were either contextually supported, unrelated 
anomalies, or semantically related anomalies. Amongst HP 
“experts,” both hemispheres were sensitive to contextual 
support, but only the right hemisphere (RH) was sensitive to 
the related anomaly manipulation. The exact pattern of results 
depended on the relationship (categorical vs event). Our 
findings are in line with accounts on which the left hemisphere 
(LH) activates narrow/specific semantic contents and the RH 
activates a broader range. We tentatively hypothesize that 
content experts may exploit these hemispheric differences in 
scope of activation.  

Keywords: real-time language processing; ERPs; knowledge; 
individual differences; hemispheric asymmetries 

Introduction 
A major goal of cognitive science is to understand how 
experiences in the world interact with neural systems to shape 
human thinking and behavior. Critical to this aim is an 
understanding of how variation in experience may shape 
information processing, such as that in each of the two 
cerebral hemispheres. Despite the apparent import, little 
attention has been paid to how individual differences in 
experience and knowledge may shape the rapid, cascading 
processes involved in information processing, for example, 
during reading or listening to language in real time, in either 
hemisphere. The present study combines a detailed 
examination of individual differences in a knowledge domain 
with the study of how the two hemispheres contribute to 
meaning construction during real-time comprehension.  

Access to world knowledge is a strong determinant of 
various aspects of sentence comprehension, with such 
knowledge guiding individuals as they process words in real 
time, incrementally and even anticipatorily (e.g., Kamide, 
Altmann, & Haywood, 2003; Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, & 
Petersson, 2004). World knowledge, gleaned from 
experience, is likely to vary substantially from person to 
person. Investigations of language processing have largely 
neglected such variability, instead focusing on general 
cognitive abilities (reviewed in Boudewyn, 2015), such as 
working memory (e.g., Kim, Oines, & Miyake, 2018), 

cognitive control (e.g., Boudewyn, Long, & Swaab, 2015), 
and language proficiency (e.g., Pakulak & Neville, 2010).  

Recent studies have aimed to fill this gap by focusing on a 
restricted domain of knowledge, the narrative world of Harry 
Potter, combined with event-related brain potential studies of 
reading. In Troyer and Kutas (2018), participants read 
sentences that were variously about general topics or about 
the narrative world of HP. The focus was on N400 amplitude 
(i.e., negative-going potentials peaking ~400 ms after the 
onset of a meaningful stimulus), which is notably sensitive to 
semantic manipulations, including the extent to which a word 
is supported by (or predictable from) a sentence context. 
Replicating a large number of studies (reviewed in Kutas & 
Federmeier, 2011), contextually supported words in control 
sentences elicited reduced N400 potentials compared to 
contextually unsupported words—regardless of individuals’ 
degree of HP knowledge. By contrast, for HP sentences, the 
N400 effect of contextual support was dependent on 
individual-level HP knowledge, such that individuals with 
the greatest degree of knowledge showed the largest 
reductions in amplitude for contextually supported words, 
and individuals with little HP knowledge showed little to no 
difference between contextually supported vs. unsupported 
words. These findings provided the first empirical evidence 
that degree of domain knowledge can have a near-immediate 
influence on understanding contextually supported words in 
written sentences. 

A subtler probe of the nature of the semantic contents 
involved in understanding language in real time has been the 
so-called related anomaly paradigm, in which individuals 
read sentences containing a word that is contextually 
inappropriate or anomalous but is somehow related to the 
sentence context or the most likely continuation. Federmeier 
and Kutas (1999a) used this paradigm to examine the extent 
to which individuals activate specific information that is 
shared between a predictable sentence continuation and 
another word from the same basic-level category. For 
example, in a sentence setting up an expectation for the word 
palms, participants might instead encounter pines (from the 
same category, trees) or tulips (from a different category, 
flowers). They found that N400 amplitudes were largest for 
between-category violations, smallest for expected 
continuations, and intermediate for within-category 
violations, supporting the claim that individuals rapidly 
(pre-)activate semantic features of the potentially upcoming 
predictable word. 

Related anomaly paradigms coupled with ERP recordings 
have demonstrated that the brain is rapidly sensitive to 
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different sorts of conceptual knowledge relevant for sentence 
processing (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Metusalem et al., 2012; 
Amsel et al., 2015; Rommers, Meyer, Praamstra, & Huettig, 
2013). Metusalem and colleagues (2012), for example, 
examined the use of generalized knowledge about events in 
real-time sentence processing. People read short vignettes 
about various events, such as a hiking up a mountain, 
including sentence continuations that were linguistically 
expected (e.g., ‘[The hikers] were awed by the view’), 
anomalous but related to the event (e.g., boots), or anomalous 
and unrelated to the event (e.g., scissors). Results were 
similar to those of Federmeier & Kutas (1999a), with N400 
potentials being largest for anomalous/unrelated words, 
smallest for expected words, and intermediate for anomalous 
but related words. Moreover, this pattern was similar in its 
timing and scalp distribution, being largest over central and 
parietal sites where N400 effects (e.g., of contextual support) 
are typically most prominent. 

Troyer and Kutas (2020) combined the individual-
differences approach (utilizing the narrative world of HP) 
with a related anomaly paradigm. They investigated HP 
sentences ending in contextually supported, unsupported but 
related, or unsupported and unrelated words. For half of the 
materials, words were from the same (fictional) category as 
the supported endings, and as a result, were believed to share 
a large number of semantic features (as in Federmeier & 
Kutas, 1999a). For the remaining half, words were related to 
the episode/event described by the sentence context (as in 
Metusalem et al., 2012). As expected, the degree to which 
related anomalies elicited reduced (i.e., more positive-going) 
N400 potentials was modulated by an individual’s degree of 
HP knowledge. This held for both types of related anomalies 
(category- and event-related). These results provided strong 
evidence that the degree to which sentential contexts cue 
relevant knowledge (e.g., category- and event-related 
information) is rapidly modulated by differences in (in this 
case, fictional) world knowledge. In other words, world 
knowledge can have an immediate impact on word-by-word 
processing. 

The ERP studies described above all used central visual 
presentation of words, one word at a time, to probe semantic 
processing during online language comprehension. As such, 
visual word-form information was available simultaneously 
to both cerebral hemispheres. However, it is well established 
that the hemispheres exhibit differences in processing of 
language and beyond. Perhaps most notably, the left 
hemisphere is critically (and perhaps even necessarily in 
typically-developing brains) involved in language 
production, while both hemispheres seem to be involved in 
language comprehension, including sensitivity to contextual 
support (e.g., Coulson, Federmeier, Van Petten, & Kutas, 
2005). The left hemisphere (LH) has been linked to 
processing narrow, specific meanings, while the right 
hemisphere (RH) has been linked to weaker but broader 
activation of multiple meanings (the so-called “coarse 
semantic coding” hypothesis; Beeman et al., 1994). As for 
timing of information, LH has been argued to activate 

information in a more punctate fashion, while RH has been 
argued to keep information available for longer retention 
periods in a recognition memory paradigm (Federmeier & 
Benjamin, 1995). Within language comprehension, 
Federmeier (2007) has argued that the LH acts in a top-down, 
predictive fashion, rapidly anticipating likely upcoming 
words, while the RH acts in a more bottom-up, integrative 
fashion. To our knowledge, no prior studies have investigated 
how individual differences in world knowledge influence the 
relative contributions of the two cerebral hemispheres to 
word processing in written sentences in real time. In the 
current study, we aim to do just this. 

To examine potential differences in how the two cerebral 
hemispheres contribute to real-time sentence comprehension, 
some researchers have used ERP reading studies combined 
with lateralized presentation of critical words. In this 
paradigm, individuals fixate centrally while critical words are 
presented ~2° to the right or left. Due to the contralateral 
organization of the human visual system, with the LH 
initially processing words from the right visual field 
(henceforth RVF), and the RH initially processing words 
from the left visual field (henceforth LVF), the lateralized 
word presentation paradigm results in initial stimulation of 
the contralateral hemisphere. This allows researchers to make 
inferences about potential differences between how the two 
cerebral hemispheres make sense of different types of 
meaningful information (reviewed in Banich, 2003). 

In a lateralized presentation version of the Federmeier & 
Kutas (1999a) paradigm, the categorical related anomaly 
effect was evidenced only with RVF/LH presentation 
(Federmeier & Kutas, 1999b) whereas the event-related 
anomalies observed in Metusalem et al. (2012) were found 
only in the LVF/RH (Metusalem, Kutas, Urbach, & Elman, 
2016). The lateralized studies therefore suggest that the 
category-related and event-related anomaly effects, 
respectively, might stem from neural mechanisms which 
involve (at least in part) different hemispheres. 

These findings seem to square with aspects of the literature 
on differences between hemispheric processing: LH has been 
hypothesized to predictively process specific semantic 
features (of the sort shared by category members) whereas 
the RH is argued to activate a broader range of semantic 
content—information that is perhaps less directly related to 
the moment of processing at hand, as in the event-related 
anomalies. If the hemispheres can indeed be said to have such 
different “modes” of processing, there may be circumstances 
in which the “mode” of one hemisphere is more useful or 
appropriate. 

We hypothesized that the two hemispheres might therefore 
be recruited during sentence processing to different degrees 
as a function of each individual’s degree of knowledge. To 
our knowledge, no prior study has investigated this. We did 
not have particular hypotheses about the precise outcomes 
with respect to degree of knowledge. Perhaps content experts, 
reading materials they know a great deal about, and with 
knowledge of many facts, are more likely to recruit LH 
“predictive” mechanisms, anticipating only very specific 
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information, and ignoring other information. Or, by contrast, 
experts, with their vast array of knowledge, may exploit the 
RH for its broad and flexible processing. It might also be the 
case that experts can make better use of both the 
hemispheres’ abilities simultaneously, with LH showing 
fine-grained prediction of only the most appropriate or 
predictable continuations, and RH being sensitive to 
(potentially a great deal of) information.  

To begin to explore these hypotheses, we combined the HP 
individual differences approach with a lateralized/visual 
hemifield paradigm, providing an extension of Troyer and 
Kutas (2020). Participants who varied in their knowledge of 
the narrative world of HP read pairs of sentences about HP 
which variously ended in contextually supported (i.e., 
correct), unsupported but related, or unsupported and 
unrelated words. They also read control sentences about 
general topics ending in contextually supported or 
unsupported words. In each case, the final (critical) word was 
presented laterally to the RVF or to the LVF, thus initially 
stimulating the LH or RH, respectively, yielding 
approximately a 10 ms advantage to the hemisphere initially 
stimulated. This difference, though small, can have 
processing consequences lasting several hundreds of 
milliseconds or more (as reviewed, in part, above). 

Across participants, and especially within HP experts, we 
expected to extend findings that both hemispheres would be 
similarly sensitive to contextual support for sentences about 
general topics, leading to reduced N400 amplitudes for 
Supported relative to Unsupported endings. That is, we 
expected that this pattern also would obtain for sentences 
from a fictional narrative world. 

With central presentation, Troyer and Kutas (2020) did not 
observe statistical differences in ERPs as a function of the 
type of related anomaly; the pattern of timing and 
morphology of each was consistent with the patterns 
observed in both Federmeier and Kutas (1999a) and 
Metusalem et al. (2012). However, paradigms using 
lateralized visual presentation suggest hemispheric 
asymmetries in processing these two semantic relationships 
(Federmeier & Kutas, 1999b; Metusalem et al., 2016). We 
therefore asked whether, either across all individuals, or 
perhaps just across high-knowledge individuals, the same 
asymmetries would obtain for categorical and event 
relationships in a fictional world. That is, we might expect to 
see related anomaly effects (i.e., reduced N400 amplitude for 
related anomalies compared to unrelated words, though not 
as reduced as for contextually supported words; i.e., a three-
way difference between conditions) in only the RVF/LH for 
categorically-related words and in only the LVF/RH for 
event-related words. 

We also asked whether there would be any changes in 
hemispheric asymmetries as a function of degree of 
knowledge. For the present purposes, we examined ERPs in 
subgroups of individuals with high and low HP knowledge, 
respectively. High-knowledge individuals might exhibit the 
pattern described above, with the LH being more sensitive to 
categorically-related information and the RH being more 

sensitive to event-related information, whereas lower-
knowledge individuals might show weaker asymmetries for 
related anomalies (or no related anomaly effects, at all). 
Regardless of the exact pattern, any reliable differences in 
how more vs. less knowledgeable individuals recruit the 
cerebral hemispheres would be a novel finding, and would 
begin to elucidate how variation in knowledge shapes neural 
processing during word-by-word sentence reading. 

Methods 

Participants 
48 right-handed students participated in the study for partial 
course credit and some monetary compensation. 

Materials 
80 Control sentence pairs (a subset of the 108 Control 
sentence pairs in Troyer & Kutas, 2018) described 
commonplace scenarios and ended in a contextually 
Supported or Unsupported (albeit plausible) word; e.g., ‘We 
had been watching the blue jay for days. The bird laid her 
eggs in the nest (Supported) / yard (Unsupported).’ 

156 HP sentence pairs (identical to those in Troyer & 
Kutas, 2020) described events and entities from the HP series 
and ended in a contextually Supported, unsupported but 
semantically Related, or unsupported and Unrelated word. 
For half, the Related word was from the same (fictional) 
category as the Supported word (as in Federmeier & Kutas, 
1999a,b). For the other half, it was related via the 
episode/event being described by the sentence pair (as in 
Metusalem et al., 2012, 2016). Category example: ‘Sybill 
Trelawney is a Hogwarts professor. She teaches Divination 
(Supported) / Transfiguration (Related) / basilisk 
(Unrelated).’ Event example: ‘Harry has a patronus. It takes 
the form of a stag (Supported) / dementor (Related) / 
Sectumsempra (Unrelated).’ See Troyer & Kutas (2020) for 
more examples and details on how HP sentences were 
constructed and normed using cloze production, behavioral 
ratings, and measures from distributed models of semantics 
trained directly on the text of the HP books. 

Experimental procedures 
Participants silently read pairs of sentences for 
comprehension, first about general topics and next about 
Harry Potter. The first sentence appeared in its entirety in the 
center of the screen. Participants pressed a button to advance 
to the second sentence, which was presented one word at a 
time with a 500 ms SOA (200 ms on, 300 ms off). Words 
flashed in the center of the screen, except for the final word, 
which was presented ~2° to the left or right of center. 
Following the ERP study, participants completed a 10-
question HP trivia quiz and a questionnaire about HP 
experience (see Troyer & Kutas, 2018, for details). We also 
collected measures of general reading experience and general 
knowledge. 
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ERP recording and data analysis 
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 26 tin 
electrodes geodesically arranged in an ElectroCap, with 
impedances kept below 5 KΩ. Recordings were referenced 
online to the left mastoid and re-referenced offline to an 
average of the left and right mastoids. EEG was recorded by 
Grass bio-amplifiers with a bandpass of .01-100 Hz at a 
sampling rate of 250 Hz. Trials contaminated by artifacts 
(e.g., eye movements or blinks) were discarded. 

Grand average ERPs to sentence-final words were 
computed across all 26 recording sites for each experiment 
and by Visual Field (Left Visual Field/LVF, Right Visual 
Field/RVF) and Ending Type (Supported, Related, 
Unrelated). For statistical analyses, our dependent variable 
was mean amplitude in a region of interest (ROI) during a 
canonical N400 time period (250-500 ms) relative to a 100 
ms pre-stimulus baseline. This ROI comprised 15 channels 
across central and parietal scalp locations, where N400 
effects are typically largest: LMFr, RMFr, LDFr, RDFr, 
LMCe, RMCe, LDCe, RDCe, MiCe, LDPa, RDPa, MiPa, 
RMOc, LMOc, MiOc. For most analyses, we used repeated 
measures ANOVA. For investigations of individual 
differences in HP knowledge, we used mixed-effects linear 
regression models with random intercepts by participant. 

Results 

Behavior: HP knowledge scores 
HP trivia quiz scores (out of 10) ranged from 1 to 10 (M = 7; 
SD = 2.26), For subgroup analyses, a median (=7) split was 
used, leading to a “high-HP-knowledge” group of 20 
participants who scored above the median (M = 9.1, SD = .85) 
and a “low-HP-knowledge” group of 17 participants who 
scored below it (M = 4.53, SD = 1.46). 

 
Fig 1. Visual N1 (100-200 ms, shaded) to Supported words 
in Control sentences at lateral occipital sites. 

 
 

 

ERPs: All participants 
We examined ERPs to Supported Endings for Control 
Sentences at left and right occipital sites (Fig 1). As expected, 
we observed larger visual N1 potentials to words presented 
contralaterally compared to ipsilaterally, consistent with 
central fixation and contralateral visual processing.  

 
Control Sentences Across participants, we observed a main 
effect of Ending Type for control sentences (p < .0001), with 
Supported endings leading to reduced N400 amplitudes 
compared to Unsupported endings, replicating many studies 
in the literature. There was no main effect of Visual Field nor 
interaction between Visual Field and Ending Type (Fig. 2, 
Control Sentences, top line). 

 
HP Sentences Across participants, as expected, we observed 
a main effect of Ending Type for HP sentences (p < .0001), 
with the largest N400 amplitude for Unrelated, smallest N400 
amplitude to Supported, and intermediate N400 amplitude to 
Related endings (all pairwise differences p < .01). These 
findings are similar to the pattern observed for central 
presentation. There was no main effect of or interaction with 
Visual Field (Fig. 2, HP Sentences, top line). 

ERPs and individual differences in HP knowledge 
Control Sentences To verify that individual participants 
would show canonical effects of contextual support for 
control sentences about general topics regardless of any 
differences in HP knowledge, we used nested linear mixed-
effects model comparisons to ask whether HP knowledge had 
any non-additive influence on effects of Visual Field or 
Ending Type. As expected, there was no influence of HP 
knowledge (p = .41). 
 
HP Sentences Model comparison of nested linear mixed 
effects models including Visual Field, Ending Type, and HP 
knowledge revealed that HP knowledge did have a non-
additive influence on N400 effects (p < .05). 

To rule out the possibility that other individual differences 
(we had measured) could better account for individual 
subject-level variability in N400 ERPs to critical words in HP 
sentences, we also tested a model that incorporated fixed 
effects of ending type, visual field, HP domain knowledge, 
general knowledge scores, and aggregate reading experience 
scores along with all possible interaction terms for each 
individual differences measure, ending type, and visual field. 
We compared this model and a nested model that included 
Visual Field, Ending Type, HP knowledge, and their 
interactions but omitted any effects of general knowledge or 
aggregate reading experiences, and found that the more 
complex model did not explain additional variance (p = .25). 
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We explored the influence of HP knowledge on effects of 
Visual Field and Ending Type more closely by focusing on 
subgroups (see below). 

ERPs: Individuals with high HP knowledge 
For individuals with high HP knowledge, we observed both 

a main effect of Ending Type (p < .0001) and a marginal (p = 
.07) interaction of Ending Type and Visual Field: high-
knowledge individuals showed the three-way difference 
between Supported, Related, and Unrelated words in the 
LVF/RH (all ps < .01), but only a two-way difference (with 
Supported words leading to reduced N400 amplitudes 
compared to Related and Unrelated words, ps < .0001) in the 
RVF/LH (Fig. 2, HP Sentences, second line). 

Because we had specific hypotheses about how each subset 
of materials might be influenced by visual field of 
presentation, we next examined items containing category-
related and event-related anomalies separately (Fig. 3). 

For the category-related items, in the RVF/LH, the pattern 
of results resembled that for the entire set of items, with 
Supported endings eliciting reduced N400 potentials 
compared to Unrelated/Related endings (ps < .01). In the 
LVF/RH, however, there was a different pattern. For 
category-related materials, there was no difference in 
amplitude between Supported and Related endings (p = .18), 
both reduced compared to Unrelated endings (ps < .01). 

For the event-related items, in the RVF/LH the pattern of 
results also resembled that for the entire set of items, with 
Supported endings eliciting reduced N400 potentials 
compared to Unrelated/Related endings (ps < .001). In the 
LVF/RH, however, the pattern differed somewhat from that 
observed across all the items, with Supported items eliciting 
reduced N400 amplitude compared to both Related and 
Unrelated Items (ps < .0001), which did not differ 
significantly from each other (p = .14). 

In sum, for these so-called HP “experts,” incorrect words 
(i.e., words that were contextually unsupported, inappropriate 
continuations) presented to the RVF/LH seemed to be 
processed similarly regardless of semantic relationship to the 
correct completion. By contrast, the LVF/RH was sensitive 
to the influence of semantic relatedness, albeit to different 
degrees for category vs. event relations. 

ERPs: Individuals with low HP knowledge 
For the subgroup of individuals with low HP knowledge, 
there was a main effect of Ending Type (with a three-way 
difference: Supported < Related < Unrelated, ps < .05) and 
no effect of or interaction with Visual Field (see Fig. 2, HP 
Sentences, third line). Within each related anomaly type 
(category, event), this pattern was the same, except for a 
marginal difference between the Unrelated and Related 
conditions (ps < .10).  

In sum, the subgroup of participants with the lowest HP 
knowledge showed a contextual support effect and a (small) 
related anomaly effect. However, there was no statistical 
evidence of hemispheric asymmetries for these participants. 

 
 
Fig 2. ERPs to critical words averaged across the ROI. 
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Fig 3. ERPs (in the ROI) to critical words by related anomaly 
type, for the high-HP-knowledge subgroup. 

ERPs: Difference waves 
We computed difference ERPs for related anomaly effects 
(Unrelated minus Related endings) to provide a clearer 
visualization of the size of such effects for each hemisphere 
by related anomaly type and HP knowledge subgroup (Fig. 
4). For the high-knowledge group, this visualization shows 
the presence of a hemispheric effect (larger related anomaly 
effect for LVF/RH compared to RVF/LH) across both types 
of related anomalies. By contrast, for the low-knowledge 
group, the statistics indicated no significant effect of 
hemisphere. However, the visualization provided in Fig. 4 
suggests the presence of the reversed effect (i.e., larger 
related anomaly effect for RVF/LH compared to LVF/RH) 
amongst the event-related anomalies. Future studies could 
investigate this further by focusing solely on event (as 
opposed to event+category) relations, increasing the number 
of event-related items and thereby increasing the power to 
detect individual differences effects. 

Discussion 
The present study was designed to investigate hemispheric 
differences in real-time semantic processing during word by 
word reading as a function of fine-grained differences in 
domain knowledge and different types of semantic 
relationships. Across participants, for sentences about 
general topics and sentences about the (fictional) world of 
Harry Potter, we observed large effects of contextual support 
on N400 amplitudes, regardless of the visual field of critical 
word presentation. That is, in the N400 time period, both 
hemispheres were sensitive to the contextual information 
about “real-world” and “fictional” situations in the sentences. 
Extending previous results with central presentation, the size 
of the effect of contextual support was modulated by degree 
of HP knowledge for HP sentences only. 

 
Fig 4. Difference waves for related anomaly effects by 
subgroup, related anomaly type, and visual field. Shaded 
region represents N400 time period (250-500 ms). 
 

One primary goal was to ask whether we would observe 
different hemispheric asymmetries for the different types of 
related anomalies in our materials. Based on the literature, we 
expected the LH to be more sensitive to categorical 
relationships and the RH more sensitive to event 
relationships. Second, we assessed whether hemispheric 
asymmetries, regardless of their exact nature, differed as a 
function of individuals’ degree of knowledge. 

We observed hemispheric asymmetries in processing of 
related anomalies in fictional sentences about HP, but only 
for the most knowledgeable individuals (scoring 80% or 
above on the HP trivia quiz). By contrast, individuals less 
knowledgeable about HP showed smaller related anomaly 
effects which were statistically indistinguishable across 
hemispheres. In the present study, we examined such effects 
on N400 amplitudes, due to their theoretical interest; 
however, we do plan to examine other time periods in 
exploratory analyses. 

With respect to the exact pattern in hemispheric 
asymmetries for the high-HP-knowledge subgroup, we found 
that the LVF/RH showed a three-way distinction between 
contextually supported, related, and unrelated words. This is 
the pattern reported for event-related anomalies in sentences 
about generalized events drawing on common world 
knowledge (Metusalem et al., 2016). By contrast, in these 
same individuals, the RVF/LH showed only a two-way 
distinction: N400 amplitudes were reduced for contextually 
supported words but large for both types of unsupported 
words, whether they were related or unrelated to the 
context/supported word. 

The exact pattern depended on the nature of the semantic 
relations, although not as attested in the literature, as both 
were limited to LVF/RH presentations. For category 
relationships, the related anomaly effect was similar in 
magnitude to the contextual support effect, with no difference 
between supported and related words, both eliciting reduced 
N400 amplitudes relative to unrelated words. For event 
relationships, there was a three-way difference between 
ending types, though the difference between related and 
unrelated words was marginal. 
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There are many differences between the sentence materials 
in the current study and those in published reports including 
related anomalies which may account for the apparent 
discrepancy in findings. Notably, the HP sentence materials 
are fictional “facts”; i.e., the sentence pairs in the Supported 
condition constitute true statements about people, places, 
things, and events in the narrative world of HP. By contrast, 
previous studies of category-related anomalies (e.g., 
Federmeier et al., 1999a,b) used short story-like descriptions 
of people, places, things, and events that are possible based 
on real-world knowledge, but do not draw on verification of 
facts to understand the critical words (e.g., ‘They wanted to 
make the hotel look more like a tropical resort. So along the 
driveway, they planted rows of palms.’). 

Given that our HP sentence materials were designed to 
have a single best completion, i.e., a correct ending, it may be 
that, for these materials, the semantic expectations of highly 
knowledgeable individuals were quite specific and fine-
grained. We tentatively suggest that we may have observed a 
two-way distinction between Supported vs. 
Related/Unrelated words in RVF/LH presentation because 
HP “experts” could rapidly use their knowledge to narrowly 
activate (and perhaps pre-activate) the word best completing 
the sentence—in this case, the correct word to complete the 
fictional “fact.” At the same time, the reduction in “experts’” 
N400 amplitudes to Related words of both types (category, 
event) suggests that multiple types of semantic relationships 
may be active during sentence processing and are more 
available with LVF/RH presentation. Future research could 
more closely examine the precise influences of text style (i.e., 
descriptive stories vs. facts) and more carefully compare the 
influence of expertise within individuals (e.g., by examining 
those who have differing degrees of knowledge among 
multiple domains) to test these hypotheses. 

Other likely differences between our sentence materials 
and those of Federmeier and Kutas (1999a,b) are the age and 
modality of acquisition as well as frequency of input. Thus, 
the discrepancy between the RH sensitivity to category-
related anomalies we observed in the current study and LH 
sensitivity observed in prior work may be due to a number of 
differences between real-world and fictional materials. 
Examining category relations of the two types within the 
same set of individuals would allow for teasing apart these 
issues and might provide insight into the organization of 
knowledge gleaned from the real world vs. fiction alone. 

We speculate that our results are in line with accounts of 
hemispheric processing asymmetries (Beeman, 1994; 
Federmeier, 2007), suggesting that the left hemisphere (LH) 
(pre-)activates narrow/specific semantic contents and the 
right hemisphere (RH) activates broader semantic contents. 
Tentatively, we suggest that, as individuals become content 
experts, they may exploit these different functional 
characteristics of the two cerebral hemispheres, such that the 
LH is more involved in semantic verification of facts while 
the RH remains available for flexible recruitment of (a 
potentially vast amount of) variously related semantic 
content. 

Individual differences in domain knowledge have been 
used to study various aspects of cognition (reviewed in 
Ericsson et al., 2006). However, only a few recent studies 
have made use of the knowledge variability that is naturally 
present among language users to examine the immediate 
impacts it has on processing. The current findings add to this 
literature, showing for the first time that degree of knowledge 
can interact with the relative contributions of the two cerebral 
hemispheres during real-time word reading. Such variation in 
knowledge provides a window onto variation in processing 
that may otherwise be difficult to attain. To extend and 
generalize these findings, future studies would do well to 
examine hemispheric contributions to real-time processing as 
a function of individual differences in knowledge both across 
multiple domains of knowledge as well across different types 
of meaningful relations among words in sentences. 
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Abstract

Gender status, gender roles, and gender values vary widely
across cultures. Anthropology has provided qualitative ac-
counts of economic, cultural, and biological factors that im-
pact social groups, and international organizations have gath-
ered indices and surveys to help quantify gender inequalities
in states. Concurrently, machine learning research has recently
characterized pervasive gender biases in AI language models,
rooting from biases in their textual training data. While these
machine biases produce sub-optimal inferences, they may help
us characterize and predict statistical gender gaps and gender
values in the culture(s) that produced the training text, thereby
helping us understand cultural context through big data. This
paper presents an approach to (1) construct word embeddings
(i.e., vector-based lexical semantics) from a region’s social me-
dia, (2) quantify gender bias in word embeddings, and (3)
correlate biases with survey responses and statistical gender
gaps in education, politics, economics, and health. We validate
this approach using 2018 Twitter data spanning 143 countries
and 51 U.S. territories, 23 international and 7 U.S. gender gap
statistics, and seven international survey results from the World
Value Survey. Integrating these heterogeneous data across cul-
tures is an important step toward understanding (1) how biases
in culture might manifest in machine learning models and (2)
how to estimate gender inequality from big data.
Keywords: gender bias; gender gaps; word embeddings; NLP

Introduction
As social media becomes available across the world, we have
new opportunities to observe and interpret what we call im-
plicit cultural data, comprising biases and themes couched
in language. Thus, biases inherent in the local use of lan-
guage can be seen as a window into the collective cognitive
model of a specific culture. Such approach highlights two
important implications: (1) Bias (in language) is a reflection
of the lived experience (and not a product of machine learn-
ing models) and (2) attempts to de-bias data conceals inher-
ent systemic inequalities (e.g. gender inequalities) (Gonen &
Goldberg, 2019). Instead, understanding the cultural context
(e.g. salient local differences in cognition or perception) can
help explain which conclusions based on observed biases are
meaningful.

Recently, machine-learned models that utilize word em-
beddings (i.e., vector-based representations of word seman-
tics) have been shown to contain implicit racial and gender
biases, arising primarily from biases in their training data.
For example, using machine-learned word embeddings have
produced analogies containing stereotypes such as “man is
to woman as doctor is to nurse” (Bolukbasi, Chang, Zou,

Saligrama, & Kalai, 2016). These biases are sub-optimal,
so recent work has developed debiasing techniques to im-
prove accuracy and remove stereotypes (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Zhao, Wang, Yatskar, Ordonez, & Chang, 2018; Zhang,
Lemoine, & Mitchell, 2018).

In parallel with efforts to improve and de-bias these
machine-learned language models, other research has be-
gun to utilize biased models for prediction and diagnosis of
present and historical social inequalities. For instance, bi-
ases of different cultures’ text can correlate with survey re-
sponses of said cultures (Kozlowski, Taddy, & Evans, 2018),
and biases in word embeddings trained over different decades
can capture periods of societal shift, such as 1960s feminism
(Garg, Schiebinger, Jurafsky, & Zou, 2018). This recent work
provides numerical metrics of the gender biases in word em-
beddings and evidence that word embedding biases are indi-
cators of social or cultural shifts.

This paper builds upon previous work to integrate word
embedding bias within a larger context to help understand
group bias. We integrate three types of data and use the fol-
lowing terminology throughout this paper:

1. Implicit cultural data: language bias computed from
machine-learned word embeddings. These data represent
systemic language biases, learned from a large volume of
a culture’s text (e.g., public social media posts).

2. Explicit cultural data: objective statistics about eco-
nomic, educational, political, or developmental factors of
a culture. These include statistical gaps (i.e., discrepancies
in opportunity and status across groups).

3. Survey data: subjective answers to survey questions, ag-
gregated on a per-culture basis.

Integrating these data, characterizing their combined value
and understanding causal relationships between them is an
important step in approximating cultural attitudes and relat-
ing them to cultural behaviors.

In this work, we focus on the topic of gender across coun-
tries and across U.S. states. Our implicit cultural data in-
cludes tweets from 143 countries and 51 U.S. territories that
we use to build per-country and per-state embeddings. We as-
sess each country’s gender bias across multiple themes. Our
explicit cultural data includes 23 international gender gap
statistics and seven U.S. gender gap statistics from multiple
sources. Our survey data includes eight questions about the
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value of men and women in economic and university settings
from the World Value Survey (WVS) (Inglehart et al., 2014).

The primary claim of this paper is that implicit gender bi-
ases correlate selectively and intuitively with relevant explicit
data (i.e., statistical gender gaps) and survey data, across
cultures. Our empirical results support this claim. Impor-
tantly, since our training data is entirely English social me-
dia data, we have a population bias for (1) literate, English-
speaking individuals in predominantly non-English-speaking
countries and (2) individuals with enough resources— and
enough interest— to share their thoughts on social media.
This population bias might be improved in future work, as
we note in our conclusion.

We continue with a brief overview of gender gaps and then
a description of our training data and experiments. We close
with a discussion of the above claims and future work.

Methods and Materials
We describe the explicit, implicit, and survey data used in our
experiments, as well as the methodology for computing gen-
der bias in a high-dimension word embedding vector space.

Gender Gaps and Gender Valuation Surveys
Research in anthropology suggests that the public sphere
(e.g., politics and economics) is often associated with the
male gender and traits of assertiveness and competitiveness
(Butler, 2011). Conversely, private or domestic spheres (e.g.,
domains of family and social relationships) are traditionally
related to women (De Beauvoir & Parshley, 1953), although
social relationships are considered more important by people
independent of gender (Friedman & Greenhaus, 2000). Sur-
veys such as the World Values Survey (WVS) (Inglehart et
al., 2014) capture different countries’ valuations of gender,
and indices such as the Global Gender Gap (GGG) Report
capture different countries’ outcomes and concerning gen-
der. These gender valuations and gender gap outcomes are
highly related. For instance, in cultures where men tend to
be over-represented economically and politically, men have
higher salaries compared to women (Mitra, 2003; Vincent,
2013; Bishu & Alkadry, 2017). In this paper, our analyses
are agnostic about the direction of causality, since asymmet-
rical gender valuations might cause gender gaps, and gender
gaps might reinforce asymmetrical gender valuations.

Textual Training Data
Our implicit cultural data includes biases derived from word
embeddings trained on different regions’ Twitter posts. Our
training data include public, geo-tagged tweets from Twitter
users throughout 2018. We use tweet’s location property to
categorize by location, and we include only English tweets
in our dataset. We filtered out all tweets with fewer than
three words, and following other Twitter-based embedding
strategies (Li, Shah, Liu, & Nourbakhsh, 2017), we replaced
URLs, user names, images, and emojis with other tokens.

The dataset contains 143 international territories and 51
U.S. territories ranging from 310K tweets (Kosovo) to 1.8B

tweets (all of USA). We sampled 25 million tweets for all
territories that exceeded that number. These corpora are or-
ders of magnitude smaller than other approaches for tweet
embeddings (Li et al., 2017). We use Word2Vec (Mikolov,
Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) skip-gram algo-
rithm to construct separate word embeddings for each region.

Word-Sets for Thematic Bias
Our materials included word-sets based in part on survey-
based experiments (Williams & Best, 1990) and recent work
on word embeddings (Garg et al., 2018). These word-sets
included (1) female words including female pronouns and
nouns, (2) male words, including male pronouns and nouns,
and (3) thematic words about a shared theme but with no ex-
plicit gender ascription.

Our female and male word-sets were derived from previ-
ous work (Garg et al., 2018) and extended to add additional
nouns found in tweets (e.g., girlfriend, boyfriend, wife, hus-
band, mom, dad, mama, papa). We seeded our thematic word
sets as possible from (Garg et al., 2018) and we generated
other thematic word-sets to represent social constructs: poli-
tics (democrat, republican, senate, government, politics, min-
ister, presidency, vote, parliament, ...), communal (commu-
nity, society, humanity, welfare, ...), victim (victim, vulnera-
ble, abused, survivor, ...), childcare (child, children, parent,
baby, nanny, ...), excellent (excellent, fantastic, phenomenal,
outstanding, ...), workforce (market, job, salary, pay, wage,
career, boss, ...), and others. Each thematic word-set (e.g.,
politics) comprises the identical set of words in our U.S. and
international experiments below, but we did not use every
word-set for both analyses.

Axis Projection as Gender Bias
In our experiments, we compute per-gender vectors

−−−−→
f emale

and
−−→
male by averaging the vectors of each constituent word,

following Garg et al. (2018). Within a region’s word em-
bedding, we compute the region’s gender bias of a thematic
word-set W as an average axis projection of the W onto the
male-female axis as:

avgw∈W (−→w ·
−−−−→
f emale−

−−→
male

||
−−−−→
f emale−

−−→
male||2

) (1)

This projects each thematic word’s vector −→w onto the gen-
der axis, which is computed as the gender difference vector−−−−→
f emale−

−−→
male scaled by the L2 norm ||

−−−−→
f emale−

−−→
male||2.

The bias of theme W is the average of each word w ∈W .
This is our primary measure of thematic gender bias in im-
plicit cultural data.

For any thematic word-set (e.g., politics), we compute
the average axis projection for all countries and compute
its correlation to international gender gaps. For instance,
Fig. 1 plots each country’s politics word-set bias against the
z-normalized GGG statistic “Women in Parliament” (where
greater score indicates greater share of women in parliament)
with r2 = 0.29. Female bias increases along the x-axis, where
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0.0 indicates no bias. We revisit this specific result and de-
scribe others in our experimental analysis below.
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Figure 1: Correlation of countries’ gender bias of political
words (x-axis; female bias increases in positive direction)
against the GGG “Women in parliament” statistic (y-axis; fe-
male participation increases in positive direction).

Experiment 1: International Biases and Gaps
This analysis characterizes the relationship between (1) im-
plicit gender biases from word embeddings and (2) statistical
gender gaps and survey data.

This experiment utilizes 23 gender gap statistics from the
World Economic Forum’s 2018 Global Gender Gap (GGG)
report,1 United Nations Human Development Indices,2, the
Georgetown Institute on Women, Peace, and Security (GI-
WPS) Index,3 and 8 survey questions concerning gender val-
uation from the WVS. We have WVS responses for 55 of
the 143 countries with word embeddings, so we use that 55-
country subset when correlating against WVS data.

Fig. 1 shows a single correlation between a GGG polit-
ical gender gap statistic and countries’ Twitter gender bias
on the politics theme: as the politics themes increase in fe-
male bias, women have a larger percentage of seats in their
countries’ parliaments. This is consistent with our claim that
implicit gender biases in word embeddings correlate mean-
ingfully with gender gaps.

We ran similar analyses of eight themed word-sets and two
randomly-generated word-sets against all international gen-

1https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-gender-gap-
report-2018

2http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi
3https://giwps.georgetown.edu/the-index/
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Figure 2: Correlation of U.S. states 2016 women’s wages
(cents on the dollar per men’s wages; y-axis) against each
state’s Twitter gender bias of the threat-themed word-set.

der gap statistics and 8 WVS survey results. For each pair of
word-set and gender gap, the algorithm (1) performs feature
selection to optionally down-select to at least three words and
then (2) uses the down-selected word set to compute the r-
value for that pair. We plot this in Fig. 3, with bold horizontal
lines separating different datasets and dotted horizontal lines
(and eq↑ and eq↓ to indicate positive and negative indicators
of gender equality, respectively). Each table cell is a distinct
r-value (i.e., correlation coefficient).

As shown in Fig. 3, themed word-sets vary in their direc-
tion and strength of correlation across different statistics. Fe-
male politics and workforce biases correlate strongest with
the political and economic empowerment indices, and also
negatively with WVS agreement that women have value in
political and economic positions. Female community and
childcare and illness biases correlate with low literacy, edu-
cational enrollment, share of professional and technical posi-
tions, and Gender Development Index, and a high agreement
with the survey question that men are more fitting for busi-
ness, politics, and university, and that women should not earn
more than their husbands. Female attractive and intelligent
biases generally correlated in opposite directions on most di-
mensions, and high attractive bias is the highest indicator
of low contraceptive prevalence. The random word-sets in
Fig. 3 are substantially weaker in correlation than any the-
matic columns.

Experiment 2: U.S. Biases and Gaps
We used the same experimental setup as above on 51 U.S.
territories (50 states and Washington, D.C.). We used
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WVS: Men make better business executives than women

WVS: It’s problematic for wife to earn more than husband
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WVS: Men should have more rights to jobs than women
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Figure 3: Correlation of themed word sets’ gender bias (columns) against international gender gap statistics and WVS survey
responses about gender (rows). Values are r-values (correlation coefficients), where negative indicates inverse correlation. The
two word sets rand1 and rand2 were randomly sampled from the embeddings for comparison.
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sampled from the embeddings for comparison.
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Figure 5: Ten words whose female bias correlates most pos-
itively with female wage equality (top, blue), and ten words
whose female bias correlates most negatively (bottom, red).
r2 values are reported for compact comparison of positively-
and negatively-correlated words, but we cluster these into
positive and negative correlation direction (i.e., positive and
negative r-values).

geo-tagged tweets in conjunction with eight gender-relevant
statistics from the U.S. census, U.S. Center for Disease Con-
trol (CDC), and other sources.

A scatter-plot of the strongest correlation is shown in
Fig. 2, where the female bias of the threat theme (includ-
ing adjectives such as “scary,” “toxic,” “threat,” and “dan-
gerous”) is inversely correlated with pay equality. The the
nature of the threat (e.g., whether women are threatened or
threatening) and the presence of causality is not clear from
this high-level analysis, and we revisit these questions in the
conclusion.

As with the international analysis, we plotted each theme
with each statistic, as shown in Fig. 4. Each table cell is a
distinct r-value (i.e., correlation coefficient). Notably, female
intellect bias is most highly correlated with the two educa-
tional outcomes, female illness bias is inversely correlated
with female access to health insurance and with female legis-
lature seats, female workforce bias is most highly correlated
with women in the workforce, and female persistence bias is
most highly correlated with CDC activity proportion (where
women meet exercise guidelines relative to men). The ran-
dom word-sets in Fig. 4 do not meaningfully correlate.

In both the international and U.S. analyses, the selec-
tive correlation of thematic word-sets with gender gaps and
survey responses supports our claim that implicit gender
biases— as captured in word embeddings from countries’ so-
cial media— correlate selectively and intuitively with rele-
vant gender gaps and survey data.
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Figure 6: Valence (“Val”) and dominance (“Dom”) scores for
the Fig. 5 wage equality words (blue) and wage inequality
words (red). Affect is neutral at 4.5 (plotted in green).

Experiment 3: Valence and Dominance
Our first two experiments specified word-sets a priori, but
we can also identify and analyze the individual words whose
gender biases directly and indirectly correlate with statistical
gender gaps to find trends and commonalities.

For each of the eight U.S. gender-based statistics, we rank
the WordNet adjectives’ correlation that directly and indi-
rectly correlate against them based on r scores. To illustrate
with a single statistic, Fig. 5 plots ten highest r words for
positive (blue) and ten lowest r words for negative (red) cor-
relation with pay equality.

For each statistic, we measured the valence and the dom-
inance of the positively- and negatively-correlated adjec-
tives using scores from Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert
(2013). Fig. 6 shows a box plot of the valence and dominance
of the adjectives in Fig. 5: the blue (positively-correlated ad-
jectives) are significantly higher valence and higher domi-
nance than the red (negatively-correlated adjectives) via t-test
(p < 1.0e−4 and p < 5.0e−4, respectively).

Over all eight U.S. gender-based statistics, dominance and
valence averages were higher for adjectives that positively
correlate with gender equality than for adjectives that nega-
tively correlate, except for “High School Completion.” The
differences in valence and dominance were significant for
“Census Wage Equality” (described above), “% Female State
Legislators” (p < 0.005), and “Infant Survival” (p < 0.005).

These results across gender gap statistics suggest that
gaps in gender opportunity correlate with implicit biases in
lower-valence, lower-dominance concepts, and gender equal-
ity in status and opportunity correlates with implicit biases in
higher-valence, higher-dominance concepts.
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Conclusions

This paper demonstrated that gender biases in Twitter-derived
word embeddings from 143 countries and 51 U.S. territories
correlate meaningfully with gender gap statistics and survey
questions about gender valuation.

Our international and U.S. analyses demonstrate that im-
plicit cultural data— computed as vector-space gender biases
over thematic word-sets— correlates with statistical gender
gaps intuitively. Different word-sets’ gender biases corre-
lated with statistical gender gaps and survey data of a sim-
ilar theme, in a meaningful (positive or negative) direction.
Not all thematic word-sets’ biases correlate with all gender
gaps, and random word sets do not correlate. This supports
our claim that implicit gender biases correlate selectively and
intuitively with relevant explicit data and survey data.

All of our empirical results are consistent with the so-
cial science research that gender biases manifest in implicit
ways and that differences in implicit gender bias (e.g., lin-
guistic gender bias) are associated with gender valuations (as-
sessed via survey responses) and metrics that quantify gender
opportunities and status (i.e., gender gaps) (Berger, Cohen,
& Zelditch Jr, 1972; Rashotte & Webster Jr, 2005). Thus,
quantifying biases inherent in large data in order to facilitate
comparisons between nations, can help capture variables that
may cause structural barriers for women, and in turn help in-
form global gender equality policies. Our work is a first step
in mapping the global gender landscape based on unstruc-
tured data and help solidify existing measures, thus providing
more validity to existing measures of gaps in opportunities for
women worldwide. Next, we plan to develop causal models
to make this mapping more dynamic and generalizable.

Limitations and Future Work. Our use of English-only
tweets facilitated comparison across embeddings, but it elim-
inates the native language of many countries and creates cul-
tural blind-spots. Specifically, our use of English tweets does
not capture the voices of those that (1) lack access to technol-
ogy, (2) have poor knowledge of English, and (3) simply do
not use Twitter. One might even argue that the gender bias ef-
fects may be even more pronounced off-line due to social de-
sirability effects. Expanding to other languages presents ad-
ditional challenges, e.g., with additional gendered words and
many-to-one vector mappings across languages, but recent
language transformers facilitate this (Devlin, Chang, Lee, &
Toutanova, 2018). Consequently, incorporating additional
languages and cultural texts are important next steps.

Finally, while our analyses illustrate correlations between
gender biases and statistical gender gaps, they do not describe
causality and they have limited interpretive power. Integrat-
ing our existing methods with additional data and causal mod-
els (e.g., Dirichlet mixture models and Bayesian networks)
will jointly improve interpretation and accuracy.
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Abstract

A long-standing question in language understanding is
whether pragmatic inferences are effortful or whether they
happen seamlessly without measurable cognitive effort. We
here measure the strength of particularized pragmatic infer-
ences in a setting with high vs. low cognitive load. Cognitive
load is induced by a secondary dot tracking task. If this type of
pragmatic inference comes at no cognitive processing cost, in-
ferences should be similarly strong in both the high and the low
load condition. If they are effortful, we expect a smaller effect
size in the dual tasking condition. Our results show that partic-
ipants who have difficulty in dual tasking (as evidenced by in-
correct answers to comprehension questions) exhibit a smaller
pragmatic effect when they were distracted with a secondary
task in comparison to the single task condition. This finding
supports the idea that pragmatic inferences are effortful.
Keywords: experimental pragmatics; redundancy; cognitive
costs; dual-tasking

Introduction
Language understanding involves recovering the intended
meaning of the speaker, which often goes far beyond the lit-
eral semantic meaning of a discourse. In the case of prag-
matic inferences, listeners must access and integrate lots of
additional relevant information such as situational and lin-
guistic context, world knowledge, or speaker personality. A
long-standing open question in pragmatics is to what extent
this process of executing pragmatic inferences is cognitively
demanding. The existing accounts vary substantially in their
views on this point: the Default Model states that pragmatic
inferences arise by default and are not associated with cog-
nitive costs (Levinson, 2000; Chierchia et al., 2004). The
equally influential Contextual Hypothesis originates in the
Relevance theory and claims that pragmatic inferences are
only generated in relevant contexts and might be associated
with processing difficulty (Wilson & Sperber, 2012; Carston,
1998; Degen & Tanenhaus, 2019).

Recent studies in experimental pragmatics have not been
able to conclusively resolve this question: While some stud-
ies find evidence for effects of processing difficulty (Bott &
Noveck, 2004; De Neys & Schaeken, 2007; Dieussaert, Verk-
erk, Gillard, & Schaeken, 2011) related to pragmatic infer-
ences, methodological criticisms have been voiced regarding
of some of these studies (see Zondervan (2010) for a discus-
sion), and other studies report that no costs of pragmatic infer-
ences could be measured, thus supporting the Default model
(Feeney, Scrafton, Duckworth, & Handley, 2004; Grodner,

Klein, Carbary, & Tanenhaus, 2010; Marty, Chemla, & Spec-
tor, 2013). We note that most of the studies so far have inves-
tigated the question of processing effort related to pragmatic
inferences for scalar implicatures, which are a type of gener-
alized pragmatic implicatures.

In the present study, we investigate cognitive cost asso-
ciated with inferring particularized pragmatic implicatures,
triggered by informationally redundant utterances. The prag-
matic inferences triggered by informationally redundant ut-
terances are more context-dependent, and might hence be
more prone to involve measurable cognitive effort.

The notion of informational redundancy (IR) refers to ma-
terials which are easily predictable from listeners’ world
knowledge and based on the conversational context. For ex-
ample, in the following passage, the utterance in bold is re-
dundant since it can be conventionally inferred based on its
precedent.

Lisa went swimming. She brought her swimsuit!

Kravtchenko and Demberg (2015) showed that when peo-
ple encounter such informationally redundant utterances, an
inference that Lisa usually forgets her swimsuit may be trig-
gered. That is, comprehenders alter their beliefs about activ-
ity typicality (bringing a swimsuit) and rated the probability
of Lisa usually bringing her swimsuit lower when the IR ut-
terance was mentioned in comparison when it was not.

In the present study, we took the materials from
(Kravtchenko & Demberg, 2015) and used a dual-task
paradigm to manipulate the amount of available cognitive re-
sources. We expect to observe that the secondary task reduces
the amount of cognitive resources available for the language
comprehension task, and thus affects participants’ likelihood
of drawing pragmatic inferences, if these inferences are cog-
nitively effortful. Alternatively, it could be that the likelihood
of pragmatic inferences is unchanged, but performance on the
secondary task is reduced while the pragmatic inference is
drawn. This would also indicate that pragmatic inferences
are effortful.

If, on the other hand, pragmatic inferences are effortless,
we should observe no reduction in performance on either the
secondary tracking task nor on the likelihood of drawing the
inferences.
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Processing cost of pragmatic inferences
Different experimental designs have been proposed in the lit-
erature to test for the cognitive cost of inferring pragmatic
implicatures. De Neys and Schaeken (2007) used a dual
task design including a spatial memory task and a truth judg-
ment task on scalar implicatures in underinformative sen-
tences such as Some tuna are fish. They assessed recall per-
formance on the spatial memory task as a measure of cogni-
tive load. In their design, participants first had to memorize
a pattern of three dots that appeared on the 3x3 screen for a
short amount of time, before being asked to judge the truth
of a sentence. They then had to reproduce the dot pattern.
De Neys and Schaeken (2007) report a significantly decreased
rate of pragmatic responses in the high load condition, where
the dots were randomly distributed across the grid, compared
to the low load condition (the dots were grouped along ver-
tical or horizontal axes). Additionally, pragmatic responses
in the dual task condition were 700 ms slower than under the
single task. These results indicate that scalar implicatures re-
quire processing effort.

Bott and Noveck (2004) use time pressure to detect cog-
nitive load related to the inference of scalar implicatures. In
their experiment 4, participants had a limited time to judge
the truth of underinformative sentences (900 ms in high load
condition vs. 3000 ms in low load condition). The number
of pragmatic responses was significantly lower when partici-
pants were forced to answer more quickly. Moreover, in their
experiment 3 (which did not include any load manipulation),
Bott and Noveck (2004) found that those participants who an-
swered pragmatically took significantly longer to respond, in
comparison with those who provided literal answers. Simi-
larly, Huang and Snedeker (2009) demonstrated that referent
identification in underinformative sentences with some was
significantly delayed relative to non-underinformative sen-
tences, and concluded that these implicatures are costly.

These conclusions are however controversial: Grodner
et al. (2010) found different results to those in (Huang &
Snedeker, 2009) and proposed that the observed delay in
pragmatic responses might be associated with additional time
needed to integrate the interpretation with the context rather
than with the processing difficulty of the implicature itself.

Marty et al. (2013) observed mixed evidence on the cost
of pragmatic inferences using a dual task paradigm. For cog-
nitive load manipulation, participants were told to memorize
the sequence of letters before the main task (four letters in the
high load condition vs. two letters in the low load). The main
task consisted of a sentence-picture verification task includ-
ing two types of scalar implicatures (underinformative sen-
tences with a quantifier some and numerals (4 dots are red)).
While there were significantly less pragmatic responses un-
der high cognitive load for underinformative sentences with
some, no effect of load was found on the stimuli including
numerals.

Numerals can be argued to be the strongest form of gener-
alized pragmatic implicatures, which are strongly trained, and

like scalar implicatures, largely independent of context. We
here instead study particularized implicatures, which require
the comprehender to integrate the linguistic signal with situa-
tional knowledge and world knowledge. We hypothesize that
investigating such types of implicatures may shed additional
light on the question of costliness of pragmatic inferences.

Method
Participants
382 eligible participants (mean age = 34 yrs; 60% female)
were recruited via the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. The
task was open only to workers who stated English as their
native language, and who had an approval rating of > 95%.
All participants reported no hearing problems and had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.

Procedure
Language Task The language comprehension task con-
sisted of listening to four short stories. The stories were
adapted from (Kravtchenko & Demberg, 2015) and read out
by a native speaker of American English. A story consisted
of the context stating the topic (e.g., grocery shopping, going
swimming) and an introduction of the story characters (2-3
characters per story). The critical sentence which gives rise
to the pragmatic inference consists of a highly predictable ac-
tivity in the context of the scenario (e.g., paying the cashier,
bringing a swimsuit) (see Table 1, a). We call the mention of
the predictable activity the “informationally redundant” (IR)
utterance. A typical item can be seen in Table 1, a and b.
The informationally redundant utterance was recorded with
exclamatory intonation.

The without-IR story condition consists only of the context
(part a in Table 1). The with-IR condition consists of both the
context and the informationally redundant utterance (Table 1,
a and b).

Table 1: Example of the ”Going swimming” story

a. Context
Lisa likes to go swimming at a nearby pool after work.
A couple days ago she was at the pool when she saw
Harvey, another regular member, and they stopped to
chat. After Harvey changed and went out into the pool
area, he ran into Jen, another swimmer and a friend of
Lisa’s.
b. Optionally mentioned IR activity description (in bold)
Harvey said to Jen: ”Lisa’s here to swim, too. She
brought her swimsuit!”

Participants were instructed to listen to the stories care-
fully and answer three story-related questions, which ap-
peared on separate screens. One of the questions was aimed
to assess participants’ judgments about the typicality of the
informationally-redundant activity (target question: How of-
ten do you think Lisa usually brings her swimsuit, when going
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swimming?). A second question addressed an activity that
is generally non-predictable from the script (filler question:
How often do you think Lisa usually brings her children, when
going swimming?). To answer these questions, participants
could indicate their estimates using a slider that ranged from
0 (’Never’) to 100 (’Always’). The order of the questions was
randomized. After answering the target and filler questions,
participants were shown the third question about the content
of the story (comprehension question: What does Lisa like
to do after work?). The question was used to check whether
participants listened to the stories carefully.

To avoid stereotypical responses, each participant also saw
four filler stories without IR manipulation but of a similar
structure. In total, we had 20 different story topics, each pre-
senting in 2 story conditions. All items were randomized to
ensure that each participant encountered each condition only
once, including the story topic.

Dual Task In order to manipulate the amount of available
cognitive resources, we used a dot tracking task, which is
available from the website of Cognition Laboratory Exper-
iments, designed by John H. Krantz1. We used the dot-
tracking task as an easy-to-run-online analog of the ConTRe
task (Mahr, Feld, Moniri, & Math, 2012) for measuring the
effects of a workload on a continuous course of a task with
high precision.

In half of the trials, participants listened to the stories in
parallel with following the dot, which randomly moved on
the screen (high load condition). In the other half of the trials,
they performed only listening and, instead of the dot, saw the
cross in the middle of the screen (low load condition).

Figure 1: The timecourse of a trial in the high load condition

Each new trial in the high load condition started with the
dot appearing in the middle of the screen. The dot began to
move only after the participant hovered the cursor to the dot.
They were instructed to follow the dot carefully with their
mouse throughout the whole trial and keep the cursor as close
to the dot as possible. After the dot started moving, partici-
pants had 5 seconds of single-tracking before the audio began
to play. Once the story ended, participants were redirected to
the page with judgment questions. For the analysis, we also
annotated the onset of the pragmatic utterance (She brought

1https://psych.hanover.edu/JavaTest/CLE/Cognition js/exp/dual
Task.html

her swimsuit!) - see Figure 1 for the time course of one trial
in the high load condition.

The dot was controlled with three parameters: maximum
angle variation, speed, and size of the dot. Based on the pre-
liminary testing, we balanced the parameters such that track-
ing required a significant amount of cognitive resources but
would not dominate the listening2. The sampling rate for the
dot and the cursor coordinates was set to 20 Hz.

Results
All results were analysed using linear mixed effects models,
as implemented in the lme4 library (Bates, Mächler, Bolker,
& Walker, 2015) in R. The linguistic task used participants’
ratings in target question as a response variable, while the
dot-tracking task was analysed using tracking deviations as a
response variable. P-values were obtained using the Satterth-
waite approximation for degrees of freedom, as implemented
in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Chris-
tensen, 2017).

For the model of linguistic judgments, as fixed effects,
we included story (with-IR vs. without-IR story), load (high
vs. low cognitive load), and subject group (subjects who an-
swered all comprehension questions correctly vs. those who
made at least one mistake).

For models of dot-tracking deviation, we calculated the de-
viations as the Euclidean distance between the dot and the
cursor in each timestamp. Fixed effects for these models in-
cluded the same set of predictors. All factors were sum coded.

We always started out by fitting models with the maxi-
mal random effects structure justified by the design. Thus,
for ratings’ models we included by-subject random intercepts
and slopes for story and load conditions as well as by-item
random intercepts and slopes for both factors and their in-
teraction. By-subject random slopes for the interaction were
not included in the model, because we did not have any re-
peated measures for the interaction (each subject saw each
condition only once). Since in this experiment, we had rel-
atively few data points per subject, models with by-subject
random effects did not always converge. In the case of
non-convergence, we simplified the random effect structure
progressively until convergence was achieved (Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), see model specifications below.

Language task

The main analysis included the analysis of ratings given to
the target question (see Table 2).

The model of linguistic judgments showed a significant
main effect of informational redundancy (see Table 2): if
the utterance was included in the story (with-IR condition),
participants’ typicality ratings were significantly lower than
when it was not mentioned (see Figure 2). In line with
Kravtchenko and Demberg (2015), this finding suggests that

2size of the dot = 30, dot speed = 600, maximum angle variation
= 180
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participants make pragmatic inferences and accommodate re-
dundancy by lowering their beliefs about otherwise highly
predictable activities.

The effect of Story-Load interaction was not statistically
significant, suggesting that pragmatic processing is not influ-
enced by a burden placed on the participants. However, as
it was shown in Dieussaert et al. (2011), participants may re-
spond differently to dual task demands, depending on individ-
ual differences in working memory (also discussed in Feeney
et al. (2004)) or other executive functions. An analysis of the
comprehension questions revealed that a substantial number
of questions was answered incorrectly, especially in the high
load condition (b =−0.32, SE = 0.16, z =−2.03, p < .05 *).
This reveals that some participants may have struggled in the
dual task setting. In a post-hoc analysis, we therefore split up
the data set according to participants’ answering accuracy to
the semantic question.

Table 2: Effect sizes (b), standard errors (SE), t-values, and
p-values for the LMER model of linguistic judgements. Sig-
nificance codes: *** .001 | ** .01 | * .05

b SE t p
Intercept 82.49 1.68 49.09 ***
Story: with IR -6.37 1.57 -4.05 ***
Load: high 0.81 0.93 0.87 ns
Story*Load 2.66 1.79 1.49 ns
Random Effects Variance
Subject 123.15
story | Subject 187.80
load | Subject 22.15
Item 45.98
story | Item 23.51

We found that roughly half of the participants answered all
four comprehension questions correctly (185 subjects; mean
age = 35 yrs; 61% female), while the other half made one
or more mistakes in answering the questions (197 subjects;
mean age = 35; 60% female). For the following analyses,
we derived from this result a grouping variable distinguishing
between the participants who made mistakes vs. those that did
not.

In the updated model of linguistic judgements (see Table
3), there was a significant main effect of subject group, which
led us to analyze both groups of subjects separately. A model
including only those participants who answered the compre-
hension questions correctly showed a significant main effect
of a story, indicating that participants made pragmatic infer-
ences but the secondary task did not influence their ratings
(see Table 4).

In contrast, the model for participants who made at least
one mistake in answering comprehension questions showed a
significant interaction between story and cognitive load (see
Table 5). A separate analysis of data split by high vs. low
load condition showed that this interaction is driven by larger

effect sizes of the IR-utterance when the load is low (b =
−10.87, SE = 2.33, t =−4.67, p < .001 ***) than when it is
high (b = −5.52, SE = 2, t = −2.76, p < .01 **) – see Fig-
ure 2. This means that for participants who had more trouble
answering the comprehension questions, the pragmatic effect
was on average smaller when they were distracted by a sec-
ondary task in comparison when they were not.

Table 3: Effect sizes (b), standard errors (SE), t-values, and
p-values for the LMER model of linguistic judgements with
subjects grouping. Significance codes: *** .001 | ** .01 | *
.05

b SE t p
Intercept 82.56 1.66 49.78 ***
Story: with IR -6.33 1.59 -3.98 ***
Load: high 0.80 0.93 0.86 ns
Subject group: correct 4.46 1.44 3.09 **
Story*Load 2.60 1.79 1.45 ns
Story*Subject group 3.17 2.30 1.38 ns
Load*Subject group -0.82 1.89 -0.43 ns
Story*Load*Subject group -4.22 3.66 -1.15 ns
Random Effects Variance
Subject 118.52
story | Subject 186.23
load | Subject 22.49
Item 44.77
story | Item 24.53

Figure 2: Mean participants’ ratings (± SEM) in target prag-
matic question in subjects who answered all comprehension
questions correctly vs. those who made at least one mistake,
depending on cognitive load and story conditions.

Dual task
In high load condition, participants performed listening in
parallel with dot tracking. For the analysis of tracking devi-
ations, we calculated by-subject mean tracking deviations in
the single tracking interval (to reduce the noise, we excluded
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Table 4: Subjects who answered all comprehension questions
correctly. Effect sizes (b), standard errors (SE), t-values, and
p-values for the LMER model of linguistic judgements. Sig-
nificance codes: *** .001 | ** .01 | * .05

b SE t p
Intercept 84.85 1.85 45.86 ***
Story: with IR -4.65 1.97 -2.36 *
Load: high 0.35 1.17 0.30 ns
Story*Load 0.63 2.35 0.27 ns
Random Effects Variance
Subject 93.20
story | Subject 172.33
Item 51.43
story | Item 31.05

Table 5: Subjects who made at least one mistake in compre-
hension questions. Effect sizes (b), standard errors (SE), t-
values, and p-values for the LMER model of linguistic judge-
ments. Significance codes: *** .001 | ** .01 | * .05

b SE t p
Intercept 80.25 1.84 43.58 ***
Story: with IR -7.82 1.93 -4.06 ***
Load: high 1.08 1.47 0.73 ns
Story*Load 5.39 2.71 1.99 *
Random Effects Variance
Subject 147.67
story | Subject 207.44
load | Subject 64.47
Item 43.69
story | Item 16.69

the first two seconds of tracking), tracking interval along the
whole audio period, and in the tracking intervals before and
after the onset of pragmatic utterance (see Figure 1).

First, we analyzed the effect of listening on dot-tracking.
Thus, we compared the mean subjects’ tracking deviations in
the single tracking interval vs. the whole audio interval (dual
interval). We built a linear regression mixed effects model
with a log-transformed dependent variable (see Table 6), and
also included the subject’s group as a predictor. The model
showed a significant main effect of the interval (b = −0.07,
SE = 0.02, t = −4.97, p < .001 ***) suggesting that people
performed less well in tracking when listening to language.
There was also a marginally significant effect of the subject
group (b =−0.08, SE = 0.05, t =−1.72, p = 0.086), show-
ing that people who later on showed difficulty in answering
a comprehension question generally had more difficulty with
the dot-tracking task (see Figure 3).

Second, we compared the tracking interval before the on-
set of the pragmatic utterance with the tracking interval after
the onset of pragmatic utterance. There were found, however,

no differences in performances between the intervals. We hy-
pothesized that pragmatic processing could happen shortly af-
ter participants met the material requiring pragmatic process-
ing. Though, it is yet not clear when pragmatic processing
actually happens. In fact, it might occur later after partici-
pants faced the target question.

Table 6: Effect sizes (b), standard errors (SE), t-values,
and p-values for the LMER model of tracking deviations in
single vs. dual intervals. The response variable was log-
transformed. Significance codes: *** .001 | ** .01 | * .05
| . 0.1

b SE t p
Intercept 4.64 0.02 196.72 ***
Interval: single -0.07 0.02 -4.97 ***
Subject group: correct -0.08 0.05 -1.72 .
Interval*Subject group -0.008 0.03 -0.27 ns
Random Effects Variance
Subject 0.19

Figure 3: Mean tracking deviations (± SEM) in the single
tracking interval (single) vs. the whole audio interval (dual)
for two groups of participants.

Discussion
In the current literature, different accounts about the nature
of pragmatic inferences exist, ranging from those that state
automatic and seamless processing (Levinson, 2000) to those
that advocate a cognitively demanding view of pragmatic pro-
cessing. The latter view provides a possible explanation for
why an intended message might sometimes not be decoded
correctly by a cognitively overloaded addressee (Bott, Bailey,
& Grodner, 2012). However, current proposals are mostly
based on evidence from experiments involving only a small
range of types of pragmatic implicatures, mostly scalar im-
plicatures. Our study contributes processing evidence from
particularized pragmatic inferences to the literature.

In this study, we investigated the role of cognitive work-
load in pragmatic processing associated with informationally
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redundant utterances. Inferences triggered by informationally
redundant utterances imply altered beliefs about activity typ-
icality mentioned in a highly relevant context. Thus, in story
materials, we manipulated the presence or absence of infor-
mationally redundant utterances describing activities that are
anticipated from the story topic without an overt mentioning.
By introducing a secondary dot-tracking task, we increased
cognitive load, which we expected would affect comprehen-
ders’ likelihood to derive pragmatic inferences, if they are
cognitively costly.

We replicated the overall finding reported in Kravtchenko
and Demberg (2015) in auditory settings: participants’ typ-
icality ratings were significantly lower when the predictable
activity was mentioned explicitly in the story, in comparison
with when it was not. Hence, participants accommodated in-
formational redundancy by lowering their beliefs about activ-
ity typicality.

A key finding of our study is a statistically significant inter-
action of informational redundancy and cognitive load among
the group of participants who did less well in the comprehen-
sion questions. Under high cognitive load, subjects in this
group showed a smaller effect of pragmatic inferencing than
in the low load condition. On the other hand, the group of
participants who showed no difficulty in the comprehension
questions did not show any significant differences in prag-
matic inferencing as a function of load condition. This find-
ing is in line with an interpretation where participants who
experience difficulty under high load show a reduced prag-
matic inferencing effect.

Previous studies have also shown that whether a pragmatic
inference is drawn may depend on a variety of listener char-
acteristics such as age, working memory capacity, personal
traits, or pragmatic skills (Dieussaert et al., 2011; Antoniou,
Cummins, & Katsos, 2016; Katsos & Bishop, 2011; Noveck,
Bianco, & Castry, 2001). In a study of scalar inferences,
Dieussaert et al. (2011) found that participants with lower
working memory span provided fewer pragmatic responses
under high cognitive load. In contrast, the answers of partici-
pants with higher working memory capacity were not affected
by increased cognitive load. Dieussaert et al. (2011) explain
this finding from a contextualist point of view: if scalar im-
plicatures are costly in the sense that they require WM capac-
ity, listeners who have low working memory capacity may
be less likely to derive a pragmatic inference when cognitive
resources are loaded.

Our data however also show that, numerically, the prag-
matic effect under low load was larger than the pragmatic
effect observed in the group of always correct subjects (see
Figure 2, the difference between mean ratings in with- vs.
without-IR story conditions). This might be considered as
contrary to the findings in (Dieussaert et al., 2011) where
the low WM group, under low load condition, was not more
pragmatic than the group with high memory capacity. Note
though that this numerical difference is not statistically reli-
able, and must hence be interpreted with caution.

The studies by (Dieussaert et al., 2011) differ from ours in
that they can specifically relate the differences in pragmatic
effects to working memory, while our study used answers to
comprehension questions to divide up the groups, a measure
which may reflect attention or task switching more than work-
ing memory capacity.

The idea that participants who answered questions incor-
rectly may have more difficulty in cognitive control and task
switching is also consistent with the observation that these
participants had also more difficulty in the dot tracking task.
Thus, it is crucial to relate individual differences in cogni-
tive control: the group of participants who might have more
difficulty in switching between the tasks (see e.g., Häuser,
Demberg, and Kray (2018)) may have insufficient cognitive
resources left for pragmatic inferences if these are cognitively
costly.

In future work, the relation between task performance
and various individual differences such as working memory
span, multitasking abilities and linguistic experience should
be investigated using separate measures of cognitive control
(Lavie, 2010).

Taken together, these findings suggest that pragmatic pro-
cessing is not entirely automatic and requires cognitive effort,
consistent with the contextualist view.
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Abstract

An individuals intelligence mindset describes their implicit beliefs about whether intelligence is fixed (fixed mindset)
or malleable (growth mindset). Here, we introduce a computational framework to unify and build upon findings in the
mindsets literature. We postulate that individuals maintain a mental model of others skill, in which current skill is the
sum of innate skill (1) and skill acquired from experience (growth potential (2) times fraction of potential realised (3)).
An observed current skill level is consistent with multiple combinations of (1), (2), and (3). To disambiguate, the model
observer performs probabilistic inference, which requires priors. In particular, we conceptualise a fixed mindset using
a high-variance prior over innate skill and a low-variance, low-mean prior over growth potential. Through proofs and
simulations, we demonstrate that our model accounts for empirical findings in terms of the latent psychological processes.
Our results offer promise for a computational cognitive science of mindsets.
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Contrasting RNN-based and simulation-based models of human physical
parameter inference
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Abstract

A number of recent studies have used ideal observer models to capture human physical reasoning as based on approximate
mental simulation driven through a realistic inner physics engine. While these approaches can match human competence
in specific tasks, they are still relatively far from cognitive plausibility and are limited in their ability to capture patterns
of human biases and errors. In this work, we train a recurrent neural network (RNN) extensively on a physical reasoning
task – conceptually mimicking the lifetime of experience that human adults have to build physical competence. We then
examine its behavior alongside that of adults in the same test set of problems. We find that the RNN matches human
patterns of judgments and errors much better than the idealised simulation account. We highlight specific situations where
both RNN and humans erred and discuss the ramifications for current debates about the prevalence of physical simulation
in cognition.
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Abstract

The shape of the transition in multisensory integration between the (defensive) peripersonal space (DPPS) and the extrap-
ersonal space (EPS) has recently been debated. Contributing to this discussion, we approached the DPPS-EPS transition
from a dynamic systems perspective. Specifically, the dynamic complexity of visuotactile reaction times to moving stimuli
was employed to evaluate the presence of phase transitions. Reecting well-established ndings on the DPPS-EPS transi-
tion, we hypothesized that a phase transition would be identied for looming stimuli, but not for receding stimuli, and
that the phase transition for looming threatening stimuli would be located further away from the body than for looming
non-threatening stimuli. Contrary to these hypotheses, we found that phase transitions for receding stimuli were more
prominent and located further away from the body than phase transitions for looming stimuli. Nonetheless, we consider
the identification of phase transitions to be a promising approach for future studies of multisensory integration.
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Young Children Do Not Anticipate That Sunk Costs Lead to Irrational Choices
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Abstract

When people invest a lot in completing a project or in obtaining a resource, they often overvalue it. This sunk cost
bias leads people to persist in pursuing failing projects, and to favor resources they have invested in over alternatives.
We investigated whether children (N=135) and adults (N=150) consider this bias when predicting peoples choices. In
Experiments 1 and 2, 4-6-year-olds and adults saw stories where an agent collected two identical objects, one easy to
obtain and one difficult.They then predicted which object the agent would keep. Experiment 3 used similar stories to
examine 6-year-olds predictions about how they would act in this situation. Adults were sensitive to sunk costs, but
children were not. These findings suggest that young children may not show the sunk cost bias, and also may struggle to
anticipate how cognitive biases can lead people to depart from making rational choices.
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Abstract

Much of human learning and inference can be framed within
the computational problem of relational generalization. In
this project, we propose a Bayesian model that generalizes
relational knowledge to novel environments by analogically
weighting predictions from previously encountered relational
structures. First, we show that this learner outperforms a
naive, theory-based learner on relational data derived from
random- and Wikipedia-based systems when experience with
the environment is small. Next, we show how our formal-
ization of analogical similarity translates to the selection and
weighting of analogies. Finally, we combine the analogy-
and theory-based learners in a single nonparametric Bayesian
model, and show that optimal relational generalization
transitions from relying on analogies to building a theory of
the novel system with increasing experience in it. Beyond
predicting unobserved interactions better than either baseline,
this formalization gives a computational-level perspective on
the formation and abstraction of analogies themselves.

Keywords: generalization; inference; analogy; Bayesian
models, nonparametric statistics.

Introduction
The problem of relational generalization—how a learner
may use previously acquired relational knowledge to infer
the nature of unobserved relationships—is fundamental to
cognition. Indeed, much of the knowledge and inferen-
tial ability we regard as quintessentially human—learning
and acting with little experience in unfamiliar environments,
formal reasoning and discovery in mathematics and the
sciences, and our intricate social and artistic interactions
and understandings—are inherently relational (Euclid, trans.
1956; Hofstadter, 1979; Kuhn, 2012; Lakoff & Johnson,
2008; Law et al., 1999; Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp,
2006).

It is possible to view the problem of relational generaliza-
tion as one of probabilistic inference. This is the approach
taken in several recent probabilistic models of “theory learn-
ing” (Kemp, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2004; Kemp, Tenen-
baum, Griffiths, Yamada, & Ueda, 2006; Kemp, Tenenbaum,
Niyogi, & Griffiths, 2010). These models take the perspective
of a naive learner, gradually inferring a class-level theory of
a novel system by observing an increasing number of interac-
tions within it. The paradigmatic example is of a child play-
ing with different objects—composed of magnetic, ferrous,
and plastic materials, say—and learning the relationships be-
tween them. However, we often want to consider situations in

which a learner has acquired some relevant knowledge about
relational systems that they can bring to the current inferen-
tial task. A second influential account of relational general-
ization has been proposed with this aim, taking the perspec-
tive of a mature learner making inferences about a novel re-
lational system based on abstract knowledge of a specific set
of underlying structural forms—for example, tree hierarchies
or psychological spaces (Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2008). Here,
the paradigmatic example is of a scientist, inferring the best
organizing principles for a set of data they are analyzing from
a possible set defined by the community.

In both of these approaches, successful relational gener-
alization results from inferring the best organizing relational
structure for a set of data, guided by prior assumptions about
the likelihood of different structures. Instead of specifying
such a prior distribution in advance, we can use nonparamet-
ric Bayesian statistics to induce one directly. That is, instead
of beginning from general constraints, like the theory-based
learner, or a fixed set of specific generative rules, like the
form-based learner, we define a learner that updates inductive
biases over the space of latent relational structures throughout
their lifetime. The paradigmatic example becomes an adult
in an unfamiliar environment using their prior experience
with related relational systems as their guide. Interestingly,
thinking about relational generalization in this way leads us
to something that resembles analogy: we are re-using expe-
rience from past systems in proportion to their match with
the current one (Gentner, 2010; Halford, Wilson, & Phillips,
2010; Holyoak, 2012).

In this paper, we develop an analogy-based model of rela-
tional generalization that instantiates these principles and pro-
vides a framework to unify existing probabilistic approaches.
Analogy itself has been well investigated at Marr’s algorith-
mic level (Marr, 1982), and we discuss how these concepts re-
late to our computational-level perspective. We then compare
the performance of our strategy to the theory-based learner
using relational data from random systems and the Wikipedia
hyperlink graph, and examine the analogies it returns. By
making the model fully nonparametric we are able to capture
the benefits of both models, and show the conditions under
which using an analogy or learning a theory is best. This
unification gives an interesting perspective on how analogies
are formed, and how inductive biases over relational systems
might transform through the lifetime of a learner.
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The Computational Problem of Relational
Generalization

We can use the intuition above to construct a general frame-
work for the computational problem of relational generaliza-
tion. First, we can consider an environment to comprise a
set of entities, all of which can “interact” under a number of
relational types. For example, these might be inanimate ob-
jects, the relational predicate might be “moves when brought
into contact with”, and an interaction might be whether the
object(s) move or not (in other words, it is binary). The goal
of the agent is to make the optimal inference as to the nature
of an unobserved interaction, r, based on a set of previously
observed interactions, R :

p(r|R ). (1)

In Bayesian statistics, this is known as the marginal likelihood
of the (unobserved) data, and may be found by marginalizing
across all possible values of a set of parameters, θ:

p(r|R ) =
∫

θ

p(r|θ) p(θ|R )dθ. (2)

We see that the insertion of parameters and assumption of
independence of interactions given those parameters allows
us to separate our inference into two parts: a prediction of
the unobserved interaction given a set of parameters, and the
evaluation of the posterior probability of those parameters
given our observed data. It is in this second term that our
various models differ, and the prior experience over relational
structures can be defined.

Theory-based Relational Generalization
In probabilistic models of theory formation, the goal of the
learner is to identify the best “theory” of the relational sys-
tem underlying a set of observed interactions between entities
(Kemp et al., 2004, 2006, 2010). A learner begins with gen-
eral prior knowledge, and must then evaluate every possible
theory of the data in order to make the inference. A theory
itself is an assignment of entities to classes and a class-level
relational system that gives the probability of each potential
relation between members of different classes—a representa-
tion that has strong support from the prevalent use of folk and
framework theories in the developmental and adult psycho-
logical literatures (Carey, 1986; Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Bryant,
1997). The key modeling insight is that although the number
of possible theories grows combinatorially with the number
of interacting entities, a preference for simpler theories allows
the learner to make meaningful relational generalizations that
accord well with human behaviour and relational systems of
knowledge—the combinatorial equivalent of Occam’s razor.

Mathematically, a theory is formalized as a matrix, η, that
gives the likelihood of entities from different classes interact-
ing, and a vector z that assigns each element to a latent class.

A learner can then infer the best theory for a system by
evaluating the posterior probability over theories given a set

of relational data, R :

argmax
η,z

p(η,z|R ). (3)

We can invert this posterior probability by an application of
Bayes’ rule, giving us a hypothesis space of generative mod-
els to search across:

p(η,z|R ) ∝ p(R |η,z)p(η,z). (4)

Here, the prior over relational systems, p(z,η), is typically
derived from the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP; Aldous,
1985). This means that it is defined over all possible clus-
tering of entities into latent classes—or, possible seating ar-
rangements of patrons at a restaurant—and is nonparamet-
ric, in that it grows freely with the number of entities—the
restaurant has infinite capacity. The preference for simplicity
is encoded such that theories that assign entities to fewer and
larger classes are weighted more heavily; in the restaurant
analogy, this corresponds to preferring seating arrangements
involving a small number of large tables. This ability to con-
sider a potentially infinite number of relational structures is
explicit in the name of one of these models: the Infinite Rela-
tional Model (IRM; Kemp et al., 2006).

Analogy-based Relational Generalization
The IRM gives us a way to interpret the basic types and quan-
tities needed for a probabilistic model of relational general-
ization. First, the minimal parameters needed to define a re-
lational structure are a class-level relation matrix and a class-
assignment vector to map entities to those classes (where the
latter is really a latent variable). That is, θ = (η,z). Second,
the theory-based model can be thought of as one way of defin-
ing and evaluating a prior over those structures, where every
structure is possible and allocated some probability.

We would like to be able to induce relations in the same
manner as the IRM, but define a prior distribution over re-
lational structures that captures a learner’s previously inter-
nalized experiences with relational systems. Nonparametric
Bayesian statistics allows us to do this by considering each of
these experiences as a point in the space of possible relational
structures that may grow in number over time. The learner
can consider the posterior probability of parameter values
given observed interactions in the context of these analogies:

p(θ|R ) ∝

K

∑
k=1

p(R |θ(k))p(θ(k)) (5)

∝

K

∑
k=1

p(R |η(k),z(k))p(η(k),z(k)) , (6)

where we have K previously encountered systems, and have
replaced the general parameters for a system, θ(k), by a class-
level interaction matrix and class-assignment vector, η(k) and
z(k), respectively. This effectively defines a mixture model
over relational kernels, with weights given by their prior prob-
ability. The predictions made based on this model will be
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weighted by the posterior probability of each system’s pa-
rameters. We interpret this posterior probability as the ana-
logical similarity between current and previous systems, and
observe that it decomposes into the likelihood of the current
environment’s observed interactions under the previously en-
countered system, along with the prior probability of that sys-
tem.

It is interesting to compare the assumptions and implica-
tions of the theory- and analogy-based models. First, the
theory-based model, the IRM, is nonparametric in that the
set of relational structures it considers grows with the num-
ber of entities it assigns to classes. The analogy-based model
is nonparametric in that it grows with the number of rela-
tional systems available for analogical comparison. Second,
the theory-based model is flexible—given enough data it can
learn the optimal relational structure for any set of interact-
ing entities. However, this flexibility comes at a cost: when
few interactions in a novel environment have been observed
its inductive biases may prove too general to support accurate
predictions. By contrast, although the analogy model consid-
ers only a subset of possible relational structures, this allows
it to make strong predictions with fewer samples; provided at
least one is analogically relevant.

Monte Carlo Inference
The principles above give the optimal way of making rela-
tional generalizations. However, because the space of rela-
tional configurations grows combinatorially with the num-
ber of entities under consideration, exact inference is often
intractable. Instead, we can use sampling techniques to ap-
proximate the distributions given above, based on the Monte
Carlo principle. For our problem, this means that a predic-
tion about the unobserved interaction, r, based on samples of
parameters from the posterior distributions described above,
θ(q), will come arbitrarily close to the true model prediction
as the number of samples, Q, grows:∫

θ

p(r|θ) p(θ|R )dθ ≈ 1
Q

Q

∑
l=1

p(r|θ(q)). (7)

In practice, these samples are generated via Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC; Neal, 1992). Making this approxima-
tion for the IRM is simple: draw samples of parameters from
the posterior defined by the model, make the prediction re-
garding the unobserved interaction based on these samples,
and take the average, relying on the samples to be provided at
a proportion determined by the underlying posterior density:

p(r|R )IRM ≈
1
Q

Q

∑
l=1

p(r|η(q),z(q)). (8)

For the analogy model, the situation is more involved. We
can consider each system as providing samples of parameters
from the underlying mixture components. However, calcu-
lating the ratio of samples from each system that should be
used for each prediction is difficult: it involves the true ra-
tio of stored system posteriors, exactly the quantities that are

intractable to compute. Instead, we can take an equal num-
ber of predictions from each system, and weight these predic-
tions by an estimate of how much each system contributes to
the posterior distribution over parameters. This is equivalent
to our estimate of that system’s analogical similarity to the
current learning environment. Using hat notation to denote
estimators, this translates to the following expression:

wk =
p̂(R |S(k))p(S(k))

∑k′ p̂(R |S(k
′))p(S(k′))

(9)

Provided we use a uniform prior over systems, we can use
importance sampling to form an estimator of analogical simi-
larity (or, model evidence), based on the samples that we have
already obtained. This relies on the following harmonic mean
estimator (Kass & Raftery, 1995):

p̂(R |S(k)) =
[ 1

Q

Q

∑
q=1

p(R |θ(qk))−1
]−1

. (10)

Some intuition can be gained about this estimator by consid-
ering that terms with small likelihoods will contribute more
towards the sum, and decrease the model evidence.

By making the above approximations, we arrive at the
following expression for predictions from the analogy-based
model:

p(r|R )analogy ≈
1
Q

Q

∑
q=1

K

∑
k=1

p(r|η(kq),z(kq)) · wk. (11)

Correspondence with Previous Theories of
Analogy

An early and influential theory of analogy in cognitive sci-
ence was Gentner’s structure mapping theory (SMT; Gentner,
1983), which explores the process of how a learner might
best map two relational structures to one another—a theory
at Marr’s algorithmic level (Marr, 1982). Although the un-
derlying computational problem of finding isomorphisms be-
tween two graphs is itself computationally intractable (Garey
& Johnson, 1979), the approach achieves notable success in
finding efficient mappings and matching human intuition and
behavior (see Gentner and Forbus, 2011). Keane, Ledge-
way, and Duff (1994) identify the following computational-
level assumptions that allow these models to do this, and that
justify calling a comparison between two domains “analogi-
cal”: only making matches between entities of the same type;
leveraging structural consistency across representations; and,
favoring systematic matches. It is regarding these that our ac-
count can offer some insight. First, the IRM and our analogy
model can be extended to simultaneously cluster relations and
features (Kemp et al., 2010), and we expect that when the lat-
ter are taken into account matching between entities of the
same type will arise naturally. Next, in SMT the use of a sys-
tematicity score is justified by an appeal to intuition: a match
is more analogical the deeper the relational correspondence
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between the two structures (Gentner, 1983). In our formula-
tion, an analogical match is more useful for inference if the
posterior probability of the base system is higher given the
data we have observed from the target. This will be greater
if the hierarchical depth of both models is consequential for
predicting sample-based variability.

The literatures on schema-based learning and production
systems also propose a prominent role for analogy at the al-
gorithmic level. These often take relational generalization
to be the implicit or explicit goal of the system being pre-
sented, during, for example, learning and reasoning based
on prior structural information (Pirolli & Anderson, 1985;
Tse et al., 2007), schema-induction and analogical mapping
(Halford, Bain, Maybery, & Andrews, 1998; Halford & Wil-
son, 1980), skill learning and problem solving (Anderson &
Thompson, 1989), and in modeling relational understanding
during cognitive development (Doumas, Hummel, & Sand-
hofer, 2008; Leech, Mareschal, & Cooper, 2008). Again,
many of their assumptions and empirical findings are rele-
vant to our approach, and we hope to be able to analyze
them in subsequent work. Finally, there is already at least
one computational-level Bayesian model of relational gener-
alization, “Bayesian analogy with relational transformations”
(Lu, Chen, & Holyoak, 2012), that has been applied to a
more limited subdomain: predicting comparative judgments
of relations between vector-space embeddings of animal con-
cepts. By proposing the general modeling framework above,
we aim to provide a pathway to formally connect with these
approaches and their results.

Simulating Relational Generalization

The statistical discussion above gives two main predictions.
The first is that the theory-based model should perform in-
creasingly well as the number of interactions it observes in-
creases. The second is that the analogy-based model should
perform increasingly well as the number of stored systems
increases. We can test both of these predictions, and exam-
ine the interplay between the two, by comparing the ability
of both models to predict unobserved interactions in random
simulated systems and systems derived from the hyperlink
graph of Wikipedia. Wikipedia is an online open-source and
community-maintained information repository that uses web
pages to explain concepts and reference facts, and hyperlinks
between pages to specify relationships. It is a promising
candidate for approximating human relational knowledge be-
cause it encodes rich relational structure through the hyper-
links between pages, and comes with a categorization frame-
work that allow us to cluster classes into systems. We assess
each model by the (log) probability of model predictions on a
set of held-out interactions. We vary the number of observed
interactions between 10− 90% and use the remaining 10%
as test interactions. We then compare the performance of the
IRM to learners that use 2, 5, 10, and 100 stored systems for
analogical inference. We simulated systems of 30 entities,
giving 900 possible binary interactions.

Model Specification
For the IRM, we have two elements to specify: the likelihood
of an interaction given the model parameters, and the prior
probability of those model parameters. For binary interac-
tions, our likelihood model becomes as follows:

Ri j|z,η∼ Bernoulli(ηzi,z j); (12)

we also assume interactions are independent given these pa-
rameters. From this, we have a parameter for the likelihood
of elements from each pair of classes interacting, ηA,B, and a
class assignment latent variable for each element i, zi. We use
the following prior distributions over these:

ηA,B|α,β∼ Beta(α,β), (13)
z|γ∼ Chinese Restaurant Process(γ). (14)

The CRP is a discrete-time stochastic process that assigns a
probability distribution over all possible class assignments of
our known entities. It states that given a set of entities, en-
tity i is assigned to a class based on the number of elements
currently assigned to that class, NA, or a new class with prob-
ability proportional to the hyperparameter γ:

P(zi+1 = A|z1, . . . ,zi,γ) =

{
NA

N+γ
if NA > 0

γ

N+γ
if A is a new class

;

(15)
this “rich-get-richer” property means it can be used as a
complexity-limiting prior. The CRP is exchangable over
arrival order, allowing us to sequentially base each class-
assignment on the current assignment of all other entities (Al-
dous, 1985). We also use the following distributions to pro-
vide uncertainty on the entries of η and z, with β = α:

α∼ Improper , p(α) ∝ α
− 5

2 , (16)
γ∼ Exponential(1), (17)

For the analogy model, we define a stored relational structure
as a pair (η,ζ), where η is a class-level relation matrix, and
ζ is a class-probability vector. Given this (fixed) information,
we can generate each z(k)i independently for system k as fol-
lows:

z(k)i |ζ
(k) ∼ Multinomial (ζ(k)). (18)

We can then use the same likelihood model as the IRM for
each system, and a uniform prior over system parameters:

p(η(k),ζ(k)) =
1
K
. (19)

We conduct inference over all latent variables and parameters
using Metropolis-Gibbs MCMC (Neal, 1992).

Synthetic Data
Following Kemp et al. (2004), we view a random system as
the result of an inductive process of theory acquisition. We
generate a class-assignment vector from the CRP, a class-
level relational matrix from the IRM, and then a set of binary
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interactions between entities based on these sampled param-
eters and our sampling model. The class-probability vector
required for the analogy model may be derived from the pro-
portion of entities in each class in the true assignment vector.
We limited consideration to 101 systems of between three and
six classes, inclusive, as this matches the Wikipedia data, de-
tailed below.

Wikipedia Data
For the Wikipedia dataset, begin with the “Wikipedia network
of top categories” database, which gives the largest strongly
connected component of categories with over 100 constituent
pages from Wikipedia in September, 2011 (Klymko, Gle-
ich, & Kolda, 2014). We then use the Wikipedia API to
find the supercategory for each of these categories (hereafter,
“classes”), to serve as a system name, and limit our consider-
ation to systems with between three and six classes (and with
intelligible and non-self-referential class and system names).
We then use this reduced graph to construct our representa-
tions of systems, and select 101 of these at random to conduct
model inference over. We can then represent these systems
by a class-level interaction matrix and class-probability vec-
tor, where ηm,n represents the proportion of webpages from
subcategory m that hyperlink to subcategory n, and θm is
the proportion of pages that come from subcategory m. Fi-
nally, we can simulate data directly from this model by draw-
ing class-labels for 30 entities (simulated pages) from the
class-probability vector, and interactions (simulated hyper-
links) based on the class-relation matrix. We limit consid-
eration to these systems because those with a fewer classes
are frequently degenerate, having an extremely high concen-
tration of probability mass in a single class or inter-class re-
lation, and those with more are relatively few in number and
underdetermined by the number of entities we conduct in-
ference over. We leave overcoming these numeric issues to
subsequent work.

Results
We find that on the synthetic and Wikipedia data using around
five and two analogies is sufficient to match the performance
of the IRM, respectively (see Figure 1). When the number
of interactions is very small, no model performs well; likely
because there are not enough data to definitively group enti-
ties. After this, there is a slight and decreasing benefit from
using analogies, as predicted. However, the ultimate bene-
fits from using a theory are not as evident as predicted. We
suspect that this, along with the extremely good performance
of the 10- and 100-system analogy models, is because the
space of possible relational structures generated from 30 en-
tities is not large enough to require such flexibility, and is well
covered by simple examples. Some evidence for this can be
seen by inspecting the best analogies drawn by the full model
(see Figure 2), which although often interesting seem to im-
ply the interactional structure in the data was not rich enough
to support more fine-grained matches and theories. Neverthe-
less, it is interesting that the analogy model based on human-

structured relational knowledge (Wikipedia) requires fewer of
those systems to compete with the IRM.

Unifying Models of Relational Generalization
From the above analyses, two further questions arise. The
first is whether we can combine the benefits of both model-
ing approaches, with more accurate predictions in the small-
sample regime and the flexibility to learn the structure of the
new environment as observed data increases. Fortunately, be-
cause the posterior of both modeling approaches can be ex-
pressed in equivalent forms, it is straightforward to combine
these models in a fully nonparametric manner. That is, we
can consider generalizations based on K + 1 systems, where
the first K come from previously stored systems, and the
last comes from a new system inferred by the theory-based
model. Predictions based on samples from these systems can
be weighted in the following manner, which builds upon the
estimator given above by including a nonparametric prior:

p(r|R )≈ 1
Q

Q

∑
q=1

K+1

∑
k=1

p(r|S(k)) · wk (20)

wk =
p̂(R |S(k))p(S(k))

p̂(R )
(21)

p(S(k)) =

{
1

N−1+τ
if k ≤ K

τ

N−1+τ
if k = K +1

, (22)

where p̂(·) is the harmonic mean estimator, and τ is the
weight of predictions from the theory-based model. We op-
timize τ post-hoc by numeric maximization using Brent’s al-
gorithm.

When we examine results from this model, we find that it
interpolates well between theory- and analogy-based models,
and outperforms both across all systems and data partitions
(Figure 3). For models using fewer analogies, we also see
the predicted transition to the use of theories as the amount of
observed data grows, captured in the weight assigned to the
solution provided by the IRM. Although this is not as strik-
ing as predicted, we suspect that both the sharpness of the
transition and the performance benefit of the nonparametric
model will continue to grow as more entities are considered,
and as our estimator of model evidence improves (this was
often poorly aligned with MCMC performance, and is known
to have stability issues; Kass and Raftery, 1995).

The second question is where these analogies might come
from. The unification given above offers some insight, partic-
ularly through the nonparametric prior. Here we have consid-
ered a single inference, made by combining accrued relational
experience with the flexibility to consider the system novel.
Spread over a lifetime, this ability would allow a learner to
induce the right level of abstraction over structures to support
the types of relational generalizations they are likely to re-
quire in the future. This could explain how an abstract form
like a tree hierarchy is induced from experience with many
tree-like systems. To make this extension, we will need to
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Figure 1: Results for IRM and analogy models over random (top) and Wikipedia systems (bottom; lower scores represent better
performance).

Figure 2: Two example analogies from the full analogy model with 90% of data (target systems left, most analogically similar
stored system right). While some analogies exhibit interesting correspondences, others are often successful simply because
they recapitulate one main feature; for example, a strong diagonal component in the class-level relation matrix.
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Figure 3: Nonparametric model results. Left: mean perfor-
mance across systems summed over data partitions; Right:
estimate of model evidence for IRM. Top: random systems;
Bottom: Wikipedia. Results are for two-analogy model, and
data omitted for smallest partition.

add even more flexibility to our model; for instance, by using
a hierarchical Dirichlet process prior (Canini, Shashkov, &
Griffiths, 2010).

Discussion
In the present work, we have given a small-scale assessment
of our ideas about relational generalization, and how it re-
lates to analogy. It will be of great future interest to deploy
the model over a larger number of elements and systems,
and explore the effectiveness of different estimators for the
true fully Bayesian idea of analogical similarity given above,
along with their coherence with human judgments. Finally,
we look forward to more fully examining the theoretical and
empirical correspondence with previous influential accounts
of analogy in the literature, as well as with recent statisti-
cal work on generalization from the cognitive and neural sci-
ences (Lake, Lawrence, & Tenenbaum, 2018; Whittington et
al., 2019).
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Individual Working Memory Capacity Moderates the Power Effect on Cognitive
Task Performance

Leila Straub
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

The experience of power is known to help people pursue their goals more effectively. It has been argued that this is because
the powerful are better at managing working memory processes during goal pursuit. However, past research has often
disregarded individual differences in working memory capacity. We examined how manipulated power affects peoples
cognitive task performance, depending on their working memory capacity. Results showed that high-power participants
with a relatively lower capacity performed significantly better than low-power participants, whereas individuals with a
higher capacity performed equally well in both high- and low-power conditions. Thus, individuals with a relatively higher
capacity were less affected by the experience of low power than individuals with a lower capacity, who in turn profitted
more from the experience of high power. Overall, our findings imply that individuals working memory capacity is an
important factor to consider in the power effect on cognitive task performance.
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Abstract 
 

In reinforcement learning (RL) experiments, participants 
learn to associate stimuli with rewarding responses. RL 
models capture such learning by estimating stimulus-response 
values. But what is a response? RL algorithms can model any 
response type, whether it is a basic motor action (e.g. pressing 
a key), or a more abstract, non-motor choice (e.g. selecting 
pizza at the restaurant). Are these different responses learned 
the same way? In this study, we examine differences between 
learning a rewarding association between (1) a stimulus and a 
motor action and (2) two stimuli. We show that learning 
differs between these two conditions, contrary to the common 
implicit assumption that response type does not matter. 
Specifically, participants were slower and less accurate in 
learning to select a rewarding stimulus. Using computational 
modeling, we show that the values of motor actions interfered 
with the values of stimulus responses, resulting in more 
incorrect choices in the latter condition. 
 

Keywords: reinforcement learning; computational modeling;    
credit assignment; decision-making. 

 
Introduction 

 
The field of reinforcement learning (RL) provides a wealth of 
studies aiming to understand how individuals learn to make 
rewarding responses. Research in the field of RL has yielded 
great improvements in our understanding of the cognitive 
mechanisms that support the ability to select optimal choices, 
extending into more complex behaviors (e.g. planning: Daw 
et al., 2011; generalization: Niv et al., 2015). The RL 
framework also provides insights into developmental 
changes (Master et al., 2019) and clinical impairments 
(Gillan et al., 2016) in decision-making behavior. 

Empirical RL research relies on variations of simple 
experimental designs in which participants learn rewarding 
associations between stimuli (i.e. a picture) and responses. In 
some experiments, the response is conceptualized as a motor 
action, such as a key press (Collins & Frank, 2012; Ratcliff 
and Frank, 2012). In other studies, the response instead 
consists of participants’ selection of another visual stimulus 
(Daw et al., 2011; Foerde & Shohamy, 2014). Work on 
instrumental and classical conditioning has shown that 
selecting a motor action and approaching a goal may rely on 
different processes (Rescorla & Solomon, 1967). 
Furthermore, motor action and stimulus choice values are 

encoded differently in the brain (Luk & Wallis, 2013; 
Camille et al, 2011), and monkeys learning to select motor 
actions vs. stimuli behaved differently, and were affected 
differently by striatal lesions (Rothenhoefer et al., 2017). 
Despite this evidence that the response type is an important 
factor to consider when studying learning, human RL studies 
have not directly contrasted these types of responses. 
Consequently, conclusions from RL studies using one type of 
response (e.g. stimulus selection) are often implicitly 
assumed to generalize to the other type of response (e.g. 
motor action). Indeed, in most previous RL research, RL 
algorithms deployed to model behavior have treated these 
kinds of responses as equivalent (Daw et al., 2011; Collins, 
2018). This propagates the implicit assumption that in the RL 
framework, learning of stimulus-stimulus (also referred to as 
goal-directed learning) and stimulus-motor action 
associations are identical processes that rely on the same 
mechanisms.  

In this project, we investigate whether healthy young adults 
learn to select a response to a stimulus in the same way if the 
response is a motor action, or the selection of another (goal) 
stimulus in a reinforcement learning task. We use a novel 
experimental design and computational RL modeling to 
characterize the differences and similarities in learning. We 
provide evidence for a dissociation between two types of 
response learning, suggesting that 1) two response types are 
learned at different rates, and 2) the values of learned motor-
action responses can impact the choice of the stimulus goal. 

 
Methods 

 
Participants 
We recruited 82 participants (40 female, age mean (SD) = 
20.5(1.93), age range = 18-30) from University of California, 
Berkeley participant pool. Participants received course credit 
as compensation for participating in the study. In accordance 
with the policy of the University of California, Berkeley 
Institutional Review Board, all participants provided a 
written informed consent before beginning the experiment. 
We excluded 20 participants due to insufficient learning 
performance as participants’ average accuracy must exceed 
0.60 in all three conditions, resulting in a total sample of 62 
participants. 
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Experimental design 
We developed a new task to directly compare how 
participants use reinforcement to learn stimulus-stimulus vs. 
stimulus-action associations. At the beginning of the 
experiment, participants received detailed task instructions 
and trial examples.  Participants were told that on each trial, 
they would see one of the 6 cards from a card set (the stimuli), 
along with the 3 card boxes (responses). All boxes had 
distinct colors (red, green, blue), which we henceforth refer 
to as labels, and were placed in a left, middle, and right 
position on a line (Figure 1). The participants were asked to 
sort the cards into the boxes, based on different sorting rules. 
To sort a card, participants chose a box by pressing one of the 
three keys on the keyboard with the index, middle, and ring 
finger of their dominant hand, mapping motor actions onto 
the box positions (Figure 1). Following their response, 
participants received truthful feedback (+1 if they selected 
the correct box, 0 if they did not), before proceeding to the 
next trial. 

We divided the task into three conditions based on different 
sorting rules, and counterbalanced the order of blocks to 
minimize the effect of block order on performance. In the 
label condition, participants were instructed to sort the cards 
based on the box label only. In other words, the correct box 
for each card was consistently defined by its label (Figure 
1A), irrespective of its position on any given trial. In the 
position condition, participants were instructed to sort the 
cards only by the box position (Figure 1B). In this case, the 
correct box for each card was defined by the box position 
irrespective of its label on any given trial. In the position 
control condition (Figure 1C), the boxes were not tagged with 
labels, and participants could only sort cards by position. This 
condition allowed us to asses a baseline performance for the 
position condition, which was designed to visually match the 
label condition, with only one type of response possible.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. RL task with 3 conditions. In the first condition, 
participants learned an association between two stimuli (card 
and a label). In the two remaining conditions, participants 
learned an association between a stimulus and a motor action 
(card and a left/middle/right key press).  

 
In each block, participants had to sort 6 cards into 3 boxes. 

The stimuli (cards) were different in each block, but the three 
box labels were the same across all blocks, except in the 
control condition where boxes were not labeled. Each card 
was presented 15 times for a total of 90 trials per block. We 

controlled the order of where the labels were placed on each 
trial, such that in the position condition, each label was shown 
on the correct box an equal number of times. In the label 
condition, the correct label appeared in each position an equal 
number of times. This order was counterbalanced, with equal 
distribution of unique label position pairing across different 
stages of the task. 

On each trial, participants first saw the boxes for 1 second, 
with a fixation cross placed at the center of the screen. After 
1 second, the card for the current trial replaced the fixation 
cross, and participants were allowed to make a response. 
Participants had 1 second to make their choice, after which 
they were provided with a 1s-feedback and a 1s inter-trial-
interval before proceeding to the next trial. This trial timing 
was designed to alleviate a potential difficulty confound 
between the position and label conditions: it allowed 
participants to first identify where each box label was, as 
correct label selection was more demanding with label 
positions differing on each trial, before selecting a box in 
response to the stimuli. 

We developed the different conditions (label/position) to 
elicit different response learning processes. Specifically, in 
the position condition, participants learned an association 
between a stimulus and a correct motor action (a card and a 
left, right or middle key press). In the label condition, 
participants learned an association between two stimuli (a 
card and one of the labels). We assessed the dissociation 
between the two types of response learning by addressing the 
following questions using model-independent analyses and 
computational modeling: 

 
1) Are stimulus-action and stimulus-stimulus 

associations acquired differently, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively? 

 
2) If so, what are the computational processes that drive 

the differences? 
 

Results 
 
We first plotted participants’ learning curve (accuracy as a 
function of stimulus iteration) in all conditions. As expected, 
increased exposure to the cards and the subsequent truthful 
feedback increased participants’ accuracy of choosing correct 
boxes (Figure 2). Repeated measures one-way ANOVA 
revealed an effect of condition on overall accuracy (F(2,61) 
= 97.7, p = 4.5e-26). Next, we sought to test which of the 
individual conditions differed significantly. The control and 
position condition, which both required learning of stimulus-
motor action associations, were non-distinguishable (paired 
t-test: t(61)=1.61, p=.11), indicating that the alternating 
labels in the position condition did not impact performance. 
In contrast, participants’ performance in the label condition 
was significantly worse than in the other conditions (paired t-
test: position: t(61) = 11.1, p = 3.8e-16; control: t(61) = 12.9, 
p = 5.4e-19). 
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Next, we aimed to identify the mechanisms driving the 
decrease in accuracy in the label condition. Specifically, 
since label condition was more demanding due to labels 
changing positions on each trial, an uncompelling 
explanation for the respective drop in accuracy would 
attribute the higher frequency of errors to random slips in 
choices. This hypothesis would predict uniform, random 
error-patterns. Alternatively, we hypothesized that motor-
action values could interfere with label values, suggesting an 
incorrect credit assignment to motor actions in the label 
condition, and thus incorrectly bias the choice of the stimulus 
response. 

To test our hypothesis, we analyzed error types. We first 
computed a card-dependent reward history associated with 
each box label and each box position. Specifically, on each 
trial where participants received positive feedback, we 
incremented the cumulative reward history associated with 
the position and the label of the chosen box for the given card. 
Next, we used the label and position reward history to more 
carefully interpret choices on incorrect trials. We asked 
whether, out of the two possible incorrect choices, 

participants were more likely to make the one that had the 
highest past label reward history in the position condition, 
and the highest past position reward history in the label 
condition (henceforth referred to as interference errors). If the 
decreased performance in the label condition was due to 
noise, there should be no specific pattern in the errors. 
However, if it was due to interference, there should be more 
errors driven by position value.  

We found that the proportion of interference errors was 
significantly greater than chance (0.5) in the label-sorting 
condition (t(61) = 2.54, p = .01), but not in position-sorting 
condition (t(61) = .13, p = .89; Figure 3A). The proportion of 
interference errors in the label condition was also 
significantly greater than that in the position condition (t(61) 
= 2.69, p =.008). To further confirm that the interference 
effect was not driven by participants mistakenly transferring 
the previous block’s strategy, we ran a mixed-effects general 
linear model predicting accuracy as a function of current 
block condition and previous block condition. The results 
confirmed that accuracy was explained by current, but not 
previous block condition (p = 2.22e-14; p=0.45 respectively).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Learning curves and proportion of interference error types from participant data and simulations from the following 
models: RL, dual learning rate RL with no mixture parameter, and dual learning rate RL with mixture parameter. Baseline RL 
does not capture observed behavioral patterns. Dual learning-rate RL with no mixture parameter captures the difference in the 
learning curves, but not the interference errors. Only the dual rate model with possible deviation from correct policy captures 
both the difference in learning curves and the interference effect observed in behavioral data. 

 
Next, we utilized the card-dependent label and position 
reward history of each box to examine whether response 
times also reflect interference in the choice process. First, we 
computed a trial-by-trial cumulative card-dependent reward 
history associated with positions and labels separately 
(Figure 3). Next, on each trial, we calculated the card-
depended reward history difference (RHD) for both labels 
and positions. The RHD represented the difference between 
the reward history of the chosen box, and reward history sum 
of the non-chosen boxes. The RHD scaled with accuracy in 
the relevant condition. For instance, in the position condition, 
the correct box position was rewarded more frequently if 

participants were more accurate in the past. In contrast, 
incorrect box positions were never rewarded. Consequently, 
this led to a greater discrepancy between the cumulative 
reward history of the correct box position, and the cumulative 
reward history of the incorrect box positions. Given that 
participants’ responses got faster with more learning, we 
hypothesized that greater RHD would predict faster response 
times only in correct dimension (i.e. the label RHD in label 
condition, and position RHD in position condition). On the 
other hand, we predicted the incorrect dimension (e.g. the 
label RHD in position block and vice versa) would have no 
effect on response times, unless there was an interference 
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effect. We performed a linear mixed effects model analysis, 
predicting log-transformed RTs on correct trials using 
position and label RHD. We controlled for the trial number, 
to ensure that the changes in the RTs were not simply driven 
by the practice effects or related factors associated with trial 
advancement.  

Our results showed that participants’ shorter RTs in the 
position and label conditions were indeed associated with 
higher respective RHD (label: β = -.04, p = 5.1e-19; position: 
β = -.06, p = 3.6e-21). The label RHD had no effect on RTs 
in the position condition (β= -.004, p = 0.55), supporting the  
conclusion that there was no interference of label values with 
the position choice. On the other hand, we found the opposite 
effect of position RHD in the label condition (β = .034, p = 
.001). Furthermore, subject level estimates of the incorrect 
factor RHD were significantly greater in label relative to 
position condition. (paired t-test: t(61) = 3.87, p = 2.6e-04). 
In other words, participant responses in label condition 
blocks were longer when position RHD was high (Figure 
3B). This result complemented the error-type results, 
revealing an interference of motor-action values with 
learning of stimulus-stimulus associations. The asymmetry of 
the interference effect further implied that acquisition of 
stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-motor action associations in 
pursuit of rewards are not equivalent. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. A) Example of the interference error trial in label 
condition. Participants track the values of both labels and 
conditions in parallel. On trials where evidence is 
accumulated in favor of a position not matching the location 
of the correct label, participants are more likely to select the 
response matching the box with high position value when 
incorrect. B) On correct trials participants tend to be slower 
when position and label values compete, which argues 
against the speed-accuracy tradeoff. This interference effect 
of incorrect dimension (the motor action) is specific to the 
label condition. 

Model 
 

Both error-type and RT analyses suggested that learning 
stimulus-motor action associations interferes with learning 
stimulus-stimulus associations: Participants did not fully 
segregate choice strategies across relevant conditions. We 
next sought to support these analyses with computational 
modeling in an effort to pinpoint the mechanisms of the 
interference effect. Was mixing of choice strategies essential 
for capturing data properties beyond the accuracy difference 
(i.e. exact patterns of errors)? Furthermore, did other 
mechanisms (i.e. the rate of learning or forgetting) differ 
between the 2 conditions, driving observed performance 
differences? 

To answer these questions, we developed a reinforcement 
learning (RL) model of learning behavior in this task. Our 
model assumes that (1) both values of positions and labels are 
learned and updated individually, and (2) there is a mixture 
of choice strategies, such that each choice may reflect a 
contribution of both the position and the label value, allowing 
for potential interference when only one value is relevant 
(Figure 3). 

The family of RL models we considered extended a classic 
model-free RL (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Schultz, Dayan & 
Montague, 1997) with two main parameters: learning rate and 
softmax inverse temperature. We integrated additional 
processes to parameterize different aspects of behavior that 
basic RL alone does not capture. 

Our model assumed feedback-dependent value-learning in 
both conditions, in that for each card c the expected reward 
of the correct labels QL(c,l) and positions QP(c,p) was 
incrementally updated based on the outcome of each trial. 
The reward history for both the label and the position of the 
selected box was updated as a function of prediction error 
between expected and the observed outcome at trial t: 

 
QP t+1(c,p) = QPt(c,p) + α x δP 
QL t+1 (c,l) = QLt(c,l) + α x δL 

 
where δ was the dimension-specific reward prediction error, 
formalized as δt = rt – Q(c,response), and α was the learning 
rate. Although value updating was identical for labels and 
positions, we assumed separate reward prediction errors for 
label and position.  

Choices of position/label with greater Q-values were 
selected with a greater likelihood, as a function of softmax 
choice policy: 

𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|𝑐) = !"#	(&∗(
!(),#+,-.-+/))

1"!"#	(&∗(!(),#))
 

 
𝑃(label|𝑐) = !"#	(&∗(

#(),234!2))
1$!"#	(&∗(#(),2))

 
 

where β was the inverse temperature, which controlled the 
stochasticity in the choice policy, based on the differences 
between the values of each response. Importantly, we 
assumed that the final policy was a mixture of two choice 
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strategies: (1) choosing the box with the highest position and 
(2) highest label value at the policy level, such that: 

 
P(position|c, pos. block) = ρP*p(position) + (1- ρP)*p(label) 

P(label|c, lab. block) = ρL*p(label) + (1- ρL)*p(position) 
 
In both conditions, higher values of the ρ parameter 

indicated that the choices were influenced by the value of the 
relevant dimension (i.e. values of labels in label condition and 
values of positions in position condition). ρ < 1 indicated 
deviation from the correct policy, and an influence of the 
incorrect value dimension (i.e. position values in label 
condition). The policy in the control blocks was identical to 
the one in position blocks.  

In addition to the stochasticity of the choice which the 
softmax allowed, the undirected noise parameter e allowed 
the model to capture value-independent random slips in 
choices (Nassar & Frank, 2016). We defined a new policy by 
incorporating the undirected noise into the choice process: 

 
P’ = (1-ε)*p + ε* 5

67
 

 
where nC was the number of choices, 5

67
 was the uniform 

random policy, and ε was the noise parameter (0< ε <1). 
Higher value of ε indicated higher likelihood of random 
lapses. We also implemented forgetting by allowing the Q-
values of positions and labels to decay on each trial: 

 
QPt+1 = QPt + d*(QP0-QPt), 
QLt+1 = QLt + d*(QL0-QLt), 

 
Where d (0<d<1) was the decay parameter. Higher d values 
indicated faster forgetting. 

Prior work in similar tasks (Collins, 2018; Christakou et 
al., 2013) has shown that individuals tend to learn less from 
negative than positive feedback. To capture individuals’ 
propensity to neglect negative feedback, we also integrated a 
learning bias parameter, such that for negative prediction 
errors, the learning rate is reduced to α *(learning bias).  

 

 
Figure 4. Model schematic. The model assumes different 
learning and value updating for labels and positions. The box 
choice is assumed to be determined by a mixture of position 
and label values. 
 
 

We used the Matlab optimization function fmincon (the 
Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) to fit 
parameters with 20 randomly chosen starting points to reduce 
the likelihood of finding a local rather than global minimum. 
We fit our models to each participant’s data individually 
using maximum likelihood estimation method. We fit all the 
parameters, except β and ρP, with a lower bound = 0 and 
upper bound =1. Following previous work (Collins, 2018; 
Master et. al, 2019), we observed that fixing β =100 improved 
parameter recovery and estimation. Note that leaving β free 
or condition-dependent did not improve the model fit. 
Following behavioral results that showed 1) no performance 
difference between control and position conditions, and 2) no 
interference of label value in position conditions (Figure 2), 
we also fixed ρP to 1. We confirmed with model comparison 
that leaving ρP a free parameter did not improve model fit (see 
Modeling results). 
 
Model comparison 
We repeated the fitting and the simulation procedure for the 
models listed in the Table 1. We aimed to test whether 
placing different constraints, such as allowing only one or no 
distinct parameters for label and position learning, would 
enable us to capture the behavior better. We compared the 
tested models using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 
which penalizes model complexity. For each of the models of 
interest we simulated data, then fit all of the models to the 
simulated data. We were able to recover the ground truth 
(simulating model) via model comparison with AIC (Figure 
5), confirming that AIC is appropriate for model comparison 
in this context (Wilson & Collins, 2019). 
  

Modes Learning 
rate(α) 

Decay(d) Noise(ε) Mixture 
(ρ) 

M1 1 1 1 1(ρL) 
M2 1 1 2 1(ρL) 
M3 2 1 1 0 
M4 2 1 1 1(ρL) 

Table 1. List of the model variations we compared. For each 
column, the values of 1 and 2 indicate whether we used a 
single parameter for both label and position learning, or two 
distinct parameters respectively. * ρL = mixture parameter 
which weighs the value of labels; 2 learning rates = distinct 
learning rates for learning position and label values. 
 
Specific models 
We first verified that including undirected noise, forgetting, 
and learning bias improved our ability to capture behavior 
relative to 2-parameter RL. Next, we verified that including 
a free ρL parameter improved the fit, while leaving b and rF 
free did not. Thus, our baseline model M1 included 5 free 
parameters (α , ρL, ε, d, learning bias). This baseline model 
treats the different conditions as identical by utilizing the 
same set of parameters for all conditions, except for the label-
condition-specific ρL parameter.  
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We compared this baseline model to a family of models 
that allowed for more graded differentiation between the 
response learning processes in the two conditions (control 
condition was treated as identical to position condition). 
Systematically varying the structure and complexity of the 
compared models allowed us to identify the best fitting 
model, and in doing so isolate the cognitive mechanisms that 
most likely drive differences in stimulus-stimulus vs. 
stimulus-action learning. In particular, we tested the models 
with different combinations of condition-dependent learning 
rate, decay, learning bias and undirected noise. Here, we 
focus solely on a few models that enabled us to test specific 
theoretical predictions regarding the difference in choice 
processes in stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-action 
associations (Table 1). Specifically, dual noise RL model M2 
tests whether the observed condition dissociation in learning 
can be explained by stimulus-value learning being a 
noisier/more difficult process. Dual learning rate RL with 
fixed mixture parameter ρL=1 M3 tests whether the empirical 
dissociation can be captured solely by different learning rates. 
Last, model M4 (dual learning rate RL with free mixture 
parameter ρL) tests whether a mixture policy is necessary to 
capture the full behavioral pattern, including error types. 
Other models did not sufficiently account for and fit the data, 
thus we omitted them from further discussion.  
 
Model validation 
To validate the models’ fit to the data (Palminteri et al., 2017, 
Wilson & Collins, 2020), we tested whether they captured 
key qualitative features of behavior with high fidelity. 
Specifically, for each participant, we simulated the models 
using individually fit parameters 100 times and averaged the 
simulations’ performance to capture the model’s predicted 
behavior for that participant (Figure 2). 

 
Modeling results 

 
The AIC comparison revealed that the model with two 
learning rates, single decay and noise parameters and a free  
ρL mixture parameter (M4, Table 1) had the best fit relative 
to other models (Figure 5A). Model simulations revealed that 
this model captured the critical features of the participants’ 
behavior (Figure 2). Specifically, simulated accuracy of M4 
in the label condition was lower than simulated accuracy in 
the position and control conditions. Simulations captured 
both the lower accuracy in the early learning stages (averaged 
over first several stimulus iterations) as well as the 
asymptotic accuracy (accuracy over later stimulus iterations). 
By contrast, a classic RL model could not capture observed 
behavior (Figure 2). 

The validation and model comparison results, therefore, 
supported the conclusion that the dissociation between 
stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-motor action association 
learning was primarily driven by the difference in learning 
rates, rather than decay or the rate of random slips in actions. 

To test the necessity of the mixture policy in label blocks 
to capture condition effects in behavior, we fit the dual 

learning rate model without the mixture parameter (M3, 
Table 1). We found that this model fails to produce the 
observed interference errors, suggesting that the mixture 
parameter is essential to capture the contribution of different 
values to the choice process (Figure 2). Finally, to quantify 
the asymmetry in the interference effect, we fit an addition 
model that included the same parameters as the winning 
model (dual learning rate and mixture parameter) with an 
additional free ρP parameter. This model did not improve the 
fit, confirming that a fixed ρP =1, ρL <1 captured the data well.  

 We next sought to assess the differences in condition-
dependent parameters. In the winning model M4, condition 
comparison revealed that the learning rate in the position 
condition was significantly greater than the learning rate in 
the label condition (sign test p = 7e-10; Figure 5c). 

The computational modeling approach allowed us to 
decouple the mechanisms contributing to learning correct 
stimulus, and correct motor-action responses. The basic RL 
model with a single set of parameters for both types of 
response learning failed to capture the data in both 
conditions, thus suggesting different learning processes for 
stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-motor action associations. 
Since the model comparison favored the model with (1) dual 
learning rates and (2) different policy mixture parameters, we 
concluded that the underlying learning mechanisms of 
stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-motor action associations are 
not equivalent, as commonly assumed. Furthermore, given 
that this model provided the best fit, we reasoned that while 
different decay, learning bias, and undirected noise 
parameters could contribute to capturing the behavioral 
features, they were not essential for explaining the 
differences between these conditions. Thus, combining 
model-independent error-type and RT analyses with 
modeling allowed us to confirm that behavioral differences 
in the two conditions cannot be explained by a discrepancy in 
condition difficulty and performance noise. 

 
 

Discussion 
 
We combined a novel experimental design and 
computational modeling approach to test the equivalence of 
stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-motor action associations in 
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the RL framework. Consistent with previous work on 
instrumental learning, we presented results that challenge the 
homogeneity of response definition in RL. Specifically, we 
showed that learning processes with different learning rates 
underlie stimulus and motor action response-learning. This 
contradicts the implicit assumption that all response types are 
equivalent, inviting for caution in future reinforcement 
learning studies and modeling practice.  

Our current design prohibits us from testing whether the 
stimulus-stimulus associations are always more ‘suboptimal’ 
and susceptible to interference (i.e. from other, less correct 
stimulus responses) relative to stimulus-motor action 
associations. Future work is also required to disambiguate 
mechanisms of interference – for instance, whether the 
interference effect is driven solely at the policy level, or also 
incorrect stimulus and motor-action value updates. In 
addition, while we attempted to dissociate between stimulus 
and motor responses, we cannot rule out the possibility that 
the position sorting condition represents another form of 
stimulus response (e.g. based on spatial position).  

Our results showed that participants track the value of 
motor actions even when they are irrelevant (in the label 
condition), and that irrelevant action values influence their 
choices. This was revealed by the interference errors, where 
the value of the irrelevant position dimension influenced 
which error was made, and was captured by a mixture 
parameter in the RL model. This pattern in errors also ruled 
out the possibility that condition effects were due to a 
difficulty confound, an explanation also ruled out by the 
worse fit of a model including multiple noise parameters. 
Thus, our results suggest that the dissociable strategies based 
on  different sets of values compete during the choice process. 
This highlights the possibility of parallel RL circuits in the 
brain contributing jointly to decision-making, and the 
importance of clearly defining response types in RL studies.  
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Abstract

Flexible information routing in the brain is crucial to perform sequential tasks in which an operation takes as input the
result of the preceding operation (e.g. add 2 to a given digit, then compare the result to 5). Experiments suggest that
individual operations such as addition and comparison can proceed subliminally, while their chaining requires conscious
perception. Here we use the semantic pointer architecture to model a global workspace and specialist processors with
spiking neurons. Non-conscious information has limited spatio-temporal influence in our model, while information that is
selected to enter the global workspace can be maintained over time and selectively routed to the processors whose role is
to execute the operations. The model can perform three tasks that consist of different operation chains. Response times
and accuracy are compared to human performance data.
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Abstract

Theoretical linguists have hypothesized that the vocalization of the initial consonants in Japanese sound-symbolic words
affect their psychological evaluations. By using 5-point semantic differential scales associated with 13 psycholinguis-
tic features (familiarity, visual imagery, auditory imagery, haptic imagery, arousal, preference, disgust, hardness, soft-
ness, heaviness, lightness, fastness, and slowness), we asked 36 Japanese participants to evaluate sound-symbolic words
with voiceless (SSWVL; e.g., kirakira) or voiced initial consonants (SSWV; e.g., giragira) in experiment 1, whereas we
asked them to evaluate sound-symbolic words with semi-voiced consonants (SSWSV; e.g., pochapocha) or SSWV (e.g.,
bochabocha) in experiment 2. Results of experiments 1 and 2 showed that the participants had higher levels of disgust,
arousal, hardness, heaviness, and slowness for SSWV as opposed to SSWVL and SSWSV (ps ¡ .05). In sum, these find-
ings suggest that the presence of vocalization of initial consonants in Japanese sound-symbolic words contribute to their
psychological evaluations to sound-symbolic words.
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Abstract

A key phenomenon in the psychology of reasoning is belief bias, a tendency to accept the conclusion of an argument based
on whether it is believable, regardless of logical status. The traditional notion of belief bias assumes a contrast between
logic and beliefs: we are either logical, or we are biased away from logic by our beliefs. But this contrast is unnecessary
in probabilistic theories of reasoning that generalise logic to cover uncertain degrees of belief. An experiment examined
whether reasoners inferences about conditional syllogisms conform to principles of probabilistic coherence and whether
this was affected by the believability of argument premises. Inferences for a majority of syllogisms showed above-chance
coherence regardless of the believability of argument premises. When deviations from coherence did occur these most
often reflected underconfidence in arguments with unbelievable premises. These results show that positing two distinct
reasoning processes is not necessary to explain belief bias.
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Abstract

Temporal preparation is influenced by factors across a range of time scales, from effects of the previous trial to learning
effects throughout entire experiments. Theories on temporal preparation thus far have failed to offer a complete account of
these effects. We present the formal multiple trace theory of temporal preparation (fMTP), a computational framework that
integrates theories on time perception, motor planning, and associative learning. At fMTP’s core lies Hebbian, associative
learning between a layer of time cells and a motor layer. Its preparatory state is governed by the automatically retrieval of
traces formed in the past. We show that fMTP, with only this single implicit learning mechanism, accounts for behavioral
phenomena across a range of time scales that previously have been considered to be the result of distinct processes.
Furthermore, for experimental setups where the predictions of existing accounts and fMTP differ, the data aligns with our
model.
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Abstract 

In audiovisual information processing, auditory information 
may interfere with eye movement planning in visual 
processing due to competition for attentional resources. Here 
we hypothesize that this interference may be mitigated in the 
recognition of emotions involving strong audiovisual 
coupling. Participants judged the emotion of a talking head 
video under audiovisual, video-only, and audio-only 
conditions. While participants generally performed the best in 
the audiovisual condition, their eye movement pattern did not 
change significantly across the three conditions except for the 
recognition of disgust. In disgust recognition, eye movements 
in the audiovisual condition were less eyes-focused than the 
video-only condition, and the larger the difference, the less 
the audiovisual advantage in performance. Disgust 
recognition develops later in life and may involve weaker 
audiovisual coupling. Accordingly, our results suggest that 
whether emotional voice information facilitates emotion 
recognition without interfering with eye movement planning 
depends on the strength of audiovisual coupling in emotion 
processing. 

Keywords: emotion recognition; audiovisual processing; 
facial expression; eye movement; EMHMM 

Introduction 

Emotion recognition is of vital importance in daily human 

interaction. It demands both temporal and spatial attention 

as facial movements during emotional expressions may 

contain subtle but critical changes for recognition (Young & 

Bruce, 2011). In addition, both emotional facial and vocal 

information play an important role. Thus, real-life emotion 

recognition involves audiovisual processing of dynamic 

information. However, most of the previous studies on 

emotion recognition focused on the processing of unimodal, 

static images of facial expressions. While these studies have 

consistently shown that the recognition of different facial 

expressions involves different diagnostic features (e.g. 

Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin & Schyns, 2005), as reflected in 

eye movements (e.g., Schurgin et al., 2014), it remains 

unclear whether it applies as well to dynamic emotion 

recognition. In particular, when both emotional visual and 

auditory information are available, the two sources of 

information may influence each other, and this interaction is 

shown to involve attentional mechanisms (e.g., Talsma, 

Senkowski, Soto-Faraco, & Woldorff, 2010). Eye 

movement planning is also highly associated with 

attentional mechanisms (e.g., Noudoost, Chan, Steinmetz & 

Moore, 2010). Thus, the presence of auditory information 

may interfere with eye movement planning in visual 

processing. Indeed, eye movements elicited during an 

auditory attention task were shown to be predictive of 

attentional engagement and cued sound location (Braga, Fu, 

Seemungal, Wise, & Leech, 2016), suggesting shared neural 

mechanisms between auditory and visual attention systems. 

Consistent with this finding, Zheng, Ye and Hsiao (2019) 

showed that when watching documentary videos, 

participants who focused at the center of the screen as 

opposed to looking more frequently to different screen 

locations had better comprehension of the auditory 

narratives.  

Accordingly, in emotion recognition, as compared with 

using only emotional face stimuli, the addition of emotional 

voice information may influence participants’ eye 

movement planning. Consequently, they may look less often 

to diagnostic features for recognition, and their recognition 

performance may be associated with how well they can 

attend to diagnostic visual features under the influence of 

additional emotional voice information. 

Note however that recent research has suggested strong 

audiovisual coupling in emotion recognition. This 

phenomenon may be because emotional experience can 

change frequently over time and is multi-modal in nature, 

resulting in high demands on audiovisual coupling (Young, 

2018). For example, incongruent vocal expressions were 

shown to modulate perception of facial expression and vice 

versa (De Gelder & Vroomen, 2000). People with facial 

emotion recognition problems are often also affected in 

voice emotion recognition, particularly in the recognition of 

fear (Sprengelmeyer et al., 1999) and anger (Calder et al., 

1996; Scott et al., 1997). This finding also suggested that 

there may be variation in the strength of audiovisual 

coupling in the recognition of different emotions due to 

differences in the demand during daily life. Emotions such 

as fear and anger may involve strong audiovisual coupling 

due to their relevance to survival (e.g., Skuse, 2003), 

whereas emotions learned/developed later in life such as 

disgust (Phillips, Senior, Fahy, & David, 1998) may involve 

weaker audiovisual coupling. For the recognition of 

emotions that typically involve strong audiovisual coupling, 

the interference of vocal information on eye movement 
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planning for facial information may be mitigated, since the 

two sources of information are frequently processed 

together.  

Accordingly, here we tested the hypothesis that while the 

processing of emotional voice information may interfere 

with eye movement planning for emotional face information 

due to competition for attentional resources, this 

interference may be mitigated in the recognition of emotions 

that involve strong audiovisual coupling. Participants 

judged emotions of a talking head video expressing different 

emotions in audiovisual, video-only (without voice 

information), and audio-only (with a static neutral face 

image) conditions with eye tracking. We used the Eye 

Movement analysis with Hidden Markov Models 

(EMHMM, Chuk, Chan, & Hsiao, 2014) method to analyze 

eye movement data since it provides quantitative measures 

of eye movement pattern that take both temporal and spatial 

information into account, allowing us to examine eye 

movement pattern change across different audiovisual 

conditions. We expected that while participants would have 

better performance in the audiovisual condition in general 

due to the availability of more information, for emotions 

involving strong audiovisual coupling such as fear and 

anger, vocal information will enhance performance without 

influencing eye movement planning toward diagnostic facial 

features. In contrast, when the strength of audiovisual 

coupling is weak such as in the recognition of disgust, voice 

input may interfere with eye movement planning, and the 

amount of eye movement pattern change due to the 

interference may be negatively associated with the 

improvement in recognition performance due to additional 

voice information.  

Method 

Participants 

65 participants1 (44 females and 21 males) between 17 to 22 

years old (M = 18.91; SD = 1.20) were recruited. 

Participants had similar educational backgrounds. They had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision with no cognitive 

disabilities or psychological problems.  

Materials and Apparatus 

The materials consisted of 432 short talking-head video 

clips taken from the Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of 

Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS; Livingstone & 

Russo, 2018), where the recordings were validated for 

emotional validity, intensity, and genuineness. Each video 

clip was about 5 seconds long. The 432 video clips were 

divided evenly into three audiovisual conditions: in the 

audiovisual condition, both speech and video content were 

displayed; in the video-only condition, video content was 

 
1  A power analysis of repeated measures ANOVA with 3 

measurements (i.e., the 3 audiovisual conditions) assuming a small 

to medium effect size (f = .17, power = .80,  = .05) showed that 

the required sample size was 58.  

displayed without speech content; in the audio-only 

condition, speech content and a static neutral face were 

displayed. In each condition, clips of 24 performers acting 

out six categories of emotion were used, including happy, 

sad, angry, fearful, disgusted, and surprised (the emotion 

hexagon; Calder et al., 1996; Figure 1), summing up to 144 

slips per condition. Participants viewed the video clips with 

a 60.5 cm viewing distance. Accordingly, the width of the 

face in a video clip spanned about 8 of visual angle 

(following Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008), with the nose aligned 

with the center of the screen. The same speech content ‘kids 

are talking by the door’ was used in all stimuli; the meaning 

of the sentence was neutral in valence. We used acted 

emotional clips due to their stronger intensity than 

spontaneous ones (Caridakis et al., 2007).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Video captures of six emotions from RAVDESS 

 

EyeLink 1000 plus (tower mount model; SR Research) 

was used to record eye movements. The sampling rate was 

1000 Hz and the resolution of the monitor was 1280 x 1024 

pixels. A Cedrus response box was used to collect 

behavioral responses. 

Design 

The design consisted of two within-subject variables: 

audiovisual condition (audiovisual vs. video-only vs. audio-

only) and emotion (happy vs. sad vs. angry vs. fearful vs. 

disgusted vs. surprised). The dependent variables were 

emotion recognition accuracy and eye movement pattern as 

assessed using EMHMM. Repeated measures ANOVA was 

used. In a separate analysis, we examined what factors, 

including eye movement and cognitive ability measures, 

could predict the advantage of the audiovisual condition 

over the video-only or audio-only condition through 

correlation and regression analyses. 

Procedures 

Participants performed an emotion recognition task, 

followed by cognitive ability tests including verbal and 

visuospatial two-back tasks for working memory capacity, 

Tower of London test for executive function/planning 

ability, multitasking test for task-switching ability, trail 

making test for visual attention and switching ability, and 
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flanker test for selective attention ability. These cognitive 

ability tests were included to examine what factors, 

including cognitive abilities and online eye movement 

behavior, could best predict the advantage of the audiovisual 

condition over the video-only or the audio-only condition. 

In emotion recognition, the 432 videos were presented in 

a random order in 12 blocks with 36 trials each. Each trial 

started with a solid circle in the middle of the screen for 

drift correction, followed by a fixation cross presented at the 

center of one of the four quadrants of the screen at random. 

Participants were asked to look at the fixation cross when it 

appeared. The cross lasted for 500 ms and then the video 

clip was presented. The video clip presentation was 

followed by a 500 ms blank screen. Participants were asked 

to judge the emotion of the video clip from the 6 emotion 

categories as accurately and quickly as possible by pressing 

corresponding buttons. They could respond any time after 

the onset of the video clip. The screen turned blank for 500 

ms after the response. Accuracy and reaction time (RT) 

were measured, and their eye movements when viewing the 

video clip were recorded and analyzed.  

In the two-back tasks (Lau et al., 2010), participants 

judged whether the presented English letter/symbol location 

in the current trial was the same as the one presented two 

trials before in the verbal/visuospatial task respectively. 

Each symbol was presented for 1,000 ms followed by a 

2,500 ms blank screen. Accuracy and RT were measured. 

Each task had 52 trials. 

In the Tower of London test (Phillips, Wynn, McPherson, 

& Gilhooly, 2001), participants moved 3 discs of different 

colors one at a time from an initial position to match a goal 

position with a minimum number of moves (Figure 2A). 

Participants completed 12 trials. The total number of moves, 

execution time, preplanning time before executing the first 

move, and total time were measured. 

In the multitasking test (Stoet, O’connor, Conner, & 

Laws, 2013), 4 types of figures with different combinations 

of shapes and fillings (Figure 2B, right) were presented one 

at a time in either the top or the bottom half of a box (Figure 

2B, left). Participants performed a dual task where they 

judged the shape of the figure (the shape task) when the 

figure was shown in the top half, and judged the filling (the 

number of dots) of the figure (the filling task) when it was 

in the bottom half. The figure was presented for 2500 ms, 

followed by a 500 ms blank screen. A shape-only and a 

filling-only task were tested sequentially before the dual-

task to measure the baseline performance without task 

switching. The switching ability was measured as the RT in 

the dual task minus the average RT during the two no-

switching tasks.  

In the trail making test (Reitan, 1958), in part A, 

participants connected 25 circles from number 1 to 25 

sequentially. In part B, they connected 24 circles with 

alternating numbers and English letters in sequential order. 

The RT was recorded separately for the two parts. 

In the flanker test (Ridderinkhof, Band, & Logan, 1999), 

participants judged the direction of an arrow flanked by 4 

other arrows. In congruent trials, the flanking arrows 

pointed in the same direction as the target arrow, whereas in 

incongruent trials, they pointed in the opposite direction. In 

neutral trials, the flankers were non-directional symbols. 

 

 
  

Figure 2: Cognitive tests: A. Examples of the Tower of 

London test. B. Stimuli used in the multitasking test. 

Eye Movement Data Analysis 

EMHMM (Chuk, Chan, & Hsiao, 2014) was used to analyze 

eye movement data. Eye movement data were first 

normalized according to the center point between the two 

eyes across videos. A participant’s eye movements in each 

of the audiovisual condition and emotion combinations were 

summarized using a hidden Markov model (HMM, a type of 

time-series statistical model in machine learning). The 

resulting 1170 (18 models x 65 participants) individual 

models were then clustered to discover two representative 

patterns. The similarities of individual eye movement 

patterns to the two representative patterns then were 

quantified using the log-likelihoods of the data being 

generated by the representative models (e.g., Chuk, 

Crookes, Hayward, Chan, & Hsiao, 2017). A similar 

ANOVA analysis was conducted with the dependent 

variable being the log-likelihood measures. 

Results 

In emotion recognition accuracy, there was a main effect of 

audiovisual condition, F(2, 128) = 429.4, p < 0.001, η2 = 

0.149: participants had higher accuracy in the audiovisual 

than the video-only condition, t(64) = 17.7, p < 0.001, d = 

2.19, and in the video-only than the audio-only condition, 

t(64) = 14.2, p < 0.001, d = 1.76. A significant main effect 

of emotion was also found, F(5, 320) = 66.5, p < 0.001, η2 = 

0.226. People had the best performance in recognizing anger, 

followed by sadness, happiness and surprise, and disgust. 

They performed the worst in recognizing fear. Importantly, 

there was an interaction between audiovisual condition and 

emotion, F(10, 640) = 52.7, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.111 (Figure 

3). For happiness, participants’ performance did not differ 

between the audiovisual and video-only conditions, t(64) = -

1.74, p = 0.087, but was higher in the video-only than 

audio-only condition, t(64) = 18.78, p < 0.001, d = 2.33. 

This suggested that they mainly relied on visual information 

for the recognition of happiness. For disgust, people were 

significantly more accurate in the audiovisual than video-
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only condition, t(64) = 11.10, p < 0.001, d = 1.38, and in the 

video-only than audio-only condition, t(64) = 7.25, p < 

0.001, d = .90. This indicated that visual information was 

more informative than audio information, and the 

combination of the two led to the best recognition. For the 

other emotions, while the best performance was achieved in 

the audiovisual condition, there was no significant 

difference between video-only and audio-only conditions. 

In eye movement data analysis, we discovered two 

representative eye movement patterns as the result of 

clustering: the nose-focused and eyes-focused patterns 

(Figure 4). This finding was consistent with a previous 

EMHMM study on emotion recognition using static face 

images (Zhang, Chan, Lau, & Hsiao, 2019). Participants 

adopting the nose-focused pattern typically started a trial 

with a fixation in the nose region/red ROI (99%), and 

remained looking at the same region afterwards (97%), with 

a small possibility (3%) to transit to the mouth region/green 

ROI. In contrast, participants adopting the eyes-focused 

pattern had 94% possibility to first look at the eye 

region/red ROI, and remained looking at the same region 

afterwards. Occasionally (6%) they started from the left 

eye/green ROI and remained there afterwards (94%). The 

two representative HMMs differed significantly (Chuk et 

al., 2014): data from those using the nose-focused pattern 

were more likely to be generated from the nose-focused than 

eyes-focused HMM, t(446) = 17.08, p < .001, d = 0.81, and 

data from those with the eyes-focused pattern were more 

likely to be generated from the eyes-focused than nose-

focused HMM, t(49.47) = 1.892, p = < .001, d = 1.84. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Emotion recognition accuracy in different 

conditions (error bars: 95% CI; ***p ≤ 0.001). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The nose-focused (left) and eyes-focused (right) 

patterns. Ellipses show ROIs as 2-D Gaussian emissions. 

The table shows transition probabilities among the ROIs. 

Priors show the probabilities that a fixation sequence starts 

from the ellipse. The image on the right shows the 

corresponding heatmap. 

 

Following previous studies (e.g., Chan, Chan, Lee, & 

Hsiao, 2018), we quantified participants’ eye movement 

pattern using the Nose-Eyes scale (N-E scale) as 

  
Where N is the log-likelihood of the participant’s eye 

movement data being generated by the nose-focused HMM, 

and E is the log-likelihood of the participant’s data being 

generated by the eyes-focused pattern. This log-likelihood 

measure reflects the similarity of the participant’s eye 

movement to the representative pattern. A more positive N-

E scale indicates higher similarity to the nose-focused 

pattern, whereas a more negative value indicated higher 

similarity to the eyes-focused pattern. 

In N-E scale, there was a main effect of emotion, F(5, 

320) = 37.43, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.009. Participants had a more 

nose-focused pattern when recognizing fear, followed by 

happiness and surprise. They adopted a more eyes-focused 

pattern for disgust, followed by sadness and anger. This 

effect interacted with audiovisual condition, F(10, 640) = 

31.08, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.012 (Figure 5). Interestingly, for the 

recognition of happiness, sadness, anger, fear and surprise, 

no significant difference was observed among the 3 

audiovisual conditions, ps > 0.05. In contrast, for disgust, 

eye movement pattern in the audio-only condition was more 

nose-focused than the audiovisual condition, t(64) = 3.37, p 

= 0.001, d = 0.42, and that in the video-only condition was 

more eyes-focused than the audiovisual condition, t(64) = -

10.49, p < 0.001, d = -1.30. This result was consistent with 

our hypothesis that for emotions with strong audiovisual 

coupling, additional vocal information facilitates 

recognition without interfering with visual attention to 

diagnostic facial features, whereas for emotions with weak 

coupling such as disgust, adding voice information makes 

eye movements focus less on the diagnostic eye region. 
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Figure 5: Nose-eyes scale in different conditions (error 

bars: 95% CI; ***p ≤ 0.001). 

 

We then examined whether the eye movement pattern 

changes among the audiovisual conditions in disgust 

recognition were associated with changes in recognition 

performance. We defined normalized change in 

performance/eye movement pattern as  

 
Where A and B refer to performance/eye movement 

pattern in different conditions. Stepwise multiple regression 

analysis predicting normalized change in accuracy between 

the audiovisual and video-only conditions using normalized 

change in eye movement pattern (N-E scale) between the 

two conditions and all cognitive task performance measures 

showed that normalized change in N-E scale was the only 

significant predictor, β = -.322, p = 0.009, accounting for a 

significant portion of variance, 𝑅2 = .104, F(1,63) = 7.286, p 

= .009. It indicated the larger the accuracy increase in the 

audiovisual condition, the less the eye movement pattern 

change. A similar stepwise regression analysis predicting 

normalized change in accuracy between the audiovisual and 

audio-only conditions showed that execution time of the 

Tower of London test was the only significant predictor, β = 

.253, p = 0.042, accounting for a significant portion of 

variance, 𝑅2 = .064, F(1,63) = 4.322, p = .042. It suggested 

the larger the accuracy increase in the audiovisual condition, 
the lower the executive function ability. As the recognition 

accuracy data (Figure 3) suggested that audio information 

was less informative than visual information in the 

recognition of disgust, those who had lower executive 

function ability may have more recognition difficulty and 

consequently benefit more from the availability of the more 

informative visual information in the audiovisual condition 

relative to the audio-only condition.    

Discussion 

Recent research has suggested that emotion recognition 

involves strong audiovisual coupling due to its multi-modal 

nature and high demands on accuracy and efficiency 

(Young, 2018), and the recognition of different emotions 

may differ in the strength of audiovisual coupling 

(Sprengelmeyer et al., 1999). Accordingly, here we tested 

the hypothesis that in audiovisual emotion recognition, 

vocal information may interfere with eye movement 

planning for facial information due to competition for 

attentional resources in emotions with weak audiovisual 

coupling, and the performance depends on the amount of 

interference. In contrast, this interference may be reduced in 

the recognition of emotions with strong audiovisual 

coupling.  

Our results showed that while participants had the best 

performance in the audiovisual condition in general, their 

eye movement pattern did not change significantly across 

the three audiovisual conditions in the recognition of happy, 

sad, angry, fearful and surprised expressions. This result 

suggested that concurrent vocal information improved 

performance without interfering with eye movement 

planning for diagnostic facial features. Interestingly, even in 

the audio-only condition, where participants viewed a static 

neutral face with emotional voice, they showed similar eye 

movements to the audiovisual or video-only conditions due 

to strong audiovisual coupling. This result is consistent with 

the literature on multimodal mental imagery (Nanay, 2018), 

which suggests that perceptual processing in one sensory 

modality can be triggered by stimulation in another. When 

diagnostic facial and vocal features are consistently used 

together for emotion recognition, they become highly 

associated, and thus vocal input alone can trigger eye 

movement for corresponding facial features. Indeed, 

Schurgin et al. (2014) showed that people could plan eye 

movements for diagnostic features of a given emotion when 

viewing a neutral face. Previous patient studies have 

suggested strong audiovisual coupling in the recognition of 

fear and anger (e.g., Sprengelmeyer et al., 1999). The 

current results further demonstrated strong audiovisual 

coupling in the recognition of happiness, sadness, and 

surprise. 

In contrast, in disgust recognition, participants’ eye 

movements in the audiovisual condition were less eyes-

focused than the video-only condition, and more eyes-

focused than the audio-only condition. Since most of the 

diagnostic features for disgust recognition is around the eye 

region (Phillips et al., 1998), this result suggested that vocal 

information interfered with eye movement planning, 

resulting in a less eyes-focused pattern in the audiovisual 

than video-only condition. Interestingly, this eye movement 

pattern change uniquely predicted the performance change 

between the two conditions with the cognitive ability 

measures controlled: the less the pattern chance, the more 

the performance increase. In other words, those whose 

online eye movement behavior was affected the least 

benefitted the most from concurrent vocal information. In 

contrast, the performance increase in the audiovisual 

relative to audio-only condition was best predicted by 

executive function ability instead of eye movement pattern 
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change: those who had low executive function ability 

benefited more with the addition of visual information, 

which was more informative than auditory information in 

emotion recognition.  

Among the six basic emotions, disgust is learned and 

developed the latest in life (Phillips et al., 1998). Thus, 

disgust recognition may involve weaker audiovisual 

coupling than the other emotions, resulting in the observed 

audiovisual effect. In addition, here we used speech stimuli 

with emotional voice, which differed from the typical 

diagnostic vocalizations of disgust such as 'yuk!' and 'ugh!' 

(Phillips et al., 1998). This difference may have created a 

scenario with weak audiovisual coupling in emotion 

recognition to reveal its influence on eye movement pattern 

and performance. Future work will examine this possibility. 

The current results suggested that the strength of 

audiovisual coupling modulates eye movements and 

performance in emotion recognition. This finding has 

important implications for audiovisual information 

processing tasks in general. For example, person 

identification is argued to have weaker audiovisual coupling 

than emotion recognition, since face and voice identities do 

not change over time and are often identified separately 

(Young, 2018). Indeed, people who have face identification 

problems (prosopagnosia) typically have deficits specific to 

the visual modality and do not have difficulties in 

identifying familiar people by voice (e.g., Barton & Corow, 

2016). Accordingly, similar to the recognition of disgust, 

concurrent voice information may interfere with eye 

movement planning for face identification, and those whose 

eye movements are less interfered may benefit more from 

concurrent voice information. Similarly, in multimedia 

learning, inputs from two modalities that have strong 

coupling, such as auditory narratives and visual subtitles, 

typically facilitate learning, whereas those with weak 

coupling may compete for attentional resources, and the 

performance may depend on one’s online information 

extraction strategy as revealed in eye movement behavior 

(Zheng et al., 2019). It remains unclear what cognitive 

abilities are associated with being less interfered by 

concurrent auditory information in eye movement planning, 

as none of the cognitive ability measures used here could 

predict participants’ eye movement pattern change between 

the audiovisual and video-only conditions. It may be related 

to auditory working memory or other executive functions 

not measured here, and this requires further investigations.  

In conclusion, here we show that audiovisual information 

processing in emotion recognition depends on the strength 

of audiovisual coupling of the emotion. For emotions with 

strong coupling, vocal information facilitates recognition 

without interfering with eye movement planning for facial 

information. In contrast, for emotions with weak coupling 

such as disgust, concurrent vocal information may interfere 

with online eye movement planning for facial information, 

and those whose eye movement behavior is affected less can 

benefit more from concurrent vocal information. This 

finding not only informs differential audiovisual 

information processing in the recognition of different 

emotions, but also has important implications for ways to 

enhance learning in audiovisual/multimedia environments.  
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Abstract

How do people learn complex rules? We introduce a novel paradigm called ”Track-A-Mole”, in which participants have to
learn about and predict the moves of a cartoon mole, whose movements are generated by graphical programs. Our results
show that participants can learn to predict richly structured programs, and often require only few observations to do so,
showing rapid learning and early insights about the underlying patterns. Moreover, we found that how learnable a program
is can be predicted by features related to its complexity and compressibility. Finally, participants also show interesting
patterns of generalizations, assuming more parsimonious rules first and then gradually adjusting their predictions to more
complex regularities, as well as matching their predictions to the general direction of movements and producing sensi-
ble errors. These results extend our understanding of complex rule learning and open up future opportunities to model
sequential pattern predictions as graphical program induction.
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Experienced effort depends on evaluation mode
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Abstract

Our understanding of effort perception is limited. Performance (e.g., response time; accuracy) is typically used as one way
to assess effort in cognitive tasks; however, performance can be readily dissociated from subjective ratings of effort. One
potential contribution to effort ratings that could lead to such dissociations is the judgment context. We tested this notion
using a recently reported dissociation between performance and subjective effort in combination with a manipulation of
evaluation mode (i.e., joint versus separate evaluation). Participants were asked to silently read a display of words as
quickly as possible, then provide the level of effort experienced. Results demonstrate that evaluation mode can have a
marked effect on retrospective judgments of effort. Implications are discussed.
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The Influence of Negated Causal Information on Pronoun Disambiguation
Eyal Sagi
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Abstract

The disambiguation of pronouns is a complicated process that has been shown to be influenced by both linguistic and
cognitive factors. In particular, readers prefer an interpretation that is causally likely. For example, in the sentence pair
John accused Mark of stealing a car. He called the police, readers judge that the antecedent of he is more likely to be
John than Mark because of the perceived causal link between the accusation and calling the police. I will describe new
results that explore how the presence of negation affects such interpretations (e.g., He did not call the police). While,
as expected, negation disrupts the perceived causal link, this disruption does not affect the choice of antecedent (John is
still the preferred antecedent). This suggests that readers identify the unnegated causal relationship when interpreting the
negated sentence. The implication of this result to models of pronoun disambiguation will be discussed.
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The surprising consequences of engaging in contrastive explanation
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Abstract

When we explain a fact or event, we typically contrast it with a specific set of counterfactual alternatives. For example, an
explanation of why Alex (as opposed to somebody else) ate the cake will seek to identify relevant factors that vary across
agents, rather than across food items. The contrastive nature of explanation has been widely appreciated, but its cognitive
consequence have not. We report a study with 340 adults examining how commitment to a particular explanatory contrast
(agent- or patient-based) affects discovery of noisy patterns. Maximum predictive accuracy could be achieved by detecting
predictive regularities along multiple dimensions. We found that engaging in contrastive explanation (committing to a
particular contrast) impeded the discovery of alternative patterns that predicted the outcome. While explaining is likely to
be beneficial in many contexts, seeking an explanation with a single contrast could interfere with peoples ability to identify
real structure in the world.
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Abstract 
Previous research has shown that children exhibit strong, 
language-based social biases, preferring speakers of their 
locally dominant accent over foreign language or foreign-
accented speakers. Even when regularly exposed to multiple 
languages or to speakers with non-local accents, elementary 
school-aged children nevertheless display strong language 
biases, preferring to be friends with native speakers over non-
native speakers. The present study revisited this issue, 
examining whether routine exposure to additional languages 
and/or non-local accents influences language-based friend 
preferences. Three- to 5-year-old children (N = 183) growing 
up in a large, multicultural, North American City with at least 
70% English exposure were presented with pairs of children—
one speaking native-accented English and the other speaking 
foreign-accented English—and were asked to choose whom 
they wanted to be friends with. While accent exposure was not 
found to predict children’s preference, there was a significant 
effect of language exposure, such that greater experience with 
multiple languages reduced biases for native-accented 
speakers. 

Keywords: language attitudes, friend preference, 
developmental sociolinguistics 

Introduction 
Starting from infancy, children exhibit early preferences for 
speakers of their native language (i.e., the locally dominant 
language/accent). Five- to 7-month-olds, for example, prefer 
to look more at native speakers compared to foreign language 
speakers, or speakers with foreign accents (Kinzler, Dupoux, 
& Spelke, 2007), and will listen longer to songs introduced to 
them by native compared to non-native speakers (Soley & 
Sebastián-Gallés, 2015). By 11-months, children will imitate 
native speakers more than non-native speakers (Buttelmann, 
Zmyj, Daum, & Carpenter, 2013; de Klerk, Bulgarelli, 
Hamilton, & Southgate, 2018; Howard, Henderson, 
Carrazza, & Woodward, 2015) and preferentially reach for 
toys offered to them by native speakers (Kinzler et al., 2007); 
by 12-months, they prefer to try new foods endorsed by 
native speakers over non-native speakers (Shutts, Kinzler, 
McKee, & Spelke 2009). 

This preference for native speakers persists in older 
children, who prefer to be friends with native over non-native 
or foreign-accented speakers (Kinzler et al., 2007; Kinzler, 
Shutts, DeJesus, & Spelke, 2009). In addition, children 
exhibit greater trust for native over non-native speakers, 
relying more on native speakers to learn the labels for novel 
objects (Corriveau, Kinzler, & Harris, 2013), and how to use 
them (Kinzler, Corriveau, & Harris, 2011). Later in 
childhood, this tendency to positively evaluate native 
speakers is often accompanied by a converse tendency to 
negatively evaluate speakers of non-dominant language 
varieties (Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013b). For example, 7- to 11-
year-old children—while equally likely to attribute positive 
behavior to native and non-native speakers (e.g., sharing 
toys)—attribute negative moral behavior (e.g., stealing 
somebody’s cookie) more to foreign language speakers 
compared to native speakers (Liberman, Howard, Vasquez, 
& Woodward, 2018).  

Recent work has explored whether this strong bias to prefer 
speakers of the locally dominant language variety is 
attenuated through regular exposure to speakers of other 
languages or non-local accents, the idea being that increased 
contact with out-group members leads to greater tolerance 
and acceptance, and therefore, less bias. To explore this 
possibility, studies have often employed the friendship 
preference task, presenting children with two speakers—a 
native speaker and foreign language or foreign-accented 
speaker—and asking them whom they prefer to be friends 
with. In studies with bilingual children, who are routinely 
exposed to multiple languages, children are nevertheless 
more likely to show preferences for speakers of familiar over 
unfamiliar languages, as well as for native-accented over 
foreign-accented speakers, just like their monolingual 
counterparts (DeJesus, Hwang, Dautel, & Kinzler, 2017; 
Souza, Byers-Heinlein, & Poulin-Dubois, 2013). Similarly, 
monolingual English-speaking children with regular 
exposure to non-local English accents also do not exhibit less 
bias for locally-accented speakers than monolingual children 
with limited exposure to other accents (Paquette-Smith, 
Buckler, White, Choi, & Johnson, 2019). In fact, one study 
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has found the opposite effect, namely, greater preferences for 
locally-accented individuals in children raised in 
communities with multiple co-existing accent varieties 
compared to children from communities with a single 
dominant accent (Cohen & Haun, 2013). 

The present study revisited the question of whether 
exposure to multiple languages and/or accents influences 
friend preferences, testing a group of 183, English-dominant 
children raised in a large, multicultural North American city 
(Toronto). Unlike Paquette-Smith et al. (2019), which looked 
only at accent and not language exposure (recruiting children 
who were exposed to English at least 90% of the time), in the 
current study, we instituted a lower threshold of 70% 
exposure to English in order to be able to examine effects of 
both accent and language exposure on friend preferences. 

In addition to using a lower threshold, we additionally 
tested a broader and slightly younger age range (3;9 to 5;2) 
than most friendship preference studies, which have typically 
tested children above five years of age (Cohen & Haun, 2013; 
DeJesus et al., 2017; Kinzler et al., 2007; Kinzler et al., 2009; 
Kinzler, Shutts, & Spelke, 2012; Paquette-Smith et al., 2019, 
Souza et al., 2013; but see Arrendondo & Gelman, 2019 and 
Byers-Heinlein, Behrend, Said, Girgis, & Poulin-Dubois, 
2016 for samples including 4-year-olds). This was done in 
order to better probe the developmental trajectory of 
language-based social preferences in children. In previous 
research, children 5 to 6 years of age and older tend to show 
robust preferences for ingroup members, both with respect to 
culturally salient categories such as language (Kinzler et al., 
2007) and gender (Martin, Fabes, Evans, & Wyman, 1999), 
as well as more arbitrary categories (e.g., blue/yellow team; 
Bigler, Jones, & Lobliner, 1997); however, studies with 
slightly younger children (3- to 4-years-old) have produced 
more mixed results (e.g., Dunham & Emory, 2014). For 
example, while older children (7- to 11-years-old) are more 
likely to attribute positive behavior with ingroup members 
and negative behavior with out-group members, younger (3- 
to 5-year-old) children attribute positive and negative 
behavior equally to in- and out-group members, exhibiting 
less in-group biases than their older counterparts (Liberman 
et al., 2018; see also Dunham, Baron, & Carey, 2011).In this 
vein, we predicted that younger children in our study might 
exhibit less in-group biases. 

As in previous friend preference studies, children saw pairs 
of child images on a computer screen, one speaking with a 
native accent and the other speaking English with a Korean 
accent, and were asked to choose which one they wanted to 
be friends with. Of interest was whether children’s age, as 
well as their routine exposure to multiple accents and/or 
languages influenced their preferences for the native speaker. 
We also tested children on the Structured Photographic 
Expressive Language Test (SPELT-3), a standardized test 
designed to measure children’s morphosyntactic knowledge 
(Dawson, Stout, & Eyer, 2003), in order to see whether 
children with different degrees of exposure to English 
displayed different levels of linguistic abilities, which could 

potentially impact children’s behavior in the friend 
preference task. 

Experiment 

Method 
Participants A total of 210 children, who were exposed to 
English at least 70% of the time, were recruited from a large, 
multicultural North American city using a university 
database of families who previously signed up to be contacted 
for potential studies. Twenty-three participants were 
excluded because they did not want to complete the task (7), 
were undergoing speech therapy (1), or exhibited a side bias, 
selecting only speakers on the left or right side of the screen 
(15). Three additional participants were excluded because of 
technical difficulties, leaving 183 participants (M = 52.48 
months; range: 45 – 62; 95 females) for the analysis. 

Materials The stimuli used in the experiment, adopted from 
Experiment 2 of Paquette-Smith et al. (2019), consisted of 16 
still images of Caucasian children (to hold race constant) 
presented in pairs on 8 displays (4 female, 4 male). Each pair 
of images in the displays, placed side-by-side on a white 
background, was accompanied by a pair of voices, one 
speaking Canadian-accented English and the other speaking 
Korean-accented English. Two versions of each display were 
created, with the native- and Korean-accented voices 
associated with either the left or the right image, resulting in 
16 videos total. To indicate which voice was associated with 
which image, each image in turn (starting with the left) 
became highlighted with a green box and proceeded to zoom 
in and out for the duration of a particular voice recording 
(either Canadian- or Korean-accented). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: An example test trial, with a green box over the 
left image, indicating that she is speaking. Speech bubbles 

were not present in the actual presentation of trials. 
 

The audio stimuli, consisting of eight neutral sentences 10 
syllables in length (e.g., There are 3 meals: Breakfast, lunch 
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and dinner) were recorded by 8 children between the ages of 
5 and 9—four native English speakers who grew up in the 
neighboring area and spoke with the local accent, and four 
Korean children who were learning English in school (two 
females and two males in each group). Children were 
instructed to repeat each sentence after their parents until they 
could produce it without lengthy pauses or disfluencies.  
 
Procedure Children were seated at a small table in a large, 
sound attenuated booth while their parents watched from 
outside on a live video feed. A Windows Surface Pro tablet, 
positioned flat on the table in front of the child, was used to 
present experimental stimuli and was controlled (via a 
presentation clicker) by a native English-speaking 
experimenter who sat next to participants on the floor. 

Altogether children completed eight experimental trials (4 
male, 4 female). At the start of each trial, still images of two 
children appeared on the tablet screen, and the experimenter 
said, “Here are two kids – let’s hear what they sound like.” 
Children then proceeded to hear the voice of the child on the 
left produce two neutral sentences, followed by the same 
neutral sentences from child on the right. After hearing both 
speakers, the experimenter asked, “Which one would you like 
to be friends with?” Children indicated their response by 
touching the image of the child they preferred on the touch 
screen. 

In half of the trials, the voice on the left was Canadian-
accented, and for the other half, the voice on the right. For 
each pair of child images, whether the voice on the left was 
Canadian-accented or Korean-accented was counterbalanced 
between participants.  

Following the friend preference task, children’s linguistic 
abilities were assessed on the Structured Photographic 
Expressive Language Test (SPELT-3), In this test, children 
were presented with images and asked questions about them 
in order to elicit their morphological and syntactic knowledge 
(e.g., use of pronouns, negation, modals, etc.). Children’s 
responses were video recorded for subsequent coding. 

Finally, parents completed a language questionnaire, 
indicating the percentage of time their child hears English as 
well as the extent to which their child is exposed to accented 
English (i.e., accents other than the locally dominant accent 
of English), ranging on a scale from 1 (almost always hearing 
the locally dominant accent) to 7 (almost always hearing 
other accents). 

Results 
A mixed-effects repeated logistic regression model, 
constructed with the lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, 
Bolker, & Walker, 2015), was used to predict children’s 
friend preferences (i.e., their likelihood of selecting the 
native-accented speaker). Age (centered at the mean), Percent 
English Exposure (centered at 85%), and Accent Exposure 
(centered at 4, i.e., 50%) were included as fixed effects, along 
with random intercepts for Subject and Item. Interactions 
between the fixed factors were not significant in the output, 
c2(4) = 1.70, p = .79, and were therefore dropped from the 

model). One worry was that English Exposure and Accent 
Exposure might be highly correlated, leading to issues with 
collinearity, but tests indicated that multicollinearity was not 
a concern (Age, VIF = 1.04, Percent English, VIF = 1.08, and 
Accent Exposure, VIF = 1.04). The results of the model are 
presented in Table 1. 

Consistent with previous literature, children overall 
exhibited a bias for native-accented speakers, selecting the 
native-accented child in 73% of trials. This was significantly 
greater than chance, as suggested by the significant intercept 
term (β = 1.03, SE = 0.12, z = 8.48, p < .001), showing overall 
a greater likelihood of selecting Canadian-accented speakers 
than Korean-accented speakers. 

 
Table 1: Log odds of selecting native-accented speakers 

as friends 
 

Predictor Estimate SE z p 
Intercept 1.03 0.12 8.49 < .001 
Age 0.06 0.02 3.18 .001 
English Exposure 0.02 0.01 2.43 0.02 
Accent Exposure 0.05 0.05 0.91 0.36 

glmer(Native ~ Age + EngExposure + AccExposure + (1 
| Subject) + (1 | Item), family = “binomial”, data 
= data) 
 

The model additionally revealed a main effect of Age (β = 
0.06, SE = 0.02, z = 3.18, p = .001), with older children more 
likely to select native-speakers than non-native speakers, as 
shown in Figure 2. We return to this in the discussion. 

 

 
Figure 2: The percentage of trials children selected the 

native-accented child by age.  
 
Interestingly, there was also a significant main effect of 

English Exposure (β = 0.02, SE = 0.01, z = 2.43, p = .02), 
whereby children with greater exposure to English were more 
likely to select the native-accented speaker over the foreign-
accented speaker, as depicted in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: The percentage of trials children selected the 

native-accented child by percentage of exposure to English.  
 
Unlike previous literature, which has found no differences in 
friend preferences between children with limited exposure to 
other languages and child with regular exposure to multiple 
languages (DeJesus et al., 2017; Souza et al., 2013), this study 
provides evidence that exposure to additional languages does 
indeed decrease biases for native speakers, even when 
controlling for exposure to non-local accents,  which was not 
found to uniquely predict children’s friend selection behavior 
(β = 0.05, SE = 0.05, z = 0.91, p = 0.36) above and beyond 
English Exposure.  

We were additionally interested in the extent to which 
parental reports of language and accent exposure correlated 
with children’s linguistic abilities, specifically their 
morphosyntactic knowledge of English, as measured with 
SPELT-3. To test this, a linear regression model was used to 
predict raw SPELT-3 scores, with mean centered Age, mean 
percent Exposure to English, and centered Accent Exposure 
included as fixed effects. This model produced a significant 
effect of Age (β = 0.39, SE = 0.08, t = 5.07, p < .001), with 
older children scoring higher on SPELT-3 than younger 
children, as well as a significant effect of English Exposure 
(β = 0.14, SE = 0.04, t = 3.67, p < .001), in which children 
with greater exposure to English scored higher on SPELT-3 
than children with less exposure to English, as shown in 
Figure 4. As with children’s preferences for native speakers, 
exposure to non-local accents did not predict children’s 
SPELT-3 scores (β = -0.35, SE = 0.22, t = -1.57, p = .12). 

Thus, younger children, and children with less exposure to 
English, exhibited less morphosyntactic knowledge, as 
measured by SPELT-3. This raises the possibility, discussed 
in greater detail in the discussion, that the decrease in biases 
observed in children with less exposure to English might have 
less to do with becoming more tolerant of different varieties 
as a function of increased variability in language input, and 
more to do with differences in individual linguistic abilities 

(e.g., ability to discriminate between accents, understand the 
utterances, etc.).  
 

 
Figure 4: The relationship between parental reports of 

English exposure and children’s linguistic abilities, as 
measured by SPELT-3.  

 

Discussion 
Previous research has found that children prefer native 
speakers over non-native speakers; when choosing between a 
native speaker or a foreign language/foreign-accented 
speaker, children will tend to select native speakers when 
asked whom they want to be friends with (e.g., Kinzler et al., 
2007). Even bilingual children, and children regularly 
exposed to non-local accents—who might be expected to 
exhibit less of a bias for native-accented speech—have 
similarly been found to prefer native-accented speakers over 
foreign-accented speakers to the same extent as children who 
are not exposed to different language varieties (DeJesus et al., 
2017; Paquette-Smith et al., 2019; Souza et al., 2013). In the 
present study, we revisited this issue, testing whether 
exposure to other languages and/or accents influence 
children’s friendship preferences. 

Overall, children were significantly more likely to prefer 
native-accented speakers over foreign-accented speakers, 
replicating previous studies demonstrating a strong bias for 
the locally dominant or prestigious accent (e.g., Arredondo & 
Gelman, 2019; Day, 1980; Kinzler et al., 2007; Kinzler et al., 
2012). Even when living in a multicultural city, with 
exposure to different language varieties, children 
nevertheless exhibited strong preferences for the locally 
dominant/prestigious language variety. 

In addition, the study revealed a significant effect of age, 
not present in previous studies which have tended to focus on 
older children in narrower age ranges. Specifically, older 
children were increasingly more likely to favor native over 
non-native speakers, in line with previous literature showing 
that younger, 3- to 4-year-old children often fail in 
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experiments to exhibit in-group biases on some tasks in 
comparison to their elementary school-aged counterparts 
(e.g., Dunham & Emory, 2014; Kenward & Dahl, 2011; 
Liberman et al., 2018). In other words, as children age, in-
group preferences often become more pronounced, as 
evidenced in the present study, with higher selections of 
native speakers for older children compared to younger 
children. 

Finally, unlike previous studies, which found no effect of 
accent or language exposure on children’s friend preferences, 
in the current study, children who were exposed to other 
languages (but not children exposed to non-local accents) 
were significantly less likely to prefer native-accented 
speakers compared to children almost exclusively exposed to 
English. 

It is unclear why children who are exposed to other 
languages less likely to prefer native-accented speakers as 
friends. One possibility is that experience with other 
languages (esp. positive experience) might cause children to 
be more tolerant of speakers of other language varieties, 
making them more or less likely to exclusively prefer native 
speakers over non-native speakers. Indeed, when exposed to 
nice foreigners (compared to relatively meaner native 
speakers), children’s preferences have been shown to reverse 
in favor of foreign-accented speakers, suggesting that 
positive experiences with speakers of other varieties can 
mitigate or change biases for members of certain social 
categories (Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013a). 

The fact that this effect appears through exposure to 
multiple languages and not through exposure to multiple 
accents is puzzling, however, especially since all the stimuli 
were presented to participants in English. This could suggest 
a possible role of linguistic ability in children’s friend 
preferences. Children getting less overall exposure to English 
are not as skilled in English as children who are almost 
exclusively exposed to English, as indicated by the 
correlation between SPELT-3 scores and English Exposure. 
As a result, children with less exposure to English might 
process accented speech differently than children with 
greater exposure to English. For example, they may focus 
more resources on processing the linguistic content, and pay 
less attention to differences in accent. Or they may simply not 
have developed the same level of sociolinguistic awareness 
as their more monolingual peers, being less cognizant of the 
social prestige of English in the community and the social 
costs associated with endorsing speakers of other accents. 

Another possibility is that children with less English 
exposure might find it more difficult to distinguish between 
the two types of accents in the experiment, leading to slightly 
lower preferences for native speakers. Indeed, at least with 
regards to regional dialects, children sometimes have 
difficulty discriminating between different language varieties 
(e.g., Girard, Floccia, & Goslin, 2008; but see Butler, Floccia, 
Goslin, & Panneton, 20011 and Nazzi, Jusczyk, & Johnson, 
2000 showing that infants can distinguish between accents). 
However, given the distinctiveness of the Korean-accented 
sentences used in the experiment (see Experiment 3 of 

Paquette-Smith et al., 2019), and the fact that younger 
children still exhibited biases for the native-accented 
speakers, we doubt that children were unable to detect 
differences between the two types of speakers 

The influence of linguistic ability might also help to 
explain the effect of age that was observed in the data: 
Younger children, who exhibited less linguistic competency 
than older children, as demonstrated by their lower SPELT-3 
scores, also exhibited less of a preference for native-accented 
speakers. In other words, in the same way that children with 
less exposure to English exhibited lower linguistic 
competency (and decreased bias), so too do younger children, 
who have also been exposed to less English than older 
children, all things being equal. 

This is not to say that language ability is the only or 
strongest factor influencing children’s language-based 
friendship preferences. Previous research has shown that the 
particular sociocultural context that a child is raised in 
impacts their evaluations of other children’s speech. For 
example, in one study, Xhosa speakers in South Africa were 
particularly likely to prefer English speakers over Xhosa 
speakers if they were primarily instructed in English in 
school, presumably because they were more sensitive to the 
social prestige of English (Kinzler et al., 2012). Similarly, 
Hawaiian kindergarteners living in high SES neighborhoods 
have been found to prefer standard English speakers, whereas 
children in lower SES neighborhoods preferred Hawaiian 
Creole speakers; this difference was arguably due to how 
each variety is valued in each respective community (Day, 
1980. 

These kinds of local, sociocultural phenomena might help 
to explain why this study observed an effect of language 
exposure on friendship preferences, while other studies have 
not (DeJesus et al., 2017; Souza et al., 2013). In previous 
studies, the additional language that children were being 
exposed to commanded a similar if not equal level of prestige 
to that of English within their respective communities, being 
recognized and taught institutionally and, in the case of Souza 
et al. (2013), societally. The children in our study, however, 
were growing up in a highly English dominant community, 
where their second language received minimal institutional 
backing. In this type of context, being exposed to a minority 
language may lead to more tolerance of other ways of 
speaking compared to contexts where a second language also 
enjoys relatively high prestige. 

In conclusion, this is the first study we are aware of that 
observed an influence of language exposure on children’s 
preferences for native-accent speech over foreign-accented 
speech. Unlike previous studies, we investigated both the 
influence of exposure to non-local accents and other 
languages in the same study with a larger than usual sample 
size (183 vs. around 40 in other studies). The reason(s) why 
exposure to other languages (and not accents) decreases 
biases for native-accented speakers still remain unclear. 
Although differences in English abilities resulting from less 
exposure to English might play an important role in 
determining children’s preference behavior, future research 
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is needed to uncover the exact role language ability might 
play. Given the amount of unaccounted variability in 
children’s preferences, more work needs to be done to 
understand what other factors might be at work in influencing 
children’s friendship preferences. 
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Abstract 
No present theory explains or models the inferences people 
draw about the real world when reasoning about “bouletic” 
relations, i.e., predicates that express desires, such as want in 
Lee wants to be in love. Linguistic accounts of such bouletic 
relations define them in terms of their relation to a desirer’s 
beliefs, and how its complement is deemed  desirable (cf. 
Heim, 1992; Villalta, 2008; Rubinstein 2012). In contrast, we 
describe a new model-based theory (cf. Johnson-Laird, 2006; 
Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 2018) that posits that such 
predicates are fundamentally counterfactual in nature. In 
particular, X wants P should imply that P is not the case, 
because you cannot want what is already true. The theory 
makes empirical predictions about how people assess the 
consistency of bouletic relations as well as how they use such 
relations to eliminate disjunctive possibilities. Two 
experiments tested and validated the theory’s central 
predictions. We assess the theory in light of alternative 
accounts of human reasoning. 

Keywords: bouletic reasoning, desire, mental model 

Introduction 
Some desires cause people to act, such as the desire to eat 

or sleep or watch a movie. Others remain dormant or 
unrealized for the entirety of a person’s lifetime, as with the 
plight of the would-be world traveler who never makes it 
abroad. While the act of desiring something does not 
guarantee any particular action or outcome, the act of 
expressing a desire can lead listeners to make inferences 
about the world. For instance, it seems reasonable to draw the 
inference (1b) from (1a): 

 

1a) Jiro wants to be a pilot. 
  b) Therefore, Jiro is not a pilot. 

 

In (1a), the premise expresses a “bouletic” relation – i.e., a 
relation that concerns an individual’s desires – between Jiro 
and the complement of want, i.e., “to be a pilot”. Indeed, 
predicates such as want, wish and be glad are desire 
predicates (see e.g. Heim, 1992) since they all express 
bouletic relations. Desire predicates are part of a larger class 
of predicates known as propositional attitude verbs, namely 
those verbs (e.g. know, say, believe, advise) that express an 
attitude holder’s “attitude” about sentence-like objects. 

Linguists have examined the meaning and inferences of 
desire verbs such as want. Karttunen (1973b, 1974) proposed 
that in order for X wants P to be true, X must believe the 
presuppositions of P. Thus, for a sentence like Hannah wants 
it to stop raining, the presupposition that it is raining does not 
need to be true in the general context; it need only be believed 
by Hannah. Many theorists accordingly argue that desires are 

grounded in people’s beliefs: what we want is restricted by 
what we believe to be true or possible (Harner, 2016; Heim, 
1992; Rubinstein, 2012; Villalta, 2008). Linguists  thus 
propose that X wants P presupposes that X believes that P is 
both possible and false (cf. von Fintel, 1999; Harner, 2016; 
Heim, 1992; Portner, 1997; Rubinstein, 2012; Schlenker, 
2005; Villalta, 2008). The claim of P’s possibility is 
problematic, however, because of examples such as the 
following (from Heim, 1992, p. 199): 
 

2) I want this weekend to last forever. (But I know, of 
course, that it will be over in a few hours.) 

 

The speaker in (2) knows that P is impossible, but the 
utterance is nevertheless acceptable; in general, a theory of 
bouletic reasoning should not restrict people from desiring 
impossible things.   

The inference in (1b) is different from that commonly 
discussed by linguists: it is not an inference about the beliefs 
of the desirer, but instead about what is true of the world. This 
is the default inference: without specification to the contrary, 
people assume that a desirer’s beliefs are aligned with reality. 
New information can cancel it. For instance, suppose you 
learn that Jiro’s amnesia prevents him from remembering that 
he is already a pilot. In such a case, reasoners may conclude 
instead, in line with linguistic proposals, that he merely 
believes he is not a pilot. 

The inference in (1b) does not neatly classify. It can be 
false without affecting the truth of (1a). For this reason, it 
cannot be a presupposition, rather, it appears to be a 
conversational implicature. Yet by definition, conversational 
implicatures are not tied to specific words; they arise 
independent of the precise wording, whereas (1b) seems to 
derive from the meaning of want. Listeners appear to assume 
that when a speaker uses a desire verb without any 
stipulation, the desirer’s beliefs align with reality.  

Linguistic theories make no mention of inferences such as 
(1b), so they have no account of it. Likewise, while some 
theories identify the semantic properties of want and other 
desire predicates, they do not commit themselves to what 
people mentally represent when they reason about desire. 
One exception proposes a probabilistic account of bouletic 
relations (Lassiter, 2011a, 2011b); we examine it in the 
General Discussion. 

In this paper, we present a novel account of the meaning 
and mental representation of desire predicates. The theory  
adopts a modal semantics such that reasoners model the 
meaning of want by mentally simulating hypothetical 
alternatives (Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 2018). The 
paper describes two ramifications of the theory: first, 
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reasoners should assess some conclusions as more consistent 
with want than others; and second, want should prompt 
reasoners to make systematic inferences about what is true of 
the world. Two experiments bear out the theory. The paper 
concludes by assessing the theory in light of recent proposals 
of desire predicates. 

The mental representation of desire 
Recent theorists have renewed the claim that people base 

many higher-level thought processes, such as moral 
reasoning and counterfactual thinking, on the mental 
representation of possibilities (Carey, Leahy, Redshaw, & 
Suddendorf, 2020; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman, 2019). 
Modal concepts seem highly relevant to how people represent 
desire predicates such as want, because when a person wants 
something, or reasons about what another person wants, at a 
minimum, they are capable of bringing to mind the situations 
in which their desires come true – such situations are known 
as bouletic possibilities. But many psychological accounts of 
human reasoning ignore possibilities altogether (for a review, 
see Johnson-Laird, Khemlani, & Goodwin, 2015). One 
theory that is founded on the mental representation of 
possibilities is mental model theory – the “model” theory for 
short. The theory argues that all forms of reasoning depend 
on the mental simulation of sets of possibilities (Khemlani, 
Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 2018). It rests on three fundamental 
principles: 

 

• Models represent one possibility by default. When people 
reason about relations, they construct a possibility – a situation 
that describes finite alternatives – consistent with those relations 
(Johnson-Laird, 2006; Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 
2018). Typically, reasoners tend to construct, maintain, and 
reason on the basis of a single possibility – the mental model – 
but in principle, they are capable of deliberating and discovering 
alternative possibilities. 

 

• Models are iconic. The structure of a mental model reflects the 
structure of the real-world scenario it represents (Peirce, 1931-
1958, Vol. 4). Hence, an iconic model of the spatial relation, the 
thief is to the left of the bank consists of two tokens, one for the 
thief and one for the bank, arranged in the same spatial 
configuration as described in the relation. Models can represent 
static possibilities or situations that unfold in time (see 
Khemlani, Mackiewicz, Bucciarelli, & Johnson-Laird, 2013). 
They can also include abstract symbols from concepts that 
cannot be represented iconically, such as the symbol for 
negation (Khemlani, Orenes, & Johnson-Laird, 2012). 

 

• Models are coherent. Models cannot represent impossible 
situations. For instance, there is no possibility in which a thief is 
simultaneously to the left of the bank and not to the left of the 
bank, and so there can be no model of that scenario, either. A 
consequence is that when reasoners learn new information, they 
use it to update their model in a way that yields a coherent, 
consistent representation of the information available. When 
new information cannot be integrated into an existing model, 
people judge the information to be inconsistent with what came 
before it (Johnson-Laird, 2012; Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & 
Legrenzi, 2004). 

 

The model theory explains reasoning about causal relations 
(Briggs & Khemlani, 2019), temporal relations (Kelly, 
Khemlani, & Johnson-Laird, under review; Schaeken et al., 
1996), and other sorts of abstract relations (Goodwin & 
Johnson-Laird, 2005; Cherubini & Johnson-Laird, 2004). No 
theory of reasoning explains reasoning about bouletic 
relations, and so we extended the model theory to account for 
inferences such as (1b) above.  

A bouletic relation, e.g., Jiro wants to be a pilot, concerns 
an agent, Jiro, and a desired possibility, to be a pilot. People 
express them using desire verbs (e.g., want and hope) and 
they can be paired with infinitival complements, e.g., they 
can express desires about events or states to be realized by 
other people or by the attitude holder (see the respective 
examples in 3a-d). 

 

3a) Lee wants Chris to buy a bike. 
  b) Lee wants Chris to be a lawyer. 
  c) Lee wants to fly a plane. 
  d) Lee wants to be in love. 
  e) Lee wants an espresso. 

 

Want is special as a desire predicate since it can also take 
nouns as complements; no predicate is needed (cf. 3e). Yet 
we generally understand such sentences to express a desire 
about an event or state, e.g., we take (3e) to mean that Lee 
wants to drink an espresso. Accordingly, we construe verbs 
of desire as a relation between an agent and a desired 
possibility, which can be either an event or a state, and can be 
expressed linguistically as an object. 

One constraint on bouletic relations such as Lee wants to 
be in love is that they imply that the complement is false, e.g., 
that Lee is not in love. In general, bouletic relations abide by 
the default constraint that an agent cannot have desires for 
what is already true. Hence, (4a) is unacceptable; (4b) is not: 
  

4a) * Katy Perry wants to be an American this year. 
  b)    Katy Perry wants to be a billionaire this year. 

 

Katy Perry is already American, and so the desire expressed 
in (4a) is meaningless. (There is a reading of want that treats 
it as expressing pride; on such a reading, 4a may be felicitous 
– Katy Perry may take pride in being American this year – 
but the present theory does not deal with such an 
interpretation of want and focuses instead on why 4b seems 
more plausible than 4a.) In sum, statements of the form A 
wants B make two assumptions in default of information to 
the contrary: 
 

i)  It is possible for A to have B. 
ii) A does not have B. 

 

The above constraint suffices to explain the models of the 
possibilities that bouletic relations refer to. By default, 
reasoners should interpret a relation of the form, Lee wants to 
be in love, as a set of two distinct possibilities about Lee, as 
depicted in this diagram: 

               
               CURRENT FACT FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Lee ¬ in love  in love 
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The diagram shows tokens that stand in place of an agent and 
a state of affairs, as well as ‘¬’, i.e., the symbol for negation.  
It depicts both a desired future state of affairs as well as a 
current state of affairs, that is, one in which Lee is not in love. 
The model represents the temporal relation between the 
possibilities on a spatial axis (see, e.g., Schaeken et al., 1996; 
Kelly et al., under review): it represents current information 
to the left of a future possibility since the former precedes the 
latter. Reasoners may build the model by first constructing 
the future possibility, i.e., the assertion of the want-clause, 
that represents Lee as being in love, and then adding the 
inferred fact, i.e., that Lee is not currently in love. 

Sentences can conflict with other sentences; consider the 
following: 
 

5a) Aria visited Addis Ababa last year. 
  b) Aria did not visit Ethiopia last year. 

 

Provided that the first premise refers to the capital of 
Ethiopia, the two premises are inconsistent, i.e., they cannot 
be true at the same time. The model theory posits that 
reasoners without any background in logic can detect 
inconsistencies: they do so by building a model of a 
possibility in which every premise is true. If they can build 
such a model, the premises are consistent; otherwise, they’re 
inconsistent. Hence, reasoners should fail to build a model of 
the premises in (5), and then judge the premises to be 
inconsistent. Often, the detection of an inconsistency prompts 
reasoners to spontaneously construct explanations to figure 
out why the inconsistency arose in the first place (Khemlani 
& Johnson-Laird, 2011, 2012). 

The model theory of bouletic reasoning accordingly 
predicts that reasoners should judge (6a) to be consistent 
more often than (6b): 
 

6a) Amy has a black belt in karate. 
  Amy wants to be good at telling jokes. 
  b) Amy has a black belt in karate. 
  Amy wants to be good at a martial art. 

 

In (6a), the model of the first premise is: 
 

               CURRENT FACT        

  Amy  black-belt 
 

and the model of the second premise is: 
 
               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Amy ¬ jokes  jokes   
 

The two models can be combined to yield a single model: 
 
               CURRENT FACT          FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Amy  karate   jokes   
    ¬ jokes     

 

that depicts the current state of Amy’s abilities as well as a 
future possibility. In contrast, an integrated model of the 
premises in (6b) should yield the following: 

 
               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Amy  karate  martial-art 
    ¬ martial-art     

 

and many reasoners should find such a model incoherent 
because of its current facts: to have a black-belt in karate is 
to be good at a martial art. Hence, the theory makes the 
following prediction: 

 

Prediction 1. Reasoners should be more likely to treat the 
following pair of statements as inconsistent: X is P and X 
wants to be P’ (where P implies P’). In contrast, they 
should judge the following pair of statements to be 
consistent: X is P and X wants to be Q (where P does not 
imply Q). 

   

A corollary of the treatment above is that reasoners should 
be able to use representations of future possibilities to make 
inferences about the present. Consider the possibilities 
established by the following disjunctive statement: 

 

 7) Matt is a doctor. 
      Matt wants to be a radiologist. 
      Which is more likely to be true? 
      [  ] Matt is a radiologist. 
      [  ] Matt is an oncologist. 
      [  ] Both statements are equally likely to be true. 

 

The second premise establishes a desire that implies that Matt 
is not a radiologist, i.e., it yields the following model: 

 
               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Matt ¬ radiologist  radiologist 
 

Reasoners should infer that Matt is an oncologist. In doing 
so, they eliminate a possibility out of a disjunctive set of 
alternatives. So the model theory makes the following 
additional prediction: 
 

Prediction 2. When reasoning about a disjunction of the 
form X is P or X is Q, desire predicates of the form X wants 
to be P should rule out one of the clauses in the disjunction. 
Hence, such statements should cause reasoners to infer that 
X is Q follows. 

 

One caveat with the treatment above is that it provides an 
account of people’s default interpretations of statements of 
the form A wants B. The context people understand A wants 
B in may call on them to deliberate and modify their initial 
model. People can do so in at least two ways. First, they can 
revise their default inference to concern, not current facts, but 
current beliefs. Hence, it may be possible for Matt to want to 
be a radiologist and to be a radiologist, but only in the odd 
scenario in which, unbeknownst to him, he was already a 
radiologist. Such a change would require the following 
alteration to the default model of the desire expressed in (7): 

 
               CURRENT BELIEF  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Matt ¬ radiologist  radiologist 
 

Deliberation may also call on reasoners to elaborate on the 
contents of the possibilities. Consider (3e) above, “Lee wants 
an espresso.” The model theory posits that the default model 
should be the following: 
 

               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Lee ¬ espresso  espresso 
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Of course, it is plausible to desire an espresso after already 
enjoying a cup, and so pragmatic constraints may require 
reasoners to modify the desire to concern, not a desire for 
espresso in the abstract, but the desire for a fresh cup: 

 
               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Lee ¬ fresh-espresso  fresh-espresso 
 

In general, the model theory can account for a variety of ways 
in which people interpret bouletic expressions. The 
remainder of the paper presents two experiments that test and 
corroborate the predictions of the model theory. 

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 tested whether people make the inference 

that when X wants P, P is not already true. It provided 
participants with pairs of sentences where the first sentence 
reported on a person’s status or an activity they had 
completed, and the second sentence reported that person’s 
desire using want. Half of the sentence pairs were controls, 
and the other half were designed to test prediction 1. For 
control pairs, the want-sentence reported on a desire that had 
no relation to the first sentence:  

 

May has written 3 best-selling books.  
May wants to be a doctor.                 [control] 
 

For experimental pairs, the want-sentence reported on a 
desire whose complement is implied as already true by the 
first sentence.   

 

May has written 3 best-selling books. 
May wants to be an author.    [experimental] 
 

In the example above, by definition a person who has written 
3 best-selling books is an author. Participants then evaluated 
whether both sentences could be true at the same time – an 
intuitive way of evaluating the consistency of a statement 
(Johnson-Laird et al., 2004). If prediction 1 is true, reasoners 
should judge that both sentences are true at the same time 
more often for control pairs than experimental pairs.  

Method 
Participants. 49 participants (mean age = 36.9 years; 27 
males and 22 females) volunteered through the Amazon 
Mechanical Turk online platform (see Paolacci, Chandler, & 
Ipeirotis, 2010, for a review). All participants reported 
English as their native language. 

 
Design, procedure, and materials. Participants were 
presented with 8 pairs of sentences, one pair at a time. The 
first sentence described a fact about an individual’s status or 
an activity they had engaged in, and the second sentence 
described some desire held by the individual. The same 8 
premises were used as the first sentence on each trial. Half of 
the second sentences were controls, i.e., they concerned a 
desire that was irrelevant to the first sentence, and the other 
half were experimental sentences that described a desire to do 
or be something that the first sentence implied was already 
the case. The experiment randomly assigned whether the 

second sentence was a control or an experimental one from a 
pool of 16 materials, 8 control and 8 experimental. Each 
sentence pair was randomly assigned one of 8 unique male or 
female names to serve as its subject. The order of presentation 
for the 8 problems was shuffled for each participant.  

After reading a sentence pair, participants typed out their 
response to the question, “Can both sentences be true at the 
same time?”  They were asked to respond with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
and to elaborate on their response if they wanted. 
 
Open science. Data, materials, experimental code, and 
analysis scripts are available online (https://osf.io/njve4/).  

Results and discussion 
Participants’ responses were coded for whether they 

responded affirmatively or negatively, i.e., whether they 
thought the two sentences were consistent or not. They 
judged control pairs to be consistent more often than 
experimental pairs (84% vs. 60%, Wilcoxon test, z = 3.55, 
Cliff’s δ = .43), i.e., their behavior corroborated prediction 1. 
A follow-up generalized mixed-model (GLMM) regression 
treated the materials as random effects and the type of 
problem (control vs. experimental) as a fixed effect; it 
corroborated the difference between control and 
experimental pairs (b = 1.22, z = 5.04, p < .0001).  

A post-hoc analysis of participants’ natural responses 
examined the spontaneous use of the word “already” to 
explain their consistency judgments. It found that they used 
the word “already” 28% of the time for experimental items 
but only 0.5% of the time for control items (Wilcoxon test, z 
= 5.09, Cliff’s δ = 0.54). For example, one participant 
responded: “No, both sentences cannot be true because 
Elizabeth is already an author.” Hence, the experiment not 
only confirmed prediction 1, i.e., that participants would 
reject experimental pairs at a higher rate than control pairs, 
but it substantiated the notion that their rejection was because 
they interpreted want to mean that its complement, i.e., the 
object of desire, is not already realized.  

One curiosity of the present experiment is that participants, 
on balance, judged that experimental problems were 
consistent more often than not. A strong version of prediction 
1 would have suggested that they should judge those 
problems as inconsistent, but we suspect that many 
participants interpreted the premises in a cooperative way. 
Indeed, reasoners may have initially judged the premises to 
be inconsistent, and then they may have “explained away” the 
inconsistency (see Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012 for 
evidence of such behavior). Hence, in the example problem 
about May being an author, participants may have believed 
that she was once was a writer, gave up the job for some other 
profession, and then longed to return to the career. Such 
cooperative interpretations may obscure participants’ 
interpretation of want. Experiment 2 therefore provided only 
neutral information that could not be reinterpreted. It sought 
to test prediction 2 above. 
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Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 tested whether people interpret want to mean 

that its complement is false. Such an interpretation should 
affect the way they reason about disjunctive choices. In 
particular, a statement of the form X wants to be P should 
make reasoners believe that X is Q instead of X is P. The type 
of inference is analogous to a valid pattern of reasoning 
known as a disjunction elimination, as in: 

 

P or Q. 
Not P. 
Therefore, Q. 

 

Hence, Experiment 2 served as a test of principle 2 above. It 
presented participants with a sentence describing a fact as 
well as a second sentence describing a want-statement, as 
follows: 
 

David is wearing a hat.  
David wants to wear a green scarf.            [control] 

 

Participants were asked to press a button on the screen to 
select the most likely of two options, e.g., 
 

Option 1. David is wearing a yellow hat.  
Option 2. David is wearing a blue hat. 
Both sentences are equally likely. 

 

If participants select either of the first two options above, it 
would reflect a disjunctive syllogism. In contrast, if they 
judge that the two options are equally likely, it would reflect 
no disjunctive syllogism. Prediction 2 above predicts that for 
control problems, participants should avoid inferring a 
disjunction elimination. Experimental problems, in contrast, 
were of the following format:  

 

David is wearing a hat.  
David wants to wear a yellow hat.   [experimental] 
   

Which sentence is most likely? 
   Option 1. David is wearing a yellow hat.  
   Option 2. David is wearing a blue hat.  
   Both sentences are equally likely.  
  

Such problems should promote disjunctive elimination so 
that participants should avoid inferring that David is wearing 
a yellow hat, since the premises should rule out the 
possibility. 

Method 
Participants. 49 native English speakers (mean age = 36.3 
years, 31 males, 17 females, 1 preferred not to say) 
volunteered through Mechanical Turk. 
 
Open science. The predicted effects and analyses were 
preregistered via the Open Science Framework 
(https://osf.io/3ftr6/).  
 
Design, procedure, and materials. All participants were 
presented with the same 8 problems, each consisting of two 
premises and 3 options to choose from as most likely. Half of  
 

 
 
 

 Control: 
A wants to wear X 

Experimental: 
A wants to wear B  

Option 1: 
A is wearing B.  6% 22% 

Option 2: 
A is wearing C. 7% 51% 

Neither 87% 27% 
 
Table 1. Participants’ percentages of responses for which option is 
most likely for control and experimental problems in Experiment 2. 
Option 1 denotes the option provided to participants that was 
incompatible with the premises in the experimental condition. For 
the control condition, there was no conceptual difference between 
Option 1 and Option 2, i.e., they reflect the order provided before 
randomization. 
 
 
the problems were controls in that the premises did not 
eliminate either of the first two options. The other four 
problems were experimental because one of the two options 
was incompatible with the want-sentence, leaving the other 
as more likely. Each problem was randomly assigned one of 
8 male or female names and the problem order was 
randomized for each participant, and the order in which the 
options were displayed was randomized on each trial. 
Participants were required to choose one of the 3 responses 
before they could proceed to the next problem. 

Participants’ responses were coded to assess whether they 
made a disjunctive elimination or not. Hence, any trial on 
which a participant selected one of the two initial options was 
marked as producing a disjunctive elimination. 

Results and discussion 
Table 1 provides the proportions of participants’ three 

responses. The results showed that they eliminated one of the 
two disjuncts more often for experimental problems than 
control problems (73% vs. 13%, Wilcoxon test, z = 6.10, 
Cliff’s δ = .86). Experiment 2 therefore confirmed prediction 
2. A follow-up generalized mixed-model (GLMM) 
regression treated the materials as random effects and the 
type of problem (control vs. experimental) as a fixed effect; 
the regression further validated the difference between 
experimental and control problems in participants’ tendency 
to eliminate a disjunctive alternative (b = 3.13, z = 10.79, p < 
.0001). The frequency data in Table 1 were subjected to a 
Fisher’s exact test, which showed a reliable difference in 
responses as a function of the type of problem and the three 
different response options (Fisher’s exact test, p < .0001). 

The data suggest that people infer that the complement of 
want is not realized, i.e. false, which causes them to select 
choices that are consistent with want’s complement when the 
other choice is inconsistent with want’s complement, in line 
with prediction 2. In cases where either choice is consistent 
with want’s complement, participants have no preference for 
one choice over the other. 
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General discussion 
What does it mean for an individual to want something? 

Previous linguistic accounts argue that a person’s wants are 
restricted by what they believe to be true or possible (von 
Fintel, 1999; Harner, 2016; Heim, 1992; Portner, 1997; 
Rubinstein, 2012; Schlenker, 2005; Villalta, 2008). Because 
such theories are about the desirer’s beliefs, they cannot 
explain how reasoners can use a statement of the form X 
wants P to infer that P isn’t a truth about the actual state of 
affairs – such an inference is not “doxastic” in nature. Contra 
semantic theories, the present account argues that desire 
reports convey information beyond an attitude holder’s 
desires or beliefs. Thus we developed a psychological 
account of bouletic reasoning in which reasoners interpret 
desire predicates as a set of two possibilities: a default 
possibility that represents a current state of affairs and a 
desired future possibility. The theory yields predictions that 
two experiments validated. Experiment 1 found that 
reasoners are more likely to judge the following description 
to be inconsistent: 
 

   8) Katie plays the guitar. 
  Katie wants to play [a stringed instrument / soccer]. 
 

more often when it is completed by “a stringed instrument” 
vs. “soccer”. Experiment 2 gave participants premises of the 
following form: 
 

   9) Elizabeth wants to be reading fiction. 
 

and found that they were more likely to infer that Elizabeth 
was reading non-fiction than reading fiction. Both of these 
inferences concern, not just the mental states of the desirers, 
but also facts abouts the activities they do. And they 
corroborate the central predictions of the model theory. 
    In general, mental models present a coherent set of 
possibilities. In the present case, coherence implies that 
reasoners cannot build a model where X wants P and X wants 
not-P at the same time. Yet want is well-known to permit 
conjunctions of contradicting desires (see e.g. Levinson, 
2003; Lassiter, 2011b; and Portner & Rubinstein, 2013), e.g., 

 

   10) Opal wants to run the Boston marathon and she 
doesn’t want to run the Boston marathon. 

 

In contrast, the factive verb know permits no such 
conjunctions. This presents a challenge to the present theory 
of bouletic reasoning: mental models cannot represent 
conflicting possibilities in a single model. One way to 
overcome the challenge is to treat want as an expression of a 
desire relative to a certain set of interests, goals, or 
inclinations, e.g., Opal wants to run the marathon to visit 
Boston, but also, she doesn’t want to run the marathon 
because she wants to be lazy and not train. In cases where 
wants contradict, reasoners maintain separate models, not of 
the person’s stated desires, but of their underlying goals, 
reasons, or motivations. Such an account can treat (10) as 
expressing two desires, e.g., I want to visit Boston and I want 
to be lazy, using a single model of the form: 
 
 

               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Opal ¬ Boston  Boston 
   ¬ lazy  lazy  

 

An alternative approach treats a person’s desires as 
incompatible by representing them with separate models: 

 
               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Opal ¬ marathon  marathon 
 

               CURRENT FACT  FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

  Opal ¬ marathon ¬ marathon 
 

Such extensions to the present theory can help explain how 
people construe contradictory desires. 

Can other approaches explain how people interpret want? 
One approach in formal semantics treats want as inherently 
probabilistic (cf. Lassiter 2011a, 2011b) – bouletic relations 
operate by enumerating a set of possible worlds, attributing 
to each world an estimated probability of its occurrence and 
a utility measure, producing expected utilities to compare the 
complement to alternatives. The goal of the account is to 
explain the graded difference between, e.g., want and 
desperately want, because desperately want seems to imply a 
higher utility than want. Probabilistic approaches treat want 
and other modals as inherently gradable and comparative 
such that X wants P is equivalent to saying: 

 

 X attributes a higher utility to those situations in which P 
is true than those in which P is false. 

 

But such an account has difficulty explaining why 
participants decided that some want descriptions are 
inconsistent (Experiment 1) or why they yielded disjunction 
elimination inferences (Experiment 2). Indeed, probabilistic 
accounts of cognition (see, e.g., Baratgin et al., 2015; 
Elqayam & Over, 2013) have difficulty explaining people’s 
inconsistency judgments more generally, because a set of 
statements can be inconsistent even though each individual 
statement has a probability > 0 (Johnson-Laird et al., 2004). 

While most semantic accounts treat want as comparative,  
Harner (2016) argues that want has a reading that is not 
comparative (see also Davis, 1984, 1986, 2005). In this 
reading, to say that Lee wants an espresso does not imply that 
Lee compares situations in which he has an espresso to those 
in which he doesn’t. It means instead that Lee’s interest in 
having an espresso exceeds some threshold of desirability. 
No reference to alternatives is invoked on this meaning, and 
so it is compatible with the model theory of bouletic 
reasoning outlined above. Indeed, a threshold interpretation 
of want may align with the default representation of desire 
proposed above. Such an interpretation is simpler to compute 
and easier – for, e.g., children – to learn (Lagattuta, 2005). 
Comparative readings are more complex and subtle, and 
therefore harder to compute. Once central constraint for a 
plausible cognitive theory of bouletic reasoning is to be 
algorithmically economical: the theory should not demand 
that reasoners engage in intractable mental operations in 
order to understand and reason about seemingly simple and 
commonplace concepts. Both Harner’s (2016) account and 
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the one presented above serve as viable theoretical 
foundations. 

In sum, this paper proposed a model-based theory of how 
people mentally represent desire predicates such as want, 
wish, and hope. It sought to show how such predicates can 
yield systematic inferences, not just about the states of desire 
of an individual who wants something, but about information 
in the world as well. We want, wish, and hope for additional 
studies to bear out its central predictions. 
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Abstract

The joint recruitment of two systems (habitual and goal-directed) for the control of behaviour has provoked wide interest
in the last decades. The systems relative contributions have been quantified through a standard two-stage task and by
applying reinforcement learning (model-free/model-based), but less is known about the processes behind their integration.
We address this with an interactive activation model of the standard task in which the two systems activate, to varying
degrees, the potential responses. The model is able to capture the behavioural patterns characterizing the trade-off between
the two systems. Additionally, the model is able to simulate response times because activations vary over time within a
trial. We explore three mechanistic hypotheses of the trade-off related to developmental data from childhood to adulthood.
We argue that process-level models such as ours are needed, conjointly with new empirical tasks, to further understand
changes in the control of action selection across development.
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Abstract
How do we learn about who is good at what? Others’ compe-
tence is unobservable and often must be inferred from observ-
able evidence, such as failures and successes. However, even
the same performance can indicate different levels of compe-
tence depending on the context, and objective evaluation met-
rics are not always available. Building on recent advances on
children’s use of emotion as information, here we ask whether
expressions of surprise inform inferences about competence.
Participants saw scenarios (sports, academics) where two stu-
dents achieved identical outcomes but a teacher showed sur-
prise to one student and no surprise to the other. In Exp.1,
adults inferred that the successful student who elicited the
teacher’s surprise was less competent than the other student,
but this pattern reversed when both students failed. Exp.2 (4-9-
year-olds) finds initial evidence for such inferences in school-
aged children. These findings have implications for promoting
healthy social comparisons and preventing acquisition of neg-
ative stereotypes from non-verbal cues.
Keywords: affective cognition; cognitive development; theory
of mind; social reasoning; achievement

Introduction
We are curious about who is good at what. Learning about our
own and others’ competence not only fulfills our curiosity, but
also allows us to form accurate beliefs about what we (and
others) can do and how best to improve. These beliefs influ-
ence social comparisons and academic motivation (Heyman,
Dweck, & Cain, 1992; Dweck, 2008) and even important life
decisions with long-term consequences (e.g., career choices).
Thus, the ability to reason about one’s own and others’ com-
petence is a critical social skill, and it is especially impor-
tant for young children who are constantly learning about the
world, trying new tasks, and constructing a sense of self.

Evaluating competence, however, is a challenging task.
Rather than being directly observable, it must be inferred
from observable evidence such as performance outcomes
(e.g., successes and failures). Yet, these outcomes are often
embedded in complex social contexts, leading to different in-
ferences depending on features of the task (e.g., difficulty;
Leonard, Bennett-Pierre, & Gweon, 2019), who is compared
to whom (Nicholls & Miller, 1983, 1984), and what standards
are used for evaluation (Asaba et al., 2018). Thus, aside from
domains with widely-accepted standards for assessing perfor-
mance (e.g., GRE score percentile), performance alone is of-
ten insufficient for accurate inferences about competence.

Another source of information about competence is so-
cial feedback (i.e., others’ responses to one’s performance).

1These authors contributed equally to this work.

Prior work suggests that explicit verbal feedback (praise, crit-
icism) can have powerful implications for learning, motiva-
tion, and even how children think about their own abilities
(e.g., Mueller & Dweck, 1998; Henderlong & Lepper, 2002;
Dweck, 2008). Yet, such direct feedback can often be un-
informative or simply unavailable in many real-world con-
texts. First, people may not always provide informative, hon-
est feedback due to various social considerations (e.g., acting
polite or preventing others from feeling bad; Yoon, Tessler,
Goodman, & Frank, 2016); indeed, recent work suggests that
preschool-aged children distinguish informative praise from
uninformative praise based on prior observations of others’
past praise and the quality of work praised (Asaba et al.,
2018). Second, such information may not always be avail-
able. In many educational and professional settings (let alone
in more casual contexts), explicit judgments of competence
are often withheld; in Westernized societies, for instance,
such explicit judgments are believed to cause competitiveness
or stress, or hinder creative, innovative thinking.

Of course, others’ explicit feedback is not the only form
of social feedback we receive from others; we are also sensi-
tive to (and look out for) others’ non-verbal responses, such
as their emotional reactions to performance outcomes. While
some emotional expressions are clearly valenced and corre-
late highly with outcome (e.g., joy when your team scores
a goal, frustration following failures; see Skinner, Olson, &
Meltzoff, 2019), others, such as surprise, are valence-neutral
but nonetheless informative. For instance, if your colleague
looked surprised that you successfully wrote a simple line of
Python code, you might infer that he probably thought you
were a beginner programmer and perhaps not capable of more
challenging tasks. Such indirect, implicit responses are subtle
but powerful sources of information.

These inferences can manifest even more clearly in relative
judgments of competence. Imagine two students, Adam and
Kyle, who are receiving their math exam results. The teacher
looks unsurprised as she hands back Adam’s “A”; she sim-
ply nods and smiles per usual. However, the teacher looks
surprised as she hands back Kyle’s results, even though he
also got an A. Despite the fact that Adam and Kyle both got
A’s, you might infer that (the teacher thinks) Adam is better
than Kyle at math. This is because the teacher’s surprised ex-
pression indicates a violation of her expectations about Kyle’s
performance; the teacher had not expected Kyle to receive an
A (and expected a lower grade instead). On the other hand,
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the teacher’s neutral-positive response to Adam suggests that
Adam’s performance was consistent with her expectations.
While seemingly intuitive, such inferences reflect an abstract,
causal understanding of how emotional responses are elicited
not only by observable outcomes (e.g., getting A’s) but also
by unobservable mental states (e.g., the teacher’s beliefs).

Decades of research in cognitive development have inves-
tigated our intuitive, theory-like understanding of emotions
(Harris, Johnson, Hutton, Andrews, & Cooke, 1989; Lagat-
tuta, 2014; Wellman & Liu, 2004). More recently, compu-
tational approaches to studying human social cognition have
also formalized these intuitions as a generative causal pro-
cess by which an agent’s mental states (i.e., beliefs, desires)
and external events jointly give rise to various emotions that
manifest as the agent’s emotional expressions (Ong, Zaki, &
Goodman, 2019; Wu, Baker, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2018;
Saxe & Houlihan, 2017). Such internal causal models can
support the observer’s inferences in two directions.

First, we can predict others’ emotions based on their men-
tal states and observed outcomes (forward inference). Much
developmental work has focused on forward inferences (e.g.,
Harris et al., 1989; Lagattuta, 2014; Doan, Friedman, & Deni-
son, 2018; Wellman & Liu, 2004); for instance, recent work
suggests that 5 year-old children can integrate others’ ex-
pectations with event outcomes to infer their emotions (e.g.,
given identical outcomes, someone with low expectations
might feel better than an agent with high expectations; Asaba,
Ong, & Gweon, 2019; Lara, Lagattuta, & Kramer, 2019).

Second, such intuitive understanding of others’ emotions
also supports inferences in the reverse direction (inverse in-
ference); given others’ emotional expressions, we can infer
the internal mental states (as in the math example above) or
external events that gave rise to the emotional expressions.
For example, recent work suggests that even infants can infer
the probable external events that have elicited others’ emo-
tional expressions (Wu, Muentener, & Schulz, 2017). By
age 5, children can jointly infer others’ beliefs and desires
from their emotional responses to anticipated and observed
outcomes (Wu & Schulz, 2018): For instance, if an agent
looks happy before opening a box and sad after opening it,
children can infer that the agent thought there was something
desirable in the box (but in fact there’s not). Older children
(7-year-olds) can even make second-order mental state infer-
ences from emotional expressions displayed in social con-
texts (Wu & Schulz, 2019). Collectively, this work suggests
that at least by the early school years, children can make so-
phisticated mental state inferences by integrating emotional
expressions, event outcomes, and contextual information.

Based on this literature, it may seem plausible that 5- to
7-year-olds can reason about competence in much the same
way as adults. For instance, in the math example above, they
might understand the teacher expected Adam to receive an
A, but not Kyle. However, prior studies on emotion-based
inferences have focused on inferring beliefs about concrete,
physical states (e.g., contents of a box, location of a desirable

treat; Wu & Schulz, 2018) rather than beliefs about unobserv-
able qualities of people such as competence. Although recent
evidence suggests that 3- and 4-year-olds use others’ observa-
tions of their own successes and failures to infer what others
think of their competence (e.g., “she thinks I can’t activate
this toy”, Asaba & Gweon, 2019), whether children can draw
such inferences based on observers’ emotional expressions
remains an open question. Furthermore, prior work suggests
that children struggle with relative judgments of competence
even in late childhood especially given conflicting cues (e.g.,
given the same outcome, a student who goofed off is better
at math than the one who worked hard; Nicholls, 1978) or in
the absence of cues that clearly mark underlying competence
(e.g., speed, Leonard et al., 2019).

The current study used scenarios similar to the math ex-
ample above to investigate children’s abilities to infer oth-
ers’ competence based on an observer’s emotional responses.
In particular, we focus on the emotional expression of sur-
prise, given children’s understanding of surprise as the mis-
match of prior expectations and actual outcomes (Wellman &
Banerjee, 1991). Participants were presented with vignettes
in which two students showed the same performance at a task
(i.e., both succeeded, or both failed) as their teacher observed;
the teacher looked surprised at one student’s outcome and not
surprised at the other student’s outcome. At test, participants
were asked which agent is better at that task. To examine
the generalizability of such inferences, we created two phys-
ical (kicking, throwing) and two academic (math, spelling)
scenarios. In Exp.1, we first establish adults’ intuitions; in
Exp.2, we recruit from a broad age range of children (4 year-
olds to 9 year-olds) to identify the emergence and develop-
mental change of these judgments2.

Experiment 1: Adults
Methods
Participants Sixty-seven adults (MAge(SD) = 36.9(10.9),
range: 19-64, 39 female) were recruited from Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk. An additional 4 subjects were excluded for
failing 50% (8 of 16) or more of post-test check questions3.

Stimuli For the teacher, we used two photos of an adult fe-
male: one with a surprised expression and one with a smiling
expression. We used the smiling face as the baseline (i.e.,
non-surprised) expression because a neutral expression is of-
ten interpreted as negative, and a smiling face was more ap-
propriate in the context of our task (i.e., a teacher observing
her students). For the students, we used same-gendered pairs
of generic cartoon characters without facial features. Each ac-
tivity (kicking, throwing, spelling, math) was depicted with
simple cartoon images; successes and failures were marked
with a green check mark and a red “X”, respectively. See
Fig.1 for examples.

2Analyses, scripts, and stimuli for Exp.1-2: https://osf.io/
4ezvt/?view only=4ec60eae51174932addaf680c908c3e5

3Including these participants does not change the qualitative re-
sults of the study.
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Procedure All participants responded to 8 trials (4 different
activities, 2 trials each: success, fail). Each trial consisted of
three phases shown on the same page: Introduction, Test, and
Post-test checks. Order of activities was randomized; within
each activity, the fail and success trials were paired and pre-
sented in randomized order, and gender was counterbalanced
across trial and activity (e.g., girls succeeded in kicking but
failed in throwing, succeeded in math, but failed in spelling).

In the Introduction, participants were shown images of the
students and the teacher’s smiling face (baseline expression)
with accompanying text that described the goal of the activity
(e.g., “In this game, you throw a ball into a bucket”). To make
it more plausible that students’ performance may violate the
teacher’s expectations, participants were told about the vari-
ability of students’ performance (e.g., “Some of the kids are
better than others. But sometimes, kids get lucky and get the
ball in, and sometimes, they accidentally make mistakes”).

At test, participants were shown two same-gender students
who both succeeded (success trial) or failed (fail trial) at the
same activity. The only difference between the two students
was whether the teacher expressed surprise (henceforth “sur-
prise student”) or did not express surprise (“no-surprise stu-
dent”) at the outcome. The teacher’s emotional expression
was clearly labeled for participants: “The teacher was not
surprised that Adam made the ball in, and was surprised
that Kyle made the ball in.” The Test Question was: “Who
is better at throwing the ball into the bucket?” The other
prompts were: “...kicking the ball into the goal?”, “...math?”,
“...spelling?” See Fig.1 for trials for the throwing activity.

In the Post-test check phase, participants were asked to re-
port the teacher’s emotional response for each agent’s out-
come (e.g., “Just to check, was the teacher surprised or not
surprised that Emma made the ball into the goal?”); partici-
pants answered 16 questions total (2 per trial, 4 activities).

Results and Discussion
Our primary question was whether adults would use the
teacher’s emotional responses to students’ performance out-
comes to infer their relative competence. We ran a general-
ized linear mixed-effects model with trial (fail, success) and
activity type (math, spelling, throwing, kicking) as fixed ef-
fects and participant as a random effect predicting which stu-
dent participants chose as better (the surprise student or no-
surprise student). First, we found that trial type significantly
predicted responses (β = -5.127; z =−14.958, p < .001), but
activity type did not (p′s > .347). Second, consistent with
our predictions, participants selectively chose the no-surprise
student in success trials (92.2%, Z = 7.45, p < .001, Exact
Wilcoxon-Pratt Signed-Rank Test) and the surprise student in
fail trials (93.0%, Z = 7.51, p < .001). Finally, participants
were equally accurate in success and fail trials (Z = −.45,
p = .746, Exact Wilcoxon-Pratt Signed-Rank Test).

These results provide robust support for our hypothesis that
emotional responses inform people’s inferences about relative
competence. When two agents both succeeded at the same
task, the agent to whom the teacher expressed surprise was

Figure 1: Stimuli for Exp. 1 & 2. A: The teacher’s surprised
and non-surprised expression. B: Example of a success trial
for the throwing activity. The teacher shows a surprise re-
sponse for one student and a non-surprised expression for the
other. Images were shown side-by-side during the test ques-
tion. C: Example of a fail trial for the throwing activity.

judged as less competent. In contrast, if both had failed, the
agent to whom the teacher expressed surprise was judged as
more competent. Thus, participants were not simply using
surprise as indicators of competence (or lack thereof); rather,
they integrated the teacher’s emotional response with the stu-
dents’ outcome to infer the students’ underlying competence.

Experiment 2: 4- to 9-year-olds
This task not only requires inferring expectations from emo-
tional responses, but also using and holding such expectations
in mind when making competence judgments. So, in Exper-
iment 2, we recruited a relatively broad range of children (4-
to 9-year-olds) in an initial sample with the goal of capturing
the age at which children successfully make these judgments.

Methods
Participants Twenty-eight children (13 female, MAge(SD)
= 6.6(1.7), range: 4.1-9.9) were recruited from a local mu-
seum (n = 20) and campus preschool (n = 8). We excluded
participants who failed 50% or more of the check questions
(n = 1 four-year-old)4 or who did not respond to the test ques-
tions (i.e., responded “both” to all questions; n = 1 six-year-
old).

4Including this participant does not qualitatively change the re-
sults.
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Figure 2: Results for Experiments 1 & 2. A: Exp.1 (adults) and Exp.2 (4-9 year-olds) group means (large dots) and individual
means (small dots) for choosing the student who received surprise as more competent for fail and success trials. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. B: Scatterplots for Exp.2 individual means by age for fail and success trials.

Stimuli Participants were shown images of the teacher’s
surprised and non-surprised expressions on laminated paper
for warm-up questions at the beginning of the experiment.
For the test trials, children were shown the same images from
Exp.1 on laminated paper.

Procedure Children were tested in a quiet room in the mu-
seum or preschool. In the warm-up phase, subjects were in-
troduced to the teacher and shown her two facial expressions
(see Fig 1A) described as “surprised” and “non-surprised,” re-
spectively. For each expression, they were asked check ques-
tions that if the teacher was surprised or not surprised.

Then, all participants underwent the same eight trials as
in Exp.1 with Introduction, Check, and Test phases for each
trial. Minor modifications were added to make the task more
engaging for children. In each trial, the experimenter re-
marked on one student’s outcome (“look, Emma kicked the
ball into the goal”), revealed the teacher’s expression (“the
teacher was watching and let’s look at her face now”), and
asked participants the check question about the teachers’
emotion (“Is she surprised or not surprised?”); if partici-
pants provided an incorrect response to the check question,
the experimenter provided the correct response. Then, this
sequence was repeated for the other student in the trial who
received the other emotional response. Thus, by the test ques-
tion, participants clearly understood whether the teacher was
surprised or not surprised at each student’s performance.

Finally, with images of the students’ outcomes and the
teacher’s expressions visible, the experimenter asked, “One
of the kids is better at this game. Who is better at [kicking,
throwing, math, spelling]?” As in Exp. 1, the fail and success
trials were paired and randomized within activity; activity or-
der was randomized. Each participant underwent all 8 trials.

Results

All participants correctly identified the teacher’s emotional
expressions (“surprised” or “not surprised”) in the warm-up
questions. For the check questions in each trial about the

teacher’s emotional response to the student’s performance
(“surprised” or “not surprised”), the majority of participants
(25 of 28) correctly answered all 16 questions; the remain-
ing correctly answered 10 (n = 1 four-year-old), 14 (n = 1
five-year-old), and 15 (n = 1 nine-year-old) of the questions.

We ran a generalized linear mixed-effects model with trial
(fail, success), age (continuous), and activity (math, spelling,
throwing, kicking) as fixed effects, with an interaction term
between trial and age, and participant as a random-effect, pre-
dicting participants’ choice of student. Consistent with the
results from Exp.1, we found a main effect of trial type (β
= .142, z = 5.138, p < .001) but no main effect of activity
(p′s > .161). Additionally, we also found a main effect of age
(β = .876, z = 2.871, p = .004), and an interaction between
trial type and age (β = -.267, z =−5.314, p < .001).

As a group, children chose the no-surprise student in suc-
cess trials (71.4%, Z = 2.91, p = .004, Exact Wilcoxon-Pratt
Signed-Rank Test), but did not choose the surprise student
in fail trials significantly above chance (59.8%, Z = 1.32,
p = .211). To ask whether children were differentially ac-
curate in fail and success trials, we dummy-coded responses
as correct if the no-surprise agent was chosen in success tri-
als and if the surprise agent was chosen in fail trials; we did
not find a significant difference in children’s accuracy for suc-
cess and fail trials (Z = .98, p = .310, Exact Wilcoxon-Pratt
Signed-Rank Test).

Given the wide age range and significant age-by-trial in-
teraction, we median-split children into younger (age: 4.1 -
5.9; N=14) and older age groups (age: 6.2 - 9.9; N=14) and
looked at children’s choices within each trial. We found that
the older group was accurate for success and fail trials (Suc-
cess: 98.2%, Z = 3.64, p < .001; Fail: 76.8%, Z = 2.16,
p = .039) and marginally more accurate in success trials than
in fail trials (Z = 2.22, p = .063). The younger group was
at chance for both trial types (Success: 44.6%, Z = −.58,
p = .707; Fail: 42.9%, Z = −.81, p = .536) with no differ-
ence between success and fail trials (Z = .06, p = .985)
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Collectively, these results provide initial evidence for chil-
dren’s developing abilities to judge others’ relative compe-
tence from emotional responses to performance outcomes.
However, these abilities were observed only in the older half
of the participants; given two agents who achieved the same
outcome, children used the teacher’s different emotional ex-
pressions to figure out who was likely to be better at the game.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we examined adults’ and children’s
abilities to infer others’ relative competence based on an ob-
server’s emotional responses to their performance outcomes.
The tasks were highly similar between adults and children;
two students produced identical outcomes on an activity, but
the teacher expressed surprise to only one of the outcomes. In
Exp.1, we found a clear difference in adults’ responses across
trial types (success, failure); adults inferred that the student
who elicited surprise was less competent when both students
were successful, but the student who elicited surprise was
more competent when both students had failed. These results
were observed consistently in all activity types (academic:
math, spelling; physical: kicking, throwing). In Exp.2, we
found preliminary support for an emerging competence for
such inferences: While children between 6 and 9 years of age
correctly responded to both trials, younger children (4- to 5-
year-olds) did not show such pattern. As an initial study, these
results provide suggestive evidence that by the early school
years, older children can integrate emotional responses and
outcomes to infer an observer’s prior expectations and make
sense of others’ relative abilities.

Unlike older children, younger children (4- to 5-year-olds)
did not show evidence of such inferences. This is unlikely
to be due to younger children being unable to understand the
scenarios or attend to the task; they correctly answered the
warm-up and check questions (“Is she surprised or not sur-
prised?”), and appropriately chose only one student at test,
suggesting that they were able to recognize the expressions
and understand the test question. Although children at this
age range show some difficulties labeling surprised expres-
sions in free-labeling tasks (Widen, 2013), those difficulties
may be, at least partially, due to the high demands of a free-
labeling task (Wu & Gweon, 2019).

So, why did younger children struggle with this inference?
Below we consider a few possible sources of children’s diffi-
culties. One possibility is that younger children are genuinely
incapable of drawing the key inference required in this task,
i.e., integrating the teacher’s emotional response with the stu-
dent’s performance to infer the teacher’s prior beliefs about
the student’s competence. Although past work suggests that
even infants and preschoolers understand that expressions of
surprise indicate violations of prior expectations (Wellman &
Banerjee, 1991; Wu & Gweon, 2019), such studies have used
clear outcomes of simple physical events (e.g., sampling a
rare ball; Wu & Gweon, 2019). Thus, children in this study
may have struggled with generating the alternative possibil-

ity (i.e., the idea that the teacher could have expected the stu-
dent to perform differently) or have difficulty converting the
teacher’s prior expectations to representations of the students’
competence.

Critically, however, it is also possible that younger children
are capable of drawing the key inference but are unable to
express their understanding due to extraneous task demands;
children had to represent two sets of mental states (i.e., the
teacher’s prior beliefs about the surprise and no-surprise stu-
dent) and compare their relative competence. Although we
chose to use relative judgments to simplify the dependent
measure, it is possible that keeping both in mind is beyond
their representational capacity (Leahy & Carey, 2020) or ex-
ecutive demands (Carlson & Moses, 2001).

Finally, other aspects of the task might have masked their
competence. For instance, with less experience with formal
schooling, it is possible that younger children do not read-
ily consider emotional expressions as relevant or informative
cues to competence. If so, it is possible that they can benefit
from a richer, more motivating cover story that contextual-
izes its relevance. Future work might investigate the nature
of younger children’s difficulty by probing the teacher’s prior
expectations about performance and/or providing the expec-
tation and asking them to judge the students’ relative compe-
tence.

While older children, as a group, showed above-chance ac-
curacy on the task, some aspects of their responses raise ques-
tions about whether their responses are truly adult-like. First,
while only a trend, children showed a relatively lower accu-
racy on the fail trials than the success trials, whereas adults
did not show this difference. One possibility for this is that
our test question may have been confusing for the fail trials,
and it may be more cognitively demanding to reason about
“who is better” when both agents failed the task. Simply ask-
ing “who is worse” may not resolve the issue, as children may
find the question unfamiliar and even pragmatically weird.
However, the trends in this initial study should be interpreted
with caution because we recruited from a broad age range
with few children in each age group. We are currently col-
lecting a larger sample of children to replicate these findings
and better determine the effect sizes as well as the age trends.

In the current study, the teacher’s emotional response was
the only distinguishing factor between the two students. This
was an important design decision to isolate the role of emo-
tional expressions in judgments of others’ relative compe-
tence. However, the fact that we used a smiling expression
as the baseline, no-surprise face raises an alternative explana-
tion: Children might associate happiness/smiles with success,
and use the association to choose an answer rather than using
the presence or absence of surprise to infer the teacher’s un-
derlying beliefs. Thus, in success trials, children might have
chosen the no-surprise student because the teacher smiled;
in fail trials, children might have chosen the surprise (i.e.,
correct) student simply to avoid choosing the inconsistent
pairing between failure and smile. We believe that this is a
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rather unlikely possibility for several reasons. First, we used
the smiling face as the baseline expression even during in-
troduction scenarios where the smiling face was not associ-
ated with any performance outcomes. Second, throughout the
task, this expression was labeled as the one where the teacher
was “not surprised” (rather than “happy”), and phrased our
check questions accordingly (i.e., “Is she surprised or not
surprised”). More generally, a smiling expression is an ap-
propriate baseline expression not only in the context of our
task (i.e., a teacher observing her students) but in many other
social contexts. For instance, beyond positive events such as
successes, negative events such as failures can also elicit pos-
itive emotions especially through encouragements and empa-
thy. Thus, children might associate smiling expressions with
a broad range of events. However, future studies may address
this concern with more sensitive measures, such as showing
participants one agent at a time and asking them to rate their
competence on a scale. While using a rating scale poses a dif-
ferent kind of task demand for preschool-aged children, prior
work suggests children by 6 years of age are able to use these
scales.

In this initial study, we focused on children’s and adults’
third-party judgments of others’ competence. However, chil-
dren often observe adults’ emotional expressions in response
to their own performance. In fact, children may be especially
motivated to make sense of their own abilities, and may be
particularly sensitive to their parents’, teachers’, and peers’
verbal and non-verbal responses to their outcomes and abili-
ties. The current results raise the possibility that children can
incorporate others’ emotional responses into evaluations of
their own abilities. Thus investigating first-person evaluations
from others’ emotional responses is an exciting future direc-
tion. Such inferences might manifest particularly in contexts
that naturally invite social comparison, such as when other
peers or siblings are attempting the same or similar tasks.

Note that the meaning of emotional expressions depends
heavily on what we know about the emoter. In this task,
we specifically chose the students’ teacher to be the one pro-
viding emotional responses; we assumed that children would
readily attribute knowledge of the student’s abilities to the
teacher, and trust her emotional responses to be reliable and
accurate. Imagine instead if the teacher falsely thought that
the student had previously done poorly, then her surprise at
the student’s good performance should be discounted when
evaluating the student’s competence. Thus, the informative-
ness of others’ emotional expressions may depend on our
evaluations of the accuracy of others’ prior beliefs.

Indeed, in real-world situations, emotion is rarely the only
available factor to consider in inferring others’ competence.
In fact, it is not always clear how heavily emotional expres-
sions are (or should be) weighed relative to other relevant fac-
tors, such as performance outcomes or verbal feedback. In-
terestingly, the congruency between emotional responses and
explicit feedback might serve as a cue for sincerity. Future
work will investigate how children integrate across explicit

(e.g., feedback, praise, criticism) and implicit cues (e.g., emo-
tion) to make sense of others’ informativeness and evaluate
abstract qualities of the self and others. Furthermore, the rel-
evance of emotion may also depend on the specific activity or
skill; especially in cases where there are no clear standards for
success (e.g., giving an academic talk at a conference, pitch-
ing a research idea), others’ emotional responses during and
after the event may serve as particularly helpful cues for one’s
performance and abilities.

Finally, this work has important implications for our under-
standing of children’s acquisition of stereotypes. By 6, girls
are less likely to believe that girls are ”really, really smart”
and avoid activities that are described as being for children
who are really smart (Bian, Leslie, & Cimpian, 2017). Com-
pared to the role of linguistic cues in promoting and perpet-
uating stereotypes (e.g., Chestnut & Markman, 2018) rela-
tively less is known about the role of implicit, non-verbal cues
like emotional expressions in the formation of stereotypes.
Some recent work suggested that children tend to prefer and
imitate the target of positive nonverbal signals (e.g., smiling
and leaning in vs. scowling and leaning away), and do so
even for the target’s novel social group (Skinner, Meltzoff, &
Olson, 2017; Skinner et al., 2019). Our findings go beyond
these findings and raise the possibility that children are not
simply sensitive to the valence of others’ expressions; rather,
they can draw inferences from others’ surprised expressions
(i.e., a non-valenced signal) about an agent’s competence,
around the age that they acquire gender-based stereotypes
about intelligence (Bian et al., 2017). Future work will ex-
plore whether children can learn about a group’s compe-
tence from a teacher’s emotional expressions, such as sur-
prise. More broadly, studying others’ emotional reactions to
under-represented minorities’ performance in STEM fields is
an important area for future work, especially because adults
may learn how to explicitly communicate in “unbiased” ways,
yet their emotional responses may nonetheless indicate un-
derlying implicit biases.

In sum, reasoning about others’ emotional responses is crit-
ical for not only interacting with others and intervening to
make others feel better, but also for learning about the world,
others, and the self. Bridging prior work on children’s devel-
oping intuitive theories of emotion and their understanding
of competence, here we provided initial evidence that emo-
tional responses are a rich source of information about ab-
stract qualities of other agents, like competence or ability;
critically, emotional expressions can provide meaning beyond
direct observation or verbal feedback.
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Abstract

Slang is a common socio-linguistic phenomenon, but how slang emerges and propagates is poorly understood. We explore
this problem by analyzing longitudinal data from 1,000 Reddit communities over the past decade. We consider social
and linguistic factors pertaining to the emergence and propagation of recently emerged online slang. We show that while
linguistic factors can be relevant, social factors play a more important role in predicting the emergence and propagation of
online slang. We find community size to be the dominant factor in the emergence of novel slang terms and user mobility
to be the most critical factor in the widespread propagation of slang.
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Numerosity Estimation
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Abstract

In a conventional number-line task, a given number that varies every trial is estimated on a line flanked with 0 and an
upper-bound number. An upper-bound number is often arbitrarily selected, although this design variable has been shown
to affect non-linearity in estimates. Examining estimates of varying given numbers (design variable 1) with varying upper-
bound numbers (design variable 2) can be costly because adding another design variable into the task drastically increases
the number of trials required to examine the numerical representation. In the present study, a novel Bayesian machine
learning algorithm, dubbed Gaussian Process Active Learning (GPAL), was used to make this costly paradigm feasible by
presenting only the most informative combinations of the design variables every trial. We found that children were more
logarithmic than adults across upper bounds, replicating log-to-linear shifts in development. More importantly, children
and even educated adults became more logarithmic as the upper bound increased, indicating the persistent use of log
representation across age groups.
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Abstract

Firefighters are exposed to elevated levels of potentially traumatizing events through the course of their work. Such
exposure can have lasting negative consequences (e.g., posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)) and/or positive outcomes
(e.g., posttraumatic growth (PTG)). Research had implicated trauma, occupational and personal variables that account for
variance in posttrauma outcomes yet at this stage no research has investigated these factors and their relative influence
on both PTSD and PTG in a single study. Based in Calhoun and Tedeschi’s model of PTG and previous research, in this
study regression models of PTG and PTSD symptoms among 610 firefighters were tested. Results indicated organisational
factors predicted symptoms of PTSD, while there was partial support for the hypothesis that coping and social support
would be predictors of PTG. Increases in PTG were predicted by experiencing trauma from multiple sources and the use
of selfcare coping.
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Abstract 

Evidence suggests that general, non-mathematical knowledge 
about the entities described in an arithmetic word problem may 
interfere with its encoding. We used behavioral and eye-
tracking measures to investigate how the use of specific 
quantities may foster a cardinal representation of the numbers 
mentioned in a problem, whereas other quantities may favor an 
ordinal representation instead. We asked 50 pre-service 
teachers to complete a solution validity assessment task. We 
compared participants’ gaze patterns on isomorphic problems 
to gather insights into their encoded representations. On 
problems featuring cardinal quantities, we found that specific 
sentences describing elements relevant in a cardinal 
understanding of the problems but irrelevant otherwise were 
looked at longer and were the focus of a higher number of 
backward eye movements. Additionally, an increase in pupil 
dilation on correctly solved cardinal problems supported the 
idea that participants need to engage in a recoding process 
when facing semantic incongruence. 

Keywords: arithmetic word problems; encoding effects; eye 
tracking; mathematical cognition; problem solving  

Introduction 

Mathematical word problems are infamously difficult, and 

many students struggle with the delicate exercise consisting 

in applying abstract mathematical notions to concrete, daily-

life situations (Daroczy, Wolska, Meurers, & Nuerk, 2015; 

Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2000). But what makes some 

mathematical word problems so hard to solve? Several lines 

of work have looked at the interaction between linguistic and 

numerical factors to account for the interpretative processes 

at play in mathematical word problem solving (Thevenot & 

Barrouillet, 2015). 

Notably, the issue of the underlying representations 

accounting for the strategies developed by students to solve 

the problems they encounter has been a recurring question in 

the literature. It has for example been proposed that students 

use problem schemata (Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Schank & 

Abelson, 1977) or mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983; 

Staub & Reusser, 1995). It has also been suggested that 

general semantic knowledge about the entities featured in a 

problem interfere with its solving process, by means of an 

interpreted structure describing one’s interpretation of the 

situation depicted in the problem (Bassok, 2001). More 

recently, the SECO framework (Gros, Thibaut, & Sander, 

2020a), suggested that an initial semantic representation is 

encoded based on the problem statement and on the solver’s 

general, non-mathematical knowledge about the entities it 

features. This approach notably predicts that an inappropriate 

encoding of a given problem statement may sometimes be 

semantically recoded into a new representation, in an attempt 

to overcome a dead end and find the solution to an arduous 

problem. Following SECO’s predictions, our paper 

investigates the role of prior knowledge on the encoding, 

recoding, and solving of arithmetic word problems by 

studying the perception of cardinality and ordinality among 

pre-service teachers, using behavioral and eye-tracking data. 

Cardinal encoding versus ordinal encoding 

In common usage, ordinal numbers describe the numerical 

position of an object in an ordered sequence (i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 

etc.), whereas cardinal numbers refer to the general concept 

of quantity by designating the total number of entities within 

a set (Wasner, Moeller, Fischer, & Nuerk, 2015). The 

difference between these two meanings of numbers is central 

to the notion of number itself (Fuson, 1988) and the 

understanding of cardinality and ordinality has been the focus 

of numerous studies (e.g. Colomé & Noël, 2012; Lyons, 

Vogel, & Ansari, 2016). However, until recently, the 

importance that this distinction holds for the representation 

of word problems had received scant attention in the 

literature. A line of work has aimed to fill this gap, by 

targeting the cardinal and ordinal representations of 

arithmetic word problems. Gamo, Sander, and Richard 

(2010) found that students’ choice of solving algorithms 

varied between number-of-element problems, price problems 

and age problems. They suggested that while number-of-

element problems and price problems feature unordered 

elements that tend to be represented as sets and subsets, age 

problems are more easily represented along an axis (a 

timeline) and the apparent order between the age values 

facilitates the use of a different solving strategy. This 

distinction was framed in terms of ordinal and cardinal 

encodings, thus introducing the idea that quantities 

emphasizing the cardinal aspect of numbers led to different 

representations than quantities emphasizing their ordinal 

aspect.  

To investigate this distinction in a systematic way, new 

arithmetic word problems were created using different types 

of quantities (Gros, Thibaut, & Sander, 2017; Gros, Thibaut, 

& Sander, 2020b). Figure 1 provides a graphical summary of 

the expected encoding of these problems. The problems all 

shared the same abstract mathematical structure (Figure 1, 

box 1.), but they were implemented either with cardinal 

quantities (Figure 1, box 2.a) or with ordinal quantities 

(Figure 1, box 3.a). Consider for instance the cardinal 

problem reproduced in Figure 1, box 2.b: by mentioning 

collections of unordered marbles, this problem is expected to 

emphasize the cardinal aspect of numbers, and thus to elicit a 

cardinal encoding of the situation (Figure 1, box 2.c). This 

representation fosters the idea that to find the number of 
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marbles that Jolene has (Whole 2), one needs to add up the 

number of blue marbles she has (Part 2) and the number of 

green marbles she has (Part 3). This representation is thus 

semantically congruent with a 3-step algorithm (Figure 1, box 

3.c) consisting in calculating the value of Part 2 (Whole 1 – 

Part 1 = Part 2), and adding it to the value of Part 3 (Part 1 

– Difference = Part 3), to find the solution to the problem 

(Part 2 + Part 3 = Whole 2).

 
Figure 1: Implementation of the mathematical structure with ordinal versus cardinal quantities, leading to different problem 

statements, representations, and strategy use.

On the other hand, the duration problem in box 3.b describes 

a situation that can easily be represented along an axis (a 

timeline), and it is thus thought to evoke an ordinal encoding 

(Figure 1, box 3.c). This representation facilitates the 

understanding that since the construction of the palace and 

that of the castle started at the same time, and since the 

construction of the castle took 2 years less than the 

construction of the palace, then the castle was completed 2 

years earlier than the palace. Thus, this inference makes it 

easier to use a 1-step algorithm to find the Whole 2 value: 

Whole 1 – Difference = Whole 2 (see Figure 1, box 3.d).  

Depending on the cardinal versus ordinal nature of the 

quantities used, participants were thought to construct a 

different encoding of the situation, which led them to one of 

the two solving algorithms. Both drawing productions 

elicited by Gros et al. (2017), and participants’ report of the 

algorithms they used supported this claim. To evaluate the 

robustness of these effects, Gros, Sander, and Thibaut (2019) 

designed a modified version of these problems, in which the 

value of Part 1 was not provided. For instance, the sentence 

“Paul has 8 red marbles” was replaced by “Paul has some red 

marbles”, and the sentence “The construction of the palace 

took 8 years” was replaced by “The construction of the palace 

took a certain time”. It thus became impossible to use the 3-

step algorithm (Figure 1, box 2.d) since that required 

knowing the value of Part 1, and the only algorithm left to 

solve the problems was the 1-step algorithm (Figure 1, box 

3.d). Gros et al. created a solution-assessment task, in which 

these problems were presented accompanied by their 

solution, and participants had to decide whether the solution 

was correct or whether the problems could not be solved. 

They presented this task to lay adults and to expert 

mathematicians and found, as predicted, that in both cases 

their expertise was not enough to prevent the influence of the 

cardinal versus ordinal distinction: participants made more 

errors and took longer to solve cardinal problems. In the 

current study, we intend to use an eye-tracking setup to get a 

finer understanding of the difference between these 

representations.  

Eye tracking as an index of reasoning processes 

From an educational standpoint, there has been an increasing 

amount of literature using eye tracking to better understand 

students’ learning processes (Lai et al., 2013). In the study of 

mathematical reasoning, eye tracking has been used to 

pinpoint the integration of relevant information while 

performing calculations or solving math problems (Curtis, 

Huebner, & LeFevre, 2016; Merkley & Ansari, 2010). 

However, a surprisingly low number of studies have resorted 

to this methodology to understand mathematical word 

problem solving (Strohmaier, Tatsidou, & Reiss, 2018). 

In fact, ever since De Corte and Verschaffel’s (1986) 

seminal work on the matter, we are aware of less than a dozen 

studies who looked at mathematical word problem solving 

using eye movement recording. For instance, De Corte, 

Verschaffel and Pauwels (1990) used eye tracking to 

discriminate between the initial read-through of arithmetic 

word problems and the subsequent time spent rereading the 

problem statement. Then, Verschaffel, De Corte, and 

Pauwels (1992) showed that students’ longer response times 

on problems featuring relational terms inconsistent with their 

solving algorithms were due to a longer time spent on the 

initial reading of the problems’ first sentences. Similarly, 

eye-tracking has been used to compare high-performing and 
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low-performing students’ reading patterns (Hegarty, Mayer, 

& Green, 1992; Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 1995). Later, van 

der Schoot, Bakker Arkema, Horsley and van Lieshout 

(2009) focused on regressive eye movements to evaluate how 

the strategies of successful and less successful problem 

solvers differed. Finally, Dewolf et al. (2015) used looking 

time analysis to investigate how often students looked at 

representational illustrations accompanying word problems.  

Thus, to the best of our knowledge, most of the research 

conducted on arithmetic word problems using eye-tracking 

methodology has focused on looking times, with some works 

counting backward eye-movements to identify specific 

strategies. In our study, we intend to use both metrics to get 

a finer understanding of the differences between cardinal and 

ordinal problems, as well as a third one selected to evaluate 

participants’ effort in the task: pupil dilation.  

Pupillometry concerns the measure of pupil dilation over 

time. Its use in research was initiated by Hess and Polt (1964), 

who found that pupils tended to dilate when individuals were 

asked to solve multiplication non-word problems of 

increasing difficulty. Subsequent works discovered that pupil 

diameter increased with memory load (Goldinger & Papesh, 

2012) and with task demand in general (Beatty, 1982), which 

makes it a valuable index to evaluate participants’ effort 

variations when solving arithmetic word problems. 

Current study 

While it seems that the difference between cardinal and 

ordinal problems runs deep enough to interfere even with 

math experts’ understanding of arithmetic word problems 

(Gros et al., 2019), the question remains as to what exactly 

this distinction entails in terms of solving processes. In this 

study, we strove to probe participants’ representations using 

direct measures that would not solely rely on verbal or written 

productions. 

We analyzed the gaze patterns and pupil dilation of 50 

participants engaging in the solving of problems similar to 

those used in Gros et al. (2019), where the value of Part 1 

was not provided to the participants, and we made the 

following predictions. First, the total looking time (visit 

duration) spent on each line of the problems should vary 

between cardinal and ordinal problems. Since a cardinal 

encoding is supposed to foster the calculation of Part 2 and 

Part 3 to find Whole 2, we expected that cardinal problems 

would lead to longer visit durations on the lines referring to 

Part 2 and Part 3, compared to ordinal problems. Second, 

since the values of Part 2 and Part 3 are not provided in the 

problem statements but are nevertheless deemed necessary 

by participants who construct a cardinal encoding, then 

backward eye movements to the lines referring to these two 

quantities should be more frequent on cardinal problems. 

Third, since participants who manage to solve cardinal 

problems are thought to engage in a costly semantic recoding 

process (Gros et al., 2019), then correctly solving a cardinal 

problem should result in an increase in pupil diameter 

whereas solving an ordinal problem should not. In addition, 

this study aimed at replicating two results from Gros et al. 

(2019): cardinal problems should be solved less frequently 

and require a longer response time than ordinal problems. 

Methods 

Participants. Participants were 50 pre-service teachers (41 

women, M = 27.22 years, SD = 13.95) recruited from the 

Educational Sciences program at the University of Geneva. 

All of them spoke French fluently and volunteered in 

exchange for course credit.  

Materials. The arithmetic word problems used in this 

experiment were taken from the 12 problems created in Gros 

et al. (2019), to which 6 new problems were added, 

constituting a pool of 18 problems to choose from. All 

problems were written in French. Each participant was 

presented with a random selection of 12 target solvable 

problems: 6 with cardinal quantities (2 collection problems, 

2 price problems, and 2 weight problems) and 6 with ordinal 

quantities (2 duration problems, 2 height problems, and 2 

floor problems). A within-subject design was used to allow 

for within-subject comparisons between performance on 

cardinal and ordinal problems. In addition, we introduced 6 

unsolvable filler problems that were similar to the target 

problems but did not provide any value for Whole 2, which 

meant that they could not be solved with any algorithm. Order 

of target and filler problems was randomized between 

participants. The numerical values used were randomized 

across problems. 

Procedure. The stimuli were presented on a 23.8” monitor. 

Participants were seated approximately 65 centimeters from 

the monitor in a soundproofed experimental room. The eye 

movements were registered with a Tobii Pro Spectrum eye 

tracker. There was no window to avoid any natural light 

fluctuation. The first screen displayed the instructions for the 

experiment. They were provided the following instructions: 

“You will be presented with a series of arithmetic problems.  

Some of the problems can be solved using the values 

provided, while other problems cannot be solved with the 

available information. Your task is to tell apart problems that 

can be solved from problems that cannot. Answer as quickly 

as you can, although being correct is more important than 

being fast. Press the space bar when you are ready to start”. 

A fixation cross was displayed for 3 seconds before each 

problem.  

Each problem screen comprised 6 lines of text composing 

the problem statement, and a separate insert displaying the 

response choices. The text was written in size 18, with a line 

spacing of 3.7 to ensure that minor inaccuracies of the eye 

gaze estimation would not be detrimental. The response insert 

presented two possible choices. Choice “A” was the solution 

to the problem (e.g. “14 – 2 = 12. Jolene has 12 marbles.”). 

Choice “B” stated: “There is not enough information to find 

the solution”. Participants answered each problem using two 

keys on a keyboard placed in front of them. A typical session 

lasted between 20 and 30 minutes.  
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Results 

Success Rates. We looked at participants’ failures and 

successes on solvable problems. Since each participant gave 

a binary answer to 6 cardinal and 6 ordinal problems, we used 

a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with a binary 

distribution to account for the repeated measures in the 

experimental design. We used the cardinal versus ordinal 

nature of the problems as a fixed factor and participants as a 

random effect. The overall model successfully converged and 

had a total explanatory power of 12.60% (conditional R²). In 

line with previous results, participants performed 

significantly worse on cardinal (51.51%) than on ordinal 

problems (82.4%); z = 8.22, p < .001.  

Response Times. We looked at the RTs of correctly solved 

problems (see Figure 2). We had predicted that solving a 

cardinal problem would require a higher RT, due to an extra 

recoding step being necessary to find the solution. We used 

Tukey’s method to remove 16 outliers ranged above and 

below 1.5 interquartile range. We analyzed participants’ RTs 

using a linear mixed model with the cardinal versus ordinal 

nature of the problems as a fixed factor and participants as a 

random effect. The model successfully converged and 

explained 30.43% of the variance (conditional R²). Within 

this model, an ANOVA using Satterthwaite’s method for 

estimation of degrees of freedom revealed that there was a 

significant effect of the cardinal versus ordinal nature of the 

problems on the RTs of correctly solved problems (F(1) = 

25.24, p < .001). Which indicates that solving a cardinal 

problem required more time on average (M = 25.29, SD = 

8.72) than solving an ordinal problem (M = 21.73, SD = 7.73). 

The results from Gros et al. (2019) were thus replicated, both 

in terms of success rate and response times. 

 

Figure 2: Pirate plot of RTs on cardinal and ordinal 

problems. Middle lines indicate mean RT, upper and lower 

lines indicate 95% confidence interval. *** p < .001. 

 

Scoring of eye-fixation data. The sequence of eye fixations 

for each participant was recorded with the software Tobii Pro 

Lab. We partitioned the screen into 7 different areas of 

interest (AOIs): one for each problem line, and one dedicated 

 
1 Due to two thirds of the problems coming from a previous study 

(Gros et al., 2019), we could not perfectly control for the word 

length of every line. While there was no length difference in lines 2 

to 6, there was a higher number of words in line 1 of ordinal 

problems (M = 6.89, SD = 2.15) as compared to line 1 of cardinal 

to the response insert. The seven AOIs of equal height and 

width partitioned the entire screen. 

Visit durations. We had predicted that, since cardinal 

problems are supposed to lead to a cardinal encoding, 

participants will spontaneously try to calculate the 

intermediate values of Part 2 and Part 3 to find the value of 

Whole 2 (See Figure 1, box 2.d). Thus, participants should 

spend more time in sentences referring to these two subsets 

on cardinal problems, that is the lines referring to Part 2 

(lines 2 and 4) and Part 3 (line 5; see Figure 1, box 2.b).  

We extracted the total visit duration per AOI for each 

participant. Since each participant’s gaze was recorded on 12 

different problems, we analyzed the visit duration using a 

GLMM with visit duration as the dependent factor, 

participants as a random effect, the line number as a fixed 

effect and the cardinal versus ordinal nature of the problems 

as a fixed effect. The model successfully converged and had 

a total explanatory power of 31.92% (conditional R²). Within 

this model, an ANOVA using Satterthwaite’s approximation 

for the degrees of freedom revealed that the cardinal versus 

ordinal nature of the problems had a significant effect (F(1) 

= 53.74, p < .001), as well as the line number (F(6) = 202.69 

p < .001). The interaction between those two fixed effects 

was significant as well (F(6) = 12.29, p < .001). In accordance 

with our hypothesis, we computed orthogonal contrasts using 

least square means to identify whether participants did visit 

the lines referring to Part 2 and Part 3 longer on cardinal than 

on ordinal problems: lines 2, 4 and 5. 

 
Figure 3: Visit duration per problem line 

Results revealed that participants spent a longer time visiting 

line 2 on cardinal problems (M = 3.40 seconds, SD = 1.64) 

than they did on ordinal problems (M = 2.58 seconds, SD = 

1.43); t(3922) = 6.49, p < .001. They also spent longer time 

on line 4 on cardinal problems (M = 4.40 seconds, SD = 1.66) 

than on ordinal problems (M = 3.61 seconds, SD = 1.60); 

t(3924) = 6.13, p < .001. Finally, they spent a longer time on 

the 5th line of cardinal problems (M = 3.79 seconds, SD = 

1.75) than on that of the ordinal problems (M = 2.97 seconds, 

SD = 1.67); t(3923) = 6.56, p < .001. On the other hand, there 

was no significant visit duration difference between cardinal 

and ordinal problems on lines 1, 3, 6 nor on the response 

insert (see Figure 3) 1; 0.02 ≤ t-value ≤ 0.96, .33 ≤ p ≤ .98. 

problems (M = 10.22, SD = 2.82); t(16) = 2.82, p < .05. This 

difference was not deemed problematic since our hypotheses 

focused on lines 2, 4 and 5, and since there was no significant 

difference of the visit duration on line 1 between cardinal and 

ordinal problems. 
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Regressions. We investigated participants’ number of 

backward eye movements (regressions). Since each problem 

line presented a new piece of information, we could infer 

which pieces of information participants were going back to 

when trying to solve the problems. For each trial, we 

calculated the total number of backward eye movements to 

each line. We had predicted that participants would make 

more regressions to the lines mentioning Part 2 (lines 2 and 

4) and Part 3 (line 5) in their search for the missing values 

needed to use the 3-step algorithm. 

We used a GLMM with number of regressions as the 

dependent factor, cardinal versus ordinal nature of the 

problems as a fixed factor, line number as a fixed factor and 

participants as a random effect. The model successfully 

converged with a total explanatory power of 24.75% (R²cond). 

Within this model, an ANOVA using Satterthwaite’s 

estimation revealed that the effect of the cardinal versus 

ordinal nature of the problems was statistically significant 

(F(1) = 140.11, p < .001). There was also a main effect of the 

line number (F(5) = 94.43, p < .001). The interaction between 

these two fixed factors was significant (F(5) = 16.36, p < 

.001). In accordance with our hypothesis, we computed 

orthogonal contrasts using least square means to identify 

whether participants did make more regressions to lines 2, 3 

and 5 on cardinal problems than they did on ordinal problems 

(see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Mean number of regressions to specific lines. 

Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. 

Results revealed that, as predicted, participants made a higher 

number of regressions to line 2 on cardinal problems (M = 

2.03, SD = 1.73) than on ordinal problems (M = 1.05, SD = 

1.16); t(3306) = 9.39, p < .001. Similarly, they made more 

regressions to line 4 on cardinal problems (M = 1.23, SD = 

1.43) than on ordinal problems (M = 0.70, SD = 1.01); t(3306) 

= 5.12, p < .001. Finally, the number of regressions to line 5 

was higher on cardinal problems (M = 0.77, SD = 1.11) than 

on ordinal problems (M = 0.42, SD = 0.76); t(3306) = 3.43, p 

< .001. The contrast analysis also revealed a difference that 

we had not anticipated: participants made a higher number of 

regressions to line 1 on cardinal problems (M = 2.00, SD = 

1.83) than on ordinal problems (M = 1.01, SD = 1.24); t(3306) 

= 9.63, p < .001. There was no such difference between 

cardinal and ordinal problems on line 3 (t(3306) = 1.75, p = 

.08) nor on line 6 (t(3306) = 0.31, p = .76). 

Pupillary dilatation. To evaluate the validity of the claim 

that participants need to semantically recode their initial 

representation of cardinal problems to find the solution, we 

looked at participants’ pupil dilation in relation with their 

successes and failures in solving the problems. We measured 

participants’ pupil diameter at each time step during each 

problem and contrasted it with their answers to the problems. 

We analyzed inter-trial change in pupil diameter using a 

GLMM with pupil diameter during fixations as the dependent 

variable. We used participants as a random effect, the 

cardinal versus ordinal nature of the problems as a fixed 

factor and the participants’ response to the problems as a 

fixed factor. The model successfully converged and 

explained 85.21% of the variance (R²cond). Within this model, 

an ANOVA using Satterthwaite’s approximation revealed 

that the cardinal versus ordinal nature of the problems had a 

significant effect (F(1) = 68.87, p < .001), indicating that 

pupil dilation differed between cardinal and ordinal 

problems. There was no main effect of the response provided 

by the participants (F(1) = 0.38, p = .54). There was however 

an interaction between the type of problem (cardinal/ordinal) 

and the response given by the participants (true/false): F(1) = 

5.73, p < .05. 

 

Figure 5: Pupil dilation on solvable problems. Error bars 

indicate upper margins of 95% confidence intervals. 

 

In accordance with our hypothesis, we computed contrasts 

using least square means to identify whether participants’ 

response was linked to their pupil dilation on cardinal and 

ordinal problems (see Figure 5). Correctly solving a cardinal 

problem was associated with a larger pupil diameter on 

average as compared to correctly solving an ordinal problem 

(t(58838) = 5.34, p < .001), which suggests that finding the 

solution to cardinal problems was more cognitively taxing 

than finding the solution to ordinal problems. Besides, a 

comparison of successes and failures revealed that 

participants’ pupil diameter was significantly larger on 

correctly solved cardinal problems (M = 418.63 μm, SD = 

53.14) than on failed cardinal problems (M = 403.08 μm, SD 

= 49.05); t(58841) = 2.48, p < .05. On the other hand, there 

was no such difference between correctly solved ordinal 

problems (M = 416.83 μm, SD = 54.18) and incorrectly 

rejected ordinal problems (M = 408.90 μm, SD = 55.88); 

t(58841) = 1.09,  p = .28. This suggests an increase in 

cognitive load on cardinal problems correctly solved, but not 

on ordinal problems.  
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Discussion 

In this paper, we gathered converging evidence from five 

different sources of information regarding what precisely 

happens when one’s non-mathematical knowledge interferes 

with one’s mathematical expertise in the encoding, recoding, 

and solving of arithmetic word problems. First, the success 

rate analysis confirmed previous results regarding the 

increased difficulty to perceive the validity of the 1-step 

algorithm on cardinal problems as compared to ordinal 

problems. Then, the difference in response times between 

correctly solved cardinal and ordinal problems was also 

replicated, supporting the hypothesis that one needs to engage 

in a semantic recoding step to construct a new representation 

compatible with the 1-step algorithm. 

Third, by studying the visit duration on each line of the 

problem, we were able to take a closer look at what 

differentiates the encoding of cardinal and ordinal problems. 

We hypothesized that problems using cardinal quantities 

would lead participants to abstract a cardinal encoding of the 

situation emphasizing the set/subset structure of the situation 

depicted. Thus, in their attempts to find the value of Whole 2, 

we predicted that participants’ first reaction would be to try 

to find the values of each of its subsets, that is, Part 2 and 

Part 3 (see Fig. 1). Our looking time analysis revealed that it 

was indeed the case, since lines 2, 4 and 5 were visited for a 

longer time on cardinal problems than on ordinal problems. 

Despite the lines presenting the same information in the same 

order across problems, these three specific lines received 

particular attention on cardinal problems, thus suggesting that 

cardinal problems emphasized the importance of Part 2 and 

Part 3 to find the solution. This result supports the idea that 

cardinal quantities evoke a set-based representation. 

Fourth, the analysis of backward eye movements from one 

line to a previous one informed us with regards to the 

information that participants came back to when reading the 

problems. In accordance with the visit duration analysis, 

participants made more regressions to lines 4 (Part 3) as well 

as to lines 2 and 5 (Part 2) on cardinal problems, as compared 

to ordinal problems. This indicates that participants’ strategy 

includes looking back to previous lines for information about 

Part 2 and Part 3, thus supporting the idea that participants 

were actively trying to find the value of Whole 2 by adding 

up the (missing) values of Part 2 and Part 3. This analysis 

confirms that participants tend to look back at information 

regarding Part 2 and Part 3 more often on cardinal problems.  

Finally, a fifth measure provided new insights regarding our 

hypothesis that solving a problem whose initial 

representation is semantically incongruent with its solving 

algorithm requires to engage in a costly semantic recoding 

process to construct a new representation compatible with the 

available algorithm. Since pupil dilation varies closely in 

response to changes in task demands, pupillometry can be 

used as an indirect measure of participants’ effort. By 

studying pupil dilation variations between success and 

failures on cardinal and on ordinal problems, we were able to 

measure how the cognitive load varied between situations. 

We predicted that participants’ engagement in a semantic 

recoding step would result in an increase in pupil diameter on 

successfully solved cardinal problems. The results supported 

this hypothesis, since there was an increase in pupil diameter 

on successfully solved cardinal problems as compared to 

erroneously rejected cardinal problems. In other words, pupil 

dilation indicated an increased effort when participants 

managed to overcome their initial, incongruent 

representation of the problems and to find the solution to the 

cardinal problems. On the other hand, the pupil diameter 

difference between successes and failures on ordinal 

problems was not statistically significant. This can either 

indicate that there was no such difference since no semantic 

recoding was needed on ordinal problems, or it can simply be 

the sign of a lack of statistical power, since failures on ordinal 

problems were relatively scarce. Although we do not have the 

means to arbitrate between these two candidate explanations, 

the fact that there remained a significant difference between 

pupil dilation on correctly solved cardinal problems and on 

correctly solved ordinal problems seems to tip the scale in 

favor of the first interpretation. Indeed, it appears that 

correctly solving a cardinal problem required more effort, on 

average, than correctly solving an ordinal problem, which 

could be a sign of the existence of the hypothesized semantic 

recoding process. 

Overall, our results support the SECO model according to 

which general, non-mathematical knowledge about the 

entities featured in a problem directly influences the 

representations that are constructed by the solvers, as well as 

their ability to find the solution. By showing an increased 

focus on subsets on cardinal problems, the use of eye-

tracking helped support the idea that set-based 

representations are constructed whenever weights, prices, or 

collections are mentioned. Additionally, pupil dilation 

analysis confirmed that a costly semantic recoding process 

may be performed to overcome an incongruent representation 

and find the solution to a semantically incongruent problem. 

By furthering our understanding of the process of semantic 

recoding, we hope to identify ways to help students generate 

transfer between superficially dissimilar situations sharing a 

deeper bond. 
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Interpersonal physiological linkage is related to excitement during a joint task
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Abstract

Interpersonal physiological linkage has been shown to play important roles in social activities. Studies have shown that
people tend to share heart rate (HR) dynamics through a joint collaborative task. In this study, we investigated whether
shared HR dynamics (i.e., HR synchrony) would correlate with excitement during a joint task. Two participants played a
collaborative block-stacking game (Jenga), alternating their roles as player and adviser, while their HRs being recorded.
The participants evaluated their own excitement for each turn. Additional bystanders watched their playing to evaluate
the players excitement. The results showed that the players excitement increased with individual HR but also with HR
synchrony. HR synchrony also affected the evaluation of players excitement by the bystanders. These results suggest
that physiological linkage between cooperating individuals is related to the evaluation of excitement not only by player
themselves but also by bystanders.
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Trust-Related Heuristics and Biases: How Do We Trust Healthcare Systems?
Stephen Cantarutti
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Abstract

An online questionnaire attempted to reveal the heuristics and biases used when participants reflected on their trust in
a healthcare system. Participants answered quantitative questions related to six different heuristics and biases, which
revealed their propensity for exhibiting each heuristic, before rating healthcare systems on seven trust-related metrics: re-
source allocation; access to treatment; honesty, integrity and intention; competence; quality; safety; and equality. Multiple
regressions tested whether the predictive power of heuristics and biases on trust ratings was significantly moderated by
the relative proportion of patients receiving service in the public and private sector. Results revealed that heuristics and
biases significantly impacted thought processes when arriving at assessments of participants willingness to trust. As trust
in major institutions declines, this presents the scientific and medical communities with relevant data to potentially alter
practices and communication approaches in a way that fosters trust.
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Infants inferences about insides reveal parallel causal representations
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Abstract

Work on the origin of causal thought has always proposed that there is one ”original” causal representation, and over
development this causal representation is applied to understanding different events. We propose that there are in fact
multiple independent causal primitives, which must be integrated at some later point in development. In three experiments,
we provide the first evidence that infants have multiple ways of representing cause and effect, that are fully dissociated
from each other in the first year of life. At 10 months, infants represent ”launching” events (Newtonian elastic collisions)
as causal, in that they track which of two arbitrary objects is causing the other to move. They make inferences about
whether objects have an internal source of motion based on entraining events (in which A collides with B and remains in
contact with it as they moves together). Critically, each representation lacks the signatures of the other.
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Abstract 

To investigate the role of ostensive cues in pedagogical 
reasoning, we explored whether toddlers, like preschoolers, 
would copy causally implausible actions following a 
pedagogical demonstration. Toddlers watched a demonstrator 
perform a two-action sequence (AB) on a puzzle-box that led 
to a reward.  We manipulated the demonstrator’s intentionality 
and the causal plausibility of action A and examined how these 
factors influenced copying behavior. Although toddlers were 
more likely to copy A when it was causally plausible, they were 
not influenced by the demonstrator’s intentionality. 
Importantly, toddlers were no more likely to copy the AB 
sequence following a pedagogical demonstration vs. a non-
communicative demonstration. Comparing behavioural data to 
computational model predictions for learners differing in their 
sensitivity to intentionality and causal plausibility supported an 
absence of pedagogical reasoning. These results suggest that 
sensitivity to ostension may be a necessary prerequisite—but 
is not sufficient for—pedagogical reasoning in a causal 
imitation task. 

Keywords: causal reasoning; cognitive development; 
ostension; overimitation; pedagogy; social learning 

Introduction 

The ability to learn effectively from observing the actions of 

others is fundamental for the transmission and maintenance 

of uniquely-human culture (e.g., Tomasello, 1999; Boyd, 

Richerson & Henrich, 2011). When observing how an 

individual interacts with a causally-opaque object, being able 

to understand the intentions behind their actions can provide 

important information regarding which actions are necessary, 

and can influence the inferences a learner makes about how 

that object functions (e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2011; Buchsbaum 

et al., 2011; Shafto, Goodman & Griffiths, 2014). For 

example, imagine you watch someone using a machine that 

dispenses candy. They look at you and say “Hey, watch this!” 

then they first tap the top of the machine, before turning a 

dial, and a candy pops out. When it is your turn, what do you 

do? A 4-year-old in this situation would typically copy both 

of the actions, even though tapping the top of the machine 

seems causally unrelated to making the candy come out (e.g., 

Horner & Whiten, 2005; Lyons, Young & Keil, 2007).  

Copying causally irrelevant actions—termed overimitation 

(Lyons et al., 2007)—can be seen as rational if a learner is 

capable of pedagogical reasoning—that is, if they recognize 

that a demonstrator’s actions are being done 

communicatively for their benefit (e.g., Butler & Markman, 

2012). Specifically, if a demonstrator is communicative, 

knowledgeable and informative, Bayesian computational 

models have shown that this licenses a strong inference that 

all of the demonstrated actions should be copied—after all, 

why would a helpful teacher have included a particular action 

if it was not necessary (e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2011; 

Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Shafto et al., 2014)?  

A recent study combining behavioral data with Bayesian 

computational modelling suggested that 3- to 5-year-old 

children distinguish pedagogical, intentional and unknowing 

demonstrations when deciding which actions to copy in an 

imitation task (Buchsbaum et al., under review). After 

watching a pedagogical demonstrator perform a sequence of 

two actions (AB) on a puzzle-box that led to a reward, 3- to 

5-year-olds faithfully copied both actions, even if the first 

action (A) was causally implausible. In contrast, if the 

demonstrator was intentional but non-communicative, 

children were less likely to copy the implausible action. This 

performance was best captured by a model of a learner who 

is sensitive to pedagogy—that is, a learner who infers that the 

pedagogical demonstrator is a helpful teacher who is trying 

to show them how to get the reward, and so most likely 

performed the implausible action to demonstrate that it was 

causally necessary (Figure 1; Buchsbaum et al., under 

review). Thus, these findings offer a rational explanation for 

preschoolers’ tendency to overimitate unnecessary actions.  

Current evidence for whether toddlers reason about 

pedagogical contexts in the same way as preschoolers is 

mixed. For example, the inferences made by 3-year-olds 

about the generalizability of novel causal properties of 

objects (e.g., being magnetic) did not differ between 

intentional and pedagogical demonstrations (Butler & 

Markman, 2012), suggesting that pedagogical reasoning 

skills may develop across the preschool period. In contrast, 

other studies suggest that infants and toddlers do differentiate 

pedagogical demonstrations from non-social demonstrations 

(e.g., Brugger et al., 2007; Nielsen, 2006; Kupán et al., 2017; 

Shneidman et al., 2016), though recent work (Bazhydai et al., 

2020) has failed to replicate an earlier finding that 2-year-olds 

preferentially transmit pedagogically demonstrated actions 

(Vredenburgh, Kushnir & Casasalo, 2015). 

None of these previous studies with toddlers have 

explicitly investigated the role of pedagogy in the imitation 
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of causal actions. It is possible that differences in pedagogical 

reasoning skills could explain the observed developmental 

increase in overimitative behavior across early childhood 

(e.g., McGuigan & Whiten, 2007; Chudek, Baron & Birch, 

2016); perhaps toddlers are less likely than preschoolers to 

faithfully copy causally unnecessary actions because they do 

not make the same inferences about the demonstrator’s 

pedagogical intent.   

When might we expect pedagogical inference to emerge 

during development? The theory of ‘natural pedagogy’ (e.g., 

Csibra & Gergely, 2009) argues that humans possess an 

innate, unique adaptation for the social learning of causally-

opaque actions. According to this account, from infancy, 

learners preferentially attend to information accompanied by 

ostensive-communicative cues (e.g., eye-contact, gaze 

alternation, learner-directed speech; e.g., Senju & Csibra, 

2008; but see Gredebäck, Astor & Fawcett, 2018), and the 

pedagogical context fundamentally changes how a learner 

interprets the information they receive. On this account, we 

would expect toddlers to behave comparably to preschoolers 

in imitation tasks, because both age groups would be 

expected to privilege pedagogical cues in a social learning 

context (Bazhydai et al., 2020). 

Alternatively, it is plausible that pedagogical inference 

requires the learner to explicitly represent the demonstrator’s 

intent to teach. Indeed, the formal models discussed earlier 

assume that the learner represents that the evidence provided 

is being sampled by a knowledgeable, helpful, teacher. Thus, 

rather than being a result of an evolved, early-developing 

tendency to automatically privilege pedagogical cues, 

pedagogical inference might depend on cognitive abilities 

that continue to develop over the preschool period, such as 

theory of mind (e.g., Kline, 2015; Skerry et al., 2013; 

Shneidman & Woodward, 2015). In this case, toddlers might 

behave differently than preschoolers, given that on current 

evidence it is only by around 4 years of age that children have 

a robust understanding of the minds of others (e.g., Wellman, 

Corss & Watson, 2001; though note that there is ongoing 

controversy regarding whether there is evidence for ‘implicit’ 

belief reasoning in infants, e.g., Kulke et al., 2018). 

 The aim of the present study was to investigate which 

actions toddlers choose to copy following causal action 

demonstrations that differ in terms of the intentionality of the 

demonstrator. In particular, we were interested in whether 

toddlers, like preschoolers, would copy even causally 

implausible actions following a pedagogical demonstration. 

To address this question, we presented 18- to 30-month-olds 

with the same causal imitation task that Buchsbaum et al. 

(under review) presented to 3- to 5-year-old children.   

Overview 

In our Main Experiment, toddlers watched a demonstrator 

perform a sequence of two actions (AB) on a puzzle-box 

(e.g., spinning a dial and then pulling a lever; Figure 2) that 

led to a sticker being dispensed. We manipulated the 

intentionality of the demonstration (unknowing, intentional, 

pedagogical) between-subjects and the causal plausibility of 

the first action (A) in the sequence (connected, disconnected) 

within-subjects. For a learner who is sensitive to pedagogical 

intent and causal plausibility, differentiation of the connected 

and disconnected conditions should be modulated by the 

demonstrator’s intentionality. Specifically, there should be 

decreasing differentiation with increasingly explicit cues to 

intentionality, as predicted by a pedagogically-sensitive 

computational model (Figure 1) and seen in the behavior of 

preschoolers (Buchsbaum et al., under review). In terms of 

the behavioral data, this would be manifested as an 

interaction between causal plausibility and demonstrator 

intentionality, leading to comparatively faithful copying of 

the two-action sequence following a pedagogical 

demonstration, even in the disconnected condition. 

We predicted that toddlers in the present study would be 

sensitive to the causal implausibility of a physically 

disconnected action leading to an effect (and therefore 

discriminate the connected and disconnected conditions), 

given that one-year-olds were sensitive to space and physical 

causality in an imitation paradigm (Brugger et al., 2007). We 

also expected toddlers to differentiate our unknowing and 

intentional demonstrations, given that within the first year of 

life, infants understand actions as goal-directed (e.g., 

Meltzoff, 1995; Woodward, 1998), and by 18 months 

toddlers distinguish accidental from intentional actions 

(Carpenter, Akhtar & Tomasello, 1998).  

If toddlers automatically privilege pedagogical cues over 

other sources of information when deciding which actions to 

copy, as predicted by the theory of natural pedagogy (e.g., 

Csibra & Gergely, 2009), then like preschoolers, they should 

be more likely to copy the actions a pedagogical demonstrator 

performs, even those that are causally implausible 

(Buchsbaum et al., under review). If on the other hand there 

are developmental changes in pedagogical reasoning skills 

over this age range (e.g., because other cognitive abilities that 

continue to develop over the preschool period such as theory 

of mind are also necessary), then, unlike preschoolers, we 

would not expect toddlers to differentiate the intentional and 

pedagogical demonstrations.  

Computational Model 

In addition to collecting behavioral data from toddlers, we fit 

the data to a series of Bayesian computational models—an 

approach that enables us to formalize how learners combine 

the data they observe with their prior knowledge and 

expectations to make inferences (e.g., Perfors et al., 2011). 

Specifically, we fitted our data to models for learners that 

differed in their sensitivity to the demonstrator’s 

intentionality (intentionality blind, intentionality sensitive, 

pedagogically sensitive; Figure 1), as well as their prior 

beliefs about the causal plausibility of disconnected actions 

(connectedness prior), and the likelihood of two- vs. single-

action causes (length prior; see Buchsbaum et al., under 

review, for full details of the model). This allowed us to 

examine which model and combination of parameters best fit 

toddlers’ performance in our task, and hence how these 

different factors influenced their behavior.  
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In this model, we assume that learners observe a 

demonstrator performing sequences of action, a, which 

produce outcomes o, and use Bayes’ rule to evaluate the 

probability of a given hypothesis, h given this data: 

 

P(h|a,o) ∝ P(o|a, h)P(a|h)P(h).    (1) 

 

Here, hypotheses represent possible action sequences that 

could cause the puzzle-box to produce a reward. For instance, 

in our task, the hypothesis that, e.g., first the dial and then the 

lever is necessary corresponds to h = AB, while the belief that 

just the lever is necessary would correspond to h = B. We 

assume that learners are trying to bring about the desirable 

outcome (a sticker), and choose an action sequence to 

perform based on the probability that the sequence is causal.  

P(o|a, h) represents the probability of the outcome (e.g., 

sticker or no sticker) following the observed actions. If an 

action is effective, we assume that it will always cause the 

puzzle-box to produce a reward. For instance, if B is causal 

then both B and AB are effective action sequences.   

The last term P(h) represents the prior probability of each 

hypothesis, and is where we capture physical causal 

assumptions, for instance that actions on a physically separate 

box are less causally plausible. As a default, learners may 

assume a uniform prior over possible actions, meaning that 

they think all individual actions and sequences of actions are 

a priori equally likely. We also consider two sets of non-

uniform prior biases that learners might have. The first is a 

connectedness prior where the probability that a causal 

sequence contains a disconnected action (e.g. action A on the 

physically separate box) is 𝜆. Values of 𝜆 < 0.5 correspond to 

an increasingly strong belief that disconnected actions are 

unlikely to cause a reward (disfavoring any sequence 

containing A, when A is on the disconnected box). The second 

is a length prior where the likelihood that a causal action 

sequence contains just a single action is 𝛿.  Values of 𝛿 > 0.5 

correspond to an increasingly strong belief that multi-step 

causes are unlikely. 

Finally, the critical piece is the middle term, P(a|h), which 

gives the probability that the demonstrator chose the 

observed set of actions to perform, given a specific true 

causal structure. This is where we can capture learners who 

interpret observed actions as being performed intentionally or 

pedagogically. In particular, knowing the demonstrator’s 

goals may reduce uncertainty about the necessity of their 

actions. We assess three models of producing 

demonstrations; unknowingly, intentionally and 

pedagogically, and three kinds of learners who vary in 

whether they distinguish these demonstration types.  

Following Buchsbaum et al. (under review), we model a 

demonstrator who brings about the outcome unknowingly as 

p(a|h) = 1/N, where N is the number of possible actions the 

learner could perform, meaning that the demonstrator chose 

their actions randomly from the set of possible actions, 

without respect to their outcomes (Gweon, Tenenbaum, & 

Schulz, 2010; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). We model a 

demonstrator who acts intentionally in order to get the reward 

as randomly sampling their actions from the set of actions 

that are effective at producing the desired outcome under the 

true causal structure, P(a|h) =  1/|E(h)|. We model a 

demonstrator who performs each action pedagogically, as 

Pteacher(a|h)  Plearner(h|a,o), where Plearner(h|a,o) is the 

learner’s posterior probability of each hypothesis given the 

observed data (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Buchsbaum et al., 2011; 

Shafto et al., 2014).  

Model Predictions  

Figure 1 shows a priori model predictions for learners who 

are sensitive to causal plausibility, but differ in their 

sensitivity to the intentional evidence. An intentionality-blind 

learner does not differentiate between unknowing, intentional 

and pedagogical demonstrations, treating all demonstrations 

as unknowing. An intentionality-sensitive learner 

differentiates intentional actions from unknowing or 

accidental ones, but does not recognize pedagogical 

demonstrations as differing from intentional ones. Finally, a 

pedagogically-sensitive learner is able to distinguish 

unknowing, intentional and pedagogical demonstrations, and 

applies the appropriate model to each case.   𝜆 = 0.25 

corresponds to a moderate preference for actions to be 

connected, and  𝛿 = 0.5 corresponds to no pre-existing 

preference for shorter (or longer) sequences.  

 

 
Figure 1: A priori model predictions for learners with 

different sensitivities to the demonstrator’s intentionality: 

intentionality-blind; intentionality-sensitive; and 

pedagogically-sensitive (𝜆 = 0.25 and 𝛿 = 0.5) 

Method 

Study Design 

All toddlers initially participated in the Baseline condition 

(one session) to establish their ability to learn to use the 

puzzle-box, followed by the Main Experiment (two sessions). 

There was a minimum gap of one week between sessions. 

The two sessions of the Main Experiment corresponded to 

our two within-subject causal plausibility conditions 

(connected and disconnected), which participants completed 

in a counterbalanced order. For the Main Experiment, 

participants were randomly assigned to one of three between-

subject demonstrator intentionality conditions: unknowing, 

intentional or pedagogical.  
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Participants 

Forty-two toddlers (22 males, Mage = 23.98 ± 0.46 months, 

range = 18- to 30-months) completed the study. An additional 

13 toddlers were tested but their data excluded for the 

following reasons: did not reach criterion of 5 puzzle-box 

activations in the Baseline condition (8); did not complete all 

three sessions of the study (4); caregiver interference (1). 

Apparatus and Testing Setup 

We used causal puzzle-boxes that dispensed stickers. The 

boxes had two distinct actions on the front (A and B, e.g., 

Figure 2) and contained remotely-operated sticker 

dispensers. Since an experimenter covertly triggered reward 

release when the participant manipulated the necessary 

action, either action could be ‘causal’. Toddlers were tested 

in a lab at the University of Toronto, or in an empty classroom 

at a local daycare.  

 

Procedure 
Two experimenters were involved in running the experiment: 

a demonstrator (D), and an experimenter (E) who 

accompanied the toddler. During each session, E and the 

child entered the testing area, to find D “busy” looking at a 

clipboard. E said “Hmmm, it looks like [D] is still getting 

ready, but we can wait here” and the child sat on a chair ~ 1 

m from the apparatus. D performed a demonstration with the 

puzzle-box that resulted in a sticker being dispensed (the 

nature of the demonstration varied between the Baseline 

condition and the Main Experiment, and between the 

different demonstrator intentionality conditions; see below).  

The demonstration was repeated until the subject had 

attended to two demonstrations. D then said “Oh hey, I’m all 

done! You can have a turn, and you can have these stickers!” 

D then stepped to the side of the room (Baseline condition), 

or left the room (Main Experiment), and E approached the 

puzzle-box with the child. If the child did not spontaneously 

interact with the puzzle-box, E provided neutral 

encouragement such as “It’s your turn, you can try anything!” 

Each time the child touched the causally necessary action a 

sticker was released, for up to 5 activations. 
Baseline Session Without engaging in eye-contact with the 

participant, D performed a single action on the connected 

box, following which a sticker was dispensed.  

Main Experiment D performed two actions, AB, on the box, 

following which a sticker was dispensed. Only B was 

causally necessary. The procedure varied according to the 

demonstrator’s (D) intentionality and the causal plausibility 

of the first action, A: 

Unknowing: D faced sideways and pretended to read a 

clipboard as they performed the action sequence without 

looking at the participant or the puzzle-box. D did not see or 

acknowledge the sticker being dispensed from the box.  

Intentional: D faced the participant but did not make eye-

contact or acknowledge their presence. D looked at the 

puzzle-box as they performed the action sequence and saw 

the sticker being dispensed. They picked up the sticker and 

looked at it before putting it back down in front of the box. 

Pedagogical: D faced the participant, engaged them in eye-

contact, tapped on the top of the box(es) and said “Hey, 

[toddler name], look!” before performing the action sequence 

while alternating gaze between the participant and the box. D 

saw the sticker being dispensed, picked it up and said “Look, 

a sticker!” before putting it back down in front of the box. 

Connected: Both actions in the sequence were performed 

on the puzzle-box that dispensed the sticker (Figure 2a). 

Disconnected: The first action in the sequence (A) was 

performed on a physically disconnected box, separate from 

the puzzle-box that dispensed the sticker (Figure 2b).  

 

 
Figure 2: Examples of the 2-action puzzle-boxes used in the 

(a) connected and (b) disconnected conditions. 

 

Scoring and Analysis  

Baseline condition We coded all touches of the 

demonstrated and non-demonstrated actions. To analyze 

toddlers’ tendency to act on the demonstrated action (A) 

versus the non-demonstrated action (B), we used a logistic 

repeated measures regression, with activation (1-5) as a 

covariate. We used binomial tests to analyze whether toddlers 

were more likely to perform the demonstrated action on their 

very first attempt to activate the box. 

Main Experiment We coded all touches of the first (A) and 

second (B) actions in the sequence. For each activation of the 

puzzle-box, we scored whether it was preceded by at least one 

A touch (which reflects the extent to which the first, 

ambiguously necessary, action in the sequence (A) was 

incorporated). We analyzed subjects’ tendency to act on A 

first (as opposed to B), using a logistic repeated measures 

regression, with causal plausibility and intentionality as 

factors and activation (1-5) as a covariate. 

Results and Discussion  

Baseline session Toddlers were more likely to interact with 

the demonstrated action than the non-demonstrated action 

(ßintercept = -4.41, s.e. = 1.11, p < 0.001) and this did not change 

across activations (ßactivation = -0.46, s.e. = 0.28, p = 0.095). 

They were also more likely to interact with the demonstrated 

action on their very first attempt to activate the box (37/42, p 

< 0.001). This provides evidence that toddlers learned how to 

activate the box by observing the demonstrator’s actions. 

Main Experiment Analysis of Deviance (Type II Wald χ2 

test) on the logistic regression model showed that the extent 

to which toddlers first manipulated A when activating the 

puzzle-box was significantly influenced by causal 

plausibility (χ2(1) = 17.25, p < 0.001). Toddlers manipulated 

action A significantly more often when they saw a 

demonstration in which A was on the same box that produced 
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the reward (connected condition, Figure 2a; red bars in Figure 

3a) compared with when action A was on a separate box 

(disconnected condition, Figure 2b; blue bars in Figure 3a). 

There was no effect of demonstrator intentionality (χ2(2) = 

2.38, p = 0.30) and the interaction between intentionality and 

causal plausibility was not significant (χ2(2) = 2.00, p = 0.37). 

There was a significant effect of activation number (χ2(2) = 

20.29, p < 0.001), with participants being less likely to 

manipulate A across activations (log odds ratio: 0.70:1). 

 

 
Figure 3: (a) Behavioural data (points are individual 

toddlers) and (b) best-fitting model results  

 

Model fit The results of model-fitting provide additional 

evidence that, despite being sensitive to ostension, toddlers 

did not interpret an ostensive demonstration as indicative of 

pedagogical intent in this task. The intentionality-sensitive 

model favouring connected actions (λ = 0.20) and single-

action causes (δ = 0.93) gave the best fit to toddlers’ 

behavioral data (Figure 3b). This model performed better 

than an intentionality-blind model (∆AIC = 6.29) and fit was 

not improved by assuming a pedagogically-sensitive learner 

(∆AIC = 0.92). The best-fitting model also performed better 

than an intentionality-sensitive model that assumed no 

preference for connected actions or shorter sequences (χ2(2) 

= 691.64, p < 0.001, ∆AIC = 687.64), or that assumed a 

preference for connected action but not for shorter sequences 

(χ2(1) = 262.16, p < 0.001, ∆AIC = 260.16).  

These results suggest that although toddlers were sensitive 

to the causal plausibility of the first action in a sequence and 

so were less likely to perform A it if it was on a disconnected 

box, their behavior was not strongly influenced by the 

demonstrator’s intentionality. The best-fitting model 

suggests toddlers differentiated an intentional demonstration 

from an unknowing demonstration, which is in line with 

previous work with this age group (e.g., Carpenter et al., 

1998; Moore et al., 2015). However, we found no evidence 

that toddlers discriminated actions performed intentionally 

from those performed pedagogically.  

General Discussion 

This study investigated how a demonstrator’s intentionality 

and the causal plausibility of the first action (A) in a two-

action sequence influenced toddlers’ copying behavior. Of 

particular interest was whether toddlers, like preschoolers 

tested previously (Buchsbaum et al., under review) would be 

more likely to copy an action sequence—even a causally 

implausible one—following a pedagogical demonstration, as 

opposed to a non-communicative demonstration. According 

to formal computational models, if a learner is sensitive to 

pedagogy they should be more likely to copy both actions, 

because of the assumption that the observed evidence is being 

provided by a knowledgeable, helpful, teacher, which leads 

to the inference that the actions are necessary. 

According to our empirical data and the best-fitting model, 

toddlers were sensitive to the causal plausibility of the first 

action in the sequence: they were less likely to copy action A 

when it was on a physically disconnected box. A 

connectedness parameter (λ) of 0.20, which was similar to the 

value for preschoolers (λ = 0.23, Buchsbaum et al., under 

review), suggests that toddlers had a moderately strong belief 

that disconnected actions are an unlikely cause of a reward 

being dispensed. This is in line with previous research 

suggesting that even 1-year-olds are sensitive to contact 

relations between cause and effect (Brugger et al., 2007).  

One concern might be that, rather than toddlers having any 

prior beliefs about the causal (im)plausibility of connected vs. 

disconnected actions in our setup, they were less likely to 

perform A in the disconnected condition due to it being 

further away from the sticker dispenser and thus more 

effortful to act on. However, 1- and 2-year-olds readily 

performed action A in the same disconnected puzzle-box 

setup when temporal information implied its causal necessity 

(Tecwyn et al., under review). This suggests that the 

additional distance/effort required to act on A relative to 

action B is unlikely to explain the overall pattern of omitting 

action A that was observed in the present study. 

Toddlers in our study tended to omit action A across the 

conditions of our experiment (Figure 3a), copying it in just 

12% of their puzzle-box activations overall. This stands in 

contrast to the behavior of 3- to 5-year-olds, who reproduced 

the two-action sequence on 67% of activations (Buchsbaum 

et al., under review). One potential explanation for toddlers’ 

tendency to omit A is that they acted on the basis of a recency 

effect, which would lead them to act on the last action they 

saw the demonstrator interact with—in this case B. However, 

when 1- and 2-year-olds presented with the same puzzle-box 

as in the current study watched an adult perform an action 

(A), following which a sticker dispensed (effect E), following 

which a second action (B) was performed, they were 

significantly more likely to (correctly) manipulate A than B 

(Tecwyn et al., under review). This is the opposite of what 

would be predicted by a recency effect, so this is an unlikely 

explanation for the current data. 

Another possibility is raised by the model-fitting results, 

which suggest that toddlers have a strong preference for 

single-action causes, as indicated by a length parameter (δ) of 

0.93. This is in contrast to preschoolers, for whom including 

a length prior did not improve model fit to their data, 

suggesting that by four years of age children think single- and 

two-action causes are equally plausible (Buchsbaum et al., 

under review). If toddlers have a strong prior belief that two-
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action causes are unlikely, then this could potentially be 

outweighing the influence of social cues in our task. 

Prior work suggests that infants/toddlers may view 2-action 

sequences as unlikely causes. In a task where a 2-action 

sequence was causally necessary, only 29% of 15-month-olds 

reproduced the demonstrated sequence, compared to 39% 

who performed either the first or the second action, but not 

both (Brugger et al., 2007).  Similarly, 14- and 18-month-old 

infants readily reproduced a single demonstrated action out 

of two possible actions (in line with the results of our 

Baseline condition), but only 6/20 infants spontaneously 

reproduced a demonstrated two-action sequence in the 

correct order (Carpenter et al., 1998). Although this previous 

work focused on younger children, ongoing work using the 

same causal puzzle-boxes and age group as the present study 

suggests that older toddlers may also struggle to learn causal 

structure when sequential actions are necessary (Tecwyn et 

al., 2020), and this possibility warrants further investigation. 

The intentionality of the demonstrator did not have a 

significant effect on toddlers’ copying behavior in our task, 

though the model-fitting results support the possibility that 

they may have differentiated unknowing demonstrations 

from intentional and pedagogical demonstrations. 

Importantly, toddlers were no more likely to copy the action 

sequence following a pedagogical demonstration compared 

to a non-communicative intentional demonstration. This 

suggests that, contrary to some prevalent accounts of 

pedagogy (e.g., Csibra & Gergely, 2009), the pedagogical 

demonstration did not result in a fundamental change in the 

interpretation of the observed information in our task.  

It is possible that a pedagogical demonstration did not lead 

to faithful copying by toddlers because true pedagogical 

reasoning—where the learner represents the demonstrator’s 

intent to teach (as specified in the computational model of a 

pedagogically-sensitive learner)—may be dependent on 

cognitive abilities that continue to develop into the preschool 

period. One potentially relevant cognitive skill is the ability 

to reason about others’ mental states—or theory of mind—

which is known to develop rapidly during the toddler and 

preschool years (e.g., Wellman et al., 2001). A starting point 

for investigating the relationship between pedagogical 

reasoning and understanding of mental states would be to 

investigate whether theory of mind skills predict toddlers’ 

tendency to copy causally unnecessary actions performed by 

a pedagogical demonstrator. 

Our results stand in contrast with some previous findings 

suggesting that toddlers are sensitive to social cues in 

imitation tasks. For example, 18- and 24-month-olds were 

more likely to copy a demonstrated method of achieving a 

goal when it was performed with accompanying ostensive 

cues, compared to when the demonstrator was non-

communicative (Kupán et al., 2017; Nielsen, 2006), and 2-

year-olds who saw a pedagogical demonstration of a toy’s 

function spent less time exploring the rest of the toy than 

those who saw an intentional demonstration (Shneidman et 

al., 2016). Similarly, a study by Vredenburgh et al. (2015) 

suggested that 2-year-olds were more likely to transmit 

pedagogically demonstrated actions to a naïve adult. 

However more recent work failed to replicate this effect 

(Bazhydai et al., 2020), concluding that toddlers were equally 

likely to transmit actions, regardless of the social context in 

which they were learned. 

How might these previous findings be reconciled with the 

results of the current study? Notably, all of the studies 

described above only involved performing a single action as 

opposed to a two-action sequence, which may be crucial 

given that, as previously discussed, toddlers may struggle to 

grasp causal sequences, or at least find them highly 

implausible. More generally, between-study variations in the 

causal plausibility of the demonstrated actions might 

influence the role the pedagogical cues play—something that 

can be systematically investigated in future research.  

In conclusion, unlike preschoolers, and contrary to what 

would be expected according to natural pedagogy accounts, 

toddlers were no more likely to faithfully copy an action 

sequence following a pedagogical demonstration vs. a non-

communicative demonstration in a causal imitation task. This 

behavioral result was supported by formal computational 

modelling—toddlers’ copying behavior was best fit by a 

model of a learner who is not sensitive pedagogy. These 

findings suggest that although preschoolers may infer that a 

demonstrator who uses ostensive cues is a knowledgeable, 

helpful teacher, toddlers may not make this same inference, 

at least in the present task.  More work is needed to better 

understand the role of pedagogical cues in guiding learning 

at different stages of development, particularly regarding 

how social cues are weighted relative to other (non-social) 

cues in different contexts.  
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The representation of recursive center-embedded and cross-serial sequences in
children and adults
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Abstract

The ability to represent recursive structures is thought to be foundational for language, music, mathematics, complex tool
use, and theory of mind. However, we do not currently know what type of computational machinery is used to represent
recursive structures, or when this ability develops. Here we measure the developmental trajectory in young children
using a sequence generation task. We also test two proposed mechanisms for representing these structures: a stack-like
data structure a first-in-last-out structure in which only the last item can be accessed, and a queue-like data structure
an ordered list that can only be accessed from its beginning. Each of these mechanisms make different predictions for
what types of sequential structures should be easier to generate and have specific item-by-item response time signatures.
We show evidence that both children and adults use a queue-like representational system which iteratively runs forwards
searches through a stored queue.
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Stereotypes Decrease Childrens Tendency to Acknowledge Constraints on Choice
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Abstract

Prior research has documented childrens recognition that a choice made when constrained to a single option is a poor
indicator of anothers preference. The present study (N = 246; 5 to 10 years) examined childrens tendency to make this
inference in stereotypical contexts (e.g., a girl playing with a doll). Because stereotypes provide powerful explanatory
frameworks (e.g., girls inherently like dolls), children may discount constraints and infer that constrained and uncon-
strained stereotypical choices are both evidence of a preference. The majority of children discounted constraints in this
way. However, while younger children (5 to 6 years) tended to discount constraints similarly across both stereotypical
and gender-neutral choices, older children (9 to 10 years) were more likely to discount constraints when reasoning about
stereotypical choices. We also report evidence that, overall, childrens acknowledgment of environmental constraints may
not be as robust as previously documented.
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Abstract 

It’s a familiar point in anthropology that many norms are 
parochial, meaning they apply to people in certain groups (e.g., 
one’s ingroup) and not to others (e.g., one’s outgroup). One 
explanation for such parochialism is that people are just 
innately biased against outsiders. But it’s also possible that, 
given the evidence, people infer the parochiality of norms in 
statistically appropriate ways. This paper uses a Bayesian 
learning framework to investigate inferences of normative 
scope both experimentally and computationally. An 
experiment in which adult participants (n = 480) viewed 
sample violations of a novel rule among novel groups reveals 
that both sensitivity to statistical evidence and prior knowledge 
of relevant social categories are integral to computations of 
normative scope. In tandem with the experimental results, 
computational analysis supports the notion that degree of prior 
inclusivity bias (i.e., an expectation that a norm will be broad, 
rather than narrow, in scope) is another key factor. Together, 
these novel insights raise intriguing possibilities for integrating 
perspectives on norms research. 

Keywords: statistical learning, norms, moral psychology, 
Bayesian inference, computational modeling  

Introduction  

“When in Rome, do as the Romans do; when elsewhere, do 

as they do elsewhere.” 

 —proverb attributed to Saint Augustine 

 

Norms can be understood as inclusive or parochial: “Do not 

harm others” broadly applies to many groups, whereas “Do 

not harm your ingroup” is narrower. However, it is rarely the 

case that such boundaries of normative scope are explicitly 

mapped out. This poses an inductive challenge to naive 

observers: how does one learn to which group a candidate 

norm applies? One possible answer comes from findings in 

social cognition that document seemingly automatic, group-

based biases in normative inference (e.g., Dunham, 2018; 

Roberts, Gelman, & Ho, 2017a). However, another 

possibility is that, given the evidence, learners infer the scope 

of norms in statistically appropriate ways. 

The present study investigates the role of statistical 

learning in inferences of normative scope. We propose that 

both sensitivity to statistical evidence and knowledge of 

relevant social categories are integral to computations of 

normative scope. We begin by reviewing the evidence 

suggesting a central role for automatic group biases in 

normative inference, and then detail how a Bayesian 

inference framework can offer nuance to such accounts. 

A consistent theme in social cognition research is the 

extent to which social category knowledge is a deeply 

ingrained and highly influential factor in cognition. Indeed, 

among the field’s most striking findings are those which 

detail the influence of social category knowledge on 

judgment and behavior under minimal conditions (for an 

extensive review, see Dunham, 2018). Studies involving the 

minimal group paradigm (Tajfel, 1970) randomly assign 

isolated individuals to previously unfamiliar social groups 

based on arbitrary cues (e.g., a label, “the red group”). Such 

manipulations elicit ingroup biases in a variety of domains 

relevant to normative judgment, and many of these 

tendencies are early-emerging. For example, studies 

involving the minimal group paradigm have shown that 

children allocate more resources to ingroup members 

(Sparks, Schinkel, & Moore, 2017), make more positive trait 

evaluations of ingroup members (Richter, Over, & Dunham, 

2016), and demonstrate greater trust in the testimony of 
ingroup members (MacDonald, Schug, Chase, & Barth, 

2013). This body of work suggests that learners use the 

available evidence (e.g., perceptual, testimonial, etc.) to 

rapidly form representations of social categories which in 

turn shapes judgments about ingroup-relevant norms in a 

heuristic-like fashion.  

In a series of recent studies, Roberts and colleagues 

(Roberts, Gelman, & Ho, 2017a; Roberts, Gelman, & Ho, 

2017b; Roberts, Guo, Ho, & Gelman, 2018) examine a key 

cue that informs such heuristics by showing that children 

infer what groups ought to do from descriptions of general 

group behavior. In this work, Roberts and colleagues use a 

paradigm whereby participants are introduced to two novel 

groups, labelled “Hibbles” and “Glerks,” who are 

characterized in terms of morally neutral regularities (e.g., 

eating a certain kind of berry). If told that Glerks eat green 

berries and Hibbles eat red berries, participants will say that 

it is “not okay” when a Glerk eats a red berry. Note that by 

introducing the novel groups paradigm, Roberts and 

colleagues probe the influence of mere group, as opposed to 

ingroup, representations on normative judgment. In 

explaining these findings, the authors indeed propose a 

mechanism by which “group regularities may exert influence 

by rather automatically fostering a negative evaluative 

stance,” to non-conformity (2017a, p. 593), suggesting that 
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an automatic group bias influences children’s judgments 

about norms.  

Although such findings seem to provide a plausible 

account of processes likely implicated in normative 

inference, we propose that incorporating key insights from 

statistical learning research would offer nuance to such an 

account. We’ll next outline how Bayesian inference provides 

a rational framework for inferences of normative scope, as 

well as when and why the Bayesian framework makes 

diverging predictions from accounts which solely emphasize 

the role of automatic group biases. 

Over the past decade, Bayesian theories of learning have 

been productive and influential across a number of domains: 

casual learning (e.g., Gopnik & Wellman, 2012), category 

discrimination (e.g., Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007), 

language acquisition (e.g., Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007) and 

social inference (e.g., Lucas et al., 2014) among others. Such 

an approach is especially relevant and compelling here, too, 

because Bayesian inference provides a rational basis for 

inferences of normative scope. Indeed, previous work in 

philosophy has proposed theoretical accounts of Bayesian 

norm learning (e.g., Colombo, 2013; Muldoon, Lisciandra, & 

Hartmann, 2014; Nichols, forthcoming), and here we put a 

simple model to empirical test. Under the Bayesian 

framework, determining the scope of a norm involves 

assessing the degree to which the relevant evidence is 

consistent with competing hypotheses about that norm. In 

this case, the competing hypotheses are characterized by 

parochiality (i.e., the norm applies narrowly) and inclusivity 

(i.e., the norm applies broadly). Such candidate hypotheses 

are modeled as structured, symbolic representations to which 

learners assign different levels of certainty given the 

available evidence (c.f. Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & 

Griffiths, 2008).  

A key feature of the Bayesian model is the size principle 

(e.g., Perfors, Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Xu, 2011; 

Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001), which dictates that when all 

observed evidence is consistent with a smaller hypothesis, 

that hypothesis should be preferred. To borrow an intuitive 

example from Nichols and colleagues (Nichols, Kumar, 

Lopez, Ayars, & Chan, 2016), a sequence of dice rolls 1, 1, 

3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 1 could have been generated from a 4-sided dice 

(H4) or a 10-sided dice (H10). However, it seems much more 

likely that H4 is true, since all observed rolls are less than or 

equal to 4.  In other words, if H10 were in fact true, this would 

be a highly suspicious coincidence in light of the available 

evidence. The size principle formally captures this intuitive 

fact: since H4 is consistent with a smaller set of possible 

observations, it should be preferred.  

Moving back to the case of normative inference, we can 

represent the size of the competing hypotheses in a nested 

structure. As shown in Figure 1, a norm being parochial in 

scope is consistent with a smaller set of subjects than the 

norm being inclusive in scope. Thus, if we observe members 

of Group A and Group B engaging in the same behavior, yet 

only members of Group B are ever sanctioned for violating 

the norm, the size principle dictates that we should infer the  

 
Figure 1: Hypotheses about the potential scope of a norm 

represented in a subset structure.  The hypothesis space picks 

out individuals who are subject to the candidate norm. 

 

norm narrowly applies to Group B. Note that the degree to 

which the evidence supports a parochial inference is 

dependent on the size of Group B relative to total population 

proportion (cf., Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010). If all sample 

violations come from a relatively small minority group, 

Bayesian learners should infer the norm is parochial in scope. 

However, if all sample violations come from a relatively 

large majority group, Bayesian learners should be more likely 

to infer the norm is inclusive in scope. In contrast, if an 

automatic group bias based on behavioral regularity 

determines such inferences of scope, then generalization 

should be similar in both scenarios, since behavioral 

regularity is held constant. Thus, incorporating elements of 

Bayesian inference stands to offer nuance to accounts of 

normative inference by predicting when and why observed 

group regularities will lead to parochial or inclusive 

inferences.  

In the present study, we put the Bayesian account to test. 

Using a novel rule learning paradigm (c.f., Ayars & Nichols, 

2017; Nichols, Kumar, Lopez, Ayars, & Chan, 2016) in 

conjunction with a novel groups paradigm (c.f. Roberts, 

Gelman, & Ho, 2017a), we hold behavioral regularity 

constant while varying the size of the target group relative to 

the total population. As predicted by the size principle, we 

expect to find parochial generalizations of the rule when 

sample violations come from small minority groups, but 

inclusive generalizations when sample violations come from 

large majority groups.  

Experiment 

Participants 

Adult participants (n = 480; 31.9% female, 67.5% male, 0.6% 

other; MAge = 35.5 years, SD = 10.6) were recruited from 

Amazon MTurk to complete a survey for modest 

compensation. An additional 77 participants were excluded 

from analyses for failing to complete the survey. All 

participants included in analyses completed the entire survey 

and passed a series of comprehension checks.  
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Procedure 
We presented participants with a scenario in which two 

groups (labelled “Hibbles” and “Glerks”) live together on an 

island (in all but the 100% condition, see below). Participants 

were randomly assigned to one of four conditions. Across 

conditions, the size of the target group relative to the island’s 

total population was varied (i.e., 20%, 50%, 80%, or 100% of 

approximately 100 total inhabitants). In all conditions, a fixed 

proportion of each group (approximately 35%) was shown 

wearing a morally neutral item of clothing (e.g., Trial 1: 

ribbons, Trial 2: hats). To provide a concrete example: for 

Trial 1, participants in the 20% condition would view an 

island inhabited by 20 Glerks and 80 Hibbles (100 individuals 

in total), with 7 of the Glerks wearing a ribbon and 28 of the 

Hibbles wearing a ribbon (35% of the individuals in each 

group). 

Next, participants were told the island has rules and that 

their task would be to figure out one of the island’s rules. 

Participants then watched a video highlighting a sample of 4 

members of the target group (e.g., “Hibbles”) wearing the 

clothing item (e.g., a ribbon) as violations (“This is against 

the rule.”). Afterwards, participants were asked to infer if 

other individuals on the island were also violating the rule. 

We solicited judgments about all possible group 
member/clothing item combinations (order 

counterbalanced): another target group member with a 

ribbon, a target group member without a ribbon, a non-

sampled group member with a ribbon, and a non-sampled 

group member without a ribbon. For each individual, 

participants made a forced-choice judgment of whether “This 

is against the rule” or “This is not against the rule.” Next, 

participants made the same judgment about a visitor to the 

island who was wearing a ribbon. The visitor was called a 

“Zorg” and its body was purple and spiky.  

Participants also articulated their understanding of the rule 

in an open response item (“What is the rule?”) and provided 

confidence ratings of this understanding (a 7-point scale, 

“How confident are you that you know the rule?” with 1 = 

Not at all, 7 = Very). Participants then repeated the entire 

procedure in Trial 2, which was identical to Trial 1 except for 

the individuals wearing a different clothing item (e.g., hats). 

Coding 

We scored participants’ judgments as “This is against the 

rule” = 1 and “This is not against the rule” = 0. For the open 

response question, responses were coded for whether 

participants articulated a parochial rule (e.g., “Glerks cannot 

wear hats”) or an inclusive rule (e.g., “No hats allowed”). 

Responses that did not articulate a rule (e.g., “I just guessed”) 

were not counted. Responses that articulated a rule were 

scored as either ‘parochial’ = 0 or ‘inclusive’ = 1 by a coder 

who did not know from which condition the responses 

originated. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of stimuli as presented to participants in 

the 20% condition. The red text boxes above the sampled 

individuals read, “This is against the rule.” 

 

Results 

Were judgments of normative scope sensitive to statistical 

evidence? For each group member/clothing item 

combination, we ran a logistic regression model with 

judgment score as the dependent variable and condition, trial 

number, and clothing item as independent variables. As 

expected, the results suggest that judgments of normative 

scope were sensitive to statistical evidence. When 

generalizing the rule to individuals from the non-sampled 

group (β = 0.640, SE = 0.070, p < .001) and the visitor (β = 

0.427, SE = 0.067, p < .001), the results varied as a function 

of the relative population proportions. Participants did not 

apply the rule to the target group at significantly different 

rates across conditions (β = -0.173, SE = 0.101, p = .09).  

Post-hoc analyses confirmed this pattern (see Figure 3). In 

each condition, participants applied the rule most frequently 

to members of the target group (MTarget= 0.90, 0.87, 0.92, 0.83 

in the 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% conditions, respectively), 

whereas participants were most likely to think the rule 

applied narrowly when sample violations came from a 20% 

minority (MNon-sampled = 0.28, SDNon-sampled = 0.45, MVisitor = 

0.42, SDVisitor = 0.49), followed by the 50% condition (MNon-

sampled = 0.39, SDNon-sampled = 0.49, MVisitor = 0.48, SDVisitor = 

0.50) followed by the 80% condition (MNon-sampled = 0.48, 

SDNon-sampled = 0.50, MVisitor = 0.53, SDVisitor = 0.50). Finally, 

when the population contained only one group (the 100% 

condition), participants generalized the rule to all novel 

individuals (MNon-sampled = 0.71, SDNon-sampled = 0.46, MVisitor = 

0.72, SDVisitor= 0.45). 

Next, we ran a logistic regression model with open 

response score as DV and condition as independent variable. 

As with the judgment scores, open response scores also 

varied as a function of condition (β = 0.726, SE = 0.077, p < 

.001). Once again, post-hoc analyses show participants most 

frequently articulated a parochial rule in the 20% condition 

(M = 0.30, SD = 0.46) and the 50% condition (M = 0.33, SD 

= 0.47), followed by the 80% condition (M = 0.50, SD = 

0.50), and lastly the 100% condition (M = 0.78, SD = 0.41). 

Thus, participants' own articulation of the rule provides 

further evidence that judgments of normative scope are 

sensitive to statistical evidence. Participants were most likely 

to articulate a parochial rule when sample violations  
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Figure 3: Mean judgment score for each candidate group 

member. Lower bars indicate subjects more frequently judge 

the rule to be parochial in scope. Error bars represent the 

standard error. 

 

were drawn from a minority or equal group, and participants 

most likely to articulate an inclusive rule when sample 

violations were drawn from a homogenous population. 

Confidence ratings were high on average (M = 4.73, SD = 

1.63). Confidence ratings differed significantly between the 

20% condition (M = 4.38, SD = 1.74) and the 100% condition 

(M = 5.05, SD = 1.66) (20% vs. 100%: t(239)= -3.1, p = 

0.006, d = 0.40). There was no significant difference between 

ratings in the 20% condition, the 50% condition (M = 4.77, 

SD = 1.51), and the 80% condition (M = 4.71, SD = 1.55), 

nor was there a significant difference in ratings between the 

50%, 80%, and 100% conditions.  

Computational analysis 

While the main results are broadly consistent with the 

proposed Bayesian framework, a formal computational 

analysis can provide further insight regarding the extent to 

which such inferences are rational.  

Formally, the inference can be defined as learning a rule R 

from a set of examples D from some known domain U, where 

D = d1,…, dn. The proposed model assumes the learner has 

access to a hypothesis space H that contains the set of 

candidate hypotheses for representing the rule R and a 

probabilistic model that relates h  H to the evidence D. The 

Bayesian learner computes the posterior probabilities p(h|D) 

for different hypotheses h  H, using Bayes Rule:  

 

𝑝(h|D) = 
𝑝(𝐷|ℎ)𝑝(ℎ)

∑ 𝑝(𝐷|ℎ′
)𝑝(ℎ′)

ℎ′ 𝐻 

 

 

We can further specify this model with the learner’s 

assumption that violations are sampled at random and 

independently from the true rule to be learned. This results in 

the following likelihood function, which constitutes a formal 

instantiation of the size principle: 

 

𝑝(𝐷|ℎ) =  [
1

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(ℎ)
]

𝑛

 

 

where n is the number of violations observed. In order to 

model this inference, four key assumptions must be made.  

First, H is assumed to contain only two hypotheses relating 

to the rule: hinclusive, the hypothesis the rule applies to all 

observed ribbon-wearers, and hparochial, the hypothesis the rule 

only applies to ribbon-wearers from the target group.  

Along these lines, the second assumption is that hparochial  

hinclusive, reflecting the nested structure as specified 

previously. This allows us to characterize size(hinclusive)= 1 

and express size(hparochial) as relative percentage of 

size(hinclusive).  

Third, it is assumed that the rule can only be applied to the 

observed population of ribbon-wearers (as participants in our 

study are made to believe). Correspondingly, we can set 

size(hparochial) = .20 in the 20% condition, size(hparochial) = .50 

in the 50% condition, size(hparochial) = .80 in the 80% 

condition, and size(hparochial) = 1 in the 100% condition.  

Fourth and finally, the prior degree of belief in the rule 

being inclusive, as opposed to parochial, can be expressed by 

the ratio of p(hinclusive) to p(hparochial). Thus, for example, prior 

to observing any sample violations an unbiased learner would 

have a prior ratio of 1:1, whereas a learner who believes an 

inclusive rule is twice as likely as a parochial rule has a prior 

ratio of 2:1. In this simple case, the ratio, rather than exact 

values, is what matters because there are only two candidate 

hypotheses (h is hinclusive and h’ is hparochial, if you will), so 

Bayes Rule reduces the two priors to a ratio when the 

respective likelihoods are held constant, as is the case here. 

With these assumptions in mind, we can model the 

inference under the different population proportions by 

setting the sampled violations n = 4 and varying inputs for 

size(hparochial) and the prior ratio.  

As shown in Figure 4, an idealized, unbiased Bayesian 

learner (prior ratio = 1:1) will always prefer hparochial as long 

as it is smaller than hinclusive, as predicted by the size principle. 

Thus, Bayesian learners must have some degree of prior 

inclusivity bias in order to favor hinclusive. Indeed, such an 

inclusivity bias is consistently reflected in our experimental 

results. In comparison to the unbiased Bayesian learner, 

participants were more likely to infer an inclusive rule across 

all conditions.  

When we consider Bayesian learners with varying degrees 

of inclusivity bias, a second key trend emerges. No matter the 

degree of inclusivity bias, Bayesian learners should favor 

hparochial when size(hparochial) < 25% of size(hinclusive). On the flip 

side, Bayesian learners with inclusivity bias should favor 

hinclusive when size(hparochial) > 85% of size(hinclusive). This trend 

is also broadly reflected in our experimental results: the 

majority (71%) of participants in the 20% condition inferred 

a parochial rule, and the majority (70%) of participants in the 

100% condition inferred an inclusive rule.  

For the regions in between, when size(hparochial) < 85% of 

size(hinclusive) and > 25% of size(hinclusive), the degree of 

inclusivity bias begins to largely differentiate which learners 

will favor a parochial or inclusive rule. As such, experimental 

results in the 50% and 80% conditions are consistent with  
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Figure 4: Computed posteriors for hinclusive (y-axis) plotted 

against relative size of hparochial to hinclusive (x-axis). The black 

points correspond to an idealized, unbiased Bayesian learner 

(prior ratio = 1:1). The gray points correspond to Bayesian 

learners with varying degrees of prior inclusivity bias (range 

of prior ratios, lowest to highest: 2:1 to 200:1). The green 

points correspond to the observed percentage of inclusive 

judgments in each condition, with error bars representing 

standard error. The horizontal black line denotes when 

p(hinclusive|D) = .50. 

 

moderate inclusivity bias: 61% of participants in the 50% 

condition and 52% of participants in the 80% condition 

inferred a parochial rule. 

Next, a probability of generalization function can be 

specified to predict the results regarding the visitor. Formally, 

the learner must decide whether any given new individual z 

belongs to the extension of R, given the observations of D. 

Thus, a learner must compute a probability of generalization 

by averaging the predictions of all hypotheses weighted by 

their posterior probabilities:  

 

𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|𝐷) =  ∑ 𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|ℎ)𝑝(ℎ|𝐷)

ℎ∈𝐻

 

 

We can model this computation by using our observed 

posteriors for hinclusive and hparochial (i.e., the actual percentage 

of participants who inferred an inclusive or parochial rule in 

each condition) and varying the perceived likelihood of the 

inclusive rule extending to the visitor (i.e., 𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒)). 

For the parochial rule, this was set to a low constant 

(𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑎𝑙) = 0.05) to reflect psychological 

plausibility—i.e., people who originally infer a parochial rule 

are not likely to perceive that rule extends to a new group, 

though it remains a non-negligible possibility. As shown in 

Figure 5, when the visitor is deemed highly likely to belong 

to the same social category as the non-sampled group (i.e., 

‘subjects of the rule’), computational results approximate the 

observed data, albeit with a modest inclusivity bias yet again.  

 
 

Figure 5: Comparing the expected and observed judgment 

scores for the visitor in each condition assuming 

(𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑎𝑙) = .05). The black points correspond to 

Bayesian learners with maximum certainty that the visitor 

would be a subject of the rule, if the rule is inclusive  
(𝑝(𝑧 ∈ 𝑅|ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒) = .99). The gray lines represent Bayesian 

learners with a corresponding range of certainties (from .98 

to .80). The purple points correspond to the percentage of 

participants who extended the rule to the visitor in each 

condition. Error bars represent standard error.  

Discussion 

One explanation for parochialism is that people are just 

innately biased against outsiders. However, it’s also possible 

that, given the available evidence, people infer the 

parochiality of norms in statistically appropriate ways. 

Although a great amount of research details the ways in 

which automatic group biases can influence normative 

judgment, experimental results here indicate that inferences 

of normative scope are sensitive to statistical evidence in a 

manner consistent with Bayesian inference. When sample 

violations came from a minority group, participants tended to 

infer parochiality. When sample violations came from a 

majority group, participants were more likely to infer the 

norm applied inclusively. This pattern of results suggests that 

components of rational statistical inference can indeed play a 

role in normative learning. Formal Bayesian analysis broadly 

supports this conclusion and further illuminates that the 

degree of prior inclusivity bias, or favoring a broad 

generalization of the rule, is an additional key factor.  

Combining insights from these empirical and 

computational perspectives raises intriguing open questions 

for further investigation. As mentioned, we designed our 

experiment based on a novel groups paradigm (no real-world 

social groups) with no role for personal identity (no inclusion 

of participants as group members). For normative learning in 

everyday contexts, it is plausible that knowledge of the 

groups’ typical characteristics and/or one’s own personal 

identity play a role in judgments of normative scope. There 

is a clear need for further research to investigate how 

manipulating these key features effects learning from 

statistical evidence by shifting expectations about the scope 
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of the candidate norm. For example, people may be more 

likely to expect norms are inclusive when considering 

population-level evidence (such as the evidence in the present 

study) and more likely to expect norms are parochial when 

considering essentialist exemplars (such as the evidence 

provided in Roberts and colleagues’ work). Such a shift in 

expectations about which hypothesis to favor under a given 

circumstance can be expressed in terms of overhypotheses 

and thus constitutes a possible extension of the Bayesian 

framework proposed here.  

Thus, the proposed Bayesian framework merits future 

empirical testing and theoretical refinement. Important steps 

forward include testing the framework under a greater range 

of experimental manipulations, building from the novel 

groups paradigm used here, as well as testing the framework 

in developmental contexts and under conditions of higher 

external validity. For now, the present findings suggest that 

certain key components of normative inference can indeed be 

statistically appropriate, given the evidence available to 

learners.  
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Abstract

Beyond an ability to represent other people’s mental states,
people can also represent different types of minds, like those of
newborn babies, pets, and even wildlife that we rarely interact
with. While past research has shown that people have a nu-
anced understanding of how minds vary, little is known about
how we infer what kind of mind different agents have. Here we
present a computational model of mind attribution as Bayesian
inference over a space of generative models. We tested our
model in a simple experiment where participants watched short
videos in the style of Heider & Simmel, 1944, and had to in-
fer the representations in the agent’s mind. We find that, from
just a few seconds, people can make accurate inferences about
agents’ mental capacities, suggesting that people can quickly
infer an agent’s type of mind, based on how they interact with
the world and with others.

Keywords: Theory of Mind; Computational modeling; Social
cognition

Introduction
People’s ability to understand each other’s behavior rests on
an assumption that agents are, broadly speaking, rational
(Dennett, 1989). If you learned that a person named Char-
lie wants his favorite toy, and that he believes that someone
put it in a drawer, you can predict that he’ll walk towards the
drawer, open it, and take his toy. Conversely, if you watched
Charlie walk straight towards a drawer, open it, and retrieve
his toy, you would immediately recognize that he wanted his
toy and knew where to find it (why else would he have acted
in this way?). This capacity to transform people’s actions
into judgments about their mental states, called a Theory of
Mind (Gopnik et al., 1997; Wellman, 2014), is the basis of
human social intelligence, allowing us to explain other peo-
ple’s behavior (Malle, 2006), share what we know (Bridgers
et al., 2016), distinguish those who are nice from those who
are mean (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015; Hamlin et al., 2013),
and communicate with each other (Jara-Ettinger, Floyd, et al.,
2019; Sedivy, 2003; Grice et al., 1975).

Consider, however, what would happen if you found out
that Charlie is not actually a person, but a golden retriever.
Intuitively, Charlie could still want his favorite toy and know
where to find it. Yet, we would not always expect him to be
able to get it. Most obviously, this is because Charlie’s physi-
cal constraints are different from our own, making it difficult
for him to open drawers and retrieve objects. Yet, we might
also expect Charlie to fail for a deeper reason: His inability to

devise complex action plans that can fulfill his desires given
his beliefs and physical constraints.

Classical research in cognitive science has found that peo-
ple perceive a wide range of types of minds, roughly or-
ganized around two dimensions: agency and experience
(H. M. Gray et al., 2007). Intuitively, agency corresponds
to an agent’s cognitive activity—the complexity of their rep-
resentations and the sophistication of the computations that
they perform. Experience corresponds to an agent’s subjec-
tive ability to sense the world and their own mental states—
experiences like seeing and hearing, and emotions like joy,
jealousy, anxiety, and pain. The degree to which we as-
cribe agency and experience to a mind captures a wide range
of phenomena, from our perception of the ‘uncanny valley’
(K. Gray & Wegner, 2012) to the type of moral responsibility
that we think a creature can receive (K. Gray et al., 2012).

Despite evidence that people distinguish between myriad
types of minds, several major questions remain. First, how
do people acquire this ‘mental space’? Does it emerge from a
slow process requiring years of experience? Or is it a natural
byproduct of the building blocks we use to represent human
minds? Second, how do inferences about minds relate to in-
ferences about mental states? Are the computations behind
mind inference similar to the ones at work when we infer be-
liefs and desires? Or do they follow radically different infer-
ential principles? And finally, how can we formalize agency
and experience in precise computational terms?

In this paper, we provide a first step towards answering
these questions. Our goal is to develop a computational
model of mind perception that clarifies how we infer what
type of mind we are observing, and how these inferences re-
late to the computations we undergo when reasoning about
mental states. By establishing how we infer types of minds,
we hope to lay the groundwork towards understanding how
to formalize agency and experience in computational terms,
and explore how people’s mind space emerges. Our approach
builds on previous work that models mental-state attribution
as Bayesian inference over a generative model of rational ac-
tion, and extends it to the perception of other minds.

While much work has attempted to formalize in precise
computational terms how people infer beliefs and desires
from observable actions (Jern et al., 2017; Lucas et al., 2014;
Jara-Ettinger, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2019; Baker et al.,
2017; see Jara-Ettinger 2019 for review), to our knowledge,
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Figure 1: Three example mental models that our approach
considers. A) mind with no Beliefs. B) mind with Beliefs but
no Theory of Mind. C) mind with a Theory of Mind, capable
of understanding that other agents have minds of their own.

no similar effort exists for the problem of the perception of
other minds. Inspired by classical work that showed how sim-
ple two-dimensional displays can elicit rich mental-state in-
ferences (Heider & Simmel, 1944), we compare our model’s
predictions to human judgments in a simple task where partic-
ipants have to infer the mental structure of a “guard” attempt-
ing to capture a “thief”, using continuous confidence mea-
sures that allow us to obtain graded quantitative inferences.

Computational Framework
At a high level, our computational model searches over a
space of possible minds, to find one which, under the right
beliefs and desires, explains the agent’s observed behavior.
We thus begin by briefly reviewing models of mental-state
inference, and then turn to how our framework expands on
this approach.

When inferring mental states, research suggests that we do
so by assuming that agents act rationally to fulfill their de-
sires, given their beliefs (Dennett, 1989; Gopnik et al., 1997).
This idea can be formalized as an expectation that agents act
to maximize the subjective rewards that they obtain while
minimizing the costs that they incur (Jara-Ettinger et al.,
2016; Lucas et al., 2014; Jern et al., 2017). Through this as-
sumption, mental-state attribution can be achieved by apply-
ing Bayesian inference to a generative model that produces
action plans which maximize the agent’s expected utilities, as
determined by their beliefs and desires. Formal implementa-
tions of this idea—typically done through Markov Decision
Processes, a framework for computing utility-maximizing
plans—capture with quantitative accuracy how people in-
fer other people’s competence, preferences, beliefs, percepts,
and moral standing (Jara-Ettinger, Schulz, & Tenenbaum,
2019; Baker et al., 2017, 2009; Ullman et al., 2009; Lucas
et al., 2014; Jern et al., 2011, 2017).

Inferences around an expectation that agents maximize
utilities, however, depend not only on an assumption of ra-
tionality, but also on the structure of the generative model.
Returning to the example in our introduction, if Charlie wants
to grab his favorite toy, we’d expect that the way he attempts
to maximize his utility (namely, by getting his toy while in-
curring the lowest necessary cost) will depend on how Char-
lie represents his environment, on how he holds this desire in
memory over extended periods of time, and on how he com-
bines the two to determine what actions to take.

Building on previous work, we define a mind M as a gen-
erative model that transforms mental states onto observable
actions (see Figure 1). Given some observed actions a, the
posterior probability that an agent has mind M is given by

p(M|a) ∝ p(a|M)p(M). (1)

Because the relationship between a type of mind and ob-
served behavior is mediated by the mental states, we com-
pute the likelihood function by integrating over the potential
mental states that the agent might have, such that

p(a|M) = ∑
s∈SM

p(a|b,M)p(b|s,M)p(s|M) (2)

where SM is the space of all mental states that a mind M can
have (i.e. the space of all possible inputs to the generative
model), p(s|M) is the prior probability that an agent with
mind M would have mental states s, p(b|s,M) is the prob-
ability that the agent would have behavior b under mind M in
mental states s, and p(a|b,M) is the likelihood that an agent
engaging in behavior b would take actions a.

Modeling the full space of possible minds is beyond the
scope of our work. Our goal instead is to test for the plau-
sibility of this approach and thus we made two simplifying
assumptions. First, we only considered a small family of
types of minds (see Fig. 1, constructed by parameterizing
whether (1) the agent had belief representations (Fig. 1a-b;
Belief component; determining whether the agent’s actions
were the product of a mental representation, or the result of a
direct mapping of their percepts), (2) whether its belief rep-
resentations were stable or whether they decayed over time
(Forgetting component; leading the agent to lose its repre-
sentations over time; set to probabilistically happen after ap-
proximately one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half seconds), (3)
whether it could represent the mental states of other agents
(Fig. 1b-c; Theory of Mind component; allowing it to predict
other agents’ trajectories), and (4) whether the agents’ per-
ceptual system only consisted of seeing, or if it consisted of
seeing and hearing (Hearing component).

Our second assumption was that agents’ desires are known,
making Eq. 2 more tractable. In the context of our experiment
(see Procedure), participants had to infer the mind of a guard
trying to catch a thief, and thus always knew the guard’s de-
sire.

These assumptions help specify the space of minds we con-
sider and the space of mental-states SM that they might have.
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Specifically, all mental states in our model include a reward
associated with capturing the thief (i.e. the representation
inside the desires), and a binary representation determining
whether the agent is within the guard’s visual field or not (the
perceptual representation). Agents that have beliefs (Fig. 1B)
can have an empty representation (no thief has been seen), or
represent the thief as occupying a particular position in space,
which can exist outside of the guard’s visual field. Guards
with no beliefs (Fig. 1A) only react to the thief when the thief
is within the guard’s visual field and cannot represent the thief
as occupying a position out of its perceptual range. Finally,
agents who have a Theory of Mind (Fig. 1C) can simultane-
ously represent the agent’s current position in space, and the
agent’s target position in space (i.e. inferring where the agent
is navigating towards) and use this information to construct
the agent’s path. Guards with Theory of Mind can use this
trajectory to find the shortest path to intercept the thief.

Given the set of minds and mental states that agents can
have, we next define the space of behaviors that the guard
can produce. Here we considered a simple space of behav-
iors that the guard could produce: ‘guarding’ (consisting of
standing still until seeing the thief), ‘chasing’ (planning to
move directly towards the last position the thief was seen in),
‘intercepting’ (moving to a position that would intercept the
thief along his route to the treasure), ‘searching‘ (moving ran-
domly in the hope of locating the thief), and ‘patrolling’ (re-
peating a route continuously).

Because the generative models specify the representations
in an agent’s mind, they also determine the space of goals
that agents can pursue. For instance, an agent with no be-
liefs can chase an agent, but will stop doing so as soon as the
agent is out of sight (as there is no longer a representation to
plan towards). By contrast, an agent with beliefs can continue
searching for an agent (although they may eventually forget
about the thief’s existence), or move to where they predict
the thief was going (if they have a Theory of Mind). Finally,
as the agent navigates, agents who can hear can also update
their representations if another agent moves within a certain
radius of them. An agent with hearing can use this auditory
information even if the nearby agent is not within their field
of view.

To summarize, in our framework, a parameter space deter-
mines the space of possible minds (instantiated as generative
models) and mental states (formalized as inputs to the gen-
erative model); the generative model determines the space of
behaviors that the agent can exhibit; and, finally, these behav-
iors specify how the agent plans to move to different loca-
tions (using a probabilistic Markov Decision Process where
we softmax the value function to produce a probabilistic pol-
icy, in line with past work on action understanding; Baker et
al. 2009, 2017; Jara-Ettinger, Schulz, & Tenenbaum 2019).
Given this entire forward process we can then compute the
posterior distribution over types of minds given some ob-
served actions through Eq. 1, using a uniform prior over the
space of minds and the space of behaviors.

Experiment
To test our model, we ran a simple experiment where partici-
pants watched 2D videos of a thief trying to steal a treasure,
which was protected by a guard. After watching each video,
participants had to infer the guard’s type of mind.

Methods

Participants.
90 U.S. participants (as determined by their IP address; M =
36.77; SD = 12.41) were recruited through Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk platform.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of fifteen silent videos last-
ing approximately 10 seconds (range = 2 - 22 secs; see
bit.ly/2O2nyUX for videos). Figure 2 shows schematics of
these videos. In each video the thief navigates towards the
treasure along a different route. The thief’s behavior was
hard-coded with the goal of eliciting different behaviors from
the guard, but the guard’s behavior was obtained directly by
sampling from different generative mind models. Guard paths
were then adjusted to make the videos more concise and to
elicit different inferences (e.g., aligning the guard’s search
path so that it would miss the thief). Below we briefly de-
scribe the key components of each video.

Stimuli description. In Trial 1, the guard is initially posi-
tioned immediately behind the thief, and chases him all the
way to the treasure. Because even the simplest model can
produce this behavior, the trajectory did not reveal any as-
pects of the guard’s mind. In Trial 2, the guard is inside a
room, and exits as soon as the thief walks nearby, revealing
that the guard can hear. In Trial 3, the guard sees the thief
walk, chases after him, and then begins to search upon losing
him, thus revealing that the guard has beliefs, but no Theory
of Mind. Trial 4 shows the guard using Theory of Mind to
predict the thief’s location and intercept him on his way to
the treasure (rather than going to where the guard last saw the
thief). Trial 5 shows a guard with no beliefs, who first chases
after the thief (as the thief slows down), but stops moving
after the thief is out of sight.

Trial 6 begins in the same way as Trial 5, revealing that
the guard has no belief representations. However, the thief
then enters the room and begins moving around, prompting
the guard to move each time he hears a new sound. In Trial
7, the guard begins patrolling the area and then goes straight
towards the treasure as soon as he sees the thief. Trial 8 is
similar, with the difference that the guard never sees the thief
and does not hear him as he moves around inside the room.
Trial 9 is the same as Trial 8, but the guard does hear the thief
moving around in the room, and so switches his route to find
the thief. Trial 10 shows a guard that spots the thief and then
turns around and goes to the treasure after he stops seeing the
thief, revealing that the guard has a Theory of Mind.

The last five trials show more complex trajectories. In
Trial 11, the guard chases the thief, and then searches around
as the thief moves inside the room (revealing that the guard
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Figure 2: Schematics of the fifteen trials in our experiment. In each figure, the blue line indicates the thief’s trajectory, the red
line indicates the guard’ trajectory, and the golden star indicates the treasure. Dotted lines indicate slower movement, and the
numbers in each trajectory correspond to matched time points in the video.

does not hear and also does not forget about the thief’s exis-
tence). Trial 12 is similar to Trial 11, with the difference that
the guard eventually forgets about the thief and returns to his
original position. In Trial 13, the thief retraces his steps after
the guard sees him. The guard then continually searches for
the thief, revealing he has stable belief representations, but
also fails to hear the guard moving around on the other side
of the wall. Finally, in Trials 14 and 15, the guard first spots
and loses the thief. As the guard searches, he either hears the
thief’s movements (Trial 14) or does not (Trial 15).

Procedure. Participants first read a short tutorial that ex-
plained the logic of the task. Here, participants were told
about each component of the generative model (beliefs, for-
getting, hearing, and Theory of Mind) and were shown dia-
grams of each behavior. This allowed us to convey the full
generative model to participants and test their ability to infer
which model best explains each guard’s behavior. Partici-
pants, however, were not told about the space of behaviors
the agent could pursue (guarding, patrolling, chasing, inter-
cepting, and searching), as our interest is in whether people
could spontaneously recognize the cognitive capacities that a
mind requires to produce these novel behaviors. Participants
then completed a questionnaire that ensured they had read the
instructions and only participants who answered all questions

correctly were given access to the task. The rest of the par-
ticipants were told they had answered at least one question
wrong and they were given the chance to read back through
the instructions and complete the questionnaire again.

Each participant was assigned five randomly-selected
videos (counterbalanced to get an equal number of partici-
pants in each trial). Each trial showed the video on repeat
and four questions: A Belief question asking “Does the guard
have a memory? (does not immediately forget)”, a Forget-
ting question asking “Does the guard forget that the thief ex-
ists after a period of time? (approx. 2 seconds)”, a Hear-
ing question asking “Can the guard hear?”, and a Theory of
Mind question asking “Can the guard predict where the thief
is going?”. Each of these sliders had labels “Definitely No”,
“Unsure”, and “Definitely Yes” at the left, middle, and right
of the slider, respectively.

Results.
Judgments were z-scored within participants and then aver-
aged across trials. Figure 3 shows the results from the study.
Each sub-plot illustrates the model and participant inferences
about each type of mind (arranged in the same order as Fig-
ure 2). Overall, our model showed a correlation of r = 0.70
(CI95%: 0.54−0.81) against participant judgments.

Trial 12 shows a case where participant inferences mim-
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Figure 3: Results from the experiment. Each plot shows the results from the corresponding trial in Figure 2. F (forgetting)
corresponds to the probability that agent’s memory decays, H (hearing) to the probability that the agent can detect sounds,
B (beliefs) to the probability that the agent has beliefs, and T (Theory of Mind) to the probability that the agent can predict
other agents’ goals and plan accordingly. The black lines show z-scored model predictions, and red lines show average z-scored
participant judgments with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Our model does not make predictions about forgetting when
it infers that the agent lacks beliefs and we thus do not include those judgments in trials 5 and 6.

icked those of our model. After losing the thief, the guard
began searching in the wrong area, revealing that he had be-
lief representations but no Theory of Mind. The fact that the
agent failed to detect the thief as it moved inside the room
reveals that he lacked hearing, and his eventual return to the
starting point suggested that he forgot about the thief (note
that, because values are z-scored, such that 0 indicates aver-
age inference value).

Trial 1 shows a case where participants and our model dis-
agree. Here, the guard was always one step behind the thief,
not revealing any of its capacities. Nonetheless, participants
were more likely to think that the agent could hear, had be-
liefs and Theory of Mind, and did not forget. Interestingly,
these attributes correspond to the typical way we represent
other agents, suggesting that participants had priors that our
model did not consider.

Looking at each individual capability, our model had a cor-
relation of r = 0.86 (CI95%: 0.62−0.95) for Hearing against
participant judgements. This is, unsurprising, given the vi-
sual nature of hearing inferences. Theory of Mind had a cor-
relation of r = 0.62 (CI95%: 0.16− 0.86) against participant
judgements, suggesting that humans can recognize Theory of
Mind in others rather easily. Forgetting showed a correlation
of r = 0.62 (CI95%: 0.10−0.87). This capability can be dif-
ficult to infer because of its temporal nature and because our
model may have had more precise estimates of the memory
decay (see Discussion). Finally, Beliefs showed the lowest
correlation, r = 0.58 (CI95%: 0.10− 0.84). This was unex-

pected given the large effect Beliefs have on the guard’s be-
havior. This could be due to a failure in conveying the mean-
ing of beliefs to participants in the experiment, or because
agents with no beliefs are rare, making them harder to reason
about.

Discussion
Here we proposed a computational model of mind attribution
as Bayesian inference over a family of generative models that
transform mental states into observable actions. In a simple
task showing two-dimensional displays of a guard trying to
catch a thief, we found that people can infer the structure of
the underlying generative model from just a few seconds of
video.

Our work connects Bayesian models of action under-
standing with research in cognitive science that shows peo-
ple conceptualize different types of agents as having differ-
ent types of minds (K. Gray et al., 2012). Although past
work has argued that minds are structured around two di-
mensions, agency and experience, no work, to our knowl-
edge, has attempted to formalize these dimensions in pre-
cise computational terms. Our work is a first step in this en-
deavor. In our approach, experience can be considered the
sensory component of the generative model—what the agent
sees and hears—and agency can be considered the cognitive
components—its beliefs, memory decay, and ability to men-
talize about others. At the same time, the space of minds in
our model was derived from computational models of The-
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ory of Mind. A challenge for future work is testing more
exhaustively whether this approach can give rise to the full
dimensions captured in agency and experience H. M. Gray et
al. (2007).

Participants performed surprisingly well in our task, partic-
ularly when considering that they had to infer an agent’s mind
from just a few seconds of a silent 2D video. Nonetheless,
participants also showed some notable disagreements with
our model (Figure 3). While more research is needed, at least
two possibilities may help explain why this happened. A first
possibility is that searching over a space of generative models
is difficult. In our experiment, the generative models that we
considered may not directly map to the ones that we use when
we reason about agents in the natural world—such as beetles,
birds, squirrels, and scallops. As such, it is possible that we
inadvertently increased task demands by asking participants
to reason about a space of minds that they are not accustomed
to reasoning about. Alternatively, it is possible that our gener-
ative model included too many details about the domain, rela-
tive to what participants knew (e.g., our model had more pre-
cise estimates of agents’ hearing radius, memory decay, etc).
Indeed, our model’s inferences showed less graded structure
relative to participants, suggesting that, unlike participants,
our model was exploiting all available information from ev-
ery single frame. Thus, it is possible that a generative model
with less information about the possible mental states and be-
haviors may show less confidence in a human-like way. We
are currently exploring this possibility. Nonetheless, the fact
that participants were able to reconstruct big components of
agents’ minds, suggests that people can indeed perform quick
and flexible mind inferences, even in unusual situations.

In addition, our model included a set of intermediate
behaviors—guarding, patrolling, searching, chasing, and
intercepting—that linked mental states to actions. Each of
these behaviors could only be generated by agents with the
appropriate mental representations. However, a critical lim-
itation is that this space of behaviors did not naturally arise
from our planner. Instead, we introduced these behaviors to
help make planning more efficient: in our generative model,
agents’ mental states determine the behavior they select, each
of which is then transformed into action sequences through
a simpler behavior-specific planner. In future work, we hope
to expand our model so that it naturally gives rise to a more
comprehensive set of behaviors that people can detect and use
to infer agents’ minds.

A related limitation in our model is that we used a uniform
prior over the space of possible minds. It is likely that people
come with strong priors about what types of minds are more
likely than others. For instance, participants may find it a
priori plausible that an agent lacks a Theory of Mind, but not
that an agent lacks an entire belief representation. In current
work we are estimating participants’ priors empirically and
integrating them into our model.

One outstanding question is how to formalize the complete
space of minds that people can reason about. Our approach

of instantiating minds as generative models allows us to ask
this question in a more formal way. Under our framework,
the problem is reduced to constructing a space of generative
models that capture how we can reason about agents which
contain or lack different representations and reasoning capa-
bilities. In future research we will investigate this question.

In our study, both participants and our model knew the
agent’s goal, making Eq. 2 easier to compute. In more real-
istic situations, observers have to simultaneously compute an
agent’s type of mind, its mental states, and goals, all at once.
Thus, it is possible that with this added uncertainty, learn-
ing the variability in minds that we encounter in the world
may require more data than our task suggests, taking years to
learn.

On the other hand, our experiment intuitively suggests that
people might have more sophisticated capacities than what
we tested. While our task focused on inferring a single mind,
people might be able to infer multiple types of minds at once.
In Trial 5, for instance (Figure 2), the guard’s behavior reveals
that it lacks belief representations. At the same time, the fact
that the thief strategically slowed down to get the guard to
move away from the treasure, suggests that the thief (1) knew
that the guard lacked beliefs, (2) had a stable representation
of the guard, and (3) could predict the guard’s behavior. This
intuition is consistent with classical work showing that we
can read complex social interactions between multiple agents
(Heider & Simmel, 1944). In future work we may test for this
possibility.

Altogether, our work shows how, beyond an ability to infer
the contents of other people’s minds, people can also infer the
type of mind behind an agent’s behavior. Our work is a first
step towards a computational understanding of how we infer
types of minds, and sheds light on how people can search
through and attribute different mental models, based on how
agents act and plan to fulfill their goals.
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Culturally-Constructed Beliefs About Physical and Mental Illness
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Abstract

We explored Asian- and Caucasian-American adults beliefs about illness, investigating whether conceptions of mental
and physical illness reflect the Western biomedical framework and an energy-healing practice grounded in traditional
Chinese medicine. For physical illnesses (i.e., cold/flu and cancer), White young adults primarily cited biomedical causes,
while Asian young adults and older energy believers often cited alternative causes, X2(4, N=27)=19.06, p¡.01. When
asked about treatment and prevention, the energy believers continued to endorse alternative approaches, but both white
and Asian young adults focused on biomedical approaches, X2(4, N=27)¿22.99, ps¡.0001. For mental illnesses (i.e.,
depression and anxiety), the energy believers continued to endorse the alternative framework, while White and Asian
young adults responses were more distributed between biomedical and alternative methods. These results suggest that
mental models of illness are shaped by cultural beliefs, and conflicting beliefs may coexist within young adults who are
being enculturated in a new framework.
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Abstract

The Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) is a sequential decision making paradigm that assesses risk-taking behavior.
Several computational models have been proposed for the BART that accurately characterize risk-taking propensity. An
aspect of task performance that has proven challenging to model is the learning that develops from experiencing wins
and losses across trials, which has the potential to provide further insight into risky decision making. The Scaled Target
Learning (STL) model was developed for this purpose. STL describes learning as adjustments to the pumping strategy
in reaction to previous outcomes, and the size of adjustments reflects an individuals sensitivity to wins and losses. STL
is shown to be sensitive to the learning elicited by experimental manipulations. In addition, the model matches or bests
the performance of three competing models in traditional model comparison tests (e.g., parameter recovery performance,
predictive accuracy, sensitivity to risk-taking propensity). Findings are discussed in the context of the learning process
involved in the task. By characterizing the extent to which people are willing to adapt their strategies based on past
experience, STL provides a more complete depiction of the psychological processes underlying sequential risk-taking
behavior.
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a process model of procrastination
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Abstract

Procrastination is prevalent. Empirical studies of procrastination have identified various contributing factors underlying
procrastination. Models of procrastination, however, have only considered temporal discounting and have ignored other
factors. Moreover, existing models of procrastination are mostly conceptual, and there is a lack of process models to
explain why people procrastinate. Here, we use reinforcement learning theory to build a process model of procrastination.
The model assumes that people maximize expected utility while minimizing the total cost of the effort. Our model makes
several predictions: 1. Strong temporal discounters will delay working early and rush to work near the deadline; 2. If at
low effort cost, cost is sensitive to increases in effort, people will delay working until the last minute; 3. If time pressure or
effort cost is high, perfectionists will not work at all. We designed a behavioral experiment to study the factors underlying
procrastination and to test our model predictions.
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Abstract
It is currently difficult to test the validity of existing explana-
tions for the emergence of context-dependent preference rever-
sals. This is because these explanations are generally placed at
the level of the process of evidence accumulation, and across
experimental paradigms, this process is unobservable. In this
paper, we propose a new experimental paradigm for eliciting
preference reversals, wherein the process of evidence accumu-
lation is significantly observable. Over a series of experiments,
we successfully induce preference reversals for arbitrary stim-
uli by showing participants sequences of stimuli comparisons
with pre-determined outcomes. Our findings partially support
the view that context-sensitive assimilation of a history of ordi-
nal comparisons is sufficient to explain classic context effects.
Keywords: preference reversals; decisions from experience;
preference formation

Introduction
Preference reversals occupy a particularly interesting niche
in research at the interface between psychology and eco-
nomics (Rabin, 1998). The earliest conceptualization of a
preference reversal can be traced to Luce & Raiffa’s fas-
tidious diner, who initially prefers salmon to steak off of a
restaurant menu, but changes his mind and orders steak in-
stead when the waiter tells him that the day’s special is frog
legs (Luce & Raiffa, 1957). While whimsical, this story
points directly to a core objection to the tenability of option-
specific representations of value in the mind (Srivastava &
Schrater, 2015). If the diner prefers salmon to steak to begin
with, why does the introduction of an additional item shift
their preference to steak?

In Luce & Raiffa’s original explanation, this happens be-
cause the observation that frog legs were on the menu raised
the diner’s expectation of the quality of the restaurant, caus-
ing him to change his mind and ask for steak, which is harder
to cook right than salmon (Luce & Raiffa, 1957). In other
words, the diner infers something about the generative pro-
cess underlying the options from the set of options, and then
uses his understanding of the generative process to construct
his preference. Preference reversals and more generally, all
such context effects, are deeply interesting because they un-
cover the existence of such sophisticated inferences underpin-
ning the simple act of choosing between items (Srivastava &
Schrater, 2015).

There have been a number of successful attempts to repro-
duce all three of these classic preference reversals within uni-
tary computational models (Roe, Busemeyer, & Townsend,

2001; Usher & McClelland, 2004; Bhatia, 2013; Shenoy &
Yu, 2013; Srivastava & Schrater, 2015), all with different
possible interpretations of the potential causes for each of the
effects, and different caveats for their appearance. Given this
proliferation of widely divergent possible explanations, it be-
comes important to differentiate them based on criteria be-
yond qualitative reproduction of the effects.

Interestingly, in recent years, these context effects have
been documented in paradigms beyond affective preferences,
such as inductive reasoning (Trueblood, 2012) and percep-
tual judgement (Trueblood, Brown, Heathcote, & Busemeyer,
2013). Such demonstrations call into question unitary ac-
counts of these effects that place their explanations on eco-
nomic assumptions, such as the loss aversion assumption in
the LCA model (Usher & McClelland, 2004) and the mar-
ket value discovery assumption in Shenoy & Yu’s Bayesian
observer model (Shenoy & Yu, 2013).

Further, context effects have been documented for multiple
non-human animals: preference reversals induced by change
of frame for capuchin monkeys (Lakshminarayanan, Chen,
& Santos, 2011), context-dependent foraging decisions in
hummingbirds (Bateson, Healy, & Hurly, 2003), and perhaps
most impressive, the elicitation of an asymmetric dominance
effect in food location preference observed in the acellular
protist physarum polycephalum (Latty & Beekman, 2011).
These observations, the last one in particular, suggest that
the true explanations for these context effects likely lie in
simple information processing mechanisms, such as the ones
proposed in decision field theory (Roe et al., 2001), evi-
dence accumulation based on ordinal comparisons (Ronayne
& Brown, 2017; Noguchi & Stewart, 2018) or through infer-
ence based on ordinal comparisons (Srivastava & Schrater,
2015).

But while simple information accumulation-based expla-
nations are promising, they have not been directly tested. This
is, in large part, because information accumulation explana-
tions make claims about the process by which evidence is ac-
cumulated, and the process of valuation, be the paradigm af-
fective (Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982), inferential (Trueblood,
2012) or perceptual (Trueblood et al., 2013), is hidden from
the experimenter’s view.

For instance, decision field theory explains the asymmetric
dominance (attraction) effect as a result of a negative prefer-
ence created for the inferior decoy introduced, which prop-
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agates through a negative inhibitory link to the dominating
option, causing it to increase in valuation (Roe et al., 2001).
None of these postulated intermediate calculations are ob-
servable, making it impossible to render any judgement on
the validity of the proposed mechanism as the correct expla-
nation of the effect. To properly evaluate whether evidence
accumulation accounts are adequate to explain preference re-
versals, a new experimental paradigm is needed, wherein the
valuation process is within the experimenter’s view.

In this paper, we present such a paradigm, and attempt to
elicit the three classic preference reversals (attraction, simi-
larity and compromise) in it, based on predictions made by
the ordinal comparison-based account of preference rever-
sals (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015).

Methods
Manipulating revealed preferences
In this paradigm (illustrated in Figure 1), participants are
shown pairwise comparison presentations of different options
with the preferred option revealed in all cases, followed in-
termittently by preference input solicitations. A comparison
presentation is a trial in which the relative superiority of an
option is demonstrated as an ordinal comparison. Each com-
parison presentation is an animation that lasts for two sec-
onds. After a fixed number of such trials, participants are
asked for their preferences between the two options. These
preference inputs constitute their baseline preferences for the
two original options. Next, we present similar comparison
presentation trials pairing the target option with the decoy,
and at the end of the presentation sequence, elicit baseline
preferences for all relevant pairs of options. In Phase 2, par-
ticipants are asked for their final preferences with a short
break (∼ 90 to 180 seconds) in between phases 1 and 2.
The order of presentation of comparison sequences is random
across participants within conditions.

Inducing preference reversals
Prior literature agrees that different placements of the decoy
(see Figure 2) relative to the target and the competitor options
results in different types of preference reversals. In the attrac-
tion effect, the decoy is an asymmetrically dominated option
that makes the target option appear more attractive than be-
fore. In the compromise effect, the decoy is an extreme option
that increases the desirability of the target option by making it
appear as a compromise between the competitor and itself. In
the similarity effect, the decoy is very similar to the competi-
tor option, and it makes the target option appear more salient
than before, thereby increasing its final preference share.

This paradigm, thus, presents value signals in sequence
much as in value psychophysics (Tsetsos, Chater, & Usher,
2012) and the experimental paradigm used by Ronayne and
Brown (2017). The novelty of our paradigm is that we use
races observed over time in an animation to present evidence
for attribute-level superiority or inferiority, rather than lever-
aging numeric labels to present the same information. Thus

for example, in the sample experiment illustrated in Figure
1, horses’ speeds are not presented as numeric quantities, but
observers can see over multiple trials that one of the horses
tends to win more races than the other. Where the items
have two attributes, we show sequences of races leverag-
ing both attributes separately, as we detail further below. In
all the cases described below, the specific sets of pairwise
comparisons used are obtained from the ordinal comparison
model’s suggestions, as being likely to induce preference re-
versals (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015).

The principal value of shifting from presenting numeric at-
tribute values to explicit ordinal comparisons is that whatever
evidence for the superiority or inferiority of an item exists on
any attribute dimension is observable to both the observer and
the experimenter throughout the experiment, unlike in value
psychophysics, where some underlying utility function must
be assumed (Tsetsos et al., 2012). Thus, if preference rever-
sals are obtained within this paradigm, the experimenter will
clearly know the minimal amount of information observers
need to construct valuations in ways that yield preference re-
versals.

Attraction Effect
The attraction (asymmetric dominance) effect appears to be
the easiest one to induce in non-human organisms, including
notably slime mold (Latty & Beekman, 2011), contraindicat-
ing explanations that rely on associativity (Bhatia, 2013) and
lateral inhibition (Roe et al., 2001). A simple explanation
for this effect comes from the ordinal comparison accumu-
lation account of (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015) who claim
that the dominating option gains valuation by virtue of win-
ning more comparisons via simple vote-counting. This the-
ory further predicts that such an asymmetric dominance ef-
fect should hold independent of the number of attributes in
the item set. To test this explanation, in addition to the con-
ventional attraction effect setup using stimuli varying along
two attributes, we also tested a version with unidimensional
stimuli.

In both experiments, A was the target, B was the competi-
tor and C was the decoy (see Figure 2). Phase 1 was di-
vided into two blocks of comparison presentation trials, and
baseline preferences were obtained after every five such tri-
als. The sets of 5 pairwise presentations within each block
and the trials within each set were randomized. The order
of presentation of the choice sets in phase 2 was also ran-
domized. Comparison sequences were designed to present
the original options as approximately matched and the infe-
rior decoy heavily dominated by the target option in terms of
number of wins.

Experiment 1a - Stimuli with one attribute dimension: Par-
ticipants were shown simulations of football matches be-
tween four teams - A, B, C, and D. Block 1 of phase 1 con-
sisted of a set of ten matches of A versus B and a set of
ten matches of C versus D in which all the teams win an
equal number of matches and the net goal difference is zero.
Block 2 consisted of a set of ten matches of A versus C, and
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Figure 1: Sample experiment protocol. In phase 1, subjects were shown pairwise comparisons of the three options (horses
A, B, and C) along two attribute dimensions (race wins and money saved at maintenance), without resorting to numerical
representations for these attributes. A trial in phase 1 is an animation that compared two horses along one of the dimensions.
After ten such trials, preference inputs were solicited from the participants. These preference inputs constitute their baseline
preferences. A short break separates phases 1 and 2. In phase 2, participants were asked for their final preferences for all the
three horses.

Figure 2: Different placements of decoy C, when A and B are
the target and competitor options respectively. In all cases,
the introduction of the decoy increases the preference share
of A compared to B (Trueblood et al., 2013).

ten matches of B versus D. A always wins against C in the
matches between A and C; B and D win an equal number of
times in the B versus D matches. In phase 2, participants
were sequentially asked for their final preferences for four
pairwise choice sets - {A or B}, {C or D}, {A or C} and {B
or D}. Participants were asked to choose the better team in
all choice sets.

Experiment 1b - Stimuli with two attribute dimensions
Participants were shown pair-wise horse races between four
horses - A, B, C, and D. Their performance varied along two
attribute dimensions - race wins and maintenance costs af-
ter every race, represented as stacks of food. Both these at-
tributes were seen simultaneously by the participants in every
trial. The cover story implied the food costs were substantial.
Block 1 of phase 1 consisted of a set of ten races of A versus
B and a set of ten races of C versus D in which all the horses
win five races each. In these races, the food stacks were ei-
ther four or six in count and were the same for both the horses
involved to emulate the initial conditions for the attraction ef-
fect (A∼B). Block 2 consisted of a set of ten races of A versus
C in which A wins eight times out of ten. Since a frequency
decoy was used, the number of food stacks in the A versus
C comparisons was also kept the same in any trial. In phase
2, participants were randomly assigned to two option choice
contexts or three option choice contexts. In both the contexts,
participants were shown all possible sets of choices and their
preferences were obtained by asking them to split 100 prefer-
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ence points between all probed options.

Compromise Effect
In this experiment, the target and the competitor options were
determined dynamically after the first set of comparison pre-
sentations between A and B. The decoy placement was deter-
mined based on whether participants preferred A more than
B, or B more than A initially. Phase 1 was divided into two
blocks, and baseline preferences were obtained after every 10
comparison presentations. The sets within each block and
the trials within each set were randomized. The order of
presentation of the choice sets in phase 2 was also random-
ized. Here, comparisons sequences were designed to show
the original options slightly dominating each other along dif-
ferent attributes, and the introduced decoy strongly dominat-
ing the competitor and weakly dominating the target, in terms
of wins.

Participants were shown animations corresponding to pair-
wise benchmarking tests between three computer configura-
tions that varied along two attribute dimensions - CPU perfor-
mance and GPU performance. The relative superiority of op-
tions along these attribute dimensions was shown separately
- with CPU-heavy computers shown to perform a compute-
intensive test sooner, and GPU-heavy computers shown to
render complex graphics quicker. Block 1 of phase 1 con-
sisted of ten trials of A versus B in each of the two attribute
dimensions. A beats B six out of ten times in the CPU perfor-
mance tasks, and B beats A six out of ten times in the GPU
performance tasks. The target and competitor options were
determined after block 1. If the target option was A, then
GPU performance was the dominant dimension, and if the
target option was B, then CPU performance was the dominant
dimension. Block 2 of phase 1 consisted of ten trials of target
versus decoy comparisons and ten trials of competitor versus
decoy comparisons in each of the two attribute dimensions.
In the target-decoy comparisons, the target wins seven times
in the dominant dimension, and the decoy wins six times in
the other dimension. In the competitor-decoy comparisons,
the competitor wins eight times in the dominant dimension,
and the decoy wins eight times in the other dimension. Pref-
erence inputs were obtained in the form of preference points
as above.

Similarity Effect
Experiment 3 - Stimuli with two attribute dimensions: The de-
sign of experiment 3 was similar to experiment 2, except for
the following changes. Participants were shown horse races
between three horses - A, B, and C. Their performance var-
ied along two attribute dimensions - race wins and money
saved in maintenance costs, which the cover story implied
were substantial. The trials from two sets interleaved dimen-
sional prominence i.e., a set in experiment 3 consisted of five
pairs of trials, and a pair consisted of a race comparison trial
followed by a savings trial. In the target-decoy comparisons,
the decoy wins seven times in the dominant dimension, and
the target wins seven times in the other dimension. In the

Figure 3: Results of experiment 1a. The first plot (from top)
shows the participants’ initial preferences in phase 1. The
second plot shows their final preferences.

competitor-decoy comparisons, both the options were shown
to be superior five times each in both the dimensions. Prefer-
ence inputs were obtained in the form of preference points as
above.

Sample
University students volunteered to participate in our experi-
ments and were paid for participation. All study procedures
and methods were reviewed and approved by an IRB.

Results
At the cohort level, we report results in terms of cumulative
preference share in favor of all tested options over all partici-
pants. These results are depicted graphically via Figures 3-5.

Additionally, as a within-subject analysis, we performed
McNemar’s test over the counts of the number of participants
choosing the target over the competitor before the introduc-
tion of the decoy and after the introduction of the decoy. Table
1 summarizes the results of this analysis.

Attraction Effect
In the attraction effect, initially, both the target and the com-
petitor options are preferred almost equally. After the in-
troduction of the asymmetrically dominated decoy, the final
preference for the target is increased considerably.

Experiment 1a Fifty-five university students participated
in this experiment. Figure 3 shows the cumulative preference
responses of the entire cohort. Initial preference responses in-
dicate almost an equal preference for both the target and the
competitor. After the introduction of the decoy, the target’s
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Figure 4: Results of experiment 1b. The plots in the first row
(from top) correspond to the two-option final choice context
condition, and the plots in the second row correspond to the
three-option final choice condition.

preference share increased significantly, indicating a strong
attraction effect.

Experiment 1b One hundred university students partici-
pated in this experiment. Forty-two students were randomly
assigned to a binary final choice set condition, and the rest
were assigned to a ternary final choice set condition. Figure 4
shows the cumulative preference responses of all participants.
While the preference share of the target option does increase
after the observation sequence, the shift in preference is not
significant, as assessed by the McNemar test (see Table 1).

Compromise Effect
In the compromise effect, the competitor option is slightly
preferred over the target option initially. After the introduc-
tion of an extreme decoy, the preferences are shifted towards
the target option finally.

Thirty-four university students participated in the experi-
ment. Figure 5 sub-figure A shows the cumulative preference
responses of all the participants. Since the compromise ef-
fect requires the placement of the decoy such that the previ-
ously dominated competitor becomes a compromise option,
there were two possibilities of decoy placement that were
decided programmatically based on Phase 1 baseline pref-
erences. Across both conditions, a significant compromise
effect is observed (see table 1).

Similarity Effect
In the similarity effect, the target option is less preferred ini-
tially over the competitor option. After the introduction of the

Table 1: Results of the McNemar’s test for all the experi-
ments. Columns 2 and 3 show the number of subjects who
chose Target(T) over Competitor(C) before and after the in-
troduction of the decoy respectively.

Experiment Discordant Cells
p-valueBefore: T>C After: T>C

1a 11 45 5.38×10−6

1b (Two +
Three)

43 (18+25) 62 (26+36) 0.07849

2 (CPU +
GPU)

0 16 (4+12) 3.05×10−5

3 (A bias
+ B bias)

0 18 (11+7) 7.63×10−6

decoy that is similar to the competitor option, the preferences
are shifted towards the target option finally.

Fifty university students participated in the experiment.
Figure 5 sub-figure B shows the cumulative preference re-
sponses of all the participants for the two cases. In both cases,
the decoy option C makes the competitor option less salient
and eats away a portion of its preference share, resulting in a
comparatively lower final preference, indicating a similarity
effect.

Model evaluation
In our paradigm, options are presented without using numeri-
cal attribute representations, and revealed preferences are ma-
nipulated through different sequences of comparison presen-
tations over multiple trials. Since most existing models of
preference reversals don’t have a learning component, they
cannot be applied to our data. However, the preference infer-
ence model mentioned above (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015)
matches our paradigm well, and it can be applied to our data
with a few parametric assumptions. Table 2 summarizes the
model’s trial-by-trial predictions using the same stimuli se-
quences we presented to human observers, assuming equal
prior beliefs on different choice contexts involved. The model
predictions match our data reasonably well for the attraction
effect and the compromise effect, but not for the similarity
effect.

Discussion
We present an experimental paradigm where observers learn
to prefer arbitrary stimuli over others based on a sequence
of ordinal comparisons. We find that introducing specific
sequences of ordinal comparisons predicted by an observer
model of preference inference (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015)
to produce three classic preference reversals does do so to a
considerable degree, but with interesting deviations. For in-
stance, while an asymmetric dominance effect is clearly seen
using unidimensional stimuli, it is not as clear using tradi-
tional two-dimensional ones. The compromise effect shows
an unexpected dependence on attribute, suggesting potential
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Figure 5: (A) - Results of experiment 2. The first two plots (from left) correspond to the case when the dominant dimension
was CPU performance. The last two plots correspond to the case when the dominant dimension was GPU performance; (B) -
Results of experiment 3. The first two plots (from left) correspond to the case when horse A was slightly preferred over horse
B. The last two plots correspond to the case when horse B was slightly preferred over horse A; In both A and B, for each of the
cases, the baseline preferences are shown in the first plot and the final preferences are shown in the second plot.

biases in participants’ priors about the computer configura-
tion cover story. Further investigation of the correspondence
and deviations of behavior seen in this paradigm from this
model presents a clear direction for future research.

While our results are consistent with the ordinal compar-
ison account of preference reversals, in the absence of com-
parison with alternative accounts, it is premature to claim that
they clearly differentiate it from alternatives. In particular, the
ordinal comparison observer model, like several Bayesian ob-
server models, does not in itself predict reversals, but rather
serves as a container for assumptions about environmental in-
fluences, that ultimately provide the explanation for observed
effects (Srivastava & Schrater, 2015). The ordinal compari-
son model’s explanation for the similarity effect, for example,
is identical to the one seen in decision field theory - that the
decoy steals wins from the competitor, but not from the tar-
get (Roe et al., 2001), merely implemented differently. Thus,
our current results cannot be used to support one model’s case
over another. At most, they can be used to argue in favor
of simpler sequential information accumulation accounts of
preference reversals, such as the ones discussed in Roe et al.
(2001), Srivastava and Schrater (2015), Ronayne and Brown
(2017) and Noguchi and Stewart (2018) over more complex
theories that assume valuation-based mechanisms to produce
such context effects.

This paper’s main contribution is the demonstration that
simple series of ordinal comparisons are sufficient to estab-
lish classic preference reversals, establishing that all that is
really needed to see such effects is the ability to accumulate
extremely coarse (even binary) task signals. This finding is
congruent with the large variety of task domains in which
preference reversals have been documented (Trueblood et al.,
2013) and offers strong constraints on the nature of the men-
tal representations that might apply across these domains to
explain the emergence of such effects.

Table 2: Model predictions versus empirical observations
along with the Matthews correlation coefficient(MCC) for all
the preference reversal experiments.

Empirical Observation
Preference
reversal

Not a pref.
reversal

Model
Prediction

Preference
Reversal 23,19,6,10 5,13,3,17

Not a pref.
reversal 11,14,10,8 16,54,15,15

MCC: Exp 1a=0.426, Exp 1b=0.385, Exp 2=0.236, Exp 3=0.023
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive processes 
of commonality search between unrelated objects. Specifically, 
we investigated the relationship between the performance of 
the commonality search task and that of the alternative 
categorization task. We hypothesized that one needs to focus 
on obscure features of objects to do both tasks well and that 
there would therefore be a positive correlation between the 
performances on the two tasks. We also compared the 
performance of the commonality search task with that of the 
alternative categorization to investigate exploratorily how each 
task promotes creative thinking. Thirty-one participants were 
asked to engage in two tasks: the commonality search task and 
the alternative categorization task. In the commonality search 
task, they were asked to list as many commonalities as possible 
between nine unrelated object pairs within 90 seconds for each 
pair. In the alternative categorization task, they were asked to 
list as many categories as possible to which each of the five 
objects belonged, within 60 seconds for each object. Although 
There was a significant positive correlation between the 
numbers of answers on these tasks. The additional results 
showed that there was no significant difference between the 
two tasks in terms of average saliency score or the first answer, 
but the saliency of the commonality search task was significant 
lower than the alternative categorization task in the second 
answer. We discussed the similarities and differences between 
the two tasks and the potential use of the commonality search 
task as a way to promote creative thinking.  

Keywords: Creative thinking, Commonality search, 
Alternative categorization 

Introduction 

Many researchers have investigated which cognitive 

processes underlie creative thinking. Specifically, they have 

tried to clarify how people generate creative ideas. However, 

it is still not fully understood how to promote the generation 

of creative ideas. The purpose of this study is to clarify which 

cognitive processes are involved in commonality search in 

order to better understand how to promote creative thinking.  

In the following section, we first point out that knowledge 

association and overcoming functional fixedness are critical 

for creative thinking. We then introduce a new approach for 

the generation of creative ideas (i.e., commonality search) 

and explain our hypotheses based on the relationship between 

the performance on the commonality search task and that on 

the alternative categorization task proposed by Chrysikou 

(2006).  

Knowledge Retrieval for Creative Thinking 

When people generate ideas, their knowledge is activated. 

What knowledge is activated determines the quality of the 

ideas, and the knowledge a person has forms a network 

structure. The more closely related concepts are, the closer 

they are located in the network. There are individual 

differences in the network structure: some people have a 

network structure in which concepts are located close to each 

other; others have a network in which they are located far 

away from each other. 

Some researchers have shown that knowledge structure 

determines creative performance. Mednick (1962) examined 

the relationship between knowledge association and 

creativity performance among college design majors. 

Specifically, they measured participants' knowledge structure 

using the Remote Associates Task (RAT), in which 

participants were asked to find a word common to three 

words that seemed to be unrelated. The researcher also 

received professional teachers' evaluations of the participants’ 

creativity performance and examined the relationship 

between their performance on the RAT and their creative 

performance. The results showed that there was a positive 

correlation between RAT performance and creativity 

performance. Kenett, Anaki, and Faust (2014) also examined 

the relationship between knowledge structure and creativity. 

They asked participants to engage in the free association task 

and identified participants' knowledge structures based on 

their answers. Participants were also asked to engage in a 

creative task and were divided into high and low creativity 

groups based on their performance, and the researchers then 

compared the participants' knowledge structures between the 

two groups. The results showed that the highly creative group 

had a knowledge structure that was unusually configured; 

that is, a knowledge structure in which generally remote 

concepts were located close to each other. Similarly, Benedek 

et al. (2017) identified characteristics of knowledge 

structures using the relevance judgment task. During the task, 

participants were asked to judge how related two words were. 

The results showed that performance on a creativity task was 

higher with a knowledge structure that was organized such 

that it was easier to access less relevant knowledge. 

Fixedness on Creative Thinking 

It is difficult for people to use remote knowledge when 

generating ideas because they usually tend to use only the 

knowledge that is immediately associated with an object or 
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concept. Brown, Tumeo, Larey, and Paulus (1998) argue that 

the activation of knowledge for idea generation occurs 

separately in each category of knowledge. According to them, 

knowledge in the category to which the information of 

interest belongs is activated, and ideas are then generated 

based on that knowledge. When the activation of knowledge 

and the generation of ideas in some category are complete, 

the activation of knowledge in another category occurs. 

However, since this transition is determined by the strength 

of association, knowledge activation is likely to occur in 

categories with strong associations to the first activated 

category, but is unlikely to occur in categories with weak 

associations. 

Problems are sometimes unable to be solved with only the 

knowledge that is immediately available and without using 

more distant knowledge. Duncker (1945) explained people’s 

tendency to focus only on objects’ commonly-used functions; 

this phenomenon is known as “functional fixedness.” It has 

also been found that when an idea is given, it becomes linked 

to the illustrated information provided as an example; the 

features included in the example are therefore easily 

accessible while other features are more difficult to access. 

For instance, Smith, Ward, and Schumacher (1993) asked 

participants to design novel toys and fictitious creatures, and 

the features included in the examples shown in advance were 

subsequently included more in the participants’ designs. 

Even when participants were explicitly instructed to "create 

a design different from the example," more features of the 

example were included compared to when the example was 

not presented.  

Overcoming Functional Fixedness 

Some studies have shown that encouraging people to think 

using inconspicuous knowledge can promote problem 

solving with new ideas. Chrysikou (2006), for example, 

developed the alternative categories task as a training to 

overcome functional fixedness and facilitate creative 

thinking. In this task, participants were asked to list unusual 

categories, rather than the most obvious categories to which 

an object belonged. The results showed that participants’ 

performance on an insight problem-solving was higher after 

the participants engaged in the alternative categorization task 

rather than after the word association task. The alternative 

categorization task consists of listing the general categories 

of a target, and it is possible to list many categories by 

focusing not only on features that are immediately apparent 

but also on features that are less readily identifiable. 

Chrysikou (2006) developed interventions for overcoming 

the functional fixedness of objects, and investigated the 

effects of the training only on insight problem-solving. 

However, in the context of idea generation, not only the 

function of the object is utilized; various categories of 

knowledge are also activated and used. Recent studies (e.g., 

Yamakawa & Kiyokawa, 2016) proposed a method to 

promote the activation of inconspicuous knowledge, focusing 

not only on overcoming of functional fixedness but also on 

the activation of knowledge that is not limited to the physical 

or functional features of the object. 

Yamakawa and Kiyokawa (2016) proposed the 

commonality search task to examine whether searching for 

commonalities between a pair of unrelated objects is effective 

in activating less salient knowledge. Participants were 

randomly assigned to one of two conditions: listing features 

of each object or searching for commonalities between a pair 

of unrelated objects. The raters were asked to rate how easily 

they themselves could associate the participants’ answers 

with the objects. The results showed that the participants in 

the commonality search condition listed less salient answers 

than the participants in the feature listing condition. The 

researchers therefore concluded that a commonality search 

between unrelated objects is effective for activating less 

salient knowledge of the objects. Yamakawa, Kiyokawa, and 

Inohara (2017) also examined how the degree of relevance of 

between a pair of objects affects the quality of identified 

commonalities. Participants were randomly assigned to either 

high or low relevance conditions. The results showed that 

when the relevance between objects was low, the originality 

of identified commonalities was higher than when the 

relevance was high. The results suggest that the commonality 

search method led leads to the generating generation of 

creative ideas when a pair of objects is are unrelated.  

In the search for commonalities, it is checked whether or 

not the knowledge associated with each object is common; 

however, knowledge that can be easily conceived from each 

object independently is not considered to be common. 

Therefore, it is necessary to activate obscure (i.e., less salient) 

knowledge, which is difficult to do when viewing a single 

object individually. It is thought that an individual who can 

search for commonalities well (i.e., who can list many 

commonalities) can better activate obscure (i.e., less salient) 

knowledge of the subject. 

This commonality search method may be effective in 

activating less salient knowledge without being limited to 

physical and functional features. The alternative 

categorization task and the commonality search task are both 

expected to have an effect on activating less salient 

knowledge. However, the similarities and differences 

between the two tasks have not been clarified. 

The present study 

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive 

processes of a commonality search between unrelated objects. 

We examined the relationship between the performance on 

the commonality search task and the performance on the 

alternative categorization task (Chrysikou, 2006). We 

hypothesized that one needs to focus on obscure features of 

objects to do both tasks well and that there would therefore 

be a positive correlation between the performances on the two 

tasks.  

We also compared the performance of the commonality 

search task with that of the alternative categorization to 

investigate exploratorily how each task promotes creative 

thinking. Participants' answers were compared between the 
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commonality search task and the alternative categorization 

task. This examination revealed the potential of each task in 

promoting the activation of less salient knowledge. 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-one Nagoya University students (14 males, 17 

females; mean age = 19.84 (SD = 1.27) years) participated in 

this study in exchange for course credit or 750 yen. They 

granted their informed consent before participation and the 

Ethical Committees of Nagoya University approved the study. 

Procedure 

The experiment took place in a room with the experimenter 

present and up to 10 participants at a time. Each participant 

used a desktop PC. All materials were presented on a display. 

The experiment was administered by Qualtrics. Each 

participant completed both the commonality search and 

alternative categorization tasks independently. The order of 

tasks was counterbalanced between participants. After both 

tasks, the participants were asked to provide demographic 

information regarding their gender, age, and native language.  

Commonality search task. Participants were asked to list as 

many commonalities as possible (up to 10) between a pair of 

apparently unrelated objects within 90 seconds. They were 

told not to consider features of the words such as the number 

of letters or notation, and to only consider features of the 

objects. They engaged in a practice trial in which the pair of 

objects consisted of a pipe and a bottle. Afterwards, they 

 

Table 1  

The word pairs used in the commonality search task 

 Ink - Killifish 

Karuta  - Lamp 

Coin - Belt 

Tire - Puzzle 

Bucket - Medal 

Strawberry - Television 

Towel - Kimchi 

Tent - Mole 

Milk - Bench 

engaged in nine experimental trials. The pairs of objects are 

 
1 We conducted a pilot study to select pairs of an object and their 

categories used in the alternative categorization task. The procedure 

in the pilot study was the same as that in Rosch’s (1975) experiment.  

Twenty-nine Nagoya University students were presented with pairs 

shown in Table 1. The pairs were presented in a random order 

for each participant.  

Alternative categorization task. Participants were 

presented with an object and the category to which the object 

is generally assumed to belong. They were then asked to list 

as many categories as possible (up to 10 and excluding the 

presented categories). The participants engaged in a practice 

trial in which the object “spoon” and its category “cutlery” 

were presented. Afterwards, they engaged in five 

experimental trials. We used the same procedure as that used 

by Chrysikou (2006) except for the following points. First, 

the participants in Chrysikou’s (2006) study were required to 

list six or more categories for an object whereas those in our 

experiment were asked to list only up to 10 categories. 

Second, the participants in Chrysikou’s (2006) study 

completed 12 trials for 15 minutes each whereas those in our 

experiment completed five trials for one minute each. After a 

minute passed, a button was displayed on the screen that 

allowed participants to proceed to the next page. The objects 

and their example categories presented in our experiment are 

shown in Table 21. The objects/categories were presented in 

a random order for each participant.  

Results 

Data from a non-native Japanese participant were excluded 

from the analyses. We examined the relationship between the 

performances on the commonality search and alternative 

categorization tasks.  

Relationship between two tasks 

We examined the relationship between the performances on 

the commonality search and alternative categorization tasks. 

First, we used the mean number of answers per participant as 

an index of the task performance. The results showed a 

significant correlation between the mean numbers of answers 

on the two tasks (r = .52, p < .001). As Figure 1 illustrates, 

the participants who listed more categories during the

 

Table 2 

The word pairs used in the alternative categorization task 

 object 

 

category 

table 

 

furniture 

pepper 

 

vegetable 

strawberry 

 

fruit 

shirts 

 

clothing 

train 

 

vehicle 
 

of objects and categories and asked to rate how well each object 

represented the category on a 7-point Likert scale. We used five 

categories: furniture, vegetable, fruit, clothing, and vehicle. Each 

object with the highest rating in each category was selected. 
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Figure 1: The scatter plot of the mean number of answers in 

the two tasks and regression line  

 

alternative categorization task also listed more features 

during the commonality search task. 

  Comparison between the tasks 

We then compared the performances between the two tasks, 

focusing on the answers to the word “strawberry.” The word 

“strawberry” was used in both the commonality search and 

alternative categorization tasks. Table 3 shows the mean 

number of answers in each task. A paired t-test revealed that 

the mean number of answers was significantly higher for the 

alternative categorization task than for the commonality 

search task (t(27) = 3.95, p < .001, d = 0.97, 95%CI[0.40, 

1.54]).  

Next, we used saliency ratings of the answers as another 

index of the task performance. The saliency of an answer was 

rated higher if more people believed that they could also 

associate it with an object. The less salient an answer was, the 

higher performance was expected to be on both tasks. We 

used each mean saliency rating of answers only to the word 

“strawberry” per participant.  

Four naive raters evaluated the participants' answers to the 

word "strawberry" on both tasks based on how easily they 

could associate the participants’ answers with "strawberry" 

on a 5-point Likert scale (1=I can't associate it with 

“strawberry” at all; 5=I can associate it with “strawberry” 

immediately). They were told to evaluate them intuitively and 

to select the option "I do not understand the meaning of the 

word" if appropriate. The answers listed by the participants 

were presented as they were, including typing errors.  

Ratings of four answers for which at least one rater chose 

the option "I do not understand the meaning of the word" 

were excluded from the analyses. As a result, the data from 

Table 3: The mean of the number of answers and the 

saliency of all answers (SD in parentheses) 

Note. N = 28 

 

 Commonality 

search 
 Alternative 

categorization 

The number of 

answers 

2.78  4.21 

(1.07) 
 

(1.79) 

The saliency of 

all answers 

3.54  3.72 

(0.47) 
 

(0.73) 

two participants were excluded from the analyses. Table 3 

shows the mean saliency rating of the answers to the word 

“strawberry” in each task. The results showed that there was 

no significant difference between the tasks in terms of the 

mean saliency rating (t(27) = 0.97, p = .34., d = 0.30, 95%CI[-

0.24, 0.83]).  

We then examined the relationship between the number of 

answers and the saliency rating of the answers to the word 

"strawberry" in each task. We calculated the correlation 

coefficient between the number of answers to the word 

"strawberry" and their saliency for each task. The results 

showed that there were no significant correlations between 

number of answers and saliency of answers for either task 

(alternative categorization task: r = .25, p = .21; commonality 

search task: r = -.29, p = .13).  

Although the correlation coefficients did not reach the 

significance level, there seemed to be a difference in the 

relationships of the number and saliency of answers to the 

word "strawberry" between the two tasks. Specifically, the 

saliency ratings were higher when participants listed more 

answers during the alternative categorization task. On the 

other hand, saliency ratings were lower when participants 

listed more answers in the commonality search task. We 

tested the hypothesis that the number of answers has different 

effects on the saliency ratings between the alternative 

categorization and commonality search tasks. Specifically, 

we compared the mean saliency ratings of the first and second 

answers to "strawberry" between the tasks.  

Data from 23 participants who listed at least two answers 

were used for analyses because the number of answers 

differed among the participants. Table 4 shows the mean 

saliency ratings of the first and second answers to the word 

“strawberry” in each task. A paired t-test revealed that there 

was no significant difference between the tasks in terms of 

the saliency ratings of the first answers (t(22) = 0.45, p = .65, 

d = 0.13, 95%CI[-0.47, 0.72]). On the other hand, the results 

showed that there was a significant difference in the saliency 

ratings of the second answers, indicating that the second 

answers during the alternative categorization task were 

significantly more salient on the commonality search task 

than those on the alternative categorization task (t(22) = 2.39, 

p < .05, d = 0.74, 95%CI[0.13, 1.36]).   
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Table 4: The mean of the saliency of first answer and 

second answer (SD in parentheses) 

Note. N = 23 

 

 Commonality 

search 
 Alternative 

categorization 

The saliency of 

first answer 

3.86  3.98 

(0.79) 
 

(1.09) 

The saliency of 

second answer 

3.51  4.17 

(0.76) 
 

(1.01) 

 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive process 

involved in a commonality search between less relevant 

subjects. In this study, we examined the relationship with the 

alternative categorization task (Chrysikou, 2006), which is 

assumed to have a similar process. We hypothesized that the 

two tasks involve common processes in which one needs to 

focus on obscure features of objects, there would therefore be 

a positive correlation between the performances on the two 

tasks. The results showed that there was a positive correlation 

between the number of responses on the commonality search 

and alternative categorization tasks. Our hypothesis was 

supported, suggesting that the commonality search and the 

alternative categorization involve similar processes which 

facilitate creative thinking.  

There is another possible interpretation of the positive 

correlation between the numbers of responses on the two 

tasks, which differs from the interpretation that there is a 

common process involved in the two tasks. The fact that it is 

good at generating a large number of answers may affect the 

large number of answers in both tasks. Recent studies have 

shown that the performance of divergent thinking tasks is 

associated with verbal fluency (e.g., Beaty & Silvia, 2014; 

Silvia, Beaty & Nusbaum, 2013). Beaty and Silvia (2014) 

used the number of answers on a task that involved the 

enumeration of many words from stimulus words as an index 

of verbal fluency. The results showed that verbal fluency was 

significantly related to the number of divergent thinking 

responses. In other words, verbal fluency as the ability to 

generate a large number of answers may affect individuals’ 

performance on both tasks. 

We also compared the performances of the two tasks. This 

examination aimed to reveal the potential of each task in 

promoting the activation of obscure (i.e., less salient) 

knowledge. The saliency of participants' responses was 

compared between the commonality search task and the 

alternative categorization task. The results showed that there 

was no difference between the two tasks regarding the mean 

saliency score for the first answer; however, the mean 

saliency of the commonality search task was lower than that 

of the alternative categorization task for the second answer. 

These results suggested that the search process involved in 

the generation of many answers is different. In the alternative 

categorization task, the greater the number of answers, the 

higher the saliency of the answers. On the other hand, in the 

commonality search task, the more respondents, the lower the 

saliency of the answers. The more commonalities were 

provided during the commonality search, the more obscure 

(i.e., less salient) knowledge was activated. These results 

suggest that the effects of two tasks may be no different when 

one generates only one answer, on the other hand, a 

commonality search may be useful for activating less salient 

knowledge when one generates multiple answers. Because 

these results are from the analyses in which only one word 

("strawberry") was used as the stimulus word, caution is 

necessary regarding their generalizability. Further studies 

need to test the hypothesis with using more various stimuli. 

This study had three main limitations. First, there was a 

smaller sample size; larger samples are needed in future 

research. Second, other factors that may have affected 

performance were not accounted for—specifically, the 

abilities of verbal fluency. Even after controlling for 

individual differences, it is necessary to examine whether the 

performances on the two tasks are related or different. Finally, 

we examine the effect of a commonality search on creative 

idea generation. The ultimate goal of this study was to 

establish ways to promote creative idea generation. The 

present study suggested that a commonality search and an 

alternative categorization may be effective in activating 

obscure knowledge. In the future, it is necessary to consider 

whether performing the commonality search task in advance 

enhances the creativity of an idea, and whether the effect is 

more successful than that of other methods such as alternative 

categorization. 
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Differences in Implicit vs. Explicit Grammar Processing as Revealed by
Hierarchical Weibull Modeling of Reaction Times

David Abugaber
University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, United States

Abstract

Artificial language studies using reaction time-based measures have suggested grammar learning even in participants with-
out awareness of underlying grammatical rules (Leung & Williams, 2011; Batterink, Reber, & Paller, 2014). However,
traditional linear analyses of reaction times might not capture qualitative differences between participants with/without
conscious rule awareness (Rouder, Lu, Speckman, Sun & Jiang, 2005; Rousselet & Wilcox, in press). In a partial repli-
cation of one study (Batterink et al., 2014), participants were exposed to pseudoword articles that were predictive of an
accompanying English noun’s living/non-living status. Linear analyses showed that both rule-aware and rule-unaware par-
ticipants exhibited slowdowns to rule-violating trials, indicating grammar learning. Hierarchical Weibull distribution anal-
yses suggested that rule-unaware and rule-aware participants differed in the underlying cognitive mechanisms involved:
rule-violating trials affected the processing architecture for both groups but only affected processing speed for rule-aware
participants. These results illustrate the potential of yet-underused distribution-modeling approaches for second language
psycholinguistics.
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Risk preferences in option generation: Do risk-takers generate more risky courses
of action?

Meagan Padro
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, United States

Mitra Mostafavi
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, North Carolina, United States

Doug Markant
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, North Carolina, United States

Abstract

Decision making research typically focuses on choices between predetermined sets of options. In many real-world de-
cisions, however, individuals must generate potential courses of action themselves. Individual differences in processes
involved in option generation therefore influence which actions are considered. We examined the role of one such fac-
tor: the propensity to take risks. We hypothesized that risk-taking propensity would be related to the generation of more
risky actions associated with uncertain or unfavorable outcomes. Participants generated options in ill-structured situations
and rated the perceived risk associated with each option. As predicted, higher risk-taking propensity was associated with
increased generation of risky options that could lead to unfavorable outcomes. The riskiness of generated options was
also related to affective state, consistent with prior evidence of emotional influences on risky decision making. The find-
ings suggest that both real-life risk-taking and risky option generation arise from common cognitive processes involved in
responding to uncertainty.
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Limited Domain Structure for Conjunction Errors
Ethan Ludwin-Peery1 (elp327@nyu.edu)
1Department of Psychology, NYU, New York

Abstract

People make conjunction errors, rating a conjunction as more
likely than one of its constituents, across many different types
of problems. They commit the conjunction fallacy in problems
of social judgment, in physical reasoning tasks, and in gam-
bles of pure chance. Doctors commit the fallacy when mak-
ing judgments about hypothetical patients. Do all these errors
share an underlying cause? Or does the fallacy arise indepen-
dently in different types of reasoning? In a series of studies, we
look for structure in conjunction errors across various types of
problems. We find that error magnitudes are related for some
clusters of items, but there does not appear to be a universal
relationship between all cases of this fallacy.
Keywords: fallacies; heuristics; rationality; conjunction fal-
lacy

Introduction
Linda — “deeply concerned with issues of discrimination

and social justice” — sounds very much like one’s stereotype
of a feminist, but not so much like one’s stereotype of a bank
teller. As a result, she seems more likely to be both a feminist
and a bank teller than a bank teller in general, even though
this is logically impossible. In their original work on the con-
junction fallacy, Tversky and Kahneman (1980, 1982) argue
that conjunction errors arise from this kind of stereotype-
based reasoning, which they identify as the representativeness
heuristic.

Recent work has attempted to specify computational the-
ories that can more precisely explain how such conjunc-
tion errors come about, and a diverse set of perspectives
have been advanced. Some suggest that conjunction errors
arise from the introduction of noise to the measurement of
the constituent probabilities (Costello, 2009); Bayesian ac-
counts indicate that sampling from vast data spaces naturally
gives rise to classic reasoning errors, including the conjunc-
tion fallacy (Sanborn & Chater, 2016); there are even the-
ories which propose that conjunction errors necessarily fol-
low when quantum probability is used rather than classical
probability (Busemeyer, Pothos, Franco, & Trueblood, 2011;
Pothos & Busemeyer, 2013).

All of these accounts, however, share the implicit assump-
tion that conjunction errors in different tasks arise from the
same cognitive mechanism, but this doesn’t necessarily have
to be the case. The term “conjunction error” refers to an ob-
served behavior, any case where a conjunction (A ∧ B) is
rated as more likely than one of its constituents (either A or

B, or very rarely both). But in the same way that a traffic ac-
cident might be caused by fatigue, distraction, or the driver
having a stroke, this particular error could have multiple po-
tential causes.

Conjunction errors have been observed across a surprising
variety of problems; not only judgments of stereotypes, as in
the famous Linda problem, but also in judgments of medical
conditions by physicians, estimates of Wimbledon victory in
the year 1981, and evaluations of various possible outcomes
when rolling colored dice (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). Dif-
ferent mechanisms might be recruited in response to these
very different problems, and if so, the errors may not share
an underlying psychological cause. Even if similar processes
are used to estimate probability in all cases, there might be
multiple points of failure that could each independently cause
conjunction errors.

It’s rare, but sometimes we discover that apparently singu-
lar phenomena are not so closely related after all. Theory of
mind, for example, has traditionally been considered to be a
single construct, but recent work has found that different tasks
intended to measure this construct show minimal correlations
with one another (Warnell & Redcay, 2019). Something simi-
lar could be the case for conjunction errors. There may not be
a conjunction fallacy per se; it might instead be the case that
conjunction errors occur as the result of different cognitive
mishaps in different situations.

Study 1A
Previous work has used patterns of correlations to argue

that performance on different tasks or measures of ability are
or are not cognitively related. For example, Dillon, Huang,
and Spelke (2013) showed that some forms of geometric rea-
soning were related in children, while others were not, mak-
ing a convincing case that children are making use of at
least two different types of geometric representations. War-
nell and Redcay (2019) found evidence that some theory of
mind tasks—such as various false belief tasks—were related,
while many other measures were not related, suggesting that
theory of mind is a useful concept, but may be more multi-
dimensional than previously understood. A similar design is
appropriate for questions involving conjunction errors.

To behaviorally measure whether varied conjunction fal-
lacy questions share an underlying structure, we selected a
range of questions from previous research. As the first goal
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was to determine whether there is structure in this domain at
all, we started with a diverse set of tasks chosen to cover a
variety of domains and modalities. While it is not possible
to know how to select maximally dissimilar materials, as we
don’t know what dimensions are relevant to the structure (if
any) of the fallacy, the materials were selected with maximum
diversity in mind.

While the questions themselves were chosen for diversity,
in every case, participants were asked to estimate likelihoods
in percent chance. Holding the method of judgment constant
across all questions is important because variations in the
form of the question — for example, asking for frequency
rather than probability judgments — has been found to influ-
ence the rate of conjunction errors (Fiedler, 1988).

In study 1A, we compared six problems that have been re-
ported to reliably lead to conjunction errors.

Participants
We collected 209 participants from Amazon Mechanical

Turk (78 women; Mage 33.47; SDage 9.62). Participants
were excluded if they did not not complete the study or if they
failed certain comprehension questions. All exclusion criteria
were preregistered.1 In total, 105 passed all exclusion criteria
(44 women; Mage 34.85; SDage 10.40).

We analyzed only the first 100 participants (41 women;
Mage = 35.00; SDage = 10.54), as preregistered.

Methods
The first item was a physical conjunction fallacy task first

reported by Ludwin-Peery, Bramley, Davis, and Gureckis
(2019). In this task, participants view the first few moments
of several scenes and rate the probability of a future event oc-
curring (e.g., what is the probability that the ball will fall into
the hole?). Each of eight critical scenes appears twice, once
with a conjunction question and once with a constituent, and
the key dependent variable is the difference of the two esti-
mated probabilities. Because the task involves a cannonball
and a sphere, to distinguish it from other physical reasoning
tasks that might elicit conjunction errors, we call it the Can-
nonball & Sphere item, or C&S for short.

The second item was adapted from Sides, Osherson,
Bonini, and Viale (2002). We called this problem Taxes. The
remaining four problems were taken from Tversky and Kah-
neman (1983). These questions historically have elicited the
conjunction fallacy in different domains. We called them Bill,
Peter, Health, and Dice for short. The full text and materials
for all problems is available on the OSF.

Results
For the C&S item we averaged the rating difference scores

(% sole probability - % conjunction probability) of each par-
ticipant for each of the eight C&S scenes. We calculated the
magnitude of the conjunction errors for the rest of the items
by calculating a difference score (% sole probability - % con-
junction probability) for the two critical judgments.

1Preregistration form here.

Table 1: Pearson Correlations Among Conjunction Errors in Study
1A

C&S Taxes Bill Peter Health Dice
C&S –
Taxes -0.099 –
Bill 0.006 -0.153 –
Peter -0.057 0.194 -0.023 –
Health 0.022 0.120 -0.032 0.193 –
Dice 0.201* -0.310** 0.202* -0.064 0.175 –
*, unadjusted p < .05
**, unadjusted p < .01

Conjunction Fallacy The first question for all items was
whether they had actually elicited conjunction errors.

Two-tailed one-sample t-tests found that participants con-
sistently rated the conjunction outcomes as more likely than
their constituents for the Cannonball & Sphere question,
t(99) = 5.63, p < .001, 95% confidence interval of the differ-
ence [4.75, 9.93], the Taxes question, t(99) = 2.17, p = .032,
95% confidence interval of the difference [0.61, 13.43], the
Bill question, t(99) = 4.49, p < .001, 95% confidence inter-
val of the difference [5.83, 15.09], the Health question, t(99)
= 2.64, p = .009, 95% confidence interval of the difference
[1.31, 9.21], and the Dice question, t(99) = 4.08, p < .001,
95% confidence interval of the difference [4.75, 13.75].

For the Peter question, participants actually rated the con-
stituent outcome as more likely than the conjunction, t(99)
= -3.43, p < .001, 95% confidence interval of the difference
[-11.58, -3.10]. This is logically sound and therefore not an
example of the conjunction fallacy.
Correlations In order to account for multiple comparisons,
we used a Bonferroni-corrected alpha, as preregistered, .05 /
15 = .00333 for our new alpha.

As seen in Table 1, the magnitude of correlation across the
various conjunction fallacy problems was quite small.

The correlation between the error magnitudes for Dice and
Taxes was significant even with our corrected alpha, r(98) = -
0.31, p = .002. But surprisingly, this correlation was negative,
suggesting that people who make more extreme conjunction
errors on the Dice problem actually make less extreme con-
junction errors on the Taxes problem. This is not what we
would expect if these errors had a common cause.

It appears that the magnitude of conjunction errors across
different tasks is not reliably related. Individuals who make
large errors on one question do not seem to be more likely to
make similarly extreme errors on another question.
Exploratory Factor Analysis In an exploratory factor anal-
ysis, all eigenvalues were less than 1, strongly suggesting no
factor structure.
Discrete Conjunction Relationships Conjunction fallacy
errors can be measured in magnitude, but we can also sim-
ply measure the presence or absence of the fallacy. If some-
one rates a conjunction as more likely than its constituent,
then they have committed the conjunction fallacy regardless
of how large the difference is.

We converted the conjunction errors from all our items to
Boolean variables, where any value greater than zero (indi-
cating that they rated the conjunction as more likely than its
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Table 2: Chi-Square Tests of Relation Among Conjunction Errors in
Study 1A

C&S Taxes Bill Peter Health Dice
C&S –
Taxes 0.007 –
Bill 0.011 0.988 –
Peter 0.000 2.459 0.044 –
Health 1.132 12.971 *** 1.408 1.083 –
Dice 0.347 0.178 6.253 * 0.096 0.399 –
*, unadjusted p < .05
***, unadjusted p < .001

constituent) was treated as a True. We then conducted Chi-
squared tests of association for each of the pairs of items. The
result of these tests are reported in Table 2.

Somewhat surprisingly, these analyses paint a very differ-
ent picture of the relationships between the items. Here, taxes
and health are most closely related items, and significant with
correction for multiple comparisons (even if we use a Bonfer-
roni correction for 30 tests instead of 15). The second most
closely related pair is Bill and Dice, though this is not signif-
icant with correction.

This analysis is particularly interesting in how closely it
matches the pattern observed in the factor analysis we per-
form in Study 2 (see below).

Discussion
This result, finding almost no evidence of a category struc-

ture, was unusual and unexpected. To confirm this finding, we
decided to do a direct replication on a different population.

Study 1B
In Study 1B, we ran a direct replication of study 1A on a

population of undergraduate students.

Participants
We collected 166 participants from New York University’s

student subject pool (105 women; Mage = 19.44; SDage =
1.49).

Of those, exactly 100 passed all exclusion criteria (67
women; Mage = 19.58; SDage = 1.49), and we analyzed only
the first 100, as preregistered.2

Methods
All methods were identical to the methods used in Study

1A.

Results
We calculated conjunction errors in the same manner as in

Study 1A.
Conjunction Fallacy Again, the first question to ask was
whether these problems actually elicited conjunction errors.

Two-tailed one-sample t-tests found that participants con-
sistently rated the conjunction outcomes as more likely than
their constituents for the C&S task, t(99) = 4.72, p < .001,
95% c, the Bill question, t(99) = 4.04, p < .001, 95% con-
fidence interval of the difference [4.53, 13.28], the Health
question, t(99) = 4.32, p < .001, 95% confidence interval
of the difference [4.73, 12.75], and the Dice question, t(99)

2Preregistration form here.

Table 3: Pearson Correlations Among Conjunction Errors in Study
1B

C&S Taxes Bill Peter Health Dice
C&S –
Taxes -0.031 –
Bill 0.106 0.055 –
Peter -0.184 0.202* -0.122 –
Health 0.138 -0.096 0.086 -0.051 –
Dice -0.014 -0.031 0.154 0.031 0.031 –
*, unadjusted p < .05

Table 4: Chi-Square Tests of Relation Among Conjunction Errors in
Study 1B

C&S Taxes Bill Peter Health Dice
C&S –
Taxes 0.017 –
Bill 0.079 1.217 –
Peter 1.145 4.043 * 0.510 –
Health 0.98 1.411 6.648 * 0.805 –
Dice 3.428 3.143 1.612 0.409 0.000 –
*, unadjusted p < .05

= 3.64, p < .001, 95% confidence interval of the difference
[2.12, 7.21].

As in Study 1A, a two-tailed one-sample t-test found that
for the Peter question, participants actually rated the con-
stituent outcome as more likely than the conjunction. Unlike
in Study 1A, in this sample, a two-tailed one-sample t-test
found no difference for the Taxes question, p = .722.
Correlations As before, in order to account for multiple
comparisons, we used a Bonferroni-corrected alpha, as pre-
registered.

All correlations from Study 1B are presented in Table 3.
Only one of these correlations was of notable magnitude, the
correlation between the Peter and the Taxes problems, but it
was not significant with our corrected alpha.
Combination with Study 1A When these data are pooled
with the data from study 1A (total n = 200), three correlations
are significant at p < .01, but none have p-values less than the
Bonferroni-corrected alpha of .00333.
Discrete Conjunction Relationships As before, we also
looked at the relationship between error commission among
items, as shown in Table 4. Unlike in Study 1A, in this case,
little about the analysis changes. None of the items show re-
lationships that are significant after correction.

Study 2
So far we have not found much evidence for a relationship

between the magnitude of the errors from different questions
that elicit conjunction errors. At this point, we want to know
if this is evidence that there is no relationship to be found, or
if it means that we are simply not searching in the right way.

Noise Perhaps it is simply not possible to find these rela-
tionships, even if all conjunction errors come from the same
cognitive mechanism. If the particular magnitude (rather than
the direction) of the error were simply random noise, then the
conjunction errors would never be correlated.

If this were the case, then the magnitude of conjunction
errors would not be correlated even for conjunction fallacy
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problems that very closely resemble one another.

Power It’s also possible that the first studies were under-
powered. The true correlations might be real, but quite small;
perhaps the sample size was too small to detect them.

A sample size of 100 has about 80% power to find a cor-
relation of 0.27 and about 90% power to find a correlation of
0.32. Our total sample size of 200 has about 80% power to
find a correlation of 0.19 and about 90% power to find a cor-
relation of 0.23. The problem is that we simply don’t know
what magnitude of correlation to expect.

One way to deal with both these issues is to test intention-
ally similar items. By comparing very similar problems, we
can estimate a baseline of how correlated these errors can be.

Participants
We collected 332 participants from New York University’s

student subject pool (198 women; Mage = 19.39; SDage =
1.31). Of those, exactly 200 passed all exclusion criteria (141
women; Mage = 19.40; SDage = 1.25). Exclusion criteria were
the same as in previous studies. We analyzed only the first
200, as preregistered.3

Methods
The C&S task is already the result of the aggregation

of multiple pairs of questions, and was left unchanged. We
dropped the Peter problem because in Studies 1A and 1B, par-
ticipants didn’t commit the conjunction fallacy on this item.
New Questions For each of the remaining questions, we
found two new questions that were intended to closely match
the original both in content and in structure. In some cases we
drew the new questions from the literature. For example, one
of the new questions to match Bill is the infamous Linda prob-
lem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). In other cases we modi-
fied the original questions or developed new questions from
scratch. To conserve space, the full text and materials for the
new problems is available on the OSF.

Results
Conjunction Fallacy As before, the first question to ask is
whether these problems actually elicited conjunction errors.
Errors were calculated in the same way as in previous studies.

A a two-tailed one-sample t-test found that for the C&S
task, participants consistently rated the conjunction outcomes
as more likely than their constituents, t(199) = 6.40, p < .001,
95% confidence interval of the difference [4.33, 8.19].

Two-tailed one-sample t-tests found that Taxes 1 did not
cause reliable conjunction errors, p = .399. However, the other
two Taxes questions produced reliable errors, all t’s > 4.0.
Two-tailed one-sample t-tests found that all three Bill ques-
tions caused reliable conjunction errors, all t’s > 4.5. Two-
tailed one-sample t-tests found that all three Health questions
caused reliable conjunction errors, all t’s > 3.0. Two-tailed
one-sample t-tests found that all three Dice questions caused
reliable conjunction errors, all t’s > 3.0.

3Preregistration form here.

Correlations In order to account for multiple comparisons,
we again used a Bonferroni-corrected alpha, as preregistered.
With 13 items, there are a total of 78 possible 2-pair combi-
nations, .05/78 = .00064 for our new alpha.

This new alpha is quite small, but a sample size of 193 has
80% power to detect a correlation of moderate size (r 0.3),
even with this adjusted alpha. As our total sample size is 200
participants, this study is reasonably powered to detect mod-
erate correlations between these errors, should they exist.

The full set of correlations appears in Table 5, and scat-
terplots of all comparisons are available on the OSF. The
strongest relationship observed, between Health 1 and Health
2, had a correlation coefficient of .71. In total, 15 of the
78 possible correlations were significant at the Bonferroni-
corrected alpha of 0.00064. A reviewer noted that Bonferroni
can be overly conservative, and so we also corrected these
correlation tests with False Discovery Rate. With this correc-
tion, 30 of the 78 possible correlations were significant. Both
criteria are indicated on Table 5.

Many of the observed correlations were between items in
the same “family” (for example, Taxes 1 and Taxes 2 were
correlated, r(198) = 0.37), but some correlations were be-
tween items from different families. Health 1 and Taxes 2,
for example, were also moderately correlated, r(198) = 0.43.
Discrete Conjunction Relationships As before, we also
looked at the relationship between error commission among
items. The results (unfortunately omitted for space concerns)
differ in some ways but overall show a similar pattern of re-
lationships.
Exploratory Factor Analysis Initial eigenvalues showed
strong support for at least one factor and possible support for
a second factor. The first factor explained 19% of the variance
and the second 9% of the variance. As a result, we decided to
explore both possibilities. One- and two-factor solutions are
presented in Table 6.

All thirteen questions were factor analyzed using Promax
rotation. We also tested and examined several other rotations
(including Varimax and Oblimin), and found almost no dif-
ference between solutions using different rotations.

The one-factor solution explains a total of 19% of the vari-
ance. Eight items load on this factor with loadings of absolute
value .30 or greater, most of them coming from the Taxes and
the Heath questions. While the one-factor solution explains
a large amount of the variance, it does not seem to explain
the overall pattern of conjunction errors. Many of the items
do not load strongly onto this factor, including the items that
produce the strongest conjunction errors. For example, Bill
2, which is the classic “Linda Problem”, has a Cohen’s d of
.89 but a factor loading of only .21. The C&S item is quite
reliable but has a slightly negative loading of -0.08.

The two-factor solution explains a total of 29% of the vari-
ance, with the first factor explaining 17% and the second ex-
plaining 9%. The two factors are correlated at r = .55, sug-
gesting a moderate relationship between them. Five items
load on each factor with loadings of absolute value .30 or
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Table 5: Pearson Correlations Among Conjunction Errors in Study 2

C&S Taxes 1 Taxes 2 Taxes 3 Dice 1 Dice 2 Dice 3 Health 1 Health 2 Health 3 Bill 1 Bill 2 Bill 3
C&S -
Taxes 1 -0.049 -
Taxes 2 -0.116 0.370 † ‡ -
Taxes 3 0.008 0.029 0.169 ‡ -
Dice 1 -0.011 0.137 0.098 0.155 -
Dice 2 -0.019 0.118 0.145 0.057 0.207 ‡ -
Dice 3 -0.056 -0.034 0.092 0.058 0.061 0.242 † ‡ -
Health 1 -0.017 0.244 † ‡ 0.431 † ‡ 0.335 † ‡ 0.251 † ‡ 0.150 0.113 -
Health 2 -0.014 0.188 ‡ 0.402 † ‡ 0.328 † ‡ 0.244 † ‡ 0.078 0.177 ‡ 0.706 † ‡ -
Health 3 -0.182 ‡ 0.071 0.224 ‡ 0.365 † ‡ 0.120 0.188 ‡ 0.186 ‡ 0.445 † ‡ 0.475 † ‡ -
Bill 1 0.035 0.125 0.167 ‡ 0.228 ‡ 0.111 0.328 † ‡ 0.198 ‡ 0.237 ‡ 0.198 ‡ 0.222 ‡ -
Bill 2 0.089 0.069 0.080 0.111 -0.015 0.134 0.148 0.109 0.077 0.131 0.260 † ‡ -
Bill 3 -0.062 0.109 0.050 0.096 0.132 0.023 0.089 0.035 0.024 0.056 0.226 ‡ 0.141 -
†, unadjusted p < 0.00064 ; ‡, significant according to False Discovery Rate threshold

Table 6: Factor Analysis of Conjunction Errors in Study 2

One-Factor Solution Two-Factor Solution
Factor 1 Factor 1 Factor 2

C&S - C&S - -
Taxes 1 0.30 Taxes 1 - -
Taxes 2 0.51 Taxes 2 0.48 -
Taxes 3 0.44 Taxes 3 0.34 -
Dice 1 0.31 Dice 1 - -
Dice 2 - Dice 2 - 0.50
Dice 3 - Dice 3 - 0.36
Health 1 0.78 Health 1 0.87 -
Health 2 0.75 Health 2 0.89 -
Health 3 0.58 Health 3 0.47 -
Bill 1 0.40 Bill 1 - 0.73
Bill 2 - Bill 2 - 0.42
Bill 3 - Bill 3 - 0.32
Rotation Method: Promax
Factor loadings of absolute value less than 0.30 not shown.

greater, and both have items that load strongly. Despite the
correlation, there are no cross-loadings. Again, they seem
to separate out by question type; most of the Taxes and the
Health questions load onto factor 1, as before, and most of
the Bill and the Dice questions load onto factor 2.

Some items are still not captured by this solution. If a three-
or four-factor solution is fit to the data, the third factor pulls
out Taxes 1 without seriously affecting the structure of the
first two factors, and the fourth factor isolates the Cannonball
& Sphere item into a factor entirely its own. The C&S item’s
loading on this fourth factor is greater than one, and all other
loadings on this factor have absolute values of .15 or less.

Notably, the Taxes and the Dice questions do not separate
out onto their own factors as more factors are allowed, sug-
gesting that they really do have some commonality with the
Health and Bill questions (respectively).

Discussion
Unlike in Studies 1A and 1B, here we found strong and

highly significant correlations between the conjunction errors
elicited by several items. This clearly establishes that the cor-
relation between such errors can be as strong as r = .71, at
least when the questions are somewhat similar. Even for rel-
atively dissimilar items, we still saw correlations as strong as

r = .43. Given the previous results, this was quite surprising.
Ratings of all conjunction fallacy problems were in per-

centage chance, so the factor structure cannot be the result
of the use of different measures between different questions.
Previous work has used proportion estimation, rank order-
ing, and other measures, but percentage chance judgment was
held constant here as the method of evaluation.

Rather than simply being correlated with their immediate
fellows, items exhibited reliable correlations with items from
other groups. This suggests that there is some structure to the
commission of these errors, but that the errors are not uni-
formly committed across all problems that elicit such errors.
Standout Items There appears to be strong support for a 2-
factor solution, but there are some refractory items. Why do
Taxes 1 and Dice 1 not load cleanly onto their group factors?

Taxes 1 is a question about a tax cut passing Congress, pos-
sibly supported by Republicans. It’s notable that this study
(and Study 1B) used an NYU undergraduate population,
which is highly international. International students may not
have many stereotypes about the tax policy of the Republican
party. If participants don’t know that this is a behavior stereo-
typical of Republicans, they’re very unlikely to commit the
conjunction fallacy on this problem.

Dice 1 seems to fit more clearly with the Taxes/Health clus-
ter, as evidenced both by the 1-factor solution and by the cor-
relations. The only clear difference is that Dice 1 involves a
physical sampling process with replacement (rolling a die),
while Dice 2 and 3 involve a psephic sampling process with-
out replacement (drawing jellybeans from a bag or cards from
a deck). Could this explain the difference? It’s hard to say.
Surprisingly, Dice 1 does not seem to be at all correlated with
Cannonball & Sphere, which is a strike against the idea that
Dice 1 might separate out because it involves some sort of
simulation of the roll of the die.

General Discussion
We appear not to have found evidence of any structure in

Studies 1A and 1B because, for various reasons, Taxes 1 and
Dice 1 do not seem to be especially good examples “of their
class”. When more items were tested, however, we found ev-
idence of some structure in the errors.

This structure does not appear to be simple. Initially we
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expected that if there were clusters, they would likely be the-
matic in some way. The clusters might for example be related
to the content of the questions, or to their structure. As far as
we can tell, however, this is not the case.

Representative Conjunctions Tversky and Kahneman
(1983) preferred an explanation of the conjunction fallacy in
terms of representativeness. Linda, for example, sounds very
much like the stereotype of a feminist, and so “Linda is a bank
teller and is active in the feminist movement.” seems like a
decent portrait of her, even though it cannot be a more likely
option than “Linda is a bank teller.” This explanation fits sur-
prisingly well with the items in the first factor. Note that BG-
GBGGG seems like a representative sequence of jellybean
draws, even though it cannot be more likely than the less ob-
viously representative GGBGGG.

Though not particularly connected in structure or in con-
tent, these two groups of items might be connected by a
shared aspect of representativeness in their design. In both
types of question, the conjunction option has a sort of “at first
blush” appeal, where it immediately seems representative of
the story described in the question.

This account is somewhat reminiscent of the difficulties
presented by the cognitive reflection test (Frederick, 2005),
where there is an attractive “intuitive” answer that happens to
be entirely incorrect. We might expect CRT scores to corre-
late with conjunction errors from this group of questions, but
maybe not with conjunction errors from other questions.

Narratively Bound Conjunctions The Taxes and Health
questions, however, do not have this sense of representative-
ness. When thinking of events that might happen in the next
year, “A renewable energy bill will be passed by Congress be-
tween September 1st and December 1st, 2021, and it will be
supported by Democrats.” does not sound particularly likely.
Similarly, “has had at least one stroke and is over 60 years
old” does not sound likely to be the description of a randomly
selected participant in a survey of general health conducted in
California.

The items in the second factor do seem to have something
in common, however. What makes these conjunctions entic-
ing is instead their rich logical, possibly causal, structure. A
renewable energy bill is likely to be supported by Democrats,
and not particularly likely to exist without their support. A
randomly selected Californian isn’t likely to have had at least
one stroke, but it’s much more likely if he’s over 60. This type
of narratively-convincing conjunction may be the feature that
ties the Taxes and the Health items together.

Some people may be more likely to see a highly represen-
tative case and think of it as very likely, while others are less
attracted by the fact that it happens to fit a particular stereo-
type. And some people may be more likely to judge a story
to be highly likely if all the pieces form a coherent, logically
supportive narrative. Assuming that there is individual varia-
tion and that these two tendencies are not closely associated,
this would explain the majority of our results. If this is the
case, further research might be able to investigate these two

tendencies as possible discrete stages, functions, or strategies
used in commonsense reasoning.

Under such an account, novel problems that focus on the
similarity of a certain case to a stereotype should fall together
with the Dice and Bill items, while novel problems that in-
clude causally supportive conjunctions should fall together
with the Taxes and Health items. Future work can generate
several such items and test this hypothesis.

Cannonball & Sphere Task There is one major problem
with this hypothesis, however. The C&S task uses the con-
junction, “What is the probability that the cannonball will hit
the pink sphere, and then the pink sphere will end up on the
grass?” This seems like it is an example of the supportive
narrative-style conjunction described above, because the pink
sphere seems particularly likely to end up on the grass if the
cannonball hits it.

Because it shares this trait, one might expect that this item
would fall together with the Taxes and Health items, but it
does not. Its largest correlation by magnitude is with Health
3, but the correlation is negative, r = -.18. Its largest positive
correlation is only r = .09, with the item Bill 2. And of course,
neither of these relationships is significant.

This apparent null correlation is a partial strike against this
interpretation. But the C&S task is very unlike the other ques-
tions in this survey, unlike them in a number of ways.

First, it involves questions about physical events, and it’s
possible that reasoning about physical events is qualitatively
different from reasoning about more abstract scenarios like
the ones described in the other problems. While the Dice
problems are in a sense about physical events, participants
might equally model them abstractly as problems about sam-
pling with or without replacement, without any consideration
towards their physical instantiation. They might equally have
done neither. You don’t need to run a physical simulation to
tell me that it’s unlikely to roll a 6 one hundred times in a row,
nor do you need to think about the sampling distribution.

Second, it uses video materials, rather than describing a
scenario in text. It’s possible that richer materials are evalu-
ated differently, leading to similar errors as made when us-
ing text, but for different reasons. If we included a version
of the Linda problem where, instead of a written description
of an outspoken philosophy major, participants were shown a
photo of a college-educated 31-year-old from Western Mas-
sachusetts, would conjunction errors from that question cor-
relate with the original Linda problem, or with the C&S task?

The evidence so far does seem to somewhat support the
idea that the reasoning process used to answer this problem
is different from the process used to answer the other prob-
lems, despite also leading to conjunction errors. If novel items
based on representativeness and causal support fall out as de-
scribed above, that further supports the idea that something
distinct is occurring here, and further work can attempt to dis-
entangle just what it is that makes this task different. In this
case, we would expect such investigations to have serious im-
plications for theories of visual and/or physical reasoning.
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Abstract

Eye tracking systems have the potential of providing efficient, non-intrusive solutions towards the study of human be-
haviour. This work shows that eye movements may be markers of visual information processing and hence can provide
insights into a persons cognitive problem-solving ability and reasoning behaviour. We studied the relationship between
performance and eye parameters of individuals for a visual reasoning based problem-solving task. Inter-group analyses
revealed fixation duration and peak saccadic velocity as differentiating markers of performance and time. Intra-group
studies indicated that the eye parameters acting as performance markers were not the same for all performance groups. A
separate marker of ’Visual to Textual Processing Ratio’ was defined. Correlating eye parameters with performance could
help us develop eye metrics to better mark the cognitive information processing of a person through tests even where
performance parameters (like score) are not defined.
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Categorical perception as inference under uncertainty: New evidence from color
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Abstract

The category adjustment model of Huttenlocher, Hedges, and colleagues explains category effects on memory or percep-
tion in terms of probabilistic inference. This model has been shown to account for category effects in color cognition
across several languages, suggesting that effects of language on color cognition reflect standard principles of inference
under uncertainty. Previously unexamined is whether the same model can illuminate an influential intuition advanced by
Kay and Kempton: that language is likely to affect cognition primarily when purely perceptual discrimination of stimuli is
difficult because the stimuli are similar. Recent data by Welch et al. support this intuition. Here, we show that the category
adjustment model accounts for these new data as well, strengthening the case for viewing category effects of language on
cognition through the lens of probabilistic inference.
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Abstract 
The current study investigates how speakers are affected by the 
size of the visual domain during reference production. Previous 
research found that speech onset times increase along with the 
number of distractors that are visible, at least when speakers 
refer to non-salient target objects in simplified visual domains. 
This suggests that in the case of more distractors, speakers need 
more time to perform an object-by-object scan of all distractors 
that are visible. We present the results of a reference production 
experiment, to study if this pattern for speech onset times holds 
for photo-realistic scenes, and to test if the suggested viewing 
strategy is reflected directly in speakers’ eye movements. Our 
results show that this is indeed the case: we find (1) that speech 
onset times increase linearly as more distractors are present; (2) 
that speakers fixate the target relatively less often in larger do-
mains; and (3) that larger domains elicit more fixation switches 
back and forth between the target and its distractors.  

Keywords: Reference; language production; domain size; eye 
movements; speech onset times. 

Introduction 
Suppose you want to point out the marked object in Figure 1 
to a listener. To fulfil this task, you would probably produce 
a definite referring expression such as “the large blue plane”, 
to distinguish the target referent from its surrounding distrac-
tors; in this case the other planes in the scene. Determining 
the content of such descriptions, which are ubiquitous in eve-
ryday language, requires visual inspection of the scene and 
the objects therein. What viewing strategy would you use? 

Figure 1: An abstract visual scene, taken from Gatt, 
Krahmer, Van Deemter, and Van Gompel (2017). 

 
You could decide to carefully scan all planes in the scene 

separately, to make sure that your description is fully distin-
guishing. With such a strategy, you would follow the major-
ity of current algorithms for automatic Referring Expression 
Generation (REG; see Krahmer and Van Deemter, 2012, for 
a review), which model content selection as a search for (a 

combination of) attribute that are unique for the target object 
at hand. Arguably, applying such a systematic visual search 
could work for human speakers as well, in particular when 
referring to targets in simpler visual scenes with a relatively 
small number of distractors. In such a scenario, one would 
expect that speakers’ search times would increase along with 
the number of distractors (hence referred to as domain size), 
echoing the intuitive assumption that comparing more objects 
simply takes more time. As explained below, this assumption 
has been confirmed by Gatt, Krahmer, Van Deemter, and Van 
Gompel (2017), at least under certain conditions.  

In their experiments, Gatt et al. (2017) manipulated visual 
scenes like the one depicted in Figure 1: they had participants 
refer to targets in rather artificial scenes consisting of separate 
objects in a grid. This approach raises the question how their 
findings extend to photo-realistic scenes: would search times  
depend on domain size in a similar way there, or would pat-
terns change due to the increased realism? And how are these 
patterns reflected in speakers’ inspection of the visual scene?  
These questions are central to the current paper.  

Theoretical background and relevance 
Over the years, a substantial body of research has shown that 
vision and language are closely intertwined. From a language 
comprehension perspective, the dominant approach has been 
to uncover the link between visual and linguistic processing 
using the Visual World Paradigm (Tanenhaus, Spivey, Eber-
hard & Sedivy, 1995). For language production, the challenge 
has been – and still is – to explore how a large variety of vis-
ual scene characteristics shape the planning and realization 
of, for example, definite referring expressions. In some cases, 
previous work in this direction based its predictions on visual 
perception studies. For example, the robust finding that color 
contrast - which is an instance of low-level visual information 
- causes speakers to include color in their object descriptions 
(Koolen, Goudbeek & Krahmer, 2013; Rubio-Fernández, 
2016) is well-reflected in (even early) models of visual atten-
tion: already in 1980, Treisman and Gelade showed that color 
differences “pop-out” of the scene. 

While this example with color is rather intuitive, the vision 
literature can also be a good place to start when making pre-
dictions about how variables such as domain size could affect 
reference production. In visual search, the traditional task for 
participants is to confirm or deny the presence of a target in 
a visual display (Wolfe, 2010). Within this body of research, 
domain size is referred to as set size, and it is measured how 
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the number of distractors affects search times. Also here, we 
find the pop-out effect to play a role: when searching for tar-
gets that are somehow salient in a display, set size does hardly 
affect search times, while a linear increase in search times is 
observed as a function of set size for targets that fail to pop 
out (e.g., Palmer, 1995; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The latter 
has for example been shown to occur when the number of 
properties shared by the target and the distractors is relatively 
high (Nordfang & Wolfe, 2014).  

Interestingly, in two recent experiments, Gatt et al. (2017) 
show that these findings from the vision literature can be ex-
tended to reference production as well. Gatt et al. had partic-
ipants refer to target objects in visual scenes with either 2, 4, 
8 or 16 distractors, and measured how speech onset times var-
ied as a function of domain size. The results seem to resemble 
the ones from visual search studies: in scenes where the target 
popped out, and could be distinguished by means of its color, 
speech onset times were not affected by domain size. How-
ever, when the target did not pop out, and size was one of the 
distinguishing properties, onset times increased more or less 
linearly as a function of the higher number of objects.  

With their experiments, Gatt and colleagues (2017) provide 
empirical evidence for the occurrence of the pop-out effect in 
reference production, echoing the robust finding that absolute 
(color) attributes are more often included than relative (size) 
attributes (e.g., Belke, 2006; Pechmann, 1989). The explana-
tion that they give for their results is that absolute properties 
do not require an extensive one-by-one scan of the distractors 
in the scene, while relative properties do, and that an exhaus-
tive scan simply takes longer in larger domains. Although this 
explanation is plausible, Gatt et al.’s (2017) experiments raise 
interesting follow-up questions. Two of them are addressed 
in the current paper: one on the use of photo-realistic scenes; 
and one on the use of eye tracking data to take a direct meas-
ure of scene perception as a function of domain size.  

Rather than photo-realistic visual scenes, Gatt et al. (2017) 
manipulated abstract scenes that consisted of separate objects 
placed in a grid, without giving any further context (see again 
Figure 1). Such simplified visual scenes are commonly used 
in experiments on human and automatic reference production 
(e.g., Koolen et al., 2013; Rubio-Fernández, 2016; among 
many others), since they allow for controlled stimulus mate-
rials and manipulations. However, when looking at the vision 
literature, we see that in more complex realistic scenes, view-
ers do not solely rely on low-level visual features, but also on 
more semantic factors, such the prior expectations and under-
standing they have of the scene (e.g., Henderson, Brockmole, 
Castelhano & Mack, 2007; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano & 
Henderson, 2006).  

To test if the effect of set size changes when realistic scenes 
are used, Neider and Zelinsky (2008) report on a visual search 
experiment that manipulated set size in near-realistic scenes. 
The authors found the reverse effect of earlier work that used 
more artificial grids (e.g., Palmer, 1995; Treisman & Gelade, 
1980; Nordfang & Wolfe, 2014): search got more efficient as 
more objects were present. Neider and Zelinsky explain this 
result by arguing that a higher number of objects in realistic 

scenes facilitates search, since it helps viewers to understand 
what the scene is about, and to restrict the set of distractors to 
a functional set. In other words: viewers know better what to 
fixate (and what not), and are not so much guided by salience- 
based pop-out mechanisms (Henderson, Malcolm & Schandl, 
2009). For example, when searching for a pen in a scene of a 
living room, viewers will scan the objects on the table surface 
rather than, say, the objects on the couch. This way, increased 
realism interferes with the effect of set size: it restricts object-
by-object searches to smaller parts of the scene.  

The question is whether using photo-realistic scenes (rather 
than abstract grids) has a similar impact during reference pro-
duction: would it change the effect of domain size on speech 
onset times, and if so, how? One prediction could be that the 
realistic setting reduces the impact of salience-based pop-out 
mechanisms, thus requiring an object-by-object scan of the 
distractors in the scene. In that scenario, one predicts to find 
a linear increase in onset times as the domain size get bigger, 
akin to Gatt et al.’s (2017) findings for targets that fail to pop 
out. On the other hand, if photo-realistic scenes allow speak-
ers to rely on a set of only functional distractors, speech onset 
times may not be affected by domain size so much, or even 
decrease in bigger domains. The current experiment aims to 
provide empirical evidence for either one of these predic-
tions, by manipulating photo-realistic photographs depicting 
groups of people. The photos are presented to speakers in 
both color and black-and-white, since the absence of color 
may even further reduce the chance of the pop-out effect to 
occur (e.g., Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998). 

Since speech onset times cannot tell us directly what search 
strategy speakers apply as a function of domain size, we also 
measure speakers’ eye movements. The use of eye tracking 
to study visually-grounded reference production has become 
increasingly popular in recent years (e.g., Davies & Kreysa, 
2017; Elsner, Clarke & Rohde, 2018). Regarding domain 
size, one prediction could be that not only speech onset times 
increase as there are more objects in the scene, but also that a 
big domain size leads to: 1. fewer fixations on the target ra-
ther than the distractors; 2. more fixation switches between 
the target its distractors. On the other hand, if realistic scenes 
allow speakers to rely more on a set of functional distractors, 
speakers’ fixations and selected attributes may not depend on 
domain size so much, or may show the opposite patterns like 
the ones sketched above.  

Method 
We performed a reference production experiment that asked 
participants to produce spoken target descriptions of people 
depicted in realistic photographs. We recorded speech as well 
as eye movements, to make a link between visual processing 
and speech onset times.  

Participants 
Participants were 58 undergraduate students from Tilburg 
university, who earned course credits for taking part in the 
experiment. There were two criteria for participants to take 
part: they should be native speakers of Dutch, which was the 
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language of the study; and they should not be wearing glasses 
or contact lenses, since these may give problems when cali-
brating the eyes with the eye tracker. Still, data for 14 partic-
ipants could not be analyzed, primarily because their eye 
movements failed to record (note that we could not use a head 
rest since participants also had to speak), or did not evolve in 
a natural way. For example, if there was hardly any variation 
between gaze positions for a trial, we knew that something 
had gone wrong with the calibration. The data for these par-
ticipants was discarded, on top of the data for some partici-
pants who produced extensive rather than distinguishing 
target descriptions. The actual data set consisted of data for 
44 participants (24 female, 10 male; age range 18 - 27 years 
old; M = 22 years and 2 months) that was useful for further 
analysis.  

Materials 
A basic set of eight realistic photographs in full color served 
as the starting point for the creation of the critical trials. These 
photographs were collected on the web: we did a Google 
search for photographs (hence called: scenarios) depicting a 
group of at least seventeen people, standing or sitting in front 
of rather neutral backgrounds. The neutral backgrounds al-
lowed us to manipulate domain size within the same scenario: 
by using a program called Impaint, we could ‘erase’ people 
from the scenes, creating trials with three, five, and nine peo-
ple, based on the original scenarios with seventeen people. 
These numbers of objects represented the manipulation of our 
first independent variable, domain size. The levels of this var-
iable corresponded to the levels of domain size applied by 
ddd  
        

Gatt et al. (2017), who also had trials with one target referent 
and either two, four, eight, or sixteen distractor objects.  
   Our manipulations of the eight basic scenarios resulted in 
32 photographs in full-color that could be used for the exper-
iment: eight scenarios for all four levels of domain size.             
Critical trials were then created by adding red arrows point-
ing at one of the three persons that were present in all trials, 
irrespective of domain size (i.e., the three people that were 
left in the eight trials with the smallest domain size). This 
way, 96 (32 x 3) unique critical trials were created, all with 
one marked target person that had to be referred to by our 
participants. The people surrounding this target served as dis-
tractor objects in the reference production task. While the 
original scenarios were all in full color, we also created black-
and-white versions for all of them, to manipulate the second 
independent variable of the research: saturation. Although 
these trials were in black-and-white, the arrows marking the 
target persons within these trials scenes were still in red, to 
make them sufficiently salient. Figure 2 depicts the eight crit-
ical trials that were created on the basis of one basic scenario, 
representing all four domain sizes in color versions.    
   Every participant saw a subset of the total number of critical 
trial pictures that was available. Four subsets of were created, 
representing four lists of critical trials (both in color and black 
and white). Essentially, every list consisted of six repeated 
items for all four levels of domain size, which makes 24 crit-
ical trials for the whole experiment. We made sure that every 
list contained every basic scenario three times, but always 
with different domain sizes, and different target persons. For  
example, for the basic scenario in Figure 2, the first list con-
dd 
 
 in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Examples of critical trials in the color condition, representing the four levels of Domain size: two distractors (upper 

left), four distractors (upper right), eight distractors (lower left), and sixteen distractors (lower right). 
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tained the trials with two, four, and eight distractors (with 
three times a different target person); the second list con-
tained the trials with sixteen, two, and four distractors (again 
with three different target persons); and so forth. This way, 
we made sure that participants never referred to the same 
unique target person more than once, to avoid any possible 
interference with our manipulation of domain size.  
   In all lists, the 24 critical trials were mixed with 24 filler 
items. The fillers consisted of three Greebles (Gauthier & 
Tarr, 1997) that were depicted next to each other. Greebles 
are abstract 3D figures, which could be distinguished from 
each other by means of their main shape or by the direction 
in which their protrusions were pointing. As such, they elic-
ited the use of attributes that were different from the attributes 
that were generally used to describe the target referents (i.e., 
humans) in the critical trials, which distracted our participants 
from our manipulations. The combination of critical trials and 
Greeble fillers resulted in a total of 48 trials for every partic-
ipant. The order in which these trials were presented was not 
random, since we wanted to be sure that participants did not 
see, say, three trials  in a row representing one particular do-
main size or basic scenario; or, say, five Greeble fillers in a 
row. Therefore, there were two fixed orders for every list: one 
pre-determined order, and the corresponding reverse order.  

Procedure 
The experiment collected spoken Dutch target descriptions, 
and took place in our laboratory at Tilburg university. Before 
data collection started, we pre-registered our study at the 
Open Science Framework (OSF; www.osf.io). All partici-
pants signed a written informed consent form, which was ap-
proved by the ethics committee of the Tilburg Center for 
Cognition and Communication (Tilburg University). The 
consent form contained a general description of the experi-
mental task, an indication of the duration of the experiment, 
contact information, and information about data storage. All 
participants gave explicit permission to have their audio re-
cordings and eye movement data used for research purposes. 
During the task, participants were allowed to quit the experi-
ment at any stage; none of the participants decided to do so. 
It took around 20 minutes to complete the experiment. 
   After entering the lab, participants were seated in a sound-
proof booth, and read and signed the consent form. They were 
then presented with an elaborate instruction, on paper, which 
explained that it was the participants’ task to produce oral de-
scriptions of target referents in visual scenes (being both peo-
ple and abstract objects), in such a way that these targets 
could be distinguished from the surrounding distractor ob-
jects or people in the scene. Furthermore, participants were 
instructed to avoid location information in their descriptions 
(e.g., the girl in the left bottom corner). After reading the in-
struction, there was room for questions. The next step was to 
calibrate the eyes of the participant to the eye tracker, for 
which a 9-point validation method was used. Once the cali-
bration was successful, participants completed three practice 
trials, for which the data was not analyzed. After this practice 
stage, there was a another (final) opportunity to ask questions 

about the task. The experimenter left the soundproof booth 
right before the start of the actual experiment.  
    All participants completed a total of 48 trials (24 critical 
trials and 24 fillers). They were randomly assigned to either 
the color or the black-and-white condition, and to one of the 
four corresponding lists (note that Saturation was manipu-
lated between participants). The 44 participants whose data 
was included in the final analysis were equally divided over 
the two Saturation conditions. Eye movements were meas-
ured with an SMI RED 250 device, operated by the IviewX 
and the ExperimentCenter software packages. The eye 
tracker had a sampling rate of 250 Hz. The viewing distance 
was 70 cm. A headset microphone was used to record the par-
ticipants’ descriptions.  
    The stimuli were displayed on a 22 inch P2210 Dell mon-
itor, with the resolution set to 1680 x 1050 pixels. The images 
were depicted in the middle of the screen, and resized to 1267 
x 950 pixels (without changing the aspect ratio), surrounded 
by grey borders. These borders were required since eye track-
ing measurements outside the calibration area (which almost 
covered the whole screen, but not its most peripheral areas) 
are not fully reliable. Before trial onset, a fixation cross ap-
peared in the centre of the screen. By fixating this cross for 
one second, the next trial appeared automatically. When fix-
ating the cross did not work, participants could continue to 
the next trial manually by pressing spacebar.  

Research design and data annotation 
The experiment had a 4 x 2 mixed design, with Domain size 
(levels: 2, 4, 8, 16 distractors) manipulated within partici-
pants, and Saturation (levels: color scenes, black-and-white 
scenes) manipulated between participants. 
   After exporting the recordings for each trial, we first anno-
tated Speech Onset Times (SOT), manually. We defined SOT 
as the start of the utterance, excluding filled pauses, coughs, 
and sighs. The speech onset times served as the first depend-
ent variable of the experiment. This variable was announced 
as an exploratory variable in our pre-registration at the OSF, 
and turned out to be of great value since it allowed us to rep-
licate the analyses of domain size by Gatt et al. (2017) with 
photo-realistic scenes.  

Before analyzing the eye tracking data, we defined one area 
interest (AOI) in every scene, which corresponded to the tar-
get object that was referred to in that specific scene. This AOI 
allowed us to have two dependent variables for the eye move-
ment data. Firstly, we measured the proportion of target fix-
ations: the number of times that the target AOI was fixated, 
relative to the total number of fixations in a specific scene. 
Secondly, we counted the number of switches in fixations 
back and forth between the target AOI and the rest of the 
scene. These were the two dependent variables that were an-
nounced in our pre-registration at the OSF.  

Results 
To analyze the data, we conducted Repeated Measures ANO-
VAs: one for all three dependent variables. Bonferroni tests   
dd
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    3a. Speech onset times     3b. Proportion of target fixations 3c. Number of fixation switches  

Fig. 3a-c: Means for speech onset times (3a), the proportion of target fixations (3b), and the number of fixation switches (3c) 
as a function of Domain size. Error bars represent ± standard error of the mean.  

 
were applied for post hoc multiple comparisons. The data set 
consisted of 1056 referring expressions. In the analyses of the 
speech onset times, four trials were marked as missing values 
since the audio was not recorded properly. Data for two trials 
were missing in the eye tracking analyses, due to eye move-
ments that failed to record. 

Results for speech onset times 
For SOTs, the ANOVA showed a main effect of Domain size 
(F(3,126) = 12.24, p < .001, ŋp2 = .23). As can be seen in Figure 
3a, the time until speech onset (in seconds) increased linearly 
as the number of distractors in the scene became higher. The 
post hoc tests revealed that the differences between scenes 
with two (M = 3.18, SE = .21), four (M = 3.64, SE = .25), and 
eight (M = 4.19, SE = .39) distractors were all significant (p 
always < .05), while the difference between scenes with eight 
and sixteen (M = 5.17, SE = .67) distractors was trending to-
wards significance (p = .054).  
   The main effect of Saturation (F(1,42) = .00, p = .996, ŋp2 = 
.00) was not found: the mean SOTs for the black-and-white 
(M = 4.06, SE = .51) and color (M = 4.04, SE = .51) conditions 
were practically indistinguishable. Also the interaction effect 
between Saturation and Domain size failed to reach signifi-
cance (F(3,126) = .003, p = 1.00, ŋp2 = .00), meaning that the 
pattern for Domain size was similar in both black-and-white 
and color scenes. 

Results for the proportion of target fixations 
The second ANOVA was run to analyze if our manipulations 
affected the number of times that participants fixated the tar-
get referent in a scene, relative to the total number of fixations 
in the trial. For Domain size, this was indeed the case (F(3,126) 
= 32.80, p < .001, ŋp2 = .44). As can be seen in Figure 3b, this 
main effect was due to a higher proportion of target fixations 
in scenes with only two distractor objects (M = .61, SE = .02), 
as compared to scenes with four (M = .52, SE = .01), eight (M 
= .51, SE = .01), and (M = .50, SE = .02) distractors. The post 
hoc tests indeed revealed significant differences between the 
condition with the smallest domain size on the one hand, and 
the remaining three conditions on the other hand (p always < 
.001). The three biggest domain sizes resulted in similar pro-
portions of target fixations (p always > .71).  

   Again, the main effect of Saturation (F(1,42) = 1.09, p = .30, 
ŋp2 = .03) and the interaction between Saturation and Domain 
Size (F(3,126) = 1.45, p = .23, ŋp2 = .03) were both not signifi-
cant. For Saturation, black-and-white (M = .52, SE = .02) and 
color (M = .55, SE = .02) scenes led to similar proportions of 
target fixations, while the non-significant interaction shows 
implies that the patterns for the effect of Domain size were 
again the same in the two Saturation conditions. 

Results for the number of fixation switches 
The final ANOVA tested if the number of fixation switches 
back and forth between the target AOI and the rest of the vis-
ual scene was affected by Domain size and Saturation, again 
relative to the total number of fixations in the scene. Once 
more, the data revealed an effect of Domain size here (F(3,126) 
= 21.93, p < .001, ŋp2 = .34), now showing a linear increase 
in the number of fixation switches in scenes with either two 
(M = 8.02, SE = .40), four (M = 9.58, SE = .53), and eight (M 
= 10.6, SE = .62) distractors. The post hoc tests showed that 
the differences in fixation switches between these conditions 
were indeed all significant (p always < .03). Although in the 
numerical sense, the number of fixation switches increased 
even further for big domains of sixteen distractors (M = 11.8, 
SE = .88), the difference between the means for eight and six-
teen distractors was not significant (p = .18). The overall pat-
tern of means and SEs is visualized in Figure 3c.  
   As with the previous variables, the main effect of Saturation 
(F(1,42) = .08, p = .78, ŋp2 = .002) and the interaction between 
Saturation and Domain Size (F(3,126) = .11, p = .96, ŋp2 = .003) 
were both not significant. Black-and-white scenes (M = 10.1, 
SE = .80) and color scenes (M = 9.82, SE = .80) resulted in 
the same proportions of fixations switches, and to similar pat-
terns for the effect of Domain size in the two Saturation con-
ditions. 

Preliminary analysis of object descriptions 
On top of the results for the SOT and eye tracking variables 
reported so far, the next step would be to see how our manip-
ulations of domain size and saturation affect the actual refer-
ring expressions that were produced by our speakers. In the 
current paper, we present a preliminary analysis of the length 
of the object descriptions (in number of words), as a function 
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of the two independent variables. As we discuss below in the 
final part of the Discussion, analyzing the object descriptions 
in combination with SOTs and inspection patterns can tell us 
more about how incremental scene perception and reference 
production evolve.  
   We counted the numbers of words used to describe a target, 
excluding filled pauses (transcribed as “eh”). We found the 
number of words to increase linearly as the number of dis-
tractors in the scene became higher, resulting in a main effect 
of Domain size (F(3,126) = 43.93, p < .001, ŋp2 = .51). The main 
effect of Saturation (F(1,42) = .10, p = .75, ŋp2 = .002), and the 
interaction between Domain size and Saturation (F(3,126) = 
.85, p = .47, ŋp2 = .02) were both not significant.  
   The means for the main effect of Domain size showed that, 
on average, 9.3 words (SE = .68) were used in scenes with 
two distractors; 10.8 words in the case of four distractors (SE 
= .74); 13.3 words in the case of eight distractors (SE = .80); 
and 14.3 words in the case of sixteen distractors (SE = .93). 
The post hoc tests showed that the differences in number of 
words between the conditions were all significant (p always 
< .001), except for the difference between scenes with eight 
and sixteen distractors (p always = .24). 

Discussion 
The goal of this research was to investigate how domain size 
affects speech onset times and eye movements during definite 
reference production. We manipulated scenes with one target 
and either 2, 4, 8 or 16 distractors. These scenes were applied 
in black-and-white and in color, to test if domain size inter-
acts with saturation. The relevance of our study was twofold: 
we manipulated domain size in photo-realistic scenes rather 
than artificial grids of objects; and we collected participants’ 
eye movements to take a direct measure of scene perception 
as a function of domain size.  

Our manipulation of domain size was inspired by Gatt et 
al. (2017), who manipulated this variable in artificial grids of 
objects, and found a linear increase in onset times as domains 
got bigger, but only when the target did not “pop out” of the 
scene by means of its color (echoing earlier work in the vision 
literature; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). If we turn to the speech 
onset times observed in the current experiment, with photo-
realistic scenes, we see a pattern that is similar to the one in 
Gatt et al (2017): also here, onset times increase linearly with 
bigger domains. For one thing, this suggests that the impact 
of pop out mechanisms was probably limited in our stimuli, 
but more importantly, it implies that our speakers performed 
object-by-object scans when processing the domains. Our eye 
tracking data provide evidence for this suggestion. Firstly, if 
we look at the proportion of target fixations, we see that target 
referents are fixated less frequently in bigger domains of 4, 8 
and 16 distractors (rather than 2), which suggests that speak-
ers in those cases put more effort in scanning the distractors, 
which are higher in number. Secondly, for the number of fix-
ation switches, we see a linear increase as domains get bigger, 
showing that speakers are actually comparing targets against 
their distractors, and that they switch back and forth more 

often simply because there are more distractors that are rele-
vant to consider.  

Thus, based on our results, we argue that the photo-realistic 
nature of our stimuli did not prevent speakers from perform-
ing a careful scan of the objects in the scene. As we have seen, 
the vision literature shows that target search can get more ef-
ficient as scenes contain more distractors, because these extra 
objects provide context that allows viewers to rely on a set of 
only functional distractors (Neider & Zelinsky, 2008). This is 
not what our results seem to suggest. However, since our eye 
tracking analyses do not distinguish between individual dis-
tractors and their characteristics, they do not strictly rule out 
that certain distractors may be considered more relevant than 
others, and were therefore fixated more often. Further anal-
yses of the data could shed more light on this matter.  

In further analyses of the current data set, we are planning 
to also involve characteristics of the actual referring expres-
sions in our analyses. As a first step, the current paper tested 
how our manipulations of domain size and saturation affected 
the number of words used by our speakers, in a preliminary 
analysis. The results are promising: we found a linear in-
crease in the number of words for bigger domain sizes, simi-
lar to the increase in SOTs and fixation switches. This pattern 
reveals an interesting picture of how visually grounded refer-
ence production evolves incrementally: in the case of more 
distractors, speakers need more time to ‘plan’ an expression 
(i.e., longer SOTs), arguably because both visual processing 
(i.e., more fixation switches) and content planning (i.e., more 
words) become more elaborate. 

In addition to the number of words, we believe that it would 
be even more relevant to also annotate and analyze the attrib-
utes that were mentioned by our speakers. As announced in 
our pre-registration at the OSF, our plan is to include Attrib-
ute type as an extra variable to the design, and to compare all 
descriptions that contain only absolute attributes (e.g., hair 
color) to all descriptions that include only relative attributes 
(e.g., age). This variable could affect our dependent variables, 
since the presence of relative attributes suggests that the tar-
get object has been compared to at least one of the distractors. 
Hence, it might also interact with our manipulation of Satu-
ration, since one would expect more relative attributes to be 
mentioned in black-and-white scenes, where pop-out effects 
are less likely to occur than in color scenes.  
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Abstract

A labels entrenchment, its degree of use by members of a community, affects its perceived explanatory value even if
the label provides no substantive information (Hemmatian & Sloman, 2018). Here we show that entrenched psychiatric
and non-psychiatric diagnostic labels are seen by laypersons and mental health professionals as better explanations even
if circular. This preference is not attributable to conversational norms, reflectiveness or attentiveness, and the recipients
unfamiliarity with the label. In Experiment 1, whether a label provided novel symptom information had no impact on
laypersons’ responses, while its entrenchment enhanced ratings of explanation quality. The effect persisted in Experiment
2 for incoherent random categories and regardless of provided mechanistic information. The entrenchment manipula-
tion induced causal beliefs about the category even when respondents were informed that no causal relation exists. We
replicate the effect in Experiment 3 with mental health professionals despite a marked tendency to find all uninformative
explanations unsatisfactory.
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Color Categorization and Naming in Normal, Deficient, and Mixed Populations
Using Agent Based Modelling
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Abstract

Humans make sense of the world by compressing and classifying perceptual information into discrete linguistic categories.
A major consideration in linguistic categorization is that humans being social and cultural creatures have categories that
are not just consistent internally, but across a linguistic community. Color naming represents an exemplary problem in
cognitive science because of the unique interplay between perception, conceptualization, and language. In this study,
we use an agent-based model to explore the link between perception and language in the context of color vision and its
variations. Colorblindness is a congenital disorder that alters the color experience of those affected. Using a definitive
identifier of colorblindness, the Just Noticeable Difference curve, we show that color vision deficiencies lead to impaired
perceptual and linguistic categorization, without significant impact on social communication. The results provide insights
into the color experience of the colorblind and how they cope with the language of color.
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Abstract 

Previous research has shown that modified noun phrases 
(henceforth NPs) are subsequently retrieved faster than 
unmodified NPs. This effect is often called the “semantic 
complexity effect”. However, little is known about its 
mechanisms and underlying factors. In this study, we tested 
whether this effect is truly caused by the semantic information 
added by the modification, or whether it can be explained by 
the sheer amount of time that the processor spends expecting 
or maintaining an NP in the encoding phase. The results 
showed that time spent expecting or maintaining an NP can 
explain the effect over and above semantic and/or syntactic 
complexity. Our results challenge the current memory-based 
mechanisms for the modification effect such as the 
“distinctiveness” and “head-reactivation” accounts, and offer 
new and valuable insight into the memory processes during 
sentence comprehension.   

Background 
Language processing necessarily depends on encoding, 
storage and retrieval of information. For example, successful 
resolution of long-distance syntactic dependencies such as 
(1), and referential dependencies such as (2), depend on the 
successful retrieval of words from earlier parts of the 
sentence:  

(1) It was the bear that the hunters chased in the cold 
forest yesterday. 

(2) The bear fell into a trap when it was running from the 
hunters. 

Specifically, successful processing of “chased” in (1) and 
“it” in (2) depends on successful retrieval of “bear”. In (1), 
“bear” has been moved from the position immediately 
following “chased” to an earlier position to create emphasis 
via a syntactic operation called “clefting”. When “chased” is 
being processed, the displaced word (i.e., bear) needs to be 
retrieved as its syntactic object (e.g., Kluender & Kutas, 
1993; McElree, 2000; Tanenhaus et al., 1985). In (2), there is 
a referential dependency between the pronoun “it” and “bear” 
such that “it” assumes meaning by referring to “bear”. As 

such, successful processing of the pronoun is contingent on 
retrieval of its referent (i.e., bear; Dell et al., 1983; 
Gernsbacher, 1989; Lucas et al., 1990; MacDonald & 
MacWhinney,1990).  

An important question in psycholinguistics is which factors 
influence the retrieval difficulty of previously encoded NPs. 
Recent years have seen numerous studies showing that for 
both syntactic and referential dependencies, enriching an NP 
through modification at encoding (e.g., the injured and 
dangerous bear) facilitates its subsequent retrieval compared 
to leaving the same NP unmodified (i.e., the bear; e.g., 
Hofmeister, 2011; Hofmeister & Vasishth, 2014; Karimi et 
al., 2014, 2018; 2019; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016; Troyer et al., 
2016). In a seminal study, Hofmeister (2011) showed that 
pre-modified noun phrases such as the alleged Venezuelan 
communist result in faster reading times at a subsequent verb 
that triggers the retrieval of that NP compared to unmodified 
NPs such as the communist. Importantly, it does not matter 
whether the modifying information is added pre-nominally 
(i.e., the injured and dangerous bear) or post-nominally (i.e., 
the bear that was injured and dangerous, Karimi et al., 2019). 
In fact, Karimi & Ferreira (2016) showed that ambiguous 
pronouns tend to be interpreted as referring to post-modified 
rather than unmodified NPs, suggesting that retrieval is easier 
for post-modified than unmodified NPs. 

However, multiple possible mechanisms could explain 
these results. We consider two competing accounts: 

1. Complexity account: The added semantic content and the 
greater syntactic complexity of modified NPs result in more 
robust encoding through a detailed semantic representation of 
the NP, and therefore a facilitated subsequent retrieval 
(Hofmeister, 2011). Thus, the source of the easier retrieval 
lies within the domain of conceptual construal. 

2. Time-dependent attention account: The processer 
necessarily spends more time attending to the head noun 
when it is modified, compared to when it is unmodified. This 
leads to more robust encoding and subsequent retrieval 
facilitation through increased attentional resources. In this 
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account, the source of easier retrieval stems from time and 
attention spent on the noun during encoding, not from 
detailed semantic complexity. This account should hold for 
both post-and pre-nominally modified NPs: In the case of 
post-modified NPs (the bear that was injured and 
dangerous), the head noun (bear) is encountered before the 
modifying information (injured and dangerous), and as such, 
the processor necessarily spends more time maintaining the 
representation of the head noun when there is post-modifying 
information compared to when there is no such information. 
In addition to time spent, post-modifying information might 
also recruit more attentional/memory resources because post-
modifiers tend to convey more complex information (Karimi 
et al., 2019;  also see Dillon et al., 2017).  

In the case of pre-modified NPs (the injured and dangerous 
bear), pre-modifying information is encountered before the 
head noun. However, because the determiner (the) predicts 
an upcoming head noun, the processor spends more time 
expecting the head noun in the case of pre-modified relative 
to unmodified NPs. Similar to post-modifiers, longer time 
spent expecting the head noun in the case of premodifiers 
might result in heightened attention, leading to more robust 
encoding of the head noun when it is encountered, which then 
facilitates its subsequent retrieval. 

 We disentangle the complexity account from the time-
dependent attention account in three experiments. In 
Experiments 1 and 2, we tested the retrieval of pre-modified 
and post-modified NPs, respectively, during the processing 
of syntactic dependencies as in (1). In Experiment 3, we 
examined the retrieval of post-modified NPs during 
referential dependency processing as in (2).  

 
Experiment 1 

 
We created 60 experimental sentences such as (3). However, 
three items were later removed due to coding errors. 
Participants read the sentences for comprehension in a self-
paced reading paradigm. Two versions of each experimental 
sentence contained Unmodified (e.g., the bear) and Pre-
modified (e.g., the injured and dangerous bear) NPs such as 
(3a) and (3b), respectively, to try to replicate previous 
findings on the pre-modification effect (Hofmeister, 2011). 
 (3) 

 
We also added two conditions where the modification was 
replaced with as many Korean characters as there were 
English words in the Pre-modified condition. This 
manipulation simulated additional time spent on the NP in the 

Pre-Modified condition, but without adding syntactic or 
semantic content.  

In order to understand whether prediction of an NP can 
explain the retrieval effect, in the Cue-Giving condition (3c), 
the masking Korean characters were presented with English 
syntactic cues (i.e., the determiner the), revealing that the 
masking characters were modifying an upcoming head noun. 
In the No-Cue condition, the syntactic cue was replaced with 
a masking character too, making the function of the masking 
characters unknown: The sentence could go on with an 
adjective (It was interesting…) or verb participle (It was 
decided…), for instance. 

Importantly, the Cue-Giving condition speaks to both the 
time-dependent attention account as well as syntactic 
complexity. This is because the syntactic cues reveal the type 
of syntactic construction associated with the head noun, and 
therefore maintain its syntactic complexity. The No-Cue 
condition, on the other hand, only tests the time-dependent 
attention mechanism, because no syntactic cues are provided 
and therefore there is no reason to expect and devote 
attentional/memory resources to an upcoming head noun. 
Note that by providing a syntactic cue revealing that the head 
noun is imminent, the Cue-Giving condition also channels 
attentional resources onto the head noun more efficiently. 

 
Predictions 
If more robust encoding of semantically rich NPs is caused 
by the additional semantic information and/or syntactic 
complexity, and time spent has no effect, then the critical 
verb should be read faster in the Pre-Modified than in the 
Unmodified condition. However, the critical verbs in the 
Cue-Giving and No-Cue conditions should be read as fast as 
those in the Unmodified condition. If time spent expecting 
the head noun and the concomitant heightened attention, as 
well as syntactic complexity, matter, then the verbs in the 
Cue-Giving condition should also be read faster than those in 
the Unmodified condition. Finally, if the previously reported 
effects are only due to time spent expecting an upcoming 
word (namely, any word, not necessarily the head noun), and 
allocation of attentional resources to it, then the critical verbs 
in the No-Cue condition should also be read faster than those 
in the Unmodified condition.  
 
Stimuli 
All experimental stimuli consisted of a clefted subject NP 
(such as bear in 3), and a subsequent clause with a verb 
whose processing depended on retrieval of the target NP 
(e.g., chased in 3). In addition to the experimental stimuli, we 
also created 30 fillers, half of which included a random 
number of masking characters at random parts in the 
sentence. 16 of the critical sentences and 18 fillers were 
followed by a comprehension question to encourage 
participants to pay close attention to the task. The experiment 
was programmed and run in Ibex Farm 
(http://spellout.net/ibexfarm/). 

3a Unmodified It was the bear that the hunters chased in the cold 
forest yesterday. 

3b Pre-
modified 

It was the injured and dangerous bear that the 
hunters chased in the cold forest yesterday. 

3c Cue-Giving It was the 부 상 당 bear that the hunters chased in 
the cold forest yesterday. 

3d No-Cue It was 그 부 상 당 bear that the hunters chased in 
the cold forest yesterday. 
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Participants 
Sixty participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical 
Turk (Mturk). We restricted the participants to native 
speakers of English who resided in the US with HIT approval 
rates of equal or greater than 95%. Participants also had to 
indicate whether they spoke any languages other than 
English. Using this data, we ensured that none of the 
participants spoke or read Korean. The task took 
approximately 40 minutes, and each participant was paid $2. 

 
Procedure 
Each trial started with participants viewing dashed lines 
corresponding to the number of words contained in the 
current sentence. Then the participants read the sentences by 
pressing the spacebar on the keyboard, which revealed the 
words one at a time. As each word appeared, the preceding 
word disappeared from the screen. If the current item had a 
comprehension question, it would appear on the screen after 
the last word of the sentence was read, and the participant had 
to indicate whether it was true or false by clicking on the 
TRUE or FALSE words that appeared below the sentence. If 
there was no question for the current trial, the next trial would 
automatically start when the participants pressed the space 
bar. There were two practice trials at the beginning of the 
experiment so that the participants had a chance to become 
accustomed to the experimental procedure. 
 
Statistical analyses 
Our analyses closely followed the steps taken by Hofmeister 
(2011). We first removed unreasonable reaction times (RTs), 
namely those faster than 100ms and slower than 2500ms. We 
then removed RTs that fell 2.5 standard deviations below or 
above the mean RT for each subject, and each sentence 
region. Next, we conducted a regression model predicting 
RTs by log-transformed trial number in the experimental 
session, word length, and the restricted cubic spline of the 
word position within each sentence, as well as all the possible 
interactions between these three predictors. We then used the 
residuals of this model as the critical measure to test the 
effects of our predictors of interest. As the final analysis step, 
we ran mixed effects regression models on the residual 
reading times, always with full random-effects structures 
(i.e., random intercepts for subjects and items, as well as by-
subjects and by-items random slopes for the effect of our 
predictor, Barr et al., 2013). The predictor was dummy coded 
such that the Unmodified condition was taken as the baseline 
and the three remaining conditions were compared to it. We 
calculated p values using the normal approximation method 
(Barr et al., 2013). We used the same analysis procedure in 
all experiments (see below). It is important to mention that 
trial number, word length and word position all had large 
significant effects on readings times in all experiments. 
 
Results 
Figure 1 shows reading times for each condition and Table 1 
reports the results of our statistical analyses. As can be seen 
in this table, reading times were faster on the second  

 
Figure 1. Reading times for each condition, Experiment 1. Error bars 

represent 95% confidence interval of the mean. 
 

Table 1. Results for Experiment 1. All conditions are compared against 
the Unmodified condition (red, dashed line in Figure 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
word preceding the critical verb (i.e., the first the) in the Cue-
Giving condition compared to the Unmodified condition. The 
critical verb (i.e., chased) was read reliably faster in the Cue-
Giving condition than in the Unmodified condition. The two 
words following the critical verb (i.e., in and the) were read 
significantly faster in both the Cue-Giving and No-Cue 
conditions. Finally, the third word following the verb (i.e., 
cold) was read faster in the all three conditions relative to the 
Unmodified condition. 
 
Discussion  
We replicated the standard semantic complexity effect, with 
modified NPs facilitating subsequent reading times (e.g., 
Hofmeister, 2011; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016; Troyer et al., 
2016). However, this effect emerged rather late (i.e., on the 
third word following the retrieval trigger; but see Experiment 
2). 
 
Importantly, our results revealed faster reading times at the 
retrieval site and the following regions when the English 
modifications were replaced with masking characters, 
regardless of whether a determiner predicted an upcoming 
NP (i.e., in both the Cue-Giving and No-Cue conditions). 
This pattern of results shows that ease of subsequent retrieval 
is not necessarily a function of representational complexity in 
the form of semantic richness and/or syntactic complexity. 
Rather, the mere amount of time that the processor expects 
an upcoming noun enhances encoding and therefore 
facilitates subsequent retrieval.  
 

 that the hunters chased (verb) 
 t p t p t p t p 
Modified .36 .71 .40 .68 1.06 .28 .32 .74 
Cue-Giving -1.14 .25 -2.83 .005 -1.54 .12 -3.02 .003 

No-Cue .90 .36 -1.08 .27 -.79 .42 -.91 .36 
 in the cold 
 t p t p t p   
Modified 1.33 .18 -.36 .71 -2.97 .003   
Cue-Giving -2.04 .04 -2.15 .03 -4.58 <.001   
No-Cue -2.54 .01 -2.07 .03 -3.22 .001   
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In fact, the late emergence of the semantic complexity effect 
(i.e., Modified vs. Unmodified) may suggest that time spent 
causes more robust encoding than semantic complexity, 
perhaps because the semantic content consumes some of the 
attentional resource that would otherwise be devoted to 
encoding the target NP (also see Experiment 2 below). 

 
Note that, overall, the effect appears later and is relatively 
weaker in the No-Cue compared to the Cue-Giving condition, 
suggesting that syntactic cues (i.e., the determiner in our 
case) strengthen the effect of time spent, perhaps by directing 
attention to the upcoming head noun more efficiently 
(perhaps through prediction). Another important observation 
is that the effect already appeared on the second word 
preceding the critical word (e.g., the first the) in the Cue-
Giving condition. Because no retrieval should be triggered on 
this word, this effect is somewhat surprising. We think this is 
probably because the integration of all the words following 
the target NPs (e.g., bear) is easier when that word is encoded 
more robustly (due to time spent). In fact, based on Figure 1, 
reading times are faster for Cue-Giving and No-Cue 
conditions relative to the baseline (Unmodified) condition for 
all the words. This overall speed-up might occur because a 
more robust representation of the target word (i.e., bear) 
might facilitate the integration of new information in general, 
regardless of whether the new information triggers retrieval 
of a specific previously encoded NP or not. Importantly, 
similar early effects have been reported by previous studies 
(e.g., Hofmeister & Vasishth, 2014; Karimi et al., 2019). 

 
Experiment 2 

In this experiment, we tested the effect of post-modification 
on resolving syntactic dependencies. To this end, we used the 
same stimuli as in Experiment 1, but revised the critical 
sentences such that the modifications were following the 
clefted NPs in a relative clause. Again, in the Cue-Giving 
condition, the modifying words were replaced with masking 
characters, and in the No-Cue condition, the relative pronoun 
and the auxiliary (i.e., that was) were masked too. Example 
experimental stimuli are shown in (4). We also increased the 
number of participants to 116 to maximize power. 
(4) 

 
Results 
Figure 2 shows reading times for each condition and Table 2 
reports the results for Experiment 2. As is clear from this 
table, the third word preceding the critical word (i.e., that)  
 

 Figure 2. Reading times for each condition. Experiment 2. Error bars 
represent 95% confidence interval of the mean. 

 
Table 2. Results for Experiment 2. All conditions are compared against 

the Unmodified condition (red, dashed line in Figure 2). 

 
was read faster in the Cue-Giving condition. The word 
immediately preceding the critical word (i.e., hunters) 
exhibited a reverse complexity effect such that it was read 
more slowly in the Modified than in the Unmodified 
condition. The critical verb (chased) and the three following 
words (in the cold) were all read significantly faster in the 
Modified, Cue-Giving and No-Cue conditions relative to the 
Unmodified (baseline) condition.  
 
Discussion 
Again, we replicated the standard semantic complexity 
effect, with semantically richer and syntactically more 
complex NPs resulting in facilitated subsequent retrieval 
(e.g., Hofmeister, 2011; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016; Troyer et 
al., 2016). Consistent with Experiment 1, the results of 
Experiment 2 showed that when the processor maintained the 
memory representation associated with the displaced NP for 
a longer time, that representation was subsequently retrieved 
more easily, providing further support for the time-dependent 
attention account. Based on this hypothesis, the sheer amount 
of time spent with a representation might lead to heightened 
attention and therefore a more robust encoding, independent 
of extra semantic content and/or syntactic complexity (see 
Introduction). Somewhat surprisingly, we also observed 
reliably faster reading times for the third word preceding the 
critical verb in the Cue-Giving condition. We argue that such 
early effects are perhaps caused by an overall speed-up effect 
due to robust representations for the target NP (i.e., bear; see 
above). We also observed an unexpected reverse semantic 
complexity effect on the word immediately preceding the 
critical word, with slower reading times for the English 
modified than for the unmodified NP. This effect may be 
spurious or may reflect a (late) processing cost associated 

4a Unmodified It was the bear that the hunters chased in the cold 
forest yesterday. 

4b Post-
Modified 

It was the bear that was injured and dangerous that 
the hunters chased in the cold forest yesterday. 

4c Cue-Giving It was the bear that was 부 상 당 that the hunters 
chased in the cold forest yesterday. 

4d No-Cue It was the bear 그 건 부 상 당 that the hunters 
chased in the cold forest yesterday. 

 that the hunters chased (verb) 
 t p t p t p t p 
Modified -1.24 .21 .15 .87 2.28 .02 -2.18 .02 
Cue-Giving -2.51 .01 .91 .36 .72 .46 -3.98 <.001 

No-Cue -.54 .58 -.49 .62 -.28 .77 -3.92 <.001 
 in the cold 
 t p t p t p   
Modified -3.47 .001 -3.31 .001 -6.56 <.001   
Cue-Giving -5.31 <.001 -5.94 <.001 -8.22 <.001   
No-Cue -5.87 <.001 -3.77 <.001 -7.44 <.001   
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with the temporary ambiguity present in the sentences of this 
experiment. Specifically, given the clefted structure of 
sentences, the target noun and the modifying relative clause 
(It was the bear that was injured and dangerous) could be 
viewed as a complete sentence, making the rest of the 
sentence surprising for the English modified condition, and 
perhaps leading to elevated reading times on the next content 
word (hunters).  

 
Experiment 3 

In this experiment, we wished to investigate the effect of 
time-dependent attention on referential (rather than syntactic) 
dependences. As mentioned above, pronouns have been 
shown to trigger the retrieval of their referents (i.e., the NPs 
they refer to). Thus, pronouns also provide a reasonable 
testing ground for the effect of time vs. complexity. A sample 
experimental item is shown in (5). 116 participants took part 
in this experiment. 

(5). 

 
Results 
Figure 3 shows the reading time for each condition and Table 
3 reports the results of our statistical analyses. As is clear 
from Table 3, with the exception of the two words 
immediately preceding and following the critical pronoun 
(i.e., when and was) in the Modified condition, all the words 
were significantly faster in the Modified, Cue-Giving and 
No-Cue conditions relative to the Unmodified condition.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Reading times for each condition. Experiment 3. Error bars 

represent 95% confidence interval of the mean. 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Results for Experiment 3. All conditions are compared against the 
Unmodified condition (red, dashed line in Figure 3). 

 

 
Discussion 
Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, faster reading times were 
observed for almost all regions in this experiment. There are 
substantial differences in the structure of the sentences in this 
experiment relative to the previous two experiments. 
Specifically, the sentences in this experiment were not cleft 
constructions and did not include a second character 
(hunters). Moreover, and as mentioned above, we think these 
early effects likely reflect a general speed-up due to ease of 
integration of words with the target when it is encoded more 
robustly and therefore is more activated in memory. In 
Experiment 3, this general integration ease might have been 
enhanced because the verb of the main clause (fell) may 
already reactivate the target NP’s representation, giving it an 
extra activation boost before the pronoun is encountered. 
Critically, even without regard to what is causing these early 
effects, these effects are emerging for all three conditions of 
interest, indicating that whatever it is that semantic 
complexity does, time-dependent attention does too.  
 
Thus, consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, 
Experiment 3 also showed that when a target NP was 
followed by masking characters, giving the processor a 
longer time to maintain the associated representation, the 
retrieval of that representation was easier at a later point. This 
pattern of results clearly shows that it is not so much the 
semantic content and/or the syntactic complexity of modified 
NPs that facilities subsequent retrieval. Rather, it is the time 
the processer spends with a representation and the resulting 
heightened attention allocated to that representation.  

 
 

General Discussion 
In three self-paced reading experiments, we asked whether 

the retrieval effects on modified NPs reported in the literature 
(Hofmeister, 2011; Hofmeister & Vasishth, 2014; Karimi et 
al., 2014, 2018; 2019; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016; Troyer et al., 
2016) are due to the added semantic content and/or the 
greater complexity of modified NPs, or, alternatively, due to 
the longer time that the processor spends with or expects the 
target representation, and the concomitant heightened 
attention to the target NP’s representation.  

We examined the retrieval of pre-modified and post-
modified NPs during syntactic dependency resolution 
(Experiments 1 and 2, respectively), and referential 

5a Unmodified The bear fell into a trap when it was running 
from the hunters. 

5b Post- 
Modified 

The bear that was injured and dangerous fell 
into a trap when it was running from the 
hunters. 

5c Cue-Giving The bear that was 부 상 당 fell into a trap when 
it was running from the hunters. 

5d No-Cue The bear 그 건 부 상 당 fell into a trap when it 
was running from the hunters. 

 a trap when it (pronoun) 
 t p t p t p t p 
Modified -2.48 .01 -3.21 .001 -.63 .52 -4.14 <.001 
Cue-Giving -3.22 .001 -3.41 .001 -2.41 .01 -4.13 <.001 

No-Cue -.3.51 <.001 -5.55 <.001 -3.84 <.001 -6.86 <.001 
 was running from 
 t p t p t p   
Modified -1.44 .14 -2.60 .009 -4.49 <.001   
Cue-Giving -4.18 <.001 -4.98 <.001 -7.21 <.001   
No-Cue -3.93 <.001 -4.40 <.001 -6.38 <.001   
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dependency resolution (Experiment 3). The critical NPs were 
either unmodified or modified, allowing us to test previously 
reported results. To introduce the “time” element, we 
replaced English modifying words with Korean masking 
characters, and ensured that participants did not know any 
Korean. In addition to replicating the modification effect, all 
three experiments clearly showed that maintaining or 
expecting the target NP for a longer time essentially produces 
the same retrieval benefit as semantic modification does, 
suggesting that the underlying mechanism for the 
modification effect is likely time and the concomitant 
increased attention to the associated NP.  

For instance, as mentioned in the Introduction, in the case 
of pre-modifiers, the head (critical) noun is revealed after the 
masking characters, and, consequently, the processor is 
forced to expect an upcoming word (either the head noun or 
any other word) for a longer time, which might increase 
attention. In the case of post-modifiers, the head noun is 
given and the masking characters follow it. As such, the 
processor spends more time maintaining the head noun’s 
representation in memory. Interestingly, post-modifiers have 
also been argued to increase attention because they tend to 
convey more complex information (Karimi et al., 2019). 
Thus, we argued that time spent expecting or maintaining an 
NP should result in enhanced encoding and therefore 
facilitated subsequent retrieval.  

An important aspect of our results is that English syntactic 
cues, namely the determiners (the) in Experiment 1, and the 
relative pronouns and the following auxiliaries in 
Experiments 2 and 3, did not modulate the time/attention 
effect (although they did result in relatively stronger and 
earlier effects). The logic here was that when syntactic cues 
are present, they constrain the masking characters’ function 
to modifying the target NP (the Cue-Giving condition). In the 
absence of such cues, however, the masking characters could 
mask any syntactic category (the No-Cue condition). So, if 
syntactic complexity played a role producing the 
modification effect, we should have observed facilitated 
retrieval when syntactic cues were present, but not when they 
were absent. However, no difference was observed as a 
function of the presence of syntactic cues, suggesting that 
sheer time spent rather than syntactic complexity is the key 
factor for the modification effect. Note that the overall 
stronger effects for the Cue-Giving relative to the No-Cue 
condition could be caused by the fact that syntactic cues 
channel attentional resources onto the head noun more 
efficiently. 

One tempting alternative explanation for our results is 
lower processing demands associated with having to 
integrate no (or little) extra information with the head noun 
when English modifying words were replaced with masking 
characters. However, note that low processing cost also 
applies to the Unmodified condition, but this condition 
consistently produced the longest reading times across all 
three experiments. Thus, less processing effort is unlikely to 
have caused our results (also see Hofmeister, 2011). 

Our results have important implications for cue-based 
retrieval theories of language comprehension (Jäger et al., 
2017; Lewis et al., 2006; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005). 
Specifically, these theories offer two potential explanations 
for the modification effect: Under the distinctiveness account, 
due to the added semantic information contained in 
modifications, modified NPs result in representations that are 
more distinct from other representations. As such, the 
retrieval operation suffers less from other interfering 
representations, leading to easier retrieval.  Under the head-
reactivation account, information whose processing depends 
on a particular word causes reactivation of that word in 
memory. Translated to the modification effect, this means 
that processing modifying words causes the head noun to be 
re-activated in memory, leading to higher levels of ultimate 
activation for the head noun when it is modified than not 
(Hofmeister, 2011).  

Our results call both the distinctiveness and the head-
reactivation accounts into question. The masking characters 
did not add any information to the representation of the head 
noun; thus, the distinctiveness account cannot explain our 
results. Similarly, because the masking characters necessarily 
could not be integrated with the head noun, and because head-
reactivation is argued to depend on integration, the need to 
reactivate the head noun was obviated for conditions 
involving masking characters. This was even more relevant 
for the No-Cue than for the Cue-Giving condition, because 
the determiner constrained the linguistic function of the 
masking characters in the Cue-Giving condition, and thus 
might have caused some head-reactivation through syntactic 
integration of the masking characters. However, the absence 
of a constraining article in the No-Cue condition makes 
integration and therefore head-reactivation highly unlikely. 
Thus, we argue that the time spent maintaining or expecting 
a representation and the concomitant heightened attention are 
the key factors underlying the modification effect. Our 
account cannot distinguish between the possibility that it is 
attention alone, more time alone, or a combination of both, 
that contributes to easier retrieval; but it is now evident that 
one or both of these factors plays key a role. We hope to 
investigate the relative effects of sheer time vs. heightened 
attention in future research. 

Two aspects about the design of our experiments might 
challenge our conclusions. First, in the Cue-Giving condition 
of Experiment 1, it is not clear why the masking characters 
should necessarily be interpreted as modifying an upcoming 
head noun. In fact, the first masking character could 
potentially be the head noun, rendering function of the rest of 
the characters unknown. We argue this is a remote possibility 
because the article the is very strongly associated with a 
following noun in English. Thus, given that human sentence 
processing system prefers parsimony over complexity, 
namely, building the simplest syntactic structure possible 
(Frazier & Rayner, 1982), interpreting the immediately 
following masking character as the head noun would mean 
that the remaining masking characters should have assumed 
different syntactic classes (e.g., a verb), complicating the 
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unfolding syntactic structure of the sentence. However, 
anticipating a head noun would render the current syntactic 
structure simpler. Moreover, our results from Experiment 1 
actually show the strongest effect for the Cue-Giving 
condition, which is consistent with the idea that people did 
anticipate a head noun, and therefore channeled their 
attention to it. Second, in the Cue-Giving and No-Cue 
conditions of Experiments 2 and 3, it may not be clear why 
the participants should spend the time on the masking 
characters maintaining the head noun in memory rather than 
trying to make sense of the masking characters themselves. 
Again, we argue that although not impossible, this is an 
unlikely scenario because the head noun is (most likely) the 
most accessible item in memory at the time the masking 
characters are being read. As such, between maintaining the 
already-active head noun and trying to make sense of 
unfamiliar and, to the current participants, meaningless 
characters, maintaining a highly accessible representation is 
cognitively much easier and therefore the more likely 
scenario. Additionally, given that we do observe enhanced 
retrieval ease for both Cue-Giving and the No-Cue conditions 
in Experiments 2 and 3, it is clear that the target NP was 
encoded more robustly compared to the unmodified 
condition, and given that our participants reported not 
speaking Korean, the only viable scenario is that the masking 
characters allowed more time for the encoding of the 
preceding head noun.   

 
One limitation of this study is the use of masking characters 

while reading English sentences. Although such a design 
might be unnatural, and might therefore reduce the ecological 
validity of the study, we argue that it is sometimes necessary 
to have such manipulations in order to isolate effects of 
interest. In fact, previous psycholinguistic research has used 
similar manipulations such as beeps and construction noise to 
better understand reference comprehension (Arnold et al., 
2007). Moreover, not understanding parts of a sentence is 
actually quite common under some conditions (e.g., a 
cocktail party with a lot of ambient noise). Thus, while our 
design might not be common practice in psycholinguistic 
research, it is not entirely unnatural. 

 
Conclusion 

We examined the underlying mechanism for the semantic 
complexity effect (i.e., easier subsequent retrieval of 
modified relative to unmodified NPs). By replacing 
modifying English words with masking characters, we 
increased the time spent maintaining or expecting a head 
noun thereby heightening attention to the encoding process. 
The results showed the same degree of facilitation during 
subsequent retrieval as standard modification, indicating that 
time spent maintaining or expecting an NP and the 
concomitant enhanced attention (and not solely or 
exclusively semantic or syntactic complexity) are the key 
factors underlying the modification effect.  
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Abstract

This paper explores the minimal knowledge a listener needs to
compensate for phonological assimilation, one kind of phono-
logical process responsible for variation in speech. We used
standard automatic speech recognition models to represent En-
glish and French listeners. We found that, first, some types
of models show language-specific assimilation patterns com-
parable to those shown by human listeners. Like English lis-
teners, when trained on English, the models compensate more
for place assimilation than for voicing assimilation, and like
French listeners, the models show the opposite pattern when
trained on French. Second, the models which best predict the
human pattern use contextually-sensitive acoustic models and
language models, which capture allophony and phonotactics,
but do not make use of higher-level knowledge of a lexicon
or word boundaries. Finally, some models overcompensate for
assimilation, showing a (super-human) ability to recover the
underlying form even in the absence of the triggering phono-
logical context, pointing to an incomplete neutralization not
exploited by human listeners.
Keywords: automatic speech recognition; computational
modeling; phonological assimilation; speech perception

Introduction
This paper aims to understand phonological processes in
speech perception through computational modelling. It in-
vestigates how much linguistic knowledge Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) systems can capture, focusing on the
case of language-specific phonological assimilation, one
widespread type of phonological process. For example, in
English green beans, the n in green tends to be pronounced
m, with the place of articulation assimilated to that of the fol-
lowing b (labial). While English-speaking listeners perceptu-
ally compensate for this assimilation, perceiving the m as n,
listeners whose native language is French, which does not ex-
hibit place assimilation, do not show this behaviour. We are
interested in whether ASR models compensate for phonolog-
ical assimilation, and if so, what kind of knowledge they use
to do so.

Phonological processes, defined as a predictable sound
change when the context meets certain conditions, consti-
tute a major source of variability in speech. Studies have
found that non-canonical variants constitute 27% to 75% of
instances for some sounds in conversational speech (e.g. Dil-
ley & Pitt, 2007). Indeed, while state-of-the-art ASR systems
reach near-perfect performance when given clear read speech,
they have a harder time when dealing with natural conversa-
tional speech. Humans, on the other hand, have no trouble

processing speech with extensive variability, suggesting that
they are able to perform some kind of ‘inverse phonology,’
mapping the variable realizations of speech sounds to their
underlying representations. This makes an interesting case
for cognitive modelling to explore what knowledge or ca-
pacity makes humans good at recognizing noisy speech sig-
nals. While many behavioral studies have investigated how
humans process spoken language at different levels—from
specific acoustic cues to understanding entire sentences—
important questions remain about how these different levels
of processing are integrated and interact with each other. For
example, it is hard to isolate one’s phonological knowledge,
as it is already acquired and can not be ‘undone.’ Com-
putational models allow for full control of the system, such
that one can manipulate specific components to see how each
change affects the final outcome, and hence quantitatively in-
vestigate the importance of the corresponding component in
human cognition. The results also inform us whether or not
machine learning models constructed for very specific tasks
(here, ASR) can nonetheless learn generalized knowledge to
represent human perception.

Theoretical Background
Consider the following example English and French utter-
ances:

(1.1) Viable Change (Eng): [...] it’s my ow[m] plan.
(1.2) Unviable Change (Eng): [...] it’s my ow[m] choice.
(1.2) No Change (Eng): [...] it’s my ow[n] life.
(2.1) Viable Change (Fr): ro[p] sale
(2.2) Unviable Change (Fr): ro[p] noire
(2.3) No Change (Fr): ro[b] rouge
In running speech, the [n] in own in an example like (1.1)

is often “assimilated” by the following [p] to [m], as [m] is
the labial equivalent of [n]. English listeners perceive an [n]
in (1.1) (when plan follows), but not in (1.2), where the as-
similation is not licensed. French listeners fail to show this
behavior, as French does not have this specific type of assim-
ilation. French does, however, have voicing assimilation: the
voiced [b] sound in robe sale is pronounced as ro[p] sale due
to assimilation to the following [s] sound, which is voiceless.
French listeners show a compensation effect in these cases,
while English listeners do not (Darcy et al., 2009). Several
hypotheses have been proposed to explain perceptual com-
pensation for assimilation.
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Lexical Compensation treats all variations as random
noise, which can be recovered using lexical or higher-order
context (e.g. Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Samuel, 2001),
so own[m] is treated as noise which is to be recovered be-
cause ‘owm’ is not a possible word. This hypothesis predicts
that, in the absence of a lexicon, compensation for phono-
logical assimilation cannot happen. In this study, we explore
whether computational systems without any lexicon can ex-
hibit compensation for assimilation.

Phonetic Compensation accounts for the compensation
with a low-level phonetic mechanism. Gow (2003) and Gow
Im (2004) proposed that sounds that simultaneously encode
two places of articulation (like the [n/m] in own plan) are
parsed onto adjacent segmental positions, when the follow-
ing context explains one of the places of articulation. In this
case, the recovery of /n/ from [m] can be attributed to the
attraction of the labial aspects of the acoustics to the fol-
lowing labial segment. However, this is proposed to be a
language-independent process which does not account for the
language-specific compensation observed. In this study, we
train different models on two languages to observe whether
or not there is a language asymmetry in compensation for as-
similation. Moreover, as the Phonetic Compensation theory
claims that purely phonetic knowledge is sufficient for com-
pensation, we also test whether or not the following phono-
logical context (e.g. that /p/ follows) is needed. Lastly, we
investigate whether the models show any language-universal
effect, where a listener compensates for little bit of a non-
native assimilation pattern.

Language-Specific Phonological Inference treats com-
pensation as a language-specific mechanism that undoes the
effect of assimilation rules that apply during phonological
planning in production. Essentially, the listener uses knowl-
edge of production patterns to infer the underlying phoneme
that has been altered due to the assimilation context. Cru-
cially, this account relies on language specific experience
with the phonological rules or patterns affecting production
and on applying this knowledge ‘in reverse’ to compen-
sate for them in perception. Thereforem this theory pre-
dicts that the pattern of compensation depends on the lis-
tener’s language (Gaskell et al., 1995; Gaskell, 2003; Co-
enen et al., 2001; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1996, 1998),
which accounts for the observation in Darcy et al. (2009) that
French/English listeners fail to compensate for place/voicing
assimilation.

Note that, while these hypotheses offer different explana-
tions for compensation for assimilation, we do not build mod-
els to implement exactly these hypotheses. Instead, we use
the hypotheses as general guidelines for implementing mod-
els with different kinds of linguistic knowledge.

Computational models
Machine learning systems have made great progress in recent
years, so much so that they can compete with humans on cer-
tain tasks. Recent research has claimed that such systems that
have been constructed to optimize the performance of very

specific tasks can nonetheless be used as scientific models of
the brain (Jozwik et al., 2019, for vision; Linzen et al., 2016,
and others for NLP). Black Box NLP is a growing research
area (Linzen et al., 2016) devoted to comparing machine and
human processing of words and sentences. Relatively less
modeling work has been done in the area of speech process-
ing and phonology. Moreover, while previous research has
built models (TRACE, McClelland & Elman, 1986; Short-
list, Norris, 1994; Bayesian cognitive models, Norris & Mc-
Queen, 2008) to account of assimilation processes, none of
them are able to take raw speech as input. These models lack
a level mapping acoustics to individual sounds, and, more im-
portantly, are not directly comparable to human responses in
an experimental task. In order to fully model the process of
speech perception, it is important to have a model which takes
exactly the same input as human listeners.

Current study: simulation of Darcy et al. (2009)

We use on ASR models to replicate the study of Darcy et
al. (2009) of English place assimilation and French voicing
assimilation. In this study, listeners first heard a sentence pro-
duced by a female speaker, which could be one of the three
types shown in the examples above. They then heard the tar-
get word produced in isolation by a male speaker, which was
the citation form, without assimilation. After hearing both
stimuli, the listener decided whether the sentence contained
the word they heard later. The results reflect listeners’ ability
to identify the same words produced in different contexts (No
Change), detecting assimilation (Viable Change) and spotting
‘illegal’ variants (Unviable Change). A control test was also
done by asking a different set of participants to listen to target
words extracted from the stimuli sentences (later referred to
as cut-out words). Listeners successfully restored the origi-
nal phoneme for the viable change cases in carrier sentences,
but not in cut-out conditionswhere following context was not
available.

Note that all sentence stimuli in the unviable condition con-
tain non-words (e.g. owm), which were produced deliberately
by the speaker, with the purpose of creating a minimal pair in
the form of complete assimilation.

Methods
This paper uses exactly the same stimuli as in Darcy et al.
(2009) to compare human and machine behavior. In order
to investigate what types of information a listener needs to
compensate for assimilation, we use HMM-GMM models, a
traditional type of ASR model. We chose this type of model
as opposed to a state-of-the-art deep learning model for two
reasons: 1) unlike end-to-end deep learning ASR models,
HMM-GMM models have interpretable components, each
corresponding to different aspects of perception/recognition,
and one can hold some component stable while changing the
others, which is preferable given the purpose of the study;
2) they are easier to train with relatively good results. For
the purpose of the current study, we trained a set of models
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on English and French respectively to represent native listen-
ers. The acoustic model (AM) represents a listener’s acous-
tic knowledge, which maps acoustics to phones. Triphone
acoustic models are context dependent and thus can capture
allophony. The language model (LM) represents more gen-
eral knowledge of phonotactics, capturing the statistical dis-
tribution of phone sequences.

We compare different combinations of AMs and LMs of
various complexity to explore the source of compensation for
assimilation, that is, whether it is mostly due to the AM, LM
or depends on the combination of both. We predict that a
successful ASR model is likely to be a combination of good
AM and LM with contextual information. A very simple AM
or a very simple LM alone should not able to tackle the effects
of phonological assimilation (see below). We include simple
models as control conditions, to gauge the effects of more
sophisticated models.

Models as ideal listeners
We use different types of HMM-GMM models to represent
listeners with different kinds of knowledge of phonetics and
phonology. Specifically, a listener’s task is to infer the most
likely sequence of phones/words given the acoustics they
hear: P(q |X) in equation (1), where q stands for the sequence
of phones and X stands for the acoustics; q̂ is the sequence of
phones whose posterior probability given the observed acous-
tic vectors P(q |X) is maximal.

q̂ = argmax
q

P(q|X) (1)

The equation is further broken down according to Bayesian
inference to show how the acoustic model and language
model jointly determine the phone posteriors. As shown in
equation (2), P(X |q) is the likelihood of the acoustics given
the phone sequences, captured by the acoustic model (AM),
and P(q) is the prior corresponding to the probability of the
phone sequences, captured by the language model (LM).

q̂ = argmax
q

P(X |q)P(q) (2)

Note that, typically, an ASR system contains a word-level
LM—a model of probabilities of sequences of words—as,
in most cases, the model’s task is to transcribe speech to
words.We build LMs which model sequences of phones, in-
stead of words, in order to take account of the nonwords used
in the experiments: a LM over real words would assign zero
(or close to zero) probability to nonwords. Using a phone-
level LM avoids this issue. During training, we implemented
different versions of the acoustic model and language model
to represent hypothetical listeners with different knowledge.

Acoustic Model We trained three types of acoustic model
for mapping acoustic information to phones: 1) a monophone
AM, which categorizes phones into phonemes, irrespective
of the context; 2) a triphone AM, which models the phones
according to the neighbouring context: if phone m occurs in
two contexts a a and b b, then each context can be associated

with a different acoustic model;3) a triphone speaker-adapted
(triphone-SA) AM, which adapts to different speakers.

Language model Our phone-level language models are
based on n-grams, which model the distribution of n-phone
sequences. We trained four types of LMs: 1) a null (flat) LM,
where the probability of the next phone is same for all phones;
2) a unigram LM, where the probability equals the frequency
of individual phones; 3) a bigram LM, where the probabil-
ity of the next phone is conditioned on the previous phone;
4) a trigram LM, where the probability of the next phone is
conditioned on the previous two phones.

All training was done using Abkhazia (Schatz et al., 2016),
a Kaldi-based speech recognition package (Povey et al.,
2011). Training data were 46 hours in English from Lib-
rispeech for the English models and 36 hours in French from
the data used for the Zero Resource Speech Challenge 2017
(Dunbar et al., 2017). Input features were Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) with ∆ and ∆∆ extracted from
the audios, with window length of 25ms and step size of
10ms.

Procedure

After training all the models, we conducted the same experi-
ment as Darcy et al. (2009). Illustrated in Figure 1, the task
for the model is to decide whether or not the sentence pre-
sented contains the same target word as the token produced
in isolation by a different speaker. In particular, the model
receives the sentence stimuli and does decoding over the en-
tire sentence. The decoding process, illustrated in equation
(2), can be treated as a kind of speech perception, where the
model finds the best phone sequence to explain the acoustic
input. We extracted the frame-level phone posteriors, i.e., the
estimated posterior probability of each phone at each frame,
to represent the model’s ‘mental representation’ of perceived
sounds. The same decoding was done to the target word in
isolation.

After extracting the phone posteriors, we extracted the
frames corresponding to the target words in the sentences and
calculated the distances between the word in carrier sentence
and word in isolation. The acoustic difference between the
pairs was calculated using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW),
while the frame-wise distance for calculating DTW was Kull-
backLeibler (KL) divergence, with the isolated word as the
true distribution.In particular, KL divergence is a measure of
how one probability distribution is different from the other
reference distribution. In our case, it measures how phones
are predicted differently between the pair at each frame.
DTW, an algorithm for measuring the similarity between two
temporal sequences which may vary in length calculates the
average distance frame-level distances along a path that opti-
mally stretches the time axes to realign the two words. The
resulting distance is the difference between the pair, which
is used by the model to decide whether or not the two are
the same based on whether the distance is above or below a
threshold value.
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Figure 1: illustration of the pipeline
Threshold finding and optimization We used the mini-
mal pairs (i.e., words in no-change condition and unviable
condition) to find the threshold for deciding whether or not
two words are the same based on their acoustic distance (i.e.
DTW cost). The threshold was then used for viable cases for
checking whether the model is able to restore the assimilated
phone.

The threshold optimization steps are illustrated in Figure 1
(bottom). The distributions represent the acoustic distances
between a word w in carrier sentence and the same word w’
produced in isolation by another speaker.

The algorithm searches through the range defined by the
minimum distance and the maximum distance, and calculates
the false negatives and false positives if it were the threshold.
The threshold resulting in the smallest error is chosen. We
then use the chosen threshold to determine whether a pair of
phones is the same. As in the figure, distances to the left of
the threshold (red line) are considered same (compensated)
and distances to the right are different (uncompensated).

Evaluation: compensation index As in Darcy et al.
(2009), we adopt the same compensation index for measur-
ing the relative value of detection rate in viable condition as
a function of both other conditions. As shown in the function
below, the index is a ratio of “viable” to “no-change.” The
idea of using a ratio is to offset the perceptual biases or errors
in the “unviable” condition. If all changes are detected, the
index is 1; if none are detected, the index is 0.

Compensation index=
(detectionviable−detectionunviable)

(detectionno−change−detectionunviable)

Results
Experiment 1: Sentence-level decoding
Compensation indices for models with different combinations
of AM and LM are reported in Figure 2. For reference, hu-

Figure 2: Compensation indices, decoded in sentence con-
texts across several models (colored), and humans (black).

man performance reported in Darcy et al. (2009) is shown
in black. While humans display clear language-specific pat-
terns for compensation (negative slope for English; positive
slope for French), not all models are able to capture such ef-
fect. The models that best approximate human performance
are triphone AM with bigram/trigram LM and triphone-SA
with unigram or trigram. In particular, monophone AMs (red
lines) in general fail to show the language-specific pattern,
no matter which LM they pair with. They consistently com-
pensate more for place assimilation than voice assimilation
(i.e., higher Compensation Index), regardless of language.
Triphone(-SA) AMs, however, can display to some extent the
language-specific effect. For example, triphone AM with bi-
gram LM shows the language-specific asymmetry: place >
voice / place < voice for English/ French.

On the other hand, LMs (shown in rows), which repre-
sent prior knowledge of phone sequences/phonotactics, also
play an important part in perceiving assimilated phones. A
comparison across four types of LMs shows that one indeed
needs some knowledge of phone sequences, as the flat (null)
LM fails to predict the correct assimilation pattern. Other
LMs all show the qualitative pattern of compensation for
assimiation—different slope directions for English/French—
when combined with most AMs.

Having shown that certain ASR models – those with a min-
imally triphone AM and a non-flat LM – do predict language-
specific assimilation, we further investigate the source of
compensation: how much information is in the acoustic sig-
nal? Does one need phonetic and allophonic knowledge as
well as phonotactics? Can one compensate for assimilation
even without the following context?
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Figure 3: Compensation indices, based on raw acoustics of
cut-out words (MFCCs, purple) and humans (black).

Experiment 2: Raw acoustics
In order to examine the information from raw acoustics (i.e.
without using a model), we calculated the DTW distance on
the MFCCs between the target words in carrier sentences and
words in isolation. Note that as here the frame-level features
are MFCCs, rather than phone posteriors, we use cosine dis-
tance to calculate the frame-wise distance between the pair.
The rest of the procedures are the same as described above.

Figure 3 shows the compensation index for MFCCs for En-
glish and French. The purple dotted line represents the model
prediction and the back dotted line is the human performance
reported from the control experiment in Darcy et al. (2009).

While both model and human fail to detect assimilation
from raw acoustics in the French case, the English model in-
deed predicts assimilation (0.66 for place and 0 for voice).
Using the same asymmetry criteria as before, only half of the
assimilation pattern can be accounted for, that is, only English
results show an obvious negative slope, while the French re-
sults display a flat slope. Thus, raw acoustics are not suffi-
cient for fully capturing the language-specific pattern.

The results further reveal that, first, for English, a listener
can detect place assimilation just depending on the acoustics
without any linguistic knowledge (if they are able to use all
information carried in the signals), although humans do not
(black dotted line); second, a comparison with Experiment 1
suggest that even for cases where raw acoustics are not dis-
tinguishable (i.e. French voice assimilation), the contextual
phonetic knowledge and the phone distributions – knowledge
learned by the model through training– enables a listener to
compensate for assimilation native to their own language.

Experiment 3: Cut-out word decoding
We further did decoding only on the cut-out words, which
replicates Darcy and colleagues’ control experiment to ex-
plore whether or not a listener (i.e. model) is still able to
compensate without the following context. Figure 4 shows
the cut-out word decoding only on the four models that suc-
cessfully compensate for assimilation in Experiment 1 (Fig-
ure 2, those displaying a negative slope for English and a
positive slope for French at the same time). The logic of in-
vestigating only four, but not all, models is that, if a model
fails to compensate for assimilation when given full infor-
mation, then such mismatch with humans indicates that they

Figure 4: Compensation indices on cut-out words (dotted
colored lines), compared to model performance with context
(solid colored lines) and human performance with/ without
context (solid/ dotted black lines). The selected models are
the ones that show human-like patterns in Experiment 1.

cannot model or explain human performance, and hence are
dispensed with. Dotted lines are the new results for cut-out
words, while solid lines are the same results as in Figure 2,
shown here for reference; black lines are human results.

Most models fail to compensate for assimilation in the ab-
sence of the following context, in that they do not show a
language-specific pattern, i.e. negative slope for English and
positive slope for French. The only exception is the model
with triphone AM and bigram LM (middle row). It success-
fully show the language asymmetry of the two types of as-
similation.

Discussion
This study investigates, using a computational model,
whether or not a listener without the knowledge of a lex-
icon or word boundaries can compensate for assimilation.
We replicated the psycholinguistic experiment in Darcy et
al. (2009) using HMM-GMM ASR models trained on En-
glish and French corpora respectively. We found that 1) cer-
tain models do show language-specific compensation effects;
2) in most cases, though not all, following context is crucial
for detecting language-specific compensation; 3) the phonetic
and allophonic knowledge (captured by AM) and the distri-
butional statistics of phones (captured by LM) both matter.

Linguistic knowledge is crucial for compensation
A major finding of this paper is that computational mod-
els trained on speech corpora indeed show language-specific
compensation asymmetry like humans. The models which
show this behavior share some properties: none of them use
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monophone AMs and none of them use flat LMs.
While there is no successful language-specific compensa-

tion on raw acoustics, models trained on speech corpora man-
age to compensate for assimilation like humans (Figure 2),
according to the comparison on the same experiment.

These results show the minimal knowledge a listener,
whether human or machine, needs to acquire to compensate
from assimilation, which cannot be done from raw acous-
tics alone. The successful models suggest that contextually-
sensitive knowledge of both phonetics and phonology are
necessary. Specifically, for phonetics, only learning phoneme
category (modeled by monophone AM) is not sufficient, and
one has to learn variable acoustic realizations of phones, in-
cluding context information (modelled by triphone(-SA) In
addition, no flat LM being successful suggests that one also
needs some knowledge of phone sequences/phonotactics, but
not much. The fact that even a unigram LM works (in some
models) indicates that, if one is able to learn contextual pho-
netic information well, then it is not necessary to learn phono-
tactics (i.e. probabilities of phone sequences), as the relevant
information is already included in the acoustic model. It also
reveals that only adjacent phones matter, which is indeed the
case for phonological assimilation.

The role of following context in compensation
Human listeners heavily rely on following context to de-
tect assimilation. In order to explore whether ASR models,
which already show human-like behavior, indeed show simi-
lar capacity for compensation, we test them on cut-out words
where no following context is accessible (Experiment 3). The
results on the four successful models show that three of them
fail to compensate as humans, indicating that following con-
text is indeed important.

On the other hand, it is interesting to note one exception,
the model with triphone AM and bigram LM, which is still
able to compensate without context. While this exception
does not agree with Darcy et al. (2009), humans can in some
cases make use of subtle acoustic cues to assimilation. In an
eye-tracking study, Gow & McMurray (2007) found that for
English place assimilation, listeners are able to predict the
following phone (the one that triggers the assimilation) be-
fore they hear it. The over-compensating model in our study
also compensates in French without following context, point-
ing to the availability of subtle acoustic cues not apparent in
the raw MFCCs, and not exploited by humans. Nevertheless,
the over-compensating model achieves greater compensation
rate when taking context into consideration (difference be-
tween solid and dotted lines in Figure 4 middle row).

Acoustic signals are partially informative
The results on MFCCs show that a listener can actually detect
assimilated words in English, if they are able to perceive all
acoustic information. Humans, however, are not able to do
this. Humans fail to perceive the full extent of acoustic detail
carried in the signal, while the ASR system is optimized for
solving this specific task. Nevertheless, the raw, unmodelled

acoustic signals fail to identify the assimilated word in the
French case.

A possible explanation for explaining the compensation
effects in the cut-out stimuli could be the way we derived
MFCCs: we calculated MFCCs at the sentence level and ex-
tracted frames corresponding to the word. When calculating
MFCCs at each frame, a small window of signal is used for
calculation. Thus, although we only extracted MFCCs up to
the word boundaries, the MFCCs nevertheless contain some
information about the following signal,and hence may cap-
ture some of the acoustics of the following consonant.

Conclusion
In this paper, we used ASR systems to represent listeners for
modelling language-specific phonological assimilation. We
found that certain models indeed reproduced human behavior,
not only in what they can do—compensation for assimilation,
but also in what they cannot do—no compensation for assim-
ilation without following context. Moreover, these computa-
tional ‘listeners’ do not employ any of the higher-level knowl-
edge sometimes used to explain perception of cross-word as-
similation by human listeners: a lexicon, explicit phonologi-
cal rules, or word boundaries. The patterns are explained by a
combination of contextual acoustic modelling and phonotac-
tic patterns, but nowhere in the system is there an application
of explicit (inverse) phonological rules.

In future work, we plan to better compare ASR with theo-
retical accounts based on the lexical level. This can be done
by using a word-level LM with a fallback on a phone-level
LM for unseen words. We also plan to test more modern
hybrid ASR systems based on deep neural networks for the
AM (Mohamed et al., 2012). Such models would presum-
ably have better performances than the AM used in this pa-
per, but because neural networks incorporate more context
than GMMs, they could potentially reproduce compensation
for assimilation without the help of any LM.
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Leftward Visuospatial Bias Predicts Childrens Reading Fluency
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Abstract

Neurotypical children have been shown to display a leftward visuospatial attention bias while children with dyslexia
(i.e., children with a reading disorder characterized by slow and/or inaccurate word recognition) have been shown to
display a relatively rightward visuospatial attention bias. Researchers have speculated that leftward bias in young children
may be driven by their beginning reading education in languages read from left to right. Here, we investigated whether
spatial bias may be related to the acquisition of reading skills among a sample of children in grades 1 to 3. We assessed
the relationship between spatial bias (measured using the landmark task) and performance on (1) a rapid automatized
naming test (a predictor of reading fluency) and (2) a word-identification test. We found that leftward bias predicts rapid
automatized naming but not word identification. This finding has implications for understanding the potential role of
spatial bias in reading and dyslexia.
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Abstract

Sleep deprivation (SD) has negative effects on emotional regulation, but few studies have evaluated electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) indices and none of these have used a within-subject design. Twenty-nine participants (17 female) com-
pleted a repeated-measures study protocol involving a night of normal sleep (NS) and a night of SD, followed by resting-
state EEG during the following morning. Established EEG indices of emotion regulation, frontal alpha asymmetry (FAS)
and slow wave/fast wave (SW/FW) ratio in frontal sites (F3, F4, Fz), were investigated. Our results did not reveal SD ef-
fects in FAS (t28= -.960, p = .345) or in SW/FW ratio (t28= 0.737, p = 0.467). Although other studies have demonstrated
emotional dysregulation after SD, two well-studied EEG markers of emotional dysregulation did not reflect altered emo-
tional states after SD in the current within-subject study. Future studies combining EEG and other indices of emotional
regulation may help elucidate these results.
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Abstract
Syntactic ambiguities in isolated sentences can lead to in-
creased difficulty in incremental sentence processing, a phe-
nomenon known as a garden-path effect. This difficulty, how-
ever, can be alleviated for humans when they are presented
with supporting discourse contexts. We tested whether re-
current neural network (RNN) language models (LMs) could
learn linguistic representations that are similarly influenced by
discourse context. RNN LMs have been claimed to learn a
variety of syntactic constructions. However, recent work has
suggested that pragmatically conditioned syntactic phenomena
are not acquired by RNNs. In comparing model behavior to
human behavior, we show that our models can, in fact, learn
pragmatic constraints that alleviate garden-path effects given
the correct training and testing conditions. This suggests that
some aspects of linguistically relevant pragmatic knowledge
can be learned from distributional information alone.
Keywords: garden path; neural networks; pragmatics; dis-
course

Introduction
Without context, syntactic ambiguities can lead to sentence
processing difficulties, with garden-path phenomena being
one of the most well studied cases. For example:

(1) The horse raced past the barn fell.

In reading (1) in isolation, readers experience confusion at the
verb fell (known as a garden-path effect), having expected
raced to be a main verb rather than part of a reduced rela-
tive clause (cf. The horse that was raced past the barn fell).
Embedded in a larger linguistic context, however, this ef-
fect can be alleviated (e.g., Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1991;
Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell, & Tanenhaus, 1993). This al-
leviation crucially relies on speakers’ pragmatic and/or se-
mantic knowledge, leading to questions about how insular
syntactic representations are from non-syntactic information.
The present study explores if such pragmatic knowledge is
acquired, and utilized in a human-like way, by modern recur-
rent neural network (RNN) language models (LMs), which
have been claimed to acquire knowledge of a range of syn-
tactic phenomena.

There have been a number of theoretical accounts attempt-
ing to clarify at what level (and at what time in the course
of incremental sentence processing) linguistic knowledge be-
yond syntax is utilized. The garden-path model (e.g., Frazier
& Rayner, 1982; Ferreira & Clifton Jr, 1986) posits that syn-
tactic structure is built without consideration of semantic or
pragmatic plausibility. Semantics and pragmatics can influ-
ence the revision of this structure, but crucially syntax oper-
ates first. In contrast, constraint-based approaches (e.g., Mc-
Clelland, St. John, & Taraban, 1989; Trueswell, Tanenhaus,

& Garnsey, 1994) posit that semantic and pragmatic informa-
tion biases the parser towards certain syntactic structures over
others. Similarly, referential theory (e.g., Altmann & Steed-
man, 1988), posits that the syntactic structure chosen is one
where the pragmatic presuppositions are best satisfied. In the
absence of context, this amounts to the syntactic alternative
that requires the least number of presuppositions in order for
it to be interpreted felicitously.

There are theoretical accounts that focus less on details
of syntactic structure building. The best known instances
of these are information-theoretic surprisal (e.g., Hale, 2001;
Levy, 2008) and the “good-enough” theory of parsing (e.g.,
Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002; Ferreira & Patson, 2007).
Theories of surprisal suggest that garden-path effects follow
from predictability, where less predictable words are pro-
cessed more slowly. Thus, parsing fell in (1) leads to slow-
down in processing because it is not predictable in the local
context. The “good-enough” theory proposes that syntactic
structures are only generated when necessary, so there is no
need for the human parser to maintain competing syntactic
structures. Under both of these accounts, pragmatic consid-
erations can influence parser behavior.

RNN LMs have been claimed to acquire syntactic knowl-
edge ranging from subject-verb agreement (e.g., Linzen,
Dupoux, & Goldberg, 2016; Gulordava, Bojanowski, Grave,
Linzen, & Baroni, 2018), filler-gap dependencies (Wilcox,
Levy, Morita, & Futrell, 2018) and center embedding
(Wilcox, Levy, & Futrell, 2019). These studies have all tested
single sentences focusing on cases of stark grammatical vs.
ungrammatical distinctions. This is analogous to the task of
single-sentence grammaticality judgments in humans. Prag-
matic knowledge, on the other hand, is commonly assumed
to rely heavily on reasoning about speaker intent and to uti-
lize extra-linguistic ‘world knowledge.’ RNN LMs have no
such knowledge, having no objective to infer intent for ex-
ample. As such, they delineate an upper-bound on how far a
model can get in acquiring linguistically relevant pragmatic
reasoning from only linguistic data.

If nuanced knowledge of both syntax and pragmatics
are needed in online human comprehension, we might ask
whether these models acquire linguistic representations that
are similarly mediated by both syntactic and pragmatic fac-
tors. Chaves (2020) has shown that previous studies claiming
that RNN LMs acquire knowledge of syntactic islands (e.g.,
Wilcox et al., 2018) failed to account for experimentally val-
idated fine-grained human grammaticality judgments. By re-
lating model failure to pragmatic rather than syntactic condi-
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tions, Chaves claimed that RNN LMs are unable to acquire
the full extent of linguistic knowledge necessary for reason-
ing about incremental sentence processing. The present study
examines this claim with respect to garden-path phenomena.

RNN LMs have been shown to exhibit a human-like
garden-path effect for isolated sentences (e.g., van Schijn-
del & Linzen, 2018; Futrell & Levy, 2019; Frank & Hoeks,
2019). In humans, this effect can be alleviated by discourse
and pragmatic considerations. This paper addresses whether
RNN LMs are truly unable to learn pragmatically condi-
tioned syntactic representations by probing whether they ex-
hibit human-like garden-path alleviation. In broad terms,
we study what aspects of discourse structure, or pragmatic
context, these models learn, and whether discourse (or prag-
matic) representations influence incremental RNN represen-
tations. This has implications for our understanding of both
how linguistic context influences human sentence processing
and of the role that primary linguistic data plays in the acqui-
sition of syntactic and pragmatic knowledge.

Stimuli
We focused on two types of garden-path constructions in this
work. The first construction is the main verb vs. reduced-
relative (MV/RR) ambiguity exemplified by (1). The second
construction (NP/Z), exemplified below, is an ambiguity be-
tween a transitive verb left with a noun phrase (NP) comple-
ment the party (as in the band left the party) vs. an intransi-
tive verb reading of left with zero complement (Z; as in Even
though the band left, the party went on).

(2) Even though the band left the party went on for at least
another two hours.

We manipulated pragmatic knowledge with controlled dis-
course contexts prior to the presentation of the target sen-
tence. In particular, we embedded MV/RR sentences in two
classes of discourse context: referentially supporting con-
texts and temporally supporting contexts. The stimuli we
used (including discourse contexts) were taken from Spivey-
Knowlton et al. (1993) for referential contexts and Trueswell
and Tanenhaus (1991) for temporal contexts. This allowed
us to compare our RNN LM results to those of their human
participants. A total of 32 sets of stimuli (16 referential and
16 temporal) were used. All the reduced-relative verbs were
ambiguous between both MV/RR readings (i.e. killed rather
than slain). An example of a referential stimulus is given in
(3).

(3) a. Context
(i) 1NP - A knight and his squire were attack-

ing a dragon. With its breath of fire, the
dragon killed the knight but not the squire.

(ii) 2NP - Two knights were attacking a
dragon. With its breath of fire, the dragon
killed one of the knights but not the other.

b. Target

(i) Reduced - The knight killed by the dragon
fell to the ground with a thud.

(ii) Unreduced - The knight who was killed by
the dragon fell to the ground with a thud.

In (3), (3-b-i) is a garden-path sentence, with killed being am-
biguous between a main verb and a reduced relative interpre-
tation (killed in (3-b-ii) is unambiguously embedded in a rel-
ative clause). If the context (3-a-ii) is presented to humans
before they read (3-b-i), they have a reduced garden-path ef-
fect; while the context (3-a-i) followed by (3-b-i) leads to the
canonical garden-path effect.

The discourse status of the nominal knight is the key ma-
nipulation. With a main verb reading (leading to a garden-
path effect), (3-b-i) presupposes that there exists a unique
knight in the preceding context. This is satisfied when the
sentence is preceded by (3-a-i). In contexts with only one
knight, the relative clause reading is odd because the knight
is just as informative as the knight killed by a dragon, so read-
ers prefer the more concise but equally informative main verb
reading (following Grice, 1975). In contexts with more than
one knight (3-a-ii), the main verb reading violates the unique-
ness presupposition arising from the, while the relative clause
reading accommodates this presupposition and is informative
(it uniquely identifies one of the knights), so there is a greater
expectation that the definite nominal will appear modified.
This leads to an alleviation of the garden-path effect.

A similar alleviation (though driven by a different dis-
course requirement) occurs in some temporal contexts as in:

(4) a. Context
(i) Past - Several students were sitting to-

gether taking an exam in a large lecture
hall earlier today. A proctor noticed one
of the students cheating.

(ii) Future - Several students will be sitting to-
gether taking an exam in a large lecture
hall later today. A proctor will notice one
of the students cheating.

b. Target
(i) Reduced - The student spotted by the proc-

tor received/will receive a warning.
(ii) Unreduced - The student who was spot-

ted by the proctor received/will receive a
warning.

In (4), we held fixed the number of referents (several stu-
dents). If (4-a-ii) is presented to humans before they read
(4-b-i), they do not garden-path; while (4-a-i) followed by
(4-b-i) leads to the canonical garden-path effect. As detailed
in Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991), this difference is de-
pendent on the temporal relationship between the discourse
context and the target sentence. They hypothesized that the
garden-path effect in past contexts is driven by it being less
costly to continue the discourse with an additional past event
(i.e. a student spotted something in the past) than it is to se-
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lect the specific discourse referent using a relative clause in-
terpretation (i.e. refer to the student who was spotted by the
proctor). With future contexts (4-a-ii), however, the relative
clause reading is preferred, because adding a new past event
to the discourse with a main verb interpretation requires an
additional processing step of adding a new time of reference
(i.e. referring to an event before the current discourse).

Finally, we embedded NP/Z sentences in discourse con-
texts that differed in information status and definiteness. Our
design followed Besserman and Kaiser (2016), though their
stimuli were not included in their paper. Thus, we took the
20 NP/Z stimuli from Grodner, Gibson, Argaman, and Baby-
onyshev (2003) and manually created contexts for each.

(5) a. Indefinite+New
It was a fun evening. Even though the band left
(,) a party went on for at least another two hours.

b. Definite+New
It was a fun evening. Even though the band left
(,) the party went on for at least another two
hours.

c. Definite+Old
A party was organized this evening. Even though
the band left (,) the party went on for at least
another two hours.

As in (3) and (4), each construction had an unambiguous
version, in this case disambiguated with a comma inserted af-
ter the verb. There are two pragmatic manipulations: whether
the potential NP complement is definite (the party) or indef-
inite (a party) and whether the potential NP complement is
New (as in (5-a) where there is no prior mention of a party)
or Old (as in (5-c) where there is a prior mention of party).1

In brief, Besserman and Kaiser hypothesized that re-analysis
from object to subject would be harder (i.e. the garden-path
effect would be larger) when the potential NP complements
were indefinite and new than for definite and new or definite
and old. This follows from findings in corpora that objects
tend to be new information and subjects to be given. In other
words, (5-a) should be more difficult to process than (5-b),
which in turn should be difficult than (5-c).

Modeling Methods
We trained ten RNN LMs with long short-term memory units
(LSTMs; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997)2 using PyTorch.3

The models were trained on unannotated text using a lan-
guage modeling objective of predicting each word given the
preceding words (e.g., Elman, 1990). Training was done on
an 80 million word subset of the Wikitext-103 corpus (Merity,
Xiong, Bradbury, & Socher, 2016). To ensure that our results

1Indefinite+Old is regarded as infelicitous. It was not tested in
Besserman and Kaiser (2016) or in the present study.

2The models had two LSTM layers with 400 hidden units each,
400-dimensional word embeddings, a dropout rate of 0.2 and batch
size 128, and was trained for 40 epochs (with early stopping).

3The models and code for this paper can be found at
https://github.com/forrestdavis/GardenPath

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of LM validation
perplexity for the models trained on ordered text and models
trained on text shuffled by sentence.

Model Type µ σ

Ordered 27.82 0.12
Shuffled 32.56 0.13

are robust, each RNN was trained with a different random
initialization.

To manipulate the pragmatic knowledge acquired by our
RNN LMs, we trained five of the models on the training data
after shuffling the data by sentence, which removed the dis-
course context while leaving syntactic structures intact, and
which is actually a common approach in the computational
literature (e.g., Gulordava et al., 2018; Jozefowicz, Vinyals,
Schuster, Shazeer, & Wu, 2016). The five remaining models
were trained on the original, unshuffled data (i.e. discourse
contexts were preserved).

We evaluated the quality of the LMs used in this work by
calculating model perplexity on the validation data given in
the Wikitext-103 corpus. Due to memory constraints, we di-
vided the validation data into individual Wikipedia articles,
for a total of 60 articles.4 Each article was passed to each
model (shuffled and ordered) as a continuous chunk, so any
cross-sentence dependencies within each article were avail-
able for the model to use. We report the standard by-word
perplexity in Table 1. Training on ordered data lead to an av-
erage decrease in perplexity of 4.74 (i.e. models trained on
ordered data performed better).

Measures
We used information-theoretic surprisal as our dependent
measure (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008).

S(wi) =−log2 p(wi|w1...wi−1) (1)

This measure tells us how probable a word is according to
each model given the preceding context. Surprisal is used
throughout the computational linguistics literature on lan-
guage modeling and within the recent literature on modeling
garden-path effects using RNN LMs. A larger surprisal value
is correlated with greater reading times, and thus more sur-
prisal indicates a larger garden-path effect.

For the MV/RR stimuli, we calculated the surprisal at their
respective disambiguating regions. Given the human results,
we expected that surprisal would be affected by preceding
discourse context. To quantify the contextual effects, we took
the difference in surprisal at the disambiguating region in
the reduced target sentence (e.g., (3-b-i)) when preceded by
the garden-path supporting context (e.g., one referent context
(3-a-i)) and the same region in the reduced target sentence

4Due to size of 3 of the 60 articles, we had to further split those
for a total of 65 chunks.
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when preceded by the garden-path alleviating context (e.g.,
two referents context (3-a-ii)). In other words, S(region|1NP)
- S(region|2NP) and S(region|Past) - S(region|Future). This
was done by stimulus, to control for stimulus-specific differ-
ences (e.g., lexical semantics).

Similarly, for the NP/Z stimuli, given the human results,
we expected that definiteness and information status would
have a significant effect on surprisal values at the disam-
biguating region. No significant interaction effect was re-
ported in Besserman and Kaiser (2016), so we looked at
the two main effects individually. For the effect of defi-
niteness, we held fixed information status and took the dif-
ference in surprisal at the disambiguating region with an
indefinite potential NP complement (as in (5-a)) from the
same region with a definite potential NP complement (as
in (5-b)). For the effect of information status, we held
fixed definiteness, taking the difference in surprisal at the
disambiguating region when the potential NP complement
is discourse new (as in (5-b)) from when it is discourse
old (as in (5-c)). In other words, we derived two mea-
sures: S(region|Indefinite+New) - S(region|Definite+New)
and S(region|Definite+New) - S(region|Definite+Old).

Results
Context-Free Garden Path Effects
Spivey-Knowlton et al. (1993), Trueswell and Tanenhaus
(1991), and Besserman and Kaiser (2016) reported greater
reading times with reduced sentences (e.g., (3-b-i)) than with
unreduced sentences (e.g., (3-b-ii)). For the MV/RR stimuli,
we summed the surprisals over the entire relative clause (e.g.,
killed by the dragon, spotted by the proctor) which was read
significantly slower in the human experiments as a reduced
relative (i.e. when not preceded by who was) than an unre-
duced relative clause. For NP/Z, we expected the models to
have greater surprisal at the disambiguating region (e.g., went
on in (5)) in the reduced case compared to the unreduced case
(as in van Schijndel & Linzen, 2018). This served as a sanity
check and confirmation of the previous RNN LM literature
on garden-path sentences.

As expected, we observed a decontextualized garden-path
effect for both the MV/RR data (Figure 1a) and NP/Z data
(Figure 1b). We conducted a two way ANOVA test in R, with
model type (ordered vs. shuffled training data) and sentence
type (reduced vs. unreduced) as main effects. The results of
this confirmed the observed pattern, with sentence type highly
significant and model type also significant.5 The interaction,
however, was not significant (p = 0.28). The mean difference
in surprisal was greater for the models trained on shuffled data
than for the models trained on ordered data, in line with the
lower overall perplexity for models trained on ordered data.
The lack of interaction suggests that this performance advan-
tage did not affect the garden-path effect as a whole.

5We corrected for multiple comparisons using family-wise Bon-
ferroni correction. All effects we report as significant had p <
0.00001.

Figure 1: Mean RNN LM surprisals for (a) reduced versus
unreduced MV/RR target stimuli with surprisal summed over
the relative clause region, and (b) NP/Z target stimuli with
surprisal summed over the disambiguating region. Greater
difference between reduced and unreduced correspond to a
greater garden-path effect. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals. Stimuli are from Spivey-Knowlton et al. (1993),
Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991), and Grodner et al. (2003).

Referential Contexts

We turn now to context mediated effects, beginning with ref-
erentially supporting contexts (exemplified with (3)). We pre-
dicted, based on the human results from Spivey-Knowlton et
al. (1993), that preceding contexts with two referents of the
same type as the subject of the target sentence (e.g., context
with two knights followed by the target The knight killed by
the dragon ...) would have less of a garden-path effect than
those with one referent ((3-a-ii) followed by (3-b-i) vs. (3-a-i)
followed by (3-b-i)).

Specifically, we calculated the surprisal at by which par-
tially disambiguates the reduced-relative reading. The fully
disambiguating main verb (e.g., fell) did not exhibit an effect
of discourse context in the human experiments, so we did not
look at that region in the present study. As detailed above, we
measured S(by|1NP) - S(by|2NP). The distributions, broken
into model type as before, are given in Figure 2a.

Contrary to our prediction, contexts with two referents did
not significantly reduce the surprisal at by when compared
to contexts with only one referent regardless of training con-
dition (i.e. ordered vs. shuffled). However, if we calculated
surprisal over the verb+by region, which showed a significant
context effect in Spivey-Knowlton et al. (1993), we did see
an effect of context, with two referent contexts decreasing the
surprisal over this region. This effect was only marginally
significant (p = 0.004) after Bonferroni correction for mod-
els trained on ordered data, and there was no significant effect
(p = 0.51) for models trained on shuffled data. Additionally,
there was a marginally significant (p = 0.004) difference be-
tween model types. These results suggest that whatever refer-
enetial alleviation might have been learned from text was only
learned by models trained on ordered data. The presence of
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Figure 2: Differences between RNN LM surprisals at the crit-
ical region (by) when preceded by a garden-path supporting
context ((a) contexts with a single referent and (b) past con-
texts) and when preceded by a garden-path alleviating con-
text ((a) contexts with two referents and (b) future contexts).
For (b), differences between critical region in reduced rel-
ative clause and unreduced relative clause are given. Error
bars are 95% confidence intervals. Positive values correspond
to a garden-path alleviation effect. Stimuli are from Spivey-
Knowlton et al. (1993) and Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991).

an RNN effect for the entire verb+by region and not for just by
suggests that the alleviation is concentrated on the reduced-
relative verb rather than distributed over the verb+by region
analyzed in previous human experiments.6

Temporal Contexts
We turn now to temporally supporting contexts (exemplified
with (4)), and their relationship to garden-path alleviation in
RNN LMs. We predicted, based on the human results from
Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991), that preceding past con-
texts would result in less of a garden-path effect than future
contexts ((4-a-ii) followed by (4-b-i) vs. (4-a-i) followed by
(4-b-i)). As with the referential contexts, we calculated the
surprisal values at by.7 As detailed above we conditioned this
on context, so we measured S(by|Past) - S(by|Future)).

Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991) reported that a difference
in reading times in the future context is observed for the re-
duced relative clauses and not the unreduced relative clauses.
We made the prediction that only the reduced target sentences
would exhibit a context effect, with future contexts reducing
the surprisal. The surprisal values for by should be similar
if the target sentence has an unreduced relative clause. The

6In Spivey-Knowlton et al. (1993), they ran an additional exper-
iment with single word presentations and found an effect of context
on the reduced-relative verb as well. They, however, included an-
other manipulation, whether the reduced-relative verb was possible
as a main-verb (e.g., killed) or not (e.g., slain). We did not include
this manipulation in the present study, so cannot directly compare
our results to the human ones.

7Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991) reported only a by-subject ef-
fect and not a by-item effect for context type for the fully disam-
biguating main verb (e.g., received) so we did not look at this region.

Figure 3: Differences between RNN LM surprisals at the dis-
ambiguating region when potential NP complement in NP/Z
garden-path stimuli is indefinte and definite in (a) or discourse
new and old in (b). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
Positive values correspond to a garden-path alleviation effect.
Stimuli are from Grodner et al. (2003).

surprisal distributions, broken into model type as before, are
given in Figure 2b.

As predicted, future contexts significantly reduced the sur-
prisal at by, when compared to past contexts. The surprisal
values differed significantly between model types. We saw
an effect only for the models trained on ordered data, while
those trained on shuffled data did not significantly differ from
zero. Moreover, as predicted, only the reduced target sen-
tences exhibited the context based alleviation. In unreduced
relative clauses, the difference in surprisal between past con-
texts and future contexts did not differ significantly from zero
given Bonferroni correction (p = 0.03).

These results again suggest that training on ordered data is
crucial for exhibiting temporal alleviation of the garden-path
effect. The lack of a context effect for unreduced relative
clauses suggests that the observed behavior is driven by alle-
viating the ambiguity of the relative clause, rather than just
an increased likelihood for the relative clause given a Future
context.

Information Status and Definiteness Effects
Finally we turn to effects of information status (given
vs. new) and definiteness on NP/Z garden-paths (exempli-
fied with (5)). We predicted, based on the human re-
sults from Besserman and Kaiser (2016), that discourse old
potential NP complements would lead to reduced garden-
path effects (as in (5-c)) and definite potential NP com-
plements would lead to reduced garden-path effects (as in
(5-b) and (5-c)). As detailed above, we took two measure-
ments: S(region|Indefinite+New) - S(region|Definite+New)
and S(region|Definite+New) - S(region|Definite+Old). Sur-
prisal distributions for each condition are given in Figures 3a
and 3b respectively.

For the models trained on ordered data, definite NPs did
significantly reduce surprisal, while discourse old NPs did not
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reach significance in reduction of surprisal. Models trained
on shuffled data showed no alleviation effects. This again
suggests that models trained on ordered data were able to ex-
hibit human-like garden-path alleviation effects, at least along
the dimension of definiteness.

Discussion
Recent work has suggested that RNN LMs are unable to ac-
quire fine-grained pragmatic representations (Chaves, 2020).
The present study points to two crucial components missing
from these previous experiments: explicit discourse context
prior to the target sentence and models trained on ordered
data. Models trained on both ordered and shuffled data in
this study exhibited the canonical garden-path effect, but only
ordered data led to the acquisition of pragmatically condi-
tioned representations. These findings highlight the signif-
icance of different training conditions in comparing model
performance to human experimental findings. Moreover, lan-
guage modeling, like human experimentation, that focuses
only on isolated sentences may miss factors, like presuppo-
sition failure, that better account for processing mechanisms.
In attempting to compare model behavior and human behav-
ior, crucial explanatory factors are compounded by the fact
that humans bring a wealth of language experience and ex-
pectations to an experiment that are difficult to quantify in
comparison to a model’s initial state. Providing explicit dis-
course contexts in the experimental manipulation for both
models and humans is a key component in evaluating and dif-
ferentiating model and human linguistic representations.

Turning to the specific results in this study, we saw that
temporal contexts had the largest effects on garden-path al-
leviation, definiteness had a lesser effect, referential contexts
were mixed in their effect, and information status had none.
We might, then, extract the generalization that tense is more
robustly learned (in the sense that it can influence model rep-
resentations) than grammatical features constrained to nomi-
nals (as in uniqueness, definiteness, and relative clause modi-
fication). Additionally, we failed to replicate the information
status results in Besserman and Kaiser (2016). Perhaps the
effect is weaker than their work suggests, or perhaps the prag-
matic knowledge needed to exhibit this effect is not learnable
from linguistic data alone. It is worth noting that they them-
selves report only a numerical effect for the hierarchy of Def-
inite+Old over Indefinite+New and Definite+New. Finally, in
the case of referential alleviation, we replicated the context
alleviation effect in the verb+by region from the human ex-
periments, but it seems that the effect in RNNs was driven by
the reduced-relative verb alone. These results raise the possi-
bility that the human findings in the verb+by region may also
be driven by priming of the semantic content of the reduced-
relative verb rather than solely by the previously accepted ex-
planation of increased expectation of subject modification.

Models trained on both ordered and shuffled data exhib-
ited the single-sentence garden-path effect, but only models
trained on ordered data exhibited additional pragmatic con-

straints. The difference in model behavior based on train-
ing condition suggests that syntactic aspects of the garden
path effect are distinct from the acquisition of the pragmatic
knowledge used to alleviate them.

In the introduction we asked which aspects of discourse
structure these models learn and whether these representa-
tions influence on-line syntactic representations. Our results
suggest that components of tense, uniqueness, and definite-
ness can be learned from linguistic data alone, without any
structures pre-defined as such. This strengthens work that has
shown that distributional data carry rich semantic knowledge
(e.g., Lupyan & Lewis, 2019; Lewis, Zettersten, & Lupyan,
2019), and suggests that more pragmatic knowledge is con-
tained in language statistics than is commonly assumed. Fur-
ther work on what aspects of pragmatics RNN LMs can and
cannot learn will provide a bound on what linguistic phenom-
ena is possible to learn without extra-linguistic knowledge.
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Abstract

Previous studies have found that for electronic computers the computational requirements of solving an instance of a
problem are related to a specific set of features of the problem. This mapping has been shown to apply to electronic
computers on a multitude of problems and is referred to as Instance Complexity (IC). However, it remains an open question
whether IC applies to humans. For this purpose, we ran a set of experiments in which human participants solved a set
of instances of one of three, widely studied, computational problems (Knapsack, Traveling Salesperson and the Boolean
Satisfiability). We found that, in line with our hypothesis, IC had a negative effect on human performance in all problems.
Our results suggest that IC can be used as a generalisable measure of the computational resource requirements of a task.
Moreover, given its properties, IC could serve a crucial role in the cognitive resource allocation process.
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Abstract

Poetry and lyrics across cultures, from Sonnets to Rap, demon-
strate an obvious human cognitive capacity for the perception
and production of various multi-syllable sound patterns. Here
we use entropy to measure discrete serialized representations
of phones and to explore the complexity of these sound struc-
tures across genres of creative language arts. The present ex-
ploratory analysis has two main objectives. First, our aim is
to broaden the scope of cognitive processes and data that are
considered in statistical learning approaches to phonological
learning and language acquisition. Second, we hope to to pro-
vide a basis for more targeted computational and phonological
investigations of these patterns. We compare the conditional
entropy of sequences of phonological patterns in lyrics and find
that, in general, Battle Rap and Sonnets maintain noticeably
lower entropy than other genres across sequence sizes, while
lyrics from Electronic music and Hip-Hop display relatively
high entropy.
Keywords: Conditional Entropy; Phonology; Learning; Po-
etry; Music; Genres

Introduction
Background
Sound patterns that use stress, rhyme, assonance, and conso-
nance are common in language art practices across cultures.
As genres like Hip-hop, Rap, and improvisational rhyming
trend toward fluent use of larger rhyming patterns than their
literary cousins, many questions arise about the perception,
production, and complexity of these structures.

C.E. Shannon estimated the source entropy of English
characters using human guessing to be between 0.6 and 1.3
bits per [orthographic] character (Shannon, 1951). In 1965
Kolmogorov noted that while English characters (at the time)
had an estimated source entropy of 1.9 bits per character, it
is likely that works from artistic disciplines, such as Sonnets,
would have more constraints (predictability) and therefore,
should have a lower source entropy, between 1.0 to 1.2 bits
per character. (Kolmogorov, 1965).

Since then many better estimates of the entropy of English
have been calculated (MacKay, 2005; Cover & King, 1978),
along with numerous linguistically driven information theo-
retic studies (Montemurro & Zanette, 2011). Work focusing
on sequences of vowels and consonants has also been con-
ducted demonstrating the interdependence of = constituent
parts like vowels and consonants (Markov, 2006; Goldsmith
& Riggle, 2012). Furthermore, the cognitive science of learn-
ability has flourished, reinforcing the desire to explore realms

of human patterning in terms of perception, production, and
statistical learning (Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996). Fi-
nally, “it should be noted that the broader problem of measur-
ing the information connected with creative human endeavor
is of the utmost significance.” –Kolmogorov (1965)

Here, we measure the information associated with sound
item sequences in lyrics and poetry as shown in Table 1.
Orthographic representations of texts are collected, but in-
stead of analyzing the serialized orthographic characters of
a phrase like ”The Atomic Bomb Designer”, words are seri-
ally encoded into ARPABET form (or some constituent parts:
vowel, stress, consonants) to represent the phonological in-
formation of the text.

Encoding Example
Words THE ATOMIC BOMB DESIGNER
ARPABET DH AH0 AH0 T AA1 M IH0...
Vowel AH AH AA IH AA IH AY ER
Stress 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Cons DH T M K B M D Z N

Table 1: Categories of phonological items derived from or-
thography. ARPABET encoding, also referred to as ALL in
this text, represents the full and faithful transcription from or-
thography to ARPABET

Purpose
Many are familiar with the rhyme and long range metrical
constraints on language in the domains of poetry or iambic
pentameter (Freeman, 2018). But as various multi-syllabic
constraints have become common in arenas like Hip-Hop and
Battle Rap, an analysis of the relative complexity of sound
sequences across genre is increasingly relevant. Below is an
excerpt from one participant in a rap battle, where two rappers
take turns (1 to 3 minutes each), trying to ’out rap’ each other.

The atomic bomb designer
Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
And his squad of top advisors...
-Bender ( 2012)
Notice the multi-syllabic patterning across and within

lines. This, and other non-obvious or even unintentional
sound patterns throughout language arts, often remain unin-
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vestigated as the identification of marked patterns can be diffi-
cult, time consuming, and up to interpretation. Here we pro-
pose a targeted information theoretic approach that isolates
various streams of sound symbols extracted from 14 genres
of verbal art, ranging from sonnets, to musical lyrics, to a
capella Battle Rap. We suspect that evidence of underlying
sound sequences, as in the example above, and other repeated
phonological patterns, will be detectable in their entropy.

Entropy provides a tool to measure the amount of uncer-
tainty or surprise associated with some message. Information
Theory tells us that sequences of items with lower conditional
entropy (conditioned on some context i.e. n-gram) are indica-
tive of higher predictability of the elements involved. So in-
tuitively, analysis of vowel, stress, or consonant items here
can be approximated to describe the predictability of vary-
ing sizes of sounds sequences. Reductions in entropy can be
understood as ’information gain’.

Approach

A number of linguistic constraints (Semantics, Syntax, Mor-
phology, Articulation, etc. . . ) guide word choice in the nor-
mal output of natural language. But in verbal art, phonologi-
cal patterning can become paramount, giving rise to a variety
of perceptually interesting patterns (rhyme, assonance, repe-
tition)

In language arts like lyrics and poetry, multi-term sound
patterns do not constrain the entirety of the signal, and au-
thors often maintain commitments to an array of other lin-
guistic constraints. Here our interest in artistic sound patterns
naturally focuses our investigation towards the predictabil-
ity of multi-term sound structures within lyrics, represented
as shown in Table 1. We predict that genres suspected to
have the most formal constraints would contain more phono-
logical regularities, and therefore, should have lower condi-
tional entropy in these domains. So when measuring the con-
ditional entropy of discrete sound items (ARPABET ALL,
stress, vowels, consonants) across genres, we hypothesize
that the statistical regularities of phonological patterns in a
language should be captured together with whatever addi-
tional phonological predictability is specific to a given genre,
artist, or work. Lower relative entropy could point to the pres-
ence of more formal constraints that exist in different streams
of phonological information.

Figure 1: Shannon Entropy

Assumptions

Because we are comparing genres, we consider the genre that
each artist produced their work within as part of the process

that generates sounds with some particular transition proba-
bilities. An author, or even a language itself, is often consid-
ered an approximately ergodic source, satisfying an important
assumption of information theoretic analysis. Here we treat
each genre of expression as an approximately ergodic source
in order to explore the creative sound structures that vary be-
tween them.

Entropy measures can be useful for the comparison of the
broad structural complexities of sounds in language. And
conveniently, we do not need to pre-identify marked pat-
terns by human coders or use unsupervised pattern discovery
(Addanki & Wu, 2013; Reddy & Knight, 2011), although this
second effort could provide a foundation for scaling further
analysis.

Methods
For the scope of this study, we focus on the complexity of
the basic elements of sound patterns across genres. We do
this in order to identify sequence sizes (phonological struc-
tures) that may be interestingly different and merit targeted
investigation. Simple information content or Shannon en-
tropy measures (Figure 1) can be appropriate for exploring
the complexity associated with individual items, or averages
over individual items. This gives a framework for describ-
ing complexity based on the probability distribution of a vari-
able X , comprised of a list of items x from an alphabet A.
Some such studies were recently conducted focusing on the
Shannon entropy and vocabulary of phenomena like impro-
vised jazz (Simon, 2005, 2007) and humpback whale songs
(Suzuki, Buck, & Tyack, 2006).

But here we are largely interested in signals associated with
multi-term sound patterns, so we utilize conditional entropy
measures (Figure 2) and multiple block sizes to explore larger
and larger sequences of sound items upon which to condition
the prediction of the next random variable (sound item). This
is a proxy for asking not just about the predictability of in-
dividual items, but about predictability of individual items in
context, i.e. sequences of items. Following from this, we are
interested in comparing entropy scores by group (genre) and
across sound item types (stress, vowels, consonants, ALL).
We investigate a wide range of literary genres to get a sense
of the differences in entropy across human creative language
endeavors.

Data
We collect text from three sources, one poetry data set mined
from poetryfoundation.org, song lyrics data from lyricsf-
reak.com, and 100 rap battles from battlerap.com. The 100
battle rap texts in question were transcribed to orthography

Figure 2: Conditional Entropy
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Figure 3: Conditional entropy of vowel sound items by genre: Single 3600 item sample per genre (concatenation of 36 samples
of 100 sound items per genre). Block Sizes 1-6

either by battlerap.com or the performers themselves.

Processing
Sonnets and Battle Rap are our subjects of interest largely
because humans can observe multi-term repeated sequences
within them. However, these genres are also limiting fac-
tors in sampling for two reasons. On the one hand, very few
rap battle performances have a corresponding transcript, so
the number of transcribed works in this category is quite low
(100 to 200 works). On the other hand, although we obtain
thousands of sonnets, they have an average of only 165 sylla-
bles. To put this in perspective, most genres average 220-400
syllables per poem or song, with Hip-Hop coming in at 499
and battle rap at 4311. For the sake of reasonable comparison
across genres, and with the understanding that vastly differ-
ent sample lengths and alphabet sizes impact entropy scores,
we report results below on the basis of data prepared as fol-
lows. We randomly select 36 works (song/poem/rap) from
each of our 14 genres. From each work we extract the first
100 consecutive phone items, and repeat this for each sound
item type (Vowels, Cons, Stress, ALL). We use CMU Pho-
netic Dictionary (Weide R. L, 1998) to transcribe orthogra-
phies to ARPABET representaions. This allows for a simple
comparison of their information across genres within a set
sample size. Limiting ourselves at 100 phone items may not
allow us to capture certain long range patterns relevant to the
structure of some of these genres (Ebeling & Poeschel, 1994).
But this trade-off seems acceptable, as our focus here is on the
predictability of sequences of short and medium length rele-

vant for perceptually interesting or phonologically patterned
language.

Analysis

We use markov models of lyrics encoded as ARPABET sound
items (stress, vowels, etc...) at many block sizes to extract
transitional probabilities and then calculate their conditional
entropy from the equation in Figure 2. This allows us to
model the complexity of sounds as we increase the sound
’context’ or sequence size upon which we condition. We
compare the entropy of each genre’s 36 samples of 100 phone
items in two ways. First, as in Figure 3, all 36 samples of 100
items for each genre are concatenated and entropy measures
taken from the resulting 3600 item sample in each of the 14
genres. Alternatively, we individually take the conditional
entropy of each of the 36 samples in each genre and aver-
age them to arrive at a mean conditional entropy per genre.
Finally, we compare genre entropy scores in pairwise fashion
using Tukey HSD pairwise tests and Jensen-Shannon distance
metrics and report representative results.

Results
Due to the fact that we are comparing entropy across three
relatively large dimensions, phone item type, block size, and
genre, we are not able to report the complete results, but relay
representative trends and summaries. Analysis was run up to
block sizes of 20, but only between 3 and 10 are reported
here.
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Stress Sequence Entropy
In the case of stress sequences, at low n-gram size (1-3) Son-
nets and Free Verse maintain the highest entropy, and at larger
sequence sizes (n), they display the lowest entropy. This in-
dicates a larger entropy reduction and therefore larger infor-
mation gain in these genres than others. This is consistent
with the notion that when there are larger patterns in a text
than a given n-gram size can account for, entropy tends to be
overestimated (Pierce, John R., 1980). This would explain
why Sonnet stress entropy begins higher, but as ngram sizes
increase towards the size of patterns like iambic pentameter
(blocks of size 10), Sonnet stress patterns are relatively more
predictable, reflected by their lower entropy. It should also be
noted that while the error rates in phone encoding from CMU
Phonetic Dictionary are generally not subject to increased
error through concatenation of words, stress encodings are.
Our phonetic encoding scheme does not take into account the
change in stress (rhythm) patterns that occurs when joining
words together.

Phone Sequence Entropy
Figure 3 Shows the decreasing conditional entropy by genre
as block (sequence) size increases for the vowel sound items.
We can see that all genres begin with high entropy at block
size 1, but as blocks increase in size, their entropy is reduced,
i.e. information is gained. The vertical spread between genres
indicates that across some sequence sizes, certain genres have
relatively more predictability and/or information gain relative
to other genres. It is also interesting to note the sigmoid-like
(decreasing function) pattern that all 14 genres follow as a
group. The information gain (entropy reduction or f’(x)) from
sequences of size 1 to 2 is not as great as the reduction from
sequences of sizes 2 to 3 or 3 to 4. However beyond vowel
sequences of 4 items, information gain slows down dramat-
ically. This last point is unsurprising as we tend not to find
strong dependencies between phonological items at large dis-
tances. But traditionally, source entropy plots over block size
tend to follow a strictly decreasing function where f’(x)<0
for all values of x. In other words, strictly decreasing func-
tions have negative slopes that transition from steep to less
steep, rather than from less steep, to more steep, to less steep
again.

Corresponding plots of stress, vowel+stress, as well as
consonant items (in a few genres) also display a simi-
lar sigmodally decreasing function, while all other item
categories (vowel-consonant, consonant-vowel-consonant,
vowel-stress-cons, and ALL individual phone items) show the
expected strictly decreasing source entropy functions.

Pairwise ANOVAs & Tukey HSD
We might continue counting and displaying raw entropy
scores for each genre, and there is much more to consider
in this arena, but here we aim to compare entropic measures
in order to identify significant differences between genres.

For instance, pairwise ANOVA results, as shown in Figure
4, demonstrate a simple group-wise comparison of the aver-

age conditional entropy of 36 samples (of 100 items) from
each genre. Of these 182 (14x13) pairwise tests conducted
on the ALL phones items category at block size 3, only the 5
shown in Figure 4 were significant.

Figure 4: Significant pairs from genre pairwise ANOVA -
ALL Sound Items - Block Size 3

To avoid the build up of error by repeatedly performing
ANOVA tests of this kind across genre and block sizes, we
transition to the Tukey HSD test which allows us retain statis-
tical soundness while conducting many pairwise significance
tests.

In order to see the quality of these significant relations we
can also represent this pairwise significance information in
network form as in Figure 5. Nodes represent genres that
passed some significance test. A pairwise similarity matrix
lets us visualize the density and quality of significance rela-
tions, where edges indicate specific significant pairs and their
directed edges denote the low-high entropy relation. For ref-
erence, values within nodes convey averages of conditional
entropy across the 36 100-item samples in each genre. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the significant pairwise differences from these
tests, but only on vowel items of sequence size 4, instead of
ALL individual item sequences of size 3, as shown in Figure
4. This approach can be used to visualize important relations
across sound items types and block sizes. A fully connected
graph with 14 nodes would indicate that the entropy in each
genre is significantly different from every other genre. For
vowel items at block size 4, Electronic and Hip-Hop have
the relatively higher entropy, forming various pairwise differ-
ences with lower entropy genres, Sonnets, Battle Rap, Free
Verse, and Rhymed Stanza.

Stepping back to visualize a broader picture of the range
of differences across vowel sequence length, we run pairwise
Tukey HSD across each genre and block size and report the
counts (by genre) of pairwise significance tests passed in Fig-
ure 6. So then, column 4 of Figure 6 represents the counts of
Tukey HSD pairwise tests passed and displayed in Figure 5.
Each cell in Figure 6 can have a value of up to 13. A score of
13 would mean that a given genre was statistically different
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Figure 5: Network of passed mean conditional entropy sig-
nificance tests on vowel sound items, Block Size 4. Edge
origin indicates lower entropy of the significant pair, arrow’s
head indicates the higher entropy. Values in each node show
means of conditional entropy across the 36 samples (each of
100 items) per genre. Connection counts same as column 4
of Figure 6.

from all other 13 genres at that block size (column).
Using this approach, we lose dimensionality about the

valance of specific pairwise relations between genres, but we
are better able to see patterns in the counts of significance
tests passed by each genre as block size increases. This can
provide information about which genres and which sequence
lengths may stand out as interestingly different.

Figure 6 shows the two main groups of genres that emerge
from counts of their pairwise significance tests. In general,
Electronic, Free Verse, Rhymed Stanza, Sonnet, Hip-Hop,
Battle Rap participate in many significant pairs. Electronic,
and Hip-Hop fall on the higher entropy side while Free Verse,
Rhymed Stanza, Sonnets, and Battle Rap display lower en-
tropy. Figure 6 also makes clear that there are block sizes and
genres that do not accommodate many significant cross-genre
relations, notably block sizes of 3 and genres with mostly low
counts. Conditional entropy differences across genres seem
to be described by these two clusters. One where genres find
very few significant differences to any others (Country, Folk,
Indie, Jazz, Metal, Pop, RB, Rock), and one where multiple
pairwise differences occur, because of either high or low en-
tropy.

Jensen-Shannon Distance
In order to arrive at an entropy based measure of similarity be-
tween genres, we use Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), Fig-
ure 7b. JSD is a symmetric measure based on the asymmet-
ric Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) shown in 7a, which
allows comparison of two probability distributions P and Q.

Figure 6: Counts of significant pairwise Tukey HSD tests -
Vowel sound items - Counts represent number of pairwise
tests passed, columns are block sizes

Symmetry is important here because we want each given en-
tropy metric to be the same when calculating P vs Q and Q
vs P (e.g. Folk vs Country and Country vs Folk). Jensen-
Shannon Divergence smooths and makes symmetric the KLD
where M is (P + Q)/2. Lastly, in 7c the square root of JSD is
taken to arrive at the Jensen-Shannon distance metric.

Applying this measure to all genres in a pairwise fash-
ion, Figure 8 shows the means of Jensen-Shannon Distance
from each genre to all other 13 genres, for a given item type
and block size. For example, if we individually calculate the
Jensen-Shannon Distance of unigram stress items between
Country and each of the other 13 genres, we get 13 dis-
tance measures, averaging them results in a score of 0.038,
as shown in the top left of the figure. This process is repeated
for each genre and for 1-3 grams sequences across both stress
and vowels items. It provides us with an entropy based mea-
sure that allows us to notice which genres are, on average,
more different from other genres.

The yellow highlighted regions of Figure 8 indicate gen-
res with the highest average Jensen-Shannon distance from
other genres. In the realm of 1-3 grams stress sequences, Free
Verse, Rhymed Stanza, and Sonnets are most different from
the other genres, while with respect to 1-3 gram vowel se-
quences, Electronic, Free Verse, Sonnets, Hip-Hop, and Bat-
tle Rap are most differentiated. However, much like in our
pairwise Tukey HSD comparisons, these results demonstrate
that there is a difference, and not the valence of the difference.
For instance, both Electronic and Battle Rap vowel sequences
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Figure 7: Expressions for Kullback-Leibler Divergence,
Jensen-Shannon Divergence, & Jensen-Shannon Distance

have a relatively high average Jensen-Shannon distance from
other genres, but for different reasons. As we saw before,
while vowels in Electronic lyrics systematically display rela-
tively high entropy, vowels from Battle Rap reflect relatively
low entropy.

Discussion
The conventions of language place limits on its structure, and
therefore, constrain the space of likely possible messages, re-
sulting in lower entropy. In some genres, explicit constraints
are clearly defined. This suggests that there may be genre
specific sound patterning constraints that are demonstrated in
the predictability of their sound transitions. Although it might
have been expected that sonnets and battle rap have low en-
tropy, it is a surprise that free verse, which traditionally does
not rhyme or have a regular meter, would have similarly low
entropy. These trends are also broadly mirrored when consid-
ering consonant and ALL item categories.

We cannot reasonably estimate the source entropy rates in
the limit with samples this small as estimates become deter-
ministic at low values of n. However, the simple perceptually
interesting multi-syllable sound patterns we are interested in
comparing across genres may be reasonably represented at
these low block sizes 1-10. Even relatively large structures
like iambic pentameter (10 syllables per line) seem to be, at
least partially, captured in the relatively lower entropy scores
displayed by sonnet stress.

Using this sampling approach it is clear that some genres
do exhibit lower entropy than others, depending on the cir-
cumstance. This is all the more interesting because they em-
ploy drastically different sound patterning conventions. Son-
nets often have some iambic meter and end rhyme such as
’ABAB’ or ’AABB’ constraints. While in Battle Rap, pat-
terns may be large and imperfect, they do not follow a stan-
dardized metrical or rhyming structure as sonnet do. How-

Figure 8: Mean Jensen-Shannon Distances from each genre
to all other genres. Columns represent n-gram block sizes.

ever, Hip-Hop rap lyrics, which one might expect are similar
to Battle Rap, consistently exhibit relatively high entropy in
both vowel and consonant item categories. This could be due
to Hip-Hop’s use of relatively less internal rhyme (within a
line) than Battle Rap, in favor of end-of-line rhyme. Finally,
Electronic lyrics stand out as the genre with highest entropy
in the case of vowels.

It is also noted that most of the genres that participate in
fewer significantly different pairs have similar historical roots
(Blues). This admittedly anecdotal observation may open a
door to exploring sound entropy in terms of genealogy and
the development of lyrical sound patterns diachronically.

Learnability
On the one hand, simple sound patterns (rhyme, repetition)
seem to aid in memory and learning. On the other hand, when
patterns get large or complex, learning to produce or perceive
a pattern may require the acquisition of a specific vocabu-
lary or grammar. This is especially true in arenas that employ
multi-term conditional patterning and where the size and re-
liability of sequences may vary more dramatically than those
set by iambic meter specifications, for example.

Future Directions
Follow-ups to this study should include use of larger datasets
to compare the complexity of literary genres and individual
artists. As we were limited by the volume of previously tran-
scribed content, additional rap battles and improvisational
performances should also be transcribed to enable further
analysis. In the end, some of our qualitative descriptions of
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these genre-based differences must be more rigorously estab-
lished with larger samples and more exhaustive modeling.

It should be mentioned that the 100 rap battles considered,
just like the other samples, represent written, and not impro-
vised content. However, it would be of particular interest in
terms of learnability to directly compare findings in the realm
of pre-written lyrics to those in similar spontaneous or im-
provised verbal expression. This could help to tease apart the
complexity of improvised vocabularies of creative language
from those involving large amounts of human engineering
(i.e. explicitly contriving and following some pattern with-
out time constraints).

Many salient questions remain outstanding. For example,
what are these specific phonological constraints, what is their
vocabulary, complexity, and how are they perceived, learned,
and produced? This work should be done in conjunction with
various phonological, behavioral, and computational investi-
gations. It is also important to understand how the constraints
in creative sound sequences interact with other components
of language, like vocabulary, morphology, or phonetic inven-
tory, to produce complex dynamics.

As noted in previous work (Markov, 2006; Goldsmith &
Riggle, 2012), there are interactions between chains of vow-
els, consonants, and presumably stress as well. This leads to
the natural question, how do the patterns presented here hold
when transitioning from simple phonological items (stress,
vowels, consonants) to more complex phonological items
like syllables (consonant-vowel-consonant - CVC), rhymes
(vowel-consonant - VC), or specific variations such as mas-
culine and feminine rhyme.

Conclusion
The present work has described a methodology for systemat-
ically investigating entropy of sound along three dimensions,
source (genre), sequence size (n-gram blocks), and phono-
logical items, vowels, consonants, and stress patterns. We
demonstrated use of this methodology, finding that some de-
compositions of phonological sequences systematically dis-
play strictly decreasing functions, while some do not. In sum,
we have shown that some genres have relatively more pre-
dictable sound sequences (lower entropy) than other genres
at certain n-gram sizes, and other genres, notably Electronic
and Hip-Hop, exhibit markedly less predictability.
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Abstract 

People design their speech acts with their listeners in mind, 
accounting for their knowledge and other mental states. Is this 
ability specific to spoken language and co-speech gesture, or 
does it appear in pantomimic gestures as well? We ask whether 
adults flexibly shift their silent gestures to emphasize relevant 
information, representing different features of the target in 
different contexts. In a two-item reference game, adults 
gestured to a partner to indicate which object was the target. 
Item pairs differed in one of three features (size, shape, 
pattern). We found that adults were more likely to gesture a 
feature when it was relevant to distinguishing the two possible 
referents, versus when it was not. Thus, adults flexibly 
modified their gestures to meet their partners’ needs, 
emphasizing the relevant feature. These data lay a foundation 
for future work on the development of use of theory of mind in 
gestural communication in childhood. 

Keywords: gesture production; referential communication; 
theory of mind; common ground; disambiguation; language 

Introduction 
People face the constant challenge of communicating 
effectively, across many different contexts and interlocutors 
(Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Wardlow, 2013). For 
communication in speech, theory of mind (reasoning about 
others’ mental states) plays a major and important role 
(Wellman, 2013; Wellman & Liu, 2004).  For example, 
common ground between two interlocutors dramatically 
affects the utterances people produce, showing that adults use 
social reasoning to shape their linguistic communication 
(Clark, 1996; Clark & Marshall, 1981). More generally, 
effective communication requires reasoning about the mental 
states of the other person, to determine what the other person 
will understand, and what pragmatic inferences they might 
make (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Watson et al., 1999). 

Theory of mind in speech has been formalized as 
production and interpretation of rational speech acts (Frank 
& Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013). 
According to rational speech-act theory, listeners assume that 
speakers will produce utterances using two assumptions of 
Gricean reasoning (Grice, 1975): that the speakers are 
approximately rational, and that the speakers are cooperative 
in optimizing their utterances for the communicative goal. 
Speakers use these Gricean maxims to determine not only 
what to say, but also what not to say. For example, when 
writing a recommendation letter, if the writer does not have 
positive things to say about a typical topic, they may choose 

not to mention that topic; and expect that the reader will ‘read 
between the lines.’  

When using speech to distinguish between multiple 
possible referents, speakers use Gricean logic to select words 
that not only describe the target, but allow the speaker to 
identify it from the set of other items. Thus, if a target referent 
has two features, one of which applies to multiple possible 
referents, and one of which is unique, people will choose to 
state the unique feature (Frank & Goodman, 2012). In the 
current paper, we explore whether this kind of pragmatic 
reasoning shapes production when communicating using 
gesture, rather than speech. 

Co-speech Gestures and Theory of Mind 
Verbal communication is often accompanied by co-speech 
gestures (Kendon, 2004; McNeil, 1992). Together, speech 
and co-speech gestures function as an integrated system of 
communication (Kendon, 2004), in which gestures are  co-
expressive and synchronous with speech (Goldin-Meadow et 
al., 1996).   

There is evidence that theory of mind shapes the 
production of co-speech gestures, maximizing the 
effectiveness of communication. When used along with 
speech, gestures result in more effective communication than 
speech alone (Clark, 2016; Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 
1997). When producing co-speech gestures, people 
spontaneously use gestures to resolve ambiguity in speech, 
disambiguating the linguistic referent from other potential 
referents (e.g. iconic gestures in narratives; Dick et al., 2014). 
Speakers also use more co-speech gestures when the listener 
needs more information, and fewer co-speech gestures when 
the listener already has access to the information (Galati & 
Brennan, 2014; Jacobs & Garnham, 2007). Similarly, 
speakers use smaller and less precise gestures when the 
listener has versus has not heard a story before (Galati & 
Brennan, 2014), and gesture more when the listener has 
visual access to them (Hoetjes et al., 2015). Thus, when 
people produce spontaneous co-speech gestures alongside 
natural speech, gesticulation differs by the semantic need for 
disambiguation and the knowledge state and perceptual 
access of the listener, requiring theory of mind. 

Silent Gestures and Symbolic Communication 
Co-speech gestures contrast with silent (un-voiced, or 
pantomimic) gestures. Unlike co-speech gestures, silent 
gestures function alone, and thus “carry the full burden of 
communication” (Goldin-Meadow et al., 1996). When 
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hearing people are restricted from using speech and are 
instructed to only use silent gestures, they can successfully 
describe events, and their gestures furthermore show some 
grammatical features of conventional language (e.g. Bohn, 
Kachel, & Tomasello, 2019; Fay et al., 2014; Goldin-
Meadow et al., 1996; 2008). For example, people asked to 
describe a series of events either only using gestures (vs. 
using speech, with no instruction regarding gestures) 
segmented and hierarchically combined their gestures, as in 
the grammar of conventional language. Silent gestures also 
showed more distinctive features and were less restricted in 
their forms than co-speech gestures (Goldin-Meadow et al., 
1996). These gestures show some features similar to the 
home-signs created by deaf children of hearing parents, 
where the children are not regularly exposed to a 
conventional sign language and use the manual modality to 
communicate (Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1990).  

The Current Study 
Do people use theory of mind to communicate effectively and 
rationally when using silent gestures? That is, when selecting 
between multiple possible referents, do they selectively use 
gestures that not only describe the target, but distinguish the 
target from other possible referents? Our goal in the current 
study is to characterize adults’ ability to flexibly change their 
silent gesture to emphasize the relevant information in 
different referential contexts. Using a simplified version of 
minimal language game for referential communication (e.g. 
Frank & Goodman, 2012), we probe how people flexibly shift 
their gesticulation to represent different features of the target, 
so as to emphasize the relevant information in each particular 
referential context. 

While there have been relevant previous studies regarding 
co-speech gesture, studies have not explored the use of 
gesture separate from speech; and also used a different 
manipulation, changing what information was needed by 
manipulating the identity of the partner, and thus their 
knowledge states (Galati & Brennan, 2014; Jacobs & 
Garnham, 2007). In our study we had each participant stay 
with one partner, and created the need to flexibly shift what 
should be communicated by changing the pairings of stimuli, 
modifying which of three different features distinguished the 
target from the distractor (size, shape, or pattern).  

We aimed to create a simple task that can be used with 
young children in the future, to explore the development of 
the use of theory of mind in gestural communication. We 
predict that adults will be able to use theory of mind to 
produce effective gestural communication, modifying their 
gestures to communicate the relevant feature for 
distinguishing the target from the distractor. Regarding 
children’s performance, two accounts make opposing 
predictions. Recent work has suggested that reference may be 
easier to establish in gesture than vocalization (Fay et al., 
2014). This leads to the prediction that even children would 
succeed, since children can modify their speech to take into 
account the listener’s perspective (Nilsen & Graham, 2009; 
Wardlow & Heyman, 2016). However, there are still 

limitations to children’s abilities even at school-age (Girbau, 
2001; Sonnenschein & Whitehurst, 1984; Whitehurst & 
Sonnenschein, 1982), and at preschool age, children show a 
reduced tendency to spontaneously use gesture in a 
communicative way, requiring prompting from an adult 
(Bohn, Kachel, & Tomasello, 2019), leading to the prediction 
that children may fail. Thus, the current paper aims to provide 
a measure of adult performance, to allow for future 
comparison and exploration of the development of use of 
theory of mind in gestural communication. 

Using a two-item reference game with pairs of participants, 
people were asked to use gestures (not speech, and excluding 
pointing) to indicate to a partner which of two items was the 
target referent, similar to a game of charades. The responder 
watched the gesturer on a video screen, and was asked to 
choose which of the two items was the intended target, based 
on what they saw.  

Crucially, we manipulated how the target object differed 
from the non-target object: For each pair, the target differed 
on one feature, but was identical on the other two features 
(size, shape, or pattern). We asked whether people were more 
likely to produce gestures corresponding to each feature (e.g. 
size) when it was relevant to distinguishing the two possible 
referents (e.g. a big-striped-pointy object and a small-striped-
pointy object), versus when it was not relevant for that 
context (e.g. a big-striped-pointy object and a big-dotted-
pointy object). If so, this would provide evidence that adults 
are able to tailor their silent gestures to provide the particular 
information the observer needs, given the current 
communicative context.  

Methods 

Participants 
N=50 people participated, in 25 pairs (Mage = 20.33 years, 
SDage=2.45; 13 males). Participants were recruited from the 
student population at a large public university in Southern 
California, and earned course credit in exchange for 
participation. The study was approved by the university IRB. 
Two additional pairs of participants participated but were 
excluded due to producing vocalizations in addition to 
gestures (1 pair), or due to experimenter error (1 pair).  

Stimuli & Design 
Stimuli consisted of eight novel geometric objects, designed 
to differ on three features: Shape (pointy vs. round), size (big 
vs. small) and pattern (stripes vs. dots; see Figure 1a). 

On each trial, a pair of two shapes were presented next to 
one another on a computer screen. Within each pair, the two 
items differed on one feature (e.g., size) and were the same 
on the two other features (e.g. shape, pattern). Thus, for each 
target item, three test pairs were created, pairing the target 
item with a contrast item that differed in either size, shape, or 
pattern. This made for a total of 24 unique test trial pairs, all 
tested within-subject. The order and location of the target 
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item (left, right) was counterbalanced across subjects, and the 
order of trials was pseudorandomized. 

Procedure 
Participants were tested in the lab, seated on chairs in the 
same room on opposite sides of an opaque black curtain.  

One participant served as the gesturer. On the gesturer’s 
side of the curtain was a computer which displayed the 
stimuli, with the addition of a red arrow indicating which of 
the two objects was the target (see Figure 1b). The gesturer 
was instructed to describe the object under the red arrow with 
gestures, to indicate to their partner which object was the 
target. They were asked to do this as quickly as possible and 
using as few gestures as possible. The gesturer was further 
instructed not to use speech, not to point to the screen, and to 
gesture only about the target item. Gestures were captured 
using a video camera (Panasonic HC-V180K), set up to 
capture a wide area surrounding the gesturers’ upper body, 
including the space above and around their head and torso, 
down to their lap or the edge of the chair they were sitting on. 
The other participant served as the responder. On the 
responder’s side of the curtain was a large TV, on which they 
viewed the gesturer on a live video feed at approximately life-
size (49-inch LG 49LH570A). In a web browser on a 
computer (iMac, using an online survey created with 
Qualtrics software), the responder viewed the pairs of stimuli 
and could click to record their answers regarding which was 
the target item. 

Participants first completed three practice trials, using 
different stimuli from the main test trials (a 5-point star vs. a 
heart shape; a big circle vs. a small circle; a square with 
horizontal zigzag patterns vs. a square with spiral patterns). 
Before starting the main trials, participants were shown an 
array of all eight possible items, and were told that pairs of 
items could differ in shape, size, or pattern (see Figure 1a). 

On each trial, both participants saw the same pair of objects 
on separate computer screens; only the gesturer saw a red 
arrow indicating which was the target item. The gesturer then 
used gestures to indicate to their partner which was the target 
item, with a maximum time available of 8 seconds. When the 
gesturer was done producing gestures, they pushed a button 
to indicate this to the responder. Then, the responder silently 
judged which item was the target (by clicking one of the two 
answers on their computer; the gesturer did not receive 
feedback or learn which one the responder had chosen). After  
submitting their answer, the responder indicated they were 
done by ringing a bell; at which point the experiment moved 
on to the next trial. The entire session took about 18 minutes 
to complete. 

Gesture Coding 
All gestures were coded from video by a coder who was blind 
to the counterbalance conditions regarding the display (e.g. 
target on the left or right), or the sequence of the object pairs 
presented. The coder was unaware of which stimuli were 
being presented to the gesturer and the responder, and were  
 

 
Figure 1. Stimuli and method. On each trial, the gesturer 

and responder saw a pair of objects, and the gesturer used 
movements (not speech, not pointing) to communicate to 

which item was the target. (a) Stimulus pairs each differed 
on only one feature (size, shape, or pattern). (b) On two 

screens, both people saw the same two objects; a red arrow 
indicating the target object was shown only to the gesturer 

and not to the responder. 
 
thus blind to the nature of both the target item and the contrast 
item. 

Coders were asked to categorize each gesture by what 
feature or features were being represented (size, shape, or 
pattern). A single gesture could be coded as representing 
multiple features (e.g. size and shape). Gestures that were 
ambiguous were coded as such; if coders had a guess of what 
feature was being represented by an ambiguous gesture, this 
coding was included in analysis. For each trial, coders also 
recorded the number of gestures and the order in which 
multiple gestures were produced. To check the reliability of 
coding, we had two independent coders code a subset of the 
data (40% of participants; 10/25 pairs of participants), and 
compared the similarity of the two coders’ categorizations 
across all trials. We found that coders agreed with one 
another 95.56% of the time (688 out of 720 features) 
regarding whether each feature was gestured. 

Results 
If participants flexibly change their gestures to highlight the 
relevant information on each trial, then the relevance of the 
feature should predict whether that feature is gestured, or not. 
To test this prediction, we constructed a logistic regression 
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model predicting whether or not the feature was gestured, 
with the following predictors: the type of feature (size, 
pattern, shape), whether or not the feature was relevant on 
that trial (relevance), the interaction between the feature type 
and relevance, and subject as a random factor. An initial test 
showed that the interaction term was not a significant 
predictor (nested model comparison, 𝝌2(2) = 2.65, p = 0.26), 
and it was thus removed from the model in all subsequent 
analyses. 

To ask whether participants were more likely to gesture a 
feature when it was relevant to distinguishing the two items 
versus when it was irrelevant, we performed a nested model 
comparison of the model with vs. without relevance as a 
predictor. We found that the features’ relevance added 
significant predictive value to the model, such that the full 
model fit the data better than the simpler model with 
relevance removed (nested model comparison; 𝝌2(1) 
=873.77, p < 0.0001). 

Thus, people’s tendency to gesture a particular feature was 
affected by whether it was relevant to distinguishing the two 
items, or not. In particular, participants were more likely to 
gesture the feature when it was relevant than irrelevant 
(Z=19.87, β = 4.79, p<0.0001). This pattern held across each 
of the three features. On trials where size was relevant, people 
gestured size 87.0% of the time on average (SEM=5.02%), 
vs. 22.75% on trials where size was irrelevant 
(SEM=35.53%). Similar patterns were seen for pattern 
(Relevant: M=98.0%, SEM=2.0%; Irrelevant: M=37.75%, 
SEM = 6.47%) and shape (Relevant: M=96.5%, SEM=2.45%; 
Irrelevant: M=41.25%, SEM = 6.36%). 

Feature type was also a significant predictor, such that 
people were less likely to gesture certain feature types than 
others (nested model comparison, full model vs. feature type 
removed; 𝝌2(1) =81.44, p < 0.0001). In particular, size was 
gestured less often than shape or pattern (Z= -7.11, β= -1.37, 
p < 0.0001).  

Was the Gestural Communication Successful? 
We also analyzed the responders’ accuracy, to determine 
whether the gestural communication was successful or not. 
Overall, responders were highly successful in identifying the 
target item: They were correct on 98.83% of trials (23.72/24), 
with 20 out of 25 participants getting all trials correct, and a 
maximum of 2 incorrect trials for any responding participant.  

We next asked whether the responder was less accurate on 
trials where the relevant gesture had not been produced, as  
would be expected since this information was the only way 
to disambiguate the two referents. However, the relevant 
gesture was only omitted on 37 out of 600 trials (6.1%), and 
for many participants, the relevant gesture was never omitted, 
making statistical comparison difficult. However, as 
predicted, the 37 trials without relevant gestures had lower 
responder accuracy than the 563 trials with relevant gestures 
(86.49% vs. 99.64%). 

How was the responder able to answer correctly on 86% of 
trials, even without seeing the relevant gesture? This may be  

 

 
Figure 2. Proportion of trials on which gestures were 

produced by feature types. When a feature was relevant to 
the goal of distinguishing the two referents, gesturers were 

much more likely to produce that feature (in blue) than 
when it was irrelevant (in red). Error bars represent the 

standard error of the mean. 
 
explained by the presence of gestures coded as ‘ambiguous’ 
in many of these trials (40.62%, 13 out of 32 trials). It is 
possible that these ambiguous gestures contained some 
relevant information; and that the responders were simply 
more sensitive to this information than the coders. 

Discussion 
Here we find evidence that when producing gesture, people 
tailor their silent gestures to make them maximally effective 
at communication given the context. In particular, depending 
on which feature was relevant to distinguishing two items, 
people changed how they represented that item in their 
gestures, focusing selectively on the feature that was relevant 
to distinguishing the two items. Thus, people appear able to 
reason about what information is needed to identify the target 
item, and adjust their gestural communication accordingly. 
This suggests that theory of mind can play an important role 
in shaping gestural communication, and speaks to parallels 
between communication in silent gesture and communication 
in language. 

To achieve effective communication, speakers must 
balance the goals of efficiency and clarity, which may collide 
with one another (Fay & Ellison, 2013). Speakers maximize 
efficiency by being selective with the information that they 
provide, in order to use as few words or syllables as possible 
(Gibson et al., 2019). To do this, one must select the relevant 
information to minimize ambiguity within the current context 
(Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992). In our tasks, we find these 
same goals at work: People in our task maximized efficiency 
and clarity when producing gestures, by selectively 
representing relevant information and eliminating irrelevant 
information. Beyond speech and silent gesture, recent work 
has shown that adults can tailor their drawings to signal 
relevant information for the context (Mukherjee et al., 2019), 
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potentially suggesting that the use of theory of mind in 
referential communication is not necessarily constrained to 
our most commonly used modalities. 

Parallels Between Gesture and Language 
Overall, our findings support the idea that communication 
through gesture has deep parallels with conventional 
language (Goldin-Meadow et al., 1996; Goldin-Meadow et 
al., 2008). These findings are in line with the idea that gesture 
can quickly transform to reflect the systematic features of 
spoken language: Children intuitively and rapidly transform 
silent gestures into a conventional system, when the need 
arises (e.g. Nicaraguan sign language; Kegl et al., 1999; 
Senghas & Coppola, 2001; see also Bohn, Kachel, & 
Tomasello, 2019). Recent work has suggested that reference 
may be easier to establish in gesture than vocalization (Fay et 
al., 2014), prompting others to theorize that human 
conventional communication may have originated in gesture 
(Bohn, Call, & Tomasello, 2019).  

Our findings fit into this general theoretical picture, in 
which gestural communication (even by non-signers) bears 
deep similarity to language, rather than fundamental 
differences originating from conventionality of 
communication modality. In future studies, we hope to 
explore whether and how people flexibly shift from language 
to gesture, to intuitively use whichever modality makes it 
easiest to represent the information they are trying to 
communicate (e.g. it may be impossible to gesture color, 
while an unfamiliar shape may be easier to communicate 
through gesture than spoken word). 

The Development of Gestural Communication 
These data also lay a foundation for developmental work on 
children’s use of theory of mind in gestural communication. 
A substantial literature has explored the impact of gesture on 
children’s learning: When children are instructed to use 
gestures, they perform better on math problems (Goldin-
Meadow et al., 2009; Novack et al., 2014) and mental rotation 
tasks (Wakefield et al., 2019). Children’s spontaneous 
gestures can also show implicit understanding of a concept, 
even when  explicit verbal answers are incorrect, signalling a 
transitional state of understanding predictive of future 
learning (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Goldin-Meadow 
& Wagner, 2005; Perry et al., 1988). However, few studies 
have examined children’s ability to use gesture to 
communicate in a social context. Observing children’s 
gesture production in referential communication may shed 
light on children’s problem-solving abilities in 
communication, which may have been underestimated due to 
limitations in verbal ability with cognitive overload (e.g. 
structuring one’s thoughts into  full sentences; Simon & 
Hayes, 1986).  

For young children, theory of mind develops extensively 
over the preschool and early school years, raising the 
question of whether children’s ability to tailor their utterances 
for effective communication changes over this period as well. 
Theory of mind clearly enters into communication from an 

early age in some ways: As early as two, children succeed in 
guiding their caregivers’ attention to a desired object 
(O’Neill, 1996), and 5- to 6-year-olds infer two others’ 
mutual knowledge in a production-elicited task (e.g. Nadig & 
Sedivy, 2002).  

However, even school-age children show dramatic 
differences from adults: Six-year-old children show difficulty 
in gauging the amount of information needed, and in 
selecting the disambiguating information their partner needs 
(Sonnenschein & Whitehurst, 1984; Whitehurst & 
Sonnenschein, 1982). Even at age 10, although children are 
well aware of the disambiguating information between 
multiple referents, they still often provide ambiguous 
information in a communicative interaction (Girbau, 2001).  

Recent data also suggests that at preschool age, children 
show a reduced tendency to spontaneously use gesture in a 
communicative way, requiring prompting from an adult 
(Bohn, Kachel, & Tomasello, 2019). In future work, we plan 
to compare children’s ability to tailor their gestures for their 
listeners’ needs with their abilities to do this via spoken 
language. For children, unlike adults, there may be a 
dissociation such that children more flexibly change their 
spoken utterances in response to the communicative 
requirements than their gestures -- perhaps due to a greater 
amount of experience and practice with conventional 
communication. Alternatively, recent findings and theories 
regarding the primacy of gesture over spoken language 
(Bohn, Call, & Tomasello, 2019; Fay et al., 2014) motivate 
the contrasting prediction that children may actually be more 
successful in tailoring their gestural communication for their 
listeners’ needs than their spoken conventional 
communication. 

Conclusion 
Overall, we find that when producing silent gestures, people 
flexibly shift which features they represent or omit from their 
gestures to emphasize the relevant, disambiguating 
information needed by the listener in each context. This 
suggests that adults design their silent gestures for the 
listeners’ needs, and that theory of mind plays a similar role 
in communication in silent gesture as in spoken language. 
These data lay a foundation for future developmental work 
on children’s use of theory of mind in gestural 
communication. 
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The Effect of Document Structure on Non-Native Readers in Web Document
Reading for Information Acquisition

Sangmin Han
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Kyo Kageura
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

While it is known that document design affects the reading process (Schriver, 1997), there are few studies on how design
elements influence non-native readers’ reading. We conducted a study to examine how native and non-native (NN) readers
read Japanese web documents with different structures (networked, hierarchical, and relational) using eye-tracking and
how differences in reading affect information lookup and comprehension evaluated by performance and comprehension
tests. We used municipal documents currently made available on the Web by local governments in Japan. Seven native
and eight NN Japanese readers took part in the study. The results show that native readers are not influenced by differences
in document structure. NN readers, on the other hand, showed different patterns of reading depending on the document
structure, and better information look up performance when they read documents with a relational structure. This seems
to be related to the amount of information available.
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Abstract 
We investigated whether fine-grained coordination in a screen-
based puzzle task with a (virtual) partner would influence on-
line perspective-taking. Participants played a screen-based 
puzzle game with a computer player. In the high-coordination 
condition, the player presented participants with puzzle pieces 
that could be placed near their partner’s last piece. In the low-
coordination condition, pieces could only be placed further 
away from their partner’s last piece. Participant’s eye 
movements were then measured in a referential communication 
task, with the partner giving the instructions, and whether 
possible competitor referents were in shared or privileged 
ground. The results demonstrate clear effects of ground and 
coordination. Participants in both coordination groups were 
sensitive to the perspective of the interlocutor. In addition, 
participants in the high-level coordination condition were more 
sensitive to statistical regularities in the input and their 
comprehension was more time-locked to the utterance of the 
speaker.  

Keywords: coordination; perspective-taking; joint action; 
online comprehension; social cognition  

1. Introduction 
Distinguishing between one’s own knowledge and that of an 
interlocutor, often referred to as “perspective-taking”, is 
central to social cognitive processes, including 
communication. Moll and Tomasello (2007) argue that 
perspective-taking skills are cultivated through joint 
interactions, specifically, interactions with shared 
intentionality. Indeed, recent developmental studies link 
collaborative actions with the development of perspective-
taking. Cooperative interaction enhances preschoolers’ 
performance on subsequent tasks that require representing 
the differences between their own desires (Jin, Li, He & Shen, 
2017) and visual perceptions (Li et al., 2019), and those of 
others with whom they are interacting.  

The type of collaborative action might also be important 
(Jin, Li, He & Shen, 2018; Wan, Fu & Tanenhaus, 2019). 
Some collaborative activities emphasize a mutually desired 
end-product or final state, e.g., a game that requires 
maximizing the total score of two players, whereas others 
focus on more continuous coordinated behavior patterns, e.g., 
partner dancing (Fiebich & Gallagher, 2013). Continuous 

coordinated experiences are known to promote social bonds, 
even when the coordination is not intentional. For instance, 
moving in synchrony increases social closeness, even when 
participants receive instructions from individual headphones 
and are not explicitly asked to coordinate (Tarr, Launay & 
Dunbar, 2016). Since continuous coordination requires 
participants to pay attention to shared sub-goals (Vesper, 
Butterfill, et al., 2010), it might have stronger effects on 
perspective-taking. Indeed, 4-year-olds who closely 
coordinated with an adult partner were more likely to select 
an adult-preferred item as a gift for the partner, compared to 
children who participated in tasks with less coordination (Jin 
et al., 2018). 

Previous work typically measured effortful perspective-
taking, that is, asking participants (usually children) to 
explicitly make judgements about other people’s perspectives 
(Li et al., 2019), which might differ from automatic or 
spontaneous perspective-taking (Flavell, Everett, Croft & 
Flavell, 1981; Surtees & Apperly, 2012; Surtees, Apperly & 
Samson, 2016). If coordination guides perspective-taking, it 
should continuously influence how people process 
information. Indeed, people spontaneously represent their 
partner’s point of view in a team game (Surtees et al., 2016).  

In this study, we examine whether coordination level in a 
screen-based puzzle task with a (virtual) partner influences 
on-line perspective-taking in an unrelated referential 
communication task. When people converse, their syntactic 
structures and accents become more similar (Branigan, 
Pickering, & Cleland, 2000; Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 
1992), their body movements become synchronized (Condon 
& Ogston, 1971; Shockley, Santana, & Fowler, 2003; 
Chartrand & Bargh, 1999), and their eye movements become 
coupled (Richardson, Dale & Kirkham, 2007). The more 
closely interlocutors coordinate, the better they comprehend 
each other (e.g. Richardson & Dale, 2005; Shockly, 
Richardson & Dale, 2009). Drawing on the recent literature 
on how coordination affects prosocial behavior, we reasoned 
that the type of a brief coordinative experience with a new 
interlocutor might influence subsequent perspective-taking 
during language comprehension.  

The ability to distinguish between information that is 
shared, that is information that is mutually known between 
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interlocutors, and is thus in “common ground” and 
information that is privileged to one of the interlocutors 
(Clark, 1996), can play an important role in resolving the 
ambiguities that commonly occur in referential expressions. 
For example, definite reference is used to refer to a uniquely 
identifiable referent with respect to a circumscribed 
referential domain. For example, imagine that a speaker says 
“I had dinner with your daughter last night” to an addressee 
who has two daughters. The referent of “your daughter” 
would be ambiguous unless the addressee knew, and was 
paying attention to, the fact that the speaker was recently at a 
conference with one of her daughters, and moreover, would 
have no reason to know that she had another daughter.  

Common ground must be inferred using heuristics, 
including membership in the same community, information 
acquired in a conversation, and information that is physically 
co-present to interlocutors. Recent research has focused on 
the time course with which participants use differences in 
perspective to resolve referential expressions that would 
otherwise be ambiguous. Psycholinguists have examined 
perspective-taking with referential communication tasks that 
manipulate physical co-presence. For example, an addressee 
who can see two potential referents for a referring expression 
might see that the speaker can only see one of the objects. 
The time course with which the listener uses information 
about common and privileged ground is assessed by using 
eye-movements to monitor visual attention during spoken 
language comprehension (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). 

We first manipulated the type of coordinative experience 
that a participant had with a previously unknown interlocutor. 
We then monitored eye-movements in a screen-based 
referential task to examine if, and if so, how, the nature of the 
experience affected on-line perspective-taking for potential 
referents that were in shared or privileged ground by virtue 
of physical co-presence. 

Speakers use scalar adjectives, such as “big” in “big candle” 
when there are two objects of the same type, e.g., two candles 
that differ (contrast) in size. Building upon research by 
Sedivy, Tanenhaus et al., (1999), Heller, Grodner & 
Tanenhaus (2008) found that reference resolution began at 
the adjective, when there were two big objects, but only one 
had a size contrast in common ground. Listeners also look 
more to both the target and its size contrast, which, adopting 
the terminology introduced by Craig Chambers, we will refer 
to as a “target-set”. The Heller et al. design avoids two 
problems in earler studies manipulating physical co-presence. 
First, none of the instructions are either ambiguous or 
infelicitous. Second, in studies interpreted as evidence that 
listeners are egocentric (e.g., Keysar, Barr, Balin & Brauner, 
2000; Keysar, Lin & Barr, 2003), the privileged ground 
competitor was a better referential fit for the referring 
expression than the object in common ground (e.g., “tape” is 
more commonly used to refer to sticky tape than cassette 
tape). In the Heller et al. design, privileged and common 
ground objects are equally good referential fits. 

We used a variant of the Heller et al. (2008) task with a 
screen-based interface. The referring expression was 

temporarily ambiguous between two potential referents, with 
either one or both having a size contrast in common ground. 
The screen-based interface allowed us to control timing in the 
referential communication task and type of coordinative 
experience in the puzzle game. One limitation of the Heller 
et al. study, and others that have found immediate 
perspective-taking is that the displays contained only four or 
five objects, which raises the possibility that more egocentric 
behavior would emerge with displays with more objects. 
Therefore, we used a display with sixteen grids and eight 
objects..  

In sum, we addressed three questions: 
1. Would we find immediate effects of perspective-

taking, e.g., would the time course of reference 
resolution be affected by ground? 

2. Would the type of coordinative activity in the puzzle 
game affect real-time reference resolution? 

3. Would type of coordinative activity affect whether 
or not listeners took ground into account? 

Finally, we manipulated whether participants believed they 
were interacting with another participant or a computer. In 
the referential communication literature, listeners are 
sensitive to whether the task is interactive (e.g., Brown-
Schmidt & Fraundorf, 2015; Schober & Clark, 1989) and 
whether the partner is a confederate (Kuhlen & Brennan, 
2013). However, research in human-computer interaction 
show that engaging interactions with robots can produce 
social effects (Sidner et al, 2005). In the present study, the 
computer’s behavior is designed to mimic that of human’s 
and highly relevant to that of the participant, so the 
interaction may increase feeling of task sharing and therefore 
enhance subsequent perspective-taking.  

2. Method 

2.1 Study Design 
We used a 2×2×2 mixed design, with two between-
participant variables – coordination level (high vs. low) and 
partner type (computer vs. human), and one within-
participant variable – ground (shared vs. privileged). There 
was no difference in spent on the puzzle task in the two 
coordination conditions (F(1, 71)=0.01, p=0.978). They 
involve the same amount of work, and achieve the same end 
product. Task procedures and interfaces were the same, and 
the participants all played with a computer partner. In the 
computer partner condition participants were told they were 
playing with a computer; in the human partner condition 
participants were told they were playing with another 
participant. 

2.2 Participants 
Participants, who were 75 native speakers of Mandarin 
Chinese from Peking University (mean age=23.15, SD=1.49, 
54 females), gave written consent and who were paid for 
participating. Data from six participants were excluded from 
analysis because of poor calibration. Participants were 
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randomly assigned to one of the four between-subject 
conditions. 

2.3 Apparatus 
We used an EyeLink-1000 plus eye tracker (SR Research), 
sampling at 500 Hz. The puzzle task was run by a Python 
program. Eye-movement data were collected by Screen-
recorder (version 1.0.0.1264, SR Research). The referential 
communication task was controlled and recorded by 
Experiment-builder (version 2.2.1, SR Research).  

2.4 Procedures 

Manipulation Phase - Puzzle Task. Participants played a 
two-person puzzle game with a computer partner 
(participants in the human partner condition believed that 
they were playing with another person). After reading the 
game instructions, the participant played two practice rounds 
(a 4-piece puzzle and a 12-piece puzzle). Then the participant 
and the partner completed the main task with a 48-piece 
puzzle game (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Example display of puzzle task (for female 
participants). 

The interface is illustrated in Figure 1. The participant 
completed the white areas and the partner completed the grey 
areas, taking turns placing pieces. The participant first 
received a piece, displayed beside a same gender avatar. After 
the participant correctly dragged the piece to the correct place, 
the next piece for the partner would appear beside the 
partner’s avatar. The participant waited for the partner to 
place that piece before receiving the next one. This continued 
until all the pieces were in place.  

Pieces were generated by algorithms designed for the two 
coordination conditions. In the high-coordination condition, 
puzzle pieces could be placed near their partner’s last-placed 
piece; in the low-coordination condition, pieces could only 
be placed farther away from each other’s last-placed pieces, 
but close to their own last-placed pieces. Task difficulty was 
similar. The time the partner spent placing each piece 
mimicked the time real participants spent placing similar 
pieces: speed increased as the task progressed, and the partner 
spent less time on corner and edge pieces. 

Test phase: Online referential communication task The 
perspective-taking task consisted of 16 experimental trials 
and 16 interspersed filler trials. Each trial paired an auditory 

sentence and a visual display containing two characters and a 
shelf with 16 grids (Figure 2).  

Participants took the view of the person in front of the shelf 
(the person in the yellow shirt). The partner was represented 
by the character on the other side of the shelf (the girl in pink). 
Grids with the light brown shadow are blocked from the view 
of the girl behind the shelf. The display in the privileged 
condition contained five blocked grids; the shared condition 
contained four blocked grids. There were eight shape objects 
in both conditions – five were in a shared view in the 
privileged condition and six in the shared condition.  

 

    
Privileged-ground condition    Shared-ground condition 

Figure 2: Example displays of two Ground conditions in the 
online perspective-taking task (for female participants). 

After 5s of preview, participants heard pre-recorded 
instructions in Chinese (voice source: a female native speaker 
of Chinese) as the following:  

Chinese: Qing ba da de na kuai fangxing jimu gei wo. 
Gloss translation: Please Ba-construction big MOD DET  

CL cubic block give me. 
English translation: Please give me the big cubic block. 

Four areas of interests were coded for analysis: target (the big 
blue cubic block in Figure 2), competitor (the big yellow 
triangle block), target-contrast (the small blue cubic block) 
and competitor-contrast (the small yellow triangle block). In 
the privileged condition, the competitor-contrast is in the 
privileged ground of the subject; in the shared condition, the 
competitor-contrast is in the shared ground. Positions of 
target and colors and shapes of the target, competitor and 
target-contrast objects were balanced across grid positions.  

After completing both tasks, participants were asked if they 
noticed anything strange during the experiment. No 
participant in the human-partner condition suspected the 
partner was not a real participant. 

3. Results and Discussion 
We performed two sets of analyses. First we used multilevel 
logistic regression models to examine target, competitor and 
target-contrast in the online perspective-taking test across a 
large analysis region. The critical time window for analysis 
is from 200ms after the onset of the scalar adjective - 
big/small (1s after the sentence onset and 6s after the start of 
the picture on the screen) to 200ms after the onset of the shape 
adjective - cubic/ sphere/ triangle/ trapezium (2.2s after the 
sentence onset and 7.2s after the start of the picture on the 
screen). During the 1.2s critical time period, a time bin of 
20ms was used for analysis. We applied a dummy coding of 
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eye-movement data: the response variable – Looks was coded 
as ‘1’ if the subject’s point of gaze was within a specific 
interest area during this 20ms time bin, and as ‘0’ elsewise. 
Multilevel logistic regression models were used to analyze 
the response in function of Ground, Partner-Type, IA 
(interest area), Coordination and Time (Barr, 2008). The 
Time variable has been centered at 0.6s after onset of the 
scalar adjective+200ms. Second, we conducted separate 
analysis on three 600 ms windows linked to theoretically 
defined regions in the linguistic utterance. These analyses 
reduce the effects of multiple correlated observations, and 
provide more detailed information about how critical 
information in the utterances affected eye-movements. 

3.1 Effects of Ground 
Figure 3 presents the changes of looks to three interest areas 
over time: Target, Competitor and Target-contrast. The 
Ground effect was assessed from four aspects: (i) looks to the 
target object in the privileged-ground condition and the 
common-ground condition; (ii) whether the Ground effect on 
the looks to the target is interfered by the Partner-Type; (iii) 
comparison between the looks to the Competitor and Target-
contrast in the two ground conditions and (iv) looks to the 
target-set which is composed of the target and target-contrast. 

Figure 3: Proportion of looks to the Target, Competitor and 
Target-contrast in the privileged-ground condition and the 
shared-ground condition (from 400ms before the onset of the 
scalar adjective to 200ms after the average offset of the shape 
(SP) adjective). 

3.1.1 Looks to the Target There was a significant difference 
in looks to the target between privileged-ground condition 
and shared-ground condition (β=0.330, SE=0.020, z=16.222, 
p<0.001) 1 . Changes of looks over time also differ, as 
indicated by an interaction between Time and Ground 
(β=0.264, SE=0.058, z=4.583, p<0.001). When the 

 
1Model1: glmer((looksattarget==1) ~ ground*timect + (1|PP) + 

(1|item), data, family=binomial) 
2 Model2: glmer((looksattarget==1) ~ ground*timect + 

partner_type*timect + partner_type*ground + (1|PP) + (1|item), data, 
family=binomial) 

competitor-contrast is in privileged ground, there was a 
higher and earlier proportion of target looks.  

3.1.2 Partner-Type We tested partner type by adding the 
factor Partner-type and the interaction terms with Time and 
Ground to the model2. Partner-type did not affect looks to the 
target (β=0.016, SE=0.145, z=0.110, p=0.912), or interact 
with Time (β=0.054, SE=0.058, z=0.930, p=0.352). The 
interaction between Ground and Partner-type was not 
significant (β=-0.0767, SE=0.041, z=-1.899, p=0.058). In 
further analyses, we collapsed across partner-types to 
increase power. 

3.1.3 Competitor and Target-contrast Ground should also 
surface in looks to the target-contrast compared to the size 
competitor. The final analytical model includes the factor 
Ground, IA, Time, and interaction terms 3 . There was an 
interaction of Ground and IA: in the shared conditions there 
were fewer looks to the target-contrast compared to the 
competitor (β=-1.351, SE=0.031, z=-43.054, p<0.001). In the 
privileged-ground conditions there were more looks to the 
target-contrast, in comparison to the shared-ground 
conditions (β=0.836, SE=0.042, z=19.811, p<0.001). 

3.1.4 Looks to the Target-set Ground effects were also 
observed in the looks to the target-set4. Proportion of looks to 
the target-set was significantly higher in the privileged-
ground condition (β=0.421, SE=0.019, z=22.482, p<0.001). 
There was a significant interaction of Ground and Time: in 
the privileged-ground condition, looks to the target-set 
increased much faster as time passed than in the shared-
ground condition (β=0.248, SE=0.053, z=4.684, p<0.001). 
 

In sum, participants in both partner groups showed early 
sensitivity to perspective information. Immediately after 
hearing the scalar adjective, participants took into account the 
speaker’s perspective. They did not consider a potential 
referent for an expression beginning with a size adjective 
when its size contrast was in their privileged ground.  

Eye-movements to the target-contrast and competitor 
provide additional support for early perspective-taking. 
Although there was a general tendency to look more to the 
competitor (i.e. the big yellow triangle) as people heard the 
word big, participants in the privileged-ground condition paid 
more attention to the target-contrast (the small blue cubic) 
compared to the shared-ground condition.  

3.2 Effects of Coordination  
We examined effects of coordination level by analyzing the 
proportion of looks to the target in different Ground and 
Coordination conditions.  

3 Model3: glmer((looksattarget==1) ~ ground*IA*timect + (1|PP) 
+ (1|item), data, family=binomial) 
4Model4:glmer((looktotargetset==1)~ground*timect+(1|pp)+(1|i

tem), data, family=binomial) 
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3.2.1 Looks to the Target Figure 4 shows the proportion of 
fixations over time for the four conditions. Proportion of 
looks to the target within the critical time window were 
analyzed. Adding the three-way interaction of Time, Ground 
and Coordination did not change the model fit (χ2 = 0.361 
df=1, p=0.548). Thus, the final model5  includes the three 
factors and the two-way interactions. 

 
Figure 4: Proportion of looks to the Target in different 
Ground and Coordination conditions. 

We had initially hypothesized that participants in the high-
coordination condition would be more likely to take ground 
into account more than participants in the low-coordination 
condition. While there were clear effects of Coordination on 
the time course of processing, as discussed below, 
participants in both groups showed ground effects. 

The Ground effects – a higher proportion of looks to the 
target and a sharper tendency of increased looks to the target 
over time in the privileged condition (reported in 3.1.1) are 
modified by Coordination. The difference in looks to the 
target between shared-ground and privileged-ground is 
smaller in the high-coordination group, compared to the low-
coordination group (β=-0.223, SE=0.041, z=-5.494, p<0.001). 
As shown by Figure 4, looks to the target increase in both 
privileged/high condition and shared/high condition – 
suggesting that the high coordination group was developing 
a strategy of tracking the statistics of where the targets had 
appeared to predict the likely locations of the next target. 
Reports from some participants after the experiment 
supported this interpretation 6.  

Despite a tendency of the high-coordination group to fixate 
more on the target compared to the low-coordination group 
(β=0.325, SE=0.144, z=2.257, p=0.024), participants in the 
high-coordination group shifted attention away from the 

 
5  Model5: glmer((looksattarget==1) ~ ground * timect + 

coordination * timect + ground * coordination + (1|PP) + (1|item), 
data, family=binomial) 
6 In the first four items, the increase of looks to the target in the 

shared condition is much slower compared to the privileged 
condition in the high-coordination group (β=-0.312, SE=0.137, z=-
2.283, p=0.022) 

target more quickly than people in the low-coordination 
group (β=-0.250, SE=0.058, z=-4.341, p<0.001). This is 
reflected in a drop of proportion of looks to the target in the 
high coordination groups after it peaks around 0.6s, 
compared to the low-coordination group, where a drop 
appears around 1s.  

3.2.2 Looks to the Target-set Looks to the target and its size 
contrast both reflect processes associated with identifying the 
referent of an expression with scalar contrast. Therefore, we 
combined looks the target and the target-contrast into a 
target-set. Figure 5 shows changes in looks to the target-set 
over time in four conditions. 

 
Figure 5: Proportion of looks to the Target-set (Target and 
Target-contrast) for Ground and Coordination conditions. 

The Ground effect on looks to the target-set is consistent with 
the findings in Section 3.2.4. The effect of Ground is 
significant (β=0.461, SE=0.027, z=17.149, p<0.001), as is the 
interaction of Ground and Time (β=0.486, SE=0.076, 
z=6.404, p<0.001) 7 . In addition, there is a significant 
interaction effect of Ground, Coordination and Time (β=-
0.479, SE=0.106, z=-4.513, p<0.001). 

We disentangled the three-way interaction effect with a 
pair-wise comparison among four conditions (privileged-
ground + high-coordination, privileged-ground + low-
coordination, shared-ground + high-coordination, shared-
ground + low-coordination). In the two shared-ground 
conditions, changes of looks to the target-set in the high-
coordination group are not different from those in the low-
coordination group (β=-0.040, SE=0.079, z=-0.514, 
p=0.608)8. However, in the two privileged-ground conditions, 
the proportion of fixations in the high-coordination group is 
significantly different from the low-coordination group (β=-
0.545, SE=0.074, z=-7.409, p<0.001)9. Note that in Figure 5, 

7 Model6: glmer((looksattargetset==1) ~ ground * coordination * 
timect + (1|PP) + (1|item), data, family=binomial) 
8 Model7: glmer((looksattargetset==1) ~ coordination * timect + 

(1|PP) + (1|item), data, family=binomial) 
9 Model8: glmer((looksattargetset==1) ~ coordination * timect + 

(1|PP) + (1|item), data4, family=binomial) 
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the proportion of looks to the target-set in privileged-ground 
condition diverge from that in the shared-ground condition 
and peak earlier in the high-coordination group compared to 
the low-coordination group.  

Results from the target and the target-set analyses show an 
effect of coordination on comprehension. People who had 
experienced fine-grained coordination showed more time-
locked comprehension to the speaker’s instructions in the 
referential communication task. They were also better at 
tracking the statistics of the target locations. While, both 
coordination groups used perspective information as soon as 
they heard the scalar adjective, the high-coordination group 
resolved the target reference more quickly.  

3.3 Window-based analysis 
Eye-movements were analyzed for three 600ms time 
windows. The first window (baseline) captured eye fixations 
from -400ms before the beginning of the scalar adjective (e.g. 
da ‘big’) till 200ms after it. The second (early) starts from 
200ms after the onset of the scalar adjective and ends at 
200ms after the onset of the classifier (e.g. kuai ‘piece’). The 
third (late) contained eye fixations from 200ms after the onset 
of the classifier till 200ms after the onset of the 
disambiguating shape information (e.g. fangxing ‘cubic’). 
We analyzed the proportion of fixations with multilevel 
linear regression models10.  

Effects of Ground emerged in three different windows. The 
proportion of fixations to the target in the privileged-ground 
condition were significantly higher than those in the shared-
ground condition in both the early and late windows (early: 
β=0.036, SE=0.015, t=2.469, p=0.014; late: β=0.067, 
SE=0.018, t=3.793; p<0.001), but not in the baseline window 
(β=0.031, SE=0.018, t=1.658, p=0.098). Ground affected 
looks to the target-set in the same direction during all three 
windows: more attention was paid to the target-set under the 
privileged-ground condition in comparison to the shared-
ground condition (baseline: β=0.035, SE=0.017, t=2.067; 
p=0.039; early: β=0.051, SE=0.017, t=3.001; p=0.003; late: 
β=0.092, SE=0.019, t=4.841, p<0.001). Ground effects were 
also pronounced when comparing looks to the competitor and 
those to the target-contrast. During all three windows, there 
were in general less fixations to the target-contrast than to the 
competitor (baseline: β=-0.026, SE=0.012, t=-2.091; 
p=0.037; early: β=-0.072, SE=0.011, t=-6.35; p<0.001; late: 
β=-0.115, SE=0.012, t=-9.39, p<0.001). However, Ground 
effects interacted with this tendency in the early window and 
the late window: more looks to the target-contrast were 
observed in the privileged-ground condition compared to the 
shared-ground condition (early: β=0.037, SE=0.016, t=2.303; 
p=0.021; late: β=0.059, SE=0.017, t=3.407, p<0.001), 
demonstrating a clear influence of Ground throughout the 
referential processing of scalar adjectives. 

 
10  The random structure of the models contained the random 

slopes of subject and item. Random slopes were not included in the 
analytical models due to failures of model convergency. 

The influence of Coordination varied across different 
windows. In the baseline window, the high-coordination 
group fixated more on the target-contrast compared to the 
low-coordination group (β=0.038, SE=0.018, t=2.179, 
p=0.029). Looks to the target-set were not significantly 
different between the two Partner-type conditions for the 
low-coordination group (β=-0.023, SE=0.025, t=-0.897, 
p=0.373). However, high-coordination participants looked 
more at the target-set if they believed that they were playing 
with a real-person partner (β=0.101, SE=0.036, t=2.794; 
p=0.007). In the early window, participants from the high-
coordination group fixated more on the target-set than the 
low-coordination group did (β=0.047, SE=0.023, t=2.076, 
p=0.042). 

4. Conclusion and implications 
We found immediate ground effects, extending the results of 
Heller et al. (2008) to screen-based conversations with more 
complex displays. Coordination level in the puzzle game 
affected the time-locking of the participant’s comprehension 
with the speaker’s utterances. Contrary to our initial 
expectations, both groups considered the speaker’s 
perspective when locating the target object, and use of ground 
was not modified by partner-type. One possibility is that the 
statistical pattern for pre-nominal adjectives, and especially 
scalar adjectives, might be highly consistent across speakers, 
making contrast effects more automatic than ground effects 
linked to other linguistic forms. 

Nonetheless, there were clear effects of coordination. 
Comprehension for participants in the high-coordination 
condition was more time-locked to the utterance of the 
speaker, This suggests that participating in fine-grained 
coordinative tasks might facilitate the success of 
communicative interactions, especially when time pressure is 
relevant, a possibility that will be important to examine in 
future research. These findings provide further evidence that 
coordination is closely associated with language 
comprehension and communication (e.g., Richardson et al., 
2007). It will be important to explore how coordination 
affects other social cognitive processes such as joint attention. 
Since perspective-taking is closely related to prosociality (e.g. 
Vanish, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2009), some of the prosocial 
effect of coordination might be due to more fluent 
perspective-taking. 

Finally, perspective-taking and the effects of coordination 
were similar regardless of whether participants believed they 
interacted with a human or a computer. This raises the 
possibility that human computer interactions could be 
structured to improve social cognitive skills in children. 
Future studies could further test the social effects of 
interacting with computer with more salient manipulations. 
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Abstract

Here we tested the hypothesis that music expertise modulates different aspects of language processing across different
languages, depending on the similarities of the cognitive processes involved. Chinese-English bilingual musicians and non-
musicians read legal and semantically/syntactically incorrect sentences in both English and Chinese. In English reading,
musicians showed higher sensitivity to linguistic irregularities than non-musicians as reflected in longer reading time and
more dispersed eye movements when reading semantically/syntactically incorrect than legal sentences. In Chinese reading,
musicians higher sensitivity was reflected only in reading time but not in eye movement behavior. Thus, music expertise
modulated linguistic regularity processing in both English and Chinese reading, but modulated perceptual processes/eye
movement behavior only in English reading, which shared similar perceptual demands as music notation reading, i.e.,
sequential symbol strings separated by spaces. Thus, transfer effects across expertise domains can happen at different
cognitive processing levels, depending on the similarities of the processes involved.
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Abstract

People face consequential personal decisions throughout their lives. Immigrating to another country or separating from
a life-partner are but two examples. How do individuals make such notoriously difficult decisions? Can they make them
rationally? We posit that answering both these questions requires understanding a decisions transformative potential, ac-
cording to which decisions range in (1) their perceived temporal impact (half-life), (2) the extent to which the decision
maker can know whether a choice will generally make them better or worse off (valence uncertainty), and (3) the perceived
likelihood of a decision to change the decision maker (personal change). We propose that under the conditions of incom-
plete information that decisions with high transformative potential inevitably entail, people may make them by recruiting
their social and cultural environment and by relying on heuristics. These conditions also render bounded rationality prin-
ciples (e.g., satisficing) a more plausible rationality benchmark than maximizing expected utilities.
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Abstract

Words carry affective connotations, but the role of these conno-
tations in the representation of meaning is not well understood.
Like other aspects of meaning, connotation might be culture
or language-specific. This study uses a large-scale relatedness
judgment task to determine the role of affective connotations
in concrete and abstract words in English, Rioplatense Span-
ish, and Mandarin Chinese. Across languages, word valence,
or how positive or negative a word is, was one of the main or-
ganizing factors in both concrete and abstract concepts. More-
over, predicted culture-specific affective connotations were re-
liably found in the similarity space of abstract concepts. A
follow-up analysis was conducted to investigate whether distri-
butional semantic representations derived from language simi-
larly encodes these connotations using word embeddings. The
language models did only partly captured the overall similarity
structure and the affective connotations shaping it.

Keywords: affective connotation; cross-cultural meaning; re-
latedness; word embeddings

Introduction
Previous work on the representation of natural language con-
cepts in cognitive psychology focuses on concrete concepts
like rose or dog, their core features (rose – has thorns), taxo-
nomic relations (dog – mammal ), and thematic relations (dog
– bone). The fact that these concrete words have strong affec-
tive connotations (rose – romantic, dictator – evil ), is some-
times ignored as it is not clear whether such information con-
stitutes a core property required to understand the meaning
of a word. For example, in feature listing studies, introspec-
tive features reflecting attitudinal or emotional connotations
are omitted in instructions. This practice might reflect the as-
sumption that connotations are highly subjective (vegetable –
disgusting), and peripheral to understanding the meaning of a
word. In contrast to cognitive psychology, attitudinal compo-
nents of meaning are well-accepted in social psychology ever
since the work of Charles Osgood. Over an extensive research
program, Osgood and colleagues identified three main factors
that contribute to word meaning: valence (unhappy - happy),
arousal (calm - exciting), and dominance or potency (weak
- strong) (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957). Subsequent
cross-cultural work also showed that these three factors were
universally shared across a wide range of languages (Osgood,
May, Miron, & Miron, 1975). However, this universality
only implies that these factors are important across languages
but does not mean that words across different languages are

equally positive or arousing. For example, the word fat in
Chinese does not have the same negative connotation it has
in English (Bozzeti-Engstrom, 2002). Previous research us-
ing explicit ratings of valence and arousal suggests that sys-
tematic differences are expected between Indo-European and
East-Asian languages, especially in terms of how arousing
words are (Lim, 2016). This affective connotation, defined in
terms of valence and arousal, will be the focus of this study.
If connotation (defined in terms valence and arousal) is cen-
tral to meaning, the mental representations underlying mean-
ing should reflect both universal and reliable culture-specific
connotations. Furthermore, connotations should also affect
human judgments in tasks that do not explicitly probe how
positive or arousing words are.

To determine the role of affective connotations within and
across languages, relatedness judgments will be collected
in three world languages: English, Spanish, and Chinese.
Theoretically, this choice allows us to investigate two Indo-
European languages and Mandarin Chinese, a language and
culture that is more distinct, especially in terms of affec-
tive connotations (Lim, 2016). Practically, these languages
were chosen because relevant lexico-semantic norms ( va-
lence, arousal, and concreteness ratings; translation proba-
bility, word associations) are available in each of these lan-
guages. The current comparison focuses mainly on differ-
ences between English and Chinese, with Spanish added as a
baseline to verify and contextualize the findings. Finally, to
determine whether affective connotations generalize to both
concrete and abstract words, two separate sets of stimuli that
vary in concreteness will be used. This allows us to establish
affective connotations in a wide range of words, including
concrete emotion-laden ones (cf. Kousta, Vigliocco, Vinson,
Andrews, & Del Campo, 2011).

Relatedness Judgments
The role of connotation will be determined using relatedness
judgments. In contrast to similarity judgments, relatedness
judgments allow participants to consider commonalities be-
tween antonyms such as bright and dark, or nice and aw-
ful. Asking participant to judge similarity instead might in-
troduce a bias by drawing attention to a smaller subset of
semantic relations, which in this study might overestimate
the role of valence in the representation. Moreover, pre-
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vious work has shown that in contrast to relatedness judg-
ments, similarity is difficult to distinguish from relatedness
(e.g., coffee and milk ), and consequently result in less reli-
able ratings (e.g., Hill, Reichart, & Korhonen, 2016). From
a cross-linguistic perspective, focusing on relatedness rather
than similarity might be of particular importance as well. Dif-
ferent languages have different semantic-syntactic interfaces
and words belong to classes such noun or adjective based
on distinct criteria (Haspelmath, 2012). As a consequence,
whether two words can be considered related, but not similar,
might be language-dependent.

In what follows the term similarity will be used in a tech-
nical sense to indicate the opposite of distance or a measure
of distributional overlap of semantic vectors to construct sim-
ilarity matrices.

Multivariate techniques such as multidimensional scaling
(MDS) are ideally suited to investigate which factors con-
tribute to the organization of word meaning. However, MDS
requires a full similarity matrix for all the concepts under con-
sideration. This presents a challenge when using direct pair-
wise judgments since the number of judgments quickly be-
comes prohibitively large. In the current study consisting of
two sets of 81 words, this means that if 20 judgments per pair
are required, a total of 20 × (81 × 80)/2 = 64,800 judgments
are needed per set. To address this issue, a partial relatedness
ranking task was used in which participants had to pick the
three most related items out of a list of response options.

Method

Participants A total of 24 English (17 female), 21 Spanish
(14 female) and 23 Chinese (20 females) completed the ab-
stract task, whereas 20 (15 female) English, 21 (13 female)
Spanish and 20 (16 female) Chinese completed the task with
concrete words. All participants were compensated with a
gift voucher, except for 38 English participants who received
course credits. The participants completed a language back-
ground and history questionnaire. Participants who did not
speak English, Mandarin Chinese, or Rioplatense Spanish
were not included in the study. This study was approved by
the University of Melbourne Ethical Committee.

Stimuli For both abstract and concrete words, a list of
nouns was compiled that allowed for some variation in af-
fective connotation and where the Chinese and Spanish forms
represented a plausible translation from English by a majority
of Spanish and Chinese speakers. The lists were constructed
from two ongoing translation studies in Rioplatense Span-
ish and Mandarin Chinese and two existing studies (Prior,
MacWhinney, & Kroll, 2007; Wen & van Heuven, 2017).
The combined norms had at least 20 observations per word
and were used to select stimuli for which English to Chi-
nese or Spanish translation agreement was larger than 60%.
Based on the Brysbaert, Warriner, and Kuperman (2014) con-
creteness norms, words with a rating > 3.5 on a 5-point
concreteness scale were considered concrete and the others
abstract. Next, English and Spanish valence and arousal

ratings were sourced from respectively Mohammad (2018)
and Stadthagen-Gonzalez, Imbault, Sánchez, and Brysbaert
(2017). For Chinese, a large-scale dataset was not available,
and multiple resources were combined. These consisted of
the data from Yu et al. (2016) and Yao, Wu, Zhang, and Wang
(2017). As the majority of words covered in these studied
were abstract, data from an unpublished dataset with norms
for 2,418 words in Cantonese were included as well. To
be able to investigate culture-specific affective connotation,
the difference between the z-transformed values for either va-
lence or arousal was calculated between English and Chinese
words. The final set of concrete of abstract words contained
27 words where the difference between affective connotation
(valence or arousal) was at least 1.5. For these 27 incongruent
English-Chinese word pairs, most differed in terms of arousal
(24 abstract words, 27 concrete words). One word (myself,
see Osgood et al., 1975) was added to balance the number of
alternatives per trial but was not included in further analyses.

Procedure The study was conducted online and consisted
of a series of standard questionnaires (cf. supra) after which
the participants were directed to the partial ranking task. Each
participant was randomly assigned to the abstract or concrete
condition and received instructions in their native language.

The cue words were shown in random order on top of the
screen followed with three response boxes into which partic-
ipants drag and rank the three most related words from a list
of alternatives showing beneath the form. Instead of show-
ing all 81 response alternatives at once, they were split into
non-overlapping random and individually unique sets of 27
alternatives. This way, each participant ranked a total of 9
responses for each cue word. The participants were also in-
structed that cues would be repeated with different response
alternatives combinations.

Results

For each individual, a similarity matrix was calculated which
was used to determine the reliability of the ratings and con-
tributed towards an aggregate similarity matrix used in later
analyses. The responses for each individual were tabulated
in a matrix with 81 rows and columns. Each row of this ma-
trix consisted of summed counts for a specific cue that were
weighted by adding the cue word itself (4/4), the first choice
(3/4), the second (2/4), and the third choice (1/4). Next, the
rows were normalized to sum to one. At this stage, the vectors
are extremely sparse, and a similarity matrix derived from
these data will consist of mostly zeros, which could lead to
degenerate results when applying MDS. To address this issue,
the ranked choice matrix was smoothed by considering this
matrix as a weighted adjacency matrix of a graph in which
each word is connected to its most similar neighbors. To in-
crease the density of this graph, weighted indirect paths con-
necting word pairs were added similar to (De Deyne, Navarro,
Perfors, Brysbaert, & Storms, 2019). Using this graph, a sim-
ilarity matrix was calculated between the vectors correspond-
ing to the distributions of the weighted sum of direct and in-
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direct paths. Across both experiments the decay parameter α,
which determines the weight or contribution of longer over
shorter paths was fixed at 0.5.

To calculate the reliability of the obtained space, a simi-
larity matrix was extracted for each individual. Next, the up-
per triangle from the similarity matrix of each individual was
compared to the data averaged over all remaining individu-
als in one of the three languages. Six English and 5 Spanish
participants were removed because their similarity matrices
correlations were smaller than 1.5 SD of the mean correla-
tions of all other participants. The resulting Spearman-Brown
corrected split-half reliability for each dataset in all three lan-
guages was larger than .90. The final sample of participants
indicated that they were exposed to English, Spanish, or Chi-
nese respectively 97%, 87% and 85% of the time.

Monolingual affective connotation
The first question is whether affective connotation is conse-
quential in a relatedness ranking task where no explicit men-
tion is made about affective connotations. To address this
question, MDS will be used to explore and confirm the nature
of the underlying factors that capture the similarity space.

Procedure
The similarity matrices were converted to distances, and in-
terval multidimensional scaling was applied using SMACOF
(de Leeuw & Mair, 2013). A property fitting approach was
used to confirm the visual interpretation of the obtained con-
figurations, aiming to identify dimensions corresponding to
affective connotation (valence or arousal). To provide a
baseline for this comparison, two additional lexico-semantic
variables were also included: concreteness (Brysbaert et al.,
2014, only for English), and log-transformed word frequency
in English (Brysbaert & New, 2009), Mandarin Chinese (Cai
& Brysbaert, 2010) and Spanish (Cuetos, Glez-Nosti, Bar-
bón, & Brysbaert, 2012).

Results
To determine whether affective connotation plays an impor-
tant role in organizing meaning, the present analysis focuses
on the most important dimensions to achieve a reasonable
MDS fit instead of the trivial case where a high dimensional
solution leads to a perfect fit. Based on stress-plots for each
dataset, a solution with 8 dimensions resulting in Stress-1 val-
ues < .08 was selected. Figure 1 shows configuration plots
for dimensions D1 and D2 annotated by the arousal and va-
lence of a word. Visual inspection suggests that meaning
is organized primarily in terms of valence for both concrete
and abstract concepts, whereas an organization by arousal
features less prominently. Next, a series of property fitting
analyses was as a follow-up to confirm this observation. Fig-
ure 2 shows the property fitting as the Pearson correlation of
each of the external predictors (valence, arousal, concrete-
ness and word frequency) with each of the dimensions. In
all languages, valence was strongly correlated with the first
dimension (abstract words) and moderately correlated with

the second dimension (concrete words). Significant correla-
tions were also found for concreteness and arousal as well,
but the correlations were considerably smaller. As expected,
the influence of word frequency was limited: Significant ef-
fects were only found for one out of 8 comparisons (Spanish
concrete words), where it correlated with D7. Given that the
dimensions are ordered in terms of decreasing stress, word
frequency only plays a minor role in organizing meaning.

Cross-linguistic connotation differences
The similarity matrices across all three languages were highly
correlated: For abstract and concrete words the results us-
ing the 3240 word combinations in the upper triangle were
respectively: English-Mandarin r = .75, CI95[.73, .76]; r =
.86, CI95[.85, .87]; English-Spanish r = .80, CI95[.79, .81]; r =
.90, CI95[.89, .90]; Spanish-Mandarin: r = .72, CI95[.70, .73];
r = .86, CI95[.85, .87]. Unsurprisingly, the correlations were
higher between the more related languages (English and
Spanish) and the concrete concepts, but they are still not per-
fect. As such, differences in affective connotation may con-
tribute to the strength of correlation. Two separate analyses
were used to compare whether differences in meaning across
languages can be explained by affective connotation. The first
analysis uses the unscaled similarity matrix, whereas the sec-
ond focuses on culture-specific affective connotations on the
valence dimension.

Semantic Correspondence Analysis
In this analysis, the full similarity matrix was used to deter-
mine a direct measure of how similar the meanings across
two languages are. This measure of cross-linguistic seman-
tic correspondence was derived by calculating a second-order
similarity measure. Each word corresponding to a row in the
monolingual 81 by 81 similarity matrices was correlated with
the corresponding word (row) in the other two languages. For
example, for concrete English-Mandarin pairs, examples of
words low correspondence scores colony and acid, whereas
onion and animal had high correspondence scores. Next,
a linear regression model was used to predict whether dif-
ferences in affective connotation can explain these semantic
correspondence scores between English and Spanish and En-
glish and Mandarin. The model predictors consisted of differ-
ence scores between the human ratings of valence and arousal
(see Stimuli section). Previous research also suggests that the
agreement between languages should be larger for concrete
words (e.g. Van Hell & De Groot, 1998) and forward trans-
lation probability might also explain the degree of correspon-
dence between words. Therefore, both variables were added
to the set of predictors as well.

A significant effect of valence was found for the ab-
stract word correspondence scores in English-Mandarin (b =
-0.096, t(76) = -2.80, p = .007) and English-Spanish (b = -
0.058, t(76) = -2.04, p = 0.045), but not for concrete words.
No significant effects for arousal were found in any compar-
ison. Additionally, significant effects for English-Mandarin
Chinese concreteness were present for both abstract (b =
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Figure 1: MDS configuration plots for the first two dimensions of abstract words (top panel) and concrete words (bottom panel). Mandarin
and Spanish solutions are Procrustes rotation to English dimensions. Words are annotated by language-specific valence and arousal ratings.

0.058. t(76) = 2.04. p = .044) and concrete concepts (b =
0.099, t(76) = 3.31, p = 0.001) but not in English-Spanish.
The role of concreteness partly confirms previous findings
(Van Hell & De Groot, 1998) and the cross-linguistic correla-
tions reported in the previous section, showing larger agree-
ment between concrete than abstract concepts. Finally, for-
ward translation probability also captured some variance in
one case: English-Spanish (b = .004, t(76) = 3.60, p = 0.006)
abstract words.

To increase the robustness of the comparison and deter-
mine the relative importance of the regressors, a follow-up
analysis was conducted using the relaimpo package in R
(Groemping, 2007). The lmg method was chosen to quan-
tify the contribution of the predictors across models of differ-
ent sizes in all possible orders. The bootstrapped 95% confi-
dence intervals and the proportional effect-sizes (normalized
to sum to 100%) shown in Figure 3. Overall, the results con-
firm earlier results showing that English-Mandarin valence
differences contribute primarily in abstract words.

Predicting culture-specific valence

As illustrated by Figure 1, the coordinates for the abstract
words on D1 overlap strongly between English and Spanish,

r = .95, CI95[.93, .97], and Chinese r = .93, CI95[.90, .96]. How-
ever, some words are outliers. For example, in Figure 1, tem-
per (脾气) seems more negative in English than in Mandarin
Chinese.

In contrast to the previous analysis, the next analysis aims
at determining whether cross-cultural differences in the sin-
gle best-fitting affective dimension can be explained in terms
of differences in direct judgments of this affective dimension
from existing ratings for valence or arousal. Here, the fo-
cus is on valence, as arousal did not correlate as strongly
with any dimension. Valence correlated strongly with the
first dimension in abstract concepts and the second dimen-
sion in concrete concepts (see Figure 2). To investigate what
aspect of culture-specific meaning is due to connotation dif-
ferences on the same dimension (D1 or D2), semi-partial cor-
relations were calculated. These correlations were derived us-
ing the difference in affective norms (valence or arousal) and
the coordinates of Mandarin Chinese or Spanish on the first
or second dimension after removing the influence of English.
This amounts to regressing the English coordinates out of the
Spanish or Mandarin Chinese coordinates and correlating the
residuals with the valence differences.

The results showed significant semi-partial correlations for
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Figure 2: Correlations and 95% confidence intervals between the first Dimensions 1-8 and lexico-semantic variables (valence, arousal,
concreteness) for abstract (top) and concrete (bottom) words.

valence norm differences and the D1 coordinates for 81 Man-
darin Chinese abstract concepts when controlling English D1,
r =−.37, CI95[−.54,−.16]. For Spanish, valence norm differ-
ences did not predict the coordinates when the effect of En-
glish was partialed out. For the 81 concrete concepts, only
D2 was considered as valence was found strongest correlated
for this dimension (cf. Figure 2). A significant effect of va-
lence norm differences in concrete words was found for both
Mandarin Chinese, r = −.24, CI95[−.42,−.02], and Spanish
r = −.29, CI95[−.47,−.07]. Altogether, these results indicate
that differences between the coordinates on the valence di-
mension for the tested language pairs can be predicted from
direct human judgments of a word’s valence.

Figure 3: Relative importance and 95% confidence intervals for
semantic correspondence scores predicted by differences in valence
and arousal, (English) concreteness and English → L2 translation
probability (pct.L2).

Does language encode cross-cultural connotation?
To investigate to what extent language, as opposed to psycho-
experimental measurements, encodes culture-specific conno-
tations, word embedding models trained to predict word co-
occurrence were taken from the multilingual aligned Face-
book fastText vectors (Conneau, Lample, Ranzato, Denoyer,
& Jégou, 2017). These embeddings are similar to the pop-
ular word2vec embeddings (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Cor-
rado, & Dean, 2013) and further improve them by incorpo-
rating sublexical information. This is especially useful for
languages like Mandarin Chinese in which characters can
be combined into a large number of words (Bojanowski,
Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017).1 For reasons of space,
only the main results are described below. A first analysis
aimed at predicting the monolingual relatedness judgments
for concrete and abstract words. In each language, human
and language-based similarities were correlated for both ab-
stract and concrete words. The data were based on the upper-
triangle of the similarity matrix derived from human relat-
edness ratings and the corresponding cosine-similarities cal-
culated using the 300-dimensional word embeddings. For
n = 3,240 abstract and concrete word pairs: English: r = .55,
CI95[.53, .57] and r = .58, CI95[.56, .60]; Spanish: r = .48,
CI95[.45, .50] and r = .51, CI95[.49, .54]; Mandarin: r = .42,
CI95[.39, .45] and r = .47, CI95[.44, .59]. Regardless of the lan-
guage and concreteness, language embeddings only corre-
lated moderately with human judgments.

Next, the role of affective connotation was investigated
using interval MDS. Like the previous section, an 8-

1The embeddings are trained on a Wikipedia corpus. This might
raise concerns about the extent Wikipedia is suited to capture af-
fective connotation. This possibility was investigated using embed-
dings trained on subtitles (van Paridon & Thompson, 2019) and Chi-
nese embeddings trained on blogs. In all cases, the Wikipedia-based
fastText gave the best results.
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dimensional solution was derived, leading to solutions with
Stress-1 values between 0.09 and 0.10. The first two dimen-
sions, which lead to the largest reduction in stress, did not
correlate with valence or arousal for abstract words across all
three languages. Only concreteness was significantly corre-
lated with English abstract words on D2, r = .42, CI95[.22, .58].
For English concrete words, there was a moderate correla-
tion with concreteness on D1, r = .37, CI95[.17, .55] and va-
lence on D2, r = .36, CI95[.15, .54]. For Mandarin Chinese
concrete words, there was a moderate correlation with con-
creteness on D2, r = .50, CI95[.31, .64]. Altogether, the ef-
fect of valence was consistently absent in abstract words and
only moderately present in English concrete words in the first
two dimensions. Instead, language-based representations or-
ganized words mostly in terms of their concreteness. In other
words, language-based similarity representations are more in
line with an organization in terms of relatedness (ignoring va-
lence). In contrast, a psycho-experimental task that stressed
judgments of relatedness clearly distinguishes this dimension,
even though no similarity instructions were given.

Discussion
Word meaning measured through human relatedness ratings
strongly encoded affective connotations in both concrete and
abstract words. This result confirms earlier work using se-
mantic differentials and extends it to a relatedness ranking
task, which avoids the limitations of bipolar adjective scales
(Osgood et al., 1957). Consistent with cross-cultural work
by Osgood et al. (1975), valence, and to lesser extent arousal,
were universally found to be the strongest predictors of mean-
ing. Affective connotation also contributed to the meaning
of concrete concepts, which suggests that affective connota-
tions contribute to the meaning of a large class of concepts
(cf. Kousta et al., 2011).

The second series of analyses sought to determine whether
culture-specific aspects of meaning could be directly related
to differences in human ratings of affective connotation. Con-
sistent with previous work suggesting systematic connotative
differences between Western and East-Asian cultures, a sig-
nificant difference was found between the meaning of abstract
words in Indo-European languages (English and Spanish) and
Mandarin Chinese, but not between both Indo-European lan-
guages. Moreover, differences in connotations for concrete
concepts were not significant, even though such differences
were predicted based on English and Mandarin Chinese affec-
tive ratings for these words. This could indicate a trade-off,
where concrete concepts encode additional sensorial informa-
tion compared to abstract concepts, which reduces the overall
contribution of affective connotations. Although speculative,
this interpretation is supported by our finding that in contrast
to abstract words, where valence mapped on the first dimen-
sion, valence correlated primarily with the second dimension,
and the correlation was overall somewhat smaller.

A final analysis aimed to predict relatedness from lan-
guage and determine whether/if cross-cultural affective con-

notations derived from human relatedness judgments are en-
coded in language. The monolingual results using word em-
beddings showed only moderate correlations with the behav-
ioral representations. The correlations were lower for abstract
words, which is striking since these are often assumed to rely
more on linguistic and less on sensorimotor properties than
concrete concepts (e.g., Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). Perhaps
more importantly, in contrast to the behavioral data, related-
ness derived from language was not strongly determined by
valence. One explanation is that word embeddings do not ad-
equately capture affective connotations or sentiment, which is
supported by recent findings that show word embedding mod-
els require explicit training for sentiment to encode valence in
the embeddings (Young, Hazarika, Poria, & Cambria, 2018).

The current approach has a couple of limitations that might
need to be addressed in future research. A first issue that
might affect the results is the dependence on the specific re-
sponse alternatives in the partial ranking task. This could
potentially explain the fact that no significant cultural dif-
ferences were found for affect in concrete concepts and cor-
relations with word embeddings were somewhat lower than
those reported in previous studies. Since word embeddings
consider all words in the lexicon, the moderate correlations
might be due to a task artefact. However, a follow-up analysis
that correlated human relatedness judgments with similarities
derived from word association vectors in Rioplatense Span-
ish, Mandarin Chinese and English derived from the Small
World of Words project (De Deyne et al., 2019) indicated
that contextual effects in relatedness task are likely to be mi-
nor. For abstract and concrete words, the correlation with the
similarity scores for 3,319 ranked word pairs2 were r = .72,
CI95[.71, .74] and r = .77, CI95 = [.76, .78] for English; r = .72,
CI95 = [.70, .73] and r = .77, CI95 = [.76, .78] for Spanish and
r = .67, CI95 = [.65, .69] and r = .78, CI95 = [.76, .79] for Man-
darin Chinese. These results make it unlikely that the set
of response alternatives determines the moderate language-
based correlations, or that low-level language-specific factors
for Mandarin Chinese could explain the moderate results for
word embedding results in that language. A final potential
limitation is that culture-specific connotations are manifested
on the arousal dimension, yet valence played a more impor-
tant role in explaining cultural differences. In part, this can be
explained by the fact that the measurement of arousal is often
not as reliable as that of valence and a single large-scale re-
source in Mandarin Chinese was not available to select items
from but was compiled from a variety of sources. As such,
a more systematic and large-scale effort to obtain Mandarin
norms might be needed to determine questions about the role
of arousal.

Despite these limitations, the current work also has sev-
eral implications beyond the connotation of monolingual con-
cepts. In bilinguals, for instance, systematic but subtle con-
notation differences might explain why emotional concepts

2Two words, competitor and absence, were not present in the
Mandarin Chinese word associations
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are hard to acquire in adults learning a second language
(Pavlenko, 2007). As part of a follow-up study, we are cur-
rently addressing such questions by replicating the current
findings in bilingual. Second, language-specific meanings
are likely to be multi-faceted with connotation only one of
them. For example, words might have different meanings not
only because they have different connotations, but also be-
cause they have different senses, prototypicality, centrality,
imagery and so on (cf. Šipka, 2015). Moreover, each of these
factors is likely to overlap to some degree, which suggests a
large-scale systematic follow is needed to quantify how con-
notation and meaning more generally might converge or con-
flict across languages.
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Abstract 

We perceive our environment by breaking it down into 
segments known as events. Event segmentation influences 
memory by enhancing the retention of information at 
boundaries as compared to information that is contained within 
the boundaries of an event (the event boundary advantage). 
This effect has been attributed to changes in attention during 
perception of events. Prior studies have demonstrated greater 
attention while perceiving event boundaries but have failed to 
demonstrate attention as the underlying mechanism for the 
event-boundary advantage. Two behavioral experiments were 
conducted to investigate, a) whether the event boundary 
advantage is observed even for events that are perceived while 
performing a concurrent task? and b) Is there a decrease in the 
boundary advantage when the concurrent task complexity is 
increased? In both experiments, participants watched videos 
related to performance of daily tasks, while simultaneously 
performing a probe detection task; either a simple dot detection 
(Experiment 1) or a go/ no-go task (Experiment 2). The probe 
was presented either at an event boundary or at pre-defined 
non-boundary time point and the memory for both temporal 
locations was measured after the completion of the detection 
task. A mixed effects logistic regression revealed an interactive 
effect for both detection accuracy and the boundary advantage; 
probe detection at event boundaries remained unaffected 
throughout an event irrespective of the level of the task 
complexity while, contrary to prediction, a boundary advantage 
in memory was also observed. But detection and memory 
accuracy for non-boundaries decreased successively for both 
low and high secondary task complexity suggesting greater 
interference for processing non-boundary information. These 
results indicate that greater attention may not be the only 
predictor of better memory for event boundaries as postulated 
by Event Segmentation theory.  

Keywords: Event boundary advantage, Event segmentation, 
Attention and Event boundaries, Event memory  

Introduction 

An event is defined as, “a segment of time at a given location 

that is perceived by an observer to have a beginning and an 

end” (Zacks, 2001). We remember experienced or observed 

events in discrete chunks even though these events have 
unfolded continuously in real time. This discretization occurs 

during perceiving/ encoding of these events itself. This 

process has been termed as event segmentation (Zacks, 

Speer, Swallow, Braver & Reynolds, 2007).  

The way we perceive and segment an event also influences 

the memorability for certain parts of the event (Kurby & 

Zacks, 2011; see Radvansky & Zacks, 2017 for review; 

Sargent et al, 2013; Swallow, Zacks, & Abrams, 2009). 

Memory for the beginning and the end of an event is greater 

compared to items in the middle, termed as the event 
boundary advantage (see Radvansky & Zacks, 2017 for 

review; Gold, Zacks, & Flores, 2017; Jeunehomme & 

D’Argembeau, 2018; Pettijohn, Thompson, Tamplin, 

Kraweitz, & Radvansky, 2016; Swallow et al, 2011; 

Swallow, Zacks, & Abrams, 2009).  

One comprehensive account of the mechanism underlying 

the event boundary advantage is provided by the event 

segmentation theory (EST). According to EST, during 

perception of an ongoing episode, our brain forms schema-

based predictions about the future state of the environment 

(Richmond & Zacks, 2017; Reynolds, & Zacks, 2011; Zacks 
et al, 2007; Zacks, Kumar, Abrams, & Mehta, 2009). An error 

in accurate prediction of the future state, triggers a set of 

processes aimed at predicting the environment in a better 

manner. The processes triggered by prediction error include 

enhanced attention towards the incoming sensory 

information and new schema retrieval for working model 

updating (Zacks, Kurby, Eisenberg, & Haroutunian, 2011). 

The rise in prediction error and working model updating is 

phenomenologically experienced as an event boundary 

(Kurby & Zacks, 2008; Zacks et al, 2007; Zacks & Tversky, 

2001). Since greater attention is paid to the incoming 

information at these temporal locations, a concomitant result 
is better encoding of information at event boundaries 

(Swallow et al, 2011; Zacks et al, 2007).  

Empirical work has provided some support for attention- 

based account of event segmentation in line with EST; dwell 

time for slide-shows describing an event is greater at event 

boundaries (Hard, Recchia, & Tversky, 2011, Kosie & 

Baldwin, 2019). Huff, Papenmeier, Zacks (2012) using a 

combined go/no-go and MOT task overlaid on an artificial 

football game found a decrease in go/no-go performance for 

probes occurring at event boundary suggesting that there was 

greater allocation of attentional resources at event 
boundaries. However, the evidence in support of increased 

attentional resources at event boundaries as an explanation of 

greater recall of event boundary is not conclusive. Although 

prior studies (Hard et al, 2011; Kosie & Baldwin, 2019) have 
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consistently shown increased dwell times for boundaries, 

evidence for longer dwell-times predicting recall memory for 

boundaries has been inconsistent. Hard et al (2011) found that 

greater dwell-times predicted better recall only for coarse 

boundaries whereas Kosie & Baldwin. (2019) reported an 
overall pattern of longer dwell times predicting recall 

memory for both boundaries and within-events. Further when 

the effect of dwell time on within-event recall was 

eliminated, greater dwell time no longer predicted recall 

performance at boundaries (Kosie & Baldwin, 2019). Huff et 

al. (2012) too found greater attention being paid (indicated by 

a decrease in performance of a go/no-go task) at event 

boundaries but their study did not investigate memory recall 

as a function of probe type (occurring at the event boundary 

versus the event middle). Thus, although there is robust 

evidence for greater attention being allocated to event 

boundaries, evidence for this enhancement resulting in 
boundary advantage is inconsistent. It has also been 

suggested that the online hippocampal activity time-locked to 

event-boundaries reflects retrieval rather than encoding 

processes and event boundaries play an important role in 

memory consolidation (Dudai, Karni, & Born, 2015). This 

would mean that event-boundary advantage may reflect 

processes other than being a consequence of mere 

fluctuations of attention during event perception.   

In order to understand how attention influences the event 

boundary advantage, we used a dual task paradigm where 

participants were asked to perform a probe detection task 
while viewing a standardized video. Firstly, a dual task 

paradigm allows investigation of how the two tasks (event 

perception and detection) interact with each other. Secondly, 

dual task paradigm allows us to vary attentional load over 

different event timepoints, without changing the event 

segmentation task. If boundary advantage depends on 

attention, one would expect that varying the attentional load 

would either interfere with secondary task performance or 

inversely affect boundary advantage and conclusively 

establish the role of attention in the occurrence of event 

boundary advantage for memory. As memory recall was tied 

to probe locations, this also gave us an opportunity to see how 
attention and memory at different probe locations varied with 

duration between probe and later recall.  

The following two experiments reported here investigated 

the event boundary advantage in recall of actions from 

standardized movie clips while performing a concurrent 

probe detection task (Experiment 1) and how the event 

boundary advantage is affected by increase in complexity of 

the concurrent task (Experiment 2). Additionally, we also 

investigated how sequential processing over time interacts 

with attention and memory for events. 

Experiment 1 

Prior studies that have looked at how attention influences 

boundary advantage have used a self-paced task with dwell 

time as a measure of attention. Dwell time on a stimulus 

measures not only attentional allocation, but is also 

influenced by a large number of top-down and bottom-up 

factors (Parks & Hopfinger, 2008). To isolate the relationship 

between attention and event boundary effect, we used a dual 

task paradigm, where participants performed a dot-probe task 

while a video clip was played in the background. The 

performance on dot-probe task was taken as a measure of 
attentional load due to event-segmentation. Participants were 

asked to recall information (action being performed) at the 

time of probe presentation. We hypothesized, based on 

predictions of EST and earlier work of Huff et al (2012), if 

detection accuracy for probes at event boundary would be 

lower compared to probes in event middle a boundary 

advantage in memory would be observed or vice versa. For 

probe position, based on EST, we expected that similar 

interaction would be observed between probes at non-

boundary and boundary locations both for accuracy as well 

as memory recall. 

Method 

Participants Fifty-one students of IIT Kanpur, India; within 

the age range of 18 to 28 years (mean age: 23.5 yrs) 

participated in the experiment. All participants reported 

normal or corrected to normal vision. All participants 

received monetary compensation for their participation. 

 

Stimuli and Apparatus The stimuli consisted of short videos 

of an actor performing day to day activity (Making a 

sandwich, planting a sapling, etc.); stimuli were developed 

and standardized in our lab based on the script and parameters 

specified in prior studies (Hanson and Hirst, 1989; Zacks, 
Tversky & Iyer, 2001) except all videos were filmed on a 

single actor. The temporal position of event boundaries and 

non-boundaries was obtained earlier by asking a separate set 

of participants (30) to segment the stimuli (at coarse level). 

and looking at frequency distribution of responses in bins of 

size 1 seconds (bins with frequency greater than Mean+2SD 

were marked as event boundaries and bins with less than 

Mean-2SD were marked as event-middles). These videos 

subtended an angle of 15.48 degrees in width and 7.82 

degrees in height.  Stimuli videos were displayed on a 24” 

screen at a resolution of 1920 x 1080 using Psychopy (version 
1.90). All videos were presented over a black background. 

Similar to the original stimuli (Zacks, 2001), the videos were 

not matched for duration (mean duration= 119.88  51.35 

SD).  

Probe was a red colored circle (diameter =0.47o) centered 

over the video frame, presented at time-points corresponding 

to an event-boundary or a non-boundary (120ms).  

 

Procedure Participants were instructed in detail about the 

experimental task after obtaining written consent. On each 

trial, participants watched a video while simultaneously 

performing the probe detection task. The dots appeared at the 

pre-defined event boundaries or non-boundaries for each 
video. They were asked to remember the action of the actor 

and the object acted upon at the time of probe onset and recall 

these actions after the video finished. At the time of recall, 

participants were asked to type-in their responses. They were 
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Figure 1: A) Predicted probability (%) of detecting probes occurring at boundary and non-boundary time points. 

B) Predicted probability of recalling boundary/ non-boundary information. Ribbons represent 95% CI. 

 

asked to recall actions in the order of occurrence. After 

receiving instructions, participants practiced performing the 

task on two videos. They responded by typing in the 

responses. After finishing recall task, they compared their 

typed responses to sample written responses provided by the 

experimenter to model the structure, and the level of detail 

expected. For example, if the video was about making coffee 
and if a probe occurred when the actor opened the lid of the 

coffee jar, the expected response was ‘Opened coffee 

jar/bottle’ involving both the object and action description. 

This was followed by the main experiment. On each trial, 

participants were shown a unique video while they performed 

the probe detection task. After the video was over, they 

recalled the actions as instructed earlier. No written/ verbal 

feedback about responses was given in the main block of the 

experiment. There was a self-paced break at the end of each 

trial. Order of the videos was randomized. Each video 

(including the practice videos) was presented only once. The 
total number of trials per participant in the main block was 8 

and the experiment took 60 minutes to complete. 

 

Analysis and Results The correct responses for the memory 

task were formulated prior to the conduction of the 

experiment using Schwartz’s criteria for identifying action 

units (Schwartz et al, 1991) for all the pre-defined probes. 

Raw data for the recall task was manually scored as “1” for 

correct (responses where participant correctly recalled both 

action and object) and “0” for incorrect (either incorrect 

action or incorrect object or both). One participant’s data was 

removed after they reported forgetting to perform probe 
detection task. Median absolute deviation (MAD) method 

with median+/- 2.5*MAD as criteria for rejection (Leys et al, 

2013) was used to further remove outliers which led to the 

removal one more participant. Mean detection and mean 

recall accuracy were computed for the remaining 48 

participants. Mean detection accuracy for boundaries (M = 

0.74, SD = 0.29) and non-boundaries (M = 0.74, SD = 0.31) 

was the same. Mean recall accuracy for event boundary (M = 

0.61, SD = 0.09) was greater than non-boundary (M = 0.56, 

SD = 0.09), t (47) = 2.8, p < 0.01.  

Mixed effects logistic regression analysis was performed 

on the data since both outcome variables (detection and recall 
accuracy) were categorical (Correct/Incorrect). All statistical 

analysis and data plotting were conducted using R-studio. 

The mixed model was assessed with the ‘glmer’ function in 

lme4 package. Predicted probabilities were computed using 

the ‘ggpredict’ function from ‘ggeffects’ package. Graphs 

were generated with ‘ggplot2’ package. Fixed effects 

comprised of an interaction term for temporal locations 

(boundary/ non-boundary), serial position of probe 

occurrence and intercept for Participant and Videos as 

random effects (other random effects in terms of slopes and 

intercepts were ruled out).  
Detection results indicate a significant interaction between 

temporal location and serial positions β = -0.09, SE = 0.033, 

p < 0.01. The log odds for detecting a probe at boundaries 

increased by 0.01 for each unit increase in Position while the 

log odds decreased by 0.09 for non-boundary. The predicted 

probabilities of detection for event boundary across positions 

increased from 82% to 84% whereas for non-boundaries it 

decreased from 86% to 79% (see Figure 1A), the detection 

accuracy for event-positions remained similar across the 

length of videos. Interestingly the detection accuracy was 

similar for boundaries and non-boundaries for probes at 

initial locations but decreased only for non-boundary 
locations for the latter probes. 

Another model with the same fixed and random effects was 

run to assess recall accuracy as a function of temporal 

locations and probe position. Interaction between temporal 

location and position was significant, β = -0.049, SE = 0.024, 
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p = 0.045. Log odds for recalling information at event 

boundaries reduced by 0.084 at successive positions of serial 

recall whereas they reduced by 0.049 for non-boundaries. 

The predicted probability of recalling information from event 

boundaries decreased across serial positions from 67% for 
initial positions to 53% for latter serial position or towards 

later parts of the video. Probability of accurately recalling 

information for probes at non-boundaries decreased from 

67% for earlier parts of the video to 45% towards the end of 

the videos (Figure 1B). Suggesting that boundary advantage 

for memory seen in overall recall becomes apparent only for 

recent probes and is negligible (if not absent) for initial probe 

locations. 

 

Discussion EST attributes the enhancement of memory at 

event boundaries to greater attention paid to these temporal 

locations during event perception. Studies that report 
increased attention at event boundaries have found 

inconsistent effects of attention on boundary advantage (Hard 

et al, 2011; Kosie & Baldwin, 2019) or have not tested for 

memory (Huff et al, 2012). One reason for the inconsistent 

results could be due to the static nature (self-paced slide 

viewing) of stimuli used  rather than real-life (videos) which 

differ from dynamic stimuli and which have been used in 

studies that find boundary advantage (Gold et al, 2017; Kurby 

& Zacks, 2011; Pettijohn et al, 2016; Sargent et al, 2013; 

Swallow, Zacks & Abrams, 2009; Swallow et al., 2011; 

Zacks et al, 2001). The artificial scenarios lack the potential 
to test for memory and the slide viewing stimuli lacks the 

dynamicity in incoming information. If processing of event 

boundaries indeed requires greater attention and is 

generalizable across stimuli then, one would expect the same 

pattern of results as prior studies when a concurrent task is 

performed while watching dynamic videos i.e. performance 

of the concurrent task is affected at event boundaries as 

compared to non-boundaries (Huff et al, 2012). 

Results of Experiment 1 where participants performed a 

dot detection task while watching videos were not as 

hypothesized by EST. Performing a concurrent task of 

detecting dots while viewing an event was more challenging 
when the dots appeared at temporal locations other than event 

boundaries. One explanation for these contrary results could 

be that participants were paying more attention to 

remembering the information at non-boundary locations. But 

the recall performance suggests otherwise. Probability of 

recalling information at non-boundary locations decreased 

more over the course of viewing the events whereas recall 

memory for information encountered at event boundaries, 

although decreased over positions, was still better than non-

boundaries. Taken together, these results suggest that 

performing a concurrent task does not affect event boundaries 
as much as non-boundaries.  

The mean recall accuracy and predicted probabilities both  

indicate that event boundary advantage is observed even in 

the presence of a concurrent task. There is a possibility that 

the concurrent task did not demand attention to an extent that 

would interfere with encoding boundary information. Hence, 

Experiment 2 was conducted to understand whether 

increasing task complexity would result in the same pattern 

of results as observed in Experiment 1. 

Experiment 2 

Huff et al (2012) showed greater attention resources are 

devoted at event boundaries using a target-distractor task 

with a multiple-object tracking (MOT) paradigm. Target 

detection was selectively impaired at event boundary 

locations as compared to non-boundary timepoints. However, 

they did not test, and the stimulus they used was not 

conducive to test, for memory at these timepoints. Kosie & 

Baldwin (2019) obtained similar results; dwell times were 

greater for those images/ frames that were initially marked as 

event boundary by raters.  
Experiment 1 results show a memory advantage even 

though the performance on dot-detection task is similar for 

boundary and non-boundary probes. This may be due to the 

simplicity of the concurrent task being performed. 

Specifically, Huff et al (2012) have employed a MOT task 

while a dynamic event was being perceived which may have 

resulted in capturing the difference between attention 

requirements at boundaries and non-boundaries.  

Experiment 2 aimed to reproduce these attention results in 

close to real-life scenarios by trying to employ a concurrent 

task which is similar to that used by Huff el al (2012).  
Participants performed an identity go/ no-go probe task while 

viewing videos. The spatial location of probe occurrence was 

also randomized to closely match the target/ distractor task in 

Huff et al (2012) and increase the complexity of the 

concurrent task. However, the primary aim of Experiment 2 

was to evaluate whether event boundary advantage is 

observed when the concurrent task complexity increases.  

Method 

Participants Fifty new students from IIT Kanpur who had 

not participated in the prior experiment; within the age range 

of 18 to 28 years (mean age: 23.5 years); volunteered for this 
study. All participants reported normal or corrected to normal 

vision. All participants received monetary compensation for 

their participation. 

 

Stimuli and Apparatus The stimuli videos, screen and video 

specifications were the same as Experiment 1. The go/ no-go 

probes consisted of circles (radius = 0.01, 0.01; norm units) 

subtending an angle of 0.47o and at an eccentricity of 0.38o, 

and were either red or green in color (green = 30.16 cd/m2 

and red = 30.73 cd/m2). The use of green and red probes as 

‘go’ and ‘no-go’ probes was counterbalanced across 

participants. The ratio of go to no-go trials was 4:1.  
 

Procedure The procedure for practice and main experiment 

was the same as Experiment 1 except participants were 

instructed at the beginning of the experiment the color of the 

dot for which they had to respond (Go) and the color for 

which they had to withhold response (No-go). 
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Figure 2: A) Predicted probability (in percent) of accurately responding to both ‘go’ and ‘no-go’ responses 

across serial positions for the two temporal locations; boundary and non-boundary. B) Predicted 
probability of accurately recalling information from boundaries and non-boundaries across probe 

position. Ribbons represent 95% CI

Analysis and Results The raw data scoring and outlier 

analysis were the same as Experiment 1. One participant’s 

data was removed due to the program malfunctioning during 

the experiment. Outlier analysis led to removal of 5 

participants’ data. Results reported here are for 44 

participants. In order to obtain the total accuracy scores for 

the go/ no-go task, those responses where the probe was a 
‘no-go’ and participant did not respond and when it was a 

‘go’ probe and participants responded by pressing a key, were 

scored as “1” while the rest were scored as “0”. ‘Go’ and ‘no-

go’ responses were not considered separately since the main 

aim of the study was to observe the differences in memory 

performance for boundaries and non-boundaries while 

performing a concurrent task. 

Mixed effects logistic regression was performed on the 

go/no-go accuracy using the same fixed effects and random 

effects specified in Experiment 1. Interaction between 

temporal location and position was significant (β = -0.052, 

SE = 0.026, p = 0.049) such that detection of go/ no-go 
probes at boundaries was unaffected by positions (Predicted 

probability: 74%(p1)- 75%(p14)) but detection of probes 

occurring at non-boundaries decreased in accuracy over 

successive positions (Predicted probability: 81%(p1) - 

76%(p14) as the video progressed (see Figure 3). The log 

odds for accurately performing the go/ no-go task decreased 

by 0.01 for boundaries as the video progressed while log odds 

decreased by 0.05 for non-boundaries for consecutive probe 

positions in the video.  

Recall accuracy was analyzed using the same fixed and 

random effects as Experiment 1. Interaction between 
temporal locations and positions affecting recall accuracy 

was significant, β = -0.055, SE = 0.023, p = 0.019. The log 

odds for accurately recalling information at event boundaries 

decreased by 0.06 for successive serial positions whereas 

they decreased by 0.05 for non-boundaries. Probability of 

accurately recalling boundary information from initial 

positions of the video was 63% which reduced to 51% by the 

end of video (see Figure 4). For information from other parts 

of the video that were not event boundaries, the probability 

of accurate recall was 66% initially. This decreased to 45% 

towards the latter portions of the video.  
 

Discussion The aim of Experiment 2 was two-fold. First, to 

analyze whether increasing task complexity produces 

detection results similar to those obtained by prior studies. 

That is, lowered detection performance at event boundaries.  

Second, if increased attention at event boundaries leads to 

boundary advantage (EST) then performing a concurrent 

attention demanding task will decrease/ invalidate event 

boundary advantage. Results obtained suggest that even as 

complexity of the concurrent task increased the pattern of 

results for both tasks remained almost the same as experiment 

1. In terms of performance on the go/ no-go task, the 
probability that participants would give an accurate response, 

considering the probe appeared at an event boundary, 

remained stable at around seventy-four percent across all 

serial positions. However, performance varied selectively for 

go/ no-go task performance at non-boundaries. The initial 

performance was better than that at event boundaries but it 

greatly decreased over serial positions with the final position 

accuracy falling down greater than probability for event 

boundaries. Recall performance for both temporal locations 

were affected by the serial position of information being 

retrieved. Recall of information from event boundaries was 
progressively more difficult as the task progressed. This trend 

was also observed for recalling non-boundary information. 

But, the magnitude of failure to recall was greater for non-

boundary information. Detection and recall data show the 
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same decreasing trend which rules out the possibility of trade-

off between tasks. Results of Experiment 2 showed that event 

boundary advantage is not prominent when the concurrent 

task is more complex.  

General Discussion 

The event boundary advantage refers to the enhancement in 

memory observed at the starting and end-points of an event 

generally termed as event boundaries (Hanson & Hirst, 1989; 

Zacks, Tversky & Iyer, 2001). EST explains this 

enhancement as a consequence of processes occurring during 

event perception (Zacks et al, 2007). When an event 

boundary is encountered, the process of reducing prediction 

error requires event model updating and newer schemas to be 

retrieved. To guide these processes more attention is paid to 
the sensory information. EST postulates that it is this greater 

attention that leads to better encoding and hence better 

retention of the information encountered at/ near event 

boundary locations (Swallow, 2011; Kurby & Zacks, 2008; 

Zacks, 2007). 

A few prior studies have provided some evidence for 

greater attention being required at event boundaries (Hard et 

al, 2011; Huff et al, 2012; Kosie & Baldwin, 2019). Two of 

these studies (Hard, 2011; Kosie, & Baldwin, 2019) 

employed a dwell time paradigm to understand which 

temporal locations were being attended to more while 
viewing self-paced slideshows of an event. They found that 

dwell time was longer for event boundaries than non-

boundaries. Similarly, Huff et al (2012) employed a target-

distractor detection task while participants viewed an 

artificial football game, with across team ball passes 

signifying event boundaries. They too found that performing 

the detection task was difficult at temporal locations 

considered as event boundaries as compared to non-

boundaries. But, so far, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, 

only two studies have tried to correlate whether greater 

attention at event boundaries leads to an additive increase in 

memory for these temporal locations (Hard et al, 2011; Kosie 
& Baldwin, 2019). Hard et al (2011) report that longer dwell 

times predicted memory for only coarse event boundaries 

while Kosie & Baldwin, (2019) reported an overall effect of 

attention on memory recall for both boundaries and non-

boundaries.  

In the present study, we decreased the amount of 

attentional resources available to process events by asking 

participants to perform a concurrent task while viewing 

events. The primary goal was to understand if a decrease in 

attention (contrary to the approach by Kosie & Baldwin, 

2019) would differentially affect memory for information at 
the event boundaries compared to non-boundaries. Aim of the 

first experiment was to see whether the event boundary 

advantage is observed while performing a concurrent task. 

The second experiment investigated whether increasing 

complexity of the concurrent task would differentially affect 

the pattern of results in experiment 1. It was observed in both 

experiments that relative serial position and temporal 

location of probe occurrence both influenced detection and 

memory outcomes. The pattern of results for both the first 

and second experiment were consistent. Performance on the 

simple (dot detection) or complex (go/ no-go) concurrent task 

was more variable when the probe was at a non-boundary 

location, such that the initial accuracy depleted as the videos 
progressed. Concurrent task performance was unaffected and 

remained stable when the task was being performed at 

boundaries of the event. Thus, both experiments find 

evidence for differential processing of the concurrent task 

across boundaries and non-boundaries but this difference is 

contrary to the Zacks et al’s (2007) predictions. Recall 

accuracy in both experiments showed that memory for 

information at boundaries was better than memory for non-

boundary information, across serial positions. Results 

suggest that accuracy on probe-detection task is not 

negatively correlated with memory recall. This finding is 

opposite to what one would expect based on EST and the 
reports of earlier studies. One reason for this difference might 

be attributed to the probe-location based analysis of data, 

which would disappear when averaging across trials. 

Additionally, if greater attention at event boundaries leads 

to event boundary advantage, one would expect to observe 

the same trend of serial effects for detection at non-boundary 

points of an event as observed for boundary memory. A 

decreasing trend for detection over serial positions would 

indicate depletion of attentional resources at event 

boundaries over time which would translate to gradual 

decrease of memory overtime as well. But detection does not 
show this trend suggesting no variation in attention occurs 

across positions at the time of perceiving or encoding these 

event boundaries. There might be a possibility that poorer 

attention at non-boundaries led to fluctuations in both tasks’ 

performance at these locations. But prior research also 

indicates that once an event boundary is encountered that 

event model is a part of the long-term memory (Swallow et 

al, 2011). Thus, any pattern or trend that one sees for memory 

in the current data would be due to post-encoding 

mechanisms that lead to re-organization of event constituents 

(Clewett et al, 2019) or greater forgetting of some parts of an 

event which give rise to event boundary advantage. 
Interpretation of results of the present study has relied heavily 

on considering sequential processing of information. The 

study design is not conducive to assess event boundary 

advantage without the influence of serial positions. But, since 

EST is postulated to understand the perception of events 

which are sequential in nature, considering event boundary 

advantage for absolute instances would always lead to 

erroneous conclusions.  

One proposition for such post-encoding re-organization 

that could explain the current results is retrieval-based 

enhancement of event boundaries wherein better boundary  
encoding leads to better access to associated within-event 

units (DuBrow & Davachi, 2016, Clewett et al, 2019). 

Further studies are required to test whether event boundaries 

increase access to within event information. To conclude, the 

present study did not find evidence for attention modulations 

resulting in enhancement for memory at event boundaries. 
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Instead, the results indicate that event boundary advantage is 

probably a result of post-encoding mechanisms. Further 

research is required to identify these mechanisms to explain 

this selective memory enhancement.  
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Gesture and pause can facilitate chunking syntactic information in ambiguous
phrases

Harumi Kobayashi
Tokyo Denki University, Saitama prefecture, Japan

Abstract

It is known that phrases and sentences can be interpreted to have multiple meanings. Previous studies have focused mostly
on prosodic cues and pauses in the disambiguation mechanism of syntactic structures. In this study, we looked into the
disambiguation effects of gestures (iconic or beat) and three different duration of pauses (0.1, 0.5, 1.0 sec) at critical word
for branching. The participants looked at a computer monitor that showed an actor doing gesture, and two pictures that
depict different meanings. The participant was asked to choose the matched picture with the shown gesture. Reaction
time was also measured. The result was that participants responded more correctly when gesture of sequential chunking
was shown than non-sequential chunking. More pause facilitated interpretation of the non-sequential stimulus, whereas
more pause facilitated the reaction for the sequential chunking stimulus. The study showed the importance of chunking
syntactic information shown by gesture and pause.
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Does bilingual input hurt? A simulation of language discrimination and clustering
using i-vectors
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Paris, France

Abstract

The language discrimination process in infants has been suc-
cessfully modeled using i-vector based systems, with re-
sults replicating several experimental findings. Still, recent
work found intriguing results regarding the difference between
monolingual and mixed-language exposure on language dis-
crimination tasks. We use two carefully designed datasets,
with an additional “bilingual” condition on the i-vector model
of language discrimination. Our results do not show any dif-
ference in the ability of discriminating languages between the
three backgrounds, although we do replicate past observations
that distant languages (English-Finnish) are easier to discrimi-
nate than close languages (English-German). We do, however,
find a strong effect of background when testing for the ability
of the learner to automatically sort sentences in language clus-
ters: bilingual background being generally harder than mixed
background (one speaker one language). Other analyses reveal
that clustering is dominated by speakers information rather
than by languages.
Keywords: language discrimination; language diarization; i-
vectors; bilingualism; speaker information

Introduction
Bilingualism is a widespread phenomenon, with the major-
ity of children being born in a bilingual environment. It
also appears that being raised bilingual does not result in
any particular delay in the language acquisition milestones
of children compared to the monolingual peers (Oller, Eil-
ers, Urbano, & Cobo-Lewis, 1997; Vihman, Thierry, Lum,
Keren-Portnoy, & Martin, 2007; Petitto et al., 2001), nor
to any confusion between the different languages (Petitto &
Holowka, 2002; Byers-Heinlein & Lew-Williams, 2013). In
fact, infants from both monolingual and bilingual environ-
ments seem to be able to discriminate between distant lan-
guages from birth (Byers-Heinlein, Burns, & Werker, 2010;
Mehler et al., 1988), and rhythmically similar languages as
young as 5 months old (Nazzi, Jusczyk, & Johnson, 2000;
Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997). How do they do it? What
kind of computational system can achieve language discrimi-
nation from the raw signal only? Are there pairs of languages
or language backgrounds which would make such discrimina-
tion easier or harder? One way of addressing these questions
is to use automatic language discrimination techniques as a
model of how infants process and discriminate languages.

Related work
I-vectors (Dehak, Torres-Carrasquillo, Reynolds, & Dehak,
2011) are fixed-length vector representations of entire utter-

ances which characterize how much an utterance deviates
acoustically from a background distribution of speech used
to train the system. These representations are typically used
for speaker identification and discrimination (Dehak et al.,
2011) but can also represent languages (Martinez, Burget,
Ferrer, & Scheffer, 2012; Martinez, Plchot, Burget, Glembek,
& Matějka, 2011).

I-vectors based systems have been shown to reproduce key
findings in language discrimination experiments: the ability
to detect a change in language within a bilingual speaker
(language discrimination) (Carbajal, Dawud, Thiollière, &
Dupoux, 2016), the distance effect between different lan-
guage pairs, with close languages being harder to discrimi-
nate than more distant languages (Carbajal, 2018), and the
ability to discriminate based on prosody (Martinez, Lleida,
Ortega, & Miguel, 2013; Carbajal, 2018). However, they also
resulted in an intriguing prediction that has not so far been
verified experimentally. Notably, Carbajal et al. (2016) found
that learners exposed to a mixture of languages have more
difficulties to discriminate languages than learners exposed
to monolingual backgrounds. These results are counter-
intuitive: one would think that having a mixed background
should help discrimination not hinder it. They also have po-
tentially important empirical and practical implications. In-
deed, if true, they would reveal an undocumented discrimina-
tion deficit for infants in a bilingual or mixed background.
This is why we wanted to replicate them with more con-
trolled stimuli. Indeed, the initial study used English and
Xitsonga recordings from completely different datasets, rais-
ing the possibility that results might come from recording-
specific properties rather than the language characteristics.

Present work
The mixed background deficit effect found by Carbajal et al.
(2016), if true, is important both for theoretical and practi-
cal reasons. The current study is devoted to reproducing the
original effect, test its robustness, and to more fully under-
stand how language background may affect a learner’s ability
to discriminate languages.

The first aim of the study is to reproduce the original ex-
periments using more controlled and ecological stimuli. First,
to discard potential acoustic artifacts, all recordings used in
the experiment were from the same corpus. Second, we used
a better counterbalancing design allowing the different con-
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ditions to be perfectly comparable, all containing the exact
same recordings. Third, the datasets are also more ecological,
containing a smaller number of speakers (N = 12), simulating
an infant’s exposure to speech better than the original study
containing an implausible number of speakers (N = 168).

We also introduce three novelties to explore the robustness
of the results. First, we compare two language pairs, one be-
ing closely-related (English and German) and the other one
being more distant (English and Finnish). Besides enhancing
the generalizability of the results, this also allows us to test
whether close language pairs are more difficult to discrimi-
nate than distant language pairs. Second, along the monolin-
gual and mixed conditions, we introduce a new “bilingual”
background condition, with speech from the same speakers
speaking in both languages. This new condition simulates
an environment in which the infant is exposed to bilingual
speech from the same persons (e.g. parents switching con-
stantly between language A and language B). Recent theo-
ries in psychology support the idea that such a fully bilin-
gual environment can harm the children’s linguistic develop-
ment and therefore suggests that parents should follow the
“One Parent, One Language” (or OPOL) strategy (Genesee,
1989). We are therefore able to investigate whether, in mod-
eling language discrimination, a mixed environment (OPOL)
and a fully bilingual environment result in any processing
differences. Finally, we analyze the effect of speaker infor-
mation on language discrimination. This was partly done
in Carbajal et al. (2016) by applying a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) to the i-vectors to select a new representa-
tion that increases the separation between speaker. Here we
add a method which, by taking the orthogonal complement
of this LDA representation, does the opposite, i.e. normalizes
the representation across speakers.

Finally, to more fully understand how language back-
ground could affect discrimination, we test language discrim-
ination in two different ways. The first one is based on psy-
cholinguistic experiments run in infants in the laboratory. In
such experiments, infants are presented with sentences from a
single bilingual speaker speaking one of their languages, and
the reaction of the infant to an unpredictable change in lan-
guage is measured (through behavioral proxies such as look-
ing time or non-nutritive sucking). Children are said to dis-
criminate the two languages if there is a statistical difference
between the set of children who had a switch of language and
those who did not. As in (Carbajal et al., 2016), we model
this task with a machine-ABX discrimination metric (Schatz
et al., 2013). We argue, however, that contrary to the standard
interpretation of the discrimination paradigm, a statistical dif-
ference between groups is not fully ecological. It does not
necessarily indicate that infants can sort out individual utter-
ances from their environment according to their language. In
practice, infants are not confronted with a single speaker, but
with multiple ones, the decision has to be made sentence by
sentence (sometimes words by words in the presence of code
switching), and the number of languages that they speak is

unknown. This second problem can be defined as a language
diarization task, which we model as a clustering problem.
More precisely, we apply a clustering algorithm to the mod-
eled acoustic space of the different training backgrounds, and
look at the extent to which the formed clusters correlate with
language labels.

Methods
Materials

We used the EMIME bilingual corpus (Wester, 2010). It is
a read speech corpus containing bilingual speech (utterances
from two languages recorded by the same speaker) with a
16kHz sampling rate. It was split into two datasets, one with
English and Finnish speech, and the other with English and
German speech. In each subset, the speakers are bilingual,
although English is always their second language. For each
language, each speaker reads on average twice the same set
of 145 sentences, leading to some sentence repetitions in the
train set.

We designed three conditions for each dataset: a mono-
lingual one composed of speech from a single language; a
mixed condition in which the two languages are represented
but with each person speaking only one of the two languages;
and a bilingual condition, containing speech from both lan-
guages, uttered by the same speakers. To ensure all condi-
tions are fully comparable, we further split the training sets
into subsets. Each subset was used independently, and re-
sults were then averaged within the conditions. This way,
within each dataset (English-Finnish and English-German),
each averaged condition contains the same speech utterances.
A summary of the different training conditions is presented in
Table 1. The average utterance duration is of 4.44 seconds in
the English-Finnish dataset and 4.52 seconds in the English-
German dataset. The total duration of each training set was
therefore between 4h23 and 4h37. Additionally, a test set
was created for each dataset, using bilingual speech from the
highest-rated accent male and female for each language (2
speakers per set). Each test set is composed of 200 utterances
(100 per language).

Pipeline

The following section describes the methodology behind the
different steps carried out in the experiment. The whole
workflow is applied independently to each training set. Un-
less stated otherwise, the open-source tool Kaldi (Povey et
al., 2011) was used for the different stages of the process.

Feature Extraction Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) features (Mermelstein, 1976) were extracted for all
train and test sets, with 13 coefficients (including energy).
They were calculated on 25ms speech frames, using 10ms
shift. These features, widely popular in speech processing,
are based on human perception and are therefore adequate for
modeling cognitive processes of speech. Shifted-delta coeffi-
cients (SDC) are also calculated. They capture long-distance
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Table 1: Summary of train datasets

Dataset Background
N speakers
(N males)

N
utterances

English-
Finnish

Mono 12 (6) 6910
English 6 (3) 3480
Finnish 6 (3) 3430

Bilingual 12 (6) 6910
subset 1 6 (3) 3454
subset 2 6 (3) 3456

Mixed 12 (6) 6910
subset 1 6 (3) 3480
subset 2 6 (3) 3430

English-
German

Mono 12 (6) 6960
English 6 (3) 3480
German 6 (3) 3480

Bilingual 12 (6) 6960
subset 1 6 (3) 3504
subset 2 6 (3) 3456

Mixed 12 (6) 6960
subset 1 6 (3) 3480
subset 2 6 (3) 3480

information from the neighboring frames, adding some dy-
namic information to the speech structure.

I-vectors model Following the I-vector model (Dehak et
al., 2011), a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is first trained
over all speech features of the train set, resulting in a large
probabilistic representation of the acoustic space called Uni-
versal Background Model (UBM). It can be defined by a su-
pervector m containing the means of all gaussian components.
Using factor analysis, the components of highest variability
are then projected into a low-dimensional space, the Total
Variability space, which is defined by a Total Variability ma-
trix T . An utterance µ can then be defined as µ = m+T v. The
variable v can be used as a fixed dimension representation of
µ, and is typically referred to as an i-vector. This process is
depicted in Figure 1. We extracted i-vectors for utterances of
both the test and train sets. We used a GMM with 128 Gaus-
sians, and dimensionality of 150 for the i-vectors, as these pa-
rameters seemed to yield satisfactory results in small datasets
(Carbajal et al., 2016).

LDA and Orthogonal Complement Two additional steps
were also optionally performed, in an attempt to investigate
the effect of speaker information on language discrimination.
These supervised methods, applied on the i-vectors, use the
speaker labels from the train set to either enhance or diminish
the speaker information. They assume that the child is able
to identify speakers on an independent basis, and uses this in-
formation to either amplify speaker separation or decrease it.
To increase speaker information, Linear Discriminant Analy-

set of test
utterances

set of training
utterances

+ optional speaker LDA
or anti-LDA

i-vector extraction

 speaker labels
from train set

set of training
utterances

Universal Background
Model

Total Variability
Matrix

ABX

clustering

evaluations

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

Figure 1: The different stages of the experimental pipeline.
In a first training phase, indicated by dotted lines, we con-
struct an i-vector extractor in three steps (1,2,3), followed by
an optional step enhancing or reducing the effect of talker
variability (4). In the evaluation phrase, indicated by plain
lines, we either run a machine equivalent of a discrimination
task on novel sentences (5), or cluster the training utterances
(6).

sis (LDA) based on the speaker labels is computed on the i-
vectors from the train set to estimate a transformation matrix
which maximizes the distance between speakers. I-vectors
from the train and test sets are then transformed using this
matrix, resulting in i-vectors of dimension 11 (N speakers -
1). The opposite stance was also taken by calculating the or-
thogonal complement of the LDA subspace and then using it
to transform the i-vectors. This allowed us to retrieve all the
information from the initial i-vector space excluding the in-
formation which is in the LDA. By doing this, we remove the
information which is used to maximize the distance between
speakers, normalizing all speaker information. For clarity
reasons, we refer to this extra step as “anti-LDA”. The or-
thogonal complement was calculated using the scipy Python
package (Virtanen et al., 2019). In cognitive terms, this pro-
cess would amount to the ability of a child to identify the cues
which are speaker-specific, and then removing them from the
language identification processes.

Evaluation Methods

Two evaluation methods were implemented, each focusing on
one of the language discrimination and language diarization
processes.

ABX Scores Language discrimination experiments in psy-
cholinguistics often consist in a first familiarization phase
during which the child is exposed to speech from a language
A, and an evaluation phase during which the child is pre-
sented with two sentences uttered by a new speaker, one of
the sentence being from the same language A, and the sec-
ond sentence being from a novel language B. If the infant can
discriminate between the two languages, there should there-
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fore be a surprise effect when language B is presented. Al-
though this method is often used as a proxy to assess if chil-
dren automatically differentiate languages, it is strictly a way
to evaluate if children are able to discriminate between two
languages, and we therefore restrict our discussion of such
results to this particular set-up.

We use the machine ABX paradigm (Schatz et al., 2013) to
simulate such a language discrimination experiment. This is
done by computing, over the whole set of test i-vectors, mul-
tiple triplets of items A, B and X; A and X being i-vectors of
utterances sharing the same language and B being an i-vector
from an utterance of a different language. For each triplet, the
cosine distances of A to X and B to X are then computed. If
the distance between A and X is smaller than the distance be-
tween B and X, a score of 1.0 is attributed to this triplet, other-
wise the score is 0.0. The average of scores across all triplets
is then computed, yielding an average ABX score. Perfect
discrimination would therefore yield an ABX score of 1.0 (or
100%), as the distance of same-language utterances would al-
ways be smaller than the distance of utterances from different
languages. To compare our results to psycholinguistics ex-
periment, we compute the triplets within speaker, that is all
three items A, B and X will always share the same speaker.

Clustering As a proxy for evaluating whether children
cluster multilingual speech from their environment into lan-
guages, we apply a clustering algorithm with K clusters to
the i-vectors from the multilingual train sets (bilingual and
mixed), and evaluate the purity of the formed clusters. If
languages are perfectly clustered in the acoustic space, we
would expect a purity score of 1.0 when K = 2. K-means al-
gorithm was ran 20 times for each K, in the range of K = 2
to K = 20, yielding an average and standard deviation of the
purity scores for each K. We also extended this method to
calculate the purity scores on speaker clusters, with K = 12
(i.e. the accurate number of speakers). This method was ap-
plied to the raw i-vectors from the train sets, as well as the
LDA and anti-LDA transformed i-vectors.

Results
ABX scores / Language discrimination
Within speakers ABX scores were computed on the raw, LDA
and anti-LDA test i-vectors for each train condition. Re-
sults for each dataset are presented in Table 2. Scores in
both datasets suggest that the i-vectors successfully allow dis-
crimination between the two languages in all conditions and
datasets (no discrimination would yield chance level scores at
50%). As expected, scores in the English-Finnish (different
language family) dataset are significantly higher than those in
the English-German (same language family) dataset.

There does not seem to be any significant difference with
the raw i-vectors between the bilingual, mixed and monolin-
gual conditions, suggesting that the input type in the back-
ground’s composition does not have an effect on language
discrimination of unknown speech. Removing speaker infor-
mation from the test i-vectors (using the anti-LDA transfor-

Table 2: Summary of ABX results (in % correct) in both
datasets for the different training backgrounds, on the stan-
dards, LDA (+LDA) and anti-LDA (-LDA) i-vectors. The
scores are calculated within speaker.

Dataset Background
ABX scores

standard + LDA - LDA

English-
Finnish

Bilingual 75.1 66.0 74.4
subset 1 73.1 67.0 72.3
subset 2 77.1 65.0 76.5

Mixed 75.5 88.7 73.2
subset 1 76.4 91.1 74.1
subset 2 74.6 86.2 72.2

Mono 73.7 68.0 72.6
English 71.8 68.9 70.4
Finnish 75.5 67.0 74.8

English-
German

Bilingual 63.3 65.3 62.8
subset 1 62.5 61.8 61.9
subset 2 64.0 68.8 63.7

Mixed 64.2 72.5 62.6
subset 1 63.4 77.1 61.7
subset 2 64.9 67.8 63.4

Mono 63.6 64.9 62.9
English 63.1 63.3 62.5
German 64.1 66.4 63.2

mation matrix estimated on the train i-vectors) very slightly
lowers the discrimination scores in all conditions. In both
datasets, however, enhancing speaker information with LDA
leads to an increase in ABX scores in the mixed condition,
which can be explained by the additional use of speaker infor-
mation in the language discrimination task, each speaker only
corresponding to a single language. It does not yield a stable
pattern for the monolingual and bilingual conditions, deterio-
rating the scores in the English-Finnish dataset but leading to
a slight increase in the English-German dataset.

Clustering / Language diarization
Kmeans clustering with K clusters (from K = 2 to K = 20)
was applied to the train i-vectors in each mixed and bilingual
conditions. Results are presented in Figure 2. The purity
score for K = 2 is close to 0 in all conditions with, for the
raw i-vectors, an average of 0.090 (S = .083) in the mixed
condition and of 0.003 (S = .008) in the bilingual condition.
This suggests that the acoustic space is not clustered primarily
by language.

As presented in Figure 2, with the raw i-vectors, the larger
the number of clusters, the larger the difference between the
mixed and bilingual conditions, with clusters in the mixed
condition getting significantly higher language homogeneity
scores. In the mixed condition, language identity is fully cor-
related with speaker identity, whereas there is absolutely no
such correlation in the bilingual condition, each speaker hav-
ing utterances in both languages. It is therefore probable that
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standard LDA anti-LDA

Figure 2: Average language purity as a function of the number of clusters for the different condition, with the standard, LDA
and anti-LDA i-vectors. Clustering was done over 20 trials using k-means clustering.

Table 3: Average language purity (in %) using K = 2 to
K = 20 clusters in the different training conditions, with the
standard (raw) i-vectors, LDA i-vectors (+lda) and anti-lda
i-vectors (-lda).

English-Finnish English-German
Background raw + lda - lda raw + lda - lda

Mixed 77.0 83.2 1.3 71.6 68.3 1.0
Bilingual 14.6 0.6 17.0 4.3 0.3 13.6

the acoustic space is clustered primarily by speakers, explain-
ing the highest language purity scores in the mixed condition.
Moreover, when the number of clusters is equal to the num-
ber of speakers (K = 12), clusters in the mixed conditions
start reaching perfect purity, while bilingual condition purity
scores only start increasing.

The speaker-based cluster hypothesis seems to be con-
firmed by the results with the LDA and anti-LDA i-vectors.
Enhancing speaker information with the LDA favors the
mixed condition at the detriment of the bilingual condition,
whereas removing this speaker information by taking the
LDA’s orthogonal complement prevents any language clus-
ters to be formed in the mixed condition, but allows the i-
vectors in the bilingual condition to form clusters with lan-
guage purity scores > 0 when K < 12.

It is also worth noting that, in all conditions, the clus-
ters in the English-Finnish dataset have higher purity scores
than those in the English-German dataset, suggesting that the
language information present in the distant language pair’s
acoustic space is more discriminatory than those in the close
language pair.

We calculated the speaker purity scores for K = 12 (the
total number of speaker per set). As expected, anti-LDA i-
vectors do not cluster speakers at all (M = .011, SD = .003),
whereas the LDA i-vectors reach a nearly perfect speaker pu-
rity (M = .999, SD = .001). Raw i-vectors also yield very high

speaker purity scores (M = .940, SD = .019), suggesting that
the standard i-vectors already hold a lot of speaker-specific
information.

Discussion
Our experiments successfully replicate the major key find-
ings from previous language discrimination studies, with our
model being able to discriminate between languages even
with very small exposure. We also found that close language
pairs were harder to discriminate than distant ones. How-
ever, unlike Carbajal et al. (2016), we found no difference
in the standard system between the monolingual and mixed
conditions. These results, however, corroborate experimental
findings on bilingual children (Byers-Heinlein et al., 2010;
Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997). Although more careful
investigation would be required, it is strongly possible that
the model in the original study primarily captured recording-
specific differences rather than language-specific ones, as the
two languages come from distinct datasets. There was also
no difference in our raw system with the additional bilingual
condition. This would suggest that being exposed to a mul-
tilingual environment in which each speaker speaks multiple
languages does not hinder the language discrimination pro-
cess compared to an OPOL-like environment. Although this
does not necessarily extend to further processes of language
acquisition, such results emphasize the importance of quanti-
tative evidence in supporting psycholinguistics claims.

We found that manipulating the significance of speaker in-
formation led to small modulations in language discrimina-
tion. Enhanced speaker information slightly improved dis-
crimination in the mixed condition, sometimes to the detri-
ment of the other conditions. Removing this information on
the other hand only led to a common very small decrease
in discrimination. Such speaker information manipulations
assume, in terms of cognition, that infants are able to in-
fer the identity of the speakers in their environments from
external modalities (e.g. visual cues). External cognitive
processes would then either automatically diminish or en-
hance speaker-related information when processing speech.
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Both theories are also as equally plausible as the standard
system, and experimental findings support both ideas: in-
fants are able to recognize speech from their mother (Mehler,
Bertoncini, Barriere, & Jassik-Gerschenfeld, 1978) but also
fail at strangers voice discrimination tasks when prosody is
disturbed (Johnson, Westrek, Nazzi, & Cutler, 2011). Be-
cause all three models (raw and with speaker modulation) are
reasonable, it would be imprudent to conclude that there are
any differences between any of the three exposure conditions.

Findings that bilingual infants are able to discriminate lan-
guages (Byers-Heinlein et al., 2010; Genesee, 1989) are not
sufficient evidence to assume that they necessarily cluster
speech from their multilingual environments into distinct lan-
guages. For both mixed and bilingual conditions, and even
when manipulating speaker information, the i-vectors used
to represent the acoustic space never clustered into two lan-
guage clusters. This suggests that, even when the number of
languages is known, sorting utterances in homogeneous lan-
guages clusters is extremely hard. If the number of clusters is
increased to the number of speakers, language purity scores
increase but only in the mixed condition, corresponding to the
intuition of some parents to adopt the OPOL strategy. This in-
dicates that speaker information is not only more salient than
the language one, but also that both are intertwined in a way
which makes it hard to get them disentangled, even by ampli-
fying or decreasing this speaker information. Nevertheless,
it does not mean that these results should be taken as an ar-
gument for the OPOL strategy, as there is still no evidence
that language separation is a necessary prior to later steps of
language acquisition for bilingual children. Hence the un-
derlying question: are children really able to do language di-
arization? If not, what consequences can it have on language
acquisition in bilingual environments?

Another point worth considering in future research is the
question of accented speech in bilingual environments. As
mentioned previously, the dataset used in the present experi-
ments is composed of non-native bilingual speakers, some-
times leading to the presence of slightly accented English
speech. This does not discredit the cognitive inferences made
from our results in that even in a family where both parents
are native of the two languages, they will often still display
accented speech in one language (Major, 1992). However, it
would be interesting to replicate the experiments with a cor-
pus solely composed of recordings from native bilinguals, not
only to confirm the present results but also to get more in-
sights on the effect of different input types and degrees of
accented speech on language discrimination and language di-
arization.
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Abstract

What do we learn from a causal explanation? Upon being told that The fire occurred because a lit match was dropped, we
learn that both of these events occurred, and that there is a causal relationship between them. However, causal explanations
of the kind E because C typically disclose much more than what is explicitly stated. Here, we offer a communication-
theoretic account of causal explanations and show specifically that explanations can provide information about the extent
to which a cited cause is normal or abnormal, and about the causal structure of the situation.

In Experiment 1, we demonstrate that people infer the normality of a cause from an explanation when they know the
underlying causal structure. In Experiment 2, we show that people infer the causal structure from an explanation if
they know the normality of the cited cause. We find these patterns both for scenarios that manipulate the statistical and
prescriptive normality of events.

Finally, we consider how the communicative function of explanations, as highlighted in this series of experiments, may
help to elucidate the distinctive roles that normality and causal structure play in causal explanation. Link to pre-print:
https://psyarxiv.com/x5mqc
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Abstract 
Languages often reuse words for related meanings, such as 
baseball cap and bottle cap, a phenomenon known as 
polysemy. In English, it is estimated that 40-80% of all 
words are polysemous, yet little is known about children’s 
early knowledge of polysemous words. In an eye-tracking 
study with monolingual English-learning 2-year-olds 
(n=40), we found that participants recognized multiple 
conventional meanings for polysemous nouns. We further 
investigated whether toddlers succeeded at this task because 
they were already familiar with multiple, learned meanings 
for words, or whether they simply guessed the correct target 
based on a single or vague meaning. To test this, we also 
presented participants with novel, related meanings for the 
same English labels that are not conventional in English, 
e.g., the meaning “lid” for the label cap. The recognition of 
conventional English meanings (baseball cap, bottle cap) 
was significantly higher than that of the novel extension 
meanings (e.g., a lid) for the same label (cap). These results 
show that toddlers’ knowledge of polysemy goes beyond a 
single or vague representation. At the same time, recognition 
of the novel extended meanings was above chance, 
indicating that toddlers inferred that a related meaning was 
the better of the two options. Word learning theories must be 
further developed to account for these complexities in 
learning. 
 
Keywords: polysemy; word learning; semantics; 
development; language acquisition; cognitive development 

Introduction 
Learning the meaning of a word is recognized to be 

a challenging task (Quine 1960). Yet arguably, the 
majority of word learning experiments still 
underestimate the complexity of the problem. In 
particular, most experimental work has overlooked or 
explicitly set aside the fact that up to 80% of frequently 
used words in English are polysemous, in that they 
can refer to multiple, related meanings, e.g., dog collar 
and shirt collar, or baseball cap, pen cap, and bottle 
cap (Fellbaum 1998; Geeraerts 1993; Lakoff 1987; 
McCarthy 1997; Rodd, Gaskell, Marslen-Wilson 
2002; Zipf 1945). Critically, languages differ in the 
specifics of how they extend word labels to multiple 
meanings (Traugott 2014; François 2008; Sweetser, 
1990; Murphy, 2004; Heine & Reh, 1984; Malt, 2010). 
For example, the English word cap can to refer to a 
bottle cap or a hat but not to a lid, while the Spanish 
word tapa can apply to a bottle cap or a lid, but not a 
hat. This variation suggests that word learning 

involves learning to recognize multiple conventional 
meanings for each word.  

Sometimes word meanings can be captured by a 
single vague or underspecified meaning rather than 
multiple distinct meanings (Falkum 2015; Nunberg 
1979; Tuggy 1993). For instance, the English word 
aunt can apply to both a mother’s sister or a father’s 
sister. This can be captured without positing two 
different meanings by simply underspecifying a single 
meaning that generalizes over both, i.e., a parent’s 
sibling (Langacker 1987). In many cases, however, 
multiple meanings are required because a vague or 
underspecified meaning does not suffice. Recent 
research has found that by the age of four, children are 
able to learn novel, related meanings if they are related 
in a systematic way, e.g., the flour, some flour 
(Srinivasan et al., 2019), and even when polysemous 
meanings relate in unpredictable, convention-based 
ways, e.g., coat button, pause button (Floyd & 
Goldberg 2020). 

It is possible that only older children have had the 
necessary time and/or have acquired the metalinguistic 
skills to learn extension patterns or multiple meanings. 
That is, while children ultimately need to learn 
polysemy, it may be that early word learning requires 
the idealized situation commonly assumed by word 
learning theories, in which each word refers to a single 
meaning. However, little experimental work has 
investigated this question, particularly in children 
younger than three years of age. 

To determine if early word learning can support the 
simultaneous tracking of multiple, related meanings, it is 
necessary to test young children, while vocabulary and 
metalinguistic skills remain limited. Therefore, the 
present study investigates whether or not 2-year-old 
children are able to recognize polysemous meanings that 
refer to distinct concepts (e.g., baseball cap and pen cap, 
see Table 1 for items), and whether children are able to 
learn novel meanings that are related but which happen 
not be labelled by the same word in English. 

Monolingual English-speaking children were tested 
on six words, each with two meanings, in order to 
evaluate their knowledge of polysemous word meanings. 
Two critieria determined which words were chosen: their 
presence in the CHILDES corpus for children under age 
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3 (MacWhinney, 2000), as well as whether their 
translations in another language (Spanish) were 
associated with a polysemous extension not shared by 
English (see Table 1). There were two ways in which 
toddlers could identify a word’s multiple, related 
meanings. They might recognize more than a single 
meaning, having already learned multiple meanings 
from input. Alternatively, they might be able to guess or 
infer additional meanings beyond a single one that had 
been learned on the basis of semantic similarity and a 
process of elimination. On trials in the English 
meanings condition, children were exposed to images of 
conventional word meanings, such as a bottle cap, 
opposite a distractor (which appeared as a target item on 
a later trial). On trials in the Novel extension condition, 
children heard the same English labels and prompts (e.g., 
Look at the cap!), but targets were unattested yet 
plausible polysemous meanings (e.g., a lid). We 
compared children’s performance on the English 
meaning trials (e.g., baseball cap, bottle cap) to their 
performance on Novel extension trials which involved 
unfamiliar but potentially inferable meanings (such as 
cap referring to a lid). On the Novel extension trials, 
above-chance performance was attributable to an ability 
to guess an additional meaning, because participants are 
unlikely to have heard lids referred to caps. In order to 
accurately identify the lid, toddlers would need to 
activate their knowledge of the familiar meaning(s) of 
cap, and then infer which entity on screen was most 
similar (i.e., the lid). 

 

Experiment 
We investigated whether toddlers could recognize 

multiple English meanings of 6 nouns (vs. unrelated 
distractors). We also included Novel extension trials, in 
which toddlers were prompted with the same English 
labels but were presented with related meanings for those 
labels which are unattested in English. If toddlers only 
succeeded in identifying meanings that are conventional 
in English, this would indicate that they had learned and 
could recognize multiple meanings of known words. 
Toddlers could also have  performed equally well in both 
English meanings and Novel extension conditions. This 
would imply that they could guess additional possible 
meanings in real time based on underspecified word 
knowledge, but could not recognize multiple, stable 
meanings for polysemous words. That is, the same 
above-chance performance on both trial types would be 
evidence that children identify multiple meanings 
through a process of inference rather than recognition.  

We hypothesized a third outcome: children would 
successfully identify polysemous words on both trial 
types, but would be more accurate on English meaning 
trials than on Novel extension trials. This would imply 

that toddlers are able to guess new meanings of familiar 
words in real time, but critically, it would imply they 
track and represent multiple meanings for individual 
forms in ways that are consistent with their English 
input. 
 

Method 
Participants Forty 24-36-month olds (M = 30.76 
months, SD = 2.54 months) with typical hearing and 
vision development participated in an eye-tracking 
experiment. All children were monolingual and   
exclusively exposed to English.  Fourteen additional 
toddlers were recruited but excluded from the sample 
due to inability to complete calibration (n = 8), parental 
interference (n = 1), noncompliance (n = 1), trackloss (n 
= 2; see Results section for criteria), or experimenter 
error (n = 2). All toddlers were tested in both conditions 
(English meanings and Novel extension). 
 
Stimuli. The two conventional meanings and the Novel 
related meaning for each word are provided in Table 1. 
The Novel meanings were chosen with reference to 
conventional polysemy in Spanish, a language which our 
toddlers were unfamiliar with.  That is, a single label is 
used in Mexican Spanish for at least one of the English 
meanings and the Novel meaning (Spanish word 
provided in 3rd column). This allowed us to ensure that 
the Novel meanings were plausible related extensions.      
 
 

Word label Meaning 
present in 
both 
languages 

English 
meaning 

Novel meaning 
(Spanish 
polyseme in 
italics) 

cap bottle cap baseball 
cap 

lid (tapa) 

sheet 
 

sheet of 
paper 

bed sheet leaf (hoja) 

glasses eyeglasses drinking 
glasses 

goggles (gafas) 

collar shirt collar dog 
collar* 

necklace(collar) 

horn animal 
horn 

musical 
horn* 

croissant(cuerno) 

balloon party 
balloon 

hot air 
balloon* 

globe (globo) 
 

Table 1: Target polysemous words and meanings. 
In the Novel extension column, the corresponding 
Spanish word is in italics. * indicates that the English 
meaning is additionally present in Spanish, in which 
case assignment to the 2nd or 3rd column is random. 

 
Procedure All toddlers sat on their caregivers’ laps with 
the exception of one child who sat alone in the chair, 
approximately 50 cm from the screen in a sound-
attenuated room. The caregivers wore an eye mask 
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which blocked them from seeing what was on screen, 
preventing a potential source of bias, such as leaning or 
pointing. The eyetracker was calibrated for each child 
using a three-point calibration on an EyeLink 1000 Plus. 
The experiment, which lasted approximately 3 minutes, 
was created using Experiment Builder software (SR 
Research, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) and controlled 
from a Mac host computer. Toddlers were shown stimuli 
on a 17-inch monitor while the eye tracker sampled the 
location of their eye fixations at 500 Hz. On each of 18 
test trials, children were prompted with simple English 
sentences, e.g. Look at the cap! while two images were 
displayed on the screen. There were also four filler trials, 
which displayed a rainbow circle or pinwheel 
accompanied by a chime sound. 
 
Word Familiarity Questionnaire To check whether 
toddlers had been exposed to both conventional 
meanings of each English word, we asked parents about 
their child’s input. Parents were given a questionnaire 
which was administered on a laptop after their child 
completed the study. The questionnaire asked parents to 
rate how familiar their child was with each of the 
meanings (e.g. “How familiar is your child with the word 
cap as in baseball cap?”) on a 5-point scale between “not 
at all, has never heard it” to “definitely familiar, hears it 
often.” 

Results 
For all trials, we identified looks to target and distractor 
images within the 500x500 pixel size of each image, and 
coded track loss as looks outside of these regions. We 
excluded trials with greater than 75% track loss. This 
resulted in the loss of 17.9% of all trials, including 2 
subjects entirely,  as they had greater than 75% track loss 
on every trial. Using RStudio, we averaged samples 
across 100-ms time bins and calculated the proportion 
looking to target (i.e., the number of samples which were 
looks to target divided by the sum of samples to target 
and distractor). We calculated toddlers’ proportion of 
looks to target for each subject in each trial type (English 
meaning and Novel extension), collapsing across the 
window of 300-1800 ms following noun onset, as in 
previous research (Fernald, Marchman & Weisleder, 
2013; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Thorpe & Fernald, 
2006). 

We predicted that while performance in both English 
meaning and Novel extension trials would be above 
chance, performance on English meaning trials should be 
significantly higher than on Novel extension trials. This 
was based on the hypothesis that children can learn 
multiple meanings for labels which are attested in their 
language, allowing them to better recognize these 
attested multiple meanings, as compared to the 
unattested, novel extensions which they must reason 
about in order to succeed. To evaluate whether 

performance was reliable, we first entered data into 
simple one-sample t-tests against chance for each 
condition. Toddlers’ mean proportion of looks to target 
on English meaning trials during the window of interest 
was significantly above chance (0.5), t(37) = 7.79, p< 
0.001. Toddlers were also able to reliably infer the 
correct target in the Novel extension trials (t(37) = 3.30, 
p<0.001). The final prediction was that, if children at this 
age are able to learn multiple meanings from their 
linguistic environment, they should perform 
significantly better when asked to recognize polysemous 
meanings from English as compared to meaning 
extensions which they had never heard before (Novel 
extension trials).  We calculated average proportion of 
looks to target in each of the two conditions (English 
meanings and Novel extensions) for each subject and 
entered it into a paired t-test, which revealed that 
children looked signpificantly more to target for English 
meanings than for Novel extensions (t(37)=2.45), 
p<0.05). We confirmed these results with a maximal 
converging mixed effects model, selected by the 
buildmer package (Voeten 2020), with random slopes 
and intercepts for subjects. This model revealed that 
performance in the Novel extensions condition was 
significantly lower than in the English meanings 
condition (β = -0.06, t = -2.53, p = 0.01). This indicates 
that our participants could already recognize multiple 
meanings from prior exposure to English polysemous 
words, beyond what simply guessing a secondary 
meaning would allow, as in the Novel extnesions 
condition (see Figure 2). 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Proportion of looking to target following noun 
onset (shown at 0ms) in toddlers (n=40) ages 24-36 
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months on English meaning and Novel extension trials. 
The window of interest is 300 - 1,800ms following noun 
onset. 

One possible concern is whether toddlers were 
actually recognizing both meanings of each polysemous 
noun, or whether instead they used familiarity with one 
meaning (or a general/underspecified meaning) to 
succeed in the Novel extension (unfamiliar meaning) 
condition. To address this, we used parental report to 
split the English meanings into two groups for each 
child: higher and lower familiarity. We then compared 
both to performance on Novel Meaning trials (Figure 2). 
We excluded trials for which the caregiver estimated 
equal familiarity for both meanings of the word (34%). 
In order to simultaneously compare all three trial types, 
we entered data (again summarized into 100ms time bins 
per subject per trial within the word recognition time 
window) into a multilevel model with group (higher-
familiarity English, lower-familiarity English, and Novel 
extension) as the fixed effect along with maximal 
converging random structure (random intercepts and 
slopes for subjects). We again found that performance on 
English meaning trials was higher than Novel extension 
trials, and though performance on the higher-familiarity 
trials did not reach significance, it was marginal and 
consistent with the predicted direction (lower 
familiarity: β = 0.13, t = 4.29, p<0.0001; higher 
familiarity: β = 0.07, t = 1.64, p =0.09), and another 
analysis confirmed that there was no difference between 
the higher- and lower-frequency meanings (β = 0.02, t = 
1.29, p = 0.2). 

 

Figure 3: Performance summarized over recognition 
window for Higher-frequency English meanings, 
Lower-frequency English meanings, and Novel 
extensions. 

An important possible explanation for lower 
performance on Novel Meaning trials is that the 
meanings were preempted in children’s vocabulary by 
other labels (e.g., if the word lid was familiar, children 
may have been slower to look at the lid when prompted 
with cap). If participants performed worse on Novel 
meaning trials because they faced interference from the 
preemptive label, more familiarity with the label (lower 
age of acquisition for that label) should be inversely 
correlated with their accuracy in looking to target. 
However,  data from age of acquisition norms 
(Kuperman et al., 2013) show, not only that the AoA for 
these labels is far later than the age of our participants 
(Figure 4), but also that the relative AoA of the 
competing labels does not predict lower performance on 
these trials: a linear model predicting accurate looking to 
target on Novel Meaning trials showed no significant 
negative effect of age of acquisition of the true English 
labels (β = 0.01, t = 0.73, p = 0.47). 
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Figure 4: Each dot represents average performance 
from a child on each of 6 Novel extension trials. If 

familiarity with a competing label created competition, 
driving down performance on Novel extension trials, 

then the later the word is acquired, the lower 
performance should be. However, this pattern was not 

borne out in the data, suggesting that possible 
familiarity with the correct English label in Novel 

extension trials is not responsible for the lower 
performance. 

 

Discussion 
To summarize, we investigated whether toddlers can 
recognize multiple meanings on the basis of their input, 
and whether they are able to guess new related meanings 
upon seeing possible extensions. We found evidence for 
both (1) experience-driven recognition of polysemous 
meanings in two-year-old children in the English 
meanings condition and (2) guessing or  inference of 
meanings in the Novel extension condition. We tested 
monolingual English-learning toddlers on real 
polysemous English words, which happen to generalize 
differently in an unfamiliar language (Spanish). Results 
confirmed that children showed above-chance accuracy 
in identifying the two English meanings of the word and 
a tertiary meaning that is novel in English (but that exists 
in Spanish). Critically, performance on English meaning 
trials (containing English meanings, which our 
participants have been exposed to) was higher than on 
Novel extension trials (similar meanings, which our 
participants would have to guess). This provides 
evidence that toddlers have already learned multiple 
meanings for the polysemous words we tested, rather 
than simply guessing conventional meanings on the basis 
of a single stored meaning or a generalization.    

An understanding of the ubiquity of polysemy and the 
early age at which children learn polysemous meanings 
requires a new perspective on word learning. Even very 
young learners are able to encode a network of related 
meanings. This network perspective does not require 

children to delete, dampen, or suppress additional 
meanings of a word, as in some existing theories (e.g., 
Stevens et al., 2016). Instead, when an additional 
meaning is encountered that is related to an existing 
representation of a word’s meaning, a new, if tentative 
and fragile, meaning can be learned. Our results 
demonstrate that, from early in development, there are 
mappings between a word form and meanings, and that 
a word can be flexibly extended to a new meaning on the 
basis of its relationship to prior meanings. If English 
lacked a word, lid, toddlers may at least be ready to call 
it a cap. However, we also find that toddlers were 
tracking the polysemous meanings in their input, as 
evidenced by the stronger performance on English 
meanings trials (vs. Novel extension trials). This 
suggests that toddlers do not simply rely on a vague or 
underspecified representation to extend labels to any 
meaning with a sufficiently strong similarity.   

These results take an important step in understanding 
how the rich and varied meanings of 40-80% of real 
words are learned. Toddlers’ performance on English 
meaning trials provides evidence that even 2 ½ year-olds 
already represent and recognize multiple meanings for a 
single form. At the same time, our findings demonstrate 
that children are capable of flexibly inferring an 
additional potential meaning of a familiar word on the 
basis of the relationship between the new and familiar 
meanings. Over time, this flexible capacity to use 
existing meanings to infer new, polysemous extensions 
may be crucial in vocabulary development more broadly, 
as older children, adolescents, and even adults must keep 
pace with special, technical, innovative, and slang 
extensions for words and meanings they may have been 
familiar with since age 2 ½. 
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7.5-month olds remember the location of a displaced object only if an agent acted
on it

Velisar Manea
Copenhagen University, Copenhagen, Denmark

Dora Kampis
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Charlotte Grosse Wiesmann
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

Victoria Southgate
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Abstract

Most infant studies on location memory involve an agent hiding or retrieving the object. Recent work indicates that, for
young infants, the presence of other agents enhances encoding of the targets of their actions and perceptions, and in a
pilot study we did not find evidence for location memory with a paradigm where we removed agency cues. Here, we
systematically compared whether 7.5-months-old infants remembered the location of an object better when it was placed
there by an agent compared to a highly similar but non-social setting where a conveyor belt transports the object. Location
memory was tested through infants’ looking times in response to outcomes showing unexpected vs. expected absences of
the object. Contrary to our preliminary results, at n=58/64 of this preregistered study we see no main effects of condition
and outcome, as well as no interaction between them (all 95% credible intervals contain 0).
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Abstract

We present a model of social learning over networks were individuals with insufficient and heterogeneous sources of
information aggregate their private observations with samples from belief distributions of their neighbors in order to learn
an underlying state of the world. We presume two behavioral assumptions. The first assumes communication constraints
in that agents can only share, in each round, a single sample from their belief on the true state with their neighbors. This is
in contrast with standard models of sharing the full belief, i.e. the entire probability distribution over the set of parameters.
The second behavioral assumption points to an updating scheme according to which agents use simple linear rules to
aggregate their neighbors’ actions with their private Bayesian posterior. We rigorously analyze the asymptotic behavior
of such an update and show that so long as all the individuals trust their neighbors more than their private information
sources, they do not learn the true parameter with positive probability. Social learning can occur, however, if the society
contains confident individuals that are experts in distinguishing different alternatives from truth, even though no single
individuals may be able to distinguish the truth on her own. Our results indicate that social learning is possible even when
agents only share a single sample from their belief distribution.
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Balancing Personal and Social Outcomes: Cultural Differences in Childrens
Moral Decision-Making

Yiqi Luo
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Abstract

Previous work by Tasimi and Wynn (2016) suggests that children (5 to 8 years old) prefer to affiliate with other people
based on evaluations of their moral valence, but that this tendency is balanced against the childs personal costs and
benefits. We predicted that children from individualistic cultures may prioritize individual outcomes, whereas children
from collectivistic cultures may consider social outcomes and harmony as more important. We applied a forced-choice
paradigm to measure childrens rejection of associating with a wrongdoer (mean person) by refusing stickers they offered,
even though the alternative reward offered by a nice person was much smaller. Results suggest that overall, Asian children
are more likely to reject wrongdoers than Caucasian children at the expense of personal rewards. We also found that such
cultural effects occur only among 7 to 8 years old children.
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Strategy Inference and Switch Detection Method Generalizes to Category
Learning

Alexander Hough
Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, United States

Kevin Gluck
Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, United States

Michael Lee
UC Irvine, Irvine, California, United States

Abstract

Lee, Gluck, and Walsh (2019) developed a series of Bayesian inference models that use multiple behavioral measures
to infer the use and switching of strategies in a decision-making task. Their approach addresses common deficiencies in
strategy inference, such as the assumption that participants use a single fixed strategy and the methodological reliance
solely on decision outcomes to inform inference. These deficiencies are addressed by incorporating trial-level information
processing data and by allowing switch points in strategy use throughout the experiment protocol. Here we evaluate the
generalizability of this approach using data from a Brunswik face category learning experiment (Gluck, Staszewski, Rich-
man, Simon, & Delahanty, 2001). Results support the cross-domain generalizability of the Bayesian inference models for
inferring both strategy use and switching using multiple sources of behavior. We compare these results to the conclusions
reached in the original research by Gluck et al. (2001).
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Self-reference effect for faces is mediated by attention
Aditi Jublie

Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, India

Devpriya Kumar
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Abstract

Self is a central construct for various phenomenon in the history of psychology, and the pattern of being biased towards
the information related to self is known as self-reference effect. Ones own face presents a unique stimuli to look at the
cognitive processing self-reference effect. With help of two experiments, we investigated self-referential effect for faces
and its relationship with attention. The first experiment looked at processing advantage for self-face compared to friends
face and a strangers face while participants performed orthogonal task of emotion perception. The second experiment
involved manipulation of attention prior to emotion perception task used in experiment 1. Results indicate that RT for
self-face were significantly shorter compared to friend face and stranger face. This processing advantage disappeared
when cues were used prior to the attention task. We suggest that self-faces enhance processing by attentional capture.
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Can visual object representations in the human brain be modelled by untrained
convolutional neural networks with random weights?

Anna Truzzi
Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Rhodri Cusack
Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Abstract

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have proven effective as models of visual semantic responses in the inferior tem-
poral cortex (IT). The belief has been that training a network for visual recognition leads it to represent visual features in a
way similar to those the brain has learned. However, a CNNs response is affected by its architecture and not just its train-
ing. We therefore explicitly measured the effect of training different CNN architectures on their representational similarity
with IT. We evaluated two versions of AlexNet and two training regimes, supervised and unsupervised. Surprisingly, we
found that the representations in an untrained (random-weight) variant of AlexNet, reflected brain representations in IT
better than the benchmark supervised AlexNet and also better than the corresponding network trained in either a super-
vised or unsupervised manner. These results require a re-evaluation of the explanation of why CNNs act as an effective
model of visual representations.
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Unsupervised categorization as similarity-based generalization
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Abstract

Unsupervised learning is widely recognized as an important problem in cognitive science, but unsupervised learning in
humans has received relatively little empirical investigation to date. We investigate unsupervised categorization using
a new task in which people generate verbal labels to novel objects, with objects given the same label assumed to be
in the same mental category. Our main finding is that categorization is determined by similarity, i.e., the probability
of placing two objects into the same category is an exponentially declining function of their dissimilarity, consistent
with Shepard’s (1987) universal law of generalization. We present data demonstrating the overall exponential pattern,
plus specific predictions regarding selective attention, sensitivity to correlated features, and the effects of category size
(number of examples). Taken together, the results suggest that the similarity-based approach used successfully in models
of supervised categorization (e.g., Nosofsky 1986, 1992) may also extend to the domain of unsupervised categorization.
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Prosodic Features Carry Information About a Questions Intent
Igor Bascandziev
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Abstract

Research has shown that pragmatic, social, and prosodic cues are used to infer the communicative intent of a speaker,
including pedagogical intentions (Bohn & Frank, 2020; Cristia, 2013; Csibra & Gergely, 2009). However, little is known
about whether prosodic features can signal pedagogical intent in syntactically equivalent utterances. We asked whether
prosodic features can carry information about the intent of a question (i.e., whether it is a pedagogical or an information
seeking question), both within child- and adult-directed speech. Eighty naive participants were asked to classify questions
generated by five different speakers. We found that participants could reliably discriminate between questions intended
to be pedagogical from those that were intended to be information seeking, both within child- and adult-directed speech,
although pedagogical questions were detected more successfully when spoken with child-directed speech. These findings
indicate that prosody may convey pedagogical intent, which in turn may facilitate learning.
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Abstract 

Language is acquired within a complex, interactive 
environment. A key question for cognitive science is whether 
and how different types of environmental cues might affect 
the learning and processing of language. In this paper, we 
explore the role of feedback as a possible cue in a novel 
active artificial language learning task: The Picture Guessing 
Game. Subjects were instructed to guess which scene 
correctly displayed the meaning of a spoken sequence of 
unfamiliar monosyllabic words. After their response, either 
positive, negative, or no feedback was provided. The 
prediction was that feedback would help the subject to 
eventually learn the vocabulary, syntax, and semantics of the 
artificial language. The results indeed showed that feedback 
(both positive and negative) is beneficial and necessary to 
attain a certain level of learning. Interestingly, the data 
showed that positive feedback may be particularly helpful for 
the learner, promoting more in-depth learning of the artificial 
language.  
 
Keywords: artificial language learning; feedback; language 
acquisition; multiple-cue integration 

Introduction 
Statistical learning (SL), a domain-general learning 
mechanism that enables individuals to utilize distributional 
properties of sensory input in order to learn probabilistic 
regularities, has become a foundational element in 
cognitive science (see Armstrong, Frost, & Christiansen, 
2017, for a review). Although the first artificial language 
learning study was conducted almost a century ago (Esper, 
1925), research on SL in the context of language 
acquisition and processing has expanded significantly after 
the seminal study by Saffran, Aslin, and Newport (1996), 
showing that infants are sensitive to the transitional 
probabilities of syllables. Following this work, a vast 
number of studies have reported humans’ ability to detect 
patterns in artificial and real-world input starting from a 
very young age by using statistical cues without any 
explicit feedback (e.g., Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002; 
Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran, 2003). In order 
to study SL, several fairly simple paradigms have been 
used, such as the widely adopted artificial language 
learning (ALL) paradigm. This paradigm opens up the 
possibility to investigate language learning abilities in a 
controlled environment, as the artificial language permits 
the researcher to control the learner’s input. The 
methodological nature of such paradigms has recently been 

challenged, however (e.g., Armstrong et al., 2017; Frost, 
Armstrong, & Christiansen, 2019). For example, most of 
these paradigms involve passive exposure to recurrent 
patterns (Christiansen, 2019), often with separate learning 
and test phases. Yet, such passive exposure, followed by 
testing, provides little information about what is driving the 
learning process and how it develops across time. 
Moreover, important aspects of language learning in a 
natural environment, such as its interactive nature and the 
integration of multiple cues, are often also not considered 
in such passive exposure paradigms. 
  Given that language is acquired in a complex and noisy 
context, learning and processing a language requires 
successfully integrating multiple cues. For instance, 
learners must successfully integrate syntactic and semantic 
cues to the meaning of an utterance in order to learn and 
process language (e.g., Gibson, Bergen, & Piantadosi, 
2013). Additionally, language is immersed in a rich and 
dynamic environment in which social interactions seem to 
play an important role in the acquisition of language 
(Elmlinger, Schwade, & Goldstein, 2019; Goldstein & 
Schwade, 2008; Romeo et al., 2018). Yet, the input used in 
ALL experiments are generally overly simplified, isolated, 
and confined as opposed to linguistic input in the real-
world. Even though previous ALL studies have made major 
contributions to the field, in order to gain further insight 
into language acquisition, novel ALL paradigms that 
simulate a more naturalistic environment in which learners 
acquire structures in a meaningful and interactive context 
are necessary (see Frost et al., 2019).  
  We therefore developed and tested a novel experimental 
paradigm: The Picture Guessing Game. Crucially, this 
paradigm allows for the study of active statistical learning 
in light of multiple-cue integration using constructions that 
are more language-like (see Method section for more 
details). In this paper, we present this new artificial 
language learning paradigm, in which the learner is not just 
a passive participant but instead actively makes guesses as 
part of the learning process. These responses allow us to 
gain insight into the trajectory of learning. The paradigm 
additionally permits us to explore both the individual and 
interactive effects of multiple explicit and implicit cues on 
learning. Here, we used this paradigm to explore the role of 
feedback (either positive or negative) on the learning of 
regularities relating to syntactic and semantic information 
in the speech input. 
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Feedback in Language 
In the field of language acquisition, the existence of 
feedback has a long controversial history, going back more 
than half a century (Schachter, 1991). Gold’s (1967) 
theorem showed that only finite-state languages could be 
acquired from positive evidence. To learn more complex 
languages—context-free and beyond—required additional 
constraints on learning. One option was to hypothesize the 
existence of built-in biological constraints (such as an 
innate Universal Grammar, UG; Chomsky, 1965). Another 
possibility was if the child could receive negative feedback 
— being told explicitly every time they produced an 
ungrammatical utterance. The idea of negative feedback, 
however, conflicted with the longstanding belief that 
children do not receive, need, or use any (corrective) 
feedback in order to learn a language (e.g., Marcus, 1993; 
Ramscar & Yarlett, 2007). For that reason, the UG 
hypothesis was often considered the only viable option. 
Further supporting the conclusion, Baker (1979) used the 
‘no negative evidence problem’ to support the idea that 
children would exclusively use positive evidence to rectify 
incorrect suppositions. A paradox emerged here 
(sometimes referred to as Baker’s Paradox), as the question 
of how learners could recover from overgeneralization 
without having any negative feedback available to them 
stayed unanswered. This, in combination with later 
theoretical changes and developments in linguistics, 
affected the research directions within language acquisition 
extensively. In fact, the focus has mainly been on providing 
evidence showing that negative feedback does exist.  
 Although there is substantial evidence against the idea 
that children receive or use explicit negative evidence, 
other studies have revealed that other types of feedback, 
typically provided implicitly, are available for language 
learning (Chouinard & Clark, 2003; Saxton, 2000). 
Interestingly, even though the possibility of positive 
feedback has been acknowledged within the study of 
language acquisition, the focus has been almost entirely on 
negative feedback. Accordingly, empirical data on, for 
example, the exact role of positive feedback in language 
learning is sparse. It is therefore not surprising that the role 
of feedback has largely been neglected within ALL (but see 
Dale & Christiansen, 2004), even though this paradigm has 
been used extensively to explore learnability issues in 
language learning.  
 The objective of this study was therefore to examine the 
effect of both positive and negative feedback on learning 
while simultaneously integrating syntactic and semantic 
information, using the Picture Guessing Game designed to 
model the acquisition of language structures under more 
complex circumstances. To do so, three feedback 
conditions (positive feedback, negative feedback, no 
feedback) were implemented. The conditions in which 
learners received feedback were intended as initial steps 
toward incorporating social interactions into artificial 
language learning context. We hypothesized that both 
positive and negative feedback would facilitate the learning 
of the artificial language compared to no feedback. 
Moreover, we predicted that positive feedback would 

provide for better learning than negative feedback (pre-
registration: https://aspredicted.org/8dk2b.pdf). 

Method 

Participants 
One hundred and twenty Cornell University 
undergraduates (84 females; age: M = 19.7, SD = 1.6) 
participated in exchange for course credit. All subjects 
were native English speakers. Subjects were randomly 
assigned to one of the three feedback conditions: Positive 
Feedback (N = 41), Negative Feedback (N = 39), and No 
Feedback (N = 40). 

Materials 
Auditory Stimuli The artificial language used in this study 
consisted of twelve monosyllabic nonsense words inspired 
by Dale & Christiansen (2004). Nine of the words (hep, 
jove, rus, lem, kav, rud, pel, hef, jux) were used as nouns, 
and three (poox, sook, voop) served as verbs. Each noun 
was randomly paired with a unique animate (human or 
animal) referent on screen, and each verb was assigned a 
unique arrow shape, resulting in twelve distinct sound-
symbol pairings. A total of 240 spoken sequences were 
generated using a speech synthesizer, each consisting of a 
verb and three distinctive characters: an agent, an object, 
and a recipient. The sequences of nonsense words used a 
non-English SOV word order to avoid any facilitation from 
the subjects’ native language and followed one of two 
dative structures: 1) a prepositional dative (PO), with 
structure S-O-prep-R-V; e.g., rud hef ma-jove poox (the 
clown a monkey to the girl shows); and 2) a double object 
dative (DO), with structure S-R-O-V; e.g., rud jove hef 
poox (the clown the girl a monkey shows). 
  All sentences in the artificial language were semantically 
plausible, with human characters in the role of agents (S) 
and recipients (R), and animal characters in the role of 
objects (O). However, during the test phase (see Procedure 
section), the meaning of some of the sentences was 
manipulated by reversing the thematic roles between agent 
and object (ImplausibleS; e.g., the monkey a clown to the 
girl shows) or between object and recipient (ImplausibleR; 
e.g., the clown a girl to the monkey shows), resulting in 
semantically implausible (albeit still semantically possible) 
events as compared to real-world semantics. 
 
Visual Stimuli For each spoken sequence, four scenes 
were depicted on the screen. Each scene illustrated the 
thematic relations between the same four constituent 
elements (S, O, R, and V). However, only one scene 
matched the aurally-presented target sentence. Figure 1 
shows an example trial, in which the correct match for the 
target sentence is the scene in the upper-left corner. The 
other three pictures are foils corresponding to incorrect 
interpretations of the target sentence. To exclude the 
possibility that the participants would select the correct 
picture by solely relying on the arrow-verb mapping (which 
corresponded to the last word in the sentence), the same 
arrow was depicted in all four pictures. This made it 
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impossible to disambiguate the correct picture without 
taking the verb argument structure into account. 
 

Procedure 
The experiment was run using PsychoPy2 version 1.90.3 
(Peirce & MacAskill, 2018). Subjects were seated in front 
of a computer screen and wore headphones during the 
course of the experiment. The study consisted of four parts: 
a learning phase, a test phase, a verb test, and a noun test. 
All subjects completed the experiment in this exact order, 
but the order of presentation of individual sentences within 
each phase was fully randomized across participants. The 
procedure of the learning and test phase were identical and 
for that reason there was no noticeable distinction between 
the two from the perspective of the learner. The robustness 
of learning, however, was tested by manipulating semantic 
plausibility in the test phase only, by introducing 
ImplausibleS and ImplausibleR sentences.  
 Before each trial, a fixation cross was shown at the center 
of the screen for one second. Subsequently, subjects were 
presented with four scenes located at the corners of the 
screen while listening to the spoken sequence (Fig. 1). They 
were instructed to click on the scene corresponding to their 
interpretation of the sentence they had just heard. For each 
trial, the mouse cursor was automatically repositioned at 
the center. The location of the four picture choices was 
fully randomized across trials and subjects. The learning 
phase consisted of five blocks of 40 trials and the test phase 
comprised one block of 40 trials. After completing block 
two and four, subjects were informed about their progress 
into the experiment, while given the option to take a short 
break. After completing the test phase, nine additional 
sequences were presented during a verb test in order to 
determine whether subjects successfully learned the verb 
labels. The stimuli were presented in the exact same 
manner as during the training phase, but rather than 
showing the same arrow in all four scenes, the visual 
symbol for the verb varied for three of the four scenes. 
Following the verb test, subjects completed a noun test, in 
order to ascertain that they successfully learned all sound-
symbol pairings. Here, for each trial an animate referent 
was presented individually at each corner of the screen 

while listening to words presented one at a time (see Fig. 2 
for an example). The experiment took approximately one 
hour to complete.  

  Subjects allocated to the Positive Feedback condition 
received feedback both auditorily and visually after 
correctly selecting the target scene: the spoken sequence 
was repeated while the foil images turned white, leaving 
only the correct picture on the screen. Subjects assigned to 
the Negative Feedback condition were simultaneously 
exposed to the correct spoken sequence and a red X across 
the screen after selecting a foil. No form of explicit 
feedback was given after selecting the correct scene. Thus, 
even though subjects in both feedback conditions got 
exposed to the correct sentences, subjects in the Negative 
Feedback condition only got information about which 
scene was incorrect (i.e., the one they selected), but no 
information was provided about the correctness of the other 
three scenes. In the No Feedback condition, no feedback 
was given, and the auditory sequence was repeated after 
each mouse click independent of the accuracy of the 
subject’s response. Lack of learning in the No Feedback 
condition could therefore not be the result of less exposure 
to the artificial language. Subjects did not receive any 
specific instructions about the feedback in either of the 
three conditions. This approximates the nature of language 
learning in the real world, where the role of feedback is 
implicit and has to be learned.  

Data Analysis 
The data was analyzed using generalized linear mixed-
effects models using the packages lme4 version 1.1-21 
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), car 3.0-3 (Fox 
& Weisberg, 2019), emmeans 1.4 (Lenth, 2019) and 
lmerTest 3.1-0 (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 
2017) in R version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019) and RStudio 
1.0.153. All models contained by-subject and by-item 
random intercepts. In order to calculate main and 
interaction effects, Type II Wald Chi-square tests were run. 
The emmeans function was applied to detect significant 
differences between contrasts. Our hypotheses and to be 
conducted analyses were pre-registered on AsPredicted. 

 

Figure 1: Example stimuli training and test phase 

 

Figure 2: Example stimuli noun test 
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Results 

Training Phase 
A generalized linear mixed-effects model with a logit link 
function was fitted in order to test accuracy in picture 
choice. We found a main effect of Feedback (c2(2) = 75.29, 
p < .001), a main effect of Syntax (c2(1) = 37.87, p < .001), 
and an interaction effect between Feedback and Syntax 
(c2(2) = 95.11, p < .001). Separate tests for each level of 
Feedback showed a significant Block effect within the 
Positive (c2(4) = 195.66, p < .001) and Negative (c2(4) = 
72.54, p < .001) Feedback condition, indicating that in both 
feedback conditions, subjects’ performance significantly 
increased over time. In the No Feedback condition, subjects, 
on average, only selected the correct scene 20% of the time. 
Hence, as shown in Figure 3, no learning was observed 
within the No Feedback condition (p = .55). Further 
analyses by means of contrast comparisons indicated that 
subjects’ accuracy in the Positive Feedback condition did 
not differ significantly from those in the Negative 
Feedback condition (b = −0.04, SE = 0.20, z = −0.18, p 
= .98): Subjects in the Positive Feedback condition selected 
the correct scene equally often on average (50%) as 
subjects in the Negative Feedback condition (49%). 
Consequently, the amount of exposure to feedback, and 
thus the number of times the subject heard the sequence 
twice, was similar for both feedback conditions.  
  Moreover, a significant effect of Syntax was observed in 
the No Feedback condition (c2(1) = 165.98, p < .001) as 
well as in the Positive Feedback condition (c2(1) = 8.94, p 
= .003). Put differently, significantly more correct 
responses were given on PO structures compared to DO 
structures, paralleling sentence processing results in natural 
language (Gibson et al., 2013). Note though that the 
significant effect of Syntax in the No Feedback condition 
may be spurious, as the percentage of correct responses for 
PO and DO structures was at or below chance. Interestingly, 
no such significant effect was found in the Negative 
Feedback condition (p = .084).  

Test Phase 
There was a main effect of Feedback (c2(2) = 14.18, p 
< .001), a main effect of Syntax (c2(1) = 33.48, p < .001), 
a main effect of Plausibility (c2(2) = 84.19, p < .001), and 
an interaction effect between Feedback and Syntax (c2(2) 
= 53.49, p < .001) as well as between Feedback and 
Plausibility (c2(4) = 294.91, p < .001). Follow-up analyses 
of Feedback within the factors Syntax and Plausibility were 
performed by means of contrast comparisons. These 
analyses revealed that the main effects and interactions 
were mainly driven by patterns in the No Feedback 
condition that differed from those observed in the other two 
feedback conditions.  

  More specifically, as shown in Figure 4, significantly 
more correct responses were given on PO compared to DO 
structures in both the Positive (b = −1.11, SE = 0.14, z = 
−7.68, p < .001) and Negative Feedback condition (b = 
−0.85, SE = 0.15, z = −5.78, p < .001); whereas no 
difference in performance was observed between PO and 
DO structures when no feedback was provided (b = −0.01, 
SE = 0.15, z = −0.05, p = .96). Accordingly, only 
performance on PO sequences in the No Feedback 
condition was significantly worse as compared to the 

Figure 3: Learning over training blocks split by feedback condition 

Figure 4: Performance on PO and DO structures split by 
feedback condition 
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performance in the Positive (b = −1.13, SE = 0.20, z = 
−5.61, p < .001) and Negative (b = −1.05, SE = 0.20, z = 
−5.13, p < .001) Feedback conditions. No significant 
differences were observed when contrasting the accuracy 
scores in the Positive Feedback condition with those in the 
Negative Feedback condition (PO, b = −0.08, SE = 0.20, z 
= −0.41, p = .998; DO, b = 0.18, SE = 0.21, z = 0.87, p 
= .954). 

  Additionally, as shown in Figure 5, whenever some form 
of feedback was provided (positive or negative), sentences 
with plausible semantics led to significantly higher 
accuracy than sentences with implausible semantics 
(Positive, b = 1.36, SE = 0.12, z = 11.08 p < .001; Negative, 
b = 1.58, SE = 0.13, z = 12.14, p < .001). The opposite 
pattern was found, however, when subjects were withheld 
from any feedback (b = −0.42, SE = 0.12, z = −3.42, p 
< .001). Likewise, implausible sentences with animal 
referents as subjects (ImplausibleS) led to higher accuracy 
scores than those in with animal referents as recipients 
(ImplausibleR), only when feedback was provided 
(Positive, b = 0.73, SE = 0.18, z = 4.10, p < .001; Negative, 
b = 1.28, SE = 0.19, z = 6.60, p < .001). Again, the opposite 
pattern was found when no feedback was provided (b = 
−1.16, SE = 0.17, z = −6.72, p < .001). In fact, significant 
differences were revealed for all three plausibility levels 
after contrasting the No Feedback and Positive Feedback 
condition (Plausible, b = −1.47, SE = 0.22, z = −6.82, p 
< .001; ImplausibleS, b = −0.66, SE = 0.25, z = −2.67, p 
= .021; ImplausibleR, b = 1.23, SE = 0.25, z = 5.03, p 
< .001) and the No Feedback and Negative Feedback 
condition (Plausible, b = −1.63, SE = 0.22, z = −7.39, p 
< .001; ImplausibleS, b = −0.81, SE = 0.25, z = −3.23, p 
= .004; ImplausibleR, b = 1.64, SE = 0.26, z = 6.36, p 
< .001). Note that the somewhat higher accuracy on 
ImplausibleS sentences as compared to ImplausibleR 
sentences may be caused by the fact that non-human 
characters never occurred in the subject position for 
plausible sentences. However, the locations of the 
characters in ImplausibleR-PO sentences (e.g., the clown a 
girl to the monkey shows) were identical to those in 
plausible DO structures (e.g., the clown a girl a monkey 
shows), but with a preposition added. Similarly, the 
characters’ positions in ImplausibleR-DO sentences (e.g., 

the clown a monkey a girl shows) were identical to those in 
plausible PO structures (e.g., the clown a monkey to the girl 
shows), but without the preposition. Further inspection of 
the data revealed that subjects were most likely to select the 
picture corresponding to plausible structures when 
presented with ImplausibleR sentences in the Positive (b = 
1.05, SE = 0.242, t = 4.16, p < .001) and Negative Feedback 
condition (b = 0.82, SE = 0.24, t = 3.39, p < .001). 
 
Verb Test 
Subjects in all three feedback conditions performed 
relatively poorly on the verb test. In the Positive Feedback 
condition, on average, subjects chose the correct picture 34 
percent of the time (within-subject SD = 0.18), whereas 
subjects in the Negative and No Feedback condition had an 
accuracy score of 27% (within-subject SD = 0.20 and 0.18, 
respectively). No significant main effect of Feedback (c2(2) 
= 4.39, p = .111) was detected, however. Contrast 
comparisons showed that the difference between the 
Positive Feedback and the two other feedback conditions 
was only marginally significant (Positive vs. Negative: b = 
−0.37, SE = 0.21, z = −1.82, p = .068; Positive vs. No: b = 
−0.36, SE = 0.20, z = −1.77, p = .07).  
  Interestingly, as shown in Table 1 below, all three verbs 
were learned significantly above chance and equally well 
within the Positive Feedback condition (indexed with 
asterisks). For the Negative Feedback condition as well as 
the No Feedback condition, variation between some of the 
verbs, if not all, was observed and none of the verbs were 
significantly learned above chance (.236 ³ p £ 1).  

Table 1: Mean (SD) percent correct per verb split by 
feedback condition. 

  Feedback condition 

  Positive Negative No 

V
er

b  Sook 34* (.29) 28 (.29) 30 (.31) 
Poox 35* (.30) 25 (.29) 25 (.22) 
Voop 34* (.27) 28 (.31) 27 (.25) 

Note: * = p < .04 

Noun Test 
The overall accuracy on the noun test was relatively high 
for all three feedback conditions. In the Positive Feedback 
condition, on average, subjects chose the correct picture 79 
percent of the time (within-subject SD = 0.23), whereas 
subjects in the Negative and No Feedback condition had an 
accuracy score of 60% (within-subject SD = 0.30) and 64% 
(within-subject SD = 0.27), respectively. All nine nouns 
were learned above chance for all feedback conditions. 
However, although no significant difference was found 
between the Negative and No Feedback conditions (b = 
0.23, SE = 0.36, z = 0.62, p = .807), subjects in the Positive 
Feedback condition learned the nouns better than subjects 
in the Negative Feedback condition (b = −1.18, SE = 0.37, 
z = −3.16, p = .005) and subjects in the No Feedback 
condition (b = −0.96, SE = 0.37, z = −2.57, p = .027).  

Figure 5: Semantic plausibility performance split by 
feedback condition 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
To our knowledge, this is the first study that compared the 
role of both positive and negative feedback by means of an 
active artificial language learning paradigm. The data 
illustrates that feedback is an efficient cue used by learners, 
and enables them to pick up on syntactic complexity effects, 
with PO being easier than DO, previously only observed in 
natural language contexts (e.g., Gibson et al., 2013). 
Specifically, the overall performance of subjects plotted 
over training blocks shows a pattern of learning only when 
feedback was provided. Interestingly, no learning was 
observed in the No Feedback condition, even though 
subjects on average got more exposure to the spoken 
sequences. Possibly due to the active nature of the 
paradigm and the integration of multiple-cues, simple 
exposure to the artificial language seems insufficient to 
fully learn it. Nonetheless, in keeping with findings by 
Jeuniaux, Dale, and Louwerse (2009), subjects in the No 
Feedback condition still revealed their ability to pick up on 
simple statistical patterns at the word level (as indicated by 
the high performance on the noun test). Moreover, no 
differences were found between the Positive and Negative 
Feedback condition regarding the ability to detect and learn 
syntactic structures and the way subjects responded 
towards semantically implausible scenes. Interestingly, 
however, positive feedback seems to confer an advantage 
over negative feedback, as more robust and divergent 
learning was observed when subjects were given positive 
feedback rather than negative or no feedback. That is, verbs 
and noun were learned better when positive feedback was 
provided. Thus, the results are in line with our pre-
registered predictions. 
  Although this study was conducted with college-aged 
subjects who already fully acquired their native language, 
our findings are encouraging, because the positive 
feedback condition bears some resemblance to a parental 
behavior that has mostly been unattended within the field 
of language acquisition where the focus has been 
predominantly on negative feedback instead (e.g., 
Chouinard & Clark, 2003; Clark & De Marneffe, 2012; 
Lustigman & Clark, 2019). However, despite the fact that 
the Picture Guessing Game provides a promising new way 
to explore the role of feedback in ALL, it is unlikely that 
language learners exclusively receive one type of feedback 
one hundred percent of the time. Therefore, experiments 
are currently being conducted to address this issue by 
incorporating probabilistic feedback (rather than 
deterministic, as in the version of the study presented here). 
Such follow-up experiments might give fruitful insights 
into the amount of feedback that is necessary in order to 
successfully acquire a language, which subsequently 
provides information about the effectiveness of those types 
of feedback. Furthermore, in the current study, the effects 
of both negative and positive feedback on learning were 
accessed separately, as it would have been problematic to 
determine whether their impact on learning differs if both 
were incorporated simultaneously. Future experiments, 
however, could explore the combinatory effects of positive 
and negative feedback in language learning.  

  Ultimately, these findings support the idea that 
paradigms simulating a more naturalistic learning 
environment are necessary in order to obtain more fine-
grained information about language acquisition (Frost et al., 
2019). The Picture Guessing Game promises to provide a 
way to experimentally investigate language learning in a 
more complex and interactive environment. The learner is 
actively making guesses as part of the learning process, 
which allows us to gain insight into the trajectory of 
learning. Note, however, that in its current form, the Picture 
Guessing Game is still an offline task, but could very easily 
be transformed into an online task by using mouse or eye 
tracking in order to obtain even more information about the 
trajectory of learning. Furthermore, although the focus of 
this study has been on feedback and its effect on language 
learning, many other aspects could be explored in future 
experiments. Additionally, this current study was 
conducted with college-aged subjects, but the paradigm 
could easily be modified for child research. All things 
considered, both the findings from this study as well as the 
paradigm itself have important implications and contribute 
novel developments to the field of SL. 
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Investigating the Structure of Emotion Concepts: Evidence from Property
Generation
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Abstract

Although work on conceptual knowledge has recently begun addressing the nature of abstract semantic representations,
relatively little remains known about the structure of our knowledge of emotion concepts, an important subset of abstract
concepts. Property generationa common paradigm used to elaborate the featural representations of concepts that are
components of many models of semantic memoryhas been used extensively with concrete nouns, but in a limited number
of studies investigating abstract concepts. No prior work, to our knowledge, has systematically investigated the process of
property generation specifically for emotion concepts. In the present study, participants performed a property generation
task in which they listed features of emotion concepts and a matching number of concrete and abstract, non-emotion
concepts. Our results are interpreted with an emphasis on the distinction between emotion concepts and other abstract
concepts, which differ in the distribution of features generated.
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Cross-modal ratio abstraction in children
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Abstract

In two experiments, we tested whether pre-schoolers can extract proportional information in the auditory modality and
match it to a visual display. We familiarized 240 4-, 5-, and 6-year-olds to a 2-minute stream of dog barks and frog croaks
in a 4:1 ratio. In a forced-choice paradigm, we then presented a visual display of dogs and frogs (varying total number of
objects in the display) in the target 4:1 ratio, against comparison ratios of 1:4, 2:1, 1:1, and 6:1. Children correctly chose
the matching 4:1 visual display over the 1:4 and 6:1 displays at above-chance rates regardless of absolute number, but only
showed a significant preference for the 4:1 display over 2:1 and 1:1 displays when the number of objects in the display
was large. These findings provide preliminary support for cross-modal ratio abstraction in preschoolers and suggest that
the absolute number of items in a display impacts childrens performance.
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Abstract

Theories of event-predictive, anticipatory behavior control
suggest that complex action planning and control is segmented
into sequences of anticipated subgoals and according behav-
ioral events, which accomplish the subgoals. Here we focus on
the cognitive dynamics during successive subgoal activations.
We combined a virtual object interaction task (prehension and
transport of a bottle) with a crossmodal congruency task. An-
ticipatory crossmodal congruency effects (aCCEs) occur at the
goal of the current behavior, before the goal is reached. These
aCCEs appear to be stronger during prehension, while visual
distractors at the currently irrelevant movement target have no
effect. While the results so far provide only partial support
for the proposed anticipatory, sequential control process, the
paradigm is well-suited to probe the dynamic changes of spa-
tial body representations in object interactions.
Keywords: Event Predictive Cognition; Anticipatory Behav-
ioral Control; Peripersonal Space; Virtual Reality

Introduction
Natural object interactions are carried out in a way to facil-
itate possible, or planned subsequent actions. For instance,
the actual grasp that is used to pick up a bottle has been
shown to be modulated by the expected next action (either
drinking or handing it over; Belardinelli, Stepper, & Butz,
2016). This predictive mode of acting implies that the final
outcome, or the final outcome possibilities, are considered at
the beginning of sequential object manipulations (Flanagan,
Vetter, Johansson, & Wolpert, 2003; Hoffmann, 2003). Ac-
cording to event-predictive theories of anticipatory motor
control, the initiation of goal-directed actions requires the
activation of event-predictive structures or schemata (EPSs;
e.g. Butz, 2016; Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz,
2001; Richmond & Zacks, 2017), which consist of event-
predictive encodings and event boundary encodings, where
the latter mark event beginning, endings, or transitions. These
ESPs are assumed to be hierarchically structured. For in-
stance, the overall goal of preparing a cup of tea is composed
of various subgoals, or events, like boiling water, fetching
tea and possibly milk, a cup, etc. While there is quite some
evidence for this event structure in perception and action, it
remains largely open how it is realized in a predictive man-
ner. Eye-tracking studies have shown that the eyes are tuned
selectively to the next contact point of the index finger in an
object interaction task already before the actual action un-
folds (Belardinelli et al., 2016). Apparently, movement plan-
ning entails a prediction of the final hand posture at the target

object.
It has been argued that this prediction is realized by remap-

ping a certain spatial body representation – the so called
peripersonal hand space (PPHS) – upon the grasping tar-
get. In order to test this assumption, one typical indica-
tor of PPHS, the selective interaction between vision and
touch, has been probed with the crossmodal congruency
paradigm (Spence, Pavani, Maravita, & Holmes, 2004). In
crossmodal congruency tasks, participants are requested to
indicate the location of a tactile stimulation. Visual distrac-
tors presented close to the stimulated body part interfere with
tactile perception. For instance, participants are slower to
identify whether thumb or index finger received a tactile stim-
ulation, if a LED is flashed at the non-stimulated finger (in-
congruent), compared to trials where the distractor is pre-
sented at the stimulated finger (congruent). If PPHS is in-
deed remapped towards the grasping target, one would ex-
pect anticipatory crossmodal congruency effects (aCCE) at
the target location, even before movement initiation. Sup-
port for this notion comes from real world (Brozzoli, Pavani,
Urquizar, Cardinali, & Farnè, 2009; Brozzoli, Cardinali, Pa-
vani, & Farnè, 2010), pantomimic (Belardinelli, Lohmann,
Farnè, & Butz, 2018), and virtual reality studies (Lohmann,
Belardinelli, & Butz, 2019).

The aCCE seems to be a useful tool to investigate the
mechanisms of event-predictive, anticipatory motor control,
and the properties of ESPs. If the assumed hierarchical struc-
ture of ESPs is realized on the behavioral level, one would
expect the aCCE only at the currently relevant event bound-
ary, as the PPHS should only be remapped onto the current
interaction goal. If action planning is realized by activating
the final goal along with all subgoals, one would expect an
aCCE to be measurable at the final location of an object in-
teraction even at the beginning of the movement.

We asked participants to grasp and carry a bottle in a virtual
reality (VR). The interaction was composed of a sequence of
two subgoals: Grasping the bottle at a pick-up location and
carrying it to a placement location. At different times be-
fore and during either the prehension, or the transport, par-
ticipants received a tactile stimulation at the thumb or index
finger. At the same time, a visual distractor was presented
at the currently relevant, that is, the next subgoal, or the cur-
rently irrelevant location, that is, the final goal or the previous
subgoal. Participants were requested to name the stimulated
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finger as fast as possible. An aCCE would be indicated by
faster responses in cases when the visual stimulus coincides
with the future finger position of the stimulated finger. The
main investigation focused on the dynamics of the (a)CCE:
does it occur only at the currently relevant event boundary, or
is it also measurable at previously relevant or prospectively
relevant event boundaries?

Method
Participants
In order to determine an appropriate sample size, we con-
ducted a power analysis using our earlier data regarding
aCCE (Experiment 1 in Lohmann et al., 2019). For the sought
three-way interaction between visual distractor, stimulated
finger and bottle orientation, we previously observed an ef-
fect sizes of η2

p = .67. Given a power of 0.9 and an alpha
level of 0.05, a lower bound for the sample size of 18 was
determined. The power analysis was performed by means
of the Monte Carlo method. Nineteen participants from the
University of Tübingen participated in the experiment (eleven
females). Their age ranged from 19 to 28 years (M = 21.5,
SD = 2.25). Two participants were left-handed and all partic-
ipants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants
provided informed consent and received either course credit
or a monetary compensation for their participation. The ex-
perimental protocol was approved by the board of ethics in
psychological research of the University of Tübingen. Three
participants (one male, two female, one left-handed) had dif-
ficulties with the virtual grasping procedure and could not
complete the experiment. The respective data were not con-
sidered in the analysis.

Apparatus
To immerse participants in VR, they were equipped with an
Oculus Rift c© DK2 stereoscopic head-mounted display (Ocu-
lus VR LLC, Menlo Park, California). Hand movements were
tracked by means of a Leap Motion c© near-infrared sensor
(Leap Motion Inc, San Francisco, California, SDK version
3.2.1). Positional data regarding the palm, phalanges and fin-
gers were obtained from the Leap Motion c© sensor. These
data were used to render a hand model in VR. Participants
were also equipped with a headset in order to respond ver-
bally to the tactile stimulation. Speech recognition was im-
plemented by means of the Microsoft Speech API 5.4. The
whole experiment was implemented with the Unity R© engine
2018.2.18 using the C# interface provided by the API. In or-
der to be able to support and observe the participants, the
scene was rendered in parallel on the Oculus Rift and a com-
puter screen.

Vibrotactile stimulation was delivered by means of two
shaftless vibration motors (10 mm × 3.4 mm) attached to the
tip of the thumb and the index finger of the participants. The
motors were controlled via an Arduino Uno microcontroller
(Arduino S.R.L., Scarmagno, Italy) running custom C soft-
ware. Control commands were send through an USB connec-

tion from the Unity R© program. The wiring diagram as well
as additional information regarding the components can be
found at the first author’s webpage. 1

Figure 1: The VR scene and the different parts of the interac-
tion. First, participants had to grasp a bottle from a pick-up
location (prehension). Second, they had to put it down at a
drop-down location (transport). After grasping the bottle (in-
dicated by the green hand in the image), an orientation cue
(the black arrow) appeared at the drop-down location, indi-
cating the requested bottle orientation.

Virtual Reality Setup
The VR setup put participants in an office where they sat in
front of a desk (see Fig. 1). The desk surface in VR corre-
sponded with a desk surface in the real world. Two pedestals,
one on the left, and one on the right side of the participants,
were placed on the table, 45 cm away from the participants
initial hand position, and 45 cm away from each other. Par-
ticipants were requested to grasp a 3D model of a plastic bot-
tle either oriented upright or upside down, which appeared al-
ways on the left pedestal. The bottle was 15 cm in height, sub-
tending a visual angle of 6.1◦ at the left pedestal (the viewing
distance was approximately 1.4 m). The right pedestal served
as the target location, where participants were requested to
place the bottle. After grasping the bottle at the left pedestal,
an arrow occurred at the right pedestal, either pointing up-
ward, or downward, indicating the final orientation of the bot-
tle. The arrow was 15 cm in height and subtended a visual
angle of 6.1◦ at the right pedestal. This cue remained visible
throughout the rest of the trial. Participants were requested
to place the bottle either upright (arrow up) or upside down
(arrow down) at the right pedestal.

Instructions and feedback were presented in different text-
fields, aligned at eye-height. At the beginning of a trial, a
fixation cross appeared at the left pedestal. The fixation cross
was 10 cm wide and 10 cm high, subtending a visual angle
of 4.1◦. The visual distractor was realized by means of a red,
spherical flash with a diameter of 8 cm (equal to a visual angle
of 3.3◦) appearing above and slightly to the left or right of the
pick-up or the drop-down location (see Fig. 2).

1https://uni-tuebingen.de/de/26084
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Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment, participants received a
verbal instruction regarding the VR equipment. Then they
were equipped with vibration motors and familiarized with
the tactile stimulation. Participants were then seated comfort-
ably on an arm chair and put on the HMD. Before the actual
experiment, participants performed a grasping training and
trained the verbal response until they felt comfortable with
both tasks. In the grasp training, participants performed the
prehension and the transport without receiving a tactile stimu-
lation. In the verbal response training, participants had to put
their hand in the starting position. Then the bottle appeared
at the initial location, after a variable time interval between
50 ms and 350 ms, a visual distractor appeared either on the
left or the right site of the bottle. At the same time a tactile
stimulus was delivered to the participants’ thumb or index
finger, and participants were requested to indicate the stim-
ulated finger verbally by saying “index” or “thumb” (i.e., in
German “Zeigefinger” or “Daumen”). In the verbal response
training, participants did not perform a grasping movement,
but remained with their hand in the starting position.

The actual experiment combined both tasks in a dual-task
paradigm. At the beginning of each trial, participants had to
move their right hand into a designated starting position, con-
sisting of red, transparent spheres. The spheres indicated the
required positions of the fingers and the palm. The spheres
turned green when the respective fingers were in position.
Furthermore, participants had to maintain a stable looking di-
rection on a fixation cross. Once both requirements were met
for 1000 ms, the fixation cross as well as the visible markers
of the initial position disappeared and a bottle appeared on the
left pedestal. The bottle was either oriented upright, or upside
down. Participants were instructed to grasp the bottle with a
power grasp, and to transport it to the pedestal to the right.
At the beginning of a trial, participants did not know, whether
they had to place the bottle in an upright orientation, or upside
down. After grasping the bottle at the pick-up location, an ar-
row appeared at the goal location and remained visible until
the end of the trial. If the arrow pointed upwards, participants
were requested to put down the bottle in an upright orienta-
tion. If the arrow pointed down, participants were requested
to put down the bottle upside down. We did not explicitly in-
struct a supine (underhand) grasp in case of bottles oriented
upside down, however, all participants performed this kind of
grasp.

Besides the grasp-and-carry task, participants had to dis-
criminate which finger received a vibrotactile stimulation and
to report the stimulated finger as fast as possible upon vibra-
tion detection. The onset of the tactile stimulation varied from
trial to trial. The tactile stimulation could either be delivered
during the prehension or the transport, either at the begin-
ning of the respective movement, or after covering half of the
distance to the current movement target. A visual distractor
appeared at the same time either at the pick-up, or drop-down
location. Hence, the distractor could appear either at the cur-

rently relevant, or irrelevant movement target. The location
of the distractor was above the pedestals, slightly shifted ei-
ther to the left or the right side, roughly corresponding to the
locations of the index finger, or thumb, if a bottle would be
grasped or released at the respective location. Depending on
the bottle orientation, this was expected to yield different con-
gruent and incongruent conditions with respect to the aCCE
(see Fig. 2).

The experiment consisted of 512 trials, presented in a sin-
gle block. The experiment was self-paced and participants
could pause between trials. The whole procedure took be-
tween 90 and 120 minutes, including preparation and train-
ing.

Figure 2: On the right side, the different congruency con-
ditions with respect to the future hand position (transparent
green hand), depending on bottle orientation are shown. The
stimulated finger is indicated by a red flash (not visible to
the participants). Red frames indicate incongruent condi-
tions, congruent conditions are marked with a green frame. In
our setup, the conditions shown on the right side correspond
to relevant stimulation at the pick-up location, as the visual
distractor occurs at the current movement goal, which is the
pick-up location in this case. On the left side, two examples
for irrelevant stimulations are shown. The upper left example
shows irrelevant stimulation at the pick-up location during
the transport action (SOA2). The lower left example shows
irrelevant stimulation at the drop-down location at movement
onset (SOA1). In both cases, the thumb receives the tactile
stimulation, hence, these are incongruent conditions, as the
target bottle orientation is upright in both cases, and the visual
distractor appears at the right side of the respective location,
which corresponds to the index finger position when grasping
an upright bottle.

Factors, Measures, Data Treatment
We varied seven factors across trials. First, the bottle could
be initially oriented upright or upside down (initial orienta-
tion). Second, the requested final bottle orientation could be
upright or upside down (final orientation). Third, the visual
distractor could appear either on the left or the right side (dis-
tractor). Fourth, the tactile stimulation could be applied ei-
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ther to the thumb or to the index finger (stimulation). Fifth,
the visual distractor could either occur at the pick-up, or the
drop-down location (stimulation location). Sixth, the visual
distractor could either occur at the currently relevant move-
ment target, or not (relevance). For instance, a visual distrac-
tor at the drop-down location (right pedestal), while the par-
ticipants were reaching for the bottle at the pick-up location
(left pedestal), was coded as irrelevant. Seventh, we varied
the onset of the tactile stimulation and the visual distractor,
relative to the current movement target (SOA): At movement
onset (SOA1), or after the hand traveled half-way to the cur-
rent target location (SOA2). We repeated the 2 (initial orien-
tation) × 2 (final orientation) × 2 (distractor) × 2 (stimula-
tion) × 2 (stimulation location) × 2 (relevance) × 2 (SOA)
factor combinations 4 times, yielding 512 trials. Due to the
small number of repetitions per factor combination, we did
not filter out any correct response times, however, in order to
avoid outlier effects, all analyses were carried out on median
response times, instead of mean response times. The primary
dependent measure were the verbal response times for nam-
ing the stimulated finger. Data from error trials (wrong verbal
response, 2.1% of the trials) were excluded from the response
time analyses.

Congruency
To evaluate our hypotheses, aCCEs were of key interest. In
previous work (Brozzoli et al., 2009, 2010; Belardinelli et al.,
2018; Lohmann et al., 2019), aCCEs have been operational-
ized in terms of a three-way interaction between the bottle
orientation, the visual distractor, and the site of the tactile
stimulation (cf. Fig. 2, right side). For instance, in the case
of an upright bottle, a tactile stimulation of the index finger
along with a visual distractor on the right side of the bottle
is considered congruent, since the visual distractor matches
the future finger position. Here, we determined congruency
with respect to the current movement target, the relevance
factor indicates whether the visual distractor appears at the
current movement target or not. For instance, an irrelevant
stimulation at the pick-up location would mean that the visual
distractor is displayed at the pick-up location (left pedestal)
while the participants are already moving towards the drop-
down location (right pedestal). Congruency would be deter-
mined with respect to the currently relevant bottle orientation.
In the example from above, this would be the final bottle ori-
entation (see also Fig. 2, left side for more examples). To
focus the analysis, we recoded the data accordingly and ob-
tained a congruency factor, combining the visual distractor
and tactile stimulus factor. We also report an analysis of the
respective individual response time differences (incongruent
minus congruent conditions).

Results
Verbal response times from correct trials from the 16 con-
sidered participants were analyzed with a 2 (initial orienta-
tion) × 2 (final orientation) × 2 (congruency) × 2 (stimula-
tion location) × 2 (relevance) × 2 (SOA) repeated measures

ANOVA. Verbal response times differences between incon-
gruent and congruent conditions were further analyzed with
a 2 (initial orientation) × 2 (final orientation) × 2 (stimu-
lation location) × 2 (relevance) × 2 (SOA) repeated mea-
sures ANOVA. All reported post-hoc comparisons were sub-
mitted to a Holm-Bonferroni correction. The analyses were
carried out with R (R Core Team, 2016) and the ez pack-
age (Lawrence, 2015). In case of violations of the assump-
tion of sphericity, p-values were submitted to a Greenhouse-
Geisser adjustment. Bayes factors were calculated with the
BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder, 2018).

Verbal Response Times
The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect for congru-
ency (F(1,15) = 4.75, p = .046, η2

p = .24), as well as signif-
icant interactions between stimulation location and relevance
(F(1,15) = 65.85, p < .001, η2

p = .81), stimulation location,
relevance, and final bottle orientation (F(1,15) = 5.78, p =
.030, η2

p = .28), stimulation location, relevance, and SOA
(F(1,15) = 20.21, p < .001, η2

p = .57), and stimulation lo-
cation, relevance, and congruency (F(1,15) = 4.46, p = .050,
η2

p = .23; all remaining p’s ≥.058).
Participants responded faster in case of congruent stimula-

tion (Mdncongruent = 691 ms vs. Mdnincongruent = 698 ms). As
indicated by the interaction between stimulation location and
relevance, responses in the transport part of the movement -
relevant stimulation at the drop-down location (Mdn = 653
ms), and irrelevant stimulation at the pick-up location (Mdn
= 652 ms) - were faster, than responses to stimulation dur-
ing prehension - relevant stimulation at the pick-up location
(Mdn = 735 ms), and irrelevant stimulation at the drop-down
location (Mdn = 738 ms; all respective p’s <.001). This pat-
tern was modified by two three-way interactions. Regarding
the interaction between stimulation location, relevance, and
final bottle orientation, responses during transport seemed to
be faster if the bottle had to be placed upright (Mdn = 645
ms and Mdn = 646 ms, respectively), compared to cases were
it had to be placed upside down (Mdn = 659 ms and Mdn =
660 ms, respectively). However, after adjusting for multiple
comparisons, none of the respective differences reached sig-
nificance. With respect to the interaction between stimulation
location, relevance, and SOA condition, responses in both
parts of the movement seemed faster in case of stimulation
during the movement, compared to stimulation at movement
onset. However, the respective differences were only found
to be significant in the transport phase (MdnSOA2 = 619 ms
and MdnSOA2 = 620 ms vs. MdnSOA1 = 686 ms and MdnSOA1
= 685 ms; all respective ps <.018).

The three-way interaction between stimulation location,
relevance, and congruency is shown in Fig. 3 (left side). In
general, response times during transport were faster than dur-
ing prehension. For our hypotheses, the most relevant ques-
tion is whether the respective congruent conditions in the
case of relevant stimulation indeed yields the fastest response
times. This is true for the prehension, congruent stimulation
at the relevant location yielded faster responses than irrele-
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Figure 3: On the left, the stimulation location × relevance × congruency interaction on the verbal response times is shown.
RTs are generally faster during transport compared to prehension. Significant modulations due to congruency are only observed
during prehension. During transport, congruent as well as incongruent RTs, both for stimulation at the relevant and the irrelevant
location are rather similar. On the right side, the stimulation location × relevance interaction on the individual response time
differences is shown. During prehension, the congruency effect is stronger at relevant locations. A similar tendency can be
observed for the transport. However, the response time difference for relevant locations does not seem to differ significantly
from 0. Significant differences are indicated with an asterisk. Asterisks in brackets indicate comparisons that only approached
significance. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

vant congruent stimulation at the goal location (t(15) = 2.91,
p = .010), irrelevant incongruent stimulation at the goal loca-
tion (t(15) = 3.01, p = .009), and incongruent stimulation at
the relevant location (t(15) = 2.82, p = .013). However, for
the transport none of the relevant comparisons reached sig-
nificance after adjusting for multiple comparisons.

Verbal Response Time Differences
To focus on the effects involving congruency, we conducted
a second ANOVA on the individual response time differences
between incongruent and congruent conditions. The ANOVA
only yielded a significant main effect of relevance (F(1,15) =
6.18, p = .025, η2

p = .29; all remaining p’s ≥.060). In case of
relevant stimulation, the response time difference was larger,
than in case of irrelevant stimulation (Mdnrelevant = 18 ms vs.
Mdnirrelevant = -3 ms). For both means, we calculated the
Bayes factor for a comparison against 0. For stimulation at
relevant locations, the estimated Bayes factor suggested that
the data were 3.1 more likely to be larger than 0 than equal
to 0. For irrelevant stimulation, this seems unlikely (BF10 =
0.3). The three-way interaction between stimulation location,
relevance, and congruency from the previous analysis, should
be reflected by a two-way interaction between stimulation lo-
cation and relevance in the response time differences. This
interaction did not reach significance (F(1,15) = 4.12, p =
.060, η2

p = .22), but since the absence of a congruency effect

for the transport movement is not in line with our hypothe-
ses, we obtained the Bayes factors for the respective compar-
isons against zero and compared the differences by means of
t-tests. Indeed the Bayes factors imply, that only stimulation
at the pick-up location during prehension yields a congruency
effect (BF10 = 4.5; Mdn = 26 ms). For irrelevant stimulation
during prehension (BF10 = 0.3;Mdn = 4 ms), a congruency ef-
fect seems unlikely. Regarding the transport movement, nei-
ther stimulation at the irrelevant location (BF10 = 0.4; Mdn =
-10 ms), nor stimulation at the relevant location (BF10 = 0.4;
Mdn = 9 ms) seems to yield a congruency effect. The t-tests
showed that the congruency effect in the prehension is signif-
icantly larger when the distractor appears at the relevant lo-
cation, compared to when it appears at the irrelevant location
(t(15) = 2.10, p= .026). For the transport movement, this dif-
ference only approached significance (t(15) = 1.63, p = .062;
see also Fig. 3, right side). The case of irrelevant stimulation
at movement onset during transport is special, as the visual
distractor is shown at the current hand position. To assure
that there is no crossmodal congruency effect with respect to
the current (instead of the future) bottle orientation, we calcu-
lated congruency with respect to the current bottle orientation
and tested the respective difference against zero. The accord-
ing Bayes factor indicated no congruency effect (BF10 = 0.4;
Mdn = -9 ms).
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Discussion
Our goal was to investigate the dynamic, anticipatory remap-
ping of PPHS during a sequential object interaction, com-
posed of a prehension and a transport movement. In order to
do so, we combined a virtual object interaction with a cross-
modal congruency paradigm, to assess anticipatory cross-
modal congruency effects (aCCEs). Participants had to grasp
and transport virtual bottles while receiving a tactile stimula-
tion on their right thumb or index finger along with a visual
stimulation at the currently relevant, or the currently irrele-
vant movement target. The position of the visual distractor
relative to the movement target could either match the future
finger location or not. We expected aCCEs only to occur at
the currently relevant movement target. That is, during pre-
hension we only expected an aCCE if the visual distractor was
shown at the pick-up location, while, during transport, we ex-
pected an aCCE only if the visual distractor was presented at
the drop-down location. The results confirm the first assump-
tion, which is in line with the typical aCCE reported in pre-
vious studies (Belardinelli et al., 2018; Brozzoli et al., 2009,
2010; Lohmann, Belardinelli, & Butz, 2018). However, our
results show only a weak tendency for an aCCE during the
transport phase. This might be due to the comparatively small
sample size. However, other factors of the experiment itself
seem to be the reason for this absence of an aCCE during
the transport movement. The generally faster responses dur-
ing transport compared to prehension already indicate that the
interaction between the crossmodal congruency task and the
motor task is weaker during transport.

Predictability of movement outcomes can affect the move-
ment planning strategy in sequential actions, resulting in
higher, or lower, couplings of the partial movements (e.g.
Lewkowicz & Delevoye-Turrell, 2019). In order to encourage
participants to pay close attention to the respective movement
targets, we reduced the overall planning security, by showing
the cue for the final bottle orientation only upon grasping the
bottle at the pick-up location. Hence, participants had almost
no time to plan their movement with respect to the bottle ori-
entation at the movement onset of the transport movement.
Accordingly, the aCCE at the first SOA in the transport phase
was likely to be smaller than at the first SOA during prehen-
sion. For the second SOA, that is, stimulation after covering
half of the distance to the current movement target, the aCCE
should be similar both during prehension and transport. De-
scriptively, this is indeed what we observe, but due to the
overall smaller effect size of the aCCE during the transport
movement, the validity of this trend needs yet to be verified.
In order to so, we plan to increase planning certainty by either
keeping the final bottle orientation constant, or by showing
the orientation cue already at the beginning of the trial.

Even though we found only partial evidence for our hy-
pothesis, of a fast, dynamic remapping of PPHS at event-
boundaries, the experimental design seems to be well-suited
to investigate the realization of dynamic, event-predictive,
anticipatory behavior control on a sensorimotor level. The

Bayes factor analysis shows that the aCCE is selective, as
it is not observed at task-irrelevant locations. This is espe-
cially surprising for stimulations at the pick-up location at
movement onset for the transport movement, where the vi-
sual distractor appears very close to the hand. Hence, the re-
sults imply that the selective remapping of PPHS is a part of
the anticipatory behavior control processes that are unfolding
during sequential, goal-directed hand movements.

Besides investigating mechanisms of anticipatory behavior
control, the aCCE might also be useful to understand the role
of peripersonal space in social action understanding. Previous
research has shown that peripersonal space can be remapped
to include other agents in social situations (Maister, Cardini,
Zamariola, Serino, & Tsakiris, 2015). Schaefer, Heinze, and
Rotte (2012) proposed that this might be due to peripersonal
space being involved in an embodied simulation of other bod-
ies. If this remapping indeed serves action understanding,
one could expect an aCCE for the hand of an interaction
partner in a joint action scenario. The concept of periper-
sonal space has also been adapted for human-robot interac-
tions (Roncone, Hoffmann, Pattacini, Fadiga, & Metta, 2016;
Nguyen, Hoffmann, Roncone, Pattacini, & Metta, 2018).
Here, current research focuses mostly on the defensive pur-
pose of peripersonal space, that is, avoiding or making con-
tact with approaching objects. Understanding the predictive
role of peripersonal space in action control might also facili-
tate action understanding in artificial agents, enabling predic-
tive human-robot interactions.
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Abstract

In this paper, we experimentally investigate the discourse prop-
erties of weak definites (go to the doctor), and compare them
to indefinites (go to a doctor) in German. While indefinite and
weak definite noun phrases are highly similar when it comes
to their sentence-level meaning, our visual world eye tracking
study shows that weak definites are significantly less accessi-
ble than indefinites when an ambiguous pronoun needs to be
resolved in the subsequent discourse. However, contra some
accounts of weak definites, our results also show that it is very
much possible for an anaphoric expression to access a weak
definite. In sum, our experiment suggests that weak definites
introduce new referents into a discourse, but that those refer-
ents are embedded into an event structure associated with the
stereotypical meaning of a weak definite construction. As a re-
sult, referents introduced by weak definites are less prominent
than referents introduced by indefinites.
Keywords: weak definites; discourse processing; referent
management; pronoun resolution; accessibility

Introduction
Knowing who is being talked about is a crucial component
of understanding any text. A prerequisite for this is keeping
track of discourse referents. Relevant information for inter-
preting pronouns has been shown to include knowledge about
who has been introduced in the immediately preceding dis-
course, in which grammatical or semantic role was a refer-
ent mentioned, and whether and how a referent has been re-
mentioned (e.g., Arnold, 1998; Kaiser, 2011; Kehler, Kertz,
Rohde, & Elman, 2007). This information has been pro-
posed to result in a constantly updating ranking of referents;
high-ranking, or prominent, referents are usually good candi-
dates for resolving anaphoric expressions to (von Heusinger
& Schumacher, 2019). In this paper, we investigate a type of
expression where it is up for debate whether or not a referent
is introduced into the discourse at all: weak definites.

Weak definites
Weak definites are definite noun phrases that differ from regu-
lar definites in their semantic, pragmatic, and discourse prop-
erties (e.g., Aguilar-Guevara & Zwarts, 2010; Carlson, Suss-
man, Klein, & Tanenhaus, 2006; Klein, Gegg-Harrison, Carl-
son, & Tanenhaus, 2013; Krifka & Modarresi, 2016; Leonetti,
2019). For instance, unlike regular definites (1b, 2b), weak
definites (1a, 2a) do not imply uniqueness of their referent.
This means that the sentence in (1a) could be uttered felici-
tously in a situation in which Ann is reading multiple news-

papers. The sentence in (1b), on the other hand, can only
describe a situation where Ann reads exactly one book.

(1) a. Ann reads the newspaper.

b. Ann reads the book.

(2) a. Each student went to the doctor.

b. Each student went to the American architect.

c. Each student went to a doctor / an architect.

Furthermore, weak definites always take narrow scope,
while regular definites allow only for a wide scope reading
(e.g., Aguilar-Guevara & Zwarts, 2010). Unlike in (2a), all
students went to the same person in (2b). Indefinites, as in
(2c), show a high preference for a narrow scope reading (but
do allow for a wide scope reading in specific pragmatic con-
texts).

With respect to their sentence semantics, weak definites
seem to behave very differently from regular, strong defi-
nites, and very similarly to indefinite noun phrases. How-
ever, at the pragmatic and lexical level, there are also well-
documented differences between indefinites and weak defi-
nites. First, weak definites come with enriched meaning. For
example, the sentence Peter went to the doctor does not only
express that Peter went to a person who is a doctor, but also
that Peter probably waited in a waiting room, talked to an as-
sistant, received some consultation, as well as other stereotyp-
ical sub-events that are associated with a doctor’s visit. This is
generally not true for indefinites (see Aguilar-Guevara, 2014;
Schwarz, 2014, for discussion).

Second, weak readings of definites are typically triggered
by specific verb-noun combinations describing specific types
of contexts. The contexts that trigger the weak reading, which
we will refer to as weak contexts, typically express a stereo-
typical situation and must display a conventionalized sense
extension, such as going to the doctor (Carlson et al., 2006).
If such a stereotypical situation cannot be assigned to a noun-
verb pair, the weak reading is dispreferred. If Peter for ex-
ample complained to the doctor, a weak reading is much less
probable.1

1We can for instance test this by adding and Ann, too. In Peter
complained to the doctor, and Ann too, we would assume that Peter
and Ann complained to the same doctor. In Peter went to the doctor,
and Ann too, they could each have visited a different doctor.
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Weak definites in a discourse
Weak definites also differ from regular definites and indef-
inites in their discourse behavior. Specifically, it is often
argued that weak definites do not introduce discourse refer-
ents that can (easily) be taken up by an anaphoric expression.
There are three distinct accounts of weak definites, which dif-
fer in their predictions about the accessibility of weak defi-
nites by anaphora in the subsequent discourse: (a) the prop-
erty approach, (b) the kind approach, (c) the dependent (and
embedded) definite approach.

The weak definites-as-properties account (e.g., Carlson &
Sussman, 2005; Carlson et al., 2006; Dayal, 2011) assumes
that the definite article of a weak definite is just a syntac-
tic marker and does not express its regular meaning (i.e.,
its existence and uniqueness presupposition). Weak definites
are therefore interpreted as properties, much like bare nouns.
This theory is supported by the observation that weak def-
inites often alternate with “bare singular” constructions in
English (to go to bed vs. to go to the cinema). Weak def-
inites, like bare nouns, express a property and this property
is incorporated into the verb meaning. Rather than applying
the verb to an individual argument, this process modifies the
verb meaning. This incorporation is very similar to the lex-
ical process of compounding, as in doghouse or dog owner.
Much like weak definites, lexical compounds include more
than the literal meaning of its elements. Dog owner does not
just refer to the concept of a person who owns a dog, but for
instance also implies that that person walks their dog every
morning. The weak definites-as-properties account predicts
that weak definites do not introduce discourse referents and
therefore do not license anaphoric pronouns, very similar to
lexical compounds not allowing anaphoric relations to the in-
dividual parts of the compound: Peter is a dog owner and
walks #him/the dog every morning. Note that the full definite
description the dog can be used since it introduces a new dis-
course referent and does not need to be anaphorically linked,
even though its content may be related to already introduced
content.

A second approach assumes that weak definites refer to
kinds rather than to individual objects or people, much like
generic sentences (e.g., The lion is a dangerous animal) (e.g.,
Aguilar-Guevara & Zwarts, 2010). Evidence in favor of this
account is for example the observation that kind-modifying
adjectives do not seem to change the weak reading (the chil-
dren’s hospital), while other types of modification do (the big
hospital). This approach assumes that the definite article does
express its regular meaning with a uniqueness and existence
condition; this condition is not fulfilled by an individual (ob-
ject) referent, but by a kind referent. The kind account also
makes a clear prediction with respect to anaphoric uptake:
Kinds can only be taken up with the indefinite partitive pro-
noun one referring to an instantiation of the kind. Personal
pronouns are not grammatical in this context, as in Shockley
invented the transistor. My grandfather immediately bought
#it/one (see discussion in Modarresi, Fortmann, & Krifka,

2019).
Finally, the dependent definite approach assumes that weak

definites are a subtype of dependent definites. Krifka and
Modarresi (2016), who combine ideas from various theories
on weak definites, develop an approach that describes weak
definites as definites embedded under an event denoted by a
verb that expresses, together with the weak definite, a stereo-
typical situation (see also Bosch & Cieschinger, 2012; Cor-
blin, 2013). In their theory, the weak definite contributes its
uniqueness condition to the most local context. They do not
discuss the existence presupposition, but Schwarz (2014) as-
sumes that this presupposition is more global and is one con-
dition that distinguishes weak definites from indefinites (see
also the discussion about the presupposition of relational def-
inites in Singh, Fedorenko, Mahowald, & Gibson, 2016). The
dependent definite approach predicts that a weak definite in-
troduces a discourse referent, but that this discourse referent
is deeply embedded in an event and therefore less accessi-
ble than discourse referents that are not embedded under an
event. The approach also predicts that discourse referents in-
troduced by a weak definite are accessible and can be taken
up by a personal pronoun: Dependent definites, such as her
gift in the sentence Santa Claus gave each girl her gift, can be
taken up anaphorically by a personal pronoun in a subsequent
sentence: Laura opened it immediately.

The three accounts briefly outlined here make different
predictions about the accessibility of weak definites. We
test these predictions with singular personal pronouns, which
refer to individual people/objects. The weak definites-as-
properties account assumes that weak definites are properties
and therefore predicts that no anaphoric link is possible. The
kind account predicts that an anaphoric link would be possi-
ble with partitive one, but not with the personal pronoun. The
dependent definite approach predicts that weak definites can
be accessed, but that this access is more difficult than access-
ing regular definites or indefinites.

Current study
We conducted a visual world eye tracking experiment to test
the accessibility of weak definites in online comprehension.
Native speakers of German listened to short stories that fea-
tured two referents: a subject referent and an object referent
that was either introduced by an indefinite or by a weak def-
inite noun phrase.2 The screen showed pictures of the two
referents. The final sentence of each story contained an am-
biguous pronoun, where we analyzed participants’ looks to
the subject and object picture to measure which referent the
pronoun was resolved to. The experiment was conducted in
German, because German definite articles have two morpho-
logical forms: a strong one and a reduced one that cliticizes
to certain prepositions (e.g., zu dem vs. zum). Crucially, both
forms express a uniqueness condition, but the strong form has
the additional condition that its index is introduced or bound

2The second referent was always introduced in a prepositional
phrase, but for ease of reference, we label it the object.
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at the utterance level. The weak form does not have this re-
quirement and can easily be associated with a weak reading.
(Schwarz, 2013). This morphological property makes Ger-
man a very fruitful test case for the investigation of weak def-
inites.

Assuming that the referent of a weak definite is indeed less
accessible than the referent of an indefinite predicts that the
object referent should be a poorer competitor to the subject
referent for pronoun resolution when the object noun phrase
is a weak definite than when it is an indefinite. At pronoun en-
counter, we should then find fewer looks to the picture of the
object referent in the weak than in the indefinite condition.
In the same vein, we should find more looks to the subject
picture in the weak definite than in the indefinite condition,
because the pronoun will be more often interpreted as the sub-
ject referent of the preceding sentence. If weak definites and
indefinites both introduce referents that can equally easily be
accessed, we expect no differences between the weak definite
and indefinite condition.

Method
Participants
Twenty students from the University of Cologne participated
in the eye tracking study for either course credit or mone-
tary compensation (AC8/hour). One participant was removed
from the analysis because of a low accuracy on comprehen-
sion questions, leaving 19 participants. All participants were
monolingual speakers of German and had self-reported nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials
Speech stimuli We constructed 32 German experimental
items. Each item consisted of three sentences, see (3).3

(3) In der Bar war es mal wieder rappelvoll.

Peter bestellte . . .

beim Kellner. [WEAK DEFINITE]

bei einem Kellner. [INDEFINITE]

Weil es furchtbar laut war, musste er sich ein gutes

Stück herüberbeugen.

The bar was very crowded again. Peter ordered with a
waiter. Because it was incredibly loud, he had to lean
forward a bit.

The first sentence set up a context, after which the second
sentence introduced two human referents. Subject referents
were always introduced with a proper name. The referents
of object noun phrases were always introduced by a descrip-
tive noun phrase embedded in a prepositional phrase. This
was done to make the weak form of the definite article visible
to participants in the weak definite condition; noun phrases
involving a cliticized form of the article (e.g., beim in (3))

3All experimental items and fillers can be accessed at
https://tinyurl.com/ycb85kkk.

strongly favor a weak reading. All referents were introduced
by masculine nouns, since stereotypical contexts licensing
weak definite readings in German typically require the noun
to be a generic masculine. In addition, masculine articles can
be cliticized to more prepositions than feminine articles.

The third sentence always started with a subordinate clause
headed by a conjunction (e.g., because, even though), fol-
lowed by a main clause featuring a personal pronoun that was
ambiguous between the subject and the object of the preced-
ing sentence. The sentence did not provide any disambiguat-
ing information for the critical ambiguous pronoun.

All test materials were identical between the weak defi-
nite and the indefinite condition except for the prepositional
phrase of the second sentence. The prepositional phrase ei-
ther included a preposition with the cliticized form of the def-
inite article (e.g., beim), yielding the weak definite condition,
or a preposition and the full form of the indefinite article (bei
einem), yielding the indefinite condition. Any differences in
ambiguous pronoun resolution found in the experiment are
therefore very likely to come from the weak definite vs. in-
definite manipulation.

The 32 experimental short stories were distributed across
two lists in a Latin square design. Both lists also included
64 filler stories, which were similar to the experimental items
in structure and in length. Like the experimental items, filler
materials only featured male referents. However, the final
sentences of the filler items never displayed any ambiguity
between the two referents of the second sentence (either be-
cause no ambiguous pronoun was used or because a pronoun
was used in the presence of additional disambiguating infor-
mation). Half of the filler items were followed by a writ-
ten comprehension question requiring a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer.
Because filler items were randomly distributed over the lists,
comprehension questions randomly followed a third of the
trials in the experiment.

All materials were recorded by a trained female speaker of
German, one item at a time. After recording and using Praat
(Boersma, 2001), experimental audio files were separated and
re-arranged so that the first and third sentence of an item were
identical across the two experimental conditions and only the
second sentence differed (because the prepositional phrase in
object position differed).

Visual displays Four pictures accompanied each story: pic-
tures of the two referents of interest (subject and object) and
two filler pictures of natural objects (e.g., a balcony, a pear).
Pictures depicting the referents were created by a professional
illustrator. Filler pictures were selected from a database of
normed pictures (Duñabeitia et al., 2017). In experimental
trials, the objects in the filler pictures neither appeared in the
story, nor were they semantically linked to the story. In filler
trials, the objects in the visual display were sometimes men-
tioned in the speech input. The four pictures of an item were
presented within a grid, see Figure 1. Throughout the exper-
iment, subject referent pictures and object referent pictures
appeared in each corner equally often.
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Figure 1: Sample visual display. The subject referent (Peter)
is presented top right, the referent in object position (waiter)
is presented bottom left.

Procedure
Eye movements and eye fixations were recorded at 1000 Hz
using an EyeLink 1000 with a tower mount. Participants lis-
tened to the stimuli over headphones while looking at a com-
puter screen. Participants were asked to listen carefully to the
stories in order to be able to answer comprehension questions.
In addition, participants were told that there was no correct or
incorrect picture to look at, but that the pictures might help
them follow the stories.

Each trial started with a familiarization phase in which the
subject referent of the upcoming trial was introduced, since
these referents could not be identified via specific visual fea-
tures (e.g., props, typical clothes). The familiarization phase
consisted of a display showing the subject referent along with
his name. Participants were told that this person would ap-
pear in the immediately following story but that they would
not need to memorize any features about his physical appear-
ance, as the comprehension question would not target such
features. Participants used a mouse click to indicate they felt
familiar with the picture of the subject referent, after which a
fixation dot appeared in the middle of the screen. When par-
ticipants fixated on the dot, the experimenter pressed a button
at the host computer, which initialized presentation of the vi-
sual display. The audio of the trial started 500 ms after the
appearance of the visual display. After the end of the short
story, the trial moved to either a comprehension question or
to a screen where they could press “continue” to move on to
the next trial.

Data analysis
We preprocessed the data and conducted the statistical anal-
yses in R (R Core Team, 2019, version 3.4.3), using the
tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) and lme4 packages (Bates,
Maelcher, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). We excluded data from
one participant because their comprehension question accu-
racy was below 80% (mean response accuracy of the other
participants: 98.4%). We also excluded 17.9% of the data
because of blinks or because none of the four pictures was
fixated on within the time frames of analysis. A similar pro-
portion of data was excluded in both conditions (weak defi-
nite condition: 17.6%, indefinite condition: 18.2%). In addi-
tion, the proportion of fixations on the filler pictures was also
similar in both conditions (weak definite condition: 7.7%, in-
definite condition: 7.2%).

We analyzed fixation times starting at 100 ms preceding
pronoun onset until 1400 ms after pronoun onset. We divided
the resulting 1500 ms into five time frames of interest, of 300
ms each. Since it takes around 200 ms for the eye to launch
a saccade as response to a stimulus (Matin, Shao, & Boff,
1993), the first time frame (i.e., 100 ms before pronoun onset
until 200 ms after pronoun onset), served as a baseline.

Next, we calculated the mean fixation length on the picture
of the subject referent, the picture of the object referent, and
the pictures of the two unrelated objects. We first determined
for each millisecond where participants were looking. When
they fixated on one of the four pictures, the associated referent
or unrelated filler object received a score of 1, while the three
other referents/objects received a score of 0. When no picture
was fixated, all referents and objects received a score of 0.
After this procedure, mean fixation length was generated for
each participant, trial, and time frame individually.

For the inferential statistics, we fitted linear mixed regres-
sion models. For each time frame, we fitted a model that
included condition (weak definite or indefinite) and the max-
imal random effects structure permitted by the data. The con-
dition variable was sum-coded prior to model fitting. In one
set of analyses, we modelled the influence of condition on fix-
ation length on the object picture; in the other set of analyses,
we modelled the influence of condition on fixation length on
to the subject picture.

Results
Figure 2 shows the proportion of participants’ fixations on the
two human referents over time following the onset of the am-
biguous pronoun, with looks to the object picture on the left
and the looks to the picture of the competing subject referent
on the right. As can be seen, participants looked more to the
object referent picture when they had encountered an indefi-
nite noun phrase in object position of the preceding sentence
when they had encountered a weak definite noun phrase. The
exact opposite is true for the mean proportion of looks to the
subject picture: Participants looked more to the picture of the
subject referent in the weak definite condition than in the in-
definite condition.
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Figure 2: Time course of looks to object picture (left) and subject picture (right) from 100 ms before pronoun onset until
1400 ms after pronoun onset. Zero marks the onset of the ambiguous pronoun.

The patterns shown in Figure 2 are supported by the results
of the inferential statistics of the fixation time on the pictures
of the object and subject referents. The model output for both
the object and subject analysis is provided in Table 1. If we
assume that an absolute t-value of or above 2 attests statisti-
cal significance (Baayen, 2008), we see that between 800 ms
and 1100 ms after the pronoun onset, participants fixated less
on the object picture in the weak definite condition than in the
indefinite condition. In the same time frame, we also find that
participants fixated less on the subject picture in the indefinite
than in the weak definite condition, which confirms that the
pronouns were ambiguous between two referents: If a par-
ticipants did not interpret the pronoun as the object referent,
they interpreted it as the subject referent, and vice versa.

Taken together, these data support the hypothesis that par-
ticipants are less likely to resolve the ambiguous pronoun to
the object referent in the weak definite condition than in the
indefinite condition.

Discussion
We designed a visual world eye tracking experiment to assess
the accessibility of weak definites in German. Our experi-
mental materials required participants to resolve an ambigu-
ous pronoun to either the subject or the object of the pre-
ceding sentence; the object was introduced in a prepositional
phrase that either hosted a regular indefinite or a weak def-
inite. We found that participants had a stronger tendency to
resolve the pronoun to the object when that object was an in-
definite than when it was a weak definite. In the same vein,
pronoun resolution to the subject was more likely when the
competing object was a weak definite than when it was an
indefinite. We therefore conclude that our results show that
weak definites display lower discourse prominence than in-
definites in online processing, although both kinds of expres-
sions display strong resemblance in their referential proper-
ties.

When comparing the overall proportion of looks to the ob-
ject vs. the subject following the onset of the pronoun (see

Figure 2), it appears that participants fixated on the object
relatively often: the proportion of looks to the object picture
is approximately equal to the proportion of looks to the sub-
ject picture. This may seem surprising given the general pref-
erence to resolve pronouns to the subject of the preceding
sentence (especially since the pronoun also appears in sub-
ject position). However, it should be noted that the referent
introduced in the weak definite or indefinite noun phrase was
always a Goal. In addition to grammatical function, pronoun
resolution has also been shown to be influenced by semantic
role, with a shifted bias toward Goals in contexts with trans-
fer events (physical/conceptual) (e.g., Arnold, 2001; Elman,
Kehler, & Rohde, 2006).

While our results indicate that indefinites are more acces-
sible than weak definites, they at the same time suggest that
weak definites are not entirely inaccessible, as would be pre-
dicted by the property and kind accounts discussed in the in-
troduction. Because people are quick to adapt to their lin-
guistic environment (Fine, Jaeger, Farmer, & Qian, 2013), we
examined participants’ behavior over the course of the exper-
iment to estimate whether exposure to our experimental items
made weak definites more accessible. We compared the pro-
portion of looks to the object referent in the weak definite
condition in the first versus second 50% of the target items
each participant heard. If weak definites became more acces-
sible as the experiment went on, the proportion of looks to the
object following the ambiguous pronoun would be expected
to be higher in the second half of the experiment than in the
first half. As can be seen in Table 2, this was not the case. Par-
ticipants fixated on the object introduced by a weak definite
when hearing an ambiguous pronoun approximately equally
often in the beginning of the experiment as toward the end of
the experiment (and potentially even a little less).

Turning then to the three competing accounts of weak def-
inites, weak definites-as-properties, weak definites-as-kinds
and weak definites-as-dependent-definites, we argue that our
results are most compatible with the dependent definite analy-
sis. Both the weak definites-as-properties account (e.g., Carl-
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Table 1: Model estimates for the fixation time on the object referent and subject referent picture in the weak definite vs. the
indefinite condition, per time frame. Significant t-values highlighted in bold.

Time frame Fixation time object Fixation time subject
Estimate SE t-value Estimate SE t-value

-100 - 200 0.038 0.036 1.06 -0.045 0.036 -1.25
200 - 500 0.056 0.035 1.57 -0.008 0.049 -0.16
500 - 800 0.050 0.037 1.35 -0.031 0.052 -0.61
800 - 1100 0.085 0.036 2.34 -0.093 0.037 -2.50
1100 - 1400 0.057 0.040 1.42 -0.060 0.034 -1.77

Table 2: Proportion of looks to the object referent in the weak
definite condition, in the first versus second 50% of the target
items for each participant, in the critical time bin (800-1100
ms after the onset of the ambiguous pronoun) and in all five
time bins grouped.

First half Second half
800-1100ms 39% 35%
All time bins 41% 39%

son et al., 2006; Dayal, 2011) and the weak definites-as-
kinds account (Aguilar-Guevara & Zwarts, 2010) assume that
weak definites do not introduce an individual (object) refer-
ent, and so predict no or low accessibility of weak definite
noun phrases. While the results of our study show that there
is a difference in discourse accessibility between weak def-
inites and indefinite noun phrases, they furthermore suggest
that weak definites do introduce referents that are accessible.
This result would be surprising under the property or kind
analysis.

The dependent definite approach, on the other hand, pre-
dicts that the referent of a weak definite is anaphorically ac-
cessible, but not as easily as the referent of regular definite
and indefinite noun phrases. The weak definite introduces a
discourse referent that is embedded in an event created by
the verb expressing a stereotypical meaning. We surmise that
our data are most compatible with this account, because first,
we do find a significant difference between the accessibility
of referents introduced by indefinite or weak definite noun
phrases but second, referents introduced by weak definites
still seem to be easily accessible for anaphoric reference.

Our study thus suggests that in language comprehension,
weak contexts influence referent management in a discourse.
Upon encountering a weak definite, a new referent is added to
the mental inventory, but this referent is not highly activated
or prominent. This also makes two clear predictions about
language production: a) referents introduced in weak defi-
nite expressions are less likely to be re-mentioned in the sub-
sequent discourse than referents introduced in indefinite or
strong definite noun phrases, and b) if referents of weak defi-

nites are re-mentioned, this is less likely to happen by means
of a reduced referring expression (e.g., a pronoun) than when
referents of indefinites or strong definites are re-mentioned.
We plan to test these hypotheses in a production study.

Another interesting topic for future research could be to
test the time course of the accessibility of weak definites ver-
sus indefinites. If a weak context leads to a weak representa-
tion of a referent, it could be hypothesized that that referent
more quickly becomes inaccessible than a referent introduced
in a strong context. In the current experiment, the ambiguous
pronoun always appeared in the sentence immediately follow-
ing the weak definite or indefinite noun phrase. Intervening
linguistic material might have increased the difference in ac-
cessibility found between the weak definite condition and the
indefinite condition.

Conclusion
Referent management is a crucial component of discourse
processing. To resolve anaphoric expressions, comprehen-
ders have been shown to use different sources of linguistic
information from the preceding discourse, including refer-
ents’ grammatical functions and semantic roles (e.g., Arnold,
1998; Kaiser, 2011; Kehler et al., 2007). Our experiment con-
firms referents’ having been introduced in a weak or highly
habitualized context as another factor that can guide the in-
terpretation of pronouns in a discourse.
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Using Think-Aloud Protocols to Explore Students’ Use of Knowledge Forum
Analytic Tools

Leanne Ma
OISE/University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

Digital technologies have drastically transformed the way in which we communicate, visualize, and work with information,
giving rise to new research areas, such as child-computer interaction (Read & Bekker, 2011) and computer-supported
collaborative learning (Dillenbourg, Jrvel, & Fischer, 2009). Consequently, cognitive scientists are increasingly interested
in understanding how children think and learn with digital technologies (e.g., Greenfield & Yan, 2005). This study uses
concurrent think-aloud protocols to elicit childrens explanations of how they use analytic tools to support their learning on
an online platform called Knowledge Forum (Scardamalia, 2017). After using Knowledge Forum for eight months (Ma &
Akyea, 2019), five third-graders participated in 20-minute sessions to interpret their online activities using analytic tools
(e.g., bar charts, sociograms, word clouds). Generally, they were cognizant of their online behaviours, and the tools raised
metacognitive awareness toward productive social interactions. Practical implications for using analytic tools to support
self-regulated learning are discussed.
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Do social cues promote cross-situational verb learning and retention?
Crystal Lee
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Abstract

Children learn words using a range of social, statistical, and perceptual information. One proposal for how children
determine word meanings is cross-situational learning, in which children track ambiguous word-object mappings over
time (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2007). However, previous studies have not evaluated how children use natural social cues during
learning (e.g., eye gaze). We taught 3-year-olds three novel verbs (c.f., Scott & Fisher, 2012) and hypothesized that social
cues not only support cross-situational learning, but also support retention of verbs after a delay. In between-subjects
conditions, children either did or did not have access to eye-gaze and head-turn cues during exposure. We tested for
participants learning after 12 learning trials and after a delay. Pilot data suggest that children who have access to natural
social cues successfully learned and retained links between novel verbs and their corresponding actions.
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Artificial Language Learning: Combining Syntax and Semantics
Benjamin Wilson
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Christopher Petkov
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Abstract

Artificial Grammar Learning (AGL) paradigms are a powerful method to study language learning and processing. How-
ever, unlike natural languages, these tasks rely on grammars specifying relationships between meaningless stimuli with no
real-world referents. Therefore, learning is typically assessed based on grammaticality or familiarity judgements, assess-
ing how well-formed a sequence is. We combined a meaningful vocabulary (in which nonsense words refer to properties
of visual stimuli (colored shapes)) with different grammatical structures (adjacent, center-embedded, or crossed dependen-
cies). Using an incremental, starting-small paradigm, participants were asked to interpret increasingly complex sequences
of nonsense words and select the set of visual stimuli that they described. High levels of learning were observed for all
grammars, including those which have previously been difficult to learn in traditional AGL paradigms. Here, the addi-
tion of semantics not only allows closer comparisons to natural language but also aids learning, representing a valuable
approach to studying language learning.
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Abstract
A complete understanding of cognitive function in humans
must incorporate a model of interactions between networked
brain regions. Alterations to these network interactions under-
lie cognitive impairment in many neurodegenerative diseases,
providing an important physiological link between brain struc-
ture and cognitive function. Cognitive architectures have of-
ten been used to explain how healthy brains function, typi-
cally using task-based activity. However, this description is
incomplete. Most systems-level brain activity is spontaneous,
or intrinsic, and occurs whether or not a subject is performing
a task. Here, we provide evidence that the Common Model
of Cognition, a consensus model derived from an analysis of
existing cognitive architectures, can (a) be generalized to ac-
count for brain activity at rest, rather than during tasks, and (b)
correctly identify differences in basal ganglia connectivity in
Parkinson’s Disease.
Keywords: Common Model of Cognition; Resting-state
fMRI; Parkinson’s Disease; Dynamic Causal Modeling

Introduction
Cognitive architectures aim to provide an explanation for cog-
nition in terms of interacting brain modules. They support
a broad framework for which specific models are created
and in theory these models, provided the correct assump-
tions within a sufficient framework, replicate how the brain
accomplishes a task. The modules that make up an archi-
tecture are functionally defined and in many cases have been
successfully identified with brain regions during the analy-
sis of task-based activity (Anderson, 2007; Anderson, Al-
bert, & Fincham, 2005; Anderson, Fincham, Qin, & Stocco,
2008; Borst, Taatgen, Stocco, & Rijn, 2010). This has en-
abled architectures to form neuroimaging predictions, greatly
expanding the space in which models can be compared and
validated.

While cognitive architectures have been extremely suc-
cessful in replicating healthy brains and even individual dif-
ferences (Daily, Lovett, & Reder, 2001), they have been sel-
dom applied to neurological diseases and, therefore, have had
limited translational applications. We see this as a promising
area of research in cognitive modeling. In accounting for de-
ficiencies, we are able to provide a litmus test of sorts. Given
that assumptions of the architecture do not hold in modeling
brains with neurological diseases, we may better understand
the impact of such diseases on the brain, and reevaluate the
validity of assumptions made. This will increase the legiti-
macy of the architecture and provide a more holistic under-
standing of brain and disease.

Here, we show that the Common Model of Cognition
(CMC), a consensus architecture derived from an analysis of
a existing cognitive architectures (Laird, Lebiere, & Rosen-
bloom, 2017), can be successfully applied to the the clin-
ical problem of identifying abnormal functional connectiv-
ity in Parkinson’s Disease (PD). This application is impor-
tant as results of functional connectivity abnormality in PD
have yielded inconsistent and contradictory results (Baggio,
Segura, & Junque, 2015; Göttlich et al., 2013). To further
compound the perplexity of the situation, the etiology of PD
is well understood – its symptoms quite apparent and clear –
and yet, its brain signatures difficult to catch.

Parkinson’s Disease
Parkinson’s Disease is a neurodegenerative disease that tar-
gets predominantly dopaminergic neurons in the basal gan-
glia. Contemporary accounts of basal ganglia function
(Stocco, Lebiere, & Anderson, 2010; Frank, Seeberger, &
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O’Reilly, 2004), suggest that they work by controlling or
“gating” the influx of signals from other cortical areas to the
prefrontal cortex. In PD, the loss of dopamine inputs to the
basal ganglia causes an upregulation of their inhibitory path-
ways (and a downregulation of their excitatory pathways), re-
sulting in more conservative gating (Albin, Young, & Penney,
1989). Symptoms include visible motor impairments such
as shaking and slowness of movement, as well as non-motor
complications such as depressive disturbances and cognitive
impairment (Marsh, 2013; Watson & Leverenz, 2010).

We hypothesized that a potential problem with previous
work is that it has been almost entirely data driven, rather than
theory-driven. Thus, it is possible that the effects of PD are
buried in subtle patterns of data, and that these patterns might
not be observable through traditional analyses. For this rea-
son, we decided to specifically model the loss of dopamine in-
puts, using an architecture from Cognitive Science, the CMC.

The Common Model of Cognition
The CMC is a consensus architecture for general intelligence
that is the culmination of work from over five decades in
artificial intelligence, cognitive science, neuroscience, and
robotics (Laird et al., 2017). Rather than a formal implemen-
tation, it serves as a blueprint to understand the organization
of a human-like mind. There are five functional components:
long-term memory, working memory, procedural memory,
perception systems, and action systems.

Figure 1: (A) Architecture of the Common Model of Cog-
nition, as described by (Laird et al., 2017). (B) Theoretical
mapping between CMC components and homologous corti-
cal and subcortical regions.

Importantly, the CMC provides theory-driven hypothe-
ses about the functional relationship between brain regions.
Some of these hypotheses have a clear connection with PD,

since the loss of dopamine neurons has cognitive conse-
quences that can be computationally characterized (Frank et
al., 2004) and have been successfully modeled in cognitive
architectures (Stocco, 2018).

Although the CMC is a purely functional architecture,
whose components are characterized in terms of abstract
computations, researchers have proposed, developed, and
even tested methods to map the components of the CMC onto
homologous brain region (1B) and to translate the relation-
ships between CMC components into predicted patterns of
functional connectivity, (Stocco, Laird, Lebiere, & Rosen-
bloom, 2018; Steine-Hanson, Koh, & Stocco, 2018). Ulti-
mately, these efforts have shown that the CMC provides a
remarkably good fit to fMRI data from over 200 participants,
across a variety of representative tasks (Stocco et al., 2019).

The success of this approach suggests that the CMC might
provide a new, theoretically-driven way to look at functional
connectivity data in the human brain. Inspired by its success
in accounting for functional connectivity in healthy young
adults, we decided to extend this approach to the case of PD.

To do so, the original approach was extended to apply the
CMC to resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI), instead of task-based
fMRI. While all previous applications of the CMC to neu-
roimaging data have focused on task-based fMRI, in contem-
porary clinical research the dominant approach is to use rs-
fMRI.

Resting-state fMRI
rs-fMRI consists of continuous recordings of brain activity
while participants are awake but not engaged in any particu-
lar task; the analysis of such recordings has become integral
in the identification and investigation of networks within the
brain. Although it is most intuitive to think about measur-
ing network function during tasks (when cognitive networks
are specifically recruited), it is now known that the major-
ity of brain activity occurs spontaneously and in the absence
of specific stimuli. Analysis of rs-fMRI data has shown that
intrinsic activity has a rich spatiotemporal structure, reflect-
ing how networks of cortical regions combine and recombine
over time.

Investigations into intrinsic activity have led to the discov-
ery of many innate networks, the best known being the De-
fault Mode Network (DMN). This network, as well as many
others, inform us about the intrinsic rhythms and oscillations
in healthy and disordered brains. Irregularity in network func-
tioning has been discovered in conjunction with neurode-
generative diseases, psychiatric disorders, aging, and more
(Hohenfeld, Werner, & Reetz, 2018; Sambataro et al., 2010).
While the extent to which network function impacts cog-
nition is lesser understood, networks can nonetheless serve
as biomarkers to help diagnose and track disease progress
(Hohenfeld et al., 2018).

Further, rs-fMRI has been shown to be highly predictive
of brain activity during cognitive tasks (Cole, Ito, Bassett, &
Schultz, 2016). The same structural networks that are ac-
tivated at rest provide a base for which cognitive activation
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flows. In better understanding how resting networks are af-
fected by PD, we are able to investigate potential abnormali-
ties in the building blocks that give rise to cognition.

Dynamic Causal Modeling
As in previous investigations into the relationship between
the CMC and brain data (Stocco et al., 2018; Steine-Hanson
et al., 2018; Stocco et al., 2019), functional connectivity be-
tween brain regions is analyzed in terms of effective connec-
tivity using Dynamic Causal Modeling (Henceforth, DCM:
Friston, Harrison, & Penny, 2003). DCM estimates func-
tional connectivity between pairs of regions by iteratively re-
fining the parameter estimates of a dynamic system, in which
brain regions are approximated as neural mass points. Thus,
in contrast to most functional connectivity analyses, which
are “bottom-up” and data-driven, DCM is a “top-down”,
model-based technique, in which a theoretical model of net-
work connectivity is fit to the data. As such, it provides a
natural way to implement the CMC.

DCM was preferred over other approaches such as Struc-
tural Equation Modeling (SEM) and Granger Causality Mod-
eling (GCM) due to convenience. This choice was made for
three reasons. First, it can account for the temporal dynam-
ics of an fMRI time-series, whereas SEM cannot (Friston,
2011). This is important as without temporal dynamics the
data is effectively reduced by one dimension, leaving out a
significant source of variability. Second, it allows us to bet-
ter model directed causal influences, which are implied in the
directed arrows between CMC components (Fig. 1A). Al-
though GCM can disentangle the direction of influence, DCM
has proven superior at dealing with the variable nature of the
BOLD response timing (Friston, 2009). Finally, DCM, but
neither SEM nor GCM, is capable of modeling second-order
interactions between nodes in a network, i.e., cases in which a
region modulates the connectivity between two other regions.
This specific case, as it will be shown, is of particular interest
in PD, as it plays a significant role in capturing the nature of
basal ganglia function.

DCM is composed of both a neural model, that receives
experimental stimuli and predicts the underlying dynamics
of brain activity, and an observational model, that takes in
the predicted underlying dynamics and outputs predictions
of observed brain activity. In the case of fMRI, the neural
model is given regions of interest (ROIs) and represents the
time course of activity in each region i as a nonlinear state
equation:

ẏ =Ay+∑
i

xiB(i)y+Cx+∑
i
yD(i)yi (1)

In this equation A defines intrinsic connectivity between
different regions (fixed connectivity), B defines the modula-
tory effects that task conditions have on the connectivity be-
tween regions (modulation of connectivity), C defines effects
by task inputs, D defines the modulatory effects that regions
have on the connections between other regions, x defines task
inputs, and y defines brain activity.

The observational model is composed of a hemodynamic
model that uses neural activity to cause changes in blood flow,
which in turn causes changes in blood volume and the amount
of deoxyhemoglobin. From there, the volume of blood and
deoxyhemoglobin concentration are entered into an output
nonlinearity, and give rise to an observed BOLD response
(Friston et al., 2003).

DCM and Resting-State
Because during rs-fMRI there is no task to be performed nor
significant external events driving brain activity, the applica-
tion of DCM to rs-fMRI posed a significant challenge. With-
out any task conditions or external input to initiate network
dynamics, and therefore a null C matrix, the DCM would
simply remain uninitialized with all parameters left at the de-
fault values. Friston, Kahan, Biswal, and Razi (2014) cir-
cumnavigated the problem by creating a deterministic DCM.
Their version of resting-state DCM estimates effective con-
nectivity based on second-order statistics rather than on the
time-series of activation. This transforms analysis from the
computationally expensive issue of estimating hidden neu-
ronal states to the more efficient problem of estimating the
spectral density of activity changes (Friston et al., 2014).
While more computationally efficient, by using second-order
statistics their method can no longer capture temporal dynam-
ics in the estimation of effective connectivity. For this rea-
son, we adopted an alternative procedure proposed by Di and
Biswal (2014).

One of the characteristics of resting-state brain activity
is the presence of spontaneous correlations at very low-
frequencies, which organize brain networks along different
rhythms (Fox et al., 2005). Di and Biswal (2014) explicitly
modeled these low-frequency fluctuations (LFF) within the
resting-state signal using deterministic inputs. They used pe-
riodic sine and cosine functions at 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08
Hz (Di & Biswal, 2014) as task conditions for the C ma-
trix. As drivers for activity in DCM cannot be partial, the
periodic functions were transformed into boxcar functions.
There were two boxcar functions for each frequency with a
90 degree lag in between, at cycles of 100, 50, 25, and 12.5 s.
The boxcars were used as input to every node in their analysis
replacing traditional task-based inputs. To validate their pro-
cedure, they showed that an F-test based on their sinusoidal
regressors correctly identified the main nodes of the DMN,
and they successfully fitted DCMs based on the regions thus
identified. (Di & Biswal, 2014).

Because this study similarly dealt with rs-fMRI, we bor-
rowed the procedure developed by Di and Biswal (2014),
making use of eight boxcar regressors derived from sine
waves of different frequencies and phases (Fig. 2).

CMC Implementations for PD
As the correct interpretation of the role of the basal ganglia
within the CMC is crucial to understanding PD, two different
interpretations of the CMC were explored and tested against
controls and PD patients.
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Figure 2: (A) Illustration of how low-frequency fluctuations
were transformed into boxcar functions, which where then
(B) used as drivers for the activity in all ROIs.

The first model, the Direct CMC, is perhaps the most
straightforward translation of the CMC into patterns of func-
tional connectivity. Specifically, in this model all connections
between ROIs are implemented as patterns of direct connec-
tivity (i.e., matrix A). Critically, Procedural Memory directly
projects to Working Memory (Figure 3), reflecting the as-
sumption that procedural knowledge directly manipulates the
contents of working memory. This implementation has been
previously tested in Stocco et al. (2019).

The second model, the Modulatory CMC, incorporates ad-
ditional assumptions that capture our modern understanding
of the basal ganglia, the brain region associated with the
CMC’s Procedural Memory component. As its name implies,
this model replaces the direct connections from Procedural
Memory to Working Memory with two second-level, modu-
latory connections that control projections from Perception to
Working Memory, and from Long-Term Memory to Working
Memory (Figure 3). Thus, in this model, the connectivity be-
tween ROIs involves both matrices A and D of Eq. 1. This
implementation was previously tested in Stocco et al. (2018).
The use of the modulatory, instead of direct, connections re-
flects a different functional view of the basal ganglia; accord-
ing to this view, the basal ganglia do not directly manipulate
the contents of working memory, but rather ”gate” (Frank et
al., 2004) or ”route” (Stocco et al., 2010) information from
other areas.

Experimental Predictions
Based on the existing literature, two predictions were made.

Our first prediction is that the modulatory model would
provide a better fit than the direct model to the data across
both groups of participants, PD patients and controls. This
prediction is supported by the fact that the modulatory model
better captures the functional role of the basal ganglia, as
seen in contemporary models (Stocco et al., 2010; O’Reilly
& Frank, 2006).

Our second prediction is that, within the modulatory
model, a difference will be found between PD patients and
controls in the parameters that regulate modulatory connec-

Figure 3: (A) In the Modulatory Model, the Procedural Mem-
ory component modulates the signals flowing through in-
coming connections to Working Memory. (B) In the Direct
Model, Procedural Memory has a direct connection to Work-
ing Memory. (Regions are labelled as follows: 1. Action, 2.
Working Memory, 3. Procedural Memory, 4. LTM, 5. Per-
ception)

tivity (i.e., matrix D in Eq. 1). Specifically, we predict
that modulatory signals will be lower in PD patients than in
controls. This is because dopamine depletion in PD is typi-
cally understood as causing an increase in the filtering activ-
ity of the basal ganglia (the “brake” in the so-called “brake-
accellerator” model: Albin, Young, and Penney (1989)),
which, in DCM, would be reflected in a lower or negative
value in the D matrix.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Participants were recruited from a larger, multimodal study
of functional networks in PD. As part of a comprehensive
protocol involving EEG and MRI, 111 participants received
a resting fMRI scan. Participants were monitored using eye-
tracking for wakefulness. Of these, 6 participants were ex-
cluded due to insufficient data quality. Among the 105 re-
maining participants (PD: N = 67, Age = 67.54 ± 8.03, Fe-
male = 26; Controls: N = 39, Age = 69.41 ± 8.88, Female =
15), 2 participants were diagnosed at consensus with demen-
tia (PD = 2; Controls = 0), and 37 participants were diagnosed
at consensus with Mild Cognitive Impairment (PD = 26; Con-
trols = 11).

Image Acquisition and Processing
MRI data was acquired on a research-dedicated 3T Philips
Achieva whole-body scanner (Philips Medical Systems,
R5.1.7) with a 32-channel SENSE head coil at the Integrated
Brain Imaging Center of the University of Washington, Seat-
tle. Functional resting-state data was acquired while partic-
ipants were instructed to lay quietly and focus on a fixation
cross, using a gradient echo-planar multi-echo pulse sequence
with TR = 2,500 ms, a 79◦ flip angle, and TE = 9.5/27.5/45.5
ms. Multiecho recordings allow for increased sensitivity and
a reduced amount of artifacts. Each volume acquisition con-
sisted of 37 oblique axial slices, each of which was 3.5 mm
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thick with 0-mm gap and contained 64 × 64 voxels with an
in-plane resolution of 3.5 × 3.5 mm.

In addition to functional images, a T1-weighted structural
scan was acquired as an anatomical reference (1-mm isotropic
multiecho MP-RAGE: Sagittal TR = 10.019 ms, TE = 4.61
ms, FoV = 260x260x189.6 mm, and an 8◦ flip angle).

Resting-state fMRI data were processed using a combi-
nation of FSL, AFNI, and SPM. Functional data underwent
slice-timing correction, motion correction and realignment,
removal of baseline drift, and then spike detection and re-
moval. From there the data were co-registered to the skull-
stripped T1-weighted structural scan, normalized to the MNI
ICBM152 steoretactical space, and smoothed using an 3D
Gaussian filter with 8-mm full-width half maximum.

Bilateral Regions of Interest
Departing from previous work that has focused on left-
hemisphere regions, this study used bilateral, instead of uni-
lateral ROIs. While unilateral ROIs are understandable for
task-based fMRI due to the prevalence of increased activity in
the left hemisphere (Barch et al., 2013; Stocco et al., 2019), it
was not justifiable in our case. Bilateral ROIs were obtained
by combining homologous regions in the left and right hemi-
sphere.

The ROIs were selected following the procedure described
in Stocco et al. (2019) to translate CMC components into
anatomical regions. This procedure proceeds by first iden-
tifying the candidate regions in a group-level analysis of all
data. To account for individual differences in functional neu-
roanatomy, the precise coordinates of each ROI are then lo-
calized on an individual brain by identifying the peak of func-
tional activity that is closest to the centroid of the group-level
ROIs. The distribution of the centroids of the individual-level
ROIs are visually represented in Figure 4. All ROIs were bi-
lateral with the exception of the Action ROI. The Action ROI
was lateralized to the left hemisphere.

Figure 4: Location of the centroids of each individual ROI.
Each point represents the centroid of one ROI; variations in
the centroids account for individual differences in functional
anatomy.

Model Comparison Procedure
Given two or more architectures designed to reproduce the
timecourse of brain activity, it is possible to compare them by
estimating a likelihood function L(m|y) that assigns a poste-

rior probability to a given model m, given the data y. Like-
lihood functions are typically chosen to balance between re-
warding higher model fit (i.e., minimizing the residuals) and
penalizing model complexity (i.e., reducing the number of
parameters). Two common examples of these metrics are the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion. In DCM, it is customary to use a metric
known as Free Energy (Kasess et al., 2010), which is simi-
lar to the BIC but, importantly, does not assume that param-
eters are independent of each other. Group-level likelihood
values for a model m can then expressed as the product of
the likelihood of that model fitting each participant p, i.e.,
∏p L(m|yp). In terms of log-likelihood, this translates to the
sum of all of the individual log-likelihoods: ∑p logL(m|yp).
Although more sophisticated model comparison procedures
have been proposed (Stephan, Penny, Daunizeau, Moran, &
Friston, 2009), the log-likelihood based metric used here is
not only the most easily interpretable, but also the most rele-
vant, as it specifically applies to cases in which it is assumed
that the model is constant or architectural across individuals
(Kasess et al., 2010).

Results

Prediction 1: Model Comparison

To test the first experimental prediction, the log likelihoods
L(m|yp) of the two models were compared in PD and con-
trols. The comparisons provided unequivocal support for the
modulatory version of the CMC architecture in both cases.
The modulatory model’s log-likelihood exceeded the direct
model’s by 90 in the case of controls, and by 20 in the case of
PD patients (Fig. 5A-B). Since a difference in log-likelihoods
represents a ratio of likelihoods, modulatory model is approx-
imately e20 to e90 times more likely than the direct model,
given the observed timecourses of neural activity in the five
ROIs.

This difference in log-likelihoods can also be translated
and interpreted as an equivalent p-value in statistical anal-
ysis using Wilk’s theorem (Wilks, 1938). The theorem
states that, given a likelihood ratio λ between two models,
the value −2log(λ) approximates the corresponding statis-
tic of a χ2 distribution with the degrees of freedom cor-
responding to 1 + the difference in parameters between
models. Thus, log(λ) = log(L(mdirect)/L(mmodulatory)) =
logL(mdirect)− logL(mmodulatory) = −90 (for Controls) and
−20 (for PD). The difference in the number of parameters
between the two models can be set to n = 2, which is the
number modulatory parameters in the matrix D in Eq. 1; this
matrix is present in the modulatory model but absent in the di-
rect model. The p-value associated with χ2

(n=3) is p < 0.0001
for both groups (Fig. 5C), thus suggesting almost zero chance
that the alternative hypothesis (that is, the direct model) could
better explain the data.
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Figure 5: (A) Absolute log-likelihoods for models in the PD
group and (B) in the Control group. (C) Corresponding values
on a χ2 distribution.

Prediction 2: Group Differences
Having established the superiority of the modulatory model,
we analyzed whether there were significant differences be-
tween PD and Control modulatory connection strengths. The
mean square error (MSE) between groups was computed us-
ing the D matrices of functional connectivity, MSE = 0.0952.
To account for potentially non-normally distributed parame-
ter values, we completed non-parametric permutation tests.
For these tests, group membership was assigned randomly
and the MSE was computed separately 10,000 times. Out
of 10,000 tests, there were 192 instances where the computed
MSE was equal to, or larger than, the original value, implying
that the difference is significant (p < 0.02).

On average, the modulatory connectivity was negative in
both groups, confirming our second prediction on the role of
the basal ganglia in gating and filtering cortical signals to the
prefrontal cortex (Stocco et al., 2010; Frank et al., 2004). As
hypothesized, patients exhibited stronger (i.e., more negative)
modulatory effects than controls, consistent with a downreg-
ulation of the direct, or excitatory, pathway of the basal gan-
glia.

Group Differences in Intrinsic Connectivity
In addition to the modulatory connectivity, group differences
were also investigated across all other connectivity parame-
ters in the modulatory model, that is, those encapsulated in
matrices A and C of Eq. 1. The comparison was carried out
using the same procedure outlined in the previous section. No
significant differences were found in functional connectivity
between PD and Controls in either model. This lack of effect
is broadly consistent with the general lack of effect that is re-
ported in the literature, and is consistent with the specificity
of PD in targeting the basal ganglia

Discussion
In this paper, we have shown that cognitive architectures can
be applied in clinical neuroscience to identify abnormal pat-
terns of brain activity that are characteristic of neurologi-
cal diseases, such as PD. Specifically, we have show that
by adapting the consensus architecture known as the Com-
mon Model of Cognition (Laird et al., 2017), we could suc-
cessfully identify abnormal patterns of functional connec-
tivity in PD patients, which have proven otherwise elusive
when bottom-up approaches were attempted. The direction of
the results, with PD patients exhibiting greater inhibition of
cortico-cortical connectivity from the basal ganglia, are also
consistent with the known etiology of the disease.

These results should be considered in light of a number
of limitations. The first being that they were derived from a
reasonable but still small number of individuals. Further, the
method used for resting-state DCM does not allow for dy-
namic changes in effective connectivity. It uses data from the
entire 10 minute resting-state scan to create a single account
of brain connectivity. We understand that this account is in
part naive, as the brain fluctuates throughout resting, and see
this as an area for future research.

These limitations notwithstanding, we believe that our re-
sults have several implications. First, our results demonstrate
the potential of using cognitive architectures in the domain
of clinical neuroscience. By distilling decades of brain and
cognitive research, cognitive architectures provide a funda-
mental tool to implement a-priori hypotheses and informed
dimensionality reduction in the analysis of brain data for pa-
tients.

At the same, our findings provide further credibility to the
Common Model of Cognition. Specifically, they show that
it can be applied to resting-state as well as task-based neu-
roimaging data, significantly expanding its application and
bringing it into the fold of contemporary approaches in neu-
roscience.

Finally, our results also suggest important modifications to
the Common Model of Cognition. Specifically, they suggest
that the CMC should be revised to explicitly include the mod-
ulatory role of the basal ganglia as part of the function of the
Procedural Memory component.
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You said something about me: Contextual self-relevance during a first encounter
with a face impacts later face recognition
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Abstract

Self-relevant information (i.e. related to the observer) is better remembered than other-relevant information. However, it
remains to be seen how self-relevance during an initial social encounter can impact later face recognition. We presented
63 participants with sentences describing an opinion varying in self-relevance (self/other-relevant) and valence (posi-
tive/negative), followed by neutral face pictures of each opinion holder. Eye-tracking ensured the sentences were read
and participants rated the valence and affective arousal of how each face made them feel. Participants then completed a
surprise recognition task for the target faces. Recognition accuracy was greater when faces were preceded by self-relevant
than other-relevant sentences, and these faces were more arousing. Sentence self-relevance and valence interacted to affect
participant valence ratings of the face, but not recognition accuracy. This indicates that initial social encounters can have
a lasting effect on ones memory of another person, producing an enhanced memory trace of that individual.
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Abstract

We frequently use social information when making decisions.
For instance, other people may know more about a problem
than we do, so we might update our initial beliefs in light of
their opinions. The epistemic value of these social cues de-
pends in part on their informational independence. People
should thus be sensitive to nonindependence in their weighting
of social information. However, the current literature yields
conflicting results. In one recent study, participants valued so-
cial information less when it was nonindependent; in another,
participants were insensitive to nonindependence. We identify
possible causes of this inconsistency, and present an experi-
mental paradigm that aims to fill these gaps. Then, in a study
(N=200) with pre-registered hypotheses and analyses, we find
that participants were not sensitive to cue dependence. We
highlight the relevance of this finding for the modern media
context, where nonindependence of both traditional and social
media sources can lead to the spread of bias or false belief.
Keywords: decision making; social information; cognitive
bias; belief updating; independence;

When making decisions in the face of uncertainty, we of-
ten benefit from learning other people’s beliefs (Boyd, Rich-
erson, & Henrich, 2011; Farrell, 2011; Heyes, 2018; Mayo-
Wilson, Zollman, & Danks, 2013; Morgan & Laland, 2012;
Toyokawa, Whalen, & Laland, 2019; Tump, Wolf, Krause,
& Kurvers, 2018). On the other hand, this social informa-
tion can lead to groupthink (Kerr & Tindale, 2004), herd-
ing (Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, & Helbing, 2011), infor-
mation cascades (Anderson & Holt, 1997), failure to explore
sufficiently (Yahosseini, Reijula, Molleman, & Moussaı̈d,
2018; Zollman, 2010), or suppression of useful information
(Gigone & Hastie, 1993; Stasser & Titus, 1985).

Optimal epistemic outcomes thus require a balance be-
tween the costs and benefits of social learning (Bernstein,
Shore, & Lazer, 2018; Rendell et al., 2011; Toyokawa et al.,
2019; Yahosseini & Moussaı̈d, 2019). One factor affecting
the value of social learning — and thus the above balance —
is informational independence (Hahn, von Sydow, & Merdes,
2019; Ladha, 1992). If you heard from ten people that they
all predicted the same party would win an election, you would
be less impressed by this apparent consensus if you found out
that they had all just read it in the same newspaper than if they
had all formed this belief independently.

The question, then, is whether people are sensitive to infor-
mational independence when incorporating social cues into
their own beliefs. This is a pressing question, given the con-
centration of media outlets in the hands of a small group of

moguls (Sweney, 2015, October 21), or the grave potential
for the spread of misinformation online (Acerbi, 2019; Har-
vey et al., 2018; Pennycook et al., 2019).

Unfortunately, recent work yields conflicting results.
Mercier and Miton (2019, MM) found that participants
were sensitive to informational independence, while Yousif,
Aboody, and Keil (2019, YAK) found that they were not. We
aim to identify possible reasons for this inconsistency, and
offer a new experimental paradigm that balances ecological
validity with experimental control. Then, in an experimen-
tal study with pre-registered hypotheses and analyses, we test
whether participants are sensitive to cue independence.

In both focal studies (MM, YAK) participants saw social
information before making a judgment. Using ‘source’ to
mean the ultimate or primary source of the information, most
distant from the point of view of the participant, and ‘cue’
to mean the secondary source, nearest the participant, both
studies contrasted a condition with informational dependence
(with cues reflecting the same source) and a condition with
informational independence (Fig. 1a).

The stimuli in MM were vignettes where social cues
(friends Julia, Rob and Olivia) either reported their opinion
of a restaurant (e.g., Julia: ‘I don’t think it’s great.’), or re-
ported their opinion as well as that a common source (Ju-
lia: ‘I don’t think it’s great. Peter told me it was disappoint-
ing.’). MM found that participants weighted social informa-
tion less when their social cues were dependent than when
they were independent. The cues in YAK were newspapers
discussing the future of the Japanese economy. The sources
were economists quoted in the newspapers. In the dependent
condition, all newspapers that were positive about the econ-
omy quoted the same economist, and all that were negative
quoted another. In the independent condition, each newspa-
per quoted a separate economist. YAK found that partici-
pants’ responses were not sensitive to cue independence.

Neither schema in Fig. 1a offers a clean test of our ques-
tion: whether people are sensitive to informational indepen-
dence in social information. Firstly, the type of information
presented by MM is not consistent across conditions (which
could just as well be described as ‘source present’ vs. ‘source
absent’). A plausible implication is that the cues’ opinions
are based on hearsay in the dependent condition, but on direct
experience in the independent condition. Thus, their results
might be driven by epistemic modality rather than source in-
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representations of the informational dependencies in the focal studies. Triangles represent sources and
squares represent cues. Emoji symbolise positive or negative opinions about a restaurant (MM) or the future of the Japanese
economy (YAK). Arrows represent the flow of information. (b) Our experimental interface. Prior to this point, the participant
has been introduced to the town where these characters live, has been told about Linda Jones running for mayor, and has
provided their initial estimate of Linda’s chances of winning. Now, they are being shown the social information. Here, there is
high informational dependency: most townspeople are watching the same channel. The townspeople’s opinions are shown using
the same response scale that the participant uses, varying from ‘very unlikely’ to ‘very likely’. To highlight these responses,
the scale turns redder for lower values and greener for higher values. It is clear that the people think Linda’s chances are low.
The participant is currently providing their final likelihood estimate (here, estimating Linda’s chances at 64%). The ballot icon
(lower right) reminds participants that they are predicting an election outcome.

dependence. The cues’ opinions and their choice of source
are perfectly correlated in YAK. It is not clear whether the
newspapers are reporting neutrally what relevant experts have
said, or whether the editors are taking a stance, and have
intentionally chosen to quote experts that agree with their
stance. This may imply different things about the source’s
expertise. Since assumptions about neutrality or source ex-
pertise may compete with source independence in evaluating
social information, we manipulate whether participants are
told that the cues intentionally chose their sources, or that the
sources were randomly assigned.

Unlike MM and YAK, we make a firm distinction between
cues and sources: our participants are told each cue’s opin-
ion, and are shown what source each cue got their information
from, but are not told the sources’ opinions. Thus, our schema
is close to YAK (Fig. 1a), except that our sources’ opinions
are not revealed. This allows us to independently manipulate
informational dependence and social opinions, while keeping
epistemic modality constant. In our paradigm, participants
are given social information about cartoon people who are
watching the news on TV (Fig. 1b). The cartoons’ opinions
are revealed after the news broadcast, and participants can
straightforwardly see what channel each person is watching
(thus indicating informational dependencies), but the partici-
pant cannot hear the news anchors talking.

In addition to these schematic issues, there are differences
between the focal studies that may well be confounds. For

instance, the null results in YAK might reflect the cogni-
tive effort required for reading long, technical texts (or re-
flect concomitant inattentiveness). In our paradigm (Fig. 1b),
text is kept to a minimum, and information about social cues
and their (in-)dependence is presented in an accessible visual
manner. Thus, if we find no sensitivity to informational inde-
pendence, we can rule out cognitive effort as the cause.

MM measure beliefs (how good the restaurant is), whereas
YAK measure confidence in beliefs (how confident they are
in the belief that the economy will improve). To illustrate
the distinction: you can believe there is a 50% chance that a
fair coin will come up heads, but have 100% confidence that
this is correct. Consequently, we collect both belief estimates
and confidence. If confidence is less influenced by social in-
formation than the beliefs themselves, that might explain the
contrasting results in those studies.

Both focal studies only measure participants’ final beliefs,
after seeing social information. However, our core concern
is social weighting: how much participants adjust towards
social information. Thus, in line with Molleman, Kurvers,
and van den Bos (2019), we employ a multi-stage approach,
where participants provide an initial belief, then receive social
information, then provide a final belief. This affords explicit
measurement of how much people adjust their beliefs in light
of social information, and thus how much weight they have
accorded to the social information (Molleman et al., 2019).

Finally, there are stable individual differences in people’s
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tendency to make use of social information (Molleman et al.,
2019; Toelch, Bruce, Newson, Richerson, & Reader, 2014),
though Olsen, Roepstorff, and Bang (2019) identify some
contexts in which this tendency can be more flexible. The
question, then, is whether informational independence is such
a context. If not, these stable tendencies might explain the in-
sensitivity observed by YAK. To test this, we incorporate a
measure of participants’ baseline social information use.

In sum, recent evidence concerning people’s sensitiv-
ity to informational dependency in social cues is incon-
clusive. We have identified several possible explanations
of this inconsistency, and have outlined how our paradigm
addresses these gaps. We pre-registered four hypotheses
(https://osf.io/9pmqy). (H1) If people’s evaluation of social
cues is sensitive to informational dependency, participants
will adjust their estimates more when sources of social in-
formation are diverse than when they are homogeneous; (H2)
Participants will be sensitive to whether sources are intention-
ally selected vs. randomly assigned; (H3) The effect of infor-
mational dependency will be larger for people’s likelihood
ratings than for their confidence ratings; (H4) By including
a measure of baseline social information use as a covariate
in a regression, we will be better able to detect an effect of
condition.

Methods
Participants
We recruited 200 participants (mean age 37; 103 male, 92
female, 5 self-described or skipped the question on gender)
via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Our sample size
calculation was pre-registered (https://osf.io/9pmqy). Partici-
pation was managed by Turkprime (Litman, Robinson, & Ab-
berbock, 2017), and was limited to those with IP addresses in
the USA, with approval ratings higher than 95%. Participants
provided informed consent, and the study received ethical ap-
proval from the University of London. Participants were paid
$2.20 (mean study duration: 12.4 minutes).

Procedure
A demonstration of the experiment is available at https://
guarded-coast-18242.herokuapp.com/demo. Partici-
pants undertook a simple English test, motivated by wor-
ries about data quality on Mechanical Turk, driven by users
with poor English (Kennedy, Clifford, Burleigh, Waggoner,
& Jewell, 2018). We excluded data from 3 participants who
scored lower than 80% on this test (a pre-registered criterion).

Participants then undertook 5 trials of the BEAST task
(Molleman et al., 2019), to provide an index of their base-
line tendency to use social information. On each trial, 50–
130 small images of animals were presented for 6 seconds.
Participants provided an estimate of how many animals they
saw. They were then shown the estimate of another person
(from a pilot study). Participants then provided a final esti-
mate. Their baseline social information use is the difference
between their initial and final estimate, as a proportion of the

difference between their initial estimate and the social infor-
mation, averaged across trials.

Next, participants practiced using our response scales to
rate whether or not a scenario is morally acceptable (e.g.,
spanking children) or likely (e.g., a Democrat becoming the
next governor of their state), and to rate confidence. They
did four practice trials. Two of these had an intersubjectively
agreed answer (whether genocide is bad, and whether Ronald
McDonald is likely to become next president of the USA).
We pre-registered an exclusion criterion for these trials, and
excluded 27 participants (2 of whom had failed the English
test anyway). This exclusion does not alter our conclusions.

Then, in our experimental task, participants were intro-
duced to three fictional American towns. For each town, they
were given a moral scenario (e.g., ‘The people of Greenville
have been thinking about whether cannabis should be decrim-
inalized. In general, how do you view decriminalization of
cannabis?’) and a prediction scenario (e.g., ‘Bob Smith is one
of two candidates running for mayor of Greenville. His plat-
form involves increasing the town’s education budget, build-
ing more bicycle paths, and instituting equal pay. How likely
do you think Bob Smith is to win?’).

For each scenario, they provided an initial estimate of their
belief and confidence. They were shown 5 cartoon townspeo-
ple (the social cues). They were told that the townspeople get
all their information from TV (the sources). Informational in-
dependence was manipulated by varying the number of chan-
nels shown (e.g., only two channels in Fig. 1b). The TVs dis-
played animated news anchors. The townspeople’s beliefs
concerning the scenario were shown with the same scale that
the participant had used. We checked that participants were
attending to the social information (e.g., asking them to click
on the townsperson with the strongest belief). Participants
provided a final estimate of their belief and confidence.

To reduce the chance that participants became aware of the
key manipulation, four of the six trials were distractors (all
three moral scenarios, and one of the prediction scenarios),
where the townspeople’s responses might agree or disagree
with the participant’s initial response, and where the num-
ber of TV channels shown varied between two and four. In
the experimental trials (two prediction scenarios), the towns-
people were shown disagreeing with the participant’s initial
estimate, so that there was ample scope for the participant to
adjust their opinion in the direction of the social information.
As a within-subjects condition, one of these experimental tri-
als had high informational independence (4 channels shown,
so two townspeople were watching the same channel) and
one had low informational independence (2 channels shown,
so 4 townspeople were watching the same channel). As a
between-subjects condition, participants were either told that
the channels were randomly selected, or that the townspeople
had chosen their most trusted channel. Finally, participants
provided basic demographic information.
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Results
We begin with pre-registered analyses (we depart from the
pre-registration only in using mixed-effects regressions in
place of fixed-effects regressions at the request of a reviewer;
this has no effect on our conclusions). Our core question is
whether participants’ weighting of social information is sen-
sitive to informational diversity. In particular, if MM are
right, we would expect that participants weight social infor-
mation less when there is low informational independence
than when there is high informational independence (H1). To
measure people’s weighting of social information, we calcu-
lated their belief adjustment in a similar way to the aforemen-
tioned BEAST task (Molleman et al., 2019): the difference
between final and initial estimate, as a proportion of the dif-
ference between the initial estimate and the mean of the social
cues. We modelled the effect of informational independence
on social weighting with a linear regression. The effect of
informational diversity was not significant (linear regression
b = −0.01 bootstrapped 95% CIs [−0.06, 0.04], SE = 0.03,
t = −0.29, p = .78), and the difference between conditions
was small (Fig. 2a).

We wondered if the different results in the focal stud-
ies might be due to participants making inferences about
source quality (e.g., that a newspaper had quoted a particu-
lar economist because of their expertise in the matter). If so,
we hypothesized that participants’ social weighting would be
sensitive to source choice — whether the sources were inten-
tionally chosen or randomly assigned (H2). We modelled the
effect of source choice on social weighting with a linear re-
gression. The effect of source choice was not significant (lin-
ear regression b = 0.01 bootstrapped 95% CIs [−0.09, 0.11],
SE = 0.05, t = 0.22, p = .83), and again, the difference be-
tween conditions was small (Fig. 2b).

If the null results in YAK are driven by their use of con-
fidence ratings (vs. belief ratings in MM), then adjustment
should be lower for confidence ratings than the other esti-
mates (H3). Since there is no social information on confi-
dence (unlike for the belief estimates for H1 & H2), we can-
not use a proportional measure of adjustment. Instead, we
calculated the absolute change in rating for each scale (belief
estimate and confidence) and modeled the effect of scale type
and informational diversity on absolute change. There was
a significant main effect of scale type (b = 0.18 bootstrapped
95% CIs [0.15, 0.21], SE = 0.02, t = 10.79, p< .001). Partic-
ipants adjusted their belief estimates significantly more than
their confidence ratings (Fig. 2c). However, there was no sig-
nificant main effect of source diversity (b= 0.01 bootstrapped
95% CIs [−0.01, 0.04], SE = 0.02, t = 0.53, p = .59) and
no significant interaction (b = −0.02 bootstrapped 95% CIs
[−0.07, 0.02], SE = 0.023, t = −0.8, p = .42). Thus, the
insensitivity to informational diversity is not explained by the
different response types.

Finally, since there are individual differences in people’s
tendency to use social information, we wondered if includ-
ing a measure of this baseline tendency as a covariate in our
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Figure 2: Plots of pre-registered hypotheses (a) Participants’
social weighting (proportional adjustment) was not sensitive
to informational dependence; (b) Participants’ social weight-
ing was not sensitive to how the sources were selected; (c)
Participants adjusted the confidence scales less than the be-
lief estimate scales; (d) Participants’ baseline social weight-
ing tendency (the BEAST measure) did not predict their so-
cial weighting in our experimental tasks.

regressions might change the above conclusions (H4). We
modeled the effects of source diversity and the BEAST mea-
sure on social weighting (outcome measure calculated as for
H1, H2) with a linear regression. There was no significant
main effect of the BEAST measure (b = 0, bootstrapped 95%
CIs [−0.37, 0.39], SE = 0.2, t = −0.02, p = .986). Includ-
ing the BEAST measure in the regression did not reveal a
main effect of source diversity (b = 0.04, bootstrapped 95%
CIs [−0.11, 0.18], SE = 0.07, t = 0.54, p = .58). There was
no significant interaction (b = −0.16, bootstrapped 95% CIs
[−0.57, 0.30], SE = 0.21, t =−0.78, p = .43, Fig. 2d).

We shift now to exploratory analyses. Our conclusions
above support the claim by YAK that people are not gener-
ally sensitive to informational diversity (in their terms, do not
distinguish between a true and a false consensus). However,
what reason do we have to suppose that these results are not
driven by inattentive or random responding? Here, we exam-
ine signatures of data quality, checking that this null result
reflects people’s sincere responses.

People adjusted towards the social cues overall (mean pro-
portional change > 0, Fig. 2a). If they were disregarding
the social cues or answering randomly, this would be un-
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likely. Further, we included practice trials with intersubjec-
tively correct answers (see Procedure). 87.5% of participants
responded correctly to these questions, and the remaining
13.5% (a failure rate not at all remarkable for online studies)
were dropped from analysis.

We compare experimental trials (election predictions,
where social cues disagreed with the participant’s initial es-
timate) and distractor trials (either moral issues, or where
social cues agreed with the participant). We expect partic-
ipants to be more confident in their moral beliefs than in
their election predictions. Participants reported higher ini-
tial confidence in their morality judgments (mean confidence
= 0.85) than in their election predictions (mean confidence =
0.61, bootstrapped 95% CIs for difference in means: [0.20,
0.27]). We expect moral beliefs to be less susceptible to
change. Participants adjusted their beliefs for prediction tri-
als (mean change = 0.29) more than for morality trials (mean
change = 0.16, bootstrapped 95% CIs for difference in means:
[0.11, 0.15]). We expect that participants would adjust less
for agreement trials than for disagreement ones. The change
in belief was lower for agreement trials (mean change =
0.09) than for disagreement ones (mean change = 0.36, boot-
strapped 95% CIs for difference in means: [0.24, 0.28]).

Finally, we check for ideological consistency. People ap-
proving of tougher immigration policy were more likely to
disapprove of tougher gun-licence background checks (linear
regression b =−0.55, SE = 0.08, t =−6.99, p < .001); were
less likely to think that a mayoral candidate running on a lib-
eral platform would win (b = −0.11, SE = 0.04, t = −3.08,
p = .002); but were more likely to think that a candidate with
a conservative platform would win (b = 0.12, SE = 0.05,
t = 2.71, p = .007). Thus, their beliefs appear consistent.
Overall, this pattern of responses suggests that participants
responded sincerely and honestly.

Discussion
If people integrate social information into their individual
beliefs, then the weighting of the information should opti-
mally be sensitive to its informational independence (Hahn
et al., 2019; Ladha, 1992). However, recent empirical work
on this has yielded contradictory results: (Yousif et al., 2019,
YAK) found that people were not sensitive to independence;
(Mercier & Miton, 2019, MM) that they were. We have devel-
oped an experimental paradigm that aims to overcome some
gaps in these focal studies, and to explore whether certain
differences between them might explain this contradiction.

Our data support the finding by YAK: our participants were
not sensitive to informational independence in updating their
beliefs. None of the potential factors we identified (whether
intentionally choosing a source implies anything about source
quality; whether rating beliefs rather than confidence in be-
liefs makes a difference; and whether people’s baseline ten-
dency to weight social information explains their insensitiv-
ity to our main manipulation) did anything to alter this con-
clusion. We presented several exploratory analyses suggest-

ing that our participants responded sincerely and honestly, in
which case this result seems to be a genuine failure to incor-
porate the relevant information into their decision making.

Why, then, did we find no significant difference, unlike
MM? We suggested that MM’s design implies a difference
in epistemic modality (direct experience vs. hearsay). Their
focus is on ‘evolutionary valid cues’, ones that our brains
evolved to attend to and to process. They argue that hearsay is
such a cue. Without disagreeing with this specific claim, we
note that this represents a confound for our particular ques-
tion, since the kind of information presented is not consistent
across their conditions (Fig. 1a). In more recent work (Altay,
Claidière, & Mercier, 2020), Mercier and colleagues argue
that the ‘friend of a friend’ attribution is a important factor in
social transmission. In that case, our choice of stimuli — peo-
ple watching TV, rather than people reporting their friends’
beliefs — might explain our results.

Why should it matter if people are insensitive to noninde-
pendence? Nonindependence plays a role in social phenom-
ena such as denial of climate change (Harvey et al., 2018), but
it is just one of many factors, and the interaction between such
factors is doubtless complex (Hahn, Harris, & Corner, 2016).
To have any hope of understanding such complex phenomena
‘in the wild’, it is important to also try understand the individ-
ual factors, such as sensitivity to informational independence,
in controlled conditions. For instance, an agent-based simu-
lation shows that throttling social information, by increasing
independence, boosts group epistemic outcomes — a benefit
of ‘transient diversity’ (Zollman, 2010). However, if human
biases mean that we fail to exploit the benefits of such diver-
sity, then advice gained from normative approaches (such as
computational models) might not translate into concrete ben-
efits.

Turning to the broader context, is it surprising that people
were insensitive to statistical nonindependence? Kahneman
and Tversky (1972) showed that people do not typically in-
corporate sample size into their judgments of probability. In-
sensitivity to the nonindependence of a sample – much like
the size of the sample – may just mean that human cognition
is prone to process statistical information suboptimally.

Finally, our main motivation in including the BEAST mea-
sure (Molleman et al., 2019) was to provide a baseline mea-
sure of individuals’ tendency to use social information. It is
somewhat surprising that this measure did not correlate with
social information weighting in our experimental task, espe-
cially since Toelch et al. (2014) report a moderate correlation
(r = .29) in individuals’ social information across two quite
different tasks. We note briefly that, unlike Molleman et al.,
we did not remind participants of their own initial estimates
while they were making their final estimate, but otherwise
leave this problem for future research.
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Abstract 

 
To acquire the meaning of a verb, language learners not only 
need to find the correct mapping between a specific verb and 
an action or event in the world, but also infer the underlying 
relational meaning that the verb encodes.  Most verb naming 
instances in naturalistic contexts are highly ambiguous as many 
possible actions can be embedded in the same scenario and 
many possible verbs can be used to describe those actions. To 
understand whether learners can find the correct verb meaning 
from referentially ambiguous learning situations, we conducted 
three experiments using the Human Simulation Paradigm with 
adult learners. Our results suggest that although finding the 
right verb meaning from one learning instance is hard, there is 
a statistical solution to this problem. When provided with 
multiple verb learning instances all referring to the same verb, 
learners are able to aggregate information across situations and 
gradually converge to the correct semantic space. Even in cases 
where they may not guess the exact target verb, they can still 
discover the right meaning by guessing a similar verb that is 
semantically close to the ground truth. 
 
Keywords: verb learning, action verb, Human Simulation 
Paradigm, statistical learning, cross-situational learning 
 
 

Introduction 
Children’s early vocabularies are composed of 
overwhelmingly more nouns than verbs (Goldin-Meadow, 
Seligman, & Gelman, 1976).  Many experimental studies on 
language acquisition have supported the claims that nouns 
and verbs are learned differently and that verbs are 
universally more difficult to learn than nouns (Bornstein et 
al., 2004). One explanation for this verb disadvantage is that 
to acquire the meaning of a verb,  learners not only face the 
problem of finding the correct mapping between a verb and 
an action or event in the world, but also the problem of 
inferring the underlying relational meaning that the verb 
encodes (Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001; Snedeker & 
Gleitman, 2004). To do so, verb learners need to discover 
how their native language combines and lexicalizes many 
elements of meaning encoded in a single verb (Gentner, 
1982).  

 To give a concrete example of this inherent difficulty in 
learning action verbs compared with learning concrete nouns: 
Imagine a parent-child toy play scenario wherein the parent 
is watching her child play with a toy cube by holding it and 
turning it around. While watching, the parent says a new 

word that the child has never heard before. If the new word 
is an object name, it is easy to infer that the parent is very 
likely to refer to the cube played by the child at the moment. 
If the word is an action verb, there are a number of possible 
verbs that could be used to perfectly describe the situation 
(e.g. “hold”, “play”, “show”, “twist” and “turn”), any of those 
actions could be the target referent for the heard verb. For 
children who do not yet understand verb meanings, verb 
learning introduces a harder problem compared with noun 
learning, in that it requires not only finding the correct action-
carrying object as a referent, but also uncovering the 
meanings of the verb in an ambiguous context.  

One way to solve the ambiguity problem in early word 
learning is through cross-situational learning. Several recent 
studies have shown that both children and adults are good at 
using cross-situational consistency to figure out the correct 
word-object mappings (Horst, Scott, & Pollard, 2010; 
Trueswell, Medina, Hafri & Gleitman, 2013; Smith, Smith, 
& Blythe, 2011; Smith & Yu, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2007; 
Zhang, Chen, & Yu, 2019). When language learners see 
multiple referents and hear multiple words simultaneously, it 
is not possible for them to learn the mappings between 
individual words and objects in a single learning instance. 
However, the correct word-referent mappings will emerge 
over multiple learning instances as they are likely to co-occur 
more frequently than incorrect ones. In one study on object-
name learning, Smith and Yu (2008) found that 12 to 14-
months-olds infants successfully associate object names with 
their corresponding objects in a cross-situational learning 
task. In addition, the cross-situational learning solution also 
seems to apply to verb learning. Childers and Paik (2009) 
found that 2- to 3-year-old can learn novel verbs by watching 
multiple visual events with different objects preserving the 
same action. Scott and Fisher (2012) also showed that 2.5-
year-olds are able to use cross-situational statistics to find the 
correct verb-action mappings. Even though young children 
can use cross-situational statistics to learn new action verbs 
in well-controlled experimental contexts, there is evidence 
suggesting that solving this problem is not so easy in more 
naturalistic contexts. In contrast to concrete tokens of events 
used in well-controlled experiments, there is no clear 
indicator of event boundaries in naturalistic learning 
situations. Therefore, “packaging” the elements of meanings 
in the real world can be very challenging, and even adult 
learners have trouble mapping verbs to actions in those 
contexts (Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer,1999). 
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In Gillette et al.’s classic “human simulation” study, adult 
participants were asked to watch video clips of mothers 
interacting with their children. Each video clip contains 
moments when mothers uttered either a noun or a verb.  The 
sound of each video was muted, and a beep was inserted at 
the onset of the target word. Participants were asked to guess 
which word the mother had said indicated by the beep after 
watching a sequence of clips all referring to the same target 
word. Although participants were given the opportunity to 
aggregate information cross-situationally, they were only 
able to guess 45% of the nouns and 15% of the verbs 
correctly. This finding highlights that naturalistic learning 
situations can be highly ambiguous, especially for verbs 
(Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999).  

Since verb learning situations are inherently ambiguous 
and many verbs can be used to describe the same situation, 
inferring the exact verbs mothers in the videos had said can 
be very challenging. However, this does not rule out the 
possibility that learners may still gain useful information 
related to the intended verb meaning from scene observations. 
We still do not know whether learners are able to integrate 
visually grounded information from multiple learning scenes 
and narrow down the semantic space to gradually identify the 
right verb meaning they need to learn. This is an important 
theoretical question, as one prerequisite to verb learning is to 
attend and individuate actions and relations in the 
environment. In order to uncover verb meanings, learners 
must first learn to perceive events in the world in ways that 
align with the concepts embedded in their native language.  

To test this idea, we designed a set of experiments using 
the Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP) originally developed 
by Gillette et al. (1999). Although adult learners in HSP may 
not be a perfect model for child learners, understanding how 
they process statistical information can still provide valuable 
insights on what statistical information in the environment 
can be used by young learners for early word learning. To 
closely approximate the input that young children perceive in 
everyday learning contexts, we used the video data from the 
child’s first-person view, collected using head-mounted 
cameras. Recent studies have shown that infants’ own 
egocentric views contain unique properties and distributions 
that are very different from adults’ views, which may be 
critical for successful learning (Yurovsky, Smith, & Yu, 
2013; Bambach, Crandall, Smith, & Yu, 2018).  

Three experiments were conducted in the present study. In 
Experiment 1, we extracted verb naming instances from 
parent-child joint play (Figure 1) and quantified the degree of 
ambiguity in those instances by asking participants to guess 
the verb being uttered in each instance. The results from 
Experiment 1 was used to select a set of ambiguous instances 
for Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 2, we asked 
participants to watch a sequence of verb naming instances, all 
referring to the same target verb, and examined whether the 
learners could infer the correct verb using aggregated 
information across multiple instances. Because more than 
one verb can be potentially used to describe the same scene, 
our goal for Experiment 3 was to measure the semantic 

distances of participants’ verb choices and then to examine 
whether learners gradually learn the correct semantic space 
even though the exact word they chose might not be the target 
verb.  

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 was designed to measure the degrees of 
ambiguity of a set of verb-naming instances extracted from 
naturalistic parent-child toy play. We then used those 
baseline measures to select a subset of ambiguous learning 
instances as training data for Experiment 2.  

Method 
Participants Fifty undergraduate students (34 female, M = 
19.65 y.o., SD = 1.42) were included. All participants were 
recruited via university subject pool and received credits for 
their participation.  
 
Stimuli The video corpus included thirty-two parent-child 
(child age: M = 19.07 m.o., SD = 3.14,  range: 12.3-25.3 m.o.) 
dyads’ play sessions, in which parent-child dyads were asked 
to play with a set of toys as they naturally would at home for 
ten minutes (Figure 1). The play interaction was recorded 
from the child’s perspective using a head-mounted camera. 
From these play interactions, we first transcribed parent 
speech and then used the transcriptions to identify the 
moments when parents uttered verbs during play. Among all 
the verbs mentioned in parent speech, we focused on concrete 
action verbs with visually grounded verb meanings as they 
are among the first set of verbs that children learn (Naigles & 
Hoff, 1998).  
 

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup. Parent and child played with a 
set of toys together in a naturalistic environment. Child’s 
egocentric view video (Upper left) used in the current is 
captured by the head-mounted camera wore by the child. 
Screenshots of two verb instances “stack” and “fall” are 
shown on the right. 
 

Two hundred and ninety-three naming-moment vignettes 
from the child’s view were selected. The target referents 
include 11 action verbs (“eat”, “stack”, “knock”, “fit”, 
“drive”, “cut”, “fall”, “turn”, “put”, “hold”, “shake”). Each 
verb had at least twelve naming instances. To avoid the 
possibility that learners performed cross-situational learning 
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in this baseline condition, we pseudo-randomized the trials so 
that both the same target verb and the same dyad would not 
appear consecutively. As a result, the average number of 
trials between two same-target trials was 11.56, which made 
it unlikely for learners to aggregate information across trials.  

The original sound of each video was muted, and the verb 
was replaced by a beep at the onset of the label. All vignettes 
were 5 seconds long, with the name’s onset occurring at 
exactly the third second. Four additional vignettes with 
varying difficulties were included as training examples 
before the experiment to make sure participants understood 
the task. 

 
Instructions and Procedure 
We divided all 293 videos into 3 short 20-min sessions. 
Participants were instructed to carefully watch some muted 
short videos of parents playing toys with their children and 
then guess the intended verb at the moment of parent naming 
indicated by the beep. They were told to guess concrete 
action verbs and enter correctly spelled English verbs in the 
present tense. Each video was only played once, and 
participants had 20 seconds to enter their best guess after 
watching each video. No feedback was provided. Among 50 
students who participated, 37 did one session, 9 did two and 
4 did all three sessions. All participants completed one 
session within 20 min.  

 
Results & Discussion 
Quantifying ambiguity The set of naming vignettes vary in 
their degrees of ambiguity. As shown in Figure 2A, over 70% 
of instances are highly ambiguous with less than 40% 
accuracy. In about 34% of cases, no participants guessed the 
target verb right. Only in about 3% of instances, almost all 
participants guessed the target verb right. This result showed 
that although we only preselected concrete actions that were 
directly observable, in most cases, guessing the exact verb 
being uttered was still challenging as participants could come 
up with many suitable verbs to describe the same perceptual 

information observed  from the video. This finding supports 
the argument that verb learning is an inherently challenging 
task. 
 
Trial Selection After measuring each trial’s learning 
accuracy, we defined those trials with less than 40% accuracy 
as ambiguous trials. Among those trials, we selected 30 trials 
(M = 0.13, SD = 0.12) with varying degrees of ambiguity for 
Experiment 2 (Figure 2B).  These 30 trials contain 5 unique 
target verbs (“knock”, “put”, “turn”, “fall”, “hold”), and each 
verb has 6 different ambiguous vignettes.  
 

Experiment 2 
We designed Experiment 2 to examine verb learning when 
learners were presented with a sequence of ambiguous 
learning situations all referring to the same target verb. 
Specifically, we aim to answer two questions: 1) can 
participants learn the right referent? 2) how likely are they to 
converge to one referent across trials? 
 
Method 
Participants Seventy-three undergraduate students recruited 
via university subject pool (37 female, M = 19.57, SD = 2.62) 
were included in the final sample for data analyses. None of 
them had participated in Experiment 1. 
 
Stimuli Thirty ambiguous trials (Figure 2B) selected based 
on baseline measures from Experiment 1. These trials were 
grouped into 5 blocks with 6 trials in each block, all referring 
to the same target verb. Two versions were created with 
different trial and block orders to avoid arbitrary item effects.  
 
Instruction and Procedure Similar to that of Experiment 1, 
participants were told that they would be trying to guess some 
verbs by watching blocks of videos of mothers playing with 
the children. They were aware that all videos within a block 
were naming the same object and their task was to guess the 
referred action right after watching each video.  Throughout 

Figure 2. (A) Distribution of guess accuracy across all 293 verb instances. Learning accuracy showed a left skewed 
distribution. Trials with less than 40% of accuracy (blue) were considered ambiguous. (B) Among those ambiguous trials, 
30 (5 referents, 6 instances per referent) were selected for Experiment 2. 
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the trials, they could change their guess within a block at any 
given trial. However, if they believed their previous answer 
was correct, they could choose the same answer again. They 
were not allowed to go back and change their previous 
answers and were not given any feedback. After each block, 
a prompt would appear to remind participants to get ready for 
the next block of trials.  
 
Results & Discussion 
Accuracy of Cross-Situational Learning To quantify 
learning of the correct target verb, we subtracted the learning 
accuracies of individual trials with the baseline measures of 
those trials, which allowed us to directly measure the 
potential improvement of learning as learners aggregate more 
information trial by trial. As shown in Figure 3A, we found 
that participants’ first trial improvement was close to zero, 
which validated our baseline measure. However, this number 
increased to 11.7% on Trial 4 and to 19.2% on Trial 6. To 
formally test the improvement over trials, we fit a mixed-
effects logistic regression predicting accuracy from trial 
number with a random effect of subject and version. This 
model revealed a highly significant main effect of trial 
number (β =.32, p < .001) over the baseline accuracy (β =5.7, 
p < .001), indicating significant learning across trials. 

 

      
Figure 3. (A) Percentage of accuracy improvement (± 1 SE) 
across 6 ambiguous naming instances from Experiment 2. (B) 
Percentage of trials that participants current choice is the 
same as their previous choice.  

Figure 4 shows a concrete trial-by-trial example. In this 
example, participants saw 6 trials all referring the to the same 
target verb “put”. On Trial 1, only about 12% of learners 
guessed the correct verb “put” after watching the parent put a 
snowman on a block, their learning accuracy increased to 
almost 20% on Trial 3 after watching another naming 
instance in which the parent put pants on a doll. After 
watching all six naming instances containing the action “put”, 
learners reached 40% accuracy on the last trial. The dramatic 
improvement suggests that learners are making progress 
gradually by integrating what they have seen in previous 
trials. Even though each pre-selected instance is individually 
ambiguous (~13% accuracy), all trials together created a 
much less ambiguous situation for learning. 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Screenshots from the block of trials with the target 
word “put”. Histograms show the learners’ top 4 choices after 
watching each corresponding video. Yellow bars indicate 
target verb accuracy. 
  
Convergence of Cross-Situational Learning Target 
learning result showed that across subjects, more and more 
learners were able to find the correct target in later trials. 
However, we still do not know what the learning pattens look 
like within each subject. How do learners reach the final 
learning state? To answer this question, we want to measure 
whether participants converge to one single choice within a 
block. We counted the number of trials in which participants’ 
choice for the current trial was the same as their previous 
choice (stay rate) regardless of accuracy. As shown in Figure 
3B, on Trial 2, in 32% of cases, participants’ choices for the 
second trial was the same as their previous choices. However, 
their stay rate increased to 58% for Trial 6, meaning that 
learners were more likely to keep their previous choice later 
in a block. To determine whether this difference was 
statistically significant, we fit a mixed effect model, in which 
stay rate was coded as -1 if the previous trial was different, 1 
if it was the same, and 0 for the participant’s first trial. We 
found that trial order is a significant predictor of stay rate (β 
=.15, p < .001). This increase of convergence rate suggests 
that participants are gradually narrowing down their search 
space to find a verb meaning. By accumulating information 
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across trials, they became more certain about their guesses 
and chose to stay with their previous guesses.  

Combining accuracy with stay rate, we found that there 
was an average 38% chance that participants would stay with 
a wrong choice and the rate of staying with a wrong guess 
was higher for later trials (MT5-T6 = 0.50) compared to earlier 
trials (MT1-T2 = 0.28). Thus, with statistical evidence 
accumulated over time, learners always converge on a verb 
regardless of whether it was the target verb. Why did they 
decide to stay with the non-target verb instead of 
continuously searching for the target?  

One hypothesis is that the converged verb and the target 
verb may be very closely related. Information provided in the 
first couple of trials were probably enough for participants to 
find one possible target verb. At this point, even though this 
verb is not the target, it is likely to be semantically close to 
the target. Therefore, learners tended to keep their previous 
wrong choice because the additional information provided in 
later trials was not enough to further resolve this ambiguity. 
In other words, participants were making a reasonable 
mistake by guessing an alternative verb in the same semantic 
space with the target. 

 Here is a concrete example supporting our hypothesis 
from the block of trials with the target word “turn” (Figure 
5). After watching Trial 1 video, participants’ top four 
choices for the correct verb were: “twist”, “point”, “fix” and 
“turn”. On Trial 3, their top four choices became “twist”, 
“turn”, “rotate” and “spin”. The meaning of “twist” and 
“turn” started to emerge after 3 trials. On the last trial, about 
40% of participants picked “twist” as the target and another 
40% of participants picked “turn”. It is obvious that “twist” 
and “turn” are almost identical in terms of the action they are 
describing in these contexts, and learners are clearly 
converging to the right semantic space even though for some 
learners their first choice is not the ground truth target “turn”. 

 

 
Figure 5. Three sample trials with the target word “turn”. 
Histograms show the learners’ top 4 choices after watching 
each corresponding video. Yellow bars indicate target. Green 
bars indicate a semantically close verb. 
 

Experiment 3 
To test the semantic similarity hypothesis described above, 
we first need to quantify the semantic distance between target 
verbs and participants’ choices. We tried two commonly used 
sources of semantic knowledge: WordNet (Wu & Palmer, 
1994) and GloVe (Pennington, Socher & Manning, 2014). 
WordNet is a lexical English database, in which each word is 

assigned one or more synset, representing different meanings 
of the word.  To measure the semantic distances between our 
verb pairs, we manually chose target’s and response’s synsets 
based on the videos. GloVe embeds words in a vector space 
where their relative locations are computed based on co-
occurrences of words in a given corpus. We used the GloVe 
model pretrained on 840B tokens of Common Crawl text to 
create semantic distance measures (Pennington, Socher & 
Manning, 2014). We discovered that both semantic 
knowledge bases failed to capture the relationships of action 
verbs whose similarities can be explicitly observed from 
videos.  
 
Table 1. Semantic distances between target verb “turn” and 
four other popular choices from Experiment 2. Distances are 
ranging from 0-1, low distance (darker shade) indicates high 
similarity. 

 
*WordNet scores were converted so small number means 
high similarity 

 
For example, we measured the semantic distances between 

target verb “turn” and four other choices from Experiment 2 
(Table 1). In both WordNet and GloVe, the word pairs “turn-
twist” and “turn-fix” share very similar semantic distances, 
but based on the perceptually information extracted from 
videos, “twist” should be much more similar to “turn” than 
“fix”. While these verb relationships can be easily identified 
using the visually grounded perceptual information extracted 
from the videos, they are not available in lexical English 
databases. This is probably because word similarities can be 
assessed based on many different dimensions (e.g., syntax, 
semantics, contexts, etc.) and it can be highly dependent on 
the training corpus. Deriving word representation from text 
corpora, which integrate rich multimodal properties is an 
interesting question that is worth further exploration. For our 
current study, due to the lack of suitable semantic similarity 
measure, we opt to ask participants to rate the similarities 
between all possible targets and their responses. Using human 
rating of verb similarity, we examined whether learners were 
aggregating information to find the correct semantic space. 

 
Method 
Participants Forty-one undergraduate students (30 female, 
M = 19.22, SD = 0.94) participated in Experiment 3. All 
participants were recruited via university online subject pool. 
  
Stimuli &Procedure We created a Google form and asked 
participants to rate the semantic distance of 173 target – 
response pairs on a 1-7 Likert scale. Seven means the two 
words were very different (far distance), and 1 means that the 
two words were almost identical (close distance). Participants 
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were told that these verbs were from parent speech during 
naturalistic toy-play. Three additional participants rated all 
pairwise distances between all possible verb pairs. 
 
Results & Discussion 
Semantic Clusters To identify the clusters within the 
semantic structure of participants’ verb choices, we 
subsampled 40 words (containing three target verbs, “turn”, 
“hold” and “knock”) and constructed a 40-by-40 similarity 
matrix wherein each cell is a pairwise similarity measure 
among 40 words. Feeding the similarity matrix into 
Multidimensional scaling (MDS), we visualized the semantic 
space in a 2D plot (Figure 6) created from the similarities 
among the 40 words. This visualization, based on quantitative 
measures, allowed us to see how these verbs were related to 
each other in the same semantic space. As predicted, “twist”, 
“turn” and “rotate” are closely related in the semantic space. 
Similarly, “hit”, “knock”, and “break” are also closely related. 
Verbs like “play”, “change”, “move” are shared among 
clusters, suggesting that they may contain more generic 
meanings and can be broadly applied to a play context. 
 

 
Figure 6. MDS plot showing semantic distances of 40 verbs. 
Three target verbs “turn”, “hold”, “knock” are marked in red, 
green and blue. Each word’s dot color is determined by three 
channels of the RGB values. The three values are weighted 
semantic distance between the word itself to “turn” (R), “hold” 

(G), “knock” (B) respectively. Similar colors and closer 
clustering indicate small semantic distances. 
 
Statistical Learning of Verb Meaning We also used MDS 
plots to show the convergence of verb meaning. Using block 
“turn” as an example (Figure7). On Trial 1, learners’ guesses 
were distributed more diffusely and very few people located 
the right semantic space early on. However, learners started 
to shift towards the right area by either guessing the right 
target “turn” or guessing words like “spin”, “twist”, “rotate”, 
which all share similar meaning to “turn”. On the last trial, 
we can see a clear convergence that the majority of 
participants have found the correct verb meaning. Learners 
cannot further distinguish “turn” and “twist” because the 
visual information extracted from the current videos alone is 
not enough to disambiguate the meaning of the two closely 
related words.  

To further quantify whether participants were learning the 
correct verb meaning by converging to the correct semantic 
space across trials. We measured how semantic distances 
between target and response changed across trials. As shown 
in Table 2, on Trial 1, about 65% of participants’ guesses 
were far away from the target (>4 distance on a 1-7 scale) and 
only 8% of participants guessed the correct target. As learners 
accumulate more information from additional trials, the 
distances between target and response gradually become 
smaller. On Trial 6, about 28% of participants guessed the 
correct target and 35% got close (<4 distance) to the correct 
verb meaning. We fit a mixed effect model predicting 
semantic distance from trial number and we found the model 
to be statistically significant (β =.32, p < .001). 

  
Table 2. Semantic distances between target and response. 
Numbers indicate percentage of instances. 

 

 Figure 7. MDS plots showing semantic distances for 3 “turn” trials. Dot size indicate proportion of guesses. Dot shades 
indicate distance to target. 
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General Discussion 
In this study, we conducted three experiments using HSP and 
found that learning the meaning of concrete action verbs is 
challenging because learners can extract many different 
meanings from watching the same concrete action 
(Experiment 1). However, when shown multiple learning 
instances referring to the same verb, learners can gradually 
discover the correct verb meaning by aggregating 
information across trials (Experiment 2). In some cases, even 
though learners fail to guess the exact target verb at the end, 
they are still converging to a verb that is semantically close 
to the target, indicating that they are still using the 
information accumulated through early trials to locate the 
correct semantic space (Experiment 3). Learners are moving 
towards the correct semantic space by integrating statistical 
information. Although verb learning is challenging, our 
findings suggest a cross-situational solution to solve this 
problem. 

Our findings also provided insights regarding why verbs 
are harder to learn than nouns. Word learning is essentially a 
multimodal mapping problem (Quine’s gavagai problem, 
1960). Learners need to use pieces of information from 
different sensory modalities to build a shared conceptual 
system. Nouns are easier to learn because they tend to be 
more concrete. In other words, they have more distinctive 
structural relationships that are easier for conceptual 
alignment (Roads & Love, 2020). However, verbs are more 
complicated. Even for concrete action verbs that are directly 
observable, they tend to contain conceptually ambiguous and 
overlapping spaces. With limited learning data, when all 
concepts are equally similar (“turn” and “twist” is a good 
example), there is no structure in the perceptual similarity 
relationships that can further resolve this ambiguity at the 
moment. However, word learning is a continuous process 
where, although learners may make sensible mistakes at the 
moment, they can further refine and distinguish verb 
meanings using new information gathered from the learning 
environment. 
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Abstract

Humans are adept at using punishments to influence and modify the behavior of others. Current approaches model pun-
ishment as a direct, immediate imposition of cost. In contrast, our research suggests that people interpret punishment as a
communicative act. We show that people expect costless, yet communicative, punishments to be as effective as cost impos-
ing punishment (Experiment 1). Under some situations, people display a systematic preference for costless punishments
over more canonical, cost imposing punishments (Experiment 2). People readily seek out and infer the communicative
message inherent in a punishment (Experiment 3). And, people expect that learning from punishment depends on the
ease with which its communicative intent can be inferred (Experiment 4). Taken together, these findings demonstrate that
people expect punishment to be generated and interpreted as a communicative act.
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Abstract

When we reason about the goals of others, how do we balance the positive outcomes that actions led to, with the potentially
bad ways those actions could have ended? In a four-part experiment, we tested whether and how adults (full study) and
6- to 8-year-old children (ongoing study) expect other agents to take account of the ways their goal-directed action could
have failed. Across 4 different tasks, we found that adults expected others to negatively appraise perilous situations (deep
trenches), to minimize the danger of their actions, and to trade off danger and reward in their action plans. Our preliminary
childrens study shows similar trends. These results suggest that people appeal to peril-how badly things could go if ones
actions fail-when explaining and predicting other peoples actions, and also make quantitative inferences that are finely
tuned to the degree of peril and reward that others face.
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Abstract

Generative models in an inverse graphics framework are appealing models for visual perception. How might children
acquire them? We present a computational procedure for learning generative models of human faces using developmen-
tally plausible input. Our statistical model of shape and appearance initially uses the average face as a template with a
simple Gaussian process model of deformations. We iteratively learn the statistical distribution of faces by performing
analysis-by-synthesis on a small number of images and combine the results to construct an improved generative model.
Our analysis-by-synthesis framework combines a convolutional neural network for fast inference with a Markov chain
Monte Carlo process for detailed refinement. This learning strategy quickly captures the variation of natural faces and
demonstrates an efficient way to learn the distribution of faces.
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Abstract

Neural networks are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. These attacks can be untargeted, causing the model to make any
error, or targeted, causing the model to make a specific error. Adversarial Reprogramming introduces a type of attack
that reprograms the network to perform an entirely new task from its original function. Additional inputs in a pre-trained
network can repurpose the network to a different task. Previous work has shown adversarial reprogramming possible in
similar domains, such as an image classification task in ImageNet being repurposed for CIFAR-10. A natural question
is whether such reprogramming is feasible across any task for neural networks a positive answer would have significant
impact both on wider applicability of ANNs, but also require rethinking their security. We attempt for the first time
reprogramming across domains, repurposing a text classifier to an image classifier, using a recurrent neural network a
prototypical example of a Turing universal network.
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Abstract

Young children can reason about direct and indirect visual information, but fully mapping this understanding to linguistic
forms encoding the two knowledge sources appears to come later in development. In English, perception verbs with small
clause complements (I saw something happen) report direct perception of an event, while perception verbs with sentential
complements (I saw that something happened) can report inferences about an event. In two experiments, we explore when
4-9-year-old English-speaking children have linked the conceptual distinction between direct perception and inference
to different complements expressing this distinction. We find that unlike older children or adults, 4-6-year-olds do not
recognize that see with a sentential complement can report visually-based inference, even when syntactic and contextual
cues make inference interpretations highly salient. Until around age seven, children are still learning the syntax and
semantics of perception verbs like see and how distinct syntactic forms encode different kinds of perceptual experience.
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Abstract

Dogs live in an environment built around humans dominant sense of sight. Despite millenia of co-habitation, little is
known about how dogs visually evaluate objects when making perceptual decisions, and whether they do this in a human-
like manner. To explore this question, we analyzed visual attention patterns of pet dogs (N=39) in a 2-object choice
task. Two foods of unequal reward value (hotdogs and dried corn) were presented over ten trials in four experimental
conditions: i) in open palms; ii) on plates; iii) in cups; and iv) in filled jars. Dogs chose one food item per trial. We coded
visual attention measures of total looking time at each item and frequency of looks to each item from video and compared
them with dogs subsequent item choice strategies. We discuss gazing and choice behaviour in a comparative context of
perceptual decision making.
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Abstract

A systematic, predictable linking-hypothesis between infant attention and underlying cognitive state has remained elusive
(Aslin, 2007). Kidd, Piantadosi, and Aslin (2012) propose that looking behaviour is a function of stimulus (information-
theoretic) surprisal, such that stimuli that are not too predictable nor too unpredictable will garner infant looks. We extend
this model to predict infant looking-time preferences from a previously collected dataset. 120 infants were familiarized to
a statistically defined artificial language, and then tested on their knowledge of the words embedded in the language. We
predict that better learning will lead to a preference for the less predictable (NOVEL) items at test, and worse learning to
preference for the more predictable items. Learning is operationalized as frequency of look-aways during familiarization.
That is, infants who demonstrate a period of sustained attention followed by a period of increased look-aways are learners,
and will prefer NOVEL items at test. Analysis is on-going.
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Abstract

Hippocampal time cells carry a record of recent experience by firing during a circumscribed period of time after a triggering
stimulus. Different cells have “time fields’ at different delays up to at least tens of seconds. The observation that time
fields representing events further in the past are wider supports the hypothesis that the more distant past is recorded with
less resolution. However, previous studies have analyzed time fields averaged over trials, leading to the possibility that
this could be a trial-averaging artifact. We analyzed single-unit recorded time cells with a hierarchical-Bayesian model
that separately estimated within-trial receptive field width and across-trial variability. Even after isolating across-trial
variability, time-field width covaries with delay, consistent with less resolution for past events. Moreover, the shift of
time-fields for simultaneously recorded time cells correlates with each other, suggesting that time runs at different rates
for the population from one trial to the next.
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Abstract

Our ability to cooperate is one of the cornerstones of our success as a species, and the story of how humans have been able
to put aside immediate personal gain in favor of a longer view is widely studied. We add to this literature by exploring
certain seemingly irrational behaviors observed in economic games. Modes of cognition such as those reflected in self-
signaling theory may serve to explain how the seemingly irrational might sometimes be quite sensible. We elicit these
behaviors using real-time multiplayer economic games and suggest mechanisms whereby players may incorporate the
value of receiving certain signals themselves into their utility calculations, thus making for rational behaviorand rational
inferencein cases where it is not obviously so. These phenomena are consistent with a combination of self-signaling and a
limit on the direction of inference in time.
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Abstract 

Romance languages are well known for their use of expletive 
negation (henceforth, EN), i.e., the occurrence of a negator in 
the complement clause of certain verbs, adpositions or adverbs 
that is “illogically” not part of the meaning of the sentence. 
This study explores the hypothesis that such “illogism” that 
recurs across languages must be due to universal properties of 
the message to be encoded and the language production system. 
Jin & Koenig (2019) proposed a language production model to 
account for the striking similarity of EN-triggers between two 
unrelated languages (French and Mandarin). Their model 
makes several predictions which our paper tests: (i) languages 
like English where EN is purported not to occur should in fact 
include the same range of EN-triggers; (ii) English speakers 
can understand a negator within the scope of an EN-trigger 
expletively; (iii) the likelihood a speaker of English will 
understand a negator expletively is correlated with how 
frequently she has encountered an expletive interpretation of 
negators for that particular trigger. To test the first prediction, 
we conducted a corpus study of unrehearsed English speech on 
Google. To test the second prediction, we conducted a semantic 
Stroop-like comprehension experiment where participants’ 
semantic judgements (both logical accuracy and response time) 
was dependent on whether a negator was interpreted logically 
or expletively. Overall, this paper suggests that EN is by no 
means specific to Romance languages and that expletive uses 
of negators occur in the same contexts in both production and 
comprehension in languages where EN is not conventionalized 
to the same degree it is in Romance. Overall, our results 
support the claim that “illogical” properties of natural 
languages that recur across languages of the world reflect 
universal properties of the language production system.  

Keywords: expletive negation; language production; speech 
error; language comprehension; semantics  

Introduction 

Sometimes natural languages seem illogical. Consider 

expletive negation (henceforth, EN) in Romance languages 

(e.g., Del Prete, 2008; Espinal, 1992; Muller, 1991; Vásquez 

Molina, 2006), a construction where the presence of a negator 

in a complement clause, triggered by the meaning of 

predicate or operator in the main clause, does not change the 

meaning of the proposition that contains it. EN differs from 

negative concord in that negative concord is not triggered by 

particular lexical items (e.g., verbs) and involves two 

morphological or syntactic negators but a single logical 

negation. EN is illustrated in (1a-b). 

 

(1a) Catalan (Espinal, 2000: 54) 

Em  temo que  no  escullin  nou director.  

me  I.fear that NEG elect.SBJV   new director 

‘I’m afraid that a new director would be elected.’  

 

(1b) French 

Je  crains  qu’il  ne  vienne. 

I  fear  that.he  NEG come.SBJV 

‘I fear that he might come.’ 
Note: French is unique among the more than 700 languages Jin & 

Koenig (in press) have looked at in that the form of one of the 

expletive negators, ne, is, as a result of historical changes, distinct 

from the form of modern standard French negation, (ne)... pas. 

Importantly, all of the properties of ne are not specific to French, as 

Jin & Koenig (2019, in press) show, and standard modern French 

negation (ne)...pas can also be used expletively, as Larrivée (1996) 

shows. 
 

Although the negator no appears in the complement clause 

of temo (“I fear”), what is feared by the speaker is the 

proposition that a new director is elected rather than its dual  

a new director is not elected as would be expected if no had 

its usual logical negation interpretation. A speaker of (1a) (or 

(1b)) thus seems to be literally saying the opposite of what 

she is saying. Crucially, this “illogism” only occurs in the 

complement clause of certain verbs, adpositions or adverbs. 

If we replace craindre in (1b) by espérer (“to hope”) in (2), 

the presence of ne is no longer possible (the same is true in 

Catalan), which suggests that the licensing of EN ne in 

French depends on the meaning of particular lexical items, 

what we call EN-triggers. Craindre is an EN-trigger in 

French, espérer is not.  

 

(2) French 

*J’espère  qu’il  ne  viendra. 

  I.hope  that.he  NEG come.FUT 

  ‘Intended: I hope that he might come.’ 

 

Crucially, EN occurs in many unrelated languages and in 

very similar contexts (i.e., after similar triggers), as Jin and 

Koenig (in press) show. Jin & Koenig investigated 722 

languages and found EN to occur in 74 of these languages. 

The fact that the “illogism” of EN occurs in many unrelated 

languages and in similar contexts suggest that EN must be 

due to some general properties of the language production 

system and properties of EN-triggers. Speakers of unrelated 
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languages are unlikely to randomly mean the opposite of 

what they are literally saying in the same set of environments. 

In this paper, we explore the hypothesis that EN is the by-

product of general properties of language production and the 

meaning of EN-triggers and test two of its predictions. The 

first prediction is that EN should be observed in languages 

not widely reported to have EN, since its occurrence is caused 

by properties of language production and particular concepts, 

neither of which are specific to particular languages. The 

second prediction is that EN should occur in very similar sets 

of environments, i.e., after a very similar set of triggers. We 

test both predictions through a corpus study (production) and 

a semantic judgement study (comprehension) using English 

as a test case as comprehensive reference grammars of 

English do not mention EN (e.g., Huddleston, Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002; Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik 1985). 

Compiling a list of EN triggers  

Jin & Koenig (2019) conducted a near-exhaustive 

investigation of EN in Mandarin and compared the list of 

Mandarin EN triggers they found to the list of French EN-

triggers reported in the literature (e.g., Larrivée, 2004; 

Muller, 1991). They found a striking similarity in the range 

of EN-triggers between these two unrelated languages.  Their 

comparison led them to find quite a few hitherto unreported 

triggers in both languages by assuming that a particular 

trigger reported in one language but not the other also has the 

potential to trigger EN in the other language. Furthermore, 

the triggers Jin & Koenig (in press) found in their cross-

linguistic study of 722 languages all had correspondents in 

the list of EN-triggers mentioned in Jin & Koenig (2019). 

    Jin & Koenig (2019) also provided 8 attested examples of 

English EN (see (3a-c)). These examples include some of the 

same EN-triggers found in French and Mandarin. But they 

differ from their French or Mandarin counterparts in that they 

sound either non-standard or like speech errors to native 

speakers. Their observation is not surprising as Horn (2010: 

125-127) already suggested that EN “occurs in English 

parole” (i.e., not in the English language) and that there 

seems to be a parallel between some of the contexts that 

license EN in French and where one finds EN in English 

parole.  

  

(3a) Then the worst happened. He forgot not to pick up after 

placing a pizza order, and there, on the other end of the line, 

was the whisky voice of the sister, H, down in Palo Alto. 

(COCA, cited from Jin & Koenig 2019: 179) 

 

(3b) This facilitated my work more than you will never 

know. (Cited from Jin & Koenig 2019: 180) 

 

(3c) Then at the end of the night we found out that we didn’t 

play Karma and that felt so weird. It has been such a long 

time since we didn’t play that song. (Cited from Jin & 

Koenig 2019: 180) 

A production model of EN 

To account for the striking similarity in the range of EN-

triggers between French and Mandarin as well as the fact that 

EN also occurs in English but manifests itself as speech 

errors, Jin & Koenig (2019, in press) proposed a language 

production model of EN that has three components: (i) the 

semantic entailments of EN-triggers, (ii) the concurrent 

activation of the proposition expressed by the trigger’s 

complement clause p and its dual not p, (iii) different degrees 

of entrenchment/grammaticalization of EN across triggers 

and languages (see Langacker 1987 for the notion of relative 

entrenchment in natural languages’ grammars). Jin & Koenig 

argued that EN triggers lead to the concurrent activation of a 

proposition (p) and its dual (not p) (in different possible 

worlds or at different time intervals) because of the meaning 

of EN-triggers. For example, if someone fears p, she wants 

not p to be the case (see Jin & Koenig 2019 and in press for 

a semantic analysis of all EN triggers). This is why when 

trying to express her fear that p, the conceptualization that a 

speaker does not want p to be true might be concurrently 

activated. That concurrent activation of not p is, according to 

Jin & Koenig, what causes the production of a negator that is 

not part of the intended message, i.e., the speaker’s fear in 

(1a-b) (see Dell 1986 for the view that inferences associated 

with one’s intended message can lead to speech errors). In 

other words, the fact that fear p entails want not p causes the 

activation of not p, which in turn causes the erroneous 

production of not p rather than the intended p. Since not p is 

not part of the intended message, it is a speech error. But, 

because the activation of not p is caused by the meaning of 

EN triggers, these speech errors are more likely to recur than 

other kinds of speech errors. This is why, although EN starts 

out as a speech error (e.g., the encoding of the entailed 

negative desire rather than the intended positive fear), it can 

become highly entrenched (or grammaticalized) after some 

triggers so that speakers no longer notice the “illogical” 

nature of the negator (that the speaker does not fear his not 

coming, but rather his coming in (1b)). There is therefore 

nothing special about EN in French/Romance languages (or 

Mandarin) and there is nothing surprising about the fact that 

EN occurs in English parole. What differentiates the two 

classes of languages (high vs. low entrenchment EN 

languages) lies in the degree to which EN uses have become 

entrenched.  

Predictions from Jin & Koenig’s model 

Jin & Koenig’s model views EN as caused by the meaning of 

triggers and general properties of language production. As a 

result, it makes several predictions: 

    (i) The same range of EN-triggers they found in French and 

Mandarin should trigger EN in other languages including 

those where EN is believed not to exist (or manifests itself as 

speech errors), e.g., English; 

    (ii) Speakers of languages where EN is believed not to 

exist (or manifests itself as speech errors) not only produce 

EN with some frequency but can understand a negator in the 

scope of an EN-trigger expletively because EN-triggers 
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activate both p and not p when they read a sentence that 

includes an EN trigger; 

 (iii) The more frequent a negator is used expletively in the 

scope of an EN-trigger within a particular language, the more 

likely a speaker is to interpret expletively a new occurrence 

of that negator for that trigger.  

    To test the first hypothesis, we conducted a detailed corpus 

study of unrehearsed English speech. This is the first attempt 

in the literature to systematically explore EN production in a 

language not often reported to include EN. Both Horn’s paper 

and Jin & Koenig (2019) listed a few English EN examples 

and claimed (or suggested in the case of Horn) that the same 

range of EN-triggers should trigger EN in languages like 

French or English. The goal of our first study was to test this 

prediction that every trigger proposed in Jin & Koenig’s study 

of French and Mandarin can trigger EN in English. A second 

goal of this corpus study was to establish how frequently 

negators are interpreted expletively (rather than logically) 

after each trigger in English. 

    To test the second prediction, we conducted a 

comprehension experiment where participants were asked to 

make semantic judgments on the consistency of particular 

sentences given a paragraph they just read. The goals of this 

study were to determine whether native speakers of English 

sometimes understand negators after EN triggers as French 

or Mandarin speakers do (i.e., expletively) and to further 

determine whether the likelihood they do so correlates with 

the production data gathered from our corpus study.

Table 1: Search strings used for each potential English EN-trigger 

 

Trigger Search string # of relevant 

hits 

# of EN 

uses  

% of EN 

uses  

ALMOST “almost don’t” 204 0 0.00% 

DIFFICULT “difficult not to” 210 0 0.00% 

HIDE “hide that pronoun don’t” 133 0 0.00% 

IMPOSSIBLE “impossible that pronoun don’t” 134 0 0.00% 

UNLESS “unless pronoun don’t” 670 17 2.54% 

TOO…TO “too exhausted/short/happy/thrilled/scared to not” 252 11 4.37% 

FEAR “fear that pronoun don’t” 151 7 4.64% 

FORGET “forget not to” 137 10 7.30% 

REFUSE “refuse not” 144 12 8.33% 

BEFORE “before pronoun don’t” 35 3 8.57% 

AVOID “avoid not” 45 9 20.00% 

RARELY “rarely don’t” 110 22 20.00% 

CANNOT WAIT “cannot wait not to” 87 18 20.69% 

ADVISE AGAINST “advise against not” 113 26 23.01% 

PREVENT “prevent pronoun from not” 490 187 38.16% 

STOP “stop/stops/stopped not” 13 5 38.46% 

DENY “deny that pronoun don’t" 52 29 55.77% 

SINCE “since pronoun haven’t” 25 16 64.00% 

WITHOUT “without pronoun not” 29 19 65.52% 

THAN “than pronoun never” 36 29 80.56% 

REGRET “regret that pronoun shouldn’t” 21 21 100.00% 

COMPLAIN “complain that pronoun shouldn’t” 323 323 100.00% 

BARELY “couldn’t barely” 181 181 100.00% 

DESPAIR “despair/despairs/despaired of not” 103 103 100.00% 

DELAY “delay/delays/delayed not”  0 0 NA 

A corpus study of English EN 

In order to see whether all the triggers collected from French 

and Mandarin can also trigger EN in English, we conducted 

a corpus study using Google searches. The reason we decided 

to use Google rather than other well-known corpora (e.g., 

BNC, COCA, Wikipedia, etc.) is that EN “occurs in English 

parole” as Horn (2010: 125) puts it and Google provides us 

with reliable English parole data from a diverse range of 

popular social media or networking sites. All the EN-triggers 

listed in Table 1 above are taken from Jin & Koenig (2019). 

The search strings we used for each trigger are also listed in 

the table. There was a total of 8,362 hits across our all our 

searches (we kept both hits that had the same content as long 

as these hits appeared on different websites); after 

elimination of syntactically irrelevant hits (hits where, e.g., 

the lemma was not a verb or the syntactic structure was not 

the intended structure) and hits that included grammatical 

mistakes that clearly indicated they were not written by native 

speakers, 3,698 relevant hits remained. Table 1 indicates the 

number of relevant hits and the frequency of EN uses of the 
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negator that occurred in the complement clause for each 

trigger.  

    Several remarks regarding our search strings are in order. 

First, our search strings across all EN-triggers were as 

consistent as we could make them but limited: only citation 

forms are used for most triggers and only pronouns are 

considered for triggers that require NPs in search strings. Our 

search strings thus cover only a small subset of the set of 

possible English sentences that include a particular trigger 

and whose complement clause includes a negator. But, the 

relatively high frequency of EN interpretations of not after 

many triggers in Table 1 provides initial support for our 

contention that the encoding of a negative proposition rather 

than the intended positive proposition is much more frequent 

than typical speech errors. Pronoun in Table 1 is a shorthand 

for 7 possible English pronouns (I, you, he, she, it, we, they); 

in other words, for all search strings that include pronoun, we 

did 7 separate searches, one for each pronoun. In the case of 

REGRET and COMPLAIN, the deontic modal should was added, 

as we did not find a single example of EN without it. This 

was expected as the need for a deontic modal to be present in 

the complement clause holds for other languages as well, e.g., 

French and Mandarin. In the case of THAN, we used the 

emphatic negative marker never, as the string “than pronoun 

never” yielded more relevant hits with EN interpretations 

than the string “than pronoun don’t”. Likewise, for BARELY, 

we used “couldn’t barely” rather than “barely don’t”. For the 

discontinuous collocation TOO…TO, the use of a wildcard * 

in the string “too * to not” yielded too few relevant hits to 

draw conclusions; we therefore randomly selected five 

adjectives exhausted, short, happy, thrilled and scared to see 

if EN occurred with these adjectives in the context TOO…TO. 

For DELAY, DESPAIR and STOP, we had to use the citation 

forms as well as the third person singular and past tense forms 

because the search strings with only citation forms yielded 

too few relevant hits. Because our search strings covered a 

limited range of possible sentences, the percentages of EN 

uses listed in Table 1 should not be understood to be 

properties of the triggers in general, but properties of the 

more specific contexts we used in our searches. 

Results 

Table 1 shows that the great majority of EN triggers found in 

French and Mandarin can also trigger EN in English. It also 

shows that the percentage of EN interpretation across 

potential EN triggers varies greatly, as it ranges from 0% to 

100%. This result confirms Jin & Koenig’s claim that 

entrenchment is a property of individual triggers for 

particular languages. 

The mean percentage of EN interpretation for all the EN-

triggers in our corpus study is 28.34. Thus, even though EN 

is often judged a speech error or ungrammatical by native 

speakers, EN occurs relatively frequently in English for 

something that originates as a speech error (the concurrent 

activation of not p alongside p). This relatively high 

frequency of EN uses for what originated as a speech error is, 

we surmise, due to the fact that what causes the occurrence 

of the negator in the complement clause is the semantic 

entailments of triggers, i.e., systematic inferences. 

Note that the fact that we did not find EN for ALMOST, 

DIFFICULT, IMPOSSIBLE, HIDE and DELAY does not mean that 

EN never occurs with these triggers. When the search 

patterns were narrowed further by using strings like “almost 

didn’t die”, “delay not paying”, examples of EN uses could 

be found for all of them, as shown in (4a-c).  

 

(4a) This reminds me of the time my son almost didn’t die 

from Hanta Virus. (Retrieved from: https://www.facebook.c-

om/jennythebloggess/posts/10156012428421511?comment_

id=10156012521011511, accessed January 28, 2020) 

 

(4b) Perry’s embarrassing attempt to run for president last 

year probably sealed his political career. It is not impossible 

that he won’t try it again in 2016, but let’s hope not. 

(Retrieved from: https://www.clarendonlive.com/?p=14150, 

accessed January 28, 2020) 

 

(4c) In short if people can delay not paying, they do not pay 

and this is why when you examine rates and taxes within the 

system you do not only find that it is abysmally low in 

relation to the services to be provided but the collection rate 

is low. (Retrieved from: http://www.kaieteurnewsonl-

ine.com/2013/07/25/the-present-local-government-structure-

inhibits-modernization/, accessed January 28, 2020) 

     

Finally, the fact that the negator found after triggers like 

DESPAIR (in despair of not), BARELY (in couldn’t barely), 

REGRET (in regret that X shouldn’t) and COMPLAIN (in 

complain that X shouldn’t) always had an EN interpretation 

(see (5a-c)) suggests that these EN might have already 

become fossilized for some speakers for these triggers.  

 

(5a) Many beekeepers despair of not being able to find 

queens. Make this the year you are going to improve your 

queen finding skills and start practicing this spring. 

(Retrieved from: http://www.uoguelph.ca/honeybee/educat-

ion-queens.shtml, accessed January 28, 2020)    

 

(5b) I always thought he was the one for me and at this point 

of time I really regret that I shouldn’t have gone for him. 

(Retrieved from: https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-

craziest-thing-youve-done-for-love-and-do-you-regret-it-

even-if-it-didnt-work-out, accessed January 28, 2020) 

 

(5c) “I boarded the plane on holiday in June 2015 to Turkey 

with two of my friends but to my horror — I couldn’t barely 

squeeze my bum into the plane seat,” she remembers.  

(Retrieved from: https://www.foxnews.com/lifestyle/wom-

an-sheds-140-pounds-becomes-gym-manager-after-

airplane-seat-shock, accessed January 28, 2020) 

 

In sum, despite the fact that descriptive grammars of 

English (e.g., Huddleston, Huddleston & Pullum 2002; 

Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik 1985) make no 
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mention of EN, it occurs rather widely in “parole” and it 

occurs in the same contexts where EN is found in languages 

where EN is more entrenched/grammaticalized (French or 

Mandarin). The disparity between what English grammars 

say and what occurs in English parole suggests that EN is 

highly likely to be underreported in other languages as well 

and that there is likely to be much more similarity in the range 

of EN-triggers cross-linguistically than what grammars lead 

us to believe. 

A comprehension experiment on English EN 

Our corpus study showed that English native speakers 

produce instances of EN with some frequency in the same set 

of environments where it is found in French or Mandarin, 

consistent with Jin & Koenig’s hypothesis that EN is caused 

by the meaning of EN triggers and general properties of the 

language production system. But, one could still see the 

English data we provided as merely performance errors. To 

further test the hypothesis that speakers of English have 

developed some representation of expletive uses of negators 

after EN triggers, we designed a comprehension experiment. 

The overall goal of this experiment was to determine whether 

English native speakers would understand negators in the 

complement clause of EN triggers as EN. The semantic 

component of Jin & Koenig’s model predicts they should 

since EN-triggers always activate both their argument 

proposition p and their dual not p, as this concurrent 

activation is a matter of meaning (i.e., the meaning of 

triggers). The entrenchment component of their model further  

predicts that the more frequent the expletive interpretation of  

a negator in the scope of an EN-trigger is in production (as 

measured by our corpus study), the more likely a speaker is 

to interpret expletively a new occurrence of that negator for 

that trigger.  

 

Table 2: A stimulus set 

 

Condition Paragraph Continuation 

Non-EN-trigger + 

logically inconsistent 

negation 

I used to be a strict vegetarian. Last year, I was diagnosed with 

iron-deficiency anemia, a disease caused by not eating enough 

meat. My doctor strongly recommended that I eat meat. 

So I started not eating 

meat. 

EN-trigger + logically 

inconsistent negation 

After learning that being vegan can prevent the exploitation of 

animals and promote a greener life on our planet, I decided to 

become vegan. 

So I quit not eating 

meat. 

Non-EN-trigger + 

logically consistent 

negation 

After learning that being vegan can prevent the exploitation of 

animals and promote a greener life on our planet, I decided to 

become vegan. 

So I started not eating 

meat. 

EN-trigger + logically 

consistent negation 

I used to be a strict vegetarian. Last year, I was diagnosed with 

iron-deficiency anemia, a disease caused by not eating enough 

meat. My doctor strongly recommended that I eat meat. 

So I quit not eating 

meat. 

 

Methods 

Experimental design and materials. Our experimental 

design was inspired by Glucksberg, Gildea & Bookin’s 

(1982) study that investigated how people understand 

metaphorical expressions like some jobs are jails. The goal 

of their study was to determine whether people derive the 

non-literal meaning after getting the literal meaning or 

simultaneously process both meanings. Participants were 

asked to make decisions about the literal truth of sentences. 

There were three types of sentences: unambiguously true 

(some birds are robins), unambiguously false (some birds are 

tables), and literally false, but metaphorically true (some 

birds are flutes). If participants simultaneously process both 

meanings, they reasoned, they should fall prey to a Stroop-

like effect with sentences that are literally false but 

metaphorically true, as the metaphorical truth of the sentence 

should interfere with the correct answer. 

    We designed a similar semantic Stroop-like 

comprehension experiment for EN. In our experiment, 

participants were required to read short paragraphs (2-3 

sentences) and their continuations (1 sentence). All 

continuations involved a verb, adposition or adverb and a 

complement clause where a negator was included. The verb, 

adposition or adverb was either an EN-trigger or non-EN-

trigger verb or adverb, and the negator in the complement 

clause either made the continuation logically consistent or 

logically inconsistent with the paragraph participants just 

read. We chose 20 triggers from the list of triggers in Jin & 

Koenig (2019) and created 20 stimulus sets. Our stimulus sets 

and experimental design were reviewed and approved by our 

local IRB. Table 2 uses QUIT as an example and shows what 

our experimental materials looked like. Participants were 

asked to indicate whether the continuation (henceforth, target 

sentence) was consistent or inconsistent with the paragraph 

that was just read. Both the logical accuracy of their 

judgments (relative to the interpretation of the negator as a 

logical negation) as well as response time were measured. An 

ANOVA test on the average character length of target 

sentences in the 4 conditions showed that there was no 

significant difference in the length of target sentences across 

conditions (F = 0.117, p = .95).  

 

Participants The experiment was set up on Ibex Farm. 280 

participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical 

Turk. Sentences were counterbalanced across four 
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presentations lists such that each participant saw only one 

sentence for each of the 20 experimental items. We excluded 

participants who were not native speakers of English, spent 

less than 10 minutes finishing the experiment (average time 

= 28 min), or had less than 75% filler accuracy. Data from 

the remaining 204 participants were analyzed. 

 

Prediction We predicted that if a negator in the scope of EN-

triggers is interpreted logically, people should be equally fast 

and make the same number of “logical errors” in the EN-

trigger and non-EN-trigger conditions, since the negator 

would consistently be interpreted logically. But if the negator 

in the scope of EN-triggers can be interpreted both  

expletively and logically, people should be slower and make 

more “logical errors” in the EN-trigger than non-EN-trigger 

conditions since the expletive interpretation of not should 

interfere with its logical interpretation. 

Results 

Table 3 provides mean accuracy and mean response times 

across the 4 experimental conditions. Response times 

included both the time spent reading target sentences and the 

time spent judging whether target sentences were logically 

consistent with their contexts. 

 

Table 3: Mean accuracy and response time 

 

Trigger  Logical 

consistency  

Mean 

accuracy   

Mean RT 

(SD)  

non-EN-trigger  Logically 

inconsistent  

0.91  3856.54 

(2592.13)  

EN-trigger  Logically 

inconsistent  

0.78  5746.28 

(4695.9)  

non-EN-trigger  Logically 

consistent  

0.94  4003.51 

(4749.92)  

EN-trigger  Logically 

consistent  

0.77  5600.19 

(4581.1)  

 

 For response time, a linear mixed-effect regression 

(LMER) model was fit with Trigger, Consistency and List as 

fixed effects and items and subjects as random effects, using 

the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 

2014). We found a significant effect of Trigger (β = 1796.53, 

SE = 296.27, p < .001), but not Consistency (β = -0.44, SE = 

114.85, p = .99) on participants’ response time. Participants 

took longer to respond in the EN-trigger conditions than the 

non-EN-trigger conditions (5673 ms vs. 3930 ms).  

For logical accuracy, a logistic linear mixed-effect 

regression model was fit with Trigger, Consistency, and List 

as fixed effects, and items and subjects as random effects. 

Again, we found a significant effect of Trigger (β = -1.48, SE 

= 0.26, p < .001), but not Consistency (β = -0.09, SE = 0.10, 

p = .36) on the logical accuracy of participants’ responses. 

Participants were less logically accurate and made more 

logical errors in the EN-trigger conditions than the non-EN-

trigger conditions (77.5% vs. 92.6%). 

The results from both accuracy and response time show 

that native speakers of English understand a negator in the 

scope of an EN-trigger both expletively and logically: the 

conflicting answers that participants should make depending 

on whether they understood the negator logically or 

expletively slowed down their responses and lead them  to 

make more logical errors for target sentences whose main 

clauses included an EN-trigger.  

We then tested our second prediction that the more 

expletive interpretations of a negator a speaker had 

encountered (for a particular EN-trigger), the more likely she 

was to interpret expletively a new occurrence of that negator 

for that trigger. On the assumption that our corpus 

frequencies are a rough estimate of the frequency of expletive 

negation uses that our participants had encountered, we 

conducted a correlation test between the mean percentage of 

errors  for each EN trigger and the percentage of EN 

interpretations for that trigger. We predicted and found that 

the more times a negator was used expletively for a trigger in 

our corpus, the more likely a participant in our 

comprehension experiment was to make logical errors when 

judging target sentences (r = .66, p < .01).  

Conclusion 

Although extensively discussed in the Romance literature, 

EN is by no means restricted to the Romance languages and 

this paper shows through a corpus study and an on-line 

comprehension experiment that in languages like English 

where EN is often believed not to exist, native speakers can 

still produce and understand EN. Jin & Koenig’s (2019) 

production model of EN predicts that the same range of 

triggers leads to EN uses in English and that how frequently 

one encounters EN for a trigger influences how she interprets 

a negator in the scope of an EN trigger in reading. Both 

predictions were supported by our corpus study and 

comprehension experiment. The studies we report on in this 

paper thus support our overall hypothesis that recurring 

“illogism” in natural languages must be rooted in some 

universal properties, in the case of EN, properties of the 

meaning of EN trigger verbs and properties of language 

production (systematic inferences of the message to be 

encoded can lead to speech errors). 
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Abstract 
Although persistence is essential to overcoming challenges and 
making new discoveries, continued effort can be costly. Even 
very young learners must make decisions about when to invest 
effort and when to abandon a task. In the current study, we 
explore whether children’s decisions about when to exert effort 
are influenced by the information they stand to gain in a 
particular learning situation. That is, we examine whether 
providing children with solutions after they attempt to 
complete a challenging task reduces their persistence. Sixty 4- 
and 5-year-old children completed a series of iSpy puzzles and 
then attempted to activate a novel toy. Children were either 
presented with the solutions after attempting each task or given 
no information about the answers. Our results demonstrate that 
children persisted longer at attempting to activate a novel toy 
when their effort was more likely to be the only source of 
information: children who expected to be provided with the 
solution gave up faster than those who did not. We discuss the 
implications of these findings on children’s rational decisions 
about when effort is worthwhile, and consider how providing 
answers might impact motivation and curiosity more broadly. 

Keywords: persistence, exploration, information gain, 
answers 

Introduction 
Persistence in childhood has repeatedly been associated 

with positives outcomes:  Persistence at 6 months predicts 
cognitive development at 14 months (Banerjee & Tamis-
LeMonda, 2007), perseverance at 3 years predicts language 
and math skills in kindergarten (Mokrova, O’Brien, Calkins, 
Leerkes, & Marcovitch, 2013), and persistence in childhood 
predicts later academic achievement (Meier & Albrecht, 
2003), success at work, and healthy relationships 
(Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; Eskreis-
Winkler, Duckworth, Shulman, & Beal, 2014).  

While it is clear that some amount of persistent effort is 
required to master difficult material and develop new skills, 
it is equally important for a learner to recognize when to exert 
high effort. Learners must continuously make decisions about 
which challenges to confront, and which to abandon (Lucca, 
Horton & Sommerville, 2020). This decision-making process 
is particularly salient during exploration, as a novice learner 
(by definition) does not know exactly how much effort will 
lead to reward, or whether prolonged effort will allow them 
to discover anything informative at all.  

Indeed, recent work has provided evidence that young 
children consider costs and rewards when making decisions: 
18-month-olds weigh the expected costs and benefits of their 

actions when deciding whether to help an adult construct a 
tower composed of blocks of different weights (Sommerville 
et al., 2018) and preschool-aged children tailor their teaching 
by maximizing learners’ rewards and minimizing costs in a 
causal learning task (Bridgers, Jara-Ettinger, & Gweon, 
2019; Gweon & Schulz, 2019).  

Deciding when to persist likely recruits a similar analytic 
process, since it is essential for learners to consider whether 
persisting will maximize learning and discovery, or whether 
the anticipated reward does not actually outweigh the cost of 
exploration (Lucca & Somerville, 2018). After all, if learners 
persist for too long on a difficult task, they may lose the 
opportunity to spend time and effort on an achievable and 
rewarding alternative (Lucas, Gratch, Cheng, & Marsella, 
2015). 

One factor that influences even very young children’s 
decisions about when to persist and when to ‘give up’ is the 
behavior of the adults in their environment (Kamins & 
Dweck, 1999; Lucca, Horton, & Sommerville, 2019). For 
example, Leonard, Lee and Schulz (2017) demonstrated that 
infants tend to make generalizations about when to persist 
based on adult behavior. When 15-month-olds observed an 
adult work hard to achieve a particular goal (e.g. trying 
different strategies, repeating actions), they themselves 
attempted to activate a novel toy more times than infants who 
observed an adult succeed after little to no effort. Observing 
adults exert effort also increases persistence in preschool-
aged children, although this effect only occurs when the 
adult’s effort actually leads to success (Leonard, Garcia, & 
Schulz, 2019). Based on these findings, the authors argue that 
children reason rationally about observed effort, only 
generalizing the benefits of persistence when adults succeed. 
In other words, children infer that the cost of effort is 
worthwhile when it is instrumental to achieving a particular 
goal. When adult persistence leads to failure, children reason 
that effort is not likely to lead to a reward. In line with this 
account, children also use the behavior modeled by adults to 
infer when a task may be too difficult for them to succeed on 
their own. For example, children persist less when their 
parents (or other adults) take over during a challenging task, 
compared to instances when adults provide direct instruction 
or no input at all (Leonard, Martinez, Dashineau, Park, & 
Mackey, 2019, preprint). 

A related literature has shown that children’s perseverance 
and exploration is also sensitive to more explicit pedagogical 
cues. For example, asking children “pedagogical 
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questions”—i.e. asking questions with the intention to teach, 
rather than to receive a specific answer—leads preschool-
aged children to explore more and persist longer, when 
attempting to activate a novel machine (Jean, Daubert, Yu, 
Shafto, & Bonawitz, 2019; Yu, Landrum, Bonawitz, & 
Shafto, 2018). Direct instruction can also influence 
exploration and persistence. For example, children show 
reduced exploration of a novel toy following a pedagogical 
demonstration of one of the toy’s features (Bonawitz et al., 
2011). Computational work explaining these effects suggest 
that when learners receive direct instruction, they make 
assumptions about the amount of information that remains to 
be learned (Bass, Shafto & Bonawitz, 2018; Shafto, 
Goodman & Griffiths, 2014). As a result, learners rationally 
adjust their exploration in response to particular teaching 
styles or examples. For instance, six-year-old children 
explore more when they believe a teacher will be under-
informative, relative to a knowledgeable teacher (Gweon, 
Pelton, Konopka, & Schulz, 2014). 

In the absence of guidance from adults or pedagogical 
instruction, the opportunity to gain specific types of 
information has, in itself, also been found to motivate 
children to persist. For example, Alvarez & Booth (2014) 
found that receiving causally rich information about novel 
visual stimuli (e.g. an explanation of how an object is used to 
achieve a goal) as a reward after completing an unrelated, 
uninteresting task (i.e., repeatedly placing pegs in a board) 
can motivate 3- to 5-year-old children to persist longer on that 
task compared to receiving causally weak information (e.g. a 
description of the object), or no information at all. While this 
research demonstrates that a specific type of information (i.e. 
causally rich information) can increase motivation, gaining 
any relevant information can also be rewarding. Specifically, 
Schulz, Pelz, Gopnik and Ruggeri (2019, preprint) presented 
children with a game in which they had to search for an 
animal behind an unspecified number of doors. In one 
condition, children were told which animal they were 
searching for, and would therefore gain no new information 
upon finding the animal. In a separate condition, children 
were told that the animal would be one of a set of eight, 
allowing them to gain information about which animal was 
hidden if they found it. Children who did not know what 
animal they were looking for searched longer than children 
in the known animal condition, demonstrating that children’s 
search can be motivated by information gain alone.  

Here, we examine whether children’s persistence is 
sensitive to the amount of information available in the 
learning environment, in the absence of adult models or 
explicit pedagogical cues. That is, we consider whether 
children’s persistence in an exploration task is affected by the 
apparent accessibility of information. Past work with adults 
has shown that simply viewing the solutions to a problem 
after attempting to solve it (e.g. solving anagrams) can 
decrease the amount of time they spend searching for 
solutions on subsequent problems (Risko et al., 2017). To 
examine the effect of providing answers on children’s 
persistence, we manipulate whether children expect that they 

will be provided with solutions after attempting a series of 
challenging tasks. We then examine whether this expectation 
influences their behavior on a subsequent, (unrelated) task in 
which they are invited to explore a novel causal toy. We 
operationalize persistence in the context of exploratory 
learning in two ways: (1) the overall time children spend 
exploring the toy and (2) the number and type of actions 
performed. Measuring overall time provides a broad measure 
of persistence, capturing any effort, while examining the 
unique actions taken reveals whether children attempt a wider 
variety of strategies based on the information they expect to 
gain.  

This approach is distinct from past work on persistence in 
a couple of ways. First, children are not given the opportunity 
to observe an adult engage in any effortful behavior, nor are 
they shown pedagogical demonstrations that might influence 
their own behavior. In other words, children in the present 
study cannot make inferences based on previous observations 
about the value of sustained effort or whether any information 
remains to be learned. Instead, the only aspect of the learning 
environment that is available to them is the information they 
stand to gain as a result of their own sustained effort. In 
addition, unlike in previous work in which an adult 
interrupted children’s efforts (Leonard et al., 2019b), 
participants in the present study will be told in advance that 
solutions will be provided and were never provided with 
explicit information about the difficulty of the task.  

One reason to believe that simply making task solutions 
available will be sufficient to impact children’s persistence is 
based on prior research suggesting that the decision to persist 
is affected by children’s assessment of the cost and rewards 
associated with acting on a given problem (e.g., Sommerville 
et al., 2018). Further, this assessment is influenced by the 
learner’s belief about how much information there is to gain 
(Bass et al., 2017; Schulz et al., preprint). In the current study, 
we therefore present two conditions that provide children 
with different opportunities for information gain. 
Specifically, in the answers condition, children can acquire 
complete information about how to activate a novel toy by 
giving up on the task and deferring to a knowledgeable adult. 
As a result, continued effort is rendered both inefficient and 
costly, with little added benefit in terms of information gain. 
In contrast, in the no answers condition, the only way for 
children to discover the causal structure of the novel toy is 
via their own sustained persistence. Thus, the present study 
examines whether an expectation that solutions will be 
provided undermines children’s persistence on an 
exploratory learning task.  

Method 

Participants 
A total of sixty 4- to 5-year-olds participated in the study, 
with 30 children randomly assigned to either the answers (M 
= 4.9 years, SD = .54, range: 4.01 – 5.98 years) or no answers 
(M = 5.0 years, SD = .56, range: 3.98 – 5.83 years) conditions. 
Sample size was preregistered and was based on similar 
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studies that used children’s play time as a dependent measure 
(e.g., Yu et al., 2018)1. Based on preregistered criteria, an 
additional 13 participants were excluded due to experimenter 
error (2), failure to complete all of the tasks in the study (2), 
parent or sibling interference (6), leaving the table part-way 
through the experiment (2) or for finding all of the objects in 
all of the iSpy games before the time ran out (1). Children 
were recruited and tested at preschools and local children’s 
museums.  

Materials 
Three unique “iSpy” puzzles were used during the first phase 
of the study. Each puzzle contained an array of familiar 
objects (e.g., umbrellas, carrots, volcanos, etc.; see Fig. 1 for 
an example array), arranged in a random configuration. A 
one-minute sand timer was used while children engaged in 
the iSpy task. This was included so that children did not think 
the experimenter was ending the iSpy game prematurely. 
     A novel “toy” that was approximately 15” x 12” x 2” was 
also created (see Figure 2). The toy had a variety of 
affordances that children could act on: four identical small 
green buttons, two large buttons of different colors, and two 
different colored lights. Critically, none of the buttons 
actually activated the toy, which was in fact surreptitiously 
controlled by the experimenter using a remote. Thus, the toy 
was impossible for children to activate themselves. When the 
toy was “activated” by the experimenter (using a screen to 
block children’s view of the causal demonstration) a short 
melody played.  

 
Figure 1. “iSpy” game presented to children. An 8.5 x 11” 
version of the array of objects (left) was given to children, 
accompanied by an image of the target object they were 

asked to search for (right). 

Procedure 
Children were tested individually in a quiet corner of the 
museum or preschool. The experimenter began the study with 
the iSpy game. This activity was included to establish a 
reliable expectation about whether the experimenter would 
provide children with answers or not in either condition. In 
both conditions, children were told they would have to find a  

 
1Link to preregistration: https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=2mr8ah. 

Note: At the time of preregistration, approximately 50% of the data had been 
collected, but data analysis had not begun, and the hypotheses, procedure 
and planned sample size were not changed.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic of novel toy presented during 
exploration phase.  

 
unique target object in each “iSpy” picture, and that they 
would play the game three times with three different pictures. 
The order in which the iSpy pictures were presented was 
counterbalanced across participants. The one-minute sand 
timer was then introduced, so children knew exactly how 
much time they would have to find the target object in each 
picture. The experimenter explained that when all of the sand 
from the top of the timer reached the bottom, they would have 
to stop looking.  
     Children were then given each iSpy picture one at a time. 
The experimenter provided a cue card with an image of the 
target object on it (e.g. a volcano; see Figure 1) and told 
children how many of that object were in the picture (e.g., “In 
this picture you have to find all of the [volcanoes]. There are 
six [volcanoes] in this picture!”).  
     In the answers condition, the experimenter then told 
children that they would “have to stop looking once the timer 
runs out, and then [the experimenter] will show you where all 
of the [volcanoes] are!” In the no answers condition children 
were told they would “have to stop looking once the timer 
runs out, and then [the experimenter] will put the picture 
away!” The experimenter then started the timer and allowed 
children to search for the target object for one minute. After 
the time ran out, children in the answers condition were 
shown the location of each of the target objects in the picture, 
while in the no answers condition the experimenter put the 
picture away and moved on to the next iSpy game.2 
     After children completed all three iSpy games, the 
experimenter introduced the novel toy. In both conditions, 
children were told that they could play with the toy for as long 
as they wanted. In the answers condition, children were 
additionally told: “When you’re done playing with [the toy], 
I’ll show you how to turn it on.” In the no answers condition 
children were told: “When you’re all done playing with [the 
toy] I’ll put it away!”  
   Prior to allowing children in either condition to freely 
explore the toy, the experimenter demonstrated that the toy 
did in fact turn on (and was not broken). To do so, a screen 
blocking the child’s view of the toy was placed on the table 
while the experimenter activated the toy behind the screen. 
After this demonstration, children were reminded that they  
could play with the toy for as long as they wanted.   
 

2 If children in the answers condition found all of the target objects in one 
of the pictures, the experimenter still indicated the location of each object to 
children prior to moving on to the next iSpy game. If this occurred in the no 
answers condition, the experimenter moved on to the next iSpy game. 
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Figure 3. Time spent attempting to activate the novel toy in 

each condition. Error bars indicate bootstrapped 95% 
confidence intervals.  

 
The experimenter told children that they were going to do 
some paperwork and that the child could tell the experimenter 
when they were done playing. If children stopped playing 
with the toy for 10 consecutive seconds, indicating that they 
might quit, the experimenter prompted them by asking, “Are 
you all done or would you like to keep playing?” After three 
minutes, the experimenter ended the experiment for all 
children.  

Results 
Persistence was originally operationalized in two ways: the 
total time children spent trying to activate the novel toy and 
the number of unique actions children performed on the toy. 
Exploration time was calculated from the time when children 
first touched the toy and until the time of their last touch. Two 
individuals coded exploration time on all videos, with one 
blind to condition and the study hypothesis. Inter-rater 
reliability was r > .98. 
   Coding criteria for the number of unique actions children 
performed was preregistered and was recorded based on each 
unique action (i.e., if a single action was conducted multiple 
times, it was only counted once). For example, we recorded 
which buttons children pressed, whether children pressed 
unique combinations of two or more buttons, or if children 
acted on the entire toy (e.g. shaking the toy, lifting it in the 
air, looking underneath). The rationale for examining the 
number of unique actions was to explore whether some 
children simply exhausted more possibilities, regardless of 
the actual time spent. Examining exploratory behavior also 
reveals the number of different strategies children attempt 
while trying to reach their goal, which provides an additional 
measure of persistence.  
    Two individuals, both blind to condition and study 
hypothesis, coded the number of unique actions children tried 
during both the first minute of play and during the total play 
time. Seventy percent of the videos were coded by both 
coders, with an inter-rater reliability of r > .84. Any 
disagreements between coders were resolved by taking the 
average of the two coders’ responses.  

 
Figure 4. The total number of unique actions children 

performed in each condition when exploring the novel toy. 
Error bars indicate 95% CI. 

iSpy Performance 
On average, children found 13.2 (of 19) objects across the 

three iSpy games (95% CI [12.4, 13.9]), with no difference 
between the answers (M = 13.0, 95% CI [11.0, 13.0]) and no 
answers (M = 13.3, 95% CI [12.3, 13.4]) conditions, t(57.8) 
= -.489, p = .627, d = .13. There was also no interaction 
between performance across time and condition (p = .572), 
such that children’s performance on each trial did not vary as 
a function of condition.  

Preregistered secondary analyses revealed that the number 
of objects that children found during the iSpy game did not 
have an impact on how long children attempted to activate 
the toy (F < .001, p > .98), or on the total number of unique 
actions children performed (F(1, 56) = 1.92, p = .17, 𝜂p2 = 
.03), with no condition interactions (ps > .5).  

Exploration Time 
The first major result of interest is the amount of time 

children spent attempting to activate the novel toy (Figure 3). 
An ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition, such that 
children in the answers condition spent less time playing with 
the novel toy (M = 56.4 s, 95% CI [46.9, 65.1]) than children 
in the no answers condition (M = 93.8 s, 95% CI [76.2, 
112.2]), F(1, 55) = 12.87, p < .001, 𝜂p2 =.19, with no main 
effects of counterbalance (F(2, 55) = 1.23, p = .301, 𝜂p2 =.04) 
or age (F(1, 55) = .003, p = .958, 𝜂p2 < .01).  

Number of Unique Actions 
Next, we examined the number of unique actions that 

children performed on the toy during the total play time 
(Figure 4). An ANOVA revealed no main effect of condition, 
such that children in the answers condition performed 
marginally fewer unique actions (M = 8.2, 95% CI [7.0, 9.4]) 
than those in the no answers condition (M = 10.3, 95% CI 
[8.8, 11.8]), F(1, 55) = 3.89  , p = .054, 𝜂p2 = .07, with no 
effect of counterbalance, F(2, 55) = .558, p = .576, 𝜂p2 =.02) 
or age, F(1, 55) = .371, p = .545, 𝜂p2 < .01). Examining just 
the number of unique actions children performed during the 
first minute of play showed a similar result, such that there 
was only a marginal difference in the number of unique 
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actions children performed across conditions (answers: M = 
8.4, 95% CI [7.0, 9.8]; no answers: M = 10.4, 95% CI [8.8, 
12.1]; F(1, 55) = 3.09, p = .084, 𝜂p2 = .05), with no effect of 
counterbalance or age (ps > .56).  

Unplanned Analyses 
Given this marginal effect of the difference in the number 

of unique actions across conditions, we conducted additional 
unplanned analyses. First, since the lack of a significant 
difference may have been due to ceiling effects, we compared 
the total number of actions taken on the toy. We also 
analyzed the amount of time lapsed before children’s first 10s 
pause in exploration (i.e., when children received their first 
prompt from the experimenter) as an additional measure of 
persistence. This rationale for this additional analysis was to 
examine whether children in the answers condition showed 
signs of giving up sooner than those in the no answers 
condition. Two individuals, blind to condition, coded these 
additional events (rs > .94). Any disagreements were 
resolved by taking the average of the two coders’ responses. 
 

Total Actions An ANOVA revealed a main effect of 
condition on the total number of actions that children 
performed, such that children in the answers condition tried 
fewer total actions (M = 55.6, 95% CI [41.6, 69.6]) than those 
in the no answers condition (M = 87.5, 95% CI [65.0, 110.0]), 
F(1, 55) = 5.47, p = .023, 𝜂p2 = .09, with no effect of 
counterbalance or age (ps > .39).  

 
Time Until First Prompt An ANOVA revealed a main 

effect of condition on the time until the first prompt, such that 
children in the answers condition indeed paused sooner (M = 
53.8s, 95% CI [44.5, 63.1]) than those in the no answers 
condition (M = 73.8s, 95% CI [61.2, 86.4]), F(1, 55) = 6.15, 
p = .016, 𝜂p2 = .10, with no effect of counterbalance (F(2, 55) 
= 1.39, p = .258, 𝜂p2 = .05) or age (F(1, 55) = .100, p = .753, 
𝜂p2 < .01). These results provide converging evidence for 
decreased persistence in the answers condition 

Discussion 
When encountering a novel learning problem, learners 

must decide when to persist and when to move on to 
something new. Here, we found that children’s decisions 
about when to exert effort may be influenced by the 
information they stand to gain in a particular learning 
situation. In particular, when children expected to be 
provided with the solution after attempting to activate a novel 
toy themselves, they spent less time and took fewer actions 
to try to figure out how the toy worked than children who did 
not expect to receive the solution.  

This demonstrates that children’s persistence is sensitive to 
the availability of solutions, with easily accessible 
information potentially undermining children’s tendency to 
apply more effort to a novel problem. That is, children 
persisted longer at attempting to activate a novel toy when 
their effort was more likely to be the only source of 
information. This behavior may reflect a rational inference 

about when to exert effort based on the information available, 
independent from adult testimony or modeled behavior (e.g. 
Leonard et al., 2019; Lucca et al., 2020).  

Although we found a difference between conditions in the 
total time children spent exploring the novel toy, the amount 
of time prior to their first pause, and the total number of 
actions taken, there was only a marginal difference in the 
number of unique actions children performed. One possible 
explanation for this is the fact that the toy’s affordances (i.e., 
buttons of different colors and shapes) were obvious to 
children following visual inspection. Beyond pushing each 
button individually, the only additional actions available to 
children were unique combinations of one or more buttons. 
However, discovering a causal rule of this type is challenging 
and not intuitive for young children (Bridgers et al., 2019). 
To more clearly examine how much children persist in trying 
distinct exploratory strategies, future work might consider the 
effect of providing solutions when the toy also has non-
obvious features that might be suggestive of hidden functions 
(e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2011).  

While children’s behavior in the current experiment may 
reflect their sensitivity to the amount of information to be 
gained from their own effort, there may be at least one 
alternative mechanism at play. That is, although the 
experimenter provided no explicit information about task 
difficulty, telling children in advance that they would later 
receive answers may have implicitly signaled that that they 
would likely need help. If so, this pedagogical inference may 
have undermined children’s belief in their own abilities, 
leading to decreased motivation and persistence. Of course, 
these two possibilities may also interact: The availability of 
answers may drive persistence (such that children persist 
more in situations in which there is more information to be 
gained) and may also signal task difficulty. Ongoing work 
presents answers to children without any social or 
pedagogical cues to ensure that persistence is indeed 
motivated exclusively by the potential for information gain. 

While investing less effort in a task when one can gain 
information another way may reflect a rational process, there 
may also be adverse effects of providing easily accessible 
solutions.  An open question centers on how the availability 
of solutions may foster or undermine children’s persistence 
and motivation over time. If adults often make solutions 
available to children (even after children are given the 
opportunity to attempt a task on their own), children may 
begin to view effortful learning strategies as inefficient or too 
costly in general, with possible negative consequences for 
broader outcomes. For example, those who are more likely to 
seek out and enjoy cognitive effort tend to perform better 
academically and demonstrate greater intrinsic motivation 
(Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996). Thus, the 
generalizations children make based on the availability of 
solutions may have longer-term consequences for learning 
and motivation.  

Relatedly, beyond whether or not children view effort as 
an optimal strategy in a general sense, the availability of 
solutions may also have an influence on children’s curiosity. 
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Curiosity is often thought to be the result of recognizing a gap 
in the information one has (Loewenstein, 1994). As children 
are motivated to seek out information that can fill gaps in 
their knowledge (e.g., Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007), easily 
accessible solutions may decrease children’s motivation. 
Indeed, some researchers have speculated that a similar 
process occurs as a result of easy access to the internet, with 
curiosity potentially being reduced when learners can access 
the answers to any question online with little to no effort 
(Danovitch, 2019). Access to the internet has also been 
shown to artificially inflate estimates of one’s own 
knowledge (Fisher, Goddu, & Keil, 2015), potentially 
reducing curiosity because the individual believes that they 
know more about a topic than they actually do. Providing 
solutions to children may therefore have similar 
consequences. Curiosity may also be influenced by the 
quantity and type of answers provided. That is, providing no 
answers might decrease curiosity by preventing learners from 
gaining even partial knowledge about a new topic. Exploring 
how providing answers influences curiosity is thus an 
important question for future work. 

Here we present preliminary evidence that children’s 
decisions about when to persist are influenced by the 
information available to them in a novel exploratory learning 
task. Although children’s behavior may demonstrate a 
rational inference about when additional effort is beneficial, 
there may be important consequences of providing easily 
accessible information on future motivation or curiosity.  
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Abstract 
Many organisms encounter situations where they lack 
information required to successfully exploit a resource. One 
stable strategy that may be particularly useful is a win-stay-
lose-shift strategy, in which an individual continues to 
perform a behavior that has proven fruitful in the recent past 
or otherwise shifts to a new behavior. Here we investigate 
whether domestic dogs (Canis familiaris) use a win-stay-lose-
shift strategy utilizing data from 326 puppies and 323 adult 
dogs on a repeated object-choice task. We found a significant 
effect of previous-trial success on dogs’ subsequent search 
patterns.  Specifically, dogs were more likely to shift search 
locations if they were unsuccessful on the previous trial. 
These findings suggest that puppies and adult dogs win-stay-
lose-shift.   

Keywords: win-stay-lose-shift; strategies; dogs; evolution 

Introduction 
Most organisms will encounter situations in which they 
need to make decisions without sufficient information. In 
predictable environments animals are expected to sample 
the environment and tune their behavior accordingly. 
However, animals will often make decisions without enough 
information to know which choice is best. In unpredictable 
conditions animals may default to simple heuristics to guide 
their choices. One such heuristic is win-stay lose-shift, 
which has been well documented as a strategy in humans 
and other species (e.g. Berman, Rane & Bahow, 1970; 
Levine, 1959; Worthy & Maddox, 2014). Win-stay-lose-
shift is an effective learning strategy, because it allows the 
individual to update their strategy after each new piece of 
information, which is helpful in navigating a world of 
uncertain probabilities. Win-stay-lose-shift, and its sister 
strategy win-stay-lose-sample, have been documented as 
strategies that allow humans to approximate Bayesian 
inference without having to perform complex calculations 
(Bonawitz, Denison, Gopnik & Griffiths 2014).  

Organisms may develop a preference for a particular 
strategy that will maximize reward in their specific 
ecological contexts.   Thorndike’s Law of Effect states that 
“the absolute rate of any response is proportional to its 
associated relative reinforcement” (Herrnstein, 1970). If a 
certain behavior is rewarded, the individual will be more 
likely to repeat that behavior, and if a behavior is not 
rewarded, repetition will become less likely. When looking 
at guessing behavior, any species’ strategy would likely be 

dependent on their general experiences, and their 
predictions about probability, which would be different 
depending on their ecological contexts.  

Indeed, instances of these strategies have been observed 
in many species, even in experimental contexts. When 
presented with a guessing situation, some animals will 
perseverate by repeatedly returning to one location. For 
example, when foraging, wild pigeons tend to return to 
established patches repeatedly (Goodwin, 1967). This 
foraging strategy maps onto their behavior when presented 
with a simultaneous choice experimentally. In a key-choice 
task, pigeons were more likely to select a key that was 
previously rewarded than alternate to a new key (Zentall, 
Steirn, & Jackson-Smith, 1990). In the case of pigeons, 
there might be a benefit of returning to a location where 
they were previously rewarded if there is a higher likelihood 
of finding food in a place that recently had food. This 
strategy may be useful when there is a cost to searching, 
such as a large energy expenditure if the two locations were 
physically far apart, or if there was a high likelihood that an 
area with food would have food again. In a simultaneous 
choice paradigm, in which both locations were present in 
visual proximity, this strategy appears as a bias towards one; 
selecting one side and sticking with it regardless of their 
reinforcement history on that side. 

The opposite strategy, constantly alternating choices, 
could also be beneficial in certain contexts. If, when 
foraging, resources were often found in small quantities and 
did not regenerate, maximizing exploratory behavior may be 
beneficial. This strategy is consistently found in rats. When 
rats are presented with a T-maze, they are found to 
constantly shift their choice, a behavior identified as 
spontaneous alteration behavior (Dember & Fowler, 1958; 
Richman, Dember, & Kim, 1986; Olton & Schlosberg, 
1978). In this paradigm, rats go to the opposite of their 
previous choice every time regardless of whether or not they 
were rewarded, suggesting a guessing behavior that 
prioritizes exploration. For the rats, consistent alternation 
could be useful to maximize the amount of ground covered, 
which might be more relevant given that the food the rats 
eat (e.g., a small cached food store) is not likely to 
regenerate between visits.  

These choice strategies may serve those animals well in 
certain contexts, but they do not allow for much flexibility. 
For instance, there might be variability in the likelihood of 
reinforcement at any given food location. If this is the case, 
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animals might benefit from a strategy that incorporates their 
previous experiences at a location to incorporate the 
probability of reward at the given location.  

One documented strategy in this vein is win-stay-lose-
shift. This strategy incorporates the previous experience at 
any given location in a simultaneous choice scenario. If the 
location was previously successful, it will be tried again in 
the next attempt, but if the location did not yield a reward, it 
will be abandoned to shift to a different location. This 
flexible strategy is particularly useful in uncertain or 
complex contexts because it allows for unstable 
probabilities, as it is adaptable to changing conditions in an 
environment (Levine 1975). When foraging, if a location 
that was previously successful ceases to be successful, the 
organism could adapt by shifting their behavior to a 
different location. If one particular location is consistently 
fruitful, the organism could continue to reap the reward until 
it is depleted. Because of the lose-shift element, the strategy 
is easily able to account for errors, as any inconsistency can 
be corrected within a few repetitions. 

Because of its flexibility, and ability to account for 
varying probabilities, the win-stay-lose-shift strategy is 
particularly useful in social contexts. If an animal is faced 
with a situation in which it has to predict the actions of 
another animal, there will likely be many factors at play, 
and having a strategy that allows for constantly updating 
behavior based on new data would be helpful.  

In humans, win-stay-lose-shift is often seen in the context 
of the Prisoner’s Dilemma. It is sometimes referred to as 
“perfect tit-for-tat”, because it maximizes success when the 
participant is unable to predict the other player’s decision. 
As long as the other player is cooperating, the best strategy 
is to cooperate, but if the other player stops cooperating, the 
strategy can be updated both for personal benefit, and for 
maximum cooperation. Unlike tit-for-tat, where a player just 
copies what the opposing player did previously, win-stay-
lose-shift allows for either player to make mistakes, while 
continuing to optimize their overall strategy for maximum 
cooperation (Imhof, Fudenberg & Nowak, 2007). The social 
flexibility facet of the win-stay-lose-shift strategy suggests 
that it might be useful in social contexts, which could mean 
this strategy is particularly beneficial for more socially 
cooperative species. 

One species that is a promising candidate for exhibiting 
win-stay-lose-shift strategies is the domestic dog (Canis 
familiaris). Over domestication, dogs have become a highly 
cooperative species (e.g., Hare, Brown, & Tomasello, 2002; 
Miklósi & Topál, 2013), adapted to the human social world 
(e.g., Ben-Aderet, Gallego-Abenza, Reby, & Mathevon, 
2017). In particular, dogs are notable for their human-like 
sensitivity to cooperative communication (e.g., Kaminski, 
Schulz & Tomasello, 2012; Téglás, Gergely, Kupán, 
Miklósi, & Topál, 2012). For instance, previous 
experiments have found that dogs are able to follow social 
cues such as pointing to find a hidden reward, and are 
known to use social referencing by looking back at their 
human companions during difficult problems (e.g., Lakatos, 

Soproni, Dóka, & Miklósi, 2009; Riedel, Schumann, 
Kaminski, Call, & Tomasello, 2008). These abilities have 
been shown to be present even from a very young age, 
indicating that dogs might be inherently inclined to be social 
animals (Bray et al. in press). 

 In their native ecology, without human intervention, dogs 
do a good deal of foraging, so there is a possibility that they 
would have strategies similar to those of pigeons or rats in a 
guessing context. However, dogs occupy a highly social 
niche, and having a flexible strategy such as win-stay-lose-
shift might be an advantage for a species that has a high 
need for cooperation and often is faced with choices that 
vary in probability. For example, if a free-ranging dog is 
dependent on food from a human source, their foraging 
technique would have to be based on a complex probability 
of how often a certain human resource had food, and when 
it would be available to the dog. To test this hypothesis, we 
were interested in seeing if dogs would demonstrate win-
stay-lose shift strategies in their choice behavior in an 
experimental setting. 

To examine whether dogs use a win-stay-lose-shift 
strategy or a strategy that is less sensitive to changing 
reinforcement structures (e.g., constant stay or constant 
shift), we analyzed a task in which dogs would need to 
decide between two simultaneously presented objects. We 
used preexisting data from an experiment in which a treat 
was hidden under one of two cups out of sight, and the dog 
was allowed to select one of the cups. This task was initially 
designed as an odor control task, where the location was 
pseudo-randomized and dogs should not be able to succeed 
based on perceptual cues, or reinforcement learning. Other 
research using similar task designs suggests that dogs are 
not using odor information to make their decision during 
these types of experiments (e.g. Hare, Call, & Tomasello, 
1998, Agnetta, Hare & Tomasello, 2000, MacLean, 
Herrmann, Suchindran & Hare, 2017).  

If dogs are unable to smell the location of the treat and 
unable to see the treat being hidden, it remains an open 
question regarding how they make their decisions about 
which cup to choose. We investigate this question in the 
current study, with a specific focus on whether dogs are 
using win-stay-lose-shift strategies. If dogs use win-stay-
lose-shift, their performance on the previous trial should be 
predictive of their choice on the following trial. Specifically, 
their likelihood of shifting should decrease with previous 
success. By studying the choice behavior of both puppies 
and adult dogs, we also aimed to examine potential 
developmental changes in response strategies. 

Methods 
All data in the current study were previously collected as a 
part of a larger test battery (Bray et al, in press). In the 
current experiment, we focus on one task from this larger 
test battery, specifically an “odor control” task originally 
designed to ensure dogs were not able to simply smell the 
location of a hidden treat. 
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Population 
All of the dogs tested were Canine Companions for 
Independence (CCI) Labrador Retrievers, Golden 
Retrievers, or Lab/Golden crosses. The participants were all 
part of the CCI assistance dog program, either as assistance 
dog candidates or dams and sires in their breeding colony.  

There were two age groups, puppies and adults. Puppies 
were dogs tested between 8 and 10 weeks (n=334). There 
were 176 female puppies and 150 male puppies. Adult dogs 
were a range of ages, averaging 3.08 years, with a minimum 
of 0.99 years, and a maximum of 10.8 years (n=323). The 
adult sample consisted of 210 females and 113 males. 

Materials and Testing Setup 
All dogs were tested in a room set aside in the CCI training 
facility, as part of a larger 14-task test battery. Puppies were 
tested in a slightly smaller fenced off area (183cm x 305cm) 
within the larger room (421.5cm x 599.5cm).  

The materials consisted of two disposable blue Solotm 
cups. The cups were placed behind a black occluder made of 
foam core poster board 20cm tall and 91cm long. The 
distances from the dog were marked with white paint on a 
122cmx183cm black mat. See Figure 1 for full testing 
dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 1: Testing mat. 

 
Food rewards typically consisted of soaked dog kibble 

from the dog’s maintenance diet. If necessary for 
motivation, some dogs were also offered Zuke’s jerky (see 
test trials for details about when this would occur). 

Study Design and Procedure 
Dogs first participated in a warmup to introduce the process 
of finding treats under the cups. Over the course of the 
warmup, they learned that in order to get a treat from under 
a cup they must touch it with either their nose or front paws. 
In order to continue on to the test trials, dogs needed to meet 
a criterion on warmup trials (Bray et al, in press). Following 
these warmup trials were two tasks in which dogs were 
presented with social cues; however, data from these tasks 

are not presented in this paper. After participating in these 
social cue tasks, dogs participated in the odor control task 
which is the focus of the current study. 
 

 
Figure 2: Dog and cup setup. 

 
The odor control task consisted of 8 trials. It was designed 

to be pseudo-randomized, so the treat was never hidden on 
the same side more than twice in a row. The fixed order 
used across dogs was RRLRLLRL.   

To begin each trial, the experimenter knelt on the line 
1.65m from the dog and set the cups next to each other 
behind a black occluder. Participants began each trial 1.45m 
from the cups. Puppies were held in place by the chest, 
while adult dogs were on a tab leash, straddled by the 
handler so that the dog would not be biased to one side or 
another. The experimenter then presented the treat to the 
dog, said “Puppy, look!” and placed the treat behind an 
occluder so the dog could not witness where the treat was 
hidden. The experimenter lifted both cups behind the 
occluder and covered the treat with one of the cups as they 
were set back down. The experimenter then removed the 
occluder and simultaneously slid the cups to their positions 
1m apart while keeping her gaze straight down. The 
experimenter then put her hands behind her back, saying 
“Ok,” to the dog, at which point the handler released the 
dog. If the dog did not move, the experimenter repeated the 
release command up to three times, at which point the dog 
was nudged directly forward by the handler. 

When the dog touched a cup, the experimenter moved the 
cup so the dog could see what was under it. If the dog was 
correct, they were praised, and allowed to eat the treat. If the 
dog was incorrect, the experimenter said “wrong” in a 
neutral tone of voice and the dog did not receive the treat. 
Regardless of their first choice, the dog was then restrained 
by the handler and not allowed to attempt to choose another 
cup until the next trial.  

If the dog did not make a choice within 25 seconds it was 
scored as ‘no choice’, and the trial was repeated. If the dog 
failed to make a choice twice in a row, they were given a set 
of two refamiliarization trials that allowed the dog to 
witness the treat being hidden.  
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If the dog made another set of two consecutive no 
choices, the dog was then offered a more desirable food 
reward (Zuke’s jerky). If a participant still did not choose 
after a total of eight refamiliarization trials and being 
offered more desirable food, that dog was excluded from 
further participation. No adult dogs were excluded for this 
reason. Four puppies were excluded after ceasing to choose. 
In total, 8 puppies were excluded, 4 for not meeting the 
warmup criteria, and 4 for being unwilling to continue to 
participate. Therefore, the total number of puppies included 
for analysis was 326.  

Analysis 
Our analysis was preregistered on aspredicted.org at 
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=iq22gh. 

As a preliminary analysis, we first confirmed that dogs 
were not using odor information to determine the hiding 
location of the treat. To do this, we first conducted a single-
sample t-test comparing dogs’ overall accuracy to chance. 
Next, we looked at other factors that might influence dogs’ 
accuracy by running a generalized linear mixed model 
(GLMM) with trial number and age (puppy or adult) as 
predictors, and accuracy as a dependent variable, with 
subject as a random factor. Accuracy in this instance was 
whether or not the dog was able to correctly choose the cup 
that the treat was under, and thus the cup that should smell 
more strongly of a treat. Based on the results from this 
GLMM, we divided the data into groups based on trial 
number. We then conducted two single-sample t-tests 
comparing the dogs’ accuracy to chance, to assess whether 
the dogs were able to learn over trials based on odor 
information.  

 To investigate whether dogs were using a win-stay-lose-
shift strategy, we then ran a second generalized linear mixed 
model. This GLMM had age and previous success and their 
interaction as predictors, and shifting as the dependent 
variable, with subject as a random factor. Shifting in this 
case is defined as choosing a location different from the 
location searched on the previous trial.  

Then we conducted a single sample t-test comparing 
dogs’ overall shifting behavior to chance, in order to assess 
whether they were more likely overall to shift sides or stay 
with the same side (regardless of the outcome of their 
previous choice). 

To explore the role of individual differences, we 
conducted all analyses again, excluding dogs that that had 
100% side bias (n=103, 44 puppies, 59 adult dogs), 100% 
constant shift (n=8, all adult dogs), and 100% correct (n=1, 
an adult dog).  

Finally, we conducted one-sample t-tests comparing the 
proportion of shifts after losses and after wins to chance. 

 
Results 

As planned in our preregistration, we conducted a 
preliminary analysis to examine whether dogs in our sample 
were relying on odor information to make their choices. Our 
initial t-test found that dogs did not differ from chance (p = 

0.828). In our GLMM, we found an effect of trial number 
(β= -0.08, SE= 0.01, p <.001), so we divided the data into 
two groups; early trials (trial 1-4) and later trials (5-8) to 
assess whether there was a partial learning effect. There is 
no evidence that dogs were using odor information or 
learning to use odor information across trials. We did not 
find a main effect of age or an interaction between age and 
trial number. 

Dogs were above chance on early trials (t(648) = 4.76  p < 
.001, M = 2.19, SD = 1.00, and below chance in the later 
trials (t(648) = 6.49, p < .001, M = 1.75, SD= 0.99). This 
indicates that there was not a learning effect over trials, as 
dogs were less likely to choose the correct cup in later trials. 
Given dogs were not exclusively using odor information to 
make their choices, and were not increasing their accuracy 
over trials, we continued our analyses to examine other 
strategies dogs might have been using.  

To investigate whether dogs were using a win-stay-lose-
shift strategy, we next examined whether dogs’ shifting 
behavior was dependent on their success on the previous 
trial, and whether it was different across age groups. The 
results of our GLMM suggest that the dogs were influenced 
by their previous trial performance (b = -0.58, SE = 0.07, p 
< .001, OR = 0.56, 95% CI: 0.49, 0.64), such that dogs were 
more likely to shift when they failed to receive a treat on the 
previous trial (See Figure 3), with no effect of age. 

 

  
Figure 3: Proportion of shifts after a loss and after a win 

across both age groups. 
 
In order to assess whether this pattern was driven by a 

‘stay’ strategy after success, a ‘shift’ strategy after failure, 
or both – we examined whether dogs were more likely to 
shift or stay overall, irrespective of their performance on the 
previous trial. To do this we compared their overall 
likelihood to shift to chance by conducting a one-sample t-
test, and found that dogs were primarily biased to stay on 
the same side overall, t(648) = 8.01, p < .001.  

Individual differences 
We then looked for individual differences in strategy. We 

found 17.25% of dogs were completely side biased (no 
shifting at all), 1.23% of dogs used a constant alteration 
strategy, and only one single dog (0.001%) was completely 
correct, and possibly using odor information. When we 
excluded these dogs (n=112), we found that the remaining 
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dogs (n=537) did not differ significantly from chance in 
their shift behavior t(536) = -1.33, p = 0.184. 

We then ran our original analysis again with these dogs 
excluded and, consistent with our initial findings with all 
dogs, found a significant effect of previous trial 
performance (b = -0.53, SE = 0.07, p < .001, OR=0.58, 95% 
CI: 0.51, 0.67) with no age effects. 

 Using only the dogs that did not show a side-bias, 
constant shift, or 100% accuracy, we then conducted a one-
sample t-test comparing the proportion of shifts to chance. 
We found that dogs were more likely than chance to shift 
after a loss t(533) = 2.63, p = 0.009, m = 0.53, SD = 0.30, 
but more likely than chance to stay after a win t(532) = 8.61, 
p < .001, m = 0.39, SD = 0.29. These finding suggest that 
dogs are using a win-stay-lose-shift strategy. 

With no effects of age in any of the analyses, the findings 
indicate the use of win-stay-lose-shift emerges early and is 
stable across ontogeny. 
 

Discussion 
We find initial evidence that the majority of puppies and 
adult dogs are using a win-stay-lose-shift strategy informed 
by their previous choice in contexts where they lack 
information about the location of a hidden treat. 
Specifically, both adult dogs and puppies were more likely 
to shift to a new location when they were not successful on 
their previous trial.  

Moreover, when examining whether dogs were driven by 
wins or losses, we found that 17.25% of dogs were using a 
side-bias strategy, while only 1.23% of dogs used a constant 
alteration strategy. This suggests that at the individual level, 
dogs are more likely to stay than shift. After excluding these 
dogs with 100% stay and/or shift behavior, we found that 
dogs were more likely to (1) stay after a win and (2) shift 
after a loss, suggesting that dogs use both the win-stay and 
lose-shift portions of the win-stay-lose-shift strategy. Thus, 
although dogs are likely to consistently stay at the 
individual level, they also show evidence of a win-stay-lose-
shift strategy at the group level. 

Lose-shifting, may be an important mechanism for an 
animal to utilize, as it allows for more flexible searching 
behavior. Not only would this be a useful strategy in a 
foraging context where the probability of finding food 
would vary over location, but it would also be particularly 
useful in cooperative contexts. In a cooperative context, 
lose-shifting may present as attempting a different strategy 
for social cooperation after an initial failure, allowing for 
compromise and maximizing the possibility of cooperation.  

Another possibility from the data is that perhaps dogs are 
naturally at chance with their sampling behavior, but a win 
greatly increases the salience of a particular side, and 
therefore increases the likelihood that they will choose that 
side again on the next attempt. In the fixed order used in this 
study, there were some cases where the treat appeared on 
the same side more than once, which could lead to more 
staying behavior if they are reinforced by a win on that side 
twice in a row.  

The fixed order of trials is one limitation of the current 
study. Only one order of trials was used in the preexisting 
data, and it is possible that this stable trial order impacted 
our findings, as the dogs’ experiences would differ 
depending on their first choice. Future work should further 
investigate and confirm win-stay-lose-shift strategies in 
dogs across a wider range of contexts—for instance, 
randomizing the order of food location, or manipulating the 
wins and losses directly. 

Another limitation is the possibility of reinforcement 
learning due to the method. Because the dogs were praised 
when they found the correct treat, the experiment could be 
placing dogs in a command context, and dogs may be 
staying with the correct cup in an attempt to perform the 
task the human experimenter wants them to. However, 
given that the praise was always paired with a treat, it is 
unlikely that praise influenced their decision any more than 
the food reward did. Though we cannot conclusively 
provide any reasoning for why dogs would use a specific 
strategy, it is unlikely that praise would alter their choice to 
stay or shift (Feuerbacher &Wynne 2013).   

Moreover, the social implications of this finding also 
require further examination. Win-stay-lost-shift is a useful 
strategy when guessing, but its potential for cooperation has 
implications in game theory problems like the prisoner’s 
dilemma, as well. In these scenarios win-stay-lose-shift is 
used to maximize cooperation with a partner by altering the 
strategy based on the choices of the other agent. It is unclear 
from this design if the dogs are considering the 
experimenter an agent who is choosing the location of the 
treat, or if they are simply understanding the scenario as a 
randomization between two locations with the human 
experimenter as a facilitator. Given that the current 
experiment was performed directly following two social cue 
tasks in which the experimenter acted as a social partner, 
there is reason to suspect the former explanation.  

The implications of the current results would be different 
whether the dogs are understanding the experimental 
situation as a game in cooperation with another agent, or a 
random guessing task. In order to assess which of these 
possibilities is the case, future work should manipulate 
human participation, and see if the effect is dependent on 
the presence of another agent. If dogs are using this strategy 
to maximize their cooperation with the experimenter, we 
would expect to find them to employ win-stay-lose-shift 
when there is an agent, and perhaps revert to side biased 
perseveration behavior when no agent is present. 

To further test the possibility that win-stay-lose-shift 
strategies might be a useful evolutionary advantage for dogs 
because of their unique social and cooperative ecology, it 
will be interesting to examine win-stay-lose-shift strategies 
in non-domesticated canids as well. Because many canids, 
like wolves, live in social groups, the win-stay-lose-shift 
strategy may also be an innate component of their social 
ecology. However, it is also possible that win-stay-lose-shift 
is something that has evolved during domestication, as a 
strategy that would improve inter-species interactions. To 
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test this question, it will be particularly informative to look 
at win-stay-lose-shift in species such as dingoes and wolves. 
Other social traits, such as looking back and eye contact 
(e.g., Johnston, Turrin, Watson, Arre & Santos. 2017; Udell 
2015; Passalacqua, Marshall-Pescini, Barnard, Lakatos, 
Valsecchi & Prato-Previde 2011), have been linked to 
change over domestication. It will be interesting to see how 
dingoes and wolves use guessing strategies on a similar 
task, especially in light of their differences in cooperating 
with humans.  

Though additional work is needed, we provide the first 
evidence to date that dogs can use a win-stay-lose-shift 
strategy when guessing, suggesting that dogs might have 
use for a more flexible guessing strategy to keep up with the 
complex probabilities of their social environment.  
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Abstract

Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a neuropsychiatric condition with a neurodevelopmental course
that often persists in adulthood. Although it is conceptualised as a categorical disorder, ADHD traits are present in the
general population. ADHD constitutes an important paradigm because its aetiology is related to both frontal and striatal
circuits, but it is unclear what localised operations could be at fault when ADHD symptoms arise. We present a study where
50 adults, of which 14 had a diagnosis of ADHD, performed a speeded and unspeeded variation of the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test (WCST) and completed a set of questionnaires, including the Conners Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS).
Results indicate that sorting errors on the WCST did not differ between groups. However, when response times were
characterised in terms of parameterised ex-Gaussian distributions for the unspeeded part of task, moderate correlations
were found between the parameter corresponding to the thickness of the tail of the distribution and subscales of the
CAARS measuring inattention and impulsivity. This suggests that inattention and/or impulsivity explain the occasional
slower responses of ADHD participants. We consider the results in the context of an existing computational model that
simulates cortical and basal ganglia operation in the WCST, where a qualitative exploration supports a distinction between
cortical and striatal components of the psychological processes that lead to performance of participants with ADHD traits.
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Abstract

How flexible are children’s semantic representations? It is unknown whether children can adapt to different speaker’s
language use and form speaker-specific representations to facilitate comprehension. Adults update their expectations about
how a speaker uses quantifiers after exposure to the speaker (Yildirim et al., 2016). Here, we explore whether this ability
is also present in preschool-aged children. In Experiment 1, we show that preschoolers have adult-like expectations about
how a generic speaker would use the quantifiers ’some’ (less than 50%) and ’many’ (greater than 50%). In Experiment 2,
forty 4 and 5-year-olds (mean = 4.6) were exposed to a speaker who was biased to either prefer using ’some’ or ’many’ in
a situation with a proportion of 50%. After exposure, participants updated their expectations about the use of ’some’ and
’many’, such that they aligned better with the exposure speaker’s usage, suggesting that preschoolers are able to engage in
semantic adaptation.
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Abstract 
Descriptions of durational relations can be ambiguous, e.g., the 
description ‘two different meetings happened at the same time’ 
could mean that one meeting started before the other ended, or 
it could mean that the meetings both started and ended 
simultaneously. A recent theory posits that people mentally 
simulate events with durations by representing the starts and 
ends of events along a chronological axis (Khemlani et al., 
2015). To draw conclusions from this durational mental model, 
reasoners consciously scan it in the direction of earlier time 
points to later time points. The account predicts that people 
should prefer descriptions that are congruent with a 
chronological scanning procedure, e.g., descriptions that 
mention the starts of events before the ends of events. Two 
experiments corroborate the prediction, and show that 
chronological biases in temporal reasoning manifest in cases 
when reasoners consciously evaluate the durations of events.  

Keywords: events, temporal reasoning, durational relations, 
mental models, mental timeline 

Introduction 
People exhibit directional biases when thinking about time. 

Many studies have examined how people reason about events 
organized by relations such as before and after. In general, 
they find that people appear to construct a “mental timeline” 
that is organized on a horizontal, left-to-right axis (for 
reviews, see Hoerl & McCormack, 2019 and Bonato, Zorzi, 
& Umiltà, 2012). Evidence in support of such a timeline 
comes from the way people spatially arrange items 
representing temporal events and concepts (e.g., Bergen, Lau 
& Ting, 2012; Fuhrman & Boroditsky, 2010; Leone, et al., 
2018; Maass & Russo, 2003), as well as their implicit 
differences in reaction times on temporal judgment tasks 
(Gevers, Reynvoet, & Fias, 2003, 2004; Ishihara et al., 2008; 
Santiago, et al., 2007, 2010; Torralbo et al., 2006; Vallesi et 
al., 2014; Weger & Pratt, 2008). Likewise, people’s 
spontaneous temporal gestures can reflect a horizontal axis 
that represents time (Casasanto & Jasmin, 2012; Cooperrider 
& Nunez, 2009). Some researchers even make the stronger 
claim that chronological biases in temporal thinking come 
from the organization of neural structures, such that a mental 
timeline is an emergent result of low-level attentional biases 
(Chatterjee, Southwood, & Basilico, 1999; Vicaro et al., 
2007) or cross-domain representational mechanisms (see 
Winter, Marghetis, & Matlock, 2015, for a review). 

Most research on temporal reasoning has focused on 
punctate events – events whose durations are irrelevant to 
understanding their temporal relations to other events. For 
instance, if you know that the dinner occurred before the 
movie, it doesn’t matter if the dinner was hurriedly eaten 

within 15 minutes in the car on the way to the theater or if it 
was a longer meal at a restaurant. One reason for the focus on 
punctate events is that durations can be difficult to 
comprehend, particularly for young children. Children appear 
to use words that denote durations such as day, week, and 
year without understanding how long each referent lasts until 
later in development (Tillman & Barner, 2015; Tillman, et 
al., 2018). Even for adults, descriptions of durations can be 
ambiguous. For instance, if you’re told that two different 
meetings happened at the same time, it could mean that one 
meeting started before the other ended, or it could mean that 
the meetings both started and ended at the same time. 

Adult reasoners can make simple durational inferences 
without any special training in logic. Events are often 
naturally treated as having parts and subevents, i.e., they can 
be organized into partonomic hierarchies (Miller & Johnson-
Laird, 1976; Tversky, 1989; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984; 
Zacks & Tversky, 2001). For instance, suppose you know the 
following: 

 

1. The harvest lasts from August to October. 
    The winter lasts from December to March. 

 

It is easy to make the following temporal inferences: 
 

2a. The harvest happened before the winter. 
  b. The harvest started before the winter started. 
  c. The harvest ended before the winter started. 
  d. The harvest started before the winter ended. 
  e. The harvest ended before the winter ended. 

 

The first inference concerns a relation, before, between two 
different events, the harvest and the winter. This inference 
does not reflect the durational nature of the events: in (2a), 
the events could be treated as punctate. The remaining 
inferences (2b-e) are durational because they concern 
relations that reference parts of events, namely, when an 
event starts and when an event ends. To reference a part of an 
event is to imply there are other parts – that the event is 
extended in time.  

To represent an event’s duration, a reasoning system must, 
at a minimum, represent its start and its end. But few theories 
have proposed what people represent when they reason about 
durational relations such as during, and few studies have 
examined systematic patterns of durational reasoning. The 
claims of research into mental timelines with punctate events 
appear to imply that people should also represent mental 
timelines for durational relations. 

In the following, we first review treatments of durational 
reasoning in artificial intelligence and formal logic, and 
explain their limitations as the basis for cognitive theories. 
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We then present a more recent computational cognitive 
theory that proposes that people build mental models from 
descriptions of durations (Khemlani, Harrison, & Trafton, 
2015). The theory extends the proposal that people construct 
a mental timeline to represent events. And we show why a 
central prediction of the theory – i.e., that inferences emerge 
from the way people scan models – yields a conscious 
chronological bias in preferring some inferences to others. 
We describe two experiments that test and validate the bias, 
and marshal the evidence in light of theories of temporal 
cognition. 

The logic and psychology of 
durational reasoning 

Durational inferences can be simple and they can be 
complex. Consider this deduction: 

 

3. The harvest happened during the fall. 
    The vacation happened during the winter. 
    The winter happened after the fall. 
    Therefore, the vacation happened after the harvest. 

 

The final conclusion in (3) is valid, i.e., it is true in any 
situation in which the premises are true as well (Jeffery, 1981, 
p. 1). Now consider this one: 
 

4. The harvest happened during the fall. 
    The vacation happened during the fall. 
    The winter happened after the fall. 
    Therefore, the vacation happened after the harvest. 

 

The final conclusion in (4) is invalid – it is possibly true, but 
not necessarily the case. Systems of logic were developed to 
provide a formal way to derive logically valid temporal 
deductions (e.g., Allen, 1983; Fischer, Gabbay, & Vila, 2005; 
Freksa, 1992; Goranko, Montanari, & Sciavicco, 2004; 
Kowalski & Sergot, 1989). Temporal logics provide a basis 
for formalizing interval relations, i.e., the way in which one 
interval exists relative to another. As a result, temporal logics 
make use of relations that have no connection to concepts in 
natural language. Allen’s interval algebra (1983), for 
instance, is a system that specifies all possible relations 
between the endpoints for two different events, A and B, as 
depicted in the following diagrams: 
 

A ―           A before B. 
B       ― 
 

A ―――     A equals B. 
B ――― 

A ――         A meets B. 
B     ――   

A ―         A starts B. 
B ―――― 

A    ―        A during B. 
B ―――― 
 

A            ― A finishes B. 
B ――――   

A ―――     A overlaps B. 
B    ――― 

 

 

The horizontal lines represent the way an event endures 
across multiple points in time. Allen’s algebra specifies 13 
relations, i.e., the 7 relations above along with their inverses 

(the inverse of before is after), but we omit them for brevity. 
Some of the relations have intuitive mappings onto temporal 
prepositions and connectives in natural language, e.g., Event 
A occurred before event B. Other relations can only be 
expressed using combinations of durational relations, e.g., 
the meets relation can be expressed in the following natural 
language description: Event A ends at the same time as event 
B starts. The description is composed of the temporal verbs 
ended and started, as well as the temporal preposition at the 
same time as. In contrast, Allen’s calculus treats the relation 
as primitive. As Knauff and colleagues have argued, the 
disparity between logic and language precludes systems such 
as the interval algebra from serving as the basis of plausible 
accounts of spatiotemporal reasoning (Knauff, 1999; Knauff, 
et al., 2004; Rauh et al., 2005). 

A recent theory sought to explain inferences like (3) and 
(4). Khemlani, Harrison, and Trafton (2015) argued that 
people reason about durations by constructing mental 
simulations of events – mental models (Johnson-Laird, 
2006). The model theory applies to relational reasoning 
across several different domains (Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 
2005), including reasoning about space (Jahn, Knauff, & 
Johnson-Laird, 2007; Ragni & Knauff, 2013), causality 
(Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2001; Khemlani, Barbey, & 
Johnson-Laird, 2015; Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 
2018), and punctate events (Schaeken, Johnson-Laird, & 
d’Ydewalle, 1996; Schaeken & Johnson-Laird, 2000). The 
theory rests on three fundamental constraints: first, models 
are iconic, i.e., their structure maps onto the structure of the 
things they represent (see Peirce, 1931-1958, Vol. 4). An 
iconic treatment of events, for instance, suggests that 
reasoners represent them as tokens arranged along a mental 
time line (Schaeken et al., 1996) or else as simulations that 
unfold in the same sequence as the events do in the real world 
(Khemlani et al., 2013). To represent durations iconically, 
Khemlani et al. (2015) proposed that people use discrete 
tokens to represent the starts and ends of events, but that they 
do not maintain or reason with intermediate time points. 
Hence, a mental model of (3) can be represented in the 
following diagram: 
 

        [ harvest ]     [ vacation ] 
      [    fall     ] [    winter    ] 

 

The diagram depicts four durational events whose durations 
are denoted by the starts and the ends of events, i.e., the 
opening and closing brackets. The words in the tokens are 
merely used to label the events, i.e., they specify the event’s 
content but not its structure. An advantage of the theory is 
that the representation is agnostic to the length of the 
duration, and so it can be applied uniformly to events lasting 
minutes and events lasting years, something that adult 
reasoners do with equal ease. 

Second, reasoners draw inferences by scanning models in 
a particular direction, e.g., they can scan the model above 
from the start of the fall to the end of the winter. By default, 
they scan models in chronological order (from earliest to 
latest), but they can also scan models in the opposite order 
when a particular inferential task demands it. Indeed, they can 
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spontaneously form strategies for reasoning about time 
(Schaeken & Johnson-Laird, 2000), and it may be that they 
can scan models in a flexible fashion. 

Finally, the model theory uniquely explains why some 
durational reasoning problems are easier than others: 
problems that demand more models should be more difficult 
(Schaeken & Johnson-Laird, 1996). For instance, it should be 
harder to reason about the premises in (4) than in (3), because 
(4) requires reasoners to keep track of multiple models 
whereas reasoners can represent (3) using only one model. 
Recent tests of this hypothesis confirmed the difference in 
difficulty between one- and multiple-model problems (Kelly 
& Khemlani, 2019; Kelly, Khemlani, & Johnson-Laird, 
under review). 

The model theory makes a surprising prediction about how 
people evaluate durations. Consider again the introductory 
example: 

 

1. The harvest lasts from August to October. 
    The winter lasts from December to March. 

 

Ignoring the specific points in time that are used to construct 
the models, i.e., the months, a model of (1) would be: 
 

      [  harvest  ]    [   winter   ] 
 

We invite the reader to consider which of the following two 
statements is a better description for (1): 
 

5a. The harvest started before the winter started. 
  b. The harvest ended before the winter ended. 

 

In general, (5a) and (5b) are ambiguous in the same way: 
they’re incomplete and compatible with multiple sorts of 
models, and so neither statement serves as a “better” 
description than the other – logical frameworks such as the 
Allen algebra or the event calculus would treat both 
statements as ambiguous. However, if reasoners exhibit a 
chronological bias in scanning models – as the model theory 
predicts – then they should consider (5a) to be better than 
(5b). We report two experiments that test and validate this 
prediction. 

Experiment 1 
To investigate whether participants exhibit a chronological 

scanning bias, i.e., whether they prefer descriptions relating 
start times or descriptions relating end times, Experiment 1 
presented participants with a description of the durations of 
two events, e.g., 

 

The encryption started at 12pm and ended at 11pm… 
The download started at 9am and ended at 11pm… 

 

Participants then selected which of two different statements 
better summarized how the events related to one another: 
 

The download started before the encryption started. 
The encryption ended when the download ended. 

 

The model theory predicts that reasoners should build a 
durational model of the events and then scan it from earlier 

times to later times – hence, they should exhibit a preference 
for descriptions of start times over descriptions of end times. 

Method 
Participants. 50 participants completed the experiment for 
monetary compensation ($1.50) through Amazon’s 
Mechanical Turk, commensurate with minimum-wage 
standards. All of the participants were native English 
speakers, and all but 5 had taken one or fewer courses in 
introductory logic. 1 participant was excluded from the 
analysis for always selecting the first response option. The 
analyses reported below are based on the remaining 49 
participants (21 female, mean age = 34.2).  
  
Preregistration and data-availability. The experimental 
design was pre-registered through the Open Science 
Framework platform (https://osf.io/f7ezg/). The same link 
makes the data from the study available. 
 
Task and design. Participants carried out 16 problems 
describing the durations of two events. These durations 
corresponded to time intervals in the pattern of four different 
Allen relations (diagrammed above): during, equals, finishes, 
and starts, and participants received 4 problems of each type. 
Hence, the experiment implemented a fully within-
participant design. Participants were asked to indicate which 
of two descriptions was better: a statement describing a 
relation between the start times of the two events or a 
statement describing a relation between the end times. The 
two response options were incomplete descriptions of the 
given scenario.  
 
Materials. Each problem description required 2 event labels 
and 4 timepoints (start and end times for each event) to yield 
statements of the form: [event] started at [timepoint 1] and 
ended at [timepoint 2]. The two event labels were randomly 
selected from a pool of 24 event labels that correspond to 
computer/network events. The set of events were designed to 
plausibly co-occur. Across the 16 problems, each pair of 
labels was unique. The start and end times of the two events 
were randomly generated to correspond to the Allen relation 
assigned to each problem. Finally, to prevent participants 
from interpreting the two events as occurring on different 
days, each statement describing an event was appended with 
a preposition describing a particular day of the week, e.g., the 
encryption started at 12pm and ended at 11pm on Friday. 
The day of the week was randomly assigned. In total, each 
participant saw a unique set of problems. 
 
Procedure. Each experimental problem began by displaying 
the event information. After a 2 second delay, the question 
and response options appeared. The participant selected a 
description by clicking on the button labeled with that 
description, which would trigger the display to load the next 
trial. The order of the response options was randomized for 
each problem. 
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Table 1. The percentages of participants’ selections of response options corresponding to A started [before / when] B started 
and A ended [before / when] B ended in Experiments 1 and 2 as a function of the four separate types of problems they 
received, each of which corresponded to a different relation in Allen’s (1983) interval algebra. Bold values denote the most 
selected option. 
  
Experiment 1 “started” “ended”  Experiment 2 “started” “ended” neither 

during 64 36  during 51 36 14 
equals 63 37  equals 38 26 37 

finishes 65 35  finishes 51 37 13 
starts 40 60  starts 39 44 18 
Total 58 42  Total 44 36 20 

 
Results and discussion 
The left side of Table 1 reports the response distributions for 
Experiment 1 as a function of the four different types of prob-
lems given to participants, i.e., as a function of different types 
of Allen relation. Overall, participants chose the statements 
describing start times over those describing end times 58% of 
the time, a rate significantly above chance (Wilcoxon test, z 
= 2.68, p = .007, Cliff’s 𝛿 = 0.35) and 33 of the 49 participants 
displayed this pattern (binomial test, p = .02). 

The data were subjected to a Friedman analysis of variance, 
which showed that their responses differed as a function of 
the type of problem they received (Friedman test, 𝜒#  = 11.71, 
p = .008). Post-hoc analyses showed that the starts relation 
differed from each of the three other relations (pairwise 
Wilcoxon tests, ps < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿s > .35). At least 27 of 
the 49 participants showed the pattern for each of the 
significant pairwise comparisons (binomial tests, ps < .05). 

One limitation of Experiment 1 is the forced-choice nature 
of the task. The bias for preferring descriptions of the start of 
a set of events over descriptions of the end of a set of events 
may manifest only because participants had no option to 
respond that the two descriptions are roughly equivalent to 
one another. Experiment 2 therefore provided participants 
with a third response option. 

Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 was equivalent to Experiment 1 in all 

respects save one: participants in Experiment 2 were 
provided with the option to respond that neither of the two 
descriptions was better than the other. If a chronological bias 
in reasoning about durations is robust, people should exhibit 
it even when given an alternative option. 

Method 
Participants. 50 participants completed the experiment for 
monetary compensation ($1.50) through Amazon 
Mechanical Turk. All of the participants were native English 
speakers, and all but 12 had taken one or fewer courses in 
introductory logic. 2 participants were excluded from the 
analysis, 1 for always selecting the second response option 
and 1 for nonsense input in a post-experimental 
questionnaire. The analyses reported below are based on the 
remaining 48 participants (18 female, mean age = 36.0). 

 
Open science. The pattern observed in Experiment 1 was pre-
registered as the hypothesized results for the present 
experiment through the Open Science Framework platform 
(https://osf.io/f7ezg/). The same link makes the data from the 
study available. 
 
Task and design. The task and design of Experiment 2 are 
similar to Experiment 1, except that Experiment 2 provided 
participants with the option to respond that Neither 
description is better than the other. 
 
Design, materials, and procedure. The instructions were 
altered to reflect the additional response option. Otherwise, 
the design, materials, and procedure were the same as in 
Experiment 1. 

Results and discussion 
The left side of Table 1 displays the response distributions 

for Experiment 2; it shows that adding a “neither” response 
option did not qualitatively change the results. The pattern of 
the most frequently chosen responses by condition echoes the 
pattern of Experiment 1. The difference between a 
participant’s proportion of start response selections and their 
proportion of end response selections (setting aside their 
“neither” responses) provides an index of the degree to which 
they preferred start to end times. Participants’ overall 
difference scores were biased in favor of start times 
statements over end time statements (Wilcoxon test, z = 2.20, 
p = .03, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .33). Each individual Allen relation 
appeared to show the same bias as in Experiment 1. However, 
because participants selected the “neither” option 20% of the 
time, there was insufficient power to detect the chronological 
bias at the condition level (Wilcoxon tests, zs < 2.31, ps > .02, 
where .0125 serves as the corrected α using the Holm–Šidák 
correction for multiple comparisons). 

The frequencies of responses to the three response options 
as a function of the four types of problem were subjected to 
a Fisher exact test, which showed that the distribution of 
participants’ responses was significantly different from 
chance (Fisher’s exact test, p < .001). Separate follow-up 
Fisher’s tests were conducted for each individual relation: 
only the responses to the equals relation was at chance 
(Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.24) while responses to the other 3 
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were significantly different from chance (Fisher’s exact tests, 
ps < .002). 

We ran a series of comparisons on participants’ frequencies 
of responses for all pairwise comparisons of different Allen 
relations. In pairwise comparisons, the equals response 
distribution was different from the other 3 relation conditions 
(Fisher’s exact tests, equals comparisons ps < 0.0001; all 
others, ps > .0125). The central reason for the difference 
appears to be because people were much more likely to 
provide a “neither” response for the equals relation.  

In sum, Experiments 1 and 2 both revealed a robust 
chronological scanning bias. The result is predicted by the 
model theory of durational reasoning (Kelly & Khemlani, 
2019; Khemlani et al., 2015), and it cannot be explained by 
formal systems of temporal reasoning, such as the Allen 
algebra. 

General discussion 
Two experiments showed that people have explicit 

preferences for some durational inferences over others, a 
preference that is best explained as a chronological scanning 
bias. Participants in each experiment reliably selected 
descriptions relating the start times of two durational events 
over descriptions about the end times. Experiment 1 was 
designed to create maximal competition between two 
ambiguous relations between durational events, since 
participants were forced to choose between descriptions such 
as: 
 

The configuration started before the encryption started. 
The encryption ended when the configuration ended. 

 

Experiment 2 relaxed the competition by allowing for a 
correct response – that neither of the two events is better than 
the other. Nevertheless, more often than not, participants 
chose the option that described start times more often than 
the one that described end times. The results cannot be 
explained by logical calculi that deal with temporal 
information, because such systems do not distinguish 
between two valid temporal deductions. Participants’ 
patterns of response are consistent with the general 
hypothesis that people build a mental timeline when 
reasoning about the temporal relations of events (see Bonato 
et al., 2012), but studies corroborating a mental timeline 
seldom concern how people engage in conscious reasoning 
tasks. The present results are predicted directly by the more 
specific hypothesis that reasoners construct and scan mental 
models of events arranged in such a timeline when they 
reason about durational relations (Kelly & Khemlani, 2019; 
Kelly et al., under review; Khemlani et al., 2015). 

Across both experiments, people exhibited a chronological 
scanning bias for every Allen relation tested except for the 
starts relation. Here is an example of a description that yields 
a starts relation: 

 

The backup started at 3pm and ended at 7pm. 
The cyberattack started at 3pm and ended at 11pm. 
 

For such scenarios, participants preferred descriptions 
relating the ends of the two events, such as the backup ended 
before the cyberattack ended. One explanation for this 
reversal may be due to a preference for timepoint asynchrony: 
participants preferred the description that referenced two 
different timepoints (e.g., when the backup and the 
cyberattack ended) over the description that referenced only 
one timepoint (e.g., when the two events started). But such a 
preference cannot explain people’s chronological biases in 
the case of equals relations – in which both timepoints were 
synchronous – or during relations – in which both timepoints 
were asynchronous. Another explanation for the reversal may 
be to amend the proposal that reasoners scan models in 
chronological order: when such a scanning procedure 
discovers that two events started at the same time as one 
another, it may reverse the direction of the scan. And such an 
amendment may yield additional testable empirical 
predictions of reasoners’ preferences for temporal 
conclusions, but it too has difficulty explaining why people 
exhibited a chronological bias for equals relations. In any 
case, the behavior suggests that something more than the 
chronological scanning bias affects people’s inferential 
preferences. 

Descriptions of durational relations can be ambiguous. You 
may say, for instance, that the rain happened during concert, 
to mean that the rain started after the concert began. To be 
more precise about the scenario, you might clarify it using 
durational verbs such as started and ended, e.g., the rain 
started after the concert began and ended before the concert 
wrapped up. Partial descriptions can be consistent with 
several different relations between events. The present 
studies show that people prefer some ambiguous relations 
over others. The results suggest that humans simulate events 
with durations along a mental timeline, and that they 
consciously scan the simulation in order to reason about it. 
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An emotionally intelligent actor model for virtual conference presenters
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Abstract

Hosting a scientific conference in Virtual or Mixed Reality becomes a reality. One key advantage of this format is the
possibility to use Virtual Actors controlled by Artificial Intelligence as conference participants, in such roles as a Virtual
Poster Presenter, a Discussion Panel Moderator, a Lightning Session Chair, and a Virtual Party Servant. All these roles
require human-level socially emotional functionality and can be implemented using one approach, which is based on the
emotional Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architecture (eBICA). At the core of the model is a semantic map of human
emotional states. Interaction modalities include facial expression, gaze and other body language, voice intonation, and the
sentiment of verbal content of communications - using both recognition and expression technologies for each modality.
Paradigms involve establishment and maintenance of believable socially emotional contact with a human participant. The
conference BICA*AI 2020 (https://bica2020.bicasociety.org) is used as a testbed. Support: Russian Science Foundation
Grant #18-11-00336.
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Abstract

A word is referentially ambiguous if it has several potential referents. Observing how listeners make choices among those
referents can reveal their hidden beliefs and preferences, as well as reflect their reasoning strategies. We asked subjects
to observe how one of the objects is chosen following a possibly ambiguous utterance and to infer which preferences the
listener may have had in mind when choosing that particular object. In order to adjust this interaction to a dialogue-like
setting, we extended the traditional one-shot reference game to a round of 4-trial games. Moreover, we modeled the
process within the Rational Speech Act framework, implementing iterative inference over multiple trials, where posteriors
from previous trials carry over to the next trial as priors. The model predicts human inference behavior better than a
baseline uniform model, as well as better than a non-iterative model. The results imply that, in principle, humans are
able to compute Bayesian-like inferences in dialogue, learning about the beliefs and preferences of others in a cumulative
manner.
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Enculturing cognition: integrating material culture in human cognitive evolution
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Abstract

Debates about human cognitive evolution include the uniqueness, antiquity, and foundations of the modern mind. Widely
accepted models often pose progressive cognitive stages ascribed to particular species from apes to humans, placing
the emergence of fundamental aspects of modern human cognition late in evolution. Given that recent archaeological
discoveries suggest that many traits traditionally used to define H. sapiens mentality (i.e. symbolism, language) are older
and likely shared with archaic hominins (e.g. Neanderthals), how can we identify truly distinctive aspects of cognition in
phylogeny? Topical studies are demonstrating how different facets of material culture (e.g. tool use, tool production, skill
learning) can shape the mind. Considering this, models of hominin cognition based on material culture can provide more
accurate and testable accounts that need not appeal to progressistic criteria. This way, material culture studies can bridge
the current chasm between the archaeological and fossil records and theories of cognitive evolution.
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Abstract
People make fast, spontaneous, and consistent judgements
of social situations, even in complex physical contexts with
multiple-body dynamics (e.g. pushing, lifting, carrying, etc.).
What mental computations make such judgments possible? Do
people rely on low-level perceptual cues, or on abstract con-
cepts of agency, action, and force? We describe a new exper-
imental paradigm, Flatland, for studying social inference in
physical environments, using automatically generated interac-
tive scenarios. We show that human interpretations of events in
Flatland can be explained by a computational model that com-
bines inverse hierarchical planning with a physical simulation
engine to reason about objects and agents. This model out-
performs cue-based alternatives based on hand-coded (multi-
nomial logistic regression) and learned (LSTM) features. Our
results suggest that humans could use a combination of intu-
itive physics and hierarchical planning to interpret complex in-
teractive scenarios encountered in daily life.
Keywords: social perception; theory of mind; intuitive
physics; Bayesian inverse planning; hierarchical planning

Introduction
We can easily read the intentions of others in their phys-
ical actions. As Oliver Wendell Holmes famously put it,
“Even a dog knows the difference between being stumbled
over and being kicked.” This ease belies the understanding
of physics and psychology necessary to tell the difference.
More broadly, when seeing others engage in social-physical
interactions (e.g. watching a soccer game) we make intuitive,
fast and consistent inferences about their actions from brief
observations, and without evaluative feedback. What mental
mechanisms support such multi-modal and varied inference?

On one hand, the speed of social attribution suggests that it
may be driven by low-level perceptual cues, such as facial ap-
pearance (Todorov et al., 2005; Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993),
or motion (van Buren et al., 2017; Shu et al., 2018). Yet, its
richness suggests a reliance on theory of mind (ToM), or in-
terpreting actions of others by joint inference over incentives,
abilities and goals (Gelman et al., 1995; Hamlin et al., 2013).
Reasoning about physical events has likewise been studied in
terms of perceptual cues (e.g.timing (Michotte, 1963) and ve-
locity (Gilden & Proffitt, 1989)), and as driven by mentally
simulating the physical world, or intuitive physics (Forbus,
2019; Battaglia et al., 2013).

Physical and social inferences are traditionally studied by
separate empirical paradigms, since they seem to rely on dif-
ferent systems of knowledge (Carey, 2000), and engage dif-
ferent neuro-cognitive domains (Fischer et al., 2016; Sliwa &

Entities
(Agents or Objects)

Walls
Landmarks

CA B

Figure 1: (A) Examples of real-life social interactions in physi-
cal environments: a goalkeeper blocking a shot from an opponent;
two persons carrying a couch. (B) The classic Heider-Simmel an-
imation abstracts such real-life interactions in animated displays of
simple geometric shapes. (C) Flatland captures social scenarios,
and their physical dynamics, in a controlled, procedurally generated
environment. In this example subjects see three interacting circles,
which represent agents and objects of different mass and size. Col-
ored squares indicate landmarks (possible goal locations), and walls
are shown by black lines. Agents and objects cannot move through
walls. An agent’s goal may be, for example, to move an object to a
specific landmark. Agents may have relationships with other agents,
expressed as goals of helping or hindering the other.

Freiwald, 2017). However, in daily life both types of attribu-
tions interact, with the interpretations of one domain relying
on the understanding of the other. For example, in the clas-
sic (Heider & Simmel, 1944) experiment, the subjects’ nar-
ratives illustrate both an understanding of the physical world,
and of social relations and goals, such as: “The triangle is
frustrated that he cannot harm the circle,”. Any internal men-
tal representation capable of accurately interpreting the nature
of such multi-modal social interactions must integrate physi-
cal and social representations. This integration is necessary to
differentiate between animate and physical events, and to see
agents simultaneously as objects, targets of physical actions,
and as agents, enacting their goals.

In this work we study the mechanisms of social inferences
in dynamical physical scenes by introducing a new experi-
mental paradigm, Flatland, inspired by Heider-Simmel ani-
mations. Several computational and quantitative studies have
examined social interactions and attributions in grid-world
environments (e.g. Baker et al., 2017; Kryven et al., 2016;
Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015; Rabinowitz et al., 2018). Flatland
extends these studies to a continuous physical domain, closer
to the original Heider-Simmel study, but with more control
over procedural stimulus generation and ground truth. Our
methodology also builds on Shu et al. (2019), which used
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deep reinforcement learning to generate simple social inter-
actions in a 2D physics engine.

Flatland allows for a variety of goals, agent-to-agent re-
lations, and physical properties of agents and objects (see
Figure 1A). We interpret human attributions of goals, rela-
tions, and physical properties in this domain by a computa-
tional model that combines a hierarchical planner (based on
Kaelbling & Lozano-Pérez, 2011) with a physical simulation
engine1. Many studies explored hierarchical planning in hu-
man decision-making (e.g. Balaguer et al., 2016; Huys et al.,
2015), and recently in social inference (Yildirim et al., 2019).
We show that a combined hierarchical planning and physi-
cal engine model outperforms cue-based alternatives, such as
multinomial logistic regression and LSTM, in predicting hu-
man interpretations of ambiguous events. Our results suggest
the role of complex abstract physical and mentalistic concepts
in social inference.

Computational Modeling
Flatland
Flatland is a 2D simulated physical environment with mul-
tiple interacting agents and objects. Agents can have two
types of goals: (1) a personal goal gi ∈ G , and (2) a social
goal of helping or hindering another agent. Agents are sub-
ject to physical forces, and can exert self-propelled forces to
move. Agents can also attach objects to their bodies and re-
lease them later. In the current study, agents have accurate
and explicit knowledge of the other agents’ goals. However,
the Flatland environment can be extended to scenarios with
incomplete information.

Formally, agents are represented by a decentralized
Multi-agent Markov Decision Process (Dec-MDP), i.e.,
〈S ,A ,Ri,Ti〉, ∀i ∈ N, where N is the number of agents, S
and A are the state set and the action set shared by all agents,
Ri : S×A→R is the agent’s reward function, Ti : S×A→ S
is the agents’ state transition probability. The amount of force
an agent can exert, fi, defines the agent’s strength, and shapes
its dynamics in the physical environment. An agent’s state
transition probability Ti can be written as P(s′|s,a, fi,θi),
where θi denotes the physical properties of the agent, other
than its strength, (e.g. mass and shape). Assuming that all
bodies have the same density, θi is easily observable based on
visual appearance, but this assumption can be relaxed.

An agent’s reward is jointly determined by: (1) the reward
of its own goal, (2) the reward of other agents’ goals, (3) its
relationships with other agents, and (4) the cost of actions.
Formally, we define an agent’s reward as:

Ri(s,a) = R(s,gi)+∑
j 6=i

αi jR(s,g j)−C(a), (1)

where C(a) is the cost function; αi j indicates agent i’s re-
lationship with agent j, including how much agent i cares
about agent j’s goal. For a friendly relationship, αi j > 0; for

1https://github.com/pybox2d/pybox2d

an adversarial one, αi j < 0; and αi j = 0 if the relationship is
neutral.

Given this physical and social setup, we now consider how
an agent could plan to achieve its goals in this environment.
Interpreting an agent’s actions would then require the inver-
sion of this planning process. A classic MDP-based approach
would prove exceedingly costly in the continuous physics of
Flatland, coupled with the agents’ composite rewards. In
this work we deal with this complexity by incorporating a
hierarchical planner inspired by the task and motion planning
(TAMP) framework (Kaelbling & Lozano-Pérez, 2011).

Hierarchical Planning
Figure 2 shows how the hierarchical planner (HP) works.
Given an agent i’s goal, strength, relationships with other
agents, and the other agents’ goals, HP generates the best
action to take at any given state. An agent can pursue its
own goal, or the goal of another agent. HP searches for plans
Πi j = {aτ}t+T−1

τ=t with a finite horizon of T steps for all goals
g j, ∀ j ∈ N. Any g j such that j 6= i is a goal of another
agent j. Each plan is simulated using the physics engine,
and the agent’s cumulative reward following that plan is given
by a composite value function, V (Πi j) = ∑

T−1
τ=0 Ri(st+τ,at+τ),

which incorporates the reward of its personal goal and the
weighted rewards of other agents’ personal goals.

The plan with the highest cumulative reward is selected as
the final plan generated by the HP. To better adapt to other
agents’ plans, in the current implementation HP returns only
the first action of the selected plan, and re-plans by searching
for new plans at every step. So, the plans can be frequently
adjusted according to the latest state.

To generate an optimal plan for each possible goal, the
HP adopts a two-level architecture. First, a Symbolic Plan-
ner (SP) prepares a sequence of sub-goals for a given goal.
This entails generating symbolic states from physical states2,
and creating a sequence of sub-goals that reaches the final
goal. For example, a sub-goal could entail grabbing an ob-
ject, blocking a door, or moving to a specific location. In the
present study, SP used A∗ search to find the shortest path to
the goal in the space of symbolic states. Second, a Motion
Planner (MP) generates a sequence of actions3 that achieves
each sub-goals using Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) to-
gether with a physics engine. Note that alternative implemen-
tations of SP and MP may be suitable in different domains.

Formally, let πo(ot
i|st , fi,{g j} j∈N ,{αi j} j 6=i) ∝ eV (Πi j) be

the plan selection policy, where ot
i ∈ {gk}k∈N is the selected

goal, and let π(at
i|st , fi,ot

i) be the policy for the selected goal,
computed by MCTS. Then, the agent’s final policy is:

at
i ∼ π(a

t
i|st , fi,{g j} j∈N ,{αi j} j 6=i), (2)

2The symbolic states are predefined predicates: On(object, land-
mark), Reachable(agent, object), Attached(agent, object) and their
negation).

3Here the actions are forces that can be applied in eight possible
directions, grabbing or releasing an object, stopping, and no force.
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Figure 2: An illustration of an agent’s Hierarchical Planner (HP).(A) Using Symbolic Planner (SP) and Motion Planner (MP), HP optimizes
a value function that combines a personal and a social goal (helping or hindering another agent). In this example the agent has a helping
social goal. (B) Each agent replans its actions every a few steps in response to a changing state of other agents and objects. An agent may
switch goals, when the expected reward of the new goal outweighs that of the current goal. For example, the green agent first helps the red
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where

π(at
i|st , fi,{g j} j∈N ,{αi j} j 6=i) =

∑
ot

i∈{gk}k∈N

π
a(at

i|st , fi,ot
i)π

o(ot
i|st , fi,{g j} j∈N ,{αi j} j 6=i).

(3)

Attributing Goals, Relationships, and Strengths
By running the HP forward we can generate arbitrary inter-
active scenarios in the Flatland environment. Such scenarios
could involve a number of objects of different sizes, shapes,
and appearances, and a number of agents with personal and
social goals. People viewing animations of this kind tend to
interpret them in terms of a narrative about the agents’ rela-
tionships, incentives, and abilities (Heider & Simmel, 1944).
Such interpretations may arise either from identifying spe-
cific cues, or from applying a more structured, theory-like
understanding of objects and agents. We formalize these two
views of human judgement using cue-based models as well
as a theory-based generative model that relies on Bayesian
inverse planning enabled by the HP and physics simulation.

Generative Social and Physical Inference (GSPI) GSPI
conducts Bayesian inference of latent variables (i.e., agents’
goals, relationships, strengths) to describe an observed so-
cial interaction through a generative model consisting of our
heirarchical planner and a physics engine. For each hypothe-
sis of the latent variables, GSPI i) samples optimal plans w.r.t.
Eq. 2, and ii) simulates entities’ trajectories in the physics en-

gine based on the hypothesis as well as the sampled plans.
GSPI then defines the likelihood of the hypothesis by how
much the simulated trajectories deviate from the observed tra-
jectories. Combined with the priors of the latent variables,
GSPI computes the posterior of the hypothesis using Bayes’s
rule:

P(gi,g j, fi, f j,αi j,α ji|s1:T
i ,s1:T

j ) ∝

P(s1:T
i ,s1:T

j |gi,g j, fi, f j,αi j,α ji) ·P(gi,g j, fi, f j,αi j,α ji).
(4)

Given this principle, we show how GSPI can be used for
inferring agents’ goal selection, relationships, and comparing
their relative strengths in details as fellows.

First we can calculate the posterior probability of the
agents’ goals, given observations and given the agents’ social
and physical properties:

Pi j(ot
i,o

t
j) = P(ot

i,o
t
j|st ,st+1,gi,g j, fi, f j,αi j,α ji) ∝

∑
at

i ,a
t
j

P(st+1|st ,at
i,a

t
j)π

a(at
i|st , fi,ot

i)π
o(ot

i|st , fi,{gi,g j},αi j)

·πa(at
j|st , f j,ot

j)π
o(ot

j|st , f j,{gi,g j},α ji)P(at
i)P(a

t
j)P(o

t
i)P(o

t
j),

(5)
where P(st+1|st ,at

i,a
t
j) = e−β||st+1−ŝt+1||, with ŝt+1 being the

predicted next state after taking at
i based on physics simu-

lation. Here β controls the agent’s proximity to the optimal
plans generated by the HP. A large β means that the agent will
follow the optimal plan; as β becomes smaller, it is increas-
ingly likely to deviate from the optimal plan. P(o) and P(a)
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are uniform priors.
The probability that both agents are pursuing their personal

goals in the last T steps is given by:4

P(oi = gi,o j = g j|s1:T ) =

∑
fi, f j ,αi j ,α ji

∏
t

Pi j(gi,g j)P( fi)P( f j)P(αi j)P(α ji). (6)

The probability that agent i is pursing a social goal (helping
or hindering another agent) is given by:

P(oi = g j,o j = g j|s1:T ) =

∑
gi, fi, f j ,αi j ,α ji

∏
t

Pi j(g j,g j)P(gi)P( fi)P( f j)P(αi)P(α j).

(7)
Here we discretize f and α for making the computations
tractable. We assume uniform priors for goals and strengths.
For α, we assume that P(α = 0) = P(α > 0) = P(α < 0) =
1/3, so that there is no bias toward any type of relationship.

To infer the relationship between two agents, we first de-
rive the posterior probabilities of αi j and α ji.

P(αi j,α ji|s1:T ) =

∏
t

∑
gi,g j , fi, f j

∑
ot

i ,o
t
j

Pi j(ot
i,o

t
j)P(gi)P(g j)P( fi)P( f j)P(αi j)P(α ji).

(8)
Based on Eq. 8, we can derive the posterior probability of
specific relationships. E.g.,

P(Adversarial|s1:T ) = ∑
αi j≤0,α ji<0

∑
αi j<0,α ji≤0

P(αi j,α ji|s1:T ).

(9)
Finally, the expected strength difference between two

agents is given by:

E[ fi− f j|s1:T ] = ∑
fi

∑
f j

( fi− f j)P( fi, f j|s1:T ), (10)

where

P( fi, f j|s1:T ) =

∏
t

∑
gi,g j ,αi j ,α ji

∑
ot

i ,o
t
j

Pi j(ot
i,o

t
j)P(gi)P(g j)P( fi)P( f j)P(αi j)P(α ji).

(11)

Cue-based models We compared the GSPI model with
three cue-based alternatives: Cue-based-1: Multinomial lo-
gistic regression based on feature statistics of the whole
video; Cue-based-2: Multinomial logistic regression based
on concatenated feature statistics of chunks of the video; Cue-
based-3: Long short-term memory (LSTM). Each cue-based
model was trained on 400 stimuli, not used in the experi-
ment. Following (Ullman et al., 2010), we used the following
cues for each agent: (1) coordinates, (2) velocity, (3) acceler-
ation, (4) relative velocity w.r.t. other entities and landmarks,

4Note that the equations here are constrained to two-agent sce-
narios for simplicity and readability, but they can be easily extended
to more general cases.

(5) distance to other entities and landmarks, (6) whether the
agent is touching another entity. The LSTM model accepts
the sequence of these cues as input and learns motion fea-
tures by itself. For logistic regression models, we encode the
cue sequences as statistics (mean, minimum, maximum, stan-
dard deviation) to obtain motion features. Cue-based-1 used
the statistics over the whole video as input, and Cue-based-
2 concatenated statistics of short chunks of a video as input.
To train these models, we generated 400 training videos by
randomly sampling agents’ goals, relations, and strengths as
well as the environment layout, sizes and initial positions of
entities. Note that these 400 training videos were not shown
in the human experiment.

Methods

Flatland is a simple but rich environment, capable of gen-
erating many visually distinct scenes from a relatively small
number of underlying physical and social variables. Flatland
scenarios allow us to quantitatively test alternative accounts
of human physical and social reasoning. We have described
two such basic alternatives – i) a theory-like inference that re-
quires forward planning models and physical simulation for
the physical and psychology of agents in Flatland, and ii)
a cue-based alternative that relies on many separate visual
cues to map between observed social interactions and agents’
goals, relationships and strengths. We next describe an empir-
ical study of human inferences in Flatland, in order to assess
the fit of these two different models.

Procedure

The experiment5 was presented in a web browser using psi-
Turk (Gureckis et al., 2016). The instructions explained how
Flatland works. After reading instructions, subjects com-
pleted 3 comprehension quizzes for judging goals, relation-
ship, and strengths respectively. Subjects who failed to accu-
rately respond to all quizzes were asked to read the instruc-
tions again until they correctly responded to all quizzes. Next,
subjects responded to two practice stimuli, similar to the stim-
uli presented in the main experiment, the responses to which
were not included in the analysis. After completing the prac-
tice, subjects saw 6 stimuli and reported: (1) the goals of each
agent, (2) the relationship between agents, and (3) the relative
strength of each agent. The responses were given by selecting
the appropriate items from a multiple-choice list.

Subjects

120 subjects (mean age = 38.4; 45 female) were recruited
on Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $1.60 for 12 minutes.
Subjects gave informed consent. The study was approved by
the MIT Institutional Review Board.

5The exact experimental setup (screenshots) can
be found at https://osf.io/25nsr/?view only=
ce34eb376d0c4f3dbf3a095bd7dafb60
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Figure 3: Comparing the GSPI model’s inferences to human re-
sponses. (A) Probabilities of each of the possible agent goals given
by the model, plotted against the averaged human responses. (B)
Probabilities of each type of relationship (Neutral, Friendly, Ad-
versarial) given by the model plotted against the averaged human
responses. (C) The model’s estimate of the strength difference be-
tween the two agents against the averaged human response. (D) En-
tropy (in bits) of human goal judgements plotted against the entropy
of the model’s goal judgments. Each data point represents one stim-
ulus, and the error bars indicate the bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals. Notably, stimuli that exhibited higher entropy (more am-
biguity) in humans were also harder for the model. (E-G) Human
and model’s inferred agents’ relationships, given ground-truth. Er-
ror bars show 95% confidence intervals. Both humans and model
correctly identified the relationships in most of the stimuli, and had
a higher degree of confusion when the ground-truth relationship was
neutral.

Stimuli
Stimuli were 30 Flatland animations6, which always con-
tained three interacting bodies (shown as circles) and four
landmarks (squares placed at the four corners of the screen,
as shown in Figure 1C). Two of the interacting bodies were
always agents and one was an object. Subjects were informed
which of the circles were agents, and which was the object.
Objects varied in mass, and agents varied in their relative
strength. Each agent always had one personal goal, which
could be one of the following: (1) moving itself to a spe-
cific landmark, (2) approaching another entity, or (3) moving
the object to a specific landmark. In addition to their per-
sonal goals, some of the agents also had social goals of either
(1) helping the other agent achieve its goal, or (2) hindering
the other agent. All animations were 10 seconds long with a
framerate of 30.

We generated a large number of stimuli using our hierar-
chical planner with randomized parameter settings, including
(1) entities’ sizes and initial positions, (2) the environment
layout, (3) agents’ strengths, goals, and their relationship. We
manually selected 30 representative examples.7

Results
The comparison of the cue-based models and the GSPI model
is summarized in Table 1. Importantly, human responses

6Stimuli can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL0ygI9h8RqG yypVml0xMl8Lkcd5hbuxk

7We aimed to sample a variety of enacted scenarios, and pre-
ferred animations that could be interpreted with ambiguity to elicit
a distribution of responses over possible interpretations.

GSPI Cue1 Cue2 Cue3 GT
Goal .84 .06 .09 .09 .73
Relation .90 .21 .32 .01 .77
Strength .75 .60 .63 .06 .71

Table 1: Correlations of average human responses with the models
and with ground truth.

were closer to the predictions of the GSPI model than to
the ground truth. The bootstrapped inter-subject correlations
were r = .83 (SD= .02) for goals, r = .88 (SD= .03) for rela-
tionships, and r = .68 (SD = .09) for strengths, which shows
that humans made highly consistent inferences of goals and
relationships, but less consistent inferences of strengths.

We calculated goal judgements as the marginalized prob-
ability of a goal being reported in a given stimulus. Human
responses to the strength question were recorded as (-1, 0,
1), corresponding to (“weaker”, “same”, and “stronger”). We
found that all cue-based models performed well on the train-
ing data, but poorly on the testing stimuli. Notably, Cue-
based-1 and Cue-based-2 produced good estimates of the
agents’ relative strength, suggesting that simple cues could
be useful in judging physical properties. A detailed summary
comparing the GSPI model to human responses is given in
Figure 3, showing a close match between the models’ and the
humans’ judgements. As shown in Figure 3D, human and
model also agree on which stimuli were easy (low-entropy)
and which were hard (high-entropy). The correlation between
model and human entropy was r = .41 (p = .02).

Figure 4 shows four representative stimuli along with the
corresponding human and model inferences. The model not
only recognized the ground-truth with high confidence in
most cases, but also shared similar confusion with humans
over goals and relations when the agents’ behaviors were hard
to interpret (e.g. both humans and the model were all uncer-
tain about the goals and the relationship in Figure 4E). No-
tably, subjects sometimes failed to recognize that an agent
also had a personal goal in addition to its social goal (Fig-
ure 4D). In contrast, in such cases the model generated high
confidence inferences over both goals.

Discussion
Our results show that human interpretations of complex so-
cial and physical multi-agent interactions can be described by
a hierarchical planner combined with a physical simulation
engine. Notably, the proposed GSPI model matches human
predictions on a number of important dimensions: (1) it can
accurately predict human responses, even in cases where sev-
eral interpretations are plausible, (2) it makes mistakes simi-
lar to human mistakes in cases when ground truth is unclear,
and (3) unlike alternative cue-based models, our GSPI model
requires few observations of behavior to reach an inference.
In contrast, cue-based models not only require a large corpus
of training data, but are also constrained to more simple inter-
active scenarios (for example, inferring an agent’s strength),
and produce less generalizable results.
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Figure 4: Representative stimuli (left) and their corresponding human and model judgment on goals and relationships (right). The red and
green circles are agents and the blue circle is an object. Here, we show the top 3 goals out of all 12 goals for each agent based on human
responses. Personal goals are coded as “X2Y”, which indicates “get entity X to location Y”; colored squares represent landmarks; “Self”
indicates the agent itself; “Obj” means the object entity. Note that the probabilities of goals do not sum up to 1 since an agent could have 1
or 2 goals in a video. The ground-truth is highlighted by red underscore bars (the agents’ ground-truth goals in E was not among the top 3
human responses.). We include the URL links for viewing the stimuli.

The Flatland paradigm offers a convenient, automated,
and controllable way of generating a variety of social and
physical stimuli. While the present study considered two-
agent Flatland scenarios with limited goals and properties,
the framework can be extended to multiple agents, alternative
world layouts, and different physical engines. Together with
the GSPI inference engine, Flatland improves on the current
tools for studying physical inference and social attribution,
and allows researchers to study both of these phenomena at
the same time.

The model and humans sometimes disagree about the pos-
sible agents’ goals. Some disagreements occur when the
model’s confidence is high, but human confidence is low (see
the top-left dots in Figure 3A). Individual inspection of the
stimuli in question revealed three common cases for disagree-
ment. First, human interpretations of agents’ actions are less
accurate when agents are weak, leading to noisy estimates of
goals. Second, humans sometimes report one of the agent’s
sub-goal as the final goal, and miss to notice the other goals.
Third, humans sometimes fail to recognize the personal goals
of a helping or hindering agent. Future work could study sub-

goal attribution in more detail, by asking subjects to report
all possible goals, along with their probability. Future work
could also investigate the richness of human judgements in
ambiguous stimuli, by asking subjects to informally describe
the reasoning behind their inferences. For example, in highly
ambiguous scenarios humans could rely on a library of ab-
stract structures in social situations8, in order to generate ex-
planations outside the space admissible by our model.

Disagreements may also happen when humans’ confidence
is high, but the model confidence is low (the bottom-center
dots in Figure 3A). Such scenarios are interesting because
they may reveal non-uniform priors that humans bring to the
table. For example, humans might assume that the agents are
friendly or adversarial by default, leading to a biased goal
inference. Alternatively, humans might place higher priors
on certain types of goals in preference to other types. Such
priors may also vary between subjects, with different subjects
exhibiting different kinds of non-uniform priors, depending

8For example, such abstract social structures could include: jeal-
ousy, game-play, sport, flirtation, bluff, disappointment, etc.
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on recent experience, context, or personality. We intend to
investigate these phenomena in future work.

Lastly, in the current work we assume that both the sub-
jects, and the model, know which entities are agents or ob-
jects. This allows us to constrain the inference to goals, rela-
tionships, and strengths, for simplicity of analyzing and pre-
senting results. At the same time, telling apart agents from
objects (i.e., animacy detection), as humans do easily and
intuitively, is an interesting modelling challenge on its own.
Judging animacy may require a complex interplay of appear-
ance cues, ability to move on its own, producing the kinds of
movement expected of animate agents (e.g. breathing, shiv-
ering), as well as the interpretation of actions as intentional
and directed toward a goal. Future studies could investigate
the mental representations of such inferences, and our exper-
imental paradigm could provide an empirical and computa-
tional platform toward supporting this investigation.

A wider implication of our work, is that it demonstrates
the computational synergy between intuitive physics, hierar-
chical planning, and theory of mind. While individual cog-
nitive phenomena in these domains are traditionally consid-
ered separate domains, much of cognition likely share this hi-
erarchical, interdependent and multi-sensory structure. This
means that inferences informed by different sensory modali-
ties and mental representations produced by different cogni-
tive domains are available to each other. Our work takes a
step toward a computational approach of studying the multi-
sensory nature of the mind. We show that it is possible to
computationally model how humans interpret complex social
and physical scenarios.
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Abstract

How do people use temporal information to make causal judg-
ments? A number of studies have investigated the role of time
in inferring generative causal structure, while few have exam-
ined prevention. Here, we focus on a challenging task in which
participants learn the structure of several causal “devices” by
watching the devices’ patterns of activation over time. Each
device potentially includes both generative (producing an acti-
vation of its effect) and preventative (blocking any effect acti-
vations within a short time window) causal relationships. We
examine judgment patterns through the lens of a normative
model which incorporates actual causation with considerations
of prevention. We contrast this with a more computationally
tractable feature-based approximation. Participants’ perfor-
mance was substantially above chance in all conditions. The
majority of participants’ causal judgments were best fit by the
feature-based approximation based on delay and count heuris-
tic cues.
Keywords: causal learning; time; prevention; structure induc-
tion; Bayesian modelling

We naturally think about the world in terms of the progres-
sion of events governed by the law of cause and effect. This
means that we update our beliefs not just on the basis of un-
expected events, but also based on the absence of expected
events. If you see a FedEx employee at your door but you
have not ordered anything recently, you might be surprised
and seek an explanation such as an early birthday present.
Conversely, if you order something on Black Friday but have
not received it by Christmas, you may start to suspect that
something has gone wrong with your order. We are good at
using temporal cues to infer causal relations in these situa-
tions. The goal of this paper is to build a better understanding
of how people make both generative and preventative causal
inferences on the basis of observations of events occurring
over time.

Humans make systematic use of temporal information to
infer causal connections. Generally, people make stronger
causal attributions for short temporal delays than long tem-
poral delays (Buehner & McGregor, 2006; Shanks et al.,
1989), but this is moderated by expectation, with shorter-
than-expected delays also reducing causal judgment strength
(Buehner & May, 2002). People are also sensitive to delay re-
liability with causal judgments decreasing as increasing inter-
val variability increases between putative causes and effects
(Bramley et al., 2018; Greville & Buehner, 2010). Recently,
researchers have used gamma distributions (Bramley et al.,
2018; Bramley et al., 2017; Lucas et al., 2015; Stephan et al.,
2018) and Poisson-processes (Pacer & Griffith, 2012, 2015)
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Figure 1: Example causal device from our task in differ-
ent states: a) Inactivated; b-c) Activated; d) Participant re-
sponse interface. e) The response hypothesis space (all pos-
sible causal structures where G = generative; N = non-causal;
P = preventative).

to model human representation of temporal information and
their sensitivity to delays between events in causal reasoning.
This work shows that when observing a causal system over
time, people can identify the causal structure linking multiple
components on the basis of patterns of discrete events in time
(Bramley et al., 2018).

All of the work above, exploring structure judgments based
on temporal information, focuses on cases of generative cau-
sation, in which events such as an activation or change in
a cause variable produce other events or changes in its ef-
fects. It is less clear how and when people will infer pre-
ventative causation, in which the occurrence of one event
stops another event or change from occurring. To our knowl-
edge, the only few studies related to preventative causal judg-
ment given temporal information adopted a “rate-based” rep-
resentation (Anderson & Sheu, 1995; Griffiths & Tenenbaum,
2005; Pacer & Griffith, 2012). In these tasks, participants see
evidence about how frequently an an event occurs per unit
time. Preventative causes are inferred when the rate of an
effect temporarily decreases, while generative causes are in-
ferred when its rate temporarily increases. A key property of
this setting is that the lower the effect’s base rate, the harder it
is to reliably identify preventative influences while generative
influences become more conspicuous when the effect’s base
rate is low (Pacer & Griffith, 2012). That is, there needs to be
something there to prevent for a preventative cause to reveal
itself.
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While frequently recurring events may naturally be thought
in terms of rates, daily life often involves sparse causal evi-
dence with little in the way or regularity or re-occurrence.
Hence, we must frequently engage in reasoning at the level
of individual events, as in the FedEx example above. The
distinction between generation and prevention becomes more
profound in these sparse settings. Generation is about ex-
plaining an (otherwise unexpected) presence, but prevention
is about explaining an unexpected absence. Prima facie, this
makes preventative inference subordinate to the inference of
a generative processes or base rate because people have to ex-
pect something to happen (i.e. to be generated) before they
can be surprised that it did not. This kind of forward thinking
and expectation dynamics has not been captured by previous
models aiming to capture reasoning about generative causal
structure (Bramley et al., 2018; Bramley et al., 2017). In
this paper, we propose both computational- and algorithmic-
level solutions to this problem. How do people use temporal
cues to infer both generation and prevention in causal systems
given sparse event data.

In the rest of this paper, we first formalise our chosen learn-
ing problem and its normative solution. Then, we collect
human data and analyse performance. Finally, we contrast
normative inference with a more computationally tractable
heuristic proposal finding evidence suggesting people ab-
stract simple count and inter-event delay features that are
noisily diagnostic of causal structure.

Learning problem and normative inference
As a first foray into preventative causation in real-time causal
structure induction, we constrain our learning problem to a
space of 9 unconnected, singly connected and collider type
(i.e., common effect) causal devices (Figure 1a). However,
the experimental paradigm and computational models we in-
troduce here can be directly generalised for learning in other
(i.e., broader) causal hypothesis spaces. The devices investi-
gated in this paper were made up of two control components
(A, B) and one target component (E) (See Figure 1). The
connection between each control component and the target
component could be generative, preventative, or they could
be unrelated.

We focus on causal relationships between point events oc-
curring at a device’s components in time. Preventive infer-
ence is only possible when there is an something to prevent
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005), for example when a putative
effect component has an above zero base rate. In our task, the
target component is set to spontaneously activate with moder-
ate regularity. Meanwhile, an activation of a generative com-
ponent will produce an “extra” activation of the target com-
ponent. An activation of a preventative component will block
all activations of the target component within a short time
window, no matter whether those activations are caused by a
generative connection or by self-activation. Preventative con-
nections are thus conceived as having a broad preventative
scope (i.e., preventative connections are conceived as hav-
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Figure 2: Gamma distributions: a) Base rate; b) Genera-
tion; c) Prevention (i.e., blocking expected events); d) Exam-
ple events in continuous time (A: preventative; B: generative).

ing a broad preventative scope; Carroll & Cheng, 2009; see
Figure 2c for details). Activations of non-causal components
have no impact on the target component.

Participants’ task is to observe short clips showing devices’
patterns of activation over time and then judge which one of
the nine potential structure hypotheses (Figure 1a) is correct
for that device. The timing of self-activations, generative de-
lays, and preventative blocking windows in the clips are sam-
pled from gamma distributions according to the true underly-
ing structure (Figure 2). The actual sampled values are un-
known to the learner (human or model), but the generative
gamma parameters are assumed to be known, since partici-
pants are trained on these in the instructions.

Normative inference
As a benchmark for performance in this task, we develop an
ideal Bayesian model. The ideal reasoner is presumed to take
all activation events within the observation interval as the ba-
sis of their inference. We write this as dτ{d

(1)
X , . . . ,d(n)

X }, with
events indexed in chronological order and X indicating the
activated component. The learner then updates their prior,
here over the nine structures P(S), with a likelihood function
p(dτ|S,w) to get the posterior distribution P(S|dτ,w), given
the set of parameters w:

P(S|dτ,w) ∝ p(dτ|S,w) ·P(S) (1)

We assumed for simplicity that prior P(S) is uniform over
the potential structures (Figure 1a), and that the parameters w
(i.e., gamma shapes α and rates β) are known.

Likelihood calculation (cf. Bramley et al., 2017) then
depends on an enumerative actual causal attribution step
(Halpern, 2016). The basic idea is that accurate judgments
about type-level causal relationships (i.e., about the underly-
ing causal structure) depend on detailed considerations about
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the token-level causation giving rise to the observable evi-
dence (which particular event actually caused which partic-
ular effect). There is often a very large number of possible
ways that even a single causal hypothesis could have pro-
duced a particular pattern of observations. Therefore, in order
to maintain rational beliefs about causal structure, the ideal
reasoner considers all possible causal paths that could de-
scribe what actually happened given each possible structural
hypothesis, summing up the individual likelihood of these
possibilities to assess the overall likelihood of each “type
level” structure hypothesis having produced the observations.

Following previous research using this model (Bramley et
al., 2017), all possible actual paths of effect activations are
enumerated consistent with a candidate structure s ∈ S pro-
ducing the observed data1. Each generative path zg ∈ z should
satisfy that each effect e′ is not over-determined (i.e. has a
single true cause), and each single cause g′ does not produce
its effect twice. Then, the probability of each path is calcu-
lated based on the delay between the effect and its supposed
actual cause:

p(dτ|zg,w) = ∏
g′,e′∈zg

p(tg′→e′ = tg′e′ |zg,w) (2)

Incorporating prevention Although the actual causal at-
tribution enforces an exact one-to-one mapping from ef-
fect events to cause events and therefore guaranteed ra-
tional causal inference in the generative setting, it is cast
as a diagnostic inference process (i.e. explaining the ob-
served events under each candidate causal structure, Halpern,
2016), so does not directly capture potential surprising non-
occurrences, here the consideration of the frequency of the
target component’s self-activation in the light of potentially
preventative influences. Here, we expand the approach by
adding two forward-thinking rules to the likelihood calcula-
tion. The probability of preventative causation is calculated
based on the delay between the putative preventative control
component’s activation and its following subsequent target
component activation. This follows the logic that the shorter
the delay, the less likely it is that prevention assumption oc-
curred:

p(dτ|zp,w) = ∏
p′,e′∈zp

p(tp′→e′ < tp′e′ |zp,w) (3)

Another rational rule added here aims to represent the reflec-
tive thinking in actual causal attribution: for supposed causes
that did not have their corresponding effect e in the path, we
must attribute them as either occurring after the end of the
clip or as prevented:

p(dτ|zr,w) = ∏
g′,p′∈zr

[p(tg′→e > tend |zr,w)+

p(tg′→e < tg′p′ + tp′→e|zr,w) · p(tg′→e 6 tend |zr,w)]

(4)

1Exhausively wherever feasible and approximated otherwise

Since there can only be one true generative actual path in
the set of possible paths Zs, we then sum over all paths to get
the likelihood of the data given a candidate model s ∈ S:

p(dτ|s,w) = ∑
z∈Zs

∏
zg,zp,zr∈z

p(dτ|zg,w) · p(dτ|zp,w) · p(dτ|zr,w)

(5)

Experiment
Methods
Participants Sixty participants (26 female, aged 40 ± 13)
were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and were paid
between $1.00 and $2.08 ($1.78 ± 0.19) depending on their
performance. The task took around 15 minutes23.

Design We used the generative process described above to
determine the timing of component activations in each clip,
and the activations were displayed as the component light-
ing up yellow for 350 ms (see Figure 1c and 1d). The clips
were created by sampling from the causal devices as follows.
The target component activated every 5 ± 0.5 seconds by it-
self (gamma distributed with α = 100, β = 20, Figure 2a).
The control components activate every 5± 5 seconds (α = 1,
β= 0.2, which also belongs to memoryless exponential distri-
bution, making them essentially randomly distributed in each
clip). Each activation of a generative component then pro-
duced an extra activation of the target component after a delay
of 1.5 ± 0.5 seconds (α = 9, β = 6, Figure 2b). Each activa-
tion of the preventative component blocked all activations of
the target component for 3 ± 0.5 seconds (α = 36, β = 12,
Figure 2c). The activation of control component was accom-
panied with a hand sign (Figure 1c) and participants were told
that this implied control components were intervened on or
caused by someone else, at random moments rather than fol-
lowing any informative pattern.

Eighteen 20-second clips were created (2 clips for each of
the nine structures). Each clip began with one self-activation
of the target component in order to help participants estab-
lish the base rate. We selected the clips to make sure that
each control component was activated three times within 20-
seconds and that no activation was masked by another in the
clips.

Procedure Participants clicked a “Start” button to watch
the clip in each trial, and then marked their answers for two
connections during or after the clip by clicking the connec-
tion (Figure 1e). Each clip could only be played once. The
order of 18 trials, as well as the click pattern (whether you
would click once, twice or thrice to select generative, pre-
ventative or non-causal), and the vertical position of A and
B components (above or below) were randomized indepen-
dently between participants.

Prior to the inference task, participants were told about and
trained on the timing of three types of connections as well

2Pre-registration available at https://osf.io/nrzpu/
3Material, data, analysis code available at https://osf.io/q8n72/
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Figure 3: Participants’ responses (bars) and results of model fitting (points). Titles indicate true structures (e.g., GN =
A is generative; B is non-causal). Data were modelled at the device level and collapsed into connection level to simplify
visualizations.

as the target component’s self-activation. They also practiced
how to respond, and completed one practice trial with a causal
device that included one generative connection and one non-
causal connection. Feedback was provided in the practice tri-
als but not the test trials. Participants had to pass introduction
check questions before starting the experiment. To properly
incentivize judgments, a 3-cent bonus would be paid for each
correctly identified connection during the main experiment in
addition to the basic $1 payment.

Results
We did not find an effect of position or click pattern counter-
balances, so we combined all participants’ data in the follow-
ing analyses.

Accuracy The accuracy for each participant per connec-
tion was 73 ± 17%, which is significantly above chance
(33%), t(59) = 17.58, p < .001. Most participants (92%)
performed above chance (> 17 connections correct, bino-
mial probability < .05). Accuracy was above chance lev-
els for all three connection types taken separately (genera-
tive: 80 ± 20%, t(59) = 17.77, p < .001; non-causal: 62
± 24%, t(59) = 9.22, p < .001; preventative: 76 ± 22%,
t(59) = 15.35, p < .001, Figure 3). Most connections (97%)
received above-chance correct answers (> 26/60 participants
correct, binomial probability < .05).

The accuracy for each participant at the device level (1
= correct in both connections; 0 = otherwise) was 56 ±
22%, again substantially higher than chance (11%), t(59) =
15.70, p < .001. All but one participant showed an above
chance device-level accuracy (> 4 devices correct, binomial
probability < .05). All device received above-chance correct
answers (> 11/60 participants correct, binomial probability
< .05).

The ideal Bayesian model’s accuracy was significantly
higher than participants’ at the connection level (total: 97%,

t(59) = 10.90, p < .001; generative: 100%, t(59) = 7.64, p <
.001; non-causal: 94%, t(59) = 10.21, p < .001; preventa-
tive: 98%, t(59) = 8.02, p < .001) as well as the device level
(95%, t(59) = 10.53, p < .001).

Choice Participants gave responses 33% times as genera-
tive, 31% as non-causal, 35% as preventative, so showed no
overall bias towards particular edge types (χ2(2) = 5.14, p >
.05). As shown in Figure 4, generative and preventative con-
nections were mistaken for non-causal connections, and non-
causal connections were mistaken for preventative or genera-
tive connections, while generative and preventative connec-
tions were less likely to be mistaken for one other, which
means that participants were more certain in distinguish-
ing between generation and prevention but sometimes con-
founded by non-causal connections.

In contrast, the normative ideal Bayesian model shows only
a minor deficit in distinguishing between preventative and
non-causal connections, but not between other connections.
This deviation suggests that participants may rely on other
heuristic strategies to solve the problem. In the following
section, we describe one computationally tractable heuristic
model and compare this with the normative model as well as
human performance.
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Figure 4: Overall choice patterns between different kinds of
causal connections (participants vs. normative model).
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Modelling heuristic inferences
Feature-based inference
One possible way learners might approximate Bayesian struc-
ture inference for the present learning problem is inspired by
Ullman et al.’s (2018) Simulation-based approximations and
Summary Statistics approach. This model assumes that peo-
ple leverage cues based on rough and summarised statistics
of different structure types to make inferences. The proposed
cognitive process draws on (imagined) evidence under dif-
ferent causal structures (and/or historical data from known
models) to learn statistical cues can be used to distinguish
structure approximately but efficiently. Under this proposal,
people select whatever hypothesis has the closest match in
terms of these statistical cues to the observed data. Here we
investigate two cues that people may apply to the current task:

1. Delay: the delay between control component’s activation
and its nearest target component’s activation.

2. Count: the number of following target component’s activa-
tions after one control component’s activation and before
any other activation of any control component.

These cues are certainly not exhaustive but they are rela-
tively simple to track and reasonably discriminatory between
the causal structures. For the delay cue, it is expected to see
a short interval between its activation and the target compo-
nent’s next activation if the component is a generative compo-
nent but a medium interval if there is no connection or a long
interval if it is preventative (see Figure 5 for the probability
density distribution). For the count cue, more than one ef-
fect activation is likely to follow the activation of generative
component before the next control component event, which
results from the existence of base rate activations, while most
frequently, zero effect activation’s will likely to follow the
activation of preventative components before the next con-
trol component event (Figure 5). The former cue considers
concrete delay information but ignores the possibility of dif-
ferent causal pathways, while the latter cue also ignores the
exact temporal interval between events.
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Figure 5: Empirical distributions of “delay” (left) and “count”
(right) cues in the feature-based model.

Characteristic summary statistics for each structure hy-
pothesis were constructed by simulating 20,000 twenty sec-
ond sequences of point events from each structure type, and
then calculating the empirical likelihood distribution for each
intervention (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3) in each structure.
When observing a new control component’s activation, the
probability of each causal structure was estimated by the nor-
malised likelihood of the summary statistic calculated on the
observed data. For example, an initial intervention on A (i.e.,
A1) with an effect occurring 2 seconds later has a likelihood
of e.g. [.58, .40, .02] of having being produced by a gener-
ative, non-causal or preventative A→ E connection respec-
tively. Inherent to this heuristic approach is the radical simpli-
fying assumption that the features of the evidence subsequent
to each control component event are modular and indepen-
dent, that is, ignoring that they also depend on the behaviour
of the other causal components (Fernbach & Sloman, 2009).
Thus, each connection was estimated independently and then
combined to yield a probability for each causal structure. The
two cues were .68 correlated in their structure predictions un-
der the current trial set.

Model fitting with human data
We compared participants’ choice distribution for each de-
vice to the behaviour of our normative and heuristic models
as well as a random baseline. Excepting the random baseline,
we assumed that participants chose their answer according to
a softmax decision rule (Luce, 1959):

p(n) =
exp(λ · vn)

∑
n′∈N

exp(λ · vn′)
(6)

The “inverse temperature” parameter λ ∈ [0,∞] controls
how consistent the participant is in selecting the answer with
the largest vn in choice n. Larger λ means that the partici-
pant’s answer is better aligned with the model’s answer with
λ= 0 modeling random selection. For the combination of two
cues in the feature-based model, we use two λ parameters to
give weights to different cues.

Besides, we also included a noise parameter θ in our nor-
mative model to investigate whether people can follow the
mechanism of normative inference but just have less precise
temporal perception. It works by amplifying the original vari-
ance of 0.25 in gamma distributions for generative, preventa-
tive connections as well as self-activations into 0.25 ·θ, where
θ ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,8}. We called them normative-noisy models
when θ > 1. The accuracy of these models at the device level
is summarised in the Table 1.

We fit each model to predict aggregate participant choices
as well as to individual participants using BIC as our measure
of fit. The results are shown in Table 1. The feature-based
model that combines cues of “delay” and “count” best fit hu-
man aggregate results. 75% of individual participants were
best fit by feature-based models included single or two fea-
tures, 17% were best fit by normative-noisy models, and 8%
were detected as responding randomly.
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Table 1: Model accuracy and fitting results at device level.

Model Accuracy Parameters BIC N Best

NN: 83-95% λ:2.67; θ:3 3378 10/60
FB: 45/60
delay 60% λ:3.62 3431 (23)
count 43% λ:5.49 3548 (12)
combine 43-60% λd :2.36; λc:3.03 3239 (10)
RD: 11% 4768 5/60

Note: NN:Normative & Normative-noisy; FB:Feature-based;
RD:Random. Model accuracy was calculated prior to the fit-
ting of human data and under consideration of the noise (θ)
parameter.

General Discussion
In this study, we investigated how people infer causal struc-
tures that contain generative and preventative connections on
the basis of observing a handful of events occurring in contin-
uous time. The fact that, in this setting, the effect has a base
rate of spontaneous activation makes the likelihoods of obser-
vations non-deterministic (unexpected events could always be
caused by the base rate) while the potential precense of ad-
ditional generative influences complicates the evidence. Al-
though our task is computationally challenging from the nor-
mative model perspective, performance was generally good,
with judgments well above chance for preventative, as well
as generative and non-causal connections. We thus provide
empirical evidence that people can use real-time temporal in-
formation to learn causal structure that involves preventative
as well as generative causation.

In terms of modelling, we for the first time introduced con-
siderations of prevention into an “actual causal attribution”
process model (Halpern, 2016). By exhaustively constructing
possible actual causal paths given observed data, our norma-
tive model demonstrates that near-perfect performance is pos-
sible in this setting, at least given the correct delay assump-
tions and unlimited processing power. The normative and
normative-noisy models had higher accuracy than the feature-
based model, indicating that actual attribution, the top rung
of Pearl’s so-called “ladder of causation” (2018), is key for
achieving benchmark levels of accuracy in this task. The in-
ference and approximation we present in this paper are not re-
stricted to the current paradigm but can be modified to handle
a wide range of causal systems in future studies. Essentially,
any system can be represented with a causal mechanism that
produces point events over time can be inferred and reasoned
about in this way.

Despite the accuracy win for the normative approach, hu-
man responses were better captured by our feature-based
model that established and exploited two heuristic cues: delay
and count. This model assumed that people tracked the de-
lays between putative cause-effect activations and counted the
effect events between putative cause activations, and made

causal inference by comparing these observed patterns to the
patterns characteristic to each edge hypothesis. This strategy
used simulation to sidestep the complexity of exact cause-
effect mapping and summarises the observations as cues to
reduce the memory load during watching the evidence. The
approach sacrifices precision in terms of actual causal attri-
bution but may capture how people manage the information
stream in real time caual induction settings, given the real
time nature of the evidence presentation and their limited
cognitive resources. The model also demonstrates one pos-
sible way that mental simulation could contribute to temporal
causal reasoning, as an extension to current perspectives on
mental simulation in physical reasoning (Gerstenberg et al.,
2017; Ullman et al., 2018).

In sum, this paper investigated human causal structure in-
duction from observation of real-time event patterns involv-
ing prevention as well as generation. People were capable
of real-time causal structure induction in this setting and our
modelling suggested they may achieve this via statistical cues
such as average delays and counts that are much easier to es-
tablish than the exact generative model likelihoods. Every
day we not only face surprising occurrences, but also wonder
about things that would, should or could have happened. Pre-
ventative causation may be as pervasive as generative causa-
tion but better hidden, revealing itself only through violation
of model based expectations. As such, an formal account of
preventative inference is ripe for inclusion in an account of
human causal reasoning.
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Abstract

Producing and processing speech involves complex feedback
loops of sensory and motor signals. Vocal sounds are par-
tially processed as a movement affordance, allowing us to learn
speaking patterns through imitation, which can be beneficial
for language learning. In this study, we examine this pro-
cess as a type of social embodiment illusion — the blurring
of boundaries between self and other. Participants performed
an altered version of a theatrical game called the ‘one-voice
expert’, where they improvised speech in same-gender dyads.
Unlike previous studies, we looked separately at the effects
of simultaneousness (‘speaking at the same time’) and syn-
chronicity (‘saying the same thing’). These two variables were
found to influence vocal characteristics and self-voice recog-
nition in a distinct way, with synchronicity leading to stronger
pitch adaptation and simultaneousness to suppression of pho-
netic convergence. We conclude that linking embodiment pro-
cesses to joint speech in real world social interactions could be
a promising new conceptual framework, with possible applica-
tions for language learning.
Keywords: voice; speech; social bonding; multisensory inte-
gration; phonetic convergence; embodiment; envoicement;

Introduction
The ‘One-Voice Expert’ (Keith, 1979) is a performative game
originating from improvisational theater. In this game, two
actors pretend to be one person, an expert on a certain made-
up topic. They improvise answers to interview questions,
speaking at the same time as if they have ‘one voice’. To do
this effectively, the speakers need to focus their attention fully
on the other speaker and the task itself in order to quickly
adapt the content of their utterances to the other, leading to a
state of shared intentionality (Reddish, Fischer, & Bulbulia,
2013). A notable aspect of the game is that it involves joint
speech that can be described as both synchronous (saying the
same thing) and simultaneous (speaking at the same time)
(Cummins, 2002). This kind of vocal activity can only be
found in limited contexts in daily life, such as in choir singing
or chanting.1 These typically lead to an increase in social
bonding (Mogan, Fischer, & Bulbulia, 2017) and a change
from self- to we-agency (Salmela & Nagatsu, 2017).

Joint Speech as Joint Movement
Producing and monitoring speech is a process of multisensory
integration. Afferent motor commands, as well as motor and
sensory feedback, are an integral part of the experience of

1Conversely, the most common form of joint speech - dialogue
- is primarily asynchronous and alternating, with the exception of
brief moments where speakers overlap or mimic each other.

speaking (Postma, 2000). Additionally, there are functional
links between the motor cortex and language systems in the
brain, where words on a semantic level are partially processed
according to their movement affordance (Pulvermüller, Hauk,
Nikulin, & Ilmoniemi, 2005). Rhythmic sounds produced
by the body, such as clapping or singing, are processed as
not only an auditory signal but also as an intentional se-
quence of motor acts (Overy & Molnar-Szakacs, 2009). Even
non-melodic speech contains rhythm and organized sound se-
quences. This allows listeners to mimic, and synchronize
with, the vocal utterances of others (Cummins, 2009).

‘Shadowing’ speech in this manner provides another layer
of processing that allows the listener to learn speech more
quickly (Kadota, 2019). Listeners who subconsciously align
their speech rhythm with another voice have an advantage at
new-word learning tasks, and show structural differences in
speech production and perception areas of the brain (Assaneo
et al., 2019). Moreover, talented language learners have been
shown to adapt their speech characteristics more strongly to
others (Lewandowski & Jilka, 2019). Speaking with others
can be done in several ways, and understanding those better
allows us to determine the most effective learning strategies.

Synchronous vs. Simultaneous
Speech synchronization is a complex, adaptive process be-
tween speakers. In joint speech research, dialogue (which
is both asynchronous and alternating) is often compared di-
rectly with singing (Kreutz, 2014), close shadowing, (Pardo
et al., 2018), or non-improvised, joint synchronous speech
(Cummins, 2002) (all both synchronous and simultaneous).

In non-improvised, joint synchronous speech, two partic-
ipants read a text together, leading to mutual accommoda-
tion of speech patterns. Speakers use a variety of auditory
information to optimize synchronization (Cummins, 2003,
2009). Similarly, both in close speech shadowing (quick
synchronization with a recorded voice (Chistovich, Fant, de
Serpa-Leitao, & Tjernlund, 1966; Marslen-Wilson, 1985))
and in ‘normal’ conversational speaking, lasting convergence
or adaptation effects were found that persisted after the speak-
ing tasks. In dialogues, this seems to be governed mainly by
mimicry effects on pitch (Gijssels, Casasanto, Jasmin, Ha-
goort, & Casasanto, 2016). However, the vocal characteristics
where these effects occur differ, and findings are inconsistent
over different studies (Pardo et al., 2018).

Synchronized movement, such as marching or dancing, is
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a very common social practice (Wiltermuth & Heath, 2009)
that influences social bonding — for example, the pro-social
behavior of young children can be improved by dancing
together (Kirschner & Tomasello, 2010). Vocal behavior
such as joint speaking, chanting, or singing falls under this
same category and can likewise lead to quick social bonding
(Pearce, Launay, & Dunbar, 2015; Pearce et al., 2016). These
effects of collective motor behavior might be closely related
to the underlying mechanisms of embodiment illusions and
the blurring of self-other boundaries (Tarr, Slater, & Cohen,
2018; Rombout, Atzmueller, & Postma-Nilsenová, 2018).

Embodiment Illusions
The One-Voice Expert game could be considered a new, so-
cial type of embodiment illusion. Embodiment illusions, such
as the rubber hand illusion (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998), are
commonly used to study how the brain demarcates agency
and body-ownership, necessary for a number of fundamental
processes including self-awareness and social interaction.

These illusions have been shown to elicit various ef-
fects. The embodied form can influence our beliefs and
subsequent behaviors, even after short periods of embodi-
ment (Banakou, Groten, & Slater, 2013; Maister, Sebanz,
Knoblich, & Tsakiris, 2013). Within enfacement studies,
synchronous stimulation has been shown to affect self-other
recognition, inclusion of other in the self, judgment of resem-
blance and attractiveness, and affective state (Tsakiris, 2008;
Sforza, Bufalari, Haggard, & Aglioti, 2010; Mazzurega,
Pavani, Paladino, & Schubert, 2011; Maister, Banissy, &
Tsakiris, 2013).

Embodiment illusions are generally assumed to arise
through multisensory integration.2 The predictive coding the-
ory of embodiment states that the brain aims to minimize pre-
diction errors that arise from integrating several sensory in-
puts, weighting them to arrive at a flexible model of what the
current ‘self’ looks like (Kilteni, Maselli, Kording, & Slater,
2015). Visual feedback is generally weighted more heavily
than other sensory input, and could even be essential for iden-
tification of the self (Tsakiris, 2017). However, it is not un-
thinkable that a combination of other sensory inputs could be
just as strong. We would also expect individual differences
in how sensory channels are weighted (Suzuki, Garfinkel,
Critchley, & Seth, 2013; Tajadura-Jiménez & Tsakiris, 2014).

Speech and the Self-other Boundary
Distinguishing your own voice from others might be gov-
erned by the same mechanisms that play a role in body- and
face-recognition (Graux, Gomot, Roux, Bonnet-Brilhault, &
Bruneau, 2014). The voice is sometimes referred to as the
‘auditory face’, carrying information about identity and affect
(Belin, Fecteau, & Bédard, 2004). Interestingly, when a per-
son is speaking in synchrony with someone else, their vocal
utterances are treated by the brain as if they derive from the

2However, visual feedback with only efferent motor commands
seems to be sufficient (Alimardani, Nishio, & Ishiguro, 2013).

other (Jasmin et al., 2016). This is surprising, as self-voice
recognition has been shown to be quite robust (Xu, Homae,
Hashimoto, & Hagiwara, 2013).

In one of the few voice-based embodiment illusions that
have been studied so far, the addition of a speaking illusion to
a virtual full-body illusion showed that people can attribute
speech to themselves when they seem to inhabit the body
that produces the speech (Banakou & Slater, 2014; Tajadura-
Jiménez, Banakou, Bianchi-Berthouze, & Slater, 2017). The
speaking illusion was created by combining auditory feed-
back with synchronous vibrotactile stimulation on the throat.
This ‘envoicement’ illusion can have an immediate effect on
participants’ vocal output afterwards, similar to the effects
of joint speech, although results have been mixed (Banakou
& Slater, 2017). Additionally, two studies have looked at
this ‘rubber voice’ illusion in isolation, and found that peo-
ple interpreted a stranger’s voice as their own if they heard
it while speaking the same word themselves (Zheng, Mac-
Donald, Munhall, & Johnsrude, 2011), but that auditory and
vibrotactile feedback on their own might not be sufficient
to elicit the illusion (Rombout & Postma-Nilsenova, 2019).
These studies strongly suggest that envoicement effects might
play a role in real-life social interactions, especially in joint
speech situations.

In this study, we use the conceptual framework of embod-
iment to create a new type of social envoicement illusion.
We believe this context could offer new perspectives on joint
speech and group cognition, as well as — ultimately — on
social mechanisms for language learning. We explicitly sep-
arate simultaneousness and synchronicity of speech, as they
might cause different forms of vocal adaptation. Perhaps this
could contribute to an explanation as to why results on pho-
netic convergence differ over different studies. If embodi-
ment effects do indeed play a role in synchronous motor be-
havior and social interaction, blurring of the boundaries be-
tween self and other would be expected to occur — more so
during speech that is both synchronous and simultaneous. In
contrast, simultaneous yet asynchronous speech may disrupt
any envoicement effects due to the ‘erroneous’ feedback this
would cause (Alimardani et al., 2013; Rombout & Postma-
Nilsenova, 2019).

Methods
Sample Sizes
Sixty-six participants (40 female, 26 male, average age 23
years (sd = 3.2)) formed 33 gender-matched dyads, sepa-
rated in N = 16 for the synchronous/simultaneous condi-
tion (C1), N = 18 for asynchronous/simultaneous (C2), N =
16 for synchronous/alternating (C3), and N = 16 for asyn-
chronous/alternating (C4). For 4 participants, the sound
recordings were compromised, leaving N = 62 for the reac-
tion time and voice characteristics measures (resulting in N =
16 for C1, N = 16 for C2, N = 14 for C3, and N = 16 for C4).

The subjects were all university students, gathered from the
human subjects pool of Tilburg University in the Netherlands,
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and native Dutch speakers, with no self-reported speech or
hearing issues. They were rewarded with study credits. Par-
ticipation was voluntary and informed consent was obtained
from all subjects. The study was approved by the Tilburg Re-
search Ethics and Data Management Committee.

Conditions and the interview-paradigm
The interviews were based on the ‘One-Voice’ Expert the-
atrical game. Two interviews were conducted per dyad,
with questions about made-up areas of expertise — ‘catch-
ing spears’ and ‘eating habits of odd ducks’. The questions
were open-ended, such as: “What is the most peculiar eating
habit of odd ducks?” and “What equipment do you need for
catching spears?”. The interviews were conducted in Dutch.
All dyads were advised to speak slowly, repeat the question
as part of their answer, and speak in full sentences.

The study used a 2x2 between subjects design. Conditions
were assigned randomly and counterbalanced over dyads.
Condition 1 can be described as synchronous / simultane-
ous. Participants were instructed to answer the interview-
questions at the same time, as if they were a single speaker,
without anyone taking the lead. In condition 2, asynchronous
/ simultaneous, participants answered the questions at the
same time, but gave different answers, while keeping their
answers approximately the same length. In condition 3, syn-
chronous / alternating, participants alternated their answers
(with the experimenter indicating who had to answer first);
the second speaker was instructed to answer after the first
speaker and repeat their answer exactly. Finally in condition
4, asynchronous / alternating, subjects alternated their an-
swers, and gave different answers of approximately the same
length (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The four interview conditions. In the syn-
chronous conditions (C1 and C3) participants say the
same thing. In the simultaneous conditions (C1 and C2),
they speak at the same time.

Measurements
Vocal Characteristics A list of 30 syllables was recorded by
the participants both before and after the experiment to allow
for comparison of vocal characteristics. The syllables were
made up of a consonant and two vowels (‘Foo’, ‘Kaa’), and
consisted of common Dutch syllables that have no particular

meaning on their own. Changes in vocal characteristics af-
ter the interviews were then determined by comparing these
recordings.
Voice-recognition task A timed forced-choice task measured
the strength of the vocal self/other boundary (Rombout &
Postma-Nilsenova, 2019). 20 syllables were presented, and
for each one the participant had to determine as fast as pos-
sible whether they were hearing their own voice, or the voice
of someone else. Three tests were conducted for each partic-
ipant - one before the interviews, one after the first interview,
and one after the second interview. Each task consisted of
10 own-voice and 10 other-voice samples, presented in a ran-
dom order. The 30 syllables recorded to compare vocal char-
acteristics were also used for these stimuli, normalized to -5
decibel and with background noise removed.
AffectButton Possible changes in the participants’ subjec-
tive valence, arousal and dominance after the social inter-
action were measured using the AffectButton (Broekens &
Brinkman, 2013), a tool that translates these three dimensions
to a more intuitive visual representation of an emoticon. Par-
ticipants moved their mouse to change the facial expression
of the emoticon until it represented the way they felt. We then
calculated the delta between before and after the interviews.
Embodiment/Envoicement To measure envoicement, we
adapted the original embodiment questionnaire (Botvinick &
Cohen, 1998) in such a way that all statements referred to the
voice. After the interviews, participants indicated their agree-
ment with the statements on a 7-point Likert scale.
Affiliation Questionnaires Closeness was measured after
the interviews using the IOS (inclusion of other in the self)
scale (Woosnam, 2010). Additionally, the participants were
asked to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale how attractive they
thought the other participants’ voice was, how well the col-
laboration went, and whether they considered the other par-
ticipants’ voice similar to their own in terms of pitch, timbre
and rhythm. These were all based on similar questionnaires
used in enfacement research (Sforza et al., 2010).

Procedure
Two soundproof booths were used for concurrent testing with
two desktop computers and two Sennheiser headsets with mi-
crophones. The experiment was run in OpenSesame, with the
exception of the interview portions, which were run in the
voice-chat program TeamSpeak.

First, participants answered demographic questions and the
AffectButton. Then, the participants recorded the 30 syllables
and performed the first voice-recognition test. After this they
were instructed to switch to the voice-chat, where the first in-
terview took place. The interview questions appeared written
on the screen and the participants answered them out loud,
while hearing each-other speak through their headphones.
Each dyad answered the questions according to the condition
they were randomly assigned to. The interviews lasted from
3 to 5 minutes. After the first interview, participants did an-
other voice-recognition test, then the second interview and a
last voice-recognition test. They then filled out the IOS scale,
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the second AffectButton, the envoicement questionnaire, gen-
eral and manipulation-check questions, and lastly recorded
the same 30 syllables again.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and model-comparisons

Mean SD χ2(1) p-value
f0
Sync 0.92 22.13
Async 3.51 27.7 3.86 0.049
f1
Sim 12.39 209.43
Alt 30.67 197.58 6.13 0.013
f1 (interaction)
Sync/Sim 28.6 204.64
Async/Sim 3.82 213.09
Sync/Alt 20.88 167.86
Async/Alt 39.24 220.14 8.90 0.031
f2
Sim 23.37 330.66
Alt 42.87 327.09 6.05 0.014
HNR
Sim 0.18 1.64
Alt 0.1 1.77 3.93 0.047

Results
Vocal Characteristics
All sound-samples of the syllables recordings (60 per partic-
ipant) were analyzed with the Soundgen library in R (R Core
Team, 2013; Anikin, 2018), using a PitchFloor of 50 and
a PitchCeiling of 500. The fundamental frequency of these
voice-samples was extracted to calculate the possible f0-shift
in reaction to the other participant. Additionally, the con-
vergence on f1, f2 and the harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR)
was also calculated to account for secondary voice character-
istics. This individual adaptation was calculated per syllable
by taking the delta between the before measurement from the
participant and that of their dyad counterpart, and subtract-
ing the delta between the after measurement of the partici-
pant and the before measurement of their dyad counterpart
(Postma-Nilsenová, Brunninkhuis, & Postma, 2013). Thus,
only identical syllables were directly compared.

We used R with the lme4 library (R Core Team, 2013;
Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2012) to perform a lin-
ear mixed effects analysis of the relationship between pitch,
f1, f2 or HNR, and a synchronous interview, a simultaneous
interview, or the interaction of both. We added gender as a
fixed effect and included intercepts for subjects, syllables and
dyads as random effects.3 Visual inspection of residual plots
did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity

3Basic model (example for pitch (f0)) created as follows: model0
= lmer(pitch adaptation ∼ gender + (1|pp) + (1|syll) + (1|dyad),
data = data f ull, REML = FALSE). Full model created by adding
sync, sim or sync∗ sim.

or normality. P-values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests
of the full model against the basic model. We only report
the significant differences, see table 1. Detailed output of the
mixed models can be found in table 2.

The synchronous conditions, i.e., producing an utterance
with the same content, only had a significant effect on f0
adaptation, a higher mean indicating more adaptation. On
the other hand, the simultaneous conditions influenced the
secondary vocal features. These results show that after the
conditions where participants spoke at the same time, they
adapted their vocal characteristics less to each other than af-
ter the conditions where they took turns. Additionally, there
was a significant interaction effect on f1, with least adaptation
after the sync/sim (C1) condition and most after the async/alt
(C4) condition.

Voice Recognition task

We did not find systematic effects of the experimental con-
ditions on the overall voice recognition score. Participants
became faster over time (F(1, 57) = 35.103, p < .001, ηp2
= .381). There was no significant interaction effect between
time and condition. However, during the second reaction-
time task (between the two interviews), participants made
significantly more mistakes in the simultaneous conditions
(F(1,60) = 5,227, p = .026), and were significantly quicker
in the synchronous conditions (F(1,59) = 4,692, p = .034).

Table 2: Summary of Mixed Effects Models

Estimate SE t-value
f0
Intercept -5.273 2.170 -2.430
Gender (female) 2.818 2.313 1.218
Sync/Async (sync) 4.502 2.255 1.997
f1
Intercept 30.5740 15.6829 1.950
Gender (female) 0.1756 16.9762 0.010
Sim/Alt (sim) -43.0842 16.5463 -2.604
f1 (interaction)
Intercept 39.945 18.137 2.202
Gender (female) -1.418 16.325 -0.087
Sync/Async (sync) -18.258 22.527 -0.811
Sim/Alt (sim) -35.061 22.113 -1.586
Sync:Sim -14.337 31.444 -0.456
f2
Intercept 56.69 23.02 2.463
Gender (female) -25.92 24.70 -1.049
Sim/Alt (sim) -62.24 24.08 -2.585
HNR
Intercept -0.07767 0.14652 -0.530
Gender (female) 0.33026 0.16744 1.972
Sim/Alt (sim) -0.32872 0.16320 -2.014
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Other Measurements
There were no significant differences between conditions in
the delta of the valence, arousal and dominance scores, in the
IOS score, on the embodiment questionnaire, or on the addi-
tional questionnaires. There was an effect on the subjective
experience of the collaboration (F(3,60) = 11.691, p < .001).
Participants rated the collaboration significantly higher in C3
(sync/alt) than in C1 (sync/sim) (Tukey post-hoc test, C3: 6.6
± 1.1, C1: 5.2 ± 1.4, p = .023). Additionally, participants
in alternating conditions (3 and 4) rated the collaboration sig-
nificantly higher than in C2 (async/sim) (Tukey post-hoc test,
C3: 6.6 ± 1.1, C2: 3.9 ± 1.8, p < .001) (Tukey post-hoc test,
C4: 5.9 ± 1.1, C2: 3.9 ± 1.8, p = .001).

Discussion
We proposed a new social envoicement illusion, aiming to
study joint speaking in the context of self-other boundaries.
We specifically separated synchronous and simultaneous joint
speech so these characteristics could be studied in isolation,
especially in regards to their effects on phonetic convergence
(Pardo et al., 2018). Additionally we expected similar blur-
ring of self and other as, for example, in the enfacement illu-
sion (Tsakiris, 2008), with strongest effects after joint speech
that was both synchronous and simultaneous, and little effect
after simultaneous yet asynchronous speech.

The analysis of voice characteristics revealed that syn-
chronicity and simultaneousness might indeed affect vocal
adaptation differently. In the conditions where the partic-
ipants were instructed to say the same thing, they adapted
their pitch significantly more towards the other person. This
could indicate a blurring of body-boundaries or a stronger
speech mimicking impulse, which could be associated with
stronger language learning outcomes (Assaneo et al., 2019).
This suggests possibilities for practical applications of em-
bodiment/envoicement paradigms.

Speaking at the same time, on the other hand, had a signif-
icant effect on several secondary voice characteristics. When
the participants were taking turns talking, their voices be-
came more similar, which is likely due to a mimicry effect
as is expected in normal conversation (Postma-Nilsenová et
al., 2013; Gijssels et al., 2016). But when talking at the same
time, this effect seems to be suppressed and the distance be-
tween voices stays the same or even diverges. A possible ex-
planation could be that this helps to distinguish the own voice
from the other, avoiding confusion and slurring of speech
(Marslen-Wilson, 1985). These results confirm the complex
nature of how the voice is influenced by joint speech (Pardo
et al., 2018), reflected in the novel separation of synchronous
and simultaneous speaking. It seems very likely that other,
similar joint speech features may play a role as well.

The results for embodiment effects, or blurring between
self and other, were more mixed. Performance on the voice
recognition task improved over time, which is most likely a
training effect. After the first interview, participants in the
synchronous conditions specifically were significantly faster

at the recognition task, an effect that disappeared after the
second interview. One explanation could be that the utter-
ances with the same content made the differences between
the two voices stand out more, as participants could com-
pare them quite directly with each-other. In the simultaneous
conditions on the other hand, participants made significantly
more mistakes on the recognition task after the first interview,
an effect that again disappeared after the second. It is possi-
ble that the act of speaking at the same time made it more
difficult for participants to distinguish their voices from each
other (which would tie in with the effect this had on secondary
voice characteristics). In both cases it is however unclear why
these effects did not persist.

The remaining questionnaire results indicate that on the
subjective level, there was little difference in how the partici-
pants experienced the different conditions (except on collab-
oration satisfaction, which is unlikely to be an embodiment
effect). The enfacement illusion quite reliably influences sub-
jective experience (Tsakiris, 2008), so this is an indication
that an envoicement illusion without any visual components
might not be strong enough to do so. This is not entirely unex-
pected, as vision is generally recognized as a much stronger
contributor to embodiment illusions (Tsakiris, 2017; Rom-
bout & Postma-Nilsenova, 2019). The effects on voice char-
acteristics and self-voice recognition show that some blur-
ring of self/other boundaries may have occurred on a more
subconscious level, but not always in the direction that we
would have expected beforehand. To explore this further, fu-
ture research could try and strengthen any embodiment ef-
fects through an added visual illusion (for example a virtual
reality body swap).

Conclusion

We explored a new experimental paradigm designed to elicit
a social ‘envoicement’ illusion and study joint speech in the
context of embodiment and self-other boundaries. Our re-
sults show that the synchronous and simultaneous qualities
of joint speech influence vocal adaptation differently. Syn-
chronous speech significantly strengthens f0 adaptation, but
seems to also improve self-voice recognition, whereas simul-
taneous speech causes the adaptation of secondary voice char-
acteristics to be suppressed, and self-voice recognition to be
more difficult.

These results shows the importance of studying these joint
speech features separately, and points to the possibility of
other features that might influence phonetic convergence. Our
results on the possible effects of embodiment processes in
joint speech are only exploratory, but warrant further re-
search. Uncovering the role of envoicement in social inter-
action and joint speech could not only lead to a better un-
derstanding of both, but ultimately to applications where one
is strengthened by the other — for example by using virtual
embodiment and voice illusions to improve language learning
through increased vocal adaptation.
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Affect and syntactic anomaly
Veena Dwivedi

Brock University, ST CATHARINES, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

In an event-related potential (ERP) language experiment, we investigated whether variability in the P600 component, a
marker of syntactic anomaly, could be accounted for by dispositional affect. Sentences such as (i) The broker planned
to conceal the transaction * was sent to jail vs. (ii) The broker persuaded * to conceal the transaction was sent to

jail (critical words are underlined) were read by 25 participants. These stimuli were adapted from Osterhout & Holcomb
(1992), an influential early study on the P600 waveform. We expected to replicate previous findings, where P600 effects
were expected at to in (ii) vs. (i) and at was in (i) vs. (ii). The P600 effect at to did not replicate, whereas it did
at was . Regarding affect, our results showed a significant positive correlation between positive affect scores and P600
amplitude. Results are discussed in terms of the family of P600 components and affect.
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Abstract 
Human learning has been characterized by three robust effects (i.e. 
power law of learning, power law of decay, and spacing), which 
have been validated across multiple domains and time intervals. To 
account for these different effects mathematical model of learning 
and retention have been developed. These models hold a great deal 
of potential for application a wide range of educational and training 
scenarios. However, many models are not validated according for 
their ability to make accurate predictions of human performance. 
The predictive demand of these models is made increasingly 
complex by the needs of training domain, needing both to predict 
both skill decay and reacquisition from little historical data. In this 
paper, we examine the predictive capability of the Predictive 
Performance Equation (PPE) implemented in a Bayesian 
hierarchical model. Through a comparison of two Bayesian 
hierarchical models we show how hierarchical model fit to a 
participant’s performance across a set of items compared to only a 
single item improves PPE’s predictive accuracy of both skill decay 
and reacquisition over multiple learning schedules 
 
Keywords: Mathematical Model, Bayesian Hierarchical Model, 
Prediction, Skill acquisition, skill decay, spacing effect, Learning 
management system 
 

Introduction 
The increase in availability of personal technologies such as 
mobile phones, computers, and laptops are becoming a 
ubiquitous part of everyday lives. The availability of personal 
technology gives individuals the opportunity for greater 
access to a variety of educational resources, such as learning 
management systems. Learning management systems (LMS) 
offer personalized education curriculums and training on a 
wide range of topics and a platform to record performance 
history. The flexibility and personalization that learning 
management systems afford makes their utility appealing to 
a variety of military, education, and medical applications for 
key reasons. First, LMS can be used to train an individual up 
to a particular performance standard. Second, LMS can 
schedule additional training events in way so that the 
individual performance stays at or exceeds a defined 
standard. Each of these goals can be achieved by applying 
robust empirically grounded findings from the psychology of 

human learning to the construction of training content and 
assessment. 
    Three general components of human learning have been 
identified across a diverse range of domains and time scales 
and are seen as critical to human learning in education. First, 
the power the law of learning (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) 
reveals that performance improves over the course of 
repeated trainings exposures. Second, the power law of decay 
reveals that performance decreases non-linearly as the time 
between exposures increases. Third the spacing effect reveals 
when the exposure to a task is distributed over time (i.e., 
spaced) as opposed to condensed within a short duration (i.e., 
mass practice) individuals retain the spaced information 
better than if under massed practice (Carpenter, Cepeda, 
Rohrer, Kang, Pashler, 2012).  
    Multiple mathematical models of learning and retention 
have been developed that attempt to account for the 
previously discussed learning phenomena. (Pavlik & 
Anderson 2005; Raaijmakers 2003; Walsh, Gluck, 
Gunzelmann, Jastrzembski 2018). For a formal model 
comparison across these three models of learning and 
retention see Walsh et al. (2018). In this paper, we focus 
solely on the Predictive Performance Equation (PPE) as it has 
been found to account for a variety of learning and retention 
phenomena and has shown potential for real world 
application.  
 
Predictive Performance Equation 
The Predictive Performance Equation (PPE) is a 
mathematical model of learning and retention that makes 
performance predictions at an individual-level based on prior 
performance and the temporal schedule training. In short, 
PPE is composed of five equations which represent the power 
law of learning, the power law of decay, and the spacing 
effect (for a detailed description see Walsh et al., 2018). The 
power law of learning (Eq.1, first term) is a function of N, the 
number of exposures to a task, and the learning rate, which 
is held constant at .1. 
 

	𝑀 = 	𝑁%&'()*)+	(',& ∗ 𝑇/0&1'2	(',&	(𝐸𝑞. 1)	 
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The power law of decay (Eq.1, second term) is a function of 
model time (T) and the decay rate. Model time T Eq. 2 is 
weighted according to a factor of time (Eq. 3).  

𝑇 = 	9𝑤* ∙ 𝑡*

)/=

*>=

, (𝐸𝑞. 2) 

𝑤* = 	 𝑡*/A9
1
𝑡B/A

)/=

B>=

(𝐸𝑞. 3) 

The spacing effect is represented within the decay rate 
equation (Eq. 4), which includes two free parameters defined 
as the decay intercept (b) and the decay slope (m).  

𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑏 + 𝑚 ∗ 	𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 O =
%P+(%'+Q)

R (Eq.4) 
In effect, as practice events occur more tightly spaced in time 
(i.e., massed), the decay rate increases, and as practice events 
become more distributed in time (i.e., spaced), the decay rate 
decreases. Finally, M (Eq.5) is placed within a logistic 
function and adjusted according to the two final free 
parameter τ and s. 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝Oτ −𝑀𝑠 R
	(𝐸𝑞. 5) 

Model Limitations 
     A benefit of using mathematical models of learning and 
retention is that they can be used to infer an individual's 
current state of knowledge on a particular task (Eq.5) and 
predict how their knowledge will change over time based on 
psychological principles of memory. However, the predictive 
accuracy of these models of psychological models are often 
not assessed (Yarkoni & Westfall, 2017). Instead prior 
research has  focused on evaluating models of spacing based 
on their fit to empirical data sets. (Walsh et al. 2018, Pavlik 
& Anderson, 2005; Ragermaker 2003). Though validating 
models by their ad-hoc fit to empirical datasets is an 
important component of model development, it does not 
allow for an evaluation of a model’s predictive ability or 
utility in an applied domain, which can be difficult. In an 
applied setting, a model needs to accurately predict skill 
decay between learning sessions, as well as skill reacquisition 
within a new session so that adequate training prescriptions 
can be made. Developing these types of predictions is made 
more difficult by the fact that often little historical data is 
often available to calibrate to. This is also often the case for 
machine learning models, which have been shown to reach a 
high degree of predictive accuracy in particular learning tasks 
(Settles, 2018). 
     One way that these predictive goals can be achieved in 
psychological models is through the use of a Hierarchical 
Bayesian Model (HBM) (McElreath 2018). Bayesian 
implementations of psychological models have a number of 
benefits that can be leveraged to improve a model’s 
predictive accuracy (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014). First, prior 
knowledge about the probable model parameters can be 
explicitly implemented into the model. Second, Bayesian 
methods allow for an integration of prior information with a 
set of observations into a posterior distribution, from which 
predictions can be made. Finally, hierarchical Bayesian 

models allow for dependencies across parameters to be 
specified, allowing free parameters to be estimated at 
different levels of aggregation. These multi-level parameter 
dependencies allow for greater constraint to be placed on a 
model, which guards against over fitting.  
    In this paper, we explicitly examine the predictive 
accuracy of the PPE for individuals learning Japanese-
English word pairs under different within and between 
session spacing conditions. Additionally, we compare two 
different Bayesian implementations of the PPE. The first 
implementation is an Item model, where the model was 
calibrated separately to performance on each of the Japanese-
English word pair learned by a subject during the experiment. 
The second implementation was a subject model, where the 
PPE was fit simultaneously to all Japanese-English word 
pairs learned by a subject during the experiment. In the 
simulations we examine the PPE’s predictive ability across 
various period of time and the additional benefit of taking 
account all of the subject data.  
 

Method 
Participants  
Sixty-one participants were recruited from a midwestern 
university in this paired-associate learning study. All 
participants completed a total of three experimental sessions 
spanning a three-week period. 
 
Task Stimuli 
Over the course of the experiment participants memorized a 
set of 30 Japanese-English words. All of the words used in 
this study were taken from the Medical Research Council 
(MRC) Psycholinguistic Database manual and have been 
used in other previous memory studies (e.g., Pavlik & 
Anderson, 2005). 
 
Experimental Design and Procedure 
During the experiment, an item’s training schedule was 
manipulated according to inter-session interval (ISI) and 
inter-trial interval (ITI) over the course of experimental 
sessions. The ISI controlled the amount of time between the 
1st and 2nd experimental session. The ISIs in this study were 
fixed at short (5 min), medium (7 days), and long (14 days) 
delay. The ITI manipulated the number of trials between 
presentations of the same item. Two ITI consisting of a short 
(items repeated every 2 trials) and long (items repeated every 
11 trials) delay were embedded in each experimental session. 
     During the study, participants, with no knowledge of the 
Japanese language, were given instructions for the paired 
associate learning task and had an opportunity to ask any 
questions.  Once participants began the experiment, they 
were shown a Japanese word (e.g., “kanboku”) on the screen 
and asked to type the English translation (e.g., “bush”) to the 
Japanese word. Upon first presentation of a word participants 
were shown the English translation and asked to type the 
correct answer to ensure the item was studied. During all 
subsequent presentations, participants were asked to recall 
and type the English translation from memory. Participants 
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Figure 1. The two graphical representations of the item (left plot) and subject model (right plot). 
 
 were given a maximum of 7 seconds to type their answer 
during each trial. If a participant could not generate a 
response within 7 seconds, then their answer was considered 
incorrect. At the end of each trial participants were given 
feedback (correct or incorrect) and given 2 seconds to study 
the correct answer.  

 
Hierarchical Bayesian Implementation of PPE 
    To examine the PPE’s predictive ability, two Bayesian 
hierarchical models of PPE were developed – Item and 
Subject model. Each model made predictions of the 
participants’ performance on the Japanese - English word 
pairs over the course of the experiment (Figure 1). Each 
model was represented as a graphical model (Lee & 
Wagenmakers, 2011) to allow each variable, variable type 
and dependencies across variables to be observed. All 
observed variables (participants’ performance - Perf, time 
variables - lagi, T, N) are represented as shaded circles. 
Estimated parameters (b, m, a, tau) are represented as 
unshaded circles. Stochastic variables are represented by a 
single open circle, while deterministic variables are 
represented by two open circles.  The multiple panes within    
each figure represent redundancies within the model for each 
participant, items (Japanese-English word pair), and trials  
     Both of the Item and Subject models share a similar 
structure, differing only in the constraints placed on each of 
the parameter estimates for each item. The Item model 
estimates PPE’s free parameters (bi, mi, ai, taui) individually 
 for each of the Japanese-English word pairs attempted by an 
individual. PPE’s free parameters sampled from these 
distributions are then combined together with the individual's 
unique time variables (lagi, Tj, Nj) and PPE’s equations to 
calculate activation (Mj) for a particular trial. The estimated 
activation for a particular trial is then transformed into PPE’s 
logistic distribution to estimate a participant’s performance 
ability on a particular item for a particular trial. PPE’s 
performance estimate is then placed within a likelihood 
function a Bernoulli distribution (θ), which is then compared 
to the subject’s performance (i.e., correct or incorrect) during 
a given trial. 
     The Subject model uses a similar structure to the 
individual-item level model, with one key difference. Both 
models estimate individual parameters for each subject on a 

particular item (bi, mi, ai, taui,), but unlike the individual Item 
model, the Subject model constrains parameters at participant 
level while generating estimates for each item. Thus, the 
Subject model estimates the mean (b_ah, m_ah, a_ah, tau_ai) 
and degree of certainty (b_kh, m_kh, a_kh, τ _kh) for each of 
the free parameters for each subject’s performance across all 
of the learned items. The additional parameters estimated for 
each participant across all of the Japanese-English word 
pairs, allows for the parameter estimates of a particular item 
to be constrained by the subject’s performance of all other 
items.  
 
Model Fitting Procedure In these simulations we were 
interested in examining PPE’s predictive ability across 
periods of time consistent with real -would applications. For 
this reason, both the Subject and Item models were 
independently fit and used to predict performance during two 
segmented portions of the experiment. The first fit and 
prediction period was over the 1st and 2nd experimental 
session. Each model calibrated to participants’ performance 
during the 1st session (10 trials), and used the resulting 
parameters to generate predictions of the participants’ 
performance during the 2nd session. During the second fit and 
prediction period both models were calibrated to the 
performance during the 1st and 2nd experimental session to 
predict performance during the 3rd session. When calibrating 
to the participants’ performance, the Item model was applied 
separately to the participants’ performance on each Japanese-
English word pairs while the Subject model was calibrated 
simultaneously to all Japanese- English word pair. Though 
both models were calibrated to different portions of a 
subject’s performance, a single item (Item model) or all items 
(Subject model), both models used PPE’s estimated free 
parameters (bi, mi, si, and τ*) during each calibration section 
to make predictions for each future repetition of each item for 
all participants.  

Results 
The two models’ fits and predictive accuracy were evaluated 
using three formal evaluation metrics. First, we assessed the 
correlation and root-mean squared error (RMSD) between the 
participants’ average performance and each model’s average 
calibrations and out of sample prediction for each of the 6 
unique ISI and ITI conditions. An evaluation of the 
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participants’ overall average performance and each model’s 
prediction allows for an overall evaluation of how well each 
model could account for the participants’ performance. In 
addition, we used the area under the curve (AUC) metric. 
AUC can be interpreted as the probability that the model will 
rank a randomly sampled item that is correct higher  than a 
randomly chosen item that is incorrect. Each of these three 
metrics was computed individually for within sample 
performance (calibration) and out of sample (predicted) 
performance as well as individually for each experimental 
condition (see Table 1 & 2). Evaluations of each of these 
measures allows for an examination of the characteristics of 
each model is well-suited to explain and predict. 
 
Predicting 2nd Session 
Fit to Calibration Phase Both the Item and Subject models 
were found to fit the average performance of the participants 
during the first session fairly well (Table 1) and possessed 
high correlations to performance within the first session. 
However, evaluation using RMSD revealed a different 
picture. For each of the experimental conditions, the Item 
model was found to have a higher RMSD compared to the 
Subject model. As shown in Figure 2, when models are 
calibrated to the participants’ performance during the 1st 
session (Trials 1 – 10), the Item model estimates the 
participants’ performance to be lower than their average 
performance. The Item model’s under estimation of 
performance was a result of its greater uncertainty in the 
participants’ performance, as seen in the model’s 95% HDI. 
The Subject model by comparison, not only obtained average 
fit to the participants’ average performance more accurately 
but did so with greater certainty, as indicated by the tighter 
95% HDI. These differences in each model’s ability to 
calibrate to the participants’ performance translated into 
differences in each model’s predictive ability.  
 
Out of sample performance Both models revealed high 
correlations for participants’ average performance and each 
model’s average predictions during the 2nd session across the 
three different ISI (5 min, 7 days, and 14 days). However, the 
difference in the RMSD between Item and Subject model 
during the calibration persisted. Again, the difference in the 
RMSD between the participants’ performance during the 2nd 
session and each of the model’s predictions was a result of 
each model’s uncertainty in the participants’ ability. The 
uncertainty in predictions of the Item model was found to 

increases over time, relative to the Subject model (Figure 2). 
The higher uncertainty in the Item model’s predictions 
decreased in the Item model’s ability to predict the subjects’ 
performance during the 2nd session.  
     Finally, differences in the AUC between the predictions 
made by both models and the participants’ performance on 
each individual item was found. Both models had a high AUC 
scores across each of the 6 spacing conditions (Table 1). The 
high AUC across all conditions revealed that despite the 
difference in average performance predictions between the 
Subject and Item models, both models were able to account 
for the relative performance of participants on the individual 
Japanese-English word pairs during the second session. 
Nonetheless, AUC for the Subject model was higher 
compared to the Item model across all conditions, 
highlighting the better predictive ability of the Subject model.  
Taken together, these results show that the Subject model 
made more precise predictions—both relative and absolute— 
compared to the Item model.  

Table 1. The Subject and Item Model’s correlation(r), RMSD, and AUC when calibrated to the 1st session predicting the 2nd session 
across 6 unique learning schedules.  

 

ISI ITI r 1st session
RMSD 1st 

session 
r 2nd 

Session
RMSD 2nd 

Session 
AUC 2nd 
Session 

r 1st 
Session 

RMSD 1st 
Session 

r 2nd 
session 

RMSD 2nd 
Session 

AUC 2nd 
Session 

5 min Short 0.99 0.04 0.93 0.10 0.90 0.99 0.12 0.91 0.11 0.80
5 min Long 0.99 0.07 0.72 0.02 0.89 0.96 0.13 0.71 0.17 0.79
7 days Short 0.99 0.02 0.22 0.06 0.95 0.99 0.11 0.99 0.25 0.88
7 days Long 0.99 0.08 0.99 0.05 0.94 0.98 0.12 0.99 0.24 0.84
14 days Short 0.99 0.01 0.99 0.06 0.96 0.99 0.12 0.99 0.25 0.90
14 days Long 0.98 0.08 0.99 0.05 0.93 0.96 0.13 0.99 0.22 0.87

Subject ItemSpacing Condion

Figure 2.  The average accuracy of participant’s recall of 
Japanese - English word pairs (connected black points) on the 
short (top panel) and long (7 bottom panel) Inter-Trial-Interval 
(ITI) and three unique Inter Session Interval (ISI - 5 minutes, 7 

days, and 14 days) schedules. The subject (dashed blue line) 
and item (dashed red line) mean and 95% Highest Density 
Interval (HDI) of each model’s calibration (Trials 1-10) to 

performance during the 1st session and predictions of the 2nd 
session (Trials 11-20). 
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Predicting 3rd Session 
Fit to Calibration Phase  For the second prediction, both the 
Subject and Item models were calibrated the participant’s 
performance on each item during the first two sessions. As 
seen in Table 2, both models outperformed the fits observed 
when calibrating to the 1st session alone (cf. Table 1). 
Unsurprisingly, the additional data over the course of two 
sessions allowed for better performance tracking for 
individual participants (Figure 3).  

Out of sample prediction Each of the model’s predictions of 
the participants’ performance within the 3rd session revealed 
a similar pattern. High correlations were found between the 
participants’ average performance and each of the model’s 
average predictions (Table 2). As observed during the 
calibration period, models differed slightly in the RMSD 
between their predictions and participants’ performance. 
Both models over predicted initial performance for items in 
two of the three ISI levels on the long ITI manipulations, but     

 the Item model under predicted skill acquisition. In contrast, 
both models predicted initial skill decay on the 3rd session 
across all ISI levels in the short ITI manipulation, but the 
Subject model was found to slightly over predict skill 
acquisition. These differences decreased the differences 
between both model’s predictions of the 3rd session. 
      Finally, despite the differences between models both 
models are found to have a fairly high AUC when predicting 
the subjects’ performance on the 3rd session. However, again 
across each of the six experimental conditions, the AUC of 
the predictions from the Subject model are found to be higher 
relative to the Item model. Taken together, evaluation of the 
predictions for the 3rd session confirm and reinforce the 
results of the predictions for the 2nd session.  
     
Individual Item Predictions 
Up to this point, each model’s ability to predict the 
participants’ performance over time has been evaluated. 
However, each model’s ability to account for individual 
differences has not been measured. To address this question, 
the average performance and each model’s average 
prediction ±95% HDI for a given subject during each 
calibration and prediction event was calculated (Figure 4). 
Across all participants, both the Item and Subject model were 
able to match the participants’ average performance. 
However, a large difference in the average 95%HDI was 
found between the Item and Subject model. Across all 
participants, the Item model was less certain of each 
participant’s average performance compared to the Subject 
model over the set of Japanese-English word pairs. These 
differences in the models’ certainty in the participants’ 
average performance led to differences in the accuracy of its 
predictions. When predicting performance during both the 2nd 
and 3rd session, the Subject model was able to accurately 
predict the subjects’ average performance, with a majority of 
the participant’s performance falling within the predicted 
95% HDI. The same level of accuracy was not observed for 
the Item model’s predictions, showing consistent 
underprediction of the participants’ performance.  
 

Discussion 
In this paper, we explored the predictive capability of the 
PPE, which holds potential for real world application. 
However, often models of learning and retention are often not 

Table 2. The Subject and Item Models (r), RMSD, and AUC when calibrated to the 1st  and 2nd session predicting the 3rd session 
across 6 unique learning schedules.  

 

ISI ITI
r 1st & 2nd 

session
1st & 2nd 

session  RMSD
r 3rd 

Session
RMSD 3rd 

Session 
 AUC 3rd 
Session

1st & 2nd 
Session r

1st & 2nd 
Session RMSD

r 3rd 
Session

RMSD 3rd 
Session 

 AUC 3rd 
Session

5 min Short 0.96 0.06 1.00 0.03 0.95 0.97 0.06 1.00 0.24 0.80
5 min Long 0.97 0.08 0.98 0.12 0.94 0.95 0.09 0.98 0.34 0.76

7 days Short 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.06 0.93 0.98 0.06 0.99 0.13 0.82
7 days Long 0.98 0.05 0.99 0.11 0.92 0.93 0.09 0.99 0.22 0.85
14 days Short 0.99 0.04 1.00 0.11 0.91 0.98 0.06 1.00 0.08 0.81
14 days Long 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.12 0.90 0.95 0.09 0.99 0.22 0.83

ItemSubjectSpacing Condition

Figure 3.  The average accuracy on the Japanese - English 
word pairs given on the short (top panel) and long (7 bottom 

panel) Inter-Trial-Interval (ITI) and three Inter Session 
Interval (ISI - 1 hour, 7 Days, and 14 days) schedules. The 

subject (blue line) and item (red line) mean and 95% Highest 
Density Interval (HDI) of each model’s calibration (Trials 1-

30) to performance during the 1st & 2n session and 
predictions of the 3rd session (Trials 21-23). 
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If the PPE are used to be used in in real-world applications, 
then it must be able to make use of a limited amount of 
performance data from an individual to extrapolate its 
estimates of performance into the future. In this paper, we 
explored using Bayesian hierarchical modeling to 
simultaneously fit all of a participant’s data compared to the 
Item model where the standard PPE was fit only to the 
performance of a single word pair. Overall our results showed 
that the PPE captured the relative trends observed in the 
human data across a variety of different spacing 
manipulations as measured by the AUC metrics. These 
results show that both the Item and Subject model predicted 
performance under conditions where little information was 
available. Differences in the average predictions of each 
model stem from the confidence in each models’ 
predictions. Due to the fact that the item model only 
calibrated to the performance of a single item during the 1st 
session (10 trials) or 1st and 2nd session (20 trials), it had a 
higher degree of uncertainty in its estimate of the individuals 
knowledge of a given word pair compared to the Subject 
model that simultaneously fit the performance of all word 
pairs learned by a participant. While the Subject model 
calibrated to all of a participant’s performance allowed for 
more certain performance estaminets and accurate 
predictions. 
     Given the results presented in this paper, two avenues of 
future research are seen. First, we evaluated the predictive 
accuracy of the PPE under laboratory conditions, where the 
training schedule was tightly controlled. Future research 
should explore applying these methods to real world data. 
Second, exploration in PPE’s ability to account for 
performance at an item level over time should be explored. In 
this paper, we explored predictive accuracy of each model at 
an aggregate level. Human performance at an aggregate level 
often follows a power law, but individual item level 
performance is found to follow an exponential function. An 
evaluation of PPE’s predictive accuracy at this lower level of 
analysis, might warrant further model modification. 

     In conclusion, the results presented in this paper show that 
PPE is capable of making valid performance predictions over 
various periods of time. Furthermore, in cases where little 
data is available, the model’s predictions can be improved by 
using a hierarchical modeling approach, conditioning 
estaminets of performance of a single item based on a set of 
multiple items, allowing for more precise estimates of 
performance. By utilizing these statistical approaches, 
psychological models of learning and retention can better 
predict both skill decay and requisition, allowing 
psychological models to meet the needs of real-world 
application.  
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Abstract

Frederic Bartlett pioneered the research on serial reproduction in 1932 and suggested that the stereotypical or schematic
form of narratives consists in rationalization, a causal connection within a story and its plot. We conducted the largest
retelling experiment to date with two different studies (19,086 retellings; 12,840 participants) that both reach the conclu-
sion that retelling of narratives is focused on the precise preservation of the storys degree of happiness and sadness, even
when many other aspects related to coherence and rationalization of the story deteriorate. These findings, supported by a
novel statistical model with Bayesian estimation, suggest that the happiness and sadness of a story operates as the anchor
of stability for both reception-encoding and for reproduction-retrieval of narratives. We suggest that happiness and sadness
in narratives function not simply as discrete emotions, but also as verdicts concerning the outcome of a story.
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Abstract

Most research suggests that older adults experience declines in cognitive abilities, but these outcomes are often drawn from
experimental paradigms that do not employ naturalistic materials. The present study addresses this issue by examining
older and younger adults’ ability to detect so-called native advertisements, which are designed to seamlessly blend into
their medium. Participants viewed either real webpages (visual) or listened to abbreviated content from real radio/podcasts
(auditory). Both age groups were less accurate and slower at detecting native compared to traditional advertisements. Fur-
ther, older adults had greater difficulty detecting native advertisements on webpages, but no age-related differences were
observed with auditory materials. The lack of differences in the auditory domain is intriguing, yet it is broadly consistent
with work suggesting spoken language abilities show little or moderate decline. Together, the results demonstrate how
naturalistic stimuli help reveal the extent to which specific domains are affected in cognitive aging.
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Abstract 
Given that attention is a limited capacity resource we are only 
able to selectively attend to a small subset of information at 
any one time. Endogenously regulating attention during an 
instructional activity is effortful and can be challenging for 
children as well as adults. Although improvements in 
attention regulation have been documented with age, less is 
known about the duration of time individuals are able to 
selectively sustain attention during instruction, due in part to 
methodological limitations. The present study leverages eye- 
tracking technology to provide an objective examination of 
attentional decay during a lecture. Adult participants (N=96) 
watched a geography screencast lecture while a mobile eye-
tracker was utilized to measure changes in attention over the 
course of the lecture. Results indicate that attention declines 
over time and reductions in attention occur before Minute 15. 
Implications for instruction are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Attention; Attentional decay 
 

Introduction 
Attention is a limited capacity resource - we are only able to 
attend to a subset of information at any one time. A 
common framework for understanding attention regulation 
is the dual model of attention in which attention is 
hypothesized to be driven by exogenous and endogenous 
factors. Exogenously regulated attention is hypothesized to 
be largely an automatic process driven by characteristics of 
the stimulus (e.g., novelty, brightness); in contrast, 
endogenously regulated attention is voluntary and 
controlled, directed according to an individual's goals (e.g., 
Bornstein, 1990; Jonides, 1981; Miller & Cohen, 2001; 
Posner, 1980; Pashler, Johnston, & Ruthruff, 2001; Ruff & 
Rothbart, 2001).  

In formal learning environments, the ability to 
endogenously regulate attention may be particularly 
important (Erickson, Thiessen, Godwin, Dickerson, & 
Fisher, 2015). Yet, attention regulation is effortful and 
lapses in attention are common. Indeed, inattention, or off-
task behavior, is a well-documented challenge in education 
(Roberts, 2001). Prior research has found that children are 
frequently off-task (e.g., Godwin et al., 2016; Karweit & 
Slavin, 1981), which may be due in part to the protracted 
developmental trajectory of endogenously regulated 
attention which continues to mature into adolescence 
(Diamond, 2002; Luna, 2009; Posner & Rothbart, 2007; 

Ruff & Rothbart, 2001). Although the ability to maintain a 
state of selective sustained attention improves with age 
(Bartgis, Thomas, Lefler, & Hartung, 2008), issues of 
inattention in formal learning environments persist beyond 
K-12 settings and into higher education.  

Indeed, college students often exhibit off-task behavior 
during class dividing their attention between ongoing 
instruction and their personal technology devices. For 
example, Tindell and Bohlander (2012) surveyed 269 
college students about their texting habits and found that 
92% of participants reported sending or receiving a text 
message in class once or twice, while 30% reported sending 
or receiving a text message in class daily. Similarly, laptops 
can be a compelling distraction for students. College 
students who use their laptops during class widely report 
that they multitask during lectures. Students report using 
their laptop during class to check their email (81%), to 
instant message (68%), play games (25%), peruse the 
internet (43%), and engage in other non-specified activities 
(35%) (Fried, 2008). Prior research estimates that 42% of 
the time students have applications unrelated to the course 
open on their laptop, providing ample opportunities for self-
distraction (Kraushaar & Novak, 2010). Further, Fried 
(2008) found that laptop use was negatively related to 
students’ learning outcomes, controlling for students’ ACT 
scores, high school ranking, and class attendance. Students 
own laptop use was negatively related to their self-reports of 
attention to the lecture; interestingly, students also reported 
that their peers’ laptop use was a significant source of 
distraction (Fried, 2008). Subsequent experimental research 
confirmed the detrimental effects of peer laptop use. Sana, 
Weston, and Cepeda (2013) found that students who were in 
view of peers who were multitasking on their laptops during 
a lecture obtained lower learning scores.  

Given learners’ propensity to be distracted during 
instruction it raises important questions regarding how 
aspects of instructional design can be augmented to better 
support attention regulation. One aspect of instructional 
design that can be readily modified is the duration of 
instructional activities. Ten to 15 minutes has often been 
reported as the duration of time an adult is able to maintain 
attention (For discussion see: Bradbury, 2016; Hartley & 
Davies, 1978, Frost, 1965; Wilson & Korn, 2007). 
However, empirical work supporting this limit is sparse, and 
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some of this work has been criticized due to methodological 
limitations (for review see: Bradbury, 2016; Wilson & 
Korn, 2007), which may reduce the utility of this literature 
to inform theory and guide instructional design.  

Observational studies suggest that students’ attention 
during lectures may decay rapidly. Johnstone and Percival 
(1976) observed students during 50minute lectures and 
found that students’ attention waned approximately 10 to 
18minutes into the lecture, with lapses in attention occurring 
with increased frequency by the end of the lecture. 
However, limited information is provided regarding how 
attention was operationalized and statistics quantifying 
inter-rater reliability are not provided. Further the authors’ 
note that attention regulation patterns varied across lectures 
and instructors, pointing to the importance of understanding 
the factors that influence students’ ability to maintain 
attention during instruction. 

Studies utilizing self-report measures also suggest that 
students’ attention during instruction varies over time. For 
instance, students watching a video lecture were more likely 
to report mind-wandering in the second half of the lecture 
compared to the first half (Risko et al, 2012 as cited in 
Szpunar, Moulton, & Schater, 2013). However, it is 
important to note that self-report measures may 
underestimate lapses in attention and probing students to 
self-assess their attention raises concern that the data 
collection process may alter student behavior. Recently, 
researchers have attempted to utilize novel technology to 
obtain more objective measures of attention (e.g., eye 
tracking with Tobii glasses; Rosengrant, Hearrington, 
Alvrado, & Keeble, 2012), but with small sample sizes 
detecting generalizable patterns in attention regulation is 
difficult to ascertain.  

Despite exploration of alternative instructional 
approaches, lectures remain a popular instructional method 
in higher education. Additional research, with direct and 
objective measures of attention, is needed to better 
understand attentional decay during lectures and elucidate 
the implications for instruction. Incorporating breaks or 
introducing alternative instructional activities (e.g., 
discussions, demonstrations, group activities) are often 
suggested as potential solutions to help students maintain 
attention during class (e.g., Middendorf & Kalish, 1994); 
however, without an understanding of the rate of attentional 
decay it is difficult to determine precisely when breaks or 
“change-ups” should ideally be implemented. Less is known 
about how students regulate attention in online 
environments. Filling this gap in the literature is important 
given that online enrollments continue to increase with 
6.7million students estimated to be taking at least one online 
course (Allen & Seaman, 2013). 

Understanding the decay rate of attention has theoretical 
and practical implications for instructional design. The 
present study utilizes an objective measure of attention, eye 
tracking technology, to elucidate attentional decay by 
examining the extent to which adults are able to sustain 
attention during a 20minute geography screencast lecture. 

The present study aims to (1) assess whether adults’ 
attention decays during an instructional task, and if so how 
quickly attentional decay occurs, and (2) whether the rate of 
decay is related to adults’ learning outcomes.  

Method 
Participants 
Participants included 96 adults (Mage = 21.04, SD = 5.30; 
Female = 77, Male = 17, and 2 participants who did not 
report their sex). Participants were recruited from an 
undergraduate educational psychology participant pool and 
community in a Midwest city in the United States. Based on 
self-report, participants were 83% Caucasian, 5% African 
American, 2% Asian/Pacific Islander, 2% Hispanic, 1% 
identified as two or more racial/ethnic identities, 1% other, 
and 5% declined to respond. Participants received either 
course credit or an incentive ($10 or a prize (e.g., flash 
drive, notebook)) for participating in the study.   
 
Procedure 

Participants listened to a 20minute screencast lecture on 
physical geography. Attention to the lesson was measured 
with a mobile eye tracker in order to evaluate attentional 
decay. A pre-test and immediate post-test were administered 
to assess learning gains. Additional details regarding the 
learning assessment and lesson are provided below. 
Participants were tested by trained research assistants and 
the second author of this paper.   
 
Learning Assessment 
 The learning assessment consisted of a paper and pencil 
pre-test and post-test.  The pre-test assessed the novelty of 
the lesson content. The post-test served to assess the 
participants’ understanding of the lesson. Gains in learning 
from pre-test to post-test were calculated. The assessment 
items were constructed with the help of a university 
instructor for an undergraduate geography course at Kent 
State University. The pre-test and post-test consisted of 17 
test items. The question format was mixed and included: 
multiple-choice items, fill in the blank items, and figure 
interpretation questions. Assessment questions were 
carefully designed such that they tested content that was 
delivered at different points in the lesson and avoided 
content presented in approximately the first and last quarter 
of the lesson (i.e., the lesson consisted of 21 slides and the 
assessment questions were designed to target information 
provided in slides 4 through 15). Two presentation orders 
were created. For Order 1, the test items were randomized 
and for Order 2, the sequence was reversed. The pre-test and 
post-test were largely analogous; however, for test items 
that required participants to convert numeric values (e.g., 
converting plotted sea-level pressure to complete sea-level 
pressure) different values were substituted. Additionally, the 
presentation order of the test items from pre-test to post-test 
were counterbalanced such that participants who completed 
Order 1 for the pre-test completed Order 2 at post-test and 
vice versa. The learning assessment was largely self-paced; 
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however the experimenter provided a verbal prompt 
reminding participants to provide their “best guess” if they 
did not know the answers after 3 minutes 30 seconds.  
 
Lesson 
 Following the pre-test, participants were asked to watch a 
20minute geography lecture presented on a laptop computer 
(i.e., screencast – video recording of PowerPoint slides with 
audio narration). The lecture was based on instructional 
content covered in an undergraduate physical geography 
course offered in the Department of Geography at Kent 
State University. The screencast was recorded by an 
instructor in the department; see Figure 1 for example 
content. During the lecture, posters were displayed on the 
walls of the laboratory (4 digital bulletin boards, 1 per wall) 
to more closely approximate environments in which 
undergraduates typically complete online classwork (e.g., 
student centers, dorm rooms, coffee shops). Note that the 
instructional task was designed to be a self-regulated 
learning activity. Thus, the experimenter sat behind a 
partition during the screencast. As a result, participants were 
not given feedback nor was their attention redirected to the 
lecture if they went off-task.  
 
Attention 

Eye gaze is a common measure of attention: eye gaze has 
been used as a measure of visual attention (see Henderson & 
Ferreira, 2004; Just & Carpenter, 1976 for review) as well 
as a measure of auditory attention (e.g., Reisberg, 1978; 
Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996). In the present context, 
eye gaze is a particularly useful measure of attention given 
that the delivery of instruction occurs via screencast, which 
uses visual elements (i.e., PowerPoint slides) in combination 
with audio narration. Although in principle participants 
could listen to the lecture while looking away from the 
computer screen, such behavior would indicate a state of 
divided attention. Given the extensive use of eye gaze as a 
measure of attention in the prior literature combined with an 
instructional context that utilizes visual materials, we 
contend that the use of eye gaze as a measure of attention is 
justifiable.  

A mobile eye tracker, Tobii X3-120, was utilized to 
capture participants’ attention to the lecture providing an 
objective index of attention. Areas of Interest (AOIs) were 
drawn around each lecture slide in order to calculate the 
total fixation duration for each minute of the screencast 
lecture. Then the proportion of time fixating on the lesson 
was calculated for each minute of the lecture (seconds 
fixating/60s).   
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Displays example content from the Geography 
screencast 

 

Results 

Learning Outcomes  
Pre-test Scores Pre-test scores were relatively low M = 
46%, SD = 12%) suggesting the content was largely novel 
to the participants.    
 
Post-test Scores Participants’ exhibited evidence of 
learning as their post-test scores (M = 74%, SD = 13%) were 
significantly higher than their pre-test scores (M = 46%; 
paired t(94) = 19.89, p ≤ .0001); see Figure 2. Gain scores 
were calculated by subtracting each participant’s pre-test 
score from their post-test score. On average, participants 
increased their pre-test scores by 28% (SD=14%, Range:     
-.06 to .59). Note that one participant did not complete the 
post-test and thus they were not included in the present 
analysis. 
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Figure 2: Mean accuracy rates (proportion of correct 

responses) for the pre-test and post-test. Error bars represent 
the standard errors of the means. 

Attentional Decay 
Extraction and analysis of the eye tracking data is currently 
underway. Thus, the preliminary eye tracking results 
reported below are from a subset of the sample (n=28). The 
proportion of time participants spent fixating on the lecture 
was calculated for each minute of the screencast (seconds 
fixating/60s) in order to objectively measure fluctuations in 
attention over time and assess the rate of decay. The mean 
proportion of time participants spent fixating on the 
screencast was .37 (SD = .13) with considerable variability 
observed across participants (Range: .16 to .68).   

A repeated-measure ANOVA was conducted to examine 
the effect of time (20 levels: minutes 1-20) on attention. A 
significant effect of time was found in which attention 
declined over time: F(6.59, 177.84) = 12.03, p < .0001; see 
Figure 3.  Note that Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated 
a violation of the assumption of sphericity (χ2(189) = 
383.75, p < .0001); thus, the Greenhouse-Geiser correction 
was applied (ε = .347). 

 

 
Figure 3: Displays the mean proportion of time 

participants’ fixated on the lecture (attention) as a function 
of time (1min time segments). Error bars represent the 

standard errors of the means. 

Table 1: Results from the paired sample t-tests assessing 
changes in attention (proportion of time fixating on the 
lesson) at key time segments of the screencast (Minutes: 1, 
5, 10, 15, and 20).  

 

Comparisons Mean(SD) t p 

Min 1 vs. Min 5  .45(.13) 
.41(.15) 2.19 .04 

Min 1 vs. Min 10  .45(.13) 
.39(.16) 2.72 .01 

Min 1 vs. Min 15  .45(.13) 
.29(.17) 5.98 <.0001 

Min 1 vs. Min 20  .45(.13) 
.26(.17) 5.69 <.0001 

Min5 vs. Min 10  .41(.15) 
.39(.16) 1.02 .32 

Min 5 vs. Min 15  .41(.15) 
.29(.17) 4.11 <.0001 

Min 5 vs. Min 20  .41(.15) 
.26(.17) 4.69 <.0001 

Min10 vs. Min15  .39(.16) 
.29(.17) 3.32 .003 

Min10 vs. Min20  .39(.16) 
.26(.17) 3.62 .001 

Min15 vs. Min20  .29(.17) 
.26(.17) 1.11 .28 

 
 

In line with prior reports, pairwise comparisons indicate 
significant attentional decay at Minute 15 (M = .29) 
compared to Minute 1 (M = .45, p < .0001), Minute 5 (M = 
.41, p < .0001), and Minute 10 (M = .39, p = .003), but no 
evidence of decay comparing Minute 15 to Minute 20 (M = 
.26, p = .28); see Table 1. Critically, reductions in attention 
are seen before Minute 15 (see Figure 1). Indeed significant 
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attentional decay was evident at both Minute 5 (p=.04) and 
Minute 10 (p=.01) compared to Minute 1; see Table 1. 

For each participant, the total reduction in attention from 
the beginning of the lesson to the end of the lesson was 
calculated by subtracting the proportion of time participants’ 
were fixating on the lesson at Minute 20 from Minute 1. On 
average, the reduction in the proportion of time that 
participants attended to the lesson at Minute 1 compared to 
Minute 20 was 19% (M = .19, SD = .18). Individual 
variability in the total reduction in attention was observed 
(Range -.14 to .60) with some participants exhibiting large 
reductions in attention and a small minority of participants 
(n=2) who exhibited more attentive behavior at Minute 20 
compared to Minute 1. 

Reductions in attention were not found to be associated 
with learning gain scores (r(26) = .26, p = .18). Although 
the total reduction in attention was not related to participants 
learning outcomes, it is possible the rate at which attention 
decays may be more closely related to learning. Rate of 
decay would provide more nuanced information as 
individuals can have similar overall reductions in attention 
but may have achieved these scores through very different 
progressions (e.g., going off-task immediately after the 
lesson commences vs. exhibiting a gradual reduction in 
attention – or possibly exhibiting reductions in attention 
only after the content had been encoded). Analyses are 
currently underway exploring these possibilities and 
examining whether the rate of decay predicts learning.  
 

Discussion 
The present study helps to address some of the 

methodological limitations of prior research by leveraging 
eye-tracking technology to provide an objective 
examination of how attention decays while listening to a 
lecture. Endogenously maintaining attention during an 
instructional activity is challenging - even for adults. These 
preliminary results indicate that over the course of a 
20minute screencast lecture, adults’ attention declined. In 
line with prior reports, we observed reductions in attention 
at Minute 15. However, decrements in attention were 
observed even earlier in the lesson (e.g., Minute 5 and 
Minute 10).  

In order to increase ecological validity of the study, the 
lecture and accompanying PowerPoint slides were based on 
instructional content covered in an undergraduate physical 
geography course. The assessments were also designed 
through consultation with a university instructor from the 
Department of Geography. As a consequence of using 
genuine instructional materials, some content is presented 
both visually and auditorily while other content may only be 
presented visually. While it could be possible to design a 
lesson that delivers content through a single modality, this 
would necessarily reduce the ecological validity of the 
lessons and the study. As noted in the Method section 
above, eye gaze is a common measure of attention and 
direction of eye gaze has been used in the prior literature to 

measure both visual and auditory attention. Thus, eye gaze 
can be considered a reasonable index of attention in the 
present study.  

These findings have direct implications for instructional 
practice given that lectures are a common instructional tool 
in higher education. Further, many undergraduate courses 
entail lectures that are at least 2-3 times longer than the 
lecture employed in the present study (see Kumar, Dialani, 
Wong, Khattar, 2018; Middendorf & Kalish, 1994). Future 
research should examine whether reductions in attention and 
the rate of decay vary for instructional sessions that pose a 
heavier demand on attention due to extended instructional 
duration.  

These findings also have clear and important implications 
for online instruction. This study delivered the instructional 
content as a screencast. Given the current prevalence and 
anticipated growth of online education (Allen & Seaman, 
2013) combined with the frequent use of screencast lectures 
to deliver online instruction, it is imperative to understand 
how individuals regulate attention to screencasts. Attention 
is a limited resource and as such it is important to leverage 
research in the learning sciences to design and deliver 
instruction in a way that is sensitive to this cognitive 
constraint.   
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Abstract 
Elementary math instruction traditionally has emphasized 
procedures rather than concepts. Thus, students tend to lack a 
strong understanding of foundational concepts like 
mathematical equivalence. Cognitive scientists and 
mathematics educators have found small yet effective ways to 
modify traditional arithmetic instruction to promote students’ 
conceptual understanding of math equivalence. Educational 
standards also now reflect this academic research. However, it 
is unclear whether classroom practices have caught up with 
research and policy. In the current study, we observed teachers’ 
practices during arithmetic instruction. The goal was to 
determine if teachers are using research-based practices that 
promote understanding of math equivalence and if variation in 
use of research-based practices is associated with students’ 
growth in understanding of math equivalence across the school 
year. Eight second and third grade classrooms (M students per 
classroom = 23) were observed twice during math instruction. 
Students completed a math test both before and after the 
observation period. Research-based practices were rarely 
observed in any classrooms, so there was not much variation in 
classroom use of research-based practices to predict student 
growth. Students improved their performance on all problem 
types tested, but performance on math equivalence problems 
was significantly lower than on other problem types. Results 
suggest that policies and practices designed to improve 
students’ understanding of math equivalence may not have 
filtered down to affect instructional practices in classrooms. 
 

Keywords: mathematical equivalence; mathematics instruction; 
conceptual understanding; pre-algebra; mathematical cognition 
 
Deep mathematics learning involves understanding how to 
work with symbols, systems, and problem-solving 
procedures (i.e., procedural knowledge), as well as 

understanding the underlying relations among these symbols, 
systems, and problem-solving procedures (i.e., conceptual 
knowledge; Hiebert & Lefevre, 2013). However, students 
often struggle to connect their conceptual knowledge to the 
procedures they are performing (Carpenter, Franke, & Levi, 
2003; McNeil & Alibali, 2005; Seo & Ginsburg, 2003). One 
possible source of students’ difficulties connecting concepts 
to procedures is the way mathematics is traditionally taught 
in school. Mathematics classrooms in the United States 
traditionally have used a method of teaching that emphasizes 
how a problem is solved rather than why it is solved that way 
(e.g., Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, & Carey, 1988; Cobb, 
1987). This procedural emphasis leads children to treat 
mathematics as a series of isolated facts rather than as a 
coherent set of “big ideas” and associations among concepts 
(Charles, 2005; Cobb, 1987; Jacobs, Franke, Carpenter, Levi, 
& Battey, 2007). Consequently, students have trouble 
transferring the knowledge gained from experience with 
arithmetic to the novel equations they see later in algebra 
(e.g., McNeil & Alibali, 2005).  

The disconnect between students’ procedural knowledge 
and conceptual understanding is particularly evident when 
assessing students’ formal understanding of mathematical 
equivalence (Knuth, Stephens, McNeil, & Alibali, 2006; 
Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). Math equivalence, or the 
relation between two mathematical expressions that are equal 
and interchangeable, is a foundational concept in 
mathematics (Baroody & Ginsburg, 1983; Blanton & Kaput, 
2003; Charles, 2005; Knuth et al., 2006). Formal 
understanding of this concept predicts later math 
achievement (McNeil, Hornburg, Devlin, Carrazza, & 
McKeever, 2019) and algebra performance (Hornburg, 
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Devlin, & McNeil, 2020; Matthews & Fuchs, 2020). Yet, this 
concept is difficult for many children ages 7-11 (e.g., Falkner, 
Levi, & Carpenter, 1999; McNeil, 2007; McNeil & Alibali, 
2005; McNeil, Hornburg, Fuhs, & O’Rear, 2017). Instead of 
viewing the equal sign as demonstrating that both sides of an 
equation have the same value, many students view it as a 
signal to do something, such as add up all the numbers in an 
equation (Baroody & Ginsburg, 1983; McNeil & Alibali, 
2005). This operational understanding of the equal sign 
reflects a larger trend of shallow mathematical understanding 
in the United States. Indeed, the United States was largely 
outperformed by its peers on a global high school math 
assessment (Hanushek, Peterson, & Woessmann, 2010); 
while performance between states varied, all states were 
outperformed by over a dozen countries. A more recent 
assessment shows a similar trend (Organisation for Economic 
Co-Operation and Development, 2019).  

To address children’s woeful understanding of 
mathematical equivalence and underperformance in 
mathematics, math educators have called for more emphasis 
on pre-algebraic concepts in the early grades (e.g., Blanton & 
Kaput, 2003). This has led to changes to both national and 
state standards in the United States, such as the Common 
Core State Standards (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010), that 
have been designed to incorporate understanding of the equal 
sign and math equivalence into the early grades. These 
changes are now several years old.  

Researchers also have identified specific instructional 
practices that teachers can use to help children meet these 
standards. One practice is to use a variety of problem formats 
when teaching arithmetic, including non-traditional problems 
(e.g., c = a + b, a = a), as opposed to merely using traditional 

problem formats (e.g., a + b = c, 
   a
+	b
   c

) (McNeil, 2008; McNeil, 
Fyfe, & Dunwiddie, 2015; McNeil, Fyfe, Petersen, 
Dunwiddie, & Brletic-Shipley, 2011). Another is using a 
“concreteness fading” technique, by demonstrating 
equivalence first with physical objects before slowly fading 
them away to create a bridge to the abstract symbols (Fyfe, 
McNeil, & Borjas, 2015). Two other research-based practices 
have focused specifically on improving children’s 
understanding of the equal sign: (a) using relational language 
that describes the equal sign as representing two equal and 
interchangeable quantities (e.g., “is the same amount as”) and 
(b) explicitly referring to the equal sign verbally or through 
gesture (Carpenter et al., 2003; Cook, Duffy, & Fenn, 2013). 
These practices yield a deeper understanding of mathematical 
equivalence, particularly for students who struggle in 
mathematics (Powell & Fuchs, 2010).   

We now have specific standards for students in the early 
grades that promote understanding of mathematical 
equivalence, as well as a set of small yet impactful changes 
to arithmetic instruction that can help children meet these 
standards. Yet, it is unclear whether these advances in policy 
and research have translated into changes in teaching 
practices. Do teachers use instructional strategies that 
promote understanding of math equivalence, or do they still 
use traditional methods for teaching arithmetic? Traditional 

practices, which tend to promote procedural understanding 
over conceptual understanding, may hinder students’ 
understanding of math equivalence. For example, writing 
problems with the operations on the left side and the equal 
sign and answer blank at the end promotes a unidirectional, 
procedural view of equations. Using arithmetic-specific, 
operational language (e.g., saying “the total” or “makes”) in 
reference to the equal sign can also be detrimental, given that 
students with arithmetic-specific interpretations of the equal 
sign are less likely to learn from instruction on early algebra 
concepts (Byrd, McNeil, Chesney, & Matthews, 2015). 
Classroom-specific case studies and textbook analyses have 
been conducted to observe teaching practices related to the 
equal sign (see Powell, 2012; Seo and Ginsburg, 2003), but 
there have been no studies examining arithmetic teaching 
practices across several diverse classrooms since the change 
in standards. 

The primary goal of this study was to determine what 
arithmetic instruction looks like in early elementary 
classrooms. Another goal was to analyze whether individual 
differences in teachers’ use of research-based practices was 
correlated with students’ growth in understanding of math 
equivalence over the course of a school year. If classroom 
practice is a source of students’ difficulties in understanding 
math equivalence, then differences in input should predict 
student growth. We hypothesized that teacher practices 
would remain largely unchanged from the traditional 
practices, but teachers who had begun to shift to research-
based practices would have greater classroom-wide 
improvement in understanding of math equivalence. 

Method 

Design 
The study was a pretest, observation, posttest design, with 
two classroom observations occurring between pretest and 
posttest administration. Two classrooms administered the 
posttest prior to the second observation. However, 
administration was still within one week of the observation 
and thus did not change our approach for analysis.  

Participants 
Eight second and third grade classrooms (M = 23 students per 
classroom, min = 16, max = 26) within four schools 
participated. Schools included both public and parochial 
schools recruited through discussions with principals and 
included schools at both ends of the socioeconomic spectrum. 
There were 186 students across the eight classrooms, but only 
174 students completed the pretest and posttest. Table 1 
shows the demographics of each school.  

Procedure 
Teachers administered a pretest (described below) within a 
week prior to the first observation. Each classroom was then 
observed twice, once in the fall (October or November) and 
once in the spring (February).
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics by school. 
 

Classrooms Race/Ethnicity of Students in 
the School  

Percentage of Students 
with Free/Reduced Lunch 

Grade(s) Number of Students 
Completing Pre and Post 

A, B 2.2% Black, 6.8% Hispanic, 
87.1% White, 3.9% Other 

0.0% 2, 2 26, 26 

C, D 27.3% Black, 8.5% Hispanic, 
48.3% White, 15.9% Other 

87.5% 2, 2a 20, 22 

E, F 0.4% Black, 93.1% Hispanic, 
2.6% White, 3.9% Other 

98.3% 2, 3 23, 21 

G, H 1.6% Black, 13.3% Hispanic, 
81.9% White, 3.2% Other 

32.5% 2, 3 16, 20 

aClassroom D was a mixed classroom of 2nd graders and high-achieving 1st graders.  
 
Classrooms were observed during direct arithmetic 
instruction by two trained observers for an average of 30.5 
minutes. Efforts were made to observe both classrooms in the 
same school within the same week. Observers noted 
behaviors specified in an observation checklist (described 
below) and made a tally each time a specific behavior 
occurred. Teachers administered a posttest within one week 
of the second observation. The average time between pretest 
and posttest was 122 days.  

Measures 
Pretest and Posttest The pretest and posttest were identical 
paper-and-pencil assessments administered by teachers. 
There were four math equivalence problems, which are 
problems that had operations on both sides of the equal sign 
(e.g., 8 + 2 = __ + 6), one simple arithmetic problem 
presented in a nontraditional format (12 = 7 + __), and five 
problems assessing general math achievement appropriate for 
second grade (California Department of Education, 2009). 
Problems were intermixed in a set order, with one problem 
presented per page. Teachers were provided a script to ensure 
uniform administration, and each problem was read aloud.  
 
Observations Observers were trained to use an observation 
checklist by watching publicly available videos of math 
instruction. Videos included example behaviors within each 
of four categories. Observers then compared observations to 
establish reliability of the checklist and among observers. The 
checklist consisted of four research-based practices shown to 
affect students’ understanding of math equivalence. The first 
category looked at teachers’ use of various problem formats. 
These included traditional problems in both left-to-right and 
vertical formats, non-traditional problems in both right-to-
left and reflexive (e.g., a = a) formats, and math equivalence 
problems. The second category observed teachers' use of 
concreteness fading and, more globally, tracked the use of 
concrete (e.g., blocks) and abstract (e.g., symbols) examples 
in instruction. The third category focused on the language 
teachers used in reference to the equal sign. Language could 
either emphasize the relational nature of the equal sign (e.g., 
“is the same as”), or it could emphasize an operational 
definition of the equal sign that was specific to arithmetic 
(e.g., “the total”) or generally procedural (e.g., “the answer”). 

The fourth category tracked if teachers explicitly referred to 
the equal sign verbally or through gestures. Observers also 
made note of anything that could potentially affect 
conceptual understanding of math equivalence, including 
wall posters, and use of run-on equations that hinder 
understanding (e.g., 20 + 30 = 50 + 7 = 57; Carpenter et al., 
2003). 

Data Analysis Approach 
Pretest and Posttest Coding Correctness was determined 
based on the students’ written responses. Given that 
performance historically has been so low on math 
equivalence problems, with students using incorrect 
strategies like adding all the numbers (e.g., McNeil & Alibali, 
2005), we gave students credit if they were within ±1 of the 
response that would be achieved using a correct strategy if 
they also solved another math equivalence problem exactly 
correct (cf. Hornburg, Rieber, & McNeil, 2017; McNeil, 
2007). Thus, our strategy for coding correctness on math 
equivalence problems should make it easier (not harder) to be 
correct on those problems compared to the other problems.  
 
Observation Coding Observers observed arithmetic 
instruction during 13 of the 16 classroom observations, and 
they observed arithmetic instruction in all classrooms during 
at least one of the two observations. Observers made a tally 
mark in the specific category whenever the format or 
behavior occurred. Correlations between the count of 
behaviors noted by the two observers were calculated for 
each category. The average correlation between observers 
was .98. One observation was excluded from analyses due to 
lack of adherence to observation protocol; in this case, 
analyses were based on the other observer’s observation.  

Once reliability among observers was established, the two 
totals within each category were averaged to create classroom 
scores for each category. In some cases, observations of the 
practices were so infrequent that an average score did not 
make sense to compute. In these cases, a dichotomous 
variable was created to analyze whether the practice was or 
was not ever observed.  

Results 
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Classroom Use of Research-Based Practices 
Teachers used traditional practices during observations, and 
they rarely used research-based practices. Fewer than 1% of 
problems observed across classrooms were written in a 
format other than the traditional formats. Out of 572 observed 
problems across 16 classroom observations, only two non-
traditional (e.g., __ = 3 + 7) equations were observed, and 
both occurred during the same observation of Classroom E.  
Although most teachers (75%) used concrete examples, this 
accounted for only 12% of the types of examples used 
overall, and none were observed using the “concreteness 
fading” technique to link concrete representations to abstract 
math symbols. Four teachers (Classrooms B, E, F, and G) 
used relational language, but it was rare compared to other 
types of language. It accounted for only 5% of teachers’ 
language overall. The other 95% of observed language 
referred to the equal sign operationally. 

Finally, observers noted a large emphasis on math fact 
fluency, with few references to mathematical relations or 
equality. Three teachers (Classrooms B, F, and G) referred to 
the equal sign verbally or through gesture, but within those 
observations it was seldom referenced (only 12 times across 
those observations). Observers also noted posters on two 
classroom walls that showed traditional formats which may 
have promoted an operational view of the equal sign (e.g., 
addition and subtraction “doubles” facts; 5 + 5 = 10, 10 – 5 = 
5), as well as practices in one classroom (Classroom G) that 
may have reinforced an operational view (e.g., using run-on 
equations like 10 × 6 = 60 – 6 = 54).  

As observers visited the classrooms, they noted that half 
the teachers emphasized conceptual understanding of 
problem-solving strategies, whereas the other half focused 
primarily on procedural understanding. The emphasis on 
conceptual understanding involved behaviors such as 
allowing students to reason why problems were solved a 
certain way or asking them to generate multiple strategies. 
These observations inspired a post-hoc category based on the 
classroom’s emphasis on conceptual versus procedural 
understanding. Classrooms A, B, D, and E were categorized 
as “conceptual,” whereas the remaining classrooms, which 

exhibited no noted behaviors to promote conceptual 
understanding, were categorized as “procedural.” 

Classroom Mathematics Performance 
Table 2 presents math test performance by classroom. We 
analyzed classroom performance on the math test from 
pretest to posttest based on student accuracy (%) on each 
problem type in each classroom. We conducted a 3 (problem 
type: math equivalence, nontraditional arithmetic, general 
mathematics) x 2 (time of observation) repeated measures 
ANOVA and found two large main effects. Averaging across 
time, classroom accuracy solving math equivalence problems 
(M = 37.73, SE = 6.78) was much lower than the percentage 
for nontraditional arithmetic (M = 71.45, SE = 6.75) or 
general mathematics (M = 72.26, SE = 5.11) problems, F(2, 
14) = 46.34, p < .001, 𝜂"# = .87. Averaging across problem 
type, classroom accuracy was higher at posttest (M = 68.44, 
SE = 5.16) than at pretest (M = 52.52, SE = 6.87), F(1, 7) = 
19.45, p = .003, 𝜂"#  = .74. We did not find evidence of an 
interaction, F(2, 14) = 1.40, p = .28, 𝜂"#  = .17, but we 
recognize power for detecting an interaction was low. 

Although research-based practices were not often 
observed, some classrooms did demonstrate use of a few 
research-based practices, and all classrooms improved at 
least some in understanding of math equivalence over the 
time studied (see Table 2). Descriptively, there were no 
obvious associations between use of research-based practices 
and change in understanding of math equivalence other than 
the fact that the least improvement in understanding of math 
equivalence occurred in Classroom C, which had no evidence 
of using research-based practices and was classified as 
procedural, whereas the greatest improvement occurred in 
Classroom B, which had evidence of two research-based 
practices and was classified as conceptual. Note that this did 
not seem to be an across-the-board “better classrooms use 
better practices and produce better growth” phenomenon, as 
growth on the general math problems for Classroom C was 
above the median and for Classroom B it was below the 
median.

 
Table 2: Math test performance by classroom. 

 
 Performance on Each Problem Type (M % Accuracy) 
Classroom Math 

Equivalence 
Non-traditional 

Arithmetic  
General 

Mathematics  
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

A 62.50 79.81 84.62 84.62 83.08 83.85 
B 25.00 71.15 69.23 92.31 74.62 80.77 
C 5.00 10.00 25.00 60.00 44.00 58.00 
D 25.00 56.82 45.45 81.82 44.55 70.91 
E 34.78 44.56 91.30 91.30 89.57 88.70 
F* 8.33 28.57 47.62 52.38 47.62 69.52 
G 37.50 48.44 93.75 93.75 81.25 88.75 
H* 23.75 42.50 45.00 85.00 72.00 79.00 

Note. Asterisks next to classroom letters indicate third grade. 
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Discussion 
The arithmetic lessons we observed focused primarily on 
traditional practices for teaching arithmetic and did not 
contain much evidence of the research-based practices for 
promoting understanding of math equivalence that align with 
policy changes. This was most evident in the lack of variety 
in problem format, as teachers primarily presented problems 
in traditional formats, the format most often presented in 
math textbooks (Powell, 2012). Although teachers sometimes 
used concrete examples in instruction, we did not see 
evidence of them using the research-based concreteness 
fading technique in which they start with a concrete 
equivalence context, like sharing or balancing, and explicitly 
link to symbols while slowly fading out the context (see Fyfe 
et al., 2015). Furthermore, although half of the classrooms 
used relational language (e.g., “same as”) at least once and 
nearly half referenced the equal sign verbally or through 
gesture at least once, it was rare for a teacher to engage in 
these behaviors more than once or twice within a lesson. Only 
Classroom E used relational language more than twice, and 
only Classroom F ever referenced the equal sign more than 
once. Even classrooms that used research-based practices 
used traditional practices far more often.  

Overall, teachers tended to emphasize traditional practices 
and fact fluency, with many observed lessons containing 
warm-up problems with addition and subtraction and with 
multiplication tables. While procedural understanding of 
facts such as these are crucial for the development of 
mathematical cognition (Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999; 
Rittle-Johnson & Siegler, 1998), there was little conceptual 
teaching to bolster the procedural practice. Occasionally the 
research-based practices used were not clear to both 
observers, suggesting that they may not be noticeable to 
students, particularly when procedural practices are much 
more prevalent in the classroom. 

Other times, when research-based practices were evident, 
they were often brief and overshadowed by the prevalence of 
traditional practices. For example, during the first 
observation of Classroom E (which was categorized as 
“conceptual” and showed some use of research-based 
practices), the teacher presented two non-traditional 
problems (a reflexive equation, 140 = 140, and a right-to-left 
equation, 36 = 9 × 4) in addition to 28 problems presented in 
the traditional left-to-right format. However, the teacher then 
stated that one of the equations, 36 = 9 × 4, was “backwards” 
and rewrote it in a traditional format, 9 × 4 = 36. This may 
have further confused the meaning of the equal sign for 
students (see Capraro, Ding, Matteson, Capraro, and Li, 
2007; McNeil, 2008). Instances like these may explain why 
the overall accuracy on math equivalence problems was so 
low across classrooms compared to the other problem types 
tested. Incorporating more research-based practices into 
instruction, and using fewer traditional practices, may lead to 
greater student understanding of math equivalence.  

Perhaps the easiest change to make would be the 
incorporation of non-traditional problem formats (e.g., __ = 

3 + 4, 7 = 3 + __, 7 = __ + 4) into the classroom. These types 
of problems were rarely used by teachers during our 
observations even though they are relatively easy to integrate 
into the classroom and have been shown to improve students’ 
understanding of math equivalence (McNeil et al., 2011; 
McNeil et al., 2015). Incorporation of metacognitive 
strategies that emphasize conceptual thinking, such as self-
explanation and worked examples, may also lead to greater 
understanding of math equivalence (Barbieri, Miller-Cotto, 
& Booth, 2019; Carpenter et al., 2003; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 
2007). There was some evidence of metacognitive reflection 
in the four classrooms categorized into the posthoc, 
conceptual instruction category. 

Our original hypothesis was that use of research-based 
practices for teaching arithmetic would be positively 
associated with growth in students’ understanding of math 
equivalence across the school year (Johannes, Davenport, 
Kao, Hornburg, & McNeil, 2017; McNeil et al., 2015; 
McNeil, Hornburg, Brletic-Shipley, & Matthews, 2019). This 
hypothesis was based on prior work by McNeil, Hornburg, 
Brletic-Shipley, and Matthews (2019) demonstrating that an 
intervention incorporating a conglomerate of research-based 
practices, including introducing the equal sign outside of an 
arithmetic context, concreteness fading, non-traditional 
arithmetic practice, and comparing and explaining a variety 
of problem formats and problem-solving strategies, improved 
students’ understanding of math equivalence more than well-
structured non-traditional arithmetic practice alone. In the 
end, we could not conceptually replicate this finding in a 
naturalistic classroom setting because there was so little 
variability in use of research-based practices in the classroom 
lessons that we observed.  

Results of the present study highlight the disconnect 
between research-based practices and what actually occurs in 
classrooms. This disconnect may be mitigated through 
addressing these research-based practices in professional 
development seminars. In a study done by Jacobs et al. 
(2007), students of teachers who participated in a year-long 
professional development seminar that focused on relational 
thinking and student understanding of equivalence were 
better able to solve math equivalence problems than were 
students of teachers who did not participate in this seminar. 
These types of seminars may also help teachers recognize 
misconceptions in their own classrooms, since teachers often 
are unaware of the prevalence of misconceptions of math 
equivalence (Stephens, 2006). Additionally, incorporating 
aspects of teaching relational thinking in professional 
development seminars may encourage teachers to engage in 
some of these practices in their classrooms, increasing not 
only the quantity of research-based nontraditional practices, 
but potentially the quality of such practices, as well. 

One limitation to this study was its size and scope. 
Although it is striking that the research-based practices were 
relatively absent in all four schools, including the most 
affluent one, all eight classrooms were in same city in the 
Midwestern United States, and each classroom was only 
observed twice. Furthermore, we were not able to document 
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every instance of instruction that could have aided in 
students’ understanding of math equivalence, as we were 
limited by our particular checklist of research-based 
practices. This provides a very narrow picture of what 
behaviors teachers typically engage in. Additionally, in three 
observation periods, the math lessons observed did not focus 
primarily on arithmetic due to miscommunication with the 
teachers, which left us with only one observation to analyze 
for these classrooms. Also, observers were also only trained 
to note each instance of the observed behavior, not the 
behavior’s duration. Instances of practices that were 
implemented for longer periods of time may have had a larger 
influence over student understanding. Future research should 
include more classrooms and more observation sessions, as 
well as more precise observations with duration of the 
behaviors recorded, in order to capture a more complete 
picture of what teachers are doing when teaching arithmetic.  

Finally, even though children’s understanding of math 
equivalence was low and far below that of children in higher-
achieving countries (e.g., Capraro et al., 2010), children did 
grow in their understanding of math equivalence over the 
time period studied. This growth does not appear to merely 
be explained by an increase in general math understanding. 
Future work should explore what factors account for the 
growth seen across classrooms. If few research-based 
practices are being used, then how does children’s 
understanding of math equivalence grow? Identifying such 
factors could help expand the focus of current interventions. 

Teachers do not seem to be using research-based practices 
for improving students’ understanding of math equivalence 
that align with recent policy changes. Thus, it could be useful 
for future studies to examine how to improve teachers’ uptake 
of teaching practices that are effective. Doing so could help 
teachers align their practices with the recent standards 
changes and may bolster student understanding in 
mathematics.  
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Abstract

We regularly make inferences about the presence and properties of objects or entities in our environment that we cannot
see directly, be it while driving, playing sports, or making scientific discoveries. But how do we know what these unseen
objects are, and what properties they have? Our studies explore these questions by showing participants scenes of a ball
traveling beneath, then later exiting, a covered region, and asking them to recreate a configuration of unobserved obstacles
the ball could have bounced off to produce the observed trajectory. We find that in many cases people were able to recover
the approximate world structure; however, there were also instances in which people consistently used a configuration
with fewer blocks that would cause modest deviations from the observations of the time or direction of the balls trajectory.
Inferring unseen objects thus appears to involve a trade-off between parsimony and explanatory power.
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Intelligence in humans, non-human animals, and machines
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Abstract

Artificially intelligent systems are unlike other intelligences in a crucial yet vastly under-appreciated respect. For a
naturally-evolved species, its survival needs are not only what ought to properly measure that species intelligence, but
also what most fundamentally shape it. However, artificial systems are not shaped by evolutionary forces. Instead, we
must provide for such systems a suitable equivalent for the evolutionary shaping of a natural species intelligence. But we
cannot. As a result, I maintain that we cannot currently develop artificial systems that are intelligent in anything like the
way that the members of a naturally-evolved species are intelligent. On any of the main approaches to AIwhether classical,
deep learning, or a combination of bothwe must either explicitly represent or instead replicate a suitable equivalent for
what evolution provides in its shaping of a naturally-evolved species intelligence. I maintain that is unclear how to do any
such thing.
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Abstract

A graph-based semantic map is a visual representation of presumptively universal conceptual structure underlying seman-
tic variation across languages. In such maps, vertices (nodes) represent semantic functions (e.g., the spatial relation of
support) and edges connect conceptually similar functions. Using an algorithm that selects edges based on the frequency
with which pairs of semantic functions co-occur across words (or other linguistic forms), Regier and colleagues inferred
parsimoniousbut not maximally informativesemantic maps from cross-language data on indefinite pronouns and spatial re-
lations. Here, using the same data, we present several alternative map inference methods that prioritize informativeness by
accounting for typological prevalencethe frequency with which pairs of semantic functions co-occur across languagesvia
the selection and/or weighting of edges. We suggest that these methods may provide a more complete picture of the
universal conceptual bases of cross-language semantic variation.
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Abstract

Social networks present distinctive features when compared with other types of networks, particularly the presence of
communities, which are subsets of nodes much more densely connected among themselves, than with the rest of the net-
work. In this work, we propose an explanation for this pattern based on the following: groups may be the community
solution of hunter-gatherer societies to the survival problem posed by the uncertainty of food. We propose a multi-agent
model inspired by a food-sharing dynamic, which combines and formalizes two main notions discussed by some anthropo-
logical literature: the reciprocity in the exchanges of food, plus the care for the general welfare of agents. Our preliminary
results show that near-to-optimal food-sharing networks exhibit highly-connected groups around special agents that we
call hunters, those who inject food into the system. We show the robustness of these results by computer simulations and
also by analytical arguments for these simulations.
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Openness to Fictional Experience: Measuring Readers’ and Viewers’ Narrative
Absorption as a Function of Personality
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Abstract

Social media uses narrative templates to present information, whether news (real or fake) or advertisements. The perpetual
engagement with stories influences our attention, memory, thinking and behaviour. This study addresses two research
questions: What kind of story engages what kind of audience? Are people high in openness to experience more susceptible
to getting lost in counterfactual worlds? Participants with high/low scores in openness to experience are presented with
literary and film vignettes independently rated as engaging/non-engaging. Narrative absorption and openness to experience
questionnaires provide preliminary data indicating reliable narrative absorption-openness correlation. Eye tracking will
provide implicit narrative engagement measures for attention (eye fixation), cognitive load (pupil dilation) and engagement
(gaze duration). Eye-movement, self-reports, and personality questionnaires will indicate which narrative designs engage
specific audiences efficiently.
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Looking downward to the future: Chinese minds eye in time space
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Abstract

Westerners are reported to more often direct their eyes upward when thinking about the future and downward when
conceptualizing the past. It is unknown whether this vertical space-time mapping is universally true. We studied Mandarin
speakers gaze positions when they mentally displaced themselves for one minute into the past or future. Unlike westerners,
Chinese directed their eyes more downward when conceptualizing the future than the past; such effects were not due to
differences in emotion or thinking difficulty between the past and future. Another study of Chinese peoples eyes during
sentence comprehension showed that participants had higher gazing positions when processing past-related sentences
than when processing future-related sentences. These eye-gaze related correlates of a vertical mental timeline appeared
earlier when processing sentences with space-time metaphors than with neutral time expressions. The differences between
Chinese and westerners show that language and culture can shape peoples eye movements when processing time.
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Abstract

Research suggests that peoples learning may be influenced by individual differences in their epistemic beliefs, such as
Faith in Intuition (FiN), Need for Evidence (NfE), and belief that Truth is Political(TiP). This study investigated the extent
to which these epistemic beliefs influenced belief in scientific information about global warming and trust in sources.
Participants read statements about global warming and rated how much they believed the information and trusted the
source. Each statement was presented with a conservative, liberal, or scientific source and framed in certain or tentative
language. We found that epistemic beliefs significantly interacted with source and language tentativeness. For example,
those with low FiN believed certain language statements more than tentative language statements. Those with low NfE
believed conservative sources more than scientific or liberal sources. These findings demonstrate how individuals epistemic
beliefs interact with source and language factors to influence belief and trust of scientific information.
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Abstract 

In the Stroop task, congruency effects are typically larger for 
color words presented mainly in their congruent color than for 
color words presented mainly in incongruent colors. 
However, the nature of this item-specific proportion 
congruent (ISPC) effect is debated: It might be produced by 
either conflict-adaptation processes (e.g., focus attention to 
task-relevant information when the word BLUE appears) 
and/or a more general contingency-learning process (e.g., 
anticipate a green response when the word BLUE appears). 
We re-examined the role of conflict-adaptation processes in 
this paradigm in two experiments. In both experiments, a 
conflict-adaptation effect emerged on stimuli matched on 
contingency. Further, in Experiment 2, we found separate 
effects of adaptation to the frequency of conflict specific to 
the color and word dimensions of individual stimuli. These 
results challenge the contingency-learning account of the 
ISPC effect and suggest that conflict-adaptation processes in 
this paradigm may depend on both task-relevant and task-
irrelevant information.  

Keywords: item-specific proportion-congruent effect; 
conflict adaptation; Stroop; contingency learning 

Introduction 

An ongoing debate in cognitive control research concerns 

whether the human control system adapts to situations 

where resolution of conflict is frequently versus infrequently 

required (Bugg & Crump, 2012; Schmidt, 2013b, 2019). 

One such situation was examined by Jacoby, Lindsay and 

Hessels (2003), who reported that in the Stroop (1935) task, 

congruency effects (i.e., the color-naming latency difference 

between incongruent stimuli, e.g., the word BLUE written 

in green, and congruent stimuli, e.g., the word RED written 

in red) are larger for Mostly Congruent (MC) items (e.g., the 

word RED presented most often in red) than for Mostly 

Incongruent (MI) items (e.g., the word BLUE presented 

most often in green). While further research established the 

robustness of this item-specific proportion (ISPC) congruent 

effect (e.g., Bugg, Jacoby, & Toth, 2008), its cause is 

currently unclear.  

According to the control account, the ISPC effect would 

reflect the use of a process of adaptation to the frequency of 

conflict specific to individual word (or color) stimuli, with 

early processing of specific stimuli regulating recruitment of 

appropriate control processes (e.g., focus attention to task-

relevant information when the MI word BLUE appears, but 

not when the MC word RED appears), at least in some 

situations (Bugg & Hutchison, 2013; Bugg, Jacoby, & 

Chanani, 2011; Spinelli, Krishna, Perry, & Lupker, in 

review; Spinelli & Lupker, 2020a). Alternatively (or 

additionally), the ISPC effect might reflect the more general 

process of learning contingencies between a word and the 

typical response made to that word (Schmidt & Besner, 

2008). For instance, if the (MI) word BLUE appears most 

often in green, individuals may learn to associate the word 

BLUE with the green response, an associative learning 

process that is also found when noncolor words are used 

(Lin & MacLeod, 2018; Schmidt, Crump, Cheesman, & 

Besner, 2007). According to the contingency-learning 

account, this process would explain the ISPC effect entirely, 

with adaptation to conflict frequency playing no role at all. 

In recent years, a few researchers tried to directly 

dissociate the control account and the contingency-learning 

account of the ISPC effect. One of the most straightforward 

dissociation procedures was that used by Schmidt (2013a). 

Schmidt constructed a Stroop task in which MC words, e.g., 

RED, and MI words, e.g., BLUE, could be compared on 

what were “contingency matched” incongruent trials. For 

example, RED and BLUE were presented in yellow with the 

same (low) probability. The existence of a process of 

adaptation to item-specific conflict frequency would imply 

that because MI words should induce focused attention to 

task-relevant information whereas MC words should induce 

relaxed attention, MC words should be harder to respond to 

than MI words when presented in those contingency-

matched incongruent colors. However, performance on MC 

and MI words was equivalent when those words appeared in 

the critical incongruent colors, suggesting that no process of 

adaptation to item-specific conflict frequency was in use. In 

contrast, a robust contingency-learning effect emerged in 

the comparison between high-probability and low-

probability color-word combinations on “conflict frequency 

matched” incongruent trials, e.g., color naming was faster to 

the MI word BLUE in the high-probability color green 

compared with BLUE in yellow, a low-probability color for 

that word. These results would appear to offer strong 

support to the idea that the ISPC effect in the Stroop task 

has “everything to do with contingency” and “nothing to 

with congruency” (Schmidt & Besner, 2008). 

The primary purpose of the present research was to 

modify Schmidt’s (2013a) dissociation procedure in order to 

address a potential problem in his experiment. In his design, 

the critical comparison for probing adaptation to item-

specific conflict frequency involved a contrast between MC 
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words and MI words when presented in low-probability 

incongruent colors. However, compared to the traditional 

ISPC paradigm (Jacoby et al., 2003), this comparison was 

atypical as it was based on stimuli that combined words that 

frequently appeared in incongruent colors, i.e., MI words, 

and colors that frequently appeared with congruent words, 

i.e., MC colors. For example, BLUE was a word associated 

with frequent conflict (an MI word), however, in the crucial 

conditions, it appeared in yellow, a color that was associated 

with infrequent conflict (as this color appeared 70% of the 

time with the congruent word YELLOW). Since adaptation 

to color-specific conflict frequency in the Stroop task 

appears to be possible (Bugg & Hutchison, 2013), it is not 

clear whether and how the contrast between color-specific 

and word-specific information was resolved for those items 

in Schmidt’s (2013a) experiment. 

In Experiment 1 (previously published in Spinelli & 

Lupker, 2020a), this potential problem was removed by 

constructing a design which was similar to Schmidt’s 

(2013a) with the exception that the stimuli were divided into 

two sets, an MC set and an MI set, which were not 

permitted to cross. As a result, on the relevant incongruent 

trials, MC words were presented solely in (other) MC colors 

and MI words were presented solely in (other) MI colors 

(see Table 1). With this modification, word-specific and 

color-specific information, as in the original paradigm 

(Jacoby et al., 2003), provided convergent signals for either 

a word reading process (with MC stimuli) or a word 

inhibition process (with MI stimuli), thus offering a more 

appropriate situation to test the existence of a process of 

adaptation to item-specific conflict frequency. 

A secondary purpose of the present research was to 

further dissociate between processes of adaptation to word-

specific vs. color-specific conflict frequency. Such a 

dissociation was not possible in Experiment 1 because, as 

noted, word-specific and color-specific conflict frequency 

information was consistent for all of the stimuli in that 

experiment. In Experiment 2, we introduced a new set of 

stimuli, the “transfer” set, to examine adaptation to word-

specific vs. color-specific conflict frequency independently. 

The transfer set included two colors and two words which 

were not part of either the MC set or the MI set. Both the 

transfer colors and the transfer words appeared in congruent 

and incongruent stimuli equally often, thus favoring neither 

focused attention to task-relevant information nor relaxed 

attention overall. However, the transfer colors were paired 

with both (incongruent) MC words (i.e., words favoring 

word reading) and (incongruent) MI words (i.e., words 

favoring word inhibition), allowing an examination of 

adaptation to word-specific conflict frequency. Similarly, 

the transfer words were paired with both (incongruent) MC 

colors (i.e., colors favoring word reading) and (incongruent) 

MI colors (i.e., colors favoring word inhibition), allowing an 

examination of adaptation to color-specific conflict 

frequency (see Table 2). In both Experiment 1 and 

Experiment 2, the relevant incongruent trials were matched 

on contingency (i.e., they had equal probability), thus 

eliminating contingency learning as an explanation for 

potential differences among them. 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Participants  Seventy-two students at the University of 

Western Ontario (age 17–27 years) participated for course 

credit. All participants were native English speakers and had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

Materials  Six color names (RED, YELLOW, BLACK, 

BLUE, GREEN, WHITE) were used as word distractors and 

the corresponding colors were used as target colors. The 

frequency of word-color combinations in one of the 

counterbalancings of the experiment is represented in Table 

1. The stimuli were divided into two sets, with RED, 

YELLOW, BLACK and the corresponding colors forming 

one set, and BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, and the 

corresponding colors forming the other set. One set served 

as the MC set and the other set served as the MI set for each 

participant. In the MC set, each word appeared in its 

congruent color 48 times and in each of the two incongruent 

colors 8 times (the item-specific proportion of congruent 

items was thus 75%). Similarly, in the MI set, each word 

appeared in one incongruent color 48 times and in both the 

other incongruent color and the congruent color 8 times (the 

item-specific proportion of congruent items was thus 13%).1  

As in Schmidt’s (2013a) experiment, there were two 

critical types of incongruent items which could be 

distinguished in this design: 1) low-probability incongruent 

items in the MC set (in light gray in Table 1, e.g., RED in 

yellow), and 2) low-probability incongruent items in the MI 

set (in dark gray in Table 1, e.g., BLUE in white). These 

incongruent items were matched on contingency (both had 

the same low probability for the corresponding words), with 

the only difference between them being item-specific 

conflict frequency.  

Overall, there were 384 items (168 congruent and 216 

incongruent). The assignment of each set to the MC or the 

MI condition was counterbalanced across participants. The 

specific incongruent color serving as the high-probability 

color for words in the MI set was also counterbalanced 

across participants. 

 
1 Note that this type of design implies an overall higher number 

of incongruent than congruent items, unlike in the traditional 

design where congruent and incongruent items are overall equally 

probable. The same is true for Experiment 2. What is crucial, 

however, is that in this design, as in the traditional one, a different 

probability of congruent vs. incongruent items exists for MC vs. 

MI stimuli. 
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Procedure  Each trial began with a fixation symbol (“+”) 

displayed for 250 ms in the center of the screen followed by 

a colored word displayed for 2000 ms or until the 

participant’s response, which was recorded with a 

microphone connected to the testing computer. Participants 

were instructed to name the color of the word as quickly and 

as accurately as possible while ignoring the word itself. 

Stimuli were presented in uppercase Courier New font, pt. 

14, against a medium grey background. No feedback was 

provided. The experiment was divided into two equal-sized 

blocks (192 trials per block) with a self-paced pause in the 

middle. The order of trials within each block was 

randomized. Initially, participants performed a practice 

session including 6 trials in which a string of Xs (“XXXX”) 

was presented in each of the six colors used in the 

experiment. The experiment was run using DMDX (Forster 

& Forster, 2003) software. 

 

Table 1: Template for the Frequency of Color-Word 

Combinations in Experiment 1. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The waveforms of responses were manually inspected 

with CheckVocal (Protopapas, 2007) to determine the 

accuracy of the response and the correct placement of 

timing marks. Prior to the analyses, invalid trials due to 

technical failures and responses faster than 300 ms or slower 

than 2000 ms (accounting for .9% of the data) were 

discarded. 

A paired-samples t-test contrasting low-probability 

incongruent items in the MC set and low-probability 

incongruent items in the MI set indicated that latencies were 

significantly longer for the former (813 ms) than for the 

latter (798 ms), t(71) = 2.55, SE = 5.90, p = .013, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .084. 

There were no significant differences in error rates (MC = 

3.76%; MI = 3.32%), t(71) = .73, SE = .006, p = .468,  𝜂𝑝
2 = 

.007.2 

These results are consistent with the idea that humans 

adapt attention to the frequency of conflict specific to 

 
2 A regular ISPC effect in both latencies and error rates was also 

observed when collapsing all incongruent trials. The congruency 

effect was larger for MC stimuli (latencies: 140 ms; error rates: 

3.58%) than for MI stimuli (latencies: 56 ms; error rates: 2.13%). 

individual stimuli, with MI stimuli favoring focused 

attention to task-relevant information (and thus, reduced 

interference on incongruent trials) and MC stimuli favoring 

relaxed attention (and thus, increased interference on 

incongruent trials).  However, these results do not reveal 

what type of information humans use to adapt to conflict 

frequency. They could use word-specific information, color-

specific information, or both. For instance, with MI stimuli, 

attention could be focused to task-relevant information upon 

recognition of the MI word (e.g., the word BLUE) and/or 

upon recognition of the MI color (e.g., the color blue). 

Experiment 2 was designed to further examine this issue by 

dissociating adaptation to word-specific and color-specific 

conflict frequency information in the ISPC paradigm. 

Experiment 2 

Method 

Participants  Seventy-two students at the University of 

Western Ontario (age 17–31 years) participated for course 

credit. All participants were native English speakers and had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

Materials  The words and the colors used were the same six 

words and colors as in Experiment 1, but arranged 

differently. The frequency of word-color combinations in 

one of the counterbalancings of the experiment is 

represented in Table 2. The stimuli were divided into three 

sets, with RED, BLUE and the corresponding colors 

forming one set, GREEN, WHITE and the corresponding 

colors forming another set, and YELLOW, BLACK and the 

corresponding colors forming the third set. For each 

participant, one set served as the MC set, another set served 

as the MI set, and the third set served as the transfer set. In 

the MC set, each word appeared 46 times in its congruent 

color, 2 times in the other (incongruent) color in that set, 

and 16 times in one of the (incongruent) transfer colors (the 

item-specific proportion of congruent items was thus 72%). 

Similarly, in the MI set, each word appeared 2 times in its 

congruent color, 46 times in the other (incongruent) color in 

that set, and 16 times in one of the (incongruent) transfer 

colors (the item-specific proportion of congruent items was 

thus 3%). In the transfer set, each word appeared 32 times in 

its congruent color, 16 times in one of the (incongruent) 

colors in the MC set, and 16 times in one of the 

(incongruent) colors in the MI set (the item-specific 

proportion of congruent items was thus 50%). 

Thus, for the transfer colors, incongruent items were of 

two types (see the bottom rows in Table 2): 1) incongruent 

items appearing in MC words (in light gray in Table 2, e.g., 

RED in yellow), and 2) incongruent items appearing in MI 

words (in dark gray in Table 2, e.g., WHITE in yellow). 

These incongruent items were matched on contingency 

(both had the same low probability for the corresponding 

words) and on color-specific conflict frequency (since they 

used the same colors), with the only difference between 

them being word-specific conflict frequency. Similarly, for 

the transfer words, incongruent items were also of two types 

   Word 

   MC words  MI words 

Color  RED YELLOW BLACK  BLUE GREEN WHITE 

MC 

colors 

Red  48 8 8     

Yellow  8 48 8     

Black  8 8 48     

MI 

colors 

Blue      8 8 48 

Green      48 8 8 

White      8 48 8 
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(see the right-hand columns in Table 2): 1) incongruent 

items appearing in MC colors (in light gray in Table 2, e.g., 

BLACK in blue), and 2) incongruent items appearing in MI 

words (in dark gray in Table 2, e.g., BLACK in green). 

These incongruent items were matched on contingency 

(both had the same low probability for the corresponding 

words) and on word-specific conflict frequency (since they 

used the same words), with the only difference between 

them being color-specific conflict frequency. 

Overall, there were 384 items (160 congruent and 224 

incongruent). The assignment of each set to the MC, MI, or 

transfer condition was counterbalanced across participants, 

as was the assignment of the possible color-word 

combinations in the transfer set. 

Procedure  It was the same as in Experiment 1. 

 

Table 2: Template for the Frequency of Color-Word 

Combinations in Experiment 2. 

 
  

Word 
 

  
MC words MI words Transfer words 

Color 
 

RED BLUE WHITE GREEN YELLOW BLACK 

MC 

colors 

Red 46 2 
  

16 
 

Blue 2 46 
   

16 

MI 

colors 

White 
  

2 46 16 
 

Green 
  

46 2 
 

16 

Transfer 

colors 

Yellow 16 
 

16 
 

32 
 

Black 
 

16 
 

16 
 

32 

 

Results and Discussion 

The data treatment was the same as in Experiment 1. Prior 

to the analyses, invalid trials due to technical failures and 

responses faster than 300 ms or slower than 2000 ms 

(accounting for .9% of the data) were discarded. 

To examine adaptation to word-specific conflict 

frequency, we contrasted incongruent items in transfer 

colors appearing in MC words vs. MI words (i.e., the light 

gray-dark gray contrast in the bottom rows in Table 2). A 

paired-samples t-test revealed no difference in the latencies 

(MC = 792 ms; MI = 790 ms), t(71) = .26, SE = 6.19, p = 

.798, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .001, although MC words did produce 

significantly more errors (4.51%) than MI words did 

(3.10%), t(71) = 2.15, SE = .007, p  = .035, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .061. This 

latter result is consistent with the idea that interference is 

handled better for stimuli that, being frequently associated 

with conflict, favor focused attention to task-relevant 

information. 

To examine adaptation to color-specific conflict 

frequency, we contrasted incongruent items in transfer 

words appearing in MC colors vs. MI colors (i.e., the light 

gray-dark gray contrast in the right-hand columns in Table 

2). Latencies were significantly longer for MC colors (799 

ms) than for MI colors (777 ms), t(71) = 3.54, SE = 6.22, p 

= .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .150. There was also a similar tendency in the 

error rates (MC = 4.20%; MI = 3.23%), albeit 

nonsignificant, t(71) = 1.38, SE = .007, p = .171, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .026. 

These results are also consistent with a process of adaptation 

to conflict frequency.3 

Overall, because the conditions being contrasted were 

matched on contingency, these results replicate the finding 

of Experiment 1 that processes of adaptation to item-

specific conflict frequency can be observed independently 

of contingency learning. Furthermore, they suggest that 

these control processes may mainly use conflict frequency 

information derived from the color dimension, although 

evidence from the error data does suggest that conflict 

frequency information derived from the word dimension 

also has relevance. 

General Discussion 

In recent years, several phenomena traditionally 

interpreted as expressions of control processes have been re-

interpreted invoking more general processes such as 

contingency learning (for reviews, see Schmidt, 2013b, 

2019). Jacoby et al. (2003) themselves recognized that the 

ISPC effect they obtained in the Stroop task (i.e., the finding 

that MC items elicit larger congruency effects than MI items 

intermixed in the same list) was compatible with at least two 

processes: on the one hand, a process of adaptation to item-

specific conflict frequency whereby recognition of specific 

stimuli would regulate the engagement of appropriate 

control processes; on the other hand, a contingency-learning 

process whereby words are used to anticipate their most 

likely response. Subsequent work in the ISPC paradigm 

(e.g.,  Schmidt, 2013a) has led researchers to conclude that 

contingency learning may be the only process involved in 

the ISPC effect, at least in situations, such as the one 

originally examined by Jacoby et al. (2003), in which 

contingency learning is a viable option (Bugg & Hutchison, 

2013). 

In the present research, we reported evidence that 

challenges that conclusion. Using an ISPC paradigm 

modelled after Schmidt (2013a), in Experiment 1 we 

isolated the process of adaptation to item-specific conflict 

frequency from the process of contingency learning by 

examining incongruent items matched on contingency but 

associated with either frequent conflict (MI stimuli) or 

infrequent conflict (MC stimuli) in a way that avoided a 

confound in Schmidt’s experiment. Consistent with the idea 

that MI stimuli would favor focused attention to task-

relevant information (thus reducing interference from 

incongruent task-irrelevant information) whereas MC 

stimuli would favor relaxed attention (thus increasing 

interference from incongruent task-irrelevant information), 

 
3 Again, these results were observed in the presence of a regular 

ISPC effect in both latencies and error rates. The congruency effect 

was larger for MC stimuli (latencies: 133 ms; error rates: 3.66%) 

than for MI stimuli (latencies: 46 ms; error rates: .30%). 
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latencies on the critical incongruent trials were shorter for 

the former than for the latter. 

These results were obtained in a situation in which, unlike 

that examined by Schmidt (2013a), words and colors always 

produced convergent signals for adaptation to conflict 

frequency (e.g., all MC stimuli in Experiment 1 combined 

MC colors and MC words, favoring a relaxation of 

attention). Because the situation examined by Schmidt 

(2013a) was one in which words and colors produced 

divergent signals for adaptation to conflict frequency for 

some stimuli (e.g., some MC words appeared in MI colors), 

the contrast between Schmidt’s (2013a) failure to obtain an 

effect of adaptation to item-specific conflict frequency and 

the results of the present Experiment 1 suggests that conflict 

frequency information derived from both word and color 

dimensions may be important in the ISPC paradigm (for a 

more detailed discussion on this point, and for more 

information on Experiment 1 in general, see Spinelli & 

Lupker, 2020a). 

In Experiment 2, we examined this issue by dissociating 

the potential effects of adaptation to word-specific and 

color-specific conflict frequency for a set of critical 

incongruent stimuli. Similar to Experiment 1, these 

incongruent stimuli were matched on contingency, thus 

excluding contingency learning as a viable explanation for 

any potential differences. A clear effect of adaptation to 

color-specific conflict frequency was obtained, with some 

evidence from the error data suggesting that adaptation to 

word-specific conflict frequency concurrently occurred. 

Individuals would thus be able to adjust attention in 

response to both the conflict frequency associated with a 

color and, to some extent, the conflict frequency associated 

with a word. 

Overall, these results not only disconfirm the view, 

proposed by the contingency learning account of the ISPC 

effect (Schmidt & Besner, 2008), that this effect is entirely 

attributable to contingency learning (a conclusion that seems 

applicable to other proportion-congruent effects for which a 

contingency-learning explanation has been proposed, e.g., 

the list-wide PC effect: Bugg, 2014; Spinelli & Lupker, 

2020b; Spinelli, Perry, & Lupker, 2019). These results also 

pose a challenge to control accounts that negate a role for 

control processes in the type of situations examined in the 

present research, i.e., situations in which contingency 

learning is a viable alternative to adaptation to item-specific 

conflict frequency (Bugg & Hutchison, 2013). Adaptation to 

the frequency of conflict specific to individual stimuli 

appears to be a process that humans use even in those 

situations (see also Spinelli et al., in review). Further, this 

process appears to largely rely on conflict frequency 

information derived from the task-relevant dimension (i.e., 

the color) rather than the task-irrelevant dimension (i.e., the 

word). This idea contrasts with the characterization of the 

ISPC effect initially offered by Jacoby et al. (2003), a 

characterization in which the word dimension, rather than 

the color dimension, was assumed to be decisive in this 

effect. Future research in the area should allow for a 

thorough consideration of the implications that the present 

research has for the understanding of the ISPC effect and 

processes of adaptation to conflict frequency in general. 
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for Word Recognition
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Abstract

Readers use predictions about upcoming words to facilitate word recognition, particularly when the visual input is degraded
(e.g., viewed in parafoveal vision; Staub & Goddard, 2019) or when the reader has poor lexical quality (Hersch & Andrews,
2012). To test how these factors interact participants, who were assessed for spelling ability, made a two-alternative forced-
choice regarding one letter, which differentiated the target from an orthographic neighbor (e.g., worm was followed by

W or D?). The target was presented either in foveal or parafoveal vision and was preceded by a sentence context
that made (1) the target predictable, (2) the neighbor predictable, or (3) neither predictable. We found that worse spellers
relied on sentence context in both foveal and parafoveal vision whereas better spellers only relied on context in parafoveal
vision, suggesting that both visual quality and lexical quality affect reliance on sentence context to identify words.
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Abstract 

Research on referential communication has explored talkers’ 
ability to tailor descriptions for the current context. The present 
study examines this issue alongside talker adaptations for 
different addressees. Participants were asked to provide a 
child, adult, or computer with instructions to select and move 
objects on a display. Each target object was either unique or 
accompanied by a same-category competitor. Targets in the 
latter condition could be differentiated with either a modifier 
or subordinate term. In addition to examining speech onset 
latencies, we analyzed referential descriptions for 
informational adequacy (just enough, underinformative, 
overinformative), noun type (basic-level or subordinate), and 
incidence/type of modifiers. The most noticeable effects were 
observed when addressing children, with participants using 
more basic terms and more modifiers (particularly color). 
These results reveal the spontaneous adaptation of referential 
strategies according to audience type, providing evidence for 
models of language in which speakers actively consider 
addressees' needs and cognitive abilities. 

Keywords: referential communication; audience design; 
informativity 

Introduction 

Effective communication requires speakers to design 

expressions that are both accurate and easily interpretable. A 

key challenge for speakers is to further ensure that the 

information conveyed is appropriate for their intended 
addressee.  In the current research, we address this issue by 

examining how speakers adjust their referential expressions 

depending on perceived capabilities of the listener.  

It is well established that people make adjustments to their 

speech depending on their target audience. However, 

research in this area has traditionally focused on the various 

acoustic-level modulations that speakers make, especially 

when addressing young children. For example, when 

communicating with infants, speakers typically vary their 

vocal affect, pitch, and vowel articulations (e.g., Fernald & 

Simon, 1984; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Kuhl et al., 1997). 

Further, evidence suggests that speakers often slow their rate 
of speech and hyperarticulate during error correction when 

speaking to a computer (e.g., Oviatt et al.,1998; Stent et al., 

2008). Given recent technological advancements that allow 

speech communication with interactive systems such as 

smart home devices, it is important to consider how people 

treat such systems as a communicative partner. Interestingly, 

there is evidence to suggest that speech adaptations made to 

interactive systems are not always different than adaptations 

made to human partners. For example, Burnham and 

colleagues (2010) found that speakers produce similar 

hyperarticulations of corner vowels when addressing both 

infants and computers. This suggests that speakers make 
adjustments they believe meet the needs of their audience, 

regardless of whether their listener is another person or an 

artificial communication system. These acoustic level 

changes in response to an addressee reflect spontaneous 

adaptions to a listener’s perceived abilities. However, it is 

also important to consider the lexical adaptations speakers 

make, especially when comparing across audiences with 

different information processing capabilities, such as 

children and computer systems.  

The informational adequacy of a speaker’s expressions is 

an important aspect of communicative efficiency. Speakers 

must consider their addressee’s level of knowledge in order 
to produce descriptions that can be easily understood. To 

date, there has been considerable debate regarding the 

appropriate level of information to include in referential 

descriptions. According to Grice’s Maxim of Quantity 

(1975), speakers should provide only the precise amount of 

information needed to convey an intended message. In the 

context of referential communication, this means that 

speakers should only include additional information such as 

reference to object properties in cases where there is potential 

for ambiguity (e.g., saying ‘the red bowl’ when there are two 

bowls in a display). However, a number of studies have 
shown that speakers include pre-nominal modifiers in their 

descriptions even when there is no ambiguity in the visual 

scene (e.g., when all objects belong to separate categories and 

could easily be differentiated; e.g., Rubio-Fernandez, 2016; 

Tarenskeen et al., 2015). This behavior results in technically 

overinformative referential expressions, in which the speaker 

includes more information than is necessary to identify the 

target. Although such expressions are often considered to be 

infelicitous according to Grice's Maxim of Quantity, it has 

been argued that overinformative descriptions, especially 
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those that involve color, can be a sign of cooperativeness in 

communication. Rubio-Fernandez (2019) suggests that 

including redundant modifiers in referential descriptions can 

help guide a listener’s search for an object in a display. In this 

way, speakers are being cooperative by providing additional 
information about the target (see also Rubio-Fernandez, 

2016). However, there is conflicting evidence as to whether 

overinformative descriptions actually help the listener to 

quickly identify the target. Although some studies suggest 

that they are facilitative (e.g., Arts et al., 2011; Tourtouri et 

al., 2019), others have found that overinformative 

expressions can impede comprehension (e.g., Engelhardt et 

al., 2011). Most research on this topic however has focused 

on the young adult population.  

Research on children’s perception of informational content 

suggests that school-aged children are sensitive to the 

inclusion of redundant information. For example, Davies and 
Katsos (2010) found that children judged overinformative 

references to be infelicitous (although this was not the case 

when a binary scale was used). However, the overinformative 

descriptions presented included state (e.g., the closed 

umbrella) or size modifiers (e.g., the thin nail), which are not 

typically used in cases where there is no potential for 

ambiguity. Instead, evidence from the adult literature 

suggests speakers are more likely to use color in 

overinformative descriptions (e.g., Tarenskeen et al., 2015), 

rather than state or size modifiers. It has also been shown that 

younger children aged 6-7 years demonstrate a preference for 
objects that are described with redundant color modifiers; 

however, this preference is not found in older children aged 

9-10 years old (Koolen et al., 2016). Given the limited 

vocabulary of younger children, speakers might use 

redundant modifiers to a greater extent as a way to help with 

referential identification. To accomplish this, speakers may 

rely more on color terms, which not only capture attention 

but are also simple in terms of vocabulary. Yet another 

question is whether similar patterns are observed when 

designing referential expressions for a computer addressee. 

The existing evidence suggests that the incidence of 

overinformative expressions is greater when speakers are 
addressing a human partner versus a computer (Maes et al., 

2007). However, there is also some evidence suggesting that 

speakers may use more words in their descriptions when 

communicating with artificial agents (e.g., Kriz et al., 2010). 

It is important to note that there are also similarities between 

how speakers address computers and humans. In a recent 

study using similar paradigm, we observed that both younger 

and older adults used color modifiers the most with an 

imagined younger and older adult addressee as well as a 

computer (Saryazdi et al., 2019). This evidence indicates that 

speakers may perceive the cognitive capabilities of an 
artificial system to be similar to those of a human partner. 

In addition to using modifiers to identify a target, speakers 

often have a choice in the type of noun they select for a 

particular object. For example, many real-world objects can 

be effectively referred to using either subordinate or basic-

level terms (e.g., Dalmatian vs. dog). To date, there has been 

limited formal investigation into the use of subordinate terms. 

However, this is an emerging area of research, with a growing 

number of recent studies exploring the role of subordinate 

terms in referential communication (e.g., Degen et al., 2020; 

Frisson & Murphy, 2019; Saryazdi et al., 2019). Degen and 
colleagues (2020) found that, although people prefer to use 

basic-level terms overall, they increase their use of 

subordinate terms when a more specific label is necessary for 

target identification. This is in line with the evidence that 

listeners prefer subordinate terms to be used in situations 

where there are two same-category objects in a display 

(Frisson & Murphy, 2019). These results suggest that 

speakers are spontaneously sensitive to the specificity of 

subordinate terms and expect them to differentiate between 

two objects of the same category. However, the use of 

subordinates may not be appropriate in all contexts. When 

communicating with children who face significant 
vocabulary constraints, it might be beneficial to differentiate 

objects using a basic-level term combined with an adjective 

in place of a subordinate term. On the other hand, subordinate 

terms may be unproblematic when communicating with a 

computer, which presumably has an adult-like vocabulary. It 

is therefore possible that speakers will show different 

strategies in the use of object labels as well as modifying 

adjectives in tailoring messages for an addressee.  

Along with variation in lexical content, speakers also show 

differences in speech onset latencies depending on the 

properties of the visual scene. For example, previous research 
has found that speakers are slower to initiate their speech 

when there are more objects present in the display (e.g., Gatt 

et al., 2017). Onset latencies are typically considered to 

reflect the planning time of an utterance. In the current 

context, we consider whether adaptations to the different 

addresses, in addition to the potential for ambiguity in the 

visual display, will impact the time speakers take to plan the 

referential expressions.      

Present Study 

In the present study, we investigate how speakers design 

referential expressions depending on the perceived 
processing abilities of their listener. To accomplish this, we 

examine speakers’ referential choices when communicating 

with a school-aged child, younger adult, or a computer. Given 

the existing evidence that speakers make vocal adaptations to 

both child and computer addressees, we measure whether 

similar patterns are observed with informational content. One 

major component in designing utterances for different 

audiences is the information assumed to be available to the 

audience. This includes considering the linguistic knowledge 

of a communicative partner. School-aged children are 

expected to have a limited working vocabulary compared 

with young adults and with automated dialogue systems, 
which can be programmed to have a large lexicon. The 

current research seeks to determine how speakers use this 

information about the listener to guide their referential 

choices. Further, we use speech onset latencies as a way to 
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probe the effort exerted in planning referential expressions as 

a function of context and addressee. 

 In the experiment, participants were led to believe they 

were interacting live with a member of each particular 

addressee group. Specifically, they were asked to play a game 
with human players (child or young adult) in an adjoining 

room, or with the computer. Their task was to provide 

instructions about how to move objects on a visual display. 

The objects in this study were selected so they could be 

accurately identified by a basic-level name (e.g., ‘dog’), or by 

a specific subordinate term denoting a member of a particular 

category (e.g., ‘Dalmatian’). The presence of a same-

category competitor was varied across trials to investigate 

how people form referring expressions when it is necessary 

to include either additional information or use a subordinate 

term compared with when a basic-level term is sufficient.  

In line with previous research, we expect that individuals 
will use more modifiers when there is a contrast object 

present. However, we expect that modifier use will vary with 

different addressees. Because children have limited 

vocabulary, we predict that speakers will overspecify more 

frequently when addressing this group in order to draw 

attention to visual features. Greater use of basic-level terms 

is also likely to occur with the child addressees. In contrast, 

we expect that the use of subordinate terms will increase with 

the computer addressee because computers might be 

perceived as having a greater lexicon. In addition, and 

consistent with previous research, we expect color to be the 
most common modifier used across all groups. 

Method 

Participants 

The final sample included 24 young adult participants (M = 

19.33 years old, SD = 1.49) who were recruited from the 

University of Toronto Mississauga undergraduate 

community, and received partial course credit or $10.00 for 

their participation. Thirteen additional participants were 

dropped because they expressed suspicion that there was not 

another player in the next room during debriefing. One 
participant was also dropped due to an error in the experiment 

file. All participants learned English before the age of five 

and considered it as their dominant language.  

Materials 

The present study employed a game-like paradigm in which 

participants provided an instruction for a second player who 

was either a child (age 6), a younger adult (university 

student), or a computer equipped with speech recognition 

software. Each display included an image of the other 

‘player’ on top. A workspace below each image showed four 

objects scattered on the left side, and a 2 X 2 grid on the right 

side indicating the four possible locations (see Figure 1). The 
target object in each display was either unique (no contrast) 

or accompanied by a same-category competitor object 

(contrast). In the contrast condition, successful identification 

of the target could be achieved using either a subordinate 

(e.g., Dalmatian) or a modified basic-level term (e.g., spotted 

dog).  

Each participant completed 3 blocks of trials, one for each 

potential addressee. Each block consisted of 6 critical trials 

(3 in each contrast condition) and 6 filler trials, for a total of 

36 trials (18 critical). The presence of a same-category 

competitor, as well as the order of the addressee group, was 
counterbalanced across lists. Age-of-acquisition norms were 

used to ensure that both basic-level and subordinate labels for 

all critical items are learned by the age of 6, and would be 

perceived as appropriate for a school-aged child (although 

these subordinate terms are known to young children, the 

average adult speaker may still be more likely to 

spontaneously avoid them when addressing a child). A 

microphone was placed next to the participant’s screen to 

record their instructions. Participants were told the 

microphone was connected to the other player’s computer. 

The experiment was designed and implemented with 
Experiment Builder software (SR Research, ON). 

Procedure 

Participants were told that they would be interacting with 

other players who were located in an adjoining room, as well 

as with a computer equipped with voice recognition software. 

After obtaining consent to participate, they were shown an 

example of their display prior to the start of the experiment. 

Participants were told that the image of each addressee at the 

top of the display was their current partner, with a clipart 

microphone representing the computer addressee. 

Figure 1. Example experiment display (left: no contrast condition, right: contrast condition) 
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Prior to initiation of the task, a second experimenter in the 

adjoining room gave verbal confirmation that the other player 

was ready to begin. At the start of each trial, a red box 

appeared around the target image, accompanied by a sound, 

to indicate to the participant which object was to be moved. 
After a 2 s delay, a second red box appeared around the target 

location. Participants were asked to provide an instruction to 

the other player telling them to move the target object to the 

location in the form of “click on the X and move it to the Y”. 

After providing the instruction, the participant saw a green 

arrow appear to the right of the image of the addressee, 

indicating that the player understood the instruction and they 

were moving on to the next trial. The movement of the target 

object was not, however, shown on the participant’s screen. 

If the participant did not give enough information to identify 

the object, they would see a red question mark appear to the 

left of the image of the addressee, indicating that the player 
requested clarification. This was only used on trials in which 

participants provided only a basic-level term to identify the 

target when a same-category competitor was present. This 

manipulation was included to ensure the task appeared 

realistic to the participant, as a basic-level term in the contrast 

condition would be insufficient to identify the target. The 

participant’s computer was in fact controlled by the 

experimenter, who was separated from the participant by an 

opaque divider.  

In between each block, the experimenter left the room to 

notify the other player that they were ready to begin the next 
section of the experiment. Similarly, the experimenter in the 

other room would come in and check if the participant was 

ready. For the computer addressee, the participant was told 

the program would load automatically, and the covert 

experimenter waited approximately one minute before 

starting the trials.  

Coding Procedures 

The description content for each trial was transcribed and 

coded by a research assistant who was blind to the condition 

and the addressee. The noun phrase for each target object was 

coded as either including a modifier or not. Each modifier 
was additionally coded as one of four categories: color, size, 

location, or other. The label for each object was coded as 

being either a basic-level or subordinate term. After this, 

conditions by trial were added to the transcriptions to allow 

each description to be coded as to whether it provided just 

enough information to identify the target, or too much or too 

little information. In the no contrast condition, any additional 

modification of the noun was considered overinformative. It 

is important to note that the use of subordinate terms in this 

condition could be considered as overinformative because a 

basic-level term would suffice; however, this possibility is 

often not discussed in previous studies of referential 
expressions. Thus, in the present study we consider these 

descriptions to be sufficient even when there is no contrasting 

alternative present. In the contrast condition, either a bare 

subordinate noun, or a modified basic-level term was 

considered to be sufficient. Modification of a subordinate 

term, or multiple descriptors used alongside a basic-level 

term were considered overinformative in the contrast 

condition. Finally, the speech onset times were measured 

from the appearance of the red box indicating which object 

the participant was to identify. 

Results 

All analyses were conducted with R statistical package 

version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019). Linear mixed effect 

analyses were performed using lme4 package version 1.1-21 

(Bates et al., 2015) and statistical significance was assessed 

with the lmerTest package version 3.1-0 (Kuznetsova et al., 

2017). Each model included the fixed effect of contrast 

(contrast = 1, no contrast = -1), and addressee group, using 

young as the reference group (first addressee comparison: 

young = 1, child = -1; second addressee comparison: young 

= 1; computer = -1), as well as their interactions. All models 
included random intercept terms for participant and item, and 

by-participant and by-item slopes for contrast, addressee 

groups, and their interactions.  

First, we examined differences in speech planning by 

analyzing the time it took for participants to initiate their 

utterance. As expected, speech onsets were longer for the 

contrast (M = 3.17 s, SD = 1.35) condition compared to the 

no contrast (M = 2.94 s, SD = 0.83) condition, but this 

difference did not reach significance (p > .05). There were 

also no differences observed as a function of addressee type 

or its interaction with contrast. 
Next, we examined informational adequacy in terms of 

whether participants provided "just enough", "overspecified", 

or "underspecified" descriptions. Figure 2 shows the 

breakdown of information level as a function of contrast and 

addressee type. For the analysis, we conducted a logistic 

mixed effect model in which we compared the incidence of 

descriptions with "just enough" information with non-
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optimal descriptions (both underspecified and overspecified 

descriptions were treated as non-optimal in this analysis). The 

results revealed a main effect of contrast condition with 

greater incidence of optimal descriptions in the no contrast 

vs. contrast condition (β = -0.54, SE = 0.16, Z = -3.29, p = 
.001), and an effect of young-computer addressee group with 

more optimal descriptions provided to the computer 

compared to the young addressee (β = -0.52, SE = 0.24, Z = -

2.19, p = .029). No other effects reached significance.  

     Recall that we also coded responses in terms of whether 

participants used basic-level or subordinate terms, as each 

target object was chosen so it could be differentiated at either 

level. The analysis examining whether participants used a 

basic term or not (subordinate) showed a significant effect of 

the contrast manipulation, with more basic terms being used 

in the no contrast than the contrast condition (β = -0.68, SE = 

0.18, Z = -3.75, p < .001). In addition, participants were more 
likely to provide basic terms when providing instructions to 

a child addressee (β = -0.43, SE = 0.18, Z = -2.33, p = .02) 

than a same-age peer (see Figure 3). 

We also investigated the incidence and the type of 

modifier used by participants. Specifically, we examined 

whether or not participants varied modifier use as a function 

of contrast and addressee type. Once again, the analysis 
revealed that participants were more likely to use modifiers 

in the contrast condition as a way to differentiate the target 

from the same-category object (β = 1.45, SE = 0.22, Z = 6.54, 

p < .001). In addition, participants were also more likely to 

provide modifiers when addressing a child than a younger 

adult (β = -0.48, SE = 0.22, Z = -2.21, p = .027, see Figure 4). 

     Finally, consistent with previous research, participants 

were overall more likely to use color modifiers compared to 

other types of modifiers. This was particularly more prevalent 

with the child addressee, but also quite common with the 

computer addressee (see Table 1). 

 

 

Table 1. The percentage of different modifiers types 

 

Audience     Color Size Location Other  

Child 67 7 2 24  

Computer 60 5 2 33  

Young 49 4 6 41  

 

Discussion 

This study investigated how speakers adjust the 

informational content of their referring expressions 

depending on both the referential context and the particular 

addressee (child, young adult, or computer). Participants 

provided instructions to their communicative partner to move 

objects on a visual display. The target objects were either 

unique in the display (no contrast) or accompanied by a same-

category competitor object (contrast). First, we examined 

whether participants provided “just the right amount” of 

information to identify the target, avoiding the production of 

over- or under-informative descriptions. Results revealed that 
speakers were more likely to provide optimal descriptions in 

the no contrast condition. Interestingly, the most optimal 

descriptions were used with the computer addressee 

compared to the young adult. This could indicate that 

speakers perceived the computer to be less likely to rely on 

or be able to interpret modifying adjectives to locate a target. 

Because a computer would perhaps not tag an object’s 

properties in the same way as a human partner, speakers may 

have reasoned that modifying adjectives would be less useful 

to guide attention towards a target. It is also possible that 

speakers perceive the computer to be less proficient at the 
segmentation of continuous speech, and opt to use fewer 

words in their descriptions to reduce the processing load for 

the computer addressee.  
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Figure 3. Use of basic-level terms by condition 
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Figure 4. Modifier use by condition 
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In addition to the informational adequacy of the referential 

expressions, we analyzed the incidence of subordinate 

compared with basic-level terms. As expected, more basic-

level terms were used in the no contrast condition, in which 

a basic term was sufficient to distinguish the target. Basic-
level terms were also preferred when addressing the child 

group, indicating that speakers spontaneously shift to simple 

terminology when addressing children compared to younger 

adults or computers. These results suggest that participants 

were implicitly aware of the abilities of their addressee and 

adjusted their lexical choices to suit the needs of their current 

partner.  

Finally, we examined the frequency of modifier use among 

participants across all expressions. As expected, participants 

used more modifiers when there was a same-category 

competitor present in the display. This resulted in more 

overinformative descriptions produced in the contrast 
condition. Of particular interest, however, was whether 

naming patterns varied as a function of audience type. 

Participants used more modifiers when addressing a school-

aged child than another young adult. Further, fewer 

modifying adjectives were used when speaking to the 

computer. In terms of the type of information provided, the 

most distinctive addressee type was the child group. 

Specifically, although color modifiers were preferred overall, 

color was used at a slightly higher rate with children 

compared to the other two addressee types. This may reflect 

inferences made by speakers regarding vocabulary 
constraints in children, leading them to use more color 

descriptions to efficiently draw children’s attention to 

distinguishing features of the target (this is also consistent 

with the finding that speakers use more basic-level terms with 

children). Given that color words are typically learned very 

early in life, speakers may be trying to simplify their 

terminology when communicating with a child, despite the 

fact the subordinate labels for each object would likely be 

familiar to a school-aged child. Interestingly, we did not find 

a difference in speech onset latencies across the three 

different addressees, suggesting the observed adjustments to 

lexical choices are made with relative ease, and as a result do 
not require additional planning time. 

Overall, the current results suggest a pattern of 

communication in which speakers are sensitive to both the 

referential context and the processing abilities of the listener 

to guide their lexical choices and informativity in 

communication. The results support a cooperative account of 

overinformative descriptions (Rubio-Fernandez, 2019), in 

which speakers sometimes include redundant modifiers to 

facilitate comprehension for their addressee. Specifically, 

when addressing children, basic-level terms and perceptually 

simple forms of modification may be useful to facilitate 
efficient object identification. Further, the similar onset times 

between addressee conditions indicate that these adjustments 

are automatic, and do not place increased planning demands 

on the speaker.  
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Abstract

Boundary extension (BE) is a cognitive phenomenon in which people seem to misperceive visual scenes. Increased
attention and emotion have been shown to reduce or reverse the effects of BE (e.g., Mathews & Mackintosh, 2004). Would
people for whom food is highly appetitive (vs. not) have similar responses when shown photographs containing food (vs.
no food)? Our hypothesis was not supported: All participants experienced BE. More BE was observed in response to food
(vs. nonfood) photographs, but this difference was more pronounced for those who served as controls and less pronounced
for those who think of food as highly appetitive. We suggest that having similar perceptual experiences in response to food
(vs. nonfood) photographs might be related to difficulties involving the inhibition of automatic behaviors (e.g., Mobbs et
al., 2010) but argue that more research is needed to determine whether BE could be used for clinical purposes.
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An empirical estimate of the dimensionality of face space
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Abstract

Learned generative models of human identity and appearance are typically high dimensional. However, social perception
of faces is low dimensional. What is the dimensionality of face space in the mind of an observer? To estimate this
dimensionality, we begin with a simple observation: for any given person, there are many unrelated people who look
similar to them. Next, we note that the very concept of strong resemblance exists only in low-dimensional spaces; in
high-dimensional spaces, even nearest neighbors are far apart. Therefore, face space is of low dimensionality. How low?
Using the scaling relationship between dimensionality and nth-nearest-neighbor distances, we empirically estimate the
dimensionality of face space by measuring the ratio of JNDs between random pairs of faces and faces paired with their
nearest neighbors. We empirically estimate this ratio to be 0.76 [0.73, 0.79; 90% CI], which implies a dimensionality of
human face space between 7 and 12 dimensions.
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Abstract 

We tested an implication of the community of knowledge 

hypothesis, that people fail to distinguish their own knowledge from 

other people’s knowledge in a collectivist society (China) as they do 

in individualistic societies like the United States. As predicted, 

despite the absence of any actual explanatory information, people 

rated their own understanding of novel natural and economic 

phenomena as higher when they were told that experts understood 

the phenomena than when they were told that experts did not yet 

understand them. This suggests that the community of knowledge 

effect may hold across cultures. 

 

Keywords: cognitive processes; knowledge level; judgment; 

collective cognition; community of knowledge; contagious sense of 

understanding 

Literature Review 

Part of what makes humans unique is their ability to 

apportion cognitive labor to jointly achieve exceedingly 

difficult tasks. Extensive evidence has been generated in 

support for the community of knowledge (CoK) hypothesis, 

that knowledge is a collective enterprise. People depend on 

others to possess most of their understanding of complex 

phenomena as well as to store the evidence that supports that 

understanding (Sloman & Fernbach, 2017). On this view, 

most individual reasoning uses causal models that include 

markers indicating that more information—including 

mechanistic details that most people lack for complex 

phenomena like global climate change—can be found outside 

the individual. This system is effective because it affords 

group actions requiring complex knowledge, such as sending 

a person to the moon, without any single member of the group 

possessing all of that knowledge. Furthermore, it ties 

metacognitive assessments of one’s own knowledge to 

knowledge in fact held by others. 

One form of support for this hypothesis is the contagious 

sense of understanding effect (Sloman & Rabb, 2016; Rabb, 

Han, & Sloman, in press). In these studies, researchers 

presented participants with descriptions of novel scientific 

phenomena and policy proposals and found that people 

consistently reported a higher sense of understanding when 

told that experts understood how they work. Such evidence 

suggests that people fail to draw a sharp boundary between the 

knowledge they carry in their own heads and the knowledge 

they can access in their community. The current work seeks 

to investigate whether this is influenced by how the individual 

views herself in relation to the community.  

The contagious sense of understanding effect is grounded in 

a capacity that gives humans our intellectual power: our 

ability to think and work as a social unit. But it is nevertheless 

a sign of fallacious inference: Whether someone else 

understands why a phenomenon occurs should have no 

bearing on one’s own personal sense of understanding. 

Conflating our knowledge with that of others has been shown 

to influence the extremity of our political views as well as how 

we perceive policy issues such as climate change (Fernbach, 

et al., 2013; Rabb, Han, & Sloman, in press; Sloman & Rabb, 

2016), suggesting that it contributes to political polarization. 

We now address whether this is a universal trait of human 

social cognition or a pattern that varies by culture. We 

examine whether the same effect arises in China, a country 

that is known to score relatively highly on collectivist traits 

and power distance characteristics, such as polarized 

subordinate-superior relationships and submission to 

authority (Hofstede, 1983; see Farh, Hackett, & Liang, 2007, 

and Banfe, 2008, for review). 

In Western societies, individualism is prized (Triandis, 

McKuster, & Hui, 1990; Markus & Kitayama, 1991). In 

collectivist societies, self-identity is determined to a greater 

extent by membership in a social system relative to one’s 

status as an individual. A plethora of studies have confirmed 

that China ranks very high on collectivism (see Banfe, 2008 

for review). In the eighties researchers described the construct 

of Chinese traditionality and later research identified 

submission to authority (i.e., filial piety) as one of the five 

factors that mapped onto the values and beliefs of traditional 

Chinese society (Yang, 1991). Despite the cultural influences 
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that have come from marketization, relational collectivism 

remains integral to Chinese culture. In his seminal work From 

the Soil: Foundations of Chinese Society (乡土中国), Fei 

(1992) explains this as a remnant of agrarian society. Modern 

vertical collectivism has an institutional foundation not only 

by virtue of the ideology of the Communist Party but through 

other cultural facets such as Confucian ideology and the 

modern education system that reinforces it via collectivistic 

teaching practices. 

Given that Confucian society is authority and relation 

oriented (Yang, 1991; Ho, 1993; Hwang, 2000), and because 

the CoK effect rests on the individual’s assessments of his or 

her own understanding in relation to that of others (in these 

studies, experts), it follows that the effect could vary by 

culture. It could go either way. We could see a much stronger 

effect because collectivist societies might engage in more 

collectivist thinking. Alternatively, collectivist societies 

might be more aware of their tendency to think collectively 

because it is relatively common, and so they might be more 

likely to correct for it. In this case, we would see a weaker or 

perhaps no effect of being told that experts understand.  

If the effect is culture-dependent, in one direction or the 

other, then understanding how will help inform us of the 

mechanisms behind the CoK effect. In particular, it will tell 

us if the mechanism is sensitive to the degree of collectivist 

thinking in a society. It will also help us to identify a broad 

cultural difference in social cognition. 

A second motivation for this study is to rule out an 

alternative interpretation of prior published work on the 

contagious sense of understanding. Sloman and Rabb (2016) 

interpreted their findings as evidence that others’ 

understanding increases people’s sense of their own 

understanding. But it could be that the effect arises because of 

decreased understanding when others do not understand. That 

is, news that others fail to understand may cause some 

participants who felt some sense of understanding to become 

less confident by virtue of discovering that even experts do 

not understand. To contrast these two explanations, the 

current experiment includes a control condition that omits 

information about whether experts understand the phenomena 

or not. According to the Sloman and Rabb (2016) view that 

expert understanding is contagious, understanding in this 

control condition with no information should be rated the 

same as the condition with no expert understanding. On the 

alternative view, this condition should be rated the same as the 

condition with expert understanding. 

Experiment 

In order to test whether the contagious sense of 

understanding effect occurs in the collectivist culture of China 

using Chinese students, we adapted methods from Sloman & 

Rabb (2016) and created a Qualtrics survey in Mandarin. 

Stimuli were translated, then back translated by native 

bilingual Mandarin speakers to check for accuracy. The 

translations were modified to ensure they were as close as 

possible to the original materials. We borrowed questions 

pertaining to three fictional scientific phenomena from 

Sloman & Rabb (2016). We also wanted to generalize the 

effect to a greater range of items, so we added questions 

pertaining to three fictional economic phenomena. Each 

scenario was manipulated to reflect three experimental 

conditions: communal knowledge (hereafter denoted by 

CoK), no communal knowledge, and no information. The 

third condition was added to see how no information 

regarding communal knowledge would impact ratings; we 

predicted that perceived understanding in the no information 

condition would be equal to the no communal knowledge 

condition. When a previously unknown natural or economic 

phenomenon is discovered, there is no communal knowledge 

about how it works until somebody comes up with a 

convincing account of it. We tested the CoK hypothesis by 

eliciting ratings of understanding for newly discovered 

scientific or economic phenomena while varying whether a 

group of experts understood it. We predicted low ratings of 

understanding overall, given the unfamiliarity of the stimuli, 

but higher ratings for items that were said to be understood by 

experts.  

Methods 

Chinese college students were recruited by placing the link 

to the survey along with a brief description in various WeChat 

group chats created for students who want to participate in 

research for a small payment. Sample size was chosen to 

satisfy counterbalancing schemes and was in keeping with 

prior related research. The instructions, adapted from 

Rozenblit and Keil (2002), explained in detail how to use a 

rating scale to reflect a sense of causal understanding. 

Participants read six fictional descriptions of newly 

discovered natural and economic phenomena and rated their 

understanding (“How well do you understand how well ___ 

works?”) on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 = little to no understanding, 4 

= moderate understanding, and 7 = detailed and deep 

understanding). Each participant read two descriptions 

indicating that a given phenomenon had been thoroughly 

explained by the experts cited (communal knowledge, or 

CoK, condition), two indicating that it had not yet been 

explained (no-CoK condition; see Table 1 for examples), and 

two descriptions providing no information about whether 

there was communal knowledge or not. The primary intent of 

including the economic phenomena was to mask the design of 

the experiment. The order of conditions and phenomena was 

fully counterbalanced. Details about the scientists and 

reporting journals were included to camouflage the 

manipulation, but the descriptions contained no causal or 

explanatory information. Participants then answered a 

question about one of the descriptions that was incorporated 

as an attention check. Data from participants who spent less 

than five seconds or more than two minutes on a question were 

excluded. If a participant failed to answer a question in one of 

the two domains, it was replaced by the average value of the 

other two ratings in the other two domains. Across the board, 

participants took far less time to respond than we had 
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expected, suggesting they paid less attention than we had 

hoped. In cases where participants failed to answer two out of 

the three questions in either of the domains, those individuals 

were removed from the analysis. Gender and age were 

collected for 228 of the 322 participants who took part in the 

study. Of these, 60% were female. 88% were in their twenties 

and the smallest and largest ages were 18 and 36, respectively. 

 

Table 1: Example stimuli For Each Condition 

No-Cok condition CoK condition No Info condition 

A May 19, 2014 study in the journal 

Geology reported the discovery of a 

new rock that scientists have not yet 

explained. The rock is similar to calcite, 

yet it glows in the absence of a light 

source. The authors of the study, 

Rittenour, Clark, and Xu, do not yet 

understand how it works; they 

provided a description of the 

remarkable appearance of the mineral 

and outlined future experiments. 

A May 19, 2014 study in the journal 

Geology reported the discovery of a new 

rock that scientists have thoroughly 

explained. The rock is similar to calcite, 

yet it glows in the absence of a light 

source. The authors of the study, 

Rittenour, Clark, and Xu, fully 

understand how it works; they provided 

a description of the remarkable 

appearance of the mineral 

and outlined future experiments. 

A May 19, 2014 study in the 

journal Geology reported the 

discovery of a new rock that is 

similar to calcite yet glows in the 

absence of a light source. The 

authors of the study, Rittenour, 

Clark, and Xu provided a 

description of the remarkable 

appearance of the mineral and 

outlined future 

experiments. 

 

Table 2: Mean Ratings of Understanding for Each Item. 

Scientific stimuli Economic stimuli  All 

 Glowing 

rocks 

Warm 

ice 

Helium 

rain 

 

Total 

Successful 

company 

Curve  

IPO 

 

Total 

 

Total 

CoK 3.30 

(1.77) 

2.58 

(1.42) 

2.38 

(1.69) 

2.73 

(1.65) 

3.03    

(1.70) 

2.92 

(1.82) 

2.85 

(1.72) 

2.95 

(1.71) 

2.88 

(1.54) 

NoInf 2.45 

(1.23) 

2.71 

(1.46) 

2.83 

(1.73) 

2.67 

(1.48) 

2.68 

(1.63) 

2.47 

(1.50) 

3.10 

(1.70) 

2.78 

(1.63) 

2.78 

(1.38) 

No- 

CoK 

2.59 

(1.46) 

2.57 

(1.66) 

2.67 

(1.64) 

2.49 

(1.53) 

2.69   

(1.44) 

2.21 

(1.39) 

2.76 

(1.73) 

2.59 

(1.55) 

2.60 

(1.43) 

Note: Values in parenthesis are standard deviations. 

Results 

In total, 213 participants remained in the analysis for all 

scenarios after cleaning. 171 participants remained for the 

scientific domain and 188 remained for the economic 

domain. As expected, ratings tended to be low. Mean 

understanding ratings from all conditions are shown in Table 

2.  

Overall, there was a community of knowledge effect. A 

two-way ANOVA with community of knowledge (no-

CoK/CoK/no-information) and domain (scientific versus 

economic) as within-participants variables was conducted on 

understanding ratings. People rated their understanding of the 

phenomena significantly higher when they learned that 

scientists understood them, F(2, 306) = 6.16, p < .01, ηp2 = 

0.04. The effect of domain on understanding was not 

significant, F(1, 153) = 1.84, p = .18, ηp2 = 0.01, nor was the 

interaction between condition and domain on 

understanding, F(2, 306) = .309, p = .73, ηp2 = 0.04. 

The scientific stimuli were borrowed from Sloman and 

Rabb (2016). To see how our results differed from theirs, we 

also analyzed the responses elicited for the scientific and 

economic domains separately. An ANOVA with community 

of knowledge (no-CoK/CoK/no-information) as between-

participants factor and domain (scientific versus economic) 

as within showed a main effect of community 

knowledge; F(2,420) = 6.43, p < .01, ηp2  = 0.03, Mno-CoK   = 

2.60, MCoK = 2.88, MNoInf  = 2.78. In the scientific domain, the 

main effect of community of knowledge was marginally 

significant;  F(2,336)  =  2.85,  p  =  .06,  ηp2 =  0.02,  Mno-

CoK   =  2.49,  MCoK  =  2.73,  MNoInf =  2.67.  In the economic 

domain, the main effect of community of knowledge was 

significant; F(2,374) = 5.20, p < .01, ηp2 = 0.03, Mno-CoK   = 

2.59, MCoK  = 2.95, MNoInf  = 2.78. 
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The sense of understanding generated from no information 

regarding expert understanding tends to be in between the 

CoK and the no-CoK condition, a little closer to the CoK 

condition. Linear contrasts were performed to compare two 

of the three conditions. The ratings under the CoK condition 

were not significantly higher than those for the No 

Information condition; F(1, 212) = 1.52, p = .22. The no-

CoK condition significantly differed from the No 

Information condition; F(1, 212) = 5.68, p < .05. In the 

economic domain, the no-CoK condition was marginally 

significantly lower than the No Information condition; F(1, 

187) = 3.18, p = .08. The ratings under the CoK condition did 

not differ significantly from the No Information 

condition F(1, 187) = 2.01, p = .16. In the scientific domain, 

the same trend held; the no-CoK condition was also 

marginally significantly lower than the No Information 

condition; F(1, 171) =3.37, p = .07 and the ratings under the 

CoK condition did not differ significantly from the No 

Information condition; F(1, 171) = 0.31, p = .58. 

On the assumption that the No Information condition 

represents people's default sense of understanding before 

learning whether experts understand or not, performance in 

these conditions suggests that people's default is a greater 

sense of understanding that gets reduced when they learn that 

experts don't understand. But the data are not strong enough 

to rule out the possibility that there is also a contagious sense 

of understanding: an increased sense of understanding when 

people learn that experts do understand. 

General Discussion 

As has been shown in previous studies (Fernbach et al., 

2013; Sloman & Rabb, 2016), people rely on their 

communities not only for emotional and physical support but 

also to think about and execute complex cognitive tasks. This 

study sought to investigate a handful of questions about the 

community of knowledge hypothesis that had yet to be 

addressed by previous research. With regards to the cross-

cultural comparison, the findings from the Chinese sample 

are similar to the findings from the American sample in 

Sloman and Rabb (2016), but it is not possible to know how 

they differ in a relative sense without directly comparing 

samples from each country in exactly the same experiment. 

Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that the community of 

knowledge effect does not differ significantly between U.S. 

and Chinese participants: overall, both groups are more likely 

to rate their own understanding of novel phenomena as higher 

when they hear that experts in the community understand 

them. Furthermore, our results suggest that knowledge of 

others’ level of understanding may operate in the other 

direction; hearing that experts don’t understand a 

phenomenon may make people less confident in their ability 

to understand it, causing them to adjust their own sense of 

understanding accordingly. 

The fact that the effect arises in China suggests that 

members of a collectivist culture are just as likely as 

Americans—members of an individualist culture—to have 

their sense of understanding influenced by others. In that 

sense, the community of knowledge is similarly ingrained in 

the reasoning mechanisms of both cultures. The effects were 

of similar magnitude even though there is a stronger tradition 

of revering those with a high level of education and expertise 

in Chinese than American culture. This finding is reminiscent 

of Rabb et al.’s (in press) finding that American liberals and 

conservatives were equally affected by learning that experts 

understand. 

Finally, the fact that the strength of the CoK effect was 

stronger for economic than scientific phenomena may 

indicate that the impact of communal knowledge varies by 

domain. One plausible explanation for this is that because 

economic phenomena are more familiar, due to the fact that 

they are reported in the news and often discussed in public, 

the sense of understanding them is more sensitive to one’s 

assessment of others’ understanding. 

Without the successful division of cognitive labor, it is 

unlikely that humans would be able to achieve the remarkable 

accomplishments that have taken place over the course of 

human history. Our ability to think critically and incorporate 

the thoughts of others into our calculus not only makes us 

unique but is critical for moving forward to solve some of the 

most pressing issues of our time. 
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Resource management across brain regions supports auditory and visual-spatial
processing in older age: An ERSP Study

Melanie Turabian
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Abstract

Investigating how the brain integrates multi-modal information is critical for understanding the deleterious effects of age
on performance for tasks that integrate visual and auditory stimuli (e.g., driving or flying). We report on how auditory
processing was impacted by age during the encoding and maintenance phases of a visual-spatial task using electroen-
cephalography in a sample of 10 older (50-80 years) and 10 younger (18-32 years) participants. Event-related spectral
perturbation analyses reveal how both the online processing and memory stages of visual-spatial working memory tasks
affected auditory processes differentially across the age groups. Results reveal that older age may restrict the resources
available for online processing of auditory information, particularly in brain regions that are also normally lateralized
for visual-spatial tasks. Our findings point to the importance of designing interfaces, such as those found in aircraft or
automobiles, that support optimal performance and accommodate normal age-related changes in neural processes.
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Abstract

People often plan hierarchically. That is, rather than planning
over a monolithic representation of a task, they decompose the
task into simpler subtasks and then plan to accomplish those.
Although much work explores how people decompose tasks,
there is less analysis of why people decompose tasks in the
way they do. Here, we address this question by formalizing
task decomposition as a resource-rational representation prob-
lem. Specifically, we propose that people decompose tasks in
a manner that facilitates efficient use of limited cognitive re-
sources given the structure of the environment and their own
planning algorithms. Using this model, we replicate several
existing findings. Our account provides a normative explana-
tion for how people identify subtasks as well as a framework
for studying how people reason, plan, and act using resource-
rational representations.
Keywords: planning; task decomposition; option discovery;
hierarchical reinforcement learning; subgoals

Introduction
Your brother’s birthday is coming up, so you decide to leave
work early to drop his gift off at the post office. Although you
know your way around town, you haven’t been to the post
office in several months, so you need to think. In particular,
you start to plan: “How do I get to the post office from here?”
you ask yourself. “Well, there’s that café where I sometimes
get my morning coffee. If I can first get there, then I should
be able to get to the post office easily. Now, how should I
get to the café? I know its east of where I am, so I can walk
that way until I hit the main road...” Continuing this line of
thought for a few moments, you come up with a plan before
setting off with determination.

The seemingly mundane choice to navigate to the café be-
fore navigating from the café to the post office is an example
of task decomposition. That is, rather than reason about a task
in its totality (e.g., going from work to the post office), people
decompose a task into manageable subtasks (e.g., going from
work to the café; going from the café to the post office) and
then reason in terms of those subtasks. Planning at multiple
levels of abstraction has been extensively documented in psy-
chology and neuroscience (Botvinick et al., 2009) and plays
an important role in developing systems that can solve com-
plex, high-dimensional problems (Sacerdoti, 1974). In short,
hierarchical planning and decision-making is a key element
of intelligent behavior in both humans and machines.

Although much research has explored how people leverage
hierarchical representations (Ribas-Fernandes et al., 2011;

Cushman & Morris, 2015; Balaguer et al., 2016), there has
been less systematic investigation into the principles that de-
termine task decompositions in the first place. There are a
few notable exceptions, including accounts that emphasize
the value of inferring the hidden structure to guide behav-
ior across tasks (Collins & Frank, 2013; Tomov et al., 2020)
as well as accounts based on compressing a representation of
optimal behavior (Solway et al., 2014; Maisto et al., 2015).
But, whereas these existing models emphasize decomposi-
tion in relation to statistical inference about the environment
or behavior, our account focuses on a separate role that task
decomposition plays: It makes reasoning easier.

Here, we approach task decomposition as a resource-
rational representation problem. That is, we model people as
solving the problem of how to break down a task in a manner
that makes efficient use of planning resources. In the follow-
ing sections, we provide background on related work before
discussing the mathematical details of our normative account
of task decomposition. We then report several simulations
and show how our model can explain human data from four
experiments reported by Solway et al. (2014). Finally, we
conclude by discussing future directions for resource-rational
approaches to problem solving representations.

Background
Planning is hard because of the curse of dimensionality (Bell-
man, 1957): As one attempts to plan into an increasingly
distant future, over a larger state space, or under condi-
tions of greater uncertainty, computation quickly becomes
intractable. Nonetheless, humans have numerous strategies
that allow us to plan in complex domains. Some of these
strategies involve modifying the search process. For exam-
ple, during search, people have been shown to limit their
depth of planning (MacGregor et al., 2001; Keramati et al.,
2016), prune away unpromising paths (Huys et al., 2012),
and direct their search using model-free value estimates (An-
derson, 1990; Newell & Simon, 1972; van Opheusden et al.,
2017). Another strategy is to modify the problem representa-
tion itself. Various forms of hierarchical planning (Botvinick,
2012) and task decomposition (Solway et al., 2014; Huys et
al., 2015) are characteristic of this approach. But while these
two types of strategies are distinct, they are also clearly in-
tertwined: How one represents a problem can make search
anywhere from impossible to trivial (Kaplan & Simon, 1990).
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The present work takes inspiration from the deep rela-
tionship between search—a type of computation—and task
decomposition—a type of representation—in the cognitively
demanding setting of planning. Task representations can play
a key role in making problem-solving computations more ef-
ficient (Ho et al., 2019), and identifying general principles
for automatically learning such representations is an active
area of research in artificial intelligence. For instance, Jin-
nai et al. (2019) examine how penalizing dynamic program-
ming iterations can guide decomposition, while Harb et al.
(2018) introduce a deliberation cost for switching subtasks
to help shape a decomposition. Here, we extend these ideas
by analyzing human task decomposition in terms of search
costs. Broadly, our approach is in the spirit of resource-
rational analysis (Griffiths et al., 2015; Lieder & Griffiths,
2020), a formal framework for deriving cognitive models un-
der the assumption that people make rational use of their lim-
ited cognitive resources. Previous resource-rational analyses
of planning have focused primarily on the search process it-
self (e.g., Callaway et al., 2018). However, the interdepen-
dence of computations and the representations over which
they operate means that this general framework can be readily
applied to the latter.

Resource-Rational Task Decomposition
By treating task decomposition as a resource-rational prob-
lem, we assume people acquire task representations that en-
able them to plan efficiently and perform tasks successfully.
Our account distinguishes between three nested levels of op-
timization (Figure 1A). The lowest level is action-level plan-
ning, where concrete actions are chosen that solve a subtask
(e.g., which direction should I walk to get to the café). The
next level is subtask-level planning, where a sequence of sub-
tasks is chosen (e.g., navigating to the café and then to the
post office). Finally, the highest level is task decomposition,
where a set of subtasks that constitute the decomposed task
is chosen (e.g., setting the café as a possible subgoal across
multiple tasks).

Importantly, solutions to the higher levels of optimization
depend on what happens at lower levels: A good task de-
composition depends on how the subtask-level planner will
compose the subtasks, and the selection of subtasks depends
on how the action-level planner will accomplish each one.
Furthermore, a resource-rational task decomposition is sen-
sitive not only to how well the planners solve their subprob-
lems (e.g., does action-level planning identify a good route
to the café?), but also on the computational cost of identify-
ing those solutions (e.g. how much thought did it take to find
that route?). Next, we discuss each of the three levels of our
model.

Action-level Planning
Action-level planning computes the optimal actions that one
should take to reach a subgoal. Here, we focus on determin-
istic, shortest path problems (e.g., finding a route to the café).
Formally, action-level planning occurs over a task defined by

a set of states, S ; a transition graph, T ⊆ S × S ; and a sub-
goal state, z ∈ S . In our running example, states are possible
locations (e.g., at the office, at work, at the café, at the post of-
fice); the transition graph represents which locations in town
are accessible to one another; and a subgoal could be the café.

Given an initial state, s, and a subgoal, z, action-level
planning seeks to find a minimum-length sequence of states
that begins at s and ends at z. We denote the length of
this minimum-length sequence to be D(s,z). For comput-
ing the optimal sequence of actions, we consider two broad
classes of search algorithms: uninformed search and heuristic
search (Newell & Simon, 1972; Russell & Norvig, 2009).

Uninformed Search When faced with a domain that lacks
features to guide exploration, the best that a planning agent
can do is blindly but systematically explore their model of
the problem starting from an initial state. This strategy de-
scribes a broad class of search algorithms known as unin-
formed search. For example, breadth-first search (BFS) ex-
plores states in the order of their distance from the starting
state. As a result, for an initial node s and subgoal node z,
BFS will explore all states that are less than the minimum
path length D(s,z), as shown in Figure 1B. The cost of BFS,
CBFS(s,z), is proportional to the number of these states.

Heuristic Search Unlike uninformed search, heuristic
search leverages domain knowledge in the form of a heuris-
tic function that can provide an optimistic estimate of the dis-
tance to a goal. For instance, when navigating to the café,
you might know that it is North-East of work, leading you to
consider walking North or East before South or West. The
canonical heuristic search algorithm is A∗ (Hart et al., 1968),
which considers states in the order of an optimistic estimate
of the total cost of a solution passing through that state (Fig-
ure 1C). This estimate is the cost of reaching that state plus a
lower bound on the cost from that state to the goal, which is
given by the heuristic function. For example, when navigat-
ing to the café, one might use Euclidean distance as a heuris-
tic, which is optimistic because it assumes you can walk di-
rectly towards your destination (e.g., no obstacles will be in
the way). By prioritizing states that are more promising (as
estimated by the heuristic), A∗ can search far fewer states than
BFS, resulting in a lower search cost, CA∗(s,z).

Subtask-Level Planning

A number of formalisms have been used to model hierarchi-
cal decision-making (Sutton et al., 1999; Dietterich, 2000;
Parr & Russell, 1998). Here, we assume a simple model of
hierarchical planning that involves only a single level above
action-level planning, which we call subtask-level planning.
Formally, subtask-level planning occurs over a set of sub-
goals, Z ⊂ S .1Given a set of subgoals, subtask-level plan-
ning consists of choosing the best sequence of subgoals that
accomplish a larger goal. Each subgoal is then provided to
the action-level planner in turn, and the resulting action-level
plans are combined into a complete plan to reach the goal
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Figure 1: (A) Our account relates three levels of optimization during problem solving: task decomposition, subtask-level
planning, and action-level planning. (B) Top: Planning with breadth-first search (BFS) from a start state (small circle) to the
goal state (star) with no subgoals. Grey squares indicate nodes visited during search process (49 nodes visited). Bottom: BFS
with the optimal size 1 task decomposition, where the green circle represents a subgoal (26 nodes visited). (C) Top: Planning
with A∗ search with a Manhattan distance heuristic and no subgoals (28 nodes visited). Bottom: A∗ search with the optimal size
1 task decomposition (13 nodes visited). (D) Indoor/Outdoor domain with optimal size 2 task decomposition. Top: The three
dots represent possible start/goal states. The green and red tiles are the non-trivial subgoals in the optimal task decomposition.
Bottom: Subtask-level policy when the center tile is the goal (star) and the diagonal corners are possible start states (“S”).
Colors correspond to the most likely subgoal chosen at each state. Purple is the trivial “go to goal” subtask.

state. For example, when navigating to the post office, the
subtask-level planner might decide to first go to the café and
then go to the post office from there, and the action-level plan-
ner would figure out the precise sequence of steps to get from
work to the café and from the café to the post office.

The objective of the subtask-level planner is to identify
the sequence of subgoals that brings the agent to the goal
state while maximizing task rewards and minimizing com-
putational costs. Here, we focus on tasks in which the task
is simply to reach the goal state in as few steps as possible.
Additionally, note that we only consider action-level planners
that return the optimal shortest path. Thus, formally, the task
reward associated with choosing a subgoal z from state s is the
negative distance: R(s,z) =−D(s,z). We can then compactly
express the optimization problem faced by the subtask-level
planner as a Bellman equation (Bellman, 1957). Given a task
goal g, a set of subgoals Z, and an algorithm with a search
cost function CAlg, the optimal subtask-level planning utility
from any state s ∈ S is:

V g
Z(s) = max

z∈Z

{
R(s,z)−CAlg(s,z)+V g

Z(z)
}
. (1)

The fixed point of Equation 1 can be used to identify the op-
timal subtask-level policy (Puterman, 1994). Additionally,
we assume that the ultimate goal, g, is always included in
Z to ensure that it is possible for the subtask-level planner

1For readers familiar with the options framework (Sutton et al.,
1999), we note that what we call a subgoal is equivalent to a simple
option where the set of initial states is the full state space, S , and the
termination function is β(s) = 1(s = z). This means that subtask-
level planning is a semi-Markov decision process.

to solve the task. Finally, although we do not explore this
possibility here, note that this formulation allows us to eas-
ily express tradeoffs between task rewards, R, and algorithm-
specific computation costs, CAlg.

Task Decomposition

Having defined action-level planning and subtask-level plan-
ning over subgoals, we can now turn to our original motivat-
ing question: How should people decompose tasks? In this
context, this reduces to the problem of selecting the best set of
subgoals. Importantly, we assume that people rely on a com-
mon set of subgoals for all the different possible tasks that
they might have to accomplish in a given environment. For
example, be at the downtown train station is a good subgoal
because it is often along relatively-optimal paths, whereas be
at a friend’s place on the other side of town is probably not
a good subgoal because it is only relevant when visiting that
friend.

We formalize subgoal selection as an optimization prob-
lem: Identify the set of subgoals, Z∗, that maximize the value
attained by the subtask-level planner on average. That is,

Z∗ = argmax
Z

Es,g[V
g
Z(s)], (2)

where the expectation is with respect to a task distribution,
p(s,g), over starting states s and goals g. Importantly, this
objective takes into account both the expected task rewards
and the costs of action-level planning mediated by subtask-
level planning.
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Figure 2: Analyzing Solway et al. (2014) Experiments 1-3 with uninformed search. (A) Top: Solway et al. (2014) decomposi-
tion of graph from Schapiro et al. (2013). Bottom: Resource-rational task decomposition. (B) Top: Graph used in Experiment
1 from Solway et al. with proportion of “bus stops” placed at states. Bottom: Subgoals do not facilitate more efficient breadth-
first search (BFS) in this graph, so our model does not learn to use any states as subgoals. (C) Top: Graph for Experiment 2
with bottlenecks depicted. Same graph was used in Experiment 3. Bottom: Distribution over subgoals z from softmax of value
of subgoal with inverse temperature of 100. Task decomposition facilitates more efficient BFS in this graph. In particular, the
“bottleneck state” connecting the two regions is the optimal subgoal, followed by the adjacent states. (D) Top: Experiment 3
in Solway et al. probed whether participants’ plans included states in the graph. Responses were significantly faster for bottle-
neck (purple) compared to non-bottleneck states (blue). Bottom: Simulations of probe response computations in experimental
trials with the optimal task decomposition learned by our model. Our model takes fewer steps to respond when the probe is a
bottleneck state, mirroring the experimental findings.

Implementation

The code for all the analyses we report is available at
https://bit.ly/2T44Tun. Here, we briefly describe the imple-
mentation. For both BFS and A∗, we calculated action-level
computational costs CAlg(s,z) and minimum path lengths
D(s,z) for every state s ∈ S and subgoal z ∈ S . With these
quantities, a set of subgoals Z, and distribution over goals
and starting states p(s,g), we can define the optimal ex-
pected subtask-level planning value function, Es,g

[
V g

Z(s)
]

(see Equation 1). We compute this function using value it-
eration with a threshold of ε = 10−5 (Bellman, 1957).

Finally, to solve for the optimal set of subgoals, Z∗, we
explored two methods. The first was an exact method—
enumeration and evaluation of all subgoal sets. The sec-
ond was a gradient-based method. This method used a dif-
ferentiable version of value iteration at the subtask-planning
stage (Haarnoja et al., 2017; Ho et al., 2020) and distribu-
tions over subgoals instead of discrete subgoals at the task de-
composition level. While enumeration is intractable for large
state spaces, we found that the methods produced similar re-
sults when both were feasible. Thus, we present results using
the exact enumeration method when it was computationally
tractable—for the small environments used in Solway et al.
(2014)—and the gradient method otherwise.

Gridworld Simulations
To illustrate the properties of our model, we begin by an-
alyzing optimal decompositions of simple gridworld tasks.
The grids we tested include Open Field, 2-Room, and In-
door/Outdoor. We tested our model with both BFS and A∗.
As shown in Figure 1, our model produces intuitive task de-
compositions as a function of a task and planning algorithm.

Analysis of Solway et al. (2014) Experiments
Solway et al. (2014) reported four studies that investigated
how people decompose tasks and engage in hierarchical plan-
ning. Here, we ask if our resource-rational model can ac-
count for these findings. We first discuss Experiments 1-3
(Figure 2), which relied on tasks in which people could not
leverage prior knowledge and then turn to Experiment 4 (Fig-
ure 3), which used the Tower of Hanoi (Nilsson, 1971), a task
that allows for the use of prior knowledge.

Experiments 1-3: Uninformed Search
Summary of Findings Experiments 1-3 reported by Sol-
way et al. (2014) experimentally tested the hierarchical struc-
ture used by participants when performing navigation tasks
over abstract state spaces. Figures 2B and 2C show the con-
nectivity structure of the domains people were given.

A key qualitative finding reported by Solway et al. (2014)
was that people’s responses reflected a decomposition of the
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Figure 3: Analyzing Solway et al. (2014) Experiment 4. (A) Hierarchically optimal (green) vs. non-hierarchically optimal
(red) paths in Tower of Hanoi. (B) Optimal task decomposition with BFS has one bottleneck subgoal and two neighboring
non-bottleneck states as subgoals. (C) Edit distance to a subgoal (green circle). Edit distance provides useful local information
for heuristic search. (D) Optimal task decomposition with A* and edit distance heuristic has three equidistant bottleneck states
as subgoals.

state space based on bottlenecks, states or transitions that con-
nect more densely-connected regions of a state space (Şimşek
& Barto, 2009). A preliminary modeling result they reported
recovered a task decomposition along community boundaries
in a graph (Figure 2A) studied in Schapiro et al. (2013). Ex-
periment 1 assessed this in the task with the transition struc-
ture in Figure 2B (top) by having participants choose a “bus
stop” that would be most useful for making “deliveries” be-
tween locations represented by the icons. Participants over-
whelmingly chose the bottleneck states, as displayed in the
figure. Experiment 2 had participants actually navigate to and
from random locations in the task with the structure in Fig-
ure 2C. However, on test trials, participants were asked to ei-
ther identify locations along the path in any order or identify
a single location on the path. Participants tended to report
bottleneck states first, suggesting they were thinking about
these states first in their planning process. Finally, Experi-
ment 3 used the same domain as Experiment 2, but partici-
pants were probed about whether a state was on the optimal
path between two states. Participants answered faster for bot-
tleneck states compared to non-bottleneck states, providing
additional evidence that these states are the first to come to
mind (Figure 2D).

Model Implementation and Results For the Schapiro et
al. graph (Figure 2A), we assumed a uniform distribution over
all start and goal states, and set the number of subgoals to
|Z| = 3. The best subgoals separated the three communities
at their boundaries, allowing the action-planner to first find
the community containing the goal and then search for the
goal within that community.

For the second graph (Figure 2B; Solway et al. Experiment
1), we again assumed a uniform distribution over all start and
goal states, and set the number of subgoals to |Z|= 1. Inter-
estingly, no set of subgoals achieved greater value than plan-
ning without subgoals: Z∗ = /0. Thus, the model did not re-
flect the empirical results. Although “bus stop” judgments
recovered bottleneck states, they may reflect a process that is
distinct from task decomposition for planning. Further exper-
iments are needed to evaluate this.

We made the same assumptions for the third graph (Fig-
ure 2C; Experiments 2 & 3), and found that the bottleneck
state was always in the optimal decomposition. The next-best
decompositions all included one of the four states connected
to the bottleneck state, indicating that navigating near the bot-
tleneck state is a useful subgoal in this task.

To replicate the reaction time results reported in Experi-
ment 3 (Figure 2D), we simulated hierarchical planning with
the optimal decomposition using trials as described by Sol-
way et al. Specifically, the model first constructed a subtask-
level plan. If the queried state was a subgoal state, the model
replied “Affirm” as soon as the subtask-level planner encoun-
tered the state and “Reject” if the state was not in the com-
pleted subtask-level plan. If the queried state was not a sub-
goal state, the model proceeded to construct each action-level
plan in turn. As soon as the queried state was encountered,
the model replied “Affirm”. If the final action-level plan to the
goal was completed without encountering the state, the model
replied “Reject”. In either case, we used the total number of
subgoals and states that were simulated before the response
was produced as a proxy for reaction time. These results are
plotted for bottleneck vs. non-bottleneck probes and “Affirm”
vs. “Reject” type probes in Figure 2D.

Experiment 4: Tower of Hanoi and Heuristic
Planning
Summary of Findings In a final experiment, Solway et
al. tested participants solving the Tower of Hanoi (Nilsson,
1971). The experiment focused on “problems of interest”,
trials where two paths of the same length led to a goal but one
crossed more bottleneck states. They found that participants
preferred to take paths that crossed fewer bottleneck states.
Assuming that people prefer hierarchically shorter paths (i.e.,
ones that use fewer subgoals), this has been taken to reflect a
decomposition of the task based on bottleneck states.

Model Implementation and Results The Tower of Hanoi
is an important contrast to the tasks in the first three exper-
iments because states have features that provide clues for
search. For example, the edit distance between two states pro-
vides an optimistic estimate of their minimum path length: it
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ignores that some transitions are forbidden and assumes you
can rearrange blocks arbitrarily. Much like how spatial dis-
tance can guide planning in navigation tasks, heuristics like
edit distance can guide problem solving in structured tasks.

To understand the relationships between heuristics, task
decomposition, and Solway et al.’s results, we ran several ver-
sions of our model on the Tower of Hanoi. We set the number
of subgoals to |Z|= 3 and used BFS as the action-level plan-
ner. Notably, the optimal subgoals under this scheme were
systematically “skewed”, consisting of a bottleneck state and
two nearby points (Figure 3B). For our second simulation, we
used the same procedure and parameters, but rather than using
BFS (uninformed search), we used A∗ with an edit-distance
heuristic for action-level planning (Figure 3C). The top two
decompositions both contained three bottleneck states in sep-
arate communities (Figure 3D). Unlike BFS, A∗ can effi-
ciently navigate between these points, allowing for a task de-
composition that spans the full extent of the problem space.

Discussion
We have proposed a resource-rational account of task decom-
position based on the idea that subgoals are decomposed to
make planning easier. Our model specifies three levels of
nested optimization: Task decomposition identifies a set of
subgoals for a given domain, subtask-level planning chooses
sequences of subgoals to reach a goal, and action-level plan-
ning chooses sequences of concrete actions to reach a sub-
goal. Optimal task decomposition thus depends on both the
structure of the environment and the computational resource
usage specific to the planning algorithm. We find that our
model produces interpretable task decompositions in grid-
world tasks and decompositions consistent with three of the
four findings reported by Solway et al. (2014).

The model presented here departs from and complements
other normative proposals in the literature. Most existing ap-
proaches pose task decomposition as an inference problem:
People are modeled as inferring a generative model of the en-
vironment (Collins & Frank, 2013; Tomov et al., 2020) or as
compressing optimal behavior (Solway et al., 2014; Maisto
et al., 2015). In contrast, we pose task decomposition as a
resource-rational representation problem: People are mod-
eled as having subgoals that reduce the computational over-
head of action-level planning. This change in view has sev-
eral consequences worth noting.

First, unlike inferential approaches that abstract away the
underlying reasoning process, our framework requires spec-
ifying a planning algorithm. Different assumptions at this
lowest level (e.g. using breadth first search or A*) can dra-
matically influence the task decomposition (e.g., Figure 3).
On the one hand, this makes model identification more chal-
lenging since the space of planning algorithms and parame-
terizations is vast. On the other hand, because our model is
both algorithmic and normative, it can characterize the inter-
play of planning computations and representations in a well-
posed manner. Additionally, this approach allows us to an-

alyze how behavioral suboptimality can arise from rational
tradeoffs between task rewards and computation costs associ-
ated with particular search algorithms. Future empirical work
on resource-rational planning representations will need to ex-
amine these questions in greater depth.

A second difference is that inferential models generally
emphasize learning from task interactions as data, while we
have deliberately set aside how resource-rational decompo-
sitions are learned. Specifically, our formulation assumes
the existence of an optimization process that can select a de-
composition, whether it be through direct experience with a
task or other means. Although this temporarily defers impor-
tant and interesting questions about online problem solving,
characterizing any learning process requires first identifying
what is being learned (i.e., what is being optimized). It is in
this sense that the model presented here is a resource-rational
analysis of task decomposition (Griffiths et al., 2015).

More broadly, the work presented here is consistent with
other recent efforts within cognitive science to understand
how people engage in computationally efficient decision-
making (Griffiths et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2014; Gershman et
al., 2015; Lieder & Griffiths, 2020). It is also complementary
to recent work in artificial intelligence that explores the inter-
action between planning and task representations (Jinnai et
al., 2019; Harb et al., 2018). Our hope is that future work on
human planning and problem solving will continue to inves-
tigate the relationships between computation, representation,
and resource-rational decision-making.
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Abstract 

Anthropological observations suggest that specific sharing 
behaviors may predictably covary with specific relational 
contexts, and thus can be used as relationally informative 
cues. Given their limited social experiences, cultural novices, 
such as infants, should be particularly likely to rely on these 
cues to discover the relational makeup of their social 
surroundings on the basis of sparse observations. The present 
study examines a particular hypothesis derived from this 
proposal, namely that infants interpret giving as indicative of 
social relations based on the principle of even balance. By 
systematically contrasting infants’ representation of giving to 
that of superficially similar taking events, we showed that 12-
month-olds, despite being equally likely to infer dyadic 
relations from the observation of either transferring action 
(Exps. 1-4), infants encoded the direction of resource transfer 
only in the representation of giving (Exp. 5-6), and, 
conversely, transitively inferred novel relations only for 
social structures composed of taking relations (Exp. 7-8). We 
believe that the distinct inferences elicited by the observation 
of the two transferring actions reflects fundamental 
differences in the models regulating the relations respectively 
inferred: one (for giving) based on a principle of even 
balance, which motivates the monitoring of changes in 
resource flow in the ongoing relation; the other (for taking), 
based on a principle of social equivalence, which gives rise to 
transitive social structure.   

Keywords: infant social cognition; giving and taking; 
relational models; looking times 

Introduction  
To navigate efficiently the social world, children must 

know how to identify and distinguish the social relations that 
this is composed of. Recent developmental evidence suggests 
that this operation may be supported by an early-developing 
grammar of social relations, which constrains learning and 
inference in the social domain (Thomsen & Carey, 2013). 
These relational primitives, or models (RMs), represent 
structured coordination systems that humans have been 
shown to universally use to regulate interactions in 
relationally distinctive ways (Fiske, 1992; 2004).   

Each RM is  by its own coordination rule, which specifies 
the relevant features of the relation to attend to, and is 
associated to a set of diagnostic cues that help identifying 
instances of these relations in the outside world. The RMs are: 

communal sharing (CS), authority ranking (AR), and equality 
matching (EM). CS is based on the principle of social 
equivalence; it prototypically regulates interactions among 
kin individuals, and is marked by behaviors highlighting the 
common essence of its participants (e.g., breastfeeding). AR 
is based on power or prestige asymmetries; it applies to 
relations between dominants and subordinates, and is 
communicated through the hierarchical positioning of 
individuals in time and space (e.g., standing above vs. below). 
Lastly, EM is based on the principle of even balance; it 
typically regulates mutualistic relations among nonkin 
individuals, and is made manifest through operations of even 
balancing (e.g., matching shares).   

In the domain of sharing, the most prominent type of 
cooperative activity in the ethnographic record, each RM 
tends to be characterized by a specific way in which goods 
are exchanged over time (Favre & Sornette, 2015): 
generalized reciprocity (sharing without favor accounting) in 
CS; tributary donations and redistributive acts (upward and 
downward sharing, respectively) in AR; and contingent 
reciprocity (return-sensitive sharing) in EM (Fiske, 1992).   

While relational inferences about the specific RM at work 
in any given relation may be drawn by attending to the 
distinctive properties of each exchange pattern (e.g., whether 
sharing is reciprocated or not), two reasons make these 
diachronic properties poor candidates as relational cues, 
especially for young learners. Firstly, they require multiple 
observations, hence considerable time and computational 
resources. Secondly, and more critically, they fail to provide 
a solution to the learnability problem, as they presuppose that 
children have already figured out which relationally 
informative properties to attend to.  

A solution to this problem lies in the use of evolved priors: 
i.e., probability distributions of values set on the basis of 
evolutionarily recurrent covariations in the human social 
environment (cf. Moya, 2013). Reliance on such priors helps 
explaining how cultural novices, such as infants, can 
productively infer the type of social relations governing 
single interaction episodes.  

A burgeoning developmental literature suggests that 
infants may be able to infer the nature of ongoing relations by 
attending to specific interaction cues. In the domain of AR, 
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for instance, infants interpret dyadic interactions based on 
forceful expropriation, priority of access, and monopolization 
of rival goods as evidence of dominance relations (Mascaro 
& Csibra, 2012; Gazes, Hampton, & Lourenco, 2015).  

Building on this literature, we argue that sharing behaviors 
may similarly exhibit relationally informative cues that 
infants could capitalize on. In particular, we suggest that 
infants may be prepared to interpret giving as indicative of 
EM relations. Such a proposal obviates to the lerneability 
problem highlighted above by conferring infants the ability to 
draw relational inferences on the basis of local (i.e., 
immediately perceivable) features of a sharing episode, such 
as the way in which the transfer of possession is carried out.  

The conjectured diagnostic dependency between giving 
and EM rests on a trove of anthropological observations. 
Since Mauss (2002), acts of voluntary resource donation 
among nonkin have been traditionally linked to, and taken to 
convey, expectations of reciprocity. Critically, the obligation 
to return favors is absent from sharing practices that coexist 
alongside giving (e.g., redistribution via taking: Peterson, 
1993). Such normative expectation is so deeply entrenched in 
the act of giving that becoming the recipient of an actively 
bestowed good is sometimes deliberately averted through the 
strategic use of intermediaries, such as children (Widlok, 
2016). The psychological relevance of giving-based relations 
is also apparent in the languages of many foraging groups, 
which differentiate goods surrendered upon request from 
goods proactively delivered, the latter typically marked with 
particles denoting mutuality (Bird-David, 2015).  

Consistent with this picture, it has been proposed that the 
evolution of giving among nonkin, a human-unique feature of 
primate sharing (Jaeggi & van Schaik, 2011), enabled the 
colonization of risky foraging niches by supporting 
mechanisms of social insurance against high-variance yield 
in the form of reciprocal exchange relations (Jaeggi & 
Gurven, 2013). Corroborating this claim, recent experimental 
evidence showed that adults spontaneously use active transfer 
to catalyze reciprocal-exchange relations with other players 
in a virtual foraging game (Kaplan et al., 2018).   

 Taken together, disparate lines of evidence suggest that 
giving, at least within the domain of nonkin interaction, 
constitutes a psychologically compelling cue of relations 
governed by normative expectations conforming to the logic 
of EM.   

These observations give plausibility to our claim that 
infants may use this cue to infer relations based on EM 
principles – which, in the context of unilateral transfer events, 
take the form of reciprocal exchanges.   

Two main predictions follow from this hypothesis. Firstly, 
insofar as giving is evidence of a long-term relation, it should 
be represented in a format that supports the tracking of its 
participants through time and contexts. This minimally 
requires encoding the identity of the sharing partners and the 
action relating them. Secondly, insofar as giving is, more 
specifically, a cue of EM relations, it should prompt the 
encoding of information relevant to the coordination rule 
associated to this model. Given that departures from even 

balance represent relationally relevant features of EM 
relations, we expect information functional to the tracking of 
such departures in the representation of giving. A host of 
information aids to such goal: the direction of transfer (who 
gave to whom), the magnitude of transferred resources (how 
much was given), and their value or kind (what was given).   

In the present study we focus on the encoding of the 
direction of transfer. While a representation equipped solely 
with this type of information may not support sophisticated 
forms of mental bookkeeping, it nevertheless allows its users 
to detect changes of resource flow within the relation. Such a 
representation may constitute a precursor of the full-fledged 
monitoring of changing accounts of balance that the tracking 
of EM relations requires.   

To assess the specificity of our hypotheses, we compared 
infants’ reactions to kinematically identical giving and taking 
events. We tested 12-month-old infants, because at this age 
they have been shown to reliably distinguish between 
superficially similar giving and taking actions (Tatone, 
Geraci, & Csibra, 2015).    

To briefly preview our experimental plan, we first tested 
whether infants can re-identify the participants of a giving or 
taking interaction in a reciprocation event (Exps. 1 and 2); we 
then examined whether they represented the specific action 
relating them (Exps. 3 and 4). Subsequently, we tested 
whether infants registered the direction of transfer for either 
transferring action (Exps. 5 and 6); and lastly, we tested 
whether they transitively inferred novel relations between 
members of open triadic structures based on giving or taking 
actions (Exps. 7 and 8).   

General Procedure  
All experiments consisted of 4 familiarization trials 

followed by 2 test trials. The familiarization trials showed 
three agents in a triangle-like configuration: two at the bottom 
(B and C), and one on top (A). Each familiarization trial 
showed B and C sequentially interacting with A via GIVING 
or TAKING. Each test trial showed two of the three 
familiarized agents interacting via GIVING or TAKING.   

Stimuli and design  
The stimuli were 2D animations presented on a LCD screen 

(40-inch diagonal). The three interacting agents were a dog 
(A), a bird (B), and a cat (C), moving on a green platform. 
There were also two identical red apples, one given and one 
taken (Figure 1).  

Familiarization. There were two types of familiarization 
events: in the common-agent events (Exps. 1-2) A gave to B 
and took from C; in the common-patient events, B gave to 
A and C took from A (Exps. 3-6), or alternatively, both B and 
C gave to (Exp. 7) or took from A (Exp. 8). GIVING and 
TAKING actions were equated for duration, speed, and extent 
of motion. The identity of Givee and Takee, the order of 
giving and taking actions, and the initial location of Givee 
and Takee were fully counterbalanced across infants.  

Test events. There were two types of test events: giving and 
taking. In the GIVING test event, one of the agents pushed an 
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apple behind a screen, which slid away to reveal either of the 
other two other agents (one for each trial) as the Givee.   

In the TAKING test event, one of the agents emerged from 
behind the screen pushing an apple towards the opposite side 
of the platform, until the screen slid away to reveal either of 
the two other agents (as potential Takee).   

The test events were equated for length, speed, and extent 
of agent’s motion. The order of events was counterbalanced 
across infants. 

 

 

Coding and data analysis 
The looking-time data were coded off-line. To be included 

in the final analysis, infants had to attend to each transferring 
action for at least 50% of its overall duration in all trials. 
Looking times during test trials were measured from when 
the screen started sliding away until the infant looked away 
for more than 2 s or looked cumulatively more than 60 s. 
Despite resulting in a sizable number of excluded infants per 
experiments (6.12 on average), such stringent inclusion 
criteria were required to guarantee sufficient exposure to the 
relevant events, given the short exposure that infants received 
to the relevant interactions (4 giving vs. taking events) during 
familiarization. For similar criteria, see Tatone et al. (2015).  

Data were log-transformed before being subjected to 
conducted both Bayesian and frequentist statistical analyes. 
For the Bayesian analysis, we used the method recommended 
by Csibra et al. (2016).  

There was no effect of test trial order on infants’ looking in 
any of the experiments, and no difference in how long infants 
attended to each action during familiarization. For this 
reason, we do not report these analyses. 

Design and hypotheses for Exps. 7 and 8 were 
preregistered at the OSF [https://osf.io/psxtu].  

Experiment 1  
Exp. 1 tested whether infants inferred the presence of a 

dyadic social relation from the observation of GIVING by 
testing whether its representation allowed them to re-identify 
its participants in a reciprocation event. If so, infants should 
find reciprocal GIVING among previous sharing partners 
(Reciprocation) more compatible with the inferred relation 
than GIVING between the Givee and a previously unrelated 
agent (New Interaction).  

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(M= 366 days, 9 females). An additional 7 infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 5), technical failure (n = 
1), and experimenter error (n = 1).   

Stimuli During familiarization, infants were shown agent 
A giving to B and taking from C. At test, infants were shown 
two events involving agent B giving an apple either to A 
(Reciprocation) or to C (New Interaction).  

Results  
Infants looked longer to the New Interaction (M = 15.92, 

SD = 4.55) than to the Reciprocation event (M = 9.23, SD = 
7.83), t(15) = -2.422, p = .029, r2 = .214, with 13/16 infants 
looking in the predicted direction. The data yielded a log-BF 
(Bayes Factor) of 4.562. These results suggest that infants re-
identified the participants of the GIVING interaction (Figure 
2).   

Experiment 2  
Exp. 2 tested whether infants represented TAKING in a 

format that supported the re-identification of the sharing 
partners, in the same manner as giving.   

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(7 females; mean age: 359 days). An additional 7 infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 4), crying (n = 1), 
technical failure (n = 1), and experimenter error (n = 1).  

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Experiment 
1. At test, infants were shown agent C TAKING an apple away 
from B (Reciprocation) or from A (New Interaction). 

Results  
Infants looked longer to the New Interaction (M = 25.99, 

SD = 18.89) than to the Reciprocation event (M = 14.33, SD 
= 8.81), t(15) = -2.285, p = .037, r2 = .135. Eleven out of 16 
infants displayed this looking pattern. The data yielded a log-
BF of 4.668. An ANOVA with test type (Reciprocation vs. 
New Interaction) as within-subject factor and Experiment (1 
vs. 2) as between-subject factor revealed a main effect of 

Figure 1. Schematic visualization of the animations used 
during familiarization and test (before and after the removal 
of the screen). All experiments featured the same number and 
type of agents and objects. Black lines indicate the motion 
path of the agents at test. 
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condition, F(1, 30) = 11.074, p = .002, ηp2 = .270, but no 
interaction. These findings suggest that, just as for GIVING, 
infants successfully re-identified the agents participating in 
the TAKING interaction.    

Experiment 3  
In Exps. 1 and 2 we showed that infants encoded the 

identity of the participants for both GIVING and TAKING. 
However, this evidence does not conclusively indicate that 
infants encoded the specific types of transferring action 
involved. Instead, infants may have merely represented 
which agents approached one another. To rule out this 
possibility, in Exp. 3 we presented infants with test events 
featuring role-reversed transferring actions between 
previously related agents, which were either consistent with 
the type of transferring action previously performed or not.  

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(9 females; mean age: 361 days). An additional 6 infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 4), crying (n = 1), and 
technical failure (n = 1).  

Stimuli During familiarization, infants were shown agent 
B GIVING to A, and agent C TAKING from A. At test, infants 
were presented with two events involving agent A GIVING an 
apple either to B (Consistent Reciprocation) or to C 
(Inconsistent Reciprocation).  

 
Results  

Infants looked longer to the Inconsistent (M = 19.86, SD = 
15.28) than to the Consistent Reciprocation event (M = 11.18, 
SD = 7.05), t(15) = -2.763, p = .017, r2 = .117, with 11/16 
infants looking longer in the predicted direction. The log-BF 
was 3.666. While providing a replication of Exp. 1, these 
results also indicate that infants encoded the type of 
transferring action occurring in the GIVING interaction.  

Experiment 4  
Exp. 4 tested whether the representation of TAKING 

similarly included information about the transferring action 
adopted.     

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(9 females; mean age: 363 days). An additional 7 infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 4), crying (n = 1), 
maternal intervention (n = 1), and technical failure (n = 1).  

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Experiment 
3. At test, infants were shown two events involving agent A 
TAKING an apple either from C (Consistent Reciprocation) or 
from B (Inconsistent Reciprocation).  

Results  
Infants looked reliably longer to the Inconsistent (M = 

14.23, SD = 10.28) than to the Consistent Reciprocation 
Event (M = 8.80, SD = 6.23), t(15) = -3.170, p = .006, r2 
=.092. Fourteen out of 16 infants exhibited this looking-time 
pattern. The data yielded a log-BF of 2.917.  

To assess the consistency of these results with the findings 
from Exp. 3, an ANOVA with test trial type (Consistent vs. 
Inconsistent Reciprocation) as within-subject factor and 
Experiment (3 vs. 4) as between-subject factor revealed a 
main effect of condition, F(1, 30) = 16.407, p < .001, ηp2 = 
.354, but no interaction. These results show that, similar to 
Exp. 3, infants encoded the transferring action in the 
representation of TAKING.    

Experiment 5  
The previous experiments showed that infants’ 

representation of GIVING and TAKING similarly supported 
the re-identification of their participants (Exps. 1-4), and the 
type of transferring action relating them (Exps. 3-4). 
However, it remains unclear whether infants did detect the 
reversal of transfer direction occurring at test. The shorter 
looking at the reciprocation events at test may have simply 

Figure 2. Average looking times during the test trials in Exps. 1-8. Error bars indicate standard errors. A schematic rendition 
of the familiarization and test actions is represented above. Circled letters represent agents; black and red arrows represent 
giving and taking actions, respectively.  
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reflected the greater conceptual resemblance of these events 
to the familiarized interaction, relatively to the events these 
were contrasted with, without necessarily implying that 
infants recognized the test interactions as role-reversed.   

Exp. 5 directly tested this possibility by assessing whether 
infants would be capable of discriminating between the 
same familiarized interaction at test vs. its role-reversed 
counterpart.  

It is worth noting that information about the direction of 
transfer is not required to track and differentiate relations 
from each other. It is necessary, however, to track changes 
in resource flow within a given relation. Following our 
hypothesis that GIVING is a cue of EM relations, we 
predicted that infants would encode such information, but 
selectively in the representation of GIVING, not TAKING, 
interactions.   

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(10 females; mean age: 362 days). Six additional infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 4), crying (n = 1), and 
experimenter error (n = 1).  

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Experiment 
3.  At test, infants were shown two events involving agent B 
GIVING an apple to A (Repetition) and agent A GIVING an 
apple to B (Reciprocation).  

Results  
Infants looked reliably longer to the Reciprocation (M = 

17.63, SD = 11.89) than to the Repetition event (M = 9.73, 
SD = 9.43), t(15) = -3.689, p = .004, r2 = .119. Fifteen out of 
16 infants displayed this pattern. The data yielded a log-BF 
of 5.305. Infants detected the reversal of transfer direction at 
test, providing initial evidence that giving induced the 
encoding of bookkeeping-relevant information, consistent 
with the EM model.   

Experiment 6  
Exp. 6 tested whether the representation of TAKING 

similarly included information about the direction of transfer.   

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the experiment 

(8 females; mean age: 363 days). Four additional infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 1), crying (n = 2), and 
experimental error (n = 1).   

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Experiment 
3.  At test, infants were shown two events involving agent C 
taking an apple from A (Repetition) and agent A taking an 
apple from B (Reciprocation).  

Results  
Differently from Exp. 5, infants did not look longer to the 

Reciprocation event (M = 14.28, SD = 12.61) than to the 
Repetition event (M = 18.45, SD = 16.86), t(15) = .370, p = 
.716, r2 = .019. The data yielded a log-BF of -0.471. An 

ANOVA with test trial type (Repetition vs. Reciprocation) as 
within-subject factor and Experiment (5 vs. 6) as between-
subject factor revealed only an interaction, F(1, 30) = 5.083, 
p = .032, ηp2 = .145.  

Unlike in Exp. 5, infants showed no reaction to the 
reversal of transfer. This asymmetric pattern of results 
shows that, in spite of the structural isomorphism of the 
GIVING and TAKING representations, information suited to 
tracking changes in resource flow within the relation was 
only encoded in the former. This difference in 
representational content is consistent with our hypothesis 
that GIVING actions are specifically indicative of EM 
relations.    

Experiment 7  
The previous experiments showed that infants represented 

TAKING as a social relation to be distinguished from co-
occurring giving relations (Exps. 2 & 4), but did not encode 
information necessary to track changes of resource flow 
within the relation (Exp. 6). This type of representation, we 
argue, satisfies the requirements of a CS model. Being based 
on the principle of social equivalence, CS is characterized 
by promiscuous sharing and the absence of bookkeeping 
(Fiske, 1992). Under such model, membership (i.e., who 
belongs to the relation) is the only socially relevant feature 
of the relation, making the monitoring of its transaction 
history irrelevant.  

To explore the hypothesis that taking may be indicative of 
CS relations, we tested whether infants would represent 
structures composed of TAKING interactions as transitive. 
Transitivity is a key signature of kinship structures, which 
are prototypical instantiations of CS (Levi Martin, 2011): 
e.g., if A is a sibling of B, and B is a sibling of C, it follows 
that A is a sibling of C.   

Specifically, we exposed infants to an open triadic 
structure composed of two TAKING interactions (A–B and 
B–C), and tested whether they inferred a relation between 
the two non-interacting members (A–C). To assess the 
specificity of this prediction, we first tested whether infants 
would draw the same transitive inference from observing an 
identical social structure composed of GIVING interactions. 
Since EM is based on non-generalizable (anti-transitive) 
indebtedness obligations, we expected infants to not infer a 
novel relation for triadic structures based on GIVING.  

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the study (10 

females; mean age: 368 days). Seven additional infants were 
excluded from the analyses due to inattentiveness (n = 3), 
crying (n = 2), maternal intervention (n = 1), and reaching 
the maximum looking time on both test events (n = 1).   

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Exp. 3, 
with the only difference that both B and C gave an apple to 
A. At test, infants were shown two events involving agent B 
giving an apple to A (Repetition) and agent C giving an 
apple to B  (New Interaction). The identity of the Giver at 
test was counterbalanced across infants (B vs. C).  
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Results  
Infants looked longer to the New Interaction (M = 19.17, 

SD = 14.37) than to the Repetition event (M = 10.74, SD = 
6.65), t(15) = -2.799, p = .014, r2 = .124, with 13/16 infants 
looking in the predicted direction. The data yielded a log-BF 
of 3.024. As in Exp. 1, infants reacted to the occurrence of a 
novel interaction, suggesting that they did not transitively 
inferred a relation between the two previously non-
interacting agents.      

Experiment 8  
Exp. 8 assessed whether infants transitively inferred a 

novel relation upon observing the same triadic structure used 
in the previous experiment, this time composed of TAKING 
relations. Unlike in Exp. 7, we predicted infants here should 
interpret the novel interaction, in spite of its novelty, as 
equally compatible with the represented structure as either of 
the familiarized relations.     

Methods  
Participants Sixteen infants participated in the study (7 

females; mean age: 364 days). Five additional infants were 
excluded due to inattentiveness (n = 2), crying (n = 1), and 
technical failure (n = 2).   

Stimuli The familiarization was the same as in Exp. 3, with 
the only difference that both B and C took an apple from A. 
At test, infants were shown two events involving agent B (or 
C) taking an apple from A (Repetition) and agent B (or C) 
taking an apple from the other previous taker (New 
Interaction). The identity of the Taker at test (B or C) was 
counterbalanced across infants.   

Results 
As predicted, infants looked similarly to the New 

Interaction (M = 18.05, SD = 11.07) and to the Repetition 
event (M = 17.56, SD = 12.50), t(15) = -0.15, p = .988, r2 < 
.001. The data yielded a log-BF of -0.631. An ANOVA with 
test trial type (Repetition vs. New Interaction) as within-
subject factor and Experiment (7 vs. 8) as between-subject 
factor revealed a marginally significant interaction, F(1, 30) 
= 4.034, p = .054, ηp2 = .119, as well as a marginally 
significant main effect, F(1, 30) = 4.116, p = .051, ηp2 = .121.   

The similar looking times to the novel and familiar 
interaction suggest that infants considered both events 
compatible with the represented structure. The comparison 
with Exp. 7 suggests that infants produced transitive 
inferences about the same triadic structure only when this was 
composed of TAKING, but not GIVING, interactions. These 
results are consistent with our claim that taking is a cue of CS 
relations, adding to an emerging literature suggesting that the 
representation of CS structures, such as kinship, exhibits 
transitive properties for both infants and adults (Spokes & 
Spelke, 2017; Brashears, 2013).   

Crucially, the present null results are unlikely to reflect a 
failure to encode the identities of the agents in the 
familiarized TAKING interactions, since infants reliably 

detected changes of action or participants within these 
interactions in previous experiments (Exps. 2 & 4).  

General Discussion  
In the present study we sought to explore whether infants 

interpret sharing behaviors as relationally informative cues. 
This possibility was motivated by the proposal that humans 
may be endowed with a set of evolved priors, which 
captured evolutionarily recurrent covariation between 
sharing behaviors and corresponding relational contexts in 
the form of diagnostic dependencies. We posited a reliance 
on such priors to be especially pronounced in infants, given 
their need to discover the relational makeup of their local 
communities on the basis of sparse observations.  

On the backdrop of anthropological data suggesting a 
psychologically privileged link between acts of resource 
donation and expectations of reciprocity, we tested whether 
infants are prepared to interpret the observation of GIVING as 
evidence of an underlying relation based on the principle of 
long-term balance (EM), and rigorously assessed the 
specificity of our hypothesis by comparing the 
representation of GIVING with that of superficially similar 
TAKING events.   

Across eight looking-time experiments, we showed that 
12-month-old infants adopted different encoding strategies 
for representing GIVING and TAKING, compatibly with the 
claim that these may prime distinct RMs.  

Exps. 1-4 showed that the representation of GIVING and 
TAKING included information about the identity of the 
participating agents and of the transferring action relating 
them. In spite of such similarities, however, Exps. 5 & 6 
showed that only the representation of GIVING included 
information about the direction of transfer. Lastly, Exps. 7 
& 8 revealed further differences in the interpretation of these 
transfer events, as evinced by the infants’ selective 
propensity to transitively infer novel relations in social 
structures composed of TAKING, but not GIVING, relations.   

These commonalities and differences paint a coherent 
picture of the relational inferences afforded by different 
types of transferring behaviors in infancy. Although GIVING 
and TAKING were similarly interpreted as diagnostic of long-
term relations, these appear to be patterned onto 
qualitatively different RMs: one (EM), primed by GIVING, is 
based on the principle of even balance, which motivates the 
encoding of bookkeeping-relevant information (such as the 
direction of transfer); the other (CS), primed by TAKING, is 
based on the principle of social equivalence, which gives rise 
to transitive social structures when more than two CS 
relations are combined together. Our experiments thus 
showed that each of these models directly determines the 
informational content of the representations that infants 
adopted (Table 1).   

It is worth noting that the TAKING action, unlike acts of 
forceful expropriation that have been shown to induce the 
representation of dominance in infants (Gazes et al., 2015), 
was never resisted by the possessor. In this respect, our 
implementation of TAKING resembled the “tolerated taking” 
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characterizing the relaxed sharing of mother-infant dyads in 
several primate species (Brosnan & de Waal, 2002). The 
evidence that infants can draw different relational inferences 
from superficially similar instances of resource procurement 
(e.g., tolerated vs. forced taking) suggest that, together with 
a set of relational primitives, infants possess a differentiated 
repertoire of action concepts pertaining to sharing and 
resource control.  

 

 
 
Table 1. Relational models, their corresponding cues in the 
domain of possession-related behaviors, and formal 
properties of their associated representations. 

 
Having discussed our findings, we shall reserve a brief 

discussion about the strengths and weaknesses of our design. 
All experiments involved within-subject comparisons, 
allowing us to control for individual variance in looking 
duration. At the same time, infants’ representations of giving 
and taking were always assessed independent of each other, 
given that perceptual differences in test displays, such as the 
relative proximity of the agents at the end of the transfer, 
may have otherwise influenced infants’ looking behavior. 
Moreover, while the small sample size should caution about 
the robustness of our findings, several of our experiments (1-
2, 3-4) represented conceptual replications of the same 
effects. Relatedly, while we did report a significant drop-out 
rate (with 6.12 infants excluded per experiment on average), 
this was chiefly a consequence of the stringent inclusion 
criteria adopted (after Tatone et al., 2015), required to ensure 
that infants received enough exposure to the relevant transfer 
events, given the otherwise short familiarization phase.     

To conclude, complementing and expanding on previous 
work attesting an early-developing preparedness to infer 
social relations from episodic interactions revolving around 
resource possession (Mascaro & Csibra, 2012), the present 
contribution identifies new putative cues in the domain of 
sharing that infants may use to identify and track different 
social relationships (Table 1).  
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Investigating the role of student achievement goals in conceptual physics learning
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Abstract

Helping students develop a conceptual understanding of physics is a critical goal of physics education. To better understand
conceptual learning in physics, we investigated individual differences in students achievement goals, and their relation
to learning. Past work suggests that mastery-approach goals predict conceptual learning and transfer, whereas other
goals do not (Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2013). However, little work has tested this prediction using different types of
physics learning outcomes. In this study, students completed pre and post achievement goal surveys and received different
types of instruction, followed by an extensive learning assessment. As expected, we found that mastery-approach goals
were positively related to conceptual learning outcomes, whereas performance-approach goals were not. Unexpectedly,
performance-avoidance goals, while not related to mastery-approach goals, were also predictive of conceptual learning
under some conditions. We discuss the implications of these results for theories of motivation and learning.
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Describing and Comprehending Change in Quantitative Information
Jie Gao
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Abstract

We investigate how people understand English text that describes changes in a numeric quantity over time. We hypothesize
that people find it easier to comprehend text that specifies the starting quantity and ending quantity in chronological order,
in contrast to how some news media tend to report this type of information, stating the ending quantity first, presumably
because the ending quantity is the ”news”. Our hypothesis is that it is more difficult for readers to comprehend a sentence
presenting quantities in reverse chronological order, requiring more processing time by the reader and leading to reduced
accuracy in answering follow-up questions about the quantities. The results of an experiment supported the hypothesis.
This finding has theoretical implications for models of text comprehension, and practical implications for how to commu-
nicate technical material in newspapers, educational texts teaching or requiring the use of quantitative information, and
tests and assessments based on reading passages.
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Abstract

We examine how idiosyncrasies of specific verbs in syntac-
tic constructions affect constituent ordering preferences. Pre-
vious work on binomial expressions in English has demon-
strated that the polarization of ordering preferences for a given
binomial type depends on its overall frequency. The higher
the frequency of a binomial type, the stronger and more ex-
treme preference/regularization language users will have for
one alternative over the other (e.g. “facts and techniques” >
“techniques and facts”; “bread and butter” >>> “butter and
bread”). Here using the dative constructions in English as the
test case, we show that the same frequency-dependent regular-
ization exists in syntactic structures above the word level. The
more frequent a dative construction type is, governed by the
head verb, the stronger preference there is for one alternation
over the other. Further, we present evidence that the regulariza-
tion patterns can be accounted for via iterated learning model-
ing of language change, suggesting that frequency-dependent
regularization emerges via the interactions between language
production, language learning and cultural transmission.
Keywords: idiosyncratic preference; regularization bias; da-
tive construction; iterated learning

Introduction
When a verb can have multiple syntactic subcategorization
frames, argument structure realizations are governed by both
abstract constraints (e.g. definite noun phrases tend to ap-
pear before indefinite ones) and item-specific knowledge (e.g.
a particular verb has a bias towards different subcategoriza-
tion frames) (Goldberg, 2003, 2009). Previous research on
word order preferences has mainly examined effects of vari-
ous abstract constraints. For instance, it has been shown ex-
tensively in both corpus studies and psycholinguistic experi-
ments that syntactic structures have the tendency to shorten
overall or average dependency length (Futrell, Mahowald,
& Gibson, 2015), to prefer animate objects before inani-
mate objects (Christianson & Ferreira, 2005), or to put given
discourse elements before new ones (Prat-Sala & Branigan,
2000).

On the other hand, other studies have noted the signif-
icant role of item-specific knowledge in predicting syntac-
tic choices, reasoning that language users have idiosyncratic
preferences in word orders (Morgan & Levy, 2016a). For ex-
ample, the ordering preference for binomial expressions in
English (X and Y ) is largely affected by lexical, semantic and
phonological properties of the words in the binomials (e.g.
shorter word appears first; the final syllable of the second
word should not be stressed). These abstract factors might

predict that there is not a sharp discrepancy in the prefer-
ence strength or extremity for safe and sound compared to
that for sound and safe. Nevertheless, language users preva-
lently prefer safe and sound due to their more frequent usage
of this particular order. This makes the ordering preference
for this binomial type relatively more consistent and conven-
tionalized.

Within the context of word order preference, the consis-
tent preference for one structural variant among all syntactic
alternatives (e.g. safe and sound is regularly more preferred
to sound and safe) is known as regularization, a well-known
phenomenon in statistical learning. In the linguistic domain
in general, regularization refers to the tendency to make lan-
guage structure more systematic and fixed, which minimizes
the extent of variation in language usage. 1 Specifically in
this paper, regularization refers to the phenomenon that when
there is variation in the input, language users would preferen-
tially reproduce the most frequent alternative that they have
encountered. 2 For example, if a speaker hears the binomial
type including safe and sound and sound and safe, the former
will be more preferred in production due to its overall higher
frequency in the input. Previous experiments in language
learning and production have shown that both adults and chil-
dren tend to regularize their output given the input (Hudson
Kam & Newport, 2005), which can potentially explain why
truly unpredictable or free linguistic variation is rare.

Nevertheless, the pressure to regularize contradicts the
dominant view from research situated in rational language
processing (Levy, 2008). This line of work posits with
mounting evidence that language users are sensitive to the
probabilistic distribution of different linguistic structures.
Therefore they should perform probability matching rather
than regularization. For a given structural type, they would
reproduce all alternatives such that the ratios for these alter-
natives match their original probability in the input. For in-
stance, if a speaker has encountered safe and sound 80 times
and sound and safe 20 times (a 4:1 ratio), in their produc-
tion the ratio for these two variants will approximate 4:1 as
well. In this case, instead of minimizing variation, language

1The notion of regularization here differs from morphological
regularity which refers to certain linguistic items abiding by compo-
sitional rules when going through morphological processes.

2Similar predictions are also made by the concept of entrench-
ment in the literature of cognitive grammar (Langacker, 1987).
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users are likely to exhibit behaviors that maintain the same or
similar distributions to the given input.

Morgan and Levy (2016b) demonstrated regularization
in ordering preferences for binomial expressions in English.
They showed that the higher the overall frequency of the bi-
nomial type is, the more regularized and extreme preference
language users have for one alternative over the other (radio
and television > television and radio; salt and pepper >>>
pepper and salt). In other words, the extent of regularization
is frequency-dependent.

They further demonstrated that it is possible to account
for this frequency-dependent regularization bias with com-
putational modeling of language change. Specifically, they
adopted Iterated Learning Models (Reali & Griffiths, 2009)
which allow us to simulate how language changes over gen-
erations. Though standard Iterated Learning Models are able
to capture a general tendency for regularization, they can-
not capture the relationship between the preference extremity
and the frequency of an expression. To overcome this, Mor-
gan and Levy (2016b) incorporated a frequency-independent
regularization bias function during the data generation stage
in their models. This leads to emergence of frequency-
dependent regularization in the stationary distribution and the
models are able to predict preference extremity for binomials
as observed in corpus data.

As fruitful as previous findings are, most studies which
have demonstrated a regularization bias have focused on
learning and production of individual words or phrases (Hud-
son Kam & Newport, 2005), while explorations of regular-
ization in syntactic constructions at a higher level are lack-
ing. Thus in general, whether language users tend to per-
form probability matching or regularization when reproduc-
ing structural variants and under what context remain far from
clear.

This study makes a contribution towards this gap. Fol-
lowing Morgan and Levy (2016b), we investigate the role of
verb idiosyncrasy in constituent ordering preferences for ab-
stract syntactic constructions above the word level. Leverag-
ing large-scale corpus data, we address two questions. First,
does the same frequency-dependent regularization found at
the word level for binomials in English also operate on more
complex syntactic levels? Secondly, how does this frequency-
dependent regularization bias emerge?

In comparison to binomial expressions, the regularization
pattern in more abstract syntactic structures might be differ-
ent. The length of binomials is relatively short (in Morgan
and Levy (2016b) all expressions have a length of 3 words)
and it mostly involves orderings of two words (e.g. whether
to put safe before sound or vice versa). By contrast, larger
constituents in syntactic constructions above the word level
tend to be much longer. Thereby deciding the relative or-
der of larger constituents potentially involves more process-
ing effort in comparison to binomials, which possibly leads
to a stronger regularization bias (Ferdinand, Kirby, & Smith,
2019).

On the other hand, given that more abstract structures
possibly contain more syntactic complexity than binomials,
when ordering larger constituents, it might be the case that
there are more lexical and structural constraints at different
linguistic levels that should be taken into consideration. Ac-
cordingly, even if verbs have idiosyncratic preferences, they
may not be exerting a significant effect. In this case we might
see a weaker extent of regularization compared to that in bi-
nomials instead.

Our testbed
To address our questions, we use the dative construc-
tion (Bresnan, 2007; Bresnan & Ford, 2010; Yi, Koenig, &
Roland, 2019) in English as the testbed. We define a dative
verb as one that can appear in either the double object struc-
ture (V-NP-NP), as in (1), or the prepositional object structure
(V-NP-PP), as in (2) (it does not need to appear in both struc-
tures). In this way different dative types are distinguished
based on their head verbs.

(1) I sent [NP the reviewers ] [NP the paper ].

(2) I gave [NP the comments ] [PP to the authors ].

It is entirely true that not every verb identified by our cri-
teria would traditionally be considered a dative verb. It is
also possible that if a verb appears in the double object struc-
ture, its prepositional object alternative might not be con-
sidered grammatical under certain circumstances, and vice
versa. Nevertheless, the motivations for our decisions are
threefold. First, there is no definitive and concrete criteria
to judge whether a verb is a dative verb or not. The seminal
work of Levin (1993) offers a list of dative verbs in English,
where verbs that can appear in only one structural alternation
were also mentioned.

Secondly, as we are taking a data-driven approach from
a usage-based perspective (Bybee, 1985; Cameron-Faulkner,
Lieven, & Tomasello, 2003; Dabrowska, 2008; Ellis, 2002),
we let corpus observations decide the syntactic properties of
a verb. For instance, we regard a verb as ditransitive if it
appears in a ditransitive/double object construction, even it
might not have been previously considered as a representative
case in the literature.

Thirdly, here we focus on the idea that if a verb appears
in a double object structure, it has the potential to appear
in a prepositional object order, even it might be considered
ungrammatical under certain contexts. Similarly, if a verb
appears in a prepositional object structure, we consider it
as also having the potential to occur in a double object or-
der, regardless of whether it is always deemed grammatical.
The main reason is that the notion of grammaticality varies
among different language users under different conditions.
One crucial point noted in previous experiments (Bresnan,
Cueni, Nikitina, & Baayen, 2007) is that not every alterna-
tion headed by a verb has to have a grammatical alternative,
because whether there is a grammatical syntactic alternation
is constrained by abstract factors such as dependency length
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and pronominality. To illustrate this, let us consider the fol-
lowing examples. The verb give is perhaps one of the most
typical dative verb, yet many consider (4) as ungrammatical
because Budapest is not an animate object, and accordingly it
can not serve as the recipient of the action.

(3) She gave the draft to him.

(4) She gave the draft to Budapest.

Nevertheless, the grammaticality of (4) might be regarded dif-
ferently in a particular context. The sentence can be perfectly
fine if it is used as a metonym (e.g. referring to the publisher
office located in Budapest) (Hovav & Levin, 2008).

With the dative construction, we explore whether there is a
relationship between regularization/preference extremity and
the overall frequency of each dative type. We further investi-
gate the origin of the regularization bias with computational
modeling of language change, exploring in particular whether
Iterated Learning Models can predict frequency-dependent
regularization.

Existence of frequency-dependent
regularization

Overall construction frequency
For estimates of the overall frequency for each dative con-
struction type, we used raw data in English from the CoNLL
2017 Shared Task (Ginter, Hajič, Luotolahti, Straka, & Ze-
man, 2017) on multilingual parsing, which has a total of
around 9 billion tokens. This corpus consists of web page
data from both Common Crawl and Wikipedia and is auto-
matically parsed with UDPipe (Straka & Straková, 2017).
Within this corpus, each token is represented in an individ-
ual line with its morphosyntactic information encoded, in-
cluding parts-of-speech tags and syntactic dependency rela-
tions. For double object structures, we extracted sentences in
which the head verb takes one direct object and one indirect
object. For prepositional object structures, we extracted sen-
tences in which the head verb takes one direct object and one
PP oblique with the functional head to that follows the direct
object.

In all these cases, the head verbs are restricted to only lex-
ical verbs (not including auxiliaries). We treated each verb
as a dative type, then calculated the overall frequency of each
type. Dative types with a frequency lower than 1000 in total
were removed to ensure that we have enough data to reliably
estimate the frequency of different alternations. After pre-
processing, our dataset contains 733 unique dative types (733
unique head verbs) with a total of 13 million dative instances.
Among these, 4 million appear in the double object structure
while 9 million appear in the prepositional object structure.

Preference extremity
Our goal is to estimate the role of verb idiosyncrasy in pref-
erence extremity for each dative construction type. Here the

preference extremity should be approximated as the probabil-
ity for the more preferred structure between the two alterna-
tions within each construction type. Since argument structure
realizations for specific instances of the dative constructions
are constrained by abstract factors (e.g. phrasal length), we
have to exclude the effects of these factors in order to more
accurately quantify the influence of verb idiosyncrasy.

To do this, we first fit a mixed-effect logistic regression
model to predict the prepositional object order in our dataset
following Bresnan et al. (2007). We included verb as a ran-
dom effect and included fixed effects for three automatically
measurable factors: definiteness, pronominality and phrasal
length. Under an ideal circumstance, the model would con-
tain other factors that have been tested in previous dative al-
ternation studies such as animacy and the semantic class of
the head verb. However, those factors require manual coding,
which is not realistic given our settings.

Since we are interested in how specific verbs affect order-
ing preference extremity, we estimated verb bias (Stallings,
MacDonald, & O’Seaghdha, 1998; Wasow & Arnold, 2003)
for each verb as the probability of a sentence being realized
as the prepositional object structure based on just the random
effect of the verb (eliminating the contributions from the fixed
effects). Specifically, let V be the random effect intercept of a
particular verb derived from the regression model, the proba-
bility of this verb being realized in the V-NP-PP structure is
then calculated as follows.

1
1+ exp(−1∗V )

(1)

Given each dative type, a probability value larger than 0.50
indicates that the prepositional object structure is preferred
over the double object order, and the preference extremity is
the same as the probability value. When the probability is
lower than 0.50, this indicates a stronger preference for the
double object order, and the preference extremity is computed
as the absolute difference between this probability value and
1.

After collecting both the overall frequency and preference
extremity of each dative type, we fit a linear regression with
the former being the predictor and the latter being the out-
come variable in order to evaluate the significance of overall
frequency.

Results

As presented in Figure 1, frequency-dependent regularization
does exist in the dative constructions (β = 0.04, p < 0.01).
The higher the overall frequency of the dative type is (denoted
by the head verb), the stronger the preference extremity is for
one alternation over the other. Among the most extreme cases
are the typical dative verbs such as give, bring, send, which
all favor double object order as predicted by the logistic re-
gression model.
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Figure 1: Plot of preference extremity against log10 overall
construction frequency for 733 dative construction types.
Overall frequency is estimated from corpus data for English
from Ginter et al. (2017).

Accounting for frequency-dependent
regularization

Now that we have seen that frequency-dependent regular-
ization exists in the dative construction, we turn to the sec-
ond question raised at the beginning: how does frequency-
dependent regularization occur in the first place? To ad-
dress this, we borrow Iterated Learning Models (hereafter
ILM), which are computational models that simulate lan-
guage change. We first introduce standard 2-alternative
ILMs. Since standard ILMs do not encode the relationship
between regularization and overall frequency, we also intro-
duce the augmented ILMs from Morgan and Levy (2016b).
Their models were able to predict frequency-dependent reg-
ularization via applying a regularization function during the
data generation stage. Our models follow Morgan and Levy
(2016b). We describe the simulation procedures of our mod-
els for the corpus data and show that they successfully predict
frequency-dependent regularization in the dative construc-
tion.

Standard ILMs
Iterated learning has gained wide popularity over recent years
as an approach to study how language evolves through cul-
tural transmission. The crucial insight of this methodology
is that language structures are transmitted culturally via lan-
guage users learning those structures from others’ usage pat-
terns of the same structures. Meanwhile during each stage
of transmission and learning, language learners can impose
their own biases on the usage of the structures as well, which
in turn shapes language structures.

ILMs computationally simulate this learning process,
where the output of the previous learner is fed as the input
to the next learner and this process proceeds in an iterative
fashion. If the tendency to regularize emerges from repro-
duction of structural alternatives based on the input, which
is also a process that continues iteratively, ILMs serve as an
ideal tool to account for regularization.

For each dative construction type, the basic idea for the

learning process is as follows. Imagine a learner hears all N
instances of a dative type as the input, with there being x in
the prepositional object order, and N− x in the double object
order. The learner infers a hypothesis θ1 of the probability
that the dative type appears as a prepositional object structure
based on the input, then produces new data. The next learner
repeats the same procedures.

The prior probability of the dative type being in the prepo-
sitional object order (the probability of θ1) is expressed as
drawn from the beta distribution (B) with two parameters: µ
and ν. The former defines the mean of the distribution while
the latter determines the width or the concentration of the dis-
tribution.

P(θ1) =
θ

µν−1
1 (1−θ1)

(1−µ)ν−1

B(µν,(1−µ)ν)
(2)

As for interpretation, µ represents the ordering preference for
a given dative construction type. The learners in all genera-
tions are set to have the same µ in the learning process of each
dative type. As we assume learners have no innate knowledge
of which structure will be more preferred and what their rel-
ative probabilities should be, we assign µ with a value of 0.5.
This means that the learner believes the two alternative struc-
tures have equal probability of occurrence.

On the other hand, ν reflects the confidence in the prior
probability, with a higher value representing the learner is
fairly confident about their prior knowledge, and a lower
value representing vice versa. Different from µ, ν is a free
parameter. When µ is 0.5, as shown in Figure 2, a higher
value of ν indicates that the prior probability distribution cen-
ters around 0.5. This means that most of the time the learner
believes the prepositional object structure and the double ob-
ject structure will appear for roughly equal proportions of
times, which corresponds to more structural variation. A
lower value of ν denotes that the prior probability distribu-
tion is more scattered. This means that most of the time the
learner believes within each dative type, one alternation is
more preferred than the other, which leads to more regular-
ization.

Figure 2: Plot of prior probability distribution when µ is 0.50
with different ν values: ν = 2 (black, which is the uniform
distribution); ν = 10 (blue); ν = 20 (green); ν = 40 (purple).
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Given a learner’s hypothesis θ1, new data is generated fol-
lowing the binomial distribution.

P(x|θ1) =

(
N
x

)
θ

x
1(1−θ1)

N−x1 (3)

The next learner applies Bayes rule to calculate a posterior
distribution over all hypotheses of the dative type being real-
ized as the prepositional object order. Since the Beta distri-
bution is the conjugate prior of the binomial distribution, the
posterior also follows a Beta distribution. The learner then
samples a hypothesis θ1 from this posterior distribution and
continues to generate data.

ILMs from Morgan and Levy (2016b)
Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, standard ILMs do
not predict frequency-dependent regularization. To solve
this, Morgan and Levy (2016b) augmented standard ILMs at
the stage of data generation. Within each generation of an
augmented model, the learner applies a regularization func-
tion with a free bias parameter R to update θ1 and form a new
hypothesis θ′1. The regularization function itself is frequency-
independent, in the sense that the value for R holds in each
stage for all dative types. A higher value of R corresponds to
more pressure to regularize. The model then generates data
based on θ′1.

θ
′
1 =

θR
1

θR
1 +(1−θ1)R (4)

Simulating corpus data
To predict the frequency-dependent regularization ob-
served in our corpus data of the dative construction, we
followed Morgan and Levy (2016b) and introduced a
frequency-independent regularization function with a free
parameter R at each data generation stage. In the simulation
process, we set N of each dative construction type to be an
approximate for the number of times a college student who is
a native speaker of English has been exposed to that particular
dative type. The estimate for the lifetime linguistic exposure
of a college-age native English speaker is around 300 million
words in total (Levy, Fedorenko, Breen, & Gibson, 2012).
For each dative type, we ran 50 chains of learners for 1500
generations. This is not to suggest that realistically the
process of language learning and production has continued
for 1500 generations, but rather in order for the model’s
learning process to reach the stationary distribution. Within
each chain, θ1 is initialized as 0.50. For hypothesis updating,
we experimented with a series of different values for the
two free parameters ν and R (ν = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8}; R =
{1,1.1,1.3,1.5,1.8,2,2.1,2.3,2.5,2.8,3,3.1,3.3,3.5,3.8,4}),
resulting in a total of 112 models. We collected θ′1 from the
final generation of each chain. A θ′1 value higher than 0.50
indicates a preference for the prepositional object structure
over the double object structure, and the predicted preference
extremity by the model is the same as θ′1. If θ′1 is smaller than
0.50, the double object structure is the more preferred order

between the two alternatives and the predicted preference
strength is measured as 1 - θ′1.

Results
If ILMs are able to account for regularization, as the over-
all frequency of the construction type increases, the value
for predicted preference extremity should increase as well.
Results from Figure 3 corroborate our findings in Figure 1,
showing that we can predict frequency-dependent regulariza-
tion in the dative construction with combinations of appropri-
ate values for ν and R, though to different extents (Table 1).

We see the most comparable patterns to that in Figure 1
when ν equals 2. This lends support to our motivation of ini-
tializing the prior probability as 0.50, since a Beta distribution
with µ of 0.50 and ν of 2 is the uniform distribution, which
means that our prior is truly uninformative, i.e. learners have
no innate knowledge of which structure is more preferred.
When R value is held constant, the pressure to regularize is
weaker as ν increases.

Our observations here differ from Morgan and Levy
(2016b) in one aspect. They demonstrated that regularization
in binomial expressions in English already emerges in their
models when R is as low as 1.1, yet with much larger values
for ν (ν = {10,15,20}). Recall that a lower value for R as
well as a higher value for ν both correspond to a weaker reg-
ularization bias. This means that the extent of regularization
is stronger in the dative construction than that in binomials.
We return to this point in the Discussion section.

Table 1: Linear regression (predicting preference extremity
as a function of overall frequency) results for subgraphs in
Figure 3.

ν = 2 ν = 4
R = 1 (β = 0.00, p = 0.11) (β = 0.00, p = 0.60)
R = 2 (β = 0.01, p < 0.01) (β = 0.01, p < 0.01)
R = 3 (β = 0.02, p < 0.01) (β = 0.02, p < 0.01)
R = 4 (β = 0.03, p < 0.01) (β = 0.02, p < 0.01)

Discussion
Using the dative construction in English as the test case,
we have demonstrated frequency-dependent regularization in
constituent ordering preferences in abstract syntactic con-
structions above the word level. The more frequent the
construction type is, governed by the head verb, the more
polarized preference language users have for one syntac-
tic variant over the other. In addition, the second ques-
tion we have addressed is regarding the origin of frequency-
dependent regularization. Recall that while standard ILM is
not able to account for frequency-dependent regularization,
the results have shown that when combined with a frequency-
independent regularization bias, the augmented model is able
to predict the observed regularization patterns in the dative
constructions. This indicates that just language processing
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3: Selected plots of predicted extremity values from ILM with different values of R when: ν = 2 ((a)); ν = 4 ((b)).

alone is not enough to yield frequency-dependent regulariza-
tion, but rather this pattern arises from the continuous inter-
actions between language production as well as the process
of cultural transmission and language learning.

Contrary to our study, previous experiments on verb id-
iosyncrasy have mainly focused on comprehension tasks
rather than the production (Garnsey, Pearlmutter, Myers,
& Lotocky, 1997; MacDonald, 1994). They have demon-
strated that comprehenders perform probability matching and
that the probabilistic information of verb subcategorization
frames is able to predict processing behaviors. For example,
the verb suggest has a stronger preference for taking a senten-
tial complement (e.g. We suggest that it is time to investigate
verb bias.), rather than having a direct object (e.g. The re-
viewers suggest more examples.). Accordingly, a sentence
where suggest is followed by a sentential complement is pro-
portionally easier to process compared to one where suggest
takes a direct object.

Overall, all these findings indicate that a cohesive and com-
plete account for language structures and processing patterns
should incorporate item-specific knowledge along with ab-
stract factors. Indeed, Morgan and Levy (2015) have pre-
sented that the model which has the best performance in pre-
dicting the distribution of preference polarization for bino-
mial expressions in English is the one that takes into ac-
count both abstract constraints as well as the overall fre-
quency of the binomial types. Results from comprehension
tasks in Morgan and Levy (2016a) also showed that online
processing patterns of highly frequent binomials are directly
shaped by their frequency.

One remaining question is why there is a stronger regular-
ization bias in the dative construction compared to binomials.

Previous work has shown that the extent of regularization de-
pends on cognitive load (Ferdinand et al., 2019). Learners
tend to regularize more when the cognitive load needed by
the specific learning tasks is high. Comparing binomials and
the dative constructions, the two have different levels of syn-
tactic complexity. The ordering of a binomial expression only
involves the two content words within the binomial. For in-
stance, with safe and sound, a language user mainly needs to
figure out whether to put safe or sound first. This is relatively
much easier than the argument realization of a dative con-
struction, where a language user has to decide whether to use
a V-NP-PP order, or a V-NP-NP order, both of which have
many more words and more nested hierarchical structures.
Since the dative construction is structurally more complex, its
ordering might involve more cognitive load than ordering the
two content words in a binomial, which results in language
users having more regularized ordering preferences.

Further experiments on idiosyncrasy in other types of syn-
tactic alternations such as adjective ordering or adverb place-
ment, especially in a crosslinguistic context, would provide
valuable insights into the existence and extent of regulariza-
tion. Methodologically, the ILM that we have adopted here
assumes that one learner only takes the input of one other
learner, whereas in reality language users learn from multiple
sources at the same time. Smith et al. (2017) successfully ap-
proximated the learning process via letting the learner takes
input from more than one speaker within each generation. Fu-
ture work should explore how different model types compare
in their explanatory power of regularization.
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Abstract 

In two studies we investigated the effect of resumption practice 
following an interruption at the same step in a Computerized 
Physician Order Entry system (CPOE). The results of both studies 
showed that error rate decreased with increasing amounts of 
resumption practice. One reason people may have resumed more 
accurately following an interruption is improvement in a general 
resumption process. If true, we would expect that participants 
could be interrupted at any step in a task and show improved 
resumption with increased practice. Instead, our results suggest 
that repeatedly resuming from the same step likely produces 
associative priming between a specific task, interruption, and 
step. The associative priming allowed participants to resume 
more successfully with additional interruption practice, but only 
for that task-interruption-step triplet. 

Keywords: interruption, skill acquisition, practice, errors, 
memory for goals 

Introduction 

In complex environments such as emergency rooms and 

critical care units, medical professionals are interrupted 

nearly ten times an hour (Chisholm et al., 2001). These 

interruptions have particularly unsettling effects to patient 

outcomes and are difficult to remove from the environment. 

Although interruptions have been studied across multiple 

measures, especially error rates and resumption time, few 

methods exist to make interruptions less disruptive (Edwards 

& Gronlund, 1998; Cutrell et al., 2001; Eyrolle & Cellier, 

2000; González & Mark, 2004; Hodgetts & Jones, 2006; 

Monk, 2004; Ratwani et al., 2008; Trafton et al., 2003). One 

consideration for reducing the negative effects of 

interruptions has been practice of the task. For example, 

Trafton et al. (2003) and Cades et al., (2006) showed an 

improvement in the ability to resume a task following 

repeated exposure to interruptions. 

To determine if improvement on task resumption is due to 

practice on the primary or secondary task, Cades et al. (2011) 

used a clever paradigm which combined two interruption 

types with one primary task. Some participants had one or 

both interruption types presented during the primary task 

across multiple sessions. The results of their study suggest 

that participants showed improvement on resuming the 

primary task only when they received practice with the same 

interruption type across each session. Interestingly, there was 

almost no benefit in mitigating the disruptiveness of 

interruptions with practicing the primary task alone or 

switching to another interruption type.  

The findings from Cades et al. (2011) suggests that people 

can improve their ability to resume after an interruption. 

However, the benefit of practice only extends to the 

resumption of a specific task and interruption pair. When the 

interruption was switched to an interruption with less or no 

practice, no improvement was present. Cades et al. (2011) 

explained the improvement in task resumption following an 

interruption as the result of the interruption task priming the 

primary task. Presumably, when a new interruption type is 

introduced, the new interruption provides little to no priming 

to the primary task. 

Memory for Goals (MFG: Altmann & Trafton, 2002), has 

had great success in explaining why interruptions are so 

disruptive (Bailey & Konstan, 2006; Ratwani et al., 2008) 

and why practice improves performance after an interruption 

for specific task-interruption pairs. MFG is an activation-

based model built in the ACT-R cognitive architecture. 

Activation is instantiated in ACT-R (Anderson, 2007) as the 

probability that a step in memory will be retrieved.  

According to MFG, activation in procedural tasks is 

determined by the strengthening and priming constraints. The 

strengthening constraint considers how often a goal has been 

retrieved in the past and the recency of retrieval. As a result, 

goals that have been retrieved more often will have greater 

activation than goals that have been retrieved less often. 

Additionally, goals that have been retrieved in the recent past 

will have more activation than goals retrieved in the distant 

past.  

The priming constraint suggests that activation for a goal 

can also increase with environmental cues. For example, an 

interrupted goal, such as putting cream in coffee, can be cued 

to resume by seeing that the coffee is still dark in color. One 

major prediction of the priming constraint is the creation of 

associative links between goals in a task. The role of an 

associative link is to prime all future goals of the task 

(Altmann & Trafton, 2007, 2015).  

MFG predicts that strengthening, priming, and the natural 

decay of activation over time is responsible for cognitive 

control over the current goal of a task. Using the task of 

making coffee as an example, the act of pouring coffee into a 

cup would prime the goal to put in sugar. Sugar would receive 
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the maximum amount of priming if it were always preceded 

by pouring coffee. In a procedural task, interruptions have the 

effect of reducing activation by preventing people from 

rehearsing steps of the task they have already completed 

successfully. Furthermore, interruptions also allow 

cumulative priming to future steps of the task from 

associative links to dissipate. In both cases, a reduction in 

activation for the correct step of the task increases the chance 

that people will retrieve the wrong step and make an error.  

MFG predicts that a specificity in priming following a 

task/interruption pair is related to the associative links 

established in procedural tasks. Following practice with 

interruptions, improvement in resumption of the primary task 

could occur in multiple ways. One possibility is that general 

resumption practice with the same interruption type at any 

point in the task is important (Cades et al., 2011, 2006; 

Trafton et al., 2003). A second (and much less convenient) 

possibility is that improvements in resumption are much 

more specific and that the result of improvements in 

resumption only extend to resumption of a primary task, 

following a specific interruption, for a particular step in the 

primary task.  

Current theories of skill transfer in ACT-R suggest that a 

task-interruption-step triplet is the likely source of 

improvement in interruption practice paradigms (Singley & 

Anderson, 1989). According to ACT-R if goals are repeatedly 

performed together, they are grouped into one procedure. 

Transfer between tasks would be strongest when the goals of 

one practiced part of the task are identical to the goals 

following an interruption. 

One popular method to measure the effects of practicing 

interruptions has been to examine resumption lag. 

Resumption lag is the amount of time it takes to resume a task 

after an interruption (Altmann & Trafton, 2004; Cades et al., 

2011, 2006; Monk, 2004; Trafton et al., 2003, 2005). While 

time effects (Gray & Boehm-Davis, 2000) are important, 

errors typically have a more meaningful impact in real-world 

settings. However, the degree of environmental cues used in 

applied settings make errors relatively rare. Because errors 

are rare, investigating if accuracy also responds to practice 

with a task/interruption pair in the same way as Cades et al. 

(2011) can be challenging. 

In this study we investigated if errors in procedural tasks 

also respond to practice with interruptions. To help generate 

more errors for study, we focused on the post-completion step 

(PCS) of a procedural task, which can be especially error 

prone (Ratwani et al., 2008). A post-completion step occurs 

when there is an extra step after the goal of a task has been 

completed. An error at the post-completion step is called a 

post-completion error (PCE). A common example of a PCE 

is failing to take back a bank card after receiving money from 

an ATM (Byrne & Bovair, 1997).  

While forgetting an ATM card can be a nuisance, the 

medical field has demonstrated many cases in which errors at 

the post-completion step can have dangerous outcomes. 

Electronic health record systems (EHRs) and computerized 

physician order entry systems (CPOEs) have been 

implemented to reduce many errors related to poor-

handwriting and dosage miscalculations (Koppel et al., 

2005). However, these systems have created new situations 

in which errors occur. Sometimes the user can forget to close 

the record of a patient or switch the record to a new patient 

after ordering medications, tests, or writing in charts. The 

post-completion step of closing one order before opening a 

new one has led to serious errors where medical information 

or medications are switched between patients (Ash et al., 

2004; Hettinger & Fairbanks, 2012; Kim et al., 2006). These 

errors have resulted in severe harm. 

Can resumption practice reduce the rate of PCEs following 

an interruption? MFG suggests that increased practice in 

resuming the primary task from a task/interruption pair will 

lead to the formation of associative links between an 

interruption and the primary task. MFG would also predict 

that associative links should form for a specific task-

interruption-step triplet. Specifically, there is a greater 

benefit to practicing with interruptions when resumption 

occurs on the same step versus practice with interruptions 

throughout the task. Priming should be passed from the 

interruption to the correct step of the primary task when the 

same step is resumed on multiple occasions. This should 

result in greater performance only after practicing resumption 

of a specific step—despite the number of interruptions 

practiced at other places in the primary task. 

 

Experiment 1 

 

Method 

Participants 

Undergraduate students who were enrolled in at least one 

psychology course at George Mason University gave 

informed consent and participated for partial course credit. 

Fifty-seven participants completed Experiment 1. 

Task 

Primary Task Participants were presented with a simulated 

computerized physician order entry (CPOE) system based on 

CPOEs used in medical offices to help practitioners fill out 

patient orders and history (Figure 1). Participants were asked 

to complete CPOE orders. To complete an order, participants 

would fill in the sections of a CPOE form using information 

provided on the monitor. The information needed to complete 

the order was always on the monitor when the CPOE window 

was active. Orders were randomly given a status of Urgent, 

Priority, and Normal. Sets of orders were presented three at a 

time on the top right of the monitor. 

Starting the task required the participant to choose the 

order with the most urgent status located on the right of the 

screen. If two items had the same urgency, participants were 

told that they could choose either order first. A single mouse 

click activated the order and revealed information that 

provided all the necessary information to complete the task. 

Relevant patient information including the name and order 
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type was located at the top of the monitor. Each patient had 

four order types that participants could select. On the CPOE 

system this was represented as tabs named Patient Factors, 

Labs, Medication, and History. Only the first three tabs were 

used in this experiment. Participants used this information to 

first select the patient name on the top of the screen and then 

the order type. Accuracy was enforced by not allowing the 

participant to continue until both the name and type matched 

the active order. The system would notify the user with a beep 

when an incorrect entry or section of the CPOE was selected. 

Participants were instructed to use the information on the 

monitor to fill out the sections of the CPOE form left to right 

and top down. The system enforced completeness but not 

correctness for this portion of the task. Once a CPOE order 

was complete, participants were instructed to click the “Send 

Email to Doctor” button to notify the attending doctor that 

the order was submitted. Instructions were to click this button 

only once to reduce the likelihood of confusing the doctor 

with identical or near-identical orders. After this button was 

pressed, a dialog box appeared with the words “Email Sent.” 

Participants accepted this message by clicking “OK” on the 

screen. 

The final step of the task was to click “Close Record” 

which would allow the participant to select the next order. 

Clicking on this button is the post-completion step. Because 

our focus is on the PCE, our analysis is on the actions 

following the post-completion step. 

 
Figure 1. CPOE system main task 

Secondary Task Participants were also asked to complete a 

secondary interruption task. We chose subtraction problems 

because the process of solving a math problem reduces the 

likelihood participants can simultaneously rehearse the last 

step of the primary task. Certain buttons or sections of the 

CPOE task would trigger an interruption. The buttons or 

sections of the CPOE form that would trigger an interruption 

were chosen randomly for each participant. Furthermore, 

interruptions occluded the entirety of the main task, reducing 

environmental cues that could be used to easily resume the 

primary task. Two-digit subtraction problems appeared with 

four answers in the center of the screen for 15s (Figure 2). 

Participants were instructed to complete the problems as 

quickly and as accurately as possible. If the participant chose 

the incorrect answer, the system would beep, and the selected 

choice would turn red. Once 15 seconds has passed, the 

secondary task would immediately be replaced with the 

primary task. 

 
Figure 2. CPOE math interruption. 

Design 

Participants were assigned to one of three conditions in a 3 

(between: interruption practice) x 2 (within: interruption/no 

interruption control) design. Each condition consisted of 6, 

12, or 18 interruptions throughout the task. Only one 

interruption appeared on any given CPOE form. The CPOE 

sections and buttons that triggered the interrupting task were 

equally split between post-completion and non-post-

completion widgets. Therefore, three, six, or nine of the 

CPOE forms were interrupted at the post-completion step. 

The remaining interruptions were randomly located at non-

PCS widgets to decrease the likelihood that participants 

would prepare for an interruption at the PCS. 
Out of 24 CPOE orders that were completed throughout the 

task, participants had both interruption and non-interruption 

orders for a within-participants design. Filling in all the 

information and clicking “Close Record” was recorded as 

completing an order. 

Procedure 

Each participant filled out an approved IRB consent form. 

Demographic information was taken before each participant 

was trained in the task. Participants were seated 

approximately 47 cm from the computer monitor. Directions 

were initially given using a series of screenshots of the CPOE 

system and the math interruption. Afterwards, three practice 

orders were presented to the participants to provide the 

opportunity to ask questions about how the system operates. 

Participants were asked to complete the orders as quickly and 

accurately as possible. The experiments were completed 
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without the experimenter being present in the room. All 

participants were debriefed and dismissed upon completion. 

Measures 

Accuracy at each section of the CPOE form was collected for 

all participants. An error at the post-completion step was 

defined as selecting any other widget other than the “Close 

Record” button on the CPOE interface. Errors were 

calculated as a percentage of incorrect selections over the 

opportunity to correctly complete the post-completion step 

between interrupted and uninterrupted control trials. 

 

Results 

Error Rates 

Fifty-seven participants in Experiment 1 made a total of 105 

errors at the post-completion step. The proportion of errors 

were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA using the 

number of interruptions at the PCS as a covariate. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of the number of 

interruptions at the PCS. There was a main effect of 

interruption such that the error rate was significantly higher 

at the PCS after an interruption (Interrupted: M = 31.23%; 

Control: M = 1.20%), F(1, 55) = 82.76, MSE = 25693.00, p < 

.05, η2 = .39. The low error-rate for control trials suggests 

that the task was well-learned. There was also a main effect 

of the number of interruptions at the PCS, F(1,55) = 10.09, 

MSE = 3123.40, p < .05, η2 = .05. A significant interaction 

between interrupted trials and the number of interruptions at 

the PCS suggests that error rates at the PCS without 

interruptions did not respond in the same way to an increase 

in interruptions, F(1, 55) = 10.82, MSE = 3359.00, p < .05, 

η2 = .05. 

A polynomial contrast was performed to determine if the 

error rates changed reliably across increasing numbers of 

interruptions for the interruption condition. A significant 

linear contrast suggests that error rates decreased with an 

increase in practice resuming at the PCS, t(2,54) = -3.21, p < 

.05. 

 
Figure 3. Error results for Experiment 1 including 95% CI. 

Experiment 2 

In Experiment 1, errors decreased linearly with additional 

resumption practice at the PCS. One possibility is that errors 

decreased with additional practice because participants had 

more practice with interruptions on the task overall. To 

investigate whether a general increase in resumption practice 

is the cause of a decrease in errors in Experiment 1, we ran a 

second experiment which kept the total number of 

interruptions equal across conditions and varied the 

proportion of interruptions at the PCS. 

Method 

Participants 

Undergraduate students who were enrolled in at least one 

psychology course at George Mason University gave 

informed consent and participated for partial course credit. 

Forty-six participants completed Experiment 2. Data from 

Experiment 2 was collected after Experiment 1 during the 

same semester. Participants from Experiment 2 were not a 

part of the sample for Experiment 1. 

Tasks 

The primary task and secondary task for Experiment 2 

followed the same protocol as Experiment 1. 

Design 

Each participant received interrupted and uninterrupted 

opportunities to complete the task. The two main differences 

in Experiment 2 were the total number of interruptions and 

proportion of interruptions at the PCS. For Experiment 2, 

participants had a total of 18 interruptions meaning that the 

total practice resuming from an interruption across the task 

was equal for each condition. Participants were given either 

3, 6, or 9 interruptions at the PCS with all other interruptions 

spread randomly throughout the rest of the task.  

Procedure The procedure was the same as Experiment 1. 

Measures All measures were the same as in Experiment 1. 

 

Results 

Error Rates 

Forty-six participants in Experiment 2 made a total of 74 

errors at the post-completion step. The proportion of errors 

were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA using the 

number of interruptions at the PCS as a covariate. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of the number of 

interruptions at the PCS. There was a main effect of 

interruption such that the error rate was significantly higher 

at the PCS after an interruption (Interrupted: M = 27.62%; 

Control: M = 1.11%), F(1, 44) = 57.75, MSE = 16170.00, p < 

.05, η2 = .37. The low error-rate for control trials again 

suggests that the task was well-learned. Like Experiment 1 
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there was a main effect of the number of interruptions at the 

PCS, F(1,44) = 4.61, MSE = 1333.60, p < .05, η2 = .03. A 

significant interaction between interrupted trials and number 

of interruptions at the PCS suggests that error rates at the PCS 

without interruptions did not respond in the same way to an 

increase in interruptions, F(1, 44) = 5.15, MSE = 1441.00, p 

< .05, η2 = .03. 

A polynomial contrast was performed to determine if the 

error rates changed reliably across increasing number of 

interruptions for the interruption condition. A significant 

linear contrast suggested that error rates decreased with an 

increase in practice resuming at the PCS, t(2,43) = -2.21, p < 

.05. 

 
Figure 4 Error results for Experiment 2 including 95% CI. 

Discussion 

Experiments 1 and 2 investigated the role of resumption 

practice in mitigating interruptions. Unsurprisingly, 

participants were more error-prone in both experiments when 

resuming the post-completion step following an interruption.  

The first study considered if increasing resumption practice 

at the post-completion step reduced error rates. When not 

interrupted, participant’s error rates were low suggesting a 

well-learned procedure. Participant’s had 3, 6, or 9 

interruptions at the PCS and an equal number of interruptions 

at other places in the task.  

A significant linear contrast for error rates suggests that as 

participants increased the amount of practice they had 

resuming from interruptions, their error rate decreased at the 

post-completion step. However, it was not clear if the 

decrease in error rates at the PCS were due to specific practice 

at the PCS or the increase in practice with interruptions across 

the task overall. To determine if the decrease in error rates 

was due to some benefit in resuming at the PCS or general 

resumption practice, a follow-up study kept the number of 

interruptions equal across all three conditions. Participants 

had 18 interruptions across the task with 3, 6, or 9 of the 18 

interruptions just following a post-completion step. Again, a 

low error rate suggested a well-learned procedure. 

A significant linear contrast showed that as participants 

increased the amount of practice resuming at the PCS, error 

rates decreased. 

Theoretical Implications 

Cades et al. (2011) demonstrated a decrease in resumption lag 

when participants practiced resuming from a task-

interruption pair. Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 extend their 

original findings to errors. 

More importantly, the increase in performance after an 

interruption seems not to come from learning to resume at 

any place in the task. Practice benefits the participant the 

most when resuming at a specific step in the task. Taken 

together with Cades et al. (2011), performance increases are 

found when resumption is practiced with the same task-

interruption pair at the same step. 

One explanation for why we found improvement in 

performance for a task-interruption-step triplet comes from 

ACT-R: resumption of the primary task at the same place after 

a math problem may have formed a new procedure. 

Resuming the PCS after a math problem became a routine 

part of the CPOE task. Another explanation comes from 

MFG: persistent practice with the task-interruption-step 

triplet forms associative links for completing the task 

correctly. According to the priming constraint of MFG, 

associative links formed by error-free practice would prime 

the next correct step in the task, regardless of an interruption. 

Associative links would result in accurate continuity of the 

procedure. 

Because performance was best after practicing a task-

specific triplet, this study suggests that the largest benefit 

from practicing with interruptions is when the conditions of 

practice overlap substantially with the environmental 

conditions of resumption. One open question is why Cades et 

al. (2011) found a benefit for practicing with interruptions 

even though interruptions occurred at different steps in the 

task. A likely cause of their results was that participants were 

able to form associative links for task-specific triplets, but the 

associative link occurred for different steps. The results of 

their study would likely be even stronger if resuming from a 

specific interruption type and step were practiced repeatedly. 

Practical Implications 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 demonstrates that reducing 

error rate following an interruption is possible. In addition, 

this study suggests that the greatest benefit from resumption 

practice can be found from practicing in a manner that is most 

likely to create an associative link or form a new procedure. 

Because associative links form at the level of specific goals, 

it is important to determine the goals of a task. 

Training to mitigate the disruptive effects of interruptions 

in complex environments such as medicine can be profoundly 

important for improving performance. However, this work 

suggests that general interruption training is unlikely to 

improve performance. Instead, a training protocol should 

consider which primary task is most likely to be interrupted 

by a particular secondary task. In the case of errors, 
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consideration should be given to identifying the step that is 

most critical if skipped or repeated. 
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Dollar Sense? The Relationship Between Numeracy, Financial Management and
Estimation of Cart Total After Shopping

Lucy Cui
UCLA, Los Angeles, California, United States

Abstract

Our sense of space, time, and number is well documented, but do we have a similar sense for money? Like the ability to
sense the passage of time, can we sense the accumulation of expenses and make accurate estimates? The present study
investigated the ability to estimate grocery cart totals, and whether it relates to number sense and financial management
behaviors. Participants were asked which of two options (same product: one bigger, one smaller, with different price-to-
amount ratios) they would purchase. Afterwards, participants completed the Abbreviated Numeracy Scale as a distractor
task. Participants were then asked to estimate the total cost of all the items they chose during the decision-making task.
We found that greater numeracy skills and financial management behaviors predicted better estimation skills. Those with
greater numeracy skills were also more likely to consider price-to-amount ratios during decision-making and to choose the
better deal.
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Where does the conceptual spacetime asymmetry come from?
Claire Bergey
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Abstract

Why do people use space to think about time more than vice versa? On one account, a spacetime asymmetry in language
gives rise to the spacetime asymmetry in thought. If so, children should learn that polysemous words like long and short
have primarily spatial meanings on the basis of language statistics. Yet usage statistics from which children could infer
the primacy of space are not obviously available in adult-to-child speech: Instead, caregivers use long and short more
often in temporal senses than spatial senses (Casasanto & Ksa, 2019). Here we corroborate this result using word2vec, a
vector space model that reflects the co-occurrence structure of words. We show that the spacetime asymmetry is also not
available in this semantic space: more words surrounding long and short are temporal than spatial. Rather than emerging
from language, the spacetime asymmetry may reflect perceptual or conceptual asymmetries that precede the acquisition of
spatio-temporal language.
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Abstract 

Recent technological advances and research trends have 
enabled the collection and analysis of multi-hour or daylong 
recordings of children’s auditory environment. While this 
technology has allowed researchers to sample language 
experience from multiple contexts across the day, challenges 
remain with respect to how these audio recordings can or 
should be coded and analyzed. Daylong audio samples have the 
potential to transform our understanding of the language input 
that children encounter, but new analysis techniques may be 
necessary to take advantage of these new opportunities. The 
present work explores the linguistic content of the transcripts 
of three daylong recordings with the goal of understanding the 
content of these recordings in order to develop new ways to 
analyze and gain insight from these recordings. 

Keywords: language development, daylong audio, corpus 

Introduction 

There is a great deal of evidence suggesting that aspects of 

the language environment, broadly defined, contribute to 

language outcomes. Many features of the language 

environment have been shown to predict language outcomes, 

including the amount of language (Weisleder & Fernald, 

2013), variability or diversity of that language, (Huttenlocher 

et al., 2010) and multiple social factors (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 

2015). These findings have generated a great deal of interest 

in investigations of naturalistic language environments, with 

the goal of understanding which aspects of the language 

environment are associated with which language outcomes. 

This knowledge may help us understand both healthy 

development and remediation for children whose language 

skills lags behind their peers.  

Investigations that aim to link language environments with 

language outcomes are not trivial endeavors, and researchers 

encounter both methodological and theoretical obstacles. 

Methodological challenges include the practicalities of 

collecting samples, especially representative samples, of 

children’s language environments, and then subsequently 

transcribing, coding or otherwise transforming the audio data 

into a form that is useful for research.  

Other challenges are theoretical. In the field of language 

development, there is some consensus with respect to how we 

measure language outcomes. Vocabulary inventories and 

behavioral measures such as looking time or eye gaze are 

often used to assess linguistic knowledge. While these 

measures are imperfect, there is nonetheless some agreement, 

as evidenced by the large number of studies that use these 

methodologies, that they indicate something meaningful 

about children’s knowledge. However, there is substantially 

less agreement with respect to what the appropriate measures 

of the environment might be that predict these language 

outcomes. There is uncertainty regarding which constructs 

serve as theoretically relevant predictors of language 

outcomes, and how these constructs should be 

operationalized (Montag, Jones & Smith, 2018). For 

example, linguistic diversity is associated with positive 

language outcomes (Huttenlocher et al, 2010; Rowe, 2012), 

but it can be measured in many ways: number of unique 

words in a transcript, number of unique words relative to a 

measure of total transcript size, number of unique words in 

each unit of some amount of time, and the temporal spacing 

of words over time and context. Understanding how to 

operationalize a measure such as linguistic diversity is not 

obvious. Different methods of operationalization may have 

different implications for the theoretical links between 

language input and outcomes, and the learning processes that 

underlie language development. Our theories shape the 

selection and operationalization of the constructs we use to 

predict language outcomes, and in turn the selection and 

operationalization of constructs affect our theories. 

New advances in data collection and data analysis 

(Bergelson et al., 2019; Gilkerson & Richards, 2008; Le 

Franc et al., 2018), which in the near future could include 

machine learning techniques to aid more rapid speech-to-text 

transcription, may solve some aspects of the methodological 

challenges associated with collecting and transcribing or 

coding natural language environments. However, without 

appropriate theoretically motivated plans for data analysis, 

we risk having the data but lacking the inferential methods 

for using that data to answer our research questions. A central 

proposition in the present work is that new methods that 

allow us to collect and analyze longer recordings do not 

merely provide larger datasets, but different datasets and we 

need both analytic tools and well-defined theory to make 

sense of this new data.  

The present analyses explore the content of three fully 

transcribed daylong audio recordings. The goal of this work 

is two-fold. The first goal is to better understand: what kinds 

of data are in daylong audio transcripts? To this end, 

analyses look at the number of words and unique words, and 

how they are distributed over time in the home language 

environment. The second goal is to uncover ways to 

operationalize variables of interest that emerge from the 

exploration of the content of the daylong recordings.  

The goal of this work is not to draw conclusions regarding 

the structure of early language input on the basis of three 

transcripts, but rather explore hypothetical dimensions that 

might vary as a means of starting to understand how to 
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analyze daylong recordings in a sensible, theoretically 

motivated way.  To date, no analysis has explored the content 

of three fully transcribed days of child-available speech so 

the findings and lessons learned here may provide insights 

into how larger datasets may be best analyzed. 

Methods 

The three daylong audio recordings included in the present 

analyses were collected using the LENA system (Language 

Environment Analysis; LENAFoundation). LENA devices 

are small audio recorders that children wear in the pocket of 

a custom piece of clothing that record long intervals of the 

auditory environment in a minimally intrusive manner.  

Audio Recordings  

One recording (Child 1) was of a 12-month-old child and was 

recorded and transcribed by VanDam (2018). The other two 

recordings (Child 2A and 2B) are of the same child 

approximately one month apart at 10 and 11 months and were 

recorded by Fausey and Mendoza (2018) and transcribed by 

the author’s lab. The VanDam transcript and the Fausey 

audio recordings were all retrieved from the HomeBank 

online repository (VanDam et al., 2016). Both target children 

were girls and lived in English-speaking homes. All 

recordings took place in the child’s home.  

Child 1’s recording includes a full day of a child’s auditory 

environment. Child 2A’s recording includes nearly a full day 

of audio, but with a 4-hour interval where the child left the 

home, so audio was not recorded. Child 2B’s recording only 

contains audio from the morning and evening, because the 

child attended daycare during the day.  

 

Table 1: Recordings included in present analyses 

File Age Awake Hours 

Recorded* 

Total 

Words 

Child 1 1 year, 7 days 9.5 27,471 

Child 2A 10 mo., 9 days 5.2 26,435 

Child 2B 11 mo., 7 days 2.9 15,027 

*Awake hours are approximate, given challenges with 

judging when children fell asleep during naps and bedtime. 

Transcribing Procedure 

For information about the transcription of Child 1’s audio, 

see VanDam (2018). Child 2A and 2B were transcribed in 

CHAT format (MacWinney, 2000) using ELAN software 

(Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009). When transcribing using 

ELAN, utterances are diarized (partitioned by speaker) 

enabling subsequent analyses by speaker. Utterances are also 

“segmented” meaning that the beginning and endings of 

utterances are identified with timestamps that can be used to 

analyze exactly when the utterance was produced. The audio 

was transcribed by one research assistant and then checked 

for accuracy by a different research assistant.  Full transcripts 

will be made available at the HomeBank online repository 

upon publication of the final manuscript.  

Analysis 

All analysis code was written in Python. All analyzed speech 

is child-available speech (speech that was captured by the 

audio recorded regardless of whether it was address to the 

child or another individual) though subsequent analyses 

could analyze only child- or adult-directed portions of the 

transcript. Words were not lemmatized, and contractions and 

other word shortenings were left intact. For example, “don’t” 

and “cuz” were not recoded as “do not” and “because.” The 

present analyses aimed to modify the content of the speech as 

little as possible, though subsequent analyses may make 

different choices which would be equally valid given the 

goals of the research endeavor.  

Results 

The results presented here aim to describe and visualize the 

language that appears in children’s language environments. 

First, analyses describe the presence of language throughout 

the day and the lexical diversity of that language. Then, 

analyses of individual words capture the exact words that 

appear in day-to-day speech, and the distribution of 

individual words over time. 

Total Words over Time 

Figure 1 illustrates the occurrence of words over the course 

of the day. Child 1 was recorded all day and the three notable 

gaps in figure correspond to naps. Child 2A was recorded 

nearly all day, with a gap in the morning corresponding to a 

nap and a larger gap in the afternoon when the child left the 

home. Child 2B was recorded in the morning before daycare 

and in the evening upon returning home. 

 
Figure 1: Total count of child-available words over time 

 

It would be ideal to have full recordings for all children, 

but the reality is that researchers are typically prohibited from 

recording outside of the home given concerns about speakers 

who have not consented to being recorded. Many young 

children indeed spend a good deal of time outside of the 

home, either at daycare or other activities (outside play, 

running errands, visiting family and friends) so rather than 

exclude these families or these days from analyses, it is still 

interesting to understand what home language environments 

are like on days where children spend a substantial amount of 
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time outside the home. Future research may provide insight 

into how home language environments may or not be 

different from daycare or other environments outside the 

home in which children experience language input. 

The present work analyzes too small a sample to draw solid 

conclusions, but two additional features of the daylong input 

are worth noting. First, there is a remarkable amount of 

speech in these recordings, and few periods of silence when 

children are awake. Much of this may be overheard speech, 

and future work may reveal how typical or atypical this 

profile of language input might be. Second, Child 1’s 

recording was more than three times the length of Child 2Bs, 

yet they heard less than twice as many words. It would be 

interesting if a substantial portion of a child’s language input 

came from early morning and evening events, which would 

have implications for the temporal dynamics of language 

experience and how to model language environments from 

incomplete data. These are exactly the questions that daylong 

audio recording methodologies might answer. 

Operationalization of Lexical Diversity 

Another way to visualize the amount of language captured in 

the audio recordings is in Figure 2, in which the total number 

of words in the recording is plotted along the x-axis and the 

total number of unique words in plotted along the y-axis. The 

lexical diversity of the three samples is approximately equal 
(the three lines are mostly overlapping) though there may be 

more moment-to-moment variability in Child 1 as shown by 

the more variable slope. For example, the increase in slope at 

the end of the day corresponds to an extended book reading 

activity before bedtime where many words and many new 

words were uttered. Figure 2 also shows how unique word 

types accumulate as the total number of words increases. The 

three curves illustrate the classic function described by 

Heaps’ (1978) and Herdan’s (1960) laws; as a sample size 

increases, the rate of encountering new unique words 

decreases. These laws provide a challenge for 

operationalizing lexical diversity. Larger samples necessarily 

have less lexical diversity, so type-token ratios are unsuitable 

when there is variability in sample size (for additional 

discussion, see Montag et al., 2018; Richards, 1987). 

 
Figure 2: Accumulation of unique words given total words 

 

Given that lexical diversity must be computed over a given 

sample size, and samples vary across families for a variety of 

reasons (true differences in amount to speech, differences in 

amount of speech that was captured by the audio recorder) 

type and token counts or ratios are insufficient for 

operationalizing lexical diversity in a way that allows 

samples to be compared to each other. Figure 3 offers an 

alternative way to operationalize lexical diversity. This figure 

shows the expected number of unique words in samples of 

different sizes, drawn from the full transcript. 

 
Figure 3: Simulated number of unique word types at 

different sample sizes 

 

Samples of different sizes (in Figure 3, samples that 

increase in increments of 1,000 words) are sampled from the 

full transcript and the total unique words in each sample is 

calculated. Crucially, samples are selected contiguously 

rather than randomly because variability of context itself is 

associated with greater lexical diversity (Montag et al., 2018). 

For example, different words occur during bedtime, playtime, 

or mealtime. Contiguous samples reduce the contribution of 

diversity of contexts itself (more different conversational 

contexts sampled) as a contributor to lexical diversity in 

larger sample sizes. The sampling procedure is then repeated 

100 times. Error bars represent standard deviations of unique 

word counts across those 100 samples. Lexical diversity 

should be calculated relative to some sample size, and this 

method allows for unique word counts to be estimated for a 

sample given properties of the whole transcript such that 

individual corpora or transcripts of different lengths can be 

compared to each other. 

A goal of this work is to better understand how variables 

of interest, like lexical diversity, can be operationalized and 

used to predict various language outcome measures. To this 

end, analyses like those in Figure 3 yield a measure of lexical 

diversity that is as independent of sample size as may be 

possible—the total number of unique words in a sample of 

1,000 or 5,000 or 10,000 words—which could be used as a 

predictor in models of word learning or language outcomes. 

Operationalization of Words over Time 

Daylong recordings highlight the fact that language is not 

distributed evenly over time. Some intervals have large 

amounts of speech and others contain less speech. Defining 
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variability in language over time has both methodological 

and theoretical applications.  

Methodologically, many investigations of child language 

environments record small time intervals, often 60-90 

minutes though studies vary wildly in the number of time 

intervals selected over days, months, or years and generalize 

the findings to estimate a child’s language experience (Hart 

& Risley, 1995; Huttenlocher et al., 2010; Rowe, 2012). 

There are certainly practical and sensible reasons to record 

smaller unit of time and extrapolate, but an important 

question is how representative that smaller sample might be 

of broader language experience. Children’s language input 

may or may not be generally consistent over time, i.e., how 

much consistency is there in the amount of language 

encountered in different hours throughout the day. Further 

that consistency itself may vary across families such that for 

some children the amount of language they hear may be fairly 

consistent across the day such that different hours contain 

approximately equal amounts of speech, which for other 

children some hour might contain large amounts of speech 

while others contain very little.  

Figure 4 provides one operationalization of the distribution 

of words over time. These histograms show the number of 

words in 1,000 randomly selected 1-hour intervals in the 

transcripts of Child 1 and Child 2A. Start times were 

randomly selected and the number of words contained in the 

subsequent hour of recording time was recorded. These 

intervals include naps (intervals where we know the child did 

not experience language) but do not include time when the 

child left the home and was not recorded (intervals where we 

know nothing about what language was present).  

 
Figure 4: Number of total words in 1,000 randomly selected 

hours from Child 1 and Child 2A’s transcript  

 

Features of these histograms illustrate important details of 

the temporal dynamics of words in time, as well as 

consequences of the audio recording methodology. First, and 

most obviously, the distributions of the two histograms are 

different. The shape of the distributions captures the fact that 

Child 1’s recording comprised a whole day without gaps 

(periods of silence correspond to naps) while Child 2A’s 

recording contained a true gap in the middle where the child 

left the home, so a smaller proportion of Child 2A’s transcript 

was true silence. The histograms reflect features of the hour-

to-hour variability in each transcript during the day, including 

differences in speaking rates of caregivers, though also quirks 

of what events were and were not recorded in the two 

samples. Histograms such as these could be one way to 

operationalize how consistent speech might be throughout 

the day. For example, there is moderate variability in the 

number of words that Child 1 heard hour-to-hour. No hour 

was particularly verbose or sparse (ignoring naps). In Child 

2A’s environment, single hours either contained large 

amounts of speech or no speech, with few intermediate hours. 

Naps and outside excursions make these particular 

histograms somewhat challenging to interpret, but analyses 

like these could in principle be used to describe the hour-to-

hour consistency of speech in a child’s environment.  

Second, with the exception of the high number of samples 

with fewer than 500 words of speech (these samples include 

naps) the distribution of Child 1 is mostly flat and Child 2A 

is highly skewed. There does not seem to be a “representative 

hour” as would be suggested by a normal distribution. The 

flat or skewed distributions of word counts in randomly 

selected hours suggests that recoding (or selectively 

transcribing from a longer recording) a single hour of a 

child’s language input and extrapolating to a full day may 

present challenges because researchers may not know a-

priori the shape distribution that the sample is drawn from, or 

how representative that hour might be. These findings are 

consistent with other work that questions the generalizability 

of a single hour of densely coded input (Bergelson et al., 

2018; Mendoza & Fausey, 2019) or variability in language 

input across different contexts (Snoderstrom & Wittebolle, 

2013). Given realities associated with the ability (or rather, 

lack of ability) to record full days of audio, or completely 

transcribe and code full days of audio, understanding the 

dynamics of words over time may be necessary for us to most 

effectively use imperfect data to uncover truths about 

language distributions.  

Theoretically, understanding how language is distributed 

over time may have implications that derive from theories of 

learning. For example, the distribution of learning trials in 

time is known to affect learning outcomes (Carvalho & 

Goldstone, 2015; Estes, 1955). The distribution of words (or 

unique words, complex sentences, a child’s own words, or 

any other relevant feature) in time may be an individual 

difference variable, in addition to linguistic quantity or 

diversity that may be of interest when linking language 

experience to language outcomes.  

Item Analyses 

In addition to the amount and distribution of overall 

language, daylong audio recordings also allow researchers to 

understand dynamics and variability of individual words.  
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Table 2 shows the 20 most frequent words in the three 

transcripts analyzed here, as well as all 120,000 words of 

child speech addressed to (or available to) children under the 

age of 24 months from the CHILDES corpus (MacWhinney, 

2000). CHILDES data was accessed from childesdb (Sanchez 

et al., 2019) using the childesr package in R (Braginsky, 

Sanchez & Yurovsky, 2019).  

 

Table 2: List of the 20 most frequent words in all three 

transcripts and about 120,000 words of child-directed 

speech from the CHILDES corpus 

  Child 1  Child 2A  Child 2B  CHILDES 

1 you 1104 you 1339 you 745 you 6667 

2 i 766 i 714 i 452 the 2843 

3 the 741 the 650 the 413 that 2313 

4 and 497 to 574 it 300 it 2248 

5 to 471 a 457 to 276 a 2220 

6 a 467 your 427 your 264 oh 1764 

7 it 438 it 407 a 239 i 1711 

8 that 394 that 330 that 232 ah 1629 

9 your 346 yeah 310 is 209 to 1386 

10 go 293 and 304 yeah 208 and 1356 

11 no 248 okay 286 and 164 what 1295 

12 in 231 oh 284 oh 160 yeah 1264 

13 is 230 what 275 on 155 can 1230 

14 oh 221 do 274 in 147 see 1207 

15 have 221 we 268 okay 138 is 1201 

16 ok 212 is 262 what 134 do 1175 

17 here 208 on 259 no 129 here 1166 

18 we 204 can 252 we 127 look 1153 

19 she 203 want 221 can 127 on 1094 

20 do 201 her 221 are 125 go 1063 

There are clear similarities and differences across the 

corpora. For example, “I” is the second more frequent word 

in all three daylong transcripts, but it is the seventh most 

frequent word in CHILDES. The word “I” is often the most 

frequent word in naturalistic adult spoken corpora, so the 

higher frequency if “I” may reflect the higher incidence of 

adult-to-adult overheard speech the daylong transcripts, or 

some other asymmetry in the contexts sampled across the 

corpora. Likewise, the verbs “see” and “look” are relatively 

more frequent in CHILDES, which again could indicate a 

greater proportion of goal-directed caregiver-child 

interactions in CHILDES relative to the daylong recordings. 

Alternately, variability in individual word occurrences across 

corpora may be purely coincidental and not worth further 

inquiry; we do not yet know.  

Differences between the daylong transcripts and 

CHILDES may suggest that contexts, activities, or families 

sampled in each corpus may systematically vary such that 

overall word frequency estimates are meaningfully different. 

In a trivial sense, this is surely true. For example, “bath” and 

“diaper” occur less frequently in CHILDES than would be 

expected given their frequencies in each of the three daylong 

transcripts. One possible explanation is that bathing or toilet 

contexts may be under-represented in CHILDES given that 

smaller units of time (like play-time or snack-time) were 

often sampled rather than full days. There may be other 

relevant differences in word choice that arise as a 

consequence of how audio was sampled. Future analyses may 

begin to provide answers. The lexical inventories of the 

daylong transcripts versus CHILDES further highlight the 

claim that daylong recordings provide not only more but 

different information about language environments, in this 

case sampling from contexts that otherwise may be absent 

from other assessments of language environments. 

Beyond the frequencies with which different words appear, 

words also vary in how they are distributed over time. Some 

words may be approximately evenly distributed across a day 

while others may be “bursty” such that the word appears 

many times in a single context, and rarely or never in other 

contexts. In addition to the distribution of talk throughout the 

day, distributions of individual words, and the words with 

which they tend to co-occur may have implications for 

language learning (e.g., Elman, 1990; Landauer & Dumais, 

1997). The distribution of words over time—whether they are 

consistently distributed or bursty, may be an important item-

level difference to consider when predicting word learning, 

specifically why children normatively learn certain words 

before others. Word burstiness may be an important factor to 

consider, given the fact that (as previously discussed) the 

learning literature suggests that how examples are distributed 

through time have implications for learning (Carvalho & 

Goldstone, 2015; Estes, 1955). 

There is considerable variability in how consistently words 

are distributed over time.  Figure 5 shows the appearance of 

seven different words in the daylong transcripts of two 

children. Each vertical line corresponds to a one-minute 

period in which one of the seven target words appeared.  
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Figure 5: Occurrences of single words during each one-

minute interval in each daylong transcript (top = Child 1, 

bottom = Child 2A) 

 

The word “you” is the most frequent word in both 

transcripts. The gaps where ‘you’ was not uttered correspond 

to naps and Child 2A’s excursion outside the home. Other 

high-frequency words like “look” occur throughout the day. 

“Nap” and “diaper” occur less frequently, and in bursts rather 

than distributed equally in time. It is possible that these bursts 

correspond to times of day in which the word is relevant to 

the activities taking place. For example, is it clear for Child 1 

(who took three naps) that the word “nap” often precedes or 

follows real naps. Likewise, the word “diaper” may coincide 

with diaper changes—note that both families utter the word 

“diaper” immediately after waking in the morning. Next, 

“school” may be an example of a word that has different 

temporal distributions in the two families. Though “school” 

is overall more frequent in Child 1’s transcript, its mentions 

appear many times in a single context and never or rarely in 

other contexts. In Child 2A’s transcript, school appears more 

consistently throughout the day. Finally, some very 

contextually bound (bursty) words appeared during book 

reading. Child 1 happened to hear a book about a prince and 

Child 2A happened to hear a book about a robot. Instances of 

these words are temporally restricted to the book reading 

event and appear nowhere else. If differences in the temporal 

distribution of words were a consistent difference in the 

children’s experience, it would be interesting if either profile, 

more or less bursty, were associated with better learning.  

The goal of the present work is not to describe the temporal 

distributions of certain words, but to explore the dimensions 

along with distributions may vary. In addition to overall 

frequency, words vary in how bursty or temporally clustered 

they may be. This burstiness dimension may be important for 

understanding both variability across items in their age of 

acquisition, or even individual variability in the acquisition 

of specific words. It is a measure of a child’s language 

environment whose contribution the field has to date been 

largely unable to measure and is an example of a possible 

theoretical contribution of daylong audio recordings. 

The present analyses that suggest that rather than simply 

provide more information about a child’s language 

environment, daylong recordings may provide different 

information. This different information may allow us to 

generate and test new predictions and theories regarding the 

data input with which children learn language and the 

learning processes that underlie language learning.  

Discussion 

The present analyses explore the information contained in 

daylong transcripts of children’s auditory input. The goal is 

to better understand how these recordings can be used in new 

ways to extend our understandings of the content of early 

language environments and how language environments 

contribute to language learning. We are only beginning to 

understand the content and structure of language 

environments at a developmental scale, and work like this 

may contribute to the development of methodologies and 

theories for understanding language learning. 

The present analyses should be considered a 

methodological proof-of-concept, rather than concrete 

descriptions of language environments. It is hard to draw 

strong conclusions about natural language environments 

from three transcripts. However, these analyses identify 

features that vary across children or across words, and how 

those features may be operationalized with the eventual goal 

exploring links between language input and language out 

comes. New constructs and operationalization schemes may 

be developed when evaluating language input in new ways. 

Finally, this work is not meant to suggest that some 

investigations are preferable to others when describing 

language environments, merely that analyses of daylong 

recordings provide different information. Investigations that 

focus on specific activities: mealtime, playtime, daycare, etc. 

are crucially important because context-by-context 

variability is a key feature of children’s language 

environments. It is the conjunction of multiple different 

investigations that will be most informative of the properties 

of language input that children use to learn language. 
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Abstract 

Successful language learning requires a dynamic balance 
between declarative and procedural mechanisms, yet 
individuals may engage them in less than optimal ways. The 
goal of the current experiment was to determine whether 
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can tip the 
balance, specifically facilitating declarative or procedural 
learning. Seventy-nine subjects (31 no stimulation, 16 sham 
stimulation, 16 temporal, 16 frontal) completed an artificial 
grammar learning task followed by a two-alternative forced-
choice test measuring sensitivity to the underlying grammar 
(procedural) versus the surface form (declarative). The pattern 
of results is consistent with separate engagement of declarative 
and procedural systems. Left temporal stimulation resulted in 
higher selection of strings with familiar surface features. In 
contrast, frontal stimulation resulted in a slower learning 
trajectory and more frequent selection of grammatical letter 
strings. We conclude that tDCS may be used to facilitate 
engagement of different learning systems required for language 
learning.  

Keywords: language learning; tDCS; declarative learning; 
procedural learning 

Introduction 

Learning a new language as an adult is a difficult, yet often 

desirable process, which leads to highly variable outcomes 

between individuals. Successful language learning depends 

on the coordinated deployment of declarative and procedural 

systems at different time points, and for different types of 

knowledge acquisition (e.g., vocabulary vs. grammar 

learning). It has been proposed that individual differences in 

learning success may relate to differences in the degree to 

which adults employ declarative versus procedural learning 

mechanisms (e.g., Morgan-Short, Faretta-Stutenberg, Brill-

Schuetz, Carpenter, & Wong, 2014). Because these systems 

rely on distinct brain circuits, the current study investigated 

the possibility of pushing learners to use one system over the 

other by employing neurostimulation techniques. 

Declarative and procedural systems have distinguishing 

features and play independent roles in language learning. 

Explicit, declarative learning tends to be quite fast, even one-

shot learning, and depends on capacity-limited resources like 

working memory. The knowledge produced by declarative 

systems is verbalizable, such that declarative memory is 

critical for successful vocabulary acquisition. One of the 

primary regions of the brain associated with declarative 

learning is the medial temporal lobe (Ullman, 2001), and one 

of the primary regions associated with vocabulary knowledge 

(word forms, form-meaning mappings) is the (left) temporal 

lobe (Price, 2010). In contrast, procedural systems are 

primarily responsible for implicit knowledge that cannot be 

easily verbalized, such that they are critical for achieving 

grammatical fluency. Procedural learning is considerably 

slower and requires many repeated iterations from which one 

can develop expectations and learn from errors or feedback. 

Yet retrieval from declarative memory tends to be relatively 

slower than procedural memory, which can feel almost 

reflexive. The dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex is one of the 

primary regions involved in grammatical fluency (Price, 

2010), and other types of procedural learning, such as 

reinforcement learning, have been found to depend on other 

frontal and subcortical regions (Ullman, 2001).  

It is important to note that during complex skill acquisition, 

declarative and procedural systems can compete with each 

other; for instance, engaging declarative learning processes 
can inhibit access to procedural learning (Ashby & Crossley, 

2010; Collins, 2018; Foerde, Knowlton, & Poldrack, 2006). 

The declarative-procedural model of Ullman (2001) proposes 

that adults may be biased to rely on declarative learning due 

to their highly developed cognitive resources, which may 

inhibit the grammar from gaining access to the more optimal 

procedural learning system.  

The goal of the current study was to determine whether we 

could drive reliance on procedural or declarative learning 

mechanisms using neurostimulation parameters (transcranial 

direct current stimulation, or tDCS) designed to excite one 

pathway over the other. We examined whether anodal tDCS 

across the left temporal lobe specifically impacted measures 

of declarative learning and whether anodal tDCS traveling 

through medial frontal and subcortical regions affected 

measures of procedural learning. The ultimate goal of this 

research is to develop methods for using neuroengineering to 

enhance language learning in adults by influencing their use 

of the optimal learning pathways at particular points in time. 

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation 

tDCS is a neurostimulation method that sends a constant flow 

of low-voltage electricity from the anode to the cathode. 

Depending on where the anode and cathode are placed on the 

head, the current follows a path through the underlying brain 

regions, and has been shown to affect cortical excitability 

depending on the polarity of the current (anodal vs. cathodal; 

Lang, Nitsche, Paulus, Rothwell, & Lemon, 2004). Past 

studies have demonstrated that tDCS can influence 

declarative and procedural processes in healthy adults. 

Anodal tDCS (atDCS) over the left temporal lobe 
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(Wernicke’s area) has been shown to facilitate associative 

verbal learning and lexical access (Monti et al., 2013), both 

of which are declarative processes. Neuroimaging research 

has also highlighted the importance of the left temporal lobe 

for word form representation and for the mapping between 

word forms and meanings (Price, 2010) and the medial 

temporal lobe for declarative learning (Ullman, 2001). 

Therefore, we hypothesized that anodal stimulation of the left 

temporal lobe would specifically enhance declarative 

learning related to word forms or vocabulary. 

Other studies have shown that atDCS over frontal regions 

affects procedural processes. Stimulation of the left frontal 

lobe facilitates artificial grammar learning and grammatical 

decisions (Monti et al., 2013). Similarly, atDCS over the 

frontal midline region enhanced indices of brain activity that 

are related to reinforcement learning (Reinhart & Woodman, 

2015), including error-related and feedback-related 

negativity, which may help with the incremental process of 

acquiring and generalizing grammar. Therefore, we predicted 

that atDCS of the left medial frontal lobe would enhance 

procedural learning related to pattern extraction or grammar. 

Artificial Grammar Learning 

Artifical grammar learning (AGL) tasks, first reported by 

Reber (1967), are widely used to study procedural learning. 

They are an incidental learning task in which participants 
reproduce (copy and/or type) letter strings that were formed 

by following legal pathways through a finite-state grammar 

under the guise of some other task (e.g., memory). At test, 

they are presented with a two alternative-forced-choice 

(2AFC) task in which they must select which of two novel 

letter strings fit the pattern. Participants reliably perform 

above chance at selecting grammatical strings, and studies 

have demonstrated that a successfully learned artificial 

grammar engages the same regions as the grammar of a 

natural language (Petersson, Folia, & Hagoort, 2010).  

Since Reber’s initial study, a field of research has 

developed to investigate various aspects of AGL tasks. While 

the task was developed to specifically measure procedural 

learning, some have pointed out that one can accomplish the 

task using more explicit, declarative strategies. One 

declarative strategy for an AGL task is to attend to the chunk 

strength of the items during training and use it as a cue to 

distinguish items at test. Chunk strength refers to the surface 

similarity; by repeatedly following pathways through the 

artificial grammar, common “chunks” of letters appear more 

often than others, providing a clue that those chunks are 

grammatical. Essentially, it refers to the strategy of trying to 

memorize the training items, which contain these frequent 

chunks, and then comparing the novel items at test to those 

training items in memory based on similarity. It is considered 

a declarative strategy because it depends on episodic 

(explicit) memories of repeated exemplars. More evidence 

that chunk strength depends on declarative systems comes 

from AGL studies using amnesiac patients, who can reliably 

make grammaticality judgments but do not distinguish high 

and low chunk strength items (Knowlton, Ramus, & Squire, 

1992). Interestingly, some research has found individual 

differences in cue bias (chunk strength vs. grammar), 

showing that some individuals attend more to the chunk 

strength cues than the grammar of the letter strings in making 

their decisions at test (McAndrews & Moscovitch, 1985). 

Of relevance for the current study, the test items can be 

orthogonally manipulated on the dimensions of 

grammaticality and chunk strength. By presenting a 2AFC 

test between items that are similar in chunk strength and only 

differ with respect to grammaticality, an individual’s reliance 

on the procedural learning system can be isolated; likewise, 

presenting two items that are both (non)grammatical and only 

differ in chunk strength can isolate an individual’s reliance 

on more declarative learning systems. 

In the current study, we hypothesized that neurostimulation 

would influence individuals’ biases to attend to chunk 

strength or grammar in the AGL task. Specifically, the 

prediction was that participants who received left temporal 

atDCS should demonstrate patterns of learning and test 

consistent with declarative learning; they should learn rapidly 

and exhibit greater sensitivity to chunk strength at test, 

similar to the word form knowledge of vocabulary. The 

prediction for participants who received frontal atDCS was 

that they should demonstrate patterns of learning and test 

consistent with procedural learning; learning may be initially 

slow, and they should exhibit greater sensitivity to the 

grammaticality of an item at test. 

Methods 

Participants 

A total of 96 people participated in the study, of which 17 had 

to be excluded due to software difficulties (n = 10) and poor 

atDCS contact quality (n = 6). One subject in the sham 

stimulation condition was excluded for noticing that the 

stimulation was off during most of the task, due to the fact 

that the stimulation induced phosphenes. 

Of the remaining 79 participants, 31 received no 

stimulation (19 female), 16 received sham stimulation (10 

female), 16 received anodal left temporal lobe stimulation (8 

female), and 16 received anodal frontal lobe stimulation (6 

female). The participants with no stimulation were recruited 

separately (through the university subject pool) from those 

who received sham, temporal, or frontal stimulation, due to 

the different eligibility requirements related to the use of 

neurostimulation. All participants spoke English as their 

native language, and all participants who received sham, 

temporal, or frontal stimulation were right-handed in addition 

to meeting the safety eligibility requirements associated with 

the use of the tDCS (Bikson et al., 2016).  

Artificial Grammar Learning 

The grammar used for the current study was reported in 

Vokey and Brooks (1992; Figure 1). A total of 24 

grammatical letter strings were created and used for training 

by following legal pathways through the grammar. Letter 

strings ranged from 3 letters to 8 letters long. 
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Figure 1: Artificial grammar used (Vokey & Brooks, 1992) 

with examples of a “correct” pathway (solid lines) and an 

“incorrect” pathway of the 2AFC test (dashed lines) for each 

condition of interest. While the incorrect grammatical 

pathway can be visualized easily, the incorrect (low chunk 

strength) pathway depends upon items presented at training. 

 

During training, a single letter string appeared in the center 

of the screen for 5 s, during which participants were told to 

memorize it. A brief (500 ms) blank screen intervened, after 

which participants were prompted to re-type the letter string 

and press enter to submit their response. They were provided 

feedback (correct/incorrect). Participants who incorrectly 

typed a letter string had to re-do the trial until they were 

correct. Each letter string was presented (until correctly re-

typed) twice, once during each of the two blocks of training. 

At test, four types of items were created for presentation 

that varied orthogonally on grammaticality (grammatical, 

nongrammatical) and chunk strength (low, high). Figure 1 

illustrates how these test items were created from the 

grammar. Grammatical, high chunk strength test items 

followed legal but novel pathways through the grammar (e.g., 

MVRM). Grammatical, low chunk strength test items 

followed legal pathways through the grammar that had not 

been frequently presented in the process of creating training 

items (e.g., MXTR). Nongrammatical test strings were 

created by following pathways through the grammar and then 

transposing letters that rendered the string illegal or by 

shuffling grammatical letter strings (e.g., VMRX, MRXV), 

and were sorted into high and low chunk strength by their 

similarity to training items.  

The training items were used as the database for calculating 

chunk strength. Each training item was split into every 

possible smaller chunk (e.g., MVXT was split into MVX, 

VXT, MV, VX, and XT). The frequency of each chunk was 

calculated (e.g., MVXT appeared 4 times across all training 

items, MVX appeared 8 times, etc.). A similar operation was 

conducted on the test items to determine how frequent each 

of the chunks had appeared during training. Chunk strength 

was calculated by summing the frequency of each chunk of 

the test item as it appeared in the training items, divided by 

the number of chunks in the test item. For example, the test 

item MVXR had a chunk strength of 9 (MVXR = 4, MVX = 

8, VXR = 4, MV = 11, VX = 18, XR = 9, divided by a total 

of 6 chunks). An ANOVA on the test items’ chunk strength 

values with grammaticality (grammatical, nongrammatical) 

and chunk strength (high, low) was conducted to verify that 

only the chunk strength manipulation differed. The results 

showed a main effect of chunk strength (F(1, 92) = 12.05, p 

< .01) in the expected direction, and no main effect of 

grammaticality (F(1, 92) = 0.71, p = .4) nor an interaction 

(F(1, 92) = 0.39, p = .53).  

The test items were presented in pairs during the 2AFC test. 

Participants read each letter string and used the left/right 

arrow keys to indicate which of the two letter strings they 

believed was a “better fit” for the pattern of items during 

training. The 2AFC test had two conditions of interest. One 

condition was designed to measure grammatical sensitivity, 

by presenting two items that differed in grammaticality but 

had similar chunk strength (both items had high chunk 

strength or low chunk strength). The other condition 

measured chunk strength sensitivity, by presenting two items 

that differed in chunk strength but were both either 

grammatical or nongrammatical. 

atDCS Stimulation Procedures and Parameters  

Two 3 x 5 cm sponges were soaked with saline solution, 

and electrodes were inserted into the sponges. Head 

measurements were taken to record the circumference and 

nasion-inion distance for subsequent electrode placement. 

For frontal stimulation, the anode was placed by following 

30% of the nasion-inion distance from the nasion on the 

midline, approximately the location of electrode Fz in the 10-

20 international electrode placement system. The sponge was 

placed horizontally (i.e., the long side of the sponge was 

perpendicular to the midline) and secured with an elastic 

Figure 2: Current flow model generated by Soterix HD Explore software for 1.5 

mA of current. Left: temporal condition with anode electrode placement over P7 

and TP7 and cathode electrode placement over EX11 . Right: frontal condition 

with anode electrode placement over Fz, F1, and F2, and cathode over EX11. 
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headband. The cathode was placed on the left cheek between 

the jawline and cheekbone, vertically, and was also secured 

with an elastic band. For temporal stimulation, the anode 

placement was determined by following 10% of the nasion-

inion distance from the inion up the midline (approximately 

electrode Oz), and then 10% of the head circumference from 

the previous Oz location to the left along the circumference, 

approximately the location between electrodes P7 and TP7 of 

the international 10-20 system. The cathode was once again 

placed on the left cheek, vertically between the jawline and 

cheekbone. Both sponges were secured with an elastic band. 

Figure 2 illustrates the model of the current flow given the 

current intensity and electrode placement for the two 

stimulation conditions. For sham stimulation, the ‘anode’ 

was placed over the right hemisphere, approximately the 

location between electrodes P8 and TP8. The ‘cathode’ was 

placed on the right supraorbital area. 

Once the electrode sponges were placed and secured, the 

impedance level of the electrodes was reduced to an 

acceptable level by parting the hair directly beneath the 

sponge and by applying additional saline solution as needed. 

Frontal and temporal stimulation reached 1.5 mA and lasted 

for 20 minutes. For sham stimulation, the direct current 

ramped up to 1.5 mV, taking approximately 30 s, and then 

immediately ramped back down, at the very beginning and 

very end of the 20 minutes. 

Procedure 

Upon arrival, participants first provided informed consent, 

approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University 

of Washington. Participants completed three computerized 

questionnaires: the tDCS safety form (sham/stim groups 

only), a demographics form, and a shortened version of the 

Edinburgh handedness questionnaire. Participants also 

completed an additional task to measure phonological 

working memory (LLAMA-D; Meara, 2005).  

Participants were told that their goal was to accurately 

reproduce the letter strings on the screen, under the guise of 

a (working) memory task. The stimulation commenced 

simultaneously with the task and continued throughout the 

duration of AGL training and test. Upon completing the AGL 

training, participants were informed that the letter strings that 

they were previously re-typing followed a pattern. They were 

instructed that they would view two novel letter strings on the 

screen and should indicate with the arrow keys (left/right) 

which of the two letter strings they believe were a better fit 

for the pattern in the letter strings presented at training. They 

were asked to make their judgement quickly, to not overthink 

the decision too closely but instead to use their intuition. 

After the AGL task was completed, the electrode sponges 

were removed and participants completed a final set of 

questionnaires: a modified version of the LEAP-Q to report 

any previous language-learning experience (Marian, 

Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007) and a debriefing form 

to report their experience with the stimulation. The entire 

session lasted one hour on average. Participants who received 

sham, temporal, or frontal stimulation were paid for their 

time, and participants in the no stimulation condition were 

awarded course credits. 

Results 

Predictions 

The prediction was that left temporal stimulation should 

facilitate the engagement of declarative learning pathways. 

Therefore, we expected to see fast learning and evidence 

that surface features of the AGL task were preferentially 

learned (i.e., chunk strength).  

In contrast, frontal stimulation was predicted to facilitate 

procedural learning. Therefore, we expected the patterns to 

reflect a slower learning trajectory paired with evidence that 

the underlying grammatical patterns were preferentially 

learned.  

Dependent Variables 

For training, the primary dependent variable was training 

accuracy. Accuracy was calculated by determining the 

number of typing attempts during training that were accurate. 

Often, a participant had to re-type the same letter string up to 

four or five times, and each counted against their accuracy. 

For the 2AFC test, the primary dependent variable was also 

accuracy. Accuracy rates were calculated as the proportion of 

trials in which the subjects selected the “correct” option. For 

the condition in which grammaticality was isolated (chunk 

strength held constant), the correct option corresponded to the 

grammatical option; for the condition in which chunk 

strength was isolated (grammaticality held constant), the high 

chunk strength item was the correct option. 

Group Comparisons 

The purpose of collecting data from the no stimulation group 

was to verify that sham stimulation did not influence 

performance, but also that the participants receiving sham 

stimulation still believed they had received real stimulation. 

The results of the debriefing form indicated that the 

participants in the sham condition believed they experienced 

true stimulation; a similar proportion of participants in the 

sham condition reported “discomfort or pain” related to the 

tDCS (11/16 subjects, compared to 8/16 in frontal and 10/16 

in temporal), and their rating of the discomfort or pain was at 

similar levels as the real stimulation groups (scale: 1 (mild 

discomfort) to 5 (significant pain); Msham = 1.17, Mfrontal = 

1.20, Mtemporal = 1.36; all ps > .4).  

To verify that the sham stimulation did not significantly 

influence performance, we first conducted a set of analyses 

to compare the performance between the no stimulation and 

sham stimulation groups on the measures of interest. No 

differences were found in AGL performance between the no 

stimulation and sham stimulation groups, whereas there were 

a number of demographic differences between the no 

stimulation group and the three other groups due to 

recruitment and sampling differences (results reported 

below). Therefore, in order to maintain balanced groups, and 
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to ensure comparisons between maximally similar 

experiences, only the sham group was included as the 

baseline for the comparisons with the real stimulation groups. 

Baseline and Demographics 

The AGL task does not include any baseline learning block 

to consider between-group pre-existing differences in 

learning. However, past work has shown that a person’s 

ability to rehearse the letter strings affects learnability of the 

AG (Andrade & Baddeley, 2011), and that previous 

experience with learning a second language leads to faster 

learning of a new language (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009). 

Therefore, to account for any pre-existing differences 

between groups, we investigated performance on the 

LLAMA task, measuring phonological language learning 

aptitude, and a number of background variables (age, 

previous second language learning experience).  

A comparison of the no stimulation and sham stimulation 

groups revealed that that no stimulation group was 

significantly younger than the sham stimulation group (t(45) 

= 3.81, p < .01). The no stimulation group also had marginally 

more and earlier experience with learning a second language 

(L2) [L2 speaking: t(30) = 1.87, p = .07; L2 understanding: 

t(30) = 1.78, p = .08; L2 age of acquisition: t(30) = 2.03, p = 

.05]. The two groups did not significantly differ in their 

performance on the LLAMA task (t(45) = 0.96, p > .1).  
A comparison of the three stimulation groups using 

pairwise t-tests revealed no differences in age (all ps > .1) or 

in previous L2 experience [L2 speaking: all ps > .5; L2 

understanding: all ps > .5; L2 age of acquisition: all ps > .3]. 

The three groups also had comparable performance on the 

LLAMA task (all ps > .5). The stimulation groups, recruited 

and tested under similar experimental conditions, were 

comparable populations without any known pre-existing 

differences that have been found to affect AGL performance. 

Training 

An ANOVA was conducted on training accuracy for each 

block, with group (ANOVA1: no stimulation, sham; 

ANOVA2: sham, temporal, frontal) as a between-subjects 

variable, and block (1, 2) as a within-subjects variable. The 

comparison between the no stimulation and sham stimulation 

group revealed a main effect of block (F(1, 42) = 41.88.67, p 

< .01) but there was no effect of group and no interaction (ps 

> .3). The ANOVA with the three stimulation groups 

revealed a main effect of block (F(1, 40) = 48.86, p < .01) 

that captured the fact that participants became more accurate 

in the second block than in the first block. There was also a 

significant interaction between group and block (F(2, 41) = 

4.50, p = .02). Follow-up Holm-corrected pairwise t-tests 

uncovered that the interaction reflected between-group 

differences in accuracy in the first block but similar accuracy 

rates by the second block (see Figure 3). Specifically, the 

pairwise comparisons of the accuracy in the first block 

between stimulation conditions revealed significantly higher 

accuracy in the temporal than frontal condition (p = .03) and 

marginally higher accuracy in the sham condition than the 

frontal condition (p = .06), but no differences were found 

between stimulation conditions for the accuracy rates in the 

second block (all ps > .9).  

 

 
Figure 3: Typing accuracy rates during blocks 1 and 2 of 

training as a function of stimulation condition. Error bars 

represent one standard error.  

Test 

To analyze performance at test, an ANOVA was conducted 

with stimulation group as a between-subjects variable 

(ANOVA1: no stimulation, sham; ANOVA2: sham, frontal, 

temporal) and the 2AFC comparison as a within-subjects 

variable (grammar isolated, chunk strength isolated). The 

comparison between no stimulation and sham stimulation 

revealed no main effects and no interaction (all ps > .2). The 

comparison between the three stimulation groups revealed a 

marginally significant group x 2AFC comparison interaction 

(F(2, 46) = 2.97, p = .06). The results of the accuracy rates 

for the 2AFC test are depicted in Figure 4.  

A priori one-tailed t-tests were conducted to evaluate the 

hypotheses that the frontal stimulation group would exhibit 

higher accuracy in the grammar isolated 2AFC condition and 

that the temporal stimulation group would exhibit higher 

accuracy in the chunk strength isolated 2AFC condition. The 

results of the t-test on the accuracy in the grammar isolated 
condition revealed that the frontal stimulation group had 

significantly higher accuracy than the temporal stimulation 

group (t(31) = 1.78, p = .04) and marginally higher accuracy 

than the sham stimulation group (t(30) = 1.42, p = .08). The 

results of the t-tests on the accuracy in the chunk strength 

isolated condition revealed that the temporal stimulation 

group had significantly higher accuracy than the frontal 

stimulation group (t(31) = 1.83, p = .04) and marginally 

higher accuracy than the sham stimulation group (t(31) = 

1.44, p = .08).  

Discussion 

The current study used atDCS to shape how people learned 

new information. atDCS was applied to two different brain 

regions associated with declarative and procedural learning 

while participants performed an artificial grammar learning 

task. The results were as predicted in showing patterns of 
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Figure 4: Accuracy rates for performance at test. Error bars 

represent one standard error. Horizontal black line represents 

chance (50%) performance. Red bars are the accuracy rates 

for the 2AFC condition in which grammaticality was 

isolated; blue bars are the accuracy rates for the 2AFC 

condition in which chunk strength was isolated.  

 

learning and memory consistent with declarative systems for 

the group who received temporal stimulation, and with 

procedural systems for the group who received frontal 

stimulation. The temporal stimulation group was specifically 

more accurate at selecting high chunk strength items at test 

when grammaticality was controlled for, suggesting that their 

learned representations included more explicit information 

about frequent letter chunks. In contrast, the frontal 

stimulation group had significantly slower initial learning, 

but caught up to the performance of other groups after a 

number of repeated iterations. This pattern is consistent with 

the trajectory of procedural learning, which depends heavily 

on repeated experience with errors and feedback. Likewise, 

the frontal stimulation group demonstrated higher accuracy 

specifically for selecting grammatical items at test when the 

chunk strength was controlled for. Taken together, the pattern 

of results observed in the temporal and frontal stimulation 

groups was consistent with what would be expected based on 

increased declarative and procedural learning systems, 

respectively.  

It is important to note that differences in training accuracy 

emerged early, during the first block of training. The fact that 

the temporal and sham stimulation groups performed 

similarly, while the frontal stimulation group had 

significantly lower accuracy in the first block only, suggests 

a specific effect of frontal stimulation on early learning. Such 

a pattern could be interpreted in light of studies that have 

found competition between declarative and procedural 

learning systems (e.g., Ashby & Crossley, 2010; Foerde, 

Knowlton, & Poldrack, 2006). By shifting the learning 

pathways through procedural routes, declarative resources 

may be relatively inhibited, resulting in worse initial 

accuracy. Because procedural learning proceeds via error and 

feedback, it is slower and relies on repetition. However, once 

the underlying patterns are configured, procedural learning 

can be quite robust, which is consistent with the finding that 

the frontal stimulation group did not perform significantly 

differently than the temporal or sham groups during the 

second training block.  

As a between-subjects design, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that the early differences observed during training 

were due to pre-existing differences between the individuals 

in each group rather than the stimulation. The nature of the 

AGL task prohibited a within-subjects design due to the 

surprise 2AFC test. However, the three stimulation groups 

were well-matched on other measured background (e.g., 

demographic, second-language experience) and cognitive 

(e.g., phonological working memory) measures. The idea that 

the early differences in training were due to stimulation is 

also supported by studies using event-related designs that 

report tDCS effects on the scale of (milli)seconds 

(Furubayashi et al., 2008; Javadi, Cheng, & Walsh, 2012). 

Given that the difference between groups was eliminated by 

the second block of training, rather than persisting throughout 

the task, the pattern of results is more consistent with the idea 

that the declarative and procedural systems compete. Future 

research should consider applying stimulation prior to 

training and test, and/or to extend learning across multiple 

sessions by using a more complex grammar. A longer 

training period would also enable a closer look at the 

trajectory of learning, especially given that a protracted 

learning trajectory is a core assumption of procedural 

learning models. 

The reliability of tDCS has come under question in recent 

years, with doubt surrounding the efficacy and specificity of 

the effects (Horvath, Carter, & Forte, 2014). Most tDCS 

studies use repeated measures designs in which participants 

return for multiple sessions and receive counterbalanced 

administration of anodal, cathodal, and sometimes sham 

stimulation. Research designs such as those are important for 

establishing how polarity affects the levels of excitability of 

the targeted regions and whether a targeted region causally 

contributes to a cognitive process. The design of the current 

study would not allow a repeated-measures design because 

the surprise component of the AGL task prohibits multiple 

administrations (i.e., participants would know the second 

time they performed the task to attend to the underlying 

patterns). However, the question in the current study was not 

regarding polarity or the relevance of a given region; instead, 

the results demonstrated that tDCS can incur relatively 

specific benefits by showing the clear dissociation between 

procedural and declarative learning. These results are an 

important first step toward building tools to facilitate 

learning, and especially language learning, for adults.  

It will be important for future research to demonstrate the 

generalizability of these findings for a natural language. The 

complexity of natural language learning is immense. It may 

not be that procedural learning is overall better, or even 

always better for grammar; instead, future research should 

focus on the interplay between declarative and procedural 

systems over time and how they may interact with individual 

differences prior to learning. 
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In summary, the present study demonstrated that tDCS can 

shape learning to engage pathways that are important for 

vocabulary and grammar processing. Anodal stimulation of 

the left temporal lobe enhanced learners’ attention and 

memory for explicit chunks of letters in an artificial grammar 

learning task, akin to word forms. Anodal stimulation of the 

medial-left frontal lobe facilitated learners’ ability to 

correctly identify grammatical letter strings. These findings 

are an important first step toward the development of tools to 

facilitate language learning for adults. 
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Abstract 

Although many studies have analyzed the communicative 
functions of gaze, it is still unclear how linguistic proficiency 
and communication contexts affect gazing activities. 
Quantitative analyses of speaker’s and listener’s gaze were 
conducted taking the factors of grounding in communication, 
conversation topic, and linguistic proficiency into 
consideration. The results showed that the duration of a 
listener’s gaze is much longer during utterances that convey 
new information while the duration of a speaker’s gaze did not 
show much difference, suggesting that the characteristics of the 
grounding act factor affect a listener’s gazing activities but not 
those of the speaker. We also observed that linguistic 
proficiency and conversation topic have a much greater effect 
on the listener’s gaze. The results will contribute to multi-party 
interaction studies that examine the effect of linguistic 
proficiency, and provide valuable information that could assist 
in the design of interaction support systems for users with 
different linguistic proficiency. 

Keywords: gaze; communication; grounding acts; 
conversation topic; linguistic proficiency 

Introduction 

Multimodal communication is a significant part of our daily 

activities, and not only verbal but also non-verbal cues have 

been considered important in grounding, i.e. establishing a 

given piece of information as part of common ground (Clark 

& Brennan, 1991; Clark, 1996; Clark & Krych, 2004). 

Among nonverbal cues, gaze has attracted the attention of 

researchers because of its communicative functions such as 

expressing emotional states, exercising social control, 

highlighting the informational structure of speech, and 

organizing speech turns (Argyle, Lallijee, & Cook, 1968; 

Duncan 1972; Holler & Kendrick 2015; Kendon 1967).  

One of the main research topics in the examination of gaze 

in communication is the relation between gaze and speech 

modalities. Several earlier psychological studies reported that 

gaze has a speech floor apportionment function in native two-

party conversations (Kendon 1967; Argyle, Lallijee, & Cook, 

1968; Duncan 1972), and several recent studies have also 

confirmed the function of gaze in multiparty conversations 

(Kalma, 1992; Learner. 2003; Rosano, 2013; Jokinen et al., 

2013; Holler & Kendrick, 2015; Yamamoto et al., 2015; Ishii 

et al., 2016; Auer, 2018; Ijuin et al., 2018). Another study 

indicated that gaze can be a collaborative signal to coordinate 

the insertion of responses (Bavelas et al. 2002). Furthermore, 

another study reported that even uninvolved observers of 

dyadic interactions followed the interactants’ speaking turns 

with their gaze (Hirvenkari et al., 2013).  

However, most of the studies referred to above were 

conducted on native language (L1) speakers. Second 

language (L2) conversations are commonly observed in daily 

life, and often the conversational proficiency of the 

participants varies widely. Such differences in the 

proficiency of participants can cause serious 

miscommunication and may make collaboration among both 

native and non-native speakers difficult in face-to-face 
communication (Beyene et al., 2009).  

Some studies observed that gazing activity during speech 

interaction is affected by the linguistic proficiency of the 

participants. A remote work study in the human-computer 

interaction (HCI) field argued that video transmission of 

facial information and gestures helped non-native pairs to 

negotiate a common ground, whereas this did not provide 

significant help to native pairs (Veinott et. al., 1999). An 

analysis of second language conversation reported that eye 

gazes and facial expressions play an important role in 

monitoring both participants’ understanding in the repair 

process (i.e. a modification to the content or presentation of 

the current proposition under consideration (Schegloff et al., 

1977; Traum, 1994)) involving participants with differing 

levels of linguistic proficiency (Hosoda, 2006). 

Quantitative analyses of the duration of the listener’s gaze 

during utterances have shown that when other participants are 

looking at the speaker in a second-language (L2) 

conversation it is significantly longer than in a native-

language (L1) conversation (Umata, et al., 2013; Yamamoto 

et al., 2015). Studies of speaker’s gaze reported that the 

speech floor apportionment function of gaze is more 

prominent in second language conversations than in native 

language conversations (Ijuin et al., 2015; Ijuin et al., 2018).  

These studies, however, have not considered the effects of the 

communicative context. Kleinke pointed out that the 

conditions of a conversational setup may affect the relative 

importance of the multiple functions of gaze in 

communication (Kleinke 1986). Holler and Kendrick 

analyzed three-party conversations among native English 

speakers, focusing on question-response sequences involving 
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just two of the participants. They showed that unaddressed 

participants were able to anticipate next turns, and that the 

planning of these gaze shifts virtually coincided with the 

points at which the turns first became recognizable as 

possibly complete (Holler & Kendrick, 2015). There are also 

studies that have shown that gaze behavior is affected by the 

type of communication (social actions like requesting vs. 

complaining) and the duration of turns as projected by the 

social action (Kendrick & Holler, 2017; Rosano, 2013; 

Rossano, Brown, & Levinson, 2009; Stivers & Rossano, 

2010). The role of gaze in communication is affected by the 

communication context, and it is important to analyze the 

function of gaze during utterances taking their 

communicative function into consideration.  

Although previous studies have analyzed the effects of 

communication context and linguistic proficiency, it is still 

not very clear how these two factors interact. The current 

study examined the overall tendencies of speakers’ and 

listeners’ gazing activities in grounding acts while taking the 

effects of conversation topics and linguistic proficiency into 

consideration. We added the grounding tags proposed by 

Trauma (1994) to all the utterances in the existing triadic 

conversation corpus constructed by Yamamoto et al. (2015). 

Each utterance was categorized according to the grounding 

acts in the dialogue, and the gazing activities of the speakers 

and those of the listeners were compared between native (i.e. 

high linguistic proficiency) and the second language (i.e. low 

linguistic proficiency) conversations for two different topics. 

We observed that the grounding act factor affected the 

listener’s gaze, but not that of the speaker, suggesting that the 

characteristics of the grounding act affects a listeners’ gazing 

activities but not that of the speaker. We also observed that 

the linguistic proficiency and conversation topic have far 

greater effects on the listener’s gaze, and that the speech 

direction (i.e. from someone with a high level of linguistic 

proficiency to someone with a low level of proficiency and 

vice versa) may also affect the listener’s gaze but not the 

speaker’s. The results may make a valuable contribution to 

multi-party interaction studies that examine the effects of 

linguistic proficiency, and are expected to provide 

information that could assist in the design of interaction 

support systems. 

Corpus 

Based on a multimodal triadic interaction corpus constructed 

by Yamamoto et al. (2015), we labeled all utterances in the 

corpus with grounding act tags by Traum (1994) for the 

current study (details are provided below in this section). The 

corpus consists of triadic conversations in a mother tongue 

(L1) and those in a second language (L2) made by the same 

interlocutors in the same group (for details, refer to 

Yamamoto et al., 2015).  One of two conversational topics 

was assigned before each trial. One was a free-flowing 

conversation in which participants chatted about their 

favorite foods. The other was a goal-oriented task in which 

they collaboratively decided what to take with them on a trip 

to an uninhabited island or the mountains. The order of the 

conversation topics was randomly arranged to 

counterbalance any order effect. The order of the languages 

used in the conversations was also randomly arranged. All the 

conversations were subjected to the analysis in the current 

study.  

A total of 60 subjects (23 females and 37 males: 20 groups) 

between the ages of 18 and 24 participated in the data 

collection, and each conversational group consisted of three 

participants unknown to each but close in age. All 

participants were native-Japanese speakers. Each group had 

six-minute conversations on both topics in both Japanese and 

English. The corpus contains multimodal data from 80 (20 

free-flowing in Japanese, 20 free-flowing in English, 20 goal-

oriented in Japanese, and 20 goal-oriented in English) three-

party conversations in L1 (Japanese) and in L2 (English) 

(Yamamoto et al., 2015). Twenty groups engaged in all four 

conversation conditions. The average duration of individual 

conversations was six minutes.  

The English communication levels of the participants were 

measured based on the results of the Test of English for 

International Communication (TOEIC). Their scores ranged 

from 450 to 985 (990 being the highest score attainable), and 

the distribution of their TOEIC scores was nearly the same as 

the TOEIC test administered nationwide in Japan in the same 

period (cf. Yamamoto et al., 2015). The groups were 

assembled in various combinations of L2 proficiencies, 

namely, groups of participants with high TOEIC scores, those 

with low scores, and those with high/middle/low scores. The 

linguistic proficiencies of the participants were ranked also 

within each group according to their TOEIC scores.  

 

Table 1. Grounding act tags and their descriptions 

 

Three sets of NAC EMR-9 head-mounted eye trackers and 

headsets with microphones recorded their eye gazes and 

voices. The EUDICO Linguistic Annotator (ELAN) 

developed by the Max Planck Institute was used as a tool for 

gaze and utterance annotation. All the utterances were 

annotated by two annotators using the grounding act tags 

Grounding Act Description 

Initiate  

(init) 

The initial presentation of a 

proposition 

Continue  

(cont) 

The continuation of a previous act 

performed by the same speaker.  

Repair A modification to the content or 

presentation of the current 

proposition under consideration 

Request-Repair  

(req repair) 

A request that the other participant 

perform a Repair 

Acknowledge  

(ack) 

Evidence that a previous utterance 

has been understood 

Request-Acknowledge  

(req ack) 

A request that the other participant 

perform an Acknowledge 

Cancel An abandonment of the 

proposition under consideration 

Acknowledge - Initiate  

(ack init) 

"ack" and "init" occurring at the 

same time in one utterance unit 
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established by Traum (Traum, 1994), and each worked on 20 

L1 conversations and 20 L2 conversations. Table 1 shows the 

grounding act tags and their descriptions, and Figure 1 shows 

the average occurrences of grounding acts of 20 groups in the 

L1 and L2 conversations. The grounding acts that only 

occurred a few times were not suitable for quantitative 

analyses, and were excluded. The major grounding acts, i.e., 

init, cont, ack, and ack init underwent the analyses described 

below. Table 2 shows the average occurrences of them.  

The raw number of occurrences, not the number 

normalized for each participant, underwent analysis based on 

our research perspective where each utterance was regarded 

as not just the speaker’s personal act but also a contribution 

to the group interaction; i.e. the differences in the number of 

utterances among the participants in a group reflect the 

interaction structure of the group. 

Distributions of Major Grounding Acts 

The occurrences of init, cont, ack, and ack init for each group 

showed different distributions in all conversation conditions, 

as shown in Figure 1. We conducted an ANOVA test to 

reveal the characteristics of this corpus, investigating the 

statistical differences in the averages of the grounding acts in  

Figure 1.  Average occurrences of grounding acts 

native and second language conversations with language,  

topic and grounding act as within subject factors. The result 

showed significant main effects of topic (F(1, 19) = 7.971, p = 

.011, ηp2 = .296) and grounding act (F(1.984, 37.694) = 38.793, p 

= .000, ηp2 = .671 . (note: where appropriate, the degrees of 

freedom have been adjusted by Greenhouse-Geisser 

correction in the following analyses)), and a significant 

second-order interaction among language, topic and 

grounding act (F(2.008, 38.156) = 18.367, p = .000, ηp2 = .492).  

As shown in Figure 1, the occurrences of ack init are more 

frequent in L1 conversations than in L2 conversations, and 

more frequent in free-flowing conversations than in goal-

oriented conversations, suggesting that it requires a high level 

of linguistic proficiency to acknowledge the previous 

utterance and present new information in one utterance. The 

occurrences of cont are more frequent in L2 than in L1, 

showing that there were more speaker changes in L1 

conversations.  
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Table 2. The average occurrences of 

init, cont, ack, and ack init 

 

Language Topic Grounding  

Act 

Av. SD 

L1 Free-

flowing 

init 54.05 12.382 

cont 32.00 13.545 

ack 72.30 27.774 

ack init 79.30 26.525 

Goal-

oriented 

init 55.20 14.424 

cont 34.55 11.381 

ack 104.75 25.961 

ack init 46.60 13.663 

L2 Free-

flowing 

init 66.05 24.839 

cont 62.10 40.524 

ack 94.80 37.902 

ack init 30.75 14.134 

Goal-

oriented 

init 46.30 16.598 

cont 63.45 34.836 

ack 82.45 32.422 

ack init 17.05 7.776 

 

Analyses: Gazes during Utterances 

We compared the duration of speakers’ and listeners’ gazes 

during four major categories of grounding act (i.e., init, ack 

init, cont, ack) between L1 (as the high linguistic proficiency 

condition) and L2 (as the low linguistic proficiency 

condition) conversations on two different topics, 

respectively.  

The speaker’s gazing ratio indicates how long the speaker 

gazed at other participants during his/her utterances and is 

defined as the ratio of the duration of the speaker gazing at 

other participants to his/her speaking duration. The listener’s 

gazing ratio indicates how long a participant gazed at the 

speaker during his/her utterance and is defined as the ratio of 

the duration of a participant gazing at the speaker to the 

speaking duration. The speakers’ and listeners’ gazes were 

calculated for each dyadic combination of the participants for 

both directions within the group, with six values for each 

group.  

To examine the effect of linguistic proficiency in detail, we 

categorized each utterance direction for each dyadic 

combination according to their L2 linguistic proficiency: 

“high-to-low” represents from a participant with a higher 

TOEIC score to one with a lower score, and the reverse 

relation from low-to-high. 

The average of the speaker’s gazing ratios is defined as: 

 

𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌𝒆𝒓′𝒔 𝒈𝒂𝒛𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐

=
𝟏

𝒏
∑

𝑫𝑺𝑮𝒋(𝒊)

𝑫(𝒊)

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 

Here, D(i) is the duration of the ith utterance and DSGj(i) is 

the duration of the speaker gazing at the jth participants (j = 

1, 2, 3) in the ith utterance.  

The average of the listener’s gazing ratios is defined as:  

𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒐𝒇 𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓′𝒔 𝒈𝒂𝒛𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐

=
𝟏

𝒏
∑

𝑫𝑳𝑮𝒋(𝒊)

𝑫(𝒊)

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 

Here, DLGj(i) is the total duration of the jth participant (j = 1, 

2, 3) in each group gazing at the speaker in the ith utterance. 

Speakers’ Gaze 

First, we analyzed the speakers’ gaze, taking the factors of 

linguistic proficiency, conversation topic, and grounding act 

into consideration. As mentioned above, previous studies 

showed that the duration of the speaker’s gaze is not affected 

by the linguistic proficiency (Umata, et al., 2013; Yamamoto 

et al., 2015). Another study showed that the speech floor 

apportionment function of gaze is observed in both L1 and 

L2 conversations, and it is more prominent in second 

language conversations than in native language conversations 

(Ijuin et. al., 2015; Ijuin et al., 2018). Because speakers make 

use of gaze to coordinate the speech floor in both L1 and L2 

conversations, they would gaze at the listeners anyway 

although the prominence of its function may be affected by 

linguistic proficiency of the participants. Also, the effect of 

the topic would not be so salient because the resource in gaze 

modality is largely occupied by the floor apportionment 

function.  

Thus, our assumption for the speakers’ gaze is expressed 

as H1 below: 

 

H1: The factors of linguistic proficiency, conversation topic, 

and the grounding act do not affect the duration of the 

speaker’s gaze toward listeners. 

 

The distributions of the speakers’ gazes are shown in Figure 

2. We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

language difference, topic difference, and grounding act as 

within-subject factors, and with the utterance direction 

(“high-to-low” indicates direction from a participant with a 

higher L2 linguistic proficiency to one with a lower L2 

proficiency, and “low-to-high” is the reverse relation) being 

a between-subject factor. The results revealed a significant 

main effect of grounding act (F(2.704, 281.195) = 3.592, p = .014, 

ηp2 = .033) , and a significant interaction between topic and 

grounding act: F(3, 312) = 2.948, p = .033, ηp2 = .028). Sub-

effect tests of the topic factor for each grounding act showed 

marginally significant differences in cont (F(1, 104) = 2.836, p 

= .095,ηp2 = .027), and ack (F(1, 104) = 3.525, p = .063, ηp2 

= .033), but no significant differences in init (F(1, 104) = .517,  
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p = .474, ηp2 = .005) and ack init (F(1, 104) = .001, p = .976, 

ηp2 = .000).  

As shown in Figure 2, while the differences in the values 

were not particularly large they were significant, and the 

distributions were similar for all categories. Our hypothesis 

H1 is substantially if not fully supported: the main effects of 

linguistic proficiency and topic factors were not found to be 

significant, and the significant main effect of grounding act 

and the significant interaction of topic and grounding act 

were not so large in terms of the magnitude of differences in 

the gazing ratio values. 

 

 
Figure 2. Distributions of the speakers’ gazes 

Listeners’ Gaze 

Next, we analyzed listener’s gazes, taking the factors of 

linguistic proficiency, conversation topic, and grounding act 

into consideration. As mentioned above, previous studies 

showed that the duration of listener’s gaze is longer in L2 

conversations (Umata, et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2015), 

possibly because the listeners were relying on the speaker’s 

gazing cues of floor apportionment to compensate for their 

lack of linguistic proficiency in L2 conversations. Thus, the 

linguistic proficiency factor was expected to affect the 

duration of the listener’s gaze. It is also likely that the 

differences in linguistic proficiency between the speaker and 

the listener is also a factor: a listener would make use of 

visual cues more often during the utterance of a speaker with 

higher linguistic proficiency than during the utterance of a 

speaker with lower proficiency in L2 conversations. Because 

the listeners were just monitoring the speaker’s gazing cues 

of floor apportionment, their resource in gaze modality would 

not be exhausted to the same degree as that of the speaker. 

We expect that the listeners make use of multiple functions 

of gaze, and consequently the duration of their gaze would be 

affected by other factors such as the conversation topic and 

grounding act. Thus, our assumptions for the listener’s gaze 

are expressed as H2 to H5 below: 

 

H2: The language (L1/L2) factor strongly affects the 

duration of a listener’s gaze toward the speaker. The 

duration of a listener’s gaze would be longer in low 

linguistic proficiency (L2) conversations than in high 

linguistic proficiency (L1) ones. 

H3: The difference in L2 linguistic proficiency between 

the speaker and the listener affect the duration of a 

listener’s gaze toward the speaker in L2 conversations. The 

duration of a listener’s gaze would be longer in utterances 

of the higher proficiency speaker to the lower proficiency 

listener in L2 conversations.  

H4: The grounding act factor strongly affects the duration 

of a listener’s gaze toward the speaker. The duration of a 

listener’s gaze toward speakers would be longer in 

grounding acts init, cont, and ack init, where speakers 

present new information.  

H5: The topic factor strongly affect the duration of a 

listener’s gaze toward the speaker.  The duration of a 

listener’s gaze toward the speaker would be longer in goal-

oriented conversations where the pressure to coordinate 

communication is stronger because of the requirement to 

reach an agreement. 

 

The distributions of the listeners’ gazes are shown in 

Figure 3. We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with language difference, topic difference, and grounding act 

as within-subject factors, and with the utterance direction 

being a between-subject factor. The results revealed 

significant main effects of language (F(1, 112) = 47.075, p = 

.000, η p2 = .296), topic (F(1, 112) = 16.326, p = .000), 

grounding act (F(2.587, 289.698) = 360.591, p = .000, ηp2 = .763). 

The multiple comparison analysis showed that the 

differences among four major grounding acts were all 

significant (p = .000; av. of init = 0.578, av. of cont = 0.680, 

av. of ack = 0.280, av. of ack init = 0.520). We also observed 

significant interactions between language and grounding act: 

F(2.707, 303.186) = 24.828, p = .000,ηp2 = .181), and topic and 

grounding act: F(2.809, 314.622) = 4.606, p = .004,ηp2 = .040). 

Sub-effect tests of the topic factor for each grounding act 

showed significant differences in cont (F(2.809, 314.622) = 6.232, 

p = .014,ηp2 = .053) and ack init (F(2.809, 314.622) = 25.409, p = 

.000,ηp2 = .185), and a marginally significant difference in 

ack init (F(2.809, 314.622) = 3.137, p = .079,ηp2 = .027),  but no 

significant difference in ack (F(2.809, 314.622) = 1.154, p = .285,

ηp2 = .010). The results showed the duration of a listener’s 

gaze was longer in L2 and goal-oriented conversations, and 

in grounding acts presenting new information. 

We also observed a marginally significant main effect of 

utterance direction: F(1, 112) = 3.226, p = .075ηp2 = .028), and 

a marginally significant interaction between language and 

speech direction (F(1, 112) = 2.972, p = .087,ηp2 = .026). Sub-

effect tests of the utterance direction factor for each language 

condition (i.e. L1 and L2) showed significant differences for 
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the L2 condition (F(1, 112) = 5.144, p = .025ηp2 = .044; av. of 

high-to-low = 0.583, av. of low-to-high = 0.527) but not for 

the L2 condition (F(1, 112) = .518, p = .473ηp2 = .005; av. of 

high-to-low = 0.482, av. of low-to-high = 0.467), suggesting 

that the listeners gazed at the speaker with higher linguistic 

proficiency for longer.  

 

 
Figure 3. Distributions of the listeners’ gazes 

Discussion 

The analyses of the speaker’s gaze duration did not reveal a 

significant main effect of language, suggesting that the 

linguistic proficiency factor did not affect the duration of a 

speaker’s gaze. Although we observed a significant main 

effect of grounding act and a significant interaction between 

topic and grounding act, the differences were not very large 

as shown in Figure 2. Thus, our hypothesis H1 was mostly 

supported.  
In terms of the duration of the listener’s gaze, we found that 

linguistic proficiency and topic had significant main effects, 

demonstrating that these factors affect the duration of the 

listener’s gaze. The listeners gazed at the speaker for longer 

in L2 conversations in the case where their linguistic 

proficiency was low, and in goal-oriented conversations 

where the pressure to coordinate communication is stronger. 

The analysis also showed a significant main effect of the 

grounding act, and the multiple comparison analysis also 

demonstrated that the differences among four major 

grounding acts (init, cont, ack, and ack init) were all 

significant. Among them, the average of ack was the lowest 

by a considerable margin, showing that the duration of a 

listener’s gaze was longer in utterances where the speaker 

present new information. Thus, the results were consistent 

with our hypotheses H2, H4, H5.  

The analyses also revealed a marginally significant main 

effect of utterance direction and a marginally significant 

interaction between the language factor and speech direction, 

and sub-effect tests of the utterance direction factor for each 

linguistic proficiency condition showed significant 

differences only for the L2 condition. The results suggest that 

the difference in linguistic proficiency between the speaker 

and the listener affect the gazing activities of the listeners in 

L2 conversations: the listeners gazed at the speaker with 

higher linguistic proficiency for longer. Although the results 

were marginally significant, they can be regarded as positive 

arguments supporting our hypothesis H3.  

Thus, our analyses suggest that the effects of linguistic 

proficiency and conversation topic are much greater for 

listeners’ gaze, and that the difference in linguistic 

proficiency between a speaker and a listener may also affect 

the listener’s gaze but not that of the speaker. There are, 

however, some factors that were not fully examined in this 

study. As Healey et al. observed, there might have been 

differences between primary and secondary recipients. 

Further analyses will be required to examine how the 

differences in listeners’ roles affect their gazing behavior. 

Another possible factor is the difference in the length of the 

utterance, as this might have some impact on gazing 

behavior: for example, ack utterances were generally shorter 

than the other grounding acts. Not only the content of the 

information but also the length of an utterance might have 

affected gazing patterns.  

Our findings may make a valuable contribution to the 

future multimodal communication studies that include 

participants with varying levels of linguistic proficiency and 

where there are several conversation topics. Also, these 

findings demonstrated factors to be considered in 

communication support system (ex. meeting capture, 

attention estimation, information highlighting, etc.) for users 

with varying levels of linguistic proficiency.  

Conclusion 

We conducted quantitative analyses of gaze during 

utterances, considering the factors of grounding in 

communication, conversation topic, and linguistic 

proficiency. The results showed that the gazing activities of 

the listeners were affected by all the factors examined in this 

study, although the activities of speakers were affected to a 

much lesser extent. The results also suggest that the 

difference in linguistic proficiency between the speaker and 

the listener affect the gazing activities of the listeners. These 

results should provide future multimodal communication 

studies with useful information on how linguistic proficiency 

and conversation topic affect speaker-listener interactions.  
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Abstract 

Across the world’s languages, some word orders are more 
common. We focus on noun phrases, where it is more common 
for adjectives to follow the noun than to precede it. Because the 
interpretation of adjectives depends on the noun they modify, 
we propose and evaluate the new hypothesis that the order N-
ADJ is more prevalent because it is beneficial for semantic 
processing. In a silent gesture task, speakers of four 
typologically-unrelated languages (English, Mandarin, Arabic 
and Spanish) communicated noun phrase meanings to a 
partner. We find, first, that our task tracks the typologically-
preferred orders of nouns, adjectives and numerals in the noun 
phrase. More importantly, we find support for our semantic 
processing hypothesis: size adjectives, whose interpretation 
depend more on the noun they modify, were more likely to be 
gestured after the noun than shape adjectives whose 
interpretation is less dependent on the noun they modify. 

Keywords: word order; noun phrase; adjectives; silent gesture; 
linguistic universals; cognitive biases 

Introduction 

Typological research reveals that some word orders are more 

common than others. In the noun phrase, for example, 

adjectives more frequently follow the noun (N-ADJ: 64%) 

than precede it (ADJ-N: 27%), with a small minority of 

languages (8%) exhibiting a variable order (Dryer, 2013). In 

comparison, the location of the numeral relative to the noun 

is more balanced: the numeral follows the noun (N-NUM) in 

52.6% of the world’s languages, and precedes the noun 

(NUM-N) in 41.5% of languages, with again a small minority 

(5.6%) exhibiting a variable order (Dryer, 2013). 

Interestingly, further asymmetries are observed in the 

combination of these elements: languages where the 

adjective and the numeral occur on the same side of the noun 

– known as harmonic orders – are more common (N initial: 

52%; N final: 27%) – see in Table 11. 

 

Table 1: Typological distribution of word order in the 

noun phrase. Harmonic orders are marked in grey. 

 
 

                                                           
1 Note that the overall values reported in this paragraph are 

somewhat different from the marginal means in Table 1: this arises 

Prior work has focused on the relative order of elements. 

In his seminal work on language universals, Greenberg 

(1963) includes Universal 18: “When the descriptive 

adjective precedes the noun, the demonstrative, and the 

numeral, with overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, 

does likewise.” In other words, there is a preference for 

harmonic orders, especially when the adjectives precede the 

noun.  

Previous psycholinguistic work has addressed the issues of 

harmony in noun phrases. For example, Culbertson and 

Newport (2017) demonstrated that harmonic patterns are 

preferred in learning. Specifically, children and adults were 

taught an artificial grammar where modifiers preceded the 

noun 70% of the time. And while adults subsequently 

produced noun phrases that were similar to the input, children 

altered the input to create harmonic orders. These patterns 

provided evidence for the cognitive underpinning of the 

typological patterns. Building on Greenberg’s (1963) 

universals, Culbertson and Newport (2017) proposed the 

principle of harmony, which reflects a preference for a single 

rule over multiple rules (e.g., “modifiers should follow the 

noun” or “modifiers precede the noun”). 

Schouwstra, Kirby, and Culbertson (2017) further examine 

the emergent order in noun phrases using a silent gesture 

study, where target expressions included a noun, an adjective, 

a numeral, and a demonstrative (e.g., these four striped 

triangles or those three dotted squares). They found, first, 

that gestured adjectives overwhelmingly followed the noun, 

despite the fact that in English, the native language of their 

participants, adjectives generally precede the noun. 

Furthermore, they found that the order of modifiers was 

guided by their semantic scope: adjectives appeared closest 

to the noun, then numerals (which count the noun-adjective 

combination), and finally determiners (which pick out the 

noun-adjective-numeral combination). 

Our goal here is to focus on the typological preference for 

the adjectives to follow the noun (i.e., the prevalence of N-

ADJ order). We propose the novel hypothesis that this order 

is preferred because it is beneficial for semantic processing. 

This proposal arises from combining what we know about 

language processing with what we know about the 

interpretation of adjectives. First, it is well-established in the 

psycholinguistics literature that the processing of noun 

phrase – and language more generally is incremental 

(Eberhard, Spivey-Knowlton, Sedivy, and Tanenhaus, 1995; 

from a difference in how languages with a variable word order are 

counted.  
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Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999). Second, it 

is well-established in the semantics literature that the 

interpretation of adjectives depends on which noun they 

modify (Kamp & Partee, 1995; Kennedy & McNally, 2005; 

Toledo & Sassoon, 2011). For example, some adjectives are 

intersective, whereas other adjectives are subsective (Kamp 

& Partee, 1995). When an intersective adjective combines 

with a noun (e.g., a square hairbrush), the meaning of the 

noun phrase is derived using intersection: the set of objects 

denoted by square is intersected with the set of objects 

denoted by hairbrush, and the noun phrase denotes an object 

that is both square and a hairbrush. By contrast, when a 

subsective adjective combines with a noun (e.g., a big 

hairbrush), the adjective and the noun do not have similar 

contributions to the meaning; instead, the interpretation is 

derived by subsecting the set of hairbrushes. In other words, 

the interpretation of “big” – and other scalar adjectives – 

depends on a standard that is set by the noun they modify. 

Taken together, this predicts a processing advantage for a 

noun phrase where the adjective follows the noun, compared 

to processing the adjective before the noun becomes available 

in the speech stream. Importantly, we are not assuming that 

adjectives are processed only after the noun (cf. Kamp & 

Partee, 1995): it is well established that adjectives are 

processed incrementally even when the precede the noun 

(Eberhard, et al., 1995; Sedivy, et al., 1999). Instead, the idea 

is that the order N-ADJ is more widely found because it gives 

rise to a semantic processing benefit. 

We reason that if there is a cognitive bias for the order N-

ADJ, this bias may surface when individuals tailor a message 

that is not subject to pre-existing linguistic conventions. 

Therefore, we tested this hypothesis using a silent gesture 

task. This method has been successfully used to study word 

order biases both at the sentence level – the ordering of 

Subject, Object, and Verb (Goldin-Meadow, So, Özyürek, & 

Mylander, 2008; Gibson et al., 2013), and at the level of the 

noun phrase (Schouwstra et al., 2017).  

Our method differed slightly from these studies, as our 

participants were not asked to tailor a message for an 

imagined addressee, but instead were communicating with a 

lab confederate. In this setup, the participant had to get the 

confederate to choose one image out of an array of four – see 

Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: The communicative setup  

 

One reason for using a lab confederate – rather than having 

participant gesture to the experimenter as in previous studies 

– was to ensure that participants had no assumptions of their 

partner’s knowledge, and would therefore gesture all the 

information necessary to identify the target (which varied 

across conditions – more below). A second reason for using 

a confederate was to avoid a situation where a naïve 

addressee would try to be cooperative and contribute their 

own gestures or guess the target based on partial information 

(e.g., if only the adjective was gestured, and not the noun).  

We include four conditions – see Figure 2: 

(a) ADJ-SIZE, which is intended to elicit a noun and a size 

adjective; 

(b) ADJ-SHAPE, which is intended to elicit a noun and a 

shape adjective; 

(c) NUMERAL, which is intended to elicit a noun and a 

numeral;  

(d) NUM-ADJ, which is intended to elicit three elements: a 

noun, an adjective and a numeral. To simplify the displays, 

all adjectives elicited in this condition were shape adjective. 

Note that, across all conditions, the elements we elicited 

depended not just on properties of the target image itself, but 

also on the properties of other images in the display. 

 

(a) ADJ-SIZE 

 

(b) ADJ-SHAPE 

(c) NUMERAL 

 

(d) NUM-ADJ 

 

Figure 2: Example displays for the four conditions: the 

image to be communicated is marked in red. 

 

First, if considerations of semantic processing play a role 

in guiding the ordering of elements, we would expect 

adjectives to follow the noun more in the ADJ-SHAPE 

condition than in the ADJ-SIZE condition. Furthermore, 

given that this reasoning does not apply to numerals, the 
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relative ordering of nouns and numerals are not expected to 

differ from chance. 

A further aspect of our design is the native languages of the 

speakers tested. We wanted to ensure that any effects of word 

order are above and beyond effect of the native language; 

previous work using silent gesture of noun phrases only 

examined native speakers of English (e.g., Schouwstra et al., 

2017). Therefore, we tested native speakers of four 

typologically-different languages: English, Mandarin, 

Arabic, and Spanish. English, exemplified in (1), and 

Mandarin, exemplified in (2) both exhibit the order N-ADJ; 

both languages also exhibit NUM-N order. Note that speakers 

of languages that use the less preferred order (such as these) 

provide a stronger test to whether the typologically preferred 

order will be the one to emerge in a silent gesture task. 

 

(1) ENGLISH 

 a. The big hairbrush 

 b. The square hairbrush 

 c. Four hairbrushes 

 d. Four square hairbrushes 

 

(2) MANDARIN 

 a. dà    shūzi 

                  big hairbrush 

 b. fāngxíng    shūzi 

               square        hairbrush 

 c. sì          bǎ                shūzi  

               four     [classifier]   hairbrush 

 d. sì          bǎ               fāngxíng  shūzi 

               four     [classifier]   square     hairbrush 

 

Our third language, Arabic exhibits the order N-ADJ (3a-

b); here NUM is variable, with the number 1 appearing after 

the noun (3c), the number 4 appearing before the noun (3d), 

and the number 3 being in free variation (3e). 

 

(3) ARABIC 

 a. firšaye      kbire 

                  hairbrush  big 

 b. firšaye        mrabaɁa 

               hairbrush    square 

 c. firšaye         waħde 

               hairbrush     one 

 d. arbaɁa   firaši 

               four     hairbrush 

 e. tlat      firaši       / il-firaši         it-tlate 

               three   hairbrushes / the-hairbrushes the-three 

 

Our final language Spanish, exemplified in (4), is generally 

N-ADJ, but some adjectives appear in the order ADJ-N. 

These two syntactic positions are associated with interpretive 

differences. While characterizing these differences is non-

trivial (see e.g., Demonte, 2008), the noun phrase meanings 

gestured in our task are only appropriate as post-nominal 

adjectives. Spanish is also NUM-N order.  

 

(4) SPANISH 

 a. cepillo        grande  

                  hairbrush    big 

 b. cepillo        cuadrado 

               hairbrush    square 

 c. cuatro    cepillos       

               four       hairbrushes 

 d. cuatro    cepillos          cuadrados 

               four       hairbrushes    square 

 

Our first question is whether, when producing silent 

gestures, participants will show a preference for the 

typologically-preferred orders, as has been previously shown 

for the order of the elements in the sentences: Subject-Verb-

Object (Goldin Meadow, et al., 2008; Gibson et al., 2013). 

Our second question is whether we can find evidence in 

favour of our hypothesis that semantic processing plays a role 

in typological preferences; if so, we would expect size 

adjectives to follow the noun more because their 

interpretation is relativized to the noun meaning in a way that 

shape adjectives are not. Comparing speakers of four 

typologically different languages should allow us to observe 

effects that are above and beyond influences of the native 

language. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Data from native speakers of Canadian English (n=24) was 

collected in Toronto, Canada. Data from native speakers of 

Mandarin Chinese (n=20) was also collected in Toronto, 

Canada; at the time of testing, participants lived in Canada 

for three years or less. Data from Spanish speakers (n=25) 

was collected in Madrid, Spain. Data from Arabic speakers 

(n=20) was collected in Lebanon and Syria. For all languages, 

the majority of participants were university students, and 

each participant was paid $10 or the locally-appropriate 

equivalent. Speakers were chosen such that the language of 

testing was their dominant language; none of the participants 

had any knowledge of sign language. 

Materials and Design 

Thirty-two experimental trials were created. Each 

experimental display contained four images: these were 

arranged in a 2x2 grid for the participant, and a 1x4 grid for 

the confederate – see again Figure 1. The images were 

presented in a different configuration to exclude the 

possibility of referring to the location of the target image 

rather than its properties. Across items, the location of the 

target image in the grid was systematically varied. 

Four versions of each display were created – see again 

Figure 2. In the ADJ-SHAPE condition, the target image 

contrasted in shape with a second object from the same 

nominal category (e.g., target: square brush; contrast: round 

brush). The display also included a second square item, in 

order to prevent a situation where shape information would 
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be sufficient to identify the target and hence noun information 

would not be gestured. In the ADJ-SIZE condition, the target 

image contrasted in size with the second object from the same 

nominal category (e.g., target: small clock; contrast: big 

clock); again, these displays included a second object that 

was the same size as the target to ensure that both adjective 

and noun information were gestured. In the NUMERAL 

condition, the target image contrasted in number: the target 

was a group of 1, 3, or 4 objects and there was another group 

of 1-4 objects (e.g., 3 tables and 2 tables), the display also 

included a second group that was the same number as the 

target. In the NUM-ADJ condition, the target image 

contrasted with two different images, one in the shape and 

another in number: for example, three square clocks (target), 

three round clocks (contrast in shape) and two square clocks 

(contrast in number). 

To avoid confusion in gestures between nouns and 

adjectives (especially shape adjectives), we chose high-

frequency nouns that have been previously shown to be 

gestured using their function rather than their shape (van 

Nipsen, van de Sandt-Koenderman, & Krahmer, 2017). 

Across participants, each of the experimental displays 

occurred in all four conditions; however, a single participant 

only saw a given experimental display in one of the four 

conditions. In addition to 32 critical trials, each list also 

included 32 filler trials: these trials were visually similar to 

the critical trials in that they contained two objects of the 

same type, but here the target was not a member of this pair, 

but rather one of the other items. This was done in order to 

ensure that there was no expectation that noun phrases would 

have a certain form. Thus, each participant saw 64 trials, 

presented in a random order (the first three were always 

fillers). 

Procedure 

Each experimental session was carried out entirely in the 

relevant language. Participants were told that they would 

need to communicate an object out of an array to a second 

person, using silent gestures. 

The participant and their partner were seated across a table, 

each with their own computer – see Figure 1. Participants 

were not told that the person they were interacting with 

worked for the lab (a different confederate was employed for 

each language). Importantly, confederates were naïve to the 

goals of the experiment.  

Participants were told that each trial will be a display with 

four images, with one highlighted. They would then aim to 

provide a message using silent gesture that would get their 

partner to click on that object. Participants were instructed 

not to use any pointing in their gestures. Participants were 

further instructed that if they don’t provide all the necessary 

information, the confederate will use a particular gesture to 

tell them to elaborate. Importantly, this was the only gesture 

confederates were allowed to produce. 

                                                           
2 The order N-ADJ in English often arose from the production of 

a relative clause (e.g., “the clock that’s round”).  

After the participant completed all the trials, they repeated 

the task with verbal instructions (cf. Gibson et al., 2013). 

Throughout the session, which lasted about an hour, the 

participant was video and audio recorded.  

Results 

Verbal trials were transcribed, and then coded for word order. 

Gesture trials were transcribed for word order directly from 

the video recording. For example, a watch was sometimes 

gestured by looking at one’s wrist. Size information was 

usually gestured with expanding and shrinking gestures. 

Shape information was usually gestured as the circumference 

of the shape. Number information was usually gestured by 

raising fingers. If the participant repeated their gestures, we 

coded the first gesture sequence that resulted in a successful 

reference to the target object. 

Do gesture patterns follow typology? 

We first ask whether, when gesturing noun phrase meanings, 

speakers exhibit a preference for certain word orders over 

others, specifically those that are common among the world’s 

languages. To address this question, we first calculated, for 

each participant, how likely they were to gesture the adjective 

and the numeral after the noun. Figure 3 (top panel) plots 

word order preferences for each participant in the verbal task 

and Figure 3 (bottom panel) plots the same information for 

the critical silent gesture task: the x-axis represent the 

proportion of gesturing the order N-ADJ, and the y-axis 

represents the proportion of gesturing the order N-NUM 

(each data point is one participant, colour coded for native 

language).  

In the verbal task, speakers of the four languages generally 

exhibit the pattern expected from the grammar of their 

language. Speakers of both English (red) and Mandarin (blue) 

generally preferred ADJ-N and NUM-N order2. Spanish 

(yellow) and Arabic (green) speakers produced only N-ADJ 

order; both also followed the expected order for NUM: which 

is pre-nominal in Spanish and variable in Arabic. 

The gesture data exhibits a different pattern. We note that 

gesturing gave rise to more variability: this indicates that, 

when gesturing, speakers did not simply follow the word 

order dictated by their native language, which opens the 

possibility of patterns that relate to the typology of noun 

phrases. Indeed, the patterns observed do not follow the order 

of the native language. This pattern is strikingly similar to the 

typological distribution reported in Table 1. First, our 

participants were most likely to gesture the harmonic order 

where both the numeral and the adjective follow the noun 

(our data: 43%, vs. cross-linguistically: 52%). The second 

most common typological order – the other harmonic order 

where both the adjective and the numeral precede the noun – 

was also the second most common here (our data: 28% vs. 

cross-linguistically: 27%). Interestingly, the non-harmonic 

order whereby the adjective follows the noun (N-ADJ) but 
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the numeral precedes the noun (NUM-N) was more common 

in our gesture data than it is across the world’s language (our 

data: 27% vs. cross-linguistically: 17%); this may be due to 

influences from the native languages of our participants. 

Finally, the second non-harmonic order, whereby the 

adjective precedes the noun (ADJ-N) but the numeral follows 

the noun (N-NUM), was strongly dispreferred, as is the case 

across the world’s languages (our data: 2%, vs. cross-

linguistically: 4%). The similarity of our gesture data to 

typological patterns lend further support to the idea that 

typological patterns arise due to cognitive biases. 

Specifically, these patterns lend further support to the 

Culbertson and Newport’s (2017) proposal that harmonic 

orders are preferred over non-harmonic orders. 

 
Figure 3. Word order preferences in verbal responses (top 

panel) and in silent gesture (bottom panel).  Each data point 

represents one speaker, colour-coded by native language. 

 

For the NUM-ADJ condition, we can further ask about the 

position of the noun compared to the other elements. Figure 

4 plots the likelihood of the noun to appear initially, in the 

middle and at the end of the noun phrase. We note that 

harmonic order – with the noun either preceding or following 

both modifiers – are preferred over the case where the noun 

appears in with one modifier on each side. This is particularly 

important for speakers of Arabic and Spanish, both languages 

that do not exhibit a harmonic order.  

 

 
Figure 4. The likelihood of each of the three possible 

positions of the noun relative to the two modifiers in the 

NUM-ADJ condition. Chance is .33. 

 

Since gestures for numeral and adjective were used 

repeatedly, whereas nouns were only used once, one could 

imagine that the repeated gestures would become 

conventionalized, and, as a result, speakers will tend to 

gesture modifiers first, creating a bias for N final. The pattern 

in Figure 4 suggests that word orders in the silent gesture task 

were not driven by the asymmetry between old and new 

gestures. 

Effects of adjective semantics 

Our second question concerns the origin of the preference for 

adjectives to follow the noun. Recall that if semantic 

processing affects the relative order of noun and adjective, 

we could expect size adjectives to follow the noun more than 

shape adjectives. We therefore compared the likelihood that 

the adjective followed the noun in the ADJ-SIZE condition 

and the ADJ-SHAPE condition, with the NUMERAL 

condition serving as baseline. These are summarized, for 

each language, in Figure 5. Qualitatively, we note that across 

all four languages, the noun was more likely to occur first 

when followed by a size adjective than a shape adjective; 

both were more likely to follow the noun than the numeral. 

Despite these similarities, we also observe an effect of native 

language order: the likelihood of noun initial was higher in 

Arabic and Spanish, where adjectives follow the noun, as 

compared to English and Mandarin, where adjective precede 

the noun.  

These data were analyzed using logistic mixed-effects 

regression models with random effects for participants 

(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Jaeger, 2008), as 

implemented in the lme4 package of the statistical software 

R 3.5.1 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015; R Core 

Team, 2015). The overall model was 3 x 4. The three-level 

independent variable – condition – was contrast-coded using 

centered Helmert contrasts. The first coefficient contrasted 

NUM with ADJ, and the second coefficient contrasted the 

two ADJ conditions. The four-level independent variable – 
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language – group the N-ADJ languages and the ADJ-N 

language, comparing within and across groupings.  

 

 
Figure 5: likelihood of N-MOD order, for each of the four 

languages, in the ADJ-SIZE, ADJ-SHAPE, and NUMERAL 

conditions. 

 

The model indicated, first, that the noun was more likely to 

come first when it appeared with an adjective compared to a 

numeral (β = 7.4089, SE = 1.3861, z = 5.345, p < .0001). This 

effect held when examining each language separately, in 

English (β = 6.4643, SE = 2.5876, z = 2.498, p = .01), Arabic 

(β = 12.368, SE = 2.975, z = 4.158, p < .0001), and Spanish 

(β = 6.8836, SE = 3.1356, z = 2.195, p = .03), but was only 

marginal in Mandarin (β = 4.1075, SE = 2.3664, z = 1.736, p 

= .08). This means that adjectives were more likely than 

numeral to be gestured after the noun, providing support to 

our hypothesis of semantic processing: the interpretation of 

adjectives – but not numerals – depends on the noun they 

modify. 

 More importantly, the second coefficient revealed that the 

noun was more likely to appear first when the adjective 

encoded size information than when it encoded shape 

information (β = -0.9683, SE = 0.1550, z =-6.246, p < .0001). 

This effect held when analyzing each language separately: 

English (β = -0.8558, SE = 0.2880, z = -2.972, p = .003), 

Mandarin (β = -0.5977, SE = 0.2630, z = -2.272, p = .02), 

Arabic (β = -1.492, SE = 0.334, z = -4.466, p < .0001), and 

Spanish (β = -0.9525, SE = 0.3520, z = -2.706, p = .006). This 

pattern provides strong support to our semantic processing 

hypothesis that the typological preference for N-ADJ order is 

driven – at least in part – by having a word order where the 

adjective information, which depends on the noun, follows it 

linearly. A further illustration of this pattern is given in Figure 

6: here we plot, for each participant, the extent to which they 

gestured a size adjective after the noun more than a shape 

adjective: this plot shows that this behaviour is characterized 

more than half of the participants (46/89), with only 19 

participant showing the opposite pattern. 

Note that this analysis nevertheless reveals effects of native 

language: the order N-ADJ was more common for speakers 

of Arabic and Spanish compared with speakers of English 

and Mandarin (specifically, our overall model showed that 

Mandarin and English do not differ, that Arabic and Spanish 

do not differ, but that Arabic and Mandarin do differ). 

General Discussion 

This paper aims to examine the cognitive basis for 

typological preferences regarding word order in the noun 

phrase. We conducted a silent gesture task with native 

speakers of four typologically distinct languages that exhibit 

different word orders within the noun phrase: English, 

Mandarin, Spanish and Arabic. 

First, the relative ordering of noun and adjective and noun 

and numeral in our task produced a pattern which is strikingly 

similar to the typological distribution of these orders. Like in 

the world’s languages, the harmonic orders were more 

Figure 6. The extent to which each participant was more likely to gesture the size adjective after the noun 

compared to shape adjective.  
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common in our gesture task, with most common order – the 

one where both modifiers follow the noun – being the most 

commonly gestured. Similarly, the typologically rare order – 

where the adjective precedes the noun and the numeral follow 

it – was also rarely gestured by our participants. This finding 

provides further support to the idea that typology at the macro 

level arises from cognitive biases at the level of the individual 

mind (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008; Culbertson et al., 2012; 

Gibson et al., 2013; Culbertson & Newport, 2017). 

Second, despite the similarity of gestured patterns to 

typological preferences, we nevertheless observed influences 

of the native language of participants on the word order used 

when gesturing. For example, speakers of English and 

Mandarin were less likely to gesture the order N-ADJ which 

deviates from their native order, as compared with speakers 

of Arabic and Spanish, for whom N-ADJ is the order used in 

language as well (see again Figure 5). Relatedly, English 

speakers gestured noun final noun-phrases at a level above 

chance (see again figure 4). These findings are of 

methodological significance, as they demonstrate the need 

for a cross-linguistic perspective when conducting 

experiments that aim to uncover the cognitive underpinnings 

of linguistic patterns. 

Finally, an important goal of this study has been to evaluate 

a new hypothesis about the typological preference of 

adjectives to follow the noun, testing the hypothesis that this 

order is beneficial for semantic processing because the 

interpretation of adjectives depends on the noun they modify. 

We find that when the adjective encoded information whose 

interpretation depends on the noun more – specifically, size 

information – the adjective was more likely to follow the 

noun more compared with modifier information whose 

interpretation is less dependent on the noun being modified – 

specifically, shape information. This finding raises the 

question of why this effect is not grammaticalized: we may 

expect languages to place shape information before the noun 

and size information after. It is notable in this context that 

some languages, including Spanish and other Romance 

languages, do exhibit a grammatical pattern that is consistent 

with this prediction: adjectives that follow the noun receive a 

restrictive interpretation, whereas when the same adjectives 

precede the noun, they receive a non-restrictive interpretation 

(e.g., Demonde, 2008). However, it is likely that this pattern 

is overridden by the strong preference for harmony (recall 

that only 8% of the world’s language exhibit a variable order 

for adjectives). 

Taken together, these results contribute to a line of research 

which takes typological preference at a large scale to arise 

from cognitive biases at the level of the individual speaker.  
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Storage and Computation of Multimorphemic Words in Turkish
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Abstract

Whether morphologically complex words are stored as a whole or decomposed into constituents has been well-investigated
experimentally in Indo-European languages like English, Italian, Dutch and French. There is substantial evidence in these
languages in favor of and architecture which allows both decomposition and storage. This study investigates how mor-
phologically complex words involving two or more morphemes are represented in Turkish which, unlike Indo-European
languages, is renowned for its highly rich morphology. Applying a probabilistic tradeoff-based model of morphological
storage and computation (ODonnell 2015) to a corpus of Turkish word forms, we derive predictions about stored patterns
in the language. We discuss these patterns and propose several for future experimental investigation.
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Abstract 

The present work introduces a new insight problem task: joke 
completion. We found that performance and magnitude of 
insight within it correlated with an established task: rebus 
puzzles. However, participants performed worse on and took 
longer in joke completion problems than in their rebus 
counterparts. Further, the distribution of reported insight was 
bimodal only for rebuses, as should be expected of an insight 
problem. In joke completion problems, both self-estimated and 
externally-rated joke funniness correlated with reported 
insight. Challenging the assumption of impasse, performance 
and insight decreased as a function of trial time for both 
problem types, with the best and most insightful solutions 
submitted within the first 20 seconds. While this is a 
preliminary study, we argue that it signals a promising 
direction for the problem solving, humor, and creativity 
literatures by providing a new approach to capture insight in a 
manner conducive to linguistic and cognitive modeling 
techniques. 
 
Keywords: creativity; humor; insight; problem solving 

Introduction 

Insight, or the sudden flash of understanding following a 

seemingly impossible problem, is one of psychology’s oldest 

and greatest mysteries (Köhler,1925; Sternberg & Davidson, 

1995). These unpredictable moments of revelation permeate 

our daily lives and are believed to have facilitated some of 

history’s greatest achievements (Hill & Kemp, 2018; Jarman, 

2014). However, the cognitive basis of insight remains poorly 

understood. This is due in part to the limitations of classic 

insight problems (Ash, Cushen, & Wiley, 2009). These 

shortcomings include their familiarity with typical subject 

populations, their self-contained nature, and the relative 

scarcity of data yielded per experiment due to their inherent 

difficulty and length. 

Insight research has experienced a boon in recent decades 

thanks to problem sets designed to address these concerns. 

Informally designated “contemporary” insight problems 

(Webb, Little, & Cropper, 2018), these include rebus puzzles 

(MacGregor & Cunningham, 2009), anagrams (Novick & 

Sherman, 2003), and compound remote associate (CRA) 

problems (Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003). These problems 

have several advantages over their classic counterparts: many 

can be completed in single experimental sessions, they can be 

solved with or without the presence of insight, they can be 

supplemented with neuroimaging techniques, they have large 

normative datasets, and they allow for easy collection of 

solution accuracy and time latency data.  

However, if we are to understand the myriad of contexts in 

which insight occurs in the real world and gain a more 

comprehensive account of its nature, we must continue to 

develop instruments with these desirable traits. Thus, we 

propose a similar task to satisfy this call: joke completion. In 

joke completion problems, we present participants with a 

subject (e.g., TREE) and a joke stem (e.g., “Walks into a 

bar…”) and prompt them to create a punchline that is a 

functional wordplay resolving both in the same context (i.e., 

a pun). For example, someone may produce the following: A 

TREE walks into a bar and says, "Can I order a root beer?" 

We will further detail joke completion problems’ character 

and advantages in the following sections. For now, however, 

we will explain why we believe this constitutes an insight 

problem task and how its use meaningfully contributes to the 

literature. 

Humor, Insight, and the Joke Completion Task 

The connection between humor and insight is well-

established in the context of joke comprehension and 

appreciation (Gick & Lockhart, 1995; Suls, 1972). The 

process of “getting” a joke and solving an insight problem 

share fundamental similarities: initial puzzlement, the need to 

resolve conflicting schemas (i.e., incongruity; Attardo & 

Raskin, 1991), and a sudden representational shift 

accompanied by a feeling of surprise and pleasure (Canestrari 

et al., 2018; Kozbelt & Nishioka, 2010). Further, 

performance on insight problem solving tasks, such as the 

remote associates test (Mednick, 1962), has been found to 

correlate with humor production and comprehension (Sitton 

& Pierce, 2004). This link is further supported by recent 

neuroimaging studies which suggest an overlap in brain areas 

activated by insight and humor comprehension (Amir et al., 

2015; Tian et al., 2017).  

While this connection exists in the passive context of joke 

comprehension, the role of insight in its active counterpart of 

joke production is far less explored and understood. Existing 

research in the area has typically used the cartoon caption 

generation task (e.g., Kudrowitz, 2010). However, this tool 

and its variants have held a nigh-monopolistic position in 

humor production literature. While tasks similar to ours exist, 

they either lack a sufficient sample size and statistical 

reporting (Kudrowitz, 2010), are used exclusively in the 

context of comprehension/appreciation (Brownell et al., 

1983), and/or do not covary production ability with the 

experience of insight (Nusbaum, Silvia, & Beaty, 2017). Our 

joke completion task is the first to our knowledge to have an 

adequate sample, collect original productions, explicitly 

assess insight, and be operationalized to allow for theory-

driven data collection. 
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There are three dominant parallels between traditionally-

defined insight problems and joke completion: 

1. Like other ill-defined problems, there is no clear 

mapping of the initial problem space nor an obvious, 

algorithmic solution path toward the goal (i.e., a 

punchline). 

2. One must restructure initially incompatible problem 

elements (i.e., subject word and stem script) to form a 

new, compatible representation. This is expressed in 

the humor literature as the resolution of opposing 

scripts – or incongruity – in a joke. 

3. To find a suitable solution, one must access 

semantically distant information to generate a 

surprising (i.e., non-obvious) target word. To do so, 

one must disregard high-frequent or irrelevant 

candidate words, thus overcoming an initial 

misdirection.  

There are several practical and theoretical advantages to 

the joke completion task. Like other contemporary problems, 

they are short, easily administered, and varied. This task can 

also be adapted based on the nature and demands of the 

research question(s) of interest. For example, if one 

postulates that this task’s difficulty varies based on the 

linguistic features of the subject and/or stem, this can be 

explored using techniques such as Latent Semantic Analysis 

(Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). Having normed databases 

of user-generated jokes may also inform the development of 

computational and cognitive models of humor (Kao, Levy, & 

Goodman, 2016). Thus, it is amenable to modern research 

techniques requiring numerous observations per condition. 

One critical distinction of joke completion from other 

insight problems is the lack of a single proposed solution, 

instead featuring many solutions of varying quality. This 

feature of humorous production has been acknowledged and 

explored by researchers interested in divergent thinking and 

creativity (Derks & Hervas, 1988). Since contemporary 

problems are typically convergent, joke completion provides 

a new way to study the relative quality of solutions and their 

accompanying magnitudes of insight. Indeed, it is the ill-

defined and open-ended nature of joke completion that makes 

it an arguably better proxy for the kind of insightful and 

creative problem solving experienced in the real world, 

opposed to problems relegated to experimental settings (e.g., 

CRAs, rebus puzzles). 

The Present Study 

We conducted a preliminary investigation into the validity of 

joke completion as an insight problem task. To do so, we 

evaluated how well it exhibits known features of such 

problems. We further calibrated it by comparing participants’ 

solution behavior, the frequency of insight, and its general 

phenomenology with corresponding characteristics in an 

established insight problem task: rebus puzzles (MacGregor 

& Cunningham, 2009). Rebus puzzles combine visual, 

spatial, verbal and/or numerical clues to produce a common 

phrase. To retrieve this phrase, one must break assumptions 

of normal reading and interpretation. For example, the 

solution to “PUNISHMENT is “capital punishment.” 

Rebus puzzles were selected for a few reasons. Practically, 

rebuses have large data sets, require less time to solve than 

classic insight problems, are easy to administer and score, and 

allow for the collection of many data points in a single 

experimental session (Cunningham et al., 2009; MacGregor 

& Cunningham, 2009; Salvi et al., 2016; Threadgold et al., 

2018). Additionally, the first author has observed that solving 

rebuses elicits a qualitatively similar aha! response to getting 

a joke (e.g., laughing, groaning). However, we emphasize 

that the focus of this study is not on the rebus task. We expect 

that any insight problem with a central verbal component 

should correlate with the joke completion task. 

First, we examined the relationship between dimensions in 

the joke completion and rebus puzzle tasks. If joke 

completion constitutes an insight problem, we anticipated a 

similar frequency and distribution of reported insight 

between the tasks. Specifically, we expected a bimodal, “all-

or-none” distribution signifying that insight largely either has 

or has not occurred (Smith & Kounios, 1996). We also 

compared overall performance and average time spent per 

trial between tasks. 

Second, we examined trends and relationships within the 

joke completion task, itself. In accordance with previous 

studies, we predicted that if this is an insight task, self-

estimated funniness (i.e., confidence) and externally-rated 

funniness (i.e., performance) would correlate with reported 

insight (Danek & Salvi, 2018; Salvi et al., 2016). We also 

tested the assumption of impasse – namely, that insight would 

increase with trial time, indicating an overcoming of these 

mental barriers (Ohlsson, 1992). We performed 

corresponding analyses for the rebus puzzle task to evaluate 

similarities. 

Methods 

Participants 

One hundred and ten participants (n = 57 female) were 

recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The age 

distribution was 21-29 (n = 11), 30-39 (n = 41), 40-49 (n = 

28), 50-59 (n = 19), and 60+ (n = 11). Participants were 

compensated with $4 per hour, with typical participation time 

lasting between 30-40 mins. Eight participants were excluded 

from the study; five due to repeat participation, one due to 

missing data, one due to low-effort responses, and one due to 

being located outside of the U.S. 

Materials 

For the joke completion task, we constructed three joke stems 

pulled from popular culture and improvisational comedy 

games: 1) “A _____ walks into a bar…”; 2) “Waiter, there’s 

a _____ in my soup!”; and 3) “_____ , I’m breaking up with 

you…”. The blank spaces were occupied by different subjects 

that were locked for each stem. Subjects for the first joke 

stem were presented in the following order: TREE, 

DOCTOR, CAR, PIRATE, COMPUTER, and ARTIST. 
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Subjects for the second stem were presented in the following 

order: BIRD, SANDWICH, LAWYER, CAT, 

ASTRONAUT, and PENCIL. Subjects for the third and final 

joke stem were presented in the following order: OCEAN, 

GHOST, CLOCK, BOOK, BANK, and GUITAR. Subjects 

were selected on the basis of being nouns and having a 

diverse representation of living and nonliving things, tools, 

food, and occupations. In all, participants completed 18 joke 

completion trials. Examples of participant-generated jokes 

are presented in the Appendix. 

For the rebus task, we adopted the 24 puzzles presented in 

MacGregor and Cunningham (2009). We scored 

performance based on their suggested solutions. 

Procedure 

Participation took place over Qualtrics. For the joke 

completion task, participants were told that they were going 

to write a series of punning jokes based on one of the joke 

stems, and that they must produce a punchline that is a 

wordplay of each trial’s given subject. They were given three 

example jokes for each stem.  

Each joke completion trial lasted 90 seconds. A countdown 

timer on the page alerted participants to how much time 

remained. Following the expiration of this time or their 

submission of a response, they were brought to a new page in 

which they were asked to rate how funny other people would 

find their joke on a Likert scale from 1 (“not funny at all”) to 

5 (“very funny”). They were also instructed to rate the level 

of insight that they experienced when they came up with the 

punchline on a scale from 1 (“no insight at all”) to 5 

(“complete insight”). “Insight” was described to them as 

follows: “INSIGHT is when a solution suddenly and 

unexpectedly pops into your head, accompanied by a strong 

burst of positive emotion - the aha! moment.” Additionally, 

they were told that if they did not experience any insight at 

all, a rating of “1” was acceptable. Lastly, they completed a 

practice trial using the subject DOG before proceeding to the 

experiment proper. 

In the second phase of the experiment, participants were 

prompted to rate the previous 10 participants’ jokes for each 

respective stem/subject on the same 1-5 Likert scale, except 

now they were told to rate the jokes according to how funny 

they themselves found them to be. This phase typically 

comprised 180 jokes (18 jokes over 10 former participants), 

though it varied based on how many punchlines were left 

unanswered. This staggering was done due to the demands of 

a companion study collected alongside the present one. The 

stem/subject blocks were randomized to control for order 

effects. To be consistent with correct/incorrect solution rates 

in rebus scoring, joke submissions were designated as being 

“correct” if their average funniness rating was greater than or 

equal to 2.6 (surpassing the Likert median). 

Next, participants completed the rebus puzzle task. They 

were told that these problems contain verbal and visual cues 

that form a familiar phrase and were given the following 

example: three of the word “SECRET” stacked vertically, 

with the top one circled. They were also given the target 

solution: “Top Secret.” Each rebus puzzle trial lasted 60 

seconds. A countdown timer on the page altered participants 

to how much time remained. Following the expiration of this 

time or their submission of a response, they were brought to 

a new page in which they were asked to rate the level of 

insight they experienced when and if they solved the 

problem, using the same 5-point Likert scale and definition 

from the joke completion task 

Results 

We first tested whether performance, trial time, and rate of 

reported insight differed between joke completion and rebus 

puzzles. A paired samples t-test revealed that, on average, 

participants performed significantly worse on the joke 

completion task (M = 0.381, SD = 0.231) than on the rebus 

puzzle task (M = 0.474, SD = 0.213), t(99) = 3.758, p < .001, 

BF10 = 68.94. (Interestingly, there was no corresponding 

difference in reported difficulty between the two tasks, t(99) 

= 3.078, p = 0.003, BF10 = 9.080). Participants also spent 

significantly more time in joke completion trials (M = 37.25, 

SD = 14.177) than in rebus puzzle trials (M = 21.40, SD = 

7.576), t(99) = 11.94, p < .001, BF10 = 6.882e+17. However, 

there was no significant difference in average reported insight 

between joke completion (M = 2.717, SD = 0.777) and rebus 

puzzles (M = 2.820, SD = 0.745), t(99) = -2.62, p = 0.210, 

BF10 = 0.239. 

Next, we evaluated the relationship between performance 

in the two tasks. There was a significant positive correlation 

between individual funniness (M = 2.38, SD = 0.38) and 

rebus solution rate (M = 0.47, SD = 0.21), r = 0.408, p < .001, 

BF10 > 100. Linear regression revealed that an individual’s 

mean funniness score can significantly predict their 

performance on the rebus task, F(1,98) = 19.58, p < .001, 

BF10 > 100. We further confirmed these results by 

discretizing jokes as funny or not funny by a mean 2.6 rating 

threshold, where this effect persisted, r = 0.386, p < .001, 

BF10 > 100. These relationships are demonstrated in Figure 1. 

Together, there was a positive relationship between 

performance on each task, indicating that individuals who 

produced funnier jokes also tended to be better rebus puzzle 

solvers. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: (Left) Average funniness and (right) discretized 

solution rate in joke completion problems by solution rate in 

rebus puzzles. 
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We also explored the distribution of reported insight 

between the two tasks to test the all-or-none hypothesis. 

Specifically, we expected a bimodal distribution of reported 

insight in both tasks, with the highest densities at 1 (“no 

insight at all”) and 5 (“total insight”). While we observed this 

for rebus puzzles, with the highest frequencies at 1, or “no 

insight at all” (n = 771, or 32.1% of all cases) and 5, or “total 

insight” (n = 566, or 23.6% of all cases), we saw the opposite 

trend for joke completion, with the lowest frequencies for 5 

(n = 127, or 7.1%) and 1 (n = 314, or 17.4%), respectively. 

This suggests that, while participants largely experienced no 

or complete insight in rebuses, completing jokes did not elicit 

the same bimodal response pattern. These results are depicted 

in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Frequency of reported insight in (left) joke 

completion and (right) rebus puzzles. 

 

Next, we examined if performance on the joke completion 

task correlated with reported insight. There was a significant 

positive correlation between rated joke funniness and self-

reported insight, rs = 0.218, p < .001, BF10 = 1.335e+17, 

indicating that joke funniness increased with magnitude of 

insight. There was also a significant positive correlation 

between estimated joke funniness and self-reported insight, 

rs = 0.716, p < .001, BF10 > 100, indicating that higher 

estimates of how funny jokes would be perceived to be (i.e., 

confidence) coincided with higher reports of insight. 

These trends were echoed in rebus puzzles. There was a 

significant positive correlation between rebus accuracy and 

self-reported insight, rs = 0.616, p < .001, BF10 > 100, 

indicating that magnitude of reported insight increased with 

successful performance on rebus puzzles. Similarly, a paired 

samples t-test revealed that there was a higher degree of 

insight reported alongside correct rebus solutions (n = 1130, 

M = 3.843, SD = 1.262) than incorrect rebus solutions (n = 

1270, M = 1.909, SD = 1.232), t(1129) = 37.84, p < .001, 

BF10 = 9.207e+198. 

Next, we examined if there was a period of impasse 

preceding responses – specifically, when they were 

funny/correct and corresponded with reported insight. Most 

responses for joke completion problems were submitted 

between 10-20 seconds into each trial (n = 421, or 24% of all 

cases). This period also saw the highest averages for joke 

funniness (M = 2.541, SD = 0.700) and reported insight (M = 

2.903, SD = 1.197). Further, there was a significant negative 

correlation between joke trial time and self-reported insight, 

rs = -0.180, p <.001, BF10 = 5.138e+8. This indicates that both 

performance and insight in joke completion problems 

decreased as trial time elapsed. These trends are illustrated in 

Figures 3 and 4 (left). Thus, responses submitted earlier in 

trials were more likely to be funny and to accompany greater 

feelings of insight. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: (Left) Average joke funniness and (right) rebus 

solution rate within each 10-second trial time interval (error 

bars denote 95% confidence intervals). 

 

This trend is once again reflected in the rebus task. Most 

responses to rebus puzzles were submitted within the first 10 

seconds of each trial (n = 841, or 35% of all cases). This 

period also saw the highest averages for correct responses (M 

= 0.640, SD = 0.481), and reported insight (M = 3.309, SD = 

1.472). Further, there was a significant negative correlation 

between rebus trial time and self-reported insight, rs = -0.363, 

p < .001, BF10 = 2.974e+101, as well as rebus accuracy, rs = 

-0.345, p < .001, BF10 = 2.101e+82. This indicates that 

performance and reported insight in rebus puzzles decreased 

as trial time elapsed. This is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 

(right). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Average insight ratings for (left) jokes and 

(right) rebus puzzles within each 10-second trial time 

interval (error bars denote 95% confidence intervals). 

Discussion 

We conducted a preliminary investigation into the validity of 

joke completion as an insight problem. We found that, while 

participants spent more time in and performed significantly 

worse on the joke completion task, there was no difference in 

the magnitude of reported insight between it and the rebus 

puzzle task. Further, we found a positive relationship 

between performance on the two tasks. 

Atypical of such problems, the distribution of reported 

insight was only bimodal for rebus puzzles and not joke 

completion problems. In fact, the latter saw the lowest 
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densities at “none” or “complete” insight – an inversion of 

what is to be expected in an insight problem. It is possible 

that, due to joke completion problems not converging on a 

single solution as rebuses do, participants chose the first 

available, rather than optimal, solution that came to mind. 

Future experiments may control for this by having 

participants generate several solutions and either rank them 

or identify a single “best” solution. This will also test a 

previous finding that humorous productions increase in 

funniness by output order (Derks & Hervas, 1988). It is 

unclear, however, if this increase would covary with 

magnitude of insight. 

We found that both tasks saw quick submission times, with 

most responses entered within 0-10 seconds for rebuses and 

10-20 seconds for joke completion. Further, submissions 

made during these intervals tended to be the most correct and 

coincide with the highest ratings of insight. There was also a 

downward trend for insight in both tasks, with average ratings 

falling as trial time progressed. This suggests that the best and 

most insightful responses were submitted early on, 

contradicting the impasse hypothesis. This has been found 

previously for CRA problems (Bower et al., 2019). It should 

be noted that these results fall within the typical 0-20 second 

solution latency window for rebuses (Salvi et al., 2016; 

Threadgold et al., 2018). It seems that this behavioral impasse 

may be relegated to classic insight problems. If impasse is 

denoted by task difficulty and increased trial latencies, the 

joke completion task arguably captures it better than rebuses 

and other contemporary problems. Another explanation for 

this disparity in response time is that, while solutions may 

have been reached earlier in jokes, submissions took longer 

because participants had to type out longer strings of words 

than they did for rebus solutions. Future studies using the joke 

completion task should evaluate the onset and duration of 

typing to tease this potential confound. 

It is possible that these quick, high-quality submissions are 

better accounted for by general fluid intelligence (Cattell, 

1963) than specific insight problem solving ability. Indeed, 

performance on insight ability constructs have been shown to 

correlate with fluid reasoning (Davidson, 1995; Gilhooly & 

Murphy, 2005; Paulewicz, Chuderski, & Nęcka, 2007) and 

working memory (Chuderski & Jastrzębsk, 2018) measures. 

However, the heterogenous nature of insight problems and 

their mental demands must again be acknowledged. Future 

studies exploring joke completion specifically as an insight 

task may benefit from evaluating performance between it and 

fluid reasoning tasks to extend our knowledge of its demand 

characteristics and describe individual differences in ability. 

There are some limitations to this study. As with other 

insight research, it is possible that participants used 

confidence as the sole heuristic for reporting insight while 

avoiding other criteria – even if they were provided in our 

definition (e.g., suddenness, pleasure) (Danek & Salvi, 

2018). This accuracy effect seems supported by the fact that 

confidence correlates strongly with reported insight 

experiences (Danek & Wiley, 2017; Webb, Little, & Cropper, 

2016). However, even when confidence is mentioned as a 

requisite of insight, this effect persists (Hedne, Norman, & 

Metcalfe, 2016; Salvi et al., 2016). Thus, it appears that 

explicitly defining confidence as a criterion is not a driving 

confound in these findings. Further, high confidence can 

sometimes accompany incorrect solutions (Danek & Wiley, 

2017). In the future, however, it would be prudent to collect 

individual ratings to account for each dimension of the insight 

experience (e.g., pleasure, surprise, and suddenness).  

Another limitation is the number of joke completion trials 

used in the present study. Future work should employ more 

problems to evaluate and potentially strengthen the 

usefulness and generalizability of this task. Joke completion 

should also be compared to a wider range of insight problems, 

such as CRAs and anagrams, to better validate it and 

understand its relationship with such existing measures. 

Future work should also explore why certain joke solutions 

are perceived as funnier than others, as well as evaluate 

individual differences in humor production ability related to 

this task. As the present work captures participant responses, 

exploring the data rendered here may provide a key insight 

into the cognitive underpinnings of what makes something 

funny. This may be pursued through lexical analysis and 

modeling. Since this task may generate large amounts of 

behavioral data, it is amenable to such theory-driven 

approaches. This data can also be used to further test 

longstanding theories of humor (e.g., General Theory of 

Verbal Humor; Attardo & Raskin, 1991).   

Lastly, we reiterate that our findings were correlational in 

nature. Future work should explore and describe the specific 

mechanisms underlying these observed relationships. Doing 

so has the potential to advance process-based theories for 

both insight and creative cognition research, in general. 

However, we believe that the present study lays a strong 

foundation for such efforts. 

Conclusion 

Like other contemporary problems, the joke completion task 

is easy to administer, has the potential to yield robust data 

sets, and embodies many of insight’s requisite features. 

Further, we argue that it better approximates the kind of 

insightful problem solving encountered in daily life than in 

these other problems. It also significantly contributes to the 

problem solving, creativity, and humor literatures by 

providing a novel instrument through which to study 

humorous expression and insightful versus analytic problem 

solving behavior. The results and features of such problems 

are also amenable to linguistic analysis and cognitive 

modeling approaches, allowing investigators to make 

specific behavioral predictions based on them. While these 

problems should be further explored, they provide a 

promising avenue through which to study one of cognitive 

science’s most elusive mysteries.  
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Appendix 

Sample responses from the joke completion task with their 

respective mean funniness ratings. 

 

 

Prompt 

Mean funniness 

(1-2) 

Mean funniness 

(3-4) 

A TREE walks into 

a bar… 

Are you doing 

OAKAY? (1.9) 

And asks for a 

tall one (3) 

A DOCTOR walks 

into a bar… 

I’ll take a shot 

of whiskey, 

please. (1.9) 

and nurses a 

drink for a 

while. (3.7) 

A COMPUTER 

walks into a bar… 

Bartender: Hey 

it’s great to C 

you (1.6) 

The bartender 

says “this is a 

bar, you can’t 

crash here.” 

(3.4) 

Waiter, there’s an 

ASTRONAUT in 

my soup! 

Don’t worry… 

they’ll blast off 

by tonight. 

(1.9) 

That’s our 

launch special. 

(3.1) 

Waiter, there’s a 

LAWYER in my 

soup! 

Waiter: I’ll sue 

what I can do 

about it. (1.9) 

We have a pretty 

low bar for 

quality here sir. 

(3) 

Waiter, there’s a 

CAT in my soup! 

Meow you can 

have a new pet. 

(1.8) 

You’ve gotta be 

kitten me! (3.1) 

GUITAR, I’m 

breaking up with 

you… 

That is off key! 

(1.9) 

You’re just 

stringing me 

along. (3.7) 

OCEAN, I’m 

breaking up with 

you… 

I’ll wave bye! 

(1.9) 

I feel too tide 

down (3.4) 

BOOK, I’m 

breaking up with 

you… 

Way to write 

me off (1.9) 

You judge 

people by their 

cover (3.9) 
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Abstract

Aggregate statistics, such as percentage of choices, drive many
insights about sequential behavior in decision making re-
search. However, aggregation leaves usable information and
potential insights unexamined. Here, we introduce the use
of recurrence plots (RP) and recurrence quantification anal-
ysis (RQA) to explore individual choice sequences and de-
termine generalized patterns of decision making strategies in
a dynamic decision task. We illustrate the insights that RPs
and RQAs reveal in a data set collected in a past study in-
volving a dynamic, binary choice task (McCormick et al., in
preparation). Patterns of recurrence reveal multiple, distin-
guishable, individual choice patterns among participants who
were equally successful in adapting to the dynamic environ-
ment. We discuss how RQA of choice behavior can augment
our understanding of decision strategies when paired with tra-
ditional aggregate assessments.

Keywords: Dynamic decision making; Recurrence quantifi-
cation analysis; Choice sequences; Decision strategies; Visual
analytics

Introduction
Sequences of decisions are a core component in the analy-
sis of dynamic decision making (DDM; Brehmer, 1992; Ed-
wards, 1962; Gonzalez et al., 2017). However, common an-
alytic approaches for describing choice behavior (i.e., strate-
gies) often aggregate over these decision sequences, reporting
measures like total points, choice proportions, or maximiz-
ing rates. This aggregation obscures important variation in
choices over time and between individuals that could eluci-
date patterns of choice in dynamic environments.

Patterns of individual choice sequences can provide evi-
dence for or against theoretical explanations for behavior in
dynamic tasks. For example, in common 2-alternative forced
choice tasks (2AFC), generalized behaviors such as Win-Stay-
Lose-Shift (Biele et al., 2009), Hot-Stove (Denrell & March,
2001), stickiness and recency (Rakow & Miler, 2009; Avra-
hami & Kareev, 2011) have been investigated using fixed
choice sequences. Research studying where these patterns
appear often uses aggregate group analysis (Rakow & Miler,
2009; Biele et al., 2009) or computational model-fitting at the
individual level (Lejarraga et al., 2014) to examine how indi-
vidual variation suggests decision strategies.

While past studies inform how human choices may fit these
standardized behaviors, these analyses do not provide a com-
plete view of the variety of strategies that individuals may
exhibit. In DDM tasks, where patterns of choice may vary

as a function of the individuals’ decisions as well as indepen-
dently from exogenous events (Gonzalez et al., 2017), a more
detailed analysis of sequential patterns is necessary.

In this paper, we use recurrence plots (RPs) and recurrence
quantification analysis (RQA) to describe individual decision
makers’ choice sequences. We analyze a subset of data col-
lected in a previous DDM study that used a 2AFC task (Mc-
Cormick et al., in preparation). This study tested whether
decision makers successfully adapted to a changing decision
environment when the type of change was manipulated. The
simple task builds on findings that even simple dynamic en-
vironments can embody much complexity, but allow clearer
analysis of the factors affecting decision making than more
complicated, traditional DDM tasks (Gonzalez et al., 2017).

Using RPs to investigate how decision makers did or did
not adapt reveals multiple, distinguishable individual choice
patterns—even among decision makers who were similarly
adaptive (optimal) when compared on aggregate measures.
These individual choice patterns for adaptation among sim-
ilarly successful decision makers provide descriptive insight
into the variety of ways individuals adapt to dynamic environ-
ments. Such descriptive insights provide a first step to assess
whether existing theories of decision making successfully ac-
count for the systematic patterns uncovered by RPs and RQA.

Analyzing Recurrence: A Short Primer
RPs and RQA statistics comprise a visual analytics approach
to studying patterns in complex systems and time series data
(Marwan et al., 2007; Webber & Marwan, 2015). Recurrence
refers to a point where a system returns to a state value it
has previously exhibited. Originated in Physics, recurrence
emphasized periodicities and other patterns in a phase space
embedding of a complex system (Eckmann et al., 1987; Mar-
wan et al., 2007). In Psychology, recurrence analysis has been
applied to motor control, conversation, and interpersonal dy-
namics but not to decision-making (for review, see Coco &
Dale, 2014). We apply this approach to DDM by examining
the patterns of recurrence in choice sequences.

In a choice sequence, each choice trial is one point in time,
and we define recurrence R for trials i, j = 1, . . . ,T by the
binary function:

Ri, j =

{
1, choicei = choice j

0, choicei 6= choice j
. (1)
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Note that R is agnostic to the specific choice on each trial;
it merely codes if there has been a repetition of an earlier
choice (event state). Defining the possible event states in a
sequence is an important step in RQA that introduces flex-
ibility and necessitates deliberate care. For this demonstra-
tion, we start simply by defining the event states as the set
of possible choices in the task. In our 2AFC case study, this
is whether the decision maker chose Option A or Option B
on each trial.1 Thus, R captures when the participant repeats
selections of Option A or Option B.

Recurrence can be computed as (1) auto-recurrence of a
choice sequence against itself, or (2) cross-recurrence analyz-
ing two choice sequences against each other (Coco & Dale,
2014). In the present work, we focus only on auto-recurrence.
We revisit cross-recurrence concepts in the Discussion.

Recurrence plots (RPs) depict the values of R in a heatmap-
like grid visualization (see Figure 1). Both the horizontal
and vertical dimensions represent the same sequence of tri-
als. The first trial is in the lower left corner, and time pro-
ceeds forward from left to right on the x-axis and bottom to
top on the y-axis, placing the last trial in the upper right cor-
ner. The binary values of R are colored black if recurrent
(Ri, j = 1) or white if not (Ri, j = 0). Auto-recurrence plots
are always symmetric over the diagonal running from lower
left to upper right. This diagonal is referred to as the Line of
Incidence (LOI) where Ri,i = 1. We typically remove the LOI
from auto-recurrence RPs (e.g., Figure 1) because the state at
time t is always recurrent (and therefore uninformative).
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Figure 1: Example auto-recurrence plot where black points
mark recurrence and white points mark non-recurrence in a
choice sequence of T = 100 trials. The first row/column indi-
cates whether each trial is a repeat of the choice made in Trial
1; the second row/column indicates recurrence of the choice
made in Trial 2, etc.

It is not hard to see patterns in the black and white blocks
of Figure 1. In our 2AFC context, each black point indicates
a trial in the choice sequence where either Option A or B is
repeated. Diagonal lines indicate repeated sequences of states

1Another set of possible event states could represent not just the
choice made, but the outcome experienced, which would provide an
additional layer of insight into choice behavior.

(e.g., ABAB or AAAA), while horizontal and vertical lines
are recurrent choices of the exact same state (e.g., AAAA).
Thus, the large, solid blocks (e.g., upper right) indicate a long
sequence of repeating the same choice over several trials.

Through interpretation, the recurrence patterns in Figure 1
help us describe behavior in this 2AFC task. Overall, this
participant starts by frequently switching between the two
choices, then has three subsequent periods where they pre-
fer one choice: their first choice, the alternate choice, then
back to their first choice.

Let us consider the strategy in more detail. First, the partic-
ipant tries one choice in Trial 1 (i.e., Choice 1), and exhibits
some switching between the two options in the first few trials
(alternating black and white cells); black cells indicate repeat-
ing Choice 1 and white off-diagonal cells indicate selecting
the other option, Choice 2. Next, around roughly Trials 10–
30, the participant repeatedly makes Choice 1 (i.e., the large
black block around the LOI indicates the repeated choice), as
illustrated by the long horizontal segment for 10–30 on the
x-axis at Trial 1 on the y-axis.

Third, around trials 40–70, the participant mostly makes
Choice 2 (i.e., given the large black block around the LOI),
and we know this is not Choice 1 because the horizontal block
at Trial 1 on the y-axis is white for those trials. Finally,
around trial 72, the participant returns to making Choice 1 for
the remaining trials. Again, the black block around the LOI
indicates long-duration recurrence; we know this is Choice 1
because the horizontal bar at Trial 1 on the y-axis during this
range of the x-axis is black.

Interpreting RPs is a process of visual inspection, and the
meaning of recurrence patterns must be inferred in the con-
text of the data and domain. With this caveat in mind, we can
use RPs to see far more detailed patterns than an aggregate
summary of this participants’ behavior would provide. For
example, an aggregate summary might say the participant in
Figure 1 preferred Choice 1 on 65% of the trials. However
this observation does not capture the dynamic switching be-
tween an early preference for Choice 1, a middle preference
for Choice 2, and a return to preferring Choice 1 for the last
quarter of the trials.

Recurrence Quantification Analysis

Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) provides well-
defined statistics derived from diagonal and vertical structures
in the RP (Webber & Zbilut, 1994; Zbilut & Webber, 1992).
We define a sample of the core RQA statistics in Table 1,
using the formalisms from Webber & Marwan (2015), and
give the values for the RP in Figure 1; we briefly summarize
RQA statistics here (see Webber & Marwan, 2015, for com-
prehensive coverage of available statistics). The recurrence
rate (RR) represents the proportion of all RP points that are
recurrent. In a 2AFC sequence of length T = 100, this can
range from RR≈ 50 (half the trials making Option A and half
the trials making Option B) to RR ≈ 100 if a single choice
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Table 1: Example Recurrence Quantification Statistics

Statistic Equation Fig. 1 Val-
ues (Max
Possible)

Recurrence
rate

RR(ε,N) =
1

N2−N

N

∑
i 6= j=1

Rm,ε
i, j 53.5 (100)

Percent
determinism

DET =
∑

N
`=dmin

`HD(`)

∑
N
i, j=1 Ri, j

95.3 (100)

Average
diagonal
line length

〈D〉=
∑

N
`=dmin

`HD(`)

∑
N
`=dmin

HD(`)
5.5 (49)

Maximum
diagonal
line length

Dmax = argmax
`

HD(`) 32 (99)

Laminarity LAM =
∑

N
`=vmin

`HV (`)

∑
N
i, j=1 Ri, j

98.4 (100)

Average
vertical line
length

T T =
∑

N
`=vmin

vHV (`)

∑
N
`=vmin

vHε
V (`)

8.1 (50)

is made on all trials.2 For Figure 1, just over half the RP is
recurrent behaviors.

Diagonal lines, not including but running parallel to the
LOI, indicate repeated sequences over time; this can occur
in long blocks of the same choice or a matching repeated se-
quence. For example, a sequence perfectly alternating be-
tween Options A and B has long diagonals but no vertical
structures, because the sequence over time matches, but no
choice is an immediate repeat of the previous choice. The
following statistics are all based on the distribution of diago-
nal lines: DET (proportion of Ri, j falling onto diagonal lines),
〈D〉 (average diagonal line length), and Dmax (maximum di-
agonal line length). Figure 1 has a fairly deterministic pattern
falling onto many relatively short diagonal lines, given the
low 〈D〉 and medium Dmax values.

Vertical3 structures indicate staying in the exact same state
over time. The statistics LAM (proportion of Ri, j falling into
vertical structures) and TT (trapping time, or average verti-
cal line length) reflect vertical structures. For Figure 1, LAM
indicates a large proportion of recurrent points are in verti-
cal structures, and the average vertical structure is relatively
short. Together with the RPs, RQA provides a set of values
to help describe the recurrence patterns. It is desirable to use
the whole RQA vector because no single statistic uniquely
describes an RP.

2Approximate values because the LOI is removed.
3In auto-recurrence, vertical and horizontal lines are equivalent.

Case Study: A 2AFC DDM Task
To illustrate the use of RPs and RQA in a DDM task, we ana-
lyze data from one experimental condition from the study by
McCormick et al. (in preparation). In the chosen experimen-
tal condition, participants (n = 101) performed a 2AFC task
where the initially worse (in expected value) choice gradu-
ally improved (in expected value) over T = 100 choice tri-
als. Both choices were risky gambles with the same high
and low outcomes (500 or 0 points, respectively). One op-
tion was stationary: the probability of receiving the high out-
come was 50% over all T = 100 trials. The other option was
non-stationary: the probability of receiving the high outcome
was 1% on trial 1 and increased by 1% on each successive
trial. Thus, the non-stationary option had a lower expected
value than the stationary option during trials 1 to 49; equal
expected value for trial 50; and higher expected values than
the stationary option during trials 51 to 100.

Participants received no information about the choice out-
comes nor their probabilities at the start of the experiment.
As shown in Figure 2, they simply saw two buttons to choose
between, labeled A and B; these represent the stationary and
non-stationary choices, which was not communicated to par-
ticipants, and the labels were randomly assigned. Once par-
ticipants chose between option A and B, they received feed-
back containing the outcome of their last choice, a reminder
of that choice, and the total points they had accumulated up
to that trial. Participants completed the study online, and
were compensated with a base payment plus an individual-
ized bonus that was a fraction of the points the participant
had accumulated over the T = 100 trials.

Round 11, Pick one:

Your choice was: A the outcome of your choice was: 500
Your total score so far is 1500

A B

Figure 2: Representation of an example choice trial in the
McCormick et al. task. Participants received feedback about
their previous choice and current accumulation of points.

A fully informed, optimal decision maker (one who max-
imized their expected number of points on each trial) would
choose the stationary option for trials 1–49, and then adapt to
choose the non-stationary option for trials 51–100. Thus, a
simple aggregate metric of performance is the rate of maxi-
mizing choices (max-rate), which can be calculated over all
100 trials, or separately for trials 1–49 (max-rate before the
expected value switch) and trials 51–100 (max-rate after).

As reported in McCormick et al. (in preparation), partici-
pants were divided between adaptive and non-adaptive groups
using the max-rate before and max-rate after scores. Adaptive
individuals were of two types. Agile decision makers made
maximizing choices more frequently both before and after
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the switch, indicating successful adaptation of their choices
to the switch in expected value. Although a minority, clumsy
decision makers made non-maximizing choices both before
and after the switch, suggesting adaptation to expected value
shifts but not in a maximizing manner. Non-adaptive partic-
ipants also fell into two types. Fortunate non-adaptive deci-
sion makers made maximizing choices after the switch, but
not before, suggesting they did not adapt to changes in the
decision environment and happened to choose the ultimately-
maximizing option from the start (when it was not maximiz-
ing). Conversely, rigid non-adaptive decision makers made
maximizing choices before the switch, but not after, suggest-
ing they persistently chose the initially-maximizing option
even when it was no longer maximizing.

The authors observed that maximization rates revealed a
reasonable number of adaptive decision makers (a major-
ity agile) and an over-influence of initial experiences among
non-adaptive decision makers (with many rigid participants).
However, further insights about the dynamics of the strate-
gies used by adaptive and non-adaptive decision makers were
missing.

RP and RQA Analyses
To apply RP and RQA to the McCormick et al. (in prepara-
tion) data, we defined two possible event states: whether par-
ticipants made a stationary choice or non-stationary choice
each trial. Analyses were completed using R for statistical
computing (R Core Team, 2013) and the crqa library (Coco &
Dale, 2014).4 In the sample data (one experimental condition
out of six total), no participants selected the same choice for
the entire 100 trials. To aid visual interpretation, the RPs are
colored to differentiate stationary and non-stationary choice
states. This coloring does not change the RP and RQA com-
putations, which still reflect the total recurrence.

Results
The RPs for all 101 decision makers are plotted as a “re-
currence quilt” in Figure 3, revealing a variety of individual
choice patterns. These quilts have been ordered by overall
maximization rate (provided in parentheses above each in-
dividual’s RP). A number of characteristics across the quilt
are immediately noticeable. The upper few lines of the quilt
contain RPs predominantly light blue in color, indicating a
preference for the stationary option (which was initially max-
imizing). A number of plots have a solid (light or dark) ap-
pearance; these RPs reflect long periods of recurrence, lasting
nearly the whole task (e.g., RPs 23, 39). These participants
seem stay with a particular choice. At this level of data, we
might call this a static preference behavior pattern, and seek
to better understand how static patterns, which seem non-
adaptive, correspond to theoretical definitions of adaptation
in the DDM task context.

4Additional hyper-parameters for the crqa function were the fol-
lowing: delay = 1, embed = 1, rescale = 1, radius = 0.0001, normal-
ize = 0, mindiagline = 2, minvertline = 2, tw = 1 (where tw is the
Theiler window setting that removes the Line of Incidence).

Other RPs show much more variable patterns, reflecting
frequent shifting between choices (e.g., RPs 11, 55, 83). Then
throughout there are RPs that show recurrent blocks alternat-
ing between dark and light. These participants seem to prefer
making one choice for some time, then switch to repeatedly
making the other, and then switching back at least once more
(e.g., RPs 4, 42, 47, 97). This variability in choice sequences
likely captures differences in individual strategies: some se-
quences perhaps indicate shifts in preference over time, some
simply show a tendency to explore, and others capture more
adaptive behaviors consistent with optimal or other rational
task strategies over time. Specifically, RPs toward the bot-
tom of the quilt (participants with higher maximization rates)
show a shift from light to dark blue, indicating an adaptive
shifting consistent with the task design and optimal strategy.

Non-Adaptive Decision Makers The RPs quickly illus-
trate that non-adaptive participants with low maximization
rates exhibited choice patterns that vary in the amount of al-
ternation between choice options. Figure 4 shows four re-
currence plots from non-adaptive decision makers. All four
participants had similar overall maximizing rates (provided in
Table 2) and illustrate both rigid (RPs 24 and 15) and fortu-
nate (RPs 39 and 49) choice patterns.

RPs 24 and 39 reflect recurrence of a single choice
throughout, while the RPs 15 and 49 capture more frequent
switching between options. RQA for RPs 24 and 39 (Table 2)
reflect high values for both diagonal (〈D〉, Dmax) and vertical
structures (LAM and TT). These RPs show nearly maximal
RR and DET values, confirming they are in the same recur-
rent state nearly the entire time. We can describe these deci-
sion makers as engaged in limited exploration of their options
at the start of the task, followed by sticking with one option
for the remaining trials. They seem non-adaptive at both the
aggregate score and choice sequence levels of behavior.

RQA for RPs 15 and 39 show lower proportions of recur-
rent points (RR in Table 2), the larger amount of white space
reflects more choice switching. Their statistics also show
short average diagonal (〈D〉) and vertical (TT) line lengths.
Even with frequent switches, these two decision makers ex-
hibit an overall preference for one of the options—as shown
by the dominant colors in each RP—and do not change their
preferences with the expected value shift. Thus, these deci-
sion makers use non-adaptive strategies, but with far more
frequent alternation and stochastic recurrence patterns than
the participants in RPs like 24 and 39.

Adaptive Decision Makers Figure 5 shows four RPs from
Adaptive decision makers. Three of the four examples (RPs
101, 99, 98) have agile choice patterns: a preference for the
stationary option in the first half of trials, and a preference
for the non-stationary option in the second half of trials (see
Table 2). In addition to meeting the criteria for agile choice
patterns, these participants have three of the highest overall
max-rates. Thus, these RPs are consistent with the optimal
strategy, but are more variable than perfectly optimal.
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Figure 3: RPs for individual participants ordered by overall maximization rate (provided in parentheses). White points, indicate
non-recurrence, light blue indicates recurrence of the stationary choice, and dark blue indicates recurrence of the non-stationary
choice.
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Table 2: RQA for Exemplar Recurrence Plots
Maximization Rates RQA Statistics

ID Overall Before After RR DET 〈D〉 Dmax LAM TT
Figure 4: Non-adaptive Decision Makers
RP24 0.47 0.96 0.00 95.1 99.9 25.1 95 99.9 33.2
RP39 0.52 0.02 1.00 95.1 98 48.5 96 98.9 49.3
RP15 0.45 0.79 0.12 72.1 92.8 5 20 95.7 7.5
RP49 0.56 0.46 0.66 51.4 81.4 3.6 21 87.6 5.2
Figure 5: Adaptive Decision Makers
RP101 0.86 0.94 0.78 50.0 94.3 9 49 97.0 13
RP99 0.79 0.67 0.92 52.9 82.8 4.3 27 89.6 6.2
RP98 0.77 0.96 0.58 56.2 88.1 4.3 31 93.3 6.2
RP10 0.43 0.48 0.40 49.2 93.2 4.23 29 98.3 5.8
Optimal Strategy

1.00 1.00 1.00 49 100 25.5 49 99.9 25.5

24 39 15 49

Stationary 
Choice

Non−stationary
Choice

Figure 4: Recurrence plots for the sequence of choices made
by non-adaptive decision makers.

101 99 98 10

Stationary 
Choice

Non−stationary
Choice

Figure 5: Recurrence plots for the sequence of choices made
by adaptive decision makers.

RP 101 shows long periods of recurrence, with higher Dmax
and DET for this group in Table 2. Conversely, RPs 99 and
98 show more variability, and related smaller recurrence pat-
terns than RP 101, but identical average vertical and diagonal
lengths to each other. RP 99 exhibits variability in the early
trials before shifting to a longer period of non-stationary re-
currence later. RP 98 exhibits the opposite, with variability in
the later portion of the experiment and recurrence of longer
duration earlier. RP 10 also demonstrates an adaptive strat-
egy, but a non-optimal one–one of the few clumsy choice pat-
terns observed. On average, RP 10 prefers the non-stationary
option early, and notably shows a period of recurrence in the
stationary option later, when it was not the maximizing op-
tion. RP 10’s RQA reflects a medium amount of overall RR
and low average diagonal and vertical line lengths; the max-
imum diagonal is of a medium length, reflecting a least one

recurrent sequence of medium length.

Defining New Types of Adaptation
We remind readers of the pattern described for Figure 1; this
is RP 47 in Figure 3. RP 47 also seems to illustrate a type
of adaptive behavior observed in several participants but that
was not distinguishable by McCormick et al. (in preparation)
at the aggregate score level. We call this a “U-shaped” adap-
tation strategy: it reflects a move from one preference to an-
other and back to the first. We also see this in RPs 41, 67, 72,
94. While this U-shape clearly reflects shifting preferences,
the non-monotonic RP patterns may not be connected to the
underlying (monotonic) changes in expected value, or may be
mediated by the gamble outcomes together with the changing
task dynamics. These and other types of adaptive patterns are
of interest for future study of human choice patterns.

Discussion
We introduce recurrence plots and recurrence quantification
analyses to gain more insight about human strategies in DDM
tasks. Although RPs and RQAs have been used in other
fields, they have not previously been used to analyze choice
sequences. We demonstrate RPs and RQA in a 2AFC DDM
task where the expected value of the options changes over
time. Our case study illustrates the benefits of using RQAs
in situations where typical aggregate statistics would obscure
the diversity of human choice behavior. Visual inspection and
quantification of the recurrent patterns in our case study’s
choice sequences revealed multiple, distinguishable choice
patterns among individuals who may be categorized simi-
larly when using aggregate statistics. RPs and RQA high-
lighted nuances in both adaptive and non-adaptive strategies.
These recurrence patterns increase the detail available to re-
searchers, and reveal the diversity of decision strategies that
theoretical and computational models of choice seek to ex-
plain and simulate. We believe studying this diversity can
generate new insights about decision making strategies that
are currently being overlooked in our data analysis practices.
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Theoretical Implications The variety of choice patterns vi-
sualized in the RPs raises a simple question: what recurrence
patterns are predicted by existing theories and models of dy-
namic decision making? We propose that future work should
analyze the predictions of computational DDM models using
RPs and RQA, including simple decision rules such as Win-
Stay-Lose-Shift (Biele et al., 2009) and the Hot-Stove (Denrell
& March, 2001). Differences between models and humans at
the level of choice sequence patterns can be used to refine
theories accordingly.

Importantly, observed RP patterns provide specific targets
for assessing theory predictions that would not be salient in
aggregate measures. We observed that individuals exhibit-
ing similar maximization performance could differ in how
they switch between the two options. Some decision makers
switch rarely and some switch frequently over all trials, even
when they show an overall preference for one choice. Some
decision makers switch frequently only before the change in
expected value, and others do so only after. These patterns
raise the question of whether the frequency of switches, and
the timing of those switches are choice patterns captured in
existing theories and computational models, especially given
the importance of exploration in DDM environments. Deci-
sion rules such as Win-Stay-Lose-Shift might predict that the
observed differences are due to experienced outcomes rather
than individual differences. Experimentally holding experi-
enced outcomes relatively constant or defining event states
to include outcomes would allow researchers to use RPs and
RQAs to test whether such individual variation persists.

Applications RP and RQA can be extended from human
data to model-simulated choice sequences, testing whether
models produce the same richness and variety of behavioral
patterns. In addition to auto-recurrence (the focus of the
present work), cross-recurrence (CRQA) can be used to ex-
amine relationships between two different time series, which
extends the study of DDM strategies to multi-player settings.
Researchers might compare two people completing the same
task (e.g., game theoretic settings), a person to a modeled
strategy, a person and computational model completing the
same task, or two models to each other. RP and RQA can
also extend from 2AFC to any number of choice options, al-
lowing study of multi-choice tasks like rock-paper-scissors or
the Iowa Gambling Task. There is rich opportunity to expand
applications of recurrence analysis in the decision making do-
main.
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Abstract

We are surprised when events violate our intuitive physical
expectations. Even infants look longer when things seem to
magically teleport or vanish. This important surprise signal
has been used to probe what infants expect, in order to study
the most basic representations of objects. But these studies
rely on binary measures – an event is surprising, or not. Here,
we study surprise in a more precise, quantitative way, using
three distinct measures: we ask adults to judge how surprising
a scene is, when that scene is surprising, and why it is surpris-
ing. We find good consistency in the level of surprise reported
across these experiments, but also crucial differences in the
implied explanations of those scenes. Beyond this, we show
that the timing and degree of surprise can be explained by an
object-based model of intuitive physics.
Keywords: Intuitive physics; Surprise; Violation of expecta-
tion; Generative models

Introduction
Imagine going to a magic show, with all its standard tricks:
balls levitate, bunnies appear and disappear, assistants are run
through with swords but left unharmed. If you believed that
these were not tricks but actual magic, you would surely be
astounded. This astonishment is not driven by the particular
objects involved – you would be just as shocked if a novel
object levitated or an animal you had never seen before sud-
denly materialized. Rather, the surprise is due to the violation
of basic intuitive physical principles, such as permanence and
solidity.

Surprise is an important measure of our intuitive reason-
ing. It forms the basis of the Violation of Expectation (VoE)
paradigm, which examines what infants know based on how
they react to different events (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007; Bail-
largeon, Spelke, & Wasserman, 1985). This early knowledge
is also the foundation of our adult understanding (Spelke,
Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992; Noles, Scholl, &
Mitroff, 2005). Examining the ‘surprise’ signals in computa-
tional models has recently been used to assess commonsense
physical reasoning in machines (Riochet et al., 2018; Piloto et
al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019), and recent studies suggest sur-
prise is also an internal signal for learning in humans (Stahl
& Feigenson, 2015; Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012). Here
we focus on the way surprise arises from violations of core
physical knowledge in order to better understand how we use
intuitive physics to make sense of the world.

Despite the impact and importance of VoE and surprise
measures, infant studies (and by extension models of infant
physical reasoning) often rely on coarse, binary information.
These methods can demonstrate that infants find one scene
to be more surprising than another, but cannot be used to

pick out when or what is surprising, and often cannot com-
pare surprise across scenes (though c.f. Téglás et al., 2011).
We present a richer study of surprise in physical reasoning
that uses several different measures in adults, with stimuli
inspired by the developmental literature. We quantitatively
examine the degree (how), timing (when), and explanation
(why) of surprising physical events. We assess people’s con-
sistency and variation for each of these measures, as well as
their overall convergence. We find that regardless of the way
they are asked, people consistently find some scenes more
surprising than others, with a consistent ordering even among
those that all contain physically implausible events. However,
the specific surprises that they note in each scene differ, de-
pending on the measure. Our moment-by-moment measures
of surprise also let us evaluate physical reasoning models in
a new way. We show that one particular model proposed by
Smith et al. (2019) for capturing overall surprise can also pre-
dict human levels of moment-by-moment surprise.

Methods
To quantify surprise in physical reasoning, we examine the
degree to which people find scenes surprising, when they
are surprised, and how they explain why the scene is sur-
prising. We study the degree of surprise with data from
Smith et al. (2019), and briefly describe their methodology
below. All three experiments, including one originally pre-
sented in Smith et al. (2019), follow similar procedures and
use the same set of stimuli. Participants were all recruited
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, using the psiTurk frame-
work (Gureckis et al., 2016).
Stimuli. Smith et al. (2019) used 8 different scenarios de-
signed to test aspects of core knowledge of physics (Spelke
& Kinzler, 2007), including permanence, solidity, and con-
tinuity. The stimuli were inspired by classic developmental
studies of physical understanding. Each scenario includes
one scene that depicts a violation of physics, and one or more
control scenes with similar motion patterns that do not depict
this violation. For example, a violation might show an ob-
ject travel behind a screen and disappear, whereas the control
would show those events without the object vanishing. Each
scenario contained 8 different templates to create violation
and control videos. Each template included the same objects,
to match the overall visual appearance across videos. The 8
scenarios are shown in Fig 1, and include:

Create (object permanence) Violation: object appears from
behind a screen. Control: the object does not appear or al-
ready exists (Wynn & Chiang, 1998).
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Figure 1: The different scenarios used in all experiments. Black arrows show physically plausible transitions between movie parts. Red
dashed arrows show transitions that violate physical expectations. Figure reprinted from Smith et al. (2019).

Vanish (object permanence) Violation: object disappears
behind a screen. Control: the object remains or never existed.

Overturn (solidity) Violation: a screen rotates backwards
and through an object. Control: the screen stops before it
hits the object. In ‘short Overturn’ , the video ends when the
screen stops, in ‘long Overturn’ the screen rotates back and
shows the original object again (Baillargeon et al., 1985).

Discontinuous-invisible (continuity) Violation: two
screens with space between them are shown. An object
moves out and back from one screen, then an identical object
moves out and back behind the other. Screens rotate down
to show a single object behind the second screen. Control:
two objects remain, or there is one large screen (Spelke,
Kestenbaum, Simons, & Wein, 1995).

Discontinuous-visible (solidity) identical to
Discontinuous-invisible, except the object is seen mov-
ing between two screens, and the violation scene ends with
objects behind both screens.

Delay (continuity) Violation: an object moves out and back
behind one side of a large screen then immediately moves out
and back behind the other side, and the screen lowers to show
one object. Control: the screen lowers to show two objects.

Block (solidity/continuity) Violation: a wall is shown be-
hind a screen. An object moves from the side behind the
screen, then the screen comes down to show the object on
the opposite side of the wall. Control: the object remains on
the same side (Spelke et al., 1992).

Participants always judged one video from each template,
and never saw the same object multiple times in the same sce-
nario. Stimuli were counterbalanced to ensure equal numbers
of videos from each of the violation and control conditions.

“How” surprising is a scene? Smith et al. (2019) measured
people’s overall level of surprise, emulating the logic of in-
fant studies where the surprise is considered as a response
to the scenario as a whole. Participants (N=60) watched the
videos on repeat. After a video had finished playing once,
participants were asked “How surprising are the events in this
movie?” and responded using a slider that ranged from “Not
at all surprising” (0) to “Extremely surprising” (100). Ratings
were z-scored within participants, to control for individual
uses of the scale.

“When” is a scene surprising? Participants (N=60) were
told that i) they will watch several videos, ii) sometimes odd
things will happen in the video, iii) not all videos include
surprises, and iv) some videos could include multiple sur-
prises. Participants were instructed to push the spacebar any
time something surprising happens. Whenever participants
pushed the spacebar, the border of the screen flashed, to in-
dicate that the surprise was registered. These button presses
should therefore be timed to when participants observe evi-
dence of a surprise – either one that just occurred or evidence
that one had happened in the past.

“Why” is a scene surprising? Participants (N=95) watched
the videos on repeat, similar to the ‘How’ experiment, and
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How vs. When How vs. Why When vs. Why

Figure 2: Comparisons of ratings (‘How’), and proportion of peo-
ple who noted a surprising event (‘When’ and ‘Why’). Each point
represents a different video. The amount of surprise noted was con-
sistent across all three experiments.

were asked “Which of the following surprising events oc-
curred?” Participants were provided with a set of possible
answers, including: (1) nothing surprising happened, (2) an
object disappeared, (3) an object appeared that wasn’t there
before, (4) an object teleported, (5) an object moved through
another object, (6) an object started moving by itself, (7) an
object stopped moving by itself, (8) an object changed shape,
(9) an object changed color, and (10) other (with a text box
to fill in if checked). Participants could indicate multiple sur-
prises.

Results
Consistency and convergence. People were remarkably
consistent in finding the violation scenes to be more surpris-
ing than control scenes. Across every one of the 64 scene
templates, participants rated the violation video as more sur-
prising than the controls (‘How’), were more likely to indi-
cate a surprise (‘When’) or to pick out a particular surprise
(‘Why’).

In addition, there was high consistency in the relative sur-
prise rankings of trials across experiments. Across all trials,
there were high correlations between ratings in the ‘How’ ex-
periment and the proportion of people who marked a trial
as surprising in ‘When’ (r = 0.94), between ‘How’ ratings
and the number of people who described a scene with some
sort of surprise in ‘Why’ (r = 0.96), and the proportion of
people finding a scene surprising in both ‘When’ and ‘Why’
(r = 0.94; see Fig. 2). This agreement is partly driven by
overall differences between the violation and control sce-
narios, but even within just the surprising scenes there was
large agreement across the experiments (‘How’ vs ‘When’:
r = 0.61, ‘How’ vs ‘Why’: r = 0.82, ‘When’ vs ‘Why’:
r = 0.69). This suggests that responses across all experiments
are driven by similar processes, regardless of how surprise is
queried.

Within the consistency across experiments, there is vari-
ability in how surprising people find different scenes. As can
be seen in Fig. 3, there is a large difference in the average
ratings for violation scenes (χ2(7) = 104, p ≈ 0). Out of the
stimuli participants observed, they found scenes where ob-
jects are created or destroyed to be the most surprising. Con-
versely, people consistently find the ‘Delay’ scenario least

Figure 3: Surprise ratings for violation scenes by scenario foe each
experiment. There are differences between scenarios that are con-
sistent across experiments.

surprising, even though there is no way the ball could pass
the barrier as quickly as it did without teleporting or an ex-
treme momentary change in velocity.
Timing of surprise. We next examine whether moment-
by-moment surprise in the ‘When’ experiment is consistent
across participants, or whether there are individual differ-
ences. Because all violation trials within a scenario shared
the same timing for when objects are created, start mov-
ing, change direction, etc., we aggregated data from all trials
within a scenario for additional power.

We used Gaussian mixture models to find clusters in the
timing response data (Scrucca, Fop, Murphy, & Raftery,
2016). This analysis considers trials with only one or two
noted surprises (98% of responses). We separated responses
into single and double surprises, and clustered them sepa-
rately, assuming that people who found two things surprising
are responding differently than people who saw one surprise.
The number of clusters was selected to minimize BIC.

A distribution of participants’ moment-by-moment re-
sponse for each scenario is shown in the middle rows of
Fig. 4, split by number of key-presses, and color-coded ac-
cording to the clustering algorithm.1 In half of the scenarios,
participants are remarkably consistent in their responses: in
‘Create’ they note surprise soon after they first see the new
object; in ‘Overturn (short)’ they note surprise soon after the
screen passes through the space the object occupies; in ‘Dis-
continuous (visible)’ they note surprise as soon as it is re-
vealed there are two objects; and in ‘Block’ they note surprise
as soon as the object is seen on the other side of the block. In
the other half of scenarios, participants show interesting vari-
ability suggesting they hold different interpretations for these
scenes. Here we find that participants are surprised at differ-
ent times, or that some participants are surprised once, while
others are surprised twice. We discuss these patterns in rela-
tion to the explanations from ‘Why’ below.
Explanations of surprise. We first consider the reliability of
participants’ descriptions of surprising scenes in the ‘Why’

1In the ‘Create,’ ‘Delay,’ and ‘Block’ scenarios the clustering al-
gorithm breaks what looks like one group of responses into two.
This is due to a mismatch between the Gaussian distribution as-
sumed by the algorithm, and the long tails in the response data.
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Vanish Overturn (long) Overturn (short)Create

Discontinuous (vis) Delay BlockDiscontinuous (invis)

Figure 4: ‘When’ experiment results. Top: frames from violation videos. Middle: histogram of timing of surprise, split by participants
who noted one surprise (top) and those who noted two surprises (bottom). Color indicate different clusters of responses. Bottom: Average
cumulative number of surprises noted by participants (blue) and the ADEPT model (red).

experiment. Here we again aggregate all violation trials from
each scenario, and count the number of responses for which
participants marked the exact same set of explanations for that
scenario. These explanations are presented in Table 1, includ-
ing the proportion of surprising trials for which that explana-
tion was endorsed.

Table 1 shows participants were generally consistent in
their explanations, with one explanation endorsed in a major-
ity of trials in seven of the eight scenarios. However, there is
still some consistent variability across scenarios, suggesting
individual differences in interpretation.

Comparison of ‘When’ and ‘Why’. Does the moment-by-
moment surprise from ‘When’ match the ways that those sce-
narios were explained in ‘Why’? In trials that have a single
modal pattern of moment-by-moment surprise, explanations
typically indicate surprise related to those moments. How-
ever, in the scenarios where participants show differences in

surprise timings, we find interesting differences between the
timing and explanations, suggesting that explanations of sur-
prise are not just based on in-the-moment surprise, but instead
require a re-evaluation of the scene.

In the Overturn (long) scenario, participants from ‘When’
were most likely to note surprise twice: first when the screen
moved into the object’s space, and again when the screen
rotated back to show the object again (Fig. 4, blue cluster;
51%). This can only be explained by two distinct surpris-
ing events reversing each other: first an object that should
be there is not, then the object that was thought to have dis-
appeared is there again. However, the majority of the ex-
planations in ‘Why’ provide only one source of surprise: ei-
ther the screen moved through the object, or the object had
disappeared (53%) – these participants rarely selected both
that an object appeared and an object disappeared (only 10%
did, including those that wrote this in with the ‘other’ op-
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Create Vanish Overturn (long) Overturn (short)
Appears 87% Disappears 83% Penetrates 28% Disappears 60%
Appears & moves 11% Disappears 25% Penetrates 16%

Other 12% Disappears & penetrates 8%
Disappears & penetrates 7%

Discontinuous (invis) Discontinuous (vis) Delay Block
Teleports 71% Appears 52% Teleports 53% Penetrates 57%
Disappears 13% Penetrates 10% Moves 10% Teleports 16%

Moves 5% Other 10% Teleports & penetrates 12%
Disappears 8%

Table 1: Explanations of violation scenes from the ‘Why’ experiment endorsed in > 5% of trials, and proportion of time they were selected.

tion). So people were more likely to note multiple sur-
prises in this scenario in ‘When’ (56%) than in ‘Why’ (23%;
χ2(1) = 53, p ≈ 0). This suggests that for many people,
what were two in-the-moment surprises could afterwards be
re-evaluated more parsimoniously as a single surprising event
extended over time.

In the Discontinuous (invisible) scenario, people were not
more likely to note multiple events in ‘When’ over ‘Why’
(18% vs. 13%, χ2(1) = 0.88, p = 0.35), but how they inter-
preted the event differed. Most participants noted a surprise
in ‘When’ only at the very end of the video when the screen
came down to reveal that there was no object behind the first
screen (Fig. 4 green cluster; 69%), which suggests that they
believed that there were two objects through most of the video
and were surprised when proven wrong.2 But participants
in ‘Why’ were most likely to explain this scenario as an ob-
ject ‘teleporting’ (71%), which would have had to occur ear-
lier when the object appeared from behind the second screen.
So, even though online surprise suggests that people posited
two objects and were surprised when one disappeared, partic-
ipants explained the scene in retrospect as being more likely
to be driven by one object teleporting, perhaps because tele-
portation is seen as easier, or more likely than creating a new
object (McCoy & Ullman, 2019). A similar pattern of ex-
planation is seen in the Delay scenario, where most people
are surprised at the end of the video, but also most people
explain the scene as the object teleporting or moving, which
would occur earlier than the point indicated by their moment-
to-moment surprise.

A model of surprise using “extended physics”
Smith et al. (2019) proposed a model that could track and up-
date beliefs about a scene based on videos like the ones that
were shown to participants. This model was designed to for-
malize core knowledge of physics, inspired by infants’ abil-
ity to reason about arbitrary objects using principles of per-
manence, continuity, and solidity (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007).

2If participants believed that the original object teleported, they
should have been surprised when they saw that object appear behind
the other barrier, but the rest of the scene would have been consistent
with this belief. This would correspond to the red cluster, which
contained only 15% of participants.

They called this the Approximate Derendering, Extended
Physics, and Tracking (ADEPT) model.

Smith et al. (2019) found that ADEPT did not just outper-
form a set of baseline models on differentiating scenes with
physical violations from control scenes, but also did so in a
more human-like manner. Here we ask whether this same
model can also capture the moment-by-moment response of
when people indicate they are surprised.
ADEPT model structure. The ADEPT model consists of
two components: the Approximate Derenderer, and the Ex-
tended Physics + Tracking module (Fig. 5; see Smith et al.
(2019) for further details).

The approximate derenderer (Fig. 5A) is a module that can
extract symbolic, object-based information from an image
(Wu, Tenenbaum, & Kohli, 2017). Inspired by the fact that
infants do not keep good track of object shapes (Xu & Carey,
1996; Ullman, Spelke, Battaglia, & Tenenbaum, 2017), yet
can still reason about arbitrary objects, this derenderer treats
all shapes as simple geometric bodies (elipsoids or cuboids),
throwing away information to generalize to new shapes better.
This derenderer is used as a visual front end for ADEPT so
that there is no need to make assumptions about when objects
are visible, allowing this information to be extracted from the
videos themselves.

The extended physics + tracking module (Fig. 5B) is used
to update beliefs over time by integrating observation in a
way that is consistent with physical dynamics. Similar to
how people use an Intuitive Physics Engine to make and
update predictions over time (Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenen-
baum, 2013; Yildirim, Smith, Belledonne, Wu, & Tenen-
baum, 2018), ADEPT predicts what it expects to see at the
next moment, then updates its beliefs about the properties of
objects based on how well they match the states of objects ob-
served by the approximate derenderer. ADEPT tracks these
beliefs using a particle filter in order to retain a probabilis-
tic distribution over world states, and so also about what it
expects to see next.

ADEPT “extends” physics by allowing objects and their
properties to be resampled from a prior instead of unfolding
according to physical dynamics. In this way, ADEPT can
change its beliefs about the position, velocity, or even exis-
tence of objectives if it observes something that is otherwise
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Figure 5: Diagram of the ADEPT model, including the approximate derenderer (A), and the extended physics + tracking module (B). Figure
reprinted from Smith et al. (2019).

inexplicable given its prior beliefs. This resampling only oc-
curs with a very low probability, such that ADEPT does not
rely on this component unless there is no other way it could
explain the scene.

“Surprise” signals in the ADEPT model. The ADEPT
model produces predictions from its dynamics model of what
it expects to see, then compares its observations from the ap-
proximate derenderer to track and update its beliefs at each
point in time. This gives a natural moment-by-moment mea-
sure of surprise: the inverse probability of those observations
under the dynamics model, including any scene prior resam-
pling required. This surprise signal is formalized as the neg-
ative log-likelihood of this probability.

Smith et al. (2019) studied how well ADEPT captured the
overall surprise of a scene, and whether it could differentiate
scenes with violations from controls. For this purpose they
measured the maximum level of the surprise signal over an
entire video, and compared the signal generated by violation
videos to that from control videos. On this measure, they
found that the ADEPT model outperformed baselines that
learned dynamics without object representations on overall
performance, and was also a closer match to human behavior.

Here we consider whether people and ADEPT use a simi-
lar ongoing signal to drive their moment-by-moment surprise.
If the signal generated by the ADEPT model is a plausible
proxy for the mechanisms underlying human surprise, then
we should expect that participants’ judgments of when they
find a scene surprising should be predictable from this sur-

Figure 6: Surprise signal intrinsic to the ADEPT model (left) and
baselines over the course of an Overturn (long) trial. Colored dashed
lines represent the timing of frames above.

prise signal.
Inspired by how the ADEPT signal produces ‘spikes’ of

surprise signal that are driven by requiring low-probability
scene resampling to explain observations (Fig. 6, left), we
hypothesize that human surprise might similarly occur when
observations suddenly deviate strongly from expectations of
an internal dynamics model. We therefore assume that people
will note a surprise any time the surprise signal from ADEPT
exceeds a set threshold. To get variability in model surprise
signals, we ran the ADEPT model multiple times on the same
set of violation videos that participants observed, and aggre-
gated signals by scenario in the same way. Finally, because
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ADEPT’s surprise is produced near-instantaneously upon ob-
serving a video frame, whereas people need time to process
stimuli and produce a motor response, we shifted these re-
actions forwards in time (959ms) and smoothed them with a
Gaussian kernel. The threshold and time offset were fit to
minimize deviations between model predicted surprises and
human data.

This model of surprise timing fits participants’ behavior
well, as can be seen on the bottom rows of Fig. 4. While
there are some scenarios in which the ADEPT model misses
a human surprise (e.g., the initial stopping in Vanish), or oth-
ers where it is surprised earlier than people (e.g., in Overturn
(long)), in many cases this model is surprised at roughly the
same times and rate as people.

We also consider whether the momentary predictions of
the non-object-based baseline models studied in Smith et al.
(2019) can explain the timing of human surprise. These base-
lines include a set of architectures that make predictions di-
rectly from pixels, and have been previously used as possi-
ble explanations of plausible and implausible physical events
(Riochet et al., 2018). These models therefore are tests of
how systems that do not have object representations might
form predictions of these physical events. However, as can
be seen in Fig. 6, these baseline surprise traces do not map
cleanly onto the moments people intuitively find surprising;
because of this, we were unable to find models using these
baselines that did not degenerate into, e.g., never noticing any
surprises.

Discussion
Across three experiments, we quantitatively studied how peo-
ple find scenes with physical violations surprising. We com-
pared overall judgments of surprise, moment-by-moment sur-
prise, and explanations of what is surprising, and found
consistency across these three measures. However, digging
deeper we found that what people find surprising differs
based on whether they are reporting moment-by-moment sur-
prise, or explaining a scene in retrospect. Finally, we showed
that the ADEPT model – designed to measure overall surprise
levels – also explains peoples’ moment-by-moment surprise.

The differences between momentary and retrospective sur-
prise suggest that there might be two different types of sur-
prise: one that requires an immediate repair to our beliefs
about the world, and one that captures whether we are able
to form an explainable set of beliefs about past states – just
as we might be shocked when a magician makes a rabbit ap-
pear from a hat, but later revise our feelings when we learn
that the rabbit was in a hidden compartment all along. The
stimuli used here did not differ in whether a scene would be
surprising in the moment or in retrospect, just in how it might
be explained. However, future work will focus on disentan-
gling these two types of surprise.

Ultimately, we would like to use this work to inform our
understanding of the foundations of object knowledge. We
asked adults to make judgments about surprise because we

are able to measure their responses in more precise ways than
we can for infants. However, we hope to use this work to
make quantitative predictions about the timing and amount of
surprise we expect infants will show for various physical vi-
olations, and measure the correlates of this surprise using on-
line measures such as pupil dilation or blink suppression. Fi-
nally, we hope to use neuroimaging techniques with high tem-
poral frequency, such as EEG or MEG, to measure surprise in
both infants and adults, so that we might test for shared neural
representations and foundational representations of objects
from infancy to adulthood.
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Abstract 
We investigated the early moments of visual word recognition, 
when the retinal information—by hypothesis split vertically 
along the fovea—is divided into two visual pathways, 
projecting the right visual field into the left hemisphere (LH), 
and the left visual field into the right hemisphere (RH). 
Wearing red/blue anaglyph glasses, participants performed a 
lexical decision task to compounds (FOOTBALL) and 
monomorphemic words that were either pseudo-compounds 
(CARPET) or unsegmentable (JINGLE). The stimuli were 
presented (masked, 60 ms exposure) in three color 
combinations: all black, red/blue (ipsilateral visual pathways), 
and blue/red (contralateral pathways). For the red/blue and 
blue/red conditions, the colors were split either at the 
morpheme boundary (legal split) or at a character to the left or 
to the right of the split (illegal split). We found an advantage 
(RT and accuracy) of compounds over non-compounds, 
independent of pathway, and an advantage of legal vs. illegal 
constituent split. Results suggest that the visual word 
recognition system performs parsing analyses that are in 
consonant with the morphological objects of the language. The 
advantage of pseudo-compounds over unsegmentables 
suggests that at an early—pre-lexical—stage the system is 
partially insensitive to the semantic properties of the whole 
word.  

Keywords: visual word recognition; compounds; 
morphological processing; split fovea theory; anaglyphs 

Introduction 
What is the role of morphological analysis in the process of 
visual word recognition? For long this question has been at 
the forefront of studies on word recognition1 and language 
comprehension, more broadly. This is so because 
decomposing lexical items into their constituent morphemes 
is key to the productivity of the language system. By 
hypothesis, lexical productivity is dependent on a rule-based 

 
1 Most researchers recognize two temporally distinct stages in 

lexical processing, an initial “recognition” stage, when word forms 
make contact with lexical representations, and an “access” stage, 
when lexical representations are mapped onto meaning—although 
these terms have often been switched (e.g., Forster, 1979; Foss, 
1988). For the most part we deal with “recognition” while also 

morphological system that takes morphemes, rather than full 
words, as its basic representations. But whether or not the 
visual word recognition operates pari pasu with a language’s 
morphological system is still an empirical question. Ever 
since the seminal work by Forster and Taft (Taft & Forster, 
1975, 1976; Forster, 1976), most studies have pointed 
towards a word recognition system that is intrinsically 
dependent on a morphological analysis that precedes 
recognition. In Taft and Forster (1975), this process relies on 
stripping affixes leading to recognition via roots and stems. 
This suggests that the visual word recognition system is 
attuned or hard-wired to detect morphemes during the earliest 
moments of lexical processing.2 Another important factor in 
this debate has since been the role of the visual word form 
area (VWFA; Cohen et al., 2000). This area has been shown 
to respond to word forms, whether they constitute actual 
morphemes or whether they include more basic non-word 
orthographic patterns (Hirshon et al., 2016).  

Thus far, the nature of morphological parsing—and 
whether or not morphological decomposition plays a pivotal 
role in word recognition—has been investigated with a 
variety of methods. Most notably, researchers have employed 
different lexical priming techniques, often combined with 
other factors and methods (visual masking, sentence 
contexts, cross-modal presentation, ERPs, eye-tracking) in 
order to probe the relations that might obtain between 
morphological constituents and full word forms such as 
lifting/LIFT, govern/GOVERNMENT, lockable/ unlock/ 
UNLOCKABLE (e.g., Stanners et al., 1979; Marslen-Wilson 
et al., 1994; de Almeida & Libben, 2005; Pollatsek et al., 
2010; see also Forster 1999; and Rastle & Davis, 2008). In 
visual lexical priming techniques, for instance, the 
assumption is that responses to a target such as LIFT, 
preceded by a prime such as LIFTING, in a lexical decision 

acknowledging that some models postulate a parallelism or a 
“cascading” effect involving semantic processes in recognition.  
2 By “earliest” moments we refer to orthographical or 

morphological forms rather than to letter features (e.g., lines) or 
other lower-level visual features (luminance contrast, texture, color, 
etc.). 
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task, should be a function of the morphological relationship 
between the base LIFT and its inflected form LIFTING. Many 
studies employing this kind of technique have shown that 
word recognition is sensitive to morphological forms, and 
often to pseudo-morphological strings as well (e.g., 
CORNER/CORN; Longtin et al., 2003; see also Rastle & 
Davis, 2008, for discussion).  

Numerous variables seem to play a role in the prime-target 
relationships affecting response times, including the extent to 
which prime and target are morphologically, phonologically, 
semantically, and orthographically related (Marslen-Wilson 
et al., 1994; Rastle et al. 2004). Recent studies have suggested 
that word recognition and lexical access processes are 
“cascading”, involving multiple, interacting factors, 
including how much semantic information about a word’s 
constituents affect early processes of recognition (Davis et 
al., 2019). Yet, it remains to be determined the degree to 
which the visual word recognition system reacts to pure 
morphological forms—including pseudo-morphemes—
regardless of their status as lexical constituents. 

Compounds—roughly, words that are constituted by the 
combination of other free morphemes, such as FOOTBALL—
constitute perhaps the clearest testing ground for the 
mechanism of morphological decomposition (Libben, 2014). 
This is so for several reasons. First, compounding is the most 
productive lexical process, with novel words pertaining to all 
syntactic classes being constantly created (e.g., WEBSITE, 
SNAPCHAT). Second, English lexical compounds are usually 
formed by the combination of two free roots; and whether or 
not compounds are decomposed during word recognition 
requires investigating a process that relies on the relationship 
between the head of the compound (e.g., BALL) and the 
modifier (e.g., FOOT), as well as how each constituent might 
contribute information to the meaning of the whole word. 
Thus, compounding constitutes the paramount case of 
compositionality—when the meaning of a whole expression 
is a function of the meaning of the parts and how they are 
structured together. Compositionality is taken to be a feature 
of human cognitive architecture and key to linguistic and 
conceptual productivity (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Third, for 
the vast majority of English lexical compounds, the left-most 
constituent (e.g., BALL) is the head and carries most semantic 
and syntactic properties of the whole compound. Whether or 
not morphological structure plays a role in compound 
recognition, can be tested by modulating readers’ exposure to 
the head of the compound (de Almeida & Libben, 2002) in 
order to determine its contribution to the word’s meaning.  

We sought to investigate morphological processing by 
exploiting the nature of retinal projections in early visual 
processing. Several studies have shown that the retina is split 
vertically along the fovea, distributing the retinotopic 
information along two visual pathways, projecting the right 
visual field into the left hemisphere (LH), and the left visual 
field into the right hemisphere (RH) (e.g., Brysbaert et al., 
2012). While contralateral (nasal) projections are taken to be 
stronger than ipsilateral (temporal) ones (Obregon & 
Shillcock, 2012) for word recognition, compounds provide 

for an opportunity to understand how these early retinal 
projections interact with posterior representations involved in 
word identification (e.g., VWFA; Cohen et al., 2000). Thus, 
binocular fixation on the morpheme boundary of a 
bimorphemic compound should yield the following 
projections: the compound head (e.g., BALL), carrying most 
syntactic and semantic information, is projected to the 
language dominant LH, while the modifier (e.g., FOOT) is 
projected to the RH. Notice that it is estimated that 
interhemispheric transfer of information oscillates between 
12 and 25 milliseconds (Brown et al., 1998; Cohen et al., 
2000), which would yield an advantage for the head during 
the early stages of word recognition and semantic 
composition. 

What motivated our investigation, in particular, was that 
these neuroanatomical distinctions allowed us to explore the 
differences in response time (RT) and accuracy to a 
compound by ensuring that its segments (either full 
constituents or partial constituents) are being processed 
independently. In other words, by anatomically separating 
which segments of a word make the initial contact with the 
lexicon we could gain insights into the earliest moments of 
word recognition—with RTs and accuracy potentially 
reflecting the nature of the initial contact between stimulus 
and stored representations. In the case of compounds, for 
instance, this can be determined by contrasting word and non-
word segments obtained from the point of fixation. For 
instance, presenting FOOT to the RH and BALL to the LH 
can give the compound a “head-start” because the full head 
is making the initial contact with stored representations 
before the full word is composed. But it is not clear what 
happens if the different hemispheres get non-word segments 
such as FOO and TBALL. Under both splitting conditions—
morphologically legal and illegal splits—the two segments 
are fused yielding the same FOOTBALL representation. 
However, an advantage of legal over illegal split can inform 
us about two important issues in visual word recognition: (a) 
the nature of codes that initially make contact with lexical 
representations—whether they are morphemes or 
orthographic sequences; and (b) the nature of morphological 
analyses in word recognition: whether they occur before the 
initial contact between stimulus word and stored 
representations, or whether these analyses occur after the full 
word has been recognized.  

We manipulated compound recognition using a novel 
lexical decision with masked presentation technique, 
involving words colored in blue and red (or in black, as 
baseline) while subjects wore red/blue anaglyph glasses. The 
novelty of our manipulation includes two main lexical 
factors: (1) word type, contrasting (a) compounds 
(FOOTBALL, BLACKBIRD), (b) monomorphemic pseudo-
compounds (those monomorphemic words that could 
potentially constitute compounds; e.g., CARPET, 
SHAMROCK), and (c) unsegmentable monomorphemic 
words (VACCINE, JINGLE); and (2) legality of constituents 
or non-constituents of these words. For this manipulation we 
induced the splitting of the word segments along morpheme 
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boundaries (FOOT+BALL), pseudo-morpheme boundaries 
(SHAM+ROCK), or non-morpheme boundaries (JIN+GLE), 
or by inducing the splitting along non-morpheme/pseudo-
morpheme boundaries for compounds (FOO+TBALL) or 
pseudo-compounds (SHA+MROCK). This legal/illegal split 
was obtained by coloring the segments such that they would 
be filtered out by the corresponding lens of the anaglyph 
glasses, or by simply presenting the words in black with the 
morpheme boundary—or the illegal split point—
corresponding to the center of fixation. This manipulation 
allowed us also to investigate yet a third factor: (3) the 
relative contribution of visual pathways to early word 
recognition. Using a haploscope, Obregon and Shillcock 
(2012) obtained a higher degree of accuracy for letters 
presented via contralateral pathways in contrast to ipsilateral  
pathways. While their goal was to understand the relative 
strength of the visual pathways using a psychophysical 
method, their materials were restricted to four-letter 
monomorphemic words. Our manipulation allows for the 
independent separation of visual pathways by coloring word 
segments (morphemes or not) to be projected onto different 
sides of the two retinas independently (see Fig. 1) 

 

 
Figure 1: An illustration of one of our main manipulations 

with legally split morphemes projecting the two visual fields 
(the two morphemes of the compound) contralaterally via 

ipsilateral (temporal) pathways or contralateral (nasal) 
pathways. The “+” represents the fixation point which in our 
procedure antecedes the presentation of the target. See text 

for other experimental conditions. 
 

In our task—which involves masked, brief (60 ms) 
presentation of stimuli like in Fig.1—subjects simply make a 
lexical decision (word/nonword). A potential advantage of 
our method over priming techniques is that it does not require 
manipulating prime-target relationships, which are difficult 
to control due to factors such as prime-control frequency, 
morphological family size, length, n-gram frequency, etc. 
(see, e.g., Amenta & Crepaldi, 2012). Moreover, the 
advantage of this technique over simple (i.e., unmasked) or 
masked lexical decision tasks is that, by controlling the 
exposure to different word segments and pathways, we can 
measure the relative contribution of these different 
segments—morphemes or not—to RTs and recognition 
accuracy.  While in both conditions, as seen in Fig. 1, the 
compound head is projected directly onto the LH, the head 
has an advantage over the modifier for its supposedly direct 
access to the VWFA in the language-dominant hemisphere. 
In terms of processing time, this advantage has been 

estimated to be as little as 12 ms (Brown et al., 1998; Cohen 
et al., 2000). However, when the segments are illegally split, 
this advantage should disappear, requiring full composition 
for a lexical decision to be made.  

We thus made three main sets of predictions about RTs and 
accuracy for the three kinds of stimuli we employed (we will 
refer to faster RTs and higher accuracy as an “advantage” of 
one stimulus type over another). First, we predicted an 
advantage of legally split compounds over illegally split ones 
if compounds are recognized by their constituent morphemes. 
Second, if the early visual word recognition system relies on 
a non-semantic, morpho-orthographic procedure for breaking 
constituents, a similar “legality” effect should be obtained 
with pseudo-compounds that are legally split (e.g., 
SHAM+ROCK) compared to those that are illegally split 
(SHA+MROCK). And third, based on Obregon and 
Shillcock’s (2002) results, we predicted an advantage of 
contralateral pathways over ipsilateral pathways. Although 
this third general prediction in principle bears no direct 
relation to the mechanisms of lexical processing—whether or 
not morphological constituents are detected during 
recognition—factors such as fixation disparity, the flexibility 
of vengeance and its consequent reading span variability (see, 
e.g., Shillcock et al., 2010) may affect the nature of 
information picked up by the different hemiretinas and how 
they are projected into the VWFA and other language areas.   

 

Method 

Participants 
Fifty-four individuals (36 females) participated in this 

experiment. They ranged in age from 19 to 77 years (M = 27; 
SD = 12). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision and were native speakers of English. 

Materials and Design 
Materials consisted of 168 words ranging from six to ten 
characters in length, of the following types: (1) adjective-
noun and noun-noun compounds (FOOTBALL) , (2) pseudo- 
compounds (monomorphemic words that consist of two 
adjacent letter strings which could each be a well formed 
word of English (SHAMROCK), and (3) unsegmentable  
monomorphemic words (words with no constituent letter 
strings that form words of English; JINGLE). Target words 
were matched for mean length, whole word lexical 
frequency, mean constituent length, and constituent 
frequency (compounds and pseudo-compounds only). 
Additionally, three types of non-words were created: (1) 
nonword-nonword “compounds” (GRIENLORP), word-
nonword “compounds” (TREESNIZE) and nonword-word 
“compounds” (FLURKBOUNCE). These stimuli were 
created to ensure that successful lexical decision required 
processing the entire word, not just the left or right 
constituent. The experiment comprised three independent 
variables: word type (compound, pseudo-compound, and 
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unsegmentable words), word splitting pattern (legal, illegal), 
and visual pathways (both, ipsilateral, and contralateral), as 
in Fig.1.   

Apparatus and Procedure 
The experiment was presented using an Apple Mac 

computer running OS 9.2 attached to a 21” CRT monitor 
(100Hz, 10ms screen refresh rate). Stimuli were presented 
through Psyscope 1.2.5 software (Cohen et al., 1993) in a 
randomized order. Target items were presented either in 
black or in a combination of blue and red font against a white 
background. All words were displayed centered on the screen 
and ranged between six and ten characters. All letters were 
uppercase, typed in monospaced Courier font and extended 
between 6 and 8 degrees of visual arc. Participants were 
seated 51 cm away from the monitor with their heads 
stabilized by a chin and forehead rest to ensure that their gaze 
focused on the center of the screen. During the experiment, 
participants wore NeuroTracker anaglyph glasses as they 
performed a lexical decision task. The left lens of the glasses 
was red and the right lens, blue. The different letter string 
constituents, determined by the splitting condition, were 
filtered through the glasses so that any letters typed in blue 
(RGB 0-1-1) would only go through the red lens, letters typed 
in red (RGB -1-0-0) only passed through the blue lens and 
black font stimuli (RGB -0-0-0) passed through both lenses. 
Participants’ RTs were  recorded by a CMU response box 
with two main buttons: a green button on the right 
corresponding to the “yes” answer and a red button on the left 
corresponding to the “no” answer. 

The experiment included eight practice trials and 280 
experimental trials. Each trial began with a 1000ms fixation 
cross at the center of the screen, followed by the target item, 
appearing for 60ms. Then, a backward mask made up of a 
series of twelve ‘X’s in black 48pt Courier font in capital 
letters appeared on the screen for 500ms. Subjects were 
instructed to make a lexical decision as soon as the 
word/nonword flashed on the screen. The full session lasted 
about 20 minutes. 

Results 
Prior to conducting the analyses, participants’ overall 
accuracy to the lexical decision task was screened. A total of 
six participants scored below chance (i.e., below 50%) and 
were thus removed from all analyses. Further, response 
latencies below 200 ms and greater than 1200 ms (4.52 % of 
responses) were removed. Subsequently, participants’ 
responses that were 2 standard deviations above or below 
their respective means (5.07 % of responses) were replaced 
by their upper or lower standard deviation cut-off tail values.  

In order to determine whether participants’ accuracy and 
response times (RTs) were affected by split type, word type, 
and pathways, we conducted linear mixed effects (LME) 
models (Baayen et al., 2008) using the lme4 package (Bates 
et al., 2011) for the R statistical programming environment 

(R Dev. Core Team, 2011). For all LME analyses, the models 
were fitted using a backwards step-wise elimination 
procedure, whereby the predictor variables that did not 
significantly improve the model as indicated by likelihood 
ratio testing were subsequently removed (Winter, 2013). The 
models analyzed the effects of three independent variables: 
split type (legal, illegal), word type (compound, pseudo-
compound, unsegmentable), and pathways (ipsilateral, 
contralateral, both pathways) on the dependent variables: 
RTs and accuracy. Split type, word type, and pathways were 
entered as fixed effects. The model for the analysis of RTs 
had random intercepts for subjects and items, and the analysis 
of accuracy had random intercepts for subjects and items as 
well as by-item random slopes for the effect of word type, as 
justified by the likelihood tests. The p-values were derived 
for each predictor variable by comparing the fitted model to 
a minimally contrasting null model that excluded the relevant 
term. Planned comparisons were conducted using the 
emmeans package (Lenth et al., 2018).  

Response Times 
Only correct responses to the lexical decisions were 

included in the model. The full model was compared to a null 

Figure 2: Mean response accuracy for compounds and 
monomorphemics as function of split type (legal v. 
illegal) and visual pathway. Error bars are standard 

errors of the mean. 
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model consisting of only random predictors and was found to 
provide a statistically significant better fit to the data, (χ2(14) 
= 108.76, p < 0.001). There was a main effect of split type 
(χ2(6) = 14.23, p = 0.027), a main effect of word type (χ2(9) 
= 62.44, p < 0.001), and a main effect of pathway (χ2(10) = 
37.73, p < 0.001). There was also a statistically significant 
interaction between split type and word type (χ2(12) = 84.56, 
p < 0.001), split type and pathway (χ2(12) = 43.33, p < 0.001), 
and word type and pathway (χ2(13) = 93.55, p < 0.001), but 
there was no significant three-way interaction (χ2(9) = 
12.868, p = 0.17).  
 
Legality and Word Type Planned comparisons, using 
Tukey’s correction, revealed that participants RTs were 
significantly faster when they were presented with legally 
split words, as opposed to illegally split words (p = 0.039, d 
= 2.05), irrespective of word type and pathway. Results also 
showed that compounds were significantly faster than 
pseudo-compounds (p < 0.001, d = -6.46) and 
unsegmentables (p < 0.001, d = -6.90). However, there was 
no difference in RTs between pseudo-compounds and 
unsegmentables (p = 0.14, d = -1.90). Also, participants 
responded significantly faster to legally- than to illegally-
split compounds (p = 0.007, d = -2.70), as well as legally-
split pseudo-compounds (p < 0.001, d = -2.40). But there was 
no legality effect for pseudo-compounds (p=0.45, d = -0.75). 
 
Legality, Word Type, and Pathways Results showed that 
words presented simultaneously to both pathways 
engendered significantly faster RTs than words presented to 
the contralateral (p < 0.001, d = -3.72), or ipsilateral (p < 
0.001, d = -5.25) pathways. There was no difference between 
contralateral and ipsilateral pathways (p = 0.29, d = -1.51). 
There was also no difference in RTs between legally- and 
illegally-split compounds presented to both pathways 
simultaneously (p = 0.46, d = -1.81), nor was there a 
difference between legally- and illegally-split compounds 
presented to contralateral pathways (p = 0.99, d = 0.29). 
However, when compounds are presented to ipsilateral 
pathways, legally split compounds are faster than illegally-
split compounds (p = 0.02, d = -3.17). Also, legally-split 
compounds presented to both pathways were marginally 
faster than legally-split compounds presented to contralateral 
pathways (p = 0.069, d = -2.74), but there was no difference 
between both pathways simultaneously and ipsilateral 
pathways (p = 0.42, d = -1.88) for legally split compounds. 
There was also no difference in RTs between legal 
compounds presented to ipsilateral pathways and legal 
compounds presented to contralateral pathways (p = 0.95, d 
= 0.89). 

Accuracy 
The full model was compared to a null model consisting of 

only random predictors and was found to provide a 
statistically significant better fit to the data, χ2(19) = 533.37, 
p < 0.001. Results also showed a main effect of split type 
(χ2(6) = 44.74, p < 0.001), a main effect of word type (χ2(9) 

= 37.55, p < 0.001), and a marginally significant main effect 
of pathway (χ2(10) = 17.02, p = 0.074). There was also a 
statistically significant interaction between split type and 
word type (χ2(12) = 75.09, p < 0.001), split type and pathway 
(χ2(12) = 53.72, p < 0.001), word type and pathway (χ2(13) = 
45.41, p < 0.001), as well as a significant three-way 
interaction (χ2(9) = 17.20, p = 0.046). 

 
 

Legality and Word Type  Figure 2 shows mean accuracy 
across all conditions. Planned comparisons revealed that 
participants were more accurate when the words were legally 
split (p < 0.0001), regardless of word type and pathway. 
Results also showed that participants were significantly more 
accurate when responding to compounds than pseudo-
compounds (p < 0.0001), and unsegmentables (p < 0.0001). 
Also, legally split compounds engendered greater accuracy 
than illegally compounds (p < 0.0001), and legally split 
pseudo-compounds (p < 0.0001). For pseudo-compounds, 
there was also an effect of legality (p = 0.02). 
 
Legality, Word Type, and Pathways There was no 
difference in accuracy between words presented to the 
different pathways: no difference in accuracy between words 
presented to both pathways and contralateral pathways (p = 
0.12), between both pathways and ipsilateral pathways (p = 
0.58), and between contralateral and ipsilateral pathways (p 
= 0.72). There was also no difference in accuracy between 
legally- and illegally-split compounds presented to both 
pathways (p = 0.42), and between legally- and illegally-split 
compounds presented to contralateral pathways (p = 0.12). 
However, responses to legally-split compounds were 
significantly more accurate than to illegally-split compounds 
when presented to the ipsilateral pathways (p < 0.0001). 

Discussion 
We investigated the role of morphological parsing in word 
recognition by contrasting compounds, pseudo-compounds, 
and monomorphemic words in a lexical decision task 
involving anaglyphs. Our manipulation allowed us to contrast 
the perception of morphological constituents with non-
constituent letter segments. In addition, we were able to 
evaluate the relative contribution of each visual pathway to 
word recognition. Our main finding was an effect of 
legality—with legally-split compounds engendering faster 
and more accurate responses than illegally-split compounds. 
For pseudo-compounds, our results show an effect of legality 
only for accuracy but not RT. Taken together these results 
point to a word-recognition system that may operate at two 
intersecting levels of analysis, with an initial form-only parse 
that may be influenced by the content of the whole word only 
at a later stage. This may account for the difference in 
accuracy between pseudo- and true compounds: at an early, 
semantic insensitive morphological parsing stage, both 
FOOT+BALL and SHAM+ROCK are segmented for analysis, 
with only FOOTBALL benefiting from semantic 
composition, thus leading to faster and more accurate 
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responses during lexical decision. Our suggestion is that, 
although both FOOT+BALL and SHAM+ROCK are initially 
evaluated as complex, SHAM+ROCK fails when a 
morphological analysis yields the ‘head-modifier’ structure 
for interpretation. 
 We see our study as providing a unique type of evidence 
for a pre-lexical morphological parsing. The hypothesis of a 
“pre-lexical” analysis stems from the idea that the word 
recognition system stores primarily free morphemes together 
with rules for computing inflectional, derivational, and 
compounding representations. Our two main 
manipulations—word type and split legality—support the 
view that the parser operates at the entry level breaking 
constituents for recognition and further analyses. As the 
accuracy data show, there is a legally split advantage over 
illegally split compounds. In this case, the earlier arrival of 
BALL may act as opening the lexicon to that 
word/constituent, which is then composed with the modifier 
FOOT, and thus arrives slightly later via interhemispheric 
transfer. We reasoned that if the full word FOOTBALL were 
to be analyzed after its full recognition, a constituent such as 
BALL would have no advantage over an illegally-split 
segment such as TBALL. More importantly, this finding 
extends to pseudo-compounds, suggesting that this 
morphological parser is semantically insensitive in its initial 
analyses of the incoming stimuli. 
 We should, however, consider two other interpretations 
for our pattern of results.  One is that the differences between 
compounds and pseudo-compounds are driven by stimulus 
factors such as morphological family size: there may be more 
compounds whose head is BALL, than compounds with 
ROCK. In other words, the productivity of BALL enhances 
the likelihood that the full word is a true compound. We have 
not yet entered this factor into our analyses. The second is 
that our pseudo-compounds were not controlled for semantic 
plausibility: that SHAMROCK is not likely to be a kind of 
rock modified by ‘sham’. These analyses will also constitute 
future directions of the present study. 
 Regarding visual pathways involved in word recognition, 
our results are at odds with those obtained by Obregon and 
Shillcock (2002). We found a small advantage of ipsilateral 
pathways over contralateral ones in the processing of legally-
split compounds, but no differences between the two 
pathways for other word and split types. One possible 
interpretation for these conflicting results may be in the 
nature of the stimuli both studies employed. 
 Our technique allows for the possibility of further 
investigating the relative contribution of foveal split and 
different pathways to word recognition using purely 
psychophysical measures. Despite the differences between 
our results and those of Obregon and Shillcock, we concur 
with them that research on reading and visual word 
recognition should not neglect neuroanatomical variables 
which may play an important role in early reading. 
Methodologically, we also agree that, given the difficulties of 
investigating the nature of the fovea and its cortical 
connections in natural reading and visual word recognition, 

neuroanatomical variables can be investigated relying on new 
psychophysical techniques such as the one they developed 
and the one we developed in the present study.  
 More broadly, we have shown that by employing 
anaglyphs and coloring different word constituents, thus 
controlling for the nature of the input provided to each 
hemisphere and pathway, we can further understand the 
nature of morphological analysis at its earliest moments. The 
technique we have developed has allowed us provide further 
evidence for the existence of an early—semantic 
insensitive—pre-lexical morphological parser deployed in 
word recognition. 
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Characterizing the relationship between lexical and morphological development
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Abstract

In learning morphology, do children generalize from their vocabularies on an item-by-item basis, or do they form global
rules on a developmental timetable? We use large-scale parent-report data to address this question by investigating relations
among morphological development, vocabulary growth, and age. For three languages, we examine irregular verbs (e.g.
go) and predict childrens correct inflection (went) and overregularization (goed/wented). Morphology knowledge relates
strongly to vocabulary, more so than to age. Further, this relation is modulated by age: for two children with the same
vocabulary size, the older is more likely to correctly inflect and overregularize, and the effect of vocabulary on morphology
decreases with age. Lastly, correct inflection and overregularization rates rise in tandem over age, and vocabulary effects
on them are correlated across items. Our findings support that morphology learning is strongly coupled to lexical learning
and that correct inflection and overregularization are related, verb-specific, processes.
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Abstract
What do people learn when they repeatedly try to solve a set of
related problems? In a set of three different exploratory phys-
ical problem solving experiments, participants consistently
learn strategies rather than generically better world models.
Participants selectively transferred these strategies when the
crucial context and preconditions of the strategy were met,
such as needing to “catapult”, “support”, “launch” or “desta-
bilize” an object in the scene to accomplish their goals. We
show that these strategies are parameterized: people can ad-
just their strategies to account for new object weights despite
no direct interaction experience with these objects. Taken to-
gether, these results suggest that people can make use of lim-
ited experience to learn abstract strategies that go beyond sim-
ple model-free policies and are instead object-oriented, adapt-
able, and can be parameterized by model-based variables such
as weight.
Keywords: problem solving; intuitive physics; tool use

Introduction
Imagine that you are attending a conference dinner buffet
with a container of delicious-looking fried rice. As you go
to scoop the rice onto your plate, you realize there is no serv-
ing spoon. The container is too hot to pick up, and being too
polite to scoop the rice with your hands, what do you do?
You might notice a stack of paper plates near the container
that you can fold into a large scoop to pick up the rice. Hav-
ing solved your rice problem, you could apply the same so-
lution to other dishes without serving utensils. At future buf-
fets with missing utensils, you would know to apply the same
strategy, even if the plates were a different shape or made of
a somewhat more rigid material, though you might have to
adapt how you fold and scoop. And you might even transfer
this strategy to scenarios that are nothing like buffets superfi-
cially, like using a soft Frisbee to dig a hole at the beach.

How are people able to learn and generalize these object
oriented strategies so efficiently? Learning a simple, stereo-
typed scene-action response would not let you generalize this
strategy beyond buffets with specific paper plates. Having
general knowledge that paper plates are malleable does not
tell you how you might use them to solve your problem. In-
stead it requires some insight about what the right kind of
thing to do is, and how to adapt that idea to the new objects,
scenes, and tasks you encounter. This applies not just to mak-
ing novel paper utensils, but also to learning other kinds of ab-
stract physical strategies such as levering heavy objects that
could not otherwise be lifted, or placing an object under a
wobbly table to stabilize it.

Figure 1: Diagram of a trial. (A) Participants attempt to get a red
object into the green goal using one of the three tools on the right.
(B) Participants choose a tool and where to place it. (C) Upon plac-
ing the tool, physics is turned on and participants see an animation
of the scene unfolding. Figure credit: Allen et al. (2019).

Trial and error learning of this form is often modeled us-
ing either model-based or model-free reinforcement learning
(Gershman, Markman, & Otto, 2014). Model-based learning
assumes that an agent is learning more about the dynamics
of the world through its interactions, which allows it to form
better plans in the future, e.g., learning more about the flex-
ibility of the plates. But even with a perfect model of the
world, there is a near-infinite set of actions one might take –
how would you know that folding a plate is the correct thing
to do, as opposed to searching elsewhere for utensils?

In contrast, one variant of model-free reinforcement learn-
ing assumes that learning guides an agent towards promising
actions by updating a policy (which action or sequence of ac-
tions you should take from the current state to maximize re-
ward). In this way the agent learns exactly what action to take
in any given situation, and so does not have to consider the
outcomes of large sets of actions. However traditional repre-
sentations of policies are relatively brittle: common methods
create look-up tables that represent one-to-one mappings of
states and their features directly to values or actions (Collins
& Frank, 2013; Gershman et al., 2014). Such policy represen-
tations will not necessarily be flexible enough for an agent to
transfer the paper plate skill to a new kind of paper, a new
shape of plate, or possibly even a new buffet.

Allen et al. (2019) found that people instead use a hybrid
learning system for solving physical problems: they have pre-
existing models of dynamics that they can use to assess the
outcome of their actions (Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenenbaum,
2013), but learn what actions are useful in a given context by
combining the output of that model with observations from
their own actions. However, while Allen et al. (2019) found
that people learn within a problem context, they found no ev-
idence that people generalize across problems, perhaps be-
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cause the physics puzzles they used in their study required a
diverse set of strategies.

Here we ask whether people naturally transfer abstract
policies (which we refer to as “strategies”) for using objects
across different contexts, and if so, what the representation
of those strategies are. This is an important question because
previous work focuses on how to reuse past experience by di-
rectly copying policies (Collins & Frank, 2013), or learning
separate dynamics and reward functions from training tasks
(Franklin & Frank, 2018) by clustering context variables (Xia
& Collins, 2020; Momennejad, 2020). A natural question is
then: what are these context variables, and by which criteria
should they be clustered together?

Through a set of three exploratory experiments, we exam-
ine what people learn when they are repeatedly exposed to
similar physical problems, and what contexts they transfer
that learning to. In Experiment 1, we show that people learn
strategies, not generically better world models, that are selec-
tively applied to problems that appear similar to the ones they
encounter during training. In Experiment 2, we test the gener-
alization and adaptability of these learned strategies by seeing
whether people can apply them to scenes that look visually
distinct from, but require the same physical concepts of, the
training problems. Finally, in Experiment 3, we test whether
learned strategies can be parameterized by model-based vari-
ables such as an object’s weight. People trained on medium
weight objects were able to immediately adapt their strategies
to account for objects which were heavier or lighter than those
experienced during training despite no direct interaction ex-
perience with the new objects. Together, these results suggest
that people learn strategies that are object-oriented, adaptable,
and can be partially parameterized by learned world dynam-
ics.

Experiments
We perform three exploratory experiments to examine
whether participants would learn strategies, and if so, how
those strategies might be represented. We focus on the Vir-
tual Tools game proposed by Allen et al. (2019), shown in
Figure 1. Each problem is presented as an initial scene (with
physics turned off), a goal description, and three ‘tool’ ob-
jects to choose from (Fig. 1A). Participants must accomplish
the stated goal objective by selecting one of the ‘tool’ objects
and clicking to place it somewhere in the scene (Fig. 1B). Af-
ter a single ‘tool’ is placed, physics is turned on using the
Chipmunk 2D physics engine, and participants can see the
resulting trajectories of all objects in the scene (Fig. 1C). Par-
ticipants were given three attempts for each problem to ac-
complish the objective. We recorded all attempted actions
including which tool was used and where it was placed.

We followed a similar experimental protocol to Allen et al.
(2019) in order to familiarize participants with the task. First,
participants were given a set of initial instructions explain-
ing the kinds of objects that might exist in the different prob-
lems. They then interacted with a ‘playground’ level without

a goal, and were required to make 3 placements before mov-
ing on. Finally, participants were given two simple practice
levels that they had to solve before moving on; these were not
analyzed. Participants then continued on to the main body of
the experiment described in the sections below.

Experiment 1: Learning strategies

Allen et al. (2019) found no evidence of learning when peo-
ple played 14 unrelated levels of the Virtual Tools game. They
proposed that people were likely not learning better models of
the world while they interacted with it, but instead learned a
policy which allowed people to make better use of a model in
individual trials. Since the trials differed substantially across
training, reusing these policies in new scenes would be mal-
adaptive. Instead, it could be that participants will only reuse
learned policies when those policies would be useful in ac-
complishing their goals.

Procedure To test whether people could learn strategies,
we designed four types of levels: Catapulting, Tipping,
Blocking and Tabling. We then created 10 random variations
of each level type where different aspects of the scene were
varied, including the sizes and positions of each object and
the shapes of each tool (see Fig 2A). Each participant was
assigned to one of the four level types, and played all 10 ran-
dom levels of that type. Participants were only given three at-
tempts to solve each trial; if they did not succeed within those
attempts, the level was marked as unsolved and they moved
on to the next training level. The trial order was randomized
across participants. After the training phase, all participants
were given the same six testing problems: one from each of
the four basic categories, and two chosen as controls to en-
sure that certain training conditions did not allow participants
to get generically better at the game (Fig 2B). The two control
levels were taken from Allen et al. (2019): Chaining was rel-
atively difficult for participants, while Unbox was relatively
easy. Just as in the training levels, participants were only al-
lowed three attempts to solve the test levels.

153 participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical
Turk. We only analyze data from participants who succeeded
on at least one of their training levels – criteria excluded four
participants.

Results We first test whether there is any learning during
training, and find that accuracy (whether a participant suc-
ceeded within 3 attempts) does improve over this phase (for
all conditions, all χ2(1)> 4.4, all ps < 0.036; Fig. 3A), thus
suggesting that training was effective.

During testing, we find no evidence of difference in per-
formance on the control trials based on training condition
(Unboxing: χ2(3) = 2.29, p = 0.51, Chaining: χ2(3) =
6.16, p = 0.10 respectively). This suggests that participants
were not differentially learning more about the game in gen-
eral, similar to how Allen et al. (2019) found no transfer
learning across different types of levels.

Instead, people behave differently in test levels depending
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Figure 2: Diagram of Experiment 1. (A) Participants start with a learning phase where they play 10 related levels with random tool
options with only three attempts per level. (B) Participants play the same set of 6 levels in random order during the testing phase. See
bit.ly/toolgame to play the test levels without limits on the number of attempts.

on the level type they were trained on. Participants were re-
liably more accurate in the Tipping (94% trained vs. 61%
untrained; χ2(1) = 17.5, p < 0.001, odds-ratio = 10.8) and
Table conditions, (90% trained vs. 61% untrained; χ2(1) =
13.0, p < 0.001, odds-ratio = 5.7), but not in the Catapult
(50% trained vs. 63% untrained; χ2(1) = 2.01, p = 0.16,
odds-ratio = 0.59) and Blocking (97% trained vs. 90% un-
trained; χ2(1) = 1.93, p = 0.17, odds-ratio = 3.52) con-
ditions (Fig. 3B). While the Blocking condition can be ex-
plained by ceiling effects (all participants find this level easy),
Catapult requires a more detailed analysis.

To understand why trained participants are not more accu-
rate on the Catapult testing level, we examine the detailed
placements people tried (Fig. 3C). For this level there are 2
types of solutions: one solution type involves catapulting the
ball into the goal, while the other involves hitting the ball di-
rectly and launching it into the goal. Participants in the Cata-
pult training condition always try to use the catapulting strat-
egy. However, in this particular level, that strategy is more

difficult than directly hitting the ball. Participants who were
not trained on Catapult hit the ball directly more often, and
therefore had a slight advantage, leading to similar overall
performance in terms of accuracy but easily distinguishable
behavior.

What is learned? While we suggest that people are learn-
ing flexible strategies over objects and scenes, an alternate
explanation could be that people are instead learning simple
associations of where to place objects. This association must
be more complex than simply placing objects in particular
spatial locations, as the particular places that lead to success
vary across each level. Instead, to improve in performance,
they would need to learn an object-oriented strategy such as
putting an object beneath the platform in Table, or above the
lever in Catapult.

However, this does not rule out learning a simple object-
oriented spatial prior on actions to take – e.g., placing the
tool under or over the key object. We can examine whether
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a simple over/under prior is being learned by looking at how
participants perform on Tipping – a test level that could be
solved by placing the tool over or under an object – depending
on whether they were trained on levels that require dropping
a tool from above (Catapult) or placing a tool underneath an
object (Table). If this simple strategy is learned, we would
expect participants in the Catapult training condition to be
more likely to place a tool above, whereas participants trained
on Table levels would be more likely to place a tool below.
However, we find no evidence for any differences: the same
proportion of participants placed the tool above regardless of
whether they were trained on Catapult (82%) or Table (80%;
χ2(1) = 0, p = 1; Fig. 3D). Thus we find evidence that the
strategies participants are learning are context specific.

Experiment 2: Generalizing strategies

How context specific are the learned strategies? In Experi-
ment 2 we tested whether the context depends on the presence
of more abstract physical concepts even when the problem ap-
pears visually distinct. Participants were randomly assigned
to three training conditions (Catapult, Tipping and Table) and
trained using the same 10 levels from Experiment 1. Each
participant then played 6 testing levels: 3 matched testing
levels from Experiment 1, and 3 “transfer” levels designed
for each level type (Fig 4C).

The transfer levels were designed to maintain the same
physical concept as the training levels but appear visually dis-
tinct. For example, in the Catapult Transfer level, one must
drop a tool on the left side of the plank (it is always on the
right during training) in order to catapult the ball so that it
hits a smaller ball which will then roll into the goal. In the Ta-
ble Transfer level, succeeding requires supporting two planks
simultaneously by putting a large block underneath them. In
the Tipping Transfer level, participants need to place an object
underneath the platform to destabilize it, thus tipping the ball
into the container. If trained participants solve their transfer
level more efficiently, this suggests that the representation of
strategies and when to apply them is based on abstract physi-
cal concepts rather than simple visual similarity.

Sixty-two participants were recruited using Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. We only analyze data from participants who
succeeded on at least one of their training levels – this caused
four participants to be filtered from our analysis.

Results We broadly replicate the results of Experiment 1,
first finding a significant improvement in accuracy over the
course of training (for all conditions, all χ2(1) > 11.9, all
ps < 0.001). The important test for Experiment 2 involves
looking at the test accuracy in the generalization conditions
(Figure 4.). Here, in both the Catapult Transfer and Table
Transfer levels, we see significantly better accuracy for par-
ticipants trained on that level type (Catapult Transfer: 76%
trained vs. 32% untrained; χ2 = 9.58, p = 0.002, odds-ratio
= 6.75, Table Transfer: 100% trained vs. 63% untrained;
χ2 = 10.9, p < 0.001). We do not find evidence of improve-
ment for the Tipping Transfer level (39% trained vs. 52%

untrained; odds-ratio = 0.59). We can again look at the fine-
grained participant behavior to understand why this is.

During training on the Tipping levels, participants could
solve each level using two distinct strategies. One strategy in-
volves tipping the container from above with a precise place-
ment on the side of the container to flip it over. The other
strategy involves tipping the container from below by putting
any object beneath the container to destabilize it. In Exper-
iment 1, almost all participants found and used the “tipping
from below” strategy since it is more robust. We expected
a similar effect in Experiment 2, and so the Tipping Trans-
fer level is only solvable by destabilizing the platform from
below. However, in Experiment 2 a significant proportion of
our participants found and consistently used the “tipping from
above” strategy: 55% of participants in the Tipping condition
never tried tipping the container from below. Instead, they
became adept at tipping from above.1

In Figure 5, we split participants by those who “tip from
below” and those who “tip from above”, and compared them
to participants who were not trained in this condition. It
is clear that (a) participants who learned to tip from above
develop an exceptionally precise strategy compared to those
who were untrained in this condition, and (b) if participants
discover “tipping from below” they use it consistently and
can generalize it to the transfer level reasonably well (with
a mean accuracy of 70% compared to 0% for those “tipping
from above” and 50% for those who were untrained).

Broadly, the successful transfer of strategies to different
levels which maintain an abstract strategy concept but change
the composition of the scene suggests that people flexibly
adapt learned skills to new settings. While evidence from Ex-
periments 1 and 2 suggests that people do not form generic
spatial relation priors such as “putting something below”,
they do transfer more abstract fine-grained strategies, such as
“supporting an object from below”, “tipping an object from
below”, or “catapulting” an object.

Experiment 3: Composing strategies and models
Based on Experiments 1 and 2, we established that people
can learn strategies which shape how they interact with a new
problem. Previous work has found that people can learn about
object properties such as weight by observing how they in-
teract with other objects (Schwettmann, Tenenbaum, & Kan-
wisher, 2019; Yildirim, Smith, Belledonne, Wu, & Tenen-
baum, 2018), but we do not know whether this kind of object
property learning can be combined with learned strategies.

If people learn strategies that are more akin to habits,
these new object types should not affect the kinds of actions
that people take until they have acquired significant interac-
tion experience with the new object type. In the more ex-
treme case, if people learn about the object properties purely
through observation with no direct interaction, their strategies

1This could be due to the difference in the number of participants
recruited: Experiment 1 had 40 participants in the Tipping condition
while Experiment 2 only had 19.
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Figure 4: Performance in Experiment 2. (A) Proportion of successful participants on testing levels is generally higher for those trained on
the strategy. (B) Specific placements and tool used on the first attempt for the transfer conditions in each strategy. People were trained on
levels from Experiment 1.

Figure 5: First placements of participants in the Tipping condition
split into those who learned to tip from above, those who learned to
tip from below, and those who were untrained.
could not be updated using most standard RL learning proce-
dures. Therefore, if people do compose observed models with
learned strategies without any direct interaction experience,
it suggests that people are using strategies to guide a model-
based sampling process with an updated model, or that the
representations of the strategies themselves are parameterized
by a model. This presents a unique and complementary per-
spective on model-based and model-free decision making in
humans, as prior work generally assumes models are learned
by interacting with the world, not via passive observation.

Stimuli We designed two new types of levels to test model-
strategy composition, Push and Launch, and included a sub-
set of the Catapult levels from Experiments 1 and 2. In each
level type, the ball size is kept constant so that participants
cannot learn strategies that implicitly depend on the weight
of the ball through its size.

In Push, a ball rolls down a steep slope and participants
must put an object in its path to slow it down such that it re-
mains in the green goal region. When the slope is very steep,
solving these levels requires placing an object far in front of
the goal region to slow the ball. Physically, we measure this
as the amount of work that the ball needs to do to the tool
in order to end up in the green region. In the training levels,
we vary the steepness and length of the slope, as well as the
position of the goal region.

In Launch, participants must drop a tool onto a ball that

will roll into another ball and cause it to fall into the con-
tainer. Depending on the relative positions and heights of the
container and table, succeeding could require hitting the ball
very hard or very lightly. Physically, we measure this as the
amount of momentum that needs to be applied to the ball in
order to succeed. In the training levels, the positions of the
balls, height of the table, and position of the goal is varied.

Finally we also include a subset of the Catapult levels from
Experiments 1 and 2. Depending on the location of the con-
tainer relative to the ball, succeeding requires applying differ-
ing amounts of momentum to the platform to ensure the ball
does not under or overshoot the container.

Procedure Participants were trained on 5 levels of either
the Catapult, Push or Launch types, with 3 attempts per trial.
After training, all participants watched two videos of a blue
ball interacting with a pink object, and two videos of it in-
teracting with a purple object. The pink objects were lighter
(with a density 0.2× the blue and red objects), while the pur-
ple objects were heavier (with a density 2× the blue and red
objects). After watching the four videos, participants then
played a level of the same type as their training condition,
but with either a red, pink or purple object. In this way, we
could test whether people composed knowledge from observ-
ing dynamics with a learned strategy without requiring any
interaction experience. Participants then also played every
other level type with a randomly selected object mass.

At the end of the experiment, participants filled out a ques-
tionnaire which included the questions: “Which color cor-
responds to the heaviest objects?” and “Which color corre-
sponds to the lightest objects?”. Both questions could be an-
swered with “red”, “purple” or “pink”.

We recruited a total of 168 participants across 9 condi-
tions (3 category types × 3 weight conditions). Like in Ex-
periments 1 and 2, we only analyzed data from participants
who succeeded on at least one training level. Additionally,
since we were interested in whether people composed new
knowledge about object properties with learned strategies,
we only included participants who either correctly answered
which object color was heaviest (purple), or which object
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color was lightest (pink) to ensure they had learned relative
object weights. Using both filters resulted in 31 participants
being eliminated from the analysis (16 who failed because of
the success criteria, and 15 because of the questionnaire).

Results Participants showed improvement throughout
training in all conditions (all χ2 > 7.8, all p < 0.005). In the
red ball test trials, there is also an overall effect of training
condition (p = 0.01), consistent with Experiments 1 and 2.
To test model-strategy composition, we examine what people
do on their first attempt in the test level when the density of
the ball has changed.

In Figure 6A, we show participants’ first attempts in the
heavy and light testing conditions for each level type. Partic-
ipants appear to take the weight of the ball into account when
choosing where to place an object and which object to place.
For both Catapult and Launch, participants generally choose
heavier objects and place them higher when the ball is heavier
(purple), while in Push they place the tool farther to the left
to slow down the ball.

We can quantify this by looking at the momentum applied
across weight conditions for Launch and Catapult, and the
work done across weight conditions for Push (Figure 6B).

In Launch, we find that there is an effect of object weight
on how much momentum participants impart with their tool
(F(2,40) = 5.0, p = 0.011, partial η2 = 0.201). We do not
find a reliable difference for participants trained on Cata-
pult (F(2,43) = 1.6, p = 0.22, partial η2 = 0.067), but this
appears to be because people in the heavy condition sepa-
rate into two groups: one group which applies a significant
amount of momentum, and one who does not. A subset of
participants use the lighter tools on their first attempt, but af-
ter observing this single failure, 13/15 participants used the
heaviest tool on their second attempt.

Similarly, in Push, there is no statistically significant effect
of weight on work done (F(2,45) = 2.8, p = 0.069, partial
η2 = 0.112). It again appears that in the heavy condition a
subset of participants realized they needed to place the heavy
object to the left of the goal, while the rest did not. Of the
participants who did not succeed on the first attempt, 10/11
increased the work done in the second attempt.

Discussion
Through three exploratory experiments, we showed that in a
physical problem solving task, people learn abstract strategies
that are object-oriented (Exp 1), can be transferred to con-
texts that differ visually but rely on similar principles (Exp
2), and can be parameterized by model-based variables such
as weight (Exp 3). These results hint at a picture of rapid
trial-and-error learning which focuses on abstract strategies
that can be used to guide a model-based sampling procedure
towards promising regions of the problem space.

There remain several open questions for future work to bet-
ter understand the underlying representation of these strate-
gies and how they are connected to model-based reasoning.
Specifically, the kinds of strategies learned here are not the

Figure 6: Momentum applied in the Catapult and Launch condi-
tions, and the amount of work that would need to be done to the
placed object to succeed in the Push condition.

same as more traditional object-specific affordances that have
been a popular framework for thinking about tools in cogni-
tive psychology (Gibson, 1979). This was by design – in our
experiments we explicitly randomized the tools available for
each problem, and therefore the learned strategies had to be
agnostic to any specific tool. However, we want to emphasize
that we consider the objects here to still be tools, just unfa-
miliar ones. We see this as akin to a paper plate that can be
re-purposed as a scoop, or a broom that can be re-purposed
as a table leg. In future experiments, we would like to inves-
tigate whether people can learn object-specific strategies that
dictate how a particular object can be used to accomplish a
new objective.

In Exp 3, we saw a mixture of people who composed strate-
gies and models without any experience, and those who re-
quired a single interaction with the scene to adjust their strat-
egy. This suggests that even those who do not immediately
generalize learn a strategy that is abstract enough to allow
rapid updates. Further work could study the form of this rep-
resentation and why individual differences exist.

Our experiments suggest that people’s trial-and-error phys-
ical problem solving does not fit neatly into model-based re-
inforcement learning or model-free reinforcement learning.
Instead, the content of people’s strategies and how they know
to apply them might be based on more abstract principles,
allowing for broader generalization than previous studies of
decision making would imply. However, these experiments
are exploratory, and many open questions remain. Does the
applicability of a strategy really depend on physical concepts,
or is it the recognition of key objects and object-object rela-
tionships that appeared in a training level? How diverse can
the training levels be? Can people learn multiple strategies
simultaneously? Such questions present a wide and exciting
space for future work to better understand the representations
of physical problem solving strategies and how they are ap-
plied to new scenarios.
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Cognitive fluency and the spread of news on social media
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Abstract

What drives someone to share news stories online? Prior research has identified some possible factors: qualities of the news
consumer, the news stories themselves and the news consumption environment. We explore an additional factor: cognitive
fluency. Cognitive fluency, the ease with which a user reads and comprehends headlines, predicts the rate of sharing of
news stories. We quantify over 100,000 stories from major news outlets from 2017 and use a bespoke rate-of-sharing
metric, determined by the rate a story was shared on Twitter shortly after appearing on an outlets RSS feed. Cognitive
fluency was expressed in cognitive processing (English Lexicon Project). The effect of cognitive fluency is detectable but
small, and may vary across news outlets. This suggests fluency may serve as a gating mechanism to the propagation of
news online. We discuss the theoretical implications of this relationship: cognitive constraints of consumers, the structure
of the news ecosystem and relationships between these levels of analysis.
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Order Effects in One-shot Causal Generalization
Bonan Zhao
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Abstract

We introduce a novel task exploring how people make causal generalizations over the abstract features of the objects
involved in a causal interaction. Specifically, we investigate how people generalize from a single observation of two sim-
ple objects in which one (the agent, or cause) interacts with another (the recipient, or effect) resulting in some feature
change(s). In line with recent demonstrations of human strength in few-shot concept learning, we find strong and sys-
tematic patterns of generalizations that are well explained by a Bayesian inference model favoring simpler causal rules.
However, we also identify a clear order effect depending on what order generalizations are made. To capture the observed
patterns, we develop a causal hypothesis generation model that takes peoples natural generalization tendency and the order
effect into consideration, and outperforms plain Bayesian inference both in computational efficiency and in match to the
behavioral data.
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Exact number concepts depend on language
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Abstract

The ability to represent large exact numbers is unique to humans. On some proposals, this capacity depends crucially on
language; learning the count list (”one”, ”two”, ”three”, etc.) allows children to represent the exact cardinality of numbers
larger than four. On alternative proposals, this ability depends not on language but on innate pre-verbal counting processes.
Here, we conducted a non-verbal test of large exact number concepts in the Tsimane’, an indigenous Amazonian culture
in which adults vary widely in their knowledge of the verbal count list. Participants correctly matched the number of
objects in a response set to the number in a sample set but only for cardinalities that were within their verbal count range.
For larger cardinalities, they reproduced sets that were only approximately matched in number. The findings challenge
accounts that posit pre-verbal number concepts and support the Whorfian view that language can enable new conceptual
abilities.
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Abstract

Successful teaching entails a complex interaction between a
teacher and a learner. The teacher must select and convey in-
formation based on what they think the learner perceives and
believes. Teaching always involves misaligned beliefs, but
studies of pedagogy often focus on situations where teachers
and learners share perceptions. Nonetheless, a teacher and
learner may not always experience or attend to the same as-
pects of the environment. Here, we study how misaligned per-
ceptions influence communication. We hypothesize that the
efficacy of different forms of communication depends on the
shared perceptual state between teacher and learner. We de-
velop a cooperative teaching game to test whether concrete
mediums (demonstrations, or “showing”) are more robust than
abstract ones (language, or “telling”) when the teacher and
learner are not perceptually aligned. We find evidence that (1)
language-based teaching is more affected by perceptual mis-
alignment, but (2) demonstration-based teaching is less likely
to convey nuanced information. We discuss implications for
human pedagogy and machine learning.
Keywords: communication; pedagogy; demonstrations; lan-
guage

Introduction
Humans leverage a vast body of shared experience and
knowledge when conducting and interpreting communicative
acts (Tomasello, 2008). But communicative acts come in dif-
ferent forms, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.
Language, particularly in the form of explanation, can be a
powerful and efficient means of conveying abstract informa-
tion about categories, relationships, and causal structures in
the world. However, interpretation of language relies heav-
ily on shared context between a speaker and listener (Grice,
1975; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Clark, 1996; Goodman &
Frank, 2016). Without context to ground the meaning behind
linguistic acts, language can break down and become inef-
fective. As an example, consider trying to explain Einstein’s
Theory of General Relativity to someone with minimal math-
ematical or physics background.

At the same time, people readily use non-verbal means of
communication such as gesture (Goldin-Meadow, 1999) or
demonstration (Gergely & Csibra, 2006) in adaptive, context-
specific ways to convey relevant information about the world.
Non-verbal communication lacks the combination of expres-
sive richness and precision of language (imagine conveying
the Theory of General Relativity by acting it out instead), but
it also does not require the same foundation of shared expe-
rience. This may be why even 14-month-old infants show a

capacity to reason about the complex interaction of intentions
and physical context to recover the meaning behind commu-
nicative demonstrations (Király, Csibra, & Gergely, 2013).

Recent work on human pedagogy has examined the role
of language (Chopra, Tessler, & Goodman, 2019), demon-
stration (Ho, Littman, MacGlashan, Cushman, & Austerweil,
2016), and asymmetric information (Vélez & Gweon, 2019).
However, comparatively little work has studied the interplay
of these factors. Here, we investigate the interaction of shared
context with different forms of communication, exploring
their efficacy and robustness to changes in shared perception.

To address these issues, we develop a new cooperative
teaching game. We provide teachers and learners with dif-
ferent user interfaces and allow communication via chat mes-
sages or demonstrative play. We test differences in shared
context; in particular, we induce perceptual misalignment by
ablating visual information from the task interface. We show
that linguistic teaching suffers when teachers have limited ac-
cess to the learner’s perceptual state, whereas demonstration
does not. Intriguingly, we also find evidence that language
facilitates transmission of more nuanced concepts.

Collaborative Teaching Experiment
Teaching games can be used to model concept transmis-
sion between two parties (Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths,
2014). Subsequent research has explored sequential teaching
(MacGlashan et al., 2017; Rafferty, Brunskill, Griffiths, &
Shafto, 2016). This work generally uses a single communi-
cation mechanism and does not study misaligned perception.

We develop a sequential teaching game to study (1) vari-
able visibility into the learner’s perceptual state and (2) dif-
ferent communication mechanisms. Basic gameplay, shown
in Figure 1(a), consists of one participant (the learner) mov-
ing a robot character to collect objects of various shapes and
colors. Each object is worth -10 to 10 points. Learners were
given 8 seconds to collect objects, then shown their score for
the trial (the net value of all the objects they collected). Each
trial consisted of twenty objects, distributed in clusters of five.
Players only had enough time to visit a single cluster, which
created a two-stage choice: choosing a cluster, then collect-
ing objects from that cluster. Examples of resulting trajecto-
ries are shown in Figure 1(c). The experiment consisted of
instructions and practice, followed by 10 trials.

We paired learners with a teacher, who watched the learner
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Figure 1: Our collaborative teaching game, which gave players 8 seconds to move a robot and collect objects. (a) All learners
saw this display, which masked object values with the target concept shown in Figure 2. (b) All teachers saw this display, which
showed the underlying object values. “Full” visibility teachers saw both (a) and (b) side-by-side and thus shared percepts
with the learner. “Partial” visibility teachers saw only (b), and so did not share color and shape percepts. In the single player
conditions, “Solo-Partial” players saw only (a), while “Solo-Full” saw only (b). (c): 25 randomly sampled player trajectories.
Each reflects a particular belief about the target concept. Intuitively, choosing the top-left cluster indicates a belief that circles
are valuable; the top-right that pink objects are valuable, the bottom-right that yellow objects are valuable, and the bottom-left
that pink circles are the most valuable (note all players here choosing the bottom-left avoided the negative objects there).

play and was given an opportunity to communicate after each
trial. We split teachers into two “Visibility” conditions, giv-
ing them either “Full” or “Partial” visibility of the learner’s
display. “Partial” teachers did not see the shapes and colors,
giving them less shared context with the learner. We further
split teachers into two “Communication” conditions, allow-
ing teaching via “Chat” or by “Demonstration.” This gave
us four multiplayer conditions: “Chat-Full,” “Chat-Partial,”
“Demo-Full”, and “Demo-Partial.” This allowed us to study
different forms of communication (“Demo” vs “Chat”) with
more or less shared perception (“Full” vs “Partial” visibility).
We hypothesized “Chat” pairs would be drastically affected
by “Partial” visibility, whereas “Demo” pairs would not.

Teaching

Target Concept Participants’ scores depended on the
learner collecting positive objects and avoiding negative ones.
This required them to learn a mapping of shape and color to
underlying object values. We designed the mapping to com-
bine independent perceptual dimensions (shape and color) in
a non-intuitive manner. Positive objects were rendered as cir-
cles, zero-valued objects as triangles, and negative objects as
squares. Score was encoded by a spectrum: pink-white-cyan-
white-yellow. We counterbalanced the high and low values,
presenting half of the players with pink-cyan-yellow and half
with yellow-cyan-pink. The full mapping is shown in Fig-
ure 2 and can be seen in practice in Figure 1(a) and (b). We
subsequently infer learners’ beliefs about the concept by esti-
mating their feature-based object value from their choice be-
havior (see Results: Utility Representation Estimation).

Visibility Teachers were given “Partial” or “Full” visibility
of the learner’s perceptual state. “Partial” visibility teachers
were shown only the interface in Figure 1(b). They could
watch the learner play and see the values of all of the ob-
jects. However, they did not know what shapes and colors
the learner saw, and thus could not teach the concept from the
player’s percepts. “Full” visibility teachers could see both
Figure 1(a) and (b). They could thus infer and teach the value
function directly.

Communication After each round, teachers communicated
via demonstrations (“Demo”) or language (“Chat”). “Demo”
teachers replayed the same level, with the same timing and
scoring conditions, while the learner watched. Both parties

Figure 2: The concept to be taught: a mapping of object value
to shape and color. Pink and yellow were counterbalanced.
Representative values are shown here, but the actual map used
a range (i.e. pink circles could be worth 8-10 points). Apply-
ing the value mapping to Figure 1(b) results in Figure 1(a).
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were informed the teacher’s score would be visible to the
learner, but would not count. Teachers could thus perform
informative actions without repercussion, including choosing
negative or zero-valued objects. “Chat” teachers were given
a chat interface and could send one-way free-form text to the
learner. There were no constraints on the amount of time
taken, content, length, or number of messages. Teachers were
required to send at least one message before advancing.

Single Player Conditions In addition to the multiplayer
conditions, we ran two single-player “Solo” conditions as
controls. “Solo” players were divided into two Visibility con-
ditions. “Solo-Full” players were shown the object values
(Figure 1(b)), “Solo-Partial” players were shown the learner
display (Figure 1(a)). “Solo-Full” players are used to baseline
perfect concept knowledge, whereas “Solo-Partial” provide a
baseline for incidental learning occurring without any teach-
ing.

Experiment Methods
Participants We recruited 547 participants via Amazon
Mechanical Turk using psiTurk (Gureckis et al., 2016). Par-
ticipants were paid $1.50 and a score-based bonus of up to
$1.00. Teachers and learner pairs received the same bonus
based on the learner’s score. Of the 547 participants, 111
were assigned to a single-player condition and completed all
10 trials. 400 of the remaining participants were matched
with a partner, yielding 200 pairs, of whom 167 completed all
10 trials. Dropout ranged from 9% to 25% by condition, but
the difference was not significant (χ2(3,N = 200) = 5.65, p=
.13). We filtered out 3 pairs for non-participation (one learner
and one “Demo” teacher who never collected an object, and
one chat teacher who only sent blank messages). This left
164 pairs and 111 single players, with n = 56 for “Solo-Full”;
55 for “Solo-Partial”; 47 for “Demo-Partial”; 36 for “Demo-
Full”; 39 for “Chat-Partial”, and 42 for “Chat-Full.”

Procedure Every participant (teachers, learners, and solo
players) received instructions and played two practice rounds.
They played first with the objects’ values (Figure 1(b)),
then with colors and shapes (Figure 1(a). This familiarized
them with the basic gameplay dynamics. Solo participants
proceeded to the experiment. Multiplayer participants were
paired, assigned a role, and given condition-specific instruc-
tions. They played a practice round with their partner with a
simplified value mask, consisting of both the gameplay and
teaching phases. Finally, they began the experiment, which
consisted of 10 rounds of interleaved gameplay and teaching.

Results
Participants’ final scores ranged from -54 to 186 (the high-
est possible). Scores across conditions are shown in Figure
3. Qualitatively, our six conditions fell into three distinct
groups. “Solo-Full” players, shown the object value directly
as in Figure 1(b), fared the best (mean=168, SD=27). We take
their actions as representative of perfect concept knowledge.
“Chat-Full” pairs (mean=100, SD=49), ”Demo-Full” pairs

(mean=98, SD=52), and ”Demo-Partial” pairs (mean=105,
SD=35) all performed reasonably well. Learners in these
conditions acquired most of the concept over the course of
the trials. Finally, “Chat-Partial” pairs (mean=59, SD=39)
and “Solo-Partial” players (mean=59, SD=49) performed the
worst. These players struggled to learn the concept; in post-
game surveys, many described confusion or incorrect beliefs.

Figure 3: Mean scores across the six conditions. Error bars
show 95% CI. Reduction in shared perception (“Full” to “Par-
tial”) drastically affected linguistic teaching (“Chat”), render-
ing it nearly worthless. “Demo” teachers performed similarly
in both visibility conditions. “Solo-Full” provides a baseline
for perfect concept knowledge, and “Solo-Partial” provides a
baseline for no teaching.

Visibility-Communication Interaction
Our central hypothesis was the presence of an interaction
effect: “Partial” visibility of the learner’s perceptual state
would affect linguistic teaching more than demonstration
teaching. To test this hypothesis, we ran a fixed-effects linear
regression with contrast coding on the four teaching condi-
tions. The outcome variable was the players’ final score, and
fixed effects were the teacher’s Visibility and Communica-
tion, as well as their interaction. All three effects were signif-
icant, with the interaction effect being the largest (interaction:
β = −47.81, SE = 13.73, t(160) = 3.48, p < .01; communi-
cation: β = −22.66, SE = 6.87, t(160) = −3.30, p < .01;
visibility: β =−17.22, SE = 6.87, t(160) =−2.51, p < .05).
This supports our hypothesis that language is differentially
sensitive to misaligned perception: “Partial” visibility teach-
ers taught more effectively with demonstrations than with
language (see Figure 3).

Survey results showed a similar interaction effect, with
“Chat-Partial” learners rating their teachers significantly less
helpful. 127 learners filled out a post-experiment survey (n
= 37 for “Chat-Full,” 29 for “Chat-Partial,” 25 for “Demo-
Full,” 36 for “Demo-Partial”). Learners rated how help-
ful their teacher was (a six-point scale ranging from “Very
Unhelpful” to “Very Helpful”). Mean ratings were 4.83
for “Chat-Full,” 3.83 for “Chat- Partial,” 4.16 for “Demo-
Full,” and 4.58 for “Demo-Partial”; a contrast-coded fixed-
effects linear regression on Communication, Visibility, and
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interaction effects showed significance for their interaction
(β = −1.43, SE=.49, t(123) = −2.92, p < .01) but not for
other effects.

Teaching Strategies
Demonstration Teaching “Demo” teachers in both condi-
tions adopted similar strategies, with most teachers simply
playing optimally (i.e. getting the highest possible score). We
assessed difference between the “Full” and “Partial” teachers
with a two-sided T-test on cumulative scores up to the ninth
level, which was the last opportunity for teaching. There was
not a significant difference between the conditions (t(82) =
−1.61, p = .11). “Demo” teachers resembled “Solo-Full”
players. A two-sided T-test for ninth-level cumulative scores
between the demonstrations and “Solo-Full” players did not
show a significant difference (t(137) = −.94, p = .35). Fi-
nally, analysis of the sub-optimal demonstration rounds did
not reveal any clear strategies (e.g. collecting a single object
to communicate its value).

Linguistic Teaching “Chat” teachers in the “Full” and
“Partial” visibility conditions used very different language.
After lemmaizing and filtering stop words, the most common
tokens and bigrams in the two conditions are shown in Tables
1 and 2. To facilitate comparison, we coded a subset of com-
mon words into “Shapes” (circle, triangle, square), “Colors”
(pink, white...), “Numbers” (zero, 0, one, 1...), and “Rela-
tional” (bottom, right, first, second...).

“Chat-Full” teachers generally taught the concept using the
visual features they shared with learners (e.g. “pink is high
positive, turquoise circle is low positive”). They used shape
terms (11.1% of all tokens, versus .2% for “Partial”) and
color terms (13.0% of all tokens, versus 1.7% for “Partial”).
The most common bigram was a reference to the most valu-
able shape-color combination (because pink and yellow were
counterbalanced, this was “pink” or “yellow” + “circle”). In
contrast, “Chat-Partial” teachers used spatial and behavioral
references to specific objects, then communicated their value
(e.g. “first one was -7, the others were small amounts 2,1,1”)
or provided high-level information (e.g. “top left corner is
the best”). They used relational terms (19.2% of all tokens,
vs 5.3% for “Full”) and tended to communicate specific num-
bers (11.4% of all tokens, versus 4.6% for “Full”).

The corpora arising from the two conditions reflect the
shared context between the two parties. “Chat-Full” teachers
used visual features to communicate generalized information
about relative object values. They almost never referenced
specific objects. With less shared context, “Chat-Partial”
teachers fell back to spatial relationships or the player’s prior
behavior to ground information.

Estimation of Learned Utility Representations
The previous analyses focused on the effect of different con-
ditions on behavior, but language and demonstration may
also affect the representations that people learn in system-
atic ways. Although demonstration is robust, it can also be

Token Count Bigram Count
circle 120 good job 44
good 102 yellow circle 27
job 69 white circle 25
yellow 62 circle worth 21
white 68 pink circle 20

Table 1: Top five tokens and bigrams in the “Chat-Full” con-
dition. Teachers used shared visual perception to commu-
nicate generalized information. Due to color counterbalanc-
ing, “yellow circle” and “pink circle” both refer to the most
valuable color-shape combination for teachers. This feature
was correspondingly weighed heavily by “Chat-Full” learn-
ers (see Figure 4, right).

Token Count Bigram Count
right 92 bottom right 26
was 82 lower right 20
good 74 great job 19
one 62 good job 18
left 56 hand corner 15

Table 2: Top five tokens and bigrams in the“Chat-Partial”
condition. Teachers used shared spatial relationships or the
player’s prior behavior (e.g. “the first one was good”) to ref-
erence specific objects.

imprecise (e.g., if a teacher collects a pink circle, the learner
faces ambiguity about whether this was due to the object be-
ing pink, circular, or both). In contrast, language can be pre-
cise and expressive (e.g. “one pink circle is worth 2x 1 white
circle”). Put another way, language gives teachers more con-
trol over the scope of what is communicated.

Players’ actions demonstrated preferences for different
subsets of possible objects. Figure 1(c) provides an illus-
tration of the trajectories individual players took, each indi-
cating a different belief about which set of objects was most
valuable. To assess learned representations, we modeled the
rewards that individual learners associate with each feature
based on observed choice behavior.

Model We modeled participants’ behavior using a nested
logistic choice model to characterize participants’ sequential
choices on each trial (McFadden, 1974; Train, 2003), similar
to procedures for estimating preferences from sequential be-
havior in machine learning (e.g., inverse reinforcement learn-
ing, (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)). We treat each trial as a two-stage
decision process: participants (1) choose a cluster of objects
to move towards, then (2) collect or avoid each object in that
cluster. We assume that people prefer to encode a sparse rep-
resentation of the utility function in that they will tend to use
only a few of the 19 available shape and color features to
choose objects.
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Formally, a particular trial consists of a set of N objects
X1:N , each of which has K binary features defined by a fea-
ture function φ : X → {0,1}K . We used colors (cyan, white,
yellow, pink), shapes (square, circle, triangle), and their con-
junctions (e.g., pink circle, yellow triangle, etc) as features.
Thus, the feature space is size K = 4+ 3+ 4× 3 = 19. The
utility associated with an object xi is determined by feature-
utilities, θ, which linearly combine with an object’s features
to produce a utility for that object: Uθ(x) = φ(x)>θ. Given
that a participant is in a cluster containing an object xi, the
event that they pick up the object (yi = 1,yi ∈ {0,1}) has a
probability defined by a binary logit model:

pθ(yi = 1 | xi) ∝ eUθ(xi) (1)

Assuming these object choice probabilities, the utility of a
cluster of objects c j is defined by the expected utility of that
cluster:

Uθ(c j) = ∑
xi∈c j

Uθ(xi)pθ(yi = 1 | xi) (2)

This utility is then used in a multinomial logit model to define
cluster-choice probabilities under a utility function, pθ(c j) =
exp{Uθ(c j)}. Thus, given utility weights θ, the probability of
a cluster choice c j and choices y1:N over objects x1:N is:

p(c j,x1:N ,y1:N | θ) = pθ(c j) ∏
xi∈c j

pθ(yi | xi) (3)

Finally, to model a preference for sparser utility represen-
tations, we used a Laplace prior over each utility weight,
p(θk;λ) = λ

2 e−λ|θk|, where λ is a scale parameter (in this
work we set λ = 1). This prior corresponds to L1 regular-
ization (Murphy, 2013) and encourages values of θ towards
0. We then solved for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate of utility weights:

θ̂MAP = argmax
θ

p(c j,x1:N ,y1:N | θ)p(θ) (4)

We tested several optimizers and found that Powell’s conju-
gate direction method (Powell, 1964) produced the most con-
sistent and optimal results, which we report below.

Modeling Results In our analysis, we estimated MAP util-
ity functions based on participants’ object choices. This al-
lows us to compare utility functions across conditions to infer
differential impacts on learning. We model estimated fea-
ture coefficients for each participant over the last three trials
and plot the resulting weights on “Pink”, “Circle”, and “Pink-
Circle” in Figure 4. As pink circles were the most valuable
objects in the game, these coefficients reflect a critical com-
ponent of the learner’s acquisition of the target concept (Fig-
ure 2). Because “Solo-Full” players saw only object values
and generally played optimally, their weights reflect perfect
knowledge of the concept.

Learners across all conditions demonstrated a weak pref-
erence for “Pink” alone (Figure 4, left). This is likely an

Figure 4: Feature coefficients of the utility functions esti-
mated from learner behavior in Levels 8-10. The “Solo-Full”
condition is our baseline for perfect concept knowledge. Left:
learners displayed low preference for “Pink” (expected, due
to the presence of zero-value pink triangles). Center: learn-
ers in the “Demo” conditions favored “Circle“ (all colors) at
higher rate, suggesting more robust acquisition of a simpler
concept. Right: only learners in the “Chat-Full” condition
weighed the “Pink-Circle” conjunction feature optimally; this
color-shape feature was also the most common bigram in the
“Chat-Full” corpus (see Table 1).

incorrect generalization of “Pink” across circles and trian-
gles, as the presence of zero-value pink triangles should nul-
lify the significance of “Pink” as a feature. In contrast,
“Solo-Full” participants’ collection patterns showed no pref-
erence for pink. No learner condition weighed the “Cir-
cle” feature sufficiently, but the “Demo” conditions placed
a higher weight than others (Figure 4, center). A lin-
ear regression on the multiplayer conditions with contrast-
coded Communication, Visibility, and their interaction as
factors showed a significant effect of Communication (β =
−0.37, SE=.14, t(158) =−2.70, p< .01); other factors were
not significant. Finally, only learners in the “Chat-Full” con-
dition placed appropriate weight on the more sophisticated
“Pink-Circle” rule (Figure 4, right). A linear regression on
the multiplayer conditions with contrast-coded Communica-
tion, Visibility, and their interaction as factors showed signif-
icant effects of both Visibility (β =−0.36, SE=.12, t(158) =
−2.98, p < .01) and the Communication-Visibility interac-
tion (β =−0.58, SE=.24, t(158) =−2.39, p < .05).

Overall, learners in the “Demo” conditions appear to have
acquired a broader set of features but not the quantitative rela-
tionships between them– in some sense, a more complete but
less precise version of the concept. This pattern is supported
by the observed teaching behavior. Most “Demo” teachers
played optimally and thus necessarily collected all of the cir-
cles in whichever cluster they chose, which could reasonably
cause learners to weight generally accurate features (i.e. “Cir-
cle”) but make it harder to learn critical details (e.g. that the
teacher collected three circles and scored 18, but two were
worth 8 and one was worth 2). In contrast, “Full-Chat” teach-
ers prioritized and communicated pieces of the concept that
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they felt were most relevant (e.g. in the words of our favorite
teacher, “yellow circle | yellow circles | yellow circles | tellow
circles | any other circles too”).

Discussion
Communication rests on a foundation of shared context.
However, different forms of communication rely on differ-
ent contextual information. In our experiment, we ablated
a critical piece of visual information, changing the percep-
tual context shared by teacher and learner. This allowed us
to study the interaction between forms of communication and
shared context.

Our results highlight a discrepancy between demonstra-
tions and explanation: linguistic communication relies far
more on shared percepts. “Demo” teachers in both visibility
conditions adopted similar strategies, while “Chat” teachers
used very different language. “Chat-Full” teachers referenced
shared visual-perceptual attributes to communicate the target
concept, whereas “Chat-Partial” teachers struggled to estab-
lish shared references and gave single object values rather
than generalized information. While we induced perceptual
misalignment to vary context, a similar dynamic may ap-
ply to abstract domains: effectively communicating the The-
ory of Relativity requires knowing which conceptual building
blocks the learner has access to.

Our results also support the intuition that demonstra-
tion provides robust but nonspecific teaching, whereas
language– when successful– conveys more precise informa-
tion. “Demo” learners more reliably acquired the general
contours of object valuation but missed more subtle quanti-
tative relationships, such as the value of different color cir-
cles. On the other hand, the precision of language was itself
a double-edged sword: many “Chat-Full” teachers communi-
cated about the most valuable objects (“pink circles”) imme-
diately, but did not give other useful information (“triangles
are worthless”) until later, if at all.

One interpretation of “Showing” versus “Telling” is that
they place the inferential burden on different parties. Demon-
stration teaching in the form of optimal action is relatively
straightforward for the teacher yet poses challenges for the
learner, who must infer the rationale behind the act. In con-
trast, linguistic teaching is challenging for the teacher, who
must infer the gaps in the learner’s knowledge and use avail-
able shared context to communicate them.

Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the teaching meth-
ods shown here can inform teaching under disjoint per-
ception. A robustness-precision tradeoff could help ex-
plain why demonstration learning has a long history of
success in reinforcement learning (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)
while language-based teaching remains relatively nascent
(Narasimhan, Barzilay, & Jaakkola, 2018; Co-Reyes et al.,
2019). Our results suggest a hybrid strategy– starting with
demonstrations to illustrate general behavior, followed by
specific linguistic corrections– could take maximum advan-
tage of both channels of communication.
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Abstract 
The face-inversion effect, or the drastic decrease in accuracy 

seen when a participant is asked to identify inverted faces when 
compared to upright faces, is an effect that is not found in object 
inversion. Here we suggest a new explanation of this effect using 
computational models to show that the phenomenon can be 
explained by the anatomical mapping from the visual field to 
primary visual cortex. We propose that the way inverted faces are 
mapped onto the cortex is fundamentally different from the way 
upright faces are mapped. Our work first shows the advantages of 
this mapping due to its scale and rotation invariance when used as 
input to a convolutional neural network. We train the network to 
perform recognition tasks and show it exhibits scale and 
realistically constrained rotation invariance. We then confirm that 
the decline in accuracy seen when a participant is asked to identify 
inverted faces is not seen in the network with inverted object 
recognition tasks. With the support of these two findings, we test 
the face-inversion effect on our network and are able to show the 
unique decline in accuracy, suggesting that the way the visual field 
is mapped onto the primary visual cortex is a key facet in the 
manifestation of this effect. 

 

Keywords: Face-inversion effect; object inversion; scale 
invariance; rotation invariance; log polar transformation. 

Introduction 
A well known, well defined, but still poorly understood 
phenomenon in perception is the face-inversion effect. Early 
experiments showed the difficulty people have both with 
identifying and remembering upside down faces. The effect 
is even more pronounced when compared with people’s 
abilities to do these same tasks with objects (Yin, 1969). In 
subsequent years, many studies have explored the questions 
that still remain about our cognitive abilities in facial 
recognition. Some of these studies have focused on creating 

cognitive hypotheses or new models to understand the 
processing that occurs in the brain (Rakover, 2013; 
Schwaninger et al., 2003). Others have focused on the 
cognitive processes that occur and the way they manifest 
differently when the stimulus is an inverted face 
(Schwaninger & Mast, 2005; Rezlescu et al., 2017; Rock, 
1988). Still others have explored the time course of the 
differences when processing right side up faces versus 
upside down faces during recognition (Taubert et al., 2011; 
Freire et al., 2000). We propose an additional method for 
approaching these questions by studying the anatomical 
basis for the way faces in the visual field are mapped onto 
primary visual cortex. 

Previous work studying the face-inversion effect using an 
anatomical approach has provided evidence for the link 
between inverted face processing and different cortical 
areas. Much of the work focuses on cortical regions such as 
the fusiform face area (FFA) and the occipital face area 
(OFA), and how they respond differently to upright and 
inverted faces (Pitcher et al., 2011; Yovel and Kawisher, 
2005; Kanwisher et al., 1998). This occurs late in processing 
and in specialized brain regions. Our work instead uses an 
anatomical approach to study the inversion of a face as it is 
perceived at the level of the primary visual cortex (V1). We 
are interested in the way faces, both upright and inverted, 
are mapped onto V1 and how that mapping plays a role in 
the face-inversion effect. 

The mapping of the visual field onto the visual cortex 
(V1, V2, and V3) can be approximately described by 
geometric transformations of the visual field (J.R. Polimeni 
et al., 2006). Polimeni describes a “Wedge-Dipole model” 
of this mapping, which has two component parts: 1) “a 
(quasiconformal) wedge mapping with” 2) “a (conformal) 
dipole mapping.” Together these two transformations map  
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Figure 1. Scale is a horizontal translation. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Rotation is a vertical translation 
 
the visual field onto a 2D representation of cortical space. In 
this map, a wedge map is a compression of the image in the 
visual field along the azimuth, and the conformal dipole 
mapping “is an extension of the standard log-polar or 
complex logarithm mapping” (J.R. Polimeni et al., 2006). 

For our model, we have chosen to simplify Polimeni’s 
model map to the visual cortex in two ways. The first is in 
the visual cortex itself. Instead of mapping to V1, V2, and 
V3, we are only concerned with primary visual cortex (V1). 
Our focus is on studying the mapping from the visual field 
onto the visual cortex as a possible factor in the explanation 
of the face-inversion effect. Because of this, we do not 
model the mapping of the visual field onto higher visual 
areas, nor did we model anatomically where the stimuli are  

 
 

Figure 3. The map to V1 starts at the vertical meridian and 
proceeds clockwise from there. 

 
processed later in the temporal lobe. The second 
simplification we made was with respect to the 100:1 image 
compression from retina to V1 (100M photoreceptors 
compared to 1M synapses onto the LGN). We chose to only 
use log polar transformations on our images as a 
simplification. We believe this is a valid approximation, and 
not an oversimplification, because the compression of the 
visual field is consistent across the visual field. Even if the 
size of the final mapping differs, the proportions of the 
visual field mapped into the cortex are maintained for 
different areas of the visual field.  

By using a log polar transformation on the images, we are 
still able to capture important features of the mapping. 
Because of the log transformation of the radial axis, the 
pixels at the center of the image are more highly represented 
than those in the periphery. This mirrors the greater 
representation of the fovea on the cortical surface when 
compared with the periphery. In the primate visual system, 
this “cortical magnification” is due to the number and 
arrangement of receptors in the retina: densely packed in the 
fovea, and dropping off logarithmically in the radial 
direction. Another simplification is that we did not use the 
anatomical constraint that only half of the visual field is 
represented in each hemisphere. 

Our work includes two components. We first wanted to 
test how well a log polar mapping could perform a 
recognition task with faces at multiple scales. This provides  
insight into how well the anatomically inspired mapping 
will work in tandem with the convolutional neural network 
(CNN) that we use for our recognition tasks. Hence, images 
are preprocessed by the log polar transformation before 
being input to the network. We chose scale as the 
transformation to test first to verify that the combination of 
the log-polar input with a translation-invariant convnet 
would be scale invariant, as has been verified independently 
in an unpublished paper (Remmelzwaal et al., 2019). We 
tested the network’s ability to generalize to new scales 
through interpolation, or generalizing to a scale not seen in 
testing that lies between scales seen in testing, and 
extrapolation, generalizing to scales not seen in testing and 
that do not lie between scales seen in testing. These 
experiments allowed us to verify that our mapping allowed 
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CNNs to become invariant to scaled images, and validated 
our use of them with rotated images.  

The second aspect of the work was to test the network’s 
ability to generalize to rotated images. To parallel our scaled 
experiments, we tested the ability of the network to 
generalize to new rotational orientations through 
interpolation and extrapolation. This verified that the 
network, with images mapped with log polar 
transformations, could not only become invariant to scale, 
but also to rotation. We then tested the network on upside 
down faces to explore the face-inversion effect with log 
polar images.  

Note that there is a topological difference between scale 
and rotation. Whereas scale is just a horizontal shift, rotation 
requires wrap-around due to the fact that 360° is the same as 
0°. Indeed, due to the vertical meridian in the retina, the top 
of the V1 representation corresponds to 270° and the bottom 
to 90° (see Figure 3). This results in a configuration of the 
input that has the features in a different relationship to one 
another (see Figure 2, bottom row). Now the eyes are above 
the nose and mouth, versus in upright position, the log-polar 
representation has the eyes below the mouth. We believe 
that this configural difference is what contributes to the 
inverted face effect. 

Methods 
Model 
For each of our experiments, we used ResNet-18 to perform 
the identification tasks. This network has an initial 
convolutional layer followed by four blocks with four 
convolutional layers in each, and makes use of global 
average pooling before the final, fully connected layer (He 
et al., 2016). 

Data 
We used images of faces for training and testing. All 

images of faces were previously collected by members of 
the lab as part of a new face dataset. The dataset includes 
200 different people, each with approximately 200 unique 
images. These images portray each person in a variety of 
contexts, with differing backgrounds, lighting conditions, 
orientations, and facial expressions. The training set 
including 30,030 total images, or approximately 150 images 
per person. The test set includes 3,236 total images, or 
approximately 16 images per person (Figure 4). 

We also used a dataset of cars, The Comprehensive Cars 
(CompCars) Dataset (Yang et al., 2015), for our 
experiments with object inversion, as the inversion effect for 
objects is much smaller than it is for faces (Yin, 1969). The 
dataset includes cars of different makes, models, and years. 
In addition, the cars in each image are oriented differently. 
We used 16,200 images in our training set and 1,800 images 
in our test set. The images were evenly distributed across 
nine categories. We chose to use the labels of car types, 
such as “Sedan” or “Pickup”, for the categories in our object 

inversion task, as these can be thought of as non-trivial basic 
level categories (Figure 5).  

Transformations  
We preprocessed our images to create an anatomically-
realistic mapping of the visual field onto V1. The visual 
field is mapped into polar coordinates in V1. In addition, 
there is a log transformation that accounts for more 
receptors and greater representation in cortical regions for 
central vision as compared to peripheral vision (Polimeni, 
2006). We used a log polar transformation on our images as 
a 2D approximation of this mapping onto the cortex. 

We conducted experiments studying scale and rotation in 
facial recognition to verify the effects discussed above. For 
scale, we used unscaled images (224 x 224), images that 
were scaled to 80% of the original image size (180 x 180), 
and images that were scaled to 60% of the original image 
size (134 x 134). For each of the two different scaled 
conditions, we padded the images back to the original image 
size of 224 x 224. For each scale of image, we first found a 
bounding box around the face in the image and then took the 
log polar transformation from the center of the box. This 
allowed us to take the log polar transformation from a point 
that represented the fixation point on the face. After the 
images have undergone a log polar transformation, changes 
in scale appear as translation changes in shifts left and right 
(Figure 1).  

In the rotation experiment, we rotated the training images 
to commonly observed head orientations: 20°, 10°, 0°, -10°, 
and -20°. To study the face inversion effect, we also rotated 
testing images to 180° for testing (not included in training). 
For each case of rotation, we first found a bounding box 
around the face and then took the log polar transformation 
from the center of the face, similarly to the scaled images. 
After the images have undergone a log polar transformation,  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Images from face dataset 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Images from The Comprehensive Cars Dataset 
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the changes in degrees of rotation appear as changes in 
translation in shifts up and down. However, in contrast to 
the shifts that occur when scaled images undergo a log polar 
transformation, when an image shifts up or down the pixels 
that “fall off” the edge of the image wrap around to the 
opposite side of the image. Instead of appearing as a simple 
translation, changes in rotation in images that have 
undergone a log polar transformation result in a rearranging 
of features, particularly the eyes and the mouth.  

Experiments and Results 
To test the validity of using log polar images as an 
approximation for the mapping from the visual field to 
primary visual cortex, we tested the network’s scale 
invariance on log polar images. Convolutional neural 
networks are invariant to shift, and when an image has 
undergone a log polar transformation, changes in scale 
appear as changes in translation. Therefore, the network 
should be invariant to scale. We tested scale invariance 
under two different conditions: interpolation and 
extrapolation. 
We trained with our preprocessed images for 90 epochs. We 
then tested with two different conditions. Both test 
conditions used images that depicted the same 200 people 
seen in training, but were all novel images. The testing 
images had different backgrounds, lighting, and poses than 
the training images. The first test condition used the novel 
images with the same preprocessing and transformations 
used in training. This is the accuracy for familiar 
orientations, which we call the “training condition.” The 
second test condition used the same novel images as were 
used in the first test condition, but with novel 
transformations performed. This we call the “testing 
condition.” If these two accuracies are similar, then 
invariance to the transformation performed in the second 
test condition is shown. For all experiments, the difference 
between the training condition and the testing condition is 
the primary result being reported. 

Scaling 
We first trained a network on only one scale and then tried 
to generalize to different scales. These experiments resulted 
in large differences between the training and testing 
conditions; accuracy was much lower for the test condition. 
We then tried training using two scales, and tested using 
extrapolation to larger and smaller scales. This treatment 
resulted in similar accuracies between train and test 
conditions. The results are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Scale: training condition/testing condition 
 

 Trained with one 
scale 

Trained with 
two scales 

Generalizing to 
larger images 81.3% / 68.6% 89.1% / 88.8% 

Generalizing to 
smaller images 80.8% / 64.2% 89.5% / 87.2% 

Interpolation Interpolation in scale invariance is the ability 
of the network to generalize to unseen scales when it has 
been trained on a combination of scales that are larger and 
scales that are smaller than the testing scale. We trained a 
network using unscaled images and images that were scaled 
to 60% of the original image size. We then tested the 
network on the facial recognition task with images that were 
scaled to 80% of the original size. Table 2 shows the results 
of this experiment. By the end of training, the training 
condition accuracy reached 87.8% and the testing condition 
accuracy reached 87.5%. This is only a 0.3% difference in 
training condition accuracy and testing condition accuracy. 

Extrapolation We then explored extrapolation in scale 
invariance. In order for a network to show scale invariance 
in extrapolation it would have to be able to generalize to 
testing scales that were either larger than all scales seen in 
training or smaller than all scales seen in training. We first 
trained a network on larger images to test the ability to 
generalize to smaller images. The training and testing 
conditions were then flipped to see if a network trained on 
smaller images was able to generalize to larger images. 

To test the ability to generalize to smaller images, we 
trained a network on unscaled images and images that had 
been scaled to 80% of the original image size. We then 
tested the network on images that were scaled to 60% of the 
original image size. The results of this experiment are found 
in Table 2. We found the training condition accuracy with 
these conditions to be 89.5% and the testing condition 
accuracy to be 87.2%. This gives us a difference of 2.3% 
between the two accuracies. 

For the experiment to generalize to larger images, we 
trained a network on images that were scaled to 80% of the 
original image size and images that were scaled to 60% of 
the original image size. We then tested on unscaled images. 
From Table 2, the training condition accuracy at the end of 
training was 89.1% and the testing condition accuracy was 
88.8%, which gave a final difference of 0.3%. 

Rotation 
We then explored how effective using log polar 
transformations on images to map the visual field to V1 is 
when the transformation being performed is rotation instead 
of scaling. Once images have undergone a log polar 
transformation, changes in rotation appear as a translation of 
the image up or down. However, when the log polar image 
shifts, the pixels wrap around to the other side of the image. 
We wanted to determine the effect of this wrapping first 
with more realistic changes in head orientation, and then 
with inverted faces. Because of our results from scaling 
experiments in which multiple examples of orientations in 
training proved more robust to transformation, we 
performed all rotation experiments using multiple 
orientations in training. Similarly to the scaling 
experiments, we looked at both interpolation and 
extrapolation conditions when testing the realistic changes 
in head orientation.  
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Interpolation Interpolation in rotation experiments is the 
ability of the network to generalize to an unseen head 
orientation when it has been trained on head orientations to 
the right and to the left of the testing orientation. To test 
interpolation in rotation, we trained a network on faces 
rotated 10° and faces rotated -10°. We then tested the 
network on faces that were not rotated. The results are in 
Table 3. The network achieved a training condition accuracy 
of 87.2% and a testing condition accuracy of 84.9%, which 
gives a difference in accuracy of 2.3%. 

Extrapolation Extrapolation in our rotation experiment is 
how well the network can generalize to unseen head 
orientations that do not lie between head orientations seen in 
training. Because we are using multiple training orientations 
and rotation is cyclic, any testing orientation can be 
considered to be between the training head orientations. For 
the purpose of our experiments, extrapolation means using a 
testing head orientation that is directly adjacent to all 
training head orientations, either clockwise or 
counterclockwise. 

To test rotation invariance with extrapolation we tested 
both clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.  For 
clockwise extrapolation, we trained the network on faces 
rotated 10°, faces rotated 0°, and faces rotated -10°. We then 
tested the network on faces rotated -20°. The training 
condition accuracy at the end of training was 89.5% and the 
testing condition accuracy was 86.9%. The difference in 
accuracies for clockwise rotation was 2.6%. For 
counterclockwise extrapolation we used the same training 
examples as were used in clockwise extrapolation. The only 
difference was that we tested on faces that were rotated 20°. 
For the counterclockwise experiment we achieved a training 
condition accuracy of 89.9% and a testing condition 
accuracy of 87.9%. The total difference in accuracy was 
2.0%. The results of these two experiments can be seen in 
Table 3. 

Rotation of Objects As a means of validating that inversion 
affects the perception of faces in a different way than it 
affects the perception of objects, we tested our network on 
inverted cars. We trained for 50 epochs on images of cars in 
nine categories. The cars were rotated to five orientations 
for training: 20°, 10°, 0°, -10°, and -20°. We then tested 
with two different testing conditions. The first testing 
condition, or the training condition, tested novel images of 
the cars at orientations seen in training. The second testing 
condition, or the testing condition, tested novel images of 
cars that were rotated 180°. This allowed us to demonstrate 
the effect of object inversion on the network when used in 
combination with log polar images. These results are shown 
in Table 4. For cars, the training condition accuracy at the 
end of training was 50.7% and the testing condition 
accuracy at the end of training was 19.4% for a total 
difference in accuracies of 31.3%. This demonstrates that 
rotated images have a significant effect on the network’s 
performance.  

The Face-Inversion Effect 
Our main focus in studying rotation under these conditions 
was to test the face-inversion effect on our network knowing 
that taking a log polar mapping of our images provided an 
approximation to the mapping from the visual field to V1 
that allowed our network to be invariant to scale. To test this 
effect, we trained on normally oriented faces and tested on 
upside down faces. We used our conclusion from the scaling 
experiments that networks are more robust to 
transformations in recognition tasks when they are trained 
on more examples of transformations to inform our face-
inversion effect experiment. Because of this, we chose to 
train our network on five degrees of rotation: 20°, 10°, 0°, -
10°, and -20°. While this provides a training range of only 
40°, the degrees of rotation are frequently seen orientations 
of the head and face. This also allowed for direct 
comparison with the object inversion experiment. We then 
tested using the same two testing conditions used in the 
experiment with rotation of objects. The first testing 
condition was the training condition, in which we tested the 
network on novel faces at the same orientations used in 
training. The second testing condition was the testing 
condition, in which we tested on only the one orientation, 
faces rotated 180°. The results of this experiment are shown 
in Table 4. Our training condition accuracy after training for 
50 epochs was 90.6%. Our testing condition accuracy was 
20.4%. The difference in our training condition accuracy 
and testing condition accuracy when testing the face-
inversion effect was 70.2%. This difference is significantly 
higher than any other difference seen in our experiments, 
including the experiment on the inversion of objects. While 
together the experiments showed that inversion is a much 
more difficult task for the network, they also show that the 
network behaves differently when the stimuli are faces.  
 

Table 2. Scaling: training condition/testing condition 
 

Interpolation 87.8% / 87.5% 
Extrapolation to smaller scales 89.5% / 87.2% 
Extrapolation to larger scales 89.1% / 88.8% 

 
Table 3. Rotation: training condition/testing condition 

 
Interpolation 87.2% / 84.9% 

Extrapolation to clockwise rotation 89.5% / 86.9% 
Extrapolation to counterclockwise 

rotation 89.9% / 87.9% 

 
Table 4. Face-inversion effect and object inversion 
experiments: training condition/testing condition 

 
Face-inversion effect 90.6% / 20.4% 

Object inversion 50.7% / 19.4% 
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Discussion 
We used an anatomically-inspired log polar transformation 
to preprocess the input images to our network as a parallel 
to the mapping that occurs from the visual field onto the 
primary visual cortex. This transformation accounts for a 
number of aspects of the visual system. The log 
transformation gives greater representation in the final input 
images to the pixels in the region at the center of the 
transformation. This is analogous to the center of fixation on 
an image. This greater representation of central pixels 
mirrors the cortical magnification of central vision as 
compared to peripheral vision, which occurs because of the 
increased number of receptors for central vision. This 
transformation also allows the network to be invariant to the 
scale of faces, which is an important component in face and 
object recognition. After a log polar transform, changes in 
scale appear as changes in horizontal translation. CNNs are 
invariant to translation, which allows them to be invariant to 
scaling performed on these preprocessed images. The log 
polar transformation is unique in being able to facilitate the 
replication of aspects of biological vision. 

Through our experiments with scaled faces, we were able 
to show that, with log polar images, scale invariance in a 
CNN can be achieved. This can be shown for interpolation 
and extrapolation, provided the network is trained on 
multiple scales. We believe this validates the use of the log 
polar transformation as a 2D approximation of the mapping 
of the visual field onto V1. 

The success of introducing scale invariance to the 
network led us to perform experiments with rotated images. 
Because of the difference in behavior of log polar images 
that are rotated as compared to scaled, we wanted to again 
verify the validity of using log polar transformations as 2D 
approximations of the mapping of the visual field onto V1. 
We used multiple head orientations in training to increase 
the robustness of the network to unseen orientations. In both 
interpolation and extrapolation of head orientations, the 
network was able to generalize to unseen head orientations. 
This supports the conclusions from the scaled experiments 
that log polar transformations provide a valid approximation 
for the mapping of the visual field onto V1, because the 
network was also able to demonstrate rotation invariance to 
commonly observed head orientations in addition to scale 
invariance. 

With these results, we proceeded to test the face-inversion 
effect in our network. Even when training on multiple head 
orientations meant to increase robustness to unseen 
orientations, the difference between the training condition 
accuracy and the testing condition accuracy was 
significantly larger than any other difference seen in all 
experiments. The network was not invariant to a rotation of 
180°. Instead of a simple transformation, a rotation of 180° 
appears as a fundamental rearrangement of the features as 
they are mapped onto the cortex. It is this rearrangement 
that we believe plays a part in the face-inversion effect. 
 As a final validation that the network was 
demonstrating this behavior uniquely for faces, we trained 

the network on multiple orientations of cars and then tested 
it on inverted cars. The network was able to generalize to 
inverted objects better than it was able to generalize to 
inverted faces, strengthening the argument that the effect of 
the log polar mapping onto V1 causing a decline in 
recognition accuracy is unique to faces. 

We believe that these results are explained by the log 
polar transformation that was performed on the images. 
When using log polar transformations, changes in rotation 
cause the rearrangement of features. The more severe the 
rotation, the bigger the impact this on a network’s ability to 
recognize the inverted image. In essence, the inversion of 
images causes a fundamental rearrangement of features 
when in conjunction with a log polar transform. When 
features are rearranged, the configural information about the 
relationship of features of the object or face in the image is 
lost. It is the loss of this configural information that causes 
both cars and faces to have larger drops in accuracy between 
the training condition and the testing condition. However, 
we believe this accuracy drop is more significant in facial 
recognition because of the importance of configural 
information in recognizing faces. The network is showing 
that it is relying more heavily on configural information 
when it is performing facial recognition as opposed to object 
recognition. The effect of the loss of this information is 
reflected in the magnitude of the accuracy drop between 
training and testing conditions. 

In addition, we do not believe that these conclusions are 
in conflict with popular hypotheses. Some studies have 
suggested that a holistic approach to face perception, or the 
emphasis of the face as a whole as opposed to the face being 
viewed as a combination of features, lies at the center of the 
face-inversion effect because of the way that rotation affects 
the configuration of features and the mechanisms the brain 
employs to  “undo” this rotation (Shwaninger, 2003; 
Schwaninger, 2005; Farah et al., 1995). Our work similarly 
suggests that there is a fundamental rearrangement of 
features, and that upright faces are not mapped on to the 
cortex in the same configuration as inverted faces. We 
believe that these experiments suggest a compelling 
anatomical basis for the face-inversion effect. 
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Abstract
Existing knowledge shapes and distorts our memories, serv-
ing as a prior for newly encoded information. Here, we in-
vestigate the role of stable long-term priors (e.g. categorical
knowledge) in conjunction with priors arising from recently
encountered information (e.g. ’serial dependence’) in visual
working memory for color. We use an iterated reproduction
paradigm to allow a model-free assessment of the role of such
priors. In Experiment 1, we find that participants’ reports re-
liably converge to certain areas of color space, but that this
convergence is largely distinct for different individuals, sug-
gesting responses are biased by more than just shared category
knowledge. In Experiment 2, we explicitly manipulate trial
n-1 and find recent history plays a major role in participants’
reports. Thus, we find that both global prior knowledge and re-
cent trial information have biasing influences on visual work-
ing memory, demonstrating an important role for both short-
and long-term priors in actively maintained information.
Keywords: working memory, serial dependence, prior knowl-
edge, iterated learning, reconstructive memory

Introduction
When we perceive the world, and particularly when we store
information in memory, we do not do so independently of
our knowledge and expectations. Instead, our existing knowl-
edge influences our memory (Bartlett, 1932) — resulting in
systematic biases in which information we remember best,
and distorting our memories toward our ”priors” or schemas
(e.g. Brewer & Treyens, 1981). This occurs because our prior
knowledge provides an independent source of information
that can help reduce uncertainty about the world, particularly
for memory which is imperfect and noisy. Such memory dis-
tortions can be formalized as Bayesian inference where new
noisy information is incorporated with prior expectations that
originate from our knowledge about the world (Huttenlocher,
Hedges, & Vevea, 2000; Hemmer & Steyvers, 2009) or about
the current context (e.g. Brady & Alvarez, 2011). To un-
derstand the nature of memory representations; how they are
limited; and how they support our decisions and behavior, we
need to unravel the role of priors in these processes.

Isolating people’s ”priors” is not a straightforward task,
as they are likely quite complex and high-dimensional. One
strategy is to borrow methods from the rich tradition in ma-
chine learning and statistical inference; for example, past
work has shown that by modeling tasks after the iterative sam-
pling process known as Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
we can utilize systematic biases in behavior to measure peo-
ple’s priors (Sanborn & Griffiths, 2008). Similarly, iterated
learning or iterated reproduction are expected to converge to

people’s prior: by having subjects reproduce or evaluate the
retrieved information from a different subject, it is possible
to measure Gestalt priors in working memory across people
(Lew & Vul, 2015).

To date, these attempts have largely assumed that the biases
caused by such priors are relatively stable — both across and
within individuals. Notably, it is often assumed that memory
judgements are relatively unchanged by recent history, and
so the use of such iterated designs taps into stable long-term
priors. However, the extent to which this is true remains an
open question, as recent history often has a strong influence
on judgments about current stimuli (Huang & Sekuler, 2010;
Fischer & Whitney, 2014). In addition, past iterated learn-
ing studies investigating memory biases have used different
individuals in each iteration (Lew & Vul, 2015), thus investi-
gating only long-term priors that are invariant across people.
This technique may not be suitable for all cases since the ex-
tent to which individuals differ in their prior knowledge will
depend both on the temporal stability of such priors and on
the domain of study.

In the present study we adapt an iterated reproduction
paradigm to investigate how idiosyncratic individual priors
play a role in working memory biases, and do so while con-
sidering not only stable long-term priors of individuals but
also possible trial-by-trial influences of recent history.

We focus specifically on the the case of visual working
memory for color. This domain provides a rich arena for
study, as it has been well characterized; is related to impor-
tant broader concepts (like fluid intelligence; Cowan, Fris-
toe, Elliott, Brunner, & Saults, 2006) and allows for rigorous
psychophysical techniques designed to precisely understand
memory representations (Wilken & Ma, 2004). While the
precise and seemingly perceptual nature of this memory sys-
tem has led some to conclude it is relatively unaffected by
priors and biases (e.g., Lin & Luck, 2012), there is some evi-
dence that this is not the case. For example, there are system-
atic biases that show up on average across individuals, and
seem to align with the use of linguistic color categories (Bae,
Olkkonen, Allred, & Flombaum, 2015; Allred & Flombaum,
2014). This group-level color category memory bias is con-
sistent with Bayesian integration, and can be mechanistically
modeled with a drift-diffusion process wherein color mem-
ories drift towards psychophysical attractor states that corre-
spond to color categories (Panichello, DePasquale, Pillow, &
Buschman, 2019). In addition to such long-term priors, there
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are, at least in some circumstances, effects of immediate trial
history in generating interference (Makovski & Jiang, 2008)
and biasing memory (Huang & Sekuler, 2010). Thus, color
memory is an important domain and one in which both short-
and long-term priors seem to influence memory retrieval.

There remain many important unanswered questions about
the usage of priors in this domain. For example, the role that
individual differences in color categories play in memory has
remained relatively unexplored. Above and beyond biologi-
cal factors that affect color perception (e.g., color blindness),
individual differences in color categories have been demon-
strated in perceptual matching tasks (Webster & Kay, 2012),
and cultural and linguistic differences in color categories are
well established (e.g., Regier, Kay, & Khetarpal, 2007). In
addition, the relative importance of short-term (Makovski &
Jiang, 2008) vs. more stable (Bae et al., 2015) priors remains
unknown. Thus, the known presence of both short- and long-
term biases and individual differences means the case of vi-
sual working memory for color is well suited for studying
how biases from recent history interact with individual differ-
ences and long-term category priors. Therefore, in the current
study we used an iterated reproduction paradigm designed to
shed light on these issues, including two core research ques-
tions: 1) How much do individual differences affect visual
working memory? and 2) How do global category biases in-
teract with short-term biases from recent trials?

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 is designed to capture individual differences in
how color categories affect visual working memory. We use
a novel iterated reproduction paradigm to reveal participants’
priors.

Methods
Participants N=70 undergraduate students were recruited
to participate in this study (48 female, mean age 20.8) in ex-
change for course credit. All subjects gave informed consent,
and the study was approved by the UC San Diego Institu-
tional Review Board. All subjects had normal or corrected-
to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision as assessed
with Ishihara’s test of color deficiency(Ishihara, 1987).

Procedure Participants were repeatedly asked to reproduce
a single color from memory using a continuous color wheel.
Color stimuli were drawn from a circle in CIE L*a*b* color
space, centered at (L=54, a=21.5, b=11.5) with a radius of
49. Thus, each color can be considered an angle – and er-
rors in reproduction can be quantified by the angular distance
between the studied color and reproduced color.

On each trial, a single color stimulus was presented for
1000ms in one of four possible locations (with equal prob-
ability). After a 1000ms delay, subjects were then cued to
report the color with the continuous report color wheel. The
color wheel was randomly rotated and flipped trial to trial
so that location preferences would not systematically impact
color reports.

Figure 1: Iterated design: On each trial, participants reproduced 1
color after a delay of 1 second. The color reported on one trial was
later shown as the memoranda on a (much) later trial.

The crucial feature of the design was that the colors shown
on some trials were identical to subjects’ reproductions from
previous trials, making an iterated design (Figure 1). These
critical trials were interleaved with an equal number of filler
trials so that this manipulation was not apparent to subjects.

Due to this iterated design, throughout the experiment there
were ‘chains’ of trials: the response from iteration n in a given
chain was used as the stimulus in the n+ 1 iteration of that
chain. This process continued until 15 iterations were ob-
tained for each chain. Each chain began with a predetermined
‘seed color’ displayed on the first iteration. Ten seed colors
evenly spaced 36 degrees apart on the color wheel were used
for all subjects. These initial positions were chosen without
regard to the location of color category centers or boundaries
in this color space, which are not evenly spaced or uniform
on the color wheel (see Figure 4). Each subject completed
two chains for each of 10 unique seed colors, resulting in
20 total chains per subject. Subjects completed blocks of 20
trials (10 chain-iteration trials and 10 filler trials) that alter-
nated between the 2 sets of iterated chains such that no two
chains within a block began with the same seed color. This
alternation between unique chains ensured that presentation
of subsequent iterations were sufficiently delayed so that the
previous iteration was wiped from working memory by inter-
mediary trials.

In our experiment each chain was completed by a single
subject in order to capture individual differences. To avoid
lapses from derailing the entire chain, participants reported
value was silently ’rejected’ if it was an unlikely value for
the chain. In particular, we used a fixed rejection rule which
rejected responses with an absolute error greater than 22.5 de-
grees. This value was chosen as to include 80% of the error
distribution measured from previous studies using the same
stimuli and set size (Schurgin, Wixted, & Brady, 2018). Ul-
timately 15% of iteration trials had error greater than 22.5
and therefore were rejected. If a response from a particular
iteration was rejected, the chain would not advance, and the
next trial from that chain would have the same color stimulus
value as the previous one. Because of this rejection criterion
there was not a fixed number of trials per subject. Instead,
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Figure 2: Examples of individual subject iterated chains. Chains
begin in the center of the circle with seed colors evenly spaced. Iter-
ation 1 is shown in the center of the circle, and iteration increases as
chains move outwards. The color of each line changes with the color
reproduced on that iteration which is also indicated by the line’s po-
sition around the circle. As can be seen, multiple chains from each
participant tend to converge to similar areas of color space, but these
areas are not consistent across subjects.

blocks were added to the end of the experiment until there
were 15 iterations in all 20 chains for that subject. All sub-
jects completed at least 30 blocks consisting of 20 trials each,
alternating between the different sets of seeds. Additional
blocks were added to compensate for the rejection of trials
as needed. Subjects were given 1 minute breaks after every
quarter of the experiment and a 2 minute break at the half-way
point.

The filler trials were selected semi-randomly in order to
smooth the distribution of colors presented (e.g., to ensure
that subjects always see examples of each color on the wheel
even if their own chains drift to a subset of the color wheel).
These trials ensure that a consistent and uniform set of col-
ors are shown to all subjects regardless of what occurs in the
subjects’ chains.

Results
Example response sequences are shown in Figure 2. We be-
gin by collapsing across both chains and individuals (Figure
3). Doing so reveals that there are global biases across par-
ticipants. That is, in the overall response distribution, col-
lapsing across all subjects and all trials, the reported colors
tend to cluster in particular regions of color space even when
these regions are not over-represented in the distribution of
colors shown (Figure 3). To quantify this tendency, we use
Shannon entropy, which is maximized when a distribution
is uniform. Thus, smaller values of Shannon entropy indi-
cate more clustering of responses in certain areas of the color
wheel. For each subject we calculated the Shannon entropy
for the frequency distribution of colors shown and the fre-
quency distribution of responses binned into ten degree inter-
vals in color space, and found that the response distribution
had significantly lower entropy than the target distribution,
t(69) = 17.3, p < 0.001. This suggests that participants tend
to gives responses focused around a limited number of colors
rather than purely reproducing the target distribution.

The non-uniformity observed in the aggregate data is exag-
gerated in the distribution of responses from the final iteration
of the iterated chains (Figure 4). The iterated design allows us
to treat this distribution from the final iteration as the conver-

Figure 3: Participants report some colors more than others, even
though those colors are not over-represented in the shown colors.
This suggests reliable across-participant priors, perhaps based on
color categories.

gence of the chains to people’s priors. To assess whether the
convergence regions of the iterated chains can be explained
by global linguistic color category priors (e.g., Bae et al.,
2015; Persaud & Hemmer, 2014), we collected color nam-
ing data in two separate tasks. Both tasks were administered
online, so some variance may be accounted for by differences
in screen color calibration. Category labels used in both tasks
were red, orange, yellow, brown, green, blue, purple, and tex-
titpink which were selected from the set of basic color terms
(Berlin & Kay, 1969), excluding black and white. In the first
task, N=124 participants were asked to choose a prototypical
color from the color wheel used in Experiment 1 for a given
color term. In the second task, N=94 participants were shown
a color and asked to choose a color term (from the set of terms
stated above) to describe that color, and did this for each of
360 colors on our color wheel. The raw data from task 1 was
then scaled by the frequency with which each color term was
chosen in task 2 to produce the histogram shown in Figure 4.

The distribution of responses on the final iteration is not
completely explained by color categories. While there are
some consistencies, there are also large discrepancies (e.g.,
in green/blue, purple/pink). In the second color naming task,
these regions were frequently classified as belonging to both
of the flanking categories (green blue, and purple pink re-
spectively). This was not the case for other categories (e.g.,
red, orange and yellow), where classifications had very little
overlap. Thus, the failure to converge to linguistic color cat-
egories could be in part caused by ambiguity in classification
of certain regions of the color wheel.

While the final iteration suggested that there are regions
of color space that are, at least to some extent, converged to
across participants, the extent to which individuals converge
to these reliably is not clear from this analysis. To determine
if individual’s iterated chains are converging, we looked at
how likely subjects are to report very similar colors on differ-
ent trials of the same iteration. To quantify this we used the
average nearest neighbor index (ANN). The nearest neighbor
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Figure 4: top: The distribution of responses for the final iteration
of the iterated-chains in Experiment 1. bottom: Color naming data
collected from two color term matching tasks.

distance for a single response within an iteration is the dis-
tance (in degrees around the color wheel) to the closest other
response in that iteration; we then take the mean of the nearest
neighbor distance for each response within an iteration to get
a single number (the ANN) to approximate ’clustering’ of re-
sponses in certain areas of color space across trials. Since the
clustering will be relative to the number of responses within
an iteration, we simulated the ANN distance that would occur
by chance alone with 10,000 samples from a uniform distribu-
tion and used this as a baseline. The ratio of the ANN distance
within iteration to that which would occur by chance will be
greater than 1 if the responses are more separated than would
occur by chance (i.e., if they were regularly spaced) and will
be less than 1 if the responses are more clustered than would
occur by chance. Note that the ’seed’ colors shown to par-
ticipants at the beginning of the experiment are maximally
anti-clustered, since they are spaced equally along the color
wheel (the ANN ratio for the starting seeds was equal to 2).

So that the ANN is not confounded by having two re-
sponses originating from the same seed, we find the ANN
ratio across iteration for each set of chains separately within
each subject. We find that the ANN ratio decreases as a func-
tion of iteration, with iteration being a significant predictor of
ANN distance, F = 1485.8, p < 0.001 (Fig. 4). This suggests
that within individuals, responses tend to cluster in particular
regions of the color wheel, and this tendency increases over
iteration. In the last iteration we find that the ANN ratio is
significantly less than 1, t = 6.0, p < 0.001, meaning that the
responses are more clustered than what would be expected by
chance (despite having started out anti-clustered).

The clustering is largely driven by within-subject consis-

Figure 5: The distribution of seed colors starts out maximally non-
clustered (equally-spaced), and the amount of clustering increases
over time within-subject. The amount of clustering also increases
over time between subjects (”shuffled”), but to a lesser degree than
within-, and ultimately a large amount of the clustering that is
reliable within-subject (”original”) is not present between subject
(”shuffled”).

tency, as opposed to the global consistency across subjects
(as in Fig. 3). This is revealed by simulating what global
clustering would exist if subject were not a factor. We sim-
ulated 10,000 samples shuffling across subjects and find that
the ANN ratio of the last iteration of the shuffled null hy-
pothesis is significantly higher than that of the original data,
t = 4.7, p < 0.001. Thus, this procedure removes nearly
all clustering, making the results look like they converge to
near randomness (Fig. 4). Thus, people converge reliably to
smaller parts of the color space, but these parts are not en-
tirely the same across all individuals. The global effects (Fig.
3, Fig. 4) thus account for only a small part of the reliable
pattern of convergence within individuals.

To provide a preliminary assessment of whether these in-
dividual differences were accounted for by language and
color category differences, we divided the subjects into self-
identified native English speakers (N=37) and non-native En-
glish speakers (N=33). We computed the Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence between the distribution of responses from
the iterated chains of native and non-native English speakers.
KL divergence can be interpreted as the number of extra bits
needed to encode one distribution given you already know
the second distribution; it will be zero if the distributions are
exactly the same. Since KL divergence is not symmetric we
computed both the KL divergence between native and non-
native English speakers and visa versa.

We found that KL(native||non−native) = 0.0576 and that
KL(non− native||native) = 0.0588. Given that the entropy
of these distributions are H(native) = 8.35 bits and H(non−
native) = 8.34 bits, these are extremely low values of KL
divergence, showing the two distributions barely differ, on
average. Thus, the significant heterogeneity in which areas of
the color wheel participants responses converge to is not well
accounted for by differences in native languages.

Discussion
What causes this heterogeneity across participants? Why do
participants converge to particular areas of the color wheel,
but not necessarily the same ones as each other? There are
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several possibilities, including individual differences in color
categories, and language differences too subtle to be picked
up by our analysis of native vs. non-native English speakers.

If it were the case that inconsistencies in the convergence
locations of individuals could be explained by variation in
individual’s color categories, we would expect the final itera-
tion responses to roughly resemble the color naming data, as
both are pooled across a large number of individuals. Thus
variation in color categories should still result in convergence
centered around the modal colors of basic color terms. The
discrepancy between the color naming data and the distribu-
tion of final chain iteration colors suggests that the conver-
gence patterns arise from something more complicated than
just individual, cultural, or linguistic variation in color cate-
gories.

An alternative explanation for this pattern of convergence
is that the global prior guiding convergence of the chains is
not derived from linguistic color categories, but from percep-
tual inhomogeneities (which may correspond to some extent
to linguistic color categories); that is, from the color wheel
not being perfectly perceptually uniform. Preliminary anal-
yses of perceptual similarity data, beyond the scope of the
current paper, suggest that this may to some extent explain
the shape of the final iteration response distribution.

Since there are other contextual factors that also bias mem-
ory, this pattern of convergence could also arise from an inter-
action between the global priors and contextual information.
It may be the case that the structure of the colors seen within
an experiment has a large influence on subsequent memory,
significantly obscuring the influence of stable category struc-
ture. For example, there may be local serial dependence
such that the color from the previous trial has a major at-
traction effect on the current trial (e.g. Fischer & Whitney,
2014), which would lead responses in an iterated design like
ours to converge over time but in idiosyncratic ways. In this
paradigm, we used filler trials to smooth the distribution of
colors seen by participants. The clustering of iterated chains
in certain regions in color space resulted in the filler trials
in later blocks being systematically different from the itera-
tion trials. If there are indeed strong local effects of context,
this systematic difference between filler and iteration trials in
later blocks could have altered the convergence path of iter-
ated chains. In Experiment 2 we explore how recent history
affects convergence to see if this could have contributed to
the individual differences in convergence patterns observed
in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we performed a similar iterated color repro-
duction experiment but explicitly manipulated the colors par-
ticipants saw on trial n− 1 to examine the effect of recent
trial-by-trial history.

Methods
Participants Seventy (N=70) undergraduate students were
recruited to participate in this study (57 female, mean age

Figure 6: The relative position of each iterated chain, relative to the
starting color of that chain, is strongly modulated by the direction of
the prior influence trial — chains preceded by clockwise influence
trials tended to drift clockwise (positive direction), and vice versa.
The baseline drift is caused by having only 5 seed locations.

20.2) in exchange for course credit. All subjects gave in-
formed consent, and the study was approved by the rele-
vant Institutional Review Board. All subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision acuity and normal color vision
as assessed with Ishihara’s test of color deficiency(Ishihara,
1987).

Procedure The memory reproduction paradigm used in Ex-
periment 2 was almost identical to that of Experiment 1. The
same iterated reproduction procedure was used to collect a set
of chains. However, only a subset of the original seed colors
was used: Five seed colors evenly spaced 72 degrees apart
on the color wheel were shown on the first chain-iteration
trial for every participant. Each participant again completed
2 chains for each seed color, resulting in 10 iterated chains
per participant. Participants completed blocks of 15 trials (5
iteration trials and 10 non-iteration trials), which again alter-
nated between the 2 sets of iterated chains such that no two
chains within a block began with the same seed color.

Non-chain trials came in two types: filler and influence
trials. The filler trials were generated in a similar manner
to those in Experiment 1 to smooth the distribution of color
stimuli. Influence trials were trials that immediately pro-
ceeded the iteration trials, and whose color was manipulated
to always be exactly 20 degrees clockwise or counterclock-
wise of the chain-iteration trial that would follow. The itera-
tion trial always appeared in the same spatial location as the
influence trial, with the position of influence trials and filler
trials remaining random. We manipulated the influence trials
such that of the two chains for each seed color, one was al-
ways proceeded by a clockwise influence trial and the other
by a counterclockwise influence trial.

Results
For each participant we again calculated the Shannon entropy
for the frequency distribution of colors shown and the fre-
quency distribution of responses (binned into 10 degree inter-
vals in color space). As in Experiment 1, we found that the re-
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Figure 7: The axes are the same as Figure 6 (iteration x relative position, as a function of baseline vs. influence direction), but here the results
are broken down by the particular seeds. The effect of the influence trials depends on the starting seed color.

sponse distributions had significantly lower entropy than the
target distributions, t(63) = 4.2, p < 0.001.

To determine if the influence trials indeed had an effect
on the trajectory of the iterated chains, we look at the rel-
ative position of the chain-iteration responses to their start-
ing seed across iteration (Fig. 6). We used a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA and found that iteration, influence direction,
and their interaction are all significant predictors of relative
position (Table 1).

Next, we examined the effect of influence trials relative to
no influence trials. There were no iterated chains without the
influence manipulation in Experiment 2. Therefore, to make
the comparison, we used Experiment 1 as a baseline (where
iteration trials were preceded by random trials). We used only
the iterated chains from Experiment 1 with seeds identical to
those used in Experiment 2. The +20 and -20 influence con-
ditions deviated by the same magnitude from the Experiment
1 baseline (albeit different in different directions).

The degree to which global category biases and contex-
tual dependence biases interact can be seen when we look at
the relative position of chain-iteration trials within a starting
seed. The ability of the prior trial to influence the trajectory
of the chain appears dependent on where the chain began. For
some seeds, the influence trials have little to no effect, but for
others the direction of the influence trial is large. To quantify
this interaction, we used a repeated-measures ANOVA with a
full model including fixed effects of iteration, influence direc-
tion, and seed. We found that all fixed effects and their 2-way
and 3-way interactions were significant (Table 1).

Predictor F-statistic p-value
Iteration 21.5039 p < 0.0001

Influence Direction 221.0766 p < 0.0001
Seed 141.8787 p < 0.0001

Iteration*Influence Direction 143.4129 p < 0.0001
Influence Direction*Seed 16.0732 p < 0.0001

Iteration*Seed 28.2703 p < 0.0001
Iteration*Influence Direction*Seed 3.4631 p < 0.01

Table 1: Repeated measures ANOVA statistics and significance for
all fixed effects.

General Discussion

We examined the role of recent history and long-term priors
(color categories) in visual working memory. We used a strat-
egy of iterated reproduction to elicit these effects. We find
strong effects of both: while there are across-subject, global
effects of color categories, there are also significant individ-
ual differences in the convergence behavior we elicit within
subject — both because they may differ in their stable priors
(e.g., color categories) and because of the overriding effect of
recent history on where their memories converge to.

Previous work using iterated reproduction has focused
solely on eliciting stable long-term priors (e.g. Sanborn &
Griffiths, 2008). Similarly, mechanistic accounts of attrac-
tor dynamics assume that attractors are a fixed property of a
stimulus space (Panichello et al., 2019). However, memory
and cognition are filled with examples where people are un-
duly influenced by recent history — for example, in decision
making (Yu & Cohen, 2009), perception (Fischer & Whitney,
2014) or memory (Huang & Sekuler, 2010). Here we show
that such recent trial history has a strong effect on memory,
in some cases overpowering the effect of long-term category
priors. Existing work has also found that contextual effects
from additional items (e.g., if asked to store 3 colors in mind
at once) can similarly overpower long-term category priors
(Brady & Alvarez, 2015). In understanding working memory
it will be important to consider a hierarchical range of pri-
ors operating at different time scales — both the most stable,
long-term priors (our general world knowledge), as well as
priors based on recent history and even those based on the
general structure of the current visual input (e.g., ensembles;
Chong & Treisman, 2003). To the extent the world is gen-
erally stable, long-term priors should dominate; to the extent
that the world changes over time, it is optimal to give more
weight to recent history; and to the extent nearby items tend
to arise from the same generative process, priors based on
local context should be important.

Our findings agree with previous work that to some ex-
tent, these visual working memory biases may arise from in-
homogeneities in the underlying stimulus space; specifically,
CIELab color space, and other similarly constructed ”uni-
form” color spaces, do not capture the true underlying psy-
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chophysical landscape in which we represent color (Bae et
al., 2015; Panichello et al., 2019). However, this is not solely
because participants rely on a single set of established pri-
ors that are derived from perceptual categories (e.g. Hem-
mer & Steyvers, 2009). Instead, our results show that recent
history can impact our memory for a recently experienced
color and interact with stable long-term effects, suggesting
non-stationary attractor states can be induced by contextual
information. Importantly, our research suggests that while re-
cent exposures have a strong influence on memory, they do
not entirely dominate global biases (see Fig. 7).

Overall, our work has demonstrated that considering the
multicausality of biases is crucial in studying memory. Mem-
ory is necessarily impacted by priors. Stable, long-term pri-
ors provide the basis for the psychophysical similarity that
memory builds upon (Schurgin et al., 2018), and local priors
such as recent history and spatial context provide useful con-
straints that help — in a spatially and temporally ”smooth”
world — to construct reliable representations with the very
limited working memory capacity that we are afforded. Thus,
while our work is a case study in visual working memory, we
believe that the implications of this study extend to a much
broader body of work. In memory, perception, and decision
making, it is necessary to take into account prior knowledge,
including both long-term, global priors and local priors aris-
ing from recent exposure, which combine and interact to in-
form these inherently noisy cognitive processes.
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Abstract 
Young children rapidly infer causal relations by tracking 
contingencies between causes and their effects, and can 
generalize these rules to novel instances of the same cause. 
However, this is distinct from the ability to make inferences 
about whether a particular cause is likely to produce novel 
effects. Here, we investigate the development of two-, three-, 
and four-year-olds’ ability to recognize and use information 
about a cause’s variability to make predictions about other 
novel outcomes it might produce. Experiment 1 finds that 
children as young as two years of age infer that a cause that 
has produced variable, rather than deterministic outcomes is 
more likely to produce a novel, previously unobserved effect. 
Experiment 2 finds that four-year-olds, but not two- and 
three-year-olds, infer that a higher variability cause is more 
likely to produce a novel outcome than a lower variability 
cause.  

Keywords: cognitive development; causal reasoning; 
inference; probability; variability; causal intervention 

Introduction 
Learners frequently make predictions about events they 

have never observed. One way they do this is by learning 
and generalizing the rules that govern a particular system of 
causes and effects: e.g., if a red triangle, red circle, and red 
square block all cause a machine to play music, but a blue 
triangle block does not, inferring the causal rule “red makes 
it go” can serve as a guiding principle for determining 
which other events are likely to occur. For example, the 
learner may predict that a novel red rectangle will also cause 
music, but that a blue rectangle will not. This ability to infer 
causal rules from evidence is well documented in the 
literature on early causal learning (see Gopnik, 2012; 
Gopnik & Wellman, 2012 for reviews). 
     However, not every situation affords the opportunity to 
rely on concrete causal rules to support future inference. 
Instead, the outcomes of a single causal intervention may 
vary across instances; that is, the same action may produce 
different effects on different occasions, even within the 
same context. For example, perhaps exclaiming, “LOOK!” 
on the playground has reliably caused my parent to attend to 

me. In this case, I may have little reason to suspect that 
performing this action will result in other possible effects. 
But, perhaps I discover that performing the same action 
produces different outcomes at different times: perhaps 
“LOOK!” sometimes causes my parent to look, sometimes 
causes other parents to look, and sometimes causes my 
younger sibling to come over to see what I am doing. This 
set of variable outcomes not only licenses my expectation 
that those same, particular outcomes may recur, but also that 
other, new things may happen—e.g., that yelling “LOOK!” 
might cause other children on the playground to crowd 
around me. This inference is not governed by learning and 
applying a particular causal rule, but rather by appreciating 
and forming an abstract generalization about the variable 
effects that this single action can generate.  
    Here, we investigate the possibility that even very young 
children are able to learn abstract information about the 
variability of a cause and use it to inform their 
understanding of what other events might be possible. To do 
this, children must be able to track and use probabilistic data 
to infer causal rules, distinguish between variable and 
deterministic evidence, use variability information in the 
environment to inform their inferences, and generate 
abstract hypotheses about the types of causes that are likely 
to vary. Below, we briefly review prior research suggesting 
that children in fact possess these requisite skills. We then 
introduce the current experiments, which integrate these 
previous findings to ask whether young children are able to 
form an abstract hypothesis about causal variability to 
support inferences about previously unobserved outcomes. 
Specifically, will children infer that a cause that has 
produced variable outcomes is more likely to produce a 
novel outcome than a cause that does not vary (Experiment 
1), or varies to a lesser extent (Experiment 2)?  

Variability information shapes children’s 
inferences 

The literature on the development of causal reasoning in 
early childhood demonstrates that children as young as 16 
months can learn from patterns of statistical contingency to 
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infer causal rules, intervene to produce desired effects, and 
design novel interventions (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2001, 2004; 
Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Gweon & Schulz, 2011; Kushnir & 
Gopnik, 2007; see Gopnik, 2012 and Gopnik & Wellman, 
2012 for reviews). In the majority of studies, participants 
observe a sequence of evidence that supports a deterministic 
causal rule—e.g., “red blocks, but not blue blocks, cause a 
machine to play music.” However, children can also learn 
from probabilistic evidence: If a red block causes a machine 
to play music 66% of the time, and a blue block causes the 
machine to play music 33% of the time, four-year-olds will 
choose the “stronger” block when given the opportunity to 
produce the causal outcome themselves (Kushnir & Gopnik, 
2005). Other evidence suggests that children as young as 
24-months can discriminate between probabilistic and 
deterministic causes (Waismayer & Meltzoff, 2017).  
     However, the ability to track statistical contingencies to 
infer the relative likelihood and strength of a cause is 
distinct from the ability to make inferences based on a 
cause’s variability—the extent to which it produces novel 
outcomes. There are several prior studies that suggest that 
children may be sensitive to variability information. For 
example, Ahl and Keil (2017) find that four- to eight-year-
olds infer that a machine that performs more variable 
functions (e.g., making muffins and soups) will have more 
internal complexity than a machine that performs the same 
number of less variable functions (e.g., making muffins and 
cupcakes) (2017; Ahl et al., 2018; see also Erb, Buchanan, 
& Sobel, 2013).  
     Other evidence demonstrates that children are also 
sensitive to variability information in the context of 
decision-making. Specifically, recent work investigating 
preschoolers’ behavior in a modified multi-armed bandit 
task demonstrates that they prefer to explore the variable 
outcomes afforded by taking several different actions over 
“exploiting” those actions that produce the greatest material 
gains (Sumner, Streyvers, & Sarnecka, 2019; Sumner et al., 
2019). Similarly, four-year-olds appear to be sensitive to 
variability in the behavior (i.e., trustworthiness) of social 
agents, and use this information when deciding whether to 
“cash out” on an immediate reward or wait to maximize it 
(Kidd, Palmeri, & Aslin, 2013).  

Finally, a large body of research demonstrates that 
children as young as eight months are sensitive to the 
relation between the variability of samples and populations. 
For example, infants are surprised when a sample of mostly 
white balls is drawn from a population of mostly red balls, 
and they can compare probabilistic distributions to 
maximize their chances of accessing a desired reward (Xu & 
Garcia, 2008; Xu & Denison, 2009).  

Children learn abstract principles that guide 
future inferences 

Prior research demonstrates that even very young children 
can learn general, abstract principles that lead them to 
privilege particular types of hypotheses over others (e.g., 
Goodman, Ullman, & Tenenbaum, 2011). This mechanism 

enables learners to make inferences that go beyond their 
direct experience. For example, 10-month-old infants who 
observe red shapes emerge from one box, green shapes 
emerge from another, and yellow shapes emerge from a 
third, will be surprised if shapes drawn from a fourth box do 
not conform to a uniform distribution based on color 
(Dewar & Xu, 2010). Similarly, young children infer that 
certain types of object properties (e.g., shape) are more 
relevant than others for determining the extensions of words 
and categories (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007). 
     In addition to learning these abstract rules, or 
“overhypotheses,” that constrain and guide inference in a 
variety of non-causal domains, children are also able to infer 
second-order generalizations about the abstract “form” of a 
cause—i.e., the kind of cause that is most likely to produce a 
particular outcome. For example, four- to six-year-olds learn 
to make abstract causal attributions about whether an 
agent’s traits (e.g., their disposition) is more likely than 
some feature of the environment (e.g., a safety hazard) to 
explain a set of observations (e.g., a character’s reluctance 
to play on a trampoline) (Seiver, Goodman, & Gopnik, 
2013). Similarly, four- to six-year-olds are able to flexibly 
infer conjunctive causation (e.g., that two blocks are 
required to make a machine play music) or disjunctive 
causation (e.g., that only one block is required), depending 
on the evidence they observe (Lucas et al., 2015). Finally, 
children as young as 18 months are able to infer higher-
order relational causal rules from evidence they observe 
(e.g., that “same” or “different” blocks cause a machine to 
play music) (Carstensen et al., 2019; Walker, Bridgers, & 
Gopnik, 2016; Walker & Gopnik 2014, 2017), and in the 
context of their own free play (Sim & Xu, 2017). 

The present experiments  
In the present experiments, we go beyond this prior work to 
investigate whether children are able to infer a more general 
rule or hypothesis about a different type of abstract feature: 
the relative variability of two causes. If a learner interprets 
the occurrence of different outcomes (produced by a single 
cause) as evidence for variability, then this may license the 
inference that this cause is also likely to generate a 
previously unobserved outcome. Experiment 1 investigates 
whether children as young as two years are able to 
discriminate between causes that generate deterministic 
versus variable outcomes and infer that the variable 
outcome is more likely to produce a novel effect. 
Experiment 2 investigates whether children infer that a high 
variability cause is more likely to produce a novel outcome 
than a low variability cause.  

Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 investigated whether two-, three-, and four-
year-olds would infer that a variable cause was more likely 
to produce a novel effect than a deterministic cause. If 
children exclusively attend to the concrete outcomes 
produced by the two causes, then they should be equally 
likely to select either the deterministic or variable cause 
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when prompted to produce a novel outcome. If, however, 
children form a more general hypothesis about each cause’s 
variability, then they should correctly infer that the variable 
cause is more likely to produce an outcome that they have 
not yet observed.  

Methods 
Participants and Design A total of 87 participants, 
including 29 two-year-olds (Mage = 30.7 months, SD = 3.3), 
29 three-year-olds (Mage = 41.9 months, SD = 2.8), and 29 
four-year-olds (Mage = 56. months, SD = 3.7) were recruited 
from children’s museums and preschools. Fourteen 
additional children were tested, but excluded due to 
experimental error (8), issues with language comprehension 
(2), failure to respond (2), interference by a parent or sibling 
(1), or inattention (1). 

 
Stimuli and Procedure Participants were introduced to a 
puppet named Pete the Parrot. The experimenter explained 
that Pete enjoyed eating yellow and blue pebbles. Children 
were then provided with the opportunity to feed Pete one 
pebble of each color, and Pete expressed his satisfaction, 
saying, “nom, nom, nom!”.  
   Next, the experimenter introduced the “birdfeeder,” an 
apparatus composed of four vertical, transparent tubes that 
each emptied into a transparent jar. The openings at the top 
of the tubes were occluded from the participants’ view, but 
were accessible to the experimenter. The experimenter told 
each participant that Pete the Parrot “likes to come to the 
birdfeeder to eat,” and noted that that there were “one, two, 
three, four tubes that the pebbles can fall out of” (pointing 
to each tube in turn). Children were then introduced to two 
large buttons of different colors (blue and yellow) that 
controlled the feeder, each attached to the feeder with wire 
(see Figure 1 for a schematic of the stimuli and procedure).    
    The experimenter introduced each button, one at a time, 
saying, “I have this [blue/yellow] button, and when you 
press this button, it’s going to make the pebbles fall out of 
the tubes for Pete to eat!” The experimenter prompted the 
child to press the button, saying, “Go ahead and hit the 
[blue/yellow] button. Let’s see what happens!” When the 
participant hit the button, the experimenter surreptitiously 
placed a blue pebble into the top of one of the tubes, such 
that it dropped down into the jar beneath it. The 
experimenter said, “Wow, cool! Can you press the 
[blue/yellow] button again?” The child was prompted to 
press the button two mores time, so a total of three pebbles 
matching the color of the button were released from the 
feeder. The experimenter said, “Cool! So that’s what 
happened when we pressed the [blue/yellow] button. Now 
let’s find out what happens when we press the [yellow/blue] 
button!” The experimenter repeated the same procedure 
with the second button.  
   Of the two buttons, one was deterministic and the other 
was variable. The deterministic button caused color-
matched pebbles to fall from the same tube three times in a 
row (tube 1-1-1), producing one pebble with each press. The 

variable button caused color-matched pebbles to fall in one 
of two pseudo-random orders (tube 1-4-3, tube 4-3-1), 
counterbalanced between subjects. Critically, however, 
neither button ever caused a pebble to drop from tube 2. 
Because the jars were clear, participants were always able to 
see the complete distribution of blue and yellow pebbles. 
The right-left placement of the buttons, the order of 
presentation (deterministic or variable button first), and the 
color of button/pebbles corresponding to deterministic or 
variable causation were all counterbalanced across subjects.  

At test, the experimenter retrieved and animated the Pete 
the Parrot puppet. The experimenter said, “I think Pete the 
Parrot is hungry, let’s find out which tube Pete wants to eat 
from!” Pete then “flew” to tube 2. The experimenter said, 
“Oh! It looks like Pete the Parrot wants to eat from this tube 
right here. So, he wants the pebbles to come out of this tube 
right here.” The experimenter then presented the two 
buttons once more, and asked, “Which button should we 
press to get the pebbles to come out of that tube?” The 
participants then had the opportunity to press one of the 
buttons, and their choices were recorded. If a participant 
said they wanted to press both buttons, they were prompted 
to choose just one.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of Experiment 1 stimuli and procedure 

Results and Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that participants of all 
age groups distinguished between the variable and 
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deterministic causes and used this information to infer 
which would produce the desired novel outcome. A 
significant majority of children (73.6%) chose to intervene 
on the variable button to produce the novel causal outcome, 
X2 (1, 87) = 19.32, p < .001, with no significant difference 
among two-year-olds (69%), three-year-olds (76%), and 
four-year-olds (76%),  X2 (2, 87) = 0.47, p = .79.   

Children’s selection of the variable cause may have 
reflected their early understanding that variable causes are 
more likely to produce novel outcomes. However, an 
alternative interpretation does not require this inference. 
Instead, children may have inferred that deterministic causes 
are unlikely to produce novel outcomes, and simply avoided 
the deterministic button. That is, children may have chosen 
the variable button, either because they thought it was more 
likely to produce a new outcome, or because they 
recognized that the deterministic button was a “bad bet.”  

Experiment 2 thus replaced the deterministic cause with a 
low-variability cause to investigate whether children would 
infer that greater variability indicates a higher likelihood of 
generating a novel outcome. 

Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 investigated whether two-, three-, and four-
year-olds’ would infer that a higher variability cause was 
more likely to produce a novel effect than a lower 
variability cause.  

Methods 
Participants and Design A total of 87 participants, 
including 29 two-year-olds (Mage = 29.3 months, SD = 3.0), 
29 three-year-olds (Mage = 40.1 months, SD = 3.1), and 29 
four-year-olds (Mage = 52.6 months, SD = 3.3) were 
recruited from children’s museums and preschools. Eight 
additional children were tested, but excluded due to 
experimental error (5) or failure to respond (3).  
 
Stimuli and Procedure The stimuli were identical to that of 
Experiment 1, and the procedure was highly similar. 
However, there were two important differences. First, the 
number of button-presses for each type of cause was 
increased to five to maximize the observable difference in 
variability between the high- and low-variability causes. 
Second, the deterministic button from Experiment 1 was 
replaced by a low-variability button, which produced pebble 
drops in the pseudorandom orders 1-3-1-1-1 and 1-1-1-3-1 
(counterbalanced across participants). The pattern of pebble-
drops for the high-variability cause alternated between three 
pseudorandom orders: 1-3-1-4-3, 4-1-3-4-1, and 3-4-1-4-3. 
As in Experiment 1, participants never observed either 
button produce a pebble from tube 2. At test, participants 
were again asked which button to press in order to make a 
pebble fall out of Pete’s preferred tube (tube 2) to feed him.  

Results and Discussion 
The results of Experiment 2 indicate that four-year-olds 
correctly discriminated between low- and high-variability 

causes, and inferred that the high-variability cause was more 
likely to produce a novel, previously unobserved outcome: 
72.4%, selected the high-variability button, X2 (1, 29) 
= 5.83, p = .02, which was not significantly different from 
their performance in Experiment 1 (76%), X2 (2, 58) = .09, p 
= .76. By contrast, two- and three-year-olds performed at 
chance: 58.6% of two-year-olds, X2 (1, 29) = 0.86, p = .35, 
and 51.7% of three-year-olds, X2 (1, 29) = 0.03, p = .86 
selected the high-variability button (see Figure 2).  

General Discussion 
Taken together, the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 

suggest a developmental shift in children’s ability to use 
information about a cause’s variability as a guide to future 
outcomes. Experiment 1 demonstrates that two-, three-, and 
four-year-olds are sensitive to the difference between a 
variable and deterministic cause, and infer that a variable 
cause is more likely to produce a novel, previously 
unobserved outcome than a deterministic cause. Experiment 
2 suggests that four-year-olds, but not two- and three-year-
olds, discriminate between a high- and low- variability 
cause to infer that the cause with greater variability is more 
likely to generate something new.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Results of Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars are 
standard errors. 

 
    Given the causal reasoning literature (reviewed above), 
which demonstrates toddlers’ and preschoolers’ ability to 
learn causal rules from both probabilistic and deterministic 
evidence, it seems improbable that the younger children’s 
performance in Experiment 2 was due to a failure to 
discriminate the variability of the two causes; more likely, 
they did not interpret higher variability as a strong enough 
cue to infer a novel outcome over lower variability. It is also 
possible that their success in Experiment 1 was not due to 
drawing an inference about variability, but rather an 
inference about determinism. In other words, younger 
children may have (correctly) inferred that a deterministic 
cause is unlikely to produce a novel outcome, leading them 
to avoid it and select the only other option available. 
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Additionally, given that the total number of causal outcomes 
increased from 6 to 10 between Experiments 1 and 2, it is 
also possible that younger children simply had more 
difficulty tracking the evidence. Thus, ongoing work aims to 
replicate Experiment 1 using 10 trials (i.e., 5 demonstrations 
each of the deterministic and variable buttons) to match the 
number of trials in Experiment 2. 

These findings also complement a recent theoretical 
proposal of causal reasoning that highlights young 
children’s “search for invariance” (Lapidow & Walker, 
2019). According to this account, children are motivated to 
discover evidence for invariance—the extent to which a 
particular causal relation continues to hold across 
contexts—since it supports broad generalization. Here, we 
explored whether children are sensitive to information about 
causal (in)variance within a single context. The early 
appearance of this ability suggests that discriminating 
deterministic from variable causes may also be critical for 
reasoning about novel possibilities within a particular causal 
system.  

In sum, while much of the previous work in early causal 
reasoning focuses on children’s ability to infer causal rules 
from evidence, the present findings bear on a 
complementary and previously unexamined aspect of early 
causal inference. That is, in the absence of predictive causal 
rules or prior knowledge about a potential mechanism, we 
can rely on the concept of variability to guide our inferences 
about the types of causes that are likely to produce novel 
outcomes. Our findings provide evidence that this ability 
may be in place as early as two years of age. This skill may 
contribute to children’s developing capacity to consider 
what types of events might happen as they solve problems 
and imagine new possibilities.  
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Linguistic Simplification in Human-Computer Interaction: Implications for the
Cognitive Foundations of Language
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Abstract

How can a range of syntactic variation within a language be explained, particularly when linguistic expressions produced
by native speakers in one context clearly violate syntactic norms? To answer this question, we investigate the properties of
information requests that arise in the context of human-computer interaction, such as ’most home runs player 1975 age’.
The results of a production study that compares the structural complexity of information requests in human-computer
vs. human-human condition show that participants in the former condition tend to use simpler syntactic structures and
fewer relative clauses, compared to that in the human-human condition, despite syntactic priming. Our results suggest
that speakers in the human-computer context utilize a qualitatively different type of formal grammar, linear grammar
(Jackendoff & Wittenberg, 2017) as opposed to hierarchical grammar. The study contributes to the theoretical discussion
on what constitutes a lower bound on complexity in language (cf. Futrell et al., 2016).
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Abstract 
What affects whether one person represents an item in a similar 
way to another person? We examined the role of verbal labels 
in promoting representational alignment. Three groups of 
participants sorted novel shapes on perceived similarity. Prior 
to sorting, participants in two of the groups were pre-exposed 
to the shapes using a simple visual matching task and in one of 
these groups, shapes were accompanied by one of two novel 
category labels. Exposure with labels led people to represent 
the shapes in a more categorical way and to increased 
alignment between sorters, despite the two categories being 
visually distinct and participants in both pre-exposure 
conditions receiving identical visual experience of the shapes. 
Results hint that labels play a role in aligning people's mental 
representations, even in the absence of communication. 

Keywords: categorization; labels; alignment; coherence. 
 

Introduction 
 
How similar is one person’s representation of an item to that 
of other people’s? The same items can be represented in 
many different ways and, as such, categories of items can also 
vary. However, in communication between individuals we 
need to align upon how we represent items and categories of 
items if we are to successfully communicate about things in 
the world (Markman & Makin, 1998; Pickering & Garrod, 
2004; Silvey, Kirby & Smith, 2019). Given the wide 
variability in how we can represent items, how is it that our 
representations align? 

Past research suggests that labels can promote the 
alignment of categories both with communication about 
category items (Markman & Makin, 1998), and without 
communication about category items (Suffill, Branigan & 
Pickering, 2016; 2019). But by what mechanism do labels 
increase category alignment across people? The label-
feedback hypothesis (Lupyan, 2012) predicts that perceptual 
input that has been previously associated with a label will 
automatically activate the label and the label will in turn 
selectively activate category-diagnostic features, causing the 
representation of the item to become more categorical.  

For example, after hearing basic color names such as “red” 
and “blue” people are more accurate in discriminating 
category members from non-members, and in discriminating 
typical members from atypical ones. While hearing a 
categorical color label affects discrimination, seeing a visual 
cue (e.g., a specific shade of red) does not (Forder & Lupyan, 
2019). Labels have also been found to influence visual search 
for numbers and objects (Lupyan & Spivey, 2010; Gilbert et 
al., 2008), perception of orientation (Smilek, Dixon & 
Merikle, 2006), and facial expressions (Roberson & 
Davidoff, 2000; Brook et al., 2016). In all these cases, the 
labels appear to induce a more categorical representation, in 
particular, a representation that emphasizes category 
diagnostic features of the named category – the features that 
most reliably distinguish category members from non-
members.  

One consequence of this increased categoricality may be 
greater alignment between people. For example, when a 
category label (“triangle”) is used as a cue, people appear to 
activate more typical equilateral triangles (Lupyan, 2015) 
compared to when they are cued by definitionally equivalent 
cues like “three-sided polygon”. Equilateral triangles are 
more similar to one another than those judged as less typical 
(e.g., scalene). And so, to the extent that “triangle” causes 
people to think about an equilateral triangle, the category 
label is, in effect, aligning people’s representations. Under 
the influence of the label, people’s representations of “a 
triangle” are thus more similar than they would be otherwise. 

In previous work, Suffill et al. (2016; 2019) have shown 
that when asked to group items into categories labeled with 
nonsense labels, people produce more similar groups than 
when asked to group the same items into unlabeled 
categories. Here, we test the hypothesis that exposure to 
labels promotes alignment in a more systematic way. 

Current study 
 
To examine whether labels promoted greater alignment 
between people by increasing the categoricality of their 
representations, we familiarized people with two visually 
distinct categories of novel shapes with the categories either 
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labeled or not, and then probed their representational 
similarity of the shapes using a sorting task (Goldstone, 1994; 
Malt, Sloman, Gennari, Shi & Wang, 1999). We predicted 
that although the structure of the categories made it plain that 
there were two distinct kinds, exposure to labels would cause 
people to represent the items in a more categorical way (i.e., 
emphasizing the category-diagnostic features if the shapes) 
and, as a result, would tend to help people align to a greater 
extent. 
 

Method 
 

Participants 
We recruited 129 (85 female) Psychology students at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, who took part for course 
credit. Ages: 18-22 years (x̅ = 18.77, SD = 0.68). Participants 
were randomly assigned to the “Baseline” (N = 45), “No 
Labels” (N = 43) or “With Labels” (N = 41) conditions1. 
 
Stimuli 
We generated a prototype shape for each of the two 
categories (i.e., generically named category “A” and “B”; 
Fig. 1). Our aim was to create two categories that were 
visually distinct but for which these distinctions were 
difficult to label, in order to avoid simple linguistic 
distinctions like ‘smooth’ versus ‘pointy’. To create category 
members with a family resemblance structure, we generated 
distortions by adding varying amounts of random gaussian 
noise to the coordinates of the prototypes. We generated an 
additional 18 shapes per category by adding noise at three 
different thresholds to produce category members that were a 
“low” (N = 6; x̅ distance = .21), “medium” (N = 6; x̅ distance 
= .30) or “high” (N = 6; x̅ distance) = .40) level of distortion 
from their prototype (as measured by Euclidean distance). 
This resulted in 19 shapes (including the prototype) per 
category. The labels were two nonsense words (“talp” and 
“gek”) recorded by an American English speaker. To equate 
auditory exposure, participants in the “No Labels” condition 
heard length and volume-normalized white noise in place of 
the labels. 
 
Procedure 
Pre-exposure. Participants assigned to the “With Labels” or 
“No Labels” conditions began by completing a delayed 
match-to-sample task that served to familiarize people with 
the visual stimuli and, for the “With Labels” condition, 
expose people to the labels (Fig. 2). On each trial, participants 
saw one of the shapes (sample) which was either labeled or 
not depending on condition. After a delay, participants saw 
two shapes and had to indicate which one matched the 
sample. There was a total of 243 trials (3 blocks of 9 shapes 
from each of the two categories, paired with 9 shapes from 

 
1 We excluded 39 participants who did not move items during the 
free sort as analyses required all items to be meaningfully sorted 
by perceived similarity (i.e., instead of being left in random 

the other category. Category prototypes were omitted. 
Importantly, the two shapes presented side-by-side were 
always from different categories, thus giving participants 
from the “With Labels” and “No Labels” conditions equal 
experience with making between-category discriminations. 
The display remained visible until a response was made. The 
correct response was counterbalanced across left and right 
positions. Errors were signaled with a buzzing sound. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Category A (Top) and B (Bottom) prototypes with 
“low”, “medium” and “high” distortion. Shape position 

within sections is random. 

starting positions). We subsequently modified the instructions to 
emphasize that all items had to be moved. 
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Figure 2: Schematic of delayed match-to-sample task used 
for pre-exposure (“With Labels” condition). Participants 
responded with which shape matched the sample. A/B 

category labels are shown for illustration only. 
 

Free sort. Participants were presented with 20 shapes (i.e., 
10 A category shapes; 10 B category shapes), including the 
previously unseen prototype shape, six further novel shapes 
and three previously seen shapes for each category. Shapes 
were initially displayed around the four edges of the screen, 
and participants were asked to drag the shapes into any 
number of categories on the basis of similarity. We did not 
provide predefined spaces for the formation of categories: 
Instead, participants were able to place the shapes into any 
number of categories by spatially clustering the shapes 
together. Shapes were allowed to overlap. Participants were 
instructed to move all of the shapes during sorting, in order 
to ensure that the final positions of shapes were meaningful 
to each sort (i.e., so that the final position of a shape was not 
simply its random starting location). We also tested 7 of the 
participants in the “With Labels” condition for label 
retention, i.e., whether they accurately remembered which 
shapes were ‘talps’ and which were ‘geks’ following the Free 
sort phase. Average accuracy was .87 (SD = .19), suggesting 
that participants tended to remember the labels despite their 
incidental nature. 

Results 
 
Analytic Approach 
For Pre-exposure, we examined differences in accuracy and 
reaction time in the match-to-sample task for the “No Labels” 
and “With Labels” conditions. For the Free sort, we first 
assessed the average Euclidean distances for between- and 
within-category items to check whether participants across 
all conditions were sensitive to the visual differences across 

the categories (“Within versus between category distances"). 
We then assessed how participants sorted the items across 
conditions: we examined the tendency for participants to use 
different numbers of clusters in their solutions (“Number of 
clusters”); the properties of the clusters (“Cluster 
properties”); and finally how similar participants’ sorts were 
across participants (“Effects of labels on alignment”). 

We used mixed effects linear models for continuous output 
variables and logistic regression for discrete variables, as 
implemented in R’s lme4 package v. 1.1-21 (Bates et al., 
2015). Predictors were center-coded. Models included by-
subject random intercepts and random-slopes for within-
condition factors unless doing so prevented convergence. All 
reported models were a significantly better fit of the data than 
null models (p < .05). 
 
Pre-exposure phase 
Average accuracy. Average accuracy on the delayed match-
to-sample task was x̅ = 0.98 (SD = 0.13) for the “No Labels” 
condition nearly identical, x̅ = 0.98 (SD = 0.14) for the “With 
Labels” condition. There was no significant difference in 
accuracy between any of the conditions (p = .81).  

Average reaction time. Average reaction times (trimmed 
to exclude RTs > 2 SD from the overall mean) for correct 
responses were marginally faster for the “No Labels” 
condition (x̅ = 648 ms, SD = 543 ms) compared to the “With 
Labels” condition (x̅ = 731 ms, SD = 1736 ms) (b = -54.13, 
SE = 27.70, t = -1.95, p = .05). 
 
Free sort phase 
Next, we examined how people subsequently sorted new 
and previously experienced shapes, including the category 
prototypes (see Fig. 3 for an example sorting solution). 

 
Figure 3: Example of a sorting solution from a participant in 

the “Baseline” condition. Category identity (A/B) and 
prototypes (in red) are for illustration only. 

 
Within versus between category distances. We 

computed the Euclidean distance (in pixels) between each 
pair of sorted shapes within-category (e.g., every A1-A2, A2-
A3, B1-B2) and compared the mean distances to between-
category pairs (A1-B1, A1-B2, etc.). 
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Figure 4: Average Euclidean distance (in pixels) between 
pairs of shapes that span a category boundary (between-
category) vs. not (within-category). Error bars denote the 

standard error of the mean. 
 

Figure 4 shows a strong main effect of comparison-type: 
all groups placed between-category items farther apart than 
within-category items (b = -169.11, SE = 13.55, t = -12.48, p 
< .001). That participants in the “Baseline” condition were 
able to make the within vs. between-category distinction 
demonstrates that people could distinguish the two categories 
even without pre-exposure. The difference was significantly 
more pronounced in the “With Labels” condition compared 
to both the “Baseline” (b = -64.65, SE = 7.75, t = -8.35, p < 
.001) and “No Labels” (b = -59.44, SE = 7.43, t = -8.00, p < 
.001) conditions. The “Baseline” and “No Labels” conditions 
did not significantly differ from one another in the difference 
between within- and between-category distances (p = .51). In 
sum, the results show that labels lead to more categorical item 
placement while pre-exposure on its own does not. 

Number of clusters. We used the “pamk” function (“fpc” 
package; Hennig, 2019) to group each person’s final item 
locations into medoid-based clusters2. Participants in the 
“With Labels” condition (x̅ = 3.10, SD = 1.60) formed 
significantly fewer clusters than participants in the “No 
Labels” (x̅ = 4.07, SD = 2.00) (t(79.47) = 2.47, p = .02) and 
“Baseline” (x̅ = 3.93, SD = 1.50) conditions (t(82.01) = 2.50, 
p = .01). The number of clusters in the “Baseline” condition 
did not significantly differ from the “No Labels” condition (p 
= .72). We also assessed how likely participants were to use 
two clusters. “With Labels” participants were significantly 
more likely to use a 2-category solution (N = 22/41), 
compared to participants in the “Baseline” condition (N = 
9/45) (X2(1) = 9.13, p = .003). There was no significant 

 
2 A medoid is the item within a cluster for which the average 
distance between it and all other cluster members is smallest 
(Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). 

difference between the “With Labels” and “No Labels” (N = 
14/43) conditions (p = .08), or between the “No Labels” and 
“Baseline” conditions (p = .27). 

Cluster properties. We next examined the kinds of items 
participants clustered together. The first property we 
examined was cluster purity. A cluster had a purity of 1 if all 
the shapes were from the same category and a purity of .50 if 
it contained an equal number of A and B category shapes. 
Because cluster purity is inversely correlated with the number 
of items in a cluster, we used a weighted regression where 
purity was weighed by cluster size. There were no differences 
in purity between “Baseline” (x̅ = .86, SD = .17) and “No 
Labels” (x̅ = .90, SD = .16) (p = .28) or “With Labels” (x̅ = 
.88, SD = .17) (p = .31). There was also no significant 
difference in purity between “No Labels” and “With Labels” 
(p = .96). We next examined purity more selectively (see Fig. 
5)3: looking specifically at the clusters that contained the A 
or B prototype. This revealed that clusters containing the A 
or B prototypes had greater purity in the “With Labels” 
condition, than the “Baseline” (b = 0.73, SE = 0.20, t = 3.57, 
p < .001) and “No Labels” (b = 1.10, SE = 0.43, t = 2.55, p = 
.01) conditions (see within-category vs. between-category 
comparison in Fig. 6). That is, participants in the “With 
Labels” condition were more likely to put A items in a cluster 
containing the A prototype (and vice versa), than were 
participants in the other conditions. There was no significant 
difference in prototype cluster purity between the “Baseline” 
and “No Labels” conditions (p = .25). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Composition of clusters containing prototypes for 
“Within” (e.g., A item + A prototype) and “Between” (e.g., 

A item + B prototype) category comparisons. Error bars 
denote the standard error of the mean. 

3 For this analysis, we removed data that clustered both prototypes 
into one cluster. Adjusted N: “Baseline”: 29/45; “No Labels”: 
34/43; “With Labels”: 28/41. 
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Figure 6: Average likelihood of clustering within-category 
“low”, “medium” and “high” distortion items (i.e., A-A; B-

B) versus all between-category items (A-B) with the 
prototypes. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean. 
 

We also examined how likely participants were to sort 
“low”, “medium” and “high” distortion items into the same 
clusters as the prototype (see clustering of “low” vs. 
“medium” vs. “high” distortion items for within-category 
comparisons in Fig. 6). There was a significant effect of 
Distortion, such that participants were less likely to cluster 
more distorted items with the prototype, compared with less 
distorted items (b = -0.35, SE = 0.07, t = -4.82, p < .001). 
 

Effects of labels on alignment. Having shown that 
exposure to labels results in more categorical sorting 
solutions, we can now ask whether labels also led people to 
form more similar sorts (i.e., whether labels led to greater 
alignment). We coded whether participants put each possible 
pair of shapes (20 x 19/2 = 190 shape pairs) into the same 
cluster. If a participant placed two shapes into the same 
cluster, that shape pair was coded as 1; if not, it was coded as 
0. We then compared each pair of participants within a 
condition on how often they matched in categorizing shape 
pairs (i.e., if they were both assigned a 1 for a shape pair, they 
both received a match for that shape pair)4. We repeated this 
for all shape pairs, and used this to compute a proportional 
score of alignment for each participant pair (e.g., if a pair of 
participants matched on all 190 shape pairs, they would 
receive an alignment score of 1; if they matched on 50 shape 
pairs they would receive an alignment score of 50/190 = 0.26) 
(see Fig. 7 for average alignment scores by participant and 

 
4 While this measure is similar to the Rand Index (Rand, 1971), 
alignment between two participants increases only when both 

condition). We took every participant from the “Baseline” 
condition and compared their data to every other participant 
from the “Baseline” condition to get each pair’s alignment as 
a proportion; we repeated this process for the “No Labels” 
and “With Labels” conditions separately. Average alignment 
across the conditions was x̅ = 0.10 (SD = 0.06) for the 
“Baseline” condition, x̅ = 0.13 (SD = 0.09) for the “No 
Labels” condition, and x̅ = 0.20 (SD = 0.11) for the “With 
Labels” condition. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Average of alignment by Condition. Points 
represent the average of each participant’s alignment score 

with every other participant within the condition. 
 

We took the alignment scores for every possible participant 
pair within the three conditions and analyzed this by 
Condition with random intercepts by participant for each 
participant pair (i.e., arbitrarily participant 1 and participant 
2). As the alignment score is proportional, we log-
transformed alignment scores. The number of clusters each 
participant used can affect the chance alignment between a 
pair of participants (e.g., if participants in a pair both formed 
two clusters, their chance alignment would be .25; but if one 
participant used two clusters and the other used three, their 
chance alignment would be .17). To ensure that any condition 
differences in alignment did not simply reflect condition 
differences in cluster number, we statistically controlled for 
chance-level performance for each unique participant 
pairing. There were effects of Condition: Alignment was 
significantly higher in the “With Labels” condition compared 
to the “Baseline” condition (b = 0.45, SE = 0.11, t = 4.20, p 
< .001). And, more importantly, alignment was significantly 
higher in the “With Labels” condition, than in the “No 
Labels” condition (b = 0.31, SE = 0.11, t = 2.80, p = .01). The 

place a given item pair in the same cluster, but not when both 
place an item pair into different clusters. 

Within 
Category 
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“Baseline” and “No Labels” conditions did not significantly 
differ in alignment (p > .05). 

 
 

Discussion 
 

We examined whether novel labels promote greater 
alignment between people by increasing the categoricality of 
their representations. Despite the two categories being highly 
discriminable (because they were generated by perturbing 
two rather differently shaped prototype shapes) and despite 
people having had the same amount of visual exposure to the 
categories, those who experienced the shapes alongside 
redundant non-word labels had more categorical 
representations of both novel and previously experienced 
shapes. Those who were exposed to labels during the pre-
exposure phase (the “With Labels” condition) clustered items 
from the same category closer to one another and were more 
likely to group category prototypes with items from the same 
category. And, critically, these participants were more 
aligned with one another as demonstrated by more similar 
sorting solutions, than participants from the other two 
conditions. 

Including the “Baseline” condition along with the two pre-
exposure conditions allowed us to compare the effect of the 
presence of incidental labels while keeping visual and 
categorization experience constant – that is, the contrast 
between the “No Labels” vs. “With Labels” conditions – to 
the effect of the pre-exposure phase (243 trials of a delayed 
match-to-sample task) – that is, the contrast between the 
“Baseline” and “No Labels” conditions. The data show that 
for nearly all the analyses, it is the presence of labels that 
makes the larger difference to categoricality and alignment 
than the pre-exposure phase. 

Together, these findings suggest that participants who were 
exposed to the shapes with labels produced more categorical 
representations of the shapes than did participants who 
received identical visual exposure to the category structure. 
We suggest that the informationally redundant novel labels 
caused people to form more categorical representations 
(Lupyan, 2012). Crucially, the category-diagnostic features 
in these representations are those most likely to be sensible to 
the majority of people (Suffill et al., 2019). The selection of 
category-diagnostic features subsequently results in greater 
alignment, compared with participants who received equal 
visual experience with the categories, but for whom the 
shapes remained unlabeled. 

Our use of sorting as a way of measuring representational 
similarity has some notable limitations. Although it allows us 
to measure the similarity in cluster composition between 
people, it does not reveal the internal structure of each cluster 
(as intended by the sorter). And although we measure 
distance between items as analogous to the similarity of the 
items as perceived by the sorter, there is individual variation 
in whether participants treat item distance as a continuous 
measure of similarity or just arrange items into discrete 
“clumps” (Goldstone, 1994). One way to overcome these 

limitations in future work may be to emphasize that distance 
between both items and clusters should correspond to 
perceived similarity and to ask participants to place the item 
that is most characteristic of each cluster centrally within the 
cluster. 

Our results show that even when people’s perceptual 
experience is equated (as it is in the “No labels” and “With 
Labels” conditions), brief and incidental exposure to novel 
category labels can promote more categorical representations 
as evidenced by the larger separation between A and B 
category items in the Free sort solutions and the greater 
likelihood of grouping items with their category prototypes. 
Labels also promoted greater alignment as evidenced by 
“With Labels” participants having more similar Free sort 
solutions to one another, than participants in the “No Labels” 
or “Baseline” conditions. Even when people’s perceptual 
experiences are equated, exposure to novel category labels 
appears to make people’s representations more calibrated. 
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Similarity judgments determine consistency of implicit number conceptions across
ages

Rachel Jansen
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Ruthe Foushee
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Abstract

Previous work has used pairwisesimilarityjudgments among numerals to reveal development in conceptions ofnumber,
from exclusively attending to magnitude in kindergarten to including properties likeparityin middle school. In adulthood,
these representations appear to settle on more advanced number properties. We extend this work with the goal of observing
individual rather than group-level number representations by administering pairwise similarity tasks at two separate time
points to determine individual consistency. Specifically, we use two 10-item number (and kinship term for comparison)
sets exemplifying a variety of mathematical concepts (e.g., primeness) to 48 students across grades 3-7. Multidimensional
scaling analyses reveal magnitude as the most pervasive feature and reflect differences in attended numerical features
relative to score on a math assessment. Analyses are ongoing, but the consistency of this measure in a short time-frame
will validate its usability as a subtle pre- and post-test surrounding concept-specific education or interventions.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the outcomes of small-scale egalitar-
ian language contact in an attempt to address whether different
linguistic domains exhibit different degrees of stability and re-
sistance to convergence among cohabitant speakers of Jahai
and Jedek, two closely related Aslian (Austroasiatic) language
varieties spoken in northern Peninsular Malaysia. Using non-
parametric Bayesian mixture models, we find that basic vocab-
ulary items show a signal that strongly matches the linguistic
identity of individuals, while data from other domains do not.
This result is in agreement with other findings from the study
of language contact: basic vocabulary is said to be a domain
where distinctions in linguistic identity are often emphasized
and maintained, while other parts of the vocabulary may be
less salient for the purposes of indexing speaker identity, and
are thus more prone to the effects of convergence. We demon-
strate that this finding is an artifact of neither data coverage nor
model choice; at the same time, we are able to identify varia-
tion in basic vocabulary items across linguistic groups which is
suppressed by the model we use, and outline alternative meth-
ods for analyzing data of this sort.

Keywords: Linguistics; Language contact; Language
change; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
The forces which drive the growth of linguistic diversity are
poorly understood. In this paper, we investigate factors which
promote and constrain linguistic diversification and conver-
gence in a multilingual community of foragers in small-scale
egalitarian contact. Our chief goal is to investigate whether
data from different linguistic domains are more prone to con-
vergence in the face of contact between speakers of highly
similar speech varieties. Additionally, we investigate the vari-
ation in stability displayed by individual features within lin-
guistic domains, in this case basic vocabulary. These issues
bear heavily on the study of cross-linguistic diversity, as loci
of stability and change within individual speakers’ linguistic
profiles speak to predictions regarding the evolution of lan-
guages over time.

To address this question, we investigate patterns in the lan-
guage production of speakers of two closely related Aslian
(Austroasiatic) speech varieties in the village of Rual, a re-
settlement site that is home to bands of Jedek- and Jahai-
speaking foragers since the 1970s. We use non-parametric
Bayesian mixture models to group individuals into clusters
according to the patterns they display in language production
data from four linguistic domains, including basic vocabu-

lary. We find that cluster labels inferred from basic vocab-
ulary agree strongly with individuals’ linguistic identity, but
this is not the case for other types of linguistic data used to de-
scribe spatial relations, caused motion, and reciprocal events.
This finding is in line with insights from the literature on lan-
guage contact; speakers tend to enhance and maintain dis-
tinctions that index group membership in basic vocabulary,
while other domains are more prone to convergence across
linguistic groups in the context of multilingualism. This find-
ing holds when we control for differing sample sizes and de-
grees of coverage across data sets; additionally, posterior pre-
dictive checks demonstrate that our results are not an artifact
of differing degrees of goodness of fit between the model we
choose and the different data sets we employ. At the same
time, the method we have chosen may not account for all pat-
terns displayed by the data we analyze, as evidenced by the
presence of variation in the data that the model does not cap-
ture; we explore this variation and outline alternative ways of
addressing the questions asked here.

Background
An understanding of the outcomes of small-scale language
contact is highly important for the purpose of refining our
knowledge of language change on a global scale, as lan-
guage contact in small-scale contact scenarios has been an
important driving force for language evolution and change
throughout human history (Evans, 2010). Egalitarian contact
informs our understanding of linguistic diversification, as so-
cial stratification can often lead to linguistic disparity: for in-
stance, Vanuatu and Samoa, two geographically proximate is-
land groups with similar chronologies of settlement, differ ac-
cording to the presence of hierarchical hereditary chiefdoms
and in terms of linguistic diversity. Samoa, with its hierar-
chical political structure, has very little linguistic diversity, in
contrast to the widespread and striking linguistic diversity of
Vanuatu (Pawley, 1981). Understanding the role played by
individuals is key, as individual speakers are responsible for
the diffusion of innovations through speech communities as
well as the formation of new speech communities.

An open question concerns whether certain linguistic do-
mains and features are resistant to contact-induced change
(Curnow, 2011; Matras, 2007). In the context of egalitar-
ian contact, large-scale structural convergence between lan-
guages is often found, accompanied by extensive divergence
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in lexical forms. This structural convergence is thought to be
due to the widespread multilingualism often found in egali-
tarian contact scenarios, while the lexical differentiation be-
tween speech varieties is thought to be due to an emblem-
atic pressure to mark identity (François, 2011). At the same
time, not all lexical items behave the same way; there is am-
ple evidence that frequent words are more resistant to replace-
ment by borrowing and other types of contact-induced change
(Wieling, Nerbonne, & Baayen, 2011; Monaghan & Roberts,
2019). With this in mind, we test the view that basic vocab-
ulary serves as a strong signal of linguistic identity. We also
seek to determine which parts of the basic vocabulary may be
more stable than others in an egalitarian multilingual environ-
ment.

Data
The data used in this study consist of lexical speech produc-
tion data collected from Jedek and Jahai speakers at Rual
(Yager & Burenhult, 2017; Yager, 2020). The data con-
sist of descriptions of the Topological Relations Picture Se-
ries ([T]OPOLOGICAL [R]ELATIONS, Bowerman & Peder-
son, 1992), the Reciprocal Constructions and Situation Type
film clips ([R]ECIPROCAL [E]VENTS, Evans, Levinson, En-
field, Gaby, & Majid, 2004), the PUT project film clips
([C]AUSED [M]OTION EVENTS, Bowerman, Gullberg, Ma-
jid, & Narasimhan, 2004), and [B]ASIC [V]OCABULARY
collected using a list of meanings based on work by Swadesh
(1952). The four data sets contain different but partially over-
lapping samples of individuals and have the following num-
bers of speakers (TR = 38, RE = 46, CM = 49, BV = 10).
For convenience, we refer to each data set as containing data
from J speakers consisting of D features, each attesting a
number of possible variants. We remove features that are in-
variant across individuals.

Model
We wish to assess the extent to which individuals’ lan-
guage production corresponds to the linguistic identity with
which they associate, and whether this correspondence dif-
fers across the four data sets. To address this question, we
fit separate Dirichlet process Mixture Models (Gelman et al.,
2013, DPMM) to the data for each data set. The DPMM,
a non-parametric Bayesian clustering model, assigns a non-
hierarchical mixture component or CLUSTER LABEL to each
individual in a given data set, but does not assume the num-
ber of clusters a priori, inferring this number from the data
instead. At a high level, individuals are assigned a cluster la-
bel based on their language production across the items of the
data set in addition to the FEATURE DISTRIBUTIONS inferred
for the cluster.

Because the features we analyze consist of categorical data
(i.e., a given feature, such as a particular spatial relation, can
elicit one of two or more outcomes for a given individual),
we employ priors appropriate for categorical (and multino-
mial) distributions for these feature distributions. The Dirich-
let distribution is a commonly used prior over categorical dis-

tributions. However, the Dirichlet distribution cannot explic-
itly capture similarities across categorically distributed out-
comes. As an example, three forms for ‘mouth’ are attested in
the data (hãñ, hẼñ, and tn1t). Of these forms, the first two are
cognate candidates, and their potential cognacy is meaningful
from the perspective of lexical usage, but their similarity can-
not be expressed by the Dirichlet. For this reason, we explore
the use of the Logistic Normal (LN) distribution for repre-
senting cluster-level word distributions. The fact that the LN
distribution is underlyingly multivariate normal means that
covariance can be expressed within distributions; we model
covariance between two forms in a distribution on the ba-
sis of the normalized edit distance between them (with lower
distance corresponding to higher covariance). Crucially, this
modeling choice encourages (but does not require) cluster-
level probabilities of near-identical forms to be similar. There
are a number of ways in which to measure phonological sim-
ilarity, as well as risks associated with such measures. Em-
ploying models that are sensitive to phonological similarity
as well as ones that are not allows us to assess the joint evi-
dence for our hypothesis produced by both types of models;
in the event that models produce different patterns, posterior
predictive checks can be used to assess the validity of one
model type over the other.

We fit a DPMM for each of the four data sets placing a
Dirichlet prior and LN prior over the cluster-level feature dis-
tributions, yielding eight models in total. Additionally, to en-
sure that the cluster configurations that we infer are not sim-
ply artifacts of different sample sizes across data sets, we fit
the models a second time, excluding speakers not found in the
basic vocabulary data set, which contains considerably fewer
speakers than the other data sets. Details of model specifica-
tion and inference are found in the Appendix.1

Results
In general, the inference procedure finds small numbers of
clusters among individuals, displayed for each data set and
prior in Table 1. Models with different priors may infer dif-
ferent numbers of clusters on the basis of the same data set;
for instance, the model fit to reciprocal event data which em-
ployed a LN prior inferred only one cluster a majority of the
time, whereas the model fit to basic vocabulary data using a
Dirichlet prior discovered three clusters; at times, the num-
ber of clusters inferred matches the the number of linguistic
identities subscribed to by individuals (that is, two: Jedek and
Jahai). We assess how well these clusters agree with the lin-
guistic identity of each individual in the sample, and in addi-
tion how meaningfully these clusters capture variation across
individuals in the data.

V-measure
We use samples from the inferred posterior distribution to
determine how well the cluster labels inferred across indi-

1Data and code used in experiments are found at the following
link: https://github.com/jo-yager/Models-of-linguistic
-convergence-in-a-hunter-gatherer-community
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TR RE CM BV
Dirichlet 2 (3) 2 (4) 2 (3) 3
LN 2 (2) 1 (2) 2 (2) 2

Table 1: Maximum a posteriori (MAP) number of clusters
inferred from topological relations, reciprocal event, caused
motion, and basic vocabulary data sets, for models using
Dirichlet and Logistic normal priors. Numbers in parentheses
represent the MAP number of clusters when speakers not in
the basic vocabulary data set were excluded.
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Figure 1: V-measures for cluster labels inferred from topo-
logical relations, reciprocal event, caused motion, and basic
vocabulary data sets for models using Dirichlet (blue) and
Logistic Normal (orange) priors over cluster-feature distribu-
tions, with respect to linguistic identity. Lighter lines rep-
resent results that exclude speakers not present in the basic
vocabulary data set.

viduals reflect their linguistic identity (Jahai or Jedek). We
employ the V-MEASURE (Rosenberg & Hirschberg, 2007),
which quantifies the goodness of fit of an inferred configu-
ration of cluster labels to a ground truth set of labels. A V-
measure of 1 indicates that two clustering configurations par-
tition data points identically, regardless of the labels assigned
to clusters.

Figure 1 gives V-measures for each of the models described
above averaged across posterior samples, clearly showing that
clusters inferred on the basis of basic vocabulary data give
a near-perfect match with the linguistic identity of speakers
in the data set. This finding is in line with predictions from
the literature on linguistic diversification: basic vocabulary is
thought to be a linguistic domain where language users tend
to index their social distinctiveness, but this is not necessar-
ily the case for the kinds of items contained in the remaining
three data sets. Our analysis does not allow us to explicitly
represent whether this result stems from attempts on the part
of speakers to actively maximize or simply maintain distinc-
tions (a comparison with speakers of Jahai varieties from lo-
calities other than Rual suggests the latter phenomenon); nev-
ertheless, patterns of basic vocabulary usage display a distinc-
tive profile that aligns with divisions based on the linguistic

identity of speakers.
Cluster labels inferred on the basis of the remaining three

data sets do not show agreement with speakers’ linguistic
identities. Interestingly, this does not appear to be due to
a wholesale convergence of speakers at Rual on a unified
linguistic profile; in most cases, more than one cluster is
inferred, but these clusters do not agree with with the Ja-
hai/Jedek division according to speakers’ language identities.
This may be an artifact of model choice, or due to the incipi-
ent formation of cohesive groups between interacting speak-
ers with different linguistic identities. Alternatively, the lan-
guage identities of individuals at Rual may index something
other than the features of their language production.

The lighter colored lines in Figure 1 represent V-measures
based on models which only included speakers found in the
basic vocabulary data set. While it is clear that the differ-
ence in V-measures is not as pronounced when we control
for differences in the samples, the description provided above
still holds, with data sets other than basic vocabulary yielding
considerably lower V-measures.

Posterior predictive checks
If we are correct in our assumption that each individual’s lin-
guistic behavior is associated with a single cluster or mixture
component for a given data set, then we may conclude that
speakers employ basic vocabulary more than other types of
data for the purpose of indexing their linguistic identity. But
how appropriate is this assumption? Within a given data set,
there may be conflicting cluster label configurations across
individuals. Even within the domain of basic vocabulary,
some concepts may be more stable than others (Pagel, Atkin-
son, & Meade, 2007); e.g., less frequent items may be vulner-
able to contact-induced change (Monaghan & Roberts, 2019).

We carry out POSTERIOR PREDICTIVE CHECKS to assess
whether the model used is appropriate for all data types, or
whether our results may stem from the fact that the DPMM
is a more appropriate choice for basic vocabulary data than
other data types. Posterior predictive checks seek to iden-
tify areas of model misspecification by assessing how well
data simulated from a fitted model can capture various prop-
erties of the observed data; mismatches indicate that our mod-
els have failed to capture certain parts of the structure of the
data. Our concern is that the overall pattern learned by the
DPMM, which assigns one label per individual, may detect
inter-speaker connections for certain linguistic features, but
may ignore conflicting inter-speaker connections based on
other linguistic features. If this idea is confirmed, then an
alternative model may be more appropriate than a DPMM,
such as an admixture model (Pritchard, Stephens, & Don-
nelly, 2000; Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003; Chang & Michael,
2014).

We choose to compare PAIRWISE MATCHING COEFFI-
CIENTS or the proportion of features in a data set shared by
a pair of individuals of the observed data to matching coeffi-
cients found in simulated data. Pairs of individuals display-
ing similar behavior have matching coefficients closer to 1;
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dissimilar individuals have matching coefficients closer to 0.
If simulated data have a higher average matching component
than the observed data, it means that the assumptions of the
DPMM have oversimplified the structure of the data, pick-
ing up on some connections between pairs of individuals but
ignoring others that conflict with the stronger clustering. If
the discrepancy is negative, then it indicates that cluster-level
feature distributions are not sparse enough to be informative,
which may also imply that finer-grained structure among in-
dividuals is not being learned.

In general, the average matching coefficient for models us-
ing the LN prior tends to be below the observed discrepancy,
while values for models using a Dirichlet prior tend to be
higher (Figure 2, top row; p < 1e− 10 for two-sided Z-tests
between all simulated distributions and observed discrepan-
cies). This indicates that the Dirichlet models generate data
with lower variation than the observed data, while the LN
models generate data with higher variation in patterns of lin-
guistic usage among individuals; this can potentially be ad-
dressed by reparameterizing the LN prior to return sparser
distributions and the Dirichlet prior to return smoother distri-
butions.

Additionally, we evaluate the performance of our models
by calculating the mean log-likelihood of held-out data con-
ditioned on posterior parameters inferred on the basis of non-
held-out data; we carry outK-fold cross validation, randomly
splitting each full data set into K = 4 equal partitions. Mean
log-likelihood values computed from posterior samples are
found in Figure 2, bottom row. The LN models consistently
outperform the Dirichlet models according to this metric.

In general, the Dirichlet models generate matching coeffi-
cients that are slightly (but not significantly) closer to the av-
erage matching coefficients for the observed data than those
generated by models with LN priors. At this time, we have no
clear explanation for why the Dirichlet model seems to show
slightly better performance in terms of one PPC while a sec-
ond PPC shows greater support for the LN model; it is likely
that this discrepancy is linked to the priors we have chosen
and requires further investigation. What is important is that
patterns shown by our PPCs seem to hold across most of the
data sets employed, indicating that the DPMM is no better or
worse for one data set than it is for another, and that we do
not find greater agreement between linguistic identities and
cluster labels inferred on the basis of basic vocabulary data
simply because the DPMM is a more appropriate choice for
that particular data type; according to the matching coeffi-
cient PPC, the DPMM is a less-than-ideal choice for all data
types (further exploration of PPCs and different model pa-
rameterizations is needed to determine exactly how poor a
choice the DPMM is).

In the following section, we investigate the degree to which
the DPMM suppresses interesting variation in the data in the
process of assigning labels to individuals on the basis of their
overall linguistic behavior. We investigate potential variation
of this type, restricting our analysis to the basic vocabulary

data, as the concepts contained in the data set are more in-
terpretable than the visual elicitation stimuli of the remaining
data sets.

Basic Vocabulary Patterns
To better understand the distribution of feature variants across
individuals in the data, we visualize concepts in the basic vo-
cabulary data set according to two variables, based on the
results from our models. First, we wish to know whether
for a given concept, the cluster assignment of the speaker is
predictable on the basis of the form used. Additionally, we
wish to know the predictability of the form used for a given
concept, given a cluster label. Predictability/unpredictability
along these dimensions has the potential to shed light on in-
cipient patterns of convergence between individuals in the do-
main of basic vocabulary.2

We operationalize these types of unpredictability
using conditional entropy, with the uncertainty of a
cluster assignment given a form quantified by the
measure H(cluster assignment|form) and the uncer-
tainty of a form given a cluster label quantified as
H(form|cluster assignment). We compute these mea-
sures for each posterior sample in each model, and average
conditional entropy measures for each concept.

Mean entropies for each concept representing the unpre-
dictability of a form given a cluster label and the unpre-
dictability of a cluster label given a form are found in Figure
3. Concepts fall into roughly four or five clusters, though di-
visions are somewhat blurry. Group-specific items are found
in the lower left quadrant, comprising concepts for which the
cluster label is highly predictable given the form used and
the form used is highly predictable given the cluster label.
In the upper left quadrant are concepts that display variation
in forms that is nested within cluster labels. The lower right
quadrant contains common vocabulary shared across cluster
labels; this invariance may be due to convergence between
groups, may reflect more archaic or stable terminology that
never diversified, or may reflect shared loans from Malay, the
majority language of the region. The remainder of concepts
in the upper right quadrant show variation which cuts across
clusters; individuals in the different clusters may use the same
term, and individuals in the same cluster may use different
terms, potentially indicating contact-induced inter-group con-
vergence and intra-group divergence.

If the pattern we have detected points to increasing conver-
gence and has progressed to the extent that a mixture model
is no longer appropriate for representing variation in the data,
new approaches to characterizing patterns in the data will be
needed, including admixture models such as the Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process (Teh, Jordan, Beal, & Blei, 2005), though
this approach makes a number of problematic assumptions

2These questions can also be addressed on the basis of reported
linguistic identities rather than cluster labels, given the high agree-
ment between linguistic identities and cluster labels reported above.
We use the results of our models in order to incorporate an estima-
tion of uncertainty learned by our Bayesian analyses.
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Figure 2: Above: observed and simulated matching coefficients for topological relations, reciprocal event, caused motion, and
basic vocabulary data sets conditioned on posterior distributions from Dirichlet (blue) and Logistic Normal (orange) models.
Black vertical lines represent the observed value. Below: average log-likelihood for held-out data points conditioned on poste-
rior distributions from Dirichlet (blue) and Logistic Normal (orange) models. Blue vertical lines represent mean values for the
Dirichlet model; orange vertical lines represent mean values for the LN model.

(Williamson, Wang, Heller, & Blei, 2010). Additionally,
some of the independence assumptions made by the models
used in this paper may do well to be relaxed.

Outlook
In this paper we investigated patterns of stability and insta-
bility under small-scale egalitarian contact across four data
sets. We found that clustering configurations of individuals
inferred on the basis of basic vocabulary speech production
data agrees more strongly with their linguistic identity than
for other data types, and demonstrated that this effect is not
an artifact of differences in sample size and coverage across
the data types used, or of model choice. At the same time, our
result is relevant for only a single synchronic time slice; it is
likely that the state of affairs will change over time, and since
in this context we are dealing with contact between closely
related language varieties, it remains difficult to tease apart
the effects of convergence and shared genealogy. Longitu-
dinal work along these lines is of extreme importance, and
will shed light on the outcome of the incipient patterns we
have identified — the variation seen may remain stable for
a prolonged period of time, or single variants may become
conventionalized standard forms. Additionally, tracking the
forms which currently show nested variation within groups,
a pattern that is not in conflict with the overarching assump-
tions of a mixture model, may help us understand the forma-
tion of new linguistic identities out of existing ones. Further
research and data collection will be needed to link these find-
ings to studies of contact-induced change based chiefly on
languages of Western Europe which predict that less frequent
words are more resistant to borrowing, as smaller languages
generally lack resources containing information about word

frequency that Western European languages such as English
and Dutch possess. Continued data collection and the devel-
opment of models appropriate for capturing a finer-grained
picture of variation over time in settings such as the one de-
scribed here will serve as a much-needed contribution to the
study of the dynamics of language change.

Appendix: Model Specification and Formulae
Each data set consists of data points generated by J individu-
als. There are D features in each data set, each of which has
two or more variants.

Priors
The models used in this paper employ either a Dirichlet or
Logistic Normal prior over φt,d, the distribution over fea-
ture outcomes for feature d in cluster t. All Dirichlet pri-
ors are symmetric with a concentration parameter of .1. Lo-
gistic Normal priors are generated in the following fashion:
first, a multivariate sample ψt,d ∼ Normal(0,Σ), is drawn.
The matrix Σ contains covariances between each pair of vari-
ants i, j in each feature d, which we model as exp(−δij),
where δij is the normalized edit distance between the two
variants (i.e., the minimum number of insertions, deletions,
and mutations needed to convert one string into the other, di-
vided by the length of the longer string). The transformation
φt,d = softmax(ψt,d) results in a simplex of categorical prob-
abilities summing to 1.

DP Mixture Model
Key parameters in a DPMM are θ, a global categorical dis-
tribution over the presence of clusters across individuals, and
φ, the cluster-level feature distributions discussed above. We
generate θ via truncated stick-breaking view of the Dirichlet
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Figure 3: Unpredictability of speaker linguistic identity given form plotted against unpredictability of form given speaker
identity, averaged by concept and transformed to rank.

Process (Ishwaran & James, 2001), which effectively allows
a number of clusters to be learned from the data, setting the
truncation level T to 5. The generative process of the DPMM
is as follows:

γ,δ ∼ Gamma(1,1); θ ∼ DP(γ,δ)
For each individual j ∈ {1, ...,J}, sample a cluster label
zj ∼ Cat(θ)

For each feature d ∈ {1, ...,D}, sample the observed fea-
ture yj,d|zj = t∼ Cat(φt,d)

This process yields the following likelihood, with the discrete
parameter z marginalized out:

P (y|θ,φ) =
J∏

j=1

T∑
t=1

θt

D∏
d=1

φt,d,yj,d

For each of the four data sets, we carry out inference for
the DPMM using Automatic Differentiation Variation Infer-
ence (Kucukelbir, Tran, Ranganath, Gelman, & Blei, 2017)

as implemented in PyMC3 (Salvatier, Wiecki, & Fonnesbeck,
2016) across four separate initializations, monitoring conver-
gence via the evidence lower bound (ELBO) and the poten-
tial scale reduction factor (Gelman & Rubin, 1992) for pa-
rameters that are not prone to label switching. We draw 500
samples from the fitted variational posterior distributions to
approximate a posterior sample.

Following inference, the discrete cluster label for a given
individual can be sampled according to the following proba-
bility:

P (zj = t|yj ,θ,φ)∝ θt

D∏
d=1

φt,d,yj,d

For each data set, φt comprises the following numbers of
distributions and parameters, respectively (TR: 58/184, RE:
63/488, CM: 59/305, BV: 171/483).

Posterior Predictive Check
We compute matching coefficients for each pair of individuals
i, j, i∈ {1, ...,J}, j ∈ {i+1, ...,J} by counting the number of
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agreeing features across each pair and dividing by the number
of features for which data are attested for both individuals.

Conditional entropy measures

Given a posterior sample of θ,φ, we compute the condi-
tional entropy of a cluster label given an observed word
form (for a given concept, notation concerning which we ex-
cluded above, for brevity), H(cluster assignment|form), as
well as H(form|cluster assignment) via the joint probabil-
ity of cluster label z = t and form variant v for a concept d
P (z = t,v|d) = P (z = t)P (v|z = t,d) = θtφt,d,v . From this
joint probability distribution, it is straightforward to compute
P (z = t|d) =

∑
v∈Vd

θtφt,d,v and P (v|d) =
∑T

t=1 θtφt,d,v .
This makes it straightforward to compute H(z = t|v,d) =
H(v,z = t|d)−H(v|d) and H(v|z = t,d) =H(v,z = t|d)−
H(z = t|d) for each concept.
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Abstract

In Dynamic Field Theory (DFT) cognition is modeled as the interaction of a complex dynamical system. The connection
to the brain is established by smaller parts of this system, neural fields, that mimic the behavior of neuron populations. We
reimplemented a spatial reasoning model from DFT in Python using the Nengo framework to test if the models results can
be reproduced. Moreover we aimed at providing an alternative to the existing DFT implementations to facilitate future
research in that direction. Our results show that the proposed spatial reasoning model works as described since we were
able to duplicate both the behavior of single neural fields and the whole model. However, there are statistical differences
in performance between the two implementations, and future work is needed to determine the cause of these differences,
and to increase the speed of the Python implementation.
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Approximating mental representation of verbs using semantic graphs
Hao Sun

Astound.AI, Menlo Park, California, United States

Abstract

One of the most important questions in language sciences is concerned with argument structure acquisition. Here, we
focus the role of semantically most general verbs in argument structure bootstrapping. We propose a novel computational
framework that combines word embedding techniques with theories of semantic representation. Using graph vertex degree
as an index of semantic generality, we rank the semantic generality of verbs that appear in select five selective argument
structures, the ditransitive, the spray/load, the conative, the causative-inchoative and the active-passive alternations (Levin,
1993), from three corpora of children and their caregivers language productions (MacWhinney, 2000). We found Zipfian
distributions of vertex degrees in all three corpora, where verbs in children’s language input are semantically more re-
stricted than adult-to-adult interactions. Except for the ditransitive, semantic general verbs do not take high rank in the
vertex degree, suggesting that semantic generality might not play a role as important as previously argued.
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Abstract

In this study we investigate how lexical-semantic relations as-
sociated with the literal meaning (and abstract meaning) are
being accessed across the brain during familiar metaphor com-
prehension. We utilize a data-driven whole-brain searchlight
similarity-decoding analysis. We contrast decoding metaphoric
phrases (”she’s grasping the idea”) using distributional seman-
tic models of the verb in the phrase (VERB model) versus that
of the more abstract verb-sense (PARAPHRASE VERB model)
obtained from literal paraphrases of the metaphoric phrases
(”she’s understanding the idea”). We showed successful decod-
ing with the VERB model across frontal, temporal and parietal
lobes mainly within areas of the language and default-mode
networks. In contrast, decoding with the PARAPHRASE VERB
model was restricted to frontal-temporal lobes within areas of
the language-network which overlapped to some extent with
significant decoding with the VERB model. Overall, the re-
sults suggest that lexical-semantic relations closely associated
with the abstract meaning in metaphor processing are largely
localized to language and amodal (multimodal) semantic mem-
ory systems of the brain, while those more associated with
the literal meaning are processed across a distributed seman-
tic network including areas implicated in mental imagery and
social-cognition.
Keywords: metaphor; abstraction; distributional semantics

Introduction
Metaphor comprehension involves a mapping from one do-
main of experience onto another and draws on inferential
processes in order to derive the speaker’s intended meaning.
This could involve linking language-based semantic interpreta-
tion with memory images or sensorimotor simulations (Lakoff
& Johnson, 1980). Nevertheless, how semantic information
is selectively accessed and processed during metaphor com-
prehension remains to be fully elucidated. Specifically, how
lexical-semantic relations associated with the literal meaning
(and abstract meaning) are accessed across the brain during
metaphor comprehension is not well understood. In this pa-
per we leverage distributional semantic information (or co-
occurrence patterns) of verbs to map how lexical-semantic
relations associated with both literal and metaphoric uses of
verbs correlate with activity across the brain during the pro-
cessing of metaphoric actions (e.g. “She’s grasping the idea”).

Distributional semantics defines the meaning of words and
phrases as a function of the linguistic contexts in which they
are used in large text corpora (Turney & Pantel, 2010). The
resulting vector-based representations have been successfully
applied in a number of complex language-based tasks (e.g.,
language translation and inference) and, recently, they have

been leveraged to further understand semantic representation
and processing in the brain. For instance, a number of studies
show that distributional semantic models can decode (and pre-
dict) neural activity associated with the processing of words
(Mitchell et al., 2008), sentences (Pereira et al., 2018), but also
larger narrative texts (Huth, de Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, &
Gallant, 2016). However, it is still far from clear how these
models achieve semantic composition nor how distributional
semantics can inform our understanding of neural processes
associated with the building of sentence meaning from indi-
vidual words and phrases, a central feature of language.

Metaphor comprehension may prove to be a powerful test
case for bridging distributional semantic models of language
understanding with neurocognitive work on semantic process-
ing in the brain. Metaphor typically involves the construal of a
more abstract concept in terms of a concrete one, (e.g., “She’s
pushing the agenda”), however, the accessibility and process-
ing of the literal meaning during metaphor comprehension is
debated. In the indirect view (Grice, 1975; Searle, 1979), the
metaphoric meaning is accessed indirectly by first processing
the literal meaning (or “context-free” meaning). In contrast,
proponents of the direct view (Gibbs, 1994; Glucksberg &
Keysar, 1990) argue that the metaphoric meaning may be im-
mediately available and the literal meaning largely by-passed.

Still, others propose views somewhere in-between direct
and indirect views in which factors such saliency (Giora, 1997)
or familiarity (Gentner & Bowdle, 2005) may dictate the ex-
tent that the literal meaning is processed initially or in-parallel
to the abstract meaning. For example, novel metaphors may
involve the direct comparison of elements in the source and tar-
get domains such that structural alignment of higher-order rela-
tions between domains can be discovered (Gentner & Clement,
1988). However, as metaphors become familiar through re-
peated usage they can be processed directly as categorizations
as their meanings become increasingly lexicalized.

Taking an embodied perspective, conceptual metaphor the-
ory finds that metaphor processing may depend on pre-stored
conceptual mappings that are learned throughout the course of
experience (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). In this view concrete
meanings play a direct role in structuring the more abstract
concepts. However, the extent to which language users need
to access more grounded representations is debated. Taken
together, the extent to which aspects of the literal meaning
(lexical-semantic or more embodied representations) are ac-
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Object Sentence
The scientific idea She’s grasping the idea
The biology concept He’s grasping the concept
The poem’s meaning She’s grasping the meaning
The math topic He’s grasping the topic

Figure 1: Sample stimuli for the verb grasp

cessed and processed across the brain during the construction
of the metaphoric meaning remains largely underspecified.

In this study, we investigate how distributional information
associated with literal compared to the more abstract meaning
can be mapped across the brain during metaphor comprehen-
sion. Specifically, we look at decoding metaphoric uses of
verbs (“She’s grasping the idea”) in the brain using distribu-
tional semantic models of the verb (“grasp”) and also that of
the more abstract meaning (“understand”) obtained from the
literal paraphrases of the metaphoric phrases (“She’s under-
standing the idea”). To do this, we use a data-driven whole-
brain searchlight similarity-decoding analysis. We assume
that lexical-semantic relations associated with the more ab-
stract verb obtained from the literal paraphrase of the metaphor
should closely overlap with the relations associated with the ab-
stract meaning of the metaphorically used verbs. We find that
the abstract meaning in metaphor processing is largely local-
ized to the language-network and areas implicated in amodal
(multimodal) semantic memory, while the literal meaning is
processed across a more distributed semantic network includ-
ing within the default-mode network implicated in mental
imagery, episodic memory retrieval, and social cognition.

Materials
fMRI data
We re-analyzed the data collected from the fMRI experiment of
(Djokic, Wehling, & Aziz-Zadeh, in press), who investigated
force-dynamics of metaphoric uses of hand-action verbs in
the brain. Below we provide an overview of the relevant
information for our specific study.

Participants 10 right-handed, native English speakers (age
range 18-25, 4 females and 6 males) with no history or neuro-
logical illness and normal vision participated in the study.

Stimuli Stimuli consisted of 120 metaphoric sentences. A
total of 30 unique hand-action verbs were used to create all
sentences each repeated four times. All sentences were in the
3rd person singular, present tense, progressive, see Figure 1.
Stimuli were normed for length and familiarity.

Experimental Paradigm The fMRI task was divided into
4 runs each lasting 8.5 minutes. Participants saw a total of
120 metaphoric sentences and 8 catch trials. During each run
participants saw 30 metaphoric sentences and 2 catch trials.
Sentences containing the same verb were presented once in
each run. The object of the sentence was presented on the
screen for 1.8 seconds followed by an inter-trial interval of 0.2
seconds and then the sentence was presented for 6 seconds

followed by a rest period of 8 seconds in an event-related
design. During each rest period participants simply fixated a
cross on a gray screen. All the stimuli were presented on a
computer screen using Matlab 1. Stimulus presentation was
randomized across subjects.

fMRI data acquisition A Siemens MAGNETOM Trio 3T
System was used to acquire fMRI images using a 32-channel
head matrix coil. The T1-weighted structural anatomical scans
(MPRAGE) were obtained using a T1-weighted magnetiza-
tion prepared rapid gradient echo protocol with TR=1950 ms,
TE=2.26 ms, flip angle of 10 degrees, 208 coronal slices, and
resolution of 1mm with 256 x 256 mm matrix. The functional
images (37 contiguous axial slices) were obtained using a T2*
weighted single-shot gradient-recalled echo-planar sequence
(EPI) using blood oxygenation-level-dependent contrast in
interleaved mode with TR=2000 ms, TE=30 ms, flip angle 90
degrees and 3.5 mm resolution with 64 x 64 mm matrix.

Semantic models
For all of our linguistic models we used the GloVe word em-
beddings (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). We use
the 100-dimensional word vectors, which were trained by the
authors of the study on Wikipedia and the Gigaword corpus.

VERB In the VERB model the stimulus phrases are repre-
sented as the individual D-dimensional word embeddings for
their verb.

PARAPHRASE VERB In the PARAPHRASE VERB model
the stimulus phrases are represented as the individual D-
dimensional word embeddings for the verb obtained from
their literal paraphrase.

Literal paraphrases of the metaphor were created by the
authors of this study and normed for familiarity by an indepen-
dent set of participants in a separate behavioral experiment.

Methods
fMRI data preprocessing and response estimation
All preprocessing and statistical analysis were carried out
using FSL and PyMVPA 2. All runs were concatenated to
form the language dataset for each subject. Functional data
were co-registered with the MPRAGE structural image of
each subject. Preprocessing included slice timing correction,
high-pass filtering (90 secs), and motion correction to the mean
image using FSL’s MCFLIRT. Following this, each dataset was
linearly detrended. The response-amplitude (Beta values) were
estimated using the General Linear Model (GLM) for each
individual stimulus presentation in an event-related design.
This gave voxel-wise Beta maps for each stimulus presentation
that were then normalized to z-scores. We calculated neural
verb estimates by averaging the voxel-wise z-score maps of all
sentences containing the same verb. This gave thirty unique
neural verb estimates. We used these neural verb estimates to

1Psychophysics toolbox 3, www.psychtoolbox.org
2PyMVPA 0.6, http://www.pymvpa.org/
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perform similarity-decoding across the whole-brain using the
VERB and PARAPHRASE VERB models, separately.

Similarity-decoding
We used similarity-decoding (Anderson, Zinszer, & Raizada,
2016), an extension of representational similarity analysis
(RSA) (Kriegeskorte, Marieke, & Peter, 2008). We perform
similarity-decoding separately for the VERB model and the
PARAPHRASE VERB model. As in RSA, similarity-decoding
involves comparing neural and model similarity matrices (Pear-
son’s correlation is used as a distance metric). Neural similar-
ity matrices are created by calculating all pairwise similarities
using neural estimates of each verb, while the model similarity
matrices are created by calculating all pairwise similarities
using the word embedding vectors of each verb (either from
the VERB model or PARAPHRASE VERB model). Neural and
model similarity-matrices are then compared by performing
leave-two-out decoding allowing the classification of individ-
ual terms. Specifically, a single pair of verbs is selected at a
time out of the total number of possible verb pair combinations
(k = 30 verbs is 435). Each verb is represented as a vector
of its pairwise similarities with all other verbs (similarities
with the pairs themselves are removed to not bias decoding).
Neural and model similarity verb vectors are thus extracted
from the respective columns of the neural and model similarity
matrices. The neural and model similarity vectors of the pair
of verbs are then correlated using the correct labeling assign-
ment, but also the incorrect labeling assignment. If the sum of
correlation coefficients with the correct labeling is higher than
with the incorrect label assignment, this is counted as a cor-
rect classification and incorrect otherwise. The final decoding
accuracy is calculated as the number of correct classifications
over the total number of possible pairs.

Whole-brain searchlight analysis We performed
similarity-decoding using a searchlight analysis across
the brain. Specifically, this involves placing a sphere with a 4
voxel radius (a cluster of 257 voxels) centered on each voxel
of the brain in each subject’s native space and performing
similarity-decoding within this region of interest. This gives a
classification accuracy score for each voxel across the brain.

Statistical Significance Statistical evaluation was per-
formed using non-parametric cluster-thresholding of
searchlight-based group analysis (Stelzer, Chen, & Turner,
2013) using PyMVPA. This involves performing within-
subject permutations by shuffling class labels in order to
obtain 100 random accuracy maps per subject. A bootstrap
procedure is then used to calculate 10000 random group-
average accuracy maps. The 10000 thresholded group-average
accuracy maps (uncorrected voxel threshold of p < 0.001)
give a null distribution of chance cluster sizes. Statistically
significant searchlight-based group results are reported at an
uncorrected cluster forming threshold of p < 0.001 and a
family-wise error rate for multiple comparison correction of
cluster size probabilities p < 0.05 using FDR correction.

Results
VERB model:
We performed a whole-brain similarity-decoding searchlight
analysis to localize areas of the brain that can significantly
decode metaphoric uses of verbs using the VERB model, see
Table 1 and Figure 2.

In the left hemisphere significant clusters were found across
frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. We found three frontal
clusters. The first frontal cluster was found in the left dorsal
medial prefrontal cortex with peak decoding accuracy in the
left frontal pole extending to the superior frontal gyrus (SFG)
and paracingulate cortex. A second frontal cluster was found
in left ventral medial prefrontal cortex, with peak decoding ac-
curacy localized to the left lateral orbital frontal cortex (OFC)
extending to the frontal pole and temporal pole. The third
frontal cluster showed a peak decoding accuracy in the left
precentral gyrus extending to middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), pars opercularis.

Two clusters were found in the left parietal lobe. This
included a cluster with a peak decoding accuracy localized to
the left medial superior parietal lobule (SPL), mainly the left
precuneus extending to the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC).
A second parietal cluster was localized to areas of the left
inferior parietal lobule (IPL), mainly the left angular gyrus
(AG) extending to the posterior supramarginal gyrus (SMG)
and superior lateral occipital cortex (LOC). Lastly, a small
cluster was also found in the left posterior superior temporal
gyrus (STG) within the left temporal lobe.

In the right hemisphere of the brain we found significant
decoding in frontal and temporal lobes. This included a large
cluster within right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
with a peak decoding accuracy localized to the right frontal
pole extending to the MFG and IFG, pars triangularis. A
smaller cluster was also found in more midline regions with a
peak decoding accuracy localized to the right supplementary
motor cortex (SMA) extending to the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC). Lastly, a small cluster was also found in the right
anterior temporal lobe with peak decoding accuracy localized
to the right temporal fusiform cortex and extending to the
anterior parahippocampal gyrus and temporal pole.

PARAPHRASE VERB model:
We performed a whole-brain similarity-decoding searchlight
analysis to localize areas of the brain that can significantly de-
code metaphoric uses of verbs using the PARAPHRASE VERB
model, see Table 2 and Figure 2.

In the left hemisphere significant clusters were found across
the frontal and temporal lobes. We found two frontal clusters.
The first frontal cluster had peak decoding accuracy localized
to the left IFG, pars opercularis extending to frontal/central
operculum cortex, anterior insula, but also slightly to the IFG,
pars triangularis. The second left frontal cluster was localized
to the left MFG extending to the IFG, pars opercularis and
slightly to the precentral gyrus. In the left temporal lobe a sin-
gle cluster was found with peak decoding accuracy localized
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to the left posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTG) extending
to the posterior STG.

Lastly, in the right hemisphere significant clusters were
found across the frontal and temporal lobes. In the right tem-
poral lobe the largest cluster was found in the right anterior
temporal lobe with a peak decoding accuracy within the the
right anterior temporal fusiform cortex extending to the right
posterior temporal fusiform cortex, anterior inferior temporal
gyrus (ITG), anterior MTG, anterior parahippocampal gyrus,
temporal pole, and also to areas of the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (VMPFC), mainly the medial OFC. In the right frontal
lobe a smaller cluster was also found in ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortex (VLPFC) with peak decoding accuracy in the
right frontal pole extending to the lateral OFC.

Overlap between VERB model and PARAPHRASE
VERB model
We found brain regions showing significant clusters when de-
coding with both the VERB and PARAPHRASE VERB models
across the whole brain, see Figure 2. Overlapping significant
clusters were found in the left frontal lobe and right temporal
lobe. Specifically, in the left frontal lobe we found overlap-
ping clusters mainly in the left IFG, pars opercularis, but also
to some extent in areas of left MFG, left precentral gyrus,
frontal/central operculum, and anterior insula. In the right tem-
poral lobe we found overlapping clusters in the right anterior
temporal lobe mainly in the right temporal fusiform cortex
and parahippocampal gyrus, but also extending slightly to the
temporal pole.

Discussion
We used a whole-brain similarity-decoding searchlight anal-
ysis to investigate how lexical-semantic relations associated
with the literal meaning (and abstract meaning) correlate with
brain activity across the brain during familiar metaphor com-
prehension. In order to identify areas of the brain sensitive to
lexical-semantic relations associated with action-verbs used
in a literal versus metaphoric context we contrasted decod-
ing metaphoric phrases using word embeddings of the VERB
versus that of the abstract verb-sense or PARAPHRASE VERB
obtained from literal paraphrases of the metaphoric phrases.

The results showed successful decoding with the VERB
model predominantly across brain regions in the language
and default-mode networks. In contrast, we found successful
decoding with the PARAPHRASE VERB model largely across
brain regions in the language-network. Xu, Lin, Han, He, and
Bi (2016) provide evidence that the semantic system is com-
prised of at least three modules that work in concert during
semantic processing, mainly (1) a perisylvian language net-
work (PSN) associated with lexical-semantic processing, (2)
default-mode network (DMN) implicated in memory-based
simulation, (3) a frontal-parietal network (FPN) involved in
semantic control. In this context, the results suggest that
the abstract meaning in metaphor processing is largely local-
ized to language and amodal (multimodal) semantic memory
systems of the brain, while the literal meaning is processed

across a more distributed semantic network including areas
implicated in memory-based simulation or the re-enactment of
conceptual knowledge drawing on mental imagery, episodic
memory retrieval, and aspects of social cognition (Xu et al.,
2016). Importantly, our results align with neuroscientific work
showing that abstract concept processing depends to a larger
extent on language-related brain regions (Hoffman, Binney, &
Lambon Ralph, 2015), while concrete compared to abstract
concepts show greater activation in the DMN (Binder, West-
bury, Possing, McKiernan, & Medler, 2005).

When decoding with the VERB model we found significant
clusters spanning left-lateralized classical language areas, in-
cluding in areas of the left IFG (Broca’s area), left MFG, left
SFG, left posterior STG (Wernicke’s area), and to some ex-
tent the left temporal pole. Recent work using more sensitive
individual subject analysis (Fedorenko, Behra, & Kanwisher,
2011), additionally implicate the full extent of the left tempo-
ral lobe, the left lateral OFC and the left AG in language-based
compared to non-language based tasks of similar cognitive
effort (Fedorenko et al., 2011). To this extent, it is likely that
the significant clusters we found in the left lateral OFC and
left AG when decoding with the VERB model also reflect
higher-level language processing.

Critically, Xu et al. (2016) suggest that the left AG actually
may act as an integration hub linking information across the
PSN, DMN, and the FPN during semantic processing, but with
the left posterior AG more closely associated with the DMN.
This aligns with recent work suggesting that the language and
default-mode networks occur side by side as part of parallel
distributed association networks that work together to accom-
plish higher-order cognition (Braga, DiNicola, & Buckner,
2019).

We found significant clusters within a number of brain re-
gions typically associated with the DMN when decoding with
VERB model. The DMN shows decreased activity during
goal-oriented tasks and increased activity during the resting-
state, and typically includes the bilateral AG, PCC, VMPFC,
and DMPFC (Binder & Desai, 2011). However, Xu et al.
(2016) also include areas of the superior LOC and areas of
the fusiform and parahippocampal gyrus. We found a signifi-
cant cluster with peak decoding accuracy in the left angular
gyrus, extending posteriorly to the left superior LOC. We
also found clusters in other areas of the DMN including the
precuneus and PCC, VMPFC, and DMPFC. While areas of
the left anterior AG, VMPFC and DMPFC have also been
implicated in higher-level language processing (Fedorenko
et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2016), the significant clusters in the
left posterior AG, precuneus and PCC likely are more specific
to memory-based simulation. The DMN has been associated
with memory-based simulation relevant to a range of tasks
including visual-spatial navigation, recall of autobiographical
memories, as well as mentalizing (Xu et al., 2016).

When decoding with the VERB model we also found a clus-
ter with peak decoding accuracy localized to areas of the left
precentral gyrus. However, this was very close to the poste-
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Anatomical Brain Region Voxels Coordinate (x,y,z) Accuracy p-value

L Frontal Pole 2144 -24 50 32 0.601 2.0×10−7

R Frontal Pole 1513 30 42 36 0.605 3.9×10−7

L Precentral Gyrus 1368 -44 2 34 0.600 5.9×10−7

L Precuneus 396 -8 -38 46 0.587 7.8×10−7

L Frontal Orbital Cortex/Frontal Pole 289 -36 38 -14 0.587 9.8×10−7

L Angular Gyrus 270 -56 -54 26 0.585 1.2×10−6

R Supplementary Motor Cortex 231 6 -12 48 0.576 1.4×10−6

R Temporal Fusiform Cortex, anterior 203 34 0 -34 0.573 1.6×10−6

L Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior 68 -64 -34 16 0.575 1.8×10−6

Table 1: Results of similarity-decoding searchlight with the VERB model. MNI coordinates and significance levels shown for the
peak voxel in each cluster.

Anatomical Brain Region Voxels Coordinate (x,y,z) Accuracy p-value

R Temporal Fusiform Cortex, anterior 2271 34 2 -38 0.600 2.0×10−7

L Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularis 527 -58 14 10 0.583 3.9×10−7

L Middle Frontal Gyrus 445 -48 18 36 0.595 5.9×10−7

R Frontal Pole 267 38 44 -16 0.594 7.8×10−7

L Middle Temporal Gyrus, posterior 115 -66 -34 -8 0.577 9.8×10−7

Table 2: Results of similarity-decoding searchlight with the PARAPHRASE VERB model. MNI coordinates and significance
levels shown for the peak voxel in each cluster.

Figure 2: Significant decoding of metaphoric uses of lexical-verbs across the brain with the VERB model [red] and PARAPHRASE
VERB model [blue]. Regions of overlap are show in purple. Results presented at (p < 0.001) uncorrected, (p < 0.05) FWE
corrected cluster threshold.
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rior areas of the left MFG suggesting that this cluster likely
reflects language processing. Still, this cluster did extend to
areas of the ventral premotor cortex that have also been impli-
cated in motor imagery and action-related verb and sentence
processing (Pulvermuller, 2005). Prior neuroscientific work
suggests that processing of action-verbs (and sentences con-
taining action-verbs) recruits both primary motor and premotor
areas (Pulvermuller, 2005). Future work will need to more
fully understand how lexical-semantic relations associated
with the VERB model correlate with motor areas during the
processing of literal versus metaphoric uses of action-verbs.

Lastly, we also found significant clusters when decoding
with the VERB model in areas of the right anterior temporal
lobe. Xu et al. (2016) suggest that the left anterior temporal
lobe serves as the seat of amodal (multimodal) semantic mem-
ory and acts as a connector hub integrating information be-
tween the FPN and DMN. Given recent work showing that the
bilateral anterior temporal lobes are implicated in the storage
of amodal (and multimodal) semantic memory (Rice, Caswell,
Moore, Hoffman, & Lambon Ralph, 2018), it is possible that
the right anterior temporal lobe plays a similar function during
metaphor comprehension. Critically, we also found significant
clusters in the right DLPFC (also SMA and ACC) implicated
in working memory and conflict monitoring, which will need
to be further investigated in future work.

In contrast to the more distributed semantic network we ob-
served for the VERB model, lexical-semantic relations associ-
ated with the PARAPHRASE VERB model correlated predomi-
nantly with left-lateralized frontal temporal regions associated
with the classical language network. We found significant
clusters across areas of the left IFG, left MFG, left SFG, left
posterior MTG, and left STG. Interestingly, Xu et al. (2016)
suggest that the left posterior MTG may link the PSN and
FPN, possibly suggesting that the abstract meaning relies to a
greater extent on the FPN, but this will also need to be further
investigated. Importantly, we also found a significant cluster
localized to areas of the right anterior temporal lobe that has
been implicated in amodal (multimodal) conceptual knowl-
edge storage. The results suggest that the abstract meaning in
metaphor processing is largely relegated to areas of the brain
involved in higher-level language processing.

Overlapping areas of significant decoding between the
VERB model and PARAPHRASE VERB model occurred mainly
within classical language-related areas and brain regions impli-
cated in amodal (multimodal) conceptual knowledge storage.
Specifically, overlap was found for clusters with peak decod-
ing accuracies localized to the left IFG and the right anterior
temporal lobe within the anterior temporal fusiform cortex and
parahippocampal gyrus. Taken together, the results suggest
that lexical-semantic relations more closely associated with
the abstract meaning in metaphor processing are largely local-
ized to language and amodal (multimodal) semantic memory
systems of the brain, while those more associated with the
literal meaning are processed across a more distributed se-
mantic network including areas implicated in mental imagery

and social-cognition. This suggests that aspects of the literal
meaning are being processed, possibly those most relevant to
social-emotional experience.

Critically, there are important limitations to the current
study. We assume that the semantic neighborhood of the ab-
stract verb-sense captured by the VERB PARAPHRASE model
should be more closely associated with that of the abstract
meaning (or metaphoric meaning) than the literal meaning.
However, the VERB PARAPHRASE model likely only repre-
sents a subset of the lexical-semantic relations relevant to the
abstract or metaphoric meaning. In the direct view, the nomi-
nal metaphor “my lawyer is a shark” is understood directly via
the creation of an abstract superordinate category “predatory
creatures” of which the vehicle “shark” is a prototypical mem-
ber (Glucksberg & Keysar, 1990). Importantly, this ad-hoc
category is not truly lexicalized (i.e., there is no linguistic
phrase that captures its full semantic content) and, therefore,
it may be argued that the abstract verb-sense from the literal
paraphrase provides only a rough approximation to this ad-hoc
category. The metaphoric meaning may best be captured as
a conceptual blend between the source and target. Kintsch
(2000) provide a computational model in line with the catego-
rization view in which they model the metaphoric meaning as
a conceptual blend of the source and target by focusing on the
words at the intersection of their semantic neighborhoods. To
this extent, future work will need to experiment with different
compositional semantic models of metaphor that more explic-
itly model the interaction between the source and target and
test these against word-level vectors.

In this study we sought to understand how distributional in-
formation associated with literal compared to the more abstract
meaning can be mapped across the brain during metaphor
comprehension. We found evidence to suggest that lexical-
semantic relations more closely associated with the abstract
meaning in metaphor processing are largely localized to lan-
guage and amodal (multimodal) semantic memory systems of
the brain, while those more associated with the literal mean-
ing are processed across a more distributed semantic network
including areas implicated in mental imagery and social cog-
nition. Future work will need to more carefully model what
aspects of the literal meaning are necessary to metaphor com-
pared to literal sentence processing and how that information
is being selected for and processed in the brain. Ultimately,
understanding what features of the literal meaning are being
filtered and how (either via inhibition or some other mecha-
nism) during metaphor comprehension will allow us to discern
the relative contribution of the literal meaning in the construc-
tion of the metaphoric meaning. Testing distinct processing
models of metaphor in the brain that specify the interaction of
source and target across time may further help adjudicate be-
tween different putative temporal stages involved in metaphor
processing, such as processing of the literal meaning at an
early stage (Weiland, Bambini, & Schumacher, 2014) or via
a parallel processing route (Cartson, 2010). Finally, it has
been suggested that a comprehensive theory of metaphor may
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include combining processes associated with categorization
(conceptual blending) with those involved in analogical rea-
soning such as structure mapping (Holyoak & Stamenkovic,
2018). Indeed, metaphor comprehension depends on the abil-
ity of language users to go beyond the literal meaning of the
words given and this may draw on pragmatic inferencing or the
ability to integrate lexical-semantics with context and world
knowledge (Weiland et al., 2014). The present results point to
the need to further understand the way the language-network
may flexibly interact with the memory-based simulation sys-
tem to accomplish this during metaphor comprehension.
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Abstract

Co-operation and group-serving behaviour of group members has increasingly been acknowledged as essential to the
flourishing of groups in general and the success of teams in organizations or companies in particular. Studying this,
however, presupposes dissociating individual-level and group-level effects (involving a Simpsons Paradox). We have
started investigating settings where true individual- and group-level effects could be dissociated in a learning paradigm
concerned with individuals in changing teams. Our results show that participants often evaluated the overall most effective
group-serving team-player much more negatively than all less effective non-interacting workers. This suggested a potential
Tragedy of Personnel Selection, when personnel managers, relying on number-based outcomes, tend to ignore even strong
and crucial group-level effects of team-players. Here we briefly summarize some findings and present an experiment,
where we tried to improve participants ability to dissociate individual- from group-level effects, by explicitly providing
them with hypotheses about a team player.
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Abstract 

In risk-research, there are two traditions of measurement: the 
attribute-based and the vignette-based tradition. The attribute-
based approach focuses on the impact that the attributes (prob-
abilities and outcomes) of risky options have on the processing 
of risk-related information. The vignette-based approach fo-
cuses on responses to questions about contextualized situations 
involving risk. We bring these two approaches together here to 
investigate the stability of risk preferences and information 
processing in risky choice tasks across different contextualized 
situations. To this end, we employ an evidence-based multi-
attribute gamified risky choice task in a retest design. The re-
sults (N = 226) show that risk propensities are very stable 
within domains across time. Participants’ explicit beliefs about 
risks and returns did not accurately reflect the actual rank order 
of the costs and benefits of actions in the real world, which we 
obtained from statistical databases. Also, we find that that pro-
spect theory’s risk-attitude parameters are mostly unrelated to 
the risk-taking in the contextualized task, and that benefit per-
ceptions influence risk-taking, in line with a risk-return trade-
off view on risk-taking. 

Keywords: domain-specific behavior; risky choice; risk pref-
erences; prospect theory; cognitive modeling 

Introduction 
How general are human risk preferences? Previous work 

has started a debate about the temporal stability and the do-
main-generality of risk preferences and the validity of stand-
ard psychological measures of risk (Frey et al., 2017; Johnson 
et al., 2004; Nicholson et al., 2005). Risk preference, here, 
refers to people’s attitudes towards and choices of actions 
with higher variability in outcomes compared to low-varia-
bility options.  

One view on risk-taking is the risk-return framework. It 
holds that people’s perceptions of the costs and benefits of 
the actions in question govern risk preferences (Weber, 1999; 
Weber & Milliman, 1997), and this hypothesis has received 
some support (e.g., Nosić & Weber, 2010). In different do-
mains of risk, higher perceived benefits increase risk prefer-
ences, and perceived costs or risk decrease risk preferences 
(Blais & Weber, 2006; Weber & Milliman, 1997). The re-
search in this field commonly uses questionnaire-based risk 

assessments. By contrast, cognitive psychology approaches 
risky decision making with a much stronger focus on varying 
the precise numeric attributes of the risky situation—testing 
how people process outcome magnitudes and probabilities—
to uncover mental information integtation (prominently, 
prospect theory; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1992). In this context, many studies, employ ab-
stract tasks, either void of any meaningful context or from the 
financial domain, because in such tasks, prior beliefs should 
not influence risk processing (but see Pleskac & Hertwig, 
2014). To date, however, little is known about the integration 
of costs, benefits, and probabilities within contextualized do-
mains of risk. We set out to combine the study of the effect 
of cost and benefit perceptions within risky choice domains 
with the impact of situational factors such as benefits and 
costs. 

To do so, we designed an experiment based on the results 
of recent work (Jarecki & Wilke, 2018) that explored the sit-
uational attributes that people recall when considering to en-
gage in risky behaviors in ten different domains of life. The 
life domains that were studied in this work involved between-
group competition, within-group competition, status and 
power, environmental exploration, food selection, food ac-
quisition, parental investment, kinship, mate attraction, and 
mate retention (see also Table 1 below). The findings from 
this work resulted in the attributes of risky situations in ten 
different life domains that participants considered important 
for their choices. The experimental approach in the previous 
work, however, was limited because the experimental proce-
dure asked people to recall the attributes of risky situations, 
rather than manipulating the characteristics of risky situa-
tions. Therefore, the precise effect of situation-specific risk 
attributes on risk propensities and their processing remains 
unclear. Further, it is not clear if the attributes contribute to 
risk preferences across domains, or if risk preferences are 
driven by the domain-specific perception of the costs and 
benefits associated with risky behaviors, in line with the risk-
return framework.  

We aim to close this gap. We use the subjectively relevant 
attributes obtained in the previous study to devise a multi-
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attribute risky choice task in the ten life domains, which ena-
bles us to study the situational influences and cognitive pro-
cesses more systematically. Further, we combine the new 
risky choice task with a traditional lottery-based risky choice 
task, which allows estimate individual-level risk aversion pa-
rameters from cumulative prospect theory to test to what de-
gree prospect theory relates to risk-taking behavior in contex-
tualized choice tasks. 

Materials and Methods 
The purpose of our experiment was to investigate the tem-
poral stability, ecological validity, and cognitive processes in 
domain-specific risk-taking. 

 
Participants. We invited participants for a two-part online 
choice study. A total of 287 people, recruited from introduc-
tory psychology students at a University in the United States, 
completed the first part; 61 (21%) failed to complete the sec-
ond session, resulting in N = 226 complete responses (zero 
were excluded), 132 males and 94 females (58% and 42%, 
respectively), mean age 19 years (Med = 19, SD = 2, range 
17-38 years). Participants received course credits; data were 
collected from February to December 2019, the institutional 
review board at Clarkson University approved the study 
(#19-21).  The mean time interval between the first and the 
retest session was 9 days (Med = 8, SD = 5, range 5-70 days); 
the median study duration in the first part was 62 minutes (M  
= 408, SD = 1,474, range 17-13,919 minutes). In our anal-
yses, we did not exclude participants but report robustness 
checks (see “Robustness against the exclusion of partici-
pants” in the results section).  

In terms of the demographics of the sample, the predomi-
nant native language was English (n = 215, 95%); the major-
ity had an available monthly income after tax of up to 1,000 
U.S. dollars (n = 154, 68%, n = 15 opted to not report in-
come); most participants were not in a committed romantic 
relationship (74%, one did not report it). 

 
Design and Task. The study was a retest study with approx-
imately one week between two sessions. The main task con-
sisted in a multiple-attribute choice task about vignettes with 
uncertain consequences in ten different domains (see Table 
1; Figure 1 shows one choice trials and one possible attribute 
combination). In the first session and before the choice task, 
participants were familiarized with the ten behaviors and it 
was made clear that each behavior might have both costs and 
benefits. Participants then reported the subjective size of the 
costs and benefits of engaging in all the behaviors1, beliefs 
about the probabilities of these benefits and costs2, filled in a 
domain-specific risk attitude scale (ERS, Wilke et al., 2014), 
and reported demographic and life-history data (not reported 
here). In the choice task, which was presented as “game of 
daily life”, participants decided about engaging in or refrain-
ing from behaviors in ten domains, such as work weekends to 

                                                        
1 Likert-type scale from 1 = extremely small to 100 = extremely 

large. 

outperform your colleagues to be considered for a promotion 
(within-group competition domain). Each behavior was char-
acterized by three attributes with three possible values, such 
as for the within-group competition domain example: this 
promotion is not very [moderately, very] important to you; at 
work you possess low [average, high] skills; your competi-
tors possess low [average, high] skills. Each attribute could 
take three possible ordinal values. There were 3 x 3 = 27 pos-
sible attribute combinations in each domain, all of which 
were presented in the first part of the study (270 choices) in 
random order. Then the first part of the study ended. 

The second session of the study (the retest), took place ap-
proximately one week after the first session. The domain-spe-
cific multiple-attribute choice task was repeated once (270 
choices), which allowed us to test the stability of choices. Par-
ticipants further completed a standard numeric risky choice 
task in a description format between 99 risky and safe two-
outcome lotteries in the gain, loss, and mixed domain. Nine 
of these lotteries were strongly dominated and used to screen 
out inattentive participants, and we used the remaining 89 lot-
tery choices for the analyses. The lottery risky choice task 
was included to estimate prospect theory parameters. 

The attributes, that we used for this choice task, were de-
signed to be ecologically valid because they were based on 
the most-frequent attributes that people considered important 
to make choices in the ten risk domains (Jarecki & Wilke, 
2018). The vignettes were designed based on a pre-test to en-
sure that the vignettes did not lead to a ceiling or floor effect 
(i.e., only engagement or refraining). The behaviors in the 
choice task were formulated such that engaging in a behavior 
had a higher risk—in the sense of probabilistic costs and ben-
efits relative to the status quo—whereas refraining from the  
behavior was safer—in the sense of a high probability to pre-
serve the status quo. Attention-check questions ensured par-
ticipants’ awareness of the costs and benefits of engagement.  

2 Numeric slider from 0 % – 100 %. 

Figure 1. A sample trial of the multi-attribute 
choice task. Shown is a choice in the within-group 
competition domain; beneath the behavior are three 
attribute values showing the attribute values skillself 

= 2, importance = 3, skillother = 1. 
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Results 
We analyze the temporal stability of risky choices within do-
mains, the ecological rationality of within-domain cost and 
benefit perceptions, and whether cost-benefit perceptions 
predict risky choices above the attributes in the domains. 

Reliability of domain-specific risky choice 
How reliable were the choices in the domains from the first 
part of the study to the retest? The retest presented the same 
vignettes approximately one week after the first session. Par-
ticipants’ risky choices were relatively stable within the do-
mains (Figure 2), with an overall retest correlation of the pro-
portion of risky choices by participant and domain of was r = 
0.725 (SD=0.051), with significant domain-specific retest-
correlations rBGC = 0.78, rENV = 0.79, rFAC = 0.72, rFSE = 0.74, 
rKIN = 0.80, rMAT = 0.72, rMRE = 0.63, rPAR = 0.70, rSTA = 0.69, 
rWGC = 0.68, all ps < .001. A linear model3 comparison 
showed that adding the time of study (session one versus the 

                                                        
3 Predicting the risky choice with a linear model with logit link 

and the predictors domain + gender + domain x gender + benefit as 

retest) as predictor did not significantly improve the model fit 
compared to the added model complexity, AIC+time = 158,335 
~ AIC-time = 158,334 and BIC+time = 158,559 ~ BIC-time = 
158,547 χ2 = 0.143, p = 0.705. The increase in risk-taking 

fixed effects and a by-participant random intercept. 

Domain Choice Task Item Attributes 

   Attribute a1 Attribute a2 Attribute a3 

WGC Within-group 
competition 

Work weekends to be considered for a promotion This promotion is XXX 
important to you. 

At work you possess 
XXX skills. 

Your competitors pos-
sess XXX skills. 

BGC Between-group 
competition 

Collectively downplay flaws in your team's project re-
port to outperform the competitor team. 

They usually consume 
XXX food. 

They valued a recent 
XXX dinner invitation. 

Their friends discuss 
food quality in a XXX 

manner. 

STA Status and 
power 

Invite two colleagues from a new workplace for a rela-
tively expensive dinner to make an excellent impres-
sion. 

The temperature is 
around XXX F. 

You will be joined by 
XXX other people. 

The nature outdoors is 
XXX beautiful. 

ENV Environmental 
exploration 

Take a long walk to experience the landscape on an ex-
tremely hod day. 

You are XXX hungry. The food has a XXX ap-
pearance. 

The counter is XXX 
clean. 

FSE Food selection Eat food from the fridge after it has been sitting on the 
counter for a while. 

Costs for gardening 
stress your budget 

XXX. 

Vegetables in grocery 
stores cost XXX prices. 

Eating home-grown food 
has XXX health benefits. 

FAC Food acquisi-
tion 

Engage in home-gardening to grow your own vegeta-
bles under varying weather conditions. 

You need the apartment 
XXX. 

Paying stresses your par-
ents’ budget XXX. 

Paying stresses your own 
budget XXX. 

PAR Parental invest-
ment 

Ask your parents to help pay for the deposit on an apart-
ment. 

The estimated costs 
equal XXX of your 

savings. 

That this will help your 
sibling is XXX sure. 

Your sibling and you are 
XXX close. 

KIN Kinship Pay one month’s worth of your sibling’s living costs so 
that he/she can concentrate on an academic achievement 
during this time. 

You currently have 
XXX commitment in-

terest. 

Your dates have XXX 
commitment interest. 

What you do will be 
known to XXX of your 

peers. 

MAT Mate attraction Go on dates to expensive parts in town with different 
people, to see if there is a match. 

Your partner has lately 
been XXX caring for 

you. 

You generally feel XXX 
sure about the relation-

ship. 

Your partner would be 
XXX upset by this. 

MRE Mate retention Spend an evening with friends rather than on a date 
night with your romantic partner. 

This promotion is XXX 
important to you. 

At work you possess 
XXX skills. 

Your competitors pos-
sess XXX skills. 

Note. Each attribute a1, a2, a3 could take three possible values (substituting the XXX in the vignettes) a low, average, and high attribute 
value. Attribute value labels were worded to be appropriate for the domain-specific vignette, for example not very, moderately, very; or 
small, average, large. The attribute direction was chosen such that higher attribute values increased the risk for a negative consequence, 
independent of the label direction. 

Table 1. Items in the multi-attribute domain-specific choice trials, designed based on previous research (see text) 

Figure 2. Reliability of risky choices in domains. Shown 
are participants’ risky choice proportions in session 1 plot-

ted against session 2 across the ten domains. 
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with the perceived benefit indicates that participants may 
have an intuitive notion of variance, which is in line with the 
widely held belief that, generally speaking, taking higher in-
vestment risks may lead to greater benefits (e.g., global data 
by the OECD, 2019).  
 
Predictors of domain-specific risky choice 

We analyzed the predictors of the 
observed choices in the ten domains 
of risk. We used a linear mixed model 
comparison, predicting the observed 
choices (logit link) as a function of 
the fixed-effect terms domain, gen-
der, domain x gender, values of the 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd attribute, session time 
(test/retest), and a by-participant ran-
dom intercept. Table 2 shows the re-
sulting comparison. The best-fitting 
model included domain, the domain x 
gender interaction, and the perception 
of benefits as predictors. 

The best model also shows domain-
differences in the risk-taking propen-
sities (post-hoc comparisons, see Ta-
ble A1 in the Appendix), similar to 
previous findings (Wilke et al., 2014). 
The results show no significant over-
all gender difference (Δ𝑏𝑏f-m = 0.055, 
p = .478), but differences in certain 
domains, which is contrary to the 
common notion that men are consist-
ently more risk-taking than women 
(Byrnes et al., 1999). Women were 
more risk-taking than men in the mate 
retention domain (Δ𝑏𝑏m-w = –0.311, p 
< .001), and men were more risk-tak-
ing than women in the food acquisi-
tion (Δ𝑏𝑏m-w = 0.287, p < 0.001), status 
(Δ𝑏𝑏m-w = 0.228, p = 0.007) and mate 
attraction domain (Δ𝑏𝑏m-w= 0.205, p = 
.016). 

The results of the best-fittin gmodel 
are in line with the risk-return view on 
risk-taking (Weber & Milliman, 
1997) in the sense that participants’ 
perceptions of the benefits associated 
with the risky behavior increased 
their propensity for risk-taking, b = 
0.13, p < .001 (model 1, Table 2). In-
cluding the attribute values of the ci-
gnettes as predictor did not signifi-
cantly improve the model fit com-
pared to the added model complexity, 
AIC-att = 158,338 ~ AIC+att = 158,334 
and BIC-att = 158,547 < BIC+att = 
158,581, χ2 = 1.72, p = .634. 

 

The influences of the benefit perceptions on risky choices 
are stronger than the influence of situation-specific attributes: 
The comparison also reveals a significant effect of the benefit 
perceptions on risk-taking (b = 0.14, p < .001) over and above 
the influence of the attribute values, AIC(benefit) = 179,510, 
AIC(attributes) = 180,583, χ2 = 0.801. The best-fitting model 
included the perceived benefits (b = 0.14, p < .001).. This 

Table 2. Predictors of the “Engage” (Risky) Choices in the 
Domain-Specific Choice Task 

 Coefficients (unstandardized) 

Fixed Effects (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(Intercept) -0.74*** -0.74*** -0.76*** -0.76*** 0.31*** 0.29*** -0.14** -0.12** 

Gender: Male  0.03  0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 

BGC -0.32*** -0.32*** -0.32*** -0.33*** -0.31*** -0.31*** -0.36*** -0.36*** 

WGC  0.57***  0.57*** 0.57*** 0.57*** 0.69*** 0.69*** 0.73*** 0.73*** 

STA  0.04*  0.04* 0.04* 0.05** -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 

ENV  0.32***  0.32*** 0.32*** 0.32*** 0.33*** 0.33*** 0.31*** 0.31*** 

FSE -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.19*** -0.19*** -0.09*** -0.11*** 

FAC -0.17*** -0.17*** -0.17*** -0.14*** -0.30*** -0.30*** -0.35*** -0.32*** 

PAR -0.42*** -0.42*** -0.42*** -0.43*** -0.35*** -0.35*** -0.29*** -0.29*** 

KIN  0.32***  0.32*** 0.32*** 0.32*** 0.32*** 0.32*** 0.29*** 0.28*** 

MAT -0.25*** -0.25*** -0.25*** -0.24*** -0.22*** -0.22*** -0.27*** -0.25*** 

Male x BGC -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
 

0.01 0.01 -0.01 
 

Male x WGC  0.02  0.02 0.02 
 

0.04* 0.04* 0.03 
 

Male x STA  0.09***  0.09*** 0.09*** 
 

0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 
 

Male x ENV  0.01  0.01 0.01 
 

0.02 0.02 0.03 
 

Male x FSE -0.06** -0.06** -0.06** 
 

-0.13*** -0.13*** -0.12*** 
 

Male x FAC  0.12***  0.12*** 0.12*** 
 

0.13*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 
 

Male x PAR -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
 

-0.03 -0.03 -0.02 
 

Male x KIN -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
 

-0.05** -0.05** -0.03 
 

Male x MAT  0.08***  0.08*** 0.08*** 
 

0.11*** 0.11*** 0.12*** 
 

Time (re-test) 
 

 0.00 
 

0.00 
   

0.00 

Benefit  0.13***  0.13*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 
    

Cost 
    

-0.10*** -0.10*** 
  

Attribute 1 
  

0.00 
  

0.00 0.00 
 

Attribute 2 
  

0.00 
  

0.00 0.00 
 

Attribute 3 
  

0.01 
  

0.01 0.01 
 

Random Effects 

Within-group re-
sidual variance, 
σ2 

3.29 

Between-group 
variance, τ00 

0.32 id 

ICC 0.09 

N 226 

AIC 158,334 158,335 158,338 158,496 158,653 158,657 159,181 159,426 

Note.* p < .05** p < .01*** p < .001 
BGC = between-group competition, WGC = within-group competition, STA = status and power, ENV = environ-
mental exploration, FSE = food selection, FAC = food acquisition, KIN = kinship, MAT = mate attraction; base-
line = mate retention; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; AIC = Akaike Information Criterion. 
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This suggests that for that people process risks by the conse-
quences of their choices rather than by a focus on the features 
of the choice situation. Regarding this result it is worth high-
lighting that, the benefits of the risky situations were rein-
forced during the choice task, rather did the choice task only 
present the attributes of the situations to participants (Figure 
1). Therefore, it is somewhat surprising that the attribute val-
ues of the situations did not explain the risky choices better 
than the benefit perceptions.  
 
Robustness against the exclusion of participants. The de-
scriptive data showed that some participants took several 
hours to complete the first session of the survey; also, others 
failed attention checks in the risky lottery task, defined as se-
lecting multiple dominated gambles (e.g., 25 with 20% or 75 
versus -5 with 70% or 20). Thus, we re-analyzed the data fit-
ting the models to a subset of the data after excluding n = 15 
participants whose a log completion time fell outside of 
Med +/- 3 x IQR and excluding n = 26 who chose more than 
four of nine dominated lotteries. The overall results that we 
found with the full data (Table 2) were robust. Therefore, we 
conducted the remaining analyses with the full sample. 
 
Exploring the ecological rationality of beliefs and choice 
in domains  

For each of the behaviors in the ten risk domains under 
study (Table 1), we obtained an approximation of the 
monthly median real financial costs and benefits and the as-
sociated relative frequencies from statistical databases in the 
United States (using e.g., the Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention Statistics, National Center for Health Statistics 
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics). For example, in the 
within-group competition domain the benefit in terms of the 
median pay rise given upon promotion equaled $ 400 (U.S. 
Bureau of Labour Statistics, 2018; World at Work, 2018), and  
in the parental investment domain, the benefit in terms of the 
median amount of rent in the area of the study equaled 
$ 1,170. We were able to approximate the monetary costs and 
probabilities for behaviors, but no for the behavior given dif-
ferent attribute values, and we acknowledge that the aggre-
gate values are a crude approximation of the average costs 
and benefits. Therefore we only use the rank-order of the ap-
proximate costs, rather than the mean costs, in the analyses. 
To assess if people’s perceptions about the risks and benefits 
across domains were approximately accurate, we correlated 
the perceived net benefit (benefit rating – cost rating) with the 
true rank of the net benefit. The results show that participants’ 
actual choice proportion across the domains correlated with 
the real expected value rank of the costs of the domains 
(Spearman’s rho  = 0.166, p < .001). Also, participants’ per-
ceived net benefit was correlated with the approximated real 
net benefits (Kendall’s tau = 0.045, p = .004). However, the 
estimates of the probabilities of benefits and costs were not 
significantly correlated with the true figures (rp(benefit) = - 
0.029, p = 0.165 and r p(cost) = –0.036, p = .084).  
 

The role of Prospect Theory in contextualized risky 
choice 

Do the risk preference parameters obtained from cumula-
tive prospect theory in a standard risky choice task—in which 
participants decide about lotteries—explain inter-individual 
differences in risk-taking across domains? We used the data 
collected during the second session of the study, in which par-
ticipants made binary choices between 89 pairs of numeri-
cally described risky lotteries, and estimated the parameters 
of cumulative prospect theory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) 
via maximum likelihood. We used a three-parameter version 
of prospect theory with the following parameters: α measur-
ing the curvature of the utility of outcomes (risk aversion), γ 
measuring probability distortion, and λ measuring the 
weighting of losses relative to gains and τ for choice-sensi-
tivity (Broomell & Bhatia, 2014); parameters were estimated 
at the individual level. The resulting mean (SD) parameter 
values were comparable to the parameter values obtained in 
prior work (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1992).  

To test if the prospect theory parameters explain inter-indi-
vidual differences in domain-specific risk-taking, we corre-
lated them with the data from the risky choice task (mean 
“engage” choice proportion from both study parts). Table 3 
shows the correlations of the parameters from prospect theory 
with the percentage of “engage” (risky) choices in our do-
main-specific risky choice task. The observed risky decisions 
in the domains were not substantially related to any of pro-
spect theory’s parameters (parameter inter-correlations are 
typical for this model; Krefeld-Schwalb et al., 2019). One ex-
planation for this is that the numerical financial domain and 
other domains of risk-taking are treated differently by people 
(e.g., Breuer et al., 2013). 

 
 
Table 3. Correlation of the “Engage” (Risky) Choices prisk in 
the Domain-specific Choice Task with Cumulative Prospect 

Theory Parameters in a Standard Risky Lottery Task 

  Risky 
choice 

prisk 

Risk aver-
sion 
α 

Probability 
weight 

γ 
prisky  – – – 
α  –.10 – – 
γ    .06   22** – 
λ    .02 –.40*** .28*** 

Note.* p < .05;** p < .01;*** p < .001 

Discussion 
We investigated the stability of risky choices in ten domains 
of life and tested if risky choices in different domains of life 
can be accounted for by the risk-return framework, which as-
sumes that a trade-off between the perceived cost and benefit 
governs risk propensities, or by the situational attributes in 
the context. Lastly, we tested if prospect theory can account 
for inter-individual differences in risk-taking in real-life do-
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mains. We employed a novel contextualized multiple-attrib-
ute risk-taking task, which uses the most-important aspects in 
different domains of risk as stimulus attributes.  

Regarding the stability of risk-taking, our results show that 
risk-taking is very stable within domains across time. Regard-
ing the role of cost and benefit perceptions in risk taking, the 
results show that in line with a risk-return framework (e.g., 
Weber, 1999), cost and benefit perceptions have a stronger 
influence on risk taking than linear combinations of the val-
ues of the situational attributes, which speaks to a weighting 
and adding strategy of risk taking. Interestingly, we found 
that both, cost and benefit perceptions, increased the propen-
sity to take risks, which speaks against a trade-off between 
cost and benefit perceptions in risk-taking, but rather for that 
people are aware that risky options with high returns, which 
are worth taking, often come with a high benefit and a high 
cost (risk premium, e.g., Dimson et al., 2003).  

To test if the risky choices across real-life domains can be 
explained by standard experimental measures of risk atti-
tudes, we estimated cumulative prospect theory’s risk attitude 
parameter in a traditional risky choice task. The results show 
that individual prospect theory parameters do not explain 
risk-taking in a contextualized choice task.   

Taken together, this work shows a novel experimental par-
adigm to study risks in real-life situations, which produces 
stable behavioral choices. This paradigm further provides op-
portunities for cognitive scientists to investigate the infor-
mation integration processes that govern risky decision mak-
ing in contexts of real-life domains, which we believe is an 
important avenue in the future of risk propensity research. 
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Table A1 shows the post-hoc tests for the pairwise compar-
isons between risk-taking in the domains by gender and the 
respective p-values (upper triangles) 
 

 
 
 

Table A1. Post-hoc Tests - Pairwise Comparisons 
 

 Female  Male 

 BGC ENV FAC FSE KIN MAT MRE PAR STA WGC  BGC ENV FAC FSE KIN MAT MRE PAR STA WGC 

BGC  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.4586 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 1.0000 0.1066 <.0001 0.9974 <.0001 

ENV -0.953   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001  -8e-01   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002 <.0001 <.0001 

FAC -0.479  0.474   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001  -2e-01  6e-01  <.0001 1.0000 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

FSE -0.689  0.264 -0.209   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.9787 <.0001 <.0001  -6e-01  2e-01 -4e-01   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.9632 <.0001 0.2414 

KIN -0.194  0.759  0.285  0.494  0.0493 <.0001 <.0001 1.0000 1.0000  -2e-01  6e-01 -8e-04  4e-01  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

MAT -0.307  0.646  0.173  0.382 -0.112  <.0001 <.0001 0.0126 0.0426  -9e-03  8e-01  2e-01  6e-01  2e-01  0.0749 <.0001 0.9871 <.0001 

MRE  0.078  1.032  0.558  0.767  0.273  0.385  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   1e-01  1e+00  4e-01  7e-01  4e-01  1e-01  <.0001 0.5750 <.0001 

PAR -0.648  0.305 -0.169  0.040 -0.454 -0.342 -0.727   <.0001 <.0001  -6e-01  2e-01 -4e-01 -5e-02 -4e-01 -6e-01 -8e-01  <.0001 0.0056 

STA -0.179  0.774  0.300  0.510  0.016  0.128 -0.257  0.469  1.0000   4e-02  9e-01  3e-01  6e-01  3e-01  5e-02 -9e-02  7e-01  <.0001 

WGC -0.192  0.761  0.287  0.496  0.002  0.114 -0.271  0.456 -0.014   -5e-01  3e-01 -3e-01  1e-01 -3e-01 -5e-01 -6e-01  2e-01 -5e-01  

Note. The upper tringles that are shaded in grey show p-values (Tuckey adjusted), lower triangles show the pairwise comparison of the esti-
mated effects of domains on risk taking given gender obtained from the best-fitting linear model (see main text and Table 2). 
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Child-directed word associations reveal divergent semantic structure that
improves models of early word learning

Christopher Cox
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States

Ashlyn Suchand
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States

Eileen Haebig
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States

Abstract

How words are associated within the linguistic environment conveys semantic content, and it is well known that adults
speak differently to children than to other adults. We present results from a new word association study in which adult
participants are instructed to produce either unconstrained or child-directed responses to each cue, where cues included
674 nouns, verbs, and adjectives from the McArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (CDI). Child-directed
responses consisted of higher frequency words with fewer letters and earlier ages of acquisition. The correlations among
the responses generated for each pair of cues differed between unconstrained and child-directed responses, suggesting
that child-directed associations imply different semantic structure. A comparison of growth models guided by semantic
network structure revealed that child-directed associations are more predictive of early lexical growth. Thus, these new
child-directed word association norms may provide more clear insight into the semantic context of young children.
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Abstract

People use varied language to express their causal understand-
ing of the world. But how does that language map onto peo-
ple’s underlying representations, and how do people choose
between competing ways to best describe what happened? In
this paper we develop a model that integrates computational
tools for causal judgment and pragmatic inference to address
these questions. The model has three components: a causal
inference component which computes counterfactual simula-
tions that capture whether and how a candidate cause made
a difference to the outcome, a literal semantics that maps
the outcome of these counterfactual simulations onto different
causal expressions (such as “caused”, “enabled”, “affected”,
or “made no difference”), and a pragmatics component that
considers how informative each causal expression would be
for figuring out what happened. We test our model in an ex-
periment that asks participants to select which expression best
describes what happened in video clips depicting physical in-
teractions.
Keywords: causality; language; counterfactuals; pragmatics;
intuitive physics.

Introduction
The words we use to describe what happened matter. Hearing
that “Tom killed Bill” elicits a different mental model of what
happened than hearing that “Tom caused Bill to die” does
(Freitas, DeScioli, Nemirow, Massenkoff, & Pinker, 2017;
Niemi, Hartshorne, Gerstenberg, Stanley, & Young, 2020;
Thomson, 1976). The question of how we express our knowl-
edge of what happened in words, and how we infer what hap-
pened based on the words we hear, has a long and deep tradi-
tion in philosophy, linguistics, and cognitive science (Pinker,
2007).

In cognitive science, most work on causal cognition has fo-
cused on building models that capture the notions of “cause”
and “prevent” (Waldmann, 2017). However, some attempts
have also been made to uncover the differences between
causal verbs such as “cause” and “enable”. For example,
Cheng and Novick (1991) argue that these verbs map onto
different patterns of co-variation. Sloman, Barbey, and Ho-
taling (2009), in contrast, propose that their meanings are
best understood as mapping onto qualitatively different causal
models. Whereas “A causes B” means that there is a causal
link from A to B, “A enables B” means that A is necessary
for B to happen, and that there exists an alternative cause to
B. Goldvarg and Johnson-Laird (2001) develop an account
based on mental model theory in which “cause” and “al-
low” map onto different possible cause-effect pairs (see also
Khemlani, Wasylyshyn, Briggs, & Bello, 2018). What all

these accounts so far have in common is that they construe
causal relationships in terms of some notion of probabilistic,
counterfactual, or logical dependence.

Wolff (2007) developed a different framework for think-
ing about causal expressions such as “cause”, “enable”, “de-
spite”, and “prevent” that is based on Talmy’s (1988) theory
of force dynamics (see also Wolff, Barbey, & Hausknecht,
2010). According to the force dynamics model, causal ex-
pressions map onto configurations of force vectors (Figure 1).
For example, the causal construction “A caused P to reach E”
maps onto a configuration in which P’s initial force didn’t
point toward the endstate E, and A’s force combined with
P’s such that the resulting force R led P to reach the end-
state. In contrast, the construction “A enabled P to reach E”
implies that P’s force vector already pointed toward the end-
state, and A’s force combined with P’s such that it reached the
endstate. The force dynamics model accurately predicts par-
ticipants’ modal selection of which expression best captures
what happened in a variety of different video clips (Wolff,
2007). However, the force dynamics model also has some
limitations. For example, it doesn’t yield quantitative pre-
dictions about how well a particular expression captures what
happened, but instead relies on a qualitative mapping between
situations and causal expressions. Rather than a distribution
over response options, it predicts a single response. Also,
as we will see below, when people are provided with other
alternative expressions (such as “affected”, or “made no dif-
ference”) they don’t choose “enabled” for the predicted force
configuration.

In this paper, we propose a new model of the meaning and
use of causal expressions. Our model builds on the counter-
factual simulation model (CSM) of causal judgment devel-
oped by Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, and Tenenbaum
(2015, 2020). Gerstenberg et al. tested their model on dy-
namic physical interactions similar to the diagrams shown at
the top of Figure 2. In their experiment, participants judged

A

P

R E

CAUSE

AP R E

ENABLE

A

P

R

E

PREVENT

A PR E

DESPITE

Figure 1: Analysis of different causal expressions in terms of
configurations of forces. P = patient force, A = agent force,
R = resulting force, E = endstate.
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to what extent balls A and B were responsible for ball E’s
going through (or missing) the gate. The CSM predicts that
people’s causal judgments are sensitive to different aspects of
causation that capture the extent to which the cause made a
difference to how and whether the outcome happened. These
aspects of causation are defined in terms of counterfactual
contrasts operating over an intuitive understanding of the
physical domain. People use their intuitive understanding of
physics to mentally simulate how things could have turned
out differently (cf. Gerstenberg & Tenenbaum, 2017; Ull-
man, Spelke, Battaglia, & Tenenbaum, 2017), and the result
of these counterfactual simulations informs their causal judg-
ments (Gerstenberg, Peterson, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenen-
baum, 2017).

The model we develop here predicts people’s use of
the causal expressions “caused”, “enabled”, “affected”, and
“made no difference”. The model has three components: a
causal inference component that computes the different as-
pects of causation according to the CSM, a semantics compo-
nent that defines a logical mapping from aspects of causation
to causal expressions, and a pragmatics component that takes
into account how informative each expression would be about
what happened (Goodman & Frank, 2016).

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe our
model and its three components by illustrating how it applies
to some example cases. We then present an experiment that
tests the model, as well as alternative models, on a challeng-
ing set of video clips. We conclude by discussing the model’s
limitations that suggest important avenues for future research.

Model
We discuss the three components of our model in turn: causal
inference, model semantics, and pragmatics.

Causal inference
The causal inference component of our model builds on
the CSM (Gerstenberg et al., 2015, 2020), which postulates
that causal judgments are sensitive to different aspects of
causation including how-causation, whether-causation, and
sufficient-causation. We briefly describe each aspect here us-
ing clips participants viewed in our experiment (see Figure 2).
Table 1a shows the aspect values for clips 1–4.

whether-causation To test for whether-causation W , the
model computes the probability that the counterfactual out-
come e′ in scenario S would have been different from what
actually happened e, if the candidate cause A had been re-
moved.

W (A→ e) = P(e′ 6= e|S,remove(A))

For example, in clip 1, ball A is a whether-cause of ball B’s
going through the gate (see Figure 2’s caption for a brief de-
scription of each clip). If ball A had been removed from the
scene, then ball B wouldn’t have gone through the gate (be-
cause it was initially at rest). While it is clear in clip 1 that
ball A was a whether-cause, in clip 8, it is less clear whether

Table 1: Model derivation for clips 1–4 shown in Figure 2.
a) Aspect Values

Clip 1 2 3 4

Whether 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
How 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

Sufficient 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

b) Semantic Values
Clip 1 2 3 4

No Difference 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.00
Affected 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Enabled 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
Caused 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

c) Literal Listener Distributions
Clip 1 2 3 4

No Difference 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.56
Affected 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00
Enabled 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
Caused 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

d) Speaker Distributions
Clip 1 2 3 4

No Difference 0.00 0.00 0.47 1.00
Affected 0.25 0.00 0.53 0.00
Enabled 0.25 1.00 0.00 0.00
Caused 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00

ball B would have gone through the gate if ball A had been re-
moved. The model captures this uncertainty by running noisy
counterfactual simulations. In simulating the counterfactual,
B’s movements are perturbed from the point at which the col-
lision with ball A would have happened onward. By record-
ing the proportion of cases in which the outcome would have
been different from what actually happened in these noisy
samples, the model computes the probability that A was a
whether-cause of e. Whether-causation captures the extent
to which the presence of the candidate cause was necessary
for the outcome to come about.

how-causation For how-causation H , the model computes
whether the fine-grained counterfactual outcome ∆e′ in sce-
nario S would have been different from what actually hap-
pened ∆e, if the candidate cause A had been changed.

H (A→ ∆e) = P(∆e′ 6= ∆e|S,change(A))

This test captures whether A made a difference to how the
outcome came about (cf. Lewis, 2000; Woodward, 2011).
The outcome event ∆e is construed at a finer level of gran-
ularity, with information about the time and space at which
the event happened. The change() operation is implemented
as a small perturbation to ball A’s initial position. For exam-
ple, in clip 3 ball A knocks into ball B which was already
headed toward the gate. Here, ball A is a how-cause of B’s
going through the gate (the outcome would have been differ-
ent if ball A’s initial position had been slightly perturbed) but
not a whether-cause. In clip 2, ball A knocks the box out of
the way so that ball B can go through the gate. Here, ball A is
a whether-cause (B would not have gone through the gate if
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Figure 2: Results for a selection of clips. The clips above are an illustrative subset of the complete set of 30 clips used in the
experiment. In clip 1, ball A knocks a stationary ball B into the gate. In clip 2, ball A knocks the box out of the way, enabling
ball B to go through the gate. In clip 3, ball A bounces into ball B which was already headed toward the gate. In clip 4 the blue
ball knocks ball B into the gate before ball A would have knocked it in. In clip 5 both balls hit ball B simultaneously. Ball B
would have gone through the gate even if only one of the balls had hit it. In clip 6, ball A hits the green button that moves the
door down so ball B can go through the opened gate. The blue ball would have hit the green button a little bit later if ball A
hadn’t been there. Clips 7 and 8 contrast a situation where ball A is stationary with one where ball A is moving. The results
panels show the probabilities with which participants’ selected each of the four causal expressions for each clip (bars) together
with the predictions of the different models. Note: Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

ball A had been removed) but not a how-cause (B would have
gone through the gate exactly like it did, even if A’s position
had been somewhat perturbed).

sufficient-causation Sufficient-causation S is defined as

S(A→ e) = P(W (A→ e)|S,remove(\A)).

A is sufficient for e if A would have been a whether-cause
W (A → e) in a situation in which the relevant alternative
causes \A had been removed. This notion of sufficiency is
inspired by Halpern and Pearl (2005) who define a test for
causation that considers not only whether a candidate cause
made a difference in the actual situation, but also whether it
would have made a difference in other counterfactual contin-
gencies (see also Halpern, 2016). For example, in clip 5 ball
A was sufficient but not necessary for B’s going through the
gate. Ball A would have been a whether-cause in the situ-
ation in which the alternative cause, the blue ball, had been
removed from the scene.

Also following Halpern and Pearl (2005), we constrain
sufficient-causation to check whether the relevant events in
the counterfactual contingency match the events that actually
happened. For example, in clip 4, ball A would have knocked
ball B through the gate in the counterfactual contingency in
which the blue ball had been removed from the scene. How-
ever, ball A wasn’t sufficient for B’s going through the gate
because the relevant events in this counterfactual contingency
(e.g., ball A’s hitting ball B) don’t match the events that actu-
ally happened. For clips 1–3, there are no relevant alternative
causes, so sufficient-causation reduces to whether-causation.

Model Semantics
We define a semantics of four causal expressions, “made no
difference”, “affected”, “enabled”, and “caused”, as a logical

mapping from causal aspects to these expressions. Table 1b
shows the semantic values for clips 1–4.

“Made no difference” Our literal semantics of “made no
difference“ is:

no difference(A→ e) = ¬W (A→ e)∧¬S(A→ e)∧¬sH (A→ ∆e)

Accordingly, A made no difference to e when it wasn’t a
whether-cause, sufficient-cause, or how-cause. The require-
ment to not be a how-cause is soft (which we capture by the
soft-NOT ¬s). This means that there is some probability that A
can be said to have made no difference to the outcome e even
if it was a how-cause. For example, in clip 3, ball A was only
a how-cause and neither a whether-cause nor a sufficient-
cause. The semantics predicts that there is still some chance
of saying that ball A made no difference to B’s going through
the gate. In our experiment, we fit a parameter to measure the
probability of responding “made no difference” even when
the candidate was a how cause.

“Affected” We define “affected” like so:

affected(A→ e) = H (A→ e)

A affected the outcome e if A was a how-cause. For example,
in clip 7 although it is unclear if ball A was a whether-cause
of B’s going through the gate (B might have gone through
even if ball A had been removed from the scene), it is clear
that ball A affected how ball B went through the gate.

“Enabled” We define “enabled” as:

enabled(A→ e) = W (A→ e)∨S(A→ e)

For A to have enabled e it must have either been a whether-
cause, a sufficient-cause, or both. For example, in clip 2, ball
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A enabled B’s going through the gate. It was both a whether-
cause and a sufficient-cause (because there were no alterna-
tive causes) of the outcome. Clip 6 demonstrates that consid-
ering sufficient-causation is important. Here, ball A hits the
button that opens the door to the gate shortly before the blue
ball would have hit the button. Ball A wasn’t a whether-cause
in this case, but it still feels right to say that ball A “enabled”
B’s going through the gate.

“Caused” We define “caused” as:

caused(A→ e) = H (A→ ∆e)∧ (W (A→ e)∨S(A→ e))∧s M(A)

A “caused” e when it was a how-cause of the outcome, and
either a whether-cause or sufficient-cause (or both), and when
A was moving M(A). The requirement for ball A to have been
moving is soft as indicated by ∧s. This means that even if
ball A wasn’t moving it can still be said to have caused the
outcome sometimes.

The addition of the soft requirement for ball A’s move-
ment was motivated by the observation that prior movement
affects people’s causal intuitions (Mayrhofer & Waldmann,
2016; White, 2014). For example, clip 7 and clip 8 are iden-
tical in terms of their causal aspects. The only difference is
that ball A is stationary in clip 7 and moving in clip 8. Par-
ticipants were reluctant to say that ball A caused ball B to go
through the gate when ball A was stationary.

We make the additional observation that the term “caused”
is ambiguous. An event could merely be “a cause” of the out-
come, or it could be “the cause”. In clip 5, for example, both
ball A and the blue ball collide with ball B simultaneously,
knocking it into the gate. Though one could describe this sit-
uation by saying “ball A caused ball B to go through the exit”,
and a significant portion of participants made this selection in
the experiment, doing so elides the equally important role of
the blue ball in the observed causal event. It’s true that ball A
was “a cause” of the outcome here, but it would be misleading
to say that it was “the cause” (since the blue ball played the
exact same role in bringing about the outcome). To capture
this ambiguity we normalized the semantic value of “caused”,
dividing by the sum of the semantic values of all candidate
causes. This means that unique causes are more likely to be
referred to by the “caused” expression. So as to not inflate
the value of one candidate cause by adding alternative causes
that didn’t do anything, we assume that the presence of other
candidate causes can only decrease the target cause’s value
but not increase it.

“caused” is the strongest expression in that it has the
strictest requirements. A candidate can only be said to have
“caused” the outcome if it made a difference to how it came
about, and if it was either necessary or sufficient (or both). It
is further restricted as a concept by the softer constraints that
a cause must be moving and that it be unique.

Pragmatics
We use a rational speech acts (RSA) model of pragmatic rea-
soning to predict the probability with which a speaker would

select each causal expression to describe a clip (Frank &
Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016). The speaker
chooses a causal expression by reasoning about what a lis-
tener would infer based on the utterance. This is implemented
via recursive reasoning that starts with a literal listener.

The Literal Listener L0 updates his uniform prior beliefs
about which video v the speaker refers to, conditioned on a
given utterance u being literally true of that video. Formally,

PL0(v|u) ∝ P(u is true of v) ·P(v),

An utterance is true of a video with some probability based on
the semantics of the utterance and the joint distribution over
aspect values.

In modeling our experiments, the literal listener is defined
over the full set of video stimuli. For the purpose of demon-
stration, we assume that clips 1–4 in Figure 2 are the only
possible videos that the speaker could be referring to. When
the literal listener hears the utterance “ball A affected ball B’s
going through the gate”, he can rule out clips 2 and 4 (since
it’s literally false that ball A affected ball B in these cases) but
considers clips 1 and 3 to be equally likely (since “affect” is
true in these clips). Assuming that each clip is equally likely
a priori, the literal listener’s beliefs over the different videos
PL0(v|u) can be computed by normalizing the semantic values
in Table 1b across each row to turn it into a valid conditional
distribution over videos given each utterance (see Table 1c).

Notice that even though the semantic value for “enabled”,
“affected”, and “caused” are all 1 for clip 1, the Literal Lis-
tener is less likely to pick out clip 1 when hearing “enabled”
or “affected” compared to “caused”. This is because there are
fewer clips for which the more restrictive “caused” is true,
and therefore that utterance is more informative.

We model the speaker S as soft-maximizing (with optimal-
ity parameter λ) the tradeoff between informativity to a lis-
tener and the cost c of an utterance.

PS(u|v) ∝ exp(λ(logPL(v|u)− cu))

The informativity is based on the surprisal that a listener
would experience at finding out which video the speaker re-
ferred to. The higher probability the listener assigns to the
correct video, the higher the informativity. The optimality
parameter λ controls the “peakiness” of the speaker distribu-
tion. At λ = 1, the distribution is unchanged, but as λ in-
creases, the mass of the distribution collects around the most
probable response. As λ decreases, the distribution becomes
increasingly flat, becoming uniform at λ = 0.

The speaker distribution in Table 1d shows the distribution
over utterances for a first-level speaker reasoning about a lit-
eral listener for each of the sample clips, given λ = 1.0 and
equal cost for each utterance. To compute this distribution,
we multiply the Literal Listener distribution from Table 1c
by a prior on utterances (in this case equal) and then we nor-
malize again, this time over columns . We model participants
with a second-level speaker, who reasons about the informa-
tivity to a pragmatic listener L1.
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Experiment
We tested our model by presenting participants video clips
like the ones shown in Figure 2, and asking them to select
which expression best describes what happened.

Methods
Materials We created 30 video clips, including the exam-
ples from Figure 2. All stimuli included the labeled billiard
balls A and B, a door, and two buttons that controlled the
door’s movement. Some of the stimuli also included a third
(blue) ball or a box. We created this set of video clips to cap-
ture a wide range of causal interactions that are reflected in
the different causal aspects.1

Participants We recruited 64 participants (Mage = 35,
SDage = 8.24, 19 female) online via Mechanical Turk using
Psiturk (Gureckis et al., 2016). We removed two participants
who failed to select “no difference” on an attention check
video in which ball A unambiguously had no causal relation
to the outcome. The experiment took 25 minutes and each
participant was paid $3.67.

Procedure Participants received instructions and had to
successfully complete a set of comprehension check ques-
tions before being able to proceed to the test phase of the
experiment. In the test phase, participants viewed thirty stim-
ulus clips plus one attention check video. The clip order was
randomized between participants. Each participant watched
each video at least twice before choosing one of four answers
to the prompt: “Which of the following sentences best de-
scribes the clip?”: (1) “Ball A caused ball B to go through
the red exit.”, (2) “Ball A enabled ball B to go through the
red exit.” (3) “Ball A affected ball B’s going through the red
exit.”, or (4) “Ball A made no difference to ball B’s going
through the red exit.” The order of the first three descrip-
tions was randomized between participants, but the descrip-
tion with “made no difference” always came last. Participants
were allowed to replay the video as many times as they liked.

Analysis
The causal inference component of the model has one free
parameter which determines how much noise is added to ball
B’s motion in the counterfactual simulations for whether-
causation and sufficient-causation, capturing participants’ un-
certainty about what would have happened. The semantics
component has two free parameters. One for the soft-NOT in
the definition of “no difference”, and one for the soft-AND in
the definition of “caused”. The pragmatics component of the
model has one free parameter λ to determine the speaker opti-
mality. We fit these parameters via a grid-search minimizing
squared error between aggregated participant responses and
model predictions. We found an optimal value of 0.9 for un-
certainty noise, 0.5 for the soft-NOT, 0.4 for the soft-AND,
and 1.5 for speaker optimality.

1The materials for this project may be accessed here: https://
github.com/cicl-stanford/causal language public

Alternative models We compare our model to two alter-
natives: a lesioned version of our full model that removes
the pragmatics component, and a Bayesian ordinal regression
that directly maps from aspect values to utterance selections.
No Pragmatics This model removes the RSA part of the full
model, and predicts selections based on a softmax function on
the semantic values. While this model retains the semantic
assumptions about the mapping between causal aspects and
expressions, it does not consider how informative different
utterances are. Instead, it predicts participants’ responses by
computing a soft-max function over the semantic values (as
shown in Table 1b). We found that normalizing the semantic
values for “caused” hurt this model’s performance, and so our
reported “No Pragmatics” doesn’t consider uniqueness.
Ordinal Regression We fit a Bayesian ordinal regression with
coefficients for each of the causal aspects, the movement fea-
ture, and random intercepts for each participant. This model
assumes the following ordering of the expressions (from
weakest to strongest): “made no difference”, “affected”, “en-
abled”, “caused”. Unlike the other models, the regression
makes no assumptions about a logical mapping from causal
aspects to expressions and instead finds a linear mapping that
best explains the data.

Results & Discussion
Figure 2 shows participants’ selections and model fits for
a subset of the clips. The full model does a good job of
capturing participants’ responses relative to the alternative
models. In clip 1, the “No Pragmatics” model cannot dis-
tinguish between “affected”, “enabled”, or “caused”, since
all of these expressions are equally true, but the full model
prefers “caused” due to its being the most informative utter-
ance. A similar effect of informativity can be observed in
clip 8. The ordinal regression works fine for clip 1 but strug-
gles in other cases. In clip 2, the regression predicts “caused”
would be preferred whereas most participants selected “en-
abled”. In clip 6 the regression predicts “affected”, which
was almost never selected by participants. Interestingly, in
clip 3 which maps onto the force vector configuration for “en-
able” (see Figure 1) according to the force dynamics theory
(Wolff, 2007), participants modal response was to say that
ball A “made no difference” to B’s going through the gate,
and some participants selected “affected”. Almost no one se-
lected “enabled” in this case.

Figure 3 shows scatter plots of model predictions and ag-
gregated participants’ responses for the full set of clips. The
full model’s predictions correlate best with participants’ re-
sponses and show the lowest error, followed by the “No Prag-
matics” model, and lastly the ordinal regression. This pattern
of decreasing performance with each successive lesion sug-
gests that the addition of both the explicit semantics, and the
pragmatic comparison provide important contributions to the
overall model performance. To further assess model fit, we
performed 100 split-half cross validation runs for each model,
splitting the data by trials. The full model achieves a correla-
tion of r = 0.91 [0.83,0.94] (median [5%, 95% percentile]),
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Figure 3: Experiment model fits. Scatter plots of model predictions (x-axis) and proportion of participants selections of each
causal verb (y-axis) for the full model (left), the model without pragmatics (middle), and the ordinal regression. Error bars are
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

outperforming “No Pragmatics” (r = 0.82 [0.73,0.90]), and
the ordinal regression (r = 0.59 [0.30,0.74]).

To what extent can the effects of pragmatic inference be
captured by more fine-grained semantic distinctions? Partic-
ipants almost unanimously endorsed “caused” in clip 1 and
“enabled” in clip 2, which might give the impression that par-
ticipants don’t think that there are multiple true utterances in
these clips. Can we improve or at least match the perfor-
mance of the full model by encoding more in the semantics?
We modified the semantics of “enabled” to explicitly include
a negation of how-cause thus rendering “cause” and “enable”
mutually exclusive. The resulting model has a lower perfor-
mance overall (r = 0.87,RMSE = 0.16). It struggles with
cases like 5 and 8 where participants endorse a wider range
of descriptions. But this observation does raise an interesting
question. To what extent are participant’s selections in this
task a reflection of their semantic understanding of the causal
expressions versus a reflection of pragmatic communicative
pressures in context?

General Discussion
In this paper, we developed a novel model of the meaning and
use of different causal expressions. The model builds on a
counterfactual simulation model to compute different aspects
that capture the way a candidate cause made a difference to
the outcome (Gerstenberg et al., 2015, 2020). It uses these
aspects of causation to define a literal semantics of a set of
causal expressions including “caused”, “enabled”, “affected”,
and “made no difference”. Finally, it uses pragmatic infer-
ence to predict language use by taking into account which
expression would be most informative about what happened.
The model accurately captures what expressions participants
select for a range of video clips depicting dynamic physical
interactions. An important contribution of this work is the in-
tegration of a model of people’s causal knowledge with tools
for modeling pragmatic linguistic communication (Goodman
& Frank, 2016). The comparison of our full model with le-
sioned models shows that both the semantic and the prag-
matic components of the model are critical.

The model developed here makes a first step toward a more
complete theory of causal language use, but is still limited in
important ways. For example, the test for sufficient-causation
includes a quantifier over relevant alternative causes, as well
as relevant causal events. Defining in a more principled way
what should be included in these sets (e.g. should the box be
treated as an alternative cause?) is an open question for future
research (Hesslow, 1988).

Our full model includes a softening parameter in the se-
mantics for “made no difference” that captures the ambiguity
between made no differnce to how versus whether the out-
come occurred. One way to derive this softening in a more
principled way might be by assuming uncertainty in the se-
mantics, which can then be resolved by pragmatic inference
(cf. Bergen, Levy, & Goodman, 2016).

Our literal semantics of “caused” includes the movement
feature which captures people’s reluctance to use the expres-
sion “caused” for stationary causes. However, the inclusion
of this feature seems somewhat ad-hoc and it would be nice to
derive it in a more principled way from the CSM. One possi-
bility is to strengthen the definition of sufficiency. Only mov-
ing balls can be strongly sufficient-causes in our setting – only
moving balls have the capacity to bring about an outcome
without help of other additional causes (like in clip 1). A sta-
tionary cause can never be strongly sufficient in that sense –
it always requires the existence of some other cause to make
the outcome happen. For example, in clip 7, some other cause
must be responsible for ball B’s initial movement.

We focused here on a relatively small set of causal ex-
pressions. In future work, we aim to expand our model to
capture additional causal expressions such as “helped”, “al-
lowed”, “let”, and “made” (cf. Lauer & Nadathur, accepted).
Eventually, we would like to develop the model to produce
written explanations to questions such as “Why did ball B go
through the gate?” In tandem with such an account of expla-
nation generation, we aim to develop a model of explanation
understanding that can infer from causal explanations what
happened in a video.
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Memory enhancement from surprise: Investigating threshold and incremental
accounts
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Abstract

How might surprise influence memory and learning? Isolating an item from an established category induces surprise and
results in better memory. However, it is less clear whether the degree of induced surprise correlates with better memory,
or whether – regardless of degree –surprise simply triggers a uniform improvement in memory. To investigate whether the
degree of surprise has an incremental effect on memory outcomes, we gave 158 participants lists of words, varying the
degree to which a single word in the list surprisingly conflicted with the lists overarching category. Although there was
an overall boost in learning for surprising words, we found no evidence of an effect of amount of surprise on memory.
Lack of evidence is not evidence of a lack, however these results provide some suggestive evidence for a threshold model
of memory enhancement from surprise. Distinguishing these accounts has important implications for affective models of
memory and learning.
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How speakers avoid gender ambiguous pronouns: A cross-linguistic study
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Abstract

We examined how speakers avoid gender ambiguous pronouns, exploiting cross-linguistic variations in French, Italian,
and English. The gender congruence between two human referents led to fewer pronouns (more nouns) in both French
and English, whereas the grammatical gender congruence between two inanimate referents had no effect on the use of
pronouns in English, where grammatical gender is absent, as well as French, where grammatical gender is present. In
Italian, gender congruence did not affect the use of null pronouns in all conditions, which are ambiguous regardless. The
results are compatible with the non-linguistic competition account: Speakers avoid gender ambiguous pronouns only when
the gender congruence increases their non-linguistic similarity.
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Abstract 

The cortical organization of the semantic network has been 
studied extensively in neuropsychological and neuroimaging 
studies. Recent theories have heavily relied on the 
observation of category-specific activations, i.e., the 
preferential activations in brain regions for specific semantic 
categories. With decades of research, a full understanding of 
the organization has not yet been reached, since little is 
known about the factors that contribute to the variances in 
observed activation patterns across numerous neuroimaging 
studies. In this study, we first reviewed 97 published papers 
that reported category-specific activations for living or 
nonliving concepts in the past two decades. Then, using the 
Activation Likelihood Estimate (ALE) method, we 
characterized the brain activation associated with living and 
nonliving concepts, revealing the influences of relevant 
factors (e.g., neuroimaging mode, task demands, and stimuli 
modality), and analyzing these findings in relation to 
theoretical accounts of cortical semantic networks. 

Keywords: semantics, category-specific activations, meta-
analysis, neuroimaging, domain-specificity  

Introduction 
Since the first a few cases of category-specific semantic 
impairment were reported (Warrington, 1975; Warrington & 
Shallice, 1984), researchers have been trying to understand 
how the knowledge of the meanings of words and objects is 
represented in the human brain (Caramazza & Shelton, 
1998; Farah & McClelland, 1991; Lambon Ralph, Howard, 
Nightingale, & Ellis, 1998; McCarthy & Warrington, 1988). 
With the introduction of neuroimaging techniques, 
particularly functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET), researchers have 
extended the investigation of cortical semantic network by 
examining the brain activations for different semantic 
categories extensively (e.g., Devlin et al., 2002; Gerlach, 

Law, Gade, & Paulson, 2002; Kellenbach, Brett, & 
Patterson, 2003; Martin, Haxby, Lalonde, Wiggs, & 
Ungerleider, 1995). Although existing studies yielded many 
interesting observations and helped us understand the 
cortical organizations of semantic knowledge (for reviews, 
see Chen, Lambon Ralph, & Rogers, 2017; Mahon & 
Caramazza, 2009, 2011; Martin & Chao, 2001; Tyler & 
Moss, 2001), findings have been inconsistent due to 
methodological variances across studies. Thus, their 
contributions were compromised for adjudicating between 
different theoretical accounts on cortical semantic networks. 
Using the ALE meta-analysis (Eickhoff, Bzdok, Laird, 
Kurth, & Fox, 2012), we aim to provide a comprehensive 
and quantitative review of previous literature on category-
specific activations, focusing on the living/animal vs. 
nonliving/artifact categories. We further examined 
important factors that may contribute to the variance of 
observations in previous studies. This summary will help us 
gain a complete view of consistent activation patterns for 
different semantic categories and provide critical 
implications on existing theories of the neural 
underpinnings of semantic knowledge. 
    For decades, there were two dominant theoretical views 
in the literature. The domain-general view argues that the 
meanings of all words and objects are acquired through 
different sensory modalities through learning experience 
(for recent reviews, see Chen et al., 2017; Farah & 
McClelland, 1991; Lambon Ralph, Jefferies, Patterson, & 
Rogers, 2016; McClelland & Rogers, 2003). Established 
semantic knowledge can be used to make inferences based 
on observed properties, like you could mentally “feel” the 
coarse texture when seeing the surface of a tennis ball. The 
cortical semantic network is thought to support the cross-
modal mappings for all semantic domains (Chen et al., 
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2017). With converging evidence from neuropsychological 
(Patterson et al., 2006), neuroimaging (Visser, Jefferies, & 
Lambon Ralph, 2010), and computational modeling (Chen 
et al., 2017; Rogers & McClelland, 2004) studies, 
researchers have argued for a unified semantic network in 
which the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) serves as a hub to 
represent cross-modal knowledge and motor-sensory 
cortices support modality-specific representations of words 
and objects (Lambon Ralph et al., 2016). From this view, 
the category-specific activations are commonly observed in 
modality-specific regions because modality-specific 
properties are systematically different across semantic 
domains (Leaver & Rauschecker, 2010; Mechelli, Sartori, 
Orlandi, & Price, 2006; Rogers, Hocking, Mechelli, 
Patterson, & Price, 2005) and processes of modality-specific 
properties are constrained by the connectivity patterns of the 
model (Chen et al., 2017). 
    The other theoretical account, namely, the domain-
specific view, has argued for predisposed brain regions or 
networks to process different categories of semantic 
knowledge (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Mahon, 
Anzellotti, Schwarzbach, Zampini, & Caramazza, 2009). 
From this view, category-specific activations are the natural 
demonstrations of the specialized functions of different 
brain regions and networks. Following this argument, 
studies have showed that even the ATL showed category-
specific activations when animate/living kinds were 
involved (Anzellotti, Mahon, Schwarzbach, & Caramazza, 
2011; Simmons, Reddish, Bellgowan, & Martin, 2010). 
Thus, these studies conclude that the ATL serves as a node 
in a brain network for animate or social knowledge rather 
than a domain-general hub. Research on the congenitally 
blind supports the idea of predisposed brain structures to 
process and represent domain-specific knowledge (Almeida, 
Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010; Mahon et al., 2009). This line 
of research showed that individuals without any visual 
experience from birth exhibited similar patterns of brain 
activations to sighted individuals, such as the lateral 
occipital cortex (LOC) for animals as well as medial 
fusiform gyrus (mFG) and inferior parietal lobe (IPL) for 
tools, suggesting that category-specific representations in 
these regions were experience-independent and brain 
structures are innately-architected to process knowledge of 
different domains. 

Previous studies have focused on the living/animal vs. 
nonliving/tool contrast due to their relevance to the 
theoretical debates. First, this contrast has a long history in 
neuropsychological studies (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; 
Gainotti, 2004; Warrington & Shallice, 1984) and relates to 
the central debates on the organizations of cortical semantic 

networks. Second, these two domains have rich 
representations from multi-sensory modalities, making them 
ideal cases to test hypotheses from the domain-general view 
which assumes direct links of the neuroanatomy with the 
cross-modal and modality-specific representations. Extant 
literature has converged on a few brain regions about these 
regions’ preferred activation patterns particularly for the 
nonliving/artifact category, such as the medial posterior 
fusiform gyrus (pFG; Mahon et al., 2009; Martin & Chao, 
2001), IPL (Almeida et al., 2010; Kellenbach et al., 2003), 
and posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG; Chouinard & 
Goodale, 2010). However, consistent activation patterns for 
the living/animal category remain elusive for different 
reasons including learning experience and similarity of the 
conceptual categories (Chen et al., 2017; Chen & Rogers, 
2014; Rogers et al., 2005). Therefore, besides characterizing 
the consistent activation patterns for the living and 
nonliving categories, examining the contributing factors of 
variances in observed brain activations seems to be critical 
for settling the theoretical debate. 

The ALE meta-analysis has been shown to aid in 
delineating the brain regions involved in semantic 
processing (Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 2009; Visser 
et al., 2010). However, the quantitative analysis of literature 
on category-specific activations has been relatively scarce. 
To our knowledge, there are two major meta-analysis 
studies examining category-specific activations using the 
ALE method so far. The first meta-analysis focused on only 
17 studies that used naming tasks to characterize the 
activation patterns for animals and tools (Chouinard & 
Goodale, 2010). Across the between-study and within-study 
comparison, the researchers reported that cuneus, pFG, and 
LOC were consistently reported for naming animal objects, 
whereas the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and pMTG 
were consistently reported for naming tools. Chen et al. 
(2017) reviewed 49 studies that reported category-specific 
activations for animals and artifacts across different studies 
varying in factors such as mode of imaging, task demands, 
and stimuli modality, revealing the IPL/SPL-pMTG-mFG 
network for the artifacts with only the lateral FG in the right 
hemisphere consistently reporting for animals.  

However, these two meta-analysis studies presented some 
limitations. First, the two studies included a relatively small 
set of studies showing inconsistent results, so a 
comprehensive summary of the consistent findings remain 
uncharacterized. Second, these two meta-analyses either 
included only studies using a specific task (i.e., naming) or 
included any tasks without differentiation. This difference 
potentially explains the discrepancies of their findings and 
further highlights the need to examine the effect of task 
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demands. Third, other factors, such as imaging mode and 
stimuli modality, were shown to affect the observed brain 
activations, which is relevant to the theoretical debates, but 
their effects have not been revealed with previous meta-
analysis studies. Therefore, the goal of the current study is 
two-fold: (a) to characterize the consistent patterns of 
category-specific activations for living/animal and 
nonliving/artifact comprehensively with a large set of fMRI 
studies; and (b) examine how moderators influence 
observed patterns of category-specific activations. For the 
moderator analysis, we first examine the effect of imaging 
mode by focusing on ATL activation in PET studies. As we 
have shown, the role of ATL is still in debate, since it is 
hypothesized either as the cross-modal hub for representing 
concepts of different categories (Rogers & McClelland, 
2004) or as a node within a network representing animal or 
social concepts (Anzellotti et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 
2010). However, activation of the ATL has shown to be 
influenced by the mode of the imaging (Visser et al., 2010). 
Thus, in order to clarify the role of ATL, we need to review 
the neuroimaging studies of category-specific activations 
using PET. Second, we focused on studies with tasks 
requiring low involvement of semantic knowledge. From 
the domain-general view, tasks demanding little semantic 
knowledge are likely to engage the modality-specific 
representations for the presented stimuli (Rogers et al., 
2006), while the domain-specific view does not assume the 
processing demand would impact the role of predisposed 
brain regions. Lastly, we aimed to examine studies using 
nonvisual stimuli to test whether the visual cortex will be 
involved without visual inputs in healthy participants, since 
studies supporting the domain-specific view argue that these 
brain structures are made for processing certain knowledge 
domains independent of visual experience and inputs. 

Method 
Literature selection 
We followed the standard procedure for the literature search 
as used in previous studies. We searched in the title, 
abstract, and keywords of articles published before 2017 in 
PubMed using the following search words: “category-
specific”, “living”, “nonliving”, “animal”, “tool”, 
“manmade”, and “artifact” in combinations with “fMRI”, 
“PET”, “neuroimaging”, and “brain”. Then, the first and 
third authors went through the abstracts and filtered 
irrelevant studies, resulting in 259 articles. Then, all the 
authors read these papers in detail to filter the articles based 
on the following exclusion/inclusion criteria: (i) exclude 
review and meta-analysis articles; (ii) must contain at least 
one of the following concept categories: living, animates, 

nonliving, artifact, action concepts; (iii) exclude those 
studies that ONLY use emotional faces for living/animates 
category; (iv) must report coordinates in MNI or Talairach 
Space; (v) only include main effects for these semantic 
categories based on whole-brain or ROI-based analysis. 
Thus, a final selection of 97 articles were included for the 
following ALE meta-analysis. 
ALE meta-analysis procedure 
We used GingerALE v3.0.2 (Eickhoff et al., 2012) for all 
the ALE analysis with any coordinates reported in the 
Talairach space converted into the MNI space. First, we 
examined the consistent findings for the living and 
nonliving categories across all fMRI studies (The primary 
analysis), and then we selected a subset of the studies to 
examine the effects of imaging mode (fMRI vs. PET), task 
demands on semantics (Low vs. High), and display modality 
(Visual vs. Nonvisual). We are interested in demonstrating 
how distinct activation patterns for living and nonliving 
categories are moderated by these factors (The moderator 
analysis).  
The primary analysis The primary analysis characterizes 
the consistent findings of category-specific activations for 
living and nonliving concepts with a large dataset. In order 
to keep the analysis comprehensive and comparable to 
previous meta-analyses, we selected only the studies using 
fMRI due to its prevalence (see Table 1). Thus, we aimed to 
use all the fMRI studies to establish a “norm” for the 
category-specific activations and then examine the 
activation patterns from studies with important deviations 
(see The moderator analysis). We followed the steps 
proposed in previous ALE-based meta-analysis studies 
(Chen et al., 2017; Chouinard & Goodale, 2010). First, we 
examined the main effects of living and nonliving concepts 
separately (i.e., concordance of foci showing greater 
activations for living or nonliving concepts compared to the 
baseline conditions across different studies). These main 
effect results are not reported in this paper due to space 
limits. Next, we combined the ALE maps for living (based 
on 506 foci from 69 experiments) and nonliving (746 foci 
from 90 experiments) and tested for brain regions that were 
activated for both categories (conjunction analysis) or that 
were activated differently for the two categories (contrast 
analysis). This analysis characterizes the consistently 
reported brain activations for living vs. nonliving concepts 
across a large set of studies for the first time. 
The moderator analyses Based on the experimental 
procedures, each experiment of every study was classified 
into different moderator categories. The imaging mode 
classification (fMRI vs. PET) was explicitly reported in 
studies. We focused on the PET studies to circumscribe the 
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potential signal loss of fMRI studies in the ATL (Visser et 
al., 2010).  
    The classification of task demands on semantics was 
based on the experiment task used in the studies. Picture 
naming (overt or covert) and category/semantic feature 
judgement tasks are classified as high semantic demand 
tasks, whereas passive viewing and perceptual matching (1-
back, font judgment, etc.) that required little involvement of 
the semantic knowledge were classified as low semantic 
demand tasks. The classification of picture naming as a task 
of high semantic demand is based on facts that this task has 
been widely used in testing semantic knowledge in patients 
(Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Garrard & Carroll, 2006; 
Patterson et al., 2006) as well as in neuroimaging studies 
(Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999; for a review, see Chouinard 
& Goodale, 2010). We focused on the comparison of living 
and nonliving concepts in the low semantic demand tasks to 
examine whether task demand modulate the activation 
pattern. We also examined studies using non-visual stimuli 
to test whether the modality-specific representations in 
visual cortex (e.g., pFG) would be involved in tasks with 
non-visual stimuli. Most of the studies using non-visual 
modality presented stimuli via auditory modality (e.g., 
animal sounds).  
 
Table 1: Summary of the number of foci and experiments. 

  # of foci # of experiment 
Imaging 

mode 
fMRI 1,252 159 
PET 476 74 

Task 
demands 

High 1326 179 
Low 402 54 

Modality Visual 1450 205 
Non-visual 278 28 

 
    When examining the effect of each moderator, we sub-
selected studies from the focused level of the moderator 
(e.g., studies using PET), and conducted the main-effect 
analysis, conjunction analysis, and contrast analysis for the 
living and nonliving concepts as described in the primary 
analysis above. Then, we compared the ALE maps 
qualitatively to reveal the activation patterns that are 
different from those of the primary analysis (the “norm”). 
The number of foci and experiments for each level of the 
moderators are listed in Table 1. 
 

Results 
The consistent findings for living and nonliving concepts 
Across all the fMRI studies, the ALE contrast analysis 
revealed that the lateral pFG on both hemispheres and right 
posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) were consistently 

reported for living concepts, whereas the medial pFG on 
both hemispheres and the left IFG, IPL, and superior 
parietal lobe (SPL) were consistently reported for the 
nonliving concepts (see Figure 1). The ALE conjunction 
analysis revealed that most of the overlapping activations 
for both living and nonliving concepts were in the visual 
ventral pathways such as in the LOC and pFG. 

 
Figure 1. The primary ALE analysis with all fMRI studies. 

 
The effect of imaging mode The ALE analysis studies with 
PET imaging mode did not reveal any region showing 
overlapping activation patterns of living and nonliving 
concepts. The consistent patterns for living were observed in 
the lateral pFG on both hemispheres, and for nonliving 
concepts, the only region that was consistently reported was 
the pMTG (Figure 2A). Critically, there was no category-
specific activation for living concepts in the ATL. 
The effect of task demand on semantics From examining 
the studies with tasks requiring low level of engagement of 
semantic knowledge, the ALE contrast analysis revealed the 
consistent patterns of the medial pFG and MTG for 
nonliving concepts and the lateral pFG and STG for living 
concepts. However, the effects for the nonliving in pFG 
were bilateral, whereas the effect for living concepts in the 
pFG was only on the right hemisphere (Figure 2B). In 
addition, the conjunction analysis revealed one cluster in the 
left lateral pFG activated reliably for both living and 
nonliving concepts.  
The effect of display modality Focusing on studies using 
non-visual stimuli, we primarily focused on the activation 
patterns in the pFG. The ALE contrast analysis interestingly 
showed that no consistent activations were found in the 
ventral visual pathway such as in the pFG. However, the 
bilateral anterior STG (aSTG) showed reliable activations 
for the living concepts, and the left pMTG and IPL showed 
reliable activation for the nonliving concepts. 
 

Discussion 
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The current study aimed to reveal the consistent patterns of 
category-specific activations for living and nonliving 
objects and examine some moderating factors that may alter 
the observed patterns of activations with important 
theoretical implications to the cortical organizations of the 
semantic network. Our primary ALE meta-analysis revealed 
reliable category-specific activations for living and 
nonliving concepts across a large set of fMRI studies. 

 
Figure 2. The moderator ALE analysis revealing activation 

patterns in studies with different imaging mode, task 
demands and stimuli modality 

 
    The occipitotemporal regions showed the most consistent 
activation patterns across imaging modes and levels of task 
demands for semantic knowledge. The medial pFG 
specifically showed reliable activation patterns for nonliving 
across studies using fMRI, PET, or low semantic demand 
tasks, but the lateral pFG, especially in the right hemisphere, 
showed reliable activations for living concepts. In addition, 
the left pMTG also showed reliable activations for nonliving 
concepts, and the right pSTG showed reliable activation for 
living concepts across variations in imaging modes and 
levels of task demand. The studies using nonvisual stimuli 
revealed very different patterns of activation for living 
concepts in  the bilateral aSTG, and consistent findings in 
the pMTG and IPL for the nonliving concepts. 

Consistent with the previous meta-analysis and other 
individual studies (Chen et al., 2017; Chouinard & Goodale, 
2010), our meta-analysis further confirmed the role of the 
pMTG in representing nonliving concepts. It is also the only 
region that was identified consistently across different 
studies even with low semantic engagement and nonvisual 
stimuli. While previous studies have associated the pMTG 
with representing function properties of tools (Kellenbach et 
al., 2003), our study further suggests that the activation of 
function properties for manmade objects are automatic and 
modality-independent.  

Our study supports the functional specialization of lateral 
and medial pFG for living and nonliving concepts (Mahon 
& Caramazza, 2009; Martin & Chao, 2001), but our study 
revealed a few important nuances. First, the activations in 
the pFG, regardless of the semantic categories, were not 
consistently observed in studies using nonvisual stimuli. 
This finding seems to suggest that the nonvisual stimuli may 
not necessarily engage the visual cortex in healthy subjects. 
In other words, neither the lateral nor the medial pFG are 
essential functional modules for processing living or 
nonliving concepts as suggested by domain-specific views 
(Mahon et al., 2009), and the activations in the pFG are 
modality-specific. Second, for studies with low semantic 
demand, we only observed reliable activation patterns for 
living concepts in the right hemisphere, which is consistent 
with the previous meta-analysis (Chen et al., 2017). These 
results may suggest that for living concepts the involvement 
of the left lateral pFG requires high semantic demand and 
some top-down modulation (e.g., from the ATL hub). Third, 
the overlapping effects of living and nonliving concepts in 
the pFG was evident bilaterally in our primary analysis and 
previous meta-analysis studies (Chen et al., 2017), further 
suggesting that the functional specialization of the lateral 
and medial pFG was graded rather than discrete (Haxby et 
al., 2001).  

Our study also established new observations and findings 
regarding semantic task demands and modality-related 
category specificity. First, for nonliving, the involvement of 
the frontoparietal regions, such as IFG, SPL, and IPL, may 
depend on the level of semantic demand. These regions are 
shown to associate the representations of action plans and 
function properties for nonliving objects, especially tool 
concepts (Almeida et al., 2010; Chouinard & Goodale, 
2010; Mahon & Caramazza, 2009). Our results suggest that 
activations in these regions could relate to top-down 
modulations or spread-activations only when these semantic 
features were probed from stimuli in the visual or auditory 
stimuli. Second, the pSTG activations for the living 
concepts are likely due to studies that examined motion or 
movement features of animate objects (Grossman & Blake, 
2002). Third, the observed bilateral activations in aSTG for 
living concepts were novel (Leaver & Rauschecker, 2010). 
This supports the idea that the category-specific activations 
can be observed in other modality-specific regions due to 
differences in sensory experience of living and nonliving 
objects. The sounds from the living objects, particularly 
animals, could be more complex in acoustic properties (e.g., 
changes in frequency, amplitude, and duration, etc.) than 
those of nonliving objects. The aSTG has been associated 
with speech processing (von Kriegstein, Smith, Patterson, 
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Ives, & Griffiths, 2007), so the preferred activations for 
living concepts in the aSTG may suggest that the sounds of 
animals or animate objects are processed in a more speech-
like manner. 

The results from our meta-analysis have a few important 
implications for the theories on cortical organizations of the 
semantic network. First, when examining studies using PET, 
we did not observe consistent activations in the ATL for 
living concepts. This evidence does not support some 
domain-specific views about the ATL being part of the 
network of processing animal concepts (Anzellotti et al., 
2011). However, it also did not reveal overlapping 
activations for both living and nonliving concepts, 
seemingly against the domain-general views about the 
function of ATL (Lambon Ralph et al., 2016). We reason 
that this finding could result from the literature selection and 
tasks used in selected studies. Since we only examined 
studies for category-specific activations, common 
activations for both categories are likely to be already 
subtracted out in directional contrasts (e.g., living > 
nonliving and vice versa). Also, most of the studies did not 
examine the specific levels of semantic knowledge, but 
some research has shown that ATL showed stronger 
involvement when specific features of semantic knowledge 
are probed (Rogers et al., 2006). Second, our meta-analysis, 
to our knowledge, showed the consistent category-specific 
activations for living concepts in the auditory cortex for the 
first time. This finding supports the domain-general view 
about the modality-specific representations (Lambon Ralph 
et al., 2016) and potential functional specializations in 
modalities other than vision. Third, our meta-analysis 
characterizes the category-specific activations in the pFG in 
detail and showed how the observed patterns could be 
modulated by task demand and modality. These findings are 
more compatible with the domain-general views which 
assume that the activation patterns in the pFG may reflect 
systematic differences between the living/nonliving 
dichotomy in visual properties (Chen & Rogers, 2014), and 
the observed category-specific activations in congenitally 
blind may be due to other reasons such as connectivity 
constraints for learning cross-mappings of semantic 
knowledge (Chen et al., 2017). 

In conclusion, our meta-analysis provides the first 
comprehensive and quantitative characterization of 
category-specific activations for living and nonliving 
concepts and revealed how these patterns may depend on 
important experimental factors such as imaging mode, task 
demand, and stimuli modality. Understanding the effects of 
these factors furthered our knowledge of cortical 
organizations of the semantic network, and provide some 

insights on how the domain-general view may provide a 
more accurate explanation to category-specific activations 
observed for the past two decades. 
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Changes in cortical networks during motor imagery and action observation of
walking
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Abstract

Motor imagery (MI) and action observation (AO) are cognitive motor processes. Previous studies have examined the
modulation of corticospinal excitability, spinal reflex excitability, and cortical activity during MI and AO. However, how
the cortical network changes during these processes were still unknown. Here, this study investigated the cortical network
changes during MI, AO, and MI combined with AO (MI+AO) by analyzing changes of phase relations (phase synchrony
analysis). 64-ch electroencephalographic signals were recorded from twelve healthy males while they were performing
MI, AO, and MI+AO of walking. In our results, phase desynchronization occurred between the sensorimotor areas and
the visual areas during AO and MI+AO, while MI by itself did not cause phase desynchronization. These results suggest
that AO changes cortical connectivity between the sensorimotor and visual areas while the cortical connectivity stays
during MI. These findings have implications for understanding the cortical network changes induced by cognitive motor
processes.
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Abstract

Hundreds of millions of people learn a second language (L2).1
When learning a specific L2, there are common errors for na-
tive speakers of a given L1 language, suggesting specific ef-
fects of L1 on L2 learning. Nevertheless, language instruc-
tion materials are designed based only on L2. We develop
a computational model that mimics the behavior of a non-
native speaker of a specific language to provide a deeper un-
derstanding of the problem of learning a second language. We
use a Naive Bayes to model prepositional choices in English
(L2) by native Mandarin (L1) speakers. Our results show that
both correct and incorrect responses can be explained by the
learner’s L1 information. Moreover, our model predicts incor-
rect choices with no explicit training data of non-native mis-
takes. Our results thus provide a new medium to analyze and
develop tools for L2 teaching.
Keywords: Computational model, Second language learning,
Preposition learning, N-gram model, Bayesian model

Introduction
Statistics show that for the three most spoken languages in
the world, English, Mandarin-Chinese, and Hindi, a signif-
icant portion of speakers are second language (L2) learn-
ers (65%, 45%, and 18% respectively).1 L2 speakers rarely
reach competency level similar to native-like performance
(e.g. Robenalt & Goldberg, 2016; Bley-Vroman & Joo,
2001), raising questions about why their performance is lim-
ited and what methods might improve their learning. Sec-
ond language teaching often uses material that goes through
sections of topic-specific words or lists of all possible syn-
tactic extensions, which are based on the structure of the L2
to be learned. Importantly, learners from a given L1 exhibit
common patterns in all levels of their L2 use starting from
choice of words, reading patterns, and grammatical mistakes
(Goldin, Rabinovich, & Wintner, 2018; Berzak, Nakamura,
Flynn, & Katz, 2017). These group patterns are hypothesized
to result from transfer or interference of L1 (first language)
knowledge. This paper sets out to better understand such L1-
based characteristics of L2 use as a step toward better auto-
mated teaching curricula.

Computational research has investigated use of L1 to
improve grammatical error detection and correction in L2
(Chodorow, Tetreault, & Han, 2007; Dale, Anisimoff, & Nar-
roway, 2012; Ng et al., 2014; Rozovskaya, Roth, & Sam-
mons, 2017). For example, Rozovskaya et al. (2017) incor-

1According to https://www.ethnologue.com/

porate L1 ID into the features used by a Naive Bayes algo-
rithm to predict the mistakes made by non-native users of En-
glish. Their method is effective when trained on small scale
L2 learner annotated mistakes or large native English data of
billions of words. This method can offer support for users
who have already gained some knowledge of the language
by correcting mistakes in their L2 productions. However,
identifying a potential lack of grammaticality alone does not
clearly provide an explanation as to why a learner produced
such mistake or how to better teach human learners.

Previous research has used recent advances in computa-
tional linguistics to automatically generate L2 teaching mate-
rial optimized for learners’ needs. For example, (Xiao, Wang,
Zhang, Tan, & Chen, 2018) use a small set of multiple-choice
preposition selection questions from textbooks as seed data,
which range in difficulty level to fit learners at different pro-
ficiency level. They propose a computational approach based
on word embedding to generate additional questions in line
with the seed textbook data. Whereas they aimed to auto-
matically replicate existing questions, our goal is to develop
methods that are tailored to learners from different L1 lan-
guages, and their signature errors.

Proposed Model of Preposition Learning
Our vision draws inspiration from pedagogical models of
ideal teaching which create optimal teaching data based on
a simulated learner (Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014;
Eaves Jr, Feldman, Griffiths, & Shafto, 2016). Ideal teach-
ing models predict the optimal data sequence for a learner
by modeling the learning and the data generation as a cou-
pled process, similar to teachers providing the most useful
examples to explain a topic. The core of an effective teach-
ing model is a good learner model that simulates the learner’s
knowledge state over the learning process. Once a learner
model is specified, and not before, one may generate optimal
teaching data in systematic ways (Eaves JR & Shafto, 2016).
Thus, in this paper we focus on the core first step of develop-
ing learner models that can capture L2-learner behavior, for
L1 native speakers, on the tasks of interest.

Most computational models for L2 acquisition aim to cap-
ture learner’s mistakes after they are made, rather than an-
alyzing potential causal factors (Settles, Brust, Gustafson,
Hagiwara, & Madnani, 2018). These methods are based on
training on large amounts of L2 data and considerable data
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of L2 learner mistakes (7M words). Successful approaches
gain performance from choice of method and size of data,
rather than cognitively-inspired features (Settles et al., 2018).
While powerful, given enough data, such approaches risk lim-
ited transfer across contexts by mistaking merely correlated
variables for causally relevant factors.

We aim to explain both successes and mistakes of hu-
man learners as a function of features of their L1 to clarify
the strengths and weaknesses of current teaching approaches.
Unlike previous work on error detection, our goal is to pre-
dict learner’s mistake using L1 and L2 data only without (1)
training data of learner’s errors, or (2) extensive L2 data non-
plausible for an L2 learner. We focus on the task of prepo-
sition selection with Mandarin as L1 and English as L2 us-
ing the experimental data of Xiao et al. (2018) as gold stan-
dard. We follow the Naive Bayes framework proposed by
Rozovskaya et al. (2017), a simple yet flexible approach that
can be adapted to any language pairing with minimal cost and
that has been shown to perform better with identification of
the L1 grouping. We train monolingual learners using dataset
from a single language and model L2 learners by combining
data from two languages. Psycholinguistic evidence suggests
that native speakers of a specific Language, e.g., Mandarin,
present similar mistake pattern when learning a common L2,
e.g., English. We verify such group-specific characteristics
by comparing the results from our Mandarin-English model
to baseline models of English as a second language using
other possible L1 choices (Hebrew and Japanese).

Our results will show that L2 learners are better at identi-
fying the correct choice when it correlates with the frequency
of the preposition in their L1. Additionally, mistakes corre-
late with predictions of our L2 simulated learner, indicating
that mistakes are driven by both frequency of the preposition
and contextual information of words around the preposition in
L1 and L2. We conclude that learners require teaching data
that addresses potential biases in their L2 knowledge created
by discrepancies in regularities between the two languages.
While simple frequency information fails to replicate this be-
havior, our model offers a computational leaner that can be
used to develop L1-specific teaching material.

Grammatical Errors in Preposition Selection
Preposition selection errors represent the largest category
(29%) of grammatical mistakes made by non-native speak-
ers (Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005). Prepositions also
comprise a large portion of verbal communication. Analy-
sis of multiple corpora indicate that 10% of top 100 most
frequent words used in English are prepositions (Xiao et al.,
2018; Schneider et al., 2016). Moreover, the highly polyse-
mous meaning of prepositions heighten the difficulty of form-
ing a cohesive representation of the meaning of each preposi-
tion (Schneider et al., 2016).

To facilitate modeling of preposition learning, Xiao et al.
(2018) expand on multiple choice questions of preposition se-
lection from a textbook using large data set by finding ques-

� �� � � � �� ?
small frame with come make what ?
what is the small frame used for?

(a) Mandarin translation

אני בכלל לא הסתכלתי על ה שעון

I at_all no look on the clock

I didn‘t look at the clock at_all

(b) Hebrew translation
Figure 1: Examples taken from the L2 training data including L1
sentence, word-by-word translation, and parallel meaning transla-
tion.

tion and word embeddings and selecting distractors. Xiao et
al. (2018) recruited 491 participants to complete 100 ques-
tions spanning over 4 difficulty levels (see Table 1). Partici-
pants were all native speakers of Mandarin with English Pro-
ficiency ranging from beginner to advanced language users
(high-school, undergraduate, and graduate students). Each
question was completed by 88 to 163 participants. Their ex-
perimental results showed that average score drops as diffi-
culty increases, confirming the plausibility of their method
in matching the hypothesized difficulty level for each group.
The data therefore includes both proportions of correct as
well as incorrect answers for all questions. It covers a wide
range of prepositions over a rich selection of context words.

Experiment
Our goal is to model the decisions of an L2 learner in select-
ing a preposition for a given context. Following theories of
interference and transfer, we train the learner using a Naive
Bayes model on n-grams representing the context of prepo-
sition in each language. The use of n-grams as training data
represents a learner that uses language-specific distribution
is predicting a preposition for a context. For example, for
the first question in Table 1, the English 3-gram, “opinion
of herself” will suggest of as the likely preposition based on
English distribution. While, in Mandarin, a more common
2-gram “by herself”, may mislead the learner resulting in the
selection of by.

To capture learning over language-specific n-grams, we use
training data translated word-by-word to English (see Fig-
ure 1). This method captures the meaning of the word in
the original language, as opposed to full-sentence transla-
tion that aims to align the words to their intended meaning
in the target translation. We investigate the effects of L1
on L2 by comparing a model trained on different L1 lan-
guages to training to the learner’s native L1. We predict
that the participants’ choices will correlate with the properties
of their native language more so than the second language.
That is, that a model trained on Mandarin and English data
(L1:Man+L2:Eng) will match the choices made by Man-
darin native-speakers more closely than a model trained on
English alone (L1:Eng), Mandarin alone (L1:Man) or on
English combined with other languages. Moreover, we in-
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Difficulty Level Question Candidate Answers
1 She has a low opinion herself (a) with (b) by* (c) inside (d) of
3 After all, it hadn’t really been her fault that (a) up* (b) round (c) after (d) down

she became mixed in Jack ’s business affairs
Table 1: Examples of test items included in the experimental design of (Xiao et al., 2018). Difficulty levels range from 1 (easiest) to 4
(hardest). Numbers in brackets indicate the percentage of participants selecting this answer. Correct choice is given in bold and participants’
top choice marked by an asterisk.

vestigated whether our model predicts mistakes, despite not
being trained directly on errors, by capturing the interference
and transfer specific for the precise L1-L2 pairing.

Naive Bayes Model
We describe a Bayesian model of the participants’ choice
in the preposition selection task. Let c denote a particular
choice of preposition from the available set of prepositions
(the Candidate Answers in Table 1) and q denotes the ques-
tion (the Question in Table 1). The probability that a partic-
ipant chooses c given the question q after observing the data
D, can be expressed as:

P(c|q,D) =
P(c,q|D)

∑c P(c,q|D)
.

D can be purely L1 training data (L1 speaker) or a mixture
of L1 and L2 training data (L2 speaker). The former aims
to capture the influence of the participant’s L1 knowledge on
the task, while the latter represents the partial L2 knowledge.
Following the settings of the experimental design, the prob-
ability of each choice, c is measured over the four possible
choices for each question as denoted by the sum in the de-
nominator over those four choices.

For each choice c we extract all n-grams from the question
q, resulting in m question-based n-grams. The joint proba-
bility is calculated using the multinomial Naive Bayes model
over the n-gram features extracted from the data, D:

P(c,q|D) =
m!

k1c! · · ·kV c!
θ

k1c
1c · · ·θ

kV c
V c ,

m is the number of n-grams gathered from the question sen-
tence after filling in the blank with the preposition choice c of
interest; k jc is the number of times the jth n-gram in the data
appears in the question sentence; V is the number of types of
n-grams extracted from the data, D (listed in the N-grams col-
umn in Table 2). The probability of c being the correct choice
according to the n-gram θ jc is measured by the relative fre-
quency of this n-gram for the preposition:

θ jc =
n jc +1
nc +V

.

Where, n jc is the frequency of the jth n-gram extracted from
all the sentences in D that contain the preposition c; and
nc = ∑ j n jc is the frequency of all the n-grams extracted from
the sentences that contain the preposition c. Intuitively, this
model assigns a high probability to a choice c in a context

q if c is observed with high frequency among sentences in
the data that are similar to q in terms of n-gram composition.
Mechanistically, P(c,q|d) is high if large θ jc’s are paired with
non-zero k jc’s. A k jc typically takes on value 1 or 0, depend-
ing on whether or not it is found in the question sentence,
and a large θ jc means that the the n-gram indexed by jc is
observed with high frequency in the data.

Training data
We used CHILDES corpora for all 4 languages as it provides
us with the advantage of part-of-speech tagging, lemmati-
zation, and, uniquely, word-to-word translation for several
corpora across multiple languages. We extract our n-Grams
from datasets corresponding to each of the 4 languages: En-
glish, Mandarin, Hebrew, and Japanese. We choose Hebrew
and Japanese as two languages with similar number of n-
grams for the prepositional data compared with Mandarin.
We used 7 English corpora, the 11 Chinese-Mandarin cor-
pora with word-by-word English translation, the 2 translated
Japanese corpora, and 2 translated Hebrew corpora (Brown,
1973; Masur & Gleason, 1980; Kuczaj II, 1977; Sachs, 1983;
MacWhinney & Snow, 1990; Suppes, 1974; Tardif, 1995;
Hemphill et al., 1994; Chang, 2004; L. Li & Zhou, 2008; Xi-
angjun & Yip, 2018; Zhou, 2001; H. Li & Zhou, 2015; L. Li
& Zhou, 2011; X. Li & Zhou, 2004; Miyata, 1992, 2012;
Armon-Lotem, 1996).2 Sentences that included a preposition
were selected for n-gram extraction. To increase the qual-
ity of our n-grams, we removed words corresponding to the
part-of-speech tags,3 such as determiners, to approximate the
relatedness denoted by the parse tree rather than raw order-
ing. This step removed 247 word types including words such
as bye, and gosh. Each sentence in the data is labeled by
the prepositions that it contains, and and all possible 2- to 5-
grams (no skip-grams) are extracted from each sentence. The
final number of sentences and n-grams for each language are
presented in Table 2.

Methods
Evaluation The test data includes 100 multiple-choice
questions with 4 candidate preposition for each question (see
Table 1). For each candidate preposition, we calculate the

2No citation provided for https://childes.talkbank.org/
access/Chinese/Mandarin/Xinjiang.html, https://childes
.talkbank.org/access/Chinese/Mandarin/Zhou3.html, and
https://childes.talkbank.org/access/Other/Hebrew/
Ravid.html

3Tags: co, det:art, det:poss, neg, aux, mod, cop, cl, and cm.
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percentage of people selecting this as the preferred answer.
To obtain the corresponding probability for each candidate
from the model, we first remove from the questions any words
removed in the pre-processing step of the training data based
on the part-of-speech tags.

Baseline models We compare our results to baseline mod-
els used to understand to what degree the preposition fre-
quency alone can explain the results. If learners are better at
prepositions they frequently heard while learning the L2, the
English frequencies will predict their correct choices for these
prepositions. But, interference from L1 would entail that the
frequency of the preposition in L1 will predict learner’s be-
havior. We constructed the baseline models for each of the
languages listed in Table 2 with the form of:

PB(c|s,D) =
fc +1

∑c fc +4
,

where fc is the frequency of the preposition choice c in the
training data D. The addition of 1 to the frequency matches
the Laplace smoothing in the Naive Bayes Models to avoid
zero numerator or denominator.

Language Sentences N-grams Prepositions
English 254,366 708,126 42 / 42
Mandarin 108,372 218,411 33 / 42
Hebrew 25,094 174,395 32 / 42
Japanese 30,797 198,247 35 / 42

Table 2: Number of sentences used for training in each language.
The columns from left to right indicate the number of sentences from
CHILDES that include at least one of the prepositions, the resulting
number of n-grams (2- to 5-grams) used for training, and the fraction
of preposition types in the training data out of all the preposition
types present in the questions.

Results
We compare participants’ choices to three types of models.
The naming conventions for the models is as follows: First,
the baseline models are denoted by the first 3 letters of the lan-
guage name and -Base: e.g., Man-Base corresponds to a base-
line model based on only the frequency (or base rate) of the
prepositions in the Mandarin data. Second, single language
models are denoted by L1: and the first 3 letters of the lan-
guage name: e.g., L1:Heb corresponds to the model trained
on the frequency of n-grams in the Hebrew data. Lastly, L2
learner models, which is a mixed model trained on L1 and L2
data, are denoted by L1:X + L2:Eng, where X can be Man,
Heb, or Jap. For this type of model, we always use all of the
L1 data and a random selection of 25% of the English data.

Analysis of all choices We first analyze the correlation of
each model with the participants’ responses, with the goal
of identifying models that correlate well with experimental
results of (Xiao et al., 2018). The analysis includes all the
multiple-choice candidates, 4 for each of the 100 questions.

Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the participants’ choice per-
centage on the y-axis and each model’s choice probability
on the x-axis along with the linear regression line for each
model. We analyze the correct choices (based on the gold-
standard for each question) and the incorrect choices (the
three distractors for each question) separately.

For the correct choices, the Man-Base model has the high-
est correlation (r = 0.246) and a significant positive slope (Ef-
fect size=0.164, t(98)=2.515, p=0.0135). This result suggests
that the frequency of the prepositions in the native language
predicts the degree to which participants are likely to select
the correct choice as an answer. When the frequency of the
correct choice is high in Mandarin (RHS of the x-axis), par-
ticipants easily make the right selection. When the correct
candidate has low frequency in Mandarin (LHS of the x-axis),
participants fail to make the correct choice.

The Eng-Base model has a positive but non-significant cor-
relation with the percentages of correct choices (r=0.151,
t(98)=1.516, p=0.133). A linear model with interaction ef-
fect shows that the Man-Base and Eng-Base do not gener-
ate significantly different fits (t(196)=0.491, p=0.624). The
other models also do not correlate positively and significantly
with participants’ choice behavior. Although the correct can-
didates are drawn from the grammatical use in English, the
participants’ choice probabilities are not as influenced by L2
knowledge as it is by their own native language.

Looking at the data for the incorrect choices, we ob-
serve that the strongest correlation comes from the L1:Man
+ L2:Eng model (left panel of Figure 2); however, none
of the models yields significant correlation. An inspection
of the training data suggests that the child-directed speech
training data does not contain enough occurrences to analyze
choices for low-frequency prepositions (single occurrence).
To address this limitation, we look at the top choices—the
preposition selected by most of the participants for each ques-
tion. This method naturally eliminates low-frequency prepo-
sitions from our evaluation and puts a magnifying glass on
the choices that are most agreed upon by the participants.

Analysis of top choices In this evaluation, we focus on
only the top choice, or the most popular selection, made by
the participants for each question. Thus, this analysis cov-
ers 1 preposition for each of the 100 questions correspond-
ing to 66 correct choices and 34 incorrect choices (see Fig-
ure 3). For the correct choices, the Man-Base model based
on the frequency of the prepositions in Mandarin (L1) is
still the strongest, although there is no significant correla-
tion (r=0.128, t(64)=1.034, p=0.305). However, since this
evaluation does not include the choices with lower percent-
age (note the y-axis begins from 0.3), the correlation loses its
strength. Our analysis shows that top choices that are also
correct choices include mostly prepositions with high fre-
quency in Mandarin (L1), making it harder to correlate across
the full range.4

4In accordance with common methodology in corpus linguistic
research, a modified baseline model based on log frequency of the
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Figure 2: The correlation of our baseline models and Naive Bayes models with the participants’ choice percentage over (1) the 100 correct
choices (right panel), and (2) the 300 distractors (left panel). Only the frequency of the prepositions in Mandarin (Man-Base) predicts the
percentages of participants’ correct choices; none of the models predict those for the distractors.
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Figure 3: The correlation of our baseline models and Naive Bayes models with the participants’ choice percentage over (1) the 66 correct
choices chosen by participants as the top choice (right panel), and (2) the 34 incorrect choices selected by participants as the top choice
(left panel). The percentage of participants’ choice for the incorrect choices is predicted only by the probabilities provided by our model
simulating a Mandarin speaker learning English (L1:Man+L2:Eng).

On the other hand, a linear regression analysis shows
that the non-native learner model L1:Man+L2:Eng pre-
dicts the top incorrect choices (r=0.604, effect size=0.192,
t(32)=4.284, p<0.001) above and beyond any of the other
baseline models. Notably, the mistakes arise from the inte-
gration of linguistic properties that are known to play a role
in language prediction—frequency and co-occurrence data,
rather than training on data of learner’s mistakes. Finally,
models of L2 learners of other languages, here, Hebrew and
Japanese, do not explain any of the participants behavior.
The next best model, L1:Heb+L2:Eng, does not correlate sig-
nificantly with participants’ choice percentage (t(32)=1.028,
p=0.312). Linguistic choices of L2 learners are explained
by the target second language and the native language of the
group of learners.

prepositions instead of frequency also do not yield significant corre-
lation (r=-0.0204, t(64)=-0.163, p=0.871).

Discussion
Non-native learners are becoming a core population of the
most frequently used languages. Teaching materials often go
through topic-specific words or lists of all possible syntactic
extensions, which are based entirely on the structure of the L2
to be learned. To the extent that computational tools make use
of information about learners’ native languages, they aim to
improve detection and correction of errors, after they happen.

Toward the goal of developing models for teaching L2 lan-
guages to L1 speakers, we investigate development of models
of second language learners. In contrast with prior work, our
approach to modeling learner responses is based on properties
of L1, augmented (in some cases) by those of L2. Unlike er-
ror detection model, we train our models only on language
data without using data of common errors made by non-
native speakers. Focusing on the problem of learning prepo-
sitions, we create a wide variety of models based on preposi-
tion baserates and n-gram frequencies in the learner’s L1 and
L2. We find that a model based on L1 preposition baserate is
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a robust predictor of correct answers in L2, suggesting that
learners’ are strongly leveraging their prior knowledge when
learning. Moreover, learners’ frequent errors are strongly pre-
dicted by a model based on n-grams in their L1, combined by
n-grams in L2. Results show that a host of alternative mod-
els based on baserates and n-grams from other languages do
not explain the pattern of results. Overall, the results indicate
robust influence of L1 on learning L2.

Our current results are limited by the size and scope of the
training data. On the other hand, the word-to-word transla-
tion, uniquely provided by this dataset, enables the model
to represent the context of preposition choice in sentence-
specific data. While one-to-one mapping such as subject-verb
may be captured by single word mapping across languages
(Kochmar & Shutova, 2016), there is no one-to-one map-
ping of prepositions as a single word across languages (e.g.
Beekhuizen & Stevenson, 2015). The translation of full sen-
tences word-by-word provided a context-specific translation
that enabled prediction of L2 mistakes.

Developing learner models is a first step toward models
that improve teaching second languages by understanding the
influence of L1. There are a number of important directions
before this goal can be realized. First, our results show that
we can predict errors, the next step would be to validate teach-
ing of prepositions using this learner model. Second, our re-
sults are based on speakers of Mandarin who are learning En-
glish as a second language, and it will be important to con-
sider speakers of other L1s learning other L2s. Third, prepo-
sitions are one small aspect of the overall language learn-
ing problem, and generalization to other linguistic features
remains an open question. Because of the simplicity of the
approach and the availability of the relevant training data, we
are optimistic that this approach will allow development of
improved models of second language teaching.
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Abstract

In visual word processing modeling, few models have success-
fully accounted for a large variety of tasks, and large corpora of
behavioral observations. We consider a dataset from a megas-
tudy, in which participants performed three tasks (lexical de-
cision, word naming, and word recognition in a progressive
demasking situation), on the same, large set of stimuli. We
define the BRAID-Phon model, an extension of a previous
probabilistic model, the BRAID model, whose originality is
its visuo-attentional component, in which a visuo-attentional
distribution spatially deploys sensory processing capabilities.
BRAID-Phon includes phonological representations of words,
allowing simulating the naming task. We simulated the three
tasks on the dataset we considered, and analyzed predicted re-
action times in terms of word frequency and word length ef-
fects. Simulation results show that BRAID-Phon successfully
captures the direction and order of magnitude of the observed
effects, in all three tasks.

Keywords: Visual word processing; computational modeling;
reading aloud; lexical decision; megastudy simulation

Introduction
Different experimental paradigms can be used to study vi-
sual word processing through the analysis of participants’ re-
sponse times (RTs). The lexical decision (LD) and word nam-
ing (NMG) paradigms are the most popular. In LD, partici-
pants have to decide whether an input letter-string is a known
word or not; RTs correspond to time needed to press a YES
or NO response key. In naming, participants have to read
the word aloud and identification RTs are collected with a
microphone. Another very useful but less frequently used vi-
sual word processing paradigm is the progressive-demasking
(PDM) task. In this task, a word is progressively revealed and
participants press the key as soon as they think they have iden-
tified it. Response accuracy is checked after their response,
by asking them to spell the word they have identified.

Using these different paradigms, a considerable amount of
data has been accumulated that led to identifying the most
relevant psycholinguistic factors that influence the reader’s
performance. When the same set of words was used in the
different tasks, allowing cross-task comparisons, results re-
vealed that response times were highly inter-correlated, sug-
gesting that the different tasks involve shared cognitive pro-
cesses (Carreiras, Perea, & Grainger, 1997). However, the
current literature lacks an integrated model of visual word
processing, able to account for the variety of observations
across different cognitive tasks (Norris, 2013).

In the last decade, the megastudy approach has become in-
creasingly popular. Megastudies provide experimental data
for thousands of items, over tens or hundreds of participants.
Even if concerns have been raised about the relative stability
and reliability of the collected datasets (Sibley, Kello, & Sei-
denberg, 2009), such megastudies minimize bias risks from
working with short lists of stimuli and help to reduce in-
consistencies in the word recognition literature (Balota, Yap,
Hutchison, & Cortese, 2012). However, most of these large
data sets were collected on a single task, mainly LD; only
some data were collected in both LD and NMG, and to the
best of our knowledge, a single megastudy (the Chronolex
database) provides data for the same large set of words in
the three tasks of LD, NMG and PDM (Ferrand et al., 2011).
Thus, the Chronolex dataset is particularly appropriate to ex-
plore the word processing effects that are common to the dif-
ferent tasks and how these effects are modulated depending
on task demands.

Different classes of computational models have been de-
veloped that implement different aspects of the reading pro-
cess. Word recognition models focus on the visual processes
involved in letter identification and how perceptual informa-
tion contacts orthographic knowledge during processing (see
Norris (2013), for a review). They are mainly used to simu-
late the behavioral effects reported in lexical decision. Mod-
els of naming more specifically question how a spoken form
of the word is generated from the printed letter string (Ans,
Carbonnel, & Valdois, 1998; Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Lang-
don, & Ziegler, 2001; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007, 2010).
They are typically used to account for RTs in reading aloud.
Naming models can further account for LD and provide a
reasonable fit to human data on this task. However, most of
these models make simplifying assumptions about the visual
word recognition mechanisms and/or letter position encod-
ing, which limits their explanatory power. Moreover, only
a few computational models have been confronted to large-
scale datasets, and when they were, simulations were limited
to a single task (Norris & Kinoshita, 2012; Perry, Ziegler, &
Zorzi, 2014; Sibley, Kello, & Seidenberg, 2010). The avail-
ability of cross-task megastudies (Balota et al., 2007; Ferrand
et al., 2011) opens new perspectives, allowing to check the
models’ ability to account for robust effects reported in dif-
ferent experimental paradigms.

The originality of the current study is twofold. First, our
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purpose is to develop a new computational model of the read-
ing process that includes both a fully specified word recog-
nition component and a phonological component, thus being
able to simulate relevant behavioral effects from a variety of
tasks. Second, we ask how well the model can account for
cross-task large-scale datasets, focusing on the two main ef-
fects of word frequency and word length which are known as
the best predictors of RTs in LD, NMG and PDM (Balota,
Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Ferrand et
al., 2011).

For this purpose, we start from the BRAID model
(“Bayesian word Recognition with Attention, Interference
and Dynamics”, Phénix (2018)) and extend it by adding a
phonological component. BRAID is the first word recog-
nition model that implements a variety of visual processes
known to affect letter-string processing, namely an acuity
gradient, lateral interference between adjacent letters and vi-
sual attention deployment. The model was previously shown
to account for classical effects in letter perception, word
recognition and lexical decision, such as frequency effects,
word superiority effects, neighborhood effects, transposed-
letter priming effects or the optimal viewing position ef-
fect (Phénix, 2018; Phénix, Valdois, & Diard, 2018; Phénix,
Ginestet, Valdois, & Diard, submitted). Further, BRAID was
successful at simulating length effects in LD as reported in
the French Lexical Project megastudy (Ginestet, Phénix, Di-
ard, & Valdois, 2019).

In the next section, we describe how BRAID was extended
into “BRAID-Phon”, a “BRAID with phonology” model, to
develop the first model of reading aloud that incorporates
a fully specified word recognition sub-model. Second, we
show how BRAID-Phon simulates the LD, NMG and PDM
tasks, with a self-imposed constraint to simulate all three
tasks using the same default values of the parameters. We
also describe the original dataset from the Chronolex megas-
tudy (Ferrand et al., 2011). Finally, we analyse and discuss
experimental results from our simulations, by focusing on the
frequency and length effects, that, in the Chronolex data, af-
fect human RTs in the same direction in all three tasks but
with different magnitudes.

Model
BRAID
BRAID is a computational model of the visual processes and
knowledge involved in letter recognition, word recognition
and lexical decision. Probabilistic variables and probabil-
ity distributions model representations and knowledge, and
probabilistic inference provides mathematical expressions for
simulated tasks. The BRAID model features the three clas-
sical levels of visual processing, as in the seminal IA model
(McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981): the letter sensory level,
the letter perceptual level and the lexical level (see Fig 1).
The main originality of BRAID is the inclusion of a visual
attention layer, between the sensory layer and the letter per-
ception layer. Here, we only provide a rapid description of

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the BRAID and
BRAID-Phon models. Each submodel is represented by a
colored, labelled rectangle. Variables are represented by
nodes and arrows refer to probabilistic dependencies. The
full structure is the one of the BRAID-Phon model; removing
the “phonology” portion of the lexical submodel yields the
structure of the initial BRAID model.

each submodel; the full mathematical description is available
elsewhere (Phénix, 2018).

The sensory submodel of BRAID implements low-level vi-
sual processing, taking into account effects from an acuity
gradient, from lateral interference between letters of the stim-
ulus, and from visual similarity between letters. St

n variables
describe the stimulus at each time step t and each position
n, Gt represent the gaze position at time step t. Letter pro-
cessing is parallel and results in probability distributions over
variables It

n, that represent internal letter representation.
The visual-attention submodel spatially modulates the

transfer of information propagation during sensory process-
ing, from the sensory to the perceptual submodels, to favor
processing of the attended portion of the stimulus, to the detri-
ment of the rest. In other words, it can be construed as a spa-
tial filter of information across letter positions. The distribu-
tion of attention is represented by a probability distribution,
assumed to be Normal over spatial positions, so that it is de-
scribed by its location µt

A and dispersion σt
A.

The letter perceptual submodel is a dynamic model that
implements accumulation of perceptual evidence. Probabil-
ity distributions over variables Pt

n evolve over time as they re-
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ceive information from sensory processing, allowing to iden-
tify letters at each position n and each time step t.

The lexical knowledge submodel represents knowledge
about the orthography of known words, with a naı̈ve Bayes
model predicting, for each word W , its letter Lt

n at each po-
sition. In the present study, the lexical submodel is config-
ured with the Lexique 3.82 database, featuring the spelling
of 92,117 French words (New, 2006). The lexical submodel
also includes a dynamical model, to accumulate perceptual
evidence about which known word corresponds to the stim-
ulus, if one does. The initial state of this dynamical model
is the prior distribution P(W 0), which is identified to word
frequency from the reference lexicon.

The final submodel, the lexical membership submodel, al-
lows evaluating the correspondence between the stimulus and
known words, using a dynamically evolving probability dis-
tribution over Boolean variable Dt . In other words, this sub-
model implements an “error model”: assuming the input
string is a word (Dt = True), perceived letters should match
those of a known word in all positions; on the contrary, if the
input is not a word (Dt = False), matching should fail in at
least one position.

In the overall architecture of the BRAID model, informa-
tion propagates at each time step both in a bottom-up manner
(from the sensory to the perceptual to both the lexical knowl-
edge and lexical membership submodels) and in a top-down
manner (from the lexical submodels to the perceptual sub-
model). Therefore, lexical top-down information influences
processing at the letter level, yielding word and pseudo-word
superiority effects, as in classical models. Further, this influ-
ence is modulated by lexical membership: if the stimulus is
probably not a word, top-down influence is decreased so that
only perceptual, bottom-up information contributes to letter
identification probabilities.

BRAID-Phon
In order to extend the BRAID word recognition model into
the BRAID-Phon reading aloud model, we add a phonologi-
cal sub-layer, extending the lexical knowledge submodel (see
Fig 1). We represent the phonological description of each
known word in a mirror manner to orthography: the proba-
bility distribution over phonemes ϕt

1:M , for all positions 1 to
M, is defined by a time-invariant naı̈ve Bayes model. M is
the maximal phonological length of words in the lexicon and
a specific phoneme value (#) is used to indicate the end of the
phonological sequence for shorter words.

For simplicity, we only represent words by phonemes at
each position, and do not address issues about the nature of
phonological representations here (e.g., syllabic vs phone-
mic). As for orthographic knowledge, in the experiment pre-
sented here, we identify phonological knowledge from the
Lexique 3.82 database (New, 2006).

Simulations
Since BRAID-Phon is a probabilistic model, it is formally
defined by a joint probability distribution, allowing to formu-

late and compute all possible conditional probability distri-
butions related to variables of the model. Therefore, simulat-
ing a given cognitive task amounts to choosing the variable
of interest XT , describing the input, known values (usually
describing the stimulus S1:T

1:N at all positions and for all time
steps, gaze position G1:T and the parameters µ1:T

A , σ1:T
A of

the attention distribution), and computing the corresponding
probability distribution P(XT | S1:T

1:N G1:T µ1:T
A σ1:T

A ).

Lexical Decision For instance, computing the probability
distribution over Dt , the dynamic variable of the lexical mem-
bership submodel, allows simulating the lexical decision task
(Phénix, 2018; Ginestet et al., 2019). Mathematically:

QT
LD = P

(
DT | µ1:T

A σ
1:T
A S1:T

1:N G1:T [λP
1:T
1:N = 1] [λD

1:T
1:N = 1]

)
The lambda variables λP

1:T
1:N and λD

1:T
1:N are coherence vari-

ables that allow selecting how information propagates in the
model (Gilet, Diard, & Bessière, 2011). Here, assuming they
are set to 1 means that information propagates throughout the
whole BRAID-Phon architecture. Computing QLD

T yields
the evolution over time of the probability value of the “yes”-
answer to the LD task (DT = True) for a given orthographic
stimulus S0:T

1:N .

Naming In a similar manner, the naming task is simulated
by computing:

QT
NMG =P

(
ϕ

T
1:M | µ1:T

A σ
1:T
A S1:T

1:N G1:T [λP
1:T
1:N = 1] [λD

1:T
1:N = 1]

)
Therefore, reading aloud is simulated in BRAID-Phon by in-
ferring the probability distributions over phonemes at each
time step, given an orthographic input, and their evolution
as sensory processing of the visual input proceeds. In sim-
ulations, NMG RTs are based on the probability distribution
over the first phoneme, provided that the whole sequence of
phonemes is correct. These criteria match the task conditions,
since behavioral RTs correspond to the beginning of the pro-
nunciation and are only reported for correct responses.

Progressive demasking The third task, progressive de-
masking, is simulated in BRAID-Phon as word recognition
was simulated in BRAID (Phénix, 2018), that is, we compute
the probability distribution over words at each time step:

QT
WR = P

(
W T | µ1:T

A σ
1:T
A S1:T

1:N G1:T [λP
1:T
1:N = 1]

)
However, stimulus presentation is particular in PDM, since
the word is gradually revealed. To do this, time is considered
as a sequence of periods (of 210 ms each in the Chronolex
experiment), each period divided further into a sequence of
cycles (of 14 ms each, so that there are 15 cycles per period).
Each period first shows the stimulus for a portion of the cycle,
then a mask made of # characters for the remainder of the
cycle. Initially, the stimulus is shown for 1 cycle and the mask
for 14 cycles, then 2 and 13, 3 and 12, etc.
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This is easily simulated in BRAID-Phon by adequately set-
ting the input values of stimulus variables S1:T

1:N , alternating be-
tween those of an input letter sequence and those of an input
mask sequence, as a function of time.

Experimental Data The Chronolex study (Ferrand et al.,
2011) provides a database of RTs for 1,482 French words,
each corresponding to the mean RT collected over 105 par-
ticipants. The dataset contains only monosyllabic and mono-
morphemic words of different lengths, from 2 to 8 letters,
with, understandably, few 8-letter monosyllabic words com-
pared to other lengths.

Procedure The BRAID model was previously calibrated
(Phénix, 2018) so that one simulated iteration corresponds
to one millisecond of physical time. In this work, we use the
default values of all parameters. In particular, the gaze po-
sition gT and the position of attentional focus µT

A coincide,
and are set to the central position of the stimulus (gT = µT

A =
(N + 1)/2, with N the stimulus length). The standard devia-
tion of the attention distribution is set to σT

A = 1.75.
Once run, simulations yield the evolution over time of

probability values of the variable of interest. A straightfor-
ward decision model is considered: to obtain simulated RTs,
we compute the number of iterations needed for the probabil-
ity value to reach a fixed decision threshold.

In the three considered tasks, the domains of the variables
of interest have different sizes: 2 for the lexical membership
variable DT , 40 for the first phoneme variable ϕT

1 and 92,117
for the word variable W T . Therefore, we allow for three dif-
ferent decision threshold values. To calibrate these (Ginestet
et al., 2019), we run simulations for 1,000 iterations for the
LD and NMG tasks, and 3,000 for the PDM task, then explore
a large set of decision thresholds, yielding error rates and a
mean square error to the behavioral data. Decision thresh-
olds are selected to solve the trade-off between these two
measures (details not provided here). Therefore, below, we
report results for the following threshold values: τLD = 0.9,
τNMG = 0.8 and τPDM = 0.5. Items for which the model pro-
vides an incorrect output or for which the considered prob-
ability curve does not reach the specified threshold are not
taken into account in the analyses. We note further that the
decision threshold for lexical decision τLD has the same value
as in previous work, which was based on an entirely different
dataset (Ginestet et al., 2019).

In order to compare the simulated RTs to the behavioral
RTs of the Chronolex study, we perform linear regressions
for each task, using two predictors: word frequency and word
length. Additionally, since NMG data is collected by auto-
matic analyses of audio recordings, it is affected by voice de-
tection biases, stress patterns, etc. Therefore, the Chronolex
NMG task regression also includes, as predictors, 13 control
variables related to the articulatory nature of the stimulus on-
set. Such analyses are common in the field (Spieler & Balota,
1997).

Results

BRAID-Phon correctly recognizes 98% of items in LD,
88.5% in NMG and 90.7% in PDM. Figure 2 and Figure 3 re-
spectively show regression lines for the frequency and length
effects, for behavioral and simulated RTs.

In the LD task, the two length and frequency fac-
tors explain 39% of simulated data variance (F(2,1458) =
316.4; p < .001) against 41% in the Chronolex data
(F(2,1458) = 524.6; p < .001). The model provides an ac-
curate simulation of the log-frequency effect: -30 iterations
per log(ppm) in simulation versus -38 ms per log(ppm) in the
Chronolex data. The length effect is also well predicted: 15
iterations per letter in simulation and 8 ms per letter in the
Chronolex data. The corresponding partial R2 are also simi-
lar: 0.20 in simulation versus 0.29 in the behavioral data for
the frequency effect and 0.06 versus 0.02 for the length effect.

In the NMG task, frequency and length explain 24% of
simulated data variance (F(2,1391) = 220.4; p < .001). For
Chronolex, the two factors and the onset control variables ac-
count for 53% of variance (F(14,1379) = 113; p < .001).
The slope of the frequency effect is -27.5 iterations per
log(ppm) in simulation versus -7.5 ms per log(ppm) in the
Chronolex data. The slope of the length effect is 23.1 itera-
tions per letter versus 4.9 ms per letter in the Chronolex data.
For the frequency effect, the partial R2 are 0.1 in simulation
versus .02 in behavioral data, and are respectively 0.1 versus
0.01 for the length effect. The word onset variables alone
account for 45% of Chronolex NMG RTs variability.

In the PDM task, the two predictors of length and
frequency explain 38.5% of simulated RTs variance
(F(2,1354) = 425.9; p < .001) and 19.3% in the Chronolex
data (F(2,1354) = 163.2; p < .001). The regression yields
large slope values for the simulation data: -170.7 iterations
per log(ppm) for the frequency effect and 72.53 iteration per
letter when dealing with the length effect (-21.5 and 20.3 re-
spectively in behavioural data). For this task, the partial R2 of
the length effect are equal (0.06) in simulated and Chronolex
data. The partial R2 of the frequency effect is 0.22 in simu-
lated RTs versus 0.06 in the Chronolex data.

Overall, for all tasks and effects, the simulation results con-
tains the same effects, and in the same direction, as observed
in the Chronolex data. A direct comparison of RTs for the
three tasks and the two effects shows that BRAID-Phon suc-
cessfully captures the general decrease of RTs with increasing
log-frequency and the general increase in RTs with increasing
length. As in the experimental data, RTs at the intercept are
far longer in PDM than in LD or NMG. However, BRAID
simulates similar intercepts for LD and NMG while RTs at
the intercept are longer for LD than NMG in the human data.
For both the frequency and length effects, the slopes of the
regressions are quite comparable in LD for the human data
and the simulations. However, we observe that BRAID-Phon
tends to overestimate the amplitude of the effects in NMG
and simulates exaggerated effects in PDM.
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Figure 2: Frequency effect on RTs simulated by BRAID-Phon (blue) and Chronolex RTs (green) and a scatterplot of item-level
RTs. To ease the comparison of the slopes, the y-axis of simulated RTs is shifted by a constant equal to the difference of the
two regressions intercepts.
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Figure 3: Length effect on RTs simulated by BRAID-Phon (blue) and Chronolex RTs (green) and a scatterplot of item-level
RTs. The y-axis of simulated RTs is shifted (see Figure 2).

Discussion
This study is a first attempt to account for the main effects
of word frequency and word letter length in three different
visual word processing tasks while using the same computa-
tional model and the same parameter values. The Bayesian
formalism we follow allows to derive from the same model,
in a mathematically rigorous manner, the tasks of lexical de-
cision, naming and progressive demasking.

As far as we know, no other computational model has
been evaluated on a multiple task study. Several computa-
tional models can successfully simulate LD and NMG per-
formance but most of the time evidence comes from very
limited datasets. Only one model attempted to simulate the
PDM task (see the MROM model, Carreiras et al. (1997))
and the model parameters were adapted to match the experi-
mental conditions. In contrast, the simulations we performed
were computed while using the same parameter values for all
three tasks. The decision threshold value was taken from pre-
vious simulations for LD; thresholds were fixed for the new
tasks of NMG and PDM using the same method as previously
for LD.

We used BRAID to simulate the very classical effect of fre-
quency that most models have previously simulated. BRAID
was further checked for its ability to account for the length
effect. Although being a very robust behavioural effect in a
variety of tasks, previous models could only account for the
length effect in naming. We show that BRAID-Phon suc-
cessfully predicts the direction and the order of magnitude
of the length effect in LD, NMG and PDM. In particular,

the model quite successfully simulates length effects in LD,
which was challenging for previous models. The model ap-
pears to be robust, as similar success was previously reported
for BRAID when confronted to the French Lexicon Project
dataset (Ferrand et al., 2010) to simulate length effects in LD
(Ginestet et al., 2019).

In most theoretical frameworks, the length effect was
viewed as inherently related to serial processing (Coltheart et
al., 2001; Perry et al., 2007). Counter-intuitively, the length
effect in our model is a consequence of the parallel process-
ing of letters and of limited visual attention resources. Given
that a limited amount of visual attention is available for let-
ter processing, letters are more efficiently processed in shorter
words than in longer words. Therefore, shorter words are rec-
ognized faster than longer words. In the model, the same two
mechanisms of parallel processing and visual attention lim-
itation account for the deleterious effects of word length on
the number of iterations in all three tasks.

Nevertheless, BRAID-Phon is confronted to several limi-
tations in its current implementation. First, the model imple-
ments phonological knowledge in a very simplistic way and
does not include any information about articulatory features
of speech. This may explain some discrepancies between the
experimental data and simulated findings. Indeed, behavioral
data shows that the identity of the first phoneme explains up
to 45% of naming latencies variability (Yap & Balota, 2009),
suggesting that, in the NMG task, Rts are affected by articula-
tory planning and speech production of the word to be named.
Such considerations are absent of BRAID-Phon, since it is re-
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stricted to stimulus recognition.
Second, BRAID-Phon tends to exacerbate length effects,

in particular in PDM. We have previously shown that length
effects in LD are better captured when allowing the model
to shift attention and gaze position during word processing
beyond 6 letter length (Ginestet et al., 2019). Such visuo-
attentional shifts would reduce the amplitude of length effects
in all three tasks, particularly in PDM, where RTs are around
1.2 s, making visuo-attentional shifts highly likely in partic-
ipants. Moreover, the PDM task is a particular condition in
which participants are instructed to respond as quickly as pos-
sible, as soon as they think they have identified the word. The
instruction may thus favor guessing strategies which would
correspond in the model to higher reliance on lexical knowl-
edge. Better fit are thus expected if we allowed higher top-
down influence from the lexical submodel to the letter per-
ception submodel.
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Dipole sources localization of alpha activity in EEG neurofeedback training.
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Abstract

The neurofeedback training-induced alpha activity have been observed over widespread brain regions on topographic
electroencephalogram analysis. However, the generation mechanism of the alpha activity has not been clarified yet. The
present study was aimed to identify sources of the alpha activity through four different temporal/spectral analytic tech-
niques, i.e., max peak average, positive average, negative average and event-related spectral perturbation average methods.
Twenty participants were trained through 12 sessions by receiving feedback of alpha amplitude and showed significant
alpha amplitude increment. The alpha activities were averaged through four different methods for dipole source analysis.
Similar results from four methods showed that the sources of the alpha activity clustered in precuneus, posterior cingulate
cortex and middle temporal gyrus. Our findings indicated that alpha activity is trainable through our NFT protocol. The
three brain regions play important roles for enhancing the training-induced alpha activity.
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Abstract 

In this study, we investigate how high- and low-performance 
learners (N=12) act differently while using a cognitive tutoring 
system. We examine three research questions: (1) Can we 
predict learners’ performance using only their visual attention 
(eye movement data)? (2) Can we predict learners’ 
performance from visual attention data and initial 
performance? (3) Are age, gender, first language, where they 
look, and the sequence of Areas of Interests (AOIs) significant 
factors in the learners’ performance? Learners more correctly 
answer questions taken from larger rather than smaller AOIs. 
Our results show that high-performance learners pay more 
attention to the content that contains answers to later questions. 
Surprisingly, the tutor did not change the learners’ visual 
search to a goal-oriented search. Our analyses can help 
instructional designers create a more productive learning 
experience because visual search behavior as part of a learner 
model with acceptable accuracy in early stages can be used in 
adaptive tutors. Additionally, we trained a classifier on the eye 
movement data to predict learners’ performance for each 
question. Its results provide a list of suggestions for designing 
more productive learning experiences, such as enticing user 
attention by increasing the size of the content that contains 
answers and changing the order of contents.  

Keywords: eye-tracking; eye movement data; learner 
modeling; e-learning; online tutoring system; cognition 
analysis; visual attention  

Introduction 

We present an experimental evaluation of visual attention 

information (i.e., gaze-based and eye movements data) as a 

source for modeling a user’s learning in e-learning and to 

understand patterns of visual behavior. We started with these 

primary research questions: (a) How do learners interact with 

the materials in a tutor, including quiz questions? (b) What 

are the different ways learners interact with screen objects? 

(c) Where did learners who answered correctly and 

incorrectly look? (d) How often did learners spend time in 

interactive areas? (e) How much time did learners look at 

different objects? We used a cognitive tutor that was 

implementing the Declarative-to-Procedural (D2P) theory on 

a tutoring system. D2P is designed to support tutoring 

procedural skills that can be, and need to be, described to 

learners initially with declarative knowledge, and to support 

instructional designers. D2P draws on general theories of 

learning and provides multimedia instruction pages followed 

by multimodal quizzes to test and proceduralize the 

declarative knowledge (Ritter et al., 2013). 

There are many technologies for investigating cognitive 

processes more deeply and accurately, one of which is eye 

tracking. Tracking people’s eye movements can help us 

understand visual and display-based information processing 

and the factors that may impact the usability of system 

interfaces. Also, eye movement data advance learning 

interfaces and experiences by suggesting how to alter 

interfaces for improved learning (e.g., Worsley, Barel, 

Davison, Large, and Mwiti, 2018). In this way, eye-

movement data can provide an objective source of interface-

evaluation to inform the design of improved interfaces. Eye 

movements recorded by eye trackers can provide a lot of 

information on cognitive processes (e.g., Holmqvist et al., 

2011; Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000).  

Also, paying attention to how users look for information on 

online tutors is becoming increasingly important in designing 

positive learning experiences. Lai et al. (2013) review the 

effect of eye-tracking approaches in a study of learning based 

on more than 100 studies. These studies try to connect 

learning outcomes to cognitive processing. These studies 

mainly focused on the effect of individual differences rather 

than the effect of designs on the learning environment and 

patterns of visual behavior. Eye movement data give us a way 

to tie together the eyes and higher-level functions of the brain. 

Mapping eye-movement patterns to cognitive strategies help 

researchers understand the psychological causes of behavior 

(e.g., eye movement and retrieval process, Anderson, 

Bothell, and Douglass, 2004). 

In our experiment, an eye tracker recorded learners’ visual 

attention while they studied the tutor contents and when they 

answered questions. We also calculated learners’ visual 

attention information such as eye fixation over Areas of 

Interest (AOIs) and normalized dwell (dwell time divided by 

AOI Coverage). AOIs help researchers analyze the various 

components of a visual scene.  

We observe how long learners looked at the AOIs and the 

scan order (AOIs Sequence). These gaze data are suggested 

to be a good predictor of learning (Kardan & Conati, 2012). 

However, evaluating learners’ performance based on 

learners' interaction data from e-learning environments is 

challenging (Holzinger, Kickmeier-Rust, Wassertheurer, & 

Hessinger, 2009). Additionally, the instructional designer's 

approach can be improved by eye gaze data (Clinton, Cooper, 
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Michaelis, Alibali, & Nathan, 2017). Furthermore, collecting 

interaction data, gaze data, in an open-ended environment is 

computationally expensive (Kardan & Conati, 2013). 

Therefore, for complex, dynamic, and interactive 

environments, researchers must define the relevant AOIs.  

The effect of most extended fixations in overall performance 

has been studied before with AOI-related and AOI-

independent features (Bondareva et al., 2013). This 

demonstrated that attention defining the instructional 

materials is essential for assessing learning.  

Objects’ arrangements on a page alter information 

processing and patterns of visual behavior. Attention’s order 

of AOIs has been studied; for instance, during program 

debugging—Lin et al.’s (2016) study noted that eye gaze data 

during debugging reveals a dynamic and nonlinear procedure 

for debugging. This procedure can be used to understand the 

cognition of information processing. In addition, the theory 

of visual hierarchy helps instructional designers avoid 

potential design problems (Faraday, 2000).  

In light of the above, we attempt to predict performance in 

the tutor on a question-by-question basis using just gaze data 

analyzed based on AOIs. AOIs have been defined using the 

answers of questions in D2P content pages. This leads to the 

following questions:  

Question 1: Can we predict performance by having only 

learner’s visual attention (eye movement data)? 

Question 2: Can we predict a later performance with 

current performance (first question set) and visual attention? 

Question 3: Are age, gender, first language, where 

learner’s look, and the sequence of AOIs significant factors 

in the performance? Do these factors interact with the eye-

movement data when predicting performance? 

Method 

Participants  

We collected data from 12 volunteer participants that were 

summer interns (graduate and undergraduate) or full-time 

employees at ACT Inc. ACT is an educational testing 

company that administers the ACT college preparatory test. 

Participants were unfamiliar with the tutoring system (D2P) 

and content (Navy ribbons). 

Materials and apparatus 

Declarative-to-procedural (D2P) tutoring system. We 

used a tutor created in the D2P tutoring system1. D2P is 

designed based on the learning and memory theories in 

Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational, ACT-R (Anderson, 

2007). D2P is a page-based tutor. Content pages can include 

text, video, pictures, and simulations. An example of existing 

pages for contents and quizzes are shown in Figure 1. 

We selected a tutor from the existing tutors created in D2P, 

one that teaches knowledge about US Navy Ribbons. The 

D2P/Navy Ribbon tutor provides an overview and the details 

of the ribbons (medals) awarded by the US Navy. This tutor 

 
1 http://acs.ist.psu.edu/projects/d2p/d2p.html  

is primarily designed to provide an example D2P tutor for 

testing the tutor architecture and, secondarily, to help 

recognize Navy ribbons. This tutor describes ribbon types, 

who is eligible to receive them, and for what they are 

awarded. Participants also learn how to recognize ribbons, 

whether they are currently awarded, special locations or 

situations medals were awarded for, and their precedence—

that is, the order that they appear on a uniform. This tutor 

primarily uses pictures and text to describe the ribbons 

followed by quizzes and practice pages so that participants 

can practice recall and recognition of ribbons. The time on 

task and question answers are stored in the tutor’s database. 

Eye Tracker. We used a SMI Experiment SuiteTM 360° 

eye-tracker. It is a tracker bar with cameras attached to the 

bottom of the screen, and a 17” monitor driven by a PC. The 

tutor was displayed in an Internet Explorer browser. 

 

 
Figure 1: (a) A content page and (b) a question with timer in 

the Navy Ribbon tutor in D2P. 

Design and procedure 

All participants navigated the tutor using a computer in an 

experiment room. After consent, learners were calibrated on 

the eye-tracker. Their gaze data were recorded with the eye 

tracker, and their performance was the number of correct 

answers on the 89 multiple choice quiz questions in the tutor. 

Participants used a mouse for all inputs.  

The tutor contains five quizzes. Participants went through 

13 content pages and answered 38 questions in the first quiz, 

the first set of questions. Then the participants went through 

12 content pages and then answered the next 51 questions as 
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part of the second set of questions. Questions followed the 

same pattern in both sets and were associated with the same 

details of content pages. The question set 1 contains two 

quizzes, one about matching ribbons’ name (AOI 1) and 

image (AOI 2), as shown in Figure 1b. The military 

decorations quiz features a series of questions about the first 

set of ribbons’ information in the tutor, such as eligibility. 

Question set 2 contains three quizzes: a matching quiz, a 

military decorations quiz about the second set of ribbons, and 

a matching quiz about all ribbons that are in the first and 

second part of the tutor’s content. 

Analysis 

We used the analysis software provided with the eye tracker, 

BeGaze2, to aggregate the eye movements and saccades into 

the AOIs shown in Figure 2. The minimum fixation threshold 

was 50 ms, and fixations below this threshold were ignored. 

We defined four AOIs based on the tutor questions and 

answers with different sizes: (a) AOI 1 is the name of the 

ribbon being tested, (b) AOI 2 is the image of the ribbon, 

(c) AOI 3 is the main ribbon information⎯Type, Eligibility, 

Awarded for, and Status, and (d) AOI 4/White is the rest of 

tutor’s screen (anything else on the page not related to a 

question). Each AOI was adjusted to include its elements on 

each content page. Therefore, we knew which AOI provided 

the answer to each question. This varied by questions.  

Answers were only in AOIs 1 to 3, and not in AOI 4.   

In the analysis, we combined two sets of features. The first 

set of features includes the learners’ performance (or grade 

per question), age, first language, and gender. The second set 

of features consists of statistical measures of participants’ 

attention and gaze information collected by the eye-tracker 

such as fixation time (time spent in each AOI), sequence 

(order of viewing AOIs), normalized dwell, and first fixation 

duration. Learners’ behavior created a dataset with 1,864 data 

points with 42 features (15 distinct features for the classifier) 

that each data point contains the time and grade of that AOI 

per question and per person. We excluded the 4 pages where 

learners watched instructional videos and quiz pages that 

contain question sets. Features include eye tracker data 

collected for each page and AOI. In this study, the trial starts 

when participants enter the new page. Participants were free 

to navigate the tutor and used the previous and next buttons. 

Therefore, we had multiple trials for some pages (stimulus).  

Exploratory data analysis 

Because AOI 4/White corresponds to areas that did not hold 

answers to any questions, there were not any grades for these 

data points. Therefore, the AOI 4/White data points were 

removed from the analyses, as well as the 221 data points 

representing AOIs that are related to answers but not 

examined on a given page by a given subject.  After the 

removal and data cleaning, there remain 1262 data points. 

To start exploring the data, we were interested in seeing 

how well each participant did in each of the two sets of  

 
2 https://gazeintelligence.com/smi-software-download 

 
 

Figure 2: AOI 001, AOI 002, and AOI 003 

(counterclockwise from upper left) are areas related to the 

question sets. White Space is the remaining screen area 

containing the navigation bar, buttons, and page details. Red 

dots are users’ click events. BeGaze software provides 

statistical information for each AOIs. The BeGaze software 

generates the AOI labels (e.g., AOI 001). 

 

questions. Figure 3a shows the percentage of correctly 

answered questions for each of the participants. Of the 12 

participants, 9 had a higher percentage of correct answers in 

the second set than the first set. Figure 3b shows a boxplot of 

the percentage of correct answers for each of the two sets of 

questions. Overall, the median was lower in the first set than 

the second. It is also interesting to note that the spread of 

percent corrects decreased from the first set of questions to 

the second set. 

Results 

We first describe the descriptive statistics and summarize 

where the participants looked. Also, we examine the 

reliability of these measures and how they might be used to 

distinguish high- and low-performers. Next, we investigate 

how visual attention information might be able to predict 

learners’ performance. 

Descriptive statistics 

All of the participants were able to perform the task and finish 

the tutor.  The study took about 30~40 minutes. Participants 

spent additional time on non-content pages and tasks 

including question answering, video watching, and setting 

up. Figure 4a shows the time each participant spent on the 

AOI’s. Figure 4b shows variability across individuals and 

pages. In Figure 4 participant P11, who has the lowest 

number of correct answers as shown in Figure 3, also had the 

lowest average fixation time in AOIs 1-3. 

Figure 5 breaks down further the times per AOI per page. 

Some pages were looked at longer. After page 11, 

participants took the first question set (set1) but did not 

appear to improve their recognition of what the most 

important areas of content pages are. This behavior has also 

been mentioned in the previous section. The first question set 

failed to attract learners’ attention to the most important 
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Figure 3: (a) The graph shows that Participants 1, 2, and 4 

had fewer correct answers in the second set of questions 

than the first. All other participants increased their grade. 

(b) The boxplot for the percentage of correct answers for the 

question sets 1 and 2. The median for the first set is around 

77% with more spread. The median for the second set is 

approximately 82%. Both question sets have an outlier with 

a much lower grade (P11). Therefore, they are consistent 

with the overall trend of improved performance over time. 

 

content of the learning material that we wanted learners to 

learn and did not alter the learners’ visual search pattern. 

Figure 6 shows that participants looked at AOI 4 more than 

the salient AOIs 1-3. Therefore, they spent a lot of time on 

material that could not help them to answer the questions. 

Inferential analysis 

To identify important variables that predict the ability to 

answer correctly, two analysis techniques were used: the 

random forest classification and regression based on Breiman 

(2001). The analysis particularly shows that the Normalized 

Dwell (shown in Figure 6b) is the most critical variable 

among the eye-tracking data and has the most contribution.  

We used an ANOVA analysis to examine the group 

difference in AOI for correct answers. The correct answer 

group contains 942 samples. The one-way ANOVA test 

result showed significant differences between AOI group 

means as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2, 940) = 

83.02, p < .001). The ANOVA results indicate that the mean 

difference of Normalized Dwell over AOI is statistically  

 
Figure 4: (a) Average fixation time on all AOIs 1-3 on a 

content page per participant with standard errors shown as 

error bars. (b) Total fixation time per participant for AOIs 1-

3.  P11 spent the least amount of time on AOIs 1-3. 

 

different. For instance, AOI 2’s mean of Normalized Dwell 

time is 94,729 ms longer than AOI 1’s on average. 

The research questions lead to several further analysis 

questions. To answer research questions, a mixed-effects 

logistic regression is fitted. The logistic regression was used 

because the response variable for each question, grade, is 

binary. Also, a mixed-effects logistic regression was used 

because the participant is considered to have a random effect 

in the learner’s model. The participant is random because this 

allows the conclusions made from the model to be extended 

to others, not just the 12 participants that took part in the 

study and control the estimation biased. Consequently, what 

did we find out about the questions noted earlier? 

Question 1: Can we predict a learner’s performance by 

using only their visual attention (eye movement data)? Does 

a model with a learner’s eye movement data better predict the 

learner’s performance than a random model? To answer the 

first question of whether we can predict a learner’s 

performance from their eye movement data, a mixed-effects  
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Figure 6: (a) AOIs’ average fixation time for all content 

pages and participants with standard error bars. AOI 4 

contains white space, description of GUI items, page 

numbers, and page content that are not necessary for 

answering questions. (b) The boxplot for the Normalized 

Dwell of correct answers for AOIs 1-3. 

 

logistic regression was fitted with only the eye movement 

data. This method was used to predict grade (on each 

question), and a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 

curve was fit, as well as an AUC value calculated. Figure 7 

shows the ROC curve of predicting performance. This curve 

corresponds to an AUC value of .758, with higher values 

closer to 1 being a better fit. 

Question 2: Can we predict a learner’s performance with 

visual attention and current performance (Set)? To address 

this question in determining if the variable Set is positively 

associated with the grade. A mixed-effects logistic regression 

model was fit with the eye movement variables as well as the 

Set variable. Multicollinearity assumption was also checked. 

After the assumptions have been met, the p-value of the Set 

variable (p=.00095) suggests that the Set variable is a reliable 

factor in this model. That is, participants perform better in the 

second question set. 

 
Figure 7: ROC curve of predicting the participant’s grade 

from their eye movement data. 1-specificity is false positive 

rate and sensitivity is true positive rate. 

 

Question 3: Are the learners’ age, gender, where they look, 

how long they look, the sequence of AOIs, and first language 

significant predictive factors of the learner’s performance? 

Do they matter when given eye movement data such as 

fixation time? Are the non-eye movement data variables of 

Age, Gender, Language, AOI Name, and AOI Coverage 

significant? To answer these questions, a logistic regression 

was fit for the non-eye movement variables to predict correct 

answers. The multicollinearity assumption was checked and 

 
Figure 5: Average fixation time for the three primary AOIs per content page. Pages not shown are question pages 

or non-content pages. 
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met transfer variables condition⎯cubic root was used in the 

equation to transform data.  

The results of the logistic regression show that only the 

variable AOI Coverage was significant. Therefore, the result 

suggests that the salient areas need to be prominent to attract 

a participant’s attention.  

In addition, all data; non-eye movement and eye movement 

data were considered to find variables that are significant in 

the model. We again use a mixed-effects logistic regression. 

The variables that were found significant at the alpha = .05 

level were AOI Coverage, Set, the cubed root of Normalized 

Dwell, and the cubed root of First Fixation. Normalized 

Dwell and AOI Coverage results suggest that salient areas 

that take up more space in stimulus have more effect on gaze 

time and the learner’s performance. The first fixation 

duration suggests that for attracting and maintaining learner’s 

attention the answer’s area needs to have a higher priority in 

the visual scene because only the first visit duration makes a 

difference, not the total revisiting duration. 

Cross-validation of analyses 

To analyze what lead to correct answers, we used the KNIME 

Analytics Platform data mining toolkit3. KNIME is an 

integrated open-source tool that provides a wide choice of 

advanced data mining algorithms. For the model comparison 

and model performance, we examined the model using 

multiple classification algorithms such as Decision Tree, 

Neural Network, SVM, and Naïve Bayes modules.  Previous 

research (Naik & Samant, 2016) has reported that in the 

KNIME tool these classification algorithms have higher 

accuracy compared with other tools. We created scripts to 

map questions and AOI. Also, we parsed the data and cleaned 

eye-tracking errors that generate invalid gaze samples. 

Instead of predicting the overall performance, we used the 

classification algorithms to predict the individual grade for 

each question. 

Table 1 shows accuracy and kappa (Landis & Koch, 1977) 

scores for the different classifiers and feature sets for our data 

and previously published analyses. The kappa value near zero 

indicates that some additional data may be required for stable 

and reliable results. Furthermore, because most of the data 

points in our training data are for correct answers, the 

expected disagreement is very low in our study. In our case, 

using kappa value measurements is not a suitable reliability 

statistic because we do not have enough data from negative 

answers.   

For comparison, the D2P tutor is more straightforward than 

the MetaTutor that was used in the Bondareva et al. (2013) 

study. In their research, learner’s eye movements were 

collected while learners watched video tutorials and used 

MetaTutor tools. In addition to the mouse device, users could 

type text to the system that caused noise in the data. The main 

features were representing general gaze trends.  

We did not gather the data related to saccades such as gaze 

direction and path angle; instead, we recorded the visited 

 
3 https://www.knime.com/ 

AOIs sequence. We have additional features for AOIs and 

participants. The AOI definition in our tutor is based on 

question answers; however, in Bondareva et al.’s (2013) 

work, it is based on the type of content (e.g., AOI for all 

images). In our study, we considered the participant's first 

language because, in pilot work, we observed that the eye 

path of participants appears to be affected by their first 

language. 

 

Table 1: The four data mining analyses were compared with 

the previous works. 

Training Algorithm Accuracy Kappa 

Decision Tree 77.47% .39 

Neural Network 79.05% .41 

SVM 76.28% .17 

Naïve Bayes 69.96% .25 

Naïve Bayes AOI-only 

features (Bondareva et 

al., 2013) 

69.6% .39 

Simple Logistic 

Regression on full 

dataset (Bondareva et al., 

2013) 

78.3% .56 

Discussion and conclusion 

We analyzed how learners used a tutor by observing where 

and how long they looked at the information. Their learning 

was assessed with quiz questions. We found that more time 

gazing at relevant materials led to more correct answers to the 

quiz questions. We also saw that for all learners, a significant 

amount of time was spent gazing at irrelevant material. This 

effect should be examined to see if these areas can be 

removed or made less attractive to learners. 

We are able to predict learners’ performance with only 

their eye movement data. The high AUC value of .758 in this 

context means the model is able to correctly predict a learner 

answering the question correctly about 76% of the time. With 

the model fit, we are not necessarily able to say we can 

predict a learner’s performance on the second set of questions 

based on only the first set. However, the mixed-effects 

logistic regression model showed that the (question) Set 

variable is significant with a positive coefficient, which 

means that the participants are more likely to answer a 

question correctly in the second set of questions than they are 

in the first. When looking at just the non-eye movement data, 

only AOI Coverage is significant. Age, gender, and first 

language did not affect the participant’s performance. The 

random forest analysis, of the eye-movement data, shows the 

Normalized Dwell's effectiveness in the model. The outcome 

results illustrate that personal characteristics such as age are 

not significant, but the Normalized Dwell is a critical factor 

in the learner’s models. 

These results suggest that instructional designers and tutors 

may be able to use this prediction as part of a user model with 

acceptable accuracy in the early stages of the interaction to 
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make adaptive tutors. They can use the relation between the 

answer’s area size and the learners’ attention. We have 

provided several design suggestions for defining answer’s 

areas to have more productive learning experiences. 

There are several limitations to this work. The subjects we 

used were not necessarily typical learners; they were 

researchers of learning themselves, many with advanced 

degrees or working toward them. This limits the generality of 

these findings. Only one tutor was used and for a limited time. 

Finally, the data set could have had more incorrect answers, 

which, in turn, would improve the prediction.  

There are several ways this work can be extended. We 

would like to examine further subjects with a broader variety 

of tutors. We also want to explore the use of these measures 

of gaze (and perhaps time on a page) to adjust how quickly a 

tutor progresses a learner through the material. 

Our goal was to understand more about what eye tracking 

can provide in designing an online tutoring environment and 

intelligent tutors. In this study, we showed that eye tracking 

can help researchers understand the complete user experience 

and engagement and make concrete suggestions about how to 

improve interfaces for learning. 
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Abstract

Distributed representations, in which information is encoded
in overlapping populations of neuronal units, are essential to
the remarkable success of artificial neural networks (ANNs) in
many domains, and have been posited to be employed through-
out the brain, especially in neocortex. A fundamental signature
of ANNs employing distributed representations is that learning
requires exposure to information in an interleaved order; expo-
sure to new information in a blocked order tends to overwrite
prior knowledge (i.e., ’catastrophic interference’). Because it
is difficult to match human learning to the learning conditions
of these networks, it is not known whether human learning ex-
hibits these properties, which, if true, would implicate use of
similar representations. To test this, we leveraged a recent pro-
posal that parts of the hippocampus host distributed represen-
tations of the kind typically ascribed to neocortex, and adopted
a hippocampally dependent task that contrasts the effects of in-
terleaved versus blocked learning on a short timescale. Exper-
iments 1a and 1b demonstrate that interleaved exposure facili-
tates the rapid perception of shared structure across items. Ex-
periment 2 shows that only interleaved exposure permits use-
ful inference when item associations need to be inferred based
on statistical regularities. Together, these results demonstrate
the power of interleaved learning and implicate the use of dis-
tributed representations in human rapid learning of structured
information.
Keywords: associative inference; catastrophic interference;
hippocampus; neural network models

Introduction
A fundamental dichotomy in the nature of neural representa-
tion is that between distributed and localist representations:
entities can be processed using distributed, overlapping pop-
ulations of neuronal units that reflect their shared structure,
or localist representations that orthogonalize activity patterns
despite any similarity across items. Distributed representa-
tions have been critical to the successes of artificial neural
networks (ANNs), promoting efficient learning in many do-
mains (LeCun et al., 2015). However, apart from this effi-
ciency during learning, it is difficult to characterize the unique
advantages of distributed over localist representations. Both
kinds of representations can support generalization, for ex-
ample: indirect item associations can be inferred from over-
lapping features encoded in distributed representations, or
through recirculation of activity amongst localist representa-
tions (Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). In this work, we ask:
What conditions promote the formation of distributed repre-
sentations in humans, and what advantages do these represen-
tations confer for learning?

We explore these questions in humans through a behav-
ioral lens, enabled by a fundamental behavioral signature of
ANNs employing distributed representations: Learning use-
ful distributed representations requires exposure to entities in

an interleaved order (McClelland et al., 1995). Interleaving
allows the learning algorithm to uncover the shared structure
across the exposed information. If networks are exposed to
one set of information entirely before a second related set, in
a blocked fashion, the second set tends to overwrite knowl-
edge of the first (‘catastrophic interference’; McCloskey &
Cohen, 1989).

There are two basic challenges to testing these ideas in hu-
mans (or other animals). First, neocortex is typically consid-
ered to be the part of the brain likely to employ distributed
representations akin to those used by ANNs (e.g., Yamins et
al., 2014). But neocortex generally learns complex novel in-
formation quite slowly, on the order of days at the fastest but
sometimes months or years (McClelland et al., 1995). Test-
ing the ideas in neocortex would thus involve difficult multi-
session experiments.

The second challenge is that it is difficult to separate trial-
by-trial attentional effects, which are not at play in basic ANN
learning, from the effects of interleaving versus blocking de-
scribed above, which are fundamental to ANN learning. In-
deed, there is a large literature on interleaving versus blocking
in category learning, in which trial-by-trial attentional mech-
anisms play an important role (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015).
In order to test for ANN-like learning, we need to avoid these
attentional effects.

We overcome the first challenge by leveraging our recent
model proposing that a subfield of the hippocampus hosts
distributed representations of the kind typically ascribed to
neocortex, but that it can learn much more quickly – on the
timescale of minutes to hours (Schapiro et al., 2017). The
hippocampus is typically thought to use orthogonalized rep-
resentations, but it is specifically subfields dentate gyrus (DG)
and CA3 that employ these ‘pattern-separated’ representa-
tions, whereas CA1 appears to have more cortex-like prop-
erties. We can thus assess the use of overlapping represen-
tations in fast timescale learning by using a hippocampally
dependent task.

To address the second challenge, we adopted a task with
many separate simple associations to learn, such that atten-
tion to certain features in adjacent trials would neither benefit
nor harm learning. The task is an associative inference task,
known to depend on the hippocampus (Bunsey & Eichen-
baum, 1996), in which participants learned to associate ob-
ject pairs AB and BC and were later tested on the transitive
AC relationship. During learning, related pairs could either
be interleaved, appearing in alternating order amongst other
pairs, or blocked, with ABs only appearing in the first half of
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learning and BCs only in the second. Each participant learned
some triads that appeared in interleaved order and others in
blocked order.

There have been several proposals as to how different rep-
resentations in the hippocampus might support AC infer-
ence in this task. One strategy, which we will call the dis-
tributed strategy, encodes A and C using overlapping popula-
tions of neurons, as a result of both being experienced with
B (Schapiro et al., 2017). This representation supports an au-
tomatic, direct association between A and C at test, as these
items have come to be represented in a directly overlapping
way. We hypothesized that interleaved presentation of the di-
rect pairs would afford use of this strategy. Another strategy,
which we will call the localist strategy, proposed by Kumaran
& McClelland (2012) in the REMERGE model, involves
keeping memories of each pair separate during learning by
encoding orthogonal conjunctive representations of AB and
BC (as would be expected in subfields DG and CA3). Then,
at retrieval, spreading activation across recurrent connections
links from A to C via the separately encoded AB and BC.
This strategy, at least as currently implemented, does not per-
form differently as a function of interleaved versus blocked
exposure.

The distributed strategy promotes implicit, automatic as-
sociation between A and C at test, whereas the localist strat-
egy requires additional, and perhaps more explicit, process-
ing. Our model claims that both of these strategies are avail-
able to the hippocampus, implemented in separate pathways
(Schapiro et al., 2017). However, the model predicts that in-
terleaving will afford use of the distributed strategy, as there
will be more robust representational overlap between related
AB and BC after interleaved than blocked learning. We
therefore predict that participants should exhibit better per-
formance in a rapid, implicit test of indirect associations in
the interleaved condition than in the blocked condition. In a
scenario where there is plenty of time for recurrent process-
ing, there should be no difference. In Experiments 1a and 1b
we tested these ideas in a paradigm in which direct associa-
tions were explicitly taught to participants. In Experiment 2,
we embedded the direct associations in a continuous stream,
a scenario where we predicted a qualitatively stronger differ-
ence between the more explicit and implicit strategies.

Experiments 1a-b
Does interleaved learning facilitate representations that sup-
port rapid AC associations? To address this question, in
our first two experiments, participants explicitly learned AB
and BC associations that were either interleaved or blocked
(Fig. 1a). At test, participants completed two tasks. Dur-
ing the speeded recognition task, participants quickly judged
whether two objects on the screen were shown as a pair during
learning (Fig. 1b). We hypothesized that for objects that were
never seen directly together but were associated transitively
(AC), greater representational overlap would make it more
difficult to correctly reject them as not paired together. Such

Figure 1: Exps 1a-b design. (a) Participants saw related ABC tri-
ads in either an interleaved (red) or a blocked (blue) order during
learning. (b) Speeded recognition post-test. (c) Explicit inference
post-test.

difficulty should be manifested in a slower response when in-
dicating that they had not been seen as a pair, or a higher
false alarm rate in identifying them as a presented pair. Thus,
we predicted slower reaction time (RT) and higher false alarm
rates for interleaved than blocked ACs, and than foil pairs that
consisted of matched unrelated pairs.

Methods
Participants In Experiment 1a, we recruited 33 partici-
pants (mean age = 34.75, SD = 9.57), with 26 participants re-
maining after exclusions. Experiment 1b was a pre-registered
study (https://osf.io/ag42z/) for which 83 participants were
recruited, with 54 participants remaining after exclusions.
For RT analyses in both experiments, we excluded partici-
pants who missed all trials of a condition of interest (e.g.,
participants who missed all interleaved AC trials were ex-
cluded from analyses of RT differences between interleaved
and blocked AC trials). After looking at the collected data,
we realized that a preregistered criterion to exclude subjects
based on ability to indicate that target pairs were old would
not exclude participants who indicated that all pairs were old,
so we switched to using a criterion based on d-prime (d-prime
for speeded recognition had to be higher than 1.5). We also
dropped our age exclusion, as we found that behavior was
matched across age groups. The results are qualitatively sim-
ilar using the original exclusion plan. Participants were re-
cruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The study proto-
col was approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institu-
tional Review Board.

Design and procedure During learning, each participant
was shown a sequence consisting of presentations of 12 pairs
of novel visual objects randomly sampled from 36 artificial
object images (Schlichting et al., 2015) for each subject. Each
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Figure 2: RTs and false alarm rates for interleaved — blocked AC
trials during speeded recognition in Exps 1a and 1b. Each gray dot is
an individual participant, with the mean across participants in black.
Error bars represent +/- 1 SEM. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.

“direct” pair AB was uniquely related to another direct pair
BC through a linking item B. Each direct pair was shown 30
times. Among the six ABC triads shown to each participant,
three were interleaved (e.g., Ain3Bin3 and Bin3Cin3 appear in
alternation) and three were blocked (e.g., all presentations of
Abl2Bbl2 occur before the first presentation of Bbl2Cbl2 ), with
the constraint that pairs that share an object were never shown
back-to-back. Participants were instructed to remember the
pairings of objects by creating quick narratives about how the
two objects might interact. Each participant completed a to-
tal of 360 trials, with the two objects displayed horizontally
side-by-side on the screen for 1 s. Across repeated presen-
tations of an object pair AB, A appeared on the left side or
on the right side of the screen randomly. Subsequent to each
pair presentation, participants saw the question “on a scale of
1 (failed to visualize a story) to 5 (clearly visualized a story),
how well were you able to visualize a story linking the ob-
jects?” and responded with a numerical rating by pressing the
corresponding key within 7 s.

After learning, participants completed two tasks that
probed their memory of learned object associations: a
speeded recognition task (Fig. 1b) followed by an explicit
inference task (Fig. 1c). During the speeded recognition
task, on each trial, two objects were displayed for 1500 ms
and participants were asked to respond within 3500 ms with
a button press to indicate whether the two objects had been
shown as a pair during the learning phase. The task had 24
trials with paired objects (e.g., A1B1, B3C3) which we refer
to as direct trials, 12 trials with unrelated objects (e.g., A1C3)
referred to as foil trials, and 12 trials with indirectly related
objects (e.g., A1C1) which we refer to as AC trials. Each
object pair appeared in two trials, with two different vertical
positions (A above C or C above A), with the constraint that
pairs could not be repeated on back-to-back trials. During the
explicit inference task, on each trial, participants saw a cue
object at the top of the screen (e.g., C1) and were instructed
to select which of two objects (e.g., A1 and A3) shown below
the cue object was indirectly related to it within 7 s. The
explicit inference task consisted of 12 trials whereby each
AC association was tested twice, such that Ai served as the
cue object in one trial and as the target object in the other.

Figure 3: Accuracy differences between interleaved and blocked AC
trials during explicit inference in Exps 1a and 1b.

The target object in each trial was paired with a matched foil,
such that a Ci target would be paired with a C j foil (i.e., a C
object from a different ABC triad).

Analysis Across all studies, our four main variables of in-
terest were (a) RT differences between interleaved AC trials
and foil trials, (b) RT differences between interleaved AC
trials and blocked AC trials, (c) false alarm rate differences
between interleaved AC trials and blocked AC trials during
the speeded recognition task, and (d) accuracy differences be-
tween interleaved AC trials and blocked AC trials during the
explicit inference task.

Across all experiments, RTs for trials on which partici-
pants responded correctly were log-transformed before av-
eraging. For each variable of interest, we performed paired
t-tests to test the significance of within-subject differences be-
tween two conditions of interest.

Experiment 1a Results
Analyses revealed significant (a) RT differences be-
tween speeded interleaved AC and foil trials (t(25)=5.67,
p<0.00001; Fig 2), (b) RT differences between speeded in-
terleaved AC and blocked AC trials (t(25)=2.46, p=0.021),
and (c) false alarm rate differences between speeded inter-
leaved AC and blocked AC trials (t(25)=2.76, p=0.01), and
identified non-significant (d) within-subject accuracy differ-
ences between explicit interleaved AC and blocked AC tri-
als (t(25)=1.11, p=0.28). Furthermore, false alarm rate was
significantly higher for interleaved ACs than for matched
foils (t(25)=3.27, p=0.0031), and was not significantly differ-
ent between blocked AC and matched foil trials (t(25)=1.09,
p=0.29).

Additionally, we observed that participants demonstrated
lower accuracy for blocked AB pairs (mean = 0.83) than for
blocked BC pairs (mean = 0.97) during the speeded recogni-
tion task (t(25)=-3.93, p=0.00059), suggesting some retroac-
tive interference or other forgetting. Overall accuracy for in-
terleaved direct (i.e., AB or BC) pairs (mean = 0.92) was not
significantly different than accuracy on blocked direct pairs
(mean = 0.90, t(25)=0.99, p=0.33). Explicit inference per-
formance was above chance for both interleaved ACs (mean
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= 0.85, SD = 0.14, t(25)=12.7, p<0.00001) and blocked
ACs (mean = 0.79, SD = 0.27, t(25)=5.41, p=0.000013).
Mean reaction time was not significantly different between
interleaved and blocked trials in the explicit inference task
(t(24)=0.46, p=0.65).

Experiment 1a Discussion
The results suggest, as predicted, that representations that
support rapid association between A and C at test benefit-
ted from interleaved exposure, as participants demonstrated
slower responses to and higher false alarm rates for inter-
leaved ACs than for blocked AC pairs and foil pairs during the
speeded recognition. The demonstrated benefit of interleaved
exposure for rapid recognition of AC did not translate into an
advantage for interleaved ACs during the explicit inference
task, consistent with our hypothesis that explicit AC infer-
ence can be solved using a strategy compatible with blocked
presentation.

Experiment 1b Results
To increase confidence in the results from Experiment 1a, we
preregistered and replicated the same study. Exp 1b repli-
cated the main effects observed in 1a, including significantly
slower responses to interleaved ACs than to blocked ACs
(t(52)=2.82, p=0.011) and to foils (t(52)=4.72, p=0.000018)
during speeded recognition, and non-significant accuracy
(t(53)=1.60, p=0.1152) and RT (t(53)=-0.047, p=0.96) dif-
ferences between interleaved AC trials and blocked AC tri-
als during explicit inference. Explicit inference performance
was above chance for both interleaved ACs (group = 0.85,
SD = 0.18, t(53)=14.26, p<0.00001) and blocked ACs (mean
= 0.81, SD = 0.18, t(53)=12.62, p<0.00001). We did not
replicate the difference in false alarm rates between inter-
leaved and blocked AC trials during speeded recognition
(t(53)=1.14, p=0.26). False alarm rate was significantly
higher for interleaved ACs than for matched foils (t(53)=4.56,
p=0.000031), and for blocked AC than for matched foil trials
(t(53)=3.50, p=0.00095).

Experiment 1b Discussion
Together, Exps 1a and 1b provide strong evidence that in-
terleaving facilitates the formation of representations that
support automatic, implicit association of indirectly related
items.

Experiment 2
Exps 1a and 1b present evidence that interleaved learning
facilitates representations that support rapid association of
items based on shared features, yet failed to identify a differ-
ence between interleaved and blocked learning for inferring
object associations in a more explicit scenario where time is
abundant. We hypothesized that this is due to the availabil-
ity of an alternative strategy in this case (i.e., AC association
through recurrent computation as proposed in the REMERGE
model; Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). This motivates us to

ask the following question: Are there certain kinds of learn-
ing problems where interleaved exposure to information is re-
quired for successful behavior even in explicit settings? One
domain where a strategy like that employed by REMERGE
is likely to struggle is when the direct items to be associated
are not clearly demarcated during encoding. For instance, in
statistical learning paradigms, objects are presented one at a
time in a continuous stream with embedded temporal regu-
larities (Saffran, 1996). In such paradigms, an object will
mostly appear with certain temporal associates but can also
appear with other objects with lower frequency. A strategy
like that employed by REMERGE, which quickly forms ro-
bust conjunctive representations of every observed temporal
co-occurrence, would encode both reliable pairings of fre-
quently co-occurring pairs, and unreliable, infrequently co-
occuring ones. Inference through spreading activation using
this strategy would activate both reliable and unreliable pair-
ings. We therefore hypothesized that inference after blocked
exposure would be difficult in a statistical learning version of
our paradigm, even in the slow explicit inference test. Thus,
we predicted this paradigm would reveal an advantage of in-
ference over interleaved associations in the slow explicit in-
ference test. In Experiment 2, we exposed participants to a
sequence of objects in which object pairings were defined by
the relative frequency of consecutive occurrence.

Methods
Participants In Experiment 2, 104 participants (mean
age = 37.74, SD = 11.58) were recruited through Amazon
Mechanical Turk, resulting in 43 participants after excluding
participants who responded incorrectly to one third or more
of the speeded recognition direct pair trials, or who missed
more than half of the cover task responses during learning.

Design and procedure For each participant, a sequence of
visual object pairs was generated following the same protocol
as Exp 1a-b, except that each pair repeated 24 times. Dur-
ing learning, however, each participant saw objects presented
one at a time in a continuous stream with no breaks, such that
two objects from the same pair were shown consecutively fol-
lowed by objects from a different pair. For each occurrence
of an object pair AB (or BC), the order of the objects was
randomized. Therefore, for an object pair AB, A is both the
item that precedes and the item that follows B with the high-
est frequency among all objects (except C, which is equal).
As a cover task, participants were instructed to quickly re-
spond as to whether the current object appeared heavier than
the previous object. Participants pressed one key if the cur-
rent object seemed heavier than the preceding object, and a
different key if not. Each object was displayed on the screen
for 1 s followed by an inter-trial interval of 500 ms.

After learning, participants were informed that there were
object pairs embedded within the sequence they saw. Partic-
ipants then completed the speeded recognition task followed
by the explicit inference task using the same procedure spec-
ified in Exps 1a-b.
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Figure 4: Explicit inference accuracy differences between inter-
leaved and blocked AC trials (left) and explicit inference accuracy
by condition (right) in Exp 2

Experiment 2 Results
As in Exp 1a-b, during the speeded recognition task, sub-
jects demonstrated slower responses (t(37)=2.54, p=0.016)
and more false alarms (t(42)=5.49, p<0.00001) to inter-
leaved ACs than to blocked ACs, and showed marginally
slower responses to interleaved ACs than to foils (t(37)=1.90,
p=0.065). There was no significant difference between ac-
curacy of interleaved and blocked direct trials (t(42)=0.81,
p=0.42). False alarm rate was not significantly different be-
tween interleaved AC and matched foil trials (t(42)=1.22,
p=0.23), or between blocked AC and matched foil trials
(t(42)=0.18, p=0.86).

Unlike Exp 1a-b, however, we observed higher accuracy
for interleaved AC pairs (mean = 0.61, SD = 0.23) than for
blocked AC pairs (mean = 0.47, SD = 0.21) during the ex-
plicit inference task (t(42)=3.06, p=0.0039). Performance
was above chance in the interleaved condition (t(42)=3.25,
p=0.0023) but not in the blocked condition (t(42)=-1.115,
p=0.27). There was no significant difference between RTs
for interleaved and blocked trials (t(42)=-1.12, p=0.27).

Experiment 2 Discussion
These results suggest that the benefit of interleaved learning
for rapid AC association is preserved in this setting where ob-
ject pairings need to be inferred based on statistics of object
occurrence, though responses to foils in the speeded recog-
nition task were stronger than prior experiments. Unlike the
previous experiments, participants’ ability to explicitly infer
associations between blocked AC pairs was impaired relative
to interleaved AC pairs. Therefore, Exp 2 demonstrates that
interleaved learning benefits even slow, explicit inference in
a scenario where the basic object associations (i.e., AB, BC)
need to be inferred based on statistical regularities.

General Discussion
A hallmark of successful ANNs is the processing of inputs
using overlapping populations of neuronal units, as opposed
to localist, orthogonalized representations. Distributed rep-
resentations have been posited to be employed throughout
the brain, especially in neocortex (Yamins et al., 2014). In
ANNs, interleaved exposure to information is indispensable

for building distributed representations that support adaptive
behavior, with learning in a blocked setting tending to induce
the catastrophic forgetting of previously learned information.
Does interleaved learning similarly facilitate distributed rep-
resentations that support generalization in the brain? What
advantages do such representations confer for human learn-
ing?

We recently proposed that the CA1 subfield of the hip-
pocampus hosts distributed representations of the kind typ-
ically ascribed to neocortex (Schapiro et al., 2017), which
allows for the possibility of contrasting the effects of inter-
leaved and blocked learning on a short timescale. To this
end, we adopted a hippocampally dependent task that con-
trasts participants’ ability to infer item associations after in-
terleaved or blocked learning. We hypothesized that the ben-
efit of interleaved learning for overlapping representations
would be revealed during rapid association of items based
on their common features, since inference through retrieval-
based strategies that operate on pattern-separated representa-
tions require extra time and computation. In a scenario with
plenty of time for this computation, we thus predicted no dif-
ference between conditions. Indeed, a previous study found
no behavioral difference between interleaved versus blocked
learning conditions when participants were asked to deliber-
ately infer associations between related items (Schlichting et
al., 2015). We additionally hypothesized that interleaved ex-
posure would promote a more qualitative benefit when item
associations need to be inferred based on statistical regulari-
ties, as pattern separated representations should be less sensi-
tive to graded feature co-occurrence frequencies.

As predicted, we found no difference between interleaved
and blocked ACs during the explicit inference task in Exps 1a
and 1b, but a significant slowing in the response to interleaved
ACs relative to blocked ACs and foils. In Exp 2, participants
saw objects presented one-at-a-time with each object always
co-occurring most frequently with the object from the same
pair. Consistent with our prediction that this protocol would
produce a qualitatively stronger benefit for interleaved learn-
ing, participants displayed better performance on interleaved
ACs than blocked ACs during explicit inference. Together,
the results implicate the rapid formation of overlapping rep-
resentations of related items through interleaved learning, and
demonstrate the particular advantage of this kind of represen-
tation in a statistical learning setting.

There is extensive prior work on the effects of inter-
leaved and blocked exposure on learning categories of multi-
dimensional stimuli. Studies have found differential effects of
interleaved and blocked exposure driven by trial-by-trial at-
tentional effects: interleaved exposure facilitates noticing dif-
ferences between categories, whereas blocked exposure facil-
itates learning commonalities (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015).
Our present study differs from these category learning tasks
in that attention to specific features in adjacent trials neither
benefits nor harms learning, as there are no shared features
across triads. Therefore, the observed benefits of interleaved
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exposure in the present study are likely due to different un-
derlying mechanisms.

One recent category learning paper found better perfor-
mance under blocked than interleaved conditions, which the
authors argued was supported by more ‘factorized’ represen-
tations that may be difficult to explain from an attentional ac-
count (Flesch et al., 2018). They interpret the results as evi-
dence that neocortex may not be as susceptible to catastrophic
interference as ANNs would predict. An alternative interpre-
tation, consistent with the current framework, is that orthogo-
nalized representations within areas DG and CA3 of the hip-
pocampus learn factorized representations and thus can sup-
port behavior in scenarios where it is not advantageous to in-
tegrate across conditions, as was the case in that study.

In addition to the distributed and localist strategies con-
sidered above, another influential proposal for how the hip-
pocampus may carry out associative inference is known as
‘integrative encoding’ (Shohamy & Wagner, 2008). Integra-
tive encoding posits that after studying AB and upon study
of BC, observing B triggers reinstatement of the AB memory
through pattern completion mechanisms, and an overlapping
representation of AB and BC is then encoded. Although this
strategy, similar to our account, employs overlapping AC rep-
resentations formed during encoding to support inference, it
relies on the episodic encoding and pattern completion mech-
anisms of DG and CA3. It is not clear whether integrative
encoding predicts an advantage for blocked or interleaved
presentation: blocking may lead to strong AB memory that
permits better reinstatement during BC learning, or temporal
proximity between related AB and BC presentations during
interleaving may help promote the formation of an overlap-
ping AB-BC representation (Schlichting et al., 2015). Future
work using computational models that implement integrative
encoding could fruitfully explore these possibilities and their
relationship to our predictions and findings.

Taken together, our results suggest that interleaved expo-
sure promotes the formation of overlapping representations of
associated entities. These representations support rapid, im-
plicit inference, as well as graded sensitivity to co-occurrence
statistics. These properties are suggestive of a distributed
neural code and mirror the properties of ANNs using dis-
tributed representations. We thus take the findings as evi-
dence that the brain, and in this case the hippocampus in par-
ticular, may benefit from distributed representations in a sim-
ilar way to these models.
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Abstract

Recent findings of activation of language networks in the brain during stone tool manufacture support hypotheses about
the co-evolution of language and technology. Our study replicates these findings and demonstrates that distinct toolmaking
behaviors and levels of expertise affect how reliably these networks are activated. Subjects, including expert toolmakers
(n = 7) and untrained participants (n = 10), watched naturalistic videos of an expert toolmaker making three technologies
and imagined themselves performing the same actions as the toolmaker while being scanned. We performed event-related
GLM analyses on our data, focusing on activation during observation and flaking. All technologies recruited networks
involved in language production and comprehension, including IFG, vPMC, dPMC, SPL, IPL, and pMTG. Flaking en-
gaged language networks more reliably than observation. Our study considers whether expertise is required for Oldowan,
Acheulean, and Levallois comprehension by exploring the extent to which activation in language networks increases with
tool complexity.
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Abstract

Visual world studies show that upon hearing a word in a target-
absent visual context containing related and unrelated items,
toddlers and adults briefly direct their gaze towards phonolog-
ically related items, before shifting towards semantically and
visually related ones. We present a neural network model that
processes dynamic unfolding phonological representations and
maps them to static internal semantic and visual representa-
tions. The model, trained on representations derived from real
corpora, simulates this early phonological over semantic/visual
preference. Our results support the hypothesis that incremen-
tal unfolding of a spoken word is in itself sufficient to ac-
count for the transient preference for phonological competi-
tors over both unrelated and semantically and visually related
ones. Phonological representations mapped dynamically in a
bottom-up fashion to semantic-visual representations capture
the early phonological preference effects reported in a visual
world task. The semantic-visual preference observed later in
such a trial does not require top-down feedback from a seman-
tic or visual system.
Keywords: language; neuro-computational models; develop-
ment; visual world task; phonology; semantics; cohort effects;
machine learning; lexical competition; spoken word recogni-
tion; attention.

Introduction
Upon hearing a spoken word, listeners selectively attend to
an item that best matches the word’s referent. For example,
on seeing a display containing a hat and a bear, listeners se-
lectively attend to the hat when they hear trousers. Likewise,
they selectively attend to a picture of a train upon hearing
trousers when presented with a train and a fridge.

In more complex displays such as Figure 1(a), which con-
tain both phonological and semantic foils to the referent of
trousers, listeners exhibit selective attention to both types of
foil relative to the unrelated items. Furthermore, listeners
selectively and briefly attend to the phonological foil before
switching attention to the semantically related item. Figure 1
(b) depicts early fixations to phonological foils by 30-month
old toddlers within 400ms of word onset followed by a shift to
semantic foils (Chow et al., 2017). Similar results are found
with adults, though the initial phonological preference is con-
ditioned by the picture preview time relative to word onset
(Huettig & McQueen, 2007).

This pattern of findings is explained by assuming that the
listener generates a phonological representation from the un-
folding auditory signal and uses this representation to identify

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Example of the type of display used in visual
world tasks (Huettig & McQueen, 2007; Chow et al., 2017)
and (b) Successive fixation of phonological and semantic foils
in a 4-picture visual world task by 30-month old toddlers
(Chow et al., 2017).

the best matching semantic and visual representation gener-
ated from the visual input provided by the images. The locus
of the match could, in principle, occur at any of the represen-
tational levels linking the auditory and visual stimuli: phono-
logical, semantic or visual. However, the early preference for
the phonological foil suggests that the locus of the match re-
sides at the phonological level1.

A recent computational model uses a hub-and-spoke archi-
tecture to capture the integration of phonological, semantic
and visual information in driving attention in visual world
tasks (Smith, Monaghan, & Huettig, 2017). The recurrent
hub of the model receives inputs from visual and phonolog-
ical layers, and propagates activity to target semantic and
eye layers which themselves feedback activity to the hub.
Using an artificially constructed corpus, the model success-
fully replicates rhyme effects, e.g., hear coat and look at boat
(Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998).

Smith et al. (2017) argue that the close integration of vi-
sual, phonological and semantic information in the hub is
central to the model’s capacity to capture the phonological

1Huettig and McQueen (2007) also point out that removal of the
picture preview phase in this task obliterates the early phonologi-
cal preference, presumably because participants don’t have time to
generate the phonological codes for the images.
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rhyme effect observed in visual world tasks. We would argue
that a feature of the model also critical for obtaining a prefer-
ence for rhyming over unrelated items is the persistence of all
the discrete phonological segments at the input during pro-
cessing. The rhyming segment of the word thereby comes to
dominate the phonological input as the simulation of a visual
world trial proceeds.

In this paper, we explore the hypothesis that incremental
unfolding of the spoken word, one phonological segment at
a time, is sufficient in itself to account for early phonological
preferences of the type depicted in Figure 1(b), i.e., a tran-
sitory early preference for phonologically related items over
both semantically and visually related items, as well as un-
related ones, followed by a preference for semantically and
visually related items over both unrelated and phonologically
related ones. We evaluate this hypothesis by constructing a
neural network model that processes only unfolding phono-
logical representations of words at the input and learns to
map these dynamic phonological sequences to corresponding
static semantic and visual representations of the words’ ref-
erents at the output. In essence, the model can be considered
to implement a form of lexical comprehension. Particularly
noteworthy aspects of the model include:
– All representations used in the model are ‘naturalistic’ in-

sofar as they have been derived from real corpora.
– The model’s vocabulary is derived from a realistic toddler

vocabulary taken from parental questionnaire studies.
– The phonological input consists of dynamic, as opposed to

static slotted representations. The model itself builds em-
bedded representations of the unfolding word using gated
recurrent units (GRUs).

As a first step, we focus on phonological onset effects with a
view to extending the model eventually to encompass phono-
logical rhyme effects, à la Smith et al. (2017). To antici-
pate the findings, our model successfully accommodates the
early phonological over semantic/visual preference observed
in visual world studies (Huettig & McQueen, 2007; Chow et
al., 2017). However, we do not consider this model a com-
plete account of language mediated attention in visual world
settings, but rather a tool to explore the power of dynamic
phonological representations in guiding our attention to se-
mantic and visual items.

Methods
The software was developed in Python 3 using numpy, scipy
and pandas libraries and models were implemented, trained
and simulated with the pytorch machine learning framework
(Paszke et al., 2019).

Vocabulary
The corpus consists of 200 imageable noun items from the
infant lexicon, as documented by the Oxford Communicative
Development Inventory data (Hamilton, Plunkett, & Schafer,
2000). Vocabulary items come from 11 distinct semantic cat-
egories, with a majority (62%) belonging to the categories
of animals, food/drink or household objects. Labels range in

length from 2-phone to 9-phone words, 94% of which start
with a consonant and 6% with a vowel. The phone inventory
of the corpus consists of 39 distinct phones, 26 consonants
and 13 vowels. Of the 189 items with a consonant onset la-
bel, 66% have a cohort larger than 5 items and start with b,
k, p, s, t or d phones. Figure 2 gives distribution plots for
category membership, label length and onset phone identity
across the entire corpus.

Figure 2: Descriptive statistics for vocabulary items: item
distribution across semantic categories, word length distribu-
tion and cohort size distribution across phones.

Phonological representations
Each phone in the inventory is assigned a feature-based dis-
tributed binary encoding based on 20 articulatory and phono-
logical features (Karaminis, 2018). The phonological repre-
sentation for each vocabulary item is then constructed as the
sequence of feature representations of its phones in the or-
der in which they appear as the spoken word unfolds. Eight
items in the corpus have labels embedded in at least one other
longer vocabulary item (see Table 1). A segmentation charac-
ter for which all 20 phonological features are set to 1 was in-
troduced to mark the offset of all labels. To account for phone
co-articulation, the transition between consecutive phone rep-
resentations is achieved via two intermediate vectors so that
the transition between the feature values 1 to 0 consists of two
intermediate values of 0.95 and 0.05 and vice versa.

Visual and semantic representations
The visual representation for each vocabulary item is de-
rived from the response to an illustration of the item of a
resnet18 deep neural network pre-trained on ImageNet, using
the 512-dimensional activation vector for the avgpool layer
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Table 1: Items with labels embedded in other items’ labels.

Embedded label Embedding labels
bee [bi:] beach [bi:Ù], beans [bi:nz]
doll [d6l] dolphin [d6lfIn]
glass [glA:s] glasses [glA:s@z]
key [ki:] keyboard [ki:bO:d]
cat [kaet] caterpillar [kaet@pIl@]
lamb [laem] lamp [laemp]
tie [tAI] tiger [tAIg@]
tooth [tu:T] toothbrush [tu:Tbr2S]

(He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016; Paszke et al., 2019; Deng et
al., 2009). The semantic representations are 100-dimensional
word vectors from the GloVe model pre-trained on aggre-
gated global word-word co-occurrence statistics from a 6 bil-
lion token corpus composed of the Gigaword5 and Wikipedia
2014 dump (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014).

The visual and semantic representation vectors are pro-
cessed to replace outliers (vector values with zscore > 2) with
the median value for the corresponding dimension. Visual
representation vectors are further processed using principal
component analysis to reduce their dimensionality to 150 (cu-
mulative variance explained: 95%). Both visual and semantic
representation vectors are then rounded to obtain binary vec-
tors, and concatenated to obtain aggregated semantic-visual
representation of the items. The distribution plot for the num-
ber of active representation values (equal to 1) given in Figure
3(a) shows that both semantic and visual representations are
sparsely distributed, semantic representations being slightly
sparser than visual ones.

Architecture and training
The model is designed to associate the dynamic unfolding
of the phonological representations of the vocabulary items
with the corresponding aggregated static semantic and visual
representations. To achieve this, the architecture consists of
a two-layer gated recurrent unit (GRU) network (Cho et al.,
2014) whose inputs and outputs are a 20-dimensional phone
encoding vector and a 250-dimensional vector of aggregated
semantic-visual representations, respectively (see Figure 4).
The processing cycle for an individual vocabulary item con-
sists of the number of timesteps required to fully unfold the
phones in the item’s label including the intermediate steps ac-
counting for phone co-articulation.

Training was performed on the entire corpus using
batch update and stochastic gradient descent (learning rate:
0.4, momentum: 0.4 and Nesterov momentum enabled
(Sutskever, Martens, Dahl, & Hinton, 2013)). A training
trial consisted of the unfolding at the input of the com-
plete phonological representation of the label of a vocabulary
item matched with the corresponding aggregated semantic-
visual representations as targets. All training trials had the
same number of timesteps required to completely unfold the

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Distributions for the active representation vector
values (equal to 1) in the semantic and visual representations.
(b) Distributions for Hamming distance between pairs of se-
mantic and visual representation vector.

longest label in the vocabulary. For shorter labels the inputs
were padded with zeros from the label offset to the end of the
trial. The target semantic-visual representations were active
only during label unfolding and were set to zero from label
offset to the end of the trial.

The number of training epochs was set to the one that en-
abled all trained models to learn all vocabulary items. To
evaluate whether a word has been learned, the entire sequence
of phones in its label is presented at the input and the nor-
malised Hamming distances from the model output at label
offset to the aggregated semantic-visual representations for
all the vocabulary items are evaluated. A model is considered
to have learned a word if the shortest such distance is to the
word’s target aggregated semantic-visual representation.

Simulating visual world trials

The trained models were evaluated in simulations of ‘tar-
get absent’ visual world trials in which the output activa-
tions of the model are evaluated for referents in a visual dis-
play with four candidates: a phonologically-related referent,
a semantically-related referent, a visually-related referent and
an unrelated referent. At each time step during the unfold-
ing of the target label, the model activation for a candidate
referent is calculated as one minus the normalised Hamming
distance between the current model output and the referent’s
aggregated semantic-visual representation. The model is as-
sumed to direct attention to the candidate referent with the
highest activation, i.e. the candidate referent whose aggre-
gated semantic-visual representation is closest to the current
model output.
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Figure 4: Illustration of model activation for the unfolding of
the word teddy; L1 and L2 are the 1st and 2nd GRU layers;
intermediate co-articulation timesteps are suppressed in the
graphic.

Simulation trials each consisting of an input target label,
and a set of phonologically, semantically, visually and unre-
lated items were constructed as follows:
– phonologically related item (PREL): shares the onset

phone with the target label, but is both semantically and
visually unrelated to the target

– semantically related item (SREL): is semantically related,
but visually and phonologically (both onset and rhyme) un-
related to the target

– visually related item (VREL): is visually related, but se-
mantically and phonologically (both onset and rhyme) un-
related to the target

– unrelated item (UREL): is phonologically (both onset and
rhyme), semantically and visually unrelated to the target

To avoid any accidental bias, any item appeared only once in
any of the phonologically related, semantically related, visu-
ally related or unrelated referent category. Also, to avoid spu-
rious relationships, no items whose labels were embedded in
or embedded other labels were included.

The selection of the related and unrelated items was made
taking into account the normalised Hamming distances be-
tween the target and competitor items in the aggregated
semantic-visual representation space. An item was consid-
ered semantically related or unrelated to the target if the nor-
malised Hamming distance between its semantic representa-
tion vector and that of the target was in the top 10th or bottom
25th percentile, respectively. Similarly, for the visually re-
lated and unrelated items their distance was in the top 0.5th

or bottom 25th percentile, respectively. Figure 3(b) shows
that the pairwise distances have a wider distribution for the
semantic compared to visual representations. Therefore, a
stricter top percentile threshold was used for the visual repre-
sentations to ensure that the corresponding distance threshold
was similar across the two representations. A total of 18 trials
complying with all these selection criteria could be assembled
from the entire corpus. Of the 18 simulation target words, 4
are 3-phones long and the rest are at least 4-phone long.

Results
Model training
Twenty models were each trained for 100000 epochs. This
allowed all models to learn all the vocabulary items. Vocabu-
lary size for each model was evaluated every 20000 epochs
during training. Figure 5 shows that models are faster at
learning words with small cohorts, though successful learn-
ing of the entire vocabulary is achieved in both cases.

Figure 5: Vocabulary size during training: large cohort con-
tain 25 items or more, see Figure 2. Bars: one standard devi-
ation.

Simulations
Figure 6 plots the outcome of simulating the trained models:
the horizontal axis is the simulation timestep from the onset
of the target label and the vertical axis is the grand mean of ac-
tivations for the phonologically-related, semantically-related
and visually-related competitors relative to the activation of
the unrelated competitor.

Results show that activations for the phonologically related
items are larger than any other activation earlier on in the un-
folding of the label, shifting to larger activations for semanti-
cally and visually related items later in the trial.

Discussion
The research reported in this paper evaluates the proposal that
incremental unfolding of a spoken word is in itself sufficient
to account for the transient preference for phonological com-
petitors over both unrelated and semantically/visually related
ones in a visual world task. We evaluate this proposal with
a neural network model designed to map dynamic phonolog-
ical inputs to static semantic-visual representations via gated
recurrent units (see Figure 4).

The 20 trained models each successfully learned the entire
set of 200 vocabulary items. The trained models were tested
in simulated ‘target-absent’ visual world trials in which the
model activations for the four competitor referents — either
unrelated to the referent of the unfolding word, or phonologi-
cally, semantically or visually related to it —are continuously
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Figure 6: Simulation output: activation time courses as the
word unfolds for phonological competitor (PREL), semantic
competitor (SREL) and visual competitor (VREL) (ribbons:
standard error of the mean).

estimated. The activation is estimated by the distance be-
tween the current model output and the semantic-visual rep-
resentations of all the candidate referents.

Figure 6 depicts a clear early higher activation of the
phonological competitor followed by a shift in favour of the
semantic and visual competitors later in the trial. We interpret
these activations as an early preference for the phonological
competitor in a ‘target-absent’ visual world trial, followed by
a later preference for the semantic and visual competitors.
These results confirm our proposal that a dynamic unfolding
phonological input is sufficient to generate an initial prefer-
ence for the phonological competitor over both semantic and
visual competitors in a visual world task.

The models also have the desirable quality of exhibiting
a rapid increase in vocabulary during the earlier stages of
training, a phenomenon often reported in the child language
literature as vocabulary spurt (McShane, 1979; McMurray,
2007; Plunkett, Sinha, Møller, & Strandsby, 1992). The tim-
ing of the spurt is conditioned by the cohort size of vocabu-
lary items. Although we are unaware of any studies specif-
ically investigating the relation between vocabulary growth
and word cohort size, some studies of early lexical develop-
ment report a deleterious effect of similar sounding words on
vocabulary development and lexical processing (Swingley &
Aslin, 2007; Mani & Plunkett, 2011).

We now turn to the issue of why our model exhibits an early
phonological preference over a semantic-visual preference.
Upon ‘hearing’ the onset phone of a word, the model output
migrates to the region of the semantic-visual space consistent
with the current phonological input. In a ‘target-absent’ vi-
sual world trial this is bound to be towards the representation
of the phonological competitor—if one is present—which is
the only one consistent with the onset phone. Therefore, the
phonological competitor has the highest activation. However,
as the input word unfolds over time, the semantic-visual re-
gion consistent with the phonological input shifts. The model

has been trained to associate words unfolding towards com-
plete forms with corresponding semantic-visual representa-
tions: the more of the word the model ‘hears’, the more its
semantic-visual outputs shift towards the semantic-visual as-
sociates of the input word. Hence, the models favours phono-
logical competitors before semantic-visual competitors in a
‘target-absent’ visual world task. The model therefore pre-
dicts that in such a task where the scene also contains a
phonological onset competitor, unambiguous identification
of the target would be delayed relative to a scene that did
not contain such a competitor. Evidence for such a delay
has been reported in infant word recognition experiments.
When 24-month-olds were presented with a display contain-
ing a phonological onset competitor (doll-dog), their target
responses were delayed but not when the pictures’ labels
rhymed (doll-ball) (Swingley, Pinto, & Fernald, 1999).

It is worth noting that our model architecture does not per-
mit feedback of activity from the semantic-visual represen-
tations to the phonological representations. In other words,
there is no ‘implicit naming’ of the stimuli in the visual
world trial simulations reported: the model does not gener-
ate phonological representations from semantic-visual repre-
sentations. A corollary of this feature is that the locus of the
match between auditory and visual stimuli in a visual world
task lies at the semantic-visual level, not at the phonologi-
cal level. This built-in assumption of the model is at odds
with the claim that reducing picture preview time in a visual
world task can eliminate early phonological preferences (see
Huettig & McQueen, 2007). However, we note a growing
body of empirical evidence that an extended picture preview
time is not required to observe an early phonological prefer-
ence effect in visual world tasks (Villameriel, Costello, Dias,
Giezen, & Carreiras, 2019; Rigler et al., 2015). These re-
cent findings point to the possibility that other task demands
that highlight semantic competitors may suppress phonologi-
cal effects during referent identification.

Some forms of semantic feedback, such as that imple-
mented in Smith et al. (2017), may serve to eliminate early
phonological preferences in visual world tasks in certain
circumstances, such as those reported by Huettig and Mc-
Queen (2007). In this case, identification of the neuro-
computational mechanism(s) responsible for controlling the
presence/absence of the widely-reported phonological effects
would be required. We speculate that growth in top-down
connectivity from semantic representations, perhaps through
the emergence and consolidation of the lexical-semantic sys-
tem, may permit semantic-visual representations to modulate
the bottom-up phonological processes as implemented in the
current model.

Conclusions
We conclude that phonological representations mapped dy-
namically in a bottom-up fashion to semantic-visual represen-
tations are sufficient to capture the early phonological prefer-
ence effects reported in a visual world task. The semantic-
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visual preference observed later in such a trial does not re-
quire top-down feedback from a semantic or visual system.

We do not claim that such top-down connections do not ex-
ist. Indeed, we would expect a proper computational account
of the visual world task to include such resources. Our strat-
egy has been to seek to minimise the computational resources
needed to account for the phenomenon at hand. We suppose
that incremental development of these resources is the best
way to achieve understanding of visual world processes.
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Abstract

Retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF) is a paradigm where re-
peated study and cue-based retrieval of words impair retrieval
of related, but unstudied, words. We present a process model,
situated in the ACT-R/E cognitive architecture, that accounts
for the RIF task using the architecture’s overarching theory of
associative learning. In this theory, studying words strengthens
their association with their related cues; this, in turn, weakens
the association between those cues and any other words they
are related to. We show this account fits a recent dataset that
explores cueing in the RIF task (Perfect et al., 2004).
Keywords: associative learning; spreading activation; prim-
ing; cognitive architecture; retrieval-induced forgetting

Introduction
The retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF) paradigm, first intro-
duced by M. C. Anderson, Bjork, and Bjork (1994), is a cog-
nitive task where repeated study and retrieval of words im-
pairs retrieval of related, but unstudied, words. In a typical
RIF experimental task, participants learn category-exemplar
pairs (i.e., SPORT-rugby, SPORT-tennis, etc.), where each
category contains several members. During a practice phase,
participants rehearse only some members of some categories.
Then, during testing, participants are cued with each category
and are asked to recall all members of that category. Using
items of unpracticed categories as a baseline, practiced items
of practiced categories are more likely to be recalled, whereas
unpracticed items of practiced categories are less likely to be
recalled. This forgetting is the hallmark of the RIF effect.

One explanation for this diminished availability is via inhi-
bition (Levy & Anderson, 2002; M. C. Anderson et al., 1994),
where the unstudied words of practiced categories are sup-
pressed during retrieval so that they do not interfere with the
practiced items. Because of this suppression, the practiced
items are more likely to be recalled than the unstudied words,
causing the canonical RIF effect.

A second, competing, account of this effect is an associa-
tive model, where associations between the categories and
words are strengthened with practice (M. C. Anderson &
Spellman, 1995). Here, when cued by the category, the
stronger association between the category and the practiced
items makes the practiced items more available for retrieval
when the category is used as a cue. Thus, even though the un-
studied word is not necessarily inhibited, the encouragement
of the studied word increases its chance of being recalled rel-
ative to unstudied words, again causing the RIF effect.

To test between these, M. C. Anderson and Spellman
(1995) argue that it is necessary to use an independent re-
trieval cue at the final test stage, instead of the category itself.
This independent retrieval cue is unique to each exemplar and
is not practiced during the rehearsal phase. If inhibition is the
correct account, forgetting should occur with both the cate-
gory cue and the independent cue. If associative learning is
the correct account, then forgetting should only occur with
the category cue, not the independent cue, since that is what
is being affected by the rehearsal phase.

To this end, Perfect et al. (2004) ran a version of the RIF ex-
periment that included a second cue, unique to each exemplar,
that participants learned along with the categories and exem-
plars. The cue was not present during the rehearsal phase.
Then during testing, participants were either cued with the
category, the unique cue, or both. The results showed that,
while the typical RIF patterns were exhibited when partici-
pants were cued with the category during testing, that pattern
did not hold when cued with the unique cue. This supports
the associative explanation of the RIF task.

Here, we provide further evidence that the RIF paradigm
can be explained via associative learning. We present a cog-
nitive process model of the task, situated in the ACT-R/E ar-
chitecture (Trafton et al., 2013), that uses associative learning
to capture and explain the experimental results. The under-
lying associative learning mechanisms are part of our overall
architectural account, and have been used to capture a large
body of other cognitive effects that involve associative learn-
ing (e.g., Hiatt & Trafton, 2017; Hiatt, 2017; Hiatt & Trafton,
2015a). A critical feature of our associative learning account
is that associations can both strengthen and weaken, depend-
ing on the model’s exposure to items. We show our model’s
ability to account for the main effects of the RIF paradigm by
modeling Experiment 1 from Perfect et al. (2004).

Experiment
The specific experiment we model is Experiment 1 from
Perfect et al. (2004). In it, participants learn a set of exem-
plars (the training phase), rehearse a subset of them (the re-
hearsal phase), perform a distractor task, and then are asked
to retrieve the exemplars under several conditions (the testing
phase). There were 24 exemplars in the study, each assigned
on one of six categories, with four exemplars per category.
The exemplars and categories are shown in Table 1. Ninety
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participants were involved in the study.

SPORT rugby, tennis, swimming, hockey
COUNTRY France, Italy, Spain, Greece

PET hamster, parakeet, gerbil, rabbit
FOOD cheese, fish, pasta, burger
DRINK tequila, vodka, wine, lager
HOBBY cooking, reading, painting, drawing

Table 1: The categories and exemplars (Perfect et al., 2004).

During the training phase, participants viewed exemplars
one by one, with two types of cues: their category, and a pho-
tograph of a human face, which is arbitrarily paired with, and
unique to, each exemplar. Participants were instructed to try
to relate each item to its category and to the face. Exemplars
were presented at a rate of 4 seconds per item, with a 1 second
inter-stimulus interval.

During the rehearsal phase, participants practiced two
items from four different categories. For the rehearsal, par-
ticipants saw the category, plus the (unique) first two letters
of the exemplar as an exemplar stem. Participants were in-
structed to complete the word stem with the appropriate ex-
emplar. Participants had 4 seconds to do so. The 8 total re-
hearsal items were repeated three times in random order.

After the rehearsal phase, participants engaged in a 7
minute distractor task of performing visual puzzles. Partic-
ipants then underwent one of three testing conditions. In the
category condition, participants were cued with each of the
six categories in random order and, for each, had 20 seconds
to write down all exemplars of that category that they could
remember. Between categories there was a 1 second interval.

In the face condition, participants were shown each of the
24 faces in random order and were asked to respond with the
associated exemplar. They had 5 seconds to write down their
response, with a 1 second interval between faces.

Finally, in the joint condition, participants saw both the cat-
egory and face of each of the exemplars as cues, in random
order, and had 5 seconds to write down their response of the
exemplar associated with the face. As before, there was a 1
second inter-stimulus interval.

Experimental Results
The data reveal two interesting trends. First, in all three con-
ditions, the practiced items (RP+ items) had the best recall
performance, on average; in contrast, unpracticed items from
the practiced categories (RP- items) had the lowest. Items
from unpracticed categories (U items) fell generally in the
middle. This first trend represents the canonical RIF effect,
where unpracticed items from practiced categories seem to be
forgotten (RP-), relative to both practiced items in practiced
categories (RP+) and items in unpracticed categories (U).

Second, on average, this effect was very obvious in the cat-
egory condition, slightly present in the joint condition, and
only marginally present in the face condition. Recall from the

discussion in the introduction that participants’ responses in
the presence of an independent cue are viewed as providing
evidence for either the inhibition account or the associative
learning account of the RIF task. Here, the face cue provides
that independent cue, since it is unique to each exemplar and
is not present in the rehearsal condition.

In an inhibitory account, then, one would expect the pat-
terns of responses in the face cue to be similar to those of
the category condition, with RP- inhibited relative to both
RP+ and U. In an associative learning account, however, one
would expect it to have a greatly modulated RIF effect, with
little difference between the conditions, since the independent
cue is not affected by the rehearsal and so remains constant
across conditions. These results clearly support the pattern
one would expect for the associative learning account. Ac-
cordingly, the account provided by Perfect et al. (2004) for
these results supports the associative learning view of RIF.

Next, we discuss our models of these results, including
how we interpret and capture the two main trends.

Model
We developed a process model of retrieval-induced forgetting
situated within the computational cognitive architecture ACT-
R/E. As part of associative learning in this architecture, con-
cepts that are thought about in working memory at the same
time become associated, and then can prime one another if
one is thought about at a later time, facilitating retrieval into
working memory. The more that two concepts are thought
about together, the stronger their association becomes; how-
ever, if the two concepts are thought about separately, their
connection weakens. It is this combination of strengthening
and weakening that, in large part, we will later rely upon to
explain retrieval-induced forgetting.

Model Architecture
ACT-R/E (Trafton et al., 2013) is an embodied version of the
ACT-R cognitive architecture (J. R. Anderson, 2007). At a
high level, ACT-R/E is an integrated, production-based sys-
tem. At the core of ACT-R/E is its working memory; the
contents of working memory indicate, for example, what the
model is looking at, what it is thinking, and its current goal.
Working memory is represented as a set of limited-capacity
buffers that can contain thoughts or memories.

At any given time, there is a set of productions (if-then
rules) that may fire because their preconditions are satisfied
by the current contents of working memory. From this set, the
production with the highest predicted usefulness is selected
to fire. The fired production can either change the model’s
internal state (e.g., by adding something to working memory)
or its physical one (e.g., by pressing a key on a keyboard). In
our discussion, we abstract over these productions and instead
describe processes at a higher level (i.e., we say that we look
at an object, instead of discussing the 3-4 productions that
must fire to achieve that).

In addition to containing symbolic information (i.e., factual
information), memories have activation values that determine
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how easy they are to remember at any given time. When a
request is made for a memory to be retrieved into working
memory, the memory that matches the request and has the
highest activation is the one that is added into working mem-
ory. Memories with higher activations are added to working
memory more quickly; memories with very low activations
may not be able to be retrieved at all. Activation has three
components, activation strengthening, spreading activation,
and activation noise, that together have shown to be an excel-
lent predictor of human declarative memory (J. R. Anderson,
Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998; Schneider & Anderson,
2011; Thomson, Harrison, Trafton, & Hiatt, 2017). Activa-
tion noise is an instantaneous random component that models
the noise of the human brain. Activation strengthening1 is
learned over time and is based on the frequency and recency
with which a memory has been in working memory in the
past. It is designed to represent the activation of a memory
over long periods of time.

Spreading activation, in turn, is a short-term activation
boost that is meant to capture a memory’s relevance to the
current situation. Spreading activation is based on associa-
tions between different concepts in memory. Memories be-
come associated when they are in working memory at the
same time; associations are not created ahead of time. Asso-
ciations are also directed, but may exist between concepts in
both directions. Once established, an association from mem-
ory j to memory i has a strength value that affects the degree
to which j spreads activation to i, and intuitively reflects the
probability that memory i is expected to be relevant while
thinking of memory j. This allows associative learning to
capture correspondences between memories that are expected
to be relevant at the same time, as well as memories that are
semantically related (such as an object and its corresponding
color and shape).

Association strengths are calculated in a Bayesian-like
way, and are a non-standard adaptation of ACT-R’s Bayesian-
based associative mechanisms. Because of their Bayesian-
like calculation, association strengths increase when concepts
are thought about together, but can also weaken between two
concepts if they are thought about separately instead of to-
gether. We use this adaptation to account for the large num-
bers of associations and objects needed by the experiment
we consider here, which ACT-R’s original formulation can-
not do. These equations have been successful in modeling
associations and priming in other work across a variety of do-
mains (e.g., Harrison & Trafton, 2010; Trafton et al., 2013;
Hiatt & Trafton, 2015a, among others). The equations are
included and described in (Hiatt & Trafton, 2017).

Spreading activation sources from the contents of working
memory, and distributes activation along associations lead-
ing from those contents to concepts in long-term memory; in
other words, the contents of working memory serve as cues
for retrieval and prime their connected concepts. Generally,

1Activation strengthening is also referred to as base-level activa-
tion in other literature describing ACT-R and ACT-R/E.

exemplar_3exemplar_2

exemplar_1

category_b

category_a

working memory

Figure 1: Spreading activation in ACT-R/E. Working mem-
ory contains two items; items with spreading activation are
designated with dotted outlines. Typically, activation spreads
one “hop” out from working memory (concept a to exem-
plar 1); if certain associative patterns appear, however, as-
sociation can also spread two “hops” from working memory
(exemplar 2 to exemplar 3).

activation spreads to a depth of one, and primes only concepts
with a direct connection to those in working memory.

In addition, ACT-R/E’s theory of associative learning also
allows spreading activation to travel along two associations
when a specific associative pattern is present. If there is a
concept k that is in working memory, and there exist two other
concepts i and j such that j primes i and j primes k, spreading
activation flows through j and primes i. We refer to this spe-
cial case of spreading activation as “two-hop” priming. The
two cases of how activation spreads in ACT-R/E are shown in
Figure 1. See Hiatt and Trafton (2017) for more information
on ACT-R/E’s learning mechanisms.2

ACT-R/E models interact with the world using ACT-R/E’s
built-in functionality for doing so. Models can view visual
items on a virtual monitor, and can act on the world by push-
ing keys on a virtual keyboard and clicking a virtual mouse.
ACT-R/E models are also inherently tied to physical embod-
iment (i.e., executing models on a robot), but we do not use
that functionality in this paper.

Model Details
The ACT-R/E model for this experiment includes four basic
steps consistent with prior models used to capture human per-
formance on a task that requires the use of associative mem-
ory: look at experimental stimuli, add experimental stimuli
to memory, retrieve other knowledge necessary to perform
the task, and respond as appropriate (Hiatt & Trafton, 2017;
Hiatt, 2017; Hiatt & Trafton, 2015b, 2015a). Each of these
steps is kept as simple as possible throughout the model. As
with these other models, properties of associative memory
are not modeled in isolation. The model starts out with the
task knowledge and productions necessary to complete the
tasks. It also assumes moderate prior exposure to the cate-
gory and exemplar names, since the participants would have
encountered them frequently in their daily lives. It does not

2Note that in this manuscript, the phrase “two-hop” isn’t used;
instead, the two steps are referred to separately as source activation
and spreading activation.
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include, however, any prior exposure to the face photographs,
since it is unlikely participants would have seen those specific
photographs before. There are no initial associations; all are
learned during the experiment.

The model is shown the stimuli as the participants are, and
preserves correspondence with the human timing informa-
tion. The model “looks at” the stimuli as participants do via
its virtual monitor; it digitally logs its responses in lieu of par-
ticipants’ handwritten responses. As part of the architecture,
ACT-R/E encodes each face as a unique token concept.

During the training phase, when the category, exemplar and
face are shown at the same time, the model looks at the items
randomly and repeatedly for the entire 4 seconds that they
are on the screen. Each time the model looks at an item, it
encodes the item and adds it to working memory. While this
encoding takes place, the model proactively moves on to look
at another item. Consequently, items viewed sequentially be-
come associated with one another since they appear in work-
ing memory at the same time: one at the end of the encoding
process, and the next as it is being looked at and queued up for
encoding. Note that, although on average the associations are
equal between the three items, the model is looking around
randomly and so they are not always equal. At the end of
training, all of the RP+, RP- and U exemplars have roughly
identical associations, with moderate associative strengths to
and from from their categories and faces. Their activation
strengthening is also affected by ordering effects: earlier ex-
emplars have lower activation strengthening than those seen
near the end of training.

During the rehearsal phase, the model first looks for, and
retrieves/encodes, both the category and the prompt. Then,
while thinking of both the category and the prompt, the model
retrieves the corresponding item. Because our overarching
architecture does not have a theoretical way of modeling
lexical-based prompts, we simply assume that, given the two-
letter prompt, participants always retrieve the correct item.
Since the category is in working memory when the exemplar
is retrieved, the association from the category to the exem-
plar is strengthened each time it is rehearsed. The activation
strengthening of the exemplar is increased, as well.

During the experimental puzzle task, the model performs a
task with productions and concepts unrelated to those of the
experiment’s categories, faces and exemplars; it performs no
additional rehearsal of the cues/exemplars during this time.

After the distractor task, the model has clear patterns of as-
sociations and activation for the RP+, RP- and U groups of
exemplars. The RP+ exemplars, which were rehearsed with
the corresponding category and prompt, have both higher ac-
tivation strengthening and stronger associations leading to
them from their parent category. The associations from the
faces to the RP+ exemplars do not change.

The RP- exemplars have activation strengthening that is
slightly lowered, since time has passed without them appear-
ing in working memory. In addition, while the associations
from the faces to the RP- exemplars have also not changed,

RP+

RP-

U

category

category

face

face

face

Figure 2: An abstract representation of the model’s memory
and associations after the distractor task. Concepts’ outline
thickness indicates their activation strengthening; the thick-
ness of the arrows between concepts indicates the strength
of their association. For example, RP+ exemplars have the
highest activation strengthening, as well as the strongest as-
sociation from their category; RP- exemplars have the weak-
est association from their category. Note that, for clarity, not
all associations are depicted here (such as links between faces
and categories).

the association from the categories to the RP- exemplars have
weakened. This is because the RP- categories have been in
working memory during the rehearsal, but the RP- exemplars
did not appear with them.

The U exemplars also have a slightly lower activation
strengthening, since they have not been in working mem-
ory for a while. Their associations, however, are unchanged,
since the categories, faces and exemplars have not been in
working memory. The associations at this point, as well as
activation strengthening, are abstractly shown in Figure 2.

During testing, in the category condition, the model first
looks at and adds the category to working memory. Using
the category as a cue, it then tries to sequentially retrieve the
four distinct exemplars in memory with the highest total ac-
tivation. It reports all exemplars it retrieves without further
checking their membership in the provided category.

For the face condition, the model looks at and adds the face
to working memory. While thinking of the face and using it as
a cue, it then retrieves an exemplar from working memory and
responds with it. The same process occurs during the joint
condition, except with both the face and category in working
memory during the retrieval.

Model Results
We used our model to simulate data from 100 participants
per condition (300 participants total) in order to allow our
results to better converge on the model’s true predictions.
Each model “participant”, regardless of condition, saw the
stimuli in a different random order, as well as had different,
randomly-chosen RP+ exemplars. The model had the same
parameters for each condition. The activation strengthening
decay parameter (also called the base level learning parame-
ter) was set to 0.3 instead of its default of 0.5. The activation
noise parameter was set to 0.2 instead of its default of 0. The
associative learning rate was set to 3.5, representing a mild
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Figure 3: Results of ACT-R/E model. Bars show the experi-
mental data, and error bars show one standard deviation above
and below the mean for the experimental data. Dots indicate
the model data.

rate of learning. There is no default value for this parameter.
All other parameters were at their default values. For more in-
formation about how these parameters mathematically relate
to the model, please refer to (Hiatt & Trafton, 2017).

The quantitative model results are shown in Figure 3. The
y axis indicates the average number of exemplars correctly
recalled, out of 8 possible, for each exemplar category. The
error bars show one standard deviation above and below the
mean for the experimental data. Overall, as the graph shows,
the model does an excellent job of capturing the human data,
with R2 = 0.94.

During the category condition, recall that the model is
asked to respond with all exemplars of the category, not just
one. Because of the strong association from categories to
RP+ exemplars and their higher activation strengthening, the
model is almost always able to retrieve a correct RP+ exem-
plar initially. Then, once the model has retrieved an exemplar,
that exemplar is in working memory until the next exemplar
is retrieved. That exemplar further cues other exemplars in
its category via the two-hop priming described above (see the
bottom of Figure 1).

This means that, as the model gets more exemplars cor-
rect, it gains momentum and becomes slightly more likely to
retrieve further correct exemplars. With this initial momen-
tum in place, the model generally retrieves the rest of the RP+
exemplars correctly as well. For the RP- condition exem-
plars, because those exemplars receive less activation from
their associated categories, even with the model’s momen-
tum the model retrieves an exemplar from a different category
fairly often, such as one with a higher activation strengthen-
ing from ordering effects. The U condition exemplars, which
receive a medium amount of priming, lie in the middle, of-

ten being correctly retrieved, but sometimes not. This very
closely matches the experimental data.

For the face condition, the only difference between the
three conditions is in the RP+ exemplar’s higher levels of ac-
tivation strengthening. All exemplars receive a small amount
of activation when cued by their associated face. The RP+ ex-
emplars, therefore, are slightly more likely to have the highest
activation overall, and thus be retrieved; the other conditions
are equally likely to have correct responses. This is similar to
the experimental data, where all three conditions have similar
correct responses, on average.

During the joint condition, the model behaves similarly to
the category condition, with three main differences: (1) it has
only one response, not four; (2) it does not have any of the
previously discussed “momentum” since the model retrieves
only one exemplar for each prompt; and (3) all exemplars re-
ceive a small boost in spreading activation from the displayed
face concept. Thus, it still performs the best on RP+ exem-
plars, the worst on RP- exemplars, and in the middle on U ex-
emplars, but with slightly higher correct response rates. This
follows the overall pattern of the experimental data, where the
RP+ condition had the highest response average, the RP- the
lowest, and the U condition is only slightly higher than RP-.

Model Discussion
There are several features of associative learning in ACT-R/E
that allow it to capture the experimental data. The first is that
associations start out weak and strengthen over time. This
explains why, for example, in the face condition, people do
not respond perfectly despite the unique cue: they have not
been exposed to those two concepts, together, enough times
to strengthen the association enough.

A second feature of ACT-R/E that allows it to explain the
results is its “two-hop” priming. Recall that this priming oc-
curs during the category condition, where participants recall
multiple exemplars for each category cue and, via two-hop
priming, build up momentum in their responses. This mo-
mentum is what allows ACT-R/E to perform so much better in
the category condition than it does in the face and joint con-
ditions: the momentum allows it to correctly retrieve more
exemplars than it would otherwise.

Perhaps the most important feature of our associative ac-
count with respect to the RIF task is that associative strengths
weaken when the underlying concepts are thought about sep-
arately. This leads to a weaker association between categories
and RP- exemplars after the rehearsal phase, because the cat-
egories are thought about in conjunction with the RP+ exem-
plars. This weakening allows the model to capture the “for-
getting” part of retrieval-induced forgetting, where the recall
of RP- items is weakened after rehearsal of RP+ items.

General Discussion
We have presented here a process model of Experiment 1
from Perfect et al. (2004) that uses an existing theory of as-
sociative learning to explain results of the retrieval-induced
forgetting task. This both provides further evidence for our
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associative learning theory, as well as supports the thought
that RIF is tied to associative learning, as is suggested by
the study we model. One conclusion of Perfect et al. (2004),
however, that our model does disagree with is whether the
two cues (category and face) both refer to the same exemplar
representation in memory. The authors of the paper argue
that, since RP+ items weren’t clearly more available when
cued by the face, the rehearsal phase must not have made
them more available in memory (via, in our terminology, ac-
tivation strengthening). Our model disagrees with this con-
clusion of the experimental data. As our results show, both
cues can refer to the same exemplar representation in mem-
ory, which does have a higher activation strengthening than
the other exemplars. Due to, in part, the large length of time
of the distractor task, as well as ordering effects, however, the
relative magnitude of this activation strengthening in the face
condition is small.

While our results more closely align with the view that the
RIF task is driven by associative mechanisms, our model in-
cludes some dynamics that can be construed as inhibitory. To
clarify, during the task, both the activation strengthening and
spreading activation of RP- items lower, with respect to RP+
items, because of the rehearsal phase. Regarding activation
strengthening, RP- item’s values decay because they are not
thought about as recently. However, this does not support the
inhibitory account of RIF because the same decay also occurs
for U items. For spreading activation, RP- items’s association
with the category weakens because the category is thought
about without the RP- items. And, as we have stated above,
a key feature of our model is that if items are seen separately,
their association is weakened (Melton & Irwin, 1940). The
lessening of activation of RP- items then leaves them more
open to interference from other exemplars, leading to their
decreased retrieval relative to U items.

So, although the RP- items were not inhibited in memory in
our account in the canonical sense, their activation included
inhibitory dynamics. We find that the critical distinction be-
tween the inhibitory and associative accounts both in the orig-
inal work and in our model is not simply whether or not there
is a decrease in activation for RP- items during competitive
retrieval, but also if the mechanism for that decrease differen-
tially lowers the activation of RP- items more than U items.
As we have stated, our model captures this. This connects
our results with wider thoughts in the cognitive science lit-
erature which suggest that, in the debate between decay and
interference as the principle driver of memory, both decay and
interference play a key role (Altmann & Schunn, 2012). By
providing an implemented model of how these mechanisms
affect behavior and memory as the RIF task unfolds, we are
able to relate together inhibition, interference, decay and as-
sociations in a unified fashion to better understand retrieval-
induced forgetting. Still, in this work we have modeled only
one of many studies on RIF; the next step in this work is to
apply our associative learning model to a broader range of
RIF experiments.
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Abstract 

This paper challenges a common assumption about decision- 
making mechanisms in humans: decision-making is a 
distinctively high-level cognitive activity implemented by 
mechanisms concentrated in the higher-level areas of the 
cortex. We argue instead that human behavior is controlled by 
a multiplicity of highly distributed, heterarchically organized 
decision-making mechanisms. We frame it in terms of control 
mechanisms that procure and evaluate information to select 
activities of controlled mechanisms and adopt a phylogenetic 
perspective, showing how decision-making is realized in 
control mechanisms in a variety of species. We end by 
discussing this picture's implication for high-level cognitive 
decision-making. 

Keywords: decision-making; phylogenetic refinement; 
heterarchical networks; hypothalamus; basal ganglia 

Introduction 
We advance a heterarchical alternative to the hierarchical 
conception of decision-making common in cognitive science 
and neuroscience. Decision-making is classically construed, 
following our folk psychological understanding of explicit 
reasoning and decision-making, as distinctively human. 
According to this conception, roughly: (1) decision-making 
is a higher-level, cognitive activity, implemented by a unified 
neural mechanism in the prefrontal cortex (Gold & Shadlen, 
2007); (2) this mechanism is situated between the perception 
and motor mechanisms, taking inputs from the former and 
sending output to the latter (Hurley, 2001); (3) decision-
making is conscious in that we are aware of the alternative 
options, evaluative criteria, and the process of selection; and 
finally, (4) it is a deliberate, rather than automatic, activity 
(Gonzalez, 2017).  

This classical conception has proven contentious and been 
subject to criticisms by theorists adopting a variety of 
theoretical frameworks in recent literature. For example: 
massive modularists argue that there are multiple reasoning 
modules, rather than a unified mechanism (Carruthers, 2008). 
Also, decision scientists have fruitfully applied the decision-
theoretical framework to study lower-level sensorimotor and 
affective mechanisms (Glimcher & Fehr, 2014). Likewise, 
neuroscientists have recognized the important role of 

subcortical components, such as the basal ganglia and 
thalamus, in decision-making (Delgado & Tricomi, 2011). 
Finally, the dual-process theories have argued for the 
existence of unconscious and automatic decisions, while their 
critics question the dichotomy between the conscious and 
deliberate vs. the unconscious and automatic decisions 
(Evans & Frankish, 2009). 

Nevertheless, these debates still operate under a 
hierarchical framework that views the multiplicity of 
decision-making mechanisms as arranged on various levels 
with the most "cognitive" decision-making situated at the 
top-level and the sensory and motor ones at the lower-levels. 
More importantly, the lower-level decision-making 
mechanisms are, adopting Daniel Dennett's term, 
bureaucratic (Dennett, 1991) They function to provide 
information for the cognitive decision-making mechanisms 
and work out the detailed implementation of their decisions. 
As a result, there are no real conflicts between lower-level 
and higher-level decisions, since the lower-level mechanisms 
do not have their own agenda and function solely to serve 
those of the higher-level ones.  

In defending a heterarchical alternative, we argue that 
cognitive scientists should adopt a much broader perspective 
on decision-making, one that recognizes it as a ubiquitous 
and widely distributed activity in all living organisms, even 
those that do not have neurons. We apply a similar distributed 
perspective to humans, arguing that human behaviors are the 
product of decision-making mechanisms that are (1) radically 
distributed in cortical, subcortical, and peripheral regions of 
the nervous system; (2) opportunistically structured in 
heterarchical networks and autonomous, instead of 
bureaucratic. (The notion of heterarchy was introduced by 
McCulloch, 1945.) Neglecting these leads to an over-
intellectualized account of human decision-making. The 
heterarchical framework draws on the insights from 
distributed and embodied cognition (Clark, 1997) and is 
compatible with their stronger versions that view cognition 
as constituted by processes in the body or in the environment; 
however, we remain neutral on these stronger positions in this 
paper.  

In making our case, we are, in significant part, inspired by 
the phylogenetic approach to cognition advanced by Cisek 
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(2019). Cisek argues for understanding cognitive capacities 
as the product of phylogenetic refinement. On this view, 
cognitive traits exhibited in organisms earlier in our 
phylogeny are still operative in us. Our cognitive abilities 
build upon these capacities but are also constrained by them. 
He contends that by examining cognition from this 
perspective, we are more likely to identify the processes 
underlying our abilities: "Ideally, that new taxonomy will 
progressively differentiate functions and subfunctions in a 
way that mirrors their progressive differentiation over 
evolutionary time, and the hope is that the resulting set of 
explananda will more naturally correspond to real biological 
circuits." There is no space in a short paper to fully develop a 
phylogeny of decision-making mechanisms. Instead, we 
focus selectively on examples from that phylogeny that 
motivate developing a more distributed perspective on 
decision-making.  

In the next section, we advance a theoretical perspective on 
decision-making that provides a basis for understanding how 
evaluations enter the diverse mechanisms that organisms use 
to make decisions. We then turn to decision-making in 
organisms without neurons, which provides a perspective on 
how decision-making mechanisms arose in phylogeny. Next, 
we consider decision-making in organisms with nervous 
systems but without a central brain to illustrate how decision-
making can be distributed throughout a nervous system 
before taking up decision-making in bilateral invertebrate 
nervous systems. Finally, we turn to vertebrates and show 
that even as a great deal of neural processing is concentrated 
in a brain, decision-making remains highly distributed.  

A Framework for Decision-Making 
In approaching the phylogeny of decision-making, we need 

to be clear what is required to identify a process as making 
decisions. It is not enough that a mechanism randomly selects 
between alternatives. Decision-making involves evaluating 
alternatives and selecting one of them based on the 
evaluation. In explicit decision-making, the grounds for 
evaluations can be explicitly represented (e.g., as utility 
assessments) and reported. Our contention is that explicit 
decisions account for only a small percentage of the decisions 
that humans make. For example, humans do not consciously 
evaluate the options when deciding whether and what to eat, 
to adjust their posture, or to engage in social pleasantries.  

To see how evaluations figure in decisions that are not the 
product of conscious deliberation, it is helpful to view 
decision-making as an activity of control mechanisms—
mechanisms that operate on other mechanisms as to affect 
when and how they operate. The various activities of living 
systems—metabolism, growth, locomotion, reproduction, 
etc.—are performed by production mechanisms. The new 
mechanists in philosophy of science have described how 
scientists in a host of life sciences develop explanations by 
identifying the production mechanism responsible for a given 
phenomenon and decomposing it into its parts, operations, 
and organization (Machamer, Darden, & Craver, 2000; 
Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2005). They have, however, largely 

neglected the fact that biological mechanisms, far more than 
human-made machines, are subject to being altered by 
control mechanisms. Since organisms are far-from-
equilibrium and subject to processes that lead to their 
decomposition, it is critical that they deploy production 
mechanisms as needed to build and maintain themselves or 
reproduce (Moreno & Mossio, 2014). Not surprisingly, then, 
biological organisms include a vast number of control 
mechanisms, far outnumbering production mechanisms. 

For one mechanism to control another, it must both be able 
to act on the other to change its operation and to procure and 
evaluate information about whether conditions are 
appropriate for its operation. Information is procured either 
by the control mechanism making measurements or taking 
advantage of the outputs of other mechanisms that carry 
information about the measured quantity. The design of the 
control mechanism determines how it will behave in light of 
this information—altering conditions in production 
mechanisms or not. A simple example of a feedback control 
mechanism makes this clear. A thermostat measures the 
temperature and sends a command to the furnace that makes 
changes in the furnace that alters its functioning.  

In its activity, a control mechanism makes an evaluation: 
in sending a command to the furnace, the thermostat is 
evaluating the current temperature as too low. In the case of 
the thermostat, the evaluation it makes is determined by its 
design and the human user who sets the desired temperature. 
This, however, does not take away the fact that the 
thermostat, once set, itself makes the evaluation and selects 
an action accordingly. A significant difference in living 
organisms is that there is no external agent fixing the 
evaluation procedure in control mechanisms. A given control 
mechanism in an organism is either already equipped with its 
settings as a result of evolution and development, or is acted 
upon by yet another control mechanism that imposes settings 
on it.  

Control mechanisms are introduced opportunistically into 
biological organisms over the course of evolution—if a 
control mechanism arises through variation in existing 
organisms and the organism is overall successful in 
reproducing, it is retained. There are typically many different 
control mechanisms operating on any given production 
mechanism, registering different conditions relevant to the 
deployment of the production mechanism and making 
decisions about when and how the production mechanism 
will be deployed. These are not organized hierarchically but 
heterarchically, with multiple control mechanisms exercising 
control both on production mechanisms and each other.  

Control mechanisms draw upon information and select 
between alternatives. They are, thus, making decisions in the 
sense we adopt in this paper. From this perspective, decision-
making is a ubiquitous activity that is widely distributed in 
organisms. One might object that this perspective cheapens 
the notion of decision-making. We contend, however, that 
control mechanisms embody its central features—employing 
an evaluation procedure to select actions in response to 
information. In the last section, we will suggest how 
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recognizing this enables us to better understand explicit 
decision-making that is perhaps uniquely human.  

Decision-Making Without Neurons 
Given this framework, we should expect to identify 

decision-making activities in all living organisms, not just 
those with a nervous system. Indeed, there are plentiful 
examples that have already been investigated. Here, we 
discuss just one. E. coli employs a relatively simple 
mechanism for locomotion—flagella that form into a bundle 
and drive the bacterium forward when they are rotated 
counter-clockwise but separate and allow the bacterium to 
tumble when rotated clockwise. The decision to move 
forward or to tumble is made by a chemical mechanism that 
integrates information from five transmembrane proteins that 
detect various chemicals in the external and internal 
environment. When this sensing mechanism registers that the 
concentration of nutrients is declining or that of toxins is 
increasing, it initiates a phosphorylation cascade. When the 
final component, CheY, is phosphorylated, it acts on the 
motor, causing it to rotate clockwise, thereby allowing the 
bacterium to move forward rather than tumble (Falke & 
Piasta, 2014). Individual bacteria exhibit variants in the 
numbers of different receptor types, resulting in different 
decisions. Further, bacteria also appear to adjust the 
percentage of different receptors depending on the presence 
of other bacteria (Sourjik & Wingreen, 2012).  

Although this control mechanism is relatively simple, it 
suffices to enable bacteria to select actions based on 
information collected and evaluation procedures realized in 
the mechanism—that is, it is a decision-making mechanism.  
Moreover, this is just one of many decision-making 
mechanisms in bacteria. Others make decisions affecting the 
social interactions of bacteria in biofilms so as to distribute 
food between organisms at the periphery and those at the 
center of the biofilm (Prindle et al., 2015). Some decisions, 
such as whether to reduce one's body to a spore, have major 
consequences for the lineage of bacteria (Stephens, 1998).  

What is important for our purposes is that each such 
decision is made by a separate control mechanism, 
illustrating the radically distributed nature of decision-
making in single-cell organisms. This distribution of 
decision-making is maintained in multi-cell organisms.  

Decision-Making Without a Central Brain 
A distinctive feature of animal life, at least since the 
Eumetazoa-Bilateria split, is the use of neurons in control 
mechanisms. There has been considerable speculation and 
theorizing about the origins of neurons. All organisms living 
today are the product of a long history of evolution, but many 
theorists regard modern Cnidarians (a phylum comprising 
jellyfish, corals, sea anemones, and other soft-bodied polyps) 
as most reflective of organisms with neurons before the 
evolution of bilateral organisms. A distinctive feature of 
Cnidarians is the occurrence of a network of sensory and 
ganglion neurons situated next to contractile epithelial cells 
constituting the bell. These have been characterized as 

constituting a skin brain (Holland, 2003; Keijzer, van Duijn, 
& Lyon, 2013), which enables coordinated contractions 
required for swimming. 

In the process of carrying out the activity of coordinating 
contractions, these neurons integrate inputs from a variety of 
further control mechanisms and alter behavior in response. 
This is illustrated in Aglantha digitale, a small transparent 
jellyfish with 60-80 tentacles containing muscles that extend 
from around the lower margin of the bell. Fourteen distinct 
neural control mechanisms, each making decisions leading to 
different behaviors, have been identified (Mackie, 2004). 

 To illustrate how these control mechanisms make 
decisions, we focus on the capacity of Aglantha to decide 
between two distinct modes of swimming, slow and escape 
(Mackie, 1980). In both cases, the contractions of the bell are 
directly controlled by neurons in the nerve net, but the 
activity of these neurons is modulated by those in the inner 
of two nerve rings that circumvent the margin of the bell. In 
slow swimming, these ring neurons serve as a pacemaker, 
which modulates the nerves in the nerve net to generate slow, 
regular contractions (Mackie, 2004; Satterlie, 2018). Escape 
swimming is initiated by the same ring neurons when they 
are induced by mechanical or electrical stimulation of the 
tentacles, resulting in much stronger muscle contractions 
(Arkett, Mackie, & Meech, 1988). Another control 
mechanism also operates on these ring neurons: default slow 
swimming is briefly inhibited with the initiation of feeding. 
Mackie, Meech, and Spencer (2012) investigated this 
circuitry in another Cnidarian species, Polyorchis 
penicillatus, from which it was easier to record. They 
established that when food is encountered, an electrical pulse 
is transmitted along a nerve plexus to inhibit the pacemaker 
ring neurons. Moreover, this is only one of four circuits that 
suffice to inhibit swimming. Each of these circuits results in 
different specific decisions.  

In short, the decision-making mechanisms illustrated do 
not conform to a neat hierarchical structure. Instead, the 
behavior of modern Cnidarians is determined by a 
heterarchical network of distributed decision-making 
mechanisms.  

Decision-Making in a Bilateral Invertebrate 
It might be assumed that in organisms exhibiting bilateral 
symmetry with a brain situated at one end, decisions would 
all be brought under central control. But this is not the case. 
We illustrate this with the example of decision-making in the 
medicinal leech (Hirudo verbena), which must select 
swimming or crawling to move about. The decision is made 
in 21 individual ganglia situated between what are referred as 
the head and tail brains. Within each ganglion,  consisting of 
approximately 400 neurons,  the decision is made through a 
complex dynamical interaction of a subset of the neurons in 
the ganglion (Briggman, Abarbanel, & Kristan, 2005). Since 
different ganglia can make different decisions, coordinated 
behavior in the whole leech is achieved through coupling 
between ganglia. In addition, other factors, such as 
concentrations of serotonin and dopamine, synthesized by 
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other control mechanisms, influence the probability of each 
behavior, with serotonin increasing the likelihood of 
swimming and dopamine of crawling (Puhl & Mesce, 2008; 
Crisp & Mesce, 2006).  

In addition, some behavioral decisions, such as feeding, 
inhibit responses to stimuli that would otherwise elicit a 
response (e.g., swimming or crawling) in non-feeding 
animals. In these conditions, the motor response circuitry is 
still capable of eliciting swimming. The inhibition instead 
results when presynaptic terminals of pressure-sensitive 
mechanosensory neurons are prevented from eliciting motor 
responses. Although the details of the process of presynaptic 
inhibition are not known, Gaudry and Kristan (2009) showed 
that the effect can be mimicked by bath application of 
serotonin to the exposed nervous system and negated by 
applying anserine, known to block serotonergic inhibition in 
C. elegans.   

The leech thus illustrates that even in bilateral organisms, 
decision-making mechanisms are highly distributed and 
structured heterarchically. They also illustrate that chemical 
control mechanisms are operative even in systems with 
neurons. 

Decision-Making in Vertebrate Brains 
A notable difference between vertebrates and the other 
organisms discussed above is the presence of the notochord, 
which serves to centralize many control mechanisms in the 
head region. One consequence of this is to bring together 
what Arendt, Tosches, and Marlow (2016) refer to as the 
apical nervous system (which arose at the apical tip of the 
gastrula-shaped ancestors and integrated information about 
body physiology) and the blastoporal nervous system 
(involved in controlling muscle contractility). Although 
different neural processes were thereby collocated in what 
Tosches and Arendt (2013) termed a chimeric brain, they 
were not integrated into one hierarchically organized system. 
Rather, they gave rise to multiple specialized processing 
centers that form a heterarchical network. We focus on two 
regions within that network—the hypothalamus and the basal 
ganglia.  

The hypothalamus is a collection of nuclei that collectively 
regulate a wide spectrum of animal activities, from metabolic 
processes to overt behaviors, often by releasing hormones 
and neuropeptides into the circulatory system via the adjacent 
pituitary gland. To do so, the different nuclei typically 
integrate information from multiple regions of the body. As 
one example, we consider the role of the arcuate nucleus in 
making decisions about feeding and metabolism.  

 The arcuate nucleus is located in the ventral medial 
hypothalamus near the median eminence. As there is no 
blood-brain barrier at this location, neurons in the arcuate 
nucleus can communicate with the rest of the organism using 
hormones. It contains two populations of neurons that 
respond to peripheral signals indicating the state of satiety of 
the organism. Pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) neurons 
respond to leptin, a peptide released by adipocytes, signaling 
the accumulation of fat. POMC neurons are influential in 

inhibiting feeding behavior: When POMC are knocked out, 
mice exhibit hyperphagia and obesity; when they are 
activated optogenetically, they suppress food intake. 
Neuropeptide Y/agouti-related peptide neurons, on the other 
hand, are inhibited by leptin but activated by ghrelin, a 
peptide synthesized in the stomach that signals a lack of food 
being digested. Acute activation of these neurons results in 
increased food intake (Sohn, 2015; Trivedi, 2014). 
Reciprocal connections between these neurons "determine 
how much an animal will eat" (Leng, 2018). 

This account is highly simplified. The arcuate nucleus 
receives numerous other signals and acts on many other areas 
of the brain. Adipocytes, for example, release about 100 
different proteins besides leptin, some of which also affect 
neurons in the arcuate nucleus. At the same time, other parts 
of the digestive system also release hormones and peptides 
that affect arcuate neurons. Many of these send signals to the 
brainstem and other areas, which then project to the arcuate 
nucleus (Cone & Elmquist, 2015). Moreover, both leptin and 
ghrelin act on other parts of the hypothalamus that also 
exercise control over feeding behavior. For example, leptin 
activates oxytocin neurons in the supraoptic nucleus of the 
hypothalamus at the anticipated time of feeding (Johnstone, 
Fong, & Leng, 2006).  

This sketch suffices to reveal the complexity of feeding 
regulation. Decisions about feeding are made by a 
distributed, heterarchical network of decision-making 
mechanisms that employ both electrical and chemical 
signaling.   

We turn now to the basal ganglia, a network of subcortical 
nuclei. As we noted above, many cognitive scientists now 
recognize the role the basal ganglia play in decision-making. 
We contend, however, that their treatment of the basal 
ganglia is highly selective. The basal ganglia do not merely 
augment cognitive decision-making carried out in the frontal 
cortex; they provide an architecture that is used in 
collaboration with many other brain regions to facilitate 
making a wide range of decisions.  

We begin with what has drawn the attention of researchers 
interested in decision-making to the basal ganglia—the loops 
between cortical areas, the basal ganglia, and the thalamus. 
These loops tend to be highly specific—when inputs to the 
basal ganglia originate in the frontal cortex, outputs project 
back to the same region of the frontal cortex. This allows the 
basal ganglia to act as a control mechanism on the processing 
in these cortical areas.  

It is the architecture of the basal ganglia themselves that 
implicate these loops in decision-making. Inputs arrive at the 
striatum, which is laid out topographically so that inputs from 
the same region often arrive at the same part of the striatum. 
Inputs to the striatum, project through one of two pathways 
to the output regions of the basal ganglia—the substantia 
nigra pars reticulata and the globus pallidus internus. By 
default, neurons in the output regions send out inhibitory 
signals to their targets. When they receive inputs along what 
is known as the indirect pathway, this inhibitory output is 
enhanced. When, however, they received inputs along the 
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direct pathway, inhibition is reduced. There is competition 
between input neurons in the striatum to send projections 
along the direct or indirect pathways. Winning the 
competition enables the region from which the input was 
received to be released from inhibition and continue its 
processing while nearby areas are inhibited. The basal 
ganglia thus perform the activity of selecting between 
alternatives—important to making decisions. 

There are two important qualifications to the account we 
just presented: First, much of the attention has been directed 
at loops originating and terminating in the prefrontal cortex 
as this is taken to be the locus of high-level cognitive activity. 
But the basal ganglia perform the function of decision-
making far more broadly. Similar loops originate and 
terminate in other cortical areas, including sensory and motor 
processing areas. The basal ganglia thus contribute to 
perceptual and motor decisions. Additionally, and critical 
from our perspective, similar loops link the basal ganglia to 
many non-cortical brain areas, including mesencephalic (the 
cuneiform nucleus, the pedunculopontine nucleus, and 
surrounding structures) and diencephalic regions that 
sequence commands sent to central pattern generators in the 
brainstem and spinal cord. Through these loops, the basal 
ganglia contribute to decision-making involving these lower-
level brain regions, and can do so potentially independently 
of the cortex. 

To support our contention that the role of the basal ganglia 
figures in decision-making that goes far beyond what it does 
in conjunction with the cortex, we point to two lines of 
research. First, the basal ganglia are found across vertebrates 
from the lamprey to humans, suggesting it was present at the 
root of vertebrate evolution (Stephenson-Jones, Ericsson, 
Robertson, & Grillner, 2012). In lamprey and presumably 
early mammals, the pallium, from which cortex later evolved, 
is small, suggesting that its inputs to the basal ganglia were 
relatively minor and other inputs predominated. This is 
supported by research in the 20th century that showed 
decorticate cats exhibited many locomotor and other 
behaviors of ordinary cats as long as the basal ganglia and 
thalamus were spared. They ate and drank, responded to 
stimuli, groomed themselves, moved about in their 
environment, and made the decisions necessary to engage in 
these activities. Without the basal ganglia and thalamus, 
however, they are unable to initiate these activities (Bard & 
Macht, 1958); Whelan (1996). These two lines of evidence 
point to a central role of the basal ganglia in decision-making 
in a multitude of contexts, not just in coordination with the 
cortex.  

Second, when we look into further details of the basal 
ganglia mechanism, a different, and even more radically 
distributed picture of decision-making emerges. Regions in 
the striatum that figure in loops with the prefrontal cortex also 
receive inputs from many other cortical and non-cortical 
regions, indicating that they integrate diverse information 
when selecting between prefrontal activities (e.g., shifting 
attention). The other relevant fact is that the evaluation 
processes involved in decision-making do not happen 

entirely within the bounds of the basal ganglia. There is no 
evidence that the inputs to the basal ganglia encode the 
content of what is processed in other brain areas. Rather, the 
strength of the signals received on the various inputs to the 
striatum reflects evaluations already performed in the various 
cortical and non-cortical areas that contribute inputs. That is, 
the basal ganglia merely receive and integrate the evaluations 
to select the strongest options. The relevant decision-making 
systems are composites of the basal ganglia and the brain 
regions from which inputs originate. Thus, even in the cases 
in which the basal ganglia are implicated in decision-making, 
the actual decision-making mechanism is a radically 
distributed network of component mechanisms.     

To sum up, the basal ganglia are central to many decision-
making activities, whether in collaboration with cortex or not. 
In cases in which the loops originate and return to the 
prefrontal cortex, they are involved in decisions, such as 
gating and maintaining working memory, that are 
traditionally recognized as "cognitive." But these are only 
some of the decision-making activities in which they are 
involved. And these do not exhaust decision-making in 
vertebrates as we also noted the role of various parts of the 
hypothalamus in decision-making. 

Implications for Studying Human Decisions 
Decision-making is a fundamental activity of all living 

organisms, not just humans. Adopting a phylogenetic 
perspective makes it clear just how radically distributed 
decision-making mechanisms are. Rather than a pyramid 
structure in which all decisions are made by a hierarchy of 
cortical decision-making mechanisms, the phylogenetic 
perspective suggests that many different control mechanisms, 
neural and otherwise, are involved in decision-making. Many 
of these interact with each other in a complex manner, 
resulting in a heterarchical network, not a hierarchy. Ignoring 
these and attributing all decision-making to one mechanism 
seriously misrepresents how humans and other organisms 
make decisions. 

To illustrate the implications of adopting a heterarchical 
framework over a hierarchical one, consider how the two 
frameworks address the phenomenon of weakness of will—
exhibited, for example, when one judges that it is the best to 
refrain from drinking one more glass of wine, but 
nevertheless goes on to drink it. On the hierarchical model of 
the mind, coherence of an agent's behaviors is provided either 
by the single decision-making mechanism or the one at the 
highest level. Because all other "bureaucratic" mechanisms 
function to serve its agenda, there should be no genuine 
conflicts. This makes it challenging to explain weakness of 
will as there is little theoretical resource for accounting for 
the decision to have the drink (Haas, 2018). At best, it must 
be judged to be irrational. 

In contrast, the heterarchical model recognized multiple 
decision-making mechanisms and does not assume coherence 
of decision-making and so of resulting behaviors; instead, 
coherence is something to be achieved (with varying degrees 
of success) by coordinating different, autonomous decision 
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mechanisms. The coordination is performed again by various 
control mechanisms, both internal to the organism, as we 
discussed above (Huang, 2017), as well as external, which we 
will touch on briefly soon. Thus, under the heterarchy 
framework, weakness of will and other forms of more subtle 
internal conflicts are explained as resulting from less than 
perfect coordination of the conflicting autonomous decision-
making mechanisms. Of course, the conflicting mechanisms 
usually constrain and coordinate each other to a high degree. 
This is why weakness of will is the exception, rather than the 
norm.  

Some cognitive scientists might acknowledge that 
decision-making is heterarchical but insist that cognitive 
science should still focus only on distinctively human 
decisions. We conclude by identifying two benefits for 
extending the approach to decision-making as we have done 
in this paper. First, once we recognize that all decision-
making mechanisms are control mechanisms, we can explore 
whether there are some shared design principles between 
different decision-making mechanisms as well as differences 
between them that are appropriate for making different types 
of decisions. Second, adopting a concept of decision-making 
that does not privilege explicit reasoning, we are in a better 
position to see, through contrast, the unique features of 
distinctively human decision-making that has been the focus 
of much of cognitive science.  

While all decision-making mechanisms, as control 
mechanisms, must collect, process, and evaluate information, 
they do so in different specialized ways. For example, cortical 
decision mechanisms typically receive their information and 
communicate control signals via fast synaptic transmission 
through highly organized, layered structures. These features 
enable neocortical areas to specialize in tracking relatively 
fast-changing contexts (e.g., the movement of objects), 
extract complex patterns from the inputs (e.g., languages and 
social norms), as well as produce appropriate control signals 
in response to them. On the other hand, hypothalamic control 
mechanisms collect, among others, chemical signals released 
from a wide range of bodily sources through the circulatory 
system; and they often broadcast their control chemically. 
Due to the relatively slower transmission, they often 
specialized in tracking regularities that change more slowly, 
such as daily cycles in the environment and hunger, but 
regulate a wider range of targets in response to them.      

One dramatic form of specialization is realized when 
humans make decisions based on explicitly represented 
information and norms. As developed in interactionist 
accounts of explicit reasoning (Heyes, 2018) explicit 
representation allows people to communicate the reasons for 
their actions to others and thereby allows others to understand 
them. Insofar as these explicit representations constitute 
commitments, others can predict their actions. Explicit 
reasoning facilitates social coordination in which social 
norms, institutions, and knowledge (as well as myths and 
confabulations) figure in control of individual actions. They 
also allow individuals to exert some control over other agents 
or social groups.  

As powerful as social control is over individual behavior, 
individuals still make decisions as to what norms and 
information to accept from their society or borrow from 
others. Most individuals follow the norms of their society, but 
all societies witness dissenters. Understanding the 
heterarchical, distributed nature of decision provides some 
insight into this process. The decision to adopt one set of 
evaluative norms rather than another relies on the more basic, 
highly-distributed, heterarchically-organized decision 
mechanisms embodied in humans as a result of evolution, 
development, and prior social and cultural engagement. Once 
adopted, control mechanisms trafficking in explicitly 
represented norms, knowledge, and myths act on other 
control mechanisms, resulting often in them also making 
decisions in accord with these explicit representations. When 
explicit norms and knowledge succeed in controlling other 
decision-making mechanisms, individuals end up acting in 
accordance with the norms of society; when they fail to do 
so, individuals act in violation of these norms.  

We recognize, therefore, that in explicit decision-making 
humans can rise above their biological endowments, drawing 
upon specialized capacities made possible by the frontal 
cortex that enable them to be affected by their society and 
culture. We insist, however, that humans do so only to a 
limited extent and that much of their decision-making relies 
on a multitude of decision-mechanisms located outside the 
frontal cortex and shared with other animals. Moreover, even 
in our distinctively human decision-making, we rely on these 
more basic mechanisms in selecting, adopting, and acting on 
explicit norms.    
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Abstract

Grammatical features vary widely across languages and this
variation has been studied in detail. The functions of gram-
matical features, however, are not entirely clear and a number
of puzzles remain. For example, why do some languages have
rich feature inventories but others have few if any grammatical
features? Why do many languages have features that appear
to encode semantic information (e.g. animacy) that is already
known to the listener? We present a computational framework
that addresses questions like these by formalizing one way in
which grammatical features aid communication. We use the
model to illustrate how morpho-syntactic feature inventories
help to solve the problem of communicating semantic struc-
tures under cognitive pressures.
Keywords: grammatical features; syntactic typology; infor-
mation theory

While the extent to which language influences cognition
is debated, it is generally accepted that cognitive pressures
shape language (e.g., Culbertson, 2012). Consistent with
this view, linguists have documented robust similarities (often
called universals) across the world’s languages (Greenberg,
1957). Yet despite solving the problem of communication
under similar cognitive pressures, language evolution in dif-
ferent environments has lead to very different communica-
tive systems. Inspired by the tradition of “competing motiva-
tions” (e.g., Haiman, 2010; Hawkins, 2004), we hypothesize
that extant languages achieve near-optimal tradeoffs among
the cognitive pressures within a given environment. This hy-
pothesis has been formalized using information theory and
positively evaluated against readily available samplings of the
world’s languages (for review see Gibson et al., 2019). Here,
we argue that the efficient communication approach is useful
for understanding grammatical feature inventories across lan-
guages. We describe a normative model for the communica-
tion of semantic structures that aims to capture how grammat-
ical features ensure robust communication of semantic depen-
dencies and semantic roles.

Across the languages of the world, word order and gram-
matical features are the two main strategies used to convey
semantic roles and dependencies. Prior work has formalized
the tradeoff between complexity and parsing efficiency in or-
der to explain cross-linguistic word order universals (Ferrer-
i-Cancho & Solé, 2003; Futrell, Mahowald, & Gibson, 2015;
Hahn, Jurafsky, & Futrell, 2020). Our approach relies on a
similar formal framework, but can be used to study the extent
to which both word order and grammatical features support

efficient communication of semantic structure. Because pre-
vious work has focused on word order, we focus here on the
role of grammatical features.

Grammatical features are often integral parts of the mor-
phological paradigms of a language, concisely conveying
highly frequent semantic distinctions and preserving the
structure of semantic dependencies across communicative
channels. Kibort and Corbett (2008) distinguish two kinds
of features: morpho-semantic features introduce additional
semantic content to the message (e.g., tense and evidential-
ity) and morpho-syntactic features (e.g., gender and case) re-
flect information about the dependencies between the lexical
concepts in the message, but often do not inherently convey
new semantic content. The evolution of morpho-semantic
grammatical features is well documented in the grammati-
calization literature (e.g., Heine, 2017) and is likely a prod-
uct of core cognitive pressures on a communication system.
There is a strong theoretical tradition approaching grammati-
calization in terms of frequency of use (Bybee, 2003; Haspel-
math, 2019), which has been mirrored in psycholinguistic ac-
counts in terms of productivity and reuse (Hawkins, 2004;
O’Donnell, 2015) and production efficiency (Zipf, 1949; Ma-
howald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013). In both ac-
counts, the frequency of linguistic units reflects communica-
tive need (Anderson & Schooler, 1991), and languages are
pressured to compress, or reduce the complexity of, highly
needed forms to aid language processing. Morpho-semantic
features follow the traditional frequency-driven productiv-
ity/reuse analyses and predict increased compression as com-
municative need/experience increases.

In addition to cognitive pressures of productive efficiency,
the evolution of morpho-syntactic grammatical features is
driven by pressures for robust communication of semantic
dependencies (Comrie, 1989; Jäger, 2007). For example,
consider the message, CAT FIELD CHASE MOUSE. A ratio-
nal pragmatic agent, armed with prior information about the
component lexical concepts, would reason that the likely in-
terpretation is that the cat was chasing the mouse. Language,
however, is used to convey both likely and unlikely events
(e.g., a mouse named Jerry chasing a cat named Tom). In
addition to lexical concepts, languages must therefore convey
semantic dependencies between lexical concepts and their se-
mantic roles. Word order and morpho-syntactic features are
both possible strategies for preserving this graph structure.
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Figure 1: A schematic of a grammatical encoder. As input
an AMR graph is serialized and reinforced with grammatical
features by an encoding algorithm and returns a linear string.

To make this concrete, consider the Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentation (AMR; Banarescu et al., 2013) graph at the top
of Figure 1. The lexical concepts (nodes) are connected by
directed, semantic dependencies (edges), which are each la-
beled with a semantic role. The edges are unordered but
the constraints of human language require the message to be
an incremental sequence, which requires serialization of the
graph structure. If we assume that all lexical concepts must be
realized, there are at least 24 possible serializations, or word
orders, that could be used to communicate the input struc-
ture in Figure 1. For example, we could serialize a hierarchy
by mentioning agents (arg0) before patients (arg1) which in
turn are mentioned before adjuncts (e.g., location). While
this might work well for cat chase mouse, man painted studio
would still be ambiguous between location (painting at the
studio) and patient (painting the studio) interpretations.

An obvious innovation would be to explicitly reinforce
structure by adding to the sentence. For example, in Figure 1,
English reinforces both the semantic role and the dependency
between CAT and CHASE through agreement—i.e., morpho-
logically tagging the head of the dependency (CHASE) with
the number information of the dependent (CAT). Addi-
tionally, English reinforces the semantic role of FIELD via
government—i.e., inserting a dependent morpheme (across),
and thus a new dependency, that carries the semantic role
of the head (FIELD). Head-marking and dependent-marking
strategies are present to varying degrees throughout the lan-
guages of the world (Nichols, 1986). Typically, adjunct se-

mantic roles (e.g., instrument and location) are dependency-
marked; whereas, quantifiers, delimiters and negation tend to
be head-marked (Nichols, 1986).

Adding grammatical markers may support robust commu-
nication of meaning, but increases the complexity of a lan-
guage. The primary goal of our work is to explore how gram-
matical complexity trades off against success at reconstruct-
ing semantic structures. We begin by explaining our norma-
tive model, then use it to discuss the properties of both nat-
ural languages and hypothetical languages that achieve near-
optimal tradeoffs between grammatical complexity and com-
municative success.

Theoretical framework
Consider a speaker who wishes to convey a semantic structure
(e.g. top panel of Figure 1) to a hearer. The language used by
speaker and hearer can be formalized as an encoder L that
maps semantic structures to strings of words.

Encoder. Given a graph to be communicated, the encoder
decides how to serialize the graph, which grammatical fea-
tures are added to the resulting sequence, and how these fea-
tures are realized (Figure 1). We define a distribution over en-
coders L by combining terms that correspond to these three
steps:

P(L |G) = P(S|G)P(F)P(R|F). (1)

The distribution is defined relative to a set G that includes
all unique graph structures that the encoder will encounter.
Each graph in G has a serialization, and S is the set of all
serializations. F is the set of grammatical features used by
the encoder, and R specifies the realizations of these features.

The serialization s of each graph g is drawn from a distri-
bution over all possible depth first traversal paths of a graph
with the dependency structure of g.1 P(s|g) is formulated us-
ing a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, which favors reuse
of serialization strategies across graphs that share similar de-
pendency structures regardless of semantic role labels.

While serializations can differ for each unique graph, the
set of grammatical features F is a global property of the en-
coder. The features in G and their realizations R are sam-
pled from a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG), with
uniform probability over production rules. The PCFG flips a
coin to decide if there will be features or not. If there will
be features, then each time a feature is determined, the PCFG
flips a coin to decide whether or not this is the last feature.
The PCFG contains rules for eleven features: number (single
SG, plural PL), gender (female F, male M), and case (nomi-
native NOM, accusative ACC, duration DUR, benefactive BEN,
instrument INST, locative LOC, manner).

Each feature has three possible realizations. First, a feature
can be expressed implicitly and assigned to a given word. For
example, in Spanish, gender is implicitly encoded in some
nouns (e.g., madre) with no overt linguistic markings. Sec-
ond, a feature can be lexicalized. For example, in English

1We also implemented a version which allows for cross-serial
dependencies and found that it produced qualitatively similar results.
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the definiteness of a noun is encoded in a determiner. Typ-
ically determiners proceed the noun they modify, but as we
are building a model of all possible encoders, each lexical-
ized feature may consistently appear either before or after the
lexical concept it modifies. Third, a grammatical feature can
be expressed via agreement. In agreement, the grammatical
features of a dependent of a given thematic relation are typ-
ically expressed on the head by explicit marking (e.g., verb
conjugation); however, we do not make directional restric-
tions.

The distribution over encoders in Equation 1 has two im-
portant qualitative properties. First, the P(S|G) term favors
encoders with consistent serialization patterns. For example,
an encoder that generates hero eats cereal and hero eats out-
side would be preferred to an encoder that generates hero ce-
real eat and hero eats outside because the former encoder
uses the same traversal pattern for both graphs. Second, the
P(F) term favors encoders that use smaller numbers of fea-
tures. Intuitively, then, the distribution P(L |G) is inversely
related to the complexity of L, and we will treat− logP(L |G)
as a measure of complexity.

Decoder. For convenience, we use an existing model of
parsing as our decoder. We use the modified MST depen-
dency parser (Le & Zuidema, 2015) because it builds in fewer
assumptions about language than alternatives (e.g., Klein &
Manning, 2004), and therefore can be used to evaluate both
attested and hypothetical languages. Future work should in-
vestigate how psychologically motivated parsers and noise
models influence decoding (for a start see Futrell & Levy,
2017).

Efficient communication. As formulated above, the
speaker uses the encoder L to deterministically generate a
message m based on the graph g to be conveyed. We assume
that this message is transmitted without error, and upon re-
ceiving it the hearer computes a distribution P(g′|m,L) over
possible graphs. Communication succeeds to the extent that
the hearer distribution assigns high probability to the origi-
nal graph g. More formally, the distortion associated with the
interaction is

d(g|L) =− log(P(g|m,L). (2)

Because the speaker is certain about the graph g to be con-
veyed, Equation 2 is equivalent to the KL divergence between
the representations of the speaker and hearer. In expectation
over all possible graphs, our distortion measure becomes the
cross-entropy or information loss for having used encoder L .

Our distortion measure trades off against complexity—
intuitively, as L becomes more complex by reinforcing struc-
ture, reconstructive distortion should drop. L achieves an ef-
ficient tradeoff between the two if no other encoder performs
better along both dimensions.

Our approach is closely related conceptually but formally
distinct from previous formulations of communicative effi-
ciency (Zaslavsky, Kemp, Regier, & Tishby, 2018; Hahn et
al., 2020) based on Rate-Distortion theory (Berger, 2003) or

the closely-related Information Bottleneck (Tishby, Pereira,
& Bialek, 2000). We use the same distortion measure as
this previous work, but formalize complexity in terms of
Kolmogorov complexity (similar to Steinert-Threlkeld, 2020)
rather than mutual information (as in Zaslavsky et al., 2018)
or entropy (as in Hahn et al., 2020; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Solé,
2003). Kolmogorov complexity is the length of the shortest
algorithm that produces an object, and our complexity mea-
sure− logP(L |G) can be interpreted as the number of bits re-
quired to specify an encoder L . Our decision is motivated by
our assumption that algorithmic complexity will better reflect
interpretable properties of the encoder than does mutual infor-
mation. Characterizing an encoder as a probability distribu-
tion (as required for mutual information) tells us little about
how linguistic representations affect compression or recon-
struction; whereas, characterizing an encoder as an algorithm
for mapping structures to strings (as required by Kolmogorov
complexity) forces us to think about how this mapping is ac-
tually carried out.

Method
To evaluate the model we constructed a minimal corpus of
AMR graphs with nodes reflecting the following structures:
1) Agent Verb Theme Location—as shown in Figure 1, 2)
Agent Verb Instrument, 3) Agent Verb Theme, 4) Agent Verb
Benefactor, 5) Agent Verb Duration, 6) Agent Verb Theme
Benefactor, 7) Agent Verb Location Duration, 8) Agent Verb
Location, 9) Agent Verb Theme Manner and 10) Agent Verb
Theme Instrument. Each lexical concept was manually anno-
tated for part of speech and grammatical feature. All possi-
ble assignments for arbitrary grammatical features like gen-
der and number were enumerated resulting in 352 graphs.2

For an initial analysis of this trade-off amongst extant lan-
guages, seed sentences for each graph in the corpus were
translated from English into Estonian, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish and Russian and the encoding function for each lan-
guage (Table 1) was specified by hand. As anchor points for
comparison, we also include three encoders which implic-
itly express typically head-marked features (gender, number),
typically dependent-marked features (case) or all features.
The word order of these anchor points was fixed to Span-
ish/English word order. For a subsequent analysis, we sam-
pled 450 counterfactual encoders from P(L |G) using MCMC
methods. We ran one chain initialized on each of the encoders
in Table 1 for 100 steps, retaining the top 50 encoders from
each chain. As a result, these encoders are conditioned on
the graphs in our corpus and therefore optimized for encod-
ing these graphs; whereas, the encoders of extant languages
might appear sub-optimal on our corpus G even if they are
optimal on a more naturalistic corpus.

To calculate the listener’s surprisal for our distortion met-
ric, we use the encoder to serialize our corpus of semantic

2In ongoing work we are annotating verb classes (Levin, 1993)
to create a more extensive corpus. Preliminary analyses suggest that
most unique structures for English verb classes are present in this
corpus.
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Encoder Agree Express Lexicalize
Dependent - ACC BEN DUR INST LOC MANNER NOM -

Head - F M SG PL -
All - F M SG PL ACC BEN INST LOC MANNER NOM -

English SGarg0 PL BEN DUR INST LOC
Estonian SGarg0 SG PL ACC BEN INST LOC NOM -
Japanese - - ACC BEN INST LOC NOM

Korean - ACC INST LOC NOM BEN DUR
Russian SGarg0 F M SG PL ACC INST NOM BEN LOC
Spanish SGarg0 PLarg0 F M SG PL BEN DUR INST LOC

Table 1: Features and realization for each encoder in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Tradeoff between distortion and complexity for ex-
tant languages. The anchor points are encoders that use im-
plicit realization only (i.e. no agreement or lexicalization) and
include typically head-marked features only (HEAD), typi-
cally dependent-marked features only (DEPENDENT) or all
features (ALL).

graphs into messages, which we then use to train the mod-
ified MST dependency parser (Le & Zuidema, 2015). For
each message in the corpus, we construct a probability distri-
bution over each dependency by sampling the top 1000 most
likely parses and normalizing their parser score with additive
smoothing (α = 1e-5). To predict the semantic roles, we used
a naive Bayes classifier with smoothing (α = 1e-5) using part
of speech, grammatical features and agreement of these fea-
tures across head and dependent as predictors.

Results
Figure 2 plots the encoders for extant languages and our an-
chor points according to our metrics for complexity and dis-
tortion. Optimal solutions should be simple and have low
distortion and therefore lie towards the origin. Looking at
the anchor points, when typically head-marked features are
inherently expressed they result in high distortion. This is
unsurprising because it is rare that head-marked features in-
herently carry semantic information about structure; instead,
they carry information about structure through agreement. On
the other hand, expressing typically dependent-marked fea-
tures increases complexity (as there are more case features)
but greatly reduces distortion. The results for encoders cor-

responding to the six natural languages reveal two points of
interest. First, by comparing encoders with the most lexi-
calization (English, Japanese and Spanish) to the rest, we see
that lexicalizing increases distortion, presumably because this
introduces additional dependencies that the listener must cor-
rectly resolve. Second, we see that encoders expressing mul-
tiple typically head-marked features (Estonian, Spanish and
Russian) increase in complexity without decreasing in distor-
tion.

There are several possible reasons why our analysis does
not find that typically head-marked features reduce distortion.
First, our corpus may lack the complex structures that are usu-
ally reinforced by head-marking. For example, our corpus has
no complex noun phrases, no coordinate, subordinate or rel-
ative clauses, and no discourse structure. Another possibility
is that these features convey little information about semantic
structures when isolated from inflectional paradigms, which
are beyond the scope of our initial analysis. Alternatively, it
might be that by using all possible combinations of gender
and number in our corpus, we have removed correlations be-
tween structure and feature assignment that might appear in
naturalistic environments. Of course, it is possible that these
features do not convey structural information at all (see Dye,
Milin, Futrell, & Ramscar, 2017, for one such account of gen-
der). Our general framework can be used to investigate these
hypotheses but doing so will require the development of new
annotated corpora, containing both the semantic structures to
be conveyed and tags for both extant and potential grammat-
ical features.

To control for the limitations of our corpus, we com-
pared simulated encoders optimized for this corpus (left
panel of Figure 3) to typological generalizations about head-
and dependent-marking of extant languages (Nichols, 1986).
The right panel of Figure 3 shows how our simulated en-
coders realize grammatical features. Note first that 54% of
the encoders make use of both head-marking via agreement
(blue circles) and dependent-marking via lexicalization (red
squares) similar to attested languages. Further in line with
typological data, grammatical features associated with ad-
juncts (BEN DUR INST LOC MANNER) were more likely to be
dependency marked via lexicalization (49% of realizations)
than marked via agreement (1% of realizations); whereas, the
other grammatical features are more likely to be marked via
agreement (24% of realizations) than lexicalization (5% of
realizations). Note, however, that agreement is rarely used
along the Pareto front in line with our analysis of extant lan-
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Figure 3: Left: Trade-off between distortion and complexity for simulated encoders. Right: For each simulated encoder, the
realization of each grammatical feature is marked via color.

guage encoders.
Despite the limitations of our corpus, this simulation study

provides a first glimpse at how individual grammatical fea-
tures convey information about semantic dependencies and
roles. However, the simulations themselves do not provide
strong evidence that attested encoders achieve near optimal
trade-offs. Another way to test the trade-off is by lesioning
grammatical features present in natural language corpora to
see if the distortion and complexity associated with an en-
coder change as predicted by our trade-off. Assuming that
an attested encoder lies near the Pareto front, if we decrease
complexity by lesioning a grammatical feature then the dis-
tortion of the encoder should increase. Our model makes
differential predictions for the amount of increase depending
upon where the encoder lies along the frontier. For exam-
ple, we would expect larger increases in distortion after re-
moving features from Korean and smaller increases for Rus-
sian because the Pareto front appears steeper by Korean than
Russian. Unfortunately, our complexity measure makes it
difficult to test these predictions in detail because calculat-
ing the complexity of a natural language encoder (and there-
fore the change in complexity caused by lesioning features)
is extremely challenging. We therefore focus on one sim-
ple question and ask whether removing morpho-syntactic fea-
tures from natural languages increases the distortion associ-
ated with communicating dependencies. We cannot evaluate
communicative efficiency for semantic roles as there is no
sufficiently annotated corpus.

Lesion Studies
Given a corpus for a language, we lesion a feature by remov-
ing it entirely from the corpus (similar to Attia, Nikolaev, &
Elkahky, 2018). We focus here on case and gender. For case,
we trained the MST parser with and without grammatical case
for a sample of 19 languages in the UD treebank V2.4 (Nivre
et al., 2016) from 7 different language families. For gender,
we trained the parser on corpora with gender, without gen-

der, and with gender assignments randomly permuted for 11
languages (4 language families) from the same resource. Us-
ing 5-fold cross-validation, we compared the expected distor-
tion between a speaker and a hearer attempting to reconstruct
the semantic dependencies. If grammatical features aid com-
munication of dependencies, we expect that the natural lan-
guage encoders will show greater distortion when lesioned
than when intact.

The results are given in Table 2. As expected, removing
case increased distortion (binomial test p < 0.05). Surpris-
ingly, removing gender reduced distortion; yet, arbitrarily as-
signing gender increased distortion. Binomial tests for gen-
der do not reach significant differences, yet the results align
with our previous finding that typically head-marked features
did not reduce distortion (Figure 3) and the three hypothe-
ses proposed to explain this finding. The result for lesioning
gender completely is consistent with gender either reinforc-
ing a structure not present in our corpus (e.g., discourse) or
not reinforcing structure in the absence of a more complex
agreement paradigm. In line with our third hypothesis, the
swapped gender study suggests that the assignment of gender
is non-arbitrary and, thus, perhaps correlated with semantic
structure in natural language. From a methodological per-
spective, the gender lesion results demonstrate that commu-
nication is not improved by simply adding features.

Discussion
Our goal was to explore how grammatical features trade off
complexity and communicative distortion. Our results show
that grammatical case is important for communicating struc-
ture and influences this trade-off. All natural languages in
our sample use case, case is used across the Pareto front in
our simulations, and lesions of case in natural languages in-
creased distortion as expected if the languages lay along the
Pareto front. Grammatical gender and number, on the other
hand, do not appear to significantly influence communica-
tive robustness in our analyses; however, a number of short-
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Intact No Case ∆ No Case No Gender Swap Gender ∆ No Gender ∆ Swap Gender
Basque 13.48 14.14 -0.65 13.50 13.49 -0.02 -0.01
Bulgarian 6.23 6.24 -0.01 6.09 6.26 0.14 -0.03
Chinese 20.27 20.96 -0.69 - - - -
Croatian 17.30 17.45 -0.15 - - - -
Danish 16.93 17.07 -0.13 16.69 16.97 0.25 -0.03
Erzya 10.69 11.02 -0.33 10.64 10.55 0.05 0.14
Estonian 9.20 10.60 -1.40 - - - -
Finnish 6.05 6.92 -0.87 - - - -
Galician 26.99 - - 27.07 26.99 -0.08 0.008
Hebrew 19.43 19.54 -0.10 19.16 19.52 0.28 -0.08
Hindi 7.88 7.96 -0.08 7.74 7.92 0.14 -0.05
Hungarian 27.17 28.45 -1.28 - - - -
Korean 9.21 9.28 -0.07 - - - -
Latvian 12.20 12.80 -0.59 12.04 12.26 0.16 -0.05
Lithuanian 23.49 - - 23.55 24.07 -0.05 -0.58
Persian 20.48 20.54 -0.06 - - - -
Serbian 14.98 15.05 -0.07 14.67 15.08 0.32 -0.10
Slovak 4.26 4.33 -0.07 - - - -
Slovenian 9.64 9.79 -0.16 - - - -
Turkish 13.32 13.67 -0.35 - - - -
Urdu 16.45 16.33 0.12 16.02 16.45 0.43 0

Table 2: Our expected distortion measure for each language in our sample. Deltas reflect the difference in scores for Intact and
Lesioned languages (negative values denote worse reconstruction for the Lesioned language).

comings of our analysis have been identified and we identi-
fied three questions about gender that can be explored in our
framework: what if any structural information gender con-
veys, whether this information is contingent on an inflectional
paradigm, and whether this information is contingent on how
particular words are assigned to gender classes.

Our goal was not to argue for the optimality of natu-
ral languages, but rather to characterize the trade-off in-
volved in communicating semantic structure and to provide
a framework that helps to understand the conditions under
which grammatical features would provide an optimal solu-
tion. More comprehensive tests of the framework will require
the development of new annotated corpora, and our current
results suggest that this time-intensive step is well worth tak-
ing.
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Abstract

Widely regarded as the cornerstone of justice (Rawls, 1971),
fairness constitutes one of the pillars of human morality. The
Ultimatum Game (UG), extensively studied in behavioral eco-
nomics, is the canonical task for studying fairness. In sharp
contrast to the predictions of normative standards in game the-
ory, people typically reject low offers in UG. In this work,
we present the first resource-rational process model of UG.
Concretely, by taking into account people’s expectations, we
show that Nobandegani et al.’s (2018) resource-rational pro-
cess model, sample-based expected-utility, provides a unified
account of several experimental findings in UG, namely, the
effects of expectation, competition, and time pressure. Assum-
ing that expectation serves as a reference point for subjective
valuation of an offer, we show that the rejection of low offers in
UG can arise from purely self-interested expected-utility max-
imization. We conclude by discussing the implication of our
work for moral decision-making and, more broadly, human ra-
tionality.
Keywords: Ultimatum game; moral decision-making; fair-
ness; rational process models

The fundamental idea in the concept of justice is fairness.
- John Rawls (1971)

1 Introduction
Widely considered as one of the pillars of human morality,
fairness is chiefly investigated in the context of the Ultimatum
Game (UG, Güth et al., 1982), an extensively studied game in
psychology (e.g., Sanfey, 2009; Battigalli et al., 2015; Vavra
et al., 2018), neuroscience (Sanfey et al., 2003; Xiang et al.,
2013; Chang & Sanfey, 2013), philosophy (Guala, 2008), and
behavioral economics (e.g., Güth et al., 1982; Thaler, 1988;
Camerer & Thaler, 1995; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Sutter et al.,
2003; Camerer & Fehr, 2006). UG has a simple design: Two
players, Proposer and Responder, have to agree on how to
split a sum of money. Proposer makes an offer. If Responder
accepts, the deal goes ahead; if Responder rejects, neither
player gets anything. In both cases, the game is over.

The normative standards of backward induction and sub-
game perfect equilibrium predict that Responder will accept
any nonzero offer, with the rationale being that any posi-
tive amount, even if minuscule, is better that nothing at all
(Camerer & Thaler, 1995). Nevertheless, in sharp contrast
to the predictions of these normative standards, a substantial
body of experimental work has shown that Responders pre-
dominantly reject offers below 30% (e.g., Güth et al., 1982;

Thaler, 1988; Güth & Tietz, 1990; Bolton & Zwick, 1995;
Nowak et al., 2000; Camerer & Fehr, 2006). The algorith-
mic foundation of this puzzling behavior has remained largely
elusive.

There have been speculations about the role of bounded ra-
tionality in UG (e.g., Camerer & Fehr, 2006; Van Damme et
al., 2014). Inspired by these speculations, in this work we
ask whether Responder’s behavior could be understood as
optimal behavior with the mind acting as a cognitive miser.
Concretely, by taking into account people’s expectations, we
show that Nobandegani et al.’s (2018) resource-rational pro-
cess model, sample-based expected-utility (SbEU), provides
a unified account of several disparate experimental findings
in UG, namely, the effects of expectation, competition, and
time pressure.

Importantly, a series of behavioral (Sanfey, 2009; Battigalli
et al., 2015; Vavra et al., 2018) and neuroimaging studies (Xi-
ang et al., 2013; Chang & Sanfey, 2013) have recently re-
vealed that expectation plays a crucial role in UG, with Re-
sponders adapting their behavior based on the amount of of-
fer they expect. Particularly, Sanfey (2009) and Vavra et al.
(2018) experimentally showed that when Responders expect
to see low offers, they are more likely to accept these low
offers than when their prior expectations are higher, thus pro-
viding supporting evidence for the hypothesis that Respon-
ders’ prior expectation serves as a reference point for subjec-
tive valuation of offers.

This paper is organized as follows. After elaborating on
the computational underpinnings of SbEU (Sec. 2), we turn
to modeling the effects of expectation, competition, and time
pressure on Responders’ behavior in UG (Sec. 3). We con-
clude by discussing the implication of our work for hu-
man strategic behavior, moral decision-making, and, more
broadly, rationality.

2 Computational Model
We now present our resource-rational process model of Re-
sponders’ behavior in UG. We assume that, adopting their
probabilistic expectation as a reference point for subjec-
tive valuation, Responders use SbEU to provide a resource-
rational response. That is, Responders optimally maximize
their expected utility, but this maximization is subject to their
cognitive limitations.

More specifically, we assume that Responder uses SbEU
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to estimate the expected-utility gap between their expectation
and the offer, i.e., E[u(offer)− u(expectation)], where u(·)
denotes Responder’s utility function. If this estimate is pos-
itive — indicating that the offer made is, on average, higher
than Responder’s expectation — Responder accepts the offer;
otherwise, Responder rejects the offer.

2.1 Sample-based Expected Utility Model
SbEU is a metacognitively-rational process model of risky
decision-making that posits that an agent rationally adapts
their strategies depending on the amount of time available
for decision-making (Nobandegani et al., 2018). Concretely,
SbEU assumes that an agent estimates expected utility

E[u(o)] =
∫

p(o)u(o)do, (1)

using self-normalized importance sampling (Hammersley &
Handscomb, 1964; Geweke, 1989), with its importance distri-
bution q∗ aiming to optimally minimize mean-squared error
(MSE):

Ê =
1

∑
s
j=1 w j

s

∑
i=1

wiu(oi), ∀i : oi ∼ q∗, wi =
p(oi)

q∗(oi)
, (2)

q∗(o) ∝ p(o)|u(o)|

√
1+ |u(o)|

√
s

|u(o)|
√

s
. (3)

MSE is a standard measure of estimation quality, widely used
in decision theory and mathematical statistics (Poor, 2013).
In Eqs. (1-3), o denotes an outcome of a risky gamble, p(o)
the objective probability of outcome o, u(o) the subjective
utility of outcome o, Ê the importance-sampling estimate of
expected utility given in Eq. (1), q∗ the importance-sampling
distribution, oi an outcome randomly sampled from q∗, and s
the number of samples drawn from q∗.

SbEU assumes that, when choosing between a pair of risky
gambles A,B, people choose depending on whether the ex-
pected value of the utility difference ∆u(o) is negative or pos-
itive (w.p. stands for “with probability”):

A =

{
oA w.p. PA
0 w.p. 1−PA

(4)

B =

{
oB w.p. PB
0 w.p. 1−PB

(5)

∆u(o) =


u(oA)−u(oB) w.p. PAPB
u(oA)−u(0) w.p. PA(1−PB)
u(0)−u(oB) w.p. (1−PA)PB
0 w.p. (1−PA)(1−PB)

(6)

In Eq. (6), u(·) denotes the subjective utility function of a
decision-maker. In this paper, we assume the same utility
function u(x) used by Nobandegani et al. (2018, 2019a) to

explain both the fourfold pattern of risk preferences and co-
operation in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games:

u(x) =
{

x0.85 if x≥ 0,
−|x|0.95 if x < 0.

(7)

As such, in this work we do not fine-tune the utility function
to maximize descriptive power.

Nobandegani et al. (2018) showed that SbEU can ac-
count for people’s tendency to overestimate the probability of
events that easily come to mind (availability bias, Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973), and can simulate the well-known fourfold
pattern of risk preferences in outcome probability (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1992) and in outcome magnitude (Markovitz,
1952; Scholten & Read, 2014). Notably, SbEU is the first
rational process model to score near-perfectly in optimality,
economical use of limited cognitive resources, and robust-
ness, all at the same time (see Nobandegani et al., 2018;
Nobandegani et al., 2019b).

Relatedly, recent work has shown that SbEU provides a
resource-rational mechanistic account of cooperation in one-
shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games (Nobandegani et al., 2019a)
and human coordination strategies in coordination games
(Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a), thus successfully bridging
between game-theoretic and risky decision-making. SbEU
can also account for violation of betweenness in risky choice
(Nobandegani et al., 2019c), the centuries-old St. Petersburg
paradox in human decision-making (Nobandegani & Shultz,
2020b, 2020c), and provides a resource-rational process-level
explanation of several contextual effects in risky and value-
based decision-making (da Silva Castanheira, Nobandegani,
Shultz, & Otto, 2019; Nobandegani et al., 2019c). There is
also experimental confirmation of a counterintuitive predic-
tion of SbEU: Deliberation leads people to move from one
cognitive bias, the framing effect, to another, the fourfold pat-
tern of risk preferences (da Silva Castanheira; Nobandegani,
& Otto, 2019). Importantly, SbEU is the first, and thus far the
only, resource-rational process model that bridges between
risky, value-based, and game-theoretic decision-making.

3 Modeling Ultimatum Game
Having presented the computational underpinnings of SbEU,
we now turn to modeling the effects of expectation, competi-
tion, and time pressure on Responder behavior.

Importantly, recent work has provided mounting evidence
suggesting that people often use very few samples in prob-
abilistic judgments and reasoning (e.g., Vul et al., 2014;
Battaglia et al. 2013; Lake et al., 2017; Gershman, Horvitz, &
Tenenbaum, 2015; Hertwig & Pleskac, 2010; Griffiths et al.,
2012; Gershman, Vul, & Tenenbaum, 2012; Bonawitz et al.,
2014; Nobandegani et al., 2018; Nobandegani et al., 2019a,
Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a). Consistent with this find-
ing, throughout this paper we assume that Responder draws
very few samples (s = 1; see Eqs. (2-3)) when deciding if
they should accept or reject the offer — except for Sec. 3.3 in
which we directly investigate the effect of number of samples
s on Responder’s behavior.
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Figure 1: Simulating the effect of manipulating Responder’s offer expectation. Horizontal and vertical axes correspond
to the amount offered by Proposer and the probability of Responder accepting that offer, respectively. (a) Experimental
data of Vavra et al. (2018) for the four treatments: High-Mean Low-Variance (red curve), High-Mean High-Variance (green
curve), Low-Mean Low-Variance (blue curve), and Low-Mean High-Variance (magenta curve). (b) Simulation results. Our
expectation-based, resource-rational process model accurately captures the qualitative trend of Vavra et al.’s (2018) data (High-
Mean Low-Variance: Spearman ρ = 1, High-Mean High-Variance: Spearman ρ = 1, Low-Mean Low-Variance: Spearman
ρ = 1, The Low-Mean High-Variance: Spearman ρ = 1, ps < .005). We simulated N = 1000 Responders, with s = 1.

3.1 Expectation Manipulation
In a recent experimental study, Vavra et al. (2018) investi-
gated the effect of manipulating Responders’ expectation in
UG. Vavra et al. (2018) altered Responders’ offer expecta-
tions by showing them histograms of previous offers made by
Proposer. Using a two-by-two design, Vavra et al. (2018) in-
dependently manipulated both mean (low vs. high) and vari-
ance (low vs. high) of these histograms. In the low-mean and
high-mean conditions, participants were explicitly informed
that the average offer had been around 4 and 7 Euros, respec-
tively. Participants were not explicitly informed about the
variance of the past offers and they would have to visually
estimate it from the histograms pictorially presented to them,
suggesting substantial differences across the variances used
by individual Responders to form their expectations. The ex-
perimental data of Vavra et al. (2018) are shown in Fig. 1(a).

Next, we simulate the four experimental conditions of
Vavra et al. (2018); see Fig. 1(b). Because the histograms
of the past offers used by Vavra et al. (2018) were approxi-
mately normally distributed, we assume that Responders’ ex-
pectation is normally distributed with mean 4, for the low-
mean conditions, and mean 7, for the high-mean conditions.
The variance used to simulate the high-variance condition
was chosen to obtain a relatively well-fitting curve in the
low-mean condition, and subsequently kept for the high-
mean condition. The variance used to simulate the low-
variance condition was also chosen to obtain a relatively well-
fitting curve in the low-mean condition, and subsequently

kept for the high-mean condition. Importantly, the qualita-
tive trends accurately captured by simulation results are ro-
bust across a wide range of variance parameterizations. Our
simulation of the four experimental conditions of Vavra et
al. (2018) is presented in Fig. 1(b). As Fig. 1(b) shows,
our expectation-based, resource-rational process model can
qualitatively account for the experimental data of Vavra et
al. (2018) (High-Mean Low-Variance condition: Spearman
ρ= 1, High-Mean High-Variance condition: Spearman ρ= 1,
Low-Mean Low-Variance condition: Spearman ρ = 1, Low-
Mean High-Variance condition: Spearman ρ = 1, ps < .005).
We have simulated N = 1000 Responders, with s = 1.

3.2 The Effect of Competition Among Responders

Fischbacher et al. (2003) investigated the effect of increased
competition among Responders in a variant of UG. In this
version, Proposer makes an offer. Then all Responders si-
multaneously accept or reject this offer. If all of the Respon-
ders reject the offer, nobody gets anything. If only a single
Responder accepts the offer, Proposer and the single Respon-
der each take their respective share (all other Responders earn
nothing). If several Responders accept the offer, a single Re-
sponder is randomly selected to be the one who trades. Fis-
chbacher et al. (2003) tested participants in three conditions:
1-Responder (standard UG), 2-Responders (one Proposer and
two Responders), and 5-Responders (one Proposer and five
Responders). The experimental data of Fischbacher et al.
(2003) are shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Figure 2: Simulating the effect of introducing competition among Responders. Horizontal and vertical axes correspond
to the amount offered by Proposer and the probability of Responder rejecting that offer, respectively. (a) Experimental data
of Fischbacher et al. (2003) for the three treatments: 1-Responder (red curve), 2-Responders (blue curve), and 5-Responders
(green curve). (b) Simulation results. Our expectation-based, resource-rational process model captures the qualitative trend of
Fischbacher et al.’s (2003) data (1-Responder condition: Spearman ρ = .9396, 2-Responders condition: Spearman ρ = .9016,
5-Responders condition: Spearman ρ = .8073, ps < .001). We simulated N = 1000 Responders, with s = 1.

Fischbacher et al. (2003) showed that the probability of
accepting low offers increased as the number of Responders
competing for the offer increased.

Next, we we simulate the three experimental conditions
of Fischbacher et al. (2003); see Fig. 2(b). In their pa-
per, Fischbacher et al. (2003) supplied the observed distri-
bution of offers made by Proposer in each condition; they
were approximately normally distributed. Since we are in-
terested in providing a rational, expectation-based basis for
Responder’s behavior in UG, in our simulation of each con-
dition, we assume that Responder’s offer expectation closely
approximates the distribution of offers made by Proposer
in that condition. (This is clearly a cognitively demanding
assumption on the part of Responder, and the descriptive
power of our model markedly improves if we relax this as-
sumption by positing that Responder’s offer expectation only
roughly approximates the distribution of offers made by Pro-
poser in a condition.) Our simulation of the three experi-
mental conditions of Fischbacher et al. (2003) is presented
in Fig. 2(b). As Fig. 2(b) shows, our model can qualita-
tively account for the experimental data of Fischbacher et
al. (2003) (1-Responder condition: Spearman ρ = .9396, 2-
Responders condition: Spearman ρ = .9016, 5-Responders
condition: Spearman ρ = .8073, ps < .001). We have sim-
ulated N = 1000 Responders, with s = 1.

3.3 The Effect of Time Pressure

Perhaps the most puzzling finding on UG is the effect of time
pressure on Responder’s behavior. Several experimental stud-

ies have shown that, with increased deliberation, the threshold
above which all offers are accepted decreases (e.g., Sutter et
al., 2003; Cappelletti et al., 2008), revealing that deliberation
brings Responder’s behavior closer to the predictions of the
normative standards of game theory (i.e., that Responder ac-
cepts any positive offer, however minuscule). For example,
Sutter et al. (2003) compares the acceptance rates of respon-
ders under time pressure with those of Responders under no
time pressure (10 s and 100 s to make the accept/reject de-
cision, respectively). The total sum to be split between Pro-
poser and Responder was 10 Euros. While all offers above
45% of the total sum were accepted by Responders under
time pressure, this threshold decreases to 15% for Respon-
ders under no time pressure.

Crucially, this finding serves as an ideal test-bed for a
resource-rational model of UG. If Responders are rationally
using their limited cognitive resources, as resource-rational
models posit, the effect of having more time to decide should
be explainable by assuming that Responder is deploying more
resources (i.e., more samples in our case) when deciding if
they should accept or reject the offer.

The role of cognitive limitations in UG is further corrob-
orated by studies establishing a causal link between cog-
nitive load and Responder behavior (e.g., De Neys et al.,
2011). For example, De Neys et al. (2011) reported a gen-
eral increase in rejection rates when Responders’ cognitive
load is increased by a simultaneous memory task. De Neys
et al. (2011) also showed that Responders with low accep-
tance thresholds (hence more “rational”) performed better on
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Figure 3: Investigating the effect of manipulating the num-
ber of samples s. Horizontal and vertical axes correspond
to the amount offered by Proposer and the probability of Re-
sponder accepting that offer, respectively. Increased delibera-
tion (operationalized by drawing a larger number of samples)
brings Responder’s behavior closer to the predictions of the
normative standards of game theory (i.e., that Responder ac-
cepts any positive offer, however minuscule). For s = 1 (blue
curve), the model predicts that all offers above 45% of the
total sum are accepted by Responder. However, for s = 100
(red curve), corresponding to increased deliberation time, the
model predicts that all offers above 22.22% of the total sum
are accepted by Responder.

a cognitive control test than Responders with high acceptance
thresholds.

Next, we we simulate the two experimental conditions of
Sutter et al. (2003); see Fig. 3. Consistent with our past sim-
ulations (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.2), here again we assume that
Responder’s offer expectation is normally distributed.1 It is
important to note that the qualitative trend of our simulation
results is robust across a wide range of parameterization of
this normally distributed expectation. As Fig. 3 shows, our
resource-rational process model can qualitatively account for
the experimental data of Sutter et al. (2003).

4 General Discussion
Widely considered as one of the pillars of human morality,
fairness is chiefly investigated in the context of the Ultima-
tum Game (UG, Güth et al., 1982), an extensively studied
game in psychology (e.g., Sanfey, 2009), neuroscience (e.g.,
Sanfey et al., 2003), and behavioral economics (e.g., Camerer

1Sutter et al. (2003) did not inform Responders about the distri-
bution of offers made by Proposer. In their experimental setup, and
unbeknown to Responders, offers were selected between 0 and 5 Eu-
ros, uniformly at random. But this offer distribution radically differs
from the distribution of offers typically made by a human Proposer,
which is approximately normally distributed (see Fischbacher et al.,
2003; Camerer & Fehr, 2006).

& Thaler, 1995; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). In this work, we
present the first resource rational process model of UG, pro-
viding a unified account of several disparate experimental
findings, namely, the effects of expectation, competition, and
time pressure on UG Responder.

By assuming that Responders use their expectation as a ref-
erence point for subjective valuation of an offer, a hypothe-
sis well supported by a series of recent behavioral and neu-
roimaging studies (e.g., Sanfey, 2009; Battigalli et al., 2015;
Xiang et al., 2013; Chang & Sanfey, 2013; Vavra et al., 2018),
our work counterintuitively shows that the rejection of low
offers in UG can arise from purely self-interested expected-
utility maximization.

A recent line of experimental work has shown that intu-
ition favors cooperation, fairness, and prosociality while de-
liberation promotes selfishness (e.g., Rubinstein, 2007; Rand,
Greene, & Nowak, 2012; Rand, 2016). The current widely-
accepted explanation for this behavioral shift is dual process
theory (Evans, 2003). Our work offers a completely new way
of understanding this experimental finding — both qualita-
tively and quantitatively.

On the quantitative front, in sharp contrast to a dual-
process perspective, our work presents the first, and thus far
the only, single-process model of Responder’s behavior in
UG, providing a resource-rational mechanistic explanation
of why deliberation makes Responders act more selfishly by
lowering the threshold above which offers are invariably ac-
cepted. According to our work, it is the optimal use of lim-
ited cognitive resources that underlies deliberation promoting
selfishness in UG Responder.

On the qualitative side, our work offers a radically differ-
ent interpretation of Responder’s behavior in UG than the
one provided by the classical dual-process account. From
a dual-process perspective, intuition (moderated by System
1) is good and pro-fairness while deliberation (moderated by
System 2) is evil and anti-fairness. However, according to
our single-process model, a boundedly-rational agent that si-
multaneously (1) adopts her expectation as a reference point
for subjective valuation of an offer, and (2) selfishly maxi-
mizes expected utility while optimally using her limited cog-
nitive resources, should lower the threshold above which all
offers are invariably accepted with increased deliberation. As
such, Responder’s intuitive response being pro-fairness, is
still, quite counter-intuitively, the effect of selfishly maximiz-
ing expected utility while optimally using limited cognitive
resources.

Accordingly, our work contributes to an emerging line of
work explaining human cognition as an optimal use of limited
cognitive resources (rational minimalist program, Nobande-
gani, 2017; Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman, 2015). Our work
suggests that this emerging perspective has great potential
to shed new light on the computational foundation of moral
decision-making.
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Abstract 

Finger gnosis is the ability to mentally represent one’s fingers 
as distinct from one another in the absence of visual feedback. 
In the current paper, we conducted a quantitative meta-
analysis of imaging data, using activation likelihood 
estimation, to determine the neural correlates of finger gnosis. 
Fourteen studies contributed 294 activated foci from 225 
participants for analysis.  The meta-analysis yielded seven 
peaks of activation located within the frontal-parietal network 
(i.e., medial frontal gyrus, pre- and post-central gyrus, and 
inferior parietal lobule) and cerebellum (i.e. culmen). A 
qualitative comparison of the findings of our meta-analysis 
with single-experiment fMRI investigations of finger gnosis 
(Andres et al., 2012; Rusconi et al., 2014) suggests that 
experimentalists’ choices of primary and control tasks have 
influenced our understanding of the neural substrate 
underlying finger gnosis. Our results may aid in the design 
and interpretation of behavioural and imaging experiments as 
well as inform the development of computational models.  

Keywords: Finger gnosis; finger localization; finger 
differentiation; ALE; meta-analysis. 

Introduction 
Finger gnosis is defined as the presence of an intact finger 
schema (Gerstmann, 1940), or the ability to mentally 
represent one’s fingers as distinct from one another, in the 
absence of visual feedback. Finger gnosis is operationalized 
as performance on finger localization tasks (Baron, 2004; 
Benton, 1959; Noël, 2005) or finger differentiation tasks 
(Kinsbourne & Warrington, 1962). In a typical finger 
localization task (Baron, 2004), the participant’s hand is 
shielded from their view, the experimenter touches one or 
two fingers, and the participant is asked to report which 
fingers were touched. Reporting methods vary and can be 
verbal (i.e., indicating a finger name or associated number) 
or non-verbal (i.e., pointing).  Commonly used finger 
differentiation tasks (Kinsbourne & Warrington, 1962) 
include the in-between test and the finger block test. In the 
in-between test, two fingers are touched on the same hand 
while the participant’s eyes are closed and the participant is 

asked to verbally report the number of fingers in between 
the two touched fingers (i.e., 0, 1, 2). In the finger block 
test, the experimenter places a wooden block (with grooves 
that induce a particular pattern of flexion/extension across 
the fingers) in the participant’s hand while the participant’s 
eyes are closed. The block is then removed and the 
participant is asked to open their eyes and select the block 
that was held from four possible options. Finger gnosis tasks 
were originally designed for diagnostic use in 
neuropsychological cases (e.g., finger agnosia and lesions of 
the left angular gyrus; Gerstmann, 1940; Kinsbourne & 
Warrington, 1962), but have since been adapted for use in 
non-clinical populations to assess individual differences in 
finger representation.  

Individual imaging experiments have been conducted to 
identify the neural correlates of finger gnosis (Andres, 
Michaux, & Pesenti, 2012; Rusconi et al., 2014) using 
different tasks. Andres et al. (2012) used a novel variant of 
the finger block test where the participant held an unseen 
block with grooves in two finger positions. While holding 
the block, the participant was shown a line drawing of a 
hand with one finger outlined in red. The participant was to 
verbally answer (i.e., yes, no) whether the indicated finger 
was down (i.e., in a groove).  In the control task, 
participants saw the same line drawing of a hand, but 
outlined entirely in either black or red.  The participant was 
to verbally answer (i.e., yes, no) whether the hand colour 
was red. Rusconi et al. (2014) used a variant of the in-
between test (Rusconi, Gonzaga, Adriani, Braun & 
Haggard, 2009) where two fingers were stimulated on each 
hand and the participant was to respond, using foot pedals,  
whether the number of fingers in between was the same or 
different across hands. In the control task, two fingers were 
stimulated on each hand and the participant was to respond, 
using foot pedals, whether the intensity of stimulation was 
the same or different across hands.  

Both Andres et al. (2012) and Rusconi et al. (2014) noted 
bilateral premotor cortex (Brodmann area [BA] 6) activation 
as well as unilateral (left) activation of the precuneus (BA 7) 
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and inferior parietal lobule (BA 40). However, likely due to 
variation in the tasks used to assess finger gnosis ability 
(block pose vs. finger vibration) as well as the medium by 
which participants reported (verbal vs. pedal action), each 
study described unique (to their study) areas of activation. 
For example, Andres et al. noted activation of the left 
fusiform gyrus (BA 37) as well as the right precuneus and 
middle occipital gyrus (BA 19), which have been shown to 
be involved in higher order visual processing such as colour 
perception (Lafer-Sousa, Conway, & Kanwisher, 2016) and 
visual-spatial imagery (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006). In 
contrast, Rusconi et al. noted bilateral activation of the 
dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (BA 9), which has been 
shown to be involved in self-generated speech and finger 
movements (Frith, Friston, Liddle, & Frackowiak, 1991), 
visuospatial control of actions, and working memory (Levy 
& Goldman-Rakic, 2000).  

The goal of the current paper is to conduct a first, 
quantitative meta-analysis of brain imaging data for finger 
gnosis, looking across studies to find regions of common 
activation. Activated likelihood estimation (ALE) is a 
quantitative meta-analytic technique originally developed by 
Turkeltaub et al. (2002) and later refined by Eickhoff et al. 
(2009, 2012) and Turkeltaub et al. (2012). ALE identifies 
commonalities across imaging studies by using the 
standardized coordinates from multiple studies and 
synthesizing them into a statistical map, displaying probable 
locations of cortical activation for a given experimental task. 
Each study’s coordinates are input into voxels, 2-mm cubes 
that divide the brain into a 3-dimensional grid. Each voxel is 
given an ALE score based on the number of coordinates 
entered into that voxel, and analyses are conducted to 
determine if a voxel is significantly activated. This process 
results in a map of the brain displaying the common areas of 
activation for a given task.  

Thus, in the current study, we conducted an ALE meta-
analysis in order to systematically identify common regions 
of activation for finger gnosis across the literature. We 
expected that common areas identified across Rusconi et al. 
(2014) and Andres et al. (2012) would be similarly 
identified in the ALE map, particularly in the premotor 
cortex, precuneus, and the inferior parietal lobule. 

Methods 
In order to determine the neural correlates of finger gnosis, 
we conducted an ALE analysis following the methodology 
that Sokolowski et al. (2017) used to describe the neural 
correlates of symbolic and non-symbolic number 
comparison. This methodology involved three broad steps: 
1) literature search; 2) manuscript evaluation; and 3) ALE 
analysis.  

Step 1: Literature Search. We searched the PubMed and 
PsycINFO databases using the keywords “finger” AND 
(“localization”, “representation”, “gnosis”, “gnosia”, 
“agnosia”, “knowledge”, “recognition”, “proprio*”) AND 
(“pet”, “fmri”, “positron”, “functional magnetic resonance”, 
“neuroimag*”, and “imaging”) along with filters that 

specified the inclusion of only scholarly journal articles and 
research that used adult, human participants. These database 
searches yielded 393 and 307 manuscripts from PubMed 
and PsycINFO, respectively.  The search outputs were 
combined, with duplicates removed, resulting in a list of 585 
peer-reviewed manuscripts. These articles were retrieved 
from their respective databases for further evaluation.  

Step 2: Manuscript Evaluation. Each article was 
evaluated based on six inclusion/exclusion criteria. Each 
article had to include: 1) at least one task involving finger 
representation that required participants to discriminate 
between fingers either on the same hand or across hands, 
without visual feedback; 2) a sample of healthy, human 
adults; 3) results from brain imaging completed using either 
fMRI or PET; 4) whole-brain analyses that described brain 
regions (foci) in either Talairach/Tournoux or Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate frames; 5) a sample 
size greater than five; and 6) be written in English. Of the 
aforementioned 585 articles yielded from our database 
search, only 14 (2.4%) of the studies met these criteria (see 
Table 1) and could be used in the ALE analysis. 

Step 3: ALE Analysis. Three pieces of software, 
developed by BrainMap (www.brainmap.org) for the 
purposes of conducting brain imaging meta-analyses, were 
used for our ALE analysis: Scribe, Sleuth, and GingerALE 
(Fox & Lancaster, 2002). Data (e.g., activated brain regions, 
task description, subject demographics, etc.) from the 14 
manuscripts meeting our criteria were encoded using Scribe 
and submitted to the BrainMap database. Sleuth was used to 
convert data from the relevant experiments into a file 
properly formatted to be accepted by GingerALE. The 
GingerALE analysis was a cluster-level inference with 1000 
threshold permutations, a cluster-level threshold of p < 0.01, 
and a cluster-forming (uncorrected) threshold of p < .001, 
following Sokolowski et al. (2017).  

Results 
The 14 studies (see Table 1) that met our 
exclusion/inclusion criterion yielded 294 activated foci from 
225 participants for analysis using the GingerALE software. 
GingerALE’s cluster analysis revealed seven distinct 
clusters (see Table 2 and Figure 1):  

Cluster 1 was the largest cluster in terms of both brain 
volume and number of contributing foci (23 from 10 
separate studies). Although the center of mass for this 
cluster was located in the left parietal lobe (BA 40), this 
cluster had six peaks of activation distributed across both 
the left frontal (precentral gyrus) and parietal (postcentral 
gyrus and inferior parietal lobule) lobes. Cluster 2 had a 
center of mass located within the frontal lobe (BA 6), two 
peaks of activation located in the left medial frontal gyrus, 
and consisted of 14 foci taken from six studies. Cluster 3 
had center of mass located in the right postcentral gyrus 
(BA 3), had two peaks located in the right postcentral gyrus 
and inferior parietal lobule, and was derived from 16 foci 
taken from seven studies; Cluster 4 had both a center of 
mass and a singular peak located in the sub-gyral gray 
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matter (BA 6) of the right frontal lobe and was derived from 
eight foci taken from six studies. Cluster 5 had a center of 
mass and peaks located in the left precentral gyrus (BA 6) 
and was derived from eight foci taken from six studies. 
Cluster 6 had both its peak and center of mass located in the 
right culmen of the anterior lobe of the cerebellum and was 
derived from eight foci from six studies. Cluster 7, the 
smallest cluster by volume, had a center of mass and a 
singular peak located in the left precentral gyrus and was 
derived from six foci from four studies. 

 

 

a) Cluster 1: -38, -36, 42 
 

b) Cluster 2: -6, -10, 58 

 

c) Cluster 3: 32, -32, 46 

 

d) Cluster 4: 24, -10, 54 

 

 

e) Cluster 5: -54, -2, 40 
 

f) Cluster 6: 20, -48, -22 

 

 

g) Cluster 7: -26, -10, 50 

 

Figure 1. Horizontal slices of cluster peaks detected by ALE with their 
respective coordinates. 

 
In summary, our ALE meta-analysis of published imaging 

data provides support for the perspective that finger gnosis 
is the result of a distributed frontal-parietal-cerebellar 
network. Furthermore, this network contains regions 
involved in finger sensation (postcentral gyrus and posterior 
parietal cortex; Iwamura, 1998), action (precentral gyrus, 
posterior parietal cortex, and anterior cerebellum; Chan, 
Huang & Di, 2009; Isa et al., 2007), and cognition, 
including working memory, attention, sequence planning, 
and body schema development (posterior parietal cortex; 

Battaglia-Mayer, 2019; Tumati et al., 2019). Lastly, the 
activation pattern observed from our meta-analytical dataset 
matches those expected for a predominately (96%) right-
handed sample of participants performing dexterous tasks 
requiring individuated finger movements. 

Discussion 
The goal of the current study was to identify the neural 
correlates of finger gnosis by conducting a quantitative 
meta-analysis of brain imaging data using activation 
likelihood estimation (ALE). Based on the common results 
of individual experiments (Andres et al., 2012; Rusconi et 
al., 2014) we predicted shared activation across studies in 
the premotor cortex, precuneus, and inferior parietal lobule, 
as well as differences across studies based on task-specific 
requirements. In line with previous observations, our ALE 
analysis yielded peaks of activation within the inferior 
parietal lobule bilaterally. However, our analysis did not 
yield activation peaks in the precuneus, dorsolateral 
prefrontal, premotor, or associative visual cortices, which 
had been noted previously. Moreover, our analysis yielded 
additional peaks in the left pre- and post-central gyrus, left 
medial frontal gyrus, and medial cerebellum (Table 2). 
Activation within these additional brain regions is not 
wholly unexpected given that our dataset consisted of a 
predominately right-handed participant sample whose task 
performance was tied, either explicitly or implicitly, to their 
ability to discriminate tactile sensation of, and/or produce 
responses using, individuated movements of fingers of the 
right hand.  

Differences in the distribution of activation peaks across 
the current meta-analysis, Andres et al. (2012) and Rusconi 
et al. (2014) likely resulted from the variability and quality 
of control tasks as well as differing levels of cognitive 
engagement (e.g. working memory and/or attentional load) 
between primary task variants. Behaviorally, performance 
on finger localization and finger differentiation tasks has 
been shown to correlate significantly in clinical populations, 
suggesting that these different task variants index the same 
underlying ability (Brewer, 1966). The adaptations used in 
some experiments in the current meta-analysis, however, 
were more complex and included additional requirements 
that may not be subtracted out without appropriate control 
tasks.  

One limitation of the current meta-analysis is the low 
number of imaging studies included. Previously, it was 
recommended to have ten to fifteen studies included in an 
ALE analysis in order to have sufficient power, but more 
recently this recommendation has changed to twenty studies 
(Eickhoff et al., 2016). Another limitation is the bias 
towards right-handed participants in imaging experiments. 
The overwhelming majority of participants in the included 
studies were right-handed, so the results cannot be 
generalized to left-handed individuals. 

Stewart and colleagues have implemented a 
computational model of finger gnosis in spiking neurons 
(Stewart & Penner-Wilger, 2017; Stewart, Penner-Wilger, 
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Waring & Anderson, 2017). To evaluate the psychological 
plausibility of the model, they compared model performance 
to human performance on a finger localization task (two-
finger variant; Baron, 2004) and found that the model 
mirrors human performance in terms of both accuracy levels 
and types of errors (Stewart et al., 2017). Moreover, the 
same model was used to perform a number comparison task 
(e.g., Which is more: 3 or 4?) serving as an in-principal 
demonstration of the redeployment view (Penner-Wilger & 
Anderson, 2008, 2013) that number representation is 
grounded in sensorimotor finger representations.  

Behaviorally, finger gnosis ability predicts math 
performance in children (Fayol, Barrouillet, & Marinthe, 
1998; Noël, 2005; Penner-Wilger et al., 2007) and adults 
(Penner-Wilger, Waring, & Newton, 2014). On the 
redeployment view (Penner-Wilger & Anderson, 2008, 
2013), this relation between finger gnosis and number 
representation reflects neural reuse (Anderson, 2014), in 

which one or more local brain regions have come to perform 
the same operation in support of finger and number 
representation over the course of evolution and/or 
development. In a single experiment, Andres et al. (2012) 
found overlapping activation for finger gnosis and 
arithmetic bilaterally in the horizontal segment of the 
intraparietal sulcus and posterior segment of the superior 
parietal lobule.  

To better determine neural overlap between finger gnosis 
and number representation, a conjunction analysis of the 
current finger gnosis map and the number comparison maps 
of Sokolowski et al. (2017) could be conducted. This work 
could inform refinements of Stewart and colleagues’ 
computational model (Stewart & Penner-Wilger, 2017; 
Stewart et al., 2017), leading to a more neurologically-
plausible model of both finger gnosis and number 
representation.

 
 
Table 1. Studies included in the finger gnosis meta-analysis. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st author Year Journal    N Imaging 
method 

Mean 
age 

Gende
r 

Contrast name # of 
foci 

Adamovich S V 2009 Restorative Neurology 
and Neuroscience 

13 fMRI 28 9M 4F MOVE_h > REST 
MOVE_e > REST 

14 
12 

Andres M 2012 NeuroImage 18 fMRI 21 18M Finger task > Rest 11 

Bischoff-Grethe A 2004 Journal of Cognitive 
Neuroscience 

24 fMRI 20 9M 
15F 

Learning Related Increases, Low-Recall Subjects 39 

Boraxbekk C J 2016 Neuropsychologia 56 fMRI 71 26M 
30F 

Untrained sequence conjunction 
Motor training > Imagery training 

9 
1 

Grafton S T 1998 The Journal of 
Neuroscience 

20 PET  11M 
9F 

Sequence Encoding – Small Keyboard 8 

Hanakawa T 2002 Cerebral Cortex 10 fMRI 29 9M 1F Complex finger-tapping > Visual fixation 
Complex finger-tapping > simple finger tapping 

11 
5 

Harrington D L 2000 Journal of Cognitive 
Neuroscience 

15 fMRI 24 6M 9F Common regions of activation for fingers and 
transitions 
Regions activated by fingers 
Regions activated by transitions 
Regions activated by fingers (no repeats) 
Regions activated by transitions (no repeats) 

24 
 

5 
5 
2 

13 
Jack A 2011 Neuropsychologia 15 fMRI 23 8M 7F Imitation & Observation & Execution 3 

Kapreli E 2007 Cortex 18 fMRI 27 18M Fingers > Rest 17 

Langner R 2014 Human Brain Mapping 36 fMRI 38 21M 
15F 

Encoding and Recall Epochs for both 
hands/delays 
Left > Right-hand sequences 
Right > Left-hand sequences 

37 
 

12 
12 

Rusconi E 2014 The Journal of 
Neuroscience 

13 fMRI 27 7M 6F Finger gnosis (IIBT) > Control (IINT) 7 

Sadato N 1997 The Journal of 
Neuroscience 

21 PET 22 21M Mirror vs. Rest 
Parallel vs. Rest 

13 
15 

Walz A D 2015 Behavioural Brain 
Research 

15 fMRI 24 9M 6F Finger sequence conjunction 
Writing conjunction 

12 
12 

Watanabe R 2011 Neuroscience Letters 15 fMRI 23 15M First-person anatomical > Motor control 
First-person specular > Motor control 

1 
6 

fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; N, sample size of each study; M – Male, F – Female. 
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Table 2. Cluster peaks and locations. 
 

Cluster Hemisphere Brain area BA X Y Z ALE Vol/mm3 

1 L Inferior Parietal Lobule 40 -38 -36 42 0.023 3440 

1 L Inferior Parietal Lobule 40 -34 -36 42 0.022 
 1 L Postcentral Gyrus 3 -36 -32 48 0.020 
 1 L Precentral Gyrus 4 -36 -18 56 0.020 
 1 L Postcentral Gyrus 3 -36 -28 52 0.017 
 1 L Postcentral Gyrus 2 -48 -24 44 0.013 
 2 L Medial Frontal Gyrus 6 -6 -10 58 0.021 2376 

2 L Medial Frontal Gyrus 6 -2 -6 56 0.021 
 3 R Postcentral Gyrus 3 32 -32 46 0.024 2080 

3 R Inferior Parietal Lobule 40 40 -48 44 0.016 
 4 R Sub-Gyral 6 24 -10 54 0.022 1416 

5 L Precentral Gyrus 6 -54 -2 40 0.019 1104 

5 L Precentral Gyrus 6 -50 0 34 0.019 
 6 R Culmen N/A 20 -48 -22 0.025 1088 

7 L Precentral Gyrus 6 -26 -10 50 0.024 864 
BA – Brodmann Area; X, Y and Z – x, y, z location of the peak of activation in Talairach coordinates; ALE - maximum ALE value observed in the 
cluster; Vol/mm3 – volume of cluster in mm3. 
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Abstract 

 
I examine the representational formats of perceptual states and 
cognitive states related to perception, such as perceptual beliefs 
stored in long term memory, and argue, first, that despite their 
important differences they both have an iconic ingredient. 
Then, I explain how this common iconic component of 
perceptual and cognitive contents allow cognitive states to 
modulate perceptual processing focusing on a recent argument 
made by Burnston (2017) to the effect that owing to their 
differing representational formats cognition cannot affect 
directly perception. 
 
Keywords: analog/symbolic representation; representational 
formats in memory; cognition/perception interaction 
 

Introduction 
Cognitive and perceptual states are held by many (Ayers 
2019; Burge 2010; Burnston 2017; Carey 2009; Crane 2003; 
Dretske 1981; Fodor 2007; Goodman 1976; Heck 2007; 
Haugeland 1987; Jackendoff 1987; Peacocke 1986, 2019) to 
be cast in different representational formats, namely, digital 
or symbolic, and analog formats respectively.  

Assuming this distinction, if one holds that cognition and 
perception interact the problem immediately emerges as to 
how this interaction could take place in view of the differing 
representational formats. (I do not discuss whether the 
analog/digital distinction of states is parallel to the 
analog/digital distinction of contents. I assume this since my 
arguments can to accommodate both cases.)  

Burnston (2017) has argued that cognitive states cannot 
penetrate perceptual processes in the way this interaction is 
usually thought, i.e., by the Internal Effect View (IEV) 

P is penetrated if, over a specific input, it would 
perform a certain computation C leading to content 
R1 in the absence of a cognitive state, S, but 
performs a different computation C2, yielding 
content R2, when S is present, where the causal, 
semantic coherence, and computation conditions 
are met. 

In IEV, cognitive states modulate perception when they 
modify the computations performed by perceptual 
processes. In this case, the cognitive states causally affect 
the perceptual states; the causal condition. Finally, the 
content of the modified perceptual state should be 
intelligibly related to categorical facts concerning the 
content of the penetrating cognitive state; the semantic 
coherence condition. Consider the putative case of CP of 
color perception in the Delk & Fillenbaum (1965) 
experiment. Participants were shown paper-cut objects 

presented in an orange-red color and when asked to 
match the background color to that of the presented object 
tended to make the background a more saturated red for 
stereotypically red objects (hearts) than for stereotypically 
non-red objects. Perception should receive as input the 
orange-red and the participants should match the 
background orange-red color, R1, but owing to the 
penetrability of the perception by the belief that hearts 
have a saturated red color, choose a more saturated red R2. 
Let us call this, the direct effect of cognition on perception. 

Burnston (2017) argues that owing to their different 
representational format, cognitive states cannot affect 
perceptual states that have purely iconic contents, in the way 
described by IEV. Owing to their symbolic format,  
cognitive states lack the necessary structure that would 
allow them to modify perceptual computations. Cognitive 
representations are discrete or atomic, have no referentially 
relevant internal structure, and their contents do not 
specify any properties of their referents. This is why they 
cannot affect perception whose iconic states have a rich 
internal structure that maps naturally to the representatum. 

Burnston thinks that the cognition/perception interaction 
is described by the External Effect View (EEV). 
Accordingly, cognitive effects do not modify the perceptual 
computations but, instead, change or bias the distribution of 
probabilities of all possible perceptual processes that could 
be applied to a stimulus so that the perceptual processes 
associated with the concept(s) figuring in the affecting 
cognitive contents have their probability of being applied 
to that stimulus increased (indirect cognitive effect). 

I have argued (Raftopoulos 2009; 2019) that cognitive 
states affect perception directly in the way described by 
IEV. I defend here this view in the face of Burnston’s 
objections in two parts. The first, which concerns the 
formats of perceptual and cognitive representations is 
developed here. The second is about the mechanism by 
means of which cognitive states modulate perceptual 
processing. I sketch an account of this issue. By perception I 
mean ‘early vision’, because it is there that cognition 
interfaces with purely iconic perception.  

The cornerstone of my defense is that cognitive states that 
are thought to affect directly perceptual processing, namely 
perceptual beliefs, have an iconic ingredient, in addition to 
their symbolic/conceptual content. This means that they are 
hybrid states that have the requisite structure to be mappable 
in systematic, natural ways to their representatum and this 
structure allows them to affect directly perceptual 
processing.  
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Digital Representations 
For Jackendoff (1987, 181-2), symbolic representations, 
which he calls algebraic representations, represent their 
objects by means of arbitrary symbols that have no bearing 
to the physical appearance of the objects. In algebraic 
representations, spatial relations are formal relations 
between pairs of symbols and, thus, have a formal character 
that does not distinguish them from other representations 
that happen to have the same formal character; the algebraic 
representation x is to the left of y is parallel in formal 
character to the representation x possesses y.  

According to Goodman (1976), a representation is 
symbolic or digital if it contains discrete symbols, signs that 
refer through a convention (‘cat’, for example, refers to a 
certain kind of animals through an agreement of a linguistic 
community). A symbolic notation is discrete or 
differentiated, according to Goodman (1976, 148-152), if it 
is semantically and syntactically disjoint, as opposed to 
semantically and syntactically dense. A representational 
system or scheme is differentiated if “for every two 
characters K and K’ and a mark m that does not actually 
belong both, determination either that m does not belong to 
K or does not belong to K’ is theoretically possible.” 
(Goodman 1976, 135-136)  

Thus, the first property of symbolic representations is that 
they are necessarily discontinuous and non-dense. Secondly, 
since symbols refer only through some convention, any 
composition of symbols that is also a (complex) symbol 
refers through conventions and does not bear any other 
relation to its referendum. Consider the symbol/concept 
‘CAT’. ‘CAT’’s structure is that of a simple concatenation 
of less complex symbols. ‘CAT’ refers solely by 
convention, and, so, no part of ‘CAT’ refers to cat body 
parts or to their features and there is no natural 
correspondence between the constituents of the representing 
symbolic structure and the body parts and features of a cat. 
“The word dog, in contrast (the contrast is to iconic 
representations, my comment) contains no information 
about ears or any other part of a dog.” (Carey 2009, 135).  

Third, symbolic representations have canonical 
decomposition and have syntactic structure because they 
consist of distinguishable discrete parts. A symbolic 
representation is compositional because its syntactic 
structure is determined by the syntax of its parts and the 
syntactic features that are used in the composition. The 
complex symbol p&q, whose truth value depends on the 
truth values of p and q and the way the logical connective 
‘&’ functions, is such an example. According to Fodor 
(2007), symbolic/conceptual representations are discursive 
and can be recombined the right sort of way. Symbolic 
representations allow the representation of logical 
connectives and quantifiers. Thus, states with symbolic 
contents can recombine in systematic ways to produce new 
states. This is closely related to the fact that symbolic 
contents are conceptual, and the recombinability of concepts 
to form new thoughts is taken for granted. 

Fourth, the discreteness of symbolic representations is 
important for their function as concepts. Concepts are like 
on-off switches; ‘on’ means that a token belongs to a certain 

type, and ‘off’ means that the token does not belong to that 
type. For any token K it is theoretically possible to 
determine whether K belongs to the type L or not. This is 
possible because symbolic representations are differentiated. 

 
Analog or Iconic Representations 

Those who think that perception and cognition have 
different representational formats hold that while cognitive 
states have symbolic contents, purely perceptual states have 
analog or iconic content. The relationship between analog 
and iconic is complicated and depends largely on how one 
understands ‘analog’. All analog representations are iconic, 
but whether iconic representations are analog is debatable. 

Let us start with the minimal conception of analog as an 
iconic representation. A representation is iconic if it has an 
inherent structure that maps naturally onto the structure of 
the represented entity. This entity can be an object, in which 
case the iconic representation represents it through some 
mapping of shapes (similarity between the shape of the 
representing entity and the shape of the represented entity) 
or some other characteristic feature. Or, it can be a visual 
scene in which case the scene is represented through a 
mapping from the spatial structure of the representational 
content to the spatial structure of the visual scene, and 
through mappings from the attributives (the representations 
of the features of objects in the scene) to the attributes in the 
visual scene (although it is not necessary that the mapping 
contains all of the features in the visual scene). As 
Jackendoff (1987, 181-2) explains, ‘In a geometric 
representation objects are necessarily represented in terms 
of their shapes and apparent sizes ... In a geometric 
representation multiple objects under simultaneous 
consideration are necessarily spatially related in distance 
and orientation.’ Thus, the relations between aspects in the 
representation are not arbitrary but depend on the relations 
between the aspects of the visual scene onto which they 
map; an analog representation approximates the 
representatum (Peacocke (1986).    

It is an essential characteristic of the iconic structure of 
perceptual representations that it does not support logical 
operations. Logical connectives and quantifiers cannot be 
among the analog representational content of perception, as 
they can be part of the content of propositional states. This 
can be inferred from two facts. First, that there are no 
logical contradictions in perception (illusions are not logical 
contradictions), while a proposition whose form is p & -p is 
a logical contradiction. Second, from the fact that if one 
tries to take a picture of a situation expressed by a 
disjunction, say that O1 is either to the left of O2 or to the 
right of O2, one gets a picture either of O1 being to the left 
of O2, or a picture of O1 being to the right of O2, depending 
on the actual spatial configuration. This, however, is not a 
picture that displays the disjunctive fact described above; 
one cannot analogically express the fact of the occurrence of 
a logical connective.  

Ayers (2019, 77-78) notes that pictorial representations 
convey information about what is represented ‘by exploiting 
the content of the experience of seeing it¾that is, how the 
object or scene looks from a particular point of view’. 
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According to Carey (2009), analog representations are 
iconic in that their parts represent parts of what the 
representation as a whole represents, which Fodor (2007, 
173) calls the Picture Principle, ‘if P is a picture of X, then 
parts of P are pictures of parts of X.’ Kosslyn (1994, 5) 
holds the same view about iconic or depictive 
representations. Iconic representations have a whole/part 
structure, as opposed to the compositional structure of 
symbolic representations. 

There are several problems with this proposal. Although it 
makes sense to talk about spatial parts when the 
representation itself has spatial properties (as pictures, and 
maps have), there are iconic representations that do not 
involve spatial parts properly speaking because they are not 
arrayed in actual space. This means that the Picture 
Principle cannot be a necessary condition for iconic 
representations (Beck 2019; Blachowicz 1997; Peacocke 
2019). This has repercussions for the imagery debate. The 
problem that the parts principle, as the Picture Principle is 
also called, poses for mental imagery is that according to 
Kosslyn (1994) the Principle applies to mental images, but 
mental images are quasi-pictures because they are not 
arrayed in space, as literal pictures are, and it is not clear in 
which sense one could talk of parts in non-spatial 
representations. Kosslyn’s (1994, 5) introduces the notion of 
‘functional space’, according to which the space in which 
mental images appear need not be physical but can be like 
an array in a computer that specifies spatial relations purely 
functionally. This means that the physical locations of each 
element in a spatial array are not themselves arranged into 
an array and it is only ‘in virtue of how this information is 
read and processed that it comes to function as it were 
arranged into an array’.  

Mental images need to be ‘physically instantiated in a 
way such that they can “act” or “function” like images in an 
appropriate ‘processing” environment.’ (Haugeland 1987, 
91) A representation may be iconic even if it is not arrayed 
in space and does not have spatial features, since it suffices 
that it determine a geometrical structure that maps naturally 
onto some spatial structure. The view that representations in 
perception or imagery even though not literally arrayed in 
space can be iconic representations of spatially arrayed 
properties comes from our knowledge of the topologies 
involved in perception and their inter-mappings. Recall that 
a representation is iconic if it has an inherent structure that 
maps naturally onto the structure of the represented entity. 
The iconic nature of perceptual representations is grounded 
successively in the layout of the retinal cells that maps onto 
the spatial layout of the environment, and in the orderly 
retinotopic mapping of the visual world onto the surface of 
the cortex through the retinotopic mapping of the surface of 
the cortex onto the retinal cells. The physical layout of the 
retinal cells and the other receptors higher in the hierarchy 
of the brain renders registration of information from the 
retinal image iconic. The iconic registration of the retinal 
image maps onto representational states in the brain 
rendering them in turn iconic, and both map onto to visual 
perceptual representation in experience rendering it iconic 
as well. All these mappings are grounded in the mapping of 
the topology of information registration in the retina onto 

the topology of spatial and featural structures in the 
environment and this  results in perceptual representations 
that preserve the spatial and featural structure of the 
represented visual scene. 

Perception, thus, is a primary candidate for an iconic 
scheme that satisfies the Picture Principle because 
perceptual representation is arrayed in space and, thus, is 
amenable to part/whole structural analysis. Note, however, 
that there are some limitations to what constitutes a proper 
part of an image. Not all combinations of features could be 
considered genuine parts of the image. Consider the back 
part of an object and a part of the immediate background 
and combine them. In terms of what is computationally 
relevant in perception, it is highly unlikely that this complex 
part of the image is represented by anything in perception. 
Thus, it is not true that any part of an iconic representation 
represents a part of the image that the representation 
represents; only parts that are admissible as components of 
perceptual processes are admitted. 

Some iconic representations are dense, continuous, 
homogeneous, unit fee, and come in information packages, a 
set of properties traditionally assigned to analogicity 
(analogtr). A set is dense if between any two elements in the 
set there is always a third element; the set of real numbers is 
dense but the set of natural numbers is not because between 
two consecutive natural numbers there is not a third number. 
In the brain, some neurons have continuous activation 
functions, which means that the set of the activation values 
of a neuron is dense. Consider a neuronal assembly that 
represents the color red and has continuous activation 
values. This entails that ‘red’ may be represented by a 
continuous, dense set of activation values, some subsets of 
which determine the different shades of red (deep red, bright 
red, etc.,) but others have no phenomenological cash values. 
Or, consider a mercury thermometer in which the magnitude 
of mercury represents temperature. Both the representing 
magnitude and the represented temperature vary 
continuously and are dense. 

Peacocke (1986) argues that analog magnitide 
representations are unit free (see also Jackendoff (1987)), 
while digital representations of magnitudes come in some 
unit. Dretske (1981, 73) argues that all signals are “pregnant 
with information”; they carry many messages when they 
carry any. A picture of a red cup not only carries 
information about its color, but also about its shape, etc.; 
one cannot see a red cup without seeing it as having some 
specific shape, etc. By contrast, you can form the belief that 
a cup is red without forming beliefs about its shape.  

Blachowicz (1997) examines the properties that analogtr 
representations are supposed to have and concludes that 
many analog representations exhibit all these properties (see 
also Beck 2019), but, excepting, ‘relational identity’ they 
are not necessary to being an analog representation, which 
means that if a representational scheme satisfies relational 
identity should be considered to be analog despite the fact 
that it is not continuous or dense. Reference to a similar 
condition for analog representations is found in Beck (2019, 
331-333), according to whom, a representation is analog if it 
mirrors (that is, it is isomorphic to, or bears some structure-
preserving relation toward) what it represents; similarities 
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among the elements in the represented domain are mirrored 
by similarities among the elements in the representational 
scheme.  

Maley (2011, 122) offers a covariational account in which 
a representational medium R of a domain Q is analog just in 
case there is some property P of R such that the quantity of 
P determines Q and as Q increases or decreases by an 
amount d, P increases or decreases as a monotonic function 
of Q + d or Q-d. This demand is further developed by 
Kulvicki (2015). 

Kulvicki argues that analog representations are those that 
bear a certain mirroring relationship to the domain they 
represent, a requirement that may be satisfied by non-dense 
representational schemes. Analog representations require 
structure preserving syntactic-semantic links (syntactic 
refers to the representing medium, while semantic refers to 
the represented domain) that result in representations with 
vertically articulated content. A representation has a 
vertically articulated content when it represents objects as 
being P but also represents them as being Q, where Q is an  
abstraction from P. A mercury thermometer is such a 
representation because it represents temperatures and when 
it designates a certain temperature T1 through the 
measurement of some measured height of the mercury, it 
also represents indefinitely many abstractions from T1, that 
is, other temperatures that correspond to heights that are 
very close to the measured type that, as such cannot be 
discriminated from that height.  

In these accounts, the traditional properties assigned to 
analog representations are dropped and analogicity is 
defined in terms of an appropriate mapping of the 
representation onto the represented domain that captures 
semantical properties and relations in the represented 
domain. Thus, the defining character of analogicity is the 
iconic character of the representation. Let us call this the 
revised view of analogicity (analogr). Discrete 
representational systems could count as analogr. I will not 
delve on whether perception, which is iconic, has some of 
other properties of analogtr because whether cognitive states 
could affect perceptual processing hinges on the iconic 
nature of perceptual representations. 

 
Representations in Visual Perception, VSTM 

and LTM 
Research supports the distinction between dense, purely 
iconic perceptual representations, on the one hand, and the 
less dense hybrid representations in VSTM (Visual sort term 
memory) and VLTM (Visual long term memory) (should 
one espouse the view that these representations are not 
purely symbolic and may have an iconic component), or the 
purely symbolic representations used in VSTM and 
VLTM supporting conceptual thought, on the other hand. 
Since attention is usually involved in storing information in 
VSTM and VLTM (‘usually’ because information can get 
into LTM in the absence of attention and on certain 
occasions bypassing working memory), the attentional 
modulation of the output of early vision restricts not only 
the number of objects that can be held in memory, but also 
impoverishes the information about those objects that is 

stored in memory. It is thought that iconic representations 
are high-density representations in the order of 100,000 bits 
of information (Itti & Baldi, 2005), while the 
representations in VSTM have much lower density, about 
30-40 bits of information (Vogel et al. 2001). 

Coding of purely iconic representations in early vision 
is done through basis functions. These representations are 
modal and represent by means of dense basis functions 
that work at the early perceptual levels. A color, for 
instance, is represented by a vector or a pattern of 
activation values (scalars that represent the relative 
activity of red, green, and blue) across columns of neurons 
that distributively represent colors. The basis functions in 
early vision are dense in the sense that the relevant 
neuronal activations that realize the representations take 
continuous values. Thus, the states in early vision are 
represented by neural firing rates that vary continuously.  In 
this sense, the representations in early vision are analog in 
the traditional sense, they are homogeneous, and satisfy the 
Picture Principle. 

Not all neurons in the brain have continuous activation 
functions. Some neurons fire a fixed amount once they 
reach a threshold or do not fire at all. In this case, the 
properties of objects in the visual scene could be represented 
either by the total number of neurons firing above a certain 
threshold (Beck 2019, 333), or by the firing patterns of these 
neurons. Either way, both the medium and the 
representational format are discrete. The representations, 
thus, are not analogtr, but they are still iconic since they 
preserve the spatial structure of the perceived visual scene 
and since the elements in the representation map onto 
elements in the represented scene. In addition, the coding in 
early vision, even if non-dense has a higher-density than the 
coding in VSTM or VLTM. Moreover, the iconic, non-
continuous representations in early vision are purely iconic 
and do not contain any symbols. One could say that in this 
case the representations are near-continuous. 

A few words about basis functions are in order. In 
mathematics, a basis function is an element of a particular 
basis for a function space. Every continuous function in the 
function space can be represented as a linear combination of 
basis functions, just as every vector in a vector space can be 
represented as a linear combination of basis vectors. So, in 
the case of color representations, where colors constitute the 
function space, the activities of neurons that represent red, 
green, and blue are the basis functions and every color can 
be represented by a combination of the activation values 
across neuronal assemblies that distributively represent red, 
green, and blue, that is, in terms of the relevant basis 
functions. Note that in this case, the components in the brain 
that realize the basis functions are modeled as neurons in the 
relevant neuronal assemblies and, given the fact that 
representations in the brain are distributed, each neuron can 
be a component of different basis function (Pouget and 
Snyder 2000). The idea is that by taking a weighting sum of 
three basis functions of the visual signals, one obtains the 
color (hue, saturation, and lightness) at a particular location 
in a visual scene.  

Let me elaborate. Color processing starts with three kinds 
of cone cells/receptors in the retina that respond to short (S), 
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medium (M), and long (L) wavelengths (the proportions of 
these three kinds of cells in the retina is L:M:S/ 10:5:1). The 
three types of cells have Bell-like overlapping response 
curves, or spectral sensitivities, with peaks at 440, 530 and 
560nm respectively (De Valois & De Valois 1993), and are 
usually called the blue, green, and red cones. Although this 
is misleading, since the peak of the third type of cones is at 
560 nm but the red color spectrum is between 600 and 
700nm, I will keep this nomination. These three cone 
spectral sensitivities can be thought of as the three basis 
functions out of which all other spectra could be 
constructed, which entails that each color can be described 
by three numbers, the values across the three basis functions 
to which each color corresponds (I will explain next what 
“corresponds” means). This, in turn, signifies that each color 
corresponds to a vector in the three-dimensional space 
defined by the three basis functions.  

Let N be the number of all possible spectral signals. These 
signals define a N-dimensional space and every 
environmental spectral signal is N-dimensional. As a given 
signal projects onto the retina it is filtered by the three basis 
functions (that is, the three types of spectral sensitivities of 
the retinal receptors), in the sense that the incoming signal 
activates these cells in proportion to its spectral signature 
and these cells, in turn, output their signal to LGN and V1 
cells. So, all the information in the incoming signal is 
filtered by the responses of the three types of cells in the 
retina and propagates further in the visual cortex. For each 
incoming signal, each type of cell responds with a specific 
output, a number corresponding to a wavelength in its 
sensitivity curve, and the three numbers (since there are 
three cone types/basis functions) encode in the retina the 
incoming signal. This can be thought of as a projection of 
the incoming signal, through the three basis functions, onto 
a three-dimensional subspace. Thus, if we measure the 
responses of the three different spectral sensitivity 
curves/basis functions, we are measuring the projection of 
the N-dimensional input vector onto each one of the 
dimensions of the three-dimensional space defined by the 
three basis functions. (This is the sense of “corresponds that 
I used in the previous paragraph.) The three coordinate 
values (the triplet of cone responses) defines a specific 
coordinate in the three-dimensional space, which is the 
projection in three-dimensional space of the N-dimensional 
input signal. It follows that any color system can be defined 
by simply specifying a set of three linearly independent 
basis functions and record the projection of any color in the 
system onto the thus-defined three-dimensional space as it is 
filtered upon its projection onto the retina by the basis 
functions.1  

It is important to point out that through the basis 
functions, N-dimensional environmental inputs are 
projected in a systematic way onto brain states, in such a 
way that despite the reduction in the dimensionality of the 
signal, from N dimensions to the three dimensions of the 
filtering basis functions, the structure of the represented 
domain, the structure of the color space for instance, is 
preserved in the representing states since similarities in the 
represented domain are preserved in the representing 
medium; similarities in the represented domain are 

translated to closeness in the representing medium so that 
the representations of similar input signals form clusters, 
which in terms of experiential content correspond to 
phenomenal color spaces. Since a representation is iconic if 
it has an inherent structure that maps naturally onto the 
structure of the represented entity so that similarities among 
the elements in the represented domain are mirrored by 
similarities among the elements in the representational 
scheme,  the basis functions provide a means by which the 
brain can built iconic representations of some environmental 
structures. Moreover, as we shall see later on, despite the 
reduction in dimensionality owing to the projection onto the 
retina, all the information in the input is retained through the 
Garbor functions performed by V1 cells.  

VSTM coding is done by means of basis functions as 
well, but these functions are sparser since the relevant 
activations do not take continuous or near continuous, but 
discrete values. VSTM codes of colors, for example, 
concern categories like ‘red’, ‘light’ etc., but lacking a 
dense structure they do not encode the fine color 
information regarding hues, intensities, etc., that is available 
to low-level color channels. Thus, information stored in 
VSTM does not allow the fine discriminations made 
available via low-level color channels and the 
representations in visual areas differ from the 
representations stored in VSTM.  

It is debatable whether the representations in VLTM 
function as descriptors that code in a symbolic all or nothing 
manner, or by means of sparse basis functions of the short 
used in VSTM. VLTM cannot store information in a richer 
format than that of VSTM, although it can store more 
information. Symbols/concepts are stored in LTM. Concepts 
are in a sense on-off switches, the ‘on’ meaning that a token 
belongs to a certain type (concept), and the ‘off’ meaning 
that the token does not belong to that type. It is, therefore, 
possible that representations in LTM function as descriptors.  

The role of representations in LTM as concepts is 
compatible with the possibility that these representations 
function by means of sparse basis functions. If VLTM store 
information by means of basis functions, the information 
stored may be described as symbolic in the sense that the 
basis functions concern types of visual object-features 
that form a discrete set of values, as opposed to the 
continuum of values of the basis function used in iconic 
information. The representations stored in memory, 
apparently owing to attentional filtering, do not contain 
information about, say, determinate hues, but only 
information about the category of the color (bright red). 
By being symbolic, the information stored in VLTM 
representations enables categorization since the 
representations abstract away much of the detailed iconic 
information and allow different tokens that differ in 
various features to be subsumed under the same type.  

Could VLTM representations be rich albeit less rich than 
iconic perceptual representations, and in what sense? Since 
it is debatable whether VLTM representations function as 
descriptors that code in an all or nothing manner, or by 
means of sparse basis functions, if the latter they may 
encode rich visual information from a visual scene 
perceived in the past and their role exceeds their function as 
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descriptors. Representations in VLTM could store 
information iconically. To shed light on this problem, let us 
examine the research conducted by Hollingworth et al.  

Hollingworth and Henderson’s (2002) research on the role 
of LTM in retaining information from objects attended in 
after attention is withdrawn provides evidence that 
performance in online change detection and discrimination 
tasks is mainly supported by the maintenance of visual 
object representations stored in LTM during the online 
perceptual processing of the scene, rather than in VSTM. 
This conclusion is further reinforced by Hollingworth et al. 
(2001) who found that online change detection performance 
is strongly influenced by the semantic consistency between 
that target object and the scene in which it appeared, a 
variable which is known to influence the representation of 
an object in LTM but not in VSTM.  

This research supports the following. First, when attention 
is oriented to an object, in addition to low-level perceptual 
processing, visual processing leads to the construction of 
representations at higher levels of analysis. These may 
include a visual description of the attended object abstracted 
from low-level sensory properties, and conceptual 
representations of object identity and meaning. Higher-level 
visual representations can code detailed information about 
the visual form of an object, specific to the viewpoint at 
which the object was observed. Second, these abstracted 
representations are indexed to a position in a map coding the 
spatial layout of the scene forming an object file that 
preserves abstracted visual representations rather than 
sensory information and supports the short-term retention of 
conceptual codes. Third, processing of abstracted visual and 
conceptual representations in VSTM and the indexing of 
these codes to a particular spatial position leads to their 
consolidation in LTM. LTM codes for objects are likewise 
indexed to the spatial position in the scene map from which 
the object information was encoded, forming LTM object 
files. Fourth, when attention is withdrawn from an object, 
VSTM representations decay rapidly leaving only the 
spatially indexed, LTM object files that are relatively stable. 
The fact that changes to objects on the saccade away from 
that object are often detected immediately (Hollingworth et 
al. 2001) suggests that visual object representations can be 
retained in VSTM at least briefly after attention is 
withdrawn from an object. Fifth, the retrieval from LTM of 
higher-level visual codes specific to the viewed orientation 
of a previously attended object accounts for the ability to 
detect token and rotation changes and to perform accurately 
on orientation-discrimination tests. 

Hollingworth (2004) provides strong evidence that the 
online representation of previously attended objects is 
supported by the same form of representation supporting 
long-term object memory. These data provide support for 
the visual memory theory of scene representation, according 
to which, as the eyes and attention are oriented from object-
to-object within a scene, higher-level visual representations 
of attended objects are activated, are maintained briefly in 
VSTM, and are consolidated into LTM. VSTM 
representation is soon replaced as attention moves on to 
other objects, but higher-level visual representations of 

previously attended objects accumulate in LTM, forming a 
robust and relatively detailed representation of the scene. 

There is dissociation between VSTM and VLTM and 
sensory persistence (iconic memory) in terms of format and 
content (abstracted vs. sensory–pictorial), capacity (limited 
vs. large capacity), and time course (relatively robust vs. 
fleeting). On another occasion, Hollingworth remarks that 
his research provides evidence of representations in LTM 
with similar format and content as those in online 
perception. There is also a strong conceptual involvement, 
including semantic associations, in VLTM. Hollingworth’s 
study demonstrated that visual memory is sensitive to 
semantic associations, task demands, and viewer strategies.  

Hollingworth and colleagues’ research is not the only 
ones to suggest a picture of VSTM according to which 
VLTM stores an abundance of detail of visual scenes 
encountered in the past. Even though current models of 
visual perception posit a hierarchy of processing stages that 
reach more and more abstract representations in higher-level 
cortical areas in the brain, many studies in addition to the 
ones discussed in the previous paragraphs suggest that 
visual processing stages in the brain do not necessarily 
discard visual details by  showing that participants 
successfully maintained detailed representations of 
thousands of images (Brady et al. 2008). It seems, thus, that 
VLTM  representations can contain not only gist 
information, as is traditionally thought, but also details 
sufficient to discriminate between exemplars and active 
visual states. ‘Whereas in everyday life we may often fail to 
encode the details of objects or scenes, our results suggest 
that under conditions where we attempt to encode such 
details, we are capable of succeeding.’ (Brady et al. 2008, 
14328). To  be able to maintain such featural details, the  
representations of objects  and their features in VLTM 
might be stored throughout the entire hierarchy of the visual 
processing stream, including early visual areas that are 
reactivated on demand by means of top-down processes 
(Ahissar and Hochstein 2004; Wheeler at al. 2000).   

If VLTM stores information not in an all or nothing 
descriptive manner but by means of basis functions, it is 
possible that the representations in VLTM have in iconic 
format, which is more abstract than the iconic format of 
visual representations. To be iconic, they have to satisfy 
only the condition that their structure capture semantical 
properties and relations in the represented domain. Note, 
however, that owing to the presence of conceptual elements, 
the format of VLTM representations cannot be purely 
iconic. It follows that the VLTM representations have a 
hybrid format; symbolic, owing to the conceptual 
ingredient, and iconic, owing to the perceptual ingredient. 
Since, unlike perception, LTM also stores cognitive 
information in propositional form, it is likely that the 
representations in VLTM are cast in a propositional form 
that contains iconic elements, which means that concepts 
may take advantage of the iconic information.  
 
Early Vision/Cognition Interaction: A Sketch 
The cornerstone of the view that cognitive states cannot 

affect directly perceptual states is that the symbolic 
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cognitive states do not have the requisite structure to 
modulate iconic perceptual states. We saw that cognitive 
states in visual memory may be hybrid states that have both 
conceptual components and iconic components. Let us 
return to Delk and Fillenbaum (1965). The participants, 
recognizing the paper cut surface as a heart, activate in 
memory their knowledge about hearts, among which the 
most relevant to the task at hand is the belief that hearts 
typically have a bright red color. This representation is 
effectuated by means of a sparse function. Assume that in 
VLTM the typical red color of a heart is represented by a 
triplet of values coding for ‘deep’, ‘bright’, and ‘red’, <a, 
b, c>, which is a hybrid symbolic and iconic 
representation. This symbolic/conceptual representation 
maps onto the relevant perceptual space not simply in the 
sense that the color is in a certain color-range, but also in 
the sense that owing to its iconic elements this 
representation maps, partly, onto a region in the 
phenomenal similarity color space.  

Representations in memory have an iconic component and 
partition the phenomenal color space in a certain way and 
the components of the sparse function that represents the 
belief map naturally onto this space. The symbolic-
phenomenal space mapping is natural since it is the same 
type of functions that underlies both iconic representations 
of colors in pure perception and hybrid representations of 
colors in VSTM, and since the concepts in the VSTM are 
formed by processes that are partly guided by the stimulus. 
I t  is the nature of the stimulus that elicits the relevant 
concept and is not arbitrary which concept will be activated. 

The iconic component of memory color representations 
endows them with structure that maps onto the phenomenal 
color space through their mutual mappings onto 
environmental colors. This structure allows, in turn, 
memory representations to modulate perceptual processing 
of colors, through a mechanism currently investigated. 
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Abstract 

Speakers tend to assign more linguistic material to less 
predictable elements. This tendency is typically explained by 
a bias for an efficient trade-off between production effort and 
understandability and is claimed to shape linguistic structures 
across languages. Recent work suggests this trade-off enters 
the linguistic system through learning processes with learners 
deviating from their input by increasing marking for less 
predictable elements. However, no study to date has tested 
whether child learners also show such predictability-based 
marking, an important gap seeing that children are the 
primary learners in real-life language acquisition. A recent 
study showed that adults increase predictability-based 
marking of an optional-plural marker, in line with 
communicative efficiency. Here, we ask if children show a 
similar pattern. Results show that children, unlike adults, do 
not show an efficient trade-off in their productions. We 
discuss implications for the role of different language learners 
on language change.  

Keywords: optional morphology; artificial language learning; 
language acquisition; language evolution 

Introduction 

Across languages, more frequent form-function associations 

tend to be coded with less linguistic material (such forms 

are often defined as "less marked", e.g., Bybee, 2007; 

Haspelmath, 2008). For instance, the present tense is more 

frequently talked about than the past tense. Accordingly, the 

latter tends to be expressed by longer forms than the former 

across languages (Greenberg, 1966; Haspelmath, 2008). It 

has been suggested that this tendency is driven by speakers' 

bias for communicative efficiency
1
: Producing less 

linguistic material for more predictable messages is one way 

of creating an optimal tradeoff between minimizing 

production effort on the one hand and maximizing 

understandability on the other (Givón, 1991; Haspelmath, 

2008, 2014; Zipf, 1949). Indeed, many psycholinguistic 

studies show wide-spread effects of predictability on 

language production, from the syllable level to the sentence 

                                                           
1 There are other possible explanations for the source of 

predictability effects in language use, such as production ease (e.g., 

Arnold, Kahn, & Pancani, 2012) and routinization (Bybee, 2006). 

The current study is not designed to differentiate between them, 

but only to test predictions stemming from the communicative 

efficiency hypothesis. 

level (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Gibson, Bergen, & Piantadosi, 

2013; Jaeger, 2013; Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Kurumada & 

Jaeger, 2015; Levy & Jaeger, 2007). For example, speakers 

tend to omit optional case marking when the meaning it 

encodes is more predictable given the context (Kurumada & 

Jaeger, 2015).  

An intriguing and open question is how the bias for 

communicative efficiency impacts language structure. One 

influential suggestion is that this bias operates during 

language acquisition, such that learners change their input in 

ways that increase its communicative efficiency, leading to 

increased marking of less predictable material. This 

approach has recently gained support from artificial 

language learning (ALL) studies (Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 

2020; Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport, 2012; Fedzechkina, 

Newport, & Jaeger, 2016; Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). In 

these studies learners are presented with a novel artificial 

language that contains variable input. In their own 

productions, participants restructure the language they 

learned to become more communicatively efficient. For 

example, Fedzechkina et al. (2012) taught participants a 

language with variable word order and optional (arbitrary) 

case marking on objects (that could be either animate or 

inanimate). In their productions participants provided more 

marking for the less expected alignment of animacy and 

grammatical function (animate objects). 

Importantly, previous studies have not tested this trade-off 

for child learners to see if they also tend to increase 

communicative efficiency by marking less predictable 

elements with more linguistic material. Looking at child 

learners is important for several reasons. First, seeing that 

children are the primary and most prototypical learners of 

language, claims about learning biases - and their impact on 

language structure - should also be tested on young learners 

(Culbertson & Newport, 2015; Raviv & Arnon, 2018). 

Looking at children can tell us whether the pervasive effect 

of predictability in adult language use is already found in 

young learners, or whether the trade-off between effort and 

understandability is acquired as a consequence of substantial 

linguistic experience. A second motivation comes from the 

study of language change: if communicative efficiency 

impacts language structure through learning biases (e.g., 

Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020), we need to know these biases 

are found across different types of learners. In particular, 
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children and adults have been claimed to differ in their 

learning biases, with consequences for their role in language 

emergence and change (Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Raviv & 

Arnon, 2018). While some learning biases seem to operate 

similarly in both children and adults (e.g., Culbertson & 

Newport, 2015), this is not always the case. For example, 

children demonstrate a stronger bias towards regularization 

than adults (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009; Samara, 

Smith, Brown, & Wonnacott, 2017), a finding taken to 

reflect children's greater role in regularizing grammatical 

patterns. This tendency for regularization could compete 

with, or replace, pressures for communicative efficiency.  

Here, we explore this by asking whether children increase 

the marking of less predictable elements (Henceforth: 

Predictability-based marking). We do this using a child-

friendly ALL paradigm where children learn a miniature 

language that includes unpredictable variation. If children 

are impacted by communicative efficiency, like adults, they 

should increase the marking of less predictable meanings 

relative to their input. We focus on optional plural marking 

systems as a test case. 

Optional Plural Marking 

In some languages the grammatical encoding of plural 

marking is not obligatory. For example, in Baka (an 

Ubangian language), the noun form 'gba' can be translated 

into English as "village" or "villages" (Haspelmath, 2013). 

Baka has a plural form corresponding to "villages" – 'gba-o' 

– which speakers can use to refer to plurality, but do not 

have to. This phenomenon, called Optional Plural Marking 

(OPM), is quite common cross-linguistically (Haspelmath, 

2013), yet not well understood. The communicative 

efficiency hypothesis provides an intriguing explanation for 

such systems: the occurrence of plural marking may reflect 

the predictability of the plural meaning (Grimm, 2012). 

Specifically, entities that are talked about more often in the 

plural meaning than in the singular, will be less likely to be 

marked with the plural form (Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). 

For example, large animals are more likely to be 

conceptualized as individuals, whereas insects are more 

likely to be conceptualized as collectives, leading to more 

marking of plural animals compared to insects (Grimm, 

2018).  

This suggestion gains support from languages that have 

mixed plural marking systems (Grimm, 2018; Haspelmath 

& Karjus, 2017). In these languages, some nouns are 

obligatorily marked in the plural (as in English, days vs. 

day), while other nouns show the reverse pattern, such that 

the singular form is marked while the plural is not. Welsh, 

for example, exhibits such a mixed-system: the plural form 

of the word 'tad' “father” is created by adding a suffix- 

'tadau' “fathers”. However, for other nouns, such as 'pys' 

"peas", the bare form corresponds to the plural meaning, 

while an additional suffix, 'en', is needed to mark their 

singular meaning. Interestingly, this mixed-marking system 

can be explained on the basis of the predictability of the 

plural meaning: Nouns which, across languages, are marked 

in the singular form rather than the plural form, appear more 

often in their plural meaning (compared to the singular 

meaning), across languages (Haspelmath & Karjus, 2017). 

A recent study went beyond these correlational findings to 

ask whether learners whose language does not have OPM, 

will condition plural marking on the predictability of the 

plural meaning (Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). In this study, 

English speaking participants were exposed to a miniature 

artificial language that included two types of creatures: 

animals, that appeared mostly in the singular meaning (i.e., 

presented as singletons 75% of the time, and as multiples 

25% of the time) and insects, that appeared mostly in the 

plural meaning (i.e., were presented as multiples 75% of the 

time, and as singletons 25% of the time). This language had 

an optional plural marker that occurred 66% of the time 

with plural nouns, regardless of character type. After 

exposure, participants completed a test phase where they 

described visual scenes containing singletons and plurals in 

the miniature language. If learners’ use of the plural marker 

reflects its input frequency, they should use it more with 

insects than animals (because the plural marker appeared 

numerically more with the insects). Alternatively, if 

learners' use is driven by predictability, as predicted by the 

communicative efficiency hypothesis, then they should use 

it more for animals than insects, since this is the more 

surprising configuration (animals were less likely to appear 

in the plural). Supporting the communicative efficiency 

hypothesis, learners used more plural marking for animals 

than for insects. Here, extending this logic and paradigm, 

we ask whether children, like adults, will condition 

production of an optional plural marker based on the 

predictability of the meaning it encodes. 

The current study 

In the current study, we use an artificial language to ask 

whether child learners, like adults, achieve a trade-off 

between effort and understandability, by introducing 

predictability-based marking. The experiment was modeled 

after Kurumada and Grimm (2019), with adaptations to 

children. Children learned novel nonce nouns for referents 

from two classes: animals and insects. We manipulated how 

often referents appeared as singletons or multiples (i.e., in a 

group) according to their class. As in the original design, 

animals  mostly  appeared  as  singletons  (75% of the  time)  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Proportions of plurality and plural marker (PM) in 

the input. 
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while insects mostly appeared in groups (75% of the time). 

When appearing in groups, nouns were marked with a post-

nominal nonce plural marker (“-pak”) 75% of the time 

regardless of their animal/insect class membership. 

Following exposure, we examined production of the 

singletons and multiples in the novel language   

We can contrast three different predictions: If children 

show predictability-based marking, they should mark 

plurality more for animals, whose appearance in the plural is 

less predictable, than for insects. Adults in Kurumada and 

Grimm (2019) exhibited this tendency even though, 

numerically speaking, the plural marker appeared more 

frequently with insects in training (because they appeared 

more in groups, see Figure 1). If, in contrast, children’s 

learning is characterized by a strong bias towards 

systematization (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009), 

they should use the marker categorically for all the plural 

referents, regardless of character type. The same prediction 

could be made if children are more influenced by their 

native language (where the plural form is the same for 

insects and animals). Finally, if children faithfully reproduce 

the form frequency of the optional marker (Diessel, 2007), 

they will mark insects more than animals, since the plural 

marker appears (numerically) more frequently with insects
2
. 

The study was done on Hebrew-speaking children, and not 

on English-speaking ones like the adults tested in Kurumada 

and Grimm (2019). However, Hebrew has an obligatory 

plural suffix, similar to English, suggesting that speakers of 

the two languages will not differ in their existing 

expectation about plural marking.  

                                                           
2 Hudson Kam & Newport (2005,2009) found that children tend 

to eliminate free variation in their input, and instead use one form 

or the other consistently. They call this behavior regularization. In 

the current task, different types of regularization can be made 

based on the input (i.e., marking all plurals as opposed to marking 

all plural insects), making it tricky to apply Hudson Kam & 

Newport's sense of regularization here. To better capture the 

different production possibilities in this paradigm, we adopt 

"systematization", a term used by Hudson Kam & Newport to 

define children who use optional markers deterministically. This 

tendency is differentiated from the tendency to regularize the 

marker only for insects - "reproduction of form frequency". We 

return to this distinction in the discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 

Participants 

53 Hebrew-speaking children participated in the experiment 

(age range: 7;0-9;0y, mean age: 7;11y, 29 boys and 24 

girls). This age range was chosen because children at this 

age are capable of performing an adult-like ALL task, but 

often differ from adults in their patterns of learning (Raviv 

& Arnon, 2018; Tal & Arnon, 2019). All children were 

visitors at the Bloomfield Science Museum in Jerusalem. 

They were recruited for this study as part of their visit to the 

Israeli Living Lab in exchange for a small reward. Parental 

consent was obtained for all children. All children were 

native Hebrew speakers, and none of them had known 

language or learning disabilities. 

Materials 

Children learned eight nonce nouns for referents from two 

classes: big animals and small insects (four in each class, the 

visual stimuli were taken from Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). 

The lexicon was composed of 8 semi-artificial Hebrew 

nouns (Hebrew nouns with nonce suffixes). A nonce plural 

marking ("pak") followed 75% of the plural referents, 

regardless of the referent type (animals vs. insects).  

Procedure 

Participants were told they were going to meet aliens who 

"say  things  differently  from  us" and  would learn to speak 

like these aliens. Children sat with headphones in front of a 

computer next to a research assistant. They saw drawings 

and heard recorded descriptions of these drawings in the 

alien-language (spoken by a female Hebrew speaker). The 

experiment had three stages. First, a noun exposure phase, 

in which children saw each character as a singleton, heard 

its name in the alien language, and had to repeat each name 

outloud (8 trials, one per noun). This was followed by a 

word learning game (32 trials) where participants saw four 

drawings, heard one label and had to match the label to the 

correct drawing. Feedback was provided after each trial. In 

this phase, individual creatures (animals) and collective 

creatures (insects) were presented as singletons and 

multiples at different rates. Individuals occurred 75% of the 

time   as  a  singleton  (i.e.,  as   one   animal),  and  25%   as  

Table 1: regression model for all children's productions 

 Estimate Std. Error z -value p-value 

(Intercept) -3.9834497   0.6763089   -5.890 <0.0001 *** 

Character type (insect) 0.2228726   0.1310394 1.701     0.089 .   

Plurality (singleton) -2.2956497   0.1608716 -14.270   <0.0001 *** 

Trial -0.0008169   0.0107102   -0.076     0.939     

Age 0.5387599   1.0046834    0.536     0.592     

Character type (insect) * 

plurality (singular) 
-0.1743242   0.1311803   -1.329     0.184     
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multiples (i.e., as a group). Collectives had the inverse 

distribution (25% singleton, 75% multiples). Both 

individual (animal) nouns and collective (insect) nouns were 

followed by the plural marker ("pak") 75% of the time when 

occurring as multiples (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the 

input). The last part of the experiment was a production 

phase (32 trials), in which children saw drawings of the 

refrents as multiples and as singletons and had to describe 

them in the alien-language. Each character appeared once as 

a singleton and 3 times as multiples, regardless of the 

character type (animals and insects were equally likely to 

appear as multiples during test). Children's productions were 

coded for the use vs. non-use of the plural marker by a 

research assistant blind to the hypotheses. The task took 

between 10 to 15 minutes to complete.   

Results 

Children successfully learned the lexicon, as indicated by 

their performance in the word learning game (M=96%, 

SD=0.06%). One child failed to achieve mean accuracy of 

75% and was therefore excluded from further analyses. The  

results did not change when this child was included.  

We used a mixed-effect logistic regression model to 

examine the effect of character type and plurality on the 

production of the plural marker (using the glmer function in 

R software, Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015, and 

the maximum random effect structure justified by the data 

that converged, Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). The 

dependent variable was whether the plural marker was 

produced on each trial (as a binary variable). The model 

included fixed effects for character type (animal vs. insect, 

effect coded), plurality of the character (singleton vs. 

multiples, effect coded), their interaction, age and trial 

number as centered continuous factors, and random 

intercepts for participants (see Table 1 for full model). 

Overall children produced the marker more for multiples 

than singletons, indicating that they correctly understood the 

marker signals plurality (42% vs. 0.5%, β=-2.3±0.16, 

p<.0001). Unlike adults (Kurumada & Grimm, 2019), 

however, children did not mark animals more. Instead, they 

seem to have marked the insects more than the animals 

(45% vs. 39%), a difference that was marginally significant 

(β=0.22±0.13, p=.09).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that the proportion of overall marking is much lower 

than the input, unlike for adults (Kurumada & Grimm, 

2019). This is due to the fact that a large number of children 

never used the marker in their productions (N=19). 

Crucially, we cannot tell whether these children noticed the 

marker, let alone understood its meaning. Therefore, 

following previous studies with optional marking 

(Fedzechkina et al., 2012), we excluded those children from 

further analysis. Importantly, this exclusion did not change 

the effects (we used the same model as before), but made 

the marking more similar to the input (see Table 2 for full 

model).  

When we looked at the remaining children (N=33), there 

was no difference in the amount of plural marking between 

their input and output for both insects (71%, Wilcoxon 

Signed-Rank test over by-participant proportions: V= 246.5, 

p =.74) and animals (61%, V=196.5, p=.13). In other words, 

children probability matched their input, using the plural 

marker as often as they heard it for each of the types. There 

was  still a  marginally  significant  effect  of character  type,  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Proportion of plural marking by character type and 

plurality. Dashed line represents the plural marking in the 

input (for entities that appeared in the plural, singletons 

were never marked). Error bars indicate confidence 

intervals; individual points indicate by-participant means. 

 

Table 2: regression model for children's productions – only children who produced the marker 

 Estimate Std. Error z -value p-value 

(Intercept) -1.229905    0.392411   -3.134   0.00172 ** 

Character type (insect) 0.224474    0.130193    1.724     0.08468 .   

Plurality (singleton) -2.250666    0.157502 -14.290   <0.0001 *** 

Trial -0.001224    0.010721   -0.114     0.90913     

Age -0.088477    0.623975   -0.142   0.88274     

Character type (insect) * 

plurality (singular) 
-0.174894   0.130349   -1.342     0.17968     
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such that children used the marker more with insects than 

with animals (β=0.22±0.13, p=.08, see Figure 2). Taken 

together, these results suggest that, unlike adults, children 

did not condition the use of the plural marker on the 

predictability of the plural meaning. Instead, they seem to 

have used the marker more with insects than animals, 

reflecting the form frequency in their input. This preference 

was not significant and should be interpreted with caution. 

To further investigate children's productions, we looked at 

the individual production patterns of the participants. 

Following Kurumada and Grimm (2019), we classified 

participants into different types in the following manner: 

participants who marked animals more than insects (no 

matter how much so) were classified as "predictability-

based markers"; participants who showed the opposite 

pattern (marking insects more than animals) were classified 

as "form-frequency markers", and participants who always 

used the marker for all plural referents, regardless of 

character type, were classified as "systematizers". This 

classification is presented in Figure 3. Strikingly, there are 

twice as many "form-frequency markers" in our sample as 

"predictability-based markers" children (16 vs. 8). In 

addition, 9 children were "systematizers": these children 

used the plural marker for all plural referents. In other 

words, only a minority of the children behaved in 

accordance with the predictability-based marking 

hypothesis. Furthermore, as   can   be  seen  in  Figure  3,  

the  "predictability-based markers" showed only a moderate 

preference to mark animals more than insects, whereas the 

"form-frequency markers" showed a bigger  preference for 

the opposite trend.  

Interestingly, these patterns are strikingly different from 

the individual patterns found in the Kurumada and Grimm 

(2019)  adult study. Out of 41 adult participants that used 

the plural marker in their productions (the adult study had 

overall 42 participants, but one participant never used the 

plural marker), the biggest group of participants (20) 

showed predictability-based marking. 17 participants were 

"systematizers", whereas only 4 participants were "form-

frequency markers". A chi-square goodness of fit test was 

calculated to compare the proportion of the different 

production patterns between the two studies. The difference 

was significant (χ2(df=2)=56.41, p<.001): while adults’ use 

of the plural marker was predominantly based on the 

predictability of the plural meaning, most children marked 

plural referents based on the frequent patterns in their input.  

Discussion 

Various studies suggest that communicative efficiency 

biases can drive changes in language through learning 

(Fedzechkina & Jaeger, 2020; Fedzechkina et al., 2012, 

2016; Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). However, all of these 

studies have only examined adult learners. Given that 

children are the primary language learners in naturalistic 

settings, any claim about language learning biases should 

(also) be tested on them. Our study set out to ask whether 

children,  like  adults,  increase marking  of  less  predictable  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Plural marker use by different participants. Points 

below the diagonal dotted line indicate predictability-based 

markers (a tendency to use the marker more often when 

plural meaning is less predictable). Points above the 

diagonal indicate form-frequency markers (a tendency to 

use the marker more often for referents it appeared with  

more often in the input). 

 

forms, as expected by communicative efficiency biases. To 

do so, we examined learning of an OPM system using an 

ALL paradigm, where animals and insects were similarly 

marked for plurality (75% of the time), but differed in how 

often they appeared in the plural (insects appearing more 

than animals as multiples rather than singletons). This 

design allowed us to distinguish the impact of form 

frequency (higher frequency of the plural marker with 

insects) and predictability of meaning (animals less likely to 

appear as multiples). 

Unlike adults, children did not show predictability-based 

marking: Even though animals were less likely to appear as 

plurals than insects in their input, children did not increase 

marking of plural animals. Instead - though this preference 

was not statistically significant,  they seem to have used the 

plural marker more with insects, a pattern compatible with 

the form frequency in their input (where insects appeared 

more frequently with the plural marker compared to 

animals). This pattern was also seen in participants' 

individual production patterns: the largest group of children 

(48%) marked insects more than animals, reflecting its 

higher token frequency. A smaller group of children (27%) 

generalized the plural marker to all plural nouns, a 

preference we discuss in detail below. Finally, a third group 

(24%) showed a moderate preference to mark the animals 

more than the insects, in accordance with the 

communicative efficiency hypothesis. Taken together, 

children's productions diverge from the adult findings 
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(Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). While adults seem to 

condition marking by predictability of meaning, children, if 

anything, seem to condition marking on predictability of 

form (Diessel, 2007). These findings join others pointing to 

different learning biases in children and adults (Hudson 

Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009; Samara et al., 2017).  

Interestingly, both in the adult study and in the current 

study, a large number of participants were "systematizers", 

i.e., used the plural marker for all plural nouns. This 

tendency could be interpreted in two different ways. First, 

this can reflect a bias for regularization, such that 

participants regularize a probabilistic plural marker to all 

plural referents, regardless of character type. Previous 

studies have found that regularization is stronger for 

children than adults (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009; 

Newport, 2019): More children were "systematizers" than 

adults. Under this interpretation, our findings are at odds 

with the previous literature: only 27% of the child 

participants in our study were systematizers compared to 

41% of the adult participants in Kurumada & Grimm. In this 

paradigm, adults seem to systematize more than children. It 

is important to note, however, that the input language in the 

current study was more complicated than the one used in 

previous regularization studies (Hudson Kam & Newport, 

2005, 2009) as it involved two noun classes that differed in 

the frequency of the marker. Alternatively, the 

systematization found in both studies could reflect transfer 

from participants' native language: in both Hebrew (the 

native language of the child participants) and English (the 

native language of the adult participants) the plural marker 

is used with all plural referents. The larger proportion of 

adult "systematizers" could reflect a stronger L1 transfer 

effect or more meta-linguistic knowledge (Ullman 2001). 

The current study can not differentiate between these two 

possible interpretations. 

Our study is an important first step in investigating the 

effect of communicative efficiency on children. However, 

there are several limitations that need to be addressed. First, 

exposure was shorter in the current study than in the original 

one. It is possible that more exposure is needed to learn the 

different distribution of animals vs. insects. However, 

children were at ceiling in learning the nouns; they learned 

the meaning of the marker (using it for plural forms); and 

showed some distinction between the classes (as evidenced 

by their greater use of the marker with insects). An 

additional issue has to do with the visual stimuli, that was 

slightly different in the two studies: in the original study, 

adults heard sentences that included a novel verb, and saw 

short videos corresponding to the sentences they learned. In 

these videos, the characters either moved together (if they 

were collectives like insects) or separately (if they were 

individuals like animals). In the current study, we did not 

use a novel verb, and consequently used still images rather 

than movies. Interestingly, a third experiment reported in 

the original study indicates that movement facilitated the 

differential marking: adult participants were less likely to 

mark animals more when they moved together as a group 

(like the insects, Kurumada & Grimm, 2019). If moving 

together is what gives rise to preferentially marking animals, 

then the fact that the current experiment presented no 

movement could also underlie the present findings. We are 

currently working on follow-up studies to investigate 

whether any of these differences changes the pattern of 

results we found. Finally, although children in our study 

differed from adults, it would be instructive to look at 

younger children and compare their behavior with the 

current findings. 

Importantly, the present findings should be complemented 

with studies on children’s spontaneous production. 

Numerous studies show that adults assign more marking to 

less predictable meanings in natural language (e.g., 

Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Levy & Jaeger, 2007). These 

findings provide the basis for the postulated effect of 

communicative efficiency on language learning more 

generally. However, no study to date has reported similar 

patterns in child speech. We do not know if children show 

such trade-offs in language use, a finding that has 

implications for the generality of the effects. We are 

currently conducting several corpus-studies that ask whether 

children show predictability-based marking in spontaneous 

speech. From the perspective of language change, since 

languages do mark frequent forms with less linguistic 

material, finding that children don't would support the 

suggestions that children do not play a significant role in 

language change (Labov, 2007), or alternatively, that they 

play a different role than adults (Lupyan & Dale, 2010). 

In sum, unlike adults, children did not seem to assign 

more linguistic material to less predictable meanings, 

suggesting their productions were not impacted by a 

communicative efficiency bias. The present study serves as 

an important first step for understanding whether child 

learners efficiently tradeoff between production and 

understandability, with consequences for their role in 

language change. 
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Abstract 

This paper proposes that the shape and parameter fits of 
existing probability weighting functions can be explained with 
sensitivity to uncertainty (as measured by information entropy) 
and the utility carried by reductions in uncertainty. Building on 
applications of information theoretic principles to models of 
perceptual and inferential processes, we suggest that 
probabilities are evaluated relative to a plausible expectation 
(the uniform distribution) and that the perceived distance 
between a probability and uniformity is influenced by the shape 
(relative entropy) of the distribution that the probability is 
embedded in. These intuitions are formalized in a novel 
probability weighting function, VWD(p), which is simpler and 
has less parameters than existing probability weighting 
functions. The proposed probability weighting function 
captures characteristic features of existing probability 
weighting functions, introduces novel predictions, and 
provides a parsimonious account of findings in probability and 
frequency estimation related tasks. 

Keywords: decision making under risk and uncertainty; 
probability weighting; information entropy; predictive coding 

Introduction 

We are faced with hundreds of decisions every day. These 

choices range from the seemingly simple and trivial, such as 

whether to cross a busy street or not, to the more complex and 

consequential, such as which job offer to accept or which 

public policy to vote on. Regardless of their domain, they all 

share a common characteristic: an assessment of the 

likelihood and qualitative nature of possible future outcomes. 

A classical framework for studying how people make 

choices that involve uncertain outcomes is the expected utility 

maximization paradigm. In the paradigm, participants are 

asked to choose between monetary gambles that each consist 

of a set of mutually exclusive outcomes and their respective 

probabilities. For example, a participant might be asked to 

choose between ‘Gamble A: $100 with certainty’ or ‘Gamble 

B: $200 with a 50% chance, $0 otherwise.’ When presented 

sequentially with varied outcome magnitudes and probability 

distributions, responses to these choice problems are 

presumed to reveal inner preference orderings between 

outcomes and attitudes to risk and uncertainty. Following the 

expected value maximization principle introduced by 

Bernoulli (1738/1954) and axiomatized by von Neumann and 

Morgenstern (1944/1947) as expected utility theory (EUT), 

participants are assumed to choose the gamble that has the 

highest expected utility (EU): 

 

𝐸𝑈(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1                       (1) 

 

where X denotes a gamble, xi outcomes of the gamble, u(xi) 

their utilities, pi their respective probabilities, and n the 

number of outcomes in the gamble. 

Later studies (most notably Allais, 1953, and Ellsberg, 

1961; see also Camerer, 1989, for a review) have shown that, 

with an appropriate framing of the choice problem, people 

can be induced to make choices that violate the axioms of 

EUT. To account for this, a plethora of variations of EUT 

(termed non-expected utility theories) have been proposed 

(see e.g. Machina, 2008, for a review) that aim to account for 

the anomalies through adjusting the shape of the utility 

function and/or incorporating a probability weighting 

function, yielding 

 

𝐸𝑈(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑝𝑖) ∗ 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1                    (2) 

 

where w(pi) denotes the weighted probability pi. 

Most notably, prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 

1979) presumes a value (utility) function that is concave for 

gains, convex for losses, and steeper for losses than for gains, 

and a probability weighting function that overweights small 

probabilities and underweights larger probabilities. Later 

major applications of EUT (rank-dependent utility theory, 

Quiggin, 1982, and cumulative prospect theory, Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1992) suppose that probabilities are weighted 

cumulatively, i.e. that the outcomes of each gamble are 

multiplied with the weighted probability of receiving that 

outcome or more (gains) or that outcome or less (losses).  

Even though these theories are widely applied and can 

account for many findings that EUT or non-cumulative 

prospect theory cannot account for (Camerer, 2000; Machina, 

2008), recent research has introduced new sets of anomalies 

that are unexplained by rank-dependent utility theories (e.g. 

Birnbaum, 2006, 2008; Birnbaum et al., 2008). Some 

researchers in the field have proposed that novel expected 

utility based frameworks should be introduced (e.g. Luce, 

2008), and that the psychological underpinnings of these 

models should be more firmly established (e.g. Kahneman, 

2003). 

This paper suggests that the notion of information entropy 

and its postulated utility in perceptual and inferential 

processes could provide a theoretical framework that can 

explain properties of non-expected utility theories, introduce 

new empirical predictions, and give rise to new modeling 

paradigms. This approach is exemplified in a novel entropy-

based probability weighting function that does the above. 
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Probability Weighting as Sensitivity to 

Deviations from Maximum Entropy 

What Is Probability Weighting? 

Psychologically, a probability weighting function describes 

distortions in the experience of a subjective degree of belief 

(i.e. subjective probability). In the context of decision making 

under risk, subjective probabilities are presumed to equal the 

numerical probabilities presented to the participant, and 

choosing as if the outcome attached to a probability were 

more/less likely than it actually is is interpreted as over-

/underweighting the probability. Because probabilities p are 

restricted to the range [0, 1], a probability weighting function 

w(p) is restricted to the same range, defining w(0) = 0 and 

w(1) = 1. Based on accumulated experimental evidence (see 

e.g. Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Gonzalez & Wu, 1999), 

small probabilities are generally overweighted (w(p) > p) and 

larger probabilities underweighted (w(p) < p), yielding an 

inverse-S-shaped, continuous, and monotonically increasing 

function. 

Existing Probability Weighting Functions 

Up to date, a plethora of probability weighting functions have 

been proposed (see e.g. al-Nowaihi & Dhami, 2010; 

Cavagnaro et al., 2013; and Stott, 2006), of which the 

Tversky-Kahneman weighting function (Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1992), the empirically derived linear-in-log-odds 

weighting function (Goldstein & Einhorn, 1987; Tversky & 

Fox, 1995; Gonzalez & Wu, 1999), and the axiomatically 

derived Prelec weighting function (Prelec, 1998) generally 

provide best fits with empirical data (al-Nowaihi & Dhami, 

2010; Cavagnaro et al., 2013; Stott, 2006). All of these 

functions share the properties listed above. They can differ, 

however, in their curvature (magnitude of over- or 

underweighting), elevation (amount of general over- or 

underweighting), fixed point w(p) = p, below which p is 

overweighted and above which p is underweighted, and 

inflection point w(p)’’ = 0, where the curvature of the 

function changes from concave to convex. These properties 

can be adjusted through parameters. 

Figure 1 depicts examples of weighting functions acquired 

using a range of parameter value combinations. The 1-

parameter-Prelec weighting function only controls the 

curvature α of the weighting function, whereas the linear-in-

log-odds and 2-parameter-Prelec weighting functions also 

adjust the elevation β of the weighting function. The Tversky-

Kahneman weighting function controls both with one 

parameter, γ. As illustrated by the figure, adding a parameter 

increases the flexibility of the weighting function. 

Applications of Entropy in Modeling Perceptual 

and Inferential Processes 

In other areas of experimental psychology, it has been shown 

that the perceptual organization of visual stimuli can be 

modeled as minimizing uncertainty or code length (see e.g. 

Attneave, 1954; Garner & Clement, 1963; or Feldman, 2016, 

for a more recent summary), and that information search can 

be modeled as maximizing the amount of uncertainty 

reduction that gaining a novel piece of information entails 

(Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Crupi et al., 2018). This suggests 

that reducing the amount of uncertainty carries utility both at 

the perceptual and at the cognitive level. Researchers have 

further suggested that perceptual processes may conform to 

the same principles that control reasoning under uncertainty 

(see e.g. Friston, 2010; Knill & Pouget, 2004; Summerfield 

& Tsetsos, 2015). Building on the conjecture that reducing 

uncertainty carries utility, the human cognitive system may 

be tuned to context-specific fluctuations in the uncertainty 

associated with frequencies or probabilities. In particular, if 

the brain were to encode deviations from predictions rather 

than all information present to conserve time and energy (as 

e.g. Bubic et al., 2010 suggest), probabilistic information 

could also be represented as a deviation from a plausible 

expectation rather than as an absolute magnitude. 

Furthermore, this representation could be influenced by the 

overall amount of uncertainty present in the choice context 

(cf. the influence of stimulus statistics on the noisiness of 

number representations, Prat-Carrabin & Woodford, 2020). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Shapes and functional forms of existing probability 

weighting functions. 

An Information-Entropy Based Probability 

Weighting Function 

In experiments of decision making under risk, a probability p 

is embedded in a gamble that consists of a distribution of n 

probabilities pi that sum up to 1 and that are each associated 

with an outcome xi. When no prior information related to the 

gamble is given, a plausible expectation for the shape of the 

probability distribution is uniformity, i.e. that pi = 1/n for all 
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pi in the distribution. This is the distribution of maximum 

entropy. The notion of evaluating probabilistic information 

relative to a plausible expectation can be expressed as 

evaluating the distance |p – 1/n|. When p is associated with a 

positive outcome x and p > 1/n, |p – 1/n| carries positive 

utility (because p*x yields a larger expected value than 

1/n*x), whereas when p < 1/n, |p – 1/n| carries negative 

utility (because p*x yields a smaller expected value than 

1/n*x). In addition, the closer to 1/n (and further from 0 and 

1) p and other probabilities in the distribution are, the more 

uncertainty is involved with predicting the outcome of the 

gamble. If an increase in uncertainty carries negative utility 

for positive expectations and positive utility for negative 

expectations (as findings by Bouchouicha, Martinsson, 

Medhin, and Vieider, 2017, would suggest), when p > 1/n, 

the “goodness” of |p – 1/n| is tampered by the proximity of 

1/n, whereas when p < 1/n the “badness” of |p – 1/n| is 

lessened by the proximity of 1/n. Hence, the closer p (and 

other probabilities in the distribution) are to 1/n, the more the 

distance |p – 1/n| is discounted. A similar treatment for 

negative outcomes –x gives an equivalent result. 

Taken together, these inferences can be formalized as 

 

𝑤(𝑝) =
1

𝑛
+ (𝑝 −

1

𝑛
) ∗ (1 −

𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
)                (3) 

 

where n denotes the number of probabilities in the 

distribution, Hdist refers to the Shannon entropy [–Σp*log2(p)] 

of the distribution, Hmax is the entropy of the uniform 

distribution [–log2(1/n)], Hdist/Hmax is equivalent to the 

Kullback-Leibler divergence D(Hdist || Hmax) and defined in 

the range [0, 1], and 1 –  Hdist/Hmax is the redundancy of the 

distribution. 

When combined with the requirement w(0) = 0, (3) can be 

applied to derive a probability weighting function 

 

𝑉𝑊𝐷(𝑝) =
𝑝
1−

𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥

∑ 𝑝
𝑖

1−
𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛

𝑖=1

                        (4) 

 

where VWD refers to Valence-Weighted Distance (the 

distance of p from 1/n weighted with x). Because Hmax 

changes when n changes and Hdist changes when p (or any 

other probability in the distribution) changes, VWD(p) is n-

dimensional. The fixed point of VWD(p) is at uniformity, i.e. 

at p = 1/n for all p, and the curvature of the weighting function 

(i.e. amount of over- or underweighting of p) is determined 

by the relative entropy Hdist/Hmax of the distribution. These 

two properties reflect the contextual influence of other 

probabilities on the evaluation of p and are illustrated in 

Figure 2. Because plotting VWD(p) for n probabilities 

requires n dimensions, the functions depicted are samples 

from the entire VWD(p). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The influence of n (left panel) and distributional 

shape (right panel) on VWD(p). The left panel shows the 

shape of VWD(p) from n = 2 (highest curve) to n = 8 (lowest 

curve) when p is embedded in a distribution with n – 1 equal 

probabilities. The right panel illustrates the influence of the 

shape of the distribution [p, (1–p)/j, (j–1)*(1–p)/j] on the 

curvature of VWD(p) as j increases from 2 (most entropy) to 

5 (least entropy). As the entropy of the distribution increases, 

the curvature of the weighting function also increases.  
 

Comparing Properties of VWD(p) to Properties of 

Existing Probability Weighting Functions 

Figures 3 and 4 exemplify differences between the functional 

and empirical properties of VWD(p) as compared to existing 

weighting functions. Figure 3 shows the shape of VWD(p) for 

different n together with parameter estimates and functional 

shapes of the Tversky-Kahneman, 2-parameter-Prelec, and 

linear-in-log-odds weighting functions when fitted to 

VWD(p) with probability distributions of n = 2 to n = 10 that 

are maximally uniform. 

As portrayed in the figure, VWD(p) produces several fixed 

points without an alteration in parameter values: when n 

increases, the fixed point of the function changes. The other 

three functions, on the other hand, require different parameter 

value combinations to change the fixed point. In other words, 

when embedded in a distribution of different n, VWD(p) 

allows for the same probability to be weighted differently, 

whereas existing probability weighting functions presume 

that the same probability receives the same weight regardless 

of n. 

Equivalently, Figure 4 illustrates the impact of the entropy 

of the distribution that a probability p is embedded in on the 

shape of VWD(p), together with fitted parameters and shapes 

of the Tversky-Kahneman, 2-parameter-Prelec, and linear-in-

log-odds weighting functions. As with variation in n, 

VWD(p), changes curvature depending on the shape of the 

distribution, whereas adjusting the curvature of existing 

weighting functions requires adjusting their parameters. 

Formally, the flexibility of VWD(p) as compared to other 

weighting functions can be demonstrated in the n = 2 case 

when VWD(p) is compared to linear-in-log-odds. When 

n = 2, VWD(p) reduces to 
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𝑉𝑊𝐷𝑛=2(𝑝) =
𝑝
1−

𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝
1−

𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥+(1−𝑝)

1−
𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥

 ,               (5) 

 

which is equivalent to the linear-in-log-odds weighting 

function without the elevation parameter β and with the 

curvature parameter α set to 1 – Hdist/Hmax. Because Hdist is 

influenced by p and Hmax is fixed for n (for n = 2, Hmax = 1), 

1 – Hdist/Hmax changes when p changes. α, on the other hand, 

is a constant. 

To summarize, unlike existing weighting functions, 

VWD(p) predicts that the weight given to a probability p 

depends on the probability distribution (gamble) that p is 

embedded in in two ways. Firstly, whether p is under- or 

overweighted is determined by whether it is above or below 

the fixed point, which varies depending on the number of 

probabilities n in the distribution. Secondly, the amount of 

over- or underweighting of p depends on the relative entropy 

of the distribution, which is governed by its shape.  

Hence, if both VWD(p) and existing probability weighting 

functions were fitted to data, VWD(p) should be able to 

capture qualitative patterns in the variation of the weight 

given to the same probability p across different n and 

distributional shapes, whereas existing weighting functions 

would predict the same weight for p regardless of n and 

distributional shape. Quantitatively, when fitted to subsets of 

data with different n, the parameters of existing probability 

weighting functions should change following the trends 

depicted in Figure 3, and fitting to subsets of data with 

different distributional shapes (amounts of entropy) should 

induce changes in parameter fits comparable to the ones 

presented in Figure 4. When fitted to aggregate data of 

gambles with different n and distributional shapes, VWD(p) 

should fit the data significantly better than existing 

probability weighting functions because it can account for 

their impact without an adjustment in parameter values. 

Plausibility of VWD(p) in Light of Earlier Studies 

Earlier studies in decision making under risk have found 

average α and β estimates ranging from 0.53 to 1 and 1 to 

1.18, respectively, for the 2-parameter-Prelec weighting 

function (Cavagnaro et al., 2013; Stott, 2006), from 0.44 to 

1.59 and 0.21 to 0.88, respectively, for the linear-in-log-odds 

function (Cavagnaro et al., 2013; Gonzalez & Wu, 1999; 

Stott, 2006), and γ averages in the range of 0.50 to 0.96 for 

the Tversky-Kahneman weighting function (Stott, 2006). 

Based on previous findings, Prelec (1998) presumed α to 

average at around 0.65 and β at 1. Tversky and Kahneman 

(1992) estimated the average fixed point to be located at 

around 0.34 for gains and 0.38 for losses, whereas Tversky 

and Fox (1995) found the fixed point to average at around 

0.30, and Gonzalez & Wu (1999) at around 0.39. Given that 

these studies use gambles with n = 2 or n = 3 outcomes, the 

fitted parameter values are consistent with the estimates 

depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4. However, little data exists 

on choices made between gambles that involve distributions 

of n > 3 outcomes or that compare across gambles with 

different distributional shapes. 

In a slightly different area of study (decisions made based 

on experience), the hypothesis that the fixed point of w(p) 

should be at 1/n has been suggested by Fox and Rottenstreich 

(2003) and See et al. (2006), who propose that this is due to 

a guessing 1/n heuristic. In a proportion estimation task with 

n = 2 and n = 4 groups of colored dots, Zhang and Maloney 

(2012) find support for the 1/n fixed point hypothesis but not 

for the 1/n guessing heuristic and suggest that hedging 

towards 1/n is driven by some other cognitive process that is 

so far unknown. Their results are in line with results by 

Attneave (1953), who finds that the estimated frequency of 

letters in the English language (n = 26) is regressed towards 

0.044, which is far from 0.50 (the conventional fixed point 

presumed in proportion estimation) and close to 1/26.  

More generally, Zhang and Maloney (2012) suggest that 

probability and frequency related information is mentally 

represented as log odds, and present data of similar kinds of 

distortion functions that arise in a multitude of research areas 

across perception and cognition. A log odds representation, 

however, has to be complemented with additional 

assumptions to explain the 1/n phenomena. A task-general 

process account that resembles the framework proposed here 

is the assumption of a 1/n prior that biases probability or 

frequency estimates (e.g. Martins, 2006). However, in the 

context of decision making under risk, probabilities are not 

estimated, but given. Therefore, an ad hoc explanation has to 

be derived for how a prior can bias adopted (not estimated) 

numerical probabilities. The present approach explains the 

same results without making additional assumptions. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Upper panels: least squares estimates of Tversky- 

Kahneman γ (left panel, y-axis), 2-parameter-Prelec α and β 

(middle panel, y-axis), and linear-in-log-odds α and β (right 

panel, y-axis) fitted to VWD(p) for n ranging from 2 to 10 (x-

axis). Lower panels: Fitted Tversky-Kahneman, 2-parameter-

Prelec, and linear-in-log-odds functions (blue curves) on 

VWD(p) (red curves). 
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Figure 4: Upper panels: least squares estimates of Tversky- 

Kahneman γ (left panel, y-axis), 2-parameter-Prelec α and β 

(middle panel, y-axis), and linear-in-log-odds α and β (right 

panel, y-axis) fitted to VWD(p) for n = 3 probability 

distributions with different levels of entropy (x-axis). Lower 

panels: Fitted Tversky-Kahneman, 2-parameter-Prelec, and 

linear-in-log-odds functions (blue curves) on VWD(p) (red 

curves). 

Contributions of the Proposed Approach 

Probability Weighting and Choices under Risk 

Novel Empirical Predictions If the approach presented in 

this paper would hold true, the weight given to a probability 

p should change when n is increased and the entropy of the 

distribution is altered as depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

Consequently, when fitted across gambles with different n 

and distributional shapes, VWD(p) should both capture 

qualitative trends and fit the data better than existing 

probability weighting functions. However, because 

individuals might differ in the amount of attention given to 

the number and magnitude of probabilities, VWD(p) would 

most likely need to be complemented with individual 

difference parameters when comparing to existing weighting 

functions. 

Psychological Explanation of Existing Findings In the 

choice literature, Kahneman (2003) and others have 

suggested that the shapes of probability weighting and value 

(utility) functions reflect the principle of diminishing 

sensitivity: probabilities and outcomes close to a reference 

point (0 or 1 for probabilities, status quo for wealth) are more 

discriminable than probabilities and outcomes further from 

the reference point. The present approach explains the 

location of these reference points with sensitivity to 

uncertainty (probabilities of 0 and 1, as well as status quo, are 

points of minimum entropy) and predicts that the point of 

least discriminability lies at maximum entropy. 

The proposal advanced here differs from the psychological 

interpretation of α and β given by Gonzalez and Wu (1999), 

who suggest that the α parameter reflects discriminability, 

whereas the β parameter reflects attractiveness of gambling. 

Because ibid. used certainty equivalents for two-outcome 

gambles to assess probability weighting, it is possible that 

their estimates of β reflect also the attractiveness of the 

gamble. However, in general, the present approach would 

suggest that both α and β reflect the uncertainty of the 

distribution that p is embedded in. 

Combining Entropy with Expected Utility The idea of 

combining expected utility with information entropy is not 

entirely novel in the area of decision making under risk. Luce 

et al. (2009) suggest combining the utility derived from 

gambling with the expected utility of outcomes. In a related 

approach, Yang and Qui (2014) propose an Expected Utility-

Entropy (EU-E) model that takes the form 

 

𝐸𝑈_𝐸(𝑋) = (1 − 𝜆) ∗ ∑ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑢(𝑥𝑖) − 𝜆 ∗ 𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑛
𝑖=1         (6) 

 

where 𝝀 denotes the weight given to expected utility vs. 

entropy. 

   These approaches, however, presume that expected utility 

and entropy are evaluated separately and that the penalty 

associated with entropy is uninfluenced by outcome 

magnitude. This appears unlikely given that the uncertainty 

associated with positive and negative outcomes is treated 

differently (e.g. Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). The approach 

presented here, on the other hand, embeds the influence of 

entropy in the evaluation of expected value, which makes the 

theory more parsimonious and provides one resolution to the 

problem of combining valence with uncertainty in 

psychological applications of information theory (see e.g. 

Luce, 2003). 

Other Areas of Experimental Psychology 

Parsimonious Explanation of Earlier Findings In a similar 

fashion as VWD(p) can be shown to be an extension of the 

linear-in-log-odds weighting function, it can also be shown 

to be an extension of the log odds representation proposed by 

Zhang and Maloney (2012). 

Zhang and Maloney’s general representation of frequency 

and probability weighting functions is 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑤(𝑝)

1−𝑤(𝑝)
= 𝛾 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝

1−𝑝
+ (1 − 𝛾) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝0

1−𝑝0
        (7) 

 

where p0 denotes the intercept (fixed point) of the weighting 

function and γ is the slope of the logit function, i.e. the 

curvature of the weighting function. 

Expressed in the same format, the linear-in-log-odds 

weighting function is  

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑤(𝑝)

1−𝑤(𝑝)
= 𝛾 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝

1−𝑝
+ 𝜏                     (8) 

 

where γ is the curvature of the weighting function (α in our 

context) and β = eτ. 
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An equivalent expression to (7) is 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑤(𝑝)

1−𝑤(𝑝)
= 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝𝛾

(1−𝑝)𝛾
+ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝0
1−𝛾

(1−𝑝0)
1−𝛾             (9) 

 

and the VWD(p) weighting function can be expressed as 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑤(𝑝𝑖)

1−𝑤(𝑝𝑖)
= 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝𝑖
𝛾

∑ 𝑝
𝑗
𝛾𝑛

𝑗=1

                         (10) 

 

where i ≠ j, and γ = 1 – Hdist/Hmax. Comparing (9) and (10) 

shows that VWD(p) generalizes the log odds function by 

replacing the weighted log odds of p (i.e. the log of the ratio 

of p to 1 – p) with the logged ratio of (weighted) p to every 

other (weighted) probability in the same distribution. This 

replacement eliminates the need to add a β parameter or a 

fixed point p0 to the functional definition because it sets p0 

implicitly to 1/n. The proposed function also restricts the log 

odds function by setting γ to the redundancy of the 

distribution, due to which VWD(p) makes stronger a priori 

predictions. 

Redundancy in Psychophysics? It is widely known that 

studies on Stevens’s (1957) power law find different 

exponents for different kinds of quantities, such as for length, 

area, or volume. In light of the proposed framework, these 

exponents could reflect entropic properties of the context in 

which the quantity is estimated in a similar fashion as the 

slope of the log odds function reflects the redundancy of the 

choice context. 

    Formally, this can be illustrated using the Weber-Fechner 

law (a special case of Stevens’s power law) defined as 

 

𝑝 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑆

𝑆0
                             (11) 

 

where p is the perceived change in a physical stimulus, k is a 

sense-specific constant, S is the quantity of interest (novel 

stimulus), and S0 is the reference value. This can be 

equivalently expressed as 

 

𝑝 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑆𝑘

𝑆0
𝑘                                 (12) 

 

which, when compared to (10), suggests that the sense-

specific constant k could be determined by the redundancy of 

the stimulus environment and that each novel stimuli would 

be compared to every older stimuli in the evaluation context. 

In other words, if the number of reference stimuli were 

increased from one (the n = 2 case) to n > 2, the reference 

value would be a weighted average (or other combination) of 

the intensities of all stimuli (similarly as the reference point 

is (∑p)/n = 1/n in the present case) and the magnitude of 

perceived change would be altered correspondingly. 

Conclusion 

This paper proposed a line of research that applies 

information theoretic notions to decision making under risk 

and uncertainty, aiming to provide a psychological 

explanation for properties of existing probability weighting 

functions and to introduce testable novel predictions. Even 

though compatible with existing data, the predictions 

generated by this framework will still need to be 

systematically tested. If successful, these results will improve 

the predictive ability of models applied in the study of 

decision making under risk and provide a psychological 

explanation for so far unexplained properties of these models. 

Furthermore, because probability weighting functions tend to 

share characteristics with psychophysical weighting 

functions, the proposed approach is likely to have 

applications in these areas as well. If, as the present paper 

presumes, the utility associated with reducing uncertainty 

extends from perceptual processes to the inferential processes 

involved in decision making under risk, it could turn out that 

probability weighting functions and perceptual distortion 

functions share the same, information encoding based root. 
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Abstract 
The “primary-secondary learning gap” has long been discussed 
in Japan. Many students suddenly have difficulties in 
understanding subjects when they enter junior high school (7th 
grade in Japan). Despite the fact that textbooks are one of the 
most important learning instruments, the qualitative and 
quantitative change in the content of textbooks has not been 
examined in light of the primary-secondary learning gap. In 
this paper, we show that students are overloaded with the steep 
increase in the definitions of scientific concepts in textbooks. 
While the number of definition expressions in textbooks 
increases rapidly toward junior high school, students’ skills in 
understanding definitions develop only gradually. We 
demonstrated this through a quantitative linguistic analysis of 
textbooks and psychometric results of students’ reading skills. 

Keywords: Reading Comprehension; Textbook; Definition 

Introduction 
Modern science textbooks usually begin by defining a set of 
concepts on which a theory is built. This reflects the fact that 
science is an activity of capturing the infinite diversity of the 
real world with a finite system of signs, which includes both 
natural language and mathematics. The defined concepts 
serve as the contact points between the system of signs and 
the objects and phenomena in the real world. Thus, we can 
say definitions are the entrance point to scientific knowledge. 
From a pedagogical point of view, a fundamental question is, 
“Can students read and understand definitions in textbooks?” 

Numerous studies in the field of cognitive and 
developmental psychology have explored how children's 
reading comprehension develops and what skills are involved. 
With the exception of some text comprehension studies (e.g., 
Bransford & Johnson, 1972), the most common material in 
these studies has been the narrative text. Understanding 
definitions apparently involves a different skill than 
recognizing a state-of-affairs described in a text. To 
understand a definition means to be able to apply a definition 
to an object or phenomenon to tell whether it is in the scope 
of that definition. A recent large-scale study on students’ 
reading skills suggests that reading definitions is much more 
difficult than other types of language processing (Arai, Todo, 
Arai, Bunji, Sugawara, Inuzuka, Matsuzaki, & Ozaki, 2017). 

A textbook should be written so that a student can learn on 
his/her own even if it is mainly used as a material in oral 
lectures. However, we argue that students are overloaded 

with many definitions in textbooks. That is, there is a gap 
between the increase rate of the number of definitions in 
textbooks and the development rate of their reading skills. 

We demonstrated this through a quantitative text analysis 
of school textbooks and psychometric results of students’ 
reading skills. We first analyzed one of the most widely used 
science textbooks for 5th through 8th grades in Japan focusing 
on definition expressions. We then investigated the basic 
reading skills of students by using the results of a language 
skill test developed by Arai et al. (2017), which includes a 
type of question called instantiation, wherein a test taker must 
choose all proper examples of a scientific or mathematical 
concept described in a question. Figure 1 presents an example 
of an instantiation question, which is based on a text taken 
from a science textbook for 7th grade. The topic of an 
instantiation question includes both those that are taught in 
school (e.g., solute and solvent) and those usually not (e.g., 
sexy primes). Note that it is not suitable to evaluate students’ 
skills in reading textbooks based on the scores of an 
achievement test because problem solving is different from 
reading text to acquire a concept. 

Previous researches on textbooks have mainly focused on 

 
 

Grade 6th 7th 8th 9th 
%Correct 
Answers 12.7% 16.4% 18.8% 23.1% 

 
Figure 1: Instantiation question and percentage of correct 

answer (Correct answer: “Salt in salted water”) 
 

Read the following text.

Sugar water is made by mixing sugar with water. Like sugar
in sugar water, the substance which is dissolved in a liquid is
called solute, and, like water in sugar water, the liquid in
which solute is dissolved is called solvent. The mixture of a
solute and a solvent is called a solution. When the solvent is
water, the mixture is called an aqueous solution.

Select all items that are examples of a solute:

Ice in iced water
Water in iced water
Salt in salted water
Water in salted water
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what is written in textbook, how it is expressed, and how 
textbooks are produced. Pedagogy have traditionally put 
emphasis on historical studies of institutional issues and 
historical change of contents (e.g., Kaigo, Naka, & Terazaki, 
2017). Whereas in the interdisciplinary field of education and 
cognitive science there have been studies on the means of 
expression, for instance, specially designed fonts and 
universal designs (UD) for learners with a specific cognitive 
tendency, such as dyslexia and color blindness (Zhu & 
Kageura, 2019; Pisha & Coyne, 2001). Our research belongs 
to these cognitive science studies in the sense of evaluating 
textbooks based on psychological results but at the same time 
the present study delved deeper into the content of text. 
Besides, this paper is an attempt to evaluate textbooks for all 
students with no special attention to a certain cognitive 
tendency.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides an overview of the Japanese textbook-system and 
explanation of the primary-secondary learning gap. An 
overview of Arai et al.'s language skill test is also provided. 
Section 3 summarizes our hypotheses, Section 4 describes the 
methods and results, Section 5 provides a discussion of the 
results, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

Background  
We explain the Japanese administrative system concerning 
textbooks used in compulsory education and introduce a 
known issue in the Japanese education system called 
“primary-secondary learning gap.” We then describe a large-
scale experimental study on the reading skills of Japanese 
students, on the basis of which we argue there is a 
discrepancy between their reading skills and textbook content. 

Textbooks in Japanese School 
In Japan, textbooks used in compulsory education are created 
by nongovernmental publishers and then submitted for 
official examination by the Ministry of Education. The 
contents must follow a national curriculum standard, but the 
publishers may include their own learning method and ideas 
in the material. The final decision on which textbooks to use 
rests with each school. 

Primary-Secondary Learning Gap and Textbooks 
The primary-secondary learning gap has long been pointed 
out as a serious problem in the Japanese education system. 
Many students suddenly have difficulties in understanding 
subjects when they enter junior high school (7th grade in 
Japan). In the Japanese school system, 5th and 6th grades are 
the last two years of primary school, and junior high school 
is from 7th through 9th grades. People have given different 
explanations to this phenomenon. For instance, sudden 
changes in the style of teaching and increased difficulties in 
subject content have been suspected (Itou, 2013).  

Most students do not know the content of the subject ahead 
of learning. Note that we can not understand the content of 
knowledge directly, but only through language or symbolic 
expressions: there is no substance such as “knowledge” itself. 

Nevertheless, the qualitative and quantitative change in the 
expressions of the textbooks have not yet been examined in 
light of the primary-secondary learning gap. 

Reading Skill Test 
Arai et al. (2017) developed a test for assessing the reading 
skills of children and adults called the Reading Skill Test 
(RST). The RST is a computer-based test and all the 
questions are in multiple-choice style. The skills of the test-
takers are assessed by applying item response theory (IRT; 
Lord & Novick, 1968; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). In 
IRT, the chance of a subject 𝑖 correctly answering question 
𝑗 is modeled by a function on the subject’s ability 𝜃! and 
difficulty of the question 𝑏". 

The RST consists of seven question types: dependency 
(DEP), anaphora (ANA), paraphrase (PARA), inference 
(INF), representation (REP), instantiation-dictionary 
(INSTd), and instantiation-mathematics-and-science 
(INSTm). DEP and ANA questions test the ability of 
recognizing the syntactic and semantic structure of a sentence. 
PARA and INF questions test the ability of recognizing the 
logical relation between two text segments. REP questions 
test the ability of recognizing the relation between a text and 
schematic representation (diagrams and illustrations). INSTd 
and INSTm questions test the ability of recognizing the 
relation between a definition and its examples. Specifically, 
in INSTd questions, a definition of a word in a dictionary is 
presented and the test takers must choose its proper usages 
(example sentences) from the options. In INSTm questions, a 
definition of a mathematical or scientific concept is presented 
and the test takers must choose concrete examples of the 
concept. 

Most of the texts used in the RST are taken from textbooks 
approved by the Ministry of Education and are being used in 
Japanese junior high and high schools. Other texts are taken 
from newspapers and dictionaries. 

More than 120,000 people have taken the RST since 2014. 
The reliability and one-dimensionality of the test was shown 
by statistical analyses of the results (Arai et al., 2017). The 
test takers’ ability parameters 𝜃  assessed from the RST, 
when averaged within the school they belong to, were shown 
to correlate with their socioeconomic status (Arai et al., 2017) 
and level of their scholastic ability (Arai, Bunji, Todo, Arai, 
& Matsuzaki, 2018). 

In the current study, we used the data collected by Arai et 
al. to estimate the development rate of the skills in 
understanding definitions of scientific concepts and the speed 
of reading them. By combining these two quantities, i.e., the 
accuracy and speed of reading definitions, we demonstrated 
that the difficulty of commonly used science textbooks, 
measured in terms of the number of definitions, is far above 
the expected skill level of junior high school students.  

Hypothesis 
Two hypotheses are examined in the following section. First, 
we hypothesize that it is more difficult to understand the 
meaning of a sentence that defines a mathematical or 
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scientific concept than to recognize the syntactic and 
semantic structure of a sentence that describes some state-of-
affairs. It is examined by comparing the difficulty parameter 
of the INSTm questions of the RST with those of the other 
question types. 

Second, we hypothesize that the development of the skill 
in reading definitions is not as fast as necessitated for 
comprehending science textbooks used in Japanese junior 
high schools. We verify this in three steps. First, we examine 
the number of definition sentences in elementary and junior 
high school science textbooks. Second, we quantify the 
development of the skill in understanding definitions, 
measured from the accuracy and speed of the responses to the 
INSTm questions of the RST. Finally, we compare the rate of 
increase in the number of definitions in the textbooks with 
the expected rate of the development of the skill in 
understanding definitions to show the former is far more 
steep than the latter; this is quantitative evidence of the 
primary-secondary learning gap. 

Methods and Results 

Difficulty of Definition Understanding 
We applied the commonly used three parameter IRT model 
(3PL IRT) to the results of the RST. The number of 
participants is shown in Table 1. The 3PL IRT model 
involves the random guessing parameter 𝑐"  for each 
question 𝑗	in addition to the participants’ ability parameters 
𝜃!  and difficulty parameters 𝑏" .  The 𝑐"  parameter 
measures the inessential difference in the difficulty of the 
questions mainly due to the multiple-choice style (i.e., the 
effect of random guess among the choices by the participants 
having low reading skill). We can thus compare the difficulty 
of the different types of RST questions by comparing the 𝑏" 
obtained from 3PL IRT despite the fact that the number of 

options (two to four) and style of multiple-choice (single or 
multiple selection) differ across the questions. 
Figure 2 presents the distribution of 𝑏" of each question type. 
It reveals that INSTm questions are the most difficult among 
the seven question types. The shape of the distributions as 
well as the mean of 𝑏"  are quite different between the 
questions assessing basic syntactic and semantic processing 
skills (DEP, PARA, and ANA) and the two question types 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of difficulty parameters. Red arrow in 
plot for INSTm indicates difficulty of example question 
presented in Figure 1 (𝑏	 = 	1.124). 

 
Table 3: Example of definitions 

 
Grade Example 

P5 A liquid in which something is dissolved is called 
a solution. 

P6 Breathing is to take in oxygen and expel carbon 
dioxide. 

S1 
The difference in the arrival time of the primary 
and secondary wave is called the duration of 
preliminary tremors. 

S2 

Oxidation is a chemical reaction that occurs 
when a substance reacts with oxygen to form an 
oxide, whereas reduction is a chemical reaction 
in which oxygen is removed from an oxide. 

 

Table 1: Number of participants of RST by grade 
 

Grade Number of Participants 
≤ 5    783 

6 15,035 
7 23,558 
8 21,625 
9 16,078 

≥ 10 49,661 
 

  
Table 2: Basic statistics on science textbooks 

 

Grade # of 
sentences 

# of word 
tokens 

# of word 
types 

P5 1,067 16,962 1,621 
P6 1,214 20,092 1,782 
S1 1,168 23,904 1,989 
S2 1,292 27,486 2,069 
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assessing the skill in understanding definitions (INSTd and 
INSTm).
 

Analysis of Science Textbooks 
We examined one of the most commonly used science 
textbooks for 5th through 8th grades in Japan, i.e., for the fifth 
and sixth years of primary school and the first and the second 
years of secondary school, as we are concerned with the 
primary-secondary learning gap. We used P5, P6, S1, and S2 
to refer to the textbooks of 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, 
respectively. All the textbooks we examined were published 
by Tokyo Shoseki Co., Ltd (Mouri & Kuroda, 2016a, 2016b; 
Okamura & Fujishima, 2016a, 2016b) and used in 
approximately 35% of public schools in Japan. 

Table 2 shows the number of sentences, word tokens, and 
word types in the textbooks. We counted the sentences and 
sentential parts in the main body of the texts and the chapter 
and section titles. Sentences were decomposed into words by 
using the Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab (Kudo, 
Yamamoto, & Matsumoto, 2004).  

We searched definition expressions from each textbook 
and imparted annotations on them. Table 3 lists several 
examples of the definitions. The annotation policy was as 
follows: 
• We counted only definitions that are given completely 

in one sentence; there are few cases where a concept is 
defined with multiple sentences or a paragraph. 

• When more than one concepts are defined in one 
sentence, we annotated them separately (e.g., we 
consider there are two definitions in S2 in Table 3). 

Most concepts were defined with expressions that explicitly 
introduce a new concept such as “... is called ...” and “... is 
defined as ...”, and the names of the defined concepts were 
often written in bold face font. 

We then counted the number of definition expressions by 
grade and subject. Table 4 summarizes the results. There is a 
noticeable gap between primary and junior high school in the 
number of definition expressions. Figure 3 presents the plot 
of the total number of definitions for each grade. 

Quantifying Development of Skill of Definition 
Understanding 
Development of 𝜽𝒊   Figure 5 presents the boxplots of 𝜽𝒊 
of the test-takers in each grade (6th to 9th grades) and for five 
question types including INSTm. The other two question 
types (PARA and INF) exhibited similar trends. It also 
presents the regression lines of 𝒚 on 𝒙 where 𝒚 is the mean 
of 𝜽𝒊 over the participants in a grade and 𝒙 is the grade. 
The equation of the regression line is shown in the headings. 
The similar slopes of the regression lines (between 0.169 and 
0.178) indicate that, on average, the seven types of abilities 
develop similarly from 6th to 9th grades. 

Figure 4 presents the boxplot of the expected rate of correct 
answers in each grade (in logarithmic scale) for the 109 
INSTm questions, obtained by substituting the mean of the 𝜃 
of each grade for the 𝜃 of 3PL IRT. The regression line is of 
the mean of the log P(Correct response) on the grade, which 
means the expected rate of correct responses on typical 
INSTm questions with a participant having average ability. 
The slope of the regression line indicates that the expected 
rate of correct answers increases by approximately 
exp(0.137) ≈ 1.15 times each year. 

 
Increase in Reading Speed   We analyzed the response 
time to the RST questions to estimate the increase rate of 
reading speed. At least two factors are involved in reading 
speed: the characteristics of the text (e.g., length and 
difficulty) and those of the reader. To reduce the effect of the 
variation in the questions' characteristics, we used a linear 

 
 

Figure 3: Number of definitions in science textbooks 
 

Table 4: Number of definition expressions by subject 
 

 Grade 
 P5 P6 S1 S2 
Physics 2 6 37 36 
Chemistry 2 8 42 39 
Biology 9 11 23 52 
Earth science 7 10 47 45 
Appendix 2 2 3 2 
Total 22 37 152 174 

 
 

Figure 4: Distribution of expected rate of correct answers to 
INSTm questions by students in each grade 
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model of the logarithm of the response time, in which the 
above two factors are included as two sorts of independent 
variables: 

log 𝑡!" = 𝛽" − 𝜂! + 𝜖!" 
where 𝒕𝒊𝒋 is the response time on question 𝒋 by participant 
𝒊, 𝜷𝒋 is the question-dependent parameter that represents the 
logarithm of the response time to question 𝒋 by a participant 
with average reading speed, 𝜼𝒊  represents the average 
reading speed of participant 𝒊, and 𝝐𝒊𝒋 is the error term that 
is assumed to be normally distributed. Parameters 𝜷𝒋 and 𝜼𝒊 
were estimated by least square fitting, assuming that the mean 
of 𝜼𝒊  is zero (to avoid colinearity). Similar models of 
response time have been proposed in the psychometric 
literature (e.g., van der Linden, 2007). Although it is often 
assumed that 𝜼𝒊 correlates with 𝜽𝒊, no such correlation was 
observed from the results of the RST. 

Figure 6 presents the distribution of 𝜼𝒊 for the participants 
in each grade. The regression line is of the mean of 𝜼𝒊 on the 
grade. We can see that the reading speed on every question 
type increases by grade but at a different rate. Specifically, 

on DEP and ANA questions, the reading speed increases by 
approximately 𝐞𝐱𝐩(𝟎. 𝟏𝟑) ≈ 𝟏. 𝟏𝟒  times by grade, which 
means an average 9th grader answers to the DEP and ANA 
questions 𝟏. 𝟏𝟒𝟑 	= 	𝟏. 𝟒𝟖 times faster than an average 6th 
grader. Meanwhile, on INSTm questions, the rate of increase 
is 𝐞𝐱𝐩(𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟑) ≈ 𝟏. 𝟎𝟖  by grade, which amounts to the 
factor of only 𝟏. 𝟎𝟖𝟑 = 𝟏. 𝟐𝟔 between the reading speed of 
an average 6th and 9th grader. 

 
Development of Throughput of Definition Understanding 
We define the “throughput” of definition understanding as 
the expected number of definitions correctly understood per 
unit of time by a student. We can estimate this by multiplying 
the accuracy of definition understanding and the reading 
speed of them. Specifically, by adding the growth rate of 
𝐥𝐨𝐠	𝑷(𝐂𝐨𝐫𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐭	𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐩𝐨𝐧𝐬𝐞)  (Figure 4) and that of the 
logarithm of reading speed (Figure 6) for the INSTm 
questions, we obtained the expected increase rate of 
throughput 𝐞𝐱𝐩(𝟎. 𝟏𝟑𝟕 + 𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟑) ≈ 𝟏. 𝟐𝟑  by grade. This 
means, for example, an average 7th grader can understand 

 
 

Figure 5: Distribution of ability parameters 

 
 

Figure 6: Distribution of reading speed parameters  

 
Figure 7: Expected throughput of definition reading 

 

 
Figure 8: Expected throughput and number of definitions in 

textbooks relative to those of 6th grade 
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1.23 times more definitions than an average 6th grader in the 
same amount of time and at the same level of understanding. 
Figure 7 presents the curve of the expected throughput at each 
grade relative to the 6th grade.  

Although this throughput is, of course, a crude estimate of 
the true ability of the students’ science learning, it enables us 
to quantitatively compare the development of their ability 
against the increasing complexity of textbooks measured by 
the number of definitions in them. We accomplish this by 
comparing both quantities relative to those in a grade (e.g., 
6th grade) as the baseline. If the relative increase in the 
number of definitions in the textbooks is significantly faster 
than the development of throughput, there would be a high 
risk for the students not to be able to keep up with the pace of 
their science course. Unfortunately, this is the case shown in 
Figure 8, which presents the development curve of 
throughput (Figure 7) overlaid with the number of definitions 
in the textbooks (Figure 3). 

Of course, a textbook is not necessarily written so that a 
reader can understand it by reading it only once. It may thus 
appear too simplistic to directly compare the throughput with 
the number of definitions. However, it does not affect our 
conclusion much unless the chance of having complete 
understanding of a concept is superlinear (i.e., more than 
proportional) to the number of times one reads the definition. 
The low average score for the INSTm questions suggests 
such a superlinear effect is unlikely because takers of the RST 
can read the definitions as many times as they like. 

Discussion 
School hours are given to every student equally regardless of 
their throughput of understanding. Highly skilled students 
can understand all definitions given in the classroom. In 
contrast, there would be some unintelligible definitions for 
other students. As scientific knowledge is organized 
hierarchically, if such unintelligible definitions accumulate, 
the risk of dropout from the course would sharply increase. 

One can compensate for the increasing gap between the 
ability of learning and the difficulty of textbook by spending 
more time studying. However, a national survey (Japanese 
Ministry of Education, 2017) showed that Japanese junior 
high school students spend only slightly more time studying 
than elementary school students, which is apparently not 
enough for filling the gap exhibited in Figure 8. 

Different amendments to the current situation are 
conceivable. First, we could make the curriculum less 
crowded. Second, we could teach using various methods 
besides through text. For instance, movies and other digital 
teaching materials might be good complements to the 
textbooks. Specialized lessons for reading definitions, such 
as exercise of enumerating and checking the conditions in a 
definition expression, might also be effective.  

Conclusion 
We verified two hypotheses: 
1) It is more difficult to understand the meaning of a 

sentence that defines a mathematical or scientific 

concept than to recognize the syntactic and semantic 
structure of a sentence. 

2) The development of the skill of reading definitions is 
not as fast as necessitated for comprehending science 
textbooks used in Japanese junior high schools. 

Hypothesis 1) was verified by the result that INSTm 
questions are the most difficult among the seven question 
types of the RST. Hypothesis 2) was examined by the gap 
between the growth rate of the number of definitions in 
textbooks and the throughput of students. We suspect this 
discrepancy is one of the major reasons for the primary-
secondary learning gap in science and mathematics. 

The number of definition expressions in textbooks 
increases rapidly toward junior high school. In 7th grade, the 
number of definition expressions suddenly becomes four 
times more than that of the previous year. Some 
countermeasures such as special training curriculum for 
reading definitions are clearly needed. 
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Abstract 
The neocortex figures importantly in human cognition, but it is 
not the only locus of cognitive activities or even at the top of a 
hierarchy of cognitive processing areas in the central nervous 
system. Moreover, the form of information processing 
employed in the neocortex is not representative of information 
processing elsewhere in the nervous system. In this paper, we 
articulate and argue against cortico-centrism in cognitive 
science, contending instead that the nervous system constitutes 
a heterarchical network of diverse types of information 
processing systems. To press this perspective, we examine 
neural information processing in both non-vertebrates and 
vertebrates, including examples of cognitive processing in the 
vertebrate hypothalamus and basal ganglia. 

Keywords: basal ganglia; cortico-centrism; heterarchical 
organization; hypothalamus; neuromodulators; neuropeptides 

1. Introduction 
The neocortex is often viewed as the locus of cognitive 

activities. To many cognitive scientists, this cortico-centric 
view of cognition seems just obvious. The cortex is the locus 
to which the senses project information and from which 
motor commands originate. Cognition is understood as what 
occurs between these inputs and outputs as information is 
processed through a sequence of cortical areas until decisions 
are made in executive regions in the prefrontal cortex and 
commands issued to motor regions of cortex. (In recent years, 
some cognitive theorists have expanded their focus beyond 
the neocortex to include the loops linking cortex with the 
thalamus and basal ganglia. Even for these theorists, the 
cortex remains central.) We call this view cortico-centrism. 
We challenge the assumption that cognition is exclusively a 
feature of the neocortex. We focus on two features of cortical 
processing: restricted synaptic transmission and hierarchical 
structure, which are not shared by other brain regions which, 
we contend, play important roles in cognition. 

Signals are transmitted between cortical neurons primarily 
through neurotransmitters such as GABA and glutamate. 
What is characteristic of neurotransmitters is that they 
operate within a synapse: they are transported, typically in 
small vesicles, to the presynaptic terminal from which they 

 
1 The notion of heterarchy was introduced by McCulloch (1945) 

for non-hierarchical relations between values. We extend it to 
organization more generally. 

are released into the synaptic cleft. Some molecules bind to 
receptors on the postsynaptic neuron and those that do not are 
quickly removed from the synaptic cleft. As a result, synaptic 
information transmission tends to be highly specific on 
temporal and spatial scales. However, outside neocortex, 
many neurons communicate with volume transmitters 
(dopamine, serotonin, histamine, etc.) or neuropeptides 
(small molecules released from nerve cells which mostly act 
on G-protein coupled receptors). These are often released in 
large vesicles at locations other than synapses, including in 
the cell body. They are not broken down at the site but diffuse 
through cerebral spinal fluid or the circulatory system and 
affect the activity of many neurons and other cells that have 
receptors to which they can bind. Thus, information 
transmitted through volume transmitters and neuropeptides is 
much less specific on both temporal and spatial scales. These 
molecules often bind to neurons that also communicate using 
traditional neurotransmitters. In these cases, they modify the 
excitability, synaptic efficiency, and dynamics of the target 
neurons and alter the cognitive processing of the circuit in 
which these neurons are situated. Accordingly, they are 
characterized as neuromodulators. Thus, the first focus of 
cortico-centrism, restricted synaptic transmission, refers to 
the tendency to overemphasize the roles of neurotransmitters 
over neuromodulators in information processing.  

The second focus, hierarchical structure, limits one’s focus 
to one type of cognitive architecture as responsible for 
processing information, one in which neurons in layers are 
organized topographically and projections between layers 
link sensory processing regions to higher “cognitive” areas, 
and then down to motor areas. (In recent years, researchers 
have recognized the bidirectional flow of information as well 
as the direct connections between sensory and motor areas, 
but still accommodate these extensions within the 
hierarchical picture.) To a reasonable approximation, the 
focus on hierarchical structure fits the neocortex. However, it 
does not characterize other brain regions that consist of nuclei 
of neurons that reside in distributed networks in which they 
integrate inputs from and transmit outputs to a broad range of 
other nuclei. We use the term heterarchical1 for organization 
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that deviates substantially from hierarchy (e.g., by having 
multiple control mechanisms operating semi-independently 
on a given controlled mechanism, communicating in a variety 
of ways, and lacking a single highest-level controller).    

Both synaptic transmission and hierarchical structure are 
illustrated in many artificial neural networks. Such networks 
are hierarchical, processing input through a sequence of 
layers until outputs are generated. The connections between 
nodes resemble synaptic transmission and are often the only 
kind of information flow in the network. Finally, we note that 
the second focus is also strengthened by the first one: by 
foregrounding connections based on neurotransmitters (and 
backgrounding all others), the hierarchical structure in the 
cortex seems much more compelling. Volume transmitters, 
in contrast, are less likely to conform to hierarchical 
organization. 

To show the limits of cortico-centrism, we situate 
cognition within the context of basic information processing 
all organisms must perform. As highly organized systems, all 
organisms are far from equilibrium with their environments. 
To maintain themselves, they must procure energy and 
material resources while avoiding destructive forces in their 
environments (Moreno & Mossio, 2014). To carry out these 
activities as needed, they must control the production 
mechanisms that perform them. Control mechanisms require 
information either about the state of the organism or features 
of its environment (Bechtel, 2019; Winning & Bechtel, 
2018). Accordingly, information processing activities—
perceiving, categorizing, decision making, coordinating 
motor responses etc.—are activities all organisms must 
perform to maintain themselves A phylogenetic perspective 
reveals how multiple, partly independent information 
processing activities developed, taking advantage of 
chemical processes within cells. Although these activities are 
especially important in prokaryotes, plants, fungi, and 
animals lacking neurons,2 we limit our focus here to animals 
with neurons.  

Adopting phylogenetic perspective helps to illustrate the 
range of cognitive activities organisms perform. We begin in 
section 2 with Cnidarians, and in section 3 consider C. 
elegans. Similar activities are performed in vertebrates, but 
often in areas outside the neocortex. In sections 4 and 5 we 
focus on two structures outside of cortex that perform 
important cognitive functions in all vertebrates—the 
hypothalamus and the basal ganglia. We conclude by 
considering the implications of adopting a decentered 
perspective that emphasizes cognitive processes in multiple 
areas of the brain for cognitive science.  

2. Decentered Cognition in Cnidarians 
Cnidarians (jellyfish and polyps) branched off from other 

animal species very early3 and provide a glimpse into one of 
 

2 Trichoplax adhaerens provides a useful model of an animal 
without neurons. It has most of the components that in subsequent 
evolution were packaged into neurons, including a number of 
peptides. It has only six types of cells, whose activities are 
coordinated. Senatore, Reese, and Smith (2017) identified 

the earliest nervous systems. The core part of the nervous 
system in Cnidarians is a nerve net that lies between two 
layers of contractile cells—epidermis and gastrodermis—that 
constitute the bell. The nerve net includes what have been 
identified as sensory and motor neurons that together 
coordinate the contractions of epidermal cells (Keijzer, van 
Duijn, & Lyon, 2013). The nerves whose processes cross 
each other in the nerve net communicate bidirectionally by 
releasing neuropeptides that gate ion channels in the other 
neuron, altering its electrical activity (Golubovic et al., 2007; 
Grunder & Assmann, 2015).  

The nerve net provides an information processing 
backbone that coordinates contractile activity but is subject 
to modulation by other neurons that project onto it. There are 
two rings of neurons surrounding the bell. Neurons in the 
inner ring act as pacemakers, creating a rhythmic pattern that 
regulates activity in the nerve net and, consequently, 
contraction of the bell during swimming. Signaling from 
elsewhere in the organism serves to alter the pacemaker and 
hence swimming (Meech, 2019). For example, when a threat 
is detected (e.g., by contact with the tentacles), it induces 
larger contractions, leading to escape swimming. When the 
jellyfish is eating, neural signals halt the pacemaker 
(presumably to avoid dislodging the food). Often this 
information is conveyed chemically, leading Bosch et al. 
(2017) to claim “that the cnidarian nerve net, while 
structurally simple, is chemically complex” and to propose 
that it might rely on a “chemical connectome” in which it is 
not the specific set of synapses that determines activity, but 
the distinctive receptors that respond to transmitter 
substances that are distributed widely. 

In short, Cnidarian nervous systems illustrate that the 
features we associate with cortico-centrism are not universal. 
Cnidarians neither exhibit hierarchical structure nor rely 
exclusively on synaptic transmission for producing adaptive 
behaviors. Yet they process information needed to regulate 
their behaviors appropriately given environmental and 
internal circumstances. 

3. Decentered Cognition in C. elegans  
As the first organism for which researchers generated a nearly 
complete connectome (White, 1985; White, Southgate, 
Thomson, & Brenner, 1986; for a more recent update, see 
Varshney, Chen, Paniagua, Hall, & Chklovskii, 2011), the 
round worm C. elegans has provided a model organism for 
determining how a nervous system supports different 
behaviors. Based on the connectome, researchers were able 
to identify different circuits that respond to different signals 
and activate different behaviors. For example, in conjunction 
with the research on the connectome, Chalfie et al. (1985) 
characterized a circuit controlling backwards and forwards 
locomotion in response to a light touch to the head or tail 

endomorphin-like peptides released by sensory cilia that function to 
arrest beating of motor cilia during feeding. The endomorphin-like 
peptides also facilitate communication between organisms. 
3 There is a debate as to whether Ctenophora branched earlier, 

perhaps even before Porifera (Kristan, 2016). 
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(Figure 1). The sensory neuron for posterior touch, PLM, is 
connected by both chemical synapses and gap junctions 
(which connect the cytoplasm of two cells directly) to PVC, 
which sends excitatory connections to the motor neurons 
required for accelerating forward motion. In a similar way, 
anterior touch results in reversal and backward movement. 
This circuit became the model of other networks involved in 
chemotaxis, foraging, feeding, egg-laying, etc. in C. elegans. 

 
Figure 1. Circuit controlling forwards (Acceleration) and 

backward (Reversal) locomotion in C. elegans. From 
(Bargmann & Marder, 2013) 

These distinct circuits show that C. elegans employs a 
highly decentered, heterarchical cognitive system in which 
distinct neural mechanisms acquire, process, and utilize 
information for each of the worm’s activities. Subsequent 
studies revealed ways in which these circuits coordinate 
through a complex network of interneurons, many of which 
generate volume transmitters and neuromodulators that 
modify the behavior of individual circuits. For example, 
while only one neuron is able initiate an avoidance response 
to the repulsive odor of octanol when the worm is well-fed, a 
diverse set of sensory neurons can do so when it is starved. 
This change can be induced experimentally by the application 
of exogenous serotonin, known to be associated with food-
related behaviors (Chao, Komatsu, Fukuto, Dionne, & Hart, 
2004). Subsequent research revealed that other amines—
dopamine, tyramine, octopamine—as well as neuropeptides, 
released by a variety of different neurons, can also modulate 
the activity of the network (Wragg et al., 2007; Mills et al., 
2012). Bargmann (2012) concludes from these and similar 
findings that “information flow through C. elegans circuits 
depends on neuromodulatory states.” (p. 461). 

C. elegans employs multiple different control mechanisms 
to acquire and process information appropriately so as to 
behave as needed to maintain itself. These constitute a 
decentered, heterarchical system that relies extensively on 
neuromodulators to coordinate multiple control mechanisms. 

4. Decentered Cognition in Vertebrates: The 
Hypothalamus 

One might reject appeals to Cnidarians and C. elegans as 
supporting objections to cortico-centrism since such 
creatures do not even have a centralized brain, let alone a 
neocortex. We started with these examples because they 
illustrate principles, heterarchy and chemical modulation, 

that figure also in vertebrate cognition. We now turn to 
vertebrates and, in this section and the next, offer evidence 
that differences between invertebrates and vertebrates are 
exaggerated. The vertebrate brain also contains multiple 
distinct processing areas that figure importantly in cognitive 
activities. Many of these do not exhibit the two features of 
cortico-centrism but rather heterarchical organization and 
chemical modulation.  

An important finding in recent years is that the basic plan 
of the vertebrate brain is highly conserved. Regions have 
expanded differentially; in particular, the small pallium of the 
first vertebrates has expanded into the massive neocortex of 
humans (as well as the hippocampus and related structures). 
But structures such as the hypothalamus, basal ganglia, 
thalamus, and  cerebellum were all present in the common 
ancestor of vertebrates (Grillner & Robertson, 2016). These 
and other structures play important roles in cortical 
information processing. But what is especially notable is that 
they are adequate to generate much of the characteristic 
behavior of animals, as was revealed by research on 
decorticate animals (primarily cats) in the second half of the 
20th century (Bjursten, Norrsell, & Norrsell, 1976). As long 
as both the thalamus and basal ganglia were preserved, cats 
could live for years in the laboratory, processing the 
information needed to perform their daily activities. 

 We start with the hypothalamus, which processes 
information important for many behaviors, including eating, 
reproducing, and responding to threats. By regulating sleep 
and alertness, it also modulates processing in the neocortex. 
Notably, however, it is organized in a radically different 
manner than the neocortex. Rather than employing the two 
features of restricted synaptic transmission and hierarchical 
structure, the hypothalamus exercises control over behavior 
and other brain through “hundreds, perhaps thousands of 
chemically, connectionally, and functionally distinct cell 
populations” (Saper & Lowell, 2014). These different 
populations respond to different information about the state 
of the organism and send out regulatory signals that modulate 
physiological and motor systems. 

To illustrate the type of regulation performed by the 
different nuclei of the hypothalamus, we focus on just one 
example, the regulation of arousal by the hypocretin/orexin 
system. When hypocretin neurons were first identified (de 
Lecea et al., 1998; Sakurai et al., 1998), they were 
characterized as promoting eating behavior. Although they 
do figure in control of eating, a variety of studies soon 
pointed to a large effect on overall arousal. Recording from 
these neurons revealed that they fire maximally 10-20 
seconds prior to a sleep-to-wake transition (Lee, Hassani, & 
Jones, 2005), while optogenetic activation of these neurons 
can promote wakefulness (Adamantidis, Zhang, Aravanis, 
Deisseroth, & de Lecea, 2007). Silencing these neurons, in 
contrast, induces slow-wave sleep (Tsunematsu et al., 2013). 

An important feature of these neurons is that they project 
to and release hypocretin in many brain regions which have 
also been implicated in arousal (Figure 2). For example, they 
project to the locus coeruleus where experimental 
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administration of hypocretin promotes arousal (Gompf & 
Aston-Jones, 2008). Silencing hypocretin release in the locus 
coeruleus prevents sleep-to-wake transitions. (The locus 
coeruleus, in turn, is a primary source of cortical 
noradrenaline—a neuromodulator involved in promoting 
wakeful processing in the neocortex.) Other loci to which 
hypocretin neurons project are the dorsal raphe nuclei and the 
ventral periaqueductal gray, which contain serotonin and 
dopamine neurons whose activations generate the rapid 
transition from sleep to wakefulness (Moriya et al., 2017; 
Cho et al., 2017). Another dopaminergic center to which the 
hypocretin cells project is the ventral tegmental area (VTA). 
Although not traditionally linked to arousal, dopamine 
neurons in the VTA have now been implicated in 
wakefulness (Eban-Rothschild, Rothschild, Giardino, Jones, 
& de Lecea, 2016).  

 
Figure 2 Projections in the rat brain from hypocretin 

neurons in the thalamus. Figure from Eban-Rothschild, 
Appelbaum, and de Lecea (2018). 

We return to the VTA below, but to flesh out the picture of 
how hypocretin neurons process information, it is important 
to realize that they not only project broadly but receive input 
from multiple locations. Using retrograde tracers, Yoshida, 
McCormack, Espana, Crocker, and Scammell (2006) 
identified projections into regions containing hypocretin 
neurons from allocortex, claustrum, lateral septum, bed 
nucleus of the stria terminalis, many hypothalamic regions 
(e.g., the preoptic area, dorsomedial nucleus, lateral 
hypothalamus, posterior hypothalamus), as well as various 
brainstem regions (e.g., the periaqueductal gray, dorsal raphe 
nucleus, and lateral parabrachial nucleus). Inputs from the 
amygdala and bed nucleus of the stria terminali to the 
hypocretin neurons suggest how emotional states can affect 
arousal and the sleep-wake cycle. Inputs from the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus, primarily relayed via the 
subparaventricular zone and dorsomedial nucleus, are of 
particular significance since they carry information about 
circadian time that figures in maintenance of sleep.  

A variety of hormones also affect the activity of hypocretin 
neurons. Leptin, which is secreted by adipocytes and 
correlates with satiety, inhibits hypocretin neurons. When 
leptin levels are reduced during fasting, hypocretin neurons 
increase activity and promote wakefulness (Leinninger et al., 
2011). Likewise, ghrelin increases during fasting and also 
generates increased hypocretin activity. Relatedly, ghrelin 
itself generates feeding, but this can be blocked by 
attenuating hypocretin signaling (So et al., 2018). As a final 
example, there is a positive feedback loop between stress and 
hypocretin activity: stress activates hypocretin neurons 

(Winsky-Sommerer, Boutrel, & de Lecea, 2005), while  
hypocretin activity, in turn, results in subsequent increase in 
circulating glucocorticoids (Bonnavion, Jackson, Carter, & 
de Lecea, 2015). 

The picture that emerges is that hypocretin neurons 
regulate other brain and behavioral centers based on 
integrating information carried by a rich array of volume 
transmitters and neurotransmitters from a variety of sources 
relevant to the need for arousal. Hypocretin neurons are just 
one example of hypothalamic neurons that process 
information and regulate behavior but employ design 
principles very different than that of neocortex.  

5. Decentered Cognition in Vertebrates: The 
Basal Ganglia  

One may object that most of the behaviors regulated by the 
hypothalamus are not particularly “cognitive” and that it is 
cognitive behaviors, such as deliberate decisions, that are 
distinctively human and of principle interest to cognitive 
science. It is these activities that are dependent on the cortex 
and its restricted synaptic transmission and hierarchical 
organization. We argue that cortico-centrism is false even for 
high-level cognition by turning to our second example of 
non-cortical mechanisms in the vertebrate brain, the basal 
ganglia. The basal ganglia are a connected set of subcortical 
nuclei that have been identified as playing important roles in 
a variety of functions, such as sensorimotor processing, 
motivated behavior, reward learning, and “cognitive” 
activities of working memory, model-based planning, and 
attention.    

One distinctive feature of the basal ganglia that places them 
outside the cortical hierarchy is that they receive inputs from 
and send outputs to an extraordinary number of other brain 
regions, including sensorimotor, associative, and 
motivational areas of the cortex, as well as non-cortical areas 
such as motor command regions in the midbrain (Figure 3). 
In many cases, the inputs and outputs form loops through 
which the basal ganglia affect the same areas from which they 
receive inputs. 

 

 
Figure 3. Common organization of inputs into and outputs 

form the striatum (shown in blue) in vertebrate brains. 
Figure from Grillner and Robertson (2016). 

Another feature is that the basal ganglia exhibit a 
heterarchical internal organization that enables them to play 
crucial roles in the selection of internal and external 
responses. Here, we present a simplified picture to illustrate 
how the organization serves this function (Figure 4). 
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Different neurons in the input nuclei, known collectively as 
the striatum, project along one of two pathways to the output 
nuclei, the substantia nigra pars reticulata and the globus 
pallidus internus. The default activity of the output nuclei is 
to inhibit other brain regions, such as those shown in Figure 
3. Projections along what is known as the direct pathway 
serve to reduce this inhibition, allowing these other brain 
regions to carry out their activity, while projections along the 
indirect pathway serve to enhance the inhibition of these 
regions. Whether the direct or the indirect pathway is favored, 
leading to release or further inhibition of the target regions, 
depends on which neurons in the striatum receive the stronger 
inputs. There is yet a third pathway, known as the hyperdirect 
pathway that generates an overall stimulation to the output 
neurons and thereby raises the threshold that the direct 
pathway must overcome to release target areas from 
inhibition. By determining which areas are released from 
tonic inhibition, the basal ganglia select internal and external 
responses, including working memory updates, attentional 
shifts, and motor behaviors.  

 
Figure 4. Major structures and pathways of the basal 

ganglia. Figure from Rubin (2015). 
The activity of basal ganglia is not limited to response 

selection, itself an important cognitive activity; it also figures 
in other cognitive activities such as reward learning, habit 
formation, and sequence learning. In a particular striking 
example, Redgrave et al. (2010) provide evidence that 
competition between inputs from associative areas of cortex 
and prefrontal cortex is involved in switching from 
automatic, habitual processing to controlled, goal-directed 
processing.  

The basal ganglia are not organized hierarchically, nor are 
they situated in the hierarchy of cortical areas. Moreover, 
volume transmitters are essential for implementing the 
relevant information processing in the basal ganglia. 
Dopamine, shown as DA in Figure 3, is an important input to 
the striatum; dopaminergic neurons that project into the 
striatum arise in the VTA and the substantia nigra pars 
compactus. Dopamine, like other volume transmitters, 
disperses broadly from the cells that synthesize it and, by 
binding to receptors on other neurons, acts as a modulator on 
their activity. Indeed, the importance of the basal ganglia in 
the ability to initiate voluntary movement was first 
recognized in Parkinson’s patients, whose dopamine levels 
are significantly reduced. The striatal neurons that are the 
origin of the direct and indirect pathways are distinguished 

by different dopamine receptors. Dopamine increases the 
response of neurons in the direct pathway; accordingly, 
reduced dopamine impairs the ability of this pathway to 
overcome the tonic inhibition of the output regions of the 
basal ganglia.  

Dopamine signaling in the basal ganglia plays several 
important roles. In particular, phasic release of dopamine 
provides the reward signal that supports reinforcement 
learning which enables the basal ganglia not just to make 
selections but to learn to make better selections. A phasic 
increase in dopamine concentration results in greater 
responsiveness of the direct pathway, enhancing the 
likelihood of a similar response in the future, while a phasic 
reduction increases the responsiveness of the indirect 
pathway, making the response less likely.  

Adopting a comparative perspective, Hills (2006) 
advanced the hypothesis that tonic dopamine levels play a 
role in regulating explorative vs. exploitive behaviors in 
multiple domains. We noted in section 3 that in C. elegans 
dopamine acts as a modulator in the circuit for forward and 
backward movement. Hills, Brockie, and Maricq (2004) 
further showed that dopamine release in C. elegans leads to 
more turning, hence more investigation of the local area 
(exploitive behavior). Administration of a dopamine agonist, 
or ablation of the dopaminergic neurons, stops local search 
and results in the worm moving on to other locations 
(explorative behavior). Drawing upon this suggested role in 
regulating search in physical space, Hills et al. (2015) argue 
for the role of dopamine in regulating search in more 
cognitive domains such as memory and problem solving. The 
basal ganglia are one locus of this regulation. Low tonic 
dopamine levels result in oscillatory activity in the indirect 
pathway, resulting in more random variation in which inputs 
to the striatum are selected (explorative behavior). High tonic 
dopamine levels, in contrast, decrease the oscillation, limiting 
the output to the strongest input (exploitive behavior). 

Although our discussion is deliberately simplified (see 
Huang, 2017 for a philosophically-oriented overview), it 
reveals the basal ganglia to rely on volume transmitters and 
to be organized heterarchically, not hierarchically. While not 
fitting the cortico-centric perspective on information 
processing, they are nonetheless crucial for controlling 
behavior and high-level cognition. 

Implications of Decentering the Brain 
We have advanced examples from both non-vertebrates and 
vertebrates that reveal neural information processing very 
different from that performed in the neocortex. Unlike 
neocortex, much of this processing involves peptidergic and 
volume transmitters that behave differently than classical 
neural transmitters. Moreover, it occurs in heterarchically-
structured networks. We have focused on two examples of 
structures in vertebrate brains that differ from cortex in these 
respects and play important roles in determining behavior. 
There are numerous others, such as the superior colliculus, 
cerebellum and the thalamus, that could have been used to 
further illustrate our thesis. The upshot is that the vertebrate 
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brain contains a large variety of neural processing systems 
that cannot be characterized by cortico-centrism.  

The implications for cognitive science are two-fold. First, 
there are many other activities in the brain that are involved 
in processing information and regulating behavior. Many of 
these are commonly characterized in cognitive vocabulary 
and are performed independently of the neocortex. Rather 
than focusing on one central cognitive system, cognitive 
scientists should recognize that there are numerous different 
systems that each carry out specialized information 
processing tasks. Second, these systems employ architectures 
for processing information quite different from that provided 
by the cortex. Employing an artificial neural network as a 
model for all cognitive tasks may lead to misrepresenting 
how the brain performs cognitive activities. This is not to 
deny the significance of neocortical processing, but to 
contextualize it within a larger cognitive system. Once one 
does so, one can investigate the types of information 
processing it supports, and thus its distinctive contributions 
to our cognitive activities, while also recognizing that 
information processing in neocortex represents only one form 
of information processing important for cognition. 
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Abstract

Joint Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (JNMF) is a method
for factor analysis that is capable of simultaneously decom-
posing two datasets into related latent state representations.
Enabling factor analysis for contrasting applications, i.e., to
find common and distinct structural patterns in data, JNMF has
great potential for use in the field of cognitive science. Applied
to experimental data, JNMF allows for the extraction of com-
mon and distinct patterns of behavior thereby extending the
outcomes of traditional correlation-based contrasting methods.
In this article, we introduce JNMF to the field of cognitive sci-
ence and demonstrate its potential on the exemplary domain
of syllogistic reasoning by comparing reasoning patterns for
different personality factors. Results are interpreted with re-
spect to the theoretical state of the art in syllogistic reasoning
research.

Keywords: syllogistic reasoning; personality; nonnegative
matrix factorization; data mining; cognitive modeling

Introduction
At the core of scientific progress lies a substantial amount of
exploration. By letting oneself be guided by an insight-driven
fascination about a field of science, explorative analyses of
data lead to potentially unexpected results that could drive
future evaluations and progress.

A standard method for explorative research is factor anal-
ysis (e.g., Murphy, 2012). Aiming at representing a dataset
containing observed variables using a (usually lower) number
of latent unobserved variables, so-called factors, factor anal-
ysis effectively performs a latent state decomposition. As a
result, the actual observed variables in the data are modeled
as combinations of the latent factors. One such method is
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF), which performs a
decomposition of data into a nonnegative latent state (Liu et
al., 2006). In text mining, for instance, NMF is regularly used
to automatically analyze extensive corpora of documents in
order to extract representative topics for the texts (Pauca et
al., 2004).

Often, the goal of scientific investigation is the contrast-
ing of datasets. However, most standard methods for factor
analysis are only able to provide factorizations for a single

∗Both authors contributed equally to this manuscript.

dataset making them severely limited with respect to their ap-
plicability to contrasting tasks. If applied to two datasets, the
most important factors are obtained. However, the main dif-
ferences between both datasets are not neccessarily the main
factors. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the factors en-
abling contrasting of the datasets are found.

To make contrasting problems accessible via factor anal-
ysis, in the recent years, Joint Nonnegative Matrix Factor-
ization (JNMF), an extension to NMF, has been proposed.
JNMF simultaneously performs the factorization for two
datasets while constraining the process ensuring that both re-
sulting latent factorizations stay related to each other (Kim et
al., 2015). Thereby, contrasting applications can be realized
in a standardized framework.

In cognitive science, contrasting groups of individual can
help us to identify interindividual differences in cognitive
processes. For example, in the field of syllogistic reasoning,
one goal is to discover the inferential strategies applied by
different reasoners (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2016). Here,
approaches for contrasting could be a useful tool to disentan-
gle the behavioral strategies different groups of individuals
base their reasoning on. To identify factors that may relate to
different reasoning behaviors, a recent study has investigated
the connection between personality factors and reasoning per-
formance (Dames et al., in preparation). However, currently
the response patterns underlying these differences between
groups have not been explored.

We see a large potential for JNMF application in the field
of cognitive science. The method does not only perform a
superficial evaluation of homogeneity between datasets, but
allows for the extraction and subsequent analysis of in-depth
patterns of behavior. To demonstrate the general potential of
JNMF, in this article, we apply it to the exemplar domain of
syllogistic reasoning in an attempt to uncover differences in
reasoning patterns between personality factor groups.

Theoretical Background
Syllogistic Reasoning and Personality
In the following analyses, we will apply JNMF to data from
the domain of human syllogistic reasoning (e.g., Khemlani
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& Johnson-Laird, 2012), a form of deductive reasoning con-
cerned with quantified categorical problems of the form

All A are B
All B are C

What, if anything, follows?

A syllogism consists of two premises which make quan-
tified statements (using the quantifiers “All”, “Some”, “No”
and “Some ... not”) for three terms (A, B, and C). The goal
in syllogistic reasoning is to infer the quantified relation be-
tween the end terms, i.e., the terms appearing exclusively in
one of the premises. In total, there are 64 distinct tasks with
nine possible responses, eight of which are obtained by com-
bining the end terms (A, C) in either direction with the four
possible quantifiers. The ninth response option, “no valid
conclusion” (NVC), denotes that no logically valid conclu-
sion can be inferred from the premises.

Actively researched for over 100 years (Störring, 1908),
with at least twelve competing cognitive theories (see Khem-
lani & Johnson-Laird, 2012), the domain is heavily invested
in discussing the different observable patterns of human rea-
soning. The predictive performance of the existing cognitive
theories aimed at explaining syllogistic reasoning, however,
is worrisome (see Brand et al., 2019) and cannot entirely be
attributed to random noise in the data (Riesterer et al., 2019).
Such findings indicate that some factors so far neglected by
the theories of reasoning may exist and could help to explain
variance in the data. Hence, in a recent study we investigated
whether in addition to individual differences in cognitive abil-
ities also personality factors may be associated with the vari-
ance found in peoples’ reasoning performance (Dames et al.,
in preparation).

We employed the widely adopted personality model, the
Big Five Factor model (McCrae & John, 1992). It distin-
guishes five domains of personality: extraversion, agreeable-
ness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to expe-
rience. Although we were able to generally conclude that
some personality traits are of significance for individuals’ rea-
soning performance, the statistical analysis we conducted is
not able to capture differences in participants’ response pat-
terns. In this study, participants’ reasoning performance was,
for instance, negatively related with an individual’s consci-
entiousness. Other personality traits however (such as open-
ness) led to inconclusive results due to great interindividual
differences. As conscientiousness and openness were able to
explain a substantial amount of variance in the data, we will
exemplarily focus on these personality traits in the following
analyses.

Conscientiousness Conscientiousness refers to the ten-
dency to be planful, organized, goal-directed, and to fol-
low rules (McCrae & John, 1992). Conscientiousness is
associated with self-discipline, dutifulness, task orientation,
and rule abiding. Although conscientiousness has consis-
tently been demonstrated a good predictor for academic per-
formance (Poropat, 2009), it seems to be negatively related

to intelligence (e.g., Carretta & Ree, 2018; Moutafi et al.,
2004). In order to explain the observed relation to reason-
ing performance, we proposed—in line with studies on intel-
ligence—that individuals may develop conscientious charac-
teristics (e.g., plan more, being motivated, etc.) to compen-
sate for a low reasoning ability in order to perform well (see
also Rammstedt et al., 2016).

Openness to experience Openness to experience measures
the tendency to be original, inventive, and open to new ideas
and experiences (McCrae & John, 1992). Individuals scoring
high on openness actively pursue novel experiences and en-
gage in cognitively stimulating activities (e.g., reading news-
papers or solving puzzles). It is assumed that such activities
positively affect cognitive ability (see Ziegler et al., 2012). As
a result, various studies consistently found a positive relation-
ship between cognitive ability or intelligence and openness
(e.g., Carretta & Ree, 2018; Moutafi et al., 2006; Rammstedt
et al., 2016).

To explore how individuals who score either low or high
on such trait characteristics respond differently, we adapted
the Batch-Processing Approach, which is a recently proposed
method for JNMF (Kim et al., 2015), to reasoning data. In the
following paragraphs, we will briefly introduce the general
concept of NMF as well as the specific algorithm we used.

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)

Nonnegative matrix factorization is, similar to the well-
known Principal Component Analysis (PCA; e.g., Murphy,
2012), a method to reduce the dimensionality of input data.
NMF was successfully applied to a variety of problems, often
outperforming other methods in terms of the interpretability
of the latent representations. (Liu et al., 2006). For instance,
in the field of text mining and topic modeling, NMF was suc-
cessfully used to automatically extract patterns representing
the relevant topics of the given document sets (Pauca et al.,
2004). For data which is naturally represented by nonneg-
ative values, it is advantageous to enforce nonnegativity in
the latent state to preserve the meaning of values. This is of-
ten the case for behavioral data, especially when involving
multiple-choice decisions. As it is unknown if the selected
option was just slightly more appealing to the participant or
if there was an active decision against certain options, a nat-
ural representation for the data would be to assign a positive
value to the selected option and a “neutral” value of zero for
the remaining options. For a dimensionality reduction, even
though it would be mathematically correct, a latent represen-
tation including negative values can be undesirable, as it can
easily lead to a misinterpretation in terms of biases against
specific options (which is not justified given the data). Due to
the nonnegative constraints, the latent representation obtained
from an NMF preserves the original valence in these cases.

Formally, for a given dataset consisting of n datapoints
(e.g., participants in an experiment) with m features (e.g., re-
sponses) represented as a matrix X ∈ IRm×n

+ where IR+ de-
notes the set of positive real numbers, NMF is defined as
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a search for two matrices W ∈ IRm×k
+ and H ∈ IRn×k

+ with
the goal of approximating X while imposing a decomposition
into a latent state of dimensionality k:

X ≈WHT . (1)

By choosing k� min(n,m), the dimensionality reduction
is imposed, resulting in latent representations of the input
data. A column in the resulting matrix W is a vector de-
fined in terms of the m features, reflecting an iconic pattern
of the data (e.g., typical behavioral patterns of participants).
In addition, a column in H describes the relationship between
the patterns in W and the original datapoints. Currently, sev-
eral algorithms for computing the NMF exist which optimize
the method for specific use cases (Berry et al., 2007; Hoyer,
2004; Lee & Seung, 2001).

Joint Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (JNMF)
There exist extensions for NMF, called Joint Nonnegative
Matrix Factorization, that allow to contrast datasets by per-
forming simultaneous, joint decompositions (JNMF; e.g.,
Kim et al., 2015). For this paper, we adopted an approach
originally developed for contrasting topics between two sets
of documents, which relies on a simultaneous application of
NMF to both datasets while using two regularizing terms to
tie the W -matrices of both factorizations together (Kim et al.,
2015).

Formally, the matrices are divided into two parts Wc ∈
IRm×kc

+ and Wc ∈ IRm×kd
+ with kc + kd = k, where columns

of Wc represent latent patterns that represent commonalities,
while the columns of Wd represent differences between both
datasets.

In order to ensure that columns of both Wc-matrices are as
common to each other as possible, their difference is mini-
mized:

‖W1,c−W2,c‖2
F (2)

where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius-Norm defined as the
square root of the sum of the squares of the matrix. Similarly,
the overall conformance of both Wd matrices is minimized:∥∥W T

1,dW2,d
∥∥

1,1 (3)

where ‖·‖1,1 denotes the absolute sum of all entries of the
matrix. When combined with the minimization of the recon-
struction error, the following optimization problem for JNMF
is obtained:

min
W1,H1,W2,H2≥0

1
n1

∥∥X1−W1HT
1
∥∥2

F +
1
n2

∥∥X2−W2HT
2
∥∥2

F

+α‖W1,c−W2,c‖2
F +β

∥∥W T
1,dW2,d

∥∥
1,1 (4)

where X1 ∈ IRm×n1
+ and X2 ∈ IRm×n2

+ are matrices represent-
ing the datasets (i.e., responses× participants for syllogistic
reasoning data) and α and β are regularization-factors for the
commonality and the difference terms, respectively. For syl-
logistic reasoning, the resulting matrices W1 and W2 consist

of k latent response-vectors, which can be interpreted as re-
sponse patterns, while H1 and H2 assign the patterns to the
respective participants.

Method
The overall goal of our application of JNMF to the domain of
syllogistic reasoning is the explorative contrasting of reason-
ing patterns. The common and distinct submatrices Wc and
Wd generated by JNMF allow us to investigate which patterns
of inference remain consistent and which emerge as distinct
across personality factors. In this scenario, the submatrix Wd
is of special interest since it allows for a contrasting of rea-
soning behavior.

Syllogistic Dataset
For our analyses, we relied on existing data collected in a pre-
vious study (Dames et al., 2020). In this study, participants
took part in three experimental sessions each one week apart
and completed in addition to the syllogistic reasoning task
various cognitive ability tests and personality questionnaires.
The dataset we used is based on n= 106 participants and con-
tains the data from the syllogistic reasoning test as well as the
Big Five personality instrument (assessed with the German
Big-Five-Inventory-SOEP; BFI-S; Gerlitz & Schupp, 2005).
In the syllogistic reasoning tasks, participants had to generate
a conclusion for all 64 possible syllogism types (production
task design; content concerned names of professions, sports,
and hobbies).

Data Preprocessing To make the data accessible to
JNMF, we converted the categorical responses to their
onehot-encoded representations, i.e., nine-dimensional vec-
tors identifying a response by setting the value of the
corresponding dimension to 1 while keeping the remain-
ing dimensions at 0. For example, “All A are C” is
encoded as (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) and “All C are A” as
(0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), inflating the data by a factor of nine. As
a result, each individual is represented as a vector of dimen-
sionality 576, which leads to a total data matrix of dimension-
ality 576× 106. Since we are interested in contrasting indi-
viduals with different personalities, we split the data into two
groups of individuals, scoring low and high based on the me-
dian values, for openness and conscientiousness. From this
we obtain two input matrices Xlow and Xhigh. Applying JNMF
to Xhigh and Xlow yields two pairs of matrices Whigh ∈ IR576×k

+ ,

Hhigh ∈ IR
nhigh×k
+ and Wlow ∈ IR576×k

+ , Hlow ∈ IRnlow×k
+ , where

nhigh and nlow denote the number of participants in the respec-
tive groups. The W matrices contain the identified response
patterns (common and distinct), while the H matrices contain
the association between the pattern and the participants.

Applying JNMF
Since we were aiming for a first intuition for the differences
between the groups of reasoners and expected them to be
small, we set kc = kd = 1. This results in the algorithm com-
puting one general common pattern and one main distinct
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Table 1: Results from applying JNMF to the syllogistic data while considering different personality factor groups (high vs.
low). α and β show the hyperparameter values found by the grid search. Errors denote the results for the optimization targets of
JNMF. Finally, importances based on the H matrices for the common and distinct patterns as well as the specific importances
of the high and low patterns are shown.

Errors Importances
Property α β Common Distinct Reconstruction Common Distinct High Low
Conscientiousness 300 250 0.0199 0.0051 0.0011 0.6775 0.3225 0.3086 0.3334
Openness 500 250 0.0122 0.0038 0.0011 0.7415 0.2585 0.2718 0.2475

pattern for each group, which is well suited for obtaining a
coarse overview of the behavioral properties of the data. For
an in-depth analysis of different patterns that occur within a
group, higher values for kc or kd are favorable but introduce
the risk of mistakenly capturing noise if the patterns are to
weak.

A core difficulty of using the batch-processing algorithm
for JNMF (Kim et al., 2015) is the choice of hyperparameters
α and β, which are used to regularize the matrix factoriza-
tion procedure. To select optimal hyperparameter values, we
applied a grid search optimizing for the reconstruction error,
the deviance of the commonality between the common sub-
matrices W1,c and W2,c, as well as the degree of distinctiveness
between W1,d and W2,d . However, as for most optimization al-
gorithms with random initialization, the algorithm might still
find different local minima across multiple runs. To minimize
the impact of this problem, we repeatedly ran the algorithm
for each parameter configuration.

In the following section, we present an analysis of the ma-
trices, and therefore reasoning patterns, resulting from the ap-
plication of the JNMF using the best values obtained from the
grid search. The respective errors and specific parameters are
depicted in Table 1.

Results
Figure 1 illustrates the patterns from the W matrices obtained
from applying JNMF to the dataset split by conscientious-
ness. The patterns for high and low correspond to columns in
the respective Wd matrices, while the mean of the respective
common columns in Wc,1 and Wc,2 is shown. For better clarity,
the vectors with a dimensionality of 576 were re-transformed
to matrices with dimensions of 64×9, depicting the weights
for the 9 responses for each of the 64 syllogisms in a heatmap.
Due to space limitations, we only present the pattern for con-
scientiousness1. However, openness showed similar results
but with the high and low patterns reversed.

Figure 1 suggests that the differences between the high and
common pattern are greater than between low and common.
The main reason for this are differences in participants’ like-
lihoods to respond NVC: the low pattern is largely focused
around NVC whereas this response option is almost absent in
the high pattern. This is an important observation since NVC

1All results and materials are available on GitHub: github.com/
Shadownox/cogsci-jnmf

response behavior can be discussed as one of the major dif-
ferences between deliberative and heuristic reasoning (Ragni
et al., 2019). Following this interpretation, the patterns would
suggest that conscientious reasoners are less likely to engage
in deliberative reasoning.

The low errors (see Table 1) illustrate the success of the al-
gorithm’s applications with maximums of 0.02 for the com-
mon and 0.005 for the distinct patterns as well as a recon-
struction error of 0.001. This allows us to investigate the pat-
terns with low risk of interpreting random noise induced by
the algorithms initialization.

Additionally, Table 1 contains importance values for the
obtained patterns that were derived from the values of the H
matrices, which represent individual scaling factors for the
patterns in W . The importances were calculated from the sum
of the respective columns in the H matrices normalized by the
total sum of the H matrices. By computing the proportion of
values H contains for the common and distinct patterns, we
can estimate the importance the algorithm attributes to them.
The importances for the high and low patterns in Table 1 ex-
tend this by detailing the importances of the patterns for their
respective personality groups. In general, groups seem to be
very common (above 67% importance for all personality fac-
tors) with differences playing only a minor role. Moreover,
there exist differences between the low and high pattern im-
portances, suggesting that one group is slightly more consis-
tent than the other (e.g., openness with 0.27 and 0.24 for high
and low, respectively).

Furthermore, we can investigate the importance on the
level of single participants. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
the normalized H values for conscientiousness. The distribu-
tion for the common pattern suggests, that most participants
are represented by the common pattern. The left-skewed dis-
tribution for the high and low patterns indicates that the pat-
tern is not important for most participants in the respective
group. However, for some participants the H values are high,
which means that the pattern describes a subgroup of partici-
pants apparent in the respective group. This is to be expected,
as the influence of conscientiousness, although reaching sig-
nificance on a correlational level (Dames et al., in prepara-
tion), should not be strong enough to produce patterns that
are consistent across all participants.
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Figure 1: Heatmap of the patterns in the W matrices result-
ing from applying JNMF to datasets with high and low con-
scientious reasoners. For the 64 syllogisms (rows) and nine
responses (columns), cell colors reflect the weights of the re-
spective response to the pattern. Syllogisms and tasks are
labeled using abbreviations A, I, E, and O for the quantifiers
“All”, “Some”, “No”, and “Some ... not”, respectively, num-
bers reflecting the syllogistic figure, i.e., the order of terms
in the premises (for an overview, see Khemlani & Johnson-
Laird, 2012), as well as “ac” and “ca” representing the order
of terms in the conclusion.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the weights JNMF assigns between
each pattern and reasoner for conscientiousness. Bars denote
the frequencies of pattern values (bin widths of 0.1) in terms
of the number of individuals they are assigned to. Numbers
in the condition titles (high, common, low) denote the total
number of individuals contained in this group.

Connection to Cognitive Theories
In an attempt to ground the obtained results on the theoreti-
cal work from the field of syllogistic reasoning research, we
compute the match between the identified patterns and the
predictions of the most prominent cognitive theories (as re-
ported in Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). For this, the pre-
dicted conclusions of the cognitive theories were represented
as 64× 9 matrices, i.e., in the same way as the patterns. In
cases where theories predicted multiple conclusions, a value
of 1
|conclusions| was used for the corresponding responses. As

a measure for the congruency we used the cosine similarity
between the pattern and the theory-vector.

Figure 3 shows the results for conscientiousness and open-
ness depicting the congruency between the obtained patterns
with the conclusions predicted by syllogistic theories to illus-
trate their behavioral differences.

For conscientiousness, the radar plot confirms the observa-
tions detailed above, showing that reasoners in the low group
seem more aligned with the inference mechanisms postu-
lated by models inspired by logic principles such as PSYCOP
(Rips, 1994), which assumes formal rule-based inferences.
The pattern for highly conscientious reasoners, on the other
hand, has its highest congruency with the Matching heuristic
(Wetherick & Gilhooly, 1995) representing a classical fast-
and-frugal system 1 heuristic (Evans, 2003) operating only
on structural properties of syllogisms.

Those participants also show a tendency towards congru-
ency with models which do not include NVC in their predic-
tions (e.g., Atmosphere, Matching), which is in line with the
observation from Figure 1.

Overall, the low pattern aligns better with the theories of
syllogistic reasoning indicating a more consistent reasoning
behavior. The high pattern, on the other hand, generally
scores lower, which could be an indicant for more noise in
its pattern. This might limit its ability to be aligned with a
theory’s prediction. Results for openness show the opposite
with the high pattern being more consistent with logical the-
ories and vice versa.

Validation of Pattern Predictions
In a final analysis, we want to make sure that the obtained pat-
terns are indeed able to provide suitable descriptions for the
distinct behavior of the personality factor groups they were
extracted from. To this end, we subject patterns as mod-
els to an evaluation of their predictive performance. We ex-
pect them to be able to better capture their own group than
the other. Note, that by treating patterns as models we do
not expect them to be highly accurate on an absolute scale
since they only reflect their group’s distinct behavior without
considering the much more important common parts of the
group’s reasoning behavior (cf. Table 1). As such, we fo-
cus on an interpretation of the changes in predictive accuries
between the groups.

Figure 4 shows that both personality factors agree in that
the patterns obtained from JNMF truly capture the distinct be-
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Figure 3: Radar plots depicting the match between JNMF
patterns (for reasoners with high and low personality factor
values) and cognitive theories for human syllogistic reasoning
(taken from Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). Distances to
the center reflect congruencies with the respective theories.

havior for their respective groups (accuracies decrease when
applied to the opposite group). Also, as expected, the com-
mon pattern performs better on an absolute scale than the dis-
tinct models confirming its generally higher importance (cf.
Table 1).

For conscientiousness, as expected, the performance of the
low pattern is more similar to common than to high pattern’s
performance (follows the observations from Figure 1). More-
over, the high group is represented worse by the pattern ex-
tracted from it. This could hint at inconsistent response be-
havior for example due to noise instead of actual systematic
reasoning strategies that could be postulated based on the ob-
servations from Figure 3.

In comparison to conscientiousness, openness exhibits in-
verse results. Overall, the differences in performances be-
tween the data groups are much smaller than for conscien-
tiousness, which suggest an overall lower significance of the
patterns.

General Discussion
In this article we proposed the use of matrix factorization for
the explorative analysis of behavioral data from cognitive sci-
ence and demonstrated its application to the domain of syllo-
gistic reasoning. Matrix factorization is a valuable method for
the development of intuition with successful applications to a
wide variety of domains (see Liu et al., 2006). Joint nonnega-
tive Matrix Factorization (JNMF; Kim et al., 2015), a recently
introduced extension to standard Nonnegative Matrix Factor-
ization (NMF), allows for the decomposition X ≈WHT for
two datasets X1 and X2 simultaneously. As its output, the
method produces two sets of W and H matrices representing
the common and distinct patterns in the group. For behav-
ioral data, this allows for the detailed contrasting of different
groups of individuals.

Applied to syllogistic reasoning data and additional infor-
mation about big five personality factors, JNMF allowed us to
obtain patterns representing the common and distinct behav-
iors between groups of different personalities (high vs. low
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the obtained patterns in terms of their
predictive performance (high, common, and low model). Pat-
terns are expected to score higher on their respective groups
of reasoners (high vs. low personality factors) and lower than
common due to their limited importance (cf. Table 1).

values for conscientiousness and openness). Overall, JNMF
managed to reliably represent the data in terms of its resulting
W and H matrices. Our results were in line with our previous
findings (conscientiousness is the most influential factor), but,
crucially, allowed for a more in-depth analysis of the differ-
ences between groups by detailing the distinct reasoning pat-
terns. By interpreting the scoring weights for the identified
patterns contained in the H matrix, we were able to deduce
their importances. Moreover, comparing the patterns to the
conclusion predictions of cognitive theories, we were able to
provide a method allowing for grounding results on the theo-
retical insight in the field. Finally, we presented a method for
validating the distinctiveness of the patterns by interpreting
them as predictive models, thereby making them accessible
for statistical testing.

Although JNMF achieved promising results already, the
proposed method still offers much potential for improvement.
Domain-specific regularization of the factorization and spar-
sity constraints could help to reduce the complexity of the
method while providing more precise patterns. Additionally,
future work could focus on finding possibilities to disentangle
the different behavioral strategies contained in the data by de-
termining optimal values for kc and kd . In sum, JNMF proved
to be a promising and reliable tool to identify different be-
havioral patterns. Importantly, this method adds to typically
performed statistical predictor analyses (e.g., regressions) as
the contrasting allows for a deeper understanding of the data.
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Abstract

Distributional models of semantic cognition commonly make
simplifying assumptions, such as representing word co-
occurrence structure by prototype-like high-dimensional se-
mantic vectors, and limit how retrieval processes may con-
tribute to the construction and use of semantic knowl-
edge. More recently, the instance theory of semantics (ITS,
Jamieson, Avery, Johns, & Jones, 2018) reconceived a dis-
tributional model in terms of instance-based memory, allow-
ing context-specific construction of semantic knowledge at the
time of retrieval. By simulation, we show that additional en-
coding and retrieval operations, consistent with learning and
memory theory, can play a crucial role in flexibly controlling
the construction of general versus specific semantic knowl-
edge. We argue this consolidation of processing principles
holds insight for distributional theories of semantic cognition.

Keywords: distributional semantics; higher-order similarity;
instance theory; surprise-driven learning; retrieval

Introduction
People flexibly understand word meaning at multiple levels
of similarity and in different contexts. For example, the word
cat could be similar to subordinate (tiger), basic (dog) or su-
perordinate (animal) category words; associates (house, hat,
or Felix); alternative meanings (a person in jazz, or Caterpil-
lar machinery); or words in general compared to nonwords.
How people flexibly control the specificity of their seman-
tic knowledge remains unclear. Stable semantic representa-
tions for words may become positioned in high-dimensional
semantic space to permit multiple comparisons for mean-
ing along general and specific lines. Or, semantic repre-
sentations could be more labile, potentially granting pro-
cesses associated with encoding and retrieval operations con-
trol over the construction of general versus specific seman-
tic meaning. The present work merges assumptions from
three memory models, MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1984), the
instance theory of semantics (ITS, Jamieson et al., 2018) and
the instance theory of associative learning (MINERVA-AL,

Jamieson, Crump, & Hannah, 2012), to examine how learn-
ing and memory operations participate in the flexible con-
struction of general and specific semantic knowledge.

As accounts of semantic cognition, we distinguish between
representation and retrieval models. Distributional models
typically articulate processes for forming semantic represen-
tations but underspecify the role of retrieval. For exam-
ple, models like LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 1997), BEA-
GLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2007), and word2vec (Mikolov,
Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) represent word
meaning in terms of high-dimensional vectors sensitive to co-
occurrence structure in natural text, whereby words closer in
semantic space are closer in meaning. Furthermore, repre-
sentations are prototypic because each word has one vector
that roughly averages over co-occurrence structure with other
words in the corpus. The prototype assumption is obvious for
polysemous words. For example, “bank” could refer to a river
or financial institution; but, a prototype representation aver-
ages the distinction with a single vector partway between the
two meanings. Nevertheless, prototype representations can
be sensitive to multiple levels of similarity (e.g., cat can be
similar to lion and animal) because words can be positioned
in high-dimensional space to somewhat align with multiple
levels of meaning. Retrieval minimally involves comparing
word similarity in high-dimensional space, but does not in-
teract with encoding or construction of semantic represen-
tations. Finally, models use various pre-processing steps,
like stop-word exclusion, log and entropy transformations
(LSA), and negative information sub-sampling (word2vec),
or post-processing transformations of base-rate information
(e.g., Johns, Mewhort, & Jones, 2019) to further improve the
specificity of semantic representations.

Outside of semantic modeling, instance/exemplar theories
have risen against prototype accounts (e.g., in categorization
and concept formation, Jacoby & Brooks, 1984). Instance
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theory assumes that memory encodes a history of richly
featured examples as traces, and retrieves them in context-
specific fashion by their similarity to patterns in the immedi-
ate environment. Although the composition of examples in
memory is stable, knowledge as content retrieved from mem-
ory is labile depending on retrieval conditions and operations.

Recently, ITS (Jamieson et al., 2012) applied instance the-
ory to distributional semantics by combining BEAGLE word
representations (Jones & Mewhort, 2007) with MINERVA 2
encoding and retrieval operations (Hintzman, 1984). In BEA-
GLE, a semantic vector is a prototype aggregating over sen-
tence representations containing a word. By contrast, ITS
encodes individual sentences as memory traces, and aggre-
gates over them at retrieval allowing retrieval conditions to
selectively modulate the construction of word meaning. For
example, ITS handles polysemy by retrieving the meaning
of a probe word (bank) depending on the conditions of local
context (river vs. piggy). ITS showed how the selective con-
struction of semantic knowledge from memory can depend
on retrieval conditions (e.g., probe context), but did not fully
consider how its encoding and retrieval operations offer addi-
tional control over the specificity of semantic representations.

Here, we establish the value of importing assumptions
about encoding and retrieval operations from learning and
memory theory into a modification of ITS (ITS 2). A par-
simonious feature of ITS 2 is the consolidation of processing
assumptions made between variants of MINERVA 2 that were
not originally expressed in ITS. For example, MINERVA-
AL (Jamieson et al., 2012) is an instance account of asso-
ciative learning phenomena that employed a modified encod-
ing rule, termed discrepancy encoding. Whereas MINERVA
2 and ITS encode each new experience as a raw trace in
memory, MINERVA-AL mimicked the principle of surprise-
driven learning (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) by encoding only
features of a new experience that were unexpected by mem-
ory. In ITS 2, we show that a form of discrepancy encod-
ing, termed weighted expectancy subtraction (because it can
be performed at encoding or retrieval) controls the specificity
of semantic knowledge. Similarly, MINERVA 2 allowed the
possibility of iterative retrieval, where memory responses in-
spire successive waves of retrieval. We show that iterative
retrieval in ITS 2 allows traversal of higher orders of seman-
tic similarity and controls the generality of semantic knowl-
edge. In the general discussion, we speculate that encod-
ing and retrieval operations are crucial for negotiating the
integration of general and specific expectations for word co-
occurrence in semantic representations, and may approximate
post-processing transforms for weighting word base rate in-
formation known to improve word-embedding quality (Johns
et al., 2019).

ITS and ITS 2
We first define ITS and ITS 2, and then trained them on an
artificial language with known word co-occurrence structure.
This enabled clear accounting of encoding and retrieval oper-
ations controlled recovery of specific and general aspects of

the semantic space.

Word representation Following BEAGLE, words are arbi-
trary perceptual objects with no pre-existing similarity. Each
word, is assigned an environment vector, ei, by randomly
sampling n values from a normal distribution (µ = 0, σ =
1/
√

n), where n determines the dimensionality of the vector
space. Thus, all words are ortho-normal in expectation. ITS
can accommodate other representational assumptions and we
used a identity matrix, with the diagonal set to 1, and the
number of rows/columns equal to the number of words in the
language. We used a one-hot coding scheme for pedagogical
reasons, and the results of the following simulations do not
depend on this coding scheme.

Memory ITS preserves experiences with individual sen-
tences in memory. For example, committing a sentence to
memory involves summing the environmental vectors for the
words in the sentence, and entering the composite vector as a
new row in the matrix:

Mi = ci =
j=h

∑
j=1

ei j (1)

M is the memory matrix, and ci is a sentence context. ci is
stored in a new row in Mi as a composite trace by summing
the ei j environment vectors for each word, from 1, to h, in
the sentence. For example, the sentence context, ci, “I like
cats” is the sum of eI + elike + ecats word environment vec-
tors. The number of words inside a trace, h, is a windowing
parameter that must be larger than one word, otherwise the
memory will return perceptually similar traces, rather than
semantically similar ones. We note that the memory matrix
becomes a document-term matrix of word frequencies when
the environment vectors for words are taken from an identity
matrix.

Retrieval Word meaning is constructed at retrieval. Mem-
ory is probed with a word and returns an echo response. The
echo is the sum of similarity weighted traces to the probe, and
taken as the semantic vector for the probe word. Retrieval and
echo construction follow MINERVA 2. First, memory M is
probed, p, with a word environment vector (p j = ei) and the
cosine similarities between p j and all traces M are computed
to produce a vector of trace activations ai:

ai = (
∑

j=n
j=1 p j×Mi j√

∑
j=n
j=1 p2

j

√
∑

j=n
j=1 M2

i j

)τ (2)

where, ai is the activation (cosine similarity to probe) of trace
i in memory, p j are the jth features of the probe, Mi j are the
jth features of each trace i in memory, and n is the number
of columns in memory setting the dimensionality of the vec-
tor space. The vector of activations is raised to a power, τ,
controlling a retrieval gradient determining selectivity in the
composition of the echo. The activation vector is a record
of similarity between the traces and the probe spanning the
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range −1 to 1, with ai = 1 when a trace is identical to the
probe, ai = 0 when a trace is orthogonal to the probe, and
ai = −1 when the trace is opposite the probe. When τ = 0,
activations are squashed to -1 or 1. When τ is an even num-
ber, the original sign of each activation value is retained after
multiplication.

Second, the memory-based semantic representation, semi,
for the probe word is retrieved as an echo by summing the
traces in proportion to their activation. Specifically, all traces
in memory are multiplied by their activations, and the echo is
formed by summing the weighted traces:

semi = echo j =
i=m

∑
i=1

j=n

∑
j=1

ai×Mi j (3)

where, echo j is the jth feature of the echo, m is the number
of traces in memory, ai is the activation of trace i, and Mi j
are the jth values of each trace i in memory. In ITS, the echo
vector is used as the semantic representation for the probe
word, semi.

Words are compared for semantic similarity by compar-
ing their respective echoes. Semantic similarity between two
probes words, cos(p1, p2), is computed between their respec-
tive echoes using a cosine.

cos(p1, p2) =
∑

j=n
j=1 echo1 j× echo2 j√

∑
j=n
j=1 echo2

1 j

√
∑

j=n
j=1 echo2

2 j

(4)

Briefly, words become similar to one another by appearing
in similar sentences. For example, probing the word “doc-
tor” will return an echo comprised of a sum over sentences
including “doctor”. This echo will be similar to the echo for
words like “nurse” which sums over sentences with overlap-
ping words (e.g., hospital).

ITS 2: Weighted expectancy subtraction at encoding
ITS 2 implements weighted expectancy subtraction during
encoding in a similar manner to MINERVA-AL’s discrepancy
encoding rule. The difference is the subtraction between the
probe and the echo is weighted by x, controlling the amount
of expectation to be subtracted. Weighted expectancy sub-
traction is applied at each step across training. For exam-
ple, when a new sentence is experienced, the sentence con-
text vector ci is used as a probe to memory to generate an
echo. The echo represents the memories’ expectation for the
new sentence. If the new sentence is fully expected, then the
memory can reconstruct the new sentence on the basis of its
existing traces. The magnitude of the echo vector contains
the sum of many traces, and is generally much larger than the
magnitude of the sentence context vector. As a result, before
subtraction, the probe and echo vectors are normalized,

c′j =
c j

max |c j,n|
(5)

where, c j is a sentence context probe vector, and the elements
of c j are divided by the largest absolute value in c j, to produce

the normalized c′j. Similarly, the echo is normalized such that,

echo′j =
echo j

max |echo j,n|
(6)

where, echo j is an echo vector, and the elements of echo j are
divided by the largest absolute value in echo j, to produce the
normalized echo′j.

Next, the new trace encoded to memory is defined by sub-
traction of a weighted normalized echo from the normalized
probe,

Mi j = c′j− x · echo′j (7)

where, Mi j is the new row entry in the memory matrix, and
x is a weighting parameter (from 0 to 1), controlling how the
proportion of the normalized echo subtracted from the nor-
malized probe. When x is set to 0, ITS 2 becomes equivalent
to ITS.

ITS 2: Weighted expectancy subtraction at retrieval

ITS 2 can conduct weighted expectancy subtraction at re-
trieval, after training is complete. Memory is constructed
identically to ITS, except weighted expectancy subtraction
occurs at retrieval through a two-step iterative retrieval pro-
cess. A probe word generates an echo from memory, and the
echo is submitted as an “internal” probe to generate a second
echo. The semantic representation for the word is taken as a
weighted subtraction of the normalized second echo from the
normalized first echo.

The first echo, echoα, is generated in the usual way, but
then resubmitted as a probe to construct a second echo, echoβ,
by the same equations 2 and 3 used to construct echoα. Both
echoα and echoβ are normalized following equation 6. The
semantic representation for a word, semi, with weighted ex-
pectancy subtraction at retrieval in ITS 2 is:

semi = echo′α− x · echo′
β

(8)

where, semi is the semantic representation for the ith word,
and x is a weighting parameter varying from 0 to 1 controlling
the proportion of echo′

β
subtracted from echo′α.

Simulations
Our aim was to characterize how ITS and ITS 2 recover spe-
cific and general aspects of semantics from co-occurrence.
First, we created an artificial language with known co-
occurrence structure. Next, we trained ITS on sentences from
the artificial language and compared the semantic structure of
ITS vectors to direct measures of the semantic structure of the
language. We were interested in determining which aspects
of the language ITS recovers by default. Last, we show that
encoding and retrieval operations in ITS 2 provide control
over the specificity of semantic knowledge production.
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Figure 1: Upper: The topic-word probability matrix defining the artificial language. Darker colors represent higher probability
of word occurrence. Lower: Word-word similarity matrices from the first to fourth order.

Artificial language

The artificial language contained no grammar and only se-
mantic structure based on word co-occurrence. The simplistic
form offers a transparent window into the transformations of
ITS 2. We created semantic topic generators that use unique
collections of words to discuss a given topic, with some over-
lap across topics. The language contained 100 words and
10 topics. Each topic used 15 words, and overlapped with
neighboring topics by five words on both sides. Each topic
had a random word-occurrence probability distribution that
summed to one. Figure 1 depicts the topic-word probabil-
ity matrix defining the artificial language. A corpus was
generated by randomly sampling topics (equal probability),
and then constructing sentences from the topic by sampling n
words as a function of their probability. Sentence-size varied
randomly between 10 and 20 words per sentence. The win-
dowing parameter, h, was set to the length of each sentence
coded to memory. A corpus included 5,000 sentences. For
simplicity, each simulation was conducted once (reflected by
single dots on the following graphs). As a result, we do not
report confidence intervals. We note that the findings are ro-
bust, and when we conducted monte carlo iterations we found
the error bars to be smaller than the symbols in the graph,
even for a small number of iterations (e.g., 10).

The purpose of the simulations was to compare the seman-
tic spaces generated by ITS and ITS 2 to known properties
of the semantic space from the language. We defined the
known semantic space at various orders of semantic similar-
ity. At the first order, the true semantic representation for a

word was the column vector for each word in the topic-word
probability matrix above. To visualize this semantic space
we computed the cosine similarity between each word (us-
ing their column vectors) and plotted the similarity matrix.
The first word-word similarity matrix in figure 1 (lower panel)
shows the structure of the artificial language that models are
ostensibly attempting to recover. Words are more similar to
each other within their topics than between topics, and there
is some overlap because word usage overlaps across the top-
ics. Words in topic one are not at all similar to words in topic
six because there is no overlap in word usage between those
topics. The remaining panels in figure 1 show word-word
similarity in higher order space up to the fourth order, reflect-
ing more general semantic similarities between words (Kelly,
Reitter, & West, 2017). A higher order similarity space uses
a lower-order space to derive a higher order one. For exam-
ple, the second-order space uses columns from the first-order
similarity matrix as word embeddings to compute a second
word-word similarity space, and so on. In our language, be-
cause of word overlap between topics, words become increas-
ingly similar to one another in higher order space. A veridical
model would recover specific word meaning from first-order
semantic space; whereas, more general word meaning could
be recovered by accessing higher semantic space.

Simulation 1: ITS
We trained ITS on 5000 sentences, using one-hot coding
(100× 100 identity matrix) to form environment vectors for
the words. Each word was coded as a 1, with 99 zeroes. The
position of the 1 in the vector refers to the nth word in the
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Figure 2: R2 values between ITS word-word similarity space
(the resulting matrix of word to-word similarities using ITS
semantic vectors), and the first to fourth order word-word
similarity spaces derived from the artificial language (e.g.,
those shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1), as a function of
training, and retrieval gradient (τ)

corpus. As a result, the memory matrix is equivalent to a
document-term matrix of raw term frequencies occurring in
each document. We used a range of retrieval gradients (τ =
0 to 9) and training intervals (100, 500, 1000, and 5000 sen-
tences). At each interval we computed echoes as semantic
representations for each word, and then a word-word sim-
ilarity matrix from those vectors. To determine which as-
pects of the artificial language ITS recovered, we computed
R2 between the ITS word-word similarity space, and the first
to fourth order word-word similarity spaces derived directly
from artificial language. The results are shown in figure 2.

ITS performed well in recovering the structure of the lan-
guage, and was most sensitive to second-order similarity
space. Overall, ITS became more sensitive to all orders of
similarity as training increased, and less sensitive as τ in-
creased. Raising τ did increase relative sensitivity to the
first order, but did so at the cost of losing sensitivity overall.
Specifically, increasing the selectivity of the retrieval gradi-
ent limits the sampling of traces into the echo, resulting in
noisier representations. The fact that ITS prioritizes the sec-
ond order over the first is a flaw. The second order space is
an overgeneralized version of the first, and blurs out the finer
distinctions between word usage within the topic structures
that generate the words. ITS relies on second order similarity
(see discussion), so semantic vectors for topic-unique words
become similar to words from overlapping topics, whereas
they are not similar to those words in first order space. ITS
glosses over these nuances.

Simulation 2: ITS 2 encoding
We next trained ITS 2 with weighted expectancy subtrac-
tion at encoding on the same artificial language. We show
that weighted expectancy subtraction causes ITS 2 to become

more sensitive to first order word-word similarity than higher
orders. In the simulations we vary the value of x (from .01 to
.5) to subtract different amounts of the echo from the probe.
The value of x causes systematic differences in ITS 2’s sen-
sitivity to higher order similarity structure. For brevity, we
report results with τ set to 1 (shown in figure 3, left panel).

Weighted expectancy subtraction at encoding modulated
how ITS 2 recovered different orders of semantic similar-
ity space, specifically allowing recovery of more veridical
and nuanced word embeddings from the first-order similarity
space. For example, when x = .01, ITS 2 was most sensitive
to second order similarity, but as x increased ITS 2 became
most sensitive to first-order similarity. Increasing x further
caused overall sensitivity to decline.

Simulation 3: ITS 2 retrieval
Here, we repeated the above simulation but applied weighted
expectancy subtraction with iterative retrieval after training
was complete (using standard ITS memory encoding). The
results are shown in figure 3 (right panel).

Remarkably, ITS 2 does not need to make any assumptions
about encoding to benefit from weighted expectancy subtrac-
tion. The pattern of Simulation 3 is almost identical to that
of Simulation 2. Specifically, ITS 2 becomes most sensitive
to first-order word-word similarity structure as x is increased.
Again, increasing x has diminishing returns.

General Discussion
We showed that ITS is most sensitive to second order se-
mantic space, and that ITS 2 increases sensitivity to the
more veridical first order space by processes of weighted ex-
pectancy subtraction and iterative retrieval.

It is instructive to consider how ITS and ITS 2 recover dif-
ferent orders of similarity space. First, consider how words
become increasingly similar across orders of similarity space.
In the first order, word similarity is determined by the topics
they occur in. Word 6 is unique to topic one and only similar
to words in topic one. In the second order, words become sim-
ilar on the basis of their first-order similarity features. First-
order features for word 6 contain positive similarity for topic
one words 1 to 15. Some of these features (11 to 15) are
shared by words from topic two, so word 6 becomes simi-
lar to topic two words in second order space. If topics are
connected by overlapping words, then all words become in-
creasingly similar across increasing orders of similarity, and
the nth order similarity matrix becomes all ones.

Crucially, iterative retrieval in ITS 2 is a process for
traversing higher-order similarity space; and weighted ex-
pectancy subtraction is a process for negotiating the relative
contributions of higher-order similarity in the construction of
semantic knowledge. To elaborate, we showed that standard
ITS echoes are most sensitive to the second order. Echoes
contain sentence memory, so an echo for a topic-unique word
is immediately partially similar to echoes for words from
neighboring topics, because their echoes share co-occurring
words. Submitting an echo as a probe for iterative retrieval
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Figure 3: R2 values between ITS word-word similarity space and the first to fourth order word-word similarity spaces derived
the artificial language as a function of training, and weighted expectancy subtraction. The left panel shows ITS 2 with weighted
expectancy subtraction during encoding, and the the right panel shows ITS 2 with weighted expectancy subtraction during
retrieval.

is a third order operation. The echo contains many words
and the second echo collapses over memory for sentences
that contain any of those words. This draws in sentences
from additional topics, causing a given word to be more sim-
ilar to words in more distant topics. Iterating to the extreme
sweeps all sentences in memory into the echo, causing iden-
tical echoes for all words.

Simulation 3 showed that subtracting a portion of the sec-
ond echo from the first allows ITS 2 to preferentially recover
first order space. Our preceding discussion suggests ITS 2
performs a weighted subtraction of third from second order
space, implying a similar result could be obtained analyti-
cally. We confirmed this directly from the language in the
following way.

First, we computed the third and second order word-word
similarity matrices directly from the language (as shown in
bottom 2 and 3rd panel of Figure 1). Next, we attempted
reconstruction of the first-order word-word similarity matrix
by subtracting proportions, x, of the third order matrix from
the second order matrix. For each value of x, we computed
R2 between the resulting matrix and the first order similar-
ity matrix. The results are shown in Figure 4. The result is
an inverse U function, with R2 approaching 1 at x = .4. So
it appears that, at least for this toy language, the particulars
of word meaning in the first order, that are overgeneralized in
the second and third orders, can actually be recovered by sub-
tracting a weighted portion of the third order similarity space
from the second.

As a sidenote, computing second order similarity from a
document term matrix (Cribbin, 2011) can produce embed-

Figure 4: R2 values between first-order word-word similarity
and the weighted subtraction of third order space from second
order space, as a function of x, the proportion of third order
space subtracted from the second.
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dings similar to those produced by singular value decompo-
sition, as in LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). We speculate
that subtracting a portion of the third order from the second
may further improve the quality of those semantic represen-
tations.

More generally, count-based/vector-accumulation mod-
els like ITS rely exclusively on positive information from
word co-occurrence, whereas neural embedding models like
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) exploit negative information
by sub-sampling adversarial examples during training which
may result in superior word embeddings (Mandera, Keuleers,
& Brysbaert, 2017). Johns et al. (2019) developed analytic
transformations for weighting word occurrence base rates that
approximate gains from using negative information for im-
proving word-embedding quality. We speculate that ITS 2
negotiates a similar merger of general expectations for word
occurrence in higher order space with specific expectations
from lower order space by iterative retrieval and weighted ex-
pectancy subtraction; and, may realize base-rate transforms
through cognitive encoding and retrieval operations.

As a future direction we will apply ITS and ITS 2 to natural
language and determine whether ITS 2 assumptions produce
higher quality fits to human semantic judgments. At present,
we offer ITS 2 as an intriguing account of how people may
transform their semantic knowledge along general versus spe-
cific lines, by using iterative retrieval to traverse higher order
similarity space, and weighted expectancy subtraction to con-
trol the specificity of retrieved semantic knowledge.

Finally, it is worth considering the psychological plausi-
bility of the proposed mechanisms for controlling retrieval
and construction of semantic knowledge. We suggest that al-
though iterative retrieval may not be commonly explored in
the context of MINERVA modeling, on its face, we think that
most people would recognize iterative retrieval as a natural
part of their own thinking. For example, speaking subjec-
tively, it is common to have one thought lead to another, as if
the production of a first idea was used a cue to retrieve and
the next one. Admittedly, the process of weighted expectancy
subtraction is less obvious as a subjectively identifiable psy-
chological process. However, expectancy subtraction, in the
form of surprise or error-driven learning (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972), is a fundamental feature of most basic psychological
learning processes. So, we remain intrigued about prospects
for an integrated account of semantic knowledge that encom-
passes basic learning and memory processes.
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Abstract 

Predicting others’ actions and inferring preferences from their 

choices is indispensable for successfully navigating social 

environments. Yet, the cognitive tools agents employ for prediction 

and decision may differ when involved in social interactions. When 

pursuing a goal individually, humans maximize utility by 

minimizing costs, while when engaged in joint actions utility 

maximization might not be the only heuristic in place. We 

investigate if human adults represent costs and rewards of joint vs. 

individual actions, and how do they decide whether to engage in a 

joint action. We test participants’ decisions when solving a task 

alone or together with a partner as a function of the cost of 

coordination. Our results show that human adults decide based on a 

preference for joint actions, despite engaging in coordination 

reduces their individual utility. We discuss a framework for 

decision-making which accounts for cognitive heuristics and 

preferences for joint actions characterizing agents’ cooperative 

behavior. 

Keywords: utility; joint action; decision; coordination. 

Introduction 

A key challenge in social cognition research is to understand 

how the cognitive processes and heuristics driving individual 

goal directed behavior are modulated when an individual 

coordinates her actions to interact with another.  

Dominant theories of action propose that principles of 

optimization and utility guide both the comprehension and 

the execution of actions and motor plans in humans (Wolpert, 

2011). Agents, when deciding to act, use information about 

goals and relative costs of action implementation to select 

(close to) optimal action plans (Todorov, 2004). 

Interestingly, such principles not only guide actions’ 

planning, but also sustain our ability to make sense of actions 

we observe.  In the domain of developmental science, it has 

been argued that infants make sense of others’ actions by 

applying assumptions of rationality and utility (Gergely & 

Csibra, 2003; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016). For example, infants 

are able to predict an agent’s goal by assuming she would 

achieve it by minimizing her action costs (Gergely et al., 

1995). Moreover, infants are able to infer agents’ preferences 

based on the costs that they are willing to incur to pursue 

different goals (Liu et al., 2017). Conversely, when agents’ 

choices and actions violate the assumptions of rationality, 

infants do not interpret them as goal directed (Hernik & 

Southgate, 2012; Southgate & Csibra, 2009).  

The question we address is whether human adults use such 

utility and optimality principles when acting in social 

contexts. A particularly interesting case of individual actions 

performed in social contexts are joint actions, i.e. actions 

performed by two or more agents that are coordinated in 

space and time to bring about a change in the environment 

(Sebanz & Knoblich, 2006). Importantly, to successfully 

engage in joint actions, agents need to represent, plan, and 

prepare instrumental goal directed actions within the context 

of interpersonal coordination. Empirical evidence from a vast 

literature on interpersonal coordination shows that 

coordinating with others is more costly than performing the 

same actions individually. This is true whether the cost is 

assessed in the cognitive or motor domain. In fact, when 

coordinating with others, agents incur costs of representing 

complementary action plans (Neuman-Norlund et al., 2007; 

Sacheli et al., 2015) and multiple perspectives (Freundlieb et 

al., 2016), predicting others’ actions (Kourtis et al., 2013), 

and monitoring more than one contribution to the action 

outcome (Loher et al., 2013). Moreover, when instrumental 

actions are performed in coordination tasks, agents would 

incur in extra motor costs and exploit violations of optimality 

as information tools for communicating intentions (Cavallo 

et al., 2016), disambiguating goals (Candidi et al., 2015), and 

facilitating synchrony (Vesper et al., 2014).  

Do humans represent and weigh the relative costs and 

rewards of coordinated actions vs. the costs and rewards of 
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individual actions? How do they decide whether to engage in 

a joint action or individual action to achieve a particular goal?  

A prominent cognitive model (i.e. Naive Utility Calculus 

model, Jara-Ettinger, 2016) formulates predictions about 

agents’ goals and choices based on three fundamental 

assumptions: (a) agents are rational planners, (b) agents have 

priors over the costs of different actions among which they 

can choose, (c) incurring costs is indicative of a preference 

(higher reward) for a given goal. Here we take advantage of 

the structure of such model – that predicts the choice of an 

action based on its observable cost and infers a preference for 

such action based on the cost incurred - to investigate what 

cost-benefit computation adults apply to joint actions. This 

allows us to investigate if agents prefer joint action over 

individual action based on additional instrumental costs they 

are willing to incur to perform a task jointly. Any violation of 

individual utility (assumption (a)), defined in terms of costs 

and benefits of actions performed when agents are alone, may 

be informative of  how agents represent and weigh the costs 

of actions when they are performed in coordination (b), and 

allow to infer the benefit, therefore preference for the goal of 

coordination (c).  

In the current study we investigate adults’ decisions when 

faced with two alternative means to solving a task: either by 

performing individual actions or a joint action with a partner. 

By manipulating the relative costs and rewards associated 

with individual and joint actions, we are able to exactly 

quantify what, if any, additional costs adults are willing to 

incur in acting together instead of performing the task on their 

own. Results from three experiments indicate that human 

adults show a preference for joint actions over individual 

actions, even when choosing joint actions reduces their 

individual utility. 

Experiment 1 

Using a touchscreen-based game, we measured adults’ 

decisions whether to perform a joint action or an individual 

action, as a function of how costly it is to solve the task. 

Throughout the experiment, at each trial, participants’ goal 

was to collect as many points as possible by clearing (by 

tapping) the touch-screen area of the 2D items (boxes) 

displayed on it (See Figure 1a). In 50% of trials, one of the 

participants, henceforth the decision-maker, had to decide 

whether to solve the task alone or together. For the decision-

maker, solving the task alone implied clearing all boxes 

presented on the screen and gaining one point for each 

cleared box (e.g. clearing 8 boxes means collecting 8 points). 

Solving the task together implied splitting the boxes with the 

partner, therefore halving the number of actions (and number 

of points gained, e.g. in an 8 boxes trials, decision-maker 

clears 4 boxes and collects 4 points, as does the partner (See 

Figure 1c)). Crucially, to clear the boxes, the decision-maker 

and the partner had to tap on the same box at the same time 

(within a pre-specified time-window). If the taps were not 

synchronous enough, or did not land on the same box, the box 

would not clear from the screen and have to be tapped again. 

Within a utility maximization framework, agents should 

always choose the task mode that maximizes the reward 

(number of points) and minimizes the costs (time to 

completion). Because solving the task together implies 

halving the costs of the individual (i.e. number of actions), 

but also halving the points collected at the given trial 

(reward), choosing to perform the task together would only 

be rational if participants were (at least) twice as fast at 

completing a trial with a joint action as completing it alone. 

Any additional time incurred in together trials would thus 

represent a violation of the utility maximization principle and 

suggest a preference for joint action over individual action 

(See Figure 1b). 

Methods 

Participants. We recruited English-speaking participants 

who reported no history of neurological impairments or 

diagnoses, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We 

recruited 40 participants in total (15 F; Average age= 26.06 y 

+/- 4.47). 

Apparatus and Stimuli. The task was performed on an 

Iiyama 46” PROLITE TF4637MSC-B2AG touch-screen set 

(1600 × 900 pixels resolution). The screen area was vertically 

divided into two equal halves, corresponding to the two 

participants’ positions during the experiment. Colored 

squares (“boxes”, 7.8 × 7.8 cm) were displayed in a grid 
arrangement, equidistant from each other. Boxes were 

colored blue during the trial (when they were active) and 

green during preview (see procedure). The experimental 

script, trial randomization and participants’ responses were 

controlled using MatLab 16b software. 

Procedure. Participants came into the testing room in pairs 

and stood in front of a touchscreen that was lying flat on a 

table (see Figure 1). The roles of decision-maker and partner 

were randomly assigned. As no hypotheses about the effect 

of gender on the current research questions were formulated, 

pairs of participants were randomly composed without 

controlling for gender. The task for the decision-maker was 

to clear as many boxes as she could within 20 mins. Unknown 

to the participants, the number of trials was in fact fixed and 

the time limit was set for longer than the actual time required 

to finish the task. To highlight the relevance of time during 

the task, we installed an electronic countdown clock on the 

desk in front of the participants. The screen side (left-right) 

occupied by the decision-maker was counter-balanced across 

participants. No specific instructions were given as to what 

finger participants had to use to clear boxes on the screen, but 

from piloting we observed that everyone converged on using 

the index finger of their dominant hand. We ensured that 

participants could comfortably move their hands without 

spatial constraints, regardless of what hand participants used 

to complete the task. Three types of trials were presented in 

a random order: 45 No-Choice Alone trials, 45 No-Choice 

Together trials, and 90 Choice trials. At each trial 4, 8, or 12 

boxes were displayed on the screen and had to be cleared. 

Both Choice and No-Choice trials included 30 trials of each 

numerosity level (with 15 Alone and 15 Together trials per 
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level). The rationale for having a fixed number of No-Choice 

Together and No-Choice Alone trials was to guarantee that 

each participant had a comparable experience with both task 

modes, independent of her decisions in Choice trials. Before 

proceeding to the experiment, participants were introduced to 

four practice trials, where they were familiarized with the 

procedure, different trial types, and variations in stimuli 

quantities.  

At the beginning of each trial the decision-maker was 

presented with a preview of the upcoming trial configuration. 

The preview was followed by a display of two buttons 

(‘alone’ and ‘together’). By pressing one of the two, the 

decision-maker started the trial in the modality she selected 

and boxes changed color to signal they were now active. One 

of the buttons was inactive in No-Choice trials (but visually 

identical), so that no choice was available to the participant. 

Above the menu a text box reported the total number of 

cleared boxes (decision-maker’s score), which was updated 

after each trial. 

In Alone trials boxes appeared only on the decision-maker’s 

side of the screen and could be cleared with a single tap of 

each item. In Together trials half of the boxes appeared on 

the decision-maker’s side and half of them appeared on the 

partner’s side of the screen. In this condition, boxes on the 

two halves of the screen had to be cleared simultaneously by 

means of a synchronous touch on the two corresponding 

squares (that is, those in the same row and column position) 

by the two participants. By choosing Together, decision-

makers scored points only for the boxes cleared on their side 

of the screen. A tolerance synchrony window of 300 ms was 

chosen based on the minimum interval between two touch 

events the touchscreen could reliably register. No time 

constraint was put on the time to complete a trial, although 

we instructed participants to be as fast as possible. 

Participants were also instructed not to communicate with 

each other, neither verbally or otherwise, and to look at the 

touchscreen in front of them, to avoid eye contact.  

Data Analyses. The primary dependent variable was the 

proportion of Together choices, that is, the proportion of trials 

where individuals chose to perform a joint action. The 

proportion of Together choices was tested against 0.5 (chance 

level) by means of a Binomial Test. 

The second dependent variable was the average Trial Time 

for No-Choice trials, defined as the time to complete the trial 

calculated from the first touch to the touch that cleared the 

last box. Trials that were above or below 3 standard 

deviations from the sample mean, calculated across 

conditions for each numerosity level, were excluded from the 

analysis (1.5% of all trials). We performed a 2 x 3 repeated 

measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) with Task (Alone, 

Together) and Number of Actions (4, 8, 12) as within subjects 

factors. For all analyses, the significance level was set to an 

α level of 0.05. Significant interactions and main effects were 

 
Figure 1. A. Experimental apparatus and set up. Participants’ goal at each trial is to collect as many points as possible by 

clearing the touch-screen area of the 2D boxes displayed on it. Decision maker (DM) and helper are standing next to each 

other in front of the screen. The DM has to decide whether to clear them alone or jointly with the helper. B. In Alone trials, 

the DM has to tap on each box and collects the same amount of points as the boxes she clears. In Together trials, DM and 

partner have to tap on the same box at the same time. The DM halves the number of actions he performs but also the points 

gained, e.g. in an 8 boxes trials, DM clears 4 boxes and collects 4 points. C. DM’s utility is measured in time to complete 

the trial (time from the first touch to the touch that cleared the last box on the screen): to maximize it, the DM should 

maximize the points per trial and minimize the time per action. Solving the task Together is rational only if participants are 

twice as fast at completing the trial compared to Alone. Any additional time in Together trials is a reduction of DM’s utility.  
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analysed by Tukey post hoc tests. Data were analysed in 

JASP v.0.10. 

Results 

Results from the Binomial test show that the proportion of 

Together choices over Alone choices (counts = 1371/1800 

observations, 0.76) was significantly larger than chance level 

(p < 0.001, CI = 0.74 lower, 0.78 upper). This indicates that 

participants decided to solve the task performing joint actions 

more frequently than individual actions (Figure 2). 

As the Mauchly’s test indicated a violation of the 

assumption of sphericity, we report Greenhouse-Geisser 

corrected results of the rANOVA. The results of the 

rANOVA on Trial Time show a significant main effect of 

Task (F(1,19) = 7.54, p = 0.013, η² p = 0.28 ), where 

participants were faster at solving the task Alone (average 

trial time: 1.6 sec, sd =0.25)  compared to Together (average 

trial time: 1.92 sec, 0.69), a significant main effect of Number 

of Actions (F(2,38) = 288.86, p < 0.001, η² p = 0.93), where 

trial duration was larger the more actions participants 

performed to complete the trial. The significant Task x 

Number of Actions interaction (F(2,38) = 3.45, p = 0.04, η² p 

= 0.154) shows that the more actions to perform per trial, the 

larger the difference between solving the task Alone or 

Together. As shown by significant post hoc tests, participants 

were significantly slower Together than Alone in trials with 
12 boxes to clear (p = 0.018).  

  

Experiment 2 

In order to claim that decision-makers in Experiment 1 

decided to solve the task jointly despite the higher costs, we 

had to demonstrate, first, that individuals were sensitive to 

maximizing their utility in the absence of an interactive 

partner (i.e. they were sensitive to the cost-benefit 

manipulation we introduced); and second, that the preference 

for joint action, revealed in Experiment 1, originated in a 

preference for social coordination, and not for coordinated 

actions per se. Experiment 2 provided a non-social control for 

Experiment 1. In this experiment participants always 

performed the task alone but chose between completing trials 

either uni-manually or bi-manually. It is well established that 

the coordinative processes regulating intrapersonal and 

interpersonal action coordination share striking similarities 

across action domains. This is particularly true for hand and 

limb coordination (Schmidt et al., 2008; Ramenzoni et al., 

2011). The unimanual/bimanual task modes are therefore 

conceptually and motorically equivalent to the 

Alone/Together modes of Experiment 1.  

 

Methods 

Participants. We recruited English-speaking participants 

who reported no history of neurological impairments or 

diagnoses, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We 

 
 

Figure 2. A. Samples’ average frequencies of Together/Alone choices in Experiment 1, 3 and Bi/Unimanual choices in 

Experiment 2, plotted separately for each level of Number of Actions factor. B. Samples’ average Trial Time in 

Experiment 1, 2 and 3 plotted separately for each level of Number of Actions factor. Error bars represent S.E.M. 
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recruited 20 participants in total (8 F; Average age= 25.8 y 

+/- 5.17). 

Apparatus and Stimuli. Same apparatus and stimuli of 

Experiment 1. 

Procedure. Procedure was identical to Experiment 1, with 

the following differences. The single participant (decision-

maker) chose between two buttons (‘1 hand’ and ‘2 hands’). 

In Uni-manual (1 hand) trials, boxes appeared only on one 

side of the screen (where the decision-maker was instructed 

to stand, counterbalanced across participants) and could be 

cleared with a single tap of each item. In Bi-manual (2 hands) 

trials, a half of the boxes appeared on the decision-maker’s 

side while the other half appeared on the other side of the 

screen. In this condition, boxes on the two halves of the 

screen had to be cleared simultaneously by means of a 

synchronous touch on the two corresponding squares by the 

participant with her two hands. By choosing “2 hands”, 

decision-makers scored only the boxes they cleared on their 

side of the screen. This choice was therefore rational only if 

participants were able to complete a trial bi-manually (at 

least) two times faster compared to uni-manually, and 

without mistakes. 

Data Analyses. Data analyses and trial exclusions were 

identical to Experiment 1 (exceeding +/- 3 SD ;1.5% of the 

total trial number). 

Results 

Results from the Binomial test show that the proportion of 

Bi-manual choices over Uni-manual choices (counts = 

511/1800 observations, 0.28) was significantly smaller than 

chance level (p < 0.001, CI = 0.26 lower, 0.30 upper). This 

indicates that participants decided to solve the task uni-

manually more frequently than bi-manually (Figure 2). 

 As the Mauchly’s test indicated a violation of the 

assumption of sphericity, we report Greenhouse-Geisser 

corrected results of the rANOVA. The results of the 

rANOVA on Trial Time show a significant main effect of 

Task (F(1,19) = 22.10, p < 0.001), η² p = 0.538), where 

participants were faster at solving the task Uni-manually 

(average trial time: 1.66 sec, sd = 0.25)  compared to Bi-

manually (average trial time: 2.67 sec, sd = 1.0), a significant 

main effect of Number of Actions (F(2,38) = 267.73, p < 

0.001, η² p = 0.93), where trial duration was larger the more 

actions participants performed to complete the trial. The 

significant Task x Number of Actions interaction (F(2,38) = 

14.35, p < 0.001, η² p = 0.43) shows that the more actions to 

perform per trial, the larger the difference between solving 

the task Uni-manually or Bi-manually. As shown by 

significant post hoc tests, participants were significantly 

slower Bi-manually than Uni-manually in 8 boxes (p = 0.002) 

and 12 boxes trials (p < 0.001).  

 

Experiment 3 

The main goal of Experiment 3 was to test the robustness 

of the preference for joint action we observed in Experiment 

1. We therefore modified task instructions to stress the 

importance for decision-makers of maximizing the total 

score. This modification was aimed at highlighting for 

participants that the best strategy to finish the experiment 

faster was to choose the task mode that maximized the score 

(number of boxes) per trial. We also introduced two levels of 

task difficulty by manipulating the size of the boxes to clear 

on the screen. This manipulation was aimed at making the 

cost of clearing boxes from the screen more salient for 

participants, as aiming and tapping/coordinating is harder on 

a smaller surface (Fitts Law, 1954).   

Methods 

Participants. We recruited English-speaking participants 

who reported no history of neurological impairments or 

diagnoses, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We 

recruited 40 participants in total (36 F; Average age= 23.13 y 

+/- 2.95). 

Apparatus and Stimuli. The experiment was conducted on 

a 43” Iiyama PROLITE TF4338MSC-B1AG touchscreen. 

Stimuli were identical to Experiments 1 and 2, except the 

boxes appeared in two sizes: big (7.3 × 7.3 cm) or small (2.2 

× 2.2 cm). Synchrony threshold in Together trials was 

lowered to 250 ms, as the touchscreen allowed to reliably 

register two consecutive touches above that window. 

Procedure. Procedure was identical to Experiment 1 except 

the following differences. Participants were given a target 
number of boxes to clear (1500) without a time limit. In 

reality, there was a fixed number of trials and the target 

number was beyond the possible amount the participants 

could collect. In addition to the trial type factor (No-Choice 

Alone, No-Choice Together, and Choice) and Number of 

Actions factor (which had only two levels: 6 and 12), there 

was a third factor of Box Size with two levels: Big and Small 

boxes. There were 20 trials of each Number × Size 

combination in the Choice condition (80 total), and 10 trials 

of each combination in Alone and Together No-Choice trials 

(80 for all No-Choice trials combined).  

Before proceeding to the experiment, participants were 

introduced to four practice trials, where they were 

familiarized with the procedure, different trial types, and 

variations in stimuli size and quantities. 

Data Analyses. Data analyses and trial exclusions were 

identical to Experiment 1 (exceeding +/- 3 SD; 2.6% of the 

total trial number). The repeated measures analysis of 

variance (rANOVA) on Trial Time had Task (Alone-

Together), Number of Actions (6,12) and Boxes size (small, 

big) as within subjects’ factors.  

Results 

Results from the Binomial test show that the proportion of 

Together choices over Alone choices (counts = 1192/1600 

observations, 0.74) was significantly larger than chance level 

(p < 0.001, CI = 0.72 lower, 0.76 upper). This indicates that 

participants decided to solve the task performing joint actions 

more frequently than individual actions (Figure 2). 

The results of the rANOVA on Trial Time show a 

significant main effect of Task (F(1,19) = 23.7, p < 0.001, η² 
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p = 0.55), where participants were faster at solving the task 

Together (average trial time: 1.75 sec, sd = 0.45) compared 

to Alone (average trial time: 2.1, sd = 0.27), a significant 

main effect of Number of Actions (F(1,19) = 593.41, p < 

0.001, η² p = 0.96), where trial duration was larger the more 

actions participants performed to complete the trial, and a 

significant main effect of Box Size (F(1,19) = 163.19, p < 

0.001, η² p = 0.89), where participants were faster at 

completing the trial when boxes were bigger (as predicted by 

Fitts law). The significant Task x Number of Actions 

interaction (F(1,19) = 6.96, p = 0.016, η² p = 0.268) shows that 

the more actions to perform per trial, the larger the difference 

between solving the task Alone and Together. As shown by 

the significant post hoc test, participants were significantly 

slower Alone than Together in 12 boxes trials (p < 0.001). 

Finally, the significant Box Size x Number of Actions 

interaction shows that participants were slower at completing 

the trial when boxes were smaller, and the trial required more 

actions to be competed (p < 0.001). 

Discussion 

We investigated how people decide whether to solve a task 

together with a partner or alone. In many real-life scenarios, 

joint actions are the most efficient way to solve tasks, as 

coordinating with a partner allows individuals to achieve 

solutions that they would not be able to achieve individually. 

In such situations, the choice of coordinating with a partner 

satisfies both the goal of utility maximization for individuals 

and the drive to be pro-social and engage with conspecifics 

(Boyd & Richerson, 2009; Tomasello et al., 2012; Michael et 

al., 2016). However, not every task can be approached with 

such clear-cut solutions in terms of individual utility 

maximization. At times, as we show, individuals decide to 

perform joint actions even when performing them alone 

represents a more efficient alternative. Such choices pose an 

interesting question for social cognition theories that model 

agents’ choices and preferences based on intuitive (or naïve) 

utility calculus (Jara-Ettinger, 2016). In fact, in order to 

account for these choices, we would need to assume that 

either individuals disregard (or downplay) individual utility 

in favour of engaging in joint actions, or the utility 

computation of joint actions needs to integrate more than 

(just) the observable costs and rewards associated with 

individual goal achievement. 

 The current results offer an initial answer to this question: 

human adults, when faced with the choice of solving a task 

together or alone, show a strong preference for joint actions 

(Experiment 1 and 3). This is the case despite the significant 

costs that coordination adds to the task, as demonstrated by 

the large performance differences between individual and 

joint trials. In the present task the computational costs of 

coordinating with others (Neuman-Norlund, 2007; Kourtis, 

2013: Loher, 2013) resulted in observable behavioural costs, 

i.e. the time to complete the coordination task. The same 

costs, when experienced in a solo task that agents could solve 

either uni-manually or bi-manually (Experiment 2), were 

sufficient to enable individuals to choose the more efficient 

way of performing the task (uni-manual). Moreover, when 

agents were explicitly instructed to maximize their score 

(Experiment 3), they still chose to complete trials in the 

modality that did not maximize their score (together) but did 

so more efficiently, i.e. by improving their coordination 

performance. Importantly, participants failed to achieve a 

performance level that rationally justifies the choice to 

engage in joint action (they were still not twice as fast in 

Together compared to Alone trials).  

Individuals were clearly capable and driven to choose the 

most efficient means to solve the task when acting alone, as 

reflected by their decisions to avoid the costlier task mode 

(bi-manual coordination) in favour of the uni-manual 

solution – that ensured the highest score in the shortest time. 

However, when given the opportunity, participants preferred 

to work together in coordination with a partner and were 

willing to incur costs that reduce their (observable) individual 

utility. Within a utility maximization framework, this implies 

that individuals  have assigned a certain preference to joint 

actions that justified the cost incurred.  

This preference for joint actions may have resulted from 

the mere presence of a potential interaction partner in the 

room. Participants were instructed not to communicate or 

look at each other during the experimental session but were 

nevertheless acting on the experimental apparatus next to 

each other. A related possibility is that participants felt a need 

to manage their reputation in order to comply with the 

socially desirable behaviour of engaging with others when 

possible. Reputation building in social interactions is known 

to reduce the future risk of social exclusion (Nowak et al., 

2005). Therefore, individuals may have been influenced by a 

risk aversion strategy when deciding to engage with the 

partner at this task. Being it a cost aversive or a reward 

seeking strategy, in either case reputation building is a likely 

candidate that could affect the utility calculus underlying the 

choice between joint and individual actions.  

Further experiments, where individuals are interacting not 

in physical proximity, can address more directly the influence 

of such variables on our preference for engaging in 

coordinated activities despite their instrumental extra cost. 

These results offer an interesting perspective for further 

development of models of social cognition that combine core 

heuristics, such as utility maximization, with social heuristics 

that may have a direct effect on cost/reward computations and 

representations. In fact, here we show that the perception of 

the very same costs leads to opposite task strategies in a social 

and non-social context. We propose that such action costs 

were weighted (represented) differently because they 

constituted a part of a joint action. 
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Abstract 

Monitoring our errors enables humans to adapt behavior when 
actions fail to result in desired outcomes. Post-error adaptations 
have been studied extensively using simple laboratory tasks 
where people typically slow down after errors. Few studies, 
however, examined such behavioral adaptations in more 
complex tasks such as reasoning. In two experiments we 
investigated how participants adapt their behavior based on 
evaluative feedback in syllogistic reasoning tasks. 
Experiment 1 demonstrates that participants’ likelihood to give 
a logically correct response increased throughout the 
experiment when given feedback. This feedback effect was 
limited to syllogisms that have no logical conclusion and thus 
mostly driven by an increase in participants’ “No valid 
conclusion” responses.  Experiment 2 investigates post-error 
adaptations on a trial-level and shows that participants with a 
high accuracy slowed down after errors while participants with 
a low accuracy slowed down after correct responses. 
Implications on error-monitoring and reasoning research are 
discussed. 

Keywords: post-error adaptations; reasoning; feedback 

Introduction 
Humans try to make sense of the world by inferring 
conclusions from the information they perceive and act 
accordingly. Despite our best effort, our reasoning and 
actions can occasionally fail to produce the desired outcome.  
For instance, in politics, education, or even casual 
conversations different parties quickly dispute any illogical 
argument and inform the other about errors. Even for simple 
actions performed in everyday life, like pouring a cup of tea, 
feedback provides us with the important information about 
whether our actions produce an intended effect or not. By 
monitoring our errors we are  able to adapt to frequently 
changing environments and we can adjust our actions when 
they suddenly fail to produce an intended effect (Ullsperger 
& Danielmeier, 2016). Unsurprisingly, post-error processing 
is thus often assumed to be an adaptive process aimed at 
improving our behavior (Wessel, 2018).  

Using simple, speeded response tasks in laboratories (e.g., 
reacting to arbitrary stimuli by left and right key presses) a 
great amount of research has investigated how we adapt our 
behavior after committing an error (e.g., Danielmeier & 
Ullsperger, 2011; Rabbitt, 1966; Wessel, 2018). Here, post-
error adaptations generally refer to the neurophysiological 
and behavioral changes related with error processing (for an 
overview see Wessel, 2018). Recently, studies started to 
emphasize that it is crucial to investigate error processing and 

corresponding adaptations in more complex tasks which 
resemble daily situations of flexible behavior (Desmet et al., 
2012; van der Borght, Desmet, & Notebaert, 2016). Yet, there 
is a lack of research in the field of error-processing 
concerning tasks that require higher-level cognitive processes 
and multiple strategies such as reasoning. In turn, the role of 
feedback and how people adapt following errors has not been 
in the focus of reasoning research. For instance,  syllogistic 
reasoning is a greatly researched domain and to this day over 
twelve theories aim to explain how humans reason about 
syllogisms using the syllogistic reasoning task (see Khemlani 
& Johnson-Laird, 2012). Still, the power of  these theories to 
consider effects of feedback or flexible adaptations when 
perceiving errors are not reported or not existent (but see 
Ackerman & Thompson, 2017, for a meta-cognitive per-
spective on monitoring when reasoning). Additionally, there 
is only one study that has investigated the role of evaluative 
feedback on reasoning using fourteen out of the 64 syllogisms 
(Khemlani & Moore, 2012). The present study aims to fill 
this gap investigating (1) how feedback changes participants’ 
performance over the time-course of a reasoning experiment 
and (2) how people adapt their reasoning behavior in trials 
following an error. 

The Syllogistic Reasoning Task The psychology of reason-
ing investigates the cognitive processes driving human infer-
ential mechanisms. In the syllogistic reasoning task, as a core 
domain of human reasoning research, participants are typi-
cally instructed to derive a conclusion from two quantified 
statements called the premises. The two premises each have 
one of four quantifiers, called moods, in their syllogistic com-
bination: All (abbreviated by A), Some (I), None (E), and 
Some...not (O). The terms in the premises (the sets of entities) 
can be arranged in four different ways called figures (see 
Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). In combination, there are 
a total 64 different kinds of reasoning problems, one 
illustrated in the following example:  

All architects are beekeepers. 
Some beekeepers are chemists. 

What, if anything, follows? 

The task is to generate a response about the two unrelated 
terms, architects and chemists, using one of the quantifiers or 
to conclude that “no logically valid conclusion” – NVC for 
short – follows. Most individuals erroneously infer from the 
information in the example above that “some architects are 
chemists” (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). Yet, the only 
logical valid response is that nothing follows. Syllogisms 
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where a conclusion with a quantifier logically follows are 
called valid and those were NVC is the logically correct 
response are called invalid syllogisms (which is the case in 
the given example). Thirty-seven out of the 64 syllogistic 
problems, hence a total of 58%, are invalid, thus, only NVC 
can be derived. As we will later see, some participants appear 
to be heavily biased against this response option (e.g., Ragni, 
Dames, et al., 2019; Revlis, 1975). Could such biases or 
aversions against NVC be overcome by providing feedback? 

Measuring Post-Error Adaptations in Reasoning Tasks: 
Three Challenges The investigation of adaptations 
following feedback in the syllogistic reasoning task is novel 
and challenging: First, the analysis of post-error adaptations 
within participants requires a comparison of response 
characteristics in trials following either correct or incorrect 
responses. Thus, many trials per person are needed to gain 
sufficient observations for statistical analyses. In simple, 
speeded response-mapping tasks, this poses no challenge as 
participants usually respond to arbitrary stimuli (e.g., num-
bers, letters) with a response deadline of less than 1s (Wessel, 
2018). Naturally, within an experimental session of 30 
minutes, a participant can then respond to hundreds of such 
stimuli. However, reasoning tasks, and syllogisms in particu-
lar, require the participant to think about the presented infor-
mation and to apply cognitive processes such as heuristics, 
strategies, or logical reasoning. As a result, participants 
typically take their time to infer a conclusion (around or 
above 20s) with no experimental response deadline 
(Hardman & Payne, 1995). Hence, fewer observations can be 
collected within on experimental session as trials naturally 
last longer. In the current study, we aim to collect data for all 
64 syllogisms to meet this challenge.  

Second, individuals differ in their ability to reason logi-
cally (e.g., Galotti, Baron, & Sabini, 1986; Khemlani & John-
son-Laird, 2016; Stanovich & West, 2000). In the given syl-
logistic example, for instance, most but not all individuals er-
roneously respond, “Some architects are chemists” (Khem-
lani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). Consequently, there are some 
participants that commit errors frequently while others do 
not. Not only can highly imbalanced data be a consequence 
(we will meet this problem using mixed models) but post-er-
ror adaptations have also been observed to differ depending 
on participants’ accuracy (Notebaert et al., 2009). In 
Experiment 2, we will specifically account for participants’ 
accuracy within our hypothesis and model. 

Third and most importantly, participants typically do not 
receive feedback in the syllogistic reasoning task and we 
must thus first analyze how feedback impacts this task in 
general. In particular, in order to investigate changes on a 
reaction-time (RT) level following feedback, we aim to 
present participants with feedback only for a short period of 
time and provide no additional explanation on why their 
response was correct or incorrect (similar to studies on post-
error processing). A first study provided initial evidence that, 
at least for a subset of syllogisms (most difficult and valid 
problems), participants  yield more correct responses when 
receiving only such evaluative feedback (44%) than when no 

feedback is provided (e.g., 33%, Khemlani & Moore, 2012). 
However, the authors used only fourteen of the most difficult 
valid syllogisms. It is therefore still unclear how feedback 
may affect participants responses to all 64 syllogisms, 
regardless of difficulty and validity. In addition, how people 
adapt their reasoning behavior when given feedback for 
invalid syllogisms is of most importance for the syllogistic 
reasoning task: A recent study demonstrated that people 
greatly differ in their tendency to respond NVC – to the extent 
that some participants avoided this response option in general 
(Ragni, Dames, et al., 2019). This indicates that for some par-
ticipants invalid syllogisms can pose an exceptionally high 
challenge possibly because they avoid or misinterpret the 
NVC response option. We predict that participants are able to 
overcome the mishandling of the NVC response when 
provided with short and instant feedback (see Experiment 1).  

In sum, these considerations highlight the need to first in-
vestigate the general role of feedback on solving reasoning 
tasks before exploring how people adapt following such feed-
back. Hence, we conducted a first experiment to investigate 
how feedback affects participants’ performance throughout 
the time-course of an experiment in general (research ques-
tion 1, RQ1) and then analyzed potential post-error adapta-
tions in a separate experiment (RQ2).  

Experiment 1 – The Effect of Feedback 
Experiment 1 examined the influence of feedback on partici-
pants’ performance in a reasoning task. To this end, we had 
participants solve all 64 syllogisms and provided them either 
with evaluative feedback (1s; feedback condition) or not 
(non-feedback condition). For the reasons stated in the 
introduction, we expected the likelihood to give a logically 
correct response to be generally higher in the feedback than 
in the non-feedback condition (Hypothesis 1, H1).  

Furthermore, we expected reasoning performance to 
improve with increasing trial number. Note, that this 
prediction is in contrast to Khemlani and Moore (2012) who 
found in their second experiment that accuracy on the first 
five trials was not reliably lower than on the last five trials 
(41% vs. 45%, non-significant). Thus, in their experiment 
performance in the feedback condition did not increase 
steadily over the time-course of solving fourteen syllogistic 
reasoning problems with feedback (no information is 
provided in the non-feedback condition). Unfortunately, 
there is a lack of research investigating how participants’ 
reasoning performance evolves over time when testing all 64 
syllogisms (but see Ragni, Dames, et al., 2019). That the 
stability of the human reasoning behavior in the syllogistic 
reasoning task has been neglected so far is surprising as it can 
be assumed that individuals use different strategies to solve 
syllogisms. Some theories suggest that people also use simple 
heuristics to solve syllogisms (e.g., probabilistic heuristics 
Oaksford & Chater, 2007). In an experimental setup consid-
ering all 64 syllogisms, we thus hypothesized participants to 
improve in their accuracy with increasing trial number for the 
following reasons: We assumed that the development and 
application of such strategies and heuristics should generally 
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increase the likelihood to give a logically correct response 
with increasing trial number regardless of the feedback 
condition (H2a). This prediction is also in line with a recent 
study that investigated the question of whether participants 
improve in their reasoning performance over the time-course 
of an experiment (Dames, Klauer, & Ragni, in preparation).  
Here, we demonstrated that that both within an experimental 
session as well as between two test sessions, the likelihood to 
give a logically correct response to a syllogism increased over 
time – however, mostly for valid and not invalid syllogisms 
(a summary of the main results can be found online at 
osf.io/x3wvf; Dames, Klauer, & Ragni, 2020). 

According to Oaksford and Chater (2007) participants also 
respond logically incorrect to syllogisms when they apply 
cognitive inexpensive heuristics that are fallible. While 
feedback may trigger improved performance by inducing 
reasoners to apply all heuristics instead of just a subset (see 
Khemlani & Moore, 2012), reasoners that were told that the 
deduction they drew from a set of premises was incorrect, 
may be less inclined to use the same heuristic in the future 
and vice versa. Furthermore, feedback directly incentivises 
applied heuristics and strategies. Hence, we predicted that the 
positive influence of more problems solved (as realized by 
the trial-number) will be greater in the feedback than in the 
non-feedback group (H2b). 

In previous work we showed that without feedback people 
improve mostly for valid but not for invalid syllogisms with 
increasing trial number (Dames, Klauer, & Ragni, in 
preparation). This is surprising as 58% of the syllogisms are 
invalid with NVC as the logically correct response. This 
observation can be explained when considering that some 
participants may be less inclined to respond NVC assigning 
this response a meaning of “giving up” (see Ragni, Dames, et 
al., 2019). Such biases against the NVC response have been 
proposed in earlier works already (e.g., Revlis, 1975;  Roberts 
et al., 2001) Feedback may thus not only help participants to 
learn that for some types of problems a valid conclusion can-
not be found (i.e., they may start to assume that the proportion 
of invalid problems is high), they may also become more 
confident in responding NVC. This could be the case, for 
instance, when participants in the feedback condition become 
aware of the great proportion of NVC responses in the task. 
As this process is not necessarily a result of participants 
becoming more logical, we should find an improvement 
mostly for invalid syllogisms. In addition, participants 
receive no further information on why their answers were 
incorrect in the current experiment. Such feedback may not 
help to apply the knowledge of one’s response’s correctness 
to different valid syllogisms. Reasoners however may find 
similarities in the structure of invalid syllogisms over time  
(e.g., whenever there are two some’s in the premises,  nothing 
can follow; Galotti, Baron, & Sabini, 1986). Consequently, 
we assume that the effect of trial number on the likelihood to 
give a logically correct response in the feedback group is 
stronger for invalid than for valid syllogisms (H3).  

 
1 osf.io/dy3gr (Dames, Schiebel, & Ragni, 2020) 

Method 
Participants Sixty-nine participants (Mage = 41.1 years, 
SD = 10.7, 58% female, 42% male) were recruited via Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk for the online experiment and received 
monetary compensation for their participation. Only partici-
pants that finished the whole experiment and agreed to the 
usage of their data were taken into consideration. Participants 
with highly unrealistic completion time of below 20 
minutes (n = 11; as an indicator for careless responses) were 
excluded and replaced with new ones. Participants were 
randomly assigned to either the feedback (n = 30) or the non-
feedback (n = 39) group (between-subject). 

Task and Materials Participants’ task was to generate a 
conclusion for all 64 possible syllogisms consisting of two 
premises each using a selection task design. That is 
participants were instructed to select a response out of all nine 
possible conclusions presented on the screen. Participants 
were told to assume the premises to be true and were 
instructed to draw a conclusion only if it necessarily followed 
from the two premises (see introduction). Furthermore, 
participants were asked to respond as quickly and accurate as 
possible. The content of the syllogisms depicted professions 
of groups of people where we assumed no influence of 
content on the believability of premises. More information on 
the task and instructions as well as all materials and data are 
made publicly available.1 

Trial Structure and Procedure Each trial started with the 
presentation of a central fixation cross for 300 ms (the inter-
trial-interval, ITI) followed by the two premises. The 
premises were presented until the participants used the 
spacebar thereby indicating they have found a conclusion to 
the premises. Subsequently, the nine response options were 
displayed. Participants selected one of them using the mouse 
and then pressed a “continue”-button to confirm their selec-
tion. Starting from the onset of the premises, participants 
were provided with a response deadline of 90 seconds. When 
they exceeded the response deadline at any time within a trial, 
the trial was aborted. Only in the feedback condition, a feed-
back-screen informed the participants about the accuracy of 
their response (1s, “correct” for correct responses; “incor-
rect” for incorrect ones; “too slow!” for response outside the 
response frame of 90 s). Overall, the experiment consisted of 
a practice task and four blocks, consisting of 16 trials each. 
In between blocks, participants could take a self-paced break. 
The order of the 64 syllogisms, content of the premises, and 
order of the presented conclusions was random per partici-
pant. At the end of the experiments, participants answered 
additional questions about themselves and were debriefed. 

Results and Discussion 
We excluded single trials with response omissions (i.e., trials 
where participants did not respond within the given 
timeframe; n = 16 trials out of all trial from all participants, 
0.3% of all the data) from the analysis. Mean error rates and 
RTs can be taken from Table 1. 
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Table 1: Response times (RTs) and error rates 
 

 No Feedback Feedback 
RTs (s): Mean (SD) 22.22 (7.82) 19.70 (7.77) 
Errors (%): Mean (SD) 67.4 (18.3) 56.6 (21.0) 

 
To test our hypotheses and to account for the multi-level 
structure of the design (e.g., multiple measures per 
participant), we employed a generalized linear mixed model 
(GLMM; see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) analysis and 
reported the odds ratio statistic (OR). Estimates were 
computed with maximum likelihood and binomial link func-
tions.  Effect coding was used for all dichotomous fixed ef-
fects. All continuous predictors were centered and scaled. 
The correctness of participants’ responses on a given trial n 
(0 = incorrect vs. 1 = correct) was analyzed as a function of  
the fixed factors group (1 = feedback vs. -1 = no feedback), 
trial number (1- 64), validity of a syllogism (1 = invalid 
vs. -1 = valid), and the corresponding interactions. We 
implemented the maximal random-effects structure justified 
by the design (as suggested by Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 
2013): by-participant random intercept and random slopes for 
all fixed factors, their interaction including all possible cor-
relations between the random effects, and a by-syllogisms 
random intercept. As this model did not adequately converge, 
the random slope for the interaction term was removed. The 
results of the GLMM can be taken from Table 2. In line with 
H1, the main effect of group (see the results for the predictor 
“Group” in Table 2) was significant, demonstrating that the 
likelihood to commit a correct response was on average 
higher in the feedback than in the non-feedback condition. As 
predicted in H2a, participants improved throughout the 
course of the experiment (effect “Trialn” in Table 2). This 
effect was, in line with H2b, stronger for the feedback group 
as apparent in the significant interaction between the two 
factors (“Group x Trialn”, Table 1). Our results also show that 
this interaction was strongest for invalid syllogisms (“Group 
x Val. x Trialn”, Table 1): For valid syllogisms only 
participants in the non-feedback but not in the feedback group 
improved over time. In line with this finding, the effect of 
feedback was generally stronger for invalid than for valid 
syllogisms (see the significant interaction between “Group x 
Validity” in Table 1). All results and the hypothesized three-
way interaction are shown in Figure 1. 

Table 2: GLMM for the correctness of participants’ responses 
on a given trial (correct vs. false) 

Predictors 
Odds 

Ratios 
Std. 

Error 
z- 

value 
p- 

value 
Intercept 0.43 0.24 -3.43 .001 
Trialn  1.15 0.05  2.91 .004 
Group (feedback) 1.42 0.18  2.00 .045 
Validity (invalid) 0.49 0.20 -3.46 .001 
Group x Trialn 1.10 0.05  2.06 .039 
Validity x Trialn 1.12 0.04  2.67 .008 
Group x Validity 1.62 0.11  4.30 <.001 
Group x Val. x Trialn 1.17 0.04  3.71 <.001 

The present findings indicate that feedback increases an in-
dividual’s likelihood to respond logically correct to syllo-
gisms. Expanding results provided by Khemlani and Moore 
(2012), we found that when using all 64 problems, this en-
hancement in accuracy is mostly driven by participants re-
sponding “NVC” more often as the effect of feedback was 
much stronger for invalid than for valid syllogisms (one could 
argue that it was not apparent for valid syllogisms). In addi-
tion, we found a clear evolution over the course of the exper-
iment for this feedback effect. Yet again, this was only true 
for invalid syllogisms. In summary, these results suggest that 
reasoners improved not by becoming more logical over time 
in general but by learning the underlying distribution of NVC 
responses. We were thus able to demonstrate that feedback 
impacts participants’ reasoning behavior, however, leaving 
the question open how participants may adapt their behavior 
through feedback on a trial-by-trial level.  
 

 
Figure 1: Marginal means separated for valid and invalid syl-
logisms.  Error bands depict 95 % confidence intervals. 

Experiment 2 – Post-error adaptations 

In Experiment 2, we investigate whether humans show post-
error adaptations commonly observed in simple stimuli 
response-mapping tasks when solving syllogisms with 
feedback. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
investigating post-error adaptations in syllogistic reasoning.   

Behavioral Changes Upon Error Commission How human 
reactions change on a behavioral basis upon the occurrence 
of an error received a considerable amount of attention (for 
an overview, see  Danielmeier & Ullsperger, 2011). To 
prevent error repetitions, motor adaptations and attentional 
focusing toward task-relevant information are induced (e.g., 
on a neural level; Marco-Pallarés, et al., 2008). Those 
adaptations in cognitive control typically manifest through 
post-error changes in reaction times (RTs) and error rates (see 
Danielmeier & Ullsperger, 2011). Research suggests that 
errors first trigger a stereotypic, two-step cascade of auto-
matic processing consisting of initial rapid inhibitory control 
processes (1) which then facilitate a subsequent shift in 
attentional orientation away from the current task-set 
representation (2), towards the source of the error (for an 
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overview see Wessel, 2018). As a result, people tend to slow 
down in trials following the error (Rabbitt, 1966). 
Traditionally, this well-replicated post-error slowing (PES) 
effect has been linked to cognitive control and inhibitory 
processes (Botvinick et al., 2001; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). 
This observation is in line with theories connecting PES to a 
by-product of a re-orienting process initiated by the error 
(Notebaert et al., 2009) or theories of capacity limitations 
during error monitoring (Jentzsch & Dudschig, 2009), but it 
still remains a discussion point. Only later in time, once the 
two-step cascade of control processes is completed, error-
specific adaptations are assumed to occur aimed at improving 
the ongoing task (Wessel, 2018).  In particular, with longer 
inter-trial-interval (ITI), attentional focusing toward task-
relevant information has been observed in a post-error 
improvement in accuracy (PIA; e.g., Maier, Yeung, & 
Steinhauser, 2011). 

Post-Error Adaptations in Complex Tasks How may 
reasoners react to errors in reasoning tasks? It is still unclear 
whether typical post-error adaptations, namely the PES and 
the PIA effect extend to the syllogistic reasoning task. Based 
on the above mentioned, well-replicated studies for the PES 
effect and given that we can also observe PES in more 
complex mental arithmetic tasks (Desmet et al., 2012; van der 
Borght, Desmet, & Notebaert, 2016), we assume to also find 
a typical increase in RTs in post-error trials as compared to 
post-correct trials. Note, however, the following differences 
between the present and previous tasks that have investigated 
PES: Although ITIs in the present and previous studies on 
error-processing are comparable (300ms), participants in the 
present study receive a rather long response deadline 
(1.5 minutes). However, we still assume that the error 
processing and monitoring processes elicited by an error 
occupy a central bottleneck (e.g., Jentzsch and Dudschig, 
2009). Participants are assumed to take some of the time 
required to complete this automatic processing cascade on the 
next trial leading to an increase in RTs for post-error trials on 
average.  

Last, the inter-individual differences in participants’ 
reasoning ability (i.e., accuracy) need to be considered. There 
are some theories that provide substantial evidence that it is 
the infrequent event that causes PES and not the erroneous 
nature of the incorrect response: Notebaert et al. (2009) 
demonstrated that PES occurs after infrequent errors but they 
could also observe post-correct slowing (PCS) following 
infrequent correct responses. Consequently, PES can be 
assumed to be part of a general orienting response prior to an 
actual error-specific adaptation effect (Wessel, 2018). Hence, 
PES should occur only for participants with a high accuracy 
and instead a PCS effect for low-accuracy participants. In 
those cases, correct feedback should be the unexpected, 
motivationally salient event that captures participants’ 
attention and distracts them during the processing of the 
subsequent syllogism. We thus predict to find a difference in 
RTs between post-error and post-correct trials moderated by 
an individual’s accuracy (H1). Note, that the investigation of 
a potential PIA effect is not part of this study. 

Method 
Recruitment and data exclusion criteria were the same as in 
Experiment 1 resulting in a sample size of n = 72 
(Mage = 45.8, SDage = 10.9, 47.2% female, 52.8% male). 
Note, that prior to data collection we intended to reach our 
desired sample size of n = 100 by including the n = 30 
participants from the feedback condition in Experiment 1 in 
the current analysis resulting in a final sample size of n = 102. 
The task, material, and procedure were identical to the 
feedback condition of Experiment 1 (all participants were 
provided with feedback) and are available online1. 

Results and Discussion 
Results and model specifications can be found online1. Mean 
RT was 21.39s (SD = 8.59) and mean error rate was 55.0% 
(SD = 20.7%). Single trials with and following response 
omissions (n = 10), error trials as well as trials both directly 
preceding and following an error (i.e., in-between error-trials. 
n = 1980) were excluded from the post-error analyses. Also, 
trials with RTs deviating more than 3 SDs from the mean RT 
within each condition and participant were removed from 
analyses (n = 42). Last, the first trial of each block was not 
considered as these trials are not preceded by a correct or 
incorrect response. After deleting those trials, mean RT was 
19.42s (SD = 8.77). Data-analysis procedure and selection of 
random-effect structure were the same as in Experiment 1 ex-
cept for using a linear mixed model for the analysis of RTs. 
We used restricted maximum likelihood estimation for slope 
estimates. p-values for effects were obtained using the 
Kenward-Roger (1997)  approximation for denominator de-
grees of freedom. The RTs were analyzed with the predictors 
response-correctnessn-1 of the preceding trial (depicting 
participants’ response accuracy in trial n-1; 1 = error, -1 = 
correct) and participants’ accuracy (the relative frequency of 
correct responses over all trials per participant) including 
their interaction. The trial sequence number (1-64) was added 
as covariate capturing effects due to fatigue or learning. We 
added the validity of a syllogism and the corresponding inter-
action with response-correctnessn-1  to the model to control 
for a potential influence of validity. 

 

 
Figure 2: Marginal means for RTs by participants’ standard-
ized (SD) accuracy.  Error bands: 95% confidence intervals. 
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The model that converged consisted of by-participant and by-
syllogism random intercepts and random slopes for response-
correctnessn-1, including their correlation. Participants 
response latency was 19.s (p < .001, intercept). Participants 
generally respond faster the higher the trial-number 
(β = -1.97, p < .001). The main effect of 
response-correctnessn-1 did not reach significance (β  = -0.03, 
p = .921), but as expected and in line with our hypothesis 
(H1), there was a significant interaction of 
response-correctnessn-1 and participants’ error-rates 
(β  = 0.54, p = .029). As also illustrated in Figure 2, we can 
thus confirm that we found a PES only for participants with 
a low error rate and a PCS for participants that committed 
errors frequently. In summary, Experiment 2 demonstrates 
that also in the syllogistic reasoning task, participants adapt 
to correct and incorrect feedback on a trial-to-trial basis. 

General Discussion 
The aim of the present paper is to explore the behavioral 
changes induced by evaluative feedback in a syllogistic 
reasoning task. We investigated this research question 
twofold: In a first experiment, we investigated to what extent 
feedback influences participants’ reasoning performance 
over time. In a second experiment we analyzed how people 
adapt to incorrect feedback on a trial-by-trial level (i.e., 
changes in RTs).  

These are core questions for theories of syllogistic 
reasoning, as they do not yet consider such flexible 
adaptations based on feedback, and for research on post-
error adaptations, as our study extends their methods to tasks 
from complex cognition. To this end, in Experiment 1, we 
had two groups of participants perform a syllogistic 
reasoning task receiving either no feedback or feedback. Our 
results show that with feedback participants’ reasoning 
performance is enhanced. Yet, in contrast to Khemlani and 
Moore (2012) who used only valid syllogisms, the observed 
improvement in the feedback condition was driven mainly by 
participants responding “NVC” more often as participants 
with feedback only improved for invalid but not for valid 
syllogisms. Furthermore, our study demonstrates that the 
improvement on invalid syllogisms clearly evolves over the 
course of the experiment. We attribute this effect to 
participants learning the underlying distribution of NVC 
responses over time with feedback (i.e., they start to assume 
that the probability of NVC problems is high; it is 58% for all 
syllogisms). Consequently, this process is not necessarily 
associated with participants becoming more logical in 
general. Based on rapid supervised learning principles, 
reasoners may have learned that for certain structures of the 
premises (e.g., whenever there are two some’s in the 
premises, Galotti et al., 1986) nothing can follow. These 
observations may also explain why participants did not 
substantially improve for valid syllogisms in the feedback 
condition. Moreover, note that participants received no 
information on why their conclusion was incorrect and were 
given only 300ms (ITI) to process feedback. Possibly, 
feedback may not help to apply the knowledge of one’s 

response correctness to different sets of valid premises. This 
raises the question whether people may learn effective 
response strategies for valid syllogisms when they are given 
more time to process feedback – an aspect that should be 
addressed in future studies. 

In Experiment 2, we investigated how feedback impacts 
participants’ RTs on a trial-by-trial level. We predicted that 
we could extend findings from standard speeded response 
tasks to more complex reasoning problems. In line with this 
prediction, the results provide first evidence that for the 
syllogistic reasoning task, indeed, typical post-error 
adaptations can be observed: Upon errors, participants 
slowed down when their accuracy was high. When 
participants’ accuracy was low, they slowed down after 
correct responses. Thereby, the present study revealed that 
individual differences associated with performance accuracy 
can substantially modulate post-error reactivity even in 
complex tasks. These results are in line with the assumption 
that an orienting response as a source of post-error 
adjustments is negatively related to the frequency of errors 
(e.g., Notebaert et al., 2009). That is, the more infrequent 
errors are, the better an error can be detected (e.g., Coles, 
Scheffers, & Holroyd, 2001) and the more likely PES can be 
observed. Most importantly, we could demonstrate that not 
only typical post-error adaptations but also their modulation 
by inter-individual differences can thus generalize to 
reasoning tasks and to a situation in which the response 
deadline is over 1 minute. Interestingly,  a recent study (Aczel 
& Palfi, 2017) also suggests that cognitive control 
adaptations effects observed for standard speeded response 
tasks (e.g., congruency sequence effect) can be found in the 
ratio-bias reasoning task. Together with the present findings, 
we therefore advocate the consideration of cognitive control 
and adaptation processes on a trial-by-trial level in reasoning 
research: We believe that they provide important insights not 
only for cognitive but also for metacognitive models on 
reasoning (e.g., Ackerman & Thompson, 2017) by shedding 
light on an important but so far neglected mechanism. 

 Conclusion In conclusion, we were able to demonstrate 
that feedback impacts participants’ reasoning behavior – an 
observation that needs to be addressed by theories on 
syllogistic reasoning. Importantly, feedback improves 
reasoning performance over time, but this improvement 
seems to occur almost exclusively for invalid syllogisms. We 
conclude that this effect is driven by participants learning the 
relative importance of NVC responses over time with 
feedback. On a trial-by-trial level, the present study 
additionally provides evidence that typical post-error 
adaptations observed in speeded response (low-level 
cognition) tasks can be found when solving syllogisms. The 
reported post-error and post-correct slowing effects suggest 
that error processing might be an important mechanism 
underlying performance on reasoning tasks. Investigating 
such trial-by-trial adaptations could potentially facilitate the 
refinement of predictions made by cognitive theories and 
facilitate the exploration of cognitive control in human 
reasoning. 
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Abstract 

 We examine schoolchildren’s reasoning with spatial relations, 
such as ‘is to the left of’. Our aims are to obtain a more precise 
account of the effect of working memory on reasoning, a more 
detailed understanding of the internal representation of mental 
models and a developmental perspective. We discuss two 
experiments in which 348 children, between eight and twelve 
years old, needed to verify conclusions for 24 reasoning 
problems describing the spatial relations between pieces of 
clothing. In both experiments, children in the experimental 
condition were allowed to take notes by means of paper and 
pencil. In both experiments we find that the participants 
spontaneously draw iconic representations of the items’ spatial 
ordering, have a strong preference for only considering one 
possible state of affairs even when more are relevant, and that 
an explanation in terms of working memory capacity alone 
cannot fully explain the data. 

Keywords: spatial reasoning; mental models; working 
memory; developmental psychology 

Introduction 

Arguably, the most widely accepted theory of how people 

reason with spatial relations is mental model theory (cf. 

Johnson-Laird, 1983; 2006). It says that reasoners mentally 

construct representations that are iconic to the information 

they have processed. Consider, for example, the following 

premise. 

 

The hat is to the left of the shirt 

 

This can be represented by the mental model below. 

 

H S 

 

Keeping such models in mind taxes working memory and the 

more complex they are, the more will be demanded in terms 

of working memory. Reasoners will not keep the premises in 

mind, but, according to the principle of economicity (Cf. 

Manktelow, 1999), incrementally add the information in the 

premises to their mental model. Consider, for example, the 

following premise being added to the information. 

 

The dress is to the right of the hat 

 

Now at least two different representations can be constructed. 

 

 H    S    D  and H    D    S 

 

Both are consistent with the premises. Anyone realizing this 

and representing these possibilities mentally, needs to invest 

more working memory effort than someone only representing 

one of both. In fact, it has convincingly been shown 

(Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005; Jahn, Knauff, & Johnson-

Laird, 2007; Ragni, Fangmeier, Webber, & Knauff, 2007) 

that reasoners by default only do construct one of both, the 

explanation being that this is done because of parsimonious 

use of working memory. In general, working memory 

capacity is known to limit reasoning capability (Cf. Bara, 

Bucciarelli, & Johnson-Laird, 1995; Gilhooly, Logie, 

Wetherick, and Wynn, 1992; Klauer, 1997). 

 

What is currently lacking, is a precise account of the effect of 

working memory, more detailed understanding of the internal 

representation of mental models and a developmental 

perspective. To obtain the developmental perspective, we 

have chosen children in different age groups as participants 

for our experiments. For more insight in their internal 

representation and a more specific understanding of the effect 

of working memory capacity, we allow them to use paper and 

pencil in the experimental condition. The assumption that 

reasoners who are given paper and pencil will write down 

something that matches their mental representations to some 

extent, has been made earlier by, for example, Van Der 

Henst, Yang, and Philip (2002) and Bucciarelli and Johnson-

Laird (1999). On the basis of several illustrative problems in 

mathematics and physics, Larkin and Simon (1987) argue 

convincingly that external and internal spatial representations 

can be viewed as equivalent. Larkin and Simon (1987) state 

that the creation of a mental image employs inference 

processes similar to those that make information explicit in 

the course of drawing a diagram (for a similar argument see 

also Evans, 2000). Huttenlocher (1968) made a similar 

argument with three-term series problems and claimed that 

what people are physically doing when they manipulate 

objects on a scale is isomorphic to the mental processes 

involved when they reason without objects. Moreover, taking 

notes by means of paper and pencil can be an auxiliary to 

remember things and thus, alleviate the weight on working 

memory, as explained by Bauer and Johnson-Laird (1993).  

In order to maximize this effect of the working memory aid, 

it also makes sense to try this kind of experiment with 

participants that are known to have limited working memory, 

i.e. children (see Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & 

Wearing, 2004). At the same time, we should be ascertained 

that participants have the ability to conduct the type of 

reasoning exercises we want to present them. Our participants 
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ranged from eight- to twelve-year olds. This is old enough to 

deal with transitive inferences (see Andrews & Halford, 

1998).  

 

If children’s reasoning performance is impaired because of 

limited working memory, and we provide them with a 

mechanism, i.e. taking notes, to overcome this limitation, we 

would expect the result to be a significant improvement of 

reasoning performance. Moreover, based on the working 

memory capacity account, we would expect a clear effect for 

the cases with multiple possibilities, as these put the heaviest 

load on working memory. That is, unless the bias to construct 

only one single model is based on more than working 

memory limitation alone. 

 

Data of both Experiment 1 and 2 are available at OSF.1 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Participant Info We tested 216 children. There were 106 

boys and 110 girls; 120 sixth-graders (M = 11.48 years; SD 

= 0.28) and 96 fourth-graders (M = 9.47 years; SD = 0.28). 

All data was collected at schools in Flanders. All children’s 

data was anonymized before processing. The experiment was 

approved by the social and societal ethics committee of KU 

Leuven (G-2017 11 970) and all participating children had an 

informed consent signed by their parents. Among the fourth-

graders, 55 children were assigned to the control condition 

and 41 to the experimental condition. Among the sixth-

graders, 65 and 55 children were in the control and 

experimental condition, respectively. 

 

Procedure  The experiment leader collected the data per 

class. Each class as a whole was assigned to either the 

experimental or control condition. During the data collection, 

she followed a script to ensure that the same instructions were 

given in each class. Before handing the exercises to the 

children, she introduced the topic by collectively solving a 

real life example of the type of problem they were to 

encounter in the exercises. She showed that a sweater was to 

the right of a pair of trousers and a cap was to the right of the 

sweater. Then she agreed with the children that the cap was 

also to the right of the trousers. Once the introduction was 

over, they each received their exercise sheets and could start 

working individually. 

 

Material All children received 24 reasoning problems. These 

consisted of premises describing relative positions of pieces 

of clothing, on the basis of which they had to draw a 

conclusion that could be chosen from multiple choice 

options. These indicated that what could be concluded from 

the premises was either that the questioned object was left of 

the other object, right of it, or no conclusion was possible. 

 

                                                           
1 osf.io/ukep3/?view_only=93de6a189e0f4e2f838f37dcabf5fe32 

There were three problem types. The first problem type, 

single model problems (M1), consisted of premises that 

describe an unambiguous arrangement of items. Hence, for 

all of these problems it was possible to infer what the relation 

between the question items was. Here is an example of a 

single model problem, translated to English from the Dutch 

original. In Dutch all nouns were singular. 

 

The trousers are to the left of the hat.  

The skirt is to the left of the trousers. 

 

Where are the skirt and the hat relative to each 

other? 

 

The correct, unambiguous mental model that can be 

constructed for these premises is 

 

S      T  H 

 

The second problem type, multiple-model problems with a 

valid conclusion (MMv), consisted of premises that describe 

a situation consistent with two different arrangements of 

items, but posed a question on items that had the same 

relation in both of these representations. Thus, for these 

problems, too, the correct left-right relation between the 

question items could be inferred. It is important to realize that 

these problems could be answered correctly by constructing 

only one of the two possible representations and judging the 

conclusion based on that one model, possibly without even 

realizing that multiple possible representations are involved. 

Add “the dress is to the left of the trousers” as third premise 

to the example above. The result is a description of a situation 

where the dress can be either left or right of the skirt, but this 

does not matter for the question at hand, as in both possible 

representations, the skirt is to the left of the hat. 

 

D   S   T   H   and  S   D   T   H 

 

Finally, the third problem type were multiple-model 

problems with no valid conclusion (MMnv). In these 

problems, premises also described a situation consistent with 

two different arrangements of items, but now a question was 

posed on items that had a different relation in both of these 

representations. No valid conclusion could be inferred from 

these premises. To obtain such a problem, again add “the 

dress is to the left of the trousers” as third premise to the 

problem above, obtaining the same two possible mental 

models, but now change the question to “where are the skirt 

and the dress relative to each other?”. As this relation is 

different in each of the two models, a valid conclusion is not 

possible.  

 

Each child solved eight M1 problems, eight MMv problems 

and eight MMnv problems. In the experimental condition, 

there was blank space (7cm x 16cm) below the question and 

answer options, where the children could write or draw what 
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they wanted. In the control condition, there was no blank 

space and children were not allowed to take notes, which was 

checked by the experiment leader. 

Results and Discussion 

No data were excluded. We performed a multilevel 

analysis, predicting scores from type, notes and grade 

including all their interactions, with individual participants as 

random intercept. The R² of the resulting model was .38 

(based on the theoretical variance) and .33 (based on the 

observation-level variance via the delta method of 

Nakagawa, Johnson, & Schielzeth, 2017). If we only look at 

the fixed effects, the R² estimates were .29 and .26, 

respectively. Critically, there was a significant three-way 

interaction between notes, grade, and problem type (χ²(2) = 

12.81, p = .002), but the pattern of results was not one we had 

expected a priori (see Figure 1). 

 

Taking notes proved to be beneficial for only two of the 

three problem types. Both fourth- and sixth-graders 

performed significantly better on single-model problems and 

multiple-model problems with valid conclusion when given 

the opportunity to take notes. Surprisingly, they performed 

worse on multiple-model problems without valid conclusion 

when allowed to take notes, the expectation being a 

significant improvement especially for these problems. 

Moreover, compared to fourth-graders, sixth-graders showed 

a stronger beneficial effect of note taking on multiple-model 

problems with valid conclusion, but also a stronger adverse 

effect of note taking on multiple-model problems without 

valid conclusion (see Table 1 and Table 2).  

 

 

 

Table 1: Effect of note taking for each problem type by grade 

combination 

 

 
 

Table 2: Differential effect of note taking between grade (6 

minus 4) for each problem type 

 

 
 

Our interpretation is that most children always constructed 

just one model. This is in accordance with the claim (in 

Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005; Jahn et al., 2007; and 

Ragni et al., 2007) that, not only children, but all reasoners in 

general by default build a single, simple, and typical mental 

model but neglect other possible models. The children who 

could take notes were better at this than the ones that could 

not, but for the MMnv problems it was not the right strategy, 

which resulted in a worse score for that problem type when 

note taking was allowed. In other words, taking notes seemed 

to improve performance on the easier problems, whether by 

facilitating the synthetization of information, enhancing 

children’s focus and motivation, and/or decreasing the 

working memory load. At the same time, it appeared to 

prompt them to disregard multiple possibilities. This was 

especially true for older children, presumably because note 

taking skills improve with age. 

 

One of our research goals was getting a better 

understanding of the internal representation of our reasoners. 

For this reason we provided them only with blank space and 

no instructions about how they could use it, apart from stating 

that they could use it in any way they wanted. This way, we 

wanted to see what kind of notes they would make 

spontaneously. It turned out that they spontaneously drew 

analogical representations, with drawings, words or letters 

representing the items, arranged on paper in the same way as 

described in the premises. This arguably shows that they also 

mentally used the same type of representations for solving 

these problems. Their notes can be interpreted as an external 

Figure 1: Experiment 1 mean scores in percentages by notes 

group, grade and problem type. 
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representation of their mental models. The ones that started 

out by drawing the items often switched to more economical 

representations as the experiment proceeded. This was likely 

because they grew tired of drawing unnecessary details but at 

the same time can have been functional as for mental 

reasoning activity visual imagery can impede reasoning (Cf. 

Knauff & Johnson-Laird, 2002). 

 

Our specific interest was in whether and how they would 

represent multiple possibilities. Given the results, it will not 

come as a big surprise that not many children did represent 

multiple possibilities. Of the 97 children that were in the 

notes condition, we only identified one who drew 

representations of multiple possibilities. This sixth-grader 

drew multiple models three times for MMnv problems and 

correctly answered the corresponding questions. 

 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that the children showed a strong 

preference for only considering one possible state of affairs. 

When they could take notes, they improved at this strategy, 

even in the cases where it was the wrong strategy. A question 

that naturally arises from this result, is how we can stimulate 

them to consider multiple possibilities. And when we succeed 

at this, it would be interesting to see whether the children in 

the notes condition can also use their notes to their benefit for 

the MMnv problems. 

 

In Experiment 2 we tried a very simple approach to reach this 

goal: we added a multiple possibilities example to the 

example that the instructor presented before the experiment. 

This was a relatively minimal adaptation, but now at least 

there was an example case in which it was shown that, e.g., 

the trousers could be either left or right of the sweater given 

certain information, whereas the example in Experiment 1 

only concerned a case with a definite answer. 

Method 

Participant Info We tested 132 children. There were 62 boys 

and 70 girls, 63 sixth-graders (M = 11.42 years, SD = 0.25) 

and 69 third-graders (M = 8.29 years, SD = 0.25). All data 

was again collected at schools in Flanders, different from 

those of Experiment 1. All children’s data was anonymized 

before processing. The ethical approval and informed consent 

were identical to those of Experiment 1. 

 

Procedure and Material The procedure and material were 

identical to that of Experiment 1, with the already explained 

exception that the instructor now also showed the children an 

example with multiple possibilities. 

Results and Discussion 

The same analysis as in experiment 1 was performed. The R² 

of the entire model was .43 (based on the theoretical variance) 

and .38 (based on the observation-level variance). If we only 

look at the fixed effects, the R² estimates were .35 and .31, 

respectively. Again, there was a significant three-way 

interaction between notes, grade, and problem type (χ²(2) = 

13.28, p = .001, see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Experiment 2 mean scores in percentages by notes 

group, grade and problem type 

 

It seems that the explicit mentioning of the cases with 

multiple possibilities had its effect. For Grade 6 participants, 

taking notes resulted in significantly better results for the 

problems where one model was sufficient, as in Experiment 

1. But whereas in Experiment 1 those taking notes performed 

significantly worse at the MMnv problems, this effect was no 

longer present. In fact, there was a slight benefit of taking 

notes for those problems as well now. For the Grade 3 

participants, there was only a significant difference between 

the notes and no notes conditions for the MMv problems. 

Maybe the mechanism of taking notes to represent mental 

models was too difficult for them, requiring some level of 

meta-cognition that they do not yet master. See Table 3 and 

Table 4 for more details on the effect of note taking. The 

improved scores for Experiment 2 are not just random noise. 

When combining the data of the sixth-graders from both 

experiments, we see a significant interaction of experiment 

with problem type ( χ²(2) = 9.14, p = . 010). The contrasts in 

Table 5 shows that sixth-graders in Experiment 2 score 

significantly higher for each problem type, compared to those 

in Experiment 1. 

 

The notes they made were very similar to those in 

Experiment 1: analogical representations of the spatially 

ordered items. Four out of 67 participants in the notes 

condition, all sixth-graders, drew representations of multiple 

possibilities. 
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Table 3: Effect of note taking for each problem type by grade 

combination in Experiment 2 

 

 
 

 

Table 4: Differential effect of note taking between grade (6 

minus 4) for each problem type in Experiment 2 

 

 
 

Table 5: Differential effect of experiment for each problem 

type 

 

General Discussion 

The first research goal we defined, was to specify the effect 

of working memory on relational reasoning. For problems 

that could be solved by means of a single mental model, we 

found what was expected: alleviating the weight on working 

memory results in better performance. For problems where 

considering multiple models is required, the situation is more 

complicated. The commonly accepted explanation of why 

people do not vary upon their preferred mental model, is the 

principle of parsimony, which is explained in terms of limited 

working memory capacity (Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005; 

Jahn et al., 2007; Markovits & Barrouillet, 2002). In light of 

our results, it is worth reconsidering this explanation. By 

allowing our participants to use paper and pencil, we 

provided them with a mechanism to overcome the limitations 

of working memory. This had the expected result for the 

reasoning problems in which varying the preferred model 

was not required: the children who could take notes 

performed significantly better. The best explanation for this 

indeed seems to be in terms of working memory capacity. 

Now, if the reason why people do not vary their preferred 

model is limited working memory capacity, we would 

especially expect an improvement for those problems in 

which varying their preferred model is required. However, 

we saw a reversed effect (Experiment 1) or only a slight 

improvement (Experiment 2). This suggests that working 

memory capacity in itself cannot be the sole motivation why 

reasoners choose to refrain from constructing multiple 

models. 

A first plausible alternative explanation that comes to mind is 

insufficient inhibitory control. Once one mental 

representation, consistent with the premises, is constructed, 

inhibitory control is required to not halt calculations and 

instead look for further possibilities 

A second alternative explanation, both compatible with an 

account in terms of working memory and in terms of 

inhibitory control, concerns rational thinking dispositions. 

“Consideration of alternatives”, mentioned in Markovits and 

Barrouillet (2002), seems particularly apt for capturing the 

effect we are after, with “actively open-minded thinking” a 

more general candidate that could carry the load (Cf. Baron, 

1985, 1993; Stanovich & West, 1998; Toplak, West, & 

Stanovich, 2014). 

Evidently, these alternatives are presently mere suggestions 

that will require further research before strong claims can be 

made. More specifically, measuring these variables and 

seeing how well they predict the score on MMnv problems 

will be needed. 

 

The second research goal, a more detailed understanding of 

reasoners’ internal representation, can be answered with a 

much clearer picture. Our young participants spontaneously 

drew iconic representations of the spatially organized items. 

It seems plausible that their internal strategy for solving the 

reasoning problems is also based on such representations, 

rather than on a logical strategy involving, for example, 

understanding of the transitivity of the relation “is to the left 

of”. Making abstraction of whether the iconic representations 

were drawn with images, words or letters, we can interpret 

them as mental models and interpret our results as supporting 

mental model theory. 

 

Finally, our third research goal was obtaining a 

developmental perspective. It is clear that children get better 

at reasoning with one representation as they grow older. Less 

clear is whether their understanding of multiple models 

improves a lot at the ages we tested. In Experiment 1 the 

sixth-graders scored worse than the fourth-graders on the 

MMnv problems. The sixth-graders in Experiment 2 scored a 

bit better, but still only at chance level. So the extent to which 

they understand multiple possibilities is not that clear. One 

hypothesis is that producing multiple models themselves is 

still too challenging for them, although they may be capable 

of understanding the concept when it is explained to them. 
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What is clear, is that our third-, fourth- and sixth-graders 

spontaneously use iconic representations and that a strong 

bias for ignoring multiple possibilities is present. 

 

One limitation of this study was the third answering option. 

The third multiple-choice option was 'none of the above'. This 

is the correct answer if you interpret the question as 'what can 

you validly conclude from these premises?'. As a descriptive 

statement, however, it is incorrect: the answer is either left or 

right, even if one cannot know which is the case based on the 

information in the premises. In retrospect, this should have 

been stated more clearly. However, the children were clearly 

instructed that this was the option to choose if they thought 

there were multiple possibilities or if they had the feeling 

there was no correct answer. This also relates to a possible 

aversion to answer ‘no valid conclusion’, as described for 

syllogistic reasoning by Ragni, Dames, Brand and Riesterer 

(2019). As a second limitation, it could be argued that the 

iconic nature of the notes taken was partly due to demand 

characteristics. Showing them examples with pieces of 

clothing and then leaving ample blank space for notes could 

have given the signal that a solution in terms of drawn items 

was expected. A third limitation was varying the age of the 

youngest group between Experiment 1 and 2. For better 

comparison between the experiments, it would have been 

more appropriate to stick to grade 4 in Experiment 2 as well. 

Conclusion 

We ran two reasoning experiments in which schoolchildren 

of two different age groups each solved 24 reasoning 

exercises. The control groups just had to choose the correct 

conclusion from three different options, while the 

experimental groups additionally had some blank space 

where they could make helpful notes before choosing their 

answer. In the first experiment, we observed a strong 

tendency to construct only a single model, resulting in a much 

lower score for the multiple-model problems with no valid 

conclusion, for which taking into account multiple 

possibilities is required to arrive at the correct answer. 

Understanding these multiple possibilities proved to be rather 

challenging for our young participants, even for the oldest 

ones and with the help of notes and some concise explanation. 

Taking notes was useful to improve their single-model 

strategy, which explains why in the notes condition accuracy 

was higher for the M1 and MMv problems, but significantly 

lower for the MMnv problems. Likewise, sixth-graders had 

lower scores than fourth-graders on these problems, because 

they were better at applying the preferred model strategy. In 

an attempt to overcome this preferred model bias, we 

explicitly showed them a multiple-model example with no 

valid conclusion in the second experiment, thus subtly 

explaining the preferred model mistake. This had some 

beneficial effect, but understanding of the multiple-model 

cases was still surprisingly low. 

Based on these results, we argued that the reason why people 

do not vary their preferred model, is not only because of 

working memory considerations. Taking notes should be a 

substantial help on the working memory front, but did not 

yield very beneficial results when it comes to varying the 

preferred model. So parsimonious use of working memory 

cannot be the only reason why participants tend to be satisfied 

with one mental model, even in cases where multiple ones are 

possible. Our results suggest that producing representations 

of multiple possibilities is by no means evident until the age 

of twelve, and that the principle of parsimony for mental 

model construction in itself is not sufficient to explain it. 
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Abstract

The aim of this study is to investigate whether trait differences
in mind wandering can also predict state differences in mind
wandering. More specifically, we ask whether dimensions of
disengagement, improvisation, and navigation of mind wan-
dering thoughts in daily life also influence these dimensions of
mind wandering states during performance of a tracing task.
Previous findings concerning the relationship between trait and
state mind wandering are inconsistent. Although studies indi-
cate a significant relationship between the two, the correlates
of trait mind wandering and state mind wandering are not al-
ways the same. Because of this, we expect to shed some light
on these inconsistencies by using a novel measure of mind
wandering, which captures essential individual differences in
the nature of the phenomenon. Our results indicate that indi-
vidual differences in trait mind wandering significantly predict
state differences in content variation of mind wandering and
task performance, but not in perceptual decoupling or in men-
tal navigation. Implications of these findings are discussed.
Keywords:
trait mind wandering; state mind wandering; perceptual decou-
pling; mental improvisation; mental navigation; content varia-
tion

Introduction
Previous research has shown that mind wandering is a hetero-
geneous phenomenon. As such, individuals vary according to
the amount they mind wander as well as with regards to the
nature and dynamics of their mind wandering thoughts. More
specifically, mind wandering experience may vary in terms
of degree of disengagement (perceptual decoupling), impro-
visation (unconstrained thought flow), and navigation across
space and time (Goncalves, Dias da Silva, Coelho, & Branco,
submitted). Often it involves a navigation from one topic to
another, back and forth between the outside external world
and internal thoughts and feelings.

Regular oscillations between engagement with the external
environment and engagement in internal thoughts are char-
acteristic to our human existence (Smallwood & Schooler,
2015). However, the frequency and degree to which attention
decouples from the environment towards internal thoughts
and feelings are subject to individual differences (Schooler et
al., 2011; Smallwood & Andrews-Hanna, 2013; Schad, Nuth-
mann, & Engbert, 2012).

In addition to variations in the degree of perceptual decou-
pling during mind wandering, thoughts frequently focus on
events that occur in distinct periods in time, enabling a men-
tal navigation across space and time (Smallwood & Schooler,
2015). Such mental time travel has been associated with re-
gions of the brain associated with episodic retrieval and con-
struction of mental simulations of the past, the future, or
alternative realities and fantasies (Andrews-Hanna, Reidler,
Huang, & Buckner, 2010; Klinger, 2013).

Finally, next to individual differences in perceptual de-
coupling and mental navigation, mind wandering varies with
regards to its dynamics. The default variability hypothesis
(Mills, Herrera-Bennett, Faber, & Christoff, 2018) proposes
that thoughts ceaselessly move from one topic to the next.
Therefore, mental improvisation (i.e. unconstrained flow of
thought), which goes hand in hand with content variation of
thought, is another important dimension of mind wandering
that is prone to individual differences.

Mind wandering as a trait
As a dynamic state, seemingly inherent to human experience,
can mind wandering also be described as a trait? Is an in-
dividual’s stable tendency to mind wander in daily life also
reflected in the manner in which the mind wanders during
performance of a task? Previous research demonstrates that
trait levels of spontaneous and deliberate mind wandering
seem to generalize to state levels of spontaneous and deliber-
ate mind wandering (Seli, Risko, & Smilek, 2016). However
different correlates have been observed for trait mind wan-
dering and state mind wandering. For example, recent work
by Godwin et al. (2017) demonstrates that trait mind wander-
ing is not correlated to working memory capacity, as mea-
sured by different span tasks. Meanwhile, Randall, Oswald,
and Beier (2014) review a variety of studies that have con-
sistently demonstrated state mind wandering measured both
online and post-hoc to be negatively related to working mem-
ory. This discrepancy may be related to differences in the
manner in which individuals report the content of their mind
wandering experiences immediately after experiencing them
as opposed to how they reflect about their general mind wan-
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dering experiences in daily life. While state mind wandering
reflects moment-to-moment experiences, trait mind wander-
ing is more related to a person’s character, personality, and
identity. Moreover, the degree to which state mind wander-
ing differs from state mind wandering likely differs according
to the type of task being performed. For example, although an
individual may rate himself as a high trait mind wanderer in
daily life, under very engaging tasks, or under tasks in which
an individual is proficient at or interested in, they may actu-
ally remain highly focused. Therefore, generalizations con-
cerning the relationship between measures of trait mind wan-
dering and state mind wandering must be made with care.

Current Study
Mind wandering has been studied primarily under tasks
which are conducive to the experience. These tasks tend to
be monotonous and tedious, in order to encourage people to
mind wander. With this in mind, we created a variation of
the oddball paradigm, in which participants have to trace the
path of a ball which bounces diagonally across a screen. Al-
though monotonous, this task requires a certain degree of vi-
sual attention towards the external environment for the accu-
rate tracing of the ball and correct detection of targets during
a period of approximately one hour.

The goal of the present study is two-fold. First, we expect
to replicate previous findings with regards to mind wander-
ing and the oddball paradigm, such that we expect to find
more errors and slower response times during states of mind
wandering. Second, we investigate whether trait differences
in mind wandering can also predict state differences in mind
wandering during performance of a task. In particular, we
explore whether the degree of disengagement, improvisation,
and navigation of mind wandering thoughts both in daily life
and during performance of a tracing task. Previous findings
concerning the relationship between trait and state mind wan-
dering are inconsistent, such that the correlates of trait mind
wandering are not always the same as the correlates of state
mind wandering. Because of this, we expect to shed some
light on these inconsistencies by using a novel measure of
mind wandering1, which captures essential individual differ-
ences in the nature of the phenomenon.

Methods
Participants and Procedure
In total, 45 participants between 18 and 33 years of age
(M = 22.53, SD = 3.362), 28 female, performed this ex-
periment and received course credit for their participation.
Two participants were excluded because they fell asleep dur-
ing the study and did not follow the instructions. The study
was approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board
(REDC#2019/98). Before beginning the experiment, partic-
ipants signed a consent form. Participants then answered

1This measure of mind wandering experiences in daily life was
developed by Goncalves et al. (submitted).

2N = 43. The two participants who fell asleep were not consid-
ered in calculating mean values for age or Gender count.

questions about their demographics and mind wandering ex-
periences in daily life. Next, they performed the bouncing
ball task, in which they were instructed to trace the path of a
bouncing ball on a screen as accurately as possible3. Some-
times the ball would turn red. Whenever it did, participants
were asked to click on it as quickly as possible.

Materials
Mind Wandering Inventory The Mind Wandering Inven-
tory (Cronbach α = .81), consisted of 10 items (see Table
1) assessed on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = completely agree
to 4 = completely disagree) concerning mind wandering in
daily life. The scale was intended to capture trait differ-
ences in perceptual decoupling, mental navigation, and men-
tal improvisation. The first 3 items are intended to generally
be associated with perceptual decoupling, while the subse-
quent 3 capture primarily mental navigation, and the final 4
capture primarily mental improvisation and content variation
(Goncalves et al., submitted).

Table 1:
Items from the Mind Wandering Inventory

1. My mind often disconnects from what surrounds me
2. While performing a task,
my mind is often thinking of other things
3. I am often absorbed with my own thoughts
4. My thoughts travel frequently through time
(past or future)
5. I often imagine that I’m somewhere else
6. I often imagine what others are thinking or feeling
7. My thoughts seem to have a life of their own
8. My thoughts jump easily from one subject to another
9. The content of my thoughts is very diverse
10. I spend much of the time daydreaming

Bouncing ball task The bouncing ball task was developed
as a variation of the oddball paradigm, a commonly used task
for cognitive and attention measurement. Participants were
placed approximately 70 centimeters in front of the screen.
Stimulus material was presented with a display refresh rate
of 60 Hz on a white background. In this study, a black ball
“bounced” along a white computer screen. Participants were
instructed to trace the path of the bouncing ball and to click
on it whenever it turned red. Further, the reaction time and
correct target detection for each participant were recorded.
Errors were determined as either not clicking within the red
ball, or by not clicking at all. 10% of trials were targets and
90% were nontargets. As the task consisted of 5 blocks, each
lasting approximately 10 minutes, there were 60 targets and

3Note that some of the data has been reported in a separate
study (manuscript in preparation) and, thus, the current data and that
data are not from independent samples. More specifically EEG and
mouse tracking data collected during this study are reported else-
where.
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540 nontargets per block (300 targets and 2700 nontargets in
total). Total time spent on the oddball task was approximately
one hour.
Mind wandering probes Intermittent thought probes as-
sessing participant’s state of mind were presented during the
bouncing ball task. Mind wandering was calculated as the
percentage of thought probes during which participants re-
sponded that they were not focused on the task. Whenever
participants responded that they were not focused on the task,
they were asked to indicate the degree to which their thoughts
were disengaged from the task (perceptual decoupling), the
degree to which they imagined being somewhere else (men-
tal navigation), and the degree to which the content of their
thoughts varies (content variation).
Instrumentation The mind wandering experiences ques-
tionnaire was presented online via Qualtrics (Qualtrics,
2005). The bouncing ball task was programmed in E-prime
3.0 (Psychology Software Tools). The experiment was run on
full screen mode, with a resolution of 1366 by 768 pixels on
a Windows 10 operating system. ).

Results

Data were analyzed for 43 participants. Descriptives for the
Mind Wandering Inventory, probes, reaction times, and ac-
curacy can be found in Table 2. We determined accuracy as
the percentage of trials in which participants correctly clicked
on the oddball (target). As probes were presented pseudo-
randomly during the task, the number of oddballs preceding
each probe varied. There were either 2, 4, or 6 oddballs pre-
ceding each probe, for a total of 15 probes per block (5 after
2 oddballs, 5 after 4 oddballs, and 5 after 6 oddballs).

In order to determine the accuracy for trials in which par-
ticipants were focused versus for trials in which participants
were mind wandering, we extrapolated answers to the probe
to either 2, 4 or 6 trials preceding the probe. We found that
irrespective of the amount of trials considered previous to the
probe, accuracy was slightly better for trials in which partic-
ipants were focused (M = 0.94, SD = 0.08) than in trials in
which participants were mind wandering (M = 0.90, SD =
0.12). Responses to the oddball stimulus were negatively
skewed, as the majority of participants responded accurately
to the target. Therefore, a paired Wilcoxon’s singed-ranks test
was performed in order to examine whether the difference
in accuracy between the mind wandering and focus condi-
tions was significant. Results indicated that indeed responses
during during mind wandering (Mdn = 0.94) were signifi-
cantly less accurate than responses during focus (Mdn= 0.96,
Z = 53, p < 0.001). Similarly, reaction times during focused
attention (M = 0.622.47, SD = 81.88) were faster than reac-
tion times during mind wandering(M = 652.36, SD = 87.13).
Reaction times during mind wandering and focus trials were
normally distributed. Paired t-tests indicated that this differ-
ence to be highly significant(t =−6.02, d f = 42, p < 0.001).

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for Mind wandering Experi-
ences, Mind wandering probes, accuracy, and reaction times.

Measure Mean SD

Mind wandering experiences(1-4) 3.40 0.62
Perceptual decoupling (1-4) 3.03 0.61
Mental navigation(1-4) 3.07 0.55
Content variation(1-4) 3.36 0.41
Mind wandering frequency(probes) 0.40 0.19
Perceptual decoupling (1-10) 4.85 2.19
Mental navigation(1-10) 4.52 2.09
Content variation(1-10) 5.49 1.78
% Correct overall 0.92 0.08
% Correct (focused attention) 0.94 0.08
% Correct (mind wandering) 0.90 0.12
RT(correct trials) 634.71 79.61
RT(focused attention) 622.47 81.88
RT(mind wandering) 652.36 87.13

Note: Mind wandering experiences were reported on a Lik-
ert scale of 1-4. Mind wandering probes were reported on a
scale of 1-10. RT is reported in milliseconds. RTs reported
for mind wandering and correct trials only pertain to correct
responses (in which participants clicked on the oddball).

Mind wandering across time
When observing mind wandering rates across the task, we
found that initially in the first block, mind wandering rates
are relatively lower, but as the task proceeds, mind wandering
rates increase, remaining steadily higher from the second to
the fifth blocks (36%, 46%, 46%, 44%, and 43% for blocks
one through 5, respectively).

Trait mind wandering v. state mind wandering
Mind Wandering Inventory In order to explore the factor
structure of the Mind Wandering Inventory, we performed a
Principal Components Analysis with oblimin rotation. Three
components were extracted (eigenvalues < 1) that cumula-
tively accounted for 26%, 51%, and 64%, of the variance in
the answers to the questionnaire (see Table 3.

The first component consists of higher loadings for ques-
tionnaire items pertaining to mental navigation (e.g.,“My
thoughts travel frequently through time (past or future)”). The
second component consists primarily of higher loadings for
items related to perceptual decoupling (i.e.“My mind often
disconnects from what surrounds me”) and mental improvi-
sation (e.g.,“My thoughts jump easily from one subject to an-
other”). Lastly, the third component consists of higher load-
ings for items related to content variation (e.g.,“The content
of my thoughts is very diverse”).

Interestingly, although content variation is considered to be
characteristic of the mental improvisation dimension of the
Mind Wandering Inventory, here it seems to load on a new
factor (Table 3, represented by high positive loadings for Item
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9 (“The content of my thoughts is very diverse”, see Table 1)
and high negative loadings for Item 3 (”I am often absorbed
with my own thoughts”, see Table 1).

Table 3: Results from the Principal Components Factor Anal-
ysis with values for the highest loadings for each component,
with ultimate cutoff point of .35.

1 2 3

Item 1 0.79
Item 2 0.58 -0.35
Item 3 0.33 0.35 -0.59
Item 4 0.81
Item 5 0.80
Item 6 0.76 -0.31
Item 7 0.57
Item 8 0.86
Item 9 0.86
Item 10 0.57

Correlations In order to investigate the relationship be-
tween a general tendency to mind wander in daily life and
mind wandering during a task, we first observed correlations
between trait and state measures of mind wandering (see Fig-
ure 1).Correlations between trait mind wandering experiences
and state content variation (r = 0.42, p = 0.007), trait decou-
pling and state content variation (r = 0.32, p = 0.038), as
well as between trait navigation and state content variation
(r = 0.32, p = 0.038) were significant.

With regards to state measures, state mental navigation and
state content variation were significantly correlated to one an-
other (r = 0.49, p= 0.001) while state navigation was signifi-
cantly correlated with state decoupling (r = 0.31, p = 0.041).
However, state decoupling and content variation were not sig-
nificantly correlated to one another.

Interestingly, reaction times during mind wandering were
significantly negatively correlated to probe responses for per-
ceptual decoupling (r = −0.35, p = 0.021), indicating that
shorter reaction times were associated with a higher de-
gree of perceptual decoupling. In addition, accuracy dur-
ing mind wandering trials was also significantly negatively
correlated to the reaction times during mind wandering trials
(r =−0.60, p < 0.001), such that higher accuracy in oddball
trials during which participants reported to be mind wander-
ing was associated to quicker reaction times. Moreover, accu-
racy was also significantly associated to trait content variation
(r = 0.31, p = 0.043), such that higher accuracy during mind
wandering trials was associated to greater content variation of
mind wandering thoughts.

In order to investigate whether trait levels of mind wan-
dering predict differences in state content variation of mind
wandering, we performed a linear regression. As input for
the regression, we included responses to the Mind Wandering
Inventory, seeing that correlations between state content vari-
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Figure 1: Correlations between trait mind wandering, state
mind wandering, reaction time and accuracy during the odd-
ball task. Here, reaction time and accuracy are only reported
for trials in which participants reported mind wandering.

ation and the entire questionnaire were stronger than correla-
tions with individual components of the MWI. Results of the
regression indicate that state content variation in mind wan-
dering was significantly predicted by trait mind wandering
experiences (R = 0.4, adjusted-R2 = 0.15, F(1,41) = 8.15,
p = .007). Regression coefficients are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Responses to the MWI as a predictor of state content
variation in mind wandering.

B SE(B) t p

(Intercept) -0.53 1.76 0.30 .77
Trait content variation 1.59 0.56 2.86 .007

Adjusted R2 = 0.15, p = .007

Discussion
In line with previous literature (Smallwood & Schooler,
2015; Seli, Cheyne, & Smilek, 2013), we found mind wan-
dering rates between 20 and 50% during the bouncing ball
task. Despite the high accuracy rates in the oddball task, we
did find differences in accuracy and reaction times in condi-
tions during which participants were mind wandering. As ex-
pected, longer reaction times were associated with decreased
accuracy. Moreover, accuracy was significantly higher during
trials in which participants were focused than when they were
mind wandering.

We also found that the nature of thoughts influenced the
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extent to which reaction times were affected. Interestingly,
and somewhat counter-intuitively, shorter reaction times were
particularly associated with a greater degree of perceptual de-
coupling. Although, in general, reaction times were slower
during mind wandering than during focused trials, when ob-
serving the trials in which participants were mind wander-
ing, greater levels of disengagement (perceptual decoupling)
were associated with quicker response times. This increase in
speed may be a result of an increase in automatic movements
(Morsella, Larson, & Bargh, 2010).

When exploring the factor structure of the Mind Wandering
Inventory, we found that three factors emerged that together
account for 1) mental navigation, 2) perceptual decoupling
together with mental imropovisation, and 3) content variation
of mind wandering thoughts. Although content variation is
considered to be an index of the mental improvisation dimen-
sion of the Mind Wandering Inventory, here it seems to load
on a new factor pertaining to the variation of thought versus
the quality of being absorbed in one’s thought. The factor
loading for the item pertaining to content variation is posi-
tive, while the loading for the item pertaining to absorption
in thought is negative. As such, content variation is inversely
related to absorption, such that higher degrees of content vari-
ation likely correspond with lower degrees of of absorption.

The quality of being absorbed in thought seems to be akin
to what van Vugt and Broers (2016) denote as “stickiness”,
reflecting the difficultly to disengage from thought. Interest-
ingly, these authors (van Vugt & Broers, 2016) found that in-
creased stickiness of thoughts was associated with longer re-
sponse times during a Sustained Attention to Response Task.
Relatedly, the content variation factor that emerged from the
Mind Wandering Inventory also seems to affect task perfor-
mance, such that more content variation and less absorption
in thoughts is related to increased accuracy during trials in
which participants reported mind wandering. It may be that
this component is reflective of an adaptive ability to mind
wander whenever the situation allows for it. In the context
of this task, such an ability is likely useful for coping with
boredom without hurting performance on the task.

With respect to state measures of mind wandering, we
found that mental navigation and content variation were
strongly correlated to one other. As such, whenever partic-
ipants reported higher degrees of mental navigation (i.e.,“I
imagined being somewhere else”), they also reported higher
degrees of content variation (i.e., “The contents of my thought
varied”). Moreover, mental navigation was moderately re-
lated to perceptual decoupling (i.e., “My attention was dis-
engaged from my surroundings”). However, perceptual de-
coupling was not significantly correlated to content variation.
As such, any change in the degree of content variation was
independent of any change in the degree of perceptual decou-
pling.

Lastly, we found that a tendency to mind wander in daily
life does not predict the frequency of mind wandering on a
task. Nor does it necessarily predict the nature of the expe-

rience during task performance.The Mind Wandering Inven-
tory tapped into general patterns of thought likely inherent
to a person’s character and personality, while the mind wan-
dering probes tapped more into moment-to-moment states of
thought.

Importantly, however, we did find a significant relation-
ship between answers to the Mind Wandering Inventory and
content variation of thoughts during performance of the task.
However, trait levels of mind wandering did not predict ei-
ther perceptual decoupling nor mental navigation. As such,
individual trait differences in mind wandering thoughts as
captured by the Mind Wandering Inventory along with the
first two emergent factors (which capture variance in men-
tal navigation, perceptual decoupling, and mental improvi-
sation) generalize to state level changes in content variation
of mind wandering thoughts. In contrast, trait differences in
content variation (and absorption) do not generalize to any
changes in state dimensions of mind wandering, but are re-
lated to changes in accuracy during the task.

Taken together, our results indicate that individual differ-
ences in the tendency to mind wander in daily life seem to
generalize to state level variations in mind wandering content
as well as accuracy during this task. In contrast, though, trait
levels of mind wandering do not predict differences in state
decoupling and mental navigation in this task.

Conclusion
The relationship between trait mind wandering and state mind
wandering is not a straightforward one. It seems to depend
considerably on the nature of the inner experience being as-
sessed. From our findings, responses to the Mind Wandering
Inventory is able to predict content variation of thoughts dur-
ing a monotonous task. However, why this relationship holds
for this dimension of mind wandering and not for others is
still an open question. Further investigation of different mea-
sures of mind wandering at both trait and state levels under
different tasks is needed for a better understanding of the re-
lationship between mind wandering as an inherent aspect of
our personalities and as a state that ebbs and flows during the
course of our daily lives.

Supplementary Information
All materials used in the task are available upon request.
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Abstract 

How do children map symbolic number words to continuous 
and noisy perceptual magnitudes? We explore how 5- to 12-
year-olds attach novel units to number, length, and area by 
examining whether verbal estimation performance is primarily 
predicted by access to number words, the precision of 
children’s underlying perceptual systems, or a more general 
process in structurally aligning number words with perceptual 
magnitudes. We find that from age five onward, children can 
readily form novel mappings between number words and 
perceptual magnitudes, including dimensions they have no 
experience estimating in (e.g., length, area), and even when 
faced with completely novel units (e.g., mapping a collection 
of three dots to “one” unit for number). Additionally, 
estimation performance was poorly predicted by the noise in 
their underlying perceptual magnitudes and number word 
access. Instead, we show that individual differences in 
children’s abilities to translate continuous perceptual signals 
into discrete categories underlie verbal estimation 
performance. 

Keywords: Number words, estimation, perceptual magnitudes 

Introduction 
Language and perception are distinguishable in their 
representational formats: while words carry discrete and 
symbolic meanings, much of perception is richly continuous 
and imprecise. Despite this, we frequently – and effortlessly 
– access and reason across these two systems, attaching 
known words to our perceptual experiences. What 
psychological mechanisms support this interface between 
discrete words and analog perceptual experiences? 

An important case-study in our understanding of how we 
connect language and perception is the link between number 
words (e.g., “fifteen”) and our intuitive, perceptual sense of 
number (i.e., the Approximate Number System; ANS). While 
adults can perceive a collection of objects on the screen and 
easily attach a number word to them (e.g., responding “eight” 
when briefly shown some dots), the development of this 
interface is far from trivial. Even after young children have 
learned the meanings of number words, they do not 
immediately interface them with their ANS (Le Corre & 
Carey, 2007; Odic et al., 2015). Their mappings – at least 
initially – appear to be associative in nature and require a lot 
of practice: children must first learn to map small collections 
of objects with “one,” then “two,” then “three,” etc.  (Le 
Corre & Carey, 2007). In turn, children take a long time to 
develop structural mappings between number words and    

the ANS (e.g., reasoning about how to map number words to 
the ANS through analogy or their shared ordinal structure; 
Gentner, 1983; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Sullivan & Barner, 
2013, 2014). Achieving the latter is pivotal as it allows 
children to eventually attach number words to quantities that 
they have never encountered or practiced (e.g., being able to 
spontaneously guess that there are three-hundred-and-forty-
seven candies in a jar). Here, we focus on understanding what 
factors predict performance in verbal number estimation.  

Broadly speaking, children’s verbal number estimation 
performance could be predicted by at least three (non-
mutually exclusive) factors. First, since children’s number 
estimates are at least partly the consequence of the 
imprecision of their ANS (Izard & Dehaene, 2008), children 
might become more accurate and less variable in attaching 
number words to their number sense primarily due to the 
developmental maturity of their perceptual representations. 
Second, children may become better number estimators as 
their knowledge and rapid access to a broader set of number 
words becomes deeper and more reliable (e.g., children who 
know numbers words above “ten” may show better 
estimation performance when estimating more than 10 dots, 
compared to children who have not get acquired these 
number words). Finally, with practice and maturity, children 
may become better in the actual process of mapping number 
words to perceptual states through structure mapping, 
allowing their estimation performance to improve, even if 
their knowledge of number words and access to precise 
perceptual states stays relatively constant. 

The challenge in disentangling the contributions of these 
factors is that in typical number estimation tasks – whereby 
children are asked to verbally report “how many” items they 
saw – is that the precision of the ANS, and accessibility of 
number words, and practice with this interface all improve 
with age (Odic et al., 2015; Libertus et al., 2016). To tackle 
this, we take a different approach: comparing how well 
children attach number words to their perceptual 
representations of not only number, but also length and area, 
which improve along distinct developmental trajectories 
(Odic, 2018).  

Much like the ANS, adults have access to an automatic and  
intuitive perceptual representations for length and area, and 
can map number words to these dimensions (e.g., estimating 
that a line is 25cm long or that a room is 520ft2). However, 
our perception of length and area is significantly more precise 
and develops quicker than the ANS: while a typical 5-year-
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old can reliably discriminate a small ratio of two line lengths 
(e.g., 12cm vs. 11cm), they struggle to discriminate that same 
ratio in number perception (e.g., 12 dots vs. 11 dots) (Odic, 
2018; Starr & Brannon, 2015). Therefore, if perceptual acuity 
is the primary driver of estimation performance, we should 
find that once children can map number words to length and 
area, their estimation performance in these dimensions 
should be more precise than for number.  

If knowledge and access to number words is the primary 
predictor of performance in estimation tasks, we should 
expect that – given an identical set of target number words – 
estimation performance should be largely identical across 
dimensions. In other words, we should expect that the very 
moment children have acquired number words and 
understand their cardinality, they should be equally good at 
estimating across number, length, and area, especially if the 
range of presented values is held constant across the three 
dimensions. 

Finally, if estimation performance is primarily predicted by 
the ability to align, and maintain alignment between, 
perceptual states and number words (Sullivan & Barner, 
2013; Yeo & Price, 2020), we should find that estimation 
performance should strongly correlate across number, length, 
and area. That is, we should find that how well a child is able 
to structure map (i.e., to maintain an interface between 
perception and number words) in one perceptual magnitude 
correlates with how well they are able to do this for other 
perceptual magnitudes. 

Here, we report data from 5- to 12-year-olds, who each 
completed a set of perceptual discrimination tasks 
(measuring their ANS, length, and area perceptual acuity, and 
confirming that ANS precision is much worse), followed by 
a set of estimation tasks. We show that from age five onward, 
children can instantly generate an interface between number 
words and perceptual magnitudes, even in dimensions that 
are not well practiced (e.g., length, area; Experiments 1 and 
2) and for novel units (i.e., mapping three dots to “one” 
number; Experiment 2), and that neither perceptual acuity nor 
access to number words are sufficient for explaining 
differences in estimation performance. Instead, we find 
correlations in children’s estimation ability across the three 
perceptual dimensions, broadly supporting the idea that 
verbal estimation performance is primarily driven by 
children’s ability to structure map number words to 
perceptual states. 

 
Experiment 1 

Methods & Procedure 
Participants   Ninety children (47 males) between the ages 
of 5- to 12-years-old (M = 8;9 [years; months], range = 5;1 
to 12;11) completed two tasks: a Discrimination Task (to test 
the precision of participants’ perceptual representations) and 
an Estimation Task (to explore the quality of the interface 
between these perceptual representations and number words). 
We chose this age range as some work suggests that from age 
five onward, children are able to map their intuitive 

representations (e.g., ANS) to language (e.g., number words) 
(Le Corre & Carey, 2007; Odic et al., 2015). Moreover, we 
include a wide age range for the primary purposes of 
exploring whether the overall patterns in discrimination and 
estimation performance (e.g., whether number is better/worse 
than length and/or area across tasks) differ across 
development, though our focus is not on charting the 
developmental time course for improvement.  

To create more balanced categories in age (as is necessary 
in order for the assumptions of the ANOVAs to be met), we 
binned participants into 4 primary age categories: “5-year-
olds” (range = 5;0 – 6;11, M = 6;0, n = 20), “7-year-olds” (7;0 
– 8;11, M = 7;11, n = 25), “9-year-olds” (9;0 – 10;11, M = 
9;11, n = 31), and “11-year-olds” (11;0 – 12;11, M = 11;11, 
n = 14). These group sample sizes are consistent with typical 
estimation tasks (Libertus et al., 2016; Sullivan & Barner, 
2014; Izard & Dehaene, 2008). An additional 14 children 
were tested, but failed to complete both tasks in full and were 
excluded. All participants were individually tested in a quiet 
room on a 13” MacBook Air running custom-made 
Psychtoolbox-3 scripts. 
 
Discrimination Task   Participants were first presented with 
a 2AFC discrimination task across the three dimensions in 
which they had to judge which set of items was more 
numerous (i.e., “which side has more dots?”, “which line is 
longer?”, “which blob is bigger?”) modelled after Odic 
(2018). Participants were asked to indicate their answers 
verbally or by pointing. To minimize the influence of motor 
control on performance, children’s responses were recorded 
on the computer by the experimenter who pressed buttons 
corresponding to the side of the screen children chose. 

Stimuli were shown on the screen for 500 milliseconds. 
Previous research has demonstrated that this is sufficiently 
long enough for children to view the display, but also 
sufficiently short to prevent counting (Odic, 2018). 
Following 6 practice trials (2 consecutive trials per 
dimension), participants completed 192 trials (64 per 
dimension) in an intermixed order across dimensions, to 
eliminate potential order effects. To control difficulty, each 
trial varied in one of four ratios, which were identical across 
dimensions: 2.0 (e.g., 20 vs. 10 dots), 1.5, 1.20, and 1.07 (e.g., 
16 vs. 15 dots). Consistent with previous work (Libertus et 
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Odic, 2018), computer-
generated auditory feedback was given based on the 
participants’ performance on the task (e.g., “Good job!” for 
correct answers, “Oh, that’s not right!" for incorrect 
answers). This was done to help maintain attention (Wang et 
al., 2016), and, particularly for the number dimension, to 
discourage children from using  non-numeric cues (e.g., area) 
to make judgments (Dramkin et al., 2020; DeWind & 
Brannon, 2012). For each dimension, the dependent variable 
was accuracy (i.e., the portion of trials in which participants 
correctly identified the side with the greater quantity).  

 
Estimation Task Following the discrimination task, 
participants were presented with different stimuli and were 
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asked to verbally assign a number word to an amount shown 
(i.e., estimate in terms of number, length, or area “how many” 
items they saw). In typical number-line estimation tasks, 
participants indicate where a value falls with respect to 
specific endpoints/estimation boundaries on a number line 
(c.f., Siegler & Booth, 2004). This requires a three-way 
interface between number words, the ANS, and spatial 
representations, and are known to be susceptible to a host of 
response biases (Slusser & Barth, 2017). In contrast, our 
verbal estimation method provides no information about the 
range or distribution of possible responses and relies on the 
pure interface between number words and perception, with 
no intermediate mapping to space (Stevens, 1946). 

To control for prior experience participants may have had 
with particular units (e.g., cm, in2), we created novel units and 
demonstrated how to use them across 6 training trials (2 
consecutive trials per dimension) –  for number, a single dot 
was called one “toma”; for length, a single line 44px long was 
called one “blicket”; for area, a 111px2 blob was called one 
“modi” (Figure 1). Children were then trained on estimating 
using these novel units for target numbers 2, 3, and/or 4, 
though critically the training trials did not use quantities that 
were shown during the test trials. All three dimensions also 
utilized the same range of target values, thereby equating any 
differences in children’s accessibility for number words.  

Subsequently, participants completed 96 estimation trials 
(32 test trials per dimension) in an intermixed order. They 
were shown the novel “standard” unit at the bottom of the 
screen, and a target (e.g., a more numerous set of dots, longer 
line, or bigger blob) would appear on the screen for 500 ms 
(too quick to count) to be kept consistent with the 
discrimination task. Each participant was then asked to 
verbally estimate “how many tomas/blickets/modies” they 
saw, with the use of the quantifier (i.e., how “many”) and 
plural syntax (e.g., modies) guiding them to providing us with 
a number word. Estimates were recorded by the researcher.  

The target values for each test trial were 5 (e.g., a blob 
555px2 big), 8 (e.g., a line 352px long), 13 (e.g., 13 dots), or 
21. Participants were not given feedback during the test trials 
as previous work has shown that this can readily influence or 
calibrate the entire range of participants’ responses (Izard & 
Dehaene, 2008; Sullivan & Barner, 2014). If, however, 
children provided nonsensical estimates, such as a 
combination of multiple numbers (e.g., “eleventy-four”) or 
values that exceeded what was reasonably possible (e.g., “one 
billion”), or answered “one” or “one big one,” participants 
were prompted to provide “their next best guess”.  

To capture differences in estimation accuracy we 
calculated the absolute average error rate (AER) (i.e., the 
absolute average percent difference between the true value 
shown and the estimate provided by children) (Crollen et al., 
2011; Odic et al., 2015). Normally, negative error rates 
indicate under-estimation, while positive error rates indicate 
over-estimation. Here, we were concerned with the overall 
degree of under- or over-estimation, but not the direction. 
Hence, scores closer to 0 are indicative of a more accurate 
interface between number words and perceptual magnitudes. 

To capture estimation variability, we calculated each child’s 
average coefficient of variation (CV) (i.e., the standard 
deviation for the responses divided by the mean response) 
(Cordes et al., 2001; Odic et al., 2015). Values closer to 0 
indicate less variable (i.e., “better”) estimates. Note that 
estimates below “two” and those that were above or below 3 
SD from each participant’s average guess were excluded 
from analyses (2.8% of data). Also, due to the non-parametric 
nature of these variables, we report Spearman’s rho for AERs 
and CVs. 

Results 
Discrimination Task A 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 
(Dimension: Number, Length, Area) x 4 (Ratio: 1.07, 1.2, 
1.5, 2.0) Greenhouse-Geisser corrected Mixed Measures 
ANOVA over accuracy as the dependent variable (DV) 
showed a main effect of Dimension, F(1.65, 141.84) = 84.12, 
p < .001, h2

G = .16, a main effect of Ratio, F(2.33, 200.25) = 
398.091, p < .001, h2

G = .51, and a main effect of Age, F(3, 
86) = 18.60, p < .001, h2

G = .08. We also found a Dimension 
x Ratio interaction, F(4.15, 357.03) = 12.44, p < .001, h2

G = 
.06, but no Age x Dimension interaction, F(4.95, 141.84) = 
0.83, p = .528, h2

G = .005, no Age x Ratio interaction, F(6.99, 
200.25) = 1.26, p = .273, h2

G = .01, and no Dimension x Ratio 
x Age interaction, F(12.45, 357.03) = 0.87, p = .581, h2

G = 
.01.  

Post-hoc Tukey-corrected contrasts showed children 
performed the worst on Number (M = 77.95, SD = 9.12) 
compared to Length (M = 89.24, SD = 6.09), t(172) = -10.60, 
p < .001, and Area (M = 87.81, SD = 6.90), t(172) = -11.95, 
p  < .001, but Area and Length discrimination accuracy did 
not significantly differ from each other, t(172) = -1.95, p = 
.250. When treated continuously, we find strong correlations 
between age and accuracy in Number, Pearson’s r = .42, p < 
.001, Length, Pearson’s r = 0.43, p < .001, and Area, 
Pearson’s r = 0.46, p < .001. 

These results replicate previous work (e.g., Odic, 2018) 
showing that perceptual magnitudes obey Weber’s law (i.e., 
show ratio effects), improve with age, and that number 
perception is significantly worse, especially at harder ratios, 
than length and area perception.  

 
Estimation Task A 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 
(Dimension: Number, Length, Area) Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected Mixed Measures ANOVA with absolute average 
error rates (AER) as the DV revealed a main effect of 
Dimension, F(2.00, 171.65) = 215.07, p < .001, h2

G = .06, no 
main effect of Age, F(3, 86) = 1.37, p = .256, h2

G = .02, but 
a Dimension x Age interaction, F(5.99, 171.65) = 3.03, p = 
.008, h2

G = .05. Tukey-corrected post-hoc tests showed that 
at the group level, participants had the lowest AER (i.e., best 
estimation accuracy) on the Number trials (M = 0.09, SD = 
0.07) compared to Length (M = 0.36, SD = 0.16), t(172) = -
15.62, p < .001, or Area (M = 0.46, SD = 0.16), t(172) = -
19.63, p < .001 (Figure 1). In turn, Area AER was worse than 
Length AER, t(172) = 4.00, p = .0003, though this effect was 
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much stronger for 9- and 11-year-olds compared to 5- and 7- 
year-olds, whose Length AER values, t(172) = -0.24, p = 
.969, and Area AER values, t(172) = 0.60, p = .819, were 
identical. When treated continuously, we also find 
correlations between age and Length, Spearman’s rho = -.29, 
p = .005, marginal correlations with Number, Spearman’s rho 
= -.20, p = .063, but no correlations between age and Area, 
Spearman’s rho = .03, p = .787. When controlling for age, we 
find that estimation accuracy (AER) is significantly 
correlated between Length and Area, Partial Spearman’s rho 
= .42, p < .001, but not Number and Length, Partial 
Spearman’s rho = 0.03, p = .750, nor Number and Area, 
Partial Spearman’s rho = .08, p = .445.  

Next, we conducted a 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 
(Dimension: Number, Length, Area) Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected Mixed Measures ANOVA with coefficient of 
variation (CV) as the DV. This revealed a main effect of 
Dimension, F(1.86, 159.97) = 92.10, p < .001, h2

G = .29, a 
main effect of Age, F(3, 86) = 10.29, p < .001, h2

G = .18, and 
no significant Dimension x Age interaction, F(5.58, 159.97) 
= 1.26, p = .283, h2

G = .02. As shown in Figure 1, the patterns 

of estimation variability are similar to those observed for 
estimation accuracy (AER).  

Post-hoc Tukey-corrected contrasts revealed the lowest 
variability (i.e., best performance) was in Number (M = 0.14, 
SD = 0.10), which was significantly better (i.e., lower) than 
Area (M = 0.30, SD = 0.12), t(172) = -13.37, p < .001, and 
Length (M = 0.25, SD = 0.10), t(172) = -8.73, p < .001. In 
turn, Area variability was much greater (i.e., worse) than 
Length, t(172) = 4.64, p < .001. We also find strong 
correlations with age (when treated continuously) across 
dimensions: Number, Spearman’s rho = -.56, p < .001, 
Length, Spearman’s rho = -.28, p < .007, and Area, 
Spearman’s rho = -.35, p < .001. However, when controlling 
for age-related improvements, we find that estimation 
variability (CV) is significantly correlated between Number 
and Length, Partial Spearman’s rho = .31, p = .002, Number 
and Area, Partial Spearman’s rho = .50, p < .001, and Length 
and Area, Partial Spearman’s rho = .33, p < .001. 

Hence, for both estimation AERs and CVs, number was far 
better compared to that of length and area, and critically, 
estimation performance in one dimension, predicted 

Figure 1. Estimation stimuli and results. Standard error bars for mean AERs and CVs are shown. 
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estimation performance in another, especially in the case in 
of variability. 

Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate several important 

findings. First, although worse than number estimation, 
children as young as five were able to successfully map 
completely novel units to their perception of length and area. 
Since these novel units could not have had a previously 
established associative mapping, this implies that children 
who have formed an interface between number words and the 
ANS can readily form novel structural mappings with other 
perceptual dimensions as well, contrary to some theories that 
argue that associative mappings are pre-requisites for 
structure mappings to form (Yeo & Price, 2020). Moreover, 
how consistent children were in their structure mappings in 
any dimension predicted their ability to maintain those 
mappings in other dimensions, as demonstrated by the 
correlations in estimation variability across number, length, 
and area.  

At the same time, children were far more accurate and less 
variable in number compared to length and area. Given that 
number perception is reliably worse than length or area 
perception, and that the range of target number words was 
identical across the tasks, this suggests that children are 
specifically better at interfacing number words with the ANS 
compared to other dimensions, and that estimation 
performance is not primarily predicted by the number word 
access nor by the acuity of the underlying perceptual systems 
(since, if it was, we would have expected area and length 
estimation to be more precise than number estimation).   

What might drive this advantage for number? One 
possibility is that children have well-practiced associative 
mappings between their ANS representation and number 
words. After all, children first learn to attach number words 
to the ANS. Therefore, if we forced children to use entirely 
novel units for number, we should expect that this advantage 
in number estimation would disappear. 

On the other hand, perhaps children’s advantage in number 
estimation stems from a more natural link between number 
words and the ANS. For instance, children may more 
intuitively draw connections between the representational 
content of the ANS and number words, as opposed to non-
numeric dimensions (e.g., length, area). In this case, we 
should expect that no matter what units children are asked to 
use in the number estimation task, they would continue to 
show a robust advantage in number estimation compared to 
length or area.  

In Experiment 2, we test these possibilities by providing 
children with units for number estimation that are not well-
practiced or associative (i.e., labelling a set of three dots as a 
single unit, “one toma”), allowing us to examine whether 
their better interface with number abilities is a byproduct of 
experience children have with mapping number to single 
object units.  

 
 

Experiment 2 

Methods & Procedure 
Participants   Eighty-four children (44 males) between the 
ages of 5- to 12-years-old (M = 8;1 [years; months], range = 
5;0 to 12;8) completed a number/length/area Discrimination 
Task and an Estimation Task. An additional 7 children were 
tested, but failed to complete both tasks in full. None of the 
participants in Experiment 2 had previously taken part in 
Experiment 1. As with Experiment 1, we also binned 
participants into 4 primary age categories for the purposes of 
analysis: “5-year-olds” (range = 5;0 – 6;11, M = 5;11, n = 30), 
“7-year-olds” (7;0 – 8;11, M = 7;11, n = 26), “9-year-olds” 
(9;0 – 10;11, M = 10;11, n = 19), and “11-year-olds” (11;0 – 
12;11, M = 11;11, n = 9). 

 
Discrimination Task   The procedure and stimuli for the 
discrimination task was the same as Experiment 1. For each 
dimension, the dependent variable was accuracy (percentage 
correct).  
 
Estimation Task   The estimation task and stimuli were the 
same as in Experiment 1, with two exceptions. For number, 
participants were introduced to a three-dot “toma” to 
represent a single unit for number (Figure 1). The target 
values for each test trial were 5, 8, 13, or 21, which were 
actually represented by 15, 24, 36, and 63 dots, respectively. 
Thus, while the range of target number words was still 
identical across the three dimensions and Experiment 1, 
children’s associative mappings for number estimation were 
not consistent with their prior experiences of labelling these 
sets. Additionally, the standard unit for length was made to 
rotate across trials so that the orientation matched to that of 
the target. This was in contrast to Experiment 1 where the 
standard unit stayed at the same orientation throughout all 
trials, which may have resulted in the targets being harder to 
estimate (Wenderoth & White, 1979). 2.1% of trials were 
excluded as outliers.  

Results 
Discrimination Task   A 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 
(Dimension: Number, Length, Area) x 4 (Ratio: 1.07, 1.2, 
1.5, 2.0) Greenhouse-Geisser corrected Mixed Measures 
ANOVA over accuracy as the dependent variable (DV) 
revealed a main effect of Dimension, F(1.82, 145.71) = 
49.56, p < .001, h2

G = .09, a main effect of Ratio, F(2.26, 
180.53) = 315.42, p < .001, h2

G = .47, and a main effect of 
Age, F(3, 80) = 31.74, p < .001, h2

G = .15. We also found a 
Dimension x Ratio interaction, F(4.41, 352.74) = 4.31, p = 
.001, h2

G = .03, a Dimension x Age interaction, F(5.46, 
145.71) = 3.35, p = .005, h2

G = .02, and a Dimension x Ratio 
x Age interaction, F(13.23, 352.74) = 1.99, p = .020, h2

G = 
.03, but no Ratio x Age interaction, F(6.77, 180.53) = 1.65, p 
= .128, h2

G = .01.  
As with Experiment 1, Tukey-corrected post-hoc contrasts 

showed that accuracy on Number (M = 79.58, SD = 10.30) 
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was worse compared to Length (M = 87.69, SD = 6.22), 
t(160) = -8.78, p < .001, and Area (M = 87.39, SD = 7.69),  
t(160) = -8.46, p < .001. However, performance on Area and 
Length trials were not significantly different from each other, 
t(160) = -0.32, p = .945. This same pattern of results was 
observed when comparing accuracy across dimensions at the 
age group levels, with the only exception being the 11-year-
olds, who showed no significant difference in their accuracy 
for Number and Length, t(160) = -1.85, p = .157. 
Nevertheless, we replicate that number discrimination is 
worse than that of either length or area. Finally, when treated 
continuously, discrimination accuracy correlated with age: 
Number, Pearson’s r = .63, p < .001, Length, Pearson’s r = 
.49, p < .001, and Area, Pearson’s r = .52, p < .001. 

 
Estimation Task. A 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 
(Dimension: Number, Length, Area) Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected Mixed Measures ANOVA with AER as the DV 
revealed a main effect of Dimension, F(1.84, 146.87) = 
63.32, p < .001, h2

G = .19, no main effect of Age, F(3, 80) = 
0.24, p = .866, h2

G = .01, but a Dimension x Age interaction, 
F(5.51, 146.87) = 3.03, p = .004, h2

G = .05. In contrast to 
Experiment 1, we found that participants had the lowest AER 
in Length (M = 0.31, SD = 0.18), and that they were 
significantly more accurate in their Length estimates 
compared to Number (M = 0.33, SD = 0.31), t(160) = 3.61, 
p < .001, and Area (M = 0.43, SD = 0.17), t(160) = -7.47, p 
= .001, but they still performed better on Number trials 
compared to Area, t(160) = -11.04, p < .001 (Figure 1). We 
found that this difference in Length and Number estimation 
was not significant for the older children (i.e., 9-year-olds, 
11-year-olds). When treated continuously, we also found that 
age strongly correlated with estimation accuracy in Number, 
Spearman’s rho = -.23, p = .032, marginally with Length, 
Spearman’s rho = -.20, p = .069, but not with Area, 
Spearman’s rho = .12, p = .263. Finally, when controlling for 
age, estimation accuracy (AER) significantly correlated in 
Length and Area, Partial Spearman’s rho = -.47, p < .001, but 
not Number and Length, Partial Spearman’s rho = -.17, p = 
.114, nor Number and Area, Partial Spearman’s rho = .15, p 
= .184.  

A 4 (Age Group: 5, 7, 9, 11) x 3 (Dimension: Number, 
Length, Area) Greenhouse-Geisser corrected Mixed 
Measures ANOVA with the CVs as the DV showed a main 
effect of Dimension, F(1.99, 159.46) = 3.22, p = .043, h2

G = 
.18, a main effect of Age, F(3, 80) = 20.18, p < .001, h2

G = 
.35, and a Dimension x Age interaction, F(5.58, 159.46) = 
3.13, p = .006, h2

G = .03. Consistent with the patterns 
observed in Experiment 1, we also found Number (M = 0.30, 
SD = 0.12) to be less variable than Area (M = 0.34, SD = 
0.14), t(160) = -2.54, p = .033, but not when compared to 
Length (M = 0.32, SD = 0.17), t(160) = -1.35, p = .373); 
variability for Area and Length, in turn, were not different 
from each other, t(160) = 1.19, p = .461 (Figure 1). Thus, in 
contrast to Experiment 1, we find that children did not 
robustly demonstrate a better interface with number when 
provided with an unpracticed unit. However, much like 

Experiment 1, when treated continuously, we observed 
improvements in estimation variability (CV) with age: 
Number, Spearman’s rho = -.48, p < .001, Length, 
Spearman’s rho = -.64, p < .001, and Area, Spearman’s rho 
= -.54, p < .001. When controlling for age-related 
improvements in CV, Number and Length, Partial 
Spearman’s rho = .56, p < .001, Number and Area, Partial 
Spearman’s rho = .50, p < .001, and Length and Area, Partial 
Spearman’s rho = .66, p < .001, were significantly correlated. 

Hence, we again find that children’s ability to maintain 
consistent mappings (CVs) are significantly correlated across 
dimensions, and that area estimation was still the worst; 
however, at best, number estimation performance is only 
equal to that length in Experiment 2. 

To further characterize the differences in estimation 
performance across Experiments, we performed a 2 
(Experiment: 1, 2) x 3 (Dimension: Number, Length, Area) 
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected ANOVA with AER as the DV, 
and found a main effect of Experiment, F(1, 172) = 8.05, p < 
.001, h2

G = .02, a main effect of Dimension, F(1.59, 272.95) 
= 73.59, p < .001, h2

G = .21, and an Experiment x Dimension 
interaction, F(1.59, 272.95) = 36.165, p < .001, h2

G = .111, 
with Tukey-corrected post-hoc contrasts revealing a 
significant drop in Number AER across Experiments, t(201) 
=  -7.59, p < .001, as well as a small improvement in Length 
AER, t(201) = 2.24, p = .026, which may have been due to 
matching the orientations between the length target and 
standard unit in Experiment 2, but not Experiment 1. A 2 
(Experiment: 1, 2) x 3 (Dimension: Number, Length, Area) 
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected ANOVA with CV as the DV 
showed a main effect of Experiment, F(1, 172) = 26.39, p < 
.001, h2

G = .10, a main effect of Dimension, F(1.97, 339.67) 
= 69.91, p < .001, h2

G = .09, and an Experiment x Dimension 
interaction, F(1.97, 339.67) = 26.39, p < .001, h2

G = .10, with 
Number CVs, t(201) = -6.89, p < .001, and Length CVs, 
t(201) = -2.55, p = .011, being worse in Experiment 2.  

General Discussion 
We explored which factors predict how well children 
verbally estimate across number, length, and area. We report 
three major findings.  

First, we find that from age five onward, children can 
readily form mappings between number words and their 
perceptual magnitude systems, even when given entirely new 
units: across all experiments and dimensions, children 
consistently gave higher estimates for higher values (see 
Figure 1). Children were even able to do this in Experiment 
2, where they had to treat three items as a single number word 
(i.e., estimating that there were only “five” tomas when 
shown 15 dots). This is even more remarkable when 
considering that children had potentially competing 
associative mappings for number that had to be inhibited 
(e.g., a strong link between word “one” and 1 item), and that 
the youngest children in our study have not yet been formally 
taught how to multiply or divide. This powerfully 
demonstrates the importance of mechanisms akin to structure 
mapping that must underlie at least part of the interface 
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between number words and perceptual magnitudes, and that 
robust associative links are not necessary for this interface 
(Yeo & Price, 2020), as children were able to rapidly and 
spontaneously generate estimates for novel units and 
uncommon target values. 

Second, we find that children’s estimation performance was 
not primarily predicted by their perceptual acuity nor number 
word accessibility and knowledge (which was kept identical 
across number, length, and area estimation and the two 
experiments). Even in Experiment 2, we find that number 
estimation abilities were still on-par – or in the case of 
variability, slightly better – with length and area, despite the 
large differences in discrimination precision between 
number, length, and area.  

Finally, while estimation performance was predicted by 
children’s ability to maintain structure mappings across 
dimensions, as demonstrated by strong correlations in 
estimation variability in both experiments, we found that a 
large portion of the advantage children showed for number 
estimation in Experiment 1 is likely due to well-practiced 
units. That is, when children were asked to estimate number 
using novel units in Experiment 2 (i.e., “one toma” referring 
to three dots), their estimation accuracy and variability 
became substantially worse. Therefore, while structure 
mappings can be rapidly deployed for novel units, we also 
found evidence that children benefit from well-practiced 
links between number words and the ANS.  

Taken together, our results broadly contribute to theories 
of how children reason about language and perception. 
Beyond finding that the acquisition and the improvements in 
the interface are not driven by mere perception nor access to 
number words, we show that it is also not built in piecemeal: 
children can rapidly and easily create novel interfaces for 
dimensions and units they have never used number words for. 
This supports a structure-mapping account not only for at 
least part of interface between the ANS and number words, 
but also for how children interface number words with other 
perceptual magnitudes. 
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Abstract
Determinantal Point Processes (DPPs) are probabilistic
models of repulsion, capturing negative dependencies
between states. Here, we show that a DPP in
representation-space predicts inferential biases toward
mutual exclusivity commonly observed in word learning
(mutual exclusivity bias) and reasoning (disjunctive
syllogism) tasks. It does so without requiring explicit
rule representations, without supervision, and without
explicit knowledge transfer. The DPP attempts to
maximize the total ”volume” spanned by the set of
inferred code-vectors. In a representational system in
which combinatorial codes are constructed by re-using
components, a DPP will naturally favor the combination
of previously un-used components. We suggest that
this bias toward the selection of volume-maximizing
combinations may exist to promote the efficient retrieval
of individuals from memory. In support of this, we show
the same algorithm implements efficient ”hashing”,
minimizing collisions between key/value pairs without
expanding the required storage space. We suggest
that the mechanisms that promote efficient memory
search may also underlie cognitive biases in structured
inference.
Keywords: mutual exclusivity; determinantal point process;
memory; binding; compositionality; probabilistic models

Background and Motivation
Imagine that Tim and Tom are playing an Argentinian board
game called El Estanciero. Tim won. What happened to
Tom? Although you may not be certain, you don’t need
any more information to infer that it’s likely that Tom lost.
This is true despite the fact that you have no familiarity with
the particulars of the game or the people involved. This
reflects an inferential bias toward mutual exclusivity (ME):
the tendency to map individuals to 1/n possible relational
positions, and not to multiple positions in the same instance.
Although, in the El Estanciero example, you came equipped
with rich knowledge about the relational structure of games
that you could import, ME inferences have been observed
surprisingly early in human development (Halberda 2003,
Cesana-Arlotti et al. 2018), and in non-human species
(Pepperberg et al. 2019), and aren’t constrained to binary
relations.

For example, a classic finding in developmental
psychology is that, all else being equal, young children
prefer to map a novel word (”zurp”) to a novel referent
(cathode-ray tube), rather than mapping many words to the
same object, or many objects to the same word (Markman
& Wachtel, 1988; Halberda, 2003), a phenomenon known
as the mutual exclusivity bias (ME) in word-learning. At
the same time, work in a different cognitive domain has
found that pre-verbal infants assume that an individual object
can not be in two places at the same time, and thus make
inferences that resemble a formal disjunctive syllogism (A or
B (but not both). Not A. Therefore, B) (Cesana-Arlotti et al.
2018; See also Mody & Carey, 2016)).

Here, we argue that the class of ME inferences can
be fruitfully modeled using a Determinantal Point Process
(DPP) operating over a representational space. DPPs are
probabilistic models of repulsion between states: the more
similar two states are, the less likely they are to co-occur (See
Figure 1). DPPs originated in statistical physics to model
the location of fermions at thermal equilibrium (Macchi,
1975), but have since been extended to other branches of
mathematics and machine learning (Kulesza & Taskar, 2012).
In machine learning, they have recently gained traction in
the generation of sets of samples when sample diversity is
desirable, such as recommender systems looking to present
a broad sample of item-types to users ((Kulesza & Taskar,
2012, Gillenwater et al. 2012).

Here, we consider the inferential biases afforded by
DPPs over a representational space. Specifically, we show
(1) that when representations of possible combinations
(e.g., word/object or location/object combinations) are
combinations of re-usable codes, DPPs naturally predict
the mutual exclusivity bias in word learning and reasoning
by disjunctive syllogism. We then (2) suggest that these
inferential biases may owe to basic desiderata placed on the
data structures employed by an efficient memory system, and
provide evidence that DPPs effectively navigate a space/time
tradeoff regarding storage space and access time in encoding
and retrieval.

General Methods
We focus on two well-studied cases of mutual exclusivity
in cognitive science: The ”mutual exclusivity bias” in word
learning (Markman Wachtel, 1988; Merriman Bowman,
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Figure 1: Sampling in a plane for three types of point
processes. PPP’s contain no relational information, and
therefore, although likely to be spread across the space, can
be susceptible to ”clumping”. MPPs, by contrast, carry
relational information about the similarity between states,
directly promoting such clumping. DPPs use the same
similarity representation as MPPs, but, critically, repel similar
states, ensuring that samples are well distributed across the
space.

1991; Halberda, 2003) and the ability to complete disjunctive
syllogisms (Mody & Carey, 2016; Cesana-Arlotti et al.
2018). We first describe the modeling approach in abstract
terms, explaining the features that are common to both
use-cases.

DPP framework. Our model assumes a point process P
operating over a finite ground set Y of discrete items. Here,
the items are possible representations (i.e., encodings) and
more specifically, representations of particular combinations
(e.g., word/object or location/object combinations). We will
often use the generic terms ”keys” and ”values” when talking
about the representational components, motivated largely by
the connections we wish to make to memory.

The process defines a probability of selecting particular
subsets (S) of these combinations drawn from the ground set.

P(S⊆ Y ) = det(KS)

where K is an NxN positive semi-definite kernel matrix
whose entries encode pairwise similarities between N
possible discrete states, where N = m keys X n values. For
all analyses reported here, we use a linear kernel, computed
as a normalized inner product of each combination of the
mXn key/value vectors under consideration (See Figure 2 for
illustration).

DPPs select a particular configuration of items so as
to maximize the determinant (det) of the corresponding
sub-matrix of K, indexed by S. (Macchi, 1975; Kulesza
Taskar, 2012). Thus, the central computation in the current
case is arg maxS det(KS).

Geometrically, we can think of this determinant as the
volume spanned by the parallelpiped of the code vectors. The
more similar a set of vectors (small determinant), the less
likely they are to co-occur in a set. The less similar the vectors
(larger determinant), the more likely they are to co-occur in
S. This enables the modeling of repulsion between possible

states; it is central to the current work and its ability to model
aspects of higher-level cognition.

Here, the relevant representational states are
concatenations of two types of code vectors corresponding
to pre-factorized representations. As we noted above,
these factors may be thought of as ”keys” and ”values”, or
alternatively ”relations” and ”content”. Concretely, however,
in the situations we explore, they are representations of
words and their referents in the ME-bias case, and spatial
locations and objects in the disjunctive syllogism case. To
generate the code for a possible combination, we simply
concatenate vectors for the key/value components, keeping
the ordering and codes consistent across uses, consistent
with compositionality.1 Although we report simple key/value
concatenations here, we obtain the same results both by
summing key/value representations.

Although finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) subset
in a DPP is NP-hard (Kulesza & Taskar, 2012), there
exist greedy methods that can effectively approximate it
(Gillenwater et al. 2012, Han et al. 2017). However, here,
we make the simplifying assumption that Y is itself a subset
of the vastly larger set of possible items that could have been
under consideration. For present purposes, we assume that
this context-dependent restriction of the possibility space can
be carried out by standard attentional mechanisms. Within
this small-cardinality space, we are able to exhaustively
search for the MAP subset (the sub-matrix that maximizes the
determinant). However, generating more plausible heuristic
methods that can scale to larger spaces remains a focus for
future work.

Throughout, we compare the DPP to two alternative
point process models in order to emphasize the conceptual
contribution of the DPP. First, a Poisson Point Process (PPP),
which assumes no similarity kernel K, treating each item as
independent. Here, we use P(S⊆ Y ) = ∏i∈y pi ∏i/∈y (1− pi),
where p is a flat prior across states. This is random uniform
selection. Second, a generic Markov Point Process (MPP),
which selects items based on the kernel K used for the
DPP, but selecting directly on the similarity scores of the
sub-matrix, rather than its determinant. In this, the MPP over
K can be considered in opposition to the DPP, favoring items
that are nearby in the code-space rather than far apart. Taken
together, one can think of these three models as capturing the
possibility of (a) random inference (PPP), (b) inference by
similarity (MPP) and (c) inference by repulsion (DPP). See
Figure 1. We note that we are not choosing to compare the

1We note that, although this encoding framework is simple,
it is motivated by empirical evidence concerning the nature and
organization of the projections from the mammalian entorhinal
cortex (EC) to the hippocampal sub-fields: a key circuit both
for simple forms of reasoning and memory (Zeithamova et al.,
2012). Specifically, a medial region of EC contains low-dimensional
representations of the spatial structure of the environment, while a
lateral region encodes sensory content (Behrens et al. 2018). These
separate representations are believed to then be bound together
in the hippocampus in order to encode different structure/content
combinations (Whittington et al. 2018).
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Figure 2: (A). Example of the word learning problem. The model’s task is to select a word/object mapping, conditioned on
3 existing associations. Humans tend to map the held-out word to the held-out object. (B) shows the representations used by
the models to guide inference. We assume separate, but combinable, codes for words (keys) and objects (values). The square
matrix in (C) represents pairwise similarities between possible word/object combinations. Brighter colors reflect more similar
combinatorial codes, darker colors less similar codes. Black bars across rows and columns reflect a hypothetical subset of
word/object mappings, as in A. (D) We evaluate the probability that the held-out word is mapped to the held-out object (mutual
exclusivity bias) across 1000 simulations with different word/object codes. A DPP naturally selects the novel unused word and
un-used object, exhibiting the mutual exclusivity bias.

DPP to these other point process models because we believe
that MPPs and PPPs are a priori particularly plausible models
of the relevant types of structured inference. Instead, we
believe they are useful to highlight fundamental properties of
the DPP (e.g., repulsion). We believe that first comparing the
predictions of a DPP against these clearly situates the DPP in
a consistent conceptual framework for expository purposes.

Mutual Exclusivity Bias in Word Learning. The ”mutual
exclusivity (ME) bias” in word learning refers to the
empirical observation that, all else being equal, young
children and adults prefer to map a novel word to a novel
referent. They prefer this both to mapping many words to
the same object, or many objects to the same word (Markman
& Wachtel, (1988); Merriman & Bowman, (1989); Halberda,
(2003); Lake, Linzen, Baroni (2019)). Here, we suggest that
this inferential bias follows directly from the consideration
of an associative encoding system that selects which codes
to bind under a Determinantal Point Process. A learner that
performs inference using a DPP will prefer combinations
that maximize the total volume of the representational space.
Under the assumption that components re-use codes across
possible uses (consistent with compositionality), a DPP
naturally favors combinations of previously un-used words
and objects.

We model a case involving 4 words and 4 objects, in which
the learner has 3 extant word/object associations (See Figure
2a). Here, we are agnostic as to whether those associations
were acquired in this particular episode, or whether they
were brought to the episode. Words and objects are random
code vectors, sampled from a multivariate Gaussian N (0,1).
These codes are concatenated to form possible word/object
combinations (See Figure 2c). We compute a linear kernel

over the representations of these combinations, reflecting
the covariance structure amongst the codes for different
word/object pairs. The different point process models then
select from the 13 remaining word/object combinations,
conditioned on the 3 previous word/object combinations.

We ran 1000 simulations involving different random word
and object vectors, and found that the DPP exhibits the
mutual exclusivity bias 99.3 % of the time. See Figure 2.
As would be expected, the PPP model randomly selects from
the 13 remaining possible conjunctions. The MPP prioritizes
re-use of codes across instances (re-using a word to refer
to multiple objects), given that its desideratum is to select
combinations similar to those already encountered. It has an
inferential bias of ”many-to-one”.

Thus, when codes for combinatorial states are
compositions of words and objects (keys and values), a
simple algorithm that maximizes the volume spanned by the
code vectors naturally produces a mutual exclusivity bias in
the word learning process. Re-using either words or objects
across different mappings in the same context works against
maximizing the volume spanned by the vectors, as the same
vector will contribute to multiple combinations.
Disjunctive Syllogism. Our second example involves the
ability to make inferences like those in a classical Disjunctive
Syllogism (DS) (Mody & Carey, 2016; Cesana-Arlotti
et al., 2018; Pepperberg et al. 2019). Formally, a
disjunctive syllogism starts with the representation of a
disjunction (premise 1: A or B), where ’or’ is XOR (one
or the other, but not both). Next, one acquires some
piece of information (premise 2: not A). Finally, a rule
is applied to derive the conclusion, conditioned on the
premises. (conclusion: Therefore, B). Notably, young
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Figure 3: (A). Rendering of Cesana-Arlotti (2018)’s experimental paradigm, based on their Figure 1. (B). To model this, we
assume a factored space of object and location codes under consideration and (C) populate a square matrix with the pairwise
similarities between possible object/location combinations (K). We highlight in red the items selected by arg max S ∈Y det(KS),
conditioned separately on each combination that could be observed (the diagonal). The DPP reliably favors the combination
that is most dissimilar (dark blue) to the observed object/location combination (bright yellow). (D). Cesana-Arlotti et al. (2018)
found that infants exhibit increased looking time to DS-inconsistent cases (results schematically depicted here). (E) The DPP
model naturally selects a combination of the un-used location and un-used object. If these inferences are used to generate
predictions and compared against the DS-consistent and DS-inconsistent cases, the DPP exhibits greater prediction errors when
the revealed object/location combination is DS-inconsistent, like pre-verbal infants.

children (Mody & Carey, 2016) including infants as young
as 12 months (Cesana-Arlotti et al. 2018) and non-human
animals (Pepperberg et al. 2019) all show aspects of this
inferential ability. Here, we show that a DPP defined over
the space of combinatorial representations predicts the key
empirical pattern.

For expository purposes, we focus on Cesana-Arlotti et al.
(2018)’s paradigm with pre-verbal infants. See Figure 3a for
a schematic of a trial. A trial begins with two objects on
a screen. Both are temporarily hidden behind an occluder,
obstructing the objects from the infant’s view. One object
is then seen to be scooped out from behind the occluder,
though the infant is unable to determine which of the two
objects it was. The occluder is then removed revealing (e.g.,)
object A. The inference by disjunctive syllogism, of course,
is that object B must therefore be the object in the bucket.
Infants’ expectations are assessed by measuring their looking
time. If it is then revealed that the bucket contains object
A, rather than object B (the ”DS-inconsistent” condition),
infants as young as 12 months old are surprised, evidenced by
increased looking time relative to the alternative outcome in
which object B is in the bucket (”DS-consistent” condition).

To model this, we assume 1x100 random code vectors
drawn from a multivariate Gaussian N (0,1) for each of two
objects (values) and two locations (keys). We concatenate
these to form a 4x200 matrix, in which the rows are
compositions of possible object/location combinations, and
the columns are the random features. As above, we compute
the covariance between each of the mXn combinations, here
obtaining a 4x4 kernel K encoding the similarities between
the codes for possible combinatorial states. For our analyses,
we simulated 1000 different possible instances of random
vectors, while also randomly selecting different superficial
trial structures (e.g., that the DS-consistent combination was
object A/location 1, object A/location2, object B/location1,
objectB/location2). As expected, given one conjunction
(e.g., object A in location 1), a DPP reliably selects the
un-used object and the un-used location (here, object B
in location 2), as it maximizes the volume spanned by
vectors encoding the combinations. See Figure 3. To
more directly relate the models’ inferences to the infant
looking time data, we next computed the MSE between the
object/location combination selected by the model and the
code for the stimulus in the DS-consistent (low-surprise)
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and DS-inconsistent (high-surprise) conditions. As expected,
the prediction error is high for the DPP model in the
DS-inconsistent, and at zero for the DS-consistent condition.
The MPP (similarity-based), and PPP (random) models do
not predict this direction of the ”surprisal” effect.

DPP Hashing for Collision-Free Encoding.
The empirical findings that we model here demonstrate a
number of notable features of ME biases, chief amongst
them: (a) they appear to be present remarkably early in
development (Cesana-Arlotti et al. 2018; Lewis et al.,
2020), (b) they have been observed, in different forms,
across representational domains (word learning and logical
reasoning about physical states), and (c) related work
suggests that at least one type (DS-like inferences) may
be present in some non-human species (Pepperberg et al.
2019). This raises a family of interesting theoretical questions
regarding their acquisition and nature. For example, are there
separate domain-specific biases, the existence of each owing
to its utility in a particular domain, or do these emerge from
a shared system? What are the relevant representational and
inferential systems, and how are they implemented? And, of
course, familiar questions regarding whether such inferential
biases are acquired over phylogenetic or ontogenetic time. 2

Although we certainly do not intend to definitively answer
these questions here, we add one theoretical suggestion to the
literature: we propose that ME may be a consequence of a
more general strategy for efficiently encoding and retrieving
unique tokens of key/value associations in memory. On such
an account, it would not be surprising that ME biases are
present across disparate representational domains, as long
as the domain requires binding of component parts and
storage for later retrieval. Moreover, it seems possible that
general mechanisms for encoding and retrieving of tokens
(individuals) might be be present early in development and
would be employed by different species.

Why would one think that encoding and retrieving
unique tokens of key/value associations in memory has
anything to do with mutual exclusivity? Recall, first, that we
assume that the bindings under consideration (word/object
or object/location combinations) are fundamentally
compositional: re-using codes to promote generalization to
novel combinations. However, a compositional encoding
scheme also creates the possibility of collisions between
distinct instances of similar states (imagine the classic
example of where you parked your car yesterday vs.
two days ago). One might therefore wish to index the
representations of individual instances in such a way as
to avoid mapping similar states to the same address. One

2The early-onset of the DS results of Cesana-Arlotti et al (2018)
at least raise the possibility that pieces of the relevant machinery
could be innate. However, recent computational modeling work
from Lake (2019) provides an existence proof that an ME bias can
itself be induced from domain-experience. Lake (2019) shows that
a neural network equipped with an external memory and trained in a
meta learning sequence-to-sequence paradigm can learn to apply an
ME bias to novel instances of word-object pairings.

way to achieve this is to spread the keys broadly across the
representational space (maximizing volume, as in a DPP).
That is, we suggest that ME biases may exist across domains
because those domains all draw on a shared memory system
for associative binding, and an important feature of this
system is its ability to avoid collisions by maximizing the
representational ”volume” of the memory keys. On this view,
ME biases would arise in any representational domain that
requires inference regarding novel combinations of familiar
components (word/object, object/location).

To better illustrate the potential benefit of dispersing keys
for efficient memory retrieval, it is instructive to consider
data structures for ”hashing” in computer science. A
hash-function is a way of mapping from a datum to a
unique index, such as a position in an array. Effective
hashing seeks to avoid the time demands that are produced by
sequential search techniques, which have a time-complexity
of (O(n)) or binary search (O(log n)). Instead, a good
hash-function enables (O(1)) access times, in which readout
time is invariant to the number of items in the memory. This
is a classic example of a space/time tradeoff (Sedgewick &
Wayne, 2011): If one is willing to expend the resources
necessary to construct a vast associative array, data would
almost never be mapped to the same position, and collisions
would be minimized. However, this is costly in terms of
space. By contrast, restricting the size of the array reduces the
amount of space consumed, but risks dramatically increasing
retrieval time, as one would have to search all the items in the
particular location currently indexed (i.e, linear probing and
chaining methods). Hashing seeks to effectively navigate this
trade-off, constraining both the size of the array that is needed
(space), while also minimizing the amount of computation
spent resolving collisions (time). DPPs in representational
space effectively avoid this tradeoff.

To see this, consider a toy case in which locations in
memory are indexed by a finite set of keys, and we are able
to select a key for each datum. We compare hypothetical
key-selection algorithms that hash based on PPPs, MPPs,
and DPPs where the latter two cases are defined over the
similarity kernel for the space of key/value combinations in
the dataset, as above. DPP-based key selection begins by
randomly sampling a key/value pair. Then, each subsequent
value in the dataset is tagged with the particular key that
maximizes the total volume of the dataset of key/value pairs
that have been hashed to that point (when concatenated
with the value). DPP-based key selection (unlike PPP and
MPP) thus implicitly discourages the re-use of keys, as
this would reduce the volume of the parallelpided spanned
by the code vectors for the association. Figure 4 shows
the results of 1000 simulations comparing the performance
of these different models. The probability of a collision
in such an idealized memory system is near 0 (Figure
4a).3 Notably, this ”collision-free” property is accomplished

3We find that these infrequent collisions in the DPP can be
completely eliminated by use of Pearson correlation to compute the
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Figure 4: DPP-driven codes enable efficient retrieval of unique items. We allow the keys of key/value pairs to be selected
as a MPP, PPP, or DPP. DPPs (A) minimize collisions between items. They do so in virtue of (B) selecting un-used keys to
maximize the volume spanned by the key/value code vectors, across the dataset. They thus efficiently manage the resource
tradeoff between search time and storage space.

without dramatically expanding the size of the array, as the
array size is no larger than the number of individual states we
wish to encode (Figure 4b). A DPP-based hash algorithm,
unlike random selection in a PPP, thus exploits the repulsive
property to distribute codes evenly across the representational
space.

Discussion
We have shown that Determinantal Point Processes
(DPPs)–probabilistic models of the negative interactions
between states– predict a class of commonly observed
biases in structured inference: specifically, inferential biases
toward (a) mutual exclusivity in word learning (Markman
& Wachtel, 1988; Halberda, 2003) and (b) completion of
disjunctive syllogisms (Mody & Carey, 2016; Cesana-Arlotti
et al., 2018). These inferences arise naturally from a DPP
because a DPP selects subsets so as to maximize the volume
spanned by the vectors (here, a subset of the possible
combinations). When the similarity is defined over re-usable
keys and values, the DPP prefers combinations of previously
unused components.

This framework does not require that the cognitive
system have explicit representations of rules, receive direct
supervision, or have mechanisms for transferring knowledge
between domains. This puts ME biases well-within the
cognitive reach of pre-verbal infants, language-learning
children, and non-human species that may lack the relevant
experience, cortical machinery, or both necessary to represent
and operate over abstract logical rules (See Mody & Carey,
(2016) for related discussion regarding disjunctive syllogism
in young children).

Instead, we suggest that the central driver of this bias
may be the promotion of an efficient memory system.
Maximizing the volume spanned by the vectors in code
space promotes memory retrieval by minimizing interference

similarity matrix.

(”collisions”). This is closely related to classic ideas
regarding pattern separation in an episodic memory system
(Marr, 1971; Treves & Rolls, 1994; O’Reilly & McClelland,
1994): a reduction in the similarity between two states
in a function’s output relative to their similarity in the
input. Pattern separation is canonically implemented by
projecting codes into a high-dimensional space where the
probability of collisions is low. The DPP has a similar
motivation here. However, a DPP precludes the need
to project into a higher-dimensionality in order to avoid
collisions, as it is able to uniquely map items to locations
with an array size equal to the number of keys (See Figure
4). Thus, a DPP may better navigate the time/space
tradeoff (Sedgewick & Wayne, 2011) than the strategy
of interference-reduction through dimensionality-expansion
standard in pattern separation. However, this savings in
storage may come at a computational cost, as computing
determinants has a time complexity of either O(n3) or
O(!) (depending on the algorithm)4. These quantities
therefore likely need to be approximated in order to
be implemented in a neural substrate. Approximating
them in a biologically plausible algorithm remains a
topic of ongoing work. Although pattern separation is
conventionally studied in the episodic memory literature, the
theoretical points that we make throughout regarding DPPs
in representation-space apply to working memory as well. In
some ways, the considerations regarding structured inference
are more closely to tied to what is conventionally thought

4We note, however, that although such exponential (or factorial)
scaling is detrimental in applied use-cases of hashing, it has an
intriguing connection to some empirically observed set-size effects
in uniform domains, characterized by rapid, non-linear decrease in
performance as n grows) (Miller, 1956; Luck & Vogel, 1997). One
possibility is that capacity limits that appear to stem from a fixed
number of ”slots” may instead owe to the computational complexity
of computing (or approximating) the determinants necessary to
encode unique (non-colliding) conjunctions. At the moment, this
remains speculative, however.
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of as ”working memory”, as we assume that attentional
mechanisms have already windowed into a smaller region
of the possibility space so that we can easily compute
the MAP over a sub-set of the broader set of possible
items. Better understanding how DPPs may relate to
the particular factorizations of memory systems standard
in cognitive science (e.g., episodic / working / semantic),
as well as specific aspects of the entorhinal/hippocampal
system5 also remain important topics of ongoing work. For
present purposes, however, the central distinction in memory
systems is simply that between a stable set of re-usable
representations and combinations of those representations in
particular instances (key/value pairs). While re-using codes
promotes generalization, it increases the risk of collisions
in the memory system. Here, we have suggested that
an algorithm that seeks to maximize the total volume of
the constructed combinations in a representational-space
(exhibiting repulsion) not only promotes efficient memory
encoding and retrieval, but may also underlie inferential
biases toward mutual exclusivity.
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Abstract 
Previous studies have shown that people’s decisions are af-
fected by context in various ways, even when they are provided 
with the same or analogous information. In the present study, 
we analyzed decisions based on verbally expressed probabilis-
tic phrases (verbal probabilities) and examined how contextual 
factors affected such decisions. In particular, we focused on the 
difference in contexts that produced different probabilistic be-
liefs with regards to uncertain events. We hypothesized that 
such contextual effects could be explained in terms of a Deci-
sion by Sampling (DbS) account (Stewart et al., 2006). In order 
to examine our hypothesis, we proposed a modified version of 
DbS, Decision by Belief Sampling (DbBS), and conducted be-
havioral experiment about decision making. In this experiment, 
we set different contexts that we expected to produce different 
probabilistic beliefs regarding uncertain events for decision-
makers and examined how such differences affected decision 
making. Results showed that decisions were significantly af-
fected by the variation in contexts, and DbBS well explained 
such effects.  

Keywords: verbal probabilities; Decision by Sampling (DbS); 
directionality of verbal probabilities; contextual effects in de-
cision making 

Introduction 
In research on decision making, many researchers have 
shown that people are affected by various contextual effects. 
For example, people tend to exhibit different risk attitudes 
depending on the gain or loss domains of the situation in 
which they make their decision (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), 
or make different decisions with regards to logically equiva-
lent but differently described problems (Tversky & Kahne-
man, 1982). In the present study, we shall discuss the effect 
of context on decisions based on probabilistic information. In 
particular, we shall focus on decisions based on verbally con-
veyed probabilistic information. 
 Probabilistic information can be conveyed in two 
main ways: the numerical way or the verbal way. Probabili-
ties are usually represented by numbers such as “50%.”  
However, in daily life, people often use verbal expressions 
such as “it is likely” or “it is uncertain.” We call these kinds 
of expressions verbal probabilities. Verbal probabilities are 
known to be categorized into positive or negative expressions 

in terms of directionality (Teigen & Brun, 1999). The direc-
tionality refers to a communicative function that focuses lis-
teners’ attention toward the occurrence or non-occurrence of 
an uncertain event. For example, when conveying a low prob-
ability, a person may say, “There is a small hope,” or, “It is 
unlikely.” Although these two expressions convey a similar 
degree of probability (i.e. a low probability), their nuances 
are quite different. The former positive expression causes lis-
teners to focus on event occurrence. In contrast, the latter 
negative expression causes listeners to focus on event non-
occurrence. Previous studies showed that this directionality 
affects decisions. Teigen and Brun (1999) and Honda, 
Matsuka, and Ueda (2017) showed that even when positive 
expressions (e.g., there is some possibility) and negative ex-
pressions (e.g., it is quite uncertain) were interpreted as con-
veying similar probabilistic information about the effective-
ness of a treatment (e.g., the two expressions were interpreted 
as conveying around “30%”), participants were still more 
likely to recommend the treatment to a friend if they had been 
presented with a positive expression than if they had been 
presented with a negative expression. Thus, the directionality 
generated a “framing” effect (Teigen & Brun, 2003). 
 How does the framing effect caused by the direc-
tionality occur? Previous findings (e.g., Honda et al., 2017; 
Honda & Yamagishi, 2017) indicated that listeners’ infer-
ences about speaker’s probabilistic belief were related to the 
effect of directionality. When presented with a positive ex-
pression such as “There is some possibility,” listeners tended 
to infer that the speaker had a low probabilistic belief for the 
effectiveness of a treatment. For example, listeners tended to 
infer that the speaker believed that the probability of effec-
tiveness of the treatment was low (e.g., around 10%). In con-
trast, when presented with a negative expression such as, “It 
is quite uncertain,” people tended to infer that the speaker had 
a high probabilistic belief such as “90%.” This listeners’ in-
ference can become the reference region, and the reference 
region affects decision making. For example, when the two 
expressions, “There is some possibility,” and, “It is quite un-
certain,” are interpreted as conveying a similar probability 
(30%), the meaning of the 30% may differ depending on the 
reference region: In referring to the low reference regions 
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around 10%, people may regard 30% as a “good” probability 
since 30% is better than the reference region. In contrast, in 
referring to the high reference region around 90%, 30% may 
be regarded as a “bad” probability since 30% is worse than 
the reference region. That is, directionality implicitly indi-
cates a speaker’s probabilistic belief and a listener will refer 
to that belief in making decisions. This argument was based 
on the information leakage account of the framing effect 
(McKenzie & Nelson, 2003; Sher & McKenzie, 2006, 2008): 
Logically equivalent, but different frames “leak” information 
that is relevant to decision making, and people refer to such 
information in making decisions. 

Honda et al. (2017) proposed the Decision by Belief 
Sampling model (hereafter, DbBS) in order to model this de-
cision process. This model was essentially based on the De-
cision by Sampling model (Stewart, 2009; Stewart, Chater, & 
Brown, 2006, hereafter, DbS). In DbS, subjective attribute 
values are constructed by a series of binary, ordinal compar-
isons to a sample of attribute values that reflect the immediate 
decision context and real-world distribution. The subjective 
value for a target is calculated as follows: 

𝑟 =
𝑅 − 1
𝑁 − 1 (1) 

where r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) denotes the subjective value for a target, 
and R denotes the rank of the target within the decision sam-
ple of N items. In this model, if the decision sample differs, r 
varies in the relationship between R and the decision sample. 
Imagine the subjective value for $40. When decision samples 
are $10, $20, $30, $30, and $50, the subjective value is r = 
(5-1) / (6-1) = 0.8. In contrast, in decision samples of $20, 
$30, $70, $80, and $90, the subjective value is r = (3-1) / (6-
1) = 0.4. That is, even when the target has the same attribute 
value, the subjective value varies depending on the decision 
samples. Previous studies indicated that by controlling deci-
sion samples, people’s decision tendencies were changed 

(e.g., Alempaki et al., 2019; Noguchi & Stewart, 2018; Wala-
sek & Stewart, 2015, 2019) 

DbBS is the model for the decision making context 
wherein a person has to make a decision based on probabilis-
tic information (e.g., whether a person recommends the treat-
ment to her/his friend based on probabilistic information, 
“There is some possibility that the treatment is effective”). 
Figure 1 summarizes DbBS. There are two basic assumptions 
in DbBS. First, the decision-maker (DM) refers to her/his 
probabilistic belief of an event occurrence and the decision 
sample is then constructed according to that belief. Figure 1 
(A) shows five examples of probabilistic beliefs. Example 1 
represents the belief that an event will occur or not with high 
uncertainty and without skewness. Similarly, in Examples 2 
and 5, the DM has the belief that the event will occur with 
low or high probability with relatively low uncertainty and 
positive or negative skewness. Example 4 represents the be-
lief that an event has approximately a 50% chance of occur-
rence with low uncertainty and without skewness. Example 3 
represents the belief in which the DM has no idea about the 
probability of an event. In DbBS, these beliefs are repre-
sented by probability density function (PDF) of beta distribu-
tion. Second, we assume that a subjective value for a target 
probability is constructed from the comparison between the 
target probability and the probabilistic belief. The subjective 
value of a target has a direct connection to the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of the beta distribution. This is 
because the subjective value of a target is determined by its 
relative rank (cumulative frequency) within the sampled 
events (Stewart et al., 2006). Figure 1 (B) shows the subjec-
tive values. As is apparent, the subjective values depend on 
the probabilistic beliefs, and so the subjective values can dif-
fer even for the same target probability. 

Honda et al. (2017) showed that DbBS can well ex-
plain decisions based on verbal probabilities. Specifically, 

 
Figure 1. Summaries of the DbBS. (A) Probabilistic belief regarding an uncertain event (probability density function of 
beta distribution). (B) Subjective target value (cumulative distribution function of beta distribution). 
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they showed that participants tended to have low (or high) 
probabilistic beliefs when presented with positive (negative) 
expressions and that this difference could well explain the 
different decisions depending on the presented directionality.  

The contextual effect: How does the shift of proba-
bilistic beliefs affect decisions? 
DbBS hypothesizes that when a DM has a different probabil-
istic belief about an event (i.e., a different decision sample is 
constructed), that DM will exhibit different decisions even 
for the same probabilistic information. Thus, by controlling 
DMs’ probabilistic beliefs, decisions based on probabilistic 
information can vary. 

 In their study, Honda et al. (2017) only used the 
cover story of decision about whether people would recom-
mend treatment of migraine to a friend. This context may 
have been rather vague in terms of probability of success of 
the treatment, and probabilistic belief about the cover story 
was not controlled. In the present study, we controlled DM’s 
probabilistic beliefs by decision context and examined its ef-
fect on decision making. Consider the probability of success 
with regards to the operation for appendicitis or a serious dis-
ease. People may believe that the probability of success is 
high (or low) for appendicitis (or a serious disease). DbBS 
predicts that the evaluation for a “50% success rate,” differs: 
Since the DM may refer to a decision sample of low proba-
bility, the evaluation of the “50% success rate for the opera-
tion for a serious disease,” may be higher than that for appen-
dicitis (see Examples 2 and 4 in Figure 4). Thus, even in re-
sponse to the same probabilistic information, a DM may rec-
ommend an operation for a serious disease more than they 
would for appendicitis. 
 This hypothesis may be true for decisions based on 
verbal probabilities. DbBS predicts that people recommend 
operation for serious diseases more than they do for appendi-
citis, even when presented with the same expression such as, 
“There is some possibility,” or, “It is unlikely.”  
 In the following sections, we shall report the behav-
ioral experiment and analyses based on DbBS.  

Behavioral experiment 

Method 
Participants One hundred and twenty Japanese people (nfe-

male = 59, nmale = 61; Mage = 45.33, SDage = 8.26) participated 
in this experiment. They were randomly allocated into either 
the Appendicitis group or the Serious Disease group.  
Tasks, materials, and procedure We conducted three tasks: 
a decision task, a numerical translation task for verbal proba-
bilities, and a manipulation check for the probabilistic belief 
of operation. The decision task was based on Study 1 con-
ducted by Teigen and Brun (1999) and the behavioral exper-
iment carried out by Honda et al. (2017) with just a minor 
revision. The cover story in the Appendicitis group was as 
follows: “Your friend X is going to undergo an operation for 
appendicitis in hospital A. You relay this to another friend Y, 
who is knowledgeable about hospital A. Then, your friend Y 
tells you the probability of success in hospital A.” Partici-
pants were presented with a verbal probability and asked to 
rate, using a 20 point scale, how much they would recom-
mend their friend X to undergo the operation in hospital A (1; 
“I do not want to recommend it at all”- 20: “I want to recom-
mend it very much.” The cover story in the serious disease 
group was basically the same as the story in the Appendicitis 
group, but “appendicitis,” was replaced with “the serious dis-
ease of CDJ.”  

In the numerical translation task, participants an-
swered what percentage they thought the expressions pre-
sented in the decision task represented. In the manipulation 
check for probabilistic belief in the success of the operation, 
participants answered the following question by number: 
“Generally speaking, in percentage terms, what is the success 
rate of the operation for appendicitis (or a serious disease).” 

We used 8 positive and 8 negative verbal probabili-
ties (see Table 1). These expressions were based on Honda et 
al. (2017). We conducted the three tasks on the Internet. Par-
ticipants responded to the three tasks in the following order: 
the decision task, the numerical translation, and then the ma-
nipulation check. In the decision task and the numerical trans-
lation task, each expression was presented individually. The 

Table 1. Verbal probabilities used in the experiment. 
 Verbal probabilities    
 Positive phrases   Negative phrases 
P1 It is almost certain that *  N1 There are minor concerns that * 
P2 There is a good chance that *  N2 It is quite doubtful that * 
P3 It is possible that *  N3 It is not certain that * 
P4 It is likely that *  N4 It is uncertain whether * 
P5 There is a small possibility that *  N5 It is quite unlikely that * 
P6 There is some possibility that *   N6 There is little hope that * 
P7 There is a slight hope that *   N7 It is unlikely that * 
P8 There is a tiny hope that *  N8 It is almost impossible that * 

*(the operation will be a success.) 
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presentation order of the 16 verbal probabilities was random-
ized for each participant and task. 

Results and discussion  
Twelve participants both in the Appendicitis group and the 
Serious disease group answered exactly the same numbers for 
the 16 verbal probabilities in the numerical translation task. 
We removed these participants in the following analyses (i.e., 
in total, we analyzed the data for 96 participants). 
 In the following analyses, we rescaled the 20-point 
scale of decision rating (or 0-100 number of numerical trans-
lation and explicit probabilistic belief) to a 0-1 scale.  
Manipulation check First, we analyzed the data concerning 
the manipulation check. We found that the probability of suc-
cess for an appendicitis operation was believed to be signifi-
cantly higher than that for a serious disease (MAppendicitis = 
0.889, MSerious disease = 0.363, t[94] = 14.38, p < .0001, d = 
2.94). Thus, as we expected, the probability of success for an 
appendicitis operation was perceived to be higher than that 
for a serious disease.  
Analyses with an aggregated level Next, we analyzed the 
data with an aggregated level in order to examine the general 
trends. Figure 2 shows the relationship between mean numer-
ical translations and decision ratings for the 8 positive and 8 
negative expressions in each group. As is apparent, the deci-
sion ratings in the Serious disease group tended to be higher 
than those in the Appendicitis group.  

For the statistical examination of our hypothesis (i.e., 
even for the same probabilistic information, the participants 
in the Serious disease group would recommend the operation 
more than those in the Appendicitis group would), we con-
ducted the following analysis. We calculated mean values 
(i.e., decision rating and numerical translation) for 8 positive 
and 8 negative expressions for each participant. That is, 4 val-
ues (i.e., mean decision ratings and numerical translations for 
positive and negative phrases) were calculated for each par-
ticipant. We regarded these values as decision ratings and nu-
merical translations by each participant for positive and neg-
ative expressions. By comparing these values across the 2 
groups, we examined the present hypothesis. 

We found that decision ratings were significantly 
higher in the Serious disease group than they were in the Ap-
pendicitis group for both positive and negative verbal proba-
bilities (Positive phrases, MAppendicitis = 30.91, MSerious disease = 
46.24, t[94] = 3.87, p = .0002, d = 0.790: Negative phrases, 
MAppendicitis = 15.83, MSerious disease = 29.17, t[94] = 3.22, p 
= .002, d = 0.657), supporting our hypothesis.  

Some researchers may point out that decision ratings 
could have differed between the two groups because the nu-
merical translations for verbal probabilities differed. It is well 
known that numerical translations for verbal probabilities de-
pend on context (e.g., Budescu & Wallsten, 1993; Weber & 
Hilton, 1990). From this perspective, the above results may 
be explained such that decision ratings in the Serious disease 
group were higher than those in the Appendicitis group be-
cause the numerical translations in the Serious disease group 
were higher than those in the Appendicitis group. However, 

this was not true. The numerical translations were very simi-
lar between the 2 groups (Positive phrases, MAppendicitis = 0.407, 
MSerious disease = 0.382, t[94] = 1,02, p = .312, d = 0.21: Nega-
tive phrases, MAppendicitis = 0.256, MSerious disease = 0.247, t[94] = 
0.399, p = .691, d = 0.08).  
Model-based analyses Next, we analyzed the individual data 
using DbBS. In using DbBS, we assumed that the subjective 
value of probability conveyed by a phrase corresponded to 
the CDF in the beta distribution. Therefore, we estimated two 
parameters (α and β) of the beta distribution whose CDF best 
explained the decision ratings. The two parameters were es-
timated using a grid search in the range of 0.1 and 10, with 
increments of 0.1. That is, we estimated the parameter using 
10000 sets. We calculated root mean square deviations 
(RMSD) between the observed ratings and the model predic-
tions, and regarded the parameter set showing the lowest 
RMSD as the best model. We searched for the best parameter 
sets for positive and negative phrases, respectively, for each 
participant. 
 Figure 3 shows the models that were the best fit for 
each participant. The left (or right) panel shows the strength 
of the belief (or the subjective value). Figure 4 shows the 
mean of the estimated belief and the subjective value (i.e., 
PDF and CDF of beta distribution). As is shown, the esti-
mated belief and the subjective value differed depending on 
the disease type and the presented directionality of verbal 
probabilities. Our specific prediction was that these results 
would derive from the difference in decision sample: 1) peo-
ple would refer to a higher decision sample of probability for 
appendicitis than for a serious disease, and 2) people would 
refer to a higher decision sample of probability when pre-
sented with negative phrases than when presented with posi-
tive ones. For this hypothesis, we examined the mean of dis-
tribution of the estimated beliefs. Figure 5 shows the distri-
butions of the mean of the estimated probabilistic beliefs (i.e., 
the mean of the PDF of beta distribution). We conducted 2 
(the type of disease) by 2 (the directionality of verbal proba-
bilities) ANOVA on the mean of the estimated probabilistic 
beliefs. The significant main effects of type of disease (F[1, 

 
Figure 2. The relationship between numerical translations 
and decision ratings. Each number corresponds to that in 
Table 1.  
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94] = 27.17, p < .00001, partial η2 = 0.514, MAppendicitis = 0.718, 
MSerious disease = 0.520) and the directionality (F[1, 94] = 31.08, 
p < .00001, partial η2 = 0.248, MPositive = 0.564, MNegative = 
0.675) were observed, but their interaction was not signifi-
cant (F[1, 94] = 1.97, p = .16, partial η2 = 0.020). These re-
sults corroborated our specific prediction.  
 Taken together, our model-based analyses generally 
supported our hypotheses. Decisions varied depending on the 
context in which they were made. In particular, people’s 
probabilistic beliefs about the success of an operation were 
highly related to decisions, and our model-based analyses 

indicated that participants referred to different decision sam-
ples and such difference was well explained in terms of par-
ticipants’ probabilistic beliefs.  

General discussion 
In the present study, we examined contextual effects on deci-
sions based on verbal probabilities. In particular, we exam-
ined how probabilistic beliefs about uncertain events affected 
people’s decisions. The DbBS model hypothesized that DMs 
would refer to a different decision sample depending on 

 
Figure 3. The best models for individual data. 

 
Figure 4. Mean of estimated decision sample and subjective value (i.e., PDF and CDF of beta distribution). 
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her/his probabilistic belief and such difference critically al-
ters decision outcomes. The results of our experimental study 
and model-based analyses corroborated our hypotheses. 
 We believe that the present findings made the fol-
lowing two contributions to the research about decision mak-
ing. First, we identified contextual factors that had effects on 
decisions based on verbal probabilities. Previous studies have 
shown that numerical translations of verbal probabilities vary 
depending on contexts (e.g., Budescu & Wallsten, 1993; We-
ber & Hilton, 1991). However, relatively few studies have 
examined contextual factors that affect decisions. In particu-
lar, few studies have examined how contextual factors change 
decisions based on even the same verbal probabilities. We 
showed that decisions based on the same verbal probabilities 
significantly shifted depending on the difference in context 
that produced the difference in probabilistic beliefs (e.g., see 
Figure 2), and that the DbBS model clearly predicted such 
shifts. Second, and more importantly, the present findings 
provided evidence that decision processes based on verbal 
probabilities are explained in terms of the DbS processes. We 
proposed a modified version of the DbS, which we called the 
DbBS, and showed that the effects of directionality and con-
text could be explained by the DbBS. Previous studies have 
shown that a wide range of decision phenomena can be ex-
plained by the DbS processes (Alempaki et al., 2019; Nogu-
chi & Stewart, 2018; Stewart et al., 2006; Walasek & Stewart, 
2015, 2019). Thus, we provided further evidence of decision-
making processes that are consistent with the account of the 
DbS. 
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Abstract 

This research investigated how German-speaking children 
learn color words, both in terms of centroid mappings and 
boundary delineation, and how they construct the color 
lexicon as a connected system.  The results were compared to 
those of Japanese children to draw insights on general 
mechanisms that underlie the acquisition of words in the color 
lexicon. For both languages, input frequency and category 
size contributed to the ease of learning.  In contrast, in both 
language groups, naming (in)consistency in adults predicted 
the adult-like boundary delineation. 

Keywords: color word acquisition; lexical development; 
word learning; language-general mechanisms; role of input 

Introduction 

To use a word appropriately in diverse contexts, a speaker 

needs to understand its meaning in relation to other similar-

meaning words (Saji et al., 2011). In other words, learning 

the adult-like meaning of a word must involve the 

understanding of which other words exist in the same lexical 

domain in the ambient language, and how this word is 

differentiated from the other words that surround it. The 

view that understanding of word meanings evolves 

developmentally as a connected system has been proposed 

in the literature (e.g., Saji et al., 2011; 2020; see also Ameel 

et al., 2008; Bowerman, 2005; Clark, 2006). Researchers of 

lexical development have described the process of semantic 

reorganization in some semantic domains, including spatial 

terms (e.g., Clark, 1972), container labels (Ameel et al., 

2008), verbs for carrying actions (e.g., Saji et al., 2011) but 

the detailed developmental course and the underlying 

mechanism has not been sufficiently investigated.  

The color lexicon is interesting as well as useful for 

understanding how children construct a lexical domain as a 

connected system. On one hand, we know that children 

perceive the color spectrum categorically, well before they 

start to show signs of understanding color words (Bornstein, 

1985; Skelton et al, 2017), suggesting that infants have pre-

segmented categories of colors. On the other hand, because 

languages differ widely in the way they divide the 

continuous visible spectrum of color by names (e.g., Berlin 

& Kay, 1969; Cook, Kay, & Regier, 2005; Roberson, 

Davies, & Davidoff, 2000), children have to discover how 

the continuous color spectrum is divided by a set of words 

by their language and where on the space different words 

should be mapped. For a full theory of color word 

acquisition, researchers have to offer an account not only for 

how children map words to the corresponding concepts but 

also for how children modify the initial universal perceptual 

categories to gain language-specific lexical categories (Saji 

et al., 2020). 

Recent work by Forbes and Plunkett (2020) examined 

data from 11 languages from the Oxford Communicative 

Development Inventory and found that the order of color 

word acquisition is not uniform across these languages; they 

therefore concluded that culture plays an important role 
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even at the beginning of the acquisition process. These 

authors further reported that, among age, gender, input 

frequency and phonological complexity, only the last two 

factors significantly contribute to the rate with which a 

given word is included in the early color vocabulary. 

Importantly, however, the authors also noted a general trend 

in acquisition order such that achromatic words are 

produced later than chromatic words and that red and blue 

are produced earlier than yellow and green. Yurovsky et al. 

(2015) also investigated the factors affecting the mapping of 

color words with English-learning children.  They reported 

that perceptual saliency and category size contributes to the 

ease of word acquisition, and argue that general principles 

of category learning also apply to the mechanism of color 

word acquisition. 

However, these works dealt only with the mapping of the 

category centroids, and did not consider how children 

acquire adult-like knowledge of boundaries. Saji et al. 

(2020) had Japanese-speaking children from 3- to 5-year-

olds name 93 color swatches that systematically sampled a 

full range of colors to uncover children’s knowledge of the 

meaning of basic color words, not only investigating how 

each word is mapped to category centroids but also how the 

boundary of each word is delineated. They found that 

different factors contribute the acquisition of the category 

centroid mapping and that of the boundary delineation: 

difficulty with category centroid mapping was explained by 

input frequency and category size, consistent with 

Yurofsky’s results from English-speaking children; however, 

difficulty with boundary delineation was best explained by 

input (in)consistency, i.e., the degree of how consistently 

adults apply the given word to colors around the category 

boundary. 

To fully understand the mechanism of color lexicon 

acquisition, it is important to know whether the factors 

affecting the centroid mapping and boundary delineation in 

Japanese children are shared with other languages. In the 

current research, we examined German speaking 3- and 5-

year-olds, using the same set of stimuli and method as Saji 

et al. In Experiment 1, we first examined the structure of the 

color lexicon of adult German speakers, and compared it to 

the properties found for adult Japanese speakers. In 

Experiment 2, we tested German-speaking 3- and 5-year-

olds to trace the developmental trajectory towards the adult-

like representation of the color lexicon. We compare the 

German results to the Japanese ones to draw insights onto 

the mechanisms for color word acquisition shared across 

languages, as well as to specify how cross-linguistic 

differences in the structure of the color lexicon affects the 

speed of learning the color lexical system as a whole and for 

individual color words.  

We hypothesize that the mechanism underlying the 

acquisition of the color lexical system is shared across 

language, with a common set of factors affecting the 

acquisition both in light of centroid mapping and boundary 

delineation. Specifically, we expect that input frequency 

matters most for the centroid mapping, but input 

consistency on the category boundaries plays an important 

role for acquisition of adult-like boundaries.  We also 

hypothesize, however, that the order of individual color 

words per se may be different across languages, as the way 

each language divides the color concepts is different.  It is 

also possible that culture-specific conventional word usage 

(e.g., metaphorical use of a particular color word) may make 

learning of particular words difficult. In this light, it is 

interesting to see whether the early and later learned words 

for German children are different from those for Japanese 

children. Comparing the ease/difficulty of acquisition across 

German and Japanese children as well as extracting the 

common factors affecting the acquisition should give us 

important insights onto the process and mechanism of the 

acquisition of the color lexicon. 

Experiment 1 

In Experiment 1, Adult German speakers were tested on 

their naming of each of the 93 swatches used for Japanese 

adults in Saji et al. (2020) to obtain the basic characteristics 

of the color lexicon in German-speaking adults. The adult 

color lexicon was assessed in four respects: identification of 

basic color words in German, category size, similarity 

structure of the color names and cross-individual naming 

(in)consistency. These characteristics are compared to those 

for Japanese to examine how the structure of the color 

lexicon might interact with the acquisition of color words.   

Method 

Participants. 

A total of 26 native German speaking adults, who were 

undergraduate and graduate students of a University in 

Germany, participated in the experiment.  

Stimuli. 

Stimuli were the same as those used by Saji et al. (2020), 

which were ninety-three color swatches selected from 

Practical Color Co-ordinate System (PCCS) developed by 

Japan Color Research Institute. PCCS consisted of 14 “tone” 

categories, each of which has 24 hues. Tone is a compound 

concept of lightness and metric chroma (Nayatani, 2003; see 

also Saji et al., 2020). We used colors from seven tones 

(“light”, “bright”, “soft”, “vivid”, “dull”, “deep”, and 

“dark”) out of the 14 tones, which varied in lightness and 

chroma, so that the stimulus colors covered the entire color 

spectrum. Only half of the 24 hues (with every other even 

number) of each tone were used to reduce the number of 

stimuli. In addition to these 84 chromatic colors (7 tones x 

12 hues) we included nine achromatic colors (black, white, 

and five different grays. 

Procedure. 

Participants were presented with the 93 color swatches one 

by one on a gray background in a random order, and were 

asked “Welche (what) Farbe (color) hat (has) die (the) 

Karte (patch)”? (“What color does the patch have?”) by the 

experimenter under a standardized lighting condition that 

simulated natural daylight (D55) by using Solax XC-100AF 

(Seric Ltd.) on a gray background.  
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Results.  

Basic color words and the category centroid in German.  

We considered a word form to be a basic word if the word 

is applied most dominantly (i.e., most frequently) for at least 

one color swatch in our stimuli, following the criterion used 

in Saji et al. (2020). Compound color names such as 

dunkelgrün ('dark green') and hautfarbe (‘light orange') were 

considered as different word types from the basic color 

words such as grün and orange. Sixteen word types were 

identified in our list of “basic” words (see Table 1a). 

Interestingly, the number of basic words in German was the 

same as in Japanese (Table 1b).  The swatch that received 

the highest agreement for each word was considered as the 

centroid of the word category.  

 

German speakers’ representation of the color lexicon as 

compared to that of Japanese speakers 

Figure 1A shows German speakers’ pattern of color 

naming on the Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) solutions, 

following the algorithm proposed by Saji et al. (2020; see 

also Majid et al., 2008). In each matrix, there were 93 rows 

and 93 columns, each representing a swatch from the 93 

stimulus colors. Each cell contained the number of times the 

given two color patches were named with the same word. 

The Japanese speakers’ MDS solutions in Saji et al. (2020) 

are shown in Figure 1B for comparison.  

 

 
 

In both language groups, the identified basic words were 

used contrastively with little overlapping along the 

boundaries.  At a glance, relative topological relations 

between words seem to be comparable across the two 

languages with some local differences.  For example, both 

German and Japanese have terms that correspond to English 

orange and brown, but the ranges the two terms cover are 

different: while orange is applied more broadly than braun 

in German, in Japanese, cha (brown) is applied much more 

widely than orenji (orange).  Also, both German and 

Japanese adult speakers used two terms to name the range of 

colors to which English speakers would apply the word 

pink; namely rosa and pink in German and pinku and hada-

iro in Japanese. However, the category centroids and the 

range covered by the two terms are substantially different 

across the two languages. 

Category size. We quantified the category size of a given 

word by counting the number of swatches which were 

labeled by that word most dominantly (i.e., by the largest 

number of participants), following the method used by 

Yurovsky et al. (2015). For example, since two swatches 

(out of 93) were dominantly labeled as rot (‘red’), the value 

for category size was 2. Figures 2AB show the c 

ategory size value for each basic word in German and 

Japanese, respectively.  There were similarities between the 

two languages.  For example, rot and aka and gelb and ki 

cover narrow ranges, while the sizes of blau and grün and 

ao and midori are fairly broad. As noted earlier, the size of 

orange is much larger than braun in German, but in 

Japanese, cha is much broader than orenji-iro.  

 

 
 

Cross-individual naming inconsistency. The size of the 

clusters on the MDS plane reflects the degree of individual 

inconsistencies in color word naming, in that the distance 

between two points on the MDS plane indicates the degree 

of disagreement in naming. For each word cluster, we 

averaged the Euclidian distance between the centroid and 

each swatch in the cluster. This score was used as the index 

of naming inconsistency (see Saji et al. 2020 for detailed 

information about the algorithm). A higher naming 

inconsistency score indicates that the swatches around the 

category boundary tend to receive multiple names. 

We were unable to calculate naming inconsistency for 

dunkelgrau(‘dark gray’), dunkelgrun (‘dark green’), 

hautfarbe (‘light orange’), and pink, because only one 

swatch was dominantly named by each of these words. Thus, 

these words were excluded from further analyses, but this 

did not affect the analysis of Experiment 2, as these color 
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words were rarely produced by children. The distribution of 

the naming inconsistency scores for the German group was 

shown in Fig. 3A, with those for the Japanese group shown 

in Figure 3B for comparison.  

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 examined 3- and 5-year-old German-

speaking children to see how their pattern of color word 

acquisition compares to that of the Japanese-speaking 

children reported by Saji et al. (2020), and to see (1) how 

properties of the adult lexicon affect it and (2) whether 

general mechanism underlying acquisition of the color 

lexicon shared across languages can be identified.    

Method 

Participants. 

A total of 52 German speaking children (26 3-year-olds 

and 26 5-year-olds) participated, with parental consent.   

 

Stimuli and procedure. 

   The stimuli and the procedure were the same as those in 

Experiment 1 with one exception:  children received warm-

up trials before the main test. Children were presented with 

six pictures of three different cats, two different dogs and 

one rabbit, and were asked to name each picture to make 

sure that they understood that they could say the same name 

more than once across different trials. 

Results 

Naming accuracy for the category centroids 

  We examined in what degree children could apply the 

basic color words for the category centroids identified in 

Experiment 1. Table 1A shows the proportion of German 3-

year-olds who produced the appropriate basic color words to 

the correct referents.  For comparison, the results from the 

Japanese 3-year-olds are presented in Table 1B.  

  Tables 1AB show clear commonality between German and 

Japanese children in the pattern of successfully and poorly 

labeled words. In both languages, among the 16 “basic” 

words the adults dominantly produced, those that were 

successfully mapped to the centroids by 3 are the 

equivalents of the basic words Berlin and Kay (1969) 

identified for English; the words German and Japanese 3-

year-olds failed to name were those that are specific to 

German or Japanese. Among the early-learned words, those 

corresponding to the English words white, black, red, yellow, 

blue and green were named better than those corresponding 

to orange, pink, brown and purple in both languages.  Grau 

and hai-iro, which correspond to English word gray, were 

not successfully labeled in both languages.   

Overall, German-speaking 3-year-olds labeled the 

centroids more accurately (Mean=72.6%) than Japanese 

age-peers (Mean=62.0%) on the words shared by the two 

languages.  

 

   Table 1: Proportion of correct naming for the centroid 

color for each basic color in German 3-yr-olds and Japanese 

3-yr-olds. 

A: German 3-year-old                    B: Japanese 3-year-old 

color name ratio  color name ratio 

weiß('white') 0.94  aka ('red') 0.85 

gelb('yellow') 0.94  kuro ('black') 0.8 

blau('blue') 0.92  shiro (“white”) 0.8 

grün ('green') 0.91  kiiro (“yellow”) 0.75 

rot ('red') 0.85  ao (“blue”) 0.7 

schwarz ('black') 0.8  midori (“green”) 0.68 

orange('orange') 0.72  pinku (“pink”) 0.65 

braun ('brown') 0.7  orenji-iro(“orange”) 0.58 

lila('violet') 0.68  murasaki (“purple”) 0.52 

rosa ('reddish-pink') 0.35  cha-iro (“brown”) 0.5 

pink ('pink') 0.28 
 mizu-iro (“light 

 blue”) 
0.25 

grau ('gray') 0.18 
 kimidori 

(“yellowish green”) 
0.05 

hautfarbe  

(‘light orange') 
0.09 

 hada-iro (“light  

orange”) 
0.05 

dunkelgrün 

('dark green') 
0.08 

 
hai-iro (“gray”) 0 

hellblau ('light 

blue') 
0.08 

 
oudo (“ocher”) 0 

türkis ('turquoise 

blue') 
0.08 

 
kon (“deep blue”) 0 
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The structure of the color lexicon on the MDS analyses. 

German children’s patterns of naming for the 93 swatches 

were submitted to the MDS analyses, separately for 3-year-

olds and 5-year-olds (see Figures 4AB, respectively).  The 

MDS by Japanese 3- and 5-year-olds reported by Saji et al. 

(2020) were shown in Figures 4CD for comparison.) In both 

cases, two dimensional solutions were employed because 

the stress values were sufficiently low (s<0.2).   In both 

language groups, clear developmental changes towards 

adult-like representation were observed: word boundaries 

were more overlapping in 3-year-olds than 5-year-olds, and 

for 5-year-olds, the boundaries were mostly separated from 

one another.  Visual inspection indicates that the degree of 

overlapping was greater in Japanese 3-year-olds than 

German 3-year-olds, suggesting that boundary delineation is 

slower in Japanese than in German children. The most 

striking difference between German and Japanese 3-year-

olds was observed in the differentiation of blue and green.  

While Japanese 3-year-olds greatly confused ao and midori, 

German children already showed a clear differentiation in 

their use of blau and grün at the age of 3.    

 

 

 

 

Correlation between the child groups and the adult 

groups.  

To examine how German children’s pattern of color term 

naming matches that of German adults, the correlation 

between the adult group and each of the two child groups 

were calculated, following the algorithms proposed by Saji 

et. al. (2020). The correlation values were .71 and .81 for 3- 

and 5-year-olds, respectively, which are much higher than 

the corresponding correlation values of .32 and .57 in 

Japanese age peers. 

 

Degree of the appropriate extension for each word.  

 To quantify the degree to which children had achieved an 

adult-like boundary delineation for each color word, the  

f-measure was calculated for each word. The F-measure  

index represents the degree to which each child correctly 

assigned a given color term to the swatches, without over- 

or under-extending the word meaning. The f-measure value 

is represented as the harmonic mean of the precision and 

recall scores. The precision score is obtained as the fraction 

of the retrieved instances that are relevant, while the recall 

score is obtained as the fraction of the relevant instances 

that are retrieved. Since there is an inverse relationship 

between precision and recall, the f-measure score is 
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commonly used to evaluate the measure of proper retrieval 

considering both over- and under-extension (Powers, 2011).  

For example, suppose that 8 swatches from the 93 

swatches were dominantly named blau (“blue”) by adults, 

and that a child labeled 5 swatches with this name. Suppose 

further that, of the 5 swatches named blau (“blue”) by the 

child, only 3 matched the swatches so named by adults (true 

positives), while adults did not use the word for the 

remaining two (false positives). In this case, the precision  

score is 3/5 while recall is 3/8, which yields the f-measure 

value of .46, taking the harmonic mean of the two scores. 

The f-measure scores for each word was used as indexes for 

the degree of boundary delineation. 

 

Factors which best explain the ease of learning color 

words (Models).  

The MDS and f-measure analyses reported so far indicate 

that some color names are learned more readily than others, 

in terms of both centroid mapping and boundary delineation. 

To identify factors affecting color word acquisition in the 

two respects, we examined the role of the following six 

factors: (a) hue uniqueness, (b) input frequency, (c) category 

size, (d) naming inconsistency, (e) age, and (f) interactions 

between age and other factors, following Saji et al.’s model 

analyses (Saji et al., 2020). Input frequency values for each 

word were obtained from the Sketch Engine German corpus.  

Of particular interest was whether the ease and order of 

color word learning is explained by different sets of factors, 

depending on the indexes of word acquisition, i.e., the 

centroid mapping and boundary delineation, as was the case 

with Japanese children.  Saji et al. reported that input 

frequency and category size, but not naming inconsistency, 

contributed to the centroid mapping, while only naming 

inconsistency was included in the final model for predicting 

the difficulty of boundary delineation in Japanese children.  

If the same set of factors are found for each of the two 

indexes of acquisition in German children, despite 

differences in the order of acquisition of individual colors 

terms between German and Japanese, those factors would 

likely underlie acquisition of the color lexicon across 

different languages of the world. 

 

Factors affecting naming accuracy for the category 

centroids. We employed a logistic mixed-effects model. A 

series of models were conducted with all possible pairs of 

the aforementioned six fixed effects. The best model (i.e., 

the best combination of the fixed and random effects) was 

determined by the BIC (Bayesian information criterion; 

Bhat & Kumar, 2010). The best model (see Table 2) 

included Input frequency, category size and age as fixed 

effects, suggesting that the words children hear frequently 

and which cover a relatively broad range of the color space 

were mapped to their typical referents more readily than 

others.   

Factors affecting the degree of appropriate boundaries 

(F-measure).  Table 3 presents the best model according to 

the BIC criterion for the German children. The best model 

for the German children included naming inconsistency as 

in the case with Japanese children. In addition, category size 

was included, suggesting that the boundaries of words that 

have broader coverage and higher inconsistency in adults’ 

naming were poorly delineated.  Importantly, on this 

measure, as was the case with the Japanese children, input 

frequency was not included in the final model.   

 

Table 2 The best model for predicting naming accuracy 

for the category centroids in German children. 

Fixed effects Estimate Standard error z value 

Intercept -15.6 1.63 -9.6 

Age .92 .31 3.0 

Input frequency .25 .04 7.0 

Category size 2.74 .29 9.4 

 

Table 3 The final (best) model predicting the proper 

boundary delineation for German children. 

Fixed effects Estimate Standard error t value 

Intercept .74 .03 25.23 

Category size .02 .00 7.9 

Naming 

inconsistency 
-1.70 .27 -6.4 

 

General Discussion 

As expected, German children’s pattern of color word 

acquisition was similar to that found for Japanese children 

with common factors affecting the order of acquisition. In 

both language groups, input frequency influences the 

centroid mapping most strongly, while naming 

(in)consistency played a prominent role in the acquisition of 

adult-like category boundaries.  Despite this similarity, there 

were interesting cross-cultural differences in the order of 

individual word acquisition. For example, while pinku 

(‘pink’) was learned easily by Japanese children, German 

children showed much lower accuracy for the corresponding 

word pink.  This was probably due to a presence of the word 

rosa. Rosa is used to refer to orangish pink, while pink, 

loaned from English, is used to refer to pale pink. The 

language-specific rosa-pink distinction is likely difficult to 

find.  

Also of interest was the difference between midori and 

grün, both roughly refer to colors what English speakers 

would name green. Berlin and Kay’s universal color word 

hierarchy theory would predict that green should be one of 

the earliest learned word.  German children indeed showed 

high accuracy (over 90%) at 3, but Japanese children 

showed substantially lower accuracy for midori.  This could 

be due to the conventional word use for ao (‘blue’) in 
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Japanese. Due to historical reasons, the word ao is used for 

typical green color, such as the color of traffic light and 

green vegetables. This could be confusing because Japanese 

children consistently hear ao and midori for centroid green 

colors in different contexts. These observations suggest that 

language-specific convention of word use might affect the 

ease of learning. 

Despite such local differences, however, it is striking that a 

common set of factors differentially predict the rate of 

learning in both languages, i.e., input frequency and 

category size for the centroid mapping, and consistent 

application of names by adults for boundary delineation.  

Also noted was that, in general, the acquisition of color 

lexicon terms seems to be faster for German- than for 

Japanese-speaking children. This could be due to the heavy 

use of loan words in Japanese, which means that that 

children hear both Japanese native words (ao, hai-iro, 

midori) and loan words buru (‘blue’), gurei (‘gray’), guriin 

(‘green’) simultaneously for the same color. In other words, 

Japanese children may be exposed to more inconsistent 

word use beyond basic color words. Further research is 

necessary to investigate this possibility. 

Lastly, we should note that the input frequency of color 

words in this paper was calculated using an internet corpus 

on Sketch Engine.  However, care takers may use color 

words differently when talking to young children than to 

adults.  Future research should investigate color word use to 

young children using CHILDES corpus to conduct model 

analyses to examine whether the same results as the results 

in this paper are obtained.  
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Abstract 
We compared the influence of prior knowledge on visual 
perception in infants, children, and adults in order to explore 
the developmental trajectory by which prior knowledge is 
integrated with new sensory input. Using an identical task 
across age groups, we tested how participants’ accumulated 
experience affected their ability to judge the relative saturation 
levels within a pair of sequentially-presented stimuli. We found 
that infants and children, relative to adults, showed greater 
influence of the current observation and reduced influence of 
memory in their perception. In fact, infants and children 
outperformed adults in discriminating between different levels 
of saturation, and their performance was less biased by 
previously-experienced exemplars. Thus, the development of 
perceptual integration of memory leads to less precise 
discrimination in the moment, but allows observers to make use 
of their prior experience in interpreting a complex sensory 
environment. 

Keywords: visual perception; implicit memory; contraction 
bias 

Introduction 
To make sense of their input, observers do not merely rely 

on their current observations to perceive, but they also 
integrate prior knowledge (Hollingworth, 1910; Woodrow, 
1933). Integration of prior knowledge allows for overcoming 
unreliable representation of current observations by 
combining an additional source of information (Bayesian 
inference). Differences in reliance on prior experience have 
been linked to perceptual differences between neurotypical 
and atypical populations (e.g., Jaffe-Dax, Lieder, Biron, & 
Ahissar, 2016; Lieder et al., 2019), underscoring the 
importance of these integration processes. Incorporating 
prior knowledge allows the perceiver to overcome noise in 
the environment (e.g., Raviv, Ahissar, & Loewenstein, 2012), 
but this integration requires the ability to retain detailed 
information in memory and weigh it appropriately. More 
recent events are weighed most heavily, and the influence of 
prior events decays exponentially (e.g., Fischer & Whitney, 
2014; Lu, Williamson, & Kaufman, 1992; Raviv et al., 2012). 
For individuals with weaker implicit memory, this decay may 

occur more quickly, leading them to rely less on their 
accumulated experience (Jaffe-Dax, Frenkel, & Ahissar, 
2017). Given that children’s memory skills develop gradually 
(e.g., Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004), 
we examined the developmental trajectory by which prior 
knowledge is integrated with new sensory input. 

It is broadly believed that memory span and the ability to 
integrate information across time undergo a protracted 
developmental trajectory. However, it is notoriously difficult 
to measure these cognitive capacities for infants, children, 
and adults in comparable ways, or to use the same task across 
different age groups. We therefore developed a task that is (1) 
intuitive (needing no explicit instructions), (2) does not 
require extensive training (allowing us to exploit informative 
measures given the small number of trials that are typically 
attained from infants), and (3) measures the role of memory 
independently from overall task performance (which can be 
expected to differ across the age groups). 

Participants of all ages, from infancy to adulthood, are 
known to track the statistics of their visual environment and 
to successfully detect regularities in their surroundings (e.g., 
Fiser & Aslin, 2002a, 2002b; Jost, Conway, Purdy, Walk, & 
Hendricks, 2015; Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002; 
Turk-Browne, Scholl, Chun, & Johnson, 2008). Likewise, 
there is robust evidence that adults can extract a summary 
representation of a group of objects that allows them to 
estimate the average across features including size, 
brightness, and color (e.g., Albrecht & Scholl, 2010; Ariely, 
2001; Bauer, 2009; Brady & Alvarez, 2011; De Gardelle & 
Summerfield, 2011). Adults compute these means rapidly 
and with a high degree of accuracy (e.g., Chong & Treisman, 
2003), and recent studies suggest that infants and young 
children learn visual summary statistics similarly to adults 
(Balas, 2017; Zosh, Halberda, & Feigenson, 2011).  

For adults, these summary representations affect their 
judgments of individual stimuli; for instance, they tend to 
estimate the size of objects as more similar to the mean of a 
display (e.g., Brady & Alvarez, 2011). Likewise, the contents 
of working memory have been shown to influence adults’ 
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visual perception such that their judgments in a visual 
perception task are biased by similarity to recently-viewed 
items (Teng & Kravitz, 2019). However, it is not yet known 
whether infants and children, who may have more difficulty 
remembering the items that they have previously seen, will 
show similar biases in their perception. We expected infants 
and children to less reliably retain the information of the 
stimuli to-be-compared. We therefore expected that younger 
participants would show less influence of memory in their 
perception. One possibility was that we would see gradual 
increases in the use of prior knowledge through development, 
and that we would see children weight prior experience more 
heavily than infants. Another possibility was that we would 
only see those participants with the greatest memory capacity 
(adults) showing significant reliance on prior information. 
However, an alternative possibility was that due to their 
weaker sensory capacities (i.e., representation of current 
input), infants and children might integrate prior information 
with a higher weight as a compensation.  

In the current study, we investigated the impact of prior 
knowledge on visual perception in infants, children and 
adults by using the same task across all age groups. We tested 
how participants’ accumulated experience with the task 
would affect their ability to judge the relative saturation 
levels within a pair of sequentially-presented stimuli. Our 
hypothesis was that prior experience would bias perception 
for all participants. This bias, often termed “contraction bias”, 
posits that we perceive events as closer to the central 
tendency of previous events of the same type (Hollingworth, 
1910; Woodrow, 1933). In our experiment, this bias would 
lead each stimulus to be judged as more similar in saturation 
to the mean saturation of all previously-viewed stimuli. We 
also predicted that prior experience would exert the greatest 
influence on adults’ perception, as weaker memory would 
make younger participants less biased by their recent 
perceptual experience. 

Method 
To assess the influence of prior knowledge on visual 

perception, we designed an infant-friendly eye-tracking task 
that made use of the fact that humans, from early infancy, 
without training, are drawn to look at more saturated (vs. less 
saturated) stimuli (Werner & Wooten, 1979). On each trial, 
participants saw two sequentially-presented items (colorful 
pinwheels) that differed in saturation and were presented in 
different locations. Pinwheels then disappeared, and grey 
boxes appeared marking their previous locations. We then 
recorded participants’ first shift toward one of the locations 
as a measure of their judgment of which pinwheel was more 
saturated (see Figure 1). 

Participants 
Three different age groups participated and were included 

in the final sample of 72 participants (n = 24 in each group): 
1-year-old infants (14 female, M = 11.8 months, range: 10.2-
13.9 months), 5-year-old children (15 female, M = 66.3 
months, range: 60.2-71.9 months), and young adults (14 

female, M = 20.6 years, range: 18.9-25.7 years). Twenty-four 
additional participants were tested, but excluded for: 
unsuccessful calibration (4 infants), failure to provide at least 
10 usable trials (11 infants, 5 children), global inattentiveness 
(2 children), or vision that was not normal or corrected-to-
normal (2 adults). 

Stimuli & Design 
Visual Stimuli 

Each trial began with the centrally presented, greyscale 
attention attractor. Once the participant fixated on the 
attractor for 300 ms, the first colorful pinwheel was presented 
in one of eight possible locations on an imaginary circle 
around the center of the screen until the participant fixated on 
it for 300 ms. Then, the first pinwheel disappeared and the 
second pinwheel was presented in one of the remaining 
possible locations (not including the immediately adjacent 
locations) until the participant fixated on it for 300 ms. A 
second attention attractor was presented until the participant 
fixated on it for 300 ms. Two grey squares were then 
presented in the same two locations as the two pinwheels. We 
recorded the first square that the participant fixated for 300 
ms as their choice for that trial. For example, if the participant 
fixated on the square that appeared in the same position as the 
first pinwheel, the recorded choice was ‘first’. If this was the 
more saturated pinwheel, that pinwheel re-appeared in the 
same location along with a pleasing sound (Fig 1). On 10% 
of trials, the two pinwheels had the same saturation level 
(‘catch trials’), and participants saw the pinwheel and heard 
the sound in whichever location they fixated first. Trials 
ended after 4 seconds if the participant did not make any 
choice. We used eight different locations to discourage 
pattern-seeking behavior. Indeed, when we debriefed our 
adult participants, they did not mention location on the screen 
as a meaningful factor. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of trial structure. 1. 
Participants’ gaze was drawn to the center of the screen. 
2. The first pinwheel appeared at one of eight possible 
locations until the participant fixated on it. 3. The 
second pinwheel appeared at a different location until 
the participant fixated on it. 4. Participants’ gaze was 
drawn back to the center. 5. Two masks appeared in the 
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prior locations of the pinwheels until the participant 
fixated on the location of the more saturated pinwheel, 
at which point the more saturated pinwheel re-
appeared, along with a pleasant sound. The location 
where the participant first fixated was recorded as the 
participants’ choice for that trial. 

Procedure 
Participants sat approximately 60 cm from the monitor and 

eye tracker (Eyelink 1000 Plus, SR Research, Ontario, 
Canada). The monitor measured 34cm by 27cm and eye gaze 
was recorded using the 25mm infant lens. The display 
monitor was facing the participant. The host monitor plus 
experimenting computer were in front of the experimenter. 
Before beginning the experiment, a five-point calibration was 
used. We performed calibration and validation for all 
participants and did not exclude participants based on 
validation accuracy.   

Infants sat on their caregivers’ laps throughout the 
experiment. Caregivers were instructed to not interfere with 
the infant and wore a visor during the experiment, which 
prevented them from seeing the screen and blinding them to 
the content of the individual trials (i.e., to prevent biasing of 
infant behavior). Children and adults sat on a chair. The 
experimenter watched the participant from the Eyelink host 
computer in order to execute recalibration or to exit the 
experiment when infants or children became too inattentive 
and fussy. Monitoring the host computer also allowed the 
experimenter to adjust the display monitor as infants or 
children moved. 

Participants were presented a maximum of 105 total trials 
with incrementing difficulty level every 10 trials. Infants 
completed fewer trials than children, and, in turn, children 
completed fewer than adults (infants: 29 ± 14.7, children: 
58.4 ± 29.9, adults: 101.6 ± 3.8; mean number of completed 
trials ± STD). This difference in the number of completed 
trials could have resulted in a less accurate representation of 
the mean saturation level, which might account for the lower 
weight of incorporation of that mean estimate into current 
perception. To eliminate this possible confound of the 
number of trials completed by each group, we performed 
additional analyses where we excluded all trials beyond the 
30th trial for children and adults. Excluding these trials from 
analysis equated the average number of completed trials 
across all groups of participants. Results obtained using this 
reduced dataset that included only the first 29 trials were 
consistent with the effects reported below, suggesting that 
group differences were not due to differences in the number 
of trials contributed by each age group. 

After completion of the experiment, we debriefed adult 
participants and asked them: 1. “What did you think the study 
was about?” 2. “How did you decide which square to look 
at?” 3. “When did you hear a sound play?” 4. “Did you notice 
anything else?” Based on these four questions, we identified 
6 adult subjects who explicitly linked saturation with the 
occurrence of the target sound. Excluding these participants 
from the analysis did not change the reported group 
differences, suggesting that these group differences were not 
due to explicit vs. implicit knowledge about the task. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Definition of predictors for participants’ choices, illustrating trials with stimuli whose saturation is above and 
below the mean of all previous trials. b1 captures the weight of the current saturation difference between the two stimuli 
in the current trial (roughly the slope of the psychometric curve as a function of saturation difference). b2 captures the 
weight of integration of previous stimuli in the current observation (impact of memory). 
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Results 
We analyzed participants’ choices using two predictors: b1 

–within-trial physical difference in saturation between the 
two pinwheels (i.e., perception), and b2 – between-trial bias, 
which captured the contraction of the saturation level of the 
first (stored; to-be-compared) pinwheel toward the mean 
saturation of previously-viewed pinwheels (i.e., the impact of 
memory; Raviv, Ahissar, & Loewenstein, 2012). The first 
predictor captured the physical distance in saturation level 
between the two pinwheels in the current trial and was 
defined as Δ𝑆# = log(𝑠#*) − log(𝑠#-), where 𝑠#* and 𝑠#- are the 
saturation levels of the first and second pinwheels in trial t, 
respectively. Log transformations were used because 
discrimination judgments depend on the ratio between the 
intensity of the discriminable feature of the stimuli instead of 
the difference between them (Weber, 1834). The second 
predictor captured the contraction of the mental 
representation of the first pinwheel towards previously 
viewed pinwheels from earlier trials. The representation of 
the first pinwheel decays relative to the representation of the 
second pinwheel (i.e., its information is less accessible), thus 
its contraction towards the mean (memory) is greater. This 
predictor was defined as: Δ𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛# = 〈log(𝑠)〉# − log(𝑠#*), 
where 〈log(𝑠)〉# is the average of all saturation levels of 
pinwheels that were presented up to trial t. Namely, 
〈log(𝑠)〉# =

*
-(#4*)

∑ [log(𝑠7*) + log(𝑠7-)]#4*
7:* . This predictor 

represents perceptual contraction towards central tendency of 
the first pinwheel, or summary statistical learning 
(Hollingworth, 1910; Woodrow, 1933; See Figure 2). 

We regressed each individual’s probability to fixate on the 
first-presented pinwheel using these two predictors to 
measure the relative contributions of perception and memory 
on performance. The weight of the first predictor corresponds 
to how accurately participants were able to distinguish 
between saturation levels. We used this measure instead of a 
traditional percent correct because trials had unequal 
difficulty, and difficulty increased incrementally after each 
block of 10 trials, so simply reporting accuracy would be 
misleading. Moreover, on the 10% of trials where the two 
pinwheels had the same saturation, there was no ‘correct’ 
response, so this measure more meaningfully captures 
participants’ performance. The weight of the second 
predictor represents the contraction of the mental 
representation of the first pinwheel towards the mean of all 
previously-presented pinwheels. 

We analyzed all single trial data (of all difficulty levels) 
using linear mixed-effects models with subject as a random 
effect. All groups showed a significant tendency to look first 
at the more saturated pinwheel within a trial [F(1,3125) = 
48.4, p < 10-11], demonstrating that across ages, participants 
were able to perceive differences in saturation and perform 
the task appropriately. We also found a significant 
contraction towards the mean of previously-presented stimuli 
for all ages [F(1,3125) = 23.9, p <10-5], suggesting that 
memory influenced performance in all three age groups. But 
critically, we found that the impact of current saturation 

differences (i.e., current observation) differed between age 
groups [F(2, 3125) = 8.4, p <.001]. Specifically, infants and 
children showed greater influence of current saturation level 
on their performance on a given trial, relative to adults (see 
Figure 3A). That is, adults were actually less likely than 
infants and children to fixate on the place-holder of the more 
saturated pinwheel within a pair. We also found that the three 
age groups differed in the weight of the memory predictor 
[F(2,3125) = 10.2, p < .0001]. While all groups showed a 
significant effect of memory, adults showed significantly 
greater bias from their aggregate prior experience (toward the 
mean saturation of all preceding trials) compared to infants 
and children (see Figure 3B). 

 

 

Figure 3. Weights, by age group, of current observation 
(saturation difference) and impact of memory. A. Weight 
of the saturation difference in the current trial t in 
predicting participants’ choice. B. Weight of memory 
integration (i.e., merging the representation of the first 
pinwheel’s saturation level in the current trial t towards 
the mean of all previous saturation levels in prediction 
participants’ choice. Error bars denote 95% confidence 
interval 

 
Another planned analysis explored participants’ 

performance on the catch trials where there was no physical 
difference between the stimuli. We used these catch trials to 
test whether contraction bias, due to greater decay of the 
representation of the first pinwheel, would lead to different 
performance for catch trials that have high saturation 
compared to trials that have low saturation.  That is, when 
stimuli on catch trials have low saturation, we expect 
participants to be more likely to fixate on the first pinwheel, 
and when stimuli are more saturated, we expect participants 
to perceive the second pinwheel as more saturated. Consistent 
with this idea, we found that the catch trials on which the 
participants chose the first pinwheel had a lower saturation 
level than catch trials where participants chose the second 
pinwheel, but this effect did not reach significance [all t’s < 
1.6, all p’s > 0.1], perhaps because of the limited number of 
trials. 
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Discussion 
Using an identical task across three distinct age groups, we 

examined the influence of prior knowledge on perception. 
We found that all age groups, including infants, showed a 
contraction bias, where their perception was skewed toward 
the mean of all previously-experienced exemplars. In 
addition, we found that this bias increased with age, revealing 
that adults weighted their memory of prior events more 
heavily when making perceptual judgments. Strikingly, 
infants and children actually outperformed adults in 
discriminating between different levels of saturation, and 
their performance was less biased by previously-experienced 
exemplars. Thus, memory can influence perception across 
ages starting in infancy, but exerts a larger influence with 
development. 

While one construal of our results is that younger 
participants were less able to incorporate memory into their 
perception, an important way to interpret these data is to 
recognize that infants and children were more accurate in 
selecting the more saturated pinwheel. It may be that they had 
weaker representations of prior events, or that they weighted 
their past experience less. It is also possible that infants and 
children were more motivated by the desire to hear the 
rewarding sound. In any case, their performance suggests that 
their visual perception was more precise and that they 
experienced less interference from their past experience. 
Their immature memory and reduced integration of prior 
knowledge may directly or indirectly enhance the acuity of 
in-the-moment visual discrimination. 

Across any number of domains, it has been suggested that 
immaturity can confer benefits (e.g., Bjorklund, 1997; 
Turkewitz & Kenny, 1982), and weaker memory skills in 
particular have been suggested to contribute to cases where 
children may be more successful learners than adults. In 
particular, Newport (1990) argues that children’s advantage 
in learning new languages is attributable to their poor implicit 
memory. She suggests that because children struggle to 
remember long sequences of speech in their entirety, they 
become more sensitive to the relations among individual 
elements, which in turn allows them to master the regularities 
and structures of the language. Evidence for this perspective 
comes from both behavioral studies and computational 
models demonstrating that limits on memory can support 
learning (e.g., Cochran, McDonald, & Parault, 1999; Elman, 
1993; Frank & Gibson, 2011; Kareev, 1995). 

Thus, the development of perceptual integration of 
memory leads to less precise perception in the moment. This 
may be comparable to phenomena such as perceptual 
narrowing in that cognitive development is marked by a 
changing interaction between accumulated experience and 
current observation. Through experience, infants become less 
beholden to current sensory input and instead rely on their 
prior experience to dictate the contrasts to which they are 
most sensitive (e.g., (Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy, & Hodes, 2006; 
Gottlieb, 1976; Pascalis, de Haan, & Nelson, 2002; Werker 
& Tees, 1984). 

Our findings suggest that children, across the first years of 
life, learn to integrate their experiences across increasingly 
longer spans of time, enabling more precise predictions about 
new observations. It has been suggested that poor reading 
skills in adulthood are associated with shorter windows of 
perceptual integration in memory (Jaffe-Dax et al., 2017). 
Thus, the protracted development of integrating prior 
perceptual information in forming predictions may contribute 
to widely observed age-related differences that characterize 
the process of learning to read.  

Methodologically, our current study makes two novel 
contributions: First, we developed a task that does not require 
training, explicit instructions, or any verbal skills, thus it can 
be administered to various age groups – potentially including 
clinical populations (e.g., minimally verbal individuals). 
Second, we found a rare case where infants and children 
outperform adults in a cognitive task. 

Why did we observe age-related differences in our 
perceptual task? First, participants’ performance may be 
explained by changes in memory span or capacity. That is, 
prior information, which can be accumulated from trial to 
trial, may be notably less available to infants and children 
compared to adults. Prior studies offer contradictory evidence 
as to whether there are significant changes in the structure 
and mechanisms of early memory (Nelson, 1995; Rovee-
Collier, 1997; Rovee-Collier, Hartshorn, & DiRubbo, 1999; 
Vöhringer et al., 2018), but there is consensus that the ability 
to retain information over longer periods does improve with 
age and experience (Beckner et al., 2020; Gathercole et al., 
2004; Simmering, 2016). Second, it could be that younger 
learners retain weaker representations of previously-
experienced exemplars, leading early events to have less 
influence on their perception. Combining this task with 
neuroimaging methods that track the accumulation of 
information from trial to trial (Jaffe-Dax, Kimel, & Ahissar, 
2018; Lu et al., 1992) could shed light on this alternative 
explanation. A third possibility is that infants overestimate 
environmental volatility and thus underestimate the relevance 
of their prior accumulated experience to their current 
observation. In our study, infants might have perceived each 
trial as an individual and unique event in isolation from its 
context. Thus, they considered less accumulated information 
from previous trials when they perceived the currently 
presented stimuli.  If this is the case, then our findings suggest 
faster adaptation to newly perceived events in infancy and 
childhood compared to adulthood.  
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Abstract 
Inductive generalization involves extending knowledge from 
sparse samples of evidence to arrive at broad conclusions.  
Most of the research in this area has focused on generalization 
from sparse samples of positive evidence (cases known to share 
properties with known cases; e.g., birds have hollow bones). 
Much less is known about generalization from samples of 
negative evidence (cases known to lack the properties 
attributed to known cases; e.g., bats do not have hollow bones). 
This paper reports the results from three experiments that 
examined factors that were believed to influence adults’ 
evaluation of negative evidence. Experiment 1 showed that 
when selecting among samples most useful for teaching about 
a particular category, participants (N=36) preferred samples 
with negative evidence rather than those with single, or 
additional, positive evidence. Experiment 2 revealed that 
participants (N=25) preferred samples with negative evidence 
that included a closer (rather than more distant) taxonomic 
match with the category in question. Finally, Experiment 3 
revealed that adults  (N=52) only preferred samples that 
provided a close match when evidence was provided by a 
competent informant. Overall these results emphasize the 
important role of pragmatic expectations when reasoning about 
samples that include negative evidence.  
 

Keywords: Generalization; Inductive reasoning; Negative 
evidence; Pragmatics; Pedagogical sampling  

 
Introduction 

Inductive reasoning, the ability to use a single piece of 
evidence to support generalization, is central to acquiring and 
utilizing information. Learning that sparrows have hollow 
bones can serve as evidence that other, and perhaps all, birds 
have hollow bones. A considerable amount of research has 
focused on the processes that govern how we reason about 
positive evidence (i.e., new evidence about a category that 
shares the property in question). Much less is known about 
the influence of negative evidence (i.e., new evidence about 
a category that lacks the property in question). To what extent 
do we consider negative evidence in our inductive decisions? 
   A small set of studies have identified some conditions in 
which individuals will prefer to generalize, or endorse, 
evidence from samples that include negative evidence rather 
than those that only include positive evidence (Heussen, 
Voorspoels, Verheyen, Storms, & Hampton, 2011; Kalish & 
Lawson, 2007; Voorspoels, Navarro, Perfors, Ransom, & 
Storms, 2015). For example Huessen and colleagues (2011) 

found that when asked to decide which sample provided the 
strongest evidence to support a conclusion (e.g., Swans have 
enzyme z), adults judged arguments with premises that 
included a mixture of positive evidence and negative 
evidence (e.g., Ducks have enzyme z and Sparrows do not 
have enzyme z) as stronger than those with premises that 
included only a single piece of positive evidence (e.g., Ducks 
have enzyme z) (see also Voorspoels et al., 2015). In a 
property projection task Kalish and Lawson (2007) found that 
adults and 5-year-olds preferred to generalize a property to a 
target from a sample that included negative evidence (e.g., A 
raven has enzyme x, and a swan does not have  enzyme x) 
than a sample that included positive evidence (e.g., A raven 
has enzyme x, and a swan has enzyme x).   
   These findings appear to be at odds with a well-known 
paradox in inductive logic. Formal logic dictates that, via 
contraposition, any piece of evidence that qualifies as not 
sharing both the category identity and the properties of a 
premise serves as support for a premise. In this formulation, 
the existence of a red racecar (a non-black, non-raven) serves 
as evidence to support the assertion that All ravens are black 
(Hempel, 1945). Further, the idea that negative evidence 
supports induction is inconsistent with models of inductive 
reasoning that emphasize that adding positive evidence 
strengthens induction (e.g., monotonicity; Osherson, Smith, 
Wilkie, Lopez, & Shafir, 1990). Thus, prior work on 
induction would seem to imply that the addition of negative 
evidence would weaken our inductive decisions (see e.g., 
Heussen et al. 2011). 
   Among other things, these views on negative evidence fail 
to consider the psychological influence of prior beliefs, and 
expectations, on our inductive decisions. Consider that most 
inductive reasoning tasks take place within a pedagogical 
context, in which a person (e.g., informant or teacher) 
provides evidence from which they are soliciting an inductive 
response. These conditions are subject to pragmatic rules of 
communication, such as those that specify that informants 
ought to provide relevant information (Grice, 1975; Sperber 
& Wilson, 1986). Findings from a range of studies indicate 
that because we expect informants have deliberately chosen 
the samples of evidence they present we will identify 
relations between properties and categories within the 
evidence that we believe are relevant to the task (e.g., Medin, 
Coley, Storms, & Hayes, 2003).  
   Expectations about the intentions of informants also guide 
reasoners to consider the processes by which evidence was 
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selected (Navarro, Dry, & Lee, 2012; Tenenbaum & 
Griffiths, 2001). Reasoning patterns vary depending on 
whether evidence was described as having been selected 
randomly without consideration of the property or category 
in question (i.e., weak sampling) rather than if the evidence 
was selected deliberately with respect to a particular category 
or property (i.e., strong sampling)  (see e.g., Lawson & 
Kalish, 2009; Navarro et al., 2012). In the former case our 
expectations about the unbiased intentions of the informant 
signal to us that any regularities within the sample are 
suspiciously coincidental and therefore warrant a stronger set 
of inferences than the latter case for which sampling would 
be  viewed as intentionally selective (e.g., Xu & Tenenbaum, 
2007). Drawing from this work Voorspoels and colleagues 
(2015) found that participants preferred to generalize from 
mixed samples of evidence (positive and negative evidence) 
rather than positive samples of evidence, when a cover story 
described that the evidence was selected deliberately.  
   The studies reported in this paper were designed in 
consideration of these issues. One of the goals was to explore 
whether subtle cues about the deliberate selection of evidence 
would be sufficient to solicit greater attention to negative 
evidence. Rather than describing the methods by which 
evidence was selected, in these studies the evidence was 
merely described as having been selected by a “teacher”. 
Labeling someone as a teacher should emphasize their role as 
an individual who provides relevant information, and 
therefore under these circumstances participants were 
expected to prefer samples with negative evidence rather than 
samples with positive evidence.  
   Another goal of the present studies was to explore the 
extent to which different types of negative evidence would 
support inductive decisions. Kalish and Lawson (2007) 
showed that negative cases that implicated a contrast at a 
close level of abstraction provided stronger support for 
induction than those that highlighted a more superordinate 
contrast (for similar results see Lee, Lovibond, Hayes, & 
Navarro, 2019; Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014; 
Voorspoels et al., 2015). When considering the hypothesis 
about black ravens, evidence about red racecar might not be 
useful, yet evidence about white swans might be. What are 
some factors that make some types of negative more useful? 
The current studies tested sensitivity to different types of 
negative cases by manipulating the taxonomic distance 
between the concept in question and the negative evidence.  
   Finally, it is important to note that while prior research on 
negative evidence on inductive generalization has evaluated 
judgments of argument strength or property induction, the 
present studies used a slightly different method. In the present 
studies participants were presented with scenarios in which 
teachers were described as trying to help their students learn 
new concepts by using different samples (i.e., evidence). The 
samples were manipulated to include different types of 
evidence (e.g., negative vs. positive). Participants were asked 
to evaluate the evidence provided by the teachers to 
determine which had done the best job helping their students 
learn about the concept in question. 

Experiment 1 
In Experiment 1 participants were provided two sets of 
evidence each of which was said to have been supplied by 
different teachers. The items were designed such that the 
different teachers presented conflicting sets of evidence. A 
teacher either provided a set of evidence with a positive 
single case (e.g., dogs have omat bones), positive evidence 
about two cases (e.g., dogs have omat bones and cats have 
omat bones), or evidence with a positive case and a negative 
case (e.g., dogs have omat bones and cats do not have omat 
bones). Thus, the structure of the task was similar to Kalish 
and Lawson (2007). However, there were some differences. 
First, this study included a range of domains and solicited 
judgments about categories (e.g., “birds”), rather than 
individuals (e.g, “this bird”). Second, rather than being asked 
to make an inductive projection, in this task participants were 
asked to determine which sample was the most helpful for 
learning about a concept.  The prediction was that 
participants would favor the samples that included negative 
evidence and therefore would select those samples over the 
other two.  
 
Method 
Participants. Thirty-six adults participated in this 
experiment.  Participants were recruited from introductory 
Psychology courses and received course credit for their 
participation.  Participants were sampled from a large eastern 
US city.  There were approximately equal numbers of males 
and females.   
 
Design.  Participants responded to 15 items.  Each item 
included two samples both of which were introduced in the 
context of two teachers trying to decide which clues were 
better for helping their students learn about a topic.  Overall 
there were five examples from each of three sample pairings: 
single vs. positive, single vs. negative, and positive vs. 
negative.  Each sample included evidence about different 
categories represented by items drawn from the basic level of 
abstraction (e.g., Rosch et al. 1975). The specific categories 
presented in the evidence varied across the three samples. All 
samples included evidence about the category that was the 
focus of the teaching lesson (e.g., bears). The negative and 
positive samples always included a category represented by 
an item that came from the same superordinate category. For 
example, for the item in which the teachers were trying to 
help their students learn about bears, in the negative vs. 
positive pairing a participant may have heard about Teacher 
A, who told her students, “Bears eat flaxum; Birds do not eat 
flaxum” and Teacher B who told her students, “Bears eat 
flaxum; Birds eat flaxum.” For the single item from this set 
the Teacher told her students that, “Bears eat flaxum”. 

After presentation of the two samples participants were 
asked to judge which teacher had provided the best examples 
to help their students learn about a specific category.  The 
specified goal of both teachers was to teach about the first 
premise that was introduced. For example, continuing from 
the above example, participants were asked, “Which teacher 
provided better clues to help her students learn about bears?”   
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Procedure.  Participants were interviewed in a quiet location 
in a laboratory on their campus. All materials were presented 
on a laptop computer. Participants were told that they would 
read some hypothetical scenarios in which some teachers 
were trying to find the best way to teach their students about 
different things. The instructions were as follows: 
 

You are going to read scenarios in which different 
teachers are trying to help their students learn about the 
same concept, but each has provided different clues, or 
facts, to help them learn. Your task is to decide which 
teacher has given their students the best clues to help 
them learn.     

 
For each item participants read that both teachers were 
interested in teaching their students about a certain topic (e.g., 
bears). The sample provided by each teacher was then 
randomly presented. For example, in the single vs. negative 
evidence case, participants might be told,  
 

Two teachers are interested in teaching their students 
about BEARS.  Teacher A tells her students that bears 
have funti blood. Teacher B tells her students that bears 
have funti blood and that lizards do not have funti blood. 
Which teacher do you think has given her students better 
clues to help them learn about bears? 

 
After each response a new item was then presented.  The task 
lasted approximately 10 minutes. 
 

Results and Discussion 
The primary analysis considered whether participants 
favored one evidence type more in each of the evidence pairs. 
Separate comparisons revealed that participants consistently 
selected samples of negative evidence whether the alternative 
choice was a single exemplar (73% vs. 27%), t(24)=3.94, 
p=.001 (two-tailed), d=1.35,  or a sample that included 
positive evidence (74% vs. 26%), t(24)=3.84, p=.001, 
d=1.26. When single evidence was pitted against positive 
evidence, there was no difference in the proportion of choices 
for each evidence type (49% vs. 51%), t<1, ns.  

These results support the prediction that participants would 
prefer the sample with negative evidence over the other two 
samples. Thus these results are consistent with findings from 
the inductive reasoning literature showing that people prefer 
to generalize from samples that included negative evidence 
(Heussen et al., 2015; Kalish & Lawson, 2007; Lee et al., 
2019). The most interesting comparison is between the 
positive evidence and the negative evidence, in which the 
teachers both presented evidence about the same categories.   
One interpretation is that participants understood that the 
negative evidence was intentionally selected as a contrast, to 
highlight a property that was exclusive to the concept in 
question. However, it is also possible that participants merely 
responded to the technique used by the teacher: participants 
might expect that teachers are prone to use negative evidence 

as a way to highlight meaningful information. Thus, when 
asked to judge who has chosen better clues, participants may 
have simply chosen the teacher that used negative evidence. 
One of the goals of Experiment 2 was to examine this 
possibility.   

 
Figure 1. Proportion of choices in which participants 
selected each evidence type when it was among the 
evidence pairs. Note that bars represent 1 +/- SE from the 
mean.  

 
Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 was designed with several goals in mind. One 
of the goals was to explore the effect of category “distance” 
on the evaluation of negative samples. Negative evidence is 
useful to the extent that it can be viewed as providing a useful 
contrast to the concept in question (Kalish & Lawson, 2007). 
In hoping to teach students about Bears, evidence about other 
mammals that lack the critical properties provides the type of 
contrast that highlights the property generalizes to (only) 
bears. Without providing an explicit contrast, positive 
evidence is more likely to broaden rather than narrow 
generalization (though see Gentner & Namy, 2006). Learning 
about another mammal that shares a property with a bear 
might suggest the property generalizes broadly, to other 
mammals.  The goal of this study was to determine the extent 
to which the relative taxonomic distance between evidence 
and target concepts influences how adults reason about 
positive and negative samples of evidence.  
   Another goal of this experiment was to determine whether 
participants merely prefer an informant who provides 
negative evidence, regardless of the contents of the sample. 
This issue was examined by asking participants to select 
between samples that included negative evidence with  
exemplars that were taxonomically close to the category in 
question with samples that were taxonomically far to the 
category in question.  
 
Method 
Participants. Twenty-five adults participated in this 
experiment.  Participants were recruited from introductory 
Psychology courses and received course credit for their 
participation.  Participants were sampled from a large eastern 
US city.  There were roughly equal numbers of males and 
females.   
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Materials, Procedures, & Design 
   Participants responded to sixteen items. The method was 
similar to Experiment 1 in that participants were presented 
with a scenario in which two teachers were described as 
having presented competing examples and participants were 
asked to judge which teacher provided the most compelling 
examples to help their students learn. The primary exception 
was that in Experiment 2 the examples provided by the 
teachers varied in their taxonomic distance relative to the 
category in question; one of the teachers presented 
information about a Close taxonomic match and the other 
teacher presented information about a Far taxonomic match.  
The Close match was always a member from the same 
subordinate as the category in question, whereas the Far 
match was from a different basic level. For example, for one 
item participants were told that teachers using examples to 
teach their students about grizzly bears, and that one teacher 
presented additional information about polar bears (Close) 
and that the other teacher presented additional informational 
about deer (Far). The items were the same as those used in 
Experiment 1, with exceptions to the aforementioned 
modifications. 
   Evidence type (negative, positive) was manipulated within 
subjects in such a way to create four distinct pairs of evidence 
pair contrasts: Close-Negative (CN) vs. Far-Negative (FN), 
CN vs. Far-Positive (FP), Close-Positive (CP) vs. FN, and CP 
vs. FP. In all other respects the study design was the same as 
in Experiment 1.  
 

Results and Discussion 
A repeated measures ANOVA, with evidence type (negative, 
positive) and taxonomic distance (Close, Far) serving as 
within-subjects variables, revealed there was significant 
effect of taxonomic distance, F(1,24)=26.30, p<.001, η2=.52. 
As suggested by Figure 2, participants made a greater 
proportion of choices of the Close matches than they did Far 
matches, all ps<.01 (Tukey’s HSD). No other main effects or 
interactions were significant. 
   Further analyses revealed that participants exhibited a 
significantly greater preference for Close-Negative (CN) 
samples over both types of Far samples: CN vs. FN, 74% vs. 
26%. t(24)=4.66, p<.001, and CN vs. FP, 76% vs. 24%, 
t(24)=3.78, p<.001 (two-tailed), both ds>1.25. In both cases, 
the number of participants who preferred CN evidence over 
both types of Far samples (17 out of 25 cases for both 
options) was greater than would be expected by chance, 
p=.03, binomial theorem. In contrast, there was not a 
significantly greater preference for CP samples over either 
Far samples, both ts<1.50, ps>.23.  
    

 
Figure 2. Proportion of choices in which participants 
selected either the teacher who presented the Close match or 
the teacher who presented the Far match for each of the four 
evidence pairs; Close-Negative (CN) vs. Far-Negative (FN), 
CN vs. Far-Positive (FP), Close-Positive (CP) vs. FN, and 
CP vs. FP.   

 
   The results support the prediction that negative evidence 
that represents a target in close taxonomic proximity to the 
category in question would be favored over negative 
evidence that represents a target that is less close in 
proximity. The former provides a better contrast for the 
category in question than that latter. Additionally, results 
from evidence pairs in which the close cases were represented 
by positive evidence suggest that the taxonomic relationship 
between target and evidence alone cannot account for these 
effects. Additionally, the overall response pattern indicate 
that participants do not simply prefer negative samples over 
positive samples, but rather prefer samples that establish a 
contrast that highlights the relevant category in question. 

 
Experiment 3 

To this point the results are consistent with the idea that 
negative evidence is useful when we expect it has been 
chosen to help us learn about a particular concept. Such an 
expectation hinges on the belief that an informant is a capable 
and willing partner. Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that 
mentioning an informant was a teacher is sufficient to draw 
attention to the relevant contrast implied by the negative 
evidence. The final experiment considered the degree to 
which information about the effectiveness of a teacher 
impacts how we reason about the evidence they provide. If 
participants rely on their prior beliefs about the competence 
(not just the intentions) of teachers, they should prefer 
negative evidence that presents a contrast that highlights the 
category in question when the teacher is described as 
effective, rather than when the teacher is described as 
ineffective.   
 
Method 
Participants. Fifty-two adults participated in this experiment.  
Participants were recruited from introductory Psychology 
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courses and received course credit for their participation.  
Participants were sampled from a moderately large eastern 
US city.  There were roughly equal numbers of males and 
females.   
 
Materials, Procedures, & Design 
The method employed here was similar to the methods used 
in the experiments reported above with a few exceptions. 
First, in this task participants were told about a single teacher 
who was trying to teach their students about a concept. 
Participants were then asked to determine which additional 
piece of information the teacher would provide as an example 
to help their students learn the concept. Second, evidence 
type (negative, positive) was manipulated between subjects. 
Finally, two additional between-subjects variables were 
included. The Teacher competency variable was manipulated 
with a cover story about the effectiveness of the teacher.  
 
Effective teacher condition (N=25): “Mrs. Johnson is a    
really effective teacher. She always presents material in a 
way that makes the content clear. Her students learn quite a 
bit from her and she has won many awards for her teaching.” 

 
Ineffective teacher condition (N=27): “Mrs. Johnson is a 
really ineffective teacher. She always presents material in a 
way that makes the content unclear. Her students learn very 
little for her and she is often criticized for her teaching” 

 
Participants were then presented 15 items. For each item the 
teacher was described as giving a lesson on a particular topic 
in which she provided a fact about a concept (e.g., “Mrs. 
Johnson was teaching a lesson on Trout and she told her 
students that Trout have the neurotransmitter glibon”). 
Participants were asked to judge which other facts she might 
choose to help them learn about the concept. The additional 
facts were represented by three different targets all of which 
were described as lacking the property that was attributed to 
the category in question (e.g., x’s DO NOT have the 
neurotransmitter glibon). The targets included two items 
from the same basic-level as the category in question (e.g., 
other fish), one of which was a typical member (e.g., bass) 
and another which was an atypical member (e.g., flounder). 
The third item represented an item from a different category 
within the superordinate (e.g., a frog is an animal, but not a 
fish). These items were adapted from the first two 
experiments.  
 

Results 
The analyses considered the proportion of responses for each 
of the three targets in each of the Teacher conditions (Figure 
3). A mixed ANOVA (Target Type X Teacher reputation) 
revealed a main effect of Target, which was conditioned by 
an interaction with Teacher effectiveness, F(2,49)=9.76, 
p=.002, η2=.16. This interaction was due to differences in 
responses to the Typical and Superordinate targets. 
Participants were significantly more likely to select the 
Typical targets in the Effective teacher condition than the 

Ineffective teacher condition, F(1,50)=10.48, p=.002, 
whereas the opposite pattern (Ineffective > Effective) 
emerged for the Superordinate targets, F(1,50)=9.80, p=.003.  

 
Figure 3. Proportion of responses for each of the three 
targets in each of the evidence conditions. Note that bars 
represent 1 +/- SE from the mean.  

 
   Additional analyses of individual patterns confirmed these 
group patterns. In the Ineffective teacher condition a 
significant number of participants (18 out of 27) preferred the 
superordinate targets, p<.001 (binomial theorem, assuming 
an equal likelihood of choosing one of the three targets). In 
contrast, in the Effective teacher a significant number of 
participants (16 out of 25) preferred the Typical targets, 
p=.001 (binomial theorem).  
   These results indicate that information regarding 
competency and past effectiveness of a teacher influenced the 
type of negative evidence they were believed to have 
selected. Those described as effective teachers were expected 
to have chosen the negative evidence that provided the closest 
taxonomic match, and therefore the more relevant contrast, to 
the category in question. In contrast, those described as 
ineffective teachers were expected to have provided the most 
distant taxonomic match, and therefore the least relevant 
contrast to the category in question. Overall, these results are 
consistent with the other findings here in showing that 
participants rely on information about an informant when 
evaluating the generalizability of  samples that include 
negative evidence.  
 

General Discussion 
How people use evidence to arrive at decisions is a central 
question in the study of human reasoning. Most of the 
research on this topic has focused on reasoning about positive 
evidence. Much less is known about the influence of negative 
evidence. To what extent, if any, does learning about cases 
that lack the property known to be true of the category in 
question impact our decisions? 
   Using a novel method in which participants were asked to 
choose among different samples provided by teachers, the 
results from three studies support the conclusion that negative 
evidence has a significant impact on inductive decisions. 
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Experiment 1 showed that participants preferred samples 
with negative evidence over those with either single evidence 
or positive evidence to support learning about a category in 
question. Experiments 2 and 3 revealed that participants 
consider the contrast established by the negative evidence 
and the reputation of the informant when determining which 
sample of negative evidence supports generalization. Overall, 
these results support the view that adults rely on pragmatic 
considerations when evaluating negative evidence.  
   These results are consistent with prior work that has shown 
that negative evidence facilitates inductive decisions. For 
example, similar to Voorspoels et al. (2015), these results 
indicate that the impact of negative evidence depends on 
participants’ assessment of pragmatic task features. While 
their study showed that the impact of negative evidence was 
influenced by information about sampling procedures, the 
present studies indicate that evidence about the status and 
competency of an informant guides the determination about 
samples of negative evidence. Overall, both sets of findings 
confirm that pragmatic factors, such as the expectation that 
informants are deliberate and intentional in the selection of 
evidence, render negative evidence useful for generalization.  
    Drawing from this perspective, the results are also 
consistent with the idea that negative evidence that 
establishes a contrast that highlights the category in question 
is viewed as especially relevant for generalization (see also 
Lee et al., 2019; Kalish & Lawson 2007). These findings 
indicate that under conditions in which the evidence under 
consideration is meant to apply to a particular category (e.g., 
bears) a reasoner will favor negative evidence about a 
category member at the level of abstraction closest to the 
category in question (e.g., deer). In such cases negative 
evidence can be viewed as a meaningful contrast; presumably 
chosen to underscore that a property is to-be-generalized to 
the category in question (e.g., Clark, 1990; Nordmeyer & 
Frank, ms.).  
   These findings appear to be at odds with other work that 
indicates that negative evidence is likely to either weaken 
(e.g., Osherson et al., 1990) or have no meaningful impact 
(e.g., Hempel, 1945) on inductive judgements. Both of these 
accounts are accurate under conditions in which the available 
evidence is sampled randomly from an infinite pool of cases. 
However, in pedagogical contexts evidence is often chosen 
by an informant whose intentions and competence become 
important matters to consider when evaluating the evidence 
they have provided. The present studies demonstrate that in 
such cases negative evidence, especially in cases in which it 
presents a relevant contrast with the category in questions, is 
a strong cue from which to generalize.   
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the processing of linguistic elements 
whose interpretation depends on retrieving information that 
was available earlier in the situation. Using the visual-world 
paradigm, we examine the processing of the verb return, which 
requires that an object has previously moved. We manipulated 
whether the moved object (and the movement itself) was 
described using language, by its typical label or by its location, 
or whether it was seen moving without that movement being 
labeled. We also manipulated whether the instructions were 
positive (e.g., Return the X), therefore requiring the listener to 
perform an action, or negative (e.g., Don’t return the X), which 
required no action. Results reveal a sensitivity to how 
information was introduced. Most importantly, with positive 
instructions, the naming of the object did not have an effect, 
whereas with negative instructions, naming was important to 
interpretation. These results indicate that the way information 
is introduced affects the status of this information when it is 
retrieved; these findings also lead us to explicitly consider the 
hypotheses that link language processing and visual attention.  

Keywords: language processing; context; discourse; negation; 
the visual world paradigm; eye-tracking 

Introduction 

Language interpretation requires putting together the 

meaning of the words, but it also depends on integrating 

additional information that comes from the linguistic and 

non-linguistic context. Indeed, listeners have been shown to 

integrate information from the linguistic and physical context 

in complex ways (e.g., Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, 

Filip & Carlson, 2002; Chambers, Tanenhaus & Magnuson 

2004). For example, listeners develop expectations about 

how entities will be labeled, based on information that is 

mentioned using language (e.g., Altman & Steedman, 1988) 

or based on information in the physical environment (e.g., 

Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy, 1995). 

For example, Brown-Schmidt, Byron and Tanenhaus (2005) 

found that when listeners interpret pronouns like it and that, 

they choose an object that was mentioned in prior discourse, 

or an object that was made salient in the physical 

environment. These interpretation processes are thought to be 

possible because listeners build – and constantly update – a 

mental model of the situation, which contains a 

representation of linguistic and non-linguistic information 

about relevant events and entities (see e.g., Johnson-Laird, 

1983; Garnham & Oakhill, 1996). However, certain linguistic 

constructions are sensitive to how information is introduced. 

For example, some ellipsis constructions (e.g., Hankamer & 

Sag, 1976; Tanenhaus & Carlson, 1990; Arregui, Clifton, 

Frazier, & Moulton, 2006) and contrastive accenting patterns 

(e.g., Ladd, 1980; Dahan, Tanenhaus, & Chambers, 2002) 

require a linguistic antecedent. This restriction suggests that 

the source of information is encoded in the discourse model 

(although not retained over time, as source memory is often 

unreliable, see e.g., Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993).  

The current paper focuses on language interpretation that 

depends on prior events. We examine whether and how 

interpretation is affected by the mode of introduction of the 

event: linguistic or merely visual. Specifically, we examine 

the processing of sentences with the verb return, which 

implies that its object has previously moved. For example, 

one can only return the book to a location in which the book 

was at a prior point in time. Chambers and San Juan (2008) 

demonstrate that when listeners hear the verb return, they 

anticipate an object that has previously moved. In a series of 

visual-world eye tracking experiments, they show that 

listeners do not simply look at objects that have previously 

moved, but focus on those whose movement is relevant to the 

communicative context. Anticipating the object of return 

demonstrates that listeners are able to consult a mental model 

that includes the relevant information about earlier events. 

Here, we ask whether the way in which information is 

introduced into the discourse model affects interpretation 

later, when this information is retrieved. Like Chambers and 

San Juan (2008), we employ the visual-world paradigm 

(Tanenhaus et al., 1995); the advantage of this methodology 

is that it allows contextual information to be introduced using 

the visual environment, language, or both. We examine three 

cases of how a movement is introduced. In the first case, the 

movement is introduced using conventional language (e.g., 

move the cherry to square one). In the second case, the 

movement is also introduced using language, but the moved 

object is not named; instead, it is referred to using a label that 

encodes its location, an incidental property that no longer 

holds after the object moves (e.g., move the object in the blue 

background to square one). This manipulation is inspired by 

Wolter, Gorman and Tanenhaus (2011) who found that 

referring to an object as the object in the blue background 

instead of the small candle had an effect later in the discourse 

when referring to a second, big candle. Specifically, while the 

conventional label led listeners to anticipate reference to the 

second candle, the temporary label did not. We therefore 

predict that using a temporary label would lead to a weaker 

representation of the moved object in the discourse model. In 

the third case, the movement is introduced in the visual 

context alone, with no language, a situation that contrasts 

with both other conditions. Because in this case contextual 
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information is only perceptual, we expect the representation 

of the movement in the discourse model to be weaker. 

Importantly, across all conditions, only one item moves, 

and therefore only one item can be the object of return. Thus, 

return is used as a tool to test whether different ways of 

introducing an event into the discourse model affects its 

status. If, during the processing of return, listeners are only 

sensitive to which object has moved and can thus be 

felicitously returned, no differences should be observed 

between the three conditions. If, instead, the three 

experimental conditions lead to different representations of 

the movement in the discourse model, this may be reflected 

in the extent to which listeners predict the object of return. 

Our second question concerns whether effects of context 

are associated with the interpretation of return per se, or 

whether they are related to task goals. To this end, we 

manipulated whether listeners heard a positive instruction 

that required them to perform an action (e.g., return the 

cherry to square one), or a negative instruction that required 

no action (e.g., don’t return the cherry to square one). 

Importantly, the critical fragment return the cherry is kept 

constant across the manipulation, and both versions require 

the object of return to be an object that has previously moved. 

How do we expect visual attention to change? One possibility 

is that language maps onto gaze directly (Altmann & Kamide, 

2007, 2009): in this case we could expect the positive and 

negative instructions to exhibit similar patterns. However, it 

has also been proposed that the link between language 

comprehension and gaze is mediated by the need to perform 

a motor action (Tanenhaus, Magnuson, Dahan & Chambers, 

2000; Salverda, Brown & Tanenhaus, 2011): in this case the 

positive and negative instructions may give rise to different 

patterns (which may further interact with context).  

In addition to examining the anticipation of an object 

during the processing of the verb return parallel to Chambers 

and San Juan (2008) – a process that requires retrieving 

information from the discourse model – we also examine the 

processing of subsequent language (e.g., cherry) that directly 

labels an object in the visual scene. Indeed, it has been widely 

established that upon hearing a noun, such as cherry, listeners 

turn their gaze to an image of a cherry (Allopenna, Magnuson 

& Tanenhaus, 1998; and many others). Examining the 

interpretation of the noun creates a baseline because this 

interpretation does not require consulting the mental model. 

Method 

Participants 

We report data from 37 native speakers of English with 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal hearing, and no 

color-blindness. Data from three additional participants were 

excluded because of calibration problems (n=2) or failure to 

understand the task (n=1). Participants were compensated 

with $10 or partial course credit. 

Materials and Design 

The displays featured a 3x3 grid, two of which were colored. 

There were 24 critical displays, each with five objects: the 

target (e.g., cherry) which appeared in a colored square, an 

object that shared the onset with the target (e.g., chair), and 

three unrelated objects, one in a colored square – see Figure 

1. Critical pictures were normed for recognizability using a 

naming task, until all pictures passed 90% of the time. The 

location of the five objects was counter-balanced such that, 

across items, each square in the grid was used approximately 

the same number of times for each object type. 

 

 
Figure 1: A critical display, prior to any movement.  

 

Two factors were manipulated in creating the auditory 

stimuli: labeling (conventional, temporary, no label) and goal 

(action vs. non-action) – see Table 1. Each trial was made up 

of three instructions. The first instruction was to move the 

target object: this is where labeling was manipulated. The 

second instruction was to click on a different object, which 

stayed constant across all conditions. The third instruction 

included the verb return: it was either an instruction to return 

– or not to return – the moved object to its original location; 

this was how action vs. no action was manipulated. The 

auditory stimuli were recorded by a female native English 

speaker; sentences were spoken with a normal intonation (no 

discernable pitch accent on the noun, verb, or negation). 

 

 Table1: Example discourses by condition. 
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In the conventional label conditions, conventional 

language was used to label both the movement (using the 

verb move) and the object (e.g., the cherry). In the temporary 

label conditions, language was also used, but here the label 

of the object used its location, which no longer hold after the 

object had moved (because they cherry will not be in the blue 

square). In the no label conditions, no language was used in 

the first instruction, and the object moved on its own. In the 

action conditions, participants were instructed to return the 

object to the square in which it was originally located. In the 

no-action conditions, participants were instructed not to 

return the object to its original location, creating a situation 

where they did not need to perform an action. 

Six presentation lists were created, in which the 24 items 

were rotated across the six conditions in a modified Latin 

square design. In addition to the critical trials, each list 

contained 48 fillers. The overall goal of the fillers is to 

counteract any biases arising from the experimental trials, in 

terms of the overall schema of the instructions (i.e., move, 

click, return), and, more specifically, in terms of the 

predictability of which object will move and be returned. All 

fillers included three instructions, but they were a mixture of 

clicking, moving and returning, with and without actions, and 

with or without the mentioned object being on a colored 

square. Fillers were balanced in terms of the language used 

to label objects, and in terms of whether action was required. 

Half of the filler trials contained phonological competitors, 

with at least one member of the pair mentioned. Altogether, 

each participant saw 72 trials, presented in a pseudo-random 

order. 

Procedure 

Participants were told that they would see images and hear 

instructions to manipulate them. Participants were asked to 

watch carefully, because sometimes objects would move on 

their own, and to listen carefully, because sometimes the 

instructions would tell them not to do something.  

Eye-movements were recorded using an EyeLink II head-

mounted eye tracker. Before each trial, the participant was 

presented with a fixation cross to allow for automatic drift 

correction. Eye movements were then recorded continuously 

from the moment the grid appeared on the screen. The 

auditory stimuli were presented to participants through two 

speakers. The experiment lasted about an hour.   

 

Figure 2: Proportions of fixations to the previously-moved object (e.g., cherry) during the processing of the 

critical instruction, across the six conditions. 0 ms represents the onset of the critical noun. 
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Results  

Figure 2 plots the proportion of fixations to the target (e.g., 

cherry) during the processing of the critical instruction, 

across the six conditions. Overall, there were more looks to 

the target (e.g., cherry) in the action (i.e., return) as compared 

to the no-action (i.e., don’t return) conditions; this is likely 

because listeners in the no-action condition did not have to  

plan to manipulate the target. Interestingly, looks to the target 

seem to be constant across the action conditions, independent 

of how this target was referred to earlier. By contrast, the no-

action conditions do differ with respect to how much listeners 

looked at the previously-moved object.  

Because we are interested in how the incoming information 

from the linguistic signal affects interpretation, we chose as 

our dependent variable saccades to the target object (i.e., the 

one that has previously moved); this is the same measure that 

has been previously used in studying return (Chambers & San 

Juan, 2008). This dependent variable is binary: whether or 

not listeners made a saccade to the target during a particular 

time window. For statistical analysis, we employed mixed-

effects logistic regression models using the lme4 package 

(Bates, Mächler, Bolker & Walker, 2015) in R 3.4.4. (R Core 

team, 2018) with participants and items as crossed, 

independent, random effects (Baayen, Davidson & Bates, 

2008). The p-values reported here are based on the Wald’s z 

test statistic. The predictors labeling and action were contrast-

coded using centered Helmert contrasts. For labeling, the first 

coefficient, language, contrasted no-label (2/3) with 

conventional-label (-1/3) and temporary-label (-1/3), and the 

second coefficient, label, contrasted conventional-label (-1/2) 

with temporary-label (1/2). We used parsimonious models 

(Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth & Baayen, 2015), starting with the 

maximal random effects structure that converged, and 

simplifying it by removing random slopes that did not 

significantly improve the model. In all cases, the final models 

included random intercepts for participants and items. 

 

Saccades to Target During Return Our first analysis 

examines saccades during the processing of return, which 

reflect the anticipation of the object. Because it takes about 

200 ms to program and launch a saccade (Hallet, 1986), the 

verb interval (return the) spans 200 ms after verb onset to 

200ms after noun onset (mean: 517ms)1. Recall that the 

ability to anticipate the upcoming object in this case crucially 

depends on consulting the mental model of prior discourse, 

which contains information about which objects have moved 

(because the noun has not yet been heard). 

Figure 3 plots the likelihood of saccades across conditions; 

the final LME model is given in Table 2. First, the main effect 

of action was not significant (z = -1.151, p = 0.250); thus, 

there is no evidence that adding or removing an action has an 

overall effect on interpretation. For labeling, there was a main 

effect of LANGUAGE (z = 2.613, p = .009), reflecting that there 

 
1 Note that coarticulatory information from the upcoming noun 

would not uniquely identify the target, because it shares the first 

sounds with another object. 

were significantly more saccades to the previously-moved 

object in the no-label condition than in the conditions that 

involved linguistic labeling. 

 

 
Figure 3: Likelihood of saccades to the previously-moved 

object (e.g., cherry) during the processing of the verb 

(return), across all six conditions. 

 

This suggests, surprisingly, that the movement was more 

salient in the context when it was not accompanied by 

language (the interaction LANGUAGE x action was not 

significant: p = .58). There was no significant main effect of 

LABEL (z = 1.009, p = .3128); thus, we find no evidence that 

changing the earlier label of the moved object has a global 

effect on saccades. Here, however, the interaction with action 

was significant (z = 1.965, p = .0494), indicating that the type 

of label had a different effect depending on whether or not 

the instruction required listeners to perform an action. 

 

Table 2: Saccades to the target during the processing of the 

verb return. The parsimonious mixed-effects model with 

LABEL (LANGUAGE + TYPE) and Action as fixed effects had 

random intercepts for subjects and items (all model 

comparison ps > .1). Significant effects are bolded. 

 

We examine the interaction between LABEL and action 

more closely, by examining the effect of labeling separately 

for the action and no-action conditions. These comparisons 

were conducted by recoding the different levels of the 

independent variable action following West, Aiken, and 

Krull (1996). In the action conditions, there was no difference 
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between saccades after the conventional label and the 

temporary label (.28 vs. .25; β = -0.193, SE = 0.276, z = -

0.699, p = .48). But in the no-action conditions, there were 

significantly fewer saccades to the previously-moved object 

in the conventional label condition than the temporary label 

condition (.18 vs. .28; β = 0.598, SE = 0.293, z = 2.043, p = 

.041). This suggests that when listeners had to act on the 

object, the likelihood of turning their gaze to the previously-

moved object was not affected by how the relevant object was 

labeled earlier, but when there was no need to act on that 

object, the earlier label did have an effect, albeit not the 

expected one. Specifically, it seems surprising – at least 

prima facie – that when the object was labeled with its 

conventional label, and is thus expected to have the strongest 

representation in the discourse model, it will receive the least 

visual attention. We come back to this finding in the General 

Discussion. 

 

Saccades to Target Before Return The interpretation of the 

above findings depends on the observed pattern not being 

driven by the distribution of visual attention prior to hearing 

the verb: if listeners are already looking at the target object, 

they are unable to make a saccade to it. To rule out that this 

is driving the results, we performed a second analysis using a 

different dependent variable: whether or not participants 

were looking at the target at the onset of the verb. In the 

mixed-effects logistic regression model (Table 3), only the 

main effect of action was significant (z = 2.676, p = .007). 

This effect indicates that listeners were overall more likely to 

already be looking at the target at the onset of the negated 

verb (i.e., after hearing don’t: 9% of trials) than at the onset 

of the positive verb (4.6% of trials); this effect cannot be 

driving our results because in the main analysis above we did 

not find a main effect of action. Importantly, neither the 

effects of labeling (conventional level: 6% of trials; 

temporary label: 6% of trials; no label: 8.5% of trials) nor the 

interactions with action were significant (all ps > .17). Thus 

this analysis confirms that the effects of labeling observed 

during the processing of return is indeed due to verb 

information, and is not a by-product of earlier effects.  

 

Table 3: The likelihood of looks to target at the onset of the 

verb (i.e., return the). The parsimonious mixed-effects model 

with LABEL (LANGUAGE + LABEL) and Action as fixed effects 

had random intercepts for subjects and items (all model 

comparison ps > .1). Significant effects are bolded. 

 

Saccades to Target During Noun Our second analysis 

examines saccades during the processing of the noun: 200 ms 

after noun onset to 200 ms after noun offset (mean duration: 

478 ms). We again use the dependent variable of saccades: 

whether or not participants launched a saccade to the target 

during this interval. This interval contrasts with the 

processing of return in that the mapping of the linguistic 

signal (e.g., cherry) to the visual scene (e.g., a picture of a 

cherry) is direct, and therefore does not depend on retrieving 

information from the discourse model, as is required when 

anticipating the object during the processing of return. Figure 

4 plots the mean likelihood of launching a saccade to the 

target during the processing of the noun. 

 

 
Figure 4: Likelihood of saccades to the previously-moved 

object (e.g., cherry) during the processing of the noun across 

all six conditions. 

 

The statistical analysis for the noun region parallels the 

analysis for the verb – see Table 4. The model revealed a 

main effect of action, with more saccades to the target in the 

positive compared to the negative instructions (.36 vs. .26; z 

= -3.461, p = .001). This effect likely reflects the need to 

perform an action on that object. For labeling, there was no 

effect of LANGUAGE (z = -0.523, p = .60); thus, there is no 

evidence that whether language was used to introduce the 

movement matters when processing a noun that is directly 

about the scene. The effect of LABEL was marginal (.35 vs. 

.28; z = -1.889, p = .059): it is possible that there were more 

saccades in the conventional condition because the noun 

being processed (e.g., cherry) was repeated from earlier when 

it was used for the same object (interactions not significant, 

ps > .59). The pattern of saccades during the processing of 

the noun is different from what we found during return: here 

we find an overall effect of action, whereas in the verb region, 

there was no overall effect of action, but instead an 

interaction of action and labeling. 
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Table 4: Saccades to target during the processing of the 

noun (e.g., cherry). The parsimonious mixed-effects model 

with LABEL (LANGUAGE + TYPE) and Action as fixed effects 

had random intercepts for subjects and items (all model 

comparison ps > .1). Significant effects are bolded. 

General Discussion 

We started by asking how the labeling of the movement and 

the moved object, as well as the need to perform an action, 

affect the processing of the verb return, whose interpretation 

crucially depends on retrieving information from the mental 

model of the context, both linguistic and physical (cf. 

Chambers & San Juan, 2008).  

As our baseline, we examined interpretation of the object 

noun that follows return. During this interval, listeners were 

more likely to shift visual attention to the target when an 

action was required than when an action was not required. 

This finding is expected: if listeners are planning an action, 

they will be more likely to shift attention to the object that 

needs to be manipulated. During the processing of the noun, 

we did not find effects of how this object was labeled earlier 

in the discourse. This suggests that when the language being 

processed maps onto the visual scene directly (hearing cherry 

with a cherry present in the visual scene), the representation 

in the mental model is not consulted.  

Against this background, we can consider the pattern 

observed during the processing of the verb return itself. Here 

we find two effects. First, more anticipation of the (yet-

unmentioned) object when the movement was not labeled 

linguistically. This effect is the reverse of what we had 

expected: we expected linguistic labeling to lead to a stronger 

representation in the mental model, which, in turn, would 

allow listeners to better predict the upcoming object. This 

may suggest that our expectation that an unlabeled movement 

will have a weaker representation was incorrect, and, in fact, 

the absence of language renders the movement more salient 

in the mental model, leading to better prediction of the 

upcoming object in this case. 

Our second finding is that initial labeling of the object 

interacted with task goals in anticipating the upcoming 

object. Specifically, when listeners need to perform an action, 

the prior label – the conventional noun or a temporary label 

– did not affect the anticipation of the object of return, 

consistent with prior findings (Chambers & San Juan, 2008). 

This indicates that listeners are able to use linguistic and non-

linguistic information about events in updating their mental 

model, as shown previously for other domains (e.g., Brown-

Schmidt et al., 2005; Chambers et al., 2002, 2004; Tanenhaus 

et al., 1995). In contrast, when no action was required, 

participants made fewer saccades to the anticipated object 

when this object was mentioned earlier using its most 

conventional label. This pattern is surprising: the 

conventional label was expected to lead to a stronger 

representation of the object in the mental model, which, in 

turn, should allow listener to better predict the object.  

This unexpected interaction requires us to directly consider 

how our measure, namely visual attention, is linked to 

language comprehension. This interaction indicates that gaze 

is not simply a reflection of language interpretation, as 

proposed in Altmann and Kamide (2007, 2009); if it were, we 

would expect parallel patterns during the processing of return 

across the positive and negative instructions. Instead, this 

generally supports the view that the need for action mediates 

the link between language processing and visual attention 

(Tanenhaus et al., 2000; Salverda et al., 2011). We propose 

that with the positive instructions, the need for action leads to 

a ceiling effect on anticipatory looks, masking any 

differences in the representation of the previously-mentioned 

object in the mental model. The absence of action in the 

negative instructions allows these representational 

differences to surface. But why is the effect in the opposite 

direction? We follow Yee, Heller and Sedivy (2009) in 

speculating that, when there is no need for action, listeners 

look at the visual scene in order to facilitate comprehension, 

rather than as a reflection of the comprehension process. In 

other words, we suggest that when the representation of the 

moved object is most salient in the mental model – namely, 

after the conventional label was used –  listeners can easily 

use this abstract representation to anticipate the upcoming 

object, thus removing the need to look at the visual scene for 

support. Put differently, the strength of the object in the 

mental model, combined with the lack of need to look at it to 

accomplish a goal, reduces the likelihood of shifting visual 

attention towards this object. More generally, under this 

interpretation looks are not a reflection of the salience of 

entities in a discourse model; they are a method of developing 

support for the object’s representation. Thus, the fewer 

saccades to the target in the conventional case reflect that this 

object has a stronger representation in the mental model, 

compared with the temporary label (cf. Wolter et al., 2011). 

As pointed out by Yee et al. (2009), this kind of account (i.e., 

a preference to visually attend more to entities when they are 

less salient in the abstract mental model) is broadly consistent 

with how visual attention is allocated in other language-

related tasks. For example, research on reading shows that 

readers will spend less time fixating on a word when it is 

more predictable by the preceding word (for a review, see 

Rayner, 2009). Similarly, when describing scenes, objects 

that are easier to label are not fixated on as long as objects 

that are harder to label (e.g., Meyer, Sleiderink & Levelt, 

1998; Griffin, 2001). Further exploration of this hypothesis is 

left for future research.  
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Abstract 
Previous work across multiple disciplines has shown that 
norms have a powerful impact on behavior. Little is known, 
however about how norms are represented in the mind. Here 
we examine whether people’s norm representations come in 
reliably identifiable grades of strength. Classical models of 
norms distinguished between the broad deontic categories of 
prescriptions, permissions, and prohibitions. Four studies 
demonstrate that people consistently and consensually 
distinguish between deontic expressions that denote grades of 
prohibition (e.g., frowned upon < unacceptable < forbidden) 
and grades of prescription (e.g., called for < expected < 
required). Selecting terms that have mean ratings with 
nonoverlapping confidence intervals form a bipolar scale that 
allows researchers to measure prescriptions and prohibitions at 
five levels of norm strength each.  

Keywords: social norms; moral psychology; deontic logic  
 
No human community can exist without norms (Hechter & 
Opp, 2001). Norms structure social life in powerful ways, 
guiding individuals to align their behavior with community 
interests (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Krupka & 
Weber, 2009). Beyond this social-behavioral impact, 
however, little is known about how norms are represented in 
the mind. One point of consensus, in an extensive multi-
disciplinary literature, is that norms come in three forms: as 
prescriptions (one should A), prohibitions (one must not A), 
and permissions (one may A). In much of this literature, 
however, no further differentiations are made within each 
type of norm. 

We see this categorical treatment of norms most clearly in 
deontic logic, where single operators exist for prescription, 
prohibition, and permission (McNamara, 2006). A few 
exceptions exist in computational modeling of norms, such as 
Nickles (2007) who introduced agents’ graded beliefs that 
others act in norm-conforming ways. Andrighetto et al. 
(2010) equipped their multi-agent systems with norms that 
can vary in prevalence and salience. But the vast majority of 
work on norms has treated norms as categorical. Even in the 
psychological literature on deontic reasoning (Beller, 2010) 
and in careful treatments of cognitive and social properties of 
norms (Indurkhya, 2016; Schmidt & Rakoczy, 2019; Sripada 
& Stich, 2006), graded norm strength is not addressed.  

Intuitively, norms come in degrees.  Talking on the phone 
in the train is less strongly prohibited than pushing another 
passenger to the ground; and paying for one’s order in the 
coffee shop is more strongly prescribed than being polite. 
And even the classic category distinction between 
conventional and moral norms (Turiel, 1983) may be 

reframed as a pair of prototypes on a continuum. Moral 
psychology research also routinely presupposes that people 
finely differentiate violations of norms, measured on rating 
scales of badness, wrongness, or blame (Malle, in press), and 
occasionally even permissibility (Kneer & Machery, 2019; 
O’Hara, Sinnott-Armstrong, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2010). It 
would be difficult to explain such graded judgments if norms 
came only in categories. However, norm violation judgments 
take into account outcome severity, mental states, even 
character; so any impact of potentially graded underlying 
norms is difficult to isolate. 

A more direct test is needed to establish whether people 
represent norms in a graded way. One of the most powerful 
indicators of socially shared representations is language. I 
therefore take a linguistic approach that has been successful 
in other domains of cognition. Researchers have identified 
conceptual distinctions of time, space, causality, mental 
states, and personality by studying grammatical and lexical 
patterns of the domain of interest (de Villiers, 2007; Saucier 
& Goldberg, 1996; Talmy, 2000). Similarly, I examine 
whether people makes such conceptual distinctions for the 
domain of social and moral norms. 

To identify these distinctions I propose to observe the way 
norms are often taught. Norms are instructions to act a certain 
way in a certain context, guided by the belief that the 
community demands one to act that way (Bicchieri, 2006; 
Brennan, Eriksson, Goodin, & Southwood, 2013; Malle, 
Scheutz, & Austerweil, 2017). This demand, I hypothesize, 
may come in degrees. As a result, a norm teacher (e.g., a 
parent teaching a child, a local teaching a visitor) would 
indicate not only the relevant context and action (e.g., “When 
entering a Japanese home, take your shoes off”) but also 
signal the strength of the expectation, its norm strength. This 
could be done by saying, “You should…,” “You must…,” or 
“You absolutely have to.” But the language available to the 
teacher is even richer than the small number of modals. This 
language characterizes prescribed actions as “expected,” 
“recommended,” or “mandatory”; likewise, it characterizes 
prohibited actions as “discouraged,” “inappropriate,” or 
“forbidden.” A brief glance at a Thesaurus shows that these 
lists are actually much longer and provide a substantial 
stimulus set for the present project.  The hypothesis of graded 
norm strength is that these sets of terms are not merely 
synonyms of each other but are systematically ordered along 
a continuum. I test this hypothesis for English speakers.  

This approach shares some similarity with one that has 
occupied judgment and decision making researchers for 
decades: how people represent the probability continuum in 
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verbal expressions (e.g., Brun & Teigen, 1988; Budescu & 
Wallsten, 1985; Hamm, 1991). The underlying phenomena, 
however, are somewhat different. In the case of probability 
expressions, there is a formal theory that grounds probability 
as a continuum of numbers. What researchers want to know 
is how closely and consistently people match their verbal 
expressions to these numbers. By contrast, the only formal 
theory of norms (deontic logic) treats them as categories, so 
we cannot examine analogous matches between verbal 
expressions and numbers. In addition, even if we postulate a 
continuum of norm strength, this continuum has no objective 
reality, no mathematical grounding. If there is any such a 
reality, it is a socially shared representation that must be 
inferred from other indicators—such as the differential use of 
linguistic expressions of norms.  

The hypothesis of a socially shared representation of 
graded norm strength requires that speakers consistently 
order certain terms above others, and do so with high inter-
judge agreement. I was initially agnostic about whether 
people’s representations of norm strength would be tied to 
specific words (which could then be used as markers on a 
measurement scale) or to bundles of words that cluster at 
certain points of the continuum, without further within-
cluster differentiation. However, by sampling a sufficiently 
large number of linguistic expressions we might be able to 
distinguish these two possibilities.  

In four studies I examined consensus and robustness of 
graded norm strength among English language users. In 
Study 1, people considered over 20 terms of norm strength 
and ordered them from most prescribed to least prescribed, or 
most prohibited to least prohibited. Such a task may seem to 
pose high experimenter demands. However, there is no 
reason to believe that people would agree in their ordering of 
the terms if those terms are merely synonyms of each other, 
vaguely different versions of the same norm types. If, on the 
other hand, people do show substantial agreement, then we 
may infer that they share a graded interpretation of those 
terms. In Study 2 people considered a slightly different set of 
terms and made ratings on a numeric scale, which could then 
be compared to the rank orderings of Study 1. Study 3 
repeated the rating approach with small adjustments in 
measurement and item sets. Study 4 assessed rankings and 
ratings in the same sample and combined the results to arrive 
at a measurement instrument that can be used to assess the 
strength of norms that people teach, learn, or contest.   

Study 1 

Methods 
Participants. 120 participants were recruited from Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (no demographics were collected). 
Participants were randomly assigned to either a prohibition 
condition or a prescription condition. Eleven participants had 
empty records.  Six participants in the prescription condition 
and nine in the prohibition condition had six or more missing 
responses, making their ranks difficult to compare to other 
participants’; these participants were excluded. 

Stimulus design. To create a representative pool of norm 
strength terms I searched multiple dictionary and Thesaurus 
sources to identify around 20 terms in each of the categories 
of prescriptions and prohibitions, with the constraint that the 
words must function as adjectives to the term action.  
I identified 20 prescription terms and 19 prohibition terms 
and added three words to the prescription set and four words 
to the prohibition set. These additional words served as 
anchors and reached into the permission range (e.g., perfectly 
okay, permitted, optional). See Figure 1 for all terms used in 
the study.  

Procedure. In the prohibition condition participants read: 
“Some actions are not prohibited (e.g., sitting in the back of 
a movie theater); some actions are very strongly prohibited 
(e.g., killing another person out of hatred); most actions lie 
somewhere in the middle.”  In the prescription condition they 
read: “Some actions are not prescribed (e.g., sitting in the 
back of a movie theater); some actions are very strongly 
prescribed (e.g., feeding your infant); most actions lie 
somewhere in the middle.” Participants then ranked the 23 
terms (presented alphabetically) for their condition by 
dragging and dropping them from the left side of the screen 
into a box on the right and ordering them from “very strongly 
[prescribed / prohibited]” at the top to “not [prescribed / 
prohibited]” at the bottom, with “the other ones lying in 
between.” Thus, only abstract anchors were displayed, and 
the in-between space was left vague. If participants were not 
sure about the meaning of a word they could place it in a 
separate box labeled “I don’t know the meaning of the word.”  

Analysis. We computed two indicators of inter-judge 
agreement. The individual-group agreement, �̅�!"  , measures 
how well individuals’ judgments stand in for the group, or 
how well the group as a whole represents any individual. 
Second, the intraclass correlation ICC(2,1) captures the 
generalizability from one randomly drawn individual to 
another individual drawn from the same population—a very 
high bar of agreement. Most important, we recorded the 
ordering of terms along the hypothesized strength scale and 
defined boundaries between terms as nonoverlapping 95% 
confidence intervals (CI = M ± 1.96∙se).  

Results 
Agreement. In the prescription condition, the correlation of 
any judge with the group as a whole was �̅�!"= 0.60, with 69% 
of 𝑟!"values above .50. Four judges (9%) had negative riG 
values; excluding those improved �̅�!" to 0.69, with 76% of riG 
values now above .50. The ICC(2,1) was .37 before excluding 
the four judges with negative values and .48 after. In the 
prohibition condition, �̅�!" was 0.76, with 87% of 𝑟!"values 
above .50. Five judges (11%) had negative values;  excluding 
those improved �̅�!" to 0.88, now with 98% of 𝑟!"values above 
.50. ICC(2,1) was .59 before exclusion and .79 after. 
Subsequent analyses were based on the mean ratings of items 
across judges that had a positive 𝑟!"value, but the results are 
highly similar with or without this restriction.  
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Figure 1. Terms of prohibition (left) and prescription (right), ordered by average ranks of rated norm strength (Study 1).  
Line widths are 95% confidence intervals.  Dotted rectangles mark clusters of terms where the top term of one cluster is 

nonoverlapping with the bottom term of the next cluster.  Inserted boxes display candidate scales of nonoverlapping terms.  
 
Clusters of norm strength. Figure 1 displays the 23 terms 
within each condition, from lowest to highest average rank, 
where the lowest-ranked items are the permission terms.  We 
can identify clusters of distinct items where at least the 
highest-ranked term in one cluster and the lowest-ranked 
term of the next cluster have nonoverlapping CIs. Among 
prescriptions, we see four clusters above the permission 
cluster; among prohibitions, we see four clusters plus the 
term tolerated in its own position above the permission 
cluster. Several preliminary scales of norm strength can be 
formed by ordering nonoverlapping terms; the inserts in 
Figure 1 show two such scales, one for prescriptions, the 
other for prohibitions. 

Discussion 
The ranking data in Study 1 suggest that normative strength 
terms elicit substantial inter-judge agreement. As a 
comparison, I analyzed data from recent studies that 
contained valence judgments (good-bad) about a variety of 
morally significant behaviors. Positive behaviors elicited an 
�̅�!" of 0.68 and an ICC(2,1) of 0.46, nearly identical to the 
agreement for prescription terms in the present study. 
Negative behaviors elicited an �̅�!" of 0.72 and an ICC of 0.51, 
which are actually lower than the agreement for prohibition 
terms in the present study.   

Four clusters of prescriptions and four clusters of 
prohibitions emerged. The term tolerated is either a weak 
prohibition (making it five clusters on that side) or a 

permission with prohibition connotations. Before drawing 
conclusions about the number or composition of clusters and 
selecting terms for a candidate scale of graded norm strength, 
we need to conceptually replicate and sharpen the evidence. 
With this aim, Study 2 featured three changes. First, because 
rankings force people to order items, I probed whether similar 
patterns would emerge when people rate expressions of norm 
strength on rating scales. Second, I cut the number of items 
to be judged in half and created two sets of items within each 
condition. Akin to a construction of parallel forms, this 
approach examines the comparability of strength clusters 
across different terms and thus tests whether a given term’s 
perceived strength changes in the context of other terms 
(Asch, 1946; Hamm, 1991).   

Study 2 

Methods 
Participants. Participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk 
were randomly assigned to either the prohibition condition or 
the prescription condition and, within each, to item Set 1 or 
2. I had set recruitment to 100 participants per condition to 
narrow the standard errors somewhat compared to Study 1. 
Three participants in the prohibition condition and four in the 
prescription condition gave identical ratings across all items 
and were excluded.  Sample sizes for analysis were therefore 
97 and 100 for the two item sets in the prescription condition 
and 100 and 96 in the prohibition condition.  
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advised

recommended
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expected
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Stimuli. To select prescription items, Study 1 served as the 
starting point. I first eliminated two items with the highest 
standard deviations (e.g., dictated, compulsory) and ones that 
were rare in spoken use, according to the Corpus of 
Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies, 2008): 
advocated, binding, obligatory, imperative. Then I ordered 
the remaining items according to the mean ranks in Study 1 
and attempted to identify pairs of items within each strength 
cluster that had highly similar average ranks and could be 
separated into parallel sets. For the two larger clusters I 
selected a second pair of items so as to explore possible 
differentiation within cluster. I included three previous items 
(advised, prescribed, mandatory) in both item sets and added 
two new items (insisted on, commanded) to both sets. These 
five “twin” items tested whether the context of other items 
affects perceived norm strength (Hamm, 1991). Finally, I 
included three permission anchors (optional, discretionary, 
totally okay). In total, prescription Set 1 contained 11 items, 
Set 2 contained 10. 

To select prohibition items I also eliminated two Study 1 
items with high standard deviations (e.g., condoned, taboo) 
and three of rare spoken use (objectionable, unwelcome, a no-
no). I also omitted illicit because of its predominant legal use. 
Then I proceeded in the same manner as with prescription 
items to create parallel item sets. I added one new item 
(disapproved) to appear in both sets and included four items 
that occurred in both sets (tolerated, frowned upon, illegal, 
prohibited). I also included permission anchors (accepted, 
permitted, and those that were used in the prescription 
condition). In total, prohibition Set 1 contained 13 items, Set 
2 contained 12 items. 

Procedure. Participants received similar instructions as in 
Study 1. In the prescription condition they read: “In this study 
we are interested in the kinds of words people use to express 
how strongly prescribed a given action is. On the next page 
you will see a list of words that people might use to indicate 
to which degree a given action is prescribed.” Participants 
then rated each term on a scale from 1 to 10. Prohibitions had 
scale anchors of “this means not at all prohibited” (1) and 
“this means completely prohibited” (10). Prescriptions had 
anchors of “this means not at all prescribed” (1) and “this 
means very strongly prescribed” (10). Items within sets were 
presented in randomized order.  

Results 
I first examined items that were included in both Studies 1 
and 2 to test how comparable rankings and ratings were 
overall.  The correlations of average rank and average rating 
were r = .98 for both prescriptions and prohibitions. Thus, 
differentiation along the strength dimension is overall 
assessed nearly identically through rankings or ratings. 

Agreement. The �̅�!" and ICC values across item sets were as 
high or higher than those in Study 1. For prescription terms, 
�̅�!" = .75 and ICC(2,1) = 0.54. After removing participants 
with negative 𝑟!" values (10 out of 197, 5.1%), �̅�!" = .80 and 
ICC(2,1) = .59.  For prohibition terms, �̅�!" = .75 and ICC(2,1) 

= .60.  After removing participants with negative 𝑟!"values 
(13 out of 192, 6.8%), �̅�!" = .87 and ICC(2,1) = .78. All 
subsequent analyses were based on the mean ratings of items 
across judges with a positive 𝑟!"value. 

Clusters of norm strength. I first examined the full range of 
distinct norm terms across item sets, averaging the ratings of 
twin terms that occurred in both sets. The resulting 16 
prescription terms and 19 prohibition terms formed patterns 
highly similar to those in Study 1. Among prescriptions, four 
distinct clusters emerged above the permission level. As in 
Study 1, more than one scale of nonoverlapping prescription 
terms could be formed, but one nearly identical to Study 1 is: 
(optional) < appropriate < expected < insisted on < required. 
Among prohibitions, four distinct clusters above the 
permission level emerged as well. One of several possible 
scales of nonoverlapping prohibition terms is identical to that 
in Study 1: (optional) < (tolerated) < frowned upon < 
unacceptable < barred < forbidden, though the last two have 
a slight overlap of CIs: [8.63; 9.29] and [9.06; 9.58].  

Two additional analyses suggest that the data represent 
cognitively distinct levels of norm strength that are robust 
across samples and despite varying item contexts. 
Specifically, average ratings of terms that appeared in both 
sets (twins) were statistically indistinguishable (Mdiff = 0.09). 
Moreover, four out of five prescription twins and three out of 
five prohibition twins had mean ratings immediately 
succeeding one another in the overall rating order, even 
though they were judged by different people and presented in 
the vicinity of different items. Conversely, three pairs of 
distinct prescription terms had statistically indistinguishable 
mean strength ratings within pair (e.g., called for = expected) 
but nonoverlapping confidence intervals between pairs; they 
could therefore substitute for one another in parallel forms of 
graded norm strength scales. Likewise, three pairs of 
prohibition terms qualified in the same way for parallel forms 
(e.g., unacceptable = disallowed).   

Study 3 

Study 2’s results were highly similar to those of Study 1, even 
though one used ratings, the other used rankings. The rating 
scales appeared to slightly reduce the separation of terms at 
the top end, so in Study 3 I attempted to reduce this upper-
range compression by employing a 1-11 scale, which might 
encourage people to treat the number 11 more distinctly from 
the remaining scale points. I also made small changes to the 
item sets. In the prescription condition, I omitted insisted on 
and commanded (because I noticed that these terms are more 
often used as verbs, not adjectives) and brought back 
necessary in their place. I also added encouraged to 
potentially fill a gap at the lower end of prescriptions. In the 
prohibition condition, I replaced disapproved (more often 
used as an evaluative verb) with banned, and I added 
encouraged and objectionable to fill a gap at the lower end. 
None of these changes were expected to have significant 
impact, but I wanted to further explore category boundaries 
and capture a natural and wide range of norm strength terms.   
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The instructions explicitly placed participants in the 
situation of entering a new community and learning the 
community’s norms. They then evaluated how strongly the 
community wants its members to (not) perform a behavior 
when the behavior is, say, “required” or “forbidden.” After 
they worked either on the prescription set (12 items) or the 
prohibition set (13 items), participants moved to a new screen 
page and provided judgments of seven permission terms (e.g., 
optional, acceptable). This short rating task examined 
whether permission terms can be reliably distinguished in the 
neutral space between prescription and prohibition. 
Accordingly, participants rated how much each permission 
term indicates whether the behavior is slightly discouraged (-
1), slightly encouraged (+1) or truly neither (0).  

Recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk, 202 participants 
(57.1% male, Mean age = 36.2, 43% with a Bachelor degree) 
were randomly assigned to rate 12 prescription terms or 13 
prohibition terms (everybody completed ratings of the 
permission terms). Individuals who had a rating range of 0 or 
1 were excluded (one in the prescription condition, five in the 
prohibition condition, 10 in the permission condition). Inter-
judge agreement was somewhat lower than in Studies 1 and 
2 (see Table 2). Agreement for permissions was respectable, 
considering the narrow range of distinctions.  

Within prescription and prohibition conditions, I selected 
terms that formed non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals 
(see Table 3). Prohibitions separated into five distinct levels 
(suggesting a beneficial effect of the 1-11 scale), whereas 
prescriptions maintained the consistent four levels. Most 
permission terms leaned toward the prescription side of the 
scale, but three terms formed a mini-scale of permissions, 
with permitted being clearly on the prescription side (M = 
0.41, [.30, .51]), discretionary at the 0 point (M = -0.05, [-
.14, .04]), and tolerated being on the prohibition side (M =  
-0.25, [-.37, -.12]).   

Study 4 
The previous studies showed that distinct levels of norm 
strength can often be captured by more than one term (thus 
suggesting that norm strength has a psychological reality, not 
merely semantic stability), but they also showed that the rank 
ordering of terms across different levels is highly consistent.  
In Study 4 I aimed to develop a stable scale of graded norm 
strength that contained the most sharply differentiated terms, 
attempted to better fill the lower end of prescriptions, and 
thus produce five levels of norm strength on both the 
prohibition side and the prescription side.  

 
Table 2.  Inter-judge agreement analysis for Study 3 

 Initial 
sample 

After 
exclusion* 

Excluded / 
Total 

 �̅�#" ICC �̅�#" ICC N 
Prescriptions .57 .35 .73 .50 15/101 
Prohibitions .68 .48 .71 .51 3/95 
Permissions .51 .26 .63 .38 22/186 

* Exclusion of participants with negative 𝑟!"values 

Table 3.  Nonoverlapping prescription and prohibition terms 
in Study 3 

 95% Confidence Interval 
 low high 
Prescriptions (n = 86)   
encouraged 5.40 6.30 
called for 6.67 7.53 
essential 8.24 9.14 
required 9.46 10.12 
Prohibitions (n = 95)   
frowned upon 3.89 4.85 
inappropriate 4.99 6.05 
unacceptable 6.10 7.20 
barred 7.64 8.52 
forbidden 8.57 9.47 

 Note: Means based on participants with positive 𝑟!"values 

Methods 
For item selection I began with the nonoverlapping terms 
emerging from Study 3 and added a few terms to better cover 
the lower range of each side (e.g., weaker than encouraged, 
which starts at 5.73; see Table 3).  Each participant completed 
both a ranking task and then a rating task, and I combined the 
results to select terms that are distinct in both tasks and thus 
best represent robust levels of norm strength.   

To identify possible low-end prescriptions, I included the 
terms approved and suggested, along with the four terms 
retained from Study 3 (see Table 3). We also added a term at 
the top (mandatory, which had the highest mean in Study 3 
but overlapped substantially with forbidden) and a middling 
term (expected, which was well differentiated in Studies 1 
and 2), yielding eight terms in total.  On the prohibition side, 
I included the five terms retained from Study 3 (see Table 3), 
one candidate low-end item (undesirable), and two in the 
middle (objectionable, unacceptable), also yielding eight.   

201 participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (no demographics were collected). Three participants 
had a rating range of 0 or 1 and eight placed four or more 
terms into the “I don’t know” box; they were excluded, 
leaving 190 for analysis. Randomly assigned to either the 
prescription or prohibition condition, participants first rank-
ordered the eight terms and then, on a separate page, assigned 
ratings to each term on a 1-11 scale. In the ranking task, 
modeled after Study 1, participants dragged words into a box 
and ordered them such that “the top one (1) means Most 
strongly [prohibited]/ [prescribed] and  the other ones below 
it are, in decreasing order, less strongly [prohibited]/ 
[prescribed].”  They also had the option to place a word into 
the “I don’t know the meaning of the word” box.  In the rating 
tasks following the ranking, participants were again asked to 
imagine that someone was teaching them the norms of a new 
community they are joining and to guess, from the person’s 
expressions, how strong the norms are. Specifically, each 
item read, “When somebody says, ‘Doing this is [e.g., 
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essential; barred], how strongly does the community [want its 
members to perform] / [try to deter its members from 
performing] this behavior?” They then selected a number 
from 1 (A little bit) to 11 (Extremely). 

Results 
Inter-judge agreement was very high (�̅�#" = .74 to .83, ICC = 
.54 to .69) across prohibitions, prescriptions, rankings, 
ratings, and even better after excluding a small number of 
participants with negative 𝑟!"values (8/190, 4%). Thus, 
people showed strong consensus on the relative norm 
strength of the eight presented terms. I then selected the most 
distinct and precise terms by putting rating and ranking data 
side by side and identifying terms that had nonoverlapping 
confidence intervals in both assessment methods. The 
selected terms are shown in Figure 2, forming a bipolar scale 
of norm strength from the strongest prescription on top to the 
strongest prohibition on the bottom, with permissions (from 
Study 3) in between. The attempt to fill the lower end of 
prescriptions was successful with the addition of suggested, 
while most other terms are familiar from the first three studies 
as marker variables for degrees of norm strength. 

General Discussion 
Nearly all formal representations of norms rely on categorical 
deontic concepts of prescription and prohibition. 
Psychological research, too, has (often implicitly) treated 
norms as categorical. Four studies showed that people 
consensually and robustly distinguish among strength levels 
of prohibition norms, as denoted by characteristic linguistic 
phrases such as frowned upon or forbidden; and they 
distinguish equally well among strength levels of prescription 
norms, as denoted by characteristic linguistic phrases such as 
suggested or required. Study 4 generated a bipolar scale 
using specific terms that distinguish (with nonoverlapping 
confidence interval) five strength levels on the prescription 
side and five strength levels on the prohibition side.  Three 
permission terms from Study 3 can be included, which may 
lean slightly toward the prohibition side (tolerated) or 
slightly toward the prescription side (permitted).   

Even though specific terms were selected for this scale, 
earlier studies showed that several different combinations of 
terms can constitute levels of norm strength, and always four 
or five such levels. This substitutability of terms provides 
some confidence that the present results are not mere 
vocabulary distinctions but refer to psychologically real 
representations of norm strength.  

Many open questions remain about these representations 
and their measurement.  For example, we do not yet know 
whether the representations (and their associated terms) are 
constant across domains of morality. Is the domain of harm 
more differentiated than the domains of sanctity or loyalty? 
Do the specific terms change their meaning when combined 
with different acts (cf. Brun & Teigen, 1988)? That is, is an 
unacceptable interpersonal harm always stronger than an 
objectionable harm, no matter what the specific norm-
violating actions are that people consider? Furthermore, we 

do not know how consistent people are in using the terms 
across contexts and over time. We can expect, however, that 
intra-personal inconsistency would limit inter-judge 
agreement, so given the high levels of agreement we have 
found across studies, intrapersonal consistency should be no 
lower (at least in the settings that the present studies created). 
We also know too little yet about the scale properties of the 
norm strength scale developed in Study 4. The mean ratings 
for the strength terms were very similar no matter which other 
terms they were surrounded by.  But do these mean levels 
reflect an ordinal or interval scale? Is encouraged stronger 
than suggested to the same degree (about 1 point; see Figure 
2) that called for is stronger than encouraged (also 1 point)?  

In everyday life, when people learn norms of another 
community or reaffirm the norms of their own community, 
they have a rich vocabulary available that allows them to 
interpret or signal how strong a normative expectation is and 
thus how harsh the sanctions should be in case the norm is 
violated. Thus, the scale presented here should be a strong 
predictor of moral judgments: When we know the strength of 
a norm we also know how bad or wrong it is to violate it.  The 
norm scale may also serve to explain moral disagreement, if 
it can be shown that one person assigns a higher norm 
strength to a certain action than another person does. Finally, 
the scale may set the stage for new formal models of deontic 
reasoning, which would require either far more operators or 
a parameter of strength for the main operators (Malle, Bello, 
& Scheutz, 2019). Such formal models will be needed to 
equip artificial agents with norm capacities. AI assistants or 
robot companions, if they co-exist in human communities, 
will need to know the norms of these communities—not just 
whether something is prescribed or prohibited, but how 
strongly it is prescribed or prohibited. Reasoning within 
classic category systems will  no longer be sufficient; the 
present findings suggest that such reasoning must meet 
people’s rich, graded representations of norm strength.  

 

Figure 2:  Mean ratings (on a 1-11 scale) of final selected 
terms of graded norm strength in prescriptions (top 5), 
prohibitions (bottom 5), along with 3 permission terms.  

Mean
required 10.30 10.09 10.51
expected 8.87 8.56 9.18
called for 7.31 6.89 7.73

encouraged 6.31 5.88 6.74
suggested 5.36 4.93 5.79
permitted

discretionary
tolerated

frowned upon 4.25 3.94 5.08
objectionable 5.89 5.48 6.30
unacceptable 7.31 6.84 7.78

barred 9.47 9.08 9.86
forbidden 10.58 10.40 10.76

0.24 9.03 8.79
0.30 13.99 13.69

-0.09 17.87 17.96
0.00 2.21 2.21

0.1125

both ok

both ok

both ok

both ok

both ok

95% CI
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Abstract 
In this paper we demonstrate that a target detection task 
is facilitated when the background on which the target 
is presented is a familiar one, even though the target 
appears at a random location. We compare performance 
in that condition with one where the background is 
randomly generated and establish a significant 
difference between these two versions of the task in 
terms of both d’ and criterion, C. We also go on to look 
at the effect of a tDCS procedure that we know to affect 
discrimination performance on this difference, 
discovering that it seems to reduce or reverse the 
difference in criterion for these two conditions. We 
ascribe this effect to the neurostimulation manipulation 
shifting the distribution of information used to reach a 
decision. 
Keywords: Associative learning; Perceptual Learning; Error-
based Modulation of Salience, Target Detection 

Introduction 
In this paper we look at the issue of target detection 

in humans, and, in particular, how target detection is 
influenced by the familiarity of the background against 
which it is detected, even when the target is not in any 
way predicted by that background. In other words, the 
target appears at a random location and there is a 
50:50 chance it will occur on any trial. The basic 
paradigm we will use employs checkerboards, a 16 x 
16 arrangement of black and white squares, that we 
can control to be either randomly determined from 
trial to trial or a fixed arrangement (see Figure 1b for 
an example). The target is itself a regular 5 x 5 
arrangement of black and white squares in the shape of 
an H that can occur at any permissible location, with 
the only constraint being that the target must fit onto 
the checkerboard background. The participants’ task is 
to signal, by pressing the appropriate key, whether the 
target is present or not on a given trial.  

We’ve described the basic paradigm at this point 
because it helps to place this experiment in the context 
of previous literature. It is very reminiscent of the 
work done on search image (Tinbergen, 1960; 
Pietrewicz and Kamil, 1979; Plaisted and Mackintosh, 
1995), in that it involves detection of a target against a 
“cryptic” background, and that would be a fair 
characterization of our paradigm. In those 
experiments, however, the manipulation typically 

concerns familiarity with the targets rather than the 
background against which they are detected. The 
finding is that a target that has recently been detected 
has a short-term advantage over other possible targets 
that might occur, suggesting some sort of priming 
mechanism at work. 

Another paradigm that does not match ours quite so 
obviously but may have more theoretical relevance, is 
that used by Phillips (1974). Using checkerboard 
stimuli, he demonstrated that it was easy to detect a 
difference of one square changed in a given stimulus if 
the two variants were presented successively with 
minimal delay and no masking. Complementing this 
result, he found that the task became very hard indeed 
if a delay containing a mask intervened between the 
two checkerboard presentations. The experiments pre-
date those by Rensink et al (1997) which also showed 
(but this time for images in general) that change 
detection was easy when stimuli were alternated with 
no delay or mask, but much harder and seemed to 
require serial visual search when a mask filled delay 
was inserted. 

 These studies, and many like them, suggest that we 
have an ability to detect change very easily under 
certain circumstances. Suret and McLaren (2001) 
made use of this idea to perform an experiment that 
has considerable overlap with ours (though the 
paradigm used is quite different). They used the 
change detection paradigm, making participants in one 
group familiar with the background by using only one 
such checkerboard background for that purpose. The 
experiment involved alternating between two stimuli, 
both of which could be the background (half the 
trials), or one of them could be the background with 
one square changed (other half of the trials). The 
group familiarized with the background were better at 
detecting the changed square than participants in 
another group that had random checkerboards (with or 
without a changed square) used as a background in 
each trial. Familiarization with the checkerboard 
background clearly conferred an advantage in 
detecting changes to that checkerboard in that 
experiment and suggests that this might also be the 
case in our rather different target detection experiment. 
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If we view the target as simply a change to the familiar 
stimulus, then the prediction that target detection will 
be superior for the familiar rather than the random 
background naturally follows from these earlier 
results. So, this is by no means a counter-intuitive 
prediction, but it remains to be seen whether or not it 
is borne out. 

One possible (and rather obvious) explanation for the 
improved change detection when a familiar 
background is used in Suret and McLaren’s 
experiment is that the change is in some way 
distinctive or salient in the context of that familiar 
background. Suret and McLaren (2001) speculate that 
detection on the basis of novelty may be important 
here. One of their results was that introduction of a 
change in both checkerboards in the familiar stimulus 
condition (so that actually there was no “change” as 
such from one checkerboard to the other) provoked an 
unusually high number of false alarms on no change 
trials. This fits with some sort of novelty-based 
detection mechanism being triggered by this change to 
the familiar checkerboard, an idea examined next. 

The original Suret and McLaren work was inspired 
by a theory of representation development that quite 
naturally provided a mechanism for change detection. 
McLaren, Kaye and Mackintosh (1989, henceforth 
MKM) offer a connectionist theory of latent inhibition 
and perceptual learning that uses error-based 
modulation of salience as one of its key mechanisms. 
For present purposes, the theory states that well 
predicted features (low error) of a stimulus will be 
relatively low in salience, but novel features that are 
not predicted by other features present will be 
relatively high in salience. It’s easy to see how this 
would apply to the paradigm we will use here and to 
Suret and McLaren’s experimental results. A familiar 
checkerboard background will possess features that are 
well predicted by the others present in that stimulus, 
and so those features will be relatively low in salience. 
A change, however, will be novel, and hence salient, 
and stand out. Thus, on this analysis, we can expect 
our target to be relatively more salient than other 
features present in the whole stimulus when presented 
on the familiar background, and hence stand out and 
draw attention to itself. A random background will not 
confer this advantage because all features will be 
equally unpredicted whether the target is present or 
not, and so they will all be equal in salience and serial 
search will be needed to locate it. 

It was this logic that led to the final part of the 
experimental design we will employ here. We have 
recently shown that anodal tDCS for 10 minutes to 

Fp3 at 1.5 mA has an effect that can be interpreted in 
terms of the MKM model as preventing the error-
based modulation of salience we have just referred to. 
This claim follows from work both with checkerboards 
(McLaren, 1997; McLaren and Civile, 2011; Civile et 
al, 2014; Civile et al, 2016) and with faces (Civile, 
McLaren and McLaren, 2018; Civile, Obhi and 
McLaren, 2019). In these experiments the authors 
show that this tDCS procedure either reduces (faces) 
or eliminates (checkerboards) the expected inversion 
effect in a recognition experiment. It does this by 
reducing performance to upright stimuli, leaving that 
to inverted stimuli largely unaffected. This is exactly 
what would be expected if perceptual learning for the 
upright stimuli had been abolished, and, on the MKM 
model, this would equate to no longer having error-
based modulation of salience enhancing the 
discriminability of those upright stimuli.  

The full argument justifying these claims is lengthy, 
covers many years of research and we cannot give it in 
detail here. But the outline just offered serves to make 
clear the reasons for the final manipulation in this 
experiment. We will run two groups on our paradigm, 
one undergoing anodal tDCS as described, the other in 
a sham stimulation condition. The experiment will be 
run double blind, and we are interested in seeing what 
impact tDCS has on the predicted advantage for target 
detection on the familiar checkerboard. It may be that 
a loss of relative salience for the target on a familiar 
background will make it harder to detect and so reduce 
that advantage, but this is not the only possibility as 
we shall see. 

 
The Experiment 

 
Participants 

Fifty-three undergraduates from the University of 
Exeter (39 female, 14 male, age range = 19-29) took 
part in the experiment and were given either course 
credit or cash for their participation.  The participants 
were all right-handed and met the safety screening 
criteria for tDCS participants (approved by the 
Research Ethics Committee at the University of 
Exeter).  They were allocated to either sham or anodal 
tDCS groups using a double-blind procedure for the 
neurostimulation (see Civile et al., 2018 for details).  
Five outlier participants were excluded before data 
analysis, leaving 48.  The participants were also 
allocated to one of eight participant groups in order to 
counterbalance the stimuli and target locations used 
(see further details below). 
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Stimuli 
The study used sets of 16 x 16 cell (each cell 16 x 16 

pixels) checkerboard stimuli, containing roughly half 
black and half white squares, presented on a grey 
computer screen background on an iMac computer 
using Superlab 5 software.  Two prototype 
checkerboards (A and B) were generated and, from 
these, exemplar checkerboards were created by 
changing 48 cells at random.  These exemplars were 
used for the categorisation task at the beginning of the 
study.  For each participant, one of the prototype 
checkerboards, A or B (counterbalanced across 
participants), was used in the target detection part of 
the study as the “familiar” checkerboard together with 
a further set of “random” checkerboards.  These 
random checkerboards comprised of completely 
randomised black and white cells within the 16 x 16 
cell grid (so they were unrelated to the exemplars in 
the categorisation part of the study).  The dimensions 
of all the checkerboards were 256 by 256 pixels, 
presented at a resolution of 1680 by 1050 pixels.  The 
participants viewed the computer screen from 
approximately 70 cm. 

 

 
Figure 1: Diagram of the two trial types in the experiment. 
 

The target pattern (Fig. 1a) had the dimensions 80 x 
80 pixels and was a 5 x 5 cell pattern designed to be 
symmetrical (both horizontally and vertically) and to 
have similar numbers of black (13) and white (12) 
cells which would line up exactly with the cells in the 
checkerboards (Fig. 1b). It was unlikely to occur by 
chance in any checkerboard (p=4.29x10-6).  

The position of the target pattern within each 
checkerboard was determined by calculating the co-
ordinates (defined within the Superlab 5 programme as 
the number of horizontal pixels and vertical pixels 

measured from the centre of each checkerboard) which 
would allow the target to line up exactly with the cells 
in each checkerboard.   These co-ordinates were 
divided into 64 “odd” positions and 64 “even” 
positions for the target.  Participants were 
counterbalanced across these target position types. 

 
tDCS  

The stimulation was delivered by a battery driven 
constant current stimulator (neuroConn) using a pair of 
surface sponge electrodes (35 cm2) applied to the scalp 
at the target areas for stimulation. We adopted a 
bilateral bipolar-non-balanced montage with one of the 
electrodes (anode) placed over the target stimulation 
area (Fp3) and the other (cathode) on the forehead 
over the reference area (right eyebrow). The study was 
conducted using a double-blind procedure reliant on 
the neuroConn study mode. In the anodal condition, a 
direct current stimulation of 1.5mA was delivered for 
10 mins (5s fade-in and 5s fade out) starting as soon as 
the behavioral task began and continuing throughout 
the study. In the sham group, participants experienced 
the same 5s fade-in and 5s fade-out, but with the 
stimulation intensity of 1.5 mA delivered for just 30s, 
following which a small current pulse was delivered 
every 550ms for the remainder of the 10 minutes. 

 
Procedure 

The study consisted of a categorisation phase 
followed by a target detection phase. Neurostimulation 
commenced at the start of this categorisation phase 
and continued for 10 minutes.  In the categorisation 
phase, the participants were instructed to sort the 128 
exemplar checkerboards (64 exemplars from each 
prototype A and B) into two categories by pressing 
one of two keys (1 or 2 on the numerical keypad) in 
response to each checkerboard appearing one at a time 
on the screen.  Participants were encouraged to scan 
the whole of each checkerboard before categorising it.  
The checkerboards were presented in random order for 
up to 4s or until the participant had responded.  The 
computer gave immediate feedback as to whether their 
response was correct or not.   

In the target detection phase, the participants were 
shown the target pattern (Fig 1a) and then instructed to 
look for this target on the checkerboards that they 
would subsequently see.  They were told that the target 
could be anywhere on the checkerboard but that it 
would always be the same size and in the same 
orientation.  They were instructed to press the “x” key 
if they thought the target was present or the “>.” key if 
they thought the target was absent.   The participants 

Figure 1a. Target stimulus  

Figure 1b. 
Example background 
checkerboard with 
target stimulus 
present in lower 
middle region. The 
target was presented 
on 50% trials at a 
different random 
location each time. 
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were then shown 256 checkerboards one at a time in 
random order, 128 with the target present (64 familiar 
and 64 random checkerboards) and 128 with the target 
absent (64 familiar and 64 random checkerboards).  
There were 8 blocks, each with 32 trials.  Each 
checkerboard was presented on screen for 4000ms, 
preceded by a fixation cross presented in the centre of 
the screen for 500ms.  The participants were given 
immediate feedback according to whether their 
response was correct or not.    

Data were collected on the accuracy (our primary 
measure) but also on the latency of responses for the 
target detection phase. The accuracy data were then 
used to perform a signal detection analysis appropriate 
for this type of target detection task, giving us d' 
(sensitivity) and C (criterion) measures of 
performance. The d' measure gives us an index of how 
easy or hard the task is, with higher values indicative 
of better performance, whilst the criterion, C, is 
independent of the sensitivity measure and tells us 
something about how people are making the decision 
on target presence / absence. 

 
Results 

The main prediction was confirmed. Performance in 
the target detection task was superior with the familiar 
checkerboard background in Sham and Anodal tDCS 
groups. In both groups the difference was highly 
significant (t(23)= 3.98 and 2.94 respectively), despite 
performance on the task being close to ceiling (raw 
means above 90% in all cases). Figure 2 shows these 
results graphically and reports the d' for target 
detection separately by group and by checkerboard 
background. The difference in performance between 
the two groups is not significant for either condition 
(familiar or random background) or overall, and nor is 
there a reliable Group x Condition interaction, F(1,46) 
= 1.05, p=ns. 

Figure 2: Graph showing d' for target detection in both 
groups by familiar or random checkerboard background. 
 

The next graph (Figure 3) shows an equivalent 
analysis for Criterion, C, using the same signal 
detection approach to the data. This analysis also 
confirms a difference in performance involving 
familiar or random backgrounds in the Sham group. 
Here, the criterion is significantly greater for the 
familiar condition than in the random condition, 
whereas there is no significant difference (and a 
numerical reversal of this effect) in the Anodal tDCS 
group.  This time there is a significant interaction 
between Group and Condition, F(1,46) = 5.22, p<.05, 
indicating that the effect of background is different in 
the two groups. Comparison of the criterion for Sham 
performance on familiar backgrounds to that for 
Anodal on the same backgrounds reveals a trend 
(p=.064) and no other effects are significant. There 
were no significant effects on latency to respond, with 
numerically slower times overall for the Anodal 
(1070ms) group compared to Sham (967ms). 
 

Figure 3: Graph showing C (criterion) for target detection in 
both groups split by familiar or random checkerboard 
background. 
 

General Discussion 
 
On the face of it, we have a very straightforward 

result here. If we just consider the results for the sham 
group first, then they bear out the predictions made in 
the introduction. People are better at the task (larger d') 
when the background is the familiar checkerboard than 
a random checkerboard. They are good at the task in 
any case, but there is a highly reliable difference in 
favor of the familiar background condition. This in 
itself is a novel finding with this paradigm, albeit one 
that can to some extent be extrapolated from our 
earlier research. 

An additional and novel finding is the significant 
difference in criterion between the two conditions. In 
the Sham condition, the criterion is higher for the 
familiar checkerboard background than in the random 
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case. This could be a genuine case of a shift in 
criterion based on recognition of the checkerboard 
background. But, given that this is a within-subjects 
design and that participants don’t know what type of 
background they will be given until the trial actually 
happens, and they then typically respond in less than a 
second, it seems unlikely that they set their criterion 
dynamically from trial to trial. Hence, we suggest that 
this finding is more likely to reflect a shift in the 
distributions for the familiar and random conditions, 
rather than a shift in the absolute location of the 
criterion used by participants to make their decision. 
Figure 4 illustrates this idea. If the criterion’s absolute 
position on the dimension remains fixed, but the 
distributions that apply to the target and non-target 
themselves shift on that dimension, then this will 
manifest in a signal detection analysis as a shift in 
criterion even though the criterion for decision has, in 
some sense, remained fixed. The key here is that the 
use of, say, a familiar background has an impact on the 
target and non-target distributions so that they shift in 
such a fashion as to increase their separation (hence 
the increase in d’) and also moves their crossover point 
(giving the increase in C) on the dimension relative to 
the random background case.  

 

 
Figure 4: Diagram showing hypothetical distributions for 

the target on a familiar background (FT), the noise 
distribution for a familiar background (FN), and target and 
noise distributions for the random background (RT and RN) 
in the Sham group. The bold vertical line is an example 
placement of the criterion used to decide if the target is 
present (values greater than C) or absent. No scale is given 
for the x-axis because the zero point depends on which set 
of distributions is being considered. 

 
In Figure 4 the solid lines represent the target (blue) 

and noise (red) distributions for the familiar 
background condition. We’ve shown the distributions 
as well separated, indicative of a high d' and hence an 
easy task, but otherwise have made no attempt to 
provide a fit to the data here – they are just for 

illustration. The solid black vertical line is an example 
of how a criterion could be set that would allow a 
decision on whether a target was present or absent to 
be made. If, on a given trial with the familiar 
background (solid lines), the value on which a decision 
is based (whatever it is – this doesn’t have to be 
specified by the theory and can be multiply 
determined) is greater than C, then a “yes” response is 
given. Clearly if it is a target present trial, and hence 
the target distribution is in play, this is more likely 
(and a hit will be the result) than if no target is present 
and the noise distribution is in play such that a yes 
response would constitute a false alarm. The actual 
value of C is calculated relative to the crossover point 
of the two distributions which is set to 0. On this basis, 
C would be positive and around 0.2 for the familiar 
background condition if it were to correspond to our 
data.  

Now consider what would happen if we were to 
leave the criterion in the same place but shifted the 
target and noise distributions because now we were 
dealing with a random background (dashed lines). One 
possibility is shown in the diagram, which reduces the 
mean difference between the two distributions 
(corresponding to a lower d' as observed in our data) in 
an asymmetrical fashion. Thus, the noise distribution 
shifts more than the target one, and this also 
corresponds to our data as it is the false alarm rate that 
increases most for the random backgrounds. As a 
result, the crossover point for the two distributions 
(which is used to calculate the C for these data) itself 
shifts, and C will now be computed as being smaller, 
even though in reality the absolute value of the 
criterion used by the participant has not changed. 

This provides a plausible account of why both d' and 
C are different for the two conditions in the Sham 
group. It remains to be explained exactly why the 
distributions for the random checkerboards should be 
shifted in something like this fashion relative to the 
distributions for the familiar checkerboards, but we 
will return to that issue in due course after we have 
finished illustrating how shifts in distribution can 
produce changes in C. The next step in our analysis of 
the results of this experiment is to consider 
performance in the Anodal tDCS group. The most 
striking thing about it is that it is not so very different 
from that in Sham. There is no significant difference in 
d', and no significant difference in terms of reaction 
times either. The only significant effect that we can 
point to concerns C, and it relates to the difference in 
calculated C for the Familiar and Random conditions. 
This difference is significant in the Sham group (with 
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a larger value in the familiar condition) and reverses 
for the Anodal group (not significantly) to give a 
significant interaction between Group and Condition. 
How are we to interpret this? 

Before tackling this question we first need to address 
the failure to find a significant difference in d' in this 
experiment. Our logic in running this experiment was 
that tDCS would have an impact on the familiar 
background task that was different to than on the 
random background version. This would predict that 
the change in salience modulation would affect the 
familiar background (features with low error) 
differently to the random backgrounds (features with 
high error), and we stand by this prediction from the 
MKM theory. But, of course, these effects should 
apply to both target and non-target trials, and so a 
change in d’ is unlikely on this basis. A shift in 
location of both distributions that preserves d', 
however, would be predicted by this analysis, which is 
why we are pursuing that possibility here. Note that 
our explanation for target detection being better on the 
familiar background was based on the target “standing 
out” on that background by virtue of being novel. But 
it can still do this in the tDCS condition, the difference 
in novelty has not disappeared, but it’s expression in 
terms of salience may well have altered. But that 
doesn’t change the fact that the target will be the 
“new” set of features in that location on a familiar 
background, and just another set of features on a 
random background, assuming a location specific 
coding. Because of this any effect on target detection 
sensitivity is moot. Now we turn to a possible 
explanation for the effects of tDCS on C. 

It must be admitted at the outset that it is quite 
possible for there to be a real difference in criterion 
setting contingent on neurostimulation. We have no 
prior evidence that points to this, but certainly cannot 
rule it out as a possibility. The reversal of the 
numerical difference, however, is intriguing if we view 
it from a distributional perspective in the way that we 
have done for the sham data. Figure 5 illustrates this 
idea. Having set some value of C for the Familiar 
condition, the implication now is that the reduction in 
d' is achieved by shifting the two distributions in the 
opposite manner to that employed for the Sham group. 
This brings the two distributions closer together, but 
moves their crossover point to further away from C, 
thus increasing its calculated value.  

It would seem that the interpretation of the effects of 
tDCS that this naturally implies is for it to make “yes” 
decisions to target trials on random checkerboard 
backgrounds harder. The question is why should this 

be so? Our earlier analysis of why performance in 
detecting the target on familiar backgrounds might 
well be superior to that on random checkerboard 
backgrounds seemed to imply that losing salience 
modulation would change this effect. We now need to 
give this more careful consideration. The idea was that 
the target would be relatively salient on a less salient 
background in the Familiar condition. This would then 
naturally facilitate finding and identifying the target. 
We see no reason to alter this explanation, it does, 
after all, explain the basic phenomenon very well. But 
note that it is the relative difference in salience that is 
the basis for locating and identifying the target. This 
difference is not available in the Random condition, 
hence the advantage for the familiar background. 
 

Figure 5: Diagram showing hypothetical distributions for 
the target on a familiar background (FT), the noise 
distribution for a familiar background (FN), and target and 
noise distributions for the random background (RT and RN) 
in the Anodal tDCS group. The bold vertical line is an 
example placement of the criterion used to decide if the 
target is present (values greater than C) or absent. 

 
But when we apply anodal tDCS, according to the 

MKM model we lose the greater salience of the target 
relative to the background in the Familiar condition, 
but only to replace it with lower relative salience for 
the target compared to the background. The salience 
difference is still there, and still absent in the Random 
condition. It may be this that leads to the roughly equal 
levels of performance, and the continued superiority of 
the Familiar condition over Random. It would seem 
that all that is needed is some difference to provide a 
signal to guide search to confer this advantage. There 
is convergent evidence for this idea in the literature. 
For example, Lubow, Rifkin and Alek (1976) were 
able to show that enhanced learning resulted from a 
contrast in familiarity between context and discrete 
stimuli in both people and rats. If the stimuli were 
familiar, but the context novel, or the stimuli were 
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novel and the context familiar, then learning was 
potentiated. If we extrapolate that this was due to the 
participants’ attention being more easily drawn to the 
target stimuli for learning, then this is essentially what 
we are saying here. 

If we take the view that it is the difference in salience 
between target and background that is crucial in our 
experiment, then this also offers a possible explanation 
of the effect on both d' and C. The difference in 
salience in the Familiar condition explains the increase 
in d'. The direction of that difference potentially 
explains why the criterion is larger for the Familiar 
condition than the Random condition in the Sham 
group (target salience higher than background in the 
Familiar condition) but smaller for the Familiar 
condition than for the Random condition in the Anodal 
group (target salience lower than background in the 
Familiar condition). Hence, if we postulate that this 
difference in salience is what modulates both the 
separation between signal and noise distributions, and 
whether those distributions are shifted to the right or 
left of the Random condition distributions, then we 
have an explanation that covers the facts.  

Clearly further research will be needed to verify this 
account or falsify it. We are already working on a 
conceptual replication of this result as well as a 
straightforward replication of the novel behavioral 
effect of background familiarity on C and hope to have 
the answers soon. Another question of great interest is 
whether a sufficiently detailed simulation of this task 
using the MKM model with appropriate 
representational assumptions and incorporating 
suitable decision mechanisms would generate this 
pattern of results. The difficulty here lies in specifying 
what is “appropriate” and “suitable”. Nevertheless, we 
are optimistic that a simulation effort would be 
informative and help us understand whether or not the 
MKM model as applied to our recent work concerning 
the effects of tDCS on perceptual learning will also 
provide a good account of these results. 
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Abstract

Humans often coordinate their actions in order to reach a mu-
tually advantageous state. These circumstances are chiefly
modeled by coordination games, a well-known class of games
extensively studied in behavioral economics. In this work,
we present the first resource-rational mechanistic approach
to coordination games, showing that a variant of norma-
tive expected-utility maximization acknowledging cognitive
limitations can account for several major experimental find-
ings on human coordination behavior in strategic settings.
Concretely, we show that Nobandegani et al.’s (2018) ratio-
nal process model, sample-based expected utility, provides
a unified account of (1) the effect of time pressure on hu-
man coordination, and (2) how systematic variations of risk-
vs. payoff-dominance affect coordination behavior. Impor-
tantly, Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory of equilibrium se-
lection fails to account for (1-2). As such, our work suggests
that the optimal use of limited cognitive resources may lie at
the core of human coordination behavior. We conclude by dis-
cussing the implication of our work for understanding human
strategic behavior, moral decision-making, and human ratio-
nality.

Keywords: behavioral game theory; one-shot non-cooperative
games; coordination games; moral decision-making; resource-
rational process models

1 Introduction
On which side of the road should we drive to avoid a head-
on collision? How do two people decide on when and where
to meet? Having similar or dissimilar preferences, how do
two friends decide on a mutual activity? Humans often co-
ordinate their actions in order to reach a mutually advanta-
geous state (Harsanyi & Selten, 1988; Cooper, 1999; Brañas-
Garza & Cabrales, 2015; Belloc et al., 2019). These circum-
stances are chiefly modeled by coordination games (CGs),
a well-known class of games that are extensively studied in
behavioral economics, and particularly, behavioral game the-
ory (Cooper, 1999; Cooper et al., 1992; Cachon & Camerer,
1996; Weber et al., 2001; Camerer, 2011); see Fig. 1.

In addition to several daily life circumstances, CGs cap-
ture a broad range of important economic situations, e.g.,
market entry, macroeconomic policy coordination, choice of
product standards, and contract agreement (Poulsen & Son-
ntag, 2019). Importantly, the question of how rational agents
should coordinate has played a profound role in the devel-
opment of economic theory (Harsanyi & Selten, 1988; Güth
& Kalkofen, 1989; Güth, 1992): Given that CGs have multi-
ple Nash equilibria, the problem of strategy selection in CGs

lies at the foundation of Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) Nobel-
winning theory of equilibrium selection, which formally de-
lineates how rational economic agents coordinate.

However, despite its normative stance, a substantial body
of experimental work has shown that Harsanyi and Selten’s
theory fails to provide a descriptive account of human coor-
dination (e.g., Straub, 1995; Battalio et al., 2001; Schmidt et
al., 2003; Poulsen & Sonntag, 2019; Belloc et al., 2019).

But why should human coordination behavior deviate from
the predictions of a rational theory of equilibrium selection?
Consistent with bounded rationality (Simon, 1957), we hy-
pothesize that these deviations can be accounted for if we ac-
knowledge the computational and cognitive limitations that
people are faced with.

Inspired by the success of Nobandegani et al.’s (2019a)
resource-rational model of cooperation in one-shot Prisoner’s
Dilemma games, we ask whether human coordination can be
seen as an optimal behavior with the mind acting as a cogni-
tive miser. As such, we seek to provide an account of human
coordination that is both descriptively adequate and norma-
tively sound.

In this work, we present the first resource-rational ac-
count of human coordination, demonstrating that Nobande-
gani et al.’s (2018) rational process model, sample-based
expected utility (SbEU), provides a unified mechanistic ac-
count of (1) the effect of time pressure on human coordina-
tion, and (2) how systematic variations of risk- vs. payoff-
dominance affect coordination behavior. The two concepts of
risk-dominance and payoff-dominance play a critical role in
Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory of equilibrium selection
(for their explanations, see Sec. 3.1). Crucially, Harsanyi and
Selten’s (1988) theory fails to account for (1-2).

Our paper is organized as follows. After presenting the
computational underpinnings of our resource-rational ap-
proach, we turn to modeling human coordination behav-
ior. We conclude by discussing the implication of our work
for understanding human strategic behavior, moral decision-
making, and human rationality.

2 Computational Model
In addition to SbEU, whose mathematical underpinning is
discussed in detail in Sec. 2.1, our resource-rational approach
to coordination adopts two key ideas. The first is Nobande-
gani et al.’s (2019a) general framework for conceptualizing
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Figure 1: Examples of coordination games with corresponding payoff matrices. (a) An instance of the pure coordination
game, wherein both players prefer the same Nash equilibrium (i.e., (Party, Party)). (b) An instance of the battle of the sexes
game, wherein players prefer opposing Nash equilibria (the row player prefers (Party, Party) whereas the column player prefers
(Home, Home)). (c) An instance of the stag-hunt game, wherein both players (hunters) can benefit if they cooperate (hunting
a stag). However, cooperation might fail, because each hunter has an alternative which is safer because it does not require
cooperation to succeed (hunting a hare).
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Figure 2: Payoff matrix for a generic 2-player, one-shot,
non-cooperative game (2ONG). For example, if Player 1
(Row Player) selects the Top Strategy and Player 2 (Column
Player) selects the Left Strategy, Player 1 and Player 2 receive
payoffs a and x, respectively.

any n-player, one-shot, non-cooperative game (nONG) as a
set of risky gambles. Applying Nobandegani et al.’s (2019a)
framework to a generic 2ONG (see Fig. 2), the problem of
strategy selection for Player 1 amounts to choosing between
the following two risky gambles:

T =

{
a w.p. Pl
b w.p. 1−Pl

(1)

B =

{
c w.p. Pl
d w.p. 1−Pl

(2)

with gambles T,B corresponding to choosing the Top Strat-
egy and the Bottom Strategy, respectively, and Pl denoting
Player 1’s conception of the probability with which Player 2
chooses Left strategy. Similarly, according to Nobandegani
et al. (2019a), the problem of strategy selection for Player 2
amounts to choosing between the following two risky gam-
bles:

L =

{
x w.p. Pt
y w.p. 1−Pt

(3)

R =

{
v w.p. Pt
w w.p. 1−Pt

(4)

with gambles L,R corresponding to choosing the Left Strat-
egy and the Right Strategy, respectively, and and Pt denoting
Player 2’s conception of the probability with which Player 1
chooses Top strategy.

The second ingredient of our resource-rational approach
is the well-supported level-k theory in behavioral economics
(Stahl & Wilson, 1994; Nagel, 1995; Costa-Gomes et al.,
2001) that posits that (1) players in strategic games base their
decisions on their predictions about the likely actions of other
players, and (2) players can be categorized by the “depth” of
their strategic thought. According to level-k theory, a com-
pletely non-strategic level-0 player will choose actions with-
out regard to the actions of other players, i.e., uniformly at
random. A level-i player assumes that she is playing against
a level-(i−1) player and her action will be the best response
consistent with this belief. For example, a level-1 player as-
sumes that she is playing against a level-0 player and her ac-
tion will be the best response (i.e., the expected-utility maxi-
mizing response) consistent with this belief.

Consistent with bounded rationality (Simon, 1957), sub-
stantial experimental evidence shows that only a small pro-
portion of players exhibit depths of reasoning of third order
or above (e.g., Nagel, 1995; Camerer et al., 2004; Coricelli &
Nagel, 2009). Relatedly, recent experimental work shows that
depth of reasoning increases with deliberation (e.g., Kocher
& Sutter, 2006). Consistent with these findings, and for the
sake of parsimony, throughout this paper we assume that, un-
der time pressure, players are level-1 agents, and, when time
pressure is not implemented, players are level-2 agents.

Despite acknowledging human bounded rationality, level-k
theory still largely rests on perfect rationality as it maintains
that the action of higher-level agents will be the best response,
in the precise sense of expected-utility maximization, consis-
tent with their beliefs. A satisfying resource-rational, level-k-
theory-based account of strategic behavior requires relaxation
of the best-response assumption, and, instead, considering a
boundedly-optimal response according to which people max-
imize expected utility “to the best of their abilities.” That is,
they optimally maximize expected utility, but this maximiza-
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tion is subject to their cognitive limitations. In this work,
we assume that people arrive at their boundedly-optimal re-
sponse using Nobandegani et al.’s (2018) resource-rational
process model of risky decision-making: sample-based ex-
pected utility (SbEU).

2.1 Sample-based Expected Utility Model
SbEU is a metacognitively-rational process model of risky
choice that posits that an agent rationally adapts their strate-
gies depending on the amount of time available for decision-
making (Nobandegani et al., 2018). Concretely, SbEU as-
sumes that an agent estimates expected utility

E[u(o)] =
∫

p(o)u(o)do, (5)

using importance sampling (Hammersley & Handscomb,
1964; Geweke, 1989), with its importance distribution q∗

aiming to optimally minimize mean-squared error (MSE):

Ê =
1

∑
s
j=1 w j

s

∑
i=1

wiu(oi), ∀i : oi ∼ q∗, wi =
p(oi)

q∗(oi)
, (6)

q∗(o) ∝ p(o)|u(o)|

√
1+ |u(o)|

√
s

|u(o)|
√

s
. (7)

MSE is a standard measure of estimation quality, and is
commonly used in mathematical statistics (Poor, 2013). In
Eqs. (5-7), o denotes an outcome of a risky gamble, p(o) the
objective probability of outcome o, u(o) the subjective util-
ity of outcome o, Ê the importance-sampling estimate of ex-
pected utility given in Eq. (5), q∗ the importance-sampling
distribution, oi an outcome randomly sampled from q∗, and s
the number of samples drawn from q∗.

SbEU assumes that, when choosing between a pair of risky
gambles A,B, people choose depending on whether the ex-
pected value of the utility difference ∆u(o) is negative or pos-
itive (w.p. stands for “with probability”):

A =

{
oA w.p. PA
0 w.p. 1−PA

(8)

B =

{
oB w.p. PB
0 w.p. 1−PB

(9)

∆u(o) =


u(oA)−u(oB) w.p. PAPB
u(oA)−u(0) w.p. PA(1−PB)
u(0)−u(oB) w.p. (1−PA)PB
0 w.p. (1−PA)(1−PB)

(10)

In Eq. (10), u(·) denotes the subjective utility function of a
decision-maker. In this paper, we assume the same utility
function u(x) used by Nobandegani et al. (2018, 2019a) to
explain both the fourfold pattern of risk preferences and co-
operation in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games:

u(x) =
{

x0.85 if x≥ 0,
−|x|0.95 if x < 0.

(11)

As such, in this work we do not fine-tune the utility function
to maximize descriptive power.

Recently, Nobandegani et al. (2018) showed that SbEU can
account for the availability bias, the tendency to overestimate
the probability of events that come easily to mind (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1973), and can also simulate the well-known
fourfold pattern of risk preferences in outcome probability
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) and in outcome magnitude
(Markovitz, 1952; Scholten & Read, 2014). Notably, SbEU is
the first rational process model to score near-perfectly in opti-
mality, economical use of limited cognitive resources, and ro-
bustness, all at the same time (see Nobandegani et al., 2018;
Nobandegani et al., 2019b).

Relatedly, recent work has shown that SbEU provides a
unified, resource-rational mechanistic account of coopera-
tion in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games and inequality-
aversion in the Ultimatum game, thus successfully bridging
between game-theoretic decision-making and risky decision-
making (Nobandegani et al., 2019a; Nobandegani, Destais,
& Shultz, 2020). SbEU can also account for violation of
betweenness in risky choice (Nobandegani et al., 2019c),
the centuries-old St. Petersburg paradox in human decision-
making (Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a, 2020b), and pro-
vides a resource-rational process-level explanation of several
contextual effects in risky and value-based decision-making
(da Silva Castanheira, Nobandegani, Shultz, & Otto, 2019;
Nobandegani et al., 2019c). There is also experimental con-
firmation of a counterintuitive prediction of SbEU: Deliber-
ation makes people move from one bias, the framing effect,
to another bias, the fourfold pattern of risk preferences (da
Silva Castanheira; Nobandegani, & Otto, 2019). Importantly,
SbEU is the first, and thus far the only, resource-rational
process model that bridges between risky, value-based, and
game-theoretic decision-making.

3 Modeling One-shot Coordination Games
In this section, we model human coordination behavior in the
context of 2-player, one-shot coordination games (2OCGs).
We particularly focus on two major topics in human coor-
dination: (1) how systematic variations of risk- vs. payoff-
dominance, as two concepts playing a critical role in Harsanyi
and Selten’s (1988) theory of equilibrium selection, affect co-
ordination behavior (e.g., Straub, 1995; Battalio et al., 2001;
Schmidt et al., 2003) and (2) how time pressure affects hu-
man coordination (e.g., Poulsen & Sonntag, 2019; Belloc et
al., 2019).

Importantly, recent work has provided mounting evidence
suggesting that people often use very few samples in prob-
abilistic judgments and reasoning (e.g., Vul et al., 2014;
Battaglia et al. 2013; Lake et al., 2017; Gershman, Horvitz, &
Tenenbaum, 2015; Hertwig & Pleskac, 2010; Griffiths et al.,
2012; Gershman, Vul, & Tenenbaum, 2012; Bonawitz et al.,
2014; Nobandegani et al., 2018; Nobandegani et al., 2020).
Consistent with this finding, throughout this paper we assume
that a player draws very few samples (s = 1; see Eqs. (6-7))
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Figure 3: Modeling how systematic variations of risk- vs. payoff-dominance affect coordination behavior. Horizontal
and vertical axes correspond, respectively, to human participants’ probability of choosing a strategy when playing coordination
games, and SbEU model prediction for the probability of choosing that strategy. (a) Simulating Games 1-4 and Game 7 from
Straub (1995) and the original game from Cooper et al. (1989). (b) Simulating the seven coordination games collectively
studied in Battalio et al. (2001) and Schmidt et al. (2003). (c) Simulating aggregate experimental data. SbEU can account for
the collection of experimental data simulated separately in (a) and (b) (Pearson r = .8846, p < 10−4); two datapoints overlap.

when choosing their strategy.

3.1 Systematic Variations of Risk- vs.
Payoff-Dominance

In their seminal work, Harsanyi and Selten (1988) for-
mally presented two main concept for understanding equilib-
rium selection and coordination: risk-dominance and payoff-
dominance. Broadly, risk-dominance recommends the strat-
egy corresponding to the Nash equilibrium that is the least
risky of all equilibria, and hence the safest to play. (For a
formal characterization of risk-dominance, see Harsanyi and
Selten, 1988.) On the other hand, pay-off dominance rec-
ommends the strategy corresponding to the Nash equilibrium
yielding the highest payoff for all players (aka Pareto-optimal
equilibrium).

Several experimental studies have systematically investi-
gated the role of payoff- and risk-dominance in human coor-
dination behavior (e.g., Straub, 1995; Battalio et al., 2001;
Schmidt et al., 2003). Next, we show that SbEU can ac-
count for the experimental data of several of these studies,
namely, Straub (1995), Battalio et al. (2001), and Schmidt et
al. (2003).

3.1.1 Straub (1995) In a series of coordination games,
which include a replication attempt of a coordination game
studied by Cooper et al. (1989), Straub (1995) showed that
people predominantly rely on risk-dominance (as opposed to
payoff-dominance) when coordinating in strategic settings.
This finding undermines Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) the-
ory of equilibrium selection. We next show that, SbEU, as a
resource-rational process model, can account for the experi-
mental data of Straub (1995).

For ease of analysis, in our simulation we focus on the
symmetric coordination games studies in Straub (1995), i.e.,
Games 1-4, and Game 7; we also include in our simula-

tion the original experiment of Cooper et al. (1989).1 As
shown in Fig. 3(a), SbEU can account for these experimen-
tal data (Pearson r = .8489, p = .0325). We have simulated
N = 100,000 participants, with s = 1.

3.1.2 Battalio et al. (2001) and Schmidt et al. (2003) To
experimentally test Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory of
equilibrium selection, Battalio et al. (2001) and Schmidt et
al. (2003) systematically investigated the role of risk- and
payoff-dominance (and possible interaction between the two)
in human coordination. As Battalio et al. (2001) and Schmidt
et al. (2003) show, Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory pro-
vides a poor account of their experimental data.

Battalio et al. (2001) tested participants in three coordi-
nation games; Schmidt et al. (2003) tested participants in
four coordination games. Using SbEU, we next simulate the
experimental data of Battalio et al. (2001) and Schmidt et
al. (2003). As shown in Fig. 3(b), SbEU can accurately ac-
count for these experimental data (Pearson r = .9320, p =
.0022). We simulated N = 100,000 participants, with s = 1.

Collecting the experimental data simulated separately in
Sec. 3.1.1 and Sec. 3.1.2, Fig. 3(c) shows that SbEU can ac-
curately account for the aggregate experimental data (Pearson
r = .8846, p < 10−4). We have simulated N = 100,000 par-
ticipants, with s = 1.

3.2 The Effect of Time Pressure on Coordination
The effect of time pressure on human coordination behavior
is largely understudied, but a series of recent studies are be-
ginning to shed light on it (Poulsen & Sonntag, 2019; Belloc
et al., 2019).

Next, we show that SbEU (together with level-k hypoth-

1Game 8 from Straub (1995) is not included in our simulation, as
experimentally observed behavior is inconsistent with the findings of
Schmidt et al. (2003). We simulate the experimental data of Schmidt
et al. (2003) in Sec. 3.1.2.
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esis) can account for the main experimental findings of
Poulsen and Sonntag (2019) and Belloc et al. (2019) on the
effect of time pressure on coordination, thereby providing the
first resource-rational account of these findings.

We assume that, under time pressure, players are level-1
agents, and, when time pressure is not implemented, players
are level-2 agents (see Sec. 2 for supporting evidence).

It is worth nothing that, being purely static (as opposed
to dynamic), Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory fails to ac-
count for how coordination behavior changes over time.

Poulsen and Sonntag (2019) In a recent study, Poulsen and
Sonntag (2019) experimentally investigated the effect of time
pressure on both symmetric pure coordination games and
the Battle of the Sexes games (which capture coordination
in the presence of conflict of interest). In the case of sym-
metric pure coordination games, Poulsen and Sonntag (2019)
showed that time pressure has no effect on people’s strategic
behavior. However, in the case of the Battle of the Sexes,
Poulsen and Sonntag (2019) showed that deliberation makes
a player move from choosing the strategy that corresponds to
the equilibrium state yielding the highest self-payoff, to the
strategy that corresponds to the equilibrium state yielding the
highest payoff for the other player. This is moving from self-
regarding behavior to other-regarding behavior.

SbEU, together with level-k theory, provides a mechanis-
tic account of this experimental finding of Poulsen and Son-
ntag (2019). Simulating the symmetric pure coordination
game from Poulsen and Sonntag (2019), our resource-rational
model predicts that time pressure has no effect on people’s
strategic behavior (χ2

(1) = .0168, p = .8968). However, simu-
lating the Battle of the Sexes game from Poulsen and Sonntag
(2019), our resource-rational model predicts that deliberation
makes a player move from self-regarding behavior to other-
regarding behavior (χ2

(1) = 3754.9, p < 10−3). We have sim-
ulated N = 100,000 participants, with s = 1.

Belloc et al. (2019) Relatedly, Belloc et al. (2019) sys-
tematically investigated the effect of time pressure on Stag-
Hunt games, a well-known class of coordination games which
model choice between a safe (aka Hare) vs. risky (aka Stag)
strategy; see Fig. 1(c).

Belloc et al. (2019) tested participants in four Stag-Hunt
games, under two experimental conditions. In the Time Pres-
sure condition, subjects were given 10 s to choose their strat-
egy in each game. In the Control condition, no time pressure
was implemented. Belloc et al. (2019) showed that people’s
tendency to choose the safe strategy increased with delibera-
tion.

SbEU, together with level-k theory, provides a process-
level account of the experimental finding of Belloc et
al. (2019). Simulating the four Stag-Haunt games from Bel-
loc et al. (2019), our resource-rational model predicts that the
tendency to choose the safe strategy increases with delibera-
tion (Game 1: χ2

(1) = 7263.2, Game 2: χ2
(1) = 6882.3, Game

3: χ2
(1) = 3379.6, Game 4: χ2

(1) = 8806.8, ps< 10−4). We

have simulated N = 100,000 participants, with s = 1.

4 General Discussion
Humans often opt to coordinate their actions in order to reach
a mutually advantageous state (e.g., Cooper, 1999; Brañas-
Garza & Cabrales, 2015; Belloc et al., 2019). In this work, we
presented the first resource-rational process model of human
coordination. As we demonstrated, a single-parameterization
of our resource rational model provides a unified account of
(1) the effect of time pressure on human coordination, and
(2) how systematic variations of risk- vs. payoff-dominance
affect coordination. Crucially, Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988)
Nobel-winning theory of equilibrium selection fails to ac-
count for (1-2).

Investigating the effect of time pressure on human coordi-
nation in the Stag-Hunt game, Belloc et al. (2019) showed
that people’s tendency to choose the safe strategy markedly
increases with deliberation. Because Stag can be interpreted
as a more collaborative and trusting strategy than Hare, Bel-
loc et al. (2019) interpreted their finding as evidence for a
dual-process model of human strategic decision-making, with
intuition promoting prosociality while increased deliberation
discourages prosociality. Our work provides a completely
new interpretation of Belloc et al.’s (2019) experimental find-
ing. In sharp contrast to a dual-process perspective, our work
presents the first, and thus far the only, single-process model
of the effect of time pressure on human coordination, provid-
ing a more parsimonious account. According to our resource-
rational account, it is the optimal use of limited cognitive re-
sources that underlies deliberation diminishing prosociality.
More specifically, according to our single-process model, a
boundedly-rational agent who selfishly maximizes their ex-
pected utility while optimally using their limited cognitive
resources should show prosociality as an intuitive response
(by choosing Stag more often) and increasingly move away
from prosociality by choosing Hare. Thus, according to our
work, intuitive prosociality is the effect of selfishly maximiz-
ing expected utility while optimally using limited cognitive
resources.

Importantly, our work is fully consistent with the recent
work showing that humans’ intuitive response being to co-
operate in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games is also the
effect of selfishly maximizing expected utility while opti-
mally using limited cognitive resources (Nobandegani et al.,
2019a). Relatedly, recent modeling work on the Ultimatum
game has shown that Responder’s intuitive response being
pro-fairness can be also accounted for by selfishly maximiz-
ing expected utility while optimally using limited cognitive
resources (Nobandegani et al., 2020).

Our work suggests that the optimal use of limited cognitive
resources may lie at the core of human coordination behav-
ior. In that light, our work is fully in line with the recent
work by Nobandegani et al. (2019a) showing that the optimal
use of limited cognitive resources can explain ostensibly ir-
rational cooperation in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games.
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As such, our work contributes to an emerging line of work
explaining human cognition as an optimal use of limited cog-
nitive resources (rational minimalist program, Nobandegani,
2017; Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman, 2015). This line of work
demonstrates that a wide range of human behaviors are ratio-
nal, provided that the computational and cognitive limitations
of the mind are taken into consideration (Simon, 1957).

In 1994, Nash, Harsanyi and Selten jointly received the
Nobel prize in economics; Nash for formally developing the
concept of Nash equilibrium, and, Harsanyi and Selten for
developing a rational theory of equilibrium selection. A sub-
stantial body of experimental work has shown that both Nash
equilibrium and Harsanyi and Selten’s (1988) theory of equi-
librium selection fail to provide a descriptive account of hu-
man strategic behavior (e.g., Fehr & Gächter, 2000; Keser &
van Winden, 2000; Brandts & Schram, 2001; Straub, 1995;
Battalio et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2003; Belloc et al.,
2019). The work presented here, together with Nobande-
gani et al.’s (2019a) resource-rational account of cooperation
in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma, begins to provide a com-
pletely fresh perspective on the Nash equilibrium and equilib-
rium selection — two foundational topics in behavioral eco-
nomics. Taken together, it suggests that understanding human
strategic behavior in terms of optimal use of limited cogni-
tive resources is not only a promising approach to account
for experimentally-documented deviations from Nash equi-
librium (cooperation in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma being a
prominent example), but can also offer a rational process level
explanation of strategy selection in the presence of multiple
equilibria. As such, our work suggests that understanding
human strategic behavior in terms of optimal use of limited
cognitive resources (Nobandegani, 2017; Griffiths, Lieder, &
Goodman, 2015) is a fresh, promising approach to behavioral
economics.
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Abstract
The present eye-tracking reading study investigated the real-
time processing of the so-called Lifetime Effect, which involves
the integration of temporal verb morphology and knowledge of
a referent’s lifetime (alive vs. dead). Critical stimuli contained
famous referents, meaning that their lifetime status is widely
known. In addition, context sentences mentioned their lifetime
status and occupation. Tense/aspect was manipulated in a fol-
lowing target sentence to contain either the present perfect or
the simple future (e.g., She has performed / will perform...).
For dead referents, the target sentence was infelicitous given
the tense/aspectual marking; for living referents, the mark-
ing was felicitous. This design permitted us to examine ef-
fects of lifetime status conveyed via world knowledge and lin-
guistic context on the processing of tense/aspect morphology.
Eye-tracking reading times revealed longer total reading times
at the critical (verb) and post-critical regions for the present
perfect when following a deceased context, while the dead-
simple future condition had shorter overall reading times than
any other condition. Naturalness ratings revealed the dead-
simple future to be quickly and reliably rejected, while the
dead-present perfect was deemed acceptable. However, the
latter was rated significantly lower than the living/present per-
fect condition. Taken together, the results imply that world
knowledge and an immediate context defining a real-world ref-
erent as being dead or alive can jointly modulate the processing
of subsequent verb tense/aspect, but with striking differences
between the present perfect and simple future.
Keywords: eye-tracking reading; language processing; tense
and aspect; context effects; world knowledge

Introduction
Language comprehension involves the integration of both
linguistic and non-linguistic information. Of relevance to
the current study, the integration of word and world knowl-
edge has been demonstrated for verb tense and aspect (e.g.,
Carreiras, Carriedo, Alonso, & Fernández, 1997; Madden &
Zwaan, 2003), real-world knowledge (e.g., Filik & Leuthold,
2013; Troyer & Kutas, 2018), as well as their integration
(Altmann & Kamide, 2007). The present study investigates
the interaction between temporal verb morphology (tense
and aspect) and knowledge about a specific real-world ref-
erent’s lifetime status (dead or alive) during language pro-
cessing, through the so-called Lifetime Effect in English. Of
interest is how this ‘lifetime’ knowledge, established through
world knowledge and context, modulates the processing of
the present perfect and the simple future.

Temporal verb morphology
Temporal verb morphology carries information about an
event, often divided into tense and aspect. Tense relates the
time of an action to the time of utterance, (past, present, or fu-
ture; ex.1a), while aspect describes the relationship between
the internal structure of the action and the topic time (on-
going: imperfective aspect, or complete: perfective aspect;
ex. 1b) (Comrie, 1976).

(1) a. Lynn lived/lives/will live in the Beaches.
b. Lynn was sitting/sat in the wing chair.

While languages vary in whether and to which degree they
grammatically mark tense and aspect, English, the focus of
the current study, grammatically marks both. However, time
reference may also be lexically defined (e.g., yesterday, right
now, tomorrow). When time reference is lexically defined,
verb morphology must agree with it (Comrie, 1976). Vi-
olations of this agreement are arguably relatively overt, as
the distinction between the past, present, and future is quite
stark. However, violations of aspect are arguably more subtle
(Madden & Zwaan, 2003).

Processing Tense and Aspect Although aspect has re-
ceived ample attention in theoretical linguistics (e.g., Comrie,
1976; Kiparsky, 2002; Klein, 1992), empirical studies inves-
tigating aspect are scarce, and have focussed on inferences
about event structure and information foregrounding (e.g.,
Ferretti, Kutas, & McRae, 2007; Madden & Zwaan, 2003),
or the asymmetry and interaction of tense/aspect impairment
in agrammatism (e.g., Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013).

By contrast, the processing of tense has been extensively
studied using various psycho- and neurolinguistic techniques.
For instance, the Visual World Paradigm (eye-tracking of
visual attention during auditory language processing) has
shown visual attention to be modulated by tense marking
(past vs. future). In Altmann and Kamide (2007), for ex-
ample, participants inspected a scene containing an empty
wine glass and a full beer stein. More looks were directed
at the empty wine glass when participants heard The man
will drink..., than The man has drunk, and vice versa. Thus,
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verb tense can modulate anticipation during comprehension.
Additionally, electroencephalography (EEG) studies have

shown tense violations (ex.2b) evoke a larger biphasic (left
anterior negativity ‘LAN’ - late positivity, ‘P600’) event-
related brain potential (ERP) than non-violations (2a), a pat-
tern often elicited by violations of morphosyntax (Baggio,
2008; Steinhauer & Ullman, 2002).

(2) a. Yesterday, I sailed Diane’s boat to Boston.
b. *Yesterday, I sail Diane’s boat to Boston.

While extant empirical research has compared the present
simple (does) with the past simple (did) or present progres-
sive (is doing), few studies have investigated the English
Present Perfect (has done), the focus of the current study.

The English Present Perfect The English Present Perfect
can be used to describe on-going (ex. 3a) or completed events
(ex. 3b) when these bear some current relevance or future
possibility (Klein, 1992). It is infelicitous with completed
past time reference, as it requires the topic time to include the
present. The use of the present perfect in conjunction with
a completed past temporal adverbial is therefore infelicitous
(ex. 3c). In other words, it connects past events to the present.

(3) a. Since 1996, Gino has lived in Italy.
b. Since 1996, Gino has been/*went to Italy twice.
c. In 1996, Gino *has been/went to Italy twice.

Roberts and Liszka (2013) investigated the processing of
tense/aspect violations in English in sentences like 3b and
3c. In an acceptability rating task, sentences containing a
time reference violation were rated lower than their con-
gruent counterparts by English native speakers for both the
present perfect and past simple. Interestingly, while both vi-
olations received low ratings (reflecting explicit awareness),
only present perfect violations (ex. 3c) elicited longer self-
paced reading times in native speakers. The authors inter-
preted this asymmetry in reading times as reflecting higher
severity of violations in which the present perfect is used in a
completed past time frame, compared to the past simple in an
incomplete time frame.

World Knowledge and Context Effects
In addition to linguistic knowledge, such as temporal verb
morphology, real-world semantic knowledge has been shown
to be rapidly integrated during language processing (e.g.,
Altmann, 1999; Altmann & Kamide, 1999), while violations
of such real-world knowledge have been shown to elicit pro-
cessing costs (ex. 4a). However, prior contexts which es-
tablish situations in which these violations become felicitious
(ex. 4b) have been shown to facilitate processing in com-
parison to when real-world violations are presented in isola-
tion (e.g., EEG: Ferguson & Cane, 2015; Nieuwland & van
Berkum, 2006; eye-tracking in the visual world: Ferguson,
Scheepers, & Sanford, 2010; eye-tracking during reading:
Ferguson & Sanford, 2008; Ferguson, 2012).

(4) a. The peanut was salted / *in love.
b. A woman saw a dancing peanut with a big smile

on his face.

These studies exemplified that prior contexts (i) are rapidly
integrated during on-line comprehension, and (ii) can create
a mental representation in which ‘real-world violations’ are
no longer processed as violations.

Specific long-term knowledge about well-known fictional
characters has also been shown to be integrated during
language processing, facilitating integration of otherwise
anomalous linguistic input (e.g., EEG: Filik & Leuthold,
2013; Troyer & Kutas, 2018; eye-tracking during reading:
Filik, 2008; Filik & Leuthold, 2013). In an eye-tracking ex-
periment, Filik and Leuthold (2013) presented sentences such
as ex. 5a, describing a scenario involving a well-known fic-
tional character (e.g., The Incredible Hulk or Shaggy from
Scooby Doo) or an unknown real-world character (e.g, Terry),
followed by a target sentence (ex. 6a) which was plausible
for one fictional character (The Incredible Hulk), but not the
other two characters (Shaggy or Terry)1, or a sentence which
was plausible for the real-world character (ex. 6b).

(5) a. The Incredible Hulk/Shaggy/Terry was annoyed
at the traffic in front of him.

(6) a. The angry man picked up the lorry and continued
on his way.

b. The angry man picked up/glared at the lorry and
continued on his way.

The authors reported early processing costs for both well-
known and real-world characters for whom an action is im-
plausible at the critical word (lorry; first-pass regressions out,
regression path duration), but later processing costs for the
real-world implausible condition only (total reading times).
This was consistent with a similar ERP experiment from the
same study, in which a larger N400 was reported for implausi-
ble conditions, suggesting participants were able to incorpo-
rate their long-term knowledge about famous fictional char-
acters during early language processing in a similar way to
new real-world characters, but the differences in later reading
measures implies this implausibility was more easily acco-
modated for fictional than real-world characters.

Lastly, specific factual real-world knowledge has also been
implicated as rapidly available during language processing
(e.g., Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, & Petersson, 2004), and
highly constrained hypothetical contexts have been shown to
override biographical real-world knowledge in on-line pro-
cessing, similar to ex. 4 above (e.g., 7a; Nieuwland & Martin,
2012).

(7) a. If NASA hadn’t developed its Apollo Project, the
first country to land on the moon would have been
Russia/??America.2

1The Incredible Hulk is a superhero from Marvel Comics with
super strength, whereas Shaggy is a fictional human for whom lifting
a lorry is not plausible.

2America was in fact the first country to land on the moon.
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The Lifetime Effect: Tense, Aspect, and World
Knowledge
Similar to the integration of real-world knowledge during lan-
guage processing evidenced above, the Lifetime Effect refers
to congruence between world knowledge (about the lifetime
status of a referent: dead vs. alive) and temporal/aspectual
marking (e.g., Mittwoch, 2008; Musan, 1997). As in ex.1, in
which the temporal verb morphology allows the reader to in-
fer the time of the event, the Lifetime Effect allows inferences
to be made about a referent’s lifetime (ex. 8). However, life-
time status may already be known through world knowledge
and/or context. Verb tense/aspect can therefore be congru-
ous or incongruous with respect to prior knowledge about a
referent’s lifetime, as in ex. 9.3

(8) a. My grandmother is from Prince Edward Island.
(inferred: living)

b. My grandfather was from Prince Edward Island.
(inferred: dead)

(9) a. Will Smith is/*was from West Philadelphia.
(common knowledge: living)

b. Amy Winehouse *is/was from Camden Town.
(common knowledge: dead)

The Lifetime Effect also applies to the English present per-
fect (has done), which is infelicitious with completed past
time and events in a dead referent’s lifetime (ex. 10; Chom-
sky, 1969; Katz, 2003; Klein, 1992)4. Note that, unlike the
violations in ex. 2 and 3, violations in examples 9 and 10 are
unproblematic if we don’t know the lifetime status of Will
Smith and Amy Winehouse.

(10) a. Will Smith has won/??won 4 Grammys.
common knowledge: living

b. Amy Winehouse *has won/won 7 Grammys.
common knowledge: dead

In the first-known investigation into the processing of the
Lifetime Effect, Chen and Husband (2018) presented par-
ticipants with short narrative contexts establishing the life-
times of two fictional characters (ex. 11). Participants were
then presented with a sentence containing the present simple,
which is incongruent with a deceased referent (ex. 12).

(11) a. living: John...is a real estate agent...,
living: Bill...lives in Europe.

b. living: John...is a real estate agent...,
dead: Bill...lived in Europe his whole life.

c. dead: John...passed away last year...,
dead: Bill...lived in Europe his whole life.

3Amy Winehouse died in 2011. As of the time of writing,Will
Smith is alive.

4The past simple is also used to describe actions of living indi-
viduals, but this is often done in a pre-determined topic time. A
statement such as Will Smith won 4 Grammys on its own leaves the
listener ’hanging in the air’ in the absence of an established past
topic time (Klein, 1992, pp.18; Werner, 2013).

(12) a. Critical: They are both very handsome.

Lower acceptability ratings and longer reading times in a
self-paced reading study were elicited when are was preceded
by a context introducing two dead referents (ex. 11c), or one
dead and one living referent (ex. 11b) compared to a context
introducing two living referents (ex. 11a).

Self-paced reading results revealed later processing costs
for the dead-dead context (at spillover sentence end) than the
living-dead context (post-verb region), suggesting late or cu-
mulative costs for the former and immediate costs for the lat-
ter violation. This provided the first evidence that information
about the lifetime status of a referent(s) is integrated during
processing, albeit with differing patterns depending on the
severity and salience of the violation.

Experiment
The current eye-tracking reading study investigated how
knowledge of a referent’s lifetime status can modulate the
processing of temporal verb morphology through the present
perfect Lifetime Effect. A secondary aim was to investigate
how the processing of subtle present perfect lifetime viola-
tions differs from more overt lifetime violations presented
by the simple future. Critical sentences included the English
present perfect or simple future, and were preceded by con-
gruent or incongruent lifetime contexts (i.e., dead or living)
describing famous cultural figures. Naturalness ratings were
combined with eye-tracking in order to tap into both explicit
language awareness (ratings) and implicit language process-
ing (reading measures). Names of famous cultural figures
were used to tap into world knowledge, with short context
biographies ensuring participants actually knew who the ref-
erents were. The reported experiment followed three pilot
studies with similar format and stimuli, but different judge-
ment tasks.

Methods
Participants Twenty-four native English speakers (aged
18-31, 21 female) participated in the study and were com-
pensated 16 Euros for their time. Participants were all right-
handed and had learned no other language before the age of
six.

Materials and Design The experimental stimuli contained
two two-level factors (lifetime: living or dead, verb tense:
present perfect or simple future), resulting in four conditions
(Table 1; PP: present perfect, SF: simple future). The ma-
terials consisted of 80 items which contained biographies of
two cultural figures with the same occupation and nationality,
but differing in lifetime status (ex. 13), and two critical sen-
tences describing an accomplishment which each of the cul-
tural figures achieved in either the present perfect or simple
future (ex. 14). Each item therefore contained four possible
sentence combinations. There were 320 (80 items x 4 con-
ditions) sentence combinations in total, distributed across 4
lists (80 items each appearing once in a given base list) in a
Latin square design. A total of eight verbs were used (appear,
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Table 1: Example item

Condition Context (lifetime) Critical (tense)
(1) living/PP Beyoncé... ...has performed...
(2) dead/PP Whitney Houston... ...has performed...
(3) living/SF Beyoncé... ...will perform...
(4) dead/SF Whitney Houston... ...will perform...

perform, play in, receive, release, sell, star in, win, work with,
write), balanced within each list to be presented evenly across
conditions (twice per condition per list).

(13) a. Beyoncé is an American performer.
She lives in California. (context - living)

b. Whitney Houston was an American performer.
She died in California. (context - dead)

(14) a. She has performed in many arenas in the past,
apparently. (critical - present perfect)

b. She will perform in many arenas in the future,
apparently. (critical - simple future)

Importantly, neither congruent nor incongruent stimuli
contained overt mention of time reference to which the sub-
sequent verb tense (present perfect or simple future) should
agree. Rather, the time reference was implied to be the life-
time of the cultural figure. Additionally, the two possible crit-
ical sentences (ex. 14a and 14b) were identical for the dead
and living conditions (ex. 13a and 13b). Therefore, read-
ing time differences (reflecting processing costs) are assumed
to reflect the difficulties integrating verb tense/aspect with
time reference implicitly determined through world knowl-
edge and/or immediate context.

Filler items (n = 124) consisted of sentences describing
fake cultural figures with similar structure to the critical
items. The exclusion criterion from subsequent analyses was
pre-determined as a median acceptability rating of≤3 for un-
ambiguously incorrect filler items (e.g., context: Sarah Jones
was a Canadian sculptor. She lived in Saskatoon, critical: He
is a father of five, according to Wikipedia).

Predictions Longer reading times reflecting processing
costs were predicted at the verb region in the dead/present
perfect condition, compared to the living/present perfect con-
dition (Table 1). We also predicted lower ratings on a 7-
point naturalness Likert scale for the dead compared to liv-
ing in both the present perfect and simple future conditions,
reflecting explicit awareness of the violations. Furthermore,
these ratings were expected to be lower for the dead/simple
future than dead/present perfect. No processing costs were
expected for the dead/simple future condition compared to
the living/simple future, due to the expectation of a quick de-
tection of the violation which would then lead to less time
spent viewing the sentence.

Procedure Eye-movements were recorded using an Eye-
Link 1000 desktop tracker with head-stabilizer (SR Research,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Context biographies were

presented on a computer display, followed by the critical sen-
tence in isolation. Participants then rated the naturalness of
the critical sentence in relation to the preceding context on a
scale of 1 (definitely wrong) to 7 (perfectly fine).

Data Analyses Sequential fixations shorter than 80ms in
duration were merged prior to analysis. Fixations shorter than
80ms or longer than 800ms were excluded. Critical sentences
contained six interest areas (shown in 15). The critical region
of interest contained the auxiliary and main verb. First-pass
time, regression path duration, and total reading time were
computed using Data Viewer (SR Research). First-pass time
and regression path duration are considered early measures,
reflecting early processing of the region (first-pass: sum of
all fixation durations in the critical region before exiting the
region; regression path: sum of all fixations in the critical
region before exiting to the right of the region). Total read-
ing time is considered a later measure, and is the sum of all
fixation durations in a region, reflecting late or cumulative
processing (Rayner, 1998).

(15) Shepronoun | has performed /will per f orm
verb
|

in many arenasNP/PP | in the past / future,time |
apparentlyspillover

One participant was excluded from analysis, as their me-
dian rating for unambiguously incorrect filler items (median
= 4) was above the pre-determined threshold (median = 3).

Given the residuals of the data were not normally dis-
tributed (Box-Cox test), the data were log transformed (Box
& Cox, 1964). Subsequent analyses were run on the log trans-
formed data. Linear mixed-effects regression models were
fitted to the log-transformed reading times and reaction times
(lme4 package in R), and ordinal logistic regression models
to rating data (ordinal package in R). Fixed effects were life-
time status, verb tense, and their interaction. Participant and
item were included as random effects, with main and inter-
action effects as random slopes. The models most parsimo-
nious given the data and research questions were used (Bates,
Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015).

Results
As described above, longer reading times reflecting process-
ing costs were expected for the dead/present perfect. Low
ratings and shorter reaction times were expected for the
dead/simple future, reflecting explicit awareness of the vio-
lations. Ratings for the dead/present perfect were expected to
be relatively high, but lower than the living/present perfect.

Reading measures Main effects of tense (t = 3.68, p < .01,
Cohen’s d = 0.2) and lifetime (t = 4, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
0.18), as well an as interaction effect (t = 3.8, p < .001, Co-
hen’s d = 0.35) were found in total reading times at the verb
region, but not in early measures (first-pass duration, regres-
sion path duration). Visual inspection of the data and sub-
set analyses indicated that the interaction effect was driven
by longer reading times at the verb in the dead/present per-
fect compared to all other conditions (Figure 1, all ps < .001,
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Figure 1: Log mean reading times at the verb region with 95%
confidence intervals (Gaze: first-pass duration, RPD: regression path
duration, TT: total reading times; PP: present perfect, SF: simple
future.

Bonferroni corrected). There were no differences in reading
times between the dead/simple future and living/simple future
conditions, which was also observed in previous pilot studies.

Exploratory analyses into other sentence regions yielded
significant differences in total reading times at the NP/PP re-
gion between the dead/ and living/simple future conditions (p
< .05, Cohen’s d = 0.29, Bonferroni corrected), as well as the
dead/simple future and dead/present perfect conditions (p <
.05, Cohen’s d = .4). There were also differences between
the two dead conditions in regression path duration in the
time and spillover regions (time: p < .05, Cohen’s d = .24;
spillover: p < .05, Cohen’s d = .32; Bonferroni corrected).
The reading times differences involving the dead/simple fu-
ture were driven by significantly shorter reading times for this
condition.

These results indicate processing costs for the present per-
fect, but not simple future, when preceded by a context estab-
lishing the referent as deceased. The lack of any significant
effects in the first-pass duration and regression path duration
measures implies the violation elicited late effects (or cumu-
lative, as late measures such as total reading times may also
include early processing effects; see Vasishth, von der Mals-
burg, and Engelmann (2013)).

Naturalness ratings The dead/simple future condition was
rated significantly lower (M = 1.3, sd = 0.96) than all other
conditions (all ps < .001; Figure 2a). The dead/present per-

Figure 2: Error bar plots with 95% confidence intervals of (a)
mean ratings across conditions, and (b) mean log reaction times.
PP: present perfect, SF: simple future.

fect was rated as relatively natural (M = 6.1, sd = 1.34), but
significantly less so than the living/present perfect condition
(M = 6.4, sd = 0.94; t = -3.78, p = .001).

Reaction times The reaction times to the critical screen
were significantly shorter for the dead/simple future condi-
tion than all other conditions (all p < .001; Figure 2b). There
were no other significant differences between conditions.

Discussion
Results from eye-tracking measures, reaction times, and nat-
uralness ratings revealed that the dead/present perfect condi-
tion elicited (late/cumulative) processing costs than any other
condition, and significantly lower naturalness ratings than the
living/present perfect condition. However, the dead/present
perfect received an overall high mean rating, indicating that
the violation either was not overt enough to be explicitly de-
tected, or was detected and deemed to not be severe. In con-
trast, the dead/simple future elicited shorter reading measures
from its living/simple future and dead/present perfect coun-
terparts in late regions and measures, as well as shorter re-
action times (representing total time viewing the critical sen-
tence), and extremely low ratings.

Three issues remain: (i) what are the implications
of the asymmetry between the violation ratings (low for
dead/simple future, implying explicit detection and reading
measures, and longer for dead/present perfect, implying im-
plicit detection); (ii) how can we account for the shorter read-
ing times for the dead/simple future, and (iii) what are the
implications of the overall absence of an effect in early read-
ing measures at the verb region?

Turning first to the asymmetry between the violation rating
scores and the reading measures, we raise a question: how
does the overtness of a violation modulate on-line process-
ing? Roberts & Lizska (2013) reported that the present per-
fect elicited longer reading times and lower ratings when pre-
ceded by an infelicitous temporal phrase (e.g., last week) than
when preceded by a felicitous temporal phrase (e.g., since last
week), whereas violations elicited by the past simple likewise
elicited low ratings, but no differences in reading times. The
authors concluded that although in both cases the violations
were rated similarly low (indicating explicit awareness and
high violation overtness), violations elicited by the past sim-
ple were less severe, eliciting no processing costs, as reflected
in the absence of reading time differences.

In a design more comparable to the present study, Madden
and Zwaan (2003) presented participants with subtle (i.e., less
overt) aspect violations: sentences in either the past simple
(made) or past progressive (was making) were followed by a
picture showing the named action as either completed (match:
past simple) or in-progress (match: past progressive). In a
forced binary choice task, participants reliaby accepted all
items (both match and mismatch), but reaction times were
significantly slower for mismatches. Thus, the authors con-
cluded that the aspectual mismatches were “sufficiently sub-
tle”, and participants were not explicitly aware of the aspec-
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tual mismatches (pp. 667).
The results from the current study are somewhat similar

in that violations containing the present perfect elicted pro-
cessing costs, indicating the detection of something not quite
right, but still received high acceptability ratings. In addition,
the simple future constitutes the more severe and obvious vi-
olation, but elicited no processing costs during reading. The
overtness of the violation (i.e., how obvious the violation is),
as well as its severity, could explain the rating asymmetries
between the present perfect and simple future. If a violation
is both overt and severe, it stands to reason explicit ratings of
the violation would be low because participants know there
is a violation (severe) and what the violation is (overt), as in
Roberts and Liszka (2013). However, if a violation were less
obvious and less severe, it is likely it would be found more
acceptable but could lead to parsing delays, as in Madden
and Zwaan (2003). To reiterate this point, ex.16 replaces the
context biography with a referent’s name (examples adapted
from Chomsky (1969)).

(16) a. Albert Einstein *has visited Princeton.
(dead - present perfect)

b. Albert Einstein *will visit Princeton.
(dead - simple future)

When comparing the two violations, we argue the viola-
tion in ex. 16b is both more severe and more overt than in
ex.16a. This could be attributed to the fact that the present
perfect refers to past events, and since Albert Einstein did
visit Princeton in the past, sentence 16a is true, but the
tense/aspect distinction, though subtle, is wrong (similar to
the mismatch conditions in Madden and Zwaan (2003)). The
event described in ex. 16b on the other hand is impossible.
This distinction may have well contributed to an imbalance
in overtness of the violation, as well as severity. Consider-
ing the extreme rejection rate in the naturalness ratings of the
(severe and overt) dead/simple future violations, along with
the longer reading times for the (more subtle and less severe)
dead/present perfect violations, this is not far fetched.

Turning to the second issue of the longer reading times
for the dead compared to the living/simple future condition,
the high overtness of the dead/simple future condition may
again provide an explanation. Assuming participants imme-
diately detected violations such as ex.16b, we suggest they
continued to the rating upon detection of the violation, also
accounting for the shorter reaction times and low ratings.
Whereas Roberts & Liszka (2013) concluded the lack of pro-
cessing costs elicited by past simple violations was due to
lower severity of the violation compared to the present per-
fect, the shorter reading times for the dead/simple future vi-
olations in the current study are more likely to be due to a
combination of the high overtness and severity of the viola-
tions with the task which immediately followed each item.
However, naturalness ratings are not enough to tap into the
distinction between the severity and overtness of the viola-
tions.

Lastly, the lack of reading time differences in the early
measures (first-pass reading time and regression path dura-
tion) is not dissimilar from the findings in Chen & Husband
(2018), who found longer reading times at the sentence end
when the Lifetime Effect had been violated by preceding a
dead-dead context (ex. 11c). Similar to the present study,
critical sentences alone did not constitute violations. Rather,
a violation could only be detected once considering the im-
mediately preceding context. Insofar as self-paced reading
times can be compared to reading measures, the delayed ef-
fect reported in Chen & Husband (2018) for the dead-dead
violation is not dissimilar to the processing costs found in the
total reading time in the current study.

The aim of the study was to investigate whether the lifetime
status of a referent modulates the processing of temporal verb
morphology deemed incongruent by the Lifetime Effect, and
how this modulation differs between subtle and overt viola-
tions presented by the present perfect and simple future, re-
spectively. The results revealed that a preceding dead context
lead to an increase in total reading times at the verb region,
and to lower ratings. However, each of these measures seems
to have been led by the present perfect and simple future, re-
spectively: the dead/present perfect had significantly longer
total reading times and lower naturalness ratings (albeit rel-
atively high ratings) than the living/present perfect, whereas
the dead/simple future condition led to significantly lower rat-
ings and shorter regression path duration and total reading
times than its living counterpart in later sentence regions. The
present perfect results are taken to suggest that the violations
were implicitly but not explicitly detected, whereas the simple
future findings suggest that the violation was quickly and eas-
ily detected and rejected. These findings taken together imply
that the lifetime status of a referent does indeed modulate the
processing of temporal verb morphology, but that the subtlety
of the violation plays a crucial role in this modulation.

Conclusion
The current study contributes to the growing evidence of
the integration of non-linguistic information during language
processing. The processing of temporal verb morphology was
shown to be modulated by the immediately preceding context
defining the lifetime of a referent as living or dead. How-
ever, asymmetries in the rating and reading measures imply
that violations presented by the dead/simple future condition
were highly overt, and yet they elicited no processing ef-
fects in comparison to the living/simple future. Meanwhile,
dead/present perfect violations were rated much higher (al-
though still lower than the living/present perfect) but did elicit
processing effects. This imbalance may be attributed to the
overtness of the violations and/or metalinguistic awareness
of the violations presented by the simple future, but not the
present perfect.

On-going experiments are investigating the separate effects
of context and world knowledge on processing of the Lifetime
Effect, which the current study design cannot tease apart.
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Abstract
Lexical semantic typology has identified important cross-
linguistic generalizations about the variation and commonal-
ities in polysemy patterns—how languages package up mean-
ings into words. Recent computational research has enabled
investigation of lexical semantics at a much larger scale, but
little work has explored lexical typology across semantic do-
mains, nor the factors that influence cross-linguistic similari-
ties. We present a novel computational framework that quan-
tifies semantic affinity, the cross-linguistic similarity of lexical
semantics for a concept. Our approach defines a common mul-
tilingual semantic space that enables a direct comparison of the
lexical expression of concepts across languages. We validate
our framework against empirical findings on lexical semantic
typology at both the concept and domain levels. Our results
reveal an intricate interaction between semantic domains and
extra-linguistic factors, beyond language phylogeny, that co-
shape the typology of polysemy across languages.
Keywords: semantic typology, cross-linguistic similarity,
word meaning, distributional semantics, multilingual word
embeddings

A central issue in cognitive science is the nature of the
mental mapping between language and the world. One oft-
studied question is how and why languages vary in the way
they use words to partition semantic space (e.g., Berlin &
Kay, 1969; Levinson & Meira, 2003). Polysemy—the use
of a single word form to express multiple related senses—
is a fundamental property of language that exemplifies this
variation. Figure 1 shows how word forms across languages
may differ in the sets of senses they cover. Despite this varia-
tion, there is also much cross-linguistic commonality in word
meanings, as seen in the overlap of sense expression in Fig-
ure 1. How much do languages vary in their lexical semantics,
and what contributes to the observed cross-linguistic patterns
of polysemy? Here we present a principled and large-scale
computational approach to these questions.

Work in typology—studies of the constrained variation
exhibited by languages—has identified important cross-
linguistic generalizations regarding polysemy patterns across
many semantic domains. For example, some research has fo-
cused on the primitives that underlie cross-linguistic lexical
categorization (e.g., Berlin & Kay, 1969; Levinson & Meira,
2003), while other work has studied the degree of universal-
ity of polysemy patterns (e.g., Majid, Jordan, & Dunn, 2015;
Youn et al., 2016). However, such studies have been restricted
in scope due to reliance on manual methods. To find robust
answers to the above questions on semantic typology, auto-
matic methods are required to enable larger scale study.

(1) A mobile mass of muscular tissue covered with mucous 

membrane and located in the oral cavity

(2) A human written or spoken language used by a community

(3) The tongue of certain animals used as meat (e.g., beef)

(4) A narrow strip of land that juts out into the sea

(5) The flap of material under the laces of a shoe or boot 

(6) A manner of speaking 

(7) In a bell: a metal rod that rings by striking the walls

English

tongue

Russian

язык

Hebrew

לשון

Figure 1: A partial list of meanings given in Babelnet for
the English word “tongue”, as well as for the corresponding
Russian and Hebrew word forms.

Computational research has proposed various methodolo-
gies to explore lexical semantic structure at a more compre-
hensive scale. Previous work exploiting distributional repre-
sentations has studied how language-pair semantic similarity
is influenced by various factors, including phylogeny (e.g.,
(Thompson, Roberts, & Lupyan, 2018; Beinborn & Choenni,
2019)), geography (Eger, Hoenen, & Mehler, 2016), cul-
ture (Thompson et al., 2018), and conceptual structure (Xu,
Duong, Malt, Jiang, & Srinivasan, in press). To the best of our
knowledge, the only study considering lexical variation at the
level of semantic domain is that by Thompson et al. (2018).
That study used monolingual word embeddings for quantify-
ing cross-linguistic semantic alignment in an inherently mul-
tilingual setting. Importantly, previous work has typically fo-
cused on descriptive analyses that are not evaluated against
the empirical generalizations reported in the literature.

We propose a novel framework1 for quantifying lexical se-
mantic variation that addresses these limitations in two re-
spects. First, we develop a measure of semantic affinity that
assesses the degree of semantic similarity of the correspond-
ing word forms for a concept across many languages. We
take an alternative approach to existing work in which we
construct a common multilingual semantic space that enables
a direct comparison of the lexical expression of concepts
across multiple languages. Second, we evaluate our approach
against known findings in the typological literature to assess
the validity of our measure.

1All code and data are available at
https://github.com/ellarabi/semantic-affinity
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Background on Lexical Semantic Variation
We focus on some key findings regarding lexical variation and
factors that influence it, at the level of individual concepts,
domains, and languages. We summarize these empirical find-
ings in Table 1, which we will assess our framework against.

Individual Concepts. Semantic change is an important
source of polysemy, and factors that influence that process
may also influence the degree of semantic affinity of con-
cepts. A number of studies have shown that the rate of se-
mantic change is correlated with the psycholinguistc factors
of frequency and degree of polysemy (estimated by num-
ber of senses), and minimally correlated with word length (a
proxy of frequency) when frequency and polysemy are both
controlled for (e.g., Hamilton, Leskovec, & Jurafsky, 2016).
Pagel, Atkinson, and Meade (2007) also found that numbers
(e.g., “two”) are slowest to change among the grammatical
categories, which follow a specified order (Table 1).

Semantic Domains. Recently, much research on lexical se-
mantic typology has studied cross-linguistic universals and
principles of variation in patterns of polysemy (e.g., Berlin
& Kay, 1969; Levinson & Meira, 2003; Majid et al., 2015;
Youn et al., 2016). Two studies in particular enable us to
assess the relative level of semantic affinity across different
semantic domains. First, Majid et al. (2015), using naming
tasks to elicit lexical data, manually determine an ordering of
the degree of semantic variation among four conceptual do-
mains across 12 Germanic languages; see Table 1. Second,
Youn et al. (2016), using manual translation across 81 lan-
guages, found that a set of 23 basic concepts pertaining to
the physical environment exhibits “universal tendencies” in
lexical semantics—i.e., has a high degree of cross-linguistic
similarity. In particular, they show that this similarity is un-
accounted for by phylogeny, geography, or climate (with one
exception, which we return to in our results). Interestingly,
Regier, Carstensen, and Kemp (2016) did find an effect of
environmental factors on the cross-linguistic lexicalization of
“snow” and “ice” (but this subdomain is too small to assess).

Language-Level Influences. Studies quantifying similar-
ity between pairs of languages have exploited distributional
properties extracted from monolingual (e.g., Beinborn &
Choenni, 2019; Thompson et al., 2018) or bilingual (Eger
et al., 2016) semantic spaces. The findings by and large high-
light the correlation between languages’ semantic and phylo-
genetic similarity (Beinborn & Choenni, 2019). Correlations
of geographical (Eger et al., 2016) and cultural (Thompson
et al., 2018) factors with cross-linguistic semantic similarity
have been shown. However, an analysis of their influence
across various semantic domains, and evaluation against em-
pirical observations, have been lacking.

Our Approach. Our work is closely related to that by
Thompson et al. (2018), who presented a large-scale study

of cross-linguistic semantic alignment at the level of the do-
main. That study used monolingual semantic spaces to quan-
tify cross-linguistic semantic alignment, where the similarity
between words representing a concept in two languages was
estimated indirectly through the proximity of these words to
their (partial) neighbourhood in individual spaces. Our work
explores an alternative approach based on semantic affinity,
which differs in that we: (1) quantify cross-linguistic seman-
tic similarity in a direct and unmediated way, by construct-
ing a common multilingual semantic space shared across lan-
guages of interest; (2) evaluate this framework against empir-
ical findings in the literature, a critical aspect that was not ex-
plored in the previous work; and (3) leverage this framework
to perform analysis of factors—both linguistic and extra-
linguistic—that influence semantic affinity of a concept, at
the levels of a single concept and a domain.

Datasets
Translation Sets. Measuring cross-linguistic semantic
affinity of a concept requires a set of words representing that
concept in various languages. We used NorthEuralex (Dellert
et al., 2017), a large lexicostatistical database providing ac-
curate (manual) translations of over 1000 basic concepts in
107 languages from 20 distinct language families of Northern
Eurasia, including over 30 Indo-European languages. Each
concept, represented by a corresponding German term, is an-
notated for part-of-speech (POS), and links to a set of word
forms representing this concept in other languages. This
yields a set of common concepts, spanning multiple domains,
and including accurate translations of the same concept into
words across multiple languages. Since these words naturally
have various additional meanings across the languages, re-
flecting various patterns of polysemy, this introduces a natu-
ral testbed for our analysis. Despite limitations due to known
quality control issues,2 this is one of the most comprehensive
multilingual datasets, suitable for this study.

Cross-Linguistic Polysemy Data. BabelNet (Navigli &
Ponzetto, n.d.) is a very large multilingual semantic network
in which each node represents a language-independent mean-
ing, to which words across the represented languages can
link. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, the node for
the meaning “A human written or spoken language used by a
community” will be linked from the English word “tongue”,
as well as the corresponding words in Russian and Hebrew.
Crucially, as seen in the figure, our target words that repre-
sent the same NorthEuralex concept in different languages
may cluster different (sub)sets of meanings – sharing a com-
mon set of meanings, but deviating in language-specific ones.
For each of our concepts, we document the total number of
distinct meanings associated with it cross-linguistically, as
accessed through the words representing this concept in the
set of languages used in this work. We restricted the list of
concepts to those supported in Babelnet by at least 30 of

2See note at http://northeuralex.org/.
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Level of analysis Summary of empirical findings from the literature
Individual Rate of semantic change correlates with frequency (-), polysemy (+), word length (≈0)
concepts Lexical evolution rate: number<pro.<adv.<noun<verb<adj.<conj.<prep.
Semantic Semantic variation: Color, Body Parts<Containers<Spatial Relations
domains Universal tendencies in lexicalizing basic concepts of the physical environment
Language-level Language phylogeny correlates with semantic similarity across languages
influences Environmental factors (geography/climate) influence lexical semantic typology

Table 1: Condensed summary of recent findings on lexical semantic typology to which we compare our approach.

the 35 languages considered in this study (i.e., at least 30
of languages have a corresponding word-form entity in the
database). This results in 697 concepts across many domains.

Computational Framework
Our goal is to measure the degree of semantic similarity of the
corresponding words for a concept across many languages.
We adopt a distributional semantics approach given the suc-
cess of such models in capturing subtleties of word meaning
(e.g., Hollis & Westbury, 2016; Pereira, Gershman, Ritter,
& Botvinick, 2016). We construct multilingual common se-
mantic spaces that enable the projection of words from mul-
tiple languages into a shared space (e.g., Conneau, Lample,
Ranzato, Denoyer, & Jégou, 2017). Specifically, words in
different languages that have roughly the same meaning are
brought close to each other within a single vector space. For a
given concept, we operationalize its semantic affinity across
languages by the degree of similarity of the corresponding
words’ representations in the common semantic space. This
notion of affinity can be extended to a semantic domain (a
collection of concepts) and to languages (across all concepts).

Building a Multilingual Semantic Space. We use the
Facebook MUSE framework (Conneau et al., 2017), shown to
obtain good results on many tasks (e.g., Artetxe & Schwenk,
2019; Beinborn & Choenni, 2019), for construction of a mul-
tilingual semantic space. The model uses a set of automat-
ically extracted bilingual dictionaries between pairs of lan-
guages to project monolingual word representations in two
languages onto a common space. It does so while optimizing
the mutual proximity of representations of an automatically
extracted set of translation equivalents (words referring to the
same entity; e.g., English “apple”, French “pomme”). Us-
ing English as a pivot language, the procedure can then be
scaled to any number of languages L, assuming an English–
L bilingual dictionary, and ultimately resulting in a common
massively multilingual semantic space. Further details on this
procedure can be found in Appendix A.

For building our multilingual space, we use the
set of 35 geographically-diverse languages supported by
NorthEuralex, Babelnet and MUSE bilingual dictionaries,
and the corresponding fastText monolingual embeddings
(Grave, Bojanowski, Gupta, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2018). In
training and validation, we excluded the entire set of words
representing our target concepts from the list of translation

equivalents whose proximity is optimized by MUSE in cre-
ating the common embedding space. Figure 2 illustrates
that different concepts can have differing degrees of cross-
linguistic similarity in the resulting common semantic space.

Figure 2: t-SNE projections of multilingual embeddings, cor-
responding to English terms “daughter” and “edge”.

Quantifying Semantic Affinity. The semantic affinity of a
concept w.r.t. a set of languages amounts to the mutual prox-
imity of embeddings representing the concept across various
languages; that is, the “tighter” the cluster of embeddings,
the more (cross-linguistically) similar the concept is (cf. Fig-
ure 2). Formally, given a concept c and a set of N word forms
representing c across a set of languages L={L1,L2, ...,LN},
we denote its corresponding 300-dimensional vector repre-
sentations by Vc = {vc

1,vc
2, ...,vc

N}. Using cosine similarity as
our similarity metric, we compute the centroid of Vc by cal-
culating the average of its constituents. This procedure results
in a vector in the direction of the cluster centroid:

Cent(Vc) =
1
N ∑

i
vc

i , i∈[1..N],‖vc
i ‖=1 (1)

We then estimate cross-linguistic semantic affinity of c
with respect to L by computing its cluster density, specifi-
cally, we average over individual words’ cosine similarities
to the (virtual) cluster centroid in Equation 1 (i ∈ [1..N]):

SemAff(Vc) =
1
N ∑

i
cos(vc

i ,Cent(Vc)) (2)

Intuitively, semantic affinity mirrors the extent of meaning
similarity of a concept as expressed across a set of languages.
For example, as expected from Figure 2, we find higher se-
mantic affinity for the concept corresponding to “daughter”
(0.766) than for that corresponding to “edge” (0.572).
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Results on Concepts and Domains
We first evaluate how well our measure of cross-linguistic se-
mantic affinity matches empirical findings at the level of in-
dividual concepts and semantic domains (Table 1).

Semantic Affinity of Concepts
We hypothesize that factors that play a role in lexical seman-
tic change (within a language) may also influence the degree
of semantic affinity across languages. We thus suggest the
following variables as predictors of cross-linguistic affinity:
Mean Word Rank. We derive a ranked list of the top-N
words in each language using frequencies recorded in word-
freq3 For a given concept c, we then average the ranks of its
corresponding words across the languages.4

Degree of Polysemy. We computed the total number of
unique senses of the words associated with a concept across
our languages (see the Datasets section for details).
Mean Word Length. We computed the average length of
word forms corresponding to a concept across our languages.

We perform multiple regression analysis using the seman-
tic affinity of concepts (SemAff, Equation 2) as the dependent
variable, and the predictors above as independent variables;
see Table 2. All variables together explain nearly 40% (adj.
r2=0.381) of the variance. Our results are in line with pre-
vious findings on the relation of these psycholinguistic vari-
ables to semantic change (cf. Table 1), as we expected since
lexical evolution is an important source of polysemy. Mean
word rank is negatively correlated with semantic affinity, im-
plying that less frequently used concepts have lower cross-
linguistic semantic affinity. As well, concepts with a higher
degree of polysemy exhibit higher cross-linguistic semantic
diversity. Finally, mean word length shows the weakest cor-
relation with affinity among the variables.

predictor coef.(β×10) std err(β) t-stat
coeff 6.615 0.001 445.747
mean word rank -0.242 0.002 -13.294
degree of polysemy -0.200 0.002 -16.037
mean word length 0.129 0.001 8.640

Table 2: Multiple regression analysis. The response variable
is concept semantic affinity, a real value in the 0–1 range.
p < .001 in all cases.

We further computed cross-linguistic semantic affinity for
various POS categories; that is, by averaging SemAff over
concepts that share the same POS in the NorthEuralex dataset,
requiring a minimum of five concepts per tag. Table 3 (left)
reports the results. Here too we find that our relative rankings
replicate the relative stability over time of these categories as
found by Pagel et al. (2007), with a single exception of a swap
in ordering between verbs and nouns (cf. Table 1).

3https://pypi.org/project/wordfreq/
4Word frequency (which strictly correlates with rank in a lan-

guage) is incomparable across different languages.

To provide a fine-grained qualitative view of our frame-
work, we visualize semantic affinities of 10 common con-
cepts in the domain of kinship. Figure 3 reveals an interest-
ing symmetry in this domain. Specifically, semantic affinity is
higher for kin terms that are more closely related to ego than
those farther away, and this trend is symmetric between male
and female kin types. Concretely, “aunt” and “uncle” (and
“grandmother” and “grandfather”) show the lowest semantic
affinity across languages, in comparison to the closer kin re-
lations such as children, siblings, and parents of ego. This
observation is consistent with independent empirical findings
suggesting that remote kin terms, e.g., “aunt” and “uncle”, are
most often extended to unrelated persons (Ballweg, 1969).
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Figure 3: Semantic affinity of kinship female and male terms
located by their relatedness to ego (left-to-right).

Semantic Affinity across Domains
We derive cross-linguistic semantic affinity at the level of a
domain by averaging the SemAff of its individual concepts.
We use semantic domains similar5 to those used by Majid
et al. (2015) and Pagel et al. (2007), as well as the set of
23 concepts analysed by Youn et al. (2016), denoting this of
words set as the “Youn et al. Set” hereafter.

Table 3 (right) reports the SemAff of each domain along
with its number of concepts. The results generally sup-
port fundamental observations in the literature: specifically,
that words used for Numerals, Colors, and Body Parts have
greater semantic affinity across languages than Spatial Rela-
tions (relational words) and Containers (artifacts). Our ap-
proach thereby provides additional empirical evidence for
theoretically-motivated hypotheses on the nature of lexical
semantic structure across semantic domains. However, our
findings do not strictly mirror the results reported by Majid et
al. (2015), e.g., spatial relations and containers are ranked in
the opposite order; that, possibly due to the slightly different
set of concepts in both categories, and the much larger set of
languages used in our experiment. The relatively high affinity
of the Youn et al. Set reflects the empirical finding by Youn
et al. (2016) regarding the universal semantic structure of the
underlying set of words—a finding that our results suggest
does not systematically generalize to additional domains.

5Restricted by the set of words used in this study, and by limited
availability of data used in previous work.
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domain count SemAff SD POS count SemAff SD
NUMERAL 21 0.701 0.034 Numerals 21 0.701 0.034
ADVERB 37 0.672 0.050 Youn et al. Set 22 0.683 0.031
VERB 204 0.668 0.041 Colors 9 0.675 0.028
NOUN 474 0.656 0.052 Body Parts 42 0.643 0.033
ADJECTIVE 102 0.645 0.038 Spatial Relations 8 0.621 0.043
PREPOSITION 5 0.631 0.046 Containers 9 0.611 0.030

Table 3: Cross-linguistic semantic affinity and standard deviation by part-of-speech and domain.

Results on Language-level Influences
Above we considered semantic affinity of concepts and do-
mains; we can also calculate a measure of semantic affin-
ity between languages (across concepts from a range of do-
mains). As noted earlier, there is much evidence that such
broad semantic affinity between languages is correlated with
phylogenetic similarity, but the evidence is sparser and less
clear regarding the influence of other factors, such as geog-
raphy and climate. Here, we extend both these strands of
work, by considering the influence of phylogeny, geography,
and/or climate on a large scale sample of concepts and do-
mains across languages. We expect genealogical similarities
between languages to be predictive of their semantic affinity.
Moreover, we hypothesize that geography and climate exhibit
predictive power on semantic similarity above and beyond
genealogy, thereby highlighting the effect of environmental
factors on shaping lexical semantic systems.

Semantic Distance Between Languages
We can measure semantic affinity between two languages
w.r.t. a single concept as the cosine similarity between the
projection of the two words representing that concept onto
our common semantic space. We then define semantic affin-
ity between two languages across a set of concepts as the av-
erage such similarity across the individual concepts. Finally,
to align with terminology in the literature on phylogenetic
distance (as opposed to similarity), we convert this semantic
affinity measure to a semantic distance by subtracting it from
1. Then, given a set of concepts C , semantic distance (SDist)
between two languages Li and Lj w.r.t. C is defined as:

SDist(Li,Lj) = 1 –
1
|C |∑

cos(vc
i ,vc

j ), c∈C (3)

We limit the following analysis to 22 IE languages in our
set,6 which have well-established historical data.

Phylogenetic and Environmental Factors
We use a well-accepted tree (Gray & Atkinson, 2003)
for computing phylogenetic distances between pairs of lan-
guages. We define phylogenetic distance between two lan-
guages as their (unweighted) path length in the tree. We
further model two environmental factors: geographical and

6We excluded English and Spanish because their widespread na-
tive use prevents isolating their geographic and climate data.

climate distances between languages.We model language-
pairwise geographical distance as the Euclidean distance be-
tween their corresponding (longitude, latitude) coordinates in
the NorthEuralex database. We model language-pairwise cli-
mate distance as the Euclidean distance between their climate
vectors. These vectors are formed from temperature and pre-
cipitation data in a climate database (Kottek, Grieser, Beck,
Rudolf, & Rubel, 2006). For each language, we extract this
data from the region whose (longitude, latitude) coordinates
are closest to those of the language in NorthEuralex.

Language-level Results and Discussion
Pairwise correlations show that the three predictor
variables—phylogeny (PHY), geography (GEO), and
climate (CLM)—are correlated with each other as expected:
a high correlation between PHY and GEO (Pearson’s
r = 0.559; genetically related languages are often close in
space), and between GEO and CLM (0.807; regions close in
space generally have similar climates). Importantly, all three
predictors also exhibit a significant association with semantic
distance (SDist): 0.402 for PHY, 0.518 for GEO and 0.516
for CLI. Notably, a higher correlation of SDist is found with
geographical and climate predictors than with phylogenetic
distance, suggesting that these have a considerable effect on
lexical semantic structure.

We next perform a multiple regression analysis to estimate
the relative contribution of each of the three factors to pre-
dicting language-pair semantic distance. The three indepen-
dent variables together explain 30% of SDist variance (adj.
r2=0.301); Table 4 reports the details. Although all predictors
share similar coefficients, the highest coefficient is assigned
to climate distance, implying its substantial predictive power
on semantic diversity of concepts in our data. The contribu-
tion of geographical distance appears only marginally signif-
icant, likely due to its interaction with climate.

coeff. std err
predictor (β×10) (β) t-stat pval
coeff 5.589 0.003 202.396 <0.001
PHY 0.086 0.003 2.587 0.005
GEO 0.087 0.006 1.452 0.063
CLM 0.141 0.006 2.505 0.006

Table 4: Multiple regression analysis predicting SDist.

Evidence beyond Language Phylogeny. We hypothesize
that the effects of environmental factors (GEO and CLM) are
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Figure 4: Partial correlation tests across focused domains. Each bar shows the correlation of language-pair SDist with one of
the factors (PHY, GEO, and CLM) while controlling for the other two. Empty bars show non-sig. correlation (p>0.05).

not uniformly distributed across domains: we expect them
to be most evident in concepts that are more subject to in-
terpretation associated with environmental conditions. We
construct focused sets of concepts that represent a variety of
semantic domains presumed to be affected by environmen-
tal factors to a varying extent. For example, the Clothing
domain includes words like “shirt”, “cap” and “boot”; Mo-
tion&Activity includes words like “ski”, “boat”, “sway”; and
the Weather domain includes words like “cloud”, “frost” and
“thunder”. We perform partial correlation tests of the predic-
tive power of each of the predictors—PHY, GEO and CLM—
on pairwise language distance within each domain (while
controlling for the other two). Figure 4 presents the results.

Our methodology reveals an intricate interaction between
the semantic domains and the influencing factors. We found
that each factor—not just phylogeny—plays a non-trivial role
in explaining the cross-language semantic affinities, and our
results are in accord with some independent findings from
the literature. In particular, phylogeny is the strongest and
the only significant predictor in the domain of Body Parts.
This finding is consistent with evidence that semantic shifts
in body-part terms provide important clues to proto-language
reconstruction (Matisoff, 1985). In contrast, we observed that
phylogeny alone is not sufficient to account for affinity of
Clothing, where climate would naturally co-shape the seman-
tic typology. Additionally, geography is a salient factor in the
domains of Kinship and Numerals, which relates to findings
that suggest kinship networks vary along geographical areas
(Murphy, 2008), and that numeral systems in a language fam-
ily are shaped by areal diffusion (Epps, 2005). Finally, the
significant effect of climate on the Youn et al. Set—a do-
main that is reported to exhibit cross-linguistic “universals”—
mirrors their own finding that the split of languages by humid
and arid areas was an exceptional case to their universal se-
mantics hypothesis (cf. Youn et al., 2016).

Conclusions
Lexical semantic typology reflects both variation and com-
monalities in the patterns of polysemy across languages. We
proposed a principled and large-scale approach to the study
of cross-linguistic lexical semantic structure at the levels
of individual concept and semantic domain. We evaluated
our framework against existing findings in previous stud-
ies, demonstrating results that conform to established fun-
damentals pertaining to semantic variation across languages.
Through the analysis of a subset of Indo-European languages,
our framework discovered that extra-linguistic factors of ge-
ography and climate carry over explanatory value regarding
semantic variation between languages—above and beyond
genealogical relations. Our work suggests that the environ-
ment may play an important role in explaining the cross-
linguistic variation in polysemy.

Despite these advances, our approach is currently limited
by the reliance on a manually curated dataset to provide the
translation equivalents across languages of the concepts we
investigate. In the future, we plan to apply our framework
on translation equivalents extracted automatically (e.g., via
word alignment in bilingual corpora), thereby extending it to
additional concepts and languages.
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Appendix A
In this appendix we lay out some intuition regarding the con-
struction of a multilingual semantic space. The procedure in-
volves fixing a pivot language (e.g., English), and performing
multiple steps of alignment of two semantic spaces (e.g., En-
glish and French), thereby generating a bilingual space. The
process can be further scaled up to an arbitrary number of lan-
guages, pairwise aligned with the pivot, and, therefore, with
each other. The essence of the construction of a bilingual se-
mantic space lies in aligning two monolingual spaces. The
input to the alignment process includes an (automatically or
manually constructed) dictionary of n words in two languages
{xi,yi}, i∈{1, ..,n}, and two matrices—X and Y—containing
d-dimensional representations (embeddings) of the n words
in the two languages: source (represented by the matrix X)
and target (represented by Y). The alignment procedure then
learns a linear mapping (matrix W∗) between the source and
the target semantic space such that:

W∗ = argmin
W∈Md(R)

||WX – Y||F, (4)

where d is the dimension of the embeddings, Md(R) is the
space of d×d matrices of real numbers, and X and Y are two
matrices of size d×n containing the embeddings of the words
in the aligned vocabulary (Conneau et al., 2017). The ‘F’ no-
tation on the right-hand side of Equation 4 denotes extracting
the matrix norm (a single number) by applying the Frobenius
norm (Datta, 2010), defined as:

||A||F =

√√√√ m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1
|aij|2 (5)

for an arbitrary matrix A with m×n dimensions.
Polysemous extensions are preserved in the bilingual dic-

tionaries by mapping a single word form with multiple mean-
ings in a certain language into distinct words in another
language, i.e., m×n mapping. As such, the French word
‘mandat’ is mapped into two English translation equivalents:
‘mandate’, ‘warrant’ in the automatically extracted French-
English dictionary. All binlingual dictionaries used in this
work are those provided by Conneau et al. (2017).
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Abstract

The prevailing focus on aggregated data and the lacking group-
to-individual generalizability it entails have recently been iden-
tified as a major cause for the low performance of cognitive
models in the field of syllogistic reasoning research. This arti-
cle attempts to add to the discussion about the performance of
current syllogistic reasoning models by considering the param-
eterization capabilities some cognitive models offer. To this
end, we propose a model evaluation setting targeted specifi-
cally toward analyzing the capabilities of a model to fine-tune
its inferential mechanisms to individual human reasoning data.
This allows us to (1) quantify the degree to which models are
able to capture individual human reasoning behavior, (2) ana-
lyze the efficiency of the parameters used by models, and (3)
examine the functional differences between the prediction ca-
pabilities of competing models on a more detailed level. We
apply this method to two state-of-the-art models for syllogistic
reasoning, mReasoner and the Probability Heuristics Model,
analyze the obtained results and discuss their implication with
respect to the general field of cognitive modeling.

Keywords: cognitive modeling; syllogistic reasoning; mental
models; probabilistic heuristics model; individualization

Introduction
Analyzing aggregated representations of data (e.g., response
distributions) and interpreting the results thereof allows re-
searchers to minimize noise and other sources of adversar-
ial variance which may obscure the actual effects of inter-
est (e.g., Eid et al., 2015). This is one of the reasons why
aggregated, or group-based, analyses of data have tradition-
ally been the standard procedure to investigate experimen-
tal data (e.g., in form of statistical hypothesis testing). Re-
cent studies, however, criticized the use of aggregation in
empirical sciences by demonstrating lacking generalizabil-
ity of group-based results to the individual level (Fisher et
al., 2018). Rekindling the long-standing controversy about
group-to-individual generalizability (e.g., Molenaar, 2004),
they warn that by disregarding inter-individual differences,
researchers might fail to accurately describe the natural pro-
cesses in question and risk arriving at misleading results
(Fisher et al., 2018).

One domain in which problems with respect to group-
to-individual generalizability have been surfacing recently
is syllogistic reasoning (e.g., Riesterer et al., 2019), one
of the core domains of deductive reasoning research. Syl-
logisms are quantified statements (featuring the quantifiers

∗Both authors contributed equally to this manuscript.

“All”, “Some”, “No”, and “Some ... not”) of the following
form:

All A are B
All B are C

What, if anything, follows?

A syllogism consists of three terms (A, B, and C). The mid-
dle term (B) occurs in both premises and is used to connect
their informational content. The end terms (A, C) only occur
in one of the premises and denote the categories whose rela-
tionship is to be determined via deductive inference. In total,
there are 64 distinct syllogistic problems with nine possible
responses each, eight of which are obtained by connecting
both end terms in either direction (A-C, C-A) via one of the
four quantifiers, and “no valid conclusion” (NVC) to indi-
cate that no logically valid response can be derived from the
premises.

With a long history of research focusing on aggregations
such as response distributions, syllogistic models were con-
sidered to provide reasonable explanations of human reason-
ing behavior (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). More re-
cent evaluations subjecting the traditional syllogistic models
to individual response data found that individuals differ sub-
stantially from the “average reasoner”, i.e., the response be-
havior obtained from the most frequent answers, the models
tried to capture (Riesterer et al., 2019). However, by eval-
uating general predictions of models (as reported in Khem-
lani & Johnson-Laird, 2012) on individual human responses,
these evaluations focused on investigating the overall group-
to-individual generalizability of models and therefore disre-
garded the fact that at least two of the cognitive models of-
fer parameterization capabilities. Intended to fit models to
groups of reasoners (e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2016),
the parameters should theoretically allow the models to be
fine-tuned to the response behavior of individuals. This en-
ables us to determine how well the models’ assumed cog-
nitive processes align with the inferential mechanisms em-
ployed by human reasoners.

In this article, we investigate the individualization capabil-
ities of parameterized models for human syllogistic reason-
ing. To this end, we propose a model evaluation setting that
aims at measuring a model’s ability to “cover” the response
behavior of individual reasoners, i.e., the ability to provide
a specification of the reasoner in terms of its parameteriza-
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tion (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2018). In this setting,
we exemplarily evaluate two state-of-the-art models for syl-
logistic reasoning, mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2013) and the Probability Heuristics Model (Chater & Oaks-
ford, 1999), analyze the obtained results and discuss them
with respect to their implications for the field of syllogistic
reasoning research as well as cognitive modeling in general.

Theoretical Background
For over 100 years, researchers have contributed to the field of
syllogistic reasoning research (starting with Störring, 1908).
Since then, in its intent to provide accurate descriptions and
formalizations for the human inferential processes, the field
has generated twelve major cognitive theories (for a review,
see Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012) as well as various
other models (e.g., Riesterer et al., 2019; Brand et al., 2019;
Dietz Saldanha & Kakas, 2019).

The ability of the prevailing twelve theories of syllogis-
tic reasoning to predict significant human response patterns
was evaluated in a comprehensive meta-analysis (Khemlani
& Johnson-Laird, 2012). Khemlani & Johnson-Laird (2012)
collected datasets obtained from psychological experimenta-
tion and aggregated them by determining which of the con-
clusion options were considered “liable”, i.e., given by more
than 16% of the participants. From their analysis, the authors
concluded that while most of the theories give fairly accurate
response predictions (71%-84%), the theories differed with
respect to their proportions of hits and correct rejections mak-
ing it difficult to determine an overall best theory of human
syllogistic reasoning.

More recent studies found that when subjecting the same
models to the task of predicting individual human responses
instead of aggregations, accuracies drop to values below 35%
(Riesterer et al., 2018, 2019). Instinctively, one might have
hoped to dismiss this issue as an effect of inconsistencies
and noise that may affect the response pattern of an individ-
ual reasoner. However, the model obtained from predicting
the response most frequently selected by participants (most-
frequent answer, MFA) substantially outperformed the pre-
dictive capabilities of models (by 10%) suggesting general
flaws in their inferential mechanisms. Moreover, by training
data-driven machine learning models on syllogistic response
data, it could be shown that individual patterns of syllogistic
reasoning exist and can be leveraged to reach higher levels
of performance surpassing the MFA (Riesterer et al., 2019).
Since the MFA represents the upper bound of performance
models disregarding inter-individual differences can possibly
achieve, these results illustrate the potential that still remains
in the field.

These past evaluations of cognitive models attempted to
provide an analysis of their group-to-individual generalizabil-
ity; they did not leverage the parameterization possibilities
some models offer. Consequently, the results do not yet im-
ply that the underlying theories are generally unable to ac-
commodate individuals. They rather suggest that the iconic

model predictions derived from the theories do not directly
reflect the reasoning behavior of individuals. Unfortunately,
though, individualization capabilities were not in the focus
of most traditional approaches to modeling human syllogistic
reasoning. As a result, only two of the syllogistic models are
available as formalisms offering a parameterization for their
underlying inferential mechanisms: mReasoner (Khemlani &
Johnson-Laird, 2013) and the Probabilistic Heuristic Model
(Chater & Oaksford, 1999).

mReasoner
mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013) is a cogni-
tive model that follows the Mental Model Theory (MMT) of
reasoning (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 2010). At its core, MMT as-
sumes that reasoners construct mental representations of the
information contained in the premises by instantiating a set of
symbolic entities, which each can be assigned to one or more
of the syllogistic terms in accordance to their premise quan-
tification. From the initially constructed model, a first conclu-
sion candidate can be drawn and subsequently validated via
a search for counterexamples that checks for inconsistencies
with the input premises. If a counterexample is found, the
mental model is corrected and the inferential process starts
anew until a valid conclusion is found or inference is aborted
by concluding NVC.

mReasoner was developed as a LISP-based program1 that
formalizes the theoretical assumptions of MMT by relying
on a set of four parameters (e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2016): λ ∈ (0,8], ε ∈ [0,1], σ ∈ [0,1], and ω ∈ [0,1] (for a
summary, see Table 1).

λ specifies the size of the initially constructed mental
model by parameterizing a Poisson distribution from which
a number of entities is drawn to represent the premise infor-
mation. The entities are then assigned to the syllogistic terms.
For this step, ε specifies the probability to which the degree
of completeness of the constructed model is determined. Low
values entail that the premise information is only partially re-
flected by the entities in the constructed model which is one
of the mechanisms making the derivation of logically invalid
conclusions possible. σ denotes the propensity of mReasoner
to engage its search for counterexamples and ω specifies how
to continue after a counterexample is found. With the proba-
bility of ω, the conclusion quantifier is weakened and a new
search for counterexamples starts. Otherwise, NVC is con-
cluded.

Probability Heuristics Model
The Probability Heuristics Model (PHM; Chater & Oaksford,
1999) shifts the focus of inference away from logic valid-
ity by proposing a set of simple heuristics that approximate
probabilistically valid, or p-valid (Adams, 1996), inferences.
PHM relies on three generative heuristics (G1-G3), which are
used to propose a candidate conclusion that is either accepted
or rejected by two test heuristics (T1, T2).

1github.com/skhemlani/mReasoner
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Table 1: Parameters of mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2016) and PHM (Chater & Oaksford, 1999) as per the imple-
mentations used in the analysis along with their ranges (possible values in the case of PHM) and summarizing descriptions.

Parameter Range Description

mReasoner
λ (0,8] Maximum number of entities in the mental model.
ε [0,1] Completeness of the model.
σ [0,1] Propensity to engage the search for counterexamples.
ω [0,1] Likelihood to weaken conclusion candidates.

Probability Heuristics Model
p ent {0,1} Decides whether min-heuristic or p-entailment generates conclusion.
conf A {0,1} Confidence based on max premise quantifier “All”.
conf I {0,1} Confidence based on max premise quantifier “Some”.
conf E {0,1} Confidence based on max premise quantifier “No”.
conf O {0,1} Confidence based on max premise quantifier “Some ... not”.

The min-heuristic (G1) defines the quantifier of the con-
clusion to be the quantifier of the least informative premise.
Chater & Oaksford (1999) define the ranking of informa-
tiveness as “All” > “Some” > “No” > “Some ... not”. P-
entailment (G2) proposes the statement that probabilistically
follows (p-entails; Chater & Oaksford, 1999) from the min-
heuristic candidate as an alternative conclusion candidate for
the syllogistic problem. As an example, for the min-heuristic
candidate “All A are C”, the p-entailed conclusion would be
“Some A are C”. Attachment (G3) finally specifies the order
of terms by postulating that if the least informative premise
begins with an end-term, it is used as the subject of the con-
clusion. Otherwise, the end-term of the most informative
premise is used.

After the initial conclusion candidate is determined, the
max-heuristic (T1) postulates that a reasoner’s confidence in
this conclusion is proportional to the informativeness of the
most informative premise. In consequence, if this premise
uses uninformative quantifiers, the likelihood of the reasoner
to reject it and respond with NVC is increased (Copeland &
Radvansky, 2004). Similarly, the O-heuristic (T2) states that
conclusions featuring the quantifier “Some ... not” are to be
avoided because of their uninformativeness (Chater & Oaks-
ford, 1999).

The parameters of PHM serve the purpose to provide a
specification of the behavior observable in groups of reason-
ers (see Table 1). As such, p ent specifies the probability
of p-entailment use for deriving an alternative conclusion to
what is proposed by the min-heuristic, and conf A, conf I,
conf E, and conf O represent the confidences in the max-
heuristic quantifiers “All”, “Some”, “No”, and “Some ... not”,
respectively. The probability to conclude NVC instead of
the candidate generated by the min-heuristic or p-entailment
scales proportionally with these confidence values (Copeland
& Radvansky, 2004).

Method

The goal of our analysis is to determine the degree to which
cognitive models are capable of capturing the response pat-
terns of individual human reasoners. To pursue this objec-
tive, we propose an evaluation setting for cognitive models
that puts individuals into the focus of attention. It builds on
the idea that parameters of cognitive models indicate proper-
ties of the assumed inferential mechanisms: given response
data of a human reasoner, we search for a model parameter-
ization minimizing its prediction error. From this, we obtain
parameter values reflecting the inferential mechanisms of the
reasoner. The resulting fits allow for an in-depth analysis of
the model’s ability to capture individual reasoning behavior.

The scores obtained from coverage analysis essentially re-
flect goodness-of-fit (GOF) measures which focus on the ca-
pability of accommodating for individuals in terms of model
parameters. While there is consensus in the recent litera-
ture that an overreliance on GOF may adversarially affect
model selection (e.g., Roberts & Pashler, 2000), coverage
still adds important evidence to the discussion about model
performances. If models (and their underlying assumptions)
accurately reflect cognitive processes, they must be able to
capture individual behavior in terms of their parameteriza-
tion. Even if the absolute coverage scores may not allow for
precise interpretation, their differences and magnitudes can
be assessed: One the one hand, significant differences be-
tween models highlight substantial differences in their capa-
bility to handle individuals, which is important information
for future modeling endeavors. On the other hand, comparing
the coverage scores of individualized and aggregate models,
i.e., models which do or do not provide parameters for captur-
ing individual differences, respectively, allows for an assess-
ment of the necessary condition of individualized models: If
the performance of an individualized model does not exceed
the performance of its aggregate competitors, its parameters
are unable to properly capture the source of individual differ-
ences. Consequently, an assessment of the theoretical merit
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of the model is not justified. In sum, coverage analyses can
serve as an additional tool in the modeler’s toolbox based on
which the individualization capabilities of models can be as-
sessed comprehensively.

Note that, realistically, we cannot expect models to per-
fectly predict an individual reasoner’s responses because of
the noise that is to be expected in human experimental data
(e.g., motivational issues or misunderstandings with respect
to the task). We therefore contrast the models fitted to indi-
vidual reasoners with both, their aggregated counterparts (fit-
ted to the whole dataset) and the performance obtained from
the most-frequent answer (MFA), a statistical baseline rep-
resenting the upper bound of performance achievable by ap-
proaches that do not leverage the potential of individualiza-
tion (e.g., Riesterer et al., 2019).

Fitting Cognitive Models

For our analysis we rely on two available models for syllo-
gistic reasoning that offer individualization capabilities via
parameterization: mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2013) and the Probability Heuristics Model (PHM; Chater &
Oaksford, 1999).

mReasoner mReasoner uses its parameters to specify prob-
ability distributions that configure its model generation and
interpretation processes (e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird,
2016). To find an optimal parameterization, we perform a
grid search with 11 steps resulting in a step size of 0.1 for
parameters ε, σ, ω, and step size 0.79 for λ (14641 parameter
combinations in total). Due to the stochastic nature of its pa-
rameter use, we also apply repeated random sampling query-
ing mReasoner for five predictions to obtain an estimate of
the expected outcome of its probabilistic inference processes.

Probability Heuristics Model (PHM) PHM (Chater &
Oaksford, 1999) is not available publicly as an implemented
and parameterized model. However, in its original specifi-
cation (Chater & Oaksford, 1999), the authors elaborate the
various possibilities to individualize its behavior (e.g., by se-
lecting the conclusion-generation heuristic to apply). Based
on this, we developed a Python-based implementation while
maintaining communication with one of PHM’s authors.

The parameters PHM uses differ from mReasoner’s pa-
rameters in that they specify independent Bernoulli distribu-
tions. Since PHM does not include mechanisms to addition-
ally condition these distributions on the syllogistic problem
being solved, they globally define the inferential behavior of
the model. In our optimization we search for deterministic
reconstructions of reasoning behavior. As such, we try to op-
timize for the expected outcome PHM produces with respect
to its coverage accuracy allowing us to consider the parame-
ters as binary flags. For example, even if a reasoner uses p-
entailment for 40% of the syllogistic responses, the expected
prediction outcome would still be maximized by setting p ent
to 0. Consequently, PHM features a much smaller parame-
ter space even though its number of parameters is higher than
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Figure 1: Coverage performances of the models. The box-
plots describe the prediction accuracies of the models with
boxes ranging between the quartiles, the middle line indicat-
ing the median performance, and whiskers extending to the
last accuracy value within the inter-quartile range. Depicted
are the performances of mReasoner (blue) and PHM (green)
each fitted to both group data and individual data. The dashed
line represents the median performance achieved by the most-
frequent answer (MFA), i.e., the model that always predicts
the response given by most participants in the dataset.

that of mReasoner. This allows us to exhaustively search for
optimal parameterizations.

Dataset
For our analyses we use the Ragni2016 dataset obtained from
the Cognitive Computation for Behavioral Reasoning Anal-
ysis (CCOBRA) Framework2 which contains data from 139
reasoners responding to all 64 syllogistic problems, each. For
each problem, participants were instructed to select the con-
clusion following from both premises out of the nine possible
response options (for more details on the dataset, see Ragni et
al., 2019). The dataset we used, along with the model imple-
mentations and material for this article is publicly available
on GitHub3.

Results
Coverage Performance
Figure 1 depicts the results for the individual coverage per-
formance of the models. It contrasts the models’ predictions
for the “average reasoner” which were not fitted to individual
responses (mReasoner-Group, PHM-Group) with the individ-
ually parameterized variants (mReasoner-Indiv, PHM-Indiv).
Comparing the predictive accuracies of the previous and new
analyses, it becomes apparent that parameterization helps to
boost performance slightly (median performance increases of
6% for mReasoner and 8% for PHM). This suggests that the
available parameters can indeed be used to capture individual
reasoning behavior better than the traditional description of
an “average reasoner”.

A comparison of PHM and mReasoner shows that PHM
slightly outperforms mReasoner. Only PHM is able to ex-
ceed the performance of the most-frequent answer. As such,

2github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra
3github.com/nriesterer/cogsci-individualization
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Figure 2: Distribution of the optimal parameter values for
mReasoner. The values on the x-axis correspond to the values
used for the applied grid search.

it demonstrates the general ability to capture individual rea-
soning behavior better than purely aggregate models possibly
can.

Parameter Usage
Investigating the distribution of optimal parameter values al-
lows us to determine the efficiency of the model parameters.
If a parameter is predominantly assigned similar values for a
large variety of individuals, it could mean that the underlying
process does not fulfill a meaningful function in represent-
ing individual properties of human reasoning. Conversely, an
evenly occupied parameter space indicates an efficient use of
the available parameters.

mReasoner The resulting distributions of optimal parame-
ter values for mReasoner are depicted in Figure 2. Generally,
mReasoner distributes its parameters fully across their avail-
able parameter ranges. Interestingly, parameters appear to be
either uniformly (ε,λ) or bimodally (ω,σ) distributed. Re-
flecting the propensity to engage in counterexample search
and weakening of the candidate conclusion quantifier, the bi-
modality of σ and ω seems to split individuals into groups
of more or less deliberative reasoners. On the other hand, ε

and λ appear much more continuous in their values. Theo-
retically, this could point to their general ability to capture
the nuances of human reasonings with greater detail. How-
ever, when investigating the fit results, in many cases, the grid
search yielded multiple equally performing parameterizations
for the same individual. Counting the number of different pa-
rameter values, on average, individuals were assigned 4.79
values for ε, 1.74 for λ, 1.47 for ω, and 1.14 for σ. This sug-
gests, at least for ε, that its underlying property, i.e., the com-
pleteness of the constructed mental model, is of limited im-
portance for mReasoner’s fitting capabilities with many cases
in which different values lead to equivalent outcomes.

Probability Heuristics Model PHM’s parameter space oc-
cupancy is presented in Figure 3. The plot depicts a stacked
barplot with blue (left) and orange (right) bars indicating the
number of reasoners for which the corresponding parameters
were set to 0 and 1, respectively.

139 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 139
Number of Reasoners

conf_A

conf_E

conf_I

conf_O

p_ent

param = 0 param = 1

Figure 3: Distribution of PHM’s parameters. The barplots
depict the number of reasoners for which the optimization
results in a value of 0 (blue) or 1 (orange).

With respect to the max heuristic confidence parameters,
the figure shows a gradual shift from conf A to conf O.
This is to be expected, since they are internally ordered and
constrained: conf A ≺ conf I ≺ conf E � conf O (Chater &
Oaksford, 1999). Once a parameter is set to 0, all subsequent
ones have to be 0, too. Consequently, conf A is expected to
show the least amount of 0 values.

p ent exhibits the highest amount of 0 values. It appears
as if only few reasoners consistently behave similar to p-
entailment to generate a conclusion candidate. Revealing a
weakness of PHM’s p-entailment heuristic, it represents a
secondary process to generate conclusion candidates serv-
ing the purpose to capture responses deviating from the min-
heuristic (e.g., Chater & Oaksford, 1999). Since p-entailment
use is expected to only occur occasionally, p-entailment will
not be considered a consistent property of reasoning and as
such is typically set to 0 in our fitting process.

Interestingly, though, despite being severely limited in
its parameterization, PHM is able to outperform mReasoner
which relies on a far more complex parameter space.

Performance Congruency
The overall model performances (Figure 1) suggest minor
differences between mReasoner’s and PHM’s capabilities to
capture individual syllogistic reasoning behavior. This raises
the question to which degree the models differ in their pre-
dictions, i.e., whether they are capable to successfully capture
different subsets of reasoners, or if they are largely congruent
in their performances.

The results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 4. For
each model, we split the reasoners in our dataset into four
groups (quartiles) based on their associated coverage perfor-
mances. In a next step, we compare the groups to determine
their congruency, i.e., the overlap between mReasoner’s and
PHM’s performance-based quartiles. For example, the first
quartile indicates that there is 77% overlap between the in-
dividuals that were captured worst by the models. Overall,
the quartiles of individuals identified for both models aligned
nicely with an average accuracy difference of 5%.

Figure 4 shows that mReasoner and PHM agree most in
the extremes, i.e., in quartiles 1 and 4 representing worst and
best coverage performances, respectively. For quartile 4, this
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Figure 4: Overlap between mReasoner’s and PHM’s perfor-
mance. For each model, reasoners were split into four quar-
tiles (x-axis) in accordance to their respective model predic-
tion accuracies in ascending order. The y-axis depicts the
percentage of matching individuals between mReasoner’s and
PHM’s quartile sets.

result is to be expected because of the aggregation-focused
design of the models. It most likely contains the individuals
that behave similarly to the processes targeted by the models,
i.e., average reasoning behavior. For quartile 1 on the other
hand, the large overlap must not necessarily correspond to
agreement between the models on the level of their assumed
inference mechanisms. It more likely reflects that the par-
ticipants’ reasoning behavior contained in this quartile can-
not be captured adequately by both models’ latent parameter
spaces. Reasons for this could be manifold ranging from high
levels of noise in the data making the response behavior un-
systematic and random to the possibility that reasoners rely
on processes that cannot be explained in terms of the models’
assumed cognitive processes. The latter would be in line with
the aggregated origin of models since it can be assumed that
reasoners differing greatly from the average cannot be ade-
quately captured by the traditional models. Finally, in quar-
tiles 2 and 3, both models disagree more which indicates that
the differences between the models’ inferential mechanisms
manifest most distinctly in medium performance ranges.

Discussion
Recent work evaluating the predictive performance of cog-
nitive models for human syllogistic reasoning demonstrated
substantial shortcomings when shifting the focus from ag-
gregated representations of data to the behavior of individ-
uals (e.g., Riesterer et al., 2019). Having been deemed
a consequence of the prevailing focus on aggregation and
the controversially discussed problem of lacking group-to-
individual generalizability in empirical sciences (e.g., Fisher
et al., 2018), this paper investigated the previously disre-
garded individualization capabilities of models thereby eval-
uating them to the fullest extent of their abilities. By fitting
the two available parameterized models for syllogistic rea-
soning, mReasoner (e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013)
and the Probability Heuristics Model (PHM; Chater & Oaks-
ford, 1999), to individual response data and evaluating their
ability to successfully recreate the observed reasoning behav-

ior from their latent parameterization alone, we were able to
determine the degree to which they qualify as accurate the-
ories of individual syllogistic reasoning. With accuracies of
between 40% and 50% and the limited parameter efficiencies,
especially for PHM, our results suggest substantial potential
for improvement. Still, the individualizations were able to
achieve a slight improvement in performance over their ag-
gregated counterparts (6% for mReasoner, 8% for PHM).

Going beyond the general prediction accuracies of the
models, our analysis allowed us to investigate the properties
and efficiency of their parameterization. We found that al-
though severely more restricted in terms of its parameters,
PHM achieves similar results as mReasoner which suggests
that its core principles specify a more compact representa-
tion of human reasoning behavior. Still, both models lever-
age the potential for parameterization to a limited degree
only. PHM does not include mechanisms to dynamically se-
lect the heuristics to apply for a given syllogistic problem.
As such, the parameter for selecting the alternative conclu-
sion generation heuristic p-entailment bears almost no signif-
icance for individual reasoning. In case of mReasoner, multi-
ple parameterizations resulting in equivalent coverage perfor-
mances could be determined which indicates limited capabil-
ities to uniquely identify latent representations of reasoners.
Especially ε, which, on average, produced equivalent results
for five out of the eleven possible parameter values, seems to
have negligible influence.

Overall, both models were largely aligned in their ability
to represent specific individuals in terms of their latent pa-
rameters. They performed best on nearly the same set of par-
ticipants (82% congruency) suggesting that, on a functional
level, their different approaches to formalizing human syllo-
gistic reasoning do not differ greatly with respect to the in-
dividuals they can represent. For the case of low accuracies,
a similarly high congruency can be observed suggesting that
the latent parameterizations of both models are unable to ac-
commodate a fairly distinct set of reasoners. It remains an
open question for future research to investigate whether this
is due to noise in the data or due to the models failing to cap-
ture the fundamentally different reasoning behaviors of some
subpopulations of reasoners.

In sum, our work extends previous investigations of the
problems surrounding group-to-individual generalizability in
syllogistic reasoning research by focusing on the parameter-
ization possibilities of cognitive models. Only if we develop
models capable of generating accurate predictions for indi-
vidual reasoners, we will reach levels of performance that
truly justify treating the models’ underlying theoretical as-
sumptions as explanations for the cognitive processes of hu-
mans. Taking into consideration the inter-individual differ-
ences observable in most instances of behavioral data makes
adequate parameterization of models not a commodity but a
necessity. This calls for a paradigm shift not only for the de-
velopment of cognitive models, but also with respect to the
way models are evaluated.
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Abstract 
Competing accounts of metaphor processing make 
differentiating predictions regarding the role of a metaphor’s 
elements: While some claim that the elements are role-neutral, 
others believe them to play different roles from the get-go. We 
tested these predictions with an investigation of German verb-
object metaphors such as Sebastian füttert eine Prinzessin 
(‘Sebastian feeds a princess’). Results are in line with accounts 
that posit different roles for a metaphor’s elements. 
Additionally, we investigated the distinctive influence of 
context and a verb’s selectional preferences when anticipating 
a post-verbal object. The findings show that participants 
anticipate an upcoming object less when these two factors clash 
(i.e., when context and a verb’s selectional preferences point 
towards different objects), compared to when they are aligned 
(i.e. when they point towards anticipating the same object). 

Keywords: metaphor processing; eye-tracking; visual world 
paradigm; experimental pragmatics; situated sentence 
comprehension 

Introduction 
When we hear the metaphor Sebastian’s cat is a princess 

(meaning that Sebastian’s cat is spoiled and very picky), how 
do we go beyond the encoded meaning of the word princess 
(member of a royal family) to grasp its figurative meaning? 
An important part of the answer to this question lies in 
understanding the relationship between a metaphor’s topic 
(e.g., Sebastian’s cat) and the metaphoric vehicle (a princess) 
during processing. Two leading theories of metaphor 
comprehension make different claims about this relationship 
(see Holyoak & Stamenković, 2018).  

The first one, which we refer to as ‘Implicit Comparison’, 
claims that the metaphoric meaning of princess is understood 
through analogical reasoning. In this process, one must first 
fully retrieve the meaning of both topic and vehicle in order 
to understand their relational similarities. Relational 
similarities can be understood as coherences in the internal 
structure of the metaphoric elements (Gentner & Bowdle, 
2008; Wolff & Gentner, 2011). After the relation between the 
structures has been understood, inferences are projected from 
vehicle to topic. 

 A second view, which we refer to as the ‘Category 
Membership’ approach, sees metaphor comprehension as a 
modulation of the encoded meaning of the metaphoric 
vehicle. Here, the vehicle represents a newly created, goal-

oriented category (Glucksberg, 2001; McGlone & Manfredi, 
2001; Sperber & Wilson, 2008), which involves adjusting the 
vehicle’s meaning and understanding that it refers to a 
superordinate category of which the topic is a member. In this 
view, topic and vehicle play different roles throughout the 
entire process: While the encoded meaning of the vehicle is 
modulated, the topic provides a narrow set of dimensions 
necessary for this modulation to take place. 

The question here is one of symmetry: Do the elements in 
a metaphor play the same initial role during comprehension 
or are their roles different throughout? One way in which this 
can be investigated is by varying the relative position of the 
elements in a metaphor during processing (Wolff & Gentner, 
2011). However, addressing this question experimentally is 
difficult, considering that nominal metaphors (which are at 
the center of research on metaphor processing) cannot 
normally be reversed while keeping their meaning intact 
(Sebastian’s cat is a princess is not equivalent to The princess 
is Sebastian’s cat).  

With the present work we address this issue by instead 
examining the time course of processing German verb-object 
metaphors, which do allow for the position of their elements 
to be naturally reversed without altering the meaning of the 
metaphor.  

Competing Views on Metaphor Processing 
The issue of whether or not the position of the elements of 

a metaphor matters during comprehension arises from the 
different underlying cognitive mechanisms assumed to be at 
play by the opposing views presented in the introduction. The 
Implicit Comparison view claims that a metaphor is 
understood in two stages: An initial stage of structural 
alignment and a secondary one of projection of inferences 
from vehicle to topic (Gentner & Bowdle, 2008). The initial 
stage is itself divided into three steps throughout which 
matches between identical properties of topic and vehicle are 
established and then grouped together into structurally 
consistent clusters known as ‘kernels’. The kernels are then 
merged into a few structurally consistent interpretations. This 
entire first step is non-directional (Gentner et al., 2001): Both 
concepts must be equally scanned for similarities in their 
structure, regardless of position in the sentence. One way to 
understand this process is in terms of lexical retrieval: To 
create structurally consistent interpretations and determine 
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structural similarities, both concepts must be entirely 
retrieved from memory, together with their associated 
features: It is not possible to know the ways in which the 
structures relate to one another if the structures for each term 
are not fully retrieved from memory.  

The Category Membership view, by contrast, claims that 
metaphor understanding is essentially a local process of 
category construction and inclusion. This process has been 
described in terms of lexical modulation (Sperber & Wilson, 
2008) or dual-reference (Glucksberg, 2003). A listener 
retrieves the encoded meaning of the heard word (princess) 
and subsequently understands that the word refers to a 
superordinate category, princess* (meaning roughly 
something like ‘things that are spoiled and need extra care’) 
that includes both the literal princess and Sebastian’s cat as 
its elements. The construction of this particular ad-hoc 
category is guided by the most prominent features of the 
metaphoric topic, also referred to as the topic’s relevant 
dimensions (Glucksberg, 2001). Without these dimensions 
being activated before the vehicle, lexical modulation fails, 
and the metaphoric vehicle is understood literally (at least 
temporarily). But when these topic dimensions precede the 
vehicle, arguably very few features of the encoded meaning 
of the vehicle must be retrieved in order to create the ad-hoc 
category. Whether the topic comes before or after the vehicle 
is therefore crucial.  

One study by Wolff and Gentner (2011) deals with the 
issue of symmetry by looking at comprehension times of 
metaphors compared to their reversed counterparts. They 
showed participants directional nominal metaphors (a rumor 
is a virus), their reversed equivalents (a virus is a rumor), 
literal category statements (the apple is a fruit) or scrambled 
statements (the cat is a library). Participants were asked to 
quickly give a comprehension judgement after the sentence 
had been presented for 1200 or 1800 ms (in experiment 1); 
600 or 1200 ms (in experiment 2); and 500 or 1600 ms 
(experiment 3). The results showed that at the shortest 
presentation times (500 and 600 ms) participants gave 
comparable ratings to both metaphors and their reversed 
counterparts, while the literal category statements and 
scrambled statements remained at ceiling and basement level 
respectively. The authors argue that this is evidence in favor 
of an initial alignment stage in which both topic and vehicle 
are evaluated equally, regardless of their position. If during 
initial stages of processing the order of the metaphorical 
elements mattered, then we should have seen significantly 
lower comprehensibility ratings for the scrambled compared 
to the regular metaphors. 

However, this evidence is based on the assumption that (i) 
the processing of metaphors is comparable to that of their 
reversed counterparts, and (ii), that speeded 
comprehensibility judgements reflect initial stages of 
processing. 

Supporters of the Category Membership view would 
disagree with the conclusion of Wolff and Gentner (2011), 
given that they see the irreversibility of nominal metaphors 
itself as evidence for a role-specific distribution of labor 

(Glucksberg, 2008). It is thus necessary to test the claims with 
stimuli that permit reversing the elements of the metaphor 
without rendering the expression infelicitous. 

 Metaphors and Incremental Language 
Processing  

A common characteristic of the psycholinguistic research 
on metaphor processing has been to examine the processing 
of metaphors once the entire metaphoric expression (i.e., 
topic and vehicle) has been presented and understood. 
However, research on situated incremental language 
processing has shown that understanding language involves 
an ongoing and simultaneous integration of different types of 
information (visual and linguistic) in order to update the 
mental representation of an event, as well as to generate 
expectations about upcoming (linguistic) input. Expectations 
about upcoming linguistic information can be guided (among 
other things) by possible referents that have been established 
in the previous linguistic context (Altmann, 1999), events in 
the visual context (Knoeferle et al., 2005) as well as semantic 
and world-knowledge constraints imposed by verbs 
(Altmann & Kamide, 1999). Thus, if we want to study the 
contribution of the individual elements of a metaphor to the 
overall interpretation during real-time processing, we would 
benefit immensely from anchoring our investigation in a 
situated, incremental language processing approach.  

Verb-Object Metaphors 
The current study contributes to the ongoing debate on the 

symmetry of metaphor comprehension by examining the 
activation patterns of literal vs. figurative meaning of 
metaphors during situated incremental language processing. 
Crucially, we are interested in metaphors that allow the order 
of presentation of their elements to be naturally reversed. 
Such constructions occur in German in cases in which the 
metaphoric vehicle appears as the accusative object of a 
sentence such as (a) and (b) in Table 1 below. An important 
feature of German syntax is that it alternates from a Subject-
Verb-Object (SVO) to a Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) surface 
sentence structure in the presence of an auxiliary verb. This 
allows us to test the contribution of each element in a 
metaphor (the vehicle or the verbal topic) by changing 
sentence tense and observing whether there are differences in 
the way in which metaphoric meaning is constructed. 

It is important to note that the metaphor in 1a) and 1b) does 
not share the canonical topic-vehicle structure of metaphors 
such as my lawyer (TOPIC) is a shark (VEHICLE). Instead, 
we have the verb füttert (‘feeds’), which we describe as the 
“verbal topic”, given that it is the element in the sentence 
pointing to the nominal topic (the cat). The word füttert, when 
embedded in an appropriate context (see Table 1) will most 
likely activate the metaphoric topic Katze (‘cat’), given that 
the verb (together with context) provides enough semantic 
and contextual constraints for us to anticipate its most likely 
discourse referent. 

Another important property of verb-object metaphors is 
that, as opposed to the topic in a nominal metaphor, the verbal 
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topic brings with it a set of thematic roles, i.e., a number of 
selectional preferences regarding the semantic properties of 
the verb’s complements and arguments. Thematic roles have 
been shown to facilitate anticipation during incremental 
language processing (e.g. Altmann, 1999; McRae et al., 
1997). The verb füttern, for example, requires one accusative 
object, and perhaps with the feature [+ animal]. 

 Theories on metaphor processing have not previously 
looked at utterances such as 1a) and 1b) and have not made 
explicit predictions about how processing occurs. However, 
if a theory claims that a metaphor must necessarily be 
understood through a form of interaction between a topic and 
a vehicle (as Implicit Comparison and Category Membership 
views do), we must assume that the topic must be realized 
(even if indirectly) somewhere in the utterance, making the 
verb füttert the best candidate. 

Context versus verb-based expectations 
Furthermore, the claim that füttert will activate the 

metaphoric topic Katze is supported by past experimental 
evidence on the anticipation of post-verbal objects. Altmann 
and Kamide (1999) found that when participants hear 
sentences that include verbs with selectional restrictions 
(such as eats in the sentence the boy eats cake) participants’ 
eye movements anticipated the direct object by moving 
towards the only depiction of an edible object in the given 
visual array upon verb onset presentation. In a follow-up 
study (Kamide et al., 2003), the authors reported that even 
when a verb does not on its own provide enough evidence for 
participants to anticipate a verbal object, the combination of 
a verb and a noun phrase can do just that: Upon hearing the 
man will ride… participants looked more at a visually 
represented motorbike than when they heard the girl will 
ride… These findings support a view of language processing 
according to which language comprehenders construct a 
mental representation of an event that is updated as soon as 
more information becomes available, and this information is 
in turn used to generate expectations about further input.  

This line of research raises the question of whether 
anticipating an upcoming verbal object is driven by verb 
semantics alone or by the contextual plausibility granted by 
the previous linguistic context. Metusalem et al. (2012) asked 
a related question in an investigation of the role of event 
knowledge during incremental language processing. Their 
goal was to show that information about an event provided 
by a (linguistic) context could activate information that is 
compatible with the event at hand yet incompatible with the 
unfolding linguistic input. Words that are contextually 
incompatible can - if they belong to the domain of the event 
at hand (‘semantically related’) compared to contextually 
incompatible and semantically anomalous words - elicit a 
reduced mean amplitude N400 effect (a brain wave signature 
that via relative amplitude changes indexes lexical-semantic 
processes). Thus, regardless of grammatical and thematic fit, 
information relevant to the construction of a mental 
representation of an event can facilitate processing. But what 
if the information provided by the verb’s selectional 

preferences is at odds with prior context information? We 
address this additional question in our experimental 
investigation. 

The Experiment 
We designed an eye-tracking experiment to address both 

the issue of metaphor symmetry in comprehension and the 
interaction between contextual cues and verb selectional 
preferences during the anticipation of post-verbal objects. 

Participants 
Thirty-two native speakers of German (aged 18 to 32) with 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision gave their informed 
consent and received 12 Euros each for their participation. 
The number of participants was determined via an a-priori 
power analysis through simulations using data from a pilot 
study (n=12) with the help of the R package ‘SimR’(Green & 
MacLeod, 2016). The power analysis determined that with 32 
participants power would be above 80% assuming a true 
effect size (for the difference between early-metaphoric and 
late-metaphoric in the vehicle region) with a Cohen’s d value 
of 0.2.  

Methods, Materials and Design 
We created 36 verb-object metaphors which were paired 

with a literal and a metaphorical context (as seen in Table 1). 
Items were normed for metaphoric aptness and contexts were 
matched for length (±2 characters) as well as syntactic 
structure. The last sentence in each context was identical 
across conditions with the exception of the disambiguating 
word: In the literal conditions, participants heard the literal 
disambiguating word (Adlige, ‘noble woman’) and in the 
metaphoric contexts they heard the metaphoric 
disambiguating word (Katze, ‘cat’). This word was always 
the same word used in the written context to describe the 
given referent.  

Additionally, we created 72 combinations of contexts + 
utterances as fillers: Metaphoric utterances, idiomatic, and 
literal sentences. For the filler trials, there was always one 
target image and three distractors, so that participants could 
easily and reliably establish the appropriate referent.  

The experiment had a 2x2, repeated-measures design with 
the factors Contextual Bias (literal vs metaphoric) and Verb 
Position (early vs late, see Table 1 and Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Example pictures for a critical item. Literal 
picture is bottom-left and metaphoric picture is top-right. 
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Table 1: Example of a critical item 
 

Literal context: Sebastian liebt eine berühmte Adlige. Er hat sie 
in einem Schloss kennengelernt und seitdem sind sie 
unzertrennlich. Die Adlige ist schwach und abhängig, und kann 
sehr hilfsbedürftig sein. Deswegen tut Sebastian alles für sie, 
wenn sie Hunger hat. Er wird sich immer um sie kümmern 
wollen. (English translation: ‘Sebastian loves a famous noble 
woman. He met her in a castle and they have been inseparable 
since. The noble woman is weak and dependent and can be very 
needy. That’s why Sebastian would do anything for her when 
she’s hungry. He will always want to take care of her.’). 
Metaphoric context: Sebastian liebt eine wunderschöne Katze. 
Er hat sie in einem Tierheim adoptiert und seitdem sind sie 
unzertrennlich. Die Katze ist verwöhnt und launisch, und kann 
sehr wählerisch sein. Deswegen würde Sebastian alles für sie 
tun, wenn sie Hunger hat. Er wird sich immer um sie kümmern 
wollen. (English translation: ‘Sebastian loves a beautiful cat. 
He adopted her in a shelter and they have since been inseparable. 
The cat is spoiled and moody and can be very fussy. That’s why 
Sebastian would do anything for her when she’s hungry. He will 
always want to take care of her.’) 
1a) Early verb position: Sebastian füttertVERBAL TOPIC eine 
PrinzessinVEHICLE, und wird unablässig der Katze (metaphoric 
disambiguating word in metaphoric conditions)/ der Adligen 
(literal disambiguating word in literal conditions) beistehen. 
(Literal English translation: ‘Sebastian feeds a princess and 
will relentlessly the cat support’) 
1b) Late verb position: Sebastian wird eine PrinzessinVEHICLE 

fütternVERBAL TOPIC, und wird unablässig der Katze (metaphoric 
disambiguating word in metaphoric conditions)/ der Adligen 
(literal disambiguating word in literal conditions) beistehen. 
(Literal English translation: ‘Sebastian will a princess feed and 
will relentlessly the cat support) 

Predictions 
If the Implicit Comparison view holds, we should find that 

when participants hear ‘feeds’ (topic), the relationship 
between looks to the princess (literal picture) and the cat 
(metaphoric picture) should be similar in the early verb and 
late verb constraint conditions. If, on the other hand, the 
Category Membership view holds, we should find differences 
in this relationship when participants listen to füttert, 
depending on its position (before or after Prinzessin). 
Specifically, we should find that when participants hear the 
topic prior to the vehicle, they will settle on a metaphoric 
interpretation of the vehicle (anticipate the cat) more easily 
than when they hear the vehicle prior to the topic. 

Regarding the anticipation of a verb’s likely upcoming 
object, there are three possible scenarios when the 
information given by the linguistic context clashes with a 
verb’s selectional preferences: Participants could rely on (i) 
the verb or (ii) on the context to anticipate an upcoming 
object, or they could (iii) not anticipate the object whatsoever. 
Accordingly, in the literal-early condition (where context is 
compatible with princess as a likely object and the verb is 
more compatible with ‘cat’ as a likely object), we would 
either expect (i) a preference for looking at the cat (compared 
to the princess) or (ii) a preference for looking at the princess 

(compared to the cat), or (iii) no significant preference for 
either one. 

Procedure 
The experiment was a modified version of the classic eye-

tracking Visual World Paradigm. Participants first read a 4-
sentence text (see Table 1 for an example) and clicked 
anywhere on the screen when they were ready to continue. 
They then saw 4 pictures on the screen: One representing the 
literal (princess) and another the metaphoric (cat) meaning of 
the target sentence as well as two distractor images (see 
Figure 1 for an example). After two seconds, they heard the 
target utterance while the pictures remained on the screen 
(see Table 1 for an example of a critical item). Their task was 
to click on the image that they thought best fit both the written 
context and the spoken sentence. They could only move the 
mouse once the utterance had been played. On 1/3 of the trials 
(filler trials only), they answered multiple choice questions 
on the content of either the written text, the pictures, or the 
spoken utterance. Participants’ eye movements were 
recorded using an EyeLink 1000+ eye-tracker from the 
company SR Research. 

Analysis and Results 
We quantified participants’ viewing preference by 

measuring log-ratio (Arai et al., 2007) between looks to the 
metaphoric picture divided by looks to the literal picture 
when participants heard the topic (füttert, ‘feeds’) and the 
vehicle (Prinzessin, ‘princess’). Log-ratio values are centered 
around 0, where positive values indicate a preference for the 
metaphoric picture and negative values a preference for the 
literal picture.  

We fitted linear mixed-effects regression models to our 
data following the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013). All 
models included the factors Contextual Bias, Verb Position 
and their interaction as fixed effects as well as trial number 
as a control variable.  

We fitted two models: One for Prinzessin (vehicle region) 
and one for füttert (verb region). Models were coded using a 
treatment contrast scheme, tailoring our contrasts to our 
hypotheses (Schad et al., 2019). When using treatment 
contrast, one condition is used as a baseline (the intercept of 
the model), with the coefficients of the predictor variables 
representing direct comparisons between a predictor and the 
baseline group while keeping all other predictors at a fixed 
level. This differs from the ANOVA-style, sum-contrast 
traditionally used, in which the intercept represents the 
overall mean of all conditions, and the coefficients of the 
predictor variables represent the effect of a specific factor 
compared to the overall mean. 

Importantly, when using treatment contrast the coefficient 
of the intercept tests the null-hypothesis of whether the 
outcome value (i.e., log-ratio) is equal to zero. This means 
that the intercept term will tell us if there is a preference for 
either literal (negative log-ratio) or metaphoric (positive log-
ratio) picture in the condition chosen as the baseline judging 
by whether or not the intercept is significantly different from 
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zero. The results for each region are summarized in Figures 
2 and 3.  

Summary of Results The results of the vehicle region 
suggest that the processing of verb-object metaphors differs 
depending on the position of topic and vehicle: In the 
metaphoric-early condition (topic has already been heard), 
participants showed a preference for the metaphoric picture 
(the cat) when hearing the vehicle (Prinzessin) as evidenced 
by a positive log-ratio. By contrast, in the metaphoric-late 
condition (topic has not been heard yet), they showed a 
preference for the literal picture (the princess) reflected in a 
negative log-ratio. These two conditions were also 
significantly different from one another, with the metaphoric-
early (vs. metaphoric-late) condition displaying a more 
positive log-ratio. No such difference was found between the 
literal conditions.  

The results of the verb region (topic) suggest that, in the 
metaphoric-early condition, participants were able to 
anticipate the cat (both contextually appropriate and in line 
with the verb’s selectional preferences), as indicated by the 
positive log-ratio. However, when there was a clash between 
contextual bias and the verb’s selectional preferences (as was 
the case in the literal-early condition, where the context 
points towards the picture of the princess as a likely referent 
while the verb points towards the cat) no evidence for 
anticipation was found as indicated by the literal-early 
condition’s log-ratio hovering around zero. Below we specify 
the results of the tests performed in each region. 

Vehicle Region (Prinzessin) The model for the vehicle 
region included random terms for context bias by subjects 
and context bias and verb constraint by items. This model was 
fitted three times: the first one coding the metaphoric-early 
condition as the intercept, the second one doing the same with 
the metaphoric-late condition and the third one with the 
literal-early condition. The first version of the model 
(metaphoric-early condition as intercept) showed a 
significant difference between early and late metaphoric 
conditions (t=6.3, p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.265). Additionally, 
the intercept of the model was positive and significantly 
different from zero (t=3.61, p<.001). This result suggests that 
there is a difference in viewing pattern when hearing the 
vehicle depending on whether the vehicle appeared after or 
before the verb. The second version of the model 
(metaphoric-late as intercept) showed a significant difference 
between metaphoric-late and literal-late (t=3.9, p<.001, 
Cohen’s d=0.3). The intercept of this model was negative and 
significantly different from zero (t=3.04, p<.01). This 
suggests that when they heard the vehicle prior to the verb, 
participants mostly considered the literal picture (the 
princess) as the likely referent, whereas they mostly 
considered the metaphoric picture when hearing the vehicle 
after the verb. The third model showed no significant 
difference between literal-early and literal-late conditions 
(t=0.21, p=0.83, Cohen’s d=0.01). This finding suggests that 
the gaze preference differences found in this region were 
specific to the metaphoric conditions. Figure 2 below 
summarizes these findings.  
 

 
Figure 2 Results of vehicle (Prinzessin) region. Grey 
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Verb Region (füttert) The model for the verb region 

included random intercepts and random slopes for both 
factors by items and random slopes for both factors by 
subjects. This model was fitted twice: One coding the 
metaphoric-early condition and the other the literal-early 
condition as the intercept. The first version of the model 
(metaphoric-early condition as intercept) showed a 
significant difference between metaphoric-early and literal-
early (t=2.959, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.237) and a significant 
interaction between both factors (t=26.723, p<.001, Cohen’s 
d=0.37). The intercept of the model was positive and 
significantly different from zero (t=2.456, p<.05) signifying 
an overall preference for the metaphoric picture throughout 
the region. This suggests that when hearing the verb prior to 
the vehicle after having read a metaphorically biasing 
context, participants anticipated the object that was 
compatible with both context and the verb’s selectional 
preferences (the cat). 

The second version of the model (literal-early condition as 
intercept) showed a significant difference between early and 
late literal conditions (t= 4.947, p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.33). 
The intercept of the model was not significantly different 
from zero (t= 1.547, p=.123), suggesting that participants did 
not reliably anticipate the object that was compatible with 
context (the princess) or the object compatible with the verb’s 
selectional preferences (the cat) and only preferred to look at 
the princess when they heard the verb after the object (late-
literal conditions) Figure 3 below summarizes these findings. 

 

 
Figure 3 Results of verb (füttern) region. Grey shaded 

areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Conclusion 
Two theories on metaphor comprehension make different 

claims regarding whether or not the position of the elements 
of a metaphor matters when constructing metaphoric 
meaning. In the present work we addressed this issue by 
investigating the time course of comprehension of German 
verb-object metaphors such as Sebastian füttert eine 
Prinzessin (‘Sebastian feeds a princess’). Prinzessin could 
either be interpreted as a noble woman, or as a spoiled cat. 
This type of metaphor allows for the position of its elements 
(‘feeds’: topic; ‘princess’: vehicle) to be reversed without 
altering meaning. Moving the verb to the end of the clause 
means that as people hear Prinzessin (‘princess’, vehicle), the 
topic (the verb) is not yet available. By contrast, for verb-
second sentences, the topic verb has been encountered when 
participants process the vehicle (‘princess’). A written 
discourse context preceding the target utterance established 
moreover a bias towards either a literal or a metaphoric 
interpretation of Prinzessin. In the target utterance, the verb 
established a bias towards the metaphoric interpretation. This 
design permitted us to also juxtapose discourse bias with verb 
selectional restriction (compatible vs. incompatible with the 
discourse context). 

We tested the relationship of literal and metaphoric 
interpretation of the utterance by examining participants’ 
viewing preferences to a literal and a metaphoric picture 
while they listened to literal or metaphoric target utterances.  

With regard to the test of theories of metaphor processing, 
our results show differences in the gaze patterns as a function 
of the position of the metaphoric elements and as a function 
of the contextual bias. The vehicle ‘princess’ is processed 
differently depending on whether it follows or precedes the 
topic ‘feeds’. We gather this from participants’ viewing 
patterns when hearing the vehicle: They were less likely to 
look at the picture of the literal meaning of the vehicle (the 
princess) than at the picture of the metaphoric meaning (cat) 
when the vehicle followed the topic (‘füttert’) compared to 
when the vehicle preceded it.  

 This pattern is in line with the Category Membership view 
(Glucksberg, 2008; McGlone & Manfredi, 2001; Sperber & 
Wilson, 2008), which assigns different roles to each element 
in a metaphor and predicts that the position of the elements 
will affect processing. Specifically, this view predicts that 
hearing a topic before the vehicle can produce a more rapid 
construction of metaphoric meaning upon hearing the 
vehicle, given that the topic provides a necessary set of 
dimensions that allow for lexical modulation of the vehicle.  

The results are harder to account for by the Implicit 
Comparison view (Gentner et al., 2001; Gentner & Bowdle, 
2008), according to which processing a metaphor requires 
structural alignment of the metaphor’s elements prior to a 
projection of inferences. This alignment process is role-
neutral and the same amount of information should be 
retrieved from the encoded meaning of the vehicle whether it 
appears prior to or after the topic. To accommodate the 
present results, it should be possible for the processing of the 

vehicle’s encoded meaning to vary as a function of the 
position of the topic. 

With regard to assessing the influence of individual verbs 
that were compatible (versus incompatible) with a preceding 
discourse context, we examined the anticipation of post-
verbal objects. Transitive verbs have been shown to generate 
expectation regarding their likely arguments (Altmann & 
Kamide, 1999) and these expectations can direct visual 
attention to appropriate objects. However, it has also been 
shown that information that is semantically compatible with 
context yet incompatible with the unfolding linguistic input 
is activated during processing (Metusalem et al., 2012). In 
our study, participants read a context that biased towards 
expecting a specific referent (a princess or a cat) and then 
heard a sentence in which a verb (füttert, ‘feeds’) constrained 
the upcoming referent via its selectional preferences to only 
one of these referents (the cat).  

We found that in the case in which context expectations 
matched a verb’s selectional preferences (early-metaphoric 
condition, where both context and verb point towards the cat 
as likely referent), participants were able to anticipate a likely 
post-verbal referent when hearing the verb: They showed an 
overall viewing preference for the picture of the cat judging 
by the significantly positive log-ratio. When these sources of 
information were not aligned and participants heard the verb 
prior to the object (early-literal condition, where context 
points to the princess and the verb points to the cat as likely 
referent), we did not find evidence for anticipation, given that 
the log-ratio in this condition was not significantly different 
from zero. This pattern suggests that in this case participants 
deployed a wait-and-see comprehension strategy instead. 

Overall, our study makes a strong case for the importance 
of extending the study of metaphors from nominal to other 
kinds in order to settle theoretical debates and refine existing 
accounts of (figurative) language comprehension. Future 
research on metaphor processing may want to continue to 
explore the way in which theoretical models can account for 
the processing of non-nominal metaphors. 
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Abstract 
Does it take more or less time to read ironic sentences than to 
read literal equivalents? Though this question has been 
extensively discussed in the literature, the results are mixed(see 
eg. Filik & Moxey, 2010). The present work attempt to account 
for the differences in the literature by considering the variable 
effect of anticipating the intentions of a speaker during 
comprehension of ironic utterances used to answer yes/no 
questions, as well as the role of explicit cues regarding the 
attitude of a speaker. The results show that both of these factors 
interact and together modulate the interpretation of a sentence 
as ironic or literal as well as the utterance’s reading times. We 
interpret the results are broadly in line with the predictions 
made by the echoic mention account. 

Keywords: irony comprehension; self-paced reading; 
experimental pragmatics 

Introduction 
The most commonly addressed issue in the psycholinguistics 
of irony has been the compared speed of reading an ironic 
utterance and its literal equivalent: 
 

1) Juana: “Thanks a lot for your help today Maria!” 
[context: Maria promises to help her friend Juana move 
but shows up only when the move is done] 

 
Will hearing (1) be easier to understand for Maria when it is 
meant literally (if she had actually helped Juana move, for 
example) than when it is understood ironically (as intended 
in 1)? 

This question was originally asked in order to evaluate the 
psychological plausibility of Paul Grice’s account of 
figurative language understanding (Grice, 1975) but then 
turned into a broader discussion regarding the specific 
contextual and linguistic properties of an utterance that 
modulate irony comprehension: When will an ironic Thanks 
a lot! be easy to understand? Does it depend on the properties 
of the stimulus, such as frequency or familiarity (Giora, 2003) 
or on contextual constraints, such as a speaker’s occupation 
(Katz & Pexman, 1997)? Despite many years of research on 
this question, it is still unclear whether or not irony is per se 
faster or slower to process than its equivalent literal sentence, 
as evidenced by the mixed experimental results (Filik & 
Moxey, 2010; Gibbs, 1986; Ivanko & Pexman, 2003; Katz et 
al., 2004). 

Spotorno and Noveck (2014) suggested that a way to 
overcome this impasse would be to consider the role that   

intentionality recognition has throughout an experimental 
session, showing that, as an experiment progresses, 
participants get faster at grasping irony when they have 
reason to anticipate a speaker’s upcoming ironic intention.  

More generally, the ability to anticipate a speaker’s 
intentions (known as mind reading, or theory of mind) has 
been shown to play a crucial role for irony understanding 
(Happé, 1993; McDonald, 2000), and is a critical component 
of a prominent theory of irony understanding, the echoic 
mention account (Wilson & Sperber, 1992, 2012). According 
to the echoic mention account, to understand irony a listener 
must understand that the speaker is attributing an utterance to 
someone else and simultaneously expressing a dissociative 
attitude towards it. 

The current work intends to further explore the role of 
anticipating a speaker’s intentions during irony 
comprehension by examining whether processing predictions 
derived from the echoic theory could account for differences 
in both the interpretation and speed of processing of literal 
and ironic utterances. Specifically, we hypothesized that 
participants’ ability to anticipate the overall communicative 
intention of a speaker (in our experiments, the answer to a 
yes/no question), as well as explicit discourse cues regarding 
the speaker’s attitude towards a proposition, could together 
modulate reading times of ironic utterances as well as 
determine whether or not an ironic interpretation is reached. 
Our aim is to continue bridging the gap between 
psycholinguistic experiments on irony processing and 
theoretical accounts of irony comprehension. 

Reading irony: fast or slow? 
Within his theoretical framework, Grice saw irony as a type 

of implicature triggered by a violation to his Maxim of 
Quality (‘say only what you believe to be true’). As such, he 
believed ironic meaning to be a proposition that can be 
systematically derived from a literal utterance by substituting 
the utterance with its opposite meaning. To test the 
psychological validity of this approach, Gibbs (1986) 
translated this model into a sequential process with three 
stages: Computation of the literal meaning, recognition of the 
violation, and derivation of the implicature. Each of these 
stages was seen to require a specific amount of time, which 
resulted in the logical conclusion that deriving ironic 
meaning (3-stages process) would necessarily take longer 
than understanding an equivalent literal utterance (1-stage 
process). In his experiments, Gibbs (1986) went on to show 
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that a sentence such as you’re a fine friend does not 
necessarily take longer when intended ironically compared to 
when it is meant literally, thus proving the standard pragmatic 
model wrong. He interpreted the finding as support for his 
Direct Access Model, according to which, given strong 
contextual constraints, ironic meaning can be grasped 
immediately without needing to compute a literal meaning of 
the same utterance first. 
This finding triggered several other researchers to further 
explore the conditions under which the computation of the 
literal meaning can be bypassed, which resulted in the 
postulation of different psycholinguistic accounts of irony 
comprehension. Such is the case of the Graded Salience 
Hypothesis (Giora, 2003; Giora et al., 2007), which claims 
that specific features of individual words (such as familiarity 
or prototypicality) are responsible for biasing towards a 
literal or ironic interpretation of an utterance (with a literal 
interpretation being the default in the majority of the cases).  
The constraint satisfaction model (Pexman, 2008), on the 
other hand, claims that discourse cues, such as the occupation 
of the speaker (Katz & Pexman, 1997), provide evidence that 
can allow for a rapid identification of the ironic meaning of 
an utterance.  

Some experimental tests of these models have shown that 
literal sentences are processed faster than their ironic 
equivalents in a majority of the cases, regardless of 
contextual constraints (Fein et al., 2015; Filik & Moxey, 
2010). However, some other studies have suggested that 
under certain conditions irony is indeed just as easy to 
understand than their literal counterparts (Ivanko & Pexman, 
2003; Katz et al., 2004), in line with the original findings of 
Gibbs (1986). The discrepancy in findings makes it hard to 
draw conclusions regarding the status of the standard 
pragmatic model, as well as to determine which factors play 
the biggest role during irony comprehension. 

Intentions, Attitudes and Irony 
Comprehension 

Instead of comparing reading times, an alternative line of 
research on irony comprehension has focused on the 
overarching cognitive mechanisms that allow for irony to be 
understood.  Such is the case of the echoic mention account, 
developed within the framework of relevance theory (Sperber 
& Wilson, 1986). Relevance Theory differentiates between 
descriptive and interpretative use of language. Descriptive 
use of language takes place when language is used to 
represent an actual or possible state of events believed by the 
speaker to be true. Interpretative use of language, on the other 
hand, is used by speakers to represent another representation, 
i.e. an actual or possible utterance or thought.  

Irony is seen as a type of interpretative language use in 
which a speaker ‘points’ the hearer towards a different 
representation by using an utterance that resembles said 
representation in terms of its content. The speaker does this 
to express a dissociative attitude towards said utterance, 
which gives irony its characteristic evaluative tone: In (1), 
Juana intends to ‘echo’ the social norm of thanking people 

when they are helpful while simultaneously disassociating 
herself from the idea of using this utterance in this particular 
situation. 

From the listener’s perspective, echoic mention states that 
understanding irony is a product of understanding that a 
speaker holds a representation about another representation: 
Understanding Thanks a lot as ironic involves anticipating 
the communicative intent of the speaker (in 1, to express 
disappointment) and integrating this information during 
processing. Crucially, this is only possible if listeners monitor 
and anticipate a speaker’s beliefs, desires and intentions, an 
ability known as Theory of Mind, or mindreading (Baron-
Cohen et al., 1985). 

Various studies have highlighted the importance of 
mindreading abilities for irony comprehension. Happé (1993) 
examined typically developing as well as autistic children's 
understanding of ironic utterances and found that those with 
underdeveloped mindreading abilities performed worse in an 
irony comprehension task than those with normally 
developing mindreading skills. McDonald (2000) reviewed 
several studies conducted with patients that suffered from 
damage to the right hemisphere and patients with traumatic 
brain injury and found a correlation between a patient's 
ability to understand irony and their ability to monitor and 
interpret a speaker's intentions. Spotorno et al.( 2012) found 
that the neural networks typically associated with 
mindreading activity show increased activation during irony 
comprehension.  

The relationship between reading times of irony 
comprehension and mindreading was first investigated by 
Spotorno & Noveck (2014). In experiment 1, they found that 
literal utterances are read significantly faster than their literal 
equivalents when the filler items of the experiment include 
so-called decoys: stories with a negative emotional valence 
(such as the ironic stories in the critical items) that are 
resolved with a banal final statement instead of an ironic 
sentence. However, when the same experiment was 
conducted without the decoys (experiment 2), they found 
that, towards the end of the experiment, participants were 
increasingly faster at reading the target ironic utterances, to 
the point where the reading times of ironic and literal 
sentences in the second half of the experiment were 
indistinguishable.  

These results are important in as much as they show, for 
the first time, that manipulating the degree to which 
participants can use their metarepresentational abilities 
throughout an experiment will have a variable effect on 
reading times of ironic utterances. There are, however, some 
issues to be considered: First, though in experiment 1 there is 
a significant difference between literal and ironic sentences 
in the second half of the experiment (while this difference is 
not significant in experiment 2), both experiments show a 
similar early-late effect, as can be seen by the reported 
significant interaction between type of utterance (literal vs. 
ironic) and part of the experiment (first vs. second half) for 
both experiments. This means that it is possible that, had 
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experiment 1 been longer, reading times of irony and literals 
would have eventually been comparably short.  

However, the more important issue with these results is the 
relationship between anticipation of intentions and reading 
times: In experiment 2, participants learnt to anticipate irony 
given the lack of decoys. Echoic mention, however, does not 
claim that listeners anticipate ‘irony’ as a trope, but instead 
anticipate the communicative intention behind the use of 
irony: In (1), Maria will be able to process Juana’s ironic 
statement faster if she can anticipate that Juana is going to 
express her disappointment (i.e. her communicative intent), 
not if she can anticipate that Juana is going to say something 
ironic, regardless of what it might be.  

This is why we decided to improve on these issues in order 
to test the variable effect of mindreading on irony 
comprehension by (1) creating a design that does not rely on 
an early-late effect and (2) manipulating participants’ 
expectations of a speaker’s communicative intent, not their 
expectations of irony. We operationalized this by 
manipulating contextually-derived expectations of answers 
to yes/no questions. Crucially, we also intended to test the 
effect of explicit cues of the speaker’s attitude towards a 
proposition on interpretation and speed of processing. 

In experiment 1, we set out to test whether participants 
could indeed generate expectations to a set of yes/no 
questions given context. Experiment 2 measured the reading 
times and interpretation of the answers to said yes/no 
questions. 

Experiment 1: context norming 
The first goal in our investigation was to create stories that 
could successfully elicit a specific expectation regarding the 
upcoming intentions of a speaker. We reasoned that this 
could be achieved by manipulating the contextual 
information leading up to a yes/no question: By relying on 
world knowledge, we created stories in which there is reason 
to develop either a strong expectation of a ‘NO’ answer or no 
particular expectation whatsoever. We used yes/no questions 
in order to limit the range of possible expectations regarding 
the possible answer to the question. 

Experiment 1 was therefore conducted to ensure that 
participants were indeed able to generate expectations 
regarding a specific set of situations leading up to a yes/no 
question.  

Participants 
Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, 90 participants 
were recruited to take part in the experiment. Participants 
were all native speakers of American English and received 
monetary compensation for their participation in the study. 

Materials 
We created ten different stories, each being 5-sentence 

long, representing a conversational exchange. Every story 
first provided background information on two interlocutors A 
and B, followed by a yes/no question asked to B by A. 
Participants had to rate on a scale from 1 to 10 how they 

thought B would answer the question, with 1 being 
“definitely no”, 5 being “either yes or no” and 10 being 
“definitely yes”.  

There were two versions to every story: One that intended 
to generate a strong bias towards expecting a ‘NO’ response 
(negative expectation condition, coded as -1), and one 
intended not to generate any expectation whatsoever (zero 
expectation condition, coded as 0). Each version was 
matched for total length (+ - 5 words between versions). The 
stories were distributed randomly in two lists and participants 
were assigned to either one of the lists, so that one participant 
only saw one of the two versions of each story. 

Procedure 
The experiment was web-based and conducted entirely on-

line. Participants read the stories for as long as they wanted 
and selected their answers using the Amazon Mechanical 
Turk survey interface.  

Predictions, Analysis and Results 
We predicted that the stories in the negative expectation 

condition would be rated significantly lower than those in the 
zero-expectation condition. Furthermore, we expected all 
stories in the negative expectation condition to be rated on 
average below 3. To test this, A linear mixed-effects 
regression model was fitted to the data to measure the extent 
to which the contextual biases (negative vs zero expectation) 
could account for participants' ratings (1-10). The model 
included random intercepts and slopes by participants and 
random intercepts by items. The model showed a significant 
difference between ratings in the negative and zero 
expectation conditions (p<0.0001, t=19). Results are 
summarized in the graph below.  

 

 
Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1 

Experiment 2: Self-paced reading 
Experiment 2 meant to test whether the contextual biases 

established in experiment 1 could affect the processing of 
verbal irony. To do this, we added three additional lines to 
the stories in experiment 1: One that presented evidence as to 
the attitude of the speaker towards their upcoming utterance, 
one that presented an answer to the question asked by the 
interlocutor, and a final wrap-up sentence. The goal was to 
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investigate how explicit information about a speaker’s 
attitude towards a proposition interacted with participants’ 
contextually-derived expectations regarding the upcoming 
answer to the yes/no question. The conditions are 
summarized in table 1. 
 

Table 1: Example of critical items in Experiments 1 and 2 
 

negative bias 
condition 
(exp 1 & 2) 

Chris wants to buy his five-year-
old daughter her first guitar. They 
go to a professional music shop 
together and she heads for the 
oldest and most valuable guitar in 
the store, which was behind a 
protective glass case. As she comes 
closer, one can see that the guitar 
is twice her size. The owner of the 
store, who really hates children, 
sees this and anxiously walks 
towards them. Chris sees him and 
says: “Sorry, could my daughter 
play this guitar?” 

Zero bias 
condition 
(exp 1 & 2) 

Chris wants to buy his 15-year-old 
daughter a new guitar, so they go 
to a music shop together. She is 
overwhelmed by all the different 
types of guitars they have, so she 
doesn't know which one to pick. 
They browse around for a while, 
and finally she finds one that she 
really likes, even though Chris 
doesn't understand why. He starts 
looking for the owner to ask him 
about it.  Chris sees him and says: 
“Sorry, could my daughter play 
this guitar?” 

insincere attitude 
conditions (exp 2) 

The owner has a reputation for 
being a jokester. He therefore 
replies: 

sincere attitude 
conditions 

(exp 2) 

The owner has a reputation for 
being frank. He therefore replies: 

target sentence 
(exp 2) 

„Yes, this guitar is here for 
everyone to play with. “ 

spill-over region 
(exp 2) 

There were many other costumers 
in the store that day. 

Comprehension 
Question, multiple 
choice  
(exp 2) 

The owner will:  
(1) not let her play the guitar (2) let 
her play the guitar (3) Buy a guitar 

Participants 
Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, 68 participants 
were recruited to take part in the experiment. Participants 
were all native speakers of American English and received 
monetary compensation for their participation in the study. 

Materials, design and procedure 
The materials were identical to the ones used in experiment 

1 with the exception of one item which was dropped from the 
experiment because of a technical problem. To each of the 
remaining 9 stories, 3 sentences were added: One that 
established whether the speaker had a sincere or an insincere 
attitude towards their upcoming answer to the question. A 
second one providing the answer to the question. This 
sentence was identical across versions of each story and was 
always a ‘yes’ response. Finally, an innocuous wrap-up 
sentence was added at the end and was also identical across 
versions.  

This resulted in a 2X2 experiment with the factors 
Expectation bias (zero vs. negative expectation bias) and 
speaker’s attitude (sincere vs. insincere attitude).  

The study was programmed as a self-paced reading task 
using the Ibex scripting language created by Alex 
Drummond, and hosted on the Ibex Farm website. 
Participants read each story in a sentence-by-sentence 
fashion with no time constraints, hitting the space bar in order 
to advance to the next sentence. Crucially, participants had to 
answer a comprehension question after every critical trial. 
This question assessed both if participants were paying 
attention to the content of the stories and if they understood 
the answer to the yes/no question ironically or literally. For 
every participant, a new list was automatically created 
showing only one out of the 4 possible versions of each story 
using the built-in latin-square design function of the Ibex 
experimental software. 

Participants also read 10 additional filler stories. These 
stories also involved a dialogue between two people, but were 
varied in the type of question asked and the answer given. 
There were comprehension questions in 7 out of the 10 filler 
trials as well. Filler and critical trials were pseudo-
randomized, so that there would be at least one filler trial 
between every critical trial. Participants were told that the 
entire experiment would take about 20 minutes to complete. 

As experiment 1, experiment 2 was web-based and 
conducted entirely online. 

Predictions, Analysis and Results 
We analyzed three aspects of the data: First, we looked at the 
reading times of the answer to the question (the seventh 
sentence in each critical story), which constituted our main 
dependent variable. We then looked at the reading times of 
the wrap-up sentence (the eighth sentence in each story), 
which were analyzed to check for spill-over effects. Finally, 
we checked the response patterns to the post-comprehension 
question, to assess whether participants understood the 
responses literally or ironically.  
Prior to analysis, participants who answered less than 5 out 
of the 7 comprehension questions of the filler items correctly 
were excluded from the analysis, resulting in the exclusion of 
18 participants.  
Post-comprehension questions In order to establish whether 
participants constructed a literal or an ironic interpretation of 
the target sentences we asked them a post-comprehension 
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multiple-choice question regarding the outcome of the entire 
situation: the choice of answer would definitely indicate what 
type of interpretation they constructed, since this would 
necessarily results in two distinct situations. If the answer 
they selected could only come about via an ironic 
interpretation of the target sentence, we coded this as 1. If 
they selected the literal interpretation, we coded the response 
as 0.  
  We predicted that participants’ interpretation of the 
sentences would be modulated by explicit information 
regarding the attitude of the speaker: According to the echoic 
mention account, understanding irony means understanding 
that the speaker is disassociating herself from the content of 
a proposition. Thus, we predicted that in the insincere 
conditions (where it is explicitly mentioned that the speaker 
is distancing herself form the truth of the utterance) 
participants would create an ironic interpretation of the 
sentences, whereas they would create a literal interpretation 
in the sincere conditions, in which speakers commit to the 
truth of the proposition.  
  We fitted a mixed-effects logistic regression model to the 
data including random intercepts by subjects and random 
intercepts and slopes (only main effects) by items, following 
the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013). The results 
showed a main effect of expectation bias (p<0.001, t=8.5) and 
a main effect of speaker’s attitude (p<0.01, t=3.2) and no 
interaction effect (t=0.15, p=0.8). The results suggest that, 
overall, critical sentences in the insincere conditions were 
indeed understood as ironic, whereas sentences in the sincere 
conditions were perceived as literal. This effect was 
additionally modulated by expectation bias: When there was 
a strong negative expectation, participants perceived 
utterances as more ironic than when there was no bias 
whatsoever. Results are summarized in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Results of Experiment 2, comprehension questions 

 
Reading time data The reading-time data of the remaining 
48 participants was log-transformed given the non-normality 
of the residuals of the model, following the results of a box-
cox test. In order to compare reading times while keeping the 
interpretation of the conditions constant, we excluded all 
trials in which participants derived an ironic interpretation in 
the ‘sincere’ conditions and those in which they derived a 
literal interpretation in the ‘insincere’ conditions. This 

resulted in an exclusion of 13% of the total data. This 
exclusion did not change the results pattern of the statistical 
analyses. 

Our predictions were derived from the discussion 
presented earlier concerning the role of intentionality 
recognition during irony comprehension and its relation to 
reading times:  If the strength of expectations about a 
speaker’s upcoming intention determines ease of irony 
comprehension, we should see that participants take less time 
reading ironic utterances (i.e. utterances in the insincere 
conditions) when there is a negative expectation bias than 
when there is no bias whatsoever. Alternatively, when the 
utterances are understood literally (the sincere conditions), 
we should find the opposite pattern: Participants should be 
somewhat confused to read a ‘Yes’ response when they 
strongly expected a ‘No’, whereas they should have no 
problem reading the ‘yes’ response when they didn’t expect 
any particular answer. This should lead to an interaction 
effect of our two factors. Additionally, if literal utterances are 
generally easier to understand than ironic utterances, we 
should find a main effect of speaker’s attitude, with sincere 
conditions being overall shorter than the insincere conditions. 
We expected results to appear in the critical region, with 
possible spill-over effects present in the subsequent sentence. 
We fitted 2 linear mixed-effects regression models to the 
reading data to test our hypotheses, one for the critical region 
and one for the spill-over region. The models were fitted 
following the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013): We 
started off adding random intercepts and slopes for our main 
effects and their interaction by subjects and by items. We then 
subsequently reduced the random effects structure until we 
settled on the maximally converging model.  
  For the critical region, the model included random intercepts 
by subjects and random intercepts and slopes (both main 
effects and their interaction) by items. This model showed no 
main effects (p=0.6, t=0.5 & p=0.4, t=0.8) but a significant 
interaction of the two factors (p<0.001, t=6.43). These results 
are shown in figure 3 below. We followed-up on these results 
by re-fitting the model using a slider contrast coding scheme, 
which allowed us to directly compare each condition to one 
another. This model showed that the reading times of the 
insincere-negative bias condition were significantly shorter 
than in the insincere-zero bias condition (t=4.225, p<0.001) 
but not significantly different from the reading times in the 
sincere-zero bias condition (t=1.44, p=0.15). The sincere-
zero bias condition had significantly shorter RTs than the 
insincere-zero bias condition (t=2.63, p<0.01) and the 
insincere-negative bias condition showed shorter RTs than 
the sincere-negative bias condition (t= 5.029, p<0.001). 
  The model fitted to the spill-over data included random 
intercepts and slopes by items and by subjects. This model 
showed no significant effects. 
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 Figure 3: boxplot of results of Experiment 2, target sentences 

 

Conclusion 
With the current work, we set out to investigate whether 
differences in the literature concerning reading times of 
ironic utterances could be accounted for by considering the 
variable way in which participants anticipate a speaker’s 
communicative intentions. We built on the work of Spotorno 
& Noveck (2014), who had found preliminary evidence for a 
link between reading times of irony and participants’ 
metarepresentational abilities via an early-late effect. We 
created a paradigm that allowed us to manipulate 
participants’ expectations about a speaker’s intentions on a 
trial-by-trial basis by using contexts that biased participants 
towards expecting a ‘NO’ answer (negative bias condition) to 
a yes/no question or to not expect an answer whatsoever (zero 
bias condition). In experiment 2, we measured participants’ 
reading times to the answer of said questions as well as 
comprehension accuracy. We included a prior sentence that 
explicitly stated the speaker’s attitude towards the upcoming 
answer (sincere vs. insincere conditions). 

Our results showed that, overall, both cues about a 
speaker’s attitude and expectational biases modulated 
comprehension of our target utterances: Utterances in the 
insincere conditions were understood mostly as ironic, with 
the insincere-negative bias triggering the most ironic 
interpretations. Utterances in the sincere conditions were 
mostly understood as literal, particularly those in the zero-
bias condition. This is in line with the echoic mention 
account, in as much as it posits that understanding irony 
crucially involves both a recognition of intentions and of a 
speaker’s dissociative attitude: When there is a strong 
expectation which is violated together with an explicit cue 
about a speaker’s dissociative attitude, participants 
understood the sentences as ironic.  

The results of the reading times provide support for the idea 
that biasing expectations about a speaker’s intentions can 
modulate reading times of ironic utterances: When 
participants understood a sentence as ironic they read it faster 
when they had generated strong expectations about the 
answer to a yes/no question than when they had no such 
expectations.  

This finding in particular is crucial because not only does 
it provide support to the idea that ToM abilities are involved 
during irony comprehension (in line with the preliminary 
results of Spotorno and Noveck, 2014), but it also shows that 
engaging in mindreading abilities occurs on a trial-by-trial 
basis and not only throughout an entire experimental session. 
This suggests that listeners can rapidly re-calibrate their 
expectations and integrate an ironic response with context 
differently as a function of how certain they are of a speaker’s 
upcoming communicative intention.  

The results can also help account for differences in the 
literature on irony processing: We found that if participants 
had strong expectations and understood an utterance as ironic 
(insincere-negative bias condition) they were faster at 
reading it than when they understood it literally and also had 
strong negative expectations (sincere-negative bias 
condition). However, they were faster at understanding the 
utterance as literal when they had no expectations (sincere-
zero bias) compared to when they had no expectations and 
understood it as ironic (insincere-negative bias). Finally, they 
were similarly fast at reading an ironic utterance when they 
had strong expectations (insincere-negative bias condition) 
than when they read a literal utterance without any 
expectations (sincere-zero bias conditions). This results in a 
case in which ironic takes less time than literal, one in which 
literal takes less time than ironic, and one in which they take 
roughly the same time: The crucial mediating factors being 
the variable way in which they engage in their 
metarepresentational abilities, in line with the echoic mention 
account.  

Overall, the results of this work are a contribution towards 
bridging the gap between experiments and theory in the 
literature on irony comprehension by explicating the way in 
which listeners engage in ToM abilities differentially 
depending on the type of contextual information that shapes 
their understanding of a speaker’s intention prior to 
encountering the actual ironic utterance. Models of irony 
comprehension should therefore consider the variable effect 
that ToM biases can have on processing when discussing 
differences between literal and ironic language 
understanding.  
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Abstract

Psycholinguistic studies have repeatedly demonstrated that
downward entailing (DE) quantifiers are more difficult to pro-
cess than upward entailing (UE) ones. We contribute to the
current debate on cognitive processes causing the monotonic-
ity effect by testing predictions about the underlying processes
derived from two competing theoretical proposals: two-step
and pragmatic processing models. We model reaction times
and accuracy from two verification experiments (a sentence-
picture and a purely linguistic verification task), using the dif-
fusion decision model (DDM). In both experiments, verifica-
tion of UE quantifier more than half was compared to verifica-
tion of DE quantifier fewer than half. Our analyses revealed
the same pattern of results across tasks: Both non-decision
times and drift rates, two of the free model parameters of the
DDM, were affected by the monotonicity manipulation. Thus,
our modeling results support both two-step (prediction: non-
decision time is affected) and pragmatic processing models
(prediction: drift rate is affected).
Keywords: monotonicity; quantifiers; semantic representa-
tions; pragmatics; diffusion decision model

Background and goals
Psycholinguistic studies have repeatedly demonstrated that
downward entailing (DE) quantifiers are more difficult to pro-
cess than upward entailing (UE) ones. While this mono-
tonicity effect was found in a range of different cognitive
tasks, such as reading and reasoning, it shows up most re-
liably in verification tasks (e.g. Clark, 1976; Deschamps,
Agmon, Loewenstein, & Grodzinsky, 2015; Just & Carpen-
ter, 1971; Szymanik & Zajenkowski, 2013). Although the
empirical phenomenon itself is well-documented, it is a mat-
ter of current debate which cognitive processes cause the
monotonicity effect (e.g Agmon, Loewenstein, & Grodzin-
sky, 2019; Nieuwland, 2016; Schlotterbeck, 2017). Our main
aim is to contribute to this debate by testing predictions about
the underlying processes derived from two competing theo-
retical proposals: two-step and pragmatic processing mod-
els. To this end, we model data from two verification experi-
ments, in particular, reaction times (RT) and accuracy, using
a well-established model of decision making from mathemat-
ical psychology, namely the diffusion decision model (DDM,
see e.g. Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008).

Competing theoretical proposals
Various explanations of the monotonicity effect have been
proposed in the literature. We distinguish between two broad

classes here. Explanations in the first class (two-step pro-
cessing models) are based on an additional processing step
in the verification of DE vs. UE quantifiers. The earliest
two-step models (e.g. Just & Carpenter, 1971) were derived
from the basic hypothesis that contexts and sentence mean-
ings are both mentally encoded in a symbolic propositional
format that can then be compared to each other symbol by
symbol in a verification task. The monotonicity effect is ex-
plained by the assumption of a negation symbol present in the
encoding of DE but not UE quantifiers, which corresponds to
an extra step in the verification process. More recent alter-
natives make somewhat different assumptions, e.g., about the
processing of negation (cf. Kaup, Zwaan, & Lüdtke, 2007)
or the involved meaning representations (e.g. Deschamps et
al., 2015; Schlotterbeck, 2017), but share the assumption of
an additional computational step.

A radically different view is taken by accounts that rely
on a pragmatic processing model (e.g. Degen & Tanenhaus,
2019), which assumes that contextual fit or pragmatic fe-
licity is a major determinant of processing difficulty. Un-
der this view, DE quantifiers cause processing difficulties be-
cause they are systematically dispreferred to suitable UE al-
ternatives in various contexts (cf. Nieuwland, 2016; and also
Nieuwland & Kuperberg, 2008; for an analogous view on the
processing of negation) due to violation of pragmatic prin-
ciples (e.g. avoidance of infrequent words or uninformative
statements, cf. Grice, 1975). In order to draw an explicit
connection between pragmatic considerations of this kind and
data from verification tasks, verification is often thought of as
production: Participants in a verification task, in fact, judge
whether they would utter the sentence to describe the context
(e.g. Degen & Goodman, 2014; Waldon & Degen, 2020). Re-
cent Bayesian models of rational speaker behavior (e.g. Frank
& Goodman, 2012) allow us to formalize the effects of fac-
tors such as word frequencies or informativity on speakers’
production probabilities. In this way, the monotonicity effect
can be explained without assuming an additional processing
step (cf. Nordmeyer & Frank, 2014, for a related proposal).

Main ingredients of the DDM
In the DDM, decision processes, such as true/false judgments,
are described as the accumulation of a noisy signal over time
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until a decision boundary is reached and a response is initi-
ated. One main strength of the DMM is that it concurrently
models both accuracies and entire RT distributions. More-
over, its free model parameters correspond to distinct com-
ponents of the underlying cognitive processes. The estima-
tion of these parameters, therefore, allows inferences about
the processing components involved in the experimental task.
The DDM parameters represent independent processing com-
ponents, meaning that each parameter explains different RT
and accuracy effects. In this way, the DDM allows to model
independent sources of variation between conditions. For
the present purpose, the most important parameters are drift
rate (v) and non-decision time (Ter). Drift rate determines
how much information is accumulated per time unit and non-
decision time measures RT components that are not them-
selves part of the decision process, e.g. processes related
to the stimulus encoding or execution of a motor response.
In addition, the standard DDM model has also a parameter,
a, which specifies the separation between the two decision
boundaries; a parameter, z, which determines where between
the two boundaries decision processes will start, and vari-
ability parameters (sz, sTer and sv), which allow for trial-to-
trial variability of starting point, non-decision time and drift
rate, respectively. In this paper, we focus on drift rate and
non-decision time parameters, which are closely related to
the cognitive processes of interest. The a parameter is usu-
ally used to model speed-accuracy trade-off (fast responses,
more errors vs. slow responses, less errors) and z parameter
to model response bias (starting points can be closer to one
of the boundaries) (e.g Mulder, van Maanen, & Forstmann,
2014; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008). These two parameters do
not explain the typical patterns of RT and accuracy in verifi-
cation of DE and UE quantifiers.

The DDM is a theoretically well-founded model (e.g. Bo-
gacz, Brown, Moehlis, Holmes, & Cohen, 2006) that has
been applied successfully to a large variety of decision tasks
(for review, see e.g. Mulder et al., 2014; Ratcliff & McK-
oon, 2008). For example, a good model fit was observed
in previous studies that applied the DDM to RT and accu-
racy collected in number comparison tasks (e.g. Dehaene,
2007; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2018). As there are close similar-
ities between number comparison and verification of propor-
tional quantifiers, the DDM is, therefore, a natural choice to
model the latter task as well. These previous studies found
that drift rate is monotonically related to numerical distance,
with larger drift rates for numerosities that are further apart
from each other. In comparison tasks that involved the pre-
cise comparison of numerals, a step-like relationship was ob-
served. For approximate numerosities, drift rates were in a
linear relationship with the logarithm of the ratio (log ratio) of
the two involved numerosities. These findings are consistent
with current theories on the representation and processing of
precise and approximate number (e.g. Feigenson, Dehaene,
& Spelke, 2004) and they are also relevant for the comparison
between the experiments reported below.

Link to theoretical proposals
One way to link two-step processing models to components
of the DDM is to assume that monotonicity affects non-
decision time in verification tasks because the truth evalua-
tion of DE quantifiers involves an extra step in addition to
the actual verification step (see Donkin, Heathcote, Brown,
& Andrews, 2009, for related discussion and empirical data
from lexical decision). For example, we could think of the
verification of DE quantifiers as falsification of a suitable UE
counterpart followed by a subsequent, time-consuming step
of truth-value reversal. However, this extra step does not
change the complexity of the underlying, non-negated rep-
resentation and, therefore, should not affect drift rate.

By contrast, pragmatic models hold that DE quantifiers
take longer to evaluate because they are generally dispre-
ferred as descriptions of the presented contexts. Taking into
account what evidence accumulation models like the DDM
have revealed about processes in closely related domains, e.g.
lexical selection in picture naming tasks (e.g. Anders, Riès,
van Maanen, & Alario, 2015; Anders, van Maanen, & Alario,
2019), pragmatic models let us expect that monotonicity af-
fects drift rates: Slower accumulation is expected for DE vs.
UE quantifiers. This assumption is further motivated by the-
oretical considerations (e.g. Bitzer, Park, Blankenburg, &
Kiebel, 2014; Bogacz et al., 2006) that allow us to relate
parameters of the DDM (drift rate, specifically) to Bayesian
pragmatic models predicting utterance production probabili-
ties from factors such as word frequencies or informativity.

Methods
We conducted two web-based experiments, in which we com-
pared the verification of UE quantifier more than half (mth)
to DE quantifier fewer than half (fth). We decided to use
two different paradigms - one visual (i.e. sentence-picture)
and one purely linguistic (i.e. sentence-sentence) verification
task. By comparing these two paradigms we were able to not
only test the robustness of the effects but also their linguis-
tic relevance. In particular, the sentence-picture experiment
involves both linguistic and visual processing. By showing
that similar effects occur in both setups we provide an extra
evidence for the linguistic character of the effects. Addition-
ally, while the purely linguistic experiment may rely more
on the precise comparison of involved numerosities the vi-
sual experiment is most likely relying on approximate num-
bers (see Szymanik, 2016, for discussion). Hence, our re-
sults also show that the monotonicity effect is not restricted
to only approximate or precise processing of numerosities (cf.
Dehaene, 2007). In both experiments, we collected the par-
ticipants’ responses and RT.

Participants
For the linguistic experiment, we collected data from 90 par-
ticipants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (compensation $4).
The final sample (see “exclusion criteria”) included 72 En-
glish native speakers (24 female, mean age 35yr; sd = 11;
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Figure 1: Descriptive results. Left: linguistic task; right: visual task.

Table 1: Results of regression analyses. MON: effect of monotonicity; MON × TV: truth value × monotonicity interaction.
RT Accuracy

linguistic task visual task linguistic task visual task
β t p β t p β z p β z p

MON 136 5.55 < .001 231 15.32 < .001 1.01 5.09 < .001 .19 3.28 .001
MON × TV 107 5.50 < .001 26 2.51 .012 .55 2.11 .035 .32 4.54 < .001

true conditions only
MON 224 7.66 < .001 307 14.47 < .001 1.19 3.51 < .001 .55 9.24 < .001

false conditions only
MON 151 5.71 < .001 246 11.44 < .001 1.32 3.27 .001 .14 2.24 .025

range: 22− 59). Participants of the visual experiment were
recruited via prolific.co (compensation £7.5). Data from
96 English native speakers was collected in total and after
exclusion the final sample consisted of 56 participants (49 fe-
male; mean age 36yr; sd = 13; range: 18−69).

Design, materials & procedures
Linguistic experiment (N=72, 50 trials per quantifier):
Participants were presented with two sentences: a simple
quantified sentence of the form “Q of the As are B”, where
“Q” was either mth or fth and “As” and “B” were pseu-
dowords (e.g glerbs and fizzda) generated from English nouns
and adjectives (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010); and a sentence
of the form “X% of the As are B”, where “X%” was a precise
percentage between 1− 99%, excluding 50%. The original
6-letter nouns and adjectives were controlled for frequency
(Zipf value: 4.06; van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, & Brys-
baert, 2014). The generated pseudowords were assessed by
an English native speaker. In each trial participants saw a dif-
ferent pair of pseudowords. We also included filler trials with
the quantifiers most, many and few. For mth and fth percent-

ages were counterbalanced between percentages above and
below 50%. Participants read the first sentence self-paced
and their task was to decide if the first sentence is true given
the information from the second. They responded by pressing
one of two response keys on their keyboard. The experiment
started with a short training block consisting of 8 trials with
quantifiers that were not presented in the main experiment
(i.e., some, all, none).

Visual experiment (N=56, 240 trials per quantifier): Par-
ticipants first read a sentence like, e.g., more than half of the
dots are blue self-paced and then evaluated it against a visual
display showing blue and orange dots. Participants were in-
structed to judge as fast as possible whether the sentence is
an appropriate description of the depicted quantitative rela-
tions. They provided their response by pressing one of two
keys on their keyboard. A factorial within-participants de-
sign was used in which the two factors MONOTONICITY (2
levels: mth vs. fth) and RATIO of the colored dots (4 lev-
els: 28:20, 26:22, 22:26 and 20:28) were crossed, yielding
eight conditions. Each participant saw 60 trials in each con-
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dition, amounting to a total of 480 trials. 480 pictures were
generated by drawing colored dots at random positions in the
two halves of a gray 512px× 256px background. The dots
had a mean radius of 5.5px (drawn from a normal distribu-
tion with sd = 1 and then clipped to the range [1,10]). Which
color was presented on which side of the picture was coun-
terbalanced between items. Participants saw the same set of
60 pictures in the same conditions. In half of the items, the
target color was blue, in the other half it was orange. Mate-
rials were presented in random order and distributed across
four blocks. Each block consisted of roughly 120 trials, but
the precise lengths of the four blocks were randomly cho-
sen for each participant. In between blocks, there were self-
paced breaks that participants initiated by pressing a button
that they did not use otherwise. We recorded which button
was pressed and thereby used the breaks as ‘catch trials’. At
the beginning of the experiment, there was a short practice
session consisting of eight trials that were similar to the ex-
perimental trials but contained different quantifiers. In total,
the visual experiment took participants about 40 min on av-
erage, roughly twice as long as the linguistic experiment. In
both experiments, participants were randomly assigned to one
of two possible response key mappings.

Exclusion criteria

Since data were collected over the web, we applied rather
strict exclusion criteria in order to ensure high quality of the
final data sets. These criteria were specified in advance and
were based on the specifics of the two experiments (for dis-
cussion of data exclusion in the context of web-based exper-
iments, see Kochari, 2019). In the linguistic experiment we
excluded participants if they had more than 50% responses
below 300 ms (fast guesses) or did not have increasing proba-
bility of saying ‘true’ (‘false’ for DE quantifiers) with increas-
ing percentage (monotonicity violation). In addition, we ex-
cluded one more participant, who participated in a very simi-
lar study before. All together we excluded 18 participants.

In the visual experiment, the following criteria resulted in
the exclusion of 40 participants. Participants were excluded
if they had extraordinarily long reading times or RT (i.e. sev-
eral minutes) in some trials; if they had more than five RT
above 15 s or more than five reading times above 25 s; or
if in more than one condition accuracy was not significantly
above chance. In addition, we checked for participants that
had many fast guesses or missed more than one of three catch
trials (see procedure). All of the latter had, however, already
been excluded by one of the other criteria.

In the linguistic task, we also excluded trials with RT faster
than 300 ms or longer than mean+2*SD (calculated for true
and false responses separately). In the visual task, we ex-
cluded trials with reading times or RT shorter than 200 ms
or longer than mean+3.5*SD (calculated per participant and
condition).

Regression analyses and modeling strategy

First, the data were analyzed using mixed effects regression
models that mainly tested for two known effects: the mono-
tonicity effect and the interaction between monotonicity and
truth value (e.g. Just & Carpenter, 1971). To this end, in-
dependent variables were recoded in the following way. The
analysis of the linguistic task included the absolute value of
the normalized percentage (z-scored percentage with 50% as
zero) as a numerical predictor and the analysis of the visual
task included the absolute value of the logarithm of the ratio
of the two presented numerosities in each trial (ABSOLUTE
LOG RATIO) as a factor (levels: .167 vs. .336). In addition,
analyses of both tasks included the factors MONOTONICITY
(levels: fth vs. mth) and TRUTH VALUE (levels: true vs.
false). Conditions with mth were coded as true if normalized
percentage or log ratio was positive and as false if they were
negative. For fth, TRUTH VALUE was coded the opposite way.

Afterwards, the DDM was applied to test the above pre-
dictions. We fit the DDM to data from the two experiments
separately. To this end, we used the R package rtdists and
performed maximum likelihood estimation of DDM parame-
ters using particle swarm optimization. We estimated non-
decision time (Ter), starting point (z), boundary separation
(a) and drift rate (v). All variability parameters were set to
0. We assumed that log-ratio and normalized percentage are
monotonically related to drift rates and specified this relation
using the following generalized logistic regression function,
where: Vl is a lower asymptote; Vu is an upper asymptote; s
is a growth rate; p0 is a midpoint; and p is normalized per-
centage or log-ratio.

v(p) =V l +
V l−V u

1+ e−s(p−p0)

Results
Mean RT and accuracies are shown in Figure 1. Below we
report the results of the regression and DDM analyses. 1

Regression Analyses
The main results of the regression analyses are given in Table
1. The MONOTONICITY effect as well as the MONOTONIC-
ITY×TRUTH VALUE interaction were replicated in RT and
accuracy in both experiments. Mean RT were faster and ac-
curacy was higher for mth than for fth (LINGUISTIC: 926 ms
vs. 1110 ms and 97.7% vs. 92.3%; VISUAL: 1655 ms vs.
1913 ms and 86.9% vs. 81.8%). Moreover, these effects
were more pronounced in the false than in the true condi-
tions (LINGUISTIC: true: 233 ms and 7.7% difference; false:
125 ms and 3% difference; VISUAL: true: 289 ms and 7.5%
difference; false: 231 ms and 2.9% difference). To test for
effects of MONOTONICITY independently of TRUTH VALUE,
we conducted separate analyses for the true and false condi-
tions. The MONOTONICITY effect was significant in all cases.

1The data and analysis scripts of both experiments are made
available on https://osf.io/4d69v
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Figure 2: Defective CDF plots (Ratcliff, 1979) showing average model fit (first two: linguistic task; second two: visual task).

Figure 3: Relation between drift rates and numerical information. Left: linguistic task; right: visual task. Gray lines correspond
to individual participants; black lines are based on mean parameter estimates.

DDM analyses

First, we fitted the DDM to the linguistic data and used model
comparisons (based on BIC Schwarz, 1978) to determine
which parameters differed between quantifiers (see Table 2).
We predicted that both quantifiers should have a 50% mid-
point (p0 parameter) and growth rate (s parameter), because
the truth conditions for both quantifiers are unambiguously
specified. Based on the patterns of RT and accuracy for both
quantifiers, we did not find evidence for a speed-accuracy
trade-off, typically modelled by the a parameter (Mulder et
al., 2014; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008). Therefore, we also con-
strained a to be the same for both quantifiers. We additionally
tested that the constrained parameters did not differ between
quantifiers s (t(71)= .42; p= .68), p0 (t(71)=−.96; p= .34)
and a (t(71) =−1.45; p = .15). The final model was the best
model for 66 participants out of 72. Then, we applied the
same model to the visual data. We verified that the model fit
was good by examining participants individually. The overall
model fit is shown in Figure 2.

Table 2: Summary of model constraining procedure

Model number 1 2 3 4
Constrained parameters − s s, p0 s, p0,a
Number of free parameters 14 13 11 10
Model was best for: 0 1 5 66

In line with previous results (Dehaene, 2007), a compari-
son revealed that decision processes differed between the two
tasks: Drift rate increased gradually with log-ratio in the vi-
sual task, whereas a step-like relation was found in the lin-
guistic task (see Figure 3). Apart from this difference, we
found consistent results across the two tasks. In both tasks,
non-decision times were longer for fth than mth (LINGUISTIC:
t(71)= 5.53; p< .001; VISUAL: t(55)= 5.74; p< .001). The
mean difference between fth and mth was 34 ms in the linguis-
tic and 43 ms in the visual task.

To test for differences in drift rates, we calculated distances
between the asymptotes (Vu - Vl) of the logistic regression
function. We found that the mean distances between asymp-
totes were larger for mth (LINGUISTIC: .46; VISUAL: .64)
than for fth (LINGUISTIC: .31; VISUAL: .46). This means
that drift rates were higher for mth than for fth (LINGUISTIC:
t(71) = 9.10; p < .001; VISUAL: t(55) = 8.46; p < .001).

Moreover, we also tested for differences in relative starting
points. In the linguistic task, we found a yes-bias for mth
(the starting point was closer to the upper decision boundary)
compared to fth (.56 vs. .49; t(71) = 5.56; p < .001). In the
visual task, both quantifiers exhibited a yes-bias (.54 vs. .55;
t(55) =−.96, p = .34).

Because model 4 was the best model for only 66 out of 72
participants, we tested additionally if the variation between
participants in best model fit has an effect on our results. To
test this we computed Bayesian model averaged (BMA) pa-
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rameters. The BMA method takes into account parameters
from all fitted models and computes weighted average param-
eters according to the models’ BIC values (Wagenmakers &
Farrell, 2004). The BIC weight w for model i is defined by
the following equation, where ∆i(BIC) = BICi−min(BIC).

wi(BIC) =
exp{−1

2 ∆i(BIC)}
∑

K
k=1 exp{−1

2 ∆k(BIC)}

We tested the difference between DE and UE quantifiers
in non-decision time and drift rate parameters. We found the
expected difference in non-decision time (t(71) = 5.63; p <
.001), and drift rate (t(71) = 9.50; p < .001). These findings
indicate that the variation between participants was negligi-
ble.

Discussion
We applied the DDM to data from two web-based verifica-
tion experiments in order to test predictions derived from the-
oretical accounts of the monotonicity effect. From two-step
accounts, we derived the prediction that non-decision time
would be affected, and from pragmatic processing models,
we derived the prediction that drift rate would be affected.

The monotonicity effect was replicated in both experi-
ments, and our modeling results are entirely consistent across
both experiments: we found that the monotonicity manipu-
lation affected both parameters, drift rates and non-decision
times, in the expected direction. Therefore, our results sup-
port both hypotheses and indicate two potential sources of
the monotonicity effect that map onto different DDM param-
eters. Moreover, they show that the monotonicity effect and
its cognitive correlates are robust across various linguistic
tasks, strongly suggesting that they are inherent in language
processing. We acknowledge that an unambiguous mapping
from effects in non-decision times and drift rates to repre-
sentational complexity and pragmatic processes, respectively,
can be challenged. Nevertheless, our modeling results render
accounts that explain effects on only one of the two parame-
ters implausible, or at least incomplete.

Recently, Agmon et al. (2019) arrived at similar conclu-
sions analyzing mean RT. They compared verification of
quantifiers, e.g. mth vs. fth, to the verification of expres-
sions containing positive vs. negative adjectives, e.g. a large
vs. a small proportion. Like fth, a small proportion is also
negative, but it is not DE. Across a range of comparable ex-
pressions, they found larger RT differences between pairs that
differ along both of these dimensions, than between expres-
sions that differ only in negativity. They argued that both neg-
ativity and downward monotonicity are sources of increased
processing difficulty. One way to explain these findings in
our present terms and also to explain the two sources of pro-
cessing difficulty we observed in estimated DDM parameters
would be to assume that negativity affects pragmatics. In con-
trast, only DE expressions involve an extra processing step.
While the relevant theoretical distinctions are, in fact, more
subtle than what we can cover here (see also Bott, Schlotter-

beck, & Klein, 2019, for discussion), the empirical question
how our modeling approach relates to these findings is inter-
esting in its own right. We plan to address this question in
ongoing efforts.

Another well-documented effect - the interaction between
monotoncity and truth value - was also replicated in our ex-
periments. Classical explanations of this effect are based on
verification procedures (Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Szymanik
& Zajenkowski, 2013; Deschamps et al., 2015). While the
observed differences in mean RT, as well as our regression
analyses, are consistent with previous findings, our modeling
results are unexpected under those accounts: What our re-
sults indicate is a tendency to answer “yes, true” to mth in the
visual and linguistic task. To obtain a better understanding
of how response biases are related to the interaction between
monotonicity and truth value, a comparison to the processing
of negation may be instructive, where a similar interaction is
often observed (Just & Carpenter, 1971).

Beside the mentioned similarities, we also found differ-
ences between the two tasks. As reflected in higher RT and
lower accuracy, the visual task was the more difficult among
the two. Moreover, the signature of the decision processes
also differed between tasks (see Figure 3). These findings
are consistent with existing studies (Dehaene, 2007) that ap-
plied the DDM to number comparison tasks involving either
approximate (dot pictures) or precise numerosities (numer-
als). The fact that the present analyses replicate these results
indicates that our method is sensitive enough to detect quali-
tative differences between tasks. Thus, the consistent results
on monotonicity receive indirect validation.

Finally, our results demonstrate that decision models, like
the DDM, are applicable to data collected over the web. We
will take a closer look at this by comparison of our results to
a replication in the lab.
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Abstract 

Recent experiments show that preverbal infants can reason 
probabilistically. This raises a deep puzzle because infants lack 
the counting and dividing abilities presumably required to 
compute probabilities. In the standard way of computing 
probabilities, they would have to count or accurately estimate 
large frequencies and divide those values by their total. Here, we 
present a novel neural-network model that learns and uses 
probability distributions without explicit counting or dividing. 
Probability distributions emerge naturally from neural-network 
learning of event sequences, providing a computationally 
sufficient explanation of how infants could succeed at 
probabilistic reasoning. Several alternative explanations are 
discussed and ruled out. Our work bears on several other active 
literatures, and it suggests an effective way to integrate Bayesian 
and neural-network approaches to cognition. 

Keywords: infants; probabilistic learning and inference; neural 
networks; sampling; control for frequency 

Introduction 
Succeeding in an uncertain world requires probabilistic 
reasoning: the ability to compute and act on relevant 
probabilities. Classical studies found that probabilistic 
reasoning does not develop in humans until around seven 
years of age (Piaget & Inhelder, 1975). However, a series of 
recent experiments shows that preverbal human infants can 
learn and reason with probabilities (Denison, Reed, & Xu, 
2013; Teglas et al., 2011; Xu & Garcia, 2008), even using 
them to guide their behavior (Denison & Xu, 2010, 2014).  

Collectively, the infant experiments present a deep and 
largely unnoticed puzzle: How could preverbal infants 
compute probability without explicitly counting and 
dividing? The standard method of calculating event 
probabilities is to divide the frequencies of each event by the 
number of possible events (Kolmogorov, 1956; Moran, 
1968). Here, we propose and evaluate a way to learn 
probability distributions with a computational system called 
Neural Probability Learning and Sampling (NPLS) that does 
not require explicit counting and dividing. Our results 
accurately simulate the infant data and generate testable 
predictions. We relate our work to several other active 
research lines on probabilistic and quantitative reasoning.  

Four of these experiments with 10-12-month-old infants 
ruled out a possible alternative explanation that infants might 
be using raw frequencies rather than probabilities (Denison 
& Xu, 2014). Earlier infant experiments invariably had 
confounded probabilities with raw event frequencies 
(Denison et al., 2013; Denison & Xu, 2010; Teglas et al., 
2011; Xu & Garcia, 2008). This confounding of probability 

and frequency raised the possibility that infants might be 
using event frequencies rather than computing probabilities. 

In the unconfounded experiments (Denison & Xu, 2014), 
infants were first exposed to two lollipop-like objects of two 
different colors in live displays and encouraged to approach 
the one they preferred (see Figure 1). Most approached the 
attractive pink one rather than the plain black one. Then 
infants saw two jars containing different proportions of these 
object colors. The jars were then covered, and one object was 
randomly removed from each jar and hidden in a separate 
cup, without revealing its color as only the lollipop handle 
was visible. When invited to approach and get the item they 
wanted, would they approach the cup with content drawn 
from the jar that held more of the preferred color or the other 
cup with content that was drawn from the jar with a higher 
proportion of the preferred color? Infant searches closely 
approximated the favorable proportions, indicating accurate 
learning and use of the probability distributions.  

In Experiment 1, the more favorable jar had a 12:4 
preferred item to un-preferred item ratio, while the 
unfavorable jar had a ratio of 12:36, yielding ground-truth 
probabilities of .75 vs. .25 (Table 1). Experiment 2 pitted 
probabilities against frequencies, with ratios of 16:4 vs. 
24:96, yielding ground-truth probabilities of .8 vs. .2. 
Experiment 3 was designed to test whether infants used a 
different heuristic, raw frequencies of un-preferred objects 
rather than proportions of preferred objects, using ratios of 
8:14 vs. 8:72, yielding unnormalized ground-truth 
probabilities of .36 vs. .1, respectively. Finally, Experiment 4 
challenged infants to distinguish a more subtle probability 
difference: .8 vs. .6. This was implemented with ratios of 6:15 
vs. 60:40. In each of the four experiments, infant search 
pattern proportions (.75, .79, .75, and .71 for Experiments 1-
4, respectively) closely matched normalized ground-truth 
probabilities (.75, .8, .78, and .57 for Experiments 1-4, 
respectively). The ground-truth binary search probabilities 
for Experiments 3 and 4 are calculated by dividing the 
unnormalized favorable and unfavorable ground-truth 
probabilities by their respective sums, as the probabilities of 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive events must sum to 1.  

Here, we simulate these four infant experiments with an 
enhanced neural-network model that also successfully 
simulates eight other infant probabilistic reasoning 
experiments reported in four other articles (Denison et al., 
2013; Denison & Xu, 2010; Teglas et al., 2011; Xu & Garcia, 
2008), thus covering most of the research on preverbal infant 
learning and use of probability distributions. Due to lack of 
space, these additional simulations are omitted here. 
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Table 1: Ratios and probabilities in the four experiments 
Experiment 1 2 3 4 
Favorable 

ratio 
12:4 16:4 8:14 60:15 

Unfavorable 
ratio 

12:36 24:96 8:72 60:40 

Favorable 
probability 

.75 .80 .36 .80 

Unfavorable 
probability 

.25 .20 .10 .60 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a test trial in the infant 
experiments. Infants were first familiarized with two 
populations with varying ratios of preferred vs. un-preferred 
objects. Next, the jars were covered and the experimenter 
randomly removed an object from each jar and placed it in 
one of the cups, either in front of the source jar for half the 
infants (solid lines) or the other jar for the other half of the 
infants (dashed lines). Then, each infant was invited to 
approach the cups to get their preferred object. Adapted from 
Denison and Xu (2014).  

Methods 
Learning in NPLS is based on a constructive neural learning 
algorithm called SDCC (Sibling-Descendant Cascade-
Correlation) that builds the interior of a neural network 
during learning, and has simulated many deterministic 
developmental phenomena in infants (Shultz, 2010, 2017; 
Shultz & Cohen, 2004). Probability distributions are 
estimated by a network’s output activation.  

SDCC networks are deterministic, feed-forward, networks 
that learn from examples by reducing overall prediction error 
(Baluja & Fahlman, 1994). Unit activations are passed 
forward from input units that describe examples to hidden 
units that transform inputs into more abstract representations, 
and finally to output units coding the response to particular 
input. Network output can be considered an expectation of 
what will happen at the output, while target output represents 
what is actually observed. During learning (in output phase), 
connection weights are adjusted to reduce network error:  

𝐸 =##$𝐴!" − 𝑇!"(
#

"!

									(1) 

where E is sum-of-squared error, A is the actual output 
activation for unit o and pattern p, and T is the target output 
activation for this unit and pattern. 

SDCC learning starts with a two-layer network (i.e., only 
the input and the output layer), and then recruits hidden units 
one at a time to solve the problem being learned. The 
algorithm constructs its own network topology, as opposed to 
being designed by a programmer. In input phase, input 
weights to candidate hidden units are trained to increase the 
covariation of candidate hidden unit output activation with 
network error. The highest correlating unit is then installed 
either on the highest layer of hidden units or on its own higher 
layer, depending on which has the better absolute covariation 
with network error. Input weights to each recruited hidden 
unit are frozen when the unit is installed. Weights are 
adjusted only one layer at a time, thus never requiring 
propagation of error signals backwards through the network. 
The function to maximize in input phase is a covariance 
between candidate-hidden-unit activation and network error: 

 

𝐶 =
∑ |∑ (ℎ" − ⟨ℎ⟩)(𝑒!" − ⟨𝑒!⟩)" |!

∑ ∑ $𝑒!" − ⟨𝑒!⟩(
#

"!

								(2) 

 
where ℎ" is activation of the candidate hidden unit for pattern 
𝑝, ⟨ℎ⟩ is the mean activation of the candidate hidden unit for 
all patterns, 𝑒!" is the residual error at output 𝑜 for pattern 𝑝, 
and ⟨𝑒!⟩ is the mean residual error at output 𝑜 for all the 
training patterns.  

The networks use an asymmetric sigmoid activation 
function: 

𝑦$ =
1

1 + 𝑒%&! 								(3)	
 
where y is the output of receiving unit i, x is the net input to 
unit i, and e is the exponential function. Output activation 
thus ranges from 0 to 1, just like probabilities do.  

Several enhancements of SDCC are required to cope with 
learning and using probability distributions. First, because of 
its determinism, SDCC was not satisfied with the high error 
of probabilistic outcomes, recruiting new hidden units ad 
infinitum. This problem was solved by allowing NPLS to 
track its progress in error reduction over learning cycles. 
SDCC already had the capacity to monitor progress within 
both input and output phases, using parameters for threshold 
and patience. In output phase, SDCC adjusts connection 
weights to reduce error. When error reduction stagnates, the 
algorithm changes to input phase to recruit a new hidden unit, 
adjusting weights entering candidate units to increase the 
correlation between their activations and network error. In 
each of these two phases, stagnation is detected when there is 
no progress greater than the threshold parameter for the 
number of training epochs specified by the patience 
parameter. We extended this scheme by adding an outer loop 
with its own threshold and patience parameters to monitor 
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progress over learning cycles, where each such cycle is an 
input phase and the next output phase (Shultz & Doty, 2014). 
This allows NPLS to stop when learning stagnates. With this 
ability, NPLS can learn any unnormalized multivariate 
probability distribution from examples that specify whether 
or not an output occurs in the presence of a particular input 
(Kharratzadeh & Shultz, 2016).  

We run 20 NPLS networks in each of the four infant 
experiments, training them on event sequences with an input 
unit arbitrarily coding for the source jar (1 or 2) and an output 
unit coding 1 for presence and 0 for absence of an object type. 
With this deterministic binary coding, corresponding directly 
to the visual stimuli presented to the infants, networks learn 
to output the probability of drawing a preferred item from a 
favorable and an unfavorable source. Note that ground-truth 
probabilities are not used as learning targets; they are instead 
an emergent property of NPLS learning.  

Table 2 shows an example of the coding scheme for a 
simple binary distribution with ratios of 3:1 vs. 1:3. This 
requires 4 training patterns for each ratio. In 3 of 4 examples 
for container 1, a focal object appears. For container 2, a focal 
object appears in only 1 of 4 examples. Our simulations use 
the exact ratios from the infant experiments, realistically 
representing what the infant sees in the jars. There is an 
asymmetric sigmoid activation function on the output unit to 
keep outputs in 0-1 range of probabilities.  

 
Table 2: Schematic coding of a binary probability 

distribution 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
A second problem is that SDCC could not probabilistically 

generate novel examples from example categories that it had 
learned. Following recent advances (Nobandegani & Shultz, 
2017), we pair a Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling 
algorithm (MCMC) with each network to simulate how 
infants generate the more favorable container from the 
category of the preferred object, thus converting a 
deterministic neural network into a probabilistic generative 
model.  

Infant selection patterns can be mathematically 
characterized as a form of sampling from the underlying 
probability distribution. An infant could mentally draw a 
sample, cued by desire for the high probability of a preferred 
object, and this would identity the more favorable jar for 
obtaining that object. This sampling could guide physical 
search towards the cup supplied by that favorable jar.  

NPLS induces a probability distribution 𝑝(𝐗|𝐘) on the 
deterministic input-output mapping 𝑓(𝐗;𝑊∗) learned by an 
NPLS network, and uses MCMC to sample from that induced 
distribution. The induced distribution is given by:  
 

𝑝(𝐗|𝐘 = 𝑌) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−β||𝑌 − 𝑓(𝐗;𝑊∗)||##) (4) 
 
where || ⋅ ||# is the l2-norm, 𝑊∗ the set of weights for a 
network after training, and β a damping factor. For an input 
instance 𝑿	 = 	𝑋 belonging to the desired class 𝑌, the network 
output 𝑓(𝑋;𝑊∗) is expected to be close to 𝑌 in the 𝑙#-norm 
sense. Equation 4 adjusts the probability of input instance 𝑋 
to be inversely proportional to the base-e exponentiation of 
the 𝑙# distance. Our NPLS system can handle any MCMC 
method, including Metropolis-Adjusted Langevin, a 
gradient-based MCMC method, which can be implemented 
in a biologically-plausible way (Moreno-Bote, Knill, & 
Pouget, 2011; Savin & Denève, 2014).   

Results 
For each experiment, the mean network probability estimates 
closely match ground-truth probabilities, consistent with the 
hypothesis that the infants were computing relevant 
probabilities (Denison & Xu, 2014). The mean estimated 
probability for the favorable location is considerably higher 
than that for the unfavorable location in every simulated 
experiment, as tested with a paired-sample t-test, p < .0001. 
All p values in this article represent 2-tailed comparisons. 
Mean network output activations correlate highly with 
ground-truth probabilities across the eight conditions of the 
four experiments, r(6) = 1.0, p = 9.1E-11.  

 

 
Figure 2. Ground-truth (blue and orange) and mean simulated 
probabilities (grey and gold) for each of four experiments on 
infant probabilistic reasoning (Denison & Xu, 2014). Error 
bars are standard deviations for 20 networks.  
 

Figure 2 shows the matches between of ground-truth 
probabilities and mean network output, with standard 
deviation bars around the simulation means. In each 
experiment, the size and direction of the location difference 
between favorable and un-favorable activations is apparent 
(grey vs. gold) and very close to ground truth probabilities 
(blue vs. orange). This represents the probabilistic knowledge 
that enables the sampling that could guide infant crawling 
towards the more favorable location for their preferred object. 
In contrast, predictions based on relative frequencies of the 
preferred object would expect no difference in Experiments 
1, 3, and 4 (where those frequencies are equal across the two 

3:1 1:3 
Input Output Input Output 

1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 0 
1 1 2 0 
1 0 2 0 
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sources) and a reversed difference for Experiment 2 (where 
the preferred object is less probable when it is more frequent).  

Simulation results for infant crawling patterns are shown 
in Figure 3, revealing a close match between infant crawling 
direction and mean samples generated by MCMC operating 
on the connection weights learned by NPLS. These sample 
means estimate infants’ probability of selecting the favorable 
vs. unfavorable jar, averaged over 1000 samples for each of 
20 networks. In each experiment, the mean selection-
probability for the favorable cup is higher than for the un-
favorable cup, p < .0001.  

 
Figure 3. Probability of selecting the favorable (blue) and 
unfavorable (orange) cups, as demonstrated by infant 
behavior (Denison & Xu, 2014) and model predictions for 
probability of choosing the favorable cup (grey) and 
unfavorable cup (gold), averaged over 20 networks each 
generating 1000 samples. Error bars denote standard 
deviations. 

 
Mean MCMC sample values correlate highly with infant 

search probabilities across the eight conditions of the four 
experiments, r(6) = .958, p = 1.74E-4. Mean MCMC sample 
values also correlate highly with ground-truth probabilities 
across the eight conditions of the four experiments, r(6) = 
.988, p = 4E-6. To compute the ground-truth sampling 
probabilities for Experiments 3 and 4 (corresponding to 
probability-matching behavior in binary searches), ground-
truth probabilities are normalized, by dividing the favorable 
and unfavorable probabilities by their respective sums. 

It is possible that these simple binary probability problems 
can be learned with only two weights: one from the bias unit, 
which is always on with an activation value of 1, and another 
from the input unit. In ongoing work, we devised a 
mathematical proof of that, identifying unique values of such 
weights for particular probabilities. We also found that NPLS 
networks could approximate those ideal weights, even 
without any hidden units. However, we prefer the model and 
parameters we present here because it provides an ideal 
combination of learning accuracy, learning speed, and 
generality. Our self-organized, recruitment model is more 

general because, in principle, it can learn any discrete 
probability distribution with an arbitrary, finite number of 
outcomes. The more outcome probabilities to learn, the more 
hidden units are generally recruited.  

Across the four simulation experiments, the mean number 
of hidden units recruited was 2.025, with a range of 0-3, and 
considerable variation in network topology.   

To provide further insight into how and why NPLS 
networks so readily learn binary probability distributions, we 
next provide a mathematical analysis. Presented with a 
frequency ratio N1:N0 (with N1 and N0 denoting, respectively, 
the number of preferred and un-preferred objects in a jar), 
NPLS adjusts its network topology and connection weights 
so that its output activation 𝑥 minimizes the sum-of-squared 
error 𝐸, partitioned by presence (target of 1) vs. absence 
(target of 0):  

 
𝐸 = ∑ (𝑥 − 1)#("

$)* +∑ (𝑥 − 0)#(#
+)*  (5) 

 
Because 𝑥∗, the optimal minimizer of E, is given by  
 

𝑑
𝑑𝑥 𝐸

⌋&)&	∗ = 0			 ⟹			 
 
2∑ (𝑥∗ − 1)("

$)* + 2∑ 𝑥∗(#
+)* = 0			 ⟹										(6) 

 

	𝑥∗ =
𝑁*

𝑁* +𝑁,
, 

the network’s output activation comes to closely approximate 
ground-truth probability. As such, relevant probabilities are 
mathematically guaranteed to be learned as an emergent 
property of the system, thus providing a novel explanation of 
how preverbal infants could learn probabilities without 
counting and dividing. This proof is generalizable to 
problems with more than two probabilities.  

Discussion 
Our model provides a computationally sufficient neural-level 
explanation of how preverbal infants could learn and use 
probability distributions without counting and dividing. From 
the deterministic encoding of the containers of colored 
objects seen by the infants, the networks directly learn the 
relevant probabilities without explicitly counting and adding 
favorable and unfavorable frequencies and without explicitly 
dividing those two frequencies by total frequencies.  

NPLS accomplishes this by autonomously building a 
network of the appropriate topology and adjusting its 
connection weights to reduce network prediction error. Other 
essential features of the model include using an asymmetric 
sigmoid activation function in the output unit (to keep outputs 
in the 0-1 range), learning cessation when error reduction 
stagnates (so that the network does not keep trying to learn 
probabilistic patterns ad infinitum), and pairing with an 
MCMC algorithm that uses network weights to 
probabilistically sample from the learned distribution.  
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Importantly, the relevant probability distributions are not 
supplied as learning targets, but rather emerge naturally from 
neural-network learning of event sequences. Our NPLS 
model simulates infant visual scanning of the colored-object 
contents of two jars. Our coding scheme for network learning 
realistically represents the results of these visual scans by 
pairing jar identity with relative frequencies of the two colors.  

It is likely that other algorithms could also learn the 
required underlying probability distributions, including the 
standard method of counting, summing, and dividing of 
counts by the sum. However, these are skills that infants are 
known to lack until several years and considerable schooling. 
Our NPLS model shows the computational sufficiency of 
techniques that infants could plausibly employ: learning 
associations between containers and color frequencies by 
adjusting synaptic weights between neurons and recruiting 
additional neural units as long as that is helping. And then 
making inferences in the opposite direction from the 
preferred color back to the identity of the most probable 
source jar.  

The primary goal of this work is to provide a 
computationally sufficient, neurally plausible account of 
preverbal infant probabilistic reasoning, demonstrated in 
Experiments 1-4 from Denison and Xu (2014), without 
invoking cognitive abilities that are beyond those infants; 
NPLS achieves that goal.   

Our model additionally assumes prior knowledge of 
physical objects in terms of their solidity, spatial location, and 
color, consistent with developmental work on core 
knowledge in infants (Spelke, 2000). 

When explaining remarkable infant abilities or any novel 
results, alternative explanations should be considered. Three 
alternate ideas can be ruled out because the maximum 
numerical value they can deal with is only 3-4 items: 
subitizing (Chi & Klahr, 1975), object files (Feigenson, 
Carey, & Hauser, 2002), and parallel individuation (Carey, 
Shusterman, Haward, & Distefano, 2017).  

Frequency of preferred items is ruled out by Experiments 
1, 2, and 4 (Denison & Xu, 2014). In each experiment, both 
infant searches and our simulations conformed to probability 
information and not to information on frequency of their 
preferred item. The same is true of Experiment 3 (Denison & 
Xu, 2014) for frequencies of un-preferred items.  

Because several other experiments attest that infant 
understandings of numerosity and ratio are independent of 
perceptual factors such as area, contour length, and density 
(McCrink & Wynn, 2007; Wynn, Bloom, & Chiang, 2002; 
Xu & Spelke, 2000), alternative explanations based on such 
non-numerical factors are also unlikely here. 

Explicit verbal counting could potentially provide accurate 
magnitude estimations of the large frequencies used in the 
infant probability experiments (Denison & Xu, 2014), but 
such counting abilities are still years away from these infants.  

There has been some speculation that the Approximate 
Number System (ANS) could somehow explain the infant 
results that we simulate here (Denison & Xu, 2014; McCrink 
& Birdsall, 2015). The ANS is a nonverbal system that allows 

approximate numerical estimation of collections of items at a 
glance, yielding magnitude values (Carey et al., 2017; 
Dehaene, 2009; Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; 
Gallistel & Gelman, 1992). Use of the ANS for quantity 
comparison has been documented in infants as young as 6 
months (Feigenson et al., 2004; Xu & Spelke, 2000) and in a 
range of non-human animals (Agrillo, Piffer, Bisazza, & 
Butterworth, 2012; Merritt, MacLean, Crawford, & Brannon, 
2011). Brain-imaging studies suggest that the ANS engages 
the intraparietal sulcus of the parietal lobe of human brains 
(Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; Piazza, Pinel, Le 
Bihan, & Dehaene, 2007).  

Perhaps infants could invoke the ANS for approximate 
magnitude estimation and then apply the standard method of 
calculating probability to these magnitude estimates: add the 
two estimates together and divide each frequency estimate by 
that sum. This seems unlikely because division is a relatively 
difficult and late-developing skill in children (Gallistel & 
Gelman, 1992; McCrink & Spelke, 2016). Also, the 
frequencies used in the unconfounded infant experiments 
(Denison & Xu, 2014), and in our simulations of those 
experiments, are considerably larger than the frequencies 
used in infant experiments on the ANS, which only went up 
to a maximum of 16 items (Xu & Spelke, 2000). The 
frequencies used in the infant experiments (Denison & Xu, 
2014) and our simulations are far larger, ranging from 4 to 
96, with a mean of 30 and standard deviation of 28.  

Also noteworthy is the tight accuracy of NPLS probability 
estimates in matching ground-truth probability computations, 
and the fact that MCMC sampling from those learned 
distributions closely matches the infant search patterns 
(Denison & Xu, 2014). In contrast, the ANS is known to be 
relatively imprecise, particularly with large numbers, small 
Weber fractions, and infants (Carey et al., 2017; Feigenson et 
al., 2004; Xu & Spelke, 2000). Moreover, even if the ANS 
could provide accurate estimates of these frequencies, it is 
unclear how the ANS could divide the target frequency by the 
total frequency of all relevant events, and do so with the 
precision achieved by the infant search patterns (Denison & 
Xu, 2014). Moreover, such operations in ANS have not been 
demonstrated in a working computational model, making it 
difficult to determine how much explanatory power it has in 
the area of probabilistic reasoning. These considerations 
suggest that successful infant probabilistic reasoning is not a 
product of the ANS.  

NPLS is currently the only model that has been 
demonstrated to produce computationally sufficient 
simulations of infant learning and use of probability 
distributions. As such, it is a genuine novelty in theories of 
early quantitative development. Additional simulations that 
are currently underway confirm its accuracy with more than 
two probabilities, including discretized continuous 
distributions. Several such simulations have also generated 
novel, testable predictions for infant experiments.  

Some other infant experiments measure probabilistic skills 
with infant surprise at unexpected outcomes instead of search 
for desired objects (Denison et al., 2013; Teglas et al., 2011; 
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Xu & Garcia, 2008). In other work, we simulate such 
differential surprise with the standard measure of network 
prediction error. Failed prediction triggers more surprise. 
Although our model can simulate both surprise and search, 
we are not aware of infant studies using both measures.  

In addition, our system is relevant to four other 
independent lines of research. One of these is the literature on 
probability matching in a wide variety of animal species, e.g., 
bees (Greggers & Menzel, 1913), fish (Behrend & Bitterman, 
1961), turtles (Kirk & Bitterman, 1965), and apes (De Petrillo 
& Rosati, 2019; Eckert, Call, Hermes, Herrmann, & 
Rakoczy, 2018). We will soon be exploring whether 
experiments with these other species can also be simulated.  

There is an active infant literature on transition 
probabilities, particularly in language learning and vision 
(Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Lany & Gómez, 2008; 
Saffran, Aslin, Johnson, & Newport, 1999). This is 
considered to be a distinctly different phenomenon from 
learning of binary probability distributions (Denison & Xu, 
2014), with a distinctly different kind of neural-network 
modeling (Mareschal & French, 2017).  

There is also an emerging literature on statistical 
summaries (aka ensemble representation (Alvarez, 2011)). 
Visual cognition is enhanced when human adults quickly 
summarize the statistical properties (e.g., average and 
variation) of a collection, affording a precise, compact 
representation of large collections. This is analogous to our 
model, in which a probability estimate compactly 
summarizes numerous presences and absences in event 
sequences.  

As well, there is evidence that adult humans and monkeys 
can form quick, accurate representations of ratios from visual 
displays that are coded by neural firing rates in the same brain 
areas as whole numbers (Jacob, Vallentin, & Nieder, 2012; 
Kiani & Shadlen, 2009; Matthews & Chesney, 2015). Future 
research could explore these diverse phenomena, perhaps 
eventually achieving a unified model.  

Our modeling suggests a novel way to begin bridging 
across Bayesian and neural-network approaches and across 
different levels of analysis (Marr, 2010). Neural network 
models operate at a lower, implementational level compared 
to the higher, computational level of Bayesian models. Each 
approach often partakes of an intermediate, algorithmic level. 
Some Bayesian researchers propose bridging across these 
levels with MCMC sampling (Griffiths, Vul, & Sanborn, 
2012). We agree that sampling is important, but also find that 
accurate constraint-guided sampling is infeasible without 
some prior learning. The proposed model integrates learning 
and sampling by reasoning bidirectionally, forward from 
examples to probability distributions and backwards from 
probability distributions to examples (Nobandegani & 
Shultz, 2017, 2018). In hundreds of networks simulating 
more than a dozen empirical experiments, we have not seen 
an exception to the idea that successful learning is necessary 
for accurate sampling. Finally, rather than assuming that 
probability distributions are innate products of biological 
evolution, it makes more sense to assume evolution of a 

powerful learning system that can quickly and accurately 
register a wide range of novel probability distributions.   
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Abstract 

Participants in Goldwater et al. (2018) reported using either 

feature- or relation-based strategy during a series of category 

learning tasks. A computational modeling study was conducted 

to investigate whether performance on Experiments 1 and 2 of 

Goldwater et al. (2018) might be explained by the assumption 

that participants used either feature- or relation-based 

representational encoding during learning. Human 

participants’ and model performance are compared and 

implications are discussed. 

 

Keywords: categorisation; relational categories; featural 

categories; symbolic-connectionist model; computational 

modeling 

 

There is an ongoing debate on whether featural and relational 

categorisation rely on the same cognitive mechanisms. 

Membership in a featural category is assessed via similarities 

of objects’ intrinsic features, while membership in a 

relational category is evaluated based on relations between 

parts of the stimulus. Some findings suggest that feature-

based categorisation is fundamentally different from that 

based on relations (e.g., Davis, Goldwater, & Giron, 2017; 

Jung & Hummel, 2015), while other results demonstrate 

similarities in the two kinds of categorisation (e.g., Corral, 

Kurtz, & Jones. 2018; Higgins & Ross, 2011). 

Goldwater et al. (2018) aimed to investigate this 

controversy by exploring different strategies that human 

participants might employ during category learning. The 

findings of their Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that during 

categorisation tasks participants differed on type of learning 

strategy. Some participants utilised a feature-based strategy 

while others applied a relation-based strategy. 

One of the limitations of the study is the fact that the 

learning strategy is assessed with self-reports. This approach 

involves a higher-level metacognitive assessment of the 

strategies involved in task completion; an approach which 

may not properly identify the underlying cognitive 

mechanisms. We sought to further explore this issue using a 

computational model of relational reasoning (DORA; 

Doumas, Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008).  

The goal of the current study was to investigate whether 

feature- and relation-based strategies might be the result of 

engaging different representational encodings—by encoding 

each stimulus purely with its features or with a relational 

structure. In addition, the current study aimed to explore 

whether between- and within-category comparisons affect 

the model’s performance on the categorisation task 

differently while either feature- or relation-based encodings 

are engaged. DORA (as its predecessor LISA) is one of a few 

models that can simultaneously represent featural and 

symbolic relational representations within the same 

framework. This is the main reason why this framework was 

employed to explore the difference between featural and 

relational categorisation. 

Method 

Category Learning Task 

Stimuli for the simulations were adapted from Goldwater et 

al. (2018) and comprised two artificial categories. Each 

stimulus contained three lines formed by coloured squares—

red, green, blue, and yellow. The distribution of colours 

served as the featural aspect of the stimulus, with more reds 

and greens probabilistically defining membership of one 

category, Snarg, and more blues and yellows defining another 

category, Blicket. The relational aspect of the stimuli, the 

relative line lengths, was deterministic of the category 

membership such that monotonically decreasing or 

increasing line lengths defined snargs and non-monotonic 

relations represented blickets (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: a) An example of a snarg; b) An example of a 

blicket; adopted from Goldwater et al. (2018).  

The categorisation task consisted of a learning phase with 

feedback and a testing phase without feedback. During the 

learning phase the stimuli from different categories were 

presented one at a time. Upon classification of each stimulus 

the correct/incorrect feedback was given.  

The testing phase comprised baseline, feature, relation, and 

cross-mapped trials. During the baseline test trial, the stimuli 

a b 
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were presented in the same manner as in the learning phase. 

For the feature test trial only featural aspects of the stimuli, 

colour distributions, were preserved, while the relational 

information, relative line lengths, was removed (by 

generating lines of equal length). During the relation test trial 

the colours were equally distributed, making category 

membership based on features impossible to discern, while 

the relative line lengths were preserved. For the cross-

mapped test trial the colour distributions referred to one 

category while the relative line lengths referred to the other 

(see Goldwater et al., 2018, for full details of the stimuli and 

the learning and testing phases).  

A Symbolic-Connectionist Model of Relational 

Reasoning  

To explore the findings of Goldwater et al. (2018) we used 

DORA (Discovery Of Relations by Analogy; Doumas, 

Hummel, & Sandhofer, 2008), a symbolic-connectionist 

model previously shown to account for various learning and 

representation development phenomena. As input DORA 

takes objects represented in a distributed fashion as a 

collection of features and learns single-place predicates and 

multi-place relations (Doumas et al., 2008; Doumas & 

Martin, 2019). Ultimately, the model learns a relational 

schema which does not rely on features and may be used for 

analogical reasoning and generalisation (Doumas & 

Hummel, 2005; Doumas & Hummel, 2010; Hummel & 

Holyoak, 1997; Hummel & Holyoak, 2003).  

DORA consists of an active memory (AM), the stimuli in 

the focus of DORA’s “attention”, and long-term memory 

storage (LTM), where all the information “seen” previously 

is stored together with all the inferences about it. For the 

purposes of categorisation task in the current study DORA’s 

retrieval, mapping, and schematisation routines were 

employed. The retrieval routine retrieves objects and 

relational structures from LTM based on the similarity of 

those representations to representations in AM. The mapping 

routine aligns objects and relational structures based on their 

similarities and roles within the relational structure 

supporting analogical inference. The schematisation routine 

refines the learned relational schemas, identifying common 

roles and relations they share and dismisses unshared 

features. Please see Doumas et al. (2008) for the more 

detailed description as well as for the model parameter 

values.  

Following the interpretation of Goldwater and colleagues, 

one of the assumptions in the current study was that human 

participants’ learning strategies differed in terms of using 

features versus relations and therefore could be captured by 

the difference in encodings. To simulate human participants 

employing featural and relational strategies on a category 

learning task, DORA was run with two different types of 

encodings. DORA with the featural type of encoding was 

limited to featural representation of objects and was 

prevented from creating a relational structure. Each stimulus 

was encoded as three lines with colour distributions serving 

as features. For instance, an example of a snarg in Figure 1a 

would be defined through featural encoding as follows: 
 

line1: b1, y1, g1, r1, r2, g2, g3, g4, r3, len9 

line2: g5, g6, r4, y2, r5, b2, r6, r7, y3, g7, g8, r8, len12 

line3: y4, r9, g9, g10, g11, g12, r10, r11, r12, b3, g13, r13, g14, 

r14, r15, g15, len16, 

where r stands for red square, b for blue, g for green, y for yellow, 

len for length. 
 

Categorisation was performed with an exemplar approach. 

While various approaches to categorisation exist (see Pothos 

& Wills, 2011) the exemplar approach was chosen for two 

reason. First, it is in line with Goldwater et al.’s strategy in 

Experiment 2 of using the word-learning task to differentiate 

rule-learners from learners attempting to memorize 

exemplars. Second, the exemplar approach allowed us to 

employ DORA as a naïve category learner for the sake of 

simplicity—to investigate simplest possible categorisation 

mechanisms that do not involve learning.  

The model was presented with an exemplar which was first 

placed in AM. DORA then attempted to retrieve one of the 

exemplars already stored in LTM (initially there were no 

exemplars in LTM) based on the featural similarity. Next, 

DORA attempted to map the current exemplar to any 

retrieved representations. If a mapping was discovered, then 

DORA categorised the current exemplar as the same category 

as the mapped exemplar. DORA then received feedback. The 

labeled exemplar entered LTM and could be retrieved in 

future categorisation trials.   

With a relational encoding a stimulus was represented with 

a relational structure encoded as a ternary proposition (see 

Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2: A ternary proposition which encodes the relational 

structure of a snarg shown in Figure 1a. Features are 

represented schematically by the lower-level circles. 

A ternary proposition was utilised instead of four binary 

propositions since one proposition constitutes smaller 

cognitive load than four propositions. An example of four 

propositions in this case could be shorter(line1, line2), 

shorter(line2, line3), left-of(line1, line2), and left-of(line2, 

line3). The use of ternary propositions is supported by 

empirical evidence demonstrating human capability to parse 

ternary relations as early as 5 years of age (Halford, 2014; 

Morrison et al., 2011).  

A relational representation included three objects—three 

lines of one exemplar—and their roles in the relational 

structure which were assigned based on the relative line 

length and the position of the line in a stimulus (see Figure 

2).  
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Importantly, the goal of the current study was to explore 

category learning rather than concept learning (e.g., 

Markman & Ross, 2003). A relational category is defined by 

a relational concept (e.g., the relational category of items of 

monotonically increasing size is defined by the concept of 

increasing size). As such, learning a relational category 

requires having the necessary relational concept. We assume 

that college students (human participants) are already 

familiar with concepts like increasing size and come into the 

study with these representations. During categorisation task 

what these participants are likely learning is to apply a known 

concept in a novel context. As such, we started DORA with 

representations of relations such as larger and next-to. For the 

current simulations the relations were hand-coded as learning 

these relations from examples has been previously simulated 

(e.g., Doumas et al., 2008). 

 

Simulation 1 In the first simulation we simulated Experiment 

1 from Goldwater et al. (2018). During categorisation task, 

DORA was run with either featural or relational encoding 

described above. The motivation for the original empirical 

experiment was to establish a proof of concept of relational 

versus featural strategy in category learning. The aim of 

Simulation 1 was to compare DORA’s accuracy to human 

performance. If DORA’s performance is comparable to that 

of human participants, this would offer a support to the notion 

that featural learners and rule-learners differ on the type of 

encoding engaged during category learning. We ran 50 

feature-based simulations and 50 relation-based simulations.  

 

Simulation 2 The second simulation simulated Experiment 2 

of Goldwater et al. (2018). In Experiment 2 human 

participants were trained in either a blocking or an 

interleaving condition. These conditions focus on the 

sequence of stimuli presentation—how often stimuli from the 

same category are presented on the consequent trials. The 

chance of a stimulus from the same category being presented 

on the consequent trial is 75% in the blocking condition and 

25% in the interleaving condition. We simulated these 

training regimes in DORA. 

 

Simulation 3 In Experiment 2 accuracy of human 

participants on relation test trial was higher after blocked 

training compared to performance on relation test trial after 

interleaved training. Since DORA did not replicate this 

difference during Simulation 2, the third simulation 

introduced a recency bias in which DORA favoured the most 

recent exemplar for comparison with the current exemplar. 

This bias was instantiated in DORA as the ability to compare 

the current with the most recent exemplar—a direct 

comparison tactic previously shown to enhance category 

learning (Sandhofer & Doumas, 2008). The recency bias 

allowed us a preliminary investigation into whether the direct 

comparison is behind the relational advantage in humans 

after blocked training. While being trained in blocked and 

interleaved regimes with the recency bias, DORA compared 

the current exemplar with the most recent exemplar on the 

subject of category membership via mapping routine. Every 

time the direct comparison between two consecutive 

exemplars was relational and the classification was 

performed correctly, the model constructed a relational 

schema (see Doumas et al. 2008 for details of mapping and 

relational schematisation routines). The probability of the 

exemplar encoding to be relational on every trial was set at 

.5. This represented the idea that while humans do have 

relational representations they might not always use them 

during category learning. 

Results 

Simulation 1 Results and Discussion 

During the learning and testing phases of Simulation 1 

DORA demonstrated trends similar to those of human 

participants in Experiment 1 of Goldwater et al. (2018). 

During learning phase, as well as on baseline test trials, 

accuracy of both feature-based and relation-based strategies 

in human participants and of DORA running with feature-

based and relation-based encodings were above chance. The 

relational strategy in humans and relational encoding in 

DORA produced slightly slower learning (see Figure 3).  

Please note, in all figures, “feature-based strategy” and 

“feature-based encoding” are referred to as “exemplar”, and 

“relation-based strategy” and “relation-based encoding” as 

“rule”). 

 

 

Figure 3: Learning phase and baseline test trials. Accuracy 

of exemplar versus rule approach in human participants in 

Experiment 1 and DORA’s featural versus relational type of 

encoding in Simulation 1. 

As noted above, on the feature test trials, stimuli were 

stripped of relational information by making all three lines in 

a stimulus of equal length. As expected, the accuracy of 

relation-based human participants was at chance, while those 

employing a feature-based strategy demonstrated high 

accuracy. Similarly, DORA run with relation-based 
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encodings on feature test trial performed close to chance, 

while feature-based encodings on the same kind of trial 

yielded high accuracy (Figure 4). This trend was reversed for 

the relation test trials in which distributions of four colours 

were equal. Feature-based human participants were near 

chance; by contrast, rule-learners performed with high 

accuracy. DORA demonstrated similar results, with featural 

encodings yielding near chance accuracy and relational 

encodings producing high accuracy (see Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: Feature and relation test trials. Accuracy of 

exemplar versus rule approach in human participants in 

Experiment 1 and DORA featural versus relational type of 

encoding in Simulation 1. 

During cross-mapped test trials, the features and relations 

pointed at complementary categories. That is, on cross-

mapped trials snargs had the prevalence of blue and yellow 

squares and blickets had the prevalence of reds and greens, 

while the opposite was true during training. The relations 

between lengths of the lines were preserved, with 

monotonically increasing or decreasing lines still defining 

snargs and non-monotonic relation defining blickets. 

As expected, feature-based learners categorised using 

features, and thus performed systematically below chance 

when accuracy was based on the relational rule. Interestingly, 

the rule-based learners were not as accurate on cross-

mapping trial as on baseline or relation trials, even though the 

rule did not change (Figure 5). DORA showed the same result 

with relational encoding. In DORA, the reduced accuracy 

was a product of the fact that relational representations 

included featural information, and categorisation was the 

result of retrieval from memory based on featural as well as 

relational similarity. Thus, featural information biased 

retrieval of category exemplars based on features rather than 

relational information. This result suggests that rule-learners 

might not be completely biased towards relational 

information, as it is often conceptualized in the literature, and 

might be lulled by featural similarity.  

In short, Simulation 1 supported the notion that the 

differences between the strategies that human participants 

employ on the category learning task might be due to the 

differences in the types of stimulus encoding engaged during 

the categorisation task.  

 

 

Figure 5: Cross-mapped test trials. Accuracy of exemplar 

versus rule approach in human participants in Experiment 1 

and DORA’s featural versus relational type of encoding in 

Simulation 1. 

Simulation 2 Results and Discussion  

In Goldwater et al.’s (2018) Experiment 2, rule learners 

trained with interleaving stimuli performed just as well as 

feature learners on feature test trials. That is, participants who  

reported using relational rules did not have trouble correctly 

categorising exemplars wherein the relational information 

was removed (Figure 6). Rule-learners trained with blocked 

trials, by contrast, did show the expected decrease in accuracy 

when relational information was removed (Figure 6). DORA 

showed the expected decrease in accuracy on feature trials 

when using relational encodings for both interleaved and 

blocked training. This result might suggest that 

differentiating between learning strategies with a self-report 

measure may not prove accurate.  

On relation test trial DORA performed at chance when 

using featural encodings, and much better when using 

relational encodings (Figure 7). This result held after both 

types of training—with interleaved and blocked stimuli. The 

human participants showed this trend only with blocked 

training (Figure 7). That is, while feature learners performed 

close to chance on relation test trials with both interleaved 

and blocked training, rule learners performed well on relation 

test trials only with blocked training.  

The same discrepancy between DORA and human 

participants was observed on the cross-mapped test trials 

(Figure 8). Both feature learners and DORA using featural 

encodings showed accuracy lower than chance—meaning 

that the opposite category was identified in most cases—
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given both interleaved and blocked training. By contrast, 

humans who reported using a relation-based strategy 

performed below chance (i.e., used a the featural rule) when 

trained with interleaved stimuli, and at chance when trained 

with blocked stimuli. DORA did not show this trend, and 

rather showed feature-based reasoning (below chance 

accuracy) when using featural encodings, and relation-based 

reasoning (above chance accuracy) when using relational 

encodings.  

 

 

Figure 6: Feature test trials. Accuracy of exemplar versus 

rule approach in human participants in Experiment 2 and 

DORA’s featural versus relational type of encoding in 

Simulation 2. 

Goldwater et al. (2018) argued that the blocked training 

should benefit performance of the rule-based learners, while 

the interleaved training should enhance accuracy of feature-

based learners. This prediction follows current thinking in 

analogy literature, i.e., relational category learning is 

promoted by analogical comparison (Christie & Gentner, 

2010; Doumas et al., 2008), and analogy-making is easier  

when the compared exemplars are indeed from the same 

category as there are more similarities (relational or featural) 

to align.  

Blocking versus interleaving affected neither accuracy 

during the learning phase, nor the baseline test trial 

performance for both, human participants and DORA. 

However, compared to the interleaving condition, human 

participants in blocking condition demonstrated higher 

accuracy on relation test trial. Since featural information was 

inaccessible, rule-learners performed better than exemplar-

learners. It is interesting, however, that on the relation test 

trial in the interleaving condition human participants who 

reported rule-based learning strategy performed at chance. It 

was shown in literature that alternating between categories 

interferes with learning while presenting categories 

consequently enhances it (e.g., Sandhofer & Doumas, 2008). 

This pattern was not replicated in DORA and the model did 

not exhibit different behaviour on relation test trial after  

 
 

Figure 7: Relation test trials in blocking and interleaving 

conditions. Accuracy of exemplar versus rule approach in 

human participants in Experiment 2 and DORA’s featural 

versus relational type of encoding in Simulation 2. 

 

blocked versus interleaved training. One possible explanation 

is that the model in Simulation 2 was insensitive to the 

ordering of the exemplars. The goal of Simulation 3 was to 

address this limitation and to provide guidelines for future 

research. 

 

 

Figure 8: Cross-mapped test trials in blocking and 

interleaving conditions. Accuracy of exemplar- versus rule 

approach in human participants in Experiment 2 and 

DORA’s featural versus relational type of encoding in 

Simulation 2. 

Simulation 3 Results and Discussion  

During Simulation 3 we implemented a recency bias in the 

model. DORA performs schematisation whenever it maps 

relational propositions. We instantiated the feedback in the 
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study by allowing the model to store schemas only after the 

classification was performed correctly. This resulted in 

different number of relational schemas after different training 

regimes. The blocked learning regime produced 32 relational 

schemas on average, while interleaved regime produced an 

average of 10 relational schemas after 20 simulations. These 

are reasonable results given that the probability of two 

consecutive exemplars being from the same category during 

blocked training is .75, and only .25 during interleaved 

training. Thus, after blocked training, the model has three 

times more schemas. These results suggest that indeed, as 

speculated by Goldwater et al. (2018), the advantage of 

blocked training was the invitation to compare more easily 

alignable items (i.e., items from the same category). By 

comparing items from the same category, assuming the 

model had noticed the correct relations, it could learn a 

schema defining a particular category. The resulting schemas 

were essentially variabalised representations of the key 

relational concept, and so made excellent representations of 

the relational category. Our simulations support the idea that 

a possible explanation for human participants’ accuracy on 

relation test trial in blocking versus interleaving conditions is 

the generation of relational schemas defining the key 

relational category. 

General Discussion 

One goal of the computational simulations comprising this 

study was to investigate whether differences between feature-

based and relation-based strategies employed by human 

participants in category learning task might be explained by 

the differences in the stimulus representational encoding 

mechanisms. Another goal was to test whether stimulus 

presentation sequence (blocking versus interleaving) affects 

performance differently when these types of encoding are 

engaged. We used DORA, a symbolic-connectionist model 

of relational learning and reasoning, to simulate performance 

on Experiments 1 and 2 of Goldwater et al. (2018) in which 

featural versus relational encodings were used to represent 

category exemplars.  

Solely adjusting the representational encodings used by the 

model produced some striking similarities to human 

participants in Experiments 1 and 2 of Goldwater et al. (2018) 

in both accuracy and general trends. The results suggest that 

the differences between the exemplar and rule-based 

strategies employed by human participants during the 

learning stage might be due to the differences in the type of 

encoding engaged in the category learning task. 

The results of human participants and DORA diverged in 

interesting ways in simulating Experiment 2. DORA, a model 

whose retrieval and mapping routines depend on analogical 

alignment, did not suffer any accuracy impairment given 

interleaved training compared to blocked training in 

Simulation 2. This outcome was unsurprising given that the 

difference between blocked and interleaved training is 

hypothesised to arise because blocked (as opposed to 

interleaved) training is said to promote comparison (e.g., 

Doumas & Hummel, 2013; Kurtz, Boukrina, & Gentner, 

2013; Sandhofer & Doumas, 2008), which in turn promotes 

relation learning. The results of Simulation 3 suggest that 

direct comparison might influence the frequency of relational 

schemas construction which in turn could be the mechanism 

behind the relational category learning. It has been 

demonstrated in analogy research that comparison facilitates 

learning relational schemas (e.g., Doumas & Hummel, 2013; 

Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997; Jamrozik 

& Gentner, 2013; Kurtz et al., 2013). Future simulations 

should explore whether the representational structure of 

relational category corresponds to the relational schema in 

analogy research or whether relational representations of 

relational categories are governed by the same mechanisms 

as featural representations.  

Finally, consider the drop in accuracy for the rule-based 

learners and relation-based DORA on cross-mapped trials. 

This trend occurred despite the fact that while feature-based 

categories were swapped on these trials, the relational rule 

did not change. Rule-learners performance at chance on 

cross-mapped test trial suggests that they were affected by the 

featural information and did not necessarily focus purely on 

relational information. DORA’s performance also suffered. 

DORA was affected by the feature swap (Figure 8) as object 

features are present even in the relational encoding. This is an 

interesting result which suggests the reason why human 

relational categorisation might remain affected by featural 

similarity. 

The current computational study has several limitations. 

One of them being the fact that model’s LTM was empty 

prior to the simulations. An empty LTM means that DORA 

had no prior knowledge whatsoever before the task. Future 

simulations need to address this issue by pre-training DORA 

on other data containing spatial information to learn relations 

such as longer (a, b), shorter(c, d), to-the-side(e, f), and in-

the-middle(g, h).  

One of the limitations of LISA/DORA models is the lack 

of feature salience. Since feature salience affects 

performance as demonstrated in the Experiment 3 in 

Goldwater et al. (2018), this aspect needs to be added to the 

model in the future. 

In summary, the results of the simulations suggest that 

feature- and relation-based strategies that human participants 

employ on categorisation tasks might be the result of 

engaging different representational encodings—by encoding 

each stimulus purely with its features or with a relational 

structure. In addition, our findings suggest that within-

category comparisons during training enhance relational 

categorisation performance. This enhancement might be due 

to the fact that direct comparison of relationally similar 

consequent elements in blocked training facilitates 

generation of relational schemas which define a relational 

category.  
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Abstract

The communicative goal behind a causal claim like “Smok-
ing causes heart attacks” is to inform recipients about the ex-
istence of a causal link between the factors mentioned in the
proposition. Different terminologies can be used to accomplish
this goal. Sometimes people use formulations of the form “C
causes E”, like in the tobacco warning above, and sometimes
they use other formulations, such as modal propositions like
“C can cause / lead to E.”, or statements like “C increases the
risk of E.”. We investigate the hypothesis that different causal
structure claims, by means of different terminologies, not only
communicate the existence of a causal link but also implic-
itly elicit intuitions about that link’s strength. Experiment 1
revealed that claims like “C causes E” imply a stronger link
than, for example, modal formulations like “C can cause E”.
Experiment 2 tested implications of this finding for research
on causal structure learning.

Keywords: causality; causal claims; causal reasoning; causal
strength; causal structure; causal talk

Smoking is causally related to lung cancer, heart attacks, and
many other diseases. To alert customers to the adverse effects
that come a long with lighting up, tobacco companies sell-
ing their products in the European Union are obliged to print
warning labels on their cigarette packages stating the causal
relationship between smoking and at least one of its nega-
tive consequences. Consider the following three examples of
warning statements that can be found on cigarette packs sold
in the EU: (1) “Smoking causes heart attacks.”, (2) “Smoking
increases the risk of blindness.”, and (3) “Smoking can kill
your unborn child.”.

All these statements represent causal claims whose goal
it is to communicate the existence of a causal link between
smoking and a particular negative outcome. Beyond the com-
munication of the existence of a causal link, however, these
different types of causal claims, by means of their differ-
ent terminologies, also seem to convey different impressions
about the causal strengths of the respective links. Compare
the claim that (1) “Smoking causes heart attacks” with the
claim that (2) “Smoking increases the risk of blindness.”.
Would someone who has no knowledge about the statistical
association between smoking and heart attacks and between
smoking and blindness assume the two causal relationships to
be equally strong, or would she assume one to be the stronger
than the other? Which of the warnings could be more success-
ful in preventing people from smoking? Intuitively, the first
claim seems to convey the impression of a stronger causal
link than the second claim.

In the present paper, we investigate which intuitions about
the strengths of causal relationships are elicited by causal

statements that rely on different causal terminologies to com-
municate the existence of a causal link, like the tobacco
warnings introduced above. Several lines of research have
investigated how reasoners translate verbal expressions of
uncertainty like “probably”, “rarely”, “perhaps”, or “fre-
quently leads to” into numerical values (see, e.g., Meder &
Mayrhofer, 2017; Teigen & Brun, 2003). Interestingly, the
causal-strength intuitions that are elicited by different causal
phrases whose primary aim it is to communicate the exis-
tence of a causal link have so far not been investigated. Us-
ing an interactive experimental paradigm, we show that sub-
jects who read different types of such causal-structure claims
indeed tend to construct different underlying contingencies.
Demonstrating this effect is not the only goal we pursue. A
second goal is to elucidate and test the implications that this
effect has for a central line of research on causal reasoning
– research on elemental causal structure induction. Elemen-
tal causal structure induction refers to the process in which a
reasoner learns about a causal link between a single potential
cause and effect factor based on observed data. This process
involves two aspects: (1) a decision whether a causal link
does or does not exist and (2) how strong a potential link is.
Previous research (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005) suggested
that reasoners predominantly focus on and report the struc-
tural decision as to whether a link does or does not exist,
even if the test question intends to probe causal strength. In
the present paper we show that participants’ seem to be much
more sensitive to causal strength, however, as we found that
their answers to causal structure queries are influenced by
causal-strength impressions elicited by different terminolo-
gies used in these questions.

Causal claims and implied causal strengths
In everyday life, exact statistical information about causal

relationships is often not available and in many situations it
is also not important. Often, a rather coarse representation of
causal relationships is sufficient to make rational decisions.
For example, for a doctor to know that a patient’s symptom
requires her immediate attention, it will be enough for her to
know that the symptom is related to a disease that “in most
cases”, “frequently”, or “often” causes people to die if un-
treated. In another case in which she knows that a disease
only “very rarely” or “almost never” leads to death, she might
decide to prioritize another condition of her patient. The two
examples illustrate that qualitative notions about the strength
of a causal relationship can be conveyed by means of what
has been called “verbal expressions of uncertainty” or “ver-
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bal probabilities” (cf. Teigen & Brun, 2003). Verbal probabil-
ities have been investigated in various empirical studies, and
it has been shown that reasoners are remarkably consistent at
translating different verbal expressions of uncertainty into ex-
act numerical values (see Teigen & Brun, 2003, for a review),
and that they can, for instance, use purely verbal information
to make diagnostic causal inferences (Meder & Mayrhofer,
2017) that are as accurate as those made by reasoners who
received exact numerical information.

The pragmatic goal behind causal claims involving verbal
probabilities is the communication of information about the
strength of causal links. Such verbal strength claims can be
contrasted with causal claims like the three tobacco warnings
presented in the introduction, whose primary goal it is to com-
municate the existence of a particular causal link. The three
examples also illustrate that this goal may be achieved by
means of different types of causal terminology like “causes”,
“can cause”, “increases the risk of”, and so on. The hypothe-
sis of the present paper is that such “causal structure claims”,
due to the different types of causal terminology they involve,
still implicitly convey information about the strength of the
causal link they refer to. In particular, we hypothesize that
causal structure claims of the form “C causes E” tend to elicit
the impression of a stronger causal link between C and E than
causal claims of the form “C increases the risk of E” or “C can
cause / lead to E”.

This hypothesis is inspired by different theoretical frame-
works on the semantics of causal propositions. One such
framework is the mental model theory (Goldvarg & Johnson-
Laird, 2001; see Johnson-Laird & Khemlani, 2017, for an
overview) of causation, which attempts to explain the differ-
ent meanings behind causal propositions such as “ C causes
E”, “C enables E”, or “C prevents E” (see also Wolff &
Thorstad, 2017, for a different framework based on force dy-
namics). The key assumption of the mental model theory
is that reasoners represent different causal propositions by
means of different sets of mental models, where each men-
tal model captures a particular event combination consistent
with the proposition. According to the theory, the claim “C
causes E” is defined by the following set of three mental mod-
els: C occurs and (later) E occurs, {c, e}, C does not occur
and E does not occur, {¬c, ¬e}, and C does not occur and
E occurs (due to an alternative cause) {¬c, e}. Since the set
does not contain a mental model in which C occurs and E
does not occur, {c, ¬e}, the proposition “C causes E” is as-
sumed to capture relations in which the cause is sufficient (but
not necessary) for the effect. In contrast, the proposition “C
enables E” consists of one additional mental model in which
C occurs and E does not occur {c, ¬e}. The proposition “C
enables E” is hence assumed to describe causal relations in
which a cause may fail to generate its effect. The theory does
not address causal propositions such as “C can cause E” or
“C increases the risk of E (happening)”, but it seems plausi-
ble to assume that it would predict the mental representation
of these claims to be closer to the representation of “C en-

ables E” than the representation of “C causes E”. Although
we do not necessarily agree with the theory that “C causes E”
implies deterministic relations, we concur that the prototypi-
cal causal relation associated with this claim is one in which
C is relatively likely to bring about E.

Another reason why modal causal structure claims of the
form “C can cause / lead to E” may elicit impressions of
weaker causal strength compared to propositions like “C
causes E” is that the former are more likely to prompt a dispo-
sitional notion of causality. Dispositional theories of causal-
ity (see, e.g., Kistler & Gnassounou, 2007; Mumford & An-
jum, 2011) define causality as a relation between the prop-
erties of physical objects that bear causal powers (see also
Waldmann & Mayrhofer, 2016, for an overview). For exam-
ple, saying that sleeping pills promote fatigue according to a
dispositional view means to say that sleeping pills, in virtue of
being sleeping pills, possess an intrinsic power or disposition
to provoke sleepiness. Importantly, dispositional theories em-
phasize that causal powers will often be dormant and become
evident only if put into the right context, i.e., when combined
in the right way with other powerful objects. Sleeping pills,
for example, will not exercise their disposition unless they are
ingested by an organism that possess a digestive system with
the power to dissolve it. A campfire will not exercise its ca-
pacity to boil water until a jar containing water is placed in
the right distance for the right amount of time. The modal
verb can seems to emphasize the dispositional character of
causal relations.

Similarly, causal propositions of the form “C increases the
risk of E” may imply weaker causal relations than proposi-
tions of the form “C causes E” because the prototypical con-
texts in which the word “risk” is used are situations in which
outcomes are probabilistic, such as in contexts of gambles
or lotteries. Causal propositions of this type may be more
likely to prompt a probabilistic reading of causality. Ac-
cording to probabilistic dependency theories of causality (see
Williamson, 2009, for an overview) causes are probability
raisers of their effects and need neither be necessary nor suffi-
cient for their effects. The basic idea of these theories is cap-
tured by the concept of contingency, which formalizes causal
probability raising by the probabilistic contrast between the
probability of the effect in the presence versus the absence of
the cause, ∆P = P(E|C,K)−P(E|¬C,K), where K denotes
the set of all relevant causal background factors.

Implications for studying causal structure
induction

The idea that different terminologies used in causal struc-
ture claims may be associated with different intuitions about
the strength of the underlying causal relationship is relevant
for research on elemental causal structure induction. Elemen-
tal causal structure induction refers to the process by which
a reasoner uses statistical data to learn whether a causal re-
lationship exists between a single candidate cause and effect
factor. In the typical paradigm used to study elemental causal
structure induction (see, e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005;
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Table 1: Causal structure claims presented in Experiment 1 together with descriptive statistics of subjects’ responses.

Condition Causal Claim Mean ∆P (95% CI) Median ∆P

1 “Exposure to X-ATN R© causes the contraction of Lipogastrosis.” 0.38 (0.15) 0.5
2 “Exposure to X-ATN R© increases the risk of contracting Lipogastrosis.” 0.31 (0.09) 0.33
3 “Exposure to X-ATN R© can lead to the contraction of Lipogastrosis.” 0.22 (0.11) 0.33
4 “Exposure to X-ATN R© is related to the contraction of Lipogastrosis.” 0.17 (0.14) 0.19

Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng, & Holyoak, 2008), subjects are
first presented with a fictitious cover story introducing the hy-
pothesis that a target factor C (e.g., a medical substance, or a
genetic mutation) may be the cause of another target factor E
(e.g., a symptom, or a disease), then are presented with statis-
tical data indicating a particular contingency (which is either
manipulated between or within-subject), and finally are asked
to indicate in some form (e.g., by reporting their degree of
confidence, or by making a probability judgment) how likely
the causal hypothesis is true in light of the data. Answers to
these questions are assumed by recent computational mod-
els (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008; Meder,
Mayrhofer, & Waldmann, 2014) to be the result of a Bayesian
inference process that computes the probability, P(S1|D) (cf.
Meder et al., 2014), that the data were produced by a causal
structure in which C and E are connected by a causal link
(S1: C→ E← A) or by a causal structure S0 in which the link
between C and E is missing and all occurrences of the effect
are due to alternative causes A (S0: C E ← A). What is
important to note is that P(S1|D) reflects the probability of
the existence of a causal link between C and E, irrespective
of the strength of that link.

Interestingly, previous research on causal structure induc-
tion has focused little on the terminology used in the causal
test queries subjects are asked to answer. One explanation for
this may be that it has been assumed that reasoners predomi-
nantly focus on causal structure rather than on causal strength
in such tasks (cf. Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). The stan-
dard test query used to test causal structure induction uses
formulations of the form “C causes/ makes/ produces E”. For
example, Lu et al. (2008) in their Experiment 3 asked their
subjects after they had inspected the contingency data “How
likely is it that this chemical produces headaches?”. Imag-
ine the contingency had been similar to the one depicted in
Fig. 3 B, where ∆P = 26

72 −
15
72 = 0.21. The effect size indi-

cated by the data seems to be relatively small, but because
it has been measured using a large sample of N = 174, the
posterior probability of a causal link that is computed by the
causal support (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005) or by the struc-
ture induction model (Meder et al., 2014) is around ninety
percent. Will reasoners indicate a high degree of confidence
if they are asked a standard question like “How likely is it
that this chemical produces headaches?”. If a proposition of
the form “C causes E” implies that C and E are connected
by a strong causal link, it might be that subjects report lower
confidence because, although representing good evidence for

the existence of a causal link, the data seem to indicate that
the existing link is rather weak. Compare your intuition in
this case to a case where the test query would be “How likely
do you think is it that C can cause E” or “How likely do you
think is it that C increases the risk of E”. The latter two ques-
tions seem to be more appropriate in light of the rather weak
observed contingency. Whether the question is formulated in
the first or the latter way seems to become less relevant, by
contrast, if the observed effect size is high (cf. Fig. 3 A).

Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to test the causal strength

intuitions that are elicited by different types of causal struc-
ture claims. The different claims that we tested were inspired
by the three different types of formulations that can be found
in the warnings on cigarette packs. We also included a fourth
statement of the form “C is related to E” because it represents
a further common type of claim. The four different statements
that we contrasted are shown in Tab. 1. A previous pilot study
indicated that reasoners presented with these different claims
tend to construct contingencies that follow the ordinal rank-
ing in which these statements are listed in Tab. 1. The data
and experimental materials of this and the second experiment
can be accessed on OSF under https://osf.io/5ngpd/.

Methods
Participants Two hundred subjects (Mage = 33.90, SDage =
11.99, 110 female, 87 male, 3 indicated to be neither female
nor male) who were recruited via Prolific (www.prolific
.co) participated in this online experiment and provided valid
data. The inclusion criteria that we applied were a minimum

Figure 1: Illustration of the interactive animation presented in Ex-
periment 1 that subjects used to construct the contingencies they as-
sociated with the respective causal claims. Initially, all mice were
gray but when subjects moved the sliders to a particular value, the
corresponding number of mice turned yellow.
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age of 18 years, English as native language, and an approval
rate concerning participation in previous studies of 90 per-
cent. Prolific workers who participated in a pilot study were
excluded from participation in the present experiment. We
also asked subjects to participate only via laptop or desk-
top computer and not via smartphone or tablet, because we
wanted to minimize the chances that subjects take part who
are in environments (e.g., public places, subway) that might
distract them. Subjects received a momentary compensation
for their participation.

Design, Materials, and Procedure The study design was
a 4 (causal claim: see Tab. 1; between subjects) × 2 (esti-
mation: number of mice in the treatment group having the
disease vs. number of mice in the control group having the
disease; within subject) mixed design. A further balancing
factor of the study will be described below.

As cover story we used a fictitious medical scenario similar
to those used in previous studies on causal induction (cf. Grif-
fiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Stephan & Waldmann, 2018). Sub-
jects were told that a group of biologists is investigating the
effects that a particular chemical substance called X-ATN R©
has on the contraction of a particular disease called Lipogas-
trosis. Subjects read that the biologists conducted an exper-
iment in which they examined two randomly drawn samples
of mice for the disease, one sample that they had previously
treated with the chemical substance and one sample that had
remained untreated serving as a control group.

After having read this information about the biologists’ ex-
periment, participants proceeded to a new screen on which
they were asked to assume that the biologists had finished
their experiment, had analyzed the results, and had summa-
rized their results in a short statement. Participants were then
presented the biologists’ conclusion, which was one of the
four causal claims that are listed in Tab. 1. Then, on the same
screen right below the causal statement, subjects were shown
an interactive animation that looked like the illustration de-
picted in Fig. 1. Subjects read that the animation shows the
two groups of mice before the biologists examined them for
the disease. All mice were displayed in gray at this point. We
then asked subjects to indicate, based on the causal statement
made by the scientists, what they thought the results of the
experiment most likely looked like. Subjects were prompted
to use the sliders displayed in the animation below each group
of mice to provide their best guess about the number of indi-
viduals that suffered from the disease in each group. When
subjects clicked on and moved the sliders, the correspond-
ing number of mice turned from gray to yellow. Whether the
treatment group or the control group was displayed on the left
side of the animation was counterbalanced between subjects.

After subjects had given their estimates, they proceeded
to a new screen where they were asked two attention check
questions, one referring to the order of the two groups in the
animation (treatment group left vs. right) and the other re-
ferring to the color in which mice were depicted that had the
disease. Subjects then proceeded to a new screen where they

Figure 2: Results (means and 95% bootstr. CIs) of Experiment 1.
The upper panel shows subjects’ estimated probabilities of the effect
in the presence (treatment) versus the absence (control) of the cause.
Jittered dots show individuals responses. The lower left panel shows
the corresponding values of ∆P, obtained from subtracting subjects’
two responses. The lower right panel shows the corresponding val-
ues of causal power, obtained by dividing ∆P by 1−P(e|¬c) (Cheng,
1997).

were asked to provide demographic data and to report any
technical complications they may have experienced. Subjects
were debriefed on the last screen of the study.

Results and Discussion
The results are summarized in Fig. 2 and in the right part

of Tab. 1. The upper graph in Fig. 2 shows subjects’ slider
responses transformed into probabilities. Pink and blue bars
show the probabilities of the effect in the presence and the ab-
sence of the cause, respectively. The left bottom panel shows
the corresponding values of ∆P, and the right panel shows the
corresponding values of causal power (Cheng, 1997). The
means and medians for the contingency values are listed in
Tab. 1. As can be seen, subjects in all conditions tended to
construct positive contingencies. That is, for all four causal
statements, they assumed that the probability of the effect
was higher in the presence (M = 0.60, M = 0.51, M = 0.43,
M = 0.44) than in the absence of the cause (M = 0.22,
M = 0.21, M = 0.20, M = 0.27). It can also be seen that
the contingencies subjects constructed show a negative trend,
indicating that the different types of causal statements indeed
elicited different intuitions about the strength of the underly-
ing causal relationship. As predicted, subjects in the “causes”
condition tended to construct the highest contingency, al-
though the values seem to be smaller than expected based
on theories such as mental model theory. Further, it can be
seen that contingencies decreased for the other statements.
This trend becomes even more salient if the corresponding
values of causal power are considered. Fig. 2 also shows that
these contingency differences were obtained because subjects
tended to construct different predictive probabilities for the
different causal statements, while the base rates they con-
structed for the four causal claims were all similar. A poly-
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nomial trend analysis conducted for the contingency values
confirmed the negative linear pattern that is shown in the bot-
tom graph in Fig. 2, t(196) =−2.59, p = .01, r = 0.18.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated that different causal structure

claims tend to elicited different intuitions about the strength
of that link. The goal of Experiment 2 was to test important
implications for studying causal structure learning that may
follow from this finding. In particular, we wanted to demon-
strate that the terminology used in test queries of elemental
causal-structure induction tasks is an important factor that has
largely been neglected in previous studies.

Methods
Participants Two hundred and eighty subjects (Mage =
33.40, SDage = 12.24, 173 female, 106 male, one person in-
dicated neither female nor male) recruited via Prolific (www
.prolific.co) participated in this study and provided valid
data. The applied inclusion criteria were a minimum age of
18 years, English as native language, and an approval rate
concerning participation in previous studies of 90 percent.
Prolific workers who participated in Experiment 1 were ex-
cluded from participation. Subjects also were asked to partic-
ipate only via laptop or desktop computer and not via smart-
phone or tablet, because we wanted to minimize the chances
that subjects take part who are in environments (e.g., public
places, subway) that might distract them. Subjects received a
monetary compensation for their participation.
Design, Materials, and Procedure The study design was a
2 (contingency: ∆P = 0.56 vs. ∆P = 0.21)× 2 (causal query:
“causes” vs. “increases risk”) factorial design with both fac-
tors manipulated between subjects.

Figure 3: The two contingency data sets tested in Experiment 2.
Panel A shows the data set with the high contingency and Panel B
shows the data set with the low contingency.

The paradigm we used in Experiment 2 was a classical
causal induction task (cf. Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et
al., 2008). We used the same cover story about the chemical
substance and the disease as in Experiment 1. Unlike in Ex-
periment 1, where subjects were asked to construct the results
of the biologists’ study, subjects in the present study were told
that they will be shown the results of the biologists’ experi-
ment. We also informed participants that these results will
be presented in a summary format and showed them an illus-
tration. After subjects read the instructions, they proceeded
to a new screen on which they were presented one of the two
contingency data sets that are depicted in Fig. 3. A further dif-
ference from Experiment 1 was that there were 72 mice in the
treatment and control group, respectively. We used this rather
high sample size to obtain high values for P(S1|D) even in the
∆P = 0.21 condition. The P(S1|D) values were calculated us-
ing the structure induction model of Meder et al. (2014) and
are displayed by the red dashed lines in Fig. 4. Whether the
treatment group of mice was displayed on the left side or the
right side was counterbalanced between subjects.

The causal structure query was presented on the same
screen right below the learning data. Subjects in the “causes”
condition were asked a causal structure question that was for-
mulated in the typical way found in the literature. Subjects
in this condition read: “Based on the results of this exper-
iment, how confident are you that exposure to chemical X-
ATN R© causes the contraction of Lipogastrosis?”. Answers
were provided on an eleven-point ratings scale with the end-
points labelled “It certainly does not cause the disease.” and
“It certainly causes the disease.” (the midpoint was labelled
“50:50”). The wording of the test query in the “increases
risk” condition was: “Based on the results of this experiment,
how confident are you that exposure to chemical X-ATN R©
increases the risk of contracting Lipogastrosis?”. The end-
points of the scale in this case were “It certainly does not
increase the risk of contracting the disease.” and “It certainly
increases the risk of contracting the disease.”.

Results and Discussion
The results are summarized in Fig. 4. First of all, as ex-

pected and in line with previous studies testing causal struc-
ture induction (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008),
it can be seen that subjects were sensitive to contingency.
They tended to report higher confidence levels in the ∆P =
0.56 condition (M = 0.84, SD = 0.12 and M = 0.88, SD =
0.15 for the “causes” and “increases risk” condition, respec-
tively) than in the ∆P = 0.21 condition (M = 0.65, SD = 0.17
and M = 0.76, SD = 0.18 for the “causes” and “increases
risk” condition, respectively). A 2×2 factorial ANOVA con-
firmed that this difference was significant, F(1,276) = 67.52,
p < .001, f = 0.50.

Secondly, it can be seen that subjects’ confidence ratings
were also influenced by the causal terminology used in the
test query. Overall, participants tended to report higher con-
fidence in the existence of a causal link when asked to indi-
cate how confident they were that the chemical “increases the
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Figure 4: Results (means and 95% bootstr. CIs) of Experiment 2. Jit-
tered dots show individuals responses. Diamonds indicate medians.
Red dashed lines show the posterior probabilities of the existence
of a causal link between C and E, computed based on the structure
induction model by Meder et al. (2014).

risk of contracting” the disease (M = 0.88, SD = 0.15 and
M = 0.76, SD = 0.18 in the ∆P = 0.56 and ∆P = 0.21 con-
dition, respectively) than if they were asked to indicate their
confidence that the chemical “causes the contraction” of the
disease (M = 0.84, SD = 0.12 and M = 0.65, SD = 0.17
in the ∆P = 0.56 and ∆P = 0.21 condition, respectively).
The ANOVA confirmed that this main effect was significant,
F(1,276) = 15.09, p < .001, f = 0.23.

Thirdly, Fig. 4 shows that the effect of the causal terminol-
ogy was mainly driven by subjects in the weak-contingency
condition. Subjects who observed a relatively high contin-
gency reported confidence levels that were almost equally
high for both test queries. Subjects who observed a rela-
tively weak contingency, however, were particularly reluctant
to say they were confident that the chemical “causes the con-
traction” of the disease. However, they hesitated less saying
they were confident that the chemical “increases the risk of
contracting” the disease. The ANOVA confirmed a signifi-
cant interaction effect between contingency and causal query,
F(1,276) = 4.07, p = 0.04, f = 0.12. However, this interac-
tion effect was rather small and only measured rather impre-
cisely in the present study. It should be replicated with higher
statistical power in a future experiment.

In sum, the results of Experiment 2 indicate that subjects
who are asked causal structure queries may not only indi-
cate how much evidence the data provide for the existence
of a causal link. Their confidence ratings also seem to reflect
whether the data indicate a link strength that is representa-
tive for the strength implied by the terminology used in the
test query. This finding has implications for the evaluation of
rational models of causal structure induction. For example,
the red dashed lines in Fig. 4 show the posterior probabili-
ties of a causal link as computed by the structure induction
model (Meder et al., 2014), and it can be seen that with the
standard query the model fit is worse than with the alternative
“increases risk” query.

General Discussion
We have shown that different types of causal structure

claims also convey intuitions about the causal strength of
the link they aim to communicate. This finding may have
practical consequences. For example, one prediction follow-
ing from it is that warning labels using phrases of the form
“C causes E” will be more effective in preventing customers
from consuming a particular product causing negative side
effects than propositions of the form “C can cause E”, be-
cause the former type of claim lets the product appear more
dangerous. On the other hand, if someone wants to commu-
nicate the existence of a causal link without simultaneously
eliciting a distorted representation of that link’s strength, the
causal structure claim should be formulated in a way convey-
ing the right impression of the strength of the given causal
relation.

We have also provided first evidence that the way causal
structure queries are formulated is an important factor that
should be considered in studies investigating causal structure
learning. It has been argued in the literature that reasoners
tend to answer causal strength queries as if they were causal
structure queries (see Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). Exper-
iment 2 suggests that causal strength representations have an
influence on causal structure judgments. Our finding may be
particularly relevant for studies that aim to compare different
models and to compare them via model fit analyses. How-
ever, it must also be said that we have only tested two types
of causal structure queries and two levels of ∆P in our Exper-
iment 2. In future experiments, larger set of contingencies,
different levels of sample size, and further formulations of
the test query should be tested to obtain a broader assessment
of the significance of our finding.

In the present paper, we have focused on “generative”
causal structure claims that postulate that a cause brings
about/ produces an effect. We plan to extend our studies
and to also investigate the strength intuitions elicited by “pre-
ventive” causal structure claims. Previous studies (Lu et al.,
2008) suggested that “preventive” causal relationships are as-
sociated with different base rates of the effect in the absence
of the target cause. Our novel contingency-construction task
will be useful to investigate this effect further.
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Abstract

Causal scope, the number of different effects a cause can pro-
duce, is a salient feature of causes. In the present research, we
address the question whether reasoners use causal scope as a
diagnostic cue to infer the strengths of individual causal links.
In three experiments, we manipulated the number of effects of
a cause, and asked subjects to assess the causal strengths of
single causal links. The results document a clear influence of
causal scope on perceived link strength. In particular, subjects
tended to display a “dilution” effect. They perceived a causal
link to be weaker if that link belonged to a cause that is capa-
ble of producing additional effects. This dilution effect can be
explained by a dispositional notion of causality according to
which a cause possesses a certain amount of causal power or
capacity that it distributes across its different causal pathways.
Keywords: causality; causal strength; causal structure; scope;
causal reasoning

Knowledge about the strengths of causal relationships is im-
portant for predictions, diagnoses, the selection of effec-
tive interventions, and causal attributions. In the literature
on causal reasoning, causal strength is often understood as
the probability with which a cause generates its effect (e.g.,
Cheng, 1997; Cheng & Lu, 2017; Griffiths & Tenenbaum,
2005). According to the causal Bayes net framework, for ex-
ample, the normative strategy a reasoner should apply to in-
fer the strength of a causal link is to assess the contingency
(∆P) between the potential cause and effect factor. If a target
cause combines linearly with other causes to produce an ef-
fect, it is assumed that ∆P provides a direct measure of causal
strength, whereas when different causes of an effect combine
according to a noisy-OR gate (Pearl, 2000), the correct mea-
sure of causal strength is assumed to be given by a scaled
version of ∆P that Cheng (1997) has called causal power:
∆P/(1−P(e|¬c). Various studies have shown that reason-
ers’ causal strength inferences are influenced by contingency
information (see Waldmann, 2017).

In the present research, we investigated whether reasoners’
inferences about the strengths of causal links are also influ-
enced by cues other than the statistical association between a
target cause and its effect. One such cue on which we focus
in this paper is illustrated by the following example: Imag-
ine two different food supplements, A and B, that both are
known to be able to improve certain physiological parame-
ters. Supplement A possesses the capacity to cause (1) im-
proved muscle strength, (2) improved joint flexibility, and (3)
improved bone density. By contrast, supplement B only pos-
sesses the capacity to cause improved bone density. Based on
this information about the number of different effects the two
supplements can produce, is there a systematic difference in

their capacity to lead to improved bone density?
The number of different effects a cause can generate can

be called the cause’s causal scope. In the present research,
we investigated whether reasoners regard causal scope as a
diagnostic indicator for the strengths of cause-effect links.
Although causal scope is a salient feature of causes, the
question which role it plays in reasoners’ strength inferences
has largely been neglected in the literature (but see John-
son, Johnston, Toig, & Keil, 2014; Sussman & Oppenheimer,
2020).

According to causal theories belonging to the depen-
dency framework (see Waldmann & Mayrhofer, 2016, for an
overview), such as Bayes net theory, the answer to the ques-
tion raised above is clear. The strength of the link between a
cause and an effect cannot be determined unless something is
known about their statistical association. Structural informa-
tion about the number of effects of a cause should not affect
strength estimates under this framework unless specific ad-
ditional assumptions are made about the mechanisms linking
causes and effects. If only provided with the structure of the
causal model, the theory does not predict systematic strength
differences in the two cases.

Another class of theories allowing for different predictions
is the disposition framework of causality (see Kistler & Gnas-
sounou, 2007; Mumford & Anjum, 2011). According to the
dispositional view of causality, causes bring about their ef-
fects in virtue of an intrinsic causal property, its causal capac-
ity, which explains the observed statistical regularities. For
example, the causal relation between ingesting aspirin and ex-
periencing pain relief is explained by dispositional accounts
by saying that aspirin possesses an intrinsic causal disposition
to bring about pain relief that may typically be dormant but
can become manifest under the right conditions (e.g., when
ingested by a human body).

One hypothesis that can be derived from a dispositional
notion of causality is that reasoners may assume that causes
possess a limited amount of causal capacity that is distributed
across the different causal paths linked to the cause. This hy-
pothesis leads to the prediction of a dilution effect according
to which reasoners will have a tendency to perceive a causal
link as weaker if it belongs to a cause with broad causal scope
than if it belongs to a cause with narrow causal scope, because
in the former case the causal capacity would be perceived to
be distributed across the cause’s different causal paths. The
opposite prediction is also conceivable, however. If reason-
ers assume that causes have a certain amount of causal ca-
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pacity, they may use the number of effects that a cause can
produce as a diagnostic cue for the amount of causal capacity
this cause possesses. A causal link that is part of a cause with
broad causal scope might then be perceived to be stronger
than a link that is part of a cause with narrow causal scope.

We report three experiments testing the influence of causal
scope on causal strength inferences. To foreshadow our re-
sults, we found clear evidence for an influence of causal scope
on causal strength judgments. In line with the first hypoth-
esis of a dilution effect, Experiment 1 revealed that reason-
ers seem to assume that the strength of individual links in a
causal structure decreases with the number of effects a cause
can produce. Experiments 2 and 3 tested the robustness of
this “dilution” effect. Experiment 2 compared conditions in
which causes that differ in causal scope were either evalu-
ated jointly or separately. The goal was to see whether the
causal scope effect found in Experiment 1 can only be ob-
served in situations in which reasoners can directly compare
broad-scope with narrow-scope causes or whether the effect
can also be found in contexts in which only one target cause is
presented. Following the causal strength definition of causal
Bayes nets, we used a probabilistic phrasing of the causal
strength test query in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3,
we replicated the the dilution effect with a causal strength test
query formulated in a way that might be more natural given
the effect variables that we used in our experimental scenario.
The experimental materials and data for all experiments can
be accessed via https://osf.io/mjswc/.

Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to test whether we would see

an influence of causal scope on causal strength judgments.
We used a fictitious scenario in which subjects were asked
to compare two causes that differed in their causal scope.
The multiple-effects cause was described as being capable
of producing three effects, while the single-effect cause was
described to be able to produce only one of the effects of the
multiple-effects cause. The crucial manipulation was whether
the target causal link whose strength subjects were asked to
estimate was generated by a multiple-effects or a single-effect
cause. Additionally, we varied whether the multiple-effects
cause was capable of producing three effects belonging to the
same physiological domain (the musculoskeletal system) or
to different physiological domains.

Methods
Participants One hundred and sixty subjects (Mage = 35.00,
SDage = 13.18, age range 18 to 73 years, 108 female, 49
male, three persons selected the option “other” for the gen-
der question) who were recruited via Prolific (www.prolific
.co) participated in this online study and provided valid data.
The inclusion criteria were a minimum age of 18 years, En-
glish as native language, and an approval rate concerning par-
ticipation in previous studies of 90 percent. Subjects were
asked to participate only via laptop or desktop computer and
not via smartphone or tablet, because we wanted to minimize

Figure 1: Example of the stimuli presented in Experiment 1.

the chances that subjects take part who are in environments
(e.g., public places, subway) that might distract them. Sub-
jects received a monetary compensation for their successful
participation.
Design, Materials, and Procedure The study had a 2 (target
cause to which the strength query referred: multiple-effects
vs. single-effect cause; within subject) × 2 (physiological
domain of effects of multiple-effect cause: same vs. differ-
ent; between subjects) mixed design. Additional control fac-
tors that were counterbalanced between subjects will be in-
troduced below.

Subjects were presented with a fictitious scenario about
aliens from a remote planet whose diet involves two differ-
ent types of crystals (blue vs. red). It was described that the
aliens forage for these crystals because these crystals were
capable of causing positive physiological effects. One type
of crystal was described as having capacity to produce sev-
eral beneficial effects in the aliens’ body, while the the other
type of crystal was described has having the capacity to only
produce a single positive effect. An example of the graphical
illustrations shown to subjects is depicted in Fig. 1. An exam-
ple of the scenario descriptions that were presented together
with the graphical illustrations is:

A remote planet of our galaxy, called Morgania, is in-
habited by tiny aliens, called Morganians. The regular
diet of Morganians consists of plants of different types.
From time to time, however, Morganians also seek and
swallow particular crystals because these crystals can
lead to positive effects. There are two different types
of crystals, blue and red. Blue crystals are very valuable
because they possess the capacity to produce multiple
positive effects. Blue crystals can lead to improved night
vision, improved agility, and improved skin quality. Red
crystals are less valuable because they only possess the
capacity to produce a single positive effect. Red crystals
can only lead to improved night vision.

This vignette was shown in the condition in which the three
effects of the multiple-effects cause belonged to three dif-
ferent domains. In the condition in which the effects of the
multiple-effects cause belonged to the same physiological do-
main, subjects learned that the multiple-effects cause could
cause (1) improved muscle strength, (2) improved bone den-
sity, and (3) improved joint flexibility. Whether red or blue
crystals were presented as the the multiple-effects cause was
counterbalanced between subjects. The single-effect cause
was described as having the capacity to produce one of the
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three effects of the multiple-effects cause.
After subjects had learned about the two causes, they an-

swered a causal-strength question for each cause. The for-
mulation of the causal strength question we used in this
study assumed a probabilistic interpretation of causal strength
(Cheng, 1997): Subjects were asked to indicate the probabil-
ity with which eating the particular crystal would lead to the
target effect. For example, subjects were asked: “We now
would like to get to know your intuition about the causal
strength with which eating blue crystals causes improved
night vision. To express your intuition about the causal
strength, please answer the following question: What do you
think is the probability with which eating red [blue] crystals
leads to improved night vision?”. Responses were given on
an eleven-point rating scale whose endpoints were labeled “It
never leads to improved night vision” and “It always leads to
improved night vision” (the midpoint of the scale was labeled
“50:50”). Which of the three effects was selected as the target
effect was counterbalanced between subjects. The order in
which the strength questions were asked was also counterbal-
anced between subjects. After subjects had given their causal
strengths ratings, we also asked them on a separate screen to
provide a short explanations for their ratings. Subjects pro-
vided their explanations as open-ended responses. Subjects
finally provided demographic data and were debriefed.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the results. As can be seen in the figure, sub-

jects’ causal strength judgments were sensitive to our manip-
ulation of causal scope. Particularly, subjects tended to in-
fer a higher causal strength for the target link when that link
belonged to the single-effect cause (M = 0.81, SD = 0.22
and M = 0.80, SD = 0.29 for “same domain” and “differ-
ent domains” condition, respectively) than when the link be-
longed to the multiple-effects cause (M = 0.68, SD = 0.25
and M = 0.69, SD = 0.26 for “same domain” and “differ-
ent domains” condition, respectively). At the same time,
Fig. 2 shows that this effect was not influenced by our do-
main manipulation. The same pattern was found irrespec-

Figure 2: Results (means and 95% CIs) of Experiment 1.

tive of whether the three effects belonged to the same do-
main or to different domains. A 2 (target cause to which
the strength query referred: multiple-effects vs. single-effect
cause; within subject) × 2 (physiological domain of effects
of multiple-effect cause: same vs. different; between sub-
jects) mixed ANOVA confirmed the pattern shown in Fig. 2.
We only found a significant main effect for the target cause
factor, F(1,158) = 18.95, p < .001, which fell into the range
between a small and medium effect size f = 0.24.

To learn more about the nature of the observed causal scope
effect, we next analyzed subjects’ individual ratings as well as
their open-ended explanations. It was found that of the 160
subjects we tested 91 (57%) gave different causal strength
ratings for the two causes, while 69 (43%) subjects did not
differentiate between them. Of the 91 subjects who rated the
strengths of the two causes differently, the ratings of a major-
ity of 74 subjects (81%) were in line with a dilution effect.
These participants gave lower causal strength ratings for the
multiple-effects cause. The ratings of 17 of these 91 partici-
pants (19%) showed the opposite effect, suggesting that some
reasoners seem to use the number of effects a cause can pro-
duce as a diagnostic indicator of its overall causal capacity.

Subjects’ open-ended responses were grouped into four
different categories by two independent raters. The open-
ended responses as well as the coding can be accessed via
https://osf.io/ye6rs/. Responses classified as Category
1 were those that implied a dilution effect. Category 2 re-
sponses described the reverse effect according to which the
number of effects a cause can generate is diagnostic for its
overall causal capacity. Subjects who answered that a causal
strengths cannot be inferred based on the provided informa-
tion alone were assigned to Category 3. Subjects whose ex-
planations were unclear or referred to completely different
factors were assigned to Category 4. In an initial round, both
raters made identical classifications in 94% of the cases (i.e.,
for 151 out of the 160 responses). The raters then met to dis-
cuss and decide about the remaining nine cases. The coding
of subjects’ explanations yielded the following results: it was
found that 51 explanations implied a dilution effect (Category
1). For example, a prototypical response given by one subject
who was assigned to this category was “Because the red crys-
tals cause multiple effects, it seems reasonable that those ef-
fects would be more diluted than the effect of the blue crystal,
which only causes improved muscle strength. I realize this is
not necessarily true, but that is what my intuition says.” Inter-
estingly, it turned out that the responses that implied a dilu-
tion effect could be sub-categorized further into two different
sub-categories. The largest sub-group of participants tended
to provide answers like the one just mentioned, in which it
was described that the capacity of the multiple-effects cause
is spread evenly across its attached causal pathways. Another
smaller sub-group of subjects, however, described a different
mechanism that also implies a dilution effect. These subjects
assumed that the multiple-effects cause would have an overall
lower causal strength on the target effect because it would be
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capable of producing only one of its effects at a time, which
in turn would reduce the probability that it exerted an influ-
ence on the target effect in the particular test case subjects
were asked to evaluate. For example, a prototypical answer
given by subjects in this sub-category was “The blue crystals,
when eaten, have a one in three chance of producing clearer
skin because there are two other possible outcomes. The red
crystals only produce one outcome, which is clearer skin, and
so are effective in doing so 100% of the time.”.

Seven participants offered explanations that described an
opposite, strengthening effect (Category 2). For example,
one participant assigned to this category wrote “I feel like
the crystals with more benefits would be stronger and give a
stronger effect for each benefit”. 47 subjects were assigned
to Category 3. A prototypical response given by a partici-
pant in this category was “The information stated that they
both could improve joint flexibility but it did not state how
much. There was no known evidence to explain why this was
possible. They both made a claim and I thought there was
a 50% chance of both working from the information.” The
remaining 55 responses were coded as Category 4. For ex-
ample, one subject in this category wrote “You use infra red
light for night vision hence my assumption that red crystal
will improve you night vision”.

The results of this study show that at a substantial number
of reasoners seems to treat the number of effects a cause can
generate as a cue for the causal strength of individual causal
links. More specifically, the results of the experiment docu-
ment that most reasoners seem to assume dilution effect, as
they seem to have a tendency to perceive the number of links
in a causal structure to be inversely related to the strength of
individual links. This effect is in line with a mental represen-
tation of causal strength according to which a cause possesses
a fixed amount of causal capacity that is distributed across
its causal pathways. The more pathways a cause serves, the
weaker each causal influence becomes. However, we also
found a reverse, strengthening effect in a small sub group
of participants, which indicates that some reasoners seem to
treat a cause’s causal scope as a diagnostic indicator for its
overall causal capacity. Finally, we did not find evidence that
the observed effect of causal scope on causal strength infer-
ence is moderated by effect domain diversity.

Experiment 2
One noteworthy aspect of the design of Experiment 1 is that

subjects were presented with both types of causes and were
asked to give causal strength estimates for both of them. A
question that arises is whether the observed effect only oc-
curs when reasoners directly think about both types of causes
or whether it can also be found if only one type of cause is
considered at a time. The joint presentation format used in
Experiment 1 might have encouraged subjects to focus on
relative causal strength. Thus, the assumption that a cause
has a fixed amount of power that is spread across its different
causal paths may be particularly salient when a context en-
courages a direct comparison between causes with different

causal scope. Another aspect was that subjects were asked to
provide strength estimates for both causes, which may have
encouraged them to think about a distinction between the two.
The goal of Experiment 2 was to address these issues and
test the robustness of the causal scope effect. We decided to
contrast a condition in which subjects were jointly presented
with a single-effect and the multiple-effects cause with one in
which they only learned about either the single-effect or the
multiple-effects cause. Moreover, we decided to let subjects
rate the causal strength of only one of the causes. Since we
did not observe an effect in Experiment 1 of whether the three
effects of the multiple-effects cause belonged to the same do-
main or not, we dropped this factor in Experiment 2.

Methods
Participants Seven hundred and twenty subjects (Mage =
35.61, SDage = 12.41, age range 18 to 79 years, 416 fe-
male, 299 male, four subjects selected the option “other”
for the gender question, one subject did not want to pro-
vide gender information) who were recruited via Prolific
(www.prolific.co) participated in this online study and pro-
vided valid data. The rationale behind this large sample size
was that we assumed that the difference in perceived causal
strength between the multiple-effects and the single-effect
cause might be smaller if subjects learn about only one of
the two causes than if they simultaneously learn about both
of them. We wanted to be sure to detect a potentially small
ordinal interaction effect of f = 0.11 with more than 80 per-
cent power. The applied inclusion criteria were the same as
in Experiment 1. Prolific workers who took part in Experi-
ment 1 were excluded from participation. Subjects received a
monetary compensation for their participation.
Design, Materials, and Procedure The study had a 2
(presentation format: joint presentation of single-effect and
multiple-effects cause vs. presentation of only one of the two
types of causes) × 2 (target cause: single-effect vs. multiple-
effects cause) between-subjects design.

The experimental materials and procedure were largely
identical to those in Experiment 1 except that half of the sub-
jects (in the separate evaluation condition) learned about only
one crystal that the aliens were described to forage for. We
also changed some parts of the scenario description. In Ex-
periment 1, the multiple-effects cause was described to be
“more valuable” because it could lead to multiple positive
effects, while the single-effect cause was described as “less
valuable” because it could only lead to a single positive ef-
fect. While this evaluative description was intended to high-
light merely the difference in causal scope, it might have
influenced subjects’ assumptions about causal strength. A
cause that is described as “valuable” may be perceived to be
stronger than a cause that is described as “less valuable”. This
phrasing may have attenuated the observed dilution effect. To
have neutral formulations in Experiment 2, we therefore left
out the “[...] are very valuable because they [...]” and the
“[...] are less valuable because they only [...]” parts of the
respective sentences.
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After subjects had learned about the cause(s), they were
shown the causal strength query, which either referred to the
multiple-effects or the single-effect cause. Like in Experi-
ment 1, the target effect was manipulated between subjects
(improved “night vision” vs. “muscle strength” vs. “bone
density”). After subjects had given their strength-rating, they
reported some demographic data and were debriefed.

Results and Discussion
The results are summarized in Fig. 3. The left two bars

show the mean causal strength ratings for the conditions in
which subjects learned about both causes, whereas the right
two bars show the mean strength ratings for the conditions
in which either the multiple-effects or the single-effect cause
were presented. First, it can be seen that the ratings show that
we successfully replicated the dilution effect found in Exper-
iment 1. Subjects who were presented with both the multiple-
effects and the single-effect cause tended to give higher causal
strength ratings for the target link when that link belonged to
the single-effect cause than when it belonged to the multiple-
effects cause (M = 0.77, SD = 0.21 vs. M = 0.60, SD =
0.27). A similar pattern was observed for the condition in
which each participant learned about only one of the two
causes (M = 0.67, SD = 0.22 vs. M = 0.60, SD = 0.22).
However, Fig. 3 shows that the observed dilution effect was
weaker in this case. If subjects only learned about one of the
two causes, the differences in perceived causal strength for
the target link tended to become smaller. It can also be seen
that this reduction in the perceived causal-strength difference
was driven by an attenuation of causal strength ratings given
for the single-effect cause, whereas the strength ratings for the
multiple-effects cause were almost identical to those given in
the condition in which subjects were shown both causes.

A 2 (presentation format: joint presentation of single-
effect and multiple-effects cause vs. presentation of only
one of the two types of causes) × 2 (target cause: single-
effect vs. multiple-effects cause) between-subjects ANOVA
confirmed the descriptive pattern displayed in Fig. 3. The
analysis yielded a significant main effect of “target cause”,
F(1,716) = 47.16, p < .001, f = 0.26, confirming that sub-
jects overall tended to give higher strength ratings for the
single-effect cause. Planned comparisons confirmed that the
observed strength difference between the multiple-effects and
the single-effect cause was significant for both presentation
formats, t(716) = 6.99, p < .001, d = 0.71 and t(716) =
2.72, p < .01, d = 0.3. We also found a significant main
effect of “presentation format”, F(1,716) = 9.52, p < .01,
f = 0.12: strength ratings were overall higher in the condi-
tion in which subjects were presented with both causes. As
Fig. 3 shows, this main effect is driven by the difference in
the causal strength ratings given for the single-effect cause.
Finally, we found a significant interaction effect between
“presentation format” and “target cause”, F(1,716) = 9.52,
p < .01, f = 0.11, confirming that the observed difference in
strength ratings was indeed smaller in the condition in which
subjects were presented with only one type of cause.

Figure 3: Results (means and 95% CIs) of Experiment 2.

In sum, Experiment 2 replicated the dilution effect we
found in Experiment 1. Subjects generally tended to attribute
lower causal strength to an individual causal link if that link
belongs to a cause that possesses the capacity to produce fur-
ther additional effects. We also found that the magnitude of
this effect depends on whether subjects are in a context in
which differences in causal scope are particularly salient or
not. When subjects observe different types of causes, the im-
pact of causal scope on perceived causal strength is more pro-
nounced than when they only see one type of cause.

Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2 we used a formulation for the

causal power test queries that was based on the causal Bayes
net interpretation of causal power according to which causal
power represents the probability with which a cause generates
an effect. This probabilistic reading of causal power appears
to be natural if causes and effects represent binary events.
However, in the scenario we used in Experiments 1 and 2, it
appears to be more natural to think of the described effect fac-
tors (e.g., muscle strength) as continuous rather than binary
variables and to also conceptualize causal power as a quan-
tity exerting a gradual influence on its effects. The primary
goal of Experiment 3 therefore was to replicate the dilution
effect with a causal strength test query that conceptualizes
the involved effects as continuous variables. Our hypothesis
was that we would see a larger effect of causal scope in this
case. Like in Experiment 1, we also again manipulated ef-
fect domain diversity (i.e., whether the effects produced by
the multiple-effects cause belonged to the same or different
physiological domains) because we wanted to see whether
we would see a domain diversity effect with the new causal
strength test query.

Methods
Participants One hundred and twenty subjects (Mage =
32.94, SDage = 12.81, age range 18 to 69 years, 74 female,
46 male) who were recruited via Prolific (www.prolific.co)
participated in this online study and provided valid data. The
applied inclusion criteria were the same as in the previous
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experiments. Prolific workers who participated in Experi-
ments 1 and 2 were excluded from participation. Subjects
received a monetary compensation for their successful par-
ticipation.
Design, Materials, and Procedure The study had a 2 (tar-
get cause: multiple-effects cause vs. single-effect cause) ×
2 (physiological domain of effects of multiple-effect cause:
same vs. different) between-subjects design.

We used the same cover story about the aliens and the crys-
tals as in the previous experiments. The scenario descrip-
tion introducing the two types of causes was identical to the
one used in the “joined presentation” condition of Experi-
ment 2. The three effects that were introduced in the con-
dition in which the multiple-effects cause was described to
generate effects belonging to different physiological domains
were “night vision”, “joint flexibility”, and “alertness”. In the
“same effect domain” condition, the three effects were “mus-
cle strength”, “bone density”, and “joint flexibility”. Whether
the blue or the red crystal was introduced as the multiple-
effects cause was counterbalanced between subjects.

After subjects had read the information about the two types
of causes and the effects each cause is able to produce they
were presented with the causal strength test query. The query
either referred to the multiple-effects or to the single-effect
cause. Which of the three effects of the multiple-effects
cause was selected as the target cause was counterbalanced
between subjects. Unlike in the previous studies, the causal
strength query subjects were asked conceptualized the effects
as continuous variables. For example, in the condition in
which the target effect was “night vision” the question read:
“We now would like to get to know your intuition about
the causal strength with which eating blue crystals causes
improved night vision. To express your intuition about the
causal strength, please answer the following question: If an
alien eats a blue [red] crystal, how much do you think will
its night vision improve?” Another difference from the pre-
vious studies was that subjects this time provided their causal
strength ratings on a continuous slider instead of a discrete
rating scale whose endpoints were labeled “not at all” and
“maximally”.

Results and Discussion
The theoretically relevant results are summarized in Fig. 4

and in Table 1. As can be seen there, we successfully
replicated the dilution effect with the new causal strength
test query. A 2 (target cause: multiple-effects cause vs.
single-effect cause) × 2 (physiological domain of effects of

Table 1: Results of Experiment 3

different effect domains same effect domain

multiple-effects
cause

single-effect
cause

multiple-effects
cause

single-effect
cause

Mdn 0.49 0.78 0.39 0.68
M 0.57 0.79 0.49 0.66
SD 0.25 0.18 0.24 0.26
95% CI [0.48; 0.66] [0.72; 0.86] [0.40; 0.58] [0.61; 0.71]

Figure 4: Results (means and 95% CIs) of Experiment 3.

multiple-effect cause: same vs. different) yielded a signif-
icant main effect for the target cause factor, F(1,116) =
20.97, p < .001. Further, as we hypothesized, the observed
dilution effect was stronger with our new continuous causal
strength query than with the probabilistic causal strength
query we had used in Experiments 1 and 2. While the ef-
fects size of the dilution effect was found to be f = 0.24
in Experiment 1, we this time measured an effect size that
was almost twice as large, f = 0.43. Planned directed con-
trasts further confirmed that the dilution effect was signifi-
cant in both the “different effect domains” (t(116) = 3.68,
p < .001, d = 1.24) and the “same effect domain” condi-
tion (t(116) = 2.80, p < .01, d = 0.65). Figure 4 also shows
that, unexpectedly, ratings were overall higher in the “dif-
ferent effect domains” condition than in the “same effect
domain” condition, F(1,116) = 5.58, p < .02, f = 0.22.
However, like in Experiment 1, the effect domain manipula-
tion had no influence on the magnitude of the dilution effect
(F(1,116) = 0.39, p = .53, f = 0.06 for the interaction ef-
fect).

To see whether the unexpected main effect of “effect do-
main diversity” was driven by a particular target effect sub-
jects had evaluated, we also looked at the ratings subjects
made for the different physiological effects the crystals were
described to be able to generate. These ratings are summa-
rized in Fig. 5. As can be seen there, the main effect of “effect
domain diversity” was not driven by a particular target effect.
Rather, ratings tended to be higher for each of the three differ-
ent target effects in the “different effect domains” condition.

General Discussion
The experiments presented in this paper show that reason-

ers use causal scope as a cue for causal strength. More specif-
ically, we have found a dilution effect in our three experi-
ments. Individual causal links tend to be perceived as weaker
if these links belong to causes that can generate further ef-
fects. This dilution effect can be explained by the hypothe-
sis that reasoners adopt a dispositional view of causality and
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Figure 5: Results (means and 95% CIs) of Experiment 3 showing
the causal strength ratings subjects made in the different target effect
conditions.

assume that a cause possesses a particular amount of causal
capacity that it distributes across its causal paths.

However, we also found in Experiment 1 that a minority
of subjects (about 20%) tended to indicate an effect in the
opposite direction (strengthening), suggesting that some rea-
soners seem to treat the number of effects a cause can gen-
erate as a diagnostic indicator for its overall causal capac-
ity. In future studies, it would be interesting investigate what
the factors are that determine whether reasoners tend to adopt
one view (leading to a dilution effect) or the other (leading
to a strengthening effect). Interestingly, Sussman and Op-
penheimer (2020) have found in a recent set of studies that
one factor that seems to play a role in this respect, which we
did not test in the present studies, is whether the effects a
multiple-effects cause can produce are positive or negative.
In line with the results we reported here, Sussman and Op-
penheimer (2020) found that positive effects tended to elicit
a dilution effect. If the multiple-effects cause was described
to lead to negative effects (e.g., skin irritation), however, the
reverse effect was found. In this case, subjects tended to give
higher causal strength ratings for the multiple-effects than
for the single-effect cause. However, a noteworthy aspect of
their studies was that subjects tended to assume additional
generative causal links among the effects of the multiple-
effects cause (i.e., subjects had a tendency to infer that the
effects of the multiple-effects cause would mutually amplify
each other). Furthermore, this tendency was particularly pro-
nounced in the condition in which the causes were described
to lead to negative effects. It would therefore be interesting
to test in a future study whether the strengthening effect ob-
served when the different causes produce negative effects can
be replicated with scenarios in which it is implausible that the
effects of the multiple-effects cause are themselves causally
connected to each other. A further idea for future studies
would be to test cases in which positive and negative effects
are combined. For example, in addition to their desired pri-
mary effects almost all highly effective medicines also tend to
lead undesired side effects. Our prediction in this case would
be that reasoners will tend to perceive the link between the

cause and the target effect as stronger if that cause generates
further undesired side effects.

One obvious limitation in our studies is that we have so
far only tested the effect in one particular domain, physiol-
ogy. A straightforward question that we plan to address in
future studies therefore is whether the effect also occurs in
other domains. One interesting domain that we plan to test
are artifacts.

Finally, we have so far only contrasted two levels of
causal scope (one effect versus three effects). An interest-
ing question for future studies is whether the negative rela-
tion we observed between causal scope and causal strength is
monotonous or not. We have mentioned in the beginning that
a possible hypothesis that can be derived from the disposi-
tional view is that the number of effects a cause can generate
may be treated as a signal by reasoners for the amount of
causal capacity a cause possesses. Moreover, we have found
in Experiment 1 that about one fifth of our participants re-
sponded in that way. It would be interesting to test whether
the dilution effect can be attenuated or even reversed by dras-
tically increasing the number of effects.
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Abstract 

Information transmission between individuals through social 
learning is a foundational component of cultural evolution. 
However, how this transmission occurs is still debated. The 
copying account draws parallels with biological mechanisms 
for genetic inheritance, arguing that learners copy what they 
observe as they see it. On the other hand, the reconstruction 
account argues that learners recreate only what is relevant and 
reconstruct it using pragmatic inference, environmental and 
contextual cues. Distinguishing these two accounts empirically 
using typical transmission chain studies is difficult because 
they generate overlapping predictions. In this study we present 
an innovative methodological approach that generates different 
predictions of these accounts by manipulating the task context 
between model and learner in a transmission episode. We 
provide an empirical proof-of-concept showing that, when a 
model introduces embedded signals to their actions that are not 
intended to be transmitted, learners’ reproductions are more 
consistent with a process of reconstruction than copying.  

Keywords: cultural transmission; copying; reconstruction; 
pedagogy; 

Introduction 

Social learning, the process of transmitting skills, ideas, 

and actions from one individual to another, plays a key role 

in stabilizing cultural traditions from one generation to the 

next (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013). The process by which it does 

so, however, is hotly debated within the field of cultural 

evolution (Acerbi & Mesoudi, 2015; Claidière et al., 2014; 

Henrich & Boyd, 2002; Morin, 2016b, 2016a; Sperber, 

1996). On one side, there are those who argue that social 

learning is mostly a copying process akin to mechanisms of 

genetic inheritance where social learners faithfully replicate 

the information required to learn and produce some 

behaviour and that cultural stability is a result of the 

preservation of this information (Henrich, 2016; Laland, 

2017; Mesoudi, 2011; Richerson & Boyd, 2005). We term 

this the copying account, and place it in contrast to the 

reconstruction account, which claims that social learners pick 

out only the information they deem relevant and reconstruct 

the missing parts by using pragmatic inferences, contextual 

information, and other constructive processes (Morin, 2016a; 

Sperber, 2006; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 2004). In the latter 

case, cultural stability arises because social learners tend to 

share the same constructive processes and common 

background knowledge.  

We must first outline some crucial terminology that relates 

to the content of social learning in transmission episodes, and 

that is to differentiate between features of behaviours that are 

integral, and features that are incidental. Imagine a novice 

tennis player trying to learn how to serve a ball by watching 

his coach produce the action. Her movements as she throws 

the ball into the air and hits it with her racket are integral 

features of the to-be-learned behaviour, as these are the 

actions that must be reproduced to serve a ball. On the other 

hand, if the coach pauses to adjust her hat or tie her shoes, 

these are incidental to the action and the learner can readily 

recognise that such an action is not part of the to-be-learned 

behaviour. Neither copying nor reconstruction processes 

incorporate transparently incidental features into their 

reproductions. Where these two processes differ, however, is 

in how they treat integral information.  

The copying account draws on the early emergence of the 

field of cultural evolution as inspired by the Darwinian theory 

of biological evolution, and this is strongly reflected in its 

emphasis on the faithful transmission of cultural traits 

(Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981; Mesoudi, 2011; Richerson 

& Boyd, 2005). According to this account, cultural 

transmission can be taken to follow a strict copying process 

where a learner observes a model produce a behaviour and 

copies it faithfully, closely replicating the integral features of 

the behaviour in a ‘Xerox’ fashion. Models of copying in 

cultural evolution recognise that such transmission is noisy, 

however, and account for this by assuming a degree of 

random variation in learned behaviour, or copying errors (e.g. 

Henrich, 2004). This high-fidelity replication is argued to be 

the driving force of stability in cultural traditions, while 

innovations and changes across generations are the result of 

accumulated random copying errors (Charbonneau, 2019). 

While cultural transmission can be considered a highly 

faithful copying process analogous to genetic inheritance 

(Dennett, 2017; Laland, 2017; Mesoudi, 2011), the copying 

process is usually approached with much more nuance. This 

account proposes high-fidelity imitation as a prototypical 
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preservative learning process. However, imitation is not 

‘blind’ copying as with genetic inheritance. Rather, research 

in cognitive and developmental psychology shows that when 

imitating learners select which features of a behaviour they 

learn (Gergely et al., 2002; Legare et al., 2015), that imitation 

is often context-sensitive (Over & Carpenter, 2012, 2013), 

and that it operates at multiple degrees of abstraction (Csibra, 

2008). For example, take a novice tennis player trying to 

learn how to serve a ball by watching his coach produce the 

action. As the coach prepares to show him the serve, she 

pauses and adjusts her hat to keep the sun from her eyes. If 

cultural transmission were truly analogous to genetic 

transmission, the learner would also pause to adjust his hat 

before he reproduces the behaviour even if it has suddenly 

become cloudy, as he copies everything that he has seen. 

Instead, the learner can understand that certain features of the 

observed behaviour (the actions of preparing and serving the 

ball) are integral to the to-be-learned information, while other 

features (such as adjusting one’s hat) are incidental and not 

supposed to be learned. Copying these incidental features 

would be over-imitation, as a learner misidentifies non-

integral features as integral and so incorporates them into 

their action representation. Differences between a model and 

a learner’s productions that appear only on incidental features 

are therefore not relevant to cultural transmission, while 

differences on integral dimensions of a behaviour are driven 

by random copying errors (Charbonneau, 2019). 

In contrast to the copying account, the reconstruction 

account argues that a learner’s goal is not to copy faithfully 

the behaviour of the model but instead to use pragmatic 

inferences, contextual cues, background knowledge, and 

other constructive processes and resources in order to learn 

what they deem relevant in the behaviour (i.e. the integral 

features) and to adapt it to satisfy different goals in different 

contexts (Morin, 2016a; Sperber, 1996, 2006; Sperber & 

Hirschfeld, 2004). In contrast to copying, which is a content-

neutral transmission mechanism (it does not matter what is 

being transmitted as everything is replicated in the same 

way), reconstruction is content-sensitive, as the content of 

information will affect the inferential processes (ibid., see 

also Claidière & André, 2012; Sterelny, 2017). These 

pragmatic inferential processes are argued to be the driving 

force of stability in cultural traditions, as people will tend to 

reconstruct information in similar ways due to shared biases. 

Furthermore, learners will identify only those integral 

features that are relevant to them in a given context—other 

features of the to-be-produced action are then reconstructed 

inferentially. Reconstruction therefore predicts that when  

learners introduce variations they do so non-randomly. The 

observed variation arises from convergent transformations in 

line with content-sensitive reconstructive processes, as 

opposed to random copying errors (Claidière et al., 2018).  

Distinguishing these two accounts empirically is difficult, 

because although they posit different underlying 

mechanisms, they also predict similar patterns of behaviour 

with regard to the transmission of integral information 

features. One strategy is to use transmission chains 

experiments (Mesoudi & Whiten, 2008; Miton & 

Charbonneau, 2018) and measure whether the information 

transmitted systematically converges in some direction—

reconstruction—or whether it transforms in a random 

manner—copying (e.g. Mesoudi & Whiten, 2004; Miton et 

al., 2015). However, problems arise when transmitted 

information is highly stable across transmission episodes. 

While such stability may appear to reflect high-fidelity 

copying, this is not sufficient evidence against 

reconstruction, as a reconstructive process could well yield 

the same results if a model carried the same integral content 

that a learner would reconstruct. In such cases, reconstruction 

becomes indistinguishable from copying and leads to the 

same predictions: learners should reproduce the integral 

information features they observe and not reproduce more 

incidental features.  

This ambiguity is a problem for understanding the 

transmission and stabilisation of cultural phenomena, 

especially given that it is likely that both processes are at play 

under different social learning conditions. Understanding 

how and when transmission uses a copying process and when 

it is more reconstructive can shed light on the underlying 

cognitive mechanisms of social learning and have important 

implications when scaling back up to the level of cultural 

phenomena. An empirical approach that can distinguish 

between these two learning processes is therefore of 

paramount importance.  

Methodological Framework 

We exploit a core prediction of the reconstruction account: 

that learners will adapt what they learn to their current task 

demands or context. By changing the production context 

between model and learner, therefore, it is possible to 

experimentally induce systematic deviations in the 

behaviours of both, and to predict the transformations that 

would be expected under the two accounts. Critically, these 

systematic context-driven distortions are incidental features 

of a behaviour, in that they are not part of the core to-be-

learned representation. However, rather than being discrete 

separate actions that can be easily omitted from a 

reproduction, these incidental features are embedded within 

integral information features.  

Consider the tennis coach and student again. The novice 

can learn by observing his coach perform actions repeatedly, 

but the coach can in turn modify her behaviour to help 

scaffold her student’s learning. For example, when 

demonstrating a serve, she can slow down and exaggerate 

different parts of her movements in order to highlight hidden 

or non-obvious structures in the information. Exaggerations 

and intentionally slowing down are incidental action features 

in this case—they are not integral to serving a tennis ball, and 

not part of the to-be-learned information. However, these 

features are embedded within integral action features—the 

sequence of movements required to prepare and pitch the 

serve—which means it is not possible to simply omit them 

from a learner’s reproduction. Such embedded action features 

are common in teaching (McEllin et al., 2018), coordination 
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(Vesper & Richardson, 2014), and sensorimotor 

communication (Dockendorff et al., 2019; Pezzulo et al., 

2013, 2019), and can result in changes to the dynamic profiles 

of movements in order to structure and communicate 

information.  

By manipulating the context under which the model and 

learner produce behaviours such that the model introduces 

embedded action modifications while the learner need not, 

we can distinguish between predictions made by the two 

accounts. If learners are copying when observing an input 

with embedded (but incidental) modifications, given that a 

learner cannot simply drop these modifications from their 

reproduction, they will replicate the actions they observe 

faithfully and introduce only random copying errors. As such, 

when the tennis novice comes to serve the ball he will slow 

down and exaggerate his movements in the same way as his 

coach. If learners are reconstructing, however, they should 

identify these modifications but, realising that they are not 

relevant to the current context, will use pragmatic inference 

to reconstruct only the core, integral information without the 

incidental modifications. Under this account, the tennis 

novice will produce a tennis serve that is more similar to how 

the coach would serve a ball if she were actually serving in a 

tennis match.  

The primary goal of this paper is to present this 

methodological framework as a tool for distinguishing 

copying from reconstruction in cultural transmission. Given 

that most laboratory empirical work favours copying, a 

striking way to demonstrate the usefulness of this approach 

would be to show evidence for reconstruction in a situation 

where we would most expect to see it. The pedagogical 

context, where a model actively demonstrates their actions 

for a learner who understands the model’s pedagogical 

intention, is such a case. While there is some debate as to the 

degree to which teaching and demonstration are actually 

common cultural practices (Kline, 2015; Lancy, 2015), such 

debates are incidental to our current aim. If our framework 

can distinguish copying from reconstruction under task 

instructions that favour reconstruction then it can also be 

applied to cases where we would not make strong predictions 

in favour of one account over the other.  

With such applications in mind, we also test the framework 

in a more ambiguous case: when the model is not 

demonstrating but performing the action for aesthetic 

purposes. We tested two learning conditions in our empirical 

validation study: one where the model demonstrated the 

action (Demonstration), and one where he performed it for an 

audience (Performance). In both situations, learners were 

allowed to see a context-free production at the beginning of 

the study and were explicitly informed of the intention of the 

model that they learned from, which may prime greater use 

of reconstruction than copying. However, when learning 

from a Performance, the modifications in the model’s 

behaviour were not the result of a communicative intention 

with a mutual prescribed repertoire and participants had 

much more perceptual exposure to the Performance than the 

Original (unmodified) behaviour, which favour copying. As 

such, while we expected that participants may be biased 

towards reconstructing over copying when learning from a 

Demonstration, whether participants copy or reconstruct 

when learning from a Performance is a more ambiguous case 

that demonstrates how our framework can yield insights into 

the mechanisms at play in episodes of social learning.  

Empirical Proof of Concept 

In order to contrast the copying and reconstruction 

accounts of observational social learning, we designed a 

single-generation transmission task using a short piece of 

music as the to-be-learned information. Music is an 

ecologically valid cultural item that can be transmitted and 

produced under different social and intentional contexts 

(D’Ausilio et al., 2015). Importantly, we chose to use music 

because this is a type of information that is fundamentally 

composed of two integral dimensions: the melody and the 

rhythm. Rhythm, or the temporal features, is integral to the 

production but temporal distortions, such as exaggerating 

long or short pauses, can be used to effectively structure the 

information. As such, task instructions can be used to embed 

distortions of an integral property of the information.  

In our proof-of-concept, we had participants learn to play 

a piece of music by watching a video of a model playing it 

under one of two contexts—either a Performance or a 

Demonstration. Using two contexts allowed us to examine 

the learning process across two distinct incidental patterns of 

non-random variation of the rhythm (an integral feature).  

Methods 

Participants 

We recruited right-handed fluent English-speaking non-

musicians who reported no history of neurological 

impairments or diagnoses, and normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. We recruited 32 participants in total (16M; 16F; 

Mage=27y). 

Stimuli  

Melody. The melody that participants had to learn was 

constructed using four notes from a pentatonic scale 

(C,E,G,A) and consisted of 12 hits. The melody was designed 

such that a natural rhythmic structure emerged of chunking 

the first six notes into sets of three and the final six notes into 

pairs (i.e. 3-3-2-2-2). This rhythmic structure – its distortion 

during performance and demonstration and its replication 

during learning – became the basis of our experimental 

investigation.  

Model videos. Stimuli were collected by recording a 

musician (a male guitar player) using the same apparatus as 

participants used (see below). The musician was instructed 

on the piece he was to play and was given a chance to practice 

it. Once he had learned the sequence and was happy to 

reproduce it, he was instructed to play the piece through ten 

times to practice. We selected a single example of these (rep 

7) as the Original sequence.  

A series of videos was taken of the model playing the piece 

under different conditions: Performance and Demonstration. 

In Performance videos, the model was asked to perform the 
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piece for an audience. He knew that this video would be 

shown to people later on whose task would be to rate his 

performance in terms of style. This instruction created a 

performative context, which has an intentional component (to 

be stylish or aesthetic in a production), and a social 

component (the video will be watched by an audience). In 

Demonstration videos, the model was told to demonstrate the 

piece for somebody else to learn, and he knew that his video 

would be later shown to people who would have to learn to 

play the piece from watching him. This instruction created a 

pedagogical context, whereby the model intentionally 

introduced a series of modifications to the piece (e.g. slowing 

down and exaggerating the spatial and velocity profiles of his 

movements, in line with McEllin et al., 2018) that serve a 

social communicative goal: to scaffold information for the 

learner and facilitate learning. In this, as in the Performance 

video, there is an intentional component (to be pedagogical) 

and a social component (the video will be watched by a 

learner). 

The model produced ten of these videos each. From the 

performance and demonstration videos collected of the 

model we selected a single example of each (Performance 8, 

Demonstration 9). All model example videos were selected 

after visually examining the ITIs and trajectories of these 

movements as illustrating obvious contextual modifications. 

Apparatus. We used four Millenium MPS-400 Tom pads 

connected to a ddrum DDTi trigger interface to record 

responses, which participants produced with a wooden drum 

stick with a foam tip. Auditory feedback, metronome beats, 

and data recording was handled with a custom Max MSP 

patch that also recorded video and audio of the model and 

participants as they played the piece. Each drum produced a 

different MIDI tone, the pitch of which corresponded to a 

note from a pentatonic scale. Tones lasted for 250ms and the 

volume scaled to the force with which participants hit the 

drum.  

Drums were positioned in front of the participant in a semi-

circular arrangement. They were positioned on stands 

measuring 80cm high and 30cm apart (measured from centre 

to centre). Crucially, the drums were in the same position for 

the learners as for the model videos.  

Design & Procedure 

There were two between-subject learning contexts: 

participants either learned by watching the selected model’s 

Performance or the Demonstration. Participants came into the 

lab with the experimental setup and sat in a chair in front of 

the drum set. They were told that they would be learning to 

play a short piece of music on the drums in front of them. 

They were told that they would first watch a video of a 

musician playing the piece they were about to learn so as to 

familiarise themselves with the task. They watched the 

Original video twice without playing it back. 

Then participants were told that they would now learn to 

play the piece they just watched by watching a different video 

of the same musician playing the same piece but under a 

different context (Performance or Demonstration). They 

were told the context of the video they were learning from 

 
Figure 1. A grand average of all the model's ITI sequences across all videos that were not shown to participants covering 

all three production contexts (Original, green; Performance, orange; Demonstration, blue; far left plot). This grand 

average (black line) was then used to calculate semipartial correlations, or the residual relationship between a learner's 

production (red, far right) and either the Original (green, top) or Learning sequences (purple, bottom) while controlling 

for baseline similarity in the productions. The Learning sequence presented here is the model’s Performance. Coefficients 

in bold are interpreted as similarity metrics, and were the dependent variable used for analysis.  
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using the same wording as the instructions given to the 

model.  

Participants would watch the learning video and then play 

it back as best they could, and they did this repeatedly until 

they could do the whole sequence ten times consecutively 

without an error (hitting the correct drums in the correct 

order). During their production we recorded MIDI output 

from the drums. 

Data Analysis 

The MIDI output from Max 7 included the drum ID, force, 

onset, and offset of each drum hit. There were ten of these for 

each participant, one per practice trial. Data were first 

checked for double taps where the drumstick bounced on the 

drum, registering as two taps when there was only one. 

Strings of full inter-tap interval (ITI) sequences were then 

analysed using semipartial correlations (SPCs).  

ITIs were calculated by subtracting the onset of a given 

note from the offset of the previous note. This generated a 

vector of eleven ITIs for each sequence that reflected the 

rhythmic structure of the piece (long ITIs reflect pausing at 

the end of rhythmic chunks). Strings of ITIs were generated 

for each practice trial for each participant and were compared 

against two of the three model videos (the Original video and 

whichever of the Performance and Demonstration videos 

participants had learned from watching, or the Learning 

video). We calculated similarity between sequences using 

semipartial correlations (SPCs), as described in Figure 1, and 

use this as a measure of similarity between two productions. 

In order to compare these coefficients, we used a grand 

average of all videos that the model made during stimulus 

generation minus the videos shown to participants. This 

grand average was used this to control for the baseline 

similarity that one would expect to see between two ITI 

sequences of the same piece of music. SPC coefficients 

therefore show the residual relationship after controlling for 

the fact that they are two productions of the same melody. 

Note that these coefficients are calculated only as a metric of 

similarity between two productions—rather than interpreting 

these coefficients on their own, we are interested specifically 

in comparing these metrics in relation to different model 

inputs. SPCs were calculated using the spcor.test function in 

the R package ppcor (Kim, 2015). 

Results 

When learning from a video that included incidental 

context-driven action modifications—exaggerated pauses—

embedded on an integral feature—the rhythm of the piece—

the question was which sequence their reproductions would 

be most similar to. The predictions of the two accounts were 

clear. If participants were copying the videos they learned 

from, they should be more similar to the Learning sequence 

than to the Original. If participants were using a 

reconstruction process, however, their reproductions should 

not include these incidental embedded cues and should 

instead be more similar to the Original video.  

Similarity measures are shown in Figure 2. Positive SPC 

coefficients indicate that two sequences of ITIs are more 

similar to each other than would be expected of any two 

random productions of the same piece. These results indicate 

significantly more positive SPC coefficients for the Original 

video than the Learning, both when participants learn from 

Performance (t(15)=3.88, p=.001) and Demonstration 

(t(15)=2.96, p=.010). These results are consistent with the 

reconstruction account as the productions of the learners 

show evidence of convergent transformation of the rhythm 

back to the model’s Original production and away from the 

sequence they learned from watching.  

Discussion 

We present the results of an experimental proof-of-concept 

using a novel methodological approach for the study of 

cultural transmission. We find that when varying the task 

context between a model and a learner in such a way that the 

model introduces embedded incidental modifications to their 

actions, learners show non-random deviations, supporting 

reconstruction. Specifically, learners reproduce integral 

features of the action (the sequence of notes and the original 

rhythm of the piece), but do not replicate embedded 

incidental modifications such as pedagogical or performative 

signals. This indicates that learners adapt what they have 

 
Figure 2. Average sequence similarity metric, calculated 

using semi-partial correlations (SPCs), for successful 

practice reproductions of participants. Bars show 

similarity to Original (green) and Learning (pink) 

models in subjects who learned from Performance (left) 

and Demonstration models (right). Error bars show 

±95% confidence intervals. 
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observed and reconstruct towards the original, unmodified 

actions of the model. These findings are consistent with the 

predictions of the reconstruction account.  

The current paper is not intended to settle the current 

debate between the copying and the reconstruction accounts 

of social learning. Instead, our aim is to provide a tool for 

future work that can differentiate these processes in particular 

learning episodes. To do this, we used a case where we 

expected to see evidence of reconstruction, given that 

participants were able to observe the Original video before 

practicing. Indeed, how the piece of music would sound 

outside of a performative or pedagogical context serves as 

background knowledge. This is not only an ecologically valid 

manipulation—as students learning a piece of music typically 

have a chance to listen to it before they learn—, but also 

highlights another difference between the two processes: 

background knowledge plays a key role in reconstructive 

processes, but plays no role in copying. This manipulation 

therefore helps to further differentiate these two processes.   

The framework that we present offers an opportunity for 

future work examining the role of individual cognitive 

mechanisms in cultural transmission and cultural evolution. 

The core of our approach can serve as a useful new tool when 

designing transmission studies that exploit changes in task 

context to examine mechanisms of social learning. Our 

findings also raise interesting questions that are relevant to 

the study of both cultural evolution and social interactions, 

such as how learners identify and interpret contextual cues in 

order to understand transmitted information. For example, 

although there is a well-established literature showing that 

observers use action kinematics to decode both instrumental 

(Becchio et al., 2012, 2018; Cavallo et al., 2016; Koul et al., 

2019) and communicative intentions (McEllin et al., 2018; 

Trujillo et al., 2019), it remains an open question whether 

people can recognise these embedded signals spontaneously 

without knowledge of the response alternatives, and whether 

the same embedded signals can be interpreted differently 

merely by manipulating instructions.  

In this paper, we outline a new methodological approach to 

studying transmission episodes that can make competing 

predictions about copying and reconstruction by exploiting 

incidental action modulations that are embedded in integral 

dimensions of the behaviour. We present a proof-of-concept 

using music as a candidate behaviour and temporal 

exaggerations as the embedded incidental information, but 

this approach is generalisable to a range of cultural 

phenomena. For example, other kinds of skill acquisition in 

the motor domain such as sport or dance can be studied in a 

similar way, and the use of motion capture to analyse 

movement kinematics under the logic of this framework 

would provide compelling insights into the learning 

mechanisms at play. This methodology can also be adapted 

for use outside the motor domain—as long as such studies 

examine complex behaviours that can incorporate context-

driven embedded modifications. For example, the study of 

storytelling and other means of text transmission could 

benefit from this approach, by identifying how narrators 

adapt the information according to the current context.  

Although the current study supports a reconstruction 

process over copying, it is very plausible that both processes 

are at play in different learning episodes. In the case of the 

tennis novice who observes his teacher’s exaggerated 

dynamics, we might expect reconstruction given that the 

learner likely has a pre-existing representation of what a 

tennis serve should look like from watching the sport. On the 

other hand, in cases where the difference between incidental 

and integral features is more opaque due to a lack of 

experience, or where the risks of incorrectly dismissing 

integral features outweigh the costs of reproducing incidental 

action features, it is very plausible that learners would be 

more likely to faithfully copy. Crucially, the methodological 

approach that we propose can distinguish these processes in 

different transmission episodes and across different types of 

phenomena and is impartial in that it makes clear and testable 

predictions about both copying and reconstruction.  
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Abstract 

Word aversion is characterized by visceral disgust in response 
to seeing or hearing a word. Unlike taboo words or profanity, 
aversive words do not seem to have an obvious historical 
context, referent, or pejorative function that causes people to 
react negatively to them. “Moist” is a prototypical example of 
an aversive word: roughly 20% of American English speakers 
equate hearing the word with the sound of fingernails 
scratching a chalkboard. Despite widespread aversion to 
“moist,” the word frequently appears on the packaging of 
consumer products like cake, shampoo, and towelettes. The 
present study tests whether word aversion affects consumer 
behavior. We find that moist-averse participants are less like 
to choose hygiene-related, but not food-related, products that 
have “moist” on the package. We discuss the implications of 
this finding for theories of language processing and disgust in 
the context of consumer behavior. 

Keywords: word aversion, emotional language, decision 
making, consumer psychology, disgust 

Introduction 
In 2000 the Food and Drug Administration allowed the 
California Prune Board to advertise “prunes” as “dried 
plums” (Brasher, 2001). In the year following the change, 
sales of the product increased for the first time in six years 
and by a substantial margin: 5.5 percent (Sacramento 
Business Journal, 2001).  

Language is a salient and influential source of information 
about products and services (Bolls, Lang, & Potter, 2001; 
Kardes, Cronley, & Cline, 2014). One reason that “dried 
plums” may sell better than “prunes” is because of the 
semantic associations that the words call to mind. Whereas 
“prunes” may lead people to think about constipation and 
aging, “dried plums” sound like a healthy snack (Safire, 
2004).  

The language on product packaging and in advertisements 
is often carefully designed to evoke a positive emotional 
response from consumers toward the product (Brown, 
Homer, & Inman, 1998; Demirbilek & Sener, 2003; Pham, 
Geuens, & Pelmacker, 2013). A meta-analysis of the 
relationship between ad-evoked feelings and brand 
evaluation reveals a large, positive correlation (r = .35 to 
.40; Brown, Homer, & Inman, 1998). 

Some words and phrases, however, seem to elicit very 
different emotional responses in different people and 
depending on the context in which they are used 
(Thibodeau, 2016). The word “moist,” for instance, has both 

strong positive and strong negative connotations. A moist 
cake is delicious, but a moist armpit is gross. For many 
people (as much as 15 to 20 percent of the American 
English-speaking population), the word is acutely aversive 
and elicits visceral disgust. Nevertheless, the word is 
commonly featured on the packaging of food and hygiene 
products.  

The current study seeks to test the behavioral implications 
of this divisive word in a consumer context. We explore 
whether the aversive word influences peoples’ evaluation of 
products, and whether this influence is moderated by the 
type of product that displays the word. Along with the 
practical implications of the work (e.g., in advertising), the 
studies are designed to shed light on theoretical questions 
about how information is conveyed through a combination 
of words and images.  

The Current Study 
Participants in the current study were shown a series of 

trials (n = 20) that contrasted two versions of a similar 
product like chocolate cake mix. Participants were asked to 
choose which of the two options they would buy if they 
were in the market for that product. On some of the trials (n 
= 6), one version of the product had the word “moist” on the 
packaging and the other did not. At the end of the study, 
participants were asked whether they find the word “moist” 
categorically aversive and whether they noticed the word on 
product packaging in the study.  

Based on prior work (Thibodeau, 2016), our first 
prediction was that about 15 to 20 percent of our sample 
would identify as moist-averse and that younger, more 
educated, female participants would be especially likely to 
identify as moist-averse. Second, we expected that moist-
averse participants would be less likely to select products 
advertised as “moist.” Third, we expected that this effect 
would be moderated by product type. Since prior work has 
found that the aversiveness of “moist” is grounded in 
disgust toward bodily function, we hypothesized that moist-
averse participants would be less likely to choose hygiene-
related products advertised as “moist” (e.g., towelettes) but 
not food-related products advertised as “moist” (e.g., 
chocolate cake). In other words, we predicted that the 
context of a hygiene product would activate the 
aversiveness of the word “moist,” whereas the context of a 
food product would mitigate the aversiveness of the word.  
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Methods 
Participants. Data from 500 people were collected online 
through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, from workers who 
lived in the United States with a good performance rating on 
prior tasks (greater than 90 percent approval). This is a large 
sample size, consistent with prior work, that should allow 
for reliable comparisons between moist-averse and non-
averse participants (Thibodeau, 2016). Five participants 
submitted an incorrect completion code, indicating that they 
did not complete the study; their data was excluded from 
analysis. Of the remaining 495 participants, 51% were male. 
The mean age of participants was 35 (SD = 11.8, median = 
31).  

Materials and Design. Participants were shown 20 pairs of 
products. They were instructed to “pick the one that you 
would be more likely to buy.” In six of the 20 pairs, one of 
the packages had the word “moist” on it and one did not 
(see Figure 1). Two of the target pairs contrasted cake mixes 
(chocolate cake and pound cake); the other four target pairs 
contrasted hygiene products (shampoo, conditioner, face 
cream, towelettes). Products for the control trials came from 
similar categories: food (bread, chips, donuts, whipped 
cream, cookies, chicken nuggets, pizza rolls, maple syrup) 
and hygiene products (deodorant, toothpaste, tissues, face 
wash, mouthwash, detergent). Pictures of the products were 
found on the internet; brand names were not removed. We 
strove to find pairs of pictures that were similar in size, 
orientation, vividness, and other factors that could affect 
participants’ decisions.  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of two trials from the experiment. The 
top row shows a target trial, in which one of the products 
contains the word “moist” (left) while the other does not 

(right). The bottom row shows a control trial, in which 
neither product contains the word “moist.” 
 
 

Six blocks of trials were created so that participants 
would not see multiple target pairs in a row. The order of 
the blocks was randomized between participants, as was the 
order of the items within each trial (i.e. which of the two 
products was shown on the left side).  

After making judgments for the 20 pairs of products, 
participants were asked whether they “would characterize 
yourself as being particularly averse to the word moist?” 
(Yes or No). Participants were also asked if they noticed 
that some of the products contained the word “moist” (Yes 
or No), and whether they thought their purchasing 
preference would be affected by the presence of the word on 
the label (Yes or No).  

Finally, participants were asked demographic and 
background questions, including their age, gender, 
education level, and political ideology (on a 101-point scale 
from “Very liberal” to “Very conservative”). 

Results and Discussion 
Demographics of Word Aversion. Of the 495 people who 
participated, 68 (14%) identified as moist-averse (10% of 
males, 18% of females). A logistic regression with 
predictors for age, political affiliation, educational 
background, and gender revealed that females were more 
likely to report an aversion to “moist” than males, β = .81, 
SE = .28, p = .003. Younger participants, β = -.27, SE = .15, 
p = .066, and participants with more education, β = .24, SE 
= .14, p = .083, were marginally more likely to report an 
aversion. There was no relationship between political 
ideology and word aversion, β = .06, SE = .13, p = .658. 
These findings are consistent with prior work (Thibodeau, 
2016). 
 
Word Aversion and Choice. Our primary research 
question was whether moist-averse participants would be 
less likely to choose a product that included the word 
“moist” on the packaging. An independent samples t-test 
revealed that people who identified as moist-averse (M = 
.47, SD = .25) were indeed significantly less likely to select 
products that included the word “moist” compared to people 
who identified as non-averse (M = .56, SD = .21), t(493) = 
3.307, p = .001, d = .39. This finding confirms our 
hypothesis.  

We then tested whether the relationship between moist-
aversion and purchasing intentions was specific to the 
hygiene products. A mixed-effect logistic regression was fit 
to participants’ choices with aversion (yes or no) as 
between-subjects factor and product type (food or hygiene) 
as a within-subjects factors. On this approach, analyses are 
conducted at the level of the individual trial, rather than by 
averaging data over items or participants (Bates et al., 2014; 
Jaeger, 2008). This allows us to take advantage of the 
statistical power afforded by the relatively large sample and 

a. “Moist” contrasted 

b. Control trial 
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to partial out variance associated with sample-level 
preferences for the products (Jaeger, 2008). The deviance 
between the models (i.e., difference in likelihood ratios) is 
reported as an index of model fit; model deviance 
approximates a chi-square distribution with the number of 
added parameters as its degrees of freedom (Menard, 2002). 

First, to confirm the results of the initial analyses, we 
compared a model that included a predictor for moist-
aversion to one that did not. Consistent with the independent 
samples t-test reported earlier, the model revealed that 
moist-averse participants were significantly less likely to 
choose products that displayed the word “moist,” χ2(1) = 
10.948, p < .001. Next, we added a predictor for the type of 
product (food or hygiene) to the model, which revealed a 
statistically significant main effect, χ2(1) = 35.842, p < .001. 
Overall, participants were more likely to choose hygiene 
products that had the word “moist” on the packaging (M = 
.59) than food products that had the word “moist” on the 
packaging (M = .47). This main effect was qualified by an 
interaction between moist-aversion and product type, χ2(1) = 
6.883, p < .001. As shown in Figure 2, moist-averse 
participants were no less likely to choose a cake product that 
contained the word “moist,” β = .020, SE = .191, p = .917, 
but were 14 percentage points less likely to choose a 
hygiene product that contained the word “moist,” β = -.603, 
SE = .229, p < .001. 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Proportion of products that contained “moist” on 
the packaging chosen by moist-averse and non-averse 
participants by product type. Error bars denote standard 
errors of the means. 
 

 
 
Choices by Item. Pictures of the target trials are shown in 
Figure 3 below. The proportion of moist-averse and non-
averse participants who chose the product that contained the 
word “moist” is displayed in the two right-moist columns. 
Note that for all of the hygiene products (but not the food 

products), moist-averse participants were consistently less 
likely to choose the item with “moist” on the packaging.  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Pictures of the target trials, in which one of the 
products contained the word “moist” (left) and the other did 
not (right). The first four rows show hygiene products; the 
final two show food products. The percentage of moist-
averse and non-averse participants who chose the product 
that contained the word “moist” on the packaging is shown 
in the two rightmost columns.  
 
 
Awareness. At the end of the study, participants were asked 
whether they noticed the word “moist” on the packaging of 
any of the products. A chi-square test of independence 
revealed that participants who identified as moist-averse 
were more likely to have noticed the word (94% compared 
to 84%), χ2(1) = 4.304, p = .038. Moist-averse participants 
were also more likely to report that they would be affected 
by the presence of this word on the product (57% compared 
to 21%), χ2(1) = 37.508, p < .001.  

It is not surprising that moist-averse participants are more 
attuned to the presence of the word “moist” on product 
packaging or more likely to report that the word will affect 
their consumer behavior. Previous work has found that the 
word “moist” grabs the attention and elicits a visceral 
negative reaction from people who are averse to the word 
(Thibodeau, 2016). What remains interesting, given 
participants self-awareness, is that the effect of “moist” on 
packaging was specific to hygiene-related products.  

General Discussion 
Word aversion is characterized by visceral disgust in 

response to seeing or hearing a word. Unlike taboo words or 
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profanity, aversive words do not seem to have an obvious 
historical context, referent, or pejorative function that causes 
people to react negatively to them. “Moist,” in the 
contemporary culture of American English speakers, is a 
prototypical example of an aversive word: roughly 20% of 
American English speakers equate hearing the word with 
the sound of fingernails scratching a chalkboard 
(Thibodeau, 2016).  

Despite relatively widespread aversion to “moist,” the 
word frequently appears on the packaging of consumer 
products like cake, shampoo, and towelettes. The present 
study sought to test whether word aversion affects consumer 
behavior. We found that people who report an aversion to 
“moist” (at the end of the study) were less like to choose 
hygiene-related, but not food-related, products that had 
“moist” on the package.  

These findings have practical implications in a consumer 
context, as well as theoretical implications related to the 
social psychology of language. First, although word 
aversion may seem like an idiosyncratic or isolated 
phenomenon, the present work suggests that there are real 
world implications of word aversion: people who find 
certain words inherently unpleasant seem to be less willing 
to buy products that have these words on their packaging. 
These findings complement prior work that has found that 
aversive words elicit expressions of visceral disgust in a free 
association task and are more likely to be remembered in a 
surprise recall task (Thibodeau, 2016).  

Second, the work helps to reveal why certain words may 
come to be aversive and when they are most likely to elicit a 
negative reaction. Results of prior work suggest that word 
aversion is driven by associations to bodily function, rather 
than the sound of the word or because of a social trend 
(Thibodeau, 2016). For instance, moist-averse participants 
tended to find words like “phlegm” and “mucus,” but not 
words like “hoist” or “foist,” more aversive than non-averse 
participants. The present work extends this finding, as 
moist-averse participants were less likely to choose 
hygiene-related, but not cake-related, products that showed 
the word “moist” on the package.  

Finally, the current work highlights the importance of 
context as a moderator of sensory processing in general 
(Samermit, Saal, & Davidenko, 2019). Participants who 
were predisposed to dislike the word “moist” were 
consistently discouraged by the word when selecting 
between hygiene products. However, these same 
participants were not dissuaded from buying cakes that were 
advertised as “moist.” 
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Abstract

Previous studies of supervised category learning show that par-
ticipants often prefer a unidimensional categorization strat-
egy. Studies also report that the perfectly diagnostic feature
is learned better compared to the partially diagnostic features.
We replicate these results, and we show that better learning of
partially diagnostic features leads to less preference for uni-
dimensional categorization. When participants have perfect
knowledge about all the diagnostic features, then it becomes
equivalent to memorizing the prototypes of the categories. We
compare our results with the match-to-standards procedure,
where category prototypes are shown during categorization
and unidimensional strategy is seldom preferred. We interpret
our results to suggest that the preference for unidimensional
categorization in supervised category learning, shown in ear-
lier studies, could be due to poor learning of the partially diag-
nostic features.
Keywords: supervised category learning; observational and
feedback learning; unidimensional categorization; memoriza-
tion of partially diagnostic features; match-to-standards proce-
dure

Introduction
In supervised learning, researchers study the nature of repre-
sentations that humans use to represent and generalize arti-
ficial categories. The supervised category learning paradigm
typically has a training phase and a transfer phase. In the
training phase, participants learn about the correct category
of the training stimuli. The category label associated with
each training stimulus depends on the category structure used
in the experiment. The training phase in supervised category
learning is usually followed by a transfer phase, where partic-
ipants categorize previously unseen (transfer) stimuli. Usu-
ally, all the stimuli are presented serially in both training and
transfer phases. Researchers draw inferences about human
category learning behaviour based on how the participants
categorize the transfer stimuli.

Traditionally two different supervised category learning
paradigms have been used, where categories are learned ei-
ther through observation or through feedback (Estes, 1976;
Nelson, 1984). Ashby, Maddox, and Bohil (2002) designed
an experiment that compared the observational and feedback
learning paradigms. These paradigms differ only in the train-
ing phase. In observational learning, participants are shown
the category labels along with each training stimulus during
the training phase. In feedback learning, participants must
categorize each training stimulus, and corrective feedback is
provided. It has been shown that feedback learning is more

effective than observational learning for category structures
that are not based on a unidimensional rule (Ashby et al.,
2002).

Levering and Kurtz (2015) have compared classification
(feedback) learning and observational learning to see which
type of supervised learning leads to better learning of the dis-
tributional properties of the features. At the end of the exper-
iment, participants were given a single feature inference test
where they judged the category in which a feature is more
likely to be in. The single feature inference test would show
how well participants could learned the distributional proper-
ties of various features. The results showed that participants
acquired a perfect knowledge about the perfectly diagnostic
feature (i.e. unidimensional criterial attribute), but not about
the partially diagnostic features. The results also showed that
observational training led to better learning of partially diag-
nostic features compared to feedback training.

Rabi, Miles, and Minda (2015) used feedback learning to
train participants on a category structure that could be cor-
rectly learned using either a unidimensional rule (criterial at-
tribute) or by learning the family resemblance structure. In
the transfer phase, test stimuli were used that contained the
criterial attribute of one category, but shared greater family
resemblance with the members of the other category. The
study aimed to compare the category generalization pattern
among adults and children. We wish to highlight the re-
sult that adults preferred to categorize the test stimuli using
the unidimensional rule. The second experiment contained a
single-feature test phase at the end. In the single-feature test
phase, participants were shown all the features one by one,
and they had to identify the category in which a feature was
most often found. The results showed that the participants —
who performed the best in the single-feature test — preferred
to categorize the test stimuli using family resemblance sort-
ing strategy instead of the unidimensional strategy (Rabi et
al., 2015, P. 164).

The above studies show that in supervised category learn-
ing, the (perfectly diagnostic) criterial attribute is learned bet-
ter compared to the partially diagnostic features. The pro-
totype of a category represents the most common features
(i.e. perfectly and partially diagnostic features) of a cate-
gory (Minda & Smith, 2011). This means that in supervised
category learning participants are unable to learn the proto-
types of the categories with a high degree of confidence.
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Regehr and Brooks (1995) showed that when participants
were shown the two prototypes of the underlying categories
and asked to categorize the stimuli one by one, participants
tend to prefer a family resemblance strategy (and not a uni-
dimensional strategy). This classification procedure has been
called match-to-standards procedure. These results have been
replicated for stimuli that have distinct and easily identifiable
features (Milton & Wills, 2004; Milton, Longmore, & Wills,
2008).

It is not clear whether a unidimensional strategy is always
preferred or whether such strategies depend on the learning
of partially diagnostic features in category learning. This
study aims to address this question. Karpicke and Roediger
(2008) showed that it is repeated retrieval (testing) of infor-
mation that leads to better long term retention compared to
repeated studying of information. In our study, we repeatedly
tested participants on their knowledge of the partially diag-
nostic features to achieve better learning of these features. We
hypothesized that as participants learn the features in the cat-
egory prototypes (perfectly and partially diagnostic features)
with a greater degree of confidence, there should be a corre-
sponding decrease in the preference for unidimensional cate-
gorization. We expected our results to be similar to those of
the match-to-standards procedure.

Experiment
In this study, we have made some modifications to the stan-
dard supervised category learning paradigm (see Figure 1).
Firstly, we use both observational learning as well as feed-
back learning in the training phase. It has been reported
that observational learning leads to (slightly) better learning
of partially diagnostic features compared to feedback learn-
ing (Levering & Kurtz, 2015). Also, it has been reported that
some category structures can be learned better using feed-
back learning, and not using observational learning (Ashby
et al., 2002). Since, our aim was to make participants learn
both the perfectly and partially diagnostic features, we have
included both observational learning and feedback learning
in the training phase of our supervised category learning
paradigm.

In the standard supervised learning paradigm, the training
phase is followed by the transfer phase. But we have added
a memorization phase between the training and the transfer
phases as show in Figure 1. In the memorization phase, par-
ticipants were repeatedly tested on the features that occur
more commonly in categories A and B. We had five mem-
orization phase conditions: M0, M1, M3, M4 and M5. In M0
condition, participants memorized task irrelevant features. In
M1 condition, participants memorized only the perfectly di-
agnostic feature, and so on. In M5 condition, participants
memorized all five features, that occur commonly in each of
the two categories.

In conditions M0 and M1, we expected the perfectly di-
agnostic feature to be learned with a high accuracy, but not
the partially diagnostic features. Also, we expected the uni-

Figure 1: The flowchart shows the experimental procedure.
We have added a memorization phase (shown in red) in the
supervised category learning paradigm. Also, we use both
observational and feedback learning in the training phase.
The experimental conditions differ only in the memorization
phase.

dimensional responses to be high. In condition M5, we ex-
pected participants to learn the common partially diagnostic
features for the two categories. If the preference for unidi-
mensional categorization is due to poor learning of the par-
tially diagnostic features, then we should expect a significant
decrease in unidimensional categorization for condition M5
compared to condition M0.

Method
Subjects We had hundred participants (30 females; mean
age = 20.5 years) in this experiment. The experiment used
a between-subject design, where participants were randomly
assigned to one of the five experimental conditions — M0,
M1, M3, M4 and M5. The five conditions had 20 participants
each.

Materials Figure 2 shows the fish-like stimuli that were
used in Experiment 1. The stimuli have five feature dimen-
sions — shape of the mouth, shape of the upper-fin, shape of
the tail, shape of the lower-fin and the body pattern. Each
feature along the five dimensions either occurs more fre-
quently in category A or in category B. For example, the
pointy mouth occurs more frequently in category A compared
to category B. Also, parallelogram-shaped body pattern oc-
curs more frequently in category A compared to category B.
One stimulus dimension was perfectly diagnostic of category
membership and the remaining four dimensions were par-
tially diagnostic.

The items shown in the first two rows of Figure 2 formed
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Figure 2: Sample categories used in the experiments. Here,
the shape of the tail is the perfectly diagnostic feature, and the
remaining features are partially diagnostic.

the training stimuli, and the items shown in the last two rows
formed the transfer stimuli. In Figure 2, a large tail is the
perfectly diagnostic feature that occurs in every member of
category A. This feature can be called the perfectly diagnos-
tic feature (criterial attribute) because category membership
of the training stimuli can be correctly determined using just
this one feature. We had five different sets of fish stimuli. A
different stimuli dimension formed the perfectly diagnostic
feature in each of the five sets. Each set of stimuli was used
the same number of times across the five experimental condi-
tions. Figure 2 shows the stimuli in one of the sets, where the
tail is the perfectly diagnostic feature.

The transfer stimuli were created by changing the perfectly
diagnostic feature of the training stimuli. For example, the
transfer stimuli in row three of Figure 2 are same as the cate-
gory A stimuli in row one, except that the perfectly diagnos-
tic feature (shape of tail) is flipped for the transfer stimuli.
Thus, the transfer stimuli are more similar to members of one
category, but have the criterial attribute of the opposite cate-
gory. The category structure that was used in this experiment
is same as that used in Rabi et al. (2015).

Procedure Participants were tested in a silent room on a
laptop with a 15 inch screen. Participant responses were ob-
tained through the keyboard. Participants had to press A to
select category A, and B to select category B. Participants re-
sponded to all the trials in a self-paced manner.

The training phase had two parts: observational learning
and feedback learning. In observational learning, each of the
ten training stimuli were presented, one by one, along with
its category label (A or B). The stimuli were presented in a
random order. After observational learning participants pro-
ceeded to feedback learning. In each trial, participants were
presented a training stimulus, which they had to categorize
correctly. The training stimuli were again presented, one by
one, in a random order. Participants could respond by press-
ing either A or B. In each trial, participants were given feed-
back as to whether their categorization response was correct

Figure 3: In memorization phase of condition M5, partici-
pants were shown all five common features of each category.

or not. At the end of feedback learning, participants were
shown their overall accuracy for the ten training stimuli. Each
training phase block consisted of one observational learning
sub-block and one feedback learning sub-block. Participants
had to achieve 90% accuracy twice (learning criterion) in or-
der to proceed to the memorization phase. If a participant has
not achieved 90% accuracy twice, then the training phase was
repeated.

In the memorization phase, participants were repeatedly
tested about their knowledge of the perfectly and partially
diagnostic features of each category; there was no learning
criterion that had to be achieved. As discussed earlier, this
experiment had five conditions: M0, M1, M3, M4 and M5.
These conditions differed in the number of features that par-
ticipants were made to learn through repeated testing. Partic-
ipants were not given any feedback.

Condition M5. In the memorization phase of condition M5,
participants were shown all the five features that occur more
commonly in each category as shown in Figure 3. Then par-
ticipants were asked to recall the common features of cate-
gory A. If participants could not recall the features, then they
could go to the previous screen and study the common fea-
tures again. After this, participants were tested about their
knowledge of the common features of category A. Partici-
pants could click and select the common features of category
A. No feedback was given.

The process was repeated for category B. Each memoriza-
tion phase block consisted of learning the common features
of both categories A and B. The memorization phase block
was repeated three times. After the memorization phase par-
ticipants proceeded to the transfer phase.

In the transfer phase, transfer stimuli were presented one
by one, and participants could categorize each stimulus into
one of the two categories. There were ten transfer stimuli
as shown in Figure 2. In the transfer phase, the stimuli were
presented in a random order, and no feedback was provided to
the participants. The transfer phase was repeated two times
for each participant. So there were 20 trials in the transfer
phase.

After the transfer phase, there was a surprise all features
test phase. In each block, all the 10 features (two features
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Figure 4: Accuracy for the perfectly diagnostic feature (crite-
rial attribute) in the final all features test.

along each of the five stimuli dimensions) were presented,
one by one, in a random order. Participants were asked
to identify the category in which the given feature occurred
more commonly. The all features test phase consisted of two
blocks, and in each block all the ten features were tested. In
the all features test phase, there were 20 trials in total.

Condition M4. Condition M4 was just like condition M5,
except that participants learned about only four common fea-
tures in each category. These included the perfectly diagnos-
tic feature and three partially diagnostic features. All other
details were same as that of condition M5.

Condition M3. In condition M3, participants learned about
only three common features of each category. These again in-
cluded the perfectly diagnostic feature and two partially diag-
nostic features. Other details were same as that of conditions
M5 and M4.

Condition M1. In condition M1, participants learned only
the perfectly diagnostic feature of each category. So condi-
tion M1, should have no effect on the category level knowl-
edge of the partially diagnostic features.

Condition M0. In condition M0, participants were made to
memorize features that were not task relevant. These features
looked like parts of robot like stimuli, and were very different
from parts of the fish stimuli. This condition was included to
control for the effect of adding the additional memorization
phase in our expermental procedure.

Since participants were not made to memorize any partially
diagnostic features in conditions M0 and M1, the results for
these conditions should be same as those reported in the ear-
lier studies (Levering & Kurtz, 2015; Rabi et al., 2015).

Results
First we discuss the results of the all features test phase. We
expected the accuracy to be high as reported in the previous
studies (Levering & Kurtz, 2015; Rabi et al., 2015). Fig-
ure 4 shows the accuracy for the perfectly diagnostic feature
in the final all features test. The result of one-way between-

Figure 5: Accuracy for the partially diagnostic features in the
final all features test. The significance levels are based on the
adjusted p-values found using Tukey HSD test.

subjects ANOVA shows that there was no significant effect
of memorization on the accuracy of the perfectly diagnos-
tic feature for the five experimental conditions, F(4,95) =
1.04, p = .39,η2 = .042,ω2 = .002. This shows that partici-
pants learned the perfectly diagnostic feature with a high level
of confidence irrespective of the experimental conditions.

We expected participants to learn the partially diagnos-
tic features better when their knowledge is repeatedly tested.
Figure 5 shows the accuracy for the partially diagnostic fea-
tures in the final all features test. The result of one-way
between-subjects ANOVA shows that there was a signifi-
cant effect of memorization on the accuracy of the partially
diagnostic features across the five experimental conditions,
F(4,95) = 12.06, p < .001, η2 = .34,ω2 = .31.

Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test (at p <
.05) indicates that the accuracy for the partially diagnostic
features (Figure 5) for condition M0 (M = 70.63%,SD =
20.64) was significantly different from condition M3 (M =
91.25%,SD = 10.72), condition M4 (M = 89.06%,SD =
11.33) and condition M5 (M = 95.63%,SD = 8.64). Also,
condition M1 (M = 67.19%,SD = 23.87) was significantly
different from condition M3 (M = 91.25%,SD = 10.72),
condition M4 (M = 89.06%,SD = 11.33) and condition M5
(M = 95.63%,SD = 8.64). Remaining comparisons were not
found to be significant using the Tukey HSD test.

Independent-samples t-test (two-tailed) shows that the ac-
curacy for the partially diagnostic features for condition M0
(M = 70.63%,SD = 20.64) was not significantly different
from condition M1 (M = 67.19%,SD = 23.87); t(38) =
.47, p = .64,d = 0.15. But, the difference in accuracy for
the partially diagnostic features between condition M0 and
condition M3 (M = 91.25%,SD = 10.72) was significant;
t(38) = 3.87, p < .001,d = 1.22. Also, the difference in
accuracy for the partially diagnostic features between con-
dition M0 and condition M4 (M = 89.06%,SD = 11.33)
was significant; t(38) = 3.41, p = .002,d = 1.08. Finally,
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Figure 6: Percentage of unidimensional categorization in the
transfer phase. The significance levels are based on the ad-
justed p-values found using Tukey HSD test.

the difference in accuracy between condition M0 and con-
dition M5 (M = 95.63%,SD = 8.64) was also significant;
t(38) = 4.87, p < .001,d = 1.54 Overall, the results in Fig-
ure 5 show that the category level knowledge about the par-
tially diagnostic features improved when more features were
learned through repeated testing.

Studies using supervised learning paradigm report that par-
ticipants prefer unidimensional categorization (Rabi et al.,
2015; Conaway & Kurtz, 2014), and perfectly diagnostic fea-
tures are learned better compared to partially diagnostic fea-
tures (Levering & Kurtz, 2015). If poor learning of the par-
tially diagnostic features is leading to the preference for uni-
dimensional categorization, then as partially diagnostic fea-
tures are learned better there should be a corresponding de-
crease in unidimensional categorization.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of unidimensional cate-
gorization in the transfer phase of the experimental con-
ditions. The result of one-way between-subjects ANOVA
shows that there was a significant effect of memorization on
the percentage of unidimensional categorization of the trans-
fer stimuli across the five experimental conditions, F(4,95)=
19.45, p < .001, η2 = .45,ω2 = .42.

Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test (at p <
.05) indicates that the percentage of unidimensional catego-
rization in the transfer phase (Figure 6) for condition M0
(M = 83.25%,SD = 28.25) was not significantly different
from condition M1 (M = 86.75%,SD = 21.23). But, the
difference in the percentage of unidimensional categoriza-
tion for condition M0 was significantly different from con-
dition M3 (M = 51.75%,SD = 27.81), condition M4 (M =
47.75%,SD = 32.15) and condition M5 (M = 21.0%,SD =
24.06).

Independent-samples t-test (two-tailed) shows that the per-
centage of unidimensional categorization, was not signifi-
cantly different between condition M0 (M = 83.25%,SD =
28.25) and condition M1 (M = 86.75%,SD = 21.23),

t(38) = .43, p = .67,d = 0.14. But, results of independent-
samples t-test show a significant difference between per-
centage of unidimensional categorization between conditions
M0 and M3 (M = 51.75%,SD = 27.81), t(38) = 3.46, p =
0.001,d = 1.10; between M0 and M4 (M = 47.75%,SD =
32.15), t(38) = 3.62, p < .001,d = 1.14; and between
M0 and M5 (M = 21.0%,SD = 24.06), t(38) = 7.31, p <
.001,d = 2.31.

Overall, the results in Figure 6 show that as participants
learned the partially diagnostic features with a high level of
accuracy, there was a corresponding decrease in preference
for unidimensional categorization.

Our experimental conditions varied only in the number of
diagnostic features that participants were made to memorize.
All instructions given to the participants across the five con-
ditions were the same. However, it can be argued that our
results are because we have made participants memorize the
features and this influenced them to categorize based on the
memorized features (experimenter-expectancy effect). Our
results would be stronger if, within each experimental condi-
tion, we can show a significant correlation between percent-
age of unidimensional categorization and accuracy for par-
tially diagnostic features.

In condition M5, results of linear regression indicated
that there was a significant effect between the accuracy
for partially diagnostic features and percentage of unidi-
mensional categorization, (F(1,18) = 14.12, p = .001,R2 =
.44,adjusted R2 = .41). The accuracy for partially diagnos-
tic features was a significant predictor in the model (t =
3.76, p = .001). In condition M4 also, results of linear
regression indicated that there was a significant effect be-
tween the two variables, (F(1,18) = 7.06, p = .02,R2 =
.28,adjusted R2 = .24). The accuracy for partially diag-
nostic features was again a significant predictor in the
model (t = 2.66, p = .02). However, the results of lin-
ear regression did not indicate a significant effect be-
tween the accuracy for partially diagnostic features and per-
centage of unidimensional categorization in the following
three conditions — condition M3, (F(1,18) = 2.47, p =
.13,R2 = .12,adjusted R2 = .07); condition M1, (F(1,18) =
2.60, p = .12,R2 = .13,adjusted R2 = .08) and condition M0,
(F(1,18) = 3.52, p = .08,R2 = .16,adjusted R2 = .12).

In conditions M4 and M5, more participants could learn all
the partially diagnostic features. So, the effect size is moder-
ate and we obtained a significant effect. For conditions M0,
M1 and M3, fewer number of participants could learn all the
partially diagnostic features and the effect was not significant
even though there was a trend.

As a final analysis, we grouped conditions M0 and M1 to-
gether since in both these conditions participants were not
made to memorize any partially diagnostic features. Any
effect of learning of partially diagnostic features in these
groups would indicate that the effect is not solely induced
by expectancy created by the task. When conditions M0
and M1 are taken together, results of linear regression indi-
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cated that there was a significant effect between the accu-
racy for partially diagnostic features and percentage of uni-
dimensional categorization, (F(1,38) = 6.27, p = .02,R2 =
.14,adjusted R2 = .12). The accuracy for partially diagnos-
tic features was a significant predictor in the model (t =
2.50, p = .02). This shows that participants who could learn
the partially diagnostic features more accurately were less
likely to prefer unidimensional categorization. When only
a few participants learn the partially diagnostic features the
effect between the accuracy for partially diagnostic features
and percentage of unidimensional categorization is low, but
the effect becomes moderate when more participants learn all
the partially diagnostic features.

Discussion
Multiple studies have investigated the effect of memoriza-
tion on categorization. Medin, Wattenmaker, and Hampson
(1987) investigated the effect of making participants mem-
orize the features of all the items. There were four feature
dimensions that took binary values. Participants were made
to study and recall the features of the items three times. Af-
ter memorization, participants categorized the items into two
categories. The results showed that participants preferred to
categorize using a unidimensional strategy. Similar results
were reported by Wattenmaker (1992). Again, participants
memorized the features of each item, and then categorized
them into two categories. Results show that a majority pre-
ferred unidimensional categorization.

In the above mentioned studies (Medin et al., 1987; Wat-
tenmaker, 1992), participants were made to memorize all the
features of all the items, but participants still preferred a uni-
dimensional strategy. In these experiments, if participants
had changed their strategy, then it could have been argued that
the results were due to the attentional bias induced by mak-
ing participants memorize all the features. The fact that par-
ticipants continued to prefer a unidimensional strategy was
an important finding. In our experiment, we tested whether
participants would continue to use a unidimensional strategy
after they memorize the common features of each category.
It is possible that participants might have continued to pre-
fer a unidimensional strategy due to other reasons like overall
similarity based strategy being more effortful (Wills, Milton,
Longmore, Hester, & Robinson, 2013). The results of our
experiment show that participants do not continue to prefer
a unidimensional strategy. Also, we show that in conditions
M0 and M1, the preference for unidimensional categorization
was negatively correlated with how well partially diagnostic
features were learned.

It is possible that after participants memorize the common
features they use a more-is-greater strategy, where an item is
assigned to a category if it has more features that commonly
occur in the category. This change in strategy could have been
induced by the memorization phase in conditions M3, M4 and
M5. At the same time, if we evaluate studies in which a unidi-
mensional strategy is not preferred, we notice that this occurs

when all the items of a category are presented simultaneously
in an array (Murphy, Bosch, & Kim, 2017); also, a unidimen-
sional strategy is not preferred for most real world categories
(Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; Abbott, Austerweil, & Griffiths,
2012). In short, a unidimensional strategy is not preferred
when participants either know the diagnosticities of different
features (e.g. real world categories) or can observe the diag-
nosticities of different features (e.g. when artifical stimuli are
presented in an array). The results in conditions M3, M4 and
M5 agree with this pattern, because in these conditions par-
ticipants know the diagnosticities of multiple features. But to
strengthen this argument, a further experiment in which par-
ticipants learn the prototypes of each category in an implicit
manner may be needed.

In our experiment, participants were made to memorize the
perfectly and partially diagnostic features of each category.
The perfectly and partially diagnostic features are nothing but
the features of the category prototypes. So, the M5 condi-
tion in our experiment is like the match-to-standards proce-
dure (Regehr & Brooks, 1995); instead of presenting the pro-
totype, we have let participants memorize the prototypes. Our
results show that as participants learn the partially diagnostic
features with a high level of confidence there is a correspond-
ing decrease in preference for unidimensional categorization.
This result resembles the result in Regehr and Brooks (1995),
which shows that participants in the match-to-standards pro-
cedure did not prefer unidimensional categorization.

Milton and Wills (2004) have shown that the results of
match-to-standards procedure are influenced by factors such
as features not being distinct and easy-to-identify. Milton et
al. (2008) showed that results can also be influenced by time
pressure. These results show that match-to-standards proce-
dure may not always lead to a perfect family-resemblance
sorting.

Conclusion

It has been shown that in supervised category learning par-
ticipants often prefer to categorize using a unidimensional
strategy (Conaway & Kurtz, 2014; Rabi et al., 2015). Also,
perfectly diagnostic feature is learned better compared to the
partially diagnostic features (Levering & Kurtz, 2015). Our
results suggest that the preference for unidimensional strat-
egy (in supervised category learning) could be due to the fact
that partially diagnostic features are not learned with a high
level of confidence. There is a lesser preference for a unidi-
mensional categorization strategy once participants learn the
partially diagnostic features.
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Abstract  

How  do  children  understand  the  temporal  and  causal         
relations  among  events  in  a  narrative?  We  explored  the          
roles  of  (a)  connectives  like before and  because ,  (b)          
chronology,  and  (c)  world  knowledge  in  supporting        
children's  inferences  about  causal  and  temporal  relations  in         
narrative.  We  told  3-  to  7-year-old  children  stories         
containing  two  events.  We  then  unexpectedly  asked  them  to          
retell  the  stories  from  memory,  to  test  what  they  had           
encoded.  Children  attended  to  and  recalled  the  causal  and          
temporal  relations  from  the  stories.  They  were  more  likely          
to  modify  their  retellings  when  the  events  in  the  story  were            
not  described  chronologically,  or  when  the  causal  relations         
were  inconsistent  with  children’s  knowledge  of  the  real         
world.  These  tendencies  interacted  with  the  specific        
connectives  in  the  story  and  their  positioning.  These         
findings  indicate  that  children  as  young  as  3  spontaneously          
integrate  their  knowledge  of  connectives,  sentence       
structure,   and   the   world   when   processing   narratives.  

Keywords: cognitive  development;  language  acquisition;      
temporal   cognition;   causal   inference;   narrative   

Introduction  
During  a  baseball  game,  the  following  sequence  of  events          
unfolds:  (1)  the  pitcher  throws  the  ball;  (2)  the  batter  hits  it;             
(3)  an  outfielder  picks  up  the  ball;  (4)  the  outfielder  throws            
it  to  first  base;  (5)  the  baseman’s  team  wins  the  game.            
Watching  this,  anyone  can  see  that  the  ball  was  thrown           
before  it  was  hit,  and  infer  that  the  impact  from  the  bat             
caused  the  ball  to  fly.  Indeed,  even  4-month-old  infants          
draw  this  type  of  inference  about  physical  causality  from          
perceptual  evidence  (Cohen  et  al.,  1998).  However,  many         
of  the  event  relations  cannot  be  perceived,  and         
understanding  them  requires  knowledge  of  the  rules  of         
baseball.  Therefore,  a  novice  without  this  prior  knowledge         
will  need  help  to  understand  how  the  events  are  causally           
related.  One  of  the  most  powerful  properties  of  language  is           
its  ability  to  convey  temporal  and  causal  information  about          
events  that  are  not  ongoing,  cannot  be  seen,  or  don’t           
provide  direct  evidence  of  a  cause.  A  narrative  like,  “The           
baseman  caught  the  ball  before  the  runner  made  it  to  base,            
and  so  the  runner  was  out,  and  the  baseman’s  team  won,”            
gives  insight  into  the  causal  and  temporal  relations  between          
events  that  can’t  be  gleaned  from  perception  alone.  Here,          
we  explore  the  linguistic  cues  that  3-  to  7-year-old  children           
use   to   interpret   causal   and   temporal   relations   in   language.   

There  are  many  sources  of  information  that  children         
might  draw  on  to  determine  the  causal  and  temporal          
relations  between  the  events  in  a  story.  Here,  we  focused  on            
(1)  connectives  like because  and before ,  (2)  the  order  of           

clauses  and  events  within  sentences,  and  (3)  the  integration          
of  linguistic  information  with  world  knowledge.  To        
understand  how  these  factors  interact,  consider  the        
following   sentences:  

(1)  The  man  ate  chicken  soup  [and  so;  because;  before;           
after]   he   got   very   sick.   

(2)  The  man  got  very  sick  [and  so;  because;  before;  after]            
he   ate   chicken   soup.   

While  the  events  (eating  soup  and  getting  sick)  are  the           
same  across  all  these  statements,  the  implied  relations         
between  these  events  differ  as  a  function  of  the  order  of            
clauses  in  the  sentences,  the  connectives  that  link  them,  and           
prior  experiences  with  soup  and  illness.  Below  we  discuss          
what  is  known  about  children’s  use  of  these  cues  to  infer            
causal   and   temporal   relations.  
Connectives Sentences  (1)  and  (2)  are  interpreted        
differently  depending  on  their  connectives.  Given  their        
power  to  efficiently  convey  information  about  event        
relations  and  to  create  coherent  narratives,  temporal  and         
causal  connectives  are  among  the  most  frequent  words  in          
adult  speech  and  text.  By  age  2.5,  many  American  children           
produce  connectives  like  “before”  (40%),  “after”  (54%),        
“because”  (49%),  and  “so”  (38%;  Wordbank,  2016).        
Children’s  use  of  these  words  is  not  random:  when  4-  to            
8-year-olds  are  asked  to  tell  personal  stories,  ~80%  of  their           
uses  of because  (and  only  40%  of  uses  of and )  establish  a             
causal  relation  between  two  clauses  (Peterson  &  McCabe,         
1991).  Such  connectives  serve  as  useful  cues  to  the  causal           
structure  of  narratives  (although,  of  course,  it  is  possible  to           
make  causal  and  temporal  inferences  about  sentences  in  the          
absence   of   these   connectives).   

While  connectives  could  serve  as  a  meaningful  cue  to          
temporal  ordering  and  to  causal  relations  between  events,         
these  words  are  fundamentally  abstract,  and  therefore        
challenging.  Some  studies  suggest  that  children  require        
several  years  to  converge  on  adult-like  interpretations  of         
causal  and  temporal  language,  and  do  not  have  mature          
meanings  for  temporal  terms  like before  and after  until  at           
least  age  5  (e.g.,  Clark,  1971;  Weist  et  al.,  1991).  It  is  also              
possible  that  the  semantics  of  the  connectives  change  over          
time.  For  example,  by  some  accounts, after  is  initially          
interpreted  to  mean before  (Clark,  1971).  Nevertheless,        
children’s  patterns  of  success  and  failure  with  sentences         
containing  connectives  suggest  that  factors  other  than  the         
connectives  themselves  may  be  at  play.  These  factors         
include  the  positions  and  grammatical  roles  of  the         
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connectives,  whether  the  events  in  the  sentence  are         
described  chronologically,  and  whether  the  events  are        
arbitrarily  related,  causally  linked,  and/or  familiar  to  the         
child  (e.g.,  Amidon  &  Carey,  1972,  Blything,  Davies,  &          
Cain,  2015;  Clark,  1971;  Coker,  1978;  French  &  Brown,          
1977).  We  explored  many  of  these  factors  concurrently  in          
the   present   study.   
Chronology Listeners  may  extract  temporal  and  causal        
information  from  the  order  in  which  events  are  described,          
whether  or  not  there  is  a  connective  present  in  the  sentence.            
For  example,  the  ordering  of  the  sentences  in  the  utterance           
“The  man  ate  chicken  soup.  He  got  very  sick”  could  lead            
both  to  the  inference  that  he  ate  the  soup  first,  and  that  the              
soup  was  the  cause  of  the  illness.  Most  narratives  describe           
events  in  the  order  in  which  they  occur  (Jakobson,  1966),           
and  it  is  easier  to  compute  discourse  coherence  when  this  is            
the  case  (Bliss,  McCabe,  &  Miranda,  1998;  Münte,  Schlitz,          
&  Kutas,  1998).  One  sensible  default  assumption  is  that          
events  are  described  chronologically,  and  thus  that  the         
events  mentioned  earlier  within  a  single  sentence  also  occur          
earlier.  
 However,  importantly,  English  does  not require  that  the          

order  of  clauses  in  sentences  represents  the  chronology  of          
events  in  the  world.  Sentences  where  the  second  clause          
represents  an  event  that  happened  before  the  first  are          
perfectly  legal,  e.g.,  “The  man  got  very  sick after  he  ate            
chicken  soup.”  While  chronology  and  connectives  are  both         
useful  in  disambiguating  the  temporal  ordering  and  causal         
relations  in  a  narrative,  and  in  many  cases  these  cues  align,            
they  can  also  be  contradictory,  as  in  the  example  above,  and            
in  the  sentence  “ Before  the  man  ate  chicken  soup,  he  got            
very  sick.”  Indeed,  young  children’s  errors  interpreting        
sentences  containing before  and after  often  occur  in  these          
situations,  suggesting  that  they  may  initially  privilege        
order-of-mention  as  a  cue  to  meaning  (e.g.,  Blything  et  al.,           
2015;  Clark,  1971).  Neither  clause  order  nor  connectives,         
on  their  own,  are  sufficient  to  correctly  establish  the  causal           
relations  within  a  narrative.  The  listener  must  integrate         
information  about  them  both,  and  this  task  may  be  made           
easier   by   using   world   knowledge.   
World  knowledge In  addition  to  the  explicit  linguistic  cues          
present  in  a  given  narrative,  children  could  (and  should!)          
use  their  prior  knowledge  about  causal/temporal  relations        
in  the  world  to  interpret  sentences  involving  familiar         
events.  For  example,  in  sentences  1-2,  prior  knowledge  of          
soup  and  illness  might  help  to  resolve  the  causality  in  each            
sentence,  if  the  child  knows  that  soup  can  help  make  a  sick             
person  healthy,  and/or  that  contaminated  food  can  make  a          
healthy  person  sick.  Consistent  with  the  idea  that  children          
rely  on  world  knowledge  in  early  narrative  comprehension,         
some  studies  have  shown  that,  despite  their  early  difficulty          
in  resolving  sentences  containing before  and after  in         
unfamiliar  or  arbitrary  contexts,  3-  and  4-year-olds  tend  to          
comprehend  and  produce  these  terms  appropriately  when        
describing  familiar  sequences  of  events  (Carni  &  French,         

1984;  French  &  Nelson,  1981).  More  generally,  previous         
work  has  shown  that  children  are  more  successful  in          
reasoning  about  discourses  that  contain  content  that  they         
are  knowledgeable  about  (Sullivan  &  Barner,  2016).        
Nevertheless,  a  recent  study  that  varied both  world         
knowledge  and  clause  order  found  that  3-  and  4-year-olds          
used  only  order-of-mention  to  judge  which  event  came  first          
in  a  two-clause  sentence,  regardless  of  whether  the  events          
followed  a  familiar  or  arbitrary  sequence  (Blything  et  al.,          
2015).   
Limits  of  previous  work  Although  prior  studies  have         
examined  children’s  use  of  connectives,  clause  order,  and         
world  knowledge  to  interpret  complex  sentences,  there  are         
several  limitations  to  this  prior  work.  Most  classic  studies          
varied  only  one  of  these  factors  or  co-varied  them  in  ways            
that  left  the  causes  of  developmental  change  unclear.  Many          
prior  studies  also  required  children  to  perform  complex         
tasks  such  as  acting  out  events,  potentially  leading  to          
failures  unrelated  to  their  linguistic  abilities.  Notably,  one         
more  recent  study  avoided  these  issues  by  varying  all  three           
factors  in  a  two-alternative  forced-choice  task  (Blything  et         
al.,  2015).  However,  in  this  task,  when  listening  to  the           
sentences,  children  knew  that  their  goal  was  to  choose          
which  event  happened  first,  and  therefore  that  they  should          
pay  close  attention  to  linguistic  cues  relevant  to  resolving          
event  relations.  Therefore,  it  is  unclear  whether  they  attend          
to  any  of  these  cues spontaneously  when  processing         
narratives  (see  Blything  et  al.,  2015  for  discussion).         
Moreover,  this  study  (and  most  other  prior  studies)  only          
tested  comprehension  of  the  temporal  connectives before        
and after .  Finally,  although  prior  work  has  compared         
children’s  processing  of  sentences  where  world  knowledge        
is  helpful  vs.  those  where  it  is  irrelevant  (e.g.,  Blything  et            
al.,  2015;  French  &  Brown,  1977),  it  remains  unclear  how           
children  process  sentences  whose  meanings  go against        
their  understanding  of  the  world,  such  as  those  that  contain           
causally  implausible  relations,  e.g.,  “It  rained because  the         
bunnies  got  very  wet” ?  We  sought  to  address  these          1

limitations   in   the   present   study.   
The  present  study We  asked  two  primary  questions  about          
how  children  extract  causal  and  temporal  information  from         
narratives.  First,  at  what  age  do  children  begin  to          
spontaneously  track  the  temporal/causal  relations  between       
events  in  stories?  Second,  how  do  connectives,  clause         
order,  and  world  knowledge  interact  in  children’s        
processing   and   recollection   of   stories?   

To  answer  these  questions,  we  told  children  2-clause         
stories  describing  causal  and  temporal  relationships  (e.g.,        
“The  cat  walked  away  because  the  dog  barked”).  These          
sentences  were  heard  in  the  context  of  a  picture-matching          

1If  preceded  by  the  sentence  “How  do  you  know  it           
rained?”,  the  utterance  “it  rained  because  the  bunnies  got          
wet”  is  sensible,  and  represents  epistemic  causal  reasoning.         
Here,   we   focus   only   on   cases   of   physical   causal   reasoning.  
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task  that  children  could  solve  simply  by  attending  to  a           
single  word  such  as  “cat.”  Critically,  while  children  listened          
to  each  story,  the  relations  between  events  were  irrelevant          
to  their  task,  and  they  did  not  know  their  knowledge  of            
them  would  be  tested.  However,  after  children  had         
completed  this  task,  we  unexpectedly  asked  them  to  retell          
the  story  that  went  with  each  picture,  to  discover  what  they            
spontaneously  recalled  about  the  relations  between  events.        
We  measured  how  frequently  children’s  retellings  reflected        
attention  to  connectives  [ and  so  and because  in  Experiment          
1; before  and after  in  Experiment  2],  world  knowledge          
[Exp.   1],   and   clause   order   [Exp.   2].   

Experiment   1  

Method   (Exp.   1)  
Participants  139 monolingual  English-speaking  3-  to       
7-year-olds  participated.  Children  were  pseudo-randomly      
assigned  to  one  of  3  conditions:  the because  condition  ( n  =            
59), and  so  condition  ( n  = 54),  or  baseline  condition  ( n  =             
26).   
Materials We  constructed  eight  sentence  frames  containing        
two  independent  clauses  connected  by  a  causal  connective,         
e.g.,  “The  cat  walked  away  [because/and  so]  the  dog          
barked.”  Children  heard  8  stories  containing  either and  so          
or because (see  Table  1  for  three  examples).  Within  those  8            
stories,  2  were  causally  implausible  (e.g.,  “The  kids  got          
very  cold and  so  it  started  to  snow”)  and  the  remaining  6             
were  plausible.  Pictures  were  created  to  match  the  sentence          
frames.  None  of  the  pictures  depicted  the  entirety  of  the           
story   (see   Table   1).  
Procedure Experimental  sessions  were  audio-recorded  for       
later  transcription. Sessions  consisted  of  three  phrases:        
Warm-up,  Priming,  and  Test. In  the  Warm-Up  phase,         
children  were  asked  open-ended  questions  about  events  in         
their  lives,  e.g.,  “ Can  you  tell  me  what  you  did  on  your  last              
birthday? ”,  in  order  to  get  them  producing  full  sentences.          
In  the  Priming  phase,  the  researcher  placed  the  8  pictures           
on  the  table  and  told  the  child  that  they  were  pages  that  had              
fallen  out  of  a  storybook.  The  researcher  then  asked  the           
child  to  listen  as  they  told  the  stories,  and  to  point  to  the              
picture  that  matched  each  story. Critically,  individual  words         
from  the  story,  e.g.,  “bus,”  were  sufficient  to  complete  this           
task,  rendering  the  causal  and  temporal  relations  within  the          
stories  task-irrelevant.  In  rare  cases,  the  child  selected  an          
incorrect  picture,  and  the  researcher  corrected  them.  Each         
picture  was  turned  over  once  it  had  been  chosen.          
Participants  were  randomly  assigned  to  hear  the  stories  in          
one  of  four  orders.  After  children  heard  all  8  stories  and            
identified  the  matching  pictures,  the  Test  phase  began.  In          
the  test  phase,  the  experimenter  showed  the  pictures         
one-at-a-time  in  random  order  and  asked,  “ Can  you  tell  me           
what   happened   in   this   story? ”  
 

 

Table   1:   Example   stimuli.  
 

 
 

Children  in  the  baseline  condition  did  not  experience         
Priming  –  they  were  simply  shown  the  images  once  in  the            
Test  (after  Warm-up)  and  asked  to  describe  them.  By          
comparing  these  descriptions  to  those  of  children  in  the          
because  and and  so  conditions,  we  were  able  to  assess  the            
impact   of   the   stories.  2

Coding  and  Analyses A  research  assistant,  blind  to         
condition  and  hypotheses,  coded  a  transcription  of  the         
child’s  retellings.  Stories  produced  by  the  same  child  were          
never  coded  in  sequence,  so  that  a  child’s  retelling  of  one            
story  could  not  influence  the  coding  of  their  retelling  of           
another.   

To  classify  clauses  in  the  retellings,  coders  were         
provided  with  a  list  of  all  16  events  from  the  8  stories.             
Children  were  not  required  to  repeat  the  events  verbatim.          
For  example,  “The  man  got  there  slowly”  would  be  coded           
as  a  match  for  the  event  “The  daddy  was  late  for  work.”             
Coders  recorded  any  connectives  used  by  the  child,  which          
event  in  their  retelling  was  the first event ,  i.e.,  the  one  that             
preceded/caused  the  other  in  the  meaning  of  the  sentence,          
and  whether  the  chain  of  events  they  described  was          
plausible.   

After  data  were  coded,  we  compared  children’s  retellings         
to  the  stories  they  had  heard,  asking  which  elements  of  the            
story  were  preserved,  and  which  elements  were  changed.  In          
particular,  we  asked  whether  children  preserved  the        
ordering  of  the  events,  e.g.,  regardless  of  which  clause  each           
event  appeared  in,  if  the  “eating  soup”  event  was  the  cause            

2Only  20  out  of  208  retellings  in  the  baseline  condition           
contained  at  least  two  clauses.  This  suggests  that  the          
two-clause  retellings  provided  by  children  in  the  critical         
conditions  were  the  result  of  children’s  memories  of  the          
stories,  not  the  visual  content  of  the  pictures.  We  do  not            
consider   the   baseline   data   further.  
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in  the  story,  did  the  child  also  produce  a  retelling  in  which             
the  soup  event  was  the  cause?  We  also  asked  whether           
children  preserved  the  ordering  of  the  clauses,  e.g.,  if  the           
story  contained  a  cause  in  the  1st  clause  and  an  effect  in  the              
2nd,  did  the  child’s  retelling  also  place  the  cause  in  the  1st             
clause  and  the  effect  in  the  2nd?  Examples  are  shown  in            
Table   2.   
 
Table   2:   Coded   retellings   of   ‘The   daddy   was   late   for   work  

because    the   bus   broke   down.’  
 

Child’s   retelling  
Preserved   order:  

Events?  Clauses?  

The   daddy   was  
late   for   work  

because    the   bus  
broke   down  

yes  yes  

The   bus   broke  
down    and   so    the  
daddy   was   late  

for   work  

yes  no  

The   daddy   was  
late   for   work    and  
so    the   bus   broke  

down  

no  yes  

The   bus   broke  
down    because  
the   daddy   was  
late   for   work  

no  no  

 
Results   (Exp.   1)  
Throughout  the  results,  the  original  sentence  the  child         
heard  to  describe  each  picture  during  the  matching  game  is           
referred  to  as  the  ‘story’  and  the  child’s  response,  when           
later   asked   what   happened,   is   referred   to   as   the   ‘retelling.’  
Data  Management We  decided a priori  to  analyze  only          
retellings  that  contained  at  least  2  clauses,  so  that  they           
could  be  assessed  for  preservation  of  the  event  relations  in           
the  story.  Unsurprisingly,  excluding  single-clause  responses       
led  to  the  disproportionate  exclusion  of  younger  children’s         
retellings .  However,  we  retained  over  50  retellings  for         3

3We  cannot  be  certain  whether  younger  children ’s  higher         
tendency  to  produce  single-clause  retellings was  a        
limitation  on  production,  e.g., they  encoded  the  content  of          
the story but  failed  to retell  it ,  or  comprehension,  e.g.,  they            
retold everything  they remembered  about  the story .  The         
data  from  Blything  et  al.  (2015)  suggests  this  could  be  due            
to   memory   limitations.  

each  age  group:  3YO:  51  trials  remained;  4YO:  113  trials           
remained;  5YO:  131  trials  remained;  6YO:  140  trials         
remained;  7YO:  155  trials  remained.  The  final  dataset         
included  590  retellings  from  101  participants  ranging  in         
age   from   3;2–7;11   [ M age    =   5;10].   
Analyses We  first  asked  whether  children  preserved  the         
causal  ordering  of  the  events  from  the  story.  In  other  words,            
if  the  [eating  soup]  event  caused  the  [getting  sick]  event  in            
the  story,  did  it  also  do  so  in  the  child’s  retelling?  We  found              
that  this  was  the  case  in  the  vast  majority,  78.3%,  of            
children’s  retellings.  Children  were  more  likely  to  preserve         
the  causal  ordering  of  the  events  in  the  story  as  they  got             
older,  ( B  =  .06, SE  =  .01, p  <  .0001),  and  more  likely  to  do                
so  for  stories  containing and  so  than because ,  ( B  =  .05, SE             
=  .02, p  =  .003),  but  there  was  no  interaction  ( B  =  .003, SE               
=  .01, p  =  .81).  We  next  asked  whether  children  preserved            
the  causal  relations  between  the clauses  in  the  story.  In           
other  words,  if  the  events  in  the  first  clause  caused  the            
events  in  the  second  clause  (i.e.,  the  events  were  described           
in  chronological  order),  was  this  also  the  case  in  the           
retelling?  We  found  that  this  was  the  case  on  84.4%  of            
retellings.  Children’s  likelihood  of  preserving  the  causal        
relations  between  clauses  also  increased  with  age  ( B  =  .02,           
SE  =  .01, p  =  .0495),  and  was  higher  for  stories  containing             
and  so  than because ,  ( B  =  .07, SE  =  .01, p  <.0001);  again,              
there   was   no   interaction   ( B    =   -.008,    SE    =   .01,    p    =   .46).   

We  also  asked  how  likely  children  who  preserved  one          
element  of  the  story  were  to  preserve  the  other  element.  To            
do  this,  we  coded  each  retelling  according  to  whether  it           
preserved  both  the  event  and  clause  order  from  the  story,           
the  event  order  only,  the  clause  order  only,  or  neither  (see            
Table  2  for  examples).  We  found  that  3-year-olds  preserved          
both  elements  of  the  story  36%  of  the  time.          
Three-year-olds’  retellings  that  didn’t  preserve  both       
elements  were  more  likely  to  preserve  only  the  clause  order           
(43%)  than  only  the  event  order  (6%;  though  note  that  this            
is  a  relatively  small n ).  In  contrast,  71%  of  4-year-olds’           
retellings  preserved  both  elements,  and  this  percentage  was         
similarly  high  for  all  older  age  groups.  As  shown  in  Figure            
1,  unlike  3-year-olds,  older  children  who  did  not  preserve          
both  elements  of  the  story  were  more  likely  to  preserve           
event   order   than   clause   order.   

Finally,  we  asked  whether  children  incorporated  world        
knowledge  into  their  retellings.  If  children  simply  parroted         
back  the  stories’  contents,  they  should  have  been  just  as           
likely to  preserve  the  causal  relations  between  events  when          
those  relations  were  implausible  as  when  they  were         
plausible.  In  a  model  predicting  preservation  of  the  causal          
relations  between  events  from  age,  connective,  plausibility,        
and  a  connective×plausibility  interaction,  we  found  an        
effect  of  plausibility  ( B  =  -.18, E  =  .02, p  <.0001),  an  effect              
of  age  ( B  =  .06, SE  =  .01, p  <.0001)  an  effect  of  connective               
( B  =  .06, SE  =  .02, p  =  .002),  but  no  interaction  ( p  =  .22).                
This  suggests  that  children did  spontaneously  process  the         
causal  relations  between  events,  even  though  the  task  they          
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were  performing  while  listening  to  the  stories  did  not          
require  them  to  do  so.  As  shown  in  Figure  1B,  when  the             
story  was  causally  implausible,  only  12.5%  of  3-year-olds’         
retellings  preserved  both  their  event  and  clause  order,  and          
this  percentage  remained  below  50%  until  children  reached         
age  7.  Children  across  ages  also  rarely  retained  the  event           
ordering  alone.  These  findings  indicate  that  children        
revised  implausible  stories  such  that  the  causal  relations         
between  the  events  were  more  plausible.  For  example,  a          
child  who  heard  that  the  bus  broke  down  because  the  daddy            
was  late  to  work  might  say  “Daddy  was  late  for  work            
because   the   bus   broke   down.”   
 

Figure   1:   Children’s   preservation   of   event   order   and   clause  
order   for   (A)   plausible   and   (B)   implausible   stories   in  

Experiment   1  

Discussion   (Exp.   1)  
Exp.  1  had  three  main  findings.  First,  the  majority  of           
children  over  age  3  preserved  both  the  event  ordering  and           
clause  ordering  of  the  story  in  their  retellings.  Second,          
when  children didn’t preserve  both  elements  of  the  story,          
they  typically  preserved  the  causal  relations  between events         
in  the  stories  they  heard.  Specifically,  if  Event  A  was  the            
cause  of  Event  B,  children  retold  stories  in  which  Event  A            
was  the  cause,  regardless  of  which  clause  they  placed  Event           
A  in.  Third,  children  didn’t  simply  parrot  back  the  stories,           
but  appeared  to  spontaneously  process  the  causal  relations         
within  them.  Thus,  children  were  less  likely  to  preserve  the           
causal  relations  within  stories  containing because  than and         

so ,  which  would  not  be  expected  if  children  simply          
memorized  the  stories,  and  they  were  less  likely  to  preserve           
the  causal  relations  if  they  were  implausible.  In  the  latter           
cases,  they  tended  to  revise  the  story  so  that  it  would  make             
sense   given   world   knowledge.  

Importantly,  in  Experiment  1,  the  connective  always        
came  between  the  two  clauses,  creating  a  confound:  For          
and  so  stories,  events  were  described  chronologically,  and         
for because  stories,  they  were  not.  Therefore  it  is  unclear           
whether  children  were  better  at  retelling and  so stories          
because  they  had  better  comprehension  of and  so,  or          
because  they  had  an  easier  time  encoding  and/or  retelling          
chronological  stories.  In  Exp.  2,  we  tested  the  roles  of           
connective  and  chronology  separately,  by  using  the        
temporal  connectives before  and after .  Unlike  in        
Experiment  1,  we  were  able  to  manipulate  the  placement  of           
both  connectives  in  the  sentence ,  e.g.,  “The  bus  broke          4

down before  the  daddy  was  late  for  work”  vs  “ Before  the            
bus   broke   down,   the   daddy   was   late   for   work.”   

Experiment   2  

Method   (Exp.   2)  
Participants Eighty-one monolingual,  English-speaking  4-      
to  5-ye ar-olds  ( M age  =  4;11;  range  =  4;2–5;11)  compl eted          
the  experiment .  Children  were  pseudo-randomly  assigned       5

to  one  of  4  conditions: before -chronological  ( n  =  16),          
before -reverse  ( n  =  25), after -chronological  ( n  =  24),  and          
after -reverse   ( n    =   16).   
 

Table   3:   Conditions   in   Experiment   2.  
 

Condition  Example   story   

before -  
chronological  

The   daddy   was   late   for   work  
before    the   bus   broke   down  

before -  
reverse  

Before    the   daddy   was   late   to  
work,   the   bus   broke   down  

after -  
chronological  

After    the   daddy   was   late   for  
work,   the   bus   broke   down  

after -  
reverse  

The   daddy   was   late   for   work  
after    the   bus   broke   down  

 
 

4 This  was  not  possible  for  all  items  in  Exp.  1,  because             
sentences  like  “ And  so the  daddy  was  late  for  work,  the  bus             
broke   down”   are   ungrammatical.   

5This  range  was  selected  on  the  basis  of  prior  literature           
demonstrating  that  children’s  ability  to  resolve  sentences        
containing before  and after  improves  dramatically  during        
this   age   range   (Clark,   1971;   Blything   et   al.,   2015).  
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Materials  and  Procedures were  identical  to  those  in  Exp.          
1,  with  two  exceptions:  Children  (1)  heard  the  connectives          
before  or after ,  and  (2)  either  heard  the  connective  at  the            
start  of  the  story  or  between  the  two  clauses.  As           
demonstrated  in  Table  3,  this  manipulation  allowed  us  to          
ask  whether  children  struggled  more  to  preserve  stories  in          
which  the  order  of  the  events  was  reversed,  such  that  the            
second   event   was   introduced   in   the   first   clause.  

 

Figure   2:   Children’s   preservation   of   event   order   and   clause  
order   in   their   retellings   of   chronological   and  

non-chronological   stories   containing    before    and    after  
 
Results   (Exp.   2)  
As  in  Experiment  1,  we  were  interested  in  whether          
children’s  retellings  preserved  the  event  order  and  clause         
order  of  the  stories  they  heard.  Overall,  56.7%  of  children’s           
retellings  in  Experiment  2  preserved  the  ordering  of  the          
events  in  the  story  (i.e.,  which  of  the  two  events  came  first),             
and  68.9%  preserved  the  ordering  of  the  clauses  in  the  story            
(e.g.,  whether  the  story  was  told  chronologically).  Next,  we          
asked  whether  children’s  retellings  were  predicted  by  (a)         
the  connective  in  the  story  ( before  vs. after )  or  (b)  whether            
the  story  they  heard  was  told  chronologically  (i.e.,  the  first           
event  was  described  in  the  first  clause).  To  do  so,  we  first             
constructed  a  model  predicting  children’s  rates  of        
preserving  the event  ordering  in  their  retellings,  i.e.,         
whether  the  same  event  occurred  first  in  both  the  story  and            
the  retelling.  As  predictors,  we  included  the  connective         
( before  or after )  in  the  story,  the  chronology  of  the  story            
(chronological  vs.  reverse,  see  Table  3),  age,  and  their          
interaction.  We  found  a  significant  effect  of  age  ( B  =  .13,            
SE  =  .06, p  =  .02),  a  significant  effect  of  chronology  ( B  =              
.144, SE  =  .03, p <  .0001),  and  a  significant  interaction  of             
connective  and  chronology  ( B  =  .05, SE  =  .03, p  =  .047).             
Specifically,  for  chronological  stories,  participants      
preserved  the  event  ordering  significantly  more  often  for         
before  sentences  (79.1%)  than  for after  sentences  (62.6%;         
B  =  .41, SE  =  .16, p  =  .01).  For  reverse-chronology  stories,             
there  was  no  effect  of  connective:  participants  preserved         
the  event  ordering  less  than  half  of  the  time  for before            
(45.7%)   and   for    after    (37.9%;    B   =    -.16,    SE    =   .18,    p    =   .37).  

Next,  we  predicted  children’s  rates  of  preserving  the         
clause  ordering  in  their  retellings,  using  the  same  model          
described  above.  Here,  the  only  effect  we  found  was  of           
chronology:  participants  were  less  likely  to  preserve  the         
ordering  of  the  clauses  in  their  retellings  when  that  ordering           
did  not  mirror  the  order  of  events  in  the  story  ( B =  -1.71,              
SE  =  .18, p <  .0001).  They  preferentially  arranged  their           
retellings  such  that  the  events  were  described        
chronologically,  regardless  of  which  connective  was  in  the         
story.  Post-hoc  analyses  testing  for  an  effect  of  plausibility          
revealed  no  effect  above  and  beyond  that  of  chronology.          
This  may  be  because,  unlike  “implausible”  sentences  in         
Exp.  1  that  were  causally  impossible  (e.g.,  “It  rained          
because  the  bunnies  got  wet.”),  the  “implausible”  sentences         
in  Exp.  2  were  merely  temporally  unlikely  (e.g.,  “It  rained           
after   the   bunnies   got   wet.”)  

As  in  Experiment  1,  we  also  coded  whether  each          
retelling  preserved  both  event  and  clause  order,  event  order          
only,  clause  order  only,  or  neither.  As  shown  in  Figure  2,            
children’s  retellings  of  chronological  stories  usually       
preserved  both  event  order  and  clause  order,  and  this  was           
especially  true  for  chronological  stories  containing before        
(75.8%  of  retellings).  Strikingly,  more  than  half  (54.3%)  of          
children’s  retellings  of  reversed-order  stories  containing       
before retained  neither  the  event  ordering  nor  the  clause          
ordering  from  the  story  (Fig.  2).  This  points  to  a  strong  role             
for  chronology  in  shaping  children’s  expectations  about  the         
temporal   ordering   of   events.  
Discussion   (Exp   2).  

The  results  of  Experiment  2  showed  that  children’s         
ability  to  retell  stories  they  had  heard  varied  not  only  by  the             
specific  connective  used  in  the  story,  but  also  by  where  the            
connective  was  placed  (i.e.,  before  the  first  or  the  second           
clause)  and  thus  whether  the  events  were  described  in          
chronological  order.  Our  finding  that  there  was  a  significant          
interaction  between  connective  and  chronology,  and  that  4-         
to  5-year-old  children’s  retellings  were  most  accurate  in  the          
before -chronological  condition,  are  consistent  with  those       
Blything  and  colleagues  (2015).  In  their  study,  children  also          
heard  sentences  that  varied  in  both  the  connective  used  and           
its  position  in  the  sentence,  but  were  aware  that  they           
needed  to  attend  to  the  event  relations  in  the  sentences  to            
choose  the  event  that  happened  first.  Here,  we  show  that           
children’s  processing  and  recall  of  narrative  is  affected  by          
both  of  these  factors  even  when  they  are  not  aware  that            
they  will  be  tested,  and  the  relations  between  events  was           
irrelevant  to  the  task  they  were  performing.  Moreover,  by          
using  a  production  task,  we  provide  additional  support  for          
Blything  and  colleagues’  proposal  that  children’s  early        
difficulties  with  non-chronological  sentences  are  related  to        
limitations  in  memory.  Importantly,  as  we  show,  children’s         
retellings  of  these  stories  often  not  only  changed  the  clause           
order  (i.e.,  they  heard  non-chronological  stories  but  told         
chronological  ones),  they  also  changed  the  ordering  of  the          
events   within   the   stories,   thereby   changing   their   meaning.   
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General   Discussion  
 

Language  is  powerful  because  it  allows  us  to  represent  and           
communicate  causal  and  temporal  relationships  that  are  not         
ongoing,  perceptible,  and/or  possible  in  the  real  world.  The          
abstract  nature  of  temporal  and  causal  language,  and  the          
complexity  of  narratives,  pose  challenges  to  child  learners.         
We  explored  the  cues  children  use  to  make  inferences  about           
causal  and  temporal  relationships  in  narratives.  We  told         
children  2-clause  stories  which  included  causal  (Exp.  1)         
and  temporal  (Exp.  2)  connectives.  Importantly,  this  was         
done  during  a  picture-matching  game  that  did  not  require          
children  to  process  the  causal  and  temporal  relations.         
Afterward,  we  asked  them  to  retell  the  stories,  to  examine           
what  information  about  the  narratives  they  spontaneously        
retained.  Our  primary  finding  is  that,  by  3  to  4  years  of  age,              
children  robustly  retold  stories  with  the  same  causal  and          
temporal  relations  they  had  heard.  This  finding  indicates         
that  young  children  attended  to  and  retained  temporal  and          
causal  relations  in  language  even  when  these  relations  were          
task-irrelevant.  

We  had  several  additional  findings.  First,  children  were         
sensitive  to  the  temporal  and  causal  relations  that  exist          
across  clauses.  In  Experiment  1,  regardless  of  the  specific          
events  described,  if  a  child  heard  a  story  in  which  a  causal             
event  occurred  in  the  first  clause,  they  likely  retold  a  story            
where  that  was  the  case.  Beyond  this,  our  findings  showed           
that  children  were  not  simply  acting  as  noisy  tape          
recorders:  they  spontaneously restructured  their  input  in        
their  retellings,  and  were  more  likely  to  do  so  for  causally            
implausible  stories  than  for  causally  plausible  stories.  In         
Experiment  2,  we  found  that  they  were  also  less  likely  to            
retain  clause  and  event  ordering  when  the  stories  they  heard           
were  not  chronological,  and  their  likelihood  of  doing  this          
was  affected  by  the  connective  they  heard.  Specifically,         
when  they  heard  sentences  that  were  not  chronological,  and          
began  with before ,  children  most  often  produced        
chronological  retellings  describing  the  opposite  temporal       
relations  between  events,  indicating  that  such  sentences  are         
particularly   challenging   for   children.   

Prior  studies  have  also  explored  how  world  knowledge         
impacts  children’s  production  and  comprehension  of       
sentences  containing  connectives,  often  by  comparing  cases        
where  the  ordering  of  events  was  arbitrary  to  cases  where           
the  order  followed  a  familiar  sequence  (e.g.,  the  steps          
involved  in  a  trip  to  the  grocery  store)  and/or  were  causally            
related,  finding  mixed  results.  Here,  we  showed  that  while          
children’s  retellings  were  strongly  influenced  by  world        
knowledge  when  the  sentences  they  heard  violated        
real-world  causal  relations  (Exp  1),  this  factor  did  not  reach           
significance  when  it  simply  impacted  the  likelihood  of         
events  following  a  particular  temporal  sequence  (Exp  2,  see          
also   Blything   et   al.,   2015).   

Together,  these  findings  indicate  that,  from  early  in         
language  acquisition,  children  process  narratives  in       
sophisticated  ways,  spontaneously  integrating  their      
knowledge  of  connectives,  sentence  structure,  and  the        
world.   
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Abstract 

 “Sensibility to variation” is considered to be a significant 
cognitive mechanism for adaptive decision making and action. 
It has been demonstrated that humans as well as animals have 
the ability in many perceptual properties. Here we tested 
whether people can compare and match the variance across 
perceptual domain. We examined subjective equal levels of 
variance across different perceptual properties, size and 
orientation, using the method of adjustment. The size- and the 
orientation-adjustment tasks were conducted in a between-
subjects design. The point of subjective equalities (PSE) of the 
three target set variance levels were obtained. The results 
indicate that observers could adjust the size variance according 
to the direction variance in the size-adjustment task and do the 
reverse in the direction-adjustment task, and that the relation 
between the variance magnitudes of the two domains is linearly 
related. The result implies that people can sense the magnitude 
of variability of set of items and match the magnitude across 
perceptual domains. 

Keywords: variance representation, magnitude estimation, 
size, orientation, method of adjustment 

Introduction 

The ability to quantify variation, here designated as 

“sensitivity to variation,” is of great importance for adaptive 

action. For example, categorizing objects requires knowing 

the extent of variation among those objects; adaptive decision 

making requires an accurate representation of the outcome 

variability; segregating signal from noise requires knowledge 

of the variation of signal and noise patterns. The “sensitivity 

to variation” is also significant when representing the 

uniformity or sameness of objects, events, and social 

behaviors. Many studies have pointed out that the 

discrimination of and sensitivity for stimulus variability 

affects both human and animal judgment and behavior 

(Neuringer, 2004; Payzan-LeNestour, Balleine, Berrada, & 

Pearson, 2016; Wasserman, Young, & Cook, 2004). 

Correspondingly, an intriguing possibility arises that the 

cognitive and neural substrates underlying variability 

discrimination may be common to a wide range of organisms.    

Several studies performed in a psychophysical approach 

have demonstrated the human ability to discriminate 

orientation variance (Mansouri, Hess, & Allen, 2007; 

Morgan, Chubb, & Solomon, 2008), sound sequence 

variance (Byrne, Viemeister, & Stellmack, 2014), variance of   

facial expression (Haberman, Lee, & Whitney, 2015), and 

variance of action consequence (Ueda, Yakushijin, & 

Ishiguchi, 2015). Such studies used variance as an index to 

quantify the “extent of variation,” since it provides a 

statistical measure of data dispersion. Taken together, the 

results from comparative, behavioral, and psychophysical 

approaches, lead to the assumption that humans and animals 

may evolve the ability to sense the “extent of variation” 

surrounding objects and/or events. This raises the question of 

whether “sensitivity to variation” is specific to the particular 

property of each system, or a property of a common system. 

Is it possible that “sensitivity to variation” exists across 

different visual features? Or is it a specific property of a 

particular visual feature? Relating variance perception to 

economical risk judgment, Payzan-LeNestour et al., (2016) 

tested whether after-effects would distort variance perception 

and found that the perceived variance decreased after 

prolonged exposure to high variance within a number of 

different visual representations. They demonstrated that these 

after-effects occur across different visual representations of 

variance (i.e., Bloomberg Line Plot and Balls-in-Buckets), 

suggesting that they are not sensory, but operate at a higher 

level of information processing. Such studies allow to predict 

that a distinctive mechanism may mediate variance 

representation, independently from the perceptual processes. 

To further explore the possibility of a common mechanism 

for variance representation, we tested subjectively equal 

levels of variance across different perceptual properties, 

using the method of adjustment. We tested whether the point 

of subjective equality (PSE) of the target set would increase 

with an increasing variance of the adjustment set. We 

predicted that, if the common and distinctive variance 

representation systems mediated the variance perception of 

different properties, then the PSE of one perceptual set would 

change with the changes in the variance of the other 

perceptual property. Furthermore, a systematic relation 

would be predicted by examining the relation between 

variance size in a particular domain and the PSE in a different 
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domain. In the present study, size and direction were selected 

as perceptual domains, as they have been well examined in 

variance tasks (Mansouri et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2008; 

Tokita & Ishiguchi, 2015). We used illustrations instead of 

simple objects such as discs or Gabor patches, since objects 

in the natural world are multi-dimensional. We aimed to use 

the items of similar complexity, so that observers could easily 

understand the task requirements and attentively perform the 

adjustment task (Yang, Tokita, & Ishiguchi, 2018). 

Experiment 

Stimuli sets of two perceptual domains, size and direction, 

were used. For the size domain, a strawberry illustration was 

used, whereas for the direction domain, a lollypop illustration 

was used. Two types of adjustment tasks were conducted: a 

size-adjustment task and a direction-adjustment task. For   the 

size-adjustment task, the target was a set of lollypops (i.e., 

direction domain) and the adjustment was a set of 

strawberries (i.e., size domain), whereas   for the direction-

adjustment task, the target was a set of strawberries and the 

adjustment was a set of lollypops. Two stimulus sets, a target 

and an adjustment set, were simultaneously presented on the 

display. Observers were asked to adjust the variance of the 

adjustment set so as to make it subjectively identical to that 

of the target set. The PSEs were obtained for each task. Prior 

to the adjustment task, the observers performed variance 

discrimination tasks for each perceptual domain, to ensure 

that they understood the requirements for the assigned 

adjustment task. 

Methods 

Participants The subjects were 38 undergraduate students 

from Mejiro University (19 females, 19 males), all of which 

presented normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They 

were randomly assigned to one of two adjustment tasks (i.e., 

the size-adjustment or the direction-adjustment   task), thus 

each task included 19 observers.  All observers provided 

informed consent prior to participation, and they were not 

informed of the purpose of the study. This research was 

approved by Ochanomizu University’s institutional review 

board. 

 

Apparatus The experiment was conducted in a normally lit 

room. The stimuli were displayed on an iMac desktop 

monitor controlled by a Macintosh computer (Mac OS X). 

Stimuli presentation was controlled using Psychophysics 

Toolbox Version 3r (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) for 

MATLAB (Version 8.4, Mathworks, MA). The illustrations 

were created using PowerPoint 2016. Observers viewed the 

screen with both eyes, and they were seated approximately 

60cm away from the screen. 

 

Design The two tasks (i.e., the size-adjustment and direction-

adjustment tasks) were conducted in a between-subjects 

design. We used the between-subject design for the purpose 

of minimizing the practice effect. In each adjustment task, 

the target set had three levels of variance size: squares of 10, 

14, and 18° in the size-adjustment task and squares of 0.1, 

0.16, and 0.22 of relative size in the direction-adjustment 

task. Prior to the adjustment task, the observers performed a 

size and a direction variance discrimination tasks to confirm 

their understanding of the adjustment task requirements.  

 

Stimuli The sets of stimuli were created as previously 

described by Yang, Tokita, and Ishiguchi (2018). All stimuli 

were presented against a light gray background. The items 

were placed in a square cell with specific side    lengths. The 

array was divided into a 4 × 3 matrix. Each cell subtended a 

visual angle of 1.16° × 1.16°, and the entire array subtended 

5.56° × 6.25°. The items were arranged within the array, so 

that each item was displayed at the center of a cell. Regarding 

the size domain stimuli, the size of an item was defined by 

the square of the side length of the item. Henceforth, in this 

domain, side “length” is referred as “size”, for simplicity. The 

mean item size within a set was represented as 1, and the size 

of each item within that set was expressed in relation to that 

mean size. Within each trial, all the presented items were 

scaled by a multiplicative factor to discourage the observers 

from basing their judgment on the previously viewed items. 

Four multiplicative factors were used, and within each trial 

all items were scaled with the same factor, which was 

randomly selected. Concerning the stimuli within the 

direction domain, the direction of the lollypop sticks varied. 

The original direction of the items was randomly selected 

from a range between −15° and 15° relative to the vertical 

direction.  

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental procedure for 

the size-adjustment task (a), and the direction-adjustment 

task (b). 

…

Target Set Adjustment Set

Smaller variance Larger variance
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…

Target Set Adjustment Set
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To control the item set variance, a fixed variance 

generation method was used, in which the mean and SD of 

the samples randomly drawn from normal distribution was 

fixed to the expected value (Tokita & Ishiguchi, 2015; Yang 

et al., 2018). In the adjustment tasks, all of items in an 

adjustment set changed values according to random sampling 

from defined distributions when a subject pressed a key.  

 

Procedure Each observer completed one 45-min session 

consisting of two blocks of variance discrimination task and 

two blocks of the adjustment task. First, the observer 

completed two types of variance discrimination, a size and a 

direction discrimination tasks, which consisted of eighty 

trials each. Stimuli and procedure of the variance 

discrimination tasks were same in the study by Yang et al. 

(2018); two set of stimuli, namely standard    and comparison 

stimuli, were sequentially presented, both of which 

comprised 12 items. The array position of the standard and 

comparison sets was randomly changed; in half of the trials, 

the standard set appeared on the left side while the 

comparison set appeared on the right side, or vice versa. Each 

trial started with the display of a fixation cross for 500 ms 

followed by a blank screen for 400 ms. The first item set was 

presented for 240 ms. The second item set was presented for 

240 ms after a blank screen for 600 ms, and then a blank 

screen was shown until a response was recorded. The next 

trial automatically began 500 ms after the response. 

Observers were asked to decide which item set in an array 

had a larger variance in size or direction. When they thought 

that the variance on the right array was larger than that on the 

left array, they pressed the “z” key, otherwise, they pressed 

the “c” key. The size variance of the standard set was fixed 

to a square of 0.14 and those of the comparison sets were 

squares of 0.17, 0.20, 0.23, and 0.26 in the size variance 

discrimination; the direction variance of the standard stimuli 

was a square of 13° and those of the comparison stimuli were 

squares of 16°, 19°, 22°, and 25° in the direction variance 

discrimination. A two-alternative forced choice procedure 

was used in the tasks. All parameters used in both tasks were 

decided on the basis of pilot studies. 

Then participants performed two blocks of the adjustment 

task. Figures 1(a) and (b) show a schematic view of the 

stimulus presentations in each adjustment task. Two stimulus 

sets—a target and an adjustment set—were simultaneously 

presented on the computer monitor; the target set   was 

presented on the left while the adjustment set was presented 

on the right. Each target set was kept presented while 

observers adjusted the magnitude of variance in the 

adjustment set. Observers were asked to increase or    

decrease the variance of the adjustment set to match that of 

the target set. The observers increased or decreased the 

variance by pressing the right- or left-arrow   keys. Upon 

completion of the adjustment, the “c” key was pressed, 

followed by a presentation of fixation point on the computer 

monitor. When they were ready for the next trial, they were 

instructed to press the space bar. 

 

Each block included three target set levels and 10 starting 

points for each adjustment set, and ten repetitions were 

performed per each target level. This resulted in 30 trials (3 

variance levels × 10 starting points (5 ascending and 5 

descending points)) per block. Each participant performed 

two blocks of the assigned adjustment task. Thus, for each 

target variance level, the PSE   was obtained from the average 

of 20 data points. The variance levels and starting points were 

randomly presented in the block. 

 

Analysis In the variance discrimination task, the correct   rate 

corresponded to the performance measure. In the size 

adjustment task, the mean adjusted variance was calculated 

at each variance level. 

Results 

Two observers whose performance in either of the variance 

discrimination tasks was at the chance level, and one observer 

who did not follow the instructions in the adjustment task, 

were excluded from analysis. This resulted in a final sample 

size of N = 17 in the size-adjustment task and N = 18 in the 

direction-adjustment task. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the mean 

PSEs in each variance level and for each adjustment task, 

respectively. The means of correct rates for the size variance 

and the direction variance discrimination tasks were 0.78 (SD 

= 0.06) and 0.77 (SD = 0.05), respectively.               
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 2: Mean PSEs of the adjusted size variance (SD) in the 

size-adjustment task (a), and Means PSEs of the adjusted 

direction variance (SD) in the direction-adjustment task (b). 

Error bars represent the standard deviation.                    
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The results show that, in both tasks, the mean PSEs 

increased with the variance of the target level. In order to test 

whether the observer could represent the variance across 

different perceptual domains, we performed one-way 

repeated measures analysis of variance on the mean PSEs of 

each task. In the size-adjustment task there was a significant 

effect of the variance level on the mean PSEs (F (2,16) = 

101.582, p < .01). A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis revealed a 

significant difference across variance levels (p < .01), 

suggesting that the PSEs of the adjusted variance differed 

across the target variance levels. Similarly, a significant 

effect of the variance level on the mean PSEs was found for 

the direction adjustment task (F (2,17)   =142.38, p < .01). A 

Bonferroni post-hoc analysis revealed a significant    

difference across variance levels (p < .01), suggesting that the 

mean PSEs of the adjusted variance differed across target 

variance levels. 

     In order to directly compare the results of the size- and 

direction-adjustment tasks, we plotted the data from each 

observer on a graph (figure 3 (a)), and fitted a regression line 

to the data points, which revealed good correlation 

coefficients (i.e., ≥ 0.95). The slopes and intercepts of the 

regression were then obtained for each observer and for each 

adjustment   task. 

Figure 3(b) shows the mean slopes of each observer’s 

regression function in the size- and direction-adjustment 

tasks, respectively. To examine the slope difference between 

the adjustment tasks, an independent-samples t-test was 

conducted for the mean slopes of each task. No significant 

differences were found (t(33) = −0.531, p > .1), suggesting 

that the single linear regression model could explain the 

relation between the size and the direction variance of sets. 

Furthermore, we performed a one-sample t-test to compare 

the   mean intercepts of the direction-adjustment task with the 

intercept of 0, and found no significant differences (t(17) = 

−0.922, p > .1). Similarly, we carried out a one-sample t-test 

to compare the mean intercepts of the size-adjustment task 

with the intercept of 0, and found a significant difference 

(t(16) = 6.841, p < .01). This could be interpreted as a 

constant error of the size adjustment task.  We discussed on 

the result further in the discussion section. 

Discussion 

To explore the possibility of a common and distinctive 

mechanism for variance representation, we examined 

whether and how the extent of variation of a specific 

perceptual property could be represented in relation to 

different perceptual properties. Two types of tasks, the size- 

and the direction-adjustment tasks, were conducted in a 

between-subjects design. To control the variation of the 

stimuli set, we used the variance of a set of items. The PSEs 

of three target variance levels were obtained using the 

adjustment method. The results indicate that the observers 

could represent the direction variance to the subjectively 

equal point of the size variance, and that the relation between 

the variance magnitudes of the two domains is linearly 

related. Specifically, observers could adjust the size variance 

according to the direction variance in the size-adjustment task 

and do the reverse in the direction-adjustment task. To test 

the relation between the two tasks, we compared the mean 

slopes of the linear regression functions between the two 

tasks, and found that the slopes did not differ between the size   

and direction-adjustment tasks, demonstrating that people 

can sense the magnitude of variability of set of items and 

match the magnitude across perceptual domains.  

We also found that the mean of intercepts of the size-

adjustment task was significantly higher than 0, which could 

be interpreted as a constant error of the adjustment task; the 

variance of the target set (i.e., direction variance) showed bias 

toward overestimation in relation to the variance of the 

adjustment set (i.e., size variance) or the variance of the 

adjusting set (i.e., size variance) showed bias toward 

underestimation in relation to the variance of the adjustment 

set (i.e., orientation variance) . Neither explanation, however, 

consistent with the result that there is no bias in the direction-

adjustment task since both tasks involved the perception of 

size and direction variance. Further investigation is necessary 

to clarify the phenomenon.   

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3: Data from each observer in the size- and direction-

adjustment tasks. The dotted line is the regression function of 
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each task’s mean PSE (a). (b) shows mean slopes of each 

adjustment task. Error bars represent the standard deviation.  

It is intriguing that consistent slopes were observed even in   

the between-subjects design. The results suggested that single 

linear regression model could explain the relation between 

the size and the direction variance of sets. Taken together, 

with the findings of Payzan-LeNestour, et al.(2016), which 

indicated the after-effects that exist across the variance in 

different perceptual domains, our result implied that people 

sense the magnitude of variability of an item set according to 

a common system, independent of the perceptual property. 

The results support the claims of previous studies. 

How are observers able to match the variance of size with 

that of direction? Is there a particular strategy or is variance 

matched only by intuition? When the observers were asked 

to match the variances, they commented that it was difficult 

and they could not figure it out. However, the results showed 

otherwise. Some point out that they performed the task   by 

intuition, while others point out that they used their 

sensitivity to magnitude of variance in each stimuli domain 

to compare and match the magnitude while performing the 

task. It may be that the extent of outlier could be used for 

evaluating the variance of each perceptual domain, and the   

evaluated magnitude could be used for the matching of the 

variance across stimuli. We need to examine how the 

variance is extracted from various visually distinctive 

features. Did the subjects truly use the variance information 

in performing tasks (Tokita, Ueda, & Ishiguchi, 2016), or did 

they use some sort of proxy to represent variance? For 

example, Lau & Brandy (2018) pointed out that range of the 

items were utilized as proxies for representing the variability 

of set items. If the participants using some sort of proxy to 

represent variance and translate that into “mental magnitude”, 

then a domain-general mechanism for variance may not be 

necessary.  

Further research is necessary to examine the 

characteristics and the processes of “the sensitivity for 

variation” in human observers. First, the claim for linearity is 

not so robust since only a three pointe were collected. It is 

necessary to collect more points using the wider range of 

variance in target variance both area size and orientation 

domain. Second, we need to test whether variance matching 

is possible across a variety of stimuli sets, such as facial 

expressions, object shapes, object speed, and action 

consequences. Third, it is necessary to devise a common 

metric to measure the magnitude of variability. Variance—

the measurement of variation used in this experiment—is an 

effective index of variation, but insufficient when directly 

comparing the variation of different perceptual properties 

such as size and direction. Entropy or relative entropy in 

information theory may be a useful index for variability; for 

example, Young and Wasserman (2001) involved relative 

entropy as a degree of categorical variability to assess the 

accuracy of classification of the levels of visual display 

variability to demonstrate that people use entropy to classify 

the levels. Fourth, it would be effective to test whether 

training for variance discrimination of a particular perceptual 

property could be extrapolated for variance discrimination of 

a different property. It is predicted that if variance estimation 

is mediated by a common system, then the training effect on 

one perceptual property should transfer to different 

properties. 

In summary, this study tested whether people could 

match the magnitude of variance between size and direction 

involving the method of adjustment. The results indicated 

that people could match the variance across the property and 

that the relation between the variance magnitudes of the two 

domains is linear, implying the possibility of a distinctive 

cognitive process for “sensitivity to variation” independent of 

the perceptual property. 
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of an observational study on the
relationship between multilingualism and lower Intolerance of
Uncertainty (IoU). A group of over two hundred multilingual
and monolingual individuals filled in an online survey that con-
tained items about one’s language profile, cross-cultural expe-
rience, and the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale-12 (IUS-12)
– a psychometrically-sound instrument to assess one’s vulner-
ability towards uncertain situations on an emotional, behav-
ioral and cognitive level. We ask whether highly multilingual
people are less likely to fear unknowns as a result of their ex-
posure to linguistic and/or cultural uncertainty while learning
foreign languages and/or staying abroad. The results show that
an advanced knowledge of multiple languages and longer stays
abroad correlate with lower aversion towards uncertain situa-
tions, thus, lower scores on the IUS-12. The study opens up
new avenues for further investigation into how multilingual-
ism and multiculturalism shape one’s cognition and might have
positive effects on mental well-being.
Keywords: multilingualism; multiculturalism; intolerance of
uncertainty; cognition; well-being

Introduction
Acquiring one’s first language/s seems effortless even though
it is not: first language acquisition challenges the learner
with demands on memory (Mollica & Piantadosi, 2019), and
a myriad of situations in which word learning happens un-
der conditions of referential uncertainty (Medina, Snedeker,
Trueswell, & Gleitman, 2011; Quine, 2013). In contrast, for-
eign language (L2) acquisition neither looks, nor is easy. A
common challenge to both first and L2 acquisition is uncer-
tainty. Being a hallmark of life, uncertainty – having incom-
plete information – is especially characteristic of the initial
(and sometimes also later) stages of L2 learning. For in-
stance, inability to infer the meanings of words in a text, grasp
an idiomatic expression or a joke in conversation, or fully un-
derstand one’s interlocutor.

Dağtaş and Şahinkarakaş (2019) identify three categories
of factors that can lead to uncertainty: classroom factors (i.e.
uncertainty about the task and language-related uncertainties,
such as vocabulary or grammar), social factors (i.e. disagree-
ments and negotiations with group members) or cognitive
factors (i.e. students’ lack of knowledge, misunderstanding or
lack of critical thinking skills). This study focuses on factors

within the first category. Students in Dağtaş and Şahinkarakaş
(2019) study reported uncertainties around vocabulary (i.e.
unknown or confusing words) and grammar. It is, however,
not so much the difficulties they encountered but rather their
reaction to them that is of interest. While some students
appraised such instances of uncertainty positively and inter-
preted them as a source for creativity and motivation, others
experienced them as sources of anxiety or frustration.

In order to proceed with learning, however, one has to
be able to face unknowns. Interestingly, Dewaele and Wei
(2013) have shown that multilinguals, i.e. individuals with
competence in multiple languages, have higher tolerance
for ambiguity – the tendency to perceive ambiguous situa-
tions as desirable – than monolinguals. Dewaele and Wei
(2013) linked a psychological construct and a lower-order
personality trait, Tolerance for Ambiguity (TA), to multi-
lingualism and suggested that the experience of having to
operate in a foreign language and culture result in an in-
creased ability to tolerate ambiguity. In addition, other re-
cent work has revealed the relationship between multilingual-
ism/multiculturalism and various psychological dimensions,
including Cognitive Empathy (Dewaele & Wei, 2012) and
Open-mindedness (Dewaele & Van Oudenhoven, 2009; Ko-
rzilius, van Hooft, Planken, & Hendrix, 2011).

The links between competence in multiple languages and
cognition is relevant in light of a wider debate in the litera-
ture. This debate specifically concerns the existence of cog-
nitive advantages that result from a life-long management of
two languages. For instance, research has shown the delay of
dementia by around 4 years (Alladi et al., 2013; Bak, Nissan,
Allerhand, & Deary, 2014; Bialystok, Craik, & Freedman,
2007) and a better recovery after stroke (Alladi et al., 2016)
in bilinguals compared to monolingual peers. Bilinguals have
also been reported to have better executive functioning than
monolinguals (Abutalebi et al., 2012; Bialystok, Craik, Klein,
& Viswanathan, 2004); however, see Paap and Sawi (2014)
for a different view. While experience regarding the man-
agement of two languages has been suggested to have impli-
cations for real life outcomes, research on the cognitive and
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psychological benefits of multilingualism/multiculturalism is
scarce. The current study is an attempt to expand on this line
of work.

Here, we linked multilingualism to a different psychologi-
cal construct than TA, namely, the Intolerance of Uncertainty
(IoU). TA and IoU are two related yet distinct concepts. Both
have been conceptualised in terms of individuals’ ‘intoler-
ance’ towards unpredictable or ambiguous situations or con-
texts and their reaction towards such situations. However, TA
is present-oriented while IoU is future-oriented, i.e. individ-
uals with low TA have difficulty accepting a present situation
that is ambiguous while individuals who are intolerant of un-
certainty, interpret the future as a source of discomfort due to
its unpredictability (Grenier, Barrette, & Ladouceur, 2005).
In that way, IoU is more far-reaching than TA (Furnham &
Ribchester, 1995). Due to their related yet distinct nature, it
was the aim of this study to explore if the observations around
the link of TA and multilingualism (Dewaele & Wei, 2013),
could also be extended to IoU.

Intolerance of Uncertainty
Intolerance of Uncertainty (IoU) has been conceptualized
as the tendency to react negatively on an emotional, cogni-
tive, and behavioral level to uncertain situations and events
(Dugas, Buhr, & Ladouceur, 2004). People who are intol-
erant of uncertainty worry about the possibility of a nega-
tive event occurring even when it is highly unlikely that it
will occur, and also tend to interpret all ambiguous informa-
tion as threatening (Carleton, Sharpe, & Asmundson, 2007).
The tendency to worry has nothing to do with daily stres-
sors (Chen & Hong, 2010). The daily hassles of life are not
required for worry to emerge. Dispositional characteristics
contribute more towards higher Intolerance of Uncertainty
than actual life events, however, those higher in Intolerance
of Uncertainty do experience greater anxiety upon exposure
to daily hassles (Chen & Hong, 2010).

Scoring low on the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale-12
(Carleton, Norton, & Asmundson, 2007) – the instrument de-
veloped to measure IoU – means that one is not bothered
by unknowns. The crucial difference between the two con-
structs, TA and IoU, is that only the IoU can directly be linked
to one’s psychological well-being. The literature shows links
between IoU, worry and anxiety (Carleton et al., 2012), in
that increased IoU predisposes one for acquiring pathological
worry, which in turn may lead to developing anxiety at some
point in life.

Current study
Here we asked whether there exists a link between low IoU
and multilingualism/multiculturalism? Upon showing this
link, further experimental research could be conducted to un-
derstand whether the multilingual experience could work as a
protective factor in the domain of mental well-being.

We conducted an observational study to examine the re-
lationship between one’s competence in multiple languages
and the degree to which one is bothered with uncertainty. In

addition, we examined the link between multiculturalism and
IoU. Multilingualism was defined as the number of languages
one knows and self-assessed language proficiency whereas
multiculturalism was operationalized as the length of time
one spent living abroad. The data were sampled online via
an open-access anonymous survey that was open between
September 2017 and May 2019. Snowball sampling was used
to recruit participants. A link to the survey was shared on
social networking sites among personal contacts who then
shared it further. It was hypothesized that:

Hypothesis 1a: Participants with more languages will have
significantly lower scores on the IUS-12.

Hypothesis 1b: Participants with advanced knowledge of
multiple languages will have significantly lower scores on the
IUS-12.

Hypothesis 2: Participants with longer duration of time
spent living abroad will have significantly lower scores on
the IUS-12.

Method
Participants. A total of 244 individuals filled in the survey, of
whom 228 (151 females and 66 males)1 completed the sur-
vey fully. The sample consisted of 214 multilinguals and 14
monolinguals. The majority of participants (83%) were be-
tween 18 and 45 years of age. Participants were highly ed-
ucated: 76% had either a Master’s degree or a PhD. The in-
dividuals in the sample represented 43 different nationalities
from across the world, with the largest proportion of partici-
pants coming from the United Kingdom (22%), Spain (9%),
Turkey (9%), and the USA (8%).

Instrument. The survey included questions about partici-
pants’ language background and language use, cross-cultural
experience, as well as the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale-12
(Carleton et al., 2007), and socio-biographical items (i.e. age,
gender, country of origin, educational level, socio-economic
status).

The first section of the survey was designed to provide re-
searchers with information related to participants’ language
background and language use. It included items about the
number of languages participants have learned/studied (the
maximum number they could state was 8), the age at which
participants started to acquire each language (the minimum
was 0), self assessment of their oral and written proficiency
on a scale from 1 = “beginner” to 5 = “proficient” in all re-
ported languages, and the frequency of use of their languages.
The next section of the survey aimed to collect information
regarding participants’ multicultural experiences and it asked
whether participants have lived/stayed abroad for more than
three months. If the participant’s answer was “yes”, then the
next question asked about the duration of their stay abroad in
total, and whether they felt that they belonged to more than
one culture. The seven categories that specified the duration
of the stay abroad were as follows: “up to 6 months”, “up to

1The rest either chose “Other” (n = 3) or “Prefer not to say” (n =
8).
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1 year”, “up to 2 years”, “up to 5 years”, “up to 10 years”,
“up to 20 years” and “20 or more than 20 years”. The cut-
off of three months was chosen following Dewaele and Wei
(2013) who state that three months is a common lower limit
for studies on effects of study abroad. In the third section, par-
ticipants were presented with the Intolerance of Uncertainty
Scale-12 (Carleton, Norton, & Asmundson, 2007) that was
used to assess participants’ reactions to uncertain situations.
The IUS-12 is an abbreviated version of Intolerance of Uncer-
tainty Scale (IUS) developed by Freeston, Rhéaume, Letarte,
Dugas, and Ladouceur (1994). The examples of items on the
reduced 12-item scale include: “I always want to know what
the future has in store for me” and “When I’m uncertain, I
can’t function very well”. Participants rate the twelve items
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “not at all char-
acteristic of me” to 5 = “entirely characteristic of me.” The
short IUS displays a two-factor structure: Prospective anxiety
(i.e. fear of uncertainty based on future events) and Inhibitory
anxiety (i.e. uncertainty inhibiting action), and shows sound
psychometric qualities. The scale has excellent internal con-
sistency, reflected in α > .90, excellent convergent and diver-
gent validity as well as good test-retest reliability (Carleton et
al., 2007).

Measures. The measures used in the analysis included a
number of continuous (1 - 5) and categorical (6 - 9) variables:

1. Total number of languages was generated by counting
all languages that one reported having learned.

2. Total number of foreign languages was generated by
subtracting 1 (in the case of participants with one first lan-
guage) and 2 (in the case of simultaneous bilinguals, i.e. peo-
ple who acquired two languages simultaneously from birth)
from the total number of languages. When listing the lan-
guages that one spoke, an individual was asked to indicate “0”
as the age of acquisition for the native language or languages.
We used this piece of information to determine whether or not
a participant was a simultaneous bilingual.

3. Global language proficiency was generated by sum-
ming up the ratings on the oral and written proficiency across
all reported languages. The maximum possible score was 80.

4. To create global foreign language proficiency, the pro-
ficiency score associated with one’s native language or native
languages (if a given participant was a simultaneous bilin-
gual) was subtracted from the global language proficiency
score.

5. Intolerance of Uncertainty was generated by convert-
ing the Likert-type responses on the IUS-12 to numeric values
and summing them up to obtain a total score for an individual.
This score could range from 12 to 60.

6. Duration abroad

7. Age

8. Gender

9. Educational level.

Analysis
In order to investigate the relationship between continuous
measures, correlation tests were used whereas regression
analysis was employed to assess the relationship between cat-
egorical variables and Intolerance of Uncertainty. A hier-
archical regression analysis was conducted to determine to
which extent Intolerance of Uncertainty could be predicted
on the basis of multilingualism (i.e. number of languages
known, language proficiency) and multiculturalism (i.e. du-
ration of time spent living abroad).

Results
Data normality checks were performed by means of a visual
inspection and Shapiro-Wilk tests on the variables of inter-
est. The variables were not normally distributed, thus, the
results from non-parametric tests are reported: Spearman’s
correlations, the Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests.
For pairwise comparisons, we used the Bonferroni correction,
with the p-value set to .01

Demographic characteristics. The multilingual partici-
pants were highly multilingual: exclusive of the native lan-
guage or languages, the median number of languages known
was 3. Regarding the cross-cultural experience, 72% of
participants have lived/travelled abroad for three months or
longer. Slightly more than half of the whole sample (51%)
felt they belonged to more than one culture, and the same
percentage of people used a language that was not their native
one most of the time in their daily lives. 57% of participants
have travelled abroad for vacation twice or more than twice,
which was used as a proxy for their socio-economic status.

Correlational relationships. Table 1 indicates the correla-
tions among the variables of interest, as measured by Spear-
man’s rho. To highlight the most important results, it should
be noted that the proficiency across all languages was signif-
icantly negatively related to IoU, as was global foreign lan-
guage proficiency, suggesting that the more proficient partic-
ipants had lower scores on the IUS-12. No significant asso-
ciation, however, was observed between the number of lan-
guages and the IoU, nor between the number of foreign lan-
guages and the IoU.

Intolerance of Uncertainty and multilingualism. Although
a correlation between the number of languages and one’s
score on the IUS-12 was non-significant, it was in the ex-
pected direction. We, thus, decided to zoom in on the trend
showing that highly multilingual people with the knowledge
of 7 and 8 languages tended to have lower IoU (n = 24, mean
IoU = 27.04, SD = 10.11) compared to monolinguals (n =
14, mean IoU = 37.14, SD = 10.44), and also the latter group
had, on average, higher scores on the IUS-12 than bilinguals
(n = 28, mean IoU = 26.14, SD = 8.55). The three groups
were compared and the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that the
result was significant, X2(2) = 10.09, p < .01., η2 = 0.1, re-
vealing a difference in the ranks associated with the scores on
the IUS-12 between the three groups. For pairwise compar-
isons, we ran Mann-Whitney U tests. The difference between
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Variable 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
1. Total number of languages – 0.99 0.87 0.85 -0.11
2. Total number of foreign languages 0.99 – 0.86 0.86 -0.12
3. Global language proficiency 0.87 0.86 – 0.95 -0.14*
4. Global foreign language proficiency 0.85 0.86 0.95 – -0.15*
5. Intolerance of Uncertainty -0.11 -0.12 -0.14 -0.15 –
Note: ***p < .001; ** p < .01; *p < .05.

Table 1: Correlation matrix showing Spearman’s correlations between variables of interest

the monolingual group and the bilingual group was signifi-
cant, U = 313, p < .001 as was the difference between the
monolingual group and the multilingual group, U = 252.5, p
< .01. The bilingual and multilingual groups did not differ,
U = 324.5, p = .8.

Intolerance of Uncertainty and multiculturalism. A regres-
sion analysis was carried out to predict IoU using duration
abroad as predictor with 8 categories, i.e. the seven cate-
gories each representing different amount of time spent living
abroad and the eighth category representing participants who
had never lived abroad. The result was significant, F(7, 220)
= 2.94, p < .01, R2 = .06. On the basis of this result that re-
vealed that the longer one lived abroad, the lower their score
on the IUS-12 was, participants were grouped into 3 groups:
a group with no experience living abroad (“no duration”), a
group with up to 5 years of experience living abroad (“short
duration”), and a group with more than 5 years of experience
living abroad (“long duration”). A significant Kruskal-Wallis
test, X2(2) = 14.64, p < .001, η2 = .05 revealed that there
was a difference in the ranks of scores on IUS-12 between
the groups. For pairwise comparisons, we ran Mann-Whitney
U tests. When the “no duration” group and “long duration”
group were compared, the result was significant, U = 1338.5,
p < .0001 while the difference between “no duration” group
and “short duration” group was just significant, U = 3563.5,
p < .01. The difference between “short duration” group and
“long duration” group was not significant, U = 2821, p = .07.

Intolerance of Uncertainty and age. A linear regression
was run to predict IoU using age as predictor with 5 cate-
gories2 (“from 18 to 25”, “from 26 to 35”, “from 36 to 45”,
“from 46 to 55”, and “from 56-65”), it was significant, F(4,
220) = 3.29, p < .01, R2 = .03. On the basis of this result
that seemed to indicate that advanced age was related to be-
ing lower on IoU, the effect of age on the IoU was further
examined by collapsing the first 2 age groups into: “younger
adults” and the other 3 groups into “older adults”. The two
groups, younger and older adults, differed in terms of the
scores on the IUS-12, U = 7729.5, p < .001.

Regression model. A hierarchical multiple regression anal-
ysis was conducted to determine whether Intolerance of Un-
certainty could be predicted on the basis of Global language
proficiency, Duration abroad (i.e. the amount of time one
spent living in a foreign country), and Age. Given that To-

2Instead of the six categories in the questionnaire, 5 categories
were used because there were no participants over 65 years of age.

tal number of languages did not significantly correlate with
Intolerance of Uncertainty, this variable was not included in
the regression analysis.

At Stage 1, Global language proficiency contributed sig-
nificantly to the regression model, F(1, 226) = 5.83, p < .01,
R2 = .02. Global language proficiency accounted for 2.1%
of the variation in the IoU. At Stage 2, Duration abroad was
added to the model. The model was significant, F(3, 224) =
5.41, p < .001, R2 = .07, R2

Ad justed = 0.6. Duration abroad
explained an additional 3.4% of variation in the IoU. Global
language proficiency ceased to be a significant predictor, p =
0.23. At Stage 3, adding Age to the model explained an ad-
ditional 1.76% of the variation, F(7, 217) = 3.51, p < .001,
R2 = .10, R2

Ad justed = .073. The most important predictor of
the IoU was Duration abroad. Together the three independent
variables accounted for 7.3% of the variance in IoU.

The potential effects of gender, socio-economic status, and
education on the Intolerance of Uncertainty were also ascer-
tained. None of these factors had an effect on the IoU: gender
(p = .9), socio-economic status (p = .22), education (p = .09).

Discussion
The current study examined the potential relationship be-
tween multilingualism/multiculturalism and Intolerance of
Uncertainty, hypothesizing that multilinguals would be bet-
ter able to tolerate uncertain situations compared to monolin-
guals. In recent years, research has begun to uncover links be-
tween multilingualism/multiculturalism and various psycho-
logical dimensions and lower-order personality traits, such as
Tolerance for Ambiguity (Dewaele & Wei, 2013; Van Com-
pernolle, 2016), Cognitive Empathy (Dewaele & Wei, 2012),
and Open-mindedness (Dewaele & Van Oudenhoven, 2009;
Korzilius et al., 2011). These studies show that multilingual-
ism confers individuals with benefits: multilinguals are more
open-minded and show increased cultural empathy compared
to monolinguals. In the current study, we examined whether
similar links exist between IoU, which reflects one’s aver-
sion to uncertain, unknown situations (Carleton, 2016), and
competence in multiple languages and cultures as indexed by
the number of languages known by an individual, language
proficiency and the duration of time spent living in a foreign
culture. The propensity to fear unknowns – the perceived ab-
sence of information at any level – is the key component in

3N = 225 due to missing data
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the development and maintenance of worry which can subse-
quently lead to anxiety (Dugas, Gagnon, Ladouceur, & Free-
ston, 1998). If a robust link between multilingualism and
lower IoU exist, this could have relevant practical implica-
tions for mental well-being.

The first hypothesis (H1a), knowing more languages is re-
lated to lower IoU, was partially confirmed in this study. Al-
though there was a trend for people with competence in multi-
ple languages to have lower scores on the IUS-12 (i.e. the re-
lationship was negative) compared to people with the knowl-
edge of fewer languages, it was not significant. Having taken
a closer look and compared the monolingual and highly mul-
tilingual group, we saw that multilingualism had an effect on
the IoU, with multilinguals scoring significantly lower than
monolinguals on the IUS-12. That is, multilinguals can toler-
ate uncertainty significantly more than monolinguals. While
this result should be interpreted with caution as the monolin-
gual sample was very small, it does demonstrate that in the
future, having a sample with a larger group of monolinguals,
it would be possible to show a reliable link between multilin-
gualism and lower IoU. A small number of monolinguals is
attributable to a difficulty of finding such individuals in gen-
eral, in that the vast majority of people in the world have some
knowledge of L2 (Baker, 2011).

The link between more languages spoken and various psy-
chological dimensions has not been consistently found, how-
ever. Dewaele and Stavans (2014) did not observe the re-
lationship between the number of languages and Cultural
Empathy, Open-mindedness and Social Initiative whereas
Dewaele and Wei (2012) did observe a significant associ-
ation between the knowledge of more languages and Cog-
nitive Empathy. The discrepancy in findings can perhaps
be explained by the number of participants in these stud-
ies: Dewaele and Wei (2012) had responses from over 2,000
participants while our study and that by Dewaele and Sta-
vans (2014) each had around 200 participants. Regarding
the proficiency in various languages (H1b), which is a more
fine-grained measure of multilingualism than the number of
languages, and the IoU, we did observe a significant asso-
ciation, albeit with a small effect size. Taken together, the
results suggest that multilingualism and the IoU are linked;
however, the strength of this link varies depending on the
measure of multilingualism that is employed (i.e. the num-
ber of languages spoken vs. the language proficiency). A
larger sample of participants and especially a sizeable group
of monolinguals would be necessary to ascertain whether the
link between mastery of multiple languages and lower IoU
can be replicated. It would also be important to have more
participants with various educational backgrounds. While we
acknowledge that in this study participants were highly edu-
cated, it is not uncommon for multilingual individuals to have
advanced degrees (Wilson & Dewaele, 2010). Another rele-
vant point is that in our data, the difference in scores on the
IUS-12 between groups was driven by knowing only one lan-
guage vs. knowing a second language (L2) in addition to a

mother tongue. Thus, it is possible that it is perhaps not so
much knowing extra languages but knowing more than one
language that results in lower IoU.

In this study we also hypothesized that the experience of
living in a foreign culture would be related to lower IoU (H2).
It was found that having lived abroad for an extended pe-
riod of time resulted in having significantly lower scores on
the IUS-12 compared to having no experience abroad; how-
ever, not in comparison with a short time spent abroad. This
finding echoes other observational and experimental research
showing that living abroad has cognitive benefits, in that it
boosts openness to experience (Zimmermann & Neyer, 2013)
and creativity (Maddux & Galinsky, 2009). On the other
hand, it is possible that people who already have high lev-
els of trait openness are more likely to pursue international
experiences compared to those who are lower in openness.

Finally, in line with the literature on IoU (Carleton et al.,
2012), we found that with increasing age, scores on the IUS-
12 decreased, thus, older individuals, on average, tended to
be lower in IoU. However, it should be noted that in Carleton
et al. (2012), the correlation between age and the IoU was
negative but it did not reach the threshold to be considered
significant. Overall, our results indicate that advanced age
may make one less averse to uncertainty.

Conclusion
The current study is the first one to demonstrate that people
who know several languages and use them proficiently can
tolerate uncertainty better (i.e. they have lower Intolerance of
Uncertainty scores). This entails that multilinguals have less
aversion towards the unknown compared to people who speak
fewer languages. People who are unable to cope with uncer-
tain situations exhibit excessive levels of worry that eventu-
ally may lead to anxiety. We also show that the multicultural
experience, i.e. having lived abroad for an extended period of
time, is a factor that leads to lower Intolerance of Uncertainty.
More research, however, especially more experimental stud-
ies will be necessary to uncover the effects of multilingualism
that translate into benefits on mental well-being.
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Abstract 

 
Given the vast nature of information available in the world,          
humans must select a small subset from which to learn in a            
lifetime. Yet we know little about the factors that motivate          
learners’ decisions to attend to select certain information        
sources over others. We investigate the role of topic         
knowledge on curiosity in a new domain: novel news stories.          
We influenced listeners’ perception of their topic knowledge        
in these novel domains by independently varying the number         
of sentences they heard and the number of sentences that          
remained after a decision point. Listeners were most curious         
when they reported intermediate levels of topic knowledge.        
As expected, learners were less likely to switch away from          
content that they were curious about. This result        
demonstrates that topic knowledge directly impacts learners’       
curiosity and thus has downstream influences on their future         
interests and information-seeking behaviors. 
 
Keywords: Curiosity; Information-seeking; Prior    
Knowledge; Learning. 

 
Introduction 

 

On average, American adults spend 10-48 minutes reading,        
1 hour using a computer, and 2.8 hours watching television          
every day (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). Given the         
sheer vastness of information available in the world,        
learners must select some information to attend to over         
others. Humans acquire breadth and/or depth of knowledge        
across a variety of domains across a lifetime, but it remains           
to be known how learners choose what information to attend          
to over others. Prior knowledge is one factor that has been           
shown to influence what we choose to attend to (e..g, Haith,           
1980) and how we respond to incoming information (e.g.,         
surprise; Itti & Baldi, 2009; belief revision; Téglás et al.,          
2011; Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012). Previous       
computational work also suggests that a learner’s       
knowledge about objects is an important predictor of        
whether the learner should continue attending to an object or          
attend to a different object (e.g., Pelz, Piantadosi, Kidd,         
2015). Understanding the relationship between prior      
knowledge, curiosity, and information-seeking has     
important theoretical implications and educational     

applications. While there is some work investigating the role         
of topic knowledge on interest, no work to date investigates          
the mechanisms by which topic knowledge impacts       
information-seeking. 

A large body of work suggests that topic knowledge         
influences interest and learning. However, variability in the        
measurement of topic knowledge as well as conflicting        
results complicate our understanding of this relationship.       
For example, previous studies have measured topic       
knowledge through unstructured open response (e.g., Reio,       
2004), semi-structured open response (e.g., Alexander,      
Kulikowich, & Schulze, 1994), likert scales (e.g., Ainley,        
Hidi & Berndorff, 2002), and multiple choice questions        
(e.g., Alexander et al., 1994). Some studies find a positive          
relationship between topic knowledge, interest, and      
learning, where greater topic knowledge is associated with        
greater interest and better recall or comprehension of        
material (e.g., Alexander et al., 1994; Ainley et al., 2002;          
Wade & Kidd, 2019). Other studies support a curvilinear         
relationship between topic knowledge and curiosity, with       
higher curiosity for topics that a learner has intermediate         
knowledge about (e.g., Kintsch, 1980; Long, Winograd, &        
Bridge, 1989; Garner & Gillingham, 1991). Finally, a few         
others have found no relationship between topic knowledge        
and curiosity or interest (e.g., Baldwin, Peleg, Bruckner, &         
McClintock, 1985; Reio, 2004). 
 
The challenges of quantifying topic knowledge 
Examining a learner’s pre-existing domain and topic       
knowledge is problematic from both a conceptual and        
practical standpoint. First, there is a chicken-and-egg       
problem that complicates a strong interpretation of       
outcomes that rely on a learner’s pre-existing knowledge.        
Humans do not acquire domain knowledge in an        
indiscriminate fashion; in the absence of formal education        
requirements, we seek information that we are curious about         
(e.g., Kang et al., 2004; Wade & Kidd, 2019). In turn, a            
learner’s curiosity is influenced by the learner’s prior        
knowledge (estimated by the learner and estimated by a         
more objective rater (Wade & Kidd, 2019). This        
bi-directional relationship between knowledge and curiosity      
complicates our ability to understand why a learner’s topic         
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knowledge influences curiosity. Are we curious about things        
we know more about because we were curious about those          
topics to begin with? Or, does the acquisition of knowledge          
itself influence our curiosity? 

While a learner may acquire some of their knowledge         
through curiosity-driven information-seeking, there are     
many other ways in which a learner acquires information.         
For example, the information may have been learned during         
formal schooling or could have been incidentally acquired.        
Previous experimental measurements of pre-acquired     
knowledge are not sensitive to the manner and motivation         
for which the knowledge was initially acquired. This could         
complicate the interpretations of previous results and       
contribute to the variability in past study outcomes. 

To circumvent these issues, we look at the role of topic           
knowledge on curiosity and information-seeking within the       
toy domain of fictional, sensational news articles. In the         
task, participants listen to parts of stories and decide         
whether or not they want to continue hearing the rest. We           
manipulate participant topic knowledge (about a person,       
place, and thing) by varying the number of sentences they          
hear and the length of the news stories. Through this novel           
domain, we attempt to minimize the chicken-and-egg       
problem that arises in the study of pre-existing knowledge         
structures.  

 
Experiment 

 
Methods 
 

Stimuli We created ten fictitious news stories about       
popular figures for use in this experiment. Each story was          1

presented to study participants auditorily via a podcast-like        
format. Participants heard five of the ten fictitious news         
stories.  

One problem with comparing the role of gained        
information versus remaining information on a learner’s       
decision to engage or disengage with information content is         
that these two variables are often inversely related. For         
example, remaining information might be quantified as 1 -         
gained information. In our paradigm, we minimize the        
correlation by varying both the number of sentences        
participants heard prior to a decision point and the number          
of sentences remaining after the decision point.  

Stories were 2-6 sentences long and depending on the         
condition, participants heard 1-5 sentences before a decision        
point and 1-5 sentences after the decision point. There were          
15 conditions total. The condition and presentation order of         
the stories were randomized without replacement for each        
participant. 
 

1 Example stimuli is available at 
https://github.com/shirlenewade/TopicKnowledge 

Task We tested 240 participants via Amazon Mechanical        
Turk. We chose the sample size of 240 given the expected           
effect size for curiosity on information-seeking behavior       
based on a previous pilot study. We collected data from 3           
additional participants for a total of 243 participants due to a           
technical quirk in psiTurk (Gureckis et al., 2016). 27         
participants were excluded from analyses for failing at least         
one of two audio checks in the experiment (n = 23 failed            
one, n = 4 failed two). 16 trials were excluded due to audio             
issues (a reload button was pressed), which removed an         
additional subject from our dataset. The remaining 215        
participants were included in our analyses. Participants were        
compensated at a rate equivalent to $10.00 per hour. 
 

The instructions told participants that they would hear        
short story podcasts and would be asked to respond to          
survey questions. Each participant heard 5 out of the 10          
possible stories in a randomized order. For each story,         
participants heard between 1 and 5 sentences prior to a          
decision point. A progress bar on the screen indicated how          
far the participant was in the story, updating after every          
sentence. When the participant heard the number of        
sentences determined by the story condition, they reached a         
decision point where they were asked (1) to rate their          
curiosity for the rest of the story on a scale of “not curious at              
all” (0) to “very curious” (100); (2) to rate how much of the             
story they thought they knew from a scale of “not much at            
all” (0) to “all of it” (100)’; (3) whether they wanted to            
continue to the end of the story [yes or no]. Thus, we            
collected two curiosity measures: (1) self-reported curiosity       
ratings and (2) continuation rates—whether the participants       
chose to listen to the rest of the story when they were under             
no obligation to do so.  
 
Results 
 

Participants in our study used the full range of curiosity          
ratings and provided an average rating of 48/100 (M =          
48.03, Mdn = 52.00, SD = 32.85, range = 0-100. They also            
used the full scale to rate their knowledge estimates, with a           
mean rating of 40/100 (M = 39.64 Mdn = 38.00, SD = 3             
0.46, range = 0-100). For all analyses, we normalized         
curiosity ratings within participants to look at how measures         
of topic knowledge, attended content, and remaining content        
might contribute to relative changes in curiosity rather than         
absolute changes in curiosity. On average, participants       
chose to continue to the end of the story 45% of the time. 
 
Topic knowledge predicuts curiosity To investigate the       
role of topic knowledge on curiosity, we constructed a         
hierarchical multiple regression . First, we predicted      23

2 All predictor variables were rescaled for this analysis due to 
differences in scaling. While the number of sentences heard or 
remaining varied from 1-5, curiosity and knowledge estimates 
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curiosity ratings from the number of sentences heard and         
number of sentences remaining as fixed effects. Story and         
participant were included as random effects. Next, we added         
knowledge estimates as a linear effect. Finally, we added         
knowledge estimates as a quadratic effect. This hierarchical        
regression allowed us to test the effect of topic knowledge          
— how much of the story participants thought that they          
knew — on curiosity controlling for the number of         
sentences that they had heard and the number of sentences          
that remained. Including the quadratic effect improved the        
model fit to the data, X2 (8, N = 1064) = 43.42, p < 0.001.               
We evaluated the largest mixed-effects linear regression       
justified by the data (see Table 1). A participant’s estimate          
of their topic knowledge was a significant predictor of         
curiosity, with greatest levels of curiosity associated with        
intermediate estimates of topic knowledge (see Figure 1) .        4

Returning to our content manipulation, we find that        
participants become less curious as they hear more        
sentences. However, the number of sentences remaining do        
not have a significant impact on curiosity in our task.          
Collectively, these findings suggest that curiosity is greatest        
at intermediate levels of topic knowledge. 
 
Curiosity predicts continuation Next, we investigated how       
curiosity and participant-estimated topic knowledge     
influenced continued attention to stories. In the task,        
participants were given the option of continuing to the end          
of each story or skipping to the next story. Continuing to the            
end of the story was not a required component of the task            
and no additional incentive was offered (participants were        
paid a single rate for completion of the task). However,  
 

varied from 0-100. Thus, squared knowledge estimate values 
ranged from 0-10,000. all predictor variables were rescaled for our 
analyses, with final values lying between -1.07 and 2.75. We note 
that the findings are similar with or without scaling of the 
variables. 
3 The dataset used for this analysis includes 81 trials where 
participants provided the same curiosity rating and knowledge 
estimate for a single trial. One concern is that these data points 
might drive the results that we observe. To determine the effects of 
including these data points in our analyses we conducted the same 
analysis on a dataset removing these data points. Removing these 
data points did not weaken our results and in fact strengthened 
them. 
4 While the quadratic knowledge estimate term significantly 
improved the model fit—suggesting that the relationship between 
curiosity and topic knowledge is better explained by a U-shape 
than a line—visual inspection of the data shows the data sparsity at 
high levels of knowledge. Participants estimated their knowledge 
when they had one to five sentences left (never at the end of the 
story), which may have contributed to greater low- and mid-level 
knowledge estimates in our experiment. Follow-up work examines 
this aspect of the linking function to determine whether the 
relationship is truly quadratic.  

 
 
Figure 1: Average curiosity ratings binned across topic 
knowledge estimates. Bars denote boostrapped 95% 
confidence intervals. The smoothed line and confidence 
interval are generated from a generalized additive model fit 
to the data. Note that participants evaluated their knowledge 
after they heard 1-5 sentences, with 1-5 sentences remaining 
in the story depending on the condition. Individual data 
points are plotted without error bars with darkness 
indicative of higher density. Controlling for the number of 
sentences heard and the number of sentences remaining in 
the story, curiosity is highest when learners estimate 
intermediate topic knowledge. 
 
Table 1: Regression coefficients for curiosity rating analysis 

Term Coef. SE t p  

Intercept 56.04 3.57 15.70 < 0.001 *** 

# Sentences 
Heard -3.10 0.76 -4.06 < 0.001 *** 

# Sentences 
Remaining -0.30 0.75 -0.40 > 0.1 

Knowledge 
Estimate 21.88 3.65 6.15 < 0.001 *** 

Knowledge 
Estimate 
(squared) 

-22.58 3.39 -6.66 < 0.001 *** 
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continuing provided participants with the rest of the        
information contained in the story.  
Participants chose to continue to the end of stories 45% of           
the time.  

We used a mixed-effects logistic regression to predict the         
likelihood of a participant continuing to the rest of each          
story. Similar to the previous analysis, we predicted the         
likelihood of continuation from the number of sentences        
heard, the number of sentences remaining in the story,         
z-scored curiosity ratings, and participant-estimated topic      
knowledge as both a linear and quadratic term. Story and          
participant were included as random effects. Controlling for        
the number of sentences heard and remaining, curiosity        
ratings significantly predicted continuation rates (see Figure       
2). A 1-point increase in curiosity ratings was associated         
with a 5-fold increase in the odds of continuation. There          
was a marginal effect of the number of sentences remaining          
on the likelihood of continuing to the end of the story, with            
participants being more likely to continue to the end of the           
story when there were fewer sentences remaining. 
 

Table 2: Regression coefficients for continuation analysis 

Term Coef. SE Z p  

Intercept 0/21 0.50 0.43 > 0.1 

# Sentences 
Heard -0.03 0.10 -0.27 > 0.1 

# Sentences 
Remaining -0.18 0.10 -1.92    0.05 . 

Curiosity 1.61 0.12 13.31    < 0.001 *** 

Knowledge 
Estimate 0.01 0.02 0.70 > 0.1  

Knowledge 
Estimate 
(squared) 

-0.00 0.00 -1.11 > 0.1 

*** p < 0.001 
 
 

Figure 2: Average probability of story continuation binned 
across curiosity ratings. The line and confidence intervals 
are generated from a generalized additive model fit to the 
data. The likelihood of continuing to the end of a story was 
significantly greater for subjects who reported higher 
curiosity. 
 
Sentences heard & sentences remaining predict 
Knowledge Next, we investigated what factors influenced 
participant-generated topic knowledge estimates. We 
predicted knowledge estimates from the number of 
sentences heard and the number of sentences remaining 
influenced participants’ knowledge estimates, with story and 
participant included as random effects. Knowledge 
estimates were significantly predicted by both main effects 
and their interaction. Participants judged that they had more 
topic knowledge when they heard more sentences, 𝛽 = 2.99, 
SE = 1.08, t(879.5) = 2.77, p < 0.01, and when there were 
fewer sentences remaining after the decision point, 𝛽 = 
-2.63, SE = 1.09, t(880.8) = -2.42, p = 0.02. The interaction 
between the number of sentences heard and the number of 
sentences remaining was marginally significant, 𝛽 = 1.09, 
SE = 0.57, t(880.6) = 1.92, p = 0.055. A median split 
analysis shows that sentences heard had a marginally larger 
contribution to a learner’s knowledge estimate when the 
remaining content was large (𝛽 = 8.49, p < 0.001, for 3-5 
sentences remaining) compared to when the remaining 
content was small (𝛽 = 4.07, p < 0.001, for 1-2 sentences 
remaining). Thus, participant knowledge estimates were 
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sensitive to both the attended and remaining content in the 
stories, but the degree to which each cue was used varied as 
a function of the number of sentences heard and the number 
of sentences remaining. 
 
 
Summary 
 

We investigated the role of topic knowledge on curiosity         
and subsequent information seeking using a novel auditory        
news story task. By varying the number of sentences heard          
and the number of sentences remaining in a story, we          
manipulated participants’ perception of their topic      
knowledge. This paradigm allows us to decontextualize       
gained information from the way it was acquired by the          
learner (e.g., through curiosity-driven information seeking,      
formal education, or otherwise). We found a curvilinear        
relationship between topic knowledge and curiosity, with       
lower curiosity for stories associated with near-no or        
near-all topic knowledge and higher curiosity for stories        
associated with intermediate levels of topic knowledge.       
People were more likely to continue to the end of stories           
when they reported higher curiosity for the rest of the story           
and when there were fewer sentences remaining (though this         
was a marginal effect in our data). Topic knowledge         
estimates themselves did not independently predict      
information-seeking behavior in our study. Taken together,       
we find a relationship between a learner’s curiosity for news          
stories and their prior knowledge. The learner’s curiosity, in         
turn, was predictive of their continuation to the end of the           
story. 
 

Discussion & Conclusion 
 

The results of our study suggest that curiosity is the          
mechanism by which prior knowledge influences      
information-seeking. Previous modeling work suggests that      
ideal learners should maximize information gain by       
attending to objects they possess some information about        
over others which they possess little-to-no information       
about (Pelz, Piantadosi & Kidd, 2015). Additionally, an        
ideal learner should disengage from information sources       
when potential information gain is minimal: that is, when         
they have near-complete knowledge about an object. These        
predictions are supported by our behavioral findings:       
learners are more curious about topics for which they         
possess intermediate information about (compared to      
near-zero or near-complete information), and they are more        
likely to continue attending to topics that they are more          
curious about. Our study provides the unique insight that         
curiosity is the mechanism by which a learner’s topic         
knowledge influences information-seeking. 

The results of our study are consistent with current         
theories of curiosity such as George Loewenstein’s       
information-gap hypothesis (Loewenstein, 1994; Golman &      
Loewenstein, 2015) as well as Dubey and Griffith (2019)’s         
rational model of curiosity. While these two existing        
theories suggest that both a learner’s current knowledge and         
the learner’s estimate of potential information gain influence        
their curiosity and information-seeking behaviors, our work       
suggests that the learner’s estimate of their own knowledge         
impacts their curiosity. Future work should test whether the         
same effect applies in more complex learning situations        
(e.g., a multiple-object environment). 

One interesting observation from our study is that the         
degree to which acquired knowledge and remaining       
knowledge seem to influence our perception of topic        
knowledge relies on what information we’ve gained and        
what we perceive to be missing. When there was a larger           
amount of remaining information in our task (e.g., 3-5         
sentences of the story left), topic knowledge judgments were         
more strongly informed by the information that the learner         
had heard (compared to what was remaining). Our results         
could be extended to suggest that when a learner has more           
limited topic knowledge, their perception of their       
knowledge may be more heavily anchored by what they         
know over what they do not know compared to someone          
who has more comprehensive knowledge of the topic. This         
shift in focus might contribute to why we observe         
overconfidence in less competent learners (e.g., Dunning &        
Kruger, 1999). 

It is likely that the accuracy of a learner’s perception of           
their topic knowledge in the real world is difficult to          
quantify, though we can reasonably presume it will vary         
across domains due to differences in the breadth and depth,          
of a learner's knowledge as well as the volatility of the           
particular domain (e.g., possible knowledge about      
prehistoric animals or historical events is likely more stable         
than knowledge about new gadgets or music albums). Our         
study utilizes a toy domain in which a learner’s perception          
of their topic knowledge may be more intuitive or accessible          
than in other domains (for example, biology). Future        
research should consider how properties of knowledge       
domains might influence learners’ assessments of      
knowledge and the relationship between topic knowledge       
and curiosity.  

An open question is whether our results may extend to          
educational domains, such as science, technology,      
engineering, and mathematics (STEM). There is some       
evidence to suggest that topic knowledge is a better         
predictor of interest for popular culture information       
compared to STEM information. Ainley and colleagues       
(2002) found that topic knowledge predicted interest for        
popular culture and hobby texts (e.g., about body image,         
X-Files/Star Trek, or chameleons), but did not predict        
interest for science texts (e.g., about X-rays). Property-level        
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domain differences might explain why we find a        
relationship between prior knowledge and interest in some        
domains or tasks, but not in others. First, it is not clear how             
topic knowledge was acquired across these domains, but is         
likely that the acquisition process differed. While       
information about X-rays may be taught in school, body         
image, chameleons, and Star Trek/X-Files are less likely to         
be taught in school. Thus, information in popular culture         
topics are likely to be selected and acquired at the discretion           
of the learner. Additionally, the process by which        
knowledge was acquired likely influences the variability of        
topic knowledge collected within the sample. For example,        
if what is learned comes from a fixed curriculum, learners          
may possess similar amounts of knowledge to others. In         
contrast, if what is learned comes from voluntary        
investigation of the topic, learners may possess more        
variable amounts of knowledge. Finally, there may merely        
be a difference in difficulty of comprehending STEM texts         
over non-STEM, popular culture texts. Future studies should        
consider how differences in knowledge-acquisition,     
conceptual difficulty, and comprehension difficulty across      
STEM and non-STEM texts impact the relationship between        
topic knowledge on curiosity.  

In our study, we observe a curvilinear relationship        
between topic knowledge and curiosity, such that curiosity        
is greatest when a learner estimates intermediate topic        
knowledge. Since we did not require participants to learn or          
recall anything from the task, our results cannot speak to the           
question of whether curiosity in this task could give rise to           
better learning of attended material. However, work from        
ourselves and others supports the prediction that curiosity        
gives rise to better learning outcomes (e.g., Alexander et al.,          
1994; Ainley et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2009; Gruber et al.,            
2014; Wade & Kidd, 2019). Furthermore, our results        
support the idea that curiosity-driven information-seeking      
may naturally give rise to “mountains” and “deserts” of         
knowledge across domains. Learners may be more willing        
to develop “mountains” of knowledge where they detect        
intermediate, incomplete topic knowledge. In contrast,      
learners may be less likely to acquire knowledge on topics          
where they perceive they have near-empty or near-complete        
knowledge. 
While we did not manipulate the predictability of the news           

stories, an interesting question is how changes in text         
predictability might lead to re-evaluations of topic       
knowledge and curiosity. Previous work suggests that       
surprising events—those that violate one’s expectations—      
may increase curiosity and change the nature of subsequent         
information-seeking behaviors (e.g., Baillargeon, 1986;     
Stahl & Feigenson, 2015; 2017; Law et al., 2017). It          
remains to be seen whether surprising content produces an         
additional boost to curiosity above and beyond what would         
be predicted by the learner’s topic knowledge. 
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Abstract 

Previous research on boredom suggest it function as an 

important self-regulatory signal, indicating that the current 

state of the environment carries opportunity-costs and 

therefore driving the need to explore alternative activities. Trait 

boredom proneness is associated with negative consequences 

including increased risk-taking and impulsivity. These 

findings often rely on self-reports and not much is known about 

the role of state and trait boredom in controlled laboratory 

tasks, or their neural correlates. Sixty-two participants 

completed the Balloon Analogue Risk Task and a go/no-go 

task while electrical brain activity was recorded using EEG. 

Results showed that state boredom leads to impulsivity and 

poor performance monitoring, as evident by behavioral, 

subjective and ERP metrics. Trait boredom was associated 

with increased risk-taking, and modulated the correlation 

between errors and state boredom: high boredom proneness 

increased the sensitivity of trait boredom to errors. Overall, 

these findings emphasize the involvement of executive 

functions in the interaction between state and trait boredom. 

Keywords: Boredom; Risk-taking; Impulsivity; P3; FRN; 
ERN; BART; Go/no-go; 

Introduction 

Boredom is an unpleasant feeling of being mentally 

unoccupied, despite wanting to be engaged (Danckert, 2019; 

Eastwood, Frischen, Fenske, & Smilek, 2012). When 

adaptively responded to, boredom can be thought of as an 

important signal that translates goals into actions (Danckert, 

2019). Recent research supports this notion of boredom as a 

self-regulatory signal indicative of rising opportunity costs. 

Kurzban et al. (2013) suggest that the experience of boredom 

and its associated performance decrements result from a 

computational process indicating that mental resources are 

not efficiently utilized. This opportunity cost signal, in turn, 

can lead to disengagement from the task and exploration of 

alternate options for mental engagement. 

High levels of boredom (mainly trait) are associated with 

various negative consequences, including poor attentional 

control, increased impulsivity and risk-taking (e.g., 

gambling, substance use; Blaszczynski, McConaghy, & 

Frankova, 1990; Danckert, Mugon, Struk, & Eastwood, 

2018; Vodanovich, 2005). Studies show that high boredom 

prone individuals tend to have higher rates of addiction, 

problem gambling, binge drinking, and are prone to making 

risky financial decisions (Biolcati, Mancini, & Trombini, 

2018; Igou, 2019; Miao, Li, & Xie, 2019). 

It is not yet clear what mechanism(s) drives risk-taking in 

boredom, and what unique contributions are made by state 

and trait boredom in these behaviors. One possibility 

involves reward sensitivity. Risk-takers are often 

characterized by high reward sensitivity and impulsivity 

(Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010). Support for this hypothesis 

stems from the notion that high boredom prone individuals 

are more sensitive to the utility and costs in their 

environment, as formulated by the opportunity cost model 

(Kurzban et al., 2013; Struk et al., under consideration). 

However, most findings relating boredom to risk-taking and 

impulsivity rely on self-reports (e.g., scales or self-reported 

behaviors) with far less known about their neural signature or 

expression in laboratory tasks. 

Preliminary neuropsychological support for the increased 

reward sensitivity hypothesis was observed with the 

feedback-related negativity (FRN), an event-related potential 

(ERP) elicited in response to feedback stimuli. There is ample 

evidence that the FRN represents computation of reward 

value, involving the midbrain dopaminergic system and the 

anterior cingulate cortex (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). In a recent 

paper, Milyavskaya et al. (2019) manipulated state boredom, 

effort, and reward type, and found that the FRN was strongest 

in the boredom condition. This is the first neuropsychological 

finding to show boredom affects reward sensitivity. 

In summary, previous findings imply that the prevalence of 

risky behaviors in high boredom prone individuals represents 

a tendency for maladaptive responding to the state boredom 

signal. Here we explored the behavioral and 

neuropsychological associations between both trait and state 

boredom and performance on tasks intended to measure 

response inhibition (i.e., using a go/no-go task; Pfefferbaum, 

Ford, Weller, & Kopell, 1985) and risk taking (i.e., in the 

Balloon Analogue Risk Task, BART; Lejuez et al., 2002). 

 

Method 

Participants 

Sixty-two undergraduate students (47 females) aged 

18 to 23 (M=19.98) participated in the study. After 

completing questionnaires as part of an online survey 

administered to a larger sample of undergraduates at the 

University of Waterloo, participants took part in the study for 

course credit and a monetary reward.  All participants gave 

written informed consent prior to participating and the 

protocol received approval from the University of Waterloo’s 

Office of Research Ethics. 

Procedure 

The experiment took place in the mornings and 

lasted approximately 80 minutes. Resting state EEG was 
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recorded with eyes closed and eyes open for a period of 2 

minutes each, followed by the two tasks performed in a 

random order. Each task started with a state boredom probe, 

written and video instructions, and a few practice trials with 

feedback (four in the BART and ten in the go/no-go task). 

After each task was completed, a subjective workload scale 

and another state boredom probe were administered. After 

completion of the experiment participants received monetary 

reward based on their performance in the BART. 

 
Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). In the classic BART 

participants are presented with a sequence of balloons, with 

each one preset to explode at a random point (drawn from a 

1-128 uniform distribution). They are required to ‘pump’ air 

into each balloon manually until it either explodes or they 

decide to move to the next one. In instances in which the 

balloon explodes they receive no points. However, if they 

decide to move to the next balloon before it explodes, their 

points in this trial correspond to the number of pumps made 

(Lejuez et al., 2002). Hence, the goal is it to pump each 

balloon as many times as possible without popping it. There 

are two limitations for this design in our context. First, there 

are significantly more pumps that lead to positive feedback 

(no explosion) than negative (explosion), which can be 

problematic for calculating event-related potentials. Second, 

risk-taking is confounded with the duration of the task: given 

that more pumps represents increased risk-taking, then risk-

taking in this context is time costly and may confound the 

association between risk-taking and willingness to invest 

more time in the task. We address these two issues by basing 

our task on another variation of the BART (Pleskac, 

Wallsten, Wang, & Lejuez, 2008). In this version, 

participants determine the number of pumps (1-128) for each 

of the 100 balloons by choosing a value on a slider and then 

pressing “Pump”. Feedback appears after 1000ms for a fixed 

duration, unrelated to the number of pumps. If the balloon 

popped, the popping point appears as feedback (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: A trial in the BART (left) and possible feedback 

screens (right). 

 
Go/no-go task. We used a go/no-go task to measure response 

inhibition and sustained attention. In this task, based on 

similar tasks (Garavan, Ross, Murphy, Roche, & Stein, 2002; 

Garavan, Ross, & Stein, 1999), participants were presented 

with a sequence of randomly drawn digits and letters. They 

were instructed to press the space bar for every stimulus 

presented on the screen, with the exception of a repeated 

stimulus. The sequence included 600 stimuli separated into 

ten blocks, with each block ending with feedback indicating 

how many points they gained in the current block and in total 

(Fig. 2). Stimuli were generated randomly with two 

constraints: (1) No-go stimuli rate of 30% and (2) No more 

than one no-go stimulus in a row. Due to our interest in error-

related ERPs, we aimed to keep the rate of false-alarms 

around 30% by adjusting the stimulus onset asynchrony 

(SOA) automatically throughout the task. Participants started 

with an SOA of 1100ms. If false-alarm rates dropped below 

33%, the SOA decreased by 50ms to a minimum of 800ms. 

If false alarm rates rose above 66%, the SOA was increased 

by 50ms to a maximum of 1400ms. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Trial types in the go/no-go task. 

 

  
Short Boredom Proneness Scale. Trait boredom was 

measured using an 8-item scale (Struk, Carriere, Cheyne, & 

Danckert, 2017), rated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

(strongly agree) Likert scale, averaged to form a composite 

trait boredom proneness score. 

Boredom Probes (state boredom). Participants were asked 

to rate “How bored are you feeling right now?” on a 1 (not at 

all) to 9 (highly) scale, using a slider. There were three 

boredom probes –before the tasks started, and after each task. 

Task-demands. After each task, participants were asked to 

rate “How demanding was the task you just completed?” on 

a 1 (not at all) to 100 (highly) scale, using a slider. 

EEG recording. Electrophysiological data were recorded 

using Biosemi Active-Two amplifier with active Ag/AgCl 

electrodes in 32 scalp sites (10-20 system). Additional 

electrodes were placed over the left and right mastoids as 

linked reference, next to each outer canthus for horizontal 

ocular movements, and one below the right eye for detecting 

vertical ocular movements. Data were sampled in a 2048 Khz 

rate and down-sampled offline to 256 Hz.  

Event-Related Potentials (ERP). Based on visual 

inspection and previous research, we defined the no-go P3 as 

the most positive peak in a 300-600ms window after the onset 

of a go or no-go signal. The event-related negativity (ERN) 

was defined as the most negative peak in a 0-100ms window. 
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In the BART, the FRN was the most negative peak occurring 

220-320ms after feedback onset. 

Results 

For pre-processing analysis of the EEG signal we 

used MATLAB, EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and 

ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014). The automatic 

pre-processing pipeline used ICA to detect and correct 

artifacts. Bad channels were removed and interpolated, and 

residual artifacts were handled by rejecting contaminated 

trials. We used the R based JAMOVI package to analyze the 

ERP and behavioral data. 

 

BART. In order to assess the effect of boredom on risk-

taking, we entered trait and state boredom into a Poisson 

regression model predicting the number of pumps. Trait 

boredom, but not state boredom, predicted the number of 

pumps (B=0.068, Chi-Square=15.43, p<.001; B=-0.012 Chi-

Square=1.80, p=.179, respectively). We regressed the 

thinking-time in the BART (time from trial start to pressing 

“pump”) over boredom proneness and post-task state 

boredom, yielding a negative significant estimate for state 

(B=-0.038, p=.032), but not trait boredom (B=0.006, 

p=.858; Fig. 3). These findings suggest that higher state 

boredom is associated with more impulsivity, and boredom 

proneness with increased risk-taking. This increased risk-

taking led to higher monetary payoffs, as shown by the 

correlation between boredom proneness and payoff (r=.306, 

p=.014). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Upper panel: Risk-taking in the BART by BP1 

 
1 For graphing purposes, we used a median-split to create a low- 

and high-boredom prone groups. 

over ten blocks (error bars represent 95% CI). Lower panel: 

scatter plot of thinking time and state boredom after the 

BART. 

 
Go/No-go. We used a general linear model (GLM) with 

both boredom measures as predictors for accuracy in the 

go/no-go task. The model was significant with R2=0.25, 

suggesting an interaction between state and trait boredom 

(F(1,59)=8.28, p=.006). Simple slopes analysis showed that 

in low boredom prone participants, state boredom did not 

affect accuracy (t(59)=0.376, p=.708). High BP individuals, 

however, were sensitive to state boredom: the more bored 

they reported being at the end of the task, the less accurate 

they were during the task (t(59)=3.6, p<.001; Fig. 3). 

 

Event Related Potentials. In each task, we correlated the 

relevant ERPs with state boredom as measured post-task. 

There were no significant correlations between state or trait 

boredom and the amplitude of the FRN in the BART, as 

measured at the Fz electrode. 

In the go/no-go task, parietal no-goP3 amplitude 

showed a significant negative correlation with post-task state 

boredom, indicating diminishing no-goP3 amplitudes with 

higher state boredom (r=-.432, p<.001). The ERN’s 

amplitude in Cz was positively correlated with state boredom, 

suggesting that a weaker ERN was associated with higher 

reports of state boredom (r=.3, p=.018; Figure 4).  

    

 
 
Figure 4: ERP in the go/no-go task by boredom proneness. 

(A) Response locked (left: topography of the difference in 

ERN – 40ms latency, right: ERP in Cz) and (B) Stimulus 

locked (left: topography of the difference in P3 – 450ms 

latency, right: ERP in Pz) 

 

 
Task demands. The correlation between task demands and 

corresponding state boredom ratings were not significant 
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(RBART=.031, p=.8; RGNG=-.072, p=.574). However, the state 

boredom probes before each task predicted the experience of 

workload in the task (RBART=.251, p=.045; RGNG=.314, 

p=.012). 

Discussion 

The present study investigated the neuropsychology 

of two related phenomena associated with boredom: 

impulsivity and risk-taking. On the behavioral level, we 

found a double dissociation between state and trait boredom 

in the BART. Trait boredom was associated with risk-taking 

but not thinking-time, and state boredom with thinking-time 

but not risk-taking. It is important to note that in the BART, 

participants are not explicitly presented with the distribution 

of the popping points. In order to explore this distribution, 

they have to take risks (i.e., to determine what the popping 

point is for any given balloon). Thus, it could be that the risk-

taking associated with boredom proneness we observed, 

reflects a more general drive to explore, while state boredom 

pushes us to simply “get on with it”. Moreover, the average 

number of pumps was lower than optimal (i.e., the optimal 

strategy in this task is to make, on average, 64 pumps per 

trial). In the current context – boredom proneness was not 

maladaptive: it essentially pushed participants towards the 

optimal strategy, leading to higher monetary payoffs. 

Therefore, boredom proneness is not necessarily all “bad”, 

but rather, in some contexts may drive a more optimal set of 

behaviors. Future studies should take this into account and 

investigate under which situations boredom (both state and 

trait) can be adaptive. 

In the go/no-go task, the relationship between 

accuracy and state boredom was modulated by boredom 

proneness: higher boredom prone individuals exhibited 

higher sensitivity to state boredom. These findings support 

our idea that the negative consequences of boredom 

proneness may reflect a maladaptive response to the boredom 

signal. 

Contrary to our prediction, the feedback-related 

negativity did not correlate significantly with boredom 

proneness or state boredom. Thus, we did not replicate2 

Milyavskaya et al.’s (2019) results of a stronger FRN 

associated with higher state boredom. Analysis of the ERPs 

in the go/no-go task showed decreased nogo-P3 amplitude 

with higher levels of state boredom, and weaker (less 

negative) event-related negativity. The nogo-P3 is 

hypothesized to reflect an inhibitory process in various 

inhibition tasks (Jackson, Jackson, & Roberts, 1999), 

implying state boredom may be associated with some 

difficulty in inhibitory control. 

At the phenomenological level, we found that state 

boredom pre-, but not post-task, predicted the subjective 

experience of workload in both tasks. Simply put, engaging 

in cognitive tasks when one is already experiencing boredom, 

 
2 Note that our design and tasks were not intended for a direct 

replication: out design differed significantly, as well as the task 

eliciting the FRN. 

is mentally demanding. There is evidence that traumatic brain 

injury (TBI), especially in frontal regions, is linked with 

higher boredom proneness (Goldberg & Danckert, 2013). 

The frontal lobes are crucial for executive functioning, 

emotional regulation and cognitive control. It may be the case 

then, that highly boredom prone individuals experience 

difficulty in tasks dependent on frontal functioning. 

Our present work demonstrates that the increased 

risk-taking associated with boredom proneness can be 

observed in common cognitive tasks. We also provided 

evidence that state boredom more so than trait boredom 

proneness, is associated with impulsivity, and modulates 

event-related potentials involved in inhibitory control and 

performance monitoring. One limitation of this study is its 

correlational nature; future studies should explore these 

relationships with a more direct boredom manipulation. A 

second consideration in subsequent studies should be the 

“adaptiveness” of risk-taking: risk-taking is not ubiquitously 

negative. In many circumstances, taking risks reflects an 

adaptive, exploratory response to the task constraints or goals 

of the organism. 
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Abstract 
The current study explores whether the top-down influence of 
speaker age guise influences patterns of compensation for 
coarticulation. /u/-fronting variation in California is linked to 
both phonetic and social factors: /u/ in alveolar contexts is 
fronter than in bilabial contexts and /u/-fronting is more 
advanced in younger speakers. We investigate whether the 
apparent age of the speaker, via a guise depicting a 21-year-
old woman or a 55-year-old woman, influences whether 
listeners compensate for coarticulation on /u/. Listeners 
performed a paired discrimination task of /u/ with a raised F2 
(fronted) in an alveolar consonant context (/sut/), compared to 
non-fronted /u/ in a non-coronal context. Overall, 
discrimination was more veridical for the younger guise, than 
for the older guise, leading to the perception of more inherently 
fronted variants for the younger talker. Results indicate that 
apparent talker age may influence perception of /u/-fronting, 
but not only in coarticulatory contexts.  

 
Keywords: speech perception; u-fronting; compensation for 
coarticulation; apparent speaker age  

Introduction 

Knowledge about the connection between social properties of 
speakers and their speech patterns interacts with the sound-
to-meaning mapping (e.g., Sumner et al., 2013). 
Coarticulation, the overlapping of adjacent segments in 
speech, has been understudied with respect to this 
phenomenon. There is work in speech production 
demonstrating that amount of coarticulatory variation is 
connected to regional, social, diachronic, and stylistic speech 
patterns (Harrington et al., 2008; Kataoka, 2011; 
Scarborough & Zellou, 2013; Scarborough et al., 2015), 
suggesting that speakers can learn to use coarticulation in 
socially meaningful ways. In the current study, we ask 
whether listeners are sensitive to differences in expected 
coarticulatory patterns across social groups and use this 
information when compensating for coarticulation. 

One method for exploring listeners’ knowledge about the 
relationship between speaker groups and speech patterns is 
by presenting listeners with the same stimuli, but varying the 
speaker guise. For example, Niedzielski (1999) found that the 
apparent regional status of a talker can influence vowel 
categorization: participants’ task was to match tokens with 
“Canadian raised” vowels (i.e., [ɑɪ] produced as [ʌɪ]) 
produced by a Detroit speaker to synthetic raised or canonical 
vowels. Half were told the speaker was from Detroit, while 
the other half were told speaker was from Canada. Listeners 
classified the apparent-Canadian as (accurately) producing 
the raised vowel variant; yet, they perceived the apparent-
Michigander’s vowels as reflecting the canonical standard 
American English pronunciation. In other words, the same 
sound was categorized differently depending on the social 
information provided about the talker: the Detroit 
participants reported awareness that vowel raising is a 
Canadian, not a Michigan, feature and this guided their low-
level perceptual categorization of the same stimuli. Other 
types of explicit social information elicit this top-down 
influence on speech perception, such as photographs 
depicting speakers of various ages (Hay, Warren, & Drager, 
2006) and stuffed animal toys referencing dialect regions 
(Hay & Drager, 2010).  

Recent speech perception theories propose mechanisms 
to account for the influence of social information on the 
sound-to-meaning mapping. For example, Sumner et al. 
(2013) suggest that spoken word recognition operates in 
parallel with social representational mapping and 
interactivity between these processes can modulate linguistic 
comprehension. Pierrehumbert (2002) posits that linguistic 
and social information are perceptually encoded together via 
rich exemplars and that socially idealized properties can 
weight exemplars more strongly, pulling the distributional 
space for lexical representations in one direction or another; 
this distribution then shapes subsequent perception of sounds 
and experiences. A fuller understanding of the role social 
information plays in the simultaneous mapping of sounds and 
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social categories is needed to inform our understanding of 
linguistic representations and speech comprehension.  

Compensation for coarticulation 
One area that remains understudied with respect to top-

down effects of speaker social information is compensation 
for coarticulation, or segmental overlap of adjacent speech 
sounds. Compensation for coarticulation is a perceptual 
reduction, or elimination, of context-specific acoustic 
variation. For instance, a nasalized vowel in isolation is 
perceived as nasal, but when the same nasalized vowel occurs 
adjacent to nasal consonants (in a [m_m] frame) it is not 
perceived as nasal (Kawasaki, 1986). As soon as the putative 
source of coarticulation is heard, the acoustic variation is 
attributed to that source as the listener decides how the speech 
signal should be parsed into discrete underlying units. 
Coarticulatory compensation, thus, can be seen as a useful 
perceptual process since it provides listeners with ways of 
adjusting to systematic variation within the speech signal and 
identifying invariant units (Beddor et al., 2013; Zellou & 
Dahan, 2019). At the same time, compensation for 
coarticulation ascribes context-sensitive acoustic information 
to its source, making veridical acoustic perception more 
challenging (cf. Kawasaki, 1986). Furthermore, native-
language experience influences the degree to which a listener 
compensates for coarticulatory detail present on a vowel: 
native Shona speakers, who produce less extensive 
coarticulation in Shona than in English, compensate less for 
English vowel-to-vowel coarticulation than English speakers 
(Beddor et al., 2002). In other words, listeners use their 
language-specific learned coarticulatory structures to parse 
the speech signal.  

In the realm of speech production, coarticulation was 
traditionally viewed as the invariant, physiological 
connection between the speech signal and abstract phonemes 
and, therefore, having no relevance to the linguistic grammar. 
Yet, few studies have explored the social impact on 
compensation for coarticulation. In an eye tracking 
experiment, Coetzee et al. (2019) measured fixations toward 
visually presented CVC–CVN(C) pairs while participants 
heard the words produced by speakers of two varieties of 
Afrikaans: one variety that uses greater nasal coarticulation, 
and one that uses less. They found that listeners display 
learning for the Afrikaans dialect with greater anticipatory 
nasal coarticulation with earlier fixations. This work suggests 
that social knowledge about a given speaker’s dialect can 
shape our ability to extract and learn patterns from their 
speech. Yet no prior work, to our knowledge, has examined 
whether manipulating top-down apparent social 
characteristics might impact listeners’ compensation for 
coarticulation.  

Examining these top-down influences can additionally 
inform theories of speech perception as to how listeners 
integrate social information, specifically during 
compensation for coarticulation. For example, evidence of 
perceptual compensation for non-linguistic stimuli and in 
non-human species has been used to argue for domain-

general auditory mechanisms in speech perception (Diehl et 
al., 2004); yet, aside from linguistic experience, this ‘general 
approach’ does not make explicit claims about how — or 
whether — other speaker-indexical information might be 
integrated. One possibility is that we might not expect 
listeners to show differences in perceptual compensation 
based on top-down social guise, given identical stimulus 
items, where listeners are relying on general auditory 
mapping mechanisms. Variationist accounts of 
coarticulation, on the other hand, have pointed to evidence 
that coarticulatory patterns are highly variable, both across 
and within speakers (e.g., Solé, 1992; Scarborough & Zellou, 
2013; Zellou & Tamminga, 2014). That language-specific 
patterns of perceptual compensation are linked to produced 
coarticulatory extent means that phonetic representations can 
be rich enough to encode coarticulatory patterns via linguistic 
experience (Beddor & Krakow, 1999; Beddor et al., 2002). 
Furthermore, decades of empirical phonetic research 
establish that coarticulatory patterns can vary across 
languages (e.g., Beddor et al., 2002), across regional varieties 
of a language (Tamminga & Zellou, 2015), and across 
generations of speakers within one variety (Zellou & 
Tamminga, 2014; Harrington et al., 2008). In other words, 
there is evidence to support the view that coarticulatory 
structures are encoded in the grammatical system of a 
language and socially learned. 

Vowel variation is linked to both social groups (Labov et 
al., 2006) and context-specific influences (Farnetani & 
Recasens, 1997). Variation in high back vowel fronting in 
California English, in particular, has been correlated with 
both social and phonetic factors. For one, the California 
Vowel Shift (CVS) is an ongoing sociolinguistic sound 
change; the most salient aspect of this shift includes fronting 
of the back rounded vowels. California /u/-fronting is most 
advanced in younger speakers’ productions, suggesting that 
there are categorically different /u/ targets across generations 
(Hall-Lew, 2011). Also, /u/ before alveolar consonants is 
fronter than in bilabial contexts, due to coarticulation 
(Kataoka, 2011). Because /u/-fronting is linked to both social 
and coarticulatory factors, there can be ambiguity for 
listeners as to the source of a higher F2. While these two 
studies did not find an interaction between age and context 
on /u/-fronting in California speakers’ productions (Hall-
Lew, 2011; Kataoka, 2011), it is possible that listeners may 
still differentially apply social knowledge to these 
productions (here, resulting in differences in compensation 
for coarticulation). To test this question in the present study, 
we hold the acoustic information constant and vary the top-
down guise (as a ‘younger’ or ‘older’ speaker).  

Current study 
In the current study, we explore whether the mapping of 
coarticulatory variation to linguistic structure is guided by a 
listener’s expectations about a speaker’s coarticulatory 
patterns based on apparent speaker age. In particular, we test 
whether a guise of an apparent older versus younger adult 
influences Californian listeners’ compensation for 
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coarticulation for alveolar codas on /u/-fronting. As 
mentioned earlier, California /u/-fronting is most advanced in 
younger speakers, than older speakers (Hall-Lew, 2011). 
And, independently, /u/ before alveolar consonants is fronter 
due to coarticulation (Kataoka, 2011). It is plausible that 
listeners have formed social indices for different 
coarticulatory patterns based on experience with speaker age 
groups whose coarticulatory distributions vary (Harrington et 
al., 2008). Thus, we hypothesize that listeners use these 
representations to compensate differently depending on 
explicit social information provided about the talker. In 
particular, listeners might expect a younger speaker to have 
phonologized /u/-fronting, whereas they might expect older 
speakers’ fronted /u/ to be the result of coarticulatory 
influences from an anterior consonant. Therefore, we predict 
listeners will be less likely to attribute a higher F2 to the 
articulatory effects of subsequent alveolar consonant (e.g. 
/sut/ “suit”) when told the speaker is a younger adult, 
compared to an apparent older adult speaker. 

To test compensation for coarticulation, we used a paired 
vowel discrimination paradigm, which has been used in prior 
work to examine perceptual compensation for coarticulation 
(Beddor & Krakow, 1999). In a paired discrimination task, 
listeners hear two pairs of words containing fronted or backed 
vowels in alveolar and bilabial consonant contexts. 
Participants’ task is to indicate which pair contains vowels 
that sound the most different. We predict that the apparent 
age of the speaker will influence whether listeners 
compensate for coarticulation on /u/, leading to the veridical 
perception of more fronted variants for younger talkers. 
Another potential outcome is that social information does not 
influence the perception of coarticulation and there will be no 
difference in perceptual compensation behavior as a function 
of speaker age guise.  

Methods 

Participants 
85 native English-speaking undergraduates (60 females, 25 
males; mean age = 21.1 ± 2.3 years old) were recruited from 
the UC Davis Psychology subject pool. All participants 
indicated that they were from California. They participated in 
the experiment on online platform (Qualtrics) and received 
course credit for their participation. Sample size was 
calculated based on a power analysis in G*Power (Faul et al., 
2007) assuming power of .95, 3 predictors, and a small-to-
medium effect size. 

Stimuli 
Stimuli materials were created by eliciting ‘soup’ [sup] (non-
coronal) and ‘suit’ [sut] (coronal) from a native Californian 
female. After vowels were extracted, F2 was manipulated +/- 
80 Hz to create fronted and backed versions of each vowel 
using the VocalToolkit package (Corretge, 2012) in Praat 
(Boersma & Weenink, 1996). For all vowels, f0 was 
controlled to have a smoothed falling f0 contour (from 225 
Hz to 200 Hz, decreasing linearly from the start to the end of 

the vowel). Vowel durations were also normalized to 150 ms, 
and stimuli were normalized in intensity (50 dB). The vowels 
were then spliced into the original word context.  

Procedure 
Participants completed a 4-interval forced-choice (4IAX) 
paired discrimination paradigm (Beddor & Krakow, 1999) to 
assess their ability to discriminate between fronted and 
backed versions of /u/ in coronal and non-coronal 
consonantal contexts. For each trial, two pairs of stimuli were 
presented to a listener: one pair contained acoustically 
identical vowels and the other pair contained acoustically 
different vowels (i.e., fronted vs. backed). Listeners were 
instructed to decide which pair contained different sounding 
vowels (two possible responses: first or second 
pair). Participants completed two types of trials (randomly 
presented), which varied the consonantal context: ‘same 
context’ (control) trials and 'different context’ (test) trials.  

Same context (control) trials contained identical 
consonant contexts across pairs, all non-coronal [sup] or 
coronal [sut]. In each set of stimuli, one pair contained 
vowels differing in backing, while the others were 
acoustically identical (both fronted or backed). For example: 
Pair 1 [supBack] [supBack] vs. Pair 2 [supBack] [supFront] (bolded pair 
contains acoustically distinct vowels). Order of differing 
vowels within and across pairs was counterbalanced across 
trials. We expect veridical acoustic vowel perception to be 
the highest in control trials, because when consonantal 
context is identical, compensation should equally attribute (or 
equally not attribute) acoustic variation to the source across 
vowels (Beddor et al., 2002; Zellou et al., 2020). 

Different context (test) trials contained varying coda 
contexts: each pair of words included a non-coronal [sup] and 
coronal [sut] (order of [sut]/[sup] counterbalanced). One pair 
within the trial had acoustically identical vowels (e.g., both 
backed or both fronted); the other pair was had different 
vowels always in the direction of interest, with the fronted /u/ 
in a coronal context: [sutFront], [supBack]. For example: Pair 1 
[sutFront] [supBack] vs. Pair 2 [sutFront] [supFront] (bolded pair 
contains acoustically distinct vowels). Ordering within and 
across vowel pairs was counterbalanced across trials. If 
compensation occurs, listeners should hear the fronted vowel 
in the alveolar consonant context as the ‘same’ as the backed 
vowel, reflecting less veridical acoustic perception. Thus, the 
vowel in [sutFront] might sound more similar to the vowel in 
[supBack] if compensation occurs.  

Subjects heard the same set of stimuli across two blocks 
varying in apparent age of the speaker: one block presented a 
younger speaker guise, the other, an older-speaker guise 
(Figure 1). Participants were given both the apparent name 
and age of the speaker (e.g. “You will hear Linda, a 55-year-
old woman, producing two pairs of words”). Participants’ 
exposure to the older and younger guises was 
counterbalanced across subjects (e.g., “Linda” first, 
“Madison” second).  

In total, participants completed 32 trials (randomly 
presented across test and control conditions). As the 
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experiments was conducted online, we included listening 
four comprehension questions interspersed throughout the 
experiment (e.g., “Who is older, Linda or Madison?”); 
participants’ data was retained only if they answered all four 
questions correctly (n=85).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Stock images used for the apparent age guises. 
Older age guise: (panel A) 55-year-old “Linda” and Younger 
age guise: (panel B) 21-year-old “Madison”.  

Predictions 
Overall, we expect a main effect of Context on listeners’ 
accuracy in identifying acoustically distinct vowels. 
Listeners’ performance should be highest in the Same 
Context condition, relative to the Different Context 
conditions, where compensation for coarticulation from the 
differing coda consonant will make veridical vowel 
perception more challenging.  

We also critically expect an interaction between Context 
and Age Guise: if listeners’ expectations about age-related 
differences in produced coarticulation guide their perceptual 
compensation, we predict different patterns of veridical 
perception in Different word context conditions. In 
particular, we expect less compensation, i.e., more veridical 
perception, for the younger age guise. Therefore, we predict 
that listeners will be more accurate in identifying acoustically 
distinct vowels in different-word pairs when given the 
younger age guise, relative to when these trials are presented 
with the older age guise. 

Statistical analyses 
We coded listeners’ responses as binomial data: if they 
selected the trial with acoustically different vowels (e.g., [sut 

Front] [sut Back], [sut Front] [sup Back], etc.) (=1) or not (=0). We 
analyzed these responses with a mixed effects logistic 
regression (lme4 R package; Bates et al., 2015). Main effects 
included Age Guise (Older, Younger), Consonantal Context 
(2 levels: ‘Same context’ (i.e., control), 'Different context’ 
(i.e., test)), and their interaction. Random effects included by-
Subject random intercepts and by-Subject random slopes for 
Guise and Consonantal Context (and their interaction). 
Contrasts were sum coded. (lmer syntax: Response ~ Guise * 
Context + (1 + Guise*Context | Subject).) 

Results 

Figure 2 shows the proportion of trials where participants 
discriminated the acoustically distinct vowels. The model 
output for the logistic regression is provided in Table 1. As 
seen in Figure 2, higher values indicate more acoustic (i.e., 
more veridical) discrimination. First, we observed a main 
effect of Consonant Context: participants showed more 
veridical vowel perception when the differing vowels 
occurred in the same word context (e.g., Pair 1 [supBack] 
[supBack] vs. Pair 2 [supBack] [supFront]), relative to when they 
occurred in different contexts. For the different-context 
condition (right panel), mean values closer to chance 
performance (0.50) indicate greater compensation for 
coarticulation, while higher values indicate greater veridical 
vowel perception (indicating failure to compensate fully). 
There was also a main effect of Age Guise: vowel 
discrimination in the older guise (i.e., “Linda”) was lower 
than for the younger guise (i.e., “Madison”), indicating 
greater overall veridical vowel perception. No interaction 
between Consonant Context and Age Guise was observed. 

 
Figure 2: Mean proportion of acoustically distinct vowels 
identified (error bars show standard error) by Age Guise 
(Younger, Older) and Consonant Context (Same word or 
Different words). Chance performance (0.50) is indicated 
with a dotted line.  
 
 

Table 1. Model Output.  
 Coef. SE z p 
(Intercept) 0.46 0.05 8.59 <0.001*** 
Age Guise(older) -0.09 0.04 -2.19   0.03  * 
ConsContext(diff) -0.28 0.04 -6.74 <0.001*** 
Age(older)* 
ConsContext(diff) 

0.02 0.04 0.57   0.57 

Num. observations = 2,752, Num. subs = 85 
 

Discussion 

The current study examined top-down effects of apparent 
speaker age (either younger or older adult) on university-aged 
Californians’ social associations of fronted /u/ in the context 
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of alveolar codas via perceptual compensation for 
coarticulation. Listeners discriminated /u/ vowels in the word 
“suit” [sut] with differing F2 values (fronter or backer) in 
word pairs with same (all “suit”) or varying consonantal 
contexts (“suit” vs. “soup”). Overall, the consonantal context 
had an effect on patterns of perceptual compensation for 
coarticulation, whereby identical consonant contexts lead to 
more veridical vowel perception, relative to when vowels 
occurred in differing consonant contexts. Varying consonant 
context across word pairs in a trial makes veridical acoustic 
vowel perception more difficult due to coarticulatory 
compensation: a raised F2 on /u/ adjacent to an alveolar 
consonant might be factored out, making that vowel sound 
more similar to a backed /u/ in another context. Listeners’ 
above-chance performance in vowel discrimination for 
different-word contexts reflects partial compensation, in 
general, replicating the phenomenon of a failure to fully 
compensate for coarticulation that has been observed across 
numerous studies (Beddor & Krakow, 1999; Beddor et al., 
2002; Zellou, 2017).  

Additionally, we observed differences in overall vowel 
discrimination performance based on the apparent age guise 
of the speaker. While the stimuli were produced by a 
California native in her 20s, participants were given two 
different age guises: in one block, they were given an image 
of the speaker depicting a woman in her 20s, in the other 
block, they were given an image of the speaker depicting a 
woman in her 50s. We observed differences according to age 
guise: listeners displayed more veridical perception of 
acoustic differences in /u/ for the apparent young adult 
speaker guise, relative to the apparent older adult speaker 
guise. We can interpret our finding that listeners displayed 
less veridical vowel perception for the older speaker guise, 
than when they were given the younger speaker guise, as 
reflecting the effect of social information on distributions of 
experienced vowel patterns, which subsequently guide 
patterns of acoustic vowel perception (cf. Walker & Hay, 
2011). The younger speaker guise ostensibly recruited 
activation of the pronunciation features associated with this 
accent, which included more advanced and phonologized /u/-
fronting overall (Hall-Lew, 2011). The expectation for 
phonologization of /u/-fronting in this younger adult speaker 
guise would lead listeners to attribute more of the raised F2 
(fronting) to the vowel. On the other hand, the older adult 
speaker guise lead to the expectation that /u/-fronting was less 
phonologized. So, listeners were less accurate in identifying 
the veridical signal, with a fronted /u/, given that top-down 
expectation. The current findings are in line with Hay, 
Warren, and Drager (2006), who found that apparent-speaker 
age and socio-economic status of speaker (signaled by 
photographs of people in various guises), influence how New 
Zealand listeners classify “near” and “square” vowels. 
Participants made more errors when viewing the younger 
guise, assuming it was a merged speaker, while fewer errors 
were made while viewing the older guise, indicating that they 
expected this speaker to be non-merged. In the current study, 
as in Hay et al., we observed that listeners given different 

social information about acoustically identical stimuli 
displayed evidence of different phonetic and phonological 
interpretations of those sounds. In other words, we find 
further support that social knowledge can influence how 
listeners perceive variation.  

However, we do not find that social knowledge influences 
patterns of compensation for coarticulation, as we predicted. 
Crucially, we did not observe an interaction between Context 
and Guise. While overall vowel perception was more 
accurate for the younger guise, listeners did not display show 
even higher performance in different-word contexts (relative 
to the same-word context) for this guise. In other words, 
listeners did not display differences in perceptual 
compensation based on age guise. There are several 
possibilities for this finding. For one, Hall-Lew (2011) did 
not find differences across ages in patterns of /u/-fronting 
based on consonant context. Therefore, it is possible that 
listeners are attending to variation in coarticulation across 
social groups, but this is not at play for these social groups 
for this acoustic feature. Future work looking at both 
production and perception in variation of coarticulation, in 
tandem, can identify social factors that might be relevant to 
listeners’ expectations about coarticulatory patterns. 
Additionally, all of our stimuli contained an initial coronal 
consonant (soup, suit), which may have triggered 
compensation across the board, weakening any potential 
interaction effects.  

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the stimuli were 
produced by a speaker in her 20s. Thus, the older speaker 
guise was mismatching in apparent and real voice age, 
whereas the younger speaker guise was not. The mismatch 
could have also led to the decrease in performance for the 
older speaker guise. Moreover, participants were also 
university-aged and may have more experience with the 
speech patterns of younger speakers, which could explain 
their higher performance for the younger guise. This is in line 
with Niedzielski (1999): listeners displayed more veridical 
perception of their social out-group, relative to their social in-
group). Future work crossing an older voice with younger and 
older speaker guise could address these confounds.  

Overall, the current results extend previous work on 
sociophonetic variation in perception by examining how 
social information influences listeners’ vowel perception 
(Niedzielski, 1999) and perceptual evaluation of 
coarticulation (cf. Coetzee et al., 2019). Perception of fine-
grained acoustic vowel patterns is susceptible to the influence 
of apparent-speaker guise. It is still an open question of how 
coarticulatory detail is influenced by top-down knowledge. 
Nevertheless, future investigations and discussions of how 
social knowledge affects the perception of phonetic variation 
should explore coarticulatory and compensatory facts, as 
well.  

Finally, we can speculate about the implications of the 
current findings for sound change. The influence of social 
factors on speech perception and how they might interact 
with linguistic change is beginning to be explored. In a set of 
studies, Warren (2005) investigated the ongoing merger of 
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the vowels in “near” and “square” in New Zealand English. 
For example, older speakers produce “square” raising only in 
contexts where the phonetic environment would make that 
natural, while younger speakers exhibit “square” raising in all 
contexts, suggesting that this vowel change has been fully 
reanalyzed for younger speakers (Warren, 2005).  

These different interpretations of the ‘same sound’ (i.e., 
phoneme) mean that listeners might have differences in how 
the experience is encoded in linguistic memory based on the 
social information in that context (Pierrehumbert, 2002; 
Sumner et al., 2013). Both Hay et al. (2006) and findings 
from the current study suggest that exploring the role of 
social information in the perception of linguistic variation has 
important implications for understanding sound change. The 
phenomenon of different apparent social characteristics 
yielding different perceptual experiences can be a starting 
point for understanding the conditions under which sound 
change might occur. Ultimately, the current study indicates 
that looking at how the interaction of how coarticulation and 
sociolinguistic knowledge influences speech perception is a 
promising scientific area of research and opens many 
possible directions for future work. 
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Abstract 
Humans are now regularly speaking to voice-activated 
artificially intelligent (voice-AI) assistants. Yet, our 
understanding of the cognitive mechanisms at play during 
speech interactions with a voice-AI, relative to a real human, 
interlocutor is an understudied area of research. The present 
study tests whether top-down guise of “apparent humanness” 
affects vocal alignment patterns to human and text-to-speech 
(TTS) voices. In a between-subjects design, participants heard 
either 4 naturally-produced or 4 TTS voices. Apparent 
humanness guise varied within-subject. Speaker guise was 
manipulated via a top-down label with images, either of two 
pictures of voice-AI systems (Amazon Echos) or two human 
talkers. Vocal alignment in vowel duration revealed top-down 
effects of apparent humanness guise: participants showed 
greater alignment to TTS voices when presented with a device 
guise (“authentic guise”), but lower alignment in the two 
inauthentic guises. Results suggest a dynamic interplay of 
bottom-up and top-down factors in human and voice-AI 
interaction.  

Keywords: vocal alignment; apparent guise; voice-activated 
artificially intelligent (voice-AI) systems; human-computer 
interaction 

 

Introduction 
Humans use speech as a way of conveying our abstract 
thoughts and intentions. Yet, speech is more than just a 
signal to emit words and phrases; our productions are 
shaped by intricate cognitive and social processes 
underlying and unfolding over the interaction. One large 
mediator of these processes is who we are talking to: their 
social characteristics (e.g., gender in Babel, 2012), 
humanness (e.g., computer or human in Burnham et al., 
2010), and even our attitudes toward our interlocutors (e.g., 
speech accommodation in Chakrani, 2015) can shape our 
productions. Examining speech behavior can serve as a 
window into cognitive-social dimensions of communication 
and is particularly relevant for examining different types of 
interlocutors. 

Recently, humans have begun interacting with voice-
activated artificially intelligent (voice-AI) assistants, such as 
Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri. For example, over the 
past several years, tens of millions of “smart speakers” have 
been brought into people’s homes all over the world  

(Bentley et al., 2018). Current voice-AI technology has 
advanced dramatically in recent years; common systems can 
now generate highly naturalistic speech in a productive way 
and respond to spontaneous verbal questions and commands 
by users. In some speech communities, voice-AI systems 
are omni-present and used on a daily basis to perform a 
variety of tasks, such as send and read text messages, make 
phone calls, answer queries, set timers and reminders, and 
control internet-enabled devices around the home (Hoy, 
2018). Despite the prevalence of voice-AI, our scientific 
understanding of the socio-cognitive mechanisms shaping 
human-device interaction is still limited. Specifically, as 
humans engage in dyadic speech behaviors with these non-
human entities, how are our speech behaviors toward them 
similar or dissimilar from how we talk with humans? In this 
paper, we examine the effect of apparent “humanness” 
category — i.e., top-down information that the interlocutor 
is a device or human — on people’s vocal alignment toward 
text-to-speech (TTS) synthesized and naturally-produced 
voices.  

Computer personification  
On the one hand, classic theoretical frameworks of 
technology personification, such as the “Computers are 
social actors” (CASA) theory (Nass et al., 1997), 
hypothesize that our attitudes and behavior toward 
technological agents mirror those toward real human 
interactors. This has been tested by examining whether 
social patterns of behavior observed in human-human 
interaction apply when people interact with a computer. For 
instance, people’s responses to questions vary based on the 
social characteristics of the interviewer; for example, biases 
in responses are observed based on the gender and ethnicity 
of the (human) interviewer (Athey et al., 1960; Hutchinson 
& Wegge, 1991). This phenomenon has been described as a 
social desirability effect: people seek to align their 
responses to the perceived preferences of their interviewer 
because to do otherwise would be impolite (Finkel et al., 
1991). Nass and colleagues (1999) examined how people 
apply this politeness pattern to interactive machines. After 
performing a task (either text- or voice-based) with a 
computer system, consisting of a tutoring session by the 
computer on facts about culture, and then subsequently 
being tested on those facts, participants were asked 
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questions about the performance of the computer. There 
were two critical conditions: either the same computer that 
performed the tutoring asked for an evaluation of its 
performance as a tutor, or the evaluation of that computer 
was solicited by a different computer located in another 
room. Nass and colleagues found that people provided more 
positive evaluations in the same-computer condition, 
relative to the different-computer condition, indicating that 
the social desirability effect applies when we interact with a 
machine. From empirical observations such as this, the 
CASA framework argues that our interactions with 
computers include a social component, positing that social 
responses to computers are automatic and unconscious 
especially when they display cues associated with being 
human, in particular “the use of language” (Nass et al., 
1999, p. 1105, emphasis ours).  

Yet, the extent to which individuals display differences in 
their socio-cognitive representations of real human versus 
computer interlocutors has resulted in mixed findings in the 
literature. For example, studies manipulating interlocutor 
guise – as human or computer – are one way to compare 
these interactions while holding features of the interaction, 
such as error rate and conversational context, constant. For 
example, Wizard-of-Oz studies, where a human 
experimenter is behind different interactions that are 
apparently with either a “computer system” or a “real 
person”, demonstrate that people do produce different 
speech patterns toward humans and technological systems. 
In particular, Burnham and colleagues (2010) found 
increased vowel space hyperarticulation and slower 
productions in speech toward an apparent computer avatar, 
relative to apparent human interlocutor; this suggests that 
people have distinct representations for the two interlocutor 
types, computer versus human. Others have observed 
greater overlap: Heyselaar and colleagues (2017) found 
similar priming effects for real humans and human-like 
avatars (presented in virtual reality, VR); yet, they 
additionally found less priming for the computer avatar in 
general. Together, these results suggest that people’s 
cognitive representations for humans and computerized 
interlocutors appear to be different and, further, they may be 
gradiently, rather than categorically, distinct. 

Manipulating top-down “humanness” guise 
In many studies designed to compare of human-human and 
human-computer interactions, there are multiple features 
that co-vary: the computer interlocutor has both a different 
form (e.g., digital avatar in Burnham et al., 2010) and a 
synthetic voice. This has been true for recent work 
exploring human-voice-AI interaction as well, where 
naturally produced and TTS voices are confounded with 
“apparent humanness” (Cohn et al., 2019; Snyder et al., 
2019). One way to probe whether people have a distinct 
social category for voice-AI is to observe their speech 
behavior toward a set of voices of the same type while 
varying the top-down label, either device or human, 
provided with each voice. Manipulating apparent 

humanness can speak to the impact of both bottom-up 
(acoustic) and top-down (guise) factors on speech behavior 
toward humans and voice-AI: if it is driven by the 
characteristics of the speech (e.g., naturally produced vs. 
TTS) and/or by the extent to which we “believe” we are 
interacting with a human or a device voice. At the same 
time, presenting an inauthentic top-down label while 
presenting the original audio (e.g., “human” label with a 
TTS voice, and vice versa) results in cue incongruency. In 
the present study, we test whether a match or mismatch in 
voice (real human vs. TTS) and image (human vs. device) 
shape speech behavior — and whether speakers are more 
sensitive to incongruous cues by guise: apparent human vs. 
apparent device talker.  

While prior work has examined using moving computer 
avatars (e.g., Burnham et al., 2010; Heyselaar et al., 2017), 
most modern voice-AI systems lack an avatar representation 
(i.e., “Siri” and “Alexa” have no faces). As such, we ask 
whether presenting a guise via images (either of a device or 
a human face) can trigger differences in speech behavior 
toward AI. Prior matched guise experiments have found that 
participants’ perception of a given voice shifts according to 
minimal social information available. For example, seeing a 
photo depicting speakers of various ages and socio-
economic statuses impacts how listeners categorize the same 
set of vowels (Hay et al., 2006). Thus, in the present study 
we predict that top-down influences (here, images of voice-
AI devices and human faces), will impact how participants 
respond to identical stimuli. In particular, we hypothesize 
that participants will display different speech patterns 
toward the voices labeled as “devices” compared to 
“humans”. 

Vocal alignment  
In the current study, to test these questions, we examine 
vocal alignment, a subconscious, yet pervasive, speech 
behavior in human interactions, while varying top-down 
guise (“human” or “device”). Vocal alignment is the 
phenomenon whereby an individual adopts the subtle 
acoustic properties of their interlocutor’s speech during 
verbal exchanges. Vocal alignment appears to be, to some 
extent, an automatic behavior, argued by some to stem from 
the human tendency to learn language in part by modeling 
their speech patterns based on those they have experienced 
from others (Delvaux & Soquet, 2007; Meltzoff & Moore, 
1989). Yet, vocal alignment patterns also appear to be 
mediated by factors in the linguistic and social context, 
indicating that it is more than just an automatic behavior 
(Babel, 2012; Nielsen, 2011; Zellou et al., 2016). More 
specifically, we explore how human interlocutors’ vocal 
behavior reveals the social role they assign to apparent 
voice-AI interlocutors, relative to apparent human 
interlocutors.  

Vocal alignment has been posited to serve pro-social 
goals and motivations (e.g., Babel, 2012). In particular, 
“Communication Accommodation Theory” (CAT, Shepard 
et al., 2001) proposes that speech convergence is used by 
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speakers to foster social closeness with their interlocutor, 
increasing rapport (Babel, 2012; Pardo, 2006). One question 
is whether the social distance between humans and AI will 
be comparable to that between two humans. A CASA 
account might predict the same application of vocal 
alignment behavior to humans and to technological systems 
that engage with participants using language. Indeed, there 
is some support for alignment in human-computer 
interaction (Branigan et al., 2010, 2011; Cowan et al., 
2015). For example, Branigan and colleagues (2003) found 
that humans display syntactic alignment toward apparent 
computer and human interlocutors, but with greater 
syntactic alignment toward the computer, than human, 
guise.  

There is some work showing vocal alignment toward 
computers/voice-AI as well. For example, Bell and 
colleagues (2003) found that participants vocally aligned to 
the speech rate produced by a computer avatar they 
interacted with. At the same time, multiple studies have 
found that individuals tend to show less vocal alignment 
toward modern voice-AI systems than toward human voices 
(Cohn et al., 2019; Raveh et al., 2019; Snyder et al., 2019). 
For example, Snyder et al. (2019) found that participants 
showed greater vowel duration alignment toward human 
voices, relative to Apple’s Siri voices. Furthermore, these 
vowel-durational patterns mirror those reported in a 
perceptual similarity ratings task of alignment: less overall 
vocal alignment toward voice-AI (relative to human voices) 
overall (Cohn et al., 2019). This suggests that rate/durational 
cues could be used as a window into the cognitive/social 
dynamics in vocal alignment toward human and voice-AI 
interlocutors.  
 Taken together, these findings suggest that our linguistic 
interactions with devices/computers are distinct from how 
we talk to human interlocutors — in some cases triggering 
less alignment toward voice-AI (vocal alignment) and in 
other cases more alignment toward computers (lexical, 
syntactic alignment). In other words, contra CASA, one 
possibility is that AI actors hold a social status that is 
distinct from that of humans and subtle differences in our 
behavior toward them reflect this.  

Current Study  
The current study was designed to investigate a specific 
research question: What is the effect of apparent humanness 
on vocal alignment patterns toward human and voice-AI 
interlocutors? Manipulating apparent social information 
about the speaker has not, to our knowledge, been used in 
vocal alignment paradigms. To that end, in the current 
study, participants completed a word shadowing paradigm 
(Babel, 2012) consisting of four distinct model talkers. 
Across two between-subjects conditions, the 4 model talkers 
were either all real human voices or all TTS voices 
(Amazon Polly TTS voices). These TTS voices were 
developed to be used in Amazon Alexa Skills (e.g., 
interactive apps through Alexa-enabled devices). In each of 
these conditions, participants were told that two of the 

model talkers were humans and two of the talkers were 
devices. By crossing the actual status of the voices (Voice 
Type: human or TTS) with the top-down apparent guise 
label (Apparent Guise: human or device), we aim to probe 
the cognitive and social role of voice-AI in human-AI verbal 
interactions (relative to human-human interactions). There 
are several possible outcomes of this experimental design, 
each of which can speak to the status of voice-AI in speech 
interactions. 

 One hypothesis is that differences in patterns of vocal 
alignment will be driven by low-level acoustic differences 
across naturally produced and TTS voices, such as that used 
in voice-AI systems. In other words, there are inherent 
acoustic differences in synthetic and naturally produced 
speech which may lead to different alignment patterns 
toward the voices. While advances in TTS have created 
more naturalistic human-sounding voices, TTS voices used 
in modern voice-AI systems (e.g., Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s 
Siri) are still perceptibly distinct from natural voices, most 
likely since they contain less variability than human voices 
for some acoustic features. For example, some have pointed 
to prosodic irregularities in TTS productions as a marker of 
a synthetic voice (Németh et al., 2007). If it is the case that 
bottom-up acoustic properties of synthetic speech, even for 
more realistic, modern voice-AI TTS, drive the way humans 
interact with interlocutors, regardless of their apparent status 
as humans or devices, then we predict that apparent guise 
will not affect listeners’ behavior. In the design of our 
current study, this would lead to observe only a main effect 
of Voice Type.  

A second hypothesis is that we will observe asymmetries 
in how apparent humanness guises affect vocal alignment 
patterns of TTS and human voices. This would be expected 
if there are both bottom-up (acoustic-level) and top-down 
(humanness category) influences on how people interact 
with human and device interlocutors. In other words, if 
listeners are sensitive to the acoustic-phonetic differences 
between synthetic and naturally produced speech and if the 
top-down labels of device and human speaker lead listeners 
to apply different expectations and social rules to the 
interaction, we predict asymmetrical influences of the guises 
“device” and “human” on synthetic and naturally produced 
voices. Support for this possibility comes from observations 
of the “uncanny valley” phenomenon: when an entity that 
humans know is not a natural human takes on enough 
similarity to human-like features that it elicits feelings of 
unease or discomfort (Mori et al., 2012). One interpretation 
of this phenomenon is that it is due to cue incongruence 
(Moore, 2012). Often, the uncanniness is assessed and 
explored experimentally using listener likeability ratings:  
likeability increases as the human-likeness of a device 
increases, but drops, creating a non-linear function, when 
human-likeness approaches actual “human” levels. We will 
explore the uncanny valley through vocal alignment. Since 
greater degrees of vocal alignment has been shown to 
correlate with higher ratings of likeability and 
attractiveness, it can also serve as a way to explore people’s 
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subtle reactions to incongruency of cues for humanness. Our 
interpretation is that dips in degree of alignment for the 
inauthentic guise reflects a negative reaction toward the top-
down and bottom-up pairing for a given condition. Thus, a 
finding of an interaction between Voice Type and Apparent 
Guise, where a device or human voice receives unequal 
patterns of alignment behavior in an inauthentic guise, 
would support the cue incongruence hypothesis. 

  

Methods 

Stimuli  
Target words consisted of 30 CVC monosyllabic English 
low usage frequency real words, balanced by vowel 
categories (/i/: weave, teethe, deed, cheek, peel, key; /æ/: 
wax, wag, vat, tap, nag, bat; /ɑ/: wad, tot, sod, sock, pod, 
cot; /o/: woe, soap, moat, hone, comb, coat; /u/: zoo, toot, 
hoop, dune, doom, boot). Target words were selected as a 
subset of the original 50 words used in Babel (2012) by 
omitting words with complex codas or open syllables. 
Stimuli consisted of recordings of the target words produced 
by 8 distinct voices. For the real human voices, target words 
were recorded by 4 humans (2 females, 2 males), native 
English speakers of American English in their 20s, using a 
Shure WH20 XLR head-mounted microphone in a sound-
attenuated booth. For the device voices, recordings of the 4 
TTS voices (2 females, 2 males) were generated with 
standard parametric TTS in Amazon Polly (US-English): 
“Joanna”, “Matthew”, “Salli”, and “Joey”. All recordings 
were amplitude normalized to 60 dB.  

Participants  
Overall, 92 participants were recruited from the UC Davis 
undergraduate subjects’ pool and received course credit for 
their participation. The participants’ mean age was 20.3 
years (range=18-42 years old). All participants were native 
English speakers and reported having no visual or hearing 
impairments. 76 participants reported experience using a 
digital device on at least a weekly basis (either Apple’s Siri, 
Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana, and/or Google 
Assistant), while 16 participants reported no device usage. 
 
Procedure 
Participants were assigned to either the Human Voice Type 
condition (n=53) or the TTS Voice Type condition (n=39) 
in a between-subjects design. The procedure and 
instructions were identical across conditions, except in the 
Human Voice Type condition participants heard only the 
human voices while in the TTS Voice Type condition, 
participants heard only the Alexa TTS voices. Within the 
Human Voice Type and TTS Voice Type conditions, 2 of 
the voices was assigned a Human Guise and 2 of the voices 
was assigned a Device Guise (for the Human Guise, male 
and female voices were assigned images and names 
corresponding to their apparent gender). The matching of 

each voice to a human or device guise was counterbalanced 
across 4 lists for each Voice Type condition (the 4 lists 
contained all possible different pairings of a voice to a 
guise). Participants were randomly assigned to a Voice Type 
condition and list. 

Before beginning the study, all participants were told they 
would be repeating words produced by both device and 
human voices. Each participant was presented with four 
talkers: two apparent device models (a female and male) and 
two apparent human models. An introductory slide 
presented this information and presented the four talkers, 
including names “Joanna” and “Matthew” (female and male 
device voices, respectively) and “Melissa” and “Carl” 
(female and male human talkers) (see Figure 1). Along with 
names, pictures of the talkers were also provided. The 
pictures served to reinforce the apparent humanness guise 
for each of the voices. The images for the voice-AI 
interlocutors consisted of two Amazon Echo devices, while 
the images for the humans were two stock photos of adult 
humans of corresponding genders (photos were selected 
from the first Google results of “male” and “female stock 
image” at the time of the study design). 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Voice-AI device (Amazon Echos) and human 
guises used in the present study. 
 
The first part of the study was a baseline word production 
block. The purpose of this block was to collect the pre-
exposure production of each of the 30 target words by each 
participant. In this block, each of the 30 target words were 
shown on a computer screen one at a time and participants 
were instructed to produce the word aloud. Participants read 
each word aloud twice, randomly selected across 2 blocks.  

Following the pre-exposure production block, participants 
completed the shadowing block: on each trial, they heard 
one of the four interlocutor voices saying one of the target 
words and were instructed to repeat the word. On the screen, 
they saw the speaker guise and a sentence showing the name 
of the speaker with the target word (e.g., “Joanna says 
‘doom’”). Each trial consisted of a randomly selected word-
talker pairing. A block containing one repetition of each 
item per talker was repeated twice in the experiment. In 
total, participants shadowed the 30 words twice for each 
interlocutor voice (4 model talkers x 30 words x 2 
repetitions = 240 shadowed word productions per 
participant). Each word production was recorded and 
digitized at a 44kHz sampling rate using a Shure WH20 
XLR head-mounted microphone in a sound-attenuated 
booth. The entire experiment took roughly 45 minutes.  
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Analysis 

Measuring alignment: Difference in distance (DID) 
In this experiment, we focused on durational alignment, 
given the close correspondence between overall vocal 
alignment patterns for human/Siri voices observed across a 
global similarity paradigm (cf. AXB similarity in Cohn et 
al., 2019) and difference in distance (DID) vowel duration 
measures (Snyder et al., 2019). Following Snyder et al. 
(2019), we used a DID acoustic measure to assess degree of 
vocal alignment toward the model talkers. First, recordings 
were force-aligned; vowel boundaries were hand-corrected 
by a trained phonetician based on the presence of voicing 
and higher formant structure. Using a Praat script, we 
measured vowel duration (in milliseconds) from 
participants’ pre-exposure and shadowing productions, as 
well as from the model talkers’ productions. Degree of 
alignment was then tabulated as “difference in distance” 
(DID, Pardo et al., 2013): DID = |baseline duration - model 
duration| - |shadowed duration - model duration|. First, the 
absolute difference between the participant’s baseline 
production and the model’s production was calculated. 
Then, the absolute value of the difference between the 
model’s production and the participant’s shadowed 
production was calculated. Note that we matched first and 
second baseline repetition to first and second shadowed 
production, respectively. Finally, we calculated the 
difference of these two differences (DID). This measure 
assesses overall alignment. Positive DID values indicate 
alignment toward the model talker’s production, while 
negative values indicate divergence from the model. 
Additionally, the magnitude of DID reflects degree of 
alignment: larger positive values indicate greater 
convergence, while smaller positive values indicate weaker 
convergence. 

Statistical analysis 
DID scores were modeled using a mixed effects linear 
regression including main fixed effect predictors of Voice 
Type (TTS, Human) and Humanness Guise Authenticity 
(Authentic, Inauthentic), as well as their interaction. 
Random effects structure consisted of by-Participant 
random intercepts and by-Participant random slopes for 
Humanness Guise. 
 

Results 
The model did not compute significant main effects of either 
Voice Type [b=-1.5, SE=1.1 p=.1] or Guise [b=.07, SE=.34 
p=.8]. Yet, the model did compute a significant interaction 
between Voice Type and Guise [b=-.85, SE=.34 p=.01]. 
This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Overall, mean DID 
values for each condition were above 0, meaning that 
shadowers did align to the vowel duration properties of both 

device and human model talkers. Yet, there were differences 
in degree of alignment across conditions. DID values were 
largest (indicating greatest degree of convergence) in 
shadowed productions of TTS voices presented in the 
Authentic guise (i.e., with a picture of a device). Yet, when 
the TTS voices were presented in the inauthentic guise (i.e., 
presented with a picture of a human), shadowers displayed 
less alignment to these same word productions. Human 
voices presented in the authentic guise received the smallest 
DID values, indicating least degree of convergence. When 
the human voices were presented in the inauthentic guise 
(i.e., with a picture of a device), however, degree of 
convergence increased.   
 

 
 
Figure 2: Vowel duration DID scores (means and standard 
errors of the mean) for text-to-speech (TTS) synthesized and 
Human Voices by Guise Authenticity (Authentic = Guise 
matches Voice Type, Inauthentic = mismatch between 
Voice Type and Guise). 
 

Discussion 
The current study explored the effect of humanness guise 
(i.e., telling people voices were produced by either a human 
or a device) on degree of vocal alignment to voices naturally 
produced by humans and voices generated by a common 
voice-AI system (Amazon Polly TTS voices). In doing so, 
we aimed to examine humanness (device vs. human) as a 
social category – how it predicts whether people interacting 
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Following the pre-exposure production block, participants 
completed the shadowing block where on each trial they 
heard one of the four interlocutor voices saying one of the 
target words and were instructed to repeat the word. On the 
screen, they saw the speaker Guise and a sentence showing 
the name of the speaker with the target word (e.g., “Joanna 
says ‘doom’”). Each trial consisted of a randomly selected 
word-talker pairing. A block containing one repetition of 
each item per talker was repeated twice in the experiment. 
In total, participants shadowed the 30 words twice for each 
interlocutor voice (4 model talkers x 30 words x 2 
repetitions = 240 shadowed word productions per 
participant). Each word production was recorded and 
digitized at a 44kHz sampling rate using a Shure WH20 
XLR head-mounted microphone in a sound-attenuated 
booth. The entire experiment took roughly 45 minutes.  

Analysis 

Measuring alignment: Difference in distance (DID) 
In this experiment, we focused on durational alignment, 
given the close correspondence between overall vocal 
alignment patterns for human/Siri voices observed across a 
global similarity paradigm (cf. AXB similarity in Cohn et 
al., 2019) and difference in distance (DID) vowel duration 
measures (Snyder et al., 2019). Following Snyder et al. 
(2019), we also used a DID acoustic measure to assess 
degree of vocal alignment toward the model talkers. First, 
recordings were force-aligned; vowel boundaries were 
hand-corrected by a trained phonetician based on the 
presence of voicing and higher formant structure. Using a 
Praat script, we measured vowel duration (in milliseconds) 
from participants’ pre-exposure and shadowing productions, 
as well as from the model talkers’ productions. Degree of 
alignment was then tabulated as “difference in distance” 
(DID, Pardo et al., 2013): DID = |baseline duration - model 
duration| - |shadowed duration - model duration|. First, the 
absolute difference between the participant’s baseline 
production and the model’s production was calculated. 
Then, the absolute value of the difference between the 
model’s production and the participant’s shadowed 
production was calculated. Note that we matched first and 
second baseline repetition to first and second shadowed 
production, respectively. Finally, we calculated the 
difference of these two differences (DID). This measure 
assesses overall alignment. Positive DID values indicate 
alignment toward the model talker’s production, while 
negative values indicate divergence from the model. 
Additionally, the magnitude of DID reflects degree of 
alignment: larger positive values indicate greater 
convergence, while smaller positive values indicate weaker 
convergence. 

Statistical analysis 
DID scores were modeled using a mixed effects linear 
regression including main fixed effect predictors of Voice 
Type (Device, Human) and Humanness Guise Authenticity 

(Authentic, Inauthentic), as well as their interaction. 
Random effects structure consisted of by-Participant 
random intercepts and by-Participant random slopes for 
Humanness Guise. 

Results 
The model did not compute significant main effects of either 
Voice Type [b=-1.5, SE=1.1 p=.1] or Guise [b=.07, SE=.34 
p=.8]. Yet, the model did compute a significant interaction 
between Voice Type and Guise [b=-.85, SE=.34 p=.01]. 
This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Overall, mean DID 
values for each condition were above 0, meaning that 
shadowers did align to the vowel duration properties of both 
device and human model talkers. Yet, there were differences 
in degree of alignment across conditions. DID values were 
largest (indicating greatest degree of convergence) in 
shadowed productions of Device voices presented in the 
Authentic guise (i.e., with a picture of a device). Yet, when 
the Device voices were presented in the Inauthentic guise 
(i.e., presented with a picture of a human), shadowers 
displayed less alignment to these same word productions. 
Human voices presented in the Authentic guise received the 
smallest DID values, indicating least degree of convergence. 
When the human voices were presented in the Inauthentic 
guise (i.e., with a picture of a device), however, degree of 
convergence increased.   
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values for each condition were above 0, meaning that 
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in degree of alignment across conditions. DID values were 
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the name of the speaker with the target word (e.g., “Joanna 
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booth. The entire experiment took roughly 45 minutes.  
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Following the pre-exposure production block, participants 
completed the shadowing block where on each trial they 
heard one of the four interlocutor voices saying one of the 
target words and were instructed to repeat the word. On the 
screen, they saw the speaker Guise and a sentence showing 
the name of the speaker with the target word (e.g., “Joanna 
says ‘doom’”). Each trial consisted of a randomly selected 
word-talker pairing. A block containing one repetition of 
each item per talker was repeated twice in the experiment. 
In total, participants shadowed the 30 words twice for each 
interlocutor voice (4 model talkers x 30 words x 2 
repetitions = 240 shadowed word productions per 
participant). Each word production was recorded and 
digitized at a 44kHz sampling rate using a Shure WH20 
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Analysis 
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global similarity paradigm (cf. AXB similarity in Cohn et 
al., 2019) and difference in distance (DID) vowel duration 
measures (Snyder et al., 2019). Following Snyder et al. 
(2019), we also used a DID acoustic measure to assess 
degree of vocal alignment toward the model talkers. First, 
recordings were force-aligned; vowel boundaries were 
hand-corrected by a trained phonetician based on the 
presence of voicing and higher formant structure. Using a 
Praat script, we measured vowel duration (in milliseconds) 
from participants’ pre-exposure and shadowing productions, 
as well as from the model talkers’ productions. Degree of 
alignment was then tabulated as “difference in distance” 
(DID, Pardo et al., 2013): DID = |baseline duration - model 
duration| - |shadowed duration - model duration|. First, the 
absolute difference between the participant’s baseline 
production and the model’s production was calculated. 
Then, the absolute value of the difference between the 
model’s production and the participant’s shadowed 
production was calculated. Note that we matched first and 
second baseline repetition to first and second shadowed 
production, respectively. Finally, we calculated the 
difference of these two differences (DID). This measure 
assesses overall alignment. Positive DID values indicate 
alignment toward the model talker’s production, while 
negative values indicate divergence from the model. 
Additionally, the magnitude of DID reflects degree of 
alignment: larger positive values indicate greater 
convergence, while smaller positive values indicate weaker 
convergence. 

Statistical analysis 
DID scores were modeled using a mixed effects linear 
regression including main fixed effect predictors of Voice 
Type (Device, Human) and Humanness Guise Authenticity 

(Authentic, Inauthentic), as well as their interaction. 
Random effects structure consisted of by-Participant 
random intercepts and by-Participant random slopes for 
Humanness Guise. 

Results 
The model did not compute significant main effects of either 
Voice Type [b=-1.5, SE=1.1 p=.1] or Guise [b=.07, SE=.34 
p=.8]. Yet, the model did compute a significant interaction 
between Voice Type and Guise [b=-.85, SE=.34 p=.01]. 
This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Overall, mean DID 
values for each condition were above 0, meaning that 
shadowers did align to the vowel duration properties of both 
device and human model talkers. Yet, there were differences 
in degree of alignment across conditions. DID values were 
largest (indicating greatest degree of convergence) in 
shadowed productions of Device voices presented in the 
Authentic guise (i.e., with a picture of a device). Yet, when 
the Device voices were presented in the Inauthentic guise 
(i.e., presented with a picture of a human), shadowers 
displayed less alignment to these same word productions. 
Human voices presented in the Authentic guise received the 
smallest DID values, indicating least degree of convergence. 
When the human voices were presented in the Inauthentic 
guise (i.e., with a picture of a device), however, degree of 
convergence increased.   
 

 
 
Figure 2: Vowel duration DID scores (means and standard 
errors of the mean) for Device and Human Voices by 
Apparent Humanness Authenticity (Authentic = Humanness 
Guise matches Voice Type, Inauthentic = mismatch 
between Voice Type and Humanness Guise). 

Discussion 
The current study explored the top-down effect of 
“humanness guise”, i.e., telling people voices were 
produced by either a human or a device, on their subsequent 
responses to voices naturally produced by humans and 
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alignment for both voice types is broadly in line with the 
“Computers are Social Actors” (CASA) framework (Nass et 
al., 1997): participants apply human-human social behaviors 
to voice-AI. In this case, the behavior is vocal alignment – a 
robust behavior with social motivations in human-human 
interaction (cf. Babel, 2012).   

Yet, contra a strict interpretation of CASA, we observe 
that patterns of vocal alignment are mediated by top-down 
representations of the voices — as produced by either real 
humans or devices. This supports our second hypothesis, 
that we would see an interaction between voice type and 
guise authenticity. Participants were more likely to vocally 
align to a device TTS voice when the guise was authentic, 
yet, alignment was reduced when given the human guise for 
the synthetic voices (i.e., the inauthentic guise). Meanwhile, 
we observe the reverse pattern for the real human voices: in 
the authentic guise (seeing a human picture, hearing a 
human voice) participants show less alignment than when 
they are told the voice is from a device talker.  

The asymmetry observed between the authentic and 
inauthentic guises suggests that both the low-level acoustic 
differences between human and device voices and the top-
down effect of categorizing the interlocutor as a human or 
non-human entity are factors that influence our speech 
behavior. Interestingly, in the current study, these effects 
appear to be additive: participants aligned more to the TTS 
than the human voices in the authentic guise; yet switching 
the guise leads participants to align to an equal extent 
toward both voices, reducing alignment toward the same 
TTS voices and increasing alignment toward the same 
human voices. These findings support our proposal of a 
gradient personification of voice-AI based on the social cues 
available — one that is not categorically applied to 
technology that exhibits cues of “humanity” (cf., CASA; 
Nass et al., 1997). 

This particular pattern of alignment toward the TTS 
voices as a result of humanness guise additionally supports 
the proposal by Moore (2012) that cue congruence can 
explain human behavior interactions with non-human 
entities: the presence of two cues which provide conflicting 
information about the realism of an entity leads people to 
react in a negative way (i.e., with feelings of disgust or 
discomfort). In the current study, this is realized as 
decreasing degree of alignment toward the device voice 
when presented in a human guise. The cues to non-
humanness are realized in the synthetic quality of the 
voices, thus the false guise leads participants to align less to 
the device voices.  

Yet, our finding of less alignment toward the human 
voices in the authentic guise is in contrast with recent 
findings for human/voice-AI in a similar population of 
university-age students (Cohn et al., 2019; Snyder et al., 
2019). It is possible that there were idiosyncrasies in the 
particular human voices used in the current study, all of 
whom were undergraduates at the time of recording. The 
TTS voices, on the other hand, consisted of Amazon Polly 
voices, which differ in various ways with the quality of the 

Siri voices used in prior work. One area for future study is 
to control for and vary the style of speech across the two 
interlocutor types (e.g., using more formal/expressive TTS 
and human productions, relative to more neutral 
productions). It may be that the more casual-sounding 
productions by the humans were favored less than more 
formal and/or expressive productions by the Amazon Polly 
voices, even if the TTS voices were synthetic. 

Another possibility is that the apparent age of the talkers 
may have mediated degree of vocal alignment. In a follow-
up post-hoc ratings study, we found that the 4 human voices 
were rated as younger (mean age rating = 29 years old) than 
the 4 TTS voices (mean age rating = 35.7 years old). The 
extent to which acoustic indices of speaker age interact with 
top-down effects (e.g., varying age guises) has, to our 
knowledge, not yet been explored in human-computer/voice 
AI interaction, or in vocal alignment more generally.  

Another possibility for the asymmetry in the present study 
is that our “authentic” human guise was still computer-
mediated. Participants completed the experiment through a 
computer (via E-Prime), perhaps making it a more 
ecologically valid interaction with the device (TTS) voices, 
but less natural way to interact with the humans. This 
interpretation would be in line with Branigan et al. (2003), 
who found greater syntactic alignment toward computers 
when the participants thought they were interacting (via 
text) with a computer versus with a real human. This 
suggests that matching expectations — such as an 
individual’s expectation to engage with a computer via 
typing — may impact degree of alignment.   

On the other hand, our observation of greater alignment 
toward device voices in the authentic guise parallels prior 
studies’ observations that people display greater 
syntactic/lexical alignment toward apparent computer, 
relative to apparent human, interlocutors (e.g., Cowan et al., 
2015; Branigan et al., 2010, 2011). The interpretation from 
these studies, was that the functional difficulty related to 
communicating with a computer, since computers are 
believed to be less communicatively able than humans, lead 
to greater alignment (Cowan et al., 2015). It is possible that 
the same motivation could be argued to be at play in the 
present study, leading to greater vocal alignment toward to 
the TTS voice in the device guise, where authenticity lead to 
a more believable scenario where the interlocutor was 
communicatively disadvantaged. Thus, across multiple 
studies where top-down guise is manipulated, people 
display greater alignment, across multiple linguistic levels, 
toward technological agents than toward humans. Future 
work exploring this possibility can shed light on this 
possibility. 

Overall, this study provides a first step in examining how 
bottom-up and top-down influences of apparent humanness 
shape vocal alignment, serving as a window into 
participants’ subconscious social behaviors toward AI and 
human interlocutors.  
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How does over-specification affect referent identification?
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Abstract

Five eye-tracking experiments examined whether and under what circumstances over-specified adjectives hinder or facili-
tate referent identification. We show that when the referring expressions and visual displays are presented simultaneously,
the adjectives are processed incrementally, such that after a fully discriminating first adjective, the inclusion of a second
adjective will not facilitate early identification, even if the second adjective denotes a highly salient attribute and therefore
improves fixations to the target. By contrast, when all the attributes have been heard before the display presentation, the
attributes could be used in parallel to identify the referent. In such situations, a later-mentioned adjective speeds up iden-
tification, as well as enhances looks to the target if it denotes a salient discriminating attribute (e.g., color); however, the
inclusion of a less salient attribute (e.g., pattern) delays identification and tends to hamper fixations to the target.
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Cross-linguistic investigation of the representations underlying pronoun choice
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Abstract

When making a reference, speakers must choose between nouns and pronouns. At what level of representation do speakers
make such a choice? The non-linguistic competition account predicts that the choice of using a pronoun occurs at the
non-linguistic level, so speakers should use fewer pronouns when the potential referents compete more strongly at the
non-linguistic level. By contrast, the linguistic competition account predicts that the pronoun choice occurs at the lexical
level; speakers should use fewer pronouns when the potential antecedents are semantically or phonologically more similar.
We show that regardless of whether the selection of a pronoun requires access to the antecedent (French pronouns) or
not (English pronouns, Italian null pronouns), speakers use fewer pronouns and more repeated nouns when the referential
candidates compete more strongly in the non-linguistic context, whilst the similarities of their linguistic antecedents play
no role. The finding provide support for the non-linguistic competition account.
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Abstract

Education has a profound impact on human cognition. People who have participated in education are better at solving
abstract reasoning tasks, can flexibly transfer knowledge across domains and are better at explaining their solutions.
However, the properties of education that are responsible for these cognitive changes are poorly understood. We explore
the hypothesis that a structured education consisting of a cumulative, compositional curricular learning regime using
culturally constructed concepts and tools can account for many of these observations. In particular, we demonstrate that
a connectionist model that learns to solve difficult analogical reasoning problems using a structured education is better
at knowledge reuse, while simultaneously providing explanations for solutions. We predict that premature progression
through a curriculum, before proficiency in a foundational stage has been established can fundamentally limit the potential
for subsequent abstract reasoning performance or knowledge transfer ability.
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Abstract

Several canonical experimental paradigms (serial reaction task, mxn task, etc.) have been proposed to study the typical
behavioural phenomenon in sequential key-press tasks. However, not much work has been done on studying motor se-
quencing in grid-navigation tasks. In this work, using empirical examinations, we systematically show grid-navigation
task as an instance of skill learning paradigm. The participants performed Grid-Sailing Task (GST), which required nav-
igating (by executing sequential key-presses) a 5x5 grid from start to goal position while using a particular key-mapping
among the 3 cursor movement directions and the 3 keyboard buttons. We employ two different experiments to argue for
the learning of cognitive strategies as well as motor sequences. By rejecting the motor adaptation argument and validating
the law of practice, we characterize GST as a skill learning task. We further argue for advantages of GST as a general,
canonical task over others for use in skill learning studies.
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Abstract

There have been numerous attempts in explaining the general learning behaviours using model-based and model-free
methods. While the model-based control is flexible yet computationally expensive in planning, the model-free control is
quick but inflexible. Multiple arbitration schemes have been suggested to achieve the data efficiency and computational
efficiency of model-based and model-free control schemes, respectively. In this context, we propose a quantitative ’value-
of-information’ based arbitration between both the controllers in order to establish a general computational framework
for skill learning. The interacting model-based and model-free reinforcement learning processes are arbitrated using an
uncertainty-based value-of-information estimation. We further show that our algorithm performs better than Q-learning as
well as Q-learning with experience replay.
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Abstract

Neuroscience research shows that mammals use two systems in spatial navigation: a flexible model-based strategy and a
spontaneous model-free strategy. Mammals shift from model-based to model-free strategy as skills become ”habitized”
and mostly use model-based strategy when high-level planning is necessary. Inspired by this line of work, the present study
proposes a model with a novel arbitration structure that solves the navigation problem in the autonomous-driving domain.
This model takes into account the information from a model-based mapping/planning system and a model-free reactive
controller, and adopts a learning-based gating method to adaptively arbitrate between the two systems. Experiments show
that the agent generally uses the reactive system when following lanes and driving through familiar intersections, and
tend to rely on the planning system at unfamiliar intersections to get information about turning directions. The results are
similar to mammal behaviors and provide insight for autonomous driving in the real world.
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Abstract

Scales are widely used to evaluate subjective dimensions in questionnaires. Two main formats are used: Likert scales
and Visual Analogue Scales (VAS). Previous studies have shown mixed results regarding which format to favor. The aim
of the current study is to compare formats and presentation types for each type of scale. 658 participants participated in
the study and completed a trust scale. Several characteristics of scales (e.g., valence of anchors) were explored, and 11
formats of scales were compared. The results show that participants’ responses were different according to the type of
scale (i.e., Likert or VAS), the initial cursor’s position in the VAS, and the anchors’ valence in the VAS. Differences in
terms of reliability were found between VAS formats and the number of categories in Likert scales. These findings suggest
that the scale format is crucial and may influence data collection as well as suggesting related conclusions.
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Abstract

Learning environments are rich with structure but learning that structure can take considerable effort. Given that the
sequence with which knowledge is accumulated is important for development (Smith & Slone, 2017), we consider whether
optimizing the sequence of training examples can accelerate learning, as evaluated by out of sample generalization. To
examine this issue we used established connectionist networks that map an orthographic input to a phonological output
(Cox, Cooper Borkenhagen, & Seidenberg, 2018; Plaut et al., 1996). Utilizing machine teaching (Sen et al., 2018; Zhu,
2015) to optimize word selection for a 10,000 word sequence, we observe an 8% average gain (over 100 sequences) on
generalization accuracy (from 51% to 59%) compared to matched random sequences. These findings have implications
for learning domains where generalization is critical, like reading development where the child needs to gain as much
knowledge as possible from limited experience.
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Abstract

Children build concepts for food categories which they use in property induction-generalization situations. Which factors
children do favor in their inductive strategies and to what extent interindividual differences, such as food neophobia, affect
them remains unclear. We used an induction task with negative and positive properties, and manipulated the familiarity
(i.e., familiar and unfamiliar) and the state (i.e., untransformed and transformed) of foods. This study is the first to address
the role of interindividual differences in inductive reasoning strategies in the case of opposed valence properties. Results
revealed that positive and negative properties are not generalized the same way, depending on the food familiarity and
state. In addition, we observed that neophobic children were characterized by different inductive strategies for negative
properties compared to their neophilic counterparts. We conclude that food neophobia is sensitive to risk uncertainty and
therefore, caution should be taken when introducing new foods to preschoolers.
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Abstract

The paper discusses the ontogenesis of social interaction by reviewing different studies of fetal voice recognition, mimicry,
and twin fetuses co-movement. The review found that fetuses behave socially, but they are unable to do this on their own
due to a lack of understanding social reality, which requires linking certain social cues with corresponding social cases.
The article hypothesizes the facilitation of social learning of fetuses through mental interaction with the mother. This
modality of interaction was explored in 12 online experiments with 67 adults and children. Participants were required
to translate unfamiliar foreign words themselves (independently), by choosing one correct translation from 10 variants in
their native language in a congruent design and, with the opposite task, in incongruent one. The confederates received
hints about the correct answers. These online experiments in different languages found evidence of a 98% increase in a
group performance (the p-value 0.001).
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To Move or not to Move: An ERP Study on the Processing of Literal and Fictive
Motion Constructions
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Abstract

This study used ERP method to investigate the processing of fictive motion and literal motion during natural language
comprehension. A hypothesis is that the motion component of a verb is preserved in both literal and fictive motion con-
structions (The army/The bridge crossed the river). However, the incorporation of a motion-event frame into fictive motion
constructions requires reanalysis or reconstruction both syntactically and semantically. The ERP results reveal that a P300
effect on the subject NPs, a P600 effect on the motion verbs and an N400 modulation on the sentence-final complement
NPs were uncovered in the processing of fictive motion constructions in relative to literal motion constructions. These
results suggest that the processing of fictive motion requires increased cognitive effort than the processing of literal motion
condition.
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Abstract

How do different memory components impact risky choices? We developed a computational model that unifies compo-
nents from memory research with decisions from experience. Our model chooses options based on expectations, observes
outcomes, stores them in memory, and forms new expectations based on observed outcomes. Their memory activation
results from recent encounters, binding outcomes to the context of options, and encoding according to similarity to exist-
ing representations, and impacts how much each outcome drives new expectations. We tested the model on data from a
multi-armed bandit task: Participants chose repeatedly between three options and received outcome feedback. Two core
options appeared in two choice sets with different third options. Core options were chosen less often when they were
accompanied by similar (compared with dissimilar) third options. The model matched choice-proportion levels, direction,
and size of this similarity effect. We present Bayesian estimates for memory components and discuss implications for
theory advancement.
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Abstract

We propose a computational model of verb learning implemented as a probabilistic compositional semantic parser, that
jointly learns individual verb meanings and overarching associations between syntactic verb frames and compositional
semantic predicates from distant supervision on grounded natural language data. In tandem, we present a new corpus for
training and evaluating grounded language learning models, containing natural language descriptions of scenes generated
in a rich environment that simulates realistic interactions between animate agents and physical objects. We demonstrate
how the model can acquire interpretable correspondences between syntactic frames by incrementally parsing individ-
ual sentences, evaluating candidate verb meanings on grounded scenes, and investigate how the models acquired frame
semantics priors generalize to support efficient inferences about the meanings of novel verbs on a few shot learning task.
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Abstract

Verbal probabilistic expressions (verbal probabilities) contain a communicative function called directionality and can be
categorized as positive (e.g., likely or probable) or negative (e.g., unlikely or doubtful) on the ba-sis of their directionality.
Previous studies have demonstrated that the directionality of phrases affects decisions. In particular, people tend to be more
risk seeking when presented with positive phrases and risk averse when presented with negative phrases. The rationality
(i.e., maximizing utility) of such seemingly biased decisions is examined in this study. We hypothesize that because a
speaker tends to choose a positive or negative expression on the basis of context, the selected phrase works as an adaptive
cue for understanding the situational change, and that decision biases based on differences in expressions will lead to
more rational decision making. Computer simulations were conducted regarding decisions with uncertainty based on
verbal probabilities. We found that despite speaker biases in probability judgments, miscommunication generated by the
vagueness of verbal expressions, and individual differences in subjective values, biased deci-sion makers who changed
their risk attitude on the basis of the directionality of verbal probabilities could make more decisions that were rational
than could those who did not show such decision biases.
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Abstract

We present an agent model in the predictive coding framework that selectively communicates with other agents to predict
the state of its environment efficiently. Selective communication is a challenge when the internal models of other agents
are unknown and unobservable. Communication helps agents to transfer the knowledge they have acquired in different
situations. Recognition of daily activities of individuals living in different homes served as a testbed for evaluating the
model. Two publicly-available datasets, collected from unique homes, are used. Behavioral patterns of individuals in those
homes are also unique. Each home is assumed to be monitored by an agent. We experimentally show that the agents can
transfer knowledge by communicating the most informative messages. The messages are interpretable. The agents learn
patterns of daily activities for any individual, and communicate using a vocabulary of words. Our model is more accurate
than traditional transfer learning models for the same task.
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Abstract

The paper concerns conditional reasoning and, in particular, the case, where the antecedent of a conditional is true but
its consequent is unknown. We pursue the idea to apply abduction in order to find an explanation for the consequent.
If such an explanation can be abduced then new conditionals can be generated which are known to be true. This leads
to two problems, viz. that a consequent should not abduce itself and that the antecedent should be strongly relevant to
the consequent of a conditional. Both problems are solved within the Weak Completion Semantics, a new, computational,
multi-valued, and non-monotonic logic paradigm which has already been successfully applied to different human reasoning
problems including the suppression and the selection task. The notion of strong relevance developed in the paper is with
respect to the models of a logic program representing the background knowledge of a human reasoning episode and, thus,
deviates from the mostly proof theoretic definitions of relevancy in relevance theory.
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Abstract

Given an apparent prevalence of audio-visual information in everyday lives, understanding how humans perceive this
information has gained considerable attention in cognitive science. Previous research has demonstrated that lower (vs.
higher) auditory pitch and visual darkness (vs. brightness) are conceptually associated. However, little is known whether
pitch level can affect brightness judgment of a concurrent visual object. To examine this, we presented 27 participants with
a random sequence composed of both higher- and lower-pitched versions of 40 musical excerpts, during each of which a
grey square appeared on a white background screen. At the end of every excerpt, participants judged the brightness of each
square on a 7-point scale (I think this square is ; 1= dark, 7= bright). Although participants were told beforehand that
the square brightness could be varied across questions, an identical square appeared constantly. A wilcoxon signed-rank
test showed that the same grey square was judged darker (vs. brighter) when it was presented with lower-pitched (vs.
higher-pitched) music (Z=-2.931, p¡0.005).
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Abstract

One proposal for how children acquire lexical categories is on the basis of their distributional signatures. Given that the
language children are exposed to gradually changes as they get older, it is possible that such changes impact the quality
of distributional information, and therefore the efficiency with which lexical categories are acquired. To test this idea, we
compiled a corpus of American-English child-directed speech and ordered it by increasing age of the target child. Next,
we investigated the quality of distributional cues about lexical category membership in the first and second half of the
age-ordered corpus. As predicted, we found that the quality of distributional information co-varies with age of the target
child. Specifically, we found that distributional evidence for the noun category was of higher quality in speech to younger
compared to older children. In light of these findings, we recommend that distributional accounts of lexical category
acquisition take into consideration language change during the first six years of development.
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Abstract

One proposal for how children acquire syntactic and semantic lexical categories is by inducing them from their distribu-
tional signatures in speech. Because the language children are exposed to gradually increases in complexity as they get
older, it is possible that inducing lexical categories from initially simplified speech supports acquisition. We set out to test
this hypothesis using a simple recurrent neural network trained to predict 5 million words of child-directed speech from the
American-English portion of the CHILDES database. Evaluation of learned representations showed that models trained
in order in which children actually experience language performed better on a semantic, but not syntactic, categorization
task. To understand why, we examined how the models encoded words during the earliest stages of training. Our results
are relevant to important questions in language acquisition, such as the role of early experiences in organizing children’s
linguistic representations.
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Abstract

Primate visual development is characterized by low visual acuity and colour sensitivity besides high plasticity and synaptic
growth in the first year of infancy, prior to the development of specific visual-cognitive functions. In this work, we
investigate the possible synergy between the gradual variation in visual input distribution and the concurrent growth of a
statistical model of vision on the task of large-scale object classification. We adopt deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) as a statistical model of vision and study its performance in 4 training setups each varying in either the model
being static or growing in parameters or the visual input being fully-formed or refining in saturation, contrast and spatial
resolution. Our experiments indicate that a setup reflective of infant visual development, wherein a gradually growing
model is trained on a refining visual input distribution, converges to a better generalization at a faster rate in comparison
to other setups.
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Abstract

With the ever-increasing need for teaching computational thinking (CT) to learners of the digital age, teacher educators
need to better guide teachers to embed CT activities across subjects and contexts while discovering the positive effects
of computer programming in K-12 education. However, computational thinking assessment (CTA) have yet to be fully
understood in the literature. To address this challenge, this paper used text mining with the aim of reviewing CTA in the
literature for both pre-service and in-service educators. By analyzing 267 papers, we identified 14 clusters of CTA topics
by exploring the application of computational techniques including rudimentary vector space models and unsupervised
machine learning algorithms. We also performed a network analysis for further interpretation of our unsupervised machine
learning results. This visualization of the network allows us to select main themes and perform an exploratory factor
analysis. Implications for educational design and future research are discussed.
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Abstract

Why do people gesture when they speak? On one proposal, people gesture because they speak: Gestures reflect speech
production processes. Alternatively, people gesture because they think: Gestures reflect non-linguistic thinking processes.
If gestures during speech grow out of thinking, not simply speaking, then co-speech gestures should look similar to the
gestures that are produced during silent thinking without speech. Here, we looked at spontaneous gestures during mental
abacus, a non-linguistic technique for rapid arithmetic operations via imagining moving beads on an abacus. We compared
how expert mental abacus users spontaneously gesture during silent thinking (no-speech) and during explaining how they
solved the arithmetic problems (speech). In both the speech and the no-speech condition, gestures reflected operations on
a mental abacus in the same way (e.g. depicting the trajectory of beads). These results suggest that at least some co-speech
gestures grow out of thinking processes that are independent of speaking.
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Abstract

Science misconceptions persist across development and have long-term consequences for achievement. Researchers have
attempted to replace science misconceptions with correct information. Intentional forgetting, often studied using a directed
forgetting (DF) paradigm, is one approach used to eliminate incorrect material. The present study aimed to identify which
science misconceptions persist among adults and determine whether DF can be implemented to forget misconceptions. 147
undergraduates saw two lists of 11 science statements. For each statement, they provided a truthfulness and confidence
rating before receiving the correct True/False rating. Half were told to remember both lists; half were told to forget the
first list and remember the second. Results revealed that although accuracy and confidence increased overall, there were
significant differences between science domains and no observable DF effect. This suggests that science misconceptions
are even more persistent than previously thought, particularly for certain domains, and additional supports are needed to
correct them.
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Abstract

To successfully learn words, children must map words to referents in the presence of competitor objects, and retain these
mappings across time. Past research suggests that competitor repetition supports word mapping. However, these studies
have not implemented delayed tests. Relying on a desirable difficulties framework, we predicted that competitor variability
would lead to better long-term retention of novel words. To test this prediction, children ages 2-6 completed a novel word
learning task. Children were assigned to a competitor repetition or competitor variation condition. In Experiment 1,
we tested retention of novel word-referent mappings at an immediate and 10-minute delayed test. In Experiment 2, we
assessed whether retrieval dynamics during learning explained retention performance. Results revealed that competitor
variation engendered less retrieval success during learning. Competitor variation also reduced forgetting of novel words
across time. We highlight the importance of moving beyond immediate tests when characterizing competition in word
learning.
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Abstract

Instruction to forget a memory after learning can lead to forgetting of the memory. This phenomenon is known as directed
forgetting. Instruction to forget cause not only forgetting but also devaluation. Previous evidence demonstrated that
pleasantness of to-be-forgotten words and faces decreased relative to to-be-remembered items. Here, we examined whether
devaluation by directed forgetting is generalized to food. In our experiment, participants learned pictures of foods and
then received instructions to forget or to remember them. Then, participants rated perceived deliciousness for half of
to-be-remembered pictures and half of to-be-forgotten pictures. Finally, participants took an old/new recognition test for
remained pictures. The results showed successful directed forgetting: memory performance of to-be-forgotten pictures
was lower than that of to-be-remembered pictures. Additionally, a similar pattern was observed for deliciousness. Thus,
instruction to forget induces devaluation as well as forgetting, suggesting that memory plays an important role in evaluating
the deliciousness of food.
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Abstract

One major challenge in science learning involves acquiring understanding of abstract concepts. Structural alignment (SA)
has been shown to aid childrens learning of science concepts; however, research has yet to investigate how analogies affect
childrens ability to retain concepts over time. The current study addresses this gap by examining what information children
remember and forget about science concepts using SA. Experiment 1 (N=120) instructed children 4-9 years on examples
of animal adaptation using SA, then tested their memory or generalization of these concepts immediately or after a delay.
Experiment 2 (N=118) used the same design, but prompted children to recall only perceptual or relational information.
Results revealed that children rapidly forget and fail to generalize relational information relative to perceptual information,
and that this pattern persists even with linguistic supports to recall it. This suggests that additional cognitive supports are
needed to facilitate long-term relational learning of science concepts.
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Abstract

There are numerous studies that show that the more students actively participate in class, the more they learn. Despite
ample evidence, education still relies on lecturers or professors. Although active learning to increase learners’ engagement
has recently been introduced in a variety of methods, quantitative and empirical experiments are lacking. In this study,
we conducted two experiments in order to empirically confirm the effect of active learning on learning performance. We
compared humans and machines to investigate that active learning is more effective than passive learning. In Experiment
1, we compared watching a lecture, the passive form of learning with having a discussion, the active form of learning.
Comparing students’ learning performance of each condition, results of the present study showed higher performance
in active learning. In the additional experiment that imitated the human learning frameworks in machines, the active
learning framework performed better than the passive learning framework. Through the results of humans experiment and
validation of machines experiment, we found that active learning have crucial effect on learning performance.
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Abstract

Ludwin-Peery, Bramley, Davis, and Gureckis (2019) reported finding evidence of conjunction fallacy errors in an intuitive
physics reasoning task. However, this finding was limited to a single paradigm involving the behavior of only two objects,
interacting in a consistent manner, in a highly regular setting. In this project, we provide an important generalization
test of this result, and examine several new paradigms under which conjunction errors might be observed. We find some
cases that produce the expected errors, representing an important generalization of the original finding, as well as some
paradigms which do not appear to produce conjunction errors.
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Abstract

In the literature, scholars often postulate a uni-dimensional structure of beliefs in conspiracy theory except for the Generic
Conspiracist Belief scale (GCB, Brotherton et al., 2013) which posits a five-factor structure of the belief. On the other
hand, a recent study extending the GCB to non-Western population proposed a two-factor structure which dissociates
extraterrestrial conspiracy from other beliefs and suggested that the belief structure might not be equivalent across Western
and non-Western population. In this study, 616 participants from two cloud-sourcing pools (309 Westerners / 307 Japanese
) answered to questionnaires including GCB. A multi-group confirmatory factor analysis confirmed the validity of two-
factor structure across two pools, however only partial metric invariance has been achieved. Results suggests that overall
structure of conspiracy belief is similar across cultures, however several aspects of beliefs might not be equivalent.
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Abstract

Cognition and culture shape each other. Private thinking is externalized in public artifacts, which can shape habits of
thought. Within individual minds, for instance, numbers are associated with space. Do similar regularities exist within
the cultural ecosystem of written numbers? We analyzed three contexts: English books, childrens picture books, and
algebraic expressions created during mathematical activity. Within individual numbers, digits were ordered spatially from
left-to-right, with lower-value digits appearing more often to the left and greater-value digits to the right (e.g., 179). On
a larger scale, lesser-valued numbers were more likely to appear first in phrases and algebraic expressions (e.g., 19 dogs
and 32 cats, 19x+32). The cultural ecosystem of number thus exhibits spatial regularities at multiple scales. We discuss
implications for the development and dissemination of individual mental associations (mental number lines) and defend an
ecological perspective in which cognition reflects mutual constraints between artifacts, practices, and individual thought.
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Abstract

Thanks to research breakthroughs, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has gained popularity in recent years. Nevertheless, its
acceptability by general public is a poorly researched subject. The unified theory of acceptance and use of technology
(UTAUT), a popular model to evaluate acceptability, is generally used for technological products. The purpose of this
study is to ensure that UTAUT is an appropriated model to evaluate AI acceptability. In this paper, 705 participants were
invited to evaluate the acceptability of tools that integrate AI at work in 2030. Relying on UTAUT, performance expectancy,
effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and intention to use were evaluated. Structural modeling sug-
gests a significant influence of performance expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions on intention to use AI
(explained variance of 81%). This research paves the way for prospective research on the overall acceptability of AI.
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Abstract

By about age four, children in industrialized cultures can use verbal counting to correctly name the number of objects
in sets larger than four. On some accounts, this full counting ability signals abstract knowledge about the fundamental
principles governing number (e.g. the successor function and later-greater principle). However, many children who qualify
as full counters fail to grasp these principles. Why? This failure could reflect number-specific conceptual deficiencies or
domain-general cognitive immaturity. Here we tested these alternatives in the Tsimane, an indigenous group in which
age and numerical knowledge are largely unconfounded. Although many Tsimane performed at ceiling, a subset of full-
counters demonstrated poor understanding of fundamental counting principles. Performance was not reliably predicted by
age or schooling, but rather by highest verbal count. These findings suggest that at any age, the development of numerical
abilities is characterized not by sudden induction of abstract principles, but by piecemeal procedural learning.
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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an increasingly prevalent field that influences a number of other areas. It generates a multitude
of reactions among the general population, particularly anxiety, which impacts on the development, deployment, and
regulation of AI. Nevertheless, experimental data on public perceptions toward AI are generally lacking. To fill this
gap, this paper presents a large-scale experiment conducted on the influence of the terms used to describe AI on peoples
perception. In a preliminary study (705 participants), words related to AI were extracted. In a second experiment (552
participants), the impact of these terminologies on anxiety toward AI was explored. An unprecedented effect of wording
and a positive bias of perception toward computers was revealed by these experiments, compared to robots and new
technologies. This research paves the way for future studies on the effect of words on perception in the field of AI and
new technologies.
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Abstract

How does hair color affect people’s first impression of a face? Equipped with state-of-the-art Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) models, we are able to re-investigate the questions with strictly and precisely controlled image stimuli.
By creating triplets of the same face image with different hair colors, we examine how black/brown/blond hair colors
affect perception of attractiveness, trustworthiness and intelligence. Our study finds that if the original hair color is dark,
the optimal choice in most cases is to stay in dark colors. If your original hair color is blond, changing into brown will,
in general, make you look more intelligent, sometimes at the cost of attractiveness. The specific best color choice varies
a lot more for people with blond hair. Furthermore, we train a neural network model that predicts people’s impressions
on faces in different trait dimensions accurately. This study could provide guidance to people regarding their image and
impression control.
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Abstract

In unsupervised categorization, studies have shown that fewer stimuli dimensions are used for categorization with serial
presentation compared to concurrent presentation of stimuli. In this study, we investigate how a colour-based multidimen-
sional descriptor might affect the number of dimensions used in categorization. Our results show that a fewer number
of dimensions are used when stimuli are presented serially irrespective of the presence of a colour-based descriptor. We
found main effects for both the stimuli presentation mode and the colour-based descriptor. The stimuli has the same logical
structure across all the conditions. Our results show that the notion of a natural and intuitive grouping of items is affected
by meta-level feature descriptors, that are not part of a feature-based representation of stimuli. We discuss the implica-
tions of our findings for computational models of categorization, which make predictions based solely on feature-based
representation of stimuli.
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Abstract

Mathematical text reading seems to require a different type of literacy than others since it heavily introduces abstract
concepts and require strict logical and literal reading. In this paper, we focus on grades 611 (elementary through high
school) students skill in reading math definitions, but not problem solving. Our experiment showed that their skills in
reading and understanding math definitions improves as long as math is obligatory (through the 10th grade) but reaches
a plateau very quickly after that. However, teaching a math definition and using it to solve exercise problems in the
classroom do not seem to improve students ability of reading that specific definition.
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Abstract

Researchers often measure infants looking time (LT) as a dependent variable to measure how infants pay attention to certain
stimuli. Using a large repository of data from their lab and the literature, Csibra and colleagues (2016) reported that the
distribution of LT is positively skewed and thus proposed that researchers should log-transform LT before running any
parametric analysis. In this study, we investigated whether log-transformation of LT will make the distribution normally
distributed by using data from a large-scale replication infancy study (ManyBabies Consortium (MB1), in press). Further,
we simulated positively skewed LT data to examine whether log-transformation of LT would improve power. We found
that log-transformation of the MB1 LT data did not make the LT data normally distributed. Also, we found that log-
transformation of LT only slightly increased power. Implications and benefits of log-transformation of LT data will be
discussed.
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Abstract

Japanese youth (13-29 years old) showed lower self-esteem than other countries in the recent survey. The proportions of
those who agreed to the statements I have my own unique strengths were 62.3% of Japanese, while 91.4% of Germany,
91.2% USA, and 90.6% France (Japanese Government Cabinet Office, 2019). We assumed that Japanese youth might
have disguised their self-esteem. To examine the hypothesis, we assessed the self-esteem of 159 Japanese junior high
school students implicitly and explicitly with a paper-based IAT and a questionnaire. As expected, we found 26.4% of
the students having disguised self-esteem: They performed positively on the IAT while they answered negatively on the
survey. We further examined the relationships of the disguises of self-esteem and the longitudinal changes in academic
achievement. The results were different for boys and girls; disguising boys raised their academic performances six months
later while disguising girls lowered their performances one year then.
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Assessing children’s perceptual sensitivity to social information
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Ulrich Mueller
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Abstract

Recent theories of social-cognitive development have generally focused on the development of theory of mind between
infancy and preschool. However, social understanding involves more than developing an inferential understanding of mind
and continues beyond the early childhood years. We present preliminary findings from a study that evaluated childrens
perceptual sensitivity to subtle kinematic cues that distinguish between intentions in others behaviour, based on Pesquita et
al. (2016). On each trial, children observed videos of an actor reaching to touch one of two buttons. On half the trials the
actor chose which button to touch and on the other half they were directed. A paired-samples t-test showed that participants
were reliably faster at correctly predicting the actors movement in the chosen condition than the directed condition [t(39)
= 6.23, p ¡ .01, Cohens d = 0.99)]. We argue that social understanding comes in various forms and at different levels of
awareness.
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Abstract

Building upon previous literature that demonstrates the effect of average rating and number of reviews on consumer
behavior, the present study begged the question of how rating distributions influence perception of product quality at the
individual consumer level. To address this question, we presented a wide range of rating variances for each average rating
from 1.1 to 4.9 in a 5-star system and asked participants to indicate their perceived quality of each product on a scale of
1 10. The behavioral study revealed an interaction between average rating and rating variance: Among all products of the
same average rating, when the average rating was low (below 2.5), people judged less-variable products to be of higher
quality, whereas when the average rating was high (above 2.5), people judged more-variable products to be of higher
quality. A utility-based cognitive model was developed to identify the underlying mechanisms of this reversed preference.
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